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PREFACE
TO THE AMERICAN EDITION

The merits of the present work are so fully set forth in the preface of the London
editor as to render any additional remarks on this subject almost unnecessary. The
student has here a guide to an accurate knowledge of Greek and Roman Antiquities,

before which the meager compilations of Potter and Adams must sink into utter in

significance ; and he is put in possession of a vast body of information in a most
interesting department of study, which it might otherwise have cost him the labour
of a whole life to accumulate. All the most recent and valuable discoveries of the

German scholars are here placed within his reach, and there is nothing to prevent
their speculations becoming as familiar to him as household words. The work is, in

truth, a German one in an English garb, and will be found to contain all that lumesa
and accuracy of detail for which the scholars of Germany have so long and justly

been celebrated. It is equally intended, also, for the general reader, and as a work
of popular reference will be found to be invaluable, not only from its accuracy of

research, but from the wide field over which it ranges. In a word, the present vol*

ume supplies what has long been felt as a great desideratum in English literature.

In order to render the work, however, if possible, still more useful, the American edi-

tor has added a large number of articles relative to the Botany, Mineralogy, and Zoolo-

gy of the ancients, topics interesting and curious in themselves, and which, it is con-

ceived, fall naturally within the scope of such a work as the present one. The contri*

butions by the American editor are distinguished from those of the English writers by
having an asterisk prefixe(^. In preparing them, the editor has availed himself of vari-

ous sources of information, but more particularly of three, which it affords him great

pleasure to mention here. The first is the Collection of Scientific and other Terms, by
his learned friend, Francis Adams, Esq., of Scotland, and which has appeared as an Ap-
pendix to the Greek Lexicon of Professor Dunbar. It embraces the opinions, not only

of the ancient naturalists, but of the most celebrated, also, among the moderns, and haa

afforded the American editor the most numerous, as well as the richest materials for

his labours. The second source whence information has been obtained on various

topics connected with the natural history of the ancients is the noble edition of Cu-

vier's Animal Kingdom, by Griffith and others, in 16 volumes, 8vo, a work full of

curious learning, and replete with interesting observations on the naturalists of an
tiquity and the opinions entertained by them. On the subject of Ancient Mineralogy,
the editor acknowledges himself deeply indebted to the excellent work published
some years ago by Dr. Moore, at that time Professor of Ancient Languages in Co-
lumbia College, now President of that institution ; and he takes the greater pleasure
in stating his obligations to the labours of this distinguished scholar, since it affords

him, also, the opportunity of congratulating his Alma Mater on having her highest
office filled by one so well qualified to advance her best interests, and to gain for her
the esteem and approbation of all who wish her well.

As regards the general appearance of the work, some changes of form have been
made which may here be enumerated. In the English edition, the articles relating

to Grecian Antiquities have their heading in Greek characters. This, although no
obstacle, of course, to the student or professed scholar, is a serious impediment in

the way of the general reader, and might mar the popularity of the work. To guard
against such a result, great care has been taken to change all the headings of the
Greek articles (except such as relate to legal matters) to Roman characters, while,

at the same time, in order to satisfy the scholar, the Greek title is written immedi-
ately after the Roman. Should any words, by this arrangement, be thrown out of

the alphabetical order, their places can be discovered in un instant by the General
Index at the end of the volume. In the English edition, again, the references and
authorities are given in the body of the article, a plan calculated to deter the general
reader, and which, at best, is one of verv doubtful nroprietv, since it mars the ap
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pearance of an English sentence, and destroys, in some degree, its continuity. IIim
is remedied in the American edition by throwing all the authorities into foot-notes

at the bottom of the page, an arrangement so natural, and, withal, so convenient, that

it is surprising it should not have been adopted by the English editor.

Another blemish in the English edition is the plan of appending to each article the
initials of the writer's name, which, to say the least of it, gives a very awkward and
clumsy appearance to the page. In the American edition a different arrangement is

adopted. A full reference is given at the end of the volume to the different articles

furnished by the different contributors, and these are so classified that it can be as-

certained at a glance what portions have been supplied by each. This, indeed, gives
the American a decided advantage over the English editioa.

We have remarked above, that the present work is intended to supersede the com-
pilations of Potter and Adams. In order to facilitate this most desirable change, an
index Raisonne has been appended to the volume, in which the whole subject of
Greek and Roman Antiquities is classified under appropriate heads, so that, by means
of this index, the present work, though having the form of a Dictionary, may be
made, with the utmost ease, to answer all the purposes of a College text-book. No
conscientious and honest instructer, therefore, can hesitate for an instant between
the work which is here presented to him and the ordinary text-books of the day.
In the preparation of the indexes, and, indeed, in the arrangement of the entire

work, the editor has to acknowledge the valuable aid of his friend, Mr. Henry Drisler,

sub-rector of the Grammar-school of Columbia College, to whose accuracy and faith-

ful care the previous volumes of the Classical Series are so largely indebted.

Before concluding the present preface, it may be proper to remark, that in a
review of Mure's Tour in Greece, which appeared in the London Quarterly for

June, 1842, mention is made of an ancient bridge, discovered by that traveller

in Laconia, which the reviewer thinks disproves an assertion made in the present
work relative to the arch, namely, that the Romans were undoubtedly the first peo-
ple who applied the arch to the construction of bridges. The bridge discovered
by Mr. Mure, over a tributary of the Eurotas, was regarded by him as a work of the

remotest antiquity, probably of the heroic age itself; and he even goes so far

as to suppose that either Homer himself or Telemachus may have crossed this

bridge in travelling into Laconia ! The visionary nature of such speculations must
present itself to every mind ; and we have preferred, therefore, waiting for farther

information on this subject, and allowing the article in the Dictionary to remain un-
altered. Mr. Mure's Homeric bridge may be found at last to be as modern a struc-

ture as Fourmont's temple of the goddess Oga or Onga, near Amyclse, supposed to

have been built about 1500 B.C., but which Lord Aberdeen proved to be a mcdern
Greek chapel

!

Cfiumbia College, Febraaiy 13, IMS.
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TO THE LONDON EDITION.

I

The study of Greek and Roman Antiquities has, in common with all other philc

ogical studies, made great progress in Europe within the last fifty years. The
earlier writers on the subject, whose works are contained in the collections of Gro-

Dovius and Grsevius, display little historical criticism, and give no comprehensive
view or living idea of the public and private life of the ancients. They were con-

tented, for the most part, with merely collecting facts, and arranging them in some
systematic form, and seemed not to have felt the want of anything more : they wrote
about antiquity as if the people had never existed : they did not attempt to realize

to their own minds, or to represent to those of others, the living spirit of Greek and
Roman civilization. But, by the labours of modern scholars, life has been breathed
into the study : men are no longer satisfied with isolated facts on separate depart-

ments of the subject, but endeavour to form some conception of antiquity as an
organic whole, and to trace the relation of one part to another.

There is scarcely a single subject included under the general name of Greek and
Roman Antiquities which has not received elucidation from the writings of the

modern scholars of Germany. The history and political relations of the nations of

antiquity have been placed in an entirely different light since the publication of Nie-

buhr's Roman History, which gave a new impulse to the study, and has been suc-

ceeded by the works of Bockh, K. O. Muller, Wachsmuth, K. F. Hermann, and other

distinguished scholars. The study of the Roman law, which has been unaccountably
neglected in this country, has been prosecuted with extraordinary success by the

great jurists of Germany, among whom Savigny stands pre-eminent, and claims our

profoundest admiration. The subject of Attic law, though in a scientific point of

view one of much less interest and importance than the Roman law, but without a

competent knowledge of which it is impossible to understand the Greek orators, has

also received much elucidation from the writings of Meier, Schbmann, Bunsen, Plat-

ner, Hudtwalcker, and others. Nor has the private life of the ancients been neglect-

ed. The discovery of Herculaneum and Pompeii has supplied us with important
information on the subject, which has also been discussed with ability by several

modern writers, among whom W. A. Becker, of Leipzig, deserves to be particularly

mentioned. The study of ancient art likewise, to which our scholars have paid littl*

attention, has been diligently cultivated in Germany from the time of Winckelmann
and Lessing, who founded the modern school of criticism in art, to which we are

indebted for so many valuable works.
While, however, so much has been done in every department of the subject, no

attempt has hitherto been made, either in Germany or in this country, to make the

results of modern researches available for the purposes of instruction, by giving

them in a single work, adapted for the use of students. At present, correct infor-

mation on many matters of antiquity can only be obtained by consulting a large

number of costly works, which few students can have access to. It was therefore

thought that a work on Greek and Roman Antiquities, which should be founded or.

a careful examination of the original sources, with such aids as could be derived

from the best modern writers, and which should bring up the subject, so to speak,

to the present state of philological learning, would form a useful acquisition to all

persons engaged in the study of antiquity.

It was supposed that this work might fall into the hands of two different classes

of readers, and it was therefore considered proper to provide for the probable wants
of each, as far as was possible. It has been intended not only for schools, but also

for the use of students at universities, and of other persons, who may wish to obtain

more extensive information on the subject than an elementary work can supply

Accordingly, numerous references have been given, not only to the classical authors

but also to the best modern writers, which will point out the sources of informatioi

on each subject, and enable the reader to extend his inquiries farther if he wishes
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A.t the same time, it must be observed, that it has been impossible to give at the end
of each article the whole of the literature which belongs to it. Such a list of works
as a full account of the literature would require would have swelled the work much
beyond the limits of a single volume, and it has therefore only been possible to refer

to the principal modern authorities. This has been more particularly the case with

such articles as treat of the Roman constitution and law, on which the modern wri«,

ters are almo3t innumerable.

A work like the present might have been arranged either in a systematic or an
alphabetical form. Each plan has its advantages and disadvantages, but many rea-

sons induced tiie editor to adopt the latter. Besides the obvious advantage of an
alphabetical arrangement in a work of reference like the present, it enabled the edi-

tor to avail himself of the assistance of several scholars who had made certain de-

partments of antiquity their particular study. It is quite impossible that a work
which comprehends all the subjects included under Greek and Roman Antiquities

can be written satisfactorily by any one individual. As it was therefore absolutely

necessary to divide the labour, no other arrangement offered so many facilities for

the purpose as that which has been adopted ; in addition to which, the form of a

Dictionary has the additional advantage of enabling the writer to give a complete
account of a subject under one head, which cannot so well be done in a systematic
w^ork. An example will illustrate what is meant. A history of the patrician and
plebeian orders at Rome can only be gained from a systematic work by putting

together the statements contained in many different parts of the work, w^hile in a

Dictionary a connected view of their history is given, from the earliest to the latest

times, under the respective words. The same remark will apply to numerous other

subjects.

The initials of each writer's name are given at the end of the articles he has writ

ten, and a list of the names of the contributors is prefixed to the work. It may be
proper to state, that the editor is not answerable for every opinion or statement

contained in the work : he has endeavaured to obtain the best assistance that he
could ; but he has not thought it proper or necessary to exercise more than a gen-

eral superintendence, as each writer has attached his name to the articles he has
written, and is therefore responsible for them. It may also not be unnecessary to

remark, in order to guard against any misconception, that each writer is only re-

sponsible for his own articles, and for no other parts of the work.
Some subjects have been included in the present work which have not usually

been treated of in works on Greek and Roman Antiquities. These subjects have
been inserted on account of the important influence which they exercised upon the

public and private life of the ancients. Thus, considerable space has been given to

the articles on Painting and Statuary, and also to those on the different departments

of the Drama. There may seem to be some inconsistency and apparent capricious-

ness in the admission and rejection of subjects, but it is very difficult to determine
at what point to stop in a work of this kind. A Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Antiquities, if understood in its most extensive signification, would comprehend an
account of everything relating to antiquity. In its narrower sense, however, the

term is confined to an account of the public and private life of the Greeks and Ro-
mans, and it is convenient to adhere to this signification of the word, however arbi*

trary it may be. For this reason, several articles have been inserted in the work
which some persons may regard as out of place, and others have been omitted w^hich

have sometimes been improperly included in writings on Greek and Roman Antiqui-

ties. Neither the names of persons and divinities, nor those of places, have been
inserted in the present work, as the former will be treated of in the " Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology," and the latter in the " Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Geography."
The subjects of the woodcuts have been chosen by the writers of the articles which

they illustrate, and the drawings have been made under their superintendence. Many
of these have been taken from originals in the British Museum, and others from the

different works which contain representations of works of ancient art, as the Museo
Borbonico, Museo Capitolino, Millin's Peintures de Vases Antiques, Tischbein's and
D'Hancarville's engravings from Sir William Hamilton's Vases, and other similar

works. Hitherto little use has been made in this country of existing works of art

for the purpose of illustrating antiquity. In many cases, however, the representation

of an object gives a far better idea of the purposes for which it was intended, and
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the way in which it was used, than any explanation in words only can convey. Be-

s'des which, some acquaintance with the remains of ancient art is almost essential

to a proper perception of the spirit of antiquity, and would tend to refine and elevate

the taste, and lead to a just appreciation of works of art in general.

Considerable care has been taken in drawing up the list of articles, but it is feared

that there may still be a few omissions. Some subjects, however, which do not

occur in the alphabetical list, are treated of in other articles j and it will be found

by reference to the Indsx, that many subjects are not omitted which appear to be so

The reader will occasionally find some words referred for explanation to other arti

cles, which are not treated of under the articles to which the references are made.
Such instances, however, occur but rarely, and are rectified by the index, where the

proper references are given. They have only arisen from the circumstance of its

having been found advisable, in the course of the work, to treat of them under differ-

ent heads from those which were originally intended. Some inconsistency may also

be observed in the use of Greek, Latin, and English words for the names of the arti-

cles. The Latin language has generally been adopted for the purpose, and the sub-

jects connected with Greek antiquity have been inserted under their Greek names,
where no corresponding words existed in Latin. In some cases, however, it has, for

various reasons, been found more convenient to insert subjects under their English
names, but this has only been done to a limited extent. Any little difficulty which
may arise from this circumstance is also remedied by the index, where the subjects

are given under their Greek, Latin, and English titles, together with the page where
they are treated of. The words have been arranged according to the order of the

letters in the Latin alphabet.

Mr. George Long, who has contributed to this work the articles relating to Roman
Law, has sent the editor the following remarks, which he wishes to make respecting

the articles he has written, and which are accordingly subjoined in his own words

:

" The writer of the articles marked with the letters G. L. considers some apology
necessary in respect of what he has contributed to this work. He has never had the

advantage of attending a course of lectures on Roman Law, and he has written these
articles in the midst of numerous engagements, which left little time for other la-

bour. The want of proper materials, also, Avas often felt, and it would have been
sufficient to prevent the \vriter from venturing on such an undertaking, if he had not
been able to avail himself of the library of his friend, Mr. William Wright, of Lin-
coln's Inn. These circumstances will, perhaps, be some excuse for the errors and
imperfections which will be apparent enough to those who are competent judges.
It is only those who have formed an adequate conception of the extent and variety

of the matter of law in general, and of the Roman Law in particular, who can esti-

mate the difficulty of writing on such a subject in England, and they will allow to

him who has attempted it a just measure of indulgence. The writer claims such in-

dulgence from those living writers of whose labours he has availed himself, if any
of these articles should ever fall in their way. It will be apparent that these articles

have been written mainly with the view of illustrating the classical writers ; and that

a consideration of the persons for whose use they are intended, and the present state

of knowledge of the Roman Law in this country, have been sufficient reasons for the
omission of many important matters which would have been useless to most readers,

and sometimes unintelligible.
" Though few modern writers have been used, compared with the whole number

who might have been used, they are not absolutely few, and many of them, to Eng-
lishmen, are new. Many of them, also, are the best, and among the best of the kind.

The difficulty of writing these articles was increased by the want of books in the
English language; for, though we have many writers on various departments bf the
Roman Law, of whom two or three have been referred to, they have been seldom
nsed, and with very little profit."

It would be improper to close these remarks without stating the obligations this

work is under to Mr. Long. It was chiefly through his advice and encouragement
that the editor was induced to undertake it, and during its progress he has alwaj^s

been ready to give his counsel whenever it was needed. It is, therefore, as much a

matter of duty as it is of pleasure to make this public acknowledgment to him.

WILLIAM SMITH.
London. 1842
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ABACUS.

•ABACULUS (u6aKt(TKog), a diminutive of Ab-
acus, is principally applied, when used at all, to the

tiles or squares of a tesselated pavement. {Vid.
Abacus, II.)

A.B'ACUS (afiaf ) denoted generally and prima-
rily a square tablet of any material. Hence we
find it applied in the following special significa-

tions:

I. In architecture it denoted the flat square stone
which constituted the highest member of a column,
being placed immediately xmder the architrave. Its

use is to be traced back to the very infancy of ar-

chitecture. As the trunk of the tree, which sup-

Eorted the roof of the early log-hut, required to be
ased upon a flat square stone, and to have a stone

or tile of similar form fixed on its summit to pre-

serve it from decay, so the stone column in after

days was made with a square base, and was cover-
rd with an Abacus. The annexed figure is drawn
from that in the British Museum, which was taken
from the Parthenon at Athens, and is a perfect spe-
cimen of the capital of a Doric cjolumn.

Iti the more ornamented orders of architecture,
*uch as the Corinthian, the sides of the abacus were
-urvtd inward, and a rose or some other decoration
was frequently placed in the middle of each side

;

but the name Abacus was given to the stone thus
diversified and enriched, as well as in its original
form.^

II. The diminutive Abaculus (u6aKicrK0() denoted
a tile of marble, glass, or any other substance used
for making ornamental pavements.

Pliny, in his account of glass, says,» " It is artifi-

cially stained as in making the small tiles, which
some persons call abaculi." Moschion says that
the magnificent ship built by Archimedes for Hiero,
king of Syracuse, contained a pavement made of
such tiles, of various colours and materials.*

III. Abacus was also employed in architecture
to denote a panel, cofier, or square compartment in
the wall or ceiling of a chamber. As panels are

1 (Vitniv., iii., 3; iv., 1, 7.)—2. (H. N., ixxvi., 67.)—3.
[^d-ireSov iv aSaKlaKon avYtcelucvov ii vavTolwv Xlduv. Apad
ktiiea., v., 207 )

B

ABACUS.

intended for variety and ornament, they were e>
riched with painting.^ Pliny, in describing the

progress of luxury with respect to the decoration oi

apartments, says that the Romans were nowno long*
er satisfied with panels,* and were beginning even
to paint upon marble.

IV. Abacus farther denoted a wooden tray, i. e.,

a square board surrounded by a raised border. This
may have been the article intended by Cato, when,
in his enumeration of the things necessary in fur-

nishing a farm {plivetuvi), he mentions " one aba»
ens."*

Such a tray would be useful for various purpo-
ses.* It might very well be used for making bread
and confectionary ; and hence the name of abacur
(afiaf, atuKLov) was given to the fiuKrpa, i. e., the

board or tray for kneading dough.*

V. A tray of the same description, covered » *th

sand or dust, was used by mathematicians for dra>. •

ing diagrams.*
VI. It is evident that this contrivance would be

no less serviceable to the arithmetician: and to this

application of it Persius alludes, when he censures
the man who ridiculed " the numbers on the abacus
and the partitions in its divided dust.'" In this in-

stance the poet seems to have supposed perpendicu-
lar lines or channels to have been drawn in the sand
upon the board ; and the instrument might thus, in

the simplest and easiest manner, be adapted foi

arithmetical computation.

It appears that the same purpose was answered
by having a similar tray with perpendicular wood-
en divisions, the space on the right hand being in-

tended for units, the next space for tens, the next for

hundreds, and so on. Thus was constructed " the
abacus on which they calculate,"* i. e., ret kon by
the use of stones.' The figure following is design-
ed to represent the probable form and appearance of

such an abacus.
The reader will observe, that stone after stone

might be put into the right-hand partition imtil they
amounted to 1 0, when it would be necessary to take
them all out as represented in the figure, and in-

stead of them to put one stone into the next parti-

tion. The stones in this division might in like man-
ner amount to 10, thus representing 10x10=100.
when it would be necessary to take out the 10, and
instead of them to put one stone into the third par-
tition, and so on. On this principle, the stones in
the abacus, as delineated in the figure, would be
equivalent to 359,310.

1. (Plin., H. N., xiiiii., 56; xixv., 13.)—2. (" Non placent
jam abaci :" H. N., xxiv., 1.)—3. (De Re Rust., 10.)—4. (Vid
Cratin., Fragm., ed. Runkel, p. 27.—Pollux, vi, 90 ; i.. 105.—.
Bekkcr, Anec. GrEC, i., 27.)—5. (Hesych., s. v. Mojcrpa.—
Schol. in Theoc, iv., 61.)—6. (Eustath. in Od., i., 107, p. 13*7.)—7. ("Abaco numeros, et secto in pulvere metas:" Pers., Sat,
i., 131.)—8. (iSdKtov i<j)' oZ xpri(pi^ov(itv : Eusfath in Od . n.
249, p. 14M.)—9. (ipS^oi, calculi

)
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It is evident that the same method might be em-
ployed in adding, subtracting, or multiplying weights

and. measures, and sums of money. Thus the stones,

as arranged in the figure, might stand for 3 stadia, 5

plefira, 2 fathoms, 3 cubits, and Ifoot. The abacus,

uowever, can never be much used by us at the pres-

ent day, owing to our various divisions of weights

and measures, &c. We should need one abacus for

dollars, cents, &c. ; another for avoirdupois weight

;

a third for troy weight, and so on. In China, how-
ever, where the whole system is decimal, that is,

where every measure, weight, &c., is the tenth part

of the next greater one, this instrument, called

Shwanpan, is very much used, and with astonishing

rapidity. It is said that, while one man reads over
rapidly a number of sums of money, another can
add them so as to give the total as soon as the first

has done reading.

That the spaces of the abacus actually denoted
different values, may be inferred from the following

comparison in Polybius •} " All men are subject to

be elevated and again depressed by the most fleet-

ing events; but this is particularly the case with
those who frequent the palaces of kings. They are

like the stones upon abaci,' which, according to the

pleasure of the calculator,^ are at one time the value
of a small copper coin,* and immediately afterward

are worth a talent of gold.* Thus courtiers at the

monarch's nod may suddenly become either happy
or miserable."

VII. By another variation the Abacus was adapt-

ed for playing with dice or counters. The Greeks
Jiad a tradition ascribing this contrivance to Palame-
des ; hence they called it " the abacus of Palame-
des."' It probably bore a considerable resemblance
to the modem backgammon-board, dice' being
thrown for the moves, and the "men"* placed ac-

cording to the numbers thrown on the successive

lines or spaces of the board.
VIII. The term Abacus was also applied to a

kind of cupboard, sideboard, or cabinet, the exact
form of which can only be inferred from the inci-

dental mention of it by ancient writers. It appears
that it had partitions for holding cups and all kinds
of valuable and ornamental utensils:

" Nee per multipliccs abaco spUvdente cavernas

ArgerUi nigri pocula defodiam."*

This passage must evidently have referred to a piece

of furniture with numerous cells, and of a compli-

cated construction. If we suppose it to have been
a square frame with shelves or partitions, in some
degree corresponding to the divisions which have
been described under the last two heads, we shall

see that the term might easily be transferred from
all its other applications to the sense now under
consideration.

We are informed that luxuries of this description

were first introduced at Rome from Asia Minor

after the victories of Cn. Maniius Vulso, A.U.C
567.»

In the above passage of Sidonius, the principal

use of the abacus now described is indicated by the

word argenti, referring to the vessels of silver which
it contained, and being probably designed, like our
word "plate," to include similar articles made of

gold and other precious substances.'

The term abacus must, however, have been ap
plicable to cupboards of a simple and unado:neii
appearance. Juvenal says of the triclinium ana
drinking-vessels of a poor man,

" Lectus erat Codro Procula minor, urceoli sex

Omavientum abaci, necTwn ct paj-vidus infra
Canthams."'

The abacus was, in fact, part of the furniture of a
triclinium, and was intended to contain the vessels

usually required at meals.
IX. Lastly, a part of the theatre was called

uSaKec, " the abaci." It geetns to have been on ot

near the stage ; farther than this its position cannot
be at present determined. We may, however, infer

that the general idea, characteristic of abaci in ev-

ery other sense, viz., that of a square tablet, was ap-

plicable in this case also.

ABALIENA'TIO. (^Vid. Mancipium; Manci-
PATIO.)

ABDICA'TIO. {Vid. Magistratus, Apoceryx-
is.)

*AB'IES, the "Fir," a genus of trees of the co
iiiferous tribe, well known for the valuable timbei
which is produced by many of the species. The or-

igin of the Latin name is unknown ; that of the Eng-
lish appellation is the Saxon furh-unidti, "fir-wood.''

The Abies Picea, or " Silver Fir," is the kind stvl^d

by Virgil pulcherrlma (" most beautiful"), and rit fliy

merits the name. Antiquarians have lost them-
selves in vain attempts to reconcile the declaration

of Cassar (5, 12), that he found in Britain all the

trees of Gaul except the beech and abies, with the

well-known fact that fir-wood is abundant in the

ancient English mosses, and has been met with eveji

beneath the foundations of Roman roads. What
Caesar meant was, no doubt, that he did not meet
with the silverfir in Britain ; of the pine he says no-

thing, and therefore it is to be presumed that ho

found it.—The common klurr) of the Greeks mus',

have been either the Pinus ajnes or the Pinns Ori-

entalis (Tournefort). There is some difiiculty in

distinguishing the male and female species of Theo-
phrastus. Stackhouse holds the former to be the

Pinus abies, or common "Fir-tree," and the latter

the Pinns picea, or " Yellow-leaved Fir."*

AB'IGA, the herb "grmind-pine," called also " St.

John^s wort." The Latin name is derived from this

plant's having been used to produce abortion.* The
Abiga is the same with the Chamaepitys {Xafxanri-

Tvg) of the Greeks. The three species of the latter

described by Dioscorides have been the subject ol

much diversity of opinion. The 1st would seem to

have been the Ajiga CkamccplPi/s ; the 3d the Ajiga
iva (according to Bauhin and Sprengel) ; while thf

2d, according to the latter, is either the Teiurinm
supinum or montunum.^ These plants, rich in es-

sential oil, are tonic and aromatic. All that wc
find in Dioscorides and in Pliny (who copies him),

which does not refer to these properties, is merely
hypothetical, and does not merit refutation.''

ABLEC'TI. (^Vid. Extraordinarii.)
ABLEG'MINA {unn?i.ey/ioi) were the parts of the

victim which were offered to the gods in sacrif ce.

The word is derived from ablcgere, in imitatior oi

1. (v., 26.)—2. (rn7f tm riiv aSaKiijjv ^>)<potg.)—3. (4n<pl-

Covrof.) — 4. (.X'^XkoVv.) — 5. {rdXavrov.)—6. (rd tlaXi'firjScinv

iedKwv : Enstath. m Od., i., 107, p. 1396.)—7. (icufioi.)—8.

wfacol.)—9. (Sidon. Apoll., Car xvii.. 7, 8.)

10

1. (Liv., xxxix., 6.—Plin., II. N., xxxlx., 8.)—2. (Vid. Cio.,

Tusc, v., 21.—Varro, de Ling-. Lat., ix., 33, p. 489, ed. Spen
<?el.)—3. (Sat., iii., 187.1—4. (Adams, Append., s. v. Au-»;.)—

5

i;" Quod abigat paitus." Vid. Plin.. II. N., xxiv., 6.)—6. (Ad-

ams, Append., s. r. ^auai-irvi-)—'' (Diosoord.. iii , 175 —F*i
in Plin., 1. c)
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the Greek uizoTiJyeiv, which is used in a similar

manner. These parts were also caXled Forricia,
Prosegmina, Prost'.da. {Vid. Sacrifices.)
ABOL'LA, a woollen cloak or pall, is probably-

only a varied form of pallium (^apof), with which
this word is nearly, if not altogether, identical in

signification. The form and manner of wearing
the aboUa may be seen in the figures annexed,
which are taken from the bas-reliefs on the tri-

Jmphal arch of Septimius Severus at Rome.

The word was in use before the Augustan age

;

for it occurs in a passage cited by Nonius Marcel-
lus frora one of the satires of Varro. Nonius Mar-
cellus quotes the passage to show that this garment
was worn by soldiers {vestis militaris), and thus op-
posed to the toga. There can be no doubt that it

was more especially the dress of soldiers, because
the toga, which was used instead of it in the time of
peace, though of a similar form and application,
was much too large, and wrapped in too many folds
about the body to be convenient' in time of war.
But it is a.oO clear, from many passages in ancient
authors, that the abolla was by no means confined
in its use to military occasions.'
Juvenal, speaking of a person who heard unex-

pectedly that it was necessary for him to attend
upon the emperor, says, " He took up his cloak in a
great hurry."" This action suited the use of a gar-
ment, mad'e simply to be thro-wm over the shoulders
and fastened with a fibula. The same poet calls a
veiy cmel and base action facimis viajoris abolla,
literally " a crime of a larger cloak." The expres-
sion has been explained as meaning " a crime of a
deeper dye," and " a crime committed by a philos-
^)pher of a graver character." Probablv it meant a
;rime so enormous as to require a lari cr cloak to
hide it. This is supported by the authority of the
ancient scholiast on Juvenal, who explains Tna^joris

aboll(B as equivalent to majoris pallii, {Vid. Pal-
lium.)

The Periplus of the Erythrean Sea mentions aM-
l<t among the articles imported into the kingdom of
the Axumites in Abyssinia; and the expression
ifiaTio)v iitoXkai, used by the writer, is an additional
proof that the abolla was a kind of L/nazlov, i. c, a
square or rectangular piece of woollen cloth, a
cloak, or pall.

*AI3'RAMIS CA6pafifg), the name of a fish men-
tioned by Oppian* and Athenajus.* According to
Coray, it is tne Bream, namely, the Cyprinus Brama,
L., or Abramis Vulgaris (Cuvier). Rondelet, howev-
er, with whom Gesner is disposed to concur, suppo-
Bes it a species or variety of the Qpiaaa {Thrissa)^

1. (Sucton., Cal'g.. c. 35.—Martial, i., 133; vin., 48.)—2.
'" Rapta properabat abolla." iv., 75.)—3 fllal., i., 244.)—4 (vii.,

112, b.)—5 (Adams, Append., s v.)

ACANTHA.

ABROGA'TIO. [Vid. Lex.)
*ABROT'ONUM (a6p6rovov), a plant, o.' which

two species are described by Dioscorides,» ihe male
and tne female. The former of these, by the ai-
most general agreement of the commentators and
botanical authorities, is referred to the Artemisia
Abrotormm, L., or Southernwood. About the other
species there is great diversity of opinion. Fuch-
sius makes it the Artemisia Pontica ; Dodonaeus, the
A. arbore&oens ; and Matthiolus, the Sanloliria Cham-
cEcypaiiss^is, or common Lavender Cotton. Adams
decides in favour of the last. Galen recognises the
two species described by Dioscorides; butNicander,
Paulus ^gineia, and most of the other writers on
the Materia Medica, notice only one species, which
no doubt was the A. airrotonum:*

*ABSIN'THIUM (uijlvdiov), a plant, of which
Dioscorides describes three species. The first of
these is pretty generally acknowledged to be the
Artemisia adsinthium, or common wormwood ; but
Sprengel hesitates whether he should not also com-
prehend the A. Pontica under it, which latter, indeed,
Bauhin held to be the true Roman wormwood. The
second species is the Artemisia maritima. The third
is held by Sprengel to bp- the A. palmaia, L., which,
it appears, is indigenous m Santonge. The A. san^
tonica, L., being confined to Tartary and the north-
em parts of Persia, it is not likely that the ancients
were acquainted with it.'

ABSOLU'TIO. (Vid. Judicium.)
ABSTINEN'DI BENEFIC'IUM. (F/</.Here8.j
'•^ACA'CALIS or ACALL'IS {aKaKalig, a/cuXAtf),

a plant ; according to Sprengel, the Tamarix Orv-
eiilalis, called Tamarix articulata by Vahl.*
*ACA'CIA {aKada), a plant, which, according to

Sprengel, and most of the authorities, is the Acncia
Vera, Willd. ; but, according to Dierbach, it is the
Acadia Senegal. Hill remarks, that the tree which
produces the sucais acacice is the same as that
which yields the gum arable. The acacia gets the
English name of the Egyptian thorn.*

ACAFNA (^uKaLva), a measure of length, equiva-
lent to ten Greek feet.

ACALE'PHE {uKaXTJcpT}, or KviSij), I. a kind of
shellfish, belonging to the genus Urtim (" Sea-net-
tle"), of which there are several species. Linnseus
places the Urtica among Zoophyta, but it belongs
niore properly to the class MoUusca. Sprengel de-
cides, that the Urtica manna of the ancients is the
Actinia senilis.^ Coray gives its French name as
Oiiie de mer. Pennant says, the ancients divided
their Kvidri into two classes, those which adhere to-

rocks (the Actinia of Linnasus), and those that wan-
der through the element. The latter are called by
late writers Urticce solutce ; by Linnasus, Medusa ; by
the common people, " Sea jellies," or " Sea blub-
bers."'—II. A species of plant, the "nettle." Di-
oscorides describes two species, which Sprengel
holds to be the Urtica dioica (" great nettle") and
the U. urciis (" little nettle").*

ACAN'THA {Hnavda), the Thorn. Eight spe
cies are described by Theophrastus, none ol which
are satisfactorily determined by Stackhouse and
Schneider. There is great diversity of opinion
respecting the two species described bjr Dioscori-
des.' Sprengel, upon the whole, inchnes to, the

opinion of Sibthorp, that the uKavda Ievktj is the
Cirsium Acarna, Cand. ; and the unavda ^Apa6cK?)

the Onopordum Arabicum. Botanists even yet find

great difficulty in distinguishing the difierent'species

and genera of Thorns and Thistles, and the nomen-
clature of this tribe of plants is very unsettled."
ACANTHIAS GAL'EOS (uKaveiag yaXsog), a

1. (Mat. Med., lii., 26.)—2. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—

»

(Adams, Append., s. v. aiphO.)—4 (Adams, Append., g. v
jxaAAi's.)—5. (Adams, Append., s. v. axaKin.)—6. (Comment
m Dioscond.)—7. (Aristot.,!!. A., iv., 5.—Adams, Append.,*. t

aKa\ri(prj.)—8. (Dioscor., iv., 72.— Adams. Append., s v.l—

•

(iii., 12.1—10 (Adam?, Apjend., s v.)

r
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species of fish, the SqiMlus AcatUMas, L., or Spinax

AcarUhias of later authorities ; in English, the " Pi-

ked Dog" or " Hound Fish." It is common on the

shores of England and in the Mediterranean. Pen-

nant also says that it swarms on the Scottish coast.

It weighs abouf20 lbs. This is the species of shark

often taken between Edinburgh and Aberdeen.'

•AGAN'THIS iciKavdic), so called by Aristotle,

is probablj- the same plant as the uKaT^avBlg of Ar-

istophanes, and the a/cav0j;XA/r of Hesychius. It

is the Acanthis of Pliny and Virgil. Gesner, with

great probability, refers it to the " Siskin," namely,

Sie PringiUa spinus, L., or Carduelis spinus, Cuvier.

Professor Rennie says it is called "Aberdevine"

near London.'
ACANTHUS (uicavdog), I. the name by which

the broad raffled leaf used in the enrichment of the

Corinthian capital is known. It is thus called be-

cause of its general resemblance to the leaves of a
species of the Acanthus plant. (^Vid. Columna.)

II. Under this name have been described by ancient

authors at least three totally different plants. First,

a prickly tree, with smooth evergreen leaves, and
small, round, saffron-coloured berries, frequently al-

luded to by Virgil ; this is conjectured to have been
the HoUy. Secondly, a prickly Egyptian tree, de-

scribed by Theophrastus as having pods like those
of a bean; it is probable that this was the Acacia
Arabica. Thirdly, an herb mentioned by Dioscori-
des, with broad prickly leaves, which perish at the
approach of winter, and again sprout forth with the
return of spring. To this latter plant the name is

now aj plied. The word in all cases alludes to the
prickly nature of the leaves or stems. It is this last

species which is usually supposed to have given
nse to the notion of the Corinthian capital. But it

appears from the investigation of Dr. Sibthorp, that
it is nowhere to be foimd, either in the Greek isl-

ands, or in any .part of the Peloponnesus ; and that
the plant which Dioscorides must have meant was
Ihc Acanthus spinosus, still called uKavda, which is

fuxmd, as he describes it, on the borders of cultiva-
ted grounds or of gardens, and is frequent in rocky
moist situations.^

ACANTHYLL'IS {uKavevUic). As has been
stated under Acanthis, the aKavdvTiTil^ of Hesychi-
us is most probably the " Siskin;" but that of Aris-
totle is certainly different, being the Picus varius
according to Camus.*
ACAP'NA LIG'NA (a priv., and KairvSc), called

also coda, were logs of wood dried with great care
in order to prevent smoke. Pliny says that wood
soaked with the lees of oil (amurca) burned without
smoke.'
Acapnon mel, which was considered the best kind

of honey, was obtained without driving out the bees
from their hives by smoke, which was the usual
method of procuring it.*

ACATION {uKariov, a diminutive of u/carof, a
small vessel),' a small vessel or boat, which appears
K) have been the same as the Roman scapha; since
Snetonms,» m relating the escape of Ctesar from

l.^^^",^,^^^'
^^y^ ^^^^ ^^ jumped into a scapha,

which Plutarch, in narrating the same events, calls
an aKUTiov. Thucydides' speaks of ukutiov aaArjpi-
Kw, Which IS explained by the scholiast, liXoiuptov
acaTipudev kpeaaonEvov, kv u iKoarog tuv hXavvov-
Tuv oiKuiriag kpeTra.

TTie uKdria were also sails, which, according to
the description of Xenophon, were adapted for fast
sailmg- They are opposed by him to the ueydTia

(ttl\ ^^'^*,^l' '^Pr"'^-' Ir^'il-^
(Adams, Append., s. v. iKav-

ftf.)--3. (Theophrast., H. P., iii., 4. seqq -Dioscor.. iH 119 )

10.)—0. (Plin.. H. N., XI., 15.—Colum., vi., 33.)—7. VEv ro'ta,
'i^J'->Yoi<'t iKdroict : Herod., vii.,'l88; compare PindTT^K XI. 02 ; Nem., v., 5.)-8. (Jul., 64.)-9. (iy 67 -10*
Xen.. Hell Ti., 2, « 27.-SchneideT, in loc.)

'
'

ACCESSIO.

ACCEN'SI, I. The Accensds was a public

oflScer who attended on several of the Roman mar
gistrates. He anciently preceded the consul, who
had not the fasces, which custom, after being long
disused, was restored bv Julius Caesar in his 5rst

consulship,* It was the duty of the accensi to

summon the people to the assemblies, and those
who had lawsuits to court ; and alsOj by command
of the consul and praetor, to proclaim the tim3,

when it was the third hour, the sixth hour, and th«
ninth hour.' Accensi also attended on the govern-
ors of provinces,' and were commonly freedmeii
of the magistrate on whom they attended. Varro
describes the word from acciendo, because they sum-
moned the people ; other writers suppose it to comn
from a£censere.

II. The Accensi were also a class of soldiers in
the Roman army. It appears that after the full

number of -the legion had been completed, some
supernumerary soldiers were enlisted, who might
be always ready to supply any vacancies in the
legion. These soldiers, who were called adscriptivt
or adscriptitii (because, says Festus, supplendis legi-

onibus adscribebantur), were usually unaccustomed
to military service, and were assigned to different
centurions to be instructed in their duties. After
they had been formed into a regular corps, they ob-
tained the name of accensi, and were reckoned
among the light-armed troops.* In later tinaes

they were also called supernumerarii.^ They were
placed in battle in the rear of the army, behind the
triarii.* They had properly no military duty to
perform, since they did not march in troops against
the enemy. They were, according tc the census oi

Servius Tullius, taken from the fifth class of citi-

ACCEPTILA'TIO is defmed to be a release by
mutual interrogation between debtor and creditor,
by which each party is exonerated from the samp
contract. In other words, acceptilatio is the fonr
of words by which a creditor releases his debtoi
from a debt or obligation, and acknowledges he has
received that which in fact he has not received.
This release of debt by acceptilatio applies only to
such debts as have been contracted by stipulatio,
conformably to a rule of Roman law, that only con-
tracts made by words can be put an end to by
words. But the astuteness of the Roman lawyers
found a mode of complying with the rule, and at
the same time extending the acceptilatio to all
kinds and to any number of contracts. This was
the invention of Gallus Aquilius, who devised a
formula for reducing all and every kind of contracts
to the stipulatio. This being done, the acceptilatio
would immediately apply, inasmuch as the matter
was by such formula brought within the general
rule of law above mentioned. The acceptilatio
must be absolute and not conditional. A part of a
debt or obligation might be released as well as the
whole, provided the thing was in its nature capable
of division. A pupillus could not release a debt by
acceptilatio, without the consent of his tutor, but he
could be released from a debt. The phrase by
which a creditor is said to release his debtor by ac-
ceptilatio is, debitori acceptum, or acceplo facere or
ferre, or acceptum habere. When anything which
was done on the behalf of or for tlie state, such as a
building, for instance, was approved by the compe-
tent authorities, it was said, in acceptum ferri oi
refern.^

ACCES'SIO is a legal term, by which is ex-
pressed the produce or increase of anything, and,
at the same time, the notion of such produce or in-

1. (Suet., Jul SO.-Liv., iii., 33.)-2. (Varro, de Lin?. Lot

,

Tiir iT^l'";;, '''•' «0-)-3- (Cic. ad Fratr., i., 1, (, 4.)-4(™hm Tacit Agric.,c.l9.)-5. (Veget., ii., 19.)-6. (Liv
vin.,8,10.)-7. (Liv., i., 43.-Niebulir, Rom. Hist., i., p! 441,
2, tran8l.)-8. (Dig., 46. tit. 4 ; 48, tit. 11, «. T.-Gbim, iii
169, seqq.) '
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creas2 becomii g ihe property of him to whom tHe

thing itself belongs. The rule of law was expressed

tlius : Accessio cedit priricipali} Examples ot acces-

sio are contained mider the heads of Alluvio, Con-
rusio, Fructus, &c.
•ACCIPEN'SER. ( Fi<^. Acipen'ser.)

•ACCIP'ITER. {Vid. HIERAX.)
ACCLAMA'TIO was the public expressioa of

approbation or disapprobation, pleasure or displeas-

ure, by loud acclamations. On many occasions,

there appear to have been certain forms of accla-

xnations always used by the Romans ; as, for instance,

at marriages, lo Hymen, HymeTUBe, or Talassio (ex-

plained by Livy") ; at triumphs, lo triumphe, lo tri-

umvhe ; at the conclusion of plays the last actor

called out Plaudite to the spectators ; orators were
usually praised by such expressions as BeTie et pra-

dare, Belle et festive, Non potest melius, &c.^ Other
instances of acdatnationes are given by Ferrarius, in

his De Veterum Acdamationibus et Plcmsu ; in Grse-

vius, Thesaur. Ram. Antiq., vol. vi.

ACCU'BITA, the name of couches which were
used in the time of the Roman emperors, instead of

the triclinium, for reclining upon at meals. The
mattresses and feather-beds were softer and higher,

and the supports {fulcra) of them lower in propor-

tion, than in the triclinium. The clothes and pillows

spread over them were called accubitalia*

ACCUSA'TIO. (Vid. Crimen, Judicium.)

*ACER. (Vid. Sphendamnus.)

I

ACER'RA {2.i6avuTtg, ?.L6av(jTpig), the incense-
' box used in sacrifices.

Horace,* eniunerating the principal articles ne-

cessary in a solemn sacrifice to Juno, mentions
• Flowers and a box full of frankincense."* In

Virgil, jEneas worships " with com and with
frankincense from the full acerra."

" Parre pio et plena mpplez veneratur acerra.''^''

Servius explains the last word as meaning area

thurnXis.

P!jny, enumerating the principal works of Par-
ihasius of Ephesus, says that he painted Sacerdotem

adstante puero cum acerra et coronal The picture,

therefore, represented a priest preparing to sacrifice,

with the boy standing beside him, and holding the

incense-box and a wreath of flowers. This was,
no doubt, a very common and favourite subject for

artists of every kind. It frequently occurs in bas-

reliefs representing sacrifices, and executed on
vases, friezes, aad other ancient monuments. It

jccurs three times on the Columna Trajana at

Vlome, and once on the Arch of Constantine.

The annexed figure is taken from a bas-relief in

he museum of the Capitol.

^^^^
The acarra was also, according to Festus, a

wnail altar placed before the dead, on which per-

fumes were burned. Acerra ara, qua ante mortuum
poni solebai, in qiui odores incendebantur. There was
a law in the Twelve Tables which restricted the

use of acerrse at funerals.'

1. (Dig. 34, tit. 2, ». 19, () 13.)—2 (i., 9.)—3. (Cic.,de Orat.,

ui , 26.)—4. (Lamprid., Heliog., 19, 25.—Schol.in Juv., Sat. v.,

17.)—5. (0\., iii., vfii., 2.)—6. (" Flores, et acerra turis ple-

•a.")-7. (.Eiu.v., 715.)—8. (Plin., H. N., xxiv.. 36, « 5.)—9.
.Cic. lel>., ii.,24)

ACETAB'ULUM {b^ig, 6^v6a<pov, b^v6a^iw), *
vinegar-cup.

Among the various ways in which the Greeks
and Romans made use of vinegar {acetum) in their

cookery and at their meals, it appears that it was
customary to have upon the table a cup containing
vinegar, into which the guests might dip their bread,
lettuce, fish, or other viands, before eating them.
Of this fact we have no direct assurance ; but it is

implied in one of the Greek names of this utensil,

viz., b^v6ai>ov, from b^vg, acid, and (Sanru, to dip or
immerse. It also suits the various secondary appli-
cations of these terms, both in Latin and in Greek,
which suppose the vessel to have been wide and
open above. In fact, the acetabulum must have
been in form and size very like a modem teacup.
It probably differed from the rpv^Tiiov, a vessel to
which it was in other respects analogous, in being
of smaller capacity and dimensions.
These vinegar-cups were commonly of earthen

ware,* but sometimes of silver, bronze, or gold.*

The accom.panying figure is taken from Pahofka's
Work on the names and forms of G reek vases. He
states that on the painted vase, belonging to a col-

lection at Naples, from which he took this figure,

the name b^v6a(^a is traced underneath it. This
may therefore be regarded as an authentic specimen
of the general form of an antique vinegar-cup

From proper vinegar-cups, the Latin and Greeif

terms under consideration were transferred to all

cups resembling them in size and form, to whatever
use they might be applied.

As the vinegar-cup was always small, and prob*

ably varied little in size, it came to be used as a

measure. Thus we read of an acetabulum of honey
or of salt, which is agreeablr, to our practice of
measuring by teacups, wine-glasses, or table-spoons.

We are informed that, as a mf.asure, the b^v6a(pov,

or acetabulum, was a cyathus and a half, or the

fourth part of a kotvXti, or hemtna.^

The use of these cups by jugglers is distinctly

mentioned. They put stones or other objects imder
certain cups, and then by sleight of hand abstracted

them without being observed, so that the spectators,

to their great amusement and surprise, found the

stoneG under different cups from those which they

expected. Those persons, who were called in Latin
ocetaMdarii, because they played with acetabula,

were in Greek called iliri<j>oTvalKTai, because they

played with stones (ipf/doi) ; and under this name
the same description of performers is mentioned by
Sextus Empiricus.

In the Epistles of Alciphron,* a countryman who
had brought to the city an ass laden with figs, and
had been taken to the theatre, describes his speech-

less astonishment at the following spectacle: "A
man came into the midst of us and set down a
three-legged table (TptTroSa). He placed upon it

three cups, and under these he concealed some

1. (Kepafita fxiKpa : Schol. Aristoph.

—

Ian rd 6lv6a(pov clSoi

Kii\iKoi iiiKpSi Ktpaiiiai : Athenffius, xi., p. 494.) —-2. (Atheiise-

us, vi., p. 230.)—3 fBSckh, Gewichte, &c., p. 22.>-4 (iii,
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smaJ white round pebbles, such as we find on the

banks of rapid brooks. He at one time put one of

these under each cup; and then, I know not how,

showed them all under one cup. At another time

he made them disappear altogether from under the

cups, and showed tliem in his mouth. Then hav-

ing swallowed them, and having caused those who

stood near to advance, he took one stone out of a

person's nose, another out of his ear, and a third

out of his head. At last he caused them all to dis-

appear entirely." In this passage Alciphron calls

the cups iiiKiJuc Tzapoipidag. It may be observed,

that napo^l'ig \vas equivalent to b^v6a<^ov when used

in its wider acceptation, and denoted a basin or cup

set on the table by the side of the other dishes, to

hold either vinegar, pickles {acetaria), sauce, or

anything else whicli was taken to give a relish to

the substantial viands. The word (paropsis) was

adopted into the Latin language, and is found in

Juvenal, Martial, and other writers of the same
period.

ACE'TUM (o^oc), vinegar. The kinds most in

repute among the ancients were the Egyptian and
Cnidian.' Pliny gives a full account of the medi-

cal properties of vinegar. Among other applica-

tions, it was employed when leeches had been in-

troduced into the stomach, or adhered to the larynx.

Strong salt and water would, however, have been

more efficacious in making these loosen their hold,

and in facilitating the vomiting ofthem forth. Vine-

gar was also given m long-standing coughs, just

as modem practitioners give oxymels in chronic

catarrhs."

*ACHA'INES (axatvTig), the Daguet or young
slag.'

ACH'.'\NE [dxuni). A Persian measure equiva-

lent to 45 Attic jitdifivui. According to Hesychius,

there was also a Bceotian axavn equivalent to one
Attic fiiSiuvog.*.

*ACHA'TES (axuTTig), an agate, a precious

stone or gem. The agate is a semi-pellucid stone

of the flint class. Theophrastus describes it as a
beautiful and rare stone from the river Achates in

Sicily (now the Drillo, in the Val di Nolo), which
sold at a high price ; but Pliny tells us that in his

time it was, though once highly valued, no longer
in esteem, it being then found in many places, of
large size, and diversified appearance. The an-
cients distinguished agates into many species, to

each of which they gave a name importing its dif-

ference from the common agate, whether it were
in colour, figure, or texture. Thus they called the
ledjHce.macIiatcs, which was sprinkled with spots of
jasper, or blood-red chalcedony, and was the variety
now called dotted agate. The white they termed
Leucachales ; the plain yellowish or wax-coloured,
Cerachalcs, which was a variety little valued be-
cause of its abundance. Those which approached
to or partook of the nature of other stones, they dis-

tinguished by names compounded of their own ge-
nerical name, and that of the stone they resembled or
partook of; thus, that species which seemed allied
to the Jaspers they called Jaspachates (the jasper-
agate of modern rnineralogists) ; that which par-
took of the nature of the Camelian, Sardachates ; and
those which had the resemblance of trees and shrubs
on them, they called for that reason DcTidrachates.
This last is what we call at the present denantic
agate, described in the Orphic poem under the name
of uxiiTTjq SevSp^Eic. The Corallackales was so called
from some resemblance that it bore to coral. Pliny
describes it as sprinkled like the sapphire with
spots of gold. Dr. Moore thinks, that in this latter
case the ancients confounded with agate the yellow

1. (AthentBUS, 2, p. 67.—Juv., Sat.,xiii., 85.—Mart., xiii., 122.)
—2. (Plm , H. N., xxiii., 27 —F*e, in loc.i—3. (Aristot., II. A.,
«., 6.—Salnus., Exerc. Pun., p. 222.)-^. (Schol. in Aristoph.,
Acham., 108, who quotes the authority of Aristotle.—Wurm, de
P;nd., *c., p 133.)
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fluor spar, containing, as it sometimes dties, dis-soro-^

nated particles of iron pyrites. The agate was % m
called in Greek alax<J''''ng-^

*ACHERD'US (ux^P^os), the wild pei* -tr3e,

'

also a kind of thorn of which hedges wr j '/lade.

Sprengel suggests that it is the Cratagv. AjarutUi}

ACHEROIS {axfpi^tq), the whit' ^lo-^lar-f fC.*

ACH'ETAS XiixiraCi, accordipjj to Hesych-
ius, the male Cicada; but this i/ ;learly either a
mistake or an error of the text, » < there can be no
doubt that it is merely an exs-^htc applied to the

larger species of Cicada, an;* signif)-ing "vocal."*

\vid. Cicada.)
*ACHILLE'OS {'kx'^lAttng), a plant, fabled to

have been discovered by A.-hilles, and with which
he cured the wound of Telep^us.* The commenta-
tors on Pliny make it the Sideritis heracka. 1 1 is

difficult, however, to decide the question from the

text of the Roman writer merely. On recurring to

that of Dioscorides, we may, perhaps, conclude as

follows : the Achilleos with the golden flower is the

Achillea tomentosa seu Abrotanifolia ; the kind with tbo

puiple flower is the A. tanacetifolia ; and the on?
with white flowers, the A. nolnlis seu magna.''

AC'IES. (Vid. Army.)
ACIL'IA LEX. {Vid. Repetundje.)
ACIL'IA CALPUR'NIA LEX. (Vid. Ambi-

TUS.)

ACI'NACES {uKivuKTig), a poniard.

This word, as well as the weapon which it de-

notes, is Persian. Herodotus says,* that when
Xerxes was preparing to cross the Hellespont with

his army, he threw into it, together with some other

things, "A Persian sword, Avhich they call an aci-

naces." As the root ac, denoting sharpness, an
edge or a point, is common to the Persian, together

with the Greek and Latin, and the rest of the Indo-

European languages, we may ascribe to this word
the same general origin with uKfi?'/, ukuktj, acuo,

odes, and many other Greek and Latin words allied

to these in signification. Horace' calls the weapon
Medus acinaces, intending by the mention of the

Medes to allude to the wars of Augustus and the

Romans against Parthia.

Acinaces is usually translated a cvmeter, afaldvumy
a sabre, and is supposed to have been curved ; but
this assumption is unsupported by any evidence.

It appears that the acinaces was short and straight.

Julius Pollux describes it thus:** "A Persian dag-
ger fastened to the thigh." Josephus, giving an ac-

count of the assassins who infested Judoea before

the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, says,
" They used daggers, in size resembling the Persian
acinaces ; but curved, and like those which the Ro-
mans call siccc, and from which robbers and murder-
ers are called sicarii."^^ The curvature of the daggers
here described was probably intended to allow them
to fit closer to the body, and thus to be concealed
with greater ease under the garments. Thus we
see that the Persian acinaces differed from the Ro-
man sica in this, that the former was straight, the
latter curved.
Another peculiarity of the acinaces was, that it

was made to be worn on the right side of the body,
whereas the Greeks and Romans usually had their

swords suspended on the left side. Hence Valerius
Flaccus speaks of Myraces, a Parthian, as /«-

signis manicis, insignis aciTiace deztro.^" The same
fact is illustrated by the account given by Ammianus
Marcellinus of the death of Cambyses, king of Per-
sia, which was occasioned by an accidental wound
from his own acinaces :

" Siiomet pngimWj q:u:m ap-

1. (Thcophrast., de Lapid., 58.—Hill, in loc—PUn., H. N.,
xxxvii., 54.—Orph., Lith., v., 230.—Solin., Polyhist., c. xi.—
Moore's Anc. Mineralogy, p. 178.)—2. (Soph., CEd. Col., 1592.)—3. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Spreng., i., 28.)—5. (Adams,
Append., s. v.)—6. (Plin., H. N., xxv., 5.)—7. (Fte in Plin., 1

CO—8. (vii., 54.)—9. (Od. l,xxvii., 5.)—10. (ntpatKbv h<t>iCiot
Tb) iirjpZ TzpoartiiTrinivov.)—11. (Josepl ., Ant. Jvid., xjt , /, '^ena.l
—12. (Argon., vi., 701.)
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tatumfenwn dexlro gestabat, subita vi ruincc nudaio,

vuliierahis.'"- The Latin historian here gives pugio

as Ihe translation of the Persian term.

The form of the acinaces, with the method of

using it, is illustrated in a striking manner by two
classes of ancient monuments. In the first place,

in the bas-reliefs which adorn the ruins of Persepo-

Us, the acinaces is invariably straight, and is com-
monly suspended over the right thigh, never over

the left, but sometimes in front of the body. The
figures in the annexed woodcut are selected from
engravings of the ruins of Persepolis, published by

Le BruiTij Chardin, Niebuhr, and Porter.

A golden acinaces was freqirently worn by the

Persian nobility.^ It was also often given to indi-

viduals by the kings of Persia as a mark of honour.'

After the defeat of the Persian army at the battle

of Plataea, the Greeks found golden poniards on
the bodies of the slain.* That of Mardonius, the

Persian general, was long kept as a trophy in the

temple of Athena Parthenos, on the acropolis of
Athens.*

^

The acinaces was also used by the Caspii.* It

was an object of religious worship among the Scyth-
ians and many of the northern nations of Europe.'
The second class of ancient monuments consists

of sculptures of the god Mithras, two of which are

in the British Museum. The annexed woodcut is

taken from the larger of the two, and clearly shows
thfi straight form of the acinaces.

•ACIPEN'SER {'AKKinr/aiog), the Sturgeon, or

Acipenser Shirio, L. Ludovicus Nonnius holds, that

the Silurus of Ausonius is the sturgeon, but this

opinion is very questionable. The kTioip^ and the

1. (xvii., 4.)—2. (Xen.,Anab., i.,8, ^29.—Chariton,vi., 4.)—
3. (Herod., viii., 120.—Xeu., Auab., i., 2, i) 27.)^. (Herod., ix.,

80.)—5. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 33, p. 741.1-6. (Herod., viii.,

67./—7. (Herod., iv., 62.—Compare Mela, ii., 1.—Ammian., xxsi.,

8 ,—8. (Aristot., H. A., ii., 13.—^lian, N. A., viii., 28.)

yakeog TdJiOf* were varieties of this fisb It i»

also called bvioKog by Durio in Athenaeus*
ACLIS, a kind of dart.

Virgil attributes this weapon to the Osci, one ot

the ancient nations of Italy

:

" Teretes s'.vni adides illis

Tela, sed hcBc knto mvs est aptareJlagello."*

From this account it appears that the peculiari}
of the aclis consisted in having a leatnem thonV,

attached to it; and the design of this contrivance
probably was, that, after it had been throv.':) to a
distance, it might be drawn back again.

The aclis was certainly not a Roman weapon.
It is always represented as nsed by foreign nations,

and distinguishing them from Greeks and Romans.*
ACNA, AC'NUA. (FiW. Actus.)
'AKOirN MAPTYPErN (uko^v /lainvpclv). By the

Athenian law, a witness could properly only give evi-

dence ofwhat he had seen himself, not ofwhat he had
heard from others f but when an individual had heard
anything relating to the matter in dispute from a per-

son who was dead, an exception was made to the

law, and what he had heard from the deceased per-

son might be given in evidence, which was called

uKo^v /xapTvpeiv.^ It would appear, however, from
a passage in Isaeus, that a witness might give evi-

dence respecting what he had not .seen, but that this

evidence was considered of lighter value.'

*AG'ONE {aKovTj), the whetstone or NovacuUle
(Kirman), the same as the wM sZ«te ofJameson, and
consisting principally of siiex ana alum. Theo-
phrastus informs us that tl^e Armenian whetstones

were in most repute in his time. The Cyprian
were also much sought after. Pliny conibunds
these with diamonds.*
*ACONrTUM {aKovtTov), a plant, of which Dios-

corides enumerates two species, the •Kapdaliayx^g,

and the Ivkoktovov. The latter of these is coai-

sidered by Dodonaeus, Woodville, Sprengel, and
most of the authorities, to be the Aconitum NapeUus,
or Wolf's-bane. Respecting the former species
there is greater diversity of opinion; however,
Sprengel is inclined, upon the whole, to agree with
Dodonaeus and Sibthorp in referring it to the Dormii-
cum pardalianches, or Leopard's-bane. It would
seem to be the Kufifiapov of Hippocrates, and th«

GKopiTLog of Theophrastus.'
*ACON'TIAS {uKovTiag), the name of a serpent.

There can be no doubt that this is the Jaculus of Lu-
can.'" -Lilian is the only author who confounds it

with the Chersydrus. Aetius calls it Ccnchrites, from
the resemblance which its spots bear to the seeds of

millet ('cey;\;pof). It is called cafczate and altcrarate

in the Latin translation of Avicenna. According to

Belon, it is about three palms long, and the thickness

of a man's little finger ; its colour that of ashes, with
black spots. Sprengel thinks it may have been a
variety of the Coluber Bcnis, or Viper."
*AC'ORUS {uKopoc), a plant, which most of the

commentators hold to be the Acorns Calavms, or

Sv/eet Flag. Sprengel, hov/ever, in his annotations

on Dioscorides, prefers the Psendacorurn.}*

ACGlUrSITIO is used to express the acquisition

of ownership, or property generally. The several

modes of acquiring property among the Romans,
and the incidents of property when acquired, are

treated of under the various heads of In Jure Ck.*;-

sio, Mancipatio, Usucapio, Accessio, &c., and sec

Dominium.
ACRATOPH'ORUM, a small vessel for hold-

1. (Athen., vii., p. 295.)—2. (\ni., p. 294.)—3. (^n., \ii.,

730.)—4. (Sil. Ital., iii., 362.—Val. Flac, Argonaut., vi.,99.)—5.
(Demosth., c. Steph., p. 1130.)—6. (Demosth., c. Steph.,p. 1130.

—Id., c. Leooh., p. 1097.—Id., c. Eubul., p. 1300.—Meyer and
Schomann, Attisch. Proc, p. 669.—Petitus, Leg-. Att., iv., 7.

f) 9, seq., p. 445, seq.)—7. (De Ha;red. Philoctem., p. 150.)—

8

(Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. (II. P., ix., 18.—Adams, Append., s

V.)—10. (Pharsal., ix., 720, 823.)- 11. (Spreng., Comment, il

Dioscorid.—jElian, N. A., viii., 1? )— 12. (Thecphrast., H P.
1, 22.—Dioscorid., i., 2.)
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aig trine, a wine-cup. The name is derived from

'iKcd-ov, " unmixed wine," and ^ipu, " to bear.

Pollux meijiiorjs it in his account of ancient dnnk-

uig vessel's and describes it as resting, not on a flat

ooltom, but on smrJl astragals. ( Vid. Talx-s.^

ACllOA'MA {uKpoajia) signified among the Ko-

mans a concert of players on different musical in-

Ftruments, and also an interlude, called emboba by

Cicero," which was performed during the exhibi-

tion of the public games. The word is also fre-

quently used for the actors and musicians, who \vere

ofien employed at private entertainments f and it is

sometimes employed in the same sense as anagTwstcB

who were usually slaves, whose duty it was to read

or repeat passages from books during an entertain-

ment, and also at other times.*

ACROa'SIS (oKpoamc). I. A literary discourse

or lecture. The term (itself of Greek origin) is ap-

plied by the Latin writers to a discourse or disputa-

tion, by some instructer or professor of an art, to a

numerous audience. The corresponding Latin term

is Audilio.^ II. It also signifies a place or room

where literary men meet, a lecture-room or school.*

ACRO'LITHOI {uKpohdoi), statues, of which the

extremities (head, feet, and hands) were only of

(itone, and the remaining part of the body of bronze

or gilded wood.'
*ACROPOD'IUM {uKponSdiov), the base or ped-

estal of a statue, so called from its supporting the

extremities or soles of the feet {uKpog, -rrovg).

ACROSTO'LION {uKpocroXiov.) the extremity of

the oToloc. The arolog projected from the head

of the prow, and its extremity (uKpoaToXiov), which

was frequently made in the shape of an animal or a

helmet, &c., appears to have been sometimes covered

with brass, and to have served as an E[j.6o?ijj against

the enemv's vessels.*

•ACROSTTCHIS, an acrostic, a number of

verses so contrived, that the first letters of each,

being read in the order in which they stand, shall

form some name or other word. The word signi-

fies literally the beginning of a line or verse

{ur.oog, (jTLxog). "According to some authorities, a

writer named Porphyrius Optatianus, who flourish-

ed in the fourth century, has the credit of having
been the inventor of the acrostic. It is very proba-

blv, however, of earlier date. Eusebius, the bishop
ofCassarea, who died in A.D. 340, gives, in his Life

of Constantine, a copy of Greek verses, which he
asserts were the composition of the Erythraean Sibyl,

the initial letters of which mad-e up the words
IH20Y2 XPISTOS GEOT TIOS Si2THP, that is,

Jcsiis Christ, the Son of God, the Saviour. These
verses, which are a description of the coming of the
day of judgment, have been translated into Latin
hexameters, so as to preserve the acrostic in that
language, in the words JESUS CHRISTUS DEI
FILIUS SERVATOR. The translation, however,
wants one of the peculiar qualities of the original •

for it will be observed that the initial letters of the
five Greek words, being joined together, form the
word IXGYS, that Is, the fish, which St. Augustine,
who quotes the verses in his v/ork entitled De Civi-
tate Dei, infonns us is to be understood as a mystical
epi thet ofour Saviour, who lived in this abyss ofmor-
tality without contracting sin, in like manner as a fish

exists in the midst of the sea without acquiring any
flavour of salt from the salt water. This may there-
fore be called an acrostic within an acrostic."^
ACROTE'RIUM {aKpur^piov) signifies the ex-

tremity of anything. I. It is used in Architecture
to designate the statues or other ornaments placed

1 (Pollux, vi., 16.—Id., X., 20.)—2. (Pro Sext., c. 54.)—3.
(Cic, 2 Verr., iv., 22.-1(1., pro Arch., 9.—Suet., Octav., 74.—Ma-
oob., Sat., ji., 4.)—4. (Cic. ad Alt., i., 12.—Id., ad Fam., v., 9—Plin., Ep., i., 15.—Aul. Gell., iii., 19.—Nep., Att., 14.)—5.
(VitruT., 10, 31.—Sueton., lUustr. Grainin., c. 2.)—6. (Cic. ad
A.tt., x'T., 17.)— 7. (Vitruv., ii., 8.)— 8. (vaXx^p^j trrAoj.
-Etch., Pers., 414.)—9. (Gallsus, de Sibyllis Dissertat., p. 123,
•M.—Penny Cyclo., vol i. p. 99.)
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on the summit of a pediment. According to some

writers, the wora only means the pediment on which

the ornaments are placed.' II. It signified also the

uKpoaroliov or at^laarov of a ship, which were usu-

ally taken from a conquered vessel as a mark of

victory." III. It was also applied to the extremi-

ties of a statue, wings, feet, hands, &,c}

ACROTHI'NION (aKpodivic.), generally used in

the plural, means properly the top of the heap (uAcpof

^ig), and is thence applied to those parts of the fiuits

of the earth, and of the booty taken in war, which
were offered to the gods. In trie Phcenissse of Euri p-

ides, the chorus call tnemselves dopog uKpodiviov.^

ACTA DIUR'NA (proceedings of the day) was
a kind of gazette published daily at Rome imder the

authority of the government. It contained an ac-

count of the proceedings of the public assemblies,

of the law courts, of the punishment of offenders, and
a list of births, marriages, deaths, &c. The pro-

ceedings of the public assemblies and the law courts

were obtained by means of reporters {actuarii).

The proceedings of the senate {acta seTuitus) were
not published till the time of Julius Ca3sar,* and
this custom was prohibited by Augustus.* An ac-

count of the proceedings of the senate was still pre-

served, though not published, and some senator

seems to have been cnosen by the emperor to com-
pile the account.' The acta diiuma were also called

acta populi, acta publica, acta wbana, and usually by
the simple name of acta. These acta were frequent-

ly consulted and appealed to by later historians.*

ACTA SENA'TUS. (Vid. Acta Diurna.)
ACTIA (d/cr/a) was a festival celebrated every

three years at Actium in Epirus, with wrestling,

horse-racing, and sea-fights, in honour of Apollo.'
There was a celebrated temple of Apollo at Actium,
which is mentioned by Thucydides'" and Strabo.^*

After the defeat of Antony off Actium, Augustus en-
larged the temple, and instituted games to be cele-

brated every five years in commemoration of hi«

victory."

*ACTE {uKTrj). Dioscorides describes two
species of Elder, which are undoubtedly the Sam-
michus nigra and ebvlus, namely, the common and
the dwarf elder. The iikt^ of Theophrastus is the
former of these.**

ACTIO is defined by Celsus'* to be the right of
pursuing by judicial means what is a man's due.
With respect to its subject-matter, the actio was

divided into two great divisions, the in personam
actio, and the in rem actio. The in personam adio
was against a person who was bound to the plain-
tiff by contract or delict; the in rem actio applied to
those cases where a man claimed a corporeal thing
(corporalis res) as his property, or claimed a right,

as, for instance, the use and enjoyment of a thing, oi
the right to a road over a piece of ground (adm).
The in rem actio was called vindicatio ; the in per^
sonam actio was called condidio, because originall}'
the plaintiff gave the defendant notice to appear on
a given day for the purpose of choosing a judex.
The old actions of the Roman law were called

legis adiones, or legitimes, either because they were
expressly provided for by the laws of the Twelve
Tables, or because they were strictly adapted to the
words of the laws, and therefore could not be varied.
In like manner, the old writs in this country con-
tained the matter or claim of the plaintiff expressed
according to the legal form."

1. (Vitniv., iii., 3.—Id., v., 12.)—2. (Xen., Hellen., ii., 3, fs
—Herod., iii., 59.)—3. (Deraosth., c. Timocr., p. 738.)—4. (Phoen
289.)—5. (Sueton., Jul., 20.)—6. (Sueton., Octav., 36.)- 7 (Ta-
cit., Annal., v., 4.)—8. (Lipsius, Excurs. ad Tacit., Aim , v., 4 —
Le Clerc, Joumaux chez les Romains, p. 198, seqq.)—9. (Stepn.
Byz., 'A/cm.)—10. (i., 29.)—11. (to., p. 325.)— 12. (Sueton.,
Octav., c. 18.)—13. (Theophrast., H'. 1'., i., 5, seqq.—Dioscor.
iv., 171, seq.—Adams, Append., s. v. aKTrj.)—14. (Dig. 44, tit
7, 8. 51.)—15. (" Breve quidem cum sit formatum ad similitudi
nem regulae juris, quia breviter et paucis verbis intentionein
proferentis exponit et explanat, sicut regnla iuris, rem qua e»
breviter enarrat." Bracton, f. 413.)
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Th<* five modes of proceeding by legal action, as

D imed and described by Gaius,* were Sacramento,
Per judicis postulationem, Per condictionem,
Per manus injectionem. Per picnoris captionem.
But these I'orms of action gradually fe* into dis-

use, in consequence of the excessive nicety inquired,

and the failure consequent on the slightest error in

the pleadings ; of which there is a notable example
given by Gains himself,' in the case of a plaintiff

who complained of his vines (vites) being cut down,
and was told that his action was bad, inasmuch as

he ought to have used the term trees {arbores), and
not vines ; because the law of the Twelve Tables,

which gave him the action for damage to his vines,

contained only the general expression ''trees" (ar-

bores). The Lex ^butia and two Leges Julias

abolished the old legitimes axiiones, except in the

case oi damnum infsctum {Vid. Damnum infectum),
and in matters which fell under the cognizance of
the Centumviri. {Vid. Centumviri.)

In the old Roman constitution, the knowledge of
the law was most closely connected with the insti-

tutes and ceremonial of religion, and was accord-
ingly in the hands of the patricians alone, whose
aid their clients were obliged to ask in all their

legal disputes. Appius Claudius Caecus, perhaps
one of the earliest writers on law, drew up the

various forms of actions, prr hably for his own use
rnd that of his friends : the manuscript was stolen

n copied by his scribe Ci:>. Flavins, who made it

public ; and thus, accorr'ing to the story, the ple-

beians became acquairldd with those legal forms
which hitherto had betn the exclusive property of
the patricians.^

Upon the old legal actions being abolished, it be-

came the practice to prosecute suits according to

certain prescribed forms, or Ibrmulse, as they were
called, which will be explained after we have no-
ticed various divisions of actions, as they are made
by the Roman writers.

The division of actiones in the Roman law is

somewhat complicated, and some of the divisions

must be considered rather as emanating from the

schools of the rhetoricians than from any other
source. But this division, though complicated, may
be somewhat simplified, or, at least, rendered more
intelligible, if we consider that an action is a claim
or demand made by one person against another,

and that, in order to be a valid legal claim {actio

idilis), it must be founded on a legal right. The
main division of actions must therefore have a ref-

erence or analogy to the main division of rights

;

tor in every system of law the form of the action

must be the expression of the legal right. Now the

general division of rights in the Roman law is into

rights of dominion or ownership, which are rights

against the whole world, and into rights arising

from contract, and quasi contract, and delict. The
actio in rem implies a complainant, who claims a
certain right against every person who may dispute

it, and the object and end of the action is to compel
an acknowledgment of the right by the particular

person who disputes it. By this action the plaintiff"

maintains his property in or to a thing, or his

rights to a benefit from a thing {senntutes). Thus
the actio in rem is not so called on account of the

subject-matter of the action, but the term is a tech-

nical phrase to express an action which is in no
way founded on contract, and therefore has no de-

terminate individual as the other necessary party
to the action; but every individual who d.isputes

the right, becomes, by such act of dispxiting, a party
liable to such action. The actio in rem does not as-

certain the complainant's right, and from the nature
of the action the complainant's right cannot be
ascertained by it, for it is a right against all the

:. (:v., 19.)—2. (iv., 11.)—3. (Cio., de Orat., i., 41.—Id., pro
Mi-Muia, c. n.—Dig. 1, tit. 2, s. 2, ^ 7.)

c

world; but the acticn determines I hat the defcndani
has or has not a claim which is valid against th*

plaintiff''s clain*. The actio in personam implies a
determinate person or persons against whom the
action lies, the right of the plaintiff" being founded
on the acts of the defendant or defendants; it is

therefore in respect of something which has been
agreed to be done, or in respect of some injury for
which the plaintiff" claims compensation. The actio

mixta of Justinian's legislation' was so called from
its being supposed to partake of the nature of the
actio in rem and the actio in personam. Such was
the action among co-heirs as to the division of the in-

heritance, and the action for the purpose of settling

boundaries which were confused.
Rights, and the modes of enforcing them, may

also be viev/ed with reference to the sources from
which they flow. Thus the rights of Roman citi-

zens flowed in part from the sovereign power, in
part from those to whom power was delegated.
That body of law which was fotmded on, and
flowed from, the edicts of the praetors and curule
eediles, was called jus honorarium, as opposed to the
jvs civile, in its narrower sense, which comprehend-
ed the leges, plebiscita, senatus consulta, &c. The jus
rumorarium introduced new rights and modified ex-
isting rights ; it also provided remedies suitable to

such new rights and modifications of old rights, and
this was eff'ected by the actions which the prsetors

and sediles allowed. On this jurisdiction of the

praetors and cediles is foimded the distinction of ac-
tions into civiks and honoraricB, or, as they are some
times called, prcetoria, from the greater importance
of the praetor's jurisdiction.

There were several other divisions of actions, all

of which had reference to the forms of procedure,
A division of actions was sometimes made with

reference to the object which the plaintiff had in

view. If the object was to obtain a thing, the ac-
tion was called persecutoria. If the object was to

obtain damages {pana) for an injury, as in the cast
of a thing stolen, the action was pwnalis ; for the

thing itself could be claimed both by the vindiaitio.

and the condictio. If the object was to obtain both
the thing and damages, it was probably sometimes
called actio mixta, a term which had, however, an-
other signification also, as already observed. The
division of actiones into directcB or vulgares, and uti-

les, must be traced historically to the actiones fictitia

or fictions, by which the rights of action were en-
larged and extended. The origin of this division
was in the power assumed by the praetor to grant
an action in special cases where no action could
legally be brought, and in which an action, if

brought, would have been inanis or inutilis. A fter

the decline of the praetor's power, the actiones utiles

were still extended by the contrivances of the juris

prudentes and the rescripts of the emperors. When-
ever an actio utilis was granted, it was framed on
some analogy to a legally recognised right of action.

Thus, in the examples given by Gains,' he who ob-
tained the bonorum possessio by the pr.Tetor's edict,

succeeded to the deceased by the praetorian, and not
the civil law : he had, therefore, no direct action
{directa actio) in respect of the rights of the deceased,
and could only bring his action on the fiction of his

being what he was not, namely, heres.

Actions were also divided into ordinarim and ex-

traordinaria. The ordinaricz were those which were
prosecuted in the usual way, first before the praetor,

injure, and then before the judex, inyudicio. When
the whole matter was settled before or by the praetor

in a summary way, the name extraordinaria was
applicable to such action. {Vid. Interdict.)
The foundation of the division of actions into

actiones stricti juris, bona fidei, and arbitraricE, is not

quite clear. In the actiones stricti juris, it appears

1. (lust., iv., tit. 6, s. 20.)—2. (iv., 34.)
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'Lit 'Jic formula of the praetor expressed in precise

and strict terras the matter submitted to the ludex,

whose autliority was thus confined withm limits.

Iq the adioms bmafidei, or ex fide bona,^ more lati-

lude was given, either by the formula of the prsetor,

,>r was implied in the kind of action, such as the

action ex empto, vendito, locato, &c., and the special

<:ircumstances of the case were to be taken into

consideration by the judex. The adiones arbUraricB

were so called from the judex in such case bemg

called an arbiter, probably, as Festus says, because

the whole matter in dispute was submitted to his

judgment; and he could decide according to the

justice and equity of the case, without being fet-

tered by the praetor's formula. It should be observed

,

also, that the judex properly could only condemn in

a sura of money; but the arbiter might declare that

any particular act should be done by either of the

J)arties, which was called his arbilrium, and was
bllowed by the condemnatio if it was not obeyed.

The division of actions into perpetua and tempo-

rales had reference to the time within which an

action might be brought, after the right of action

had accrued. Originally those actions which were

given bv a lex, scnahts consuUuvi, or an imperial

constitution, might be brought without any limita-

tion as to time ; but those which were granted by
the praetor's authority were generall}^ limited to

the year of his office. A time of limitation was,

however, fixed for all actions by the late imperial

constitutions.

The division of actions into actiones in jus and in

factum is properly no division of actions, but has
merely reference to the nature of the formula. In

the formula in factum concepta, the praetor might
direct the judex barely to inquire as to the fact

which was the only matter in issue ; and on finding

the fact, to make tne proper condemnatio : as in the

case of a freedman bringing an action against his

patronus. In the formula in jus the fact was not in

issue, but the legal consequences of the fact were
submitted to the discretion of the judex. The
formula in factum commenced with the technical

expression, Siparet, &c., " If it should appear," &c.;
Die formula in jus commenced. Quod A. A., &x;.,

" Whereas A. A. did so and so."*

The actions which had for their object the pun-
ishment of crimes were considered public, as op-
posed to those actions by which some particular
person claimed a right or compensation, and which
were therefore called privatce. The former were
properly called judicia publica ; and the latter, as
contrasted with them, were called judicia piivata.
(Firf. Judicium.)
The actions called nozaks were when a fllius

familias (a son in the power of his father), or a
slave, committed a theft, or did any injury to an-
other. In either case the father or owner might
give up the wrong- doer to the person injured, or
else he must pay competent damages. These ac-
tions, it appears, take their name either from the
injury committed, or because the wrong-doer was

• liable to bt given up to punishment {noxce) to the
person injured. Some of these actions were of legal

. origin, as that of theft, which was given by the
Twelve Tables; that of damnum injuiice, which
was given by the Aquilia Lex ; and that of injuri-

. arum et vi bonorum raptorum, which was given by
:
the edict, and therefore was of praetorian origin.
This instance will serve to show that the Roman

. division and classification of actions varied accord-
ing as the Roman writers contemplated the sources
of rights of action, or the remedies and the modes
of obtaining them.
An action was commenced by the plaintiff sum-

moning the defendant to appear before the praetor or
other magistrate who had jurisdictio ; this process
was called in jus vncatio ; and, according to the

ACTIO.

laws of the Twelve Tables, was in effect a drag
gingof the defendant before the praetor if he refused

to go quietly. This rude proceeding was modified

in later times, and in many cases there could be no
in jus 'voccUio at all, and in other cases it was neces-

sary to obtain the praetor's permission under pain

of a penalty. It was also established that a man
could not be dragged from his own house ; but if a

man kept his house to avoid, as we should say.

being served with a writ, he rLn the risk of a kinJ

of sequestration {actor in bona mittebatur). The
object of these rules was to make the defendant ap-

pear before the competent jurisdiction ; the device

of entering an appearance for the defendant does

not seem to have suggested itself to the Roman
lawyers.' If the defendant would not go quietly,

the plaintiff called on any by-stander to witness

{antestari) that he had been duly summoned, touchea
the ear of the witness, and dragged the defendant
into court.* The parties might settle their dispute

on their way to the court, or the defendant might
be bailed by a vindex.^ The vindex must not be
confounded with the vades. This settlement of

disputes on the way was called transactio in via,

and serves to explain a passage in St. Matthew.*
When before the praetor, the parties were said

jure agcre. The plaintiff then prayed for an action,

and if the prastor allowed it {dahat aclioTiem), he then
declared what action he intended to bring against
the defendant, which was called edere actionem.

This might be done in writing, or orally, or by the

plaintiff taking the defendant to the a,Umm, and show-
ing him which action he intended to rely on.* As
the formula, comprehended, or were supposed to

comprehend, every possible ibrm of action that

could be required by a plaintiff, it was presumed
that he could find among all the formulae some one
which was adapted to his case, and he was accord-
ingly supposed to be without excuse if he did not
take pains to select the proper formula.* If he took
the wrong one, or if he claimed more than his due,
he lost his cause ;^ but the praetor sometimes gave
him leave to amend his claim or intentio* If, for

example, the contract between the parties was for

something in genei-e, and the plaintiff claimed some-
thing in specie, he lost his action : thus the contract
might be, that the defendant undertook to sell the
plaintiff a quantity of dj^estuff or a slave ; if the
plaintiff claimed Tyrian purple or a particular
slave, his action was bad; therefore, says Gaius.
according to the terms of the contract, so ought the
claim of the intentio to be. It will be observed that,

as the formulee were so numerous and comprehen-
sive, the plaintiff had only to select the formula
which he supposed to be suitable to his case, and il

would require no farther variation than the inser-
tion of the names of the parties and of the thin^
claimed, or the subject-matter of the suit, with the,

amount of damages, -fee, as the case might be.
When the praetor had granted an action, the plain-
tiff required the defendant to give secu.ity f(;r his
appearance before the praetor (in jure) n" a day
named, commonly the day but one after the in jus
vocatio, unless the matter in dispute was settled at
once. The defendant, on finding a surety, was sa'd
vades dare,^ vadimonium promittere or facen; the
surety, r«.-;, was said spo7idcre ; the plaintiff, whun
satisfied with the surety, was said vadari reum, to
let him go on his surpties, or to have sureties from
him. When thp .c.'.;ndant promised to appear in
jure on the day n^nf 1, -without giving any surety,
this was called vadimo-nium purum. In some cases
recuperalorcs {vid. Judex) were named, who, in case

1 (CicTop., 17.)—2. (Gaius, iv., 46, 47.)
18

1. (Dip. 2, tit. 4.)—2. (Hor., Senii. I., ix., 75., srqq.—Plau-
tus, Curcul., v., 2.)—3. (Cic, Top., 2.—Gaius, iv., 46.)—4. (v.,
25.—It is not easy to state correctly the changes in procpdurn
which took place after the abolition of the lesitima: actiones
Convpore Gaius, iv., 25, 46.)—5. (Dig-. 2, tit. J 3.)—6. (Ci,.,

1 gr*
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01 vne defendant making default, condemned him in

the sum of money named in the vadimonium.
If the defendant appeared on the day appointed,

he was said vadiTnonium sistere ; if he did not ap-

pear, he Avas said vadimonium deseruisse, and the

jjraetor gave to the plaintiff the bonorum posssssio.^

iioth parties, on the day appointed, were sr.mmoned
by a crier {prceco), when the plaintiff made his claim
or demand, which was very briefly expressed, and
may be considered as corresponding to our declara-

tion at law.

The defendant might either deny the plaintiff's

claim, or he might reply to it by a plea, excepLio.

If he simply denied the plaintiff's claim, the cause
was at issue, and a judex might be demanded.
The forms of the exceptio also were contained in the

praetJr's edict, or, upon liearing the facts, the preetor

adapted the plea to the case. The exceptio was the

defendant's defence, and was often merely an equi-

table answer or plea to the plaintiff's legal demand.
The plaintiff might claim a thing upon his contract
with the defendant, and the defendant might not de-

ny the contract, but might put in a plea of fraud
{^flolus malus), or that he had been constrained to

come to such agreement. The exceptio was in effect

something which negatived the plaii:itiff 's demand,
jmd it was expressed by a negative clause : thus, if

the defendant should assert that the plaintiff fraudu-
lently claimed a sum of money which he had not
^iven to the defendant, the exceptio would run thus

:

Si in ea re nihil dolo mcdo Auli Agcriifactum sit tieque

fiat. Though the exceptio proceeded from the de-
fendant, it was expressed in this form, in order to be
adapted for insertion in the formula, and to render
Jrie condemnatio subject to the condition.

Exceptions were pjremptoricB or dilatorica. Per-
emptory exceptions were a complete and perpetual
answer to the plaintiff's demand, such as an excep-
tio of dolus mains or of res judicata. Dilatory ex-
ceptions were, as the name imports, merely calcu-

.ated to delay the plaintiff's demand; as, for in-

itance, by showing that the debt or duty claimed
was not yet due. Gains considers the exceptio
litis dividvcE and rei residua^ as belonging to this

class. If a plaintiff prosecuted his action after a
dilatory exception, he lost altogether his right of
action. Theie might be dilatory exceptions, also,

to the person of the plaintiff, of which class is the

eicccptio cognito7'ia, by which the defendant objects

either that the plaintiff is not entitled to sue by a
cogniior, or that the cognitor whom he had named
was not qualified to act as a cognitor. If the ex-
ception was allowed, the plaintiff could either sue
himself, or name a proper cognitor, as the case
might be. If a defendant neglected to take advan-
tage of a peremptory exceptio, the prtetor might af-

terward give him permission to avail himself of
it ; whether he could do the same in the case of a
dilatory, was a doubtful question.'

The plaintiff might reply to the defendant's excep-

tio, for the defendant, by putting in his plea, became
an actor. (Fi(^. Actor.) The defendant's plea might
be good, and a complete answer to the plaintiff's

demand, and yet the plaintiff might allege some-
thing that would be an answer to the plea. Thus,
in the example given by Gains,* if the auctioneer
{argenlanus) claimed the price of a thing sold by
auction, the defendant might put in a plea, which,
when inserted in the formula, would be of this shape :

Ut ita demum emptor damnetv/r, si n res quam emerit

tradita sd ; and this would be in form a good plea.

But if the conditions of sale were that the article

should not be handed to the purchaser before the

money was paid, the argentarius might put in a re-

fHicatio in this shape: Nisi preBdictum est ne alitor

emptori res traderetur quam si pretium emptor solverit.

1. (Ilor., Serm. T., ix , 36, seqq.—Cic, pro P. Quiiiclio, c. 6.)

-2 (h . 12?. ) -3. (Gains, iv., 125.)—4. (Iv., 126.)

If the defendant answered the repliraiio, his ansv ti

was called duplicatio; and the parties might go ca
to the triplicatio and quadruplicatio, and even farther,

if the matters in question were such that they could
not otherwise be brought to an issue.

It remains to speak of the prascriptio, so called
from being written at the head or beginning of Uic

formula, and which was adapted for the protection
of the plaintiff in certain cases.* For instance, if

the defendant was bound to make to the plaintiff a
certain fixed payment yearly or monthly, the plain-
tiff had a good cause of action for all the siuns of

money already due ; but, in order to avoid making
his demand for the future payments not yet due, U
was necessary to use a praescription of the follow
ing form : Ea res agatur cujus rei diesfuit.

A person might maintain or defend an action by
his cognitor or procit/rator, or, as we should say, by
his attorney. The plaintiff and defendant used a
certain fonn of words in appointing a cognitor, and
it would appear that the appointment was made in

the presence of both parties. The cognitor needed
not to be present, and his appointment was com-
plete when by his acts he had signified his assent.*

No form of words was necessary for appointing a
procurator, and he might be appointed without the

knowledge of the opposite party.

In many cases both plaintiff and defendant might
be required to give security {satisdare) ; for instance,
in the case of an actio in rem, the defendant who
was in possession was required to give security, in

order that, if he lost his cause and did not restore

the thing, nor pay its estimated value, the plaintiff

might have an action against him or his sureties.

When the actio in rem was prosecuted by the formuia
pstitoria, that stipulatio was made which was called

judicatum solvi. As to its prosecution by the sponsio,

see Sponsio and Centumviri. If the plaintiff sued
in his own name, he gave no security; nor was any
security required if a cognitor sued for him, either

from the cognitor or the plaintiff himself, for the
cognitor actually represented the plaintiff, and was
personally liable. But if a procurator acted for

him, he was obliged to give security that the plain-

tiff would adopt his acts; for the plaintiff was not
prevented from bringing another action when a pro-

curator acted for him. Tutors and curators gener-
ally gave security, like procurators. In the case of
an orfzo in personam, the same rules applied to the

plaintiff as in the actio in rem.. If the defendant ap-

peared by a cognitor, the defendant had to give se-

curity; if by a procurator, the procurator had to

give security.

When the cause was brought to an issue, a judex
or judices might be demanded of the praetor who
named or appointed a judex, and delivered to Jiim
the formula which contained his instructions. The
judices were said dari or addici. So far the pro-

ceedings were said to be injure: the prosecution of

the actio before the judex requires a separate dis-

cussion.

The following is an example of a formula taken
from Gains :* Judex eslo. Si paret Aulum Ageriuni
apud Nnmerium Negidium mensam argenteam depo-

suisse eamqus dolo malo Numerii Negidii Aula Agerio
reMitam rwn esse quanti ea res erit tantam pecuntam
judex Numerium Negidium Aulo Agei-io condemv/Uo •

si non paret, cd)Solvito.

The nature of the formula, however, will be bet-

ter understood from the following analysis of it by
Gains : It consisted of four parts, the demonstratio,

intentio, adjudicatio, condemnatio. The demonstraJio

is that part of the formula which explains what the

subject-matter of the action is. For instance, if the

subject-matter be a slave sold, the demoTislratio would
run thus : Quod Aulus Agerius Numerio Negidio horn-

1. (Gaius, iv., 130, seqq.—Cic, de Oral., ;., 37.)—2. (CicuTt
Q. Roscio, c. 2.—Hor., Serm. I., v., 35.)—3. (iv,. 47.)
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vum vendidit The hitentio contains the claim or

demand of the plaintiff: -Si paret horrmiem ex jure

Quiritium Atdi Agerii esse. I'he adjudicatio is that

part of the formula which gives the judex authority

10 adjudicate the thing which is the subject of dis-

pute to one or other of the litigant parties. If the

action be among partners for dividing that which

belongs to them all, the adjudication would run

thus: Quantum adjiulicari oportet judex Titio adjudi-

caio. I'he amdemnatio is that part of the formula

which gives the judex authority to condemn the de-

fendant in a sum of money, or to acquit him : for

example, Jtutex Numerium Negidium Aulo Agerio

sestertmm milia condemna: si non paret, absolve.

Sometimes the int^ntio alone was requisite, as in

the formulae called prajudiciaks (which some mod-
cm writers make a class of actions), in which the

matter for inquiry was, whether a certain person

was a freedman, what was the amount of a dos, and
other similar questions, when a fact solely was the

thing to be ascertained.

Whenever the formula contained the amdemnatio,

it was framed with the view to pecuniary damages;
and, accordingly, even when the plaintiff claimed a
particular thing, the judex did not adjudge the de-

fendant to give the thing, as was the ancient prac-

tice at Rome, but condemned him in a sum of mon-
ey equivalent to the value of the thing. The for-

mula might either name a iixed sum, or leave the

estimation of the value of the thing to the judex,

who in all cases, however, was bound to name a
definite sum in the condemnation.
The formula then contained the pleadings, or the

statements and counter-statements, of the plaintiff

and the defendant ; for the intentio, as we have seen,

was the plaintiff's declaration; and if this was met
by a plea, it was necessary that this also should be
inserted in the formula. The formula also con-
tained the directions for the judex, and gave him
the power to act. The resemblance between the
EInglish and Roman procedure is pointed out in a
note in Starkie's Law of Evidence.^
The following are the principal actions which we

read of in the Roman writers, and which are briefly

described under their several heads : Actio

—

Aqiiee

pluvicB arcenda ; Bonorum vi raptorum ; Certi et Ivr-

cerii; Commodali; Commimi dimdujido ; Confessaria;
Damni injuria dati ; Dejedl vel effusi ; Depetid ; De-
positi ; De dob wmIo ; Emti et venditi ; Exercitoria

;

Ad Exhibendum; Familice erciscundcs ; Fidudaria;
Finium regundorum; Furti; Hypothecaria ; Injun-
arum; Institmia; Judicati; Qiwdjussu; Legis Aqid-
Ha ; Ijocati et conducti ; Maridati mutui ; Negativa

;

Negotiorum gestorum ; Noxalis ; De pauperie ; De pe-
ndio; Pignoratida or Pignoratitia ; Publidana;
Quanti minoris ; Rationibus distrahendis ; Derecepto;
Redhibitoria ; Rei uxoricB or Dotis ; Restitutoria and
Rcscissoria ; RutUiana ; Serviana ; Pro socio ; Tribxi-
tma; Tutela.

ACTOR signified generally a plaintiff. In a
civil or private action, the plaintiffwas often called
vetitor; in a public action (causa puMica) he was
called axxv^aior? The defendant was called reus
both in private and public causes : this term, how-
ever, according to Cicero,' might signify either
party, as indeed we might conclude from the word
Itself. In a private action the defendant was often
called adversarius, but either party might be called
adversarm with respect to the other. Originallv
no person who was not mi juris could maintain an
action

; nfiliusfamilias, therefore, and a slave, could
not maintain an action; but in course of time cer-
tain actions were allowed to a filius familias in the
absence of his parent or his procurator, and also in
case the parent was incompetent to act from mad-
ness or other like cause.* Wards brought their ac-
tions by their guardian or tutor; and in case they

an
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wished to bring an action against their tutor, the

praetor named a tutor for the purjpose.' Peregrini,

or aliens, originaHy brought their action through
their patronus; but afterward in their own name,
by a fiction of law, that they were Roman citizens.

A Roman citizen might also generally bring his ac-

tion by means of a cognitor or procurator. (Vid.

Actio.) A universitas, or corporate bo<ly, sued and
was sued by their actor or syndicus.'^

Actor has also the sense of an agent or managtr
of another's business generally. I'he actor publicui

.

was an officer who had the superintendence or care
of slaves and property belonging to the state.'

ACTOR. {Vid. Histrio.)
ACTUA'RII, short-hand writers, who took down

the speeches in the senate and the public assemblies.*

In the debate in the Roman senate upon the punish-
ment of those who had been concerned in the con-
spiracy of Catiline, we find the first mention ol

short-hand writers, who were employed by Cicero
to take down the speech of Cato.
The ACT0ARII MILITIA, imdcr the Roman emper-

ors, were oflUcers whose dutv it was to keeji the ac-
counts of the army, to see that the contractors sup-
plied the soldiers with provisions according to agree-
ment, &c.*
ACTUS, a Roman measure of length, ^^ Actus

vocabatur, in quo boves agerentur cum aratro, uno im-
petu justo. Hie erai cxx pedum ; duplicatusque in
longitudinemjugerumfaciebat."^ This actus is called
by Columella actus quadratus ; he says,^ " Actus
quadratus undiquefiniturpediius cxx. Hoc duplicatum
facitjugerum, et ab eo, quod eratjun£tum,jugeri nomen
usurpavit; sed hunc actum provindcB Bccticce ruslici

acnuam (or acnam) vacant." Varro* says, "Actus
quadratus qui et lat/us est pedes cxx, et longus totidem,
is modus acnua Latine appeUatur." The ocUls quad-
ratm was therefore equal to half a jugerum, or 14.400
square Roman feet. The actus minimus or simplex'*

was 120 feet long and four broad, and therefcie
equal to 480 square Roman feet.

ACTUS. (Fi^. Servitutes.)
ACUS, dim. ACIC'ULA {peTiovj], (SeXovi^, 6a^cc),

a needle, a pin.

We may translate acus a needle, when we suppose
it to have had at one end a hole or eye" for the
passage of thread ; and a pin, when, instead of a
hole, we suppose it to have had a knob, a small
globe, or any other enlarged or ornamental termina-
tion.

The annexed figures of needles and pins, chiefly
taken from originals in bronze, vary in length fro>"
an inch and a half to about eight inches.

r ^

P"is were made not only of metal, but also ol
wood, bone, and ivory. Their principal use was to
assist m fastening the garments, and more particu-
larly in dressing the hair. The mode of platting
the hair, and then fastening it with a pin or needle,

,.'• .f.Gaius, 1- 1840-2. (Disr. 3, tit. 4.)-3. Tacit., Ann., ii.,
JU; 111., 67.—Lips., Excurs. jid Tacit., Ann., ii. 30.1—4. (Suet.
Jul., 55.—Seneca, Ep. 33.)—5. (Animiaii., xx., 5.—Cwl. xii..
Hit. 37, s. 5, 16; xii., tit. 49.)-6. (Plii.., H. N., xviii , 3.)—

7

i(v., 1.)—8. (De Re Rust., i., ie.)-0. (Colum , v., 1.—Varro,De Ling. Lat. V., 4.)—10. (rpuTDjita, rpvuaXi;.)
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ts shown in the annexed figure of a female nead,

taken from a marble group which was found at Apt,
in the sou^h of France.'

I

I

Tliii! fashion has been continued to our own limes

t) tlie females of Italy. Martial alludes to it in the

fulowing epigram, in which he supposes the hair to

be anoinled with perfumes and decorated with rib-

ands:

" Tenuia ne niadidi violent bomiycina crines,

Figat acus tortus, sustineatque covuis."^

The acus was employed as an instrument of tor-

ture, being inserted imder the nails.

Honesty was enjoined upon children by telling

them that it was wrong even to steal a pin.

Mrjde (ieTiovrjc tva/i/x^ kmdvfiyg, nufKpile,

'O jup 9eof (S^ETreL ae Tz'kriaLov irapuv.^

•AD'AMAS {uddfiac), a name given by the an-

cients to several hard substances, and among the

rest, probably to the Diamond. Psellus describes

the gem adamas as follows : xpoi-^v jiev ^^et vtXlCov-

arjy liul aTLXTrvtjv, " its colour resembles crystal, and
M splendid."—" It is probable," obsei;ves Dr. Moore,
" that Pliny, when speaking of the gem called ad-

liTTias* had in view, among other things, the dia-

mond ; but it is plain, from the fables he relates of
it, that this substance ' of highest value, not only
among gems, but all human things, and for a long
time known to kings only, and to very few of them,'

was unknown to him. He has evidently confound-
ed in his description several widely different miner-
als ; to which, from their hardness, or their, in some
respect or other, indomitable nature, the Greeks
gave the name uduiiag, ' adamant.' Thus steel was
very frequently so called ;* and those grains of na-

tive gold, which, when the gangue containing them
was reduced to powder in a mortar, resisted the pes-

tle and could not be comminuted by it, were called

adamas.^ Something of this sort Pollux meant by
that ' flower of gold,'' or choicest gold, which he
calls adamas ;* and Plato, too, by ' the branch or

knot of gold, '^ which, from its density, very hard and
deep coloured, was called adamas}" It was, no doubt,

this native gold that was spoken of in the authors
from whom Pliny drew, when he wrote that adamas
is found in gold mines; that it accompanies gold;

that it seems to occur nowhere but in gold ; that it

is not larger than a cucumber seed, nor unlike to it

in colour. Of the six kinds he mentions, that de-

scribed as occurripg in India, not in gold, but bear-

ing some resemblance to crystal, may have been
ihe diamond; though even here it is probable that

ne, and those from whom he copies, mistook fine

crystals of quartz for diamonds, or, rather, call

Buch crystals adamas. The description given is

L (Montfaucon, Aiit. Exp. Suppl., iii., 3.)—2. (Lib. xiv., Epig-.

24.)—3. (Menan. et Philem., Reliq. a Meineke, p. 306.)—4.
(II. N., xxxvii., 15.)—5. ('Ai^rJ;<a{ Ytvoi <jt!)fipov- Ilesych.

—

Stanley, in jEsch., Prora. Vinct., 6.)—<5. (Salmas., Exercit.

Plin., p. 757.)—7. (xpuffoii avGic)—8. (vii., 99.)—9. (xpvaov
^<i\- 10. (Tim., '., '', p. 5'/, ed Tanchn.)

precisely that of a crystal of quartz, in which the

prism has entirely disappeared, lea^'ing a double
six-sided pyramid upon a common base.' The
manner in which Dionysius Periegetes character-

izes adamas may lead us to suspect that he also

spoke of crystals of quartz ; for the diamond in its

unpolished state, as known to the ancients, would
hardly have been styled ' all-resplendent,'* and
afterward 'brilliant.'^ The locality, too, in the
former case, being Scythia. The variety of adam^t
which Pliny calls siderites, was magnetic iron ore;*

and the Cyprian was probably emery, or some simi-
lar substance used in engraving gems."*
*ADAR'KES {udapKTjg). Matthiolus admits his

ignorance of what this substance is, and Mattliias

Faber was in error when he referred it to the LMp^is

SpongUes.^ From the description of it given by
Dioscorides and Paulus .^gineta, it was evidently
nothing but the efilorescence which gathers about
reeds in certain salt lakes.'

ADDIC'TI. {Vid. Nexi.)
ADDIC'TIO. (Fi^. Actio.)
ADDIX, ADDIXIS (u(]6i^, u66c^ig), a Greek mcda

ure, according to Hesychius equal to four xolviKeg.

ADEIA (uihia). When any one in Athens, who
had not the fall privileges of an Athenian citizen,

such as a foreigner, a slave, &c., wished to accuse
a person of any oflence against the people, he was
obliged to obtain first permission to do so, which
permission was called udeta.^ An Athenian citizen

who had incurred uTifiia {vid. Atimia) was also

obliged to obtain udeia before he could lay an infor

mation against any one.'

ADEMP'TIO. (Vid. Legatum.)
ADGNA'TIO. (Firf. Heres; Testamentum.)
ADGNA'TI. (Firf. CoGNATi.)
*AD'IANTON, a plant. There can be no doubt

that it is the Adiantum Capilhis, or "Maiden-hair."
Both Nicander and Theophrastus say of it, that it

derives its name from the circumstance of its not

being wet by rain («, neg., and Siaivo), "to wet").

Apuleius mentions Callitrichon, Polytiichcm, and A^
ple/ion as synonymes of it."

'AAIKI'AS TTpbg Tov 6f/fcov ypa(j>rj, and invaTriaeug

Tov 6r//j.ov ypat^n, were actions brought in the Athe-
nian courts against persons who were considered to

have misled the people, the courts of justice, or the

senate of Five Hundred, by misrepresentations or

false promises, into acts of injustice, or into measures
injurious to the interests ofAthens. If an individual

was found guilty, he was punished with death. The
law relating to these offences is preserved by Demos-
thenes."
ADIT'IO HEREDITA'TIS. (Fz^.Hereditas.)
ADJTJDICA'TIO. {Vid. Actio.)
ADLEC'TI were those persons who were ad-

mitted to the privileges and honours of the praetor-

ship, quaestorship, a^dileship, and other public offices,

without having any duties to perform.** In inscrip.

tions we constantly find, adlcckis inter tribunos, inter

qneestores, inter prceiores, &c. The name also was
applied, according to Festus, to those senators who
were chosen from the equites on account of the

small number of senators ; but it appears more prob-

able that the adlecti were the same as the coh-

scripti. Livy says, Conscriptos in Twvum senatum
appelkibant ledos.^*

ADLECTOR, a collector of taxes in the prov-

inces in the time of the Roman emperors.**

1. (Plin.,II. N.,xxxvii., 15.)—2. (Kan<l>av6h}VTa : Dion. Perieg.,

318.)—3. (ixapiiuipovTa : Id. ib., 1119.)—4. (Salmas., Exercit. Plin.,

p. 773, seq.—Janiieson, Mineral., i., 41.)—5. (Salmas., Exercit

Plin., p. 774.—Moore's Ancient Mineralosry, p. 143, seq.)—6.

(Dioscor., v., 137.—Paul. ^Egin., vii.—Mangeti, Bibl. Scrip

Med.)—7. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—8. (Pint., Pcricl., c. 31.)—

9. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 12, p. 715.—Plut., Phoc, c. 26.)—IC.

(Theophrast., H. P., vii., 14.—Nicaiid., Ther., 846.)— 11. (c.

Leptin., c. 21. p. 487.—Id. ib., c. 29, p. 498.—Id., c. Timoth., ]t

1204.—Dinarch.,c. Philoc, c. l,p 93.)-12. (Capitchn., Pertin

c. 6.)—13 (ii, 1.)—14. (Cod. Tlseod., xii., tit. vi., «. 19?
«1



ADOPTION

ADMISSIONA'LES were chamberlains at the

uuperial court, who introduced persons to the pres-

ence of the emperor.' They were divided mto

four classes; the chief officer of each class was

called proximus admissionum ;' and the proximi were

under the magister admissuy/ium.^ The admission-

ales were usually freedmen.*
. .

Friends appear to have beer, called amia admis-

sionis prima:, secunda:, or tertia:. According to

some writers, they were so called in consequence

of the order in which they were admitted ;
accord-

ing to others, because the atrium was divided into

ditierent parts, separated from one another by hang-

ings, into which persons were admitted according

to the different degrees of favour in which they were

held.*
. ^

ADO'NIA (dduvia), a festival celebrated m hon-

3ur of Aphrodite and Adonis in most of the Grecian

cities.' It lasted two days, and was celebrated by

women exclusively. On the first day they brought

into the streets statues of Adonis, which were laid

out as corpses ; and they observed all the rites cus-

tomary at funerals, beating themselves and uttering

lamentations.'' The second day was spent in mer-

riment and feasting, because Adonis was allowed

to return to life, and spend half of the year with

Aphrodite.*

^ADO'NIS (uSuvig, or k^uKoiTog), the Flying-fish,

or Exoccctus volitans, L.'

ADOPTION (GREEK). Adoption was called

by the Athenians daTzoiijai^, or sometimes simply

Koiffeng or iJtwf. The adoptive father was said

noiclafiai, elanoLEicdai, or sometimes noielv ; and

the father or mother (for a mother after the death

of her husband could consent to ner son being

adopted) was said miroulv : the son was said ektvoc-

eiadai, with reference to the family which he left

;

and eionoieladai. with reference to the family into

which he was received. The son, when adopted,

was called noiTjrog, eiaKOLrjTdc, or ^erog, in opposi-

tion to the legitimate son born of the body of the

lather, who was called yvrjciog.

A man might adopt a son either in his lifetime or

by his testament, provided he had no male offspring

and was of sound mind. He might also, by testa-

.nent, name a person to take his property, in case

his son or sons should die under age.'" If he had
male offspring, he could not dispose of his property.

This rule of law was closely connected witn the

rule as to adoption ; for if he could have adopted a
son when he had male children, such son would
have shared his property with the rest of his male
children, and to that extent the father would have
exercised a power of disposition which the law de-
nied him.
Only Athenian citizens could be adopted ; but fe-

males could be adopted (by testament at least) as
well as males." The adopted child was transferred
from his own family and demus into those of the
adoptive father; he inherited his property, and main-
tained the sacra of his adoptive father." It was not
necessary for him to take his new father's name,
but he was registered as his son. The adopted son
might return to his former family, in case he left a
child to represent the family of liis adoptive father

:

unless he so returned, he lost all right which he
might have had on his father's side if he had not
been adopted ; but he retained all rights which he
might have on his mother's side, for the act of adop-
uon had no effect so far as concerned the mother of

1. (Lamprid., Sever., c. 4.—" Officiuin admissioais." Suet.,
Vesj)., c. 14.)—2. (Ammian., xxii., 7.)—3. (Ammiaii., \v., 5.—
Vop., Aurel., c. 12.)—4. (Cod. Tlieod., vi., tit. 2, s. 12 ; tit. 9
• 2: tit. 35, s. 3.)— 5. (Sen., de Ilcnef., vi., 33, scq.—Clem., i

'

I0.)~0. (Aristoph., Pax, 412.—Schol. in loc.)—7. (Plutarch,
Ale. c 18.—Nic.. c. 13.)—8. (For a fuller account, consult An-
thon's Cliissical Dictionary, s. v.)—9. (.flClian, ix., 36.—Plin
II. N., ix., 19.1—10. (Demosth., (cara Srt^avou -itvi., 13.)—ll!
riHeus s-tpi Tou 'Avviou KA^pow.)
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the adopted person; she still continued his mctbe«
al"ter the act of adoption.

The next of kin of an Athenian citizen vere en-

titled to his property if he made no disposition of it

by will, or made no valid adoption during h.is life-

time; they weie, therefore, interested in preventing

fraudalent adoptions. The whole community were
also interested in preventing the introduction into

their body of a person who was not an At.'ienian

citizen. To protect the rights of the next of kin

against unjust claims by persons who alleged them-
selves to be adopted sons, it was required that the

father should enter his son, whether bom of hi.s

body or adopted, in the register of his phratria

((f>paTiHKbv ypafi/iaretov) at a cnrtain time, the Tliar-

gelia,' with the privity of his kin.smen and phratores

{yevv^rai, cppuTopeg). Subsequently to this, it was
necessary to enter him in the register of the adoptive
father's demus {Xri^tapxiKov ypa/i/xareiov), without
which registration it appears that he did not possess

the full rights of citizenship as a member of his new
demus.

If the adoption was by testament, registration

was also required, which we may presume that the

person himself might procure to be done if he was
of age, or if not, his guardian or next friend. If a
dispute arose as to the property of the deceased
{Klripov diadiKacia) between the son adopted by
testament and the next of kin, there could properly
be no registration of the adopted son imlil the tes-

tament was established. If a man died childless

and intestate, his next of kin, according to the

Athenian rules of succession,* took his property by
the right of blood {ayxiaTeia Kara yevog). Thougt
registration might in this case also be required,
there was no adoption properly so called, as some
modem writers suppose

; for the next of kin neces-
sarily belonged to the family of the intestate.

The rules as to adoption among the Athenians
are not quite free from difficulty, and it is not easy
to avoid all error in stating them. The general
doctrines may be mainly deduced from the oration.!

of Isaeus, and those of Demosthenes against Macar-
tatus and Leochares.
ADOPTION (ROMAN). The Roman -ela-

tion of parent and child arose either from a lawful
marriage or from adoption. Adoptio was the gen-
eral name which comprehended the two species,
adoptio and adrogatio ; and as the adopted person
passed from his own familia into that of the person
adopting, adoptio caused a capitis dimimdio, and the
lowest of the three kinds. Adoption, in its specific
sense, was the ceremony by which a person who
was in the power of his parent {in potcstate farcn-
tium), whether a child or grandchild, male or fe-

male, was transferred to the power of the person
adopting him. It was effected under the authority
of a magistrate (jiiagistraius), the prsetor, for in-

stance, at Rome, or a governor (prases) in the
provinces. The person to be adopted was emanci-
pated (vid. Mancipatio) by his natural father before
the competent authority, and surrendered to the
adoptive father by the" legal foiin called in jure
cessio.'

When a person was sui juris, i. e., not in the
power of his parent, the ceremony of adoption was
called a'Jrogalio. Originally it could onlv be effect-
ed at Rome, and only by a vote of the popuJus
(popvli andoritate) in the comitia r.uriata (lege curi'
ata); tlie reason of this being that the caput or
status of a Roman citizen could not, according to
the laws of tlie Twelve Tables, be affected except
by a vote of the populus in tl e comitia curiata.
Clodius, the enemy of Cicero, v as adrogated into a
plebeian family in order to qualify himself to be
elected a tribunus plebis.* Females could rot be

1. (Isajus, TTtpi Tov 'Airo/XofVjp. KMpiw, 3, 5.)—2. (Domosth.
rpii Atwx-. (• 6.)—3. (A. Gcll., v., c. 19.- Saet , Aug.. c. fi4.>-'
4. (Cic. ad Att., ii., 7.-- Id , pro D' m.)
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ad-^ptca by the adrogatio. Under the emperors it

became the practice to effect the adrogatio by an
imperial rescript {principis mtctorltate, ex resripto

prindpis) ; but this practice lial not become estab-

lished in the time of Gains, or, as it appears, of

Ulpian.* It would seem, however, from a passage
in Tacitus,' that Galba adopted a successor without

the ceremony ot the adrogatio. By a rescript of

the Emneror Antoninus Pius, addressed to the pon-

tifices, those who were under age (impuberes), or

wards (pupllli), could, with certain restrictions, be
adopted by the adrogatio. If a father who had
children in his power consented to be adopted by
another peison, both himself and his children be-

came in the power of the adoptive father. All the

property of the adopted son became at once the

property of the adoptive father.^ A person could
not legally be adopted by the adrogatio till he had
made out a satisfactory case (jusla, bona, causa) to

the pontilices, who had the right of insisting on
certain preliminary conditions. This power of the

pontifices was probably founded on their right to

preserve the due observance of the sacra of each
gens.* It would, accordingly, have been a good
ground of refusing their consent to an adrogatio,

if the person to be adopted was the only male of
his gens, for the sacra would in such case be lost.

It was required that the adoptive father also had no
children, and no reasonable hopes of any ; and, as

a consequence of this condition, that he should be
older than the person to be adopted.

A woman could not adopt a person, for even her
own children were not in her power.

Final] V, all adoption was effected by the imperial
rescript.

I'he effect of adoption was to create the legal re-

lation of father and son, just as if the adopted son
were bom of the blood of the adoptive father in

lawful marriage. The adopted child was entitled

to the name and sacra privata of the adopting
parent, and il appears that the preservation of the

sacra privata, which by the laws of the Twelve
Tables were made perpetual, was frequently one
of the reasons for a childless person adopting a son.

In case of intestacy, the adopted child might be the

heres of his adoptive father. He became the brother
of his adoptive father's daughter, and therefore

could not marry her; but he did not become the

son of the adoptive father's wife, for adoption only
gave to the adopted son the jura agnationis.*

The phrase of " adoption by testament"' seems to

be rather a misapplication of the term; for, though
a man or woman might by testament name a heres,

and impose the condition of the heres taking the

name of the testator or testatrix, this so-called

adoption could not produce the effects of a proper
adoption. It could give to the person so said to be
adopted the name or property of the testator or tes-

tatrix, but nothing more. A person on passing
from one gens into another, and taking the name
of his new familia, generally retained the name of
his Old gens also, with the addition to it of the ter-

mination amis. Thus C. Octavius, afterward the

Emperor Augustus, upon being adopted by the tes-

tament of his uncle the dictator, assumed the name
of Caius Julius Caesar Octavianus ; but he caused
the adoption to be confirmed by the curiae.^

ADORA'TIO (7rpo<T/cvv7?(Tif) "was paid to the gods
in the following manner: The individual stretched

out his right hand to the statue of the god whom he
wished to honour, then kissed his hand and waved
it to the statue. Hence we have in Apuleius,
" Nulli Deo adhuc snpplicavit ; nullum tcmplum frc-

1. (Compare Gaius, i., 98, with Gaius ns cited in Dig-. 1, tit.

7,«.2 ; and Ulpian, Fra?., tit. 8.)—2. (Ilisl., i., 15.)—3. (Gaius,
ii., 98.)—4. (Cic, pro Dom., 13, seqq.)—5. (Gaius, i., 97-107.—
Di£r. 1, tit. 7.—Cicero, pro Domo.)—6. (Cic, Brut.. 58.)—7.
(Cic, Off., iii., 18.—Id. ad Att.. v\\., 8.~Suet , Jul., 83.—Tib.,
2, icqq.—Heinecc, Syntagma. —Dig. 38, tit 1, s 63.)

quentavit; si fanum aliq^iod prcBiereat, nefas AoM
adorandi gratia manum lalris adviovere.^ The
adoratio differed from the oratio or prayers, suppli-

cations, which were ofieied with the hands extend
ed and the palms turned upward.' The adoration
paid to the Roman emperors was borrowed from the

eastern mode of adoration, and consisted m prostrar

tion on the ground, and kissing the feet and knees
of the emperor.^
ADROGA'TIO. {Vid. Adoption.)
ADSCRIPTI'VI. (Fjo'. AccENsi.)
ADSTIPULA'TIO. (Fm^. Stipulatio.)

ADULTERIUM properlj^ signifies, in the Ro-
man law, the offence committed by a man having
sexual intercourse with another man's wife. Stu-

prum (called by the Greeks (j)6opu) signifies the like

offence with a widow or virgin. It was the con-
dition of the female which determined the legal

character of the offence ; there was, therefore, no
adultery unless the female was married.

In the time of Augustus a lex was enacted (prob-

ably about B.C. 17), entitled Lex Julia de adulteriis

coercendis, the first chapter of which repealed some
prior enactments on the same subject, with the pro-

visions of which prior enactments we are, however,
unacquainted. In this law the terms adulterium
and stuprum are used indifferently ; but, strictly

speaking, these two terms differed as above stated.

The chief provisions of this law may be collected

from the Digest and from Paulus.*

It seems not unlikely that the enactments repeal-

ed by the Julian law contained special penal pro-

visions against adultery; and it is also not im-
probable that, by the old law or custom, if the

adulterer was caught in the fact, he was at the

mercy of the injured husband, and that the husband
might punish with death his adulterous wife.* Il

seems, also, that originally the act of adultery

might be prosecuted by any person, as being a pub-
lic offence ; but under the emperors the right of
prosecution was limited to the husband, father,

brother, patruus, and avunculus of the adulteress.

By the Julian law, if a husband kept his wife

after an act of adultery was known to him, and let

the adulterer off, he v/as guilty of the offence of
lenocinium. The husband or father in whose power
the adulteress was, had sixty days allowed for com-
mencing proceedings against the wife, after which
time any other person might prosecute.* A woman
convicted of adultery was mulcted in half of her
dos and the third part of her property {bona), and
banished (relegata) to some miserable island, such
as Seriphos, for instance. The adulterer was
mulcted in half his property, and banished in like

manner. This law did not inflict the punislunent

of death on either party; and in those instances

under the emperors in which death was inflicted, it

must be considered as an extraordinary punishment,
and beyond the provisions of the Julian law.'' But.

by a constitution of Constantine* (if it is genuine),

the offence in the adulterer was made capital. By
the legislation of Justinian,' the law of Constantine
was probably only confirmed ; but the adulteress

was put into a convent, after being first whipped.
If her husband did not take her out in two years,

she was compelled to assume the habit, and to spend
the rest of her life in the convent.

The Julian law permitted the father (both adop-
tive and natural) to kill the adulterer and adulter-

ess in certain cases, as to which there were several

nice distinctions established by the law. If the

1. (Apul., Apolog., p. 496.—Plin., II. N., xxviii., 5.)—2. (uV-

Tiiic/tara xtpwi' : jEsch., Prom V., 1004.—Lucret., v., 1199.—
Hor., Carm.,iii., 23, 1.)—3. v'On this whole subject, consult

Brouerius, de Adorationibus, Amst., 1713.)—4. (48, tit. 5 —
Sentent. Recept., ii., tit. 26, ed. Schulting.)—5. (Dion. Hal,
ii., 25.—Suet., Tib., 35.)—6. (Tacit., Ann., ii.,85.)—7. (Tacit

,

Ann., ii., 50 ; iii., 24.— Lips., Exciirs. ad Tacit., Ann , iv., 48.—
Noodt, Op Omn., = 286, Sfqq.)--8. (Cod.,ix , 30.)—» (Nj»
134,0.10.)
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father killed only one of tne parties, he brought

himself within the penalties of the Cornelian law

De Sicariis. The husband might kill persons of a

certaiL ^lass, described in the law, whom he caught

in the act of adultery with his wife ; but he could

Dot kill his wife. The husband, by the fifth chap-

'^r of the Julian law, could detain for twenty hours

•Jie adulterer whom he had caught in the fact, for

±e purpose of calling in witnesses to prove the

adultery. If the wife was divorced for adulter}-,

the husband was entitled to retain part of tlie dos.'

Horace* is supposed to allude to this Julian law.

Among the Athenians, if a man caught another

man in the act of criminal intercourse (^/loixeta)

witl. his wife, he might kill him with impunity;

and the law was also the same with respect to a

concubine {naATiaKfj). He might also inflict other

punishment on the offender. It appears that among
the Athenians also there was no adultery, unless a

married woman was concerned.^ But it was no

adultery for a man to have connexion with a mar-
ried woman who prostituted herself, or who w^as

engaged in selling anything in the agora.* Tlie

Roman law appears to have been pretty nearly the

same.* The husband might, if he pleased, take a

sum of money from the adulterer by way of com-
pensation, and detain him till he found sureties for

the payment. If the alleged adulterer had been un-

justly detained, he might bring an action against

the husband ; and if he gained his cause, he and
his sureties were released. If he failed, the law
required the sureties to deliver up the adulterer to

the husband before the court, to do what he pleased
with him, except that he was not to use a knife or

dagger.*

I'he husband might also prosecute the adulterer

in the action called fxoixeiag ypai^. If the act of
adultery was proved, the husband could no longer
cohabit with his wife imder pain of losing his priv-

ileges of a citizen (arifita). The adulteress was
excluded even from those temples which foreign
women and slaves were allowed to enter; and if

'he was seen there, anv one might treat her as he

E
leased, provided he did not kill her or mutilate
er.'

ADVERSA'RIA, note-book, memorandum-book,
posting-book, in which the Romans entered memo-
randa of any importance, especially of money re-
ceived and expended, which were afterward tran-
scribed, usually every month, into a kind of leger.
(Tabula; justcc, codex accepti et ezpsnsi.) Cicero de-
scribes the difference between the adversaria and
tabulae in his Oraiio pro Rose. Com., c. 3 : Quid est,

quod negligenter scribamiis adversaria ? quid est, quod
diligenter conficiamm tahulas 7 q^ta de causa ? Quia
iueciuiU, rrmistrua, UUe sutU cetemm; hcec deleniur
itatim, iUee scrvantur sande, &c.
ADVERSA'RIUS. (FR Actor.)
ADU'NATOI {aSivaroL), were persons supported

by the Athenian state, who, on account of infirmity
or bodily defects, were unable to obtain a livelihood.
The sum which they received from the state ap-
pears to have varied at different times. In the time
of Lysias* and Aristotle,' one obolus a day was
given; but it appears to have been afterward in-
creased to two oboli. The bounty was restricted to
persons whose property was under three minfe; and
the examination of those who were entitled to it be-
longed to the senate of the Five Hundred.^" Pisis-
tratus is said to have been the first to introduce a
law for the maintenance of those persons who had
been mutilated in war."

1. (Ulpian, Fr., vi., 12.)— 2. (Carm.,iv., v. 21.) — 3. (Lysias,

iQ r\ '5i'""7^f>'0"« <l>6vi>v.)-A. (Demosth., kutu ^taipm,
-.. 18.)—5 (Pj.ulus, Sent. Recept., vi., tit. 26.)-6. (Demosth.,
Kara -^tuifi., 18.J—7. (Demosth., /c-irn Nta/p., c. 22.—^schm
jura T(;iopx., « 36.)—8. (h-nh too 'X^vvutov, c. iv., p. 749 )-!
9. (Harpocrat., AJ{,i,aToi.)-lO. (^schin., Kard Tt^apxov, c,
Sl.)-ll. (Plut Solon,, c. 31.--Lysias, h^cp rov 'ASvvdrov, a
ipeectt written for an mdiridual, in order to prove '>•"• >•• •^"
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ADVOCA'TUS seems originally to have Ltiil

fied any person who gave another his air*, in ais at
fair or business, as a witness, for instance;* or for

the purpose of aiding and protecting him in taking

possession of a piece of property.'' It was also used

to express a person who in any way gave his advice

and aid to another in the management of a caUr-ie;

but the word did not signify the orator or patronu*

who made the speech,' in the time of Cicero. Un-
der the emperors, it signified a person who in any
way assisted in the conduct of a cause,* and was
sornetimes equivalent to orator.' The advocate's

'

fee was then called honorarium. (Vid. Orator,
Patronus, CiNGiA Lex.)
The advocatus is denned by Ulpian* to be any

person who aids another in the conduct of a suit or

action.

The advocatus fisci was an important officer es

tablished by-Hadrianus.' It war his busine°° to

look after the interests of the fiscus v " the imperial

treasury, and, among other things, to maintain if
title to bo7ia caduca*
AD'YTUM. (Fwi. Temple.)
iEA'CIA. (FkAIAKEIA.)
^BU'TIA LEX. (Fzo!. Actio.)
.^DES. (Fifl!. House; Temple.)
-^DI'LES. The name of these functionaries is

said to be derived from their having the care of the

temple {ades) of Ceres. The aediles were originally

two in number: they were elected from the pleles,

and the institution of the office dates from the same
time as that of the tribuni plebis, B.C. 494. Taeir
duties at first seem to have been merely ministe-
rial; they were the assistants of the tribunes in

such matters as the tribunes intrusted to them,
among which are enumerated the hearing of causes
of smaller importance. At an early period after

their institution (B.C. 446), we find them appoint«?d

the keepers of the senatus consulta, which the con-
suls had hitherto arbitrarily suppressed or altered.*

They were also the keepers of the plebiscita. Oth-
er functions were gradually intrusted tc them, and
it is not always easy to distinguij; neir dutief from
some of those which belong to the censors. They
had the general superintendence of buildings', botfl

sacred and private : under this power they provided
for the support and repair of temples, curiae, &c.,
and took care that private buildings wdiich were in

a ruinous state were repaired by the owmers or pull-

ed down. The superintendence over the supply and
distribution of water at Rome was, at an early pe-

riod, a matter of public administration. According
to Frontinus, this was the duty of the censors ; but
when there were no censors, it was within the prov-
ince of the sediles. The care of each particulai
source or supply was farmed to undertakers (re-

dempt-ores), and all that they did was subject to the
approbation of the censors or the aediles.'" The
care of the streets and pavements, with the clean-
sing and draining of the citv, belonged to tlie sediles;
and, of course, the care of the cloacae. They had
the office of distributing com among the plebes;
but this distribution of corn at Rome must not be
confounded with the duty of purchasing or procuring
it from foreign parts, which was performed by the
consuls, quaestors, and praetors, and sometimes by
an extrnordinarv magistrate, as the prasfectus an-
nonaj. The sediles had to see that the public lands
were not improperly used, and that the pasture-
grounds of the state were not trespasiied on ; and
they had power to punish by fine anv imlawful acl
in this respect. They had a general superintencV

entitled to ho supported hy the state.--Petit.,Le?. Att., viii., til

3, s. 5.—Biickh, Public Econ. of Athens, i., p. 323-327, transl )

1. (Varro, de Re Rust., ii., c. 5.)—2. (Cic, pro Cajcin., c. 8.)
—3. (Cic, de Orat., ii., 74.)^. (Di^. 50, tit. 13, s. 1 )—5. (Ta
cit., Ann., X., 6.)—6. (Dig. 50, tit 13.)—7. (Spait., Vit. Had.,
c. 60.)—8. (Dig. 28, tit. 1, s 3 )—9. (Liv :i) , 55.)—10. ,D«
Vquffduct. Rom., lib. ii.)
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ence over buying and selling, and, as a conse-

qaence, the supervision of the markets, of things

exposed to sale, such as slaves, and of weights and
u«easures: irom this part of their duty is derived

the name under which the a^-diles are mentioned by
the Greek writers {uyopavojioi). It was their bu-

siness to see that no new deities or religious rites

were introduced into the city, to look after the ob-

servance of religious ceremonies, and the celebra-

tions of the ancient feasts and festivals. The gen-

;ral superintendence of police comprehended the

iuty of preserving order, regard to decency, and
the inspection of the baths and houses of entertain-

ment, of brothels, and »
" prostitutes, who, it appears,

were registered by the aediles. The sediles had va-

rious oflicers under them, as praecones, scribae, and
viatores.

The jEdiles Curules, who were also two in

number, were originally chosen only from the pa-
tricians, afterward alternately from the patricians

and the plebes, and at last indifferently from both.'

The office of curule aidiles was instituted B.C. 365,
and, according to Livy, on the occasion of the ple-

beian aediles refusing to consent to celebrate the

ludi maximi for the space of four days instead of
three ; upon which a senatus consultum was pass-

ed, by which two asdiles were to be chosen from
the patricians. From this time four aediles, two
plebeian and two curule, were annually elected."

The distinctive honours of the aediles curules were,
the sella curulis, from whence their title is derived,
the toga prtetexta, precedence in speaking in the

senate, and the jus imaginis.* The aediles curules
only had the jus edicendi, or the right of promulga-
ting edicta;* but the rules comprised in their edicta
served for the guidance of all the aediles. The
edicta of the curule aediles were founded on their

authority as superintendents of the markets, and of
buying and selling in general. Accordingly, their

edicts had mainly, or perhaps solely, reference to

the rules as to buying and selling, and contracts for

bargain and sale. They were the fqundation of the
actiones a;ii\iciae, among which are included the
actio redliibitoria and quanti minoris^ A great part
of the provisions of the aediles' edict relate to the
buying and selling of slaves. The persons both of
the plebeian and curule aediles were sacrosancti.*

It seems that, after the appointment of the curule
aediles, the functions formerly exercised by the ple-

beian aediles were exercised, with some few excep-
tions, by all the aediles indifferently. Within five

days alter being elected or entering on office, they
were required to determine by lot, or by agreement
among themselves, what parts of the city each
should take under his superintendence; and each
aedile alone had the care of looking after the paving
and cleansing of the streets, and other matters, it

may be presumed, of the same local character with-
in his district. The other duties of the office seem
to have been exercised by them jointly.

In the superintendence of the public festivals and
solemnities, there was a farther distinction between
the two sets of aediles. Many of therse festivals,

such as those of Flora' and Ceres, were superin-
tended by either set of aediles indifferently ; but the
plebeian games were under the superintendence of
the plebeian aediles, who had an allowance of mon-
ey for that purpose; and the fines levied on the

pecuarii and others, seem to have been appropria-
ted to these among other public purposes.* The
ce.ebration of the ludi magni or llomani, of the
ludi scenici or dramatic representations, and the
ludi Mcgalesii, belonged especially to the curule
JBdiies, and it was on such occasions tl at they

1. (Liv., vii., 1.)—2. (Liv., vi., 42.)—3. (Cic, 2 Veir., v., 14.)
-4. (Gains, i., 6.)—5. (Dig'. 21, tit. 1, De jEdilicio Edicto.—
A. Gell., iv., 2.)—6. (Liv., iii , 55.)—7. (Cic, 2 Verr., v., 14.—
Ovid., Fast., 27S, seqq.)— 8. (Liv, i., 23; xxvii.. O~0vid,
VuX.., 278, scqq.)

n

often incurred a prodigious expense, with the view
of pleasing the people and securing their votes ir

future elections, Inis extravagant expenditure oi
the aediles arose after the close of the second Punic
war, and increased with the opportunities which
individuals had of enriching themselves after the
Roman arms were carried into Greece, Africa, an<J

Spain. Even the prodigality of the emperors hard-
ly surpassed that of individual curule aediles undei
the Republic; such as C. J. Caesar the dictator, P.

C. Lentulus Spinther, and, above all, M. iEmilim
Scaurus, whose expenditure was not limited to bare
show, but comprehended objects of public utility,

as the reparation of walls, dockyards, ports, and
aqueducts.' An instance is mentioned by Dion
Cassius^ of the ludi Megalesii being superintended
by the plebeian aediles ; but it was done pursuant to

a senatus consultum, and thus the particular excep-
tion confirms the general rule.

In B.C. 45, J. Caesar caused two curule aediles

and four plebeian jsdiles to be elected ; and thence-
forward, at least so long as the office of aedile was
of any importance, six aediles were annually elect-

ed. The two new plebeian aediles were called Ce-
reales, and their duty was to look after the supply
of corn. Though their olfice may not have been
of any great importance after the institution of a
praefectus annonae by Augustus, there is no doubt
that it existed for several centuries, and at least as
late as the time of Gordian.
The Eediles belonged to the class of the minores

magistratus. The plebeian aediles were originally

chosen at the comitia centuriata, but aftei-ward at

the comitia tributa,' in which comitia the curule
aediles also were chosen. It appears that, tmtil the
lex annalis was passed, a Roman citizen might be
a candidate for any office after completing his
twenty-seventh year. This lex annalis, which was
passed at the instance of the tribune L. V. Tapyu-
lus, B.C. 180, fixed the age at which each oiBce
might be enjoyed.* The passage of lA\y does not
mention what were the ages fixed by this law ; but
it is collected, from various passages of Roman
writers, that the age fixed for the aedileship waa
thirty-six. This, at least, was the age at which i,

man could be a candidate for the eurule aedileship,

and it does not appear that there was a different
rule for the plebeian aedileship.

The aediles existed under the emperors ; but theif

powers were gradually diminished, and their func-
tions exercised by new officers created by the em-
perors. After the battle of Actium, Augustus ap-
pointed a praefectus urbis, who exercised the gen-
eral police, which had formerly been one of the du-
ties of the aediles. • Augustus also took from the
asdiles, or exercised himself, the office of sujerin-
tending the religious rites, and the banishing from
the city of all foreign ceremonials ; he also assumed
the superintendence of the temples, and thus may
be said to have destroyed the asdileship by depri-
ving it of its old and original functions. This will
serve to explain the curious fact mentioned by Dion
Cassius,* that no one was willing to hold so con-
temptible an office, and Augustus was tnerefore re-

duced to the necessity of compelling persons to take
it: persons were accordingly chosen by lot, out of
those who had served the office of quaestor and
tribune ; and this was done more than once. The
last recorded instance of the splendours of the
aedileship is the administration of Agrippa, who
volunteered to take the office, and lepaired all the

public buildings and all the roads at his own ex-

pense, without drawing anything l:om the treasu-

ry.* The aedileship had, however, lost its tru<

character before this time. Agrippa had aLeat.)

1. (Cic, 0(T., ii., 17.-Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 3 ; xxxvi., 15. <-

2. (xliii., 48.)— 3. (Dion. Hal., vi., 90; ix., 43, 49.~Liv., li

56, seq.)—4. (Liv., xl., 44.1—5. (Iv., r. 24.)—6. (Diou. Caa
xlii., 43.— Plin., H N.. xxxvi., 15.)
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1. (Frontinus, ii.)—2. (Tacit., Ann., ii., 85.)— .3. (De JEdil.
Col., Ac, Otto., Lips., 1732.)-4. (Ilerod., vi., 134.)-5. (Liv.,
px., 17.— Gell., XII., 10.— Suet., Doin., 1.—Varro, De Lino-.
Lat., VI., 2.)—6. (Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 4, l> 10.—Cic, 2 Verr°
IV., 44.—Schol. in Hor., Ep. 11, i., 230.)—7. (Serv. in \iT<'''
Mn., IX., 648.)—8. lEustath. in II., iii., 150, p. 395.)—9. (Geor^.
IV., 511, scqq.)-10 (vol. xxvii., p. 92 ; xxviii., p. 184, 343 •

TXiT.,p.255
; XXX., p. 180, 341.)—11. {Vid. Herod., iv.. 189.)—

12 'Ajrtron. Poet., 13.)—13. (II., xv., 229, 307-318, 36(); xiiv..
«0.l—14. (11., ii., 447-449 ; xviii., 204 ; iii.. 400 i

96

brei consul before he accepted the office of aedile,

and Ais munificent expenditure in tJiis nominal of-

hcc was the close of the splendour o f the aedileship.

AusfU-stus appointed the curule sediles specially to

the otiice of putting out fires, and placed a body of

600 slaves at their command ; but the praefecti vigi-

lura a/lerward performed this duly. In like man-
ner, the curatons viarum were appointed by him to

sui"erir:end the roads near the city, and the quatu-

orviii tc superintend those within Rome. The cm-

raUrrci opcrum pMicoruvi and the ciiraUires alvei Ti-

i.,r/s, also appointed by Augustus, stripped the acdi-

les of the remaining {ew duties that might be called

honourable. They lost also the superintendence o{

wells or springs, and of the aqueducts.' They re-

tained, under the early emperors, a kind of police,

for the purpose of repressing open licentiousness

and disorder: thus the baths, eating-houses, and
brothels were still subject to their inspection, and
the registration of prostitutes was slill within their

duties.' We read of the aediles under Augustus
making search after libellous books, in order that

thev might be burned.
The colonioe, and the municipia of the later pe-

riod, had also their nediles, whose numbers and
functions varied in different places. Thf/ seem,
however, as to their powers and duties, to havr re-

sembled the aediles of Rome. They were (.l,<>en

annually.'

The historj'-, powers, and duties of the aBdilrs are
stated with great minuteness and accuracy by Schu-
bert, De Romaiwrum ^clilUmx. iib. iv., I{< gimontii,
1828

1 <-,

iEDIT'UI, ^DIT'UML yEDrJ"iJV1I (called by
the Greeks veuKopoi, l^un'ijiui, and vm/nKopoi*), were
peisons who took care uf ilif cerupifis, attended to
ihe cleaning of them, &(;.* 'J'lify appear to have
lived in the temple.-:, or near them, and to have act-
ed as ciceroni fo unise persf^ns who wished to see
ihem.' In anciunr, times, U,c jrditui were citizens,
but under the irrijAinjrs iicvtUiien.''

*AE^DON (Hv'^''"'), willM-i doubt the 3Totacilla
JUisdnia, L., ana <iii.rui Jmscinia (Latham), or the
Nightingale. Wc sou:' lines read adoviq, or ur)6nvi^

in Doric. The nightingale is also called (^ilonrilu
and npoKvri by the poets. That it is the male bird
only which sings, was well understood by the an-
cients.* Virgil, however, has on one occasion given
the power of song to the female bird.' From some
papers in the Classical Journal, it would appear
that tlie nightingale sings by day as well as by
iiight.'"

-'EGIS is a Greek word {alyt^, -iSa^), signifying,
literally, a goatskin, and formed on the same anal-
ogy with vedpig, a fawnskin."
According to ancient mvthology, the segis worn

by .Jupiter was the hide of the goat Amalthea, which
had suckled him in his infancy. Hyginus relates'"
that, when he was preparing to resis't the Titans, he
was directed, if he wished to conquer, to wear a
goatskin with the head of the Gorgon. To this
particular goatskin the term oegis was after\vard
confined. Homer always represents it as part of
the armour of Jupiter, whom, on this account, he
distinguishes by the epithet agis-heanng {alyioxoc).
lie, however, asserts that it was borrowed on differ-
ent occasions both by Apollo'" and by Minerva.'*
The skins of various q-iadrupeds having been

used by the most ancient inhabitants of Greece for
clothing and defence, we cannot wonder that the

goatskin was anployed in the same manner; anrf

the particular application of it which we have now
to consider will be understood from the fact that xhe

shields of the ancient Greeks were in part sipport-

ed by a belt or strap {rcAafiuv, balteus) passing ovei

the right shoulder, and, when not elevated with th«

shield, descending transversely to the left hip. \t

order that a goatskin might serve this purpose, ivru

of its legs would probably be tied over the righi

shoulder of the wearer, the other extremity being
fastened to the inside of the shield. In combat, the
left ai-m would be passed under the hide, and would
raise it together with the shield, as is shown in a

marble statue of Minerva, preserved iii the muse'un
at Naples, which, from its style ot art, may be re'^lt.

oned among the most ancient in .iistence.

Other statues of Minerva, also of very hi»h anti-
quity, and derived, no doubt, from some still more
ancient type, represent her in a state of repose, and
with the goatskin falling obliquely from its lcx)se

fastening over her right shoulder, so as to pass
round the body imder the left arm. The annexed
figure is taken from a colossal statue of Minerva at
Dresden. The softness and flexibility of the goat-
skin are here expressed by the folds produced ia it

by the girdle with which it is encircled.

Another mode of wearing this gannent, also o*
peaceful expression, is seen in a statue of Minerva
at Dresden, of still higher antiquitv than that last
referred to, and in the very ancient image of the
same goddess from the Temple of Jupiter at Mgi-
na. In both of these the aegis covers the right as
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*'el! as ihe left shoulder, the breast, and the back,
falling behind so as almost to reach the feet.

Schom* cousiders this as the original form of the

OBgiS.

By a figure of speech, Homer uses the term aegis

to denote not only the goatskin, which it properly

signified, but, together with it, the shield to which it

belor.ged. By thus understanding the word, it is

easy *o :;omprehend both why Minerva is said to

thxow her father's aegis around her shoulders," and
why, on one occasion, Apollo is said to hold it in

Lis hand, and to shake it so as to terrify and con-

fcuiid the Greeks,* and on another occasion to cover
with it the dead body of Hector, in order to protect

it from insult.* In these passages we must suppose
the aegis to mean the shield, together with the large

expanded skin or belt by which it was suspended
from the right shoulder.
As the Greeks prided themselves greatly on the

rich and splendid ornaments of their shields, they
supposed the dsgis to be adorned in a style corre-

sponding to the might and majesty of the father of

the gods. In the middle of it was fixed the appal-
ling Gorgon's head.* and its border was surrounded
with golden tassels (-dvaavoi), each of which was
worth a hecatomb.^ In the figures above exhibited,

tlie serpents of the Gorgon's head are transferred to

the border of the skin.

By the later poets and artists, the original concep-
tion of the cegis appears to have been forgotten or
disregarded. They represent it as a breastplate

covered with metal in the form of scales, not used
to support the shield, but extending equally on both
sides from shoulder to shoulder, as in the annexed
figure, tak*?!] from a statue at Florence.

With this appearance the descriptions of the
egis by the Latin poets generally correspond.''

It is remarkable that, although the Eegis properly
ielonged to Jupitor, and was only borrowed from
tim by his daughter, and although she is common-
ly exhibited either with the aegis itself, or with some
emblem of it, yet we seldom find it as an attribute

of Jupiter in works of art. There is, however, in

the museum at Leyden a marble statue of Jupiter,

fbrrzi at Utica, in which the aegis hangs over his

left shoulder. It has the Gorgon's head, serpents
on the border, and a hole for the left arm to pass
through. The annexed figure is taken from a cameo
engraved by Nisus, a Greek artist. Jupiter is here
represented with the aegis wrapped round the fore

1. (BflUisrer, Amalthea. ii., 215.)— 2. (11., v., 738; xviii.,

804.)—3. (11., XV., 229, 307, scqq.)—4. (xxiv., 20.)— 5. (II., v.,

741.)—6. (11., ii., 446, seqq.)—7. (Virg , JEn., viii., 435, seqq.—
Vil. Flacc, vi., 174.- *ia. ApoUinaris, Carm., xv—Sil. Ital.,

-r 44S.)

part c f his left arm. Ths shield is p.aced undet
neath it, at his feet. In his right hand he he .ds :b«

thunderbolt.

The Roman emperors also assumed ihc a?gis, m-
tending thereby to fxhil.it themselves in the char-

acter of Jupiter. Of thi.s the armed statue of Ha-
drian in the British Museum presents an example.
In these cases the move recent Roman conception
of the aegis is of course followed, coinciding with
the remark of Servius,' that this breast-arrnoux was
called aegis when worn by a god ; larica, when worn
by a man.
Hence Martial, in an epigram on the breastplate

of Domitian, says,

" Dum vacat hac, Casar, polerit lorica rocari

.

Pedme cum sacro scdcril, ccgis cril.''^

In these lines he in fact addresses the emperor as
a divinity.

.iEGYPTIL'LA, a name common to several
species of agate. It war-., perhaps, the ancient de-
nomination of what is still caJled Egyptian pebble;
a striped jasper; the quartz agate onyx of Haiiy.'
*AEIZO'ON (uelCuov), a plant, of which Dioscori-

des* describes three species : the first, or a. to fiiya,

being the Sempermvum arhorcum, according to Sib-

thorp and Sprengel ; the second, or u. to piKpov, the
Sedum rupcslre or reHcxwrn (Rock or Yellow Stone-
crop); and the third, the Szduvi stcUatum, according
to Columna and Sprengel. The ueli^uov of Theo-
phrastus* is the same as the first species of Dios-
corides, the characters ofwhich, notwithstanding the
high authority of Sibthorp and Sprengel, who are
of a different opinion, Dr. Adams thinks he is justi-

fied in identiiying with those of the Scmpervivum
tedorwm, or Housekek.*
AEI'SITOI. (Fir/. Prytankion.)
^'LIA SEN'TIA LEX. This law, which was

passed in the time of Augustus (about A.D. 3), con-
tained various provisions. By one clause it was
provided that manumitted slaves, who, during their

servitude, had undergone certain punishments for

offences, should not become either Roman citizens

or Latini, but should belong to the class of peregri-
ni dediticii. (Vid. Dediticii.) The law also con-
tained various provisions as to the manumission of
slaves, and as to the mode in -vhich a manumitted
slave, who had only obtained the privileges of a
Latinus, might become a Roman citizen. The law
also made void all manumission of slaves effected

for the purpose of defrauding a creditor or a patron,

whether such manumission was effected in the life-

1. (^n., viii., 435.)—2. (vii., 1.)—3. (Moore's Anc. Mineral*
(T-, P 181.—Plin., xx.xvii., 10.)—i (iv 88.)- -'i (11 P w^
fi.)
—6. (Adams, Append., c. v.)
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rime of the master, or by his testament. It prescri-

bed certain foimalities to be observed in the case of

manumission when the owner of the slave (dominus)

was under twenty ; the effect of which was, that

though a person of the age cf fourteen could make
a will, he could not by will give a slave his free-

iE]Ni:ATO'RES (ahenatores') were those who
blew upon v-ind instmments in the Roman army

;

namely, the /juccinatorcs, cornicv/ies, and tubidnes.^

2E'2eatcres were also employed in the public

ga'f.es.* A cf//<Y"('';iM ancaUmim is mentioned in

.^OLIP'YLiE (ai6?,ov nvXai) were, according

to the description of Vitruvius,* hollow vessels,

made of brass, which were used in explaining the

origin, &c., of the winds. These vessels, which

had a very small orifice, were filled with water and
placed on the fire, by which, of course, steam was

^'aUITAS. (Vid. Jus.)

tERA, a point of time from which subsequent or

preceding years may be counted. The Greeks had
no common aera till a comparatively late period.

The Athenians reckoned their years by the name
of the chief arehon of each year, whence he was
called upx^f 'firuvvfioc; ; the Lacedaemonians by one
of the ephors ; and the Argives by the chief priest-

ess of Juno, who held her office for life.' The fol-

lowing s?ras were adopted in later times : 1. The
aera of the Trojan war, B.C. 1184, which was first

made use of by Eratosthenes. 2. The Olympiac
aera, which began B.C. 776, and was first made use
of by TimsBUS of Sicily, and was adopted by Polyb-
ius, Diodorus, Dionysius of Halicamassus, and Pau-
sanias. {VuL Olympiad.) 3. The Philippic or Alex-
andrian aera, which began B.C. 323. 4. The aara

of the Seleucidae, which began in the autumn of
B.C. 312. 5. The seras of Antioch, of which there
were three, but the one in most common use began
in November, B.C. 49.

The Romans reckoned their years from the
founJation of the city {ab urbe condita) in the time
of Augustus and subsequently, but in earlier times
the years were reckoned by the names of the con-
suls. We also find traces of an aera from the
banishment of the kings, and of another from the
taking of the city by the Gauls. The date of the
foundation of Rome is given differently by different
authors. That which is most commonly followed
is the one given by Varro, which corresponds to
B.C. 753.8 jt n^„5t i3g observed that 753 A.U.C. is

the first year before, and 754 A.U.C. the first year
after the Christian asra. To find out the year B.C.
corresponding to the year A.U.C, subtract the year
A.U.C. from 754; thus, 605 A.U.C.=149 B.C. To
find out the year A.D. corresponding to the year
A.U.C, subtract 753 from the year A.U.C; thus,
767 A.U.C.=14 A.D.
iERA'RII, those citizens of Rome who did not

enjoy the perfect franchise ; i. c, those who cor-
responded to the Isoldes and Atimi at Athens. The
name is a regular adjective formed from «s (bronze),
and its application to this particular class is due to
the circumstance that, as the a^rarii were protected
by the state without being bound to military ser-
vice, they naturally had to pay the tss militare,
T,'h:ch was thus originally a charge on them, in the
sameway as the sums for knights' horses were levied
Xs. the estates of rich widows and orphans.* (Vid.Ms HoRUEARiuM.) The persons who constituted
this class were either the inhabitants of other towns
which had a relation of isopolity with Rome (the

1. (Gaius, hb.i.—Ulp., Trag., tit. l.-Dig. 28, tit. 5, s. 57, 60.
-Tacit., Ann., xv., 55.)-2. (Ammian., xxiv., 4.)—3. (Suet., Jul.,

J~^- (Sen.iEp^84.)-5. (Orelli, 4059.—Gruter, 2e4,No. 1.

^v'k'v triiF^"-''"!-'."' 2.-Pausan., iii., U, (, 2.)-8.
(Nicbuhr, Ilist. Horn., vol. i., p. 258-269, traMl.)-9. (Niebuhr,
nitt. Ron., 1., p. 465.) '
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tnquthHi), or clients and the desct ndants of freei-

men. The decemvirs enrolled in tlie tribes all wLf
were agrarians at that time:' and when the tribes

comprised the whole nation, the degradation of a

citizen to the rank ol' an aerarian (which was called

aranurn facere ;^ referre aliqwem in tsrarios ;^ or in

taimlas Cceritum referri jubere*) might be practised

in the case of a patrician as well as of a plebeian.

Hence aerarius came to be used as a term of re-

proach. Thus Cicero, speaking of the corrupt

judices who tried Clodius, says,* Maculosl senatores,

nudi equites, tribuni non tarn ecrati, quain, ut appella?i-

tur, cEraiii. He is alluding to the Aurelian law,

which settled that the judices should be selected

from the senators, the knights, and the tribuni aera-

rii. These tiibuni esrarii, who constituted an ordei

in the later days of the republic, and were, in -fact,

the representatives of the most respectable plebei-

ans, were originally heads of tribes, who acted as
general inspectors and collectors of the (es militare

for the payment of the troops.* In the same way
the publicani, or farmers of the taxes, constituted a
numerous class of the equestrian order.

tERA'RIUM, the public treasury at Rome. After
the banishment of the kings, the temple of Saturn
Avas used as the place for keeping the public treas-

ure, and it continued to be so till the later times of
the empire.' Besides the public money, the stand-

ards of the legions were kept in the aerarium ;* and
also all decrees of the senate were entered there, in
books kept for the purpose.'

The asrarium was divided into two parts: the
common treasury, in which were deposited the regu-
lar taxes, and which were made use of to meet the
ordinary expenses of the state ; and the sacred.

treasury (mrarium sanctum, sav^iiits^"), which was
never touched except in cases of extreme peril.

The twentieth part of the value of every s'ave who
was enfranchised," and some part of the p. Qnder of
conquered nations, were deposited in the sacred
treasury.*' Augustus established a separate treas-

ury under the name of csrarium militare, to provide
for the pay and support of the army, and he impo-
sed several new taxes for that purpose."
The (erarium, the public treasury, must be distin-

guished from the Jlscus, the treasury of the emper-
ors.** {Vid. Fiscus.)
The charge of the treasury was originally in-

trusted to the quaestors and their assistants, the
tribuni asrarii ; but in B.C. 49, when no quaestors
were elected, it was transferred to the asdiles, in

whose care it appears to have been till B.C. 28,
when Augustus gave it to the praetors, or those who
had been prEetors.*» Claudius restored it to the
quaestors;** but Nero made a fresh change, and
committed it to those who had been praetors, and
whom he called prafccti cirarii}^ In the time of
Vespasian, the charge of the treasury appears to

have been again in the hands of the praetors ;** but
in the time of Trajan, if not before, it was again
intrusted to the prefects, who appear to have heii
their oflice for two years.*'

*^RU'GO (tor), Verdigris. " Among the an-
cients, as it still is, verdigris was a common green
pigment; and Dioscorides" and Pliny'* specify sev-
eral varieties of native arugo, or ioc, classing with
it, in this case, what we may suppose to have been
green carbonate, instead of acetate of coppei ; as,

1. (Nicbuhr, Hist. Rom., ii., p. 317.)—2. (Aul. GelL, iv., iS.)
3. (Cic, pro Cluent., 43.)—4. (Aul. Gell., xvi., 13.)—5. {Kf
Attic, i., 16.)— 6. (Dion. Hal., iv., 14.)—7. (Plut., Popl., 12.—
Plin., Paneg., 91, seq.)—8. (Liv., iii., 69 ; iv., 22 ; vii., 23.)—9.
(Cic.,de Leg-., iii., 4.—Tac., Ann., iii., 51 ; xiii..20.)—10. (Liv.,
xxvii., 10.—Flor., iv., 2.—CiES., Bell. Civ., i., 14.)— 11. (Liv.,
vii., 16 ; xxvii., 10.)—12. (Lucan., Phars., iii., 155.)—13. (Suet.,
Octav., 49.—Dion, Iv., 24, 25, 32.)— 14. (Sen., de Ben., v.i., 6—Plin., Pan., 36, 42.—Suet., Octav., lai.—Tac, Ann., ii., 47
VI., 2.)—15. (Suet., Octav., 36.)— 16. (Suet., Claud., 24.--
Dion, Ix.. 24.)—17. (Tac, Ann., xiii., 29.)— 18 (Tac, Hist.
IV., 9.)—19. (Plin., Pan., 91,92.—Lips., Excars ad Tac, Ann ,

im., 29.)—20. (Dioscor., v,')l.)—St. IV'ti 11. ti. xxxn'.,3&
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tor example, ' the efflorescence upon stones which
fontained copper,' and what was ' scraped from
Ihe stone out of which copper was melted.' Vari-
ous modes of making verdigris are described by
Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and Pliny, which agree
in principle, and some of them even as to their de-

tails, with the processes now employed. Among
the various adulterations of it, that which was made
with the sulphate of iron (alramentum sutoriwni)

was, as we learn from Pliny, the one best calcula-

ted to deceive ; and the mode of detecting it, sug-

gested by him, deserves notice. It was to rub the

counterfeit serugo on papyrus steeped with the gall-

nut, Avhich immediately thereon turned black."*

^RUSCATO'RES were vagrants who obtained
their living by fortime-telling and begging.* They
were called by the Greeks dyvpraL. ( Vid. AGURTAI.)
Festus explains ceruscare by ara iindique colligere.

M'S, (;^;a/i«:of), a composition of metals, in which
copper is the predominant ingredient. Its etymology
is not known. The Italians and French often use
the words rame and oUotw, and airain, to translate

the w^ord aes ; but, like the English tenn brass,

which is also employed in a general way to express
the same composition, all are incorrect, and are
calculated to mislead. Brass, to confine ourselves
to our own language, is a combination of copper and
ziru:, while all the specimens of ancient objects

formed of the material called aes, are found upon
analysis to contain no zinc ; but, with very limited
exceptions, to be composed entirely of copper and
tin. To this mixture the tenn bronze is now exclu-
sively applied by artists and founders ; and it is de-
sirable that, being now generally received, it should
always be used, in order to prevent misapprehea-
.sion, and to distinguish at once between the two
compositions. The word bronze is of Italian or-

i^'in, and of comparatively modem date, and de-
n«'ed in all probability from the brown colom
OruTw) which the artists of the period of the revival
(as it IS called) of the Arts, and those who followed
them, gave their metal works ; various fine speci-

mens of such productior!.s of the cinqiie-cento age are
stiU preserved in the Museum of Florence and in

other collections ; and when the surface of the cast
has not been injured by accident or by exposure to

the weather, the rich brown tint ori^'inally imparted
to them is as perfect as when it was first produced.
The natural colour of bronze, when first cast, is a
reddish brown ; the different tints which are seen
on works of sculpture of this claf;s being almost al-

ways given by artificial means : that which modem
taste prefers, and which is no^w usually seen on
bronze works, namely, a bright bluish green, may,
however, be considered natural to it, as it is simply
the effect of oxidation, from exposure to the influ-

ence of the atmosphere. Sometimes the operations
of time and. weather are anticipated by the skilful

applicaticn qI an acid over the surface of the metal.
The finest br'~nzcs of antiquity are remarkable for

the colour of this patina, as it is called by anti-

quaries.

The employment of aes (bronze') was very general
aracng '.he ancients

; money, vases, and utensils of
all sorts, whether for domestic or sacrificial pur-
poses, ornaments, arms offensive and defensive, fur-

niture, tablets for inscriptions, musical instraments,
and, indeed, every object to which it could be ap-
plied, being made of it. The proportions in which
the component parts were mixed seem to have
Lccn much studied ; and the peculiarities and ex-
cellence of the different sorts of^bronze were marked
by distinctive names, as the aes Corinthiacum, aes

Deliacum, aes jEgineticum, ass Hepatizon, and
others ; but of which, it must be confessed, we
know little or nothing beyond the titles, except that

1. (Theophrast., -rtpi Ai9., c. 102.—Vitrav., vii., 12.—Moore's
Anc. Mineralogy, p. 64, seq.)—2. (Gell., liv., 1 ; ix., 2.—Sen
d« Clem., ii., fi.)

we collect from some of the vvriters of antiquity,
that, wdth the view of producing efle<-ls of colour or
variety of texture, the artists sometimes mixed
small proportions of gold, silver, lead, and even
iron, in the composition of their bronze.
No ancient works in brass, properly so called,

have yet been discovered, though it has been af-

firmed that zinc was found in an analysis made of
an antique sword ;* but it appeared in so extremely
small a quantity, that it hardly deserved notice ; if
it was indeed present, it may rather be attributed
to some accident of nature than to design. For
farther particulars on the composition of bronze,
and the practice of the ancients in difierent pro-
cesses of metal-working, the reader is referred to
the article on bronze.

JE,^ (money, nummi a'enei or cErii). Since the
most ancient coins in Rome and the old Italian
states were made of ass, this name was given to
money in general, so that Ulpian says, Etiam aurc-
OS nwmmos ces dicimus.'^ For the same reason we
have CCS alienum, meaning debt, and ara in the
plural, pay to the soldiers.^ The Romans had no
other coinage except bronze or copper Ccrs) till

A.U.C. 485 (B.C. 269), five years before the first

Punic war, when silver was first coined
;
gold was

not coined till sixty-two years after silver.* For
this reason, Argeniinus, in the Italian m-ythology,
was made the son cf .lEsculanus.*
The earliest copner coins were cast, not struck,

In the collection oi coins at the British Museum
there are four ases joined together, as they were
taken from the raculd, in -yhich many were cast at
once. Ia most ases the edge shows w^here they
were severed from each other. The first coinage
of ass is usuahy attributed to Servius TuUius, who
is said io have stamped the niOTcy with the image
of cattle (pecus). whence it was called pecunia*
According to some accounts, it was coined from
the commencement of the city;' and according to
others, the first coinage was attributed to Janus or
Saturn.* We know that the old Italian states
possessed a bronze or copper coinage from the
earliest times.

The first coinage was the as (vid. As), which orig-
inally was a pound weight ; but as, in course of time,
the weight oi the as was reduced not only in Rome,
but in the other Italian states, and this reduction
in weight was not uniform in the different states, it

became usual in all bargains to pay the ases accord-
ing to their weight, and not according to their nomi-
nal value. The a:s grave"* was not, as has been sup-
posed by some, the old heavy coins as distinguished
from the lighter modem ; but, as Niebuhr*" has re-

marked, it signified any number of copper foins
reckoned according to the old style, by weight.
There was, therefore, no occasion "for the state to

suppress the circulation of the old copper coins,

since in all bargains the ases were not reckoned by
tale, but by weight. The weight thus supplied a
common measure for the national money, and for

that of the different states of Italy; and, according-
ly, a hundred pounds, whether of the old or modem
money, were of the same value. The name of aes

grave was also applied to the uncoined metal.'*

Tinder the Roman empire, the right of coining
silver and gold belonged only to the emperors ; but

the copper coinage was left to the serarium, which
was under the jurisdiction of the senate.

Bronze or copper (x^'^>^°^) was very little used

1. (Mongez, Mem. de I'Institut.)—2. (Di^. 50, tit. 16, &. 159.

—Compare Hor., Ep. ad Pis., 3-15.—Id., Ep. 1, vii., 23.)—3. (Liv.,

v., 4.—Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 1.)—4. (Plin., H. N., ixxiii., 13.)—
5. C' Quia prius serea pecunia in usu esse coepit, post argentea;'

August., de Civ. Dei, iv., 21.)—6. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 13 ;

xviii., 3.—Varro, de Ro Rust., ii, 1.—Ovid, Fast., v., 281.)—7.
(Plin., II. N., xxxiv., 1.)—8. (Macrob., Saturn., i., 7.)—9. rLiv.,

iv., 41,60; v., 2; xxxii., 26.—Sen. ad Ilelv., 12.)— Itt (Rom
Hist., i., p. 458.)—11. (Servius, in Vv[%.,Mxi., vi., 862.—< M>«M,
Ks rude, raetallum infectum :" Isidor.. xvi., 18, 13.)

in
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by the Greeks I jr money in early tiin<,'s. Silver -was

originally the universal currency, and copper ap-

pears to' have been seldom coined till alter the

time of Alexander the Great. At Athens a copper

coinage was issued as early as B.C. 406, in the

archonship of Callias ;' but it was soon afterward

called in, and the silver currency restored." It is

pot improbable, however, that the copper coin call-

edxa^oCg was in circulation in Athens still earlier.

The smallest silver coin at Athens was the quarter

obol, and the ;^^aA/fot'f was the half of that, or the

eighth of an obol. The copper coinage issued in

the arclionship of Callias probably consisted of

larger pieces of money, and not merely of the ;t;a/l-

itovf, which appears to have been used previously

on account of the difficulty of coining silver in such
minute pieces. The ;fa/l/coi'c in later times was di-

vided into kpta, of which, according to Suidas (s. v.

TuXavTov and '06oMg), it contained seven. There
was another copper coin current in Greece, called

Tv/x6o?Mv, of which the value is not known. Pollux^

Uso mentions k6?i,?s,v6oc as a copper coin of an early

ige; but, as Mr. Hussey has remarked, this may
/iave been a common name for small money ; since
f6?iXv6og signified generally " changing money," and
iw/L2.v6iaTng " a money-changer." In later times,

the obol was coined of copper as well as silver. As
larly as B.C. 185, we find talents paid in. copper by
Ptolemv Epiphanes.*
^S CIRCUMFORA'NEUM, money borrowed

Voin the Roman bankers (argcntarii), who had
«hops in porticos round the forum.'
iES EdUES'TRE, the sum of money given by

(he Roman state for the purchase of the knight's
',4orse (m pccunia, qua cquus cmendvs erat.^) This
8Um, according to Livy,' amounted to 10,000 ases.
iES HORDEA'RIUM, or HORDIA'RIUM,

the sura of morey paid yearly for the keep of a
knight's horse; in other words, a knight's pay.*
This sum, which amounted to 2000 ases for each
horse, was chargi d upon the rich widows and or-
phans, on the prin dple that, in a military state, the
women and childi\ n ought to contribute largely for
those who fought \-\ behalf of them and the com-
monwealth.' The inights had a right to distrain
for this money, if it syas not paid, in the same man-
ner as they had the r<ght to distrain for the ces eques-
tre, and the soldiers f( r the as militare.^" It has been
remarked by Niebuh)/' that a knight's monthly pay,
if his yearly pensioi. of 2000 ases be divided by
twelve, does not come o anything like an even sum;
but that, if we have ret )urse to a year of ten months,
M'hich was used in all calculations of payments at
Rome in very remote ti>ves, a knight's monthly pay
will be 200 ases, which Mas just double the pay of a
foot soldier.

^S MILITA'RE. (Vid. ^rarii.)^S MANUATJUM was the money won in
playing with dice, manwns collcdum. Manus was
the throw in the game. All who threw certain
- umbei-s were obliged to put down a piece of mon-
ey; and whoever threw the Venus (the highest
throw) won the whole sum, which was called the
«s manitanvm ''

^S UXO'RIUM. (Few. Marriage.)
•iESC'ULUS, a species of tree commonly rank-

..d m the family of oaks. MaitvTi" is inclined tonake it the same with what is called, in some parts
Of England, the bay-oak, and corresponds to the

vlv m"' . iV
•' 9-'-4- iP'-lyh-, xxiii., 9, 3.-IIussfiy, AncientWe-^hU ami Money, ,,. 115.-Bocl<l>, Publ. Econ. of Athens»ol 11., p. 384.-Id., hfjet Oew.chtc, Miinzfusse, &c., p. lag

«7A ITv ^^"'- ^ -^"•' "•' '•5-^- (Ciaius, iv., 27.-7. (i

5 »
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"" "l"* hordeum equis eiat comparan-um;" Gams, .v., 27.)-9. (Liv.. i., 43.-Cic., de Rep , i^^S)

)

10. (Gai.18, IV., 27.-Cato ap. Cell., vii., lO.-Niebuhr HistRom.
, 460 461.)_11. (Hist. R„m., i'i., 439 )_12 (GeUrvii

, 13..-Sj.,t, Oct -v.. 72.1-13. ,m W, Geo^.. ii .S

APPINES,

Queraus latifolia mas, qiice h-em pcdiivlo est, as d€»>

scribed by Bauhin. Fee, however,^ cc^ndemiis this

opinion, on the ground that Virgil, in the passage
on which Martyn is commenting, places the JEscvlm
and Quercus in opposition to each other, £',s distinct

kinds of trees. Martyn therefore is wron,j, accord-
ing to this writer, in making the JilzcyJjus identical

with the Qucrcus latifolia of Bauhin, since this last

is only a variety of, and very little distinct from, the

Querciis a/ilor. If it were certain that the cesculus of
Virgil was the same with that of Pliny,^ there would
be no difficulty whatever in determining its botani-

cal character ; for the ascnhis of Pliny is well known
being the (priyo^ of Theophrastus,^ or our Quercut
jEscuIus. Pliny's Fagus is our beech, and not an
oak ; and the description wliich he gives of the
tree shows this veiy clearly. On the other hand,
Theophrastus ranks his (pvyog among oaks. Pliny
thus places his ascuMs between the qiurais, the
robur, the ilex, and the subcr. Everything then
agrees; and, besides, the etymology of ksculvs from
esca ("food"), like that of ^^yyof from (puyu ("to
eat"), is not imreasonable. But the ascnlus of Pliny
does not correspond to the ccsculus of Virgil. The
former is one of the smallest kinds of oak, whereas
the latter is described by the poet as ''maxima" and
in figurative language as touching the skies with its

top, and reaching to Tartarus with its roots. Pliny,
too, considers the cescuhts as rare in Italy, whereas
Horace speaks of wide groves of the ascvlus in
Daunia. This poet, therefore, like Virgil, takes the
term cesculus in a different sense from the naturalist.
In order to relieve the question from the embarrass-
ment in which it is thus lef\, some botanists have
imagined that Virgil means the chestnut, a bold bit
not very reasonable idea.

iESTIMA'TIO LITIS. (FzW. Judex.)
^SYMNE'TES. {Vid, AISUMNE'TES.)
*4KTrTES {ueTLTTjq), the Eagle-stone. It is :he

same with the ^ tCw tIktuv of Theophrastus, or the
Prolific stone, of which the ancients give such won
derful accounts, making it famous tor assisting in
delivery, preventing abortions, and discovering
thieves ! Pliny* says of it, " Est autem lapis iste

pragnans intus; q^ium q^iatias, alio vehd in vtao
sonante ;" and Dioscorides* remarks, uetIttic TiiOor

ug krepov EjKVfiuv lidov vnupxuv. Sir John Hill*
says, that custom has given the name of Aetites to
every stone having a loose nucleus in it. Cleave-
land observes, that the ancients gave it the name of
Eagle-stone (uetSc, " an eagle"), from an opinion
that this bird transports them to its nest to facilitate
the laying of its eggs. It is an argillaceous oxyde
of iron.'

*A'ETOS {uETog). I. The Eagle. {Vid. Aqlila.)
II. A species of Ray fish, called by Pliny Aquila,
and now known as the Raja Aq^iila, L. Oppiaii
enumerates it among the viviparous fishes.'

AFFFNES, AFFFNITAS, or ADFFNES, A U-
FFNITAS Aflines are the cognati of hui?.£nd
and wife; and the relationship called alTmifj'j can
only be the result of a lawful marriage. Thcf:; p.n
no degrees of affinitas corresponding to th'S?. of
cognatio, though there are tenns to express tJu' v^ari-
ous kinds of affinitas. The father of a hupL-and is

the socer of the husband's wife, and the father of a
wife is the socer of the wife's husband ; the tena
socrus expresses the same affinity with respect to
the husband's and wife's mothers. A son't. wife is
nurus or daughter-in-law to the son's parents; a
wife's husband is gener or son-in-law to the wife's
parents.

Thus the avus, avia
;
pater, mater ; of the wife

1. (Flore de Vir^ile, p. 11.)—2. (H. N., xvi , 6, 2 : 70 4 , 43, 1

;

xvii., 34, 3.)—3. (H. P., iii., 9.)—4. (H. N., i .. 4, 1 ; .t ic, 14, 1

:

xxxTi., 39, 1.)—5. (Dioscor., v., 160.)—«. (Theop'i nst ttpl
Aifl., c.ll.)—7 (Adams. ApDind.. s. v.)-e (Adam», Art»nd
s. T.)
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become by the marriage respectively the socer mag-
nus, proso :rus, or socrus magna—socer, socrus

—

of the husband, who becomes with respect to tliem

severally jirogener and gener. In like manner, the

corresponding ancestors of the husband respectively

assume the same names with respect to the sou's

wife, who becomes with respect to them pronunis
and nmus. 'I'he son and daughter of a husband or

wife born of a prior marriage are called privignus

and privigna with resjject to their stepfather or

stepmother; and, with respect to such children, the

stepfather and stepmother are severally called

vitricus and noverca. The husband's brother be-

comes levir with respect to the wife, and his sister

becomes glos (the Greek yukug). Marriage was
unlawful among persons who had become such
affines as above mentioned. A person who had sus-

tained such a capitis diminutio as to lose both his

freedom and the civitas, lost also all his affines.*

*AGALL'OCllON {uyuKXoxov), the Lignum Aloes,

or Alcexylo'ii AgaUockum, Lour. Such, at least, is the

opinion of the commentators on Mesne, of Celsius,

Bergius, Matthiolus, Lamarck and Sprengel. Avi-
cenna and Abu' 1 Fadli describe several species, or,

more properly, varieties of it.''

ArA'MlOT rPA*H l^iiyaiiLov jpa^?/). {Vid. Mae-
RUGE.)
AGAR'IK.ON {ayapLKov), the Boletus igniarius,

called in English Tuicckwood or Spunk, a fungous
excrescence, which grows on tlie trunk of the oak
and other trees. Dioscorides, Paulus jEgineta, and
other writers on Toxicology, make mention of a
black or poisonous Agaric, which may be decided
to have been the Agarkus Muscarins. Dr. Christi-

son confirms the ancient statements of its poisonous
nature.^

AGA'SO, a groom, a slave whose business it was
to take care of the horses. The word is also used
for a driver of beasts of burden, and is sometimes
applied to a slave who had to perform the lowest
snenial duties.*

AGASS'EUS (uyacrcrevf), a species of dog de-

scribed by Oppian.* It may be conjectured to have
been cither the Harrier or the Beagle. Pennant is

in favour of the latter.*

AGATHOER'GOI (uyadoepyoi). Tr, time of war
the kings of Sparta had a body-guard of three hun-
dred of the noblest of tiie Spartan youths {Innelg), of i

whom the five eldest retired every year, and were
employed for one year, under the name of uyadoep-

/oi, in missions to foreign states.' It has been
maintained by some writers that the uyadoepyoi did

not attain that rank merely by seniority, but were
selected from the 'nzTidg by the ephors without refer-

ence to age.*

AG'ELE (aye/lT/), an assembly of young men in

Crete, who lived together from their eighteenth year
till the time of their marriage. An uyD.ri consisted

of the sons of the most noble citizens, who were
usually under the jurisdiction of the father of the

youth who had been the means of collecting the

iiyiXri. It was the duty of this person, called uyelu-

TTjc, to superintend the military and gymnastic ex-
ercises of the youths (who were called uyeXdcfroi),

to accompany them to the chase, and to punish them
when disobedient. He was accountable, however,
to the state, wl)ich supported the dyi?.at at the pub-
lic expense. All tlie members of an uyiXif were
obliged to marry at the same time.' In Sparta the

youths entered the dyiXui, usually called iSovai, at

ihe end of their seventh year.

AGE'MA {ayrijia from uyu), the name of a chosen

1. (Dig. 38, lit 10, s. 4.)—2. (Dioscor., i., 21.—Adams, Ap-
oerd., 8. V.)— 3. (Dioscor., iii., 1.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4.

(Li»., iliii., 5.—Plin., xxxv., 11.—Curt., viii., 6.—Hor., Serm.
II., Tiii., 72.—Pers., v., 76.)—5. (Cyne(?et., 473.)—6. (Britisti

ZcHildgy, lol. i., p. 63.)—7. (Herod., i., 67.)—8. (Ruhnken ad
Tiioie; ^.<12 Plat s. v.)—9. (Ephorus ap Strab., x., 480, 482,
48'0

body of troops in the Macedonian army, which Hsifc

ally consisted of horsemen. 'I he agema seen s tc

have varied in number ; sometimes it consiste I of
150 men, at other times of 300, and in later times '»

contained as many as 1000 or 2000 men.'
*AGE'l\ATOiN {uyr/puTov), a plant, which Malthi

olus and Adams make to have been the Achillea

ageralum. Dodonajus and Sprengel, hr-'/ever, arp
undecided about it. It would appear to be the Evr-
patorium ol' the translator oi' Mesue.*
APEiiPTlOT Ai'KH (.uyeupylov <Vlki]), an ac

tion which might be brought in the A thenian courts
by a landlord against the farmer who had injured
his land by neglect, or an improper mode of culti'

vation.^

AGER ARCIFI'NIUS. (^Vid. Agrimensores.)
AGERDECUMA'NUS. (Fi^/.AcRARi^ Leges.)
AGER LIMITA'TUS. ( Vid. Agrimensores.)
AGER PUB'LICUS. {Vid. Agrari^ Leges.)
AGER RELIGIO'SUS. (Ffo!. Ac rari^e Leges.)
AGER SACER. {Vid. Agraria; Leges.)
AGER SANCTUS {re/ievog). Tif^evog origin<illy

signified a piece of ground, appropriated lor the sup-
port of some particular chief or hero.* In the Ho-
meric times, the kings of the Greek states seem to

have been principally supported by the produce of
these demesnes. The w^rd was afterward applied to

land dedicated to a divinity. In Attica, there appears
to have been a considerable quantity of such sacred
lands {Te/xevTj), which were let out by the state to

farm; and the income arising from them was ap-
propriated to the support ol' the temples and the
maintenance of public worship.*

According to Dionysius,* land was set apart at

Rome as early as the time of Romulus for the sup-
port of the temples. The property belonging to the

temples increased considerably in later times, es-

pecially imder the emperors.'
Lands dedicated to the gods were also caliea

Agri consecrati. Houses, also, were consecrated; as,

for instance, Cicero's, by Clodius. By the provisions
of the Lex Papiria, no land or houses could be dedi-

cated to the gods without the consent of the plebs.*

The time when this law was passed is uncertain

;

but it was probably brought forward about B.C. 305,
if Livy' alludes to the same law.

A 'ER VECTIGA'LIS. (FwA Agrari^ Leges.)
AG7/T0R1A {ayrjTopia). {Vid. CARNEIA.)
AGGER {x^f-'^)f from ad and gcro, was used in

general for a heap or mound of any kind. It was
more particularly applied to a mound, usually com-
posed of earth, which was raised round a besieged
town, and was gradually increased in breadth and
height till it equalled or overtopped the walls.** At
the siege of Avaricum, Csesar raised in 25 days an
agger 330 feet broad and 80 feet high." The agger
was sometimes made not only of earth, but of wood,
hurdles, &c. ; whence we read of the agger tejng
set on fire.*' The agger was also applied to the

earthen wall surrounding a Roman encampment,
composed of the earth dug from the ditch (fossa),

which was usually 9 feet broad and 7 feet deep; but
if any attack was apprehended, the depth was in-

creased to 12 feet, ana the breadth to 13 leet. Sharp
stakes, &c., were usually fixed upon the agger,
which was then called vallum. When both words
are used (as in Caesar, agger ac vallum^^), the agg'ir

means the mound of earth, and the vallum the sh^rp
stakes, &c., which were fixed upon the agger.

AGITATO'RES. (F/<:^. Circus.)

1. (Diod. Sic, xix., 27, 28.—Liv., xxxvii., 40 ; xlii., 51, i8.—
Curt., iv., 13.)—2. (Dioscor., iv., 58.—Adams, Append., » v.)-—

3. (Bckker, Anecdot. Gr.. 335.—Meier, Att. Process, p. 532.)—
4. (Horn., II., VI., 194 ; iv., 578 ; xiii., 313.)—5. (Xen., Vectig.,

iv., 19.—Diilymus ap. Ilarpocrat., a. v. 'Atto MKrCoj/wnrcot'.

—

B5ckh, Publ.Econ. of Athens, vol. ii., p. 10, transl.)—6. (ii., 7.1

—7. {Vid. Suet., Oct., 31.—Tac, Ann., iv., 16.)—8. (Cic, pr«

Dom., c. 49, -seq.)-9. (ix., 46.)— 10. (Liv., v., 7.)—11 (BclL

Gall.,vii., 24.)— 12. (Liv., xxxvi.,23.—Cies., Bell. Gall., vii , 24
—Id., Bell. Civ., ii.. 14, seq.)—13 (BcU. Gall., rii.. 72 j
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AGNUS.

AGMEN (agvien proprie dicitur, cum exerciius iter

facit, ab agendo, id est, eundo vocatus^), the marching

arder of the Roman army. Accordiug to Polybius,"

the Roman armies commonly marched in his time m
the following manner :

" In the van are usually pla-

ced the extraordinaries {hTti^en-oi, extraordinarii)

;

and afler these the right wing of the allies, which

is followed by the baggage of both these bodies.

Next to these marches the first of the Roman le-

gions, with its baggage also behind it. The second

ftgion follows, having behind it, likewise, both its

own baggage and the baggage of the allies, who are

in the rear ; for the rear of all the march is closed

with the left wing of the allies. The cavalry

marches sometimes in the rear of the respective

bodies to which it belongs, and sometimes on the

flanks of the beasts that are loaded with the bag-

gage, keeping them together in due order, and cov-

ering fhem from insult. When any attack is ex-

pected to be made upon the rear, the extraordina-

ries of the allies, instead of leading the van, are

posted in the rear ; in all the other parts the dispo-

sition remains the same. Of the two legions, and
the two wings of the allies, those that are on one
day foremost in the march, on the following day are

placed behind ; that, by thus changing their rank
alternately, all the troops may obtain the same ad-

vantage in their turn of arriving first at water and
at forage. There is also another disposition which
is used when any immediate danger threatens, and
the march is made through an open country. At
such times, the hastati, the principes, and the triarii

are ranged in three parallel lines, each behind the

other, with the baggage of the hastati in the front.

Behind the hastati is placed the baggage of the

priLiipes, who are followed likewise by that of the

tria :ii ; so that the baggage of the several bodies
is placed in alternate order. The march being
thus disposed, the troops, as soon as any attack is

inq>-ie, turning either to the left or to the right, ad-
Tai::e forward from the baggage towards that side

ypon %rhich the enemy appears ; and thus, in a mo-
ment of time, and by one single movement, the
whole army is formed at once in order of battle,

t3i.cept only that the hastati are perhaps obliged to

make an evolution; and the beasts of burden, also,

witli all those that attend upon the baggage, being
now thrown into the rear of all the troops, are cov-
ered by them from danger."—(Hampton's transla-
tion.) An account of the marching order of a Ro-
man army is also given by CEesar," Josephus,* and
Vegetius.*

The form of the army on march differed, how-
ever, according to circumstances, and the nature ol
the ground. An agmen pilatum was an army in
close array, qiiod siiie jumerais incedit, sed inter se
densum est, quo facilivs per iniquiora loca transmitta-
tur* The agmen quadratum was the army arranged
in the form of a square, with the baggage in the
midaie.' ^^ ^

The form of the Grecian army on march in the
time of Xenophon is described in the Anabasis}
It appears that, during a march in the daytime, ei-
ther th3 cavalry or the heavv-armed, or the tar-
geteers, marched in tlie van, according to the na-
ture of the ground ; but that in the nighttime the
.'lowest troops always marched first, by which plan
tie amu^Avas less likely to be separated, and the
s >ldiers had fewer opportunities of leaving the ranks
without discovery.

AGNA'TI. (vid. CoGNiTi.)
AGNCyMEN. {Vid. Cognomen.)
*AGNUS {&yvog). All are agreed, as Schneider

A \J^°^-\^i?y-'^- ('''•' 40.)-3. (Bell. GaU., ii., 17, I9.)_
4. ^U. Jad la 6, k 2.)-5. (iii., 6.)-6. (Serv: in \iL.,^^ xn., ISl.—Compare Vir^., ^n., ii., 450; v., Jfl )-_7
•

"•• Ii" '^ ' Tcsxxx., 30.—Ilirt., Bell. Gall., viii., 8.- ribul]
'

•» , »., W*-^ac., Ann., i -il.) -8. tvii.. 3. « 37. seo."
'

AGONES.

remarks, that this is the Vitex acntis casbus, L ut

Chaste-tree. Galen makes it to be the same as the

"kvyo^. The latter occurs in the Odyssey of Hf)-

mer,' and also in the Iliad,* and may there mean
any flexible twig."

AGONA'LIA, AGO'NIA,« or AGO'NIUM,*
a Roman festival, instituted by Numa Pompilius
in honour of Janus,* and celebrated on the 9th of

January, the 20th of May, and the lOth of Decern^

ber. 1'he morning of tfiese festivals, or, at leasr,

the morning of the 10th of December, was consid-

ered a dies nefastus. The etymology of this name
was differently explained by the ancients • some
derived it from Agonius, a surname of Janus; some
from the word agonc, because the attendant, whose
duty it was to sacrifice the victim, could not do so

till he had asked the rex sacrificulus, Agone? and
others from agonia, because the victims were for-

merly called by that name.'' The Circus Agonalis,

built" by the Emperor Alexander, is supposed by
some writers to have been erected on the spot
where the victims were sacrificed during the ago-
nalia.

AFQNES uTLfiriTol Kal Tifzijrol. All causes in

the Athenian courts were distinguished into two
classes : uyiJvei urifiriToi, suits not to be assessed, in

which the fine or other penalty was determined by
the laws ; and uyuveg rifirjToi, suits to be assessed,

in which the penalty had to be fixed by the judges.
When the judges had given their votes in favour
of the plaintiff, they next had to determine, provi-
ded that the suit was an ayuv rifnjTog, what fine or
punishment was to be inflicted on the defendant
{nadelv i) dwoTiaai).^ The plaintiff generally men-
tioned in the pleadings the punishment wluch he
considered the defendant deserved (^Tifiu(j6ai) ; and
the defendant was allowed to make a counter-as-
sessment {avTiTifiuadai, or inonfidadai,), and to ar-

gue before the judges why the assessment of the
plaintiff ought to be changed or mitigated.' In
certain causes, which were determined by the laws,
any of the judges was allowed to propose an addi-
tional assessment (rrpocTinij/ia) ; the amount of
which, however, appears to have been usually fixed
by the laws. Thus, in certain cases of theft, the
additional penalty was fixed at five days' and
nights' imprisonment. Demosthenes'*" quotes the
law : Aedeadai (5' kv ry TrodoKuKr/ tov noda nevO'
ijfiepag Kal vvKrag laag, iiiv KpoarcjiijaTi tj rfXiaia,

TfpoffTi/iuadai de tov (Sovlo/iievov, orav nepl tov ri-

fi^/xarog y. In this passage we perceive the differ-

ence between the active npocTLfi^v, which is used
of the assessment of the Helicea (the court), and
the middle KpoaTifiucOai, which means the assess-
ment proposed by one of the judges. In the same
manner, n//^v is used of the assessment made by
the court, and riuuadai of that proposed by the
plaintiff"

According to some writers, the penalty was fixed
in all private causes by the laws, vith the excep-
tion of the aiKiac Sikij ;" and if not absolutely, it

was fixed in proportion to the injury which the de-
fendant had received. Thus, in the action for inju-
ry (/?Ad67?f 6lki]), if the injury had been done unin-
tentionally, the single, and if intentionally, the dou-
ble assessment was to be made.'" But, on the othei
hand, all penalties which had not the character o/
compensation were fixed absolutely; as, for in.
stance, in the case of libellous words {KaKtiyopia),
at 600 drachmas ;» and in the action for non-ap^

1. (H., 427.)-2. (XI., 105.)-3. (Dioscor., iv., 134-Theo
phi-ast., 1., 3.)-4. (Ovid, Fast., v., f21.)-5. (Fcst., s v.)-6
(Macrob., Saturn., i., 4.)—7. (Ovid, Fast., i., 319-332.--Fest
'

n'^T^' ^ .
•' ^"^°^- ^'^'•' <=• 25.—Demosth. in Mid., p. 523.1

—9. (Plat.,Apol. Socr., c. 25.)—10. (in Timocr., p. 733.)—11.
(Demosth. in Mid., p. 529 ; in Timocr., p. 720 ; in Aristogit., i.,

p. <94; in Theocnt., 1332, 1343; in Neier., 1347.)—12 (Har-
pocrat., s. v._Ulpian, in Demosth., Mid., p. 523.)—13. (D»
mosth. in Mid., p. 528 >—14. (Isocr. in Loch., p. 398.)



AGORA. AGRARI^ LEGES.

pearance of a witness {?.scnoixapTvplov dUrj), at 1000

drachma^j.*

AGONOTH'ETAI (uyuvodeTai) were persons, in

the Grecian games, who decided disputes and ad-

judged the prizes to the victors. Originally, the

person who instituted the contest and offered the

prize Mas the uyuvoOtTrjg, and this continued to be
the practice in those games which were instituted

by kings or private persons. But in the great pub-
lic game.s, such as the Isthmian, Pythian, &c., the

ayufoderai were either tlie representatives of dif-

fci"eut states, as the Amphictyons at the Pythian
games, or were chosen trom the people in whose
country the games were celebrated. During the

flourishing times of the Grecian republics, the

Eleans were the ayuvoOirai in the Olympic games,
the Corinthians in the Isthmian games, the Am-
phictycins in the Pythian games, and the Corinthi-

ans, Argives, and inhabitants of Cleonae in the

Nemean games. The uyuvudeTai were also called

aicv/auF/rai, uyuvupxai, uyuvodiKat, uOXodirac, ^a6-

60VX01 or 6a66ov6/xoc (from the staff they canied
as an emblem of authority), (ipaSng, PpaSevTaL
AG'ORA {(lyopu) properly means an assembly of

any nature, and is usually employed by Homer for

liie general assembly of the people. The uyopu
seems to have been considered an essential part in

the constitution of the early Grecian states, since the

barbarity and uncivilized condition of the Cyclopes
is characterized by their wanting such an assem-
bly.' The uyopd, though usually convoked by the

king, as, for instance, by Telemachus in the ab-

sence of his father,' appears to have been also

summoned at times by some distinguished chief-

tain, as, for example, by Achilles before Troy.*
The king occupied the most important seat in these

assemblies, and near him sat the nobles, while the

people sat or stood in a circle aroimd them. The
power and rights of the people in these assemblies
have been the subject of much dispute. Platner,
Tittmann, and more recently Nitzsch, in his com-
mentary on the Odyssey, maintain that the people
were allowed to speak and vote ; while Heeren*
and Miiller' think " that the nobles were the only
persons who proposed measures, deliberated, ancl

voted, and that the people were only present to hear
the debate, and to express their feeling as a body

;

^'hich expressions might then be noticed by a prince
of a mild disposition." The latter view of the

question is confirmed by the fact, that in no pas-
sage in the Odyssey is any one of the people repre-

sented as taking pait in the discussion; while, in

the Iliad, Ulysses inflicts personal chastisement
upon Thersites for presuming to attack the nobles
in the uyopu.'' The people appear to have been
only called together to hear what had been already
agreed upon in the council of the nobles, which is

called l3ov?Jf and ^ouKog* and sometimes even
uyopd.^'

Among the Athenians, the proper name for the

assembly of the people was tKKlr)ma, and among
the Dorians ulia. The term uyopu was confined

at Athens to the assemblies of the phyloe and demi."
In Crete the original name uyopd continued to be
applied to the popular assemblies till a late pe-
riod."

The name ayopd was early transferred from -the

assemblv itself to the place in which the assembly
was held ; and thus it came to be used for the mar-
ket-place, where goods of all descriptions were
bought and sold. The expression uyopa nX^dovaa,

1. (Ilarpocrat., sub /cXjjrJJptf.—B5ckh, Public Econ., ii., p. 97,
100.—Meier, Att. Process, p. 180, 725.)—2. (Od., ii., 112.)—3.
(0(1., ii., 5-8.)— 4. (II., i., 54.)— 5. (Polit. Antiq., « 56.)—6.
'Dorians, ii., 6.)—7. (U., li., 211,277.)—8. (11., ii., 53 ; vi., 113;
lipovTCi (hv\tvTal.)—9. (Od., ii., 26.)_]0. (II., ix., 11, 33.—
Od., ix., 112; ayopai (iov^v(p6poi.)—'\l. (jEsch., c. Ctes., c. 12,

f.
376.—Schiimann, De Comitiis Athen., p. 27.—BOckh, Corp.

luicnp., J., p. 135.)—12. (Bekker, Auecdot. Gr., i., r 210.)

E

" full market," was used to signify the time from
morning to noon, that is, from about nine to twelve
o'clock.

AGORAN'OMI (uyopavofioi) were public func-
tionaries in most of the Grecian states, whose du-
ties corresponded in many respects to those of the

Roman sediles. At Athens their number was ten,

five for the city and five for the Piraous, and nol
twenty, as Meier erroneously states, misled by a
false reading in Harpocration. They were chosen by
lot.* Under the Roman empire, the agoranomi were
called Tioycarai.^ They corresponded in the prov-

inces to the curatores civitutis or reipuhliccc.^

The principal duty of the agoranomi was, as
their name imports, to inspect the marlcet, and to

see that all the laws respecting its regulation were
properly observed. They had the inspection of all

things which were sold in the market, with the ex-

ception of corn, which was subject to the jurisdiction

of the atTOi^vlaKeg.* They regulated the price and
quantity of all things which were brought into the

market, and punished all persons convicted of
cheating, especially by false weights and measures.
They had, in general, the power of punishing all

infraction of the laws and regulations relating to

the market, by inflicting a fine upon the citizens,

and personal chastisement upon foreigners and
slaves, for which purpose they usually carried a
whip.* They had the care of all the temples and
fountains in the market-place,* and received the

tax {^eviKov riXog) which foreigners and aliens

were obliged to pay for the privilege of exposing
their goods for sale in the market. The public
prostitutes were also subject to their regulations.'

AGRA'NIA (uypavia), a festival celebrated at

Argos, in memory of one of the daughters of
Proetus, who had been afflicted with madness.
ATPA^'IOT rPA4>H {dypaipiov ypafv). The names

of all persons at Athens who owed any sum of
money to the state {ol tu dniioa'Kp b(l>ellovTE() were
registered by the practores (npdKToptg) upon tablets

kept for that purpose in the Temple of Minerva, on
the Acropolis ;* and hence the expression of being
registered on the Acropolis {eyyiypa/ificvog ev 'AKpo-

TTolei) always means indebted to the state.' If

the name of an individual was improperly erased,

he was subject to the action for non-registration
{uypa(piov ypa<pr/), which was under the jurisdiction

of the thesmothetae ; but if an individual was not
registered, he could only be proceeded against hy
IvdsL^ig. and was not liable to the uypacpiov ypacbi]}"

Hesychius, whose account has been followed by
Hemsterhujrs and Wesseling, appears to have been
mistaken in saying that the uypatpiov ypa<j>^ could
be instituted against debtors who had not been re-

gistered."

ArP'A$OI NO'MOI. {Vid. NOMOI.)
ArP'A$OT META'AAOY PPA^H {uypu(^ov iieru}.-

7.0V ypacjiTj) was an action brought before the thes-

mothetae at Athens, against an individual who
worked a mine without having previously register-

ed it. The state required that all mines should be
registered, because the twenty-fourth part of their

produce was payable to the public treasury."
AGRA'RIiE" LEGES. "It is not exactly true

that the agrarian law of Cassius was the earliest

that was so called : every law by which the com-
monwealth disposed of its public land bore that

1. (Demosth., c. Timtxir., c. 29, p. 735.—Aristoph., Acham.,
689.)—2. (Schol. in Aristoph., Acham., 658 ; ayopavi/jovs, ovi
%vv XoyitTTa( KaXoTifiev : Miiller, .SIginetica, p. 138.)—3. (Ccd.
i., tit. 54, s. 3.)—4. (Lysias, kotu tiLv Sitott., c. 6, p 722.J—5,
(Schol. in Aristoph., Acham., 688.)—6. (Plato, Less-, vi., 10.)—7. (Justin, xxi., 5.—Meier, Att. Process, p. 89-92.—Petitns,
Leg-. Att., v., tit. 3, s. 2, p. 495.)—6. (Demosth. in Aristog., i ,

c. 15, p. 791.—Ilarpocr. et Suid., sub ^^Jtvdtyypa^ri.)—9. (De-
mosth. in Theocr., c. 13, p. 1337.)—10. (Demosth. in Theocr.,
c. 13, p. 1338.)—11. (Meier, Att. Process, p. 353, 354.-Backh,
Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 118-122, transl.)—12. (Bockh,
Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 478.—Meier, Att. Process, p. 354.)
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AGRAKliE LEGES.

anme ; as, for instance, that by which the domain

jf the liings was parcelled out among the common-

alty, and tliose by which colonies were planted.

Even in the narrower sense of a law whereby the

state exercised its ownership in removing the old

possessors from a part of its domain, and making

c-^er its right of property therein, such a law exist-

ed among those of Servius Tullius.'"

The history of the enactments called agrarian

laws, either in the larger and more correct sense,

or in the narrower sense of the term, as explained

in this extract, would be out of place here. The
particular objects of each agrarian law must be as-

certained from its provisions. But all these nu-

merous enactments had reference to the public land

;

and a great majority of them were passed for the

purpose of settling Roman colonies in conquered

districts, and assigniag to the veteran soldiers, who
formed a large part of such colonists, their shares

in such lands. The true meaning of all or any of

these enactments can only be imderstood when we
have formed a correct notion of property in land, as

recognised by Roman law. It is not necessary, in

order to obtain this correct notion, to ascend to the

origin of the Roman state, though, if a complete

history of Rome could be written, our conce^ition

of the real character of property in land, as recog-

nised by Roman law, would be more enlarged and
more precise. But the system of Roman law, as it

existed under the emperors, contained both the

teims and the notions which belonged to those early

ages, of which they are the most faithful historical

monuments. In an inquiry of the present kind, we
may begin at any point in the nistorical series

which is definite, and we may ascend from known
and intelligible notions which belong to a later age,

towards their historical origin, though we may
never be able to reach it.

Gaius,8who probably wrote under the Antonines,

made two chief divisions of Roman land ; that

which was divini juris, and that which was humani
jwris. Land which was divini juris was either

sacer or religiosus? Land which was sacer was
consecrated to the Dii Superi ; land which was
rcligiosus belonged to the Dii Manes. Land was
made sacer by a lex or senatus consultum ; and, as
the context shows, such land was land which he-

longed to the state {populus Romanus). An in-

dividual could make a portion of his own land
religiosus by the interment in it of one of his

family : but it was the better opinion that land in

the provinces could not thus be made religiosus;

and the reason given is this, that the ownership or
property in provincial lands is either in the state

{pop. Rom.) or in the Caesar, and that individuals
had only the possession and enjoyment of it {pos-

izssio et usus fructus). Provincial lands were either
stipendiaria or trUndaria : the stipendiaria were in
those provinces which were considered to belong to

the Roman state ; the tributaria were in those prov-
inces which were considered as the property of the
Caesar. Land which was humani juris was di\'i-

ded into public and private : the former belonged to

the state, the latter to individuals.

It would seem to follow, from the legal form ob-
served in making land sacer, that it thereby ceased

. to be publicus ; for if it still continued publicus, it

had not changed its essential quality. Niebuhr*
has stated that " all Roman land was either the
property of the state (common land, domain) or
Erivate property—awi publicus aut ptivatus ;" and
e adds that " the landed property of the state was

either conseciated to the gods (sacer), or allotted to
men to reap its fruits (profanus, humani juris)."
Viebuhr then refers to the view of Gaius, who
makes 'he latter the primary division; but he relies

L (Nieb., Rom. Hist., vol. ii., p. 129, transl.) -2. (ii.,2,seqq.)
3. (Compare Frontinm, de F i Agraria, xiii.)—4. (Appendix,
V ii.)
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on the authority of Frontinus, supported jy Liv/,'

as evidence of the correctness of his ow^n divisic n.

It is obvious, however, on comparing two passa-

ges in Frontinus {De Re Agraria, xi., xiii.), that

Niebuhr has mistaken the meaning ol the writer,

who clearly iiitends it to be inferred that the sacred

land was not public land. Besides, if the meaning
of Frontinus was what Niebuhr has supposed it to

be, his authority is not equal to that of Gaius on a
matter which specially belongs to the provimc oi

the jurist, and is foreign to that of the agrimensor.

The passage of Liv)'^, also, certainly does not proTC
Niebuhr's assertion. The form of dedition in LJvy*
may be easily explained.

Though the origin of that kind of property called

public land must be referred to the earliest ages of
the Roman state, it appears from Gaius that under
the emperors there Avas still land within the limits

of the Empire, the ownership of which was not in

the individuals who possessed and enjoyed it, but in

the populus Romanus or the Ca^sa^. This posses-

sion and enjoyment are distinguished by him from
ownership {dominium). The term posscssio frequently

occurs in those jurists from whom the Digest was
compi'.ed ; but in these writers, as they are known
to us, it applies only to private land, and the ager
publicus is hardly, "if at all, ever noticed by them.
Now this term Possessio, as used in the Digest,

means the occupation of pivate land by one who
has no kind of right to it ; and this possessio was
protected by the praetor's interdict, even when it

was without bona fides or justa causa : but the term
Possessio in the Roman historians—Livy, for in-

stance—signifies the occupation and enjoyment of
public land ; and the true notion of this, the original

possessio, contains the whole solution of the ques-
tion ofthe agrarian laws. For this solution we are

mainly indebted to Niebuhr and Savigny.
This latter kind of possessio, that which has pri-

vate land for its. object, is demonstrated by Savigny
(the term here used can hardly be said to be too

strong) to have arisen from the first kind of pos-
sessio : and thus it might readily be supposed that

the Roman doctrine of possessio, as applied to the

occupation of private land, would throAV some light

on the nature of that original possessio out of which
it gi'ew. In the imperial period, public land had
almost ceased to exist in the Italian peninsula, but
the subject of possession in private lands had be-

come a well-understood branch of Roman iaw.
The remarks in the three following paragraphs are

from Savigny's valuable work. Das Rec/d des Be-
sitzes.'

1. There were two kinds of land in the Roman
state, ager publicus and ager p^iratus : in the latter

alone private property existed. But, conformably
to the old constitution, the greater part of the ager
publicus was given over to individual citizens to

occupy and enjoy
;
yet the state had the right of re-

suming the possession at pleasure. Now we find

no mention of any legal form for the protection of

the occupier, or possessor as he was called, of such
public land against any other individual, though il

cannot be doubted that such a form actually exist-

ed. But ifwe assume that the interdict which pro-
tected the possession of an individual in private
land was the form which protected the possessor
of the public land, tAvo problems are solved at the
same time : an historical origin is discovered for

possession in private land, and a legal form for the
protection of possession in public land.
An hypothesis, which so clearly connects into

one consistent whole facts otherwise incapable of
such connexion, must be considered rather as
evolving a latent fact, by placing other known facts
in their true relative position, than as involving any
independent assumption. Bat there is historical

I

evidence in support^of the h\-pothesis.

I 1. (viii., 14.)—9 (i.. 38.)—3.~(5th edit., p, !72.)
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2. The words possessio, possessor, and possidere are

the technical terms used by writers of very different

ages, to express the occupation and the enjoyment

of the public lands ; that is, the notion of a right to

occupy and enjoy public land was in the early ages

of the Republic distinguished from the right of prop-

ert)' in it. Nothing was so natural as to apply

this notion, when once fixed, to the possession of

private land as distinct from the ownership ; and,

accordingly, the same technical terms were applied

to the possession of private land. Various applica-

tions of the word possessio, with reference to pri-

vate land, appear in the Roman law, in the bonorum
possessio of the preetorian heres and others. But
all the uses of the word possessio, as applied to ager

privatus, however they may differ in other respects,

.igreed in this : they denoted an actual exclusive

right to the enjoyment of a thing, without the strict

Roman (Cluiritarian) ownership.
3. The word possessio, which originally signified

the right of the possessor, was in time used to sig-

nify the object of the right. Thus as[er signified

a piece of land, viewed as an object of Cluiritarian

ownership; possessio, a piece of land, in which a man
had only a bonitarian or beheficial interest, as, for

instance, Italic land not transferred by mancipatio,

or land which from its nature could not be the sub-

ject of Cluiritarian ownership, as provincial lands

and the old ager publicus. Possessio accordingly
implies itsus ; ager implies proprietas or ownership.
This explanation of the terms ager and possessio is

from a jurist of the imperial times, quoted by Sa-

vigny ;^ but its value for the purpose of the present

inquiry is not on that account the less. The ager
publicus, and all the old notions attached to it, as

already observed, hardly occur in the extant Roman
lurists ; but the name possessio, as applied to pri-

vate land, and the legal notions attached to it, are

of frequent occurrence. The form of the interdict—vii possidetis—as it appears in the Digest, is this

:

Uti eas <E<ies...possidetis...vim fieri veto. But the

original form of the interdict was : Uti nimc possi-

detis eum fundum, &e. (Festus in Possessio) ; the

word fundus, for which asdes was afterward substi-

tuted, appears to indicate an original connexion
between tne interdict and the ager publicus.

We know nothing of the origin of the Roman
public land, except that it was acquired by con-

quest, and when so acquired it belonged to the

state, that is, to the populus, as the name publicus
(populicus) imports. We may suppose that in the

early periods of the Roman state, the conquered
lands being the properly of the populus, might be
-njoyed by the members of that body, in any way
that the body might determine. But it is not quite

clear how these conquered lands were originally

occupied. The following passage from Appian*
appears to give a probable account of the matter,
and one which is not inconsistent with such facts

as are otherwise known :
" The Romans," he savs,

" when they conquered any part of Italy, seized a
portion of the lands, and either built cities in them,
or sent Roman colonists to settle in the cities which
already existed. Such cities were considered as
garrison places. As to the land thus acquired from
time to time, they either divided the cultivated part

among the colonists, or sold it, or let it to farm.
As to the land which had fallen out of cultivation

m consequence of war, anl which, indeed, was the

laiger part, having no time to allot it, they gave
public notice that any one who chose might in the

mean time cultivate this land, on payment of part
of the yearly produce, namely, a tenth of the prod-
uce of arable land, and a fifth of the produce of
oliveyards and vineyards. A rate was also fixed

to be paid by those who pastured cattle on this un-
divided land, both for the larger and smaller ani-

1. (J«rolenu8 V\g. 50, tit. 16, s. 115.^—9. (Bell riv.. i., 7.)

mals. The rich occupied the greater part of ihi*

undivided land, and at length, feeling confident
that they should never be deprived of it, and getting
hold of such portions as bordered on their shares,
and also of the smaller portions in the possession
of the poor, some by purchase and others by force,

they became the cultivators of extensive districts

instead of mere farms. And, in order that their

cultivators and shepherds might be free from mili-

tary service, they employed slaves instead of free-

men ; and they derived great profit from their rapid
increase, which was favoured by the immunity of
the slaves from military service. In this way the
great became very rich, and slaves were numerous
all through the country. But this system reduced
the numbers of the Italians, who were ground down
by poverty, taxes, and military service ; and when-
ever they had a respite from these evils, they had
nothing to do, the land being occupied by the rich,

who also employed slaves instead of freemen."
This passage, though it appears to contain much
historical truth, leaves the difficulty as to the origi-

nal mode of occupation unsettled ; for we can
scarcely suppose that there were not some rules

prescribed as to the occupation of this undivided
land more precise than such a permission or invita-

tion for a general scramble. It must, indeed, have
happened occasionally, particularly in the later

times of the Republic, that public land was occupied,
or squatted on (to use a North American phrase), by
soldiers or other adventurers.

But, whatever was the mode in which these
lands were occupied, the possessor, when once in

possession, was, as we have seen, protected by the

praetor's interdict. The patron who permitted his

client to occupy any part of his possessions as ten-

ant at will (precario), could eject him at pleasure
by the interdictum deprecario; for the client did i^ot

ODtain a possession by such permission of his pa-
tron. The patron would, of course, have the same
remedy against a trespasser. But any individual,

however humble, who had a possession, was also

protected in it against the aggression of the rich •,

and it was " one of the grievances bitterly com-
plained of by the Gracchi, and all the pa^ s of
their age, that while a soldier was serving against
the enemy, his powerful neighbour, who coveted
his small estate, ejected his wife and children."

—

(Nieb.) The state could not only grant the occu-
pation or possession of its public land, but could
sell it, and thus convert public into private land.

A remarkable passage in Orosius' shows that pub-
lic lands, which had been given to certain religious

corporations to possess, were sold in order to raise

money for the exigencies of the state. The stl'mg

of that land which was possessed, and the circum-
stance of the possession having been a grant or

public act, are both contained in this passage.
The public lands which were occupied by pos-

sessors were sometimes called, with reference to

such possession, occw;?a<mi; and, with respect to the

state, concessi. Public land which became private

by sale was called qiieEstorius; that which is often

spoken of as assigned {assignatus) was marked out

and divided (limitatus) among all the plebeians in

equal lots, and given to them in absolute ownership,
or it was assigned to the persons who were sent out
as a colony. Whether the land so granted to tlie

colony should become Roman or not, depended on
the nature of the colony. The name ager publicus

was given to public lands which were acquired
even after the pfebs had become one of the estates in

the Roman Constitution, though the name publicus,

in its original sense, could no longer be strictly ap-

plicable to such public lands. It should be observ-

ed, that after the establishment of the plebs, the

possession of public land was the peculiar privi-

I. (SaTigny, p. 176, pnte.)
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legt oi the patriciano, as before the establishment

ottie Dlebs it seems to have been the only way m
whicl public lands were enjoyed by the populus

:

the assignment, tha'. is, the grant by the state of the

ownt rship of public land in fixed shares, was the

privilege of the plebs. In the early ages, when the

popi lus was the state, it does not appear that there

was any assignment of public lands among them,

tho'igh it may be assumed that public lands would

occasionally be scld; the mode of enjoyment of

pub.ic land was that of possessio, subject, as al-

ready observed, to an annual payment to the state.

It may be conjectured that this ancient possessio,

which we cannot consider as having its origin in

anything else than the consent of the state, was a

good title to the use of the land so long as the an-

nual payments were made. At any rate, the plebs

had no claim upon such ancient possessions. But

with the introduction of the plebs as a separate es-

tate, and the constant acquisition of new lands by

conquest, it would seem that the plebs had as good

a title to a share of the newly-conquered lands, as

the patricians to the exclusive enjoyment of those

lands which had been acquired by conquest before

the plebs had become an estate. The determina-

tion of what part of newly-conquered lands (arable

and vineyards) should remain public, and what part

should be assigned to the plebs, which, Niebuhr
says, " it need scarcely be observed, was done after

the completion of every conquest," ought to have
l)een an effectual way of settling all disputes be-

tween the patricians and plebs as to the possessions

of the former ; for such an appropriation, if it were
actually made, could have no other meaning than
that the patricians were to have as good title to pos-

sess their share as the plebs to the ownership of

their assigned portions. The plebs, at least, could
never fairly claim an assignment of public land,

appropriated to remain such, at the time when they
received the share of the conquered lands to which
they were entitled. But the fact is, that we have
no evidence at all as to such division between lands
appropriated to remain public and lands assigned
in ownership, as Niebuhr assumes. All that we
know is, that the patricians possessed large tracts of
public land, and that the plebs from time to time
claimed and enforced a division of part of them.
In such a condition of affairs, many difficult ques-
tions might arise ; and it is quite as possible to con-
ceive that the claims of the plebs might in some
cases be as unjust and ill-founded as the conduct
of the patricians was alleged to be rapacious in ex-
tending their possessions. It is also easy to con-
ceive that, in the course of time, owing to sales of
possessions, family settlements, and other causes,
boundaries had often become so confused that the
equitable adjustment of rights under an agrarian
law was impossible ; and this is a difficulty which
Appian' particularly mentions.

Pasture-lands, it appears, were not the subject of
assignment, and were probably possessed by the pa-
tricians and the plebs indifferently.
The property of the Roman people consisted of

n^any things besides land. The conquest of a ter-
ritory, unless special terms were granted to the con-
quered, seems to have implied the acquisition by the
Roman state'of the conquered territory and all that it

contained. Thus no': only would land be acquired,
which was avaiUbiC for com, vineyards, and pas-
ture, but mines, roads, rivers, harbours, and, as a
consequence, tolls and duties. If a Roman colony
was sent out to occupy a conquered territory or
town, a part of the conquered lands was assigned
to the colonists in complete ownership. {Vid. Co-
r.oNiA.) The remainder, it appears, was lefl or re-
stored to the inhabitants. Not that we are to un-
derstand that they had tlie property in the land as

36
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they had before ; but it appears that they were ^ab-

ject to a tax, the produce of which belonged to the

Roman people. Niebuhr seems to suppose that the

Roman state might at any time resume such re-

stored lands; and, no doubt, the right of resumption
was involved in the tenure by which these lands

were held; but it may be doubted if the resumption
of such lands was ever resorted to except in extra,

ordinary cases, and except as to conquered landfl

which were the public lands of the conquered state^

Private persons, who were permitted to retain their

lands subject to the payment of a tax, were not the

possessors to whom the agrarian laws applied. In

many cases, large tracts of land were absolutely

seized, their ownei's having perished in battle or

been driven away, and extensive districts, either not
cultivated at all or very imperfectly ciiltiyated, be-

came the property of the slate. Such lands as were
unoccupied could become the subject of possessio;

and the possessor would in all cases, and in what-
ever manner he obtained the land, be liable to a
payment to the state, as above mentioned in the ex-
tract from Appian. This possessio was a real in-

terest, for it was the subject of sale : it was the use
(usus) of the land ; but it was not the ager or prop-
erty. The possessio strictly could not pass bjr the

testament of the possessor, at least not by the man-
cipatio.* It is not easy, therefore, to imagine any
rnode by which the possession of the heres was pro-

tected, unless there was a legal form, such as Savig-
ny has assumed to exist for the general protection

of possessiones in the public lands.

The possessor of public land never acquired the
ownership by virtue of his possession ; it was not
subject to usucapion. The ownership of the land
which belonged to the state could only be ac quired
by the grant of the ownership, or by purchas e from
the state. The state could at any time, according
to strict right, sell that land which was only pos-
sessed, or assign it to another than the possessor.
The possession was, in fact, with respect to the
state, a precarium; and we may suppose that the
lands so held would at first receive few permanent
improvements. In course of time, and particularly
when the possessors had been undisturbed for many
years, possession would appear, in an equitable
point of view, to have become equivalent to owner-
ship ; and the hardship of removing the possessors
by an agrarian law would appear tlie greater, after

the state had long acquiesced in their use and occu-
pation of the public land.

In order to form a correct judgment of some of
those enactments which are most frequently cited
as agrarian laws, it must be borne in mind that the
possessors of public lands owed a yearly tenth, or
fifth, as the case might be, to the state. Indeed, it

is clear, from several passages," that, under the Re-
public at least, the receipt of anything by the state
from the occupier of land was a legal proof that the
land was public; and conversely, public land al-

ways owed this annual payment. These annual
payments were, it seems, often withheld by the pos-
sessors, and thus the state was deprived of a nmd
"ftr the expenses of war.

The object of the agrarian law of Sp. Cassius is

supposed by Niebuhr to have been " that the por-
tion of the populus in the public lands should be set

apart; that the rest should be divided among the
plebeians; that the tithe should again be levied, and
applied to paying the army." The agrarian law ol

Licinius Stolo limited each individual's possession
of public land to 500 jugera, and imposed some
other restrictions ; but the possessor had no better
title to the 500 jugera which the law left him than
he formerly had to what the law took from him.
The surplus land, according to the provisions of
the law, was to be divided among the plebeians

1. (Gaius. ii., 102.)—« Jiv Ttri., 13 i
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The Licinian law not efiecting its object, T. S.

Gracchus revived the measure lor limiting the pos-

session ol' public land to 500 jugera. 'I'he argu-

ments of the possessors against this measure, as

they are stated by Appian/ are such as might rea-

:sonably be urged ; bui lie adds that Gracchus pro-

posed to give to each possessor, by way of compen-
sation for improvements made on the public land,

ibe full ownership of 500 jugera, and half that quan-

tity to each of his sons, if he had any. If it is true,

as Appian states, that the law of Gracchus forbade

the rich from purchasing any of the lands which
might be allotted to the plebeians by liis agrarian

law, this part of the measure was as unjust as it

was impolitic. The lauds which the Roman peo-

ple had acquired in the Italian peninsula by con-

quest were greatly reduced in amount by the laws
af Gracchus and by sale. Confiscations in the civil

wars, and conquests abroad, were indeed continu-

ally increasing the public lands; but these lands

were allotted to the soldiers and the numerous col-

onists to whom the state was continually giving

lands (see the list in Frontinus, De Colaniis Italice).

The system of colonization which prevailed during

the Republic was continued under the emperors,

and considerable tracts of Italian land were dispo-

^d of in this manner by Augustus and his suc-

cessors. Vespasian assigned lands in Samnium to

his soldiers, and grants of Italian lands are men-
tioned by subsequent emperors, though we may in-

fer that, at the close of the second century of our
aera, there was little public land left in the peninsu-

la. Vespasian sold part of the public lands called

tubseciva, a term which expressed such parts as had
not been assigned, when the other parts of the same
district had been measured and distributed. Domi-
tian, according to Aggenus, gave the remainder of

iiuch lands all through Italy to the possessors. The
conquests beyond the limits of Italy furnished the

emperors with the means of rewarding the veterans

by grants of land ; and in this way the institutions of
Rome were planted on a foreign soil. But, accord-

ing to Gaius, property in the land was not acquired
by such grant ; the ownership was still in the state,

and the provincial landholder had only the posses-

sio. If this be true, as against the Roman people

or the Caesar, his interest in the land was one that

might be resumed at any time, according to the

strict rules of law, though it is easily conceived
that such foreign possessions would daily acquire

strength, and could not safely be dealt with as pos-

sessions had been in Italy by the various agrarian
laws which had convulsed the Roman state. This
assertion of the right of the populus Romanus and
of the emperors might be no wrong " inflicted on
provincial land-owners by the Roman jurispru-

dence," as Niebuhr affirms. This same writer

als(j observes, that Frontinus speaks of the " arva
publica in the provinces, in contradistinction to the

agri privati there ;" but this he does not. This
contradistinction is made by his commentator Ag-
genus, who, as he himself says, only conjectures the

meaning of Frontinus ; and, as we think, he has not
discovered it.' The tax paid by the holders of ager
o.ivatus in the provinces was the only thing which
distinguished the beneficial :nterest in such land from
Italic land, and might be, in legal effect, a recogni-

tion of \.L\i ownership according to Roman law.

And this was Savigny s earlier opinion with respect

to the tax paid by provincial lands ; he considered
such tax due to the Roman people, as the sovereign

or ultimate owner of the lands. His later opinion,

83 expressed in the Zdlschrifl far Geschichllic/ic

ReMswissenschafl,^ is, that under the Caesars a uni-

form system of direct taxation was established in

the provinces, to which all provincial land was
lubject; but land in Italy was free from this tax,

k
1. (BeJl. Civ.,i.,10.)-

., p. 954. \

-2. (Frontinus, de Re Agraria.}—3. (vol.

and a provincial town could only acquii'e the like

freedom by receiving the privilege expressed by the
term jus Italicum. The complete solution of the
question here imder discussion could only be el-

lected by ascertaining the origin and real nature of
this provincial land-tax ; and as it ma y be difficult,

if not impossible, to ascertain such facts, we must
endeavour to give a probable solution. Now it is

consistent with Roman notions that all conquered
land should be considered as the property of the
Roman state ; and it is certain that such land,
though assigned to individuals, did not by that cir-

cumstance alone become invested with all the
characters of Roman land which was private prop-
erty. It had not the privilege of the jus Italicum,
and, consequently, could not be the object of Cluiri-

tarian ownership, with its incidents of mancipatio,
&c. All land in the provinces, including even that

of the liberae civitates, and the ager pubUcus prop-
erly so called, could only become an object of
Q-uiritarian ownership by having conferred upon it

the privilege of Italic land, by which it was also
released from the payment of the tax. It is clear

that there might be and was ager privatus, or pri-

vate property, in provincial land ; but this land had
not the privileges of Italic land, unless such priv-

ilege was expressly given to it, and, accordingly, it

paid a tax. As the notions of landed property in

all countries seem to suppose a complete ownership
residing in some person, and as the provincial land-
owner, whose lands had not the privilege of the jus

Italicum, had not that kind of ownership which,
according to the notions of Roman law, was com-
plete ownership, it is difficult to conceive that the

ultimate ownership of provincial lands (with the

exception of those of the liberae civitates) couii
reside anywhere else than in the pc pulus Romanus,
and, after the establishment of the imperial power,
in the populus Romanus or the Caesar. This ques-

tion is, however, one of some difficulty, and weli

deserves farther examination. It may be doubted,

however, if Gaius means to say that there could
be no duiritarian ownership of private land in the

provinces ; at least this would not be the case in

those districts to which the jus Italicum was ex-

tended. The case of the Recentoric lands, which
is quoted by Niebuhr,' may be explained. The
land here spoken of was land in Sicily. One ob-

ject of the measure of Rullus was to exact certain

extraordinary payments (vectigal) from the public

lands, that is, from the possessors of them ; but he
excepted the Recentoric lands from, the operation

of his measure. If this is private land, Cicero
argues, the exception is unnecessary. The argu-

ment, of course, assumes that there was or might
be private land in Sicily ; that is, there was or

mignt be land which would not be affected by this

part of the measure of Rullus. Now the opposition

of public and private land in this passage certainly

proves, what can easily be proved without it, that

mdividuals in the provmces owned land as individ-

uals did in Italv ; and such land might with pro-

priety be called piivatus, as contrasted with that

called publicus in the provinces : in fact, it would
not be easy to have found anothe r name for it. But
we know that ager privatus in the provinces, unless

it had received the jus Italicum, was not the same
thing as ager privatus in Italy, though both were
private property. Such a passage, then, leads to

no necessary conclusion that the ultimate owner-
ship or dominion of this private land was not in the

Roman people. It may be as well here to remarn
farther, that any conclusions as to Roman law, de-

rived solely from the orations of Cicero, are to be

received with caution ; first, because on several

occasions (in the Pro Cceciria for instance) he states

that to be law which was not, for the purpose of

1 (Cic. <• Willi., i.. 4)
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maintaining his argument ; and, secondly, because

it was a subject on which his knowledge was prob-

ablv not very exact.

It only remains briefly to notice the condition ol

the public land with respect to the fructus, or vecti-

gal which belonged to the state. This, as already

observed, was generally a tenth, and hence the ager

uublicus was sometimes called decumanus ; it was

also sometimes called ager vectigalis. The tithes

were generally farmed by the publicani, who paid

their rent mostly in money, but sometimes in grain.

The letting was managed by I he censors, and the

lease was for five years. The form, however, of

leasing the tenths was that of a sale, mancipatio. In

course of time, the word locatio was applied to these

leases. The phrase used by the Roman writers

was originally fructus locatio, which was the proper

expression ; but we find the phrase agrwmfruendum
locare aXso used in the same sense, an expression

which might appear somewhat ambiguous ; and

even agmm locare, which might mean the leasing

of the public lands, and not of the tenths due from

the possessors of them. It is, however, made clear

by Niebuhr, that in some instances, at least, the

phrase agrum locare does mean the leasing of the

tenths ; whether this was always the meaning of

the phrase, it is not possible to affirm.

Txiough the term ager vectigalis originally ex-

pressed the public land, of which the tithe was
leased, it afterward came to signify lands which
were leased by the state or by different corpora-

tions. This latter description would comprenend
even the ager publicus ; but this kind of public

property was gradually reduced to a small amount

;

cind^ we find the term ager vectigalis, in the later

f)eriod. applied to the lands of towns which were so

eased that the lessee, or those who derived their

tithe from him, could not be ejected so long as they

paid the vectigal. This is the ager vectigalis of

tlie Digest,' on the model of which was formed the

emphyteusis, or ager emphyteuticarius. ( Vid. Em-
phyteusis.) The rights of the lessee of the ager
vectigalis were different from those of a possessor

of the old ager publicus, though the ager vectigalis

was derived from, and was only a new form of, the

ager publicus. Though he had only a jus in re, and
though he is distinguished from the owner {dominus),

yet he was considered as having the possession of
the land. He had, also, a right of action against
the town, if he was ejected from his land, provided
he had always paid his vectigal.*

AGRAU'LIA {uypavlia) was a festival celebra-

ted by the Athenians in honour of Agraulos, the
daughter of Cecrops. We possess no particulars
respecting the time or mode of its celebration ; but
it was, perhaps, connected with the solemn oath,
which all Athenians, when they arrived at man-
hood {^(pj]6oi), where obliged to take in the temple
of Agraulos, that they would fight for their coun-
try, and always observe its laws.'
Agraulos was also honoured with a festival in

Cyprus, in the month Aphrodisius, at which human
victims were offered.*

AG'RETAI {uypiTai), the name of nine maidens,
who were chosen every year, in the Island of Cos,
as priestesses of Athena (Minerva).
AGRIA'NIA {uypiavia) was, according to He-

sychius, a festival celebrated at Argos, in memory
of a deceased person, and was, probably, the same
as the festival called Agrania. The Agriania was
also celebrated at Thebes, with solemn sports.

AGRIMENSO'RES, or " land-surveyors," a col-

1 . (vi, , tit. 3.)—2. (Niehuhr, Rom. Hist.—Saviguy, das Recht
Jes Besitzes, 5th ed.—Cicero, c. RuU. ; and the other authori-
ties already referred to in the course of the article.)—3. (Ly-
ouig-., c. Leocr., c. 18, p. 189.—Demosth., de Legat., c. 84, p.
438.—Plut., Aloib., c. 15.—Stobipus, Serm., Jtli., 141.—SchU-
Binnn, "de Comit. Athen., p. 331.—Waohsmuth, Ilellen. Alterth.,
L. i., p. 259.)—4. (Porphyr., de Abstin. ab Anim., i., 2.)
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lege established under the Roman emperors. Like
the jurisconsults, they had regular schools, and
were paid handsome salaries by the state. Their
business was to measure una.ssigned lands for the

state, and ordinary lands for the propiietors, and to

fix and maintain boimdaries. Their writings on

the subject of their art were very numerous ; a-nd

we have still scientific treatises on the law of

boundaries, such as those by Frontinus and Hygi-
nus. They were sometimes vested with judicial

power, and were called spectabiles and clarissimi in

the time of Theodosius and Valentinian. As par-

titioners of land, the agrimensores were the success-

ors of the augurs, and the mode of their liviitatw

was derived from the old augurial method of form-

ing the templum. The word templum, like the Greek
Tifievoc, simply means a division ; its application to

signify the vault of the heavens was due to the fact

that the directions were always ascertained accord-

ing to the true cardinal points. At the inauguration

of a king' or consul,^ the augur looked towards the

east, and the person to be inaugurated towards the

south. Now, in a case like this, the person to be

inaugurated was considered the chief, and the di-

rection in which he looked was the main direction.

Thus we find that in the case of land-surveying the

augur looked to the south :=* for the gods were sup-

posed to be in the north, and the augur was con-

sidered as looking in the same manner in which
the gods looked upon the earth.* Hence the main
line in land-surveying was drawn from north to

south, and was called, cardo, as corresponding tc

the axis of the world ; the line which cut it was
termed decnvianus, because it made the figure of o
cross, like the numeral X. These two lines were
produced to the extremity of the ground which was
to be laid out, and parallel to these were drawn
other lines, according to the size of the quadrangle
required. The limits of these divisions were indi-

cated by balks, called limites, which were left as

high roads, the ground for them being deducted
from the land to be divided. As every sixth was
wider than the others, the square bordering upon
this would lose pro tanto. The opposition of via

and limes in this rectangular division of property

has not been sufficiently attended to by scholars.

It appears that, if the line from north to south was
called li'/nes, that from east to west would be named
via, and vice veisa. Virgil was, as is well known,
very accurate in his use of words, and we may en-

tirely depend on inferences drawn from his lan-

guage. First, he uses limes in its stricter sense as

a terra of land-surveying

:

" Ante Jovem nnlli subigebant ana coloni,

Nee sigrmre quidem, aut paHiri limits campttm
Fas erat."^

Again, in speaking of planting vines in regulat

rows, he says

:

" Omnis in ungiiem
Arboribus positis secto via limite quadret ;"*

i. e., " let every via be exactly perpendicular to the
limes which it cuts." He says qiiadrei, for the term
via might be used in speaking of a line which cat
another obliquely, as it is used in the description
of the ecliptic, in Virgil

:

" Via secta per ambas,
Obliquus qua se sigrwrum verteret mdo."''

These passages are sufficient to prove that via
and limes are used in opposition to one another.
The following authorities will shew that via means
the principal or high road ; and limes, a narrower
cross road, where roads are spoken of. In the first

place, the Twelve Tables laid down that the" via
should be eight feet wide when straight, but twelve

1. (Liv., i., 18.)—2. (Dionys., ii., 5.)—3. (Varro, ap. Fron
tin., p. 215.)—4. (Festus, s. v. Sinistra.)—5. (Georg., i., 126 > -

6. (Georg., ii., 278.)—7. (Georg., i., 238.)
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feet at the turniog ; and it is expressly distinguished

bv Festus from 'he iter of two leet wide, and the

actus of four feet wide. Secondly, in Livy' wo
have *' inira earn (^partam) exlraque latcz sunt vice, ct

extra limes" i&c, " eo limite" &c. ; and in the same
autlior,* " transversis limitil/us in viam LMtijiam est

egressus-" and Tacitus" says, ^^ Pr.r limitem vice

sparguntur festi'natione consectundi vidores." When
lantf was not divided, it was called arcifinius, or

arcijinalis; the ager publicus belonged to this class.

I'he reader will find two very valuable articles

on the Limitatio and the Agrimensores in the Appen-
dices to Niebuhr's Roman History, vol. ii.

AGRIMO'NIA, the herb AgrvmonTj, called also

Eupatcrium (Evnarwocov), from its having been dis-

covered by Mithradates Eupator.*

AGllIO'NIA {aypiuvia), a festival which was
celebrated at Orchomenus, in Bceotia, in honour of

Dionysus, surnamed 'kypcuvLog. It appears from
Plutarch* that this festival was solemnized only by
women and priests of Dionysus. It consisted of a
kind of game, in which the women for a long time
acted as if seeking Dionysus, and at last called out

:o one another that he had escaped to the Muses,
and had concealed himself with them. After this

they prepared a repast; and having enjoyed it,

amused themselves with solving riddles. This fes-

tival was remarkable for a feature which proves its

great antiquity. Some virgins, who were descend-
ed from the Minyans, and who probably used to

assemble around the temple on the occasion, fled,

and were followed by the priest armed with a sword,
who was allowed to kill the one whom he first

caught. This sacrifice of a human being, though
originally it must have formed a regular part of the

festival, seems to have been avoided in later times.

One instance, however, occurred in the days of
Plutarch.* But, as the priest who had killed the

woman was afterward attacked by disease, and
several extraordinary accidents occurred to the

Minyans, the priest and his family, were deprived
of their officia. power. The festival is said to have
been derived from the daughters of Minyas, who,
after having for a long time resisted the Bacchana-
lian fury, were at length seized by an invincible

desire of eating human flesh. They therefore cast

lots on their own children, and as Hippasus, son
of Leucippe, became the destined victim, they
killed and ate him, whence the women belonging to

that race were at the time of Plutarch still called

the destroyers (bXelai or aio?Miai), and the men
mourners (i/)o?^oeic).'

•AGlllOPHYLL'ON (uypto^yAAov), a plant, the

same with the Peucedanum{UEVKt-6avov), our " Hogs-
fennel," or " Sulphur-wort."*
AGllON'OMI (uypovo/wi) are described by Aris-

totle as the country police, whose duties correspond-
ed in most respects to those of the astynomi in the

city.' They appear to have performed nearly the

same duties as the hylori {vlupoi). Aristotle does
not inform us in what state they existed ; but, from
the frequent mention of them by Plato, it appears
probable that they belonged to Attica.'"

*AGROST'IS (aypuCT-if), a plant. Schneider and
Sprengel remark, that nearly all the commentators
a^ree in referring it to the Tiiticum rcpcns, L., or
Couch-grass. Stackhouse, however, is content with
simply marking the uypuang of Theophrastus as the

A^rostis. The brief description of the aypuari-g hv

rCt TlapvanaCi, given by Dioscorides, would seem to

point to the Parnassia palustiis, or " Grass of Par-
nassus;

1. (xxxi., 24.)—2. (xxii., 12.)—3. fllist., iii., 25.)—4. (Dios-

nor , iv., 41.—Plin., II. N., xxv., 6.)—5. (Quaest. Rom., 102.)—
f). (Quaest. Grucc, 38.)—7. (Miiller, Dio Minycn, p. 160, SRqq.)

—8. (Apul., de Herb., c. 95.—Theophrast.. H. P., ix., 14.—Dios-
cor., iii., 82.)—9. (Polit., vi., 5.)—10. (Plalo, Legg., vi., 9.—
Timsi Lexicon, and Ruhnken's note, in which several passages
are quoted fron Plato ;— 11 (Diosoor., i^ 30, 32.—Theophrast.,
H. P, i.,6, segn.^

APPOT'EPAS 0T'2IA {ayporepai &vata), a festi

val celebrated every year at Athens in honour ol

Artemis, surnamed Agrotera (from uypa, chase).

It was solemnized, according to Plutarch,* (in the
sixth of the month of Boedromion. and consisted in

a sacrifice of 500 goats, which continued to be offer-

ed in the time of Xenophon." Its origin is thus re-

lated : When the Persians invaded Attica, Callim-
achus the polemarch, or, according to others, Mil-
tiades, made a vow to sacrifice to Artemis Agiote-
ra as many goats as there should be enemies slain

at Marathon. But when the number of enemies
slain was so great that an equal nmnber of goats
could not be found at once, the Athenians decreed
that 500 should be sacrificed every year. This is

the statement made by Xenophon ; but other ancient
authors give different versions, -^lian, whose ac-
count, however, seems least probable, states^ the time
of the festival to have been the sixth of 1 hargelion,
and the number of goats yearly sacrificed 300. The
scholiast on Aristophanes* relates that the Athenians,
before the battle, promised to sacrifice to Artemis
one ox for every enemy slain ; but when the num-
ber of oxen could not be procured, they substituted

an equal number of goats.

AGRUP'NIS {aypvTTvig), a nocturnal festival cele-

brated at Arbela, in Sicily, in honour of Dionysus.*
AGUR'MOS (dyvpfiSg). {Vid. Eleusinia.)
AGUR'TAI {ayvprai), mendicant priests, who

were accustomed to travel through the different

towns of Greece, soliciting alms for the gods whom
they served. These priests carried, either on their

shoulders or on beasts of burden, images of their

respective deities. They appear to have been of
Oriental origin, and were chiefly connected with the

worship of Isis,* Opis, and Arge,' and especially

of the great mother of the gods ; whence they were
called fij]TpayvpTai. They were, generally speaking,
persons of the lowest and most abandoned character.
They undertook to inflict some grievous bodily in-

jury on the enemy of any individual who paid them
for such services, and also promised, for a small
sum of money, to obtain forgiveness from the gods
whom they served for any sins which either the in-

dividual himself or his ancestors had committed.*
Thus CEdipus calls Tiresias,

Mdyov tolovSe firixavo^^u<j>ov

doXuv uyvpTTjv.^

These mendicant priests came into Italy, but at

what time is imcertain, together with the worship
of the gods whom they served.'"

The name of ayvprai was also applied to those
individuals who pretended to tell people's fortune.?

by means of lots. This was done in various ways.
The lots frequently consisted of single verses taken
from well-known poems, which were thrown into an
urn, whence they were drawn either by the persons
who wished to learn their fortunes or by boys. It

was also usual to write the verses on a tablet," and
those who consulted them found out the verses
which foretold their destinies by throwing dice.

AIAKEI'A {klaaeia), a festival of the ^ginetans
in honour of ^acus, the details of which are not
known. The victor in the g^nes which were sol-

emnized on the occasion, consecrated his chaplel
in the magnificent temple of ^acus.*''
AIANTETA (Ami'reta), a festival solemnized in

Salamis in honour of Ajax, of which no particulars

are known.*'
AIGEIROS (alyeipog), without doubt the Popu-

lus nigra, or Black Poplar.'*

1. (De MaligTi. Herod., 26.)—2. (Xenoph., Anab., iii., 2, %
12.)—3. (V. H., ii., 15.)—4. (Equit., 666.)—5. (Vid. Ilesych,
s. V.)—0. (Suid., sub ' Kydpu.)—!. (Herod., iv., .^5.)—8. (Ruhn
ken ad Timiei Lex. Plat., sub aydpovaav and irayiiiyal)—9.

(Soph., (Ed. Tyr., 387.)—10. (Cic, de Lcgg., ii., 16.—HeindorflE;
inlior., Serm.,1., ii.,2.)—11. {ayvpTiKiqiziva},, or ayvpTiKri oavli-)
—12. (Miiller, iEifinetioa, p. 140.)— 13. ( Vt<i. Hesych., s. v.)—
14. (Dio.scnr., i., 109.—Theophj-^t.. H P.. i.. 8: ii., 3. Ac.)
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AlGirH'ALOS (aiyidaUc), a species of bird

Aristotle applies this term to the genus Panis, of

which he describes the following species : 1. The

BiriCiTtic, which is the Pams major, L., the Great

Titmouse or Ox-eye. 2. The opcivoc, which would

seem to correspond to the Parus caudalus, L., or

Long-tailed Titmouse. 3. The iUxiffrog, which an-

swers to the Parus canileus, L., or Blue Titmouse.'

•AIG'ILOPS {alyacjf), a plant about which there

has been great diversity of opinion. Robert Ste-

phens and most of the older commentators contend

that it is the Avena skrilis, or Folk avoine of the

French. Matthiolus rejects this opinion, and holds

it to be an herb called Coquiek in French, which

grows in fields of barley. Dodonaeus, Sibthorp,

Stackhouse, and Sprengel agree in referring it to

the JSg-llops ffvata. Theophrastus farther applies

the name to a species of Oak, which Stackhouse

makes to be the Quercus jEgilops.'

•AIG'IPYROS {aiylTtvpoq), Buckwheat. Spren-

gel mentions that the learned Anguillara believed

it to be tlie Ononis Antiquonim, or Rest-harrow ; he

himself, however, in the second edition of his " Rei

Herbaria Histoiia" inclines to a species of Eryiv-

gium All this, however, is merely conjectural.*

AIGOTHE'LAS {alyod/ilai), tlie Goat-sucker, a

bird of the genus Caprimulgus. It applies more es-

pecially to the species called Fern-owl in England,
to which Professor Rennie gives the scientific name
of Nyctichelidon EuropcBus.*

AIGYTIOS {aiyvTiOQ). ^Elian describes it as

being a bird intermediate between the Eagle and the

Vulture.* Gesner decides that it is the same as the

yvTtauTQt; and the Vullur nigcr of Pliny ; and Schnei-

der suggests that it probably was the Vultur percnop-

terus, or Alpine eagle. {Vid. Gyps.)*

•AIGO'LIOS (alyuXiog), a bird of the rapacious

tribe, briefly noticed by Aristotle.'' It is rendered

UMa by Gaza, but cannot be satisfactorily deter-

mined. (Vid. Glaux.)*
AIKIAS AIKH {ahcac Slkti), an action brought

at Athens before the court of the Forty (ol TETrapu-

Kovra), against any individual who had struck a

citizen of the state. Any citizen who had been thus

insulted might proceed in two ways against the

offending party, either by the aUiag SiKrj, which was
a private action, or by the Mpeug ypa<^r], which was
k^)ked upon in the light of a public prosecution,

sijice the state was considered to be wronged in an
i JJury done to any citizen. It appears to have been
a principle of the Athenian law, to give an individual
who had been injured more than one mode of ob-
taining redress.'

It was necessary to prove two facts in bringing
the aiKlag dinrj before the Forty. First, That the
defendant had struck the plaintiff with the intention
of insulting him {hii iiCpei), which, however, was
always presumed to have been the intention, unless
the defendant could prove that he only struck the
plaintiff in joke. Thus Ariston, after proving that
ne had been struck by Conon, tells the judges that
Conon will attempt to show that he had only struck
him in play." Secondly, It was necessary to prove
that the defendant struck the plaintiff first, and did
not merely return the blows which had been given
by the plaintiff {HpxEiv ;t;etpuv udiKuv, or merely
idiKuv upxEiv).'''

In this action, the sum of money to be paid by
the defendant as damages was not fixed by the
laws; but the plaintiff assessed the amount ac-
cording to the injury which he thought he had re-

1. {Ar rtot, H. A., ix., 1ft —Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Dios-
tor., iv

, 137.—Theophra.st., H. P., iv., 16.—Adams, Append.,
». v.)-3. (Theocnt., Id., iv., 25.—Theophrast., 11. P., ii., 8.—
Adamf , Append., s. v.)—4. fiElian. N. A., iii., 39.)—5. (N. A.,
u., 48.)- .6. (/.dams, Append., s. v.)—7. (H. A., vi., 6.)—8.
(Adairv >-^end., s. v.)—9. (Demosth., adv. Aiidrot., c. 8, p.
Wl -1'

, (Demosth., adv. Conon., c.5,p. 1261.)— 11. (Demosth.,
tOl f-«/g., c 3, n 1141; c 11. D. 1151.)
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ceived, and the judges dete rmined on the justice ol

the claim.'

AIKLON (di/cXov, aU^ov, or uikvov, ahvov),^ ia

said by Polemo- to be a Doric word ; its derivatives

ETTdlKXa and fieaalKXiat, were used only by the Do-

rians. Modern writers differ greatly respecting its

meaning; but, from an examination of the passages

in which it occurs, it appears to be used in two sen-

ses : I. A meal in genera). Thus Alcman uses avvz'

iicXiai for awc'^'^iTrvca* II. The chief dish or course

in a meal. The dessert or after-course was called

e7n'uK?iOv.^ The uik?.ov among the Spartans was
composed of the contributions which every one who
came to the public banquets (^eidirm) was bound to

bring, and consisted chiefly of pork and black broth,

or blood-broth {jielag ^u/i6g, al/iaTia), with the addi-

tion of cheese and figs; sometimes, but rarely, they

received contributions of fish, hares, and poultiy.

The hnalKAov, or dessert, which varied the plain-

ness of the meal, consisted of voluntary gifts to the

table. The richer citizens sent maize bread, fowls,

hares, lambs, and other dishes, cooked in a superior

manner, a part of a sacrifice, or the fruits of the

season, while others contributed the proceeds of the

chase. It was the custom, when one of these pres-

ents was helped round, to name the person who
sent it.* Sometimes they procured a good dessert

by imposing penalties on each other, or by giving

tne place of honour at the table to him who con-

tributed the best dish.'' The contributions were
eaten as they were sent; or, if their flavour was not

approved, they were made up afresh into a savoury
mess called a [laTTvy). Boys were allowed an e-uIk-

Xov consisting of barley meal kneaded with oil,

and baked in laurel leaves.*

AiriNH'TSN EOP'TPI (MyivvTuv Eoprv), a fes-

tival of the jEginetans in honour of PoseiJon, which
lasted sixteen daj-'S, during which time every family

took its meals quietly and alone, no slave being al-

lowed to wait, and no stranger invited to partake of
them. From the circumstance of each family being
closely confined to itself, those who solemnized this

festival were called fxovofuyoi. Plutarch* traces its

origin to the Trojan war, and says that, as many of

the ^ginetans had lost their lives, partly in the siege

of Troy and partly on their return home, those who
reached their native island were received indeed with

joy by their kinsmen ; but, in order to avoid hurting

the feelings of those families who had to lament the

loss of their friends, they thought it proper neither

to show their joy nor to offer any sacrifi-^es in pub-

lic. Every family, therefore, entertained privately

their friends who had returned, and acted themselves
as attendants, though not without rejoicings.

AITHUFA (aWvla), the Mcrgiis of the Latins,

the modem Cormorant. As there are several spe-

cies of this genus, it is diflicult to say, in general, to

which of them the ancient name is most applicable.

The Pelkanus cm-bo is a common species.**

*AIX (q?0. I. {Vid. Tragos.)— II. The name
of a bird briefly noticed by Aristotle.'' Belon con-

jectures that it was the Lapwing, namely, the Va-
nellus Cristatvs.^^

AILOU'ROS {anovpoc:\ the Felis Cafus, cy Wild
Cat. Some apply the name KuTTjjg to the Domestic
Cat.'* (Ti^'. Felis.)

• AIMATI'THS {aluaTLTrig), the well-known stone
called Bloodstone. (Vid. Hjimatitis.)

1. (Demosth., adv. Conon.—Isocrates, adv. Lochil.—Meier, Att
Process, p. 547.—Biickh, Public Econ. of Athens, vol. ii., p. 101,

traiisl.)—2. (Eustath. in II., xviii., 245.)—3. (Athrnsos, p. 1 tO,

c.)—4. (Athenaeus, p. 140, c.—See also Epicharmus and Alcman
in AthensEus, p. 139, b, and p. 140, c.)—5. (Polemo in Athen.,

p. 140, c.)— 6. (Polemo in Athen., p. 139, c.)—7. (Athen., p. 140,

f.)—8. (Miiller, Dorians, iii., x., 7; iv., iii., 3.—Wachsmiith,
"Hellen. AUerthum., II., ii., p. 24.)—9. (Qiuest. (Srinc, 44 )—
10. (Aristot., H. A., v., 8.—vElian, N. A., iv., 5.)—11. (H. A.
viii., 3.)— 12. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—13. (Aristot., H. k., ,
2.—Suid., s. V. KoTTr/i; ot ohoytyns-—Toup in Suid., 1 c —A<
ams. Append., s. v. ai'Xou/>ac.)
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* AlMOPPOri {aifi6i)povc), (-otg, or -og), a spe-
cies of Serpen*. The celebrated Paul Hermann
told Dr. Mead that he had found in Africa a ser-

pent, the poison of which was immediately follow-
ed by haemorrhages from all the pores of the body,
and which he concluded to be the same as the
Haemorrhus of antiquity. It should also be re-

marked, that the effects produced by the poison of
the Coluber urens of India are said to be very simi-
lar to those of the Haemorrhus as described by the
ancients.'

AIRA {alpa), a plant, the same with the Lolium
(cm-iolentum, L., or Darnel. It may be confidently
pronounced to be the " i7ifelix lolium" of Virgil ; and
that it is the (^c^avla of Scripture was first suggest-
ed by Isidorus, an opinion which has been espoused,
without acknowledgment, by Henry Stephens, and
by Dr. Campbell of Aberdeen, and other Biblical
commentators. It farther deserves to be mention-
ed, that the translators of the works of the Arabian
medical authors render the alpa of the Greeks by
zizanien.'^

AISUMNE'TES (ahvfivrJTrig), an individual who
was sometimes invested with unlimited power in
the Greek states. His power, according to Aris-
totle, partook in some degree of the nature both of
kingly and tyrannical authority, since he was ap-
pointed legally, and did not usurp the government,
but, at the same time, was not bound by any laws
in his public administration.^ Hence Theophras-
tus* calls the office rvpavvlg alper?}. It was not
hereditary, nor was it held for life ; but it only con-
tinued for a certain time, or till some object was
accomplished. Thus we read that the inhabitants
of Mytilene appointed Pittacus aiav/xvrJTTjg, in order
to prevent the return of Alcajus and the other ex-
iles.* Dionysius compares it with the dictatorship
at Rome. In some states, such as Cyme and Chal-
cedon. it i7as the title borne by the regular magis-
trates.'

AIO'RA, or EO'RA (alupa, eupa), a festival at Ath-
ens, accompanied by sacrifices and banquets, whence
it is sometimes culled evSenrvog. The common ac-
coun* of its origin is as follows: Icarius was killed
by shepherds to whom he had given wine, and who,
being unacquainted with the effects of this bever-
age, fancied, in their intoxication, that he had given
them poison. Erigone, his daughter, guided by a
faithful dog, discovered the corpse of her father,
whom she had sought a long time in vain; and,
praying to the gods that all Athenian maidens
might perish in the same manner, hung herself.
After this occurrence, many Athenian women ac-
tually hung themselves, apparently without any
motive whatever; and when the oracle was con-
sulted respecting it, the answer was, that Icarius
and Erigone must be propitiated by a festival.''

According to the Elymologicum Magnum, the festi-

val was celebrated in honour of Erigone, daughter
of .^gisthus and Clytemnestra, who came to Ath-
ens to bring the charge of matricide against Orestes
before the Areopagus; and, when he was acquitted,
hung herself, with the same wish as the daughter
of Icarius, and with the same consequences. Ac-
cording to Hesychius, the festival was celebrated
in commemoration of the tvrant Temaleus, but no
reason is assigned. Eustathius* calls the maiden
who hung herself Acora. But, as the festival is

also called 'Mfing (apparently from the wander-
ings of Erigone, the daughter of Icarius), the legend
which was first mentioned seems to be the most en-
Utled to belief. Pollux' mpntions a song made by

1. (Nicand., Ther , 282.- Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Theo-
phrast., H. P., i., 5 —DiosLor., ii., 122.—Matth., xiii., 25.—Ad-
ams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Polit., iv., S, ^ 2.)—4. (Apud Dionys.
Italic., v., 73.)— 5. (Theophrast. ap. Dionys. Ilalic, v„ 73.)—6.
(Wachsmiith, Ilellen. > _terlniim., I., i., p. 200.—Hermann, Pol.
Antiq. of Greece, ^ 63)—7. (Ilysrin , Poet. Astron., ii., 4.)~-8.
(in II., iii , p aSft —9 iv., 7. « 55.)

ALABASTER.

Theodorus of Colophon, which persons used to sing
while swinging themselves {h ralg alupaig). It ia

therefore probable that the Atlrenian maidens, in
remembrance of Erigone and the other Athenian
women who hart hung themselves, swung them-
selves during this festival, at the same time singing
the above-mentioned song of Theodorus.'
ALABAS'TER, the name usually given by art-

ists and antiquaries to that variety oi" marble which
mineralogists call gypsum. Alabaster is sometimes
described as of two kinds; but this is an error, as
one of the substances so called is a carbmiate of
lime, and therefore not alabaster in the common
acceptation of the term ; while the other, the real
alabaster or gypsum, is a sulphate of lime. Alabas-
ter (gjrpsum) is translucent or semi-transparent, and
is usually of a white—a yellowish white—and green-
ish colour, though sometimes strong broAvn tints and
spots appear in it. When the varieties of colon r

occur in the same stone, and are disposed in bai-^s
or horizontal strata, it is often called onyx alabas-
ter; and when dispersed irregularly, as if' in clouds,
it is in like manner distinguished as agate alabas-
ter. These varieties in the colour are alluded to
by Pliny :

" Candore inlerstincto variis colffribus."*

Though much softer than other marbles, and on
that account ill adapted for sculpture on a large
scale, it is capable of being worked to a very fine
surface, and of receiving a polish.

Alabaster has been supposed to derive its name
originally from Alabastron, a town of Egypt, where
there was a manufactory of vessels made of a stone
which was found in the neighbouring mountains.
Pliny' speaks of alabastrites, using that term for the
various kinds of this marble, as well as onyx, prob-
ably from the texture being somewhat different from
that of the Greek, Sicilian, and Italian marb.es,
which he was more accustomed to see, and which
were commonly used by sculptors, and from which
he thus desired to distinguish it. He observes that
it was chiefly procured in his time from Alp.bas-
tron and Damascus.*

Alabaster, both in its form of carbonate of lime
and gjrpsum (for, from the confusion that exists in
the description of some monuments of antiquity, it

becomes necessary to advert to both varieties under
that denomination), was employed very extensively
by the ancients. It was much used by the Egyp-
tians for different sorts of vases, rilievi, ornaments,
covers of sarcophagi, canopies, and sculpture in
general ; but, from the absence of any remains of
sculpture in that material, it may be assumed that
alabaster (gypsum) was little, if ever, used by the
artists of ancient (jtreece and Italy for statues, ri-

lievi, or busts. Vessels or pots used for containing
perfumes, or, rather, ointments, were often called
by the ancients alabastra or alabastri. It appears,
from the account of Pliny, that these pots were
usually made of the onyx alabaster, which was
considered to be better "adapted than any other
stone for the preservation of perfumes.* Martial
says cosmis redolent alabastra,^ and Horace appears
to allude to the same vessels in his invitation to
Virgil.' The term seems to have been employed
to denote vessels appropriated to these uses, even
when they were not made of the material from
which it is supposed they originally received their
name. Theocritus thus speaks of golden alabastra
{XPvaeC a\dtacrpa^). These vessels were of a ta-

pering shape, and very often had a long narrow
neck, whicn was sealed; so that when Mary, the
sister of Lazarus, is said by St. Mark* to break the
alabaster-box of ointment for the purpose of anoint*
ing our Saviour, it appears probab'-e that she ovA^i

broke the extremity of the neck, A'hich was thris

1. (Vt?. etiam Athen., xiv., p. 618.)—2. (TI. N., iirri., U
xixvii., 54.)—3. (H. N., xxxn., 12.)--1 (H. W, trTvil.. M.—5. (H. N., xiii., 3 ; xxxvi., 12.)—6. (ii., viii.j 9.)~7. (Cam
ir., xii., 7.)—8. (Idyl.,xv., 114.)—9. (xiv., 3.)
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jtosed. The alabastron mentioned by the Evange-

lists was, according to Eoiphanius, a ]neasure, which

contained i ^iaTr/g, or one «on)Aj? (16 47 cubic inch-

es, or .48 pints).

ALABASTRI'TES. (^Vid. Alabaster.)

ALAIA (a;iaia) is the name of the games which

were annually celebrated at the festival of Minerva,

surnamed Alea, near Tegea, in the neighbourhood

of the magnificent temple of the same goddess.^

ALA'Ril were the troops of the allies in the Ro-

man army, and were so called because they were

asualiy stationed in the wings {Alee''). The alarii

consisted both of horse and loot soldiers, and were

commanded by prgefec'i, in the same manner as the

legions were commanded by tribuni.^ The cavalry

of the allies was called equites alani, to distinguish

them from the cavalry of the legions (equiks legio-

naiii*); and the infantry was called cohortes alaiicR,^

to distinguish them from the cohortes legioriarice.

ALAU'DA (/copiifJof, Kopv6alog, and Kopvduv),

the Lark. Aristotle describes two species of this

bird, the one of which is evidently the Alauda cris-

tata, L., or Crested Lark ; the other the Alauda cam-

pestris, or Field Lark. The former is the Galerita

of Pliny, and is clearly the species alluded to by
Aristophanes in his Aves.*

ALBUM is defined to be a tablet of any material

on which the praetor's edicts, and the rules relating

to actions and interdicts, were written. The tablet

was put up in a public place, in order that all the

world might have notice of its contents. Accord-

ing to some authorities, the album was so called,

because it was either a white material or a mate-

rial whitened, and, of course, the writing would be

a different colour. According to other authorities,

it was so called because the writing was in white

let'ers. If any person wilfully altered or erased

(corrupit) anything in the album, he was liable to

an action albi cormpti, and to a heavy penalty.''

Probably the word album originally meaiot any
tablet containing anything ofa public nature. Thus,
Cicero informs us that the Annales Maximi were
written on the album by the pontifex maximus.^
But, however this may be, it was, in course of time,

used to signify a list of any public body ; thus we
find the expression allium senat&rium, used by Taci-
tus,' to express the list of senators, and correspond-
ing to the word leucoma used by Dion Cassius.*"

The phrase aUmvi decurionum signifies the list of
decuriones whojc names were entered on the al-

bum of a municipium, in the order prescribed by
the lex municipalis, so far as the provisions of the

lex extended.^*

ALBUS GALE'RUS, or ALBOGALE'RUS, a
white cap worn by the flamen dialis at Rome." Ac-
cording to Festus (s. v.), it was made of the skin
of a white victim sacrificed to Jupiter, and had an
olive twig inserted in the top. Its supposed form,
as derived from coins, and from a bas-relief on a
Roman temple, is that of a cap fitted closely to the
head, and tied under the chin." {Vid. Apex.)
ALCATHOI'A {okKadola) is the name of games

celebrated at Megara, in commemoration of the
hero Alcathous, son of Pelops, who had killed a
lion which had destroyed Euippus, son of King
Megareus.^*
AL'CE or ALCES" (in Greek 'KIkti), the name

of an animal described by Caesar and other ancient
writers, and the same with the modem Elk or Moose
Deer. "It was the opinion of Buffbn, that the Euro-

1. (Paus., viii., 47, i, 3.)—2. (Liv., x., 43; xxxi., 21.—Caes.,
Bell. Gall., i., 51.—Cincius, ap. Gell., xvi., 4.)—3. (Ca5S., Bell
Gall, i., 39.—Suet., Octav., 38.—Plin., Ep.,x., 19.)—4. (Liv
XXXV., 5 ; xl., 40.)-5. (Caes., Bell. Civ., i., 73, 83 ; ii., 18.)—
8. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 19.—Aristoph., Av.,472.)—7. (Di^. 2 tit

1, 8. 79 )—8. (De Orat., ii., 12.)—9. (Ann., iv., 42.)—10. (Iv
3.)—11. (Dig. 50, tit. 3.)—12. (Varro, ap. Gell., x., 16.)—13.
(Causaei, Mus. Rom.—Si^-onius, de Norn. Rom., 5.—Hope, Cos-
tumes, ii., 266.)—14. (Piiiu., Isthin., viii., 148.—Paus., i., 42. 6
I )—15 (Salinas, ad Soliu., W.) « > .
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pean Elk was not known to the Greeks, noi It^cs il

appear to have been noticed by Aristot..e. That il

was, however, the 'AA/ct? of Pausanias, the Alee

of Caesar and Pliny, the Elch of the Celts, and the

iElg or Elg of the northern j^uropeans, there can
be little doubt. Pausanias describes it as being

"between a stag and a camel ;"^ and though the

accounts of Caesar^' and Pliny' are mingled with fa-

ble, and the former states that his Alecs are " mw-
tilcE comiius" (which might arise from the accounts

of those who had seen tbe animal at the period,

when the horns had exfoliated), the general de-

scription and the localities given by both are al-

most conclusive as to the animal meant to be des-

ignated. The " labriim superius pragrandc," " huge
upper lip," of Pliny is very expressiv'e, and the ex-

traordinary development of this part might well re-

call to a casual observer the general traits of the

head of a camel. Whether it was the iTTTreAa^oc

(hippelaphus) of Aristotle, is a question which will

admit of much discussion. {Vid. Hippelaphus.)-
The movements of the Elk are rather heavy, and,

the shoulders being higher than the croup, it can
never gallop, but shuffles or ambles along, its

joints cracking at every step, with a sound heard tc

some distance. Increasing its speed, the hind fee'

straddle to avoid treading on its fore heels, and i\

tosses the head and shoulders like a horse about to

break from a trot to a gallop. . It does not leap, but
steps without effort over a fallen tree, a gate, or a
split fence. During its progress, it holds the nose
up, so as to lay the horns horizontally back. This
attitude prevents its seeing the ground distinctly;

and, as the weight is carried very high upon the ele-

vated legs, it is said sometimes to trip by tread-

ing on its fore heels, or otherwise, and occasionally

to give itself a heavy fall. It is probably owing to

this occurrence that the Elk was believed by the

ancients to have frequent attacks of epilepsy, and
to be obliged to smell its hoof before it could recov-

er ; hence the Teutonic name of Elcnd (" misera-
ble"), and the reputation especially of the fore hooCs
as a specific against the disease."

AL'CEA {alKia or aXKaia), most probably the
Malva alcea, or Vervain Mallow.*
ALCE'DO. {Vid. Halcyon.)
ALCIBIAD'IUM ('AXKiStaJiov), a species ol

Anchusa. (Fz<^. Anchusa.)
ALGY'ONE. (Fi(i. Halcyon.)
ALEA, gaming, or playing at a game of chance

of any kind. Hence aleo, aleator, a gamester, a
gambler. Playing with tali, or tesseres, was general-
ly understood, because this was by far the most com-
mon game of chance among the Romans.
Gaming was forbidden by the Roman laws, both

during the times of the Republic and under the em-
perors.* Hence Horace, alluding to the progress
of effeminate and licentious manners, says that

boys of rank, instead of riding and hunting, now
showed their skill in playing with the hoop, or even
at games of chance, although they were illegal

{vetita legibus alea*). Gaming was also condemned
by public opinion. " In his gregibus" savs Cicero,
" omnes aleatores, orriTies aduUen, omncs impuri irrif

pudicique versantur."'' To detect and punish ex-
cesses of this description belonged to the office of
the aediles.*

Games of chance were, however, tolerated in *ht
month of December at the Saturnalia, which was
a period of general relaxation;' and among the
Greeks, as well as the Romans, old men were al-

lowed to amuse themselves in this manner.***
The following line of Publius Syrts shows that

1. (is., 21.)—2. (Bell. Gall., vi., 26.)—3. (H. N., viii., 15.) .

4. (Dioscor., iii., 154.)—5. (Cic, Philip., ii., 23.—Cod. 3, tit. 48.)
—6. (Carm. iii., 24.)—7. (in Cat., ii., 10.)—8. (Martial, xiv., 1.1

—9. (Martial, iv., 14.—Gellius, xviii., 13.)—10 (Euiip., Med
^7.—Cic, Senect., 16.—Juv., xiv., 4.)
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proiessed gamester, made a regular study of tfieir

art:

'Akaior, qiiaiUo in arte est melior, tanto riequio"

Ovid alludes to those who wrote treatises on the

'ubject:

" Sunt aliis scHpta, qiiihus alca luditur, artes"^

These were the Hoyles of ancient times, among
whom we find no less a personage than the Emperor
Claudius himself: " Aleam stuuiosissime lusit, de cu-

ius arte librum quoque emisit."' The Emperors Au-
gustus and Domitian were also fond of gaming.^

Alea sometimes denotes the implement used in

playing, as in the phrase jacta aka est, " the die is

cast," uttered by Julius Caesar immediately before

he crossed the Rubicon;* and it is often used for

chance, or uncertainty in general.*

ALEK'TOR {aksKTup), the Cock. (Jid. G.tL-

ALEKTRUOMANTErA { aleKTpvonavTEia ), a

mode of divination practised by the Greeks. The let-

ters of the alphabet were written in a circle ; a grain

of wheat or barley was laid upon each letter; and a
cock, consecrated or provided for the occasion, was
placed within the circle. The required information

was obtained by putting together those letters off

which t'le cock picked the grains of com. To ob-

tain a fuller answer, they laid grains of com upon
the letters a second tijne, and repeated the process.

AAEKTPYO'NQN AFON, or AAEKTPTONO-
MAX'IA {d'X-EKTpvbvuv uyuv, or uXeKTpvovofzaxici), a

public cockfight, which was held every year in one
of the theatres of Athens. Cockfights, in general,

were exceedingly common among the Greeks and
Romans ; but the origin of this one in particular,

which was sanctioned by the laws of the state, is

not known ; for the account of its origin given by
jElian* is too absurd and improbable to deserve

credit. He says that, when Themistocles marched
with his Athenians against the Persians, he saw
two cocks fighting against each other, and took the

opportunity of addressing his soldiers, and remind-
ing them that these cocks were neither fighting for

their country nor for the gods, but only for victory,

&c. This speech is said to have greatly animated
the courage of the Athenians ; and, after the war,
they commemorated the event which had proved
so useful to ihem by the annual festival in the the-

atre.

ALEIPTE'RION. (Vid. Alipt^.)
*AL'GA, a general name given by the Latin

writers to all aquatic plants, vjhich, living in the

waters, are accustomed to be thrown up on the banks
of rivers or the shores of the sea. Such, in the case

of fresh water, are the Confervae, the Potamogetons,
the NaVades, &c. ; and in that of the salt water, the

deljris of marine plants, and especially the F'uais.''

The term fJpvov is applied to the sea-algae by Theo-
phrastus.*

AI/ICA (M/tif. xoi^^P"?^)> I- -A- kind of grain re-

sembling spelt, which was also called zea.^ II. A
broth, soup, or porridge made out of this grain, and
very highly esteemed by the Romans. Pliny states

that it was a Roman invention, and that, in his opin-

ion, it was not in use till after the time of Pompey
the Great.'-' The Greeks had a som(;what similar

preparation, which they called n-Ticavr}. Alica was
procured from the neighbourhood of Verona and
Pisa, and other parts of Italy, and from Egypt. The
best came from Campania; that from Egypt was
very inferior. It was prepared by first bruising the

grain in a wooden mortar to separate the husks, and
then pounding it a second and third time to break it

I fTrist., ii., 4V1.)—2. (Suet., Claud.. 33.)—3. (Suet., Aug-.,

:0, 71.—Dom., 21.)—4. (Suet., Jul., 32.)—5. (Hor., Carm. ii.,

i ,6.—Varro, de He R'ist., i., 18.—Colum., i., Prsef.-Cic, Div.,

ii., 15.)—€. (V. II., ii., -28.)—7. (F^-e, Flore de Virsple, p. lii.)

-•8. (H. P., It., 6.)—9. (Plin.,H.N.,xviii.,7,10.)—10. (PIin.,H.
M., «iii., 25, 61.)

in to smaller pieces. The different qualities of alica
made by each of these processes were called re-

spectively grandissima or apharcma (cKpalpefia), «c-

cundaria, and mimma. In order to make the alica
white and tender, it was mixed with cha'k from the
hills between Naples and Puteoli.' It wis used as
a medicine, for which purpose it was either soaked
in water mixed with honey (mead, aqua mnlsa). or
boiled down into a broth, or into porridge. Pliny
gives a full account of the mode of preparing and
administering it, and of the diseases in which it was
employed.''

A spurious kind of alica was made from the infe-

rior spelt (^zea) of Africa, the ears of which were
broader and blacker, and the straw shorter, than in

the Italian plant. Pliny mentions also anotlier spu-
rious kind of alica, which was made from wheat.*
Another sort of alica was made from the juice of
the plantain.*

AI/IMA, or AA'IMOS TPO*H (uXifia, or u?LifiOi

Tpo<pr/), (from a, negative, and At/zof, " hunger"), a
refreshment used by Epimenides, Pythagoras, and
other philosophers. Plato states, in his Dialogue on
Laws, that the uXifia of Epimenides was composed
of mallows and asphodel. Suidas explains it as a
plant which grew near the sea (probably the sea-

leek), which was the chief ingredient in the (pup/xa-

Kov 'EntfiEvldiov, and was thought to promote long
life. Hesychius interprets c(l>66eXog by uMfiog.

Pliny states that some said that alimon was called
asphodelos by Hesiod, which he thinks an error

;

but that the name alimon Avas applied by some to a
dense white shrub, without thorns, the leaves of
which resembled those of the olive, but were Hofter,

and were used for food ; and by others to a potherb
which grew by the sea, "whence," says Pliny, "its

name," confounding alifiog, from a and Az/iOf, with
ulijiog from aXf.* The name appears generally to

signify a medicinal preparation of equal weights of
several herbs, pounded and made into a paste with
honey. A similar preparation for quenching thirst

(udL^og rpo^i'i) was used by Pythagoras.
ALIMENTA'RII PUERI ET PUELL^. In

the Roman republic, the poorer citizens were assist-

ed by public distributions of com, oil, and money,
which were called congiaria. These distributions

were not made at stated periods, nor to any but
grown-up inhabitants of Rome. The Emperor Ner-
va was the first who extended them to children, and
Trajan appointed them to be made every month,
both to orphans and to the children of poor parents.

These children were called pueri elpuella alvnientani,

and also (from the emperor) p^heri pudlaque Ulpiani;

and the officers who administered the institution

were called quccstores pecuniae alimcntarire, qucesiorci

alimentorum, procuratores alimetiiorum, or prafectt

aliTnentorum.

The fragments of an interesting record of an in-

stitution of this kind by Trajan have been found ai

Velleia, near Placentia, from which we learn the

sums which were thus distributed. The money
was raised in this case by lending out a sum on
interest at five per cent., from the treasury of the

town, on the secunty of lands and houses A simi-

lar institution was founded by the )'^ounger Pliny ai

Comum.* Trajan's benevolent plans were carried

on upon a larger scale by Hadrian and the Anto-
nines. Under Commouus and Pertinax the distri-

bution ceased. In the reign of Alexander Severus,
we again meet with alimentarii pueri and puellas,

who were called MavimeEani, in honour of the em-
peror's mother. We leam, from a decree of Ha-
drian,^ that boys enjoyed the benefits of this insti-

tution up to their eighteenth, and girls up lo their

1. (Pli.-., II. N., xviii., 11, 29.)— 2. (H. N. xxii , 24, 51 •

25, 61, 66 ; xxvi., 7, 18 ; xxviii., 17, 67.)—3. (Ii. N., xviii., 11,

29.)—4. (Plin., II. N., xxvi., 8, 28.)—5 (Plin., H. N., xxii., 22,

33.)—6. (Plin., Epist., vii., 18; i., 8; and the inscription il

Orelli, 1172.)—7. (Ulp., in Dig. 34, tit. 1, s. 14.)
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'ourteenth yr.-ar; and, from an inscription,* that a

boy four yeais and seven months old received nine

times the ordinary monthly distribution of com."

ALIPT^ (dA«7rrai), among the Greeks, were

persons who anointed the bodies of the athletae

preparatory to their entering the palaastra. The
chief object of this anointing was to close the pores

of the body, iu order to prevent much perspiration,

and the weakress consequent thereon. To efTect

this obi >ct, the oil was not simply spread over the

surface of the body, but also well rubbed into the

skin.^ The oil was mixed with line African sand,

several jars full of which were found in the baths

of Titus, and one of these is now in the British

Museum. This preparatory anointing was called 7/

izapaaKevaaTLKT) rpixpic- The athleta was again

anointed after the contest, in order to restore the

tone of the strained muscles : this anointing was
called 7/ uTTodepaTveui. He then bathed, and had
the ("ust, sweat, and oil scraped off his body, by
means of an instrmnent similar to the strigil of the

Romans, and called (jrleyyig, and afterward ^varpa.

The aliptffi took advantage of the knowledge they
necessarily acquired of the state of the muscles of
the athlete, and their general strength or weakness
of body, to advise them as to their exercises and
mode of life. They were thus a kind of medical
trainers, laTpaXelnTaL* Sometimes they even su-

perintended their exercises, as in the case of Mile-
sias.'

Among the Romans, the aliptae were slaves, who
scrubbed and anointed their masters in the baths.

They, too, like the Greek uXElwrai, appear to have
attended to their masters' constitution and mode of
life.* They were also called unctores. They used
in their operations a kind of scraper called strigil,

towels {lintca), a cruise of oil (guUus), which was
usually of horn, a bottle (vid. Ampulla), and a
email vessel called lenticula. ( Vid. Baths.')
The apartment in the Greek palaestra where the

anointing was performed was called ulEnrTrjpiov
;

that in the Roman baths was called wnctvurium.
•ALIS'MA, an aquatic herb, supposed to be the

same with the Water Plantain. Pliny speaks of it

as an antidote against certain venomous creatures,
and also against the bite of a rabid dog. For this
he is not so much to be blamed, since even some
modem practitioners have recommended it as anti-
hydrophobic. Sprengel makes the Alisma of which
Pliny speaks the A. Parnassifollum ; this species,
however, has never been found, in Greece. Sibthorp
is more correct in designating it the A. plantago.''
*ALL'IUM (ff/copodov). Garlic. There seems

no reason to doubt that the cKopoSov of Theophras-
tas and Dioscorides is the Allium salivum, manured
Gariic, although Stackhouse prefers the A. scoro-
doprasum. R. Stephens suggests that the wild Gar-
lic should be called u<l)poaK6po6ov, and not bipiouKo-
P060V. Pliny informs us that garlic was much used
among the Italian rastics as a medicine.* Galen
also speaks of it as such.' Among the Athenians
it was a great favourite as an article of food, and
seems to have been sold at the same shops with
bread and wine." Fighting-cocks wjre also fed
upon it, to make them more pugnacious." Great
prophylactic virtues were formerly ascribed to this
plant, and, among other active properties, that, in
particular, of neutralizing the venom of serpents »»

1. (rabretti,235,619.)—2. (Aurel. Vict., Epit. xii., 4 —Cam-
ailinus Ant. Pi., 8.-U1., M. Aur., 2fi.-U., Pert., 9.-Spart
^"1- ^Z:^^"'P'i^-\^''\^^"'-' 57.-F. A. Wolf, "Von eine^
111 den Stiftuug TrajaiKs.")—3. (Plutarch, de Tuenda Sanitate
c. 15, p. 302, Tduch.)—4. (Celsus, i., I.—Plin., H. N xxix 1

?;!~'^'
^E""'i'''

Olymp. viii., 54-71, and BSckh's note.)—
6*

(CicCTO, Ep. Fam., i., 9, 35.—Seneca, Ep. 56.-Juvenal. Sat'
ai.,76; vi.,422)-7. (Plin., H. N.. xxv., lO.-Fee, in Plfn .fc
—Sprensrel, H R. 11., i., 171.—Adams, Append., s. v. Sauaaii-
Yiov)-8. (11 N., xix., 6.)-9. (Meth. Med., xii., 18) -10
». io^V

'"-A>^^t:>P!»-. Acharn., 150 (174).)-11. (Aristoph.;
En., 493.) —12. (JJnul. Ma^er, as cited by F6e.)
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So diversified, indted, were its cliaratteristic", Ihaj

it need excite no surprise to find it adored on the

one hand, along with the other species of aZ^mm, by
tlie people of Egypt, and banished on the other from
the tables of the delicate at Rome. Horace assigns
it as fit food only for reapers ;' it was, however, a
great favourite also with the Roman soldiei s and sail-

ors.^" The inhabitants of the southern countiies of
Europe, who often experience the need of e;»citij3g

the digestive powers of the stomach, hold gariic in

much higher estimation, on this account, than those
of more northern regions. Theophrastus makes the
Allium cypi-ium the largest in size of the several
species of this plant.^

ALLU'VIO. " That," says Gains,* " appears to

be added to our land by alluvio, which a river adds
to our land (ager) so gradually that we cannot esti-

mate how much is added in each moment of time

;

or, as it is commonly expressed, it is that which is

added so gradually as to escape observation. But
if a river (at once) takes aAvay a part of your land,
and brings it to mine, this part still remains your
property." There is the same definition by Gains
in his Res Colidiana:,^ with this addition :

" If the
part thus suddenly taken away should adhere for a
considerable time to my land, and the trees on such
part should drive their roots into my land, from
that time such part appears to belong to my land."
The acquisitio per alluvioncm was considered by the
Roman jurists to be by the jus gentium, in the
Roman sense of that term.
According to a constitution of the Emperor

Antoninus Pius, there was no jus alluvionis in the
case of agri limitati.* Circumluvio differs from
alluvio in this, that the whole of the land in ques-
tion is surrounded by water, and subject to itn

action. Cicero' enumerates the jura allutionum
and circumluvionum as matters included imder the
head of causa centumvirales.

The doctrine of alluvio, as stated by Braclon in
the chapter De acquirendo Rerum Daminio,^ is taken
from the Digest,' and is in several passages a copy
of the words of Gains, as cited in the Digest.
*AL'NUS {Klfidpa^"), the Alder. The wood of

this tree, which is lighter than that of many others,
was first employed, according to the poets, for the
purposes of navigation." It was also much uted
among the Romans for water-pipes," and is still

ranked among the best materials, next to metal, for
these, and for under-ground purposes generally. The
alder is an inhabitant of swamps and meadows in
all Europe, the north of Africa and Asia, and North
America. Virgil is not consistent with himself as
regards the name of this tree. In his sixth Eclogue"
he makes the sisters of Phaethon to have "been
changed into alders ; but in the ^Eneid** he gives"
the poplar, as Ovid does.** The species of alder
most common in Greece is the Alnus oblongata.
Wild.
*AL'OE, the Aloe, or Aloes-tree. Neither Hip-

pocrates nor Theophrastus notices this plant, but
Dioscorides, on the other hand, describes two kinds
of it." He says it is mostly brought from India,
but that the plant grows in Arabia and the maritime
parts of Asia. The story related by some writers,
that Aristotle recommended the aloe to Alexander
as one of the most valuable products of Socotora,
appears unworthy of belief, and yet it probably was
the Socotorine aloe with which" the ancients were
most familiar. Fee thinks that the African aloe
was unknown to the Greeks and Romans, but that

1. (Epod. in., 4.)—2. (Plaut., Pcnn., v., 5, 54.—Ariutoph.,
Acham., I.e.)—3. (Theophrast., H. P., vii., 4.-Dioscor., ii.
181 )_4 („., ,0, seqq.)—5. (Di?. 40, tit. 1, s. 7.)-.6. (Diff. 40

7*; ^',0- tI~\^^'°S'-'*-'^^-'7-S- C"'- 9-)-9- (41. tit^i,":

04.)—11. (Fee, Flore de Virgile. p. xiv.)—12. (Plin 11 N
-16. aii~22

/^" ^^^~"' ^''•' ^^0->-^5- (Met
,
ii., 3k s,.iq:}



ALYSSON. AMARUNTHIA.

<t species quite rare at the present day Q' aloes luci-

de, ou en larmes") was one of the kinds employed
'oy them.' Aloes, though still much used in medi-

cine, are prescribed in very few of the cases men-
tioned by Pliny." Accordir.!^ to Ainslie, however,

the inhabitants of India still use them with great

success in afTe^tions of the eyes. Olaiis Celsius^

derives the word aloe from the Arabic alloeh. Pliny

mentions a mineral substance called aloe, which is

the same with the bitumen of Judaea, and which
was c-nployed in Egypt in embalming bodies.*

ALO'A {dXua or uKba), an Attic festival, but cele-

brated principally at Eleusis, in honour of Demeter
and Dionj''sus, the inventors of the plough and pro-

tectors of the fruits ux the earth. It took place

every year after the harvest was over, and only
fruits were offered on this occasion, partly as a
grateful acknowledgment for the benefits the hus-

bandman had received, and partly that the next
harvest might be plentiful. We learn from Demos-
thenes* that it was unlawful to offer any bloody
sacrifice on the day of tliis festival, and that the

priests alone had the privilege to offer the fruits.

The festival was also called ^a2.vaia,^ or avyKOfiic-

TTjpia.

AAOriOT rPA*H {ukoyiov ypc~(pv), an action

which miglit be brought before the logistae {Xojia-

rai), at Athens, against all ambassadors who neg-
lected to pass their accounts when their terra of
office expired.'

*ALOPE'CIAS; a species offish, called by Pliny
the Sea-fox ( Fulpes mariTia^), and the same, proba-
bly, with the Fox-shark of modem naturalists.* The
name comes from the Greek uTiunrj^, " a fox."

*ALO'PECIS (ttAcdTre/ctf,) a species of vine pro-

ducing clusters of grapes resembling the tail of a
fox. It is now extinct.*"

AliOPECU'RUS {d2,UKiKovpoc), a plant, which
9prengel suggests may be the Saccharum cylindri-

«?», and Slackhouse the Phleum crinitum, Fl.
Vrac, or Hairy Cat's-tail grass. I(s spike is de-

eribed by Theophrastus as being "soft, downy,
Mck, and like the tails of foxes."" This agrees

^<ell with the spike of the Ahpecurus, L., or Foxtail

^*ass.*' The name comes from uauttti^, " a fox,"

i>A ovpu, " a tail."

•'ALO'PEX. (Vid. YuLPEs.)
,VL'SINE {u?.mvT}), an herb, which Sprengel, in

his History of Botany, recognises as the Stellaria

ne^.«nc7n, or Wood Stitchwort ; but, in his notes to

Dicccorides, he expresses himself doubtfully con-
cercinj it. Schneider is undecided whether the

ulcriv^ of Theophrastus be the same as that of Di-

oscoiii!c!s.*'

ALTA'RE. (Vid.ARA.)
ALTER'CUM, the Arabian (7) name, according

to Pliny, of the Hyoscyamus.**
*ALTJM, a plant. (Vid. Symphyton.)
*ALU'MEN. (FR Stypteria.)
*ALY'PON {dlvTTov), an herb, supposed to be the

same with that which produced Turbit. Sprengel
and Sil/thorp mark it as the Globularia alyjmvi}^

*AL¥-SS'ON {d'AvGdov), a plant. The alvaaov of
Galen and Paulus jEgineta is the Manabium alys-

s^im, vulgarly called Galen's Madwort. That of
Dioscorides is a very different plant, and cannot be
very satisfactorily determined. Sprengel hesitates

whether to refer it, with Dodonseus, to the Farsetia
clypeata, or, with Columna, to the Veronica arvcnsis,

or montana, L., our Speedwell."

1. (in.Plin., H. N., xxvii., 4, p. 294.)—2. (H. N., xxvii., 4.)
—3. (i. , 136.)—4. (Fee, in Plin., 1. c.)—5. (c. Neser., p. 1385.)
0. (Hesych., s. v.)—7. (Suid.—Hesych.—Meier. Att. Proces.s,

p. 303.)—8. (Plin., II. N., ix., 43.)—9. (Adams, Append., s. v.)

—10. (Fie, in Plin., II. N., xiv., 3.)—11. (Theophrast., II. P.,
Tii., lU)-12. (Adams, Append., s.v.)—13. (Theophrast., H. P.,
is., 13.—Dioscor., iv., 87.)—14. (Plin., H. N., xxv., 4.—Com-
pMc, however, Scribon., Larg. compos., 181.)—15. (Adams, Ap-
pand.. •. T.)—16. (Dioscor., iii„ 95.—Adams, Append., s. v.)

ALUTA. (Vid. Calceus.)
ALU'TAI (uTiVTai), persons whose business il

was to keep order in the public games. They re-

ceived their orders from an u2.vTupxrig, who waa
himself under the direction of the agonothetaE!, oi
hellanodicae. TI ay are only found at Olympiaj in

other places, the same office was discharged hv the

fzacTiyofopoi.

ALPHESTES {al<priaTfi(:), a species of fish, the
same with the Cyiiedus of Pliny. It is the Labriu
cynedus, L., in French Cannde. According to Ron-
dolet, it is about a foot long, and its flesh is easy of
digestion. In the Diet, of Nat. Hist., the Alphest is

described as being a small fish, ha\ing a purnle
back and belly, with yellow sides.*

AMANUENSIS, or AD MANUM SERVUS,
a slave or freedman, whose office it was to write
letters and other things under his master's direction.

The amanuensis must not be confounded with an-
other sort of slaves, also called ad man'wm servi, who
were always kept ready to be employed in any busi-

ness.'

AMAR'ACUS {ufiupuKoc:), a plant. Dioscorides
and the scholiast on IVicander^ state that the Amara-
cus is the same as the Sampsuchus (nufi-ijjvxov) ;

and yet Galen and Paulus .^Egineta treat of them
separately. Matthiolus seems to think it highly
probable that it is the common Marjoiavi, but the
late commentators are much at variance about it.

Thus Sprengel, in the first edition of his R. H. H.,
marks it as the OrigoMum marjoranmdcs, but in the
second, according to Schneider, he is disposed to re-

fer the dfiupuKog x^upog of Theophrastus to the
Hyacinthus Comosus. Stackhouse prefers the Orv-
ganum jEgyptiacum, and Dierbach the Teucrium
Marum, or Mastich. Upon reference to the Com-
mentary of Matthiolus on the [idpav of Dioscorides,*
it will be seen that this last opinion had been for-

merly entertained, and it would appear to be a very
plausible one.®

•AMARANTH'US (u/idpavrog), the Amaranth,
or Never-fading, as its name indicates, from «, priv.,

and jiapaivcd, " to wither.'" According to Pliny,* the
amaranth appears in the month of August, and
lasts until autumn. That of Alexandrea was thd
most esteemed. What the same writer, however,
states, that the flowers of the amaranth bloom anew
on being plunged into water, is not very exact. As
the flowers are of a very dry kind, they have not
much humidity to lose, and therefore may be pre-
served merely for a long time. The de'scription

which Pliny gives of his Amaranthus, which is also
that of Theophrastus, points at once to the Celosin
cristata, a plant originally from Asia, but cultivate •.

in Italy a long time before Pliny's day. Bauhin b*-
lieves that this plant is to be found in Theophrastus
under the name of ^A6f, which Theodore Gaza
translates hyJlamma. The dfidpavTog of Dioscorides*
is another plant, probably the Gnaphalium Stcechas
of Linnaeus. The ancients, far less advanced than
the moderns in the art of manufacturing stufl^s, were
unable, as Pliny informs us, to imitate the softness
of the amaranth. The modems, however, have
succeeded in this, and have even surpassed, in the
fabrication of their velvet, the beautiful downy sur-
face' of this flower. The common name of the
plant, therefore, passe-velmirs, given to it when the art
of fabricating stuffs was yet in its infancy, suits no
longer, and the Italian appellation, Jior di velluto

(" velvet-flower"), is much more applicable.'

^
AMARUN'THIA or AMARU'SIA {d^iapiveia or

a/iapvaia), a festival of Artemis Amarynthia, or Am.
ar}'sia, celebrated, as it seems, originally at Ama-

1. (Adams, Append., s. v.)

—

5. (Suet., Jul., 74; Octav., ff^

Ner., 44 ; Tit., 3 ; Vesp., 3.—Cic, De Orat., iii., 60, 225..-Pif
nori, De Servis, 109.)—3. (Ther., 503.)^. (iii., 42.)—5. (Ad-
ams, Append., s. V.)-—6. (II. N., xxi., 8.)—7. (v/., 6.)—8. (iy.,

57.)—9. (F6e, in Plin., 1. c.)
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AMBITUS

rynthus, in Euboca, with extra jrdinary splendonr;

but it was also solemnized in several places in Atti-

ca, such as Athmone ;* and the Athenians held a fes-

tival as Pausanias says, in honour of the same god-

dess, in no way less brilliant than that in Euboea."

The festival in Eubcea was distinguished for its

splendid processions ; and Strabo himself* seems to

have seen, in the temple of Artemis Amarynthia, a

column on which was recorded the splendour with

which the Eretrians at one time celebrated this fes-

tival. The inscription stated that the procession

was formed of three thousand heavy-armed men,

six hundred horsemen, and sixty chariots.*

AMBARVA'LIA. (^Vid. Ahvales Fratres.)

AMBER. (Vid. Electrvm.)
AMB1LU.>'TRIUM. (Vid. Lustrum.)

AM'BITUS, which literally signifies "a going

about," cannot, perhaps, be more nearly expressed

than by our word canvassing. After the plebs had

formed a distinct class at Rome, and when the

whole body of the citizens had become very greatly

increased, we frequently read, in the Roman writers,

of the great efforts which it was necessary for can-

didates to make in order to secure the votes of the

citizens. At Rome, as in every community into

which the element of popular election enters, solici-

tation of votes, and open or secret influence and
bribery, were among the means by which a candi-

date secured his election to the offices of state.

Whatever may be the authority of the piece en-

titled " Q,. Ciceronis de Petitione Consulatus ad M.
Tullium Fratrem," it seems to present a pretty fair

picture of those arts and means by which a candi-

date might lawfully endeavour to secure the votes

of the electors, and also some intimation of those

means which were not lawful, and which it was the

object of various enactments to repress. As the

terms which relate to the canvassing for public

places often occur in the Roman writers, it mav be
convenient to mention the principal among tnem
hsre.

A candidate was called pctitor, and his opponent,

With reference to him, competitor. A candidate
(candidatus) was so called from his appearing in the

public places, such as the fora and Campus Mar-
tins, before his fellow-citizens, in a whitened toga.

On such occasions, the candidate was attended by
his friends {deductores), or followed by the poorer
citizens (sectatores), who could in no other manner
show their good-will or give their assistance.* The
word assiduitas expressed both the continual pres-

ence of the candidate at Rome, and his continual
solicitations. The candidate, in going his rounds
or taking his walk, was accompanied by a nomeTi-
clator, who gave him the names of such persons as
he might meet ; the candidate was thus enabled to

address them by their name, an indirect compliment
which could not fail to be generally gratifying to the
electors. The candidate accompanied his address
with a shake of the hand {prensatio). The term
bev.ignitas comprehended generally any kind of treat-
ing, as shows, feasts, &c. Candidates sometimes
left Rome, and visited the colonice and municipia,
in which the citizens had the suffrage ; thus Cicero
proposed to visit the Cisalpine towns when he was
a candidate for the consulship.*
That ambitus, which was the object of several

pena. enactments, taken as a generic term, compre-
hended the two species, avidities and largitiones 0)ri-
bery). Liberalitas and benignitas are opposed by
Cicero, as things allowable, to avibitus and largUio,
as things illegal.'' Money was paid for votes; and
in order to ensure secrecy and secure the elector,
persons called interpretes were employed to make
the bargain, scqtwslres to hold the money till it was

!. (Paus., i., 31, s. 3.)~2. (Ilesych., s. v. 'Aiiapvma)—^.
(X., 1, p 324, ed. Tauchn.)—4. (Compare Schol. in Find., Ol.
ijii_., sub fin.)—5. (Cic, pro Mursn., c 34 )—0. (Cic, ad Att.,
' »

' 5—7 CCic, De Orst., ii., 25.—Compare pro Murasn., c. 36.)
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to be paid,* and divisores to distribute \i* The
offence of ambitus was a matter which belonged to

the judicia publica, and the enactments a^^ainst it

were numerous. One of the earliest, though not the

earliest of all, the Lex Emilia Bcebia (B.C. 182),

was specially directed against largitiones. The Lex
Cornelia Fulvia (B.C. 169) punished the offence

with exile. The Lex Acilia Calpumia (B.C. 67)

imposed a fine on the offending party, with exclusion

from the senate and all public olfices. The Lex
Tullia (B.C. 63), passed in the consulship of Cicero,

in addition to the penalty of the Acilian law, inflicted

ten years' exilium on the offender ; and, among
other things, forbade a person to exhibit gladiatorial

shows {gladiatores dare) within any two years in

which he was a candidate, unless he was required

to do so, on a fixed day, by a testator's will.* Two
years afterward, the Lex Aufidia was passed, by
which, among other things, it was provided that, if

a candidate promised (pi-onuntiavit) money to a
tribe, and did not pay it, he should be unpunished;
if he did pay the money, he should farther pay to

each tribe (annually 1) 3000 sesterces as long as he
lived. This enactment occasioned the witticism of
Cicero, who said that Clodius observed this law by
anticipation, for he promised, but did not pay.* The
Lex Licinia (B.C. 58) was specially directed against

the offence of sodalitium, or the wholesale bribery

of a tribe by gifts and treating;* and another lex,

Eassed (B.C. 52) when Pompey was sole consul,

ad for its object the establishment of a speedier

course of proceeding on trials for amlntus. All
these enactments failed in completely accomplish-
ing their object. That which no law could suppress,

so long as the old popular forms retained any of
their pristine vigour, was accomplished by the impe-
rial usurpation. Julius Caesar, when dictator, nom-
inated half the candidates for public offices, except
the candidates for the consulship, and notified ms
pleasure to the tribes by a civil circular; the popn-
lus chose the other half* The Lex Julia de Ambitu
was passed in the time of Augustus ; but the offence

of ambitus, in its proper sense, soon disappeared,
in consequence of all elections being transferred

from the comitia to the senate, which Tacitus, in

speaking of Tiberius, briefly expresses thus :
" The

comitia were transferred from the campus to the
patres."

While the choice of candidates was thus partly
in the hands of the senate, bribery and corruption
still influenced the elections, though the name of
ambitus was, strictly speaking, no longer applicable.
But in a short time, the appointment to public ofiices

was entirely in the power of the emperors ; and the
magistrates of Rome, as well as the populus, were
merely the shadow of that which had once a sub-
stantial form. A Roman jurist of the imperial
period (Modestinus), in speaking of the Julia Lex
de Ambitu, observes, " This law is now obsolete in

the city, because the creation of magistrates is the
business of the princeps, and does not depend on the
pleasure of the populus; but if any one in a muni-
cipium should offend against this law in canvassing
for a sacerdotium or magistratus, he is puniahed,
according to a senatus consultum, with infamy, and
subjected to a penalty of 100 aurei."'

The trials for ambitus were numerous in the time
of the Republic. The oration of Cicero in defence
of L. Murena, who was charged with ambitus, and
that in defence of Cn. Plancius, who was charged
with that offence specially called sodalitium, are both
extant.*

AMBAQ'SEQS PPA^H (ufiSluaeuc ypa<pv), an
action brought in the Athenian courts against an in-

dividual who had procured the abortion of a raa!?

1. (Cic, pro Clnent., 2fi.)—2. (Cic, ad Att., i., 16.)- -3. (Cic
,

in Vatin., 15.)— 4. (Cic, ad Att., i., 10.) — 5. (Cic. pro Cn
Dane, 15.)—6. (Suet., Jul., 41 )—7. (Die. 48, tit 14 )--8. (Si
gonius, De Antiquo Jure Pop. Rom., p. 545.)
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*ild by means of a potion (afcdXuOpiSiov). The loss
)f a speech of Lysias on this subject has deprived
OS of tke opinions of the Athenians on this crime.
It docs not appear, however, to have been looked
U]ion as a capital olience.*

Among the Romans, this crime (^partus abactio, or
aborLus procuratio) seems to have been originally tm-
Qoticed by the laws. Cicero relates that, when he
was in Asia, a woman who had procured the abor-
tion of her offspring was punished with death ;="

but this does not appear to have been in accordance
with the Roman law. Under the emperors, a wom-
an who had procured the abortion of her own
child was punished with exile ;^ and those who gave
the potion which caused the abortion were con-
demned to the mines if of low rank, or were ban-
ished to an island, with the loss of part of their
property, if they were in respectable circumstances.*
AMBliO'SIA {u/ifjpoala), festivals observed in

Greece in honour of Dionysus, which seem to have
derived their name from the luxuries of the table,
or from the indulgence of drinking. According to
Tzetzes on Hesiod,* these festivals were solemnized
in the month of Lenaeon, during the vintage.
AMBRO'SIA {ufiOfjoaia). I. The food of the gods,

which conferred upon them eternal youth and im-
mortality, and was brought to Jupiter by pigeons.^
It was also used by the gods for anointing their body
and hair;' whence we read of the ambrosial locks
of Jupiter (uiiCpoaiai. xairai).^ II. A plant, the same
with the A'fnJ>rosla mantima.'^
AMBUR'BIUM or AMBURBIA'LE, a sacri-

fice which was performed at Rome for the purifica-
tion of the city, in the same manner as the ambar-
valia was intended for the purification of the coun-
try. The victims were carried through the whole
town, and the sacrifice was usually performed when
any danger was apprehended in consequence of the
appearance of prodigies, or other circumstances.'"
Scaliger supposes that the amburbium and ambar-
valia were the same, but their differenice is expressly
asserted by Servius" and Vopiscus {amburbium cele-

ifratum, amharvalla promissa)}'*

AME'AIOT AIKH (ufieTilov Sikt}), an action men-
tioned by Hesychius, which appears to have been
brought by a landlord against his tenant, for the
same reason as the uyeupyiov 6Un : at least we have
no information of the difference between them,
though it is probable that some existed. (Vid.
ArEflPnOT AIKH.)
AMEN'TUM, a leathern thong, either applied

for fastening the sandal to the foot, or tied to the
middle of the spear, to assist in throwing it.

The thong of the sandal is more frequently called
arrrigia, lignla, or lorum; so that a-mentum is com-
monly employed in the latter of the two significa-
tions above expressed : e. g.,

" Intendunt acres arcus, amentaque t&rquent."^'

"Amentum digitis tende priorUms,
Et totis jacultim dirige viridus."^*

"We are not informed how the amentum added to
the effect of throwing the lance

;
perhaps it was by

giving it rotation, ai,d hence a greater degree of
steadiness and directness in its flight, as in the case
of a ball shot from a rifle-gun. This supposition
both suits the expressions relative to the insertion
of the fingers, and accounts for the frequent use of
the verb tarquere, to whirl or twist, in connexion
with this subject. Compare the above-cited passage
of Virgil with such as the following: AmerUatas
hastas Iprquebit."^'^

1. (Meifr, Att. Process, p. 310.)—2. (Pro Cluent., c. 11.)—
3. (Dig. 47, tit. 11, s. 4 ; 48. tit. 8, s. 8 ; tit. 19, s. 39.)—4. (Die-.
48, tit. 10, s. 38, (, 5.)—5. (Op. et D., v., 504.)—6. (Od., v., 93

;

xii., 63.)— 7. (II., xiv., 170.)— 8. (II., i., 529.)—9. (Dioscor.,
iii., 118.)—10. (Obseq., De Prodig-., c. 43.—Apul., Metamorph.,
iii., ab init., p. 49, Bipont.—Lucan, i., 593.)— 11. (In Vir?
Bclog. iii., 77.)-12. (.*urel., c. 20.)—13. (Virg., JEn., ix., 605.)
—14. Senec , Hippo] , i'.)—15. (Cic, De Orat., i., 57.)

AMETHVSTUS
" Inserit aTrunto digitus, mc phira hcuinu
Iiijuvenem loish jaculum."^

In the annexed figure, taken from Sir W. Hamil-
ton's Etruscan Vases," the amentum seems to be
attached to the spear at the centre of gravity, a
little above the middle.

AMETHYST'US {ajiidvaTov or -of), the Amo
thyst, a precious stone of a purple or violet coloiu
in different degrees of deepness. In modern min.
eralogy, the name has been applied to two precious
stones of essentially different natures: 1. the Ori-
ental amethyst, which is a rare variety of adaman-
tine spar or conmdum; and, 2. the Occidental or
common amethyst.' The ancients, on the other
hand, reckoned five species, differing in degrees of
colour. Their Indian amethyst, to which Pliny
assigns the first rank among purple or violet-col-
oured gems, appears to have been our Oriental spe-
cies, which is nothing more than a violet-coloured
sapphire. " Those amethysts, again, which Pliny
describes as easily engraved (scalpturisfaciks), may
have been the violet-coloured fluor spar, now called
false amethyst ; and the variety of quartz which is

now commonly styled amethyst, is well described
by the Roman writer as that fifth kind, which ap-
proaches crystal, the purple vanishing and fading
into white. Some mineralogists think that the
amethyst of the ancients was what we call garnet

;

but there seems little in its. description resembling
the garnet, except that one kind of it approached the
hyacinth in colour, as Pliny and Epiphanius ob-
serve; that is, had a ver}-- strong shade of red; and
so, sometimes, has our amethyst. We see our ame.
thyst, indeed, plainly indicated in one of the reasons
assigned by Pliny for its name, that it does not
reach the colour of wine (a, priv., and /nidv, "ic:nf"),
hat first fades into violet. He aftenvard suggests
another, which is the more common derivation,
saying that the Magi falsely asserted that these
gems were preservative against intoxication (d,

priy., and /xedvu, " to intoxicate"). Theophrastua
twice mentions the amethyst (a/iedvaTov),hut not in

such a way as to detennine it ; classing it in ona
place with crystal, as diaphanous, and after^^'ard

observing that it is wine-coloured.*

1. (Ovid, Met., xii., 321.)—2. (iii., pi. 33.)—3. (F^e in Plin.
xxxvii., 9.)—4. (Moore's Anc. Mineral, i. 168.—De La«* d«
Gemm., i., 5.)
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•AM'JA, a fish of the tiumy species, the same

with the Scomber aviia, in Italian, Leccia. Schweig-

taeuser' says its i-'reiich name is bo-niton. Rondo-

let mentions that he had seen individuals which

measured three and a half feet in length. Its head

was the part most esteemed by the ban vivants of

Greece and Rome. The etymologist remarks that

it is gregarious, and hence its name, from il^a, " to-

gether," and Uvai, " to go." The Amia is the same

as the IpuKTrig of ^lian," the TXavKo<: of Aristotle,"

Oppian, and Athenfeus, and the Gk.ucus of Ovid

«ad others.*

*AMIANTirUS {uuiavTog), a variety of Asbes-

tus, called in French' A'mm de Plume. It consists

principally, according to Chevenix, of silex, mag-

nesia, lime, and alumine, and from it was formed

the celebrated Linum asbestinum, or Asbestos-linen.

Napkins and other articles made of this were, when
soiled, thrown into the fire, and cleansed by this

process as others are by washing. Hence the name
Amianthus given to the species in question, signify-

ing j>ure, undefded (from d, priv., and fiiavrog, " de-

filed"), because, being indestructible in any ordinary

fire, it was restored to its original purity and white-

ness simply by casting it into the flames. Where
amianthus occurs, as it does in many countries,

with fibres sufficiently long and flexible for that

purpose, it is often now, as anciently it was, spun

and woven into cloth; and has in modem times

been successfully manufactured into paper, gloves,

purses, ribands, girdles, and many other things.

The natives of Greenland even use it for the wicks
of lamps, as the ancients also did.*

AMIC'TUS, dim. AMIC'ULUM.
The verb amicire is commonly opposed to induere,

the former being applied to the putting on of the

outer garment, the pallium, Isena, or toga {'indrtov,

<j>upo() ; the latter, to the putting on of the inner

garment, the tunic (xituv). Greece pallia amictus.^

Velis amictos, lum togis.'' In consequence of this

distinction, the verbal nouns amictus and indutus,

even without any farther denomination of the dress

i^ing added, indicate respectively the outer and the

umer clothing.* The Ass says, in Apuleius,^ Deam,
S^rico conteclam aviiculo, mild gerendarm imponunt,
meaning, " They place on me the goddess, covered
with a small silken scarf" The same author says
that the priests of the Egyptians used linen induiui
ft amiikd ; i. e., both for their inner and outer
clothing.

In Greek, amicire is expressed by u/Kpiivvvadai,

uft:vtxt jdai, em6u2.?i.ea6aL, nEpi6dA2,Ea6ai : and indu-
ere by Ivdvvfiv. Hence came u/xtlexovj], ETvi^lrifia

and EK,662.aiov, TTEpidlrjiia and TrepiSd^Miov, an outer
garment, a sheet, a shawl ; and Evdvfia, an inner
garment, a tunic, a shirt. When Socrates was
about to die, his friend ApoUodorus brought him
both the inner and the outer garment, each being of
great excellence and value, in order that he might
put them on before drinking the hemlock : ij^inv

h^vvra avrbv tov xtruva, Kat ^oijiiunov jirEpi6a?.?.6-

uEvov, elra ovru ttielv to (^dpfiaKOV
}'^

AMMA (u/i/ia), a Greek measure of length, equal
to forty m'jxEic (cubits), or sixty nodec (feet) ; that
is, twenty yards 8-1 inches English. It was used
in measuring land."
AMMI, a plant, the same, according to Sprengel,

with the Amnd Copticum. Matthiolus and Dodonae-
us, who give drawings of it, seem to pomt to the
same plant, namely, Bishop's-weed. It must not be

1. (in Atlien., vii., 6.)—2. (N. A., i., 5.)—3. (Aristot., H. A.,
ll., 17 ; viii., 13.)--i. (Ovid, Hal., 117.—Plin., H. N., xxxii, 11.
—Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Dioscor., v., 155.—Plin., II. N.,
lix., 4.—De Laet, de Gemm., ii., 8.—Moore's Anc. Mineral., p.
112.)—6. (Plin., Ep. iv., 11.)—7. (Cic. in Cat., ii., 10.)—8.
(Vid. TibulL, 1., 9, 13.—Nep., Cimon., iv., 2.—Id.,Dat., iii., 2.
-Virg, Ma., iii., 545; v., 421, compared with Apol. Rhod.,

ii.,30.—Val. Max., v., 2, compared with ^lian, V. H., iv., 5.)—
9. (Met. viii.;—10. (^Uan, V. H., i., 16.)—11. (Hero, de
Kenxnris.)
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confounded, however, with the plant called Bishop'*

weed in Scotland, which is liie .^gopodium pado-

graria.^

•AMMODTTES {u/ino6vTj}g), a species of ser-

pent, which Aetius describes as being a cubit ir

length, and of a sand colour, with black spots,

Matthiolus, in his commentary on Dioscorides, do
termines it to have been a species of viper. It wa
most probably, then, only a variety of the ix^g, oi

Cohiber amvwdytes. This is the serpent known by
the name of the Horned viper of lUyricum; its»

venom is active. In the Latin translation of Avi
cenna it is called Amindatus and Caulwnis, which
are corruptions of AmTnodyks and Coluber.^

AMMONFACUM {ufifioviaKov), Gum Ammoniac.
Even at the present day it is not well ascertained

what species of Ferula it is which produces this

gum. Dioscorides gives it the name of iiYaav?Mg.

The uiifioviUKov i&vfiia/ia was the finest kind of it,

and was so called because used as a perfume in

sacred rites.' The uXg 'kfifiovLanog, or Sal Ammoni-
ac, was a Fossil salt, procured from the district of
Africa adjoining the temple of Jupiter Ammon. It

therefore was totally different from the Sal Ammoniac
of the modems, which is Hydrochlorus Ammonia;.*

AMPELI'TIS (a/nre/itTig yij), a Bituminous Earth,

found near Seleuda in Syria. It was black, and
resembled small pine charcoal ; and when mbbed
to powder, would dissolve in a little oil poured upon
it. Its name was derived from its being used to

anoint the vine (ufinEXog), and preserve it from the

attack of worms.*
AMPELOTRASUM {uuTzeUnpaaov), the Allium

Ampeloprasum, or Dog-leek, called in French PorrSe
de chien.^

AM'PELOS. CVU. ViTis.)

•AMO'MUM. (Vid. AMfl'MON, page 55.)

AMPHIARATA {uji^iapdla). games celebrated in

honour of the ancient hero Amphiaraus, in the

neighbourhood of Oropus, where he had a temple
with a celebrated oracle.^

AMPHICTYONS. Institutions called Am-
phictyonic appear to have existed in Greece from
time immemorial. Of their nature and object his-

tory gives us only a general idea; but we may
safely believe them to have been associations oi"

originally neighbouring tribes, fomied tor the regu-

lation of mutual intercourse and the protection of a
common temple or sanctuary, at which the repre-

sentatives of the different members met, both to

transact business, and celebrate religious rites and
games. This identity of religion, coupled with
near neighbourhood, and that, too, in ages of remote
antiquity, implies, in all probability, a certain degree
of affinity, which might of itself produce unions and
confederacies among tribes so situated, regarding
each other as members of the same great family.

They would thus preserve among themselves, and
transmit to their children, a spirit of nationality and
brotherhood; nor could any better means be de-

vised than the bond of a common religious worship,
to counteract the hostile interests which, sooner or

later, spring up in all large societies. The causes
and motives from which we might expect such in-

stitutions to arise existed in every neighbourhood

:

and, accordingly, we find many Amphictyonies of
various degrees of importance, though our informa-
tion respecting them is very deficient.

Thus we learn from Strabo that there was one
of some celebrity, whose place of meeting was a
sanctuary of Poseidon,* at Calauria, an ancient set-

tlement of the lonians in the Saronic Gulf The

1. (Dioscor., iii., 63.—Galen, de Simpl., v.—Adan-.s, Append.,
s. v.)—2. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Matthiolus in Dioscor.,
iii., 87.—Paul. .SIgin., vii., 3.—Needham in Geopon., xiii., 11.)—4. (Adams, Append, s. v.)—5. (Dioscor., v., 138.—Mooro'i
Anc. Mineral., p. 73.)—6. (Dioscor., ii., 178.)—7. (Schol. ia

Find., Olymp. vii., 154.)—8. (Mullcr, Doria is, b. H., c. 10. ' «

—Strabo, viii., 6.)
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original members were Epidaurus, Hermaeum,
Nauplia, PrasiK in Laconia, ^Egina, Athens, and
the BcBotian Orchomenus,* whose remoteness from
each i/ther makes it difficult to conceive what could

have been the motives for forming the confedera-

tion, more especially as religious causes seem pre-

cluded, by the fact that Trcezen, though so near to

Calauria, and though Poseidon was its tutelary

g'Xi, was not a member. In after times, Argos and
Sparta took the place of Nauplia and Prasiee, and
religious ceremonies were the sole object of the

meetings of the association. There also seems to

have been another in Argolis,' distinct from that of
( 'alauria, the place of congress being the 'Rpaiov,

or temple of Hera. Delos,^ too, was the centre of
an Amphictyony — the religious metropolis, or

'lauTj vr/auv of the neighbouring Cyclades, where
deputies and embassies (^eupol) met to celebrate

religious solemnities in honour of the Dorian Apol-
lo, and apparently without any reference to political

objects.

Nor was the system confined to the mother-coun-
ry ; for the federal unions of the Dorians, lonians,

ind -^olians, living on the west coast of Asia
Minor, seem to have been Amphictyonic in spirit,

although modified by exigences of situation. Their
main essence consisted in keeping periodical festi-

vals in honour of the acknowledged gods of their

respective nations. Thus the Dorians* held a
federal festival, and celebrated religious games at

Triopium, uniting with the worship of their national

god Apollo that of the more ancient and Pelasgic
Demeter. The lonians met for similar purposes,

m nonour of the Heliconian Poseidon at Mycale

;

their place of assembly being called the Panionium,
and tneir festival Panionia. (Poseidon was the

god of the lonians, as Apollo of the Dorians.*) The
twelve towns of the ^olians assembled at Gryneum,
in honour of Apollo. That these confederacies

vere not merel)'' for oflfensive and defensive purpo-
ses, may be inferred from their existence after the

subjugation of these colonies by Crossus ; and we
know that Halicamassus was excluded from the

Dorian union, merely because one of its citizens

had not made the usual offering to Apollo of the

prize he had won in the Triopic contests. A con-

federation somewhat similar, but m- re political

than religious, existed in Lycia :* it was called the
" Lycian system," and was composed of twenty-

three cities.

But, besides these and others, there was one Am-
phictyony of greater celebrity than the rest, and
much more lasting in its duration. This was, by
way of eminence, called the Amphictyonic League

;

and by tracing its sphere of action, its acknowledged
duties, and its discharge of them, we shall obtain

more precise notions of such bodies in general.

This, however, differed from the other associations

in having two places of meeting, the sanctuaries of
two divinities, which were the temple of Demeter,
hi the village of Anthela, near Thermopylae,'' where
the deputies met in autumn, and that of Apollo at

Delphi, where they assembled in spring. The con-

nexion of this Amphictyony with the latter not only
contributed to its dignity, but also to its perma-
nence. With respect to its early history, Strabo*

says, that even in his days it was impossible to

learn its origin. We know, however, that it was
originally composed of twelve tribes (not cities or

states, it must be observed), each of which tribes

contained various independent cities or states.

We learn from jEschines,' a most competent au-

thority (B.C. 343), that eleven of these tribes were
'mi follow : the Thessalians, BcEotians (not Thebans

1. (Thirlwall, H. G., vol. i., p. 375.)—2. (Strabo, 1. c.)—3.
(Mailer b. ii., c. 3, s. 7.—Callim., Ilynm., 325.)—4. (Herod., i.,

144.)—5. (Miiller, b. ii., c. 10, s. 5.—Strabo, viii., 7.)—6.
'Strabo, xiv., 3.)—7. (Herod., vii., 200.)—8. (ix., 289.)—9 (De
F L., 122, Bokker.)

Q

only), Dorians, lonians, Perrhaebians, Magnetei^
Locrians, OEtseans or CEnianians, Phthiots or Acha».
ans of Phthia, Malians, and Phoc'ans ; other listfc

leave us in doubt whether the remaining tribe were
the Dolopes or Delphians ; but, as the Delphians
could hardly be called a distinct tribe, their nobles
appearing to have been Dorians, it scenes probable
that the Dolopes were originally meribers, and
afterward supplanted by the Delphians.* The pre-
ponderance of Thessalian tribes proves the antiquity

of the institution ; and the fact of the Dorians stand-
ing on an equality with such tribes as the Malians,
shows that it must have existed before the Dorian
conquest, which originated several states more ] low-

erful, and, therefore, more likely to have sent i heir

respective deputies, than the tribes mentioned.
We also learn from ^schines that each of these

tribes had two votes in congress, and that deputies
from such towns as (Dorium and*) Cytinium had
equal power with the Lacedaemonians, and that

Eretria and Priene, Ionian colonies, were on a par
with Athens {iaoiprjcpoc ToZg 'Adrjvaloig). It seems,
therefore, to follow, either that each Amphictyonic
tribe had a cycle,' according to which its component
states returned deputies, or that the vote of the tribe

was determined by a majority of votes of the differ-

ent state" o'^ that tribe. The latter supposition
might explain the fact of their being a larger and
smaller assembly—a [3ovX^ and eKulTjaia—at some
of the congresses ; and it is confirmed by the cir-

cumstance that there was an annual election of

deputies at Athens, tmless this city usurped func-
tions not properly its own.
The council itself was composed of two classes

of representatives, one called pylagorae, the other
hieromnemones. Of the former, three were annually
elected at Athens to act with one hieromnemon ap-
pointed by lot.* That his office was highly honour-
able we may infer from the oath of the Heliasts,* in

which he is mentioned with the nine archons. On
one occa^icn we find that the president of the coun-
cil was a hieromnemon, and that he was chosen
general of the Amphictyonic forces, to act against

the Amphissians.* Hence it has been conjectureu
that the hieromnemones, also called lepoypafifiaret^,

were superior in rank to the pylagorae.'' ^schines
also contrasts the two in such a way as to warran;
the inference that the former office was the more
permanent of the two. Thus he says,* "When
Diognetus was hieromnemon, ye chose me and two
others pylagoraj." He then contrasts " the hiero-

mnemon of the Athenians with the pylagorae for the

time being." Again, we find inscriptions' contain-
ing surveys by the hieromnemones, as if they former,
an executive ; and that the council concluded their

proceedings on one occasion" by resolving that tb're

should be an extraordinary meeting previously to

the next regular assembly, to which the hieromne-
mones should come with a decree to suit the emer-
gency, just as ifthey had been a standing committee.
Their name implies a more immediate connexion
with the temple, but whether they voted or not i3

only a matter of conjecture
;
probably they did not.

The EKKTirjcia, or general assembly, included not only
the classes mentioned, but also those who had joined
in the sacrifices, and were consulting the god. It

was convened on extraordinary occasions by the

chairman of the council ('0 to.^ -yvu/xag £mi/;;?^«Cwi'-)"

Of the duties of this latter body, nothing will give
us a clearer view than the oaths taken and the de-

1. (Titmaun, p. 39.)—2 (There is a doubt about the reading.

Vid. Thucyd., iii., 95 —Strabo, ii., 4.)—3. (Strabo, ix., c. 3.)—
4. (Aristoph., Nub , 607.)—5. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 170, Bek«
ker.)—6. (jEsch., de F. L.)—7. (Titmann, iv., 4.)—8. (C Cles.,

115, Bekker. The scholiast on Aristoph., Nub., says, that tha

hieromnemon was elected for life. This is the opinion of Tit-

mann : Ueber den Bund der Amphictyonen. See Schomann, Oa
the Assemblies, &c.,p. 270,transl.)—9. (Bockh, Corpus Inscript.

No. 1711, quoted by Miiller.)—10. (.Slsuhin., c. Ctes., 124, Bek
ker.)— 1 1 . (Ms shines, c. Ctes 124.)
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trees made. The oath was as follows:' "They

would destroy no city of the Amphictyons, nor cut

off their streams in war or peace ; and if any should

do so, they would march against him and destroy

his cities; and should any pillage the property of

•Jbe god, or be pnvy to oi plan anytliing against

what was in his temple (at Delphi), they would take

vengeance on him with hand, and foot, and voice, and

all their might." There are two decrees given by

Demosthenes, both commencing thus:* "When
.'yleinagoras was priest, at the spring meeting, it was

resolved by the pylagorae and their assessors, and

the general body of the Amphictyons," &c. The res-

olution in the second case was, that as the Amphis-

sians continued to cultivate the sacred district, Philip

olMacedon should be requested to help Apollo ana

the Amphictyons, and was thereby constituted abso-

lute general of the Amphictyons. He accepted the

otfice, and soon reduced the offending city to sub-

jection. From the oath and the decrees, we see that

the main da*y of the deputies was the preservation

of the rights and dignity of the temple at Delphi.

We know, too, that after it was burned down (B.C.

548), they contracted with the Alcmaeonidae for the

rebuilding;' and Athenaeus (B.C. 160) informs us,*

that in other matters connected with the worship of

the Delphian god, they condescended to the regula-

tion of the minutest trifles. History, moreover,

teaches that, if the council produced any palpable

effects, it was from their interest in Delphi; and
though it kept up a standing record of what ought

to have been the international law of Greece, it

sometimes acquiesced in, and at other times was a
party to, the most iniquitous and cruel acts. Of
this the case of Crissa is an instance. This town
lay on the Gulf of Corinth, near Delphi, and was
much frequented by pilgrims from the West.* The
Crissaeans were charged by the Delphians with un-

due exactions from these strangers. The coimcil

declared war against them, as guilty of a wrong
against the god. The war lasted ten years, till, at

the suggestion of Solon, the waters of the Pleistus

were turned off, then poisoned, and turned again
into the city. The besieged drank their fill, and
Crissa was soon razed to the ground ; and thus, if

it were an Amphictyonic city, was a solemn oath
doubly violated. Its territory—the rich CirrhaBan
plain—was consecrated to the god, and curses im-
precated upon whomsoever should till or dwell in it.

Thus ended the First Sacred War (B.C. 585), in

which the Athenians were the instruments of Del-
phian vengeance.* The Second, or Phocian War
(B.C. 350), was the most important in which the
Amphictyons were concerned ;'' and in this the
Thebans availed themselves of the sanction of the
council to take vengeance on their enemies, the
Phocians. To do this, however, it was necessary
to call in Philip of Macedon, who readily proclaim-
ed himself the champion of Apollo, as it opened a
pathway to his own ambition. The Phocians v/ere
subdued (B.C. 346), and the council decreed that all

their cities, except Abae, should be razed, and the in-
habitants dispersed in villages not containing more
than fifty inhabitants. Their two votes were given
to Philip, who thereby gained a pretext for inter-

fering with the affairs of Greece, and also obtained
the recognition of his subjects as Hellenes. To the
causes of the Third Sacred War, allusion has been
made in the decrees quoted by Demosthenes. The
Amphissians tilled the devoted Cirrhaean plain, and
behaved, as Strabo* says, worse than the Crissaeans
of old (x^ipovc fiaav 'Kepi rove ^svovg). Their sub-
mission to Philip was immediately followed by the

1. (-Ssch., de F. L., 121.)—2. (Demosth., de Cor., 196, Bekker.)
^. (Herod., ii., 180.)—4. (iv., 173, 'O rfiiv 'A/i^i/crudvuv v6no(
KtAi6biv UStop napixtiv iXco&vrag. This seems to refer to the
Delians only.)—5. (JEschines, c. Ctes, 125, gives the whole his-
torr. In early times, Crissa and the temple were one state.

—

Mdller, Dorians.)—6. (Pans., x., V, s. 4.)—7. (Thirlwall, ffist.
•^ Ureeee, vol. v., p. 2«V372.)—ft. (ix., 3 )
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battle of Chaeronea (B.C. 338\ and the extinclioB

of the independence of Greec^. In the following

year a congress of the Amphici/onic states was
held, in which war was declared as if by united

Greece against Persia, and Philip elected com-

mander-in-chief. On this occasion the Amphic:yons
assumed the character of national representativeii

as of old,* when they set a price upon the head of

Ephialtes for his treason to Greece at Thermopylae.

We have sufficiently shown that the Amphictyons
themselves did not observe the oaths they took; and
that they did not much alleviate the horrors of war,

or enforce what they had sworn to do, is proved by
many instances. Thus, for instance, Mycense wax
destroyed by Argos (B.C. 535), Thespiae and Plataea

by Thebes, and Thebes herself swept from the lace

of the earth by Alexander {ik /learig r^c 'EAAudoj

uvTipKua67}).^ Indeed, we may infer from Thucyd-
ides,» that a few years before the Peloponnesian

war, the council was a passive spectator of what he
calls 6 lepbg 7ro?.£/zof, when the Lacedaemonians made
an expedition to Delphi, and put the temple into the

hands of the Delphians, the Athenians, after their

departure, restoring it to the Phocians ; and yet the

council is not mentioned as interfering. It will not

be profitable to pursue its history farther ; it need
only be remarked, that Augustus wished his new
city, NicopoUs (A.D. 31), to be enrolled among the

members ; and that Pausanias, in the second century

of our era, mentions it as still existing, but deprived

of all power and influence. In fact, even Demos-
thenes* spoke of it as the shadow at Delphi.*

After these remarks, we may consider two points

of some interest ; and, first, the etymology of the

word Amphictyon. We are told* that Theopompus
thought it derived from the name of Amphictyon, a
prince of Thessaly, and the supposed author of the

institution. Others, as Anaximenes o:' Larapsacub^
connected it with the word ufi^uTiovEg, or neigh-

bours. Very few, if any, modern scholars, doubt
that the latter view is correct; and that Amphictyon,
with Hellen, Dorus, Ion, Xuthus, Thessalus, Laris-

sa the daughter of Pelasgus, and others, are not
historical, but mythic personages—the representa-

tives, or poetic personifications, of their alleged

foundations or offspring. As for Amphictyon,' it is

too marvellous a coincidence that his name should
be significant of the institution itself; and, as he
was the son of Deucalion and Pyrrha, it is difficult

to guess of whom his council consisted. True it is

that he also appears in Athenian history;* but very
little is said of him; and the company he keeps
there, though kingly, is far from historical. Besides,

though Herodotus' and Thucydides" had the oppor-

tunity, they yet make no mention of him. We may
conclude, therefore, that the word should be written

amphictiony, from u/ifiKTloveg, or those that dwell

around some particular locality."

The next question is one of greater difficulty ; it

is this : Where did the association originate 1 were
its meetings first held at Delphi or at Thermopylje 1

There seems to us a greater amount of evidence in

favour of the latter. In proof of this, we may state

the preponderance of Thessalian tribes from the

neighbourhood ofthe MaUac Bay, and the compara-
tive insignificance of many of them ; the assigned
birthplace and residence of the mythic Amphictyon,
the names Pylagorae and Pylaea. Besides, we know
that Thessaly was the theatre and origin of many
of the most important events of early Greek his-

tory, whereas it was only in later times, and after

the Dorian conquest of Peloponnesus, that Delphi

1. (Herodotus, vii., 214, speaks of the Amphictyons as o! ruir

"E\Xfivb)v TIv\ay6pai.)—2. (^schin., c. Ctes.)—3. (i., 112.)—

4

(De Pace.)—5. (^ ii/ ArX0ois o-zcirf)—6. (H.irpocrat., Amphicty
on.—See Mauss. notes.)—7. (Thirlwall, Hist. Gr., vol. i., »
273.)—8. (Phil. Mus., vol. ii., p. 359.)—9. (i., 56.)—10. (i.,*|
—11. (Thus Pindar, Nem., 6, 42, ev afidiKTidvuv tav(Wbttm
TpicTvnifn. Vid. B5ckh, in loc.)
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became important enough for the meetings of such
a body as the Amphicty onic ; nor, if Delphi had been
of old the only place of meeting, is it easy to ac-

count for what must have been a loss of its ancient

dignity. But, whatever was the cause, we have still

the fact that there were two places ofcongress ; to ac-

count for which, it has been supposed that there were
originally two confederations, afterward united by
the growing power of Delphi, as connected with the

Dorians, but still retaining the old places of meet-

ing. We must, however, admit that it is a matter
3f mere conjecture whether this were the case or

not, there being strong reasons in support of the

opinion that the Dorians, on migrating southward,
combined the worship of the Hellenic Apollo with
that of the Pelasgian Demeter, as celebrated by the

Amphictyons of Thessaly. Equally doubtful is the

question respecting the influence of Acrisius, king
of Argos,* and how far it is true that he first

brought the confederacy into order, and determined
other points connected with the institution."

AM^lKTnEAA'ON AEHAS {ufi(j>CKvneUov Se-

Traf), a drinking-vessel, often mentioned by Homer.
Its form has been the subject of various conjectures

;

but the name seems to indicate well enough what it

really was. KvTreXXov is found separately as well
as in composition, and is evidently a diminutive
formed from the root signifying a hollow, which we
have in the Greek KVfiSri, and the dialectic form
Kv66a ;* Latin, cupa ; German, kufe, kubel ; French,
cuve, coupe; and English, cup: it means, therefore,

a small goblet or cup. 'AiK^iKvneXTiog, therefore,

aecording to the analogy of dfilplaTOfiog, ufKjxjrog, &c.,

is that which has a kvtteIXov at both sides or both
ends ; and diTzag uficjiiKvneTi^TLOv is a drinking-vessel,

haeing a cup at both ends. That this was the form
of the vessel is shown by a passage in Aristotle,*

where he is describing the cells of bees as having
two openings divided by a floor " like the a{j.(piKv-

ireAJla."*

AMPHIDROMIA, or APOMIAMNION HMAP
{afi^L6p6fj.ia, or dpo/iid/idiov fjiiap), a family festival of

^e Athenians, at which the newly-born child was
introduced into the family and received its name.
No particular day was fixed for this solemnity ; but
it did not take place very soon after the birth of the

child, for it was believed that most children died
before the seventh day, and the solemnity was,
therefore, generally deferred till after that period,

that there might be, at least, some probability of the

child remaining alive. But, according to Suidas,

the festival was held on the fifth day, when the

women who had lent their assistance at the birth

washed their hands. This purification, however,
preceded the real solemnity. The friends and
relatives of the parents were invited to the festival

of the amphidromia, which was held in the evening,
and they generally appeared with presents, among
which are mentioned the cuttlefish and the marine
polyp.* The house was decorated on the outside

with olive-branches when the child was a boy, or
witk garlands of wool when the child was a girl

;

and a repast was prepared, at which, if we may
judge from a fragment of Ephippus in Athenaeus,^
the guests must have been rather merry. The
child was then carried round the fire by the nurse,

and thus, as it were, presented to the gods of the
house and to the family, and at the same time re-

1. 'Schol. in Eurip., Orest., 1094.—Callim., Epig. xli.—Strabo,
*x., c 3, p. 279, ed. Tauchn.)—2. (Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, c.

i , i_iii.—Ileeren, Polit. Hist, of Greece, c. 7.—St. Croix, Des
Acciens Gouvememens F^d6ratifs.—Titraann, TJeber den Bund
der Amphictyonen.—MuUer, Dorians, b. ii., c. iii., s 5.—Phil.
Mt.s., vol. i., p. 324 ; vol. ii., p. 360.—Hermann, Polit. Antiq.
of Greece, ^ 11-14.—Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterthumsk.—Nie-
buhr. Hist. Re m., i., p. 31, transl.)—3. (Hesych., s. v. Ttorfipiov.)

-A. (H. A, 9, 40 ; or in Schneid., 9, 27, 4.)—5. {-rtpi ixiav

VcJp /3(i(riv 6vo ^vtpSe; chtv, Sxnztp t&v ati<t>tKviTi\Xu>v, f) /icv

fi/rdy, fi J' tKT&s—Compare Buttmann's Lexilogus, s. v.)—6.
(Harpocr.. «. v.)—7, (p. 370.)

ceived its name, to which the guests were witnesses.
The carrying of the child round the hearth was the
principal part of the solemnity, fromwhich its name
was derived. But the scholiast on Aristophanes' de-
rives the name from the fact that the guests, while
the name was given to the child, walked or danced
around it. This festival is sometimes called from
the day on which it took place : if on the seventh
day, it is called iCSofiat or Udofiag ; if on the tenth
day, SeKuTT}, &c.^
AMPHIOR'KIA or AMPHOMOS'IA {hfifiopKia

or dfKpufioffla) is the oath which was taken, both by
the plaintiff" and defendant, before the trial ofa cause
in the Athenian courts, that they would speak the
truth.* According to Pollux,* the a/i<piopKia also
included the oath which the judges took, that they
would decide according to the laws; or, in case
there was no express law on the subject in dispute,
that they would decide according to the principles
of justice.

AMPHIPPOI. (FzV^. Desultores.)
AM4>inPYMN'0I NH'ES {a/iftTcpvixvoi vjjeg), also

called AlllPaPOI, ships in which the poop and the
prow were so much alike as to be applicable to the
same use. A ship of this construction might be
considered as having either two poops or two prows.
It is .supposed to have been convenient in circum-
stances where the head of the ship could not be
turned about with sufficient celerity.*

*AMPHISB^'NA(a//^i(T6aij;a), sometimes called
the Double-headed Serpent. Buffbn says of it, that
it can move along with either the head or the tail

foremost, whence it had been thought to have two
heads. Avicenna says, that it is of equal thickness
from head to tail, and that from this appearance it

had been supposed to have two heads. Schneider
states, that Linnaeus' describes a serpent which
agrees very well with the ancient accounts of the
arnphisbaena ; its tail is obtuse, and as thick as its

body, and it moves along either forward or back-
ward ;* but, according to Dr. Trail, it is an Amer-
ican species. The amphisbsena was probably a
variety of the Anguis fragUis, L., or Blind Worm.
The Aberdeen serpent of Pennant, of which mention
is made in Linnseus's correspondence with Dr.
David Skene of Aberdeen, is a variety of the Anguis
fragilis. Linnaeus denies that the amphisbaena is

venomous, but many authors, even ofmodem times,
are of a contrary opinion.'

AMPHITHEA'TRUM was a place for the
exhibition of public shows of combatants and wild
beasts, entirely surrounded by seats for the specta-
tors ; whereas, in those for dramatic performances,
the seats were arranged in a semicircle facing the
stage. It is, therefore, frequently described ss a
double theatre, consisting of two such semicircies,
or halves, joined together, the spaces allotted to
their orchestras becoming the inner enclosure or
area, termed the arevM. The form, however, of the
ancient amphitheatres was not a circle, but invari-
ably an ellipse, although the circular form appears
best adapted for the convenience of the spectators.
The first amphitheatre appears to have been that
of M. Curio, of which a description has been given
by Pliny." It consisted of two wooden theatres
made to revolve on pivots, in such a manner that
they could, by means of windlasses and machinery,
be turned roimd face to face, so as to form one
building.

Gladiatorial shows were first exhibited in the
forum, and combats of wild beasts in the circrus

;

and it appears that the ancient custom was stil.

preserved till the dictatorship of Julius Caesar, who

1. (Isaeus, de Pyrrhi Hsered., p. 34, s. 30, Bekker.)—2. (Ly
sistr., 758.)—3. (Hesych.—Aristoph., Av., 923.)—4. (Hesych.—
Suid.)—5. (viii., 10.)—6. (Scheffer, De Militia Navali, ii., c. 5,

p. 143.)—7. (Amoenit. Academ., vol. i., p. 295.)—8. (Schneid* •

in ^1., N. A., ix., 23.)—9. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—10. (B
N., xixvi., 24, « 8.)
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buiJt a uxxKieii theatre in the Campus Martius, for

the purpose of exhibiting hunts of wild beasts/

" which was called amphitheatre because it was

surrounded by seats without a scene."* Most of

the early amphitheatres were merely temporary,

and made of wood ; such as the one built by Nero

at Rome,* and that erected by Atilius at Fidenae

during the reign of Tiberius, which gave way while

the games were being performed, and killed or in-

jured 50,000 persons.*

The first stone amphitheatre was built by Statili-

as Taurus, at the desire of Augustus.* This build-

ing, which stood in the Campus Martius, near the

circus called Agonale, was destroyed by fire in the

reign of Nero ;« and it has, therefore, been supposed

that only the external walls were of stone, and that

the seats and other parts of the interior were of tim-

ber. A second amphitheatre was commenced by

Caligula ; but by far the most celebrated of all was
the Flavian amphitheatre, afterward called the

Colisaeum, which was begun by Vespasian, and
finished by his son Titus, who dedicated it A.D. 80,

on which occasion, according to Eutropius, 5000,

and according to Dion, 9000, beasts were destroyed.'

This immense edifice, which is even yet compar-
atively entire, was capable of containing about

87,000 spectators, and originally stood nearly in the

centre of the city, on the spot previously occupied
l)y the lake or large pond attached to Nero's pal-

ace,* and at no very great distance from the Baths
of Titus. It covers altogether about five acres of

groimd; and the transverse, or longer diameter of

the external ellipse, is 615 feet, and the conjugate,

or shorter one, 510 ; while those of the interior

ellipse, or arena, are 281 and 176 feet respectively.

Where it is perfect, the exterior is 160 feet high,

and consists of four orders, viz., Doric, Ionic, and
Corinthian, in attached three-quarter columns (that

is, columns one fourth of whose circumference ap-

pears to be buried in the wall behind them), and an
upper order of Corinthian pilasters. With the ex-
ception of the last, each of these tiers consists of
eighty coliunns, and as many arches between them,
forming open galleries throughout the whole cir-

cumference of the building ; but the fourth has
windows instead of large arches, and those are
placed only in the alternate inter-columns, conse-
quently, are only forty in number; and this upper
portion of the elevation has, both on that account
and owing to the comparative smallness of the
apertures themselves, an expression of greater
solidity than that below. The arches formed open
external galleries, with others behind them ; besides
which, there were several other galleries and passa-
ges, extending beneath the seats for the specta-
tors, and, together with staircases, affording access
to the latter. At present, the seats do not rise
higher than the level of the third order of the exte-
rior, or about half its entire height ; therefore, the
upper part of the edifice appears to have contributed
very little, if at all, to its actual capacity for ac-
commodating spectators. Still, though it has never
been explained, except by conjecturing that there
were upper tiers of seats and galleries (although no
emains of them now exist), we must suppose that
ihere existed some very sufficient reason for incur-
ring such enormous expense, and such prodigal
waste of material and labour beyond what utility
seems to have demanded. This excess of height,
so much greater than was necessary, was perhaps,
in

_
some measure, with the view that, when the

building was covered in with a temporary roofing
or awning (velarium), as a defence against the sun
or rain, it should seem well proportioned as to

1. {^MTpiv Kvviry£riK6v.)—2. (Dion., xliii., 22.)—3. (Suet.,
Ner., c. 12.—Tacit., Ann., xiii., 31.)—4. (Tacit., Ann., iv., 62.—
Suet., Tib., c. 40.)—5. (Suet., Octav., c. 29.—Dion., 11., 23.)—
0. (Diim., Ixii., 18.)—7. (Suet., Vesp., 9.—Id., Tit., 7.—Eu-
trop., mi., 21.—Dion., bcvi., 25.)—8. (S-iet., Ner., 31.)
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height; and also, perhaps, in order to allow thcsi

who worked the ropes and other mechanism by
which the velarium, was uniTGlled or drawn hiiv:-M

again, lo perform those operations without incouj-

moding the spectators on the highest, seats.

With regard to the velarium itself, nothing at all

conclusive and satisfactory can now be gathered

;

and it has occasioned considerable dispute among
the learned, how any temporary covering could be
extended over the whole of the building. Some
have imagined that the velarium extended only
over part of the building ; but, independent of other

objections, it is difl[icult to conceive how such an
extensive surface could have been supported along
the extent of its inner edge or circumlerence. The
only thing which affords any evidence as to the

mode in which the velarium was fixed, is a series

of projecting brackets, or corbels, in the uppermost
story of the exterior, containing holes or sockets,

to receive the ends of poles passing through holes

in the projection of the cornice, and to which ropes
from the velarium were fixed ; but the whole of the

upper part of the interior is now so dismantled as

to render it impossible to decide with certainty in

what manner the velarium was fixed. The velari-

um appears usually to have been made of wool,
but more costly materials were sometimes employed.
When the weather did not permit the velarium to

be spread, the Romans used oroad-brimmed hats or
caps, or a sort of parasol, which was called umbrtl-

la, from umbra, shade.'

Many other amphitheatres might be enuireratetl,

such as those of Verona, Nismes, Catania. Pom-
peii, &c. ; but, as they are all nearly similar iti

form, it is only necessary to describe certain par-
ticulars, so as to afford a tolerably correct idea of
the respective parts of each.
The interior of the amphitheatre was divided into

three parts, the arena, podium, and gradus. The
clear open space in the centre of the amphitheatre
was called the arena, because it was coverec' with
sand or sawdust, to prevent the gladiators from
slipping, and to absorb the blood. The size ci the

arena was not always the same in proportion to the
size of the amphitheatre, but its average propor-
tion was one third of the shorter diameter of the
building.

It is not quite clear whether the arena was no
more than the solid ground, or whether it had an
actual flooring of any kind. The latter opinion is

adopted by some writers, who suppose that there
must have been a souterrain, or vaults, at intervals

at least, if not throughout, beneath the arena, as
sometimes the animals suddenly issued apparently
from beneath the ground ; and machinery of differ-

ent kinds was raised up from below, and afterward
disappeared in the same manner. That there must
have been some substruction beneath the arena, in

some amphitheatres at least, is evident, because
the whole arena was, upon particular occasions,
filled with water, and converted into a naumachia,
where vessels engaged in mimic sea-fights, or else

crocodiles and other amphibious animals were
made to attack each other. Nero is said to have
frequently entertained the Romans with spectacles
and diversions of this kind, which took place imme-
diately after the customary games, and were again
succeeded by them ; consequently, there must have
been not only an abundant supply of water, but me-
chanical apparatus capable of pouring it in and
draining it off" again very expeditiously.

The arena was surrounded by a wall, distinguish-
ed by the name of fodium, although such appella-
tion, perhaps, rather belongs to merely the npper
part of it, forming the parapet or balcony before the
first or lowermost seats, nearest to the arena. The
latter, therefore, was no more than an open oval court,

1. (Dion., lix., 7.—Martial, xir., 27, 28.)
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Burroimded I y a wall about eighteen feet high, meas-
uring from the ground to the top of the parapet; a
neight considered necessary, in order to render the

spectators perfectly secure from the attacks of the

•vild beasts. There were four principal entrances

leading into the arena, two at the ends of each axis

or diameter of it, to which as many passages led di-

rectly from the exterior of the building ; besides sec-

ondaiy ones, intervening between them, and commu-
nicating vriih the corridors beneath the seats on the

polime.i.

The wall or enclosure of the arena is supposed
lo have been faced with marble more or less sump-
tuous ; besides which, there appears to have been,

in some instances at least, a sort of network affix-

ed to the top of the podium, consisting of railing,

or, rather, open trellis-work of metal. From the

mention made of this network by ancient writers,

little more can now be gathered respecting it than
that, in the time of Nero, such netting, or whatever
it might have been, was adorned with gilding and
amber ; a circumstance that favours the idea of its

having been gilt metal-work, with bosses and orna-

ments of the other material. As a farther defence,

ditches, called euripi, sometimes surrounded the

arena.'

The term podium was also applied to the terrace,

or gallery itself, immediately above the lower enclo-

sure, and which was no wider than to be capable of
containing two, or, at the most, three ranges ofmova-
ble seats or chairs. This, as being by far the best

situation for distinctly viewing the sports in the are-

na, and also more commodiously accessible than the

seats higher up, was the place set apart for senators

and other persons of distinction, such as the ambas-
sadors of foreign parts ;' and it was here, also, that

the emperor himself used to sit, in an elevated place

called suggestus^ or cubiculum;* and likewise the

person who exhibited the games, on a place eleva-

ted like a pulpit or tribunal (editoris trUmnaX). The
vestal virgins also appear to have ha(J a place allot-

ted to them in the podium.*
Above the podium were the gradus, or seats of the

other spectators, which were divided into mcEniana,

or stories. The first mcenianum, consisting of four-

teen rows of stone or marble seats, was appropria-

ted to the equestrian order. The seats appropriated

to the senators and equites were covered with cush-

ions (pulvilUs), which were first used in the time of
Caligula.* Then, after an interval or space, termed
a. prcBcindio, and forming a continued landing-place

Irom the several staircases in it, succeeded the sec-

ond maenianum, where were the seats called popular

ria,'' for the third class of spectators, or the populus.

Behind this was the second precinction, bounded by
a rather high wall, above which was the third mae-
nianum, where there were only wooden benches for

the puUati, or common people.* The next and last

division, namely, that in the highest part of the

building, consisted of a colonnade or gallery, where
females were allowed to witness the spectacles of
the amphitheatre,* some parts of which were also

occupied by the pullati. At the very summit was
the narrow platform for the men who had to attend

to the velarium, and to expand or withdraw the

awnings, as there might be occasion. Each maenia-
num was not only divided from the other by the pras-

ciiiiHio, but was intersected at intervals by spaces
fcr passages left bet'syeen the seats, called scala or
tcaiaria ; and the portion between two such passa-
ge^ was called a cuneus, because this space gradu-
ally widened, like a wedge, from the podium to the

top of the building." The entrances to the seats

1. (Plin., H. N., viii., 7.)—2. (Suet., Ootav., 44.—Juv., Sat.

ii, 143, seqq.)—3. (Suet., Jul., 76.— Plin., Paiieg., 51.)—4.
(Suet., Ner., 12.)— 5. (Suet., Octay., 44.)—6. (.luv., Sat. iii.,

154.—Dion., lix., 7.)- f. (Suet.. Domit., 4.)—8. (Suet., Octav.,
14.)—9. (Suet., rcta^ , 44.)—lu. (Suet., Octav., 44.—Jut., Sat.

»i,(51.)

from the outer porticoes were called vomitona, boi

cause, says Macrobius,' Homines glomeratim ingre*

diejites in sedilia sefunduTit.

The situation of the dens wherein the am'mals
were kept is not very clear. It has been supposed
that they were in underground vaults, near to, if noi
immediately beneath, the arena; yet, admitting such
to have been the case, it becomes oore difficult than
ever to understand how the arena could have been
inundated at pleasure with water ; nor was any pos-
itive information obtained from the excavations
made several years ago in the arena of the Colise-
um. Probably many of the animals were kept in

dens and cages within the space immediately be-
neath the podium (marked d in the cut), in the in-

tervals between the entrances and passages leading
into the arena, and so far a very convenient sifja-
tion for them, as they could have been brought im-
mediately into the place of combat.
There were in the amphitheatres concealed tubes,

from which scented liquids were scattered over the
audience, which sometimes issued from statues pla-
ced in differentparts of the building."

Vitruvius affords us no information whatever as
to amphitheatres ; and, as other ancient writers have
mentioned them only incidentally and briefly, many
particulars belonging to them are now involved in
obscuritj^

The annexed woodcut, representing a section, not
of an entire amphitheatre, but merely of the exterior
wall, and the seats included between that and the
arena, will serve to convey an idea of the arrange-
ment of such structures in general. It is that of the
ColisEeum, and is given upon the authority of Hirt

;

but it is in some respects conjectural, particularly
in the upper part, since no traces of the upper gal-
lery are now remaining. The extreme minuteness
of the scale renders it impossible to point out more
than the leading form and general disposition of the
interior; therefore, as regards the profile of the ex-
terior, merely the heights of the cornices of the dif-

ferent order: are shown, with the figures 1, 2, 3, 4
placed against them respectively.

EXPLANATIONS.

A, The arena.

p. The wall or podium enclosing it.

P, The podium itself, on which were chairs or
seats for the senators, &c.

M', the first maenianum, or slope of benches, lor the
equestrian order.

M", The second maenianum.
M'", The third maenianum, elevated considerably

above the preceding one, and appropriated to the

pullati.

W, The colonnade, or gallery, which contained

seats for women.
Z, The narrow gallery round the summit of the in-

1 (Saturn., 'A., 4.)—2. (Lucan, ix., I
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lerior, for the attendants who womed the rela-

pr^^The prsecinctiones, or landings, at the top

of the first and second maenianum, in the pave-

ment of which were grated apertures, at inter-

vals, to admit Ught into the vomitoria beneath

tnem.

V V V V, Vomitoria.
, , , ^,

G G G, The three external gallenes throngh tbe

circumference of the building, open to the arcades

of the first three orders of the extenor.

e e. Inner gallery. ,

Owing to the smallness of the cut, the situation

and arrangement of staircases, &c., are not express-

ed as such parts could hardly be rendered "itelligi-

ble except upon a greatly increased scale, and then

not in a single section, nor without plans at various

levels of the building.
,..i. .

For an account of the games of the amphitheatre,

see Gladiatores.
AMPHISBETE'SIS. (Vid. Hereditas.)

AMPHI'STOMOS. (Fi^. Angora.)

AMPHOMO'SIA. {Vid. AMPHIORKIA.)
AM'PHORA (in Greek a/i^opwf, or in the full

form, as we find it in Homer, aii<t>i<l>opevc^), a vessel

used for holding wine, oil, honey, &c.

The following cut represents amphorae from the

Townley and Elgin collections in tlie British Mu-
seum. They are of various forms and sizes ;

in

general they are tall and narrow, with a small

neck, and a handle on each side of the neck

(whence the name, from dju^/, on both sides, and

6ipu, to carry,) and terminating at the bottom in a

point, which was let into a stand or stuck in the

ground, so that the vessel stood upright: several

amphorae have been found in this position in the

cellars at Pompeii. Amphorae were commonly
made of earthenware ; Homer mentions amphorae

ol gold and stone, and the Egyptians had them of

brass
;
glass vessels of this form have been found

at Pompeii. The name of the maker or of the

AMPYX,

place where they were made was sometimes stamp-
ed upon them ; this is the case with two in the El-

gin collection, Nos. 238 and 344. The most com-
mon use of the amphora, both among the Greeks
and Romans, was for keeping wine. The cork was
covered with pitch or gypsum, and (among the Ro-
mans) a label (pittaciuvi) was attached to the am-
phora, inscribed with the names of the consuls under
whom it was filled. The following cut represents

the mode of filling the amphora from a wine-cart,

and is taken from a painting on the wall of a house
at Pompeii.

The amphora was also used for keeping oil, ho^-

ey, and molten gold. A remarkable discovery, made

at Salona in 1825, proves that amphorae were used

as coffins. They were divided in half, in the direc-

tion of the lengtn, in order to receive the remains,

and the two halves were put together again, and

buried in the ground ; they were found containing

skeletons.*

There is in the British Museum (room VI.) a

vessel resembling an amphora, and containing the

fine African sand which was mixed with the oil

with which the athletse rubbed their bodies. It

was found, with seventy others, in the baths of Ti-

tus, in the year 1112, The amphora occurs on the

coins of Chios, and on some silver coins of Athens.

The Greek aji^opevg and the Roman amphoja

were also names of fixed measures. The afi<^o-

pEVQ, which was also called ficTprjT^c and xddof , was

equal to 3 Roman urnse=8 gallons 7365 pints, im-

perial measure. The Roman amphora was two

thirds of the un<^opEvg, and was equal to 2 urnse =r

8 congii=5 gallons 7-577 pints ; its solid content

was exactly a Roman cubic foot. A model am-
phora was kept in the Capitol, and dedicated to

Jupiter. The size of a ship was estimated by am-

phorae ; and the produce of a vineyard was reckon-

ed sometimes by the number of amphorae it yielded,

and sometimes by the culeus of twenty amphorse.

AMPHO'TIDES. (Fm?. Pugilatus.)

AMPLIA'TIO. (Vid. Judicium.)

AMPUL'LA (IriKvdog, fSofiSvliog), a bottle.

The Romans took a bottle of oil with them to tne

bath for anointing the body after bathing. They
also used bottles for holding wine or water at their

meals, and occasionally for other purposes. These

bottles were made either of glass or earthenware,

rarely of more valuable materials.

The dealer in bottles was called ampuUarius, and

part of his business was to cover them with leather

{corium). A bottle so covered was called ampulla

ru.bida.'*

As bottles were round and swollen like a bladder.

Horace metaphorically describes empty and turgid

language by the same name

:

" Projidt avijniUas el sesquipedalia verba."*

" An tragica desamt et amjniRatur in arte?"*

Bottles of both glass and earthenware are pre-

served in great quantities in our collections of antt

quities, and their forms ate very various, though al-

ways narrow-mouthed, and generally more or Jess

approaching to globular.

AMPYX, AMPYKTER, {ufinv^, AfinvKrilpl,

(frontale), a frontal.

This was a broad band or plate of meta.^ which
ladies of rank wore above the forehead as part of

1 (D., xiiii , rO - CW., X , 164, 204.—Scbol. in ApoU. Rhod.,
r., 1187.)
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AMULETUM. AMOMON.

ttie henidreys.* Hence it is attributed to the female
divinities. Artemis wears a frontal of gold;* and
the epithet xp^cruf^'r^vKe^ is applied by Homer, He-
8iod, and Pindar to the Muses, the Hours, and the

Fates. From the expression rav KvavufinvKo Or/Cav

in a fragment of Pindar, we may iiifer that this or-

nament was sometimes made of blue steel {Kvavog)

instead of gold ; and the scholiast on the above-ci-

ted passage of Euripides asserts that it was some-
times enriched with precious stones.

The frmital of a horse was called by the same
name, and was occasionally made of similar rich

materials. Hence, in the Iliad, the horses which
draw the chariots of Juno and of Mars are called

XpvadfinvKEq. Pindar^ describes the bridle with a
golden frontal ( ;j;pv(TU|U7n;Ka ;i;a/l£v6v), which was
given to Bellerophon to curb the winged horse Peg-
asus.

The annexed woodcut exhibits the frontal on the
head of Pegasus, taken from one of Sir William
Hamilton's vases, in contrast with the correspond-
ing ornament as shown on the heads of two fe-

males in the same collection.

\

Frontals were also worn by elephants.* Hesychi-
M* supposes the men to have worn frontals in Lydia.
They appear to have been worn by the Jews and
other nations of the East.*

AMULE'TUM {nepiaiTTov, Tcepia/ufza, (jivXaxr^-

Qiov), an amulet.

This word in Arabic (Hamalet) means that which
is suspended. It was probably brought by Arabian
merchants, together with the articles to which it

was applied, when they were imported into Europe
from the East. It first occurs in the Natural His-
tory of Pliny.

An amulet was any object—a stone, a plant, an
artificial production, or a piece of writing—^which
was suspended from the neck, or tied to any part of
the body, for the purpose of counteracting poison,
curing or preventmg disease, warding off the evil

eye, aiding women in childbirth, or obviating calam-
ities and securing advantages of any kind.

Faith in the virtues of amulets was almost univer-
sal in the ancient world, so that the whole art of
medicine consisted in a very considerable degree
of directions for their application ; and in propor-
tion to the quantity of amulets preserved in our col-

lections of antiquities, is the frequent mention of
them in ancient treatises on natural history, on the
practice of medicine, and on the virtues of plants
and stones. Some of the amulets in our museums
are merely rough, unpolished fragments of such
stones as amber, agate, camelian, and jasper; oth-

ers are wrought into the shape of beetles, quadru-
peds, eyes, fingers, and other members of the body.
There can be no doubt that the selection of stones,

either to be set in rings or strung together in neck-
laces, was often made with reference to their repu-
ted virtues as amulets.

1. (11., xxii., 468-^70.—^schyl., Suppl., 434.—Theocrit., i.,

33.)—2. Ixpvacav aynrvKa. Eurip., lis--., 464.)— 3. (Olymp.,
xiii., 92.)—4. (Liv., xxxvii., 40.)—5. (s 7. XvSlif N(5/((().)—«.

(Deut., vi., 8 i
xi., 18.)

The following passages may exc »iplify the us?e of

amulets in ancient times. PUny* says, that any
plant gatliered from the bank of a brook gr river

before sunrise, provided that no one sees the person
who gathers \t, is considered as a remedy for tertian

ague when tied (adaUigata) to the left arm, the pa-
tient not knowing what it is; also, that a person
may be immediately cured of the headache oy the
application of any plant which has grown on the
head of a statue, ^irovided it be folded in the shred
of a garment, and' tied to the part affected with a
red string. Q,. Serenus Sammonicus, in his poem
on the art of healing, describes the following charm,
which was long celebrated as of the highest repute
for the cure of various diseases : Write abracadabra
on a slip of parchment, and repeat the word on oth-

er slips, with the omission of the last letter of each
preceding slip, imtil the initial A alone remains.
The line so written will assume the form of an
equilateral triangle. Tie them together, and sus-
pend them from the neck of the patient b} means of
linen thread.

According to the scholiast on Juvenal,' athletes
used amulets to ensure victory (niceteria phylacteria),

and wore them suspended from the neck ; and we
learn from Dioscorides* that the efiicacy of these
applications extended beyond the classes of living
creatures, since selenite was not only worn by wom-
en, but was also tied to trees, for the purpose ofma-
king them fruitful.

Consistently with these opinions, an acquaintance
with the use of amulets was considered as one of
the chief qualifications of nurses. If, for example,
an attempt was made to poison a child, if it was in
danger of destruction from the evil eye, or exposed
to any other calamity, it was the duty of the nurse
to protect it by the use of such amulets as were
suited to the circumstances.*
From things hung or tied to the body, the tent

amulet was extended to charms of other kinds,
Pliny* having observed that the cyclamen was cul-

tivated in houses as a protection against poison,
adds the remark, Amuletum vocant. The following
epigram by Lucillius contains a joke against an un-
fortunate physician, one of whose patients, having
seen him in a dream, "awoke no more, even though
he wore an amulet:"

'EpfioyevT) tov larpov ISuv Aio^avToc ev {mvoig
OvK. er' avTiyEpdrj, koL neplofifia (pepuv.

AMYG'DALUS {vfivydalTj), the Almond-tree,
or Amygdalus communis. The Almond-tree is a na-
tive of Barbary, whence it had not been transferred
into Italy down to the time of Cato. It has, how-
ever, been so long cultivated all over the south of Eu-
rope, and the temperate parts of Asia, as to have
become, as it were, naturalized in the whole of the

"

Old World from Madrid to Canton. For some re-

marks on the Amygdalus Persica, or Peach, vid.

Persica.*
*AMi2'M0N {uuu/iov), a plant, and perfume, with

regard to which both commentators and botanical
writers are very much divided in opinion. Scaliger
and Cordus make it the Rose of Jericho (Rosa Hie-
richwntica of Bauhin ; Anaslatica hierichuniica of Lin-
naeus ; Bunias Sijriaca of Gartner) ; Gesner takes it

for the Pepper ofthe gardens (the Solanumbacciferwm
of Toumefort ); Csesalpinus is in favour of the Piper
Cubeba; and Plukenet and Sprengel, with others, of
the Cissus vitigiTiea. The most probable opinion is

that advanced by F6e, who makes the plant in ques-
tion the same with our Amamum racemosum. The
Romans obtained their amomum from Syria, and it

came into the latter country by the overland trade

from India.'' It is said to have been used by the

Eastern nations for embalming; and from this word

1. (H. N., xxiv., 19.) -2. (iii., 68.)—3. (Lib. v.)—4. (Horn.,

Hymn, in Cer., 227.—Orph., Lith., 222.)—5. fPlin., H. N., xxv.,

9.)—6. (Dioscor., i., 176.)—7. F6e, Flore rte Virgile, p. 18.)
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ANACRISIS.

gome have derived, though by no means correctly,

'

the term mummy. The taste of the grains of amo-

mum is represented by Charras as tart, fragrant,

very aromatic, and remaining a good while in the

mouth.' The name amovmni is supposed to come

from the Arabic hhamama, the ancient Arabians

having been the first who made this aromatic known

to the Greeks. The root of the Arabic term has

niference to the warm taste peculiar to spices. The
c<irdamums, grains of Paradise, and mellagetta pep-

p>,r of the shops, a class of highly aromatic pungent

seeds, are produced by different species ofamomum,

on botanists now employ the term.*

ANA'BOLEUS {uva6o?i.evc)- As the Greeks were

unacquainted with the use of stirrups, they were ac-

customed to mount upon horseback by means of a

slave, who was termed uva6o2.ev; (from uvadd'A.-

Ativ'). This name was also given, according to

some writers, to a peg or pin fastened on the spear,

which might serve as a resting-place to the foot in

mounting' 'he horse.*

ANARALUPTE'RIA. {Vid. Marriage.)

ANAKEIA or ANAKEI'ON (uvuKeia or avu-

KEiov), a festival of the Dioscuri, or 'Avuktec, as

they were called, at Athens. Athenaeus* mentions

a temple of the Dioscuri, called 'Xvuktciov, at Ath-

ens ; he also informs us^ that the Athenians, prob-

ably on the occasion of this festival, used to prepare

for these heroes in the Prytaneum a meal consist-

ing of cheese, a barley-cake, ripe figs, olives, and
garlic, in remembrance of the ancient mode of liv-

ing. These heroes, however, received the most
distinguished honours in the Dorian and Achaean

states, where it may be supposed that every town
*;elebrated a festival in their honour, though not un-

der the name of 'AvuKeia. Pausanias' mentions a

festival held at Amphissa, called that of the uvuk-uv

nacSuv ; but adds that it was disputed whether

they were the Dioscuri, the Curetes, or the Cabiri.

(See DioscuRiA.)
ANAKEI'MENA. {Vid. Donaria.)
ANAKLETE'RIA {avaKXr]TT/pia) was the name

of a solemnity at which a young prince was pro-

claimed king, and at the same time ascended the

throne. The name was chiefly applied to the ac-

cession of the Ptolemaic kings of Egypt.* The
prince went to Memphis, and was there adorned by
the priests with the sacred diadem, and led into the

Temple of Phtha, where he vowed never to make
any innovations either in the order of the year or

of the festivals. He then carried to some distance

the yoke of Apis, in order to be reminded of the

sufferings of man. Rejoicings and sacrifices con-
cluded the solemnity.*

ANAKOMIDE {uvaKoni6^). When an individual

had died in a foreign country, it was not unusual
for his fellow-citizens or relatives to remove his

ashes or body to his own country, which was called

avaKOfiiSfj. Thus the dead body of Theseus was
removed from Scyros to Athens, and that of Aris-

tomenes from Rhodes to Messenia.
ANA'CIIISIS {dvaKptaiq), the pleadings prepara-

tory to a trial at Athens, the object of which was to

determine, generally, if the action would lie (eferu-

Covfft (5e nal el bXuq ehuysLv XP^)-^" The magis-
trates were said avaKpiveiv ttjv 6lktjv, or rovg uv-

TidUuv;, and the parties uvaKpivEodai. The pro-

cess consisted in the production of proofs, of which
there were five kinds : 1. the laws 3. written doc-
uments, the production of which, by the opposite

party, might be compelled by a SUt} etc i/iipavuv

KaTuaraaiv ; 3. testimonies of witnesses present

i fjidpTvptai), or affidavits of absent witnesses {eic-

ANAGYRIS

.iaprvpiat) ; 4. depositions of slaves extorted by the

Vack ; 5. the oath of the parties.* All these proofs

were committed to writing, and placed in a box se-

cured by a seal {exivog") till they were produced at

the trial. The name AvuKpioig is given to the plead-

ings, considered expressly as a written document, in

IssBus.^ If the evidence produced at the anacrisia

was so clear and convincing that there could not

remain any doubt, the magistrate could iecide tne

question without sending the cause to be tried be-

fore the dicasts : this was called diafiopTvpia. In

this case, the only remedy for the person against

whom the decision was given, was to bring an ac-

tion of perjury against the witnesses {rpevdojiapTv-

puv diKTj). These pleadings, like our own, were
liable to vexatious delays on the part of the liti-

gants, except in the case of actions concerning mer-
chandise, benefit societies, mines, and dowries, which
were necessarily tried within a month from the com-
mencement of the suit, and were therefore called

EHfijjvoL dUai. The word uvaKpLUiQ is sometimes
used of a trial in general {^r]6' elc; uyKpiaiv k'Adeiv.*)

The archons were the proper officers for the dvu-

KpLCLg : they are represented by Minerva, in the

Eumenides of iEschylus, where there is a poetical

sketch of the process in the law courts.* {Vid.

Antigraphe, Antomosia.) For an account of the

dvuKpcaig, that is, the examination which each ar-

.chon underwent previously to entering on office,

see the article Archon.
ANADIKTA. {Vid. Appellatio.")

*ANAGALLTS (uvayaXMg), a plant, of wliich

Dioscorides and Galen describe two species, the

male and the female, as distinguished by their flow-

ers, the former having a red flower, and the latter a
blue. These are evidently the AnagaUis Arvensis

and CcBfulea, the Scarlet and Blue Pimpernels.*

ANAGNOS'TES. (Fi<^. Acroama.)
ANAri2TH2 AI'KH {dvayuyfjg dUrj). If an in-

dividual sold a slave who had some secret diseasa

—such, for instance, as epilepsy—without informing

the purchaser of the circumstance, it was in the

power of the latter to bring an action against the

vendor within a certain time, which was fixed ly
the laws. In order to do this, he had to report

{(ivayELv) to the proper authorities the nature of the

disease, whence the action was called avayuy^i;

Slkt]. Plato supplies us with some information on

this action ; but it is imcertain whether his remarks
apply to the action which was brought in the Athe-

nian courts, or to an imaginary form of proceed-

ing."

ANAGO'GIA {avayuyia), a festival celebrated at

Eryx, in Sicily, in honour of Aphrodite. The in-

habitants of the place believed that, during this fes-

tival, the goddess Avent over into Africa, and that all

the pigeons of the town and its neighbourhood like-

wise departed and accompanied her.' Nine days

afterward, during the so-called Karayuyia (return),

one pigeon having returned and entered the temple,

the rest followed. This was the signal for general

rejoicing and feasting. The whole dis*jict was
said at this time to smell of butter, which the in-

habitants believed to be a sign that Aphrodite had
returned.*

*ANAG'YRIS (avdyvpi^), a shrub, which Nican-

der*" calls " the acrid Onogyris." It is the Anagy-
risfetida, L., or Fetid Bean-trefoil. Hardouin says

its French name is Bois pttant. According to La-
mark, it is a small shrub, having the port of a Cyti-

sus, and rising to the height of five or seven feet.*'

1. (Royal Phannacop., p. 139.)—2. (F6e, 1. c.)—3. (Xen., De
Re Eq., vi., 12.—Id, Hipp., i., 17.—Appian., Pun., 106.)-^.

(Xen., De Re Eq., vii., 1.)—5. (vi., p. 235.)—6. (iv., p. 137.)—
7. (X., 38, 3.)—8. (?olyb., Reliq., xviii., 38; ixviii., 10.)—9.
tI>iod. Sic, Frag., lib. nx.)—10. (Tlarpocrat., •. v.)
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1. (Aristol., Rhet., I., xr., 2.)—2. (Schol. in Aristoph., Vesp.,

1436.)— 3. (De Aristarch. Hasred., p. 79, 11.)— 4. (jKschyl.,

Eumen., 355.)— 5. (Muller, Eumeniden, ^ 70.)— 6. ^Dioscor.,

ii., 209.—Adams, Append., s. v.) —7. (Plato, Leg-g., xi., 2, p
916.— Ast in Plat., 1. c— Meier, Att. Process, p. 525.)—

8

(^lian, V. H., i., 14.—Athenasus, ix., p. 394.)—9. (Athsnaut
ix., p. 395.)—10. (Theriac, 71 )—It. (Dioscor , ii? . 158 -A*
am«, Apnend., s. v )



AMCILE ANCilJL

ANA'RRHUSIS. (FR Apaturia.)

ANA.S {v^aoa or vfjTra), the genus Duck. The
incients must have been well acquainted with many
species of Duck ; but, from the brief notices they

have given of them, we have now great difficulty

in recognising these. 1. The ^oaKug is described

by Aristotle* as being like the v^aaa, but a little

smaller ; it may therefore be supposed a mere va-

riety of the Anas Boscas, or Wild Duck. 2. The
aiuerqucdida of Varro is referred by Turner to the

speties of duck called Teal in England, namely,

to*) Anas crecca, L. 3. The nriviXoip, which is enu-

merated by Aristotle'^ among the smaller species of

ijeese, was probably a duck, as Gesner suggests.

It may therefore be referred to the Anas Petielops,

L., or Widgeon. (In modem works on Natural
History it is incorrectly written Penelope.) 4. The
Bpivdog of Aristotle and ^lian, and fiptvdog of

Phile, although ranked with ducks by Aristotle and
Pliny, was probably the Anser Brenta, or Brent
Goose. 5. The ;j;;7va/lw7r??f of Aristotle* and of

iElian* is held to be the Anas Bernicula, or Bemicle
Goose, by Eliot. Schneider and Pennant, however,
prefer the AnMS Tadoma, or Shelldrake. 6. The
Sacred Goose of Egypt was a particular species,

the Anas jEgyptiaca, allied to the Bemicle, but dis-

tinguished by brighter plumage, and by small spurs

on its wings.*

ANATHE'MATA. (Vid. Donaria.)
ANATOCIS'MUS. (VU. Interest on Money.)
ANATMAX'IOT TPA^H {avaviiaxiov ypacpv) was

an impeachment of the trierarch who had kept
aloof from action while the rest of the fleet was en-

gaged. From the personal nature of the offence,

and the punishment, it. is obvious that this action

could only have been directed against the actual

commander of the ship, whether he was the sole

person appointed to the office, or the active partner
of the perhaps many awreXetg, or the mere con-
tractor (o /iiaOu(jd/j.evog). In a cause of this kind,

the strategi would be the natural and official judges.

The punishment prescribed by law for this offence

was a modified atimia, by which the criminal and
his descendants were deprived of their political

franchise, but, as we learn from Andocides, were
allowed to retain possession of their property.'

ANAXAGORErA {'Ava^ayopEia), a day of rec-

reation for all the youths at Lampsacus, which
took place once every year, in compliance, it was
said, with a wish expressed by Anaxagoras, who,
after being expelled from Athens, spent here the re-

mainder of his life. This continued to be observed
even iu the time of Diogenes Lagrtius.'

ANAX'URIS, a species of Dock ; the Rumex
divaricatus according to Sprengel.*
ANCHU'SA {uyxovaa), the herb Alkanet. Four

kinds of alkanet are described by Dioscorides' and
Galen." With regard to the first, Sprengel hesi-

tates between the Anchusa tinctoria and LitJiosper-

vmm tinctorium; the second is the Echium Itali-

cum, Sibthorp ; the third, or Alcibiades, the Echium
diffLsum ; and the fourth, or Lycopsis, the Lithosper-
mum fruticosum. This is a plausible account of
iae ayxovaa of Dioscorides, but is not unattended
with difficulties. That of Theophrastus" seems in-

dif;putabl^ to be the AThchusa tinctoria. The Anchusa
te7)ipsnnrens does not seem to be described by any
ancient author."
ANCI'LE, tue sacred shield carried by the Salii.

According to Plutarch,*' Dionysius of Halica--
nassus,'* and Festus,** it was made of bronze, and
Us form was oval, but with the 3wo sides receding
Inward with an even curvature, and so as to make

I. (H. A., viii., 5.)—2. (H. A., viii., 5.)—3. (H. A., viii., 5.)—
4. (N. A. v., 30.)—5. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (De Myst.,
40, Zurich ed., 1838.—Petit, Leg. An., 667.)—7. (Anaxag., c.

10.)—8. (Dioscor., ii., 140.)—9. (iv., 23.)—10. (De Simpl., v.)—
11. (H. P., vii., 9.)—12. (Adams, Append., s. t.)--13. (Vit.
Num.)—14. (Ant., ii.)—15 (s. v. Mamur. Vetur.)

H

it broader at the ends than in the middle, Its 3hapi
is exhibited in the following woodcut.
The original ancile was found, according to tra-

dition,* in the palace of Numa; and, as no human
hand had brought it there, it was concluded that it

liad been sent from heaven, and was an bivXov 6io-

TTETig. At the same time, the haruspices declared

that the Roman state would endure so long as thio

shield remained in Rome. To secure its preserva^
tion in the city, Numa ordered eleven other shields,

exactly like it, to be made by the armorer Mamu-
rius Veturius; and twelve priests of Mars Gradivus
were appointed under the denomination of Salii,

whose office it was to preserve the twelve ancilia.

They were kept in the temple of that divinity on the

Palatine Mount, and were taken from it only once
a year, on the calends of March. The feast of the

god was then obsei-ved during several days, when
the Salii carried their shields about the city, singing

songs in praise of Mars, Numa, and Mamurius
Veturius, and at the same time performing a dance,

which probably, in some degree, resembled our mor-
ris-dances, and in which they strack the shields with
rods, so as to keep time with their voices and with

the movements of their dance. The accompanving
figure shows one of these rods, as represented on
the tomb of a Pontifex Salius, or chief of the Salii.*

Its form, as here exhibited, both illustrates the man-
ner of using it, and shows the reason why different

authors call it by different names, as kyxeip'.^iov,

TioyxV) pd66og, virga.

^JS^Qi

Besides these different names of the rod, whlca
was held in the right hand, we observe a similar

discrepance as to the mode of holding the shield.

Virgil, describing the attire of Picus, a mvthical
king of Latium, says he held the ancile in nis left

hand (Iccvaque ancile gerebat^). Other authors rep-

resent the Salii as bearing the ancilia on their npcks
or on their shoulders.* These accounts may be rec-

onciled on the supposition advanced in the article

^Gis, that the shield was suspended by a leathern

band (lorum^) proceeding from the right shoulder,

and passing round the neck. That the weight of

the ancile was considerable, and that the use of it

in the sacred dance required no small exertion, is

apparent from Juvenal's expression, " sudavii cly-

peis ancilibus."*

Besides the Salii, who were men of patrician fani-

ilies, and were probably instructed to perform their

public dances m a graceful as well as animated
manner, there were servants who executed inferior

offices. An ancient gem in the Florentine cabinet,

from which the preceding cut has been copied, rep-

resents two of them carrying six ancilia on their

shoulders, suspended from a pole; and the repre-

sentation agrees exactly with the statement of Dio-

nysius of Halicarnassus, irilTag virvpETai ^prri/ii-

vag uTTO Kavovuv KOfilC^ovcri.

1. (Dionys., 1. c—Plut., 1. c.—Florus, i., 2.—Serv. in Mn.,
viii., 664.)—2. (Gruter, Inscr., p. ccccbiiv., note 3.)—3. (JEn..

vii., 187.)—4. (Stat., Sylv., ii., 129.—Lucan, i., 603 ; ix., 460.—
Lactaut., De Fals. Rel., i., 2! )- -5 (Juv., li., 125.)—6. (ii., 126.)
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During the festival, and so long a^ the Salii con-

tinued to carry the ancilia, no expedition could be

undertaken. It was thought ominous to solemnize

marriages at that time, or to engage in any under-

taking of great importance.'

When war was declared, the ancilia were purpose-

ly shaken in their sacred depository.' But it is al-

leged that, towards the close of the Cimbric war, they

rattled of their own accord.'

AN'CORA (dyieupa), an anchor.

The anchor used by the ancients was, for the most

part, made of iron, and its form, as may be seen from

the annexed figure, taken from a coin, resembled that

of the modem anchor. The shape of the two ex-

tremities illustrates the unco morsu and dente tenaci

of Virgil. * Indeed, the Greek and Latin names them-

selves express this essential property of the anchor,

being allied to dyicvXoe, dycwv, angulus, uncus, &c.

The anchor, as here represented and as common-
ly used, was called bidens, SnrXrj, dfi^i€o\oSt or a/i-

^iarofioQ, because it had two teeth or flukes. Some-
times it had one only, and then had the epithet irt-

poffTo^oc- The following expressions were used for

the three principal processes in managing the an-
chor:

Ancoram solvere, ayKvpav x^c^^v, to loose the an-
chor.

Ancoram jacere, l3aXKeiv, piirrEiv, to cast anchor.
Ancoram tollere, alpuv, avaipiladai, dvauwdaQai,

to weigh anchor.

Hence a'lpuv by itself meant to set sail, dynvpav
being understood.

The qualities of a good anchor were not to slip, or
lose its hold, and not to break, i. e., to be aa^aXi} re
Kui I3k€aiav.^

The following figure, taken from a marble at Rome,
shows the cable (funis) passing through a hole in the
prow (ocm/ms).

We may suppose the anchor to be lying on the
deck, in the place indicated by the turn of the ca-
ble

; and if the vessel be approaching the port, the
steps taken will be as Virgil describes:

*^ Obvertunt pelago proras ; turn dente tenaci
Ancorafundabat naves, et litora curvcB
PrcEtexunt puppes."^

And
"Ancora deprorajacitur, stant litore puppes."''

The prow being turned towards the deep sea (pe-
1. (Ovid, Fast, Hi., 3'.)3.)—2. (Serv. in JEn., vii., 603 : viii

,3.)—3. (Jul. Obsequens, De Prndig.—Liv., Epit.,68 )_4 (Mn
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lago) and the stem towards the land, the latter ex.
tremity is fixed upon the shore (stat litore), so that

the collected ships, with their aplustria, adorn it, as it

were, with a fringe or border ( prcetexta). The prow
remains in the deeper water, and therefore the an-
chor is thrown out to attach it to the ground (_yun-

dare).

When a ship was driving before the wind, and in

danger of foundering upon shoals, its course would
be checked by casting anchor from the stem. This
was done when Paul was shipwrecked at Melite.'

Four anchors were dropped on that occasion. Athe-
nseus* mentions a ship which had eight iron anchors.
The largest and strongest anchor, the "last hope" of
the ship, was called itpd : and, as it was only used in

the extremity of danger, the phrase " sacram an-
coram solvere" was applied to all persons similarly

circumstanced.

To indicate the place wher.e the anchor lay, a
bundle of cork floated over it, on the surface of the
water,' being attached, probably, to the ring which,
in the preceding figure, is seen fixed to the bottom
of the shank ; and we may conjecture that the rope
tied to that ring was also used in drawing the fluke

out of the ground previously to weighing anchor.
In the heroic times of Greece, it appears that an-

chors were not yet invented: large stones, called
ivvai {sleepers), were used in their stead.* Even
in later times, bags of sand, and baskets filled vrith

stones, were used in cases of necessity. According
to Pliny,* the anchor was first invented by Eupala-
mus, and afterward improved by Anacharsis.
ANDRAPHAX'YS {dvSpd<paKvQ or drpdipa^vQ),

an herb, the same with our Atriplex hortensis, ac-
cording to Sprengel, Stackhouse, and Dierbach, who
agree in this with the earlier commentators. All
the ancient authorities, from Dioscorides to Macer,
give it the character of an excellent pot-herb. It is

still cultivated in some gardens as a culinary herb f

its English name is Orach.^
* ANDRACH'NE, Purslane, or Portulaca olera-

cea, L.

'

ANAPAn0AI2'M0Y or ANAPAHOAIS'EQS
rPA3>'H (^dvSpaTrohap.ov or dvSpaTrodiffeiog ypa^ri)
was an action brought before the court of the eleven
(ot ivdeKa), against all persons who carried off slaves

from their masters, or reduced free men to a state

of slavery. The grammarians mention an oration
of Antiphon on this subject, which has not come
down to us.®

ANAPAn'OAQN AIKH (dvdpanoSwv Siicri) was
the peculiar title of the SiadiKaaia when a property
in slaves was the subject of contending claims. The
cause belonged to the class of dtKai irpoc nva, and
was one of the private suits that came under the
jurisdiction of the thesmothetoe. It is recorded to
have been the subject ofa lost speech of Dinarchus,'
and is clearly referred to in one still extant of De-
mosthenes.'"

ANDREI'A. (Vid Syssitia.)
* ANDRO'DAMAS, one of Pliny's varieties of

haematite. ( Fid AIMATITHD.) It was of a black
colour, of remarkable weight and hardness, and at-

tracted silver, copper, and iron. When divested of
its fabulous properties, it appears to have been mag-
netic oxide of iron."

ANDROGEO'NIA ('AvSpoytwvia), a festival with
games, held every year in the Ceramicus at Athens,
in honour of the hero Androgens, son of Minos,
who had overcome all his adversaries in the festive

1. (Acts, xxvii., 29.)—2. (Athenaeus, v., 4.3.)—3. (Paus., viii.,

12.— Plin., H. N., xvi., 8.)—4. (See II., i., 436 ; xiv., 7T Od.,
ix., 137 ; XV., 49S—Apollon. Khod., i., 1277. )—5. (vii., 57.)—6,
(Dioscor., ii., 145. —Theophrast., U. P., i., 18.— Adams, Ap-
pend., 8. V.)—7. (Tiieophrast., H. P., i., 15; iii., 4, &c.—Dios-
cor., ii., 150.)—8. (Bekker, Anecdot. Gr., i., 352.)—9. (Pro Lys-
iclide.)—10. (c. Apliob., L,821, 1. 7.)—11. (Moore's Anc Miner-
alogy, p. 131.)
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CHmes of the PanatlioasEn, and was afterward killed

by order of ^geus.' Ar.cording to Hesychius, the

hero also bore the name of Eurygyes (the possessor
.if extensive lands), and under this title games were
"selebrated in his honour, d £t' 'E.vpvyvi} ayuv.

ANDROLEPS'IA or ANDROLEPSION (dv-

^o7>,i]rl>ia or uvdpoXri^liiov), the right of reprisals, a
justom recognised by the international law of the

Erreeks, that, when a citizen of one state had killed

I citizen of another, and the countrymen of the for-

mer would not surrender him to the relatives of the

'eceased, it should be lawful to seize upon three,

ind not more, of the countrymen of the offender,

and keep then) as hostages till satisfaction was af-

forded, or the homicide given up.' The trierarchs

and the commanders of the ships of war were the
per>5ons intrusted with this ofiice. The property
which the hostages had with them at the time of
seizure was confiscated, under the name of avla or

ANDROS^'MON (avdpoaatfiov), a species of
St. John's-wort, but not the Hypericum androsamum
of modem botanists. Such, at least, is the opinion
of Sibthorp, who refers it to ihe H. cHiaMim, Lam.
Stephens and Matthiolus give it the French name
of Millepertuis*
*-ANDROS'ACES (avJpoffo/cef). Sprengel justly

pronounces this the " crux exegetarum !" In his
History of Botany he inclines to the opinion of Go-
nanus, that it is the Madrepora acetabulum, a zoo-
phyte ; a most improbable conjecture. But, in his

edition of Dioseorides, he prefers the plant named
Olivia Androsace, Brestol. The avdpbaaKeg occurs
in the Materia Medica of Dioseorides, Galen, Ori-
basius, and Paulus .Egineta.*

ANEMO'NE {dve/iuvT)), the Anemone or Wind-
rose. Dioseorides describes three species : the first,

which he calls rjfiepog, or cultivated, is, according to

Sprengel, the Ariemone coronaria; the second kind,
denominated aypia, or wild, is the A. s/eZ/ate; the
third kind, with dark leaves, is the A. nemorosa, or
Wood Anemone. The cultivated kind was very
variable in the colour of its flowers, these being
either blue, violet, purple, or white, whereas the
wild kind has merely a flower of purple hue. This
may serve to explain the discrepance in the poetic
legends respecting the origin of the anemone. Ac-
cording to one account,* it sprang from the tears

shed by Venus for the loss of Adonis when slain
by the wild boar ; according to another,^ from the
blood of Adonis himself The reference may be, in
the one case, to the white flower of the wind-rose

;

in the other, to that of purple hue. The anemone
has its name from the Greek term aveiiog, " wind."
The cause of this name's having been given is dif-

ferently stated. Pliny* says that the flower was so
styled, because it never opens except when the wind
blows ; Hesychius,' because its leaves are quickly
scattered by the wind. The best explanation, how-
ever, is the following : the blossoms of the anemone
contain no distinct calyx, and are succeeded by a
cluster of grains, each terminated by a long, silky,

feathery tail. As the species generally grow on
open plains, or in high, exposed situations, their
feathery grains produce a singular shining appear-
ance when waved by the breeze, and hence, no
doubt, the name of the flower has originated, for it

means, literally, " Wind-flower ;" and this is the
appellation actually bestowed upon it by the Eng-
lish.—Sibthorp found the anemone on Mount Par-
nassus.

*ANE'THUM {uvneov), the herb Anise or Dill.

Sprengel makes the uvridov of Dioseorides and The-

1. (D od. Sic, IV., 60, 61.)—2. (Harpocrat., 8. v.—Demosth.,
c. Aristtiirjt., p. 647, 1. 24.)—3. (Vtrf. Demosth., iztpl tov Y,Tt(f>.

r^j Tp(i7pff(jx<ay, p. 1232, 1. 5.)—4. (Dioscor., iii., 163.—Adams,
Append., •. i )—5. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Bion, Id., i.,

M.)—T. {.Oy\a, Met., 10, 735, seqq.)—8. (H. N., 21, 23.)—9. (n.

t, dl>(|lli>VI7.)

ophrastus the Anethum graveolens ; but, according to

Stackhouse, the uvrjdov of Theophrastus is the A
hortense, or Garden Dill.*

ANGOTHE'KE {ayyod^KT]). {Vid. Incitega.)
*ANGUILL'A (eyx^^vi), the Murana anguilla,

L., or Eel. {Vid. Conger and MuiiiENA.) Vol-
umes have been written respecting the mode of
reproduction on the part of eels. Aristotle believed
that they sprang from the mud ; Pliny, from frag-

ments which they separated from their bodies by
rubbing them against the rocks ; o'.hers of the an-
cient writers supposed that they came from the
carcasses of animals. The truth is, that eels couple
after the manner of serpents ; that they form eggs,
which, for the most part, disclose in their belly ; and
that in this case they are viviparous, after the man-
ner of vipers.

ANGUIS {6<j>ig), the Snake. (Vid. Aspis, Dra-
CO, &c.)
ANGUSTICLA'VII. {Vid. Clavus.)
ANI'SUM (aviaov) the Pimpinella unison, or

Anise. It is described by Theophrastus, Dioseori-

des, Galen, and the other writers on the Materia
Medica.
ANNA'LES (i. e., annales libri, year-books) were

records of the events of each year, which were kept
by the chief pontiff {pontifex maximus) at Rome,
from the commencement of the state to the time of
the chief pontiff Publius Mucins Scajvola (consul
in 621 A.U.C., 133 B.C."). They were written on a
white board (aUmm), which the chief pontiff used
to put in some conspicuous place in his house, that

the people might have the opportunity of reading
them. They were called annales mazimi, or annales
ponlijicum maximcrum;^ and the comTtientarii po7ili&'

cum mentioned by Livy* are in all probability the
same. These documents appear to have been very
meager, recording chiefly eclipses, prodigies, and
the state of the markets ;* but they were the cnly
historical records which the Romans possessed be«

fore the time of Fabius Pictor.* The great r part
of those written before the burning of Rome yy the
Gauls, perished on that occasion ; but some frag-

ments seem to have escaped destruction.* This
circumstance is a chief cause of the uncertainty of
the early history of Rome.''

In process of time, individuals undertook to write
portions of the Roman history, in imitation of the
pontifical annals.* The first of these was Cluintus
Fabius Pictor, who lived during the second Punic
War, and wrote the history of Rome from its found-
ation down to his own time.' Contemporary with
him was Lucius Cincius Alimentus, whose annals
embraced the same period." Dionysius states that
both Fabius and Cincius wrote in Greek; but it

would seem that Fabius wrote in Latin alsu.'*

Marcius Porcius Cato, consul in 559 A.U.C., and
afterward censor, wrote an historical work in

seven books, which was called " Origines."" Au-
lus Postumius Albinus, consul in 603'A.U.C., wrote
annals of the Roman history in Greek.*' Lucius
Calpumius Piso Frugi, consul in 621 A.U.C., and
afterward censor, wrote annals.** Cluintus Valeri-
us Antias (about 672 A.U.C.^ is frequently cited by
Livy, and contemporary with him was Caiu<? Li-
cinius Macer.** The Roman annalists were Lacius
Cassius Hemina (A.U.C. 608), Cluintus Fabius

1. (Dioscor., iii., 60.—Theophrast., H. P., vii., 1.— Adaau,
Append., s. v.)—2. (Cic, de Orat., ii., 12.—Id., de Leg^., i., 2.)
—3. (vi., 1.)—4. (Cato in Aul. GeU., ii., 28.)—5. (Cic, da
Legg., i., 2.)—6. (Liv., i., 6.—Cic, de Rep., i., 16.)—7. (Nie-
buhr, vol. i., p. 213.)—8. (Cic, de Orat., ii., 12.)—9. (Cic, d«
Legg., i., 2.—Polyb., i., 14 ; iii., 8, 9.—Dionys., i., 6 ; vii., 71.—
Liv., i., 44 ; ii., 40.)—10. (Dionys., i., 6, 74.—Liv., vii., 3 ; ixi,
38.)—11. (Cic, de Orat., ii., 12.—Aul. Cell., i., 15.)—12. (Cic,
de Orat., ii., 12.—De Legg., i., 2.—Liv., xxxix., 40.—Com.
Nep., Cato, c. 3.)—13. (Gell., xi., 8.—Cic, Brut., c. 21.—Ma-
crob., Sat. Prieem., i. ; ii., 16.—Plutarch, Cat. Maj.,c. 12.)—14
(Cic, de Or t., ii., 12.—Ep. ad Div., ii., 22.—Varro, d« l-nf.
Lat., iv., 42.—Dionys., ii , 38 ; iv., 7.)— 15. (Cic, de V* '| i,
2.—Liv., vii I
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Maximus Servilianus (612), Caius Fannius (618),

Caius Sempronius Tuditanus (625), Lucius Cffilms

Antipater (631), Caius Sempronius Asellio (620),

and, about the end of the same century, Pubhus

Rutilius Rufus, Lucius Cornelius Sisenna, and

auintus Claudius auadrigarius. Farther informa-

tion concerning these writers will be found in Clin-

ton's Fasti HeUcnici, vol. iii.

The precise difference between the terms antuiks

and hislorla is still a matter of discussion. Cicero

says that the first historical writers among the Ro-

mans composed their works in imitation of the

Bnnales mazwii, and merely wrote memorials of the

times, of men, of places, and of events, without

any ornament; and, provided that tlieir meaning

was intelligible, thought the only excellence of

style was brevity ;' but that, in history, ornament is

studied in the mode of narration, descriptions of

CDuntries and battles are often introduced, speeches

ajid harangues are reported, and a flowing style is

aimed at." Elsewhere he mentions history as one

of the liighest kinds of oratory, and as one which

was as yet either unknown to, or neglected by, his

coinirymen.^ Aulus Gellius* says that the differ-

ence between annals and history is, that the former

observe the order of years, narrating under each

year all Uie events that happened during that year.

Servius* says that history (aTro tov laropeiv) relates

to events which have happened during the writer's

life, so that he has, or might have, seen them ; but

annals to those things which have taken place in

former tim as. The true distinction seems to be that

which regards the annalist as adhering to the suc-

cession of time, while the historian regards more
the succession of events ; and, moreover, that the

former relates bare facts in a simple, straightfor-

ward style, while the latter arranges his materials

with the art of an orator, and traces the causes and
results of the " events which he records. (See a
paper by Niebuhr in the Rheinisches Museum, ii.,

2, p. 283, translated by Mr. Thirlwall in the Philolo-

gical Museum,, vol. ii., p. 661.)

ANNO'NA (from annus, like poTiuyna from po-

mum) is used, 1. for the produce of the year in

com, fruit, wine, &c., and hence, 2. for provisions

in general, especially for the corn which, in the

latter years of the Republic, was collected in the

storehouses of the state, and sold to the poor at a
cheap rate in times of scarcity ; and which, under
the emperors, was distributed to the people gratui-

tously, or given as pay and rewards. 3. For the

price of provisions. 4. For a soldier's allowance
of provisions for a certain time. It is used also in

the plural for yearly or monthly distributions of pay
in corn, &c.* Similar distributions in money were
called annona ctraria.'' In the plural it also signi-

fies provisions given as the wages of labour.*
Anncna was anciently worshipped as the goddess

who prospered the year's increase. She was repre-
sented on an altar "in the Capitol, with the inscrip-
tion " Annonse Sanctae ^lius Vitalio," &c.,» as a
female with the right arm and shoulder bare, and
the rest of the body clothed, holding ears of corn in
her right hand, and the cornucopia in her left.

ANNA'LIS LEX. (Vid. ^Ediles, p. 25.)
AN'NULI. (FzU Rings.)
ANNUS. (Firf. Year.)
ANO'NIS (dycjvtf), a plant. Stephens says its

Kopular name is Resta bovis, i. e., Rest-harrow,
lodem botanists have accordingly given the name

ofATtonii antiquorum to the Rest-harroiv of English
herba l5f;s.** The popular name is derived from the
drcumstance of this plant's stopping the plough, or
harrow, in its progress, by its stringy roots.

1. (De Orat., ii., 12.)—2. (Orator., c.20.)—3. (De Leg?., i. 2.)

—4. (v., 18.)—5. (in JEn., i., 373.)—6. (Cod. Just., ., tit. 48
X., tit. 16 ; li., tit. 24.)—7. (Cod. Theodos., vii., it 4. s. 34,
S5, 36./—& (Salmas. in Lamprid., Alex. Sev., c. 41.)—9.'(Gru-
ter, p. t, n. 10.)—10. (Dioicor., iii., 17.—Adams, Append., s. v )

GO

ANT^.

ANClUrSITIO. In criminal trials at Rcxne, tlie

accuser was obliged, after the day for the trial {dia

didio) had been fixed, to repeat his charge three

times against the accused, with the intervention of

a day between each.^ The anqidsitio was tnat par
of the charge in which the punishment was speci

fied. The accuser could, duiing this repetition of

the charge, either mitigate" or increase the punish-

ment.^ After the charge had been repeated three

times, the proper bill of accusation Qrogatio) waa
then first introduced. (Fw^. Judicium.) Under tue

emperors, the term anquisitio lost its original mean-
ing, and was employed to indicate an accusation m
general ;* in which sense it also occurs even in the

times of the Republic*
ANSA, the handle of any thing, more particuiar.y

of a cup or drinking-vessel ; also, the handle of a

rudder, called by us the tiller.* Ennius speaks of

the ansa or handle of a spear: " Hastis ansaiis covr

cwrunt undique tells."'' " Ansatas mittunt e iurribui

hastas."^

The ansa must have been different from the

amentum of a spear. Perhaps it was a rest for the

hand, fixed to the middle of the shaft, to assist in

throwing it. On this supposition, the hasta an^saia

of Ennius was the same with the ficadyKv'kov oi

dopv ayKvlriTov of Greek authors.' Euripides calls

the same weapons simply uyKvlag}'^

Xenophon, speaking of the large arrows of the

Carduchi, says that his soldiers used them as darts

{uKovTLOLg), by fixing the ayKvlri upon them {kvayKV'

/IwvTEf)." Plutarch" relates that Alexander the

Great, observing one of his soldiers to be attaching

the ayKvT^r] to his dart {to ukovtiov EvayKV?.ovfievov),

obliged him to leave the ranks, for preparing his

arms at a moment when he ought to ha\'^e had them
ready for use. These authorities show that the

ayKvkr] was something fastened to the dart, about

the middle of the shaft, before the engagement ccm-
menced. That it was crooked, or curved, may be
concluded from the term itself; and, if so, it would
agree with the Latin ansa, a handle, though not with

amentum, which was a leather thong fastened to

the same part of the lance. {Vid. Amentum.)
*ANSER {xn'^\ the Goose. Aristotle briefly de-

scribes two species, the Great and the Small grega-

rious goose." The latter, no doubt, is the Brent

Goose, or Anas Bernicula. The other cannot be sat-

isfactorily determined ; but it is not unlikely that it

was the Atuis anser. Dr. Trail, however, is inclined

rather to think that it was the Anas JEgyptiaca, or

Sacred Goose of Egypt.**

ANT^ {napa(jTu6E(), square pillars {quadra co-

hcmncB, Nonius). They were commonly joined to

the side walls of a building, being placed on each
side of the door, so as to assist in forming the por-

tico. These terms are seldom found except in

the plural, because the purpose served by antSB

required that, in general, two should be erected

corresponding to each other, and supporting the ex-

tremities of the same roof. Their position, form,

and use will be best understood from the following

woodcut, in which A A are the antse.

Vitruvius" describes the temple in antis {vabg ev

napaaTdai) to be one of the simplest kind. It had,

as he says, in front, antoe attached to the walls

which enclosed the cella; and in the middle, be«

tween the antae, two columns supporting the archi-

trave. According to him,^* the antas ought to be of
the same thickness as the columns. The three

spaces (intercolumnia) into which the front of the

1. (Cic, pro. Dom., c. 17.)—2. (Liv., li., 52.)—3. (Liv . xiri.;

3.)-4. (Tacit., Ann., iii., 12.)—5. (Liv., vi., 20 ; viii., 33.)—

«

(Vitruv., X., 8.)—7. (Ap. Macrob., Satum., vi., 1.)—8. (Ap
Nonium.)—9. (Athenseus, xi.—Eurip., Phoen., 1148.—Androm
1133.—Schol. in loc—Menander, p. 210, ed. Meineke.—Gell
X., 25.—Festus, s. . Mefancilium.)—10. (Orest., 1477.)—II
(Anab.,iv.,2, ^ 28.)—12. (Apophth.)—13. (Am;u„ , H. A., vin
5.)—14. (Adams, Append., s. V.)—15. (iii.. 1.)— 16 liv.. it
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pronaos was divided by the two columns, were
someiimes occupied by marble balustrades, or by
some kind of rails, with doors or gates. The ruins

of temples, corresponding to the description of Vitru-

vius, are found in Greece and Asia Minor; and we
here exhibit as a specimen a restoration of the

iTont o^ tiie temple ofArtemis Propylaea at Eleusis,

together with a plan of the pronaos

:

^ B

A |r^,i.^^^

A A, the anta ; B B, the cella or vaoq : O, the altar.

An ancient inscription respecting the temple of
6eraj)is at Puteoli, contains the following direction
ro add antae to one of the walls : E3^. eo. pariete.
ANTAS. DUAS. AD. MARE. VORSUM. PROJICITO. LONGAS.
F. II. CRASSAS. P. I.

When Neoptolemus is attacked by Orestes in
the vestibule of the temple at Delphi, he seizes the
arms which were suspended by means of nails or
pins from one of the antae {napaaru^og Kpefiatjru^),

takes his staticn upon the altar, and addresses the
people in his own defence. In two other passages,
Euripides uses the term by metonymy, to denote
either the pronaos of a temple' or the vestibule of a
Dalace ;' i. e., in each case the portico, or space en-
closed between the antae.*

From parastas came the adjective parastaticus, and
hence we find parastatica employed as the term for a
pilaster, which may be considered as the section of
a square pillar attached to the wall of a building.
The beams of a ceiling were laid upon three kinds
of supports, viz., columns, antae, and parastaticae or
pilasters.*

ANTAC^IJS {avTUKaiog), a variety of the Aci-
penser Huso, or Isinglass Fish. This would appear
to be the fish of whose name a poet in Athenaeus
complains that it was inadmissible into heroic
verse.*

ANTEAMBU:.0']SES were slaves who were
accustomed to gc before their masters, in order to
make way for them through the crowd. ^ They
usually called out date locum domiTw meo ; and if this
were not sufficient to clear the way, they used their
hands and elbows for that puipose. Pliny relates
an amusing tale of an individual who was roughly

1. (Eurip., Androm., 1098.)—2. (Iph. in Tanr., 1126.)—3.
fPhcen.. 427.)—4. {Vid. Cratini, Fragm., ed. Runkel, p. 16.—
Xen., Hier., xi.—Schneider, Gr.-Deutsch. Handworterbuch.

—

Id., Epim. in Xen., Mem., p. 277.—Id., in Vitruv.,vi., 7, 1.)—5.
(Vitruv., iv., 2, p. 94 ; v., i., p. 116, 117, ed. Schneider.—Plin.,
—iii., 15.)—*. (Athenaeus, vii., p. 284, e.—Schweigh. in loc.

;

Clian, N A, xiv., 23.)—7 (Suet., Vesp., c 2.)

handled by a Roman knight, because fiis slave bad
jDresumed to touch the latter in order to make way
lor his master.* The term anteamMlones was also
given to the clients, who were accustomed to walk
before their patroni when the latter appeared in
public'
ANTECESSO'RES, called also ANTECUR.

SO'RES, were horse-soldiers, who were accustom*
ed to precede an army on march in order Lo ci^ocae
a suitable place for the camp, and to make the n^
cessary provisions for the army. They do not ap.
pear to have been merely scouts, like the specuia'

tores? This name was also given to the te'acheis

of the Roman law.*
ANTECCENA. (Ftt^. Ccena.)
ANTEFIXA, terra-cottas, which exhibited vari-

ous ornamental designs and were used in architec-
ture to cover the Meze (zophorus) of the entablatun;.
These terra-cottas do not appear to have been

used among the Greeks, but were probably Etruris n
in their origin, and were thence taken for the dec >-

ration of Roman buildings. Festus describes thein
in the following terms : Antefixa qua ex opcrefiguli\ia
tedis adjiguntur sub stillicidio.

The name antefixa is evidently derived from ilie

circumstance that they were fixed before the build-
ings which they adorned; and the manner of fixing
them, at least m many cases, appears from the le-

mains of them stUl existing. At Scrofano, suppos.;d
to be the ancient Veii, they were found fastened to

the frieze with leaden nails. At Velletri, formerly
a city of the ^''olsci, they were discovered (see tie
following woodcut) with holes for the nails to pass
through. They were formed in moulds, and then
baked by fire, so that the number of them might l)e

increased to any extent; and copies of the same de-
sign were no doubt frequently repeated on the same
frieze. Of the great variety and exquisite beauiy
of the workmanship, the reader may best form tJi

idea by inspecting the collection of them in the Bnt*
ish Museum, or by studying the engravings and de-
scription of that collection published by Dr. Tayioi
Combe.
The two imperfect antefixa here represented ars

among those found at Velletri, and described by
Carloni (i?o'/?(a, 1785).

The first of them must have formed part of the

upper border of the frieze, or, rather, of the cornice.

It contains a panther's head, designed to serve as a
spout for the rain-water to pass through in descend-
ing Irom the roof Similar antefixa, but with comic
masks instead of animals' heads, adorned the Tem-
ple of Isis at Pompeii.*
The second of the above specimens repreoents

two men who have a dispute, and who come before

the sceptre-bearing kings or judges to have theil

cause decided. The style of this bas-relief indi-

cates its high antiquity, and, at the same time,

1. (Ep. iii., 14, sub fin.)—2. (Martial, ii., 18 ; iii., 7 ; r, 74.)

—3. (Hirt., Bell. Afr., 12, who speaks of speculatores et anta

cessores equitef.—Suet., Vitell., 17.—Caes., B. G., v., 47.)—

4

(Cod. 1, tit. 11. ». 2, ki 9, 11 )—5. (Pompeii, Lond., 1830, vol t,

6.



ANTENNA.

Droves that the Volsci had attained to considerable

teste in their architecture. Their anteiixa are re-

markable for being painted : the ground ol that here

tepiesented is blue; the hair of the six men is black

or brown; their flesh red ; their garments white, yel-

low ana red : the chairs are white. The two holes

may be observed by which this slab was fixed upon

the building.
, , ^. t. r

Cato the Censor complained that the Romans of

his time began to despise ornaments of this descnp-

tion, and to prefer the marble friezes of Athens and

Corinth.^ The rising taste which Cato deplored

may account for the superior beauty of the antefixa

preserved in the British Museum, which were dis-

covered at Rome. A specimen of them is here

given It represents Minerva supenntendmg the

ANTHERICUS.

hung from the horns of the antenna, the use of which

was to turn it round as the wind veered, so as to

keep the sail opposite to the wind. This operation

is technically described by Virgil in the fc.lowing

line: " Corrma velatarum, obvertimus antermarum."^

And more poetically where he uses brac/iia for w/i^

termiee, and adds, " Una ardua torquent Coin.ua, dp-

torqiietitque."*

When a storm arose, or when the port was at-

tained, it was usual to lower the antenna {ckmittere,

KudeXeadai, ixplevai), and to reef the sail: *' Ardua

jamdvdum demittUe cornua, rector ClaTnat, et antennih

totum svJxnectite velum."*

Also before an engagement the antenna was low-

ered to the middle of the mast {Antennis ad medium

malum demissis.*) We may observe that the two

last-cited authors use antenna in the plural for the

yard of a single ship, probaKy because they con-

sidered it as consisting of two zirms united in the

middle.
From numerous representations of ships on an-

tique coins, intaglios, lamps, and bas-reliefs, we
here select two gems, both of which show the velata

antenna, but with the sail reefed in the one, and in

the other expanded and swollen with the wind.

ounsirnction of the ship Ai^. The man with the

hammer <ind chisel is Argus, who built the vessel

ou'lcr hei' direction. The pilot Tiphys is assisted

rr fcsr ia attaching the sail to the yard. The bor-

ak.* ik ihe top and bottom are in the Greek style,

ax. ' are extremely elegant. Another specimen of

1^^ antefixa is given under the article Antyx.
ANTENNA {Kepaia, aipac), the yard of a ship.

The ships of the ancients had a single mast in the

middle, and a square sail, to raise and support which
a tranverse pole or yard was extended across the

mast not far from the top. In winter the yard was
let down, and lodged in the vessel or taken on shore.
" Effiigit hybernas demissa antenna proccllas."'

When, therefore, the time for leaving the port ar-

rived, it was necessary to elevate the yard, to which
the sail was previously attached. For this purpose
a wooden hoop was made to slide up and down the

mast, as we see it represented in an antique lamp,
made in the form of a ship.' To the two extremi-
ties of the yard {cornua, uKpoKepatai) ropes were at-

1 ached, which passed over the top of the mast ; and
oy means of these ropes, and the pulleys (trochlea:)

COML^^JUzx.. with them, the yard and sail, guided by
the hoop, were hoisted to a sufficient height. The
Rail was then unfurled, and allowed to fell to the
deck of the vessel.*

Caesar informs us* that, in order to destroy the
fleet of the Veneti, his soldiers made use of sharp
tickles fastened to long poles. With these they cut
tke Topes (Junes) by which the yard of each ship
wa? suspended from the mast. The consequence
was, that the yard, with the sail upon it, immediately
fell, and the ship became unmanageable. These
npta appear to have been called in Greek Kepovxoi,
Vttense in Latin summi ceruchi*

Besides the ropes already mentioned, two others

1. (Liv., xxxiv., 4.)—2. (Ovid, Trist., 111., ir., 9.)—3. (Barto-
b,Liiceni., iii., 31.—Compare Isid., Hisp. Orig., ix., 15.)—4.

(V»l. Flacc i , 3i:t—Ovid, Met., ii., 477.)—5. (B. G., iii., 14.)
-«. (Lucan^viii., 177.—Val. Flacc.. i.. 469.)

The former represents Ulysses tied to the masi
in order to effect his escape from the Sirens; %

shows the cornua at the extremities of the yard, and

the two ceruchi proceeding from thence to the top of

the mast. Besides these particulars, the other gem
represents also the ropes used for turning the an-

tenna so as to face the wind.

ANTEPAGMEN'TA, doorposts, the jambs of a

door.

The inscription quoted in the article Ant£ con-

tains also a direction to make jambs of silver fir

(antepagmenta afnegna). Cato,' speaking of the

construction of a farmnouse, mentions stone lintels

and jambs (jugumenta et antepagmenta ex lapide).

Vitruvius* gives minute instructions respecting the

form and proportions of the antepagmenta in the

doors of temples ; and these are found, in general, to

correspond with the examples preserved among the

remains of Grecian architecture.^ The common
term for a doorpost is postis.

ANTESIGNA'NI appear to have been a body
of troops, selected for the defence of the standar<'

(signum), before which they were stationed.*

ANTESTA'RI. (Vid. Actio, p. 18.)

ANTH'EMIS (av^ep'f). a species of plant. ( Vtd.

Chamaimelon.)
*ANTH'EMUM(av0E/iov, -of, or -lov), a species of

plant, about which some uncertainty prevails. Ad-
ams is in favour of its being the genus Matricaria,

or Wild Chamomile. Sprengel, however, refers the

several species of this plant noticed by Theophras*

tus to the Anthcmis Cotta. Stackhouse also is very

unsatisfactory in his views on this subject*

*ANTHER'ICUS (aveepiKog), a plant. Sprengel,

in the first edition of his R. H. H., compares the

Anthericus Grcecus with it, but in his second the

Asphodehis fistulosus. Thiebault makes it to be the

Ornithogalum Pyrenatcum, and Stackhouse the Aspho-

1. (JEn., iii., 549.)—2. {JEn., v., 829, seqq.)—3. (Ovid, Met,

xi., 483.)—4. (Hirt., De Bell. Alex., 45.)—5. (De Re Rust-

xiv.)—6. (iv., 6.)—7. {Vid. Hirt, Baukunst nach den Grand
satzen der Alten, xvi.)—S. (Liv., iv., 37.—Cses., Bell. Ci»., vL,

75, 84.)-«. (Theophra8t.,H.P.,i.,22; vii.,9-14.—Adaw^Ar
pend., 8. T.)
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idui ,idcus. In a word, all is mere conjecture with
regaid to it, the description of it by Theophrastus
heing so imperfect.*

ANTHESPHOR'IA ('AveEaiSpia), a flower-festi-

val, principally celebrated in Sicily in honour of
Hemeter and Persephone, in commemoration of the

wtiim of Persephone to her mother in the beginning
of spring. It consisted in gathering flowers and
1 «ining garlands, because Persephone had been ear-

ned off by Pluto while engaged ia this occupation.'

Btra.bo' relates that at Hippotiium the women cele-

brated a similar festival in honour of Demeter, which
was probably called anthesphoria, since it was de-

rived^from Sicily. The women themselves gather-

ed the Sowers for the garlands which they wore on
the occasion, and it would have been a disgrace to

buy the flowers for that purpose. Anthesphoria
were also solemnized in honour of other deities,

especially in honour of Juno, surnamed 'AvOsia, at

Argos,* where maidens, carrying baskets filled with
flowers, went in procession, while a tune called

lepuKLov was played on the flute. Aphrodite, too,

was worshipped at Cnossus, under the name 'Av-

6ela,^ and has therefore been compared with Flora,

the Roman deity, as the anthesphoria have been
With the Roman festival of the florifertum.

AJNTTHESTE'RIA. (Vid. Dionysia.)
ANTHESTE'RION. {Vid. Calendar, Greek.)
*ANTH'IAS {uvdiag), a species offish, the same

with the Labrus anthias, L., or Serranus anthias of
Cuvier. Its French name is Barbier. The an-
cients describe several species of this fish, one of
which is the KuTilixdvg.^ Cuvier describes this as

a most beautiful fish, of a fine ruby red, changing to

gold and silver, with yellow bands on the cheek.''

ANTHOS, a bird, which, according to Pliny,

feeds on flowers, and imitates the neighing of a
horse !* Belon would have it to be the Emberizza
dtrimUa, or Yellow Bunting, called in England the

Yellow Hammer, and in France Bruant. This
opinion, however, is somewhat doubtful, since Aris-
totle describes the AtUJios as frequenting rivers,

nrhereas the Yellow Hammer delights in trees.'

*AN'THRAX {avBpa^), the Carbuncle. {Vid.

Carbdnculds.)
•ANTHRAK'ION, a species of carbuncle,

found, according to Theophrastus, in the island of

Chios. Beckmann" thinks that Theophrastus"
means the well-known black marble of that island,

which, from its resemblance to an extinguished coal,

was designated uvdpuKiov (from uvOpa^, " a coal"),

just as the ruby took its name from one burning.

He supposes, moreover, that of this marble were
made the mirrors mentioned by Theophrastus ; and
that Pliny misinterprets him in stating that they
f^ere of the uvOpaKiov of Orchomenus.**
ANTHRE'NE {uvdp^vri), the Hornet, or Vespa

Cralro, L. Its nest is called avdpnviov by Suidas.

ANTHYLL'IS (uvdv^Xic), a species of plant.

Sprengel agrees with Prosper Alpinus, that the first

species of Dioscorides is the Cressa Cretica; and
with Clusius, that the second is the Ajuga Iva. Lin-
naeus would seem to countenance this opinion in re-

gard to the first species, by giving it tne name of
Crer,sa Anthiillis in his Gen. Plant. ^^

ANTHYPOMOS'IA. (Vid. Hypomosia.)
ANTID'OSIS {avTiSoaic,), in its literal and gen-

eral meaning, " an exchange," was, in the language
of the Attic courts, peculiarly applied to proceed-
ings under a law which is said to have originated

1. (Theophrast., H. P., i., 4 ; viii., 13.—Adams, Append., s. v.)

-2. (Pollux, Onom., i., 1, 37.)—3. (vi., p. 256.)—4. (Paus., ii.,

J2, I) 1.)—5. (Hesych., s. v.)—6. (Athenaeus, vii., 16.—Aristot.,

H. A., vi., ir ; ix., 2 et 37.—^lian, N. A., i., 4 ; viii., 28 ; xii.,

47.—Plin., n. N., ix., 58.)—7. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—8, (Plin.,

H. N., X., 42.)—9. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 5.—Adams, Append., s.

».)—10. (Hist, of Inv., vol. iii., p. 178.)—11. (Lith., c. 61.)—12.

(Moore's *nc. Mineral, p. 79.;—13. (Dioscor., iii., 143.—^Adami,
Ippend i. T.)

with Solon.* By this, a citizen nominal id to pet-
form a leiturgia, such as a trierarchy or cKoregia, oi
to rank among the property-tax pavers in a class
disproportioned to his means, was empowered to
call upon any qualified person not so charged t«
take the office in his stead, or submit to a complett
exchange of property; the charge in question, oi
course, attachmg to the first party, if the exchange
were finally effected.' For these proceedings w^
courts were opened at a stated time every year bj -

the magistrates that had official cognizance of the
particular subject, such as the strategi in cases of
trierarchy and rating to the property-taxes, and the
archon in those of choregia; and to the tribunal of
such an officer it was the first step of the challenger
to summon his opponent.' It may be presumed
that he then formally repeated his proposal, and that
the otherparty stated his objections, which, if obvi-
ously sufficient in law, might perhaps authorize the

magistrate to dismiss the case; il otherwise, the
legal resistance, and preparations for bringing the
cause before the dicasts, would naturally begin here.
In the latter case, or if the exchange were accepted,
the law directed the challenger to repair to the
houses and lands of his antagonist, and secure him-
self, as all the claims and liabilities of the estate

were to be transferred, from fraudulent encumbran-
ces of the real property, by observing what mortgage
placards {bpoC), if any, were fixed upon it, and
against clandestine removal of the other effects, by
sealing up the chambers that contained them, and,
if he pleased, by putting bailiffs in the mansion.*
His opponent was at the same time informed that
he was at liberty to deal in like manner with the es-

tate of the challenger, and received notice to attend
the proper tribunal on a fixed day to take the usual
oath. The entries here described seem, in contem-
plation of law, to have been a complete effectuation
of the exchange," and it does not appear that pri-

marily there was any legal necessity for a fartner
ratification by the dicasts ; but, in practice, this must
always have been required by the conflict of inter-

ests between the parties. The next proceeding was
the oath, which was taken by both parties, and pur-
ported that they would faithfully discover all their

property, except shares held in the silver mines at

Laurion; for these were not rated to leiturgiae or
property taxes, nor, consequently, liable to the ex-
change. In pursuance of this agreement, the law
enjoined that they should exchange correct accounts
of their respective assets {ano(puaEL^) within three
days ; but, in practice, the time might be extended by
the consent of the challenger. After this, if the mat-
ter were still uncompromised, it would assume the

shape and follow the course of an ordinary lawsuit
( Fiifi?. Dike), under the conduct of the magistrate
within whose jurisdiction it had originally come.
The verdict of the dicasts, when adverse to the
challenged, seems merely to have rendered impera-
tive the first demand of his antagonist, viz., that he
should submit to the exchange, or undertake the
charge in question ; and as the alternative was open
to the former, and a compromise might be acceded
to by the latter at any stage of the proceedings, we
may infer that the exchange was rarely, if ever,
finally accomplished.* The irksomeness, however,'
of the sequestration, during which the litigant was
precluded from the use of his own property, and dis-

abled from bringing actions for embezzlement and
the like against others (for his prospective reim-
bursement was reckoned a part of the sequestrated
estate'), would invariably cause a speedy—perhaps,

1. (Demosth. in Phaenipp., init.)—2. (B3ckh, Pub. Econ. of

Athens, vol. ii., p. 369.)—3. (Demosth. in Phsenipp., p. 1040.—
Meier, Att. Process, p. 471 ; vpoaKoStiaOai riva eh avrlioaiv
Lysias, h-nip tov 'Aouvarou, p. 745.)—4. (Demosth in Phte
nipp., p. 1040, seq.)—5. (Demosth. in Mid., p. 540; in Phse-

nipp., p. 1041, 25.)—fi. (BSckh, Econ. of Athens, vol. ii., (i 3701
—7. (Demosth. in Aphob., ii., p. 841 ; in Mid., p. 540.)
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to most cases, a fair—adjustment of the burdens i %-

'ident to the condition of a wealthy Athenian.

ANTIGR'APHE {uvTLypa^^) originally signified

.he writing put in by the defendant, in all causes,

ivhether public or private, in answer to the indict-

ment or bill of the prosecutor. From this significa-

tion it was applied, by an easy transition, to the sub-

stance as well as the form of the reply, both of which

are also indicated by uvTu/ioaca, which means pri-

mari'.y the oath corroborating the statement of the

accused. Harpocration has remarked that anti-

graphc n-ight denote, as antomosia does in its more

extended application, the bill aiid affidavit of either

paity; and this remark seems to be justified by a

passage of Plato.* Schomann, however, main-

tains* that antigraphe was only used in this signi-

fication in the case of persons who laid claim to an

unassigned inheritance. Here neither the first nor

any other claimant could appear in the character of

a prosecutor ; that is, no Sikti or eyalrina could be

strictly said to be directed by one competitor against

another, when all came forward volimtarily to the

tribimal to defend their several titles. This circum-

stance Schomann has suggested as a reason why
the documents of each claimant were denoted by

the term in question.

Perhaps the word "plea," though by no means a

coincident term, may be allowed to be a tolerably

proximate rendering of antigraphe. Of pleas there

can be only two kinds, the dilatory, and those to the

action. The former, in Attic law, comprehends all

such allegations as, by asserting the incompetency
of the court, the disabOity of the plaintiff, or privi-

lege of the defendant and the like, would have a
tendency to show that the cause in its present state

could not be brought into court {jiri Eiaayuyi/zov

elvai Tv,v Siicrjv) : the latter, everything that could

be adduced by way of denial, excuse, justification,

and defence generally. It must be, at the same time,

1> o'pt in mind, that the process called " special plead-

ing" •?• as at Athens supplied by the magistrate hold-

it^ *he anacrisis, at which b'oth parties produced
ihcir allegations, with the evidence to substantiate

them ; and that the object of this part of the pro-

ceedings was, under the directions and with the as-

sistance of the magistrate, to prepare and enucleate

(he question for the dicasts. The following is an
instance of the simplest form of indictment and
plea :

" Apollodorus, the son of Pasion of Achamae,
againsi Stephanus, son of Menecles of Acharnoe, for

perjury. The penalty rated, a talent. Stephanus
bore false witness against me when he gave in evi-

dence the matters in the tablets. Stejphanus, son
of Menecles of Achamse. I witnessed truly when
I gave in evidence the things in the tablet.'" The

E
leadings might be altered during the anacrisis;

ut, once consigned to the echinus, they, as well as
all the other accompanying documents, were pro-
tected by the official seal from any change by the
litigants. On the day of trial, and in the presence
of the dicasts, the echinus was opened, and the plea
was then read by the clerk of the court, together
^vith its antagonist bill. Whether it was preserved
afterward as a public record, which we know to
have been the case with respect to the ypa^?? in
some causes,* we are not inforaied.

From what has been already stated, it will have
been observed that questions requiring a previous
decision would frequently arise upon the allega-
tions of the plea, and that the plea to the action in
particular would often contain matter that would
tend essentially to alter, and, in some cases, to re-

rerse the relative positions of the parties. In the
first case, a trial before the dicasts would be granted
by th? magistrate whenever he was loath to incur
the responsibility of decision ; in the second, a cross-

1. (A.iX)]o^. Socr., p. 27, c.)—2. (Att. Process, p. 465.)—3.
(DoioMth. in Steph.,i., 1115.)—4. (Diog. Laert., lii., c. 5, s. 19.)
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actioE might be instituted, and carriei on separaiei

ly, tho.igh perhaps simultaneously with the original

suit. Cases, also, v/ould sometimes occur, in which
the defendant, from considering the indictment a3
an unwarrantable aggression, or, perhaps, one best

repelled by attack, would be tempted to retaliate

upon some delinquency of his opponent, utterly un-
connected with the cause in hand, and to this he
would be, in most cases, able to resort. An in-

stance of each kind will be briefly given by citing

the common napaypaqiri as a cause arising upon a

dilatory plea ; a cross-action for assault [ahia^]

upon a primary action for the same ;* and a 6okl-

fiaaia, or "judicial examination of the life or mor-
als" of an orator upon an impeachment for miscon-
duct in an embassy (napanpf:a6£La).' All causes of
this secondary nature (and there was hardly one of
any kind cognizable by the Attic courts that might
not occasionally rank among them) were, when
viewed in their relation with the primary action,
comprehended by the enlarged signification of anti-

graphe ; or, in other words, this term, inexpressive
of form or substance, is indicative of a repellant or
retaliative quality, that might be incidental to a
great variety of causes. The distinction, however,
that is implied by antigraphe was not merely verbal
and unsubstantial ; for we are told, in order to pre-
vent frivolous suits on the one hand, and unfair elu-

sion upon the other, the loser in a paragraphe, or
cross-action upon a private suit, was condemned
by a special law to pay the knuSella {vid. Epobe
lia), ratable upon the valuation of the main cause,
if he failed to obtain the votes of one fifth of
the jury, and certain court fees {npvTavela] not ori-

ginally incident to the suit. That there was a sim-
ilar provision in public causes we may presume
from analogy, though we have no authority to deter-

mine the matter.'

ANTIGRAPHEIS (avTLypa(l>Eii) were public

clerks at Athens, of whom there were two kinds
The first belonged to the fSovl^ : his duty was t«

give an account to the people of all the moneys paid
to the state. ("Of Kaa' iKuarriv KpvTaveiav uireTio-

yt^ero rag npoaodovg Tip drjfiCf).*) In the time of
.iEschines, the uvriypaipevg TJjg (SovTi^g was x^'-P°'
rovrjTog ;' but in later times he was chosen by lot.*

The second belonged to the people, and his duty
was to check the accoimts of the public officers,

such as the treasurers of the sacred moneys, of the

war taxes, &c. {I^lttoI 61 fjcav uvriypa^eig, 6 fiev

Tfjg dtoiKTJaeug, 6 6e rfjg fiovTifjg.'')

ANTINOEI'A {'AvTivoeia), annual festivals and
quinquennial games, which the Roman emperor
Hadrian instituted in honour of his favourite Anti-
nous, after he was drowned in the Nile, or, according
to others, had sacrificed himself for his sovereign,
in a fit of religious fanaticism. The festivals were
celebrated in Bithynia and at Mantinea, in which
places he was woi'shipped as a god.*

ANTIP'ATHES, the sort of Coral called Atv-

tipathes fceniadaceum, Pall.'

ANTIPHER'NA. (Fi^/. Dos.)
ANTiaUA'RII. {Vid. Librarii.)

*ANTIRRH'INON {avrlppivov or uvTif)l)iCov), a
plant, which Sprengel makes the same with the
Antirrhinum Orontium. Hardouin calls it by the
French name oi Mufle de veau, or Calf's Snout, bt.t

Stephens and Matthiolus by that of Mouron violet

Its ordinary name in English is Snapdragon}*
ANT'LIA (avT/lta), any machine for raising wa-

ter; a pump.

1. (Demosth. in Ev. et Mnesib., p. 1153.)—2. (iEsoh. in

Timaich.)—3. (Meier, Att. Process, p. 652.)—4. (.Ssch. adv
Ctes., c. ll,p. 375.)—5. (.Slsch., 1. c.)—6. (Pollux, Onom.,Tiii,

8, () 12.)—7. (Harpocrat., s. v.)—8. {JE\. Spartianus, Itadr., c.

14.—Dion., liix., 10.—Paus., vii., 9, « 4.)—9. (Dioscor., v , 14ft

—Adams, Append., s. v.)—10. (Theophrast ,H. P., ix., 15.—Pr
oscor., iv., 131.—Adams, Append., s. v.)



ANTLIA. ANTYX

The annexed fignre shows a machine which is

still used on the river Eissach, in the Tyrol, the an-

cient A'agis. As the current puts the wheel in mo-
lion, the jars on its margin are successively im-

.nersed and filled with water. When they reach

the top, the centrifugal force, conjoined with their

oblique position, sends the water sideways into a

trough, from which it is conveyed to a distance, and
chiefly used for irrigation. Thus, by the incessant

action of the current itself, a portion of it is every

instant rising to an elevation nearly equal to the di-

ameter of the wheel.

L

Lucretius' mentions a machine constructed on
this priticiple :

" Utfluvios versare rotas atqve hauslra

videmus.'" The line is quoted by Nonius Marcel-
lus,* who observes that the jars or pots of such
wheels {rotarum cadi) are properly (Called "hanstra

ab hauriendo," as in Greek they are called uvrXia.

In situations where the water was at rest, as in a
pond or a well, or where the current was too slow

and feeble to put the machine in motion, it was so

constructed as to be wrought by animal force, and
slaves or criminals were commonly employed for

fhe purpose. Five such machines are described by
Vitruvius, in addition to that which has been al-

ready explained, and which, as he observes, was
turned sine opsrarum calcatiira, ipsiusfluminis impxilsu.

These five were: 1. the tympanum; a tread-wheel,

wrought hominibus calcantibVyS : 2. a wheel resem-
bling that in the preceding figure, but having, in-

stead of pots, wooden boxes or buckets (modioli

quadrati), so arranged as to form steps for those who
trod the wheel: 3. the chain-pump: 4. the cochlea,

or Archimedes's screw ; and, 5. the ctesibica raachiTia,

or forcing-pump.'
Suetonius* mentions the case of a man of eques-

trian rank condemned to the antlia. The nature

of the punishment may be conceived from the words
of Artemidorus.* He knew a person who dreamed
that he was constantly walking, though his body did

not move; and another who dreamed that water
was flowing from his feet. It was the lot of each to

be condemned to the antlia {elq uvrTiiav KaradiKoa-

BTjvai), and thus to fulfil his dream.
On the other hand, the antlia with which Martial*

watered his garden was probably the pole and
bucket universally employed in Italy, Greece, and
Egypt. The pole is curved, as shown in the an-

nexed figure ; because it is the stem of a fir, or some
other tapering tree. The bucket, being attached to

1. (v., 317.)—2. (lib. i.)—3. (Vitruv., x., c. 4-7.—Drieberg,
Pneuin. Erfindun^en der Griechen, p. 44-50.)—4. (Tiber., 51.)

•-S. COneirocritica, i., !>0.)—6 'ix., l9.)

the top of the tree, bends it by its weight, and tw
thickness of the other extremity serves as a counter

poise. The great antiquity of this method of raising
'

water is proved by representations of it in Egyptian
paintings.'

ANTOMOSTA {avTufioaia), a part of the avuKpt

o-£f, or preliminary pleadings in an Athenian lawsuit.

The term was used of an oath taken by both parties

;

by the plaintiff, that his complaint was well-founded,

and that he was actuated by no improper motives;

and by the defendant, that his delence was true. It

was also called SLU'ioaia. The oath might contain

either the direct affirmative or negative, in which
case it was called evdvdiKia ; o- amount to a demur-
rer or napaypaij)?}. The uvTu/ioala of the two par-

ties correspond to our bills or declarations on the

one side, and to the replies, replications, or rejoin-

ders on the other. ( Vid. Antigraphe.)
ANTYX {uvTv^), (probably allied etymologically

to AMPYX) (a/xTTV^, the rim or border of anything,

especially of a shield or chariot.

The rim of the large round shield of the ancient

Greeks was thinner than the part which it enclosed.

Thus the ornamental border of the shield ofAchillea

fabricated by Vulcan, was only threefold, the shield

itself being sevenfold.^ In another part of the Iliad,^

Achilles sends his spear against ^Eneas, and .4rikes

his shield uvrvy'' vnb irpuirriv, i. e., "on the outer-

most border," where (it is added) the bronze was
thinnest, and the thinnest part of the ox-hide was
stretched over it. In consequence of the great size

of this round shield, the extreme border {uvrv^

TTv/idTT]*) touched the neck of the wearer above, and
the lower part of his legs below. In the woodcut,
in the article Antefixa, we see the uvtv^ on one
side of Minerva's shield.

On the other hand, the uvtv^ of a chariot must
have been thicker than the body to which it was at-

tached, and to which it gave both form and strength.

For the same reason, it was often made double, as

in the chariot of Juno (Aomt 6e TteplSpo/ioi uvrvyeg

Eiai^). In early limes, it consisted of the twigs or

flexible stem of a tree {opnrjKe^*), which were pol sh-

ed and shaped for the purpose. Afterward, a splen-

did rim of metal formed the summit of the chariot,

especially when it belonged to a person of wealth
and rank.

In front of the chariot, the avrv^ was often raised

above the body, into the form of a curvature, which
served thfe purpose of a hook to hang the reins

upon when the charioteer had occasion to leave hi."

vehicle.' Hence Euripides says of Hippoiyws,
who had just ascended his chariot, MapTrrci iexcpolv
7/vlag uif uvTvyog^.

On Etruscan and Greek vases, we often see the

chariot painted with this appendage to the rim much
elevated. The accompanying woodcut shows it in

a simpler form, and as it appears in the Antefixa,
engraved in the work of Carloni, which has been
already quoted.

By Synecdoche, uvtv^ is sometimes used for n
chariot, the part being put for the whole.' It is

1. (Wilkinson, Manners and Cust. of Anc. Eg-ypt., ii., 1-4.}—

2. (II., xviii., 479.)—3. (xx., 275.)—4. (XL, vi., 118.)—5. (D.,*
728.)-6. (II., xxi., 38.)—7. (II., v., 262, 322.)-a (1178.)—

•

(Callim., Hymn, m Dian., 140.)



APAGOGE, APATURIA.

aiso used metaphorically, as when il is applied by
Moschus* to the horns of the new moon, and by
Euripides* to the frame of a lyre.

Likewise the orbits of the sun and planets, which
were conceived to be circular, were called uvrvyec

ovpavioi. The orbit of Mars is so denominated in

the Homeric Hymn to Mars f and the zodiac, in

an epigram of Synesius, descriptive ofan astrolabe,*

Alluding to this use of the term, a celebrated philos-

opher, having been appointed Prefect of Rome by
the Emperor Julian, and having thus become en-

titled to ride in a chariot with a silver rim, laments

that he was obliged to relinquish an ethereal for a
silver uvrv^.^

APAGELOI {uTrdyeXot), the name of those youths
among the Cretans who had not reached their

eighteenth year, and therefore did not belong to any
(}.yeATj. {Vid. Agele.) As these youths usually

lived in their father's house, they were called aKorioi.'

APAGO'GE {uTrayuyn), a summary process, al-

lowed in certain cases by the Athenian law. The
tcnn denotes not merely the act of apprehending a
culprit caught, ire ipso facto, but also the written in-

fcnnation delivered to the magistrate, urging his

apprehension.' We must carefully distinguish be-

tveen the apagoge, the endeixis, and the ephegesis.

The endeixis was an information against those who
took upon themselves some office, or exercised some
right, for which they were by law disqualified; or
those whose guilt was manifest, so that the punish-
ment only, and not the fact, was to be determined.
Pollux says that the endeixis was adopted when
the accused was absent, the apagoge when he was
present. Demosthenes distinguishes expressly be-
tween the endeixis and the apagoge.^ When the C(>m-

plainant took the accused to the magistrate, the
process was called apagoge; when he led the magis-
trate to the offender, it was called ephegesis ; in the
former case, the complainant ran the risk of forfeit-

ing 1000 drachmoG if his charge was ill-founded.'

The cases in which the apagoge was most generally
allowed were those of theft, murder, ill-usage of
parents, &c. The punishment in these cases was
generally fixed by law ; and if the accused con-
fessed, or was proved guilty, the magistrate could
execute the sentence at once, without appealing to
any of the jury-courts ; otherwise it was necessary
that the case should be referred to a higher tribunal.**
The magistrates who presided over the apagoge
were generally the Eleven (oi ?v(5e/ca") ; sometimes
the chief archon," or the thesmothetae.** The most
Important passage with regard to the apagoge^* is

Bnfortunately corrupt and unintelligible." the com-

1. (ii.,88.)—2. (Hippol., 1135.)—3. (1. 8.)—4. (Brunck, Ant.,
li.,449.)—3. (Themistius, Brunck, Anthol., ii., 404.)—6. (Schol.
m Enrip,, Alcest., 1009.)—7. (Suidas : 'kizayiayii- iifivvat; ey
yp(i0uf dtSofievri rai ap'xovri ircpi tov ictv avaxOnvai riv Selva.)
S. (c. Timocr., p. 745, 29.)— 9. (Demosth., c. Androt., p. 601,
to. 'K^li(i)aai, Kal aavTio ntoTeveii ; aTrayr iv xiXiaij Se b kivSv-
vof &aOevf(rTtpo<: tl; rots apxovtnv c(tiriYov' tuvto unt^aovaiv
tKcivot.)—10. (jEsch

, c. Tiraarch., c. 37.—Demosth., de Fals.
Legat., 431, 7.)— 11. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 736.—Lys. adv.
Agorat., c. 85.)—12. (^soh., o. Timarch., c. 64.)—13. (Demortli.,
e. AriiU-cr., 630, 16.)—14. (Lysias, c. Agorat., * 85, 86.)-15.
(Vid. SI <iter, Lect. Andocid., p. 254, &c.)

€6

plainant was said dnuyecv t^v airayuy^v ; the magi*
vtfates, when they allowed it, Tzapedixovro rrjv ana-
yuyrjv.

APARFNE {anapivri), a species of plant, the
same with the Lappa of the Romans,* and now
called Cleavers, Clivers, or Goose-grass. Sprengel,
in the first edition of his R. H. H., holds it to be the
Arctium Lappa, or Burdock; a mistake which he
silently corrects in his edition of Dioscorides, Ac-
cording to Galen, it is the ^i?uaTiuv and fL^aiTiptov

of Hippocrates.'

*AP'ATE {uTTUTr/), the name of a plant occurring
in Theophrastus.^ Great diversity of opinion pre-

vails, however, with respect to the proper reading
;

some making it anaixr], and others iKpunr). Sprengel
refers it to the Leontodon Taraxacwm, or Dandelion

;

but Stackhouse hesitates between the Taraxacum
and the Hieracium or Hawkweed*
AnATH'2Efl2 tov drjfxov ypaf^. {Vid. AAIKIA2

Trpof TOV fifinov jpa(pr/.)

APATU'RIA (unuTovpta) was a political festival

which the Athenians had in common with all the

Greeks of the Ionian name,* with the exception of

those of Colophon and Ephesus. It was celebrated
in the month of Pyanepsion, and lasted for three
days. The origin of this festival is related in the
following manner: About the year 1100 B.C., the

Athenians were carrying on a war against the
BcEOtians, concerning the district of Cilaenae, or,

according to others, respecting the little town of

CEnoe. The Boeotian Xanthius or Xanthus chal-

lenged Thymoetes, king of Attica, to single combat

;

and when he refused, Melanthus, a Messenian exile

of the house of the Nelids, offered himself to fight

for Thymostes, on condition that, if victorious, he
should be the successor to Thymcetes. The oflfer

was accepted ; and when Xanthius and Melanthus
began the engagement, there appeared behind Xan-
thius a man in the Tpayrj, the skin of a black she*

goat. Melanthus reminded his adversary that bR
was violating the laws of single combat by liavine

a companion, and while Xanthius looked arouno,
Melanthus slew the deceived Xanthius. From that

time the Athenians celebrated two festivals, the

Apaturia, and that of Dionysus Melanajgis, who
was believed to have been the man who appeared
behind Xanthius. This is the story related by the
scholiast on Aristophanes.* This tradition has given
rise to a false etymology of the name anarovpia,
v.'hich was formerly considered to be derived from
uTvarav, to deceive. All modern critics, however,'
agree that the name is composed of u=ufia and
TraTvpta, which is perfectly consistent with what
Xenophon* says of the festival : 'Ev olg {anaTovpioi^)

ol TE TtaT^peg Kal oi avyyevsig ^vveiai (Tcjilffiv avrolg.

According to this derivation, it is the festival at

which the phratriae met, to discuss and settle their

own affairs. But, as every citizen was a member
of a phratria, the festival extended over the whole
nation, who assembled according to phratrice. Welck-
er,' on account of the prominent part which Dionysus
takes in the legend respecting the origin of the Attic

Apaturia, conceives that it arose from the circum-
stance that families belonging to the Dionysian
tribe of the ..^gicores had laeen registered among
the citizens.

The first day of the festival, which probablj- fell

on the eleventh of the month of Pyanepsion, was
called dopnia or SSpneia ;*" on which, every citizen

went in the evening to the phratrium, or to the house
of some wealthy member of his own phratria. and
there enjoyed the supper prepared for him." That

1. (Martyn in Virg., Georg., i., 153.)—2. (Dioscor., iii., 94.—
Theophrast., H. P., vii., 8.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (H. P.,
vii., 8.)—4. (Adams, Append., s. v)—5. (Herod., i., 147.)—ft

(Acham., 1 16.)—7. (Miiller, Dorians, i., 5, 4. —Welcker, jEschyl
Tril., p. 288.)—8. (Hellen., i., 7, t) 8.)—9. (Anhang z. Trilog,
p. 200.)—10. (Philyll. in Heracl., in Aihen., iv., p. 171.—Hesych
et Suid., s. V.)—11. (Avistoph., Arham., 146.)



APEX. AFHIA.

tbe cup-bearers (olvoTcrai) were not idle on this oc-

casion, may be seen from Photius.'

The second day was called 'Avu^^ai^ {uva^f>v£Lv),

from the sacrifice offered on this day to Zeus, sur-

naraed ^purpiog, and to Athena, and sometimes to

Dionysus Melanaegis. This was a state sacrifice,

Ui which all citizens took part. The day was chiefly

devoted to the gods, and to it must, perhaps, be con-

fined what Harpocration' mentions, from the Atthis

of Istrus, that the Athenians at the apaturia used to

dross spleiJ.idly, kindle torches on the altar of

Hephaestus, and sacrifice and sing in honour of him.

Proclus on Plato,^ in opposition to all other authori-

ties, calls the first day of the Apaturia 'hvu()()vaiQ,

and the second dop-rria, which is, perhaps, nothing

more than a slip of his pen.

On the third day, called Kovpeung (Kovpog), chil-

dren born in that year, in the families of the phra-
trioe, or such as were not yet registered, were taken
by their fathers, or, m their absence, by their repre-

sentatives (Kvpioi), before the assembled members
of the phratria. For every child, a sheep or goat
was sacrificed. The victim was called fieiov, and
he who sacrificed it fietayuyoc, fieiayuyEiv. It is

said that the victim was not allowed to be below,*
or, according to Pollux,* above a certain weight.

Whenever any one thought he had reason to oppose
the reception of the child into the phratria, he stated

the case, and, at the same time, led away the victim
from the altar.* If the members of the phratria

found the objections to the reception of the child to

be sufficient, the victim was removed ; when no ob-

jections were raised, the father, or he who supplied

his place, was obliged to establish by oath that the

child was the offspring of free-bom parents and
ciiizens of Athens.' After the victim was sacri-

ficed, the phratores gave their votes, which they

took from the altar of Jupiter Phratrius. When
the majority voted against the reception, the cause
might be tried before one of the courts of Athens

;

and if the claims of the child were found unobjec-
tionable, its name, as well as that of the father,

was entered in the register of the phratria, and
those who had wished to effect the exclusion of the

child were liable to be punished.* Then followed
the distribution of wine and of the victim, of which
every phrator received his share ; and poems were
recited by the elder boys, and a prize was given to

him who acquitted himself the best on the occa-
sion.' On this day, also, illegitimate children, on
whom the privileges of Athenian citizens were to

be bestowed, as well as children adopted by citi-

zens , and newly-created citizens, were introduced;
but \\e last, it appears, could only be received into

a phi atria when they had previously been adopted
by a citizen ; and their children, when bom by a
mother who was a citizen, had a legitimate claim
to be inscribed in the phratria of their grandfather,
on their mother's side." In later times, however,
the diflUculties of being admitted into a phratria

seem to have been greatly diminished.
Some -writers have added a fourth day to this

festival, under the name of enMa ;*^ but this is no
particular day of the festival, for InMa signifies

uothing else but a dav subsequent to any festival."

APELEUTHEROI. (Vid. Liberti.)
APER. (Fz«?. Kapros.)
APERTA NAVIS. (Fi^/. Aphractus.)
APEX, a :ap worn by the flamines and salii at

Rome. The use of it was very ancient, being
reckoned among the primitive institutions of Numa.

I

1. (Lei.i 8. V. Aopiria.)—2. (s. v. Aa/J7rn'f.)—3. (Tim., p. 21, b.)

— 4. (HaiTocrat., Suid., Phot., s. v. Mtrov.)—5. (iii., 52.)—6.

("Demnsth.. c. Macart., p. 1054.)—7. (Isaeus, de Iltered. Cii-on.,

n 100. t) 1*.—Demosth., c. Euhul., p. 1315.)—8. (Deniosth., c.

Maoart., p. 1078.)—9. (Plat., Tim., p. 21, 6.)—10. (Platner,

Beitrtffe, p. 168.)—11. (Ilesych., s. v. ^kiraTovpta.— Simplicius
lu Aristot., Phys.. iv., p 167, a.)—12. (Tirf. Ruhnken, ad.Tim.,
Le* Plat., p. 119.)

" Hinc anc'dia, ab hoc apices, capidasquc repetias."^

The essentia- part of the apex, to which alone th»

name properly belonged, was a pointed piece of

olive-wooa, the base of which was surrounded with

a lock of wool. This was worn on the top of the

head, and was held there either by fillets only, or

as was more commonly the case, by the aid of a

cap, which fitted the head, and was also fastened

by means of two strings or bands {ameida, lora*).

These bands had, it appears, a kind of knot oi

button, called offendix or offendiculum*

The flamines were forbidden by law to go into

public, or even into the open air, without the apex.*

Sulpicius was deprived of the priesthood only be-

cause the apex fell from his head while he wa«
sacrificing.*

Dionysius of Halicarnassus describes the cap as

being of a conical form.* On ancient monuments
we see it roimd as well as conical. From its vari-

ous forms, as shown on bas-reliefs and on coins ol

the Roman emperors, who, as priests, were entitled

to wear it, we have selected six for the annexed
woodcut. The noiddle figure is from a bas-relief,

showing one of the salii with the rod in his righ'

hand. {Vid. Ancile.)

From apex was formed the epithet apkatus, ap-

plied to the flamen dialis by Ovid.'

*APH'ACE {iKJHiicr]), a kind of pulse or vetch.

Fuchsius and Matthiolus refer it to the Vicia sepi-

urn; Dalechamp to the Vicia angustifolia ; Dodo-
naeus and Stackhouse to the Lathyrus aphace. To
this last Sprengel refers it in the first edition of his

R. H. H., but in his edition of Dioscorides he hesi-

tates as to whether it was the Vicia Bithynica, the

V. lutea, or the V. hybridal

APHAR'CE {u<j)dpK7]), a plant mentioned by

Theophrastus,' which Stackhouse suggests miy be

the Rhamnus aJatermts, or Evergreen Privet. Spren-

gel, however, is in favour of the Philyrea angusti-

folia. Schneider remarks, that some of the char-

acters given by Theophrastus are wanting in the

Philyrea.'^''

A^'ETOI H'MEPAl (a^erot TifiepaL) were the

days, usually festivals, on which the fimilri did not

meet at Athens."
*APH'IA {a^ia), a plant mentioned by Theo-

phrastus, but of which nothing can be made satis-

factorily, in consequence of the short notice given'

by him. Stackhouse suspects that it may be a false

reading for upia. In another place he suggests

that it may be the CaUha palustris, or Marsh Mari-
gold."

1. (Lucilius, Sat. ix.—Compare Virgil, Mix., viii., 663.)—2.

(Sen-, in Virg., 1 c.)—3. (Festus, s. v. OfFendices.)—4. (Scali-

ger in Fest., s. v. Apiculum.)—5. (Val. Max., i., 1.)—6. (Ant.

Rom., ii.)—7. (Fast., iii., 369.)— 8. (Dioscor., ii., 177.—Theo-
phrast., H. P., viii., 8.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. (H. P., i.,

9 ; vii., 3, &c.)— 10. (Adams, Append., s. v )— 11. (Pollux, viii

95.—Demosth., c. Timocr., c 7, p. 708.—Xen., Rep. Athen.
iii., 2, 8.—Anstoph., Thcsmoph 79, 80.)—12. (Theophrart., H
P., vii., 8.—Adams, Append., s )
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APHRODISIA.

APHLASTON. (Vid. Aplustre.)

A*OPM'HS AIKH {a(j>op^ufjg dUri) was the action

brought against a banker or money-lender (rpajre-

ftr(?f) to recover funds advanced for the purpose of

being employed as banking capital. Though such

moneys were also styled TrapaKaradr/Kai, or depos-

ites, to distinguish them from the private capital of

the banker (idla ufopfiv), there is an essential dif-

ference between the actions uipopfxvs and napoKara-

e^KTig, as the latter implied that the defendant had

refused to relum a deposite intrusted to him, not

upon the condition of his paying a stated interest

for its use, as in the former case, but merely that it

might be safe in his keeping till the aifairs of the

plaintiff should enable him to resume its possession

HI security.* The former action was of the class

Trpog Tiva, and came under the jurisdiction of the

thesmothetae. The speech of Demosthenes in be-

half Of Phormio was made in a 7rapaypaij>^ against

an action of this kind.

APHRACTUS {a(t>paKTOC vavg), called also navis

aperta, a ship which' had no deck, but was merely

covered with planks in the front and hinder part, as

is represented in the following cut, taken from a

'oin of Corcyra.

The ships which had decks were called Karu-

^aKTct, and tectce or strata.' At the time of the

Trojan war, the Greek ships had no decks,^ but

were only covered over in the prow and stem,

which covering Homer calls the Upla vnog. Thus
Ulysses, when preparing for combat with Scylla,

says, E«f 'iKpia vrjog Itaivov Ylpuprig* Even in the

time of the Persian war, the Athenian ships ap-

pear to have been built in the same manner, since

Thucydides expressly says that " these ships were
not yet entirely decked."*
APHRODIS'IA {'A<l>po6loia) were festivals cele-

brated in honour of Aphrodite in a great number of

towns in Greece, but particularly in the island of

Cyprus. Her most ancient temple was at Paphos,
which was built by Aerias or Cinyras, in whose
family the priestly dignity was hereditary.* No
bloody sacrifices were allowed to be ofTered to her,

but only pure fire, flowers, and incense f and,

therefore, when Tacitus* speaks of victims, we
must either suppose, with Emesti, that they were
killed merely that the priests might inspect their

intestines, or for the purpose of affording a feast to

the persons present at the festival. At all events,

however, the altar of the goddess was not allowed
to be polluted with the blood of the victims, which
were mostly he-goats. Mysteries were also cele-

brated at Paphos in honour of Aphrodite ; and
those who were initiated offered to the goddess a
piece of money, and received in return a measure
of salt and a phallus. In the mysteries themselves,

1. (Herald., Animadv. in Salm., 182.)—2. (Compare Cic,
Att., v., 11, 12, 13 ; vi., 8.—Liv., xxxi., 22.—Hirt., BeU. Alex.,

11, 13.—Caes., Bell. Civ., i., 56.—" Atque contexerant, ut essent
ab ictu telorum remiges tuti," ii., 4.—Polyb., i., 20, I) 15.)—3.

{Olie rd n-Xoia Ka-d<j>paKTa ?xovraf, Thucyd., i., 10.)—4. (Od.,

xii., 229.)—5. (avrai ovvui tlxov 6ia vdarjg KaraarpiiiiJLaTa^ Thu-
cyd., i., 14.

—

Yid. Scheffer, de Militia Navali, ii., c. 5, p. 130.)

—

«. (Tacit., Hist., ii., 3.—Annal., iii., 62.)—7. (Virg., JEn., i.,

11«.) -8. (Hist., u , 3.)
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they received instructions kv ry rexvy /loixiKp. A
second or new Paphos had been built, according to

tradition, after the Trojan war, by the Arcadian

Agapenor; and, according to Strabo,* men and

women from other towns of the island assembled at

New Paphos, and went in solemn procession to

Old Paphos, a distance of sixty stadia : and the

name of the priest of Aphrodite, uy^rup,' se(;m8 to

have originated in liis heading this proccfiiioiL

Aphrodite was worshipped in most towns of Cyprus,

and in other parts of Greece, such as Cythera,

Sparta, Thebes, Elis, &.c. ; and though no Aphro-
disia are mentioned in these places, we have no

reason to doubt their existence : we find them ex-

pressly mentioned at Corinth and Athens, where
they were chiefly celebrated by the numerous pros-

titutes.' Another great festival of Aphrodite and

Adonis, in Sestus, is mentioned by Museeus.*

APIASTELLUM, the herb Crow-foot, Gold

Knap, or Yellow Craic. It is the same with the

Batrachium and Apium rusticum.^ This same name
is also applied sometimes to the Briony. Humel-
bergius, nowever, thinks that in this latter case.

Apiastellum is corrupted from OpMostaphyle, which
last is enumerated by Dioscorides among the names
of the Briony.^

APIASTER, the Bee-eater, a species cf bird.

{Vid. Merops.)
*APIASTRUM. {Vid. Melissophyllum.)
AP'ION {uTziov), the Pyrus communis, or Pear-

tree.' {Vid. Pyrus.)
*AP10S (uinog), a species of Spurge, the Eu-

phorbia, apios.^

*APIS {(leliaaa or -ltto), the Bee. "The natural

history of the common hive-bee {Apis mellifica) is

so remarkable, that it need not excite surprise that

the ancients were but imperfectly acquainted with
it. Among the earliest of the observers of the bee

may be enumerated Aristotle' and Virgil," as also

Aristomachus of Soli in Cilicia, and Philiscus the

Thasian. Aristomachus, we are told by Pliny,

attended solely to bees for fifty-eight years; and
Philiscus, it is said, spent the whole of his time ip

forests, investigating their habits." Both these ob-

servers wrote on the bee. Aristotle notices several

other species besides the honey-bee, but in so brief

a manner that they cannot be satisfactorily deter-

mined." The bee plays an important part among
the religious symbols of antiquity, and there ap-

pears, according to some inquirers, a resemblance
more than accidental between its Latin name and
that of the Egyptian Apis.^'

*AP1UM {(ji2,Lvov), a well-known plant. Theo
phrastus speaks of several sorts : the a£2,ivov f/fie

pov, which is generally thought to be our common
Parsley ; the iTtnoaelLvov, which seems to be what
is now called Alesanders ; the k'Xeioae'Xtvov, Wild
Celery or Smallage ; and the bpeoa^livov, or Mount-
ain-parsley. Virgil is generally thought by Apium
to mean the first sort, that being principally culti-

vated in gardens. Martyn, however, thinks he
means the Smallage, which delights in the banks of
rivulets, and hence the language of the poet, "viri-

des apio ripa," and "potis gauderent rivis." F^t
also makes the Apium of Virgil the same with the

Apium graveolens, L., or t^eioGiXivov. Our celery

is that variety of the A. graveolens which is called

dulce by Miller. The wild species has a bitter,

acrid taste, and is unfit to eat.—According to thr

generality of writers, the term apivm comes from
apis, because bees are fond of this plant. A much
better derivation, however, is from the Celtic apon,

1. (xiv., p. 244, ed. Tauchnitz.)— 2. (Hesych., s. v.)— 8.

(Athenaeus, xiii., p. 574, 579 ; xiv., p. 659.)—4. (Hero et Leand.,
42.)—5. (Apul., de Herb., c. 8.)- S. (Diosco- ,v., 184.—Hn-
inelber(». in loc.)—7. (Dioscor., i.; 167.)—8.

' ..loscor., iv., 174.)
—9. (H. A., v., 19.)—10. (Georg.,iv.)—11. (Plin., H. N., xi., «.)

—IS. (Creuzer, Symbolik, ii., 183 ; iii., 354 ; iv.. 391. &o >
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** ivater." The French term ache comes from aches,

in the same language, signifying " a brook.

'

APLUSTRE {u(l>?ia(TTov), an ornament of wooden
planks, which constituted the highest part of the

poop oi" a ship.

The position of the aplustre is shown in the rep-

resentations of ancient vessels in the articles An-
CHORA and Antenna. The forms there exhibited

show a correspondence in the general appearance
and effect between the aplustre which terminated

the stern, arid the unpoaToXiov which advanced to-

wards it, proceeding from the prow. {Vid. Acros-
TOLioN.) At the junction of the aplustre with the

stem, on which it was based, we commonly observe

8.U ornament resembling a circular shield: this was
called uanLdelov or uawL6i(jKTj It is seen on the

tvo aplustria here represented.

t.i the history of the Argonautit expedition, a

bird is desijribed, which perches on the aplustre of

the ship Argo, and delivers oracular counsel.* Af-

tens'ard, the extremities of this appendage to the

stem are smashed by the collision of the Symple-
5ades, while thr bod/ of the vessel narrowly escapes

on its passage between those islands.'

In the battle at the ships related by Homer,' as

they had their poops landward, and nearest to the

Trojans, Hector takes a firm hold of one by its ap-

lustre, while he incites his followers to bring fire

and bum them. After the battle of Marathon,
some similar incidents are mentioned by Herodo-
tus,* especially the distinguished bravery of Cynae-

gims, brother of the poet iEschylus, who, having
seized the aplustre of a Persian ship, had his hand
cut off by a hatchet. In these cases we must sup-

pose the aplustre to have been directed, not towards

the centre of the vessel, but in the opposite direc-

tion.

The aplustre rose immediately behind the guber-

nator, who held the radder and guided the ship, and
it served in some degree to protect him from the

wind and rain. The figure introduced in the arti-

cle Anchora shows that a pole, spear, or standard

(oT?77,tf. OTvlig) was sometimes erected beside the

aplustre, to which a fillet or pennon (ratvla) was
attached. This served both to distinguish and
adorn the vessel, and also to shew the direction of

the wind. In the figure of a ship, sculptured on the

column of Trajan, we see a lantern suspended from

the aplustie so as to hang over the deck below the

pubernator. In like manner, when we read in Vir-

gfil,* " I'hippibiis et lati tiautte impositcre coronas," we
must suppose the garlands, dedicated to the domes-

1 . (ApoUon. Rhod., i. 1089.)- -2. (ApoUodor., i., 0, 22.—Apol-
ba- Rhod.,ii.,601.—Val. Flacc. iv.)—3. (II., xv., 716.)—4. (vi.,

1(4 )—5. (Georg., i., ZOi.—Xa , iv., 416.J

tic or marine divinities, and regarded as symbols ol

a prosperous voyage, to be attached to the aplus-

tria ; and to these and similar decorations, express-
ive of jojr and hope, Gregory Nazianzen appears
to allude in the phrase uvOsa irpvuvjjg,^ and Apollo
nius Rhodius' in the expression uipXaaroio K6pv/i6a.

It is evident that the aplustre, formed of compar-
atively thin boards, and presenting a bread surlace
to the sky, would be very apt to be shaken by violent
and contrary winds. Hence Rutilius, describing a
favourable gale, says: " Jticoncussa vehit tranquillns

aplustriaflatus; MoUia securo vela, rudente treTtmnt."

In consequence of its conspicuous position and
beautiful form, the aplustre was often taken as the

emblem of maritime affairs. It was carried off as

a trophy by the conqueror in a naval engagement,
Juvenal* mentions it among the decorations of a

triumphal arch.

Neptune, as represented on gems and medals,
sometimes holds the aplustre in his right hand ; and

in the celebrated Apotheosis of Homer, now in llie

British Museum, the female who personates tlie

Odyssey exhibits the same emblem in reference to

the voyages of Ulysses.

APOB'ATE (rtTTO ISdTTjg). {Vid. Desultores.)
APOKER'YXIS {anoKTJpv^ig) implies the method

by which a father could at Athens dissolve the legal

connexion between himself and his son. Accord-
ing to the author of the declamation on the subject

(^kTTOKTjpvTTojitvoQ), which has generally been at-

tributed to Lucian, substantial reasons were re-

quired to ensure the ratification of such extraordi-

nary severity. Those suggested in the treatise re-

ferred to are, deficiency in filial attention, riotous

living, and profligacy generally. A subsequent act

of pardon might annul this solemn rejection; but

if it were not so avoided, the son was denied bv his

father while alive, and disinherited afterward. It

does not, however, appear that his privileges as to

his tribe or the state undei-went any alteration.

The court of the archon must have been that in

which causes of this kind were brought forward,

and the rejection would be completed and declared

by the voice of the herald. It is probable that an
adoptive father also might resort to this remedy
against the ingratitude of a son.*

APOCHEIROT'ONEIN {airoxeipoTovdv). {Vid.

Afchairesia.)
APO'CYNON {anoKvvov), a species of plant,

which Matthiolus informs us he long despaired of

discovering ; but that, at last, he was presented with

a specimen of a plant which he was satisfied wai
it. He refers to the Cyrumchus erectus, L. Dodo-
nffius confounds it with the Periploca, to which, as

Miller remarks, it bears a striking resemblance.

Stephens describes it as being frequent in Burgun-

dy, having an ivy leaf, white flower, and fruit like

abean.*

1. (Carm. x., 5.)—2. (1. c.)—3. (x., 135.)—4. (Demorth. is

Spud., 1029.—Petit., Leg. Att., 235.)—5. (Diosc jr., it., « -

Adams, Append., s. v.)



APOGRAPHE.

APODEC'TiE {urrodsKTai) were public officers

at Athens, who were introduced by Cleisthenes in

the place of the ancient colacretae (/cwAa«p^rai).

They were ten in number, one for each tribe, and

their duty was to collect all the ordinary taxes, and

distribute them to the separate branches of the ad-

ministration which were entitled to them. They

had the power to decide causes connected with the

subjects under their management; though, if the

matters in dispute were of importance, they were

obliged to bring them for decision into the ordmary

courts.*

APOG'RAPHE uTToypa^n) is, literally, a " list or

register;" but, in the language of the Attic courts,

the terms a7coypu<j>eiv and atroypa^tadaL had three

separate applications: 1. 'kTToypa<^rj was used in

reference to an accusation in public matters, more

particularly when there were several defendants;

the denunciation, the bill of indictment, and enu-

meration of the accused, would in this case be term-

ed apographe, and differ but little, if at all, from the

ordinary graphe." 2. It implied the making of a

solemn protest or assertion before a magistrate, to

the intent that it might be preserved by him till it

was required to be given in evidence.' 3. It was a

specification of property, said to belong to the state,

but actually in the possession of a private person

;

which specification was made with a view to the

confiscation of such property to the state.*

The last case only requires a more extended il-

lustration. There woiild be two occasions upon
which it would occur: first, when a person held

public property without purchase, as an intruder;

and, secondly, when the substance of an individual

was liable to confiscation in consequence of a judi-

cial award, as in the case of a declared state debt-

or. If no oppositioa were offered, the airoypa(^rj

would attain its object, under the care of the ma-
gistrate to whose office it was brought ; otherwise

a public action arose, which is also designated by
the same title.

In a cause of the first kind, which is said in

Home cases to have also borne the name -Kodev

tx^i- '« ;^^/xara koX noaa ravra dt), the claimant

against the state had merely to prove his title to the

property ; and with this we must class the case of a
person that impugned the aTroypa^^, whereby the

substance of another was, or was proposed to be,

confiscated, on the ground that he had a loan by
way of mortgage or other recognised security upon
a portion of it; or that the part in question did not

in any way belong to the state debtor, or person so

mulcted. This kind of opposition to the diroypa^^

is illustrated in the speech of Demosthenes against
Nicostratus, in which we learn that ApoUodorus
had instituted an aTzoypaipfj against Arethusius, for

non-payment of a penalty incurred in a former ac-
tion. Upon this, Nicostratus attacks the description

of the property, and maintains that three slaves
were wrongly set down in it as belonging to Are-
thusius, for they were, in fact, his own.

In the second case, the defence could, of course,

only proceed upon the alleged illegality of the for-

mer penalty; and of this we have an instance in

the speech of Lysias for the soldier. There Poly-
aenus had been condemned by the generals to pay a
fine for a breach of discipline; and, as h? did not
pay it within the appointed time, an anoypa(p^ to

the amount of the fine was directed against him,
which he opposes, on the ground that the fine was
illegal. The cnroypair) might be instituted by an
Athenian citizen ; but if there were no private pros-

ecutor, it became the duty of the demarchi to pro-
ceed with it officially. Sometimes, however, extra-

1. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 97.—Etymolo^r. Mag.—Harpoci-at.

—

Aristot., Pol., vi., .">, 4.—Deraosth., c. Timocr., p. 750, 762.

—

/Each., c. Ctes., p. 375.)—2. (Andoc. De Myst., 13.—Antiph.,
De Cho-eut., 783.)—3. (Demosth in Phsnipp., 1040.)—4. (Lys-
ias, De Anstoph. Bouis.^
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ordinary commissioners, as the (TvV:,oyeTi and ^vtv
rai, were appointed for the purpose. The suits in<

stituted against the aTroypacj)!/ belonged to the ju

risdiction of the Eleven, and, for a while, to thai

of the Syndici.» The farther conduct of thest

causes would, of course, in a great measure, depend
upon the claimant being or not being in possessior.

ol the proscribed property. In the first case the

envoypd(j>uv, in the second the claimant, would ap-

pear in the character of a plaintiff. In a case Hike

that of Nicostratus above cited, the claimant would
be obliged to deposite a certain sum, which he for-

feited if he lost his cause (Trapa/carafioJl^) ; in all,

he would probably be obliged to pay the costs oi

court fees {TrpvTavela) upon the same contingency.

A private citizen, who prosecuted an individua.

by means of unoypa<p^, forfeited a thousand drachmse

if he failed- to obtain the votes of one fifth of the

dicasts, and reimbursed the defendant his prytaneia

upon acquittal. In the former case, too, he would
probably incur a modified atimia, i. e., a restriction

from bringing such actions for the future.

AnOAEI'-i'EOS Al'KH {dnolditeug 6ikti). The
laws of Athens permitted either the husband or the.

wife to call for and effect a separation. If it ori

ginated with the wife, she was said to leave hei

husband's house (dnoiemeiv) ; if otherwise, to be

dismissed from it {uTroTrefiTreadai). The dismissal

"of the wife seems to have required little, if any, for-

mality ; but, as in one instance we find that the hus-

band called in witnesses to attest it, we may infei

that their presence upon such an occasion was cus-

tomary, if not necessary.' If, however, it was the

wife that first moved in the matter, there were other

proceedings prescribed by a law of Solon ; and the

case of a virtuous matron like Hipparete, driven, by
the insulting profligacy of her husband Alcibiadcs,

to appear before the archon sitting in his court, and
there relate her wrongs and dictate their enrclmei:t,

must have been trying in the extreme. No Kvpioi

was permitted to speak for her upon this occasion

;

for, until the separation was completed, her husband
was her legal protector, and her husband was now
her opponent.' Whether the divorce was voluntary

or otherwise, the wife resorted to the male relative,

with whom she would have remained if she had
never quitted her maiden state ; and it then became
his duty to receive or recover from her late husband
all the property that she had brought to him in ac-

knowledged dowry upon their marriage. If, upon
this, both parties were satisfied, the divorce was
complete and final ; if otherwise, an action u.iro?M-

ipsuc or anoTiEppEQg would be instituted, as the case

might be, by the party opposed to the separation.

In thi.'s the wife would appear by her representa-

tive, as above mentioned ; but of the forms of the

trial and its results we have no information.

APOLLO'NIA (^k-Kolluvia) is the name of a pro-

pitiatory festival solemnized at Sicyon in honour
cf Apollo and Arternis, of which Pausanias* gives

the following account: Apollo and Artemis, after

the destruction of the Python, had wished to be pu-

rified at Sicyon {Mgialea) ; but, being driven away
by a phantom (whence, in aftertimes, a certain spot

in the town was called ^66og), they proceeded to

Carmanos in Crete. Upon this, the inhabitants of

Sicyon were attacked by a pestilence, and the seers

ordered them to appease the deities. Seven boys
and the same number of girls were ordered to go to

the river Sythas, and bathe in its waters; then to

carry the statues of the two deities into the Tem-
ple of Peitho, and thence back to that of Apollo.

Similar rites, says Pausanias, still continue to be
observed ; for, at the festival of Apollo, the boys go
to the river Sythas, and carry the two deities into

1. (Tlpbi Toig avvSiKoti aTroypa<pas airoYpd(t)tt)i' Lycurg'.,q«o>

ted by Harpocration.)—2. (Lysias in Alcib.> 541 1. 7.)- 3. (Pint

in Ale.)—4. (ii., 7, 4 7.»



APORRHETA. APOTHEOSIS.

(tjR Tempic of Peitho, and thence back to that of
Apollo.

Altliough fesfivals under the name of Apollonia,
in honour of Apollo, are mentioned in no other
place, still it is not improbable that they fexisted

under the same name in other towns of Greece.
APOMOS'IA {aiTUfioaia) denoted the affidavit of

the litigant who impugned the allegations upon
which the other party grounded his petition for

postponement of the trial. (^Vid. Hypomosia.) If

It were insisted upon, it would lead to a decision of
the question of delay by the court before which the
petition was preferred.'

AnonEMt'EQS AIKH. {Vul. AHOAEIi'EQS
AIKH.)

^
APOPHAN'SIS or APOPH'ASIS {uiroipavaig or

dno^aaig) was used in several significations in the
Attic courts. I. It signified the proclamation of
the decision which the majority of the judges came
to at the end of a trial. This proclamation appears
to have been made by means of a herald.' II. It

was used to signify the day on which the trial took
place.' III. It was employed to indicate the ac-
count of a person's property, which was obliged to

be given when an uvridoaig was demanded. (Vid.
Antidosis.)
APOPH'ORA {uTTo<^opd\ which properly means

" produce or profit" of any kind, was used at Ath-
ens to signify the profit which accrued to masters
from their slaves.* It thus signified the sum which
slaves paid to their masters when they laboured on
their own account, and the sum which masters re-

ceived when they let out their slaves on hire, either
for the mines or any other kind of labour, and also
the money which was paid by the state for the use
of the slaves who served in the fleet.* The term
airo(f)opd was also applied to the money which was
paid by the allied states to Sparta, for the purpose
of carrying on the war against the Persians. When
Athens acquired the supremacy, these moneys were
called 66poi. "

APOPHORE'TA {u7T0(f>npriTa) were presents,
which were given to friends at the end of an enter-
tainment to take home with them. These presents
appear to have been usually given on festival days,
especiallv during the Saturnalia.*

AndPAAES 'H'MEPAI ( «7ro^puf5ef T^/iepai)

were unlucky or unfortunate days, on which no pub-
lic business, nor any important affairs of any kind,
were transacted at Athens. Such were the last three
days but one of every month,' and the twenty-fifth
day of the month Thargelion, on which the plynte-
ria were celebrated.*

*APORRHA'IDES (u7rof>yudeg), a species of sea-
animal noticed by Aristotle, belonging to the genus
Murcx according to Rondolet and Gesner. Lin-
naeus calls it Cochlea aporrha'is.^

_
APORRHE'TA {uiropprjra), literally " things for-

bidden," has two peculiar but widely different ac-
ceptations in the Attic dialect. In one of these it

implies contraband goods, an enumeration ofwhich,
at the different periods of Athenian history, is given
by Bockh •,-" in the other it denotes certain contume-
liovjs epithets, from the application of which both
the .iving and the dead were protected by special
iaws." Among these, uv6p6<povo<:, TraTpaloiag, and
HTiTpa?.-oiag are certainly to be reckoned ; and other
words, as pi^paamq, though not forbidden nominatim

1 (Pollux:, viii., 56.)

—

Z. COvSrav rdf xp^<fiovs ivaKtipvTTiam
tSiV KpiTuv. Lucian, pro Imagin., c. 29.)— 3. (Demosth., c.

Eacrget.j c. 13, p. 1153.—Lex. Rliot., p. 210.)—4. (atmcpopa
IctI r<i d-rri riov ^ov\(i>v rots StaTrdrati 7ra/>£X(J/j£va xfiW"'''''-
immonius.)—5. (Demosth., c. Aphob., i., c. 6, p. 819 ; c. Ni-
costr., c. 6, p. 1253.— Andoc., De Myster., c. 9, p. 19.— Xen.,
Rep. Ath., i., 11.)—6. (Suet., Vesp., 19.—Cal., 55.—Octav., 75.
—Martial, xiv., 1, 7, 8.)—7. (Etymol. Mag.)—8. (Plut., Alcib.,
c. 34.—Lucian, Pseudolon-., c. 13.—Schomaun, De Comit. Ath.,
p. 50.)—9. (Adams, Append., s. V.)—10. (Pub. Econ. ofAthens,
I., p 76.) -IJ. (Meier, Att. Process, p. 482.)

by the law, seem to have been equaiij ac'jonabie.'
The penalty for using these words was a fme of 50(8

drachmae,' recoverable in an action for abusive lan-
guage. (^Vid. Kakegorias.) It is surmised that
this line was incurred by Midias in two actions on
the occasion mentioned by Demosthenes.'
AnOSTAS'IOY AIKH {uKoaraffiov diKTj). This is

the only private suit which came, as far as w5 Imcw,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the poleir.arch,*
It could be brought against none but a freedman
{dne7.evdepog), and the only prosecutor pennitted to
appear was the citizen to whom he had been in-
debted for his liberty, unless this privilege was
transmitted to the sons of such former master. The
tenour of the accusation was, that there had been a
default in duty to the prosecutor; but what atten-
tions might be claimed from the freedman, we arc
not informed. It is said, however, that the great-
est, delict of this kind was the selection of a patron
{n-poaraTTig) other than the former master. If con-
victed, the defendant was publicly sold ; but if ac-
quitted, the unprosperous connexion ceased forever,
and the freedman was at liberty to select any citizen
for his patron. The patron could also summarily
punish the above-mentioned delinquencies of his
freedman by private incarceration without any le-

gal award.*
APOST'OLEIS (uTTocTTolELg) were ten public ofli-

cers at Athens, whose duty was to see that the ships
were properly equipped and provided by those who
were bound to discharge the trierarchy. They had
the power, in certain cases, of imprisoning the trier-

archs who neglected to furnish the ships properly;*
and they appear to have constituted a board in con-
junction with the inspectors of the docks (ol ruv
veupiuv e'TTt/xelTjTat) for the prosecution of all mat-
ters relating to the equipment of the ships.''

APOTHE'CA {uTTod^KTi) was a place in the uppei
part of the house, in which the Romans frequently
placed the earthen amphorae in which their wines
were deposited. This place, which was quite dif-

ferent from the cella vinaria, was above the furtia-

rium, since it was thought that the passage of the
smoke through the room tended greatly to increase
the flavour of the wine.*

APOTHEO'SIS {dnoeeumg), the enrolment of a
mortal among the gods. The mythology of Greece
contains numerous instances of^the deification of
mortals, but in the republican times of Greece we
find few examples of such deification. The inhab-
itants of Amphipolis, however, offered sacrifices to

Brasidas after his death;' and the people of Egeste
built a heroum to Philippus, and also offered sacri-

fices to him on account of his personal beauty." In
the Greek kingdoms, which arose in the East tii the
dismemberment of the empire of Alexander, it does
not appear to have been uncommon for the success-
or to the throne to have oflfered divine honours to

the former sovereign. Such an apotheosis of Ptol-
emy, king of Egypt, is described by Theocritus in
his 17th Idyl."

The term apotheosis, among the Romans, prop-
erly signified the elevation of a deceased emperor
to divine honours. This practice, which was com-
mon upon the death of almost all the emperors, ap-
pears to have arisen from the opinion, which was
generally entertained among the Romans, that the
souls or manes of their ancestors became deities

;

and, as it was common for children to worship the
manes of their fathers, so it was natural for divine

1. (Lysias, c. Theomn., i., 353 ; ii., Zll.—Vid. Herald., Ani-
raad. in Salmas., c. 13.)—2. (Isocr. in Loch., 396.)—3. (in Mid.,
540, 543.—Vid. etiam Iludtwalcker, de Diietet., p. 150.)—

4

(Aristot., De Ath. Rep., quoted by Harpocrat.)—5. (Petit.,

Leg?. Attic, p. 261.)—6. (Demosth., pro Cor., p. 262.)—7. (De-
mosth., c. Euerg., p. 1147.—Meier, Att. Process, p. 112.)—

8

(Colum., i., 6, i) 20.—Hor., Carm. iii., 8, 11 ; Sat. ii., 5,7.—
Ileindorff in loc.)—9. (Thucyd., v., 11.)—10. CHerod., v., 48.)-"

11. (Casaubon ia Suet., Jul., 88.)
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honours to be publicly paid to a deceased emperor,

who was regarded as the parent of his count^3^

This apotheosis of an emperor was usually called

amsecratio ; and the emperor who received the hon-

our of an apotheosis was usually said in deorum nu-

merum refei-n, or consecrari. Romulus is said to have

been admitted to divine honours under the name of

Quirinus.*

None of the other Roman kings appears to have

received this honour; and also in the republican

times we read of no instance of an apotheosis. Ju-

lius Caesar was deified after his death, and games
were instituted to his honour by Augustus.'' The
ceremonies observed on the occasion of an apothe-

osis have been minutely described by Herodian-

in the following passage :
" It is the custom of the

Romans to deify those of their emperors who die

leaving successors, and this rite they call apotheo-

sis. On this occasion a semblance of mourning,
combined with festival and religious observances,

is visible throughout the city. The body of the

dead they honour after human fashion, with a splen-

did funeral ; and, making a waxen image in all re-

spects resembling him, they expose it to view in the

vestibule of the palace, on a lofty ivory couch of

great size, spread with cloth of gold. The figure is

made pallid, like a sick man. During most of the

day senators sit round the bed on the left side, clo-

thed in black, and noble women on the right, clo-

thed in plain white gannents, like mourners, wear-
ing no gold or necklaces. These ceremonies con-
tinue for seven days ; and the physicians severally
approach the couch, and, looking on the sick man,
say that he grows worse and worse. And when
ihey have made believe that he is dead, the noblest
of tne equestrian and chosen youths of the senato-
rial orders take up the couch, and bear it along the
Via Sacra, and expose it in the old forum. Plat-
forms, like steps, are built upon each side, on one of
which stands a chorus of noble youths, and on the
opposite a chorus ofwomen of high rank, who sing
hymns and songs of praise to the deceased, modu-
lated in a solemn ancl mournful strain. Afterward
they bear the couch through the city to the Campus
Martius, in the broadest part of which a square pile
is constructed entirely of logs of timber of the lar-

gert size, in the shape of a chamber, filled will; fag-
ots, and on the outside adorned with hangings in-

teru oven with gold, and ivory images, and pictures.

UpoA this a similar but smaller chamber is built,

with open doors and windows, and above it a third
and fimrth, still diminishing to the top, so that one
might compare it to the lighthouses which are call-
ed Phari. In the second story they place a bed,
and collect all sorts of aromatics and incense, and
every sort of fragrant fruit, or herb, or juice ; for all
cities, and nations, and persons of eminence emu-
late each other in contributing these last gifts in
honour of the emperor. And when a vast heap of
aromatics is collected, there is a procession of horse-
men and of chariots around the pile, with the dri-
vers clothed in robes of office, and wearing masks
made to resemble the most distingxiished Roman
generals and emperors. When all this is done, the
others set fire to it on every side, which easily
catches hold of the fagots and aromatics ; and from
the highest and smallest storv, as from a pinnacle,
an eagle is let loose, to mount'lnto the sky as the fire
ascends, which is believed by the Romans to carry
the soul of the emperor from earth to heaven, and
from that time he is worshipped with the other gods."

In conformity with this accoimt, it is common to
see on medals struck in honour of an apotheosis an
a] ar with fire on it, and an eagle, the bird of Jupi-
ter, taking flight into the air. The number of med-
als of this d(! icription is very numerous. We can

from those medals alone, trace the names of sixty
individuals who received the honours of an apothe"
osis, from the time of Julius Caesar to that of Con-
stantine the Great. On most of them the word
CoNSECRATio occurs, and on some Greek coins thu
word A>1>1EP12CIS. The following woodcut is t»

ken from an agate, which is supposed to repm'i/TH
the apotheosis of Germanicus.* In his lefi hai.d h-a

holds the cornucopia, and Victory is placing l luU-
rel crown upon him.
A very similar representation to the above is

found on the triumphal arch of Titus, on which Ti-
tus is represented as being carried up to the skies
on an eagle.

Many other monuments have come down to U£
which represent an apotheosis. Of these the most
celebrated is the bas-relief in the Townley gallery
in the British Museum, which represents the apothe-
osis of Homer. It is clearly of Roman workman-
ship, and is supposed to have been executed in the
time of the Emperor Claudius. An interesting ac-
count of the various explanations which have been
proposed of this bas-relief is given in the Townley
Gallery, published by the Society for the- Difl^usioD

of Useful Knowledge, vol. ii., p. 119, &c.
There is a beautiful representation of the apotho.

osis of Augustus on an onyx-stone in the royal mu-
seum at Paris.

The wives, and other female relatives of the em-
perors, sometimes received the honour of an apothe-
osis. This was the case with Livia Augusta, with
Poppsea the wife of Nero, and with Faustina the
wife of Antoninus.*
For farther information on this subject, see

Mencken, Duputatio de ConsecratioTie, &c. ; and
Schoepflin, Trackdus de Apotheosi, &c.. Argent., 1730
APPARITO'RES, the general name for the pub-

lic servants of the magistrates at Rome, namely, the
AccENST, Carnifex, Coactores, Interpretes, Lic-
TORES, PR.ECONES, SCRIBffi, StATOR, StRATOR, Via-
tores, of whom an account is given in separate ar-
ticles. They were called apparitores because they
were at hand to execute the commands of the ma-
gistrates.' Their service or attendance was called
apparitio* The servants of the military tribunes
were also called apparitores. We read that the
Emperor Severus forbade the military tribunes to
retain the apparitores, whom they were accustomed
to have.'

Under the emperors, the apparitores were divided
into numerous classes, and enjoyed peculiar privi-
leges, of which an accomit is given in Just., Cod. 12,
lit. 52-59.

APPELLA'TIO (GREEK), {^<pemg or uvadiKia).
Owing to the constitution of the Athenian tribunals,
each of which was generally appropriated to its

1; (Plut., Rom. 27. 28.-Liv.. i., 16.-Cic., De Rep., ii., 10.)
' fSuet., Jul.,8l^)—3 (iv., 3.)

i
> > >
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1. (Montfaucon, Ant. Expl. Suppl., vol. v., p. 137 —2 (Soet.,
Claud., 11.—Dion., Ix., 5.—Tac.. Ann., xvi., 21 -fnpitolin-
Anton. Philos., 26.)—3. (" Quod iis apparebant e; |.ra>i,to emal
ad obsequium." Serv. in Virgr., ^n., xii., 850—Cir., pro Cm
ent., c. 53.—Liv., i., 8.)—4. (Cio., ad Fam., xvi., 54 aJ Q«
Fr.. i.. 1. 4 4.5-5. (Lamprid., Sev. c. 52.)
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particiilal subjects of cognizance, and, therefore,

could not be considered as homogeneous with, or

subordinate to, any other, there was little opportu-

nity 6)r bringing appeals, properly so called. It is

to be observed, also, that in general a cause was
finally and irrevocably decided by the verdict of the

dicasts (diKTi avToreTiyg). There were, however,
iome exceptions, in which appeals and new trials

might be resorted to.

A new trial to annul the previous award might
"^ obtained, if the loser could prove that it was not
jwing to his negligence that judgment had gone by
aefault, or that the dicasts had been deceived by
false witnesses. (Compare EPHMOS AIKH, KA-
KOTEXNIQN, and -ifETAOMAPTTPiQN AIKAI.)
And upon the expulsion of the thirty tyrants, a spe-
cial law annulled all the judgments that had been
given during the usurpation.^ The peculiar title of
the above-mentioned causes was uvu.6i.koi diKac,

which was also applied to all causes of which the
subject-matter was by any means again submitted
to the decision of a court.

An appeal from a verdict of the heliasts was al-

lowed only when one of the parties was a citizen of
a foreign state, between which and Athens an agree-
ment existed as to the method of settling disputes
between individuals of the respective countries
(Jktti (iTTo avfxGoXuv). If such a foreigner lost his
cause at Athens, he was permitted to appeal to the
proper court in another state, which (^kkTltjtoc

TToAff) Bockh, Schomann, and Hudtwalcker sup-
pose to have been the native country of the liti-

gant. Platner, on the other hand, arguing from the
intention of the regulation, viz., to protect both par-
ties from the partiality of each other's fellow-citi-
zens, contends that some dismterested state would
probably be selected for this purpose. The techni-
cal words employed upon this occasion are skku-
Xeiv, kuKulElaOat, and i) £kk1i]to^, the last used as a
substantive, probably by the later writers only, for
l<fteeic.^ This, as well as the other cases of ap-
peal, are noticed by Pollux^ in the foll6wing words

:

'•^'Edecng is when one transfers a cause from the
arbitrators {ScaiTTjTal), or archons, or men of the
township (drjiiOTai), to the dicasts, or from the sen-
ate to the assembly of the people, or from the as-
sembly to a court {dcKaarfipLov), or from the dicasts
to a foreign tribunal ; and the cause was then term-
ed E^EdLfiog. Those suits were also called IkkItitol
6cKai. The deposite staked in appeals, which we
now call Trapa66?.cov, is by Aristotle styled KapaSo-
^op." The appeals from the diaitetae are generally
mentioned by Demosthenes ;* and Hudtwalcker sup-
poses that they were allowable in all cases except
w^hen the urj ovaa 61k7j was resorted to. (Vid.
Dike.)

It is not easy to determine upon what occasions
an appeal from the archons could be preferred ; for,
after the time of Solon, their power of deciding
causes had degenerated into the mere presidency of
a court {fiytfiovta diKaarriplov), and the conduct of
Ihe previous examination of causes {avaKpLciq). It
has been also remarked,* that upon the plaintiff's
suit being rejected in this previous examination as
unfit to be brought before a court, he would most
probably proceed against the archon in the assem-
bly of the people for denial of justice, or would
wait till the expiration of his year of office, and at-
tack him when he came to render the account of
his conduct in the magistracy (evdvvai.*). An ap-
peal, however, from the archons, as well as from
all cthei officers, was very possible, when they im-
posed a fine of their own authority, and without
the sarition of a court-, and it might also take

1. CPemosth., c. Timocr., 718, &-19.)—2. (Harpocr.—Hudtw.,
Ds DijEtet., 125.)—3. (viii., 62, 63.)—4. (c. Aphob., 862.—c.
H30t., Be Dote, 1013, 1017, 1024.)— 5. (Platner, Proc unci
Klag., i , 243.)—6. (Antiph., Pe Choreut., 788.)
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place when the king archon had by fi: sole voice
made an award of dues and privileges {yipa) con-
tested by two priesthoods or sacerdotal races.^

The appeal from the demotae would occur when
a person, hitherto deemed one of theii members,
had been declared by them to be an intruder, and
no genuine citizen. If the appeal were made, ihe
demotae appeared by their advocate ai plaintiff, and
the result was the restitution of the Iranchise, oi
thenceforward the slavery of the defendant.

It will have been observed, that in the last three
cases, the appeal was made from few, or single, or
local judges to the heliasts, wlio were considered
the representatives of the people or country. With
respect to the proceedings, no new documents seem
to have been added to the contents of the echinus
upon an appeal; but the anacrisis would be con-
fined merely to an examination, as far as was ne-
cessary, to those documents which had been already
l^ut in by the litigants.

There is some obscurity respecting the two next
kinds of appeal that are noticed by Pollux. It is

conjectured Dy Schomann" that the appeal from the
senate to the people refers to cases which the for-

mer were, for various reasons, disinclined to decide,
and by Platner,^ that it occurred when the senate
was accused of having exceeded its powers.
Upon the appeal from the assembly to court, there

is also a difference of opinion between the two lasu
mentioned critics, Schomann* maintaining that the
words of Pollux are to be applied to a voluntary
reference of a cause by the assembly to the dicasts,

and Platner suggesting the possible case of one that
incurred a praejudicium of the assembly against
him (irpodo'kfi, KaTaxEipoTovla), calling upon a court
(diKacT^ptov) to give him the opportunity of vindica-
ting himself from a charge that his antagonist de-
clined to follow up. Platner also supposes the case
of a magistrate summarily deposed by the assem-
bly, and demanding to prove his innocence before
thf* hplinsts

APPELLA'TIO (ROMAN). This word, and
the corresponding verb appellare, are used in the
early Roman writers to express the application of
an individual to a magistrate, and particularly to a
tribune, in order to protect himself from some wrong
inflicted, or threatened to be inflicted. It is distin-

guished from frovocatio, which in the early writers
is used to signify an appeal to the populus in a
matter affecting life. It would seem that the provo-
catio was an ancient right of the Roman citizens.

The surviving Horatius, who murdered his sister,

appealed from the duumviri to the populus.' The
decemviri took away the provocatio ; but it was re-

stored by a lex consularis provocatione, and it was
at the same time enacted that in future no magis-
trate should be made from whom there should be
no appeal. On this Livv* remarks, that the plebes
were now protected by the provocatio and the tribu-

nidum auxilium; this latter term has reference to
the appellatio, properly so called. Appiu.s' applied
(appeUavit) to the tribunes ; and when this produced
no effect, and he was arrested by a viator, he ap-
pealed (provocavit). Cicero* appears to allude tc

the re-establishment of the provocatio, which is

mentioned by Livy.' The complete phrase tc ex-
press the provocatio is vrovocare ad populwni; and
the phrase which expresses the appellatio is appel-

lare ad, &c. It appears that a person might ap-peU

lare from one magistrate to another of equal rank;
and, of course, from an inferior to a superior mar
gistrate, and from one tribune to another.
When the supreme power became vested in the

emperors, the terms provocatio and appellatio losi

their original signification. In the Digest,*' provo-

1. (I,ex. Rhct., 219, 19.)—2. (Att. Process, 771.)—3. (i., 427.— 4. (itt. Process, 771.)— 5. (Liv., i., 26.)— 6. (iii., 55.)--7
(Liv., iii., 56.)—8. (De Or>\t., ii., 48.)—9. ^iti., 55.)-10. (4»
tit. 1, De Appellationibus.)
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ealio and appellatio are used indiscriminatel}', to

express what we call an appeal in civil matters;

but provocatio seems so far to have retained its ori-

ginal meaning as to be the onlv term used for an

appeal in criminal matters. The emperor centred

in himself both the power of the populus and the

veto cf the tribimes ; but the appeal to him was
proporly in the last resort. Appellatio among the

Kcman juristS; then, signifies an application for re-

dros's from the decision of an inferor to a superior,

en the ground of wrong decision, or other sufficient

ground. According to Ulpian,' appeals were com-
mca among the Romans, "on account of the injus-

ticf or ignorance of those who had to decide (judi-

canus), though sometimes an appeal alters a proper

aecinon, as it is not a necessary consequence that

he who gives the last gives also the best decision."

This remark must be taken in connexion with the

Roman system of procedure, by which such matters

were referred to a judex for his decision, after the

pleadings had brought the matter in dispute to an
issue. From the emperor himself there was, of
course, no appeal ; and, by a constitution of Hadri-
an, there was no appeal Irom the senate to the em-
peror. The emperor, in appointing a judex, might
exclude all appeal, and make the decision of the

judex final. The appeal, or libellus appellatorius,

showed who was the appellant, against whom the

appeal was, and what was the judgment appealed
from.

Appellatio also means to summon a party before
a judex, or to call upon him to perform something
that he has undertaken to do.* The debtor who
was summoned {appeUahis) by his creditor, and
obeyed the summons, was said respondere.

APPLICATIO'NIS JUS. (Vid. Banishment.)
APPULEIA LEX. (Firf. Majestas.)
APRFLIS. ( Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
AUPOSTASaOT rPA$H {anpoaTamov ypa^rj), an

action brought against those metceci, or resident
aliens, who had neglected to provide themselves
with a patron {Tzpoara-rig), or exercised the rights
of full citizens, or did not pay the /leToiKiov, a tax
of twelve drachmae exacted from resident aliens.

Persons convicted under this indictment forfeited
the protection of the state, and were sold as slaves.'
*APUS (uTTovg), a species of bird, called also

Kvipe?i?Mg.* It is thought to have been the same
with the Swift, or Hirundo apus, L. Pennant, how-
ever, contends that the Cypsellus of Aristotle and
Pliny was the Procdlana pelagica, or Stormy Petrel.^

AaUiE DUCTUS usually signifies an artificial

channel or water-course, by which a supply of wa-
ter is brought from a considerable distance upon
an inclined plane raised on arches, and carried
across valleys and uneven country, and occasion-
ally under ground, where hills or rocks intervene.
As nearly all the ancient aqueeducts now remain-

ing are of Roman construction, it has been generally
imagined that works oi inis description were entire-
ly unknown to the Greeks. This, however, is an
error, since some are mentioned by Pausanias and
olhers, though too briefly to enable us to judge of
their particular construction ; whether they consist-
ed chiefly of subterraneous channels bored through
hills, or, if not, by what means they were carried
across valleys, since the use of the arch, which is
said to have been unknown to the Greeks, was in-
dispensable for such a purpose. Probably those
which have been recorded—such as that built by
Pisistratus at Athens, that at Megara, and the cele-
brated one ot Polycrates at Samos"—were rather
conduits than ranges of building like the Roman
ones. Of the latter, few were constructed in the
times of the Republic. We are informed by Fron-

1. (Dig. 49. tit. 1.)—2. (Cic, ad Att., i., 8.)—3. (Phot., p.
*78, Pors.—Bekker, Anecdot. Gr., p. 201, 434, 440.)—4. (Aris-
:ot., H. A., ix 21.)— 5. (British Zoology, p. 554.)—6. (Herod.,
iii , 60.)
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tinus that ii »as not unti] about B.C. 313 that any
were erecte: , the inhabitants supplying themse.ves
up to that time with water from the Tiber, or ma-
king use of cisterns and springs. The first aquas
duct was begun by Appius Claudius the Censor,
and was named, after him, the Aqiia Appia.^ In thia

aquasduct the water was conveyed from the distance

of between seven and eight miles from the city, al-

most entirely vmder ground, since, out of 11,190
passus, its entire extent, the water was above ground
only 60 passus before it reached the Porta Capena,
and then was only partly carried on arches. Re-
mains of this work no longer exist.

Forty years afterward (B.C. 273) a second aquse-

duct was begun by M. Curius Dentatus, by which
the water was brought from the river Anio, 20 miles
above Tibur (now Tivoli), makmg an extent cf
43,000 passus, of which only 702 were above groimd
and upon arches. This was the one afterward
known by the name of Anio Vetus, in order to dis-

tinguish it from another aquaeduct brought from the

same river, and therefore called Anio Novvs. Of
the Anio Vetus considerable remains may yet be
traced, both in the neighbourhood of Tivoli and in

the vicinity of the present Porta Maggiore at Rome.
It was constixicted of blocks of Peperino stone, and
the water-course was lined with a thick coating of
cement.

In B.C. 179, the censors M. ^milius Lepidus and
M. Flaccus Nobilior proposed that another aquae-

duct should be built ; but the scheme was defeated,

in consequence of Licinius Crassus refusing to let

it be carried through his lands.* A more abundant
supply of water being found indispensable, particu-

larly as that furnished by the Anio Vetus was of
such bad quality as to be almost unfit for drinking,
the senate commissioned duintus Marcius Rex, the

prEetor, who had superintended the repairs cf the

two aquaeducts already built, to undertake a third,

which was called, after him, the Aqua Marcia*
This was brought from Sublaqueum (Subiaco)
along an extent of 61,710 passus ; viz., 54,267 un-
der ground, and 7443 above ground, and chiefly on
arches ; and was of such elevation that water could
be supplied from it to the loftiest part of the Capito-
line Mount. Of the arches of this aquaeduct a con-
siderable number are yet standing. Of those, like-

wise, called the Aqua Tepula (B.C. 127), and the

Aqua Julia (B.C. 35), which are next in point of
date, remains are still existing; and in the vicinity

of the city, these two aquseducts and the Marcia
were all united in one line of structure, Iforming
three separate water-courses, one above the other,

the lowermost of which formed the. channel of the

Aqtia Marcia, and the uppermost that of the Aqua
Julia, and they discharged themselves into one res
ervoir in common. The Aqua Julia was erected
by M. Agrippa during his aedileship, who, besides
repairing both the Anio Vetus and the Aqua Mar-
cia, supplied the city with seven hundred wells
(lacus), one hundred and fifty springs or fountains
and one hundred and thirty reservoirs.

Besides repairing and enlarging the Aqua M.'^r-

cia, and, by turning a new stream into it, increasing
its supply to double what it formerly had been, Au-
gustus built the aquaeduct called Alsietina, soKie-

times called Augnista after its founder. The watet
furnished by it was brought from the Lake of Al-
sietinus, and was of such bad quality as ic be scarce-
ly fit for drinking; on which account it has been
supposed that Augustus intended it chiefly for fill-

ing his naumachia, which required more water than
could be spared from the other aquseducts, its basin
being 1800 feet in length and 1200 in breadth. It

was in the reign, too, of this emperor that M. Agrip-
pa built the aquaeduct called the Aq7ia Virgo, which

1. (Liv., ix., 29.—Diod. Sic, xx., SS )—2- (Jiv., xl., Sl.V—t
(PUn., xxxvi., 24, « 9.)
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name it is said to have obtained becaise the spring

which supplied it was first pointed out by a girl to

some soldiers who were in search of water, Pliny,

however, gives a dilTerent origin to the name.^ Its

length was 14,105 passus, of which 12,865 were un-

der ground; and, tor some part of its extent above
ground, it was decorated with columns and statues.

Thii' aquoeduct still exists entire, having been re-

stored by Nicholas V., although not completely un-

til tht pontificate of Pius IV., 1568, and it still bears

the name of Aqua Vcrg^ine. A few years later, a
second aquseduct was built by Augustus, for the

purpose of supplying the Aqua Marcia in times of
drought.

The tA^'O gigantic works of the Emperor Claudius,

viz., the A.]ua Claudia and Anio Novus, doubled the

fonner supply of water ; and although none of the

later aquaeducts rivalled the Marcia in the vastness

and solidity of its constructions, they were of con-

siderably greater extent. The Claudia had been
begun by Caligula in the year A.D. 38, but was
completed by his successor, and was, although less

copious in its supply, not at all inferior to the Mar-
cia in the excellence of its water. The other was,
if not so celebrated for the quality of the water itself,

remarkable for the quantity which it conveyed to

the city, it being in that respect the most copious of
them all. Besides which, it was by far the grandest
in point of architectural efiect, inasmuch as it pre-

sented, for about the extent of six miles before it

reached the city, a continuous range of exceedingly
lofty structure, the arches being in some places 109

feet high. It was much more elevated than any of
the other aquasducts, and in one part of its course

was carried over the Claudia. Nero afterward
made additions to this vast work, by continuing it

as far as Mount Caslius, where was a temple erected

to Claudius.

The Aqua TrajaTuz, which was the work of the

emperor whose name it bears, and Avas completed
A.D. Ill, was not so much an entirely new and dis-

tinct aquneduct as a branch of the Anio Novus
brought from Sublaqueum, where it was supplied by
a spring ofpurer water than that of the Anio. It was
in the time of this emperor, and of his predecessor
Nerva, that the superintendence of all the aquae-

ducts was held by Sextus Julius Frontinus, whose
treatise De AqucBdudibus has supplied us with the

fullest information now to be obtained relative to

their history and construction.

In addition to the aquaeducts which have been al-

ready mentioned, there were others of later date

:

namely, the Antoniana, A.D. 212; the Alexandrina,

A.D. ^30; and the Jovia, A.D. 300; but these seem
to have been of comparatively little note, nor have
we any particular account of them.
The magnificence displayed by the Romans in

their public works of this class was by no mt-^ns
confined to the capital ; for aquasducts more or less

stupendous were constructea by them in .various

and even very remote parts of the empire—atNico-
media, Ephesus, Smyrna, Alexandrea, Syracuse,
Metz, Nismes (the Pont du Card), Lyons, Evora,
Merida, and Segovia. That at Evora, which was
built by Q,uintus Sertorius, is still in good preserva-
tion ; and at its termination in the city has a very
elegant castellum in two stories, the lower one of
which has Ionic columns. Merida in Spain, the

Angusta Emerita of the Romans, who established a
colony there in the time of Augustus, has among its

other antiquities the remains of two aquaeducts, of
one of which thirty-seven piers are standing, with
thi ee tiers of arches ; while of the other there are
only two which form part of the original construc-
tions, the rest being modem. But that of Segovia,
for which some Spanish writers have claimed an
antiquity anterior to the sway of the Romans in

Spain, is one of the most perfect and magnificent

1. (H. N , xxxi., 25.)

AQ.UiE DUCTUS.

woiks of the kind anywhere remaining. It is en<
tirely of stone, and of great solidity, ihe piers being
eight feet wide and eleven in depth ; and where U
traverses a part of the city, the heipht is upward oi
a himdred teet, and it has two tie is of arches, the
lowermost of which are exceedingly lofty.

Afi;er this historical notice of some of tlie princi-
pal aquaeducts both at Rome and in the provinces,
we now proceed to give some general account ol
their construction. Before the mouth or opening
into the aquaeduct was, where requisite, a large ba-
sin (piscina limosd), in which the water was collect-

ed, in order that it might first deposite its impuri-
ties; and similar reservoirs were fonned at inter-

vals along its course. The specus, or water-chaniiel,
was formed either of stone or brick coated with ce-
ment, and was arched over at top, in order to ex-
clude the sun, on which account there were ajier-

tures or vent-holes at- certain distances; or where
two or more such channels were carried one ab( )ve

the other, the vent-holes of the lower ones wvre
formed in their sides. The water, however, besides
flowing through the specus, passed also through
pipes either of lead or burned earth (terra-cotta),

which latter were used not only on account of their

greater cheapness, but as less prejudicial to the
freshness and salubrity of the water. As far as was
practicable, aquaeducts were carried in a direct line

;

yet they frequently made considerable turns and
windings in their course, either to avoid boring
through hills, where that would have been attended
with too much expense, or else to avoid, not only
very deep valleys, but soft and marshy ground.

In every aquaeduct, the casteUa or reservoirs were
very important parts of the construction ; and b&.
sides the principal ones—that at its mouth and that
at its termination—there were usually intermediate
ones at certain distances along its course, both in
order that the water might deposite in them any re-

maining sediment, and that the whole might be
more easily superintended and kept in repair, a de-
fect between any two such points being readily de-
tected. Besides which, these castella were service-

able, inasmuch as they furnished water for the irri-

gation of fields and gardens, &c. The principal
castellum or reservoir was that in which the aquae-

duct terminated, and whence the water was con-
veyed by different branches and pipes to various
parts of the city. This far exceeded any of the oth-

ers, not in magnitude alone, but in solidity of con-
struction and grandeur of architecture. The re-

mains of a work of this kind still exist in what are
called the Nove Sale, on the Esquiline Hill at Rome;
while the Piscina Mirabile, near Cuma, is still more
interesting and remarkable, being a stupendous con-
struction about 200 feet in length by 130 in bread(h,
whose vaulted roof rests upon forty-eight immense
pillars, disposed in four rows, so as to form five

aisles within the edifice, and sixty arches.

Besides the principal castellum belonging to each
aquaeduct (excepting the Alsietina, whose water
was conveyed at once to the baths), there were a
number of smaller ones—altogether, it has been
computed, 247—in the different regions of the city,

as reservoirs for their respective neighbourhoods.
The declivity of an aqua3duct (libramenium aqua's

was at least the fourth of an inch in every 100 feet,^

or, according to Vitruvius,' half a foot.

During the times of the Republic, the censors and
aediles had .the superintendence of the aquaeducts;
but under the emperors particular oificers were ap-
pointed for that purpose, under the title ofcuratores,

or prcefecti aquarvm. These officers were first cre-

ated by Augustus,* and were invested witli consid-

erable authority. They were attended outside the

city by two lictors, three public slaves, a secretary,

and other attendants.

In the time of Nerva and Trajan, about seven

1. (Plin., H. N., mi., 31.)— 2. (viii., 7.)—3. (Suet, Aup., 87.J



AaUARII.

«HU red architecG and others were constantly em-

i oytd, under the orders of the curatores aqiiarum, in

artendiiig to the aquoeducts. The officers who had

:harge of these works were, 1, The viUici, whose

duty it was to attend to the aquaeducts in their

course to the city. 2. The casteUarii, who had the

superintendence of all the castella both within and

without the city. 3. The circuitores, so called be-

cause they had to go from post to post, to examine

into the state of the works, and also to keep watch

over the labourers employed upon them. 4. The
silicarii, or paviours. 5. The tedores, or plasterers.

All these officers appear to have been included un-

der the general term of aquarii.'

AaU^ DUCTUS. (Vid. Servitutes.)

AaU^E ET IGNIS INTERDIC'TIO. ^Vid.

^ANISHMFVT.)
tiOXSM HAUSTUS. (Vid. Servitutes.)

AaUiE PLUVI^ ARCENDtE ACTIO. That

water was called aqua pluvia which fell from the

clouds, and the prevention of injury to land from

such water was the object of this action. The ac-

tion aqua pluvicB was allowed between the owners of

adjoining land, and might be maintained either by
the owner of the higher land against the owner of

the lower land, in case the latter, by anything done

to his land, prevented the water from flowing natu-

rally from the higher to the lower land, or by the

owner of the lower land against the owner of the

higher land, in case the latter did anything to his

land by which the water flowed from it into the low-

er land in a different way from what it naturally

would. In the absence of any special custom or

law to the contrary, the lower land was subject to

receive the water which flowed naturally from the

upper land ; and this mle of law was thus expressed:

aqua inferior superiori servit. The fertilizing ma-
terials carried down to the lower land were con-

sidered as an ample compensation for any damage
which it might sustain from the water. Many diffi-

cult questions occurred in the application to practice

of the general rules of law as to aqua pluvia ; and,

among others, this question : What things done by
the owners of the land were to be considered as pre-

venting or altering the natural flow of the waters 1

The conclusion of Ulpian is, that acts done to the

land for the purposes of cultivation were not to be
considered as acts interfering with the natural flow
of the waters. Water which increased from the
falling of rain, or in consequence of rain changed
its colour, was considered within the definition of
aqua pluvia; for it was not necessary that the water
in question should be only rain-water, it was suffi-

cient if there was any rain-water in it. Thus, when
water naturally flowed from a pond or marsh, and a
person did something to exclude such water from
coming on his land, if such marsh received any in-

crease from rain-water, and so injured the land of
a neighbour, the person would be compelled by this
action to remove the obstacle which he had created
to the free passage of the water.
This action was allowed for the special protection

of land {asrer'): if the water injured a town or a
building, the case then belonged to flumina and
stillicidia. The action was only allowed to prevent
damage, and, therefore, a person could not have this
remedy against his neighbour, who did anything to
.>is own land by which he stopped the water which
would otherwise flow to his neighbour's land, and be
profitable to it. The title in the Digest contains
many curious cases, and the whole is well worth
perusal.*

AdUA'RII were slaves who carried water for ba-
thing, &c., into the female apartments.' The aquarii
were also public officers who attended to the aquae-
ducts. {Vid. Aavm Ductus.)

ARA.

ACIUILA. I. A Roman militarj'- standard. (Vid
SiGNA Militaria.) II. The Eagle. The ancient

naturalists have described several species. Aristo-

tle divided the FalconidcB into 'Aeroi (Eagles), Ispa-

KEc (Hawks), and 'IktIvoc ^Kites), with many subdi-

visions. M. Vigors is of opinion, that the division

'lepaf (Hierax) of Aristotle comprises all the Fal-

conidas of Vigors which belong to the stirpes or sub*

families of Hawks, Falcons, and Buzzards. Pliny

separates the group into Aqtiilce (Eagles) and Acci^

pitres, a general term comprising, as used by him
the rest of the Falconidce. The subdivisions of both

Aristotle and Pliny do not differ much from those

of some of the modern zoologists.—We will now
proceed to particulars. 1. The fi6p(pvo^, called also

nTiuyyog or vriTToipovog by Aristotle,* would appear
to be that species of Falco which bears the Eng-
lish names of Bald Buzzard and Osprcij, namely,
the Fako Halieeetus, L., or Pandion Haliceetus, Sa-

vigny.' It would seem to be the nepKvog of Homer.*
2. The nepKvoTTTepog, s?id by Aristotle to resemble

the Vulture, was mos» probably that species of
Vulture which gets the name of VuUurine Eagle. Its

French name, according to Belon, is Boudree. It

is called also ypvTTaieTog and opemiXapyog by Aris

totle. 3. The uXiaierog of Aristotle would appear

to be the Osprey.* This bird is the " Nisus" of Vir-

gil and Ovid. Naturalists have recently adopted
the opinion that the Osprey is the same as the Sea-
eagle. Its scientific name is Pandion HalicEetus,

Savigny. 4. The p.e7iavaieTog of Aristotle, called

also ?i,ayc)<l>6vog by him, is referred by Hardouin* to

the small Black Eagle, which the late authorities on
Ornithology hold to be only a variety of the Golden
Eagle, or Aquila Chrysaitos. It is deserving of re-

mark, however, that the learned Gesner seems dis-

posed to refer the jMElavalerog to the Erne, or Aquila
Albicilla of late ornithologists. 5. The ^t]vt] of
Aristotle is undoubtedly the Ossifraga of Pliny, and
the ipivig of Dioscorides.* It is the Falco Ossifragus,

L. 6. The nvyapyog is supposed by Hardouin to be
the eagle called Jean le hlanc. Turner suggests that

it may have been the Erne, and Elliot the Ring-tail.

All point to the same bird, namely, the HaliaeiMS Al-
biciUa, Savigny ; for the Ring-tail is now held to be
merely a variety of the Erne. The term T:vyapyog

signifies " White-tailed." 7. The specits called

yvijaiog by Aristotle is confidently referred by Har-
douin to the Golden Eagle, which, as Buffon re-

marks, is the noblest and largest of the genus. Jt is

the Aquila Chrysateos, Vigors.'
AaUILLIA LEX. {Vid. Damnum.)
ARA {j3u/i6g, -^vTiipiov), an altar.

Ara was a general term denoting any structure
elevated above the ground, and used to receive upon
it offerings made to the gods. Altare, probably con-
tracted from alia ara, was properly restricted to

the larger, higher, and more expensive structures.

Hence Menalcas,* proposing to erect four altars,

viz., two to Daphnis, and two, which were to be
high altars, to Apollo, says, " En qnattuor aras: Ecce
duas tibi, Daphni; diMS, allaria, Phcebo." Servias,
in his commentary on the passage, observes, that

altana were erected only in honour of the superior
divinities, whereas ara were consecrated net only
to them, iDUt also to the inferior, to heroes, and to

demigods. On the other hand, sacrifices were offer-

ed to the infernal gods, not upon altars, but in cavi-

ties {scroles, scrobiculi, jSodpoi, Xukkoi) dug in the
ground.' Agreeably to this distinction, wc find that

in some cases an altare was erected upon an ara, or

even several high altars upon one of infrrior eleva-
tion.

1. (Cic, ad Fam., viii., 6.—Cod. xii.. tit. 42 or 43, s. 10.)—2.
(Di^. 39, tit. 3.—Cin., pro Muraen., c. 10.—Topic, c. 9.—Bofi-
ihiag, Comment, in Cic, Top., iv., c. 9.)—3. (Jut., vi., 332.)

1. (H. A., ix., 22.)—2. (Willoughby's OrnitKology, lib. ii„

art. 5.)—3. (n., xxiv., 316.)—4. (Gesner, de A bus.—Brooke**
Nat. Hist., vol. ii., p. 4.)—5. (in Plin., H. N x., 1.)--«. (it.,

58.)—7. (Adams, Append., s " —8. (Virg., b log., v. 65.1 - 1*

(Festus, s. V. Altana.)
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A'v' i:i.\ u^ \he ancients almost every religious

a.ct t^aii i.cco>£.panied by sacrifice, it was often

uec-iwary to p/ovide altars on the spur of the oc-

iasion, and they vere then constructed of earth,

>ods, or stones, collected on the spot. Thus,
" Erexii subitas congtytu ccspitis aras."^ Also, when
iEncas and Tumus are preparing to fight in single

combat, wishing to bin! themselves by a solemn
oath, they erect aras graMineas.^ Availing himself

cf this practice, Telamcn adroitly warded off the

effects of the jealousy of Hercules, whose rage he
had excited by making the first breach in the walls

A Ilium, and thus appearing to surpass his com-

panion in glory. Pursued by Hercules, who had
already drawn his sword, and .-iceing his danger, he

set about collecting the scattered stones ; and when
Hercules, on coming up, asked what he was about,

he answered that he was preparing an altar to

'Hpa/fX^f Ka7.lLVLKog, and thus saved his life.'

When the occasion was not sudden, and especially

if the altars were required to be of a considerable

size, they were built with regular courses cf masonry
or brickwork, as is clearly shown in se^»^eral exam-
ples on the column of Trajan at Rome. Bee the

loft-hand figixro in the woodcut annexed.
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The first deviation from this absolute simplic-y
of form consisted in the addition of a base (/Saotf,

Kpriiric), and of a corresponding projection at the

top, the latter {hcxapig, fSuuov kaxupo.*) being in-

tended to hold the fire and the ob]ecl:s offered in

sacrifice. These two parts are so common as to be
almost vmiform types of the form of an altar, and
will be found in all the figures inserted underneath.
The altar on which the gods swore, when they

leagued with Jupiter against the Titans, became a
constellation consisting of four stars, two on the

tireplace and two on the base.*

It appears, also, that a movable pan or brazier

(emTTvpov) was sometimes used to hold the fire.*

Altars were either square or round. The latter

form, which was the less common of the two, is

"xemplified in the following figures

:

That on the left hand is fiom a painting at Her-
culaneum. The altar is represented as dedicated
to the genius of some spot on Mount Vesuvius.
He appears in the form cf a serpent,' and is par-

taking of the fig's and fir-cones which have been
offered to him on the altar. The right-hand figure

1. (Lucan, ix., 988.)—2. (Viig., ^n., lii., 118.)— 3. (Apol-

lod., II., vi., 4.

—

Vid. etiam Hon, Carm. I., xix., 13.)—4. (Eu-
rip., Andr., 1115.) — 5. (Eratosth., Cataster., 39.— Compare
Hygin., Astron., ii., 39 ; Aral., 402 ; and Cicero's translation,

De Nat Deoi , ii., 44.)—6 (Horon., Spirit., 71.)—7. (Virg.,

Xn., T., 95^

represents an altar, which was found, with ti>re«

others, at Antium.^ It bears the inscription arj
VENTORVM. On it is sculptured the rostmm of a
ship, and beneath this is a figure emblematic of the

wind. He floats in free space, blows a shell, ana
wears a chlamys, which is uplifted by the breeze.

In the second altar the haxapig is distinguished bj

being hollow. Indeed altars, such as that on the
left hand, were rather designed for sacrifices of
fruits, or other gifts which were offered wilhou
fire, and they were therefore called anvpoL.

When the altars were prepared for sacrifice, they
were commonly decorated with garlands or festoons.

The leaves, flowers, and fruits of which these were
composed were of certain kinds, which were con-
sidered as consecrated to such uses, and were called

verbence.'^

Theocritus' enumerates iLe three following, viz.,

the oak, the ivy, and the asphodel, as having been
used on a particular occasion for this purpose.*
The altar represented in the next woodcut shows

the manner in which the festoon of verbense was
suspended. Other ancient sculptures prove that

fillets were also used, partly because ihey were
themselves ornamental, and partly for the purpose
of attaching the festoons to the altar. Hence we
read in Virgil,

" Effer aquam, et moUi cinge hoc altana viUa,

Verbenasque adole pingues, et mascula tura."^

Altars erected to the manes were decked with dark
blue fillets and branches of cypress.* Many altars

which are still preserved have fillets, festoons, and
garlands sculptured upon the marble, being designed
to imitate the recent and real decorations.

Besides the imitation of these ornaments, the art

of the sculptor was also exercised in representing

on the sides of altars the implements of sacrifice,

the animals which were offered, or which were re-

garded as sacred to the respective deities, and the

various attributes and emblems of those deities.

We see, for example, on altars dedicated to Jupiter,

the eagle and the thunderbolt ; to Apollo, h2 stag,

the raven, the laurel, the lyre or cithara ; to Bacs
chus, the panther, the thyrsus, the ivy, Silenus,

bacchanals ; to Venus, the dove, the myrtle ; to

Hercules, the poplar, the club, the labours of Her-
cules ; to Sylvanus, the hog, the lamb, the cypress.

Strabo says' that the principal altar of the Temple
of Diana at Ephesus was almost covered with the

works of Praxiteles. Some of the altars which
still remain are wrought with admirable taste and

elegance. We give, as a specimen of the elaborate

style, the outline of an Etruscan altar, in contrast

with the xmadomed altar in our first woodcut.
Besides symbolical and decorative sculptures in

bas-relief, ancient altars frequently present inscrip-

tions, mentioning the gods to whom, and the wor-

shippers by whom, they were erected and dedicated.

For example, an altar in Montfaucon,* decorate('

with an eagle which grasps the thunderbolt, and
with a club, encircled with a fillet, at each of the

four comers, bears the following inscription, in-

cluded within a wreath of leaves

:

lOVI

OPT. MAI.
ET HERCVLl
INVICTO

C. TVTICANViC
CALLIAT.

EX VOTO
We select this example, becaus . J illustrates the

fact that the same altar was often erected in honoui

1. (Montfaucon, Ant. Expl., ii., pi. 51.)—2. (Rot., Curm. ir,

11.)—3. (xxvi., 3,4.)—4. (Vid. etiam Tevent., Andr., iv.. 4, 5.—
Donatus in loc.—" Coronatae arie," Propert., jii., 10.—" Nexit

omatae toi-quibus arae," Virg., Georg., iv., 2"C.)—5. (Eclog

viii., 64, 65.)—6. (^n., iii., 64 )—7. (xiv,, 7. 23.>-S (Aut

Expl., ii,, pi. 96 )
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01 mere ihan one divinity. It va?, however, neces-

sary that such divinities shou.d t.ive something in

common, so that they might be properly associated;

and deities having this relation to one another were

called Dii cmnmunes, dtol ovfitujioi, 6fio6u/icoi,' or

KoivoSu/xioL" At Oiympia there were six altars,

each pacred to two divinities, so as to make twelve

gods in all.'

On the other hand, we find that it was not un-

usual to jrect two or more altars to the same

divinity, sa the same spot and on the same occa-

sion. We have already produced an example of

this from Virgil's fifth eclogue ; and the very same

expression is in part repeated by him in the iEneid

:

"En quattuor aras— Neptmw."* In Theocritus,*

three bacchantes, having collected verbense, as we
have before stated, erect twelve altars, viz., three to

Semele and nine to Dionysus. But the most re-

markable instances of this kind occurred when
hecatombs were sacriiiced ; for it was then neces-

sary that the number of altars should correspond

to the multitiyle of the victims. A ceremony of

this description, recorded by Julius Capitolinus,

seems to have been designed in imitation of the

oractice of the heroic ages. He says that, when
"ihe head of the tyrant Maximin was brought to

Rome, Balbinus, to express the general joy, built

in one place 100 altars of turf (aras cespititias), on
which were slain 100 hogs and 100 sheep. But a
more distinct exhibition of the scene is given in

the Iliad,* when the Greeks assembled at Aulis

present a hecatomb. A beautiful plane-tree is seen

beside a clear fountain; the chieftains and the

priests are assembled under its" wide - spreading

branches ; the spot is encircled with altars {afufi

irepl KpTJvTjv), and the victims are slain along the

cltars {Karu iSufiovc).''

Vitruvius* directs that altars, though differing in

elevation according to the rank of the divinities to

whom they were erected, should always be lower
than the statues (smu?.acra) before which they were
placed. Of the application of this rule we have
an example in a medallion on the arch of Constan-
tine at Rome. See the annexed woodcut.

Wc see here Apollo with seme of his attributes,

riz., the stag, the tripod, the cithara, and plectrum.

ARACHNE.

The altar is about half as high as the pedestal of

the statue, placed immediately in front of it, and
adorned with a wreath of verbenae. The statue

stands in an «A(Tof, or grove of laurel. One of the

saciiiicers, probably the Emperor Trajan, appears

to be taking an oath, which he expresses by lifting

up his right hand and touching the altar with his

spear. This sculpture also shows the appearance

of the tripods, which were frequently used instead

of altars, and which are explained under the arti-

cle Tripos.
We have already had occasion to advert, in sev-

eral instances, to the practice of building altars in

the open air wherever the occasion might require,

as on the side of a mountain, on the shore of the

sea, or in a sacred grove. But those altars which
were intended to be permanent, and which were,

consequently, constructed with a greater expense

of labour and of skill, belonged to temples ; and
they were erected either before the temple, as shown
in the woodcut in the article AntjE, and beautifully

exemplilied in the remains of temples at Pompen,'
or within the cella of the temple, and principally

before the statue of the divinity to whom it wan
dedicated. The altars in the area before the temple

{^ufiol irpovdoL^) were altars of burnt- offerings, at

which animal sacrifices {victims, afdyia, lepela)

were presented : only incense was burned, or cakes

and bloodless sacrifices {^fitufiaTa, ^va) offered on
the altars within the building.

Altars were also placed before the doors ofprivate

houses. In the Andria of Terence,^ a woman is

asked to take the verbenae from an altar so situated,

in order to lay a child upon them before the door of
the house. A large altar to Zeus the Protector

stood in the open court before the door of Priam's
palace in Ilium.* Hither, according to the poets,

Priam, Hecuba, and their daughters fled when the

citadel was taken; and hence they were dragged
with impious violence by Neoptolemus, the son of

Achilles, and some of them put to death. All altars

were places of refuge. The supplicants were con-

sidered as placing themselves under the protectioE

of the deities to whom the altars were consecrated

;

and violence to the unfortunate, even to slaves and
criminals, in such circumstances, was regarded as

violence towards the deities themselves.

As in the instance already m'oduced, in which the

gods conspired against the Titans, men likewise

were accustomed to make solemn treaties and cov-

enants, by taking oaths at altars. Thus Virgil rep-

resents the kings entering into a league before the

altar of Jupiter, by immolating a sow, while they

hold the pateras for libation in their hands.* The
story of Hannibal's oath at the altar, when a boy,

is well known.
Another practice, often alluded to, was that of

touching altars in the act of prayer.* Marriages
also were solemnized at the altars ; and, indeed, for

the obvious reason, that religious acts were almost
universally accompanied by sacrifice as an essen-

tial part of them, all engagements which could be

made more binding by sacred considerations were
often formed between the parties before an altar.

ARAB'ICA, called also Arabiciis lapis, and Arch-
ica gemma. It is spoken of by Dioscorides anc
Galen, and was probably a fine white marble.''

*ARACH'NE {dpuxvv or -?/f), the Spider, or genu*
Aratiea, L. Several species are mentioned by Aristo-

tle," but so briefly that they cannot be satisfactorily

ascertained. Dioscorides describes two species by
the names of oA/cof and IvKog* The former of these,

according to Sprengel, is the Aranea retiaria, and the

1. (Thticyd., iii., 59.)—2. (^schyl., Suppl., 225.)—3. (Scho-
liast in Pind., Olymp., v., 10.)—4. (Mn., v , 639.)—5. (1. c.)
>-<!. (ii., 305-307.."—'' (Ojmpare Num., xxiii., 1, "seven al-
•».•') -a ^/' ^.j

1. (Cell's Pompeiana, 1819, Plates 43, 62, 68.)—2. (.Jlschyl.,

Suppl., 497.)—3. (1. c.)—4. (Virg-., -^n., ii., 500-525.— Ileyne,
Excurs., „i loc.)—5. (.Mn., viii., 640.—Compare the last wood-
cut, aud Mn., xii., 201.)—fi. (ii"-., Carm. III., xxiii., 17.)—7.
(Dioscor., v., 149.—Plin., H ?l . xixri.. 41.)—8. (H. A., is^
26.)—9. (ii., 68.)
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latter the iraTiea domestica. Sprengel is farther of
opinion that no ancient author has noticed the Aranea
Tarantula. But vid. Phalangion.'
ARACHID'NA {ai)uxL<^va), a species of Pea, the

same, according to Stackhouse and Sprengel, with

the Lathyms amphicarpis. Stackhouse proposes to

read upaKiSva in the text of Theophrastus.*

*AIl'ACUS (dpaKog), a plant, which Sprengel, in

tlie first edition of his R. H. H., marks as the Lathy-

rus tuicrosus; but in his second, he inclines to the

IHsum arveme. S tackhouse hesitates about acknowl-
edging it as the Vida cracca, or Tufted Vetch.^
•ARA'NEA. {Vid. Arachne.)
ARA'TEIA [upiiTELa), two sacrifies offered every

year at Sicyon in honour of Aratus, the great general

of the Achgeans, who, after his death, was honoured
by his countr)Tnen as a hero, in consequence of the

command of an oracle.* The full account of the two
festive days is preserved in Plutarch's Life of Ara-
lus.* The Sicyonians, says he, offer to Aratus two
sacrifices every year, the one on the day on which
he delivered his native town from tyrarmy, which is

the fifth of the month of Daisius, the same which
the Athenians call Anthesterion ; and this sacrifice

they call auTt/pia. The other they celebrate in the

month in which they believe that he was bom. On
the first, the priest of Zeus offered the sacrifices

;

on the second, the priest of Aratus, wearing a white
riband Avith purple spots in the centre, songs being
sung to the guitar by the actors of the stage. The
public teacher {YVfj.vamapxog) led his boys and
youths in procession, probably to the heroum of
Aratus, followed by the senators adorned with gar-

lands, after whom came those citizens who wished
tc join the procession. The Sicyonians still ob-

serve, he adds, some parts of the solemnity, but the

principal honours have been abolished by time and
other circumstances.*

ARA'TRUM {uporpov), a plough.

The Greeks appear to have had, from the earliest

times, diversities in the fashion of their ploughs.

Hesiod'' advises the farmer to have' always two
ploughs, so that if one broke, the other might be
ready for use ; and they were to be of two kinds,

the one called avroyvov, because in it the plough-

tail iyi)i]c, buris, bura) was of the same piece of

timber with the share-beam {llvfia, dens, dentale)

and the pole (pv/iog, laToSoevg, temo) ; and the other

called TTTiKTov, i. e., compacted, because in it the
three above-mentioned parts, which were, moreover,
to be of three different kinds of timber, were ad-
justed to cne another, and fastened together by
means of nails {y6fx<l)oiaiv^).

The method of forming a plough of the former
kind was by taking a young tree with two branches
proceeding from its trunk in opposite directions, so
that while in ploughing the trunk was made to serve
for the pole, one of the two branches stood upward
and became the tail, and the other penetrated the
ground, and, being covered sometimes with bronze
or iron, fulfilled the purpose of a share. This form
is exhibited in the uppermost figure of the annexed
woodcut, taken from a medal. The next figure

shows the plough still used in Mysia, as described
and delineated by a late traveller in that coimtry,
Mr. C. Fellows. It is a little more complicated
than the first plough, inasmuch as it consists of two
pieces of timber instead of one, a handle {exerTiTj,

tliva) being inserted into the larger piece at one side

of it. Mr. Fellows* observes that each portion of
this instrarnent is still called by its ancient Greek
name, and adds, that it seems suited only to the
Jigh; soil prevailing where he observed it; that it is

1 (Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (TheophraKt ., H. P., )., 6.—
Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Theophrast., H. P., i. 6.)

—

i. (Paug.,
ij., 9, () 4.)—5. (c. 53.)—6. (Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterthnm.,
u., 2, p. 105.)—7. (Op. et Dies, 432.)—8. (Compare Schol. in
ApoU. Rhod., iii., 232.—Ilom., 11., x., 353 ; xiii., 703 ; and Schoi.
IB loc.)—9. (Excursion in Asia Minor, 1838, p. 71.)

pq
^

held by one hand only; that the form of the shaie
(yvvt^) varies; and that the plough is frequently
used without any share. " It is drawn by two oxen,
yoked from the pole, and guided by a long reed or
thin stick (Kurpivog), which has a spud or scraper
at the end for cleaning the share." See the lowest
figure in the woodcut.
Another recent traveller in Greece gives the fol-

lowing account of the plough which he saw in tha.'

country, a description approaching still nearer t«:

the TVTjKTov uporpov of Homer and Hesiod. " It is

composed," says he, " of two curved pieces of wood,
one longer than the other. The long piece form.s

the pole, and one end of it being joined to the other
piece about a foot from the bottom, divides it into a
share, which is cased with iron, and a handle. The
share is, besides, attached to the pole by a short
crossbar of wood. Two oxen, with no other har-
ness than yokes, are joined to the pole, and driven
by the ploughman, who holds the handle in his left

hand, and the goad in his right.''^ A beautiful view
of the plain of Elis, representing this plough in use,
is given by Mr. S. Stanhope in his Olympiad
The yoke and pole used anciently in ploughmg

did not differ from those employed for draught in
general. Consequently, they do not here require
any farther description. {Vid. Jugum.)
To the bottom of the pole, in the compactefl

plough, was attached the plmightail, which, accord-
mg to Hesiod, might be made of any piece of a tree

(especially the nplvog, i. e., the ilex, or holm-oak),
the natural curvature of which fitted it to this use.
But in the time and country of Virgil, pains were
taken to force a tree into that form which was mos*
exactly adapted to the purpose.

" Coniinvo in silvis magTui vifiexa domatur
In burim, et curviformam accipit ulmus aratn "'

The upper end of the buris being held by the
ploughman, the lower part, below its junction with
the pole, was used to hold the share-beam, which was
either sheathed with metal, or driven bare into the
ground, according to circumstances.
To these three continuous and most essenhal

parts, the two following are added in ihe description
of the plough by Virgil:

1. The earth-boards or mo^tld-boards, rising on each
side, bending outwardly in such a manner as to

throw on either hand the soil which had been pre-
viously loosened and raised by the share, and ad-
justed to the share-beam, which was made double
for the purpose of receiving them :

" Binaj amcs,
duplici aptantur deTitalia dorso." According to

Palladius,* it was desirable to have ploughs both
with earth-boards (aurita) and without them (s/m-

plicia).

2. The handle, which is seen in Mr. Fellcws's
woodcut, and likewise in the following representa-

tion of an ancient Italian plough. Virgil considers

1. (Hobhouse, Journey through Albania, &c., vol. i., p I49j
-8 (p. 42.)—S rOeorff., i., 16P. 170.)—4. (i., 43.)
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(bis part as used to turn the plough at the end of

the iurrow: " Stivaque, quce cuirus a tergo torgueat

imos." Servius, however, in his note on this line,

explains stiva to mean " the handle by which the

plough is directed." It is probable that, as the

dentalia, i. e., the two share-beams, which Virgil

supposes, were in the form of the Greek letter A,

which he describes b)' du^lid dorso, the buns was
fastened to the left share-beam, and the stiva to the

right; so that, instead of the simple plough of the

Greeks, that described by the Mantuan poet, and

used, no doubt, in his country (see the loUowing

woodcut), was more like the modem Lancashire

Slough, which is commonly held behind with both

ands. Sometimes, however, the stiva {kxer'kv^)

was used alone and instead of the tail, as in the

Mysian plough above represented. To a plough

so constructed, the language of Columella was es-

pecially applicable: '^ Araior stiva pceiie rectus inniti-

iur :"" and the expressions of Ovid, " Stivaque iri-

nixus arator"^ and "iTide premens stivam designat

vuBnia suko."* In place of "stiva," Ovid also uses

the less appropriate term " cajmlus :"* " Ipse manu
capulum prcnsi moderaius aratii." "When the plough

was held either by the stiva alone, or by the buris

alone, a piece of wood (manicula*) was fixed across

the summit, and on this the labourer pressed with
both hands. Besides guiding the plough in a
straight line, his duty was to force the share to a
sufficient depth into the soil. Virgil alludes to this'

in the phrase " Depresso aratro."^

The crossbar, which is seen in Mr. Fellows's

drawing, and mentioned in Sir J. C. Hobhouse's
description, and which passes from the pole to the

.share for the purpose of giving additional strength,

was called a-Kadri, in Latin fulcrum.

The coulter {culter^^ was used by the Romans as

it is with us. It was inserted into the pole so as to

depend vertically before the share, cutting through
the roots which came in its way, and thus preparing
for the more complete loosening and overturning of
the soil by the share.

About the time of Pliny, two small wheels {rotce,

totuleB) were added to the plough in Rhaetia; and
Servius' mentions the use of them in the country
of Virgil. The annexed woodcut shows the form
5f a wheel-plough, as represented on a piece of en-
k,'raved jasper, of Roman workmanship. It also
shows distinctly the coulter, the share-beam, the
plough-tail, and the handle or stiva}° The plough
corresponds in all essential particulars with that

now used about Mantua and Venice, of which Mar-
tyn has given an engraving in his edition of Virgil's
Qcorgics.

The Greeks and Romans usually ploughed their
iand three times for each crop. The first plough-
ing was called proscindere, or novare {yeovadai, veu-
^eaOai)

; the second, offringere, or iterare ; and the
third, lirare, or tertiare}^ The field which under-

1. (Hes., Op. et Dies, 467.)—2. (i.. 9.)—3. (Met., viii., 218)
• -4. (Past., iv., 825.)—5. (Epist. de Ponto, i., 8, 61.)—6. (Var-
ro, De Ling. Lat., iv.)—7. (Georg., i., 45.)—8. (Plin., H. N ,

XTiii., 48.)—9. (1. c.)— 10. (Caylus, Rec. d'Ant., v., pi. 83, No.
6.)—11. (Arat., Dios., 321.—Ovid. Met., vii , 119—Varro De
Re Rust., i., 29.~Colum., De Re Rust., ii., 4.)
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went the " proscissio" was called ve^adum or nO'

vale (veof), and in this process the coulter was em-
ployed, because the fresh surface war. entangled

with numberless roots, which requirec" .f ! e divided

before the soil could be turned up ':j' ine share.'

The term " oflringere," from ob and jrangerc, was
applied to the second ploughing, because the long

parallel clods already turned up were broken and
cut across, by drawing the plough through them ai

right angles to its former direction.^ The field

which imderwent this process was called ager itera-

tus—diTTo'Aog.^ After the second ploughing, the sow-
er cast his seed. Also the clods were often, though
not always, broken still farther by a wooden mallet,

or by harrowing {pccatio). The Roman ploughman
then, for the first time, attached the earth-boards to

his share {tabula adtiexa*). The effect of this ad-

justment was to divide the level surface of the

"ager iteratus" into ridges. These were called

porcce, and also lira, whence came the verb lirare,

to make ridges, and also delirare, to decline from the

straight line.* The earth-boards, by throwing the

earth to each side in the manner already explained,

both covered the newly-scattered seed, and formed
between the ridges furrows {avlaKeg, sulci) for car-

rying oflfthe Avater. In this state the field was call-

ed seges and rpiTrolog. The use of this last terra

by Homer and Hesiod proves that the triple plough
ing was practised as early as their age.

When the ancients ploughed three times onlv, i'

was done in the spring, summer, and autumn of the

same year. But, in order to obtain a still heavier
crop, both the Greeks and the Romans ploughed
four times, the proscissio being performed in the
latter part of the preceding year, so that between
one crop and another two whole years interYened.*

A field so managed was called TerpuTtoTiog.''

When the ploughman had finished his day's .a-

hour, he turned the instrument upside down, and ihe

oxen went home dragging its tail and handle ovet.
the surface of the ground—a scene exhibited to us in

the following lines

:

" Viderefessos vomerem inversum boves

Collo trahentes languido .'"*

The Greeks and Romans commonly employed
oxen in ploughing; but they also used asses for

light soils.' The act of yoking together an ox and
an ass, which was expressly forbidden by the law
of Moses,'" is made the ground of a ludicrous com-
parison by Plautus." Ulysses, when he feigned
madness in order to avoid going on the Trojan ex-
pedition, ploughed with an ox and a horse togeth-

er."
A line has been already quoted from Ovid's Fasti,

which mentions the use of the plough by Romulus
for marking the site of Rome. On this occasion a
white bull and a white cow were yoked together:
" Alba jugum niveo cum bove vacca tulit."'^ Besides
this ceremony at the foundation of cities or colo-
nies, the plough was drawn over the walls when
they were conquered by the Romans.'*
AR'BITER. (Vid. Judex.)
ARBITRA'RIA ACTIO. (Vid. Actio, p. 17.)
•ARBIJTUM (fiifiaiKv^ov or Kufiapov), the fruit

of the Wild Strawberry-tree, or Arbutus. It has
very much the appearance of our strawberry, ex-
cept that it is larger, and has not the seeds on the
outside of the pulp, like that fruit. The arbute-tree
grows plentifully in Italy, and the poets have sup-
posed that the early raco of men lived on acorns
and the fruit of this tree before the discovery and

1. (Plin., H. N., xviii., 49.)—2. (Plin., 1. c—Virg., Georg., i

97, 98.—Festus, s. v. Offringi.)—3. (Cic, De Oral., ii., 30.)—

4

(Plin., 1. c.)—5. (Col., 1. c.)—6. (Theophrast., De Cans. PI,
111., 5.—Virg., Georg., i., 47^9.)—7. (Theocr., xxv., 26.)—8.
(Hor., Epod., ii., 63.)—9. (Varro, De Re Rust., ii., 6.—Plin., H.
N., viii., 68.—Col., vii., 1.)—10. (Deut., xxii., 10.)—11. (AuU
ii., 2, 51-58.)— 12. (Hygin., Fab., 95.)— 13. (Compare Virg.,
^n., v., 755.—Cic, Phil., ii., 40.)—14. (Hor., Od., i., 16, flO.>-
Propert., iii., 7, 41.)
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tuiuvation o/ com. The berrijs of the arbute,

however, aie hardly eatable: when taken in too

great quantities, they are said to be narcotic ; and
Pliny informs us that the term uiiedo was familiarly

applied to the fruit of this tree, because it was im-

•sale to eat more than one '^mus, "one," and edo,

"to eat"^). The same writer" describes the fruit

as indigestible and unwholesome, and yet, in the

Msland of Corsica, an agreeable wine is said to be

prepared from it. The term wiedo was al.so given
fo the tree itself, and this is retained in the Lin-

lasan nomenclature, Arbutus unedo. The peculiar

properties ascribed to the fruit of the arbute-tree

»xist in several other plants of the same order.

Their general qualities are said to be astringent

md diuretic. The Ledum falustre renders beer

»eavy when used in the manufacture of that bev-

rijige; Rlwdodemlron ponticum and maximum, Kal-

aia latifoUa, and some others, are well known to

"K. venomous. The honey which poisoned some
.if tlie soldiers in the retreat of the ten thousand

.trough Pontus, was gathered by bees from the

flowers of the Azalea pontica. The shoots of Atv-

dromeda ovalifolia poison goats in Nipal.' {Vid.

Akbutus.")

ARB'UTUS (Kofiapoq), the Arbute or Wild
Strawberry-tree, Arbutus unedo, L. Its fruit is call-

ed in Latin arbutum, in Greek KOfiapov and /iifiacKv-

Aor, sjid in English the wild strawberry, from the

resemblance it bears to that well-known berry.

(Vid. Arsutum.) Virgil, in speaking of the Arbute-

tree, uses the epithet horrida,^ about the meaning of
which commeatators are not agreed.* The best

opinion, however, is that which refers the term in

question to the mggedness cf the bark, which is the

sense in which Servius also seems to take it.* Fee,

however, is for making tlie epithet apply to the rough,

astringent taste of the arbute. In faci, ihe leaves,

lark, and fruit afford a very strong astringent, and
are used for this purpose in medicine.—There does
not seem to be any notice of the Fragaria vescOf or
Wood Strawberry, in the Greelj classics. It u dc-

ncribed by Pliny, and had been previously aicn-

tioned by Ovid.'

ARCA (/ci^wrof), a chest or cofTer, is used i-i

several significations, of which the principal are,

I. A chest, in which the Romans were accus-

tomed to place their money; and the phrase ex area
solvere had the meaning of paying in ready money.
When Cicero presses Atticus to send him some
statues from Greece, he says, " Ne dubitaris mittere

el area. Twstrce confidito."^ These chests were either

made of or bound with iron or other metals.* The
term areas was usually applied to the chests in

which the rich kept their money, and was opposed
to the smaller locnli,^" sacailus,^^ and crumena.

II. The Arca was frequently used in later times

as equivalent to the fiscus, that is, the imperial

treasury.*''

III. I^he Arca also signified the coffin in which
persons were buried,*' or the bier on which the

corpse was placed previously to burial.**

IV. The Arca was also a strong cell made of

oak, in which criminals and slaves were confined.*'

ARKEUTHOS. {Vid. Juniperus.)
AR'CERA was a covered carriage or litter,

spread with cloths, which was used in ancient times

in Rome to carry the aged and infirm. It is said to

Lave obtained the name of arcera on account of its

resemblance to an arca}^

1. (Plin., n. N., xix., 24.)—2. (xxiii., 8.)—3. (Lindley's Bot-

aaj-, p. 180.)—4. (Georg., ii., 69.)—5. (F6e, Flore de Virgile, p.

XX., seq.)—6. (in Virg., 1. c.—Martyn in Virpr., Georg., ii., 69.)

—7. (Adams, Append., s. v. Kdfiapog.)—8. (Cic. ad At., i., 9.

—

Compare Colum., iii., 3. " Ea res arcam patrisfamilias exhau-

nt.")—9. (Juv., xi., 26; xiv., 259.)—10. (Juv., i., 89.)—II.
(Juv.. xi., 26.)— 12. (Symm., x., 33.—Compare Dip. 50, tit. 4, 8.

1.)— 13. (Aur. Vict., de Vir. 111., c. 42.—Lucan, viii., 736.)—14.

(Dig. 2, tit. 7, s. 7.)—15. (Cic., pro Milon., c. 22.—FestuK, 8. V.

Robum )--16. (Varro, de Ling. Lat., iv., 31.—GoU., xi., 1.)

ARCHAIRES'IAI {upxaipeaiaL) were the assem.
blies of the people which were held for the election

of those magistrates at Athens who were not chosen
by lot. The principal public officers were chosen
by lot (^KA7]p(j)Tol), and the lots were drawn annually
in the temple of Theseus by the thesmothetae. Of
those magistrates chosen by the general assembly
of the people {xEipoTovijToi), the most important
were the strategi, taxiarchi, bipparchi , and phylar-

chi. The public treasurers {Ta/xiat), and all the
officers connected with the collection c f the tribute,

all ambassadors, commissioners of works, &c.,

were appointed in the same manner.
The people always met in the Pnyx for the elec-

tion of these magistrates, even in later times, when
it became usual to meet for other purposes in the

Temple of Dionysus.* It is not certain at what
time of the year they met for this purpose, nor who
presided over the assembly, but most probably the

archons. The candidates tor these offices, especi-

ally for that of strategus, had recourse lo bribery and
corruption to a great extent, although the laws
awarded capital punishment to that offence, which
was called by the Athenians deKaajJiog. The can-

vassing of the electors and the solicitation of
their votes was called apxaipeaiu^eiv. The magis-

trates who presided over the assembly mentioned
the names of the candidates {n-po6u?i'Aeadai'^), and
the people declared their acceptance or rejection of
each by a show of hands. They nevtr appear to

have voted by ballot on these occasions.

Those who were elected could decline the office,

alleging upon oath some sufficient reason why they

were imable to discharge its duties, such as labour-

ing imder a disease, &c. : the expression for this

was e^ofivvadai ttjv upxfiv, or ttjv xEiporoviav.^ If,

however, an individual accepted the office to which
he was chosen, he could not enter upon the dis-

charge of his duties till he had passed his exami-
nation (chKi/iaaia) before the thesmothetae. If he
failed in passing his examination (uirodoKifiacrd^vai),

he incurred a modified species of uTifiia.* Ail pub-

lic officers, however, were subject to the tiaxEipO'

rcvla, or confirmation of their appointment by each
saccesExve prytany at the commencement of its

peiiod of office, when any magistrate might be

deprived of bis office {uTroxeipoToveladai). In the

Attic ofait-rs, we not unfrequently read of individu-

als being thas deprived" of their offices.* {Vid.

Archon, p. 33.)

ARKEIOISL < Vid. Arktion.)
ARCHEION {ipxei'^v) properly means any pub-

lic place belonging to the magistrates, but is more
particularly applied to the archive office, where the

decrees of the people and other state documents
were preserved. This office is sometimes called

merely to driiioaiov.^ At Athens the archives were
kept in the temple of the mother of the gods ([mti-

Tpuov), and the charge of it was intrusted to the

president {eTrtardTTjg) of the senate of the Five

Hundred.'
ARCHIATER (upxiarpog, compounded of dpxoi

or upxuv, a chief, and larpog, a physician), a medi-

cal title under the Roman emperors, the exact

signification of which has been the subject of much
discussion ; for while some persons interpret it

"the chief of the physicians" {quasi upx^v rwv

larpibv), others explain it to mean " the physician

to the prince" {quasi tov upxovTog larpog). Upon
the whole, it seems much more probable that the

former is the true meaning of the word, and fol

these reasons: 1. From its etymology it cannot

1. (Pollux, viii., 134.)—2. (Demosth., De Coron., p. 277.)— 3.

(Demosth., irtpi llapaTTp., p. 379.)—4. (Demosth. in Aristog., i

p. 779.)—5. (Vid. Demosth., c. Timoth., p. 1187 ; c. Theocna
p. 1330.—Dir arch, in Philocl., c. 4.—Compare Schomann, <k

Comitiis Ath., p. 320 330.)—6. (Demosth., De Cor., p 275.)—

7

(Demosth., Trtpt Ilapoirp., p. 381 ; in Aristog., i., p. 799.- Pan*

i.,3,M.)
g,
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possibly have any other sense, and of all the words

similarly formed {upxireKTuv, upxirpin^cvog, dpxi-

eniaKonoc, &c.) there is not one that has any refer-

ence 10 " the priTice." 2. We find the title applied

to physicians who lived at Edessa, Alexandrea, &c.,

where no king was at that time reigning. 3, Ga-

len* speaks of Andromachus being appointed "to

rule over" the physicians (upxei-v), i. e., in fact, to be

"archiater." 4. Augustine' applies the word to

^sculapius, and St. Jerome (metaphorically, of

course) to our Saviour,' in both which cases it evi-

dently means " the chief physician." 5. It is ap-

parently synonymous with protomedicus, sujrra inedi-

cos, dominvs rrwdicorum, and superpositus medicorum.,

all which expressions occur in inscriptions, &c. 6.

We find the names of several persons who were
physicians to the emperor mentioned without the

addition of the title archiater. 7. The archiatri

were divided into A. sandi palatii, who attended

on the emperor, and A. populares, who attended ori

the people ; so that it is certain that all those w).o

bore this title were not " physicians to the prime"
The chief argument in favour of the contrary opin-

ion seems to arise from the fact, that of all those

who are known to have held the office oiA.^ the:

greater part certainly were physicians to the em-

Eeror as well ; but this is only what might, h priori^

e expected, viz., that those who had attained the

highest rank in their profession would be chosen to

attend upon the prince (just as in England the

President of the College of Physicians is ex-officio

physician to the sovereign).

The first person whom we find bearing this title

is Andromachus, physician to Nero, and inventor

of the Theriaca.* {Vid. Theriaca.) But it is not

known whether he nad at the same time any sort

of authority over the rest of the profession. In

Cict, the history of the title is as obscure as its

meaning, and -it is chiefly by means of the laws
respecting the medical profession that we learn the

rank and duties attached to it. In after times (as

was stated above) the order appears to have been
divided, and we find two distinct classes of archia-

tri, viz., those of the palace and those of the people.*

The A. sancti palatii were persons of high rank,

who not only exercised their profession, but were
judges on occasion of any disputes that might oc-

cur among the physicians of the place. They had
certain privileges granted to them, e. g., they were
exempted from all taxes, and their wives and chil-

dren also ; were not obliged to lodge soldiers or

others in the provinces ; could not be put in prison,

&c. ; for, though these privileges seem at first to

have been common to all physicians,* yet after-

ward they were confined to the A. of the palace
and to those of Rome. When they obtained their

dismissal from attendance on the emperor, either

from old age or any other cause, they retained the
title ex-archiatri or ex-archiat/ris.'' The A. populares
were established for the relief of the poor, and each
city was to be provided with five, seven, or ten, ac-
cording to its size.* Rome had fourteen, besides
one for the vestal virgins, and one for the gymnasia.'
They were paid by the government, and were

• therefore obliged to attend their poor patients gra-
tis, but were allowed to receive fees from the rich."
The A, populares were not appointed by the gov-
ernors of the provinces, but were elected by the
people themselves." The office appears to have
been more lucrative than that of A. s. pal., though
less honourable. In later times, we find in Cassio-
dorus" the title " covics archiairorum" " count of the

1. (De Ther. ad Pis., c. 1.)—2. (De Civit. Dei, iii., 17.)—3.

(xiii., Horn, in S. Luc.)—4. (Galen, 1. c.—Erotian., Lex Voc.
Hippocr., in Pnef.)—5. (Cod. Thecxlos., xiii., tit. 3, De Medicis
et ProfeMoribus.)—6. (Cod. Just., x., tit. 52, s. 6, Medicos et
maxime Archiatros.)—7. (Constantin., Cod. x., tit. 52, le^. 6.)

—

6. (Dig. 27, tit. 1, s. 6.)—9. (Cod. TheoJos., 1. c.)—10. (Cod.
Theodos., 1. c.)—11. (Dig. 50, tit. 9, s. 1.)—12. {Yid. Meibom.,
Comment in CaM. Formul. Arcluatr., Helmst., 1668.)
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archiatri," together with an account of his daties'

by which it appears that he was the arbiter aii(i

judge of all disputes and difficulties, and ranked
among the officers of the Empire as a vicarins or dux.*

ARCHIMI'MUS. ( Vid. MiMUs.)
ARCHITECTU'RA. {Vid. Amphitheatrum,

ActvJB Ductus, Arcus, Basilica, Bath, Houss,
Temple, &c.)
ARCHITHEO'ROS. (Vid. Theoria.)
ARCHON {upxuv). The government of Athena

appears to have gone through the cycle of changes,

which history records as the lot of many other

states.* It began with monarchy ; and, after pass-

ing through a dynasty and aristocracy, ended in

democracy. (By dynasty is here meant that the

supreme power, though not monarchical, was con-

fined to one family.) Of the kings of Athens, con-

sidered as the capital of Attica, Theseus may be
'^aid to have been the first; for to him, whether as a
real individual or a representative of a certain

period, is attributed the union of the different and
independent states of Attica under one head.^ The
last was Codrus, in acknowledgment of whose
patriotism in meeting death for his country, the

Athenians are said to have determined that no one
should succeed him with the title of paGLlevg, or

king. It seems, however, equally probable, that it

was the nobles who availed themselves of this op-

portunity to serve their own interests, by abolishing

the kingly power for another, the possessors of

which they called upxovTec, or rulers. These for

some time continued to be, like the kings of the

house of Codras, appointed for life : still an impor-
tant point was gained by the nobles, the office

being made vnevdvvoc, or accountable,* which, of

course, implies that the nobility had some control

over it ; and perhaps, like the barons of the feudal

ages, they exercised the power of deposition.

This state of things lasted for twelve reigns of
archons. The next step was to limit the continxb

ance of the office to ten years, still confining it to

the Medontid«, or house of Codrus, so as to estab-

lish what the Greeks called a dynasty, till the ar-

chonship of Eryxias, the last archon of that family
elected as such. At the end of his ten years (B.C.
684), a much greater change took place : the ar-

chonship was made annual, and its various duties

divided among a college of nine, chosen by suffrage

(X^tpoTovia) from the Eupatridae, or Patricians, and
no longer elected from the Medontidse exclusively.

This arrangement continued till the timocracy es-

tablished by Solon, who made the qualification for

office depend not on birth, but property, still retain-

ing the election by suffrage, and, according to Plu-
tarch, so far impairing the authority of the archons
and other magistrates as to legalize an appeal from
them to the courts of justice instituted by himself.'

The election by lot is believed to have been introdu-

ced by Cleisthenes (B.C. 508) f for we find this prac-
tice existing shortly after his time ; and Aristotle ex-
pressly states that Solon made no alteration in the

alpeiTic, or mode of election, but only in the qualifica-

tion for office. If, however, there be no interpolation

in the oath of the Heliasts,^ we are forced to the con-
clusion that the election by lot was as old as the time
of Solon ; but the authority of Aristotle and other ev-

idence strongly incline us to some such supposition,

or, rather, leave no doubt of its necessity. The last

change is supposed to have been made by Arislei-

des,* who, after the battle of Plataea (B.C. 479),

1. (Vid. Le Clerc, and Sprenpel, Hist.de la Med.)—2. (Vic(\

Scieiiza Nuova.—Phil. Mus.. vol. ii., p. 627.—Arnold, Thucyd.,
Append.)—3. (Thucyd., ii., 15.)—4. (Pans., ii., 5, I) 10.—•De
mosth., NesET., 1370.—Aristot.,Polit., ii., 9.—BiJckh, Pub. Econ
of Athens, ii., p. 27, transl.)—5. {"Ocra ralg dpxfiti Jra^s Kpivtiv
hpioio)!; KOI TTCpi IKcivdOV, E/V TO StKaOT^fiiOV, f0/(T£l? e6li)KC>

Plutarch, Solon., 18.)—6. (Herod., M., c. 109.)—7. (Demosth
Timocr., p. 747.)—8. {Tpn<l>u ^fi^icixo, Kotv^iv Etvai rfiv itoMt
ttav, Kat Toiis opxovTas fJ 'A0>7>'aia)» ndvroiv alpuirOat. Vln
tarch, Arist.i
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abolished the property qualification, throwing open
the archonship and other magistracies to all the citi-

zens, that is, to the Thetes as "well as the other

classes, the former of whom were not allowed by
Solon's laws to hold any magistracy at all ; in con-

formity with which, we find that, even in the time

of Aristeides, the archons were chosen by lot from
the wealthiest class of citizens {ol TvevTaKoaiojiiSifi-

Still, after the removal of the old restrictions,

stme security was left to ensure respectability; for,

Sreviously to an archon entering on office, he un-

crwent an examination, called the uvuKptaic,^ as to

his being a legitimate and a good citizen, a good
sun, and quahfied in point of property: el ex^i to

rifirifia ; was the question put. Now there are^

strong reasons for supposing that this form of ex-

amination continued even after the time of Aris-

teides ; and if so, it would follow that the right in

question was not given to the Thetes promiscuous-
ly, but only to such as possessed a certain amount
of property. But even if it were so, it is admitted

that this latter limitation soon became obsolete; for

we read in Lysias* that a needy old man, so poor
as to receive a state allowance, was not disqualified

from being archon by his indigence, but only by
bodily infirmity ; freedom from all such defects be-

ing required for the office, as it was in some re-

spects of a sacred character. Yet, even after pass-

ing a satisfactory avuKpcacg, each of the archons, in

common with other magistrates, was liable to be
deposed, on complaint of misconduct made before

the people, at the first regular assembly in each
prytany. On such an occasion, the ETTix^tporovia,

as it was called, took place ; and we read* that, in

one case, the whole college of archons was deprived
of office {uTrexeipoToviidj]) for the misbehaviour of

one of their body : they were, however, reinstated,

on promise of better conduct for the future. ( Vid.

Archairesiai.)
With respect to the later ages of Athenian histo-

sy, we learn from Strabo* that ev€n in his day
{uexpi- '"^f) the Romans allowed the freedom of
Athens ; and we may conclude that the Athenians
would fondly cling to a name and office associated
with some of their most cherished remembrances.
That the archonship, however, though still in ex-
istence, was merely honorary, we might expect
from the analogy of the consulate at Rome ; and,
indeed, we leam that it was sometimes filled by
strangers, as Hadrian and Plutarch. Such, more-
over, was the democratical tendency of the assem-
bly and courts of justice establisned by Solon,

^

that, even in earlier times, the archons had lost the

great political power whicli they at one time pos-

sessed,* and that, too, after the division of their

functions among nine. They became, in fact, not,

as of old, directors of the government, but merely
municipal magistrates, exercising fmictions and
bearing titles which we will proceed to describe.

It has been already stated that the duties of the
single archon were shared by a college of nine.

The first, or president of this body, was called up-

Xo)v by way of pre-eminence ; or upxf^v enuvvfj,o(,

irom the year being distinguished by and registered

in his name. The second was styled upx^v (iaa-

i'^evc, or the king archon ; the third, nolefiapxog, or
ccmmander-in-chief ; the remaining six, ^eaficdiTai,

or legislators. As regards the duties of the archons,
it is sometimes difficult to distinguish what belong-
ed to them individually and what collectively.* It

seems, however, that a considerable portion of the

1. (Plut., Arist., ad init.)—2. (Polluxj Oiiorn., viii., 96.—Di-
nar., c. Aristog-., p. 107 ; tovs cvvea ap-yovrai dvaKpivcrc el

Yoi-iai eZ Ttotovcnv. Deniosth., Eubul., 1320.)—3. (SchSmann,
De Coniit. Ath., 296, transl.— BSckh, ii., 277.)—4. (hrip rov
'Aivrd-sv, p. 169.)—5. (Demosth., c. Tlicocr., 1330.— Pollux,
nil., 95.—Harpocr. in Kvpia (KK\v''ia.)—6. (ix., c. 1.)—7. (Plut.
ai vita.) —8. (Thucyd., i., 126.)—9. (Schomann. 174, trasaL)

judicial functions of the ancitnt kings devoUetf
upon the upxuv iiruvvfiog, who was also constituted
a sort of state protector of those who were unable
to defend themselves.* Thus he was to superintend
orphans, heiresses, families losing their representa-
tives {o'lKoi ol i^epr/fiov/iEvoi), widows left pregnant,
and to see that they were not wronged in any way.
Should any one do so, he was empowered to inflict

a fine of a certain amount, or to bring the parties to

trial. Heiresses, indeed, seem to have been under
his peculiar care ; for we read* that he could com-

Eel the next of kin either to marry a poor heiress
imself, even though she were of a )jwer class, or

to portion her in marriage to another. Again, we
fma^ that, when a person claimed an inheritance
or heiress adjudged to others, he summoned the

I>arty in possession before the archon eponymus,
who brought the case into court, and made arrange-
ments for trying the suit. We must, however, bear
in mind that this authority was only exercised in

cases where the parties were citizens, the pole-
march having corresponding duties when the neir-

ess was an alien. It must also be understood that,

except in very few cases, the archons did not decide
themselves, but merely brought the causes into
court, and cast lots for"the dicasts who were to try

the issue.* Another duty of the archons was to re-

ceive eiaayyeTiiai, or informations against individu-

als who had wronged heiresses, children who had
maltreated their parents, guardians who had neg-
lected or defrauded their wards.* Informations of
another kind, the evSei^i^ and <pu(jcc, were also laid

before the eponymus, though Demosthenes assigned
the former to the thesmothetae. The last office of
the archon which we shall mention was of a sacred
character ; we allude to his superintendence of the
greater Dionysia and the Thargelia, the latter cele-

brated in honour of Apollo and Artemis.
The functions of the upx(^v (iaatlevg were almoBi

all connected with religion : his distinguishing title

shows that he was considered a representative of
the old kings in their capacity of high-priest, as the
Rex Sacrijiculus was at Rome. Thus he presided
at the Lenasan, or older Dionysia; superintended the

mysteries and the games called lafnra6r]<popiaL, and
had to offer up sacrifices and prayers in the Eleu-
sinium, both at Athens and Eleusis. Moreover, in-

dictments for impiety, and controversies about the
priesthood, were laid before him ; and, in cases of

murder, he brought the trial into the court of the arei-

opagus, and voted with its members. His wife, also,

who was called paaiTiLoaa, had to offer certain sac
rifices, and therefore it was required that she should
be a citizen of pure blood, without stain or blemish.
His court was held in what was called rj tov /?ac-

iTieug (JToa.*

The polemarch was originally, as his name de-

notes, the commander-in-chief;' and we find him
discharging military duties as late as the battle of

Marathon, in conjunction with the ten cTparTjyoi

:

he there took, like the kings of old, the command
of the right wing of the army. This, however,
seems to be the last occasion on record of this ma-
gistrate, appointed by lot, being invested with such
important functions ; and in after ages we find that
his duties ceased to be military, having been in a
great measure transferred to the protection and su-

perintendence of the resident aliens, so that he rft-

sembled in many respects the pnetor peregrinus at

Rome. In fact, we leam from Aristotle, in his

1. (Demosth., Macar., No'/ioj, p. 1076.—Pollux, viii , 89.)—9.
(Demosth., Macar., p. 1052.)—3. (Id., p. 10.'>5.—Pollux, Onom.,
viii., 52.)—4. (Demosth., c. Steph., 2, p. 1136.)—5. {KdK(i>ai(

iTTiK^^pov, yoi/iurv, 6p<l>avu)v- Pollux, Onom., viii., 48, 49.—De
mosth., Timocr., 707.—SchSmann, 174.)—6. (Demosth., Lacr.,

940.—Androt., 601.—Neaera, 1370.—Lysiaa, And., 103, where th»
duties are enumerated.—Elmsley ad Aristoph., Achjrn., 1143, «.

scholia.—Clinton, F. H., 468, 4.—Harpocr. in 'Er.jpeXTiTfis ruri

nvarripiuv. Plato. Euthv. et ThesEt., ad fiji.—Pollux. Onom.,
viii., 90.)—7. (Herod., vi.. 109, 111.—PoUux, Onom., viii., 9)4
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"Constitution of Athens," that the polemarch stood

in the same relation to foreigners as the archon to

citizens,' Tlius, all actions affecting aliens, the

isoteles and proxeni, were brought beibre him pre-

viously to trial ; as, for instance, the Sikt} inzpoa-

raaiov against a foreigner for living in Athens with-

out a patron ; so was also the Hkt] uTzoaraaiov

against a slave who failed in his duty to the master

WQO had freed him. Moreover, it was the pole-

march's duty to offer the yearly sacrifice to Artemis,

in commemoration of the vow made by Callimachus

at Marathon, and to arrange the funeral games in

honour of those who fell in war. These three ar-

chons, the ircuvvfioc, jBaaiTievg, and nolefiapxoc, were
each allowed two assessors to assist them in the

discharge of their duties.

The thesmothetae were extensively connected

with the administration of justice, and appear to

have been called legislators," because, in the ab-

sence of a written code, they might be said to make
laws, or i?£(T/fot, in the ancient language of Athens,

though, in reality, they only declared and explained

them. They were required to review, every year,

the whole body of laws, that they might detect any
inconsistencies or superfluities, and discover wheth-

er any laws which were abrogated were in the public

records among the rest.^ Their report was. submit-

ted to the people, who referred the necessary alter-

ations to a legislative committee chosen for the pur-

pose, and called vofiodirai.

The chief part of the duties of the thesmothetae

consisted in receiving informations, and bringing

cases to trial in the courts of law, of the days of

sitting in which they gave public notice.* They
did not try them themselves, but seem to have con-

stituted a sort of grand jury, or inquest. Thus they

received hSet^eic against parties who had not paid

their fines, or owed any money to the state, and knay-

ye^lac against" orators guilty of actions which dis-

qualified them from addressing the people ; and in

default of bringing the former parties to trial, they

lost their right of going up to the areiopagus at the

fnd of their year of oflice.* Again, indictments for

personal injuries {v6piug ypaipai) were laid before

them, as well as informations against olive growers,
for rooting up more trees than was allowed to each
proprietor by law.* So, too, were the indictments
for bribing the Heliaea, or any of the courts of jus-

tice at Athens, or the senate, or forming clubs for

the overthrow of the democracy, and against re-

tained advocates {avvfiyopoi) who took bribes either

in public or private causes. Again, an information
was laid beiore them if a foreigner cohabited with
a citizen, or a man gave in marriage as "his own
Jaughter the child of another, or confined as an
adulterer one who was not so. They also had to

refer informations (^eiGayyeXLai) to the people ; and
where an information had been laid before the sen-
ate, and a condemnation ensued, it was their duty
to bring the judgment into the courts of justice for
confirmation or revision.

A different office of theirs was to draw up and
ratify the avfiSola, or agreements with foreign
states, settling the terms on which their citizens
should sue and be sued by the citizens of Athens.^
In their collective capacity, the archons are said to

have had the power of death in case an exile re-

turned to an interdicted place : they also superin-
tended the knixtipoTovia of the magistrates, held
every prytany,' and brought to trial those whom the

1. (Demosth., Lacr., 940.— Arist. ap. Harpocr., s. v. Pole-
march.—Pollux, viii.. ^ 92, 93.)—2. (Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece,
vol. ii., p. 17.)—3 < Esch., c. Ctesiph., 59.)—4. (Pollux, Onom.,
viii., 87, 88.)—5. (Demosth., Mid., 529, 530.—Macar.. 1075.—
Timocr., 707.—Dockh, vol. i., p. 59 ; ii., p. 72, trar.sl.—.aischin.,
Timarch., p. 5.)—6. (Demosth., c. Steph., ii., 1137.—Neaera,
1351, 1363, 1368.—Timocr., 720.—PcJux, viii., 88.—SchSmann,
871.—BSckh, i., 259, 317.)—7. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 87.—Har-
pocr., s. v. Kmaxupo-'ovia.—SchSmann, 224.—Demosth., Arist.,
MO.)—.8 (fTrepcjruidt tl 6oKti (caXoiy apxfiv.)
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people deposed, if an action or indictnaent were the

consequence of it. Moreover, they allotted the

dicasts or jurymen, and probably presided at ths

annual election of the strategi and other military

officers.

In concluding this enumeration of the duties of
the archons, we may remark that it is necessary to

be cautious in our interpretation of the words upxv
and upxovTEg : the fact is, that in the Attic oraton
they have a double meaning, sometimes referring to

the archons peculiarly so called, and sometimes to

any other magistracy. Thus, in Isaeus,* we might,
on a cursory perusal, infer, that when a testator left

his property away from his heir-at-law, by what
was technically called a dSaig,' the archon took the
original will into custody, and was required to be
present at the making of any addition or codicil to

it. A more accurate observation proves that by «f
t€)v upxovfuf is meant one of the uotwo/ioi, who
formed a magistracy (upxv) as well as the nine ar-

chons.

A few words will suffice for the privileges and
honours of the archons.^ The greatest of the for-

mer was the exemption from the trierarchies; a boon
not allowed even to the successors of Harmodius
and Aristogeiton. As a mark of their office, they
wore a chaplet or crown of myrtle ; and if any one
struck or abused one of the thesmothette or the
archon, when wearing this badge of office, he be-
came drt/ioc, or infamous in the fullest extent,
thereby losing his civic rights. The archons, at the
close of their year of service, were admitted among
the members of the areiopagus. ( Vid. Areiopagus.)
The principal authority on the subject of the archons
and their duties is Julius Pollux, in a work called
'OvojiaaTtKov : he was a professor of rhetoric at

Athens in the time of the Emperor Commodus,
A.D. 190, to whom he inscribed his work, and is

generally believed to have borrowed his information
from a lost treatise of Aristotle on the " Constitution
of Athens." It is, however, necessary tc ronsult
the Attic orators, as will be seen from the referen-
ces which are given in the course of this article.

Among the modem writers, B<3ckh and Schomann
are occasionally useful, though they give no regular
account of the archonship.
ARCHO'NES (c/)jwvj?f). The taxes at Athens

were let out to contractors, and were frequently
farmed by a company under the direction of an
apx<JVTjg, or chief farmer, who was the person
responsible to the state.*

ARCIFIN'IUS AGER. (Vid. Agrimensore8.>
*ARKTION and ARKEION (ap/crwv and (ip-

KELov). There is great confusion of names and
uncertainty in respect to these plants. Alston re-
marks that Dioscorides' description of the apKeiov
agrees better with the character of the Arctium
Lappa, or Burdock, than his description of the
apuTLov. Sprengel, accordingly, holds the former
to be the Arctium Lappa, and suggests that the latter
may be the Verbascum ferru^ineum.-
*ARKTOS {upKTog). I. The common Beai, oi

Ursus Arctos, L. The Greeks and Romans could
scarcely be acquainted with the U. maritimus. The
upKToc ofAristotle is the ordinary Brown Bear, and
the habits of the animal are well described by him:
" The bear," observes this writer, " is an omnivor-
ous animal, and, by the suppleness of its body,
climbs trees, and eats the fruits, and also legumes.
It also devours honey, having first broken up the
hives ; crabs, too, and ants it eats, and also preys
upon flesh." Aristotle then describes how the ani-
mal attacks the stag, the boar, and even the bull.*

—

1. (De Cleonymi Hsered.)—2. (Harpocr., s. v.— IsiEus, ntp]
(cX^pioi/.)—3. (Bockh, ii., 322.—Demosth., Lep., 462, 464, 465.—
Mid., 524.—Pollux, Onom., viii., 88.)—4. (Andoc, De Myst., p
65.—Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Ath., vol. ii., p. 26, 28. 53.)—5. (D»
oscor., iv., 104, 105.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Aristot., «
A., viii., 5.—Penny Cyclop., vol. iv., p. 84.)
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II, A crustaceous fish, described by Aristotle,

Most probably the Cancer Arctics, or Broad Lobster
of Pennant.'
ARCUS (also fornix^ and KOfiupa), an arch sus-

pended over the head of an aperture, or carried

Irom one side of a wall to another, and serving as

the roof or ceiling to the space below. An arch is

formed of a series of wedge-like stones or of bricks,

supporting each other, and all bound firmly together

by the pressure of the centre one upon them, which
latter is therefore distinguished by the name of key-
stone.

It would see.m that the arch, as thus defined, and
as used by the Romans, was not known to the

Greeks in the early periods of their history, other-

wise a language so copious as theirs, and of such
ready application, would not have wanted a name
properly Grsek by which to distinguish it. The
use of both arches and vaults appears, however, to

have existed in Greece previously to the Roman
conquest, though not to have been in general prac-
tice.^ But the constructive principle by which an
arch is made to hold together, and to afiord a solid

resistance against the pressure upon its circumfer-
ence, was known to them even previously to the

Trojan war, and its use is exemplified in two of the
earliest buildings now remaining : the chamber
built at Orchomenus by Minyas, king of Boeotia,

described by Pausanias,* and the treasury of Atreus
at Mycenae.* Both these works are constructed
under ground, and each of them consists of a circu-

lar chamber formed by regular courses of stones
laid horizontally over each other, each course pro-
jecting towards the interior, and beyond the one
below it, till they meet in an apex over the centre,

which was capped by a large stone, and thus re-

sembled the inside of a dome. Each of the hori-

zontal courses of stones formed a perfect circle, or
two semicircular arches joined together, as the
subjoined plan of one of these courses will render
•evident.

It will be observed that the innermost end of each
Ftone is bevelled off into the shape of a wedge, the

apex of which, if continued, would meet in the

centre of che circle, as is done in forming an arch
;

while the outer ends against the earth are left rough,
and their interstices filled up with small irregular-

shaped stones, the immense size of the principal
stones rendering it unnecessary to continue the sec-

tional cutting throughout their whole length. In-

deed, if these chambers had been constructed upon
any other principle, it is clear that the pressure of
earth all round them would have caused them to

collapse. The method cf construction here de-

scribed was^-ommunicated to the writer of the

((resent article by the late Sir William Cell. Thus
t seems that the Greeks did understand the con-
structive principle upon which arches are formed,

1 (Aristot., H. A., v., 15; viii.,7.)—2. (Viig., ^n., vi., 631.
—<!ic. in Verr., i., 7.)—3. (Mitford, Principles of Design in Ar-
ehitficture.)—4. (ix 38.»—5. (Pau«., ii . 16.)

even in the earliest times ; although it did not occtt,'

to them to divide the circle by a diameter, and sel

the half of it upright to bear a superincumbent
weight. But they made use of a contrivance, even
before the Trojan war, by which they were enabled
to gain all the advantages of our archway in making
corridors, or hollow galleries, and which, in appear-
ance, resembled the pointed arch, such as is now
termed Gothic. This was effected by cutting away
the superincumbent stones in the manner already
described, at an angle of about 45° with the horizon.
The mode of construction and appearance of the
arches are represented in the annexed drawing of the
walls of Tiryns, copied from Sir William Gell's
Argolis. The gate of Signia (Segni) in Latino
exhibits a similar example.

Of the different forms and curves of arches now
in use, the only one adopted by the Romans was
the semicircle ; and the use of this constitutes one
leading distinction between Greek and Roman ar-

chitecture, for by its application the Romans were
enabled to execute works of far bolder construction

than those of the Greeks : to erect bridges and
aquaeducts, and the most durable and massive struc-

tures of brick. *(0n the antiquity of the Arch
among the Egyptians, Mr. Wilkinson has the fol-

lowing remarks :
" There is reason to believe that

some of the chambers in the pavilion of Remeses
III., at Medeenet Haboo, were arched with stone,

since tte devices on the upper part of their walls
show that the fallen roofs had this form. At Sag-
gara, a stone arch still exists of the time ol the

second Psammiticus, and, consequently, erected 600
years before our era; nor can any one, who sees the

style of its construction, for one moment doubt that

the Egyptians had been long accustomed to the erec-

tion of stone vaults. It is highly probable that the

small quantity of wood in Egypt, and the consequent
expense of this kind of roofing, led to the invention

of the arch. It was evidently used in their tombs
as early as the commencement of the eighteenth

dynasty, or about the year 1540 B.C. ; and, judg-

ing from some of the drawings at Beni Hassan, it

seems to have been known in the time of the first

Osirtasen, Avhom I suppose to have been contempo-
rary with Joseph."

—

Maimers and Customs of the

Aiic. Egyptians, vol. ii., p. 116, 117, 1st series.)

ARCUS TRIUMPHALIS (a triumphal arch),

an entire structure, forming a passage-way, and
erected in honour of an individual, or in commem-
oration of a conquest. Triumphal arc*"?s were
built across the principal streets of the city, and,

according to the space of their respective localities,

consisted of a single archway, or a central one for

carriages, and two smaller ones on each side for
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fcot-pussengers, which sometimes have side com-
muuications with the centre. Those actually made
use of on the occasion of a triumphal entry and pro-

cession were merely temporary and hastily erected,

and, having served their purpose, were taken down
again, and sometimes replaced by others of more
durable materials.

Sbjrtinius is the first upon record who erected

anything of the kind. He built an arch in the

Forum Boarium, about B.C. 196, and another in

the Circus Maximus, each ofwhich was surmounted
by gilt statues.* Six years afterward, Scipio Afri-

canus built another on the Clivus Capitolinus, on
which he placed seven gilt statues and two figures

cf horses ;* and in B.C. 121, Fabius Maximus built

a fourth in the Via Sacra, which is called by Cicero'
the Fornix Fabiarms. None of these remain, the

Arch of Augustus at Rimini being one of the earli-

est among those still standing.

There are twenty-one arches recorded by different

writers as having been erected in the city of Rome,
five of which now remain: 1. Arcus Di-usi, which
was erected to the honour of Claudius Drusus on
the Appian Way.* 2. Arcus Till, at the foot of the
Palatine, which was erected to the honour of Titus,
after his conquest of Judaea, but does not appear to

have been finished till after his death; since in the
inscription upon it he is called Divus, and he is also
represented as being carried up to heaven upon an
eagle. The bas-reliefs of this arch represent the
spoils from the Temple of Jerusalem carried in
triumphal procession. This arch has only a single
opening, with two columns of the Roman or Com-
posite order on each side of it. 3. Arcus Septimii
Severi, which was erected by the senate (A.D. 207)
at the end of the Via Sacra, in honour of that em-
peror and his two sons, Caracalla and Geta, on
account of his conquest of the Parthians and Ara-

' bians. 4. Arcus Gallleni, erected to the honour of
Gallienus by a private individual, M. Aurelius
Victor. 5. Arcus Comtantini, which is larger and
more profusely ornamented than the Arch of Titus.
It has three arches in each front, with columns sim-
ilarly disposed, and statues on the entablatures over
them, which, with the other sculptured ornaments,
originally decorated the Arch of Trajan.
ARCUS OSloc, to^ov), the bow used for shooting

prrows. The bow is one of the most ancient of all
weapons, and has been, from time immemorial, in
geiri3ra;. «? )/;r the globe, both among civilized
and L-A.uarous nations. Hence the Greeks and
Romans ascribed to it a mythical origin, some say-
in^g that it was the invention of Apollo, who taught
the use of it to the Cretans,' and others attributing
the discovery either to Scythes the son of Jupiter,
or to Perses the son of Perseus.* These several
fables indicate nothing more than the very superior
skill and celebrity of the Cretans, the Scythians,
and the Persians in archery. The use of the bow
is, however, characteristic of Asia rather than of
Europe. In the Roman armies it was scarcely ever
employed except by auxiliaries ; and these auxili-
aries, called sagitiarii, were chiefly Cretans and
Arabians.^

Likewise in the Grecian armies, archers acted
only a subordinate though important part. Their
position was in the rear; and, by taking advantage
of the protection afforacd by the heavy-armed sol-
diers, who occupied the front ranks, their skill was
rendered very effective in the destruction of the
enemy. Thus Homer« gives a long list of namesm the Trojan army of men slain by the arrows of
Teucer, the son of Telamon, who accomplished

1. (Liv., xxriii., 21 )—2. (Liv., xixvii., 3.)—3. (in Vbit i
.)—4. (Suet., Claud., i.)—5. (Diod. Sic, v., 74.)—6 (Plin

'

h'
N., vii., 56.)—7. (Liv., xxxvii., 40 ; xlii., 35.—Compare Xen.!
Anab., 1., 2, ^ 9 : Kprirci rojrfrai.—Arrian, Exp. Al., i., 8, ^ 8 •

' VM^hAtn,. the Cretan, leader of the archers;" Etoufi'iirac'
*^i><i,tnoitfpxv<:->—t> (II.. viii., 266-315.)
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this object by sheltering himself under the atnplf
shield of his brother Ajax.
Among the Scythians and Asiatics, archery was

universally practised, and became the principal
method of attack. In the description given by He-
rodotus* of the accoutrements of the numerous and
vast nations which composed the army of Xerxes,
we observe that not only Arabians, Medes, Parthi-

ans, Scythians, and Persians, but nearly all the othei

troops without exception, used the bow, although
there were differences characteristic of the several
countries in respect to its size, its form, and the ma-
terials of which it was made. Thus the Indians
and some others had bows, as well as arrows, made
of a cane {KuXa/xo^), which was perhaps the bamboo.
Herodotus also alludes to the peculiar form of the

Scythian bow. Various authorities conspire to show
that it corresponded with the upper of the two fig-

ures here exhibited, which is taken from one of ?ii

W. Hamilton's fictile vases. It shows the Scythian
or Parthian bow unstrung, and agrees with the form
of that now used by the Tartars, the modem repre-
sentatives of the ancient Scythse. In conformity
with this delineation, an unlettered rustic, who had
seen the name of Theseus (GHCETC), says that tha
third letter was like a Scythian bow.'
On the other hand, the Grecian bow, the usual form

of which is shown in the lower of the preceding fig-

ures, has a double curvature, consisting of two cir-

cular portions united by the handle. The fabrica-
tion and use of bows of this kind are described by
Homer' in the following manner: Pandarus, the
Lycian archer, having obtained the long horns of a
species of wild goat, had them smoothed and polish-
ed by a bowman (Kepao^oog tektuv), fitted to one
another at the base, and fastened together by means
of a riiigr of gold (vpvair] KopuvT)). Preparing to
shoot, he lowers his body {ttotI yairi ayKlivag. Com-
Eare the next woodcut). His companions cover
im with their shields. Having fitted ihe arrow, he

draws the string towards his breast yvevpriv fia^u
neXaaev). The bow {(SiSg, as opposed to vevp^)
twangs, the string resounds, and the an nv flies to
reach its mark. We see this action exhibiied in
the following outline of a statue belonging to (h**

group of the ^gina marbles, and perhar*? /early as

1. (vii., 61-80.)-2. (Ap. Athen., x., p. 454, d.—Compntt
Theocr.. xm., 56, and Schol. in loc.— I.ycophr., 914.—Amo
Marcell., xiji., 8.~Diod. Sic, 1. c)—3. (11., iv., 105-12G.>
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old as ihe age of Homer himself.* The bow, placed

in the hands of this statue, was probably of bronze,

and has been lost.

It is evident that a how, made and handled in the

manner here described, could not be longer than

three or four feet, and must have been far less pow-
erful than the Scythian bow. On account of the

material, it is often called by the classical authors

c horn {Kepag* cornu^).

This difference of size and fonn caused a differ-

ence also in the mode of drawing the bow. The
Greek, with one knee on the ground, drew his right

hand with the string towards his breast, as repre-

sented in the ^ginetan statue, in Homer's account

of Pandarus, and in Virgil's description* of Camilla

;

the Scythian, on the contrary, advancing boldly to-

wards the enemy, and often on horseback, obliged

by the length of his bow, which he held vertically,

to avoid stooping and to elevate his left hand, drew
the other up to his right ear, as is practised by our

archers in the present day.* The Oriental arrow
was long and heavy in proportion to the bow,* and
was sent, as Procopius observes, with such force

that no shield or thorax could resist it.

The bow was sometimes adorned with gold

(whence aureus arcus'). The golden ring, or han-

ale, has been already mentioned. Apollo is called

by Homer " the god of the silver bow" (apyvpoTo^oc).

The bowstring was twisted, and was made either

of thongs of leather [yevpa ^ocia*), of horse-hair

(inneia Tpcxoxyig^), or of the hide, or perhaps the in-

testines, of the horse (nervus equimis^'^).

When not used, the bow was put into a case (rof-

odJKTj, yupvTog, Corxjtus), which was made of leather

{scorteum}'^), and sometimes ornamented (^aeifof**).

The bowcase is often repeated and very conspicu-

ous in the sculptured bas-reliefs of Persepolis. Thus
encased, the bow was either hung upon a peg" or

carried on the shoulders.**

Among the Greek and Roman divinities, the use
of the bow is attributed to Apollo, Diana, Cupid, and
Hercules ; and they are often represented armed
with it in ancient works of art. {Vid. Sagitta.)

ARDA'LION {apdalwv or apdavLov), also called

barpaKov from the materials of which it was made,
was a vessel of water, which stood before the door
of a house in which there was a dead body, in order

that those who had been with the corpse might pu-
rif}' themselves by sprinkling the water on their per-

sons."

*ARD'EA {hpu6i6g), the Heron. Aristotle** de-

scribes three species: 1. The kpudibg k£\7.oq, the

Ardea cincrea cristata, L., or common Heron. 2.

The Aev/cof, the Ardea alba, or Great Egret. 3. The
uarepia^, the Ardea stellaris, or European Bittern.

This last is remarkable for flying very high, and
hence its name {aarepia^, stellaris), as if it flew up
to the veiy stars. Its attitude also, when at rest, is

very singular, the beak being raised up to the heav-
ens.*'' Virgil's description of the soaring flight of
this bird is admirably true to nature

:

*

" Notasque paludes
Deserit, atque altam supra volat ardea nubem."^'

There is a small species of heron which Gesner
supposes may have been the k'ka(^iQ of Oppian.
Some late authors, however, would rather refer the

lAap/f to the Coot, or Fulica atra, L.**

A'REA (aXcjf or uluu), the threshing-floor, was
a raised place in the field, open on all sides to the

i. (Compare Vir?., Mn., xi., 858-862.)—2. (Anacreon, iii.

—

[lom., Od., xxi., 395.)—3. (Virp., ^n., xi., 850.)—4. (1. c.)—5.

(Eustath. in II., iv., p. 452.—Procop., Bell. Pers., 1.)—6. (See
Xen., as quoted under Ansa.)—7. (Virg., ^n., xi., 652.)—8.
!ll.,iv., 122.)—9. (Hesych.)—10. (^n.,ix.,622.)—11. (Festus.)
—12. (noia, Od., xxi., 55.)— 13; (Od., 1. c.)— 14. (t6\; ui^oimv
tXO)*- II., i., 45.—^n., xi., 652.)—15. (Hesych., s. v.— Pollux,
Ottom.,vui.,7.)—16. (II. A., ix., 2.)—17. (Cuvicr's Animal King-
dom, v.:i, i., p. 376, transl.)—18. (Georg., i,, 364.)— 19. (Adams,
AppRnd., s. r

)

wind. Great pains were taken to make this ftjo*

hard; it was sometimes paved with flint stones,* bui

more usually covered with clay and smoothed with
a great roller.* It was also customary to cover it

with lees of oil, which prevented insects injuring it,

or grass growing upon it.' The grains of the com
were beaten out by the hoofs of cattle treading upon
it, or by flails (J^usies*).

AREIOP'AGUS '6 'Apnog iruyog, or hill of Ares),
at Athens, was a rocky eminence, lying to the west
of, and not far from, the Acropolis. To accoimt for

the name, various stories were told. Thus, some
said that it was so called from the Amazons, the

daughters of Ares, having encamped there when
they attacked Athens ; others again, as ^schylus,
from the sacrifices there offered to that god ; while
the more received opinion connected the name with
the legend of Ares having been brought to trial there

by Poseidon, for the- murder of his son Halirrho-
hius.* To none, however, of these legends did the

place owe its fame, but rather to the council ('H ev

'ApetCf) miyu (iov'krj) which held its sittings there,

and was sometimes called 'H uvu (iovlrj, to distin-

guish it from the senate of Five Hundred, which sa:

in the Cerameicus within the city. That it was a
body of very remote antiquity, acting as a criminal
tribunal, was evidently believed by the Athenians
themselves. In proof of this, we may refer to the

express assertions of the orators, and the legend ol

Orestes having been tried before the council for the

murder of his mother : a trial which took place be-

fore Athena, and which jEschylus represents as the

origin of the court itself Again, we find that, even
before the first Messenian war (B.C. 740) began, the

Messenian king offered to refer the points in dispute

to the Argi'/e Amphictiony, or the Athenian Arei-

opagus ;• a proof not only of the existence of the

body, but also that it had already obtained consid-

erable reputation for equity in its decisions ; a repu>

tation which it must have taken some time to estab-

lish.

There is sufficient proof, then, that the Areiopa-
gus existed before the time of Solon, though he iiS

admitted to have so far modified its constitution and
sphere of duty that he might almost be called its

founder. What that original constitution was must
in some degree be left to conjecture, though there

is every reason to suppose that it was aristocratical,

the members being taken, like the Ephetse, from the

noble patrician families {upiaTLvdrjv). We may re-

mark that, after the time of Solon, tie, Ephetoe, fifty-

one in number, sat collectively ii four different

courts, and were charged with the hearing of such
cases of accidental or justifiable homicide as admit-
ted of or required expiation before the accused could
resume the civil ancl religious rights he had lo.'-' : a

resumption impossible in cases of wilful murder, the

capital punishment for which could only be escaped
by banishment for life, so that no expiation was re-

quired or given. ^ Now the Ephetaj formerly ad-

ministered justice in five courts, and for this and
other reasons it has been conjectured that they and
the Areiopagus then formed one court, which deci-

ded in all cases of murder, whether wilful or acci-

dental. In support of this view, it has been urged
that the separation of functions was rendered neces-
sary by that change of Solon which made the Arei-
opagus no longer an aristocratic body, while the

Ephetae remained so, and, as such, were competent
to administer the rites of expiation, forming, as they
did, a part of the sacred law of Athens, and there-

fore left in the hands of the old patricians, even af-

ter the loss of their political privileges. On this

point we may remark, that the connexion insisted

I. (Colum., i., 6.)—2. (Virg., Georg., i., 178.)—3. (Cato, D«
Re Rust., 91, 129.)^. (Colum., ii., 21 J-5. (Demosth., Aris.,

p. 642.—^schyl., Eumen., 659.)—6. (Pans., iv., 5, 1.—Thirl
wall. Hist. Greece, vol. i., p. 345.)—7. fMiiller, Eumcn., 64.—
Pollux, Onom., viii., 125.)
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on may to a great extent be true ; but that there

was not a complete identity of functions is proved

by Plutarch (Solon), in a quotation from the laws

of Solon, showing that even before that legislator

the Areiopagites and Ephetae were in some cases

distinct.

It has been observed, in the article Archon, that

the principal change introduced by Solon in the

constitution of Athens was to make the qualification

for office depend, not on birth, but property ; also

that, agreeably to his reforms, the nine archons, af-

ter an unexceptionable discharge of their duties,

"•went up" to the Areiopagus, and became members

of it for life, xmless expelled for misconduct.*

The council then, after his time, ceased to be aris-

tocratic in constitution ; but, as we learn from Attic

writers, continued so in spirit. In fact, Solon is

said to have formed the two councils, the senate

and the Areiopagus, to be a check upon the democ-

racy ; that, as he himself expressed it, " the state,

riding upon them as anchors, might be less tossed

by storms." Nay, even after the archons were no

longer elected by suffrage, but by lot, and the office

was thrown open by Aristeides to all the Athenian

citizens, the "upper council" still retained its fonner

tone of feeling. We learn, indeed, from Isocrates,*

that no one was so bad as not to put off his old hab-

its on becoming an Areiopagite ; and, though this

may refer to private rather than public conduct, we
may not unreasonably suppose that the political

principles of the younger would always be modified

by the older and more numerous members : a modi-

fication which, though continually less in degree,

would still be the same in direction, and make the

Areiopagus what Pericles found it, a counteracting

force to the democracy. Moreover, besides these

changes in its constitution, Solon altered and ex-

tended its functions. Before his time it was only a
criminal court, trying cases of " wilful murder and
wounding, of arson and poisoning,"* whereas he
gave it extensive powers of a censorial and political

nature. Thus we learn that he made the council

an " overseer of everything, and the guardian of the

la^ys," empowering it to inquire how any one got

his living, and to punish the idle.*

We learn from other authorities that the Areiopa-
gites Avere " superintendents of good order and de-

cency," terms rather unlimited and undefined, as it

is not improbable Solon wished to leave their au-

thority. There are, however, recorded some par-

ticular instances of its exertion.* Thus we find

that they called persons to account for extravagant
and dissolute living, and that, too, even in the later

days of Athenian history. On the other hand, they
occasionally rewarded remarkable cases of indus-
try, and, in company with certain officers called
ywai/fovo^ot made domiciliary visits at private enter-

tainments, to see that the number of guests was not
loo large, and also for other purposes. But their

censorial and political authority was not confined
to matters of this subordinate character. We learn
from Aristotle,* that, at the time of the Median inva-
sion, when there was no money in the public treas-

ury, the Areiopagus advanced eight drachmae a man
to each of the sailors : a statement which proves
that they had a treasury of their own, lather than
any conirol over the public finances, as some have
inferred from it.'' Again we are told* that, at the
time of the battle of Chseroneia, they seized and put
to death those who deserted their country, and that
they were thought by some to have been the chief
preserration of the city.

aREIOPAGUS-

It is probable that public opinion supported then
in acts of this kind, without the aid of which they

must have been powerless for any such objects. In

connexion with this point, we may add that, when
heinous crimes had notoriously been committed, but

the guilty parties were not known, or no accuser

appeared, the Areiopagus inquired into the subject,

and reported {uno(l>aiveiv) to the denius. The re-

port or information was called uTvocjiaaig. This waa
a duty which they sometimes undertook on their

own responsibility, and in the exercise of an oldr

established right, and sometimes on the order of the

demus.' Nay, to such an extent did they carry this

power, that on one occasion they apprehended an

individual (Antiphon) who had been acquitted by

the general assembly, and again brought him to a

trial, which ended in his condemnation and death.'

Again we find them revoking an appointment

whereby ^schines was made the advocate of

Athens before the Amphictyonic council, and sub-

stituting Hyperides in his room. In these two
cases, also, they were most probably supported by

public opinion, or by a strong party in the state."

They also had duties connected with religion,

one of which was to superintend the sacred olives

growing about Athens, and try those who were
charged with destroying them.* We read, too,

that in the discharge of their duty as religious cen-

sors, they on one occasion examined whether the

wife of the king archon was, as required by law, an

Athenian ; and finding she was not, imposed a fine

upon her husband.* We learn from the same pas-

sage that it was their office generally to punish the

impious and irreligious. Again we are told, though

rather in a rhetorical way, that they relieved the

needy from the resources of the rich, controlled the

studies and education of the young, and interfered

with and punished public characters as such.*

Independent, then, of its jurisdiction as a crimi-

nal court in cases of wilful murder, wliich Solou

continued to the Areiopagus, its influence must
have been sufficiently great to have been a consid-

erable obstacle to the aggrandizement of the de-

mocracy at the expense of the other parties in the

state. In fact, Plutarch^ t '^pressly states that So-

lon had this object in view in its reconstruction;

and, accordingly, we find that Pericles, who never

was an archon or Areiopagite, and who was. oppo-

sed to the aristocracy for many reasons, resolved to

diminish its power and circumscribe its sphere of ac-

tion. His coadjutor in this work was Ephialtes, a
statesman of inflexible integrity, and also a military

commander.* They experienced much opposition

in their attempts, not only in the assembly, but also

on the stage, where ..Eschylus produced his tragedy

of the Eumenides, the object of which was to im-

press upon the Athenians the dignity, the sacred-

ness, and constitutional worth of the institution

which Pericles and Ephialtes wished to reform.

He reminds the Athenians that it was a tribunal

instituted by their patron goddess Athena, and puts

into her mouth a popular harangue full of warnings
against innovations, and admonishing them to leave

the Areiopagus in possession of its old and well

grounded rights, that under its watchful guardian-
ship they might sleep in security.' Still the oppo-
sition failed : a decree was carried, by which, as

Aristotle says, the Areiopagus was "mutilated,"

and many of its hereditary rights abolished.** Ci-

cero, who in one place speaks of the council as

governing Athens, observes in another, that from
that time all authority was vested in the ecclesia;

1. (Dinarf., c. Demosth., p. 97.— Plutarch, Vit. Sol.) — 2.

(Areiop., 147.)—3. (PoUux, Onom., viii., 117.—Demosth., Aris.,

627.)—4. tPIiitarch, Vit. Sol.—Isocr., Areiop., 147.)—5. (Athe-
uieus, iv., p. 107, e. ; 168, b.; ed. Dindorf., vi., 245, c.—Pollux,
Onor.)., viii., 112.)—fi. (Plutarch, Them., lO.—Vid. BSckh, Public
Econ. of Athens, vol. i., p. 208, transl.)—7. (ThirlviraU, Hist.
Sieece, vol. iii., Ajip. 1.)—8. ^Lvrnrs' , r.. T.eoc., 154.)
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1. (Dinnrchus, c. Demosth., 97. — Sch8manii, De Comit.
Athen., 217, tr.insl.)—2. (Demosth., De Cor., 271, 272.—l>i-

narch., c. Demosth., p. 98.)—3. (Demosth., ibid.)—-4. (Lysiaa,

irtpi S>/(coii., 109-111.)—5. (Demosth.. Neser., 1373.)—6. (Isocr,

Areiop., p. 151.) — 7. (Solon, Pericl.) — 8. (Plutarch, Cinu,

Pericl.)—9. (Miiller, Eumen., 35.)—10. (Atistot., Polit.ij.,*
—C- 5., De Nat Deor.. ii., 29 ; De Rep., i.. 27.)
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and the state robbed of its ornament and honour.

Plutarch' tells us that the people deprived the

Areiopagus of nearly all its judicial authority

(ruf Kpiaeic nXi/v oAlyuv uKuaag), establishing an
unmixed democracy, and making themselves su-

preme in the courts of justice, as if there had for-

merly been a superior tribunal. But we infer from
another passage that the council lost considerable

authority in matters of state; for we learn that

Athens then entered upon a career of conquest and
aggrandizement to which she had previously been
a stranger; that, " like a rampant horse, she would
not obey the reins, but snapped at Euboea, and leap-

ed upon the neighbouring islands." These ac-

counts in themselves, and as compared with others,

are sufficiently vague and inconsistent to perplex

and embarrass ; accordingly, there has been much
discussion as to the precise nature of the alterations

which Pericles effected; some, among whom we
may mention Miiller,'-' are of opinion that he depri-

ved the Areiopagus of their old jurisdiction in cases

of wilful murder; and one of his chief arguments
is, that it was evidently the design of ^schylus to

support them in this prerogative, which therefore

must have been assailed. For a sufficient answer
to this, we would refer our readers to Mr. Thirl-

wall's remarks,^ merely stating, in addition, that

Demosthenes* expressly affirms, that neither tyrant

nor democracy had ever dared to take away from
them this jurisdiction. In addition to which, it may
be remarked, that the consequences ascribed to the

innovation do not seem to us to indicate that the Arei-

opagus lost its authority as a criminal tribunal, but

rather that it was shorn of its power as superin-

tending the morals and conduct of the citizens, both

in civil and religious matters, and as exercising

some control over their decisions. Now an author-

ity of the former kind seems far removed from any
political influence, and the popular belief as to its

origin would have made it a dangerous object of
attack, to say nothing of the general satisfaction

the verdicts had always given. We nnay observe,

too, that one of the chief features of a democracy
is to make all the officers of the state responsible

;

and that it is not improbable that one of the changes
introduced by Ephialtes was to make the Areiopa-
gus, like other functionaries, accountable to the de-

mus for their administration, as, indeed, we know
they afterward were.* This simple regulation would
evidently have made them subservient, as they seem
to have been, to public opinion; whereas no such
subserviency is recorded in criminal matters, their

tribunal, on the contrary, being always spoken of as

most just and holy; so much so, that Demosthenes
says' that not even the condemned whispered an
insinuation against the righteousness of their ver-

dicts. Indeed, the proceedings before the Areiopa-
gus, in cases of murder, were, by their solemnity

and fairness, well calculated to ensure just decis-

ions. The process was as follows: The king ar-

chon'' brought the case into court, and sat as one of

the judges, who were assembled. in the open air,

probably to guard against any contamination from
the criminal.* The. accuser, who was said elg

'Apetov Tvuyov kmaK^TTreiv, first came forward to

make a solemn oath {Siu/ioma) that his accusation

was true, standing over the slaughtered victims,

and imprecating extirpation upon himself and his

whole family were it not so. The accused then

denied the charge with the same solemnity and
fonn of oath. Each party then stated his case with

1. (Cimon.)—2. (Enw., 371.)—3. (Hist. Greece, vol. iii., p.

84.)--4. (c. Arist., p. 641. For an able vindication of this state-

ment of Demosthenes, the reader is referred to Hermann,
Opusc, vol. iv., p. 299.)—5. (jEschin., c. Ctes., p. 56.—BGckh,
Public Econ of Athens, vol. i., p. 353, transl.)—6. (Aristot., p.

641, 642.)—7. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 9, ^ 90.)—8. (Antiphon, De
Cffide Herod., p. 130, 30.—Demosth., c. Aiist., 1. c.—Pollux.

Onom., viii.. 33.)
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all possible plainness, keeping strictly lo tie sutj-

ject, and not being allowed to appeal in any way to

the feelings or passions of the judges.' After the
first spe^ich,* a criminal accused of murder might
remove from Athens, and thus avoid the capital

punishment fixed by Draco's Qea/iol, which on this

point were still in force. Except in cases of parri-

cide, neither the accuser nor the court had pc ver to

prevent this; but the party who thus evaded the
extreme punishment was not allowed to return
home ;' and when any decree was passed at Ath-
ens to legalize the return of exiles, an exception
was always made against those who had thus left

their country.*

The reputation of the Areiopagus as a criminal
court was of long continuance, as we may learn
from an anecdote of Aulus Gellius, who tells us*
that C. Dolabella, proconsul of the Roman prov-
ince of Asia, referred- a case which perplexed him-
self and his council lo the Areiopagus (ut adjudices
graviores exercitalioresquc) ; they ingeniously settled

the matter by ordering the parties to appear that

day 100 years (^cenlesimo anno adesse). They exist-

ed in name, indeed, till a very late period. Thus
we find Cicero mentions the council in his letters ;•

and under the Emperors Gratian and Theodosius
(A.D. 380), 'Pov^iog ^jjarog is called proconsul of
Greece, and an Areiopagite.'

Of the respectability and moral worth of the

council, and the respect that was paid to it, we
have abundant proof in the writings of the orators,

where, indeed, it would be difficult to find it men-
tioned except in terms of praise. Thus Lysias
speaks of it as most righteous and venerable ;•

and so great was the respect paid to its members,
that it was considered rude in the demus laughing
in their presence, while one of them was making an
address to the assembly on a subject they had been
deputed to investigate. This respect might, of
course, facilitate the resumption of some of their

lost power, more especially as they were sometimes
intrusted with inquiries on behalf of the state, £3
on the occasion to which we have just alluded,

when they were made a sort of commissioners to
inquire into the state of the buildings about the
Pnyx, and decide upon the adoption or rejection of
some proposed alterations. Isocrates, indeed, even
in his time, when the previous inquiry or SoKifiaaia

had fallen into disuse, speaks well of their moral
influence; but, shortly after the age of Demetrius
Phalereus, a change had taken place ; they had lost

much of their respectability, and were but ill fitted

to enforce a conduct in others which they did not
observe themselves.

The case of St. Paul is generally quoted as __
instance of their authority in religious matters; lut

the words of the sacred historian do not necessarily

imply that he was brought before the council. It

may, however, be remarked, that they certainly

took cognisance of the introduction of new and un-
authorized forms of religious worship, called eni-

dera lepu, in contradistinction to the Trdrpia or older

rites of the state.' There was also a tradition that

Plato was deterred from mentioning the name of
Moses as a teacher of the imity of the Godhead, by
his fear of the Areiopagus."

"W ith respect to the number of the Areiopagu" ?*-

its original form, a point of no great moment, ihcSQ
are various accoimts; but it is plain that there could
have been no fixed number when the archons be-
came members of this body at the expiration of

1. (TrpooifiiasttrOai ovk ilvv ovie olKTp^tcOat : Aristot., Rhet^
i., 1.—Pollux, Onom., viii., il7.)—i. (//era rdv irforepdv Xdyov-i
— 3. (devyci aet<pvylav.)—4. (o5 iX, 'Apsiov irdyrj ipevyorrt^.—
Vid. Plato, Le?g-., ix., 11.)—5. (xii., 7.)—6. (ad Fsi' , liii., 1

;

ad Att., v., 11.)— 7. (Meursius, Areiop.)— 8. (Andoo., 104.—
Compare ^sch., c. Timarch., 12. — Isocr., Aveiop., 148.—
Athenasus, iv., p. 167.)—9. (Ilarpocr., s. v. 'KiriOerot ioproL
Schomann, De Comit. Ath 286, transl.) —10. (Jusliu Mai trr

Cohor. ad Ghec, p. 22.)
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jheir year of office. Lysias, iideed, speaks of

them* as forming a part of the Areibpagus even

during that time ; a statement wiiich can only be

reconciled with the general opinion on the subject,

by supposing that they formed a part (if the council

during their year of office, but were n )t permanent

membePc; till the end of that time, and after passing

a satisfactory examination.

ARE'NA. ( Fifl!. Amphitheatrom.)
ARETAL'OGI were persons whose occupation

appears to have been to amuse the company at the

Roman dinner-tables.^ They seem to have been

looked upon with some contempt, as Juvenal speaks

of the vicndax ardalogns? Casaubon thinks that

they were poor philosophers, of the Cynic and Stoic

schools, who, being unable to procure followers, de-

.ivered their discourses on virtue and vice at the

dinners of the rich, and that they were the same as

those whom Seneca* calls drculatorcs philosophos.^

Ruperti says tliat they were persons who boasted

of their own valour {upeTfi), like the Miles gloriosus

of Plautus.^ Tumebus takes the word to mean
•' sayers of pleasant things," from aperof, pleasant.''

ARGE'I. We learn from Livy* that Numa con-

secrated places for the celebration of religious ser-

vices, which were called by the pontifices " argei."

Varro calls them the chapels of the argei, and says

they were twenty-seven in number, distributed in

the different districts of the city. We know but

little of the particular uses to which they were ap-

plied, and that little is vmimportant. Thus we are

told that they were solemnly visited on the Liber-

alia, or festival of Bacchus ; and also, that when-
ever the flamen dialis went (ivil) to them, he was
to adhere to certain observances. They seem also

to have been the depositaries of the topographical
records Thus we read in Varro, " In sacreis Arge-
mim sciipmni est sic: Oppius mans princeps" &c.,

which is followed by a description of the neigh-
bourhood. There was a tradition that these argei

were named from the chieftains who came with
HeiT-ules, the Argive, to Rome, and occupied the
Cipitoline, or, as it was anciently called, Satumian
Hill. It is impossible to say what is the historical

value or meaning of this legend ; we may, however,
notice its confonnity with the statement that Rome
was founded by the Pelasgians, with whom the
liBiDe of Argos was connected.*
The name argei was also given to certaii figures

thrown into the Tiber from the Sublician bridge,
OE the Ides of May in every year. This was done
by the pontifices, the vestals, the praetors, and other
citizens, after the performance of the customary
sairifices. The images were thirty in number,
made of bulrushes, and in the form of men {eUula
^^peLKtla). Ovid makes various suppositions to
ac< ount for the origin of this rite ; we can only
cot.jecture that it was a symbolical offering to pro-
pitiate the gods, and that the number \\ as a repre-
seniative either of the thirty patrician curias at
Rorjie, or perhaps of the thirty Latin townships."
*A11GEM0'NE {upysfiuvT}), a species of plant,

which DodonaBus is almost disposed to regard as
identical with the Glaucium, or Horned Poppy.
Sprengel sets it down for the Papaver argemone.
Thf: paragraph in Dioscorides, in which the second
species is described, would seem to be spurious.
Pliry ;alls this plant Argemonia, and assigns it va-
rious curative properties in affections of the nervous
effetem, gout, angina, &c."

1. (vep. Tov X»?/coy, p. 110, 111.—Vvd. Argum. Oral., c. An-
dro*.)--2. (Suet., Octav., 74.)—3. (Sat. xv., 15, 16.)-4. (Ep
W.)-5 (Casavb. in Suet., Octav., 74.)—6. (Ruperti in Juv.,
TV., 18 J—7. (Adversaria, x., 12.)— 8. (i., 22.)—9. (Varro, De
Lmg. tat , iv.—Ovid, Fast., iii., 791.—Aul. Cell., x., 15.—Nie-
bulir, Rom. Hist., i., p. 214, transl.)—10. (Varro, De Ling. Lat
t1.—Cvid, Fast., v., 621.—Dionys. Halicar., i., 19, 38.—Plu-
tarch, QusAS. Rom., p. 102, Reiske.—Arnold, Rom. Hist., vol. i.,

p. 67—Bvinsen unil Plattner, Beschreibung Roms, vol. i, n
668-:02.)--n. (Dioscor., ii., 20« -Adams, Append., s. v.)
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ARGENTA'RII, bankers or money-changers w
Rome. The public bankers, or mensarii, are to bo

distinguished from the argentarii. The highest

class of mensarii, the mensarii qidnqueviri or trivmu-

viri, were a sort of extraordinary magistrates, the

office being generally filled by persons of high rank
j

their business was to regulate the debts of the citi-

zens, and to provide and distribute specie on emcr'

gencies.* I'here were other mensarii, who stood

lower than these, and whose office approximated to

that of the argentarii ; and still lower stood the

nummularii, though these were also public functx».n-

aries. The argentarii, on the contrary, were private

bankers, who did all kinds of broking, commission,

and agency business for their customers. They
are called argcnlarii ; argeiilece mensa exerdtcres

;

ar^enli disiractores ; ncgatialcn-es stipis argentaria*

Their private character is clear, from what tJlpian

says:^ " Tabernce (i. e., argcniariai) p^Micce sunt,

qiiarum usus ad privates pertinet." Almost all money
transactions were carried on through their interven-

tion, and they kept the account-books of their cus-

tomers. Hence all terms respecting the relation

between debtor and creditor were borrowed from
banking business : thus, rationem accepti scribere ("to

put down on the debtor's side in the banker's book")
means " to borrow money ;" rescrlbere, " to pay it

back again ;" Twmen (an item in the accoimt) is " a
debt," or even " a debtor," as when Cicero says,*
"" Ego meis rebus gestis hoc sum assecutus ut bonum
nomen existimer."^ On these books of account,

which have given rise to the modern Italian system
of book-keeping by doul)le entry, see Pliny, Hist.

Nat., ii., 7.

The functions of the argentarii, besides their

original occupation of money-changing {permutati^*

arg-CTifi), were as follows : 1. Attending public sales

as agents for purchasers, in which case they were
called interpretes.* 2. Assaying and proving moaey
(^probatio nummorum). 3. Receiving deposites, or

keeping a bank in the modem sense of the word.
If the deposite was not to bear interest, it was called

depositum, or vacua pecunia ;'' if it was to bear inter-

est, it was called creditum.* The argentarii were.

said not only recipere, but also constituere, so that aii

action constitutes pecunite would lie against them.*

The shops of the bankers were in the cloistera

round the forum : hence money borrowed from a
banker is called <Ci- circumforaneum ; and the phrases

foro cedere or abire, faro mergi, &c., mean "to be-

come bankrupt." The argentarii at Rome were
divided into corporations (socictatcs), and formed a
collegium like the mensarii and nummularii. The
argentarius was necessarily a freeman.
ARGENTUM (upyvpog), silver. According to

Herodotus,*" the Lydians were the first people who
put a stamp upon silver ; but, according to the tes-

timony of most ancient writers, silver money was
first coined at .^gina, by order of Pheidon, about
B.C. 869." The silver" coins of Greece may be
divided into three kinds, which diflfer in appearance
according to the- age in which they were struck.

The most ancient are very thick, and of rude work-
manship ; those of ^gina usually bear on the
upper side the figure of a turtle or a tortoise, and
on the under an indented mark, as if the coin at

the time of striking the metal had been placed upon
a puncheon, and had received a mark from the
weight of the blow. The second kind, which ap-
pear to belong to the age of Pericles and Xenophon,

1. (Liv., xxiii., 21: "Propter penjriam argenti trlum\in
mensarii facti."

—

Vid. etiam Budzeus, De Asse, v., p. 173.—
Salmasius, De Modo Usur., p. 509.)—2. (O'elli, Inscript.,iL
4060.)—3. (Dig. 18, tit. 1, s. 32.)—4. (ad Fam., v., 6.)—5. (Vid.
Bentley's note on Horace, Epist. II., i., 105.)—6. (Plaut., Cut^
cul., iii., 1, 63, seq.)—7. (Plaut., Curcul., ii., 3, 66-69 ; iii., 6«,
iv., 3, 3.)—8. (Suet., Octav., 39.)—9. (Vid. Salmas., De Modt
Usur., p. 722.)—10. (i., 94.)—11. (Ephorus, ap. Strab., viii., p
376.-^1., Var. Hist., xii., 10.—Pollux, Onom., ix., 88.—A»
thon's ("ass. Diet., s. v. Phidon.)
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are also of a thick form, but not so clumsy in ap-

pearance. The third, which belong to a later period,

an! b)«ad and thin. The Greek coins, and especi-

ahy the Athenian, are usually of very fine silver.

Sqnje writers have supposed that they are quite free

from ^aser metal ; but the experiments which have
been made show that the finest possess a small

quantity of alloy. Mr. Hussey^ found, upon trial,

that the most ancient Athenian coins contained

about -Jg cf the weight alloy, the second kind about

Jj, and the more modem about y^; the last of which

i& nearly the same alloy as in our own silver coin.

It was the boast of the Athenians that their coin-

age was finer than all other money in Greece, and
Xenophon says that they exchanged it with profit in

any market ;* but this remark should probably be

limited to the coinage of his own time. •(Mr. Hus-
sey made his experiments with three Attic drachmae
of diflTerent ages : the first was a thick one of the

rudest and earliest style ; the second, a little later,

but still of a thick form, with the head of Minerva,
resembling that of the oldest coins, but not quite so

clumsy ; the third', of the latest kind, broad and
thin, with the owl standing on the diota, the helmet
of Minerva's head surmoimted by a high crest, and
with other characteristics of the later coinage of
Athens. After stating the results, as given above,

Mr. Hussey goes on to remark as follows :
" Now,

of these three drachmae, the first and third are less

fine than other Greek money. Out of nine trials of

Greek and one of Roman silver, the third of the

three Attic coins in question is considerably the

lowest of all ; and the first of them is likewise in-

ferior to all but two. The second, on the contrary,

is of finer standard than all, and therefore this alone

can belong to the coinage of which Xenophon
speaks. And, as the other two must be of different

ages, til: first belongs to an age earlier than Xeno-
phon, the second to a later. Thus it appears that

the coins to which the second drachma belongs,

that is, the middling class of Attic silver, between
the thickest and rudest of all, and the broad, thin

pieces, may be set down as contemporary with
Aristophanes and Xenophon : the very clumsy and
ill-executed pieces, from which the first was taken,

belong to an interior coinage of an earlier age ; and
the broad, thin corns to later times, when the money
was, lor Athens at least, considerably debased.

The comparative value of these coins proves also

that it was the practice among the Greeks to alloy

their money, even where the currency had good
credit and wide circulation ; and, therefore, those

writers are mistaken who have reckoned the worth
)f it as if it v/ere all, without exception, fine silver.

For, though it is conceivable that the alloy in the

oldest coins is due to want of skill to refine the

metal, yet, when the later coins are baser than the

earlier, this can only be because they were inten-

tionally alloyed."^)

It has been already remarked under JEs, that

silver was originally the universal currency in

Greece, and that copper appears to have been sel-

dom coined till after the time of Alexander the

Great. Mr. Knight, however, maintains* that gold
was coined first, because it was the more readily

lound and the more easily worked ; but there are
suiRcient reasons for believing that, even as late as

the commencement of the Peloponnesian war, the

Athenians had no gold currency. ( Vid. Aurum.) It

may be remarked here, that all the words connected
with money are derived from upyvpoq, and not from
Xpvoo^, as Karapyvpnu, "to bribe with money;" ap-

yvpaiioiCoc, " a money-changer," &c. ; and apyvpog

is itself not unfrequently used to signify money in

general,* as as is in Latin.

1. (Ancient Weights and Money, p. 45.)—2. (Aristoph., Ran.,
732.- Xen., Vcct., iii., 2.)—3. (Ancient Weights, <fec., p. 45,46,
47 1—4. (Fro! ir Horn., t) 59.)—5 fSoph Antig., 295.>

Silver was not coined at Rome till B.C. 269, fiw
years before the first Punic war ;' but the Roman
coinage of silver never appears to have been so free

from baser metal as the best Athenian coinage.

Under the Emperor Gallienus, the coinage was so
much debased that it contained -]- silver and ^ alloy.

In the time of the Republic, the impression on silver

coins was usually, on the obverse, the head of Rcme
with a helmet, the Dioscuri, or the head of Jupiter
and on the reverse, carriages drawn by two or four

animals {bigcE, quadrigce), whence they were called

respectively bimti and quadrimti, sc. nummi. ( Vid.

BiGATOs.) The principal silver coins among the

Greeks and Romans were respectively the drachma
and denarius. (^Vid. Drachma, Denarius.)
The Athenians obtained their silver from the sil-

ver mines at Laurion, whichwere generally regarded
as the chief source of the wealth of Athens. We
learn from Xenophon'' that these mines had been
worked in remote antiquity ; and Xenophon speaks
of them as if he considered them inexhaustible. In
the time of Demosthenes, however, the profit ari-

sing from them had greatly diminished ; and in the

second century of the Christian aera they were no
longer worked." The ore from which the silver

was obtained was called silver earth {upyvplrig yf/,

or simply upyvpirig*). The same term (terra) was
also applied to the ore by the Romans, who obtained
most of their silver from Spain.^

The relative value of gold and silver differed

considerably at different periods in Greek and Ro-
man history. Herodotus mentions it^ as 1 to 13

;

Plato^ as 1 to 12; Menander*" as 1 to 10; and
Livy^ as 1 to 10, about B.C. 189. According to

Suetonius,*" Julius Caesar, on one occasion, ex-

changed gold for silver in the proportion of 1 to 9;
but the most usual proportion under the early Ro-
man emperors was abont 1 to 12; and from Con-
stantine to Justinian about 1 to 14, or 1 to 15.*'

ARGENTUM VIVUM, Quicksilver or Mer-
cury. It is first spoken of by Aristotle and Theo-
phrastus under the name of fluid silver (upyvpog x^-
rof), and the mode of obtaining it is thus described

by the latter: "This is procured when a portion
of cinnabar is rubbed with vinegar in a brass mor-
tar and with a brass pestle." All the modern pro-

cesses, on the other hand, that are adopted for

separating the mercury from the ore, depend upon
the volatility of the metal, its conversion into va-
pour in distilling vessels or retorts, and its condensa-
tion by cold. The nature of this mineral, however,
does not seem to have been much understood even
four centuries later ; for Pliny" distinguishes be-

tween quicksilver {Argenium vivum) and the liquid

silver {Hydrargyi-us) procured by processes which
he describes from minium, or native cinnal^ar.

This hydrargyrus he supposes to be a spurious imi-

tation of quicksilver, and fraudulent substitute for

it in various uses to which it was applied." Dios-
corides, however, who is generally supposed to

have written about the same time with Pliny, means,
according to Hill, by vdpupyvpog kqO' l-avrov the

quicksilver that is sometimes found in a fluid state

in the bowels of the earth. (^Vid. Cinnabaris.)**
APFIAS rPA<HI (apycag ypacbij), an action to

which any Athenian citizen was liable, according
to the old law, if he could not bring evidence that

he had some lawful calling. The law was intro-

duced by Draco, who made the penalty of convic-
tion death ; Solon re-enacted the law, substituting,

however, for the capital punishment a fine of 100

1. (Plin.,H. N., xxxiii., 13,)—2. (Vecti?., iv., 2.)—3. (Pau».,

i., 1, ^ 1.—B6ckh, On the Silver Mines of Laurion, in the seo-

end volume of the translation of the Puhlic Economy of Athens.)
—4. (Xen.,Vectig., i.,5 ; iv., 2.)—5. (Plin., II. N., xxxiii., 31.)

—«. (iii., 95.)—7. (Hipp., c. 6, p. 231.)—8. (ap. Poll., Onom.,
ix., 76.)—9. (xxx\-iii., 11.)—10. (Jul., 54.)—11. (Wumi, De Pon-

der., &c., p. 40, 41.)—12. (H. N., xxxiii, 20 ; xxxiii., 41 )— 13.

(Moore's Anc. Mineral., p 21.)—14. (Hill's Theophrast., p. 23S.)
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drachmae for the first conviction, and a loss of civic

right.3 {iiTLiiia) if the same person was convicted

Ihre* .imes of indolence.' According to Julius Pol-

lux,* Draco did not impose a severer punishment

than aTLiiia, and Solon did not punish it at all till

the third offence.^

ARGILLA, Potters' Clay, included frequently

by the Latin writers under the general name of

Greta. Thus Palladius says, " Crela, qitam argillam

dicimus:" and Columella, " Creta,quautu7it/iirjiguli,

quamqiie Twnnulli argillam vocant."*
_
These writers

speak repeatedly of " crela figxilaris"^
" creta qua

fiwd avifhor<s."^ Celsus, too, speaks of "creta

Jigularis"'' and Vitruvius of " vas ex creta factum,

non coctum."^ By the term Creta, therefore, was
generally meant some whitish clay, such as potters'

clay, pipe-clay, or fullers' earth. {Vid. Creta.)
ARGI'TIS, a species of wine, celebrated by

VirgiP for its extraordinary durability, and pro-

cured from a small grape abounding in juice. It is

believed to have been a white wine. If this con-

jecture be well foimded, we may discover some
analogy between it and the best growths of the Rhine,
which are obtained from a small white grape, and
are remarkable for their permanency.'"
APrXTIOT AIKH {apyvplov dUv) was a civil suit

of the class npog riva, and within the jurisdiction

of the thesmothetas, to compel the defendant to pay
moneys in his possession, or for which he was lia-

ble, to the plaintiff. This action is casually alluded
to in two speeches of Demosthenes," and is treated

of at large in the speech against Callippus.

ARG^RI'TIS (apyrpmf), a name given to the
ore from which silver was obtained. ( Vid. Argen-
TOM. )

ARGUROKOPErON (apyvpoKOTveiov), the place
where money was coined, the mint. That at Ath-
ens appears to have been in or adjoining to the
chapel {T/pu>ov) of a hero named Stephanephorus.
In it were kept the standard weights for the coins."
ARGYRAS'PIDES {upyvpuaTri^eg), a division of

the Macedonian army, who were so called because
they carried shields covered with silver plates.

They were held in high honour by Alexander the
Great, after whose death they went over to Antigo-
nus." Livj mentions them as the royal cohort in
the army of Antigonus.'* The Emperor Alexander
Severus had in his army a body of men who were
called argyroaspides}^

ARIA (upia), a species of plant. Bauhin held
it to be a kind of pear-tree, and Miller makes it to
be that kind which gets the English name of "White
Beam-tree, namely, the Pijrus Aria oi' Hooker. But
Schneider, upon the authority of Sibthorp, holds it

to be a variety of the Quercus llex}^

ARIADNEI'A ('AptaJfem), festivals solemnized
in the island of Naxos in honour of Ariadne, who,
according to one tradition, had died here a natural
death, and was honoured with sacrifices, accom-
panied by rejoicings and merriment.'^ Another fes-
tival of the same name was celebrated in honour of
Ariadne in Cyprus, which was said to have been
instituted by Theseus in commemoration of her
death in the month of Gorpleeus. The Amathu-
sians called the grove in which the grave of Ari-
adne was shown, that of Aphrodite-Ariadne. This
is the account given by Plutarch" from Pgeon, an
Amathusian writer.

1. (Lys., c. ^lc., apyi'as.—Ap. Bio?. Laert. in Solone.—Har-
pocr., s. V. Kt^ttoi et TroVayof.—Val. Max., ii., 6, 3.)—2. (Onom ,
rin., 0, t) 42.)—3. (Vid. Taylor. L?ct. Lvsiac, p. 707, 708.)—

4

(Pallnd., i., 34, 3.—Colnm., lii., 11, 9.)—5. (Colum., iii., 119-
Bi., 17,6; vni.,2, 3.—Vej?., iii.,4.)—6. (Colum., xii., 4, 5.)—

7*

f'-' 3-)-:8- (v'»M 1, 5.)-9. (Geor?., ii.. 99.)—10. (Henderson's
Ano. Wines, p. /8.)—11. (in Bceot., 1002 ; in Olympiod., 1179.)
—12. (Pollux, Onom., vii., 103.—Boo.kh, Pub. Econ. of Athens
rol. I., p. 194, transl.)—13. (Justin., xii., 7.—Curtius, iv., 13.—
Pl;uaich, Eumen., 13, &c.)—14. (Liv., xxxvii.,40.)—15. (Lam-
pnd., Alex. Sev., 50.)—16. (Theophrast., H. P., iv., 7.—Adams,
lpp«nd., s. V.)—17. (Plutarch, Thes., 20.)—18. rriie. on \
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ARTES (KpiSg), the battering-ram, was iseJ to

shake, perforate, and batter down the walls of L-©-

sieged cities. It consisted of a large beam, made
of the trunk of a tree, especially of a fir or an ash.

To one end was fastened a mass of bronze or Iron

{Ke<j)alTi, kfi6o}i,ri, irpoTOfiTj^), which resembled i/i its

form the head of a ram ; and it is evident that this

shape of the extremity of the engine, as well as its

name, was given to it on account of the resemblance
of its mode of action to that of a ram butting with
its forehead. The upper figure in the annexed wood-
cut is taken from the bas-reliefs on the column of
Trajan at Rome. It shows the aries in its simplest
state, and as it was borne and impelled by human
hands, without other assistance. Even when the
art of war was much advanced, the ram must have
been frequently used in this manner, both whenever
time was wanting for more complicated arrange-
ments, and -wherever the inequality of the ground
rendered such arrangements impracticable. This
sculpture shows the ram directed against the angle
of a wall, which must have been more vulnerable
than any other part, f" Angularem turrim ictus fo-

ravit arietis violentior. '')

In an improved form, the ram was surrounded
with iron bands, to which rings were attached, for

the purpose of suspending it by ropes or chains from
a beam fixed transversely over it. See the lower
figure in the woodcut. By this contrivance the sol-

diers were relieved from the necessity of supporting
the weight of the ram, and they could witn ease
give it a rapid and forcible motion backward and
forward, so as to put the opposite wall into a state

of vibration, and thus to shatter it into fragments.
The use of this machine was farther aided by

placing the frame in which it was suspended upon
wheels, and also by constructing over it a wooden
roof, so as to form a " testudo" {x^luvr) KpiO(l>6poc:^\

which protected the besieging party from the defen-
sive assaults of the besieged. Josephus informs U4
that there was no tower so strong, no wall so thick,
as to resist the force of this machine, if its blows
were continued long enough.*
The beam of the aries was often of great length,

e. g., 80, 100, or even 120 feet. The design of this

was both to act across an intervening ditch, and to

enable those who worked the machine to remain in
a position of comparative security. A hundred
men, or even a greater number, were sometimes
employed to strike with the beam.
The besieged had recourse to various contrivan-

ces in order to defend their walls and towers from
the attacks of the aries. 1. They attempted, by
throwing burning materials upon it, to set it on fire";

and, to prevent this from being effected, it was cov-
ered with sackcloth (Si^^ei,^ ciliciis*) or with hides

1. (Josephus.— Suidas.)— 2. (Amm. Marcell., xxiv., 2.)—

1

(Appian, Bell. Mithrid.)—4. (Bell. Jud., iii.)—5. (Jos(.p}u, I. «.
—6. (Veget., iv.. 23.)
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ic&riis bubidis^'^, which were sometimes moistened

{kumedis taunnis exuviis^). 2. They threw down
^reat stones, so as to break off the iron head of the

ram.' 3. To accomplish the same purpose, they

erected beams turning upon upright posts {tolkrw-

nes) ; from the extremities of these beams they sus-

pended masses of lead, trunks of trees, stones, or

parts of columns. They then caused these ponder-

ous bodies to fall repeatedly upon the head of the

ram, while the opposite party attempted to defeat

this efibrt by means similar to those mentioned un-

der the article Antenna, viz., by the use of sickles

fixed to the ends of long poles (asseiibus falcalis*),

and employed to cut the ropes by which the stones

and other weights were suspended. 4. They caught

the head of the ram in a noose {laqueo,^ (ipoxoig^),

and were thus enabled to draw it on one side and
avert its blows, or even to overturn it and prevent

its action altogether.'' 5. They seized the head with

a large forceps armed with teeth, and called the

\vo\i{lupus*), and they thus baffled the efforts of the

l)esiegers in the same way as by using the noose.

6. They filled sacks with chaff, or stuffed them with
other soft materials, and suspended them by ropes

wherever the ram was expected to strike, so as to

divert its blows and break their force, the besiegers

meanwhile employing the sickles, as already men-
tioned, to cut the ropes.' This provision of sickles,

in addition to the ram, belonged to the more com-
plicated engine, called testudo arietaria.

The larger machines of this class were so con-

structed as to be taken to pieces in order to be con-

veyed from place to place, and were put together

again when required for use.^"

Virgil is certainly chargeable with an anachron-
ism when he speaks of the aries as employed at

the sieges of Ilium and of Laurentum." Thucydi-
des mentions the use of it by the Peloponnesians at

the siege of Plataea." But it first became an impor-
tant military engine in the hands of the Macedo-
nians and Carthaginians. (Fi«;?. Falx, Helepolis,
Testudo.) "

•ARIES (/cptof), the ordinary ram. {Vid. Ovis.)

•ARI'ON (upciuv or upiuv), a shellfish noticed by
.^lian. It is now applied to a genus of the class Mol-
Insca, but was formerly placed under the Limaces}^
*ARIS'ARUM (Jipiaapov), a species of plant.

Dcdonaeus makes out its alliance with the Arum,
Riid, accordingly, modem botanists give it the name
of Arum arisarum. Miller calls it Friar's Cowl in

English.'*

ARISTOLOCH'IA (apLOToloxia), a species of
plant, the modern Birthwort. There is some diffi-

culty in recognising the three kinds described by the
ancients. Adams thinks there is little reason for

rejecting the csTpoyyv'kri as being the Aristolochia

Rotunda, and the fiaKpd as being the Longa of mod-
em botanists ; and yet Sprengel inclines to refer the
one to the A. pallida, and the other to the A. Cretica,

L. The KT^vi^aTiTig is unquestionably the Aristoloch-

ia dematiiis, or Climbing Birthwort." The Birth-
wort tribe possess in general tonic and stimulating
properties. Pliny, among other complaints in which
the aristolochia was found useful, notices severe
dysenteries, difficulty of breathing, hip-gout, the
sting of scorpions, &c. ; and in Peru, at the present
day, the A. fragrantissima (called in that country
Bejiica de la Estrella, or Star-Reed) is highly es-

teemed as a remedy against dysenteries, malignant
inflammatory fevers, colds, rheumatic pains, &c.
The root is the part used.'*

1. (Vitruv.)—2. (Amm. Marcell., ix., 7.)—3. {onto^l>ti\ai rrfv

•U^Xilv Tov liTjxav^HaTos : Joseph., I.e.)—4. (Liv., xxxviii., 5.)
—5. (Veget., I.e.)—6. (Appian., 1. e.)—7. (Amm. Marcell., xx.,
11 )—8. (Vef^et., 1. e.)—9. (Joseph., Veget., Appian., 11. ce.)—
10. (Amm. Marcell., XX.)— 11. (^n.,ii.,491 ; xii., 706.)—12. (ii.,

76.)— 13. (Adams, Append., s. v.)— 14. (Dioscor., li., 198.

—

Adams.Appeud., s. V.)—13 (Adans, ADpend.,s. v.)—16. (T,md-
ley'i Botany, p. 71.)

ARMA, ARMATU'RA {Ivrea, revxea, Ilcm. Crr-

/la), arms, armour.
There can be no doubt that, in the eai liest times,

the Greeks, as well as other nations, used stones and
clubs for their weapons, and that they wore the
skins of the wild beasts which they had slain, at

once as proofs of their strength and prowess, and
as a protection to their bodies. Hence Hercules
was commonly represented clad in the spoils of ihe

Nemean lion, as well as carr3dng a club.' The
use of the goatskin for a similar purpose has been
noticed under the article -^gis. Theocritus, in the
following lines, describes the savage wrestler Amy-
cus as wearing the skin of a lion, which was fasten-

ed over his breast by two of the paws, and depen(V^'
from thence over his back

:

AVTUp VTTEp VUTOIO Kal avxEvo^ T/UpnTO
'AKpuv depfia MovTog u<j)r]fi/xEvov ek nodeuvu.

This mode of wearing the lion's skin is displayea
in two small bronzes of very high antiquity, which
have been published by Micali,' and which are cop-
ied in the annexed woodcut.

In the Homeric battles, we have some traces of
the use of hides for defensive armour, as in the third

book of the Iliad,* where Paris appears lightly arm-
ed with a bow and panther's skin upon his shoul-

ders. In the Argonautic expedition, Ancaeus, the

Arcadian, always wore for the same purpose the

shaggy hide of a bear, and Argus that of^a black
bull.* Even as late as the Messenian war, the

mountaineers of Arcadia, serving under Aristode-

mus as light-armed soldiers, wore the skins both of
sheep and goats, and also of bears, wolves, and oth-

er wild beasts.'

Nevertheless, the armour both of the Greek and
Trojan armies, as represented by Homer, was com-
plete and elaborate. In various passages he de-

scribes the entire suit of armour of some of his great-

est warriors, viz., of Achilles, Patroclus, Agamem-
non, Menelaus, and Paris;' and we observe that il

consisted of the same portions which were used by
the Greek soldiers ever after. Moreover, the order
of putting them on is always the same. The heavy-
armed warrior, having already a tunic around his

body, and preparing for combat, puts on, first, his

greaves {KvrinldEg, ocrea) ; secondly, his cuirass

{dupa^, lorica), to which belonged the ii'iTpr) under-

neath, and the zone (C<^vtj, ^ucr^p, cingulum) above

;

thirdly, his sword (^l6og, ensis, gladius), hung on
the left side of his body by means of a belt which

1. (Vid. ITieocr., xxv., 279.)—2. (Id., xxii., 52.)—3. (Italia

avanti il Dominio dei Romani, pi. xjv., f[g, 3, and pi. xvi., 1, fig

7.)—4. (lii. 17.)—5. (Orph., Argon., 199.—Apoll. Rhod., i., 324-

—Schol. in loc.)—6. (Pans., iv., 11, « 1.)—7. (II., iii., 328-339
iv., 133-138 ; xi., 15-45 ; xvi., 130-142 ; xir., 364-391.)
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passed over the right shoulder; fourthly, the large

round shield (tju/cof, uairig, clipeus, scutum), support-

ed in the same manner ; fifthly, his helmet (Kopvg,

Kvvej], cassis galea) ; sixthly and lastly, he took his

spear {iyx'Kj ^'>P'^^ hasta), or, in many cases, two
spears (6ovpe dvu). Virgil represents the outfit of

a warrior as consisting of the same six portions,

when he describes the armour made by Vulcan for

^ncas, and brought to him by his mother.* The
form and use of these portions are described in sep-

arate articles under their Latin names. The an-

nexed woodcut exhibits theui all in the form of a
Greek warrior attired for battle, as shown in Hope's
Costume of the Ancients (i., 70).

Those who were defended in the manner which
has now been represented, are called by Homer dtr-

mtTTal, from tlieir great shield (uanic) ; also uyxs-
fidxoi, because they fought hand to hand with their
adversaries; but much more commonly 7rp6/xaxoi,
because they occupied the front of the ai-my : and
it is to be observed that these terms, especially the
last, were honourable titles, the expense of a com-
plete suit of armour {iravonliTj^) being of itself suf-
ficient to prove the wealth and rank of the wearer,
while his place on the field was no less indicative
cf strength and bravery.

In later times, the heavy-armed soldiers were
called onAlraL, because the term oivla more espe-
cially denoted the defensive armour, the shield and
thorax. By wearing these they were distinguished
from the light-armed, whom Herodotus,^ for the
reason just mentioned, calls uvoirloi, and who are
also denominated ^piloL and yvuvoi, yvfiv^rai or
yvuvTJTeg. Instead of being defended by the shield
and thorax, their bodies had a much slighter cover-
ing, sometimes consisting of skins, as in the above-
mentioned instance of the Arcadians, and some-
times of leatlier or cloth; and, instead of the sword
and lance, they commonly fought with darts, stones,
bows and arrows, or slings. Though greatly infe-
rior in rank and prowess to the heavy-armed sol-
diery, it is probable that they often surpassed them
in numbers; and by their agilitv, by their rapid
movements from place to place, and by embracing
every opportunity of assailing the enemv, coming
towards the front under the protection of the heavy-

l (JEa., Yiii., 615-625.)—2. (Herod., i., 60.1—3. (ix.. 62, 63 )
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armed, and again retreating for safety into tlie rear,

they rendered important service to their employers.
We are justified in using the term " employers,"

because the light-armed were commonly attached
in a subordinate capacity to individuals of the heavy-
armed soldiery. In this manner the Helots were
compelled to serve in the Spartan army. At the
battle of Plataea, each Spartan had an appointmenr
of no less than seven Helots to carry his arms, ta

Erotect him in danger, to assist him in conquerinjf
is opponent, and also to perform every menial ser*

vice.* On the same occasion, as we are informed
by Herodotus,* the other divisions of the Greek
army had only one light-armed to one heavy-armci?.
soldier. In after times, also, the Athenian hoplite
had usually one attendant, and received as wages
for both himself and his servant two drachmae per
day.*

Besides the heavy and light armed soldiers, the
onTilrai and tpiTioi, who, in general, bore towards
one another the intimate relation now explained,
another description of men, the TcelTaarai, also
formed a part of the Greek army, though we do not
hear of them in early times. Instead of the large
round shield, they carried a smaller one called the
tveItti, and in other respects their armour, though
heavier and more effective than that of the iliLloi,

was much lighter than that of the hoplites. The
weapon on which they principally depended was
the spear.

The cities of Euboea agreed to go to battle only
as hoplites, discarding the use of light armour, de-
pending on the sword and lance, and handling the

latter as a pike.* The Euboeans w^ere probably in-

duced to form this agreement in consequence of the
richness of thei^ island in the ores of copper and
iron. On the other hand, those nations wnich had
neither mines, nor any considerable wealth of other
kinds, could scarcely send any but light-armed scL
diers, who commonly served as mercenaries.
The Romans legions consisted, as the Greek in-

fantry for the most part did, of heavy and light

armed troops (^gravis ct levis armaturcc). But they
were not formed upon the same system of attaching
individuals to one another, in the relation of the
master or employer and his servant. At all events,
this system did not prevail among the Romans to

any extent; and when Virgil, in the JEneid, men-
tions the armour-bearer or squire (arviiger), we must
understand him to allude to the Grecian or Oriental
practice, or to attribute such attendance and state

to kings and generals only.

When a legion was drawn up in order of battle,

the heavy-armed were posted in front in three di-

visions, viz., the priTicipes, the hastati, and the triarii,

and behind them were placed the light-armed in two
divisions, called the rorarii, and the acccnsi or velitcs,

the weight and strength of the arms decreasing
gradually in these five divisions, until the rear con-
sisted only of archers, slingers, and other troops,

who might leave their place whenever occasion re-

quired, and make swift excursions for the purpose
of attacking and annoying the enemy. Especially
in commencing an engagement, the light-armed
troops advanced to the front, strove to put the enemy
to flight, and, if successful, pursued them. If, on
the other hand, they were worsted, they retreated
again in a body behind the heavy troops, on whom,
as the main stay of the army, depended the decision
of the conflict. If the heavy-armed were victori-

ous, the light-armed again rushed forward to aic in

breaking the ranks of the enemy, and the pursuit
was left to them and to the cavalry, while the prin-
cipes, hastati, and triarii maintained their original
position.'

1. (Herod., ix., 10, 28-30.—Manso, Sparta, i., 1, p. 136, 187.)
—2. (1. c.)—3. (Thucyd., iii., 17.)—1. (Strabo, i., I, 12, 1S.>-
5. (Veget., De Re Milit., ii.. 15-17 )
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The annexed figure is taken from the arch of
Septiinius Severus at Rome. On comparing it with
that of the Greek hoplite in the last woodcut, we
perceive that, while the national character is dis-

played by a w^ide difference in the attitude and ex-

pression, the several parts of the armour correspond,

excepting only that the Roman soldier wears a dag-
ger (fidxaipa, pugio) on his right side instead of a
«wora on his left, and, instead of greaves upon his

legs, has fevwralia and caligce. AH the essential

parts of the Roman heavy armour (lorica, ensis, cli-

peus, galea, liasta) are mentioned together in an epi-

rram of Martial,^ and all except the spear in a well-

Known passage of St. Paul,* whose enumeration
exactly coincides with the figures on the arch of
Severus, and who makes mention, not of greaves,

but of shoes or sandals for the feet.

The soft or flexible parts of the heavy armour
were made of cloth or leather. The metal princi-

pally used in their formation was that compound of
copper and tin which we call bronze, or, more prop-
erly, bell-metal. (Fi(Z. jEs.) Hence the names for

this metal (xa^Ko^, as) are often used to mean ar-

mour, and the light reflected from the arms of a war-
rior is called avyri xo^^k^'-V by Homer, and lux aena
by Virgil.' Instead of copper, iron afterward came
to be very extensively used in the manufacture of
arms, although articles made of it are much more
rarely discovered, because iron is, by exposure to

air and moisture, exceedingly liable to corrosion
and decay. Gold and silver, and tin unmixed with
copper, were also used, more especially to enrich
and adorn the armour. When the Cyclopes, under
the direction of Vulcan, make the suit for jEneas,
as already mentioned, the}' employ these various
raetals

:

" Fluit ess rivis, aurique metaUum

:

Vidnificusque chalybs vasta farnace liqucscit."

ft cannot be supposed that the Roman soldiers

could have acquired their high renown as conquer-
ors without being regularly instructed in the use of
arms. Vegetius accordingly, in his first book, de-
votes several chapters to an account of the exercises
devised for this purpose. The recruits were provi-
ded with shields, spears, and other weapons of un-
Dsual size and weight, and in other respects ex-
pressly adapted for the discipline of the drill. The

I. <ix.. ST.) -?. (Fnh., VI , 14-17.)—3. (^n., ii., 470.)

masters at arms were called armidodorcs iwAcamfi^
doctorcs (oTrXodidaicTal, 67v'A.n6i.6uaKa?ioi).

The armory or arsenal, in which arms of all

kinds were kept, was called ai mamcntarium {dn^o-
6t}K7], 6K?.ocj)v?iuKLov^). Thc marine arsenal at the
Piraeus, built by the architect Philo, was the glory
of the Athenians.*

In rude states of society, when the spiiit of "vio-

lence rendered life and property insecure, both Gre-
cians and the nations around, whom they called
barbarians, constantly carried arms for tneir de-
fence.^ In the time of Thucydides* the Athenians
had discontinued this practice, because the necessi-
ty for being always armed existed no longer; but
they all bore spears and shields in the public pro.
cessions.

ARMA'RIUM, originally a place for keeping
arms, afterward a cupboard, in which were kept,

not only arms, but also clothes, books, money, or-

naments, images, pictures, and other articles of
value. The armarium was generally placed in the
atrium of the house.* The divisions of a library

were called arma/ia.' We find armarium distegum
mentioned as a kind of sepulchre in an inscription

in Gruter.''

ARMAMENTA'RIUM. (Fiti. Arma, p. 95.)

ARMENI'ACA MALA (fi^Aa'Ap/xevlaKa), a fruit,

which Dioscorides makes the same with the pra:a>-

cia of the Romans. There seems little reason to

doubt that it is identical with our Apricot.^

*ARMEN1UM {'Apfisviov), a blue pigment called

after the country whence it came. The kind which
by Dioscorides is esteemed the best, appears to have
been an earth ; for he requires it to be smooth, fria-

ble, and free from stone. Adams makes it to have
been an impure carbonate of copper, like the Lapis
Lazuli. Hill, however, maintains that it was a yel-

low earth or ochre of copper. The Amienium must
not be confounded with the Lapis Armenius {Aido(

'Ap/iEviaKog), or Armenian stone, first noticed by
Paulus ^gineta, and which is called A/6of ?.afot'pioj

by Myrepsus. Jameson says the Armenian stone
of the ancients was a limestone impregnated with
earthy azure copper, and in which copper and iron
pyrites were sometimes disseminated.^

ARMILLA {^dXiov, ipi^iov, or ipe^iov, ;tX'(Ju«',

ufifiSeu), a bracelet or armlet.

Among all the nations of antiquity, the Medcs
and Persians appear to have displayed the greatest

taste for ornaments of this class. They wore not
only armillae on their wrists, and on the arm a little

below the shoulder, but also earrings, collars or

necklaces, and splendid turbans. These portions
of their dress often consisted of strings of valuable
pearls, or were enriched with jewels. They were
intended to indicate the rank, power, and wealt). of
the wearer, and this use of them has continued
through successive generations down to the present
day.'«

in Europe, golden armillge were worn by the

Gauls both on their arms and on their wrists." The
Sabines also wore ponderous golden armillae on the
left arm, about the time of the foundation ofRome ;"

1. (Ft<e. Liv., xxxi.,23.—Juv., xiii., 83.)—2. (Strab.,ix., 1, li—Plin., H. N., vii., 38.—Val. Max., viii., 12.—Cic.De Orat.,i,
14.)—3. (Thucyd., i., 6.)—4. (vi., 58.)—5. (Dig. 33, tit. 10, s. 3.

—Cic, pro Cluent., c. 64.—Petron., Sat., 29.— Plin., H. N
,

xxix., 17, 32; xxxv., 2, 2.)—6. (Vitruv., vii., Pra>f.—Vopigc.,
Tac, 8.)—7. (p. 383, No. 4.)—8. (Dioscor., 1, 165.—Ilardoain fc
Plin., H. N., XV., 21.—Casiri, Biblioth. Hispan. Arab., vol. i., p.
330.—Gesner, Lex. Rustieura.)—9. (Dioscor., v., 105.—Vitrnv.,

7, 9.—Plin., H. N., xxxv., 28.—Adams, Append., s. v.—Moored
Anc. Mineral., p. 68, 69.)—10. (Herod., viii., 113; ix., 80.—
Xen., Anab., i., 2, 27 ; i., 8, 29.—C3n-op., i., 3, 2, 3 ; vi., 4, 2, f1

alibi.—Chares Mytil., ap. Athen., iii., 14.—Diod. Sic, v., 45.—
Com. Nep., Dat., iii.—Amm. Marccll., xxiii., sub fin.

—

ConiMin
Gen., xxiv., 22, 30, 47.—Ezek.. xxiii., 42.-2 Sam., i., 10—Wfl.
liinson's Customs of Anc. Egj'pt, vol. iii.. p. 374, 375.)— 1 1 (CI
Quadrig., ap. Aul. Gell., ix., 13.—ITcpi roif lipnx'oai icai rdU
Kagvolg \li\ia : Strabo, iv., 4, 5 )—12. (Liv., i., 11.

—

Floi , L,l
—Val Max., ix.. 6, 1 )
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ano at the sane early period, the Samians wore

richly-ornamented arm jets at the solenan festivals

in honour of Jane*
It does not appear that armillae were subsequently

worn among the Greeks by the male sex. But those

ladies vrho aimed at el<;gance and fashion had both

ttrvXets (nepidpaxiovia") and bracelets (TrspcKapma,

•vepiythLa, ^Kpoxdpia], of various materials, shapes,

iial styles of omameat. In a comedy of Plautus,

formed upon a Greek, model,' armillae are mention-

ed as parts of femal e attire, and one kind is distin-

guished by the name of spinier. This term {afiyK-

Tijp) is manifestly derived from a(^lyyu (to com-

press), and its application is explained from the cir-

cumstance that the bracelet so denominated kept its

place by compressing the arm of the wearer. The
armilla was, in fact, either a thin plate of metal, or

a wire of considerable thickness; and, although
sometimes a complete ring, it was much more fre-

quently made without having its ends joined ; it was
men curved, so as to require, when put on, to be
slightly expanded by having its ends drawn apart

from one another;* and, according to its length, it

went once, twice, or thrice round the arm, or even
a greater number of times. When it made several
turns, it assumed the form so clearly defined by Ho-
mer in the expression yvafiTrrag 'iliKa^, " twisted
spirals;"* a form illustrated by numerous armillae

of gold and bronze in our collections of antiques,

and exhibited very frequently on the Greek painted
vases. (See the annexed woodcut, from Sir William
Hamilton's jjreat work, vol. ii., pi. 35.)

These spiral wires were sometimes engraved so
as 10 exhibit the form of a serpent, and bracelets of
this description were called snakes by the Athenian
ladies.*

As in regard to the frontal (vid. Ampyx), so
also in respect of armillae, the Greeks conceived
the attire of a goddess to resemble that of a lady of
superior state and beauty. Hence they attributed
these decorations to Aphrodite,^ and traces of a
metallic armlet are seen upon the celebrated marble
statue of that divinity preserved at Florence. In the
British Museum is an inscription,® found among the
rains of the Parthenon at Athens, which makes dis-
tinct mention of the unifudeal upon both the arms
of a golden Victory preserved in that temple.*

1. (A»ii Saraii Carm. a Bachio, p. 146.)—2. (Xen., Cyrop., vi.,
<L2.—Chanton, aDorville, p. 110.)—3. (Men.,iii.,3.)—4. (Isid

,

Orig.,xix.,30.)—5. (n., xv-iii., 401.)—6. (Maris and Hesychius,
•. . «(*£if.)—7. (Plutarch, De Fort. Rom.)—8. (Elgin Coll.,
No. 267.)-9. (Bockh, Staatsh., ii., p. 291, 293.—Id., Corpus
Iukt., i., p. 235.)
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ARMILLA.

Among the Romans we most commonly re.a»l of
armillae as conferred upon soldiers for deeds of ex-
traordinary merit.' rSee the next woodcut.) An in-

stance of this occurs in Livy,^ where, after a victo-
ry, one of the consuls bestows golden crowns and
bracelets upon two officers, four centurions, and a
manipulus of hastati, and gives silver horns and
bracelets to others, who were either foreigners, oi
younger and of inferior rank. Pliny says' that
crowns and bracelets of gold were given to citizens,

and not to foreigners. These military honours are
enumerated in the inscriptions upon various ancient
monuments raised to the memory of Roman officers
and soldiers, stating that the emperor had presented
them torquibus, amiUlis, phaleris, &c., and often re-
cording the exact number of these several decora-
tions.* The following form of words used in con-
ferring them is preserved by Valerius Maximus :•

" Imperator te argenteis armillis donat."
The Roman females wore bracelets partly for

use and partly for ornament. The use of them
was to hold amulets. {Vid. Amuletum.) Pliny
gives a variety of directions respecting the remedies
to be effected by inserting particular things in brace-
lets {armillce,^ brachialia'), and wearing them con-
stantly upon the arm. On the same principle, the
Emperor Nero, in compliance with the wishes of
his mother, sometimes wore on his right arm the
exuviae of a serpent, enclosed in a golden armil-
la.*

As ornaments, armillae were worn at Rome chiefly
by women of considerable rank. The metallic band
was, for this purpose, frequently enriched with pre-
cious stones and other beautiful objects. The pres-
ents of amber, s^icciria grandia, mentioned by Jn-
venaP as sent to a lady on her birthday, wers
probably bracelets set with amber.*" In the foUoir-
ing woo'dcut, the first figure represents a gold brace-
let discovered at Rome, on the Palatine Mount.'
The rosette in the middle is composed of distina

and very delicate leaves. The two starlike flovp*' s

on each side have been repeated where the holes l(>r

securing them are still visible. The second figure
represents a gold bracelet found in Britain, and pre-
served in the British Museum. It appears to be

1. (Festus, 8. v.—Isid., Orig., 1. c.)— 2. (Liv., x., 44 )—8 (H.
N., xxiiii., 10.)—4. (Bartholinus, De Armillis, p. 52, 92, Gruter.)
—5. (viii., 14, 5.)—6. (H. N., ixvjii., 9, 47.)—7. (lb., 2.3 ; xxxii

,

3.)—8. (Suet., Ner., 6.)—9. (ix., 50.)— 10. ("gemmaia dextro-
cheria:" Snhol. in loc.)—11. (Caylu«, Itec. d'Ant., t. t., pi. 9»1
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made of two gold wires twisted together, and the

mode ol' racicaing it upon the arm by a clasp, is

worthy ofobservation. It has evidently been a lady's

ornament. Besides objects finely wrought in gold,

and the most beautiful pearls and jewels, ladies'

bracelets were also formed to display other exqui-

silo works of art. BiJltigcr says* "it can scarcely be

doubted that the most splendid gems, with figures

cut in relief, were designed to be worn in bracelets

fay thu empresses, and other women of high rank in

Komn." The same author observes* " that the large

bracelets, made with three or four coils, were in-

tended as rewards for the soldiers," and that it would
be ridiculous to suppose such massive ornaments to

have been designed for women. A specunen of
these ponderous and highly valuable armillae is rep-

resented in the third of the preceding figures. The
original, oi pure gold, is more than twice the length

of the figure, and was found in Cheshire ^

If bracelets were worn by a Caligula,* it was re-

garded as a sign of extravagance and effeminacy,

being quite opposed to Roman ideas and customs.

in g'ineral, the epithet annillatus denoted a servile

or r'.egraded condition.*

The terms armilla and tjjf.lLov are used for orna-

la'jnts of the same kind as those already explained,
which were worn upon the ankles, very commonly
by Africans and Asiatics, rarely by Europeans.* A
dog-collar is also called armilla {armillatos canes'),

and an iron ring used by carpenters.*

ARMILUS'TRIUM, a Roman festival for the

purification of arms. It was celebrated every year
on the 14th before the calends of November (Oct.

19), when the citizens assembled in arms, and ofier-

ed sacrifices in the place called Armilustrum, or
Vicus Armilustri, in the 13th region of the city.'

*ARMORA'CIA 0a(pavl.^), Horseradish. {Vid.

UHAPHhNIS.)
ARMY (GREEK). In the petty states of Greece,

down to a period long subsequentto their establish-

mjnt, a traveller, when beyond the walls of a town,
was in constant danger of being surprised by an en-

emy, and often the labours of husbandry were ear-

ned on by men with arms in their hands.'" This
i isecurity of liberty and life must have tended pow-
erfully to have infiised a martial spirit among the
Greeks; and, though they may have borrowed the

first principles of war from the nations of the East, it

was among them that the organization of a military
force, and the tactics of the field, were brought near-
ly to as high a degree of perfection as was consist-

ent with the nature of the arms in use before the in-

/^ention of gunpowder.
The attack on Thebes and the war of Troy are

the earliest instances in the Grecian history of
military actions performed on a considerable scale;

and on the latter occasion (probably about B.C.
1184), an anny of 100,000 men is supposed to have
been assembled. It would seem that the troops of
,the different states engaged in this war were at first

intermi.'ced with each other; for, in the second book
of the Iliad,'* Nestor is represented as advising Ag-
amemnon to divide the army into several bodies, ac
cording to the nations or tribes of which it was
composed, and to place each division under its own
prince. It is scarcely conceivable, however, that
such a distribution did not always subsist when na-
tions combined together for one object; and, as the
Bhips of the several states appear to have been
drawn up separately, probably the mixture of the

troops was only an accidental circumstance, arising

from the inactivity in which the army had for some

1. (Sabina, ii, 159.)—2. (p. 157.)-3. (Arrhicologia, xxvii.,
400)—4. (Suet., Cal., 52.)—5. (Suet.,Ner., 30.—Mart., xi., 22.)
—6. (Herod , iv., 168.)—7. (Propcrt., iv., 8, 24.)—8. (Vitruv.,
X., 6.)—9. iFcstus, s. V.—Varro, De Ling. Lat., iv., 32 ; v., 3.

Liv., xxvii., 37.—P. Vict., De Re^ionibus, U. R.—Iiiscript. in
Uruter, p. 250.)— 10. (it iora yup A'EXAclyfaiinpoiArfptt • Thucyd.,
... 6.i~lJ. (1.362.)

N

time previously remained. It may be ]maf./aed,

therefore, that the advice of Nestor was only intend-

ed as a regular notice for re-forming the army pre-

paratory to inspection, and previously to a return

to active service: be that as it may, the practice
was afterivard general, rs well in the East as in the

Greek states of Europe.
In the fourth book of the Iliad,' the arrangerneni

of the army previously to an engagement is dis-

tinctly described, A line of war-chariots, in which
the chiefs fought, formed the front; the heavy-arm-
ed foot were in the rear; and the middle space A7as

occupied by archers or light-armed men, on whom
less reliance could be placed. The wajriors were
protected by cuirasses, greaves, and helmets, all of
bronze ; they carried strong bucklers, anrt their of-

fensive arms were javelins or pikes, and swords.
The battle began by darts being thrown from the
chariots as the latter advanced to break the ranks
of the enemy : the chariots probably then fell into the

intervals between the divisions of the troops who
fought on foot ; for the latter are said to have moved
up in close order and engaged, shield tou.ihing

shield, and lance opposed to lance, while the light-

armed troops, now in the rear of all, or behind the

chariots, discharged their arrows and stones ovei

the heads of the combatants in front. The precept
of Nestor, that the warriors should keep their ranks
in action, according to the manner of their ances-
tors, indicates that a certain degree of regularity had
long before been observed in the march of armies,
or in the collisions of hostile troops.

On contemplating the account given by Homer, it

must appear evident that the practice oi war in his

age differed from that which was followed by the
Asiatics, Egyptians, and Greeks ofa much later peri-

od, chiefly in the absence of cavalry : a circumstance
which seems to prove that the art of horsemanshift
though not wholly unknown, since Diomed rides on
one of the horses which had been taken froia the

car of Rhesus,' must have been then very imperxecL
The dense array in which the Greeks are represent-

ed as formed, in the fourth and thirteenth books of
the Iliad, corresponds to that of the body of troopsi

subsequently denominated a phalanx ; and the.se art-

the first occasions on which great bodies of men are
said to have been so drawn u]i. But, at the same
time, it must be remarked, that though the poet
seems in some passages to consider the compact ar-

rangement of troops as a matter of great importance

;

yet the issue of the battle is almost always decided
by the personal prowess of individual chieftains,

who are able to put to flight whole troops of ordina-
ry soldiers.

From a passage in the last book of the Iliad,' it

appears that during the heroic ages, as they are < ail-

ed, every family in a state was obliged to furnish
one man, or more, who were chosen by lot, when a
chieftain intended to set out on a military expedi-
tion. While absent from home, the troops subsisted

by supplies brought up from their own district, oi

raised in that of the enemy. In the manner last

mentioned, and by the plunder obtained in piratical

excursions to the neighbouring coasts, the Greek
army supported itself during the ten years of the
Trojan war.
When, after the return of the HeracUdas, the

states of Greece had acquired some stability, the

great lawgivers of Sparta and Athens, while form-
ing constitutions for their several people, are said to

have made regulations for the military service. To
the free citizens only was it thought proper to grant
the honour of serving their countiy in complete ar-

mour; and we learn from Herod.otus that slave*

were made to act as light-armed troops. In tht

action at Platsea against Mardonius, the rig. ' wing
of the Grecian army was composed of 10,000 La-

1. (1. 297-299.)—2. (D., x., 513, 514.)—3. (1400.)
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eedaemcnians, of whom half were Spartans, and
each of these was accompanied by seven Helots

;

the remaining 5000, who were I'umished by the

other towns of Laconia, were each accompanied by

one Helot.* The employment of slaves in the an-

cient armies was, however, always considered as a

dangerous measure ; and it was apprehended, with

reason, that they might turn against their masters,

or desert to the enemy.
The organization of the Lacedeemonian army

was more perfect than that of any other in Greece.

^ It was based upon a graduated system of subordi-

nation, which gave to almost every individual a de-

gree of authority, rendering the whole military force

a community of commanders," so that the signal

given by the king ran in an instant through the

whole army.* The foundation of this system is at-

tributed to Lj lurgus, who is said to have formed
the Lacedaimcnian forces into six divisions (fiopai).

Each /lopa was commanded by a KoXiiiapxog, under
whom were four loxayoi, eight 7VEVT9jKO(jTf/pEc, and
sixteen hu/xoTdpxoi, ;* consequently, two hunonaL
formed a nsvTTjKoarvg, two of these a P^oxog, and
four TiSxoi made a /lopa. The regular comple-
ment of the enomotia appears to have been twen-
ty-four men besides its captain. The lochus, then,
consisted ordinarily of 100, and the mora of 400
men. The front row,of llie enomotia appears to

have consisted of \j^e men, and the ordinary depth
^/^of the line of eight men. The number of men in

•J,* 'each enomotia was, however, not unfrequently in-

creased. Thus, a. Hie battle of Mantinea, another
file was added ; so that the front row consisted of
four men, and each enomotia consequently contain-

.
ed thirty-two men." At the battle of Leuctra, on
the contrary, the usual number of files was retain-
ed, but the depth of its ranks was increased from
eight to twelve men, so that each enomotia contain-
ed thirty-six men.* In the time of Xenophon, the
mora appears to have consisted usually of 600 men.''
The numbers seem, however, to have fluctuated
considerably, according to the greater or less in-
crease in the number of the enomotia. Ephorus
makes the mora to consist of 500 men, and Polybi-
us«of900.

^

At the battle of Mantinea there were seven lochi,
and the strength of the lochus was doubled by being
made to consist of four pentecostyes and eight eno-
motiae.' Upon this account Dr. Arnold remarks:'"
" A question here arises why Thucydides makes no
mention of the mora, which, according to Xeno-
phon, was the largest division of the Lacedaemonian
army, and consisted of four lochi; the whole Spar-
tan people being divided into six moras. The scho-
liast on Aristophanes" says that there were six lochi
in Sparta, others say five, and Thucydides here
speaks of seven; but I think he means to include the
Brasidian soldiers and the neodamodes; and sup-
posing them to have formed together one lochus
the number of the regular Lacedaemonian lochi
would thus be six. These lochi, containing each
512 men, are thus much larger than the regular
mora, which contained only 400, and approach more
nearly to the enlarged mora of 600 men, such as it
usually was in active service in the time of Agesi-
laus. Was it that, among the many innovations in-
troduced into Sparta after the triumphant close of
the Pcloponnesian war, the term lochus was hence-
rorva.Td used m the sense in which the other Greeks
commonly used it, that is, as a mere military divis-
ion, consisting properly of about 100 men; and that
to avoid confusion, the greater divisions, formerly
callea lochi, and whose number, as being connected

1. (Herod., IX., 28. -2. (7* .rrpardrrcHov t^Sv AaKcSaiuomoyv

^^«s•;iJ 7^- <^en,DeRep. Laced., li., 4.)-5. (Thucyd.,
»., 88.)-«. (Xen., Hellen., v,., 4, (> 12.)-7. (Ibid., iv., 5, Ml
ilrfvir^ ^^'^ Plutarch, Pelop., 17.)-9. (Thucyd., v, 68.)-10 (Nrte on Thucyd., v., 68.)-ll. (Lysistrat., 454.)

with old traditions and political divisions, was noi
variable, were for the future called by the less equir.

ocal name of morse 1"

To each mora of heavy-armed infantry there be-

longed a body of cavalry bearing the same name,'
consisting at the most of 100 men, and commanded
by the hipparmost {Imrap/ioaTr/g^). The cavalry is

said, by Plutarch, to have been divided in the time
of Lycurgus into oulami {ovlaiioi) of fifty men each;'
but this portion of the Lacedeemonian array 'wa*
imimportant, and served only to cover the wings of
the infantry. The three hundred knights forming
the king's body-guard must not be confounded with
the cavalry. They were the choicest of the Spar-
tan youths, and fought either on horseback cr on
foot, as occasion required.

Solon divided the Athenian people into four class-

es, of which the first two comprehended those per-
sons whose estates were respectively equivalent to

the value of 500 and 300 of the Attic measures called
medimni. These were not obliged to serve in the
infantry or on board ship, except in some command

j

but they were bound to keep a horse for the public,
and to serve in the cavalry at their own expanse.
The third class, whose estates were equivalent to

200 such measures, were obliged to serve in the
heavy-armed foot, providing their own arms ; and
the people of the fourth class, if unable to provide
themselves with complete armour, served eithei
among the light-armed troops or in the navy. The
ministers of religion, and persons who danced in the
festival of Dionysus, were exempt from serving in
the armies; the same privilege was also accorded
to those who farmed the revenues of the state. There
is no doubt that, among the Athenians, the divisions
of the army differed from those which, as above sta-

ted, had been appointed by the Spartan legislator;

but the nature of the divisions is unknowp, and it

rzn only be surmised that they were such as are
hinted at in the Cyropaedia. In that work, Xeno-
phon, who, being an Athenian, may oe supposed to
have in view the military institutions of^nis own
countrj', speaking of the advantages attending the
subdivisions of large bodies of men, v/ith respect to

the power of re-forming those bodies when they hap-
pen to be dispersed, states* that the ru^ig consists
of 100 men, and the loxog of twenty-four men (ex-
clusive of their ofiicer); and in another passage he
mentions the 6eku(:, or section of ten, and the tt?//-

Tzug, or section of five men. The ru^ig seems to
have been the principal element in the division of
troops in the Athenian army, and to have corre-
sponded to the Peloponnesian "^.oxog. The infantry
was commanded by ten strategi {Vid. Straiegi)
and ten taxiarchs, and the cavalry by two hipparchs
and ten pbylarchs. These officers were chosen an-
nually, and they appear to have appointed the suIk
ordinate officers of each ru^tg or loxog.
The mountainous character of Attica and the

Peloponnesus is the reason that, cavalry was ncvei
numerous in those countries. Previously to the
Persian invasion of Greece, the number of horse-
soldiers belonging to the Athenians was but ninety-
six, each of the forty-eight naucrariae {vavKpapiai),
into which the state was divided; furnishing two
persons; but soon afterward the body was augment-
ed to 1200 Kard^paKTOL, or heavy-armed horssemen,
and there was, besides, an equal number of qkoo^o-
liaro/i, or archers, who fought on horseback. The
horses belonging to the former class were covered
with bronze or other metal, and they weie orna-
mented with bells and embroidered clothing. Be-
fore being allowed to serve, both men and" horses
were subject to an examinatioE. before the hip-
parchs, and punishments were decreed against per-
sons who should enter without the requisite qoalifi.

1. (Xen., De Rep. I.accd., xi., 4.)—2. fX»n
10 ; iv., 5, f) 12.)—3. (Plut , I.ycurg., 23. —4.

Hellen, IT , i
i . 1. 4 »
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cations. It was also the duiy of the hipparchs to

train the cavaliy in time of peace.*

Eveiy free citizen of the Greek states was, ac-

ccrding to Xenophon and Plutarch, enrolled for

military service from the age of 18 or 20, to 58 or

60 jears, and at Sparta, at least, the rule was com-
mon to the kings and the private people. The
youug men, previously to joining the ranks, were
instructed in the military duties by the toktikol or

pub'ic teachers, who were maintained by the state

101 ihe purpose; and no town in Greece was with-

ou, its gymnasium or school. The times appointed
foi performing the exercises, as well in the gymna-
sium as in the camp^ were early in the morning, and
in the evening before going to rest. The first em-
plo)''ment of the yoimg soldiers was to guard the

city; and in this duty they were associated with
such veterans as, on accoutit of their age, had been
discharged from service in the field. At 20 years
of age the Athenian recruit could be sent on foreign

expeditions ; but, among the Spartans, this was sel-

dom done till the soldier was 30 years old. No
man be)'-ond the legal age could be compelled to

serve out of his country, except in times of public

danger; but mention is occasionally made oi such
persons being placed in the rear of the army during
an action, and charged with the care of the bag-
gage.' While the Athenians were engaged in an
expedition against .iEgina, the Peloponnesians sent

a detachment of troops towards Megara, in expec-
tation of surprising the place ; but the young and
the aged men who remained to guard Athens
marched, under Myronides, against the enem}', and
prevented the success of the enterprise.^

An attention to military duties, when the troops
were encamped, was strictly enforced in all the
Greek armies ; but a considerable difference pre-

vailed in those of the two principal states with re-

spect to the recreations of the soldiers. The men
of Athens were allowed to witness theatrical per-

fonnances, and to have in the camp companies of
singers and dancers. In the Lacedaemonian army,
on the contrary, all these were forbidden ; the con-
stant practice of temperance, and the observance of
a rigid discipline, being prescribed to the Spartan
youth, in order that they might excel in war (which
among them was considered as the proper occupa-
tion of freemen) ; and manly exercises alone were
permitted in the intervals of duty. Yet, while en-
camped, the young men were encouraged to use
perfumes, and to wear costly armour, though the
adorning of their persons when at home would
have subjected them to the reproach of effeminacy.
On going intc action, they crowned themselves with
garlands, and marched with a regulated pace, a
concert of flutes playing the hymn of Castor.*
The military service was not always voluntarily

embraced by the Greek people, since it was found
necessary to decree punishments against such as
evaded the conscriptions. These consisted in a dep-
rivation of the privileges of citizenship, or in being
branded in the hand. Deserters from the army
were punished with death ; and at home, when a
man absented himself from the ranks, he was made
to sit three days in a public place in women's ap-

Sarel. It was held to be highly disgraceful in a sol-

icr if, after an action, he was without his buckler

;

p.-obably because this implied that he, who ought
to have maintained his post till the last moment,
had made a precipitate retreat; a coward would
throw away his buckler in order that he might run
faster.

In the infancy of the Greek republics, while the

theatre of war was almost at the gates of each city,

the soldier served at his own expense in that class

01 troopj which his fortune permitted him to join.

1. (Vti. Xeuophon's treatise entitled 'Iirrr-ipxifi^f.)—2. (Thu-
eyd., T , 72.)—3. iTt"cyd., 1., 105.)—4. (Plutarch, Lycurg.)

Both at Athens and Sparta the Imrei^, or horsemen,
consisted of persons possessing considerable estates

and vigour of body ; each man furnished and main-
tained his own horse, and he was, besides, boimd to

provide at least one loot-soldier as an attendant. In
the time of Xenophon, however, the spirit of the ori-

ginal institution had greatly declined; not only was
the citizen allowed to commute his personal servi-

ces for those of a horseman hired in his stead, bnt
the purchase and maintenance of the hon:es, which
were imposed as a tax on the wealthy, were ill exe-
cuted; the men, also, who were least able in body,
and least desirous of distinguishing themselves,
were admitted into the ranks of the cavalry.
The distress occasioned by the long continuance

of the Peloponnesian war having put it out of the

power of the poorer citizens of Athens to serve the

country at their own .expense, Pericles introduced
the practice of giving constant pay to a class of the

soldiers out of the public revenue ; and this waJ>

subsequently adopted by the other states of Greece.
The amount of the pay varied, according to circum-
stances, from two oboli to a drachma.' The com-
manders of the 2.6x01 received double, and the

strategi four times, the pay of a private foot-soldier.*

A truce having been made between the Athenians
and Argives, it Avas appointed that, if one party as-

sisted another, those who sent the assistance should
furnish their troops with provisions for thirty days;
and it was farther agreed, that if the succoured party
wished to retain the troops beyond that time, they
should pay, daily, one drachma (of ^gina) for each
horseman, and three oboli for a loot-soldier, whether
heavy-armed, light-armed, or archer.^ At Athens,
by the laws of Solon, if a man lost a limb in war,
one obolus was allowed him daily for the rest of his

life at the public expense ; the parents and children

of such as fell in action were also provided ."or by
the state. ( Vid. Adunatoi.)
With the acquisition of v/ealth, the love of ease

prevailed over that of glory ; and the principal states

of Greece, in order to supply the places of such citi-

zens as claimed the privilege of exemption from
military service, were obliged to take in pay bodies

of troops which were raised among their poorer

neighbours. The A rcadians, like the modem ^wiss,

were most generally retained as auxiliaries in the

armies of the other Greek states. In earlier times,

to engage as a mercenary in the service of a foreign

power was considered dishonourable ; and the name
of the Carians, who are said to have been the first

to do so, became on that account a term of reproach.

The strength of a Grecian army consisted chiefly

in its foot-soldiers ; and of these there were at first

but two classes : the dnXirai, who wore heavy ar-

mour, carried large shields, and in action used
swords and long spears ; and the rpi?Mi, who were
light-armed, having frequently only helmets and
small bucklers, with neither cuirasses nor greaves,

and who were employed chiefly as skirmishers in

discharging arrows, darts, or stones. An interme-

diate class of troops, called nsATacrrai, or targeteers,

was formed at Athens by Iphicrates, after the Pelo-

ponnesian war : they were armed nearly in the

same manner as the oTcXtrai, but their cuirasses

were of linen instead of bronze or iron; their spears

were short, and they carried small round buciders

(TreAraO- These troops, uniting in some measure
the stability of the phalanx with the agility of the

light-armed men, were fotmd to be highly efficient;

and from the time of their adoption, they were ex-

tensively employed in the Greek armies. A band

of club-men is mentioned by Xenophon among the

Theban troops at the battle of Leuctra.

Scarlet or crimson appears to have been the

general colour of the Greek uniform, at least in the

1. (Thucyd., iii., 17.)—2. (Xen., Anab., vii.,6, ^ 1.)--3 (T^«

cyd., v., 47.)—4. (Xen., Hellen., iv., 4, * 16-18.)
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days of Xenophon ; for he observes* that the army
of Agesilaus appeared all bronze and scarlet (anav-

f»/«tv ;(aA«6»', uTvavra 6e (poiviKa (paiveodai).

The oldest existing works which treat expressly

of the constitution and tactics of the Grecian armies

are the treatises of iElian and Arrian, which were

written m the time of Hadrian, when the art of war
had clianged its character, and when many details

relating to the ancient military organizations were

ibrgotten. Yet the systems of these tacticians, speak-

ing generally, appear to belong to the age of Philip

or Alexander; and, consequently, they may be con-

sidered as having succeeded those which have been

indicated above.

-^lian makes the lowest subdivision of the army
to consist of a ?i.6xog, dcKug, or hu/iorla, which he

says were then supposed to have been respectively

files of 16, 12, or 8 men; and he recommends the

latter. The numbers in the superior divisions pro-

ceeded in a geometrical progression by doubles,

and the principal bodies were formed and denomi-
nated as follow : Four ?i6xoi, constituted a rerpap-

I't'a (^64 men), and two of these a Tu^ig (=128
men). The latter doubled, was called a avvrayfia

or ^evayia (:=256 men), to which division it appears

that five supernumeraries were attached ; these

were the crier, the ensign, the trumpeter, a servant,

and an officer, called ovpayoc, who brought up the

rear. Four of the last-mentioned divisions formed,

a ;j;t/liap^Y'a (^=1024 men), which, doubled, became
a teXoc, and quadrupled, formed the body which
was denominated a (j)uXay^. This corps would
therefore appear to have consisted of 4096 men

;

but, in fact, divisions of very different strengths

were at differant times designated by that name.
Xenophon, in the Cyropaedia, applies the term pha-
langes to the three great divisions of the army of
Ckesus. and in the Anabasis to the bodies of Greek
troops in the " battle of Cunaxa, as well as upon
many other occasions. It is evident, therefore, that

before the time of Philip of Macedon, pJialanx

was a general expression for any large body of
troops in the Grecian armies. That prince, how-
ever, united under this name 6090 of his most effi-

cient heavy-armed men, whom he called his com-
panions ; he subjected them to judicious regulations,

and improved their arms and discipline ; and from
that time the name of his country was constantly
applied to bodies of troops which were similarly
organized.

The numerical strength of the phalanx was prob-
ably the greatest in the days of Philip and Alexan-
der

; and, if the tactics of ^lian may be considered
applicable to the age of those monarchs, it would
appear that the corps, when complete, consisted of
about 16,000 heavy-armed men. It was divided
into four parts, each consisting of 4000 men, who
were drawn up in files generally 16 men deep. The
whole front, properly speaking, consisted of two
grand divisions; but each of these was divided into
two sections, and the two middle sections of the
whole constituted the centre, or 6fi<ba2.6g. The
others were designated Kipara, or wings ; and in
these the best troops seem to have been placed.
The evolutions were performed upon the enomotv,
or single file, whether it were required to extend or
to deepen the line ; and there was an interval be-
tween every two sections for the convenience of
manoeuvring.*
The smallest division of the ipilo'i, or light troops,

according to the treatise of ^lian, was the loxoc,
which in this class consisted of eight men only

;

and four of these are said to have formed a cvara-
atc. The sections afterward increased by doubling
the numbers in the preceding divisions up to the
imray/ia, which consisted of 8192 men ; and this

1. (Agesil., ii., 7.)—2. (Polyb., xi., ex. 3.)
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was the whole number of the ^I/tAoi who M ere aC>

tached to a phalanx of heavy-armed troops.

The Greek cavalry, according to .^Elian, waji

divided into bodies, of which the smallest wa*
called 12.71 : it is ^^id to have consisted of 64 men,
though the term was used in earlier timoj for n
party of horse of any number.' A troop called

e-n-iAapx'ca contained two Hat : and a division sub-

sequently called rapavrtvapxia (from Taretifum in

Italy) was double the former. Each of the suc-

ceeding divisions was double that which preceded
it ; and one, consisting of 2048 men, was called re-

log : finally, the ennayna was equal to two tH^,
and contained 4096 men. The troops of the division

or class, called by .lElian Tarentines, are supposed
to have been similar to those which also bore the

names of dc/iuxai and vnaamaTai, and which cor-

responded to the present dragoons, since they en-
gaged either on horseback or on foot, being attended
by persons who took care of the horses when the

riders fought dismounted. Their armour was heav-
ier than that of the common horsemen, but lighter

than that of the OTrlt-ai ; and their first establish-

ment is ascribed to Alexander. It does not appear
that war-chariots were used in Greece after the
heroic ages ; indeed, the mountainous nature of the
country must have been unfavourable for their evo-
lutions. In the East, however, the armies frequently

coming to action in vast plains, not only did the

use of chariots commence at a very early epoch,
but they continued to be employed till the conquest
of Syria and Egypt by the Romans. Numerous
chariots formed the front of the Persian line when
Alexander overthrew the empire of Darius. Di-
visions of chariots were placed at intervals before

the army of Molon, when he was defeated by An-
tiochus the Great;' and Justin relates* that theie

were 600 in the army which Mithradates (Eupator)
drew up against that of Ariarathes. In the engage-
ments with Darius and Porus, the troops of Alex-
ander were opposed to elephants ; and subsequently
to the reign of that prince, those animals were
generally employed in the Greek armies in Asia.
They were arranged in line in front of the troops,

and carried on their backs wooden turrets, in which
were placed from 10 to 30 men, for the purpose ol

annoying the enemy with darts and arrows. They
were also trained to act against each other : rushing
together, they intertwined their trunks, and the

stronger, forcing his opponent to turn his flank,

pierced him with his tusks ; the men, in the mean
time, fighting with their spears.* Thus, at the bat-

tle of Raphea, between Antiochus and Ptolemy,
one wing of the Egyptian army was defeated in

consequence of the African elephants being inferior

in strength to those of India. Elephants were also

employed in the wars of the Greeks, Romans, and
Carthaginians with each other.

The four chief officers of a phalanx were dis-

posed in the following manner: The first with
respect to merit was placed at the extremity of the

right wing; the second, at the extremity of the left;

the third was placed on the right of the left wing;
and the fourth on the left of the right wing ; and a

like order was observed in placing the officers of
the several subdivisions of the phalanx. The reason
given by .^lian for this fanciful arrangement is,

that thus the whole front of the line will be equally
well commanded ; since, as he observes, in every
(arithmetical) progression, the sum of the extreme
terms is equal to that of the mean terms : whatever
may be the value of this reason, it must have beer
a difficult task to determine the relative merit of

the officers with the precision necessary for assign-

ing them their proper places in the series. Expe-
rienced soldiers were also placed in the rear of th

1. (Xen., Anab., i., 2, ^ 1« 1--2. (Polyb., v., 5.)—S (uniii
l.)~4. (Polvb. .. 5.)
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phalanx ; and Xenophon, in the Cyropaedia, com-
pares a body of troops thus officered to a house
naving a good foundation and roof.

Each soldier in the phalanx was allowed, when
in open order, a space equal to four cubits (5i or 6

(eet) ea<,h way ; when a charge was to be made, the

space was reduced to two cubits each way, and this

order was called tcvkvuol^. On some occasions
only one cubit was allowed, and then the order was
CJiiled cvvaaKKXfiog, because the bucklers touched
each oLher.

In making or receiving an attack, when each
man occupied about three feet in depth, and tlie

Macedonian spear, or aupiaaa, v hich was 18 or 20
feet long, was held in a horizontal position, the
point of that which was in the hands of a front-

rank man might project about 14 feet from the line

;

the point of that which was in the hands of a sec-

ond-rank man might project about 11 feet, and so
on. Therefore, of the sixteen ranks, which was
the ordinary depth of the phalanx, those in rear of
me fifth could not evidently contribute by their
pikes to the annoyance of the enemy : they conse-
quently kept their pikes in an inclined position,

resting on the shoulders of the men in their front;
and thus they were enabled to arrest the enemy's
missiles, which, after tlying over the front ranks,
might otherwise fall on those in the rear. The
ranks beyond the fifth pressir^g with all their force
against the men who were in their front, while they
prevented them from filling back, increased the
effect of the charge, or the resistance opposed to

that of the enemy ;' and from a disposition similar
to that which is liere supposed in the Spartan troops
at the battle of Plataea, the Persian infantry, ill

armed, and unskilled in close action, are said to

have perished in vast numbers in the vain attempt
to penetrate the dense masses of the Greeks.

In action, it was one duty of the officers to pre-
rent the whole body of the men from inclining to-

wards the right hand ; to this there was always a
great tendency, because every soldier endeavoured
to press that way, in order that he might be covered
as much as possible by the shield of his companion

;

and thus danger was incurred of having the army
outflanked towards its left by that of the enemy.
A derangement of this nature occurred to the army
of Agis at the battle of Mantinea.* Previously to

an action, some particular word or sentence, avvOr]-

fia, was given out by the commanders to llie

soldiers, who were enabled, on demanding it, to

distinguish each other from the enemy.'
The Greek tactics appear to have been simple,

and the evolutions of the troops such as could be
easily executed : the general figure of the phalanx
was an oblong rectangle, and this could, when re-

quired, be thrown into the form of a solid or hollow
square, a rhombus or lozenge, a triangle, or a por-
tion of a circle. On a march it was capable of
contracting its front, according to the breadth of the

road or pass, along which it was to move. If the

phalanx was drawn up so that its front exceeded
Its depth, it had the name of nXivOiov; on the

other hand, when it advanced in column, or on a
front narrower than its depth, it was called nvpyog.

Usually, the opposing armies were drawu up in two
parallel lines; but there was also an oblique order
of battle, one wing being advanced near the enemy,
and the other being kept retired; and this dispo-

sition was used when it was desired to induce an
enemy to break his line. It is supposed to have
been frequently adopted by the Thebans; and, at

the bnttle of Delium, the I3a'otians thus defeated
the Athenians.* At the Granicus, also, Alexander,
following, it is said,* the practice of Epaiminondas,

1. (Poly!)., xvii., ex. 3.)— 2. (Thucyd., v., 71, 72.)— 3. (Xen.,
Anab., i.. 8. $ 10.— Cyrop.. i., 7, $ lO.J—4. (Tliucyd., iv.. 96.)—
*. (Arran, Exp. Al., i., 15.)

did not attack at once the whole army vt the enemy,
but threw himself "With condensed forces against lh<

centre only of the Persian line.

Occasionally, the phalanx was formed in two
divisions, each facing outward, for the purpose of
engaging the enemy at once in front and rear, or on
both flanks ; these orders were called respectively
ufi(pc<TTo/^og and uvriaTOfiog. When the phalanx walls

in danger of being surrounded, it could be formed
in four divisions, which faced in opposite directions.
At the battle of Arbela, the two divisions of Alex-
ander's army formed a phalanx with two fronts

;

and here the attack was directed against the right
wing only of the Persians.
The manoeuvres necessary for changing the front

of the phalanx were generally performed by counter-
marching the files, because it was of importance
that the officers or file leaders should be in the
front. When a phalanx was to be formed in twc
parallel lines, the leaders commonly placed them-
selves on the exterior front of each line, with tht

ovpayoi, or rear-rank men, who were almost aiwayi
veteran soldiers, in the interior ; the contrary dispo-
sition was, however, sometimes adopted.
The phalanx was made to take the form of a

lozenge, or wedge, when it was intended to pierce
the line of an enemy. At the battle of . Leuctra,
the Lacedaemonians, attempting to extend their line

to the right in order to outflank the Thebans,
Epaminondas, or, rather, Pelopidas, attacked them
while they were disordered by that movement. On
this occasion, the Boeotian troops were drawn up in

the form of a hollow w^edge, which was made by
two divisions of a double phalanx being joined to-

gether at one end.^

It may be said that, from the disposition of the
troops in the Greek armies, the success of an action
depended in general on a single effort, since there

was no second line of troops to support the first in

the event of any disaster. The dense order of the

phalanx was only proper for a combat on a perfectly

level plain ; and even then the victory acpendcH
rather on the prowess of the soldier than on the

skill of the commander, who was commonly dv,-

tingnished from the men only by fighting at' their

head. But, when the field of battle was commanded
by heights, and intersected by streams or defiles,

the unwieldy mass became incapable of acting,

while it was overwhelmed by the enemy's missiles:

such was the state of the Lacedaemonian troops

when besieged in the island of Sphacteria.* The
cavalry attached to a phalanx, or line of battle,

was placed on its wings, and the light troops were
in the rear, or in the intervals between the divisions.

An engagement sometimes consisted merely in the
charges which the opposing cavalry made on eath
other, as in the battle between the Lacedaemonians
and Olynthians.*

The simple battering-ram for demolishing the

walls of fortresses is supposed to have been an in-

vention of the earliest times : we learn from Thucyd-
ides* that it was employed by the Peloponnesians
at the siege of Platasa ; and, according to Vitruvius,*

the ram, covered with a roof of hides or wood for

the protection of the men, was invented by Cetras
of Chalcedon, wno lived before the age of Philip
and Alexander. (Firf. Aries.) But we have little

knowledge of what may be called the field-artillerr

of the Greeks at any period of their history. Di-
odorus Siculus mentions* that the KaraniXryg, or

machine for throwing arrows, was invented or im-
proved at Syracuse in the time of Dionysius; but

whether it was then used in the attack of towns, or

against troops in the field, does not appe.Tr; and it

is not till about a century after the death of Alex-
ander that we have any distinct intirration of such

1. (Xen., lTel]en.,vii., 5.)—2. (Thucrd , iv., 32.)—3. (Xen,
Hell., v., 2.)-4. (ii.. 76.)—5. (x., 19.)—6 (tiv., 42.)
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machines being in the train of a Grecian army.

According to Polybius/ there were with the troops

of Machanidas many carriages filled with catapultae

and weapons ; those carriages appear to have come

up in rear of the Spartan army ; but, before the ac-

tion commenced, they were disposed at intervals

along Mie front of the line, in order, as Philopoemen

is said to have perceived, to put the Achaean pha-

lanx in disorder by discharges of stones and darts.

Against such missiles, as well as those which came

from the ordinary slings and bows, the troops, when
not actually making a charge, covered themselves

with their bucklers ; the men in the first rank

placing theirs vertically in front, and those behind,

in stooping or kneeling postures, holding them over

their heads so as to form what was called a ;fe/Iwt?

(tortoise), inclining down towards the rear.

ARMY (ROMAN). The organization of the Ro-

man army in early times was based upon the con-

stitution of Servius Tullius, which is explamed
under the article Comitia Centuriata ; in which an

account is given of the Roman army in the time of

the kings and in the early ages of the Republic.

It is only necessary to observe here, that it appears

plainly, from a variety of circumstances, that the

tactics of the Roman infantry in early times were
not those of the legion at a later period, and that

the phalanx, which was the battle-array of the

Greeks, was also the form in which the Roman
armies were originally drawn up. (Clipeis antea

Ilomani usi sunt ; deinde, postquam stipcndiarii facti

sunt, scuta pro clipeis fecere ; et quod antea phalanges
similes Macedonicis, hoc postca manipulatim structa

acies caepit esse.') In Livy's description' of the

battle which was fought near Vesuvius, we have
an account of the constitution of the Roman army
in the year B.C. 337 ; but, as this description can-
not he understood without explaining the ancient
ft-rmation of the army, we shall proceed at once to

lescribe the constitution of the army in later times.

in the time of Polybius, which was that of Fabius
and Scipio, every legion was commanded by six

military tribunes ; and, in the event of four new
legions being intended to be raised, 14 of the trib-

unes were chosen from among those citizens who
had carried amis in five campaigns, and 10 from
those who had served twice as long. The consuls,
after they entered upon their office, appointed a day
on which all those who were of the military age
were required to attend. When the day for enroll-

ing the troops arrived, the people assembled at the
Capitol ; and the consuls, with the assistance of
the military tribunes, proceeded to hold the levy,
unless prevented by the tribunes of the plebes.*
The military tribunes, having been divided into four
bodies (which division corresponded to the general
distribution of the army into four legions), drew
out the tribes by Jot, one by one ; then, calling up
that tribe upon which the lot first fell, they chose
{legerunt, whence the name Icgio) four young men
nearly equal in aj;e and stature. From these the
tribunes of the first legion chose one ; those of the
second chose a second, and so on : after this four
other men were selected, and now the tribunes of
the second legion made the first choice ; then those
of the other legions in order, and, last of all, the
tribunes of the first legion made their choice. In
like manner, from the next four men, the tribunes,
beginning with those of the third legion and ending
with those of the second, made their choice. Ob-
serving the same method of rotation to the end, it

followed that all the legions were nearly alike with
respect to the ages and stature of the men. Po-

I. (xi., ex. 3.,—2. (Liv , ^-iii., 8.—Compare Niebuhr, Rom.
Hint., vol. i., p. 4f.8 )—3 (viii., 8.)-4. (Liv., xxvi.. 35.)—5.

flLiT., iv , 1.
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lybius observes' that, anciently, the cavahy troops

were chosen after the infantry, and that 200 horse

were allowed to cv ery 4000 foot ; but he adds Hiat

it was then the custom to select the cavalry first,

and to assign 300 of these to each legion. Every
citizen was obliged to serve in the army, when
required, between the ages of 17 and 46 years.

Each foot-soldier was obliged to serve during

twenty campaigns, and each horseman during ten.

And, except when a legal cause of exemption (ra

catio) existed, the service was compulsory : persons
who refused to enlist could be punished by fine or

imprisonment, and in some cases they might be
sold as slaves.' The grounds of exemption wero
age,* infirmity, and having served the appointed
time. The magistrates and priests were also ex-
empted, in general, from serving in the wars ; and
the same privilege was sometimes granted by the

senate or the people to individuals who had render
ed services to the state.* In sudden emergenciea,
or when any particular danger was apprehended, aa

in the case of a war in Italy or against the Gauls,

both of which were called tumultus,^ no exemption
could be pleaded, but all were obliged to be enrolled.

{Senatus dccrcvit, ut delectus haberelur, vacatioves ne

valerent.^) Persons who were rated by the censors
below the value of 400 drachmae, according lo

Polybius, were allowed to serve only in the navy ;

and these men formed what was called the legio

classica.

In the first ages of the Republic, each consul had
usually the command of two Roman legions and
two legions of allies ; and the latter were raised in

the states of Italy nearly in the same manner as

the others were raised in Rome. The infantry of
an allied legion was usually equal in number to that

of a Roman legion, but the cavalry attached to the

former was twice as numerous as that which be-

longed to the latter.'' The regulation of the twc
allied legions was superintended by twelve officert

called prefects (prcrfccti), who were selected for

this purpose by tiie consuls.* In the line of battle

the two Roman legions formed the centre, an/
those of the allies were placed, one on the right, aaf
the other on the left liank ; the cavalry v/a.« pcdtd*
at the two extremities of the line ; that of Iflo a5-

lies in each wing, being on the outward tl?..ik of the

legionary horsemen, on which account t'liey had the
name of Alarii.

(
Vid. Ai.arii.) A body of the best

soldiers, b(jth infantry and cavalry, oonoisting either

of volunteers or of veterans sele^itod from the al-

lies, guarded the consul in the camp, or served
about his person i!i the field : ar.d these were called

extraordinarii. {Vid. ExiBAr.<ciNARii.)

The number of men in a Roman legion varied

much at different times. V/hen Camillus raised

ten legions for the var afea'.nst the Gauls, each con-

sisted of 4200 foot-sfiJd'itirs and 300 hoise-soldiers;*

but, previously to Kit battle of Cannae, the senate
decreed that tht: army should consist of eight

legions, and that the strength of each should be
.5000 foot-soIuiofE.^' According to Livy," the le-

gions, waicii went to Africa with Scipio con.sisted

each of 6200 foot-soldiers and 300 horse (though
the bcot commentators suppose that 5200 foot sol-

diers are meant) ; and during the second war m
Macedonia, the consul .^Emilius Paulus had two
legions of 6000 foot each, besides the auxilia? ies,

for service in that country.'* The strength o/ the

1 . (vi., ex. 3.)—2. (Liv., iv., 53 ; vii., 4 —Cic, pro Csecin., 34.)—
3. (Liv.,xlii.,-33.)—1. (Liv., xxxix., 19.—Cic, Phil., v., »L—D«
Nat. Ueor., ii., 2.)—5. (Cic, Phil., viii., 1.)—6. (Cic, t^ Att,
i., 19.—Phil., viii., 1.—Liv., vii., 11 ; viii., 20.)—7. (Liv., viii-

8; xxii.. 36.)—8. (Polyb., vi., ex. 2.—Cics., Bell G.^11 ., »., 39;
iii., 7.1-9. (Liv., vii., 23.)—10. (Polyb., iii., 12.)~Jl. (njx_
24.)—12. (Liv., xliv..21.)
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legionai)' cavalry seems to have been always nearly

the same.
The number of legions in the service of Rome

went on increasing with the extent of its territory

;

and, after the Punic wars, when the state had ac-

quired wealth by i^s cunquests in the East, the

military force became very considerable. Notwith-

standuig the lost p<i sustained at the battle of Can-
use, we find that, immediately afterward, tlie Romans
raised in the city four legions of infantry, with 1000

horsemen, besides arming 8000 slaves ; tlie cities

of Latium sent an equal force ; and, supposing

10,000 men to have escaped from Cannae, the whole
would amount to above 50,000 men. In the second
year after the battle, the Republic had on foot 18

legions ;' and in the fourth year, 23 legions.* In

the interview of Octavius with Antony and Lepi-

dus, it was agreed that the two former should pros-

ecute the war against Brutus and Cassius, each at

the head of 20 legions, and that the other should
be left with tiiree legions to guard the city. At
Phihppi, Antony and Octavius had, in all, 19 legions,

which are said to have been complete in number,
and increased by supernumerary troops ; and, there-

fore, their force must have amounted to at least

100,000 infantry. On the other hand, Brutus and
Cassius had also an army of 19 legions to .oppose

them, with 20,000 cavalry from the eastern prov-

inces According to Appian, Octavius, after the

death of Lepidus, found himself master of all the
western provinces, and at the head of 45 legions,

together with 25,000 horse and 37,000 light-armed
troops ; and there were, moreover, the legions serv-

ing under Antony. Under Tiberius there were 25
legions even in time of peace, besides the troops in

Italy and the forces of the allies."

Besides being designated by numbers, the legions

bore particular names. In a letter from Galba to

Cicero,* mention is made of the Martia legio as

being one of the veteran bodies engaged in an
action between Antony and Pansa in the north of
Italy.* And while Caesar was carrying on the war
in Gaul, he gave the freedom of the city to a num-
ber of the natives of that country, whom he disci-

plined in the Roman manner, and imbodied in a

legion which he designated alauda ; because the

men wore on their helmets a crest of feathers, like

those on the heads of certain birds.* The legions

were also distinguished by the name of the place

where they were raised or where they had served,

as Italica, Brilannica, Parthica, or by that of tlie

emperor who raised them.
Tacitus, in the Annals and elsewhere, makes

mention of bodies of troops called vexUlarii ; and,

as no precise account is given of tliem, the place
which they held in the Roman armies can only be
known by conjecture. It appears, however, most
probable, asW^lch has observed in a note upon the
Agricola of Tacitus,' that the vexillarii were those
veterans who, after the time of Augustus, were re-

leased from their military oath, but were retained,

till their complete discharge, under a flag {vexillum)

by themselves, free from all military duties, to ren-

der their assistance in the more severe battles,

guard the frontiers of the empire, and keep in sub-

jection provinces that had been recently conquered.
{Exauclorari, qui scnadena fecisscnt, ac retineri sub
vexillo, ceterorum immunes, nisi propulsandi hostis.*)

There were a certain number of vexillarii attached

to eacii legion ; and, from a passage in Tacitus,' it

would appear that they amounted to 500. They
were sometimes detached from the legion, and

1. (Liv., xxiv., 11.)—2. (Liv., xxv., 3.)—3. (Tac., Ann., iv.,

5.)—4. (ad Div., X., 30.)—5. (Vid. Cic, Phil., iii.. 3.)—6.
(Plia., H N., xi., 44.)—7. (c. 18.)—8. (Tac, Ann., i., 36.—Com-
eare i , 17, 26, 38. 39.)—9. (Ann , iii., 21.)

sometimes those belonging to several legions aeera

to have been united in one body {Ircdccim vcxillari-

orum milia}). (The suhsignani mililcs in Tacitus
may be looked upon as the same with the vexillarii.*

In Livy the iriarii are said to be sub signis,' where
we perceive a close analogy between the old Iriani

and the vexillarii or suhsignani of the age of Taci-
tus, although we must not suppose that the vexil'

larii were the same as the triarii.)

After the selection of the men who were to com-
pose the legion, the military oath was admirptered:
on this occasion, one person was appointed to pro-

nounce the words of the oath, and the rest of the

legionaries, advancing one by one, swore to per-

form what the first had pronounced. The form of

the oath differed at different times : during the Re-
public, it contained an engagement to be faithful to

the Roman senate and people, and to execute all

the orders that should be given by the commanders.*
Under the emperors, fidelity to the sovereign was
introduced into the oath ;* and, after the establish-

ment of Christianity, the engagement was made in

the name of the Trinity and the majesty of the

emperor.* Livy says' that this military oath was
first legally exacted in the time of the second Punic
war, B.C. 216, and that, previously to that time, each
decuria of cavalry and centuria of foot had only
been accustomed to swear, voluntarily among them-
selves, that they would act like good soldiers.

The whole infantry of the legion was drawn up
in three lines, each consisting of a separate class ol

troops. In the first were the hastati, so called from
the hasta, or long spear which each man canJed,

but which was afterward disused :* these weie the

youngest of the soldiers. The second line was
formed of the troops called principes ; these were
men of mature age, and from their name it would
appear that anciently they were placed in the front

line.' In the third line were the triarii, so called

from their position ; and these were veteran sol-

diers, each of whom carried two pilae, or strong

javelins, whence they were sometimes called piia-

ni, and the hastati and principes, who stood before

them, antepilani.

When vacancies occurred on service, the men
who had long been in the ranks of the first, or infe-

rior of these three classes, were advanced to those

of the second ; whence again, after a time, they
were received among the triarii, or veteran troops.

In a legion consisting of 4000 men, the number of
the hastati was 1200 ; that of the principes was the

same ; but the triarii amounted to 600 only : if the

strength of the legion exceeded 4000 men, that of

the several bodies was increased proportionally, the

number of the last class alone remaining the same.
The usual depth of each of the three bodies, or

lines of troops in a legion, was ten men ; an inter-

val, equal to the extent of the manipulus, was left

between every two of these divisions in the first

and second lines, and rather greater intervals be-

tween those in the third line. Every infantry sol-

dier of the legion was allowed, besides the ground
on which he stood, a space equal to three feet, both
in length of front and in the depth of the files, be-

tween himself and the next man, in order that he
might have room for shifting the position of his

buckler according to the action of his opponent, for

throwing his javelin, or for using his sword whh
advantage.'* The divisions of the second line were
in general placed opposite the intervals of the first,

and, in like manner, the divisions of the third were
opposite the intervals in the second. At the battle

1. (Tac, Hist., li., 83.)—2. (Hist., i., 70 ; iv., 33.)—3. (Liv.,

viii., 8.)—4. (Polyb., vi., ex. 2.)—5. (Tac, IIist.,iv., 31.)~6.
(Veget., Ue Re Milit., ii., 5.)—7. (xxii., 38.)—8. (Varro, D«
Ling. Lat., iv., 16 )—9. (Liv., viii., 8 )—10. (Polyb., xni.. .x. 3.)
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)1 Zaraa, however, the aivisions ot troops m the

leveral lii.es were exactly opposite each other ;
but

.his was a deviation from the usual disposition, in

order that the elephants of the Carthaginians might

pass quite through to the rear. In an action, if the

hastati were overpowered, they retired slowly to-

wards the principes ; and, falling into the intervals

before mentioned, the two classes in conjunction

continued the combat. In the mean time, tlie tria-

rii, keeping one Knee on the ground, covered them-

Belves with their bucklers from the darts of the en-

emy ; and, in the event of the first and second lines

falling back, they united with them in making a

powerful eflbrt to obtain the victory.

The light-armed troops, bearing the name of vc-

litea and fercntani or rorarii, did not form a part

of the legion, but fought in scattered parties, wlicr-

ever they were required. They carried a strong

circular buckler three feet in diameter; the staff of

iheir javelin was two cubits long, and about the

thickness of a finger ; and the iron was formed witii

a fine point, in order that it might be bent on tiic

h.it discharge, and, consequently, rendered useless

to the enemy.
The cavalry of the legion was divided into ten

turmcB, each containing 30 men, and each tuniia into

three decurice. or bodies of 10 men. Each horse-

man was allowed a space equal to five feet in length

in the direction of the line. Each turma had tliree

decuriones, or commanders of ten ; but he who was
first elected commanded the turma, and was prob-

ably called dux lurma}
In the time of the Republic, the six tribunes who

were placed over a legion commanded by turns.

iVid. Tribuni Militum.) To every 100 men were
appointed two centurions, the first of whom was
properly so called ; and the other, called oftio, ura-

gus, or subcenturio, acted as a lieutenant, being cho-

sen for the purpose of doing the duty in the event

of the sickness or absence of the former.* The
optio appears to have been originally chosen by the

tribune, but afterward by the centurion. {Vid.

Centurio.) The centurio also chose the standard-

bearer, or ensign of his century {signifcr or vcxilla-

fius*). Each century was also divided into bodies

often, each of which was commanded by a dccurio

or decanus. The first centurion of the triarii was
called primipilus ; he iiad charge of the eagle, and
he commanded the whole legion under the tribunes.*

The light-armed troops were also formed into bands
or centuries, each of which was commanded by a

c^rturion.

To Marius or Caesar is ascribed tlie practice of
drawing up the Roman army in lines by cohorts,
which gradually led to the abandonment of the an-
cient division of the legion into manipuli ( Vid. Ma-
NiPULi), and of the distinctions ofha-stati, principes,

and triarii. Each legion was then divided into ten
cohorts, each cohort into three irianiples, an<l each
maniple into two centuries, so tliat there were thir-

ty maniples and sixty centuries in a legion.' (Co-
hors or chors, the Greek A'''P'"of, originally signified

an enclosure f6 sheep or poultry, and was after-

ward used to d. *ignute the imniber of men which
could stand wii m sudi an enclosure.) From a
passage in Livj, ,t appears that very anciently the
allies or auxiliaries of Rome were arranged by co-
horts : a disposition which is again referred to in

the 23d and 28th books of his history,' and in other
places, whence it may be concluded that among

1. (Sail., .lug., 38.)—2. (Festus, s. v.—Veget., De Re Milit.,
li , 7.)—3. (Liv., viii , B; xxxv., 5.—Tarit., Ann., ii., 81.)—4.
'Liv., XXV., 19.—Veg., ii.,8.—Gas., Uell. Gall., ii., 25.)—5. ("In
Mgione sunt centuri* sexaginta, manipuli triginta, cohortes de-
cern:" Cincius, ap. .4 il. Geil.. xn 4.)—6. (ii.. fi4).—7. (xxi-i
14 : xxTiii., 45.)
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those troops it was ordinarily adoptea. i3ut, in the
Commentaries of Cssar, the divisions ol all the lo

gions, whether Roman or allied, are alike designa
ted cohorts, and the term is also applied to the body
of men {pratoria coliors) which was particularly ap-

pointed to attend on the consul or commander ; for

Ca;sar' tells his army, which had objected to march
against Ariovistus, that if the other troops should
refuse to follow him, he would advance with the

tenth legion alone, and would make that legion hi*

prajtorian coliort.

It has been supposed that Marius. who, in order
to recruit the forces of the Republic, was compelled
to admit men of all classes indiscriminately into the
ranks of the legions, diminished to two the three
lines of troops in which the Roman armies iiad been
previously drawn up for action ; but, if such were
the fact, the regulation could not have long remain-
ed in force, since Cassar usually, as in the battle

with th*? Helvetians,'' formed his army in three lines

;

and at Pharsalia he appears to have had a reserve,

wliich constituted a fourth, or additional line. It

may be added, that the name of one, at least, of the
three classes of legionary troops continued to be

applied till near the end of the Republic ; for, in the
first book of the Civil War,^ Cffisar, mentioning the
loss of. Q. Fulginus in an action against Afranius,

designates him the first centurion of the hastati in

the 14th legion.

The allied troops were raised and officered nearly

in the same manner as those of the Roman legions,

but probably there was not among them a division

of the heavy-armed infantry into three classes.

They were commanded by prefects (see page 102),

who received their orders from the Roman consuls
or tribunes. The troops sent by foreign states 5m
the service of Rome were designated auxiliaries

;

and they usually, but not invariably, received their

pay and clothing from the Republic.

According to Livy, the Roman soldiers at first

received no pay (stipendium) from the state. It was
first granted to the foot A.TJ.C. 347, in the war with
the Volsci,* and, three years afterward, to the
horse, during the siege of Veii. Niebuhr, however,
brings forward sufficient reasons for believing that

the troops received pay at a much earlier period,

and that the aerarians {vid. iERARii) had always
been obliged to give pensions to the infantry, as
single women and minors did to the knights ; and
he supposes that tlie change alluded to by Livy con
sisted in this, that every soldier now became enti-

tled to pay, whereas previously the number of pen-

sions had been limited by that of the persons liable

to be ciiarged with them.* Polybius' states the
daily pay of a legionary soldier to have been two
oboli, which were equal to 3J ases, and in thir-

ty days would amount to 100 ases. A knight's

yearly pay amounted to 2000 ases ; and, since the
Roman year originally consisted of only ten months,
his monthly pay amounted to 200 ases, which was
double the pay of a foot-soldier. Polybius' informs
us that a knight's pay was three times as much as
that of a foot-soldier ; but this was not introduced
till A.U.C. 354, and vi'as designed, as Niebuhr has
remarked, as a compensation for those who served
with their own horses, which were originally sup-
plied by the state.* (Compare .^s Hordearidm.,
A centurion received double the pay of a legionary
The pay of the soldiers was doubled by Julius

Cajsar.' In the time of Augustus, the pay uf a le-

gionary was 10 ases a day,'" which was increased
still more by Domitian {addidit quartum stipendium

1. (Bell. Gall., i., 40.)—2. (Ibid., i., 24.)—3. (c.46.)—4. .Lit.,
iv.. 50.—5. (Rom. Hist., vol. ii., p. 438, trans! )—6. (vi., ex. 2
s. 3.)—7. (vi.,ex. 2.>—8 (Liv. v.. 12.)—9. (Surt , .luL, 26.)~t0
(Tiu-., Ann., i., 17.)
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miltti^). Bfaides pay, the soldiers recehed a month-
ly allowance of corn, and the centuriony double, and
the horse triple, that of a legionary.'

The infantry of the allies was supplied with com
equal in quantity to that of the Roman legionaries,

but their cavalry had less than was distributed to

the Roman cavalry. These regulations subsisted

only during the time of the Republic, or before the

troops of the Italian cities were incorporated with

those of Rome ; and to the same age must be re-

fer, ed the orders of march and encampment de-

ecnbed by Polybius. An account of the marching
order of a Roman army is given under the article

AUMEN.
No one order of battle appears to have been ex-

clusively adhered to by the Romans during the time

of the Republic, though, in general, their armies
were drawn up in three extended lines of heavy-

armed troops (iriplcx acies); the cavalry being on
the wings, and the light troops either in front or

rear, according to circumstances. At the battle of

Cannae, however, the infantry is said to have been
drawn up in one line, and in close order. On this

occasion, the Gauls and Spaniards, who were in

the centre of the Carthaginian army, at first drove
back the Romans ; and the latter, drawing troops

from their wings to strengthen their centre, formed
there a sort of phalanx, whose charge succeeded so

well that the enemy's line was broken ; but, press-

ing forward too far, the wings of the latter closed

upon the disordered troops, and nearly surrounded
them. In the engagement with Labienus, the army
of Caesar, being attacked both in front and rear,

was formed into two lines, which were faced in op-

posite directions ; and, in the action with the Par-

thians, Crassus drew up the Roman army in one
square body, having twelve cohorts on each of the

four sides, with a division of cavalry between every
two cohorts in each face.

The word of command was at first given aloud

at the head of the army ; but .^milius Paulus
changed this custom, and caused the tribune of the

nearest legion to give it in a low voice to his primi-

pilus, who transmitted it to the next centurion, and
so on. It appears also that, anciently, the men on
guard w-ere at their posts during the whole day,

and that, in consequence, they sometimes fell asleep

leaning on their shields, .^milius Paulus, in order

to diminish the fiitigue of the men and the chance
of their sleeping, appointed that they should be re-

lieved every six hours, and that they should go on
guard without their shields. {Vid. Castra.)
The legion, during the continuance of the ancient

discipline, was found to be more than equal to the

phalanx of the Greeks for general service, and Po-
lybius^ has sufficiently accounted for the fact. This
writer observes that, while the phalanx retained its

form and power of action, no force was able to

make any impression upon it, or support the violence

of its attack ; but he adds that the phalanx required

that the field of battle should be a nearly level plain

;

even then the enemy might avoid it ; and, by ma-
noeuvring on its flanks and rear, might cut off its

supplies. On an action taking place, the command-
er of an army similar to that of the Romans had it

in hi3 power to lead on to the attack a portion only

of its line, keeping the rest in reserve ; in this case,

whether the phalanx was broken by the legion, or

the former broke through any part of the enemy's
divisions, its peculiar advantages were lost ; for

there would always be left spaces into which the
enemy might penetrate and disperse the troops,

whose long spears were of no avail against men
anned with javelins and strong swords. In this

1 (V-aet ., Dom., 7.) -8. (Polyb., vi, ex. 2.)—3. (ivii., ex. 3.)
O

mannjr, ^milius obtained a 7ictory over PerseuB
at Pydna,' and Philip was defeated by Flaminius at

the battle of Cynocephalae."

The severity of the Roman discipline may be
said to have been occasionally relaxed, at least in

the provinces, even during the Republic , for Scipio

.^milianus, when he went to command the army m
Spain, found that the legionary soldiers used carts

to cany a portion of the burdens which formerly

they had borne on their own shoulders." IJui,

among the disorders which prevailed during tht

reigns of the successors of the Antonines, one of

the greatest evils was the almost total neglect of

warlike exercises an.r^og the troops which guarded
the city of Rome, '1 le legions on the frontier.")

alone, in those times, sustained their ancient repu-

tation, and Severus, by their aid, ascended without
difficulty the throne then occupied by the unworthy
Julianus. The almost total abandonment of the an-

cient military institutions may be said to have taken

place soon after the time of Constantine ; for, ac-

cording to Vegetius,* who lived in the reign of Val-

entinian II., the soldiers of that age were allowed
to dispense with the helmet and cuirass, as being

too heavy to lie worn ; and he ascribes their fre-

quent defeats by the Goths to the want of the an-

cient detensive armour.
Vegetius has given a description of the legion,

which, though said to accord with that of the an-

cients, differs entirely from the legions of Livy and
Polybius. He considers it as consisting of ten co-

horts, and states that it was drawn up in three lines,

of which the first contained five cohorts ; the troops

of this line were called principes, and were heavy-
armed men, each carrying five arrows, loaded at

one end with lead, in the hollow of the shield, be-

sides a large and small javelin. The second line,

consisting of the troops called hastati, is said to

have been formed by the remaining five cohorts.

Behind these were placed the ferentarii (a sort of

light-armed troops, who performed the duty of a for-

lorn-hope) ; the target-men, who were armed with
darts, arrows, and swords ; and besides these there
were slingers, archers, and crossbow-men. In rear
of all came the triarii, who were armed like the

principes . and hastati.* Now it was the general

practice, during the Republic, to place the principes

in the second line, in rear of the hastati ; therefore,

if the disposition given by Vegetius ever had a real

existence, it can only be supposed to have been in

an age preceding that to which the description given
by Livy* refers, or it was an arrangement adopted
on the occasion of some temporary reform which
may have taken place under the emperors. "VMiat

follows may, perhaps, be readily admitted to apper-

tain to the Empire under the greatest of its princes.

The first of the cohorts, which bore the name of

cohors milliaria, was superior to the others, both

with respect to the number and quality of the sol-

diers ; it had, also, the charge of the eagle and the

standard of the emperor. Its strength was 1105
foot-soldiers, and 132 cuirassiers on horseback, and
its post was on the right of the first line. The re-

maining four cohorts of the first line contained each
555 inliantry and 66 cavalry, and the five cohorts
of the second line contained each the same number
of infantry and cavalry. Thus the whole legion

was composed of 6100 foot-soldiers and 726 horse-

men, not including either the triarii or the light

troops.

After the establishment of the imperial authority,

the sovereign appointed some person of consular

dignity to command each legion m the provinces
;

and this officer, as the emperor's lieutenant, had

1. (Liv., xliv., 41.)—2. (Polyb., xvii.. ex 3)—3. (Liv., Epjt.

S:.) -4. (i., 16.)—5. (Veget., li., 6, 15.) -«. tviii., 8.)
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the title of j)T(tfittus, or legatus legionis} The first

appointment oC this kind appears to have taken

place in the reign of Augustus, and Tacitus men-

tions the existence of the office in the reign of Ti-

berius. Tiie authority of the legatus was superior

to that of the tribunes, who before were responsible

only to the consul. In speaking of the officers of a

legion, Vegetius" mentions two tribunes (probably

meaning two classes of tribunes), of which the first,

callftd tribunus major, received his commission from

the fr-peror ; the other, called tribunus minor, rose

to t- .at rank by merit or length of service. Subor-

(Hiiate to the tribunes were, in each cohort, the sev-

eral centurions, who bore the general name of or-

dinarii.' To every hundred men there were prob-

ably, at one time, only the centurio, whose post was

in front of the division, and the optio, who remained

in the rear ; but it appears that Augustus and Ves-

pasian increased the number of officers of this class ;

li/r Vegetius observes that those whom these two

emperors added to the ordinarii were called Augus-

tales and Flavialcs* The decurions or decani were,

as formerly, the leaders of files. According to Dion

Cassius, seven cohorts of troops were instituted by

Augustus for the defence of the city, and these

bore the name oimgiles. It appears, however, that

in the time of Tacitus they ceased to be considered

as soldiers ; for that writer takes no notice of them
when, in enumerating the guards of Rome, he men-
tions three uroan and nine preetorian cohorts.*

In a fragment of Arrian (the author of the work
on the Tactics of the Greeks) we have a brief no-

tice of the constitution of a Roman army during the

reign of Hadrian, and the description will probably

serve for any age between that time and the dissolu-

tion of the Empire. It was so regulated that, when
drawn up in order of battle, the legions should be

in one line eight deep, and no m.ention is made of

ay division of" the troops into hastati, principes,

and triarii. The first four ranks were armed with

the pilum, and the others with slender pikes or jave-

lins. The men in the front rank were to present

their pila at the level of the enemy's horses' breasts,

and those in the second, third, and fourth ranks

were to stand ready to throw theirs. A ninth rank
was to consist of archers, and behind all were the

catapultae for projecting darts and arrows, and balistae

for throwing stones, over the heads of the men in

front. The cavalry were directed to be in the rear

of the legions, probably in the event of being obliged

to quit their stations on the wings. On the enemy
making a charge, the second and third ranks were
to close up to the first, and all these were to pre-

sent their pila ; the men in the fourth rank were to

throw their weapons directly forward, and those in

the rear were to discharge theirs over the heads
of the others. The march of the army was made
in one column. First came the Roman artillery,

in two ranks ; these were followed by archers on
horseback and by the allied cavalry ; then came the
Armenian archers on foot, and half of the allied in-

fantry, which was flanked by the cavalry of Achaia.
The elite of the Roman cavalry marched at the head
of the central division ; after them came the ordi-

nary cavalry, then the catapultae and the light troops
attached to the legions, followed by the legions
themselves, in coiiorts four men deep. At the head
of the legion marched the praefect, his legate, the
tribunes, and the centurions of the first cohort.

The rear-guard consisted of the other half of the al-

lied infantry and the baggage ; and the whole was
closed by the cavalry of the Getae.

After the settlement of the Empire, Augustus
united with the troops which, under the name of

the p' aetorian cohort, had attended him as his guard,

two legions of infantry which had been raised in

Italy, and placed the whole in garrison in the chiel

towns of that country, but never allowed more than
three cohorts to be in one city.* Tiberius after-

ward assembled this body of me,n in a fortified camp
at Rome," but outside the walls of the city * and
there, during 300 years, they were at times the

guards and the masters of the sovereign. In the

time of Tiberius there were nine praetorian co-

horts,* but their number was increased to sixteen

under Vitellius, four of whom guarded the city.*

When Severus had got possession of the Empire,
subsequently to the murder of Pertinax by these
praetorians, he disarmed the latter, and banished
them from Rome ; but such an institution was t( o
convenient to be neglected by the despotic monarch
of a vast empire, and he immediately drew from the

legions of the frontiers the men most remarkable
for their strength and courage.* With these he
formed an army of 25,000 men, to whom he gave
pay and privileges superior to those of the other

troops ; and their commander, the praetorian prac-

feci, was made both the head of all the military

force and the chief minister of the Empire. By the

arrangements of Diocletian, a praetorian praefect

was appointed, with both a military and a civil ju-

risdiction, in each of the four great provinces, Italy,

.Gaul, Illyria, and the East, into which the Empire
was then divided ; but a large body of guards, un-

der the command of the prajfect of Rome, contin-

ued to form the garrison of the city. Engaged in

the cause of Maxentius, these troops, almost alone,

withstood for a time the shock of Constantine'g

Gallic army, and most of them are said to have
covered with their dead bodies the ground whicli

they occupied when in line ;'' but, after the death of
the former, the fortified camp of the praetorians was
destroyed, and their institution was suppressed.*

The command of all the armies of the Empire
was then committed by Constantino to two officers,

who had the title of magistri militum ; one of these

was placed over the cavalry, and the other over

the infantry, yet both commanded indifferently the

troops of both classes in any one army.' On the

division of the Empire their number was doubled

;

and in the reign of Constantius it was increased to

eight. According to Vegetius,*" the magister mili-

tum was a man of distinguished birth ; but this

writer observes that the troops were actually com-
manded by the praefectus legionis, who held an in-

termediate rank between the magister militum and
the tribunes, who were placed over the cohorts.

The hope of preventing those acts of insubordi-

nation which had occurred among the legionary

troops, appears to have induced Constantino, or his

immediate successors, to diminish the strength of

those bodies ; and, from a computation founded on
the number of the troops which garrisoned Amida
when it was besieged by Sapor, it appears that a

Roman legion could not then have consisted of

more than 1500 men.** Of these comparatively

small bodies there were about 132 in the whole
Empire ; they were, however, not only without the

discipline which characterized the Roman line of
battle in former times, but the progress of luxury
had so far enervated the class of free citizens that

a sufficient number could not be found to fill the

ranks of the army. Slaves were admitted into

every corps except the superior class of cavalry

;

and the boldest of the Franks and Goths were al-

1. (Tacit., Hist., i., 82.)—2. in-, 7.)—3. (li., 8.)^ 4. (ii., 7.)

•-S. (Ticit., Ann., iv., 5.—Lips, in loc.)

lOB

1. (Suet., Octav., 49.)—2. (Suet., Tib., 37.)—3. (Suet., Ner.,
48.)—4. (Tacit., Aim., iv., 5.)—5. (Tacit., Hist., li., 93.)—
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(Dion., Ixxiv., 2.)—7. (Panegr. Vet., x., 17.)—8. (Zosimus, bb
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mwed, for the sake of their services, to attain the

highest military posts. In this age appear the first

indications of the feudal tenures ; for the lands be-

stowed on the veterans, as the reward of valour,

were granted on condition that the sons of those

men should, like lh( ir fathers, serve the state in the

wars.*

The reputation of the Roman arms was upheld

for a time ir. cne West by the troops under Aelius,

and in the Eacst by the martial virtues of Belisarius

;

and the last notice we have of an engagement sus-

ained in the sjMrit of the ancient bai;;I°s, is that

d[iven by Procopius, in his account of the Persian

war," when, describing an action on the Euphrates

oetween the troops of that nation and those of Jus-

tinian, he says the latter presented a front which
opposed to the assaults of the enemy's cavalry an

impenetrable line of pikes, while the bucklers of the

men protected them from the llights of arrows with

which they would have otherwise been overwhelm-
ed. From this time a Roman army began to as-

similate to that of an Asiatic people ; its strength

;onsisting in its cavalry, which was armed with

\ iuirass, helmet, and greaves, and which had ac-

quired dexterity in the use of the javelin and bow

;

while the infantry, formed of men taken from the

lowest rank in society, ill-armed and disciplined,

served chiefly as artificers or labourers, or attend-

ants on the horsemen, and in action only engaged
with an infantry like themselves.

ARN'ABO {dpvu6u), a medicinal substance no-

ticed by Aetiiis* and Paulus ^Egineta.* It would
appear that it is not noticed by the other medical
authors, whether Greek, Roman, or Arabic, unless

we are to suopSse, with the commentators on
.»Iesue, that it is the second Zerumheth of Serapion,

ind thj Zarnahum of Avicenna. If so, it must
lave been Zeduary, ior this is the Zerurnbeth of Se-

rapion.*

ARNOGLOS'SOS {upvoyluacog or -ov), the herb
Plnntain. Macer Floridus describees two species

fery distinctly, namely, the Plantag-' major and
ianceolata. Adams sees no reason to louht that

these are the two species noticed by Diosco.\d<^s, al-

though Sprengel hesitatingly refers them i * the P.
Asiatica and maritima; and Sibthorp marks the ap-

voy'kuocov fziKpov as being the P. lagopus. fjtack-

house recognises the u. of Theophrastus as being
the P. major, or the Greater Plantain*
*ARON {upov), a plant about which great uncer-

tainty prevails. Woodville holds it to be the Arum
maculatum, L., or the Wake-robin ; but Alston says
"the Wake-robin is not the upov, but the upia-

apov Dioscoridis in the opinion of many." "I can-

not make out exactly," observes Adams, "what
plant either Dodonaeus or Matthiolus points to.

Sprengel mentions that Ghinius referred it to the

Colocasia, and Anguillara to the Arum vulgare; he
himself is somewhat undecided as to the difference

between the common Arum and the Arum Dioscori-

dis. Stackhouse, without attempting to account
for the transposition of terms, decides that the upoi'

of Theophrastus is the Arum Dracunculus, or Little

Dragon herb, and the dpaKovrtov the Arum macu-
latum. I regret that, after consulting all the best

authorities on this subject, I must leave it in so un-
satisfactory a state."'

ARQUA'TUS, a person afflicted with the arqua-

tus morbus,* or jaundice.* This disease (called also

1. (Cod. Thcodas., lib. vit.)—2. (i., 12.)—3. (ivi., 113.)—4.
(lib. vii.)—5. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Dioscor., ii., 152.—
Theophrast., H. P., vii., 8.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—7. (Theo-
pLrast., H. P., i., 6.—Uioscor., ii., 198.)— 8. (Cels.,De Med., iii.,

24.)—9. (Lucret., iv., 333.—" Lurida pra;terea fiuiit qusecanque
tuentur Arquati:" Varro, ap. Non. Marc, i., 151.—"Arquatis
qu!E lutea non sunt seque ut lutea videntur :" Plin., H. N.. ix.»
14.—Lucil , ap. Non. Marc, 1. c.)

iKTepci aurigo, rcg\us morbus) derives its namfl
from the yellow tint diffused over the body, imita-

ting in a manner the colours of the rainbow.* It ia

sometimes spelled arcualus, but less correctly, as

(according to Nonius') arcus signifies any arch, but
arquus only the iris, or rainbow ; as Lucretius,* " Turn
color in nigris existit nubibus arqui."

ARRA, AR'RABO, or ARRHA, AR'RHABO, is

defined by Gains* to be the " proof of a contract of
buying and selling ;" but it also has a more general
signification. That thing was called arrha which
the contracting parties gave to one another, whelhei
it was a sum of money or anything else, as an evi-

dence of the contract being made ; it was no es
sential part of the contract of buying and selling,

but only evidence of agreement as to price.* If the
arrha was given as evidence of a contract abso-

lutely made, it was called arrha pacta perfeclo data
;

if it was given as evidence of a contract to be made
at a luture time, it was called arrha pacta imperfecta

data. In the latter case, the party who refused to

complete the contract lost the arrha which he had
given ; and when he had received an arrha, but

given none, he was obliged to restore double the

amount of the arrha. Yet the bare restoration of
the arrha was sufficient, if both parties consented
to put an end to the contract, or if performance of
the contract was resisted by either party on suffi-

cient grounds. In the former case, the arrha only

served, if dispute arose, as evidence of the unalter-

able obligation of the contract, and a party to the

contract could not rescind the contract even with
the loss of the arrha, except by making out a proper
case. Hence arose the division of the arrha into

covfirmatoria and panitentialis. If, in the formei
case, the contract was not completely performed,
the arrha was restored, and the party who was in

fault lost the arrha which he had given. But when
the contract was completely performed, in all cases
where the arrha was money, it was restored, or

taken as part of the price, unless special customs
determined otherwise ; when the arrha was a ring,

or any other thing, not money, it was restored.

The recovery of the arrha was in all cases by q

personal action.

The arrha in some respects resembles the depos-
ite of money which a purchaser of land in England
generally pays, according to the conditions of sale,

on contracting for his purchase.

The term arrha, in its general sense of an evi.

dence of agreement, was also used on other ctca-

sions, as in the case of betrothmeht (sponsalia).

{Vtd. Marriage.) Sometimes the word arrha ia

used as synonymous with pignus,* but this is not
the legal meaning of the term.'

ARRHEPHOR'IA ('Afipricpopia), a festival which,
according to the various ways in which the name
is written (for we find ipGrjcpopca or kfiprjipopia), is

attributed to different deities. The first form is

derived from up(>i]Ta, and thus would indicate a fes-

tival at which mysterious things were carried al)Out.

The Other name would point to Erse or Herse, who
was believed to be a daughter of Cecrops, and
whose worship was intimately connected with that

of Athena. But, even admitting the latter, we still

have sufficient ground for believing that the festival

was solemnized, in a higher sense, in nonour of

Athena.* It was held at Athens, in the month of

1. (Isid., Orig., iv., 8.—Non. Maic, v., 14: "In arqui simil*

itudinem.")— 2. (1. c.)—3. (vi., 525.)—4. (iii., 139.)—5. (Gaius,

Di?. 18, tit. 1, s. 35.)—6. (Terent., Heautont., iii., 3, 42.)—

7

(Thibaut, System des Pandeklen Reclits, (> 144.—Dig. 18, tit. 1,

». 35 ; tit. 3, I. 6 ; 14, tit. 3, s. 5, « 15 ; 19, tit. 1, s. 11, >) 6.—
Cod. 4, tit. 21, s. 17.—Gellius, xvii., 2.— Compare Bracton,ii.,c.

27: " De acquirendo rerum dominio in causa cmptionis," and what
he says on the arrha, with the passage in Gains alrcsdy referred

to.)—^. (Etymol. Mag., s v. 'Ail>r](pdfioi.)
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ARSENIKON.

Skitophorion. Four girls, of between seven and

eleven years,* were selected every year from the

most distinguished families, two of whom super-

intended the weaving of the sacred pephis o! Athe-

na, which was b'^gun on the last day of Pyanepsion ;=

the two others had to carry the mysterious and

sacred vessels vyf the goddess. These latter re-

mained a whole year on the Acropolis, either in the

Parthenon or some acrjoining building ;^ and, when

the festival commenced, the priestess of the goddess

placed vessels upon their heads, the contents of

which were neither known to them nor to the

priestess. With these they descended to a natural

grotto within the district of Aphrodite, in the gar-

dens. Here they deposited the sacred vessels, and

carried back something else, which was covered,

and likewise unknown to them. After this the

girls were disn.issed, and others were chosen to

supply their place in the Acropolis. The girls

wore white robes adorned with gold, which were

left for the goddess ; and a peculiar kind of cakes

was baked for them. To cover the expenses of the

festival, a peculiar liturgy was established, called

af>()rjfopia. All other details concerning this festi-

val are unknown.
ARROGATIO. {Vid. Adoptio.)

*ARSEN'1K0N (
upoeviKov ) " does not mean

what is commonly called arsenic, but the sesqui-sul-

phurct of arsenic, or orpiment." Celsus clearly in-

dicates what it was when he says "Auripigmentum,

quod upaeviKov a Gracis nominalur."* In a word,

it is yellow orpiment, and this latter name itself is

merely a corruption from auripigmentum, or " paint

of gold." "It was called," observes Dr. Moore,
^^auripigmentum, perliaps, not merely from its gold-

en colour and the use to which it was applied, but

because the ancients thought it really contained

that metal. Plijiy mentions, among other modes
of obtaining gold, that of making it from orpiment

;

and says that Caligula ordered a great quantity of

that 3ut.3':?.'T^;3 to be reduced, and obtained excel-

lent gold, but in such small proportion as to lose

by an experiment which was not afterward repeat-

ed.* Althoagh no great reliance can be placed on
this account, we are not, of necessity, to regard

it as a fable ; for the mass experimented on may
have contained, as it is said this mineral sometimes
does, a small portion of gold."* The arsenic of the

ancients, then, was considerably different from our
oxyde of arsenic, which is a factitious substance
procured from cobalt by sublimation. The Arabian
author Servitor, however, describes the process of
subliming arsenic ; and Avicenna makes mention
of white arsenic, by which he no doubt meant sub-
limed arsenic, or the Arsenicum album of modern
chymists. According to the analysis of Klaproth,
yellow orpiment consists of 62 parts of arsenic and
38 of sulphur. The Greek name apcjeviKov {mascu-
line) is said by some to have been given to it be-
cause of the potent qualities it was discovered to
possess

; qualities, however, which the arsenic of
the shops exhibits in a more intense degree.' " Ga-
len* says it was commonly called upaeviKov in his
lime, but v-ko tuv uttlkH^flv tu nuvra I3ov2,o/ievuv,
' by those who wished to make everything conform
to the Attic dialect,' uppevmov" According to
Pliny, orpiment was dug in Syria, for the use of
painters, near the surface of the ground ; Vitruvius'
mentions Pontus as a locality, and Dioscorides"
names Mysia as the country whence the best was
brought ; that of Pontus holding the second rank.

1. (ifi'pri(p6pot, ijH!7)4t6poi, (fil)ri(p6pot : Aristoph., Lysist., 642.)
*. (Suid., s. V. XaXKc'ia.)—3. (llarpocr., s. v. A€invo6dhOc

:

•-. u., i., 27, « 4.)—4. (De Med., v , 5.)-«5. (H. N., xxxiii., 4.)
*» (Anc. Miiieralo^, p. 60.)—7. (Id. ib.)—8. (De Medicam.

m.fayciTi: iii., 2, ) 593, ed. Kuhn.—Thcophrastus has a&pevi-
mv, r 71, S9, 90.)- 9. (vii., 7.)—10. (v., 121.—Moore, 1. c.)
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ARTERIA.

The red sulphuret of arsenic was called Sandarst

cha, and the ancients appear to have been well

acquainted with the kindred nature of both the yel-

low and red. {Vid. Sandaracha.)
AR'TABA {upruSTi), a Persian measure of capa-

city, which contained, according to Herodotus,' 1

medimnus and 3 choenices (Attic) =102 Roman sex-

tarii =12 gallons 5092 pints ; but, according to Sui-

das, Hesychius, Polyaenus,'' and Epiphanius, it con-

tained 1 Attic medimnus =96 sextarii =11 gallons

7- 1456 pints. There was an Egyptian measure c'

the same name, of which there were two sorts, the

old and the new artaba.^ The old artaba contained

4i- Roman modii =72 sextarii =8 gallons 7359
pints. It was about equal to the Attic metretes;

and it was half of the Ptolemaic medimnus, which
was to the Attic medimnus as 3 : 2. The latei

and more common Egyptian artaba contained 3J
modii ^53^' sextarii =:6 gallons 4 8586 pints.* It

was equal to the Olympic cubic foot, and about hall

as large as the Persian artaba.*

ARTEMIS'IA ('Apre/ztCTta), a festival celebrated

at Syracuse in honour of Artemis Potamia and So-

teira.* It lasted three days, which were principally

spent in feasting and amusements.'' Bread was of-

fered to her under the name of Ao;|^ia.* Festivals

of the same name, and in honour of the same god-

dess, were held in many places in Greece ; but

principally at Delphi, where, according to Hege-
Sander,' they offered to the god a mullet on this oc-

casion, because it appeared to hunt and kill the sea-

hare, and thus bore some resemblance to Artemis,
the goddess of hunting. The same name was given

to the festivals of Artemis in Gyrene ;i id Ephesus,
though in the latter place the goddess vas not the

Grecian Artemis, but a deity of Eastern origin.

*II. The name of an herb, commonly called Mug-
worth, or Motherviort. Dioscorides describes three

species, the TtoTivKkuvo^, /j.ov6K?\,uvog, and ?.i7rTc<j:vA'

Aof. The first, according to Sprengel, is the Arlemisia

arborescens; the second, the Artemisia spicata; and
the third, the Artemisia campestris. Dierbaeh seems
to entertain much the same ideas regarding the

species of wormwood comprehended under the

uprefiima of Hippocrates. The Wormwood holds

a prominent part in all the Herbals of antiquity, from
Dioscorides to Macer Floridus."

ARTE'RIA {lipTTjpia), a word commonly (but

contrary to all analogy) derived u-ko tov uipa Ttiptlv,

ab acre servanda ; because the ancients, ignorant of
the circulation of the blood, and finding the arteries

a^ways empty after death, supposed they were
tubes containing air." The word was applied to

the trachea by Hippocrates'* and his contempora-
ries, by whom the vessels now called arteries were
distinguished from the veins by the addition of the

word (T(j)vC(o. By later writers it is used to signify

sometimes the trachea,^' and in this sense the epi-

thet rprixeta, aspera, is occasionally added ;'* some-
times an artery ;'* in which sense the epithet Aeto,

IcBvis, is sometimes added, to distinguish it from the
trachea ; and sometimes, in the plural number, the

bronchia}^

1. (i., 192.)—2. (Strat., iv., 3, 32.)—3. (Didymus, c. 19.)—4.
(Rhemn. Fann., Carmen de Pond, et Mens., v., 89, 90 —Hieron.,
ad Ezech., 5.)—5. (Bockh, Metrolog-. Untersuch., p. 242.—
Wurm, de Pond., &c., p. 133.)—6. (Find., Pyth., ii., 12.)—

7

(Liv., XXV., 23.—Plut., Marcell., 18.)—8. (Ilcsych., s. v.)—

9

(Athenaeus, vii., p. 325.)—10. (Dioscor., iii., 116, 117.—^Adams
Append., s. v.)— 11. (Cic, De Nat. Door., ii., 55 :

" Sanguis jie

venas in omne corpus diffunditur, et spiritiis per arterias."—Com
pare Seneca, Quaest. Nat., iii., 15, i) 2.—Plin., H. N., xi., 88, 89
12. (Epidera., vii., 654, 663, ed. Kiihii.)— 13. (Aiistot.. H. A
i., 13, if 5.—Macrob., Saturn., vii., 15.—Aret., p. 24, ed. Kiiha
14. (Aret., p. 31.—Cic, De Nat. Deor., ii., 54.—Cels., De Med
iv., 1.)—15. (Cels., De Med., iv., 1, Art. quas )capu)7((5flj Tc
cant.—Ibid., ii., 10.—Plin., H. N., xi., 83.- \rct., p. 31, VT
<fec.)—16. (Aurt, ad Herenn., iii., 12.—Aul. Cell, N. A
26.-Aret., p. 25, <fec.)



ARVALES FRATRES. ARVALES FRATRES.

Notwithstanding the opinion of many of the an-

cients, that the arteries contained only air, it is

certain that the more intelligent among them knew
perfectly well, 1. That they contain blood,' and
even that this is of a different nature from that

which is in the veins.' Galen, from whom the last

idea is obtained, calls the pulmonary artery ^Xetlj

a^iTTjpiudrfq, because it conveys venous blood, al-

tl ough it has the form and structure of an artery.

2 That the section of an artery is much more dan-

gerous and more difficult to heal than that of a

vein.' 3. That there is a pulsation in the arteries

which does not exist in the veins, and of which the

variations are of great value, both as assisting to

form a coriect diagnosis, and also as an indication

of treatment.*

ARTOP'TA. ( Vid. Pistor.)

ARU'RA {apovpa), a Greek measure of surface,

which, according to Suidas, was the fourth part of

the n?i.t-dpov. The nlidpov, as a measure of length,

contained 100 Greek feet ; its square, therefore,

=10,000 feet, and therefore the arura =:2500 Greek
sijuare feet.

Herodotus* mentions a measure of the same
name, but apparently of a different size. He says

that it is a hundred Egyptian cubits in every direc-

tion. Now the Egyptian cubit contained nearly 17|

inches;' therefore the square of 100xl7| inches,

t. e , nearly 148 feet, gives the number of square

feet (English) in the arura, viz., 21,904.^

ARUS'PEX (Vid. Haruspex.)
ARVA'LES FRATRES. The fratres arvales

formed a college or company of twelve in number,

^nd were so called, according to Varro,* from offer-

ing public sacrifices for the fertility of the fields

[sacra puhlica faciunt pro'picrea, ut fruges ferant

%rva). That they were of extreme antiquity is

proved by the legend which refers their institution

to Romulus, of whom it is said, that when his nurse

Acca Laurentia lost one of her twelve sons, he al-

lowed himself to be adopted by her in his place, and

called himself and the remaining eleven " Fratres

\rvales."' We also find a college called the Sodales

Titii, and as the latter were confessedly of Sabine

origin, and instituted for the purpose of keeping up
the Sabine religious rites,'" there is some reason for

the supposition of Niebuhr," that these colleges

corresponded one to the other : the Fratres Arvales

being connected with the Latin, and the Sodales

Titii with the Sabine, element of the Roman state,

just as there were two colleges of the Luperci,

namely, the Fabii and the Qwincttlii, the former of

whom seem to have belonged to the Sabines.

The office of the fratres arvales was for life, and
was not taken away even from an exile or captive.

They wore, as a badge of office, a chaplet of ears of

com {spicea corona) fastened on their heads with a

white band." The number given by inscriptions

varies, but it is never more than nine ; though, ac-

cording to the legend and general belief, it amount-
ed to twelve. One of their annual duties was to

celebrate a three days' festival in honour of Dea
Dia, supposed to be Ceres, sometimes held on the

Kvi., XIV., and xiii., sometimes on the vi., iv., and

in. Kal. Jun., i. e., on the 17th, 19th, and 20th, or

ihe 27th, 29th, and 30th of May. Of this the mas-

ter of the college, appointed annually, gave public

notice {indicebat) from the Temple of Concord on

the f>apitol. On the first and last of these days.

1 . (Aret., p. 295, 303, where arteriotoray is recommended.)

—

8. ((Jalen, De Usu Part. Corp. Hum., vii., 8.)—3. (Cels., De
Med., ii., 10.)—4. (Vid. Galen, De Usu Puis., De Causis Puis.,

Sec, De Ven. et Arteriar. Dissect.)—5. (ii., 168.)—6. (Hussey,

Ancient Weights, &c.)—7. (Wurm, De Ponder., «fcc., p. 94.)—

8. (De Ling-. Lat., v., 85, ed. Miiller.)—9. (Masurius Sahinus

ap. Aul. Cell., vi., 7.)—10. (Tacit., Ann., i., 53.)—11. fRoui.

Hist.. i.,T).303,transl.)—12. (Plin., II. N., iviii , «.)

the college met at the house of their presiiJent, tc

make offerings to the Dea Dia ; on the second they

assembled in the grove of the same goddess, about
five miles south of Rome, and there offered sacrifice*

for the fertility of the earth. An account of the

different ceremonies of this festival is preserved iu

an inscription, which was written in the first year
of the Emperor Elagabalus (A.D. 218), who wa»
elected a member of the college under the name o^

M. Aurelius Antoninus Pius Felix.' The same in

scription contains the following song or hymn,
which appears to have been sung at this festival

from the most ancient times :

" E nos, Lases, iuvate.

Neve luervc, Mannar, sins incurrere in pleoixt

Sahir furcre. Mars, limcn sail, sta bcrber >

Scmunis alternei ndvocapit conctos.

E nos, Marmor, tuvato :

Triumpe, triumpe, triumpe, tnumpe, triumpe."

Klausen, in his work on this subject,* gives the fol

lowing translation of the above :

" Age nos, Lares, juvale.

Neve luem, Mars, sinas mcurrere in plures :

Satur furere. Mars, pede pulsa limen, sta vcrberc

Semones alterni advocabite cunctos.

Age nos. Mars, juvato :

Triumphe," <!^c.

But, besides this festival of the Dea Dia, the fratres

arvales were required, on various occasions under

the emperors, to make vows and offer up thanks-

givings, an enumeration of which is given in Fat
ciolati.' Strabo, indeed,* informs us that, in the

reign of Tiberius, these priests {lepo/iv7//ioveg) per-

formed sacrifices called the ambarvalia at various

places on the borders of the ager Romanus, or

original territory of Rome ;* and among others, at

Festi, a place between five and six miles from the

city, in the direction of Alba. There is no boldness

in supposing that this was a custom handed down
from time immemorial, and, moreover, that it was
a duty of this priesthood to invoke a blessing on the

whole territory of Rome. R is proved by inscrip-

tions that this college existed till the reign of the

Emperor Gordian, or A.D. 325, and it is probable

that it was not abolished till A.D. 400, togethei

with the other colleges of the pagan priesthoods.

The private ambarv aha were certainly of a differ-

ent nature from those mentioned by Strabo, ant!

were so called from the victim (Jiostia ambarvalis),

that was slain on the occasion, being led three

times round the cornfields before the sickle was put

to the corn. This victim was accompanied by a

crowd cf merry-makers (chorus et socii), the reap-

ers and farm-servants dancing and singing, as they

marched along, the praises of Ceres, and praying

for her favour and presence, while they offered her

the libations of milk, honey, and wine.' This cere-

mony was also called a lustratio,'' or purification ;

and for a beautiful description of the holyday, and

the prayers and vows made on the occasion, the

reader is referred to Tibullus, lib. ii., eleg. i. R is,

perhaps, worth while to remark that Polybius* uses

language almost applicable to the Roman ambar-

valia in speaking of the Mantineans, who, he says

(specifying the occasion), made a purification, and

carried victims round the city, and all the country :

his words are, 01 Mavrivelg Ka6ap/i6v enotf/-7avTo,

Kal a^uyia irepu'jveyKav ttj^ re -iroXeug kvkXu koI rg(

TTiere is, however, a still greater resemblance to

1. (Marini. Atti e Monumen*.i deg-li Arvali, tab. xli.—Orelli.

Corp. '.i.ocnp., nr. 2270.)—2. (De Carmine Fratrum Arvaliuni,

p. 23.)—3. (Lex., s. v.)—4. (v., 3.)—5. (Arnold, Rom. ITisl., i.,

p. 3" .)—6. (Virg., Georg., i., 330.)—7. (Virg., Eclog., r., 83.)-

8. (i •., 21, I) 9.)



AS. AS.

tbe nres we have been describing, in the ceremonies

of the rogation or gang week of the Latin Church.

These consisted of processions through the fields,

accompanied with prayers (rogationes) for a bless-

ing on the fruits of the earth, and were continued

during three days in Whitsun-week. The custom

was abolished at the Reformation in consequence

of i*3 abuse, and the perambulation of the parish

loundaries substituted in its place.'

AUUNDO. (Fwi. KAAAM02.)
AS, or Libra, a pound, the unit of weight among

mo Romans. (Fi^i. Libra.)

AS, the unit of value in the Roman and old Ital-

ian coinages, was made of copper, or of the mixed

metal called ^s. The origin of this coin has been

already noticed under ^s. It was originally of the

weight of a pound of twelve ounces, whence it was
called as libralis and as grave. The oldest form of

it is that which bears the figure of an animal (a bull,

ram, boar, or sow). The next and most common
form is that described by Pliny,' as having the two-

faced head of Janus on one side, and the prow of a
ship on the other (whence the expression used by
Roman boys in tossing up, capita aut navim'). The
annexed specimen, from the British Museum, weighs
4000 grains : the length ofthe diameter in this and the

*wo following cuts is half that of the original coins.

Pliny* informs us that, in the time of the first

Punic war (B.C. 264-241), in order to meet the ex-
penses of the state, this weight of a pound was di-

minished, and ases were struck of the same weight
as Ihe sextans (that is, two ounces, or one sixth of
tho ancient weight) ; and that thus the Repubhc
paid off its debts, gaining five parts in six : that af-

tfTward, in the second Punic war, in the dictator-
ship of Q. Fabius Maximus (about B.C. 217), ases
of one ounce were made, and the denarius was de-
creed to be equal to sixteen ases, the Republic thus
gaining one half; but that, in military pay, the dena-
rius was always given for ten ases : and that, soon
after, by the Papirian law (about B.C. 191), ases of
half an ounce were made. Festus, also,* mentions
the reduction of the as to two ounces at the time of
the first Punic war. There seem to have been other
reductions besides those mentioned by Pliny, for
there exist ases, and parts of ases, which show that
this coin was made of 11, 10, 9, 8, 3, 1|, 1^ ounces;
and there are copper coins of the Terentian family

1. (Hooker, Eccl. Pol., t., 61,62.—Wheatley, Com. Pray., v..».)—2. (H. N., xxxiii., .3.)—3. (Macrob., Sat., i., 7.)—4. (H.N..
rxxui , 13.)—5. (s. v. Sei'ant *«j>eg )
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which show that it was depressed to ^^ and e vc\

-^^ of its original weight. Several modern writera

have contended, chiefly from the fact of ases being
found of so many different weights, that Pliny'a ac-

count of the reductions of tlie coin is incorrect, and
that these reductions took place gradually, in the

lapse of successive centuries. But Bockh has
shown* that there is no trace in early times of a
distinction between the as grave and lighter mon-
ey ; that the Twelve Tables know of no such di»

tinction ; that, even after the introduction of liglitei

money, fines and rewards were reckoned in <ca

grave ; and that the style of the true Roman coinei

which still remain by no means proves that the
heavier pieces are much older than those of two
ounces, but rather the contrary. His conclusion is,

that all the reductions of the weight of the as, from
a pound down to two ounces, took place during the
first Punic war. Indeed, if the reduction had been
very gradual, it is impossible that the Republic could
have made by it that gain which Pliny states to have
been the motive for the step.

The value of the as, of course, varied with its

weight. Some writers, indeed, suppose that a rise

took place in the value of copper, which compensa-
ted for the reduction in the weight of the as ; so
that, in fact, the as libralis of Servius Tullius was
not of much greater value than the lighter money
of later times. But this supposition is directly con-
tradicted by Pliny's account of the reduction in the
weight of the as ; and it would appear that the value
of copper had rather fallen than risen at the time
when the reduction took place." Before the reduc-
tion to two ounces, ten ases were equal to the de-
narius =about 8^ pence English.

( Vid. Denarius.)
Therefore the as =3-4 farthings. By the reduction
the denarius was made equal to 16 ases ; therefore
the as =2i farthings.

The as was divided into parts, which were named
according to the number of ounces they contained.
They were the deunx, dextans, dodrans, bes, septunx,

semis, quincunx, triens, quadrans or teruncius, sex-

tans, sescunx or sescmicia, and uncia, consisting re-

spectively of 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, H, and 1

ounces. Of these divisions the following were rep-

resented by coins ; namely, the semis, quincunx,
triens, quadrans, sextans, and uncia. There is a
solitary instance of the existence of the dodrans, in

a coin of the Cassian family, bearing an S and three
balls. We have no precise information as to the
time when these divisions were first introduced, but

it was probably nearly as early as the first coinage
of copper money.
The semis, semissis, or semi-as, half the as, or six

ounces, is always marked with an S to represent its

value, and very commonly with heads of Jupiter,

Juno, and Pallas, accompanied by strigds.

The quincunx, or piece of five ounces, is very rare.

There is no specimen of it in the British Museum.
It is distinguished by five small balls to represent
its value.

The triens, the third part of the as, or piece of
four ounces, is marked with four balls. In the an-

nexed specimen from the British Museum, the balls

1. (Metrolo^. Untcrsuch., « 28.)—2. (Bockh, Mstrolof. !;•
tersuch., p. 346, 347.)
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appear on both sides, with a thunderbolt on one side,

and a dolphin, with a strigil above it, on the other.

Its weight is 1571 grains.

The quadrans or ieruncitia, the fourth part of the

as, or piece of three ounces, has three balls to de-

note its value. An open hand, a strigil, a dolphin,

grains of corn, a star, heads of Hercules, Ceres,

dec, are common devices on this coin. Pliny^ says

that both the triens and quadrans bore the image of

t ship.

The sextans, the sixth part of the as, or piece of

t<vo ounces, bears two balls. In the annexed spe-

cimen from the British Museum, there is a cadu-

^eus and strigil on one side, and a cockle-shell on
<h(5 other. Its weight is 779 grains.

The vncia, one ounce piece, or twelfth of the as,

IS marked by a single ball. There appear on this

coin heads of Pallas, of Roma, and of Diana, ships,

frogs, and ears of barley.

After the reduction in the weight of the as, coins
were struck of the value of 2, 3, 4, and even 10 ases,

which were called, respectively, dussis or dupojidius,

tressis, quadrussis, and decussis. Other multiples
of the as were denoted by words of similar forma-
tion, up to cenlussis, 100 ases ; but most of them do
not exist as coins.

In certain forms of expression, in which as is

used for money without specifying the denomina-
tion, we must understand the as. Thus deni ceris,

mille aris, decies aris, mean, respectively, 10, 1000,
1,000,000 ases.

The word as was used also for any whole which
was to be divided into equal parts ; ahd those parts
were called uncice. Thus these words were applied

not only to weight and money, but to measures of
length, surface, and capacity, to inheritances, inter-

est, houses, farms, and many other things. Hence
the phrases hares ex asse, the heir to a whole estate

;

hares ex dodrante, the heir to the ninth part, &c.'
Pliny even uses the phrases semissem Africa,' and
dodrantes et semiuncias horarum*
The as was also called, in ancient times, assarius

(sc. nummiis). and in Greek to aaaupiov. Accord-
ing to Polybius,* the assarius was equal to half the
obolus. On the coins of Chios we find aaauptov,
daadpiov f/fiLcrv, uaadpta 6vu, uaaupia rpia.

AS'ARUM (uaapov), a plant. There can be no
doubt, observes Adams, that it is the Asarum Euro-
paum, or common Asarabacca. Dodonaeus men-
tions that it had got the trivial name of Baccar in

French, and hence supposes Asarabacca was a com-
pound of the two terms. He denies, however, that
it is the real Baccharis of the ancients. But Spren-
gel advocates this opinion, and mentions in confirm-
ation of it, upon the authority of the Flora Veronen-
ais, that the Asarabacca is called bacckera and bac-
cara by the inhabitants of the district around Vero-
na.* According to Sibthorp, it still grows in what
waa once the Laconian territory, and in the country
around Constantinople.

ASBES'TOS or AMIAN'TUS {ua6e(TToc, afiLdv.

TO/). This mineral, which is generally white, and
ha J sometimes a greenish hue, and which consists
of soft flexible fibres, was obtained by the ancients

1. 01. N., xxjciii., 13.)—2. (Vid. Cic, pro CEEcina, c. 6.)—3.
fH N., xviii., 6.)-4. (11. N., ii., 14.)—5. (ii., 15.)-«. (Diog-
•or , i., 9.—Galen, De Simpl.. vi.—Adams, Append., «. v —Bil-
larbeck, Flora Clansica, p. 116.)

from India, from the vicinity of Carpasus in Cyprua
and from Carystus in Eubcea. In consequence ot

being found in the two latter localities, it was some
times called " the flax of Carpasus" (T^ivov Kapna-
aiov^). and also " the Carystian stone" {XiOog Kapva-
Tiog^). It was well adapted for making the wicks
of lamps, because it is indestructible by fire ; and
hence the Greeks, who used it for this purpose, gav«
it the name "'asbestos," which means inextinguish-
able. Pausanias' mentions that the golden lamp
which burned day and night in the temple of Athena
Polias, at Athens, had a wick of this substance.

It was also spun and woven into cloth. Thus
manufactured, it was used for napkins (x^ipcKfta-

yeia,* x^i-pop-ciKTpa^), which were never washed, but

cleansed in a much more effective manner, when-
ever they required it, by being thrown into the

fire.

Another use to which asbestine cloth was aj)-

plied, was to preserve the remains of dead bodi<Js

burned in the funeral pile. The corpse, having been
wrapped in a cloth of this substance, was consumed
with the exception of the bones, which were thus
kept together and preserved from being mingled
with the ashes of the wood. But the expense of

this kind of cloth was so great, that it could only

be used at the obsequies of persons of the most ex-

alted rank. The testimony of Pliny, who alone

has transmitted to us the knowledge of this species

of posthumous luxury, has been corroborated by
the discovery of pieces of the cloth in ancient Ro-
man or Italian sepulchres. The most remarkable
specimen of this kind was found at Rome, A.D.
1702, in a marble sarcophagus. The scull and bones
of the deceased were wrapped up in it. Its din:en-

sions were about five feet by six and a half Sini'o

its discovery, it has been carefully preserved in the

Vatican Library ; and Sir J. E. Smith, who saw it

there, describes its appearance in the following

terms :• " It is coarsely spun, but as soft and pliant

as silk. Our guide set fire to one corner of it, and
the very same part burned repeatedly with great

rapidity and brightness without being at all injured."

Although asbestos is still found naturally asftt ci-

ated with rocks of serpentine in Cornwall, and in

many foreign countries, it is now scarcely used ex-
cept for some philosophical purposes, and, if made
into cloth, it is only in very small quantities, and as

a matter of curiosity.—*II. The Greek medical wri-

ters use the term uadeamg in a very different sense
from the preceding. With them it indicates Calx
viva, or Quicklime {Ttravog being understood). By
Dioscorides it is more specially applied to the lime
of sea-shells. " I am not aware," observes Adams,
" that any Greek author uses the term uo-fieoroi in

the sense in which it is employed by the Latin wri-

ters and by modern naturalists "^

ASCALABO'TES {uaKala^urrig), a species of
Lizard. Its Greek names are dcKala^urrj^, uoKuXa-
6og, yaleurrig, and nulurrjc, all of which appellations

are given to one and the same animal, namely, the

Spotted Lizard, the Stcllio of the Latin writers, and
the Lacerta gecko of Linnaeus. The Stellio lived in

walls, and was accustomed to run along these and
on the roofs of houses.* It was considered the en-
emy of man, venomous and cunning. Hence the
term stellionatus, denoting all kinds of fraud in bar-

gaining, and the old English word stellionate, or

Fraud in the contract. The Stellio is the Tarentole,

or Gecko tuhcrculcux of the south of Europe. It

must not be confounded with the Lacerta stellio, L

,

1. (Paus., i., 26, t) 7.)—2. (Plut., De Orac. Def.)—3. (1 c.)—
4. (Sotacus, ap. Ap.Dvsc.n. Comnent., c. 36.)—5. (Strabo,i.—
Plut., 1 . c—" Mappae," Plin., II. N , xix., 4.)—6 fTour on Cun-
tinent. vol., ii., p. 20i.)—7. (Dioscorides, v., 132.—Oalen.

—

U^
tius.— P. jKgin.—Oriba.sius: pluries.—AU'jns, Append., t. ».

—8. (|Lri«()ph.,.Nub., 170, &c.)
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•r the Stellio of the Levant. This misapplication

of the term was first made by Belon. The Lacerta

sullio is of an olive colour, shaded with blacJc, and

is very comrion throughout the Levant, and partic-

xiarly in Egypt. The L. gecko, on the other hand,

is a spotted lizard, and some of the species, the

rktydactyh for instance, are painted with the most

lively colours The melancholy and heavy air of

(hp Gecko, superadded to a certain resemblance

which it hears to the salamander and the toad, have

rciid(;red it an object of hatred, and caused it to be

considered as venomous, but of this there is no real

proof
ASC'ARIS {acKapk), the small intestinal worm

formed in children and in adults afflicted with cer-

tain diseases. It is the Ascaris vermicularis, h."

ASCIA, dim. ASCIOLA {oKenupvov, ane-KapvLov),

an adze.

Murato'i' has published numerous representations

of the adae, as it is exhibited on ancient monuments.
We select the three following, two of which show
tlie instrument itself, with a slight variety of form,

while the third represents a ship-builder holding it

in his right hand, and using it to shape the rib of a

vessel. The blade of the adze was frequently curv-

ed, as we see it in all these figures, in order that it

might be employed to hollow out pieces of wood, so

as to construct vessels either for holding water or

for floating upon it. Calypso, in the Odyssey,* fur-

nishes Ulysses both with an axe {neleKvc) and with
" a well-polished adze," as the most necessary in-

>'«.ruments for cutting down trees and constructing
A ship.

In otiier cases the curvature of the blade was
much hss considerable, the adze being used merely
(0 cut off all inequalities, so as to make a rough
j-iece <A timber smooth (asciare, dolare), and, as far

as potaible, to poHsh it (polire). Cicero* quotes from
t^e Twelve Tables the following law, designed to

i^thsin the expenses of funerals : Rogum ascia ne

Ill using the adze, the shipwright or carpenter was
ai?.ay3 in danger of inflicting severe blows upon his
07. n feet if he made a false stroke. Hence arose
I. jMoverb applied to those who were their own en-
cnties, or did themselves injury : Ipse mihi asciam
hi crws impegi.^ Another proverbial expression, de-
rived from the use of the same tool, occurs in Plau-
'.us.' The phrase Jam hoc opus est exasciatum
means, "This work is now begun,'" because the
lough-hewing of the timber by means of the ascia,
1 he formation of balks or planks out of the natural
t runk or branches of a tree, was the first step to-
wards the construction of an edifice. On the other
fcand, we read in Sophocles of a seat not even thus
nugh-hewn.* The expression used is equivalent

1 (Cuvier's Anim. Kingd., vol. ii., p. 38, traBsl.)—2. (Adama,
ARJond., ». V.)—3. (Ins. Vet. Thes., i., 534-536.)^. (v., 237.)—» (De Le?., ii., 23.)— 6. (Petron.. Sttf..,74.)—7. (Asin.,ii., 2,
•I )--8. (lidBflOV aaKhapvov : CEd. Col.. 101)
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to i^earov nirpov,' and denoted a rock in its nati>

ral state.

Both tlie substantive ascia, and the verb a tcimrt

derived from it, retain the same signification in mod-
ern Italian which they had in Latin, as above ex-
plained.

Vitruvins and Palladius' give directions for n?ny|
the ascia in chopping lime and mixing it so tis tn

make mortar or plaster. For this purpose we mctl
suppose it to have had a blunt, unpolished blade, and
a long handle. In fact, it would then resemble tbfj

modern hoe, as u.sed either by masons and plastsr-

ers for the use just specified, or by gardeners or ag-

riculturists for breaking the surface of the ground
and eradicating weeds. Accordingly, Palladius,* in

his enumeration of the implements necessary for

tilling the ground, mentions hoes with rakes fixed

to them at the back, ascias in avcrsa parte rcfcrentd
rastros.

Together with the three representations of the

ascia, we have introduced into the preceding wood-
cut the figure of another instrument, taken from a
coin of the Valerian family.* This instrument was
called AciscuLus. It was chiefly used by masons,
whence, in the ancient glossaries, Aciscularius is

translated larofiog, a stone-cutter. The acisculus,

or pick, as shown in the above figure, was a little

curved, and it terminated in a point in one direc-

tion, and was shaped like a hammer in the other.

Its helve was inserted so that it might be used witb
the same kind of action as the adze. Also, as the
substantive ascia gave origin to the verb exasciare,

meaning to hew a smooth piece of wood out of a
rough piece by means of the adze, so acisculus gave
origin to exacisculare, meaning to hew anything out
of stone by the use of the pick. Various monu>
mental inscriptions, published by Muratori,' "v.-am

persons against opening or destroying tombs by thix

process.

AS'KION {aamov), a species or variety of Truf-

fle, mentioned by Theophrastus.*
ASCLE'PIAS {udKlrjTnuq), a plant, which Al-

ston, Woodville, Billerbeck, and Sprengel agree in

identifying with the Asclepias vincetoxicum, L., o»

oflScinal Swallow-wort. Stackhouse, however, pre-
fers the Thapsia Asclepinon. It was used in case^
of dropsy,' and took its name from Asclepiades,
who first recommended its use.

ASCLEPIEI'A {'kanlr]nieia) is the name of fes-

tivals which were probably celebrated in all places
where temples of Asclepius (.^sculapius) existed.

The most celebrated, however, was that of Epidau-
rus, which took place every five years, and was sol-

emnized with contests of rhapsodists and musicians,
and with solemn processions and games. 'koKlr,-

mtia are also mentioned at Athens,* which were,
probably, like those of Epidaurus, solemnized with
musical contests. They took place on the eighth day
of the month of Elaphebolion.

ASCYRON (uaKvpov), a plant. Dioscorides
puts it beyond a doubt, that the uaavpov is a species
of Hypericum, or St. John's-wort ; but xvhich spe-
cies it is cannot be satisfactorily determined. Spren-
gel, in the first edition ofhis R. H. H., prefers the Hy.
pcricum Androsamum, or Tutsan ; but in his editioQ
of Dioscorides he hesitates between the H. perfo-
ratum and the H. montanum. Dodonaeus is for the
former, and Matthiolus for the latter. Adams thinks
that the description of Dioscorides is more applica
ble to the a^idrosamum than to the perforatum.

1. (1. 10.)—2. (Vitruv., vii., 2.—Pallad., i., 14.)—3. (i., 43.^
—4. (Phil, a Turre, Mon. Vet. Antii, c. 2.)—5. (I. c.)—6. (H
P., i., 10.)—7. (Theophvast., H. P., ix., 12.—Dioscor., iii., 96.—
Adams, Append., s. v.—Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 61.)—

4

(^schines, c. Ctes., p. 455.—BBckh, Staatshaush., ii., 253.)—

Q

(Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 200.—Dioscor., iii., 1C2.—Ada«l
Append., g. v.)
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Tbe name andros<zmon {uvdpoaaifiov) was given to

this plant, because the bud, when indented with the

nail, exudes a blood-red colour (avJpof al/ia, " hu-

man blood"). A. species of balsamic oil was ex-

tracted from this plant. According to Sibthorp, the

Ascyron is called at the present day BuTiaa/iov by
the monks of Mount Athos ; ^-eixv^'oxopTov in Zante,

where it grows in the hedges ; and oKovSpi^a in La-

conia.

ASCO'LIA (aoKuXia) (the leaping upon the leath-

er bag) was one of the many kinds of amusements
in which the Athenians indulged during the An-
thesteria and other festivals in honour of Dionysus.

The Athenians sacrificed a he-goat to the god,

made a bag out of the skin, smeared it with oil, and
then tried to dance upon it. The various accidents

accompanying this attempt afforded great amuse-
ment to the spectators. He who succeeded was
victor, and received the skin as a reward.* The
scholiast, however, erroneously calls the ascolia a

festival ; for, in reality, it only formed a part of

one.*

ASEBEI'AS rPA*H {uaeSeiac ypa<p7]) was one
of the many forms prescribed by the Attic laws for

the impeachment of impiety. From the various

tenour of the accusations still extant, it may be gath-

ered that this crime was as ill-defined at Athens,
and, therefore, as liable to be made the pretext for

persecution, as it has been in all other countries in

which the civil power has attempted to reach offen-

ces so much beyond the natural limits of its juris-

diction. The occasions, however, upon which the

Athenian accuser professed to come forward, may
be classed as, first, breaches of the ceremonial law
of public worship ; and, secondly, indications of that,

which in analogous cases of modern times would
be called heterodoxy or heresy. The former com-
prehended encroachment upon consecrated grounds,
the plunder or other injury of temples, the violation

of asylums, the interruption of sacnfices and festi-

vals, the mutilation of statues of the^ gods, the in-

troduction of deities not acknowledged by the state,

and various other transgressions peculiarly defined

by the laws of the Attic sacra, such as a private

celebration of the Eleusinian mysteries and their

divulgation to the uninitiated, mjury to the sacred
olive-trees, or placing a suppliant bough {'iKerTjpla)

on a particular altar at an improper time.' The
heretical delinquencies may be exemplified by the

expulsion of Protagoras* for writing that "he could
not learn whether the gods existed or not," in the
persecution of Anaxagoras,* like that of Galileo in

after times, for impugning the received opinions

about the sun, and the condemnation of Socrates
for not holding the objects of the public worship to

be gods.* The variety of these examples will have
shown that it is impossible to enumerate all the
cases to which this sweeping accusation might be
extended ; and, as it is not upon record that reli-

gious Athens^ was scandalized at the profane jests

of Aristophanes, or that it forced Epicurus to deny
that the gods were indifferent to human actions, it

is difficult to ascertain the limits at which jests and
scepticism ended, and penal impiety began.
With respect to the trial, any citizen that pleased

6 ilov?i6fj.evog—which, however, in this, as in all oth-

er public actions, must be understood of those only
wlio did not labour under an incapacitating disfran-

ch sement {driiita)—seems to have been a compe-
tent accuser ; but, as the nine archons and the arei-

opagites were the proper guardians of the sacred

1. (Schol. in Aristoph., Plut., 1130.—Vlr^., Geor^., ii., 384.)
—2. iVid. Pol]., Onom., ix.. 121.

—

Heijrch., s. v. 'jL(!KU)\idZ,ov-

««.)—3. (And)C., De Myst., 110.)—4. (Diog. Laert., IX., viii.,

I.)— 5. (Diog. Laert., 11.. iii., 9.) — 6. (Xen., Apol. Socr.)—7.
iXen.. Rep. Ath., iii., 8.)
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olives (jiopiac, arfKoV-), it is not impossible that thej
had also a power of official prosecution upon casa-
ally discovering any injury done to their charge.

The cases of Socrates, Aspasia, and Protagoras
may be adduced to show that citizens, resident

aliens, and strangers were equally liable to this ac-

cusation. And if a minor, as represented in the
declamation of Antiphon, could be prosecuted for

murder {(^ovov), a crime considered by the early

Greeks more in reference to its ceremonial poUu>
tion than in respect of the injury inflicted upon so
ciety, it can hardly be concluded that persons under
age were incapable of committing or suffering for

this offence.*

The magistrate who conducted the previous ex
amination {avmpLaLg) was, according to Meier,' in

variably the king archon, but whether the court into

which he brought tlie causes were the areiopagus
or the common heliastic court, of both of which
there are several instances, is supposed* to have
been determined by the foiin of action adopted by
the prosecutor, or the degree of competency to

which the areiopagus rose or fell at the different

periods of Athenian history. From the Apology of
Socrates we learn that the forms of the trial upon
this occasion were those usual in all public actions

{vid. GRAPHAI), and that, generally, the amount ol

the penahy formed a separate question for the di-

casts after the conviction of the defendant. For
some kinds of impiety, however, the punishment
was fixed by special laws, as in the case of p(!r-

sons injuring the sacred olive-trees, and in that men-
tioned ;'y Andocides.*

If the accuser failed to obtain a fifth of the votes

of the dicasts, he forfeited a thousand drachmae, and
incurred a modified urifxia. The other forms or

prosecution for this offence were the anayuy^,*
b<^rjyr]Gig,'' IvSei^ig,* 7rpo6oA^,' and, in extraordinary

cases, eiaayyeXia ;*•* besides these, Demosthenes
mentions** two other courses that an accuser might
adopt, diKu^eadai npog FjVfioXnidag, and (ppd^eiv npof
Tov paailia, of which it is difficult to give a satis-

factory explanation.

ASIAR'CH^E {^uaidpxai) were, in the Roman
provinces of western Asia, the chief presidents of

the religious rites, whose office it was to exhibit

games and theatrical amusements every year, in

honour of the gods and the Roman emperor, at their

own expense, like the Roman aediles. As the ex-

hibition of these games was attended with great

expense, wealthy persons were always chosen to fill

this office ; for which reason Strabo says that some
of the inhabitants of Tralles, which was one of the

most wealthy cities in Asia Minor, were always
chosen asiarchs. They were ten in number, se-

lected by the different towns of-Asia Minor, and ap-

proved ofby the Roman proconsul ; ofthese, one was
the chief asiarch, and frequently, but not always,

resided at Ephesus. Their office only lasted for a
year ; but they appear to have enjoyed the title as

a mark of courtesy for the rest of their lives." This
title also occurs in a Greek inscription at Assos in

Mysia, copied by Mr. Fellows.*' In the letter writ-

ten by the Church of Smyrna respecting the mar-
tyrdom of Polycarp,** we read that Philip the asiarch

was requested by the infuriated people to let loose

a lion against Polycarp, which he said it was not

lawful for him to do, as the exhibition of wild beasts

{KvvTjyiaia) had been finished. In another part of

1. (Lysias, Tlcpi tov "Er/Kov, 282.)—2. (Antiph., Tetral., ii., p.

674.)—3 (Att. Process, 300, 304, n. 34.)-^. (Meier, Att. Pro-

cess, 305.)—5. (De Myst., 110.)—6. (Demosth., c. Androt., 601,

626.)—7. (Meier, Att. Process, 246.)—8. (Andoc, De Myst ., 8

J

—9. (Libanius, Argum. ad Demosth., in Mid., 509, 10.)—Ift

(Andoc, De Myst., 43.)—11. (c. Androt., 601.)—12. (Slrabo

xiv., p. 649.—Acts, xix., 31.—Wetstein ct Kuinoel in loc.)—It
(Excursion in Asia Minor, p. 49.)—14. (c. 12.) m
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Hiis epistle Philip is called high-priest (apxiepevc),

which appears to show that he must have been chief

asiarch of the province.

ASILL'A {um^-Tia) was a wooden pole or yoke,

lield by a man either on his two shoulders, or more

commonly n;i one shoulder only, and used for car-

rying burdens.

The paintings in the ancient tombs of Egypt

prove the general use of this implement in that

country, especially for canying bricks, water-pails

to irrigate the gardens, and baskets with all kinds

ftf provisions for the market. Mr. Burton found at

Tbebes a wooden yoke of this kind, with one of the

Jeathier straps belonging to it. The yoke (which is

now ja the British Museum) is about :\i feet long,

and the strap about 16 inches."

We also find this instrument displayed in works
ot Grecian art. A small bronze lamp found at Sta-

bise (see the annexed woodcut) represents a boy

carrying two baskets suspended from a pole which
rests upon his right shoulder. The two other rep-

resentations here introduced, though of a fanciful

or ludicrous character, show by that very circum-

stance how familiar the ancients must have been
with the use of this piece of furniture. The first is

from a beautiful sardonyx in the Florentine muse-
um : it represents a grasshopper carrying two bas-

kets, suspended each by three cords from the ex-

tremity of the yoke, and skilfully imitates the action

of a man who is proceeding on a journey. The
other is from a Greek painted vase,' and, under the

disguise of a satyr, shows the mode in which lambs

'and other viands were sometimes carried in pre-
paring for a sacrifice to Bacchus. In the collection
of antique gems at Berlin there are no less than
four representations of men carrying burdens in this
manner.*

Aristotle* has preserved an epigram of Simonides,
which was probably inscribed upon the base of a
itatue erected at Olympia to the individual whom
it celebrates. It begins thus :

Upoade fihi ajif ufioiaiv Ix^^)/ rprixElav uaillav,
'IxOvg h^ 'Kpyovg elg Teyiav l^epov.

This poor man, who had formerly obtained his living
: by bearing "a rough yoke" upon his shoulders, to
carry fish all the way from Argos to Tegea, at
length immortalized himself by a victory at the
CHympic games.*

1. (c. 21.)—2. (Wilkinson, Manners and Customs of Ancient
Egypt, vol. ii., p. 5, 99, 137, 138.)—3. (Sir W. Hamilton's Va-
let, ii., 40.)^. (Winckelmann, Pierres gravees du Baron de
Sto«:h, p. 517.)—5. (Hhet., .; 7.)—6. (Anthol. O.tec., i., 80, ed.
lacobs.)
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Aristophanes calls this implement uva<j>op<yv : ne
introduces upon the stage a slave carrying a heavy
load by means of it ; and he describes the act ol

transferring it from one shoulder to another by the
phrase utTataXkdiitvoq ravd^opov}
ASI'LUS, a sppcies of Gadfly or Horsefly, ac-

customed to sting cattle. VirgiP makes it the same
with the olarpoQ of the Greeks, and Varro" gives to
it the name of Tabanus. Pliny,* on the other hand
informs us that it was called both tabanus and ast'

lus. As in Latin, so in Greek there are two names,
olarpoc and /ivuip. Bochart* and Aldrovandi* have
proved very satisfactorily, that by the Greek poets
and writers on Belles Lettres these two terms were
used indiscriminately, but that Aristotle and other
writers on matters of science apply the former
(oZfjrpof) to a species of gadfly, meaning, very prob-
ably, the CEstrus bovis or Breeze, and the latter to a
species of horsefly, the Tabanus bovinus. This Ad-
ams considers the most satisfactory account of the
matter ; he deems it right, however, to mention,
that Schneider, treating of the fivutp of ^lian, pro-

fesses himself unable to determine whether it was
a species of Oestrus, Tabanus, or Hippobosca; and in

another place he offers it as a conjecture, that the
olcsTpog of Aristotle was a species of Culex, or gnat.

It seems agreed that the Asilus of Virgil was the
Breeze.' Martyn* gives a description of the Asillo,

which he takes to be the same with the Asilus,

from an Italian author. He represents it as "in
shape somewhat resembling a wasp or wild bee.
It has two membranaceous wings, with whic'- it

makes a loud whizzing. The belly is terminated by
three long rings, one less than the other, from the
last of which proceeds a formidable sting. This
sting is composed of a tube, through which the egg
is emitted, and of two augers, which make way for

the tube to penetrate into the skin of the cattle.

These augers are armed with little knives, which
prick with their points and cat with their edges,
causing intolerable pain to the animal that is wound-
ed by them. But this pain is not all ; for at the
end of the sting, as at the end of a viper's tooth,

and of the sting of wasps, bees, and hornets, issues
forth a venomous liquor, which irritates and inflames
the fibres of the wounded nerves, and causes the
wound to become fistulous. This fistula seems to

be kept open by the egg, after the manner of an
issue. The egg is hatched within the fistula, and
the worm continues there till it is ready *o turn to

a chrysalis, receiving its nourishment from the
juice whi(;h flows from the wounded fibres. These
worms remain for nine or ten months under the

skin, and then, being arrived almost to perfectior

they come out of their own accord, and creep into

some hole or under some stone, and there enter
into the state of a chrysalis, in which condition
they lie quiet for some time, and at last come forth

in the form of the parent fly."

*AS'INUS. (Vid. Onos.)
ASPAL'ATHUS {affTrdladoc), a species of thoi-

ny shrub, bearing a flower which some call the Rose
of Jerusalem, or Lady's Rose. Much uncertainty,
however, exists on this point. " The Aspalathus,"
says Charras,' " is the wood of a thorn-tree or bush,
in virtues, taste, smell, and figure much resembling
Lignum aloes." Matthiolus is at great pains to

prove that it is not the Santalum rubrum. Spren-
gel, in the first edition of his R. H. H.. holds it to

be the Genista aspalatho'ides, but in hid edition of
Dioscorides he inclines to the Cytisus laniger,

1. (Ran., 8.—Eccles., 828.—Schol. in loc.)—2. (Oeorg., iii..

148.)—3. (De Re Rust., ii., 5.)-^. (H. N., xi., 28.)—5. (Hier.
lib. iv., col. 546.)—6. (De Insect., lib. iii.)—7. (Adams, Append^
s.v.—M\mn,N.A

. vi., 37.—Aristot.,H. A., i., i.)—8. (InViig,
Georg., iii., i48.)—9. (Royal Pharmacop., s. v.)
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»/j»ad. Ill Ihe works of the Arabian writers on

flusbandrj, it is said that the Aspalathus has a jmr-

ple flower and an acid taste, and has no fruit. Ac-

cording to Maeris Atticista, tlie Attics used ao7:ak-

aOoi for uKavdat n f the other Greeks. We may con-

clude, then, that it was often applied loosely to all

kinds of thorns.' The rind of the root of the As-

palathus yielded an aromatic oil.

ASP ALAX (d(TTaAaf), a species of Mole, called

trrdXa^ by Aristotle,' and'ku-\p by Aristophanes,*

and dK^vevg by Lycophron.* It is generally set

down as being the Talpa Europea, L., or common
Mole ; but it is deserving of remark, that Olivier,

in his Travels, has described a species or variety

of mole found in Asia Minor, which. Dr. Trail of

Edinburgh thinks, answers better to Aristotle's de-

scription than the common mole. Aristotle was
aware that the Mole is not blind, although it has
very small eyes.'

*ASPAR'AGUS {uaTTupayoq or ua(j)dpayoc), the

Asparagus, a well-known vegetable. Theophras-
tus* remarks that Asparagus has thorns in place of

leaves, so that it is easy to perceive he means the

Asparagus aphyllus, L. The wild Asparagus, called

uvuKovdog by the Greeks, and corruda by the Ro-
mans, was more used in medicine. The Greeks
also applied the term danupa-yog to all tender stalks

or stems shooting up for the production of fruit or

seed.^
—

^The Attics wrote u(j(j>dpayog with the aspi-

rated letter, as the grammarians and also Galen in-

form us.* The common name at present in Greece
is a-Kapdyji or a-Kapayyia.

*A.*PHALT'US. {Vii. Bitumen.)
ASPHOD'ELUS (atr^dJcAof), a plant, called by

Apuleius *^ Hastula regia" and hence its English

name, " King's Spear." According to Sprengel, the

d(T^6de?.of of Galen is the Ornithogalum Stachyoides

;

bui that of Theophrastus and Dioscorides the As-

fhodelus ramosus, L. This is the famous herb
which Homer represents as growing in the meads
of Elysium. Eustathius* mentions tflat it was fre-

quently planted in the neighbourhood of sepulchres.

The common name of the Ornithogalum is the Star

of Bethlehem.—The Asphodelus was used as a pot-

herb in the time of Hesiod.'" According to Sibthorp,

the common name for this plant at the present day
is da<p66e7i,u. In Laconia it is termed anwpdditvla,

in Attica KapaCovKt.

"•ASPIS (uCTTTif), I. the Asp, a species of noxious
serpent often mentioned by both Greek and Roman
writers ; and from the discrepances which are ob-

servable in the accounts given by different authors,

it would seem that several different species of poi-

sonous serpents were known to the ancients under
this common name. Galen, in fact, and the other

medical authorities, describe three varieties of the

Asp, namely, the Ptyas, Chersaea, and Chelidonia."
.(Elian, however, affirms that the Egyptians distin-

guished sixteen varieties of it." " From various

circumstances, and particularly from the descrip-

tion of Pliny," it is evident that the most common
and celebrated of the Asp species was that to which
the modern Arabs give the name of El Haje, or

Hfije Nasclicr. This animal measures from three to

five feet in length : it is of a dark green colour,

marked obliquely with bands of brown ; the scales

of the neck, back, and upper surface of the tail are

slightly carinated, and the tail is about one fourth

part the length of the whole body. The haje is

closely allied to the cobra capello, or spectacled

1. (Dioscoi-., i., 19.—Theophrast., H. P., is., 7.—Adams, Ap-
pend 8. V.)—2. (H. A., iv., 7.)—3. (Acharn., 879.)—4. (Caa-
•andr., 121.)—5. (Adams, Append., 8. v.)—6. (H. P., i., 16.)—
7. (Galen, do Alim. far., ii., 58.)—«. (Schneider, Gr. D. W(>rt.,

I. V.)—9. (In Od, xi., 538.) -10. (Op. et D., 41.—Adams, Ap-
pend., s. V.—Billeibeck, Flora Classica, p. 92.)—11. (Theriaca
•d Pirjnes.)— 12. (N. A , x., 31.)—13. (H. N., viii., 35.)

snake of India, the chief apparent difference being

its want of the singular yellow mark on the back oi

the neck, from which the latter species derives its

name. In other respects these two serpents are

nearly of the same size ; they are equally venomous,
and both have the power of swelling out the neck
when irritated, and raising themselves upright upoa
their tails, to dart by a single bound upon their ene-

mies. The poison of the Asp is of the most deadly

nature. The habit which this serpent has of erect-

ing itselfwhen approached, made the ancient Egyp-
tians imagine that it guarded the places which it

inhabited. They made it the emblem of the divin-

ity whom they supposed to protect the world ; and,

accordingly, they have represented it on their tem-
ples, sculptured on each side of a globe."*—II. {Vid.

Clipeus )

*ASPLE'NIUM (dcrnTi^vtov), a plant, which Spren-

gel follows Tragus in referring to the Asplenium ce-

terach, or, as he proposes to call it, Gymnogramma
ceterach, our Spleenwort or Milkwaste. He admits
that he could not ascertain the origin of the term
ceterach. Miller, however, says " the word ceterach

is Arabic."' The Asplenium took its name from
its supposed utility in disorders of the spleen.

ASSA'RIUS NUMMUS. {Vid. As.)

ASSERES LECTIOA'RII. {Vid. Lectica.)

ASSERTOR or ADSERTOR contains the same
root as the verb adserere, which, when coupled with
the word manu, signifies to lay hold of a thing, to

draw it towards one. Hence the phrase adserere in

libertatem, or liberali adserere manu, applies to him
who lays his hand on a person reputed to be a slave,

and asserts or maintains his freedom. The person
who thus maintained the freedom of a reputed slave

was called adsertor,' and by the laws of the Twelve
Tables, it was enacted in favour of liberty, that such
adsertor should not be called on to give security in

the sacramenti actio to more than the amount of l.

asses. The person whose freedom was thus claim-

ed was said to be adscrtus. The expressions liber-

alis causa and libcralis manus, which occur in class-

ical authors in connexion with the verb adserere,

will easily be understood from what has been said.*

Sometimes the word adserere alone was used as
equivalent to adserere in libertatem.^

The expression asserere in serviiutem, to claim a
person as a slave, occurs in Livy.»

ASSESSOR or ADSESSOR, literally one who
sits by the side of another. The duties of an as-

sessor, as described by Paulus,' related to " cogni-

tiones, postulationes, libelli, edicta, decreta, episto-

la; ;" from which it appears that they were employ-
ed in and about the administration of law. The
consuls, praetors, governors of provinces, and the

judices, were often imperfectly acquainted with the
law and the forms of procedure, and it was neces-
sary that they should have the aid of those who had
made the law their study. The praefectus prsetorio

and praefectus urbi, and other civil and miUtary
functionaries, had their assessors. An instance is

mentioned by Tacitus* of the Emperor Tiberius as-

sisting at the judicia {judiciis adsidcbat), and taking
his seat at the corner of the tribunal ; but this pas-

sage cannot be interpreted to mean, as some persons
interpret it, that the emperor sat there in the char-

acter of an assessor, properly so called : the remark
of Tacitus shows that, though the emperor might
have taken his seat under the name of assessor, ho
could be considered in no other light than as the

head of the state.

1. (Penny Cyclopsedia, vol. li., p. 487.)—5!. (Dioscorides, jii.,

141.—Adams, Append., 8 v.)—3. (Gaius, iv., 14.)—4. (Terent

.

Adelph., II., i., 40.—Plaut., Pa;n., IV., ii., 83.— Vid. etiiun Di«
40, tit. 12, De liberali Causa.)—5. (Cic, pro Fla/;c., c. 17.)—*
(iii., 44 ; ixxiv., 18.)—7. (Dig. 1, tit 21, a. 1.)—8 (Ana . i , 7J)
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The Emperor Alexander Severus gave the as-

essores a regular salary.' Freedmen might be

assessores. In the later writers the assessores are

mentioned under the various names of conciliarii,

juris studiosi, comites, &c. The studiosi juris, men-

tioned by Gellius' as assistant to the judices (quos

adhibere in consilium judicaturi solent), were the as-

sessores. Sabinus, as it appears from Ulpian,"

wrote a hook on the duties of assessors. The as-

sessors sat on the tribunal with the magistrate.

Their advice or aid was given during the proceed-

ings as well as at other times, but they never pro-

nounced a judicial sentence. As the old forms of

procedure gradually declined, the assessores, ac-

cording to the conjecture of Savigny,* took the

place of the judices.

ASS'IUS LAPIS ('AffffiOf ILOoc), a kind of stone,

deriving its name from Assos, a city in the Troad.

Such, at least, is the account of Pliny.* Dioscori-

des,* however, calls it 'Ao-iof lidog, and Celsus'

Lajiis Asius, the Asian Stone ; the last-mentioned

author appearing to derive its name from Asia gen-

erally. All these writers agree in classing it with

the stones which, from their consuming the bodies

of the dead enclosed within them, were called sar-

cophagi {aapKOfpayoi). The Assian stone was char-

acterized by a laminated structure, a saline efflo-

rescence of a sharp taste, and its styptic properties.*

Galen, in describing this stone, says that it is of a

spongy substance, light and friable ; that it is cov-

ered with a farinaceous kind of powder, called the

Flower of the Assian stone ; that the molecules of

this flower are very penetrating; that they consume
flesh ; and that the stone has a similar property, but

in a less degree. This efflorescence had, moreover,
a saline taste. Galen adds, that it was of a yellow
or whitish colour, and that, when mixed with resin

of turpentine 6r with tar, it removed tubercles.

Piiiiy repeats almost the same account.'

AST'ACUS (dcrra/c6f), a sea animal, described
by Aristotle, Galen, Oppian, .^iilian, and others. It

belongs to the class Crustacea, and is called Gram-
maro by the Italians, Homar by the French, and
Craw-fish by the English. It is the Astacus fluvia-
lis. L Cuvier has shown that it is the Elephantus
of Pliny.i"

*ASTER {aaTTJp). I. A species of bird, most
probably the Fringilla rubra, or Smaller Redpole.

—

II. The genus Stella, or Star-fish. It has been va-
riously classed under Zoophyta, MoUusca, and
Crustacea, by both ancient and modern naturalists.

—III. One of the varieties of the Samian earth was
also called by this name. ( Vid. Samia Terra.)
ASTER ATT'ICUS ('Aar^p 'Arri/cof), a plant.

According to Apuleius, the Asterion, Asteriscon,
Aster Atticus, and Inguinalis, are synonymous.
Stackhouse and Schneider farther identify the uarEp-
icTKog of Theophrastus with it. Martyn is at great
pains to prove that the " Amellus" of Virgil is the
Aster Atticus. Botanists accordingly give to the
Italian blue Starwort the name of Aster amellus.
The flower of the Aster has its leaves radiated like
a star, whence its name {uar^p, " a star"). This
plant was employed in swellings of the groin,
whence the names of Inguinalis and Bubonium
that were sometimes applied to It. Another ancient
appellation, Amellus, was derived from that of the
river (the Mela, in Cisalpine Gaul) on the banks of
which this plant grew very abundantly. The root
of the Aster, cooked in old Aminaean wine, is men-
tioned by Columella as a good remedy for sickness

1. (Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 46.)—2. (xii., 13.)—3. (Dig. 47, tit.

!0, s. 5.)—4. (Geschichte des Rom. Rechts im Mittelalter, i

,

79.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 27.)—6. (v., 141, 142.)—7. (iv.
24.)-8. (Moore's Anc. Miaeral., p. 127.)—9. (Galen, Sympt'
Med. Fac., lib. ix.)—IQ (Adams, Append., s v )
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among hees. The Aster grows in the valleys ata
on the hills of Italy and Sicily, frequently in a wild
state. Sibthorp found it also near Athens.' It

used to grow abundantly in Attica.

ASTER'IA, a gem, mentioned by Phny, which
came from India and from Carmania. It derived
its name from its starlike lustre when exposed to

the rays of the sun. Mineralogists make it to have
been that variety of opal which is called girasole,

from its reflecting a reddish light when turned to-

wards the sun. Pliny describes it as difBcult to
engrave ;

" the difficulty," observes Dr. Moore,
" arising probably, not from its hardness, but from
the numerous minute fissures which traverse opal
in all directions, and to which it is supposed to owe
the playful variation of its colours."'

*ASTRIOS, a gem mentioned by Pliny, and
which occurred in India and on the shores of Pal-

lene, but of the best quality in Carmania. The
Roman writer describes it as shining "from a point
within it like a star, with the brightness of the full

moon." Dr. Moore considers Werner's opinion the
most probable, that it is the same with the moon-
stone of Ceylon.'

ASTRAG'ALUS, an astragal, one of the mould
ings in architecture, more especially characteristic

of the Ionic order.

The astragal is always found as the lowest mem-
ber of the Ionic capital, forming the division be-

tween it and the fluted shaft of the column. Of
this we have a beautiful example in the remains ot

the Temple of Bacchus at Teos, which, as we are
informed by Vitruvius,* was built by Hermogenes
of Alabanda, one of the most celebrated of the an-
cient architects, and of which he wrote a full

description. One of the capitals of this temple is

shown in the annexed woodcut. Above the astra-

gal we see the echinus, and on each side of it the
volute, to which is added an ornament in imitation
of the aplustre of a ship. {Vid. Aplustre.)
The astragal was used with a beautiful effect not

only in Ionic, but also in Corinthian buildings, to

border or divide the three faces of the architrave ;

and it was admitted under an echinus to enrich the
cornice. The lower figure in the woodcut shows a
small portion of the astragal forming the upper edge
of an architrave, which is now in the British Mu-
seum, and which was part of the Temple of Erech-
theus at Athens. It is drawn of the same size as
the marble itself The term astragalus, employed
by Vitruvius,* was no doubt borrowed from Hermo

genes and other Greek writers on architecture, li

denoted a bone in the foot of certain quadrupeds,
the form and use of which are explained under the
corresponding Latin term Talus. A number of

1. (Dioscor., iv., 118.—Martyn in Virg., Georg., iv., 271.—
Adams, Append., s. v.—Columella, ix., 13, 8.—Billerbe^k, Flora
Classica, p. 216.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xxxvii., 47.—Moore's Ano.
Mineralogy, p. 171.)—3. (Plin., H. N., xxxvii., 48.—JamesonV
Mineralogy, i., 362.—Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 172.)—4. (iv., 3
1 ; vii., Pr«f 12, ed. Schneider.)—5. (iii. 6, 3 ; iv., 6, S, 3.)
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tiiese bones, placed in a row, woilM present a su:-

cession of oval figures alternating with angular

projections, which was probably imitated in this

moulding by the inventors of the Ionic order. The
moulding afterward retained the same name, not-

withstanding great alterations in its appearance.

Vitruvius speaks of the " astragali" in the base of

tht Ionic column. These were plain semicircular

mcaldings, each of which resembled the torus, ex-

cept in being very much smaller. (Vid. Spira.)

AiiTPATErAS rPA<I>H {ucTTpaTeiag ypa<j)T/) was
the accusation instituted against persons who failed

to appear among the troops after they had been

enrolled for the campaign by the generals.* Any
Athenian citizen of the military age seems to have

been liable to be called upon for this service, with

the exception of Choreutse, who appear to have

been excused when the concurrence of a festival

and a campaign rendered the performance of both

duties impossible,* and magistrates during their year

of office, and farmers of the revenue, though the

caoe cited in Demosthenes^ suggests some doubts

as to how far this last excuse was considered a

sufficient plea. We may presume that the accuser

in this, as in the similar action lor leaving the ranks

(?i.EL7voTa§lov), was any citizen that chose to come
forward (6 l3ov?[,6fi€vog, oig t^san), and that the

court was composed of soldiers who had served in

the campaign. The presidency of the court, ac-

cording to Meier, belonged to the generals.* The
defendant, if convicted, incurred disfranchisement

—ari/Ui'a,* both in his own person and that of his

descendants ; and there were very stringent laws
to punish them if they appeared at the public sacra,

to which even women and slaves were admitted.*

*ASTUR, the Falco Palumbarius, or Goshawk.
\Vid. HiEKAx.)
*ASTURCO, a jennet, or Spanish horse. {Vid.

Equus.)
ASTYN'OMI {uarvvofioi), or street police of

Athens, were ten in number, five fer the city, and

as many for the Peirceus. Aristotle (as quoted by

Harpocrat., s. v.) says that they had to attend to

the female musicians, to the scavengers, and such
like. In general, they had to take care of public

decorum : thus they could punish a man for being

indecently clad.'' It would seem, from what Aris-

totle says,* and from the functions which Plato

assigns to his astynomi,^ that they had also the

charge of the fountains, roads, and public buildings;

and it is supposed that Plutarch's words,'" 6re tuv

^Ad^vTjaiv v6uTuv encaTuTtjg yv, mean " when he

was astynomus." The astynomi and agoranomi di-

vided between them most of the functions of the

Roman aediles. The astynomi at Thebes were
called TeMapxat..^^ (Vid. Agoranomi.)
ASY'LUM (acjvlov). In the Greek states, the

temples, altars, sacred groves, and statues of the

gods generally possessed the privilege of protecting

slaves, debtors, and criminals, who fled to them for

refuge. The laws, however, do not appear to have
recognised the right of all such sacred places to

afford the protection which was claimed, but to

have confined it to a certain number of temples or

altars, which were considered in a more especial

manner to have the uav^ia, or jus asyli.^' There
were several places in Athens which possessed this

privilege, of which the best known was the The-
seum, or Temple of Theseus, in the city, near the

1. (Lys. in Ale, i., o-21.)—2. (Petit., 664.)—3. (Neier., 1353,

U.)—4. (Att. Process, 363, 133.)—5. (Andoc., De Myst., 35.)—
6. (.figch. in Ctes., 73.—Dcmosth. in Timocr., 733, 11.)—7.

(DH'^r. Laert., vi., 90.)—8. (PoUt., vi., 8, « 4, 5.)—9. (Legg., vi.,

p. 763.;—10. (Themist., c. 31.)— 11. (Plutarch, Reip. ger. Praj-

cept., p. 811, B.)—12. (" Non fuit asylum in ominbus templis

nisi quibus consecra'.ionis lege cocccssum esset:" Servius in

Virg.. JEn.. li.. 761 )

gymnasium, which was chiefly intended /or tht.

protection of the ill-treated slaves, who could take

refuge in this place, and compel their masters to

sell them to some other person.* The other plav^ea

in Athens which possessed the jus asyli were, the

altar of pity, tXiov jSu/idg,' which was situated in

the agora, and was supposed to have been built by

Hercules ;* the altar of Zeus 'kyopalog ; the altars

of the twelve gods ; the altar of the Eumenides on
the Areiopagus ; the Theseum in the Piraeus ; and
the altar of Artemis at Munychia.* Among the

most celebrated places of asylum in other parts of

Greece, we may mention the Temple of Poseidon
in Laconia, on Mount Tajnarus ;* the Temple of

Poseidon in Calauria ;* and the Temple of Athena
Alea in Tegea.'

It would appear, however, that all sacred places

were supposed to protect an individual to a certain

extent, even if their right to do so was not recogni-

sed by the laws of the state in which they were sit-

uated. In such cases, however, as the law gave no
protection, it seems to have been considered lawful

to use any means in order to compel the individuals

who had taken refuge to leave the sanctuary, ex-

cept dragging them out by personal violence. Thus
it was not uncommon to force a person from an al-

tar or a statue of a god by the application of fire.

We read in the Aridromache of Euripides,* that Her-

mione says to Andromache, who had taken refiige

at the statue of Thetis, Ttvp aol irpoaolau : on whicli

passage the scholiast remarks, " that it was the cus-

tom to apply fire to those who fled to an altar.'"

In the same manner, in the Mostellaria of Plautus,"

Theuropides says to the slave Tranius, who had
fled to an altar, " Jam jubebo ignem et sarmenta, car-

nifex, circumdari."

In the time of Tiberius, the number of places pos-

sessing the jus asyli in the Greek cities in Greece
and Asia Minor became so numerous as seriously

to impede the administration of justice. In conse-

quence of this, the senate, by the command of the

emperor, limited the jus asyli to a few cities, but

did not entirely abolish it, as Suetonius" has erro-

neously stated."

The asylum which Romulus is said to have open-

ed at Rome to increase the population of the city,"

was a place of refuge for the inhabitants of other

states rather than a sanctuary for those who had
violated the laws of the city. In the republican and
early imperial times, a right of asylum, such as ex-

isted in the Greek states, does not appear to have
been recognised by the Roman law. Livy seems
to speak of the right** as peculiar to the Greeks

:

" Templum est Apollinis Delium—co jure sancto quo

sunt templa qua asyla Grceci appellant " By a con-

stitutio of Antoninus Pius, it was decreed that, if a

slave in a province fled to the temples of the gods

or the statues of the emperors to avoid the ill-usage

of his master, the praeses could compel the master
to sell the slave ;'* and the slave was not regarded

by the law as a runaway—/Mg-i7icM5.** This con-

stitutio of Antnninus is quoted in Justinian's Insti-

tutes,*' with a slight alteration ; the words ad cedent

sacram are substituted for adfana deorum, since the

ju.s asyli was in his time extended to churches.

Those slaves who took refuge at the statue of an

1. (Plutarch, Theseus, c. 36.—Schol. in Aristoph , Equit.,

1309.—Hesych. et Suid., s. v. e>7<r^ov.)—2. (Pausan., i., 17, ()

1.)—3. (Servius in Virg.,jEn., viii., 342.)—4. {Oiix (v Movvvxia
{KaOcWo Demosth., De Cor., p. 262.—Petit., Legg. Att., p. 77-

62.—Meier and SchOmann, Att. Process, p. 404.)—5. (Thucyd.,

i., 128, 133.—Corn. Nep., Pausan., c. 4.)—6. (Plutarch, De-

mosth., c. 29.)— 7. (Pausan., iii., 5, >> 6.)—8. (1. 256.)—ft

(Compare Eurip., Hercul. Fur., 1. 242.)—10. (V., i., 65.)—11

(Tib., 37.)— 12. (Vjrf.Tacit., Ann., iii., 60-63; iv., 14—Emesti

Excurs. ad Suet., Tib., c. 37.)—13 (Liv., i., 8.—Virg., ^n., viii

342.—Dionys., ii., 15.)—14. (xxxv., 51.)— 15. (Gaius, i., S3 \-

6. (Dig. 21, tit. 1, s. 17, 1) 13.)—17. (> lit. 8, 8. 2.)
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emperor were considered to inflict disgrace on their

master, as it was reasonably supposed that no slave

would take such a step unless he had received very

bad usage from his master. If it could be proved

that any individual had instigated the slave of an-

other to flee to the statue of an emperor, he was

liable to an action corrupH servi} The right of

asylum seems to have been generally, but not en-

tirely, confined to slaves.'

The term uavHa was also applied to the security

from plunder {(Krulia kol Kara yyv koI Kara -QaXaa-

nav) which was sometimes granted by one state to

another, or even to single individuals.*

ATELEI'A {areleca), immunity from public bur-

dens, was enjoyed at Athens by the archons for the

time being ; by the descendants of certain persons,

on whom" it had been conferred as a reward for

great services, as in the case of Harmodius and

Aristogeiton ; and by the inhabitants of certain for-

eign states. It was of several kinds : it might be

a general immunity {uTiXeia unuvruv), or a more

special exemption, as from custom-duties, from the

liturgies, or from providing sacrifices (uTe^eia Is-

owv*). The exemption from military service was
also called ar^Aeia.*

ATELLA'NvE FABUL^. The Atellane plays

were a species of farce or comedy, so called from

Atella, a town of the Osci, in Campania. From
this circumstance, and from being written m the

Oscan dialect, they were also called Ludi Osci.

Judging from the modern Italian character and
other circumstances, it is not unreasonable to sup-

pose that they were at first, and in their native

country, rude improvisatory farces, without dra-

matic connexion, but full of raillery and wit, sug-

gested by the contemporary events of the neigh-

bourhood. However this may be, the "Atellane

fables" dt Rome had a peculiar and dramatic char-

acter. Thus Macrobius" distinguishes between
them and the less elegant mimes of the Romans :

the latter, he says, were acted in the Roman lan-

guage, not the Oscan ; they consisted of only one
act, whereas the Atellane and other plays had five,

with laughable exodia or interludes ; lastly, as he
thought, they had not the accompaniment of the

flute-player, nor of singing, nor gesticulation (motus

corporis). One characteristic of these plays was
that, instead of the satyrs and similar characters

of the Greek satyric drama, which they in some re-

spects resembled, they had Oscan characters drawn
from real life, speaking their language, and person-

ating some peculiar class of people in a particular

locality. Such, indeed, are the Harlequin and Pul-
cinello of the modem Italian stage, called maschere
or masks, and supposed to be descended from the
old Oscan characters of the Atellanae. Thus, even
now, zanni is one of the Harlequin's names, as san-
nio in ihe Latin farces was the name of a buffoon,
who had his head shorn, and wore a dress of gay
patchwork ; and the very figure of Pulcinello is

said to have been found in the stucco painting of
Pompeii, in the old country of the Atellanae.' On
this subject Lady Morgan* speaks as follows :

" The
Pulcinello of Italy is not like the Polichinel of Paris,

or the Punch of England ; but a particular charac-
ter of low comedy peculiar to Naples, as Pantalone
8 of Venice, II Dottore of Bologna. Their name
»f Maschere comes from their wearing masks on
the upper part of their faces. They are the remains
of the Greek and Latin theatres, and are devoted to

the depicting of national, or, rather, provincial ab-

l (Dis-. 47, tit. 11,8. 5.)—2. (Dig. 48, tit. 19, s. 28, f/ 7.)—3.
IVid. Hockh, Corp. Inscript., i., p. 725.)—4. {Vid. Demosth., c.

l*pt., l) 105, Wolf.—Bockh. Corp. Inscript., i.,p. 122.)—5. (De-
4>08th. c Neaer., p. 1353,23.)—6. (Saturn., lib. iii.>—7. (Schle-
Kel on Oiim. Lit., lect -^xi.)—8. (Italy, c. 24.)
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surdities and pecuharities." Again, at Cologne tn

Koln, famous for its connexion with the RomauB,
there still exists a puppet theatre {Puppen Theater),

where droll farces are performed by dolls, and the
dialogue, spoken in the patois or dialect of the coun
try, and full of satirical local allusions, is carried on
by persons concealed.'

These Atellane plays were not prmlexlata, i. c

^

comedies in which magistrates and persons of rank
were introduced ; nor tabernarice, the characters in

which were taken from low life :
" they rather seem

to have been a union of high comedy and its paro-

dy." They were also distinguished from the mimes
by the absence of low buffoonery and ribaldry, being

remarkable for a refined humour, such as could be
understood and appreciated by educated p' ople.

Thus Cicero* reproaches one of his correspondents

for a coarseness in his joking, more like the ribaldry

of the mimes than the humour of the Atellane fa-

bles, which in former times were the afterpiece in

dramatic representations {secundum CEnomaum Atli-

cum, nan ut olim. solebat Atellanum, sed ut nunc fit,

mimum introduxisti). This statement of Cicero

agrees with a remark of Valerius Maximus,' that

these plays were tempered with an Italian severity

of taste ; and Donatus also* says of them, that they
were remarkable for their antique elegance, i. e., not

of language, but of style and character. This sug-

gests an explanation of the fact that Atellanae were
not performed by regular actors {histriones), but by

Roman citizens of noble birth, who were not on
that account subjected to any degradation, but re-

tained their rights as citizens, and might serve in

the army.* This was not the case with other act-

ors, so that the profession was confined to foreign-

ers or freedmen. Niebuhr, however, is of opinion,

that all the three kinds of the Roman national dra-

ma, and not the Atellanae only, might be represent-

ed by well-born Romans, without the risking of their

franchise.*

The Oscan or Opican language, in which these

plays were written, was spread over all the south

of Italy ; and as some inscriptions in it are intelli-

gible to us, we cannot wonder that plays wTitten in

Oscan were understood by the more educated Ro-
mans. One peculiarity of it was the use of p for

qu : thus, pid for quid.""

However, in one part of these plays, called the

canticum,^ the Latin language, and sometimes the

Greek,' was used. Thus we are told'" that one of

these caniica opened with the words Ve7iit lo simius

a villa, "The baboon is come from his country-

house ;" and as Galba was entering Rome at the

time, the audience caught up the burden of the

song, joining in chorus. It might be thought that

this is true only of the time of the emperors ; but

we find that, even before then, the Latin language
was used, as in the instances given below, and that,

too, in other parts besides the canticum. In con-

nexion with this, it may be remarked, that, like ev-

erything else at Rome, the Atellanae degenerated
under the emperors, so as to become more like the

mimes, till they were at last acted by common
players.

They were written in verse, chiefly iambic, with
many trisyllabic feet. Lucius Sulla, the dictator, ia

believed to have written plays of this sort from a

statement in Athenaeus," that he wrote satirical

comedies in his native, i. e.,the Campanian lialect."

Quintus Novius, who flourished about fifty years af-

1. (Murray's Handbook.)—2. (ad Fam., ix., 16.)—3 (ii., 1.)

4. (Vita Terent.)—5. (Liv., vii., 2.)—6. (Hist. Rom., vjl. i., p
520, transl.)—7. (Nieb., Hist. Rom., vol. i., p. 68.)—8. (Herm.,
Opusc, i., 295, De Fabula Tog-ata.)—9. (Suet., Nero, c. 39.)-
10. (Suet., Galba, c. 13.) — 11. (vi., p. 261.)— 12. (Sarvpticol
»cu)//(#)5i'a( Tfi rruTpiif) (jiiiivjj : Herm., Opusc, v., Do Fali T"' *
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ter Sulla's abdication, is said to have written about

fifty Atellane plays ; the names of some of these

have come down to us, as Macchus Exul, or "Mac-
chus in Exile;" Gallinaria, or the "Poultetir;"

Vindemia tores, "the Vintagers;" Surdus, the "Deaf-

man ;" Parens, the " Thrifty-man ;" from this play

has been preserved the line, " Quod magnopere qua-

tiverunt idfrunisci non queunt, Qui non parsit, apud

tefrunitus est." Fruniscor is the same as fruor.*

Lucius Pomponius, of Bononia, who lived about

I3.C. 90, wrote Macchus Miles, the Pseudo-Agamem-
norig tiie Bucco Adoptatus, the JEdilumus or Sacris-

tart, &c. In the last the following verse occurred :

" Qui postquam tibi appareo, atque cedilumor in templo

tuo." Appareo here means " to attend upon." The
Macchus was a common character in these plays,

probably a sort of clown ; the Bucco or Babbler was
another." These plays subsequently fell into neg-

lect, but were revived by a certain Mummius, men-
tioned by Macrobius, who does not, however, state

the time of the revival.

Subjoined is a specimen of Oscan, part of an in-

scription found at Bantia, in Lucania, with the Latin

interpretation written underneath

:

" In svae pis ionc fortis meddis mollaum herest

Et si quis eum fortis magislralus multure volet,

Ampert mistreis alteis eituas moltas moltaum li-

citud

Una cum magislris allis cerarii multce multare licito."

Herest is supposed to be connected with x^^i^PW^h
meddis with fiiduv, ampert with ufupinepi.

For additional specimens of Oscan, the reader is

referred to Grotefend's Rudimenta Lingua Oscce,

from which is taken the example given above, and

also the interpretation of it. The fragments of Pom-
ponius have been collected and edited by Munk.
ATHEN^'UM, a school {ludus) founded by the

Emperor Hadrian at Rome, for the promotion of

literary and scientific studies (ingenuarum artium'),

and called Athenaeum from the to^n of Athens,

which was still regarded as the seat of intellectual

refinement.* The Athenaeum appears to have been

situated in the Capitol.* It was a kind of universi-

ty ; and a staff of professors, for the various branch-

es of study, was regularly engaged. Under Theo-

dosius II., for example, there were three orators,

ten grammarians, five sophists, one philosopher, two
lawyers or jurisconsults.* Besides the instruction

given by these magistri, poets, orators, and critics

were accustomed to recite their compositions there,

and these prelections were sometimes honoured

with the presence of the emperors themselves.'

There were other places where such recitations

were made, as the Library of Trajan {vid. Bibli-

otheca) ; sometimes, also, a room was hired, and

made into an auditorium, seats erected, &c. {Vid.

Auditorium.) The Athenaeum seems to have con-

tinued in high repute till the fifth century. Little is

known of the details of study or discipline in the

Athenffiura, but in a constitution of the year 370,"

there are stme regulations respecting students in

Rome, from which it would appear that it must have

been a very extensive and important institution.

And this is confirmed by other statements contained

in some of the Fathers and other ancient authors,

from which we learn that young men from all parts,

after finishing their usual school and college studies

in their own town or province, used to resort to

Rome, as a sort of higher university, for the pur-

pose of completing their education.

ATHERI'NA {uHeplvn), a species of small fish,

supposed to be the Athcrina Hcpsetus, L., but uncer-

1. (Aulas Gellius, xvii., 2.)—2. (Facciolati, s. v. Bucco and
Hacchus.)—3. (Aurelius Victor, c. 14, 2.)—4. (Dion, Ixxiii., p.

818, E.)—5. (Cod. xi., tit. 18.)—6. (Dion, Ixxiii., p. 838, E.)—
T (Laniprid., Alex., c. 35.)—8. (Cod. Theodos., xiv., p. 9, ^ 1.)

tain. Pennant says it is common on the ccasl of

Southampton, where it is called a smelt It is about

four inches long. The Atherina is mertioned by
Aristotle and Oppian.'

ATHLE'T^ {d6?.7)rai, ud?[.Tirijpec) were persona

who contended in the public games of the Greeks
and Romans for the prizes {udXa, whence the name
of udXrjTai), which were given to those who con
quered in contests of agUity and Btrength. This
name was, in the later period of Grecian history

and among the Romans, properly confined to those

persons who entirely devoted themselves to a course

of training which might fit them to excel in such
contests, and who, in fact, made athletic exercises

their profession. The athletae differed, therefore,

from the agonists (uyuviarai), who only pursued

gymnastic exercises for the sake of improving their

health and bodily strength, and who, though they

sometimes contended for the prizes in the public

games, did not devote their whole lives, like the

athletae, to preparing for these contests. In early

times there does not appear to have been any dis-

tinction between the athletae and agonistae ; since

we find that many individuals, who obtained prizes

at the great national games of the Greeks, were
persons of considerable political importance, who
were never considered to pursue athletic exercises

as a profession. Thus we read that Phayllus of

Crotona, who had thrice conquered in the Pythian

games, commanded a vessel at the battle of Sala-

mis ;• and that Dorieus of Rhodes, who had ob-

tained the prize in all of the four great festivals, was
celebrated in Greece for his opposition to the Athe-

nians.* But as the individuals who obtained the

prizes in these games received great honours and
rewards, not only from their fellow-citizens, but also

from foreign states, those persons who intended to

contend for the prizes made extraordinary efforts to

prepare themselves for the contest ; and it was
soon found that, unless they subjected themselves
to a severer course of training than was afforded by

the ordinary exercises of the gymnasia, they would
not have any chance of gaining the victory. Thus
arose a class of individuals, to whom the term ath-

letae was appropriated, and who became, in course

of time, the only persons who contended in the pub-

lic games.
Athletae were first introduced at Rome B.C. 186.

in the games exhibited by Marcus Fulvius, on the

conclusion of the ^tolian war.* Paullus .^milius.

after the conquest of Perseus, B.C. 167, is said to

have exhibited games at Amphipolis, in which ath-

letae contended.* A certamen athletarum^ was also

exhibited by Scaurus in B.C. 59 ; and among the

various games with which Julius Caesar gratified

the people, we read of a contest of athletae which
lasted for three days, and which was exhibited in a

temporary stadium in the Campus Martius.' Un-
der the Roman emperors, and especially under
Nero, who was passionately fond of the Grecian

games,* the number of athletae increased greatly in

Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor ; and many inscrip-

tions respecting them have come down to us, whitjh

show that professional athletae were very numer-
ous, and that they enjoyed several privileges. They
formed at Rome a kind of corporation, and possess-

ed a tabularium and a common hall

—

curia athleta-

rum,^ in which they were accustomed to deliberate

on all matters which had a reference to the inter-

ests of the body. We find that they were called

Herculanei, and also xystici, because they were ac-

1. (Aristot., II. A., vi., 17 ; ix., 2.—Oppian, Hal., i.—Adanu,
Append., s. v.)— 2. (Herod., viii., 47.—Pans., x., 9, ^ 1.)—

S

(Paus., vi., 7, « 1, 2.)—4. (Liv., xxxix., 22.)—5. (I.iv., ilv., 33 \

—6. (Val. Max., ii., 4, « 7.)—7. (Suet., Ju.\ 39.)—8. (Tacit
Ann., xiv., 20.)—9. (OreUi, Inscrip., 2588.)
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eustained to exercise, in winter, in a covered place

called xystus ;^ and that they had a president, who
was called xystarchus, and also upxiepevg-

Those alhletae who conquered in any of the great

national festivals of the Greeks were called hieron-

icce {UpoviKai), and received, as has been already

remarked, the greatest honours and rewards. Such

a conqueror was considered to confer honour upon

the state to which he belonged ; he entered his na-

tive city in triumph, through a breach made in the

walls for his reception, to intimate, says Plutarch,

that the state which possessed such a citizen had

no occasion for walls." He usually passed through

the walls in a chariot drawn by four white horses,

and went along the principal street of the city to

the temple of the guardian deity of the state, where

hymns of victory were sung. Those games, which

gave the conquerors the right of such an entrance

into the city, were called iselastic'i (from elaekav-

vEiv). This term was originally confined to the

four great Grecian festivals, the Olympian, Isth-

mian, Nemeati, and Pythian ; but was afterward

applied to other public games, as, for instance, to

those instituted in Asia Minor.' In the Greek
states, the victors in these games not only obtained

the greatest glory and respect, but also substantial

rewards. They were generally relieved from the

payment of taxes, and also enjoyed the first seat

\-Kpoe6pla) in all public games and spectacles.

Their statues were frequently erected at the cost

of the state, in the most frequented part of the city,

as the market-place, the gymnasia, and the neigh-

bourhood of the temples.* At Athens, according

to a law of Solon, the conquerors in the Olympic
gcimes were rewarded with a prize of 500 drachmae

;

and the conquerors in the Pythian, Nemean, and
Isthmian, with one of 100 drachmae ;* and at Sparta

they had the privilege of fighting near the person

of the king.' 'The privileges of the athletae were
preserved and increased by Augustus ;' and the fol-

lowing emperors appear to have always treated

them with considerable favour. Tliose who con-

quered in the games called iselastici received, in the

time of Trajan, a sum from the state, termed o-pso-

via.'^ By a rescript of Diocletian and Maximian,
those athletae who had obtained in the sacred games
(sacri certaminis, by which is probably meant the

iselastici ludi) not less than three crowns, and had
not bribed their antagonists to give them the victo-

ry, enjoyed immunity from all taxes.'

The term athletae, though sometimes applied met-
aphorically to other combatants, was properly lim-

ited to those who contended for the prize in the five

following contests ; 1. Running {5p6p,og, cursiis),

which was divided into four different contests,

namely, the oTadcoSpSfiog, in which the race was the
length of the stadium ; the 6i.av?io6p6jj.oc, in which
the stadium was traversed twice ; the (5o/L£_;j;o^p6//o{-,

which consisted of several lengths of the stadium,
but the number of which is uncertain ; and the
iKXiTodpofiog, in which the runners wore armour.
2. Wrestling {nalri, lucla). 3. Boxing {Trvyfir/, pu-
gilalus). 4. The pentalhlum {nivradXov), or, as the
Romans called it, quinquertiwm. 5. The pancratiutn
{irayKpdriov). Of all these an account is given in

separate articles. These contests were divided into

two kinds : the severe {(iapia, ^apvrepa) and the
light {Kov<l>a, Kov<j>6Tepa). Under the former were
included wrestling, boxing, and the exercises of the
pancratium, which consisted of wrestling and box-
ing combined, and was also called pammachion.*"

I (Vitrur., vi., 10.)—2. (Suet., Ner., 25.—Plutarch, Symp.,
r:,5, t2.)— 3. (Plin., Ep, 119, 120.) — 4. (Paus., vi., 13, ^ ;

rii., 17, *3.) — 5. (Dio?. Laer-.., i., 55.— Plut., Sol., 23.)— 6.

(Plut., Lye. 22.)—7. (Suet.. (~ctav., 45.)—8. (Plin., Ep.. 119,
120.— Coin} are Vitruv., ix., Pr^f.)— 9. (Cod. x.,tit. 53.) — 10.

'Pbto, Euthvd., c. 3, p. 271.—Pollux, Onom.. viii., 4.)
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Great attention was paid to the training of th«

athletas. They were generally trained m the vra-

lalarpai, which, in the Grecian states, were dis-

tinct places from the gymnasia, though they havo
been frequently confounded by modern writers.

Thus Pausanias informs us,' that near the gymna-
sium at Olympia there were palaestrae for the ath-

letae ; and Plutarch expressly says' that the place

in which the athletae exercise is called a palaes-

tra.' Their exercises were superintended by the

gymnasiarch {-yvpvaaiupxvs)) and their diet was reg-

ulated by the aliptes {dXeLTrrrjg). {Vid. Alipt.^.)

According to Pausanias,* the athlets did not an-

ciently eat meat, but principally lived upon fresh

cheese ;* and Diogenes Laertius* informs us that

their original diet consisted of dried figs,' moist or

new cheese,* and wheat.' The eating of meat by
the athletae is said, according to some writers,** to

have been first introduced by Dromeus of Stympha-
lus, in Arcadia ; and, according to others, by the

philosopher Pythagoras, or by an aliptes of that

name." According to Galen," the athletae, who
practised the severe exercises," ate pork and a par-

ticular kind of bread ; and from a remark of Di-

ogenes the Cynic,** it would appear that in his time

beef and pork formed the ordinary diet of the athle-

tae. Beef is also mentioned by Plato** as the food

of the athletae ; and a writer quoted by Athenaeus**

relates, that a Theban who lived upon goats' flesh

became so strong that he was enabled to overcome
all the athletae of his time. At the end of the exer-

cises of each day, the athletae were obliged to take

a certain quantity of food, which was usually called

uvayK.o(^ayia and uvayKorpocpla, or [3iaiog rpocpTJ ;*'

after wliich, they were accustomed to take a long

sleep. The quantity of animal food which some
celebrated athletae, such as Milo, Theagenes, and
Astydamas, are said to have eaten, appears to ua

quite incredible." The food which they ate was
usually dry, and is called by Juvenal" coliphia, on the

meaning of which word see Rupert!, ad loc.

The athletae were anointed with oil by the aliptae

previously to entering the palaestra and contending

in the public games, and were accustomed to con-

tend naked. In the description of the games given

in the twenty-third book of the Iliad,^" the combat-
ants are said to have worn a girdle about their loins

;

and the same practice, as we learn from Thucyd-
ides,** anciently prevailed at the Olympic games,
but was discontinued afterward.

For farther information on the athletae, the reader

is referred to the articles Isthmian, Nemean, Olym-
pian, and Pythian Games ; and to Krause's Thea-

genes, oder wissensch. Darstelltmg der Gymnastik,
Agonislik, und Feslspicle der Hcllenen (Halle, 1835)

;

and Olympia, oder Darstellung der grossen Olynu
pischen Spiele (Vienna, 1838).

ATHLOTH'ETiE. {Vid. Agonothet^, Hella-
NODIC^.)
ATI'LIA LEX. (Vid. Tutor.)
ATI'MIA {uTi/zia), or the forfeiture of a man's

civil rights. It was either total or partial. A man
was totally deprived of his rights, both for himself
and for his descendants,** when he was convicted
of murder, theft, false witness, partiality as arbiter,

violence offered to a magistrate, and so forth. This
highest degree of anp'ca excluded the person affect-

ed by it from the forum, and from all public assera-

^
1. (vi., 21, () 2.)—2. (Symn., ii, Quaest. 4.)- 3. (rdv oZv r&irn

tv ai yvuvdC^ovTai -navrti ol ad\r]Tai, iraXaiarpav Ka\ovai).~4.
(yi., 7, I) 3.)—5. (Tvpbv ck rdv TaXdf)(j^v.)—6. (viii., 12, 13.)—7.
(('axacri ^>7pn(f.)—8. (rvpoli vypoli.)—9. (Tn-po??.)-10. (Paus.,
1. c.)—11. (Diog. Laert., 1. c.)—12. (De Val. Tuend., iii., 1.)-
13. (I^ap£ls a9XT]Tal.)—H. (Uiog. Laert., vi., 49.)—15. (De Rep.,
i., 12, p. 338.)—16. (viii., 14, p. 402, c, d )—17. (Arist., Polit.,

viii., 4.)— 18. (Athenaeus, x., 1,2, p. 412, 413.)—19. (li., 51*—
20. (1. 685, 710.)-21. (i., 6.)-22. {Kaddnal anuos DcmcX
Mid., c. 10.)
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blies; from the public sacrifices, tnd from the law
courts ; or rendt red him liable to immediate impris-

onment if he was found in any of these places. It

was either temporary or perpetual ; and either ac-

companied or not with confiscation of property.

Partial urifiia only involved the forfeiture of some
few rights, as, for instance, the right of pleading in

court. Public debtors were suspended from their

civic functions till they discharged their debt to the

Btate. People who had once become altogether

iriuoi wf^re very seldom restored to their lost priv-

llegec. There is a locus dassicus on the subject of

aTifiia in Andocides.' The converse term to uniita

was kircTifica.

VTI'NIALEX, (Fi(i. UsucAPio.)

ATLAN'TES [arTiav-eg), also called Telamones.

Both these words are used, in a general sense, to

signify anything which supports a burden, whether
a man, an animal, or an inanimate object ; but in

architectural language they were specifically ap-

plied to designate those muscular figures which are

sometimes fancifully used instead of modillions to

support the corona, or upper member of a cornice :

" Nostri Telamones, Graci vera hos Atlantes vocant,^^

says Vitruvius* The fable of Atlas, who bore the

globe upon his shoulders, and of whom Homer says,

'Ex£i <5e TS KLOvag avrog

fiUKoig, ai yaiuv re Kal ovpavov ufx(j>lg exovac,'

supplied an historical derivation for the name. They
were distinguished from Caryatides, which are al-

ways represented as female figures in an erect p«b.,

eition.

They were also applied as ornaments to the sides

of a vessel, having the appearance of supporting

the oars ; as in the ship of Hiero, described by

Athenaeus,* in which instance he represents them
as being six cubits in height, and sustaining the
triglyphs and cornice.

Hsnce, too, the term came to be used in irony

inar' uvTi<pa(Tiv), to ridicule a person pf very dimin-
utive or deformed stature.

" Nanum cujusdam Atlanta vocamus

:

JEthiopem cycnum ; pravam extortamque puellam
Europen" &c.*

A representation of these figures is given in the
ireceding woodcut, copied from the tcpidarium in

iic baths at Pompeii. They are placed round the
•ides of the chamber, and support a cornice, upon
irhich the vaulting of the roof rests, thus dividing
the whole extent of the walls into a number of
imall compartments, the uses of which are explained
in the description of tcpidarium in the article Baths.
ATRAC'TYLIS (uTpaKTvTiig), a species of thistle,

failed by some the Distaff-Thistle, from its resem-

1. (De Myst., c. 73, 76, p. 35.)—2. (Vitniv., vi., 10.)—3. (Od.,

U 63.)—i. (v., 42.)—5. (Juv., Sat., viii.. 32.)

Q

blance to a distaff (urpaKrog), for which its stalk

was often employed. It is not improbable, as Aa-
ams thinks, that it was applied to several sorts of

thistles, a tribe still very difficult to cla.sf>ify and
distinguish. Ruellius and Hermolaus make it out

to be the Cnicus sylvcstris, but this opinion is re-

jected by Matthiolus ; and that of Fuchsius, who
held it to be the Carduus Bcncdictus, does not seem
less objectionable. Sprengel, in the first edition of

his R. H. H., inclines to the Carlhamus Canatus,

and in the second to the C. Crcticus ; but in his

edition of Dioscorides he proposes the Carlina lan-

ata, L. Stackhouse hesitates about the Alractylit

gummifera. The modern name in use among the

Greeks is urpuKrvTn or aravpdyKadi. Sibthorp found
it in Southern Greece.^

ATRAMEN'TUM, a term apphcable to any black

colouring substance, for whatever purpose it may
be used,' like the /xcTiav of the Greeks.* Thert
were, however, three principal kinds of atramen-
tum : one called Ubrarium or scriptorium (in Gre^k,

Ypa^iKov ^elav), another called sutorium, the third

tfictorium. Atramentum Ubrarium was what we call

writing-ink.* Atramentum sutorium was used by
shoemakers for dyeing leather.* This atramentum
sutorium contained some poisonous ingredient, such
as oil of vitriol ; whence a person is said to die

of atramentum sutorium, that is, of poison, as in

Cicero.* Atramentum tectorium or pictorium was
used by painters for some purposes, apparently^ as

a sort of varnish. The scholiast on Aristophanes*

says that the courts of justice, or diKaarijpia, in

Athens were called each after some letter of the al-

phabet : one alpha, another beta, a third gamma,
and so on, and that against the doors of each dinaa-

TTjptov, the letter which belonged to it was written

7rt;/5/5w jSufifiari, in "red ink." This "red ink," or
" red dye," could not, of course, be called atramen-
tum. Of the ink of the Greeks, however, nothing

certain is known, except what may be gathered
from the passage of Demosthenes above referred to,

which will he noticed again below. The ink of the

Egyptians was evidently of a very superior kind,

since its colour and brightness remain to this day in

some specimens of pap3Ti.' The initial charac-

ters of the pages are often written in red ink.**

Ink among the Romans is first found mentioned in

the passages of Cicero and Plautus above referred

to. Pliny informs us how it was made. He says,
" It was made of soot in various ways, with burned
resin or pitch : and for this purpose," he adds,
" they have built furnaces, which do not allow the

smoke to escape. The kind most commended is

made in this way from pine-wood : It is mixed
with soot from the furnaces or baths (that is, the

hypocausts of the baths :t)id. Bath) ; and this they
use ad volumina scrihenda. Some also make a kind
of ink by boiling and straining the lees of wine,"
&c. With this account the statements of Vitruvi-

us" in the main agree. The black matter emitted
by the cuttlefish (sepia), and hence itself called

sepia, was also used for atramentum." Aristotle,

however, in treating of the cuttlefish," does not re-

fer to the use of the matter (^o?i6g) which it emits, as
ink.'* Pliny observes" that an infusion of worm-
wood with ink preserves a manuscript from mice.'*

1. (Dioscor., iii., 37.—Theophrast., H. P., vi., 4 ; ix., 1.—A<1
ams, Append., s. v.— Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 211.)— 2
(Plaut., Mostell., I., iii., 102.—Cic, Be Nat. Deor., ii., 50.)—

3

(Demosth., Ttcpi 2r£0., I) 313, Bekk.)—4. {Vid. Hor., Epist., 11^
i., 236.—Petron., Sat., c. 102.—Cic, ad Quint, fratr., ii., 15.)—
5. (Plin., II. N., xxxiv., 12.)—6. (Ad Fani., ix., 21.)—7. (Plin .

II. N., XXXV., 10.)— 8. (Plut., v., 277.)—9. (British Museum
Egyptian Antiq., vol. ii., p. 267.)—10. (Egypt. Aiitiq., ii 270
272.)—11. (vii., 10, 197.)—12. (Cic, De Nat. Deor., ii., 50.-
Persius, Sat., iii., 12, 13.—Ausonius, iv., 76.)— 13. (II. A.)—14

(Vid. JEUan, N. A., i., 34 )—15. (U. N., xxvii., 7.)— 16. {Vtd
Isidor., xix., 17.)
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On the whole, perhaps, it may be said that the inks of

the ancients were more durable than our own ;
that

they were thicker and more unctuous, in substance

and durability more resembling the ink now used by

printers. An inkstand was discovered at Hercula-

neum, containing ink as thick as oil, and still usa-

ble for writing.'

It would ap'pear, also, that this gummy character

of the ink, preventing it from running to the point

of the pen, was as much complained of by the an-

cit.-nt Romans as it is by ourselves. Persius" rep-

resents a foppish writer sitting down to compose

;

but, as the ideas do not run freely,

*' Tunc querilur, crassus calamo quod pendcat humor;

Nigia quod infusa vanescat sepia lympha."

They also added water, as we do sometimes, to

thin it. Mr. Lane' remarks that the ink of the

modern Egyptians " is very thick and gummy."
From a phrase used by Demosthenes, it would

appear as if the colouring ingredient was obtained

by rubbing from some solid substance, perhaps much
as we rub Indian ink. Demosthenes* is reproach-

ing JEschines with his low origin, and says that,

" when a youth, he was in a state of great want, as-

sisted his father in his school, rubbed the ink (pre-

pared the ink by rubbing, rb fiilav rpiSuv), washed
down the forms, and swept the schoolroom," &c.

It is probable that there were many ways of col-

ouring ink, especially of different colours. Red ink

(made of minium, vermilion) was used for writing

the titles and beginnings of books,* so also was ink

made of rubrica, " red ochre ;"* and because the

headings of laics were written with rubrica, the

word rubric came to be used for the civil law.' So

album, a wiiite or whited table, on which the prae-

tors' edicts were written, was used in a similar

way. A person devoting himself to album and ru-

brica was a person devoting himself to the law.

{Vid. Album.) There was also a very expensive

red-coloured ink, with which the emperor used to

write his signature, but which any one else was
by an edict* forbidden to use, excepting the sons or

near relatives of the emperor, to whom the privilege

was expressly granted. But if the emperor was
under age, his guardian used a green ink for writing

his signature.' On the banners of Crassus there

were purple letters, cj)olviku ypunfiara}'^ On pillars

and monuments, letters of gold and silver, or letters

covered with gilt and silver, were sometimes used,

as appears from Cicero" and Suetonius.** In wri-

ting, also, this was done at a later period. Sueto-

nius** says, that of the poems which Nero recited

at Rome, one part was written in gold (or gilt) let-

ters {aureis iHlcris), and consecrated to Jupiter Cap-
itolinus.'* This kind of illuminated writing was
more practised afterward in religious compositions,
which were considered as worthy to be written in

letters of gold (as we say even now), and, there-

fore, were actually written so. Something like what
we call sympathetic ink, which is invisible till heat,

or some preparation be applied, appears to have
been not uncommon. So Ovid" advises writing
love-letters with fresh milk, which would be unread-
able until the letters -were sprinkled with coal-dust

:

"Tuta q;:oque est, fallitque oculos e lacte recenti

Littera: carbonis pulvere tange ; leges." Ausoni-
us" gives the same direction {'^ Lacte incide notas;
arescens charta tenebit Semper inadspicuas

;
pro-

dentur scripta Javillis"). Pliny- suggests that th«

milky sap contained in some plants might be used

in the same way.*
An inkstand (atramenlarium, used only by later

writers; in Greek, fie?.avd6xog^) was either single or

double. The double inkstands were probably in-

Jik=

1. (Winckelmann, vol. ii., p. 127.)— 2. (Sat., iii., 12.)— 3.

(Mod. Egyptians, ii., p. 288, smaller edit.)—4. {-rtcpl Src^., I)

313.)— 5. (Ovid, Trist., i., 1, 7.) — 6. (Sidomus, vii., 12.)— 7.

(Quintil., xii., 3.)—8. (Cod. i., tit. 23, s. 6.)—9. (Montfaucon,
Palaeog., p. 3.)—10. (Dion, xl., 18.)— 11. (Verr., iv., 27.)—12.
(Aug., c. 7.)—13. (Ner., c. 10.)—14. (Compare Plin., vii., 32.)
-15. (Art. Am., iii., 627, &c.)— 16. (Epist., xxiii., 21.)
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tended to contain both black and red ink, much tu

the modern fashion. They were also of various

shapes, as, for example, round or hexagonal. They
had covers to keep the dust from the ink. The pre-

ceding cuts represent inkstands found at Pompeii.

AT'RIUM, called avTiTJ by the Greeks and by
Virgil,* and also fieaavXiov, TtepiarvXav, nspcaTuov.

Two derivations of this word are given by the

ancient writers. Festus and Varro refer it to the

same origin : Ab Atria populis, a quibus atriorum

exempla desumpta fuerunt ;^ but Servius, on the con-

trary," derives the term ab atro, propter fumum qui

esse solebat in atriis ; a remark which explains the

allusion of Juvenal,' Fumosos equitum cum diclatore

magistros, since it was customary among the Ro
mans to preserve the statues of their ancestors ii

the atrium, which were blackened by the smoke o
the fires kept there for the use of the household.

Atrium is used in a distinctive as well as collect

ive sense, to designate a particular part in the pri

vate houses of the Romans {vid. House), and also

a class of public buildings, so called from their gen-

eral resemblance in construction to the atrium of a

private house. There is likewise a distinction be-

tween atrium and area ; the former being an open

area surrounded by a colonnade, while the latter

had no such ornament attached to it. The atrium,

moreover, was sometimes a building by itself, re-

sembling, in some respects, the open basilica (vid.

Basilica), but consisting of three sides. Such was
the Atrium Publicum in the Capitol, which Livy in-

forms us was struck with lightning B.C. 216.* It

was at other times attached to some temple or

other edifice, and in such case consisted of an open

area and surrounding portico in front of the struc-

ture, like that before the Church of St. Peter in the

Vatican.

Several of these buildings are mentioned by the

ancient historians, two of which were dedicated to

the same goddess, Libertas ; and hence a difficulty

is sometimes felt in deciding which of the two is

meant when the atrium Libertatis is spoken of.

The most celebrated, as well as the most ancient,

was situated upon the Aventine Mount. Of this

there is no doubt ; for it is enumerated by Victor,

in his catalogue of the b.^j'dings contained in the

xiii. Regie, which comprises the Mons Aventinus,

on which there was an sedes Libertatis built and
dedicated by the father of Gracchus,' to which the

atrium was attached either at the same time or

shortly afterward ; for Livy also states'" that the

hostages from Tarentum were confined in atrio Lib-

ertatis, which must refer to the atrium on the Aven-

1. (xxvi., 8.) — 2. {Vid. Caneparius, de Atramentis cujusque
generis, Lond., 1660.)— 3. (Pollux, Onom., x., 14.)— 4. (^n.,
iii., 354.)—5. (Varro, do Ling. Lat., vi., 33.)—6. (In Virg,, Mil.,

iii., 353.) — 7. (Sat., viii., 8.) — 8. (Liv., xiiv.,10.)~» (Li?.,

xxiv., 16.)—10. (XXV., 7.)
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tine, since their escape was eflected by the coimp-

tion of the keepers of the temple (corruplis adUuit

duobus). In thi< atrium there was a tabularium,

where the legal lablets (tabula) relating to the cen-

sors were preserved.' The Germanici milites were

also stationed at the same spot in the time of Gal-

ba,* as is apparent from a passage in Suetonius,' in

which he says that they arrived too late to prevent

the murder, which was perpetrated in the Forum,

in consequence of their having missed their way
and gop.e round about. This could not have hap-

pened had they come from the other atrium Liber-

tatis, which was close to the Forum Romanum.
The examination of slaves, when accompanied

by the torture, also took place, by a strange anomaly,

in atrio Libertatis,* which must also be referred, for

several reasons, to the atrium on the Aventine. In-

deed, when the atrium Libertatis is mentioned with-

out any epithet to distinguish it, it may safely be

considered that the more celebrated one upon the

Aventine is meant. It was repaired, or, more prob-

ably, rebuilt, by Asinius PoUio,* who also added to

a magnificent library (bibliotheca.% which explains

the allusion of Ovid,'

" Nee me, qua doctis patuerunt prima libellis,

Alria Liberlas tangere passa sua est."

The other atrium Libertatis is noticed by Ci-

I'ero,* in which place the mention of the Basilica

Faulli in conjunction with the word /orum {utforum
laxaremus et usque ad atrium Libertatis explicaremus),

has perplexed the commentators, and induced the

learned Nardini to pronounce the passage inexpli-

cable.* He affirms that this instance is the only

one to be found, among all the writers of antiquity,

in which mention is made of an atrium Libertatis

distinct from that on the Aventine ; and hence he

is inclined to think that there was no other, and to

alter the reading into atrium Minerva, which is

mentioned by P. Victor as being in this (the eighth)

njgion. But in this he was mistaken, as is made
evident by the subjoined fragment fi'om a plan of

Rome, discovered since the time of Nardini, which
was executed upon a marble pavement during the

reigns of Septimius Severus and Caracalla, and is

now preserved in the museum of the Capitol at

Rome, and termed la Pianta Capitolina. As the

name is inscribed upon each of the buildings, no
doubt can be felt as to their identity ; and the forum
to which Cicero alludes must be the Forum Cassa-

ris ^' for neither the writers of the Regiones, nor any
of the ancient authors, ever mention a building of

this kind in the Forum Romanum. The Forum of

Caesar was situated in the rear of the edifices on

the east side of the Roman Forum ;" so that the

atrium Libertatis would be exactly as represented

upon the plan, behind the Basilica JEmilia, an eleva-

tion of which is given in the article Basiijca ; and,

1. (Liv., xliii., 16, where the word ascenderunt indicates that

the atrium on the Aventine is meant.)—2. (Tac't , Hist., i., 3.)

—3. (Galb., 20.)—4. (Cic, pro Mil., 22.)— 5 (Suet., Octav.,

29.)— 6. (Plin., 11. N., vii., 30; xxv., 2.— I' <lor., v., 4.)— 7.

(Trist., iii., 1,71.)—8. (Ad Alt., iv., 16.)—9 ,Rom. Ant., v.,9.)

—10. (Dion, xliii.— Suet., Jul., 26.--Plir H. N., xxivi., 15.)

—11. (Nardin: Rom. Ant., v., 9.)

Although the name c f its founder is broken off, yet

the open peristyles, without any surrounding wall,

demonstrate what basilica was intended. Thus the

passage of Cicero will be satisfactorily explained.

In order to lay open the magnificent Basilica of

PauUus to the Forum of Caesar, he proposed to buy
and pull down some buildings which obstructed the
view, which would extend the small forum of Cae-

sar usque ad Libertatis atrium, by doing which he
no doubt intended to court the favour of Caesar,

upon whose good-will he prides himself so much in

the epistle.

The dotted lines represent a crack in the marble.

The senate was held in e'arly times in atrio Pa-
latii}

*ATT'AGEN {arrayriv or arrayaq), the name of
a bird mentioned by Aristotle, Aristophanes, Horace,
and Martial. There have been various conjectures

respecting it, some supposing it a pheasant, some a
partridge, and others a woodcock. This last opin-

ion is probably the most correct, although Adams
inclines to agree with Pennant, that the Attagen
was the same with the God wit, or Scolopax ago-
cephala. Walpole,* on the other hand, thinks it

was the Telrao Francolinus. A writer, quoted by
Athenaeus,* describes the Attagen as being a little

larger than a partridge, having its back marked with
numerous spots of a reddish colour. Hence the

name of this bird is humorously applied by Aris-

tophanes* to the back of a runaway slave, scored

by the lash. The same writer also informs us that

the Attagen was highly esteemed by epicures.*

*ATTEL'EBUS {aTTeU^og), generally taken for

a species of Gnat, but referred by Stackhouse to the

genus Attelebus, L., a class of insects that attack

the leaves and most tender parts of plants.*

ATTHIS {ardig), a name given to any composi-
tion which treated of the history of Attica.'' This
name seems to have been used because Attica was
also called 'krOig.^ Pausanias' calls his first book
'krdlg avyypa(j>Tj, because it treats chiefly of Atti-

ca and Athens. The Atthides appear to have been
not strictly historical ; but also geographical, top-

ographical, mythological, and archaeological. By
preserving the local history, legends, traditions,

and antiquities, and thus drawing attention to the

ancient standing and renown of the country, and
connecting the present with the past, tliey tended
to foster a strong national feeling. From what
Dionysius says," it would appear that other dis

tricts had their local histories as well as Attica.**

The nature of the 'Arfitdef we know only from a
few fragments and incidental notices. The most
ancient writer of these compositions would appear,

according to Pausanias," to have been Clitude-

mus—Kyl£iro(5j?jUOf or K?.eldrjfiog {onoaoi tu 'AdT/vai-

uv kntx^-ipi-n lypaipav, 6 apxaiorarog). His 'Ardig

was published about B.C. 378." Probably Pausa
nias means that Clitodemus was the first native

Athenian who wrote an 'Ardig, as Clinton observes,

and not the first person ; for Hellanicus, a native of

Lesbos, had written one before him. Another wai-

ter of this class was Andron {'Av^puv), a native of

Hahcarnassus, as appears from Plutarch ;* also An-
drotion

—

\\.vdporluv ;** and Philochorus, who held

the office of lepoaKoirog at Athens, B.C. 306." Hia
'Ardig is quoted by the scholiast on Aristophanes**

and Euripides." Phanodemus, Demon, and Ister

1. (Serv. in Virgr., ^n., xi., 235.)—2. (Momoin, &c., vol. i.,

p. 262. in notis.)—3. (ix., 39.)—4. (Av., 761.)—5 (Ap. Athen.,

xiv., 652.)—6. (Arislot., H. A., v., 17.—Theophrast., II. P., Ji.,

4.)—7. (Strabo, ix., p. 392, B, ed. Casaub.)—8. (Strabo, ix., p
397, A.)— 9. (vii., 20, 3.)—10. (De Thuc>'d. jud., v.)— 11. (Vtd
Thirlwall'sGreece.vol. ii., p. 128.)—12. (x., 15.)-13. (Clinton,

F. H., p. 373.)— 14. (Vit. Thes., 24.)—15. (Vid. Schol. in Aris-

toph., Av., 13.—Nub., 549.)— 16. (Clinton. 306, 3.)—17 (Vesp.,

,
716.—Av., 767 ;—18. (Orest., 371.)
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were also writers of 'Ardideg. Their date Is uncer-

tain ; but it appears that Demon was nearly con-

temporary with Phiiochorus, and that Ister flourish-

ed B.C. 246-221, in the reign of Ptolemseus Euer-

getes, and was, as Suidas asserts, a pupil of Callim-

achus. The fragments of Philocnorus and An-

drotion have been edited by C. G. Siebelis (Leipsig,

1811) ; and those of Phanodemus, Demon, Chtode-

rnus, and Ister also (Leipsig, 1812).

ATTICUR'GES {to 'ArTiKOvpyec), in the Attic

atyle. Vitruvius,* when treating of the different

constructions of doorways to sacred edifices, enu-

merates three, the Doric, Ionic, and Attic {Atticur-

ges). He first gives ah account of the Doric, then

the Ionic, and, lastly, states that the Attic follows

generally the same rules as the Doric ; and then,

having instanced the points of difference between

these two orders, he concludes by saying that he

has laid down all the rules necessary for the con-

struction of the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian or-

ders {Doricis, lonicis, Corinthiisque operibus), which
would certainly seem to identify the Attic with the

Corinthian. Pliny, however,' designates as Attic

columns {columnas Atticas) those which have four

angles and equal sides, i. e., a square pilaster,

such as the order of columns in the upper story of

the Coliseum, which have Corinthian capitals ; but

the projection of their sides is not equal to the

fronts. There is much diflliculty involved in this

consideration ; for if the people of Attica had an
order of their own, distinct from the Doric, which
they commonly adopted, as the Tuscans, lonians,

and Corinthians had, it is singular that we should
not have any account of its distinctive properties,

and that Vitruvius himself should not have descri-

bed it as exactly as he has the other three. The
only way to solve the difficulty is to adopt the ex-
planation of Pliny, and to conclude that the Athe-
nians had no distinct order of their own, with a pe-

culiar character in all its component parts ; but that

they adopted a column expressly Attic, i. c, a square
one, with a Corinthian capital and an Altic base, to

the other parts and proportions of the Doric order.
Thus Vitruvius may be reconciled with himself;
for he only speaks of the Atticurges as used in door-
ways, where the square or Attic columns of Pliny
would be admirably fitted for the upright jambs,
which might be ornamented with a Corinthian cap-
ital and an Attic base, the proportions and compo-
nent parts of which are enumerated by Vitruvius.*
The lowest he terms fiinthus ; the one above that,
torus inferior ; the next three divisions, scolia cum
luis guadris ; and the highest, the torus superior.

.A.UC' no signifies generally " an increasing, an
enhance ment," and hence the name is applied to a
public sale of goods, at which persons bid against
one another. The term audio is general, and com-
prehends the species bonorum emtio and scctio. As
a species, audio signifies a public sale of got)ds by
the owner or his agent, or a sale of goods of a de-
ceased person for the purpose of dividing the money
among those entitled to it, which was called audio
hereditaria.* The sale was sometimes conducted

1. (iii.. 3.)-2. (H. N., xxxvi., 23.)—

J

CtBCin., 5.)
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(ui., 3.)—4 (Cic.pro

by an argentarius, or by a magister auctionis ; and
the time, place, and conditions of sale were an-

nounced either by a pubhc notice {tabula, album,

&.C.) or by a crier {prceco).

The usual phrases to express the giving notice

of a sale are auctionem proscribere, pradicarc ; and
to determine on a sale, auctionem constituere. The
purchasers {emtores), when assembled, were some-
times said ad iabulam adesse. The phrases signifying

to bid are liceri, licitari, which was done e\'bp> by

word of mouth, or by such significant hints d." are

known to all people who have attended an auctiitn.

The property was said to be knocked down [addtci]

to the purchaser, who either entered into an tn-

gagement to pay the money to the argentarius or

magister, or it was sometimes a condition of sale

that there should be no delivery of the thing before

payment.^ {Vid. Actio.) An entry was made in

the books of the argentarius of the sale and the
money due, and credit was given in the same books
to the purchaser when he paid the money {expensa
pecunia lata, accepta relata). Thus the book of the
argentarius might be used as evidence for the pur-

chaser, both of his having made a purchase, and
having paid for the thing purchased. If the money
was not paid according to the conditions of sale, the
argentarius could sue for it.

The praeco or crier seems to have acted the part

of the modern auctioneer, so far as calling out the
biddings* and amusing the company. Slaves, when
sold by auction, were placed on a srtone or other el-

evated thing, and hence the phrase hoiao de lapide

emtus. It was usual to put up a spear, hasta, in

auctions, a symbol derived, it is said, from the an-
cient practice of selling under a spear the booty ac-

quired in war. By the auctio, the Quiritarian own-
ership in the thing sold was transferred to the pur-

chaser. {Vid. Bonorum Emtio, Sectio.)

AUCTOR, a word which contains the same ele-

ment as aug-eo, and signifies general! y one who en-

larges, confirms, or gives to a thing its completeness
and efficient form. The numerous technical signi-

fications of the word are derived from this general
notion. As he who gives to a thing that which is

necessary for its completeness, may in this sense
be viewed as the chief actor or doer, the word auc-
tor is also used in the sense of one who originates

or proposes a thing ; but this cannot be viewed as

its piimary meaning. Accordingly, the word auc-
tor, when used in connexion with lex or senatus
consultum, often means him who originates and
proposes, as appears from numerous passages.'

When a measure was approved by the senate before

it was confirmed by the votes of the people, the
senate were said audores fieri, and this preliminary

approval was called senatus auctovitas.* In the pas-

sage of Livy,* there is an ambiguity in the use of
the word, arising from the statement of the prac-

tice in Livy's time, and the circumstances of the
peculiar case of the election of a king. The effect

of what Livy states as to the election of Numa was
a reservation of a veto :

" Si dignum crearitis, pa-
tres auctores fient." The meaning, however, of the
whole passage is clearly this : the patres gave per-
mission to elect, and if the person elected should
be approved by them, that was to be considered
equivalent to their nomination.

In the imperial time, auctor is often said of the
emperor {princeps) who recommended anything to

the senate, and on which recommendation that body
passed a senatus consultum.*
When the word auctor is applied to him who

recommends, but does not originate a legislative

1. (Gaius, iv., 126.)—2. (Cic, de OfF., ii., 23.)—3. (Liv-i vi.,

36.—Cic, pro Dom., c. 30.)—4. (Cic, Brut., c. H.)—5. (i , 17.1
—6. (Uaius, i., 30, 80.—Sueton. Vesp., 11.)
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moasiure, it is equivalent to suasor} Sometimes
both auctor and suasor are used in the same sen-

tence, and the meaning of each is kept distinct.*

With reference to dealings between individuals,

•uctor has the sense of owner,' and is defined thus :*

Auctor meits a quo jus in me transit. In this sense

auctor is the seller {venditor), as opposed to the

buyer (emtor) : the person who joined the seller in

a warranty, or as security, was called atictor secun-

dus, as opposed to the seller, or auctor primus.* The
plirase a malo auctore cmere,* auctorem laudare'' will

thus be intelligible. The testator, with respect to

his heir, might be called auctor.*

Consistently with the meanings of a'jctor as al-

ready explained, the notion of consenting, appro-

vmg, and giving validity to a measure affecting a

person's status clearly appears in the following

passage.*

Auctor is also used generally to express any per-

son under whose authority any legal act is done.

In this sense, it means a tutor who is appointed to

aid or advise a woman on account of the infirmity

ol her sex :** it is also applied to a tutor whose bu-

siness it is to do or approve of certain acts on be-

half of a ward (pupillus).

The term auctores juris is equivalent to jurisperi-

ti ;" and the law writers, or leaders of particular

sciiools of law, were called scholce auctores. It is

unnecessary to trace the other significations of this

word.
AUCTO'RITAS. The technical meanings of this

word correlate with those of auctor.

The auctoritas senatus was not a senatus con-

sul!um ; it was a measure, incomplete in itself,

whicli received its completion by some other au-

thority.

Auctoritas, as applied to property, is equivalent

to legal ownership, being a correlation of auctor.*'

It was a provision of the laws of the Twelve Ta-
bles, that there could be no usucapion of a stolen

thing," which is thus expressed by Gellius in speak-

ing of the Atinian law :'* " Quod sulreptum erit ejus

rei aterna auctoritas esto ;" the ownership of the

thing stolen was still in the original owner."
Auctoritas sometimes signifies a warranty or col-

lateral security, and thus correlated to auctor se-

cundus. Auctoritatis actio means the action of

eviction.** The instrumenta auctoritatis are the

proofs or evidences of title.

The auctoritas of the praetor is sometimes used
to signify the judicial sanction of the praetor, or his

order, by which a person, a tutor for instance, might
be compelled to do some legal act,*' or, in other

words, " auctor fieri." The tutor, with respect to

his wards, both male and female {pupilli, pupilla),

was said negotium gerere, and auctoritatem interpo-

nere : the former phrase is applicable where the tu-

tor does the act himself ; the latter, where he gives

his approbation and confirmation to the act of his

ward. Though an infant had not a capacity to do
any act which was prejudicial to him, he had a ca-

pacity to receive or assent to anything which was
for his benefit, and in such case the auctoritas oi\he
tutor was not necessary.

The authority of decided cases was called simili-

ter judicalorum auctoritas. The other meanings of

auctoritas may be easily derived from the primary

1. (Cic, ad Mt., i., 19.—Brutus, 25, 27.)—2. (Cic, Off., iii.,

30.)—3. (Cic, pro Ciecin., 10.)—4. (Dig. .50, tit. 17, s. 175.)—5.
(Dig. 19, tit. i, s. 4, ^ 21 ; tit. 2, s. 4, t> 51.)—6. (Cic, Verr., v.,

22.)—7. (Gen.,ii.,10.)—8. (Ex.Corp.Hermogon.Cod., tit. 11.)—
9. (Cic, pro Dom., c 29.)—10. (Liv., xxxiv., 2.—Cic, pro CiE-

cio., c 25.—Gaius, i., 190, 195.)—11. (Dig. 1, tit. 2, s. 2, ^ 13.—
(Jsllius, ii., c 10.)—12. (Cic, Top., c 4.—Pro CsBoin., c 26.)—
13. (Gaius, ii.,45.)—14. (xvii., 7.)— 15. (Cic, Off., i., 12.—Dirk-
•en, Uebersicht, &c, der Zwolf-Tafel Fragmente, p. 417.)—16.

(Paolus, Sentent. Recept., liU 2, tit. 17.)—17. (Gaius, i., 190.—
Dig. 27, tit. 9, s. 5.)

meaning of the word, and from the explaiiatioiia

here given.

AUDITO'RIUM, a place where poets, orators,

and critics were heard recite their compositions.

There were places used expressly for this purpose,

as the Athenaeum. (Fir/. Athen.-eum.) Sometimes,
also, a room was hired and conr^rted to this object,

by the erection of seats, and by other arrange-

ments.' The term auditorium was also applied to

a court, in which trials were heard.* Auditorium
principis was the emperor's audience-chamber.*
AVELLA'NA NUX, the Filbert, the fruit of the

Corylus Avellana, or Hazelnut-tree. It is the mpvov
HovriKov or XeKroKilpvov of Dioscorides.* Accord-
ing to Pliny,* the earlier form of the Latin name
was Abellina nux, an appellation coming very prob-

ably from the Samnian city of Abellinum, where
this species of nut is said to have abounded, or else

from the Campanian city of Abella. Servius is in

favour of the latter.* Pliny says the filbert came
first from Pontus into Lower Asia and Greece, and
hence one of its Greek names, as given above,

Kupvov TlovTiKov.'' Macrobius styles it also nux
Prcenestina,* but Pliny distinguishes between the
nuccs Avellana and Prcenestince.^ Theophrastus"
speaks of two varieties of this kind of nut, the one
round, the other oblong ; the latter is referred by
Sprengel to the Corylus tubulosa, Willd.**

*AUGrTES {avylrnq), a species of gem deriving

its name from its brilliancy {avyn). Pliny says it

was thought by many to be different from the Cal-

lais, and hence the inference has been drawn that

it was generally the same with the latter, which
was probably turquoise.**

AUGUR meant a diviner by birds, but was some-
times applied in a more extended sense. The word
seems to be connected with augeo, auguro, in the

same manner as fulgur with fulgeo and fulguro.

Augeo bears many traces of a religious meaning, to

which it may have been at first restricted.** The
idea of a second derivation from avis, confirmed by
the analogy of auspcx {avispex), may perhaps have
limited the signification of augur. It is not improb-

able that this last etymology may be the true one

;

but if so, it is impossible to explain the second ele-

ment of the word. ^' Augur, quod ab avium garritu

derivari grammatici garriunt," says Salmasius.

The institution of augurs is lost in the origin ol

the Roman state. According to that view of the

constitution which makes it come entire from tho
hands of the first king, a college of three was ap-

pointed by Romulus, answering to the number of

the three early tribes. Numa was said to have
added two,** yet, at the passing of the Ogulnian
law (B.C. 300), the augurs were but four in num-
ber : whether, as Livy** supposes, the deficiency

was accidental, is uncertain. Niebuhr supposes
that there were four augurs at the passing of the

Ogulnian law, two apiece for the Rhamnes and
Titles. But it seems incredible that the third tribe

should have been excluded at so late a period ; nor
does it appear how it ever obtained the privilege, af»

the additional augurs were elected from the plebs.

By the law just mentioned, their number became
nine, five of whom were chosen from the plebs.

The dictator Sulla farther increased them to fif-

teen,** a multiple of their original number, which
probably had a reference to the early tribes. This
continued until the time of Augustus, who, among

1. (Compare Plin., Ep., i., 13.—Tacitus, De Orat., c 9, P9, 6
—Suet., Tib., c, 11.)—2. (Paulus, Dig. 49, tit. 9,s. 1.)—3. (Ul-

pian, Dig. 4, tit. 4, s. 18.)—4. (i., ir8.)-5. (II. N., xv., 22.)—
6. (in Virg., Georg., ii., 65.)—7. (H. N., xv., 22.)—8. (Sat., ii.,

14.)—9. (H. N., xvii., 13.)— 10. (H. P., iii., 15.)—11. (F6a la

Plin., H. N., XV., 22.)—12. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 181.)—18
(Compare Ovid, Fast., i., 609.)—14. (Cic, De Rep., ii., H )

15. (X., 6.)—16. (Liv., Epit., 89.)
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ether extraordinary powers, had the right conferred

on him of electing augurs at his pleasure, whether

there was a vacancy or not, B.C. 29,» so that from

tliis time the number of the college was unlimited.

According to Dionysius," the augurs, hke the

other priests, were originally elected by the comitia

curiata, or assembly of the patricians, in their curiee.

As no election was complete without the sanction

of augury, the college virtually possessed a veto on

the election of all its members. They very soon

obtained the privilege of self-election (jus co-opta-

Ihnis), which, with one interruption, viz., at the

election of the first plebeian augurs, they retained

until B.C. 103, the year of the Domitian law. By
this law it was enacted that vacancies in the priestly

colleges should be filled up by the votes of a minori-

ty of the tribes, i. c, seventeen out of thirty-five,

chosen by lot. The Domitian law was repealed by

Sulla, but again restored B.C. 63, during the con-

sulship of Cicero, by the tribune T. Annius Labie-

nus, with the support of Caesar. It was a second

time abrogated by Antony ; whether again restored

by Hirtius and Pansa, in their general annulment

of the acts of Antony, seems uncertain. The em-
perors, as mentioned above, possessed the right of

electing augurs at pleasure.

The augurship is described by Cicero, himself an

augur, as the highest dignity in the state,* having

an authority which could prevent the comitia from
voting, or annul resolutions already passed, if the

auspices had not been duly performed. The words
alio die from a single augur might put a stop to all

business, and a decree of the college had several

times rescinded laws. Such exorbitant powers, as

Cicero must have seen, depended for their contin-

uance on the moderation of those who exercised

them.
The augurs were elected for life, and, even if cap-

•tally convicted, never lost their sacred character.*

They were to be free from any taint of disease while

performing their sacred functions, which Plutarch*

thought was designed to show that purity of mind
was required in the service of the gods. When a
vacancy occurred, the candidate was nominated by
two of the elder members of the college,* the elect-

ors were sworn, ^ and the new member took an oath
of secrecy before his inauguration. The only dis-

tinction among them was one of age, the eldest au-

gur being styled magister collegii* Among other
privileges, they enjoyed that of wearing the purple
prcEtexta, or, according to some, the trahca. On an-
cient coins they are represented wearing a long
robe, M'hich veiled the head and reached down to

the feet, thrown back over the left shoulder. They
hold in the right hand a lituus or curved wand,
hooked at the end like a crosier, and sometimes
have the capis,^ or earthen water vessel, by their
side.*' On solemn occasions they appear to have
jvorn a garland on the head." Although many of
the augurs were senators, their office gave them no
place in the senate." The manner of taking the
auspices is described under Auspicium.
The chief duties of the augurs were to observe

and report supernatural signs. They were also the
repositories of the ceremonial law, and had to ad-
rise on the expiation of prodigies, and other matters
oi religious observance. The sources of their art
^iire thieefold : first, the formulas and traditions of
the ojj'.ege, which in ancient times met on the nones
ofevery month ; secondly, the augurales libri, which
were extant even in Seueca's time ;" thirdly, the

1. (Dion, xli., 20.)—2. (ii., 22.)— 3. (De Leg., ii., 12.)— 4.
(Plia., Ep., iv., 8.)—5. (Quicst. Rom., 72.)—6. (Cic, Phil., ii., 2 )

—7. (Cic, Brut., i.)—8. (Cic, De Seneot., 18.)—9. (Liv , x 7 )
-10. (Goltzii, Irones.)—II. (Plut., Caes

, p 730.)—12. (Cic, ad
Att,iT.,2.)-13 (%., 107.)

^
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commentarii augurum, such as those Gf Messala and
of Appius Clodius Pulcer, which seem to have been
distinguished from the former as the treatises oi

learned men from received sacred writings. Other
duties of the augurs were to assist magistrates and
generals in taking the auspices. At the passing of

a lex curiata, three were required i;o be present, a

number probably designed to represent the three

ancient tribes.

One of the difficulties connected with this subject

is to distinguish between the religious duties of the

augurs and of the higher magistrates. Under the

latter were included consul, praetor, and censor ; the

quaestor, as appears from Varro,* being obliged to

apply for the auspices to his superior. A single

magistrate had the power of proroguing the comitia
by the formula se de caelo servare.

( Vid. Auspicium.)
The law obliged him to give notice beforehand,' so

that it can only have been a religious way of exer-

cismg a constitutional right. The spectio, as it was
termed, was a voluntary duty on the part of the

magistrate, and no actual observation was required

On the other hand, the augurs were employed by
virtue of their office : they declared the auspices

from immediate observation, without giving anv
previous notice : they had the right of nuntiatio, not

of spectio, at least in the comitia ; in other word?
they were to report 'i . -igies where they did, r.oc

to invent them where they did not, exist.

The college of augurs possessed far greater pow-
er in the earlier than in the later period of Roman
history. The old legends delighted to tell of the

triumphs of religion : its first kings were augurs,*

and Romulus was believed to have founded the

empire by a dirf"' " intimation from heaven. It

seems natural that augury should have sprung up
amid the simple habits of a rustic people, and hence
we should be inclined to refer it to a Sabine rather

than an Etruscan origin. That a learned system
should be ingraft*"* on a more simple one, such as

that of the ancient Sabines, seems surely far more
probable than the reverse. Yet the prevalence of

Etruscan influence, during the second and third

centuries of Roman history, must have greatly

modified the primitive belief It might almost ap-

pear that the conflict between the old and new reli-

gion was hinted at in the story of Attus Naevius,

especially when we remember that Tarquinius,

whether of Latin or Etruscan origin, is undoubtedly
the representative of an Etruscan period. The Ro-
mans themselves, as Muller admits, distinguished

between their own rites of augury and Etruscan
divination. The separate origin of the Roman re-

ligion is implied in the tradition that Numa was of

Sabine birth, not to mention that many of the names
used by the augurs (such as Sangualis avis, from
the Sabine god Sancus, Titiaj aves, Sabinus cultus)

bear traces of a Sabine origin. Such a view is not
inconsistent with the incorporation of many parts

of the Etruscan system, as the constitution of the

college of augurs, or the divisions of the heavens.
Augury was one of the many safeguards which

the wisdom of an oligarchy opposed to the freedom
of the plebs.* Of the three comitia—curiata, cen-

turiata, and tributa—the two former were subject
to the auspices. As the favourable signs were
known to the augurs alone, their scruples were a

pretext for the government to put off an inconve-
nient assembly. Yet in early times the augurs
were not the mere tools of the government, but

formed by themselves, as is the case in almost all

oligarchies, an important portion of the Roman
state. The terrors of religion, which the senate
and patricians used against the plebs, must often

1. (Ling. Lat., vi., 9.)—2. (Cic, Phil., ii., 32.)—3 'C-c, Dt
Div., i., 2.)—4. (Liv., vi.. 41.)
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have been turned against themselves, especially

during the period when the college enjoyed an ab-

solute control over the election of its own members.
Under the kings, the story of Attus Naevius seems
to testify the independence of the augurs. During
many centuries their power was supported by the

voice of public opinion. Livy tells us that the first

military tribunes abdicated in consequence of a de-

cree of the augurs ; and, on another occasion, the

college boldly declared the plebeian dictator, M. C.

Marcellus, to be irregularly created.^ It was urged

by the patricians, and half believed by the plebeians

themselves, that the auspices would be profaned by
the admission of the plebs to the rights of intermar-

riage or the higher magistracies. With the consul-

ship the plebeians must have obtained the higher

auspices
; yet, as the magistrates were, in a great

measure, dependant on the augurs, the plebs would
not be, in this respect, on a level with the patricians

until the passing of the Ogulnian law. During the

civil wars, the augurs were employed by both par-

ties as political tools. Cicero' laments the neglect

and decline of the art in his day. The college of

augurs was finally abolished by the Emperor Theo-
dosius ;' but so deeply was the superstition rooted,

that, even in the fourteenth century, a Christian

bishop found it necessary to issue an edict against

it.*

For a view of the Roman augurs, which derives

them from Etruria, see Miiller's Elruskcr, iii., 5.

I. AUGUSTA'LES (sc. ludi, also called Augus-
talia, sc. certamina, ludicra, and by the Greek wri-

ters and in Greek inscriptions, ^iCaara, Jle6uai/ia,

A.vyovaTu.?ua) were games celebrated in honour of

Augustus at Rome and in other parts of the Ro-
man Empire. After the battle of Actium, a quin-

quennial festival (Travr/yvpig nevreTT/pcc) was institu-

ted ; and the birthday {yevidlLo) of Augustus, as

well as that on which the victory was announced at

Rome, were regarded as festival days.* In the

provinces, also, in addition to tempfles and altars,

quinquennial games were instituted in almost every
town.* On his return from Rome to Greece, in

B.C. 19, after being absent from Italy for two years,

the day on which he returned was made a festival,

and called Augustalia.'' The Roman equites were
accustomed, of their own accord, to celebrate the

birthday of Augustus in every alternate year ;® and
the praetors, before any decree had been passed for

the purpose, were also in the habit of exhibiting

games every year in honour of Augustus. Accord-
ing to Dion Cassius,' it was not till B.C. 11 that

the augustalia were established by a decree of the

senate ; by which augustalia he appears, from the

connexion of the passage, to mean the festival cel-

ebrated on the birthday of Augustus. This account
seems, however, to be at variance with the state-

ment of Tacitus, who speaks of the augustales as

first commenced in the reign of Tiberius {ludos Au-
gustales tunc primum captos turbavit discordia^"), to

reconcile which passage with the one quoted from
Dion Cassius, Lipsius, without MS. authority, chan-
ged cceptos into capta ; but Tacitus apparently uses
this expression on account of the formal recognition

of the games, which was made at the beginning of

the reign of Tiberius,'' and thus speaks of them as

first established at that time. They were exhibit-

ed annually in the circus, at first by the tribunes of

the plebes, at the commencement of the reign of

Tiberius, but afterward by the praetor peregrinr^.'*

These games continued tr be exhibited in the time
of Dion Cassius, that is, about A.D. 230.»»

1. (Liv., viii., 23.)—2. (Do Div., ii., 31, 34.)—3. (Zosim., lib.

IV.)—4. (Montfaucon, Supp., vol. i., 113.)—5. (Dion, li., 19.)—
6. (Suet., Octar., 59.)—7. (Dion, liv., 10.)—8. (Suet., Octav.,
57.)—0. (liv., 34.: -10. (Tacit., Ann., i., 54.)—11. (Tacit., Ann.,
i , 15.)—12. (Trcr. , Ann., i., 15.—Dion, Ivi., 46 )—13. (liv., 34.)

The augustales or augustalia at Neapolis (Na
pies) were celebrated with great splendour. They
were instituted in the lifetime of Augustus,* and
were celebrated every five years. According to

Strabo,* who speaks of these games without men-
tioning their name, they rivalled the most magnifi-

cent of the Grecian festivals They consisted of

gymnastic and musical contests, and lasted for sev-

eral days.^ At these games the Emperor Claudius
brought forward a Greek comedy, and received the

prize.*

Augustalia C^iOaara) were also celebrated at AI-

exandrea, as appears from an inscription in Gruter ;*

and in this city there was a magnificent temple to

Augustus ('ZedaaTEiov, Augustalc). We find men-
tion of Augustalia in numerous other places, as Per-

gamus, Nicomedia, &c.
II. AUGUSTA'LES were an order of priests in

the municipia, who were appointed by Augustus,
and selected from the libertini, whose duty it was
to attend to the religious rites connected with the

worship of the Lares and Penates, which Augustus
put in places where two or more ways met {in com-

pitis^). The name of this order of priests occurs

frequently in inscriptions, from which we learn that

the Augustales formed, in most municipia, a kind

of corporation, of which the first six in importance

had the title of seviri, and the remainder that of

compitales Lamm Aug.'' It has been maintained
by some modern writers that these augustale3**i'ere

civil magistrates ; but there is good reason for :*'-

lieving that their duties were entirely of a religious

nature. The ofl5ce, which was called Augustalitaa,

was looked upon as honoui^ble, and was much
sought after by the more wealthy libertini ; and it

appears that the decuriones in the municipia were
accustomed to sell the dignity, since we find it re-

corded in an inscription that the office had been
conferred gratuitously upon an individual on account
of the benefits which he had conferred upon the

town {ordo decurionum oh vierita ejus honorem Au-
gustalitatis gratuilum decrevit*). The number of

augustales in each municipium does not appear to

have had any limitation ; and it seems that, in

course of time, almost all the respectable libertini

in every municipium belonged to the order, which
thus formed a middle class between the decuriones

and plebs, like the equestrian order at Rome. We
find in the inscriptions of many municipia that the

decuriones, seviri or augustales, and plebs, are

mentioned together, as if they were the three prin-

cipal classes into which the community was div:

ded.»

The augustales of whom we have been speaking

should be carefully distinguished from the sodales

Augustales, who were an order of priests instituted

by Tiberius to afttend to the worship of Augustus."
They were chosen by lot from among the principal

persons of Rome, and were twenty-one in number,
to which were added Tiberius, Drusus, Claudius,

and Germanicus.'' They were also called sacerdotes

Augustales ;^^ and sometimes simply Augustales.**

It appears that similar priests were appointed to at-

tend to the worship of other emperors after their

decease ; and we accordingly find, in inscriptions,

mention made of the sodales Flavii, Hadriaruilet,

JEliani, Antonini, &c.'*

It appears that i\\&-fiamines Augustales ought to

be distinguished from the sodales Augustales. We
find that flamines and sacerdotes were appointed

1. (Suet., Octav., 98.)—2. (v., p. 246.)—3. (Strabo, 1. c.)—4.
(Suet., Claud., 11.— Compare Dion, Ix., 6.)— 5. (316, 2.)—

6

(Schol. in Ilor., Sat.. II., iii., 281.)—7. (Oielli. Inscrip., 3959.—
Compare Petron., Sat., c. 30.)~8. (Orelli, 3213.)—9. (Orelli,

3939.) — 10. (Tacit., Ann., i., 54.— Compare Orelli, Inscrip.,

2366, 2367, &c.)— 11. (Tacit., 1. c.)— 12. (Tacit., Ann., ii., S3.)

—13. (Tacit., Hist., ii., 95.)— 14. (Orelli, Joscrip., 2371, <fec.)
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in the lifetime of Augustus to attend to his worship

;

^t we have the express statements of Suetonius

and Dion Cassius that this worship was confined

to the provinces, and was not practised in Rome,
or in any part of Italy, during the hfetime of Au-

gustus.* Women even were appointed priestesses

of Augustus, as appears from an inscription in Gru-

ter:* this practice probably took its origin from the

appointment of Livia, by a decree of the senate, to

bfi priestess to her deceased husband.^ It seems
probable that the sodales Augustales were intrusted

with the management of the worship, but that the

flamines Augustales were the persons who actually

offered the sacrifices and performed the other sacred

rites. A member of the sodales Augustales was
sometimes a flamen also (Neroni Casari, flamini

Augustali, sodali Augustali*) ; and it is not improba-

ble that the flamnies were appointed by the sodales.

AUGUSTUS. {Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
AUL^UM. {Vid. SiPARiuM, Tapes, Velum.)
*AULO'PIAS (avXunias), a large fish, of which

^lian gives an interesting account. Rondelet re-

fers it to the genus Labrus, or Wrasse, but Adams
thinks it much more probable that it was a species

of Squalus, or Shark.

AULOS (aiiAof), a wind instrument played with
the fingers. It consisted of several parts : yAurnj-
or yXuTTa, the mouthpiece, which was taken off

when not used, and kept in a case (y?.uTTOKo/j.eiov)

;

imyluTTig, the under part of the mouthpiece, often

put for the mouthpiece itself; b7.iioi, pieces ofwood
or bone inserted in the TpvnTJfiaTa or openings, and
pushed aside, or up and down, so as to naiTow or

extend the compass of the scale at pleasure

;

r^oA/itov, similar to olfio^, but inserted in the mouth-
piece so as to lessen the power of the instrument
when required : it is often confounded with olfio^

and yluTTa. B6/j.6v^ appears to have been the
same with d?.fxoQ : according to Hesychius, it was
also a kind of avX6^. ^opBeia was not a part of the
av2.6(,, bat a strap fastened at the back of the head,
V'ith a hole in front fittmg to the mouthpiece. ( Vid.

Phorbeia.*) For an account of tne different sorts
of av?.oi, see Tibia ; and for the character of flute

music, and its adaptation to the different modes,
see MusicA.

AU'REUS. {Vid. AvRvu.)
AURI'GA. {Vid. Circus )

*AURIPIGMENTUM. {Vid. Arsenicum.)
AURUM {xpvcfoi), Gold. It is stated under Ar-

oE>,-TUM, that as late as the commencement of the
Peloponnesian war, the Athenians had no gold coin-
age. It would appear from a passage in the Anti-
gone,* that in the time of Sophocles gold was rare
at Athens. Indeed, throughout the whole of Greece,
though gold was by no means unknown, it appears
t.) have been obtained chiefly thtough the Greek
cities 01 Asia Minor and the adjacent islands, which
possessed it in abundance. The Homeric poems
speak constantly of gold being laid up in treasuries,
and used in large quantities for the purpose of or-
nament ; but this is sufliciently accounted for by
the fact that Homer was an Asiatic Greek. The
chief places from which the Greeks procured their
gold were India, Arabia, Armenia, Colchis, and
Troas. It was found mixed with the sands of the
Pactolus and other rivers.

Greek Gold Money.—Tlie time when gold was
iirat coined at Athens is very uncertain. Aristoph-
anes speaks in the Frogs (406 B.C.) of to koivov
Xpvaiov, " the new gold money,"^ which he imme-
diately afterward calls izovrjpu xa^Kia.* The scho-

1. (Tacit., Ann., i., 10.—Suet., Octav., 52.—Dion, li., 20.)—
2. (320, 10.)—3. (Dion, Ivi., 46.)—4. (OreUi, Inscrip., 2366,
2368.)—5. (Hesych. in vocibus.—Pollux, Onom., iv., 67.—Sal-
mas., Plin. Exer., p. 120, a. 6.—Bartholini, De Tibiis, p. 62.)—
6 (v., 1038.)—7 (v., 719.)—6. (v.. 724.)
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Hast on this passage states that in tie pieccilinj

year the golden statues of Victory had been coined
into money, and he quotes Hellanicus and Philo-

chorus as authorities for this statement. It would
appear from the language both of Aristophanes and
the scholiast, and it is probable, from the circum-
stances of Athens at the time (it was the yeai
before the battle of .(Egospotami), that this was a

greatly debased gold coinage, struck to meet a par-

ticular exigency. This matter is distinct from the
general question respecting the Athenian gold coin-

age, for the Attic money was proverbial for its

purity , and the grammarians, who state that Athens
had a gold coinage at an early period, speak of it as
very pure. There are other passages in Aristopha-
nes in which gold money is spoken of, but in them
he is referring to Persian money, which is known
to have been imported into Athens before the Athe-
nians had any gold coinage of their own ; and even
this seems to have been a rarity.* Demosthenes
always uses upyvplov for money, except when he is

speaking of foreign gold. In the speech against

Phormio, where he repeatedly uses the word jpv-
ffiov, we are expressly told what was the money he
referred to, namely, 130 staters of Cyzicus." Isoc-

rates, who uses the word in the same way, speaks
in one passage of buying gold money {xpvauveiv) in

exchange for silver.' In many passages of the
orators, gold money is expressly said to have been
imported from Persia and Macedonia. If we look
at the Athenian history, we find that the silver

mines at Laurion were regarded as one of the
greatest treasures possessed by the state ; but no
such mention is made of gold. Thucydides,* in

enumerating the money in the Athenian treasury at
the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, does not
mention gold ; and Xenophon speaks of the money
of Athens in a manner which would lead us to sup-
pose that it had no gold coinage in his time.' The
mines of Scaptehyle, in Thrace, were indeed
worked some years before this period,* but the gold

procured from them does not appear to have been
coined, but to have been laid up in the treasury in

the form of counters {(pdolSec^). Foreign gold coin
was often brought into the treasury, as some of the

allies paid their tribute in money of Cyzicus. The
gold money thus introduced may have been allowed
to circulate, while silver remained the current
money of the state.

The character of the Attic gold coins now in ex
istence, and their small number (about a dozen), is

a strong proof against the existence of a gold cur-

rency at Athens at an early period. There are

three Attic staters in the British Museum, and one
in the Hunterian Museum at Glasgow, which there

is good reason to believe are genuine ; their weights
agree exactly with the Attic standard. In the

character of the impression, they bear a striking re-

semblance to the old Attic silver ; but they diffe"

from it by the absence of the thick, bulky form, anc
the high relief of the impression which is seen ir.

the old silver of Athens, and in the old gold coin*

of other states. In thickness, volume, and the

depth of the die from which they were struck, they

closely resemble the Macedonian coinage. Now,
as upon the rise of the Macedonian empire, golj

became plentiful in Greece, and was coined in large

quantities by the Macedonian kings, it is not im-

probable that Athens, like other Grecian states,

may have followed their example, and issued a gold

coinage in imitation of her ancient silver. On the

whole, it appears most probable that gold money

1. {Vid. Aristoph., Acharn., v., 102, 108.—Equit., v., 470— Av., v., 574.) — 2. (p. 914. — Compare his speech, Trpiii

AaKpir., p. 935.) — 3. (Trapezit., p. 367.) - 4. (ii., 13.) — 5

(Vectigal, iv., 10.)—6. (Taucyd., iv., 105.)—7. (Btkckh, I

scrip., vol. i., p. 145, 146.)
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was not coined at Athens in tlie period between
Pericles and Alexander the Great, if we except the
solitary issue of debased gold in the year 407.

A question similar to that just discussed arises
with respect to other Greek states, which we know
to have had a silver currency, but of which a few
gold coins are found. This is the case with Ji]gina,

Thebes, Argos, Carystus in Euba<a, Acarnania, and
^tolia. But of these coins, all except two bear
evident marks, in their weight or workmanship, of
belonging to a period not earher than Alexander
the Great. There is great reason, therefore, to

believe that no gold coinage existed in Greece
Proper before the time of that monarch.
But from a very early period the Asiatic nations,

and the Greek cities of Asia Minor and the adjacent
islands, as well as Sicily and Cyrene, possessed a
gold coinage, which was more or less current in

Greece. Herodotus* says that the Lydians were
the first who coined gold, and the stater of Croesus
appears to have been the earliest gold coin known
to the Greeks. The Dane was a Persian coin.

Staters of Cyzicus and Phocaea had a considerable
currency in Greece. There was a gold coinage in

Samos as early as the time of Polycrates.* The
islands cf Siphnus and Thasos, which possessed
gold mines, appear to have had a gold coinage at

an early period. In most of the coins of the Greek
cities of Asia Minor the metal is very base. The
Macedonian gold coinage came into circulation in

Greece in the time of Philip, and continued in use
till the subjection of Greece to the Romans.

( Vid.

Daricus, Stater.)
Roman Gold Money.—The standard gold coin

of Rome was the aureus nummus, or denarius aure-
us, which, according to Pliny, -^ was first coined 62
years after the first silver coinage {vid. Argentum),
that is, in the year 207 B.C. The lowest denomi-
nation was the scrupulum, which was made equal
to 20 sestertii. The weight of the scrupulum, as
determined by Mr. Hussey,* was 18 ()6 grs. In the
British Museum there are gold coins of one, two,
three, and four scrupula, the weights of which are
17-2, 34-5, 51-8, and 68-9 grains respectively. They
bear a head of Mars on one side, and on the other
an eagle standing on a thunderbolt, and beneath
the inscription " Roma." The first has the mark
XX (20 sestertii) ; the second, xxxx (40 sestertii)

:

the third, ^ux (60 sestertii). Of the last we sub-
join an engraving :

Pliny adds, that afterward aurei were coined of
40 to the pound, which weight was diminished, till,

under Nero (the reading of this word is doubtful),
they were 45 to^the pound. This change is sup-
posed, from an examination of extant specimens,
to have been made in the time of Julius Caesar.
The estimated full weight of the aurei of 40 to the
pound is 130- 1 grains ; of those of 45 to the pound,
115 64 grains. No specimens exist which come up
to the 1301 grains; the heaviest known is one of
Pompey, which weighs 1282 grains. The average
of the gold coins of Julius Caesar is fixed by Le-
tronne at 12566 grains, those of Nero, 11539
grains. Though the weight of the aureus was
diminished, its proportion to the weight of the de-
narius remained about the same, namely, as 2 : 1

(or rather, perhaps, as 2 1 : 1). Therefore, since
the standard weight of the denarius, under the

1. a., 94.)—2. (Herod., iii., 56.)—3. (H. N., xixiii., 13.)-
( Ancient Weights and Money.)

R

early emperors, was 60 grains, that of the aureus
shouM be 120. The average weight of the aurei
of Augustus, in the British Museum, is 121-2fl
grains : and as the weight was afterward dimin-
ished, we may take the average at 120 grains.
There seems to have been no intentional alloy in

the Roman gold coins, but they generally contained
a small portion of native silver. The average alloy

The aureus of the Roman emperors, therefore,
contained f54=-4 of a grain of alloy, and, there-
fore, 119-6 grains of pure gold. Now a sovereign
contains 11312 grains of pure gold. Therefore the
value of the aureus in terms of the sovereign ia

tI§:t%=1<^564=:1/. Is. Id. and a little more than
a halfpenny. This is its value according to the
present worth of gold ; but its current value in
Rome was different. from this, on account of the
difference in the worth of the metal. The aureus
passed for 25 denarii ; therefore, the denarius being
8i:d., it was worth 17*. 8^^. The ratio of the
value of gold to that of silver is given in the arti-

cle Argentum.
The following cut represents an aureus of Au-

gustus in the British Museum, which weighs 121
grains

:

Alexander Severus coined pieces of one half anb
one third of the aureus, called semissis and tremia-
sis,^ after which time the aureus was called solidut

Constantine the Great coined aurei of 72 to the
pound, at which standard the coin remained to the
end of the Empire."
AURUM CORONA'RIUM. When a general in

a Roman province had obtained a victory, it was
the custom for the cities in his own provinces, and
for those from the neighbouring states, to send
golden crowns to him, which were carried before
him in his triumph at Rome.' This practice ap-
pears to have been borrowed from the Greeks ; for
Chares relates, in his history of Alexander,* that
after the conquest of Persia, crowns were sent to
Alexander which amounted to the weight of 10,500
talents. The number of crowns which were sent
to a Roman general was sometimes very great.
Cn. Manlius had 200 crowns carried before him in
the triumph which he obtained on account of his
conquest of the Gauls in Asia.* In the time of
Cicero, it appears to have been usual for the cities

of the provinces, instead of sending crowns on oc-
casion of a victory, to pay money, which was called
aurum coronarium.^ This offering, which was at
first voluntary, came to be regarded as a regular
tribute, and seems to have been sometimes exacted
by the governors of the provinces even when no
victory had been gained. By a law of Julius Cae-
sar,^ it was provided that the aurum coronarium
should not be given unless a triumph was decreed

;

but under the emperors it was exacted on many
other occasions, as, for instance, on the adoption of
Antoninus Pius.* It continued to be collected, ap-
parently as a part of the revenue, in the time of

Valentinian and Theodosius.'

1. (Lamprid., Alex. Sev., c. 39.)—2. (Cod. x., tit. 70, s. 3.—
Hussey on Ancient Weights and Money.—Wurm, De Pond.,
<fcc.)—3. (Liv., xxxviii., 37 ; xxxix., 7.—Festus, s. v. Trium-
phales Coronae.)—4. (ap. Athen., xii., p. 539, A.)—5. (Liv,
xxxix., 7.)—6. (Cic, Leg-. Agr., ii., 22.—Aul. Gell., v., 6.—
Monum. Ancyr.)—7. (Cic. in Pis., c. 37.)—8. (Capitolin.,A»t<ai
Pius, c. 4.)—9. (Cod. x., tit. 74.)
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Servius says* that aururn coronarium was a sum
of money exacted from conquered nations, in con-

sideration of the lives of the citizens being spared

;

but this statement does not appear to be correct.

AURUM LUSTRA'LE was a tax imposed by

Constantine, according to Zosimus,* upon all mer-

chants and traders, which was payable at every

lustrum, or every four years, and not at every five,

as might have been expected from the original

length of the lustrum. This tax was also called

auri et argenti coUaLio or prastalio, and thus, in

Greek, tj avvTsXeia n tov xpvaapyvpov.^ It appears

from an inscription in Gruter* that there was a dis-

tinct officer appointed to collect this tax {auri lus-

tralis eoactor).

AUSPICIUM originally meant a sign from birds.

The word is derived from avis, and the root spec.

As the Roman religion was gradually extended by

additions from Greece and Etruria, the meaning of

the word was widened, so as to include any super-

natural sign. The chief difference between auspi-

cium and augurium seems to have been, that the

latter term is never applied to the spectio of the

magistrate. (Vid. Augur.)
Whoever has thought on this part of the Roman

religion cannot but feel astonished at its exceeding

simplicity. The rudest observations on the instinct

of birds, such as the country people make in all

ages, were the foundation of the Roman belief.

The system outlived the age for which it was
adapted and in which it arose. Its duration may
be attributed to its convenience as a political in-

strument : at length, as learning and civilization in-

creased, it ceased to be regarded in any other light.

Yet, simple as the system appears, of its innu-

merable details only a faint outline can be given.*

Birds were divided into two classes, oscines and

ttrcBpetes ; the former gave omens by singing, the

alter by their flight and the motion of their wings.

Every motion of every bird had a different mean-
ing, according to the different circumstances or

times of the year when it was observed. Many
signs were supposed to be so obvious, that any, not

bnaded by fate, might understand them ; and much
was not reducible to any rule, the meaning of which
could only be detected by the discrimination of au-

gurs.

Another division of birds was into dextra and
$inislr(B, about the meaning of which some difficulty

has arisen, from a confusion of Greek and Roman
notions in the writings of the classics. The Greeks
and Romans were generally agreed that auspicious

signs came from the east ; but as the Greek priest

turned his face to the north, the east was on his

right hand ; the Roman augur, with his face to the

south, had the east on his left. The confusion was
farther increased by the euphemisms common to

both nations ; and the rule itself was not universal,

at least with the Romans : the jay when it appeared
on the left, the crow on the right, being thought to

give sure omens.*
The auspices were taken before a marriage,^ be-

fore entering on an expedition,* before the passing
of laws or election of magitjtrates, or any other im-
portant occasion, whether public or private. Can-
didates for public offices used to sleep without the
walls on the night before the election, that they
might take the auspices before daylight. In early

times, such was the importance attached to them,
that a soldier v/as released from the military oath
if the auspices had not been duly performed.

The commander-in-chief of an army received lad

auspices, together with the imperium, and a war
was therefore said to be carried on ductu et auspicio

imperatoris, even if he were absent from the array ;

and thus, if the legatus gained a victory in the

absence of his commander, the latter, and not his

deputy, was honoured by a triumph.

The ordinary manner of taking the auspices was
as follows : The augur went out before the dawn
of day, and, sitting in an open place, with his head
veiled, marked out with a wand {lituus) the diviS'

ions of the heavens. Next he declared, in a sol-

emn form of words, the limits assigned, making
shrubs or trees, called tesqua,^ his boundary on earth

correspondent to that in the sky. The templum

augurale, which appears to have included both, was
divided into four parts : those to the east and west
were termed sinistra and dextra ; to the north and
south, anlica and postica. {Vid. Aorimensores )

If a breath of air disturbed the calmness of the

heavens (si silentium non essel^), the auspices could

not be taken, and, according to Plutarch,' it was for

this reason the augurs carried lanterns open to the

wind. After sacrificing, the augur offered a prayei

for the desired signs to appear, repeating, after an

inferior minister, a set form : unless the first ap-

pearances were confirmed by subsequent ones, they

were insufficient. If, in returning home, the augur

came to a running stream, he again repeated a

prayer, and purified himself in its waters ; other-

wise the auspices were held to be null.

Another method of taking the auspices, more
usual on military expeditions, was from the feeding

of birds confined in a cage, and committed to the

care of the pullarius. An ancient decree of the col-

lege of augurs allowed the auspices to be takec

from any bird.* When all around seemed favour-

able {silentio facto, k. e. quod omni vitio caret), eithei

at dawn* or in the evening, the pullarius opened

tlie cage, and threw to the chickens pulse, or a kind

of soft cake. If they refused to come out,* or to

eat, or uttered a cry {occinerent), or beat their wings,

or flew away, the signs were considered unfavour-

able, and the engagement was delayed. On the

contrary, if they ate greedily, so that something fell

and struck the earth {tripadium solistimum,'' tripu-

dium quasi terripaviiim, solistimum, from solum, the

latter part of the word probably from the root of sti-

mulo), it was held a favourable sign. Two other

kinds of tripudia are mentioned by Festus, the tri-

pudium oscinum, from the cry of birds, and sonivium,

from the sound of the pulse falling to the ground*

The place where the auspices were taken, called

auguraculum, augurale, or auguratorium, was open

to the heavens : one of the most ancient of these

was on the Palatine Hill, the regular station for the

observations of augurs. Sometimes the auspices

were taken in the Capitol, or in the pomoerium. Ir.

the camp, a place was set apart to the right of the

general's tent.' On other occasions, when the

auspices were taken without the "walls, the augui

pitched a tent after a solemn form : if he repassed

the pomcerium without taking the auspices, it was
necessary that the tent should be taken down and

dedicated anew.*"

The lex ^Eha and Fufia provided that no assem-

blies of the people should be held, nisi prius de calo

servalum esset.^^ It appears to have confirmed to

the magistrates the power of obnunciatio, or of inter-

posing a veto. (Firf. Augur.)
Auspicia were said to be clivia, prohibitory, impc'

1. (In Virg., .jEn., viii., 721.)—2. (ii., 38.)—3. (Cod. 11, tit. 1.

—Cod. Theodos., 13, tit. 1.)—4. (p. 347,n.4.)—5. ( Vid. NiphuB,
De Auguriis —Bulengre, De Aug-.—Dempster, Antiq. Rom., lib.

m.j—6. (Hor., Od., III., ixvii., 1 1-16.—Ep., I., vii., 52.—Virg.,
^n., ii., 6B3.—Eclog., ix., 15.—Persius, Sat., v., 114.)—7. (Cic,
Df Div.,t., n.)~8 'Plut Mare. Crass.)

1. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., vi., 4.)—2. (Cic, De Div., ii., 34.)

—3. (QajEst. Rom.)—4. (Cic, De Div., ii., 34.)—5. (Liv., x..

40.)—6. (Val. Max., i., 4 )—7. (Cic, De Div., ii., 34.)-8. (Cic,

Ep. ad Fam., vi., 6.—Serv. in ^n., iii., 90 :
" Tremere omnii

visa repente,")—y. (Tacit., Ann., ii., 13.)—10. (Val. Mai., i.. l.i

—11. (Cic, Pro Sextio, c 17.—Pro Vat., c. 9.)
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Varira or impetrita, obtained by prayer, opposed to

>blativ&, spontaneous ; tnajora those of the higher,

ninora of the inferior magistrates ; coacta, when the

;hickens were starved by the puUarius into giving

avourable signs ;' a acuminibus, from the bright-

sess or sharpness cK weapons, an art which Cice-

ro* laments as lost in nis own day ;
juge auspicmm,

from birds reappearing in pairs ;
pedesire, from ani-

mals ; celeste (Scoarj/iia), from lightning, &c. ; pra-

lermine, before passing the borders {diadarrjpia)
;

percnne, before crossing a river; viale (eivodiov),

an omeii in the way.'
Angunum salutis was taken once during the year,

and only in time of peace,* to inquire of the gods

concerning the well-being of the state.

The avis sangualis (a kind of eagle, probably the

osprey) was so called from the Sabine god Sanctis,

as were the Titia aves, according to Varro,* from
the sodales Titii. Both were in high esteem with
the augurs. The owl, the swallow, the jay, the

woodpecker, were almost always inauspicious : the

eagle, the bird of Jupiter, on the other hand, was
generally a messenger of good, as also the heron.

The crow, before a marriage, was considered an
omen of matrimonial happiness.

The curious in such matters may find a vast

number of similar particulars in Bulengre,* which
is printed in the fifth volume of the Thesaurus of
Grsevius.

*AUSTERA'LIS, a plant mentioned by Apuleius,

and the same with the Sisymbrium. (Vid. Sisym-

brium.)

*AUTACHA'TES (avTaxurijc), a species ofAgate,

which diffused, when burned, according to Pliny, a

fragrance resembling that of myrrh. Salmasius
conjectures stactachates, in the text of Pliny, for au-

tachates : " Stactachates sic dictus, quod stacta odo-

rem, id est myrrhce, haberet ustus." He has no MS.
authority, however, in his favour.''

AUTHEN'TICA. {Vid. Novella.)
AUTHEPSA {avdefTig), which literally means

" self-boiling" or " self-cooking," was the name of a

vessel, which is supposed by Bottiger to have been
used for heating water, or for keeping it hot. Its

form is not known for certain ; but Bottiger* con-

jectures that a vessel, which is engraved in Cay-
lus, is a specimen of an authepsa.'

Cicero*' speaks of authepsae among other costly

Corinthian and Delian vessels. In later times they

were made of silver." Voss, in his commentary on
Catullus,'' compares this vessel with the Greek It-

voAidric, which occurs in Lucian*' and Athenaeus.**

AYTOMOA'IAS TFA^H {avTOfiollaq ypatpri) was
the accusation of persons charged with having de-

serted and gone over to the enemy during war.

There are no speeches extant upon this subject.

Petitus, however, collects" from the words of a

commentator upon Demosthenes (Ulpian), that the

lunishment of this crime was death. Meier" awards
the presidency of the court in which it was tried to

the generals ; but the circumstance of persons who
left the city in times of danger, without any inten-

tion of going over to the enemy, being tried by the

Areiopagus as traitors {npoSorai^''), will make us

pause before we conclude that persons not enlisted

as soldiers could be indicted of this offence before a
military tribunal.

A UTON'OMI (avTovofioi) was the name given by

1. (Cic, De Div., ii., 35.)—2. (De Div., ii., 30.)—3. (Hor.,

Oa., III„ xxvii.,I-7.)—4. (Dion, Ii., p. 457.)—5. (De Ling. Lat.,

iv., 15 ; the same with titus, a sort of dove.)—6. (De Augiiriis,

Ij'.;. ii.)— 7. (Plin., II. N., xxxvii., 54.—Salmas. in loc.)—8. (Sa-
bina, vd', ii., p. 30.)—9. (Recueil d'Antiquittis, vol. ii., tab. 27.)
-10. (P.'o Rose. Aiiier., c. 46.)—11. (Lamprid., Ileliogab,, 19;
>ut the readina is doubtful.)— 12. (p. 318.)— 13. (Lexiph., 8.)—
(4. (Casaubon, Animadv. in Athen., iii., 20.)— 15. (Leg. Att.,

»74.) — 11). (Att. Process. .%«)— 17. (^sch. in Ctos., 106,
tayl.—Lycurg., c Leocrat.)

the Greeks to those states which were go^ ernea bj
their own laws, and were not subject to any foreign

power.' This name was also given to those cities

subject to the Romans, which were permitted to

enjoy their own laws, and elect their own magis-
trates {Omnes, suis legibus et judiciis usa avrovo-
[iiav adepta, revixerunl*). This permission was re-

garded as a great privilege and mark of honour
j

and we accordingly find it recorded on coins and
medals, as, for instance, on those of Antioch, AN-
TIOXEQN MHTPOnOA. AYTONOMOT ; on those
of Halicarnassus, AAIKAPNACCECN AYTONO-
MQN, and on those of many other cities.*

ATTOTEAHS AIKH. (Fi'rf. Dike.)
AUXILIA'RES. {Vid. Soon.)
AXAMEN'TA. {Vid. Salxi.)

AXI'NE {u^ivTj). {Vid. Secdris.)
AX'ONES {a^ovec) were wooden tablets ci a

square or pyramidal form, made to turn on an axis,

on which were written the laws of Solon. They
were at first preserved in the Acropolis, but were
afterward placed, through the advice of Ephialtes,
in the Agora, in order that all persons might be able

to read them.* According to Aristotle,' they were
the same as the Kvp6p&ic- A small portion of them
was preserved in the time of Plutarch (/. c.) in the
Prytaneum.*

B.

BABYLO'NICUM, a Babylonian shawl. The
splendid productions of the Babylonian looms, which
appear, even as early as the days of Joshua, to have
excited universal admiration,' were, like the shawls
of modern Persia, adorned both with gold and with
variously coloured figures. Hence Publius Syrus*
compares a peacock's train to a figured Babyloni
cum, enriched with gold {plumato aureo Babylmiico).

Lucretius' and Martial" celebrate the magnificence
of these textures, and Pliny" mentions the enor-
mous prices ofsome which were intended to serve as
furniture for triclinia {tricliniaria Babylonicd). Nev-
ertheless, Plutarch informs us, in his hfe of the elder

Cato, that when one of these precious shawls {km-
dXTJixa Tuv noiKihjv 'Ba6v?iuviKov) was bequeathe^l
to him, he immediately gave it away. ( Vid. Pal-
lium, Peeistroma, Stragulum.)
BACCA. {Vid. Inauris, Monile.)
*BACCAR or BACC'ARIS {^uKxapig), a plant.

" Even in ancient times," remarks Adams, " it was
a matter of dispute what this was. Galen says
that the term had been applied both to an herb and
a Lydian ointment. Of modern authorities, some
have supposed it to be Clary, some Fox-glovr. and
some Averts, or Bennel; but all these opinions are
utterly at variance with its characters as given by
Dioscorides." Dr. Martyn remarks that many hold

it to be spikenard, but he is rather inchned to iden-

tify it with the Comjza of the ancients." Matthio-
lus, in like manner, and Bauhin, point to the Cony-
za squarrosa, L. ; which I think the most probable
conjecture that has been formed respecting it.

though it does not satisfy Sprengel. Dierbacli,

however, contends for its being the Gnaphxlium
sanguineum, or Bloody Cudweed. Sprengel makes
the ' Baccar^ of Virgil'* to have been the Valeriana
Celtica, Celtic Valerian."" A species of aromatic
oil or unguent was made out of the root of the

Baccar, called PaKxdpivov fivpov.

1. (Thucyd., v., 18, 27.—Xen., Hellen., v., 1, *, 31.) -2. (Cic,

ad Att., vi., 2.)-^3. (Spanh., De Prast. et Usu Numism., p.

789,Amst., 1671.)—4. (Plut., Sol., 35.—SchoL in Aristoph, At,
1360 ; and the authorities quoted in Petit., Leg. Att., p. 178,

and Wachsmuth, i., 1, p. 266.)—5. (ap. Plut., Sol., 25.)—«.
(Compare Paus., i., 18, ^ 3.)—7. (Josh., vii., 21.)—8. (ap. Pe-

tron., c. 55.)—9. (iv., 1023.)—10. (viii., 28.)—11. (viii., 74.)-

12. (iii., 44.)— 13. (inVirg.,Eclog., iv., 19.)—14. (Virg., L c.)—

15. (Adams, Append., s. v Billerbcck, Flora Classica, p. 215j
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1»ACCHANA'LIA. (Vid. Dionysia.j

BAC'ULUS, dim. BACILLUS, BAClLLUM (/?a/c-

rpov, oKfjuTpov), a staff, a walking-stick.

The aid afforded by the pdicrpov to the steps of

the aged is recognised in the celebrated enigma of

the Sphinx, which was solved by CEdipus.* In his

old age, CEdipus himself is represented asking his

daughter for the same support : Ba/crpa npocrtpep', u

TiKvov.* When, in Ovid's Metamorphoses, certain

of the gods (viz., Minerva^ and Vertumnus*) as-

sume the garb of old women, they take the baculus

to lean upon. On the other hand, an old man in

Juvenal,* describing himself as still hale and vig-

orous, says that he walked without a stick {nuUo

dextram subeunte hacillo).

If the loss of sight was added to infirmity, the

staff was requisite for direction as well as for sup-

port. To the blind seer Tiresias one was given,

which served him instead of eyes (//eya (BuKvpov,^

oKT/'iTTpov''). Homer represents him as carrying it

even in Erebus.*

A dutiful and affectionate daughter is figuratively

called the staff of her aged parents. Thus Hecuba
describes Polyicena (/3a/crpov'), and the same beau-

tiful metaphor is applied to Antigone and Ismene,

the daughters of CEdipus {aKr/nrpu^").

The staff and wallet were frequently borne by
philosophers, and were more especially characteris-

tic of the Cynics. {Vid. Pera.)

The shepherds also used a straight staff as well

as a crook. The annexed woodcut, taken from a

gem in the Florenthie cabinet, shows the attire of a

Roman shepherd in the character of Faustulus, who
is contemplating the she-wolf with Romulus and
Remus. It illustrates ^vhat Ovid'^ says of himself

in his exile

:

' i>fe velim baculo pasccre nixus oves."

Among the gods, .^sculapius," Janus," and oc-

casionally Somnus,^* were represented as old men
leaning on a staff.

It appears that the kings of Sparta carried a trun-
cheon iPaKTTjpia) as the ensign of their authority."
On the occasion of one of them lifting it up in a
threatening attitude, Themistocles returned the cel-

ebrated answer, " Strike, but hear." In reference
to this custom, the truncheon {baculus) w^as carried
in the hand by actors on the Roman stage." The
dicasts at Athens received, at the time of their ap-
pointment, a paKTTjpia and avfi^o'Xov as a mark of
their authority."

Crooked sticks were carried by men of fashion at
Athens {j3aKTTipiai ruv gkoIluv ek AaKeSaifiovog^^).
As baculus was a general term, its application in

various specific senses is farther explained under
LiTuns, Pedum, Scepteum, Viroa.
BAKTE'RIA {jSaKTripla). {Vid. Baculus.)

1. (Apollodor., iii., 5.—Schol. in Eurip., PhcEn., 50.)—2. (Eu-
rip., Phoen., 1742.—Compare 15C0.)—3. (vi., 27.)—4. (xiv
055.)—5. (Sat., iii., 27.)—6. (CaUim., Lav. Pall., 127.)—7.
(Apollodor., iii., 6.)—8. (Od., xi., 91.)—9. (Eurip., Hec, 278.)—
10. (Soph., CEd. Col., 844, 1105.)—11. (De Ponto, i., 8.)—12.
(OTid, Met., XV., 655.)—13. (Fast., i., 177.)—14. (Bas-relief in
Villa Albani.)—15 (Thucyd., viii., 84.—Dukcr in loc.)— 16.
(Suet., Ner., 24.)—17. (Demosth., De Cor., p. 298.—Taylor in
UiC.)—18. (Theoobnst., Clrar., 5.)
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B^BIA MUIL'IA LEX. {Vid. Ambitus.^
*BAL^'NA {<j>dXacva), the Whale. After th«1

conquest of Britain by the Romans, it is not im-
probable that they may have acquired some knowl-
edge of the Balana mysticctus, or Great Greenland
Whale, and that it may be the Balcena of Britain to

which Juvenal* alludes. The ancients were also

acquainted with the Balana Physalus, tho Gibbar or
fin-fish.

(
Vid. Physalus.) There can be no doubt,

however, that the (pdlaiva of Aristotle and ./Elian,

as well as of Xenocrates and Galen, was the Phy-
seter microps, L., the Cachalot or Spermaceti whale.*
BAL'ANUS (/Ja/lavof). I. A crustaceous fich

described by Aristotle and Xenocrates, and which,
according to Coray, is the Lepas Balanus, L., called

in English the Barnacle.*

II. {BdXavoQ fivpeipiKr/), the Nut-Ben, from which
a perfume was obtained by the ancients.* Dioscor-
ides says, " It is the fruit of a tree resembling the
Myrica, like what is called the Pontic bean, the in-

ner part of which, when pressed, like bitter almonds,
emits a liquid that is used for preparing many oint-

ments." Moses Charras says of it, " The Nut-Ben,
called by the Greeks Balanus Myrepsica, by the Ro-
mans Glans Unguentaria, affords its oil by pressing
in the game manner as other fruits." The tree

which furnishes the Nut-Ben has got the name of

Hyperanlhera moringa, Vahl., in English, the Smooth
Bonduc-tree. " It is worthy of remark, that the
Nut-Ben is called also Myrobalanum by the Greeks
and Romans, a term which it is important that the
reader should not confound with the Myrobalans of
the Arabians and of the moderns. These are all

stone-fruits got from the East. The only Greek
authors who make mention of the latter are Actua-
rius, Zosimus Panopolita, and Myrepsus."*
BAL'ATRO, a professional jester, buffoon , or par-

asite.* In Horace,^ Balatro is used as a proper
name—Servilius Balatro. An old scholiast, in com-
menting on this word, derives the commcn word
from the proper names ; buffoons being called oala-

trones, becaase Servilius Balatro was a buffoon

:

but this is opposed to the natural inference from the
former passage, and was said to get rid of a difli-

culty. Festus derives the word from blatea, and
supposes buffoons to have been called balatrones,

because they were dirty fellows, and were covered
with spots of mud {blaiece), with which they got
spattered in walking ; but this is opposed to sound
etymology and common sense. Another writer has
derived it from barathrum, and supposes buffoons
to have been called balatrones, because they, so to

speak, carried their jesting to market, even into the
very depth {barathrum) of the shambles {barathrum
macelli*). According to some readings, Lucretius*
has barathro in a similar sense to balatro. Perhaps
balatro may be connected with bala-re (to bleat like

a sheep, and hence) to speak sillily. It is probably
connected with blatcro, a busy-body." Balatrones
were paid for their jests, and the tables of the
wealthy were generally open to them for the sake
of the amusement they afforded the company.
*BAL'ERUS {(SuXepog), a fish of the Carp species.

Artedi supposes it a species of Cyprinus, called in

French Bordeliere, and in German Blick.^^

BALIS'TA, BALLIS'TA. {Vid. Tormentum.)
*BALLO'TE {/SaUuT^), a plant. Pliny" calls it

^'porrum nigrum,,'''' confounding, apparently, izpaaov

with TzpdtjLov. In another place" he describes it as

1. (Sat., X., 14.)—2. (Aristot., H. A., i., 5 ; viii., 2.—JElian,
N. A., ii., 52; v., 48; ix., 50.— Adams, Append., s. v.)— 3.

(Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Hor., Od., iii., 29, 4.) — 5. (Dios-
cor.,iv., 157.—Paul. Mgin., vii.—Plin., H.N.,xii., 21.—Adams,
Append., s. v.)—6. (Hor., Sat., I., ii., 2.)—7. (Sat., 11., viii., 21.)—«. (Hor., Ep., I., XV., 31.)—9. (iii., 966.)—10. (Aul. GeU., i.,

15.)— 11. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 20.— Adams, Append., s t.)—
12. (H. N., xxvii., 30.)—13. (II. N., xx., 89.)



BALTEUS. BALTEUS.

a species of Horehound, under the name of "Marru-
iium nigrum," which, as Hardouin remarks, is evi-

dently the Ballote} Bauhin accordingly marks his

sixth species of Marrubium, namely, his Marrubium
nigrum fatidum, as the Ballote Dioscor. Sprengel

refers it to the Ballote nigra, L., to which Miller

gives the English name of " stinking Black Hore-
hound.'' Sibthorp, however, prefers a species of
Dead Nettle, namely, the Lamium Striatum.'

BAL'NEUM. {Vid. Bath.)
*BAL'SAMUM {fiukaa^ov), the Balsam-tree, and

also the Balsam itself exuded from it. The latter,

however, is more correctly called Opohalsamum.
"Writers describe Opohalsamum," says Moses
Charras, " as a thick, transparent juice or liquor, in

smell resembhng turpentine, but much more pleas-

ing. It ought to distil, after incision made in the

dog-days, from the branches of a shrub called Bal-

aamum." Sprengel gives an interesting account of
the Balsamum. He comes to the conclusion that

the Opohalsamum is the product of two different

species of shrub, namely, the Amyrus Gileadensis

and the A. Opohalsamum, which, however, are re-

ferred to the same species by Belon. The most
celebrated balsam among the Romans was the one
to which we are now referring, and which is known
at the present day by the names of Balsam ofJudaea,

Mecca, Egypt, and Syria. "There are different

kinds of this that now form objects of commerce;
but the one which the Romans prized most, namely,
that obtained from the Amyrus Opohalsamum, rarely

reaches Europe, being nearly all consumed in the
East. What is sold in the shops is an inferior kind
of Balsam, obtained by decoction. The Arabs at

the present day call the Amyrus Opohalsamum by the

name oihachdm, which we may recognise as the A.
Gikadcniis in the description given of their balsdn

or balasdn by Avicenna and Abdoul-Latif "'

BAL'TEUS {Te2,afi6v), a belt, a shoulder-belt, a
baldric.

This part of the ancient armour v/as used to sus-

pend the sword ; and, as the sword commonly hung
beside the left hip, its belt was supported by the
right shoulder, and passed obliquely over the breast,

as is seen in the beautiful cameo here introduced
from the Florentine Museum. This figure, execu-
ted by Quintus, the son of Alexander, is supposed
to represent Achilles, and may be compared with
that of the Greek warrior in p. 94, which shows
the sword-belt descending obliquely over the back.

/lie figure of the Roman in page 95, on the other
hand, shows a belt passing over the left shoulder,
as when it was used to support a dagger or other
weapon hanging on the right side.

1. (In Plin., H. N., ix., 89.)- -2. (Dioscor, iii., 108.—Adams,
ApD^ml,, . v.) -3. (Dioscor., i., 18.—Theophrart., ix., 1 ; ix., 6.)

In the Homeric times the Greeks also used a belt

to support the shield, which, as well as the svvord,

was worn by them on the left side ; and this second
belt lay over the other, and was larger and hroadei
than it (re.^a/iwv aaTvldog ;* nTiaTiog reT^afMvoq ;* ua
mc cvv reXafiuvL ;' Vid. .^ois, p. 2G). The two
belts upon the breast of Ajax, the son of Tela-
mon, who carried a remarkably heavy .iihield, are
mentioned in the Iliad.* But, although he was
saved by this double covering from being wounded
by Hector's spear, yet the language of Homer*
clearly implies that the practice alluded to was on
the field of battle productive of great heat and an-
noyance ; and this circumstance probably led to the
disuse of the oppressive shield-belt, and to the
invention of the Carian dxavov by which it was su-

perseded. (Vid. Clipeus.) The ancient practice

must also have occasioned some inconvenience in

putting on the armour. The circumstance to which
some ofthe Alexandrine critics objected, that Homer
makes his heroes assume the shield before the hel-

met, may be explained from the impossibility of
throwing the shield-belt over the lofty crest of the
helmet, supposing the helmet to have been put on
first ; and yet a warrior, already encumbered with
his large and ponderous shield, might have had
some difficulty in putting on his helmet. The very
early disuse of the shield-belt accounts for the fact,

that, except in the case of the ^gis, which was
retained on account of its mythological impor-
tance, this part of the ancient armour is never ex-
hibited in paintings or sculptures. Even the cu-
thor of the Shield of Hercules* supposes it to be
omitted.

A third use of the balteus was to suspend the
quiver, and sometimes, together with it, the bow.
Hence Nemesianus, describing the dress of Diana,
when she attires herself for the chase, says,

"Corrugesque sinus gemmatus balteus artet."''

And a similar expression (balteus ct revocet volucrea

in pectore sinus) is used by Livius Andronicus ;•

because the belt, besides fulfilling the purpose for

which it was intended, of supporting the quiver,

also confined the garments, and prevented them
from being blown about by the wind. This belt

passed over the right shoulder and under the left

arm, in the same manner with the others.

According to Theocritus, Amphitryon used a
sword-belt made of cloth, linen being probably in-

tended (veoK?M(TTu TEka/xuvoc^). More commonly
the belt, whether employed to support the sword,
the shield, or the quiv2r, was made of leather (rcA-

afiuoL GKVTtvoKn^"). It was ornamented (0ae<i 6f,"
Insignis balteus aurd^'). That which Agamemnon
wore with his shield was plated with silver, and on
it was also displayed a serpent (Spdnuv^^) wrought in

blue steel. The three heads of the serpent (/ce^aXai

rpeli; ufi(pi(TTpE<j>ieg) were turned back, so as to form
hooks for fastening the two ends of the belt togeth-
er. When, in the shades below, Ulysses meets
Hercules armed with his bow and arrows (vid. Ar-
gus), he wears on his breast a golden belt for sus-
pending his quiver (aoprrip xp'^'f^eoc rela/xuv^*), on
which are embossed both the animals of the chase
and exhibitions of the slaughter of men. In a pas-
sage already quoted, Diana's belt is described as
enriched with jewels. In like manner, .^Eneas gives
as a prize in the games at his fathei's tomb a quiver
full of arrows, with the belt belonging to it, which
was covered with gold, and had a buckle, or rath-

1. (n., ii., 388; iii., 334.—Schol. ad loc.)—2. (H., r., 79B-
798.)—3. (H., XVI., 803 )—4. (xiv., 404-406.)—5. (U. cc.)—6. (I.

122-139.)—7. (Cyneg., 91.)—8. (ap. Tcreiit. Maur.)—9. (I-lyll,
xxiv., 44.)—10. (Herod., i., 171.)— 11. (11., xii., 401.)- 12 (Vil
Flac., v., 139.)—13. (U . si , 39 )-14. (Od., xi , 609.)
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er, perhaps, a button (Jibula), enriched with a gem.*

We may presume that, in the sword-belt described

by Valerius Flaccus,"

" Qua cai-ulus ambit

Balteus, ct gemini commiltunt ora dracones,"

the fastening was made by the tasteful joining of

the two dragons' heads. The annexed woodcut

shows a bronze clasp, with three dragons' heads,

which is in the collection of ancient armour at

''Joodrich Court, in Herefordshire, and which seems

io have belonged to a Roman balteus.

A sword-belt enriched with gold, on which a cel-

ebrated sculptor had produced a representation of

the Danaids murdering their husbands on the bridal

night, gives occasion to the concluding incident of

the ^-Eneid.

That taste for richly-decorated sword-belts, the

prevalence of which, in the Augustan age, may be

inferred from the mention of them in the JEneid,

did not decline under the succeeding emperors. It

is, indeed, mentioned as an instance of the self-de-

nial and moderation of Hadrian, that he had no
gold on his belt.' But Pliny* records the common
practice, in his time, of covering this part of the

soldier's dress with lamina of the precious metals

;

and of the great intrinsic value and elaborate orna-

ment of those which were worn by persons attach-

ed to the court, we may form some judgment from
*he circumstance that the baltearius, or master of

the belts, was a distinct officer in the imperial

household. Spon, who has published an inscription

from the family tomb of one of these officers,' re-

marlvs, that their business must have been to pro-

vide, prepare, and preserve all the belts in the ar-

mamentarium. This office will appear still more
considerable from the fact that belts (balteoU) were
occasionally given as military rewards, together

with torques and armilla.^

In a general sense, "balteus" was applied not
only to the simple belt, or the more splendid baldric

which passed over the shoulder, but also to the
girdle {cingulum) which encompassed the waist
(Coxa munimen utraque'). Hence the girdle of
Orion, called t^uvr] by Aratus, is rather incorrectly

denominated balteus in the translations of that au-
thor by Germanicus and Avienus. The oblique ar-

rangement of the balteus, in the proper sense of that

term, is alluded to by Quinctilian in his advice re-

specting the mode of wearing the toga : oblique du-
citur, velut balteus*

Vitruvius apphes the term "baltei" to the bands
Biirrounding the volute on each side of an Ionic

capital.' Other writers apply it to the large steps,

presenting the appearance of parallel walls, by which
an amphitheatre was divided into stories for the
accommodation of different classes of spectators.*'

1. (^n., v., 31 1-313.)—2. (iii.,190.)—3. (Spartian., Hadr.. 10.)—4. (H. N., xxxiii., 54.)—5. (Miscellan. Erud. Ant., p. 253.)

—

8. (Jul. Capitol., Maximin., 2.)—7. (Sil. Ital., x., 181.—Lucan,
li., 3S1.—Lydus, De Mag. Rom., ii., 13.—Corippus, i., 115.)—8.

(Instltut. Or., xi., 3..)—9. (De Arch., iii., 5. od. Schneider.

—

Geaelli, Briefe iiber Vitruv., ii., p. 35.)—10. (Calpurn., Eclog.,
ni., 47.— Terf uUian, De S ectac., 3.)
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BANISHMENT.

Vitruvius calls these divisions prcecinc Honest
(
Tio

Amphitheatrum.) In the amphitheatre at Verona,

the baltei are found by measurement to be 2i feet

high, the steps which they enclose being one foot

two inches high.

*BAMBAKTON (f3a/i6uKiov), a term which occurs

only in the works of Myrepsus, the last of the Greek
physicians. It appears to be the seed of the Gos-

sypium, or Cotton-plant.

BANISHMENT (GREEK), ^yv- Banishment

among the Greek states seldom, if ever, appears a&

a punishment appointed by law for particular oflTen-

ces. We might, indeed, expect this ; for the divis-

ion of Greece into a number of independent states

would neither admit of the establishment of penal

colonies, as among us, nor of the various kinds of

exile which we read of under the Roman emperors.

The general term 0vy»/ (flight) was, for the most
part, applied in the case of those who, in order to

avoid some punishment or danger, removed from

iheir own country to another. Proof of this is found

in the records of the heroic ages, and chiefly where
homicide had been committed, whether with or

without malice aforethought. Thus* Patroclus ap-

pears as a fugitive for life, in consequence of man-
slaughter {dvdpoKTaaiTi) committed by him when a

boy, and in anger. In the same manner,' Theo-
clymenus is represented as a fugitive and wanderer

over the earth, and even in foreign lands haunted

by the fear of vengeance from the numerous kins-

men of the man whom he had slain. The duty of

taking vengeance was in cases of this kind consid-

ered sacred, though the penalty of exile was some-

times remitted, and the homicide allowed to remain

in his country on payment of a Tvoivn, the price of

blood, or wehrgeld of the Germans,* which was
made to the relatives or nearest connexions of the

slain.* We even read of princes in the heroic ages

being compelled to leave their country after the

commission of homicide on any of their subjects ;•

and even though there were no relatives to succour

the slain man, still deference to public opinion im-

posed on the homicide a temporary absence,^ until

he had obtained expiation at the hands of another,

who seems to have been called the uyvinjg, or puri-

fier. For an illustration of this, the reader is re-

ferred to the story of Adrastus and Croesus."

In the later times of Athenian history, ^ryj?, or

banishment, partook of the same nature, and weia

practised nearly in the same cases as in the heroic

ages, with this difference, that the laws more strict-

ly defined its limits, its legal consequences, and du-

ration. Thus an action for wiKul murder waa
brought before the Areiopagus, and for manslaugh-

ter before the court of the Ephetae. The accused

might, in either case, withdraw himself (^vyftv) be-

fore sentence was passed ; but when a criminal

evaded the punishment to which an act of murder
would have exposed him had he remained in his

own land, he was then banished forever {(pevyei

asLcjwyiav), and not allowed to return home even

when other exiles were restored upon a general

amnesty, since, on such occasions, a special excep-

tion was made against criminals banished by tho

Areiopagus (o'l k^ ^Apelov Tvayov (pevyovrec). A con-

victed murderer, if found within the limits of the

state, might be seized and put to death,' and who-
ever harboured or entertained {vnede^aTo) any one
who had fled from his country (juv (pevyovruv riva)

to avoid a capital punishment, was hable to the

same penalties as the fugitive himself.*"

1. (De Arch., v., 3, 8.)—2. (11., xxiii., 88.)—3. (Horn., Od

,

XV., 275.)—4. (Tacit., Germ., 21.)—5. (II., ix., 630.)—6. (Pan-
san., v., 376-381, ed. Schubart.)—7. (Od., xiiii., 119.—Schc,
in loc.)—8. (Herod., 1, 35.)—9. (Drmosth , c. iu-lst., 629.)— 1(1

(Demosth., c. Polycl , 1222, 2.)
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Demosthenes* says that the word (pevynv was
properly applied to the exile of those who commit-
ted murder with malice aforethought, whereas the

term fiediaraadai was used where the act was not

intentional. The property, also, was confiscated

in the former case^ but not in the latter.

When a verdict of manslaughter was returned, it

was usual for the convicted party to leave {g^ijWe)

his country by a certain road, and to remain in

exile till he induced some one of the relatives of

the slain man to take compassion on him (^wf (21-

aldecrr)Tat riva Tciv kv yevei tov nenovdoroc). During
his absence, his possessions were eTTin/M, that is,

not confiscated ; but if he remained at home, or

returned before the requirements of the law were
satisfied, he was liable to be driven or carried out

of the country by force.* It sometimes happened
that a fugitive for manslaughter was charged with
murder ; in that case he pleaded on board ship, be-

fore a court which sat at Phreatto, in the Pei-

laeus.*

We are not informed what were the consequen-
ces if the relatives of the slain man refused to make
a reconciliation ; supposing that there was no com-
pulsion, it is reasonable to conclude that the exile

was allowed to return after a fixed time. In cases
of manslaughter, but not of murder, this seems to

have been usual in other parts of Greece as well as
at Athens.* Plato,* who is believed to have copied
many of his laws from the constitution of Athens,
fixes the period of banishment for manslaughter at

one year, and the word dnEviavTia/x6r, explained to

mean a year's exile for the commission of homicide
{Toig ^oi'ov Spuaaai), seems to imply that the custom
was pretty general. We have, indeed, the authori-

ty of Xenophon* to prove that at Sparta banishment
was the consequence of in voluntary homicide, though
he does not tell us its duration.

Moreover, not only was an actual murder pun-
ished with banishment and confiscation, but also a
Tpav/ia £K ivpovoiag, or wounding with intent to kill,

though death might not ensue.' The same punish-
ment was inflicted or. persons who rooted up the

sacred ohves at Athens,* and by the laws of Solon
every one was liable to it who remained neuter du
ling political contentions.'

Under (bvy^, or banishment, as a general term, is

comprehended ostracism : the difference between
the two is correctly stated by Suidas, and the scho-
liast on Aristophanes,*' if we are to understand by
the former uei^vyia, or banishment for life. " ^vy7/

(say they) differs from ostracism, inasmuch as those
who are banished lose their property by confisca-

tion, whereas the ostracized do not ; the former,
also, have no fixed place of abode, no time of return

assigned, but the latter have." This ostracism is

supposed by some" to have been instituted by Cleis-

thenes after the expulsion of the Peisistratidae ; its

nature and object are thus explained by Aristotle :**

" Democratical states (he observes) used to ostra-

cize, and remove from the city for a definite time,

those who appeared to be pre-eminent above their

fellow-citizens, by reason of their wealth, the num-
ber of their friends, or any other means of influ-

ence." It is well known, and implied in the quota-
tion just given, that ostracism was not a punish-
ment for any crime, but rather a precautionary re-

moval of those who possessed sufficient power in

the state to excite either envy or fear. Thus Plu-

1. (e. Aris., 634.)—2. (Dcmosth., c. Aris., 634 and 644)—3.

(Demusth., c. Aris., 646.)—4. (Meursius, ad Lycophr., 282.

—

Eurip., Hipp., 37.—Schol. in loc.)—5. (Leg., ix., 865.)—6. (An-
»b., iv., 8, I) 15.)—7. (Lysias, c. Simon., p. 100.—Demostli., c.

BcEot., 1018, 10.)—8. (Lysias, 'Ynip "EvKov 'AroAoyi'o, 10S3.)—
B. (Meier. Hist. Juris Att., p. 97.— Aul. Cell., ii., 12.) — 10.

(EquJt., 861.)—11. (JSlian, V. IL, liii., 23.—Diod. Sic, xi., 55.)
12. fPolit., iii., 8.)

tarch' says it was a good-natured way of allaying

envy ((j>d6vov irapafivdia <j)iXuvdpuTro() by the .'humili-

ation of superior dignity and power. The manner
of effecting it was as follows : A space in the dyopd

was enclosed by barriers, with ten entrances for

the ten tribes. By these the tribesmen entered,

each with his barpaKov, or piece of tile, on which
was written the name of the individual whom he
wished to be ostracized. The nine archons and the

senate, i. e., the presidents of that body, superin-

tended the proceedings, and the party who had the

greatest number of votes against him, supposing

that this number amounted to 6000, was obliged to

withdraw QieracrT^vai) from the city within ten

days ; if the number of votes did not amount to

6000, nothing was done.' Plutarch* differs from
other authorities in stating that, for an expulsion
<>' <his sort, it was not necessary that the votes

given against any individual should amount to 6000,

bui only that the sum total should not be less than

that number. All, however, agree, that the party

thus expelled (o eKKtjpvxdelg) was not deprived of his

property. The ostracism was also called the A-cpo-

fiLKT/ fiuari^, or earthenware scourge, from the ma-
terial of the ocrrpaKov on which the names were
written.

Some of the most distinguished men at Athens
were removed by ostracism, but recalled when the

city found their services indispensable. Among
these were Themistocles, Aristeides, Cimon, and
Alcibiades; of the first ofwhom Thucydides* state.s

that his residence during ostracism was at Argos,

though he was not confined to that city, but visit-

ed other parts of Peloponnesus. The last person

against whom it was used at Athens was Hyperbo-
lus, a demagogue of low birth and character ; but

the Athenians thought their own dignity compro-
mised, and ostracism degraded by such an applica-

tion of it, and accordingly discontinued the prac-

tice.*

Ostracism prevailed in other democratical states

as well as Athens ; namely, Argos, Miletus, and Me-
gara : it was by some, indeed, considered to be a

necessary, or, at any rate, a useful precaution for

ensuring equality among the citizens of a state. But
it soon became mischievous ; for, as Aristotle* re-

marks, " Men did not look to the interests of the

community, but used ostracisms for party purposes"

{aracuiariKug).

From tlie ostracism of Athens was copied the

petalism (neraXicrfiog) of the Syracusans, so called

from the nerala, or leaves of the olive, on which
was written the name of the person whom they

wished to remove from the city. The removal,

however, was only for five years ; a sufficient time,

as they thought, to humble the pride and hopes of

the exile. But petalism did not last long ; for the

fear of this " humbling" deterred the best qualified

among the citizens from taking any part in public

affairs, and the degeneracy and bad government
which followed soon led to a repeal of the law, B.O
452.'

In connexion with petalism, it may be remarked,
that if any one were falsely registered in a deniua
or ward at Athens, his expulsion was called ek^v^-

lo^opia, from the votes being given by leaves.*

The reader of Greek history will remember that,

besides those exded by law, or ostracized, there

was frequently a great number of political exiles in

Greece; men who, having distinguished themselves

as the leaders of one party, were expelled, or obli-

1. (Peric.,c.l0.)—2. (Schol.inArist.,Equit.,865.)—3. (Arist.,

c. 7.)—4. (i., 135.)—5. (Plut., Arist., c. 7.—Thucyd., viiL,73.)
—6. (Polit., iii., 8.)—7. (Diod. Sic, xi., c. 87.—Niebuhr, Hist
Rom., i., 504, transl.)—8. (Meier, Hist. Juris Att., 83.—Lyniaji
c. Nicom., 844.)
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ged to remove from their native city when the op-

posite faction became predominant. They are spo-

ken of as ol ^Evyovrec or ol kKireadvTeg, and as ui

Ka-e?M6vrEc after their return (7 Kudodog), Ihe word
Kardyeiv being appHed to those who were instru

mental in effecting it.*

BANISHMENT (ROMAN). In the later impe-

rial period, exsilium was a general term used to ex-

press a punishment, of which there were several

species. Paulus,' when speaking of those judicia

publica, which are capitalia, defines them by the

consequent punishment, which is death, or exsili

um ; and exsilium he defines to be aqucE et igmi,

interdicHo, by which the caput or citizenship of the

criminal was taken away. Other kinds of exsilium.

he says, were properly called relegalio, and the leu;

gatus retained his citizenship. The distinction oe-

tween relegatio and exsilium existed under the

Republic.^ Ovid also* describes himself, not as ex-

aul, which he considers a term of reproach, but as
relegatus. Speaking of the emperor, he says,

" Nee vitam, nee opes, nee jus mihi civis ademit ;"

and a little farther on,

" Nil nisi me patriis jussit ahirefocis."^

Marcianus' makes three divisions of exsilium : it

was either an interdiction from certain places na-
med, and was then called lata fuga (a term equiva-
lent to the libera fuga or liberum exsilium of some
writers) ; or it was an interdiction of all places ex-
cept some place named ; or it was the constraint of
an island (as opposed to lata fuga). Noodt^ cor-
rects the extract from Marcian thus :

" Exsilium
duplex est : aut certorum locorum interdictio, ut
lata fuga ; aut omnium locorum prater certum lo-

cum, ut insulas vinculum," &c. The passage is

evidently corrupt in some editions of the Digest,
and the correction of Noodt is supported by good
reasons. It seems that Marcian is here speaking
of the two kinds of relegatio* and he does not in-
clude the exsilium, which was accompanied with
the loss of the civitas ; for, if his definition includes
ail the kinds of exsilium, it is manifestly incomplete

;

and if it includes only relegatio, as it must do from
the terms of it, the definition is wrong, inasmuch as
there are only two kinds of relegatio. The conclu-
sion is, that the text of Marcian is either corrupt,
01 has been altered by the compiler of the Digest.
Oirelegatio there were two kinds : a person might

be forbidden to live in a particular province, or in
Rome, and either for an indefinite or a definite time

;

or an island might be assigned to the relegatus for
his residence. Relegatio was not followed by loss
of citizenship or property, except so far as the sen-
tence of relegatio might extend to part of the per-
son's property. The relegatus retained his citizen-
ship, the ownership of his property, and the patria
potestas, whether the relegatio was for a definite or
an indefinite time. The relegatio, in fact, merely
confined the person within, or excluded him from,
particular places, which is according to the defini-
tion of ^lius GaUus,» who says that the punish-
ment was imposed by a lex, senatus consultum, or
the edictum of a magistratus. The words of Ovid
express the legal effect of relegatio in a manner lit-
erally and technically correct.'" The term relegatio

I (Meursius. Att Lect., v., 18.-Wachsmuth, Hell. Alterth.,

Vj,* J !.'••.' ^ ^^ '^^^ 98.—Meier and Schttmann, Att. Process, p!741.— Schomann, De Comit. Athen., p. 264, transl.—Tiniojus
Lex. PlatoQ.—Bockh, ii., 129, Iransl.)—2. (Dig. 48, tit 1 s 2 )'

—3. {Lin., in., 10; iv., 4.—Cic, pro P. Sext., 12.)—4 (Trist
»,__11.)—5. (Compare Trist., ii., 127.)—6. (Di^. 48, tit.'22, s 5)
--/. (Op. Omn., 1., 58.)—8. (Compare Ulpian, Dig. 48, tit. 22 s
7.)~9. (Festus, s. v. Relegati.)—10. (Instances of relegatio oc-
5\ir m .he following passages: Suet , Octav., 16.—Tib 50 —
Tacit., .\jin., iii., 17, 68.—Suet., Claud., c. 23, which last,' as the
historian re;r;arks, was a new kind of relegatio.)
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is applied by Cicero* to the case of Titus Maniius,

who had been compelled by his father to live in sol-

itude in the country.

Deportatio in insulam, or deportatio simply, was
introduced under the emperors in place of the aqua
et ignis interdictio.* The governor of a province

{prases) had not the power of pronouncing the sen-

tence of deportatio ; but this power was given to the

praefectus urbi by a rescript of the Emperor Severue.
The consequence of deportatio was loss of property

and citizenship, but not of freedom. Though the
deportatus ceased to be a Roman citizen, he had
the capacity to buy and sell, and do other acts
which might be done according to the jus gentium.
Oeporiatio differed from relegatio, as already shown,
and also in being always for an indefinite time. The
relegatus went into banishment ; the deportatus was
conducted to his place of banishment, sometimes in

chains.

As the exsilium in the special sense, and the dr
portatio took away a person's civitas, it follows
that, if he was a father, his children ceased to be in

his power ; and if he was a son, he ceased to be in

his father's power ; for the relationship- expressed
by the terms patria potestas could not exist when
either party had ceased to be a Roman citizen.'

Relegatio of a father or of a son, of course, had not
this effect. But the interdict and the deportatio
did not dissolve marriage.*
When a person, either parent or child, was con-

demned to the mines or to fight with wild beasts,

the relation of the patria potestas was dissolved.

This, though not reckoned a species of exsilium,

resembled deportatio in its consequences.
It remains to examine the meaning of the term

exsilium in the republican period, and to ascend, so
far as we can, to its origin. Cicero' affirms that

no Roman was ever deprived of his civitas or his

freedom by a lex. In the oration Pro Domo* he
makes the same assertion, but in a qualified way;
he says that no special lex, that is, no privilegium,

could be passed against the caput of a Roman citi-

zen unless he was first condemned in a judicium. It

was, according to Cicero, a fundamental principle of
Roman law,' that no Roman citizen could lose his

freedom or his citizenship without his consent. He
adds, that Roman citizens who went out as Latin
colonists could not become Latin unless they went
voluntarily and registered their names : those who
were condemned of capital crimes did not lose theii

citizenship till they were admittijd as citizens of an-
other state ; and this was effected, pot by depriving
them of their civitas {ademptio civitati^), but by the
interdictio tecti, aquae et ignis. The s.an\c thing is

stated in the oration Pro Ccecina,* with the a<ldition,

that a Roman citizen, when he was received into
another state, lost his citizenship at Rome, because
by the Roman law^ a man could not be a citizen ol
two states. This reason, however, would be equal-
ly good for showing that a Roman citizen could no^
become a citizen of another community. In ihe
oration Pro Balbo,^ the proposition is put rather i»
this form : that a Roman who became a citizen o\
another state thereby ceased to be a Roman citizen
It must not be forgotten, that in the oration Pro Cos.

cina, it is one of Cicero's objects to prove that hi*
client had the rights of a Roman citizen ; and in
the oration Pro Domo, to prove that he himself had
not been an exsul, though he was interdicted from
fire and water within 400 miles of Rome.'" Now,

1. (Off., iii., 31.)- 2. (Ulpian, Dig. 48, tit. 13, s. 3 ; tit. 19, 8.
2.)—3. (Gaius, i., 128.)-4. (Cod. 5, tit 16, s.24; tit. 17.S.1.—
Compare Gaius, i., 128, with the Institutis, i., tit. 12, m which
the deportatio stands in the place of the aqua; et ignis interdictio
of Gams.) — 5. (Pro Caicin., c. 34.)— 6. (c. 16, 17.) —7. (Pr«
Domo, c. 29.)— 8. (c. 34.)— 9. (c. 11.)— 10 (Cic, aii Attic.
111., 4.)
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as Cicero had been interdicted from fire and water,

and as he evadid the penalty, to use his own
words,' by going beyond the limits, he could only

escape the consequences, namely, exsilium, either

by relying on the fact of his not being received as a

citizen into another state, or by alleging the illegali-

ty of the proceedings against him. But the latter

is the ground on which he seems to maintain his

cv3e in the Pro Domo : he alleges that he was made
tiie subject of a privilegium, without having been

first condemned in a judicium.'

In the earlier republican period, a Roman citizen

might have a right to go into exsiUum to another

state, or a citizen of another state might have a

right to go into exsilium at Rome, by virtue of cer-

tain isopolitical relations existing between such
8tate and Rome.- (Vid. Municipium.) This right

was called jus exulandi with reference to the state

to which the person came ; with respect to his own
state, which he left, he was exsul, and his condition

was exsilium : with respect to the state which he
entered, he was inquilinus ; and at Rome he might
attach himself {applicare se) to a quasi-patronus, a
relationship which gave rise to questions involving

the jus applicationis. The word inquilinus appears.,

by its termination inus, to denote a person who was
one of a class, like the word lihertinus. The prefix

in appears to be the correlative of ex in cxsul, and
the remaining part quil is probably related to col, in

incola and colonus.

The sentence of aquae et ignis, to which Cicero

adds' tecti interdictio, was equivalent to the depri-

vation of the chief necessaries of life, and its effect

was to incapacitate a person from exercising the

rights of a citizen within the limits which the sen-

tence comprised. Suppo^ng it to be true, that no
Roman citizen could, in direct terms, be deprived

of his civitas, it requires but little knowledge of the

history of Roman jurisprudence to perceive that a
way would readily be discovered of doing that in-

directly which could not be done 'directly ; and
such, in fact, was the aquae et ignis interdictio.

The meaning of the sentence of aquae et ignis in-

terdictio is clear when we consider the symbohcal
meaning of the aqua et ignis. The bride, on the

day of her marriage, was received by her husband
with fire and water,* which were symbolical of his

taking her under his protection and sustentation.

Varro* gives a different explanation of the symboli-

cal meaning of aqua et ignis in the marriage cere-

mony : Aqua et ignis (according to the expression
of Festus) sunt duo elcmcnta quce humanam vitam
maximc continent. The sentence of interdict was
either pronounced in a judicmm, or it was the sub-

ject of a lex. The punishment was inflicted for

various crimes, as vis publica, peculatus, veneficium,

&,c. The Lex Julia de vi publica et privaia applied,

among other cases, to any person qui reccperit, cela-

verit, tenuerit, the interdicted person ;• and there

was a clause to this effect in the lex of Clodius, by
which Cicero was banished.

The sentence of the interdict, which in the tirae

of the Antonines was accompanied with the loss of
citizenship, could hardly have had any other effect

in the time of Cicero. It may be true that exsilium,

that is, the change of solum or ground, was not in

direct terms included in the sentence of aqua et

ig nis interdictio : the person might stay if he liked,

and submit to the penalty of being an outcast, and
being incapacitated from doing any legal act. In-

deed, it is not easy to conceive that banishment can
exist in any state, except such state has distant

possessions of its own to which the offender can be

I. (Pro Caecina, c. 34.)—2. (c. 17.)—3. (Pro Domo, c. 30.)—
4. (Dig. 24, Ut. ],s. 66.)—5. (De I.mjf. Lat., iv.)—6. (Paulus,
Sent. Heo;j.t , sd Schu ting.)

sent. Tims banishment, as a penalty, did not exist
in the old English law. When isopolitical relations

existed between Rome and another state, exsilium
might be the privilege of an offender. Cicero
might then truly say that exsUium was not a pun-
ishment, but a mode of evading punishment ;* and
this is quite consistent with the interdict being a
punishment, and having for its object the exsilium.
According to Niebuhr, the interdict was intended

to prevent a person who had become an exsul from
returning to Rome and resuming his citizenship

;

and the interdict was taken off when an exeul was
recalled: an opinion in direct contradiction to all

the testimony of antiquity. Farther, Niebuhr as
sorts that they who settled in an unprivileged place
(one that was not in an isopolitical connexion with
Rome) needed a decree of the people, declaring
that their settlement should operate as a legal ex-
silium. And this assertion is supported by a single

passage in Livy,' from which it appears that it was
declared by a plebiscitum, that C. Fabius, by going
into exile {exulatum) to Tarquinii, which was a mu-
nicipium,' was legally in exile.

Niebuhr asserts that Cicero had not lost his fran-

chise by the interdict, but Cicero says that tht

consequence of such an interdict was the loss of

caput. And the ground on which he mainly at-

tempted to support his case was, that the lex by
which he was interdicted was in fact no lex, but a

proceeding altogether irregular. Farther, the inter-

dict did pass against Cicero, but was not taken off

when he was recalled. It is impossible to caution
the reader too much against adopting implicitly any
thing that is stated in the orations Pro Ccscina, Pro
Balbo, and Pro Domo ; and, indeed, anywhere else,

when Cicero has a case to support.

BAPHI'UM (fiafilov, <pap/xaK6v), an establish-

ment for dyeing cloth, a dyehouse.
An apparatus for weaving cloth, and adapting it

to all the purposes of life, being part of every Greek
and Roman household, it was a matter of necessity
that the Roman government should have its own
institutions for similar uses ; and the immense
quantity of cloth required, both for the aiTny and for

all the officers of the court, made it indispensable

that these institutions should be conducted on a
large scale. They were erected in various parts of
the empire, according to the previous habits -of the

people employed and the facilities for carrying on
their operations. Tarentum, having been celebra

ted during many centuries for the fineness and
beauty of its woollen manufactures, was selected

as one of the most suitable places for an imperial
baphium.* Traces of this establishment are still

apparent in a vast accumulation near Taranto,
called " Monte Testaceo," and consisting of the
shells of the Murex, the animal which afforded the

purple dye.

A passage in ^lius Lampridius* shows that these
great dyehouses must have existed as early as the
second century. It is stated that a certain kind ol

purple, connnonly called " Probiana," because Pro-
bus, the superintendent of the dyehouses {haphiis

propositus), had invented it, was afterward called
" Alexandrina," on account of the preference given
to it by the Emperor Alexander Severus. Besides
the officer mentioned in this passage, who probably
had the general oversight of all tlie imperial baphia.

it appears that there were persons called procura-

tors, who were intrusted with the direction of

them in the several cities where they were es

tablished. Thus the Notitia Dignitatum utriusqut

Imperii, compiled about A.D. 426, mentions the

1. (Pro Cscina.)—2. (xxvi., 3.)— 3. (Pro Ca;cina, c. 4.)—

4

(Compare Horat., Ep., II., ii., 207, -with Servius in Virg., Geotir
iv., 335.)—5. (Alex. Sev., c. 40.)
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•» procaralor" of the dyehouses of Narbonne and

Toulon.
We learn f/om tne Codex Thcodosianus that the

dyehouses of Phoenice long retained their original

wiperiority, and that dyers were sent to them from

other places to be instructed in their art.

*BAPTES (/3u7rr7/?), a mineral mentioned by

Pliny.* It is thought, from its description and its

name, to have been amber, dyed or stained of some
rther than its natural colour.'

B \PTISTE'RrUM. (F^rf. Bath.)

BAR'ATHRUM. (Vid. Orygm.^.)

BARBA {nuyuv, yheiov, vTrijVTi^ the beard. The
fashions which have prevailed at different times

and in different countries with respect to the beard

have been very various. The most refined modern

nations regard the beard as an encumbrance, with-

out beauty or meaning ; but the ancients generally

cultivated its growth and form with special atten-

tion ; and that the Greeks were not behindhand in

this, any more than in other arts, is sufficiently

shown by the statues of their philosophers. The
phrase iruyuvoTpo(^elv, which is applied to letting

the beard grow, implies a positive culture. Gener-

ally speaking, a thick beard, nuyuv fiadvg or 6acn>c,

was considered as a mark of manliness. The
Greek philosophers were distinguished by their

long beards as a sort of badge, and hence the term
which Persius* applies to Socrates, magisier barba-

tus. The Homeric heroes were bearded men ; as

Agamemnon, Ajax, Menelaus, Ulysses.* Accord-
ing to Chrysippus, cited by Athenseus,* the Greeks
wore the beard till the time ofAlexander the Great,

and he adds that the first man who was shaven
was called ever after Kdparjv, " shaven" (from

Keipu). Plutarch^ says that the reason for the

shaving was that they might not be pulled by the

beard in battle. The custom of shaving the beard
continued among th? Greeks till the time of Justin-

ian, and during that period even the statues of the

philosophers were without the beard. The philoso-

phers, however, generally continued the old badge
of their profession, and their ostentation in so doing
gave rise to the saying that a long beard does not
\15ke a philosopher (moyuvorpoipia (bL'koao^ov ov

iroiel), and a man whose wisdom stopped with his

beard was called ck iruyuvog ao^bg. So Aulus Gel-

lius* says, " Video barbam et pallium, philosophum
nondum video." Horace' speaks of " feeding the
philosophic beard.''^" The Romans, in early times,

wore the beard uncut, as we learn from the insult

offered by the Gaul to Marcus Papirius," and from
Cicero ;" and, according to Varro" and Pliny,'* the
Roman beards were not shaved till B.C. 300, when
P. Ticinius Maena brought over a barber from Sicily

;

and Pliny adds, that the first Roman who was
shaved {rasus) every day was Scipio Africanus.
His custom, however, was soon followed, and sha-
ving became a regular thing. The lower orders, then
as now, were not always able to do the same, and
hence the jeers of Martial." In tiie later times of
the Republic, there were many who shaved the
beard only partially, and trimmed it so as to give it

an ornamental form ; to them the terms bene bar-

batv* and barbatulv'' are applied. When in mourn-
ing, all the higher- as well as the lower orders let

their beards grow.

In the general way in Rome at this time, a long
beard {barba promissa}^) was considered a mark of

1. (H. N., xixvii., 55.)—2. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 182.)—
I. (Aristoph., Lysist., 1072.)—4. (Sat., It., 1.)—5. (II., xxii., 74

;

xiiv., 516.—Od., xvi., 176.)—6. (xiii., 565, ed. Casaub.)—7.

(Thcs., c. 5.)—8. (ix., 2.)—9. (Sat., II., ii., 35.)—10. (Compare
Quintil., xi., 1.)—11. (Liv., v., 41.)—12. (Pro Coel., 14.)—13.
(De Re Rujt., ii., c. 11.)— 14. (vii., 59.)—15. (vii.,95; xii.,59.)
—16. (Cic. Catil., ii., 10.)—17. (Cic, Ep. ad Att., i., 14, 16.—
ProCffil., 14.)—18. (Liv., ixvii., 34.)
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slovenliness and squalor. The censors Lucius V©.

turius and P. Licinius compelled Marcus Livius,

who had been banished, on his restoration to the

city, to be shaved, and to lay aside his dirty appear-

ance {tonderi et squalorem dcponere), and then, but

not till then, to come into the senate, &c.' The
first time of shaving was regarded as the beginning

of manhood, and the day on which this took place

was celebrated as a festival.* There Avas no par-

ticular time fixed for this to be done. Usually,

however, it was done when the young Roman as-

sumed the toga virilis.^ Augustu."^ did it in his 24th

year, Caligula in his 20th. The hair cut off on
such occasions was consecrated to some god.

Thus Nero put his up in a gold box, set with pearls,

and dedicated it to Jupiter Capitolinus.* So Statins*

mentions a person who sent his hair as an offering

to ^sculapius Pergamenus, and requested Statius

to write some dedicatory verses on the occasion.

He sent the hair with a box set with precious

stones {cum gcmmaia pyxide) and a mirror.

With the Emperor Hadrian the beard began to

revive.* Plutarch says that the emperor wore it to

hide some scars on his face. The practice after-

ward became common, and till the time of Con-
stantine the Great the emperors appear in busts

and coins with beards. The Romans let their

beards grow in time of mourning ; so Augustus
did^ for the death of Julius Cssar, and the time
when he had it shaved off he made a season of

festivity.* The Greeks, on the other hand, on
such occasions, shaved the beard close.' Strabo**

says that the beards of the inhabitants of the Cas-
siterides were like those of goats. Tacitus" says
that the Catti let their hair and beard grow, and
would not have them cut till they had slain an
enemy.
Barbers. The Greek name for a barber was

Kovpevg, and the Latin tensor. The term employed
in modern European languages is derived from the

low Latin barbatorius, which is found in Petronius

The barber of the ancients was a far more impor
tant personage than his modern representative

Men had not often the necessary implements for the

various operations of the toilet : combs, mirrors,

perfumes, and tools for clipping, cutting, shaving,

&c. Accordingly, the whole process had to be
performed at the barber's, and hence the great con-

course of people who daily gossiped at the ton-

strina, or barber's shop. Besides the duties of a

barber and hairdresser, strictly so called, the an-
cient tonsor discharged other offices. He was also

a nail-parer. He was, in fact, much what the

English barber was when he extracted teeth, as

well as cut and dressed hair. People who kept the

necessary instruments for all the different opera-

tions, generally had also slaves expressly for the

purpose of performing them. The business of the

barber was threefold. First, there was the cutting

of hair : hence the barber's question, Truf ae Ketpu.^*

For this purpose, he used various knives of different

sizes and shapes, and degrees of sharpness : hence
Lucian," in enumerating the apparatus of a barber's

shop, mentions nXf/dog /iaxai-pi-(^lo)v {fxdxaioa, fiaxai-

pig, Kovpig are used also, in Latin cx..ter) ; but

scissors, ^a^ig, Sinl?} fidxcipo}* (in Latir forfex, ax-

icia), were used too." Mdxaipa was the usual

word. (Bottiger, however, says that two knives

were merely used, forming a kind of scissors. The

1. (Liv., ixvii., 34.)—2. (.luv.. Sat., iii., 186.)—3. (Suet.,

Calig., 10.)—4. (Suet., Ner., 12.)—5. (Prief. ad Silv., iii.)—

6

(Dion, Ixviii., p. 1132, c. 15.)—7. (Suet., Octav., c. 23.)—

8

(Dion, xlviii., 34.—Compare Cic. in Verr., ii., 12.)—9. (VtdL

Plutarch, Pelopid. and Alex.—Suet., Cal., 5.)—10. (i., p. 239.)

—11. (Germ., c. 3.)—12. (Plut., De Garrul., 13.)—13. (Adv.

Indoct., c. 29.)—14. (Pollux., Ouom., ii., 32,)—15. (Compaw
Aristoph., Acliam., 848.—Lucian, Pis., c. 46.)
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most elegant nude of cutting the hair was with

the single ki.ife, n'lg, fiaxaipg.}) Irregularity and
unevenness of the hair was considered a great

blemish, as appears generally, and fronri Horace ;*

and, accordingly, after the hair-cutting, the uneven

hairs were pulled out by tweezers, an operation to

which Pollux' applies the term KapaXeyEcrdai. So
the hangers-on on great men, who wished to look

young, were accustomed to pull out the gray hairs

for them.* 7^lf:3 was considered, however, a mark
of effeminacy/ The person who was to be opera-

ted on by the barber bad a rough cloth {u/xoXivov,

involucre in Plautus*) laid on his shoulders, as now,

to keep the hairs off his dress, &c. The second

part of the business was shaving {radere, rasitare,

^vpetv). This was done with a §vp6v, a novacula,''

a razor (as we, retaining the Latin root, call it),

which he kept in a case, ^tjkj], ^vpodrjurj, ^vpoSoKijg,

" a razor-case."* Some, who would not submit to

the operation of the razor, used instead some pow-
erful depilatory ointments or plasters, as psilothron;^

acida Greta ;*" Venetum lutum ;" dropax.^^ Stray

hairs which escaped the razor were pulled out with
small pincers or tweezers (volsella, Tpixo^u6iov).

The third part of the barber's work was to pare
the nails of the hands, an operation which the

Greeks expressed by the words bvvxi-^si-v and aTro-

vu^i'Ceiv." The instruments used for this purpose
were called 6vvxioTT/pia, sc. fiaxaipia.^^ This prac-

tice of employing a man expressly to pare the nails

explains Plautus's humorous description of the

miserly Euclio :

" Quin ipsi quidem tonsor ungues dempserat,

Collegit, omnia ahstulit prczsegmina."^^

Even to the miser it did not occur to pare his nails

himself, and save the money he would have to pay

;

but only to collect the parings, in hope of making
something by them. So Martial, in rallying a fop,

who had tried to dispense with the barber's servi-

ces by using different kinds of piasters, &c., asks

him,** Quid facient ungues 1 What will your nails

do 1 How will you get your nails pared 1 So Ti-

buUus says,*' quid (prodest) ungues artificis docta

subsecaisse manu ; from which it appears that the

person addressed was in the habit of employing one
of the more fashionable tensors. The instruments
used are referred to by Martial.**

BAR'BITOS {^upCiTog or (SupBtTov), a stringed in-

strument, called by Theocritus iroMxopdog.^^ The
^olic form jSup/xLTog'^'' led the grammarians to de-

rive the word from /3api!f and fj.lTog, a thread or

string ; but according to Strabo,** who, if the read-

ing be correct, makes it the same with aafiBvKrj, it

was of foreign origin. Pindar, in a fragment quoted
by Athenaius, refers the invention of it to Terpan-
der," but in another place" it is ascribed to Anac-
reon. Dionysius'* tells us that in his day it was
not in use among the Greeks, but that the Romans,
who derived it from them, still retained it at ancient
sacrifices. It is impossible to determine its exact
form with any certainty : later writers use the word
as synonymous with Ivpa. {Vid. Lyra.)
BARDOGUCUL'LUS. {Vid. Cocullus.)
*BASALT'ES, a species of marble, as Pliny"

1 ^'S^bina, vol. ii , p. 60.)—2. (Sat., i., 3, 31.—Epist., i., 1,

•4.)—3. (ii., 34.)—!. (Aristoph., Equit., 908.)—5. (Aul. Cell.,

Til, 12.—Cic, Pro Rose. Cora., 7.)—6. (Capt., II., ii., 17.)—7.
(Lamprid., Helio;?., c. 31.)—8. (Aristoph., Thesm., 220.—Pol-
lux, Onom., ii., 32.—Petron., 94.)—9. (Plin., H. N., xxxii., 10,
47.)— 10. (Marfal, vi., 93, 9.)—11. (Plin.,iii., 74.)— 12. (lb., iii.,

74 ; X , 65.)—IS. (Aristoph., Equit., 706.—Schol. in loc—Theo-
phrast, Chnracl., c. 26.—Pollux, Onom., ii., 146.)—14. (Pollux,
Onom., X., 110 ) -15. (Aulul., ii., 4, 34.)— 16. (Epig., iii., 74.)—
17. (i., 8, 11 I— 18. (Epig.,xiv.,36: Instrumenta tonsona.)—19.

(rvi., 45.)—20 (Pollux, Onom., iv., 9.—Etym. Mag. in voce.)

—

21. (x., 471, c, ed. Casaub.)—22. (Athena;us, iv., p. 635, a.)—
S3. (Athon , iv., ji. 175.)—24. (Ant. Rom., vii., 72.)-r25. (H.
N . XXXvi., 9.(

terms it, found in .^Ethiopia, of the colour and tiard«

ness of iron, whence its name, from an Oriental term
basalt, signifying "iron." To what Eastern lan-

guage this word belongs is not known ; we may com-
pare with it, however, the Hebrew bazzel. Pliny

speaks of fine works of art in Egyptian basalt, and
of these some have found their way to Rome, aa

the lions at the base of the ascent to the Capitol,

and the Sphinx of the Villa Borghese.* Winckei-
mann distinguishes two kinds of this stone : the

black, which is the more common sort, is the ma-
terial of the figures just mentioned ; the other vari-

ety has a greenish hue.* We must be careful not

to confound the basaltes of the ancients' with the

modern basalt. The former was merely a specie*

of syenite, commonly called basaltoid syenite, black

Egyptian basalt, and " basalte antique." The ba-

salt of the moderns is a hard, dark-coloured rock,

of igneous origin.*

BASANISTAI. (FtVZ. Basanos.)

BASANI'TES LAPIS {(iaaavirnq lidog), called

also Basanos and Lapis Lydius, the Touchstone.

Its Greek and English names both refer to its office

of trying metals by the touch. The appellation of
" Lydian Stone" was derived from the circumstance

of Lydia having been one of its principal localities.

It was also obtained in Egypt, and, besides the use

just mentioned, was wrought into various orna-

ments, as it still is at the present day. Other

names for the Touchstone were Chrysites, from its

particular efficacy in the trial of gold, and Coticula,

because generally formed, for convenience' sake,

into the shape of a small whetstone.* The Basa-
nite or Touchstone differs but little from the com-
mon variety of silicious slate. Its colour is grayish

or bluish black, or even perfectly black. If a bar of

gold be rubbed against the smooth surface of this

stone, a metallic trace is left, by the colour of which
an experienced eye can form some estimate of the

purity of the gold. This was the ancient mode oi

proceeding. In modern times, however, the judg-

ment is still farther determined by the changes pro-

duced in this metallic trace by the application of ni-

tric acid (aquafortis), which immediately dissolves

those substances with which the gold may be al-

loyed. Basalt and some other varieties of argilhte

answer the same purpose. The touchstones em-
ployed by the jewellers of Paris are composed chief-

ly of hornblende. Brogniart calls it Cornecnne Lyd-
ienne.'^

BAS'ANOS (Puaavog), the general term among
the Athenians for the application of torture. By a
decree of Scamandrius, it was ordained that no free

Athenian could be put to the torture ;* and this ap-

pears to have been the general practice, notwith-

standing the assertion of Cicero' to the contrary

{de instttutis Athenicnsium, Rhodiorum—apud quoa

liberi civesque torqucntur). The only two apparent

exceptions to this practice are mentioned by Anti-

phon* and Lysias.' But, in the case mentioned
by Antiphon, Bbckh*' has shown that the torture

was not applied at Athens, but in a foreign country

;

and in Lysias, as it is a Plataean boy that is spoken
of, we have no occasion to conclude that he was ao

Athenian citizen, since we learn from Demosthe
nes** that all Plata;ans were not necessarily Athe
nian citizens. It must, however, be observed, that

the decree of Scamandrius does not appear to have
interdicted the use of torture as a means of execu-

tion, since we find Demosthenes" reminding the

1. (Moore's Mineralogy, p. 82.)—2. (Winckelmann, Werke,
vol. v., p. 110, 409, &c.)—3. (Fee in Phn., 1. c.)—4. (Hill's The-
ophrastus, p. 189, in notis.)—5. (Cleaveland's Mineralogy, p
300.)—6. (Andoc., De Myst., 22.—Compare Lys., Trtpt rpavii.,

177.—c. Agorat., 462.)—7"^. (Oral. Prat., c. 34.)—8. (Ue Herod.
ca;d., 729.)—9. (o. Simon, 153.)—10. (Staatshaus. der Athener,

i., p. 199; ii., p. 412.)—11. Cc.Neaer.. 1381 ^—12. (Ue Cor., 2714
18S
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judges that they had put Antiphon to death by the

rack {aTp£6?M(yavTe().^

The evidence of slaves was, however, always ta-

ken with torture, and their testimony was not oth-

erwise received.* From this circumstance their

testimony appears to have been considered of more
value than that of freemen. Thus Isaeus* says,

" When slaves and freemen are at hand, you do not

make use of the testimony of freemen ; but, putting

slaves to the torture, you thus endeavour to find out

the truth of what has been done." Numerous pas-

sages of a similar nature might easily be produced

from the orators.* Any person might offer his own
slave to be examined by torture, or demand that of

his adversary, and the offer or demand was equally

called TzpoKT^riaig elc jiuaavov If the opponent re-

fused to give up his slave to be thus examined, such

a refusal was looked upon as a strong presumption
against him. The TzpoK/iijaig appears to have been
generally made in writing,* and to have been deliv-

ered to the opponent in the presence of witnesses

in the most frequented part of the Agora ;" and as

there were several modes of torture, the particular

one to be employed was usually specified.^ Some-
times, when a person offered his slave for torture,

he gave his opponent the liberty of adopting any
mode of torture which the latter pleased.* The
parties interested either superintended the torture

themselves, or chose certain persons for this pur-

pose, hence called ^axsavLarai, who took the evi-

dence of the slaves.* In some cases, however, we
find a public slave attached to the court, who ad-

ministered the torture ;" but this appears only to

have taken place when the torture was administer-

ed in the court, in presence of the judges." This
public mode of administering the torture was, how-
ever, certainly contrary to the usual practice.** The
general practice was to read at the trial the depo-
sitions of the slaves, which were called fiaaavoi,''

and to confirm them by the testimony of those who
were present at the administration of the torture.

BASCAN'IA. {Vid. Fascinum.)
BASCAUDA, a British basket. This term, which

remains with very little variation in the Welsh
"basgawd" and the English "basket," was con-
veyed to Rome together with the articles denoted
by it. We find it used by JuvenaP* and by Mar-
tial" in connexions which imply that these articles

were held in much esteem by the luxurious Ro-
mans. In no other manufacture did our British an-
cestors excel so as to obtain for their productions a
similar distinction." In what consisted the curios-
ity and the value of these baskets, we are not in-

formed ; but they seem to be classed among vessels
capable of holding water.
BASILEIA (BaffiAem) was the name of a festival

celebrated at Lebadeia, in Bceotia, in honour of Tro-
phonius, who had the surname of Baai^-evg. This
festival was also called Trophonia—Tpo^ovm ;"

and was first observed under the latter name as a
general festival of the Boeotians after the battle of
Leuctra "
BAS'ILEUS i^aaaevc), ANAX (ava?), titles ori-

ginally given to any persons in authority, and ap-

1 (Ccmpare Plutarch, Phoc, c. 35.)—2. (Antiph., Tetral., i.,

p. G33.)—3. (De Ciron. Hered , 202.)—4. (Compare Demosth.,
c. Onetor., i., p. 874.—Antiphon, Pe Choreut., 778.—Lycurg.,
c. Leocr., 159-162.)—5. (Demosth., c. Pantaen., 978.)—6. (De-
niostt., c. Aphob., iii., 848.)—7. (Demosth., c. Steph., i., 1120.)
--8. (A.i\tiph.,^ Do Choreut., 777.)—9. (iXdiitvoi j^aaaviarus,
mirrjvTi^aann ci; ri 'H(/)ai(TT£(ov: Isocr., Trap., c. 9.—Compare
Demosth., c. Pantaen., 978, 979.—Antiph., Karriyopla <j>apnaK.,
609 )—10. {irapiaTat &i ijHii b ^rjiilog, Kai (iaaavici itavriov luZv :

JE»ch.,De Leg., 284, ed. Taylor.)—11.^ (^sch.,l.r.—Demosth.,
e. Energ., 1144.)—12. {(iaaavP-nv ovk iariv ivavrlov hudv : De-
mosth., c. Steph., i., 1106.) — 13. (Ilarpocr., Suid., s. v.— De-
mosth., c. NiC(>strat., 1254.)—14. (xii., 46.)—15. (xiv., 99.)—16.
(Henry's Uist. of Britain, b. 1., c. 6, p. 226,)—17. (PcUux, Onora.,
t, 1, 37 )— 18. (Diod. Sic, iv., 53.)
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plied in the first instance indiscriminately, without
any accurate distinction. In the government oi

Phaeacia, which was a mixed constitution, consist-

ing of one supreme magistrate, twelve peers or

councillors, and the assembly of the people, each ol

the twelve who shared, as well as the one whd
nominally possessed the supreme power, is desig-

nated by the word fSaaiXevs,'- which title became
afterward strictly appropriated in the sense of our
term king ; but uva^ continued long to have a much
wider signification. In the (Edipus Tyrannus, the
title ava§ is applied to Apollo," to Tiresias,* to Cre-
on and CEdipus,* and to the Chorus.* Isocrates*

uses (3a(ji.Xevg in the sense of king, and ava^ as ex-
actly synonymous with prince, calling the king's
sons uvaKTeq, and his daughters uvaaaai. The title

of basileus was applied to magistrates in some re-

publican states, who possessed no regal power, but
who generally attended to whatever was connected
with the religion of the state and public worship.
Thus the second archon at Athens had the title of

basileus {vid. Archon), and we find magistrates
with the same title in the republican states of Del-
phi,^ Siphnos," Chalcedon, Cyr.icus, &c.'

After the introduction of the republican form of

government into the Grecian communities, anothei
terra {rvpavvog, tyrannus) came into use, in contra-

distinction to the other two, and was used to desig-

nate any citizen who had acquired and retained for

life the supreme authority in a state which had pre-

viously enjoyed the republican form of government.
The term tyrant, therefore, among the Greeks, had
a different signification from its usual acceptance in

modern language ; and when used reproachfully, it

is only in a political, and not a moral sense ; for

many of the Greek tyrants conferred great benefits

upon their country.

BASILTGA (sc. cedes, aula, porticus—^aai2,CK7f,

also regia^"), a building which seived as a court ol

law and an exchange, or place of meeting for mer-
chants and men of business. The term is derived,

according to Philander," from (SaatTievg, a king, in

reference to early times, when the chief magistrate
administered the laws he made ; but it is more im.

mediately adopted from the Greeks of Athens,
whose second archon was styled upxuv (3aai?i£vg,

and the tribunal where he adjudicated gtou ^aalX-
£iog,^'^ the substantive aula or porticus in Latin be-

ing omitted for convenience, and the distinctive ep-

ithet converted into a substantive. The Greek
writers, who speak of the Roman basilicae, call them
sometimes aroal ^aailiKai, and sometimes merely
OToai.

The first edifice <3f this description was not erect-

ed until B.C. 182 ;*- for it is expressly stated by the
historian that there were no basilicae at the time of

the fire, which destroyed so many buildings in the
Forum, under the consulate of Marcellus and Laevi-

nus, B.C. 212.** It was situated in the Forum ad-
joining the Curia, and was denominated Basilica

Porcia, in commemoration of its founder, M. Por-
cius Cato. Besides this, there were twenty others,

erected at different periods, within the city of
Rome,** of which the following are the most fre-

quently alluded to by the ancient authors : I. Basil-

ica Scmpronia, constructed by Titus Sempronius,
B.C. 171," and supposed, by Donati and Nardini,
to have been between the vicus Tuscus and the
Velabrum. 2. Basilica Opimia, which was above
the Comitium. 3. Basilica Fault Mmilii, or Basili-

1. (Od., viii., 390.)—2. (1. 8I0.)-3. (1. 304.)—4. (1. 631.)—

5

(1. 911.)— 6. (Evag., vol. li., p. 318, e'l Auger.)— 7. (Plut.,

QuiESt. Gr., vii., 177.)—8. (Isocr., ^giu., c. 17.)—9. (Wach
smuth, I., i., p. 148.)— 10. (Stat., Silv., i., 1, 30.—Suet., Octav
31.)— 11. (Comment. Vitruv.)—12. (P.aus., i., 3, ^ 1.—Demosth.
Aristogit., p. 776.)— 13. (Liv., xxxix., 44.)— 14. (Liv., xxvi.. 27.)—15. (Pitisc, Lex. Ant., s. v. Basilica.)— 16. (Liv., xii v., 16.)
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ca Mmlia, called also Rcg^io, Pauli by Statius.*

Cicero* mentions two basilicae of this name, of

which one was built, and the other only restored,

by Paulus ^Emilius. Both these edifices were in

the Forum, and one was celebrated for its open per-

istyle of Phrygian columns,* which Plutarch {Ccbs.)

states was erected by L. iEmilius Paulus during his

{consulship, at an expense of 1500 talents, sent to

nim by Caesar from Gaul, as a bribe to gain him

over from the aristocratical party. A representa-

tion of this IS given below. 4. Basilica Pompeii,

called also regia,* near the theatre of Pompey. 5.

Basilica Julia, erected by Julius Caesar, in the Fo-

rum, and opposite to the Basilica Ji^milia. It was
from the roof of this building that Caligula scatter-

ed money among the people for several successive

days.* 6. Bas-.lica Caii el Lucii, the grandsons of

Augustus, by whom it was founded." 7. Basilica

Ulpia or Trajani, in the Forum of Trajan. 8. Basil-

ica Constantini, erected by the Emperor Constan-

tine, supposed to be the ruin now remaining on the

Via Sacra, near the Temple of Rome and Venus,

and commonly called the Temple of Peace. Of all

these magnificent edifices, nothing now remains be-

yond the ground plan, and the bases and some por-

tion of the columns and superstructure of the last

two. The basilica at Pompeii is in better preserva-

tion ; the external walls, ranges of columns, and

tribunal of the judges being still tolerably perfect on

the ground floor.

The Forum, or, where there was more than one,

the one which was in the most frequented and cen-

tral part of the city, was always selected for the

site of a basilica ; and hence it is that the classic

writers not unfrequently use the terms forum and

basilica synonymously, as in the passage of Clau-

dian^

—

Desuetaqut cingit Regius auratis forafascibus

Uipia lictor, where the Forum is not meant, but the

basilica which was in it, and which was surround-

ed by the lictors who stood in the Forum.*

Vi»ruvius' directs that the most sheltered part of

the Forum should be selected for the site of a basil-

ica, in order that the public might suffer as little as

possible from exposure to bad weather, while going

to, or returning from, their place of business ; he

might also have added, for their greater convenience

whilj engaged within, since many of these edifices,

and all of the more ancient ones, were entirely open

to tne external air, being surrounded and protected

solely by an open peristyle of columns, as the an-

nexed representation of the Basilica ^Emilia, from a

medal of Lepidus, with the inscription, clearly

shows

:

When, however, the Romans became wealthy

and refined, and, consequently, more effeminate, a

wall was substituted for the external peristyle, and

the columns were confined to the interior ; or, if

used externally, it was only in decorating the irpo-

vaoc, or vestibule of entrance. This was the only

change which took place in the form of these build-

ings from the time of their first institution until

1. (1. c.)—2. (Ad Att., iv., 16.)—3. (Plin., H. N., mtvi., 24,

1.—Appian, De Bell. Civ., lib. ii.)—4. (Suet., Octav., 31.)—5.
(Siict., Calig., 37.) — 6. (Suet., Octav., 29.) — 7. (De Honor.

Cons., vi., 645.)—8. (F tisc, Lex. Ant., 1. c. — Nard., Rom.
Aut,Y., 9.)—9. 0-. 1.)

they were converted into Christian churches The
ground plan of all of them is rectangular, and theii

width not more than half, nor less than one third

of the length ;* but if the area on which the edi-

fice was to be raised was not proportionably long,

small chambers (chalcidica) were c it off from one
of the ends,* which served as couveniences for the
judges or merchants. This area was divided into

three naves, consisting of a centre {media porticus)

and two side aisles, separated from the centre one
each by a single row of columns: a mode of con-

struction particularly adapted to buildings intended
for the reception of a large concourse of people. At
one end of the centre aisle was the tribunal of the

judge, in form either rectangular or circular, and
sometimes cut off from the length of the grand nave
(as is seen in the annexed plan of the basilica at

Pompeii, which also affords an example of the

chambers of the judices or chalcidica above men-
tioned), or otherwise thrown out from the posterior
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wall of the building, like the tribune of some of the

most ancient churches in Rome, and then called the

hemicycle : an instance of which is afforded in the

Basilica Trajani, of which the plan is given below.

It will be observed that this was a most sumptuous
edifice, possessing a double tribune, and double row
of columns on each side of the centre aisle, dividing

the whole into five naves.

The internal tribune was probably the original

construction, when the basilica was simply used as

a court of justice ; but when those spacious halls

were erected for the convenience of traders as well

as loungers, then the semicircular and external

tribune was adopted, in order that the noise and

confusion in the basilica might not intermpt tm

proceedings of the magistrates.* In the centre of

this tribune was placed the curule chair of the prae

tor, and seats for judices, who sometimes amount

1. (Vitruv., 1. c.)—2. (Vitruv., 1. c.)—3. (Vitruv., 1. c.)
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m to tlie number of 180,' and the advocates ; and

round the sides of the hemicycle, called the wings

(cornua), were seats for persons of distinction, as

well as the parties engaged in the proceedings. It

was in the wing of the tribune that Tiberius sat to

overawe the judgment at the trial of Granius Mai-

cellus.* The two side aisles, as has been said,

were separated from the centre one by a row of col-

umns, behind each of which was placed a square

pier or pilaster (parastata^), which supported the

flooring of an upper portico, similar to the gallery

of a modern church The upper gallery was in

Uke manner decorated with columns, of lower di-

mensions than those below ; and these served to

support the roof, and were connected with one an-

other by a parapet wall or balustrade {pluteus%

which served as a defence against the danger of

falling over, and screened the crowd of loitereis

above {subbasilicanv') from the people of business in

the area below.* This gallery reached entirely

round the inside of the building, and was frequented

by women as well as men, the women on one side

and the men on the other, who went to hear and
see what was going on.' The staircase which led

to the upper portico was on the outside, as is seen
in the plan of the Basilica of Pompeii. It is simi-

larly situated in the Basilica of Constantine. The
whole area of these magnificent structures was
covered with three separate ceilings, of the kind
called testudinatum, like a tortoise-shell ; in techni-

cal language now denominated coved, an expression
used to distinguish a ceiling which has the general
appearance of a vault, the central part of which is,

however, flat, while the margins incline by a cylin-

drical shell from each of the four sides of the cen-
tral square to the side walls ; in which form the
ancients imagined a resemblance to the shell of a
tortoise.

From the description which has been given, it

will be evident how much these edifices were adapt-
ed, in their general form and construction, to the
uses of a Christian church ; to which purpose some
of them were, in fact, converted, as may be inferred
from a passage in Ausonius, addressed to the Em-
peror Gratianus : Basilica olim negotiis plena, nunc
votis pro tua salute susceplis.^ Hence the later wri-
ters of the Empire apply the term basilicae to all

churches built after the model just described ; and
such were the earliest edifices dedicated to Chris-
tian worship, which, with their original designation,
continue to this day, being still called at Rome ba-
silichc. A Christian basilica consisted of four prin-
cipal parts : 1. Upovaoc, the vestibule of entrance.
2. Ncx'f, navis, and sometimes gremium, the nave
or centre aisle, which was divided from the two
side ones by a row of columns on each of its sides.
Here the people assembled for the purposes of wor-
ship. 3. 'AfiGuv (from uvaSaiveiv, to ascend), cho-
rus rthe choir), and sitggcstum, a part of the lower
extremity of the nave raised above the general level
of the floor by a flight of steps. 4. 'leparelov, iepbv
/3^//a, sancluarium, which answered to the tribune
of the ancient basilica. In the centre of this sanc-
tuary was placed the high altar, under a tabernacle
or canopy, such as still remains in the Basilica of
St. John of Lateran at Rome, at which the priest
ofl5ciated with his face turned towards the people.
Around this altar, and in the wings of the sanctua-
rium, were seats for the assistant clergy, with an
elevated chair foi the bishop at the bottom of the
circle in the centre.'

1. (Plin., Ep., vi., 33.)—2. (Tacit., Ann., i., 75.)—3. (Vitruv
Uc,)—4. (Vitruv., 1. c.)—5. (Plant., Capt., IV.,ii.,35.)_6. (Vil
trav., 1. c.)—7. (Plin., 1. c.)—8. (Grat. Act. pro coiisulatu.)-

9

(Theatr. Basil. Pisan., cura Josep. Marl. Canon., iii., p. 8.—Ci-
lunp.. Vet. Mon., i., ii., e» 1J« Sacr. Ed., passim.)
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BASIL'ICA (BaaLlLKal Amrafeif). About A.D.
876, the Greek emperor Basilius, the Macedonian,
commenced this work, which was completed by his

son Leo, the philosopher. Before the reign of Ba-
silius, there had been several Greek translations of

the Pandect, the Code, and the Institutes ; but there

was no authorized Greek version of them. The
numerous Constitutions of Justinian's successors,

and the contradictory interpretations of the jurists,

were a farther reason for publishing a revised Greek
text under the imperial authority. This great woi-k

was called Basilica, or Baat^.iKol Aiaru^sig : it was
revised by the order of Constantinus Porphyrogen-
neta, about A.D. 945. The Basilica comprised the

Institutes, Pandect, Code, the Novellae, and the im-

perial Constitutions subsequent to the time of Jus-

tinian, in a Greek translation, in sixty books, which
are subdivided into titles. The publication of this

authorized body of law in the Greek language led to

the gradual disuse of the original compilation of

Justinian in the East.

The arrangement of the matter in the Basilica is

as follows : All the matter relating to a given sub-

ject is selected from the Corpus Juris ; the extracts

from the Pandect are placed first under each title,

then the constitutions of the Code, and next in or-

der the provisions contained in the Institutes and
the Novellae, which confirm or complete the provis-

ions of the Pandect. The Basilica does not con-

tain all that the Corpus Juris contains ; but it con-

tains numerous fragments of the opinions of ancient

jurists, and of imperial Constitutions, which are not

in the Corpus Juris.

The Basilica was published, with a Latin version,

by Fabrot, Paris, 1647, seven vols. fol. Fabrot pub-

lished only thirty-six books complete, and six oth-

ers incomplete : the other books were made up
from an extract from the Basilica and the scholiasts.

Four of the deficient books were afterward found in

MS., and published by Gerhard Meerman, with a

translation by M. Otto Reitz, in the fifth volume of

his Thesaurus Juris Civilis et Canonici ; and they
were also published separately in London in 1765,

folio, as a supplement to Fabrot's edition. A new
critical edition, by the brothers Heimbach, was com-
menced in 1833, and is now in progress.

*BASILISCUS (/3aCTi?.icT/cof), the Basilisk, some-
times called Cockatrice, from the vulgar belief in

modern times, that it is produced from the egg of
a cock. " Nicander describes it," observes Dr. Ad-
ams, "as having a small body, about three palms
long, and of a shining colour. All the ancient au
thors speak with horror of the poison of the Basilisk,

which they affirm to be of so deadly a nature as to

prove fatal, not only when introduced into a wound,
but also when transmitted through another object.

Avicenna relates the case of a soldier, who, having
transfixed a basilisk with a spear, its venom proved
fatal to him, and also to his horse, whose lip was ac-
cidentally wounded by it. A somewhat similar sto-

ry is alluded to by Lucan.* Linnaeus, regaiding, of

course, all the stories about the Basilisk as utterly

fabulous, refers this creature, as mentioned by the
ancients, to the Lacerta Iguana. 1 cannot help think-
ing it very problematical, however, whether the Ig-
uana be indeed the Basilisk of the ancients. Cal-
met supposes the Scriptural basilisk to be the same
with the Cobra di Capello, but I am not aware of
its being found in Africa. The serpent which is

described under the name of HuskaJt by Jackson,
would answer very well in most respects to the
ancient descriptions of the Basihsk."*
BASTER'NA, a kind of litter (lectiea) in which

women were carried in the time of the Roman em-

1. (Phars., ix., 726.)—2. (Jsuikson's Aofonnt of Morocco •
109.—^Adams, .Append , s. v.)
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peiors. It appears to have resembled the lectica

[vid. Lectica j very closely ; and the only difference

apparently was, that the lectica was carried by
slaves, and the basterna by two mules. Several

etymologies of the word have been proposed. Sal-

raasius supposes it to be derived from the Greek
fjaard^u.^ A description of a basterna is given by
a poet in the Latin Anthology."

BATHS.

—

Ba?iavelov, Balnearium, Balneum, Ba^
lineum, Balnea, Balinea, and Therrtue. These words
f.re all commonly translated by our general term
bath or baths ; but in the writings of the earlier

and better authors they are used with a nice dis-

crimination. Balneum or balinetim, which is derived

from the Greek ^alavelov,* signifies, in its primary
sense, a bath or bathing-vessel, such as most per-

sons of any consequence among the Romans pos-

sessed in their own houses ; in which sense it is

used by Cicero,* balineum calefieri juhebo, and from
that it came to signify the chamber which con-
tained the bath* {labrum si in balineo non est), which
is also the proper translation of the word balneari-

um. The diminutive balneolum is adopted by Sen-
eca* to designate the bath-room of Scipio, in the
villa at Liternum, and is expressly used to charac-
terize the unassuming modesty of republican man-
ners, as compared with the luxury of his own times.

But when the baths of private individuals became
more sumptuous, and comprised many rooms in-

stead of the one small chamber described by Sene-
ca, the plural balnea or balinca was adopted, which
still, in correct language, had reference only to the

baths of private persons. Thus Cicero terms the

baths at the villa of his brother Quintus' balnearia.

Balnea and balinea, which, according to Varro,'

have no singular number, were the public baths.

{Bainea is, however, used in the singular, to desig-

nate a private bath, in an inscription quoted by Rei-
nesius.*) Thus Cicero'" speaks of balncas Senias,

balnefis publicas, and in vesiibulo ba{nearum,^^ and
Aulus Gellius'* of balncas Sitias. But this accuracy
of diction is neglected by many of the subsequent
writers, and particularly by the poets, among whom
balnea is not uncommonly used in the plural number
to signify the public baths, since the word balnea

could not be hitroduced in an hexameter verse.

Pliny also, in the same sentence, makes use of the
neuter plural balnea for public, and of balneum for a
private bath." Thermo, (from dspfiTi, warmth) mean,
properly, warm springs or baths of warm water, but
came afterward to be applied to the structures in

which the baths were placed, and which were both
hot and cold. There was, however, a material dis-

tinction between the balnea and therma, inasmuch
as the former was the term used under the Repub-
lic, and referred to the public establishments of that
age, which contained no appliances for luxury be-
yond the mere convenience of hot and cold baths,

whereas the latter name was given to those magnifi-
cent edifices which grew up under the Empire, and
which comprised within their range of buildings all

^he appurtenances belonging to the Greek gymna-
sia, as well as a regular establishment appropriated
for bathing ; which distinction is noticed by Juve-
nal;'*

" Dum petit aut thermos, aut Phcebi balnea."

J&tibsequent writers, however, use these terms \nth-
out distinction. Thus the baths erected by Clau-
dius Etruscus, the freedman of the Emperor Clau-

1. (Salmas., ad Laniprid., Ileliog., c. 21.)—2. (iii., 183.)—3.
(Varro, De Linfr. Lat., ix., 68, ed. Muller.)—4. (ad Att., ii., 3.)—
5. (Cic, ad Fam.,xiv., 20.)-.6. (Ep., 86.)—7. (ad Q.Fratr., iii.,

I, « 1.)—8. (De Ling. Lat., viii., 25 ; ix., 41, ed. MOUer.)—9.
(iMcr., li., 115.)— 10. (Pro CceI., 25.)—11. (lb., 26.)—13. (iii.,

\ ; X., 3.) -13. (Ep., ii., 17.) -14. (Sat -i. 233.)

dian, are styled by Statius' halnei, and by Martial
Etrusci thermula. In an epigram, also, by Mar
tial,' " subice balneum thcrmis," the firms are not ap-

plied to the whole building, but tj two different

chambers in the same edifice.

Bathing was a practice familiar to the Greeks of
both sexes from the earliest times, both in fresh
water and salt, and in the natural warm springs aa
well as vessels artificially heated. Thus Nausicae,
daughter of Alcinous, king of Phaeaeia, goes out with
her attendants to wash her clothes, and, after the
task is done, she bathes herself in the river.* Ulys-
ses, who is conducted to the same spot, strips and
takes a bath, while she and her servants stand
aside.* Europa also bathes in the river Anaurus,*
and Helen and her companions in the Eurotas.'
Warm springs were also resorted to for the purpose
of bathing. The 'UpuKXeia ?.ovTpu shown by Vul-
caa or Minerva to Hercules are celeorated by the
poets. Pindar speaks of the hot bath of the iiymphs—^epfm Nv/i(j)u,v Xovrpu,^ and Homf r* celebirites one
of the streams of the Scamandor lor its warm tem-
perature. The artificial warm '^ch was taken in a
vessel called aaujXLvdog by Hom'.*,'" because it dimin-
ished the uncleanliness of the jkin, and lfi6aai.c by
Athenaeus." It would appear, from the description
of the bath administered to Ulysses in the palace o(

Circe, that this vessel did not contain water itself,

but was only used for the bather to sit in while the
warm water was poured over him, which was heated
in a large caldron or tripod, under which the fire was
placed, and, when sufficiently warmed, was taken
out in other vessels, and poured over the head and
shoulders of the person who sat in the uau/iipdos.^*

Where cleanliness merely was the object sought;
cold bathing was adopted, which was considered as
most bracing to the nerves ;'^ but, after violent bod-
ily fatigue or exertion, warm water was made uso
of, in order to refresh the body and relax the over-
tension ofthe muscles.'* Thus the aauiMtvOog is pre-

pared for Peisistratus and Teiemachus in the pal-

ace of Menelaus,'* and is resorted to by Ulysses and
Diomed, when they return with the captured horses
of Rhesus.'*

'Ef !>' aaafiivdovg jSuvteq kvi^ecTag 7i,ovaavTo.

From which passage we also learn that the vessel
was of polished marble, like the basins (labra) which
have been discovered in the Roman baths. An-
dromache, in the 22d book of the Iliad, prepares a
hot bath for Hector against his return from battle

;

and Nestor, in the 14th, orders Hecamede to make
ready the warm bath {^ep/iu Tioerpu) ; and the Phae-
acians are represented as being addicted to the van-
ities of dress, warm baths, and sexual indulgence."

EZ/xarct r' h^rjfioiCa, Tioerpu te &epjia, koI evvai.

It was also customary for the Greeks to take two
baths in succession, first cold and afterward warm

;

thus, in the passage of the Iliad just referred to,

Ulysses and Diomed both bathe in the sea, and af-

terward refresh themselves with a warm bath (uau-

fiivdog) upon returning to their tents. The custom
of plunging into cold water after the warm bath
mentioned by Aristides,'* who wrote in the second
century, does not refer to the Greeks of this early

age, but to those who lived after the subjugation of

their country by the Romans, from whom the habit

was most probably borrowed.
After bathing, both sexes anointed themselves,

1. (Sylv., i., 5, 13.)—2. (vi., 42.)—3. (i.v., 76.)—4. (Od., vi.,

58, 65.)—5. (Od., vi., 210-224.)—6. (Mosch., Id., ii., 31.)-7.
(Theocr., Id., vii., 22.)—8. (Olymp., xii., 27.)—9. (II., xxii.,

149.)—10. (irapa to Tf\v tiarjv /jiivvOeiv.—Phavorinus, s. v. cad-
uwdos.)—n. (l,c. 19, p. 24.)— 12. (Od., x., 3.'J&-365.)—13. (u*
\t(TTa Toi; v£vp(n<; irpddfpopos: Athen.. 1. c.)— 14. (Id. ibid.)—15
(Od., iv.. 48.) — 16 (11., X., 576.)— 17. (Od. viii., 248.)— It

(Tom. i., Orat. 2, S;icr. Senii., p. 515.)
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Ihe women* as well as men, in order that the skin

might not be left harsh and rough, especially after

waim water.' Oil {iUiov) is the only omtment

raentioned by Homer as used for this purpose, and

Phny' says that'the Greeks had no better omtment

at the time of tlie Trojan war than oil perfumed

with herbs. In all the passages quoted above, the

bathers anoint themselves with clear pure oil {Am'

iXaiv); but in the 23d book of the Iliad,* Venus

anoints the body of Hector with oil scented with

roses {aai<p f)o66evTi), and, in the 14th book of the

same poem,* Juno anoints herself with oU " ambro-

Bial, sweet, and odoriferous" {dfiepoaiov, edavdv, red-

vujjLtvov) : and elsewhere the oil is termed kvudec,

sweet-smelling, upon which epithet the commenta-

tors and Athenaeus* remark that Homer was ac-

quainted with the use of more precious ointments,

but calls them oil with an epithet to distinguish

tliem from common oil. The ancient heroes, how-

ever, never used precious unguents {(ivpa).

Among the Greeks as well as Romans, bathing

was always a prehminary to the hour of meals. In-

deed, the process of eating seems to have followed

as a matter of course upon that of bathing ; for

even Nausicae and her companions, in the passage

refeired to above, immediately after they had bathed

and anointed themselves, sat down to eat by the

river's side while waiting for the clothes to dry.''

The Lacedaemonians, who considered warm wa-

ter as enervating and effeminate, used two kinds of

baths, namely, the cold daily bath in the Eurotas,

which Agesilaus also used,* and a dry sudorific bath

in a chamber heated with warm air by means of a

stove ;' and from them the chamber used by the

Romans for a similar purpose was termed Lacon-

Thus it seems clear that the Greeks were famil-

iar with the u.se of the bath, both as a source of

health and pleasure, long before it came into gener-

a. practice among the Romans, although they had

BW public establishments expressly devoted to the

|>urpose of the same magnificence as the Romans
had ; in which sense the words of Artemidorus"

may be understood, when he says, "They were
unacquainted with the use of batlis" {jialavela ovk

f/oecoav) ; for it appears that the Athenians, at least,

had public baths (Aovrpuvsg) attached to the gym-
nasia, which were more used by the common peo-

ple than by the great and wealthy, who had private

bnths in their own houses.*'

The Romans, as well as Greeks, resorted to the

rivers, in the earlier periods of their history, from
motives of health or cleanliness, and not of luxury;

for, as the use of linen was little known in those
. ages,*' health as well as comfort rendered frequent

ablutions necessary. Thus we learn from Seneca**

that the ancient Romans washed their legs and
arms daily, and bathed their whole body once a
week.

It is not recorded at what precise period the use
of the warm bath was first introduced among the

Romans ; but we learn from Seneca** that Scipio

had a warm bath in his villa at Liternum, which,
however, was of the simplest kind, consisting of a
simple chamber, just suflicient for the necessary
purposes, and without any pretension to luxury.

It was " small and dark," he says, " after the man-
ner of the ancients." This was a bath of warm
water; but the practice of heating an apartment
with warm air by flues placed immediately under it,

BATHS.

so as to produce a vapour bath, is statt-d by Valeri-

us Maximus* and by Phny' to have been invented

by Sergius Grata, who lived in the age of Crassus,

before the Marsic war. The expression used by

Valerius Maximus is balnea pensilia, and by Pliny

hoLincas pensUes, which is differently explained by

different commentators ; but a single glance at the

plans inserted below will be sufficient in trder u,

comprehend the manner in which the flooring of the

chambers was suspended over the hollow cells of

the hypocaust, called by Vitruvius suspensura cat'

dariorum,' so as to leave no doubt as to the precise

meaning of the invention, which is more fully ex-

emplified in the following passage of Ausonius :*

"Quid (memorem) qua sulphurea substructa crepidttie

fumant
Balnea, ferventi cum Mulciber hauslus operto,

Volvit anhelatas tectoriaper cavaflammas,

Inclusum glomerans cestu exspirante vaporem f"

By the time of Cicero, the use of baths, both

public and private, of warm water and hot air, had
obtained very generally, and with a considerable de-

gree of luxury, if not of splendour, as may be col-

lected from a letter to his brother,' in which he in-

forms him that he had given directions for removing

the vapour bath {assa) into the opposite angle of the

undressing-room (apodyterium), on account of the

flue being placed in an injudicious situation; and

we learn from the same author that there were

baths at Rome in his time

—

balneas Senias^—which

were open to the public upon payment of a small

fee.'

In the earlier ages of Roman history, a muci*

greater delicacy was observed with respect to pro-

miscuous bathing, even among tne men, than was
usual among the Greeks ; for, according to Vale-

rius Maximus,* it was deemed indecent for a father

to bathe in company with his own son after he had

attained the age of puberty, or a son in-law with his

father-in-law: the same respectful reserve being

shown to blood and afl^nity as was paid to the tem-

ples of the gods, towards whom it was considered

as an act of irreligion even to appear naked in any

of the places consecrated to their worship.' But

virtue passed away as wealth increased ; and, w.ien

the thermae came into use, not only did the men
bathe together in numbers, but even men and women
stripped and bathed promiscuously in the same bath.

It is true, however, that the public establishments

often contained separate baths for both sexes ad-

joining to each other,*" as will be seen to have been

also the case at the baths of Pompeii. Aulus Gel-

lius** relates a story of a consul's wife who took a

whim to bathe at Teanum (Teano), a small provm-

cial town of Campania, in the men's baths (balneis

virilibus); probably because, in a small town, the

female department, like that at Pompeii, was more
confined and less convenient than that assigned to

the men ; and an order was consequently given to

the quaestor, M. Marius, to turn the men out. But

whether the men and women were allowed to use

each other's chambers indiscriminately, or that

some of the public establishments had only one

common set of baths for both, the custom prevailed

under the Empire of men and women bathing indis-

criminately together.*' This custom was forbidden

by Hadrian*' and by M. Aurelius Antoninus;** and

Alexander Severus prohibited any baths, common
to both sexes {balnea mixta), from being opened in

Rome.'*

1. (0(1., vi., 96.)—2. (Athen., 1. c.)—3. (H. N., xiii, 1.)—4.
(1. 186.)— 5. (1. 172.) — 6. (XV., 11.)— 7. (Od.. vi., 97.)— 8.

(Xen., Hellen., v., 4, )> 28.—Pint., Ale, 23.)—9. (Dion, liii., p.

615, ed. Hannov., 16C6.)—10. (Compare Strabo, iii., p. 413, eU.

Siehenkoes.—Casaub.inloc.)—11. (i., 66.)—12. (Xen.,DeFep.
Ath., ii., 10.)—13. (Fabr., Descr. Urb. Rom., c. 18.)—14. (E^ ,

86.)- 15. (1. n.)
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Alex. Sev., c. 42.)
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When the public baths (balnea) were first institu-

ted, they were only for the lower orders, who alone

ba tiled in public ; the people of wealth, as well as

those who formed the equestrian and senatorian or-

ders, using private baths in their own houses. But
this monopoly was not long enjoyed ; for, as early

even as the time of Julius Caesar, we find no less a

personage than the mother of Augustus making use
of the public establishments,' which were probably,

at that time, separated from the men's ; and, in pro-

cess of time, even the emperors themselves bathed
in public with the meanest of the people. Thus
Hadrian often bathed in public among the herd (cum
omnibus^) ; and even the virtuous Alexander Se-

ferus took his bath among the populace in the ther-

mae he had himself erected, as well as in those of
his predecessors, and returned to the palace in his

bathing-dress ;' and the abandoned Gallienus amu-
sed himself by bathing in the midst of t)ie young
and old of both sexes—men, women, and children.*

The baths were opened at suniise and closed at

sunset ; but, in the time of Alexander Severus, i1,

would appear that they were kept open nearly all

night ; for he is stated* to have furnished oil for bis

own thermae, which previously were not opened be-

fore daybreak (ante auroram), and were shut before
sunset {ante vesperum) ; and Juvenal* includes in his

catalogue of female immoralities, that of taking the
bath at night {balnea node subit), which may, how-
v«ver, refer to private baths.

The price of a bath was a quadrant, the smallest

piece of coined money from the age of Cicero down-
ward,^ which was paid to the keeper of the bath
{balneator) ; and hence it is termed by Cicero, in the

oration just cited, quadrantaria pcrmutatio, and by
S^ieca,* res quadrantaria. Children below a cer-

tain age were admitted free.'

'^'Nec pueri credunt, nisi q'li ncndum cers lavardur."

Strangers also, and foreigners, ^vsre admitted to

some of the baths, if not to all wit|iout payment,
as we learn from an inscription found at Rome, and
quoted by Pitiscus."*

I-. OCTAVIO. L. F. CAM.

RUFO. TRIB. MIL.

QUr LAVATIONEM GRATUITAM MUMCIPIBUS,
INCOLTS

HOSPITIBUS ET ADVENTORIUUS.
TTie baths were closed when any misfo.'-tune hap-

pened to the Republic ;'' and Suetonius Si:ay-3 that the

Emperor Caligula made it a capital oftonce to in-

dulge in the luxury of bathing upon any religious

holyday." They were originally placed under the
superintendence of the ff-diles, whose business it

was to keep them also in repair, and to see that

they were kept clean and,of a proper temperatuie."
In the provinces, the same duty seems to have de-

volved upon the quaestor, as may be inferred from
the passage already quoted from Aulus Gellius.'*

The time usually assigned by the Romans for

taking the bath was the eighth hour, or shortly af-

terward.**

" Octavam poteris servare ; lavabimur una;
Scis, quam sint Stephani balnea juncta mihi."

Before that time none but invalids were allowed to

bathe in public.** Vitruvius reckons the best hours
adapted for bathing to be from midday until about
sunset." Pliny took his bath at the ninth hour in

summer, and at the eighth in winter ;'* and Martia.

1. (Suet., Octav., 94.)—2. (Spart., Hadr., c. 17.)—3. (Lam-
prid., Alex. Sev., c. 42.)—4. (Trebell. PoUio, Dc Gallien.duob.,
c. 17.)—5. (Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 1. c.)—6. (Sat., vi., 419.)
—7. (Cic, Pro CobI., 26.—Hor., Sat., I., iii., 1.37. -Juv., Sat.,

n,447.)—8. (Ep., 86.)—9. (Juven., Sat., ii., 152.)—10. (Lex.
Aut.)—11. (Fabr., Descr. Urb.Rom.,c. 18.)-12. (lb.)— 13. (lb.—
Sen., Ep., 86.)— 14. (x.,3.)— 15. (Mart., Ep., x., 48 ; xi., 52.)—
16 (Lampri<l.. Alex. Sev.. 24.)— 17. (v.. 10.)— 18. (Ep.,iii., 1, 8.)

speaks of taking a bath, when fatigued and weary,
at the tenth hour, and even later.*

When the water was ready and the baths pre-
pared, notice was given by the sound of a bell

—

as
ihf narum* One of these bells, with the inscription

FiRMi Balneatoris, was found in the thermae Dio-
cletianae, in the year 1548, and came into the pos-
session of the learned Fulvius Ursinus.'

While the bath was used for health merely or
cleanliness, a single one was considered sufFiciciit

at a time, and that only when requisite. But the
luxuries of the Empire knew no such bounds, and
the daily bath was sometimes repeated as many as
seven and eight times in succession—the number
wliich the Emperor Commodus indulged himself
with.* Gordian bathed seven times a day in sum-
mer, and twice in winter ; the Emperor Gallienus
i.ix or seven times in summer, and twice or thrice
in winter.* Commodus also took his meals in the
bath ;• a custom which was not confined to a dis-

solute emperor alone, for MartiaP attacks a certain
JEmilius for the same practice, which passage, how-
ever> is differently interpreted by some commenta-
tors.

It was the usual and constant habit of the Ro-
mans to take the bath after exercise, and previous-
ly to their principal meal {ccena) ; but the debauchees
of the Empire bathed also after eating, as well as
before, in order to promote digestion, so as to ac-
quire a new appetite for fresh delicacies. Nero is

related to have indulged in this practice,' which is

also alluded to by Juvenal.'

Upon quitting the bath, it was usual for the Ro-
mans, as well as Greeks, to be anointed with oil ; to

which custom both Pompey and Brutus are repre-
sented by Plutarch as adhering. But a particular
habit of body, or tendency to certain complaints,
sometimes required this order to be reversed ; for
which reason Augustus, who suffered from nervous
disorders, was accustomed to anoint himself before
bathing;*' and a similar practice was adopted by
Alexander Severus.** The most usual practice,

however, seems to have been to take some gentle
exercise {exercilalio) in the first instance, and then,
after bathing, to be anointed either in the sun, or in
the tepid or thermal chamber, and finally to take
their food.

The Romans did not content themselves with a
single bath of hot or cold water, but they went
through a course of baths in succession, in which
the agency of air as well as water was applied. It

is difficult to ascertain the precise order in which
the course was usually taken, if, indeed, there was
any general practice beyond the whim of the indi-

vidual. Under medical treatment, of course the
succession would be regulated by the nature of the
disease for which a cure was sought, and would
vary, also, according to the different practice of dif-

ferent physicians. It is certain, however, that it

was a general practice to close the pores and brace
the body after the excessive perspiration of the va-
pour bath, either by pouring cold water over the
head, or by plunging at once into the piscina, or into
a river, as the Russians still do,** and as the Romans
sometimes did, as we learn from Ausonius.

" Vidi ego defessos multo sudore lavacri

Fastidisse lacus, et frigora piscinarum,
TJt vivis frucrentur aquis ; max amne refotos

Plaudenti gclidum flumen pepulisse natatu."^*

Musa, the physician of Augustus, is said to have

1. (Epigr., iii., 36; x., 70.)—2. (Mart., Ep., xiv., 163.)~3.
(Append, ad Ciaccon., De Tricbn.)—4. (Lamprid., Commod., c.

2.)—5. (Capitol., Gsll., c. 17.)—6. (Lamprid., L c.)—7. (Epigr.,

xii., 19.)—8. (Suet., Nero, 27.)—9. (Sat., i., 142.)—10. (Suet.,

Octav., 82.)—11. (Lamprid., Alfx. Sev., L c.)—12. tXooka'i
Russia.)—13. (Mo»ell., 341.)
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mtroduced this practice,' which became quite the

fashion, in consequence of the benefit which the

emperor derived from it, though Dion' accuses him
of having artfully caused the death of Marcellus by
an improper application of the same treatment. In

other cases it was considered condnciye to health

to pour warm wat*-- over the head before the vapour

bath, and cold wate immediately after it ;' and at

other times a success x-n of warm, tepid, and cold

water was resorted to.

The two physicians, Gi.'m and Celsus, differ in

some respects as to the ori'.er in which the baths

should be taken ; the former recommending first the

hot air of the Laconicum {aept i^ep/iw), next the

bath of warm water {vSup &epfi6v and Tiovrpov), af-

terward the cold, and, finally, to be well rubbed ;*

while the latter recommends his patients first to

sweat for a short time in the tepid chamber (lepida-

rium) without undressing ; then to proceed into the

thermal chamber {calidarium), and, after having gone
through a regular course of perspiration there, not

to descend into the warm bath {solium), but to pour
,.a quantity of warm water over the head, then te-

i
pid, and finally cold ; afterward to be scraped with
,the strigil {pcrfricari), and finally rubbed dry and
anointed.* Such, in all probability, was the usual

I'habit of the Romans when the bath was resorted to

•as a daily source of pleasure, and not for any par-

. ticular medical treatment ; the more so, as it re-

sembles, in many respects, the system of bathing
still in practice among the Orientals, who, as Sir

W. Gell remarks, " succeeded by conquest to the
luxuries of the enervated Greeks and Romans."*

In the passage quoted above from Galen, it is

•plain that the Word Tiovrpov is used for a warm
' bath, in which sense it also occurs in the same au-
' thor. Vitruvius,' on the contrary, says that the
Greeks used the same word to signify a cold bath
(frigida lavatio, quam Graci lovrpov vocitant). The
contradiction between the two authors is here point-

. ed out, for the purpose of showing the impossibility,
as well as impropriety, of attempting to fix one pre-
cise meaning to each of the different terms made

. use of by the ancient writers in reference to their
bathing establishments.

Having thus detailed from classical authorities
the general habits of the Romans in connexion with
their system of bathing, it now remains to examine
and explain the internal arrangements of the struc-
tures which contained their baths, which will serve
as a practical commentary upon all that has been
said. Indeed, there are more ample and better ma-
terials for acquiring a thorough insight into Roman

manners in this one particular, than for any '*x\)n

of the usages connected with their domestic habits

Lucian, in the treatise which is inscribed Hippias,

has given a minute and interesting description of a

set of baths erected by an architect of that name,
which it is to be regretted is much too long for ip-

sertion in this place, but which is well worth peru-

sal ; and an excavation made at Pompeii between
the years 1824, '25, laid open a complete set of pub-

lic baths {balnea), with many of the chambers, even
to the ceilings, in good preservation, and construct-

ed in all their important parts upon rules very simi-

lar to those laid down by Vitruvius.

In order to render the subjoined remarks more
easily intelligible, the preceding woodcut is insert-

ed, which is taken from a fresco painting upon the

walls of the thermae of Titus at Rome.
The woodcut on the following page represents the

ground-plan of the baths of Pompeii, wliich are near-

ly surrounded on three sides by houses and shops,

thus forming what the Romans termed an insula.

The whole building, which comprises a double

set of baths, has six different entrances from the

street, one of which, A, gives admission to the

smaller set only, which were appropriated to the

women, and five others to the male department ; of

which two, B and C, communicate directly with the

furnaces, and the other three, D, E, F, with the ba-

thing apartments, of which F, the nearest to the

Forum, was the principal one ; the other two, D and

E, being on opposite sides of the building, served

for the convenience of those who lived on the north

and east sides of the city. To have a variety of

entrances {k^odoic noTiTialg Tedvpufievov) is one ol

the qualities enumerated by Lucian necessary to a

well-constructed set of baths.* Passing through the

principal entrance F, which is removed from the

street by a narrow footway surrounding the insula

(the outer curb of which is marked upon the plan

by the thin line drawn round it), and atter descend-

ing three steps, the bathei finds upon his left hand
a small chamber i }, which contained a conveni-

ence (lalrina^), and proceeds into a covered portico

(2), which ran roun.i three sides of an open court

—

atrium (3), and these together formed the vestibule

of the baths

—

vestihulum balncarum,^ in which the

servants belonging to the establishment, as well as

such of the slaves and attendants of the great and
wealthy whose services were not required in the in-

terior, waited. There are seats for their accom-
modation placed underneath the portico {a, a).

This compartment answers exactly to the first,

which is described by Lucian.* Within this court

1. (Plin.y H. N., XXV., 38.)—2. (liii., p. 517.)—3. (Plin., H. N., 1. (Hippias, 8.)—2. (Latrina was also used, pre\-ioQsly to th«
xxviii., 14.—Celsus, De Med., i., 3.)—4. (Galen, De Methodo

)
time of Varro, for the bathing-vessel, quasi lavatrina.—Varro

k'edendi, x.; 10, p. 708, 709, ed. Kuhn.)—5. (Cels., De Med., i., De Ling. Lat., ix., 68, ed. Muller.—Compare LuciL, ap. Non
1 )—6. (Gcll'g Pompeii, vol. 1, p. 86, ed, 1832.)—7. (v., 11.) I .^ 5 « i5i \_5 in^ n-,. r,oi 9li ^—4 a rh\
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I c. 3, n. 131.)—3. (Cic!, Pro Coel., 26.)—4. (1. c. 5.)
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the keeper oi the baths (balncator), who exacted the

quadrans paid by each visiter, was also stationed

;

and, accordingly, in it was found the box for holding

the money. The room (4) which runs back from
the portico might have been appropriated to him;
or, if not, it might have been an acus or exedra, for

the convenience of the better classes while await-

ing the return of their acquaintances from the inte-

rior, in which case it will correspond with the

chambers mentioned by Lucian,* adjoining to the

servants' waiting-place (ev upiarepyi tie tuv eq rpv-

friv napE<TK£vaafiEvuv oIkti/mutuv). In this court like-

wise, as being the most public piace, advertisements

for tiie theatre, or other announcements of general

interest, were posted up, one of which, announcing
a gladiatorial show, still remains. (5) Is the corri-

dor which conducts from the entrance E into the

same vestibule. (6) A small cell of similar use as

the corresponding one in the opposite corridor (1).

(7) A passage of communication which leads into

the chamber (8), the frigidarium, which also served

as an a'podtfierium or spoliatorium, a room for un-

dressing ; and which is also accessible from the

street by the door D, through the corridor (9), in

which a small niche is observable, which probably

served for the station of another balncator, who col-

lected the money from those entering from the north

street. Here, then, is the centre in which all the

persons must have met before entering into the in-

terior of the baths ; and its locality, as well as oth-

er characteristic features in its fittings up, leave no
room to doubt that it served as an undressing-room
to the halnece PompeiancB. It does not appear that

any general rule of construction was followed by
the architects of antiquity with regard to the local-

ity and temperature best adapted for an apodyteri-

um. The word is not mentioned by Vitruvius, nor
expressly by Lucian ; but he says enough for us to

inft^r 'hat it belonged to the frigidarium. in the baths

ol 'J'ppias.' "After quitting the last apartment,

ther*^ is a sufficient number of chambers for the

batlicrs to undress, in the centre of which is an
(K^tis, containing three baths of cold water." Pliny

• ne younger says that the apodyterium at one of his

own villas adjoined the frigidarium,^ and it is plain,

from a passage already quoted, that the apodytcnun

was a warm apartment in the baths belonging to

the villa of Cicero's brother Quintus {assa in alte-

rum apodyierii angulum promovi), to which tempera-

ture Celsus also assigns it. In the thermae at Rome,
each of the hot and cold departments had probably

a separate apodyterium attached to it ; or, if not, the

ground-plan was so arranged that one apodyteriuik

would be contiguous to, and serve for both or either;

but where space and means were circumscribed, aj

in the Jittle city of Pompeii, it is more reasonable to

conclude that the frigidarium served as an apodyte-

rium for those who confined themselves to cold ba-

thing, and the tepidarium for those who commenced
their ablutions in the warm apartments. The ba-

thers were expected to take off their garments in

the apodyterium, it not being permitted to enter into

the interior unless naked. ^ They were then deliv-

ered to a class of slaves called capsarii (from capsa,

the small case in which children carried their books

to school), whose duty it was to take charge of them.

These men were notorious for dishonesty, and lea-

gued with all the thieves of the city, so that they

connived at the robberies they were placed there to

prevent. Hence the expression of Catullus, " Ofu-
rum optumc halneariorum /"* and Trachilo, in the Ru-

dens of Plautus,^ complains bitterly of their rogue-

ry, which, in the capital, was carried to such an ex-

cess that very severe laws were enacted against

them, the crime of stealing in the baths being made
a capital offence.

To return into the chamber itself: it is vaulted

and spacious, with stone seats along two sides of

the wall (b, h), and a step for the feet below, slight-

ly raised from the floor [pulvinus et gradus*). Holes

can still be seen in the walls, which might have

served for pegs on which the garments were hung
when taken off; for in a small provincial town like

Pompeii, where a robbery committed in the baths

could scarcely escape detection, there would be no

necessity for capsarii to take charge of them. It

was lighted by a window closed with glass, and or-

namented with stucco mouldings and painted yel-

low. A section and drawing of this interior is giv-

« (I c . 5.)—2. (1. •; ^ ) 3 (Ep., v., 6.)

1. (Cic, Pro CobI., 26.)- 2. (Carm., xxxiii., 1 )—3. (n.,xn'=i.

51.)—4, (Vitruv., v., 10.)
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en in Sir W, Cell's Pompeii. There are no less

than six doors to this chamber ; one led to the en-

trance E, another to the entrance D, a third to the

small room (11), a fourth to the furnaces, a fifth to

the tepid apaitment, and the sixth opened upon the

cold bath (10), named indifferently by the ancient

authors, natatio, natatorium, piscina, haptisterium,

puteus, Xovrpov. The word haptisterium}- is not a

bath sufficiently large to immerse the whole body,

but a vessel or lahrum, containing cold water for

pouring over the head." The bath, which is coat-

ed with white marble, is 12 feet 10 inches in diam-

eter, and about three feet deep, and has two marble

steps to facilitate the descent into it, and a seat sur-

rounding it at the depth of 10 inches from the bot-

tom, for the purpose of enabling the bathers to sit

down and wash themselves. The ample size of

this basin explains to us what Cicero meant when
he wrote, *' Latiorem piscinam voluissem, ubi jactata

brachia non offenderentur." It is probable that many
persons contented themselves with the cold bath

only, instead of going through the severe course of

perspiration in the warm apartments ; and as the

frigidarium alone could have had no effect in baths

like these, where it merely served as an apodyteri-

um, the natatio must be referred to when it is said

that at one period cold baths were in such request

that scarcely any others were used.' There is a

platform or ambulatory (schola*) round the bath,

also of marble, and four niches of the same material

disposed at regular intervals round the walls, with

pedestals, for statues probably, placed in them

;

according to Sir W. Gell,* with seats, which he
interprets scholce, for the accommodation of persons

waiting an opportunity to bathe ; but a passage of

Vitruvius,' hereafter quoted, seems to contradict

this use of the term : and seats were placed in the

fngtdarium adjoining, for the express purpose of ac-

commodating those who were obliged to wait for

their turn. The ceiling is vaulted, and the cham-
ber lighted by a window in the centre. The an-

nexed woodcut represents a frigidarium, with its

cold bath' at one extremity, supposed to have form-
ed a part of the Formian villa of Cicero, to whose
age the style of construction, and the use of the
simple Doric order, undoubtedly belong. The bath
itself, into which the water still continues to flow
from a neighbouring spring, is placed under the al-

cove, and the two doors on each side opened into
small chambers, which probably served as apodyte-
ria. It is still to be seen in the gardens of the Vil-
la Caposeh, at Mola di Gaeta, the site of the ancient
Formiae.

1. (Plm., Ep., v., 6.)—2. (Compare also Plin., Ep., xvii., 2.)
—3. (Gell's Pompeii, 1. c.)—4. (Vitiuv., r. 10.)—5. (L c.) 6
(V. 1(\ )—7. {puteus : VVxx., Ep., v., 6.)
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In the cold bath of Pompeii tl e water ran into th«

basin through a spout of bronze, and was canied
off again through a conduit on the opposite side It

was also furnished with a waste-pipe under the

margin to prevent it from running over. No. 11 ia

a small chamber on the side opposite to the frigida-

rium, which might have served for sha\ ing {tonstri'

Tia), or for keeping unguents or strigiles ; and from
the centre of the side of the frigidarium, the bather,

who intended to go through the process of warm
bathing and sudation, entered into (12) the tcpida-

rium.

This chamber did not contain water either at

Pompeii or at the baths of Hippias, but was merely
heated with warm air of an agreeable temperaturOj
in order to prepare the body for the great heat cf
the vapour and warm baths ; and, upon returning,

to obviate the danger of a too sudden transition to

the open air. In this respect it resembles exactly
the tepid chamber described by Lucian,* which he
says was of a moderate and not oppressive heat,

adjoining to which he places a room for anointing
(oIkoc uTi-eiipaadai izpoGjjvuQ Tzapexofxevog).

In the baths at Pompeii this chamber served like

wise as an apodyterium for those who took the
warm bath ; for which purpose the fittings up are
evidently adapted, the walls being divided into a
number of separate compartments or recesses for

receiving the garments when taken off, by a series

of figures of the kind called Atlantes or Telamones,
which project from the walls, and support a rich
cornice above them. One of these divisions, with
the Telamones, is represented in the article Atlan-
tes. Two bronze benches were also found in the
room, v/hich was heated as well by its contiguity
to the hypocaust of the adjoining chamber, as by a
brazier of bronze {foculus), in which the chaicoal
ashes were still remaining when the excavation
was made. A representation of it is given in the
annexed woodcut. Its whole length was seven
feet, and its breadth two feet six inches.

In addition to this service, there can be little doubt
that this apartment was used as a depository for

unguents and a room for anointing {aXsniT^piov,

unctuarium, elaothesium), the proper place for which
is represented by Luciau' as adjoining to the tepi-

darium, and by Pliny' as adjoining to the hypocaust

:

and for which purpose some of the niches between
the Telamones seem to be peculiarly adapted. In
the larger establishments, a separate chamber was
allotted to these purposes, as may be seen by refer-

ring to the drawing taken from the Thermae ol

Titus ; but, as there is no other spot within the cir-

cuit of the Pompeian baths which could be apphed
in the same manner, we may safely conclude that

the inhabitants of this city were anointed in tho
tepidarium, which service was performed by slaves
called unctores and aliptce. {Vid. Alipt.*;.) For
this purpose the common people used oil simply or

sometimes scented ; but the more wealthy classes

indulged in the greatest extravagance with regard
to their perfumes and unguents. These they ei-

ther procured from the elceothcsium of the baths, o;

brought with them in small glass bottles {ampulla
olearice), hundreds of which have been discovered
in different excavations made in variou's parts of

1. (1. c, 6.)—2. (1. c.)—3. (Er 17.)
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Italy. (Vid. Ampulla.) The fifth book of Athe-
naeus contains an ample treatise upon the numerous
kinds of ointments used by the Romans ; which
subject is also fully treated by Pliny.^

Caligula is mentioned by Suetonius' as having
invented a new^ luxury in the use of the bath, by
perfuming the water, whether hot or cold, by an in-

fusion of precious odours, or, as Pliny relates the
fact,* by anointing the walls with valuable un-
guents ; a practice, he adds, which was adopted by
one of the slaves of Nero, that the luxury should
not be confined to royalty (ne principale videatur hoc

bonum).

From this apartment, a door, which closed by its

own weight, to prevent the admission of cold air,

opened into No. 13, the thermal chamber, or con-

camerata sudatio of Vitruvius ;* and which, in exact
conformity with his directions, contains the warm
bath

—

balneum, or calda lavatio,^ at one of its ex-
tremities, and the semicircular vapour, or Laconi-
cum, at the other ; while the centre space between
the two ends, termed sudatio by Vitruvius,* and su-

datorium by Seneca, is exactly twice the length of
its width, according to the directions of Vitruvius.

The object in leaving so much space between the
warm bath and the Laconicum was to give room for

the gymnastic exercises of the persons within the
chamber, who were accustomed to promote a full

rlow of perspiration by rapid movements of the arms
and legs, or by lifting weights ; which practice is

alluded to by Juvenal :'

" Magna gaudet sudare tumultu,

Quum lassata gravi ceciderunt brachia massa."

In larger establishments, the conveniences contain-

ed in this apartment occupied two separate cells,

one of which was appropriated to the warm bath,

which apartment was then termed caldarium, cella

caldaria, or balneum, and the other which comprised
the Laconicum and sudatory

—

Laconicum sudatio-

ncsque,* which part alone was then designated un-
der the name of concamerata sudatio. This distribu-

tion is represented in the painting on the walls of
the Thermae of Titus ; in which there is also anoth-
er peculiarity to be observed, viz., the passage of
communication (intercapcdo) between the two cham-
bers, the flooring of which is suspended over the
hypocaust. Lucian informs us of the use for which
this compartment was intended, where he mentions
as one of the characteristic conveniences in the
baths of Hippias, that the bathers need not retrace
their steps through the whole suite of apartments by
which they had entered, but might return from the
thermal chamber by a shorter circuit through a
room of gentle temperature {Sc'r/pEfia d^epfiov oiKiifia-

Toc'), which communicated immediately with the
frigidarium.

Tlie warm-water bath, which is termed calda la-

vatia by Vitruvius," balineum by Cicero," piscina or
califxL piscina by Pliny" and Suetonius,*' as well as
labrum^* and solium by Cicero," appears to have
been a capacious marble vase, sometimes standing
upon the floor, like that in the picture from the
Therms of Titus ; and sometimes either partly ele-

vated above the floor, as it was at Pompeii, or en-
tirely sunk into it, as directed by Vitruvius." The
term labrum is generally used of a bath containing
warm water, and piscina of one which contains
cold ; but the real distinction seems to be that the
la,tter was larger than the former, as in the words
of Cicero already quoted, " latiorem piscinam voluis-

1. (II. N., xiii.)—2. (Cal., 37.)—3. (1. c.)-^. (v., 11.)—5.
(Vitruv., 1. c.)—6. (1. c.)—7. (Sat., vi., 420.)—8. (Vitruv., 1. c.)
-9. (I. c, 7.)— 10. (1. c.)—11. (ad Att., ii., 3.)— 12. (Ep., ii.,

17.)—13. (Nero, 27.)— 14. (Cic, a/J Fam., liv., 16.)—15. (in
Pison., 27.)— 16. (v., 10.)

«ein." Pliny* uses the term piscina for u pona of

tank in the open air (which was probably the accu-
rate and genuine sense of the word) ; which, from
being exposed to the heat of the sun, possessed a
higher temperature than the cold bath, which last

he distinguishes in the same sentence by the word
puteus, " a well," which probably was that repre-

sented in the drawing from the bath at Mola.*
Maecenas is said, by Dion,' to have boien the first

person who made use of a piscina of warm water,
called by Dion KoXv/j.6^dpa.*—The words of Vitru-

vius,* in speaking of the warm-water bath, are as
follows :

" The bath (labrum) should be placed un-
derneath the window, in such a position that the
persons who stand around may not cast their shad-
ows upon it. The platform which surrounds thf»

bath {scholcR labrorum) must be sufliciently spacious
to allow the surrounding observers, who a^e wait-

ing, for their turn, to stand there without crowd-
ing each other. The width of the passage or chan-
nel {alveus), which lies between the parapet {plu-

teus) and the wall, should not be less than six feet,

so that the space occupied by the seat and its step

below (pulvinus et gradus inferior) may take off

just two feet from the whole width." The sub-

joined plans, given by Marini, will explain his

meaning.
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A, labrum, or bath ; B, schola, or platform ; C, plu-

tcus, or parapet; D, alveus, passage between the

pluteus and wall ; F, pulvinus, or seat ; and E, the

lower step {gradus inferior), which together take up
two feet.

The warm bath at Pompeii is a square basin of
marble, and is ascended from the outside by two
steps raised from the floor, which answered to the

parapet or pluteus of Vitruvius. Around ran a nar-

row platform {schola) ; but which, in consequence of
the limited extent of the building, would not admit
of a seat {pulvinus) all round it. On the interior,

another step, dividing equally the whole length of
the cistern, allowed the bathers to sit down and
wash themselves. The annexed section will reii

der this easily intelligible.

A, labrum ; B, schola ; C, pluteus ; D, the step on
the inside, probably called solium, which word is

sometimes apparently used to express the bath

itself; and Cicero* certainly makes use of the term

1. (Ep., v., 6.)—2. (" Si natare latius aut tepidius velis, in

area piscina est, in proximo puteus, ex quo possis rursus adstrin^i

si poeniteat teporis.")—3. (lib. Iv.)—4. (npiords re Ko\vii6ndpaP

&cpiiov v6aTos iv Tjj TtdXei KariaK: uaae.)—5. (v., 10.)—6. (-a

Pison., 27.)
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to express a vessel for containing liquids. But the

explanation given above is much more satisfactory,

and is also supported by a number of passages in

which it is used. It is adopted by Fulv. Ursmus,*

who represents the solium, in a drawing copied from

Mercurialis," as a portable bench or seat, placed

sometimes within and sometimes by the side of the

bath. Augustus is represented* as making use of a

wooden solium (quod ipse Hispanico verbo duretam

vocabat) ; in which passage it is evident that a seat

was meant, upon which he sat to have warm water

poured over him. In the women's baths of the op-

ulent and luxurious capital, the solia were some-

times made of silver.*

We now turn to the opposite extremity of the

diamber which contains the Laconicum or vapour

bath, so called because it was the custom of the

Lacedsemonians to strip and anoint themselves

without using warm water after the perspiration

produced by their athletic exercises ;* to which
origin of the term Martial also alludes :*

" Ritus si placeant tihi Laconum,
Contentus 'potes arido vapore

Cruda Virgine Marliave mergi."

By the terms Virgine and Martia the poet refers to

the Aqua Virgo and the Aqua Martia, two streams
brought to Rome by the aqueducts.) {Vid. Aqu^-
rncTus.

It is termed assa by Cicero,^ from ul^u, to dry

;

because it produced perspiration by means of a dry,

hot atmosphere i which Celsus^ consequently terms
sudationes assas, " dry sweating," which, he after-

ward adds,' was produced by dry warmth (calore

sicco). It was called by the Greeks n-vpiai.T^piov,^°

from the fire of the hypocaust, which was extended
under it; and hence by Alexander Aphrodis., ^ripbv

•&o?i6v, " a dry vaulted chamber."
Vitruvius says that its width should be equal to

its height, reckoning from the flooring {suspensura)

to the bottom of the thole {imam curvaturam hemi-
sphcBrii), over the centre of which an orifice is left,

from which a bronze shield (clipeus) was suspended.
This regulated the temperature of the apartment,
being raised or lowered by means of chains to which
it was attached. The form of the cell was required
to be circular, in order that the warm air from the
hypocaust might encircle it with greater facility."

In accordance with these rules is the Laconicum at
Pompeii, a section of which is given below, the cli-

peus only being added in order to make the mean-
ing more clear.

A, The suspended pavement, suspensura ; B, the
junction of the hemisphaerium with the side walls,
ima curvatura hemispharii ; C, the shield, clipeus;
E and F, the chains by which it is raised and low-
ered ; D, a labrum, or flat marble vase, like those
called tazze by the Italians, into which a supply of
water was introduced by a single pipe running
rfiTough the stem. Its use is not exactly ascertain-
ed in this place, nor whether the water it contained
was hot c r cold.

It would not be proper to dismiss this account of
the Laconicum without alluding to an opinion adopt-
ed by some writers, among whom are Galiano and

1. (Append, in Ciaccon., De Triclin.)—2. (De Art. Gymn )—
8. (Suet., Octav., 82.)-4. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 54.)—s: (Dion
liu., p. 516.)—6. (Epigr., VI., xlii., 16.)—7. (Ad Quint. Fratr.
Ui., 1, t) 1.)—8. (iii., cap. ult.)—9. (xi., 17.)—10. (Voss., Lex
Etym., 8. V.)—11. (Vitruv., v., 10.—See also Athenaus, xi., p
IU4.)
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Cameron, that the Laconicum was merely a sinaU
cupola, with a metal shield over it, rising above iha

flooring {suspensura) of the chamber, in the mannei
represented by the drawing from the Thermae of Ti-

tus, which drawing has, doubtless, given rise to the

opinion. But it will be observed that the design in

question is little more than a section, and that the
artist may have resorted to the expedient in order
to show the apparatus belonging to one end of the
chamber, as is frequently done in similar plans,

where any part which required to be represented
upon a larger scale is inserted in full development
within the general section ; for in none of the nn-
merous baths which have been discovered in Italy

or elsewhere, even where the pavements were in a
perfect state, has any such contrivance been observ-
ed. Besides which, it is manifest that the clipeus

could not be raised or lowered in the design alluded

to, seeing that the chains for that purpose could not
be. reached in the situation represented, or, if at-

tained, could not be handled, as they must be red-

hot from the heat of the hypocaust, into which they
were inserted. In addition to which, the remains
discovered tally exactly with the directions of Vi-
truvius, which this does not.

After having gone through the regular course ol

perspiration, the Romans made use of instruments
called strigilcs (or slrigles^) to scrape off the per-

spiration, much in the same "way as we are accus-
tomed to scrape the sweat off a horse with a piece

of iron hoop after he has run a heat, or comes in

from violent exercise. These instruments, some
specimens of which are represented in the follow-

ing woodcut, and many of which have been discov-

ered among the ruins of the various baths of an-

tiquity, were made of bone, bronze, iron, and silver

;

all corresponding in form with the epithet of Mar-

I. (Jut., Sat., iii., S63.)
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ttal, " curvo disliingere ferro."* The poorer class-

es were obliged to scrape themselves, but the more
wealthy took their slaves to the baths for the pur-

pose ; a fact which is elucidated by a curious story

related by Spartian.' The emperor, while bathing

one day, observing an old soldier, whom he had for-

merly known among the legions, rubbing his back,

cL3 the cattle do, against the marble walls of the

chamber, asked him why he converted the wall into

a strigil ; and learning that he was too poor to keep

a slave, he gave him one, and money for his main-
tenance. On the following day, upon his return to

the bath, he found a whole row of old men rubbing

themselves in the same manner against the wall, in

the hope of experiencing the same good fortune

from the prince's liberality ; but, instead of taking

the hint, he had them all called up, and told them
to scrub one another.

The strigil was by no means a blunt instrument

;

consequently, its edge was softened by the applica-

tion of oil, which was dropped upon it from a small

vessel called guttus (called also ampulla, X^Kvdog, fiv-

podriKcov, i?iaio(^6pov'. Vid. Ampulla.) This had
a narrow neck, so as to discharge its contents drop
by drop, from whence the name is taken. A rep-

resentation of a guttus is given in the preceding
woodcut. Augustus is related to have suffered

from an over-violent use of this instrument.* In-

valids and persons of a delicate habit made use of

sponges, which Pliny says answered for towels as

well as strigiis. They were finally dried with tow-
els {lintea), and anointed.*

The common people were supplied with these

necessaries in the baths, but the more wealthy car-

ried their own with them, as we infer from Persius :•

'
/, puer, ct strigiles Crispini ad balnea defer."

Luc.an' adds also soap and towels to the list.

After the operation of scraping and rubbing dry,

they retired into, or remained in, the tepidarium until

they thought it prudent to encountq^ the open air.

But it does not appear to have been customary to

bathe in the water, when there was any, which was
not the case at Pompeii, nor in the baths of Hippi-

as," either of the tepidarium or frigidarium ; the

temperature only of the atmosphere in these two
chambers being of consequence to break the sudden
change from the extreme of hot to cold.

Returning now back into the frigidarium (8),

which, according to the directions of Vitruvius,'

has a passage (14) communicating with the mouth
of the furnace (c), which is also seen in the next
woodcut under the boilers, called prcefurnium, prop-
nigeum,^" ^poTrviyelov (from npo, before, and irvLyevg,

a furnace), and passing down that passage, we reach
the chamber (15) into which the praefurnium pro-

jects, and which has also an entrance from the
street at B. It was appropriated to the use of those
who had charge of the fires (fornacatorcs). There
are two staircases in it ; one of which leads to the
roof of the baths, and the other to the coppers which
contained the water. Of these there were three :

one of which contained the hot water

—

caldarium
(sc. vas or ahenum) ; the second the tepid

—

tepida-

rium ; and the last the cold—frigidarium. The
warm water was introduced into the warm bath by
means of a conduit pipe, marked on the plan, and
conducted through the wall. Underneath the calda-

rium was placed the furnace (furnus^^), which serv-

ed to heat the water, and give out streams of warm
air into the hollow cells of the hypocaustum (from

1. (EpigT., xiv., 51.)—2. (Hadrian, c. 17.)—3. (Ruperti in
Juv., S;it., iii., 262.)—4. (Suet., Octav., 30.)—5. (Juv., Sat.,iii.,

26a.-Apuleius, Mot., lib. ii.—Plin., H. N., xx.xi., 47.)—6. (Sat.,

»., 120.)—7. (Lexiph., vol. ii
, p. 320, ed. Reiz.)—8. (Lucian, 1.

e.)—9. (v., 11.)—10. (Plin.. Ei).. ii.. 17.)—11. (Hor., Ep, i.,

U. 11)

VTTo, under, and Kaco, to burn). It passed fiom inc

furnace under the first and last of the caldrons by
two flues, which are marked upon tlie plan. These
coppers were constructed in the same manner as is

represented in the engraving from the Thermae of

Titus ; the one containing hot water being placed
immediately over the furnace ; and, as the water
was drawn out from thence, it was supplied from
the next, the tepidarium, which was already con-
siderably heated, from its contiguity to the furnace
and the hypocaust below it, so that it supplied the

deficiency of the former without materially dimin-

ishing its temperature ; and the vacuum in this last

was again filled up from the farthest removed, which
contained the cold water received directly from the
square reservoir seen behind them ; a principle

which has at length been introduced into the mod
ern bathing establishments, where its efficacy, both
in saving time and expense, is fully acknovt'ledged.

The boilers themselves no longer remain, but the

impressions which they have left in the mortar in

which they were imbedded are clearly visible, and
enable us to ascertain their respective positions and
dimensions, the first of which, the caldarium- is rep-

resented in the annexed cut.

Behind the coppers there is another corridor (lb),

leading into the court or atrium (17) appropriated to

the servants of the bath, and which has also the

convenience of an immediate communication with
the street by the door at C.

We now proceed to the adjoining set of baths,

which were assigned to the women. The entrance
is by the door A, which conducts into a small ves-

tibule (18), and thence into the apodyterium (19),

which, like the one in the men's baths, has a seat
(pulvinus et gradus) on either side built up against
the wall. This opens upon a cold bath (20). an-
swering to the nalalio of the other set, but of much
smaller dimension, and probably similar to the one
denominated by Pliny^ puteus. There are four

steps on the inside to descend into it. Opposite to

the door of entrance into the apodyterium is another
doorway which leads to the tepidarium (21), which
also communicates with the thermal chamber (22),

on one side of which is a warm bath in a square re-

cess, and at the farther extremity the Laconicum
with its labrum. The floor of this chamber is sus-

pended, and its walls perforated for flues, like the
corresponding one in the men's baths.

The comparative smallness and inferiority of the
fittings-up in this suite of baths has induced some
Italian antiquaries to throw a doubt upon the fact

of their being assigned to the women ; and among
these the Abbate lorio' ingeniously suggests that

they were an old set of baths, to which the laigei

ones were subsequently added when they became
too small for the increasing wealth and population

of the city. But the story, already quoted, of the

1. (1. c.)—2. (Plan de Pompeii.)
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eoBsul's wife who turned the men out of their baths

at Teanum for her convenience, seems sufficiently

to negative such a supposition, and to prove that

the inhabitants of ancient Italy, if not more selfish,

were certainly less gallant than their successors.

In addition to this, Vitruvius expressly enjoins that

the baths of the men and women, though separate,

should be contiguous to each other, in order that

they might be supplied from the same boilers and

hypocaust ;' directions which are here fulfilled to the

letter, as a glance at the plan will demonstrate.

Tt does not enter within the scope of this article

to investigate the source from whence, or the man-

ner in which, the water was supplied to the baths of

Pompeii. But it may be remarked that the sugges-

tion of Mazois, who wrote just after the excavation

was commenced, and which has been copied from

him by the editor of the volumes on Pompeii pub-

lished by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge, was not confirmed by the excavation
;

and those who are interested in the matter may
consult the fourth appendix to the Flan de Pompeii,

by the Abbate lorio.

Notwithstanding the ample account which has
been given of the plans and usages respecting baths

in general, something yet remains to be said about

that particular class denominated Thermae ; ofwhich
establishments the baths, in fact, constituted the

smallest part. The thermae, properly speaking, were
a Roman adaptation of the Greek gymnasium, or

palaestra {vid. Palestra), as described by Vitruvi-

us ;' both of which contained a system of baths in

conjunction with conveniences for athletic games
and youthful sports, exedraj in Avhich the rhetori-

cians declaimed, poets recited, and philosophers lec-

tured, as well as porticoes and vestibules for the

idle, and libraries for the learned. They were dec-

orated with the .finest objects of art, both in paint-

ing and sculpture, covered with precious marbles,

and adorned with fountains and shaded walks and
plantations, like the groves of the Academy. It

may be said that they began and ended with the

Empire, for it was not until the time of Augustus
that these magnificent structures were commenced.
M. Agrippa is the first who afforded these luxuries

to his countrymen, by bequeathing to them the ther-

mas and gardens which he had erected in the Cam-
pus Martins.' The Pantheon, now existing at

Rome, served originally as a vestibule to these
baths ; and, as it was considered too magnificent
for the purpose, it is supposed that Agrippa added
the portico and consecrated it as a temple, for which
use it still serves. It appears from a passage in

Sidonius ApoUinaris,* that the whole of these build-

ings, together with the adjacent Thermae Neronia-
nae, remained entire in the year A.D. 466. Little is

now left beyond a few fragments of ruins, and the
Pantheon. The example set by Agrippa was fol-

lowed by Nero, and afterward by Titus ; the ruins
of whose thermae are still visible, covering a vast
extent, partly under ground and partly above the
Esquiline Hill. Thermae were also erected by Tra-
jan, Caracalla, and Diocletian, of the last two of
which ample remains still exist ; and even as late

as Constantine, besides several which were con-
structed by private individuals, P. Victor enumer-
ates sixteen, and Panvinus* has added four more.

Previously to the erection of these establish-

ments for the use of the population, it was custom-
ary for those who sought the favour of the people
to give them a day's bathing free of expense. Thus,
according to Dion Cassius,* Faustus, the son of
Sulla, furnished warm baths and oil gratis to the

I. (Vitr., v., 10.W2. (v., 11.)—3. (Dion, liv., torn, i., p. 759.—
Pb.n.,H. N.. xxxvi., 64).—4. (Carm. xxiii.,495.)—5. (Urb Rom.
DfWTipt., ]). 106.)—6. (xxxvii., p. 143.)
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people for one day ; and Augustus, on one occasion,

furnished warm baths and barbers to the people fo/

the same period free of expense,* and at another
time for a whole year to the women as well as
men.* From thence it is fair to infer that the

quadrant paid for admission into the balnea was not

exacted at the thermce, which, as being the works
of the emperors, would naturally be opened with
imperial generosity to all, and without any charge,
otherwise the whole city would have thronged to

the establishment bequeathed to them by Agrippa •,

and in confirmation of this opinion, it may be re-

marked, that the old establishments, which were
probably erected by private enterprise,' were term-
ed meritoritr..* Most, if not all, of the other regula-

tions previously detailed as relating to the economy
of the baths, apply equally to the thermae : but it is

to these establishments especially that the dissolute

conduct of- the emperors, and other luxurious in-

dulgences of the people in general, detailed in the

compositions of the satirists and later writers, must
be considered to refer.

Although considerable remains of the Roman
thermae are still visible, yet, from the very ruinous
state in which they are found, we are far from be-

ing able to arrive at the same accurate knowledge
of their component parts, and the usages to which
they were applied, as has been done with respect to

.the balnea:. ; or, indeed, to discover a satisfactory

mode of reconciling their constructive details witt
the description which Vitruvius has left of the baths

appertaining to a Greek palaestra, or the description

given by Lucian of the baths of Hippias. All, in-

deed, is doubt and guess-work ; each of the learned

men who have pretended to give an account of theii

contents differing in almost all the essential partic-

ulars from one another. And yet the great simi-

larity in the ground-plan of the threeWhich still re-

main cannot fail to strike even a superficial observ-

er; so great, indeed, that it is impossible not to

perceive at once that they were all constructed

upon a similar plan. Not, however, to dismiss the

subject without enabling our readers to form some-
thing like a general idea of theibe enormous edifices,

which, from their extent and magnificence, have
been likened to provinces (in modum provinciarum
exstructa.^), a ground-plan of the Thermae of Cara-
calla is annexed, which are the best preserved

among those remaining, and which were, perhaps,

more splendid than all the rest. Those apartments,
of which the use is ascertained with the appearance
of probability, will be alone marked and explained.

The dark parts represent the remains still visible,

the open lines are restorations.

A, Portico fronting the street made by Caracalla
when he constructed his thermae. B, Separate ba-

thing-rooms, either for the use of the common peo-
ple, or, perhaps, for any persons who did not wish
to bathe in public. C, Apodyteria attached to them.
D, D, and E, E, the porticoes.* F, F, Exedras, in

which there were seats for the philosophers to hold
their conversations.' G, Hypaethrae, passages open
to the air : HypathrcB ambulationes quas Graeci ire-

pidpo/iidag, nostri xystos appellant.* H, H, Stadia in

the paloristra

—

quadrala sive obkmga.^ I, I, Possibly

schools or academies where public lectures were
delivered. J, J, and K, K, Rooms appropriated to

the servants of the baths {halneatores). In the lat-

ter are staircases for ascending to the principal res-

ervoir. L, Space occupied by walks and shrabber-

ies

—

ambulationes inter platanones}" M, The arena
or stadium in which the youth performed their ex-

1. (Id., liv., p. 755.)—2. (Id., xlix., p. 600.)— S (Comparn
Plin., H. N., ix., 79.)— 4. (Plin., Ep., ii., I".)—5. (Amm. Mar-
cell., xvi., 6.)—6. (Vitruv., v., 11.)—7. (Vitruv , . c—Cic, D«
Orat., ii., 5.;—8. \'Vitrr', 1. c.)—9. (Vitr-iv

. .. r,.)- 10 'Vi

truv., 1. c.)
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ercises, with seats for the spectatore,^ called the

thealridium. N, N, Reservoirs, with upper stories,

sectional elevations of which are given in the two
subsequent woodcuts. 0, Aquaeduct which sup-

plied the baths. P, The cistern or piscina. This
external range of buildings occupies one mile in

circuit.

We now come to the arrangement of the interior,

for which it is very difficult to assign satisfactory

destinations. Q represents ihe principal entrances,

of which there were eight. R, the natatio, piscina,

or cold-water bath, to which the direct entrance
from the portico is by a vestibule on either side

marked S, and which is surrounded by a set of

chambers which served most probably as rooms for

Dndressing (apodyteria), anointing (unctuaria), and
stations for the capsarii. Those nearest to the per-

istyle were, perhaps, the conisteria, where the pow-
der was kept which the wrestlers used in order to

obtain a firmer grasp upon their adversaries •

" Jlle cavis hausto spargit me pulvere palmis,

Inque vicem fulvcB tactu Jlavcscit arencc."^

The inferior quality of the ornaments which these
apartments have had, and the staircases in two of
them, afford evidence that they were occupied by
menials. T is considered to be the tepidarium,

with four warm baths (u, u, u, u) taken out of its

four angles, and two labra on its two flanks. There
are steps for descending into the baths, in one of
which traces of the conduit are still manifest. Thus
it would appear that the centre part of this apart-

ment served as t 'epidarium, having a balneum or
calda lavatio in foui ^ [ its corners. The centre part,

like that also of the preceding apartment, is sup-

ported by eight immense columns.

The apartments beyond this, which are too n» ich

dilapidated to be restored with any degree of cer-

tainty, contained, of course, the laconicum aid su-

datories, for which the round chamber W, aid its

appurtenances seem to be adapted, and which are

also contiguous to the reservoirs, Z, Z.*

c, e probably comprised the ephcbia, or places

where the youth were taught their exercises, with

the appurtenances belonging to them, such as the

spharisterium and corycceum. The first of these

takes its name from the game at ball, so much in

favour with the Romans, at which Martial's friend

was playing when the bell sounded to announce
that the water was ready.' The latter is derived

from KupvKog, a sack,' which was filled with bran

and ohve husks for the young, and sand for the

more robust, and then suspended at a certain height,

and swung backward and forward by the players.*

The chambers also on the other side, which are

not marked, probably served for the exercises of

the palaestra in bad weather."

These baths contained an upper story, of which
nothing remains beyond what is just sufficient to

indicate the fact. They have been mentioned and
eulogized by several of the Latin authors.*

It will be observed that there is no part of the

bathing department separated from the rest which
could be assigned for the use of the women exclu-

sively. From this it must be inferred either that

both sexes always bathed together promiscuously

1. {Vifruv., 1. c.)—2. (Ovid, Mit., ix., 35.—Vid. etiam Sal-
mas., ad Tertull., Pall., p. 217 -Me :urial.,De Arte Gyinn.. i..8.)

(I

1. (Vitruv., v., 11.)—2. (Mart., Ep., xiv., 163.)—3. (Ilesych.,

8. v.^—4. (Aulis, De Gymn. Const., p. 9.—Antill , ap. Oribai.,

Coll! Med., 6.)—5. (Vitnav., v., 11.)—6. (SpartWn., Caracall.,

c. 9.—Lamprid., Heliofrab., c. 17.—Alex. Scv., c. 25.—Eutrop^
»iii.. 11.—Olymp., ap. Phot., p. 114, ed. Aug. Vir.del., 1601 )
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m the therniai, or that the women were excludjl

altogether from these establishments, and only ad-

mitted to the balnea.

It remains to explain the manner in which the

immense body of water required for the supply of

a set of baths in the thermae was heated, which has

been performed very satisfactorily by Piranesi and

C imeron, as may be seen by a reference to the two
subjoined sections of the castellum aquczductus and
oiscina belonging to the Tiiermffl of Caracalla.

jjFjfmra^^ 'I ''V \'fm

A, arches of the aquaeduct which conveyed the

water into the piscina B, from whence it flowed
mto the upper range of cells through the aperture

at C, and thence again descended into the lower
ones by the aperture at D, which were placed im-
mediately over the hypocaust E, the praefurnium of
which is seen in the transverse section at F, in the
lower cut. There were thirty-two of these cells

arranged in two rows over the hypocaust, sixteen
on each side, and all communicating with each
other ; and over these a similar number similarly

arranged, which communicated with those below
by the aperture at D. The parting walls between
these cells were likewise perforated with flues,

which served to disseminate the heat all round the
whole body of water. When the water was suffi-

ciently warm, it was turned on to the baths through
pipes conducted likewise through flues in order to

prevent the loss of temperature during the passage,
and the vacuum was supplied by tepid water from
the range above, which was replenished from the
piscina; exactly upon the principle represented in

the drawing from the Thermae of Titus, ingeniously
applied upon a much larger scale.

BATIL'LUS {u/^T)), a shovel. Pliny mentions
the use of iron shovels, when heated, in testing
silver and verdigris.' Horace ridicules the vain
pomposity of a municipal oflicer in the small town
of Fundi, who had a shovel of red-hot charcoal
carried before him in public for the purpose of burn-
ing on it frankincense and other odours (prunm ba-

tUlurri'). Varro points out the use of the shovel in
the poultry-yard {cum batillo circumire, ac stercus
tollere'). The same instrument was employed, to-

gether with the spade, for making roads and for
various agricultural operations {ufiai*). " Hamae"
are also mentioned as utensils for extinguishing
ires. These may have been wooden shovels, used
for throwing water, as we now see them employed
in some countries which abound in pools and canals.*

1. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 44 ; xxxiv., 26.)—2. (Sat., I., v., 36.)
—3. (De He Rust , iii., 6.)—4. (Xen., Cyrop., vi., 2.—Brunck,
kual; ii., p. 53.—Geoponica, ii., 22.)—5. (Juv., xiv., 305.)
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BATIS (l3aTig), a species of fish. It is th«»

Raia baiis, L. ; called in French Coliart, in English
the Flair or S/cale.^

BATOS {(iuToq), a plant or shrub, the species of
which, as described by Theophrastus,* are thus
arranged by Stackhouse : The first, or bpQotpvfi^, is

the Rubus fruticosus, or Common Bramble. The
second, or ;j;a/zai'6arof, is the R. Chammmorus, or

Cloud-berry (called in Scotland the Avron ). The
third, or Kvv6a6aTOQ, is the R. idaus, or Raspberry.
Sprengel agrees with almost all the authorities, that

the i3uTog, properly speaking, of Dioscorides and
Galen, is the Rubus fruticosus ; and the Uaia, the

Rubus idaus. It may be proper to remark, that by
the poets, (iurog is often applied to any thorny
shrub. Thus, in the following epigram, it is applied

to the stem of the rose :

" To ()66ov uKfiu^ei (3ai6v xpovov, f,v 6e napiXdif

ZrjTuv evpTJcEic ov (i66ov uXku fSurov."*

BATRACHTUM (^arpaxiov), a plant of which
Apuleius says, ^'Nascilur siepe in Sardinia." Hence
Schulze, who is otherwise undecided respecting it,

holds it to be identical with the " Sardoa hcrba" of
Virgil and others, namely, a species of the Ranun
cuius, or Crow-foot. Sprengel refers the first spe
cies of Dioscorides to the Ranunculus Asiaticus

,

the second to the R. lanuginosus ; the third to the
R. muricalus ; and the fourth to the R. aquatilus,

upon the authority of Sibthorp.*

*BATRACHUS dSurpaxoc), I. The Frog, called

in Latin Rana. The name was applied to several

species of the genus Rana. " The common frogs

of Greece," observes Dodwell, " have a note totally

different from that of the frogs of the northern
climates, and there cannot be a more perfect imita-

tion of it than the Brekekckex koax koax of Aris-

tophanes."—The Rana arborea, according to the
same traveller, is of a most beautiful light-gref^n

colour, and in its form nearly resembles the com-
mon frog, but is of a smaller size ; it has also

longer claws, and a glutinous matter at its feet,

with which it attaches itself with great facility to

any substance that comes in its way. It lives

chiefly on trees, and jumps with surprising agility

from branch to branch. Its colour is so nearly
identified with that of the leaves, that it is very
difficult to distinguish the one from the other. Its

eyes are of a most beautiful vivacity, and it is so
extremely cold that, when held in the hand, it pro-

duces a chilly sensation like a piece of ice. Its

song is surprisingly loud and shrill, and in hot days
almost as incessant and tiresome as that of the tet-

tix. These animals are more common in Leucadia
than in other parts of Greece.*

II. A species offish, called in English the Toad-
fish, Frog-fish, and Sea-devil. It is the Lophiva
piscatorius, L. ; in French, Bandroie ; in Italian,

Martina pescatore. Aristotle calls it the (iurpaxoc
dliag, JDlian the /3. ultevg. By Ovid it is termed
Rana ; by Pliny, Rana, and also Rana piscatrix

;

and by Cicero, Rana marina. Schneider, in his

commentary on Aristotle, states that the ^urpaxog
of Oppian would appear to be the Lophius barbatus,

and that of ./Elian the L. vespertilio.^

BAXA or BAXEA, a sandal made of vegetable
leaves, twigs, or fibres. According to Isidore,'

this kind of sandal was worn on the stage by comic,
while the cothurnus was appropriate to tragic act-

ors. When, therefore, one of the characters in

I. (Aristot., H. A., i., 5, Ac—.lElian, N. A., xvi., 13.)-2.
ai. P., i., 2, 8, 15, 16 ; iii., 18.—Dioscor., iv., 37, 38.)—3. (An-
thol. Gnec, oitoTr., 39.)—4. (Dioscor., li., 206.—Bauhin, Pinax,
v., 3.—Martyn, ad Virg., Eclog., vii., 41.—Adams, Append., s.

T.)—5. (Dodwell's Tour, vol. ii., p. 44, 45.)—6. (Aristot., H. A.,
ix., 37.—.^lian, N. A.- ix., 24; xiii., 1.—Ovid, Hal., 13«.-
Plin., H. N., ix., 34 ; nv., 10.—Cic, Nat. Deor., ii., 41) )—7.

(Orig., xii., 33.)
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Plaulus* says, •• Qui extergentur baxece ?" we may
suppose him to point to the sandals on his feet.

Philosophers also wore sandeils of this descrip-

tion, at least in the time of Tertullian* and Apule-

ius," and probably for the sake of simplicity and
cheapness.

Isidore adds that baxeae were made of willow

(ex aalice), and that they were also called calones

;

and he thinks that the latter term was derived from

the Greek kuXov, wood. It is probable that in

Spain they were made of Spanish broom {sparturn*).

From numerous specimens of them discovered in

the catacombs, we perceive that the Egyptians

made them of palm-leaves and papyrus.' They are

sometimes observable on the feet of Egyptian stat-

ues. According to Herodotus, sandals of papyrus

{vnodriiiaTa (ivd^Lva*) were a part of the required

and characteristic dress of the Egyptian priests.

We may presume that he intended his words to in-

clude not only sandals made, strictly speaking, of
papyrus, but those also in which the leaves of the

date-palm were an ingredient, and of which Apuleius
makes distinct mention, when he describes a young
priest covered with a linen sheet and wearing san-

dals of palm (lintcis amiculis intectum, pedesque pal-

meis baxeis indutum'). The accompanying woodcut
shows two sandals exactly answering to this de-

scription, from the collection in the British Museum.
The upper one was worn on the right foot. It has

a loop on the right side for fastening the band which
went across the instep. This band, together with
the ligature connected with it, which was inserted

between the great and the second toe, is made of

the stem of the papyrus, undivided and unwrought.
The lower figure shows a sandal in which the por-

tions of the palm-leaf arc interlaced with great neat-

ness and regularity, the sewing and binding being
effected by fibres of papyrus. The three holes may
be observed for the passage of the band and liga-

ture already mentioned.

It appears that these vegetable sandals were
sometimes ornamented, so as to become expensive
and fashionable ; for Tertullian says, " Soccus et baxa
quotidie dcaurantur."^ The making of them, in all

their variety, was the business of a class of men
called baxearii ; and these, with the solearii, who
made other kinds of sandals, constituted a corpora-
tion or college at Rome.'
*BDELLA (fi6tXla), the common Leech, or Hi-

rudo domestica. The application of leeches is often
recommended by Galen and the medical authors
subsequent to him. The poet Oppian alludes to

the medicinal use of the leech, and describes very
graphically the process by which it fills itself with
blood."

BDELLIUM (J36a^iov), commonly called a gum,

1. (Men., TI.,iii.,40.)—2. (De Pallio, p. 117, ed. Rigalt.)—3.
(Met., ii. and xi.)—4. (Plin., H. N., lix., 7.)—5. (Wilkinson's
Manners and Customs, &c., vol. iii., p. 336.)—6. (ii., 37.)—7.
(Met., II.)—8. (De Idol., c. 8, p. 89.)—9. (Marini, Atti degli
frati Arv., p. 12.)—10. (Halieut., ii., 600.—Adams, Append.,
f. \.)

but in reality a gum-resin, the origin of which is h
subject of doubt. It would appear that there are

two, if not more, kinds of bdellium, the sourcf
of one of which seems to be ascertained ; the oth,

ers are matters of controversy. The Bdellium of

the ancients came from India, Arabia, Babylonia,
and Bactriana. The last was the best.* It stilj

comes, though not exclusively, from Asia. Adan"
ton states that he saw in Africa the substance ex-

ude from a thorny species of Amyris, called by the

natives Nioiittout. From its resemblance to myrrh,
the analogy is in favour of its being obtained from
an Amyris or Balsamodendron. The opinion of its

being obtained from a palm, either the Leantarua
domestica (Gaertn.) or the Borassus flabelliformis, is

very improbable. The Sicilian bdellium is produced
by the Drucus Hispanicus (Decand.), which grows
on the islands and shores of the Mediterranean
The Egyptian bdellium is conjectured to be pro*

duced by the Borassus flabelliformis already alluded

to. Dioscorides and Galen describe two kinds of
bdellium, the second of which is Benzoin, according
to Hardouin and Sprengel.

II. A substance mentioned in the second chapter
of Genesis," and which has given rise to a great

diversity of opinion. The Hebrew name is bcdolah,

which the Septuagint renders by dvdpa^, " carbun-
cle ;" the Syriac version, " beryll" (reading bero-

lah^) ; the Arabic, " pearls ;" Aquila, Theodotion,
and Symmachus, " Bdellium ;" while some are in

favour of " crystal," an opinion which Reland,
among others, maintains.* There is nothing, how-
ever, of so much value in bdellium as to wanant
the mention of this in the account of a particular

region ; it is more than probable, on the contrary,

that pearls are meant, as expressed by the Arabic
version. This view of the subject was maintained
by many of the Jewish rabbins, and, among others,

by Benjamin of Tudela. Bochart also advocates it

with great learning; and it derives great support

from another passage in the Sacred Writings, where
Manna is compared with Bdellium. As the Manna
is said to have been white and round, these two
characteristics give rise at once to a resemblance
between it and pearls.*

BEBAIi2'2Ei22 AIKH (/SeSaiwercwf dkri), an ac
tion to compel the vendor to make a good title, was
had recourse to when the right or possession of the

purchaser was impugned or disturbed by a third

person. A claimant under these circumstances,

unless the present owner were inclined to fight the

battle himself {avro/xaxelv), was referred to the

vendor as the proper defendant in the cause {elg irpa-

TJjpa uvdyetv). If the vendor were then unwilling

to appear, the action in question was the legal rem-
edy against him, and might be resorted to by the

purchaser even when the earnest only had been
paid.* From the passages in the oration of Demos-
thenes against Pantaenetus that bear upon the sub-

ject, it is concluded by Heraldus^ that the liability

to be so called upon was inherent in the character

of a vendor, and, therefore, not the subject of spe-

cific warranty or covenants for title. The same
critic also concludes, from the glosses of Hesychius
and Suidas, that this action might in like manner
be brought against a fraudulent mortgager.* If the

claimant had established his right, and been, by Ihe

decision of the dicasts, put in legal possession of the

property, whether movable or otherwise, as appears

from the case in the speech against Pantaenetus,

the ejected purchaser was entitled to sue for reim-

1. (Plin., II. N., xii., 9.—Peripl. Mar. Erythr., p. 21, 22, 28,

29.—Ctesias, Indie, 19.—Bahr in loo
, p. 318.)—2. (v., 12.)—

3. (Bochart, Hieroz., P. ii., col. 674 ^ -4 (Dissert. Miscell., P.

i., p. 27, seqq.—RosenmiiUer, ad Gen.. ' , c.)—5. (Bochart, 1. c.)

—6 (Harpocrat., s. v. aiiro/zaxsiv, /Jf6(iia)o-ic.)—7. (Animadv. ia

Salm., iv.. 3, 6.)—8. (Animadv. in Salm., iv., 3. in fin.)
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oursement fiaaa the vendor by the action in ques-

tion. » The cause is classed by Meier* among the

iUai npog Ttva, or civil actions that fell within the

cognizance of the thesraothetae.

BEL'ONE {fielovTi), the Gar-fish or Horn-fish,

the Esox Belone, L. It is called Durio in Athenaeus

;

(ieXovT] -QakaTTln by ^lian \^ pafic by Oppian ;

and Acus sive Belone by Pliny,' who elsewhere says,

"Belone qui aculeati vocantur."^ The Belone gets

its name from its long and slender shape, like a

*' needle." The bones of this fish are remarkable

for their colour, which is a beautiful green, not

arising either from cooking or the spinal marrow,

as some have believed. There is a long disserta-

tion on this fish in the Addenda to Schneider's edi-

tion of Ji^lian, and in Gesner, De Aquatilibus.''

BECHIOiN. (Ffrf. BHXION.)
BEMA {Pfi[ia). (

Vid. Ecclesia.)

BENDIDEFA {I3ev6i6eia), a Thracian festival in

honour of the goddess Bivdic, who is said to be

identical with the Grecian Artemis* and with the

Roman Diana. The festival was of a bacchanalian

character.' From Thrace it was brought to Athens,

where it was celebrated in the Peiraeus, according

to the scholiast on Plato,'" on the nineteenth, or,

according to Aristoteles Rhodius and others, at

inofivv/Jta-iarai, referred to by Proclus," on the

twentieth, of the month Thargelion, before the Pan-

athenaea Minora." Herodotus" says that he knows
that the Thracian and PsBonian women, when they

sacrifice to the royal Artemis, never offer the vic-

tims without a wheat-stalk {uvev nvpuv Ka^d/xri^).

This was probably at the Bevdldeia. The Temple
of Bej'J/c was called Bevdl^eiov.^*

BENEFFCIUM ABSTINENDI. {Vid. Heres.)

BENEFrCIUM, BENEFICIA'RIUS. The word
beneficium is equivalent to feudum or fief in the

writers on the feudal law, and is an interest in land,

or things inseparable from the land, or things im-

movable." The beneficiarius is he who has a bene-

ficium. The term benefice is also applied to an
ecclesiastical preferment.'*

The term beneficium is of frequent occurrence in

the Roman law, in the sense of some special privi-

lege or favour granted to a person in respect of age,

sex, or condition. But the word was also used in

other senses, and the meaning of the term, as it

appears in the feudal law, is clearly derivable from
the signification of the term among the Romans of

the later republican and earher imperial times. In

the time of Cicero, it was usual for a general or a
governor of a province to report to the treasury
the names of those under his command who had
done good service to the state : those who were
included in such report were said in beneficiis ad
tzrarium, deferri}'' In beneficiis in these passages may
mean that the persons so reported were considered
as persons who had deserved well of the state, and
so the word beneficium may have reference to the
services of the individuals ; but as the object for

which their services were reported was the benefit

of the individuals, it seems that the term had refer-

ence also to the reward, immediate or remote,
obtained for their services. The honours and offi-

ces of the Roman state, in the republican period,

were called the beneficia of the Populus Romanus.
Beneficium also signified any promotion conferred

on, or grant made to soldiers, who were thence

I. (Pftilux, Onom , viii., 6.)—2. (Att. Process, 526.)—3. (N.
A.., ix., 60.)—4. (Hal., i.)—5. (II. N., ix., 51.)—6. (H. N.,
xxzii., 11.)—7. (Adains, Append., s. v.)—8. (Hesych., s. v. B/v-
ji;.)—9. (Strabo, x., p. 470, d.)—\0. (Repub., i., p. 354, s. 24,

td. Bekk.)—11. (Comm. in Plat., Tim., lib. i.)—12. (Clinton, F.

H., p. 333, 334.)—13. (iv., 33, sub fin.)—14. (Xen., Hellen., ii.,

«, t) 11.—Liv., xxxTiii., 41.)— 15. (Feud., lib. ii., tit 1.)—16.

(Ducanje, Gloss.)—17. (Cic, Pro Arch, c. 5.—Ep. ad Fam , v.,

W)
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called beneficiarii : this practice was common, a«

we see from inscriptions in Gruter,* in some of

which the beneficiarius is represented by the two
letters B. F. In this sense we must understand

the passage of Caesar* when he speaks of the mag-
na beneficia and the magna clienteles of Pompey in

Citerior Spain. Beneficiarius is also used by C*-
sar' to express the person who had received a
beneficium. It does not, however, appear from
these passages what the beneficium actually was.
It might be any kind of honour, or special exemp
tion from service.*

Beneficiarius is opposed by Festus* to muuifex,

in the sense of one who is released from miUtary
service, as opposed to one who is bound to do mil-

itary service.

It appears that grants of land and other things

made by the Roman emperors were called beneficia,

and were entered in a book called Liber Benefici-

orum* The secretary or clerk who kept this book
was called a commentariis bcneficiorum, as appears

from an inscription in Gruter.'

*BER'BERI (JiepSepi), according to Rondelet, the

Concha margaritifera, or Mother of Pearl, meaning,
as Adams supposes, tlie Avicula margaritifera oflater

naturalists.* Eustathius makes it an Indian name.
It appears to be connected in some way with the

commerce of the Eastern region, or seacoast, term-
ed Barbaria.'

*BERRIKOK'KA {f3epcK0KKa), a synonyme of the

Malum Armeniacum, or Apricot.

BERYLLUS HS^pvTiTiOc), the Beryl, a precious

stone, forming a sub-species of emerald. The Ro-
mans would appear to have been in the habit of

studding their cups with beryls, and hence Juvenal

says, "et inceguales beryllo Vitro tenet phialas."^*

The afiinity between the beryl and the emerald was
not unknown to the ancients, and hence Phny re-

marks, " Beryls appear to many to have the same,
or, at least, a like nature with emeralds."" Ac-
cording to this writer, they came from India, anc
were rarely found in other countries. At the pres-

ent day, however, the finest beryls are obtained

from Dauria, on the frontiers of China. They occur,

also, in the Uralian Mountains, and other parts of

Siberia, in France, Saxony, the United States, and
Brazil, especially the latter.'* The normal type of

the Beryl, as of the emerald, is the hexaedral prism,

more or less modified ; the pointing, however, is

not always complete.'* Pliny seems to regard this

crystalline form of the stone as the result of the

lapidary's art ; he adds, however, that some sup-

pose the Beryl to be naturally of that shape. The
same writer enumerates eight different kinds :

" The
best were those of a pure sea-green, our aqua ma-
rina, or, as the French term it, Beril aigue-marine.

The next in esteem were called Chrysoberyls, and
are somewhat vaguely described as ' paullo pallidi-

ores, sed in aureum colorem exeunte fulgore.' This
was probably the yellow emerald, such as occurs in

Auvergne, or at Haddam in Connecticut. The third

was called Chrysoprase, and would seem to iiave

been, in fact, as Pliny says some considered it, a
mineral proprii generis, different from the Beryi It

resembled in colour the juice of 1 he leak, but with
somewhat of a golden tinge, and hence its name.
Although we are uncertain as to the mineral here
described, yet it is not improbable that it was the

same now called Chrysoprase, and to which Lei

1. (Ii., 4 ; cxxx., 5.)—2. (Bell. Civ., ii., 18.)—3. (Bell. Cir
i., 75.)-^. (Bell. Civ., iii., 88.— Suet., Tib., 12.)—5. (s. v.)—

^

(Hyginus, De Limitibus Constit., p. 193, Goes.)—7. (dlxxviii.,

1.)—8. ((i^asaubon in Athen., p. 177.—Adams, Append., s. v.)

—

9. (AthensBus, iii., p. 93, B.—Eustath. in II., 9, 402, p. 759, 50.

—Vincent's Ajjc. Commerce, vol. ii., p. 123.)—10. (Sat., t., 38.)

—11. (II. N., xxxvii., 20.)—12. (Cleavtland's Mine.ral^gj, voL
i., p. 343.)- -13. (F6e in Plin., 1. c.)
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man was the first in modern times who gave the an-

cient name. The fourth variety of Beryl was of a

colour approaching the hyacinth ; the fifth were
termed airdides ; the sixth were of a wax, the sev-

enth of aa olive colour. The last variety spoken
of by Pliny resembled crystal, but contained hairy

threads and impurities. These were probably such
crystals of quartz as are often found, rendered part-

ly opaque by chlorite, or penetrated by capillary

'crystals of epidote, actinolite, or other minerals.

Pliny observes that the Indians stained rock-crystal

In such a way as to counterfeit other gems, and es-

pecially the Beryl."^

BESTIA'RII (^Tipiofiaxoi) were persons who
fought with wild beasts in the games of the circus.

They were either persons who fought for the sake
of pay {auctoramenlum'), and who were allowed

arms, or they were criminals, who were usually

permitted to have no means of defence against the

wild beasts.* The bestiarii, who fought with the
beasts for the sake of pay, and of whom there were
great numbers in the latter days of the Republic
and under the Empire, are always spoken of as dis-

tinct from the gladiators, who fought with one an-
other.* It appears that there were schools in Rome,
in which persons were trained to fight with wild
beasts {schola bestiarum or besliariorum^).

*BETA (reOrAof, -ov, -lov, -tf, or aevrXov), the

Beet, or Beta vulgaris. The Greeks distinguished

two kinds of this vegetable by means of their col-

our, namely, the Black and the White Beet, the lat-

ter of which was also called the Sicilian. The
white was preferred to the other. The Romans
had also tvo kin/Is, in name at least, the vernal and
autumnal, taking their names from the periods when
they were sown. The largest beets were procured
around Circeii.*

BETTON'ICA and BRETTANTCA {^sttovlkti

and PpETTaviKTJ), a species of plant, commonly called
" the Betony." " It is almost incredible," observes
Adams, " how much of confusion and mistake has
arisen about these terms. With respect to the
Betonica of Paul of ^gina, the most probable opin-

ion ia that held by Bauhin, namely, that it was ei-

ther the Veronica officinalis, common male Speed-
well, or the V. serpyllifolia, or smooth Speedwell. In
Miller's Gardener^s Dictionary, the former of these,

and in the Northern Flora of Dr. Murray, the latter,

gets the additional name of ' Paul's Betony.' The
^ETTovLKT), which was merely a synonyme of the

Kearpov, was most probably either the Betonica offi-

cinalis, or, as Sprengel rather thinks, the B. alopec-

uros. We now come to the BpeTTaviKJj of Dioscor-

ides. This he describes as resembling wild Dock
{Xanudo) uypLui), but having a larger and rougher
leaf He ascribes to it, also, a styptic power, which
rendered it well adapted for affections of the mouth
and fauces. Paul of ^Egina, in like manner, com-
pares his ^pe-raviKTJ to the wild Dock, and com-
mends it for the cure of mortifications of the mouth,
oy which he no doubt means Scurvy. This is the
plant upon the uses of which a small work was
written by Antonius Musa, physician to Augustus.
This Libellus was published at Zurich, A.D. 1537,

with notes by Humelbergius, It is a tract, how-
ever, of little value, either in a philological or scien-

tific point of view ; and, indeed, there is much reas m
to doubt the genuineness of the work which we
possess. Munting, in a very learned work, ' De Vera
Antiquorum Herha Brittanica,'' gives an interesting

exposition of the opinions entertained by modern

I. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 151.)—2. (Compare Manil., iv.,

«3.)—3. (Cic, Pro Sextio, 64.—Sen., De Benef., ii., 19.—lb.,

Epist., 70.—Tcrtull., Apol., 9.)—4. (Cic. in Vatm., 17.—Ad
Quint Fr., ii., 6, I) 5.)—5. (Tortull., Apol., 35.)—6. (Plin., H.
N.. iix.. 8.)

authorities on Botany respecting this lierb. ha
shows that it has been referred tc the Cochlearia,

Anagallis, Consoliia, Veronica, Prmella, &c. The
most probable opmion, however, he thinks, is thai

it was some species of Dock or Rumex. Sprengel.
too, inclines to the same opinion, that it was eithei

the Rumex hydrolapathum or Aqimticus, L. In con-
firmation of this view of the matter, it may be prop-
er to mention that the Brettanica is noticed undei
the name of the black Dock' by Aetius." Anothei
form of the ancient name is Vettonica, derived, ac
cording to Pliny, from the circumstance of the Vet-
tones in Spain having discovered this herb. Its

uses and virtue in medicine were almost countless,

so that a proverb has arisen among the Italians re-

specting it :
" aver piu virtu che la bettonica," " to

possess more virtue than the bettonica."*

*BH'X10N {^nxiov), a plant, which Woodville,
Sprengel, Dierbach, and nearly all the commenta-
tors agree is the Tussilago farfara, or Colt's-foot.

Galen says it derived its name from its being be
lieved to possess the property of aiding coughs and
difficulty of breathing (/3^f, -Tix6q, being the Greek
term for a cough*). A patent medicine, prepared
from the Colt's-foot, is, according to Adams, much
cried up in England at the present day as a cure
for coughs.*
BIArGN AIKH {^laiuv SIkt}). This action might

be brought whenever rapes of free persons, or the
illegal and forcible seizure of property of any kind,

were the subject of accusation ; and we learn from
Demosthenes* that it came under the jurisdiction ol

the Forty. According to Plutarch,* the law prescri-

bed that ravishers should pay a fine of 100 drachmae
;

but other accounts merely state generally that the
convict was mulcted in a sum equal to twice that
at which the damages were laid {6i.n?.^v ttiv jiTui&qv

b(peilei,v^) ; and the plaintiff in such case received
one half of the fine, and the state, a3 h party medi-
ately injured, the other. To reconcile these ac-
counts, Meier^ supposes the rape to have been
estimated by law at 100 drachmae, and that the
plaintiff fixed the damages in reference to other in-

juries simultaneous with, or consequent upon, the
perpetration of the main offence. With respect to

aggressions upon property, the action fiialuv is to

be distinguished from k^ovlrig, in that the former
implies the employment of actual violence, the lat-

ter merely such detention of property as amounted
to violence in the contemplation of law,* as, for in-

stance, the non-payment of damages and the like,

to the successful litigant after an award in his fa-

vour by a court ofjustice.'
BIB'ASIS (^I6a(7ig) was a kind of gymnastic

dance, much practised among the Spartans, by huth
men and women. The dance consisted in spring-

ing rapidly from the ground, and striking the feet

behind ; a feat of which a Spartan woman in Aris-
tophanes" prides herself The number of success-
ful strokes was counted, and the most skilful re-

ceived prizes. We are told by a verse which has
been preserved by Pollux," that a Laconian girl

had danced the bibasis a thousand times, which
was more than had ever been done before." The
bibasis appears to have been nearly the same as the
^a6aTrvyi^eiv, which Pollux" explains by aifii^ rip

TToJi Tov yXovTov TvuiELv, ou the meaning of which
see Hesychius.**

1. (Dioscor., iv., 1.—Paul, .^gin., ii., 3.—^Adams, Append., s

V.)—2. iP/ixiov iivSjiaarai fiiv ovtw? airb tov irenl(7Teva9ai fitiX'^'t

re Kal dpOonvotas wipc^elv.)—3. (Dioscor., iii., 116.—Adams, Ap-
pend., s. V.)—4. (c. Pantaen., 976, 11.—Compare Harpocrat., i

V.)—5. (Solon, 23.)—6. (Lys., De Csede Eratosth., 33.—Deraosth ,

c. Mid., 528, 20.)—7. (Att. Process, p. 545.)—8. (Meier, Att
Process, p. 546.)—9. (Demosth., c.Mid.,540,24.)—10. (Lysist?.,

28.)—11. (iv., 102.)—12. (MuUer, Dorians, iv., 6, I) 8, p. 351,

352, transl.)— 13. (ix., 126.)—14. (s. v.—Schol. in .irstoph-,

Equit., 793.—Eiistath. in U. p. 861 ; in Od., p. 1818.)
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BIBLIOPO'LA, a bookseller,* PL6Juovu?.vi,* also

palled librarius* in Greek also pi6?ituv Kumi2.oc,

or ^idXioKUTTTjloc* The shop was called apoth-

!cu {cnrodTJKTi), or taherna libraria,^ or merely libra-

ria.* The Romans had their Paternoster Row ; for

the bibliopolaj or librarii lived mostly in one street,

callsd Argiletum, to which Martial alludes^ when
addressing his book on the prospect of the criticism

>!; would meet with :

" Argiletanas mavis hdbitare tabemas,

Quum tibi, parve liber, scrinia nostra vacent."

Another favourite quarter of the booksellers was
rhe Vicus Sandalarius.^ There seems also to have

been a sort of bookstalls by the temples of Vertum-

nus a«d Janus, as we gather from Horace's address

to his book of Epistles :'

" Vertumnum Janumque, liber, spectare videris."

Again, Horace" prides himself on his books not

being to be seen at the common shops and stalls, to

he thumbed over by every passer-by

:

" Nulla taberna meos habeat, nequc pila libellos

;

Queis manus insudct vulgi, Hermogenisque TigellV

Booksellers were not found at Rome only, though
they were, of course, rare in smaller cities. Pliny"
says he had not supposed that there were any book-

sellers at Lugdunum, but finds that there were, and
that they even had his works on sale. Martial, in

an amusing epigram," tells a person called Quintus,

who had asked him by a broad hint to give him a
copy of his works, that he could get one at Try-
phon's, the bookseller

:

" Exigis tit donem nostras tibi, Quintc, libellos

,

Non habco, sed habet bibliopola Tryphon."

The booksellers not only sold books ; they tran-

scribed them also, and employed persons for the
purpose ; but they did not consider themselves an-

ewerable always for the correctness of the copy."
Sometimes the author revised it to oblige a friend

who might have bought it.'*

On the shop-door or the pillar, as the case might
be, there was a list of the titles of books on sale

;

aUuaion is made to this by Martial" and by Hor-
ace."
The remuneration of authors must have been

very small, if we are to judge from the allusions of
Martial, who says, for example, that a nice copy of
his first book of Epigrams might be had for five

denarii.*^ Pliny the elder, however, when in Spain,
was offered as much as four hundred thousand ses-

terces for his Commentarii Electorum "
Books then, as now, often found their way into

other shops besides book-shops, as waste paper ; and
schoolboys had frequently to go, for example, to the
fishmonger's to see if he had the book they want-
ed." Mice, moths, beetles, and so forth, found
plenty of food in musty unused books.""
BIBLIOTHE'CA ((iMiod^K-^, or anodmv M-

At'uv), primarily, the place where a collection of
books was kept ; secondarily, the collection itself*'
Little as the states of antiquity dealt with the in-
struction of the people, public collections of books
appear to have been very ancient. That of Pisis-
tratus was intended for public use ;^« it was subse-
quently removed to Persia by Xerxes. About the
same time, Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, is said to

1. (Martit.1, Ep., iv., 71 ; xiii., 3.)—2. (PoUux, Onom., xiii.,

W.)—3. (Cic, Do Leg., ii., 20.)—4. (Lucian, adv. Indoct., 24.)
—5. (Cic, Phil., ii., 9.)—6. (Aul. GeU., v., 4.)—7. (Ep.. i.. 4.)
—8. (Aul. Gell., xviii., 4.—Galen, De Lib. su., iv., p. 361.)—

9

(^. 1., XX., 1.)—10. (Sat., I., iv.,71.)—11. (Ep., ix., 11.)—12.
(iv., 72.)—13. (Mart., ii., 8.)— 14. (Mart., vii., 11, 16.)—15. (i.,

118.)—16. (Ep. ad Pis., 372.—Sat., I., iv., 71.)—17. (Compare
i., 67 ; xiii., 3.)—J8. (Plin., Epist., iii., 5.)—19. (Mart., vi., 60,
7.)—20. (Vid. Juv., Sat., iii., 207.—Mart., iii., 2; xiii., 1.)—21.
(Fentus. s. T.)—22. (AoJ GeU.. vi., 17.—Atheweus, i., p. 3.)
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have founded a library. In the best days of Athens,
even private persons had large collections of books

;

the most important of which we know anything be-

longed to Euclid, Euripides, and Aristotle.' Strabo
says' that Aristotle was the first who, to his knowl-
edge, made a collection of books, and taught the
Egyptian kings the arrangement of a library. The
most important and splendid public hbrary of an-
tiquity was that founded by the Ptolemies at Alex-
andrea, begun under Ptolemy Soter, but increased

and rearranged in an orderly and systematic man-
ner by Ptolemy Philadelphus, who also appointed
a fixed librarian, and otherwise provided for the
usefulness of the institution. Thn library of the
Ptolemies contained, according to Aulus Gellius,*

700,000 volumes ; according to Josephus, 500,000 •,

and according to Seneca,* 400,000. The differ-

ent reckoning of different authors may be in some
measure, perhaps, reconciled by supposing that they
give the number of books only in a part of the libra-

ry ; for it consisted of two parts, one in the quarter
of the city called Brucheion, the other in the part

called Serapeion. Ptolemy Philadelphus bought
Aristotle's collection to add to <;he library, and Ptol-

emy Euergetes continued to add to the stock. A
great part of this splendid library was consumed by
fire in the siege of Alexandrea by Julius Ca3sar

:

some writers say that the whole was burned ; but

the discrepancy in the numbers stated above seema
to confirm the opinion that the fire did not extend
so far. At any rate, the library was soon restored,

and continued in a flourishing condition till it was
destroyed by the Arabs A.D. 640.* Connected
with the greater division of the library, in the quar-

ter of Alexandrea jialled Brucheion, was a sort of
college, to which the name of Mouseion (or Museum}
was given. Here many favoured literati fujsued
their studies, transcribed books, and so forth ; Ice.

tures also were delivered. ( Vid. Auditorium.) The
Ptolemies were not long without a rival in zeal.

Eumenes, king of Pergamus, became a patron of
literature and the sciences, and established a libra,

ry, which, in spite of the prohibition against ex-

porting papyrus issued by Ptolemy, who was jealous

of his success, became very extensive, and perhaps
next in importance to the library of Alexandrea.
It remained, and probably continued to increase, till

Antonius made it a present to Cleopatra.*

The first public library in Rome was that founded
by Asinius Pollio,' and was in the atrium Liberta-

tis {vid. Atrium) on Mount Aventine* Jtlius Cae-

sar had projected a Greek and Latin lib-ary, and
had commissioned Varro to take measuris for the

establishment of it ; but the scheme was prevented
by his death.' The library of Poilio war followed

by that of Augustus, in the Temple of Apollo on
Mount Palatine," and another, bibliother ae Octavi
anas (so called from Augustus's sister Octavia), in

the theatre of Marcellus." Tliere were also, libra-

ries on the Capitol," in the Temple of Peace," in

the palace of Tiberius," besides the Ulpian hbrary,

which was the most famous, founded by Ti.djan,"

called Ulpian from his own name, Ulpius. This
library was attached by Diocletian as an ornament
to his thermse."

Private collections of books were made at Rome
soon after the second Punic war. The s eal of Ci-

cero, Atticus, and others in increasing their libra-

ries is well known. '^ It became, in fact, the fashion

1. (Athen., i., c. 2.)—2. (xiii., 1.)—3. (vi., 17.)—4. (De Tranq.
An., c. 9.)—5. (Vid. Gibbon, c. 51.)— 6. (Plut., Anton.)—7.
(Plin.. H. N., vii., 30.—Isid., Orig., vi., 5, 1.)—8 (Ovid, Trist.,

in., 1., 71.— Martial, xii., 3, 5.)— 9. (Suet., Jul., 44.)—10.

(Suet., Octav., 29.— Dion, Ixiii., 1.) — 11. (P'»it., Marcell.—
Ovid, Trist., III., i. 60, 09.)— 12. (Suet., Don: 20.)—13 (AuL
GeU., xvi., 18.)— 14. (Aul. Gell., xiii., 18.)—16. (Aul. GeJJ,ja.,
17.—Dion, Ixviii., 16.)—16. (Vopisc, Piob., *.)—17. (Ck., ad
Att., i., 7, 10; iT., 5; ad Quint. Fratr., iii.)
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to have a room elegantly furnished as a library, and
reserved for that purpose.* However ignorant or

unstudious a person might be, it was fashionable to

appear learned by having a library, though he might

never even read the titles of the books. Seneca'

condemns the rage for mere book-collecting, and

rallies those who were more pleased with the out-

eide than the inside. Lucian wrote a separate

piece to expose this common folly (npbg diraidevrov

cat TToXAa ^L6'kia uvovfievov).

A library generally had an eastern aspect :
" Usics

tnim maltuirMrx posUdat lumen : item in bibliothecis

libri non putrescent."^

In Herculaneum a library fully furnished was dis-

covered. Round the walls it had cases containing

the books in rolls {vid. Liber) ; these cases were
numbered. It was a very small room ; so small

that a person, by stretching out his arms, could touch

both sides of it. The cases were called either ar-

maria,* or loculamenta,^ or foruli,^ or nidi.'' Asin-

ius Pollio had set the fashion in his public library

of adorning the room with the portraits and busts

of celebrated men, as well as statues of Minerva
and the Muses. Tiiis example was soon followed

in the private libraries of the rich.* Martial' sends
to his brother Turanius a copy of some verses,

which he sent with a bust of himself to Avitus, who
wished to have a bust of Martial in his library. So,

in the library which Hadrian founded at Athens,
there were olK^/iara uydTi/iaai KEKocrfiTjfiEva Kal ypa-

<^cui' KaraKEiTai dg kq avru /Jt^At'o.'" The charge of

the libraries in Rome was given to persons called

librarii. {Vid. Librarius.)

BI'KOS {j3iKog), the name of an earthen vessel in

common use among the Greeks. ^^ Hesychius** de-

fines it as a GTufivoc with handles. It was used for

holding wine,' ' and salted meat and fish.** Herod-
otus'* speaks of fSlKOvg ^oLVLKTjtovg Kardyovai olvov

nXiovg, 77'-ji:n some commentators interpret by
" vessds mstie of the wood of the palm-tree full of

wins." But as Eustathius*' speaks of olvov (poiviKl-

vov ISiicog, we ought probably to read in Herodotus j3l-

Kovg (j>oiviKT]lov, K. T. X., " vesscls full of palm wine."

BIDENS. {Vid. Rastrum.)
BIDENTAL, the name given to a place where

any one had been struck by lightning {fulguritus^''),

or where any one had been killed by lightning and
buried. Such a place was considered sacred.

Priests, who were called bidentales (i. e., sacerdotes),

collected the earth which had been torn up by the
lightning, and everything that had been scorched,

and burned it in the ground with a sorrowful mur-
mur.** The officiating priest was said condere ful-

gur ;^^ he farther consecrated the spot by sacrifi-

cing a two-year-old sheep (bidens), whence the name
of the place and of the priest, and also erected an
altar, and surrounded it with a wall or fence. It

was not allowable to tread on the place,'* or to

touch it, or even to look at it.'* Sometimes a bi-

dental which had nearly fallen to decay from length
of time, was restored and renovated ;" but to re-

move the bounds of one (jnovere bidental), or in any
way to violate its sacred precincts, was considered
as sacrilege." From the passage in Horace, it ap-

1. (Becker, Gailus, i., 160.)—2. (De Tranq. An., 9.)—3. (Vi-

tfOT., vi., 7.)—4. (Plin., Ep., ii., 17.—Vopisc, Tacit., 8.)—5.

(Seneca, De Tranq. An., 9.)—6- (Juv.,Sat.,iii.,219.)—7. (Mart.,

»., 118, 15; vii., 17, 5.)—8. (Juv., Sat., ii., 7; iii., 219.—Plin.,
Ep., iii., 7; iv., 28.— Cic, ad Fam., vii., 23.—Plin., H. N.,
xxxT., 2.—Supt., Tib., 70.— Mart., ix., Ep. ad Turan.)— 9.

(Ep.,'ix., l.)-10. (Pans., 1., 18, ^ 9.)—11. (Pollux, Onom., vi.,

14 : vii., 162 ; x., 73.)— 12. (s. v.)—13. (Xen., Anab., i., 9, ^
25.)— 14. (Ath.'-ous, iii.,p. 116,F.)—15. (i., 194.)—16. (in Od.,

£. 1445.)—17. (Festus, s. v.)— 16. (Lucan, i., 606.)—19. (Juv.,
lat., vi., 567.—Comiiarc Orelli, Inscr. Lat., i., p. 431, No. 2482.)
—to. (Persins, Sat., ii., 27.)—21 . (Amin. Marcell., xxiii., 5.)—
tl. (Orelli, Inscr Lat., i., p. 431, No. 2483.)—23. (Hor., Ep. ad
Pi*., 471.)

pears to have been believed, that a person who wa«
guilty of profaning a bidental woild be punished by
the gods with phrensy ; and Seneca* mentions an-

other belief of a similar kind, that wine which had
been struck by lightning would produce in any one
who drank it death or madness. Persons who had
been struck by lightning (fulguriti) were not re-

moved, but were buried on the spot.'

BIDI.iEI {(iLdialoL), called in inscriptions fiidcot or
pidvoi, were magistrates in Sparta, whose business

was to inspect the gymnastic exercises. Their
house of meeting {dpxecov) was in the market-
place.' They were either five* or six in number,*
and had a president, who is called in inscriptions

jrpeadvg /3f(5fcjv.* Bockh conjectures that fSideoi or

j3l6voi is the Laconian form for Wroi or FiSvot, and
signifies witnesses and judges among the youth.

^

Vdkenaer* supposes that the bidiaei were the

same as the vofio(j)iJ?,aKeg, and that we ought to read
in Pausanias,' Kat vono<j)VAdKuv KaXovpevuv Pi6iai-

uv, instead of Kal vo^odvXuKuv Kal Ka7.oviiivuv fSi-

diaiuv : but the inscriptions given by Bockh show
that the bidiasi and vojioc^vlaKeg were two separate

classes of officers.

BIGx^. or BIG^, in Greek avvupia or cvvupig

(bijuge curriculum^"), 2i vehicle drawn by two horses

or other animals. This kind of turn-out is said by
VYmy (bigas primum Phrygum junxit natio^^) to have
been invented by the Phrygians. It is one of the

most ancient kinds, and in Homer by far the most
common {Si^vyoi ImroL^'). Four-horse chariots are

also mentioned.*' Pliny** mentions a chariot drawn
by six horses. This was the largest number usual
under the emperors ;** but Suetonius speaks of one
which Nero drove at the Olympic games, drawn by
ten horses.*' The name biga was applied more to

a chariot used in the circus, or in processions or tri-

umphs, and on other public occasions, than to the
common vehicles of every-day life.*^ The form of
the biga resembled that of the Greek upfia or 6i(ppog,

being a rather short carriage on two wheels, open
above and behind, upon which the driver usually
stood to guide the horses. See the cut in the next
article. (Vid. Bioatus.)

BIGATUS {i. e., nummus), a silver denarius, on
which the representation of a biga was stamped.**

This was an ancient stamp on Roman money, as
we learn incidentally from Tacitus, who says*' that

the Germans, although mostly practising barter,

still had no objection to old and well-known coins

(pecuniam tetercm et diu notam), such as bigati.

Bigati were also called argentum bigatum.*' The
value was different at different times. ( Vid. Dena-
rius.) A denarius, on which the representation of

a quadriga was stamped, was in the same manner
called Quadrigatus. The annexed cuts, represent-

ing a bigatus and quadrigatus, are taken from coins

in the British Museum.

BIPA'LIUM. (Vid. Pala.)

1. (Nat. Qujcst., ii., 53.)—2. (Pers., Sat., ii., 27.—Plin., II. N.,

xi., 54.)—3. (Paus., iii., 11, ^ 2.)—4. (Paus., 1. c.)—5. (Bfickli,

Corp. Inscrip., No. 1271, 1364.)—6. (Bockh, Corp. Inscrip., p.

611.)— 7. (Compare Muller, Dorians, iii., 7, l> 8, p. 132, 133,

transl.)—8. (in Herod., vi., 57.)—9. (1. c.)—10. (Suet., Calig.,

c. 19.)—11. (vii., 56.)— 12. (II., v., 195.)—13. (Compare II., viii

185.—Od., xiii.,81.—Virg., Geor^., iii., 18.)— 14. (II. N., xxiiv.,

5.)—15. (Isidor., Orig-., xviii., 36.)—16. (Ner., c. 24.)— 17
(Compare Suet., Tib., c. 26.—Domit., c. 4.)— 18. (Plin., H. N-
xxxiii.,3.—Liv., xxiii., 15 ; xxxvi., 40.)— 19. (Germ c. S.}~W
(Liv., xzxiii., SS, S7 ; xxxiv.. 40 ; zxzvi., SI )
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UlftUiS BITUMEN.

BIPENNIS. {Vid. Securis.)

BIRE'MIS was used in two significations. I. It

signified a ship with two banks of oars, an explana-

tion of the construction of which is given in the ar-

ticle Na 718. Such ships were called diKpora by the

Greeks, which term is also used by Cicero (Ipse

Domitius dona plane habet dicrota^) and Hirtius

(Capit ex co prcelio penlerem unam, triremes duas, di-

crotas ocio'). II. It signified a boat rowed by two
oars,^ in which sense it must be used by Horace
when he says

:

" Tunc me, biremis prasidio scaphce,

Tutum per jTHgeos tumuUus
Aura feret, geminusque Pollux."^

UIRRHUS (jSi^^og, (if/poc), a cape or hood, which
was worn out of doors over the shoulders, and was
sometimes elevated so as to cover the head. On
the former account it is classed by an ancient gram-
marian with the lacerna, and on the latter with the
cowl, or cucullus.* It had a long nap {amphiballus,

i. e., amphimallus, villosus*), which was commonly
of sheep's wool, more rarely of beaver's wool [bir-

rhus castoreus''). In consequence of its thickness, it

was also rather stiff {byrrhum rigentem^). Accord-
ing to the materials of which it was made, it might
be either dear,' or so cheap as to be purchased by
the common people.

These garments, as well as lacemae, were woven

"

at Canusium in Apulia; and probably their name
(byrrhus, i. e., nv^^oc) was derived from the red col-

our of the wool for which thai district was cele-
brated. They were also made in different parts of
Gaul, especially among the Atrebates.*" Soon af-

terward they came into general use, so that the
birrhus is mentioned in the edict of Diocletian, pub-
lished A.D. 303, for the purpose of fixing a maxi-
mum of pricesfbr all the articles which were most
commonly used throughout the Roman empire.
*BISON {(ilGuv), "the PSuie of a sub-genus of

the genus bos (' ox'), coirprehending two living spe-
cies, one of them tlic European, now become very
scarce, and verging iowards extinction ; the other
the American, and, notwithstanding the advances of
man, still multitudinous. A good deal of conflicting
opinion has thrown some obscurity over the Euro-
pean species. Pennant, in his 'British Zoology,'
after stating his belief that the ancient wild cattle
of Britain were the Bisont.es jubati of Pliny, thus
continues

:
' The Urus of the Hercynian forest, de-

scribed by Caesar, was of this kind, the same which
is called by the modern Gennans Aurochs, i. e., Bos
sylvestris.' This opinion is not correct. Though
there are parts of Caesar's description applicable to
the European Bison, there is one striking character-
istic which forbids us to conclude that Csesar's Urus
was identical with it. A glance at the European Bi-
son will convince us that it could never have afforded
the horns whose amplitude Cajsar celebrates. In
the Archaologia (vol. iii., p. 15) it is stated, that the
Borstal horn is supposed to have belonged to the
bison or buffalo. That it might have belonged to a
buffalo is not impossible ; but that it did not belontr
to a bison is sufficiently clear, from the foUowintr de^
scription

:
' It IS two feet four inches long on the

convex bend, and twenty three inches on the con-
cave. The inside at the large end is three inches
diameter, being perforated there so as to leave the
thickness of only half an inch for about three inches
deep

;
but farther on it is thicker, being not so much

_,.!•
(AdA«.,xvi,4, M.)-2. (Bell. Alex., c.47.)-3. (Lucan,

flu., 582 ; X., 5&)—4. (Od., lii., xxix., 62.—Scheffer, De Mili-
ti» NavaU, ii., c. 2, p. 68.)—5. (Schol. in Juv., viii., 145_
£;Aol m Pare., i., 54.)—6. (Papias, <fec., ap. Adelung-, Gloss'ar
Mar.ddf, vol. i., p. 220, G93.)—7. (Claudian, Epigr!' 37.)—

8

(Su)p S-iv., Dial., 14.)—9. (Claudian, 1. c—"pretiosum" Au-
(tuscis., Serm.)— 10. (Vopisc., Car., c. 20.)

or 80 neatly perforated.' Such a horn might indeea
have crowned the head of Caesar's Urus, a species
which Cuvier believes to be extinct. Caesar's Urus,
then, was not, as it would appear, the European Bi-
son. There can be little tioubt that the Bison ju-
batus of Pliny,» which he seems to distinguish from
the Urus, was the European Bison, or Aurochs ; and
though, in the fifteenth chapter of the eighth book,
he mentions the tradition of a wild beast in Pseonia,
called a Bonasus, after he has dismissed his Bi-
sonles jubati, and with every appearance of a con
elusion on his part that the Bonasvs and Bison
were not identical, his own description, when com-
pared with that of Aristotle,* will leave little doubt
that the Bison jubatus and Bonasus of Pliny and
others, the Bdvaaaog or Bovaaog of Aristotle (for the
word is written both ways), and the Biaruv of Op-
pian, were no other than the European Bison, the
Aurochs (Auerochs) of the Prussiaus, the Zubr of
the Poles, the Taurus Pceonius, &c., of Jonston and
others, VAurochs and le Bonasus of Buffon, Bos
Urus of Boddffirt, and Bos Bonasus of Linnaeus. Cu-
vier considers it as certain, that the European Bi-
son, the largest, or, at least, the most massive of all

existing quadrupeds after the rhinoceros, an animal
still to be found in some of the Lithuanian forests,
and perhaps in those of Moldavia, Wallachia, and
the neighbourhood of the Caucasus, is a distinct
species, which man has never subdued. Following
out this subject with his usual industry and ability,

that great naturalist goes on to state, that if Europe
possessed a Urus, a Thur of the Poles, different
from the Bison or i\\e Aurochs of the Germans, it is

only in its remains that the species can be traced
;

such remains are found, in th(* skulls of a species o(
ox, different from the Aurochs, in the superficial
beds of certain districts. This, Cuvier thinks, must
be the Urus of the ancients, the original of our do-
mestic Ox ; the stock, perhaps, whence our wild cat-
tle descended

; while the Aurochs of the present day
is nothing more than the Bison or Bonasus of the
ancients, a species which has never been brought
under the yoke.—The elevated ridge of the spine
on the shoulders, long legs, a woolly fur, and the
residence in mountain forests, cause the Bison to
approach nearer the Damaline and Catoblepine gen-
era than the Buffaloes."^ For some remarks on
the knowledge possessed by the ancients of the lat-
ter, consult article Bubalis.
BISSEXTUM. {Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
BISSEXTUS, or BISSEXTILIS ANNUS. ( Vtd.

Calendar, Roman.)
*BIT'UMEN, a Latin word used by Tacitus,

Pliny, and other Roman writers, to indicate a spe-
cies of mineral pitch or oil. The term appears to
have some analogy with the Greek iriaaa, mTTa,
" pitch," its earlier form having probably been " pit-
umen." The corresponding Greek word is uafaXroe
(in modern Latin asphaltum), for which no satisfac-
tory derivation has been assigned. The most ap-
proved kind of Bitumen was the Jewish, from Lake
Asphaltites (Dead Sea); but Bitumen in various
states, from that of fluid transparent naphtha, to
that of dry, solid, black asphaltum, was well known
and much used among the ancients. They appear
to have employed both Maltha and melted Asphal-
tum as a cement in the construction of buildings,
&c. Thus the bricks of which the walls of Baby-
lon were constructed were cemented by a bitumen,
which was found abundantly in that vicinity on
springs, or floating on the river Is, which fell into
the Euphrates. Asphaltum or Maltha, either pure
or mixed with a liquid extracted from the cedar
was employed by the Egyptians in embalming dead

I. (H. N., viii., 15; xiviii., 10.)—2. (H. K., ii., 2.)-3. (Feu-
ny Cyclopsed., iv., p. 461.)
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bodies.' In Syria, Asphaltum was dug from quar-

ries in a solid state * In Zante (the ancient Zacyn-

liitis) tLeie is a pitch spring, which we know to

have been at work for above 2000 years.' At Ag-
rigentum, in Sicily, a species of liquid bitumen was
burned ii» lamps as a substitute for oil.* The prin-

cipal ing .'idient in the celebrated Greek fire is sup-

posed by Klaproth to have been some variety of

Asphaltum.

—

Biiumen is now employed as a generic

term, comprehendmg several inflammable bodies of

diflTerent degrees of consistency, namely. Naphtha,

Petroleum, Mineral Tar, Mineral Pitch, and Asphal-

tum. From the description of u(T(j)a2,Tog given by
Dioscorides, it would appear that he applied the

term not only to the Bitumen solidum, or Asphaltum,

of Wallerus, but likewise to the more liquid sorts of

bitumen.*

BAABH2 AIKH (/3Ad% Sikt]). This action was
available in all cases in which one person had sus-

tained a loss by the conduct of another ; and from
the instances that are extant, it seems that wheth-
er the injury originated in a fault of omiss'on or

commission, or impaired the actual fortune >;: f the

plaintiff or his prospective advantage, the action

would lie, and might be maintained, against the de-

fendant. It is, of course, impossible to enumerate
\\\ the particular cases upon which it would arise,

out the two great classes into which (3?M,6aL may be

divided are the hdea/ioi and the adecf/ioi. The first

of these will include all causes arising from the non-
(ulfilment of a contract to which a penal bond was
annexed, and those in which the law specified the

penalty to be paid by the defendant upon conviction

;

the second, all injuries of property which the law
did not specify nominatim, but generally directed to

be punished by a fine equal to twice the estimated
damage if the offence was intentional, if otherwise
by a bare compensation.* Besides the general

word j32,u.6T]g, others more specific, as to the nature
of the case, are frequently added to ^he names of

actions of this kind, as aydpa-nroduv, TETpairoduv, /le-

TaAAiKjy, and the like. The declaration of the plain-

tiff seems always to have begun with the words
'EBAaxJ^e /le, then came the name of the defendant,

and next a description of the injury, as ovk uttoSi,-

dovg k/iol TO dpyvpiov in Demosthenes.' The prop-

er court was determined by the subject of litiga-

tion ; and when we consider that the damage done
by Philocleon to the cake-woman's basket,* and
supposititious testimony given in the name of anoth-

er, thereby rendering such person liable to an ac-

tion, tpEvdo/iapTvpiuv,^ were equally fSMSai at Attic

law, the variety of the actions, and, consequently,

of the jurisdictions under which they fell, will be a
suflicient excuse for the absence of farther specifi-

cation upon this point.

*BLATTA {(ylX(p7]), a name given by the Latin
writers to an insect of the family of the Orthoptera,
and of which they were acquainted with several
kinds. From their shunning the light, VirgiU" has
given them the epithet of Lucifugce. Our cockroach
belongs to the Blattae, being the Blatta Americana.
PUny" mentions several medical applications of
Blattffi, after having been either triturated or boiled

in oil. They were found serviceable in complaints
of the ear, in cases of leprosy, and in removing
warts. Schneider supposes the (jL?i<j)T} of Lucian to

belong to the class Lepisma, L. The ailipri of Di-
oscorides would seem to be the Blatta Orientalist*

1. (Cleaveland's Mineralogy, vol. ii., p. 491.) — 2. (Vitruv.,
tiii., 3-8.)—3. (Herod., iv., 195.)—4. (Dioscor., i., 99.)—5. (Ad-
ams, Append., s. V. dVi^riAroj.)—6. (Meier, Att. Process, p. 188,
•eqq. ; 475, seqq. — Demosth., c. Mid., 528.) — 7. (Pro Phorm.,
•50, 21.)— 8. (Aristoph., Vesp.)—9. (Demosth., c. Aphob., iii.,

849,20.)—10. (Georg., iy.,243.)—11. (xiix.,39.)—12. (Dioscor.,
M. M. ii., 38.—Lucian, adv. Indoct., 18,—Adams, Apiiend., s. v.

«A0»7 )
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BLENNUS {^Xevvoq), called by Pliny Blenntu*,
the Blenny or Butterfly-fish {Blennius ocularis, L.).

It is about seven inches long, and has a slimy mu-
cus smeared over the skin, to which it owes ita

name, from the Greek (3?iEvva, " mucus," " slime."
Athenaeus says it resembles the Gudgeon. Several
of the Blenny kind are viviparous.'

*BLETON, BLITON, or BLITION {(Shjrw, ^Jd-
Tov, ^Xltlov), the herb Blite or Blites, a kind of beet.

Stackhouse and Dierbach agree with the older com.
mentators, that it is the Amaranthus Blitum ; and
Sprengel inclines to this opinion in his notes to Di-
oscorides, although in his History of Medicine he
had set it down as the Blitum capitatum.^ The in-

sipidity of the Blitum gave rise to an adage directed
against the feeble in intellect, or the tame and spir-

itless in disposition.

*BOA. {Vid. Draco.)
BOiCDROM'IA (Borjdpofita, rj and to), a festival

celebrated at Athens on the seventh day of the
month of Boedromion, in honour of Apollo Boedro-
mius.' The name Boedromius, by which Apollo
was called in Bceotia and many other parts of
Greece,* seems to indicate that by this festival he
was honoured as a martial god, who, either by his

actual presence or by his oracles, afforded assist-

ance in the dangers of war. The origin of the fes-

tival is, however, traced by different authors to dif-

ferent events in Grecian story. Plutarch* says that

Theseus, in his war against the Amazons, did not
give battle till after he had offered a sacrifice to

Phobos ; and that, in commemoration of the suc-
cessful battle which took place in the month of Bo-
edromion, the Athenians, down to his own time,

continued to celebrate the festival of the Boedromia.
According to Suidas, the Etymol. Magn., and Eurip-

ides,* the festival derived its name and origin from
the circumstance that when, in the reign of Erech-
theus, the Athenians were attacked by Eumolpus,
Xuthus or (according to Philochorus in Harpocra-
tion, s. V.) his son Ion came to their assistance, and
procured them the victory. Respecting the partic-

ulars of this festival, nothing is known except that
sacrifices were offered to Artemis.

BOEDROMION. {Vid. Calendar, Greek.)
BOETHE'TICE. ( FicZ. Medicina.)
BCEOTARCH (QoMTapxm or BoLUTupxog). The

Boeotians in ancient times occupied Arne in Thes-
saly.' Sixty years after the taking of Troy they
were expelled by the Thessalians, and settled in

the country then called Cadmeis, but afterward Bce-
otia. This country, during their occupation of it,

was divided into several states, containing each a
principal city, with its ^vvTelelg or iv/i/iopoi. (inhab-

itants of the same /lolpa or district) living around it.

Of these greater states, with dependant territories,

there seem to have been in former times fourteen,

a number which frequently occurs in Boeotian le

gends.* The names are differently given by differ-

ent writers on the subject ; we know, however, for

certain, that they formed a conspiracy called the
Boeotian league, with Thebes at its head, the de-
pendancies of which city formed about a third part
of the whole of Bceotia. These dependant towns
or districts were not immediately connected with
the national confederacy, but with the neighbour-
ing chief city, as Cynoscephalae' was with Thebes.
In fact, they were obliged to furnish troops and
money, to make up the contingent furnished by the
state to which they belonged, to the general con-
federacy.' Of the independent states, Thucydides'*

1. (Pliny, H. N., ixiii., 9.— Athenaeus, vii., c. 83.— Cuvier,
An. King , vol. ii., p. 173.)— 2. (Theophrast., H. P., vii., 1.—
Dioscor., ,i., 143.)—3. (Muller, Dorians, ii., 8, 1) 5.)—4. (Paos.,
ix., 17, H — Callim., Hymn. Apoll., 69.)—5. (Thes., 27.) — ft

(Ion., 59.) — 7. (Thucyd., i., 12.)— 8. (Paus., ix., 3, () 4.) — 9
(Arnold, Thucyd., iv., 76.)—10. (iv., 93.)
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mentions seven by name ; and gives us reasons for

concluding that, in the time of the Peloponnesian

war, they were ten or twelve in number, Thebes

being the chief Platsea had withdrawn from them,

and placed itself under the protection of Athens as

early as B.C. 519 ; and in B.C. 374, Thespiae, an-

other member of the league, was destroyed by the

Thebans.*
Each of tho principal towns of Bceotia seems to

have had its d^/ioc and l3ovXn* The l3ovM was
presided over by an archon, who probably had suc-

ceeded to the priestly functions of the old kings,

but possessed little, if any, executive authority.

The polemarchs, who, in treaties and agreements,

are mentioned next to the archon, had some exec-

utive authority, but did not command forces ; e. g.,

they could imprison,' and they directed the levies

of troops. But, besides the archon of each separate

state, there was an archon of the confederacy

—

upxuv kv Koivcj BotuTwv, most probably always a

Theban.* His name was affixed to all alliances

and compacts which concerned the whole confed-

eracy, and he was president of what Thucydides*

calls the four councils, who directed the affairs of

the league {unav to Kvpof ex^vai). On important

questions they seem to have been united ; for the

same author speaks of them as i) fiovlri, and in-

forms us that the determinations of the Bceotarchs

required the ratification of this body before they

were valid. We will now explain who these Bceo-

tarchs were. They were properly the military heads

of the confederacy, chosen by the different states
;

but we also find them discharging the functions of

an executive in various matters. In fact, they are

represented by Thucydides" as forming an alliance

with foreign states ; as receiving ambassadors on
their return home ; as negotiating with envoys from
other countries ; and acting as the representatives

of the whole league, though the (iovlij refused to

sanction the measures they had resolved on in the

particular case to which we are now alluding. An-
other instance in which the Bceotarchs appear as

executive is their interference with Agesilaus, on
his embarking from Aulis for Asia (B.C. 396), when
they prevented him offering sacrifice as he wish-

ed.^ Still the principal duty of the Bceotarchs was
of a military nature : thus they led into the field the

troops of their respective states ; and when at

home, they took whatever measures were requisite

to forward the military operations of the league or

. of their own state : for example, we read of one of

the Theban Bceotarchs ordering the Thebans to

come ih arms to tlie ecclesia for the purpose of
being ready to attack Platsea.* Each state of the

confederacy elected one Bceotarch, the Thebans
two ;' although on one occasion, i. c, after the re-

turn of the exiles with Pelopidas (B.C. 379), we read
- of there being three at Thebes." The total number
from the whole confederacy varied with tlie number

• of the independent states. Mention is made of the
; Bceotarchs by Thucydides," in connexion with tie
battle of Delium (B.C. 424). There is, however, a
difference of opinion with respect to his meaning :

some understand him to speak of eleven, some of
twelve, and others of thirteen Bceotarchs. Dr. Ar-
nold is disposed to adopt the last number ; and we
think the context is in favour of the opinion that
there were then thirteen Bceotarchs, so that the
number of free states was twelve. At the time of
the battle of Leuctra (B.C. 371), we find seven Bce-

otarchs mentioned ;* on another cccasion, whea
Greece was invaded by the Gauls (B.C. 279), wa
read of four. Livy' states that there were twelve

;

but, before the time (B.C. 171) to which his stated

ment refers, Plataea had been reunited to the league.

Still the number mentioned in any case is no test

of the actual number, inasmuch as we are not sure

that all the Bceotarchs were sent out by their re-

spective states on every expedition or to everj
battle.

The Bceotarchs, when engaged in military ser^

vice, formed a council of war, the decisions of which
were determined on by a majority of votes, the pres^

ident being one of the two Theban Bceotarchs who
commanded alternately.' Their period of service
was a year, beginning about the winter solstice

;

and whoever continued in office longer than his

time, was punishable with death both at Thebes
and in other cities.* Epaminondas and Pelopidas
did so on their invasion of Laconia (B.C. 369), but

their eminent services saved them ; in fact, the
judges did not even come to a vote respecting the
former {ov6e iipx^v nepl avrov ^iaOai Trjv ipTJ^ov*).

At the expiration of the year, a Bceotarch was eligi-

ble to office a second time, and Pelopidas was re-

peatedly chosen.* From the case of Epaminondas
and Pelopidas, who were brought before Theban
judges (6tKaaTai) for transgression of the law which
limited the time of office, we may conclude that

each Bceotarch was responsible to his own state

alone, and not to the general body of the four coun-
cils.

Mention is made of an election of Bceotarchs by
Livy.' He farther informs us that the league (con-

cilium) was broken up by the Romans B.C. 171.*

Still it must have been partially revived, as we are

told of a second breaking up by the Romans after

the destruction of Corinth, B.C. 146.'

*BOCA or BOCE {^ukti, Aristot. : /3w^, Gpf/ian

:

/?oui/<, Athenaeus), a small fish not exceeding a palm
in length ; but, according to Willoughby, its flesh is

wholesome and pleasant. Oppian makes mention
of two species. Rondelet conjectures that the sec-

ond was a species of Mana, meaning, as Adams
supposes, the Sparus Mana.
*B01T0S (PoiTog), a species of fish, mentioned

by Aristotle.*' It is supposed to be the Coitus Go-
bio, the Bull-head, or Miller's thumb. According to

Artedi, an old MS. in the Vatican reads kolto^.^^

*BOLBOI i^oMol), a general name for bulbous
roots." With regard to the (SoMog kdudifiog, Adama
remarks as follows in his Commentary on Paul of

.(Egina : " It is not well ascertained what the escu-

lent bulbi of the ancients were. Hardouin conjec-

tures that they were a delicious kind of onions.

Matthiolus and Nonnius are wholly undecided.
Sprengel inclines, with Dalechamp and Sibthorp, in

thinking that they were a species of Muscari, or

Musk Hyacinth. The account of them given by
Serapion, who calls them ' CepcB sine tunicis,'' agrees
better with the conjecture of Hardouin. Eustathius
also says that the Bulbus was a wild onion."*' The
poX6dc kfiETiKog is referred by Matthiolus to the
Muscari Moschatum ; by Dodonseus to the Narcissus
Jonquilla ; by Lonicer to the Scilla bifolia ; by Sib-

thorp to the Ornithogalum slychyo'ides ; and by Cam-
erarius to the Narcissus poeticus. Sprengel rather

inclines to the opinion of Dodonaeus. Dierbach
holds the l3oX66g of Hippocrates to be the Hyc tin-

1 (CUnton, F. H., pt. ii., p. 396. — Thucyd., iii., 55.)— 2.

(Xen., HelL, v., 2, (/ 29.—Bockh, Corp. Inscr.)—3. (Xen.,Hell.,
I.e.)— 4. (BOckh, Inscr., 1593.) — 5. (v., 38.)—6. (v., 38.)—7.
(Plrft., Ages., 6.—Xen., Hell., iii., 4, Ij 4.) — 8. (Paus., ix., 1, ^
S.)—9. (Thucyd., ii., 2; iv., 91 ; vii., 30.—Diod. Sic, iv., 51.)
-10. (Plut., Pel'tp., 13.)—11. (iv.. 91.)
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1. (Diod. Sic, XV., 52, 53.—Paus., ix., 13, <> 3.)—2. (xlii.,43.1

—3. (Thucyd., iv., 91.—Diod. Sic, xv., 51.)—4. (Plut.. Pelop.,

24.—Paus., ix., 14, (j 3.)—5. (Paus., 1. c)—6. (Plut., Pelop )—
7. (xxxiii., 27 ; xlii., 44.)—8. (Compare Polyb., xxviii., 2, 10

:

TO BoiuiToiv eOvos KaTcXvOrj.)—9. (Paus., vii., 16, ^ 6.)—10. (H.
A., iv., 8.)—11. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—12. (Theophrast., 11
P.,i.,69; vii., 13; viii., 8.—Dioscor., ii., 200, 201.)—;3 fsdll
xxi., 1.—Comment, in Paul. Mgia

, p. 98 )
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tnns eomosrus. Stackhouse hesitates between a

species of Gallic and one of Squills. The truth

of the matter would appear to be, that, as various

bulbous roots are possessed of emetic powers, the

term was applied in a loose manner by the ancients.

Dioscorides and most of the medical authorities

state that the esculent Bulbus is aphrodisiacal.'

BOMBYL'IUS (/3o//d75AiOf), a drinking-vessel with

a very narrow mouth, whence it is called avarofioc

or OTevoarofioc.* The name is supposed to have
been formed from the noise which water or any
liquid makes in passing through a narrow opening

BOMBYL'IUS (Po/i6vXiog), a species of insect,

of the order Diptera, distinguished chiefly by hav-

ing a long proboscis, with which they sip the sweets
from flowers. In their flight they emit a humming
sound, whence their name, from ^ofj.6iu, "to hum."
Aristotle would appear to have been well acquaint-

ed with the three species which modern naturalists

have named Bombylius major, B. minor, and B. medi-

us. These, however, must not be confounded with
the Bombyx mori, or Silkworm.
BOMBYX. (Fid. Serica.)

BO'MOS. (Fid. Ara.)
BONA. The word bona is sometimes used to

express the whole of a man's property ;* and in the

phrases bonorum emtio, cessio, possessio, ususfruc-

tus, the word "bona" is equivalent to property. It

expresses all that a man has, whether as owner or

merely as possessor, and everything to which he
has any right. But the word bona is simply the

property as an object ; it does not exp.ess the na-

ture of the relation between it and the person who
has the ownership or the enjoyment of it, any more
than the words " all that I have," " all that I am
worth," " all my property," in English show the le-

gal relation of a man to that which he thus de-

scribes. It Is of some importance to understand
the nature of the legal expression in bonis, as oppo-

sed to dominium, or Quiritarian ownefship, and the

nature of the distinction will be easily apprehended
by any person who is slightly conversant with Eng-
lish law.

" There is," says Gains,* " among foreigners

{peregrini) only one kind of ownership {dominium),

so that a man is either the owner of a thing or he
is not. And this was formerly the case among the

Roman people ; for a man was either owner ex jure

Quiritium, or he was not. But afterward the own-
ership was split, so that now one man may be the
owner (dominus) of a thing ex jure Quiritium, and
yet another may have it in bonis. For instance, if,

in the case of a res mancipi, I do not transfer it to

you by mancipatio, nor by the form in jure cessio,

but merely dehver it to you, the thing, indeed, be-

comes your thing {in bonis), but it will remain mine
ex jure Quiritium, until by possession you have it

by usucapion. For when the usucapion is once
complete, from that time it begins to be yours abso-
lutely {plena jure), that is, it is yours both in bonis,

and also yours ex jure Quiritium, just as if it had
been mancipated to you, or transferred to you by
the in iure cessio." In this passage Gains refers

to the three modes of acquiring property which were
the peculiar rights or privileges of Roman citizens,

mancipatio, in jure cessio, and usucapion, which are
also particularly enumerated by him in another pas-
sage.*

From this passage it appears that the ownership
of certain kinds of things among the Romans, called

res mancipi {vid. Mancipiom), could only be trans-

1. (Adams, Append., s. t.)—2. (Pollux, Oaom., x., 68.)—3.
(Pollux, vi., 98. — Hesych., s. v.

—

Vid. Casaub. in Athen., p.
iS6, 784.)—4. (Paulus, Recept. Sentent., v., 0, 16.—Dig. 37, tit.

\ s. 3 ; 50, tit. 16, s. 49.)—5. (ii., 40.)—6. (ii., 65.)

ferred from one person to another with certain for-

malities, or acquired by usucapion. But if it was
clearly the intention of the owner to transfer the
ownership, and the necessary forms only were
wanting, the purchaser had the thing in bonis, and
he had the enjoyment of it, though the original

owner was still legally the owner, notwithstanding
he had parted with the thing.

It thus appears that Quiritarian ownership of res
mancipi originally and properly signified that own-
ership of a thing which the Roman law recognised
as such ; it did not express a compound, but a sim-
ple notion, which was that of absolute ownership.
But when it was once established that one man
might have the Quiritarian ownership, and anothei
the enjoyment, and the sole right to the enjoyment
of the same thing, the complete notion of Quiritarian
ownership became a notion compounded of the strict

legal notion of ownership, and that of the right to

enjoy, as united in the same person. And as a
man might have both the Quiritarian ownership and
the right to the enjoyment of a thing, so one might
have the Quiritarian ownership only, and another
might have the enjoyment of it only. This bare
ownership was sometimes expressed by the same
terms {ex jure Quiritium) as the ownership which
was complete, but sometimes it was appropriately

called nudum jus Quiritium,^ and yet the person
who had such bare right was still called dominus,
and by this term he is contrasted with the usufruc-
tuarius and the bonce fidei possessor.

The historical origin of this notion, of the separa-
tion of the ownership from the right to enjoy a thinz,

is not known, but it may be easily conjectured.
When nothing was wanting to the transfer of own-
ership but a compliance with the strict legal form,
we can easily conceive that the Roman jurists

would soon get over this difl5culty. The strictness

of the old legal institutions of Rome was gradually
relaxed to meet ttiS wants of the people, and in the
instance already mentioned, the jurisdiction of the
praetor supplied the defects of the law. Thus, that

interest which a man had acquired in a thing, and
which only wanted certain forms to make it (Quiri-

tarian ownership, was protected by the praetor

The praetor could not give Quiritarian ownerships
but he could protect a man in the enjoyment of a
thing—he could maintain his possession : and this

is precisely what the praetor did with respect to

those who were possessors of pubhc land ; they
had no ownership, but only a possession, in which
they were protected by the praetor's interdict. ( Vid.

Agrari^ Leges.)
That which was in bonis, then, was that kind of

interest or ownership which was protected by the
praetor, which interest may be called bonitarian or
beneficial ownership, as opposed to Quiritarian or

bare legal ownership. It does not appear that the
word dominium is ever applied to such bonitarian
ownership, except it may be in one passage of Gai
us,' the explanation of which is not free from diffi-

culty.

That interest called in bonis, which arose from a
bare tradition of a res mancipi, was protected by th6
exceptio and the actio utilis in rem.' Possessio is

the general name of the interest which was thus
protected. The person who had a thing in bonis and
ex justa causa, was also entitled to the actio Pub-
liciana in case he lost the possession of the thing
before he had gained the ownership by usucapion.*

The phrases bonorum possessio, bonorum pos-

sessor, might then apply to him who has had a ree

mancipi transferred to him by tradition only ; but

the phrase applies also to other cases, in which the

1. (Gaius, iii., 100.)—2. (i., 54.)—3. (Dig. 41, tit. 1, 8. 58.)—
4. (Gaius, iv., 36.)
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pnetor, by the help of fictions, gave to persons the

>»eneficial interest to whom he could not give the

ownership. When the praetor gave the goods of

the debtor to the creditor, the creditor was said in

possessionet i rerum, or bononim debitoris mitti} ( Vid.

BoNORUM Emtio, BoNORUM Possessio.)

As to things nee mancipi, the ownership might

be transferred by bare tradition or delivery, and

«u3h ownership was Quiritarian, inasmuch as the

Roman law required no special form to be observed

m the transfer of the ownership of res nee mancipi.

Such transfer was made according to the jus gen-

tium (in the Roman sense of that term).*

On this subject the reader may consult a long es-

say by Zimmern, Ueher das Wesen des sogenannten

honitarischen Eigenthums*
BONA CADU'CA. Caducum literally signifies

that which falls : thus glans caduca, according to

Gains,* is the mast which falls from a tree. Cadu-
cum, in its general sense, might be anything with-

ort an owner, or what the person entitled to neg-

.ected to take ;• but the strict legal sense of cadu-

cum and bona caduca is that stated by Ulpian,*

which is as follows :

If a thing is left by testament to a person who
has then a capacity to take it by the jus civile, but

from some cause does not take it, that thing is

called caducum : for instance, if a legacy was left

to an unmarried person, or a Latinus Junianus, and
the unmarried person did not, within a hundred days,

obey the law by marrying, or if, within the same
time, the Latinus did not obtain the Jus Quiritium,

the legacy was caducum. Or if a heres ex parte, or

a legatee, died after the death of the testator, and
before the opening of the will, the thing was cadu-

cum. The thing which failed to come to a person
in consequence of something happening in the life

of the testator, was said to be in causa caduci ; that

which failed of taking effect between the death of
the testator and the opening of the will, was called

simply caducum.
The law above alluded to is the Lex Julia et Pa-

pia Poppaea, which is sometimes simply called Julia,

or Papia Poppsa. This law, which was passed in

the time of Augustus (B.C. 9), had the double ob-
ject of encouraging marriages and enriching the
treasury

—

cerarium,'' and contained, with reference
to these two objects, a great number of provisions.
Martial* alludes to a person who married in order
to comply with the law.

That which was caducum, came, in the first

place, to those among the heredes who had chil-

dren ; and if the heredes had no children, it came
among those of the legatees who had children.
The law gave the jus accrescendi, that is, the right
to the caducum as far as the third degree of con-
sanguinity, both ascending and descending," to those
who were made heredes by the will. Under the
provisions of the law, the caducum, in case there
was no prior claimant, belonged to the aerarium ; or,
as Ulpian»» expresses it, if no one was entitled to the
bonorum possessio, or if a person was entitled, but
did not assert his right, the bona became public
property {populo deferuntur), according to the Lex
Julia caducaria

; but by a constitution of the Em-
peror Antoninus Caracalla, it was appropriated to
the fiscus : the jus accrescendi above mentioned
was, however, still retained. The lawyers, how-
ever {viri pr-Kdentissimi), by various devices, such
as substitutions, often succeeded in making the law
of no effect.

1. (Dig. 42, tit. 5, s. 14, <fec.)—2. (Gaius, ii., 26, 41, 20.—Ulp.,
Frag., i., 16.)—3. (Rheinisch Museum, fiir Jurispr., iii., 3.)—

4

(Dig. 50, tit. 16, s 30.)—5. (Cic, Orat., iii., 31.—Phil., i., 5.)—
6 (Frag., xvii.)—7. (Tacit., .Ann., iii., 25.)—8. (Ep., v., 75.)—
t (Ulp., Frag., iviii.)-10. (itviii., 7.)
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He who took the portion of a heres, which be-

came caducum, took it by universal succession : in

the case of a legacy, the caducum was a singular
succession. But he who took an hereditas caducaj
took it with the bequests of freedom, of legacies,

and fidei commissa with which it was burdened : il

the legata and fidei commissa became caduca, all

charges with which they were burdened became
caduca also. In the time of Constantine, both the
coelebs and the orbus, or childless person (who was
under a limited incapacity), obtained the full legal

capacity of taking the inheritance.* Justinian* put
an end to the caducum, with all its legal consequen-
ces. In this last-mentioned title {De Caducis tollen-

dis) it is stated both that the name and the thing
(nomen et materia caducorum) had their origin in the
civil wars, that many provisions of the law were
evaded, and many had become obsolete.* As to

the Dos Caduca, see DOS.
BONA FIDES. This term frequently occurs in

the Latin writers, and particularly in the Roman
jurists. It can only be defined with reference to

things opposed to it, namely, mala fides, and dolus
mains, both of which terms, and especially the lat-

ter, are frequently used in a technical sense. (Vid.

Dolus Malus.)
Generally speaking, bona fides implies the absence

of all fraud, and unfair dealing or acting. In this

sense, bona fides, that is, the absence of all fraud,

whether the fraud consists in simulation or dissim-

ulation, is a necessary ingredient in all contracts.

Bona fide possidere applies to him who has acqui-

red the possession of a thing under a good title, ai
he supposes. He who possessed a thing bona fide,

had a capacity of acquiring the ownership by usuca-
pion, and had the protection of the actio Publiciana.

Thus a person who received a thing either mancipi
or nee mancipi, not from the owner, but from a per-

son whom he believed to be the owner, could ac-

quire the ownership by usucapion.* A thing which
was furtivia or vi possessa, or the rfes mancipi of a
female who was in the tutela of her agnati, unless
it was delivered by her under the auctoritas of her
tutor, was not subject to usucapion, and therefore,

in these cases, the presence or absence of bona fides

was immaterial.* A person who bought from a pu-

pillus without the auctoritas of his tutor, or with the

auctoritas of a person whom he knew not to be the
tutor, did not purchase bona fide ; that is, he was
guilty of a legal fraud. A sole tutor could not pur-

chase a thing bona fide from Ms pupillus ; and if he
purchased it from another, to whom a non bona fide

sale had been made, the transaction was null.*

A bona fide possessor was also protected as to

property acquired for him by another person.''

In various actions arising <^ut of mutual dealings,

such as buying and selling, lending and hiring, part-

nership, and others, bona fides is equivalent to

jequum and justum ; and such actions were some-
times called bonas fidei actiones. The formula ol

the praetor, which was the authority of the judex,

empowered him in such cases to inquire and deter-

mine ex bona fide, that is, according to the real mer-
its of the case.*

BONA RAPTA. The actio vi bonorum raptorwn
was granted by the praetor against those who had
by force carried off a mail's property. The offence

was, in fact, a species of furtum. If the person in-

jured brought his action within one year after the

1. (Cod. viii., 56.)-2. (Cod. vi., 51.)—3. (Gaius, ii., 207 ; iii

144, 286.—Lipsius, Excurs. ad Tacit., Ann., iii., 25.—MarezoTl,

Lehrbuch der Institut. des Rom. Reclits.)—4. (Gaius, ii., 43.—
Ulp., Frag., lix., s. 8.)—5. (Gaius. i., 192 ; ii., 45, Ac—Cic.
ad Att., i., 5.—Fro Flacco, c. 34.y—6. (Dig. 26, tit. 8.)—7. (Sa'

vigny, Das Recht des Besitzes, p. 314, &c.)—8. (Gaius, iv., 68
— Cic, OfiF., iii., 17.—Topic, c 17.— Brissonius, De Formuliai
&c., lib. V.)
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time when he was first able to bring his action, he
:ight recover fourfold : if after the year, he only

ecovered the value of the goods. If a slave was
the offender, ,he owner of the goods had a noxalis

actio against the master.*

BONA VACAN'TIA was originally the property

which a person left at his death without having dis-

posed of it by will, and without leaving any heres.

Such property was open to occupancy, and so long

as the strict laws of inheritance existed, such an
event must not have been uncommon. A remedy
was, however, found for this by the bonorum pos-

sessio of the praetor.

It does not appear that the state originally claim-

ed the property of a person who died intestate and
without heredes legitimi. The claim of the state to

such property seems to have been first established

by the Lex Julia et Papia Poppaea. (Fid. Bona
Caduca.) The state, that is, in the first instance

the aerarium, and afterward the fiscus, did not take

such property as heres, but it took it -per universita-

tem. In the later periods of the Empire, in the case

of a soldier dying without heredes, the legion to

which he belonged had a claim before the fiscus

;

and various corporate bodies had a like preference

in the case of a member of the corporation dying
without heredes."

BONO'RUM CESS'IO. There were two kir.ds

of bonorum cessio, in jure and extra jus. The in

jure cessio is treated under its proper head.

The bonorum cessio extra jus was introduced by a

Julian law, passed either in the time of Julius Cae-

sar or Augustus, which allowed an insolvent debtor

to give up his property to his creditors. The debt-

or might declare his willingness to give up his prop-

erty by letter or by a verbal message. The debtor

thus avoided the infamia consequent on the bono-

rum emtio, which was involuntary, and he was free

from all personal execution. He was also allowed

to retain a small portion of his propesty for his sup-

port. An old gloss describes the bonorum cessio

thus :
" Cedere bonis est ab universitate rerum sua-

rum recedcre."

The property thus given up was sold, and the

proceeds distributed among the creditors. The
purchaser, of course, did not obtain the Quiritarian

ownership of the property by the act of purchase.

If the debtor subsequently acquired property, this

also was liable to the payment of his old debts, with
some limitations, if they were not already fully sat-

isfied.

The benefit of the lex Julia was extended by the

imperial constitutions to the provinces.

The history of the bonorum cessio does not seem
quite clear. The Julian law, however, was not the

oldest enactment which relieved the person of the

debtor from being taken in execution. The lex

Pcetelia Papiria (B.C. 327) exempted the person of
the debtor {nisi qui noxam meruisset), and only made
his property (bona) liable for his debts. It does not

appear from the passage in Livy' whether this was
!i bonorum cessio in the sense of the bonorum ces-

sio of the Julian law, or only a bonorum emtio with

the privilege of freedom from arrest. The Tablet

of Heraclea* speaks of those qui in jure bonam copi-

tm jurabant ; a phrase which appears to be equiva-

lent to the bonorum cessio, and was a declaration

on oath in jure, that is, before the praetor, by the

del'ior that his property was sufficient to pay his

debts. Bu«, this was still accompanied with infa-

mia. So far as we can learn from Livy, no such
declaration of solvency was required from the debt-

* by the Pcetelia lex. The Julian law rendered

1. (Gaius, iii., 209.—Dier- 47, tit. 8.)—2. (Marezoll, Lehrbuch
ier Institut. des Rum. Rechts.)— 3. (viii.. 28 »— 4. (Mazocclii,

p 423.)

the process of the cessio bonorum more simple, by
making it a procedure extra jus, and giving farthet

privileges to the insolvent. Like several other Ju-

lian laws, it appears to have consolidated and ex-

tended the provisions of previous enactments.'

BONO'RUM COLLA'TIO. By the strict rules

of the civil law, an emancipated son had no rigl\t to

the inheritance of his father, whether he died tes-

tate p*- intestate. But, in course of time, the prae-

tor granted to emancipated children the privilege of

equaJ succession with those who remained in the

povur of the father at the time of his death ; and
this grant might be either contra tabulas or ab intea-

ato. But this favour was granted to emancipated
.hildren only on condition that they should bring

nto one common stock with their father's property,

and for the purpose of an equal division among al'

the father's children, whatever property they had at

the time of the father's death, and which would
have been acquired for the father in case they had
still remained in his power. This was called bo-

norum collatio. It resembles the old English hotch-

pot, upon the principle of which is framed the pro-

vision in the statute 22 and 23 Charles II., c. 10, s

5, as to the distribution of an intestate's estate.*

BONO'RUM EM'TIO ET EMTOR. The ex
pression bonorum emtio applies to a sale of the

property either of a living or of a dead person. It

was in effect, as to a hving debtor, an execution.

In the case of a living person, his goods were liable

to be sold if he concealed himself for the purpose of

defrauding his creditors, and was not defended in

his absence ; or if he made a bonorum cessio ac-

cording to the Julian law ; or if he did not pay any
sum of money which he was by judicial sentence

ordered to pay, within the time fixed by the laws
of the Twelve Tables' or by the praetor's edict. In

the case of a dead person, his property was sold

when it was ascertained that there was neither he-

res nor bonorum possessor, nor any other person

entitled to succeed to it. In this case the property

belonged to the state after the passing of the Lex
Julia et Papia Poppaea. If a person died in debt,

the praetor ordered a sale of his property on the ap-

plication of the creditors.* In the case of the prop-

erty of a living person being sold, the praetor, on the

application of the creditors, ordered it to be possess-

ed (possideri) by the creditors for thirty successive

days, and notice to be given of the sale. The cred-

itors were said in possessionem rerum debitoris mitti

:

sometimes a single creditor obtained the possessio.

When several creditors obtained the possessio, it

was usual to intrust the management of the busi-

ness to one of those who was chosen by a majority

of the creditors. The creditors then met and chose

a magister, that is, a person to sell the property,* or

a curator bonorum if no immediate sale was intend-

ed. The purchaser, emtor, obtained by the sale only

the bonorum possessio : the property was his in bo-

nis until he acquired the Quiritarian ownership by
usucapion. The foundation of this rule seems to

be, that the consent of the owner was considered

necessary in order to transfer the ownership. Both
the bonorum pessessores and the emtores had no
legal rights {directa aciiones) against the debtors of

the person whose property was possessed or pur-

chased, nor could they be legally sued by them ; but

the prastor allowed utiles actiones both in their fe

vour and against them.*
BONO'RUM POSSES'SIO is defined by Ulpian'

to be " the right of suing for or retaining a patrimo-

1. (Gaius, iii., 28.— Dig. 42. tit. 3. -Cod. vii., tit. 71.) —8.
(Dig. 36, tit. 6.—Cod. vi., tit. 20.)—3. (Aul. GelL, xv., 13 ; ij.,

1.)—4. (Gaius. ii., 154, 1G7.)—5. (Cic, ad Att., i., 9 ; vi,, 1.—

Pro Quincto., c. 15.)—6. (Gaius, iii., 77 : -v 35, 65, and 111 •

•' 4». 1 1 1, 5.)—7. (Dig. 37, tit. 1,83)
Ifi'i
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ay or thing which belonged to another at the time

of his death." The strict laws of the Twelve Ta-

bles as to inheritance were gradually relaxed by

Jhe praetor's edict, and a new kind of succession was
introduced, by which a person might have a bono-

nim possessio who could have no hereditas or legal

inheritance.

The bonorum possessio was given by the edict

both contra tabulas, secundum tabulas, and intestati.

An emancipated son had no legal claim on the

inheritance of his father ; but if he was omitted in

his father's will, or not expressly exheredated, the

praetor's edict gave him the bonorum possessio con-

tra tabulas, on condition that he would bring into

hotchpot {bonorum collatio) with his brethren who
continued in the parent's power, whatever property

he had at the time of the parent's death. The bo-

norum possessio was given both to children of the

blood (naturales) and to adopted children, provided

the former were not adopted into any other family,

and the latter were in the adoptive parent's power
at the time of his death. If a freedman made a

will without leaving his patron as much as one half

of his property, the patron obtained the bonorum
possessio of one half, unless the freedman appoint-

ed a son of his own blood as his successor.

The bonorum possessio secundum tabulas was
that possession which the praetor gave, conformably
to the words of the will, to those named in it as

heredes, when there was no person entitled to make
a claim against the will, or none who chose to make
such a claim. It was also given secundum tabulas

in cases where all the requisite legal formalities had
not been observed, provided there were seven prop-

er witnesses to the will.

In the case of intestacy (intestati), there were
seven degrees of persons who might claim the bo-

norum possessio, each in his order, upon there be-

ing no claim of a prior degree. The first three

classes were children, legitimi heredes and proximi
cognati. Emancipated children could claim as well

as those who were not emancipated, and adoptive
as well as children of the blood ; but not children

who had been adopted into another family. If a
freedman died intestate, leaving only a wife (in

manu) or an adoptive son, the patron was entitled

to the bonorum possessio of one half of his property.

The bonorum possessio was given either cum re

or sine re. It was given cum re when the person to

^hom it was given thereby obtained the property

or inheritance. It was given sine re when another
person could assert his claim to the inheritance by
the jus civile : as, if a man died intestate, leaving
a suus heres, the grant of the bonorum possessio
would have no effect ; for the heres could maintain
:iis legal right to the inheritance. Or, if a person
who was named heres in a valid will was satisfied

with his title according to the jus civile, and did
not choose to ask for the bonorum possessio (which
he was entitled to if he chose to have it), those
who would have been heredes in case of an intes-

tacy might claim the bonorum possessio, which,
however, would be unavailing against the legal title

cf the testamentary heres, and, therefore, sine re.

Parents and children might claim the bonorum
possessio within a year from the time of their being
able to make the claim ; others were required to
make the claim within a hundred days. On the
failure of such party to make his claim within the
proper time, the right to claim the bonorum pos-

sessio devolved on those next in order, through the
seven degrees of succession.

He who received the bonorum possessio was not
thereby made heres, but he was placed heredis loco

;

for the praetor could not make a heres. The prop-

erty of whiol)^ii€ possession was thus given was
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only in bonis, until, by usucapion, the possessioa
was converted into Quiritarian ownership (domint'
urn). All the claims and obligations of the deceased
person were transferred with the bonorum possessio

to the possessor or praetorian heres : and he was
protected in his possession by the interdictum quo-
rum bonorum. The benefit of tjfiis interdict was
limited to cases of bonorum possessio, and this was
the reason why a person who could claim the io-

heritance in case of intestacy by the civil law,

sometimes chose to ask for the bonorum possessio

also. The praetorian heres could only sue and be
sued in respect of the property by a legal fiction.

He was not able to sustain a directa actio ; but, in

order to give him this capacity, he was, by a fiction

of law, supposed to be what he was not, hereg ; and
he was said ficto se herede agere, or intendt^e. The
actions which he could sustain or defend were acti-

ones utiles.^ A good general view of the bonorum
possessio is given by Marezoll, Lehrbuch der Insti

tutioncn des Rom. Rechts, ^ 174.

*BONASSUS {(iovaaaog), a quadruped, the sam«
with the Bison. {Vid. Bison.)

BOSCAS (jioaKag), the Wild Duck, Anas Boscas,

L. (Vid. Anas.)
BOSTRYCHI'TES (^ocTTpvxirrig), a stone re-

sembling a lock of female hair.* It is supposed to

have been amianthus.*

•BOS (fiovc), a generic term, applied to several

varieties of the ox and cow, namely, of the Bos
Taurus, L. " The immense advantages derived

from the domesticated ox in the beginning of human
civilization," observes Lieut. Col. Smith, " may be
gathered from the conspicuous part its name and
attributes perform in the early history of mankind.
"We find the Bull among the signs of the Zodiac;
it typifies the sun in more than one system of
mythology ; it was personally worshipped among
the Egyptians, and is still venerated in India. The
Cow is repeatedly a mystical type of the earth in

the mystical systems of ancient Greece, or a form
of Bhavani with the Hindus. The Vedas con-

sider it the primordial animal, the first created by
the three kinds of gods who were directed by the

Supreme Lord to furnish the earth with animated
beings. The Ox first enabling man to till the ground,

was a direct cause of private territorial property,

and of its consequences, wealth, commerce, leisure,

and learning ; he was no less the means of ab-

stracting mankind from the necessity of shedding

blood, and thus he became the emblem of justice,

the vehicle of Siva. This merited consideration

we see dexterously used by ancient legislators, to

soften the brutality of human manners, either by

forbidding the flesh as food in those countries where
his acknowledged utility was counteracted by ob-

stacles in the increase, or by commanding the fre-

quent use of sacrifices by a proper slaughter, and
where fire and salt should be employed to check a

horrid species of massacre and practice of devour-

ing the flesh in a raw state.—The words Thur, Tur,

Toor, Tier, Deer, Stier, Steer, in the northern dialects

of Europe, in their early and in their latest accep-

tations, are direct names of well-known ruminants

;

but in proportion as we pursue the root towards its

origin in Central Asia, we find that the parent Ian-

guage of the Gothic and Sclavonian, as well as

those of the Hellenic and other tongues, unite in

fixing it upon a larger bovine animal, perfectly ap-

plicable to that known in Caesar's Commentaries
by the name of Urus, implying, as some think,

primaeval, ancient, sylvan, fierce, mysterious ; still

retained in the Teutonic ur and its numerous ad«

1. (Gaius, iii., 25-38 ; iv., 34.—UIp., Fragm., tit. 28, 29.-
Dig. 37, tit. 4, s. 19 ; tit. 11.—Dig. 38, tit. 6.)—2. (Plin , H H
xxivii., 10.)—3. (Moore's Anc. Mioeral., p. 182.)
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jancts. We here find the root of the denomination

of several regions in which the parent race of the

Tauri, or the Urus, has existed or still resides.

Thus, Turan, of Eastern Persia ; Turan, south of

the Caucasus ; the present Turcomania ; the Thur-
gaw ; the Canton of Uri ; the Thuringian forest

;

the Tauric Chersonese ; the Tauri, a Sarmatian
tribe ; the Taurini, inhabiting Italy, near the present

Turin, &c. In most of these countries the gigan-

tic Urus has left his remains, or the more recent

Urus has been known to herd. The appellations

ox and cow also afford matter for speculation : the

former has been regarded by some as a title of

power, and they connect it with the proper name
Ochus in ancient Persia {Ochi or Achi), equivalent

to ' digriiis,' or ' majestate dignus.^ Okous, ' a

bull,' is a common name among the Curds and
other Caucasian tribes ; while, on the other hand,

the appellations (3ovg, bos, the Arabic bakr, as also

Koe, Kuhe, Cow, Caw, and Ghai, are all evidently

from a common root descriptive of the voice of

cattle.—It has been conjectured that the original

domestication of the common Ox {Bos Taurus)

took place in Western Asia, and was performed by

the Caucasian nations, who thereby effected a lead-

ing cause ofthat civilization which their descendants

carried westward and to the southeast, where the

genuine Taurine races, not multiplying or yielding

equal returns to human industry and human wants,

have caused the veneration in which they are held,

and necessitated the prohibition of feeding on their

flesh. It is to these circumstances, also, that we
may refer the domestication of the Buffalo, whose
strength and habits were suited to supply the defi-

ciencies of the Ox ; and a similar effect has since

operated in Egypt ; for, from the period of the intro-

duction of the Biffalo into that country, domestic

cattle are not only fewer, but far from deserving the

commeudations bestowed upon them by the an-

cients."*
" The character of domestic oxen is absolutely

the same as the fossil, and the wild breeds differ

only in the flexures of the hams and in external

appearance, occasioned by the variations of climate,

food, and treatment. The hunched races of Africa

may be regarded as introduced with the Arabian
invasions after the Hegira ; for in the numerous
representations of Taurine animals, sacred victims,

or in scenes of tillage upon the monuments of an-

cient Egypt, none occur. The breeds of the Kis-

guise and Calmuc Tartars, those of Podolia and
the Ukraine, of European Turkey, and the Roman
States, are among the largest known. They are

nearly all distinguished by ample horns spreading

sideways, then forward and upward, with dark
points : their colour is a bluish ash, passing to black.

That in the Papal dominions is not found repre-

sented on the ancient bas-reliefs of Rome, but was
introduced most probably by the Goths, or at the

same time with the Buffalo. Italy possesses an-

other race presumed to have existed in ancient

times, valued for its fine form and white colour : it

is not so large, but the horns are similarly devel-

oped. Tuscany produces this race, and droves of

them have been transported to Cuba, and thence to

Jamaica. Ancient Egypt nourished a large white
breed, which, however, is not the most common
upon the monuments of that country, where the

cattle are usually represented with large, irregular

marks of black or brown upon a white ground."*

As regards the origin of our domestic Ox from
the Urus of antiquity, consult remarks under the

drticles Bison and Ukus.
BOS MARI'NUS {/3ovc da^drTcoc), a species of

large fish, the Rata Oxyrynchus, L., called in £ngl isl

the Sharp-nosed Ray. The French name is AUnt.
The Itiotarog of Aristotle is a variety of it.

BOONAI (Bouvai) were persons in Athens whc
purchased oxen for the public sacrifices and feasts.

They are spoken of by Demosthenes* in conjunction
with the UponoLoi and those who presided over the

mysteries, and are ranked by Libanius* with the
sitonae, generals, and ambassadors. Their oflice is

spoken of as honourable by Harpocration,' but Pol-

lux* includes them among the inferior offices, or

offices of service {vTrTipsaiaL^}.

BOREASMOI or BOREASMOS (Bopeaa/ioi oi

Bopeadfiog), a festival celebrated by the Athenians
in honour of Boreas,' which, as Herodotus' seema
to think, was instituted during the Persian war,
when the Athenians, heing commanded by an oracla

to invoke their yafidpbc kniaovpoq, prayed to Boreas.

The fleet of Xerxes was soon afterward destroyed
by a north wind, near Cape Sepias, and the grateful

Athenians erected to his honour a temple on the

banks of the Ihssus. But, considering that Boreas
was intimately connected with the early history of

Attica, since he is said to have carried off and mar-
ried Oreithyia, daughter of Erechtheus,* and that he
was familiar to them under the name of brother-in-

law, we have reason to suppose that even previous

to the Persian wars certain honours were paid to

him, which were, perhaps, only revived and increased

after the event recorded by Herodotus. The festi-

val, however, does not seem ever to have had any
great celebrity, for Plato' represents Phaedrus as

unacquainted even with the site of the Temple of
Boreas. Particulars of this festival are not known,
except that it was celebrated with banquets.

Pausanias** mentions a festival celebrated with
annual sacrifices at Megalopolis in honour of Bore-
as, who was thought to have been their deliverer

from the Lacedaemonians.**

.^lian** says that the Thurians also offered an
annual sacrifice to Boreas, because he had destroyed

the fleet with which Dionysius of Syracuse attacked

them ; and adds the curious remark, that a decree
was made which bestowed upon him the right of

citizenship, and assigned to him a house and a piece

of land. This, however, is perhaps merely another
way of expressing the fact that the Thurians adopt-

ed the worship of Boreas, and dedicated to him a
temple, with a piece of land.

BOTANOMANTEI'A. {Vid. Divinatio.)

BOT'ULUS (dAAaf, (pvoKT)), a sausage, was a very
favourite food among the Greeks and Romans. The
tomaculum was also a species of sausage, but not

the same as the botulus, for Petronius** speaks of
tomacula cum botulis. The sausages of the ancients,

like our own, were usually made of pork,** and were
cooked on a gridiron or frying-pan, and eaten warm
{fuerunt et tomacula supra craticulam argenteam fcT'

ventia^*). They were sold in the streets and in the

baths, and the botularius was accustomed to cry
out his sausage for sale.**

Sausages were also made with the blood of ani-

mals, like our black-puddings ;*' and Tertullian** in-

forms us that, among the trials to which the hea-
thens exposed Christians, one was to offer them
such sausages {botulos cruore distentos), well know-
ing that the act by which they thus tempted them
to transgress was forbidden by the Christian laws.**

BOUAI. (7i^. Agele.)

1. (Oriffith's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. 411, seqq.)—2. (Griffith's Cu-
fiar. vol IT , If. 419 )

1. (c. Mid., p. 570.)—2. (Declam., viii.)—3. (s.v.)—4. (Onom.,
viii., 114.)—5. (Boclch, Publ. Econ. of Athens, vol. i., p. 289,

transl.)—6. (Hesych., s. v.)—7. (vii., 189.)—8. (Herod., 1. c—
Paus., i., 19, ^6.)—9. (PhiEdr., p. 229.)—10. (viii., 36, « 4.)-
11. (Compare ^lian, Var. Hist., xii., 61.)—12. (1. c.)—13. (o
49.)—14. (Juv., Sat., x., 355.)—15. /Petron., c. 31.)—16. (Ma^
tial, I., xlii., 9.—Sen., Ep., 56.)—17. (Aristoph., Equit., 208.-
Tertull., Apol., 9.)—18. (1. c.)—19. (Becker, Gallus. i

, ii. S44.'
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BOTAH' (f/ Tuv nevraKoaluv). In the heroic

ages, repn -iented to us by Homer, the j3ov?.^ is

simply an aristocratical council of the elders among
the nobles, sitting under their king as president,

who, however, did not possess any greater authori-

ty than the other members, except what that posi-

tion gave him. The nobles, thus assembled, deci-

ded on public business and judicial matters, fre-

quently in connexion with, but apparently not sub-

ject to, nor of necessity controlled by, an u-yopu, or

meeting of the freemen of the state.^ This form of

government, though it existed for some time in the

Ionian, JEolian, and Achaean states, was at last

wholly abolished. Among the Dorians, however,

especially with the Spartans, this was not the case
;

for it is well known that they retained the kingly

power of the Heracleidae, in conjunction with the

yepovaia {vid. Gekousia), or assembly of elders, of

which the kings were members. At Athens, on the

contrary, the jSovA^ was a representative, and in

most respects a popular body {dtjfioTiKov), the ori-

gin, nature, and duties of which we proceed to de-

scribe.

Its first institution is generally attributed to Solon.

There are, however, strong reasons for supposing

that, as in the case of the areiopagus, he merely
modified the constitution of a body which he found
already existing. In the first place, it is improbable,

and, in fact, almost inconsistent with the existence

of any government, except an absolute monarchy,
to suppose that there was no such council. Be-
sides this Herodotus' tells us that in the time of

Cylon (B.C. 620), Athens was under the direction

of the presidents of the Naucraries (vavKpaplat), the
number of which was forty-eight, twelve out of

each of the four tribes. Moreover, we read of the

case of the Alcmaeonidae being referred to an aristo-

cratical tribunal of 300 persons, and that Isagoras,

Oas leader of the aristocratic party at Athens, en-

deavoured to suppress the council, or (Sovlri, which
Cleisthenes had raised to 600 in number, and to

vest the government in the hands of 300 of his own
[)arty.' This, as Mr. Thirlwall* remarks, can hard-

y have been a chance coincidence : and he also

suggests that there may have been two councils,

0ne a smaller body, like the Spartan yepovaia, and
the other a general assembly of the eupatrids ; thus
corresponding, one to the senatus, the other to the
comitia curiata, or assembly of the burghers at

Rome. But, be this as it may, it is admitted that
Solon made the number of his ^ovlr] 400, taking the
members from the first three classes, 100 from each
of the four tribes. On the tribes being remodelled
by Cleisthenes (B.C. 510), and raised to ten in num-
ber, the council also was increased to 500, fifty be-
ing taken from each of the ten tribes. It is doubt-
ful whether the jiovT^evTai, or councillors, were at
first appointed by lot, as they were afterward ; but
as it is stated to have been Solon's wish to make
the ^ovXri a restraint upon the people, and as he is,

moreover, said to have chosen {emTie^d/xevog^) 100
members from each of the tribes, it seems reasona-
ble to suppose that they were elected, more espe-
cially when there is no evidence to the contrary.

•

It is, at any rate, certain that an election, where the
eupatrids might have used influence, would have
been more favourable to Solon's views than an ap-
pointment by lot. But, whatever was the practice
originally, it is well known that the appointment
was in after times made by lot, as is indicated by
the title {oi uko tov Hvdfiov j3ov?i.evTal), suggested
by the use of beans in drawing the lots.^ The in-

1. (n., ii., 53, 143; xviii., 503.—Od., ii., 239.)—2. (v., 71.)—
I. (Herad., v., 72, — Plut., ?ul., 12.) —4. (Hist, of Greece, ii.,

*1.)—5 (I'lut., Sol., IJ.)—6 (Thirlwall's Hist, of Greece, ii.,

42.)' 1
. (Thucyd., viii.. 63.)
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dividuals thus appointed were required to submit
to a scrutiny, or doKi/iaaia, in which they gave evi-

dence of being genuine citizens {yvrjaioL ef u/Kjtoiv),

of never having lost their civic rights by arcuia, and
also of being under 30 years of age. ( Vi'd. Doki-
MAsiA.) They remained in office for a year, receiv-

ing a drachma (fiiaddg fiovlevTiKog) for each day on
which they sat :' and independent of the general
account, or ev6vvai, which the whole body had to

give at the end of the year, any single member was
liable to expulsion for misconduct by his col-

leagues.'

This senate of 500 was divided into ten sections
of fifty each, the members of which were called

prytanes (npvTavelg), and were all of the same tribe

;

they acted as presidents both of the council and the
assemblies during 35 or 36 days, as the case might
be, so as to complete the lunar year of 354 days
(12x29^). Each tribe exercised these functions in

turn, and the period of office was called a prytany
(npvTaveia). The turn of each tribe was determin-
ed by lot, and the four supernumerary days were
given to the tribes which came last in order.*

Moreover, to obviate the difficulty of having too

many in office at once, every fifty was subdivided
into five bodies of ten each ; its prytany also being
portioned out into five periods of seven days each ;

so that only ten senators presided for a week over
the rest, and were thence called irpoedpoi. Again,
out of these proedri an eTriaTUTTjc was chosen foi

every day in the week, to preside as a chairman in

the senate and the assembly of the people ; during
his day of ofl^ce he kept the public records and
seal.*

The prytanes had the right of convening the coun'
cil and the assembly (eKK^Tjaia). The duty of the
proedri and their president was to propose subjects

for discussion, and to take the votes both of the
councillors and the people ; for neglect of their duty
they were liable to a fine.* Moreover, whenoYer a
meeting, either of the council or the assembly, was
convened, the chairman of the proedri selected by
lot nine others, one from each of the non-presiding

tribes : these also were called proedri, and possess-

ed a chairman of their own, likewise appointed by
lot from among themselves. On their functions,

and the probable object of their appointment, some
remarks are made in the latter part of this article.

We now proceed to speak of the duties of the

senate as a body. It is observed under Areiopa-
gus that the chief object of Solon in forming the

senate and the areiopagus was to control the dem-
ocratical powers of the state ; for this purpose
Solon ordained that the senate should discuss and
vote upon all matters before they were submitted

to the assembly, so that nothing could be laid be-

fore the people on which the senate had not come
to a previous decision. This decision or bill was
called irpodovlevfia, and if the assembly had been
obliged either to acquiesce in any such proposition,

or to gain the consent of the senate to their modifi-

cation of it, the assembly and the senate would then
have been almost equal powers in the state, and
nearly related to each other, as our two houses of
Parliament. But, besides the option of adopting or

rejecting a npoBovXev/za, or tlf^rpiafia as it was some-
times called, the people possessed and exercised

the power of coming to a decision completely dif-

ferent from the will of the senate, as expressed in

the rrpof)ov?,etfjua. Thus, in matters relating to peace
and war, and confederacies, it was the duty of the

senators to watch over the interests of the state,

1. (BOckh, i., 310, transl.)—2. (Harpocr., s. v. 'E(f^vXAo0&/9/a.—^sch., c. Ctes., p. 56, ed. Bekk.)—3. (Clinton, F. H.,vol. ii.,

p. 346.)—4. (Suid.—Harpocr.)—5. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 70»-
707.1
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and thpy could initiate whatever measures, and
come to whatever resolutions they might think ne-

cessary ; but on a discussion before the people it

was competent for any individual to move a differ-

ent or even contrary proposition. To take an ex-

ample : In the Euboean war (B.C. 350), in which
the Thebans were opposed to the Athenians, the

senate voted that all the cavalry in the city should

be seut out to assist the forces then besieged at Ta-
mynae ; a npoGovlev/ia to this effect was proposed

to the people, but they decided that the cavalry were
not wanted, and the expedition was not underta-

ken. Other instances of this kind occur in Xeno-
phon.*

In addition to the bills which it was the duty of

Ihe senate to propose of their own accord, there

were others of a different character, viz., such as

any private individual might wish to have submit-

ted to the people. To accomplish this, it was first

necessary for the party to obtain, by petition, the

privilege of access to the senate {irpoaodovypdrpaa-

dai), and leave to propose his motion ; and if the
measure met with their approbation, he could then
submit it to the assembly.* Proposals of this kind,

which had the sanction of the senate, were also

called irpoSovlev/tara, and frequently related to the
conferring of some particular honour or privilege

upon an individual. Thus the proposal of Ctesi-

phon for crowning Demosthenes is so styled, as
also that of Aristocrates for conferring extraordi-

nary privileges on Charidemus, an Athenian com-
mander in Thrace. Any measure of this sort, which
was thus approved of by the senate, was then sub-
mitted to the people, and by them simply adopted
or rejected ; and " it is in these and similar cases
that the statement of the grammarians is true, that

no law or measure could be presented for ratifica-

tion by the people without the previous approbation
of the senate, by which it assumed the form of a
c'.ecree passed by that body."^

,

In the assembly the bill of the senate was first

r«^ad, perhaps by the crier, after the introductory
ctiTcmonies were over; and then the proedri put the
question to the people, whether they approved of it,

or wished to give the subject farther deliberation.*

The people declared their will by a show of hands
{npoxeipoTovla). Sometimes, however, the bill was
not proposed and explained by one of the proedri,

but by a private individual—either the original ap-
plicant for leave to bring forward the measure, or a
senator distinguished for oratorical power. Exam-
ples of this are given by Schomann.* If the Trpo-

6ovlevfia of the senate were rejected by the people,
it was, of course, null and void. If it happened
that it was neither confirmed nor rejected, it was
enireiov, that is, only remained in force during the
year the senate was in office.* If it was confirmed
it became a ipT/cjuafia, or decree of the people, bind-
hig upon all classes. The form for drawing up such
decrees varied in different ages. Before the archon-
ship of Eucleides (B.C. 403), they were generally
headed by the formula, 'Edofe ry Povly kol tu
irifiu : then the tribe was mentioned in whose pryt-
any the decree was passed ; then the names of the
Ypafd/iarevg or scribe, and chairman ; and, lastly, that
of the author of the resolution. Examples of this

form occur in Andocides ;^ thus : 'Edofe ry ftovlri

Kal Tu ih'jfUft, AlavTtg enpvTdvevE, K^.eoyivTjg eypa/i-

ftuTEve, BoTjddg kwEaruTei, rdde ATJiJ,6(j>avog avviypa-
ipev* From the archonship of Eucleides till about
B.C. P25, the decrees conomence with the name of

k
Tljui^.J., i^., 118.)V

the archon ; then come the day of the month, tlfi

tribe in office, and, lastly, the name of the proposer.

The motive for passing the decree is next stated
;

and then follows the decree itself, prefaced with thrt

formula deSoxdai ry (iov2.y Kal tw Sri/Kf). The reader
is referred to Demosthenes, De Corona, for exam-
ples. After B.C. 325, another form was used, which
continued unaltered till the latest times. ^ We will

here briefly state the difference between the vofnt
and rpTjipia/iara : it is as follows : The former werp
constitutional laws ; the latter, decrees of the per>

pie on particular occasions.*

Mention has just been made of the ypafi/iarevg,

whose name was affixed to the ijjT/(j>ia/xaTa, as in the
example given above : it may be as well to explain
that this functionary was a clerk chosen by lot by
the senate in every prytany, for the purpose of keep-
ing the records, and- resolutions passed during that

period ; he was called the clerk according to Ihe
prytany (6 Kara Tzpy-aveLav), and the name of the
clerk of the first prytany was sometimes used to

designate the year.'

With respect to the power of the senate, it musi
be clearly understood that, except in cases of small
importance, they had only the right of originating,

not of finally deciding on public questions. Since,
however, the senators were convened by the pry-
tanes every day, except on festivals or ck^etol j/fii

pat,* it is obvious that they would be fit recipien*

of any intelligence affecting the interests of th».

state, and it is admitted that they had the right of
proposing any measure to meet the emergency ; for

example, we find that Demosthenes gives them an
account of the conduct of ^schines and himself,

when sent out as ambassadors to Philip, in conse-
quence of which they propose a bill to the people.

Again, when Phihp seized on Elateia (B.C. 338),
the senate was immediately called together by the
prytanes to determine what was best to be done.*
But, besides possessing the initiatory power of which
we have spoken, the senate was sometimes delega-
ted by the people to determine absolutely about par-
ticular matters, without reference to the assembly.
Thus we are told* that the people gave the senate
power to decide about sending ambassadors to Phil-

ip
i
and Andocides^ informs us that the senate was

invested with absolute authority* to investigate the
outrages committed upon the statues of Hermes
previously to the sailing of the Sicilian expedition.

Sometimes, also, the senate was empowered to

act in conjunction with the nomothetaB (avvvofzo-

derelv), as on the revision of the laws after the ex
pulsion of the Thirty by Thrasybulus and his party,
B.C. 403.' Moreover, it was the province ol the
senate to receive elcayyellai, or informations of ex-
traordinary crimes committed against the state, and
for which there was no special law provided. The
senate in such cases either decided themselves, or
referred the case to one of the courts of the heliaea,

especially if they thought it required a higher pen-
alty than it was competent for them to impose, viz.,

500 drachmae. It was also their duty to decide on
the qualification of magistrates, and the character
of members of their own body. (Vid. DoKiMAsii.)
But, besides the duties we have enumerated, the
senate discharged important functions in cases of
finance. All legislative authority, indeed, in such
matters rested with the people, the amount of ex-
penditure and the sources of revenue being deter-
mined by the decrees which they passed ; b\it the
administration was intrusted to the senate, as the

1. (SchOmann, p. 136, transl.)—2. (Thucyd., iii., 36, ed. Ar-
nold.)—3. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 98.—Jrfockh, vol. i., p. 250, transl.)1. (Hellen., i., 7, 9; Tii., 1, * 2.)—2. (Demosth., c. Timocr.,

715.)—3. (Schamann, Do Ath. Com., p. 103, transl.)—4. (Aris-
toph., Tlie&m., 290.)— 5. (De Ath. Com., p. 106, transl.)— 6. Cor., 284.)—6 (Demosth.. De Fals. Leg-., 389.)—7. (Df Mygt.)
(Demosth., c. ArisJ , 651.)— 7. (De Myst., p. 13.)—8. (Compare —8. (,)v y<'P avroKpdT(op.)—9. (Andocid.. De Myst., p. 12.—P»
njuiijij., I^., 118.) mosth.. r. Tinac.r.. t> TOS ' '

mosth., c. Tiaocr., p 708 ',
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pxecutive power of the state, and responsible (iirei-

6vvoc) to the people. Thus Xcnophon* tells us that

the senate was occupied with providing money,

with receiving the tribute, and with the manage-

ment of naval affairs and the temples ; and Lysias"

makes the following remark :
" When the senate

has sufficient money for the administration of af-

fairs, it does nothing wrong ; but when it is in want

of funds, it receives informations, and confiscates

the property of the citizens." The letting of the

dutiesijE^lox'aCwas also under its superintendence,

and those who were in possession of any sacred or

pul/lic moneys {lepa koI 5aia) were bound to pay

th(m into the senate-house ; and in default of pay-

me nt, the senate had the power of enforcing it, in

coaformity with the laws for the farming of the du-

ties (ol reXuviKol vofioc). The accounts of the mon-

eys that had been received, and of those still re-

maining due, were delivered to the senate by the

apodectffi, or public treasurers. {Vid. Apodect^.)
" The senate arranged, also, the application of the

public money, even in trifling matters, such as the

salary of the poets, the superintendence of the cav-

alry maintained by the state, and the examination

of the infirm (uSvvaToi) supported by the state, are

particularly mentioned among its duties ; the public

debts were also paid under its direction. From this

enumeration we are justified in inferring that all

questions of finance were confided to its supreme
regulation.'" Another very important duty of the

senators was to take care that a certain number of

triremes was built every year, for which purpose

they were supplied with money by the state ; in

default of so doing, they were not allowed to claim

the honour of wearing a crown or chaplet {aTi(j)a-

vof) at the expiration of their year of office.*

It has been already stated that there were two
classes or sets of proedri in the senate, one ofwhich,

amounting to ten in number, belonged to the presi-

ding tribe ; the other consisted of nine, chosen by
lot by the chairman of the presidipg proedri from
the nine non-presiding tribes, one from each, as

often as either the senate or the people were con-
vened. It must be remembered that they were not

elected as the other proedri, for seven days, but

only for as many hours as the session of the sen-

ate, or meeting of the people, lasted. Now it has
been a question what were the respective duties of
these two classes : but we have no hesitation in

stating our conviction that it was the proedri of the
presiding tribe who proposed to the people in as-

sembly the subjects for discussion ; recited, or
caused to be recited, the previous bill (Trpo6ov^Ev/ia)

of the senate ; officiated as presidents in conjunc-
tion with their ktnaTaTrig, or chairman, and dischar-
ged, in fact, all the functions implied by the words
Xptif^ari^eiv Trpog tov Stj/iov. For ample arguments
in support of this opinion, the reader is referred to
Schomann.* It does indeed appear, from decrees
lUinished by inscriptions and other authorities, that
in later times the proedri of the nine tribes exercised
Home of those functions which the orations of De-
mosthenes and his contemporaries justify us in as-
signing to the proedri of the presiding tribe. It must,
however, be remarked, that all such decrees were
passed after B.C. 308, when there were twelve
tribes ; and that we cannot, from the practice of
those days, arrive at any conclusions relative to
the customs of former ages.

If it is asked what, then, were the duties of these
proedri in earlier times, the answer must be in a
great measure conjectural ; but the opinion of Scho-
mann on this point seems very plausible. He ob-

BOULE.

serves tr.at the prytanes had extensive and impor-

tant duties intrusted to them ; that they were all

of one tribe, and therefore closely connected ; thai

they officiated for thirty-five days as presidents of
the representatives of the other tribes ; and that

they had ample opportunities of combining for the

benefit of their own tribe at the expense of the com-
munity. To prevent this, and watch their conduct
whenever any business was brought before the sen
ate and assembly, may have been the reason for ap
pointing, by lot, nine other quasi-presidents, repre

sentatives of the non-presiding tribes, who would
protest and interfere, or approve and sanction, as

they might think fit. Supposing this to have been
the object of their appointment in the first instance,

it is easy to see how they might at least have been
united with the proper proedri in the performance
of duties originally appropriated to the latter.

In connexion with the proedri, we will explain

what is meant by the phrase ^ n-poedpevovaa fv'k'^.

Our information on this subject is derived from the

speech of .(Eschines against Timarchus, who in-

forms us that, in consequence of the unseemly con-

duct of Timarchus on one occasion before the as-

sembly, a new law was passed, in virtue of which
a tribe was chosen by lot to keep order, and sit as

presidents under the ^vjia, or platform on which the

.orators stood. No remark is made on the subject

to warrant us in supposing that senators only were
elected to this office ; it seems more probable that

a certain number of persons was chosen from the

tribe on which the lot had fallen, and commissioned
to sit along with the prytanes and the proedri, and
that they assisted in keeping order. We may here
remark, that if any of the speakers (p^ropeg) mis-
conducted themselves either in the senate oi the

assembly, or were guilty of any act of violence to

the kniaTUTTjg, after the breaking up of either, the

proedri had the power to inflict a summary fine, or

bring the matter before the senate and assembly at

the next meeting, if they thought the case requi-

red it.»

The meetings of the senate were, as we learn

from various passages of the Attic orators, open to

strangers; thus Demosthenes' says that the sen-

ate-house was, on a particular occasion, full of

strangers {[leardv fjv idiuruv) : in ^schines* we
read of a motion "that strangers do withdraw"
(fieTaarrjadfievog roiig iSiurag*). Nay, private indi-

viduals were sometimes, by a special decree, au-

thorized to come forward and give advice to the

senate.* The senate-house was called to (Sov^ev-

TTjpLov, and contained two chapf Is, one of Zevg fiov-

lalog, another of 'Kdrjva (Sovlala, in which it was cus-

tomary for the senators to offei up certain prayers
before proceeding to business.*

The prytanes also had a budding to hold their

meetings in, where they were entertained at the

public expense during their prytany. This was
called the izpvTaveiov, and was used for a variety of

purposes. (Vid. Prvtaneion.) Thucydides,^ in-

deed, tells us that, before the time of Theseus, every
city of Attica had its (iovlevrripiov and irpwavelov :

a statement which gives additional support to the

opinion that Solon did not originate the senate at

Athens.
The number of tribes at Athens was not alwaya

ten; an alteration took place in B.C. 306, when
Demetrius Poliorcetes had liberated the city from
the usurpation of Cassander. Two were then add-

ed, and called Demetrias and Antigonis, in honour
of Demetrius and his father.* It is evident that

1. (De Rep. Ath., iii., 2.)—2. (c. Nicom., 185.)—3. (BBckh,
\o\. i

, p. 208, transl.)—4. (Arg. Oral., c. Aadrot.)—5. (De Ath.
Com

, p. 83, transl.)
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1. (-S:sch., c. Timarch., 5.)—2. (De Pals. Legr., 346.)—3. (,

Ctes., 71, 20.)—4. (Dobree, Advers., i., 542.)—5. (Andoc., D»
Myst.)—6. (Antiph., De Chor., p. 787.)—7. (ii.,. 15.) -S (Cli*
ton, F. H., ii., 343.)
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tfaiB Change, ai.d the consequent addition of 100

members to the senate, must have varied the or-

der and length of the prytanes. The trilies just

mentioned were afterward called Ptolemais and At-

talis ; and in the time of Hadrian, who beautified

and improved Athens,' a thirteenth was added, call-

ed from him Hadrianis. An edict of this emperor
has been preserved, which proves that even in his

tinae the Athenians kept up the show of their former

institutions.

BOTAET'SEQS rPA*H (BovXemEug ypa^fj), an

Impeachment for conspiracy. 'Rovlevaeug, being in

ihis case the abbreviated form of kTziSovXevaeug, is

the name of two widely different actions at Attic

taw. The first was the accusation of conspiracy

against life, and might be instituted by the person

thereby attacked, if competent to bring an action

;

otherwise, by his or her legal patron {Kvpiog). In

case of the plot having succeeded, the deceased
might be represented in the prosecution by near

kinsmen (ol hrbg uveipcoTTiTog), or, if they were in-

competent, by the Kvpcog, as above mentioned.*

The criminality of the accused was independent of

the result of the conspiracy,' and the penalty, upon
conviction, was the same as that incurred by the

actual murderers.* The presidency of the court,

upon a trial of this kind, as in most diKui i^ovmai,

belonged to the king archon,* and the court itself

was composed of the ephetae, sitting at the Palladi-

um, according to Isaeus and Aristotle, as cited by
Harpocration, who, however, also mentions that

the Areiopagus is stated by Dinarchus to have been

the proper tribunal.

The other action, ^ovlemeog, was available upon
£ person finding himself wrongfully inscribed as a

state debtor in the registers or rolls, which were
kept by the different financial officers. Meier,*

however, suggests that a magistrate that had so

offended would probably be proceeded against at

the evdvvai, or knix^ipoTovLai, the' two occasions

upon which the public conduct of magistrates was
examined, so that, generally, the defendant in this

action Avould be a private citizen, that had directed

such an insertion at his own peril. From the pas-

sage in Demosthenes, it seems doubtful whether the

disfranchisement (uriula) of the plaintiff as a state

debtor was in abeyance while this action was pend-

ing. Demosthenes at first asserts,' but afterward*

argues that it was not. See, however, Meier,' and
Bockh's note.

There is no very obvious distinction laid down
between this action and ipevSey-ypatprjc : but it has

been conjectured by Suidas, from a passage in Ly-

curgus, that the latter was adopted when the de-

fendant was a debtor to the state, but found his

debt wrongly set down, and that fSovXevaeug was
the remedy of a discharged debtor again registered

for the debt already paid.'" If the defendant lost his

cause, his name was substituted for that of the

plaintiff.^' The cause was one of the ypa^al idiat

that came under the jurisdiction of the thesmo-
thetffi 13

BOULEUTERTON. {Vid. Boule.)
BRACJ3 or BRACCiE {ava^vpi^eg), trousers,

pantaloons.

These, as well as various other articles of armour
and of dress {vid. Acinaces, Argus, Armilla), were
common to all the nations which encircled the

Greek and Roman population, extending from the

Indian to the Atlantic Ocean. Hence Aristagoras,

king of Miletus, in his interview with-Cleomenes,

1. (Pausan., i., 18, I) 6.)—2. (Meier, Att. Process, 164.)—3.

(Harpocrat.)—4. (Andoc., De Myst., 46, 5.)—5. (Meier, Att.

Process, 312.)—6. (Att. Process, 339.)—7. (c. Aristog., i., 778,

IB.)—8. (792, 1.)—9. (Att. Process, 340.)— 10. (Petit, Leg. Att.,

467.)—11. <Oetnosthenes, c. Aristog., 792.)— 12. (Att. Process,

I.e.}

king of Sparta, dCBCribed the attiic of a large poi
tion of them in these terms: "They carry bowa
and a short spear, and go to battle in trousers and
with hats upon their heads."* Hence, also, tbe
phrase Braccati militis arcus, signifying that those
who wore trousers were in general armed with the
bow.* In particular, we are infonned of the use of
trousers or pantaloons among the following nations

:

I. The Medes and Persians {nepl ru aK^lea uva^V'
pidag'). 2. The Parthians and Armenians.* if.

The Phrygians.* 4. The Saeae {ava^vplSag kvdz-

SvKEcrav*). 6. The Sarmatae (Sarmancce braccce'').

6. The Dacians and Getae.* 7. The Teutones.*
8. The Franks {uva^vpidag, ol fiev ?iLvug, ol de okv-

rivag, dia^uvvv/isvoi rolg OKiXeai nspiafiKlaxovTai^*].

9. The BelgaB {iiva^vpiaL xpf^vrai irEptTErafiEvatg^^).

10. The Britons (veteres hracccE Britonis pauperis^*).

II. The Gauls {Gallia Bracata, now Provence;"
sagatos bracatosque ;^* ;^pwj'rat uva^vplai, ag kKelvoi

^puKag TrpocrayopcvouCTi**).

The Gallic term " brakes," which Diodorus Sic-

ulus has preserved in the last-cited passage, also

remains in the Scottish " breeks" and the English
" breeches." Corresponding terms are used in all

the northern languages." Also the Cossack and
Persian trousers of the present day differ in no ma-
terial respect from those which were anciently worn
in the same countries.

In conformity with the preceding list of testimo-

nies, the monuments of every kind which contain

representations of the nations included in it, exhibit

them in trousers, thus clearly distinguishing them
from Greeks and Romans. An example is seen in

the annexed group of Sarmatians, taken from tb«

column of Trajan.

The proper braccae of the eastern and noilhcrn

nations were loose {KExo-laciiEvaL ;" laxa^*), and they

are therefore very aptly, though ludicrously, do-

scribed in Euripides as " variegated bags" (rovg xH-

MKovg Toiig noiKiT^ovg"). To the Greeks they must
have appeared highly ridiculous, although Ovid men-
tions the adoption of them by the descendants of

some of the Greek colonists on the Euxine.*'

Trousers were principally wooden ; but Agathias

states*' that in Europe they were also made of linen

and of leather
;
probably the Asiatics made them of

cotton and of silk. Sometimes they were striped

(virgatcs**), ornamented with a woof of various col-

1. (Herod., v., 49.)—2. (Propert., iii., 3, 17.)—3. (Herod, vii.,

61,62.—Xen., Cyrop., viii., 3, 13.—Diod. Sic, xvii.,77.—" Per-
sicabracca:" Ovid, Trist., v., 11, 34.—"Braccati Medi:" Pen.,
Sat., iii., 53.)— 4. (Arrian, Tact., p. 79.) — 5. (Val. Flacc.,

Ti.,230.)—6. (Herod., vii., 64.)—7. (Val. Flacc, v.,424.—Lucan,

i., 430.)—8. (Ovid. Tnst., iii., 10, 19; v.,8, 49.)—9. (Propert.,

iv., 11.)—10. (Agath., Hist., ii., 5.) -11. (Strab., iv.. 4, 3 )—IS
(Mart.,xi., 22.)—13. (Pomp. Mela, ii., 5, 1.)—14. (Cic, Pro M.
Font., 11.)—15. (Diod. Sic, Iv., 30.)—16. (Ihre, Glossar. Suio
Goth., V. Brackor.)—17. (Arrian.)—18. (Ovid and Lucan, il

cc.)—19. (Cyclops, 182.)—20. (Trist., v., 11, 34.)—21. (1. c>-
22. tPropert., iv., 11, 43.)
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ours,* or embroidered.* They gradually came into

use at Rome under the emperora Severus wore

them, and gave them as presents to his soldiers,'

but the use of them was afterward restricted by

Honorius.
BRACHIA'LE. ( Fiid. Armilla.)

BRASIDEI'A (Bpamdeia), a festival celebrated at

Sparta in honour of their great general Brasidas,

who, after his death, received the honours of a

hero.* It was held every year with orations and

contests, in which none but Spartans were allowed

to partake.

Brasideia were also celebrated at Amphipolis,

which, though a colony of Athens, transferred the

honour of KTiarTjg from Hagnon to Brasidas, and

paid him heroic honours by an annual festival with

sacrifices and contests.*

BRASSICA iKpufj.6j]), the Cabbage. Some va-

rieties of this plant have been cultivated from the

very earliest times of which we have any record.

But the migrations and changes of the best sorts

have not been traced ; neither is it at all probable

that the varieties which the ancients enjoyed have
descended to us unaltered. Three kinds of cab-

bage were known to the Romans in the time of Ca-

to :* the first had a large stalk, and leaves also of

considerable size ; thfe second had crisped leaves
;

the third, which was the least esteemed, had small-

sized leaves and a bitterish taste. According to

Columella, the brassica or cabbage was a favourite

edible witli the Romans, and in sufficient plenty to

be even an article of food for slaves. It was sown
and cut ad the year round ; the best time, however,
for planting it was after the autumnal equinox.

When it had been once cut after this, it put forth

young and tender shoots the ensuing spring. Api-

cius, however, the famous gourmand, disdained to

employ these, arid inspired the young prince Drusus
with the same dislike towards them, for which, ac-

cording to PlinyJ he was reproved by his father

Tiberius. This rame writer mentions various kinds,

of which the mo»t esteemed was that of Aricia, with
numerous and very thick leaves. Gate's second
kind, the Olus Apianum (more correctly Apiacon), is

the Brassica viridis crispa of Bauhin. The Olus
Aricium is the Brassica oleracea gongylo'ides, L.

;

rhe Brassica Halmyridia is thought to have been
the Crarp.be maritima; some, however, are in fa-

vour of the Convolvulus soldanella. " It is uncer-
tain," observes Beckmann, " whether we still pos-

sess that kind of cabbage which the ancients, to

prevent intoxication, ate raw like salad."* Of red
cabbage no account is to be found in any ancient
author. The ancient Germans, and, in fact, all the
northern nations of Europe, cultivated the cabbage
from very remote times. The Saxon name for Feb-
ruary is sprout-kale, and that is the season when the
sprouts from the old stalks begin to be fit for use.
The Saxons must of course, therefore, have been
familiar with the culture of cabbage or kale, as it is

not at all probable that they invented the name af-

ter their settlement in Britain. We nowhere find

among the Greeks and Romans any traces of that
excellent preparation of cabbage called by the Ger-
mans sour-kraut, though the ancients were acquaint-
ed with the art of preparing turnips in the same
manner.' Whether sour-kraut be a German inven-
tion appears somewhat doubtful, if the statement of
Belon be correct, who informs us that the Turks in

1. (Enrip., 1. c—Xen., Anab., i., 5, f) 8.—" Picto subtemine :"

Val. Flacc., vi.,230.)—2. (Virg.,^n., xi.,777.)—3. (Lampr., Al.
Ber., 40.)—4. (Pau3., iii., 14, I) 1.—Arist., Eth. Nic.,v., 7.)—5.

(Thucyd., v., 11.)—6. (Plin., H. N., xix., 8.—Fee, ad loc.)—7.
(Plin., 1. c.)—8. (Niclas, in Geopon., v., 11, 3, p. 345.)—9. (Li-
brary of Ent. KnowL, vol. xv., p. 258. —Columella, xii., 54.

—

Palla4i.% jecem., 5, p. 1011 —Nicander, ap. Athen., iv., p. 133.)
'
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his time were accustomed to pickle cabbage f«n

winter food.*

*BRATH^ ifipuev), the Savine, or Juniperus S&
bina, L. According to Pliny, there were two kinds,

the one resembling the tamarisk, the other the cy-

press ; and hence some called the latter the Crctaa
cypress. The two species described by Dioscori-

des are hence supposed by Sprengel to be the tamt'

riscifolia and cypressifolia.

BRAURO'NIA (Bpavpuvia), a festival celetrated

in honour of Artemis Brauronia, in the Attic town
of Brauron,' where, according to Pausanias,' Ores-

tes and Iphigenia, on their return from Tauria, were
supposed by the Athenians to have landed, and left

the statue of the Taurian goddess.* It was held

every fifth year, under the superintendence. of ten

lepoTTotol ;* and the chief solemnity consisted in the

circumstance that the Attic girls between the ages
of five and ten years, dressed in crocus-coloured

garments, went in solemn procession to the sanc-

tuary,* where they were consecrated to the god-

dess. During this act the leponoioi sacrificed a

goat, and the girls performed a propitiatory rite in

which they imitated bears. This rite may have
simply arisen from the circumstance that the bear
was sacred to Artemis, especially in Arcadia ;' but

a tradition preserved in Suidas* relates its origin a.s

follows : In the Attic town of Phanidae a bear was
kept, which was so tame that it was allowed to go
about quite freely, and received its food from and
among men. One day a girl ventured to play with
it, and, on treating the animal rather harshly, it

turned round and tore her to pieces. Her brothers,

enraged at this, went out and killed the bear. The
Athenians now were visited by a plague ; and when
they consulted the oracle, the answer was given

that they would get rid of the evil which had be-

fallen them if they would compel some of their cit-

izens to make their daughters propitiate Artemis by
a rite called upKreveiv, for the crime committed
against the animal sacred to the goddess. The
command was more than obeyed ; for the Atheni-

ans decreed that from thenceforth all women, be-

fore they could marry, should have once taken part

in this festival, and have been consecrated to the

goddess. Hence the girls themselves were called

upKToi, the consecration apKreia, the act of conse-

crating upKTEveiv, and to celebrate the festival apK-

TEveadaL.^ But as the girls, when they celebrated

this festival, were nearly ten years old, the verb de-

KarevELv was sometimes used instead of upKTEveiv

According to Hesychius, whose statement, howev-
er, is not supported by any other ancient authority,

the Iliad was recited on this occasion by rhapso-

dists.

There was also a quinquennial festival called

Brauronia, which was celebrated by men and disso-

lute women, at Brauron, in honour of Dionysus."
Whether its celebration took place at the same time

as that of Artemis Brauronia (as has been supposed

by Miiller,*' in a note, which has, however, been
omitted in the English translation) must remain un-

certain, although the very diflferent characters of

the two festivals incline us rather to believe that

they were not celebrated at the same time.

BREVIA'RIUM or BREVIA'RIUM AIARICI.
A'NUM. Alaric the Second, king of the Vsigoths,

who reigned from A.D. 484 to A.D. 50'i, in the

1. (Bellonii Observ. Itiner., iii., 27, p. 186.—Beckmann, Hist.

Invent., vol. iv., p. 265, seqq.)—2. (Herod., vi., 138.)—3. (i., 23,

^ 9 ; 38, U ; iii., 16, (> 6 ; viii., 46, ^ 2.)—4. {Vid. Muller, Do
nans, i., 9, ^ 5 and 6.) — 5. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 9, 31.)— 6.

(Suidas, s.v. 'Ap/cToj.- Schol. in Aristoph., Lysistr., 646.)—7.

(Muller, Dorians, iii 9, Ij 3.)—8. (s. v. "Apxros.)-9. (Hesych.

—Harpocrat.—Scholl in Aristoph., 1. c.)— 10. (Aristoph., Pm,
870.—Schol. in loc.—Suid., s. v. Bpuupuiv.l—11. (PoriaM, ii,

9, 5.)
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iwenty-second year of his reign (A.D. 508) com-
missioned a body of jurists, probably Romans, to

make a selection from the Roman laws and the Ro-
man text-wu:ers, which should form a code for the

use of his Roman subjects. The code, when made,
was confirmed by the bishops and nobility ; and a
copy, signed by Anianus, the referendarius of Ala-

fic, was sent to each comes, with an order to use
no other law or legal form in his court {ut in foro

too nulla alia lex negue juris formula proferri vel re-

dpi prcEsumatur). The signature of Anianus was
for the purpose of giving authenticity to the official

copies of the code ; a circumstance which has been
so far misunderstood that he has sometimes been
considered as the compiler of the code. This code
has no peculiar name, so far as we know : it was
called Lex Romana, and, at a later period, frequent-

ly Lex Theodosii, from the title of the first and most
important part of its contents. The name Brevia-
rium, or Breviarium Alaricianum, does not appear
before the sixteenth century.

The following are the contents of the Breviarium,
with their order in the code : 1. Codex Theodosia-
nus, xvi. books. 2. Novelise of Theodosius II., Val-
entian III., Marcian, Majorian, Severus. 3. The
Institutions of Gains. 4. Pauli Receptae Senientiae,

V. books. 5. Codex Gregorianus, 13 titles. 6. Co-
dex Hermogenianus, 2 titles. 7. Papinianus, lib. i.,

Responsorum.
The code was thus composed of two kinds of ma-

terials, imperial constitutions, which, both in the

code itself, and the commonitorium or notice prefix-

ed to it, are called Leges ; and the writings of Ro-
man jurists, which are called Jus. Both the Codex
Gregorianus and Hermogenianus, being compila-
tions made without any legal authority, are included
under the head of Jus. The selections are extracts,

which are accompanied with an interpretation, ex-
cept in the case of the Institutions of Gaius ; as a
general rule, the text, so far as it w^s adopted, was
QOt altered. The Institutions of Gaius, however,
are abridged or epitomized, and such alterations as
"Trere considered necessary for the time are intro-

<?uced into the text : this part of the work required
no interpretation, and, accordingly, it has none.

This code is of considerable value for the history

of Roman law, as it contains several sources of the
Roman law which otherwise are unknown, espe-
cially Paulus and the first five books of the Theo-
dcsian Code. Since the discovery of the Institu-

tions of Gaius, that part of this code is of less value.

The author of the Epitome of Gaius in the Bre-
viarium paid little attention to retaining the words
of the original, and a comparison of the Epitome
and the MS. of Gaius is therefore of little advan-
tage in this point of view. The Epitome is, how-
ever, still useful in showing what subjects were dis-

cussed in Gaius, and thus filling up (so far as the
material contents are concerned) some of the lacu-
nae of the Verona MS.
A complete edition of this code was undertaken

by Sichard, in his Codex Theodosianus, Basileae,

1528, small folio. The whole is contained in the
edition of the Theodosian Code by Cujacius, Lugd.,
1566, folio. The Theodosian Code and the Novella;

alone are contained in the editions of Marville and
Ritter; the remainder is contained in Schulting,
Jurispmdentia Vetus Ante-Justinianea, Lugd. Bat.,

1717. The whole, together with the fragments of
Ulpian and other things, is contained in the Jus Ci-

vile Antejustinianeum, Berlin, 1815.'

BRIDGE {}'e<pvpa, pons). The most ancient
bridge upon record, of which the construction has
been described, is the one erected by Nitocris over

I. (Savigny, Geschichte des R3m. Rechts in Mittelalter, ii.,

8.—Gaius, Praefatio Prims Editioni Prsmissa.)

the Euphrates at BabyJon.' It was in the natun
of a drawbridge, and consisted merely of stone

piers without arches, but connected with one an-

other by a framework of planking, which was re-

moved at night to prevent the inhabitants from pass-

ing over from the different sides of the river to com-
mit mutual depredations. The stones were fast-

ened together by iron cramps soldered with lea«l,

and the piers were built while the bed of the river

was free from water, its course having been divert-

ed into a large lake, which was again restored to

the usual channel when the work had been com-
pleted.' Compare the description given by Diodo-
rus Siculus,' who ascribes the work to Semiramis.
Temporary bridges constructed upon boats, call-

ed axe^iai,*' were also of very early invention. Da-
rius is mentioned as having thrown a bridge of this-

kind over the Thracian Bosporus ;* but we have no
details respecting it beyond the name of its archi-

tect, Mandrocles of Samoa.* The one constructed

by order of Xerxes across the Hellespont is more
celebrated, and has been minutely described by He-
rodotus.'' It was built at the place where the Cher-

sonese forms almost a right angle, between the

towns of Sestos and Madytus on the one side, and
Abydos on the other. The first bridge which was
constructed at this spot was washed away by a
storm almost immediately after it was completed,*

and of this no details are given. The subsequent
one was executed under the directions of a different

set of architects.' Both of them appear to have
partaken of the nature of suspension bridges, the
platform which formed the passage-way being se-

cured upon enormous cables formed by ropes of
flax {?ievKO?,ivov) and papyrus {8v6?i.ivuv) twisted

together, and then stretched ti^ht by means of wind-
lasses (5vot) on each side.

The bridges hitherto mentioned cannot be strict-

ly denominated Greek, although the architects by
whom the last two were constructed were natives

of the Greek islands. But the frequent mention of
the word in Homer proves that they were not un-

common in Greece, or, at least, in the western part

of Asia Minor, during his time. The Greek term
for a permanent bridge is yE(j>vpa, which the ancient

etymologists connected with the Gephyraei (Te<j>v-

paloi), a people whom Herodotus'" states to have
been Phoenicians, though they pretended to have
come from Eretria ; and the etymologists accord-

ingly tell us that the first bridge in Greece was
built by this people across the Cephissus ; but such
an explanation is opposed to sound etymology and
common sense. As the rivers of Greece were small,

and the use of the arch known to them only to a
limited extent {vid. Arcus), it is probable that their

bridges were built entirely of wood, or, at best, were
nothing more than a wooden platform supported
upon stone piers at each extremity, like that of Ni-

tocris described above. Pliny' mentions a bridge

over the Acheron 1000 feet in length, and also

says" that the island Eubcea was joined to Bceotia

by a bridge ; but it is probable that both these works
were executed after the Roman conquest.

In Greece also, as well as in Italy, the term
bridge was used to signify a roadway raised upon
piers or arches to connect the opposite sides of a

ravine, even where no water flowed through it."

The Romans were undoubtedly the first people
who applied the arch to the constniction of bridges,

by which they were enabled to erect structures of

great beauty and solidity, 'is well as utility ; for by

1. (Ilerod., i., 186.)—2. (Herod., 1. c.)—3. (ii., toI. i., p. 121,

ed. Wesseling.)

—

i. (Hcsych., s. v.—Herod., vii., 36. — .^sch.,

Pars., 69, ed. Blomf. et Gloss.)— 5. (Herod., ir., 83, 85.)— 6.

(Herod., iv., 87, 88.) — 7. (vii., 36.) —8. (Herod., Tii., 34.)—

9

(Id., 36.)—10. (T., 57.)— 11. (H. N., iv., 1.)—12. (iv., 21.)—13
irfiv Yi(bvpav, fj em rS vd-au Pjv : Xen., Anab., vi., 5, 1) 22.)
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this means the openings between the piers for the

convenience of navigation, wrhich in the bridges of

Babylon and Greece must have been very narrow^,

could be extended to any necessary span.

The width of the passage-way in a Roman bridge

was commonly narrow, as compared with modern

structures of the same kind, and corresponded with

the road {via) leading to and from it. It was divided

into three parts. The centre one, for horses and

carriages, was denominated agger or iter ; and the

raised footpaths on each side (decursoria), which

were enclosed by parapet walls similar in use and

appearance to the pluteus in the basiUca. {Vid.

Basilica, p. 143.)

Eight bridges across the Tiber are enumerated

by P. Victor as belonging to the city of Rome. Of
these, the most celebrated, as well as the most an-

cient, was the Pons Sublicius, so called because it

was built of wood ; subliccs, in the language of the

Formiani, meaning wooden beams.* It was built

by Ancus Marcius, when he united the Janiculum to

the city," and became renowned from the well-

known feat of Horatius Codes in the war with

Porsenna.' In consequence of the delay and diffi-

culty then experienced in breaking it down, it was
reconstructed without nails, in such a manner that

each beam could be removed and replaced at pleas-

ure.* It was so rebuilt by the pontifices,* from
which fact, according to Varro,* they derived their

name ; and it was afterward considered so sacred,

that no repairs could be made in it without previous

sacrifice conducted by the pontifex in person." In

the age of Augustus it was still a wooden bridge,

as is manifest from the epithet used by Ovid :'

" Turn quoque priscorum Virgo simulacra virorum
Mittere roboreo scirpea ponte solet ;"

in which state it appears to have remained at the
time of Otho, when it was carried away by an in-

undation of the Tiber.'' In later ages it was also

called Pons Mmilius, probably from the name of the
person by whom it was rebuilt ; but who this .^mil-
lus was is uncertain. It may have been .^milius
Lepidus the triumvir, or probably the ^milius Lep-
idus who was censor with Munatius Plancus, under
Augustus, ten years after the Pons Suhlicius fell

down, as related by Dion Cassius." We learn from
P. Victor, in his description of the Regio xi., that
these two bridges were one and the same : "^Emil-

ius qui ante sublicius." It is called .^milian rf

Juvenal* and Lampridius," but is mentioned by (. a-

pitolinus' as the Pons Sublicius ; which passage is

alone sufficient to refute the assertion of some
writers, that it was built of stone at the period

when the name of .^Emilius was given to it.*

This bridge was a favourite resort for beggars,

who used to sit upon it and demand alms.* llenco
the expression of Juvenal,* aliquis de ponte, for a
beggar.'

It was situated at the foot of the Aventine, and
was the bridge over which C. Gracchus directed

his flight when he was overtaken by his opponents.*

II. Pons Palatinus formed the communication
between the Palatine and its vicinities and the Ja-

niculum, and stood at the spot now occupied by the
" Ponte Rotto." It is thought that the words o.

Livy' have reference to this bridge. It was repaired

by Augustus."
III., IV. Pons Fabricius and Pons Cestius were

the two which connected the Insula Tiberina with
the opposite sides of the riVer ; the first with the

city, and the latter with the Janiculum. Both are

still remaining. The Pons Fabricius was originally

of wood, but was rebuilt by L. Fabricius, the cura-

tor viarum, as the inscription testifies, and a short

time previous to the conspiracy of Catiline ;" which
passage of Dion Cassius, as well as the words of

the scholiast on Horace," warrant the assumption
that it was then first built of stone. It is now
called " Ponte quattro capi." The Pons Cestius is

by some authors supposed to have been built during
the reign of Tiberius by Cestius Gallus, the person
mentioned by Pliny,*' though it is more reasonable

to conclude that it was constructed before the ter-

mination of the Republic, as no private individual

would have been permitted to give his own name
to a public work under the Empire.** The inscrip-

tions now remaining are in commemoration of Val-

entinianus, Valens, and Gratianus, the emperors bj
whom it was restored. Both these bridges are rep-

resented in the annexed woodcut : that on the

right hand is the Pons Fabricius, and is curious as

being one of the very few remaining works which
bear the date of the Republic ; the Pons Cestius, on
the left, represents the effiarts of a much later age

;

and, instead of the buildings now seen upon the isl-

and, the temples which originally stood there, a»

well as the island itself, have been restored.

V. Pons Janiculensis, \tnich led direct to the
Janiculum. The name oi its founder and period of
its construction are unknown ; but it occupied the
site of the present " Ponte Sisto," which was built
by Sixtus IV. upon the ruins of the old bridge.

VI. Pons Vaticanus, so called because it formed
the communication between the Campus Martins
and Campus V.^.ticanus. When the waters of the
Tiber are very low, vestiges of the piers are still

discernible at the back of the Hospital of San Spir-

X. (?est)j8, s. V. Sablicium.)—2. (Liv., i., 33.—Dionys. Hal.,
jii., l>. 183.)—3. (LW., ii., 10.—Val. Max., hi., 2, 1.—Dionys.
Hal , v., p. 295, seq.)—4. (PUn., H. N., xxivi., 23.)—5. (Dio-
•ys. Hal., p. 183.1—6. (De Ling. Lat., v., 83.)—7. (Dionys. Hal.,
'.u., 1. c.)—8. (Fast.,v., 621.)—9. (Ta<r,%, Hist., i. 86, who calls
It Pons Sublicius.)—10. (p. 423 r. )
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ito. By modem topographists this bridge is often

called " Pons Triumphalis," but without any cla&s>

ical authority ; the inference, however, is not im-

probable, because it led directly from the Camr<u^
to the Clivus Cinnae (now Monte Mario), rronj

which the triumphal processions descended.
VII. Pons .^Elios, built by Hadrian, which led

from the city to the Mausoleum {vid. Mausoleum) of

that emperor, now the bridge and castle of St. An-

1. (Sat., vi., 32.)—2. (Heliog., c. 17.)—3. (Antonin. Pius, c.

8.)—4. (Nardini, Horn. Ant., viii., 3.)—5. (Senec, De Vit. Beat.,
c. 25.)—6. (xiv., 134.)—7. (Compare also Sat., iv., 116.)—

8

(Plut., Gracch., p. 842, c—Compare Val. Max., iv., 7, 2.—Ovid,
Fast., vi., 477.)—9. (xl., 51.)— 10. (Inscrip. ap. Grut., p. 160.
n. 1.)—11. (Dion, xxivii., p. 50.)—12. (Sat., II., iii., 36.)—13
(H. N., I., 60.—Tacit., Ann., vi., 31.)—14. (Nardini, 1 c.)
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gelo. A representation of this bridge is given in

the blowing woodcut, taken from a medal still ex-

taiii. It affords a specimen of the style employed

at the period when the fine arts aie considered to
have been at their greatest perfection at Rome.

VIII. Pons Milvius, on the Via Flaminia, now

Ponte Molle, was built by ^milius Scaurus the
censor,* and is mentioned by Cicero' about 45 years
after its formation. Its vicinity was a favourite
place of resort for pleasure and debauchery in the
licentious reign of Nero.* Upon this bridge the am-
bassadors of the Allobroges were arrested by Cice-
ro's retainers during the conspiracy of Catiline.*

Catulus and Pompey encamped here against Lepi-
dus when he attempted to annul the acts of Sulla.*

And, finally, it was at this spot that the battle be-
tween Maxentius and Constantine, which decided
the fate of the Roman Empire, took place (A.D. 312).

The Roman bridges without the city were far

too many to be enumerated here. They formed

one of the chief embellishments in all the puDiio

roads ; and their frequent and stupendous remains,

still existing in Italy, Portugal, and Spain, attest,

even to the present day, the scale of grandeur with
which their works of national utility were always
carried on. Subjoined is a representation of the

bridge at Ariminum {Rimini), which remains entire,

and was commenced by Augustus and terminated
by Tiberius, as we learn from the inscription, which
is still extant. It is introduced in order to give the

reader an idea of the style of art during the age of

Vitruvius, that peculiar period of transition between
the austere simplicity of the Republic and the pro-

fuse magnificence of the Empire.

The bridg ; thrown across the Bay of Baiae by

Caligula,' the useless undertaking of a profligate

prince,, does not require any farther notice ; but

the bridge which Trajan built across the Danube,
which is one of the greatest efforts of human inge-

nuity, must not pass unmentioned. A full account
of its construction is given by Dion Cassius,® and it

is also mentioned by Pliny.' The form of it is

given in the following woodcut, from a representa-

tion of it on the column of Trajan ai Rome, which
has given rise to much controversy, as it does not

agree in many respects with the description of Dion
Cassius. The inscription, supposed to have be-

longed to this bridge, is quoted by Leunclavius*"
and by Gruter."

Sub juoum kcce rapitur et Danuvius.

It will be observed that the piers only are of

stone, and the superstructure of wood.
The Conte Marsigli. in a letter to Montfaucon,'

gives the probable measurements of this structure,

from observations made upon the spot, which •uriil

serve as a faithful commentary upon the tex*; of

Dion. He considers that the whole line consif t«d

of 23 piers and 22 arches, making the whole briJge

about 3010 feet long, and 48 in height, which are

much more than the number displayed upon the

column. But this is easily accounted for without

impairing the authority of the artist's work. A
fewer number of arches were sufficient to .how the

general features of the bridge, without ccritinuing

the monotonous uniformity of the whole lii<e, which
would have produced an effect ill adapt^-d to the

purposes rt" sculpture. It was destroyed by Hadri-

an,'* under the pretence that it would facilitate the

incursions of the barbarians into the Roman terri-

tories, but in reality, it is said, from jealousy and
despair of being able himself to accomplish any
equally great undertaking, which is supposed to be

1. (Spart., Hadr., c. 19.—Dion,liix., 797, E.)—2 (Aur. Vict.,

De Viris Illustr., c. 27, I) 8.)—3 (in Cat., iii., 2.)—4. (Tacit.,

Ann., xiii., 47.)—5. (Cic. in Cat., iii., 2.)—6."(Florns, hi., 23.)

—7. (Dion, lix., 652, E.—Suet., Calijr., 19.)- 8. (Ixviii., 776,

B.)—9. (Ep., Tl;i., 4.—Compare Procopius, De illdificiia.)—10.

(p. 1041. 6 )—11. Id 448 3.)—12. (Diou, I. c.)

confirmed by the fact that he afterward put to death

the architect, Artemidorus, under whose directions

it was constructed.

The Romans also denominated by the name of

pontes the causeways which in modem language

are termed "viaducts." Of these, the Pons ad

Nonam, now called Ponte Nono, near the ninth

mile from Rome, on the Via Pranestina, is a fine

specimen.
Among the bridges of temporary use, which were

1. (Giomale de' Litterati d'ltalia, torn, xxii., p. 116.)
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made for the immediate purposes of a campaign,

the most celebrated is that constructed by Julius

Caesar over the Rhine within the short period of

ten days. It was built entirely of wood, and the

whole process of its construction is minutely detail-

ed hy its author.* An elevation of it is given by

Palladio, constructed in conformity with the ac-

count of Caesar, which has been copied in the edi-

tions of Oudendorp and the Delphin.

Vegetius," Herodian,» and Lucan* mention the

ase of casks {dolia, cupce) by the Romans, to support

rafts for the passage of an army ; and Vegetius*

says that it was customary for the Roman army to

carry with them small boats (monoxuli) hollowed

out from the trunk of a tree, together with planks

and nails, so that a bridge could be constructed and

bound together with ropes upon any emergency

without loss of time. Pompey passed the Euphra-

tes by a similar device during the Mithradatic war.*

The annexed woodcut, taken from a bas-relief on

the column of Trajan, will afford an idea of the

general method of construction and form of these

bridges, of which there are several designs upon

the same monument, all of which greatly resemble

each other.

When the Comitia were heM, the voters, in or-

der to reach the enclosure called septum and ovile,

passed over a wooden platform, elevated above the

ground, which was called Pons Suffragiorum, in or-

der that they might be able to give their votes with-

out confusion or collusion.

Pons is also used to signify the platform {kniSa-

f^, aTTo5u6pa) used for embarking in, or disem-

barking from, a ship.

" Interea JEneas socio^ dc puppibus altis

Pontibus exponity

The method of using these pontes is represented

in the annexed woodcut, taken from a very curious

intaglio, representing the history of the Trojan war,

discovered at Bovilla. towards the latter end of the

17th century, which is given by Fabretti, Syntagma
fif Column. Trajani, p. 315.

BROMOS (ppuuog or l3p6/iog), a plant, which
Dierbach makes to be the Arena saliva, "Oats."
Stackhouse, however, is in favour of the Secale

Cereale, and Sprengel of the Avenafatua, or "wild
Oats."

BRONZE (;\;rt/lK6c, ces), a compound of copper

and tin. Other metals are sometimes combined
with the above ; but the most ancient bronzes,

properly so called, are found to consist of those two
ingredients. In the article on ^s, some farther

1. {De BeU. Gall., iv., 17.)—2. (iii., 7.)—3. (viii., 4, 8.)—4.
(if., 420.)—5. (1. c.)—6. (Fliirus, iii., 5.)—7. (Virg., JEn., x.,

particulars are supplied respecting the different com.
positions of bronze and brass. Th'j disiinctive teima
should always be observed in speaking of these
substanctis, afs the indiscriminate use of thrra has
led to great error and confusion in describing work*
of art.

There can be no question as to the remote anti-

quity of metallurgy ; though at what precise period

the various metals were known, in what order they
were discovered, and by what processes extracted

—either simply, or by reducing their ores when they
were found in that state, there are no satisfactory

means ofjudging. In the twenty-eighth chapter of

the book of Job we read, " Surely there is a vein

for the silver, and a place for gold where they fine

it. Iron is taken out of the earth, and brass (cop-

per) is molten out of the stone." This passage,

taken as a whole, and supported as it is by various

intimations .throughout the Pentateuch, shows that

at this early period greater advances had been made
in mining and the metallurgic arts than is usually

supposed. There is the same dearth of exact in-

formation on the practice of the metal-founders and
workers of the archaic ages, even after the different

substances were known, and objects of imitative

art had been executed in them.
The most ancient Greek bronzes extant are com

posed simply of copper and tin ; and it is remarka
ble how nearly the relative proportions of the met
als agree in all the specimens that have been ana-

lyzed. Some bronze nails from the ruins of the

Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae ; some ancient coins

of Corinth ; a very ancient Greek helmet, on which
is a boustrophedon inscription, now in the British

Museum
;
portions of the breastplates of a piece of

armour called the Bronzes of Siris, also presenred

in our national collection ; and an antique sworf
found in France, produced in 100 parts,

87-43 and 88 copper
12-53 and 12 tin

9996 loo
At a later period than that to which some of the

above works may be referred, the composition of

bronze seems to have been a subject to which the

greatest attention was paid ; and the addition of a
variety of metals seems to have been made to the

original (if it may be so called) combination of

copper and tin. The few writers on art whose
evidence has reached our times, make particular

mention of certain of these bronzes, which, not-

withstanding the changes they underwent by the

introduction of novel elements, were still ranked
under the words ;i;a^KOf and as. That which ap-

pears to have held the first place in the estimation

of the ancients was the ces Corinthiacum, which
some pretended was an alloy made accidentally, in

the first instance, by the melting and running to-

gether of various metals (especially ^oM and bronze),

at the burning of Corinth by Lucius Mummius,
about 146 B.C. This account is obviously incor-

rect, as some of the artists whose productions arc,

mentioned as composed of this highly valued metal
lived long before the event alluded to. Pliny* par-

ticularizes three classes of the Corinthian bronze.

The first, he says, was white (candidum), the greatei

proportion of silver that was employed in its com
position giving it a light colour. In the second sort

or quality gold was introduced, in sufficient quan-

tity to impart to the mixture a strong yellow oi

gold tint. The third was composed of equal pro-

portions of the different metals. Ti e next bronze

of note among the ancient Greek scilptors is dis-

tinguished by the title of hepatizon, which it seems
it acquired from its colour, which bore some resem

e«fi.:
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Uaucc to that of the liver {ji-aap). Phny says it was
inferior to th(! Corinthian bron/e, but was greatly

preferred to the mixtures of Delos and ^gina,

which for a long period had a high reputation, and

were much sought after. The colour of the bronze

called heyatizon must have been very similar to that

of the cinque cento bronzes—a dull, reddish brown.

The next anr.ient bronze in order of celebrity seems

to have been the as Deliacum. Its reputation was
so great that the island of Delos became the mart

to which all who required works of art in metal

crowded, and led, in time, to the establishment there

of some of the greatest artists of antiquity. Next
to the Delian, or, rather, in competition with it, the

Its .Egineticum was esteemed. We are told that

no metal was produced naturally in ^gina, but the

founders and artists there were so skilful in their

composition of bronze, that the island acquired

great celebrity on that account. Two of the most

distinguished among the sculptors of ancient times,

Myron and Polycletus, contemporaries of Phidias,

not only showed their rivalry in producing the finest

works of art, but also in the choice of the bronze

they used. Myron, we are informed, always pre-

ferred the Delian, while Polycletus adopted the

.iEginetan mixture

—

emulatio autem et in materiafuit.^

From a passage in Plutarch, it has been supposed

that this far-famed Delian bronze was of a light

and somewhat sickly tint.* Plutarch says that in

his time its composition was unknown.
Of some of the other bronzes enumerated in the

writings of the ancients, little or nothing is known
beyond the titles. Three of these are the <es Dc-

numnesium,^ the as nigrum* and the Tartessian

bronze (Taor^(T(TWf;^fa/l/c6f) mentioned by Pausanias.*

Before quitting the subject of mixtures of metals,

it may be right to allude to a composition mentioned
by Pliny* under the title of aurichalcum, written also

onchalcum, which some writers have supposed was
en established bronze composed oi gold and bronze,

or, at least, of gnld and copper. It is possible there

may have been a factitious substance so designa-

ted ; but the true meaning of the word appears to

be mountain-metal, from the Greek words ovpog or

opo^, a mountain, and ;t;aAKOf : and the accidental

similarity of sound has doubtless led modern wri-

ters into error respecting the meaning of the first

two syllables, and into the Jielief that it was in-

tended to designate the combination of the two
metals alluded to. Reference to the passage in

Pliny will make this clear to the reader. He says

distinctly it was not found in his time, the mines
which produced it being exhausted.

Although, strictly speaking, it does not belong to

our subject, a mixture, which was employed and
much esteemed by the ancients, may be mentioned

in this place. It was called electrum, and was com-
posed of gold and silver in certain proportions. It

was, in all probability, only used for extraordinary

purposes. Thus Helen is said to have dedicated, in

the Temple of Minerva at Lindus, a cup made of

vlectrum, of the exact size and form of one of her

own breasts {Minerva templum habet Lindos

in quo Helena sacravit caliccm ex electro. Adjicit

kistoria, mamma sua mensura'').

The ancients were partial to polychromic sculp-

ture, as is evident from the variety of colours and

materials they employed even in the best period of

Greek art, namely, the age of Pericles, when Phid-

ias, Ageladas, Myron, Polycletus, Alcamenes, and

Pythagoras, were in the zenith of their glory. This

taste was carried into metal-works, and seems, if

1. (Plin , H. N., xxxiv., 2.)—2. {Vid. Quatremire de Quincy,

Jupiter Olympicn.—Pint., De Pyth. Orac.)—3. (Pollux.—He-
«ych.)—4. (Philostrat.)—5. (vi., 19, I) 2.)—6. (H. N., ixxiv.,2.)

- 7. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 23.)

the accounts that have been brought down to us aie
to be credited, to have existed in very early times.

This is not the place to discuss the genuineness of
the passage in Homer in which mention !•- made oi

the shield of Achilles. It is only necessary here to

state, that in one of its compartments, oxen, sheep,
and vaiious other objects were represented, and
that they were distinguished by variety of colours

Pliny* says that the artist Aristonidas made a sta»

ue of Athamas, in which he proposed to himself the
difficult task of producing the effect of shame, o
blushing, by using a mixture of iron with the bronze
in which the work was executed (.^E* ferrumque
miscutt, ut rubigine ejus per nitorem aris relucente

exprimeretur verecundia rubor). Plutarch tells m
that a statuary called Silanio or Silanion made
statue of Jocasta dying, and so composed his met
als that a paUid appearance or complexion was pro-

duced. This, it is said, was effected by the intro-

duction of silver. Callistratus speaks of a statue

of Cupid by Praxiteles, and another of Occasion
(Kaipog), represented under the form of a youth ;

also one of Bacchus by Praxiteles ; all of which
were remarkable for the colour of the bronze imi-

tating the appearance of nature. A bronze relievo

of the battle of Alexander and Porus is also refer-

red to for its truth of effect, produced by the blend

ing of colours, and which rendered it worthy to be
compared with the finest pictures.

With the very limited data we possess, it is im-

possible to offer much conjecture upon these state

ments, or to say how much or how little they are

to be relied upon. Some of the accounts are most
probably inventions of the fancy ; some of them
may be founded on facts greatly overcharged, th»

effects described being produced by overlaying the

metal with colour, or in some cases, perhaps, bj

what is now called plating. A slight acquaintance

with the nature of metal, and the processes of

founding, will be sufficient to convince any one cf

the impracticability of effecting (at least by melting

the materials together, and so producing variety of

tints) what it is pretended was done in some of the

instances referred to.

The earliest mode of working in metal among the

Greeks seems to have been with the hammer ; by
beating out lumps of the material into the form pro-

posed, and afterward fitting the pieces together by
means of pins or keys. It was called a<pvp7JXaTov,

from a(f)vpa, a hammer. Pausanias' describes this

process in speaking of a very ancient statue of Ju-

piter at Sparta, the work of Learchus of Rhegium.
With respect to its supposed antiquity, Pausanias

can only mean that it was very ancient, and of the

archaic style of art. The term sphurelata is used
by Diodorus Siculus in describing some very ancient

works which are said to have decorated the cele-

brated gardens and palace of Ninus and Semiramis
at Babylon. Pliny' mentions a statue of Diana
Anaitis worked in the same way ; and, that there

may be no doubt that it was of solid hammer-work,

he uses two expressions to convey his meaning.
The statue was of gold, and the passage describing

it has given rise to much discussion :
" Aurea statua

prima nulla inanitate, et antequam ex are aliqua illo

modo Jierct quam vacant holosphyraton, in templo

Anattidis posita dicitur.^^ A statue of Dionysius by

Onassimedes, of solid bronze, is mentioned by Pau-

sanias* as existing at Thebes in his time. The
next mode, among the Greeks, of executing metal-

works seems to have been by plating upon a nu-

cleus, or general form, of wood : a practice which

w as employed also by the Egyptians, as is proved

by a specimen of their ai t preserved in the British

1. (xxxiv., 40.)—2. (iii., 17, f) 6.)—3 (H. N , xxxiii., 24 1—4.

(ix., 12, 3.)
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Musenrm The subject is a small head of Osiriat

ind Vte wood is still remaining within the metal.

i( is probable that the terms holosphyraton and sphy-

raton were intended to designate the two modes of

hammer-work ; the first on a solid mass, and the

other hammering out plates.

It is extremely difficult to determine at what date

the casting of metal was introduced. Tliat it was
known at a very early period there can be no doubt,

although it may not have been exercised by statua-

ries in European Greece till a comparatively late

date. The art of founding may be divided into

three classes or stages. The first is the simple

melting of metals ; the second, casting the fused

metals into prepared forms or moulds ; and the

third, casting into a mould, with a core or internal

nucleus, by which the metal may be preserved of a
determined thiclcness. The first stage must have
been known at a period of which we have no record

beyond that intimation especially alluded to in Job,

which establishes the fact that some of the process-

es of metallurgy were well known when that book
was composed. The earliest works of art described

as of hammer-work were probably executed in

lumps of metal that had already undergone this

simple preparation. The ceisting of metal into

moulds must also have been practised very early.

There are no means of knowing of what material

or composition the forms or moulds were made, but

in all probability clay (dried, and then perhaps
baked) was employed for the purpose. The cir-

cumstance of a spot where clay abounded having
been chosen for the founding of the bronze works
for the Temple of Solomon supports this supposi-

tion. Of course, all the earliest works produced in

this stage of the art must have been solid. The
third process, that of casting into a mould with a
core, was an important step in the statuary's art.

Unfortunately, there is no recora of the time, nor of
the mode in which this was effected by the ancients,

unless we consider the statements of Pausanias of
sufficient authority for the date of the various dis-

coveries among the Greeks. His account would
imply that the art of casting was not known before
the time of Theodorus of Samos, who probably lived

between eight and seven hundred years before our
era.^ Herodotus," Pliny,^ and Pausanias make
honourable mention of Rhcecus and Theodorus.
Pausanias says* that they first invented casting in
bronze {Stixeav xn^i^ov koX tiyaA^uara ex'^vevaavro).
Pliny, who seems to have written down whatever
he heard, says,* "/w Samo primos omnium 'plasti-

cen^ invenisse Rhcecum et Theodorum ,•" but he proves
the incorrectness of this statement by recording
an instance of the proficiency of Theodorus in his
art, when he says "He cast a bronze statue of
himself, holding in one hand a file on allusion,
probably, to his profession), and in the other a quad-
riga of such small dimensions that a fly might
coyer it with its wings :" an example of practical
skill that at once places him in a much more ad-
vanced rank in his art than the inventor of its first

and most simple process couid have attained.
The ancients used something answering the pur-

pose of a solder for fastening the different pieces
of metal together ; but it is difficult to determine
whether the term koTlItigic means a solder or only
a species of glue. Pausanias distinctly speaks of it

as something different from nails or cramps, and
gives us the name of its inventor, Glaucus of Chios.
He is speaking of a vase of iron, which he says was
the work TXaiJKOV rov Xlov. aid^pov KOAlrjaiv
ivSpo^ evpovToc fiovij 6s i] KoXla avvexei re, Kat

1. (Paui., iii., 12, I) 8.)—2. (i., 51 ; iii., 41, 60.)—3. (H. N.,
txxT., 43, &c.)—4 (viii., 14, * S.)—5. (I. c.)
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SoTiv aijTT} T^ ai6fip(f> deafiog} Pliny, in like manner
speaks of a solder under the title o{plumbum argcn-

tarium.' Many of the works in the British Muse-
um, as well as ir:. other collections, show the points

of junction of the various pieces of which the ob-

jects are composed ; but how they were fastened

together is a matter of doubt, the rust that has ac-

cumulated, both within and without, quite pieclu-

ding the possibility of minute and satisfactory ex-

amination. Some of them appear to have been fit

ted together somewhat in the manner called dove

tailing, and then pinned; but whether they were
then soldered, or merely beaten together with the

hammer, and then worked over to make the surface

entire, cannot be determined. The modern practice

of burning the parts together seems, as far as there

are opportunities of judging, to have been quite un-
known to the ancients.

The finest collection of ancient bronzes is in the

Museo Borbonico at Naples. They have been found
chiefly in the ruins of Herculaneum and Pompeii,
and among them are some examples of great skill

and beauty. A few of the heads offer peculiarities

in the treatment of the hair, the small corkscrew
curls, and the ends of the beards being formed of

separate pieces of metal fastened on. Several of

the statues have the eyes of paste and of stones,

or sometimes of a different metal from the material

of the rest of the work. Silver was often united

with bronze. Cicero mentions a statue of " Apollo

czneus, cujus in femore litterulis minutis argenteis 7io-

men Myronis erai inscriptum."' In a bronze statue

of a youth, in the collection at Paris, are the re«

mains of a Greek inscription in silver letters. They
are inserted into the left foot. The Museo Borbon-
ico possesses some examples of inlaid silver-work.

There are also instances of it in the collection of

bronzes in the British Museum.
The jiames of few sculptors, or, rather, statuaries

of celebrity, have reached us who were not chiefly

distinguished for the excellence of their works in

bronze. Theodorus of Samos has already been
mentioned ; Gitiadas of Sparta and Glaucias of

^Egina may be added as holding an eminent place

among the earlier artists in bronze. A list of the

statuaries of Greece who excelled in works in met
al would almost be a history of sculpture. It wil

be enough to state that Ageladas, the master of

Phidias, Phidias, Alcamenes, Agoracritus, Polycle-

tus, Myron, Praxiteles, and Lysippus exercised,

and contributed to bring to perfection, this branch
of art. Bronze-casting seems to have declined in

Greece soon after the time of Alexander the Great,
about 330 B.C. The accounts given of the number
of works executed about that period almost exceed
belief Lysippus alone is said, according to Pliny,

to have produced above 600, or, according to anoth-
er reading, above 1500.*

The Romans were never distinguished for the
cultivation of the arts of design ; and, when statues

were required by them in the earlier period of their

history, they were obliged to call in the aid of Etrus-
can artists. Afterward, as their empire was ex-
tended, the city was filled with the works of the
best schools of Greece, and numbers of artists of

that country, no longer able to find employment at

home, established themselves in the capital of the
West. Zenodorus is said to have executed some
magnificent works in the time of Nero ; and the re-

mains of art of the time of Trajan, Hadrian, and the
Antonines, prove that artists of great skill were liv-

ing at the date of those emperors. Many of the

1. (x., 16, () 1.—Compare Herodotus, i., 25, who speaks of

inoKfjrirnpiStov ctS^peov Ko\XTir6v.)—2. (H. N.,xxxiv,, 17.)—JL

(Verr., iv., 43.)—4. (PLn., H. N., xxxiv., 17.- SiUig, Cat. A».
tif., >, V. J.ysippv*.)
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examples of bronze works that have reached us ex-

hibit signs of having been gilt, and the writers of

antiquity refer occasionally to the practice. It does

not seem to have been employed till taste had much
deteriorated

;
probably when the value and rich-

ness of the material were more highly estimated

than the excellence of the workmanship. Nero
comrr-anded a statue of Alexander, the work of Ly-
sippus, to be gilt ; but Pliny' tells us it was found
to injure the beauty and effect of the work, and the

gold was removed.
The greatest destruction, at one time, of ancient

works of art is supposed to have occurred at the

taking of Constantinople, in the beginning of the

thirteenth century. The collection of statues had
been made with great care, and their number had
accumulated to an amount which seems quite sur-

prising when it is considered how long a time had
elapsed since art had been encouraged or protected.

At the period alluded to we are told that some of

the finest works of the ancient masters were pur-

posely destroyed ; either in mere wantonness, or

with the view of turning the material into money,
or for sale to the metal founders for the value of

the bronze. Among the few works saved from this

devastation are the celebrated bronze horses which
now decorate the exterior of St. Mark's Church at

Venice. They have been ascribed, but without suf-

ficient authority, to Lysippus.

Before taking leave of the subject of metal-work-
ing, it may be right to add a few words upon toreutic

art (TopevTiKJj). From the difference of opinion

that exists among antiquaries and scholars, it is

easier to say what it is not than what it is. Some
believe it to be equivalent to the ccclatura of the

Latins, which seems to mean chasing. Others sup-

pose it means the art of turning, from ropvog : and
others think it applies to works in relievo, from to-

pog, clear, distinct. Some believe it is tlie art of

uniting two or more metals ; and others, that it is the

onion of metal with any other material. Millingen,

who is one of the best authorities on such subjects,

says, " The art of working the precious metals ei-

ther separately, or uniting them with other substan-

ces, was called toreulici. It was known at a very
early epoch, as may be inferred from the shield of

Achilles, the ark of Cypselus, and other productions
of the kind."" There is an example of this kind of

work, noticed by the above writer, in the British

Museum. It is not cast, but consists of very thin

laminated plates of silver, beaten or punched out,

and chased. The relief is bold, and the accessories

are of sheet gold, overlaid.

*BRUCUS or BRUCHUS {^povKog, ppovxog), a
very formidable species of locust, described by The-
ophrastus' as the most destructive of their kind.

The term, however, does not appear to have been
very well defined by the Greek writers.* The Bru-
chus in the Linnaean system is an insect that com-
mits great ravages on the different grains of the ma-
jority of leguminous plants, and of some kernel
fruits, and particularly on beans, lentils, vetches,

and pease.* The (ipovxog of the ancients appears
to have been the same with the Cossiis of Pliny and
F«'BtUS.*

*BIIY0N (/3pwv), a term used in a variety of
senses: 1. As applied to the germe of a flower by
Theophrastus. ' 2. To the male Catkins by the same
«Titer.* 3. To the flowers or corollae by the same,'
tad also by Nicander.*' 4. To the sea-algae by The-

1. (II. N., xxxiv., 19, () 6.)—2. (Millingen, Anc. ined. Monu-
ments, pi. xiv.—Winckelmiinn, Storia delle Arti del Disegno.

—

Qiiatremere de Quincy, Jup. Olymp.)— 3. (De Animal, rep. app.,

tf 4, ]>. 833, ed. Schneid.)—4. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Grif-

fith's Cuvier, vol. xv., p. 64.)—6. (Plin., 11. N.,xxx., 12.—Fest.,
f V.)—7. (11. P., i., 1.)—8. (H. P., i., 2.)—9. (H. P., iii., 7.)—
"0 (Thcriac., r„ 71.^

ophrastus.' 5. To the Usnea by Dioscorides, Galen,
and Paulus iEgineta." The term Usnea is borrow
ed from the Arabian medical authors, and apphed
to a genus of Lichens. 6. To the grape of the
white poplar.' 7. To a kind of shrub like lettuce.*

BRYONIA (Jipvuvia), a species of wild vine,

Bryony. The name (ipvuvia was applied to two
kinds of vine, the u(n:eiog XevK^, or white vine (th*

Bryonia alba of Pliny), and the u/j.7re^g fu?iacva, oi

black vine (Bryonia nigra). The term, however, is

more properly applied to the latter of the two. Il

is the same with the Tatnus Communis, L.*

*BU'BALIS or BU'BALUS (J3ov6aXig or -of), L
names first applied by Aristotle* and his successors
to a species of Antelope, most probably the Stag-
like Antelope. "How these writers," observes
Lieutenant-colonel Smith, " came to designate such
an animal by an appellation which is symphonic
with that of the Buffalo in all the dialects of North-
ern and Central Asia, cannot be explained but by
the supposition that Aristotle gave that name in

consequencp of some imperfect information which
he may have obtained on this subject through the
Macedonian invaders of Eastern Persia. It is wor-
thy of remark, however, that in the case of those
animals of a large size that used, until of late, to be
cla? ied with the antelope, the more equivocal char-
acteristic approximates them to the Bovine nearly
as much as to the Caprine nature. Hence the nat-

uralists of the present day ha"e found it necessary
to interpose a new genus, the characters of which
should embrace the evanescent distinctions of An-
telope, Capra, and Ovis, together with the incipient

characters which show the approximation to Bos.
This is the Genus Damalis. The native names ol

the animals thus generically separated, import that
they are considered distinct from the Antelope in

their own countries ; and although no great stress
should usually be laid upon local names, yet it would
be treating the knowledge and experience of the
resident nations with an indiscriminating indiffer-

ence, if, upon inquiry, it should be found that, from
the earliest antiquity to the present time, every peo-

ple who have intimate knowledge of the animals
under consideration should agree in bestowing one
generical designation upon them, and yet that such
designation shouW be rejected by systematic wri-

ters for one less analogous. Such, however, is the
case with the groups of animals before us, which,
whether they be Indian or African, have in their lo-

cal names either something that shows their separ-
ation from Antelope, or, what is more common, a
generic indication, which proves them to be regard-
ed as more nearly alhed to Bos than to Ciipra
Where the Persian, Arabo-Indee, and Eastern and
Western Arabic are concerned, it appears that all

the species we are about to enumerate will be found
designated by the generical word Ghau, ' ox' or
'cow;' Bakr, 'oxen,' 'cows,' in the Arabic, or
Bakrah in the Persian. The appellation g ven by
Aristotle may, after these remarks, be easily traced
to its source."^

n. The Buffalo. " The name 5mWt> is assert-

ed to have been transferred from the Antelope Bu-
balis of authors (Genus Damalis) to the animals of

the Buffalo group, during the sixth century of the
Roman Empire. It is true, as Buffon maintains,
that Aristotle, Pliny, and Oppian did not know the

Buffalo by the name of Bubalis, but it cannot be de-

nied that, in the age of Martial,* this name was
vaguely applied even to the Urus, and, consequent-

1. (H. P., iv., 6.)—2. (Dioscor., i., 20.—Galen, De Simpl., vi

—Paul .Sgin., vn., 3.)—3. (Plin., H. N., xii., 28.)—4. (Plin.,

H. N., xiii., 25.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xxiii., 1.—F6e in Plin., I c.J

—6. (Atistot., II. A., iii., 6.)—7. (Smith in Griffith's Cu» en

vol. iv., p. 343.)—8. (De Spect. Ep., 23.)
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ly, that the Tulgar were already familiarized with

it as early as the time of the Flavian line. Now
the Bubalis of Aristotle must have been a rare ani-

mal, which certainly bore no such Greek name in

its native regions, and therefore the word itself

originated and became common in some other way.

The learned among the ancients were as liable to

misapply appellations ofstrange animals as the mod-
ems, and the Arachosian oxen of Aristotle may
have been known to the Greek soldiers of Alexan-

der by another name ; indeed, by the name which
it appears the Buffalo bore among the northern na-

tions of Central Asia from the earliest periods ; a

name which, although it has the sound of a Greek
compound, is nevertheless of genuine Turanian ori-

gin. It is composed of the syllable Bu, ox,' join-

ed to a distinctive epithet. Taking the Tartaric to

be the root, we find that nearly all the dialects of

ancient Turan, Cheen, and the posterior Sclavonic,

lesignate both the Buffalo and the Bull by the words
Busan, Buka, Busum, Buja, Buha, Bucha, Buga,
Bujan. Buwol is the modern Russian, Baiool the
Polish, Buwal Bohemian, and Bial Hungarian. In
most of the countries where the above dialects are
spoken, the Buffalo is nearly as common as the do-

mestic ox, and, moreover, some of these dialects

were spoken by the very nations who introduced
the animal into Western Asia, Africa, and Europe.
From a careful consideration of the whole subject,

the presumption will be found to be fairly establish-

ed, that the nations who invaded the Roman and
Byzantine empires brought with them the very an-
imal whose name had reached Europe, perhaps by
means of the Greek followers of the Seleucian dy-
nasty, and that the word Bubalis is the true name
of the Buffalo, as clearly as Urus and Bison are de-
rived from the Teutonic Aurochs ( Uroks) and Wiz-
tnd. Aristotle and others evidently knew the Buf-
felo {fioeg uypiOL hv 'ApaxuToig, Bos Indicus, or Ara-
ehosian Ox). It is described as differing from the
Dx as the Wild Boar does from the Hog ; to be
ilack, powerful, with the nose turned up, and the
horns bent outward. In that period, the species
was not found farther west than Northeastern Per-
sia. Paul Wamefried, surnamed Diaconus, fixes
the appearance of Buffaloes in Italy in the reign of
Aigilulf, or the close of the sixth century, that is,

'a the year 596. But we may reasonably look for
meir appearance in the east of Europe to an earlier
date. If the myriads of Attila's forces drawn out
of Eastern and Central Asia, were supported by
droves of cattle bearing grain (buck-weed), as is

still done with buffaloes in common trade, and by
the nomad equestrian nations, who lead or follow
these animals in their native regions, there is no
reason for us to conclude that the Arachosian Buf-
falo was not in their herds; or if it could be proved
that the power of the Huns did not extend into the
northern provinces of Persia or Chorasmia, the
Avars and Bulgarians may be regarded as the con-
ductors of that species to the valley of the Danube,
Thrace, and Illyricum. This was probably during
the reign of Marcian, or about 453, and the subse-
quent introduction of the animals into Italy might
result from causes not connected with the migra-
tions of barbarians."*

*BUBO, the Horned Owl. {Vid. Gladx.)
BUCCINA {^vKuvv), a kind of horn-trumpet, an-

ciently made out of a shell. It is thus happily de-
scribed Ijy Ovid :

" Cava buccina sumitur illi

Tortilis, in latum qua turbine crescit ab imo :

Buccina, qua in medio concepit ut a'eraponto^
l-ittoi a voce replet sub utroque jacentia Phaebo."'

, Vn^^"*''^
"* Griffith's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. 378, seqq.)—2. (Met.,
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The musical instrument buccina nearly resembl**
in shape the shell buccinum, and, like it, might al

most be described from the above lines (in the lan-

guage of conchologists) as spiral and gibbous. The
two drawings in the annexed woodcut agree with
this account. In the first, taken from a frieze,* the
buccina is curved for the convenience of the per-

former, with a very wide mouth, to diffuse and in-

crease the sound. In the next, a copy of an ancient
sculpture taken from Blanchini's work,' it still re-
tains the original form of the shell. According tA

Hyginus,^ the buccina was invented by Tyrrhenus,
a. son of Hercules, which, if the tradition were of
any value, would refer this, as well as many other
musical instruments in use among the Romans, to
an Etruscan origin. Propertius* testifies to its be-
ing a very ancient instrument. Athenaeus* men-
tions a kind of shell called Knpv^ (according to Cas-
aubon, the shell of the murex), probably from its

sonorous qualities.

The inscriptions quoted by Bartholini* seem t«
prove that the buccina was distinct from the cornu

;

but it is often confounded with it.'' The buccina
seems to have been chiefly distinguished by the
twisted form of the shell, from which it was origi-
nally made. In later times it was carved from
horn, and perhaps from wood or metal, so as to im-
itate the shell.

The buccina was chiefly used to proclaim the
watches of the day* and of the night, hence called
buccina prima, secunda, &c.» It was also blown at
funerals, and at festive entertainments both before
sitting down to table and after."* Macrobius" tella

us that tritons holding buccina were fixed on the
roof of the temple of Saturn.

According to Festus," buccina is derived from the
Greek BvKiavov, a word not found in the lexicons,
or, as others say, from the Hebrew buk, a trumpet.
Varro considers it as formed by Onomatopoeia from
bou, in allusion to its sound. It is more probably
derived from buccinum, the namo of a shellfish.

The sound of the buccina was called buccinus, anri

the musician who played it buccinator (in Greek /8t>

KavTirfjc;).

*BU'CERAS {^ovKEpag), the herb Fenugreek, Tn-
gonella fanum Gracum. The name is derived from
^ovg, " an ox," and Kipag, " a horn," the seed re-
sembling the horn of an ox. Other appellations foi
this same plant, as given by Dioscorides and Pliny,
are telis, carphos, agoceras, ceraitis, lotus, and itasis.

The Roman writer gives a long account of its sev-
eral uses in the healing art, especially in female
complaints."
*BUFO, the Toad. (Vid. Phryngs.)

1. (Burney's History of Music, -vol. i., pi. 6.)—2. (De Musici»
Instrum. Veterum, p. 15, pi. 2, 18.)—3. (Fab., 273.)—4. (Eleg-..
IV., 1.)—5. (iii., p. 86.)—6. (De Tibiis, p. 226.)—7. (^n., vii_
519.)— 8. (Senec, Thyest., 798.)— 9. (Polyb., xiv., 3.— Liv.,
XXVI., 15.—Sil. Ital., Tii., 154.—Propert., IV., iv., 63.—Cic, Pro
Mura:n., 9.)—10. (Tacit., Ann.,xv., 30.)—11. (i., 8.)—12. (s. v.|
—13. (Theophrast., C. P., v., 13; vi., 14.—Diosuor., u., 124,—
Pbn., H. N., iiiv.. ult >
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•BfJGLOSSA and BUGLOSSOS (fiovyluaaog

K -ov), the herb Bugloss or Ox-tongue, deriving

Its name from the hkeness its leaf bears to the

tongue of the ox {^ovg, " an ox," and y7.C)aaa, "the

tongue"). Owing to the natural resemblance which
runs through the genera of Anchusa, Borrago, and

Lycopsis, there is some difficulty in deciding exactly

*-o what genus and species the (iovyluaaog of the

ancients should be referred. Sifcthorp and Spren-

gel prefer the Anchusa Italica, or Italian Alkanet,*

—

n. The Sole. {Vid. Sole a.)

BULLA, a circular plate or boss of metal, so call-

ed from its resemblaucc in form to a bubble floating

upon water. Bright studs of this description were
used to adorn the sword-belt {aurea bullis cingula ,•*

buUis asper ba'lcus'). Another use of them was m
doors, the parts of Jihich were fastened together by
brass-headed, or evc-n by gold-headed nails.* The
magm/7-cent br-jriZe doors of the Pantheon at Rome
are enriched with highly-ornamented bosses, some
of which are here shown.

T3 n
The golden bosses on the doors of the Temple of

Minerva at Syracuse were remarkable both for their

number and their weight.*

We most frequently read, however, of bullae as

ornaments worn by children suspended from the

neck, and especially by the sons of the noble and
v/ealthy. Such a one is called hares bullatus by
Juvenal.' His bulla was made ofthin plates of gold.

Its usual form is shown in the atinexed '.voodcut,

which 1 epresents a fine bulla preserved in the Brit-

ish Museum, and is of the size of the original.

The bulla was worn by children of both sexes for

ornament, as a token of paternal affection and a
uign of high birth ;' and, as it was given to infants,

it sometimes served, like other ornaments or play-

things {crcfundia), to recognise a lost child.* Prob-
ably, also, it contained amulets.'

Instead of the bulla of gold, boys of inferior rank,

including the children of freedmen, wore only a
piece of leather [lorv,m ;*' nodus tantum ct signum de

paupere loro ;" libertinis scortea^^).

1. (Dioscor., iv., 126.—Plin., H. N., xxv., 8.)—2. (Virg., JEn.,

ir., 359.)— 3. (Sid. Apoll, Carm. 2.)-4. (Plaut., Asin., II., iv.,

JW.)- 5. (Cic, Verr., 11., iv., 56.)—6. (Sat., xiv., 4.)—7. (Cic,
Verr , II., i.,58.)—8. (Plaut., Rud., IV., iv., 127.)—9. (Marrob.,
;,6.)—10 (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 4.)—11. (Juv., Sat., y., 165.)

- '^8 (As( on. Fed. iu Cic, 1. c.)

On arriving at adolescence, the bulla was laid

aside, together with the praetexta, and it was often
consecrated, on this occasion, to the Lares, or to

some divinity.*

Valerius Maximus' mentions a statua bullata, and
examples of boys represented with the bulla are not
unfrequent in statues, on tombs, and in other works
of art."

*BUMAMMA, a kind of large grape, so called be-

cause formed and swelling out like an udder or teat

(from (3ov, an intensive particle, and mamma, " a
dug" or " breast"). The Greek form of the name is

Bumastus, (iovfiaaTog, from fiov, and fiaarog, '*a

breast" or " dug." Varro* and Macrobius* employ
Bumamma ; Virgil' and Pliny,^ Bumastus.
BUMASTUS. (Vid. Bomamma.)
BU'NIAS {fiovviug), a species of plant, the wild

Narew. "The texm Bunias," remarks Adams,
" occurs first in Nicander, and that it is synony-
mous with the Gongylis is declared by Galen and
Paulus iEgineta ; and, farther, that it was the

Brassica Napobrassica, L., or wild Narew, is ad-

mitted by all the late authorities on classical bota-

ny, with the exception of Dierbach, who most un-

accountably contends that it is the Brassica Olera-

cea, or Sea-cabbage."*
*BU'NION {(Bovviov), a plant of the family of the

UmbellifercE. The preponderance of authority is in

favour of its being the Bunium bulbocastanum, or

Earth-nut, a plant having a bulbous root, round, and
good to eat. The term ^oMoKaaravov occurs in the

medical works of Alexander Trallianus. The fev-
6060VVCOV was taken for the Barbarea vulgaris by
Dodonaeus and Bauhin ; but Sprengel contends that

these aiHhorities were in error, and holds it to be
the Pimpinella tenuis, Sieb.'

BUPRESTIS ((3ovTTpTicTig), an insect treated of

by all the ancient v/riters on Toxicolofj-. It pi.tret

fatal to cattle when eaten among the grass, produ-
cing a burning sensation, whence it derives its

name (^ovg, "an ox" or "cow," and -Kpridu, "to in-

flame"). Belon mentions that he found in Greece a

species of Cantharis, which corresponded with the

ancient description of the Buprestis. " In fact,"

says Adams, " there is every reason to identify it

with the Meloe vesicatoria, often mistaken for th&

Spanish fly." The Buprestis of the ancients must
not be confounded with the Buprestis of Linnaeus."
BURIS. {Vid. Aratrdm, p. 79.)

BUSTUA'RII. {Vid. BusTOM.)
BUSTUM. It was customary among the Ro

mans to burn the bodies of the dead before burying
them. When the spot appointed for that purpose
adjoined the place of sepulture," it was termed hus-

tum,^' and hence that word is said by Cicero" to be
synonymous with Tvfi6og : when it was separate

from it, it was called ustrina.^*

There was a Bustum at Rome, in the centre of

the Campus Martins, connected with the mausole-
um of Augustus, where the remains of that emperor
and many of his family were burned and buried. It

is described by Strabo," who says that it was of
white stone surrounded by an iron railing, and
planted on the inside with poplars." In the year
1777, several blocks of travertine stone {ytdov Xev-

Kov^'') were discovered in the space before the Church
of San Carlo at Corso, upon which were inscribed

the names of several members of the family of Au-

1. (Pers., v., 31.)—2. (III., i., 1.)—3. (Spon, Misc., p. 299.—
Middleton, Ant. Mon., tab. 3.)—4. (R. R., ii., 5.)—5. (Sat., ii.,

ult.)—6. (Georg., ii., 102.)—7. (H. N., xiv., 1.)—8. (Crmmen
tary on Paul of .^gina, p. 98.—Compare Append., s. v.)-. -9. (Di-

oscor., iv., 122.—Alex. Trail., vii., 2.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—
10. (Plin., II. N., XXX., 4 ; ixxi., 10.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—
11. (Tacit., Ann., ii., 73, 83.—Cic, Philipp., i., 2.)—12. (Festug,

s.v.)— 13. (DeLe^., ii.,26.)—14. (Festus, s. v.)—15. (T.,p. 170.)

—16. (Compare Herodian, iv., p. 88, ed. Steph.)—17. (Slrab*

1 c)
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gustus, with the words hic ckematus est, which

identifies that locality with the bustum of Augustus.

The blocks are now preserved at the Vatican.

From this word three others derive their signifi-

cations :

I. BusTUAKii, gladiators, who were hired to fight

round the burning pyre of the deceased, in conse-

quence of the belief that the Manes were gratified

b/ blood.

^

II. BusTUARi.«, women of abandoned character,

inter busta ac monumenta prostantes.'

III. Bust:'rapi,' persons suffering the extreme
of poverty ; so called because they satisfied their

cravings by snatching from the flames of the funer-

al pyre the bread and other eatables which the su-

perstition of the living dedicated to the dead.*

Bustum is also used for the hollow space on the

top of an altar in which the fire was kindled.*

BUTY'RUM ifiovTvpov), Butter. "This sub-

stance," observes Beckmann, "though commonly
used at present in the greater part of Europe, was
known very imperfectly to the ancients ; to some,
indeed, it was not known at all. The translators

of the Hebrew writings seem to have thought that

they found it mentioned in Scripture,* but those
best acquainted with Biblical criticism unanimously
agree that the word chamea signifies milk or cream,
or sour thick milk, and that, at any rate, it does
not mean butter. The word plainly alludes to

something liquid, as it appears that chamea was
used for washing the feet, that it was drunk, and
that it had the power of intoxicating ; and we know
that mare's milk, when sour, will produce the like

effect. We can imagine streams of milk, but not

streams of butter. This error has been occasioned
by the seventy interpreters, who translate the He-
brew word by the term boutyron {(Sovrvpov). These
translators, who lived two hundred years after Hip-
pocrates, might, as Michaelis remarks, have been
acquainted with butter, or have heard of it ; but it

is highly probable that they meant cream, and not
our usual butter."

" The oldest mention of butter, though dubious
and obscure, is in the account given of the Scythi-
ans by Herodotus.' According to the historian,

they poured the milk of mares into wooden vessels,

caused it to be violently stirred or shaken by their

blind slaves, and thus separated the part that arose
to the surface, which they considered more valua-
ble and more delicious than that which was collect-

ed below it. Herodotus here evidently speaks of
the richest part of the milk being separated from
the rest by shaking ; and that what he alludes to
here was actually butter, would plainly appear from
comparing with what he says the much clearer ac-
count of his contemporary Hippocrates. ' The
Scythians,' remarks this latter writer, 'pour the
milk of their mares into wooden vessels, and shake
it violently

; this causes it to foam, and the fat part,
wMch is light, rising to the surface, becomes what
is called butter (o (3ovTvpov Kalovai): Mention of
butter occurs several times, in fact, in the writings
of Hippocrates,* and he prescribes it externally as
a medicine ; he gives it, however, another name,
jnkerion (TriKepiov), which seems to have been in use
among the Greeks earlier than the former, and to
'lave been afterward neglected. That this word

1. (Serv. in JEn., x., 519.—Compare Hor., Sat., II., iii., 85.—
Flor., ill., 20.)-2. (Mart., III., xciii., 15 ; I., xxxv., 8.—Kirch-
man, De Fun. Rom., iii., 22.)— 3. (Plaut., Pseud., I., iii., 127.)—
4. (Compare Terent., Eun., III., ii., 38.—Lucil., Sat., xxvii., 22,
p. 71, ed. Dousa.—Catull., lix., 2.)—5. (Turneb., Advers., xix.,
21.)—6. (Gen., xviii., 8.—Deuteron., xxxii., 14.—Judges, v., 25.
—2 Samuel, xvii., 29.—Job, xx., 17.— Id., xxix., 6, &c.—Com-
pare Dochart, Ilieroz., ii., 45, col. 473.)— 7. (iv., 2.) — 8 (De
Morb., lib. iv., ed. 1595, fol. v., p. 67.—De Nat. Mul., sect, v
p. 137.—De Morb. Mul., 2, sect, v., p. 191, 235, &c.)

1»3

signified butter, and was no longer empKyed in the
time of Galen, appears from his translating it, in

his explanation of the obsolete expressions of Hip-
pocrates, by the word boutyron {(iovrvpov)} It was,
even before that period, explained in the same man-
ner by Erotian, in his Dictionary of the words used
by that Greek physician ; and he remarks from an
ancient veriter, that the Phrygians called butter nt
Kepiov (pikerion), and that the Greeks seem to have
borrowed the word from that people." The poet
Anaxandrides, who lived soon after Hippocrates,
describing the wedding of Iphicrates, who married
the daughter of Cotys, king of Thrace, and the
Thracian entertainment given on that occasion,

says that the Thracians ate butter, wliich the
Greeks at that time considered a wonderful kind
of food.* It is very remarkable, that the word foi

butter does not occur in Aristotle, and that he even
scarcely alludes to that substance, though we find

in his works some very proper information respect-

ing milk and cheese, which seems to imply careful

observation. At first he gives only two component
parts, the watery and caseous ; but he remarks af-

terward, for the first time, in a passage where one
little expects it, that in milk there is also a fat sub-

stance, which, under certain circumstances, is like

oil.* In Strabo there are three passages that refer

to this subject, but from which little information

can be obtained. This author says that the Lusi-

tanians used butter instead of oil ;' he mentions the
same circumstance respecting the Ethiopians ;• and
he relates in another place, that elephants, when
wounded, drank this substance in order to make
the darts fall from their bodies.' The use of butter

by the Ethiopians or Abyssinians is confirmed by
Ludolfus.* J]]lian also states that the Indians
anointed the wounds of their elephants with butter

Aristotle, however, makes the wounded elephants

drink oil, and not butter ;' but the difficulty may
easily be obviated by supposing the butter spoken
of by Strabo to have been in a liquid state.—^We
are told by Plutarch that a Spartan lady paid a visit

to Berenice, the wife of Deiotarus, and that the one
smelled so much of sweet ointment, and the other

of butter, that neither of them could endure the
other." Was it customary, therefore, at that peri-

od, for people to perfume themselves with butter 1''

" The remarks of Dioscorides and Galen on tho

present subject are of much more importance. Tho
former says that good butter was prepared from the

fattest milk, such as that of sheep or goats, by sha-

king it in a vessel till the fat was separated. To
this butter he ascribes the same effects, when used
externally, as those produced by our butter at pres-

ent. He adds also, and he is the first writer that

makes the observation, that fresh butter might be
melted, and poured over pulse and vegetables in-

stead of oil, and that it might be employed in pastry

in the room of other fat substances.** Galen, who
distinguishes and confirms, in a more accurate man-
ner, the healing virtues of butter, expressly remarks
that cow's milk produces the fattest butter ; that

butter made from sheep's or goat's milk is less rich

;

and that ass's milk yields the poorest. He express-

es his astonishment, therefore, that Dioscoridaa

should say that butter was made from the milk of

sheep and goats. He assures us that he had seen
it made from cow's milk, and he believes it had
thence acquired its name." Tnis derivation of the

term boutyron, from fiovg, ' a cow,' and rvpoc.

1. (ed. Basil., fol. v., p. 715.)—2. (Erot., Lex.—Fabric, Bibl.

Grsec, iv., p. 571.)—3. (Athenseus, iv., p. 131 )—4. (11. A., iii.

20.)—5. (iii., p. 155.)—6. (xvii., p. 1176.)—7 (xv.,p 1031.)—

8

(Hist. .iEthiop., iv., 4, 13.)—9. (^lian, N. A., xiii., 7 —Aristot.,
H. A., viii., 31.)— 10. (Adv. Colotem., p. 1109.) — 11. (Mat
Med., ii., 81, p. 107.)—12. (De Simpl., Med. Facult , lib. x., p>

151.)
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•cheese,' 'coagulated milk,' was a favourite with

the Greek and Roman writers, but is altogether er-

roneous. The term is of foreign origin, and the

reader may see some curious speculations on this

subject in the Vorhalle of R itter, who seeks to con-

nect the name with the mythology of Boudha, and
with the germe of civilization introduced into the

West by the sacerdotal colonies from India.*

*' From what has thus far been said, it would ap-

pear that butter must have been very little known
to, or used by, the Greeks and Romans, till the time

of Galen, that is, at the end of the second century.

ft appears, also, that when they had learned the art

ot making it, they employed it only as an ointment

in their baths, and particularly in medicine. Pliny

recommends it, mixed with honey, to be rubbed over

children's gums, in order to ease the pain of teeth-

ing, and also for ulcers in the mouth.* The Ro-
mans, in general, seem to have used butter for

anointing the bodies of their children, to render
thera pliable ;' and we are told that the ancient

Buigundians smeared their hair with it.* If we
except the passage of Dioscorides already referred

to, we find no proof whatever that it was used by
the Greeks or Romans in cookery, or the prepara-

tion of food. No notice is taken of it by Apicius
;

nor is it mentioned by Galen for any other but med-
ical purposes. This is easily accounted for by the

ancients having entirely accustomed themselves to

the use of oil ; and, in like manner, butter at pres-

ent is very little employed in Italy, Spain, Portugal,

and the southern parts of France. One chief cause
of this is the difficulty of preserving it for any length

of time in warm countries ; and it would seem that

anaong the ancients in the south of Europe it was
rather in an oily state, and almost liquid. The
Northern nations, in modern tiaies, cut, knead, and
spread butter; the ancients po'.;red it out as one
pours out oil. Galen, for example, tells us, that to

make soot of butter (which was used in curing in-

flammations of the eyes, and cthei* disorders), the

outter must be poured into a lanf.ip." For more in-

formation on this subject, the reader is referred to

Beckmami's History of Inventions.^

BUXUM properly means the wood of the Box-
tree, but was given as a name to many things made
of this wood. According to Strabo,* the best box-
trees grew in the district of Amastriane, in Paphla-
gonia, and especially in the neighbourhood of Cyto-
rus. Pliny' also names the Gallic, Pyrenaean, Ber-
ecyntian, Corsican, and Macedonian box-wood.
The tablets used for writing on, and covered with

wax {tabulcE cerata), were usually made of this wood.
Hence we read in Propertius,

" Vulgari buxo sordida cera fuit."*

These tabellce were sometimes called cerata buxa.

In the same way the Greek ttv^iov, formed from
nv^oQ, " box-wood," came to be applied to any tab-

lets, whether they were made of this wood or any
other substance ; in which sense the word occurs
m the Septuagint (ra nv^'ia tu Xldiva^).

Tops were made of box-wood {volubile huxum ;**

buxum torquere Jlagello^^) ; and also all wind instru-

ments, especially the flute, as is the case in the
present day {Phrygiique foramine buxi^*). Combs,
also, were made of the same wood ; whence Juve-
nal*' speaks of caput intactum buxo.^*

*BUXUS (ttv^oc:), the Box-tree, or Buxus Scmpcr-
virens, L. The Box loves cold and mountainous

1. (Vorhalle, p. 121.)—2. (H. N., xxviii., 19.)—3. (Tertull.,

Adv. Marcion., iii., 13.)—4. (Sidon. Apoll., carm. 12.)—5. (vol.

ii., p. 372, seqq.)—«. (xvi., 28.)—7. (H. N., xvi., 28.)—8 (III.,

xxii., 8.)—9. (Exod., xxiv., 12.—Compare Is., xxx., 8.—Hab.,
ii., 2.)—10. (Viig., ^n., vii., 382.)—11. (Pers., iii., 51.)— 12.

(Ovid, Ep. ex Pont., I., i., 45.—Compare Met., xii., 158.—Fast.,

ri., 976.—Virj., M.\., ix., 619..)— 13. (Sat., xiv., 194.)— 14. (Com-
pare Ovid, Fust., VI., 229 : " Detonsos crines depexere buxo.")

situations ; the piaces most famed lor its growtt
are mentioned in the beginning of the previous ar
tide. " Box-wood is an unique among timber, and
combines qualities which are not found existing to-

gether in any other kind. It is as close and heavy
as ebony ; not very much softer than lignum vita

,

it cuts better than any other wood ; and, when an
edge is made of the ends of the fibres, it stands bci
ter than lead or tin, nay, almost as well as brass.
Like holly, the Box is very retentive of its sap, and
warps when not properly dried ; though, when suffi-

ciently seasoned, it stands well. Hence, for the
wooden part of the finer tools-, for everything that
requires strength, beauty, and polish in timber, there
is nothing equal to it. This will explain why so
many diflereiit articles among the ancients were
made of this wood. (Fjrf. Buxum.) There is one
purpose for which box, and box alone, is properly
adapted, and that is the process of xylography, or
engraving on wood."
*BYBLUS (/?i;/5Aof), the plant from which the

Egyptians formed paper, the Cyperus Papyrus.
{Vid. Papyrus.)
BYSSUS {(Svaaoc). It has been a subject ofsome

dispute whether the byssus of the ancients was
cotton or linen. Herodotus* says that the mum-
mies were wrapped up in byssine sindon {aivdovoq

fSvauivTjc Te?[,a/iC)ai), which Rosellini and many mod-
ern writers maintain to be cotton. The only deci-

sive test, however, as to the material of mummy-
cloth, is the microscope ; and from the numerous
examinations which have been made, it is quite

certain that the mummy-cloth was made of flax,

and not of cotton ; and, therefore, whenever the an-
cient writers apply the term byssus to the mummy
cloth, we must understand it to mean linen.'

The word byssus appears to come from the He
brew butz (j^^a), and the Greeks probably got it

through the Phoenicians.' Pausanias* says that

the district of Ells was well adapted for growing
byssus, and remarks that all the people whose land
is adapted for it sow hemp, flax, and byssus. In
another passage* he says that Elis is the only place
in Greece in which byssus grows, and remarks that
the byssus of Elis is not inferior to that of the He
brews in fineness, but not so yellow (^avdij). The
women in Patrae gained their living by making
head-dresses {KeKpv<j>aloi), and weaving cloth, from
the byssus grown in Elis.*

Among later writers, the word byssus may, per-

haps, be used to indicate either cotton or linen

cloth. Bottiger' supposes that the byssus was a

kind of muslin, which was employed in making the
celebrated Coan garments. It is mentioned in the
Gospel of St. Luke* as part of the dress of a rich

man : 'EvedidvaKero nop<^vpav aal ^vaaov.^ It was
sometimes dyed of a purple or crimson colour {0va-

aivov !vop<f>vpoiJv^''). Pliny" speaks of it as a species

of flax (iinum), and says that it served mulierum
maxime deliciis. Pollux," also, says that it was a
kind of 2.LV0V grown in India ; but he appears to in-

clude cotton under this term.

C., K., &CC.

CABEI'RIA (Ka6eipia), mysteries, festivals and
orgies solemnized in all places in which the Pelas-

gian Cabiri, the most mysterious and perplexing

deities of Grecian mythology, were worshipped,
but especially in Samothrace, Imbros, Lemnos,
Thebes, Anthedon, Pergamus, and Berytos." Lit-

1. (ii., 86.)—2. (Egyptian Antiquities, vol. ii , p. 182-196,

Lond., 1836.)—3. {Vid. Gesenius, Thesaurus.)—4. (vi., 26, I) 4.

—5. (v.,5, ^2.)—6. (Paus.,vii.,21,^7.)—7. (Sabina,ii.,p. 105
—8. (xvi., 9.)—9. (Compare Hev.,xviii,, 12.)— 10. (Hcsych.)—
11. (II. N., XIX., 4.)—12. (Cnom., vi,., 75.)— 13. (Paus., ix., 23^

f) 5 ; iv., 1,^5; ijc., 22, > 5 : , 4, ^ 6.—Euseb., Prsep. Evang.,

p. 31.)
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tie is known respecting the rites observed in these

mysteries, as no one was flowed to divulge them.-

Diagoras is said to have provoked the highest in-

dignation of the Athenians by his having made

these and other mysteries public." The most cele-

brated were those of the island of Samothrace,

which, if we may judge from those of Lemnos,

were solemnized every year, and lasted for nine

days. The admission was not confined to men, for

we find instances of women and boys being initi-

ated.' Persons on their admission seem to have

andergone a sort of examination respecting the life

they had led hitherto,* and were then purified of all

their crimes, even if they had committed murder.*

The priest who undertook the purification of mur-

derers bore the name of koItjc. The persons who
were initiated received a purple riband, which was
worn around their bodies as an amulet to preserve

thom against all dangers and storms of the sea.*

Respecting the Lemnian Cabiria, we know that

their annual celebration took place at night,^ and

lasted for nine days, during which all the fires of

the island which were thought to be impure were
extinguished, sacrifices were offered to the dead,

and a sacred vessel was sent out to fetch new fire

from Delos. During these sacrifices the Cabiri

were thought to be absent with the sacred vessel

;

after the return of which the pure fire was distrib-

uted, and a new life began, probably with banquets.*

Tlie great celebrity of the Samothracian myster-

ies seems to have obscured and thrown into obhv-

ion those of Lemnos, from which Pythagoras is

said to have derived a part of his wisdom.' Con-

cerning the celebration of the Cabiria in other places,

nothing is known, and they seem to have fallen

into decay at a very early period.

•CACAL'IA {KaKalia), a plant mentioned by
Dioscorides, Pliny, and others. It is supposed by

Sprengel to be the Mercurialis tomcntosa. Sibthorp

and Fee, however, are undecided, though the latter

inclines somewhat to the Cacalia petasites sive al-

bifrons.'--'

KAKHrOP'IAS AIKH {KaKrjyoplag dUrj) was an
action for abusive language in the Attic courts,

Balled, in one passage of Demosthenes," KaKjjyoplov

fi'iKJ], and also called T^oLdoplag Siktj {Slukuv 7^ol6o-

piac^'), and KanoTioyiag ^ikt}. This action could be

brought against an individual who applied to another

certain abusive epithets, such as uv6p6(j>ovog, narpa-

Tioiag, &c., which were included under the general

name o{ uTToppriTa. (Ft<i. Aporrheta.) It was no
justification that, these words were spoken in an-

ger." By a law of Solon, it was also forbidden to

speak evil of the dead ; and if a person did so, he
was liable to this action, which could be brought
against him by the nearest relative of the deceased.**

If an individual abused any one who was engaged
rn any public office, the offender not only suffered

the ordinary punishment, but incurred the loss of

his rights as a citizen {aTifiia), since the state was
considered to have been insulted."

If the defendant was convicted, he had to pay a
fine of 500 drachmae to the plaintiff." Plutarch,

however, mentions that, according to one of Solon's

laws, whoever spoke evil of a person in the tem-

1. (Strabo, x., p. 365, ed. Tauchnitz.—ApoUon. Rhod.,i., 917.
—Ori>h., Argon., 400.—Val. Flacc, ii., 435.)—2. (Athenag.,
Leg., ii., 5.)—3. (Schol. in Eurip., Phojn., 7.—Plut., Alex., 2.—
Doi.atus in Terent., Phorm., i., 15.)—4. (Plut., Laced. Apophth.
Antalcid , p. 141, ed. Tauchnitz.—5. (Liv., xlv., 5.—Schol. in

Theocr., ii., 12.—Hesych., s. v. Koi';;;.)—6. (Schol. in ApoUon.,
1. c—Diod. Sic, v., 49.)—7. (Cic, De Nat. Deor., i., 42.)—8.
(Schol. in Apollon. Rhod , i., 608.)—9. (lamblich., Vit. Pythag.,
c. 151.—Coraparo Miiller's Prolegomena, p. 150.)—10. (Dios-

cor., iv., 121.—Pliu., H. N., xxv., 11.)— 11. (c. Mid., 544.)—12.

(Aristoih., Vesp., 1246.)—13. (Lys., c. Theomn., i., p. 372, 373.)

—14. (Deraoslh., c. Leptin., 488.—c. Boeot., 1022.—Plut., Sol.,

e. SI.)— 15. (Demosth., c. Mid., 521.)—16. (Isocr., c. Loch., 396.
- -Lvs., c. Theoran., 354.)

J 84.

pies, courts of justice, public offices, or Jr. pu'HW
festivals, had to pay five drachmae ; but, as Platner*

has observed, the law of Solon v/as probably chan*

ged, and the heavier fine of 500 drachmae substitu*

ted in the place of the smaller sum. Demosthenes,
in his oration against Meidias,' speaks of a fine of

1000 drachmae ; but this is probably to be explained

by supposing that Demosthenes brought two actions

KaKTj-yopiag, one on his own account, and the other

on account of the insults which Meidias had com-
mitted against his mother and sister.'

This action was probably brought before the thea-

mothetae,* to whom the related vdpeug ypai^fj be-

longed.

KAKOAOFIAS AIKH. ( Vid. KAKIirOPIAX
AIKH.)
KAKOTEX'NIflN AIKH {KaKorexvMv diKn) cor-

responds in some degree with an action for subor-

nation of perjury. It might be instituted against

a party to a previous suit, whose witnesses had
already been convicted of falsehood in an action

tpevdofiaprvpiuv.^ It has been also surmised that

this proceeding was available against the same
party when persons had subscribed themselves
falsely as sumraoners in the declaration or indict-

ment in a previous suit ;* and if Plato's authoritv

with respect to the terms of Attic law can be con-
sidered conclusive, other cases of conspiracy and
contrivance may have borne this title.' With re-

spect to the court into which these causes were
brought, and the advantages obtained by the sue
cessful party, we have no information.*

KAKO'SIS (KUKuaig), in the language of the Attic

law, does not signify every kind of ill-treatment, but

1. The ill-treatment of parents by their children

{KUKuoLg yoviuv). 2. Of women by their husbands
(/ca/fumf yvvGiKuv). 3. Of heiresses {KUKucrig tup
ETZLKlrtpuv). 4. Of orphans and widows by their

guardians or any other persons {KunucLg tuv bp^t^

vuv KoX xvp^'^'^ovauv yvvaiKuv).

1. KuKuaig yoviuv was committed by those who
struck their parents, or applied abusive epithets to

them, or refused them the means of support when
they were able to afford it, or did not bury them
after their death, and pay them proper honours.'

It was no justification for children that their parents

had treated them badly. If, however, they were
illegitimate, or had not received a proper education

from their parents, they could not be prosecuted for

KUKuaig}"
2. KuKucrig yvvaiKuv was committed by husbands

who ill-treated their wives in any manner, or had
intercourse with other women," or denied their

wives the marriage duties ; for, by a law of Solon,

the husband was bound to visit his wife three times

every month, at least if she was an heiress.'* In

the comedy of Cratinus, called the " Wine Flask"
{UvTivTj), Comedy was represented as the wife of
Cratinus, who brought an action against him be
cause he neglected her, and devoted all his attention

to the wine flask."

3. KuKuaig rwv kiTiK'krjpuv was committed by the

nearest relatives of poor heiresses, who neither

married them themselves, nor gave them a dowry
in order to marry them to persons of their own
rank in life ;" or, if they married them themselres,

did not perform the marriage duties."

4. KuKuaig tuv bp<j)avC)V Kat ;\f??p£Vcrov(7(JV yvvai'

1. (Process bei den Attikern, ii., 192.)—2. (543.)—3. (Hudt
walcker, Ditetet., 150.)—4. (Demosth., c. Mid., Ml.)—5. (Har-
pocr., s. v.—Demosth., c. Ev. and Mne?., 1. 39, 11.)—6. (Meier,

Att. Process, 385.)—7. (Plato, leg, x. &36, E.)—8. (Meier,

Att. Process, 45, 386.)—9. (Aristcph, Av, 757, 1356.—Suid., s.

V. nc\apYiKds NoAioy.)— 10. (Meier, Att. Process, p. 288 )—11

(Diog. Laert., iv., 17.—Compare Plut., Alcib., 8.)—12. (Plut.,

Sol., c. 20.—Erotic, c. 23.)— 13. (Schol. m Aristoph., Eqi it., 399.1
—14. (Domosth., c Macart., 1076.—Harpocr., t. v. 'Eiri'(5i(cof

etiTcs.- -Sind., Phot., s. V. eijrftij.)—15. (Flut., Sol., c 20
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Muv was committed by those who injured in any
way either orplians Dr widows, both of whom were
considered to be in an especial manner under the

protection of the state.* The speech of Isaeus on
the Inh(Titance of Hagniaa, is a defence against an
^iaayyt^la KaKuaeui ol this kind.

All these cases of KuKuaig belonged to the juris-

diction of the chief archon {upx^v enuw/iog). If a

person wronged in any way orphans, heiresses, or

widows, the archon could inflict a fine upon them
himself ; or, if he considered the person deserving

of greater punishment, could bring him before the

heUaea.* Any private individual couW also accuse

parties guilty of KuKuaig by means of laying an in-

formation {elaayyelia) before the chief archon,

though sometimes the accuser proceeded by means
of a regular indictment (ypac^rj), with an dvuKpiaig

before the archon.' Those who accused persons

guilty of KUKucng incurred no danger, as was usual-

ly the case, if the defendant was acquitted, and they
did not obtain the fifth part of the votes of the di-

casts.*

The punishment does not appear to have been
fixed for the different cases of KUKuaig, but it was
generally severe. Those found guilty of Kunuaig

yoviuv lost their civil rights (unixla), but were al-

lowed to retain their property {ovroi uti/xoi, fjaav to.

fjufiara, ru de ;j;p^//ora elxov^) ; but if the KUKunig
^jonsisted in beating their parents, the hands of the

offenders might even be cut off.*

*CACTUS (KUKTog), a species of plant. Spren-
gel inclines to the opinion that it was the kind of
artichoke called Cardoon, namely, the Cinara car-

dunculus. Stackhouse suggests that it was the

Cactus opuntia, or Indian Fig. The locality of the

KuKTog of Theophrastus does not suit well with ei-

ther of these plants. Schneider proposes the Acarna
cancellata. Sprengel's opinion is, perhaps, after all,

the more correct one, and is advocated by Fee.

Pliny describes the Cactus as growing only in Si-

cily.'' 1

CADA'VER. (Fid. Fdnus.)
CADISKOI or CADOI, also CADDISKOI {ku-

didKOL, Kudoi, KaddioKOL^), were small vessels or

urns, in which the counters or pebbles of the di-

casts were put, when they gave their votes on a
trial.' There were, in fact, usually two KadiaKoi,

:

one, that in v?hich the voting pebble was put ; this

was made of copper : the other, that in which the
other pebble, which had not been used, was put

;

this wac! made of wood.'" Those who did not vote
at all put both their pebbles into the latter, which
was called the uKvpog nadiaKog, while the other was
called Kvpiog KadcaKog. After all had voted, the pre-

siding officer emptied the counters or pebbles from
the metal urn, the Kvpiog KadiaKog, and counted them
on a table, and judgment was then given according-
ly.'* The pebbles were distinguished from one an-
other by proper marks. Formerly only one urn had
been used ; and the dicasts kept the counter which
they did not use." This vessel was called also

uiK^opevg. Sometimes, also, the dicasts had only
one counter each, and there were two KadLaaoi, one
for acquitting, the other for condemning."
When there were several contesting parties, there

were several KaiiaKoi, according to the number of
the parties ; as in Demosthenes'* there were four.

1. (Demosth.,^c. Macart., 1076.—5 apxuiv, ocTtg liztntXeiTo

rSv xnpijn/ Koi riav 6p<paviav: Ulpian., ad. Demosth.,c. Tiraocr.)—2. (Demosth., c. Macart., 1076, Lex.)—3. (Demosth., c. Pan-
tenot., 980.)—4. (Harpocr., ••. v. EiVayyeX/n.)—5. (Andoc, De
Myst.; 36.— Xen., Mem., ii., 2, f) 13.) — 6. (Meursius, Them.
Attic, i., 2.)—7. (Theophrast., H. P., vi., 4. — Theocr., Id., x.,

4.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—8. (Pollux, Onom., x., 15-20.)—9.
(Harpocr., s. V.) — 10. (Isaeus, Be Hagn. Hered., <) 281. — Ly-
curg..c. I.eocrat., 240.)— 11. (Meier, Att. Process, p. 720-724.)

—

12. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 125.) — 13. (Meier, Att. Process, p.
7a4.)--14 [c. Macart , p. 1053, 10, ed. Bekker.)

The dicasts then had either one pebble, which they
put into the KadiuKog of the party in whose favoui
they meant to vote ; or they had as many pebbles
as there were KadioKoi (but only one favourable one
among them), which they put in according to their

opinion.' The pebble was dropped into the urn
through a long tube, which was called Kr///6f.* The
noise which the pebble made in striking against the
bottom of the KadioKog was represented by the syl-

lable Koy^.^

*CADMEIA or CAD'MIA (Kad/zem or -nia), a
species of earth, as the ancients termed it ; more
correctly, however. Calamine, or an ore of zinc.

GeofTroy says, " The dealers in metals call by the

name of Cadmia the Lapis Calaminaris, used in

making copper into brass." Dr. Kidd calls it a na-
tive oxyde of zinc. According to Dr. Hill, the

Cadmia factitia of the ancients was a recrement
of copper, produced in the furnaces'where that met-
al was separated from its ore. According to Spren-
gel, the kind called (ioTpving, or clustered Cadmia,
was our Tutty ; it consists of zinc with a small
proportion of copper. The Kanvcirjg, or Smoky Cad-
mia, according to Dr. Hill, was a fine powder col-

lected at the mouths of the furnaces. The xAa/ci-

rlg, or Crust-like Cadmia, was the coarsest and
heaviest of all.* ""With Cadmia (or an ore of

zinc)," observes Dr. Moore, "the ancients were well

acquainted, though they are commonly supposed
not to have known zinc itself, except as combined
with copper in the form of brass. But a passage in

Strabo authorizes the belief that they also knew
this metal in its separate state. The geographer
says,' that near Andeira, a town of Troas, is

found a stone, which, being burned, becomes iron,

and distils false silver {unoaTu^eL tpevdupyvpov) when
heated in a furnace together with a certain earth,

which, receiving the addition of copper, forms the

alloy that some call brass {bpeixalnov). He adds
respecting \his false silver, which was probably our
zinc, that it occurs also near Tmolus. Stephanus
states the same thing in somewhat clearer words,
and refers to both Theopompus and Strabo as au-

thorities.—This earth, which is supposed to derive

its name, Cadmia, from Cadmus, son of Agenor,*
who first introduced at Thebes the making of brass,'

is spoken of by Aristotle," who informs us that the

Mossynoecians had anciently prepared a brass of a

pale colour and superior lustre, mixing it not with
tin, but with a certain earth found among them.
Theophrastus alludes to the same, but without na-

ming it. Pliny' repeatedly speaks of Cadmia, but

it is evident that he does not always mean one and
the same thing. Cadmia seems to have signified

with him not only our Calamine, but a copper ore

which contained zinc ; and the same name was ex-

tended to what the Germans call offenbruch, ' fur-

nace-calamine ;' which, in melting ores that con-

tain zinc, or in making brass, falls to the bottom of

the furnace, and contains more or less of calcined

zinc.""
CADU'CEUS (KTjpvKeiov, ktjpvklov,^^ KrjpvKrjiov^*)

was the staff or mace carried by heralds and am
bassadors in time of war." This name is also given
to the staff with which He-mes or Mercury is usu
ally represented, as is shotvn in the following figure

of Hermes, taken from an ancient vase, which is

given in Millin's Peintures de Vases antiques.^*

The caduceus was originally only an olive-branch

1. (Meier, Att. Process.)—2. (Photius, s. v.—PoUux, Onom.,
X., 15.)—3. (Philol. Museum, vol. i., p. 425, note.)—4. (Dioscoir.,

v., 85. — Paul. jEgin., vii.. 3.—Adams, Append., s. v.) — 5. (]x

610.) — 6. (Ilardouin, ad Plin., vol. ix., p. 105.)— 7. (Tlygin^

Fab.. 272.)—8. (Op., vol. i., p. 1155, B.)—9. (II. N., xixiv., 1
,

xxxiv., 10, <fec.)—10. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 49, seqq.)—1)

(Thucyd., i. 53.)—12. (Herod., ix., JflO.) -- 13. (Pollux Clnom ,

viii., 138.)—14. (vol. i., pi. 70.)
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with thfe ariiiiiaaiv, which were afterward formed

into snakes.' Later mythologists ir. rented tales

about theso snakes. Hyginus tells us that Mercury

onct found two snakes fighting, and divided them

with his wand ; from which circumstance they were

used as an emblem of peace.*

From caduceus was formed the word caduceator,

which signified a person sent to treat of peace.*

Thus Aulas Gcllius* tells us that Q. Fabius sent to

the Carthrit,iaians a spear and a caduceus as the

emblems of war or peace (kasiam, et caduceum, signa

duo belli aut pads). The persons of the caduceatores

were considered sacred.*

It would appear, however, that the Roman am-
bassadors did not usually carry the caduceus, since

Marcian* informs us that the Roman ambassadors

carried vervain {segmina) that no one might injure

them, in the same manner as the Greek ambassa-

dors carried the cerycia (KTjpvKia).

CADU'CUM. {Vid. Bona Caduca.)
CADTJS {KuSog, Ku66oc), a large earthen vessel,

which was used for several purposes among the

ancients. Wine was frequently kept in it ; and we
learn from an author quoted by Pollux, that the

amphora was also called cadus.'' The vessel used
in drawing water from wells was called cadus,* or

yavTiog.^ The name of cadus was sometimes given

to the vessel or urn in which the counters or peb-

bles of the d leasts were put when they gave their

vote on a trial, but the diminutive KoSlaKoc was
more commonly used in this signification. {Vid.

Cadisroi.)

G^'CUBUM VINUM, a name given to a wine
which was at one time the best growth of the Fa-
lemian vineyards. "Formerly," says Pliny,'* "the
Caecuban wine, which came from the poplar marshes
of Amyclaj, was most esteemed of all the Campa-
nian wines ; but it has now lost its repute, partly

from the negligence of the growers, and partly

from the limited extent of the vineyard, which has
been nearly destroyed by the navigable canal that
was begun by Nero from Avernus to Ostia." The
Caecuban is described by Galen'' as a generous, du-
rable wine, but apt to aflTect the head, and ripening
only after a long term of years. In another place"
he remarks that the Bithvnian white wine, when

1. (Miiller, Aichseologie der Kunst, p. 504.) — 2. (Compare
Plin., II. N., xxix., 3 )—3. (Liv., xxxii., 32.—Nep., Hanuib., c.

11.—Amm. Marcell., IX., 7.)— 4. (x., 27.)—5. (Cato, ap. Fest.,

•. V—Cic, Do Orat., 1, 46.) -6. (Pig. 1, tit. 8, s.8.) — 7. (Pol-

lux, Ouom., X., 70, 71.—Suid., s. v. KaSo;.)—8. {(k tUv ^ptaTwv
rois KdSovi lv\)iaiiSdvciv: Aristoph., Eccles., 1003.—Pollux,
Onom., X., 31.)—9. (Suid.. s. v. yav\6s.)—10. (H. N., xiv., 6.)

-11. (Athenaeus, i., 21.)—12. (Oribasius, v., 6.)
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very old, passed With the Romans for Csccuban;
but that, in this state, it was generally bitter and
unfit for drinking. From this analogy we may con-

elude that, when new, it belonged to the class of

rough, sweet wines. It appears to have been one
of Horace's favourite wines, of which he speaks,

in general, as having been reserved for important

festivals. After the breaking up of the principal

vineyards which supplied it, this wine would ne-

cessarily become very scarce and valuable.'

C^LATU'RA. (Vid. Bronze, p. 179.)

*C^PA or CtEPE {Kpojifivov), the Onion, or Al-

lium, Cepa, L. The Greeks had numerous kindSj or,

rather, varieties of this vegetable, which are re en-

tioned by Dioscorides.' The Romans, on the olher

hand, had two principal kinds, the Pdlacana and
the Condimentarium, the latter of which was sub-

divided into many species. The Pdlacana (ccepa)

had hardly any head, and consisted principally of a

long stem. : it admitted of being often cut. The
Condimentarium {ccepe), so called because it could

be potted and kept for use, was likewise termed
Capitatum, from its exuberant head.— " Though
the history of the onion can be but imperfectly

traced in Europe, there is no doubt as to its great

antiquity in Africa, since there is evidence to show
that this bulb was known and much esteemed in

Egypt 2000 years before Christ. Juvenal,' indeed.

says that the Egyptians were forbidden to eat the

onion, this vegetable having been deified by them.

The prohibition, however, seems only to have ex-

tended to the priests, who, according to Plutarch,*
' abstained from most kinds of pulse ;' and the ab

horrence felt for onions, according to the same
author, was confined to the members of the sa-

cerdotal order. That onions were cultivated in

Egypt, is proved," continues Wilkinson, "from the

authority of many writers, as well as from the

sculptures ; their quality was renowned in ancient,

and has been equally so in modern times ; and the

Israelites, when they left the country, regretted tho
' onions,' as well as the cucumbers, the melons, the

leeks, the garlic, and the meats they ' did eat' in

Egypt. Among the offerings presented to the gods,

both in the tombs and temples, onions are intro-

duced, and a priest is frequently seen holding them
in his hand, or covering an altar with a bundle of

their leaves and roots. Nor is it less certain that

they were introduced at private as well as public

festivals, and brought to table with gourds, cucum
bers, and other vegetables ; and if there is any

truth in the notion of their being forbidden, we may
conclude that this was entirely confined to the

priestly order. The onions of Egypt were mild

and of an excellent flavour, a character enjoyei

by them at the present day ; and they were eaten

crude as well as cooked, by persons both of the

higher and lower classes. It is difficult, however,

to say if they introduced them to table like the cab-

bage, as a hors d'ceuvre to stimulate the appetite,

which Socrates recommends in the Banquet of

Xenophon. On this occasion, some curious reasons

for their use are brought forward by different mem-
bers of the party. Nicerates observes that onions

relish well with wine, and cites Homer in support

of his remark ; Callias aflSrms that they inspire

courage in the hour of battle ; and Charmides sug-

gests their utility in deceiving a jealous wife, who,

finding her husband return with his breath smelling

of onions, would be induced to beheve he had not

saluted any one while from home."*
C^R'ITUM TABULAE. The inhabitants ofCaere

obtained from the Romans, in early times, the Ro-

1. (Henderson's Hist. Anc. Wines, p. 85, 87.)—2. (ii., 180.)-

3. (Sat., xiv., 9.)—4. (Is. ct Os., 5et 8.)-5._ (Wilkinson's Man-
ners and Customs Anc. Egypt, vol. ii., p. 373, seq.)
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nan franchise, but without the suffragium} Some
ancient writers thought that the Caerites originally

had the full franchise, and were afterward deprived

of the suffragium.' The names of the citizens of

Caere were kept at Rome in lists called tabula Cce-

rilum, in which the names of all other citizens who
had not the suffragium appear to have been entered

In later times. All citizens who were degraded by
the censors to the rank of serarians were classed

among the Caerites ; and hence we find the expres-

aions oi (zrarium facere^ and in tabulas Caritum re-

ferri*' used as svnonymous. (Vid. .^rarii.)

CALAMINTHE {Kalaiiivdrj), a shrub, which
Sprengel, in the first edition of his R. H. H., makes
to be the Melissa Cretica; but in his second, the

Thymus nepeta, or Catmint. In his edition of Dios-

corides he calls the first species the Melissa Cretica;

the second, the Thymus nepeta, Scop. ; and the

third, the Melissa altissima.^

CALAMIS'TRUM, an instrument made of iron,

vind hollow like a reed {calamus), used for curling

the hair. For this purpose it was heated, the per-

son who performed the office of heating it in wood-
ashes (cinis) being called ciniflo or cinerarius.^

This use of heated irons was adopted very early

among the Romans,^ and became as common
among them as it has been in modern times.* In

the age of Cicero, who frequently alludes to it, the

Roman youths, as well as the matrons, often ap-

peared with their hair curled in this manner {cala-

mistrati). We see the result in many antique stat-

ues and busts.

CAL'AMUS (Ka?.a/iOf'), a sort of reed which the

ancients used as a pen for writing.*' The best sorts

were got from .^Egypt and Cnidus." So Martial,'''

" Dat chartis habiles calamos Memphitica tellus."

When the reed became blunt, it v/as sharpened with

a knife, scalprum librarium ;^* and to a reed so

sharpened the epithet temperatus, used by Cicero,

probably refers,^* " calamo et atramentq temperato res

agctur." One of the inkstands given under the ar-

ticle Atramentum has a calamus upon it. The
calamus was split like our pens, and hence Auso-
nius'* calls it fissipes, or cloven-footed.

KAA'AMOS apufiariKog. Sprengel feels little

hesitation in deciding that this is the Acorus Cala-

mus, or Sweet Flag. Schneider states that Stack-

house, in the second edition of his work, is disposed

to refer the Kulafiog evociiog of Theophrastus to the

same. The term kniyeiog also occurs in Theophras-
tus. {Vid. Saccharum.")
*KAA'AMOS (ppayjiLTrjg. All agree that this is

the Arundo phragmitis, L., or common Reed. Spren-

gel refers the KaXa/iog ;^;apa/ctaf of Theophrastus to

the same."
KAA'AMOS avlrjTLKog, the same as the 66va^,

and, consequently, \\ve Arundo donax.^^ ( Vid. Donax.)
KAA'AMOS 6 vaarog. The early commentators

on Dioscorides have settled the identity of this with
Ihe To^LKog of Theophrastus ; and Sprengel refers it

\'ery properly, as Adams thinks, to the Arundo are-

raria, or sea-side Reed."
*KAA'AM02 6 'lv6iK6g, most probably the Bam-

boo Cane, or Bambusa Arundinacea. Mention of the

Bamboo Cane is made by Herodotus, and also by

1. (Cell., xvi., 13.— Strabo, v., p. 220.)—2. (Schol. in Hor.,
Epist., I., vi., 63.)—3. (Cell., iv., 12.)—4. (Cell., xvi., 13.)
—-5. (Dioscor., ill., 37.—Theophrast., C. P., ii., 16.—Adams,
Append., s. v.) — 6. (Hor., Sat., I., ii., 98.— Ileindorf, ad
loc.)—7. (Plaut., Asin., III., iii., 37.)— 8. (Virg., JEa., xii.,

100.—Sorvius.—lleyne ad loc.)—9. (Pollux, Onom., x., 15.)

—10. (Cic, ad Att., vi, 9.—Hor., Ep. ad Pis., 447.)—11. (PUn.,
H. N., xvi., 36, 64.)—12. (xiv., 38.)- 13. (Tacit., Arm., v., 8.—
Suet , Vitell., 2.)—14. (Cic, ad Q. Fratr., ii., 15.)—15. (vii.,

49.)—16. (D'.oscor., i., 17.—Theophrast., H. P., iv., 11.)—17.

(Dioscor., i., 114.—Theophrast., II. P., iv., 12.)— 18. (Theo-
phraat., H. P., iv., 12.)—19. (Dioscor., i., 114 —Theophrast.,
H. P.. iv., 11.)

Ctesias. (Fti. Saccharum.) The KuXofioc'lpAiiun
uTToKeXidufiEfog of Theophrastus, or petrified Cala-
mus Indicus, was one of the starry-surfaced foss't

Coralloids. " It was not named so without rea-
son," observes Hill, " for the specimen which I have
of it very prettily and exactly resembles that Ixxly."'

*CALCIFRAGA. {Vid. Empetron.)
CALANTTCA or CALVA'TICA, a head-dress.

This word is sometimes given as answering to the
Greek KeKpv<j>a^og, but the Latin reticulum {quod ca-

pillum contineret, dictum a rete reticulum") corre-

sponds better to KeKpixpaXog, which was a caul or
coif of network for covering the hair, and was
worn by women during the day as well as the night.

This kind of covering for the head was very an-
cient, for it is mentioned by Homer,' and it also

appears to have been commonly used. It occurs in

several paintings found at Pompeii, from one of
which the following cut is taken, representing Nep-
tune and a nymph, on whose head this kind of net
work appears.*

The persons who made these nets were called

KEnpvipaXorrXoKoi,* and also caKxypci-vTai,^ according
to Pollux,^ who explains the word by at irliKovTeg

ralg yvvai^t Tovg KeKpv(pu2-ovg. These nets appear
to have been sometimes made of gold threads,* and
at other times of silk,' or the Elean byssus,*" and
probably of other materials which are not mentioned
by ancient writers.

The head-dress made of close materials must be
distinguished from the KeKpv^aAog or reticulum. The
former was called mitra or calaniica, which words
are said to be synonymous," though in a passage
in the Digest they are mentioned together as if

they were distinct. Such head-dresses frequently

occur in paintings on vases. Their forms are very
various, as the two following w^oodcuts, taken from
Millin, Peintures de Vases Antiques,^* will show.
The first is an exact copy of the painting on the

vase, and represents a man and a woman reclining

on a couch, with a small figure standing by the
woman's side, the meaning of which is not quite

clear.

Tt/e next woodcut only contains a part of the

1. (Theophrast., II. P., iv.,11.—Id., De Lapid., 68.—Adaioi,
Append., s. v.)—2. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 29.)— 3. (II., xxii.,

469.)— 4. (Museo Borbonico, vol. vi., pi. 18.) — 5. (Pollux,

Onom., vii., 179.)—6. (Demosth., c. Olympiod., c. 3, p. 1170.)—
7. (Onom., x., 192.)—8. (Petron, c. 67.—Juv., ii., 96.)—9. (Sal

mas., Exerc. ad Solin., p. 392.)—10. (Paus., vii., 21, () 7.)-lJ
(Serv., ad^n., ix.,616.)—12. (34, tit. 2. s. 25, I) 10.)—13. (vrf

i., pi. 59 ; vol. ii., pi. 43.)
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original painting, which consists of many other fe-

male figures, engaged in the celebration of certain

mysteries.

The mitra was originally the name of an eastern

head-dress, and is sometimes spoken of as charac-

teristic of the Phrygians.* Pliny* says that Poly-

gnotus was the first who painted Greek women
Hiitris verticoloribua.

It appears from a passage in MartiaP {fortior in-

tortos scrvat vesica capillos) that a bladder was some-
times used as a kind of covering for the hair.

CAL'ATHUS, dim. CALATHIS'CUS (/cuAa^,

KaladlcjKoc), also called TA'AAPOS, usually signi-

fied the basket in which women placed their work,

and especially the materials for spinning. Thus
Pollux* speaks of both Td?.apog and KulaOo^ as ryg

ywatKuviTidog ckevti : and in another passage* he
names them in connexion with spinning, and says
that the raTiapog and KaXa6i<7Kog were the same.
These baskets were made of osiers or reeds

;

whence we read in Pollux* nXiKeiv raldpovg koX

Ka?.a6iaKovg, and in Catullus,'

" Ante pedes autem candentis mollia lana
Vellera virgati custodibant calalhisci."

Thry appear, however, to have been made in earlier

times of more valuable materials, since we read in

Homer* of a silver rdXapog. They frequently occur
in paintings on vases, and often indicate, as Botti-

ger* has remarked, that the scene represented takes
place in the gynaeconitis, or women's apartments.
In the following woodcut, taken from a painting on
a vase," a slave, belonging to the class called qua-
Billariae, is presenting her mistress with the calathus,

in which the wool was kept for embroidery, &c.
Baskets of this kind were also used for other pur-

poses," su(;h as for carrying fruits, flowers, (fee.'"

1. (Vir^., JEn., ix., 616, seq.)—2. (II. N., xxrv., 35.)—3.

(Vin., xxxiii., 19.) — 4. (x., 125.)—5. (vii., 29.)—6. (vii., 173.)
—7. (Ixiv., 319.)—8. (Od., iv., 125.) — 9. (Vasengem., iii., 44.)
—10. (Millin, Peintures de Vases Antiques, vol. i., pi. 4.)— II.

(KHtiger, Sabina, v>l. ii., p. 252, 258.) — 12. (Ovid, Art. Am.,
j , 264.)

ISA

The name of calathi was also given to cu| 3 for hoi*
ing wine.*

Calathus was properly a Greek word, thongh useil

by the Latin writers. The Latin word correspond-

ing to it was qualus,^ or qnasillus.^ From quasillva

came quasillaria, the name of the slave who spun,

and who was considered th 3 meanest of the female
slaves (Convocat omnes quasillarias, famili<tque sor-

dissimam partem*).

CALCAR, a spur, that is, a goad attached to the

heel {calx) in riding on horseback, and used to urge

on the horse to greater swiftness.'

The early adoption of this contrivance by the Ro-
mans appears from the mention of it in Plaut»js*

and Lucretius.' It is afterward often alluded to by
Cicero,* Ovid,' Virgil," and subsequent Roman au-

thors. On the other hand, we do not find that the

Greeks used spurs, and this may account for the

fact that they are seldom, if ever, seen on antique

statues.

The spurs of a cock are called calcaria. •

CALCEUS (dim. CALCEOLUS), CALCEA-
MEN, CALCEAMENTUM {vrrudri/ia, ttsSlTuiv), a
shoe or boot, anything adapted to cover and preserve

the feet in walking.

The use of shoes was by no means universal

among the Greeks and Romans. The Homeric he-

roes are represented without shoes when armed for

battle. {Vid. Arma, Balteus.) According to the

institutions of Lycurgus, the young Spartans were
brought up without wearing shoes {uvvirodrjaid^*), in

order that they might have the full use of their feet

in running, leaping, and climbing. Socrates, Pho-
cion, and Cato frequently went barefoot (dvvirod^-

Tog," pede nudo^*). The Roman slaves had no shoes

{7iudo talo'-*), their naked feet being marked with
chalk or gypsum. The covering of the feet was re-

moved before reclining at meals. {Vid. Ccena.)

To go barefoot also indicated haste, grief, distrac-

tion of mind, or any violent emotion, as when the

chorus of Oceanides hasten to the fettered Prome-
theus (ttiTcdiAof'*) ; when Venus goes in quest of

Adonis (dcrarJaAof"), and when the vestals flee from
Rome with the apparatus of sacred utensils.** For
similar reasons, sorceresses go with naked feet when
intent upon the exercise of magical arts*' {nuda pe-

dcm,'" pedihus nudis^^), although sometimes one foot

only was unshod {unum exuta pcdcm vinclis^'), and
is so painted on fictile vases. That it was a very

rare thing at Rome to see a respectable female out

of doors without shoes, is clear from the astonish-

I. (Virg., Eel., v., 71.)— 2. (Hor., Carm., III., xii., 4.)~S.
(Festus, 8. V. Calathus.—Cic, Philip., iii., 4.— Prop., IV., vii.,

37.) _ 4. (Petron., c. 132.— Compare Tibull., IV., x., 3, and
Heyne in loc.)—5. (Isidor., Orig., xx., 16.)—6. (Asin., III., iii.,

118.)—7. (v., 1074.)—8. (De Orat., iii., 9.—Ep. ad Alt., vi., 1.)

—9. (Ep. ex Ponto, ii., 6, 38 ; iv., 2, 35.)—10. (" ferrata cdce :"

Virg., ^n., xi., 714.) — 11. (Col., De lie Rust , viii., 2.)— 19.

(Xen., Rep. Lac., 2.) — 13. (Aristoph., Nub., IC3, 362. -Xen.,
Mem., i., 6, I) 2.—Plut., Phoc—Id., Cat.)—14 (Epist., I., xix.,

12.)— 15. (Juv., vii., 16.) — 16. (vEsch., Prom. Vinct., 138, ed
Blomf.)—17. (Bion, i., 21.)—18. (Flor., i., 13.)-19. (Sen., Me-
dea, IV., 2, 14.)—20. (Ovid, Met., vii., 183.)--21. (Ilor , Sat.. I,
viii., 24.)—22. (Virg., Xn., iv., 518.)
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nent experienced by Ovid, until he was informed

of the reason of it, in a particular instance.

" Hue pede matronam vidi descendere nudo

:

Obstupui tacitus, austinuique gradum."

The feet were sometimes bare in attendance on
funerals. Thus the remains of Augustus were col-

lected from the pyra by noblemen of the first rank
with naked feet.^ A picture found at Herculaneum
exhibits persons with naked feet engaged in the

worship of Isis ;' and this practice was observed at

Rome in honour of Cybele.' In case of drought, a
procession and ceremonies, called Nudipedalia, were
performed with a view to propitiate the gods by the

same token of grief and humiliation.*

The idea of the defilement arising from contact

with anything that had died, led to the entire disuse

of skin or leather by the priests of Egypt. Their
shoes were made of vegetable materials (calceos ex

papyro*). {Vid. Baxa.)
Those of the Greeks and Romans who wore

shoes, including generally all persons except youths,
slaves, and ascetics, consulted their convenience,
and indulged their fancy, by inventing the greatest

possible variety in the forms, colours, and materials

of their shoes. Hence we find a multitude of names,
the exact meaning of which it is impossible to as-

certain, but which were often derived either from
the persons who were supposed to have brought
certain kinds of shoes into fashion, or from the pla-

ces where they were procured. We read, for ex-
ample, of " shoes of Alcibiades ;" of " Sicyonian,"
and " Persian," which were ladies' shoes ;• of " La-
conian," which were men's shoes ;^ and of " Cre-
tan," " Milesian," and " Athenian" shoes.

The distinctions depending upon form may be gen-
erally divided into those in which the mere sole of
a shoe was attached to the sole of the foot by ties

or bands, or by a covering for the toes or the instep

{tid. SoLEA, Crepida, Soccus) ; and those which
ascended higher and higher, according as they cov-
ered the ankles, the calf, or the whole of the leg.

To calceamenta of the latter kind, i. e., to shoes and
boots as distinguished from sandals and slippers.

ill 8 term " calceua" was applied in its proper and
restricted sense.

1. (Suet., Octav., 100.)—2. (Ant. d'Ercol., ii.,320.)—3. (Pru-
dent., Peris., 154.)—4. (TertuU., Apol., 40.)—5. (Mart. Cupell.,

2.)—0. (Cic, Do Orat., i., 54.—Ilesych.)—7. (Arisfoph., Thes.,
MO.)

Besides the difference in the intervals to whicli
the calceus extended from the sole upward to the
knee, other varieties arose from its adaptation to
particular professions or modes of life. Tims the
CALiGA was principally worn by soldiers ; Ihe pkro
by labourers and rustics; and the cothcrncs by
tragedians, hunters, and horsemen.

Understanding " calceus" in its more confined ap-
plication, it included all those more complete cover-
ings for the feet which were used in walking out of
doors or in travelling. As most commonly worn,
these probably did not much differ from our shoes,
and are exemplified in a painting at Herculaneum,'
which represents a femeile wearing bracelets, a
wreath of ivy, and a panther's skin, while she is in

the attitude of dancing and playing on the cymbals.
Her shoes are yellow, illustrating the fact that they
were worn of various colours, especially by females.

( Vid. preceding woodcut.) The shoe-ties (corrigite)

are likewise yellow. These shoes appear light and
thin, corresponding to the dress and attitude of the
wearer. On the other hand, a marble foot in the
British Museum exhibits the form of a man's shoe.
Both the sole and the upper leather are thick and
strong. The toes are uncovered, and a thong passes
between the great and the second toe, as in a sandal.

For an example of calcei reaching to the middle
of the leg, see the figure of Orestes in Amentum (p;

47). In the Panathenaic frieze of the Parthenon,
boots much like his, but reaching still higher, are
worn by many of the Athenian horsemen. They
are fastened tightly below the knee, and fit closely
in every part, showing how completely the sculptor
avoided the reproach of making the foot " float" in

the shoe {natare,* Iveov kv ratg kfi6daiv*). In many
statues the flaps are produced by turning down the
head and claws of the quadruped out of whose hide
the boot was made. We often see it laced in front.

{Vid. Cothurnus.)
Upon no part of their dress did the ancients be-

stow greater attention than upon this. Theophras-
tus* considers it as a proof of rusticity to wear
shoes larger than the foot.* If, on the one hand,
Ovid* advises the lover, " Nee vagus in lata pes libi

felle natef," we find Quintilian, on the other hand,
laying down similar maxims for the statesman and
the orator.^ Overnicety produced the inconve
nience of pinching shoes,' especially when they
were pointed at the toes and turned upward (u7ici-

nati). Besides the various and splendid colours of
the leather, the patterns still existing on marble
statues show that it was cut in a very elaborate
manner. When Lucullus triumphed after his vic-

tories in Asia, he displayed fine shoes from Syria,
painted with spots in imitation of jewels.* Real
gems and gold were added by some of the emper-
ors, especially Heliogabalup, who wore beautiful cam-
eos on his boots and shres, but with the natural
effect of exciting ridicule rather than admiration."
The form and colour of the calceus were also

1. (Ant. d'Erco!., i., ta/. 21.)— 2. (Ovid.)— 3. (Aristoph^

Equit.,321.)—4. (Char.,4.)—5. (Compare llor., Sat., I., iii.,32.J

—6. (De Art. Am., i , 516.)—7. (Ins. Or., xl., 3, p. 439, ed, Spald
ing.)—8. (Hor., Ep., I., x., 43.)—9 (Serv. in JEa., iv., 861.)—
10 (Lamprid., lleliog., 23.—Alex Ser., 4)
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tniong the insignia of rank and office. Those who
were elevated to the senate wore high shoes like

Imskins, fastened in front with four black thongs

{nigris pellibus^), and adorned with a small cres-

cent.* Hence Cicero,^ speaking of the assumption

of the senatorial dignity by Asinius, says mutavit

calccos. Another man, in similar circumstances,

was told that his nobility was in his heels.* Among
the calcei worn by senators, those called mullei,

from their resemblance to the scales of the red mul-

let,* were particularly admired ; as well as others

called alutcR, because the leather was softened by

the use of alum.*

CALCULA'TOR (koycarfig) signifies a keeper of

accounts in general, but was also used in the signi-

fication of a teacher of arithmetic ; whence Martial^

classes him with the notarius, or writing-master.

The name was derived from calculi, which were
commonly used in teaching arithmetic, and also

in reckoning in general. {Vid. Abacus, No. VI.)

Among the Greeks the loyLOTTig and ypannariaT^g
appear to have been usually the same person.

In Roman families of importance there was a
calculator or account-keeper,* who is, however,
more frequently called by the name of dispensator

or procurator, who was a kind of steward.*

CALCULI were little stones or pebbles, used for

various purposes ; such, for example, as the Athe-
nians used in voting {vid. Cadiskoi), or such as De-
mosthenes put in his mouth when declaiming, in

order to mend his pronunciation.^" Calculi were
used in playing a sort of draughts. {Vid. Latrun-
cuLi.) Subsequently, instead of pebbles, ivory, or

silver, or gold, or other men (as we call them) were
used, but still called calculi. The calculi were bi-

coUrres.^^ Calculi were also used in reckoning, and
hence the phrases calculum ponere,^^ calculum subdu-
:tre.^* (Vid. Abacus, No VI.)

CALDA. (Vid. Calida.)
CALDA'RIUM. {Vid. Baths, p. 149.)

CALENDAR (GREEK). The Greek year was
(iivided into twelve lunar months, depending on the
actual changes of the moon. The first day of the
month [vovfiTjvia) was not the day of the conjunc-
tion, but the day on the evening of which the new
moon first appeared ; consequently full moon was
the middle of the month, and is called SixofiTjvig, or
"the divider of the month.'"* The lunar month
consists of 29 days and about 13 hours ; according-
ly, some months were necessarily reckoned at 29
days, and rather more of them at thirty days. The
latter were called full months {TTXripelg), the former
hx)llow months {koi?i.oi). As the twelve lunar months
fell short of the solar year, they were obliged every
other year to interpolate an intercalary month {fiTjv

ifi^oXtfialoi;) of 30 or 29 days. The ordinary year
corisioted of 3.54 days, and the interpolated year,
therefore, of 384 or 383. This interpolated year
{rpiETTjpig] was seven days and a half too long ; and,
to correct the error, the intercalary month was from
time to time omitted. The Attic year began with
the summer solstice : the following is the sequence
of the Attic months, and the number of days in

each : Hecatombaeon (30), Metageitnion (29), Boe-
dromion (30), Pyanepsion (29), Maemacterion (30),
Poseideon (29), Gamelion (30), Anthesterion (29),
Elaphebolion (30), Munychion (29), Thargelion (30),
Scirophorion (29). The intercalary month was a

1. (Hor., Sat., I., vi., 27.—Heindorf in loc.)—2. '(Mart., ii.,»—iuv., vii., 192.)—3. (Phil., xiii., 13.)—4. {Philostr., Her.,
dii.)—5. (Tsidor., Oiig-., xix., 14.)—6. (Mart., Juv., 11. cc.—Ly-
im, De Mag-., i., 32.--Ovid, Do Art. Am.,iii., 271.)—7. (x., 62.)
—8. (Dig. 38, tit. i., s. 7.)—9. (Cic, ad Att., xi., 1.—Plin., Ep.,
ii., 19 —Suet., Gal., c. 12.—Vcsp., c. 22.)— 10. (Cic, De Orat.,
•)., 61.)—11. (Sidon., Epist., viii., 12.—Ovid, Trist., ii., 477.—
•Mart , xiv., 17, 2 : xiv., 20.)—12. (Colum., iii., 3.)—13. (Cic, De
Fin., ii., 19, &c.)—14. (1 nd., Olymp., iii., 34.)

second Poseideon inserted in the middle of ih

year. Every Athenian month was divided into

three decads. The days of the first decad were
designated as iara/iEvov or apxofiivov fiTjvoc;, and
were counted on regularly from 1 to 10 ; thus dev-

Tipa apxofiEvov or laTajisvov is " the second day o/

the month." The days of the second decad were
designated as knl deKa, or [isGovvTog, and were count-

ed on regularly from tlie 11th to the 20th day, which
was called elKag. There were two ways of count-

ing the days of the last decad : they were eithei

reckoned onward from the 20th (thus Trpurtj kni

ecKudi was the 21st), or backward from the last day,
with the addition <j>dcvovTog, navo/iivov, TJiyovTO^, or

u-KLovTog ; thus the 21st day of a hollow month was
kvuTTi (jidivovTog—of a full month, deKUTij (pdivovrog.

The last day of the month was called evrj kuI via,

"the old and new," because, as the lunar month
really consisted of more than 29 and less than 30
days, the last day might be considered as belonging
equally to the old and new month.

^

The first calendars of the Greeks were founded
on rude observations of the rising and setting of cer-
tain fixed stars ; as Orion, the Pleiades, Arcturus,

&c. The earliest scientific calendar, which super-

seded these occasional observations, was that of

Meton. He observed that 235 lunar months cor-

respond very nearly to 19 solar years. According-
ly, he introduced a cycle of 19 years, or 6940 days,

distributed into months, so that they corresponded
to the changes of the moon throughout the whole
period. This cycle was called the year of Meton
{Meruvog iviavrog), and the calendar based upon it

was published at Athens in 01. 86, 4. The calen-

dar commenced with the month Scirophorion (16th

July, B.C. 432). This cycle of 19 years was an ex-

tension of the o'ltaeteris of Cleostratus, which con-
tained 8 years, or 99 months, or 2922 days. Threo
of the months in the octaeteris were intercalary, oc

curring in the third, fifth, and eighth years of the

cycle. If Meton had reckoned every month full,

his cycle would have contained 7050 days, or 7050
—6940=110 days too much ; consequently, it was
necessary to take 110 hollow months in each cycle.

Dividing 7050 by 110 we get the quotient 64, which
denotes the interval between every two successive

days to be rejected {r/fiepai k^aipiai/ioi). Meton's
canon begins with two full months, and then we
have hollow and full months alternately ; but, after

the interchange has taken place eight times, two
full months come together, because there must be
17 full months in every 32. The Metonic cycle

was corrected in 01. 110, by Callippus of Cyzicus.

Meton had made the solar year J^ of a day too long.

Callippus accordingly assumed a 4x19^76 years'

cycle omitting one day, or 27759 days. The epoch
of this cycle is 28th June, B C. 330, 01. 112, 3 A
farther correction of the Metonic cycle was intro

duced by Hipparchus, the celebrated astronomer, as

even Callippus had still left the solar year too long by

^g of a day ; he therefore assumed a cycle of 4x
4x19=4x76 years wanting one day, or 111035
days. This period of 304 years, with 112 intercala-

ry months, is called the year of Hipparchus.

Separate years were designated at Athens by
the name of the chief archon, hence called upxuv
ETTuvvfiog, or "the name-giving archon ;" at Sparta,

by the first of the ephors ; at Argos, by the priest-

ess of Juno, &c. The method of reckor-ing by
Olympiads was brought into use by Timceus ol

Tauromenium about 01. 130. As this clumsy meth-
od ofreckoning is still found in books, it will be right

to give the rules for converting Olympiads into the

year B.C., and vice versa.

1. (Vid. Aristoph., N ij., 113), <tc.)
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I. To find the year B.C., given the nth year of
01. p, take the formula 781—(4 j)-\-n). If the event
happened in the second half of the Attic year, this

must be farther reduced by 1 ; for the Attic year,
as mentioned above, commenced virith the summer
solstice. Thus Socrates was put to death in Thar-
geUon of 01. 95, 1. Therefore in B.C. ([781—(4x
95+1)]— l)=r(781—381)—1=400—1=399.

II. To find the Olympiad, given the year n B.C.,

. , ,. ^ ,
781—M _

take the formula j— . The quotient is the 01.,

and the remainder the current year of it ; if there
is no remainder, the current year is the 4th of the
Olympiad. If the event happened in the second
half of the given year, it must be increased by 1.

Thus, to take the event just mentioned, Socrates

.. J ^^^
781—(3994-1) 781—400

was put to death '—-.— =01 95
4 4

1
. Demosthenes was born in the summer of 382,

., _ . 781—382 399 ^
therefore in : =^-=01. 99, 3.

4 ~ 4
On the Greek calendar in general, the reader may

consult Ideler's Handbuch der Mathemalischen and
Technischer. Chronologic, Th. i., p. 227-392.
CALENDS. (Fzd. Calendar, Roman.)
CALENDAR (ROMAN), Calendarium, or, rath-

er, Kalendarium.
The Year of Romulus.—The name of Romulus is

commonly attached to the year which is said to
have prevailed in the earliest times of Rome ; but
tradition is not consistent with regard to the form
of it. Th^historians Licinius Macer and Fenestel-
la maintained that the oldest year consisted of
twelve months, and that it was already in those
days an annus verlens, that is, a year which coinci-
ded with the period of the sun's course. Censori-
nus, however, in whose work this statement occurs,^
goes on to say that more credit is due to Gracca-
nus, Fulvius (Nobilior), Varro, and others, accord-
ing to whom the Romans, in the earliJ;st times, like

the people of Alba from whom they sprung, allotted
to the year but ten months. This opinion is sup-
ported by Ovid in several passages of his Fasti ;'

by Gellius,' Macrobius,* Solinus,* and Servius.*
Lastly, an old Latin year of ten months is implied
in the fact, that at Laurentum^ a sacrifice was of-

fered to Juno Kalendaris on the first of every
month except February and January. These ten
months were called Martius, Aprilis, Maius, Junius,
Quinctilis, Sextilis, September, October, November,
December. That March was the first month in the
year is implied in the last six names ; and even Plu-
tarch, who ascribes twelve months to the Romulian
year,* places Januarius and Februarius at the end.
The fact is also confirmed by the ceremony of re-

kindling the sacred fire in the Temple of Vesta on
the first day of March, by the practice of placing
fresh laurels in the public buildings on that day, and
by many other customs recorded by Macrobius.*
With regard to the length of the months, Censori-
nus, Macrobius, and Solinus agree in ascribing thir-

ty-one days to four of them, called pleni menses

;

thirty to the rest, called cavi menses. The four
longer months were Martius, Maius, Quinctihs, and
October; and these, as Macrobius observes, were
distinguished in the latest form of the Roman cal-
endar by having their nones two days later than any
of the f»ther months. The symmetry of this ar-
rangement will appear by placing the numbers in
succession : 31, 30 ; 31, 30 ; 31, 30, 30 ; 31 ; 30,
30. Ovid, indeed, appears to speak of the months
as coinciding with the lunar period :

1. (De Die Natali, c. 20.—Compare also the beginning of c.

" Annus erat decimum cum luna ret leverat annum t*"

but ilie language of a poet must not be pressed too
clos,;ly. On the other hand, Plutarch, in the pas-
sage already referred to, while he assigns to the old
year twelve months and 365 da>s, speaks of the
months as varying without system between the lim-
its of twenty and thirty-five days. Such an irregu-
larity is not incredible, as we find that even when
Censorinus wrote (A.D. 238), the Alban calendar
gave 36 days to March, 22 to May, 18 to Sextilis,

and 16 to September ; while at Tusculum Quincti-
lis had 36 days, October 32 ; and again, at Aricia,
the same month, October, had no less than 39.»

The Romulian year, if we follow the majority of
authors, contained but 304 days ; a period differing
so widely from the real length of the sun's course,
that the months would rapidly revolve through all

the seasons of the year. This inconvenience was
remedied, says Macrobius,* by the addition of the
proper number of days required to complete the
year; but these days, he goes on to say, did not re-
ceive any name as a month. Servius speaks of the
intercalated period as consisting of two months,
which at first had no name, but were eventually
called after Janus and Februus. That some system
of intercalation was employed in the Romulian year
was also the opinion of Licinius Macer.' This ap-
pears to be all that is handed down with regard to
the earliest year of the Romans.
As a year of ten months, i. e., 304 days, at once

falls greatly short of the solar year, and contains
no exact number of lunations, some have gone so
far as to dispute the truth of the tradition in whole
or part, while others have taxed their ingenuity to
account for the adoption of so "anomalous a year.
Puteanus,* calling to mind that the old Roman or
Etruscan week contained eight days, every eighth
day being specially devoted to religious and other
public purposes, under the name of nana or nun-
dincE, was the first to point out that the numbei
304 is a precise multiple of eight. To this obser-
vation, in itself of little moment, Niebuhr has given
some weight, by farther noticing that the 38 nun-
dines in a year of 304 days tally exactly with the
number of dies fasti afterward retained in the Ju-
lian calendar. Another writer, Pontedera, observ-
ed that 304 bore to 365 days nearly the ratio of
6 to 6, six of the Romulian years containing 1824,
five of the longer periods 1825 days ; and Niebuhr,' -

who is a warm advocate of the ten-month year,
has made much use of this consideration. He thus
explains the origin of the well-known quinquennial
period called the lustrum, which Censorinus* ex-
pressly calls an annus rnagnus, that is, in the mod-
ern language of chronology, a cycle. Moreover,
the year often months, says the same writer,' was
the term for mourning, for paying portions left by
will, for credit on the sale of yearly profits ; most
probably for all loans ; and it was the measure for
the most ancient rate of interest.

( Vid. Interest
OF Money.) Lastly, he finds in the existence of
this short year the solution of certain historical
difficulties. A peace, or, rather, truce with Veii
was concluded in the year 280 of Rome, for 40
years. In 316, Fidens revolted and joined Veii,
which implies that Veii was already at war with
Rome

;
yet the Veientines are not accused of hav-

ing broken their oaths.* Again, a twenty years'
truce, made in 329, is said by Livy to have expired
in 347.' These facts are explained by supposing
the years in question to have been those of ten
months ; for 40 of these are equal to 33J ordinary

1. (Censorinu.i, c. 22.)—2. (i., 13.)—3. (Macrob., i., 13.)-
19.)—2. (i., 27, 43; iii., 99, 119, 151.)—3. (Noo.t. Att., iii., 16.) (De Nundinis in Grtcvius's Thesaurus, vol viii.')—5. (Row

fSatum., I., 12.)—5. (Polyh., i.)—6. (in Virg., Georg., i., Hist., vol. i., p. 271.)—6. (c. 18.)—7. (p. 279.)—«. (LiT.,iT., 17.
I.1.»_7 (Ma -oK. 15.)-8. Numa, c. J S.)—9. (i., 12.)

1

—9. (iv., 58.)
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yeais, SO to 16§ ; so that the former truce termina-

ted in 314, the latter in 346. Similarly, the truce

of eight years concluded with the Volscians in 323,

extended, in fact, to no more than 63 full years

;

and hence the Volscians resumed the war in 331,

without exposing themselves to the charge of per-

jury.

These ingenious, and, perhaps, satisfactory spec-

ulations of the German critic, of course imply that

the decimestrial year still survived long after the

regal government had ceased ; and, in fact, he be-

lieves that this year and the lunar year, as deter-

mined by Scahger's proposed cycle of 22 years, co-

existed from the earliest times down to a late pe-

riod. The views of Niebuhr do not require that

the months should have consisted of 31 or 30 days

;

indeed, it would be more natural to suppose that

each month, as well as the year, contained a pre-

cise number ofeight-day weeks ; eight ofthe months,

for instance, having four such weeks, the two oth-

ers but three. Even in the so-called calendar of

Numa we find the Etruscan week affecting the di-

vision of the month, there being eight days between
the nones and ides, from which circumstances the

nones received their name ; and, again, two such
weeks from the ides to the end of the month, and
this whether the whole month contained 31 or 29
days.

The Year of Numa.—Having described the Ro-
mulian year, Censorinus* proceeds thus: "After-

ward, either by Numa, as Fulvius has it, or, ac-

cording to Junius, by Tarquin, there was instituted

a year of twelve months and 355 days, although

the moon in twelve lunations appears to complete
but 354 days. The excess of a day was owing
either to error, or, what I consider more probable,

to that superstitious feehng, according to which
an odd number was accounted full (plenus) and
more fortunate. Be this as it may, to tlie year
which had previously been in use (that of Romulus)
one-and-fifty days were now added ; but, as these

were not sufficient to constitute two months, a day
was taken from each of the before-mentioned hol-

low months, which, added thereto, made up 57 days,

ovit of which two months were formed, Januarius
with 29, and Februarius with 28 days. Thus all

ihii months henceforth were full, and contained an
odJ number of days, save Februarius, which alone
was hollow, and hence deemed more unlucky than
the rest." In this passage it is fitting to observe,

that the terms pleni and cavi menses are applied in

a sense precisely opposite to the practice of the
Greek language in the phrases fiTjvEg nlripelg and
KoVkoi. The mysterious power ascribed to an odd
number is familiar from the Numero deus impure
gaudet of Virgil. Pliny also' observes, " Impares nu-
meros ad omnia vehementiores crcdimus." It was, of
course, impossible to give an odd number of days,
at the same time, to the year on the one hand, and
to each of the twelve months on the other ; and
yet the object was in some measure effected by a
division of February itself into 23 days, and a su-

pernumerary period of five days. (See the mode
of intercalation below.) The year of Numa, then,

according to Censorinus, contained 355 days. Plu-
tarch tells us that Numa estimated the anomaly of
the sun and moon, by which he means the differ-

ence between twelve lunations and the sun's annual
course, at eleven days, i. e., the difference between
866 and 354 dajs. Macrobius, too, says that the
year of Nuroa had at first 354, afterward 355 days.'

Twef. rj lunations amount to 354 days, 8h., 48'

W, so i;.;a; the so-called year of Numa was a tol-

1 (c. 20.)—2. (H. N., xxviii., 5.)—3. (Compare Liv., i., 19.—
Ovid, K'ast., i., 43 ; iii., 151.—Aurel. Vict., c. 3.—Florus, i., 2.

S'Aiv.is, c. 1.)
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erably correct lunar year, though the months would
have coincided more accurately with the single lu-

nations if they had been limited to 30 and 29 days,
in.stead of 31, 29, and 28 days. That it was, in

fact, adapted to the moon's course, is the concur-
rent assertion of ancient writers, more particularlj

of Livy, who says :
" {Numa) omnium privium ad cur-

sum lunce in duodecim mensis descrihit annum.'^ Un-
fortunately, however, many of the same writers as-

cribe to the same period the introduction of such a
system of intercalation as must at once have dislo-

cated the coincidence between the civil month and
the lunar period. At the end of two years the year
of Numa would have been about 22 days in arrear
of the solar period, and, accordingly, it is said an in-

tercalary month of that duration, or else of 23 days,
was inserted at or near the end of February, to
bring the civil year into agreement with the regular
return of the seasons. Of this system of intercala-

tion a more accurate account shall presently be
given. But there is strong reason for believing
that this particular mode of intercalation was not
contemporary in origin with the year of Numa.

In antiquarian subjects it will generally be found
that the assistance of etymology is essential ; be-
cause the original names that belong to an institu-

tion often continue to exist, even after such changes
have been introduced, that they are no longer adapt-
ed to the new order of things ; thus they survive as
useful memorials of the past. In this way we are
enabled, by the original meaning of words, aided by
a few fragments of a traditional character, to slate

that the Romans in early times possessed a yeai
which altogether depended upon the phases of the
moon. The Latin word mensis,'^ like the Greek
liTjv or |(z££f, and the English month, or German
monaih, is evidently connected with the word moon.
Again, while in the Greek language the name vo\y
/ijjvia (new moon), or ivrj kuI via, given to tho
first day of a month, betrays its lunar origin, the
same result is deduced from the explanation of the
word kalendee, as found in Macrobius.' "In an-
cient times," says that writer, " before Cn. FJaviua
the scribe, against the pleasure of the patricians,

made the fasti known to the whole people (the end
of the 4th century B.C.), it was the duty of one of
the pontifices minores to look out for the first ap-

pearance of the new moon, and, as soon as he de-
scried it, to carry word to the rex sacrificulus.

Then a sacrifice was offered by these priests ; after

which, the same pontifex, having summoned the
plebs {calata plehe) to a place in the Capitol near the
Curia Calabria, which adjoins the Casa Romuli,
there announced the number of days which still re-

mained to the nones, whether five or seven, by so
often repeating the word koXu." There was no
necessity to write this last word in Greek charac-
ters, as it belonged to the old Latin. I.i fact, in

this very passage it occurs in both calata and cala-

bra ; and again, it remained to the latest times in

the word nomenclator. In regard to the passage
here quoted from Macrobius, it must be recollected

that, while the moon is in the immediate vicinity

of the sun, it is impossible to see it with th^. naked
eye, so that the day on which it is first seen is nirt

of necessity the day of the actual conjunction. We
learn elsewhere, that, as soon as the pontifex dis-

covered the thin disc, a hymn was sung, beginning
Jana novella, the word Jana^ being only a dialectic

variety of Diana, just as Diespiter or Diupiter cor-

responds to Jupiter; and other examples might
readily be given, for the change occurs in almost
every word which has the syllables de or di before

a vowel. Again, the consecration of the kalends to

I. (Varro, De Ling^. Lat., vi., or, in the old editions, v., 54.)—
2. (i., 15.)—3. (Macrob., Sat., i.,9.—Vario,De Re Ru»t.. i.. 37 ,<
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rfUno is relerred by the latter writer to the fact

that the months originally began with the moon,
and that Juno and Luna are the same goddess ; and
the poet likewise points at the same connexion in

his explanation of Juno's epithet Lucina. More-

over, at Laurentum, Juno was worshipped as Juno
Ktilendaris. Even so late as 448 B.C., strictly

lunar months were still in use ; for Dionysius* says

that Appius, in that year, received the consular au-

thority on the ides of May, being the day of full

moon ; for at that time, he adds, the Romans regu-

lated their months by the moon. In fact, so com-
pletely W21S the day of the month which they called

the ides associated with the idea of the full moon,
that some derived the word imb rov eldovc, quod eo

die plenam speciem luna demonstret* Quietly to in-

sert the idea of plenam, when the Greek word sig-

nified merely speciem, is in accordance with those

loose notions which prevailed in all ancient attempts

at etymology. But, though the derivation is of

course groundless, it is of historical value, as show-
ing the notion connected with the term ides.

For the same reason, probably, the ides of March
were selected for the sacrifice to the goddess Anna
Perenna, in whose name we have nothing more
than the feminine form of the word annus, which,
whether written with one n or two, whether in its

simple form annus or diminutive annulu^, still al-

ways signifies a circle. Hence, as the masculine
form was easily adopted to denote the period of the

sun's course, so the feminine, in like manner, might
well be employed to signify, first, the moon's revo-

lution, and then the moon herself. The tendency
among the Romans to have the same word repeat-

ed, first as a male, and then as a female deity, has
been noticed by Niebuhr ; and there occurs a com-
plete parallel in the name Dianas, afterward Janus,

for the god of dies, or light, the sun ; Diana, after-

ward Jana, for the goddess of light, the moon, to

say nothing of the words Jupiter and Juno. That
the month of March should havC been selected

arose from its being the first of the year, and a sac-

rifice to the moon might well take place on the day
when her power is fully displayed to man. The
epithet Perenna itself means no more than ever-cir-

cling. Nay, Macrobius himself* connects the two
words with annus, when he states the object of

the sacrifice to be, ut annare perennareque commode
liceat.

Another argument in favour of the lunar origin

')f the Roman month is deducible from the practice

of counting the days backward from the kalends,

nones, and ides ; for the phrases will then amount
to saying, "It wants so many days to the new
moon, to the first quarter, to full moon." It would
be difficult, on any other hypothesis, to account for

the adoption of a mode of calculation, which, to our
notions, at least, is so inconvenient ; and, indeed, it

IS expressly recorded that this practice was derived
from Greece, under which term the Athenians prob-

ably are meant ; and by these we know that a
strictly lunar year was employed down to a late

period.*

But perhaps the most decisive proof of all lies in

the simple statement of Livy,« that Numa so regula-

ted his lunar year of twelve months by the insertion

of intercalary months, that at the end of every nine-

teentk year it again coincided with the same point

in thj sun's course from which it started. His
words are, " Quern (annum) inlercalaribus mensibus
interponendis ita dispensavit ut vicesimo anno ad me-
tam eandem solis unde orsi sunt, plcnis annorum om-
nium spatiis, dies congruerent." We quote the text.

1. (Ovid, Fa.«t., i., 55; vi., 39.—Macrob., Sat., i., 9, 15.)—2.
(Antiq. Rom., x., 59.)—3. (Macrob., ib )—4 (c. 18.)—2. (Ma-
erob., c. 16 )—6. (i., 19.)

Bb

because editors, in support of a theory, have taken
the liberty of altering it by the insertion of the

word quarto, forgetting, too, that the words quarto

et vicesimo anno signify, not every twenty-fourth

year, which their theory requires, but every twenty
third, according to that peculiar error of the Ro-
mans tvhich led them to count both the extremes
in defining the interval from one point to another,

and which still survives in the medical phrases ter

tian and quartan ague, as well as in the French ex-

pressions huit jours for a week, and quinze jours foi

a fortnight. Accordingly, it is not doing violence

to words, but giving the strict and necessary mean-
ing to them, when, in our own translation of the

passage in Livy, we express vicesimo anno by every

nineteenth year.

Now 19 years, it is well known, constitute a mosi
convenient cycle for the conjunction of a lunar and
solar year. A mean lunation, or synodic month, ac-

cording to modern astronomy, is 29d., 12h., 44' 3'',

and a mean tropical year 365d., 5h., 48' 48". Hence
it will be found that 235 lunations amount to 6939d.,

16h., 31' 45", while 19 tropical years give 6939d..

14h., 27' 12", so that the difference is only 2h., 4'

33". Although it was only in the second century
B.C. that Hipparchus gave to astronomical obser-

vations a nicety which could pretend to deal with
seconds (his valuation of the synodic month was
29d., 12h., 44' 3^^"*), yet, even in the regal period

of Rome, the Greek towns in the south of Italy

must already have possessed astronomers, from
whom the inhabitants of Latium could have bor-

rowed such a rough practical knowledge of both

the moon and sun's period as was sufficient to show
that at the end of 19 solar years the moon's age
would be nearly what it was at the commencement;
and it should be recollected that the name of Num.?
is often connected by tradition with the learning of

Magna Graecia. At any rate, a cycle of 19 years
was introduced by Meton, at Athens, in the yeai

432 B.C. ; and the knowledge of it among the learn-

ed may probably have preceded, by a long period,

its introduction into popular use, the more so as

religious festivals are generally connected with the

various divisions of time, and superstition, there-

fore, would be most certainly opposed to innova-

tions of this nature. How the Romans may have
intercalated in their 19 lunar years the seven addi

tional months which are requisite to make up the

whole number of 235 (=12xl9-}-7) lunations, is a
subject upon which it would be useless to speculate.

From a union of these various considerations, it

must be deemed highly probable that the Romans
at one period possessed a division of time depend-
ant upon the moon's course.

Year of the Decemviri (so called by Ideler).—The
motives which induced the Romans to abandon the

lunar year are nowhere recorded, nor, indeed, the

date of the change. We have seen, however, that

even in the year 448 B.C., the year was still regu-

lated by the moon's course. To this must be add-

ed, that, according to Tuditanus and Cassius Hemi-
na, a bill on the subject of intercalation was brought
before the people by those decemviri who added the
two new tables to the preceding Ten,' that is, in the

year 450 B.C. That the attention of these decem-
viri was called to the calendar is also proved by the
contents of the Eleventh Table, wherein it is de-

creed that " the festivals shall be set down in the

calendars." We have the authority of Varro, in

deed, that a system of intercalation already existed

at an earlier date ; for he says that there was a

very ancient law engraved on a bronze pillar by L.

Pinarius and Furius in their consulate cui mentia

intercalaris ascribitur. We add the last words ia

1. (Ptolem., Almag., iv., 2.)—2. (Macrob., c. 13.)
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J^tin from the text of Macrobius,' because their

import is doubtful. If we are right in interpreting

them thus, " the date upon which is expressed by a

month called intercalary," all that is meant may be

one of the intercalary lunations, which must have

existed even in the old lunar year. At the period

of the deceraviral legislation there was probably

instituted that form of the year of 354 days, which

was corrected by the short intercalary month called

Mercedonius or Mercidinus ; but so corrected as to

deprive the year and month of all connexion with

the moon's course. The length of the several or-

dinary months was probably that which Censorinus

has erroneously allotted to the months of Numa's

lunar year, viz.

:

Martius 31 days. September 29 days.

Aprilis 2S " October 31 "

Mains 31 " November 29 "

Junius 29 " December 29 "

Quinctilis 31 " Januarius 29 "

Sextilis 29 " Februarius 28 "

Such, at any rate, was the number of days in

each month immediately prior to the Julian correc-

tion ; for both Censorinus and Macrobius say that

Caesar added two days to Januarius, Sextilis, and

December, and one to Aprilis, Junius, September,

and November. Hence Niebuhr appears to have

made an error when he asserts' that July acquired

two more days at the reformation of the calendar,

and founds thereon a charge of carelessness against

Livy. That November had but 29 days prior to the

correction—in other words, that the XVII. Kil. Dec.

immediately followed the Idus Nov., appears like-

wise, from a comparison of Cicero's letters to Tiro ;*

for he reaches Corcyra a. d. V. Id. Nov., and on

the XV. Kal. Dec. complains, " Septumumjam diem

enebamur." The seven days in question would be

TV. Id.. III. Id., Prid. Id., Id. Nov., XVII. Kal. Dec,

XVI. Kal. Dec, XV. Kal. Dec. That the place of

the nones and ides was in each month the same
before the Julian correction as afterward, is assert-

ed by Macrobius.

The main difficulty is with regard to the mode of

mtercalation. Plutarch, we have already observed,

speaks of an intercalation, by him referred to Numa,
of 22 days in alternate years in the month of Feb-

ruary. Censorinus, with more precision, says that

the number of days in each intercalation was either

22 or 23, and Macrobius agrees with him in sub-

stance. Of the point at which the supernumerary

month was inserted, the accounts are these : Var-

ro* says the twelfth month was February ; and

when intercalations take place, the last five days

of this month are removed. Censorinus agrees

herewith, when he places the intercalation gener-

ally {potissimum) in the month of February, between
the Terminalia and the Regifugium, that is, imme-

. diately after the day called by the Romans a. d. VI.

Kal. Mart., or by us the 23d of February. This,

again, is confirmed by Macrobius. The setting

aside of the last five days agrees with the practice

which Herodotus ascribes to the Egyptians, of con-

sidering the five days over the 360 as scarcely be-

. longing to the year, and not placing them in any
month. So completely were these five days con-

sidered by the Romans to be something extraneous,

-that the soldier appears to have received pay only

for 360 days. For in the time of Augustus the sol-

dier received deni asses per day, i. e., -f^ of a dena-

rius •, but Domitian* addidit quartum stipendium au-

reos ternos. Thus, as 25 denarii made an aureus,

.^ . . 360X10 ^
the annual pay pnor to Domitian was --— de-

360x10 . - . J »u .u .»

nam, or z aurei =9 aurei ; and thus the ad-

dition of three aurei was precisely a fourth more.

Lastly, the festival Terminalia, as its name implies,

marked the end of the year ; and this, by-the-way,

again proves that March was originally the first

month.
The intercalary month was called Mepisidivo^, m

'KepKTjibvio^} We give it in Greek characters, be

cause it happens somewhat strangely that no Latin

author has mentioned the name, the term mensis

interkalaris or interkalarius supplying its place.

Thus, in the year of intercalation, the day after the

ides of February was called, not, as usual, a. d. XVL
Kalendas Martius, but a. d. XI. Kalendas interka-

laris. So, also, there were the Nonae interkalares

and Idus interkalares, and after this last came ei-

ther a. d. XV. or XVI. Kal. Mart., according as the

month had 22 or 23 days ; or, rather, if we add the

five remaining days struck off from February, 27 or

28 days. In either case the Regifugium retained

its ordinary designation a. d. VI. Kal. Mart.' When
Cicero writes to Atticus, " Accepi tuas litteras a. d.

V. Terminalia" (i. e., Feb. 19), he uses this strange

mode of defining a date, because, being then in Cili-

cia, he was not aware whether any intercalation

had been inserted that year. Indeed, he says, in

another part of the same letter, "£a sic observabo,

quasi interkalatum nan sit."

Besides the intercalary month, mention is occa-

sionally made of an intercalary day. The object of

this was solely to prevent the first day of the year,

and perhaps also the nones, from coinciding with

the nundinae, of which mention has been already

made.' Hence, in Livy,* " Intercalatum co anno;

postridie Terminalia intercalates fuerunt." This

would not have been said had the day of intercala-

tion been invariably the same ; and, again, Livy,*
" Hoc anno intercalatum est. Tertio die post Termu
nalia Calenda intercalates fuere" i. c, two days af-

ter the Terminalia, so that the dies intercalaris was
on this occasion inserted, as well as the month so

called. Nay, even after the reformation of the cal-

endar, the same superstitious practice remained.

Thus, in the year 40 B.C., a day was inserted for

this purpose, and afterward an omission of a day
took place, that the calendar might not be disturb-

ed.'

The system of intercalating in alternate years 22

or 23 days, that is, of ninety days in eight years,

was borrowed, we are told by Macrobius, from the

Greeks ; and the assertion is probable enough, first,

because from the Greeks the Romans generally de-

rived all scientific assistance ; and, secondly, be-

cause the decemviral legislation was avowedly de-

duced from that quarter. Moreover, at the very

period in question, a cycle of eight years appears to

have been in use at Athens, for the Metonic period

of 19 years was not adopted before 432 B.C. The
Romans, however, seem to have been guilty of som6
clumsiness in applying the science they derived

from Greece. The addition of ninety days in a cy-

cle of eight years to a lunar year of 354 days would,

in substance, have amounted to the addition of lli

(=90-i-8) days to each year, so that the Romans
would virtually have possessed the Julian calendar.

As it was, they added the intercalation to a year of

355 days ; and, consequently, on an average, every

year exceeded its proper length by a day, if we neg-

lect the inaccuracies of the Julian calendar. Ac-

cordingly, we find that the civil and solar years

were greatly at variance in the year 564 A.U.C

On the 11th of Quinctihs in that year, a remarkable

1 (c. 13.)—2. (ii., 531, note 1179.)—3. (ad Fam., ivi., 7, 9.)

-4 (De Ling. Lar., vi., 55.)—5 ^Suet., Dom., 7.)
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eclipse ol the sun occurred.' This eclipse, says

Ideler, can have been no other than the one which
occurred on the 14th of March, 190 B.C. of the Ju-

lian calendar, and which at Rome was nearly total.

Again, the same historian* mentions an eclipse of

the moon, which occurred in the night between the

3d and 4th of September, in the year of the city 586.

This must have been the total eclipse in the night

between the 21st and 22d of June, 168 B.C.

That attempts at legislation for the purpose of

jorrecting so serious an error were actually made,
appears from Macrobius, who, aware himself of the

cause of the error, says that, by way of correction,

in every third octoennial period, instead of 90 inter-

calary days, only 66 were inserted. Again, it ap-

pears that M.Acilius Glabrio, in his consulship 169

B.C., that is, the very year before that in which the

above-mentioned lunar eclipse occurred, introduced

some legislative measure upon the subject of inter-

calation.* According to the above statement of
Macrobius, a cycle of 24 years was adopted, and it

is this very passage which has induced the editors

of Livy to insert the word quarto in the text already

quoted.

As the festivals of the Romans were for the most
part dependant upon the calendar, the regulation of
the latter was inti-usled to the college of pontifices,

who in early times were chosen exclusively from
the body of patricians. It was, therefore, in the

power of the college to add to their other means of
oppressing the plebeians, by keeping to themselves
the knowledge of the days on which justice could

be administered, and assembhes of the people could
be held. In the year 304 B.C., one Cn. Flavins, a
secretary (scriba) of Appius Claudius, is said fraud-

ulently to have made the Fasti public* It appears,

however, from the last passage, that Atticus doubt-

ed the truth of the story. In either case, the other
privilege of regulating the year by the insertion of
the intercalary month gave them ^reat political

power, which they were not backward to employ.
Ever3rthing connected with the matter of intercala-

tion was left, says Censorinus,* to the unrestrained
pleasure of the pontifices ; and the majority of these,

on personal grounds, added to or took from the year
by capricious intercalations, so as to lengthen or

shorten the period during which a magistrate re-

mained in office, and seriously to benefit or injure

the farmer of the public revenue. Similar to this

is the language employed by Macrobius,* Ammia-
nus,'' Solinus,* Plutarch,' and their assertions are

confirmed by the letters of Cicero, written during

his proconsulate in Cilicia, the constant burden of
which is a request that the pontifices will not add
to his year of government by intercalation.

In consequence of this hcense, says Suetonius,*'

neither the festivals of the harvest coincided with
the summer, nor those of the vintage with the au-

tumn. But we cannot desire a better proof of the
confusion than a comparison of three short passa-

ges in the third book of Caesar's Bell. Civ.,'^^ '' Pri-

die nonas Januarias navis solvit,^^ jamque hiems ad-

propinquabat,^* multi jam menses transierant et hiems
jam pracipitaverat."

Year of Julius Ccesar.—In the year 46 B.C.,

Caesar, now master of the Roman world, crowned
his other great services to his country by employing
his authority, as pontifex maximus, in the correction

of this serious evil. For this purpose he availed

himself of the services of Sosigenes the peripatetic,

1. (Liv., xxivii., 4.)—2. (xliv., 37.)—3. (Macrob., c. 13.)—4.
(Liv , xi., 46.—Cic, Pro Muren., c. 11.—Plin., H. N., xxxiii.,

1.—Val. Max., ii., 5.— Aul. Gell., vi., 9.— Macrob., i., 15.—
Pomponius, De Origine Juris, in the Digests, 1, tit. 2.—Cicero,

ad Att., vi., 1.)—5. (c. 20.)—6. (i., 14.)—7. (xxvi.,1.)—8. (c. 1.)

—9. (Jul., 59.)—10. (Jul 40.)—11 (c 6)—12. (c. 9.)—13. (c.

25 .i

and a scriba named M. Flavius, though he himsel
too, we are told, was well acquainted with astroao>

my, and, indeed, was the author of a work of some
merit upon the subject, which was still extant in

the time of Pliny. The chief authorities upon the
subject of the Julian reformation are Plutarch,' Dio
Cassius,* Appian,* Ovid,* Suetonius,* Pliny,* Cen
sorinus,^ Macrobius,* Ammianus MarceUinus,' So-
linus." Of these, Censorinus is the most preci&e •

" The confusion was at last," says he, " carried so
far, that C. Caesar, the pontifex maximus, in his

third consulate, with Lepidus for his colleague, in-

serted between November and December two in-

tercalary months of 67 days, the month of February
having already received an intercalation of 23 days,

and thus made the whole year to consist of 445
days. At the same time, he provided against a
repetition of similar errors by casting aside the
intercalary month, and adapting the year to the
sun's course. Accordingly, to the 355 days of the
previously existing year, he added ten days, which
he so distributed between the seven months having
29 days, that January, Sextilis, and December re-

ceived two each, the others but one ; and these

additional days he placed at the end of the several

months, no doubt with the wish not to remove the

various festivals from those positions in the several

months which they had so long occupied. Hence,
in the present calendar, although there are seven
months of 31 days, yet the four months which from
the first possessed that number are still distinguish-

able by having their nones on the seventh, the rest

having them on the fifth of the month. Lastly, in

consideration of the quarter of a day, which he
considered as completing the true year, he estab-

lished the rule, that at the end of every four years
a single day should be intercalated where the month
had been hitherto inserted, that is, immediately
after the Terminalia ; which day is now called the

Bissextum."
This year of 445 days is commonly called by

ch.'onologists the year of confusion ; but by Macro-
bius, more fitly, the last year of confusion. The
kalends of January, of the year 708 A.U.C., fell on
the 13th of October, 47 B.C. of the Julian calendar

;

the kalends of March, 708 A.U.C., on the 1st of
January, 46 B.C. ; and, lastly, the kalends of Janu-
ary, 709 A.U.C., on the 1st of January, 45 B.C.
Of the second of the two intercalary months in-

serted in this year after November, mention is made
in Cicero's letters."

It was probably the original intention of Caesar

to commence the year with the shortest day. The
winter solstice at Rome, in the year 46 B.C., oc< ur-

red on the 24th of December of the Julian calendar.

His motive for delaying the commencement for

seven days longer, instead of taking the following

day, was probably the desire to gratify the supersti-

tion of the Romans, by causing the first year of the

reformed calendar to fall on the day of the new
moon. Accordingly, it is found that the mean new
moon occurred at Rome on the 1st of January, 45
B.C., at 6h. 16' P.M. In this way alone can be ex
plained the phrase used by Macrobius : " Annum
civilem Ccesar, habitis ad lunam dimensionibus consti-

tulum, edicto palam proposito publicavit." This edict

is also mentioned by Plutarch where he gives the

anecdote of Cicero, who, on being told by some one
that the constellation Lyra would rise the next

morning, observed, " Yes, no doubt, in obedience t#

the edict."

The mode of denoting the days of the month will

1. (Cies., c. 69.}—2. (xliii., 26.)— 3. (De Bell. Cir , ii., ad

extr.)—4. (Fasti, iii., 155.)—5. (Jul., c. 40.)—6. (H. N., xviii,

57.)—7. (c. 20.)—8. (Sat., i., 14.)—9. (xivi., 1.)—10. (i., 45.)—

11. (Ad Fam, Ti., 14.)
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cause no difficulty, if it be recollected that the kal-

ends always denote the first of the month, that the

nones occur on the seventh of the four months

March, May, Quinctilis or July, and October, and

on the fifth of the other months ; that the ides al-

ways fall eight days later than the nones ; and,

lastly, that the intermediate days are in all cases

reckoned backward, upon the Roman principle al-

ready explained of counting both extremes.

For the month of January the notation will be as

follows

:

1 Kal. Jan. 17 a. d. XVI. Kal. Feb.

2 a. d. IV. Non. Jan. 18 a. d. XV. Kal. Feb.

3 a. d. in. Non. Jan. 19 a. d. XIV. Kal. Feb.

4 Prid. Non. Jan. 20 a. d. XIII. Kal. Feb.

5 Non. Jan. 21 a. d. XII. Kal. Feb.

6 a. d. VIII. Id. Jan. 22 a. d. XI. Kal. Feb.

7 a. d. VII. Id. Jan. 23 a. d. X. Kal. Feb.

8 a. d. VI. Id. Jan. 24 a. d. IX. Kal. Feb.

9 a. d. V. Id. Jan. 25 a. d. VIII. Kal. Feb.

10 a. d. IV. Id. Jan. 26 a. d. VII. Kal. Feb.

U a. d. III. Id. Jan. 27 a. d. VI. Kal. Feb.

12 Prid. Id. Jan. 28 a. d. V. Kal. Feb.

13 Id. Jan. 29 a. d. IV. Kal. Feb.

14 a. d. XIX. Kal. Feb. 30 a. d. III. Kal. Feb.

15 a. d. XVIII. Kal. Feb. 31 Prid. Kal. Feb.

16 a. d. XVII. Kal. Feb.

The letters a. d. are often, through error, written

together, and so confounded with the preposition

ad, which would have a different meaning, for ad

kcUendas would signify by, i. e., on or before the kal-

ends. The letters are in fact an abridgment of ante

diem, and the full phrase for " on the second of

January" would be ante diem quartum nonas Janu-
arias. The word ante in this expression seems
really to belong in sense to nonas, and to be the

cause why nonas is an accusative. Hence occur

such phrases as^ • in ante diem quartum Kal. Decem-
bris distulit, " he put it off to the fourth day before

the kalends of December,"' Is dies erat ante diem

V. Kal. Apr., and ante quern diem iturus sit, for quo

die.* The same confusion exists in the phrase

post paucos dies, which means " a few days after,"

and is equivalent to paucis post diebus. Whether the

phrase Kalendce Januarii was ever used by the best

writers is doubtful. The words are commonly ab-

breviated ; and those passages where Aprilis, De-
cembris, &c., occur, are of no avail, as they are

probably accusatives. The ante may be omitted, in

which case the phrase will be die quarto nonarum.
In the leap year (to use a modern phrase), the last

days of February were called,

Feb. 23. a. d. VII. Kal. Mart.

Feb. 24. a. d. VI. Kal. Mart, posteriorem.

Feb. 25. a. d. VI. Kal. Mart, priorem.

Feb. 26. a. d. V. Kal. Mart.
Feb. 27. a. d. IV. Kal. Mart.
Feb. 28. a. d. III. Kal. Mart.
Feb. 29. Prid. Kal. Mart.

In which the words prior and posterior are used in

reference to the retrograde direction of the reckon-
ing. Such, at least, is the opinion of Ideler, who
refers to Celsus in the Digests.*

From the fact that the intercalated year has two
days called ante diem sextum, the name of bissextile

has been applied to it. The term annus bissextilis,

however, does not occur in any writer prior to Beda,
but, in place of it, the phrase annus bissextus.

It was the intention of Caesar that the bissextum
should be inserted peracto quadriennii circuitu, as
Censorinus says, or quinto quoque incipiente anno, to

use the words of Macrobius. The phrase, however,
which Caesar used seems to have been quarto quoque
anno, which was interpreted by the priests to mean

1. (Cic, Phil., iii., 8.)—2. (Css., Bell.GaU., i.,6.)—3 (C»s.,
Bell. C v., i., 11. )—4. (50, tit. 16, s. 98.)
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every third year. The consequence was, that lo

the year 8 B.C., the Emperor Augustus, finding that

three more intercalations had been made than was
the intention of the law, gave directions that for the

next twelve years there should be no bissextile.

The services which Caesar and Augustus had
conferred upon their country by the reformation of

the year seems to have been the immediate causea
of the compliments paid to them by the insertiou

of their names in the calendar. Julius was substi-

tuted for Quinctilis, the month in which Caesar was
born, in the second Julian year, that is, the year of

the dictator's death ;* for the first Julian year was
the first year of the corrected Julian calendar, that

is, 45 B.C. The name Augustus, in place of Sex-
tilis, was introduced by the emperor himself, at the

time when he rectified the error in the mode of in-

tercalating,* anno Augustano xx. The first year of

the Augustan era was 27 B.C., viz., that in which
he first took the name of Augustus, se vii. et M.
Vipsanio Agrippa coss. He was bom in September,
but gave the preference to the preceding month, for

reasons stated in the senatus consultum, preserved

by Macrobius.* " W^hereas the Emperor Augustus
Caesar, in the month of Sextilis, was first admitted
to the consulate, and thrice entered the city in tri-

umph, and in the same month the legions from the

Janiculum placed themselves under his auspices,

and in the same month Egypt was brought under
the authority of the Roman people, and in the same
month an end was put to the civil wars ; and
whereas, for these reasons, the said month is, and
has been, most fortunate to this empire, it is hereby
decreed by the senate that the said month shall be
called Augustus." " A plebiscitum to the same ef-

fect was passed on the motion of Sextus Paouvjus,

tribune of the plebs."

The month of September in like manner received

the name of Germanicus from the general so called,

and the appellation appears to have existed even in

the time of Macrobius. Domitian, too, conferred

his name upon October, but the old word was re-

stored upon the death of the tyrant.

The Fasti of Caesar have not come down to us

in their entire form. Such fragments as exist may
be seen in Gruter's Inscriptiones, or more com-
pletely in Foggini's work, Fastorum Anni Romam
. . reliquice. See also some papers by Ideler in thfi

Berlin Transactions for 1822 and 1823.

The Gregorian Year.—The Julian calendar sup-

poses the mean tropical year to be 365d. 6h. ; but

this, as we have already seen, exceeds the real

amount by 11' 12", the accumulation of which, yeai

after year, caused, at last, considerable inconveni-

ence. Accordingly, in the year 1582, Pope Gregory
the Xlllth., assisted by Aloysius, Lilius, Christoph

Clavius, Petrus Ciaconius, and others, again re-

formed the calendar. The ten days by which the

year had been unduly retarded were struck out by
a regulation that the day after the fourth of October
in that year should be called the fifteenth ; and it

was ordered that, whereas hitherto an intercalary

day had been inserted every four years, for the fu-

ture three such intercalations in the course of four

hundred years should be omitted, viz., in those

years which are divisible without remainder by 100,

but not by 400. Thus, according to the Julian cal

endar, the years 1600, 1700, 1800, 1900 and 2000
were to have been bissextile ; but, by the regulation

of Gregory, the years 1700, 1800, and 1900, were
to receive no intercalation, while the years 1600

and 2000 were to be bissextile as before. The bull

which eflTected this change was issued Feb. 24.

1582. The fullest account of this correction is to

be found in the work of Clavius, entitled Rnjnan

1. (Censorinus c. 22.)—2. (Suet., Octav., c. 31.J- 3. (c 12.)
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Calendarii a Gregorio XIII. P.M. restituti Explica-

tio. As the Gregorian calendar has only 97 leap-

years in a period of 400 years, the mean Gregorian

year is (303x365-f97x366)-r 400, that is, 365d.,

5h., 49' 12", or only 24" more than the mean tropi-

cal year. This difference, in sixty years, would
amount to 24', and in 60 times 60, or 3600 years,

tc 34 hours, or a day. Hence the French astrono-

mer, Delambre, has proposed that the years 3600,

7200, 10,800, and all multiples of 3600, should not

be leap-years. The Gregorian calendar was intro-

duced into the greater part of Italy, as well as in

Spain and Portugal, on the day named in the bull.

Into France, two months after, by an edict of Henry
III., the 9th of December was followed by the 20th.

The Catholic parts of Switzerland, Germany, and
the Low Countries adopted the correction in 1583,

Poland in 1686, Hungary in 1587. The Protestant

parts of Europe resisted what they called a papis-

tical invention for more than a century. At last,

in 1700, Protestant Germany, as well as Denmark
and Holland, allowed reason to prevail over preju-

dice, and the Protestant cantons of Switzerland
copied their example the following year.

.

In England, the Gregorian calendar was first

adopted in 1752, and in Sweden in 1753. In Rus-
sia, and those countries which belong to the Greek
Church, the Julian year, or old style as it is called,

still prevails.

In this article free use has been made of Ideler's

work Lehrbuch der Chronologie. For other infor-

mation connected with the Roman measurement
of time, see Clepsydra, Dies, Hora, Horologia,
Lustrum, Nundin^, S^culum, Sidera.
The following Calendar, which gives the rising

and setting of the stars, the Roman festivals, &-c.,

is taken from an article on the Roman Calendar
in Pauly's Real-Encydo-p'ddie der dassischen Alter-

thumswisse-nschaft. It has been principally compiled
from Ovid's Fasti, Columella, and ^fliny's Natural
History. The letter 0. signifies Ovid, C. Columella,
P. Pliny ; but when C. is placed immediately after

the date, it signifies a day on which the Comitia
were held.

A.
B.

C.

D

1 Jan. Kal.

IV.

IIL

Prid.

E. 5 Non.

F. 6 VIII.

G. 7 VH.
H 8 VI.

A. 9 V.
B. 10 IV.
C. 11 IIL
D. 12 Prid.

E 13 Id.

F. 14 XIX.
G. 15 xvni.
H. 16 XVII.

A. 17 XVI.

B 18 XV.

C. 19 XIV.
D. 20 XIH.
h. 21 XII.

januarius.

F.

F.

C. Cancer occidit.

C. Caesari Delphinus matutino ex-
oritur. PI.

F. Lyra oritur. O. et P. tempesta-
tem significat. O. Atticas et finiti-

mis regionibus aquila vesperi occi-

dit.

F.

C.

C. Delphini vespertino occasu con-
tinui dies hiemant Italiae. PI.

Agon. Delphinus oritur. O.
En. Media hieras. 0.
Car. Np.
C.

Np.
En. Dies vitios. ex SC.
Car. Tempestas incerta. C.
C. Sol in Aquarium transit, Leo
mane incipit occidere ; africus, in-

terdum auster cum pluvia. C.
C. Sol in Aquario. 0. et P. Cancer
desinit occidere : hiemat. C.

C. Aquarius incipit oriri, ventus af-

ricus tempestateir. significat. C.
C.

C.

C.

F. 22 XL C. Fidicula vesperi occidit, dies pit
vius. C.

G. 23 X. Lyra occidit. O.
H. 24 IX. C. Leonis, quae est in pectore, clara

.Stella occidit. O. Ex occasu pris-

tini sideris significat tempestatem

;

interdum etiam tempestas. C.
A. 25 VIII. C. Stella regia appellata Tuberom

in pectore leonis occidit matuU
no. P.

B. 26 vn. C.

C. 27 VI. C. Leonis, quae est in pectore, clara

Stella occidit, nonnunquam signifi-

catur hiems bipartita. C.

D. 28 V. C. Auster, aut africus, hiemat : plu-

vius dies. C.
E. 29 IV. F.

F. 30 lU. N. Delphinus incipit occidere, item
Fidicula occidit. C.

G. 31 Prid. C. Eorum, quae supra sunt, siderura

occasus tempestatem facit : inter

dum tantummodo significat. C.

februarius.

H. 1 Feb. Kal. N. Fidis incipit occidere, ventus eu
rinus et interdum auster cum gran
dine est. C.

A. 2 rV. N. Lyra et medius leo occidunt. O.
B. 3 III. N. Delphinus occidit. O. Fidis tota

et Leo medius occidit. Corns aut
septentrio, nonnunquam favonius.

C.

C. 4 Prid. N. Fidicula vesperi occidit. P.

D. 5 Non. Aquarius oritur, zephyrus flare iaci-

pit. O. Mediae partes Aquarii ori-

untur, ventosa tempestas. C.
E. 6 VIII. N.
F. 7 VII. N. Calisto sidus occidit : favonii spt*

rare incipiunt. C.

N. Ventosa tempestas. C.

Veris initium. O.

8
9

10
ll

12

13

14

F. 15

VI.

V.
IV.

III.

Prid.

Id.

XVI.

XV.

G. 16 XIV

H. 17 XIII

A.
B.

C.

18

19

20

XII
XI
X.

D. 21 IX.

E. 22 vni.

F. 23 VII.

G.
H.
A.

24
25
26

VI.

V.
rv.

N.
N.
N. Arctophylax oritur. O.

N.
Np.
N. Corvus, Crater, et Anguis oriuri-

tur. O. Vesperi Crater oritur,

venti mutatio. C.

Luper. Np. Sol in Pisces transitum
facit : nonnunquam ventosa tem-
pestas.

En. Venti per sex dies vehementiua
flant. Sol in Piscibus. O.

Quir. Np. Favonius vel auster cura
grandine et nimbis ut et sequenti
die. C.

C.

C.

C. Leo desinit occidere ; venti sejy-

tentrionales, qui dicuntur ornithiae,

per dies triginta esse solent : turn

et hirundo advenit. C.
Feral. F. Arcturus prima nocte ori-

tur : frigidus dies : aquilone, vel
coro, interdum pluvia. C.

C. Sagitta crepusculo incipit oriri

;

vanae tempestates : halcyonei diei

vocantur. C.

Ter. Np. Hirundinum adventua. O.

Ventosa tempestas. Hirundo con-

spicitur. C. Arcturi exortiia ve^

pertinus. P.

Regif N.
C.

En,
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B. 27
28

in. Eq. Np.
Prid. C.

1 Mart. Kt.

2 VL
3 V.
4 IV.

5 IIL

A. 6 Prid

D. 9

E.

F.

Q.

H.

A.
B.

Non.
VIIL

VII.

VI.

V.

IV.

III.

Prid.

Id.

16 XVII.

17 XVI

E. 18

F.

G.
H.

A.

B.

C. 24

XV,

XIV.
XIII.

XII.

XI.

X.

IX.

25 VIII.

26 VII.

27 VI.

V.

IV.

III.

Prid.

C. lApr.Kal.

D. 2 IV.

E 3 IIL

F. 4 Prid.

G. 6 Non.

H. 8 VIIL

A. 7 VII.

B. 8 VI.

D. 9 V
D. 10 IV.

E. 11 Ill
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I. Np.
F.

C. Alter e Piscibus occidit. O.

C.

C. Arctophylax occidit. Vindemi-

ator oritur. 0. Cancer oritur Cae-

sari. P.

Np. Hoc die Caesar Pontifex Maxi-
mus factus est.

F. Pegasus oritur. 0.

F. Corona oritur. O. Piscis aqui-

lonius oritur. P.

C. Orion exoritur. In Attica Mil-

vius apparere servatur. P.

C.

C.

C.

En.
Eq. Np.
Np. Nepa incipit occidere, significat

tempestatem. C. Scorpius occidit

Caesari. P.

F. Scorpius medius occidit. 0. Ne-
pa occidit, hiemat. C.

Lib. Np. Milvius oritur. O. Sol in

Arietem transitum facit. Favoni-

us vel corns. C.

N. Sol in Ariete. 0. Italiae Milvi-

us ostenditur. P.

Quin. N.
C.

C. Equus occidit mane. C. P. sep-

tentrionales venti. C.

N.
Tubil. Np. Aries incipit exoriri, plu-

vius dies, interdum ningit. C.

Q. Rex C. F. Hoc et sequenti die

asquinoctium vernum tempestatem
significat. C.

C. .^quinectium vernum. 0. "P.

C.

Np. Hoc die Caesar Alexandriam
recepit.

C.

C.

C.

C.

APBILI8.

N. Scorpius occidit. 0. Nepa oc-

cidit mane, tempestatem signifi-

cat. C.

C. Pleiades occidunt. C.

C. In Attica Vergilise vesperi oc-

cultantur. C.

C. Ludi Matr. Mag. Vergiliae in Boe-

otia occultantur vesperi. P.

Ludi. Favonius aut auster cum
grandine. C. Caesari et Chal-

daeis Vergiliae occultantur vesperi.

.^gypto Orion et Gladius ejus in-

cipiunt abscondi. P.

Np Ludi. Vergiliae vesperi celan-

tur. Interdum hiemat. C.

N. Ludi. Hoc die et duobus sequen-

tibus austri et africi, tempestatem
significant. C.

N. Ludi. Significatur imber Librae

occasu. P.

N. Ludi.

N. Ludi in Cir.

N. Ludi.

F. 12 Prid.

G. 13

H. 14

A. 15

B. 16

C. 17

Id.

XVIII.

XVII.
XVI.

XV.

D. 18 XIV.

E. 19 XIII.

F. 20 XII.

G. 21 XI.

H. 22 X.

A. 23 .IX.

B.

C.

24
25

VIII
VII.

D. 26 VI.

E. 27 V.

F. 28 IV.

G. 29 Ill

H. 30 Prid.

A. 1 Mai. Kal.

B. 2 VI.

C. 3

D. 4 IV.

E. 5 HI.

F. 6 Prid.

G. 7 Non.

H. 8 VIIL

A. 9 VII.

B. 10 VI.

C. 11 V.

D. 12 IV.

E. 13 HI.

N. Ludi Cereri. Suculae celautur:

hiemat. C.

Np. Ludi. Libra occidit r hieiuat. C,
N. Ludi. Ventosa tempcstas et im«
bres, nee hoc constanter. C

Ford. Np. Lud.
N. Ludi. Suculae occidunt vespeii

Atticae. P.

N. Ludi. Sol in Taurum transitum
facit, pluTiam significat. C. Sucu-
lae occidunt vesperi Caesari, hoc
est palilicium sidus. P.

N. Ludi. Suculae se vesperi celant

:

pluviam significat. C. JBgypto
suculae occidunt vesperi. P.

Cer. N. Ludi in Cir. Sol in tauro.

O.

N. Assyriae Suculae occidunt ves-

peri. C.

Par. Np. Ver bipartitur, pluvia et

nonnunquam grando. C.

N. Vergiliae cum Sole oriuntur. Af-
ricus vel auster : dies humidus. C.

Vin. Np. Prima nocte Fidicula ap-

paret : tempestatem significat. C.

C. Palilicium sidus oritur Caesari. P.

Rob. Np. Medium ver, Aries occi

dit, tempestatem significat, Canis
oritur. O. Hoedi exoriuntur. P.

F. Bceotiae et Atticae Canis ves-

peri occultatur. Fidicula mane
oritur. P.

C. Assyriae Orion totus abscondi-
tur. P.

Np. Ludi flor. Auster fere cum
pluvia. C.

C. Ludi. Mane Capra exoritur,

austrinus dies, interdum pluviae.

C. Assyriae totus Canis abscondi.
tur. P.

C. Ludi. Canis se vesperi celat.

tempestatem significat.

N. Capella oritur. C.

F. Comp. Argestes flare incipit.

Hyades oriuntur. O. Sucula cura

Sole exoritur, septentrionales ven
ti. C. SuculaB matutino exoriun-
tur. P.

C. Centaurus oritur. 0. Centaurua
totus apparet, tempestatem signif

icat. C.

C.

C. Lyra oritur. O. Centaurus plu
viam significat. C.

C. Scorpius medius occidit. 0. Ne
pa medius occidit, tempestatem
significat. C.

N. Vergiliae exoriuntur mane ; la

vonius. C.

F. Capella pluvialis oritur Caesari.

^gypto vero eodem die Canis
vesperi occultatur. P.

Lem. N. .^statis initium, favonius

aut corus, interdum etiam pluvia.

C.

C. Vergiliae totae apparent ; favoni-

us aut corus : interdum et pluviae.

C. Vergiliarum exortus. C.

Lem. N. Orion occidit. 0. Arcturi

oecasus matutinus Caesari tempes-

tatem significat. P.

Np. Ludi Mart, in Circ.

Lem. N. Pleiades oriuntur. .^sta
tis initium. 0. Fidis mane oritur
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significattempestatem. C. Fidicu-

lae exortus. P.

Jp. 14 Prid. C. Taurus oritur. O.

G. 15 Id. Np. Fidis mane exoritur, auster,

aut euro-notus interdum, dies hu-

midus. C.

H. 16 XVII. F.

A. 17 XVI. C. Hoc et sequenti die euro-notus

vel auster cum pluvia. C.

B. 18 XV. C.

C. 19 XIV. C. Sol in Geminis. 0. et C
D. 20 XIII. C.

^. 21 XII. Agon. Np. Canis oritur. O. Sucu-
Ise exoriuntur, septentrionales ven-

ti : nonnunquam auster cum plu-

via. C. Capella vesperi occidit et

in Attica Canis. P.

P. 22 XI. N. Hoc et sequenti die Arcturus
mane occidit ; tempestatem signif-

icat. C. Orionis Gladius occidere
incipit. P.

G. 23 X. Tub. Np.
H. 24 IX. Q. Rex. C. F.

A. 25 VIII. C. Aquila oritur. 0. Hoc die et bi-

duo sequenti Capra mane exoritur,

septentrionales venti. C.

B. 26 VII. C. Arctophylax occidit. O.

C. .27 VIC. Hyades oriuntur.

D. 28 V. C.

E. 29 IV. C.

F. 30 HI. C.

G 31 Prid. C.

11. -Jun. Kal. N. Aquila oritur. O. Hoc et se-

quenti Aquila oritur ; tempestas
ventosa et interdum pluvia. C.

A. 2 IV. F. Mart. Car. Monet. Hyades ori-

untur, dies pluvius. O. Aquila ori-

tur vesperi. P. •<

B. 3 III. C. Caesari et Assyrise Aquila vespe-
ri oritur. P.

C.C. 4
D. 5

£. 6

F. 7

G. 8

Prid.

Non.
VIII.

VII.

VI.

H. 9 V.

A. 10 IV.

B. 11

C. 12

D. 18

III.

Prid.

Id.

E. 14 xvni.
F. 15 XVII.

G. 16 XVI.
H. 17 XV.
A 18 XIV.
B 19 XIII.

C. 20

D 2L

XII.

XI.

E. 22 X.
F. 23 IX.

G. 24 VIII.

N. Arcturus matutino occidit. P.

N. Arctophylax occidit. 0. Arctu-
rus occidit, favonius aut corus. C.

N. Menti. in capit. Delphinus ves-

peri exoritur. P.
Vest. N. Fer.

N. Delphin. vesperi oritur. O. et C.
et P. Favonius, interdum rorat.

C.

Matr. N.
N.
N. Calor incipit. C.
N.

Q. St. D. F. Hyades oriuntur. O.
Gladius Orionis exoritur. P.

C. Zephyrus flat. Orion oritur. 0.
C. Delphinus totus apparet. O.
C.

C. Minervae in Aventino. Sol in

Cancro. O. et C. In ^gypto Gla-
dius Orionis oritur.

C. Summano ad Circ. Max. Ophi-
uchus oritur. O.
C. Anguifer, qui a Graecis dicitur

'Oipiovxog, mane occidit, tempesta-
tem significat. O.
C.

C.

0. Hoc et biduo sequenti solstitium,

favonius et calor. C. Longissima
dies totius anni et nox brevissima
solstitium conficiunt. P.

H. 25 VII. C.

A. 26 VI. C. Orionis Zona oritur : solstitinm.

O. Orion exoritur Caesari. P
B. 27 V. C.

C. 28 IV. C.

U. 29 III. C, Ventosa tempestas. 0.

E. 30 Prid. F.

F. 1 Jul. Kal. N. Favonius vel auster et calor. O
G. 2 VI. N.
H. 3 V. N.
A. 4 IV. Np. Corona occidit mane. C. Zona

Orionis Assyriae oritur. P. ^Egyp-
to Procyon matutino oritur. P.

B. 5 III. Popl. N. Chaldaeis Corona occidit

matutino. Atticae Orion eo die ex
oritur.

C. 6 Prid. N. Ludi Apollin. Cancer mediua
occidit, calor. C.

N. Ludi.

N. Ludi. Capricomus medius occi-

dit. C.

N. Ludi. Cepheus vesperi exoritur,

tempestatem significat. C.

C. Ludi. Prodromi flare incipiunt.

C.

C. Ludi.

Np. Ludi.

C. Ludi in Cir.

C. Merk. ^Egyptiis Orion desinit ex-
oriri. P.

Np. Merk. Procyon exoritur mane,
tempestatem significat. C.

F. Merk.
C. Assyriae Procyon exoritur. P.

C. Merk.
Lucar. Np. Merk.
C. Ludi Vict. Caesar. Sol in Leo-
nem transitum facit, favonius. C.

Aquila occidit. P.

C. Lucar. Ludi.

C. Ludi.

Nept. Ludi. Prodromi in Italia een-
tiuntur. P.

N. Ludi. Leonis in pectore clara

Stella exoritur, interdum tempes-
tatem significat. C.

F. 25 VIII. Fur. Np. Ludi. Aquarius incipit oc-

cidere clare : favonius, vel auster.

C.

G. 26 VII. C. Ludi. Canicula apparet ; caligo

aestuosa. C.

H. 27 VI. C. In Circ. Aquila exoritur. C.
A. 28 V. C. In Circ.

B. 29 IV. C. In Circ. Leonis in pectore cla-

rae stellae exoriuntur, interdum tem-
pestatem significat. C.

C. 30 III. C. In Circ. Aquila occidit, signifi-

cat tempestatem. C.

D. 31 Prid. C.

AUGUSTUS.

D. 7
E. 8

F. 9

G. 10

H. 11

A. 12

B. 13

C. 14

D. 15

E. 16

F. 17
G. 18

H. 19
A. 20

B. 21

C. 22
D. 23

E. 24

Non.
VIII.

VII.

VI.

V.
IV.

in.
Prid.

Id.

XVII.
XVI.
XV.
XIV.
XIII.

XII.

XI.

X.

IX.

1 Aug. Kal. N. Etesiae. C.

2 IV. C, Fer.

3 IIL C.

4 Prid. C. Leo medius exoritur ; tempesta-

tem significat. C.
5 Non. F.

6 VIII. F. Arcturus medius occidit P.

7 VII. C. Aquarius occidit medius, nebti>

losus aestus. C.

D. 8 VI. C. Vera ratione autumni initiura Fi*

diculae occasu. P.

E. 9 V. Np.
F. 10 IV. C.
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O. 11 in. 0. Fidicula occasu suo autumnum
inchoat Caesari. P.

H. 12 Prid. C. Fidis occidit mane et autumnus

incipit. C. Atticse Equus oriens

tempestatem significat et vesperi

^gypto et Caesari Delphinus occi-

dens. P.

A. 13 Id. Np. Delphini occasus tempestatem

significant. C.

B. 14 XrX. F. Delphini matutinus occasus tem-

pestatem significat. C.

C.

C.

Port. Np.
C. Merk.
Vin. F. P.

C. Sol in Virginem transitum facit,

hoc et sequenti die tempestatem
significat, interdum et tonat. Eo-

dem die Fidis occidit. C.

Cons. Np.
En. Caesari et Assyriae Vindemiator

oriri mane incipit. P.

Vole. Np. Fidis occasu tempestas

plerumque oritur, et pluvia. C.

C.

Opic. Np.
C. Vindemiator exoritur mane, et

Arcturus incipit occidere, interdum
pluvia. C.

Volt. Np.
Np. H. D. Ara Victoriae in Curia de-

dicata est. Sagitta occidit : Etesiae

desinunt. P.

F.

F. Humeri Virginis exoriuntur.

Etesiae desinunt flare, et interdum
hiemat. C.

0. 31 Prid. C. Andromeda vesperi oritur, inter-

dum hiemat. C.

c 15 XVIII
D. 16 XVII
E. 17 XVI
F. 18 XV.
G. 19 XIV.
IL 20 XIII

A. 21 XII.

B. 22 XL

c. 23 X.

D. 24 IX
E. 25 VIII.

F. 26 VII.

G. 27 VI.

H. 28 V

A. 29 IV
6. 30 III

SEPTEMBER.

D. iSept.Kal
E. 2 IV.

F. 3 III.

G. 4 Prid.

H. 5 Non.

A. 6

B. 7
VIII.

VII.

C. 8 VI.

D. 9 V.

E. 10

F. 11

IV.

III.

G. 12 Prid.

H. 13 Id.

A. 14 XVIII.

B. 15 XVII.
C. 16 XVI.

D. 17 XV.

E. 18 XIV.
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N. Hoc die Fer. Nep. Piscis austri-

nus desinit occidere, calor. C.

Np.
C. Ludi Romani.
F. Ludi. Vindemiator exoritur. At-

ticae Arcturus matutino exoritur et

Sagitta occidit mane. P.

F. Ludi.

C. Ludi. Piscis aquilonius desinit

occidere et Capra exoritur, tem-
pestatem significat. C.

C. Ludi.

C. Ludi. Caesari Capella oritur ves-

peri. P.

C. Ludi.

C. Ludi. P avonius aut africus. Vir-

go media exoritur. C.

N. Ludi. Arcturus oritur medius
vehementissimo significatu terra

marique per dies quinque. P.

Np. Ex pristino sidere nonnunquam
tempestatem significat. C.

F. Equor. Prob.
N. Ludi Rom. in Circ.

C. In Circ. .^Egypto Spica, quam
tenet Virgo, exoritur matutino Ete-
siaeque desinunt. P.

C. In Circ. Arcturus exoritur, fa-

vonius aut africus, interdum eurus.

C.

C. In Cir(\ Spica Virginis exoritur,

favonius aut corus. C. Spica Cae-

sari oritur. P.

F. 19 XIII. C. In Circ. Sol in Libram transl-

tum facit. Crater matutino tem
pore apparet. C.

G. 20 XII. C. Merk.
H. 21 XL C. Merk. Pisces occidunt r-ane.

Item Aries occidere incipit, favo-

nius aut corus interdum auster cum
imbribus. C. Caesari commissura
Piscium occidit. P.

A. 22 X. C. Merk. Argo navis occidit, teirv

pestatem significat, interdum etiam
pluviam. C.

B. 23 IX. Np. Merk. H. D. Augusti natalis.

Ludi Cir. Centaurus incipit mane
oriri, tempestatem significat, inter-

dum et pluviam. C.

C. 24 VIII. C. iEquinoctium autumnale hoc die

et biduo sequenti notat Columella,

Plinius hoc die.

C.

C.

Hoedi exoriuntur, favonius, nonnun-
quam auster cum pluvia. C.

G. 28 IV. Virgo desinit oriri, tempestatem sig-

nificat. C. Capella matutina exo-

ritur, consentientibus, quod est ra

rum, Philippo, Calippo, Doritheo,

Parmenisco, Conone, Critonc, De-
mocrito, Eudoxo, lone. P.

D. 25 VII
E. 26 VI
F. 27 V

H. 29 III. F. Hoedi oriuntur iisdem consenti-

entibus. P.

A. 30 Prid. C.

OCTOBER.

B. 1 Oct. Kal. N. Tempestatem significat. C.

C. 2 VI. F.

D. 3 V. C.

E. 4 IV. C. Auriga occidit mane. Virgo de-

sinit occidere : significat nonnun-
quam tempestatem. C.

F. 6 HI. C. Corona incipit exoriri, significat

tempestatem. C.

G. 6 Prid. C. Hoedi oriuntur vesperi. Aries

medius occidit : aquilo C.

H. 7 Non. F.

A. 8 VIII. F. Coronae clara Stella exoritur. C.

Caesari fulgens in Corona Stella

oritur. P.

B. 9 VH. F.

C. 10 VI. C. Vergiliae exoriuntur vesperi ; fa-

vonius et interdum africus cum plu-

via. C.

D. 11 V. Meditr.

E. 12 IV. Aug. Np.
F. 13 HI. Pont. Np. Hoc et sequenti die Co

rona tota mane exoritur, auster hi-

bernus et nonnunquam pluvia. C.

Vergiliae vesperi oriuntur. P.

G. 14 Prid. En.
H. 15 Id. Np. Hoc die et seqnenti biduo inter-

dum tempestas, norinunquam rorat

C. Corona tota oritur. P.

A. 16 XVII. F.

B. 17 XVI. C.

C. 18 XV. C.

D. 19 XIV. Arm. Np. Sol in Scorpionem trafr

situm facit. C.

E. 20 XIII. C. Hoc et sequenti die Solis exoit«

Vergiliae incipiunt occidere, tem-

pestatem significat. C
F. 21 XII. C.

G. 22 XI. C.

H. 23 X. C.

A. 24 IX. C.
B. 25 VIII. C.
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C 26

D. 21

E. 28

F. 29

G. 30

ft 3.

VII. C. Nepae frons exoritur, tempesta-

tem significat. C.

VI. C. Suculas vesperi exoriuntur. P.

V. C. Vergilies occidunt, hiemat cum
frigore et gelicidiis. C.

IV, C. Arcturus vesperi occidit, vento-

sus dies. C.

III. C. Hoc et sequenti die Cassiope in-

cipit occidere, tempestatem signifi-

cat. C.

Pnd. C. Caesari Arcturus occidit, et Su-

culae exoriuntur cum Sole. P.

NOTEMBER.

A 1 Nov.Kal. N. Hoc die et postero caput Tauri
occidit, pluviam significat. P.

3. 2 IV Arcturus occidit vesperi. P.

,C 3 III Fidicula mane exoritur, hie-

mat et pluit. C.

D 4 Prid

E. 5 Non. F.

F. 6 VIII. F. Ludi. Fidiculae sidus totum ex-

oritur, auster, vel favonius, hiemat.

C.

G. 7 VII. C. Ludi.

H 8 VI. C. Ludi. Stella clara Scorpionis

exoritur, significat tempestatem,
hiemat. C.

A. 9 V. C. Ludi. Hiemis initium, auster

aut eurus, interdum rorat. C. Gla-

dius Orionis occidere incipit. P.

B. 10 IV. C. Ludi.

C. 11 III. C. Ludi. Vergihae occidunt. P.

D. 12 Prid. C. Ludi.

E 13 Id. Np. Epul. Indict. Dies incertus, saj-

pius tamen placidus. C.
F. 14 XVIII. F.

G. 15 XVII. C. Ludi. Pleb. in Circ.

H. 16 XVI. C. In Circ. Fidis exoritur mane,
auster, interdum aquilo magnus. C.

A. 17 XV. C. In Circ. Aquilo, Interdum aus-

ter cum pluvia. C.
B. 18 XIV. C. Merk. Sol in Sagittarium tran-

situm facit. Suculae mane oriun-

tur, tempestatem significat. C.

C. 19 XIII. C. Merk.
D. 20 XII. C. Merk. Tauri cornua vesperi oc-

cidunt, aquilo frigidus et pluvia. C.

E. 21 XI. C. Sucula mane occidit, hiemat. C.

F. 22 X. C. Lepus occidit mane, tempesta-
tem significat. C.

G. 23 IX. C.

H. 24 VIII. C.

A. 25 A'^II. C. Canicula occidit Solis ortu, hie-

mat. C.

B. 26 VI. C.
C. 27 V. C.
D. 28 IV. C.
E. 29 in. C.

F. 30 Prid. C. Totae suculae occidunt, favonius
aut auster, interdum pluvia. C.

DECEMBER.

G. 1 Dec.Kal. N. Dies incertus, saepius tamen pla-

cidus.

H. 2 IV
A. 3 III

]} 4 Prid

C. 5 Non. I'.

D. 6 VIII. . . Sagittarius medius occidit, tem-
pestatem significat. C.

E. 7 VII C. Aquila mane oritur. Africus, in-

terdum auster, irrorat. C.
F. 8 VI. C.

G. 9 V. C.

H 10 IV. C.

Co

A. 11

B. 12

C. 13

D. 14
E. 15

F. 16

G. 17

H. 18

A. 19

B. 20
C. 21

D. 22
E. 23

F. 24

G. 25
H. 26
A. 27

B. 28
C. 29
D. 30

m.

Prid.

Id.

XIX.
XVIII.
XVII.
XVI.

XV.
XIV.
XIIL
XIL
XL
X.

IX.

VIII.

VII.

VI.

V.
IV.

III.

E. 31 Prid.

.\gon. Np. Corns vel septentrto,

interdum auster cum pluvia C.

En.
Np. Scorpio totus mane exoritur,

hiemat. C.

F.

Cons. Np.
C.

Sat. Np. Feriae Saturni. Sol in

Capricornum transitum facit, bra-

male solstitium ut Hipparcho pla

3et. C.

C. Ventorum conunutatio.

Opil. Np.
C.

Div. Np.
C.

Lar. Np. Capra occidit mane, tem-
pestatem significat. C.

0. Brumale solstitium, sicut ChM^
daei observant, significat. C.

C.

C.

C. Delphinus incipit oriri mane,
tempestatem significat. C.

C.

F. Aquila occidit, hiemat. C.

F. Canicula occidit vesperi, tempes-
tatem significat. C.

C. Tempestas ventosa. C.

EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS.

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H. These letters are found

in all the old calendars, and no doubt were used for

the purpose of fixing the nundines in the week of

eight days
;
precisely in the same way in which the

first seven letters are still employed in ecclesiastical

calendars to mark the days of the Christian week.
Agon., Agonalia.—Arm., Armilustrum, Varro.—

Apollin., Apollinares.— August., Augustalia.— C,
Comitialis, Comitiavit.— Cses., Casaris. — Capit.,

Capitolio.—Car., Carmentalia.—Car., Carn<z.—Cer.,

Cerealia, Varro.—Cir. and Circ, Circenses, Circo.

—Comp., Compitalia.—Con., Consualia, Plutarch.

—

Div., Divalia, Festus.—Eid., Eidus.—En., EndoteV'

cisus, that is, intercisus.— Epul., Epulum.— Eq.,

Equiria, Varro, Ovid, Festus.—Equor. prob., Equo-
rum probandoruin,Yaler.Max. (lib. 2.)—F., Fastus.—
F. p., Fastus primo.—Fp., Fas PrcEtori.—Fer., Feria.
— Fer. or Feral., Feralia.— Flor., Floralia, Ovid,

Pliny.—Font., Fontanalia, Varro.—Ford., Fordicidia,

Varro.—H. D., Hoc Die.—Hisp., Hispaniam vicit.—
Id., Idus.—Indict., Indictum.—Kal., Kalenda.—Lar.,

Larentalia, Varro, Ovid, Plutarch.—Lem., Lemu:la,

Varro, Ovid.—Lib., Liberalia, Varro.—Lud., Ludi.-

Luper., Lupercalia, Varro.—Mart., Marti, Ovid.—
Mat., Matri Matutce, Ovid.—Max., Maximum.—Me
dit., Meditrinalia, Varro.—Merk., Merkatus.—Mo
net., MonetcR.—N., Nefastus.—N. F., Nefas.—Np..

Ncfastus primo.— Nept., Neptunalia, Neptuno. -
Non., NoneB.—Opal., Opalia, Varro.—Opic, Opicon-

siva, Varro.—Par., Parilia, Varro, Ovid, Festus.

—

Pleb., Plebeii, Plebis.—Poplif., Pophfugium.—Port.,

Portunalia.—Pr., Pratori.—Prob., Probandorum.—
Q., Quando.—Q. Rex c. F., Quando rex comitiavit

fas, Varro, Festus.—Q. St. d., Quando stercus de-

fertur, Varro, Ovid, Festus.—Quin., Quinquatrus,

Varro.—Quir., Quirinalia.—Regif , Regifugium, or,

according to Ovid, the 23d of February.—Rob., Ro
bigalia, Varro.— Satur., Saturnalia, Macrobius. —
St., Stercus.—Ter., Terminalia.— Tubil., Tubilus-

trum, Varro, Ovid, Festus.—^Vest., Vestce.—Vict.,

Victoria.—Vin., Vinalia. Varro.—Vole, Volcanalia,

Varro.—Vol., Volturnalia, Varro.

CALTDA, or CALDA, the warm drink of the

Greeks and Romans, which consisted of warm wa-
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ter mixed with wine, with the addition, probably, of

spices. Tliis was a very favourite kind of drink

with the ancients, and could always be procured at

certain shops or taverr>s called thermopolia,^ which

Claudius commanded to be closed at one period of

his reign. » The vessels in which the wine and wa-

ter was kept hot appear to have been of a very ele-

gant form, and not unlike our tea-urns both in ap-

pearance and construction. A representation of one

of these vessels is given in the Museo Borbonico,'

fvam which the following woodcut is taken. In the

middle of the vessel there is a small cylindrical fur-

nace, in which the wood or charcoal was kept for

heating the water ; and at the bottom of this fur-

nace there are four small holes for the ashes to fall

through. On the right-hand side of the vessel there

is a kind of cup, communicating with the part sur-

lounding the furnace, by which the vessel might be
fillea witlioui taking off the lid ; and on the left-hand

aide there is, in about the middle, a tube with a cock
for drawing off the liquid. Beneath the conical

cover, and on a level with the rim of the vessel,

there is a movable flat cover, with a hole in the

middle, which closes the whole urn except the
mouth of the small furnace.

Though there can be no doubt that this vessel

was used for the purpose which has been mention-
ed, it is difficult to determine its Latin name ; but
it was probably called authepsa. {Vid. Authepsa.)
Pollux* mentions several names which were applied
to the vessels used for heating water, of which the
iirvoM6T]g, which also occurs in Lucian,' appears to

answer best to the vessel which has been described
above.'

CALIDRIS (KaUdpig), the name of a bird men-
tioned by Aristotle. Belon conjectures that it was
.1 bird called Chevalier by the French. The term
Cdidris is now applied to the Red-shank.
CA'LIGA, a strong and heavy sandal worn by the

Roman soldiers.

Although the use of this species of calceamentum
extended to the centurions, it was not worn by the

superior officers. Hence the common soldiers, in-

cluding centurions, were distinguished by the name

of caligati.^ Service in the ranKs was also designiv

ted after this article of attire. Thus Marius was
said to have risen to the consulship a caliga, i. e.,

from the ranks,' and Ventidius juventam inopem in

caliga militari tolerasse* The Emperor Caligula re-

ceived that cognomen when a boy, in consequence
of wearing the caliga, and being inured to the life

of a common soldier.* Juvenal expressed his de-

termination to combat against vice as a soldier, by
saying he would go in caligm {veniam caligatus*).

The triumphal monuments of Rome show most
distinctly the difference between the caliga of the

common soldier {vid. Arma, p. 95) and the calceua

worn by men of higher rank. {Vid. Abolla, p. 11

;

Ara, p. 78.)

The sole of the caliga was thickly studded with
hob-nails {clavi caligarii*) ; a circumstance which
occasioned the death of a brave centurion at the«

taking of Jerusalem. In the midst of victory his

foot slipped, as he was running over the marble
pavement {iidodrpuTov) of the temple, and, unable
to rise, he was overpowered by the Jews who rush-

ed upon him.'' The use of hob-nails (etf to, vnod^-

uara fj'kovg eyKpovaai) was regarded as a sign of

rusticity by the Athenians.*

The " caliga speculatoria,"* made for the use of

spies {speculatores), was probably very strong, thick,

and heavy, and hence very troublesome {molestis-

$ima}^).

The making and sale of caligse, as well Zb of

every other kind of shoe, was a distinct trade, the

person engaged in it being called "caligarius," ot
" su(or caligarius."^^ After the decline of the Ro-
man Empire, the caliga, no longer worn by soldiers

was assumed by monks and ascetics.

CALLIO'NYMUS (Kalliuvvfiog), a species of

fish, so called by Aristotle.'" .^Elian" gives the

name as KaTiXvuvv/iog ; Athenaeus,'* ovpavouKoiro^,

with which Galen agrees ; Oppian," rifiepoKoirvg ;

and Pliny," Uranoscopus. It is the Star-gazer^ the

Uranoscopus scaler, L., called in French Rat, and
in Italian Boca in Capo, according to Rondelet and
Schneider." The eyes of this fish are placed in the

upper part of its head.

CALLISTEIA {KaTCkiarela), a festival, or, per-

haps, merely a part of one, held by the women of

Lesbos, at which they assembled in the sanctua-

ry of Hera, and the fairest received the prize of

beauty."
A similar contest of beauty, instituted by Cypse-

lus, formed a part of a festival celebrated by the

Parrhasians in Arcadia, in honour of the Eleusinian

Demeter. The women taking part in it were called

A third contest of the same kind, in which, how-
ever, men only partook, is mentioned by Athenaeui**

as occurring among the Eleans. The fairest man
received as a prize a suit of armour, which he dedi-

cated to Athena, and was adorned by his friends

with ribands and a myrtle wreath, and accompanied

to the temple. From the words of Athenaeus,*' who,

in speaking of these contests of beauty, mentions

Tenedos along with Lesbos, we must infer that in

the former island also Callisteia were celebrated.

CALO'NES were the slaves or servants of ths

Roman soldiers, so called from carrying wood 'KaXa)

1. (Plaut., Cur., IT., ni., 13.—Trin., 1"V iii., 6.—Rud., II., vi.,

«.)--S. (Dion, Ix., 6.)— 3. (vol. iii., pi 63.)—4. (x., 66.)—5.
(L«xiph., 8.)—6. (BSttiger, Sabina, ii., p. 34.—Becker, Gallus,

ii.,p. 175.)
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1. (Suet., Octav., 25.—Vitell., 7.)—2. (Sen., De Benef., t.

16.)—3. (Plin., H. N., vii., 44.)—4. (Tacit., Ann., 1.— Suet.

Calig., 9.)—5. (Sat., iii., 306.)— 6. (Plin., II. N., xxxiv., 41
,

ix., 18.—Juv., Sat., iii., 232 ; xvi., 25.)—7. (Joseph., BeU. Jud.,

vi.,l,p. 1266, ed. Hudson.)—8. (Theophr., Char.,4.)—9. (Suet.,

Calig., 52.)— 10. (Tertull., De Corona, p. 100, ed. Rigalt.)—11.

(Spon., Misc. Erud. Ant., p. 220.)— 12. (H. A., ii., 15 ; viii., 13.)

—13. (N. A., xiii., 4.)—14. (viii., p. 356.)— 15. (llalieut., ii., 200,

sitqq.)-16. (H. N., xxxii., 7.)—17. (Schneider, Excurs., ii.. ad

^lian, N. A., p. 573, seqq.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 18. (Sj-1 d

ad II., X., 140.—Suidas, s. v.—Anthol. Gr., vi., No. 292.—Athen.,
xii., p. 610.)—19. (Athen., xiii., p. 609.)—20. (1. c—ComiWW
Etymol. Mag., s. v.)—21. (xiii., p. 610.)
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for their use. Tnus says Festus " Calories militum

servi, quia ligncas clavas gerebant, qucR Grceci KdXa
vocabant." So, also, Servius :* " Galas dicebant ma-
jores nostri fustes, quos portdbant servi sequcntes

dominos ad pralia" From the same word KuTiov

comes KaXoTTovg, a shoemaker's last.' These calo-

nes are generally supposed to have been slaves,

and almost formed a part of the army, as we may
learn from many passages in Caesar : in fact, we
are told by Josephus that, from living always with

the soldiers, and being present at their exercises,

they were inferior to them alone in skill and valour.

The word calo, however, was not confined to this

signification, but was also applied to farm-servants,

instanies of which usage are found in Horace.*
In Caesar this term is generally found by itself;

in Tacitus it is coupled and made almost identical

with lixa. Still the calones and lixae were not the

same : the latter, in fact, were freemen, who mere-
ly followed the camp for the purposes of gain and
merchandise, and were so far from being indispen-

sable to an army that they were sometimes forbid-

den to follow it (me Uxcb sequerentur exercitum*).

Thus, again, we read of the " lixtB mercatoresque, qui

plaustris merces porlabant,"^ words which plainly

show that the lixae were traders and dealers. Livy
also* speaks of them as carrying on business. The
term itself is supposed to be connected with lixa,

an old word signifying water, inasmuch as the lixae

supplied this article to the soldiers : since, however,
they probably furnished ready-cooked provisions

to the soldiers, it seems not unlikely that their ap-

pellation may have some allusion to this circum-
stance.^

CAL'OPUS, CALOPOD'IUM. {Vid. Forma.)
CALU'MNIA. Calumniari is defined by Mar-

cian,* "Falsa crimina intendere ;" a definition which,
as there given, was only intended to apply to crim-
inal matters. The definition of Paulus' applies to

matters both criminal and civil : " Calumniosus est

qui sciens prudensque per fraudem ^negotium alicui

eomparat." Cicero" speaks of " calumnia," and of
the " nimis callida et malitiosa juris interpretatio," as
things related. Gains says, " Calumnia in adfectu
est, sicutfurti crimen ;" the criminality was to be de-
termined by the intention.

When an accuser failed in his proof, and the reus
was acquitted, there might be an inquiry into the
conduct and motives of the accuser. If the person
who made this judicial inquiry (qui cognovit) found
that the accuser had merely acted from error of
judgment, he acquitted him in the form non pro-
basti ; if he convicted him of evil intention, he de-

clared his sentence in the words calumniatus es,

which sentence was followed by the legal punish-
ment.
According to Marcian, as above quoted, the pun-

ishment for calumnia was fixed by the lex Rem-
mia, or, as it is sometimes, perhaps incorrectly,

named, the lex Memmia." But it is not known
when this lex was passed, nor what were its pen-
alties. It appears from Cicero" that the false ac-

cuser might be branded on the forehead with the
letter K, the initial of Kalumnia ; and it has been
conjectured, though it is a mere conjecture, that

Ihis punishment was inflicted by the lex Remmia.
The punishment for calumnia was also exsilium,

relegatio in insulara, or loss of rank (ordinis amis-
tio) ; but p)obably only in criminal cases, or in mat-
ters relating to status."

1. (Ad JEn., vi., 1.)—2. (Plato, Symp.)—3. (Epist., I., xir.,

42.—Sat., I., vi., 103.)—4. (SaU., BeU. Jug., c. 45.)—5. (Hirti-

ns, De BeU. Afric, c. 75.)—6. (v., 8.)-7. [Vid. SaU., 1. c.)—«.
(Dig. 48, tit. 16, ». 1.)—9. (Sentent. Recept., i., tit. 5.)~-10.
(De Off., i., 10.)—11. (Val. Max., iii., 7, 9.)—12. (Pro Sext.—
Rose. Amtrino, c. 20.)—13. (Paulus, Sentent. Recept., v., 1,
5 , v., 4, n.)

In the case of actiones, the calumma of the acto.

was checked by the calumniae judicium, the judici-

um contrarium, the jusjurandum calumniae, and the

restipulatio, which are particularly described by Gai-
ns.' The defendant might in all cases avail himself
of the calumniae judicium, by which the plaintiff, if

he was found to be guilty of calumnia, was mulcted
to the defendant in the tenth part of the value of
the object-matter of the suit. But the actor wa»
not mulcted in this action, unless it was shown that

he brought his suit without foundation, knowingly
and designedly. In the contrarium judicium, of

which the defendant could only avail himself in

certain cases, the rectitude of the plaintiff's purpose
did not save him from the penalty. Instead of

adopting either of these modes of proceeding, the

defendant might require the plaintiflT to take the

oath of calumnia, which was to the effect, "Se non
calumnia causa agere." In some cases the defend-

ant also was required by the praetor to swear that

he did not dispute the plaintiff's claim, calumnia

causa. Generally speaking, if the plaintifT put the

defendant to his oath {jusjurandum ei deferebat),

the defendant might put the plaintiff to his oath of
calumny.* In some actions, the oath of calumny
on the part of the plaintifT was a necessary prelimi-

nary to the action. In all judicia publica, it seema
that the oath of calumnia was required from the

accuser.

If the restipulationis poena was required from the

actor, the defendant could not have the benefit of

the calumniae judicium, or of the oath of calumny

;

and the judicium contrarium was not applicable to

such cases.

Persons who for money either did or neglected

to do certain things, calumniae causa, were liable to

certain actions.'

CA'MARA (Kafidpa) or CAMERA is used in two
difTerent senses:

I. It signifies a particular kind of arched ceiling

in use among the Romans,* and, most probably,

common also to the Greeks, to whose language the

word belongs. It was formed by semioircular bands
or beams of wood, arranged at small lateral distan-

ces, over which a coating of lath and plaster was
spread, and the whole covered in by a roof, resem-

bling in construction the hooped awnings in use

among us,* or like the segment of a cart-wheel,

from which the expression rotatio camararum is de-

rived.* Subsequently to the age of Augustus, it be-

came the fashion to line the camarcs with plates of

glass ; hence they are termed vitrece.''

II. Small boats used in early times by the people

who inhabited the shores of the Palus Maeotis. ca

pable of containing from twenty-five to thirty men,
were termed Ka/iupai by the Greeks.* They were
made to work fore and aft, like the fast-sailing

proas of the Indian seas, and continued in use until

the age of Tacitus, by whom they are still named
camarce,* and by whom their construction and uses

are described."
CAMELOPARD'ALIS {KafiTiXowup6a2,c^), the

Camelopard or Giraffe, the Giraffa Camelopardalis,

L. "The name Giraffa," observes Lt. Col Smith,
" is derived from the Arabic Zuraphahia, which is

itself corrupted from Amharir Zirataka; and the

Romans, who had seen this animal several times

exhibited from the period when Julius Caesar first

displayed one to the people, described it under the

name of Camelopardalis, on account of its similari-

ty to the Camel in form, and to the Panther or

1. (iv., 174-181.)—2. (Dig. 12, tit. 2, s. 37.)—3. (Dig. 3, tit.

6.)—4. (Cic, ad Quint. Fratr., iii., 1, I) 1.—Propert., III., u.,

10.—Plin., H.N., xxxvi.,64.)—5. (Vitruv., vii.,3.)—6. (Salma*.

in Spart., Hadr., c. 10.)—7. iPUn., I.e.-Compare Statius, SjIt.,

I., iii., 53.)—8. (Strabo, xi., p. 388, ed. Siebbntees.)—9. 'Hut*

iii., 47.)- J# TttiparsGeU x., 25
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JMrdalis in spots. This beautiful animal is noticed

by Oppian,* Diodorus Siculus,* Horace,* Strabo,*

and PJiny ;» but the first satisfactory description is

found in the jEthiopica of Heliodorus.» Schneider

follows Pallas in referring the rrdpdiov of Aristotle^

to this same animal. Modern naturalists have

known the Giraffe only since Mr. Patterson, Col.

Gordon, and M. le Vaillion found it in South Afri-

ca ; but as the Romans were acquainted with the

animal, it must have existed to the north of the

equinoctial line. It would appear, moreover, that

a variety or second species is found in Central Af-

lica; for Park, in describing his escape from cap-

tivity among the Moors, noticed an animal of a

gray colour, which he refers to the Cameiopardalis.

*t. Col. Smith considers this animal as the wild

Camel of the mountains, the existence of which

has been attested by several negroes brought from

the interior, and in the Praenestine Mosaics, where

two spotted Camelopardales are seen together ; a lar-

ger animal is likewise represented, with short horns,

but without spots, and the name TABOUC written

over. In a drawing of the same mosaic, the word
appears to be partly effaced, but to have been PA-
*OUC. It is remarkable, that while the spotted

figures are without a name, the animal in question,

occupying that part of the picture which designates

the Cataracts of the Nile, should be called by the

Ethiopian appellation of the Camelopard, which, ac-

cording to Pliny, was Nabis, resembling the Hot-

tentot Naip ; or, by the second reading, be like the

Arabic, or one of its dialects.—The absence of the

Giraffe from Europe for three centuries and a half

naturally induced a belief that the descriptions of

this animal were fabulous, or nearly so, and that a

creature of such extraordinary height and apparent

disproportions was not to be found among the actu-

al works of nature. This skepticism was first

shaken by Le Vaillant, the traveller, and is now
completely removed."*
CAME'LUS {Kaiirjlog), the Camel. As Buffon

remarks, Aristotle has correctly described the two
species of Camel, which he calls the Bactrian and
the Arabian, the former being the Camelus Bactri-

anus, L,, or the Camel with two hunches, one on
the shoulders, and the other on the croup ; and the

latter, the Camelus Dromedarius, L., or the species

with only one hunch, and of which the Dromedary,
properly so called, is a breed. The Dromedary of

the Greeks is the Mahairy, and is the most celebra-

ted for speed. " The name by which these animals
are generally known in Europe is evidently derived
from an Eastern root, namely, Djemel of the Arabs,
Gamal or Gimal of the Hebrews, and points out the
quarter where they have been domesticated from a
period anterior to all historical documents. Al-
though the Greek and Roman writers take univer-
sally as little notice of the Camel as an inhabitant
of Northwestern Africa or Egypt, as they speak re-

peatedly of him in Syria, Arabia, and the rest of
Western Asia, we may easily infer, from a consid-
eration of the peculiar structure of this animal, that
the predestined habitation of the genus was on the
sandy deserts of the Zahara, as well as the plains

of Arabia, Persia, the Indies, and Southern Tarta-
ry. The silence of profane writers, however, is

compensated by the Sacred Writings. In Genesis,
the King of Egypt is mentioned as having bestowed
Camels upon Abram ; consequently, their presence
in the valley of the Nile is established before the
era of the earliest Greek or Roman writers. And

. yet it is a singular fact, that the Camel is not rep-

resented in the hieroglyphics, either in (lomestio

scenes or in subjects relating to religion. In all

obvious cases, the intelligence of man may be con-

sidered as acting in unison with the intentions ot

Nature ; now, as this sagacity to appreciate hia

own interests had already, in the earliest ages, car-

ried the Camel over India, China, and Middle Rus-
sia, it is certainly rather surprising that the Romans,
in their frequent wars in Northern Africa, should

not have found them of sufficient importance to be
jftsntioned, till Procopius first notices camel-riding

Moors in arms against Solomon, the lieutenant of

Belisarius : from that period, and most particularlj

during the progress of the sword of the Koran to

Morocco, the Camel is the most striking, and con-

sidered the most useful animal in the country. It

is probable that this animal increased in proportion

as agriculture diminished; at least the two facts

are coeval. With the Koran, also, the Camel first

crossed the Bosporus, and spread with the Turks
over their present dominions in Europe."*
*CAMM'ARUS (KUfifxapog or -ig), a variety of the

Carts, or Squilla, acording to Athenaeus. It is the
common Lobster, the Cammarus of Pliny, and the
Cancer Cammarus of Linnajus. Aristotle, in the
second chapter of the fourth book of his " History
of Animals," gives a most faithful and elaborate

account of the species, which is still an inhabitant

of the Mediterranean.*
CAMI'NUS. {Vid. House.)
CAMPESTRE (sc. subligar,) was a kind of gii

die or apron, which the Roman youths wore roun^
their loins when they exercised naked in the Cam-
pus Martins.* The campestre was sometimes won
in warm weather in place of the tunic under the

toga {campestri sub toga ductus*).

CAMPIDOCTO'RES were persons who taught

soldiers their exercises.* In the times of the Re-
public, this duty was discharged by a centurion, or

a veteran soldier of merit and distinction {Exerci

tationibus nostris non veteranorum aliquis, cui dccnt,

muralis aut civica, sed Grceculus magister assistit*).

CAMPUS MARTIUS. The term campus be-

longs to the language of Sicily, in which it signified

a hippodrome or race-course {Ka/iTrog, Irnrodpofioi

I,iK£?ioig'') ; but among the Romans it was used to

signify an open plain, covered with herbage, and
set apart for the purpose of exercise or amusement.
Eight of these plains are enumerated by P. Victor

as appertaining to the city of Rome ; among whict
the most celebrated was the Campus Martins, so

called because it was consecrated to the god Mars.^

Some difference exists between Livy and Dionysius

Halicarnassus respecting the period at which thi*

consecration took place. The former states* that,

upon the expulsion of the Tarquins, the people took

possession of their property (ager Tarquiniorum\
situate between the city and the Tiber, and assign-

ed it to the god of war, by whose name it was sub-

sequently distinguished ; whereas the latter says'*

that the ager Tarquiniorum had been usurped from
that divinity, to whom it belonged of old, and ap-

propriated by the Tarquins, so that it was only re-

stored to its original service upon their expulsion,

which gains confirmation from a law of Numa, quo-

ted by Festus," '^Sccunda spolia in Martis aram in

campo Solitaurilia utra volueril cadito."^*

From the greater extent and importance of tliis

plain beyond all the others, it was often spoken of

as the plain, /car' e^oxriv, without any epithet to dis-

1. ^Cyteg., iii.)—2. (ii., 51.)—3. (Epist., II., i., 195.)—4.
fTTii., p. 774, 826, ed. Cos.)—5. (H. N., viii., 27.—Compare
fieopoo., xvi., 22.}—6. (x., 27.)—7. (H. A., ii., 2.)—8. (Griffith's

CaTi«r vol. iv., p 15l, seqq.—Smith's Supplement.)
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1. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. 37.—Smith's Supplement.)

—

2. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Augustin., De Civ. Dei., xir,

17.)—4. (Ascon., ad Cic, pro Scauro, \i. 30, ed. Orelli.—Hor,
Epist., I., xi., 18.)—5. (Veget., i., 13.)—6. (Plin., Paneg., 13.)

—7. (Hesych.)—8. (Liv., ii., 5.)—9. (I. c.)— 10. (v., p. 276. el
1704.)—11. (s. V. Opima.)—12. (Compare Liv., i., 44.)
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iinguish it, as in the passage of Festus just cited ;*

and, therefore, whenever the word is so used, it is

the Campus Martius which is to be understood as

always referred to.

The general designation Campus Martius com-
prised two plains, which, though generally spoken

of collectively, are sometimes distinguished.' The
former of these was the so-called ager Tarquinio-

rum, to which JuvenaP refers, inde Superbi Totum
regis agrum; the other was given to the Roman
people by the vestal virgin Caia Taratia or Suffetia,*

and is sometimes called Campus Tiberinus,* and
sometimes Campus Minor.*

It is difficult to determine the precise limits of

the Campus Martius, but in general terms it may
be described as situated between the Via Lata and
Via Flaminia on the north, the Via Recta on the

south ; as bounded by the Tiber on the west, and
the Pantheon and gardens of Agrippa towards the

east ; and the Campus Minor, or Tiberinus, occu-

pied the lower portion of the circuit towards the
Via Recta, from the Pons .^lius to the Pons Janic-

ulensis. {Vid. Bridge.)'
That the Campus Martius was originally without

the city is apparent, first, from the passages of
Livy and Dionysius above referred to ; secondly,

from the custom of holding the Comitia Centuriata
there, which could not be held within the Pomxri-
um ; hence the word campus is put for the comitia,*

which also explains the expression of Cicero,' fors
domina campi, and of Lucan,^' venalis campus, which
means " a corrupt voter ;" thirdly, because the gen-
erals who demanded a triumph, not being allowed
to enter the city, remained with their armies in the
Campus Martius ; and, finally, because it was not
lawful to bury within the city, whereas the monu-
ments of the illustrious dead were among the most
striking ornaments with which it was embellished."
(Vid. BusTUM.) But it was included in the city by
Aurelian when he enlarged the walls.'*

The principal edifices which adorned this famous
plain are described by Strabo," and are amply treat-

ed of by Nardini.'* It was covered with perpetual
verdure," and was a favourite resort for air, exer-
cise, or recreation, when the labours of the day
were over.'* Its ample area was crowded by the

young, who there initiated themselves in all warlike
and athletic exercises, and in the games usual to

the palaestra ; for which purpose the contiguous
Tiber rendered it peculiarly appropriate in early
times, before public baths were established." Hence
campus is used as " a field" for any exercise, mental
or bodily.'* Wooden horses were also kept in the
Campus Martius, under porticoes in winter, and in

the open plain during summer, in order to give
expertness in mounting and dismounting ; a neces-
sary practice when stirrups were not in use."
Horse-races (equiria) also took place here, unless
when the campus was overflowed, upon which oc-
casions they were removed to the Campus Martialis
on the Caelian."*

CAMPUS SCELERA'TUS was a spot within the
walls, and close by the Porta CoUina, where those
of the vestal virgins who had transgressed their

TOWS were entombed alive, from which circum-

1. (Propert., ii., 16, 34.—Ovid. Fast., vi., 237.—Liv., il., 45.
—Lucan, i., 180.—Hor., Carm., III., i., 10.—Cic, Cat., i., 5.—
De Off., i., 29.)—2. (Strabo, v., 8.)—3. (Sat., vi., 525.)—4.
(Aul. Gell., vi., 7.—Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 11.)—5. (Cell, et Plin.,

U. cc.)—6. (CatulL, Iv., 3.)—7. (Nardini, Rom. Ant., vi., 5.—
Donat., De Urbe Rom., i., 8.)—8. (Cic, De Orat., iii., 42.)—9.
(in Pis., 2.)—10. (1. c.)—11. (Strabo, 1. c—Plut., Pomp., p.
647, D.—Appian, Bell. Civ., i., p. 418.—Suet., Aug., c. 100.—
Claud., c. 1.)— 12. (Nardini, Rom. Ant., i., 8.)*-13. (v., 8.)—14.

(Rom. Ant., vi., 5-9.)—15. (Hor., Carra., III., vii., 25.)—16.
(Hot., Epist., 1., vii., 59.)—17. (Strabo, 1. c—Veget., i., 10.)—
18. (Cic.De Off., i., 18.—Acad., ii., 35.—Pro Muraen., 8.)—19.
(Veget . i., 23.) -20. (Festus, a. v.)

Stance it takes its name.- As it was mlawful to
bury within the city, or to slay a vestal, whose per-

son, even when polluted by the crime alluded to,

was held sacred, this expedient was resorted to «n

order to elude the superstition against taking away
a consecrated life, or giving burial within the city.*

CAN'ABOS or CINN'ABOS (Kuva6oc or Kcvva-

6og) was a figure of wood, in the form of a skeleton,
round which the clay or plaster was laid in forming
models. Figures of a similar kind, formed to di»
play the muscles and veins, were studied by pain^
ers in order to acquire some knowledge of anatomy.*
CANA'LIS, which means properly a pipe or gut-

ter for conveying water, is also used in three spe-

cific significations :

I. To designate a particular part of the Forum
Romanum.*
" In faro infimo boni homines atque dites ambulant

;

In medio propter canalem, ibi ostentatores meri."

The immediate spot so designated is not precisely

known ; but we can make an approximation which
cannot be far from the truth. Before the Cloaca
were made, there was a marshy spot in the Forum
called the Lacus Curtius ;* and as the Cloaca Max-
ima was constructed for the purpose of draining oflf

the waters which flowed down from the Palatine

Hill into the Forum, it must have had a mouth in

it, which was probably near the centre. The " ken-
nel," therefore, which conducted the waters to this

embouchure, was termed Canalis in Foro ; and be-

cause the idle and indigent among the lower class-

es were in the habit of frequenting this spot, they
were named Canalicolje." The canalis appears to

have had gratings {cancelli) before it, to which Cice-

ro'^ refers when he says, that after the tribune P.

Sextus had arrived at the Columna Menia, " tardus

est ex omnibus spectaculis usque a Capitolio, tantua

ex fori cancellis plausus excitatus ;" by which he
means all classes, both high and low : the upper,

who sat between the Columna Menia and the Cap-
itol ; and the lower, who were stationed near the
cancelli of the canalis. In the modern city of Rome,
the foul w'aters empty themselves into the sewers
throHgh an archway nearly six feet high, the mouth
of which is closed by an iron grating called cancello,

so that the passer-by is annoyed by the efiluvia ex-

haling from them ; which, we learn from a passage
in Tertullian,* was also the case in the ancient city.

II. Canalis is used by Vitruvius' to signify the

channel which lies between the volutes of an Ionic

capital, above the cymatium or echinus, which may
be understood by referring to the representation of

an Ionic capital given in the article Astragalus
III. In reference to aquaeducts, Canalis is used

by Frontinus" for a conduit of water running paral-

lel to the main course {specus), though detached
from it. Accurately speaking, it therefore means a
pipe of lead or clay," or of wood," attached to tho

aquaeduct, which brought a stream of water from
the same source, but for some specific use, and not

for general distribution ; though the word is some-
times used for a watercourse of any kind.

CAN'ATHRON (Kavadpov), a carriage, the uppei

part of which was made of basket-work, or, more
properly, the basket itself, which was fixed in tht

carriage." Homer calls this kind ofbasket n-etoivf."

1. (Liv., viii., 15.)—2. (Compare Festus, s. v. Probrum.)—

3

(Aristot., H. A., iii., 5.—Id., De Gen. An., ii., 6.—PoUux, Onom.
vii., 164 ; x., 189.—Suid. et Hesych., s. v.—Miiller, Archieol. d«
Kunst, t, 305, n. 7.)—4. (Plaut., Curcul., IV., i., 14.)—5. (Vv
ro, De Ling. Lat., v., 149, ed. Miiller.)—6. (Festus, e.v—CoK
pare Aul. Gel., iv., 20.)—7. (Pro Sext., 58.)—8. (De Pall.,c.^
—9. (iii., 3, p. 97, ed. Bipont.)—10. (c. 67.)—11. (Vitrav., viii.

7.)—12. (PaUadio, ix., 11.)— 13. (Xen., Ages., viii., 7.—Plut.
Ages., c. 19.)—14. (II., xxiv.,190,267.—Eistath.,ad loc.—Com
pare Sturz, Lex. Xenoph., s. v. Kavadpov.- ^Scheffer, De Re V«
hie, p. 68.)
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CANDELABRUM.

•CANCER, the Crab. {Vid. Caecinus.)

CANDE'LA, a candle, made either of wax {cerea)

or tallow (sebacea), was used universally by the Ro-

mans before the invention of oil lamps (lucerna)}

They used for a wick the pith of a kind of rush call-

ed scirpus.' In later times candelae were only used

by the poorer classes ; the houses of the more weal-

thy were always lighted by lucernae.'

CANDELA'BRUM was originally used as a can-

dlestick, but was afterward used to support lamps

{Tivxvovxog), in which signification it most common-
ly occurs. The candelabra of this kind were usu-

ally made to stand upon the ground, and were of a

considerable height. The most common kind were

made of wood ;* but those which have been found

in Herculaneum and Pompeii are mostly of bronze.

Sometimes they were made of the more precious

metals, and even of jewels, as was the one which
Antiochus intended to dedicate to Jupiter Capitoli-

nus.* In the temples of the gods and palaces there

were frequently large candelabra made of marble,

and fastened to the ground.'

There is a great resemblance in the general plan

and appearance of most of the candelabra which
have been found. They usually consist of three

parts : 1. the foot (,f3u(ng) ; 2. the shaft or stem (k^v-

A.6f) ; 3. the plinth or tray {dioKog), large ecourh far

a lamp to stand on, or with a socket to receive a
wax candle. The foot usually consists of tljree

lions' or griffins' feet, ornamented \7ith leaves ; and
the shaft, which is cither plain or fluted, generally

ends in a kind of capital; on which ^he tray rests for

fluppor'jpg tY-e lamp. Somrtmam we find a figure

between th« 'capital and the tr»/, as is seen in the

eauuiuaLtrjB^ on the rial^c hun*!. ir. r'^e annexed wood-

>JUt, which is taken from the Museo Borbonico,'' and
represents a candelabrum found in Pompeii. The

1. (Varro, De Line;. Lat., v., 34.—Martial, liv., 43.—Athen
IT., p. 700.)— 2. (Plin., H. N., xvi., 70.)— 3. (Juv., Sat., iii.
887.)— 4. (Cic, ad Quint. Fratr., iii., 7.— Martial, xiv., 44 —
Petron., c. 95.—Athen., xv., p. 700.)—5. (Cic, Verr., iv., 28 )—
• (Museo, Pio-Clem., iv., 1, 5 ; v., ] H )—7. (iv., pi. 57.)
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one on the left hand is also a representation of a
candelabrum found in the same city,' and is made
with a sliding shaft, by which the light might be
raised or lowered at pleasure.

The best candelabra were made at .(Egina and
Tarentum.^
Theie are also candelabra of various other forms,

Vrto-Jgh those which have been given above are by
fur the most common. They sometimes consist of

a fig'jre supporting a lamp,' or of a figure, by the
s'Ae of which the shaft is placed with two branches,
^ach of which terminates in a flat disc, upon which

'^^jc^:ku.

a lamp was placed. A candelabrum of the latter
kind is given in the preceding woodcut.* The stem
is formed of a liliaceous plant ; and at the base is 8
mass of bronze, on which a Silenus is seated, en-
gaged in trying to pour wine from a skin which he
holds in his left hand, into a cup in his right.
There was another kind of candelabrum, entirelv

difTerent from those which have been describo

,

which did not stand upon the ground, but was pla-

1. (Mut. Borb., vi., pi. 61.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 6.)—

«

(Mw. B.arb., vii., j)!. 15.)—4. (Mu». Borb., iv., pi. 59.J
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ced upon the table. These candelabra usually con-
sist of pillars, from the capita's of which several

lamps hang down, or of trees, ft )m whose branches
lamps also are suspended. The preceding woodcut
represents a very elegani candelabrum of this kind,

found in Pompeii.*

Tho original, including the stand, is three feet

high. The pillar is not placed in the centre, but at

one end of the plinth, which is the case in almost
every candelabrum of this description yet found.

The plinth is inlaid in imitation of a vine, the leaves

of which are of silver, the stem and fruit of bright

bronze. On one side is an altar with wood and fire

upon it, and on the other a Bacchus riding on a
tiger.

CANDYS {Kavdvg), a gown worn by the Medes
and Persians over their trousers and other gar-

ments.* Ii had wide sleeves, and was made of
woollen cloth, which was either purple or of some
other splendid colour, In the Persepolitan sculp-

tures, nearly all the principal personages are cloth-

ed in it. The three here shown are taken from Sir

R. K. Porter's Travels.^

We observe that the persons represented in these
sculptures commonly put their hands through the
sleeves {dieipKOTEg rag X^'-P^ ^'" ™^ kuvSvuv), but
sometimes keep them out of the slpeves (^fu tup
X^ipiSuv) ; a distinction noticed by Xenophon.* The
Persian candys, which Strabo* describes as a " flow-
ered tunic with sleeves," corresponded to the wool-
len tunic worn by the Babylonians over their linen

&\xiTt {elplveov Kiduva ettsvSvvel;* kirevdvTrig kpeovg'').

A gown of the same kind is still worn by the Ara-
bians, Turks, and other Orientals, and by both
sexes.

CANE'PHOROS (Kavij<l>6pog). When a sacrifice

was to be offered, the round cake (rpoxia (jtdotg ;*

TTonavov,^ okr}^ viola, salsa), the chaplet of flowers,
the knife used to slay the victim, and sometimes
the frankincense, were deposited in a flat circular

basket {icdveov, canistrum), and this was frequently
carried by a virgin on her head to the altar. The
practice was observed more especially at Athens.
When a private man sacrificed, either his daughter
or some unmarried female of his family officiated

as his canephoros ;*' but in the Panathenaia, the
Dionysia, and other public festivals, two virgins of
the first Athenian families were appointed for the
purpose. Their function is described by Ovid in

tho following lines

:

" Ilia forte die casta de more puellcB

Verticc supposito festas in Palladis arces

Pura coro7iatis portabant sacra canistris."^^

That the office was accounted highly honourable
appears from the fact that the resentment of Har-
modius, which instigated him to kill Hipparchus,
arose from the insult offered by the latter in forbid-

1. (Mus. Both., ii., pi. 13.)—2. (Xen., C>t., i., 2, l> 2.—Anab.,
i., 5, I) 8.—Diod. Sic, xvii., 77.)—3. (vol. i.,pl. 49.)—4. (Cyrop.,
»iii., 3, ^ 10, 13.)—5. (xv., 3, 19.)—6, (Herod., i., 195.)—7.
vStrabo, xvi., 1, 20.)—8. (Addaei Epigr., Brunck, ii., 241.)—9.
(jEUan, V. H , xi., 5.)—10. (Aristoph., Acharn., 241-252.)—11.
(M\<t..ii., 713-715 N

ding the sister of Harmodius to walk as canephoroi
in the Panathenaic procession.' An antefixa in the
British Museum (see woodcut) represents the two
canephorce approaching a candelabrum. Each of
them elevates one arm to support the basket, wbil9

she slightly raises her tunic with the other. Tina
attitude was much admired by ancient artists.

Pliny* mentions a marble canephoros by Scopas,
and Cicero' describes a pair in bronze, which were
the exquisite work of Polycletus. {Vid. Caryatis.)
CAN'CAMUM (KuvKa/xov), a substance mention

ed by Dioscorides,* and which Paul of Ji]gina* de-
scribes as the gum of an Arabian tree, resembling
myrrh, and used in perfumes. Avicenna calls it a
gum of a horrid taste. Alston remarks that "some
have taken Lacea to be the Cancamum Dioscoridis;

but it seems to have been unknown to the ancient
Greeks." Upon the whole, Sprengel inclines to the
supposition that it may have been a species of the
Amyris Kataf.*
CANIC'OL.'E. {Vid. Canalis.)
*CANIC'ULA. {Vid. SiRius.)
*CANIS {kvuv), the Dog. " The parent-stock of

this faithful friend of man must always remain uu-
certain. Some zoologists are of opinion that the
breed is derived from the wolf; others, that it is a
familiarized jackal : all agree that no trace of it ia

to be found in a primitive state of nature. That
there were dogs, or, rather, animals of the canine
form, in Europe long ago, we have evidence from
their remains ; and that there are wild dogs we
also know. India, for example, affords many of
them, living in a state of complete independence,
and without any indication of a wish to approach
the dwellings of man. These dogs, however,
though they have been accurately noticed by com-
petent observers, do not throw much light upon the
question. The most probable opinion is that ad-

vanced by Bell, in hie ' History of British Quadru-
peds.' This author thus sums up: 'Upon the

whole, the argument in favour of the view which I

have taken, that the wolf is probably the original

of all the canine races, may be stated as follows

.

the structure of the animal is identical, or so nearly
so as to afford the strongest a priori evidence in its

favour. The Dog must have been derived from an
animal susceptible of the highest degree of domes-
tication, and capable of great affection for mankind;
which has been abundantly proved of the wolf.

Dogs having returned to a wild state, and con-
tinued in that condition through many generations,
exhibit characters which approximate more and
more to those of the wolf, in proportion as the in-

fluence of domestication ceases to act. The two
animals, moreover, will breed together, and produce
fertile young ; and the period of gestation is the

same. The period at which the domestication of

the Dog first took place is wholly lost in the mist

of antiquity. The earliest mention of it irj tha

1. (Thucyd., vi., 56.—^lian, V. H., li., 8.)—1 CH. N.
xxivi., 4, 7.)—3. (Verr., II., iv., 3.)—4. (i., 23.)—5. (tu, 3 /-
6. (Adams, Append., s. r.)
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Scriptures occurs during the jojourn of the Israel-

ites in Egypt :
' But against Israel shall not a dog

move his tongue.' It is again mentioned in the

Mosaic law in a manner which would seem to show

that dogs were the common scavengers of the

Israelitish camp, as they still are in many cities of

the East : ' Neither shall ye eat any flesh that is

torn of beasts in the field ;
ye shall cast it to the

dogs.' A similar oflice seems to be repeatedly al-

luded to in the course of the Jewish history. The
Dog was considered by the Jews as eminently an

unclean animal, and was the figure selected for the

most contemptuous insults. It is impossible not to

be struck with the similarity which exists in the

feelings of many Oriental nations at the present

day, among whom the very phraseology of the

Scriptures is, with little modification, applied to a

similar purpose.* The Dog was held in great ven-

eration in many parts of Egypt, particularly at the

city of Cynopolis, where it was treated with divine

honours. According to Rutarch, however, the an-

imal lost this high rank by reason of its eating the

flesh of Apis, after Cambyses had slain the latter

and thrown it out, on which occasion no other ani-

mal would taste or even come near it. But con-

siderable doubt has been thrown on this story, and
the idea seems so nearly connected, as Wilkinson

remarks, with the group of the god Mithras, where
the dog is represented feeding on the blood of the

slaughtered ox, that there is reason to believe the

story derived its origin from the Persian idol. The
Egyptians, as appears from the monuments, had
several breeds of dogs : sc«ne solely used for the

chase ; others admitted into the parlour, or selected

as the companions of their walks ; and some, as at

the present day, chosen on account of their pecu-

liar ugliness. The most common kinds were a sort

of fox-dog and " a hound ; they had also a short-

legged dog, not unlike our turnspit, which was a

great favourite in the house. The fox-dog appears

to have been the parent-stock of the modern red

wiW dog of Egypt, which is so common at Cairo

and other towns of the lower country.'*—The Al-

bania7i Dog has been noticed by historians, natural-

ists, and poets, ever since Europe first began to be
raised into consequence and importance. A super-

natural origin and infallible powers have been at-

tributed to it. Diana is said to have presented

Procris with a dog which was always sure of its

prey, and to this animal the canine genealogists
of antiquity attributed *he origin of the celebrated

race of the southeasi of Europe, particularly of
Molossus and Sparta. The very fine breed of dogs
now found very plentifully in this corner of Europe,
particularly in Albania, accords with the descrip-

tions existing of its progenitors, indigenous in the
same countries, and does not seem to have degen-
erated. The Mastiflr( Canis Anglicus, L.) is another
fine and powerful species. This breed was assidu-
ously fostered by the Romans whils they had pos-
session of Britain, and many of them were exported
to Rome, to combat wild animals in the amphi-
theatre. The catuli Melitai were a small species,
or a kind of lap-dog. The modern Maltese dog is

a small species of the Spaniel, and so, perhaps, was
the ancient.^

»CANNA, a Cane or Reed. {Vid. Calamus.)
CANN'ABIS (AcawaSif), Hemp. The Kdwa6ig

flfiepog of Dioscorides and Galen is evidently the
Ccin?iJthis sativa, or Hemp. Sprengel agrees with
C. Bauhin, that the Kdvva6cc dypia is the Althaa
ctnnabina*

CANTH'ARIS {Kavdapk). From the ancicfflt

authorities having stated of the Kavdapig that it la

found among grain (Nicander applies to it the epi-

thet atTj](l>d-yog), it has been inferred that it could
not have been what is now called the Cantharts, oi

Spanish Fly, since this latter is found principally

upon the ash, the privet, and the elder, and seldom
or never among grain. Sprengel thinks it probable

that Dioscorides' was acquainted with two species

of Cantharides ; the one he pronounces to be the

Mylabris Dioscoridis (the same, probably, as the ilfj^

labris cichorii of Jjatreille and Wilson) ; the other he
is confident was not the Li/tta vesicatoria, and he
hesitates whether to call it the Melo'e proscarabceus.

Stackhouse, again, suggests that the Kavdapig of
Theophrastus* was the Curculio granarius. " To
me it now appears," observes Adams, " that the
common Kavdapig of the Greeks was the Mylabris
cichorii. It is still extensively used in the East for

making blistering plasters.'

CANTHARUS (Kavdapog), I. was a kind of drink
ing-cup, furnished with handles (cantharm ansa*).

It is said by some writers to have derived its name
from one Cantharus, who first made cups of this

form.' The cantharus was the cup sacred to Bac-
chus,* who is frequently represented on ancien*
vases holding it in his hand, as in the following

woodcut, which is taken from a paintinff on an an-

cient vase.'

I. (Penny Cyclopaedia, vol. i., p. 57, oeqq.)—2. (Wilkinson,
Manner! and Customs, <&c , vol. iii., p. 32.)— 3. (Griffith's Cu-
rier, ToL ii-,p. 327.)—4. (Dioscor., iii., 155.—Adams, Append.,
». 7.)
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*II. Cantharus was also the name of a hsn,

which iElian calls Kuvdapog ^alaTnog. It is the

Sparus cantharus, L. Its flesh is like that of the

Gilt-head in taste and other qualities.*

*III. Cantharus, the Beetle. {Vid.ScxRABMVs.)
CAN'TICUM. In the Roman theatre, between

the first and second acts, flute music appears to

have been introduced,' which was accompanied by

a kind of recitative, performed by a single actor, or,

if there were two, the second was not allowed to

speak with the first. Thus Diomedes" says, " In

canticis una tantum debet esse persona, aut siduafu-
erint, ita debent esse, ut ex occulta una audiat net col-

loquatur, sed secum, si opus fuerit, verba facial.'' In

1. (ii., 64.)—2. (H. P., viii., 10.)—3. (Adams, Append., g. v.)—1. (Virg., Eclog., vi., 17.)—5. (Athen., xi., p. 474, «.—Pollux.
Onom., vi., 96.—PUn., H. N., xxxiv., 19, « 25.)—€. (Maerob.,

Sat.,v., 21.—Plin., H. N., ixxiii., 53.)—7. (Millingen, Peintnien

Antiques, pi. 53.)—8. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 13.—Adams, Ap
pend., 8. V.)—9. (Plaut , Pseudol., I., v., 160 )— 10. ( ii., p. 489
ed. Putsch.)
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tbe canticum, as violent gesticulation was required,

)t appears to have been the custom, from the time

of Livius Andronicus, for the actor to confine him-

self to the gesticulation, while another person sang

Lhe recitative.* The canticum always formed a

part of a Roman comedy. Diomedes observes that

a Roman comedy consists of two parts, dialogue

and canticum {Latince comadia duobus tanlum mem-
bris constant, diverbio ct cantico). Wolf* endeav-

ours to show that cantica also occ arred in tragedies

and the Atellanae fabulae. There can be no doubt
that they did in the latter ; they were usually com-
posed in the Latin, and sometimes in the Greek
language, whereas the other parts of the Atellane

plays were written in Oscan. (Vid. Atellane
Fabvlje.)
CAPELErON. (Vid. Caupona.)
CAPER {rpdyog), the he-Goat. Capra is the

name for the female, to which al^ corresponds in

Greek. The generic appellation in the Linnaean
system is Capra hircus. The ancients were like-

wise acquainted with the wild Goat, or Capra ibex;

it is supposed to be the Ako or Akko of Deuterono-
my,' and the rpayela^og of the Septuagint and of

Diodorus Siculus.* Among the Egyptians, the

Goat was regarded as the emblem of the generative

principle, and was held sacred in some parts of the

land. The Ibex, or wild goat of the Desert, how-
ever, was not sacred. It occurs sometimes in as-

tronomical subjects, and is frequently represented

among the animals slaughtered for the table and the

altar, both in the Thebaid and in Lower Egypt.*
" It is a fact of a singular nature," observes Lt. Col.

Smith, "that, as far as geological observations have
extended over fossil organic remains, among the
multitude of extinct and existing genera, and species

of mammiferous animals, which the exercised eye
of comparative anatomists has detected, no portions

of Caprine or Ovine races have yet been satisfacto-

rily authenticated
;
yet, in a wild state, the first are

found in three quarters of the globe, and perhaps
in the fourth ; and the second most certainly ex-
ists in every great portion of the earth, New-Hol-
land, perhaps, excepted. It would almost rseem as
if this class of animals were added by Providence
to the stock of other creatures for the express pur-

pose of being the instruments which should lead

man to industry and peace ; at least such an effect

may, in a great measure, be ascribed to them ; and,

if not the first companion, the Goat may neverthe-

less be regarded as the earliest passive means by
which mankind entered upon an improving state of

existence. The skins of these animals were prob-

ably among the first materials employed for cloth-

ing. Afterward the long hair of the goat was mix-
ed up with the short and soft fur of other animals,

and, united with the gum of trees or animal glue,

manufactured into that coarse but solid felt known
in Northern Asia from the earliest ages, and noticed
by historians and poets. It was probably of this

material that the black war-tunics of the Cimbri
were made, in their conflicts with Marius ; and we
know it was the winter dress of the auxiliary co-

horts, and even of the Roman legions in Britain, at

least to the period of Constantine. But, long before
this era, the gradual advance of art was felt, even
in the depth of Northern Europe ; the distaff had
reached the Scandinavian nations ; and the thread,

at first platted into ribands, afterward enlarged, and
wrought like matting into a kind of thrum, was at

length woven into narrow, and, last of all, into broad
pieces of cloth. In the riband plat (i. e., plaid) we

1. (Liv., viii., 2.—Lucian, De Saltat., c. 30.—Isidor., Orxg.,

mii., 44.)—2. (De Canticis, p. 11.)—3. (iiv.,4.)—4. (ji.,51.)—
5. (Wilkinson, Manners ai<i' Costomi of Anc. Eg^yptians, vcl. r.,

p. 190.)
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see the origin of the check dresses common to most
nations of northern latitudes during their incipient

state of civilization ; for these were made by plat-

ting the ribands into broader and warmer pieces.

The stripes, almost universal in the South, were
the same plats sewed together. That goat's hail

was the chief ingredient among the Scandinavians,
is proved by their divinities being dressed in Geita
Kurtlu. The domestic goat in the north and west
of the Old World preceded sheep for many ages,
and predominated while the country was chiefly

covered with forests ; nor is there evidence oi

wool-bearing animals crossing the Rhine or the
Upper Danube till towards the subversion of th«
Roman Empire."*
CAPHU'RA {Ka<j>ovpd), the Camphor-tree. Sy-

meon Selh is the first Greek who makes mention
of the Camphor-tree, or Laurus Camphora, L. He
describes it as a very large tree, growing in India,

the wood of which is light and ferulaceous. Cam-
phor was first introduced into medical practice by
the Arabians.

CAPILLUS. (Vid. Coma.)
CAPISTRUM ((tiop6eiu), a halter, a tie for horses,

asses, or other animals, placed round the head oi

neck, and made of osiers or other fibrous materials.

It was used in holding the head of a quadruped
which requirrid any healing operation,* in retaining

animals at tlie stall,* or in fastening them to the

yoke, as shown in the woodcut Aratrum (p. 79).

In representations of Bacchanalian processions, the
tigers or panthers are attached to the yoke by ca-

pistra made of vine-branches. Thus we read of
the vite capistrata tigres of Ariadne,* and they are
seen on the bas-relief of a sarcophagus in the Vati-

can representing her nuptial procession. See the

annexed woodcut.

In ploughing fields which were planted with vines

or other trees, the halter had a small basket at-

tached to it, enclosing the mouth, so as to prevent

the ox from cropping the tender shoots (fisce'lis ca-

pistrari*). Also, when goatherds wished to obtain

milk for making cheese, they fastened a muzzle or

capistrum, armed with iron points, about the. mouth
of the kid, to prevent it from sucking.*

Bands of similar materials were used to tie vines

to the poles {pali) or transverse rails {juga) of a

trellis.'

The term <j)op6eiu was also applied to a contri-

vance used by pipers {avTirjTal) and trumpeters to

compress their mouths and cheeks, and thus to aid

them in blowing. (
Vid. Chiripota.) This was said

to be the invention of Marsyas.*
CAPITA'LIS. (Fid. Caput.)
CA'PITE CENSI. {Vid. CxpvT.)

1. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. 294, seqq.)—2. (Columella,

vi., 19.)—3. (Varro, De Re Rust., ii.. 6.)—4. (Ovid, Epist., li-

80.—Sidon. Apoll., carm. xxii., 23.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xvii., 4»

() 2.—Cato, De Re Rust., 54.)—6. (Virg., Georg., iii., 399.)—

7

(Columella, iv., 20 ; xi., 2.)—8. (Simonides, Brvuick Analect., i.

122.—Sophocles, ap. Cic. ad Att., ii., 16.—Aristoph., Av., 60f
—Vesp., 580.—Equit., 1147.—Schol. ad U.)
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OAPITOLIUM.

CA'PITIS DEMINU'TIO. {Vid. Caput.)

CAPITO'LIUM. This word is used in different

significations by the Latin writers, the principal of

which are the following :

I. Capitolium, a small temple {sacellum}), sup-

posed to have been built by Nuraa, and dedicated

to Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva," situated in the Re-

gie ix. on the Esquiline, near to the spot which was

afterward the Circus of Flora.^ It was a small and

humble structure, suited to the simplicity of the age

in which it was erected,* and was not termed capi-

tolium until after the foundation of the one mention-

ed below, from which it A^as then distinguished as

the Capitolium vetus." Martial* alludes to it under

the name of antiquum Jovem.

II. Capitolium, the Temple of Jupiter Optiraus

Maximus, in the llegio viii. on the Mons Tarpeius,'

so called from a human head being discovered in

digging the foundations.* Martial distinguishes

very clearly this temple from the one mentioned

above

:

" Esquiliis domus est, domus est tibi colle Diarid ,*

Inde novum, veterem prospicis inde, Jovem."*

Tarquinius Priscus first vowed during the Sabine

war to build this temple, and commenced the found-

ations.'" It was afterward continued by Servius

TuUius, and finally completed by Tarquinius Superb-

us out of the spoils collected at the capture of Su-

essa Poraetia," but was not dedicated until the

year B.C. 507, by M. Horatius." It was burned
down during the civil wars, at the time of Sulla,

B.C. 83," and rebuilt by him, but dedicated by
Lutatius Catulus, B.C. 69.** It was again burned
to the ground by the faction of ViteUius, A.D. 70,'*

and rebuilt by Vespasian ; upon whose death it was
again destroyed by fire, and sumptuously rebuilt for

he third time by Domitian."
The Capitolium contained three temples within

the same peristyle, or three cells parallel to each
other, the partition walls of which were common,
and all under the same roof" In the centre was
the seat of Jupiter Optimus Maximus,'* called cella

Jovis,^^ and hence he is described by Ovid*" as

"media qui sedet sede Deus." That of Minerva
was on the right ;"' whence, perhaps, the allusion

of Horace,** " Proximos illi tamen occupavit Pallas

honores ;" and that of Juno upon the left ; but com-
pare Livy,*' "Jupiter Optimus Maximus, Juno regi-

na, et Minerva," and Ovid,** which passages are

considered by some writers to give Juno the prece-

dence over Minerva. The representation of the

Capitolium in the next woodcut is taken from a

medal.

rhe exact position occupied by this temple has

1. (VnTTO, De Ling. Lat., v., 158.)—2. (Varro, 1. c.)—3. (Var-

10, 1. c—Notit. Imper.—P. Victor.)—4. (Val. Max., iv., 4, ^11.)
—5. (Varro, 1. c.)—6. (Epigr., V., xxii., 4.)—7. (Livy, i., 55.)—8.
(Dionys., iv., p. 247.—Liv., 1. c.—^Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 41.

—

Serv., ad Virg., JEn., viii., 345.)—9. (Epigr., VIL, Ixxiii.)—10.

(Lir., i , 38.—Tacit., Hist., iii., 72.—Compare Plin., H. N., iii.,

».)—11. (Tacit., 1. c—Liv., i., 55.)—12. (Liv., ii., 8.)—13. (Ta-
cit., I. c—Plin., H. N., xiii., 27.—Plut., SuU., c. 27.)—14. (Ta-

rit., 1. c—Plin., H. N., xix., 6.—Liv., Epit., 98.)—15. (Tacit.,

I. c—Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 17.)—16. (Suet , Dom., c. 5.)— 17.

(Dionys., iv.,p. 248)— 18. (Dionys., 1. c.)—19. (Cell., vii., 1,2.

—Liv., X., 23.)—20. (Ex Pont., iv., 9, 32.)—21. (Liv., vii., 3.)—
22. {Cam.,I.,xii.,19.)—23. (iii., 17.)—24 (Trist.,ii.,289,293.)
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CAPNIOS.

been the subject of much dispute. Sosne writers

consider it to have been upon the north, and some
upon the south point of the Mons Capitolinus ; some,

that it stood upon a different summit from the arc,

or fortress, with the mtermontium between them

,

others, that it was within the arx, which Ls again

referred by some to that side of the mount whicb

overhangs the Tiber, and by others to the opposite

acclivity. The reader will find the subject fully

discussed in the following works : Marlian., Urb.

Rom. Topogr., ii., 1, 5.—Donat., De Urb. Rom.—
Lucio Mauro, Antichita di Roma.—Andreas Fulvio,

Id.—Biondo, Roma Restaurat.—Nardini, Roma An-

tica, v., 14.—Bunsen and Plattner, Besckreibung

jRoms.—Niebuhr, Hist, Rom., vol. i., p. 502, transl.

III. Capitolium is sometimes put for the whole

mount, including both summits, as well as the in

tcrmontium, which was originally called Mons Sa-

turnius,' and afterward Mons Tarpeius,* from the

virgin Tarpeia, who was killed and buried there by

the Sabines ; and, finally, Mons Capitolinus, for the

reason already stated ; and, when this last term

became usual, the name of Tarpeia was confined

tcrtUe immediate spot which w.is the scene of her

destruci;iOn.* "viz-> the rock from which criminals

were cast dowti-. This distinction, pointed out by

Varro, is material"; bgcause the epithet Tarpeian,

so often applied by the^poeto to Jupiter, has been

brought forward as a proof that the temple stood

upon the same side as the rock, whereas it only

proves that it stood upon the TafPeian or Capitohne

Mount. At other times capitolium j^ used to desig-

nate one only of the summits, ana> that one appa-

rently distinct from the arx ; whicli obscurity la

farther increased, because, on the othip^" hand, an
is sometimes put for the whole mount,* W^°^ *t ota

ers for one of the summits only.*

There were three approaches from the F^P^"™ ^
the Mons Capitolinus. The first was by a flight ^l

100 steps (centum gradus''), which led directly f^ *"*

side of the Tarpeian Rock. The other two \y^re

the clivus Capitolinus and clivus Asyli,^ one of wir^^^j'

entered on the north, and the other on the sou*'i

side of the intermontium, the former by the side ol

the Carceres Tulliani, the latter from the foot of the

Via Sacra, in the direction of the modern accesses

on either side of the Palazzo de' Consultori ; but

which of these was the clivus CapitoHnus and
which the clivus Asyli, will depend upon the dispu-

ted situation of the arx and Temple of Jupiter Opti-

mus Maximus.
The epithets aurea^ and fulgens^" are illustrative

of the materials with which the Temple of Jupiter

O. M. was adorned : its bronze gates," and gilt ceil-

ings and tiles. '* The gilding of the latter alone cost

13,000 talents."

IV. Capitolium is also used to distinguish the

chief temples in other cities besides Rome.'*
CAPIT'ULUM. {Vid. Columna.)
CAP'NIOS or CAPNOS (/coTri'ioc or Kairvoc,), a

plant which all the authorities agree in referring to

the Fumaria ojicinalir, or common Fumitory. Sib-

thorp is the only exception, who prefers the F. par

viflora, Lam. It is the Fel terra of Scribonius Lai"-

gus.'* The juice of this plant was used, according

to Pliny, in the cure of ophthalmia.'* It derives its

name from its juice, when spread over the eyes, af-

1. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v. 42.)—2. (Id., v., 41.—Dionyt,
iii., p. 193; iv., p. 247.)—3. (Vano, 1. c.)—4. (Dionys., x., pw

611.—Liv., i., 33 ; ii., 8.—Aul. Gel'.., v., 12.)—5. (Liv., v., 40.)

—6. (Compare Liv., ii., 49; iii., 15; v., 41.—Flor., iii., 21.—
Virg., .^n., viii., 652.—Serv., ad Virg., 1. c.)—7. (Tacit., Hist,

iii., 71.) — 8. (Tacit., 1. c)— 9. (Virg., JEn., viii., 348.)— 10

(Hor., Carm., 111., iii.. 43.)—11. (Liv., x., 23.)—12. (PJin., H
N., xxxiii., 18.)— 13. (Plut., Poplic, p. 104.)—14. (Sil. ItaL, xi.

267.—Plant., Cure, II., ii., 19.—Suet., Tiber., 40.)~J5. (A.I

ams, Append., s. v.)—16. (H. N., xxv., 13.)
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feeling them like smoke (xawvof). Its flower is

purple. The modern Greeks call this piant kuitvo

and Kanvoyopro. Sibthorp found it growing very
abundantly in cultivated places.'

CAFP'ARIS (xdTTTrapic). a plant which Sprengel,

Stackhouse, and Schneider agree in referring to the

Capparis Spinosa, L., or Thorny Caper-bush. Sib-

thorp, however, is in favour of a variety of the C.

Spinosa, to which he gives the name of Capparis
tmata." Dioscorides mentions several kinds from
different countries, all differing in their qualities.

The best came from Caria, the next in the order of
merit from Phrygia.'

CAPRA, the she-Goat, the alf of the Greeks.
{Vid. Caper.)
CAP'REA, a wild she-Goat, or, rather, a species

of wild goat generally. Pliny* speaks of it as being
possessed of a very keen sight, which may, perhaps,
identify it with the Dorcas, or Gazelle. Cuvier,
however, makes Pliny's Caprea the same with the
Cerviis C'apreo/w«, L, or Roebuck. (Fid. Dorcas.*)
CAPRIFICATIO, the process of caprification,

or a ripening of figs on the domestic tree by means
of insects found on the wild fig. The process is

described briefly by Eustathius,* and more at large
by Pliny.'' The former, speaking of the wild fig-

trees, says that what are called fpf/veg (" little gnats")
pass from them into the fruit of the domestic fig,

and strengthen it to such a degree as to prevent
its falling off from the tree. The latter remarks
that the wild fig-tree engenders small gnats {culi-

ces), which, when the natal tree decays, and fails to

afford them nutriment, betake themselves to the
domestic tree, and, penetrating by their bites into

the fruit of this, introduce, along with themselves,
the heat of the sun, which causes the fruit into
which they have entered to ripen. These insects
consume, also, the milky humour in the young fruit,

the presence of which would make them ripen more
slowly. The process of caprificatipn, as given by
modern authorities, is as follows :

" The operation
is rendered necessary by the two following facts,

namely, that the cultivated fig bears, for the most
part, female flowers only, while the male flowers
are abundant upon the wild fig-tree ; and, secondly,
that the flower of the fig is upon the inside of the
receptacle which constitutes the fruit. It is hence
found necessary to surround the plantations and
gardens containing the figs with branches and limbs
bearing male flowers from the wild fig-tree, thus
preparing the way for the fertilizing the female
flowers in the garden : and from these wild flow-
ers the fertilizing pollen is borne to the other figs

upon the wings and legs of small insects which are
found to inhabit the fruit of the wild fig."*

CAPRIFrCUS {epivEog, epivog), the wild fig-tree,

toe Ficus Carica, L. ( Vid. Syce, and Caprificatio.)
CAPRIMULGUS. {Vid. Aigothelas.)CAPROS (KUTvpog), I. the wild Boar, called by the

Romans Aper. {Vid. Sus.) The flesh of this ani-
mal was highly esteemed by that people, and it was
customary to serve up whole ones at table. Hence
the boar was termed ccencB caput, or, as we would
say, the " head dish ;" hence, also, the language of
Juvenal in speaking of the wild boar, " animal prop-
ter convivia natum," " an animal born for the sake
of banquets."'

II. A species of fish, the Zeus Aper of Linnaeus,
called in Italian Riondo, and in French Sauglier.
It is a small yellowish fish, inhabiting the Mediter-

1. (Billerbeck, Flora Classioa, p. 178.)—2. (Dioscor., ii., 94—Theophrast., H. P., i.. 3.—^tius, i., 184.—Adams, Append.)
s. T.)—3. 'Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 136.)^. (H. N., xi.,
y?.)—5. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. v., p. 314.)— 6. (Comment, in
n., VI., 433.)—7. (H. N., XV.. 19.)—8. (Encyclopaedia Americana,
«il. v., p. 115.)—9. (Sat., i., 141.)

^

ranean, and is the same with the perca jntstlla of
Brunnich.*

CAPSA (mm. CAPSULA), or SCRINIUM, was
the box for holding books among the Romans.
These boxes were usually made of beech-wood,*
and were of a cylindrical form. There is no doubt
respecting their form, since they are often placed
by the side of statues dressed in the toga. The
following woodcut, which represents an open capsa
with six rolls of books in it, is from a painting i^t

Pompeii.

There does not appear to have been any dltfei-

ence between the capsa and ftie scrinium, except
that the latter word was usually applied to those
boxes which held a considerable number of rolls

{scrinia da magnis^). Boxes used for preserving
other things besides books were also called capsae,*
while in the scrinia nothing appears to have been
kept but books, letters, and other writings.
The slaves who had the charge of these book-

chests were called capsarii, and also cuatodes scrin-
iorum ; and the slaves who carried, in a capsa b©.
hind their young masters,the books, &c., of the sotii

of respectable Romans, when they went to school,
were also called capsarii {Quern sequitur custo$
angustcB vernula caps<z^). We accordingly find
them mentioned together with the paedagogi {con
stat quosdam cum padagogis et capsariis uno prandio
necatos*).

When the capsa contained books of importance,
it was sealed or kept under lock and key ;^ whence
Horace* says to his work, " OdisH claves, et grata
sigilla pudico.^^'

CAPSA'RII, the name of three different classes
of slaves :

1. Of those who took care of the clothes of per-
sons while bathing in the public baths. ( Vid. Baths,
p. 147.) In later times they were subject to the ju-
risdiction of the prajfectus vigilum." 2. Of those
who had the care of the capsae, in which book^ and
letters were kept. {Vid. Cafsa.) ,3. Of those who
earned the books, &c., of boys to school. {Vid.

Capsa.)
CAP'SULA. {Vid. Capsa.)
CA'PULUS {kuttt), Tiaf)^), the hilt of a sword.

This was commonly made of wood or horn, but
sometimes of ivory" or of silver,'* which was either
embossed" or adorned with gems {capulis radianti'
bus enses).^* Philostratus'* describes the hilt of a
Persian acinaces, which was made of gold set with
beryls, so as to resemble a branch with its buds,
These valuable swords descended from father to
son." When Theseus for the first time appears at
Athens before his father .^geus, he is known by
the carving upon the ivory hilt of his sword, and is

1. (Aristot., H. A., ii., 13.—Adams, Append., a. r.)—2. (H
N., xvi., 84.)—3. (Mart., i., 3.)—4. (Plin., II. N., xv., 18, (, 4.—
Mart., xi., 8.)—5. (Juv., Sat., x., 117.)—6. (Suet., Ner., 36.)—
7. (Mart., i., 67.)—8. (Epist., I., xx., 3.)—9. (Becker, GaUuB, i,

191.—Battiger, Sabina, i.. 102.)— 10. {Dig. 1, tit. 15, s. 3.)—II
(Spartiaii., Hadr., 10, AeAuvro/ciiiros.)— 12. (apyvpfrj Kdn
Horn., II., i., 219.)—13. (Plm., H.N.,xxxiii., 12.)— 14. (Claud.,
De Laud. Stil., ii., 88.)—15. (Imag., ii , 9.)— 16. (Claud., 1. c>
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thus saved from being poisoned by the aconite

which Medea has administered.'

The handles of knives were made of the same

materials, and also of amber.» Of the beautiful

and elaborate workmanship sometimes bestowed on

knife-handles, a judgment may be formed from the

three specimens here introduced.'

The term capulus is likewise applied to the han-

dle of a plough by Ovid, as quoted in Abatrum, p. 80.

CAPUT, the head. The term " head" is often

used by the Roman writers as equivalent to " per-

son" or " human being."* By. an easy transition,

it was used to signify " life :" thus, capite damnari,

plecti, &c., are equivalent to capital punishment.

Caput is also used to express a man's status, or

civil condition ; and the persons who were regis-

tered in the tables of the censor are spoken of as

capita, sometimes with the addition of the word
civium, and sometimes not.* Thus to be registered

in the census was the same thing as caput habere :

and a slave and a filius familias, in this sense of the

word, were said to have no caput. The sixth class

of Servius Tullius comprised the proletarii and the

capite censi, of whom the latter, having little or no

property, were barely rated as so many head of citi-

zens.*

He who lost or changed his status was said to be

capite minutus, deminutus, or capitis minor.'' The
phrase se capite deminuere was also applicable in

case of a voluntary change of status.*

Capitis minutio is defined by Gaius' to be status

permutatio. A Roman citizen possessed libertas,

civitas, and familia : the loss of all three, or of lib-

ertas and civitas (for civitas included familia), con-

stituted the maiima capitis deminutio. This capi-

tis deminutio was sustained by those who refused

to be registered at the census, or neglected the re-

gistration, and were thence called incensi. The in-

census was liable to be sold, and so to lose his lib-

erty ; but this being a matter which concerned citi-

lenship and freedom, such penalty could not be in-

flicted directly, and the object was only effected by
the fiction of the citizen having himself abjured his

freedom. (FitZ. Banishment, p. 136.) Those who
refused to perform military service might also be
•old." A Roman citizen who was taken prisoner

by the enemy lost his civil rights, together with his

liberty, but he might recover them on returning to

his country. {Vtd. Postliminium.) Persons con-

1. (Ovid, Met., -vii., 423.)—2. (i\ ov ndX \a6<u itavalpais Yi-

vovTff.i : Eustath. ia Dionys., 293.)—3. (Montfauoon, Antiq. J5x-

pliqufie, iii., 122, pi. 61.)—4. (Caes., Bell. Gall., iv., 15.)—5.
(Lit., iii., 24 ; x., 47.)—6. (Cell., xvi., 10.—Cic, De Repub., ii.,

g2.)—7. (Hov., Carm., 111., v., 42.)—8. (Cic, Top., c. 4.)—9.

(iy« 4, tit. 5, \ 1.)—10. (Cic, Pro Caecina, 34.—Ulp., Fragm.,
»,il.)
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demned to ignominious punishments, as to ine

mines, sustained the maxima capitis deminutio. A
free woman who cohabited with a slave, after no-

tice given to her by the owner of the slave, became
an ancilla, by a senatus consultum passed in the

time of Claudius.*

The loss of civitas only, as when a man was in-

terdicted from fire and water, was the media 3apitia

deminutio. {Vtd. Banishment.)
The change of familia by adoption, and by the in

manum conventio, was the minima capitis deminu-

tio. A father who was adrogated suffered the mini-

ma capitis deminutio, for he and his children were
transferred into the power of the adoptive father

A son who was emancipated by his father also sus-

tained the minima capitis deminutio ; the cause of

which could not be the circumstance of his being

freed from the patria potestas, for that made the

son a liberum caput ; but the cause was, or was
considered to be, the form of sale by which the

emancipation was effected.

A judicium capitale, or poena capitahs, was one
which affected a citizen's caput.

CAPUT. (Firf. Interest OF Money.)
CAPUT EXTORUM. The Roman soothsayers

(haruspices) pretended to a knowledge of coming
events from the inspection of the entrails of vic-

tims slain for that purpose. The part to which
they especially directed their attention was the liv-

er, the convex upper portion of which seems to

have been called the caput extorum* Any disease

or deficiency in this organ was considered an unfa-

vourable omen ; whereas, if healthy and perfect, it

was beheved to indicate good fortune. The harus

pices divided it into two parts, one called familiaris,

the other hostilis : from the former they foretold

the fate of friends, from the latter that of enemies

Thus we read* that the head of the liver was muti-

lated by the knife of the operator on the " familiar"

part {caput jecinoris a familiari parte casum), which

was always a bad sign. But the word " caput"

here seems of doubtful application ; for it may des-

ignate either the convex upper part of the liver, oi

one of the prominences of the various lobes which

form its lower and irregularly concave part. It is,

however, more obvious and natural to understand

by it the upper part, which is formed of two prom-

inences, called the great and small, or right and left

lobes. If no caput was found, it was a bad sign

{nihil tristius accidere potuit) ; if well defined, or

double, it was a lucky omen.*
*CARA, a plant. {Vid. Careum.)
CAR'ABUS {KapaBog), a crustaceous animal, of

which there is frequent mention in the classics. It

is the Locusia of Pliny, in French langouste. There

is some difficulty, remarks Adams, in determining

to what species of Cancer it applies. Schneider

thinks it was certainly not the Cancer homarus

;

and he is not quite satisfied that it was the C. ele

phas.*

CARACA'LLA was an outer garment used in

Gaul, and not unhke the Roman lacerna. (
Vid. La

CERNA.) It was first introduced at Rome by thtf

Emperor Aurelius Antoninus Bassianus, who com
pelled all the people that came to court to wear it,

whence he obtained the surname of Caracalla.

This garment, as worn in Gaul, does not appear tt

have reached lower than the knee, but Caracalla

lengthened it so as to reach the ankle. It after

ward became common among the Romai:?, and gar

ments of this kind were called caracallae Antonianse

1. (Ulp., Frag., xi., 11.—Compare Tacit., Ann., xii., 53, ant

Suet., Vesp., 11.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xi., 37, s. 73.)—3. (Lit.

viii., 9.)—4. (Cic, Do Dir., ii., 12, 13.—Liv., xivii., 26.)—

8

(Schneider, ad Aristot., 11 A , iv., 3.—Adams, Append , s. y.>-

6. (Aurel. Vict., Epit., 21 )
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to distinguish them from the Gallic caracallae.* It

usually had a hood to it, ard came to be worn by
the clergy. Jerome' speaks of ^^jpallioh>m mirce pul-

chritudinis in modum caracallarum sed absque cucul-

CARBA'TINA. (Vid. Peed.)
CARBUNC'ULUS {uvdpa^), the Carbuncle, a

precious stone, deriving its name, both in Greek
and Latin, from its resemblance to a small ignited

coal. The ancients called by these two names all

the red transparent gems, which have since been
distinguished by the different appellations of Ruby,
Garnet, &c., ail of which they regarded merely as

species of the Carbuncle. Theophrastus and Stra-

bo enumerate the Carthaginian and Garamantian
carbunculi among those most in repute. "Those
carbuncles," observes Dr. Moore, "which Pliny

calls Alabandic, because they were cut and polish-

ed at Alabanda, were precious garnets, still called

by some mineralogists Alabandines or Alamandines.
What he afterward says of Alabandic carbuncles,

which were darker coloured and rougher than oth-

ers, may be explained by supposing that near Ala-

banda both precious and common garnets were ob-

tained." The term Carhunculus was also applied

to a species of black marble, on account of its like-

ness to a quenched coal, and out of which mirrors
were sometimes made.*
CARC] )R. Career (kerker, Ger., yopyvpa, Greek)

is connect"jd with ipKog and elpyu, the guttural be-

ing intercl anged with the aspirate. Thus also Var-
lO,* " Can tr a coercendo quod prohibentur exire.^'

Caecer (Greek). Imprisonment was seldom
iised amoi g the Greeks as a legal punishment for

offences ; they preferred banishment to the expense
of keepin^j prisoners in confinement. We do, in-

deed, find some cases in which it was sanctioned
by law ; but these are not altogether instances of
its being used as a punishment. Thus the farmers
of the duties, and their bondsmen, were liable to

imprisonment if the duties were not ])aid by a speci-

fied time ; but the object of this was to prevent the
escape of defaulters, and to ensure regularity of
payment.* Again, persons who had been mulcted
in penalties might be confined till they had paid
them.* The dn/ioi also, if they exercised the rights

of citizenship, were subject to the same consequen-
ces.^ Moreover, we read of a dea/iog for theft ; but
this was a TrpoiTl/iTjfia, or additional penalty, the in-

fliction of which was at the option of the court
which tried the case ; and the deafiog itself was not
an imprisonment, but a public exposure in the no-
doKUKKjj, or stocks, for five days and nights—the to

£v ^v^Cf) SeSiadai. We may here observe, that in

most cases of theft the Athenians proceeded by
"civil action ;" and if the verdict were against the
defendant (« nf idlav diKrjv KlonTjg dloir)), he had
to pay, by way of reparation, twice the value of the
stolen property: this was required by law. The
irpocTifiTJiia was at the discretion of the courts Still

the idea of imprisonment per se, as a punishment,
was not strange to the Athenians. Thus we find

that Plato* proposes to have three prisons : one of
these was to be a aoxppovtarijpiov, or penitentiary

;

Another a place of punishment—a sort of penal set-

tlement away from the city.

The prisons in different countries were called by
iifferent names : thus there was the 'XvayKaiov, in

Boeotia; the Keadcf, at Sparta; the Kepafiog, at

Cyprus ; the Kug, at Corinth ; and, among the loni-

I (Aurel. Vict., De Cass., 21.—Spartian., Sev., 21.—Anton
Car, 9.)— 2. (Ep., 128.)—3. (Theophrast., De Lapid., c. 31, 32.—Hill, ad loc.—Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 156.—Adams, Append
•. v.l—4. (Do Lin<r. Lat., iv., 32.)-5. (B5ckh, ii., 57, transl.)—
ft (Demosth., c. Mid., 529, 26.)—7. (Demoslh., c. Timocr., 732,
".)—8. (D3mo8lh.. c. Timocr., 736.)—9. (Leg., x., 15.)

ans, the yopyvpa, as at Samos.' Ihe prison at

Athens was in former times called Sea/iuT'^pLov, and
afterward, by a sort of euphemism, olKr//ia. It waa
chiefly used as a guardhouse, or place of execu*
tion, and was under the charge of the public officeri

called the eleven, ol ivdeKo. One gate in the prison,

through which the condemned were led to execu-
tion, was called to Xapuvelov.'

The Attic expression for imprisonment was delv.

Thus, in the oath of the (iovXevTai, or senators, oc-

curs the phrase ovde 6fjau 'kdrivaiuv ovSeva. Hence
we have the phrase udea/iog ^r/la/c^,* the "libera

custodia" of the Romans, signifying that a party

was under strict surveillance and guard, though not

confined within a prison.

Carcer (Roman). A career or prison was first

built at Rome by Ancus Marcius, overhanging the

Forum.* This was enlarged by Servius TuUius,
who added to it a souterrain or dungeon, called

from him the Tullianum. Sallust* describes this as

being twelve feet under ground, walled on each side,

and arched over with stonework. For a long time
this was the only prison at Rome,* being, in fact,

the " Tower," or state prison of the city, which was
sometimes doubly guarded in times of alarm, and
was the chief object of attack in many conspiracies.'

Varro* tells us that the Tullianum was also named
" Lautumiae," from some quarries in the neighbour-

hood ; or, as others think, in allusion to the " Lau-
tumiae" of Syracuse, a prison cut out of the solid

rock. In later times the whole building was called

the " Mamertine." Close to it were the Scalae Ge-
moniffi, or steps, down which the bodies of those
who had been executed were thrown into the Fo-
rum, to be exposed to the gaze of the Roman popu-

lace.' There were, however, other prisons besides
this, though, as we might expect, the words of Ro-
man historians generally refer to this alone. One
of these was built by Appius Claudius, the decem-
vir, and in it he was himself put to death."*

The carcer of which we are treating was chiefly

used as a place of confinement for persons under
accusation, till the time of trial ; and also as a place

of execution, to which purpose the Tullianum was
specially devoted. Thus Sallust" tells us that Len-
tulus, an accomplice of Catiline, was strangled there.

Livy also" speaks of a conspirator being delegatus in

Tullianum, which in another passage" is otherwise

expressed by the words in inferiorem demissus car-

cerem, necatusque.

The same part of the prison was also called " ro-

bur," if we may judge from the words of Festus :

" Robur in carcere dicitur is locus, quo prcBcipitatur

maleficorum genus." This identity is farther sh"wn
by the use made of it ; for it is spoken of as a place

of execution in the following passages :
" In robore

et tenebris cxspirare."^* " Robur el saxum (sc. Tar-
peium) minitari."^^ So also we read of the " catenas—et Italum robur."^*

CAR'CERES. {Viv,. Circus.)
CARCHARTAS {Kapxaplag), a species of fish,

called in English the White Shark, and in French
Requin. The scientific name is Squalus carcharias,

L., or Carcharias vulgaris, Cuvier. The Carchari-

as is the same with the Lamia of Aristotle,^' Galea,
and Phny ;'• the Id^vrj of Oppian ; the kvuv Qa'kar-

Tioc ''" sea-dog") of .^lian ;" and the Kupxapog kvuv
of Lycophron.'* It has also been called by some

1. (Herod., iii., 145.—Pollux, Onom., ix., 45.)—2. (Pollux,
Onom., viii., 103.—Wachsmuth, Ilellen. Alterth., ii., 1, ^ 95, 98.)
—3. (Thucyd., iii., 34.)^. (Liv., i., 33.)— 5. (Cat., 55.)—6.
(Juv., Sat., iii., 312.)—7. (Liv.,xxvi., 27 ; xxxii., 26.)-8. (1. c.)

—9. (Cramer, Anc. Italy, i., 430.)—10. (Liv., iii., 57.—Plin.,
H. N., vii., 36.)— 11. (L c.)— 12. (xxix., 22.)— 13. (xxiiv., 44.)
— 14. (Liv., xxxviii., 59.—Sallust, I.e.)— 15. (Tacit., Ann., it,
29.)— 16. (Hor., Carm., II., xiii., 18.)—17. (IL A., v., 5.)—1»
(H. N., ii., 24.)—19. (N. A., i., 17.)-20. (Cassaud., 34.)
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Piscis Jona, from its having been supposed to be

the fish which swallowed Jona.*

CAIICHE'SIUM (^Kapxn<^tr/v), a beaker or drink-

ing-cup, which was used by the Greeks in very early

times, so that one is said to have been given by Ju-

piter to Alcmena on the night of his visit to her."

It was slightly contracted in the middle, and its two
handles extended from the top to the bottom.' It

was much employed in libations of blood, wine, milk,

ini honey.* The annexed woodcut represents a

magnificent carchesium, which was presented by

Charles the Simple to the Abbey of St. Denys. It

was cut out of a single agate, and richly engraved

with representations of bacchanalian subjects. It

held considerably more than a pint, and its handles

were so large as easily to admit a man's hand.

The same term was used to designate the tops of
a ship, that is, the structure surrounding the mast
immediattlj above the yard (,vid. Antenna), into

which the mariners ascended in order to manage
the sail, to obtain a distant view, or to discharge
missiles (hie summi superat carchesia malv'). This
wras probably called " carchesium" on account of its

resemblance in form to the cup of that name. The
ceruchi or other tackle may have been fastened to

Its lateral projections, which corresponded to the
handles of the cup {summitas mali, per quam funes
trajiciunt ;* foramina, qua summo mali funes recipi-

Hnf). Pindar* calls the yard of a ship " the yoke of
its carchesium," an expression well suited to the
relative position of the parts.

The carchesia of the three-masted ship built for

Hiero II. by Archimedes were of bronze. Three
men were placed in the largest, two in the next,
and one man in the smallest. Breastworks {^upu-
Kia) were fixed to these structures, so as to supply
the place of defensive armour ; and pulleys {rpoxn-
"kiai, trochlea) for hoisting up stones and weapons
from below.' The continuation of the mast above
the carchesium was called " the distaff" (Jj'kaKdT-n),

corresponding to our topmast or topgallant-mast.*'
This part of an ancient vessel was sometimes made
to produce a gay and imposing effect when seen
from a distance {lucida qua splendent summi carche-
sia mali'-^). The carchesium was sometimes made
to turn upon its axis {versatile^% so that by means
of its apparatus of pulleys it served the purposes of
a crane.

CARCIN'IUM (KapKcvtov), according to Pennant,
* species of shellfish, the same with the Cancer
Bcmardus, Linn., or Hermit-crab. It is more cor-
rect, however, to say that the Greeks applied the
name Carcinion generically to the parasite crusta-

1. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Pherecydes, p. 97-100, ed.
eturz.)— 3. (Athensus, xi., 49.—Macrob., Sat., v., 21.)—4.
(Sapphc, Fra^.—Virg-., Geor?., iv., 380.—iEn., v., 77.—Ovid,
Met., vii., 246—Stat., Achill., ii., 6.—Athena:us, v., 28.)—5.
(Lucil., Sat., iii.—Eurip., Hec, 1237.—Schol.. ad loc.)—6.
iServ. it ^n., v., 77.)—7. (Nonius, s. v.)—8. (Nem., v., 94 ,

—9. (Moschion, ap. Athen., v., 43.)—10. (Apollon. Rhod., i.,

565.—Schol., ad loc.—Atlienmus, xi., 49.)—11. (Catullus, ap.
\on.—Apuleius, Met., ji.)—12. (Vitruv., i., 2, 10.—Schneider,
ad loc.)
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cea which lodge themselves in the empty sheila of
the moUusca, and which the Latins designated by
the synonymous appellation of Cancelli. Aldrovan-
dus, Gesner, Rondelet, Swammerdam, and othei
modern naturalists, preserve this last denomina
tion ; but Fabricius has bestowed that o( Paguru*
upon this genus, a name by which the ane.ents des-
ignated a sort of crab, or one of the biachyurous
Crustacea. Aristotle mentions the fact, now so
well established, that the shell serving as an habi-
tation to the Carcinion or Pagurus was not of its

own formation ; that it had possessed itself of it af-

ter the death of the molluscous animal which had
formed it ; and that its body was not adherent to

it, as is that of the last-mentioned animal.*

*CAR'CINUS (/cap/ciVof), the genus Cancer or Crab,
of which many species are described by Aristotle.

According to Pennant, Aristotle notices the Velvet-
crab, or Cancer velutinus, L.* The Kapidvog noTu-
fiioc belongs to the genus Thelphusa. " This species
of crab enjoyed a great celebrity among the Greeks,
and we see it on the coins of Agrigentum in Sicily,

where it is represented with so much truth that it

is impossible to mistake it. Particular mention is

made of this crustaceum in the writings of Pliny,
Dioscorides, Nicander, and others. It is the Gran-
de or Granzo of the Italians. It was believed that
the ashes of this species were useful, from their

desiccative qualities, to those who had been bitten
by a mad dog, either by employing those ashea
alone, or mixed with incense and gentian. Accord-
ing to ^lian, the fresh-water crabs, as well as the
tortoises and crocodiles, foresaw the inundations of
the Nile, and, about a month previously to that
event, resorted to the most elevated situations in

the neighbourhood. The kind of Crustacea termed
by modern naturalists Ocypode is probably the same
of which Pliny makes mention, and which the
Greeks, by reason of the celerity of its movements,
designated as the Hippeus (^Innevg), or " Horseman."—With regard to the Cancer Pinnotheres, or small
Crab, vid. Pinnophylax.'
*CARDAM'INE {Kapda/iivrj), the second species

of 'Ziavn^piov. The term is applied by modern
botanists to a genus closely allied to the Cresses.
{Vid. Sisymbrium.)*
*CARDAMO'MUM, according to Pliny,* a species

of aromatic shrub, producing a seed or grain of the
same name with the parent plant. This seed was
used in unguents. The Roman writer mentions
four kinds of this seed : the first, which was the
best, was of a very bright green, and hard to break
up ; the second was of a whitish-red colour ; the
third, smaller, and of a darker hue ; the fourth and
worst, of different colours, having little odour, and
very friable. The Cardamomum had a fragrance
resembling that of Coslus, or Spikenard. The Car-
damomum of the shops at the present day appears
to be the same with that of the ancients, and is the
fruit or seed of the Amomum Cardamomum. It

comes, not from Arabia, as Phny says the ancient
kinds did, but from India ; and, indeed, it was in

this way the Greeks and Romans actually obtained
theirs, by the Red Sea, and the overland trade
through Arabia. Only three kinds are known at
the present day, the large, medium, and small sized.

M. Bonastre thinks that cardamomum means " amo-
mum in husks," or " husk-amomum" {amome a silt-

ques), the Egyptian term kardh meaning, as he says,
" a husk." Other etymologists, however, make
the term in question come from Kopdia, " a heart,"
and afiuiiov, and consider it to mean " strengthen-
ing, exhilarating, or cardiac amornum."*

1. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. xiii., p. 304.)—2. (Adams, Append.,
8. V.)—3. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. xiii., p. 278, seqij.)—4. (AdaDia
Append., s. v.)—5. (H. N., li.., 13—6. (F6e, ad Plm., 1. c.)
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«CARD'AMUM {Kupiufiov), a species of plant.

Schneider remarks tliat Sprengel holds it to be the

Lepidiunt sativum, or cultivated Pepper-wort ; Stack-

house, however, is for the Sisymbrium nasturtium,

or Water-cress ; while Coray thinks it is either

the Lepidium perfoliatum, or Orientale, Tournefort.

» There can be little doubt," observes Adams,
* that it was a sort of Cress, but the species cannot

iie determined with any degree of certainty.'"

CARDO {-Qaipog, ar,M(j>Ei}g, arpoi^iy^, ylyylvjiog),

a hinge, a pivot.

The first figure in the annexed woodcut is de-

signed to show the general form of a door, as we
find it with a pivot at the top and bottom (a, h) in

ancient remains of stone, marble, wood, and bronze.

The second figure represents a bronze hinge in the

Egyptian collection of the British Museum : its

pivot (b) is exactly cylindrical. Under these is

drawn the threshold of a temple, or other large edi-

fice, with the plan of the folding-doors. The pivots

move in holes fitted to receive them (b, b), each of

Z33
which is in an angle behind the antepagmentum
{marmoreo <zratus slridens in limine cardo^). This rep-

resentation illustrates the following account of the
breaking down of doors :

" Janucz evulsis funditus
cardinibus prosternuntur."^ When HeJitor forces the

gate of the Grecian camp, he does it by breaking
both the hinges {afK^orepovg -daLpovg*), i. e., as ex-
plained by the scholiasts, the pivots {aTp6(pi.yyag) at

the top and bottom. {Vid. Cataracta.)
According to the ancient lexicons, " cardo" de-

noted not only the pivot, but sometimes the socket

(foramen) in which it turned. On this assumption
we may vindicate the accuracy of such expressions
as Posies a cardine vcllil, and Emoti procumbunt car-

dine postes ;* T^atfuv k^epvaavreg* In these instan-

ces, " postis" appears to have meant the upright

pillar (a, b) in the frame of the door. The whole
of this " post," including the pivots, appears to be
called aTpo(psvc and " cardo" by Theophrastus and
Pliny, who say that it was best made of elm, be-

cause elm does not warp, and because the whole
door will preserve its proper form, if this part re-

mains unaltered.''

To prevent the grating or creaking noise* {stri-

dor,^ strepilus'^") made by opening a door, lovers and
others who had an object in silence (cardine tacito^^)

poured water into the hole in which the pivot

moved."
The Greeks and Romans also used hinges exactly

like those now in common use. Four Roman hin-

ges of bronze, preserved in the British Museum, are
shown in the following woodcut.
The proper Greek name for this kind of hinge

was ylyyTiViiog : whence Aristotle" applies it to the

1. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Ciris, 222.—Eurip., PhcEn.,
114-116.—Schol. ad loc.)—3. (Apulcius, Met., i.)—4. (II., xii.,

459.)—5. (Virg., Mn., ii., 480, 493.)—G. (Quint., Smyrn., x.,

388.)—7. (Theophrast., II. P., v., 3, 5.—Plin., II. N., xvi., 77.)
—8. (Virff., JEn., i., 449.)—9. (Ovid, Met., xi., 608.)—10. (Id.

ib„ xiv., 782.)— 11. (Tibull., I., vi., 20.—Propert., I., xvi., 25.)
-'2 (Plaut., Curcul., I., iii.. 1-4.) -13, (H. A., iv., 4.)

joint of a bivalve shell ; and the anatomists call

those joints of the human body ginglymoid which
allow motion only in one plane, such as the elbow
joint. Of this kind of hinge, made by inserting a

pin through a series of rings locking into one an-

other, we have examples in helmets and cuirasses.*

The form of the door above delineated makes it

manifest why the principal hne laid down in sur-

veying land was called " cardo" (vid. Agrimenso-
REs) ;' and it farther explains the application of the

same term to the North Pole, the supposed pivot on
which the heavens revolved.^ The lower extrem-
ity of the universe was conceived to turn upon
another pivot, corresponding to that at the bottom
of the door ;* and the conception of these two
principal points in geography and astronomy led to

the application of the same term to the east and
west also.* Hence our " four points of the com-
pass" are called by ancient writers quatuor cardines

orbis ierrarum, and the four principal winds, N., S.,

E., and W., are the cardinales venli.*

The fundamental idea of the pivots which served

for hinges on a door may be traced in the applica-

tion of the same terms to various contrivances

connected with the arts of life, more especially to

the use of the tenon (cardo, arpoipiy^ and mcitise

(foramen, fiuaiQ) in carpentry ;' lignum cardina-

tum ;* cardines securiculaii,' i. e., dove-tailed ten-

ons, called securiculati because they had the sh?4)e

of an axe (securicula). We also find these terms

applied to the pivot which sustained and moved the

hand on the dial (orbis) of an anemoscope-,** to the

pins at the two ends of an axle, on wb'ch it re-

volves ;** and to cocks used for drawing fluids

through pipes (bronze cock in the Museum at Naples^*).

Lastly, " cardo" is used to denote an important

conjuncture or turn in human affairs," and a defi-

nite age or period in the life of man (turpes extremi

cardinis annos^*).

CARDUE'LIS, a small bird, feeding among this-

tles, whence its Latin name, from carduus, " a this-

tle." It appears to be the same with the Acanthis

of Aristotle.** (Vid. Acanthis.)
*CARD'UUS, the Thistle, of which several kinds

were known to the ancients. The AevKUKavdog of

Theophrastus*' (uKavda Isvktj of Dioscorides*^) is

the Carduus leucographus of modern botanists : the

UKavda ;^;a/l/f£ia is the Carduus cyanaides, L. The
KLpoiov of Dioscorides, so called because reputed to

heal in varicose complaints (Kipaog, varix), is the

C. Marianus, or St. Mary's Thistle. The modern
Greek name is Kov^ayKado. Sibthorp found it in

the Peloponnesus, in Cyprus, and around Constan-
tinople. It grows wild, according to Billerbeck,

throughout Europe.** The cr/cdAv/zof is a species of

1. (Bronzes of Siris in Brit. Museum. —Xen , De Re Equestr..

xii., 6.)—2. (Fcstus, s. v. Decumanus.—Isid., Orig., xt., 14.)—
3. (Varro, De Re Rust., i., 2.—Ovid, Ep. Ex Pont., ii., 10, 45.)—i. (Cic., De Nat. Deor., ii., 41.—Vitruv., vi., 1 ; ix., 1.)—5.
(Lucan, v/, 71.)—6. (Servius, ad ^n., i., 85.)— '^. (Joseplius,

Ant. Jud., III., vi., 3.)—8. (Vitruv., x., 15.)—9. 'x., 10.)—Itt
(Varro, De Re Rust., iii., 5.)—11. (Vitruv., x., 32.,—12. (Schol

ad Aristoph., Av., 450.)— 13. (Virg., JEn., i., 672.)—14. (Ln
can, vii., 381.)—15. (H. A., ix., 1.)— 16. (H. P., vi., 4.) 17

(iii., 14.—Sprengel, R H. H., vol. i., p. 185.)—18. (Flora Claa«
ra, p. 208.)
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edible thistle, and, according to Sibthorp, is the same

with the Scolymus Hispanicus ; Schneider, however,

is in favour of the Cynara cardunculus, or Cardon

Artichoke.^ (TifZ. Acantha.)
*CAK'EUM (Kupoi), the plant called Carroway,

(he Carum carui, L. It took its name from the

country of Caria, where the best grew,* and the

name is, in fact, an adjective, there being an ellip-

sis of cuminum ; for the Careum is, in truth, the Cu-

minum sylvestre. Billerbeck thinks^ that the Chara

or Cara which the soldiers of Caesar* ate with milk,

and which they also made up into bread during the

scarcity of provisions which prevailed in the camp
of the latter at Dyrrhachium, was no other than the

root of the Careum. Cuvier,* however, with more
appearance of reason, declares for a species of wild

cabbage {une espece de chou sauvage), of which

Jacquin has given a description under the title of

Crambe Tartaria. The Chara of modern botanists is

quite different from this, being a small aquatic herb.

*CAREX, a species of Rush. The Carcx is men-
tioned by Virgil* with the epithet acuta, and Martyn"

remarks of it as follows :
" This plant has so little

said of it, that it is hard to ascertain what species

we are to understand by the name. It is called

' sharp' by Virgil, which, if it be meant of the end

of the stalk, is no more than what Ovid has said of

the Jiincus, or common Rush. It is mentioned also

in another passage of Virgil,* ' tu post carecta late-

6as,' from which we can gather no more than that

these plants grew close enough together for a per-

son to conceal himself behind them. Catullus

mentions the Carcx together with Fern, and tells

what season is best to destroy them. Since, there-

fore, it is difficult to determine what the Carex is

from ancient authorities, we must depend upon the

account of Anguillara, who assures us that, about

Padua and Vincenza, they call a sort of rush Ca-

reze, which seems to be the old word Carex modern-

ized. Caspar Bauhin says it is that sort of rush

which he has called Juncus acutus panicula sparsa.

It is, therefore, our common hard rush, which
grows in pastures and by waysides in a moist soil.

It is more solid, hard, and prickly at the point than

our common soft rush, which seems to be what
the ancients called Juncus."^

CARIS {Kapig), a sea-animal of the class Crus-

tacea According to Adams, it is the Squilla of

Cicero and PUny,*" a term that has been retained in

the Linniean nomenclature. It is the Cancer squil-

la, L. The larger kind of Squilla, he adds, is called

White Shrimp in England ; the smaller. Prawn.
The Kapl^ Kv^rj of Aristotle is a variety of the Can-
cer squilla, called in French Crevette. In the sys-

tems «»f Latreille and Fleming, the term Carides is

appliel to a subdivision of the Crustacea. In these

systems, the Prawn gets the scientific name of

Palcetnon serratus, the common Shrimp that of
Crangon vulgaris^^^

CARINA. {Vid. Navis.)
GARMENTA'LIA. Carmenta, also called Car-

Kifcntis, is fabled to have been the mother of
Evander, who came from Pallantium in Arcadia
and settled in Latium ; he was said to have brought
with him a knowledge of the arts, and the Latin
alphabetical characters as distinguished from the
Etruscan." In honour of this Carmenta, who was
supposed to be more than humari,^* were celebrated

the Carmentalia,* even as early as the time of

Romulus, if we may believe the authority of PIik

tarch.' These were feriae stativae, i. e., annually
held on a certain day, the 11th of January ; and an
old calendar* assigns to them the four following

days besides ; of this, however, there is no confir-

mation in Ovid.' A temple was erected to the
same goddess at the foot of the Capitoline Hill,

near the Porta Carmentalis, afterward called Soel-

erata.* The name Carmenta is said to have been
given to her from her prophetic character, carmena
or carmentis being synonymous with vates. The
word is, of course, connected with carmen, as

prophecies were generally delivered in verse. Her
Greek title was Qifiig.'' Plutarch* tells us that

some supposed Carmenta to be one of the Fates
who presided over the birth of men : we know,
moreover, that other divinities were called by the

same name ; as, for instance, the Carmenta Post-

verta and Carmenta Prorsa were invoked in cases

of childbirth ; for farther information with respect

to whom, see Aul. Gell., xvi., 6 ; Ovid, Fast., i., 634.

CARNEIA (Kapvela), a great national festival,

celebrated by the Spartans in honour of Apollo Car-
neios, which, according to Sosibius,' was instituted

Olymp. 26 , although Apollo, under the name of

Carneios, was worshipped in various places of Pel-

oponnesus, particularly at Amyclaj, at a very early

period, and even before the Dorian migration.'

Wachsmuth,' referring to the passage of Athenaeus
above quoted, thinks that the Carneia had long be-

fore been celebrated ; and that when, in Olymp.
26, Therpander gained the victory, musical con-

tests were only added to the other solemnities ol

the festival. But the words of Athenajus, who is

the only authority to which Wachsmuth refers, do
not allow of such an interpretation, for no distinc-

tion is there made between earlier and later solem-

nities of the festival, and Athenaeus simply says

the institution of the Carneia took place Olymp.
26 {'FjjiveTo Je t/ &iGig tuv Kapveiuv Kara ttiv

Iktijv Kal e'lKoar^ ^OXvfintuda, ug "ZuaiBiog ^ijaiv, tv

rCi Ttepl xpovuv). The festival began on the seventh

day of the month of Carneios=Metageitnion of the

Athenians, and lasted for nine days.*" It was, as

far as we know, a warlike festival, similar to the

Attic Boedromia. During the time of its celebra-

tion, nine tents were pitched near the city, in each
of which nine men lived in the manner of a military

camp, obeying in everything the commands of a

herald. Miiller also supposes that a boat was car-

ried round, and upon it a statue of the Carneian

Apollo ('Atto/I/Iuv aT£fj./iaTtag), both adorned with

lustratory garlands, called 6iKTj2,nv Greuuarcalov, in

allusion to the passage of the Dorians from Naupac-
tus into Peloponnesus." The priest conducting the

sacrifices at the Carneia was called 'Ay?/T7/f, whence
the festival was sometimes designated by the name
^KyrjTopLa or 'kyrjTopeLov ;" and from each of the

Spartan tribes five men {Kapvedrai) were chosen

as his ministers, whose office lasted four years, du-

ring which period they were not allowed to marry.'*

Some of tb.em bore the name of Sra^nXodpd/zot.'*

Therpander was the first who gained the prize in

the musical contests of the Carneia, and the musi-

cians of his school were long distinguished compet-

itors for the prize at this festival.'* and the last oJ

this school who engaged in the contest was Periclei-

das.'* V7hen we read in Herodotus" and Thucyl-

1. (BiUerbeck, I. c, and p. 205.)—2. (Pliii., II. N., xix., 8.—
Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 29.)—3. (F. C, p. 80.; -4. (Bell.

Civ., iii., 48.)—5. (aJ Caes., 1. c, Lemaire's ed.)—6. (Oeorg., iii.,

i31.)—7. (ad Virg., 1. c.)—8. (Eclog., iii., 20.)—9. (Martyn, 1.

e.)—10. {Cic, De Nat. Deor., ii., 48.—Plin., H. N., ix., 42.)—
11. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—12. (Niebuhr, Rom. Hist., i., p.

37, ti-ansl.—Tacit., Ann., li., 14.)—13. (Liv., i., 71.)—14. (Vai-

rv, De Lin-!:. Lat., v.)
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1. (Romul.. c. 21.)—2. (Grut., p. 133.)—3. (Fast., i., 467.)—

4. (Liv., ii.,49.)—5. (Dionys., i., 31.)—6. (I.e.)—7. (ap. Athen.,

xiv., p. 635.)—8. (Muller's Dorians, i., 3, ^ 8, and ii., 8, ^ 15 )—
9. (Hellen. Alterthumsk., ii., 2, p. 257.)—10. (Athensus, iv., p
141.—Eustalh. ad II., xxiv., sub fin.—Plut., Synip., vm., 1.)—

11. (Dorians, 1., 3, t) 8, note «.)— 12. (Hesych., s. v. 'AyriTdpu

ov.)—\Z. (llesych., s. v. Kapvedrai.)—U. (Hesych., s v.—Com
pare Bekker, Anecdot., p. 205.)—15. (Miiller, Dor., iv., 6, J 3.;

1 —16. (Plut., De Mus., 6.)—17. (vi. 106 ; vii., 206.)
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ides' that the Spartans, during the celebration of

this festival, were not allowed to take the field

against an enemy, we must remember that this re-

Btriction v. as not peculiar to the Carneia, but com-
mon to all the great festivals of the Greeks ; traces

of it are found even in Homer."
Carneia were also celebrated at Cyrene,* in The-

ra,* in Gythion, Messene, Sicyon, and Sybaris.*

CAR'NIFEX, the public executioner at Rome,
who executed slaves and foreigners,* but not citi-

lens, wlio were punished in a manner different from
elaves. It was also his business to administer the

torture. This office was considered so disgraceful,

that he was not allowed to reside within the city,'

but lived without the Porta Metia or Esquilina,*

near the place destined for the punishment of

slaves,* called Sestertium under the emperors.'*

It is thought by some writers, from a passage in

Plautus," that the carnifex was anciently keeper of

the prison under the triumviri capitales ; but there

does not appear sufficient authority for this opinion.'*

*C A-ROTA, the wild Carrot, called by the Greeks
SavKoq. (Vid. Daucus.)
CARPENTUM, a cart; also a rectangular two-

wheeled carriage, enclosed, and with an arched or

sloping cover overhead.

The cai^entum was used to convey the Roman
matrons in the public festal processions ;" and, as

this was a high distinction, the privilege of riding in

a carpentum on such occasions was allowed to par-

ticular females by special grant of the senate. This
was done on behalf of Agrippina (rw KapnevTC) h
ralg KavTjyvpeai, xpv<^dat}*), who availed herself of
the privilege so far as even to enter the Capitol in

her carpentum.'* A medal was struck (see wood-

cut) to commemorate this decree of the senate in

her favour. When Claudius celebrated his triumph
ai Rome, he was followed by his empress Messali-

na in her carpentum.'*
This carriage contained s^ats for two, and some-

times for three persons, besides the coachman." It

was cojjimonly drawn by a pair of mules (carpentum
mulare^^), but more rarely by oxen or horses, and
sometimes by four horses like a quadriga. For
grand occasions it was very richly adorned. Agrip-
pina's carriage, as above represented, shows paint-

ing or carving on the panels, and the head is sup-
ported by Caryatides at the four corners.

The convenience and stateliness of the carpen-
tum were also assumed by magistrates, and by men
of luxurious habits, or those who had a passion for

driving."

When Caligula instituted games and other solem-

1. (v , 54, and in other places.)— 2. (Od., xxi., 258, &c.)—3.

(ColUm., Ilymu. in ApoU., 72, seq.)—4. (Callim., 1. c.—Pindar,

Pyth., T., 99, seq.)—5. (Pans., iii., 21, 7, and 24, 5 ; iv., 33, 5;
li., 10, 2—Theocrit., v., 83.—Compare Miiller's Orchomenus, p.

2S7.;—6. (Plant., Bacch., IV., iv., 37.—Capt., V., iv., 22.)—/.
(Cic.,ProRabir., 5.)—8. (Plant , Pseud., I., iii., 98.)—9. (Plant.,

Cas., II., vi., 2.—Tacit., Ann., xv., 60.—Hor., Epod., v., 99.)—
10 (Pint., Galb., 20.)—11. (Rud., III., vi., 19.)—12. (Lipsius,

Excurs. ad Tacit., Ann., ii., 32.)—13. (Liv., v., 25.—Isid., Orig.,

XX., 12.)— 14. (Dion Cass., Ix.)—15. (Tacit., Ann., xii., 42.)—
16. (Suet., Claud., 17.)— 17. (Liv., i., 34.)—18. (Laraprid., He-
i)g., 4.)—19. (Juv., Sat., viii., 146-152.)
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nities in honour of his deceased mother Agrii)pin<v

her carpentum went in the procession.' This prac-

tice, so similar to ours of sending carriages to a
funeral, is evidently alluded to in the alto-relievo

here represented, which is preserved in the British

Museum. It has been taken from a sarcophagusi
and exhibits a close carpentum drawn by four hor-

ses. Mercury, the conductor of ghosts to Hades,
appears on the front, and Castor and Pollux, with
their horses, on the side panel.

ITTP

The corns of Ephesus show a carpentum, proving

that it was used to add to the splendour of the pro-

cessions in honour of Diana. It probably carried

a statue of the goddess, or some of the symbols of

her attributes and worship.

Carpenta, or covered carts, were much used by

our ancestors the Britons, and by the Gauls, the

Cimbri, the AUobroges, and other northern nations.*

These, together with the carts of the more common
form, including baggage-wagons, appear to have
been comprehended under the term carri or carr«,

which is the Celtic name with a Latin tenninatlon.

The Gauls and Helvetii took a great multitude of
them on their military expeditions ; and, when th(?y

were encamped, arranged them in close order, so as

to form extensive lines of circumvallation.*

The agricultural writers use " carpentum" to de-

note either a common cart* or a cart-load, e. g.,

xxiv. stercoris carpenta.^

CARPE'SIUM. {Kapnrjffiov), an aromatic some
times used in place of Cassia. Galen describes it

as resembling Valerian. Some of the earlier com-
mentators, and, as it would appear, the Arabian
physicians also, supposed it Cubebs ; but this opin-

ion is rebutted by Matthiolus and C. Bauhin. Dr.

Hill says of it, " If the Arabians were acquainted
with our Cubebs at all, it appears that, not knowing
what the Carpesium and Ruscus were, they igno-

rantly attributed the virtues ascribed by the Greeks
to their medicines to the Cubebs."*

CARPFNUS, a species of Maple, called also the

Hornbeam, or Yoke-elm. It is a tree that loves

the mountains, and is described by Phny as having
its wood of a red colour and easy to cleave, and
covered with a livid and rugged bark. It was called

Zygia {l^vyia) by the Greeks, because often used tc

make yokes (Cvyd) for oxen. The scientific name
is Carpinus betulus.''

KAPnOT AI'KH {Kapnov diKri), a civil action uii

der the jurisdiction of the thesmothetae, might be
instituted against a farmer for default in payment
of rent.* It was also at'opted to enforce a judicial

award when the unsuccessful litigant refused to sur-

render the land to his opponent,' and might be used
to determine the right to land,'" as the judgment
would determine w hether the plaintiff could claim
rent of the defendai t.

1. (Suet., Califf., 15.)—2. (Florns, i., 18 ; iii., 2, 3, and 10.)—
3. (Cses., Bell. GaH., i., 24, 26.)—4. (Veget., Mulumed., iii.,

Prffif.)—5. (Pallad.. x., 1.)—6. (Paul. .iE?in., vii., 3.—Adanw,
Append., s. v.)—7. (Plin., II. N., xvi., 15, 18, 40.—Comp.-ira

Vitruv., ii., 9.)— 8. (Meier, Att. Process. 531.)— 9. (Hudt-

walcker, 144.—Meier, Att Process, 750.)—10. (llarpocrat., . »

and Olicias SiKn.)
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CARR'AGO. a kind of fortification, consisting

of a great number of wagons placed round an

army. It was employed by barbarous nations, as,

for instance, the Scylhians,^ Gauls {vid. Carpen-

thm), and Goths.'

Carrago also signifies sometimes the baggage of

an army.'

CARRU'CA was a caiTiage, the name of which

only occurs under the emperors. It appears to have

been a species of rheda (vid. Riieda), whence Mar-

tial, in. one epigram,* us.?s the words as synony-

mous. It had lour whe&s, and was used in trav-

elling. Nei» is said never to have travelled with

less than iOOO carrucae.* These carriages were

sometimes used in Rome by persons of distinction,

.ike the carpenta (^vid. Carpentum), in which case

they appear to have been covered with plates of

bronze, silver, and even gold, which were some-
times ornamented with embossed work. Alexander

Severus allowed senators at Rome to use carrucae

and rhedae plated with silver ;' ana Martial' speaks

of an aurea carruca which cost the value of a farm.

We have no representations of carriages in ancient

works of art which can be safely said to be carru-

cae, but we have several delineations of carriages

ornamented with plates of metal.* CarriKae were
also used for carrying women, and were then, as

well, perhaps, as in other cases, drawn by mules,"

whence Ulpian^" speaks of mulcB carrucance.

CARRUS. (Vnl. Carpentum.)
CAR'YA or CARYA'TIS (Kapva or Kapvanc),

a festival held at Caryae, in Laconia, in honour
of Artemis Caryatis." It was celebrated every
year by Lacedaemonian maidens {Kapvaride^) with
national dances of a very lively kind," and with sol-

emn hymns.
CARYA'TIS (KapvuTig), pi. CARYATIDES.

From the notices and testimonies of ancient au-

thors, we may gather the following account : That
Caryae was a city {civitas) in Arcadia, near the La-
conian border ; that its inhabitants joined the Per-

sians after the battle of Thermopylae ;*" that on the

defeat of the Persians the allied Greeks destroyed
the town, slew the men, and led the women into

captivity ; and that, as male figures representing
Persians were afterward employed with an histori-

cal reference instead of columns in architecture

{vid. AiLANTEs, Pers^), so Praxiteles and other
Athenian artists employed female figures for the
same purpose, intending them to express the garb,

and to commemorate the disgrace of the Caryatides,
or women of Caryae.^* This account is illustrated

by a bas-relief with a Greek inscription, mentioning
the conquest of the Caryatae, which is preserved at

Naples, and copied in the following woodcut.
In allusion to the uplifted arm of these marble

statues, a celebrated parasite, when he was visiting
in a ruinous house, observed, " Here we must dine
with our left hand placed under the roof, like Ca-
ryatides." {Vid. Carpentum.) The Caryatides
executed by Diogenes of Athens, and placed in the
Pantheon at Rome, above the sixteen columns which
surrounded the interior, may have resembled those
which are represented in a similar position in one
of the paintings on the walls of the baths of Titus.^*
It is proper to observe that Lessing, and various

1. (Trebell. PoU., Gallien., 13.)—2. (Amm. Marcell., xxxi., 20.
-Compare Veget., iii., 10.)—3. (Trebell. Poll., Claud., 8 —Vo-

pitc., Aurelian, 11.)—4. (iii., 47.)—5. (Suet., Ner., 30.)—6.
(Lwnp., Alex. Sev., 43.)—7. (iii., 72.)—8. (See IngWrami, Mo-
•Tun. Etrusch., iii., 18, 23.— Millingen, Uned. Mon.,ii., 14.)—9.
(Dig. 34, tit. 2, 8. 13.)— 10. (Dig. 21, tit, 1, s. 36, fy 8.)— 11.
(Hesych., s. v. K«pi!ai.)— 12. (Paus., iii., 10, ^ 8 ; iv., 16, (/ 5.—
Pollux, Onom., iv., 104.)— 13. (Herod., viii., 26.—Vitruv., i., 1,
5.)—14. (Vitruv., 1. o.— Plin., H. N., xixvi., 45 and 11.)— 15.
(Defaa-. des Bains de Titus, pi. 10.— Wolf and Buttmann's Mu-
souiu, 1 , tab. 3, fig. 5.)
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writers after him, treat the preceding a?C0Qiit aa

fabulous.

After the subjugation of the «;aryatEB. their terri

tory became part of Laconia. 1'lie fortress {x<^-

piov^) had been consecrated to Artemis,* whose
image was in the open air, and at whose annual

festival {KapvilTiq Eopr?'/'} the Laconian virgins con-

tinued, as before, to perform a dance of a peculiai

kind, the execution of which was called Kapvari^eiv.

Blomfield thinks that the Caryatides in architecture

were so called from these figures resembling the

statue of 'kprepi^ Kapvuric, or the Laconian virgins

who celebrated their annual dance in her temple.*

CAR'YON {Kdpvov), the Walnut. " By itself,"

observes Adams, " the Kdpvov is undoubtedly to be
generally taken for the Juglaiis regia, or common
Walnut. I am farther disposed to agree with Stack-

house in holding the Kupva Ev6olKd, TlepaiKu, and
BaaiXiKa as mere varieties of the same. The Kd-

pvov UovTiKov or leTTTo-Kupvov, of Dioscoridcs an^
Galen, is as certainly the Nux Avellana, or Filbert

being the fruit of the Corylus Avellana, or Ha2el
nut."* {Vid. Avellana Nuces.)
*CARIOPHYLL'ON {Kapvocfivnov), CloveS; O'

the flower-buds of the Cariophyllus aromaticus {Eu
genia Caryophyllata of the London Dispensary)

They are first noticed by Paul of Ji)gina.* Symeoi
Seth' likewise gives a short account of cloves. Then
is no mention of the clove in the works of Dioscori-

des, Galen, Oribasius, or Aetius, but it is regularly

noticed in the Materia Medica of all the Arabian

physicians.*

*CASIA or CASSIA {Kaaia, Kaaata^), Cassia.

Moses Charras says of it, " The tree called Cassia

is almost like that which bears the Cinnamon.
These two barks, though borne by different trees,

are boiled and dried after the same manner, and
their taste and scent are almost alike" "I can
see no difficulty," observes Adams, " about recog-

nisirig it as the Laurus Cassia." Stackhouse, how-
ever, prefers the Laurus gracilis, but upon what au-

thority he does not explain. The KaacLa cvoiy^ and
^vloKaaia are thus explained by Alston : " The
Cassia lignea of the ancients was the larger branch-

es of the cinnamon-tree cut off with their bark, and
sent together to the druggists ; their Cassia fistula,

or Syrinx, was the same cinnamon in the bark oisy,

as we now have it stripped from the tree, and roll-

ed up into a kind of Fistula, or pipes." The Greeks
then were unacquainted with oxm Cassia fistula^

which was first introduced into medical practice br

the Arabians.*"

*CASSIT'EROS. {Vid. Plumbum.)
*CASTA'NEA {Kaaravia, Kaardvia, or Kaarnva],

the Chestnut-tree, or Fagus Castanea, L. Its fruit

was called by the Latin writers Castanea nux, and

1. (Steph. Bv2.)—2. (Diana Caryatis.—Serv. in Virg., Eclog..

viii., 30.)—3. (llesych.)^. (Mus. Crit., vol. ii.,p.402.—Paus.,
iii., 10, 8 ; iv., 16, 5.—Lucian, De Salt.—Plutarch, Artax.)—5.

(Theophr., iii., 2.—Dioscor., i., 178, -Adams, Append., s. v.)—6.

(vii., 3.) —7. (De Aliment.) — 8. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—

»

(Theophr., H. P., ix., 4.—Dioscor. i., 12.)—10. (Scrapion, Fol

,

cxxii.—Adams, Append., 8. v.)



CASTELLUM AQU^ - CASTEl.LUM AQU^

AiSO Simply Castanea. Among the Greeks, on lh«;

other hand, chestnuts had various names. They
are called Aiof ^u?i.avoi by Theophrastus ;* Zapdia-

vai QdXavoL by Dioscorides and Galen ; Mizifia ku-

pva by Nicander ;* and Kupva simply by Xenophon,'

who mentions that the nation of the Mosynoeci

lived entirely on them.* The Chestnut-tree is gen-

erally considered to be a native of Asia, in many
parts of which it is to be found in situations where

it is not very likely to have been planted. Tradi-

tion says that it was brought from Asia Minor, and

soon spread over all the warmer parts of Europe.

In the southern parts of the latter continent, chest-

nuts grow so abundantly as to form a very large

portion of the food of the common people, who, be-

sides eating them both raw and roasted, form them
into puddings, and cakes, and even bread.* The
name Castanea is derived by Vossius from that of

the town of Castanaea in Thessaly, where this tree

grew very abundantly. This etymology, however,

is more than doubtful.

CASSIA LEX. {Vid. Tabellaria.)

CASSIS. (Vid. Galea, Rete.)
CASTELLUM AQU^, a reservoir, or building

constructed at the termination of an aquaeduct, when
it reached the city walls,* for the purpose of form-
ing a head of water, so that its measure might be

taken, and thence distributed through the city in the

allotted quantities. The more ancient name in use,

when the aquaeducts were first constructed, was
dividiculum.''

The castella were of three kinds, public, private,

and domestic.

I. Castella Publica. Those which received

the waters from a public duct to be distributed

through the city for public purposes : L Castra, the

praetorian camps. 2. The fountains and pools in

the city {lacus). 3. Munera, under which head are

comprised the places where the public shows and
spectacles were given, such as the circus, amphi-
theatres, naumachiae, &c. 4. Opera publica, under
which were comprised the baths, and the service of

certain trades—the fullers, dyers, and tanners

—

which, though conducted by private individuals,

were looked upon as public works, being necessary

to the comforts and wants of the whole community.
5. Nomine CcRsaris, which were certain irregular

distributions for particular places, made by order of

the emperors. 6. Beneficia Principis, extraordinary

grants to private individuals by favour of the sover-

eign. Compare Frontinus, § 3, 78, in which the

respective quantities distributed under each of these

denominations are enumerated.

II. Castella Privata. When a number of in-

dividuals, living in the same neighbourhood, had
obtained a grant of water, they clubbed together

and built a castellvm,^ into which the whole quan-

tity allotted to thera collectively was transmitted

from the caslellum 'publicum. These were termed
privata, though they belonged to the public, and
were under the care of the curatores aquarum.

Their object was to facilitate the distribution of the

proper quantity to each person, and to avoid punc-

turing the main pipe in too many places ;' for wiien

a supply of water from the aquaeducts was first

granted for private uses, each person obtained his

quantum by inserting a branch pipe, as we do, into

the main ; which was probably the custom in the

age of Vitruvius, as he makes no mention of private

reservoirs. Indeed, in early times,'" all the water

brought to Rome by the aquaeducts was applied to

1. (H. P., iii., 8.)—2. (Ap. Athen., if., 43.)—3. (Anab , v , 4,

18.)— 4. (Adams, Append., s. V.)— 5. (Library of Ent. Knowl-
edge, vol. ii., pt. 1, p. 92.)— 6. (Vitruv., viii., 7.)—7. (Festus, b,

V ^—8. 'Senatus consult., ap. Frontiu (j 106.)—9. (Frontin., ()

27.)— 10 (Front., 4 94.)

public purposes exclusively, it being forbidden m
the citizens to divert any portion of it to their own
use, except such as escaped by flaws in the ducts
or pipes, which was termed aqua caduca.^ But as
even this permission opened a door for great abuses
from the fraudulent conduct of the aguarii, who
damaged the ducts for the purpose of selling the
aqua caduca, a remedy was sought by the institution

of castella privata, and the public were henceforward
forbidden to collect the aqua caduca, unless permis*
sion was given by special favour (bencficium) of the
emperor." The right of water (jus aqua impetrata)
did not follow the heir or purchaser of the property,

but was renewed by grant upon every change in

the possession.'

Ill, Castella Domestica, leaden cisterns, which
each person had at his own house to receive the
water laid on from the castellum privatum. These
were, of course, private property.

The number of public and private castella in Rome
at the time of Nerva was 247.*

All the water which entered the castellum was
measured, at its ingress and egress, by the size of
the tube through which it passed. The former was
called modulus acceptorius, the latter erogatorius.

To distribute the water was termed erogare; the
distribution, erogatio ; the size of the tube, fistula-

rum, or modulorum capacitas, or lumen. The small-

er pipes, which led from the main to the houses of

private persons, were called punctce ; those inserted

by fraud into the duct itself, or into the main after

it had left the castellum, fistula; illicita.

The erogatio was regulated by a tube called icliZ,

of the diameter required, attached to the extremity
of each pipe where it entered the castellum ; it

was probably of lead in the time of Vitruvius, siuh
only being mentioned by him ; but was made of
bronze (eeneus) when Frontinus wrote, in order to

check the roguery of the aquarii, who were able to

increase or diminish the flow of water from the
reservoir by compressing or extending the .'eau.

Pipes which did not require any calix were termed
solutcB.

The subjoined plans and elevation repiesent a

ruin still remaining at Rome, commonly called thf^

" Trophies of Marius," which is generally consid •

ered to have been the castellum of an a(iuaeduct.

It is now much dilapidated, but was sufficitntly en-

tire about the middle of the sixteentli cei.tury, as

may be seen by the drawing published by Garnucci,*

from which this restoration is made. The trophies,

then remaining in their places, fiom which tbe

monument derives its modern appellation, are now
placed on the Capitol. The ground-plans are given

1, (Fi-ont., I> 94.)—2. (Front,, 6 111.)—3. (Front., 107 )-

(Front., I) f8.)—5. (Antichiti di Romsi, in., p. 100.)
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nrom ati excavation made some years since by the

students of tiie French Academy ; they explain

part of the internal construction, and show the ar-

! angement adopted for disposing of the superfluous

\vat*r of an aquaeduct,^ and how works of this na-

•.ure were made to contribute to the embellishment

and comforts of the city. The general stream of

water is first divided by the round projecting but-

tress into two courses, which subdivide themselves

into five minor streams, and finally fall into a res-

ervoir in the manner directed by Vitruvius,* " im-

missarium ad recipiendum aquam castello conjunc-

tnm." Thus the structure affords also an example

of that class of fountains designated by the Ro-
mans emissaria.

CASTOR (KuaTup), the Beaver, or Castor Fiber.

It is also called kvuv ttotu/iloq. The Kaaropog opxig,

or Kaaropiov, is Castor, but this substance is not

the testicles of the animal, as was generally sup-

posed by the ancients, but a peculiar gland, placed

in the groin of the beaver of both sexes. The an-

cients had a story prevalent among them, that the
Beaver, when closely pursued, bit off its testicles,

and, leaving these to the hunters, managed in this

way to escape.^

*CASTOR'EUM. {Vid. Castor.)
CASTRA. The system of encampment among

the Romans, during the later ages of the Republic,
was one of singular regularity and order ; but any
attempt to trace accurately the steps by which it

reached this excellence, would be an unprofitable

task, in which we shall not engage. We may, how-
ever, observe, that in the earlier wars of Rome with
the neighbouring petty states, the want of a regular

camp would seldom be felt, and that the later form
of encampment, which was based upon the consti-

tution of the legion, would not have been applicable
to the Roman army under the kings and in the first

ages of the Republic, when it was arranged as a
phalanx. We read, indeed, of stativa castra, or sta-

tionary camps, in the wars with the ^qui and Vol-
sci, and of winter-quar^ters being constructed for

the first timr at the siege of Veii (B.C. 404-395*;,
and it is not improbable that the great Samnite war
(B.C. 343-290) led to some regular system of en-
campment. This was followed by the campaigns
against Pyrrhus (B.C. 280-275), whose superior
tactics and arrangement of his forces were not like-

ly to be lost upon the Romans. The epoch of the
first Punic war (B.C. 264-241), in which Rome had
to contend against various mercenary forces, was
succeed :d by the long struggle against the Cisal-
pine Ga 's, and in both these contests the Romans
found am >le opportunities for improving themselves
in the art nf war. The second Punic war followed
(B.C. 218 201), in which Hannibal was their ad-
versary ai d teacher. After its conclusion, their
military operations were no longer confined to Italy,
but directe 1 against more distant enemies, the Ma-
cedonian a id Syrian kings (B.C. 200-192). These,
of course, i equired a longer absence from home, and
often expos 3d them to enemies of superior forces,
so that it bt came necessary to protect themselves,
hoth in the field and in the camp, by superiority in
discipline and skill. Shortly after these times flour-
ished Polybius, the historian of Megalopolis (a friend
and companion of Scipio Africanus the younger),
who expresses his admiration of the Roman system
of encampment, and tells his readers that it is well
worthy of their attention and study.* His descrip-
tion of the Roman camp of his day is remarkably
clear ; we proceed to give it with the accompany-
ing plan.

l.(CompaTi;Plin.,II. N., xxxvi.,24,3.)—2. (viii., 7.)—3. (Ar-
mtot., 11. A., viii., 7 —Adams, Append., s. v. kuuiv noTciuioi )
i. iLiv., iii., a ; v., 2.)—5. (Hist., vi., 24, cd. Gron.)
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A, praetorium. B, tents of the tribunes. C, tenia

of the praefecti sociorum. D, street 100 feet wide
E, F, G, and H, streets 50 feet wide. L, select

foot and volunteers. K, select horse and volun-

teers. M, extraordinary horse of the allies N,
extraordinary foot of the allies. O, reserved for

occasional auxiliaries. Q, the street called Quin-

tana, 50 feet wide. V., P., Via Principalis, 100 feet

wide.

N.B. The position assigned to the praefecti soci

orum is doubtful.

The duty of selecting a proper situation for the

camp {castra metari) devolved upon one of the trib-

unes and a number of centurions who were speci-

ally appointed for that purpose, and sent in advance
whenever the army was about to encamp ; thojr

were called metatores, from their office. After fix-

ing on a proper locality, they then chose and dis •

tinguished with a white flag a place for the praetori-

um (A) or general's tent— praetor being the old

name of the consul.^ This was fixed, if possible

on an elevation, so as to secure an extensive pros

pect, and afford every convenience for giving orders.

About it was measured out a square, each side of

which was 100 feet distant from the white flag, and
therefore 200 feet in length, so that the whole area

amounted to four plethra, or 40,000 square feet.

{Vid. Arura.) The two legions of the consular

urmy were arranged on that side of the praetorium

which commanded the best supply of forage and
water, and which we may call the front, in the

following manner

:

Fifty feet distant from the line of the front side

of the square just mentioned, and parallel to it, were
arranged the tents (B) of the twelve tribunes of the
two legions. The intermediate space of fifty feet

in breadth was appropriated to their horses and
baggage ; and their tents were arranged at such in-

tervals one from the other as to cover the line of

the legions whose encampment they faced. On the

right and left of, and in the same line with the tents

of the tribunes, seem to have been placed those of

the praefecti sociorum (C), covering and fronting

the flank of the allies, as the former did that of the

legions. The spaces lying immediately behind the

tents of the tribunes, to the right and left of the

praetorium, were occupied by the forum and quaes-

torium ; the former a sort of market-place, the lat •

ter appropriated to the quaestor and the camp stores

under his superintendence.

On the sides of, and facing the forum and quaesto-

rium, were stationed select bodies of horse (K),

taken from the extraordinaries (eTriXeKTOi ruv uno-

Xektuv,) with mounted volunteers, who served out

of respect to the consul, and were stationed near

him, not only in the camp, but also on the line of
march and elsewhere, so that they were always
ready to do any service for him as well as the

quaestor.

Behind, and parallel to these, but facing the sides

of the camp, were posted similar bodies of foot-sol-

diers (L). Again, parallel with the line of the

tribunes' tents, and stretching behind the praetorium,

the quaestorium, and the forum, ran a street or via

(D), 100 feet broad, from one side of t!ie camp to

the other. Along the upper side of this street was
ranged the main body of the " extraordinary" horse

(M), parallel to and fronting the line of the tribunes'

tents : they were separated into two equal parts by

a street fifty feet broad (E), perpendicular to their

front, and leading from the praetorium to the higher
or back gate of the camp, the Porta Decumana. At
the back of this body of cavalry was posted a simi-

lar body of infantry (N), selected from the allies,

and facing the opposite way, i. c, towards the ram-

1 (Niebuhr, Ilist. Rom., i . 520, tiuial )
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part- »>' iiw camp. The vacant spaces (0) on each
side cj \,\sM troops were reserved for " foreigners"

(uXXopvXoi) and occasional auxiliaries.

The upper part of the camp, which we have just

described, formed about a third of the ^hole, the

remaining two thirds being appropriated to the

main body of the forces, both legionary and allied,

whose arrangement we now proceed to explain.

The lower part of the camp was divided from the

upper by a street, called the Via Principalis (V. P.),

100 feet broad, running parallel to and in front of

the tribunes' tents : this was cut at right angles by
another road (F), 50 feet broad, parallel to the length

of the camp, and dividing the lower part into two
equal spaces. On each side of this street (F) were
ranged the horse of the two legions, the ten turmae

of each being on different sides, and facing each
other : the turma consisted of 30 men, and occu-

pied a square whose side was 100 feet long. At
the back of these turmae, and facing the contrary

way, namely, towards the sides of the camp, stood

the triarii, each maniple corresponding to a turma,

and occupying a rectangle 100 feet in length by 50

in width. These dimensions would, of course, vary
according to the component parts of the legion.

Opposite to the two lines of triarii, but separated

from them by a wide street (G), also 50 feet wide,

stood the principes ; they were double the triarii in

number, and had a square, whose side was 100 feet,

appropriated to each maniple. Behind these again,

and in close contact with them, stood the ten mani-

ples of the hastati, with their backs turned the op-

posite way, having the same space for each maniple
as the principes As the whole legion was divi-

ded into thirty maniples of foot, ten of each ciasa,

the whole arrangement was therefore perfect) >

symmetrical, the fifly-feet roads of which we have
spoken commencing from the Via Principalis, and
terminating in the open space by the ramparts.

The whole legionary army thus formed a square,

on each side of which were encamped the allies at

a distance of 50 feet from the hastati, and present-

ing a front parallel to theirs. The allied infantry

was equal in number to that of the legions, the cav-

alry twice as great : a portion of each (a third palt

of the latter and about a fifth of the former) wag-

posted as " extraordinaries" in the upper part of the

camp ; so that, to make the line of the allies coter-

minous with that of the legion, it was necessary to

give the former a greater depth of encampment.
The cavalry of the allies faced the hastati, and the

infantry at their back fronted the ramparts. The
several front lines of the legionaries and allies were
bisected by a road parallel to the Via Principalis,

and called the Quintana (Q), from its dividing the

ten maniples into two sets of five each : it was 5«i

feet in breadth.

Between the ramparts and the tents was left a

vacant space of 200 feet on every side, which was
useful for many purposes : thus it served for the re-

ception of any booty that was taken, and facilitated

the entrance and exit of the army. Besides this, it

was a security against firebrands or missiles that

might be thrown into the camp, as it placed the

tents and the soldiers out of their reach.

From the description we have given, the reader

will perceive that the camp was a square in form,

divided into two parts by the Via Principalis, the
221
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lower portion being cut lengthways by five streets,

and crossways by one : so that, as Polybius re-

marks, the whole was not unlike a city, with rows

?f houses on each side of the streets.

The arrangements we have explained were adapt-

ed for a regular consular army ; but in case there

was a greater number than usual of allies, they had

assigned to them either the empty space about the

praetorium, increased by uniting the forum and

quaestorium, or an additional row of tents on the

sides of the Roman legions, according as they were

fresh comers, or had been in the camp from its first

formation. 1 f four legions or two consular armies

were united and enclosed by the same ramparts,

their two camps then formed an oblong rectangle,

the back of each single camp being turned to the

other, and joined at the parts where the " extraor-

dinaries" were posted, so that the whole perimeter

was three halves of, and the length twice that of,

the single camp.
The camp had four gates, one at the top and

bottom, and one at each of the sides ; the top or

back gate {ab tergo, or maxime aversa ab hoste^) was
called the Decuman ; the bottom or the front gate

was the Praetorian ; the gates of the sides were the

Porta Principalis Dextra and the Porta Principalis

Sinistra. The whole camp was surrounded by a

trench {fossa), generally nine feet deep and twelve

broad, and a rampart (vallum) made of the earth

that was thrown up (agger), with stakes (valli) fixed

at the top of it. The labour of this work was so

divided that the allies completed the two sides of

the camp along which they were stationed, and the

two Roman legions the rest ; the centurions and
tribunes superintended the work performed by the

Romans, the praefects of the allies seem to have
done the same for them.
We will now speak of the discipline of the camp.

After choosing the ground (loca capere), the proper

officers marked, by flags and other signals, the

principal points and quarters ; so that, as Polybius

observes, tiie soldiers, on arriving at the place, pro-

ceeded to their respective stations like troops en-

tering a well-known city, and passing through the

streets to their several quarters. The tribunes then
met, and administered to all, freemen as well as

slaves, an oath to the effect " that they would steal

nothing from the camp, and bring whatever they
might find to the tribunes." After this, two mani-
ples were chosen from the principes and hastati of
each legion, to keep clean and in good order the
Via Principalis, a place of general resort. The re-

maining eighteen maniples of the principes and has-
tati were assigned by lot, three to each of the six

tribunes, and had to perform for them certain du-
ties, such as raising their tents, levelling and paving
the ground about them, and fencing in their bag-
gage when necessary. These three maniples also

supplied two regular guards of four men each, part
of whom were posted in front of the tribunes' tents,

part at the back by the horses. The triarii and
velites were exempt from this duty ; but each mani-
ple of the former had to supply a guard of men to
the turntia of horse that was at their back ; their

chief duty was to look after the horses, though they
als< ' attended to other things. Moreover, each of
the thirty maniples of foot kept guard in turn about
the consul, both as a protection and a guard of hon-
our. The general arrangements of the camp were
under the direction of two of the tribunes, who
were appointed by lot from each legion, and acted
for two months. The praefects of the allies took
their turn of authority in the same way, but, in all

probability, over their own troops only.

S22
1. (Veget., i., 23.)

We may now observe, that every morning s&

daybreak the centurions and horsemen presentee
themselves to the tribunes. The latter then went
to the consul and rtceived his orders, which were
conveyed through the former to the soldiers. The
watchword for the night, marked on a four-corner-

ed piece of wood, and therefore called tessera, waa
given out in the following way : A soldier in every
tenth maniple, posted farthest off from the tribune's

tent, was exempted from guard duty, and presente*!

himself at sunset before the tribune, from whom he
received the tessera ; he returned with it to his own
tent, and, in the presence of witnesses, gave it to

the centurion of number nine ; it was passed on by
him to the centurion of number eight, and so on,

till it came back to the tribune. Besides the guards
(excubice) of the tribunes, &c., which we have al-

ready mentioned, there were also several night
watches (vigilice): thus there were generally three

about the quaestorium, and two for each of the lega

ti ; each division (rayiia) also set a watch for itself

The velites were stationed by the walls of the ram-
part, and supplied the posts or pickets at the gates
(stationes ante portas agebant).

We will now describe the arrangements for the

inspection of the night-watches, first observing that

the night was divided into four, each of three hours'

length ; the arrangements were as follows : The
soldiers of the watch-companies, supplied by the

different maniples who were to furnish the guards
during the first watch of the night, received from
the tribune a number of small tablets (fvA^^ia) with

certain marks upon them, and then went to their

respective posts. The duty of visiting these posts,

and making the nightly rounds of inspection, de-

volved upon the horsemen. Four of these, who
were selected for this duty every day, according to

a regular cycle, received from the tribune written

instructions as to the time when they were to visit

each post, and the number of posts to be visitei

:

they were called circuitores (nepinoA,oi), and, in thb

time of Vegetius, circitores. After receiving their

orders, they went and posted themselves by the

first maniple of the triarii, the centurion of which
was required to see that the hours of the watch
were properly given by the sound of the trumpet

:

then, when the time came, the circuitor of the first

watch proceeded on his rounds to all the posts ; il

he found the guards awake and on duty, he took

their tablets ; if he found them asleep, or any one
absent from his post, he called upon the friends

who accompanied him to witness the fact, and so

passed on to the next post. The same was done

by the circuitores of the other watches. The next

morning, all the inspectors appeared oefore the

tribunes, and presented the tablets they had re-

ceived ; any guard whose tablet was not produced,

Was required to account for it. If the fault lay

with the circuitor, he was liable to a stoning, which
was generally fatal. A regular system of rewards
and punishments was established in the camp, after

describing which, Polybius gives the following com-
parison between the methods of encampment among
the Romans and Greeks.

The latter, he says, endeavoured to avail them-

selves of the natural advantages afforded by any
ground they could seize upon, thus avoiding the

trouble of intrenchment, and securing, as thej

thought, greater safety than any artificial defence

would have given them. The consequence of this

was, that they had no regular form of camp, and
the different divisions of an army had no fixed place

to occupy.

In describing the Roman camp and its internal

arrangements, we have confined ourselves to the in-

formation given by Polybius, which, of course, aj^
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plies only to his age, and to armies constituted like

those he witnessed. When the practice of drawing
up the army according to cohorts, ascdbed to Ma-
rius or Caesar {vid. Army, p. 104), had superseded

:he ancient division into maniples, and the distinc-

tion of triarii, &c., the internal arrangements of

the camp must have been changed accordingly.

So, also, was the outward form ; for we learn from
Vegetius, who lived in the reign of the Emperor
Valentinian (A.D. 385), that camps were made
square, round, or triangular, to suit the nature of

the ground, and that the most approved form was
the oblong, with the length one third greater than
the breadth.' He also distinguishes between camps
made only for a night or on a march, and those

which were slativa, or built strongly for a station-

ary encampment. Another author also* alludes to

places in the camp which Polybius does not men-
tion, e. g., the valetvdinarium, or infirmary ; the vet-

erinarium, or farriery ; the fabrica, or forge ;* the

labulinutn, or record-office. Besides this, we read
of a great variety of troops under the emperors
which did not exist under the Republic, and, of
course, had their respective stations assigned them
in the camp.

In closing this article, we will mention some
points, a previous notice of which would have in-

terrupted the order of description.

We learn from Tacitus* that a part of the pra;to-

iium was called the augurale, the auguries being

there taken by the general.

The quaestorium, in former times, seems to have
been near the back gate, or Porta Decumana, hence
called quaestoria.* The same author* tells us that

the tribunes formerly inspected (circumibant) the
night-watches. In the principia, or its immediate
neighbourhood, was erected the tribunal of the gen-

eral, fiom which he harangued the soldiers.' The
tribunes administered justice there.* The princi-

pal standards, the altars of the gods, and the ima-
ges of the emperors, were also placetl there.'

From the stationary camps, or castra stativa,

arose many towns in Europe ;" in England, espe-

cially those whose names end in cester or Chester.

Some of the most perfect of those which can be
traced in the present day are at Ardoch and Strat-

hern, in Scotland. Their form is generally oblong.

The castella of the Romans in England were
places of very great strength, built for fixed stations.

Burgh Castle in Suffolk, the ancient Garanomium,
and Richborough Castle, the Rutupiae of the Ro-
mans, near Sandwich in Kent, are still standing

;

they seem to have been built nearly on the model
of the castra. For information on the Roman sta-

tions in this country, the leader is referred to Gen-
eral Roy's Military Antiquities in Great Britain.

CATAGRAPHA. (Fi^i. Pictura.)
CATALO'GIA. (Jid. Analogia.)
CATALO'GION. {Vid. Caupona.)
CATAI'TYX. (Fi(Z. Galea.)
CATA'IiOGOS, the catalogue of those persons in

Athens who were liable to regular military service.

At Athens, those persons alone who possessed a
certain amount of property were allowed to serve
ia the regular infantry, while the lower class, the
thetes, had not this privilege. (Fzi. Census.) Thus
the former are called ol ek KaraTMyov arparevovTeQ,

and the latter ol l^u tov KaraXoyov.^^ Those who
were exempted by their age from military service
are called by Demosthenes*' oi vnep rov Kardhyyov.
It appears to have been the duty of the generals

I. (Vegfet., iii., 8.)—2. (Hyginus, De Castramet.)—3. (Cic.,Ep.
ad Fam., iii., 8.)—4. (Ann., ii., 13; xv., 30.)—5. (Liv., x., 32;
ixxiv., 47.)—6. (xxvifi., 24.)—7. (Tacit., Ann., i., 67.—Hist., ii.,

29.)—8. (Liv., xiviii., 24.)—9. (Tacit., Ann., i., 39 : iv., 2.—
Hist., 1. c,)—10. (Casaub. ad Sueton., Octav., 18.)—11. (Xen.,
Uellen., ii. 3, 20.)—12. (De Synt., p. 167, c. 2.)

{aTpaTtjyol) to make out the list of persi,ns liable ta
service (vid. ASTPaTEIAS rPA*H), in which duty
they were probably assisted by the demarchi, and
sometimes by the ^ovlevrai.^

KATAAY'SEUS TOT AHMOT rPA4>H (Kara-
T^vaeug tov 6ri(iov ypafij) was an action brought
against those persons who 'had altered, or attempt-
ed to alter, the democratical form of government at

Athens. A person was also liable to this action
who held any public office in the state after thf.

democracy had been subverted.' This action is

closely connected with the npodoaiag ypa<p^ {enl

Tipodoaiq, rf/g noXiug, f/ enl Kara^ivaei tov diifiov*),

with which it appears in some cases to have been
almost identical. The form of proceeding was the
same in both cases, namely, by eiaayyelia. In the
case of KUTokvceuq tov dr/fiov, the punishment was
death ; the property of the offender was confiscated

to the state, and a tenth part dedicated to Athena.*
CATAL'USIS. {Vid. Caupona.)
CATANANKE (Ka-avuyKri). "There are few

plants in the Materia Medica of the ancients," ob-

serves Adams, " about which there is such a diver

sity of opinion. It will be sufficient to mention
that Sprengel, upon the whole, inclines to the opin-

ion that the first species is the Ornithopus com-
pressus, and the other the Astragalus magniformis,
Herit."

CATAPHRACTA. {Vid. Lorica.)
CATAPHRA'CTI (KaTu<ppaKToi). This word was

used in two different significations :

I. It was the name of the heavy-armed cavalry,

the horses of which were also covered with defen
sive armour,* whence they are called by Pollux*

irepLTZE^payfievou The armour of the horses con-

sisted either of scale armour, or of plates of metal,

which had different names, according to the parts

of the body which they protected. Pollux' speaks
of the irpo/j.erumSiov, napuniov, Tcapr/iov, TrpooTepvi-

6lov, napanTievpiitov, TrapafiTjpidiov, irapanvT^fxidiov.

Among many of the Eastern nations, who placed
their chief dependance upon their cavalry, we find

horses protected in this manner ; but among the

Romans we do not read of any troops of this de-

scription till the later times of the Empire, when
the discipline of the legions was destroyed, and the

chief dependance began to be placed on the caval-

ry. When Postumus leaves Rome for the Eastern
wars, Galla prays,

" Neve tua Medce Icelentur cade sagitta,

Ferreus armato neu cataphractus equo."^

This species of troops was common among the

Persians from the earliest times, from whom it

was adopted by their Macedonian conquerors.* In

the army of Cyrus, Xenophonsays" that the horses

were protected by coverings for the forehead and
chest (TrpofiETUKidioig ical irpOGTepvLdioLq) ; and the

same was the case with the army of Artaxerxes,
when he fought with his younger brother)". Troops
of this description were called clibanani by the Per-

sians (cataphracti equites, quos clibanarios dictitanl

Persa}^). We first read of cataphracti in the Roman
army in the time of Constantino."

II. The term Cataphracti was applied to ships

which had decks, in opposition to aphracti. {Vid.

Aphractus.)
CATAPIRA'TER {KaramipaT^pia, fiolig), the

lead used in sounding, or fathoming the depth of

water in navigation.

1. (Demosth.. c. Polycl., p. 1208.)—2. (Andoc., De Myst., 4*)
—3. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 748.)—4. (Andoc., De Myst., 48.)—

5. (Serv. ad Virg., ^ti., xi., 771.)—6. (Onom., i., 140.)—7. (1.

c.)—8. (Propert., III., x., 11.)—9. (Liv., xxxv., 48; xxxvii., 40.)

—10. (Cyrop., vi.,4, 1.)—11. (Xen., Anab., i.,8, 7.)—12. (Amm.
Marcell., xvi., 10.—Compare Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 56.)- -1*

(Amm. Marcell., 1. c.)
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ITie mode of employing this instrument appears

to have undergone no change for more than two

thousand years, and is described with exactness in

:he account of St. Paul's voyage and aliipwreck at

Melite.^ A cylindrical piece of lead was attached

to a long line, so as to admit of being thrown into

the water in advance of the vessel, and to sink rap-

idly to the bottom, the line being marked with knots

at each fathom to measure the depth." By smear-

ii\g the bottom of the lead with tallow {unctum^),

specimens of the ground were brought up, showing

whether it was clay,* gravel, or hard rock.

CATAPUL'TA. (Fz'rf. Tormentum.)
CATARA'CTA (Karapj^uKTTjg), a portcullis, so

ealled, because it fell with great force and a loud

noise.

According to Vegetius,* it was an additional de-

fence, suspended by iron rings and ropes before the

gates of a city, in such a manner that, when the

enemy had come up to the gates, the portcullis

might be let down so as to shut them in, and to en-

able the besieged to assail them from above. In
• fl accompanying plan of the principal entrance to

Pompeii, there are two sideways for foot-passengers,

and a road between them, fourteen feet wide, for

carriages. The gates were placed at A, A, turning
on pivots (vid. Gaudo), as is proved by the holes m
the pavement, which still remain. This end of the
road was nearest to the town ; in the opposite di-

rection, the road led into the country. The port-

-illis was at B, B, and was made to slide in grooves
cut in the walls. The sideways, secured with
smaller gates, were roofed in, whereas the portion
of the main road between the gates (A, A) and the
portcullis (B, B) was open to the sky. When,
therefore, an attack was made, the assailants were
either excluded by the portcullis, or, if they forced
their way into the barbican, and attempted to break
down the gates, the citizens, surrounding and at-

tacking them from above, had the greatest possible
facilities for impeding and destroying them. Vege-
tius speaks of the " cataracta" as an ancient contri-

Tance ; and it appears to have been employed by
the Jews at Jerusalem as early as the time of
David.*

i. (A(S,5, x.-<iiM 28.)—2. (Isiu., Orlg., xii., 4.—Eustath. in

!1., v., r96.>—3, (Luc-liu.; ap. ^sid., 1. c.)—4. (Herod., ii., 5.)—
J. (De Re Ml. Jr., -*.)• '5. v^sal. ^v., 7, 9.—Compire Jer.,xx.,

2S7i

A sluice constructed in a watercourse, and niaiifl

to rise and fall like a portcullis, was called by ita

name {cataractis dqucR cunum tempcrare^). Rutilius*

mentions the use of such sluices in salt-works.

{Vid. Saline.)
The term " cataracta?" was also appliea to those

natural channels which were obstructed by rocky
barriers, producing a rapid and violent descent of

the water, as in the celebrated " cataracts" of the
Nile.

*CATARACTES {KarapuKTijc), the name o a
bird mentioned by Aristotle.' Schneider (who reads

KaTaf)()uKrr]Q) pronounces it, upon the authority of

CEdmann, to be the Pellecanus bassanus, L., or tte
Gannet. In Scotland it is known by the name «jE

the Solan Goose.*
KATASKOnHS TPA^H (KaTaaKOTriJc ypa<pri), an

action brought against spies at Athens. ("Av fih
upa TTEKEpl Tii (pipy npiufxevoQ, IirpedXovv ypuijiovai

TovTov ug KaruaKOTTov.^) If a spy was discovered,
he was put to the rack in order to obtain informa-
tion from him, and afterward put to death.* It ap-

pears that foreigners only were liable to this action,

since citizens who were guilty of this crime were
liable to the npodoaiag ypa<p^.

CATEN'GYAN {Kareyyv^v). (Vid. Engye.)
CATEGORTA (KaT;7yopm). {Vid. Graphe.)
CATEI'A, a missile used in war by the Germans,

Gauls, and some of the Italian nations,^ supposed
to resemble the Aclis.* It probably had its name
from cutting ; and, if so, the Welsh terms catai, a
weapon, cateia, to cut or mangle, and catau, to fight,

are nearly allied to it.

CATELLA. {Vid. Catena.)
CATE'NA, dim. CATELLA {aXvmg, dim. aXv-

(jLov, alvaidiov), a chain.

Thucydides' informs us that the Plataeans made
use of "long iron chains" to suspend the beame
which they let fall upon the battering-rams of theij

assailants. (Fid. Aries.) Under the Romans, pris-

oners were chained in the following manner : The
soldier who was appointed to guard a particular cap-

tive had the chain fastened to the wrist of his left

hand, the right remaining at liberty. The prisoner,

on the contrary, had the chain fastened to the wrist

of his right hand. Hence dextras insertare catenis

means to submit to captivity :** leviorem in sinistra

catenam.^^ The prisoner and the soldier who had
tlie care of him {custos) were said to be tied to one
another {alligati ;" latro et colligatus^*). Sometimes,
for greater security, the prisoner was chained to two
soldiers, one on each side of him {a?^vaEci dvai^*).

If he was found guiltless, they broke or cut asun-
der his chains {tteMkel dtiKoijjE ttjv alvaiv^''). In-

stead of the common materials, iron or bronze, An-
tony, having got into his power Artavasdes, king of

the Armenians, paid him the pretended compliment
of having him bound with chains of gold.**

Chains which were of superior value, either on
account of the material or the workmanship, are

commonly called catella {ulvaia), the diminutive

expressing their fineness and delicacy as well as

their minuteness. The specimens of ancient chains

which we have in bronze lamps, in scales {vid. La-

bra), and in ornaments for the person, especially

necklaces {vid. Monile), show a great variety of el-

egant and ingenious patterns. Besides a plain cir-

1. (Plin., Epist., X., 69.)—2. (Itin., i., 481.)—3. (H. A., ix.,

13.)—4. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Antiphanes, ap. Athen.,
ii., 66, D, where ypdi^ouo'i signifies, as it does frequently, " ac-

cuse.")—^. (Antipiianes, 1. c.—Demosth., Pe Cor., 272.

—

JEa
chin., c. Ctesiph., 616.—Plut., Vit. dec. Orj t., p. 848, A.)—7.

(Virg., ./En , vii., 741.—Val. Flacc, vi., 83.- Aul.Gell., x., 25.;

—8. (Senriuci in Mn., 1. c—Isid., Ong., xviii., 7 |— 9. (ii., 76.)

—10. (Stat., Theb., xii , 460.)—11. (Seneca, De Tranquil!., i.,

10.)—12. (Sen., 1. c.)— 3. (Augusfme.)— 14. (Acts, xii., 6, 7

;

xxi., 33.)—15. (Jopcph. Bell. Jud., v., 10 )— 16. (Velleius Pa
terculus, ii., 82.)



CATOBLEPAS CAUCALIS.

ele or oval, the separate link is often shaped like the

figure 8, or is a bar with a circle at each end, or as-

sumes other forms, some of which are here shown.
The links are also found so closely entwined, that

the chain resembles platted wire or thread, like the

gold chains now manufactured at Venice. This is

represented in the lowest figure of the woodcut.

These valuable chains were sometimes given as

rewards to the soldiers ;' but they were commonly
worn by ladies, either on the neck (jrept tov rpaxv
2.0V ulvoLov^), or round the waist ;^ and were used
to suspend pearls, ot jewels set in gold, keys, lock-

ets, and other trinkets.

CATERVA'RII. {,Vid. Gladiatokes.)
CA'THEDRA, a seat ; but the term was more

particularly applied to the soft seats used by women,
whereas sella signified a seat common to both sex-

es {inter femineas cathedras*). The cathedrae were,

no doubt, of various forms and sizes ; but they usu-

ally appear to have had backs to them, as is the

case in the one represented in the annexed wood-
cut, which is taken from Sir William Hamilton's
work on Greek vases. On the cathedra is seated a

bride, who is being fanned by a female slave with a
fan made of peacock's feathers.

V\ tK'iien were also accustomed to be carried
]

aoroati in these cathedras instead of in lecticse,
\

which practice w.^s sometimes adopted by effemi-

nule persons of the other sex {scxta cervice feratur

ealhedrji*). The word cathedra was also applied to

th^ chair or pulpit from which lectures were read.*

CATO'BLEPAS {KaTuSXinag or to kutu ^U-
TTOi') « «v-;fi. animal dwelling in .Ethiopia, near the

Bourcos o''th« Nile. Pliny^ describes it as of mod-
erate size in every respect except the head, which
a so lieavy that the <:reature bears it with difficul-

ty. Hence it holds the head always towards the

ground ; and from ibe circumstance of its thus al-

ways looking downward, it gets the name of Cato-

Dlepas (/carw, " downward," and /SXettu, " to look").

It is well for the human race, it seems, that the an-

imal has this downcast look, since otherwise it

I. (Lit., xxxiv, 31.)—2. (Menander, p. 92, ed. Mein.)—3.
»Plm,, II. N., xxxiii , 12.)—4. (Mart., iii., 63 ; iv., 79.—Hor.,
Sat., I., X., 91 —Propert., IV., v., 37.)—5. (Juv., Sat., i., 65.—
Compare ix., 51.)—^. (Juv., Sat., vii., 203.—Mart., i., 77.

—

Compare, on this w\'.^<5 subject, Bottiger, Sabina, i., p. 35.

—

« •kpffer, Do Re Vtlii^ , ii., 4.- Ruperti, ad Juv., i., 65.)—7. (H.
».'

. viii 21.)

would annihilate them all ; for no one, says Pliny

can catch its eye without expiring on the spot

.^lian* makes the Catoblepas resemble a bull, bul

with a more fierce and terrible aspect. Its eyea^

according to him, are red with blood, but are small-

er than those of an ox, and surmounted by large

and elevated eyebrows. Its mane rises on tho

summit of the head, descends on the forehead, and
covers the face, giving an additional terror to its

aspect. It feeds, the same authority informs us, on
deadly herbs, which render its breath so poisonous,

that all animals which inhale it, even men them-
selves, instantly perish. Modern naturalists have
formed the Genus CatoMepas, in one of the species

of which they place the Gnu, an animal that may
possibly have given rise to some of these marvel
lous tales. Indeed, no other creature but the Gnu
could well give rise to so many singular ideas

There is none that has an air so extraordinary, and,

at the same time, so mournful, by reason, principal-

ly, of its long white eyebrows, and the hair, or, rath •

er, mane on its snout, a characteristic not found in

any other species of Antelope.'

*CATOCHrTIS (KaroxiTTic XWog), a species of

gem or stone found in Corsica, and adhering to the

hand like gum. It is thought to have been either

amber, or some variety of bitumen.'
CAT'IIINOS {KUTpivog) is a genuine Greek word,

with an exact and distinct signification, although it

is found in no lexicon, and only in two authors, viz.,

Mr. Charles Fellows, as quoted in Aratrum, p. 79,

who gives the figure of the agricultura implement
which it denoted, with the name written over the'

implement, from a very ancient MS. of Hesiod's
Works and Days.* It is doubtful whether the /cor-

pLvog had a Latin name ; for Pliny' describes it by
a periphrasis : " Purget vomerem subinde stimuM*
ciispidatus ral.lo.'" But his remark proves that it

was used in Italy as well as in Greece, and coin-

cides with the accompanying representation, from
a very ancient bronze of an Etruscan ploughman
diiving his yoke of oxen with the Karpivog in his

hand.*

It cannot be doubted that, if the traveller were to

visit the remote valleys of Greece and Asia Minor
and take time to study the language and habits ol

the people, he would find many other curious and
instructive remains of classical antiquity, which are

preserved in no other way.
•CATUS. (FitZ. Felis.)

*CAU'CALIS, a species of plant mentioned by Dl
oscorides, Galen, and others. The account which
they give of it answers very well to the characters

of the Caucalis, L., or Hedge Parsley. Sprengel
accordingly refers it to the Caucalis maritima, Lam.
Sibthorp, however, prefers the Tordylium officinale,

an opinion in which Billerbeck appears to coincide.'

1. (N. A., vii., 5.)—2. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. .366.—

&

Cuvier, ad Plln., 1 c >—3. (Plin., II. N., xxxvii., 10.—MDore"*
Anc. Mineral., p. 182.;—4. (Palaiogr. Gr., p. 9.)—5. (II. N,
xviii., 43, 2.)—6. (Micali, Italia avanti il Dom. dei Rom., t. L.)

-7. (Dioscor., ii., 168.—Galen, De Simpl., vii.—The<phraM
H. P., vii., 7.—Adams, Append., s. v.)
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CAUPONA. CJiUSIA.

•CAUDA EQUI'NA. {Vid. Hippouris.)

CAVADIUM. (Vid. House.)

CAVEA. (Vid. Theatrom.)
CAUPO'NA was used in two different significa-

tions ;

2. It signified an inn, where travellers obtained

food and lodging ; in which sense it answered to

the Greek words navSoKelov, Karayuyiov, and Kard-

2. It signified a shop where wine and ready-dress-

ed meat were sold, and thus corresponded to the

Greek na'Krj'kETov. The person who kept a caupona

was called caupo.

It has been maintained by many writers that the

Greeks and Romans had no inns for the accommo-

dation of persons of any respectability, and that

their cauponae and TravdoKeca were mere houses of

shelter for the lowest classes. That such, howev-

er, was not the case, an attentive perusal of the

classical authors will sufficiently show ; though it

is, at the same time, very evident that their houses

of public entertainment did not correspond, either

in size or convenience, to similar places in modern
times. It is also true that the hospitality of the an-

cients rendered such houses less necessary than in

modern times ; but they nevertheless appear to have

been very numerous in Greece. The public ambas-

sadors of Athens were sometimes obliged to avail

themselves of the accommodation of such houses,'

as well as private persons.* In addition to which,

it may be remarked, that the great number of festi-

vals which were celebrated in the different towns

of Greece, besides the four great national festivals,

to which persons flocked from all parts of Greece,

must have required a considerable number of inns

to accommodate strangers, not only in the places

Wliere the festivals were celebrated, but also on the

cads leading tothose places.

Among the Romans, the want of such houses of

public entertainment would be less felt than among
the Greeks ; because, during the latter days of the

Republic and under the emperors, most Romans of

respectability had friends or connexions in the prin-

cipal cities of Europe and Asia, who could accom-
modate them in their own houses. They were,

however, frequently obliged to have recourse to the

public inns.^

An inn was not only called caupona, but also ta-

berna and taberna diversoria,* or simply diversorium

. or deversorium.

It has been already remarked that caupona also

signified a place where wine and ready-dressed

,

provisions were sold,* thus corresponding to the

Greek Kanrjlelov. In Greek KunriTiog signifies, in

, general, a retail trader, who sold goods in small

. quantities, whence he is sometimes called TraAi/Ka-

ip?Xof, and his business na^.iyKamjXeveiv.' The
word Ko.TTijTi.og, however, is more particularly applied

( to a person who sold ready-dressed provisions, and
especially wine in small quantities, as plainly ap-

^
pears from a passage in Plato.' When a retail

dealer in other commodities is spoken of, the name
of his trade is usually prefixed ; thus we read of
Kpo6aTOKun7]?iog,^ ^ttAuv Ku.Trrj?.og,' uoTviduv Kamj^og,^"
^^i6XioKUTri]?i,og, &c. In these Kanij'keTa only persons
of the very lowest class were accustomed to eat

and drink (kv Kan7i\ei(f> 6e <^ayelv fj nulv ov6elg aid'

&v ohiTTig eTTieiKTjg kroTifiijcre^^).

In Rome itself there were, no doubt, inns to ac-

commodate strangers ; but these were probably only

frequented by the lower classes, since all personn

in respectable society could easily find accommoda-
tion in the houses of their friends. There were,
however, in all parts of the city, numerous houses
where wine and ready-dressed provisions were sold

The houses where persons were allowed to eat and
drink were usually called popinae, and not cauponse

and the keepers of them, popae. They were princi-

pally frequented by slaves and the lower classes,'

and were, consequently, only furnished with stooj
to sit upon instead of couches, whence Martial*

calls these places sdlariolas popinas. This cir-

cumstance is illustrated by a painting found at Pom-
peii in a wine-shop, representing a drinking-seene.

There are four persons sitting on stools round a
tripod table. The dress of two of the figures is re-

markable for the hoods, which resemble those of the

capotes worn by the Italian sailors and fishermen

of the present day. They use cups made of horn
instead of glasses, and, from their whole appear-

ance, evidently belong to the lower orders. Above
them are different sorts of eatables hung upon a

row of pegs.

XT

1. (iEschin., De Fals. Leg-., p. 273.)—2. (Cic, De Div., i.,

S7.—Inv., ii., 4.)—3. (Hor., Epist., I., xi., 12.—Cic, Pro Clu-
ent., 59.—Phil., li., 31.)—4. (Plaut., Menjechm., II., iii., 81.)—
5. (Mart., i., 57 ; ii., 48.)—^. (Demosth., c. Dionysodor., p.

1285 — Aiistoph., Plut., 1156.— PoUux, Onora., vii., 12.)— 7.

(Gorg., c. 156, p. 518.)— 8. (Plutarch, Peric, 24.)—9. (Aris-

. loph.. Pax., 1175.)—10. (W.,43U.)—11. (Isocr., Areiop., c. la)

S2d

The thermopolia, which are spoken of in the arti-

cle Calida, appear to have been the same as the

popinae. Many of these popinae seem to have been

little better than the lupanaria or brothels ; w hence

Horace' calls them immundas popinas. The wine-

shop at Pompeii, where the painting described ibove

was found, seems to have been a house of this de-

scription ; for behind the shop there is an inner

chamber painted with every species of indecency.*

The ganecR, which are sometimes mentioned in con-

nexion with the popina;,* were brothels, whence
they are often classed with the lustra.^ Under the

emperors many attempts were made to regulate the

popinae, but apparently with little success. Tibe-

rius forbade aU cooked provisions to be sold in these

shops ;' and Claudius commanded them t* be si at

up altogether.* They appear, however, to have

been soon opened again, if they were ever closed

;

for Nero commanded that nothing should be sold in

them but different kinds of cooked pulse or vegeta-

bles ;' and an edict to the same effect was also

publi.'^hed by Vespasian.'"

All persons who kept inns, or houses of public

entertainment of any kind, were held in low estima

tion, both among the Greeks and Romans." They
appear to have fully deserved the bad reputatioxj

which they possessed ; for they were accustomed

to cheat their customers by false weights and meas-

ures, and by all the means in their power, whenc*

Horace calls them perfidos^^ and malignos.^^

CAUSAE PROBA'TIO. (FitZ. Civit.is.)

CAUSIA (Kavaia), a hat with a broad brim, whicti

was made of felt, and worn by the Macedonian

1. (Cic, Pro Mil., 24.)—2. (v., 70.)—3. (Sat., II., iv., 62.)—

4. (Cell's Pompeiana, vol. ii., p. 10.)—5. (Suet., Tib., 34.)—

•

(Liv., xxvi., 2.—Cic, Phil., xiii., 11.—Pro Sext., 9.)— 7. (Suet

,

Tib., 34.)—8. (Dion Cass., Ix., 6.)— 9. (Suet., Ner., 16.—Dio«
Cass., Ixii., 14.)—10. (Dion Cass., Ixvi., 10.)— 11. (Theophr.,

Char., 6.—Plat., Leg?., xi.. p. 918, 919.)—12. (Sat., I., i., 29.)—
13. (Sat., I., v., 4.—Zell, Die Wirthshftuser d. Alten.— StorJc

ton \, De Fupinis.—Backer, Gallus, i., p. 227-236.)



CAUTIO. CEDRUS.

Inngs.* Its form is seen in the annexed figures,

wliich are taken from a fictile vase, and from a

medal of Alexander I. of Macedon. Tlie Romans
adopted it trom the Macedttuians," and more espe-

cially tlie Emperor Caracalla, who used to imitate

Alexander the Great in his costume.^

CAU TIO, CAVE'RE. These words are of fre-

quent occurrence in the Roman classical writers

and jurists, and have a great variety of significa-

tions, according to the matter to which they refer.

Their general signification is that of security given

by one person to another, or security which one

person obtains by the advice or assistance of an-

other. The general term (cautio) is distributed into

its species according to the particular kind of the

security, which may be by satisdatio, by a fidejus-

sio, and in various other ways. The general sense

of the word cautio is accordingly modified by its

adjuncts, as cautio fidejussoria, pigneraticia, or hy-

pothecaria, and so on. Cautio is used to express

both the security which a magistratus or a judex

may require one party lo give to another, which ap-

plies to cases where there is a matter in dispute of

which a court has already cognizance ; and also the

security which is a matter of contract between par-

ties not in litigation. The words cautio and cavere

are more particularly used in the latter sense.

If a thing is made a security from one person to

another, the cautio becomes a matter of pignus or

of hypotheca ; if the cautio is the engagement of a

surety on behalf of a principal, it is a cautio fidejus-

soria.*

The cautio was most frequently a writing, which
expressed the object of the parties to it ; accord-

ingly, the word cautio came to signify both the in-

strument (chirographtim or instrumentum) and the

object which it was the purpose of the instrument

to secure.* Cicero* uses the expression cautio

zhirographi met. The phrase cavere aliquii alicui

expressed the fact of one person giving security to

another as to some particular thing or act.'

Ulpian* divides the praetoriae stipulationes into

three species, judiciales, cautionales, communes
;

and he defines the cautionales to be those which

are equivalent to an action, and are a good ground

for a new action, as the stipulationes de legatis,

lutela, ratam rem habere, and damnum infectum.

Cautiones then, which were a branch of stipula-

tiones, were such contracts as would be ground of

actions. The following examples will explain the

passage of Ulpian.

In many cases a heres could not safely pay lega-

(jies, unless the legatee gave security (cautio) to re-

fund in case the will under which he claimed should

turn out to be bad.* The Cautio Muciana was the

engagement by which the heres bound himself to

fulfil the conditions of his testator's will, or to give

op tte inheritance. The heres was also, in some
cases, bound to give security for the payment of

legacies, or the legatee was entitled to the Bono-

rum Possessio. Tutores and curatores were re-

quired to give security {satisdare) for the due ad-

ministration of the property intrusted to them, un-

less the tutor was appointed by testament, or unless

the curator was a curator legitimus.* A pBocura-

tor who sued in the name of an absent party might

be required to give security that the absent party

would consent to be concluded by the act of his

procurator;' this security was a species satisda>

tionis, included under the genus cautio." In the

case of damnum infectum, the owner of the land or

property threatened with the mischief might call for

security on the person threatening the mischief*

If a vendor sold a thing, it was usual for him to

declare that he had a good title to it, and that, if any
person recovered it from the purchaser by a better

title, he would make it good to the purchaser ; and

in some cases the cautio was for double the value

of the thing.* This was, in fact, a warranty.

The word cautio was also applied to the release

which a debtor obtained from his creditor on satis-

fying his demand : in this sense cautio is equiva

lent to a modern receipt ; it is the debtor's security

against the same demand being made a second

time.* Thus cavere ab aliquo signifies to obtain

this kind of security. A person to whom the usus

fructus of a thing was given might be required to

give security that he would enjoy and use it prop-

erly, and not waste it.'

Cavere is also applied to express the professional

advice and assistance of a lawyer to his client for

his conduct in any legal matter.*

The word cavere and its derivatives are also

used to express the provisions of a law by which

anything is forbidden or ordered, as in the phrase
" Cautum est lege, principalibus constitutionibus," &C.

It is also used to express the words in a will by

which a testator declares his wish that ceitain

things should be done after his death. The prep-

aration of the instruments of cautio was, of course,

the business of a lawyer.

It is unnecessary to particularize farther the spe-

cies of cautio, as they belong to their several heads

in the law.

CE'ADAS or CAI'ADAS (Keudag or Katudag) was
a deep cavern or chasm, like the (3dpa6pov at Athens,

into which the Spartans were accustomed to thrust

persons condemned to death.'

*CEBLE'PYRIS (Ked^.^nnvpig), a species of bird,

mentioned by Aristophanes. It is probably, accord-

ing to Adams, the Red-pole, or Fringilla Linaria,

CEDIT DIES. (Vid. Legatum.)
*CEDRUS (Kedpog and KeSpig), the Cedar, as we

commonly translate it. According to the best bo-

tanical writers, however, the Kedpog of the Greeks

and Cedrus of the Romans was a species of Juni-

per. The Cedar of Lebanon seems to have been

but little known to the Greek and Roman writers.

Theophraslus, according to Martyn, appears to

speak of it in the ninth chapter of the fifth book of

his History of Plants, where he says that the ce-

dars grow to a great size in S)Tia, so large, in fact,

that three men cannot encompass them. These
large Syrian trees are probably the Cedars of Leb-

anon, which Martyn believes Theophrastus had

only heard of, and which he look to be the same
with the Lycian cedars, only larger ; for in the

twelfth chapter of the third book, where he de-

1. (Val Max., v., 1, 4.—Paus., ap.Eustath. ad II., ii., 121.)—

1 (Plaut., Mil. Glor.. IV., iv., 42.—Pers., I., iii., 75.—Antip.
Thoss. in Uruiickii Analect., ii., 111.)— 3. (Herodian, IV., viii.,

5.)-4. (Dig. 37, tit. 6, 5. 1, (, 9.)-5. (Dig. 47, tit 2, s. 27.)-6.

(Ep. ad Fwn., VII., 18.)—7. (Diff. 29, tit. 2, s. 07.)—S. (Dig. 46,

tit 5.1 -J. (Dig. 5, tit. 3, s. 17.)

1. (Gaius, i., 199.)—2. (Id., iv., 99.)—3. (Dig. 46, tit. 8, «. 3,

13, 18, &c.)—4. (Cic, Top., 4.—Gaius, iv., 31.—Dig. 43, tit. 8,

8. 5.)—5. (Dig. 21, tit. 2, s. 60.)—6. (Cic, Brut., 5.—Dig. 46,

tit. 3, s. 89, 94.)—7. (Dig. 7, tit. 9.)—8. (Cic, Ep. ad Fam., jii.,

1 ; vii., 6.-Pro Mursna, c. 10.)—9. (Thucyd., i., 134.—Strnb .

viii., p. 367.—Paus., iv., 18, 1) 4.—Suidas, s. v. Biipadpov, KaidOas,

KedSac. —10. (Aristoph., Aves, 301.—Adams. Append., ( v.J
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CELLA. CENOTAPHII/M.

BcnDes he Cedar particularly, he says the leaves

are like those of Juniper, but more prickly ; and

adds that the berries are much alike. The cedar

described by Theophrastus, therefore, cannot, as

Marfyn thmks, be that of Lebanon, which bears

cones, and not berries. He takes it rather for a

sort of Juniper, called Juniperus major bacca rufes-

cente by Bauhin, Oxycedrus by Parkinson, and Ox-

ycedrus Phanicea by Gerard. ^ Dioscorides* de-

scribes two species, of which the first, or large

Cedar, is referred by Sprengel to the Juniperus Pha-

nicea, and the smaller to the Juniperus communis.

Stackhouse, on the other hand, refers the common
Kedpog of Theophrastus to the Juniperus Oxycedrus,

and the KcSpic to the Juniperus Sabina, or Savin.

The Cedar of Lebanon, so celebrated in Scripture,

is a Pine, and is hence named Pinus Cedrus by

modern botanists. The Kedpic of the medical au-

thors is, according to Adams, the resin of the Ju-

niper. Nicander calls it KeSpoio uKevBlg.^

CELASTRUM {K^Xaarpov), a species of plant,

about which the botanical writers are much divided

in opinion. Sprengel marks it, in the first edition

of his R. H. H., as the Ligustrum vulgare, or Privet,

and in the second as the Ilex Aqui/olium, or Holly.

Stackhouse calls it the Celastrus. Clusius and

Bauhin are in favour of the Rhamnus alaternus, or

ever-green Privet, an opinion which Billerbeck also

espouses, and which probably is the true one.*

CECRYPH'ALOS (/ce/c/wc^aAof). (,Vid. Calan-
TICA.)

CE'LERES, according to Livy,* were three hun-

dred Roman knights whom Romulus established as

a body-guard ; their functions are expressly stated

by Dionysius of Halicarnassus.* There can be

httle doubt but that the celeres, or " horsemen" (like

the Greek Kelrfreg),'' were the patricians or burghers

of Rome, the number 300 referring to the number
of the patrician houses ;

" for," as Niebuhr re-

marks,* " since the tribunate of the celeres is said

to have been a magistracy and a priestly office, it is

palpably absurd to regard it as the captaincy of a

body-guard. If the kings had any such body-guard,

it must assuredly have been formed out of the nu-

merous clients residing on their demesnes." We
know that the patrician tribes were identical with
the six equestrian centuries founded by L. Tarquin-
ius,' and that they were incorporated as such in

the centuries.^" It is obvious, therefore, that these

horsemen, as a class, were the patricians in general,

60 called because they could keep horses or fought
on horseback, and thus the name is identical with
the later Latin term equites, and with the Greek
{TTTT^f, iTTnoda/ioi, ImrcSoTai..^^

CELLA. In its primary sense cella means a
storeroom of any kind :

" Ubi quid conditum esse

valebant, a celando cellam appellarunt."^' Of these
there were various descriptions, which took their

distinguishing denominations from the articles they
contained ; and among these the most important
were : 1. Penuaria or penaria, " ubi penus,"" where
all the stores requisite for the daily use and con-
sumption of the household were kept ;** hence it is

called by Plautus promptuaria}^ 2. Olearia, a re-

pository for oil, for the peculiar properties of which
consult Vitruvius," Cato,^' Palladius,** and Colu-
mella.*' 3. Vinaria, a wine-store, which was situ-

1. (Murtyn, ad Virg.,Georg.,ii.,443.)—2. (i., 106.)—3. (The-
ophra.st , 1. c.—Celsius, Hierobot., i., p. 82.— Nicand., Ther.,
585.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Theophrast., H. P., i., 3, 9 ';

iii., 3, (fee—Adams, Append., s. v.—Billerbeck, Flora Classical

p. 53.)—5. (I., 15.)—6. (ii., p. 262, &c.)—7. (,Vid. Virg., ^n.,
xi., 603.)—8. (Hist. Rom., i., p. 325.)—9. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom.,
i., p. 391, &c.)—10. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom., i., p. 427.)—11. {Vid.
Herod., v., 77.)—12. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 162, ed. MuUer.)
—13. (Varro, 1. c.)—14. (Suit., Octav., c. 6.)—15. (Amph., I.,

i.,4.)—10. (vi.,9.)—17 (De Re Rust., c. 13.)—18. (i.,20.)—19.
(xii., 50.)

ate at the top of the house.* Our expression :
bring up the wine, the Latin one is bring dmmi*
The Romans had no such places as wine cellars, m
the notion conveyed by our term, that is, unde»
ground cells ; for when the wine had not sufficient

body to be kept in the cella vinaria, it was put into

casks or pig skins, which were buried in the ground
itself For an account of the cella vinaria, consult
Pliny,* Vitfuvius,' and Columella.*

The slave to whom the charge of these store*

was intrusted was called cellarius,'' or promus,^ or
,

condus, " quia promit quod conditum est,"* and
sometimes p-omus - condus and procurator pent}*
This answers to our butler and housekeeper.
Any number of small rooms clustered together

like the cells of a honeycomb" were also termed
cella ; hence the dormitories of slaves and menials
are called cella,^^ and cella familiarica,^^ in distinc-

tion to a bedchamber, which was cubiculum. Thus
a sleeping-room at a public house is also termed cel-

lar* For the same reason, the dens in a brothel are
cella}'' Each female occupied one to herself," over
which her name was inscribed ;" hence celj,a inscrip-

ta means a brothel.** Cella ostiarii,^^ or janitoris,**

is the porter's lodge.

In the baths, the cella caldaria, tepidaria, and
frigidaria were those which contained respectively

the warm, tepid, and cold bath. {Vid. Baths.)
The interior of a temple, that is, the part inclu-

ded within the outside shell, crjKog (see the lower
woodcut in Ant^), was also called cella. There
was sometimes more than one cella within the same
peristyle or under the same roof ; in which case
they were either turned back to back, as in the
Temple of Rome and Venus, built by Hadrian on
the Via Sacra, the remains of which are still visi-

ble, or parallel to each other, as in the Temple of
Jupiter Optimus Maximus in the (.'apitol. In such
instances, each cell took the name of the deity

whose statue it contained, as Cella Jovis, Cella Ju
nonis, Cc/Za Minervse. {Vid. Capitolium.)
CELLA'RIUS. (Firf. Cella.)
*CENCHRIS {Keyxpk), a species of Hawk, an-

swering to the modern Kestrel, or Falco tinnunculua.

{Vid. HiERAx.)
CENCHROS {Keyxpog), I. A species of Grain,

the same, according to the best authorities, with
Panicum miliaccum, or Millet." — II. Called also

Cenchri'nes {KeyxpivTig), a species of Serpent, which
some confound with the uKovrtag, but which Gesner
regards as a different kind. ' It is more probable,

however," says Adams, "that both were mere va-

rieties of the Coluber berus, or Viper. I may men-
tion here, moreover, that the C. berus and the C.

prester are the only venomous serpents which we
have in Great Britain, and that many naturalists

hold them to be varieties of the same species."*'

CENOTA'PHIUM. A cenotaph {Ksvog and r«-

tpog) was an empty or honorary tomb, erected as a

memorial of a person whose body was buried else-

where, or not found for burial at all.

Thus Virgil speaks of a " tumulus inanis" in

honour of Hector, " Manesque vocabat

Hectoreum ad tumulum, viridi quern cespite inansm

;

Et geminas, causam lacrymis, sacraverat aras."^

1. (Compare Plin., Epist., ii., 17, with Hor., Carm., III., xxviii

,

7.)—2. (Hor. ad Amphoram, Carm., III., xxi., 7: " Descends,
Corvmo jubente.")—3. (Plin., H. N., \iv.,27.)—4. (I.e.)—5. (i.,

4, p. 25, cd. Bipont.—Id., vi., 9, p. 179.)—6. (Colom., i., 6.)—7,
(Plant., Capt., IV., ii., 115.—Senec, Ep., 122 ;—8. (Coluni .

xii., 3.)—9. (Com'oare Herat., Carm., I., ix., 7; III., xxi., 8.)—
10. (Plant., Pseud., II., ii., 14.)—11. (Virg., Georg., iv., 164 )—
12. (Cic, Phil., ii., 27.—Columella, i., 6.)—13. (Vitruv., vi., 10,

p. 182.)—14. (Petron., c. 55 )—15. (Petron., c. 8.—Juv., Sat.,

vi., 128.)—16. (Ibid., 122.)— 17. (Seneca, Controv., i., 2.)—18
(Mart., xi., 45, 1.)— 19. (Vitruv., vi., 10.—Petron., c. 29.)—20.
(Suet., Vitell., c. 16.)—21. (Theophrast., viii., 9.—Dioscor., ii^
119.)—22. (Adams, Append , s. v.)—23. (uEn., iii., 303.- Com
pare Thucyd., ii., 34.)



CENSORES. CENSUS

Cenotaphia were considered as rdigiosa, and

ttierefore dimni juris, till a rescript of the emperors

Antoninus and Varus, the divi fratres, pronounced

them not to be so.'

CENSO'RES, two magistrates of high rank in

the Roman Republic. They were first created B.C.

442, and were a remarkable feature in the constitu-

tion then established. They were elected by the

curiae and confirmed by the centuries ; and thus

were not merely elected from, but also by the pa-

tricians. At first they held their office for five

years ; but Mainercus ^Emiliua, the dictator, passed

a law in B.C. 433, by which the duration of the

office was limi-ed to 18 months, the election still

taking place, atj before, at intervals of five years, so

that the office was vacant for three years and a half

at a time. The censors were always patricians of

consular rank till B.C. 350, when a plebeian, C.

Marcius Rutilius, who had also been the first plebe-

ian dictator, was elected to the office. Subsequently,

the censors might be, both of them, plebeians, and
even persons who had not filled the consulship or

praetorship might be elected to this magistracy ; but

this was very uncommon,' and was put a stop to

after the second Punic war. The cen.sorship was
merged in the imperial rank. The duties of the

censors were, at the first, to register the citizens

according to their orders, to take account of the

property and revenues of the state and of the public

works, and to keep the land-tax rolls. In fact, they

constituted an exchequer-chamber and a board of

works.' It was the discretionary power with which
they were invested that gave them their high dig-

nity and influence. As they drew up the lists of

Roman citizens, according to their distribution as

senators, equites, members of tribes, and aerarians,

and as their lists were the sole evidence of a man's
position in the state, it of course rested with them
to decide all questions relative to a man's political

rank. And thus we find that, in eflPfect, they could,

ii they saw just cause, strike a senator off the list,

deprive an equos of his horse, or degrade a citizen

to the rank of the aerarians. The offences which
rendered a man liable to these degradations were,

ill treatment of his family, extravagance, following

a degrading prof(5ssion, or not properly attending to

his own, or having incurred ajiLdiciitm turpe.* The
power of the censors even extended to a man's
property. Every citizen was obliged to give in to

the censors a minute and detailed account of his

property, which was taken down in writing by the

notaries, so that, as Niebuhr says, there must have
been an enormous quantity of such documents and
reports in the register-office.* But the censors had
unlimited power in estimating the value or fixing

the taxable capital : thus cases are known in which
they rated the taxable value of some articles of

property, as high-priced slaves, at ten times the

purchase-money.* And they not only did that, but
even fixed the rate to be levied upon it. The cen-
sors also managed the farming of the vectigalia or

standing revenues, including the state monopoly on
salt, the price of which was fixed by them.^ They
also agreed with contractors for the necessary re-

pairs of the public buildings and roads. The care

of the temples, &,c., devolved on the praetor urbanus
when there was no censor ; but there does not ap-

pear .0 be any reason for concluding, with Niebuhr,*

that the offices of praetor and censor were ever
combined. The censor had all the ensigns of con-
sular dignity except the lictors, and wore a robe
entirel} scarlet.' If a censor died in office, he was

1. (Ileinecc, Ant. Rom., ii., 1.)—2. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom.,
iii., p. 345.)—3. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom., ii., p. 395.)—4. (Cic,
Pio Cluont., 42.—Gaius, iv., I) 182.)—5. (Hist. Rom., iii., p.
?50.)—6. (Liv., xxxiv., 44.)—7. ;Liv., xxix., 37.)—8. (Hist.

Uom., iii, p. 356.)—9. (J'olybius, vi., 53.)

not replaced, and his colleague resigned.' A cen
sor's funeral was always very magnificent* (Fo»

farther details with regard to the censors, s(;e Nifr

buhr. Hist. Rom., ii., p. 324, &c., and Arnold, Hitt

Rom., i., p. 346, &c.)
CENSUS, or register of persons and property,

constituted a man's actual claim to the rights oi

citizenship both in Greece and at Rome.
I. The Census at Athens seems to date from the

constitution of Solon. This legislator made four

classes (Ti/i^fiara, tUt]). 1. Penlacosiomcdimni, or

those who received 500 measures, dry or liquid,

from their lands. 2. Knights, who had an income
of 300 measures. 3. Zeugitce, whose income was
150 measures. 4. Thetes, or capite censi. The
word Ti/j.7]fia, as used in the orators, means the val-

uation of the property ; i. c. , not the capital itself,

but the taxable capital.* Now if the valuation of

the income was that given in the distribution of the

classes just mentioned, it is not difficult to get at

the valuation of the capital implied. Solon reckon-

ed the dry measure, or medimnus, at a drachma.*

Now it is probable that the income was reckoned

at a twelfth part of the value of the land, on the

same principle which originated the unciarium Ja-
nus, or 8^ per cent, at Rome ;* if so, the landed prop-

erty of a pentacosiomedimnus was reckoned at a tal-

ent, or 12x500=6000 drachmas; that of a knigk:

at 12x300=3600 dr. ; and that o( a zeugites at 12X
150=1800 drachmas. In the first class the whole
estate was considered as taxable capital ; but in

the second only fths, or 3000 drachmas ; and in the

third, |ths, or 1000 drachmas ; to which Pollux al-

ludes when he says, in his blundering way, that the

first class expended one talent on the public ac-

count; the second, 30 minas ; the third, 10 minas;
and the thetes, nothing. In order to settle in what
class a man should be entered on the register {uno-

ypa(l>rj), he returned a valuation of his property, sub-

ject, perhaps, to the check of a counter-valuation

{vnoTtiiTjmc). The valuation was made very fre-

quently ; in some states, every year ; in others, ev-

ery two or four years.* The censors, who kept the

register at Athens, were probably at first the nau-

crari, but afterward the demarchs performed the of-

fice of censor. Although this institution of Solon's

seems particularly calculated for the imposition of

the property-tax {elacpopd), Thucydides,^ speaking

of the year 428 B.C., says that it was then that the

Athenians first raised a property-tax of 200 talents.

It seems, however, that the amount of the tax con-

stituted its singularity ; for certainly property-taxes

were common not only in Athens, but in the re't of

Greece, before the Peloponnesian war,* and Anti-

pho expressly says that he contributed to many of

them.' In the archonship of Nausinicus (Olym.

100, 3 ; B.C. 378) a new valuation of property took

place, and classes ((rvfifjiopiai) were introduced ex-

pressly for the property-taxes. The nature of these

classes, our knowledge of which principally depends

on a note of Ulpian," is involved in considerable ob-

scurity." Thus much, however, may be stated,

that they consisted of 1200 individuals, 120 from
eacii of the ten tribes, who, by way of a sort of lit-

urgy, advanced the money for others liable to the

tax, and got it from them by the ordinary legal pro-

cesses. In a similar manner classes were subse-

quently formed for the discharge of another and
more serious liturgy, the trierarchy ; and the strat-

egi, who nominated the trierarchs, had also to form

1. (Liv., xxiv., 43.)—2. (Tacit., Ann., iv., 15 )—3. (BSckh,

Pub. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 270.)—4. (Plut., Sol., 23.)—5. (Nie-

buhr, Hist. Rom., iii., p. 66.)—6. (Aristot., Pol., v., 8.)—7. (in,

19.)—8. (Thucyd., i., 141.)—9. (Tetral., i., (3. 12.— Vui. Titt-

mann, Darstell. d. Griech. Staatsverf., p. 41.)—10. (ad De-

moslh., Olynth., ii., p. 33, E.)— 11. {Vid. the discussion in

Bockh's Public Economy of Athens, ii., ji. 285-307.)
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CENTRITE. vJENllMVIRI.

tne symmorise for the property taxes.' \^ljat we
have here said of the census at Athens renders it

unnecessary to speak of the similar registrations in

other states of Greece. When the constitution es-

sentially depended on this distribution according to

property, it was called a timocracy, or aristocracy

of property (TifiOKparia, and TifiTjfiuTuv KolLTeid).

II. The' Census at Rome took place every five

years, and was attended by a general purification,

whence this period of time got the name of a lus-

trum. The census was performed in the Campus,

where the censors sat in their curule chairs, and

cited the people to appear before them, and give an

account of their property. When the census was
finished, one of the censors offered an expiatory

sacrifice {lustrum condidit) of swine, sheep, and bul-

locks (hence called suovetaurilia), by which the city

was supposed to be purified. The census origina-

ted, like that of Athens, in a distribution of the cit-

izens into classes at the coraitia centuriata, which
distribution is attributed to Servius Tullius. {Vid.

CoMiTiuM.) But this old constitution was never

completely established, was very soon overthrown,

and only gradually and partially restored. There
was a considerable difference between the modes
of valuation at Rome and Athens. In the latter

city, as we have seen, the whole property was val-

ued ; but the taxable capital seldom amounted to

more than a part of it, being always much smaller

in the case of the poorer classes. Whereas at

Rome only res mancipi were taken into the account,

estates in the public domains not being returned to

r4he censors,^ and some sorts of property were rated

at many times their value ; nor was any favour

shown to the poorer classes when their property,

however small, came within the limits of taxation.

The numbers of persons included in the censuses
which have come down to us, comprehend not only

the Roman citizens, but also all the persons con-

nected with Rome in the relation of isopolity ; they

refer, however, only to those of man's estate, or

fible to bear arms.^

*CENTAUREA or -EUM (KEvravpiov and -tf),

the herb Centaury, so called from the Centaur Chi-

ron, who was fabled to have been thereby cured of

a wound accidentally inflicted by an arrow of Her-
cules.* It was also, from this circumstance, styled

Chironia and Xelpuvoc /SiCc' There are two kinds
of Centaury, the greater and the less, which have
no other similitude than in the bitterness of their

taste. The less is also called Xifivalov,^ from its

loving moist grounds. " It grows wild in England,"
says Martyn, "in many places, and is the best
known. The greater is cultivated in gardens.'"
The KEvravpiov fisya is referred by Sprengel and
Matthiolus to the Centaurea Cenlaurium, L., and k.

^iKpuv to the Erythrea Cenlaurium, Pers. Stack-
house makes the /c. of Theophrastus to be the Cen-
taurea Centaurium.^ The less is called in Greece,
at the present day, Oepfioxoprov. Sibthorp found it

everywhere in Greece in the level country.''

*CENTRISCUS {KEVTpLCKOf;), a species of fish

mentioned by Theophrastus. According to Wil-
loughby, it was a species of Gasterosteus, called in

English Stickleback or Barnstackle.*"
CENTRI'TE (KEvrpiTTj), a species of fish men-

tioned by ..Elian, and called KEvrptvij by Athenaeus
and Oppian. It is the Squalus Centrina, in Italian

Pe»ee porco. Rondelet says it has some resem-
blance to a sow, and delights in filth."

1. (Demosth., ad Boeot., p. 997, 1.)—2. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom.,
i., p. 446.)—3. {Vid. Niebuhr, Hist. Rom., ii., p. 76.)—4. (Plin.,
H. N., XXV., 6.)-5. (Nicand., Ther., 500.)—6. (Dioscor., iii., 8,
9.)—7 (ad Virg., Georg., iv.,270.)—8. (Adams, Append., s. v.)
—9. (BiU^rbeck, Flora Classica, p. 52.)— 10. (Adams, Append.,
I V >—11. (jElian. N. A., i., 55 .

ii 8 —Adams, Append., s. v.)
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-'CENTROMYRRHTNE {K£VTpo/iv^l)tvn), tne
Ruscus Aculeatus, common Knee-holly, or Butch-
er's Broom. I'he Greek name means " prickly myr-
tle." Another appellation is Oxymyrsine {b^vfivpai-

vTj), or " sharp-pointed myrtle." Dioscorides, again,

describes this same plant under the name oifivpacvn
aypia, or " wild myrtle." He says the leaves are

like those of myrtle, but broader, pointed like a spear,

and sharp. The fruit is round, growing on the mid-
dle of the leaf, red when ripe, and having a bony
kernel. Many stalks rise from the same root, a
cubit high, bending, hard to break, and full of leaves.

The root is like that of dog's grass, of a sour taste,

and bitterish. "The Butcher's Broom is so called,"

observes Martyn, "because our butchers make use
of it to sweep their stalls. It grows in woods and
bushy places. In Italy they frequently make brooma
ofit."i

CENTU'MVIRI. The origin, constitution, and
powers of the court of centumviri are exceedingly

obsfcure, and it seems almost impossible to combine
and reconcile the various passages of Roman wri-

ters, so as to present a satisfactory view of this

subject. The essay of Hollweg, Ueber die Compen-
tenz des Centumviralgerichts,^ and the essay of Ti-

gerstrom, De Judicibus apud Rumanos, contain all

the authorities on this matter ; but tnese two es-

says by no means agree in all their conclusions.

The centumviri were judices, who resembled oth-

er judices in this respect, that they decided cases

under the authority of a magistratus ; but they dif-

fered from other judices in being a definite body or

collegium. This collegium seems to have been di-

vided into four parts, each of which sometimes sat

by itself The origin of the court is unknown ; but

it is certainly prior to the Lex ^butia, which put

an end to the legis actiones, except in the matter
of Damnum Infectum, and in the causa? centumvi-
rales.^ According to Festus,* three were chosen
out of each tribe, and, consequently, the whole num-
ber out of the 35 tribes would be 105, who in round
numbers were called the hundred men ; and as

there were not 35 tribes till 241 B.C., it has been
sometimes inferred that to this time we must assign

the origin of the centumviri. But, as it has been
remarked by Hollweg, we cannot altogether rely on
the authority of Festus, and the conclusion so drawn
from his statement is by no means necessary. If

the centumviri w-ere chosen from the tribes, this

seems a strong presumption in favour of the high

antiquity of the court.

The proceedings in this court, in civil matters,

were per legis actionem, and by the sacramentum.
The process here, as in the other judicia privata,

consisted of two parts, injure, or before the pra?tor,

and in judicio, or before the centumviri. The prae-

tor, however, did not instruct the centumviri by the

formula, as in other cases, which is farther explain-

ed by the fact that the praetor presided in the ju-

dicia centumviralia.'

It seems pretty clear that the powers of the cen-

tumviri were hmited to Rome, or, at any rate, tc

Italy. Hollweg maintains that their powers were
also confined to civil matters ; but it is impossible

to reconcile this opinion with some passages,* from
which it appears that crimina came under their

cognizance. The substitution of aut for ut in the

passage of Quintilian,' even if supported by good
MSS., as Hollweg affirms, can hardly be defended.

The civil matters which came under the cogni-

zance of this court are not completely ascertained.

1. fTheophrast., H. P., iii., 17.—Martyn, ad Virg., Georg., ii.,

413.)—2. (Zeitschrift, &c., v., 358.)— 3. (Gaius, iv., 31.—GelL,
xvi., 10.)—4. (s. V. Centumviralia Judicia.")—5. (Plin., Epist.

v., 21.)—6. (Ovid, Trist., ii., 91.—Phaedr., HI., x., 35, &c )—7
(Inst., iv., 1, 57.)



CENTUMVI III. CENTURIO.

Many ol Iheni (though we have no reason for say-

ing all of them) are enumerated by Cicero in a well-

known passage.' Hollweg mentions that certain

matters only came uL.der their cognizance, and that

other matters were not within their cognizance

;

and, farther, that sucJi matters as were within their

cognizance were also within the cognizance of a

single judex. This writer farther asserts that ac-

tiones in rem, or vindicationes of the old civil law
(with the exception, however, of actiones praejudici-

ales or status quajstiones), could alone be brought be-

fore the centumviri ; and that neither a personal ac-

tion, one arising from contract or delict, nor a status

quaestio, is ever mentioned as a causa centumviralis.

It was the practice to set up a spear in the place

where the centumviri were sitting, and, accordingly,

the word hasta, or hasta centumviralis, is sometimes
used as equivalent to the words judicium centumvi-

rale.* The spear was a symbol of quiritarian own-
ership : for " a man was considered to have the

best title to that which he took in war, and, accord-

ingly, a spear is set up in the centumviraiia judicia."^

Such was the explanation of the Roman jurists of

the origin of an ancient custom, from which, it is ar-

gued, it may at least be inferred, that the centum-
viri had properly to decide matters relating to qui-

ritarian ownership, and questions connected there-

with.

It has been already said that the matters which
belonged to the cognizance of the centumviri might
also be brought before a judex ; but it is conjec-

tured by Hollweg that this was not the case till

after the passing of the Abulia Lex. He consid-

ers that the court of the centumviri was established

in early times, for the special purpose of deciding

questions of quiritarian ownership ; and the impor-

tance of such questions is apparent, when we con-

sider that the Roman citizens were rated accord-

ing to their quiritarian property ; that on their ra-

ting depended their class and century, and, conse-

quently, their share of power in the public assem-
blies. No private judex could decide on a right

which might thus indirectly affect the caput of a
Roman citizen, but only a tribunal elected out of

all the tribes. Consistently with this hypothesis,

we find not on^y the rei vindicatio within the juris-

diction of the centumviri, but also the hereditatis

petitio and actio confessoria. Hollweg is of opin-

ion that, with the ^butia Lex, a new epoch in the

history of the centumviri commences ; the legis ac-

tiones were abolished, and the formula {vid. Actio)
was introduced, excepting, however, as to the causa
centummrales* The formula is in its nature adapt-

ed only to personal actions, but it appears that it

was also a'iapted by a legal device to vindicationes

;

and Hollweg attributes this to the Abulia Lex, by
which he considers that the twofold process was
introduced : L per legis actionem apud centumvi-
ros ; 2. per formulam or per sponsionem before a
judex. Thus two modes of procedure in the case
of actiones in rem were established, and such ac-

tions were no longer exclusively within the juris-

diction of the centumviri.

Under Augustus, according to Hollweg, the func-

tions of the centumviri were so far modified, that

the more important vindicationes were put under the

cognizartce of the centumviri, and the less impor-
tant were determined per sponsionem and before a
judex. Under this emperor the court also resumed
its former dignity and importance *

The younger Pliny, who practised in this court,*

makes frequent allusions to it in his letters.

1. (De Orat., i., 38.)—2. (Suet., Octav., 36.—Quintil., Inst.,

T., 2, « 1.)—3. fGaius, iv., 16.)—4. (Gaius, iv., 30, 31.—Gell.,
xvi., 10 )—5. (Dial. De Caus. Corrupt. Eloq., c. 38.)—6. (Ep
ii., H.)

The foregoing notice is founded on Hollwc-^ s in

genious essay ; his opinions on some points, how-
ever, are hardly established by authorities. Those
who desire to investigate this exceedingly obscure
matter may compare the two essays cited at the
head of this article.

CENTU'RIA. {Vid. Centurio, Comitium.)
CENTU'RIO, the commander of a company of

infantry, varying in number with the legion. If

Festus may be trusted, the earlier form was centU'

rionus, like decurio, decurionus. Quintilian* tells C8
that the form chenlurio was found on ancient in-

scriptions, even in his own times.

The century was a military division, correspond-
ing to the civil one curia ; the ccnturio of the one
answered to the curio of the other. From analogy,
we are led to conclude that the century originally

consisted of thirty men, and Niebuhr thinks that

the influence of this favoured number may be traced

in the ancient array of the Roman army. In later

times the legion (not including the velites) was com-
posed of thirty maniples or sixty centuries :' as its

strength varied from about three to six thousand,
the numbers of a century would vary in proportioa

from about fifty to a hundred.
The duties of the centurion were chiefly confined

to the regulations of his own corps, and the care ol

the watch.' He had the power of granting vaca-

tiones munerum, remission of service to the private

soldiers, for a sum of money. The exactions on
this plea were one cause of the sedition in the army
of Blffisus, mentioned by Tacitus.* The vitis was
the badge of office with which the centurion pun-

ished his men.* The short tunic, as Quintilian*

seems to imply, was another mark of distinction

:

he was also known by letters on the crest of the

helmet.' The following woodcut, taken from a bas-

relief at Rome, represents a centurio with the vitis

in one of his hands.

The centurions were usually elected by the mili-

tary tribunes,* subject, probably, to the confirmation

of the consul. There was a time, according to

Polybius,* when desert was the only path to milita-

ry rank; but, under the emperors, centurionships

were given away almost entirely by interest or per-

sonal friendship. The father in Juvenal'* awakes
his son with Vitem posce libello, "petition for the

rank of centurion ;" and Pliny" tells us that he had
made a similar request for a friend of his cwn,
" Huic ego ordines impetraveram.^^^^ Dio Cassius,**

when he makes Maecenas advise Augustus to fill up
the senate, iK tUv atr' apx^s tKaTovTapxV'^v.vTuv,

seems to imply that some were appointed to this

1. (i., 5, 20.)—2. (Tacit., Ann., i., 32.)—3. (Tacit., Ann., it
30.)—4. (Ann., i., 17.)—5. (Juv., Sat., viii., 247.—Plin., H. N.,

xiv., 1.)—6. (xi., 139.)—7. (Veget., ii., 13.)—8. (Liv., xlii., 34.)

—9. (vi., 24.)—10. (Sat., xiv., 193.)—11. (Epist., vi., 25.)—19
(Compare Vegetius, ii., 3.)— 13. (lii., p. 481, c.)
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ank at once, without previously serving in a lower

capacity.

Folybius, in the fragments of the 6th book, has

left an accurate account of the election of centuri-

ons. " From each of the divisions of the legion,"

i. e., hastati, principes, triarii, " they elect ten men
in order of merit to command in their own division.

After this, a second election of a like number takes

place, in all sixty, who are called centurions {ra^l-

apxot, i. e., ordinum ductores). The centurions of

the first election usually command the right of the

maniple ; but if either of the two is absent, the

whole command of the maniple devolves on the

other. All of them elect their own uragi (oplioncs),

and two standard-bearers for each maniple.^ He
who is chosen first of all is admitted to the councils

of the general {primipilus)."

From the above passage (which is abridged in the

translation), it appears that the centurion was first

chosen from his own division. He might, indeed,

rise from commanding the left of the maniple to

command the right, or to a higher maniple, and so

on, from cohort to cohort, until the first centurion

of the principes became primipilus ;' but it was only

extraordinary service which could raise him at once

to the higher rank. Thus Livy,' " Hie me imperator

dignum judicavit, cui primum hasf.alum prions centu-

rice assignaret," i. e., " appointed me to be first cen-

turion '\se. of the right century) in the first maniple

of hastati."

The optiones, according to Festus, were originally

called accensi : they were the lieutenants of the

centurion (probably the same with the succenturiones

of Livy) ; and, according to Vegetius,* his deputies

during illness or absence. Festus confirms the ac-

count of Polybius, that the optiones were appointed

by their centurions, and says that the name was
given them " ex quo tempore quern velint permissum
est centurionibus optare."

The primipilus was the first centurion of the first

maniple of the triarii, also called " princeps centu-

rionum," primi pili centurio.^ He was intrusted

with the care of the eagle,* and had the right of at-

tending the councils of the general.

" Ut locupletem aquilam tihi sexagesimus annus
Afferat,"

says Juvenal, hyperbolically (for military service
expired with the fiftieth year), intimating that the
rewards were large for those who could wait for

promotion. The primipili who were honourably
discharged were called primipilares.

The pay of the centurion was double that of an
ordinary soldier. In the time of Polybius,^ the lat-

ter was about ten denarii, or seven shillings and a
penny per month, besides food and clothing. Under
Domitian we find it increased above tenfold. Ca-
ligula cut down the pensions of retired centurions
to six thousand sesterces, or 45/. 17s. Qd., probably
about one half*

»CEPA. {Vid. Cm9a.)
CEP^A {Kvirala), a species of plant, which

Stephens seeks to identify with the Water Purslain,
but which Sprengel holds to be the same with the
Scdum Cepaa, one of the Houseleek tribe. In this

latter opinion Billerbeck coincides. Some, howev-
er, have supposed the Cepasa to be the Anagallis
aquatica {Veronica anagallis), or Water Speed-
well' The Cepaja is called Kpon/xvov by the mod-
ern Greeks ^^

*CEPHAI.US (/c£>aAof), the Mullet. Linnseus
an*i several of his successors have confounded all

I. (Fid. Liv., viii , 80—2. (Veget., ii., 8.)—3. (xlii., 34.)—4.
(ii., 7.)—5. (Liv. .;,27.)—6. (Juv.,Sat.,xiv., 197.)—7. (Polyb.,
Vi., 37.)—8. (Suet., Calig., 44.)—9. (Diogcor., hi., 157.—Alston,
Mat Med. — Adams, Append., s. v.) — 10. (BiUcrbeck, Flora
Classjca, p. 115.)
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the European mullets under a single specie^, theh
Mugil Cephalus. According to this view of the
subject, the ;j;£/l/lwv, vijari^, /xi^ivog, and <j>EpaLog of
Athenajus' must have been merely varieties of it

Cuvier, however, admits several species, placing
the M. Cephalus, or common Mullet, at the head.
" The genus Mugil," observes Griffith, " is suppo'
sed to derive its name from the contraction of two
Latin words signifying ' very agile' (jnultum agiiis).

The hearing of the common Mullet is very fine, a«
has been noticed by Aristotle. It appears to be of.

a stupid character, a fact which was known in the
time of Pliny, since that author tells us that there is

something ludicrous in the disposition of the mul-
lets, for if they are afraid they conceal their heads,
and thus imagine that they are entirely withdrawn
from the observation of their enemies. The an-
cients had the flesh of the Mullet in great request,
and the consumption of it is still very considerable
in most of the countries of Europe. According to
Athenaeus, those mullets were formerly in very high
esteem which were taken in the neighbourhood of
Sinope and Abdera ; while, as Paulus Jovius in-

forms us, those were very little prized which had
lived in the salt marsh of Orbitello, in Tuscany, in

the lagunes of Ferrara and Venice, in those of
Padua and Chiozzi, and such as came from the
neighbourhood of Commachio and Ravenna. All
these places, in fact, are marshy, and the streams by
which they are watered are brackish, and conmiu-
nicate to the fish which they support the odour and
the flavour of the mud."' The ancients believed
the Mullet to be a very salacious kind of fish, which
circumstance may, perhaps, have given rise to the
custom alluded to by Juvenal.^

*CEPHEN {KTjipvv), the Drone, or male Bee. The
opinion that the male bee and droae were identical

^*as maintained by some of the ancient naturalists

also, but was not generally received. For a full

exposition of the ancient opinions on this subject,

see Aldrovandus.*
*CEP'PHOS (Kin^og), a species of Bird. Eras-

mus and others take it for the Gull or Sea-mew

;

but, as Adams remarks, Aristotle distinguishes be-

tween it and the Idpog. It may, however, as the
latter thinks, have been the species of Gull called

Dung-hunter, or Larus parasiticus, L. Ray makes
it the Cataracta cepphus.^

CERACHA'TES (KT/paxdr^g), an agate of the
colour of wax {Krjpog), mentioned by Pliny. ( Vid.

Achates.)
CERASTES (Kepaar^g), the Homed Serpent, so

called, according to Isidorus, because it has horns
on its head like those of a ram. Dr. Harris thinks

that it was a serpent of the viper kind. It is the

Shephephcn of the Hebrews. " Sprengel," remarks
Adams, ''holds it to be the same as the Haemorrhus,
referring both to the Coluber Cerastes, L. ; and,

from the resemblance of the effects produced by the

sting of the Haemorrhus, and of the Cerastes, as de-

scribed by Dioscorides, Aetius, and Paulus JEgine-

ta, I am disposed to adopt this opinion, although

unsupported by the other authorities." {Vid. Ai-
MORRHUS.)*
CER'ASUS {Kspaaog), the Cherry-tree, or Fnt

nus Cerasus, L. According to some authorities,

it derived its name from the city of Cerasus in

Pontus, where it grew very abundantly ;' while
others make the city to have been called after the

tree.® LucuUus, the Roman commander, is said

1. (vii., c. 77, seqq.)—2. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. x.,]). 365.)—

S

(Sat., X., 317.)---4 (Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Aristot., II. A.
viii., 5.—Adams, Append., s. v.) —6. (Isido"". Orig., xii., 4, 18
—Harris, Nat. Hist, of Bible, p. 1.—Adamt, Append., s. v.)—

7

(Serv. ad Virg., Georg., ii., 18. — Isidor., Orig., xvii., " '«.—

Plin., H. N., XV., 25.)—8. (Broukhus. ad Propert., iv., i! J6
f
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10 have first brought the Cherry-tree into Italy,*

and hence the terms cerasus and ccrasum (the lat-

ter fcignifying the fruit) were introduced into the

Romaw tongue. Servius, indeed, says'" that cher-

ries were known before this in Italy ; that they

were of an inferior quality, and were called coma

;

and that, subsequently, this name was changed into

corna-cerasa. Pliny, on the other hand, expressly

denies that cherries were known in Italy before

the time of Lucullus.* In Greece, however, they

were known at a much earlier period, having been

described by Theophrastus* and the Siphnian Di-

phylus.* This latter writer, who is quoted by

Athenaeus, speaks of cherries as being stomachic,

though not very nutritive. He makes the very red

kind, and another called the Milesian, to have been

the best; and to have been also good diuretics.

Plin'/ enumerates various species of cherries, such

as the Apronian, of a very red colour ; the Luta-

tian, of a very dark hue ; the round or Caecilian
;

and the Junian, of an agreeable flavour, but so ten-

der that they had to be eaten on the spot, not bear-

ing transportation to any distance from the parent

tree. The best kind of all, however, were the Du-
raeinian, called in Campania the Plinian. The
Cherry-tree could never be acclimated in Egypt.*

According to modern travellers, the hills near the

site of ancient Cerasus are still covered with cher-

ry-trees, growing wild.'

*CERATIA (KepuTca), the Carob-tree, or Cerato-

tiia siliqua. " Horace," observes Adams, " speaks

of Carob-nuts as being an inferior kind of food

;

and so also Juvenal and Persius. It has been con-

jectured that it was upon Carobs, and not upon Lo-

custs, that John the Baptist fed in the wilderness.

This point is discussed with great learning by Glaus

Celsius, in his Hierobotanicon. To me it appears

that the generally received opinion is the more
probable one in this case."*

•CERAU'NION {Kepavviov), a variety of the

Truffle, or Tuber Cibarium.^ ^

CERCIS (KepKi^), according to Stackhouse, the

Judas-tree, or Cercis siliquastrum. Schneider, how-
ever, rather inclines to the Aspen-tree, or Populus
tremula}°
CERCOPITHE'CUS (/(cpK07ri5|?/cof), a species of

Monkey, with a long tail, from which circumstance

the Greek name has originated (Kipicoc, " a tail,"

and nidTjKog, " a monkey")." PUny describes the

animal as having a black head, a hairy covering re-

sembling that of an ass, and a cry different from
that of other apes. Hardouin refers it to the Mar-
mot, but this is very improbable. Cuvter" states,

that among the monkeys in India there are some
with long tails, grayish hair, and the face black ; as,

for example, the Simia entellus and the Simla fau-
nus. None, however, are found, according to him,

in this same country with grayish hair, and the

whole head black." On the other hand, Wilkin-

son^* states that Pliny's description of the Cerco-
pithecus, with a black head, accords with one spe-

cies of monkey still found in Ethiopia. The Cer-

copithecus was worshipped, according to Juvenal,"

in Thebes, the old Egyptian capital, and, as Wilkin-

son states, would seem to have been embalmed, not

only in that city, but also in other places in Egypt.

It was frequently represented as an ornament in

necklaces, in common with other animals, flow-

ers, and fanciful devices ; and the neck of a bot-

1. (Isid., 1. c— Serv., 1. c—Plin., 1. c.)—2. (1. c.)—3. (1. c >

—4. (H. P., iii., 15.)—5. (ap.Athen., ii., p. 51, a.)—6. (Plii
,

1. c.)—7. (Tournefort, Voyage du Levant, vol. iii., v. 65.)— 8.

<Dioscor., i., 158.—Horat.,Epist., II., i.,123.—Juv., Sat., xi.,59.

—Pers., Sat., iii., 55.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. (Theophr., H.
P.,i.,9.)-10. (Theophr., II. P., iii., 14.)—11. (II.N., viii., 21.)—12. (ad Plin., I. c.)— 13. (Cuvicr, 1. o.)— 14. (Manners and Cus-
lon.s of the F.pyptians, vol. v p. 132 )—15. (Sat., xv., 4.)
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tie was sometimes decorated with two sitting ma»
keys.

CEREA'LIA. This name was given to a festi-

val celebrated at Rome in honour of Ceres, whose
wanderings in search of her lost daughter Proser
pine were represented by women, clothed in white,
running about with lighted torches.* During its

continuance, games were celebrated in the Circus
Maximus," the spectators of which appeared in

white ;^ but on any occasion of public mourning,
the games and festivals were not celebrated at all,

as the matrons could not appear at them except in

white.* The day of the Cerealia is doubtful

;

some think it was the ides, or 13th of April ; others
the 7th of the same month.*
CEREVrSIA, CERVrSIA {CvOoc), ale or beer,

was almost or altogether unknown to the ancient,
as it is to the modern, inhabitants of Greece and
Italy. But it was used very generally by the sur-

rounding nations, whose soil and climate were less

favourable to the growth of vines (in Gallia, aliisquc

provinciis^). According to Herodotus,' the Egyp-
tians commonly drank ''barley-wine," to which
custom ^schylus alludes (i/c npiduv ftidv :* Pelusi-

aci pocula zythi^). Diodorus Siculus'" says that

the Egyptian beer was nearly equal to wine in

strength and flavour. The Iberians, the Thracians,
and the people in the north of Asia Minor, instead

of drinking their ale or beer out of cups, placed it

before them in a large bowl or vase (Kparr/p), which
was sometimes of gold or silver. This being full

to the brim with the grains as well as the ferment-
ed liquor, the guests, when they pledged one anoth-

er, drank together out of the same bowl by stooping

down to it ; although, when this token of friendship

was not intended, they adopted the more relined

method of sucking up the fluid through tubes of

cane." The Suevi, and other northern nations,

offered to their gods libations of beer, and expected
that to drink it in the presence of Odin would be
among the delights of Valhalla." BpvTov, one of

the names for beer," seems to be an ancient passive

participle, from the root signifying to brew.

*"For an account of the ancient Ales," says
Adams, " consult Zosimus Panopolita, de Zythorum
confectione (Salisbech, 1814, ed. Gruner). The word
l^vdog is derived from few, ferveo. Ale is called

olvog KpWivog and olvog ek KpiOuv by Herodotus
and Athenaeus ; irivov by Aristotle ; (Spvrov by
Theophrastus, ^schylus, Sophocles, &c. ; (povKag

by Symeon Seth ; but its first and most ancient

name was ^vdog or (vdiov. Various kinds of Ale
are mentioned by ancient authors : 1. The Zythus
Hordeaceus, or Ale from barley ; of which the 7ra r,

f3pvTov, the Curmi, Curma, Corma. and Curmon,
mentioned by Sulpicius and Dioscoridoe ; the Cerc-

visia, a term of Celtic origin, applied to an ale used
by the Gauls (compare the Welsh crw) ; the <povKag

of Seth ; the Alfoca and Fuca of the Arabs, noticed

by Symeon Seth, Rhases, and Haly Abbas, are only

varieties.— 2. The Zythus triticeus, or Ale from
wheat. To this belong the Cmlia or Ceria of Pliny,

Fionas, and Orosius, and the Corma of Athenasus '*

—3. The Zythus succedaneus, prepared from grain of

all kmds, oats, millet, rice, panic, and spelt ; also

from services '*—4. The Zythus Dizythium, or Dou
ble Beer, called by Symeon Seth ipovKag <jvv uprv-

1. (Ovid, Fast., iv., 494.)—2. (Tacit., Ann., xv., 53.)—3. (Ovid,

Fast., iv., 620.)—4. (Liv., xxii., 56 ; xxxiv.,6.) -5. (Ovid, Fast.,

iv., 389.)—6. (Plin., II. N., xxii., 82.—Theophrast., De Cau»
Plant., vi.,ll.—Diod. Sic, iv.,2; v., 26.—Strab., XVII., ii., 5.—
Tacit., Germ., 23.)—7. (ii., 77.)—8 (Suppl 954 .''—9. (Colum.,

X., 1)6.)-10. (i., 20, 34.)—11. lArchii., Frag., p. 67, ed. Lie-

bel.—Xen., Anab., iv., 5, 26.—Athenieus, i., 28.—Virg., Uoorgr.

iii., 380,—Servius, ad loc.)— 12. (Keysler, Antiq. Septent., p
I50-156.)— 13. (Archil., 1. c—Hellanicus, p. 91, ed. Sturt/.-

AtheniEUS, x., 67.)—14. (iv., W, Z.)—15. (Virg., Georg., i.i

380.)
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^ai ( Phucas compusitus). This was a stronger kind

of Ale, the composition of which is unknown. It

does not appear that the ancients were acquainted

with the use of hops (humulus lupulus) in the com-
position of tneir ales."-

*CERINTHA or -E {Kripivdri), a plant, which
Stackhouse and Sprengel agree in identifying with

the Honey-wort, or Cerinthe aspera. Virgil speaks

of it as " CerinthcE ignobile gramen"* which Mar-

tyn explains by saying that it grows common in

Italy. It is, in fact, met everywhere in Italy

and Sicily. Philargyriiis says it derives its name
from Cerinthus, a city of Bceotia, where it grew, in

ancient times, in great plenty ; the better deriva-

tion, however, is that which deduces it from Krjpiov,

" a honey-comb," because the flower abounds with

a sweet juice like honey. The bees were very fond

of it.^ It must not be confounded, however, with

the KTipivOog or kpiddKij mentioned by Aristotle,

which is nothing more than bees'-bread, being com-
posed of the pollen of vegetables kneaded with
honey. Botanical writers speak of two kinds of

Cerintha, the Greater and the Less, the latter of
which is the rri?J(j>tov of Dioscorides. Sibthorp

found this in Greece in the cultivated grounds, and
particularly among the vines in the spring, accord-

ing in this with the account given by Dioscorides.*

CE'RNERE HEREDITA'TEM. (Fzd. Heres.)
CERO'MA (KT/pu/ia) was the oil mixed with wax

(KTipog) with which wrestlers were anointed. After
they had been anointed with this oil, they were
covered with dust or a soft sand ; whence Seneca*
says, " A ceromatc nos haphe (_d(j>^) excepit in crypta
Neapolitana."

Ceroma also signified the place where wrestlers
were anointed (the elaothesium^), and also, in later

times, the place where they wrestled. This word
is often used in connexion with palastra,'' but we do
not know in what respect these places differed.

Seneca^ speaks of the ceroma as a place which the
idle were accustomed to frequent, in order to see the
gymnastic sports of boys {qui in ceromate spectator

puerorum rixantium sedei). Arnobius' informs us that
the ceroma was under the protection of Mercury.
CERTA'MINA. (Firf. Athlette.)
CERTI, INCERTI ACTIO, is a name which has

been given by some modern writers, perhaps with-
out good reason, to those actions in which a deter-
minate or indeterminate sum, as the case may be,

is mentioned in the formula {condemnatio certcR pe-
tunia vel incertcB^").

CERYKEION {KTjpvKeiov). {Vid. Caduceus.)
CERU'CHI (KEpoiixoi.), the ropes which supported

the yard of a ship, passing from it to the top of the

I. (Adairj, Append., s. v.)—2. (Georg., iv., 63.)—3. (Martyn
ad Virg., 1. c.)—4. (Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 40.)—5. (Ep.,

57.)_6. (Vitruv., v., II.)—7. (Plin., H. N., xixv., 2.)—8. (De
Qrer. Vit , 12.)—9. (Adv. Gent., iii., 23.)— 10. (Gains, iv., 49,
4cc.)
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mast. Tlie woodcut, p. 62, shows a vessel with
two ceruchi. In other ancient monuments we see

four, as in the annexed woodcut, taken from one of
the pictures in the MS. of Virgil, which was given
by Fulvius Ursinus to the Vatican hbrary. (Kid
Antenna, Carchesidm.)
CERVUS, the Stag. {Vid. Ei-aphus.)

*CERUSSA {fi/xvdiov), White Lead, or PlumM
sub-carbonas. The ancient Ceruse, like the mod-
ern, was prepared by exposing lead to the vapoura
of vinegar. The ancient process is minutely de-

scribed by Theophrastus :* " Lead is placed in

earthen vessels over sharp vinegar, and after it has
acquired a sort of rust of some thickness, which it

commonly does in ten days, they open the vessels,

and scrape from it a kind of mould. They then

place the lead over the vinegar again, repeating

again and again the same method of scraping it till

it is wholly dissolved. What has been scraped off

they then beat to powder and boil for a long time
;

and what at last subsides to the bottom of the ves-

sel is the ceruse." Similar processes are described

by Dioscorides and Vitruvius. " The substance

spoken of by Pliny," remarks Dr. Moore, " as a

native ceruse, found at Smyrna on the farm of
Theodotus, appears to have been that greenish

earth mentioned by Vitruvius as occurring in many
places, but the best near Smyrna and called by the

Greeks ^eoSoriov, from the name of the person,

Theodotus, upon whose farm it was first discovered.

From the fact that this greenish earth was regarded

as a sort of ceruse, we might infer that the ceruse of

the ancients was not always of a very pure white."*

•CE'RYLUS {KTjpvlog), a species of Bird ; the

same, according to Suidas and Tzetzes* with the

male King-fisher. -iElian and Moschus, however,
as Adams remarks, appear to consider it a different

bird. Gesner and Schneider are undecided.*

CERYX {KT/frv^). {Vid. Caduceus, Fetialis.)

*CERYX {KTjpv^, "A genus of Testacea, now
placed," remarks Adams, " in the Mollusca by nat-

uralists. It is the Murex of the older authorities.

The two principal species are the Buccinum and
Purpura, which Sprengel refers to the Buccinum
harpa, L., and B. lapillus. Dr. Coray remarks, that

the Greek writers often make no distinction be-

tween the K^pvf and the nopcpvpa, but modern natu-

ralists distinguish between the Murex and the Pur-
pura." (Fid. Murex.)*
CE'SSIO BONO'RUM. {Vid. Bonorum Cessio.)

CE'SSIO IN JURE. {Vid. In Jure Cessio.)

CESTIUS PONS. {Vid. Bridge, p. 174.)

*CESTRUM {KEcrpov), I. a species of Betony.

Sprengel, in his R. H. H , was inclined to make it

the Betonica officinalis ; but in his edition of Dios-

corides he adopts the opinion of Dalechamp, who
proposed the Betonica alopecurus. Dioscorides de-

scribes it as growing in very cold places, and Sib-

thorp accordingly found the B. alopecurus growing

plentifully on Parnassus, one of the coldest regions

of Livadia.*—II. {Vid. Pictura.)

CESTUS was used in two significations :

I. Cestus signified the thongs or bands of leather

which were tied round the hands of boxers in order

to render their blows more powerful. These bands

of leather, which were called Ifiavrec, or I/^uvt^

nvKTLKoL, in Greek, were also frequently tied round

the arm as high as the elbow, as is shown in the

following statue of a boxer, the original of which
is in the Louvre at Paris.'

The cestus was used by boxers from the earliest

times. When Epeius and Euryalus, in the Iliad*

1. (De Lapid., 101.)— 2. (Anc. Mineral., 69.)— 3. {ad Ly
cophr., 749.)—4. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Aristot., H. A
iv., 2; v., 10.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Dioscor., iv., 1.

-

Adams, Append., s. v.)—7. {Vid. Clarac, Mus6o d. Sculpt. Anl
et Mod., vol. iii., pi. 327, n. 2042.)—8. (iiiii., 684.)
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prnpare themselves for boxing, they put on their
har)i3s tliongs made of ox-hide {Ifjuvrag evrfi^rovg
fJoof uypavhuo)

; but it should be recollected that
the cestus, in heroic times, appears to have con-
sisted merely of thongs of leather, and differed ma-
terially from the frightful weapons, loaded with lead
and iron, which were used in later times. The dif-

ferent kinds of cestus were called by the Greeks in
later times fiecMxai, firelpai (Soeiai, a^alpat, and
fivpfiT)Kec : of which the fieiMxai gave the softest
blows, and the fivpuriKeg the most severe. The
(leiltxat, which were the most ancient, are described
by Pausanias^ as made of raw ox-hide cut into thin
pieces, and joined in an ancient manner ; they were
tied under the hollow or palm of the hand, leaving
the fingers uncovered. The athletae ^n the palaes-
trse at Olympia used the [itiUxat in practising for
the public games {ifiuvruv tuv fiaXaKuripuv^) ; but
in the games themselves they used those which
gave the severest blows.
The cestus used in later times in the public

games was, as has been already remarked, a most
Ibrmidable weapon. It was frequently covered with
knots and nails, and loaded with lead and iron

;

whence Virgil,^ in speaking of it, says,

" Ingentia septem
Terga bourn plumbo insuto fcrroque rigebant."

Statins* also speaks of nigrantia plumbo tegmina.
Such weapons, in the hands of a trained boxer,
must have frequently occasioned death. The fivp-
uTjKeg were, in fact, sometimes called yvioTopoi, or
"limb-breakers." Lucilius* speaks of a boxer
whose head Lad been so battered by the fivpfitjKsg
as to resemble a sieve.

Figures with the cestus frequently occur in an-
cient monuments. They appear to have been of
various forms, as appears by the following speci-
mens, taken from ancient monuments, of which
drawings are given by Fabretti.*

1 (viii., 40, « 3.)—2. (Pane., vi., 23, 1) 3.)—3. {Mn., v., 405.)
-4. (Theb., vi., 732.)—5. (Anth., xi., 78, vol. ii., p. 344, ed.
i »c.)—6. (De Column. Traj., p. 261.)

II. Cestus also signified a band or tie of ans
kind ;* but the term was more particularly applied
to the zone or girdle of Venus, on which was repre-
sented everything that could awaken love.* When
Juno wished to win the affections of Jupiter, she
borrowed this cestus from "Venus ;» and Venus her-
self employed it to captivate Mars.*
The scholiast on Statins* says that the cestus

was also the name of the marriage-girdle, which
was given by the newly-married wife to her hus-
band

; whence unlawful marriages were called in-
cestcR. This statement is confirmed by an inscrip-
tion quoted by Pitiscus,' in which a matrona dedi-
cates her cestus to Venus.
*CETE (KTjTTi), a plural term of the neuter gen-

der, of Greek origin, and applied generally to any
very large kind of fishes. Adams, in his remarks
upon the word K^rog, observes as follows: "This
term is applied in a very general sense to all fishes
of a very large size, such as the Whale, the Bal-
ance-fish, the Dolphin, the Porpoise, the great Tun-
nies, all sorts of Sharks, and also the Crocodile, the
Hippopotamus, and some others w^hich cannot bo
satisfactorily determined. It is deserving of remark
in this place, that, although the ancients ranked the
Celacea with Fishes, they were aware that Whales,
Seals, Dolphins, and some others are viviparous,
and respire air like the Mammalia. With regard
to the ijyifiuv tuv kijtuv, which is described in a
very graphic style by Oppian, the most probable
opinion is that it was the Gasterosteus ductor, L.,
or Pilot-fish."^

CETRA or C^TRA {Ka'tTpea?), a target, i. e.,

a small round shield, made of the hide of a quadru-
ped.' It formed part of the defensive armour of
the Osci.io {Vid. Aclis.) It was also worn by the
people of Spain and Mauritania." By the latter
people it was sometimes made from the skin of the
elephant." From these accounts, and from the dis-
tinct assertion of Tacitus" that it was used by the
Britons, we may with confidence identify the cctra
with the target of the Scottish Highlanders, of which
many specimens of considerable antiquity are still

in existence. It is seen " covering the left arms'"*
of the two accompanying figures, which are copied
from a MS. of Pnidentius, probably written in this
country, and as early as the ninth century.'*

It does not appear that the Romans ever woio
the cetra. But Livy compares it to the pclla of the
Greeks and Macedonians, which was also a small
light shield {cetratos, quos peltastas vacant^*).

1. (Varro, De Re Rust., i. 8.)~2. (U., xiv., 214.—Val. flacc,
vi., 470.)—3. (II., 1. c.)—4. (Mart., vj., 13 ; xiv., 206. 207.)—

5

(Theb., ii., 283 ; v., 63.)—6. (s. v. Cestus.)—7. (Galen, D«
Alim. Facult.—.Lilian. N. A.,ix.,49 ; ii , 13.—Adams, Append.,
8. V.)—8. (Hesvoh.)—9. (Isid., Orig., xviii., 12.—Q. Curtius, iii,

4.—Varro, ap. Nonium.)— 10. (Virg., jEn.,vii.,732.)— 11. (Isid^

1 c—Serving m Virg., 1. c. — Css., Bell. Civ., i., 39.)— 12
(Strab., ivii., 3, 7.)—13. (Agnc, 3(5.)—14. (Virgil, 1 c.)—15
(Cod. Cotton. Cleop., c. 8.)—16. (xxxi., 36.)
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CHALCIDICUM. CHALCIS.

•CHALB'ANE (x^^Uuvt]) appears to have been

the well-known Gum-resin, which exudes from the

Buion Galbanum. Pliny, in describing it, says,

" Quod maxime laudant, cartilaginosum, purum, ad

similitudincm Hammoniaci."^ In the Edinburgh

Dispensary it is said that " Galbanum agrees in

viitue with gum Ammoniacum." Hence Adams
concludes that the ancient Galbanum was identical

with the modern.'*

CHALGANTHUS {x^TiKavdoc), according to

i*liny,^ the same with the " Atramentum sulorium''

of the Romans, so called because used to blacken

leather. The account of the Roman writer is as

follows :
" GrcBci cognalionem arts nomine fecerunt

et atramento sutorio, appellant enim Chalcanthum.

Color est ccerulcus perquam spectabili nitore, vitrum-

que esse crcditur." From this language of Pliny

there can be no doubt that Hardouin was correct in

making it to be Copperas, or Blue Vitriol {chalcan-

thus, i. e., flos ceris). " Yet," continues Adams,
" both Sprengel, in his edition of Dioscorides,* and

Dr. Milligan, in his Annotations on Celsus, call it

a natural solution of sulphate of copper in water.

The quotation from Pliny proves that it was a vit-

riol, the word vitriol being, in fact, formed from

vitrum. And, farther, Dioscorides' description of

its formation agrees very well with Jameson's ac-

count of the origin of copperas. The ancients,

however, as Dr. Hill states, were also acquainted

with a factitious vitriol, which they called Fcctum
and Ephlhum, obtained by boiling some of the vit-

riolic ores in water."*

CHALKETA (xa^Meta), a very ancient festival cel-

ebrated at Athens, which at different times seems
to have had a different character, for at first it was
solemnized in honour of Athena, surnamed Ergane,

and by the whole people of Athens, whence it was
called 'Ad'ijvaia or Ildvdrifiog.^ At a later period,

however, it was celebrated only by artisans, espe-

cially smiths, and in honour of Hephaestus, whence
its name was changed into XaA/ceta.' It was held

on the 30th day of the month of Pyanepsion.* Me-
nander had written a comedy called Xa^Keia, a

fragment of which is preserved in Athenaeus.'

CHALCI'DICUM. A variety of meanings have
been attached to this word, which is not of unfre-

quent occurrence in inscriptions, and in the Greek
and Latin writers.^"

The meager epitome of Festus informs us merely
that it was a sort of edifice (genus cedificii), so call-

ed from the city of Chalcis, but what sort is not

explained ; neither do the inscriptions or passages
cited below give any description from which a con-
clusion respecting the form, use, and locaUty of such
buildings can be positively affirmed.

Ckalcidica were certainly appurtenances to some
hasiliccE,^'- in reference to which the following at-

tempts at identification have been suggested : 1. A
mint attached to the basilica, from ;ta/iK6f and dlKt),

which, though an ingenious conjecture, is not sup-
ported by sufficient classical authority. 2. That
part of a basilica which lies across the front of the
tribune, corresponding to the nave in a modern
church, of which it was the original, where the
lawyers stood, and thence termed navis causidica}^
3. An apartment thrown out at the back of a basili-

ca, either on the ground-floor or at the extremity

of the upper gallery, in the form of a balcony.*

Internal chambers on each side of the tribune to/

the convenience of the judices, as in the basilica of

Pompeii. (FitZ. Basilica, p. 141.)^ 5. The vesti-

bule of a basilica, either in front or rear ; which iu •

terpretation is founded upon an inscription discov-

ered at Pompeii, in the building appropriated (o ihe

fullers of cloth {fullonica)

:

EuMACHiA. L. F. Sacerd. Pub. * * * *

****** Chalcidicum. Cryptam Porticus
* * * Sua. Pequnia. fecit, eademque. dedicavit.

By comparing the plan of the building with this

inscription, it is clear that the chalcidicum men
tioned can only be referred to the vestibule. Its

decorations likewise corresponded in richness and
character with the vestibule of a basilica described

by Procopius,' which is twice designated by tha

term x^^kt]* The vestibule of the basilica at Poir.

peii is shown upon the plan on page 141.

In another sense the word is used as a synonyme
with canaculum. " Scribuntur Dii vestiV in tricliniis

ccelestibus atque in chalcidicis aureis coenitare."*

These words, compared with Homer,

Tprjvg 6' elg VKepi^' ave^rjoaTo Kayxo.7.6uGa,*

and the translation of vTzepuov by Ausonius,'

" Chalcidicum gressu nutrix superabat anili,"

together with the known locality of the ancient

ccenacula, seem fully to authorize the interpretation

given.*

Finally, the word seems also to have been used
in the same sense as mcenianum, a balcony.'

CHALCIOE'CIA {xalKioLKLo), an annual festival,

with sacrifices, held at Sparta in honour of Athena,

surnamed Xa2,Kioi.KOQ, i. e., the goddess of the bra-

zen-house.^" Young men marched on the occasion

in full armour to the temple of the goddess ; and the

ephors, although not entering the temple, but re-

maining within its sacred precincts, were obliged to

take part in the sacrifice."

*CHALCIS ixa^Kig), I. a species of Bird, de-

scribed as inhabiting mountains, rarely seen, and

of a copper colour (from which comes the name, or

else from its shrill cry"). It was probably one of

the Falcon tribe, and is considered by some identi-

cal with the TTTvy^, but it cannot be satisfactorily

determined what kind of bird it really was. An-
other name for this bird is Kv/xivdig, in Homer and
Ionic authors. Both names occur in the 14th book

of the Iliad," where it is noted that ;i'aX/cif is the

older name. The cry of the bird is represented by

KiKKaCav.^*

II. A species of Lizard,** so called from having

copper-coloured streaks on the back. It is termed

in Greek, not only xa^nig, but also aavpa XuXkiSlk^.

Some of the ancient authorities call it cjrjip,^^ and the

French naturalists describe it under the name of

Le Seps, but, according to Buffon, improperly. It

is the Chalcis Vittatus, L. Cuvier thinks it very

probable that the ancients designated by this name
the Seps with three toes of Italy and Greece. The
Abbe Bonneterre says of it, " I regard the li'/ard

called Chalcis by Linnaeus as forming a \ariety f f

the Seps." Buffon remarks, " It appears 1,0 beai a

strong affinity to the viper, and, like that animal

its bite may be dangerous." Dr. Brookes says,

1. (H. N., xii., 25.)—2. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (H. N.,
xixiv., 32.)—4. (v., 114.)—5. (Aduras, Append., s. v.)— 6. (Sui-
das, 8. v.—Etymol. Magn.—Eustath. ad II., ii., p. 284, 36.)—7.
fPoUux, vii., 105.)—8. (Suidas.—Harpocrat.—Eustath., 1. c.)

—

». (li., p. 502.)—10. (Insciip. ap. Grut., p. 232.—Ap. Miratori,

p. 469, 480.—Dion Cass., li., 22.—Hygin., Fab., 184.—Auson.,
Perioch. Odyss., xxiii.—Arnob., Advers. Gent., lii., p. 105, 149.

—Vitruv., v., 1, ed. Bipont.—Festus, s. v.)—11. (Vitruv., 1. c.)

—

13 (Barbav. and Philan/ , ad 'N'itruv., 1. c.—Douat., De Urb.
Rirni., IT., 2.)
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1. (Galiano and Stratico, ibid.)—2. (Marquez, Delle Case de'

Romani.—Rhode ad Vitruv., 1. c.)—3. (De JSdific. Justin i.,

10.)—4. (Bechi, del Chalcidico e della Crypta di Eumachia.

—

Marini ad Vitruv., v., 2.)—5. (Amobius, p. 149.)—<5. (Od., xxiii.,

1.)—7. (Perioch., xiii., Odyss.)-8. (Tumeb, Advers., xvii.,

34.—Salmas. in Spart., Pescen. Nigr., c. 12, p. 677.)—9. (Isid.,

Orig.—Reinesius, Var. Lect., iii., 5.)— 10. (Paus., iii., 17, Ij 3,

seqq. ; x., 5,^ 5.—Gflllor ad Thuoyd., i., 128.)— 11. (Polyb., iv.,

35, « 2)— 12. (Proclus ad Cratyl., xxxviii.)— 13. (v., 291.)—

U

(Comic, ap. Plat., Cratyl., p. 270, ed. Francof.—Donnesan, Lex.,

ed. 1842, s. V.)—15. (Aristot., II A., viii , 23 )—16 (Schcl. u.

Nicandr., Theriac,, v , 817.)



CHALCOS. CHA.LYBS.

•' Tlie Seps, or the Chalcidian Lizard of Aldroran-

dus, is rather a serpent than a lizard, though it has

four small legs, and paws divided into feet."'

III. A species of Fish," incorrectly made by some
to be the Clupea Harengus, L., or Herring. It is,

in fact, the Clupea finta, Cuv., belonging, however,

to the great Herring tribe. The ancients speak of

their Chalets as resembling the Thryssa and Sar-

dines. According to them, it moved in large num-
bers, and inhabited not only the sea, but also fresh

water. " Wo find nothing," observes Griffith, " in

he writings of the Greeks and Romans, which ap-

pears to indicate that these nations were acquaint-

ed with the Herring. The fishes of the Mediterra-

nean must, in fact, have been nearly the only spe-

cies of the class which they could observe or procure

with facility, and the Herrings are not among the

number of these. This fish, therefore, is neither

the halcc or hcelex, nor the mcenis, nor the bucomcenis,

nor the g(ms of Pliny. The /laivic of Aristotle,

named alec by Gaza, and the mcena of Phny, belong

to the menides of the animal kingdom."*

CHALCI'TIS {x°-1kIti^), called also Svri and

Misy ((TcJpi, jiiav*), a fossil substance impregnated

with a salt of copper, and used by the ancients as a

styptic application. Dioscorides says, "the best

Chalcitis resembles copper, is brittle, free from

stones, not old, and having oblong and shining

veins." " Sprengel thinks," observes Adams, " that

there is a difference between the Chalcitis of Pliny

and that of Dioscorides. The latter he looks upon

to be a sulphate of iron ; the other an arseniate of

copper. In his History of Medicine, he calls the

XalKavQor^, Blue Vitriol ; the ;i;aAKirif, Red Vitriol

;

and the fiiav, Yellow Vitriol.* The following ac-

count of these substances is from a person who
appears to have been well acquainted with them.
' Chalcitis, Misy, and Sori are fossil substances,

veiy much resembling each other both in original

and virtues. Galen says he found these things in

the mines, lying in long strata upon each other, the

lowest stratum being Sori, the middle the Chalcitis,

and the uppermost the Misy. These fossil sub-

stances are now rarely found in apothecaries' shops,

being to be had nowhere else but in Cyprus, Asia

Minor, or Egypt.'"* According to Dr. Hill, the

Chalcitis is properly a mixed ore of cupreous and

ferruginous vitriols, still very frequent in Turkey,

where it is used as an astringent and styptic. The
Misy, he says, differs from it in containing no cu-

preous vitriol, but only that of iron. The Sori,

called Rusma by the moderns, he says, is an ore of

vitriol of copper, and contains no iron.''

CHALCOS UaA/cof), the same with the JEs of

the Romans, and, therefore, a sort of Bronze. ( Vid.

JE.S.) The term, however, is often apphed to na-

tive copper.* Dr. Watson has made it appear that

the Orichalcum {bpetxa^nov) was brass, or a mix-

ture of copper and zinc, made by the union of <bs

and Cadmia.* The ;\;a/l/c6f KCKavfiivog of Dioscori-

des, according to GeofTroy, is copper calcined in a

reverberatory furnace. The xa^^bg oKupta, Squama
iBris, or flakes of copper, he adds, is little else than

the <Es ustum, being only the particles of burned cop-

per which fly off when it is hammered. The avdog

xakiiov, or Flos ctris, was fine granulated copper.**

The following is Geoffroy's description of it, which,

says Adams, is, in fact, little more than a translation

of Dioscorides' account of the process. " It is no-

thing but copper reduced to small grains like millet-

1. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Aristot., iv., 9.—JSlian, N.

A., X., 11.)—3. (Griffith's Cuvicr, vol. x., p. 478.)—4. (Dioscor.,

v., 115.—Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 29.)—5. (Sprengel, Hist. Med., v.,

4)— 6. (Geoffroy's Works.)—7. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—8.
(Diod. Sic, i., 33.)—9. (Chemical Essays.—Bostock's Transla-

tion of tlie 33d Book of Pliny.)—10. (Hill's Hist, of the Materia

Medica.)

seed, which is done by pouring cold water npon
melting copper, which thereupon flies everywhere
into grains." From this description of it, remarks
Adams, it will appear that the following account ol

the Flos ceris, given by Kidd, is inaccurate, and we
give it merely to caution the reader not to be misled
even by such a high authority :

" In the spontane-
ous formation of sulphate of iron, the pyrites first

loses its splendour, then swells and separates into

numerous fissures. After this, its surface is partial-

ly covered with a white efflorescing powder, which
is the Flos ceris of Pliny.'"

*CHALCOPHO'NOS (xaTiKoipuvoc), a dark kind
of stone, sounding, when struck, like brass. Tra-
goedians were recommended to carry one. It was
probably a species of clink-stone.*

CHALCOSMARAG'DUS (xalKoa/xupaySoc), ac-

cording to Phny, a species of Emerald, with veins

of a coppery hue. It is supposed to have been Di-

optasc (Achirite) in its gang of copper pyrites.'

*CHALYBS (x"-Xvtp), Steel, so caUed, because
obtained of an excellent quality from the country of

the Chalybes. "The Indian Steel, mentioned by

the author of the Periplus, was probably," observes

Dr. Moore, " of the kind still brought from India

under the name oiwootz; andthe/errwm candidum,

of which Quintus Curtius says the Indians present-

ed to Alexander a hundred talents, may have been
the same ; for wootz, when polished, has a silvery

lustre. The Parthian Steel ranks next with Pliny,

and these two kinds only 'mera acie iemperaniur.'

Daimachus, a writer contemporary with Alexander
the Great, speaks of four different kinds of steel,

and the purposes to which they were severally suited.

These kinds were the Chalybdic, the Sinopic, the

Lydian, and the Lacedaemonian. The Chalybdic was
best for carpenters' tools; the Lacedaemonian for

files, and drills, and gravers, and stone-chisels; the

Lydian, also, was suited for files, and for knives,

and razors, and rasps."* According to Tychsen,*
nothing occurs in the Hebrew text of the Scriptures

relative to the hardening of iron, and the quenching
of it in water. Iron {boxzel) often occurs, and in

some passages, indeed, Steel may, he thinks, be
understood under this name. For example, in Eze-
kiel,* ferrum fabrefactum, or, according to Michaelis

and others, sabre-blades from Usal (Sanaa in Ye-
men). A pretty clear indication of steel is given

in Jeremiah,' " Iron from the North," which is there

described as the hardest. It appears that the He-
brews had no particular name for Steel, which they

perhaps comprehended, as the same writer conjec-

tures, under the term barzel, or distinguished it only

by the epithet "Northern." Among the Greeks,

Steel was used as early as the time of Homer, and,

besides Chalybs, it was very commonly called sto-

mbma {arb/iufia), which, however, did not so much
denote Steel itself as the steeled part of the instru-

ment. Adamas, also, was frequently used to indi-

cate Steel. (Vid. Adamas.) "The Romans," ob-

serves Beckmann," " borrowed from the Greeks
the word chalybs ; and, in consequence of a passage
in PUny, many believe that they gave also to Steel,

the name of acies, from which the Italians made
their acciajo, and the French their acier. The word
acies, however, denoted properly the steeled or cut-

ting part only of an instrument. From this, in

later times, was formed aciarium, for the Steel

which gave the instrument its sharpness, and also

aciare, 'to steel.' The preparation by fusion, as

practised by the Chalybes, has been twice described

1. (Kidd's Mineralogy.— Adams, Append., s. v.)— 2. (Plin.,

H. N., xxivii., 10.—Moore's Anc. Mineralogy, p. 182.)—3. (Plin..

H. N., xixvii., 5.—Fee, ad loc.)—4. (Anc. Mineral., p. 43.)—4.
(Beckmann, Hist, of Inv., vol. iv., p. 236, in notis.)—6. (xxrii^

19.)—7. (XT., 12.)—8. (Hirt.oflnv., vol.ir.,p.240.)
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«y Arstotle. The Steel of the ancients, however,

tn consequence of not being cemented, suffered it-

sejf tt De hammered, and was not nearly so brittle

as the hardest steel with which we are acquainted

ai present. On the other hand, the singular meth-

od of preparing steel employed by the Celtiberians

in Spain, deserves to be here described. According

«o the account of Diodorus" and Plutarch,' the iron

was buried in the earth, and left in that situation

till the greater part of it was converted into rust.

WHiat remained without being oxydated was after-

ward forged and made into weapons, and particu-

larly swords, with which they could cut asunder

bones, shields, and helmets. The art of hardening

steel by immersing it suddenly, when red hot, into

cold water, is very old; Homer says, that when
Ulysses bored out the eye of Polyphemus with a

burning stake, it hissed in the same manner as

water, when the smith immerses in it a piece of

red-hot iron in order to harden it.* Sophocles uses

the comparison of being hardened like immersed
iron ;* and Salmasius* quotes a work of some old

Greek chemist, who treats of the method of hard-

ening iron in India. It is also a very ancient opin-

ion, that the hardening depends chiefly on the na-

ture of the water. Many rivers and wells were
therefore in great repute, so that steel-works were
often erected near them, though at a considerable

distance from the mines. The more delicate arti-

cles of iron were not quenched in water, but in

oil.'"

CHALKOUS. (Vid.JEs.)

*CHAMJi:AC'TE (xafiacaKTv), the Dwarf-elder.

( Vtd A.CTE ^

•CHAM^'DRYS (xafiaiSpvg), the Wall German-
der, or Teucrium Chamcedrys. Apuleius makes the

Chamczdrys a synonyme of the Teucrium.^

CHAMJiiCER'ASUS {xaiiaiKepaaog), supposed
by Sprengel to be the Lily of the Valley, or Conval-

laria majalis*

CHAM^E'LEON {x(^fiai2,Euv), I. a species of

plant, so called from the changeable colour of its

leaves. Gesner and Humelbergius, according to

Adams, can oniy refer it in general terms to the

Thistle tribe. Stephens, Schulze, and Stackhouse
hold that tiie ;\;a/zat/le6jv XevKog is the Carlina acau-

lis, and Adams thinks that the description of the

Xanailsuv by Dioscorides agrees very well with the

Carline thistle. Yet Sprengel, although formerly

an advocate of this opinion, and Dierbach, both in-

cline to think it the Acarna gummifera, Willd.

Sprengel and Stackhouse agree in referring the x<i-

uaikeuv fisXag to the Carthamus corymbosus.^"

II. The Chamseleon, or Chamceleo JEgyptius, L.

The ancient naturalists describe this species of liz-

ard accurately, and mention, in particular, its re-

markable property of changing colour." These col-

ours, in fact, change with equal frequency and ra-

pidity ; but it is by no means true, as stated by Sui-

das and Philo, that the animal can assimilate its

hue to that of any object it approaches. Neither is

it true, as asserted by Ovid'« and Theophrastus, that
it lives upon air and dew, for it eats flies. In the
Latin translation of Avicenna it is called Alharbe.
" It was believed, in the time of Pliny, that no ani-

mal was so timid as the Chamseleon ; and, in fact,

Slot having any means of defence supplied by nature,
and being unable to secure its safety by flight, it

must frequently experience internal fears and agi-

tations more or less considerable. Its epidermis is

1. (Beckmann ad Aristot., Auscult. Mirab., c. 49, p. 94.)—2.
(v., 33.)—3. (De Garrul., ed. Francof., 1620, ii., p. 510.)—4.
(Od., ix., 3910—5. (Ajai, 720.1-6. (^xerc, Plin., p. 763.)—7.
(Adams, Append., s. t.—Beckmann, 1. c.)—8. (Dioscor., iii.,

102.—Theophrast., II. P., ix., 9.1-9. (Adams, Append., 8, v.)—
10. (Di?soor, iii., iO.—Thoophrast., H. P., vi., 4.) —11 XAris-
u>t., H. A., ii., 7.)—12. (Met., xv., 411.)
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transparent ; its skin is yellow, and its blood oJ a

lively violet blue. From this it results, that when
any passion or impression causes a greater quantity
of blood to pass from the heart to the surface of
the skin, and to the extremities, the mixture of blue,

violet, and yellow produces, more or less, a number
of different shades. Accordingly, in its natural
state, when it is free and experiences no disqui€>

tude, its colour is a fine green, with the exception
of some parts, which present a shade o/ reddish
brown or grayish white. When in anger its colour
passes to a deep blue green, to a yellow green, and
to a gray more or less blackish. If it is unv/ell, its

colour becomes yellowish gray, or that sort of yel-

low which we see in deacL leaves. Such is the col-

our of almost all the chamaeleons which are brought
into cold countries, and all of which speedily die.

In general, the colours of the Cliamajleons are much
the more lively and variable as the weather is warm-
er, and as the sun shines with greater brilliancy.

All these colours grow weaker during the night."*

CHAMiEME'LON (,xafiaifiTi?iov), the herb Cham-
omile. The Greek name means " ground apple,"

from the peculiar apple-perfume of the flowers.

The term comprehends the Anlhemis no¥lis, and
probably some other species of Chamomii : * In
modern Cyprus this plant is called Tra-Kovvi. It is

frequently met with in the islands, anu flowers ear-

ly in the spring, according to Sibthorp.*

*CHAM^'PITYS {xanaiTCLTvc:), the herb Ground-
pine. {Vid. Abiga.)

CHAMELJEA (;:|;a/iE/lata). " Dodonaeus states

correctly," observes Adams, "that Serapio and Av-
icenna confounded both the ChamelcBa and Chama-
Icon together, under the name of Mazerion ; and it

must be admitted, that the learned commentators
on the Arabian medical authors have not been able

entirely to remove this perplexity. According to

Sibthorp, the Daphne olcoides is the species winch
has the best claim to be identified with the ancient

Chamelaa. Matthiolus, and the writer of the arti

cle on Botany in the Encyclopedie Methodique, refei

it to the Cneorum tricoccon."*

*CHARAD'RIUS (x'^puSpiog), the name of a sea

bird described by Aristotle* and JElian.* It is sup-

posed to have been the Dalwilly, or Ring Plover,

the Charadrius hiaticula, L. Mention is also made
of it by Plato, Aristophanes, and Plutarch. The
scholiast on Plato says that the sight of it was be-

lieved to cure the jaundice.''

CHELIDON'IUM {x^lMviov), a plant of which
two kinds are mentioned, the Chelidonium majua, or

Greater Celandine, and the C. minus, or Eanuifru-

lusficaria, the Figwort, popularly called the Lei^er
Celandine, under which name, says Adams, it has
been celebrated by the muse of Wordsworth.*
CHELFDON {x^liduv), I. the Swallow. (Vid.

HiKUNDo.) II. The Flying-fish, or Trigla volitans,

L.»

*CHELO'NE {xs?.6vv), the Tortoise. ( Vid. Tes-
TUDO.)

CHARIS'TIA. The charistia (from xap'i^ofiai,

to grant a favour or pardon) was a solemn feast, to

which none but relatives and members of the same
family were invited, in order that any quarrel or

disagreement which had arisen among them might
be made up, and a reconciliation effected." The
day of celebration was the viii. Cal. Mart., or the

19th of February, and is thus spoken of by Ovid :

1. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. ix., p. 235.)— 2. (Dioscor, iii., 144.

—Adams, Ayipend., s. v.)—3. (Billerbeck, Flira Graeca, p. 220.)

—4. (DioscoT , iii., 169.— P. .Slgin., vii., 3.—Adams, Append,
s. V.)—5. (H \., viii., 5.) — 6. (N. A., xvii., 12.) — 7. (Adams
Append., 8. v.;— 8. (Theophr., II. P., vii., 15.—Dioscor., ii., 211

—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 9. (Aristot., H. A., iv., 9. — ^li«n
N. A., ii., 50; xii.,59.—Adams, Append. ». v.)—10. (Val Mu.
ii., 1, Ij 8.—Mart . ix., 55 )
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" Proxima cognati dixfre ckaristia cari,

Et venit ad socias lurba propinqua dapes."^

CHEIRONO'MIA {x^ipovofiia), a mimetic move-

ment of the hands, which formed a part of the art

of dancing among the Greeks and Romans. The
word is also used in a wider sense, both for the art

of dancing in general, and for any signs made with

the hands in oraer to convey ideas. In gymnastics

it was applied to a certain kind of pugilistic combat.*

CHEIROTONEIN, CHEIROTONIA {x^Lporo-

velv, x^i-poTovla). In the Athenian assemblies two

modes of voting were practised, the one by pebbles

(vid. PsEPHizKSTHAi), thc othcr by a show of hands

(XeipoToveiv). The latter was employed in the elec-

tion of those magistrates who were chosen in the

public assemblies {vid. Archairesiai), and who were
hence called x^'-po'''ovriTol, in voting upon laws, and

in some kinds of trials on matters which concerned

the people, as upon npoSo^ai and elaayyeMai. We
frequently find, however, the word ipTj<j>i^Ea6ac used

where the votes were really given by show ofhands.'

The manner of voting by a show of hands is said

by Suidas* to have been as follows : The herald

said, "Whoever thinks that Midias is guilty, let

him lift up his hand." Then those who thought so

stretched forth their hands. Then the herald said

again, " Whoever thinks that Midias is not guilty, let

him lift up his hand ;" and those who were of this

opinion stretched forth their hands. The number of

hands was counted each time by the herald ; and the

president, upon the herald's report, declared on which
Bide the majority voted (avayopercfv raf ;i;e(poroi;iaf»).

It is important to understand clearly the com-
pounds of this word. A vote condemning an ac-

cu.sed person is Karaxsiporovla ; one acquitting him,

uTToxuporovia ;* kinx^ipoTovEiv is to confirm by a

majority of votes ;^ eKixEipoTovia tuv vofiiJv was a

revision of the laws, which took place at the begin-

oing of every year ; ETvix^ipoTovla ruv upxuv was a

vote taken in the first assembly of each prytania

on the conduct of the magistrates ; in these cases,

those who voted for the confirmation of the law, or

for the continuance in oflSce of the magistrate, were
said iirtxEcpoToveiv, those on the other side, uiroxei-

poTovelv ;* SiaxeipoTovia is a vote for one of two
alternatives ;' uvTixeipoToveiv, to vote against a

proposition. The compounds of tprjipi^eodat have
similar meanings."
CHEIROTONE'TOI. (Vid. Archairesiai.)

CHELIDO'NIA (x^lidSvta), a custom observed

in the island of Rhodus in the month of Boedromion,
the time when the swallows returned. During that

season, boys, called xe^t-^oviarai, went from house to

house collecting little gifts, ostensibly for the return-

ing swallows (xeliSovi^eiv), and singing a songwhich
is still extant.** It is said to have been introduced by
Cleobulus of Lindus at some period when the town
was in great distress. The chelidonia, which have
sometimes been called a festival, seem to have been
nothing but a peculiar mode of begging, which, on
the occasion of the return of the swallows, was
carried on by boys in the manner stated above.

Many analogies may still be observed in various
countries at the various seasons of the year.

CIIEME {xw^)> a Greek liquid measure, the capa-

I (Fast., ii., 617.)—2. (Athen., xiv., 27, p. 629, 6.—Hesych.,
rol. ii., p. 1547, ed. Alberti.—^lian, V. H., xiv., 22.—Dio
Cans., xxxvi., 13.—Paus., vi., 10, Ij 1.)—3. (Vid. Lysias, c. Era-
loslh.j p. 124, 16, and p. 127, 8, ed. Steph.—Demosth., Olynth.,

i.. p. 9.)— 4. (s.v. Karcxc'fiOTdvriaev.)—5. (.S;sch.,c. Ctes.,^2.)
-^\ (Demosth., c. Midias, p. 516, 553, 583.)—7. (Demosth., De
0"T., p. 235, 261.)—8. (Demosth., c. Timocr., p. 706.—Haipo-
evi t. and Suidas, s. v. Kvpia iKKKriaia.—Demosth., c. Theocrin.,

p. 1330 )—9. (Demosth., c. Androtion., p. 596.—c. Timocr., p.
707.—c. Near., p. 1346.)— 10. (Schdmann, De Comitiis Atheni-
ensium, p. 120, 125, 231, 251, 330.)—11. (Athenaius, \-iii., p.

SCO —Compare Ilgen, Opusc. Phil., i., p. 164, and Eiistath. ad
Od , xxij.. sub fin i

City ofwhich (as is the case with most of the smaller
measures) is diflferently stated by different authori-

ties. There was a small cheme, which contained
two cochlearia or two drachmae, and was the sev-
enty-second part of the cotyle, =0068 of a pint

English.* The large cheme was to the snail in

the proportion of 3 to 2. Other sizes of the chemo
are mentioned, but they differ so much that we
cannot tell with certaintv what they really were.'
•CHENALO'PEX {xff^alum]^), a species ol

aquatic fowl. {Vid. Anas.)
CHENI'SCUS {xvvictKoc) was a name sometimes

given to the uKpoarnltov of a ship, because it was
made in the form of the head and neck of a goose

{xw) or other aquatic bird. This ornament was
probably adopted as suitable to a vessel which was
intended to pursue its course, like such an animal,
over the surface of the water.' We are informed
that a ship was sometimes named " The Swan"
{KVKvog), having a swan carved upon the prow.*
Though commonly fixed to the prow, the cheniscus
sometimes adorned the stern of a ship. It was often

gilt.* A cheniscus ofbronze is preserved in the Royal
Library at Paris.* Not unfrequently we find the che-

niscus represented in the paintings found at Hercu
laneum, and on antique gems. Examples are seen
in the annexed woodcut, and in that at p. 63

*CHENOPOD'IUM {xnvoTroStov) and CHEN'U
PUS (;<;77vo7rojjf), a species of plant, commonly called

the Goosefoot. Dioscorides' and Pliny* mention
two kinds, the wild and domestic (sylvestre and
sativum), the former of which is the same with the

uTpu<j)a^iC or aTpu(j)a^g, the latter the Atriplex hor-

tensis, or Orach (the xP^'^o^^'X^'^"" ^f Theophras
tus'). The modern Greeks use the Chenopodium
as a good remedy for wounds, and call it navuKia.^'

The Chenopodium botrys has a balsamic perfume,

and yields an essential oil, which renders it tonic

and antiscorbutic. Sibthorp found it between Smyr-
na and Brousa, on the banks of the streams." The
seed resembles a cluster of grapes, and has a

vinous smell, whence the name botrys {^orpvg, " a

cluster"). The most important property possessed

by the Goosefoot tribe is the production of soda,

which some of them yield in immense quantities."

CHERNIPS, CHERNIBON (xepvi^, x^pvt^ov,

from x^i^P ^nd vi-ktu), signifies the water used for

ablution and purification, or the vessel which con
tained it.*'

A marble vase containing lustral water was pla-

ced at the door of both Greek and Roman temples,

which was applied to several purposes. The priest

stood at the door with a branch of laurel** or olive

1. (Rhemn. Faun., v., 77.)— 2. (Ilussey, Anc. Woighta,
Money, &c.—^Wurm, De Pond., &c.)—3. (Etym. Mag.)—

4

(Nicostratus, ap. Athen., xi., 48.—Etym. Mag., s. r. Kvkvos.}—-

5. (Lucian, Ver. Hist., 41.—Jup. Trasf., 47.)—6. (MiUit, Diet

des Beaux Arts.)—7. (ii., 145.)—8. (II. N., xx., 20.)-9. (H.P..

vii., 1.)—10. (Billcrbeck, FloraGneca, p. 62>—11 (BiU-rl)e'Ji

I.e.)—12. (Lindley'sBotany, p. 105.)—13. (Pl.dvorinns.—F.tym

K-xg., a. T. Af'fiij?.—Hesycb )—14. (Ovid, Font., v., 679 )
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CHIRAMAXIUM. CHIROGRAPHUM.

tree* in his hand, which he dipped into the water,

and sprinlded as a purification over all who entered.

Instead of those branches, the Romans used an in-

strument called aspergillum for the purpose, the

form of which is frequently met with upon medals

and bas-reliefs.

Another Greek rite was performed by the priest

taking a burning torch from the altar, which he dip-

ped into the lustral water {x^pvLip), and then sprin-

kled it over the by-standers." Water was also sprin-

kled over the head of the victim as an initiation to

the sacrifice ; hence the expression xepvi-Gagvi/iEiv,^

" to perform a sacrifice," and xf^i-TVv ufift arjv x^p-

The vessel which the Romans used was of the

kind called labrum,^ resembling those still employed

for a somewhat similar purpose in the Roman
churches, one of which is shown in the Laconicum
at Pompeii. {Vid. Baths, p. 150.)

But the word, as its etymology indicates, is of a

more domestic origin ; and, in reference to the cus-

tom, common to both nations, of washing their

hands before meals, is used with the same double

meaning above mentioned.* In the first passage

cited from Homer, x^P'^'-i' is put for the water it-

self; in the second, x^P'>"'^ov is used for the vessel

which receives it. In both instances the water is

poured out of a jug {trpoxoog), and the two together

correspond with our term a basin and ewer.

CHERNI'TES {x^pv^-^Vi), a species of Stone,

which Pliny,' after Theophrastus,® says was very

like ivory, and in a coflin of which the body of Da-
rius lay. The French commentators on Pliny make
it and the porus, mentioned by the same writers as

resembling in colour and hardness Parian marble,

to have been varieties of calcareous tufa (" carbon-

ate de chaux sedimentaire, ou craie grossiere et

compacte, chloriteuse, renfermant des silex blonds

et des gryphites").'

CHEROS'TAI. {Vid. Heres.)
*GHERS'YDRUS (x^pavSpog), a species of Snake,

Jjvi.ig, as the name imports, both on land and in the

wat3r {x^paog, " land," ijdup, " water"). A good
description of its form and nature is given by Vir-

gil.** According to the poet, it was marked with

large spots on the belly. Under the head of Chcrs-

ydrus, at the present day, Cuvier ranks the Oular-

limpe {Acrochordus Fasciatus, Sh.), a very venomous
serpent which inhabits the bottoms of the rivers of

*OHIA TERRA {Xia yn), a species of Earth ob-

tained from the island of Chios. The ancients

used it internally as an astringent ; but its chief use
was as a cosmetic, it being highly valued for clean-

sing the skin and removing wrinkles. Galen says
it was an earth of a white colour, but not a bright,

clear white, and that it was brought in flat pieces

;

and Dioscorides says it was whitish, but tending to

ash colour." " Like the Selinasian and Pnigitic

earths," observes Adams, "it is an argil more or
less pure."

CHIRAMA'XIUM (xiipafiu^iov, from x^^P and
u/ia^a, a sort of easy-chair or " go-cart," used for

invalids and children." It differed from the sella

gestaloria, which answers to our sedan-chair, in

which the person was carried by his slaves or ser-

vants, since it went upon wheels, though moved by
men instead of animals. Doubts are entertained
whether this small vehicle was drawn or propelled,

1. (Viig., JEn., vi., 230.)—2. (Athen., ix., 76.—Eurip., Here.
Fur., 931.)—3. (Soph., (Ed. T., 240.)—4. (Eurip., Iph. Taur.,
822. ^ "> 'T.iir .rvvirii 3 ^ fi IMnm /^J : T>c T1 •

304
»ad —^—
(Do Lapid., c. lu.;—w, vau jTiiii., 1. v.i— HI. ^ijeorg., 111., ^ZD,)—
n (Hill's Hist, of Fossils, &c., p. 40.)—12. (Petron., c. 28.—
0>mpare Aurelian, Med., i., 5; ii., 1.)
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as it is observed that men draw from the neck and
shoulders,* and push with their hands, which lattei

method is clearly the one intended by Aurelian,
" vehiculo manihus acto."

CHIRIDO'TA (;<;£ip£Jwrof, from x^'^pk, manica),

a tunic with sleeves. The tunic of the Egyptians,
Greeks, and Romans was originally without sleeves
(vid. ExoMis), or they only came a little way
down the arm. On the other hand, the Asiatic and
Celtic nations wore long sleeves sewed to their tu-

nics, together with trousers as the clothing of their

lower extremities, so that these parts of attire are
often mentioned together.' (Woodcuts, pages 15,

171.) The Greeks also allowed tunics with sleeves

to females (woodcut, p. 188), although it was con-
sidered by the Latins indecorous when they were
worn by men.* Cicero mentions it as a great re-

proach to Catiline and his associates that they wore
long shirts with sleeves (manicalis el lalaribus tunu
cis^). Cahgula, nevertheless, wore sleeves, togeth-

er with other feminine ornaments (jnanulealus*).

Sleeves were worn on the stage by tragic actors

(;t:£</3iJef') ; and they were used by shepherds and
labourers, who had no upper garment, as a protec-

tion against the severities of the weather {pellibus

manicalis^). {Vid. woodcuts, p. 112, 132.)

All the woodcuts already referred to show the
sleeves of the tunic coming down to the wrist.

We now insert from an Etruscan vase the figure of

a woman, whose sleeves reach only to the elbow,

and who wears the capistruvi to assist her in blow
ing the tibia pares.* [Vid. Manica, Tunica.)

CHIRO'GRAPHUM (xeipoypafov) meant first, as

its derivation implies, a handwriting or autograph.

In this its simple sense, x^^P in Greek and manus
in Latin are often substituted for it.

Like similar words in all languages, it acquired

several technical senses. From its first meaning
was easily derived that of a signature to a will or

other instrument, especially a note of hand given

by a debtor to his creditor. In this latter case it

did not constitute the legal obligation (for the debt

might be proved in some other way) ; it was only

a proof of the obligation.

According to Asconius,** chirographim, is the

sense of a note of hand, was distinguished from
syngrapha ; the former was always given for mon-
ey actually lent, the latter might be a mere sham
agreement (something like a bill of accommodation,

1. (Virg., ^n., ii., 236.)—2. (11. cc.)—3. (Herod., vi:., 61.—
Strabo, xv., 3, 19.

—

TaXaTtKds dvalvpici Kaixc'P'""' nveoKtvaa

nivos: Plutarch, Otho, 6.)—4. (AuI.Gell., vii., 12.—Virg., JEn.,

ix., 616.)—5. (Oral, in Cat., ii., 10.)—6. (Sueton., Calig., 52.)

—7. (Lucian, Jov. Trag.)—8. (Colum., i., 8; xi., 1.)—9. (Har
canville, Ant Etrusq., t. ii., p. 113.)—10. (in Verr., iii., 30 >
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I'jongh with a different object) to pay a debt which

had never been actually incurred. The chirogra-

phum was kept by the creditor, and had only the

debtor's signature ; the syngrapha, on the contrary,

was signed and kept by both parties.

In the Latin of the middle ages,' chirographum

was used to signify tribute collected under the sign-

manual of a person in authority, similar to the briefs

and benevolences of former times in our own coun-

try. It was also used,' till very lately, in the Eng-

lish law for an indenture. Duplicates of deeds were

written on one piece of parchment, with the word
chirographum between them, which was cut in two
in a straight or wavy line, and the parts given to

the care of the persons concerned. By the Canon-

ists, Blackstone remarks, the word syngrapha or

syngraphus was employed in the same way, and

hence gave its name to these kinds of writing.

CHIRU'RGIA (xeipovpyia). The practice of sur-

gery was for a lor.^ time cons^JC'red by the ancients

to be merely a part of a physician's duty ; but, as it

is now almost universally allowed to be a separate

branch of the profession, it will perhaps be more
convenient to treat of it under a separate head. It

will not be necessary to touch upon the disputed

questions, which is the more ancient, or which is

the more honourable branch of the profession ; nor

even to try to give such a definition of the word
chirurgia as would be likely to satisfy both the phy-

sicians and surgeons of the present day ; it will be

sufficient to determine the sense in which the word
was used by the ancients ; and then, adhering close-

ly to that meaning, to give an account of this divis-

ion of the science and art of medicine, as practised

among the Greeks and Romans, referring to the ar-

ticle Medicina for farther particulars.

The word chirurgia is derived from je/p, the

hand, and Ipyov, a work, and is explained by Cel-

gus* to mean that part of medicine queB manu curat,

" which cures diseases by means of the hand ;" in

Diogenes Laertius* it is said to cure diu tov TEjiveiv

Koi Kaleiv, " by cutting and burning ;" nor (as far

as the writer is aware) is it ever used by ancient

authors in any other sense. Omitting the fabulous

and mythological personages, Apollo, ^sculapius,

Chiron, &c., the only certain traditions respecting

the state of surgery before the establishment of the

republics of Greece, and even until the time of the

Peloponnesian war, are to be found in the Iliad and
Odyssey. There it appears that surgery was al-

most entirely confined to the treatment of wounds

;

and the imaginary power of enchantment was join-

ed with the use of topical applications.* The
Greeks received surgery, together with the other

branches of medicine, from the Egyptians ; and,

from some observations made by the men of sci-

ence who accompanied the French expedition to

Egypt in 1798, it appears that there are documents
fully proving that in very remote times this extra-

ordinary people had made a degree of progress of

which few of the moderns have any conception :

upon the ceilings and walls of the temples at Ten-
t)Ta, Karnac, Luxor, &c., basso-relievos are seen,

representing limbs that have been cut off with in-

struments very analogous to those which are em-
ployed at the present day for amputations. The
same instruments are again observed in the hiero-

glyphics, and vestiges of other surgical operations

may be traced, which afford convincing proofs of the

skill of the ancient Egyptians in this branch of med-
ical science.*

TliG earliest remaining surgical writings are those

I

1. (Vid. Du Frestie, s. v.)—2. (,Vid. Blackstone, b. ii., c. 20.)

—3 (De Med., lib. vii., Praefat.)—4. (De Vit. Philos., iii., 1, ()

•5.) -5. (II., iii., 218 ; xi., 515, 828, 843, &c )—6. (I.arrey, quo-
te] in Cofjpcr's Surg. Diet.)

of Hippocrates, who was born, according to Clto

ton,» 01. 80, 1, B.C. 460, and died 01. 105, 4, B.C.
357. Among his reputed works there are ten treat

ises on this subject, viz. : I. Kar' 'iT/Tpslov, De Of
ficina Medici ; 2. Ilepl 'Ay/xuv, De Fracturis ; 3,

Hepi'ApdpuVfDeArticulis; 4. 'M.ox^iKog, Vectiarins

;

5. Uepl 'E^KtJv, De Ulceribus ; 6. Ilepl Zvplyyuv, De
Fistulis; 7. Uepl kl[io^()ot6u,v, De Hamorrhoidibus

;

8. Uepi tC)v ev KeipaX^ Tpu/iuTuv, De Capitis Vul-

neribus ; 9. Tlepl 'EyKaTaTO/i^g 'EfiSpvav, De Resec-

tione Fmtus ; and, 10. Uepl 'Avarofijic;, De Corporum
Rcsectione. Of these it should be remarked, that

only the eighth is considered undoubtedly genuine

;

though the first, second, third, and fourth, if noic

written by Hippocrates himself, appear to belong to

a very early age.' Hippocrates far surpassed all

his predecessors (and, indeed, most of his success-

ors) in the boldness and success of his operations
;

and, though the scanty knowledge of anatomy pos-

sessed in those times prevented his attaining any
very great perfection, still we should rather admire
his genius, which enabled him to do so much, than
blame him because, with his deficient information,

he was able to do no more. The scientific skill in

reducing fractures and luxations displayed in his

works, De Fracturis, De Articulis, excites the ad-

miration of Haller,' and he was most probably the

inventor of the ambe, an old chirurgical machine for

dislocations of the shoulder, which, though now
fallen into disuse, for a long time enjoyed a great

reputation. In his work De Capitis Vulneribus he
gives minute directions about the time and mode
of using the trephine, and warns the. operator

against the probability of his being deceived by the

sutures of the cranium, as he confesses happened
to himself* On this Celsus remarks .

" More scili-

cet magnorum virorum, et fiduciam magnarum rerum
habentium. Nam Icvia ingenia, quia nihil habent,

nihil sibi detrahunt : magna ingenio, multaque nihilo-

minus habituro, convenit etiam simplex veri, erroris

confessio ; prcBcipueque in eo ministerio, quod utilita-

tis causa postcris traditur ; ne qui decipiantur eadem
ratione, qua quis ante deceptus est."^ The author of

the Oath, commonly attributed to Hippocrates, binds

his pupds not to perform the operation of lithotomy,

but to k-ave it to persons accustomed to it (epyuTria.

uvdpdai trpri^Log rrjade) ; from which it would appeal

as if ceitain persons confined themselves to partic-

ular operations. Avenzoar also, in his work enti-

tled Teiser, " Rcctijicatio Regiminis," refused to per-

form this operation ; but in his case it was from
religious motives, and because, being a Jew, he
thought it unlawful to look upon another's naked-
ness.

The names of several persons are preserved who
practised surgery as well as medicine in the times
immediately succeeding those of Hippocrates ; but,

with the exception of some fragments inserted in

the writings of Galen, Oribasius, Aetius, &c., all

their writings have perished. Archagathus de-

serves to be mentioned, as he is said to have been
the first foreign surgeon that settled at Rome,
A.U.C. 535, B.C. 219.* He was at first very wel
received, the jus Quiritium was conferred upon him.

a shop was bought for him at the public expense,
and he received the honourable title of Vulnerarius

This, however, on account of his frequent use Oi

the knife and cautery, was soon changed by the

Romans (who were unused to such a mode of prac-

tice) into that of Carnifex. Asclepiades, who lived

about the middle of the seventh century A.U.C, ia

said to have been the first person who proposed the

1. (Fasti Hellen.)—2. (Fid. Fabric, Bibl. Gr.)—3. (Biblioth

Chirurg.)—4. (De Morb. Vulgar., lib. v., p. 561, pd. Kiihn.)—5
(De Med., viii., 4, p. 467, ed. Arjeut.)- 6. (Cassias HemiM, ay

Plin., H. N., T(xix.,6.)
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operation of bronchotomy, though he himself never

Dcrformed it ;^ and Ammonius of Alexandrea, sur-

oamed Ai6or6/ioc, who is supposed to have hved

rather later, is celebrated in the annals of surgery

for having been the first to propose and to perform

the operation of Lithotrity, or breaking a calculus

in the bladder, vi'hen found to be too large for safe

extraction. Celsus has minutely described his

mode of operating,' which very much resembles

that lately introduced by Civiale and Heurteloup,

and which proves that, however much credit they

may deserve for bringing it again out of oblivion

into pubhc notice, the praise of having originally

thought of it belongs to the ancients. "A hook,"

says Celsus, " is to be so insinuated behind the

stone as to resist and prevent its recoiling into the

bladder, even when struck ; then an iron instru-

ment is used, of moderate thickness, flattened to-

wards the end, thin, but blunt ; which, being placed

against the stone, and struck on the farther end,

cleaves it
;

great care being taken, at the same
time, that neither the bladder itself be injured by
the instruments, por the fragments of the stone fall

back into it." Avenzoar also' mentions this mode
of getting rid of a calculus, though he does not de-

scribe the operation so minutely as Celsus. The
next surgical writtr after Hippocrates, whose works
are still extant, is Celsus, who lived at the begin-

ning of the first century A.D., and who has given

tip the last four books of his work, De Medicina,

and especially the seventh and eighth, entirely to

surgical matters. It appears plainly from reading
Celsus, that, since the time of Hippocrates, surgery

had made very great progress, and had, indeed,

,
reached a high degree of perfection. He is the first

author who gives directions for the operation of

lithotomy,* and the method described by him (called

the apparatus minor, or Celsus^s method) continued to

je practised till the commencement of the sixteenth

century. It was performed at Paris, Bordeaux, and
other places in France, upon patients of all ages,

even as late as a hundred and fifty years ago ; and
a modern author* recommends it always to be pre-

ferred on boys under fourteen.* He describes' the

operation of Injibulatio, which was so commonly
performed by the ancients upon singers, &c., and is

often alluded to in classical authors.* He also de-

scribes' the operation alluded to by St. Paul," nepi-

TET/jiTjfiivoc Tig ekXtjOti : fir) kincTtuadid. Compare
Paulus^gineta," who transcribes from Antyllus a

second method of performing the operation. See
also Parkhurst's Lexicon, and the references there
?iven.

The following description, given by Celsus, of
the necessary qualifications of a surgeon, deserves
to be quoted :

" A surgeon," says he,'* " ought to

be young, or, at any rate, not very old ; his hand
should be firm and steady, and never shake ; he
should be able to use his left hand with as much
dexterity as his right ; his eyesight should be acute
and clear ; his mind intrepid, and so far subject to
pity as to make him desirous of the recovery of his
patient, but not so far as to suffer himself to be
moved by his cries ; he should neither hurry the
operation more than the case requires, nor cut less

than is necessary, but do everything just as if the
other's screams made no impression upon him."
The reading of Targa's edition, misericors, has been

1. (CiEl. Aurel., De Morb. Acut., i., 14 ; iii.,4.)—2. (De Med.,
vii., 2«. () 3, p. 436.)—3. (p. 29, ed. Venet., 1549.)—4. (De Med.,
vii., 26, ^ 2, p. 432.)—5. (Allan on Lithotomy, p. 12.)—6. (Coop-
er's Diet, of Pract. Surg., art. Lithotomy.)— 7. (vii., 25, I) 3, p.
428.)—8. (Juv., Sat., vi., 73, 379.— Seneca, apud Lactant., Di-
vin. Inst., i., 1ft—Mart., Epigr., vii., 82, 1 ; ix., 28. 12; xiv.,

215, 1.—Tertull., De Corona Mil., 11.)—9. (vii., 25, fl, p. 427.)
—10. (1 Corinth., vii., 18.)—11. Do Re Med. vi. 53.)—12. (lib.

rii., Prsefat.)
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followed in this passage of Celsus, though immia-
ericors will also admit of a very good sense ; for

as Richerand has observed,* Celsus did not meat
by it that a surgeon ought to be quite insensible to

pity ; but that, during the performance of an opera-

tion, this passion ought not to influence him, as all

emotion would then be weakness.
Perhaps the only surgical remark worth quoting

from Aretaeus, who lived in the first centuiy A.D.,
is, that he condemns the operation of bronchotomy,
and thinks " that the wound would endanger an in-

flammation, cough, and strangling ; and that, if the
danger of being choked could be avoided by this

method, yet the parts would not heal, as being car-

tilaginous."*

Omitting Scribonius Largus, Moschion, and So-
ranus, the next author of importance is Caslius Au-
rel ianus, who is supposed to have lived about the
beginning of the second century A.D., and in whose
works there is a good deal relating to surgery,

though nothing that can be called original. He re-

jected as absurd the operation of bronchotomy.''

He mentions a case of ascites that was cured by
paracentesis,* and also a person who recovered af-

ter being shot through the lungs by an arrow.*

Galen, the most voluminous, and, at the same
time, the most valuable medical writer of antiquity,

is less celebrated as a surgeon than as an anato-

mist and physician. He appears to have practised

surgery at Pergamus ; but, upon his removal to

Rome (A.D. 165), he confined himself entirely to

medicine, following, as he says himself,* the cus-

tom of the place. This would seem also to have
been the custom among the Arabians, as Avenzoar
says' that a physician ought to be able to perform
operations, but should not do so except in cases of

necessity. Galen's writings prove, however, that

he did not entirely abandon surgery. His Commen-
taries on the Treatise of Hippocrates, De Oficirm
Medici, and his treatise Ilepi rov 'E-ividea/xuv, De
Fasciis, show that he was well versed even in the

minor details of the art. He appears also to have
been a skilful operator, though no great surgical in-

ventions are attributed to him. His other surgical

writings consist of Commentaries on Hippocrates,

De Fracluris and De Articulis ; besides a good
deal of the matter of his larger works, De Methodo
Medendi and De Compositione Medicamentorum.

Antyllus, who lived some time between Galen and
Oribasius, is the earliest writer whose directions

for performing bronchotomy are still extant, though
the operation (as was stated above) was proposed
by Asclepiades about three hundred years before

Only a few fragments of the writings of Antyllus

remain, and among them the following passage is

preserved by Paulus J^^gineta :* " Our best sur-

geons have described this operation, Antyllus par-

ticularly, thus :
' We think this practice useless,

and not to be attempted where all the arteries and
the lungs are affected (by the word upTijpiai here,

he means the bronchia, or ramifications of the tra-

chea. Vid. Arteri.\) ; but when the inflammation

lies chiefly about the throat, the chin, and the ton-

sils which cover the top of the windpipe, and the

artery is unaffected, this experiment is very ration-

al, to prevent the danger of suffocation. When we
proceed to perform it, we must cut through some
part of the windpipe, below the larynx, about the

third or fourth ring ; for to cut quite through wouJd
be dangerous. This place is the most commo-
dious, because it is not covered with any flesh, and
because it has no vessels near it. TLerefcre, bend-

1. (Nosogr. Chir.,vol. i., p. 42, edit. 2.)—2. (De Morb. Acut.

Cur., i., 7, p. 227, ed. Kflhn.)—3. (De Morb. Chron., iii., 4.)—
4. (Ibid., iii.. 8.)—5. (Ibid., iii., 12.)—6. (De Meth. Med., vi.,

20.)—7. (p. 31.)—8. (De Re Med., vi., 33.)
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nig the lUiad of the patient backward so that the

windpipe may come more forward to the view, we
make a transverse section between two of the

rings, so that in this case, not the cartilage, but the

tnembrane which encloses and unites the cartilages

together, is divided. If the operator be a little

fearful, he may first divide the skin, extended by a

hook ; then, proceeding to the windpijje, and separ-

ating the vessels, if any are in the way, he must
make the incision.' Thus far Antyllus, who thought

of this way of cutting, by observing (when it was,

I suppose, cut by chance) that the air rushed

through it with great violence, and that the voice

was interrupted. When the danger of suffocation

is over, the lips of the wound must be united by su-

ture, that is, by sewing the skin, and not the carti-

lage ; then proper vulnerary medicines are to be

applied. If these do not agglutinate, an incarnant

must be used. The same method must be used

with those who cut their throat with a design of

committing suicide." This operation appears to

have been very seldom, if ever, performed by the

ancients upon a human being. Avenzoar' tried it

upon a goat, and found it might be done without

much danger or difficulty ; but he says he should

not like to be the first to try it upon a man.
Oribasius, physician to the Emperor Julian (A.D.

361), professes to be merely a compiler; and
though there is in his great work, entitled Hvva-

yir.'-yal 'larpiKai, Collecta, Medicinalia, much surgical

matter, there is nothing original. The same may
be said of Aetius and Alexander TraUianus, both of

whom lived towards the end of the sixth century

A.D., and are not famous for any surgical inven-

tions. Paulus JEgineta has given up the fifth and
sixth books of his work, De Re Medica, entirely

to surgery, and has inserted in them much useful

matter, the fruits chiefly of his own observation

and exi>erience. He was particularly celebrated

for his skill in midwifery and female diseases,

and was called on that account, by the Arabians,

Al- Kawabeli, " the Accoucheur."' Two pam-
phlets were published in 1768 at Gottingen, 4to, by
llud. Aug. Vogel, entitled De Pauli JEginetae Men-
tis in Medicinam, imprimisque Chirurgiam. Paulus
JEgineta lived probably towards the end of the sev-

enth century A.D., and is the last of the ancient

Greek and Latin medical writers whose surgical

works remain. The names of several others are

recorded, but they are not of sufficient eminence to

require any notice here. For farther information

on the subject both of medicine and surgery, see

Medicina ; and for the legal qualifications, social

rank, &c., both of physicians and surgeons, among
the ancient Greeks and Romans, see Medicus.
The surgical instruments, from which the accom-

panying engravings are made, were found by a

physician of Petersburg, Dr. Savenko, in 1819, at

Pompeii, in Via Consularis {Strada Consulare), in

a house which is supposed to have belonged to a
surgeon. They are now preserved in the museum
at Portici. The engravings, with an account of

them by Dr. Savenko, were originally published in

the Revue Mldicde for 1821, vol. iii., p. 427, &c.
They were afterward inserted in Froriep's Nolizen

aus 'hm Gebiete der Natur-und-Heilkunde for 1822,

Tol. ii., n. 26, p. 57, &c. The plate containing

theea instruments is wanting in the copy of the

Revue Midicale in the library of the College of Sur-

geons, so that the accompanying figures are copied

from the German work, in which some of them ap-

pear to be drawn very badly. Their authenticity

was at first doubted by Kiihn,* who thought they

1. (p 15.)—2. (Abulphaiaj, Hist. Dynast., p. 181, ed. Po-
rocke )- 3. (De Instrum Chirurg., Vel • -ibus cognitis, et nuper
«^a« is, Lips., 1823, 4to.)

were the same that had been described by Bayardt
in his Catal. Antiq. Monument. Herculani cffos., Nap.,

1754, fol., n. 236-294 ; when, however, his disser-

tation was afterward republished,' he acknowledged
himself to be completely satisfied on this point, and
has given, in the tract referred to, a learned and in

genious description of the instruments and Iheir

supposed uses, from which the following account is

chiefly abridged. It will, however, be seen at once
that the form of most of them is so simple, and
their uses so obvious, that very little explanation 1*

necessary.

1, 2. Two probes {specillum, iifiTiri) made of iron

,

the larger six inches long, the smaller four and ?.

half 3. A cautery {KavrripLov) made of iron, rathei

more than four inches long. 4, 6. Two lancets

{scalpellum, c[iilr)), made of copper, the former t»vp

inches and a half long, the other three iaches. l\

seems doubtful whether they were used lor blood-

letting, or for opening abscesses, &c. 6. A knife

apparently made of copper, the blade of which is

two inches and a half long, and h\ the broadest pari

one inch in breadth ; the back is straight and thick,

and the edge much curved ; tba handle is so short

that Savenko thinks it must have been broken. It

is uncertain for what particular purpose it was used

:

Kiihn conjectures that (if it be a surgical instrument

at all) it may have been nwide with such a curved

edge, and such a straight thick back, that it might
be struck with a hammer, and so amputate fingers,

toes, &c. 7. Another knife, apparently made of

copper, the blade of which is of a triangular shape,

two inches long, and in the broadest part eight iiies

in breadth ; the back is straight and one line broad,

and this breadth continues all the way to the point,

which, therefore, is not sharp, but guarded by a sort

of button. Kiihn thinks it may have been used for

enlarging wounds, &c., for which it would be par-

ticularly fitted by its b'unt point and broad back.

8. A needle, about threi inches long, made of iron.

9. An elevator (or instrument for raising depressed

portions of the scull), made of iron, five inches long,

and very much resembling those made use of at the

present day. 10-14. {vid. next cut) Different kinds

of forceps (vulsella). No. 10 has the two sides sepa-

rated from each other, and is five inches long. No.
1 1 is also five inches long. No. 12 is three inches

and a half long. The sides are narrow at the point

of union, and become broader by degrees towards

the other end, where, when closed, they form a kind

of arch. It should be noticed that it is furnished with

a movable ring, exactly like the tenaculum forceps

employed at the present day. No. 13 was used foi

1. (Opusc. Academ. Med. et Philolol., Lips., 1^7, 1838, 8»»
vol. ii., p. 309.)—2. (De Med., vii., 26, t) 1, p. 429.)
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{Hilling out hairs by the roots {rpLxolatiq). No. 14

is six inches long, and is bent in the middle. It

was probably used for extracting foreign bodies that

had stuck in the oesophagus (or gullet), or in the

bottom of a wound. 15. A male catheter {cBnea

^stula), nine inches in length. The shape is re-

markable, from its having the double curve like the

letter S, which is the form that was reinvented in

the last century by the celebrated French surgeon,

J. L. Petit. 16. Probably a female catheter, four

inches in length. Celsus thus describes both male
and female catheters :* " The surgeon should have
three male catheters (ceneas fistulas), of which the

longest should be fifteen, the next twelve, and the

shortest nine inches in length ; and he should have
two female catheters, the one nine inches long, the

other six. Both sorts should be a little curved,

but especially the male ; they should be perfectly

smooth, and neither too thick nor too thin." 17.

Supposed by Froriep to be an instrument for ex-

tracting teeth {bSovrdypa') ; but Kiihn, with much
more probability, conjectures it to be an instrument

used in amputating part of an enlarged uvula, and
quotes Celsus,' who says that " no method of op-

erating is more convenient than to take hold of the

uvula with the forceps, and then to cut off below it

as much as is necessary." 18, 19. Probably two
spatulae.

CHITON ixiTuv). (Vid. Tunica.)
CHITON'IA (xiTuvia), a festival celebrated in

the Attic town of Chitone in honour of Artemis,
surnamed Chitona or Chitonia.* The Syracusans
also celebrated a festival of the same name, and in

honour of the same deity, which was distinguished
by a peculiar kind of dance, and a playing on the
flute.*

*CHIUM MARMOR (X/of Wog), a species of
Marble obtained from the island of Chios. Hill de-

scribes it as "a very fine and elegantly-smooth
stone, of a close, compact texture, very heavy, and
of a fine glossy black, perfectly smooth where bro-

ken, but dull and absolutely destitute of splendour."

It is capable, according to the same authority, of
receiving the highest polish of perhaps any of the
marbles. It was famous among the ancients for

maicmg reflecting mirrors, for which the high polish

1. (De Med., vii., 26, I) 1, p. 429.) —2. (Pollux, Onom., iv., <)

>81.)-~3. (De Med., vii., 12, () 3, p. 404.)—4. (Schol.ad Callim.,

Hymn, in Artem., 78.)— 5 (Athenaeus, xiv., p. 629.— Steph.
Byz., s. V. XiTiivr).)
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of which it is susceptible rendered it peculiarij

proper. The Chian marble would appear to have
been of the Obsidian kind, and it is, in fact, some-
times called " Lapis Obsidianus Antiquorum."^ The
name Obsidianus would seem to have been a corrup-

tion from Opsianus (^otjjLavog, arro r^g orpsuc;).^

•CHIUM VINUM (Xiog olvog), Chian Wine, a
Greek wine made in the island of Chios (the modem
Scio). It is described by some writers as a thick,

luscious wine ; and that which grew on the craggy
heights of Ariusium, extending three hundred stadia

along the coast, is extolled by Strabo as the best

of all Greek wines. From Athenaeus we learn that

the produce of the Ariusian vineyards was usually
divided into three distinct species : a dry wine, a
sweetish wine, and a third sort of a peculiar quali-

ty, thence termed avTOKparov. All of them seem to

have been excellent of their kind, and they are fre-

quently alluded to in terms of the highest commend-
ation. The Phanean, which is extolled by Virgil as
the king of wines, was also the product of the same
island. The Saprian wine, so remarkable for its

exquisite aroma, was probably Chian matured by
great age.'

CRLAmA (xTialva). (Fi<Z. L^na.)
CHLAMYS (xlaiivg, dim. ;<;/lajUV(Jioi'), a scarf.

This term, being Greek, denoted an article of thtj

amiclus, or outer raiment, which was, in general,

characteristic of the Greeks, and of the Orienta'

races with which they were connected, although

both in its form and in its application it approached
very much to the lacerna and paludamentum of the

Romans, and was itself, to some extent, adopted by
the Romans under the emperors. It was for the

most part woollen ; and it differed from the blanket

(Ipdriov), the usual amictus of the male sex, in

these respects, that it was much smaller ; also finer,

thinner, more variegated in colour, and more sus-

ceptible of ornament. It moreover differed in being

oblong instead of square, its length being generally

about twice its breadth. To the regular oblong, a,

b, c, d (see woodcut), gores were added, e'ther in

the form of a right-angled triangle, a e f, producing

the modification a, e, g, d, which is exem^/cied in the

annexed figure of Mercury, or of an obtuse-angled

triangle, a, e, b, producing the modification a, e, b, <,

g, d, which is exemplified in the figure of a youth

from the Panathenaic frieze in the British Museum
These gores were called TZTcpv-yeg, wings, and the

scarf with these additions was distinguished by the

epithet of Thessalian or Macedonian.* Hence the

ancient geographers compared the form of the in-

habited earth {ii oIkovjisvj]) to that of a chlamys.''

The scarf does not appear to have been much
worn by children, although one was given, with its

brooch, to Tiberius Csesar in his infancy.* It was
generally assumed on reaching adolescence, and
was worn by the ephebi from about seventeen tc

1. (History of Fossils, &c., p. 466.)—2. (Id.ib)—3. (Hend«r-

son's History of Wines, p. 77.)—4. (Etym. Mag.—Lucian, Di&i

Mort.)—5. (Strabo, ii., 5.—Macrobius, De Somn. Scip., ii.)—

«

(Suet., Tib., 6 i
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twenty years ot age.* It was also worn by the mil-

itary, especially of high rank, over their body-armour

(woodcut, p. 133*), and by hunters and travellers,

more particularly on horseback.'

The scarfs worn by youths, by soldiers, and by

hunters differed in colour and fineness, according

to theii destination, and the age and rank of the

wearer. The x^^H-^^ ki^n^mri was probably yellow or

Baffron coloured, and the ;\:Aap>f arparcuTiKTi, scarlet.

On the other hand, the hunter commonly went out

! in a scarf of a dull, unconspicuous colour, as best
' adapted to escape the notice of wild animals.* The
more ornamental scarfs, being designed for females,

were tastefully decorated with a border (Jimbus,'^

maander^) ; and those worn by Phoenicians, Tro-

jans, Phrygians, and other Asiatics were also em-
broidered, or interwoven with gold.^ Actors had
their chlamys ornamented with gold.* Demetrius,

the son of Antigonus, imitating the utmost splen-

dour of the Asiatics, wore a scarf in which were
represented in gold thread the stars and the twelve

signs of the zodiac*
The usual mode of wearing the scarf was to pass

one of its shorter sides (a, d) round the neck, and
to fasten it by means of a brooch {fibula), either

over the breast (woodcuts, p. 47 186), in which
case it hung down the back, reaching to the calves

of the legs, as in the preceding figure of the young
Athenian, or even to the heels ;^'' or over the right

shoulder, so as to cover the left arm, as is seen in

the preceding figure of Mercury, in the woodcut to

Causia, and in the well-known example of the Bel-

videre Apollo. In other instances if; vias made to

depend gracefully from the left shoulder, of which
the bronze Apollo in the British Museum (see the

annexed woodcut) presents an example (puernudus,

nisi quod ephebica chlamyde sinistrum tegebat hume-
runc ) ; or it was thrown Ughtly behind the back,

" Chlamydemque, ut pendeat apte,

Collocat : ut limbus, totumque appareat aurum.^

The aptitude of the scarf to be turned in eveiy

possible form round the body, made it useful even
for defence. The hunter used to wrap his chlamys
about his left arm when pursuing wild animals, and
preparing to fight with them ' Alcibiades died fight-

ing with his scarf rolled round his left hand instead

of a shield.* The annexed woodcut exhibits a fi»

and passed over either one ami or shoulder, or over

both (see the second figure in the last woodcut, ta-

ken from Hamilton's Vases, i , 2) ; or, lastly, it was
laid upon the throat, carried behind the neck, and
crossed so as to hang down the back, as in the fig-

ure of Achilles (p. 133), and sometimes its extrem-

ities were again brought forward over the arms or

shoulders. In short, the remains of ancient art of

every description show in how high a degree the

scarf contributed, by its endless diversity of arrange-

ment, to the display of the human form in its great-

est beauty ; and Ovid has told us how sensible the

ephebi were of its advantages in the following ac-

count of the care bestowed upon this part of his at-

tire by Mercury :

1. (Philemon, p 367, ed. Meineke.—"Ephebica chlamyde:"
Apuleiiis, Met, X.—Heliod., JEih., i.—Plutarch, De Mul. Virt.

—Pollux, Onom., i., 164.)—2. (^lian, V. H., xiv., 10.—The-
i:3t., Oral., X.—Plaut., Pseud., II., iv., 45.—Epid., III., iii., 55.)

—3. (Plaut., Poen., III., iii., 6, 31.)—4. (Pollux, Onom., v., 18.)

—5. (Virg., ^n., iy., 137.)—6. (Virp., ^n., v., 251.)—7. (Virg.,

11. cc; iii., 483, 484 , xi., 775.—Ovid, Mct.,v., 51.—Val. Flacc,
vi., 228.)—8. (Pollux, Onom., iv., 116.)—9. (Athenajus, iii., p.

535 F. ; 536, A.)—10 (Apwleius, Met., xi.)—11. (Apuleius, x.)

ure of Neptune armed with the trident in his nght
hand, and having a chlamys to protect the left. It

is taken from a medal which was struck in com-
memoration of a naval victory obtained by Demetri-

us Poliorcetes, and was evidently designed to ex-

press his sense of Neptune's succour in the conflict.

When Diana goes to the chase, as she does not re-

quire her scarf for purposes of defence, she draws
it from behind over her shoulders, and twists it

round her waist, so that the belt of her quiver pass-

es across it, as shown in the statues of the goddess

in the Vatican (see woodcut), and described by Ne-
mesianus. (Vid. Balteus.)

It appears from the bas-reliefs on marble vases

that dancers took hold of one another by the chla-

mys, as the modern Greeks still do by their scarfs

or handkerchiefs, instead of taking one another's

liands. In like manner, Mercury, when he is con-

ducting Plutus in the dark, bids him to take hold of

his chlamys in order to follow his steps.* The scarf

admitted also of being used to recline upon. Thus
Endymion is represented, both in ancient paintings

and sculptures, and in the description of Lucian,*

sleeping on his chlamys, which is spread upon a

rock. {Vid. Pileus.)

Among the Romans, the scarf came more into use

under the emperors. Caligula wore one enriched

with gold.* Alexander Severus, when he was in

the country or on an expedition, wore a scarf dyed

with the coccus (chlamyde coccinea'').

CHLOEIA or CHL(5lA {Xkoeia or XIolu), a fes

tival celebrated at Athens in honour of Demeter
Chloe, or simply Chloe, whose temple stood near

the Acropohs.* It was solemnized in spring, on the

sixth of Thargelion, when the blossoms began to ap-

pear (hence the names x^^ri and ;t;A6eia), with the

sacrifice of a ram, and much mirth and rejoicing.'

CHLOREUS or CHLOR'ION {x^up^g, x^^'p-
luvj, two names belonging, probably, to one and the

same bird, the Golden Oriole, or Oriolus galbula, L.

.^lian errs when he calls the female x^<^P^^ 3"**

the male x'^'^p'i-'^v, and his error is supposed to have

arisen from his copying Aristotle carelessly."*

1. (Met., ii., 735.)—2. (Pollux, Onom., v., 18.—TrtpieXifavTa

8 aix-nix^Tai vtpi rftvycipa : Xen., Cyneg., vi., 17.)—3. (Plut.,

Alcib.)—4. (Lucian, Timon, 30.)—5. (Dial., vol. i., p. 232, ed

Herasterh.)—6. (Suet., Calig., 19.)—7. (Lamprid., Al. Sev.,4a

—Compare Matt., i.vvii, 28, 31.)—8. (Hesych., s. v. XAoirf.—

Athen., xiv., p. 618.—Sophocl., CEd. Col., 1600, with the scho>

liast.—Paus., i., 22, <> 3.)—9. (Eupolis, np. Schol. ad Soph., (Ed
Col., 1. c.)—10. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 2

—

JEliun, N A., iv , 47

—Adams, Append. ». v.)
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CH uORIS ix^^pk) the name of a Bird descri-

bed by Aristotle. Gesner, upon the authority of

Turner, holds it to be the Greenfinch, or Fringilla

cMoris, Temrtiinck.^

CHOES (Xo£f). (Vid. Dionysia.)

CHCENIX (xolvi^), a Greek measure of capaci-

ty, the sizd of which is differently given ; it was
probably of different sizes in the several states.

Pollux,* Suidas, Cleopatra, and the fragments of

Galen," make it equal to three cotylas (=-l-4866 pints

English) ; another fragment of Galen* and other au-

thorities* make it equal to four cotylae (=1-9821

pints English); Rhemnius Fannius* and another

fragment of Galen^ make it eight cotyls (=3 9641

pints English).*

*XOIPOS nOTAM'IOS (xo'^poQ T^orufitog), a spe-

cies of Fish, probably the Ruffe, or Pcrca cernua, L.

It is a small fish, of good flavour ; rather olive, and
spotted with brown.*

CHORA'GUS, a person who had to bear the ex-

penses of the choragia, one of the regularly-recur-

ring state burdens (ey/ct'/c/liot Tieirovpylai) at Athens.

Originally (as is shown in the article Chorus) the

chorus consisted of all the inhabitants in the state.

With the improvement of the arts of music and
dancing, the distinction of spectators and perform-

ers arose ; it became more a matter of art to sing

and dance in the chorus
;
paid performers were em-

ployed ; and at last the duties of this branch of wor-

ship devolved upon one person, selected by the state

to be their representative, who defrayed all the ex-

penses which were incurred on the different occa-

sions. This person was the choragus. It was the

duty of the managers of a tribe {k-KtfieltjTnl (pvhjg)

to which a choragy had come round, to provide a

person to perform the duties of it ; and the person
appointed by them had to meet the expenses of the

chorus in all plays, tragic or comic (Tpayu^oic;, ku-

u(f)6Gig), and satirical ; and of the lyric choruses of

men and boys, the pyrrhichistae, cyclian dancers,

and flute-players
( xopTj-yelv avSpuac, or uvSpiKoir ^o-

iolg, 'rrai6iKoIg ;^;opoif, nvp^ixtaTalg, kvkTliu X'^PVi ^^'

XfiTalg avdpuaiv), &c. He had first to collect his

chorus, and then to procure a teacher (xopodiddaKa-

/lof), whom he paid for instructing the choreutee.

The choragi drew lots for the first choice of teach-

ers ; for as their credit depended upon the success
of their chorus in the dramatic or lyric contests, it

was of great importance to them whose assistance
they secured.*" When the chorus was composed of
boys, the choragus was occasionally allowed to

press children for it, in case their parents were re-

fractory." The chorus were generally maintained,
during the period of their instruction, at the expense
of the choragus, and he had also to provide such
meat and drink as would contribute to strengthen
the voice of the singers {01 6e xopriyol rolg x°P^^-
Talc tyxET^i-u koI &pL6uKia Kat cKeHihag koI fivelbv
TTaparidevTeg, evuxovv enl nolvv xpovov, (puvacjKov-

fievovg Kal rpn^wvraf"). The expenses of the differ-

ent choruses are given by Lysias" as follow : Cho-
rus of men, 20 minae ; with the tripod, 50 minae

;

pyrrhic chorus, 8 minae
;
pyrrhic chorus of boys, 7

minae ; tragic chorus, 30 minae ; comic, 16 minae
;

cyclian chorus, 300 minae. According to Demos-
thenes," the chorus of flute-players cost a great deal
more than the tragic chorus. The choragus who
exhibited the best musical or theatrical entertain-
ment, received as a prize a tripod, which he had

1. (A.-istot, H. A., viii., 5.— Aiiams, Append., s. v.)—2. (iv.,

23 )—3 (c. 7 and 9.)—4. (c. 5.)—5. (Paucton, Metrolog., p.
233.)— f). (v., 69.)—7. (c. 8.)—8. (Wurm, De Pond, et Men.s.,

&c., p. 132, 142, 199.—Ilussey on Anc. Money and Measures,
p. 209 and 214.)—9. (^lian, N. A., xiv., 23.)—10. (Demosth., c.

Mid., p. 519.)—11. (Antiphon.. De Clioreuta, p. 767, 768.)—12.

(Plutarch, Do Glor. Ath., p. 349, A.)—13. ('AttoX. SiapoS., p.
698 )— 1 1 (Mid., p. .^65.)
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the expense of consecrating, and sometimes he had
also to build the monument on which it v as placed.

There was a whole street at Athens formed by the
line of these tripod-temples, and called " The Street

of the Tripods." The laws of Solon prescribed 40
as the proper age for the choragus, but this law was
not long in force.

On the subject of the choragia, see Bockh's JViW.

Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 207, &c.
CHORE'GIA (x^pTiyia). {Vid. Choragus.)
Xn'PlOT AIKH Ixuptov Siari), a suit to recover

land, was a diadicasia within the jurisdiction o<"ths

thesmothetae. The parties to a suit cl this kind
were necessarily either Athenian citizens, or such
favoured aliens as had had tht power of acquiring

real property in Attica {yTjg Kal /tKiag syKTrjaig) be-

stowed upon them by special grant of the people.

Of the speeches of Isaeus and Lysias in causes of
this kind, the names are all that survive.

CHORUS {xopog), a band of singers and dancers,

engaged in the public worship of some divinity.

This is, however, only the secondary meaning of
the Greek word. The word x°po^^ which is con-
nected with x'^pog, X'^PO''^ properly denoted the
market-place, where the chorus met. Thus Homer
calls the dancing-place the x"poc ; ^eiT/vav de xopov :*

neir'kriyov 6i. xopov delov noaiv :' oOi r' 'Hovg rjpiyevu^

LTjg o'cKia Kal xopo'i. dai :* Ivda 6' taav T!iv/j.(j>euv Ka^ol

xopol ySe douKoi.'' Now the dancing-place for the
public chorus in a Greek town would naturally be
the largest space which they had, i. e., the market-
place, which was called by the more general name
of " the place" or " the space" {xopog). Thus the
ayopd at Sparta was called the xopog-* And evpi6-

xopog is a common epithet of a large city : thus
Sparta' and Athens* are both called evpvxopog,

which either meant " having a wide chorus or mar-
ket," or, generally, "extensive" {svpix^pog), as
when it is applied as an epithet to 'Xata in Pindar.'

Thus, also, the king says to the chorus, in the Sujh
plices of .iEschylus,'* 2.auv ev x<^P<p Tucaeade.

This explanation of the word xopog is impoitant,

from its connexion with the idea of a primitive cho-

rus. In the oldest times the chorus consisted of
the whole population of the city, who met in the

public place to offer up thanksgivings to their coun-
try's god, by singing hymns and performing corre-

sponding dances. The hymn, however, was not

sung by the chorus, but some poet or musician sang
or played the hymn, and the dancers, who formed
the chorus, only allowed their movements to be
guided by the poem or the tune. The poet, there-

fore, was said to "lead off the dance" {h^upxeiv

liolm/g), and this was said not merely of the poet,*-

but also of the principal dancers;'* and even the

leader of a game at ball is said upxeoOai fiolTTig.

From this it will be seen that the words fiE/.Tzeadai

and fio'X.TTTj, when used in speaking of the old chorus,

imply the regular, graceful movements of the dan-
cers ;" and the eumolpids were not singers of hymns,
but dancers in the chorus of Demeter and Dionysus.
This old chorus, or the chorus proper, was always
accompanied by the cithara, the lyre, or the phor-

minx, which were different kinds of stringed instm-

ments ; when the accompaniment was the flute, it

was not a chorus, but an dy?.ata or a Ku/iog, a much
more riotous affair, which was always rather of the

nature of a procession than of a dance, and in which
there was often no e.zarchus, but every one joined

into the song or cry of joy at his pleasure. Such a

1. (New Cratylus, p. 361.)—2. (Od., viii., 260.)—3. (1., 264.)

—4. (xii., 4.)—5. (1., 318.)—6. (Pausan., iii., 11, * 9.)—7. (An-
axandrides, ap. Athen., p. 131, C.)—8. (Oracul. ap. Demosth.
Mid., p. 531.)—9. (Ol., vii., 18.)—10. (v., 9"6;i-ll ;Sne tht

passages quoted in the Theatre of the Greeks, 4tn edition, p
21.)— 12. (II., xviii., 604.)—13. (II., xvi., 182.—Hymn. Pyllx

Apoll., 19.)
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omus was the hymenaeal or bridal procession,
though this sej.ins to have been a mixture of the
chorus and tiie comas, for the harp and a chorus of
damsels are meiiiiuned in the descriptions of it by
Homer and Hi'smd. The former merely says,* "A
loud hymei.u:'iK aiose; young men skilled in the
dance movtii fuo'iud; and among them flutes and
harps resounded" (avXol, ^opuiyyig re). Hesiod's
description is mufh more elaborate :' " The inhab-
itants (of the fortified city which he is describing)

were enjoying themselves with festivities and dan-
ces {aylataiq re x^pok T"e) : the men, (i. e., the Ku/xog)

were conducting the bride to her husband on the
well-wheeled mule-car ; and a loud hymenizus arose

;

from afar was seen the gleam of burning torches
jarried in the hand of slaves ; the damsels {i. c., the

Xopog) were moving forward in all joy and festivity

\,uy'katy T£6a2,vtat) ; and they were both attended by
sportive choruses. The one chorus, consisting of
men (the Kujuog), were singing with youthful voices
10 the shrill sound of the pipe {i. e., avpcy^) ; the
other, consisting of the damsels (the x°P^?)f were
leading up the cheerful chorus {i. e., were dancing)
to the notes of the harp {(popixiy^)." This account
of the hymenceus is immediately followed by a de-
scription of the comus proper, i. e., a riotous pro-

jesssion after a banquet. " On another side, some
/oung men were moving on in the comus (eKu/ia^ov)

lO the sound of the flute ; some were amusing them-
selves with singing and dancing ; others moved on
jaughing, each of them accompanied by a^M^c-player
ivtt' avTiTjTTjpi iKaarog). The whole city was filled

with joy, and choruses, and festivity" {i^a?i.iai re
^opoL Te uyAatuL re).

The chorus received its first full development in
the Doric states, and in them it was particularly
connected with their military organization. The
Dorian chorus was composed of the same persons
who formed their battle-array: the best dancers
and the best fighters were called by the same name
{jrpv^eeg) ; the back rows in each were called " un-
equipped" {-ipiXelr), and the figures of tlie dance
were called by the same name as the evolutions of
the army.' The Doric deity was Apollo ; conse-
quently, we find the Doric chorus, which was prop-
erly accompanied by the lyre, and of which the lyric

poetry of the Greeks was the legitimate ofTspring,

immediately connected with the worship of Apollo,
the inventor of the lyre. I'he three principal Doric
choruses were the pyrrhic, the gymnopcedic, and the
hyporchematic. These were afterward transferred
to the worship of Bacchus, and appear as the three
varieties of the dramatic chorus, which celebrated
the worship of that divinity : the emmeleia, or tragic

dance, corresponded to the gymnopcedic, the comic
dance to the hyporchemc, and the satyric to the
pyrrhic. All these dances were much cultivated
and improved by Thaletas, who introduced a com-
bination of the song and dan(!e for the whole chorus,
of which Lucian speaks when he says, bv way of
contrast to the pantomimic dancers of more modern
times :* Tlu2,ai pev yap ol avrol Kal ythv kuI upxovv-
Tc, " in older times the same performers both
sang and danced." This extension of the song of
the exarchus to the whole chorus seems to have
given rise almost naturally to the division of the
chorus into strophes and antistrophes, which Ste-
eichorus farther improved by the addition ofan epode,
thus breaking through the monotonous alternation
of strophe and antistrophe by the insertion of a
stanza of a diflferent measure. This improvement
is referred to in the proverb, Ov6e to, rpla 'LrrtaL-

Xopov yiyvuaKeig. The choruses of Stesichorus

(r . xviii., 492.)—2. (Scut. Here, 270.)—3. (Muller's Do-
i iii., 12, HO; iv «, HO—4. (De Saltat., c. 30.)

consisted of combinations of rows of eight danccia;
and, from his partiality to the number 8, we have
another proverb, the nuvra oktu of the gramma
rians.

The most important event in the history of Greek
choral poetry was the adaptation of the dithyramb,
or old I3acchic song, to the system of Doric chorus
es ; for it was to this that we owe the Attic drama.
The dithyramb was originally of the nature of a
Kijpoc : it was sung by a band ol revellers to a flute

accompaniment ; and in the time of Archilochus
had its leader, for that poet says that " he knows
how to lead off the dithyramb, the beautiful song of
Dionysus, when his mind is inflamed with wine :"'

"Qf AiuvvaoV uvaKTog Ka'kbv i^dp^ai /leTiOg

olda diOijpa/iSop olvu avyKepavvudelg <j>pEvag.

Arion, the celebrated player on the cithara, was t\ e
first to practise a regular chorus in the dithyramb,
and to adapt it to the cithara. This he did at Coi
inth, a Doric city ; and therefore we may suppose
that he subjected his dithyramb to all the condition?
of Doric choral poetry. The dithyramb was danced
round a blazing altar by a chorus of 50 men oi

boys ; hence it was called a circular chorus {KVKlLog

Xopog) ; the dithyrambic poet was called kvkXioSi-
duoKaXog, and Arioh is said to have been the son of
Cycleus.

Aristotle tells us that tragedy arose from the re-

citations of the leaders of the dithyramb (utto tuv
e^apxovTuv tuv diOvpufifiuv^) ; and we know from
Suidas that Arion was Che inventor of the tragic style

{TpayiKoii TpoTTov Evperjjg*). This latter statement
seems to refer to the fact that Arion introduced
satyrs into the dithyramb ; for the satyrs were also
called Tpuyoi,* so that Tpayi^Sid, " the song of the
satyrs," is the same as " the satyric drama." This
tragic or satyric drama arose from the leaders of
the dithyrambic chorus, as arranged by Aiion. If

we examine the use made of this dithyrambic cho-
rus by ^schylus, we shall easily see what is the
meaning of Aristotle's statement. In the tragic
trilogies of ^schylus we find a chorus and two
actors. As tragedy arose from the leaders of the
dithyramb, the first beginning would be when the
poet Thespis, as leader of his dithyrambic chorus,
either made long Epic or narrative speeches, oi

conversed with his chorus. The improvement of
./Eschylus, then, was to introduce a dialogue be-
tween two of the exarchi, who would thus become
actors. Consequently, we should expect that in the
time of JCschylus the dithyrambic chorus of 50
would be succeeded by a tragic chorus of 48, and
two actors. And this we find to be the case If
we examine the extant trilogy—the Orestca—we
find that the Agamemnon has a chorus of 12 old
men ; the Choepho>-oe, a chorus of either 12 or 15
women ; and the Eummides, a chorus of 15 furies :

this would leave 9 or 6 for the chorus of the satyric
drama appended to the trilogy, according as we
take the smaller or greater number for the chorus
in the Cho'ephorce. It seems more probable that we
should take the larger number ; for it is probrible
that, in most cases, ^Eschylus would divide the
main chorus of 48 into four subchoruses of 12 ; ibj

24 was the number of the comic chorus , and as
comedies were acted in single plays, it is' not un-
likely that they would assign to a comic poet double
the chorus used by the tragedian in his single plays,
or half his whole chorus. If so, the satyric drama
might, as less important, be contented with half the
ordinary tragic chorus, when the exigencies of the
piece rendered it desirable to increase the chorus
from 12 to 15 in one or more of the individual plays.

1. (Athenaeus, p. 628, A.)—2. (Poet., 4.) -3 (CompajB H»
rod., i, 23.)—4. (Hesych., s v Tpayouj.)
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Besides, if the chorus of Stesichorus, which was
antistrophic, and therefore quadrangular, consisted

of 48, as it is not improbable, and this cliorus of 48

was divided into rows of eight (as in nuvra oktu),

eix would be an element of the regular chorus, and,

therefore, a fit number to represent its least impor-

tant pai' See on this subject Miiller,* from whose
view tl . account here given differs in some par-

ticulars

The tragic chorus, though quadrangular, still

mustered around the thymele, or altar of Bacchus in

the theatre, thereby showing some last traces of its

dithyrambic origin ; and though the lyre was its

general accompaniment, it did not by any means
repudiate the flute, the old accompaniment of the

dithyramb. When the chorus consisted of 15, it

entered the orchestra either in ranks three abreast,

or in files five abreast ; in the former case it was
said to be divided Kara C,vya, in the latter /cara aroi-

Xovg. No doubt a similar distinction was made in

the case of the chorus of 12.

The expense of the chorus, as it is stated in the

article Choragus, was defrayed by the choragus,

who was assigned to the poet by the archon. In

the case of a dramatic chorus, the poet, if he in-

tended to represent at the Lenasa, applied to the

king archon ; if at the great Dionysia, to the chief

archon, who " gave him a chorus" if his play was
thought to deserve it ; hence ;topo'^ dtdovai. signifies
*' to praise or approve a poet."* The successful

poet was said to " receive the chorus."' The comic
dance was not at first thought worthy of a public

chorus, but the chorus in that species of drama was
at first performed by amateurs {id£7iovTal*), as was
also the case with the dithyramb in later times.*

CHOUS or CHOEUS {xovg, or A;oei^f), a Greek
measure of liquids, which is stated by all the author-

ities to be equalto the Roman congius, and to con-

tain six ^eaTUL or sextarii (=^5-9471 pints English).

Suidas alone makes a distinction between the x'^^i
and the ;tofi'f. making the former equal to two sex-

tarii, and the latter equal to six. Now when we
remember that the x°^? was commonly used as a
drinking vessel at Athenian entertainments ;' that,

on the day of the x^^i C^*'^- Dionysia), a prize was
given to the person who first drank off his x'^^K,

and that Milo of Croton is said to have drunk three

Xoeg of wine at a draught,' it is incredible that, in

these cases, the large x°^S mentioned above could
be meant. It seems, therefore, probable that there
was also a smaller measure of the same name, con-
taining, as Suidas states, two sextarii, =1-9823
pints English. At first it was most likely the com-
mon name for a. drinking vessel. According to

Crates,* the x^^^^Q had originally a similar form to

the Panathenaic amphora?, and was also called

XPEOTS AIKH (xpeovcdiKri), a simple action for

debt, was, like most of the other cases arising upon
an alleged breach of contract, referred to the juris-

diction of the thesmothetae when the sum in ques-
tion amounted to more than ten drachmae. If oth-
erwise, it fell under the cognizance of those itiner-

ant magistrates, who were originally thirty in num-
ber, and styled, accordingly, ol rpiuKovTa : but af-

terward, in consequence of the odium attached to
this name, which had also served to designate the
oligarchic tyrants, received an accession often col-

leagues and a corresponding change of title.'" If

the cause could be classed among the £/iii7]vot diKai,

I. (Euraeniden, I) 1, &c.)—2. (Plato, Rep., p. 383, C.)—3.

(Ariiitoph., Rail., 94. —4. (Aristot., Poet., 5.)—5. (Vtrf. Aiistot.,

Probl., XV ,
9.—Rhet., iii., 9.;—6. (Anstoph., Acham., v., 1086,

e<l. Oind.)—7. (Athen., lib. x.)—8. (Athen., xi., p. 496.)—9.

(Pollux, Oiiom., X., 73.—Wurm, De Poud., &c., p. J 27, 1.S6,

141, 198.—Ilussey on Anc. Money, Measures, &c., p. 211-213.)
—10. (Pollux, Onom., Tiji., 100.)
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as, for instance, when the debt arose upon a mer
cantile transaction, the thesmothetae would still have
jurisdiction in it, though one of the parties to the
suit were an alien ; otherwise it seems that when
such a person was the defendant, it was brought
into the court of the polemarch.* If the cause were
treated as a diKtj 'EfinopiKTj, as above mentioned, the
plaintiff would forfeit a sixth part of the sum con-
tested upon failing to obtain one fifth of the votes
of the dicasts ;" but we are not informed whethei
this regulation was applicable, under similar circum-
stances, in all prosecutions for debt. The speech
of Demosthenes against Timotheus was made in »

cause of this kind.

CHROMIS or CHREMPS {xP^H;^?, ;cpW/"if, oi

XpE/utp), a species of Fish, the same with the Sparut
Chromis, L., and called in French Marron. Ron-
delet says it is a small fish, and little esteemed.
According to Cuvier, it is a chestnut-brown fish,

taken by thousands in the Mediterranean. The
fishermen on the coast of Genoa call it Castagno, on
account of its chestnut colour. The Chromis Nilot-

tea, on the other hand, is of an agreeable havoui,
and is considered the best fish in the Nile.'

*GHRYS'ALIS or CHRYSALLIS, a name ap-

plied to the first apparent change of the eruca, or

maggot, of any species of insect. In a special

sense, it denotes the " tomb of the caterpillar and
the cradle of the butterfly." The name has refer-

ence to the golden colour {xpvaog, "gold") which the
chrysalis generally assumes.*
*CHRYSANTH'EMUM {xpvcavOenov), the Corn

Marygold, or Chrysanthemum coronarium. The
Greek name has reference to its golden-hued flow
ers. Another appellation is (iovipdaXfiov, though this

in strictness belongs to the Ox-eyed Daisy, or

Chrysanthemum leucanthemum. Fee thinks that Vir-

gil means the C. coronarium by the Chrysanthus of

which he speaks in the Culex.* The modern Greeke
call this plant Tftr^t/ifioAa, and in the Archipelago,
MavraXtva. Sibthorp found it among the villages,

and by the margins of roads.*

CHRYSELECTRUM
( ;i:pt;<7^Zf/crpov), a variety

of Amber. Fourcroy calls it " transparent amber
of a golden yellow colour."'

*CHRYSELECTRUS (;tp»^(r)7Ae«r/30f), a name
applied to the Indian Chrysoliths (Yellow S.'ipphire,

or Oriental Topaz), having a foil of brass laid under
them, and hence approaching in their colour to

amber, or electrum.*

CHRYSE'NDETA, costly dishes used by the
Romans at their entertainments. They are men-
tioned several times by Martial,' and, from the epi-

thet flava which he applies to them, as well as from
the analogy of the name, they appear to have been
of silver, with golden ornaments. Cicero^" men-
tions vessels of this kind. He calls their golden
ornaments in general sigilla, but again distinguish-

es them as cms tee and emblemata ;" the former were
probably embossed figures or chasings fixed on to

the silver, and the latter inlaid or wrought into it."

The embossed work appears to be referred to by
PauUus {cymbia argenteis cruslis illigata^^), and the

inlaid ornaments by Seneca {argentvm, in quod solidi

auri ccclatura descenderit^*).

CHRYSI'TES {xpvatTTic), another name for tb«

Basanites lapis, or Touchstone, from its use in test-

ing gold.'*

1. (Meier, Att. Proc., 55.)—2. (Suid., s. ^ 'ETrufifAw .)—

3

(Aristot., H. A., iv., 8.—./Elian, N. A., ix., 17.- Ovid, Hal., 121,

—Plin., H. N., ix., 16.—Adanis, Append., s. v.)—4. (Pliu., H
N., XI., 32, 35.)—5. (v., 404.)—6. (Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p^

219.)—7. (Fourcroy's Chemistry, o. 14.—Adams, Append., s. v.)

—8. (Plin., H. N., xxxvii., 9.)—9. (ii., 43, 1 1 ; vi., 94 ; xiv., 97.)—
10. (Verr., iv., 21-23.)— 11. (c. 23.)—12. (Comp.ire c. 24.)—13
(Dig. 34, tit. 2, s. 33.)—14. (Ep., v.)—15. (Plin., II. N., xir»;
99 i
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CHRYSI'TIS ^;t/"'<^^T'f). supposed to have beei.

tlie yellow oxide of lead, used as a pigment by the

ancients, and forming one of the three varieties of

litharge {^.cddpyvpog) described by Dioscorides* and

Phny.* Its name was, in all likelihood, derived from

its yellow and shining colour, resembling that of

gold.»

CHRYSOCO'LLA (xP^'^o'^oUa). "The an-

cients," remarks Adams, " applied this term to two

distinct substances : First, to a mineral called Chry-

tocolU by Aiken, Malachite by Kidd, and Copper

Green by Jameson and Cleaveland. It consists al-

most entirely of oxide of copper and silex.—Second,

to a factitious substance prepared from soda and

copper in the manner described by Pliny.* It is

often confounded with the Borax, or Soda Boras of

the moderns, from its being used like Borax in sol-

dering gold. There is much misapprehension in the

descriptions of the ancient ChrysocoUa given by

Matthiolus, Agricola, Milligan, and most of the mod-
ern commentators, which it is proper to caution the

student of ancient science not to be misled by."*

CHllYSOC'OME ixP'^aoKonri), a species of

Toadflax, the Linaria Linosyris of I3auhin, which is

the same with the Chrysocome Linosyris, L. Pliny

says it wants a proper appellation in the Latin lan-

guage. Anguillara and Matthiolus were unable to

determine what kind of plant it was.*

CHRYSO'LITHUS {xpvaoT.idog), a Precious

Stone, the same with the modern Topaz. Its pre-

vailing colour is yellow, whence the ancient appel-

lation. The ifievdoxpvGoAidos was stained crystal.'

" The name Chrysolilhus," remarks Dr. Moore, " ap-

pears to have been applied somewhat loosely by the

ancients, as the modern term is, to a great variety

of minerals. The Chrysolites obtained from Ethi-

opia were ' aureo fulgore translucentes ;' but to these

were preferred the Indian, which may have been

the yellow sapphire, or Oriental topaz. The best

were set op(?n. Underneath others a foil of brass

was laid. These were called chryselectri, whose
colour approached to that of amber (electrum).

Those of Pontus might be distinguished by their

lightness. They were, perhaps, yellow quartz, the'

Bohemian topaz ; or yellow fluor spar, the false to-

paz ; whose specific gravities are to that of the Ori-

ental topaz as three and four respectively to five.

The Chrysolite obtained in Spain, from the same
locahty with rock-crystal, we may suppose was yel-

low quartz. Such as had a white vein running

through them, called hence leucochrysi, were proba-

bly agate ;
yellow quartz with a vein of chalcedony

;

and the capnice we may translate smoke-topaz.

Some resembled glass of a bright saffron colour

;

and those made of glass could not be distinguished

by the sight, but might be detected by the touch (of

the tongue, no doubt), as being warmer."*
CHRYSOME'LUM {xpvaojirjlov), according to

Billerbeck, the sweet Orange, and not a species of

Quince, as it is sometimes styled. It is a variety

of the Citrus Aurantium, L.'

CHRYSO'PIS (;^'/DDcrw7rif), a species of Precious

Stone, having, according to Pliny, the appearance
of gold. Dalecarap takes it for Hyacinth.*"

CHRY'SOPHRYS (xpvcrScppvg), a large species

of Fish, answering to the Gilt Head or Gilt Poll, the

Sparus aural^i, L. The Greek name, which means
' golden eyebrow," was given to it on account of a

crescent-shaped band of a golden hue extending

from one eye to the other. Du Hamel says its

flesh is delicate, but rather dry ; according to Xen-
ocrates, it is firm and nutritious. " With the ex-

1. (v., 102.)—2. (li. N., xxxiii., 35.)—3. (Moore's Ajio. Min-

eralogy, p. 61.)—4. iH. N., xxxiii., 29.)—5. (Adams, Append.,

,. V.)—6. (Dioscor., •'., 55.—Adams, Appeitd., s. v.)—7. (Jtiod.

S<t., ii., 51.)—8. (A-c. Mineral.,?. 170.)—9. (Billerbeck, l''lora

Classica, p. 132.)—» 1. (Plin., II. N., ixivii., 10.)

I I

ception of the bright band between the eyes, we can
find nothing in the Chrysophrys of the ancients,"
observes Grifllith, " that is absolutely characteristic

of the modern fish of the same name ; though, at

the same time, we find nothing which can give rise

to exclusion. According to Aristotle, the chryso-
phrys has two pairs of fins ; its pyloric appendages
are few in number ; it remains close to the coasts,

and in salt marshes or pools ; it spawns in summer,
and deposites its eggs at the mouths of rivers ; the
great heats oblige it to conceal itself ; the cold also

causes it to suffer ; it is carnivorous, and the fish-

ermen take it by striking it with a trident while
asleep, .^lian tells us that it is the most timid of
fishes : some branches of poplar, implanted in the
sand during a reflux, so terrified the chrysophrjs
which were brought back by the flood, that on the
succeeding reflux they did not dare to move, and
suffered themselves to be taken by the hand. That
the Aurata of the Latins was the same fish as the
Chrysophrys of the Greeks, is evident from a pas-

sage in Pliny, which is manifestly taken from Aris-

totle, and where the first word is put as a transla-

tion of the second. Columella tells us that the

Aurata was of the number of those fishes which the

Romans brought up in their vivaria ; and even the
inventor of vivaria, Sergius Orata, appears to have
derived from this fish the surname which he bore,

and which he lefl; to his branch of the family. It

was, above all, the Aurata of the Lucrine lake that

the Romans esteemed ; and Sergius, who obtained

nearly entire possession of that lake, in all probabil-

ity introduced the species there."'

*CHRYSOPRAS'IUS LAPIS (^xRvaonpaaog), tho
Chrysoprase, a precious stone, resembling in colour

the juice of the leek (irpdaov), but with somewhat
of a golden tinge (xpiJGog, " gold"), whence the

name given it. What is now called Chrysoprase,

however, by Jameson and Aiken, could hardly, as
Adams thinks, have been known to the ancients,

since it is iound only in Lower Silesia. It is com-
posed almost entirely of silex, with a small admix-
ture of nickel, to which it owes its colour. The
Chrysoprase of the ancients, on the other hand, was
most probably a variety of the Prasus.'

CHTHONTA {Xdovia), a festival celebrated at

Hermione in honour of Demeter, surnamed Chtho-
nia. The following is the description of it given by
Pausanias :' " The inhabitants of Hermione cel-

ebrate the Chthonia every year, in summer, in this

manner: They form a procession, headed by the

priests and magistrates of the year, who are follow-

ed by men and women. Even for children it is

customary to pay homage to the goddess by joining

the procession. They wear white garments, and on
their heads they have chaplets offlowers, which they

call Koafioadv6a7\,oi, which, however, from their size

and colour, as well as from the letters inscribed on
them, recording the premature death of Hyacinthus,
seem to me to be hyacinths. Behind the procession

there follow persons leading by strings an untamed
heifer, just taken from the herd, and drag it into the

temple, where four old women perform the sacrifice,

one of them cutting the animal's throat with a
scythe. The doors of the temple, which during

this sacrifice had been shut, are thrown open, and
persons especially appointed for the purpose lead

in a second heifer, tl;en a third and a fourth, all of

which are sacrificed by the matrons in the manner
described. A curious circumstance in thil solem-

nity is, that all the heifers must fall on the same
side on which the first fell." The splendour and
rich offerings of this festival are also mentioned

1. (Aristot., H. N., i., 5. — ^lian, N. A., xiii., 28.— P-ivier,

An. King., vol. x., p. 163, 312, ed. Griffith ) ~2. (Ads**, Ap-
pend., 8. V.) — 3. (ii., 35, t) 4.)
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by -'Elian,* who, however, makes no mention of

llie matrons of whom Pausanias speaks, but says

that the sacrifice of the heifers was performed by

the priestess of Demeter.

The Laoedaemonians adopted the worship of De-

meter Chthonia from the Hermioneans, some of

whose kinsmen had settled in Messenia ;' hence

we may infer that they celebrated either the same
festival as that of the Hermioneans, or one similar

to it.

CHYTRA ixvTpa), an earthen vessel for common
ise, especially for cooking. It was commonly left

unpainted, and hence all unprofitable labour was de-

scribed by the proverb x''^'''pav KOLniHeiv.^

CICA'DA (tstti^), a species of Insect, frequent-

ly mentioned by the classical wtiters. According

to Dodwell,* it is formed like a large fly, with long

transparent wings, a dark brown back, and a yellow

belly. It is originally a caterpillar, then a chrysa-

lis, and is converted into a fly late in the spring.

Its song is much louder and shriller than that of the

grasshopper, as Dodwell terms the latter. This wri-

ter says that nothing is so piercing as their note ;

nothing, at the same time, so tiresome and inhar-

monious ; and yet the ancient writers, and espe-

cially the poets, praise the sweetness of their song

;

and Plutarch' says they were sacred to the Mu-
ses. According to ^Elian,' only the male Cicada
sings, and that in the hottest weather. This is

confirmed by the discoveries of modern naturahsts.

The Cicada is extremely common in the south of

Italy. It is found also in the United States, being

called in some parts " the Harvest-fly," and in oth-

ers, very erroneously, " the Locust." The Cicada
has a sucker instead of a mouth, by which it lives

entirely on liquids, such as dew and the juices of
plants. The song of the Cicada, as it has been
called, is made hy the males for the purpose of call-

mg to their females in the season of reproduction,

and it is made by the action of certain muscles
upon two membranes, turned in the form of a ket-

lle-dnim, and lodged in the cavity of the belly. Sev-
eral species of Cicada are described by Aristotle,^

Suidas, and JDlian,* but more especially two, name-
ly, ol neyaXoi Tt'rrtyef, ol adovTEQ, called also dxsrai,

and OL fUKpoi, called also TETTLjovia. The former
would appear to be the Cicada plebeia, the latter

the Cicada orni. This insect is called Cicale in

Italian, and Cigale in French. " The Tettix," ob-

serves Kirby, " seems to have been the favourite

of every Grecian bard, from Homer and Hesiod to

Theocritus. Supposed to be perfectly harmless,
and to live only on the dew, they were addressed by
the most endearing epithets, and were regarded as
all but divine. So attached, indeed, were the
Athenians to these insects, that they were accus-
tomed to fasten golden images of them in their

hair, implying, at the same lime, a boast, that they
themselves, as well as the Cicadse, were 'terrce

filii,'' or children of the earth."' Anacreon, in one
of his odes," says of the Tettix, that old age
wastes it not away. In this he has reference to the
fable of Tithonus., the favourite of Aurora, who,
having wished for immortality, without having
asked, at th^ same time, for perpetual youth, be-
came so decrepit, that Aurora, out of compassion,
changed him into a tettix, because this insect, as
the ancients believed, laid aside its skin every sum-
mer, and thus rehewed its youth. The truth is, the
Tettix or Cicada, like all the other species of the

1 (H. A., li., 4.)—2. (Paus., iii., 14, ^ 5.)—3. (Athcn., ix., p.
407—Suidas, s. v. Xvrpa and "Ovov irdKai.—Panofka, Recher-
ches, &c., i., 28.)—4. (Travels in Greece, vol. ii., p. 45.)—5.

(Symi>os. Probl., 8.) -6. (N. A., xi.,23.)— 7. (H. A., iv., 9.)—S.
(N. A., X., 44.)--9. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. xv

, p. 254.)—10.

lOd iliii., 15, ed. Fischer.)
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Gryllus, though existing but for a single season
since it dies at the close of the summer, casts

its skin in the same manner as the caterpillar,

and deposites in the fields a membrane so accurate-

ly true to its entire shape, that it is often mistaken,

at first sight, for the Tettix itself The belief that

this insect was indigenous, or, in other words,
sprang from the very earth, appears to have arisen

from the circumstance of large numbers being seen
immediately after showers, though not visible pre-

viously.

*CICER. {Vid. Erebinthus.)
CICHORIUM. {Vid. Intybum.)
CICI (kZ/cj), a plant, the same as the t'aimu

Christi or Ricinus communis. " This plant," ob-

serves Woodville, speaking of the Palma Christi,
" appears to be the kiki, or Kporuv of Dioscorides,

who observes that the seeds are powerfully cathar-

tic : it is also mentioned by Aetius, Paulus JCgineta,

and Pliny."*

*CICONIA, the Stork. (Vid. Pelargos.)
•CICU'TA, Hemlock. {Vid. Coneion.)
CI'DARIS. (Firf. Tiara.)
CILrCIUM {6ef>/)ig), a Haircloth. The material

of which the Greeks and Romans almost universal-

ly made this kind of cloth, was the hair of goats.

The Asiatics made it of camel's-hair. Goats were
bred for this purpose in the greatest abundance, and
with the longest hair, in Cilicia ; and from this

country the Latin name of such cloth was derived.

Lycia, Phrygia, Spain, and Libya also produced thfe

same article. The cloth obtained by spinning and
weaving goat's-hair was nearly black, and was used
for the coarse habits which sailors and fishermen
wore, as it was the least subject to be destroyed by
being wet ; also for horse-cloths, tents, sacks, and
bags to hold workmen's tools (fabrilia vasa), and for

the purpose of covering military engines, and the
walls and towers of besieged cities, so as to deaden
the force of the ram {vid. Aries), and to preserve
the woodwork from being set on fire.

*

Among the Orientals, sackcloth, which was with
them always haircloth, was worn to express morti-

fication and grief After the decline of the Roman
power, it passed from its other uses to be so em-
ployed in Europe also. Monks and anchorites al-

most universally adopted the cilicium as fit to be

worn for the sake of humihation, and they sup-

posed their end to be more completely attained

if this part of their raiment was never washed.
Hence Jerome,' describing the life of the monk Hi-

larion, says of his hair shirt, " Saccum, quo szmel

fuerat indutus, nunquam lavans, ct sufcrfluum esse

diccTis, mundifias in cilicio quarere.^'

*CIMEX {Kopig), the Bug, under which name
many species are included by the ancients, which
modern naturalists have distinguished from one
another. Aristotle makes the /coptf to be engen-

dered by the vapory secretions from the skins of
animals. Pliny,* after calling the Cimex " anitnal

faedissimum, ct dictu quoque fastidiendum" (where
he evidently alludes to the Cimex leciularius, oi

bedbug), goes on to state some marvellous uses
of this insect in the healing art. It was considered

an excellent remedy against the bite of serpents,

and especially of asps : fumigations made with
cimices caused leeches to loosen their hold ; and
if any animal had swallowed leeches in drinking,

cimices, taken internally, served as a cure. They
were good for weak eyes when mixed with salt and

the milk of a female, and for complaints of the ears

1. (Dioscor., iv., 161.—Adams, Append., a. v.)~2. (Aristot.

H. A., viii., 28.—.^lian, N. A., xvi., 30.—Varro, Do Re Rust, ii

II.—Virg., Geor^.,.iii., 322.—Avieni, Ora Marit., 218-221 -•

Vegetius, Ars. Vet., i., 42.)—3. fEpist., Ub. iii.)—4. (II. N
zxi7 4
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wbnn mingled with honey and oil of roses. Nu-
merous other medical virtues were ascribed to

them, which, like the preceding, were purely fabu-

lous, although Guettard, in modern tunes, recom-

mends them in hysterical cases.'

*CIMOI/IA TERRA (KifioXla yfj), Cimolian

Earth, so called from the island Cimolus, one of the

Cyclades, whence it was principally obtained, al-

though found also in other of the adjacent islands,

particularly Siphnus. It was used by the ancients in

cleaning their clothes, pretty much in the same way
as fuller's earth is now employed. The ancients

ased it likewise in medicine : Galen speaks of it as

good in St. Anthony's fire ;' and Dioscorides' high-

ly commends it, mixed with vinegar, in swellings,

inflammations, and many other external affections.

The ancient writers mention two kinds of Cimohan
Earth, a white and a purplish. Galen says that the

white kind was dry, and the purple fattish, and that

the purple was accounted the better of the two.
Dioscorides says that the purple kind was cold to

the touch, a particular very observable in steatites.

" Many authors," remarks Sir John Hill, " have
ranked Cimolian Earth among the clays, and Tour-
nefort makes it a chalk ; but it appears to me to

have been neith'.r of these, but properly and dis-

tinctly a marl. Many have imagined our fuller's

earth to have been the Cimolian of the ancients,

but erroneously ; the substance which comes near-

est it of all the now known fossils, is the steatite

of the soap rock of Cornwall."*

*CIN'ARA {KLvupa), the Artichoke. The Cinara
scolymus, our common artichoke, is described in dis-

tinct terms in Columella, and he is the only ancient

author that has done so.*

CrNCIA LEX, or MUNERA'LIS. This lex

was a plebiscitum passed in the time of the trib-

une M. Cincius Alimentus (B.C. 204), and entitled

De Bonis et Mururibus.^ One provision of this

law, which forbade a person to take, anything for

his pains in pleading a cause, is recorded by Taci-
tus,^ " Ne quis ob causam orandam pecuniam donumve
accipiat." In tb/3 time of Augustus, the lex Cincia
was confirmed by a senatus consultum,* and a pen-
alty of four times the sum received was imposed on
the advocate. This fact of confirmation will explain

a passage in Tacitus.' The law was so far modified
in the time of Claudius, that an advocate was allow-

ed to receive ten sestertia ; if he took any sum be-

yond that, he was liable to be prosecuted for repe-

tundae {rcpetundarum tenebatur^"). {Vid. Repetun-
VJE.) It appears that this permission was so far re-

stricted in Trajan's time, that the fee could not be
paid till the work was done."
So far the Cincian law presents no difficulty;

but it appears that the provisions of the law were
not limited to the case already stated. They ap-

plied, also, to gifts in general ; or, at least, there
were enactments which did limit the amount of
what a person could give, and also required gifts to

be accompanied with certain formalities ; and it

does not seem possible to refer these enactments to

any other than the Cincian law. The numerous
contradictions and difficulties which perplex this

subject are, perhaps, satisfactorily reconciled and
removed by the following conjecture of Savigny :'*

" Gifts which exceeded a certain amount were only
valid when made by mancipatio, in jure cessio, or

by tradition : small gifts, consequently, were left to

» person's free choice, as before ; but large gifts (ex-

1. (Plin., ed. Panckouck. vol. xvii., p. 346.)—2. (GaJen, De
Simpl., ix.)—3. (v., 175.)^. (History of Fossils, &c., p. 36.)—
5. (Dioscor., iii., 10.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Cic, De
Orat., ii., 71.—Ad Att., i., 20.)—7. (Ann., xi., 5.)—8. (Dion
Cas3.,liv., 18.)—9. (Ann., xiii., 42.)— 10. (Tacit., Ann., xi., 7.)
—11. (Plin., Ep., v., 21.)—12. (Ueber die Lex Cincia, Zeit-
.fchrift, &c., iv.)

cept in the case of near relatives"* were ti> be ac
companied with certain formalities." The object

of the law, accoiding to Savigny, was to prevent
foolish and hasty gifts to a large amount, and, con-
sequently, was intended, among other things, to pre-

vent fraud. This was effected by declaring that
certain forms were necessary to make the gift valid,

such as mancipatio and in jure cessio, both of which
required some time and ceremony, and so allowed
the giver opportunity to reflect on what he was
doing. These forms, also, could not be observed,

except in the presence of other persons, which was
an additional security against fraud. It is true that

this advantage was not secured by the law in the
case of the most valuable of things, nee mancipi,

namely, money, for the transferring of which bare
tradition was sufficient ; but, on the other hand, a
gift of a large sum of ready money is one that peo-

ple of all gifts are least likely to make. The lex,

however, was a complete protection against simple
stipulations ; that is, mere promises to give with-
out an actual completion of the promise at the time.

Savigny concludes, and principally from a pas-

sage in Pliny's letters,' that the Cincian law origi-

nally contained no exception in favour of relatives,

but that all gifts above a certain amount required

the formalities already mentioned. The Emperor
Antoninus Pius introduced an exception in favour

of parents and children, and also of collateral kins-

men. It appears that this exception was subse-

quently abolished,* but was restored by Consta^iiine

(A.D. 319) so far as it was in favour of parents and
children ; and so it continued as long as the pro-

visions of the Cincian law were in force.

As to the amount beyond which the law forbade

a gift to be made, except in conformity to its pro-

visions, see Savigny, Zcitschrift, &c., iv., p. 36.

The matter of the lex Cincia is also discussed in

an elaborate essay by Hasse,^ which, together w;*t
the essay of Savigny, will furnish the reader with
all the necessary references and materials for in-

vestigating this obscure subject. Anything farther

on the matter would be out of place here.

In every system of jurisprudence, some provis-

ions seem necessary on the subject of gifts. In our
own system gifts are valid as against the giver;

and though the general rule be that an agreement
to give cannot be enforced, this rule is subject to

exceptions in the case of persons standing in a cer-

tain relation to the giver.

It might be conjectured that one object of the

Cincian law was to prevent debtors from cheating

their creditors by gifts of their property, or by pre-

tended gifts ; but perhaps it would be difficult to

establish this point satisfactorily in the present
state of our knowledge on this subject.

I* CINCTUSGABI'NUS. (Fie/. Toga.)
CFNGULUM. {Vid. Zona.)
CINERA'RIUS. {Vid. Calamistrum.)
CI'NERES. {Vid. FuNus.)
CI'NIFLO. {Vid. Calamistrum.)
CINNAB'ARIS {Kivva6upic, or -i), Cinnaimr.

Martyn* writes thus concerning it :
" Minium is

the native Cinnabar, or ore out of which the quick-
silver is drawn. Minium is now commonly used to

designate red lead ; but we learn from Pliny that tl e
Minium of the Romans was the Millos or Cinnabari
of the Greeks." Woodville says of it, " the Cinnaba-
ris and Sanguis Draconis seem to have signified the
same thing with the Greeks." Adams thinks that

the ancients had three kinds of Cinnabar : 1st, the

Vegetable Cinnabar, or Sanguis Draconis, being the

resin of the tree called Dracana Draco ; 2d, the Na-
tive Cinnabar, or Sulphuret of Quicksilver ; and, 3d,

1. (x., 3.)—2. (Cod. Ilermog., vi., 1.)—3. (Rlieinisches Maa»
um, 1827.)—4. (ad Virg., Eclog., x., 27.)
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tlie Sil Atticum, or Factitious Cinnabar, which was
very different from ours, being a preparation of a

sliin.ing arenaceous substance.*

CINNAMO'MUM (Kiwdfiufiog), tlie Cinnamon-

tree, and also Cinnamon itself." It is supposed by

many that the Ktwdiiufioc of the ancients was the

Laurus Cinnamomum. The only objectioi. to this

opinion, as Adams remarks, is, that the latter is a

native of Ceylon (the ancient Taprobane), and that

it is scarcely to be believed that they could have
been so familiar with a production ofthat island, as it

appears they were with their own Cinnamon. Yet,

notwithstanding this, many of the authorities, as, for

example, Sprengel and Dierbach, hold it to be the

Laurus Cinnamomum. It is probable, however,
that the Laurus Cassia was often confounded with

it.' Various kinds of cinnamon are mentioned by
ancient writers, such as the fioav'kov, which was
the best, of a dark wine colour, sometimes of a dark
gray, the bark smooth, the branches small and slen-

der, and having many knots
;
pungent in taste, and,

when warmed, somewhat saltish : the bpeivdv, or

mountain Cinnamon; the fielav, or "black;" the

TiEVKov, or " white ;" the vn6iiL()()ov, or " yellowish ;"

to which some add the xylo-cinnamomum and the

pseudo-cinnamomum. The main difference between
the Kivvufiuno(; and Kaaata appears to have been, that

the former far surpassed the latter in odour and
'aste ; and, in fact, Galen remarks that the highest

tind of cassia did not differ much from the lowest
dnd of cinnamon. The best cinnamon was ch-

ained from the nest of a species of thrush {Turdus
Zeiloniciis), which always built with it, and hence
jras called mwanuMyog, or "cinnamon-collector."*
\Vid. Casia.)

CIPPUS was a low column, sometimes round,
but more frequently rectangular. Cippi were used
for various purposes ; the decrees of the senate
were sometimes inscribed upon them; and, with
distances engraved upon them, they also served as
milestones. They were, however, more frequently

employed as sepulchral monuments.' Several of
such cippi are in the Townly collection in the Brit-

ish Museum, one of which is given in the woodcut
annexed. The inscription is to the memory of

^ 7"

Viria Primitiva, the wife of Lucius Virius Helius,

1. (Dioscor., V. 109.— Paris, Pharm., vol. i., p. 72 —Adams
Append., s. v.)—2. (Dioscor., i., I'J.—Galen, De Simpl., vii —
Theophr., iv., 4.)—3. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Plin., H N
X., 33.--Aristnt., II. A., ix., 13.—^lian, N. A., ii., 34 • xVii

'

«1 -BiUei-t eck. Flora Classica, p. 104./—5. (Pers., Sat., L 36.)'
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who died at the age of eighteen years, one montti,

and twenty-four days. Below the tablet, a festoon
of fruits and flowers is suspended from two rams'
heads at the corners ; and at the lower corners are
two sphinxes, with a head of Pan in the area be-
tween them.

On several cippi we find the letters S. T. T. L.,

that is. Sit tihi terra levis, whence Persius, in the
passage already referred to, says, " Non levior dp-
pus nunc imprimit ossa."

It was also usual to place at one corner of the
burying-ground a cippus, on which the extent of the
burying-ground was marked, towards the road {ix

fronte), and backward to the fields (m agrum}).
CIRCE'NSES LUDI. (Vid. Circus.)
CrilCINUS {diaSTJTjjg), a Compass. The compass

used by statuaries, architects, masons, and carpen-
ters, is often represented on the tombs of such artif-

icers, together with the other instruments of their

profession or trade. The annexed woodcut is cop-

ied from a tomb found at Rome." It exhibits two
kinds of compasses, viz., the common kind used for
drawing circles and measuring distances, and one
with curved legs, probably intended to measure the
thickness of columns, cylindrical pieces of wood, or
similar objects. The common kind is described by
the scholiast on Aristophanes,' who compares its

form to that of the letter A. The mythologists sup-
posed this instrument to have been invented by Per-
dix, who was the nephew of Daedalus, and, through
envy, thrown by him over the precipice of the Athe-
nian acropolis.* Compasses of various forms were
discovered in a statuary's house at Pompeii
CIRCITO'RES. {Vid. Castra, p. 222.)
CIRCUMLI'TIO. {Vid. PicTURA.)
CIRCUMLU'VIO. {Vid. Allvvio.)
CIRCUITO'RES. {Vid. Castra, p. 222.)
CIRCUS. When Tarquinius Prisons had taKen

the town of Apiolae from the Latins, as related in
the early Roman legends, he commemorated his
success by an exhibition of races and pugilistic con-
tests in the Murcian valley, between the Palatine
and Aventine Hills ; around which a number of tem
porary platforms were erected by the patres and
equites, called spectacula, fori, or foruli, from their
resemblance to the deck of a ship ; each one raising
a stage for himself, upon which he stood to view
the games.' This course, with its surrounding
scaffoldings, was termed circus ; either because the
spectators stood round to see the shows, or be-
cause the procession and races went round in a
circuit.' Previously, however, to the death of Tar-
quin, a permanent building was constructed for the
purpose, with regular tiers of seats, in the form of a
theatre.^ To this the name of Circus Maximus
was subsequently given, as a distinction from the
Flaminian and other similar buildings, which it sur-
passed in .extent and splendour; and hence, IJce the
Campus Martins, it is often spoken of as the Circus,
without any distinguishing epithet.

Of the Circus Maximus scarcely a vestige now

1. (Hor., Sat., I., viii., 12.)—2. (Gruter, Corp. Inscript., t. i.,

part ji., p. 644.)—3. (Nub., 178.)—4. (Ovid, Met., viii., 241-251.)
—5. (Liv., i., 35.—Festus, s. v. Forum.—Dionys., lii., p. 198
&c.)—6. (Varro, De Lmg, Lat., v., 153, 154, ed. Muller )~7
(Compare Liv. and Dionyf., 11. cc.)
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remains beyond the palpable evidence of the site it

occupied, and a few masses of rubble-work in a cir-

culai form, which may be seen under the walls of

some houses in the Via de' Ccrchi, and which retain

traces of having supported the stone seats' for the

spectators. This loss is, fortunately, supplied by

the remains of a small circus on the Via Appia,

oommonly called the Circus of Caracalla, the

ground-plan of which, together with mud of me
superstructure, remains in a state of considerable
preservation. The ground-plan of the circus in
question is represented in the annexed woodcut

;

and may be safely taken as a model of all others,
since it agrees in every main feature, both of gen-
eral outline and individual parts, with the descrip-
tion of the Circus Maximus given by Dionysius.'

I'

:2iDE

=s^
Around the double lines (A, A) were arranged

Ihe seats (gradus, sedilia, subsellia), as in a theatre,

termed, collectively, the cavea, the lowest of which
were separated from the ground by a podium, and
the whole divided longitudinally by prcecinctiones,

and diagonally into cunei, with their vomitoria at-

tached to each. Towards the extremity of the up-

per branch of the cavea, the general outline is bro-

ken by an outwork (B), which was probably the

pulvinar, or station for the emperor, as it ig placed

in the best situation for seeing both the commence-
mout and end of the course, and in the most prom-

inent part of the circus.' In the opposite brancn is

observed another interruption to tlie uniform line

of seats (C), betokening also, from its construction,

a place of distinction, which might have been as-

signed to the person at whose expense the games
were given {editor s-pectaculorum).

In the centre of the area was a low wall (D), run-
ning lengthways down the course, which, from its

resemblance to the position of the dorsal bone in

the human frame, was termed spina.' It is repre-

sented in the woodcut subjoined, taken from an an-
cient bas-relief.

At «ach extremity of the spina were placed, upon
a base (E, E), three wooden cylinders, of a conical

shape, like cypress-trees (nietasque imitata cupres-

sus'), which were called metiB— the goals. Their
situation is distinctly seen in the preceding wood-
cut, but theii 'brm is more fully developed in the

"^^fl-ffXaes^^

I. il»ionji , I. c.)—2. (Ovid, Met., x., 106.—Compare Plin.,

H N.. xvi., (^A)

one annexed, copied from a marble in the British

Museum.*
The most remarkable object upon the spina were

two columns (F) supporting seven conical balls,

which, from their resemblance to eggs, were called

ova.^ These are seen in the woodcut representing

the spina. Their use was to enable the spectatctrs

to count the number of rounds which had been run

;

for which purpose they are said to have been first

introduced by Agrippa,* though Livy speaks of them
long before.' They are, therefore, seven in num-
ber, such being the number of the circuits made in

each race ; and, as each round was run, one of the
ova was put up* or taken down, according to Varro.*
An egg was adopted for this purpose in honour of
Castor and Pollux." At the other extremity of the
spina were two similar columns (G), represented
also in the woodcut over the second chariot, sus-

taining seven dolphins, termed delphina, or delphi-

narum columnce,^^ which do not appear to have been
intended to be removed, but only placed there as
corresponding ornaments to the ova ; and the figure

of the dolphin was selected in honour of Neptune.'*
In the Lyons mosaic, subsequently to be noticed,

the delphina are represented as fountains spouting

1. (iii., p. 192.)—2. (Suet., Claud., 4.)—3. (Cassiodor., Var.

Ep.,iii.,51.)—4. (Chamberl., No.60.)—5. (Varro, Be Ro Rust.,

i., 2, f) 11.—Liv., xli, 27.)—6. (Dion Cass., xlix., p. 600.)— 7.

(xli., 27.)—8. (Cassidor., Var. Ep., iii., 51.)—9. (De Re Rust.,

i., 2, i) 11.)—10. (TertuU., De Spectac., c. 8.)— 11. (Juv., Sat.,

vi., 590.)—12. (TertuU., I. c )
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vrater ; but in a bas-relief of the Palazzo Barberi-

ni,* a ladder is placed against the columns which

support tlie dolphins, apparently for the purpose of

ascending to take them up and down. Some wri-

ters suppose the columns which supported the ova

and delphina to be the plialce oxfaim which Juvenal

mentions.* But the fhalcz were not columns, but

towers, erected, as circumstances required, between

the metcB. and euriptis, or extreme circuit of the area,

when sham-fights were represented in the circus.^

Besides these, the spina was decorated with many
other objects, such as obelisks, statues, altars, and

temples, which do not appear to have had any fixed

locality.

It will be observed in the ground-plan that there

is a passage between the metcB and spina, the ex-

treme ends of the latter of which are hollowed out

into a circular recess : and several of the ancient

sculptures afford similar examples. This might

have been for performing the sacrifice, or other

offices of religious worship, with which the games
commenced

;
paiticularly as small chapels can still

be seen under the metce, in which the statues of

some divinities must have been placed. It was
probably under the first of these spaces that the al-

tar of the god Consus was concealed,* which was
excavated upon each occasion of these games.'

At the extremity of the circus in which the two
horns of the cavca terminate, were placed the stalls

for the horses and chariots (H, H), commonly called

carceres at, and subsequently to, the age of Varro
;

but more anciently the whole line of buildings which
confined this end of the circus was termed oppidum,

because, with its gates and towers, it resembled
the walls of a town,' which is forcibly illustrated

by the circus under consideration, where the two
towers (I, I) at each end of the carceres are still

standing. The number of carceres is supposed to

have been usually twelve,' as they are in this plan

;

but in the mosaic discovered at Lyons, and pub-

lished by Artaud,* there are only eight. This mo-
saic has several peculiarities. Most of the objects

are double. There is a double set of ova and del-

phincE, one of each sort at each end of the spina

;

and eight chariots, that is, a double set for each
colour, are inserted. They were vaults, closed in

front by gates of open woodwork {cancelli), which
were opened simultaneously upon the signal being
given,' by removing a rope ({'(TTr/lj^y^") attached to

pilasters of the kind called HermcB, placed for that

purpose between each stall ; upon which the gates
were immediately thrown open by a number of
men, probably the armenlarii, as represented in the
following woodcut, taken from a very curious mar-
ble in the Museo Borgiano at Velletri ; which also^

rewesents most of the other peculiarities above
nentioned as appertaining to the carceres.

fn the mosaic of Lyons the man is represented

1. (Fabretti, Syntagra. de Column. Trajani, p. 144.)—2. (1. c.)

•. (Compare Festus, s. t. Phalae.—Servius, ad Virg., JEii., ix.,

705.—Ruperti, ad Juv., 1. c.)—4. (TertuU., De Spectac, c. 5.)

5. (Dionys., ii., p. 97.)—6. (Festus, s. v.—Varro, De Ling. Lat.,
v., 153.)—7. (Cnssiodor., Var. Ep., iii., 51.) — 8. (Description
d'un Mosaique, ifec, Lyons. ISOii.)—9. (Dionys., iii., p. 192.

—

Cassiodor., 1. c.—Compare Sil. Ital., xvi., 316.)— iO. (TJionys., L
t —Compare Schol. ad Themtr '.., Idyll., viii., 57.)
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apparently in the act of letting go the rope (iatrXijyf^

in the manner described by Dionysius.* The vml

below, which is from a marble in the British Mu
seum,' represents a set of four carceres, with theii

HermcR and cancelli open, as left after tho chariots

had started, in which the gates are made to open

inward.

The preceding account and woodcuts will be suf-

ficient to explain the meaning of the various words
by which the carceres were designated in poetical

language, namely, claustra,^ crypta,* favces,^ oslia,*

fores carceris,'' repagula,^ limina equoruni.^

It will not fail to be observed that the line of the

carceres is not at a right angle with the spina, but

forms the segment of a circle, the centre of which
is a point on the right hand of the arena ; the rea-

son for Vhich is obviously that all the chariots

might have, as nearly as possible, an equal distance

to pass over between the carceres and mouth of the

course. Moreover, the two sides of the circus are

not parallel to each other, nor the spina to either ol

them ; but they are so planned that the course di-

minishes gradually from the mouth at (J), until it

reaches the corresponding line at the opposite side

of the spina (K), where it is narrower by thirty-two

feet. This might have proceeded from economy,

or be necessary in the present instance on account

of the limited extent of the circus ; for as all the

four or six chariots would enter the mouth of the

course nearly abreast, the greatest width would be

required at that spot ; but as they got down the

course, and one or more toi)k the lead, the same
width would be no longer necessary.

The carceres were divided into two sets of six

each, accurately described by Cassiodorus" as bts-

sena ostia, by an entrance in the centre (L), called

Porta Pompce; because it was the one through

which the Circensian procession entered, and which,

it is inferred from a passage in Ausonius," was al-

ways open, forming a thoroughfare through the cir

cus. Besides this entrance, there were four others,

two at the termination of the seats between the ca-

vca and the oppidum (M, M), another at (N), and the

fourth at (0), under the vault of which the fresco

decorations are still visible. This is supposed to

be the Porta Triumphalis, to which its situation

seems adapted. One of the others was the Porta

Libitinensis,^^ so called because it was the one

through which the dead bodies of those killed in thfl

games were carried out.*'

Such were the general features of a circus, as far

as regards the interior of the fabric. The area had

also its divisions appropriated to particular purpos

es, with a nomenclature of its own attached to each

The space immediately before the oppidum was

termed circus primus ; that near the meta prima,

circus interior or intimus,^* which latter spot, in the

Circus Maximus, was also termed ad Murcim or ad

1. (I.e.) — 2. (Chamber XL, No. 10.) — 3. (Stat., Theb., vi.

399.—Hor., Epist., L, xiv., 9.) — 4. (Sidon., Carm., xxiii., 319,'

—5. (Cassiodor., Var. Ep., iii., 51.) —6. (Auson., Epist., xviii.

11.)—7. (Ovid, Trist., v., ii., 29.)—8. (Id., Met., ii., 155.—Sil
Ital., xvi., 318.)— 9. (Id., xvi., 317.)— 10. (I.e.) — 11. (Epist.

xviii., 12.) — 12. (Lamprid., Commod. , 16.) — 13. (Dion Ca**

Ixiii . p. 1222.)—14. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 154.)
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Kuraam, from the altar of Venus Murtia or Murcia,
placed there.' The term arena belongs to an am-
phitheatre ; and it is therefore probable that it was
applied in the circus to the large open space be-

tween the carceres and prima meta, when the circus

was used for the exhibition of athletic games, for

which the locality seems best adapted ; but in Sil-

iiis Italicus' it is put for the part down the spina.

When the circus was used for racing, the course

was termed spatium^ or spatia, because the match
included more than one circuit.* It is also called

campus,^ and poetically aqnor.^

At the entrance of the course, exactly in the di-

rection of the line (J, K), were two small pedestals

(kermuli) on each side of the podium, to which was
attached a chalked rope {alba linea''), for the pur-

pose of making the start fair, precisely as is prac-

tised at Rome for the horse-races during Carni-
val. Thus, when the doors of the carceres were
thrown open, if any of the horses rushed out before
the others, they were brought up by this rope until

the whole were fairly abreast, when it was loosened
from one side, and all poured into the course at

once. In the Lyons mosaic the alba linea is dis-

tinctly traced at the spot just mentioned, and one
of the chariots is observed to be upset at the very
place, while the others pursue their course. A sec-

ond alba linea is also drawn across the course, ex-
actly half way down the spina, the object of which
has not been explained by the publisher of the mo-
saic. It has been observed that this is a double
race ; and as the circus represented was probably
too narrow to admit of eight chariots starting

abreast, it became necessary that an alba linea

should be drawn for each set ; and, consequently,
one in advance of the other. The writer has often

seen the accident alluded to above happen at Rome,
when an over-eager horse rushes against the rope
and gets thrown down. This line, for an obvious
reason,* was also called calx and , creta,^ from
whence comes the allusion of Persius,'" cretata am-
bitio. The metes served only to regulate the turn-

ings of the course ; the alba linea answered to the
starting and winning post of modern days : "perac-
to legitimo cursu ad cretam stetere."" Hence the
metaphor of Cicero," " quasi decurso spatio ad car-

ceres a cake revocari ;" and of Horace,** " mors
iUtima linea rerum.'"*

From this description the Circus Maximus differ-

ed little, except in size and magnificence of embel-
lishment. But as it was used for hunting wild
beasts, Julius Caesar drew a canal, called Euripus,
ten feet wide, around the bottom of the podium, to

protect the spectators who sa* there," which was
removed by Nero/* but subsequently restored by
other princes." It possessed also another variety
in three open galleries or balconies, at the circular
end, called meniana or Ttucniana}^ The numbers
which the Circus Maximus was capable of contain-
ing are computed at 150,000 by Dionysius,*' 260,000
by Pliny," and 385,000 by P. Victor, "^ all of which
are probably correct, but have reference to different

periods of its history. Its very great extent is in-

dicated by Juvenal.^ Its length in the time of Ju-
lius Caesar was three stadia, the width one, and the

L

1. (Compare Apuleius, Met., vi., p. 395, ed. Oudendorp.

—

Tertull., lie Spectac., 8.—Miiller, ad Varron., 1. c.) — 2. (xvi.,

415.) — 3. (Juir., Sat., vi., 582.)— 4. (Vii-g., ^n., v., 316, 325,
827.—Georg., i., 513.—Stat., Theb., vi., 594.— Hor., Epist., I.,

jciv., 9.—Compare Sil. Ital., xvi., 336.)—5. (Sil. Ital., xvi., 391.)
—6. (Id., 414.)—7. (Cassiodor., 1. c.)— 8. (Plin., H. N., xxxv.,
58.)—9. (Cic.De Am., 27.— Seneca, Epist., 108.)— 10. (Sat.,

»., 177.)— 11. (Plin., H. N., viii., 65, and compare xxxv., 58.)

—

12. (Senect., 23.) — 13. (Epist., I., xvi., 79.)— 14. (Compare
Lncret., vi., 92.)—15. (Dionys., iii., p. 192.—Suet., Jul., 39.)—
16. (Plin., II. N., viii., 7.)—17. (Lamprid., Heliogab., 23.)— 18.

(Snet., Cal., 18.)— 19. (iii., p. 192.)—20 (H. N., xxxvi., 24.)—
tl fRcgioxi.)—22. (Sat., xi., 195.)

depth of the buildings occupied half a stadiam,
which is included in the measurements given by
Dionysius,' and thus exactly accouiits for the vari-

ation in his computation.

When the Circus Maximus was permanent!*
formed by Tarquinius Priscus, each of the thirty

curiae had a particular place assigned to it ;* whicL
separation of the orders is considered by Niebuar to

account for the origin and purpose of the Circui
Flaminius, which he thinks was designed for the
games of the commonalty, who in early times chose
their tribunes there, on the Flaminian Field.* Be
that as it may, in the latter days of the Republic
these invidious distinctions were lost, and all class-

es sat promiscuously in the circus* The seats

were then marked off at intervals by a line or

groove drawn across them {linea), so that the space
included between the two lines afforded sitting-

room for a certain number of spectators. Hence
the allusion of Ovid :*

" Quid frustra refugis ? cogit nos linea jungi."

As the seats were hard and high, the women made
use of a cushion {pulvinus) and a footstool {scam-

num, scabellum''), for which purpose the railing

which ran along the upper edge of each pieecinctio

was used by those who sat immediately above it*

But under the emperors, when it became necessary
to give an adventitious rank to the upper classes

by privileges and distinctions, Augustus first, then
Claudius, and finally Nero and Domitian, again sep-

arated the senators and equites from the commons.'
The seat of the emperor, pulvinar,^" cubiculum,^^ was
most likely in the same situation in the Circus Max-
imus as in the one above described. It was gen-
erally upon the podium, unless when he presided

himself, which was not always the case ;** but then
he occupied the elevated tribunal of the president

{suggestus), over the Porta Pompa. The consuls

and other dignitaries sat above the carceres,** indi-

cations of which seats are seen in the first wood-
cut on page 254. The rest of the oppidum was
probably occupied by the musicians and persons who
formed part of the pompa.
The exterior of the Circus Maximus was sur-

rounded by a portico one story high, above which
were shops for those who sold refreshments.**

Within the portico were ranges of dark vaults

which supported the seats of the cavca. These
were let out to women of the town.**

The Circensian games {Ludi Circens'is) were first

instituted by Romulus, according to the legends,

when he wished to attract the Sabine population to

Rome, for the purpose of furnishing his own peojde

with wives," and were celebrated in honour of the

god Consus, or Neptunus Equestris, from whom
they were styled ConsualesV But after the con-

struction of the Circus Maximus they were called

indiscriminately Circenses,^^ Romani, or MagniV
They embraced six kinds of games : I. Cursu s

II. LuDus Trojje ; III. Pugna Equestris ; IV
Certamen Gymnicum ; V. Vlnatio ; VI. Nauma-
CHIA. The last two were not peculiar to the circus,

but were exhibited also in the amphitheatre, or in

buildings appropriated for them.
The games commenced with a grand procession

{Pompa Circcnsis), in which all those who were
about to exhibit in the circus, as well as persons of

1. (Plin., 1. c.)—2. (iii , p. 192.)—3. (Dionyt., iii., p. 19*.)—
4. (Hist. Rom., vol. i., p. 426, transl.) —5. (Suet., Octav., 44.)

—6. (Amor., III., ii , 19.— Compare Ovid, Art. Amat., i., 141.)

7. (Ovid, Art. Amat., i., 160, 162.) — 8. (Ovid, Amor., Ill , ii

,

64.)—9. (Suet., Octav., 44.— CIaud.,21.—Nero, 11.—Dorait.,8 )

—10. (Suet., Octav., 45.—Claud., 4.)—11. (Id., Nero, 12.)—IS.
(Suet., Nero, 1. c.)—13. (Sidon., Carm., xxiii., 317.)— 14. (Dio-

nys., iii., p. 192.)— 15. (Juv., Sat., iii., 65.- Lnmprid., Heliogab..

26.)— 16. (Val.Max.,ii.,4,^3.)— 17. (Liv., i., 9.)—18. (ServiM
ad Virg., Georg., iii., 18.)— 19. (Liv., i., ?5.)
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fisiinction, bore a part. The statues of the gods

formed the most conspicuous feature in the show,

and were paraded upon wooden platforms, called

fcrcula and thensa} The former were borne upon

the shoulders, as the statues of saints are carried

in modern processions;' the latter drawn along

upon wheels, and hence the thensa which bore the

statue of Jupiter is termed Jovis plausirum by Ter-

tuUian,' and Atdf o;tof by Dion Cassius.* The for-

mer were for painted images, or those of light

material, the latter for the heavy statues. The
whole procession is minutely described by Dio-

nysius.*

I. CuRsus, the races. The carriage usually em-
ployed in the circus was drawn by two or four

horses (Mga, quadriga). (Vid. Biga, Bigatus.)

The usual number of chariots which started for

each race was four. The drivers {aurigee, agitatores)

were also divided into four companies, each distin-

guished by a different colour, to represent the four

seasons of the year, and called afactio :* thus factio
prasina, the green, represented the spring, whence'
" Eventum viridis quo colligo panni ,•" factio russa-

ta, red, the summer
; factio veneta, azure, the au-

tumn ; and factio alba or albata, white, the winter.*

Originally there were but two factions, albata and
russata,^ and, consequently, only two chariots start-

ed at each race. Domitian subsequently increased

the whole number to six, by the addition of two
new factions, aurata and purpurea;'^'' but this ap-

pears to have been an exception to the usual prac-

tice, and not in general use. The driver stood in

his car within the reins, which went round his back.

This enabled him to thro">v all his weight against

the horses, by leaning backward ; but it greatly en-

hanced his danger in case of an upset, and caused

the death of Hippolytus." To avoid this peril, a

sort of knife or bill-hook was carried at the waist for

the purpose of cutting the reins in a case of emer-
gency, as is seen in some of the ancient reliefs, and

is more clearly illustrated in the annexed woodcut,

copied from a fragment formerly belonging to the
Villa Negroni, which also affords a specimen of the
dress of an auriga. The torso only remains of this

statue, but the head is supplied from another an-
tique, representing an auriga, in the Villa Albani.

1. (Suet, Jul., 76.)—2. (Cic, De Off., i., 36.)—3. (De Spec-
tec., 7.)—4. (p. 608.)— 5. (vii., 457, 458.—Compare Ovid, Amor.,
Ill , ii., 43, &c.)—6. (Festus, s. v.)—7. (Juv., Sat., li., 196.)—8.
(Tertull., De Spectac, 9.—Compare authorities quoted hy Ru-
serti, ad Juv., vii., 112.)— 9. (Tertull., 1. c.) — 10. (Suet.,
Dom., 7.)— 11. (Eurip., Hippol., 1230, ed. Monk.—Compare
Ovid, Met., xv., 524.)
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When all was ready, the doors cf the carcerea
were flung open, and the chariots were formed
abreast of the alba tinea by men called mc atorti,

from their duty ; the signal for the start was then
given by the person who presided at the games,
sometimes by sound of trumpet,* or more usually

by letting fall a napkin,' whence the Circensiar
games are called spectacula mappa* The origin of

this custom is founded on a story that Nero, whilt
at dinner, hearing the shouts of the people, who
were clamorous for the course to begin, threw down
his napkin as the signal.* The alba linea was then
cast off, and the race commenced, the extent of
which was seven times round the spina,^ keeping
it always on the left.* A course of seven circuits

was termed unus missus, and twenty-five was the
number of races run in each day, the last of which
was called missus cerarius, because in early timea
the expense of it was defrayed by a collection of
money (as) made among the people.' Upon one
occasion Domitian reduced the number of circuits

from seven to five, in order to exhibit 100 missus in

one day.* The victor descended from his car at

the conclusion of the race, and ascended the spina,

where he received his reward {bravium, from the
Greek ^paSeTov^) : this consisted of a considerable
sum of money," and accounts for the great wealth
of the charioteers to which Juvenal alludes, and
the truth of which is testified by many sepulchral

inscriptions.

A single horseman, answering to the /ce/lj^f of the
Greeks, attended each chariot, the object of which
seems to have been twofold ; to assist his compan-
ion by urging on the horses, when his hands were
occupied in managing the reins, and, if necessary,
to ride forward and clear the course, as seen in the

cut from the British Museum representing the meta
which duty Cassiodorus*' assigns to him, with thf

title of equus desultorius. Other writers apply thai

term to those who practised feats of horsemanship
in the circus, leaping from one to another when at

their speed.** In other respects, the horse-racing

followed the same rules as the chariots.

The enthusiasm of the Romans for these races
exceeded all bounds. Lists of the horses {libella),

with their names and colours, and those of the dri-

vers, were handed about, and heavy bets made
upon each faction ;" and sometimes the contests

between two parties broke out into open violence

and bloody quarrels, until at last the disputes which
originated in the circus had nearly lost the Emperor
Justinian his crowTi.**

II. LuDus Troj^s:, a sort of sham-fight, said to

have been invented by .^neas, performed by young
men of rank on horseback," often exhibited by Au-
gustus and succeeding emperors,*' which is descri-

bed by Virgil.*'

III. PuGNA Equestris et Pedestris, a repre-

sentation of a battle, upon which occasions a camp
was formed in the circus.**

IV. Certamen Gymnicum. Vid. ATHLET.a:, and
the references to the articles there given.

V. (Ftd. Venatio.) VI. (Fzrf. Naumachia.)
The pompa circensis was abolished by Constan-

tine, upon his conversion to Christianity ; and the

1. (Ovid, Met., x., 652.— Sidon., Carm., xxiii., 341.)—

2

("mappa," Suet., Ner., 22.— Mart., Ep., XII., xxix., 9.)—

3

(Juv., Sat., xi., 191.)—4. (Cassiodor., Var. Ep., iii., 51.)—5.

(Varro, ap. Cell., III., x., 6.)—6. (Ovid, Amor., III., ii., 72.—
Sil. Ital., xvi., 362.)—7. (Servius ad Virg., Georg., iii., 18.-
Coropare Dion Cass., lix., p. 908.)—8. (Suet., Dom., 4.)—

9

(1 Corinth., ix., 24.)—10. (Juv., Sat., vii., 113, 114, 243.—Suet.,
Claud., 21.)—11. (Var. Ep., iii., 51.)—12. (Compare Suet., Jul.,

39.—Cic, Pro Mursn., 27.—Dionys., p. 462. —Panvin, De Lud.
Circens., i., 9.)—13. (Ovid, Art. Amat., i., Iff, 168.—Juv., Sat.,

xi., 200.—Mart., Ep., XI., i., 15.)—14. (Giblxu, c. 40.)— 15. (T«
cit., Ann., xi., 11.)—16. (Suet., Oclav., 43.—Noro,7.)— 17. [JEn
v., 553, &c.)—18. (Suet., Jul., 39.—Dom., 4 J
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•thci games of the circus by the Goths (A.D 410)

;

but the chariot ra( es continued at Constantinople

until that city was besieged by the Venetians (A.D.

1204).'

CIRCUMVALLA'TIO. {Vid. Vallum.)
*CIIIIS, a species of Lark, according to some,

while others think it is a solitary bird with a purple

crest, which continually haunts the rocks and shores

of the sea. The poets fabled that Scylla, daughter

of Nisun, was changed into this bird.*

CIRSIUM {Kipaiov). Sprengel, upon the whole,

inclines to the opinion that this is the Slender This-

tle, or Carduus lenuiflorus.^ ( Vid., however, Cae-
DUU8.)

CIS (/ctf), an insect mentioned by Theophrastus*

as injurious to grain. Aldrovandus decides that it

is the same with the Curculio, which infests wheat
and barley, meaning, no doubt, the Curculio grana-

rius, L., or Weevil. The rpu^ was a species of Cur-

culio which infests pulse : Scaliger remarks that it

is also called filSag by Theophrastus.*

CrSIUM, a gig, i. e., a light open carriage with
two wheels, adapted to carry two persons rapidly

from place to place. Its form is sculptured on the

monumental column at Igel,

near Treves (see woodcut). It

had a box or case, probably un-

der the seat.* The cisia were
quiclily drawn by mules {cisi

volantis''). Cicero mentions
the case of a messenger who
travelled 56 miles in 10 hours in such vehicles,

which were kept for hire at the stations along the

great roads ; a proof that the ancients considered

six Roman miles per hour as an extraordinary

speed.* The conductors of these hired gigs were
cafled cisiarii, and were subject to penalties for care-

less or dangerous driving.'

*CISSA or CITTA {daaa, kltto), a species of
Bird, which Hardouin and most of the earlier com-
mentators hold to be the Magpie, or Gorvus Pica, L.

Schneider, however, thinks the Jay, or Corvus glan-

dularius, more applicable to the Kcaaa of Aristotle.

The latter is certainly the bird described by Pliny

under this name.'"
CISSE'RIS (KiaaTjpcc), Pumice. Theophrastus"

was well aware that Pumice is formed by the ac-

tion of fire. He speaks of various kinds, specifying

particularly the pumices of Nisyrus and Melos ; the

former of which, however, are not genuine pumices,

according to Hill, but Tophi. The island of Melos
has always been known to abound with pumices,

and those of the very finest kind. This appears to

have been the case even in the time of Theophras-
tus, as appears by his description of their being light

and sandy, or easily rubbed into powder."
CrSSOS or CI'TTO.*' (xtdCTOf, kittoc), the com-

mon Ivy, or Hedera helix. The three .species of it

described by Dioscori'es" and other ancient writers

nre now looked uf m as mere varieties. Theo-
phrastus,** for example, says that the three princi-

pal sorts are the white, the black, and that which is

called helix (eXif). The black is our common ivy,

and the helix seems to be only the same plant be-

fore it has become capable of bearing fruit. " That
the helix is the ivy in its barren state," observes

Martyn, "is plain from the account which Theo-
phrastus gives of it : he says the leaves are angu-

lar, and more neat than those of ivy, which has

1. (Nieupoort, Rit. Rom., iv., 5, (> 2.)—2. (Martyn ad Virg.,

Ge.oTg., i., 405.—Ovid, Met., viii., 150.)—3. (Dioscor., iv., 117.

—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (C. PL, iv., 15.)—5. (Adams, Ap-
pe.aA., s. V.)—6. (Festus, s. v. Ploxinum.)—7. (Virg., Catal.,

viii., 3.—Cic, Phil., ii., 31.)—8. (Pro RoMio Amer., 7.)—9. (Ul-

pian, xiii.)—10. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 14.—Adams, Append., s.v.)

11 (De Lapid., c. xxxiii., &c.)—12. (Hill ad Theophrast. 1. c.)

-13 (v., 124.)—14 m P.,i., 3;'ii. 18.)

them \ jundei and more simple. He adds, mcreo
ver, that it is barren. As for the white ivy, it seems
to be unknown to us. Some, indeed, imagine it to

be that variety of which the leaves are variegated
with white. But Theophrastus expressly mentions
the whiteness of the fruit. Pliny* has confounded
the ivy with the cistus, being deceived by the simi-

larity of the two names, that of ivy being Kiaao^ or

KiTTog, and that of the cistus, Kiarog." Fee' thinks

that the white ivy is the Azarina of the Middle Ages

;

in other words, the Antirrhinum asarinum, L.

Sprengel, on the other hand, makes it the same
with the helix ;

" solet enim," he observes, " quando-

que folia habere nervis albis follentia."—The bota-

nists of the Middle Ages established as a species of

Ivy, under the name of arborea, a variety which the

moderns merely distinguish by the epithet " corym-
bosa." It is the same with that of which Virgil

speaks in the third Eclogue, and in the second book
of the Georgics,^ and which is also described with
as much elegance as precision in a passage of the

Culex.* The Hedera nigra of the seventh and eighth

Eclogues* is the same which the ancients termed
" Dionysia," from its being sacred to Bacchus. It

is the Hedera poetica of Bauhin. The epithet nigra

has reference to the dark hue of the berries and the

deep green colour of the leaves.* Sibthorp, speak-

ing of the Hedera helix, as found at the present day
in Greece, remarks, " This tree hangs as a curtain

in the picturesque scenery of the marble caves oJ

Pendeli. The leaves are used for issues."^

CISTA (KtffTj?) was a small box or chest, in which
anything might be placed ; but the term was more
particularly applied, especially among the Greeks,
to the small boxes which were carried in proces-

sion in the festivals of Demeter and Dionysus.
These boxes, which were always kept closed in the

public processions, contained sacred thingw connect-

ed with the worship of these deities.*

In the representations of the Dionysian proces-

sions, which frequently form the subject of paint-

ings on ancient vases, women carrying cistae are

constantly introduced. From one of these paint

ings, given by Millin in his Peintures de Vases An
tiques, the preceding woodcut is taken ; and a simi

lar figure from the same work is given on page 188

1. (H. N., xvi., 34.)—2. (Flore de VirgUe, p. Ixiv.)—3. (Eo

log., iii., 39.—Georg., ii., 258.)—4. (v., 140.)—5. (vii., 38 ; viiL

12 )—6. (F6e, Flore de Virgile, p. Ixiii.)—7 (Walpole's Me
moirs, vol. i., p. 240.)—8. (Ovid, De Art. Amat., u., 609 —<:•

tuU.. l»iT inn—TibuU,, I , Til., 48.)
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*CTSTHUS or CISTUS (/tier^of, KcaTos). The
common Ktarog of the Greeks was either the Cistus

Creticus or C. ladaniferus. This is the tree which
produces the famous gum Ladanum. (Vid. Lada-
NCM.) Sibthorp makes the kIotoc i^^/lvf of Dioscor-

ides to be the Cistus salvifolius}

CISTO'PHORUS (KL<jTo^6poc), a silver coin,

which is supposed to belong to Rhodes, and which
was in general circulation in Asia Minor at the time
of the conquest of that country by the Romans."
It took its name from the device upon it, which was
either the sacred chest (cista) of Bacchus, or, more
probably, a flower called kicftSc. Its value is ex-

tremely uncertain, as the only information we pos-

sess on the subject is in two passages of Festus,

which are at variance with each other, and of which
certainly one, and probably the other, is corrupt.'

Mr. Hussey (p. 74, 75), from existing coins which
he takes for cistophori, determines it to be about ^
of the later Attic drachma, or Roman denarius of
the Republic, and worth in our money about 7id.
CI'THARA. {Vid. Lyra.)
*CITRUS {Ktrpia or Kirpea), the Citron-tree. For

& long period, as Fee remarks,* the Citron was with-
out any specific name among both the Greeks and
Romans. Theophrastus merely calls it (iTiXea Mr/-

diKT] ij HEpaiKT]. Pliny* styles it the Median or As-
syrian Apple-tree, " Mains Medica sive Assyriaca."
At a later period, jiri'kia UepcrcK^ became a name ap-

propriated to the Peach-tree, while " malus Assyri-
i^a'^ ceased to be used at all : the designation of
the Citron-tree then became more precise, under
the appellation of malus Medica or Citrus {^rjlea

MjiSlkt], KLTpia). Of all the species of " Citrus"
that which botanists term, par excellence, the Citron-
tree of Media, was probably the first known in the
West. Virgil*. gives a beautiful description of it,

styling the fruit " felix malma." This epithet felix

is meant to indicate the "happy" employment of
the fruit as a means of cure in cases of poisoning,

as well as on other occasions ; while the tristes

sued indicate, according to Fee, the bitter savour
of the rind, for it is of the rind that the poet here
points out, as he thinks, the medical use : he makes
no allusion to the refreshing effects of the citron,

but only to its tonic action ; and this latter could
not refer to the juice, the properties of which were
not as yet well known. Some commentators think
that, when Josephus speaks of the apple of Persia,
which in his time served as " haAar" he means the
citron. This, however, cannot be correct. It would
seem that he merely refers to a remarkable and
choice kind of fruit, which was to be an offering to
the Lord ; so that hadar cannot be the Hebrew for
the citron-tree or its produce.^ Neither is there
any ground for the belief that the Jews in the time
of Moses were acquainted with this tree.*»—Virgil'
says that the fruit of the citron was a specific against
poison, and also that the Medes chewed it as a cor-
rective of fetid breaths, and as a remedy for the
asthma. Athenaeus** relates a remarkable story of
the use of citrons against poison, which he had from
a friend of his who was governor of Egypt. This
governor had condemned two malefactors to death
by the bite of serpents. As they were being led to
execution, a person, taking compassion on them,
gave them a citron to eat. The consequence of this
was, that though they were exposed to the bite of
the most venomous serpents, they received no in-
jury. The governor, being surprised at this extraor-

1. (Theophrast., Ti., 2.—Dioscor., i., 128.—Adams, Append.,
•• T.)—2. (Liv., xxxvii., 46, 58 ; xxxix., 7.—Cic. ad Att., ii., 6 •

xi., 1.)—a (Festus, s. v. Euboicum Talentum, and Talentorum
nou, &c.—Vti Mailer's notes.)—4. (Flore de Virg-ile, p. cvi

)

5. (II. N., XV., 140—6. (Georg., ii., 126, seqq.)—7, (F%e, 1. c )

e. (F6e 1. c.)--ft (' c.I-10. (lib. iii., c. 28.)
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dinary rfcsult, inquired of the soldier who guarded
them what they had eaten or drunk that day, and
being informed that they had only eaten a citron,
he ordered that the next day one of them should
eat citron and the other not. He who had not tast
ed the citron died presently after he was bitten

;

the other remained unhurt !—Palladius* seems to
have been the first who cultivated the citron with
any success in Italy. He has a whole chapter on
the subject of this tree. It seems, by his account,
that the fruit was acrid, which confirms what The-
ophrastus and Phny have said of it, that it was not
esculent. It may have been meliorated by culture
since his time.*

CIVI'LE JUS. (Vid. Jus Civile.)
CIVFLIS ACTIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 17.)

CIVIS. {Vid. ClVITAS.)

CrVITAS (GREEK) {liolLrcia-). In the thira
book of the Politics, Aristotle commences his in-

quiry into the nature of states with the question,
" What constitutes a citizen 1" {Tzolirrig.') He de
fines a citizen to be one who is a partner in the le-

gislative and judicial power {fi^roxog Kpiaeug koI

a.pxfi(). No definition will equally apply to all the
different states of Greece, or to any single state at

different times ; the above seems to comprehend
more or less properly all those whom the common
use of language entitled to the name.
A state in the heroic ages was the government

of a prince ; the citizens were his subjects, and de-
rived all their privileges, civil as well as religious,

from their nobles and princes. Nothing could have
been farther from the notions of those times than
the ideas respecting the natural equality of freemen
which were considered self-evident axioms in the
democracies of an after period. In the early gov-
ernments there were no formal stipulations ; the
kings were amenable to the gods alone. The
shadows of a council and assembly were already in

existence, but their business was to obey. Com-
munity of language, of religion, and of legal rights,

as far as they then existed, was the bond of union

;

and their privileges, such as they were, were read-
ily granted to naturalized strangers. Upon the
whole, as Wachsmuth has well observed, the no-
tion of citizenship in the heroic age only existed so
far as the condition of aliens or of domestic slaves
was its negative.

The rise of a dominant class gradually overthrew
the monarchies of ancient Greece. Ofsuch a class,

the chief characteristics were good birth and the
hereditary transmission of privileges, the possession
of land, and the performance of military service.

To these characters the names ydfiopoi, InKelg, rv

irarpidai, &c., severally correspond. Strictly speak-
ing, these were the only citizens ; yet the lower
class were quite distinct from bondmen or slaves.

It commonly happened that the nobility occupied
the fortified towns, while the diifioc lived in the
country and followed agricultural pursuits : when-
ever the latter were gathered within the walls, and
became seamen or handicraftsmen, the difference

of ranks was soon lost, and wealth made the only
standard. The quarrels of the nobility among
themselves, and the admixture of population arising

from immigrations, all tended to raise the lower
orders from their political subjection. It must be
remembered, too, that the possession of domestic
slaves, if it placed them in no new relation to the
governing body, at any rate gave them leisure to

attend to the higher duties of a citizen, and thua
served to increase their pohtical efficiency.

During the convulsions which followed the heroic
ages, naturalization was readily granted to all who
desired it ; as the value of citizenship increased, il

1. (Martyn ad Virg., Georg., ii., 134 )—2. (Martyn. 1 r »
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was, of course, more sparingly bestowed. The ties

of hospitality descended from the prince to the state,

and the friendly relations of the Homeric heroes
were exchanged for the npo^eviai of a later period.

In poUtical intercourse, the importance of these

last soon began to be felt, and the Tvpo^svof at Ath-
ens, in after times, obtained rights only inferior to

actual citizenship. {Vid. Proxenos.) The isopo-

lite relation existed, however, on a much more ex-

tended scale. Sometimes particular privileges were
granted : as sTnyafiia, the right of intermarriage

;

ItynTTimg, the right of acquiring landed property
;

cireAeia, immunity from taxation, especially uriT^eia

fierocKiov, from the tax imposed on resident aliens.

All these privUeges were included under the gen-

eral term iaore^cia or icroTro/ltreia, and the class

who obtained them were called laoTeTieic. They
bore the same burdens with the citizens, and could

plead in the courts or transact business with the

people without the intervention of a -irpoaTurrjc-^

If the right of citizenship was conferred for services

done to the state, the rank termed irfwedpia or evep-

yeaia might be added. Naturalized citizens, even
of the highest grade, were not precisely in the same
condition with the citizen by birth, although it is

not agreed in what the difference consisted. Some
think that they were excluded from the assembly,*

others that they were only inehgible to offices, or,

at any rate, to the archonship.

The candidate on whom the citizenship was to

be conferred was proposed in two successive as-

semblies, at the second of which at least six thou-

sand citizens voted for him by ballot : even if he
succeeded, his admission, like every other decree,

was liable during a whole year to a ypa<fTi napavo-

fiuv. He was registered in a phyle and deme, but

not enrolled in the phratria and genos ; and hence
it has been argued that he was ineligible to the of-

fice of archon or priest, because unable to partici-

pate in the sacred rites of 'ATroAXtyv Harpuog or

Thd object of the phratriae (which were retained

ii: the constitution of Clisthenes, when their num-
ber no longer corresponded to that of the tribes)

was to preserve purity and legitimacy of descent
among the citizens. Aristotle says' that for prac-

tical purposes it was sufficient to define a citizen

as the son or grandson of a citizen, and the register

of the phratriae was kept chiefly as a record of the
citizenship of the parents. If any one's claim was
disputed, this register was at hand, and gave an
answer to all doubts about the rights of his parents

or his own identity. Every newly-married woman,
herself a citizen, was enrolled in the phratriae of her
husband, and every infant registered in the phratria

and genos of its father. All who were thus regis-

tered must have been bom in lawful wedlock, of
parents who were themselves citizens ; indeed, so
far was this carried, that the omission of any of the

requisite formalities in the marriage of the parents,

if it did not wholly take away the rights of citizen-

ship, might place the offspring under serious disa-

bilities. This, however, was only carried out in its

utmost rigour at the time when Athenian citizen-

ship was most valuable. In Solon's time, it is not

certain that the offspring of a citizen and of a for-

eign woman incurred any civil disadvantage ; and
even the law of Pericles,* which exacted citizen-

ship on the mother's side, appears to have become
obsolete very soon afterward, as we find it re-en-

acted by Aristophon in the archonship of Euclides,

B.C. 403.»

1. (Biickli, Public Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 316, 318.—Niebuhr,
Hist. Rom., ii., p. 50.—Ilennann, Manual., c.vi.)—2. (Niehuhr,
Hist. Rom., ii., p. 50.)—3. (Pol., iii., 2.)—4. (Plut., Pericl., c.

97 )-.5. (AtheueuR, xiii., p. 577, 6.)

It is evident, then, from the very object of ilie

phratriae, why the newly-admitted citizen was not

enrolled in them. As the same "reason did not ap-

ply to the children, these, if bom of women wh«
were citizens, were enrolled in the phratria ol theii

maternal grandfather.^ Still an additional safe-

guard was provided by the registry of the deme.
At the age of sixteen, the son of a citizen was re-

quired to devote two years to the exercises of the

gymnasia, at the expiration of which term he was
enrolled in his deme ; and, after taking the oath ot

a citizen, was armed in the presence of the assem-
bly. He was then of age, and might marry ; but

was required to spend two years more as a nepino-

Xog in frontier service before he was admitted to

take part in the assembly of the people. The ad-

mission into the phratria and deme were alike at-

tended with oaths and other solemn formalities

:

when a 6oKi/iaaia or general scrutiny of the claims

of citizens took place, it was intmsted to both of

them ; indeed, the registry of the deme waa the

only check upon the naturalized citizen.

These privileges, however, were only enjoyed
while the citizen was trnTifiog : in other words, did

not incur any sort of arifita. ^Krifiia was of two
sorts, either partial or total. In the former case,

the rights of citizenship were forfeited for a time
or in a particular case ; as when public debtors, for

instance, were debarred from the assembly and
courts until the debt was paid ;' or when a plaintiff

was subjected to uTifxia, and debarred from institu-

ting certain public suits if he did not obtain a fifth

part of the votes.' Total ari/ila was incurred for

the worse sort of crimes, such as bribery, embez
zlement, perjury, neglect of parents, &c.* It did

not affect the property of the delinquent, but only

deprived him of his political rights : perhaps it did

not contain any idea even of dishonour, except in

so far as it was the punishment of an offence. The
punishment did not necessarily extend to the family

of the offender, although in particular cases it may
have done so.*

Recurring, then, to Aristotle's definition, we find

the essential properties of Athenian citizenship to

have consisted in the share possessed by every citi-

zen in the legislature, in the election of inagistrates,

in the SoKifiaala, and in the courts of justice.

The lowest unity under which the citizen was
contained was the y^vog or clan ; its members were
termed yevv^rai or ofioyu^aKreg. Thirty yivij form-

ed a (j>paTpia, which latter division, as was observ-

ed above, continued to subsist long afler the four

tribes, to which the twelve phratries anciently cor-

responded, had been done away by the constitution

of Clisthenes. There is no reason to suppose that

these divisions originated in the common descent

of the persons who were included in them, as they

certainly did not imply any such idea in later time.?.

Rather they are to be considered as mere political

unions, yet formed in imitation of the natural ties

of the patriarchal system.

If we would picture to ourselves the trae notion

which the Greeks imbodied in the word n6?.tg, we
must lay aside all modern ideas respecting the na-

ture and object of a state. With us, practically, if

nol in theory, the essential object of a state hardly

embraces more than the protection of life and prop-

erty. The Greeks, on the other hand, had the most
vivid conception of the state as a whole, every part

of which was to co-operate to some great end, to

which all other duties were considered as subordi-

nate. Thus the aim of democracy was said to be

liberty ; wealth, of oligarchy ; and education, of ar-

1. (IsiEus, De Apol. Hffired., c. 15.)—2. (Hermann, Manual,

^ 124.)—3. (Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 111.)—4. (A*
doc, p. 10, 22.)—5. (Demosth., c. Mid., c. 32.)
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Istocracy. In all governments the endeavour was
to draw the social union as close as possible, and it

seems to have been with this view that Aristotle

laid down a principle which answered well enough

to the accidental circumstances of the Grecian

states, that a noliq must be of a certain size {Ov

yap kK 6EKa /xvpidduv TroAff en e<jTiv^).

This unity of purpose was nowhere so fully car-

ried out as in the government of Sparta ; and, if

Sparta is to be looked upon as the model of a Do-

rian state, we may add, in the other Dorian govern-

ments. Whether Spartan institutions in their es-

sential parts were the creation of a single master-

mind, or the result of circumstances modified only

by the genius of Lycurgus, their design was evi-

dently to unite the governing body among them-

selves against the superior numbers of the subject

population. The division of lands, the syssitia, the

education of their youth, all tended to this great

object. The most important thing, next to union

among themselves, was to divide the subject class,

and, accordingly, we find the government confer-

ring some of the rights of citizenship on the Helots.

Properly speaking, the Helots cannot be said to have
had any political rights ; yet, being serfs of the soil,

they were not absolutely under the control of their

masters, and were never sold out of the country
even by the state itself Their condition was not

one of hopeless servitude ; a legal way was open
to them, by which, through many intermediate sta-

ges, they might attain to liberty and citizenship.*

Those who followed their masters to war were
deemed worthy of especial confidence ; indeed,

when they served among the heavy-armed, it seems
to have been usual to give them their liberty. The
dsanoaiovavrai, by whom the Spartan fleet was al-

most entirely manned, were freedmen, who were
allowed to dwell where they pleased, and probably

had a portion of land allotted them by the state.

After they had been in possession of their liberty

for some time, they appear to have been called veo-

dafiudeig,^ the number of whom soon came near to

that of the citizens. The fioduveg or [xoOaKeg (as

their name implies) were also emancipated Helots
;

their descendants, too, must have received the
rights of citizenship, as Callicratidas, Lysander, and
Gylippus were of Mothacic origin.* We cannot
suppose that they passed necessarily and of course
into the full Spartan franchise ; it is much more
probable that at Sparta, as at Athens, intermarriage
with citizens might at last entirely obliterate the
badge of former servitude.

The perioeci are not to be considered as a sub-
ject class, but rather as a distinct people, separa-
ted by their customs as well as by their origin from
the genuine Spartans. It seems unlikely that they
were admitted to vote in the Spartan assembly

;

yet they undoubtedly possessed civil rights in the
communities to which they belonged,' and which
would hardly have been called TroXetf unless they
had been in some sense independent bodies. In
the army they commonly served as hoplites, and
we find the command at sea intrusted to one of this
class.* In respect of pohtical rights, the perioeci
were in the same condition with the plebeians in
the early history of Rome, although in every other
respect far better off, as they participated in the di-

rision of lands, and enjoyed the exclusive privilege
of engaging in trade and commerce.
What confirms the view here taken is the fact

that, as far as we know, no individual of this class
was ever raised to participate in Spartan privileges.

Nothing, however, can be more erroneous than

1. (Pol., vii., 4.— Nic. Eth., ix., 10.)— 2. (Miiller, Dorians,
iii., 3, ^ 5.)—3. (Thucyd., vii., 58.)—4. (Muller, Dorians, ii., 3,
t 6.)—5. {Muller, Dorians, iii., 2, « 4.)—6. (Thucyd., viii., 22.)
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to look upon them as an oppressed race. Ever
their exclusion from the assembly cannot be view-
ed in this light ; for, had they possessed the privi.

lege, their residence in the country would have de-

barred them from its exercise. It only remains to

consider in what the superiority of the genuine
Spartan may have consisted. In the first place,

besides the right of voting in the assembly and be-

coming a candidate for the magistracies, he wa?
possessed of lands and slaves, and was thus ex
empt from all care about the necessaries of life

,

secondly, on the field of battle he always serveit

among the hoplites ; thirdly, he participated in tb (

Spartan education, and in all other Dorian institfr.

tions, both civil and religious. The reluctant--

which Sparta showed to admit foreigners was pn'
portioned to the value of these privileges : indeec
Herodotus* says that Sparta had only conferred th»

full franchise in two instances. In legal rights al
Spartans were equal; but there were yet several
gradations, which, when once formed, retained theit

hold on the aristocratic feelings cf the people.*

First, as we should naturally expect, there was the
dignity of the Heraclide families ; and, connected
with this, a certain pre-eminence of the Hyllean
tribe. Another distinction was that between the
o/ioioL and vTvofieiovec, which in later times appears
to have been considerable. The latter term proba-
bly compreheided those citizens who, from degen-
eracy of manners or other causes, had undergone
some kind of civil degradation. To these the dfioiot

were opposed, although it is not certain in what the
precise difference consisted. It need hardly be add-
ed, that at Sparta, as elsewhere, the union of wealth
with birth always gave a sort of adventitious rank
to its possessor.

All the Spartan citizens were included in the
three tribes, Hylleans, Dymanes or Dymanatne, and
Pamphihans, each of which were divided into ten
obes or phratries. Under these obes there must
undoubtedly have been contained some lesser sub-

division, which Muller, with great probability, sup-
poses to have been termed rpiaKug. The citizens

of Sparta, as of most oligarchical states, were land-

owners, although this does not seem to have been
looked upon as an essential of citizenship.

It would exceed the hmits of this work to give

an account of the Grecian constitutions, except ."so

far as may illustrate the rights of citizenship. Wl at

perversions in the form of government, accordiig
to Greek ideas, were sufficient to destroy the « b-

sential notion of a citizen, is a question which, i^\-

lowing Aristotle's example,* we may be content 'o

leave undecided. He who, being personally free,

enjoyed the fullest political privileges, participatrd

in the assembly and courts of judicature, was e i-

gible to the highest offices, and received all this I y
inheritance from his ancestors, most entirely satis-

fied the idea which the Greeks expressed in the

word Kolirrig.

CrVITAS (ROMAN). Civitas means the whole
body of cives or members of any given state. It is

defined by Cicero* to be " concilium ccetusque horn-

inum ywre sociati." A civitas is, therefore, properly

a political community, sovereign and independent.
The word civitas is frequently used by the Roman
writers to express the rights of a Roman citizen, as

distinguished from those of other persons not Ro-
man citizens, as in the phrases dare civitatem, donor-

re civitate, usurpare civitatem.

If we attempt to distinguish the members of any
given civitas from all other people in the world, we
can only do it by enumerating all the rights and
duties of a member of this civitas, which are not

1. (ix., 35.)—2. (Muller, Dorians, iii, c 5, *7.)—3. (Pol., iii

5.)—4. (Sonin. Scip., c. .1.)
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'rights and duties of a person who is not a member
of this civitas. If any rights and duties which be-

long to a member of this civitas, and do not belong

to any person not a member of tliis civitas, are

omitted in the enumeration, it is an incomplete

enumeration ; for the rights and duties not express-

ly included must be assumed as common to the

members of this civitas and to all the world. Hav-
ing enumerated all the characteristics of the mem-
bers of any given civitas, we have thetj to show
how a man acquires them, and the notion of a

member of such civitas is then complete.

Some members of a political community (cives)

may have more political rights than others ; a prin-

ciple by the aid of which Savigny' has expressed

briefly and clearly the distinction between the two
great classes of Roman citizens under the Repub-
lic :

" In the free Republic there were two classes

of Roman citizens, one that had, and another that

had not, a share in the sovereign power {optima

jure, non optima jure cives). That which peculiarly

distinguished the higher class was the right to vote

in a tribe, and the capacity of enjoying magistracy

{suffragium et honores)." According to this view,

the jus civitatis comprehended that which the Ro-
mans called jus publicum, and also, and most par-

ticularly, that which they called jus privatum. The
jus privatum comprehended the jus connubii and
jus commercii, and those who had not these had
no citizenship. Those who had the jus sufTra-

giorum and jus honorum had the complete citizen-

ship, or, in other words, they were optimo jure

eives. Those who had the privatum, but not the

publicum jus, were citizens, though citizens of an
inferior class. The jus privatum seems to be equiv-

alent to the jus Quiritium, and the civitas Romana
to the jus publicum. Accordingly, we sometimes
find the jris Quiritium contrasted with the Romana
civitas.' Livy* says that, until B.C. 188, the For-

tniani, Fimdani, and Arpinates had the civitas with-

out the suffragium.
""

Ulpian* has stated, with great clearness, a distinc-

tion, as existing in his time among the free persons

who were within the political limits of the Roman
state, which it is of great importance to apprehend
clearly. The distinction probably existed in an
early period of the Roman state, and certainly ob-

tained in the time of Cicero. There were three

classes of such persons, namely, cives, Latini, and
peregrini. Gains* points to the same division where
he says that a slave, when made free, might be-

come a civis Romanus or a Latinus, or might be in

the number of the peregrini dediticii, according to

circumstances. Civis, according to Ulpian, is he
who possesses the complete rights of a Roman citi-

zen. Pcregrinus was incapable of exercising the

rights of commercium and connubium, which were
the characteristic rights of a Roman citizen ; but

he had a capacity for making all kinds of contracts

which were allowable by the jus gentium. The
Latinus was in an intermediate state ; he had not

the connubium, and, consequently, had not the

natria potestas, nor rights of agnatio ; but he had the

commercium, or the right of acquiring quiritarian

ownership, and he had also a capacity for all acts

incident to quiritarian ownership, as vindicatio, in

iure cessio, mancipatio, and testamenti factio,

which last comprises the power of making a will in

Roman form, and of becoming heres under a will.

These were the general capacities of a Latinus and
perogrinus ; but a Latinus or a peregrinus might
obtain by special favour certain rights which he had
not by virtue of his condition only. The legitiraa

J. (Geschichte des R8ra. Rechts im Mittelalter, c. ii., p. 22.)
"-2. (Plin.,Ep.,x.,4, 22—Ulp., Frag., tit. 3, I) 2.)—3. (xixviii.,

16.)—4. (Frag., tit. S,H; 19,H; 20, «8; 11,4 6.1—5 (:., 12.)

hereditas was not included in the testamenti factis,

for the legitima hereditas presupposed agnatio, and
agnatio presupposed connubium.

According to Savigny, the notion of civis and
civitas had its origin in the union of the patricii and
the plebes as one state. The peregrinitas, in the
sense above stated, originated in the conquest of a
state by the Romans, when the conquered state did
not obtain the civitas; and he conjectures that the
notion of peregrinitas was applied originally to all

citizens of foreign states who had a fcedus with
Rome.
The rights of a Roman citizen were acquired in

several ways, but most commonly by a person being
born of parents who were Roman citizens. A pa-

ter familias, a filius familias, a mater familias, and
filia familias, were all Roman citizens, though the
first only was sui juris, and the rest were not If a
Roman citizen married a Latina or a peregrina, be-
lieving her to be a Roman citizen, and begot a child,

this child was not in the power of his father, be-

cause it was not a Roman citizen ; but the child

was either a Latinus or a peregrinus, according to

the condition of his mother ; and no child followed
the condition of his father unless there was connu-
bium between his father and mother. By a sena-
tus consultum, the parents were allowed to prove
their mistake {causam erroris prohare) ; and, on this

being done, both the mother and the child became
Roman citizens, and, as a consequence, the son
was in the power of the father.^ Other cases rela-

ting to the matter, called causae probatio, are stated

by Gains," from which it appears that the facilities

for obtaining the Roman civitas were gradually ex-
tended.*

A slave might obtain the civitas by manuD^'s-
sion (vindicta), by the census, and by a testan **n

turn, if there was no legal impediment ; but it de-

pended on circumstances, as already stated, whelb.
er he became a civis Romanus, a Latinus, or in

the number of the peregrini dediticii. {Vid. Man-
UMISSIO.)

The civitas could be conferred on a foreigner by
a lex, as in the case of Archias, who was a civis of

Heraclea, a civitas which had a fcedus with Rome,
and who claimed the civitas Romana under the pro-

visions of a lex of Silvanus and Carbo, B.C. 89.* By
the provisions of this lex, the person who chose to

take the benefit of it was required, within sixty

days after the passing of the lex, to signify to the

praetor his wish and consent to accept the civitas

\profiteri). Cicero* speaks of the civitas being giv-

en to all the Neapolitani ; and in the oration Pro
Balbo* he alludes to the Julian lex (B.C. 90.v by
which the civitas was given to the socii and Latmi

;

and he remarks that a great number of the people

of Heraclea and Neapolis made opposition to this

measure, preferring their former relation to Rome
as civitates foederatae (foederis sui liberlatem) to

the Romana civitas. The lex of Silvanus and
Carbo seems to have been intended to supply a de-

fect in the Julia lex, and to give the civitas, under
certain limitations, to foreigners who were citizens

of foederate states (faederatis civitatibus adscriptiy

Thus the great mass of the Italians obtained tht

civitas, and the privileges of the former civitates

fcederatae were extended to the provinces, first to

part of Gaul, and then to Sicily, under the name of

Jus Latii or Latinitas. This Latinitas gave a man
the right of acquiring the Roman citizenship by

having exercised a magistratus in his own civi-

tas ; a privilege which belonged to the fcederatae

civitates of Italy before they obtained the Romaa

1. (Gaiu8, i., 67.)—2. (i., 29, <fcc. ; i , 66, &c.)—3. (See a[M
Ulpian, Fragm., tit. 3, "De Latinis.")—4. (Cic, Pro Arch.

4.)—5. (Ep. ad Fam., xiii., 30.)~6. (c. 7.)
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civitas. It probably also included the Latinitas of

Ulpian, that is, the commercium or individual privi-

lege.'

With the establishment of the imperial power,

the political rights of Roman citizens became in-

significant, and the commercium and the more easy

acquisition of the rights of citizenship were the

only parts of the civitas that were valuable. The
constitution of Antoninus Caracalla, which gave the

civitas to all the Roman world, applied only to com-

munities, and not to individuals ; its effect was to

make all the cities in the empire municipia, and all

Latini into cives. The distinction of cives and La-

tini, from this time forward, only applied to individ-

uals, namely, to freedmen and their children. The
peregrinitas, in like manner, ceased to be applica-

ble to communities, and only existed in the dedi-

ticii as a class of individuals. The legislation of

Justinian finally put an end to what remained of

this ancient division into classes, and the only di-

vision of persons was into subjects of the Caesar

and slaves.

The origin of the Latinitas of Ulpian is referred

by Savigny, by an ingenious conjecture, to the

year B.C. 209, when eighteen of the thirty Latin

colonies remained true to Rome in their struggle

against Hannibal, while twelve refused their aid.

The disloyal colonies were punished ; and it is a

conjecture of Savigny, and, though only a conjec-

ture, one supported by strong reasons, that the

eighteen loyal colonies received the commercium
as the reward of their loyalty, and that they are the

origin of the Latinitas of Ulpian. This conjecture

renders intelligible the passage in Cicero's oration,"

in which he speaks of nexum and hereditas as the

rights of the twelve (eighteen 1) colonies.

The word civitas is often used by the Roman
writers to express any political community, as Civ-

itas Antiochiensium, &c.
(Savigny, Zeitschrift, v., &c., Ueber die Entste-

Aiing, &c., der Latinitat ; Heinecc, Syntagma, ed.

Haubold, Epicrisis ; Rosshirt, Grundlinien des Rom.
Rechts, Einleitung ; and vid. Banishment, and Ca-
put.)

CLARIGA'TIO. {Vid. Fetiales.)
CLASSES. {Vid. Caput, Comitia.)
CLA'SSICUM. {Vid. CoENu.)
CLAVA'RIUM. {Vid. Clavus.)
CLAVIS {kIsiq, dim. K2,ei6cov), a Key. The key

was used in very early times, and was probably
introduced into Greece from Egypt ; although Eu-
stathius" states that in early times all fastenings
were made by chains, and that keys were compar-
atively of a much later invention, which invention
he attributes to the Laconians. Pliny* records the
name of Theodoras of Samos as the inventor, the
person to whom the art of fusing bronze and iron is

ascribed by Pausanias. {Vid. Bronze, p. 178 )We have no evidence regarding the materials of
which the Greeks made their keys, but among the
Romans the larger and coarser sort were made
of iron. Those discovered at Pompeii and else-
where are mostly of bronze, which we may assume
to be of a better description, such as were kept by
the mistress {mutrona) of the household. In ages
Btill later, gold and even wood are mentioned as
materials from which keys were made.*
Among the Romans the key of the house was

consigned to the porter {janitor^), and the keys of
the other departments in the household to the slave
upon whom the care of each department devolved,'

1. (Strab., v., 187, ed. Casaub.)— 2. (Pro Csecina, 35.) — 3.
(ad Horn., Od., ix.)^. (H. N., vii., 57.)—5. (Augustin., De
Doctrin. Christ., iv., 2.)— 6. (Apuleius, Met., i., p. 53, ed.
Oudendoip.—Chrysost., Sem , 172.)—7. (Senec, De Ixa. ii..

as.)
. -> .
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upon a knowledge of wnich custom the point of tnit

epigram in Martial' turns.

When a Roman woman first entered her hus-
band's house after marriage, the keys of the stores
were consigned to her. Hence, when a wife wa.i
divorced, the keys were taken from her;' and when
she separated from her husband, she sent him back
the keys.* The keys of the wine-cellar w ere, how-
ever, not given to the wife, according to Pliny,* who
relates a story, upon the authority of Fabius I'ictor,

of a married woman being starved to death by her
relatives for having picked the lock of the closet in
which the keys of the cellar were kept.

The annexed woodcut represents a key found at
Pompeii, and now preserved in the Museum at Na-
ples, the size of which indicates that it was used as
a door-key. The tongue, with an eye in it, which
projects from the extremity of the handle, served to
suspend it from the porter's waist.

The expression suh clavi esse^ corresponds with
the English one, " to be under lock and key ;" but
clavis is sometimes used by the Latin authors to
signify the bolt it shoots.*

The city gates were locked by keys,' like those
of our own towns during the Middle Ages.
Another sort of key, or, rather, a key fitting an

other sort of lock, which Plautus calls clavis Laco-
nica,^ is supposed to have been used with locks which
could only be opened from the inside, such as are
stated to have been originally in use amcng the
Egyptians and Laconians {ov yap, ugvvv, cktoc ^aav
ai KT^eidec, iiKK Ivdov to TraXacov irap' AiyvnTioic,
Kal AaKuai^). These are termed aXsidia Kfrvrrrd by
Aristophanes," because they were not visible on the
outside, and in the singular, clausa clavis, by Vir-
gil ;" but the reading in this passage is very doubt-
ful." Other writers consider the Kludla Kpvnra
and claves LaconiccB to be false keys, such as we
now call " skeletons," and the Romans, in familiar
language, adulterincB ;'^ wherein consists the wit of
the allusion in Ovid,

" Nomine cum doceat, quid agamus, adultera clavis.^^^*

The next woodcut represents one of two similar-

ly formed keys, which were discovered in Holland,
and published by Lipsius.'* It has no handle to act
as a lever, and, therefore, could not have been made

for a lock with wards, which cannot be turned with-
out a certain application of force ; but, by inserting
the thumb or forefinger into the ring, it would be am-
ply sufficient to raise a latch or push back a bolt

;

and thus one sort, at least, of the keys termed Kpvrr-

rai seems to be identified with the " latch-keys" in

use among us ; for, when placed in the keyhole
(^clavi immittendce foramen^^), it would be almost en-

1. (v., 35.)—2. (Cic, Philipp., ii., 28.)-3. (Ambios., Epist.,
vi., 3.)—4. (H. N., xiv., 14.)—5. (Varro, De Re Rust., i., 22.)—
6. (Tibull., I., vi., 34; II., iv., 31.)—7. (Liv., xxvii., 24.)— 8.
(Most., II., i., 57.)—9. (Theon. ad Aratuin, 192.) — 10. (The*-
moph., 421, ed. Brunck.)— 11. (Moret., 15.) — 12. (IIe>iie, ad
loc.) — 13. (Sail., Jugurth., 12.) — 14. (Art. Amat., iii., 643.h
15. (Excurs. ad Tac., Ann., ii., 2.)— 16. (Apul., iv., p. 259, ed
Oudendoip.}
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•irely ouried in it, the ring only, which lies at right

angles to the wards, and that scarcely, being visible

without.

CLAVUS (^Aof, y6/x(j>og), a Nail. In the subterra-

neous chamber at Mycenae,' supposed to be the

treasury of Atreus "< vjew of which is given in Sir

W. Cell's Itinerary ot Greece (plate vi.), the stones

of which the cylindrical dome is constructed are

perforated by regular series of bronze nails, runnmg
in perpendicular rows, and at equal distances, from
'he top to the bottom of the vault. It is supposed
that they served to attach thin plates of the same
metal to the masonry, as a coating for the interior

9f the chamber ; and hence it is that these subter-

ranean works, which served for prisons as well as
treasuries, like the one in which Danae is said to

have been confined, were called by the poets brazen
cliambers.* Two of these nails are represented in

the annexed woodcut, of two thirds the real size
;

tbey consist of 88 parts of copper to 12 of tin.

The writer was present at the opening of an
Etruscan tomb at Caere, in the year 1836, which had
never been entered since the day it was closed up.

The masonry of which it was constructed was
studded with nails exactly similar in make and ma-
terial to those given above, upon which were hung
valuable ornaments in gold and silver, entombed,
according to custom, with their deceased owner.

Nails of this description were termed trabales and
talmlares' by the Romans, because they were used,
in building, to join the larger beams (trabes) together.

Hence the allusion of Cicero,* " Ut hoc beneficium
davo trabali figeret ;" and Horace arms Necessitas
with a nail of the same kind,' or of adamant,*
wherewith to rivet, as it were, irrevocably the de-

crees of Fortune. Thus Atropos is represented in

the subjoined woodcut, taken from a cup found at

Penigia, upon which the story of Meleager and At-

alanta is imbodied,' with a hammer in her right

1, (Paus., ii., 16, l> 5.) — 2. (Hor., Carm., III., xvi., 1.)— 3.

'•'etion , 75.)—4. (Verr., vi., 21.)—5. (Carm.,I.,xtxv., 18.)—6.
id., III., xxiv., 5 J—7. (Venniglioli, Antic. Inscrix di Pemgia,
4.J1, <. p. 43.)

hand, driving a nail which she holds againal the
wall with her left.

The next cut represents a nail of Roman work-
manship,* which is highly ornamented and very cu-
rious. Two of its faces are given, but the pattern
varies on each of the four.

It is difficult to say to what use this nail was dp
plied. The ornamented head shows that it was
never intended to be driven by the hammer ; nor
would any part but the mere point, which alone is

plain and round, have been inserted into any extra
neous material. It might possibly have been used
for the hair, in the manner represented in the wood-
cut on page 21.

Bronze nails were used in ship-building,* and to

ornament doors, as exhibited in those of the Pan-
theon at Rome ; in which case the head of the nail

was called bulla, and richly ornamented, of which
specimens are given at page 181.

The soles of the shoes worn by the Roman sol-

dier were also studded with nails, thence called
" clavi caligarii." (Vid. Caliga). These do not
appear to have been hob-nails, for the purpose of
making the sole durable, but sharp-pointed ones,

in order to give the wearer a firmer footing on the

ground; for so they are described by Josephus,'

"Tnodri/xaTa neirapfiiva irvKvolg koj. b^iaiv 7/Xoir. Tho
men received a donative for the purpose of provi-

ding themselves with these necessaries, which was
thence called clavarium*
CLAVUS ANNA'LIS. In the early ages of

Rome, when letters were yet scarcely in use, the

Romans kept a reckoning of their years by driving

a nail, on the ides of each September, into the side

wall of the temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus,
which ceremony was performed by the praetor Max-
imus.* In after ages this practice fell into disuse,

though the ignorant peasantry seem to have retain-

ed the custom, as a method of marking dates, down
to a very late period.* Upon some occasions a dic-

tator was created to drive the nail ; but then it was
not for the mere purpose of marking the year, but

from a superstitious feeling that any great calamity,

which happened at the time to afflict the city, would
be stayed if the usual ceremony was performed by
another than the usual officer.^

CLAVUS GUBERNA'CULI, the handle or shaft

of a rudder,* which Vitruvius' appropriately terms
" a7isa gubernaculi, quod ola^ a Gracis appcllatur."

The rudder itself is gubernaculum ; in Greek, irTjdu-

7.L0V. Both the words are accurately distinguished
by Virgil,!'

" Ipse gvJ/ernaculo rector suhit, ipse magister,

Hortaturque viros, clavumque ad littora torquet,''

and by Cicero." But it is sometimes used for the
rudder itself, as, for instance, by Ennius :

" Ut clavum rectum teneam, navemque gubemetn.^*^*

Ola^ is also used in both senses, and in the same
way." The true meaning of the word will be un-
derstood by referring to the woodcut at page 58 in

which a ship with its rudder is represented : the

1. (Caylas, Recaeil d'Antiq., torn, v., pl.96.)—2. (\eget.,iy.,

34.)—3. (Bell. Jud.,VI., i., 7.)— 4. (Tacit., Hist., iii., 50.)—5.
(Festus, s. V. Clav. Annal.—Liv.,vii., 3.—Cic. ad Att., v., 15.)

—6. (Petron., c. 135,^ — 7. (Liv., vii., 3 ; viii., 18: ix., 28.)—

8

(Serv. ad Virg., Xn., v., 177.)—9. (x., 8.)—10. (^n., v., 176.)

—11. (Pro Sext., 9.)— 12. (Compare Cic. ad Fam., ii., 15 )—
13. (Thomas Magist., s. v.^
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pole by which it is fastened to the ship's side is the

davus. (Vid. Gubernaculum.)
OLAVUS LATUS, CLAVUS ANGUSTUS.

The meaning of these words has given rise to much
difference of opinion among modern writers. Sca-

liger* considered the clavus to have been an orna-

ment detached from the dress, and worn round the

neck hke a bulla. ( Vid. Bulla.) Ferrarius suppo-

sed it to be a scarf or band thrown over the shoul-

ders, the ends of which hung down in front. Some
writers consider it to have been a round boss or

buckle, resembling the head of a nail, fastened to

the front part of the tunic which covered the chest

;

others the hem of the dresf . fcither at the edges or at

the bottom; and others, again, the dress itself

checkered with stripes of purple, or with ornaments

resembling nails, either sewn on to, or woven in, the

fabric, such as in modern language would be termed

figured,*

It is a remarkable circumstance, that not one of

the ancient statues, representing persons of senato-

rian, consular, or equestrian rank, contain the slight-

est trace in their draperies of anything resembling

the accessories above enumerated ; some indica-

tions of which would not have been constantly omit-

ted, if the davits had been a thing of substance ei-

ther affixed to the dress or person. But if it form-

ed only a distinction of colour, without producing

any alteration in the form or mass of the material

wherewith the garment was made, such as a mere
streak of purple interwoven in the fabric, or em-

broidered or sewed on it, it will be evident to any

person conversant with the principles of art, that

the sculptor, who attends only to form and mass,

would never attempt to express the mere accidents

of colour ; and, .jonsequently, that such a clavus

would not be represented in sculpture. But in paint-

ing, which long survived the sister art, we do find

examples in some works executed at a very late pe-

nod, some of which are subsequently inserted, in

which an ornament like the clavus, such as it is im-

plied to be by the words of Horace,* latum demisit

pectore clavum, seems evidently to have been repre-

sented.

The most satisfactory conclusion, therefore, seems
to be, that the clavus was merely a band of purple

colour,* hence called lumen purpura,^ either sewed

to the dress* or interwoven in the fabric'

Clavus Latus. The clavus worn by the Romans
was of two fashions, one broad and the other nar-

row, denominated respectively clavus latus and cla-

vus angustus.^ The vest which it distinguished

properly and originally was the tunic (vid. Tunica),

called therefore tunica laticlavia and tunica angusti-

clavia ;' and hence the word clavus is sometimes
used separately to express the garment itself*" The
former was a distinctive badge of the senatorian

order," and hence it is used to signify the senatorial

dignity,** and laticlavius for the person who enjoys

it.*' It consisted in a single broad band of purple

colour, extending perpendicularly from the neck
down the centre of the tunic, in the manner repre-

sented in the annexed woodcut, which is copied

from a painting of Rome personified, formerly be-

longing to the Barberini family, the execution of

which is of a very late period.

The position of the band in the centre ofthe chest

13 Identified with the latus clavus, because /icaonop-

1. (ad VaiTon,, De Ling. Lat., viii.)— 2. (Ferrarius, De Re
Vestiaria, iii., 12.—Rubenius, W., i., I .)—3. (Sat., I., vi., 28.)—
t. (Aero in Ilor., Sat., 1., v., 35, " Latum clavum purpuram di-

Rt.")—5. (Stat., Sylv., IV., v., 42.—Quintil., viii., 5, 28.)—6.
(Hot., Ep. ad Pis., 16.)—7. (Festus, s. v. Clavat.—Quintil., 1. c.

—Vetus Lexicon Graec. Latin., Ilop^upa hvcfiacuevri, Clavus.

—

Hesych., Vlapv(j)ri, h iv tcS viraJvi nop^vpa.)—8. (Pitisc, Lex.
Antiq.)—9. (Val. Max., v., 1, 7.)—10. (Suet, Jul., 45.) — 11.

(Aero., 1. c.—Ovid, Trist., IV., x., 35.)—12. ( Suet Tib , 35.—
Vesp , 2, 4.)—13. (Suet., Octav.. 38.)
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<pvpa,^ in the Septuagint, is translated in the Vulgate
tunica clctcatcB purpura ; and the converse, ;^;tTwi'a

TTopcpvpovv neabXevKov,^ is thus interpreted by Quin-
tus Curtius,* " Purpurea tunica medium album intcx-

lum erat." In distinction to the angustus clavus, it

is termed purpura major* purpura latior,^ and the

garment it decorated, tunica potens,^ or ;\;irwv TrXa-

Tvanjioq.''

The tunica laticlavia was not fastened round the

waist like the common tunic which is worn by the

centurion (p. 231), but left loose, in order that the

clavus might lie flat and conspicuously over the

chest,* which accounts for the allusion of Sylla,

when he termed Julius Caesar male pracinctum vu'

crum ; for we are informed by Suetonius' that he
was the cnly person ever known to wear a girdle to

his laticlave.

It seems to be generally admitted that the latus

clavus was not worn in childhood, that is, with the

toga prsetexta ; but it is not so clear whether, du-

riiig the earlier ages of the Republic, it was assumed
with the toga virilis, or only upon admission into

the senate. Probably the practice was different at

different periods."

The right of wearing the latus clavus was also

given to the children of equestrians,** at least in the

time of Augustus, as a prelude to entering the sen-

ate-house. This, however, was a matter of per-

sonal indulgence, and not of individual right ; for it

was granted only to persons of very ancient family

and corresponding wealth,** and then by special

favour of the emperor.*^ In such cases the latus

clavus was assumed with the toga virilis, and worn
until the age arrived at which the young equestrian

was admissible into the senate, when it was relin

quished and the angustus clavus resumed, if a dis-

inclination on his part, or any other circumstances,

prevented him from entering the senate, as was the

case with Ovid :'*

" Curia restahat ; clavi mensura coacta est

;

Majus erat nostiis viribus illud opus."

But it seems that the latus clavus could be again

resumed if the same individual subsequently wished

to become a senator,** and hence a fickle charactei

is designated as one who is always changing his

clavus :*•

1. (Esai., iii., 21.)—2. (Xen., Cyrop., viii., 3. (i 13.)-3. (Ill

iii., 28.)—4. (Juv., Sat., i., 106.)—5. (Plin., Il N., xxxiii., 7.1

—6. (Stat., Sylv., v., ii., 29.)—7. (Diod. Sic, Eclog. 36, p. 535i
ed. Wesseling.— Strab., iii., 5, p. 448, ed. Siebenk.)—8. (Quintil

xi., 3, 138.)—9. (Jul., 45.)— 10. (Compare Suet., Octav., 38, 94^
—11. (Ovid, Trist., IV., x., 29.)— 12. (Stat., Sylv., iv., 8, 59.-

Dig. 24, tit. 1, s. 42.)— 13. (Suet., Vesp., 2.—Tacit., Ann., xvi.

17.—Plin., Epist., ii., 9.)—14. (Compare Trist., IV., x , 27, will

,
35 ^—15. (Hor., Sat.. I., vi., 25.)—16. (llor , Sat II , vii., 10
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*• Vixit inaqualis, clavum mulabat in horas."

The latus cJavus was also worn by the priests of

Saturn at Canhage,* and by the priests of Hercules

at Cadiz ;• and napkins were sometimes so decora-

ted,* as well as table-cloths, and coverlets (ioralia)

for the couches upon which the ancients reclined at

their meals.*

The latus clavus is said to have been introduced

at Itomc by Tullus Hostilius, and to have been

adopted by him after his conquest of the Etrus-

v-ans ;* nor does it appear to have been confined to

any particular class during the earlier periods, but

to have been worn by all ranks promiscuously.* It

was laid aside in public mourning.''

Clavus Angustus. This ornament is not found,

any more than the latus clavus, upon any of the

works executed before the decline of the arts ; and
therefore the same difficulties occur in attempting

to define its form and fashion. That it was nar-

rower than the other is evident from the name
alone, as well as from other epithets bestowed upon
it

—

"pauper clavus,''* " arctum purpuras lumen;'"
and that it was of a purple colour, attached to a tu-

nic girt at the waist, is also evident from the pas-

sages of Statins and Quinctilian" already cited.

There is, moreover, leason for supposing that the

angustus clavus consisted in two narrow stripes

instead of one broad one ; for it is observed that

the word clavus is always used in the singular

number when the tunica laticlavia is referred to,

whereas the plural number (davi) is often met with

in reference to the angusticlavia ; as in the passage

of Quinctilian just mentioned, purpura is applied to

the former, and purpura to the latter of these gar-

ments. It seems, therefore, probable that the an-

gusticlave was distinguished by two narrow purple

stripes, running parallel to each other from the top

to the bottom of the tunic, one from each shoulder,

in the manner represented by the three figures in-

troducjed below, all of which are takep from sepul-

chral paintings executed subsequently to the intro-

duction of Christianity at Rome. The female figure

on the left hand, which is copied from Buonarotti,"

represents the goddess Moneta, and she wears a

regular tunic. The one on the right hand is from
a cemetery on the Via Salara Nova, and repre-

sents Priscilla, an early martyr; it is introduced

M show the whole extent of the clavi ; but the

iress she wears is not the common tunic, but of

';he kind called Dalmatica, the sleeves of which are

also clavatae.

The next figure is selected from three of a sim-

ilar kind, representing Shadrach, Meshach, and

1. (Tertull., De Pall., c. 4.)— 2. (Sil. It.al., iii., 27.)— 3.

(Mart.. Ep., IV., xlvi., 17.—Petron., 32.)—4. (Ainm. Marcell.,

XVI., viii., 8.)—5. (Plin., It. N., ix., 63.)-6. (Plin., H. N.,
rtxiii., 7.)—7. (Liv., ix., 7.)—8. (Stat., Sylv., V., ii., 18.)—9.
(Id., IV., v., 42.)— 10. (XL, iii., 138.)— II. (Osservazioni sopra
alr-.an Frammenti di Vasi antichi di Vetro, Tav. xxiz., fig 1.)

Li

Abednego, from the tomb of Pope Callisto on tho

Via Appia ; all three wear the ordinary tunic girt

at the waist, as indicated by Quinctilian, but with
long sleeves, as was customary under the Empire,
and the stripes are painted in purple ; so that we
may fairly consider it to afford a correct example
of the tunica angusticlavia.

This decoration belonged properly to the eques-

trian order ,^ for, though tlie children of equestrians,

as has been stated, were sometimes honoured by
permission to wear the latus clavus at an early agCj

they were obliged to lay it aside if they did not en-

ter the senate when the appointed time arrived,

which obligation appears to have been lost sight of

for some time after the Augustan period ; for it is

stated by Lampridius* that Alexander Severus dis-

tinguished the equites from the senatores by the

character of their clavus, which must be taken as

a recurrence to the ancient practice, and not an
innovation then first adopted.

*CLEM'ATIS or CLEMATI'TIS (/cA??/iartf, kXv
/larlTig), a species of plant, commonly identified

with theWinter-green or Periwinkle. Dioscorides*

mentions two kinds : the first of these Sprengel
refers to the Periwinkle, namely, Vinca major or

minor ; the other, which is properly called KXejiari-

Tig, he is disposed to follow Sibthorp in referring to

the Clematis cirrhosa. The term KXTiuarig is derived

from K?i,7jfj,a,
" a tendril" or " clasper," and has ref-

erence to the climbing habits of the plant. The
epithets dafvoeidijg (" laurel-like") and afivpvoeidyjg

("myrrh-like") are sometimes given to the kXtjuc-

Tig, as well as that of nolvyovoeidTiq, "resembling
izolvyovov, or Knot-grass."* Pliny derives the Latin

name vinca from vincire, "to bind" or "encom-
pass," in allusion to the Winter-green's encircling

or twining around trees.* The same writer alludes

to various medical uses of this plant, in cases of
dysentery, fluxions of the eyes, haemorrhoides, the

bite of serpents, &c. It is found sometimes with
white flowers, less frequently with red or purple

ones.* The name of this plant in modern Greece
is dypioMTra. Sibthorp found it in Elis and Argolis.*

CLEPSV^'DRA. (Firf. Horologium.)
CLERU'CHI {Klripovxoi.). Athenian citizens who

occupied conquered lands were termed K?iTj(i(n>xoi,

and their possession K^Tjpovxia. The earliest ex-

ample to which the term, in its strict sense, is ap-

plicable, is the occupation of the domains of the

Chalcidian knights (l-mroBoTai) by four thousand
Athenian citizens, B.C. b06.*

In assigning a date to the commencement of this

system of colonization, we must remember that the

principle of a division of conquered land had exist-

ed from time immemorial in the Grecian states.

Nature herself seemed to intend that the Greek
should rule and the barbarian obey ; and hence, iu

the case of the barbarian, it wore no appearance of

1. (Paterc, ii., 88.—Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 27.)—2. (I. c.)—

J

(iv., 7.)—4. (Dioscor., 1. c -BiUerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 60

)

5. (H. N.. xxi., 27.— Apul., De Herb , 58.)~6. (BiUerbeck, l.c J

—7. (BiUerbeck, 1. c I—S (Herod., v., 77.)
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harshness. Such a system, however, was more

rare betweon Greek and Greek. Yet the Dt rians,

in their conquest of the Peloponnese, and still more
remarkably in the subjugation of Messenia, had set

an example. In what, then, did the Athenian kIt}-

povxlai differ from this division of territory, or from

the ancient colonies 1 In the first place, the name,

in its technical sense, was of later date, and the

Greek would not have spoken of the Klrjpovxiai of

Lycurgus, anymore than the Roman of the "Agra-

riaa laws" of Romulus or Ancus. Secondly, we
should remember that the term was always used

with a reference to the original allotment : as the

lands were devised or transferred, and the idea of

the first division lost sight of, it would gradually

cease to be applied. The distinction, however, be-

tween K^ijpovxoc and utvolkol was not merely one

of words, but of things. The only object of the

earlier colonies was to relieve surplus population,

or to provide a home for those whom internal quar-

rels had exiled from their country. Most usually

they originated in private enterprise, and became
independent of, and lost their interest in, the parent

state. On the other hand, it was essential to the

very notion of a Klrjpovxia that it should be a public

enterprise, and should always retain a connexion
more or less intimate with Athens herself The
word Klripovxia, as Wachsmuth has well observed,

conveys the notion of property to be expected and
formally appropriated ; whereas the u-olkol of an-

cient times went out to conquer lands for them-
selves, not to divide those which were already con-

quered.

The connexion with the parent state subsisted,

as has just been hinted, in all degrees. Sometimes,
as in the case of Lesbos,* the holders of land did

not reside upon their estates, but let them to the

original inhabitants, while themselves remained at

Athens. The condition of these kItipovxol did not

differ from that of Athenian citizens who had es-

tates in Attica. All their political rights they not

only retained, but exercised as Athenians ; in the

capacity of landholders of Lesbos they could scarce-

ly have been recognised by the state, or have borne
any corporate relation to it. Another case was
where the Klripovxoi resided on their estates, and
either with or without the old inhabitants, formed
a new community. These still retained the rights

of Athenian citizens, which distance only precluded

them from exercising : they used the Athenian
courts ; and if they or their children wished to re-

turn to Athens, naturally and of course they re-

gained the exercise of their former privileges. Of
this we have the most positive proof:* as the sole

object of these KlripovxiaL was to form outposts for

the defence of Athenian commerce, it was the in-

terest of the parent state to unite them by a tie as
kindly as possible ; and it cannot be supposed that
inuividuals would have been found to risk, in a
doubtful enterprise, the rights of Athenian citi-

zens.

Sometimes, however, the connexion might grad-
ually dissolve, and the KlripovxoL sink into the con-
dition of mere allies, or separate wholly from the
mother-country. In ^gina, Scione, Potidaea, and
other places, where the original community was
done away, the colonists were most completely
under the control of Athens. Where the old in-

habitants were left unmolested, we may conceive
their admixture to have had a twofold effect : either

the new-comers would make common cause with
them, and thus would arise the alienation alluded

to above, or jealousy and dread of the ancient in-

habitants might make the colonists more entirely

1. (Thucyd., iii.. 50.)—2. (Ftrf. Bockh.Pub.Econ., vol. ii,, p.

76, transl.)
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dependant on the mother state. It seems im)>088l>

ble to define accurately when the isopolite relatiou

with Athens may have ceased, although such case!*

undoubtedly occurred.

A question has been raised as to whether th<

Klripovxoi were among the Athenian tributaiies

Probably this depended a good deal upon the pros-

perity of the colony. We cannot conceive that col-

onies which were established as military outposts,

in otherwise unfavourable situations, would beai

such a burden : at the same time, it seems improb-
able that the state would unnecessarily forego the
tribute which it had previously received, where the
lands had formerly belonged to tributary allies.

It was to Pericles Athens was chiefly indebted
for the extension and permanence of her colonial

settlements. His principal object was to provide
for the redundancies of population, and raise the
poorer citizens to a fortune becoming the dignity of

Athenian citizens. It was of this class of persons
the settlers were chiefly composed ; the state pro-

vided them with arms, and defrayed the expenses
of their journey. The principle of division doubt-
less was, that all who wished to partake in the ad-

venture applied voluntarily ; it was then determined
by lot who should or should not receive a share.

Sometimes they had a leader appointed, who, aftei

death, received all the honours of the founder tif a
colony {oLKLdTTjg).

The Cleruchiae were lost by the battle of .^gos-
potami, but partially restored on the revival of
Athenian power. For a full account of them, see
Wachsmuth, Historical Antiquities, ij 56, 6 ; Bockh,
Public Econ. of Athens, iii., 18 ; and the references

in Herman's Manual, vi., 117.

CLETE'RES or CLET'ORES {KXr/Tf/pe^ or kU-
TopEc:). The Athenian summoners were not official

persons, but merely witnesses to the prosecutoi

that he had served the defendant with a notice of
the action brought against him, and the day upon
which it would be requisite for him to appear before

the proper magistrate, in order that the first exarh-

ination of the case might commence.* In Aris-

tophanes' we read of one summoner only being

employed, but two are generally mentioned by the
orators as the usual number.* The names of

the summoners were subscribed to the declara-

tion or bill of the prosecutor, and were, of course,

essential to the validity of all proceedings founded
upon it. What has been hitherto stated applies in

general to all causes, whether SiKai or ypa(j)ai : bui

in some which commenced with an information laid

before magistrates, and an arrest of the accused m
consequence (as in the case of an evdsi^ig or eiaay-

yEXia), there would be no occasion for a summons,
nor, of course, witnesses to its service. In the

evBvvat and SoKifiaalai, also, when held at the reg

ular times, no summons was issued, as the persons

whose character might be affected by an accusation

were necessarily present, or presumed to be so ; but

if the prosecutor had let the proper day pass, and
proposed to hold a special EvOvvr/ at any other time
during the year in which the defendant was liable

to be called to account for his conduct in office

(vnEvdwog), the agency of summoners was as re-

quisite as in any other case. Of the doKifiaeiat,

that of the orators alone had no fixed time ; but

the first step in the cause was not the usual legal

summons {npoaKljjuig), but an announcement from
the prosecutor to the accused in the assembly of

the people.*

In the event of persons subscribing themselves

falsely as summoners, they exposed themselves ta

1. (Harpocrat.)— 2. (Nubes, 1246. — Vesp., 1408.)—3 (D*
moeth., c. Njcost., 1251, 5.—Pro Coron., 244,4.—<;. Boeot., 1017
6.)—4. (Meier, Att. Process, 212, 575.)
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tn action (xpevdoK?.r]T£caQ) at t\.e suit of the party

aggrieved.

CLETHRA (n^dpa), the Alder. (Vid. Alnus.)
CLIBANA'llII. (Vid. Cataphracti.)

CLIENS is said to contain the same element as

the verb clucre, to "hear" or "obey," and is accord-

ingly compared by Niebuhr with the German word
hoeriger, " a dependant."

In the time of Cicero, we find patronus in the

sense of adviser, advocate, or defender, opposed to

cliens in the sense of the person defended, or the

consultor ; and this use of the word must be refer-

red, as we shall see, to the original character of the

patronus. ' The relation of a master to his libera-

ted slave (libertus) was expressed by the word pa-

tronus, and the libertus was the cliens of his pa-

tronus. Any Roman citizen who wanted a protec-

tor might attach himself to a patronus, and would
thenceforward be a cliens. Distinguished Romans
were also sometimes the patroni of states and cit-

ies, which were in a certain relation of subjection

or friendship to Rome ; and in this respect they
may be compared to colonial agents, or persons
among us who are employed to look after the inter-

ests of the mother-country, except that among the

Romans such services were never remunerated di-

rectly, though there might be an indirect remuner-
ation.* This relationship between patronus and
cliens was indicated by the word clientela,' which
also expressed the whole body of a man's chents.*

In the Greek writers on Roman history, patronus
is represented by Trpoorurj^f, and cliens by ireT.dTTjg.

The clientela, but in a different form, existed as
far back as the records or traditions of Roman his-

tory extend ; and the following is a brief notice of
its origin and character, as stated by Dionysius,^ in

which the writer's terms are kept

:

Romulus gave to the evnaTpiSat the care of reli-

gion, the honores {apxei-v), the administration ofjus-
tic©, and the administration of the state. The drj-

fioTLKoi (whom, in the preceding chapffer, he has ex-
plained to be the Tzlriteloi) had none of these privi-

leges, and they were also poor ; husbandry and the
necessary arts of Ufe were their occupation. Rom-
ulus thus intrusted the dijfioriKoi to the safe keeping
of the narpiKiot (who are the evTrarpldai,), and per-

mitted each of them to choose his patron. This re-

lationship between the patron and the client was
called, says Dionysius, patronia.*

The relative rights and duties of patrons and cli-

ents were, according to Dionysius, the following

:

The patron was the legal adviser of the cliens
;

he was the client's guardian and protector, as he
was the guardian and protector of his own children

;

he maintained the client's suit when he was wrong-
ed, and defended him when another complained of
being wronged by him : in a word, the patron was
the guardian of the client's interests, both private
and public. The client contributed to the marriage
portion of the patron's daughter, if the patron was
poor, and to his ransom, or that of his children, if

they were taken prisoners ; he paid the costs and
damages of a suit which the patron lost, and of any
penalty in which he was condemned ; he bore a
part of the patron's expenses incurred by his dis-

charging public duties, or filling the honourable pla-

ces in the state. Neither party could accuse the
other, or bear testimony against the other, or give
his vote against the other. This relationship be-

tween patron and cli<!nt subsisted for many genera-
tions, and resembled in all respects the relation-

ship by blood. It was the glory of illustrious fami-

1. (Ovid, Art. Am., i., 88.—Hor., Sat., I., i., 10.—Epist., 1.,

r., 81 ; II., i., 104.)—2. (Cic, Div.,20.—Pro Sulla, c. 21.—Tacit.,
Or., 36.)—3. (Cic. ad Att.,xiv., 12.)—4. (Tacit., Ann., xiv., 61.)
-5 (Antiq. Rom., ii., 9.)—6. (Compare Cic, Rep., ii., 9.)

lies to have many clients, and to add to the niunbei
transmitted to them by their ancestors. But thti

clients were not limited to the drifiortKol : the colo

nies, and the states connected with Rome by alli

ance and friendship, and the conquered states, had
their patrons at Rome ; and the senate frequently

referred the disputes between such states to theii

patrons, and abided by their decision

The value of this passage consists in its contain-

ing a tolerably intelligible statement, whether triio

or false, of the relation of a patron and client.

What persons actually composed the body of cli

ents, or what was the real historical origin of the

clientela, is immaterial for the purpose of under-

standing what it was. It is clear that Dionysius
understood the Roman state as originally consisting

of patricii and plebeii, and he has said that tho cli-

ents were the plebs. . Now it appears, from his own
writings and from Livy, that there were clientes

who were not the plebs, or, in other words, clientes

and plebs were not convertible terms. This pas-

sage, then, may have little historical value as ex-

plaining the origin of the clients ; and the state-

ment of the clientela being voluntary is improba-
ble. Still something may be extracted from the

passage, though it is impossible to reconcile it alto-

gether with all other evidence. The clients were
not servi : they had property of their own, and free-

dom {libertas). Consistently with this passage, they

might be Roman citizens, enjoying only the com-
mercium and connubium, but not the fiuffragium and
honores, which belonged to their patroni. {Vid.

CiviTAS.) It would also be consistent with the state-

ment of Dionysius, that there were free men in the

state who were not patricii, and did not choose to

be clientes ; but if such persons existed in the ear-

liest period of the Roman state, they must have la-

boured under great civil disabilities, and this, also,

is not inconsistent with the testimony of history, nor

is it improbable. Such a body, if it existed, must
have been powerless ; but such a body might in

various ways increase in numbers and wealth, and
grow up into an estate, such as the plebs afterward

was. The body of clientes might include freedmen,

as it certainly did : but it seems an assumption of

what requires proof to infer (as Niebuhr does) that,

because a patronus could put hisfreedman to death,

he could do the same to a client ; for this involves

a tacit assumption that the clients were originally

slaves ; and this may be true, but it is not known.
Besides, it cannot be true that a patron had the

power of life and death over his freedman, who
had obtained the civitas, any more than he had
over an emancipated son. The body of clienies

might, consistently with all that we know, contain

peregrini, who had no privileges at all ; and it

might contain that class of persons who had the

commercium, if the commercium existed in the

early ages of the state. {Vid. Civitas.) The lat-

ter class of persons would require a patronus, to

whom they might attach themselves for the protec-

tion of their property, and who might sue and de-

fend them in all suits, on account of the (here as-

sumed) inability of such persons to sue in their own
name in the early ages ofRome. (Vid. Banishment.)
The relation of the patronus to the cliens, as rep-

resented by Dionysius, has an analogy to the patria

potestas, and the form of the word patronus is con-

sistent with this.

It is stated by Niebuhr, that "if a client died

without heirs, his patron inherited ; and this law
extended to the case of freedmen ; the power of the

patron over whom must certainly have been found-

ed originally on the general patronal right." Thi«
statement, if it be correct, would be consistent witi

the quasi patria pote?*'' * c' ^ie patronus.
26"*
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But if a cliens died with heirs, could he make a

(v-iin and if he died without heirs, could he not dis-

pose of his property by will 1 and if he could not

make, or did not make a will, and had heirs, who
must they be 1 must they be sui heredes ? had he a

familia, and, consequently, agnatic (vid. Cognati)

had he, in fact, that connubium, by virtue of which

he could acquire the patria potestasi He might

have all this consistently with the statement of Di-

onysius, and yet be a citizen non optima jure ; for

he had not the honores and the other distinguishing

privileges of the patricii, and, consistently with the

statement of Dionysius, he could not vote in the

coraitia curiata. It is not possible to prove that a

cliens had all this, and it seems equally impossible,

from existing evidence, to show what his rights re-

ally were. So far as our extant ancient authorities

show, the origin of the clientela, and its true char-

acter, were unknown to them. This seems cer-

tain ; there was a body in the Roman state, at an

early period of its existence, which was neither pa-

trician nor client, and a body which once did not,

but ultimately did, participate in the sovereign pow-

er : but our knowledge of the true status of the an-

cient clients must remain inexact, for the want of

sufficient evidence in amount, and sufficiently trust-

worthy.

It is stated by Livy* that the clientes had votes

in the comitia of the centuries : they were therefore

registered in the censors' books, and could have

quiritarian ownership. {Vid. Centumviri.) They
had, therefore, the commercium, possibly the con-

nubium, and certainly the suffragium. It may be

doubted whether Dionysius understood them to have

the suffragium at the comitia centuriata ; but, if

such was the legal status of a cliens, it is impossi-

ble that the exposition of their relation to the patri-

cians, as given by some modern writers, can be al-

ogether correct.

It would appear, from what has been stated, that

pa'.ronus and patricius were originally convertible

t6rms. at least until the plebs obtained the honores.

From that time, many of the reasons for a person

being a cliens of a patricius would cease ; for the

plebeians had acquired political importance, had be-

come acquainted with the laws and the legal forms,

and were fully competent to advise their clients.

This change must have contributed to the destruc-

tion of the strict old clientela, and was the transi-

tion to the clientela of the later ages of the Repub-
lic*

Admitting a distinction between the plebs and the

old chentes to be fully established, there is still room
for careful investigation as to the real status of the

clientes, and of the composition of the Roman state

before the estate of the plebs was made equal to that

of the patricians.

This question is involved in almost inextricable

perplexity, and elements must enter into the inves-

tigation which have hitherto hardly been noticed.

Any attempt to discuss this question must be pre-

faced or followed by an apology.

CLIENTE'LA. {Vid. Cliens.)
CLI'MAX. {Vid. TORMENTOM.)
•JLINOPOD'IUM {K2,LvoTr66tov), a plant deriving

ils i.ame from the resemblance which its round flow-

er bears to the foot of a couch {kMvtj, " a couch,"
and iToiig, -66og, " a foot.") It is most probably the
Clinopodium vulgare, or Field Basil, as Bauhin and
Others think. According to Prosper Alpir.us, how-
evor, it is the same as the Satureia Graca. Sib-

tborp found it on the mountains of Greece and in

the island of Crete.*

CLrPEUS (uCTTTic), the large shield worn by the

Greeks ap''< Romans, which was originally of a en-

cular form- and is said to have been first used by

Proetus and Acrisius of Argos,* and therefore ia

called clipeas Argolicus,^ and likened to the sun
(Compare, alsc, uoTzida •kuvtoc' ktavv,^ aomdag ev

KVK^ovg.*) But the clipeus is often represented in

Roman sculpture of an oblong oval, which makes
the distinction between the common buckler and
that of Argos.

It was sometimes made of osiers twisted togeth-

er,' and therefore is called hm,^ or of wood. The
wood or wicker was then covered over with ox-

hides of several folds deep,^ and finally bound
round the edge with metal.*

The outer rim is termed uvrv^,^ Irvg,^" Trepi^epeia,

or KVKXog {vid. Antyx)." In the centre was a pro-

jection called bfz<l)a?Mg or pEaop>j>uliov, umbo, which
served as a sort of weapon by itself {cunctos um-
bone repellit^^), or caused the missiles of the er.emy

to glance off from the shield. It is seen in the next

woodcut, from the column of Trajan. A spike, or

some other prominent excrescence, was s':;metimes

placed upon the 6/i^aylof, which was called the

ETZOpipdXlOV.

In the Homeric times the Greeks used a belt to

support the shield ; but this custom was subse-

quently discontinued in consequence of its great in

convenience {vid. Balteus, p. 133), and the follow-

ing method was adopted in its stead : A band of

metal, wood, or leather, termed navuv, was placed

across the inside from rim to rim, like the diameter

of a circle, to which were affixed a number of small

iron bars, crossing each other somewhat in the

form of the letter X, which met the arm below the

inner bend of the elbow joint, and served to steady

the orb. This apparatus, which is said to have
been invented by the Carians,*' was termed dxavov

or oxavT}. Around the inner edge ran a leather

thong (TTopTraf), fixed by nails at certain distances,

so that it formed a succession of loops all round,

which the soldier grasped with his hand {kpSa^int

TTopTraKi yevvacav x^po-^*)- The annexed woodcut,

which shows the whole apparatus, will render this

account intelligible. It is taken from one of the

terra cotta vases published by Tischbein."

1. (ii., 56.)—2. (Hugo, Lchrbuch, &c., i., 458.)—3. (Dioscor.,

di., 99.—Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 154.)

2A8

1. (Paus., ii., 25, 6.)—2. (Virg., JEn., iii., 637.)—3. iHom

,

II., iii., 347 ; v., 453.)—4. (II., x'iv., 428 )—5. (Virg., ^n., vii.,

632; viii., 625.)— 6. (Eurip., Supp., 697.—Troad, 1201.— Cy-
clops, 7.)—7. (Virg., ^n., xii., 925.)—8. (Horn., II., xii., 295.—
Liv., xlv., 33.)—9. (Il.,xviii.,479.)—10. (Eurip., Troad, 1205.)-
11. (II.. xi., 33.) — 12. (Mart., Ep., III., xlvi., 5.)— 13. (Ilerrd^

i., 171.)—14. (Eurip., Ilel., 1396.)—15. (vol. iv.. tab 20.)
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At the close of a w- 7 it was customary for the
Greeks to suspend t'///.f shields in the temples,
when the TcopiraKeg xc^t<; taken off, in order to ren-

der them unservicM.I/e in case of any sudden or

popular outbreak ; w'aich custom accounts for the
alarm of Demosthencj, in the Knights of Aristopha-
nes,* when >e saw them hanging up with their

handlee on.

According to Livy,' when the census was insti-

tuted by Servius Tullius, the first class only used
the clipeus, and the second were armed with the scu-

tum (vid. Scutum) ; but after the Roman soldier re-

ceived pay, the clipeus was discontinued altogether
for the Sabine scutum.' Diodorus Siculus* asserts

that the original form of the Roman shield was
square, and that it was subsequently changed for

that cf the Tyrrhenians, which was round.

The Roman shields were emblazoned with va-
rious devices, the origin of armorial bearings, such
as the heroic feats of theii ancestors ;» or with
iheir portraits,* which custom is illustrated by the
preceding beautiful gem from the antique, in which
the figure of Victory is represented inscribing upon
a clipeus the name or merits of some deceased hero.
Each soldier had also his own name inscribed

upon hi-s shield, in order that he might readily find

his own, when the order was given to unpile arms;!
and sometimes the name of the commander undei
whom he fought. '«

The clipeus was also used to regulate the tem-
perature of the vapour bath. {Vid. Baths, p. 150.'

CLITE'LLiE, a pair of panniers, and therefort
only used in the plural number.^ In Italy thej
were commonly used with mules or asses,* but 11

other countries they were also applied to horses, o
which an instance is given in the annexed woo''lcm
from the column of Trajan ; and Plautus* figura
tively describes a man upon whose shoulders i load
of any kmd, either moral or physical, is charge^-
as hnrno clitellariut.

A particular Spot in the city of Rome, and cer
tain parts of the Via Flaminia, which, from theii

undulations in hill and valley, were thought to re-
semble the flowing line of a pair of panniers, were
also termed clitellae.*

CLOA'CA. The term cloaca is generally used
by the historians in reference only to those spacious
subterraneous vaults, either of stone or brick,

through which the foul waters of the city, as well
as all the streams brought to Rome by the aquae-

ducts, finally discharged themselves into the Tiber-
but it also includes within its meaning any smallei
drain, either wooden pipes or clay tubes, ^ with
which almost every house in the city was furnished,
to carry off its impurities into the main conduit.*
The whole city was thus intersected by subterra-
nean passages, and is therefore designated by Pliny'
as urbs pensilis.

The most celebrated of these drains was the
Cloaca Maxima, the construction of which is ascribed
to Tarquinius Priscus," and which was formed to

carry off the waters brought down from the adja-

cent hills into the Velabrum and valley of the Fo-
rum. The stone of which it is built is a mark oi

the great antiquity of the woifc ; it is not the p'-p-

erino of Gabii and the Alban Hills, which was the
common building-stone in the time of the Common-
wealth ; but it is the " tufa litoide" of Brocchi, one
of the volcanic formations which is found in manv
places in Rome, and which was afterward suppian.':-

ed in public buildings by the finer quality of the
peperino." This cloaca was formed by three tiers

of arches, one within the other, the innermost of
which is a semicircular vault of 18 Roman palms,
about 14 feet in diameter, each of the hewn blocks
being 7^ palms long and 4^ high, and joined to-

gether without cement. The manner of construc-
tion is shown in the annexed woodcut, taken on the
spot, where a part of it is uncovered near the arch
of Janus Quadrifrons.

The mouth where it reaches the Tiber, nearly
opposite to one extremity of the insula Tiberina,

I. (v., 859.)—2. (i.,43.)—3. (Liv., viii., 8.—Compare ix.,19.—
Plotarch. Rom., 21. p. 123.)-^. (Eclog., xxiii., 3.)—5. (Virg.,
Xa., yiii.. 658.—Sil. Ital., viu., 386.)—6. (Id., xvii., 398.)

1. (Veget., ii., 17.)—2. (Hirt., Bell. Alex., 58.)—3. (Hot
Sat., I., v., 47.—Plaut., Most., III., ii., 91.)—4. (Hon, 1. c-
Plaut., ib., 93.)—5. (ib., 94.)—6. (Festus., s. v.)—7. (Ulpian-
Dig. 43, tit. 23, s. 1.)—8. (Strab., v., 8, p. 167, ed S:ebenk.)-^
9. (H. N., xxxvi., 24, 3.)—10. (Liv.,i.,38.—Plin.—Diony* -U
cc.)—11 (Arnold, Hist. Rom., vol. i., p. 52.)
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Btill remains in the state referred to by Plmy. It

is represented in the annexed woodcut, with the

adjacent buildings as they still exist, the modern

fabrics only which encumber the site bemg lelt out.

llie passages in Strabo and Pliny which state

that a cart {uiia^a, vehes) loaded with hay could

pass down the Cloaca Maxima, will no longer ap-

pear incredible from the dimensions given of this

stupendous work; but it must still be borne in

mind that the vehicles of the Romans were much

smaller than our own. Dion Cassius also states'

that Agrippa, when he cleansed the sewers, passed

through them in a boat, to which Pliny^ probably

alludes in the expression urbs suhter navigata ; and

their extraordinary dimensions, as well as those of

the embouchures through which the waters poured

into them {vid. Canalis), are still farther testified by

the exploits of Nero, who threw down the sewers

Ihe unfortunate victims of his nightly riots*

The Cloaca Maxima formed by Tarquin extended

only from the Forum to the river, but was subse-

:|uently continued as far up as the Subura, of which

"tranch some vestiges were discovered in the year

1742.* This was the cnjfta Subura to which Juve-

lal refers.*

The expense of cleansing and repairing these

tloaca was, of course, very great, and was defrayed

»artly by the treasury, and partly by an assessment

called cloacarium.'' Under the Republic, the ad-

ministration of the sewers was intrusted to the

tensors ; but under the Empire, particular officers

were appointed for that purpose, cloacarum curatores,

Tiention of whom is found in inscriptions,* who
vmplpyed condemned criminals in the task.*

KAOIIHS AIKH (kAottt;? Sikti), the civil action

^r theft, was brought in the usual manner before a

liaetetes or a court, the latter of which Meier" in-

CNICUS.

lers to have been under the presidency of the the*

mothetae, whether the prosecutor preferred his ac-

cusation by way of ypa<l>r/ or Jt«??. We learn from

the law quoted by Demosthenes,' that the criminal,

upon conviction, was obliged to pay twice the value

of the theft to the plaintiff if the latter recoverec'

the specific thing stolen ; that, failing of this, hft

was bound to reimburse him tenfold, that the court

might inflict an additional penalty, and that the

criminal might be confined in the stocks {ttoSokukkti)

five days and as many nights. In some cases, «

person that had been robbed was permitted by the

Attic law to enter the house in which he suspected

his property was concealed, and institute a searcK

for it {(pup^v) ;* but we are not informed what

powers he was supplied with to enforce this right.

Besides the above-mentioned action, a prosecutor

might proceed by way of ypa(p^, and, when the^ de-

linquent was detected in the act, by unayuyr) or

E<j>r/yjjaig. To these, however, a penalty of 1000

drachmae was attached in case the prosecutor failed

in establishing his case ; so that a diflident plaintifl

would often consider them as less eligible means of

obtaining redress.* In the aggravated cases of steal-

ing in the daytime property of greater amount than

50 drachmae, or by night anything whatsoever (and

upon this occasion the owner was permitted to

wound, and even kill the depredator in his flight),

the most trifling article from a gymnasium, or any-

thing worth 10 drachmae from the ports or pul\lic

baths, the. law expressly directed an oTrayioyn to

the Eleven, and, upon conviction, the death of the

offender.* If the ypa^^ were adopted, it is proba-

ble that the punishment was fixed by the court

;

but both in this case, and in that of conviction in a

aUri, besides restitution of the stolen property, the

disfranchisement {aTifiia) of the criminal would be

a necessary incident of conviction.*

*CLYM'ENON {kUhewv), a plant, about whicii

the 'authorities are much at variance. Sprengel,

in his edition of Dioscorides, adheres to the opin-

ion of Fabius Columna, who held it to be the

Scorpiurus vermiculatus. Sibthorp, however, con-

tends for the Convolvulus sepium, or Great Bind-

weed.*
*CLUPEA, a very small species of Fish, found,

according to Pliny,^ in the Po, and which, as he in-

forms us, destroys a large kind of fish named At-

tilus (a species of sturgeon), by attaching itself to a

vein in the throat of the latter. Pliny very probably

refers to one of those numerous parasitical animals

which attach themselves to the branchiae of othei

fishes, and suck their blood ;
perhaps to a species ol

small lamprey.* In modern ichthyology, the name

Clupea has been assigned by Linnsus to the wholr

herring family.*

CNAPHOS {Kvu^og). {Vid. Tormentum.)

*CNEO'RUM {Kvsupov), according to Stackhouse

and Sprengel, the Daphne Cneorum. Galen makes

it the same with the Kvfiarpov of Hippocrates. Two
kinds are mentioned by the ancient writers, the

white and black, of which the former was the mor«

remarkable for its perfume. The Cneorum is the

Casia spoken of in the Georgics of Virgil among

the food for bees. The whole question is fully dis-

cussed by Martyn.**

*CNICUS or CNECUS {avLKoq, Kv^Kvg), a species

of plant, which some have taken for the Cardmia

Benedictus, but which the commentator on Mesne,

the translator of Avicenna, Dodonaeus, Allston, and

1. a c.)-2. (xlii.,43.)—3. (H.N.,xxxvi.,24,3.)-4. (Suet.,

Neto, 26.—Compare Dionys., x., 53.—Cic, Pro Sext., 35.)—5.

JVenuti, Antichiti di Roma, torn, i., p. 98.—Ficoroni, Vestigie di

koma, p. 74, 75.)-6. (Sat., v., 106.)—7. (Ulpian, Dig. 7, tit. 1,

lu 27 t> 3.)—8. (ap. Grut., p. cxcvii., 5 ; p. cxcvin., 2, 3, 4, 5 ; p.

cclii., 1.—Ulpian, Dig. 43, tit. 23, s.2.)—9. (Plin., Epist., x., 41.)

-JO. 'Att. Process, 67.)
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1 (c Timocr., 733.)—2. (Aristoph., Nubes, 497.—Plato, De

Les.xiZm.)-3. (Demosth.,c. Andi^t., 601.)-4.,(Dem^th^.

c.Tiraocr., 736, l.)-5. (Meier, Att. Proce.s, 358.^-6 (D.o.

cor., iv., 13.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—;. (H. IN., ix., IS-)—

»

(PI n., ed. Panckouck'e, vol. vii., p. 161.)--9. .(Griffith's Cuv^i.

vol. X., p. 434.) -10. (Theophrast., H. P., i., 10 ;
vi

, 1, *..

—Martyn <ul Virg-.j Georg., a., 213.)
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^prengel, concur in setting down for the Carthamus
linctonus, or Bastard Saffron.*

*CNIDE (/cv((?«?). {Vid. Acalephe.)
*CNIPS or SCNIPS {Kvif, aKvitp), a numerous

genus of insects, which prey upon the leaves of

trees. They form the Aphis, L. The Cnips is of-

ten confounded with the Kuvutp.'*

CNIPOL'OGUS (KvtTToXojoc), the name of a

Urd briefly noticed by Aristotle.* According to

Gesner, it is the white Wagtail, or Motacilla alba.

Aristotle describes it as of an ashy colour (airodoei-

iTJg), and marked with spots (KaTuaTCKTo<^), and as

having a little cry {(puvet 6e fiiKpov). This account

suits very well the Motacilla A., and its cry of guit,

guit. It is ranked by the Greek naturalists among
the aKvfKO(^aya, and the Motacilla, it is well known,
makes as much havoc among flies, gnats, and small-

er insects as either the fly-catchers or swallows.*

COA VESTIS, the Coan robe, is mentioned by
various Latin authors, but most frequently and dis-

tinctly by the poets of the Augustan age.* From
their expressions we learn that it had a great de-

gree of transparency, that it was remarkably fine,

that it was chiefly worn by women of loose reputa-

tion, and that it was sometimes dyed purple and en-

riched with stripes of gold. It has been supposed
to have been made of silk, because in Cos silk was
spun and woven at a very early period, so as to ob-

tain a high celebrity for the manufactures of that

Island.* The annexed woodcut is from a painting

discovered at Pompeii.' It represents a lady wear-
ing a tunic of almost perfect transparency, so as to
correspond to the description of the Coa vestis.

Her headdress is of the kind called KeKpixpalog in
Greek, and reticulum in Latin, which also occurs in
a figure on page 187.

COA'CTOR. This name was applied to collect-
ors of various sorts, e. g., to the servants of the
publicani, or farmers of the public taxes, who col-

lected the revenues for them ;* also to those who
collected the money from the purchasers of things
sold at a public auction. Horace' informs us that
his father was a coactor of this kind. Moreover,
the servants of the money-changers were so called,

from collecting their debts for them.'* The " coac-
tores agminis" were the soldiers who brought up
tlie rear of a line of march.
•COCALIS {KOKokig Tov aiTov), the Agrostemma

1. (The iphrast., i., 13; vi., 4.—Dioscor., iv., 187.—Adams,
Apfiend., s. v.)—2. (Theophrast., II. P., iv., 7.—Adams, Append.,
•. V.)—3. (II. A., viii., 5.)—4. (Compare Griffith's Cuvier, vol.
?ii.,p. 52.)—5. (Tibull., ii.,4; ii., 6.—Propert., i., 2 ; ii., 1 ; iv.,

2; iv., 5.—Hor., Carm., IV., xiii., 13.—Sat., I., ii., 101.—Ovid,
Ars Am., li., 298.)—6. (Aristotle, H. A., v., 19.)—7. (Mus. Bor-
bonico, viii., 5.)—8. (Cic, Pro Rab. Post., 11.)—9. (Sat., I., vi.,

«.,'—10. (Cic, Pro Clueot f*.)

Githago. Its English name, Com-Co(kle, is evi-

dently derived frcm the ancient appellation, as Ad-
ams remarks.*

COCCUM, or COCCI GRANUM, a name given
by the ancients to what they conceived to be a i: pe-

des of grain, producing a bright scarlet or crimson
colour, but which modern naturalists have discov-
ered to be a kind of insect (kermes). The QuercuM
coccifera is the tree that principally engenders them,
and it is from their name {coccum, coccus) that the
term cochineal has been derived. The coccus of the
ancients came from Portugal, Sardinia, Asia Minor,
and Africa.*

*COCCYG'EA (KOKKvyea), a species ofplant men-
tioned by Theophrastus, and which, according to

Schneider, has been generally taken for the Kkua
cotinus, L. It appears from Sibthorp that the mod-
ern Greeks make a flame-red colour from it.'

*COCCYME'LEA (KOKKv/iv^a), a kind of Plum.
Isidorus says, " Coccymela, quam Laiini ob colorcm

prunum vocant, cujus generis Damascena melior."

Sprengel refers that of Dioscorides to the Prunus
insiticia, or Bullace-tree, a well-known species of

plum. Sibthorp's authority is in favour of the Pru-
nus domestica. The Damask plums, or to. Kara rijv

AafiaaKr]v6v, of Galen, are much commended by an-

cient authors.*

COCCYX {kokkv^). I. The Cuckoo, or Cuculu»
canarus. Its history is correctly given by Aristo-

tle.* " If we consult the ancients, and even some
modern naturalists," observes Griflith, "we shall

find stories of the greatest absurdity connected
with the name of the cuckoo. It would seem that

everything the most monstrous in fable, or the most
odious and criminal in the history of mankind, had
been carefully sought out, and attributed to these
inoflfensive birds : and this, because men could not
discover the secret springs which Nature has em-
ployed to give to this species manners, habits, and
a model of life altogether opposite to those of oth-

ers, and the union of which fixes on the cuckoos a
distinguishing character from all other known ani-

mals."* The ancients held the flesh of the cuckoo
in high estimation, as do also the modern Italians.

•II. A species of Fish, the same with the Trigla
Cuculus, L. It is the Red Gurned, or Rotchet ; in

French, Rouget or RefaitJ
COCCO'NES {KOKKuvEg), the seed of the Punica

granata, or Pomegranate.*
*COCH'LEA {Kox>^m), the Snail, a genus of

Mollusca. Of snails there are three sorts, the Sea,

the River, and the Land. The last are the Helices,

one of which, the Helix pomalia. or edible snail,

was much used by the Greeks and Romans aa an
article of food. The ancients, as Adams remarks,
must have been also well acquainted with the Hehx
fruticum and the H. arbustorum.^ " The uses of
the Helices, or Snails," observes Griffith, " are not
very numerous. It appears, however, that the lar-

ger species, and especially the garden-snails (/f. po-

matia, L.), serve for the ahment of man in many
countries. The Romans, according to Pliny,*" con-

sumed great quantities of them; and they must have,

been in great estimation for the table, since that au
thor has thought fit to give, in his Natural History,

the name of him who first turned his attention to

the rearing of these animals in sorts of parks or de-

p6ts, and of fattening them with particular substan-

ces. The best came from the island of Astypalasa,

1. (Myrepsus, iv., 2.— Adams, Append., s. v.)— 2. (Theo-
phrast., H. P., iii., 16.—Dioscor., iv., 48.—Plin., H. N., xvi., 19.)

—3. (Theophrast., iii., 16.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Theo-

phrast., i., 11.—Dioscor., i., 174.—Geopon., x., 73.—Adams, Ap-
pend., a. V.)—5. (Aristot., ix., 20.)—6. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol

vii., p. 520.)—7. (Aristot., II. A., iv., 9.—^lian, N. A., x., 71

—Adams, Append., s. V.)—8. (Harpocr., Morb. Mulier, 1 i- «

(Adams, Append., s. v.)—10. (H. N., ix., 56 )
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one of the Cyclades ; the smallest from Reate, in

the Sabine territory, and the largest from Illyria.

The Romans also greatly esteemed the snails of Si-

cily, of the Balearic Isles, and of the island of Ca-

prea. They shut them up in sorts of warrens, and

fattened them there with cooked meat, flour, &c.

It was Fulvius Hirpinus who first conceived the

idea of this, a short time previous to the civil war
between Pompey and Caesar. He carefully separa-

ted each species, and succeeded in obtaining indi-

viduals whose shells contained octoginta q^mdrantes,

about ten quarts. All this history is taken from

Pliny ; but there would appear to be some confu-

sion in it, especially with regard to the size produ-

ced by education ; for Varro,* after whom he writes,

says the same only concerning the African species,

which naturally attained to these dimensions. It

does not appear that this mode of educating snails

was practised for any great length of time, for Ma-
crobius says nothing about it."'

CO'CHLEA (Ko;j:A(faf), which properly means a
snail, was also used in several other significations.

I. It signified a screw, one of the mechanical
powers, so named from its spiral form, which re-

sembles the worming of a shell. The woodcut an-

nexed represents a clothes-press, from a painting

on the wall of the Chalcidicum of Eumachia, at

Pompeii, which is worked by two upright screws
(cochlea) precisely in the same manner as our own
linen presses.

A screw of the same description was also used in

oil and wine presses.' The thread of the screw, for

which the Latin language has no appropriate term,
is called irepiKox^iov in Greek.

II. Cochlea was also the name of a spiral pump
for raising water, invented by Archimedes,* from
whom it has ever since been called the Archime-
dean screw. It is described at length by Vitruvius.*
A pump of this kind was used for discharging the

bilge-water in the ship of Hiero, which was built

under the directions of Archimedes.*
III. Cochlea was also the name of a pecuhar

kind of door, through which the wild beasts passed
from their dens into the arena of the amphitheatre.'
It consisted of a circular cage, open on one side like

a lantern, which worked upon a pivot and within a
sliell, like the machines used in the convents and
foundling hospitals of Italy, termed rote, so that any
particular beast could be removed from its den into
the arena merely by turning it round, and without
the possibility of more than one escaping at the

1 'Varro, R. R., iii., 14.)—2. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. xii., p.
S39.)—o. (Vjtmv., vi., 9, p. 180, ed. Bipont.—Palladius, IV., x.,

10; II., xix., 1.)— 4. (Diod. Sic, i., 34; v., 37. — Compare
Strab., xvii., 30.)—5. (x., 11.)—6. (Athen., v., 43.)—7. (Vaxro,
R R., iii., 5, « 3.)
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same time ; and therefore it is recommended by
Varro* as peculiarly adapted for an aviary, so that
the person could go in and out without affording

the birds an opportunity of flying away. Schneider,*
however, maintains that the cochlea in questioBi waa
nothing more than a portcullis {cataphracta) raised

by a screw, which interpretation does not appear sc

probable as the one given above.

CO'CHLEAR (Kox?udpiov) was a kind (/ apoon
which appears to have terminated with a jwint at

one end, and at the other was broad and h( flow like

our own spoons. The pointed end was used foi

drawing snafls {cochlea) out of theii shells, and eat-

ing them, whence it derived its uame ; and the
broader part for eating eggs, &c. Martial' men-
tions both these uses of the cochlear :

" Sum cochleis habilis nee sum minus utilis ovis."*

Cochlear was also the name given to a small
measure like our spoonful. According to Rhemni-
us Fannius, it was J^ of the cyathus.

CODEX is identical with caudex, as Claudius and
Clodius, claustrum and clostrum, cauda and coda.

Cato* still used the form caudex in the same sense in

which afterward codex was used exclusively.* The
word originally signified the trunk or stem of a tree,'

and was also applied to designate anything composed
of large pieces of wood, whence the small fishing

or ferry boats on the Tiber, which may originally

have been like the Indian canoes, or were construct-

ed of several roughly-hewn planks nailed together

in a rude and simple manner, were called naves can-

dicaria, or codicaria, or caudicea* The surname of

Caudex given to Appius Claudius must be traced

to this signification. But the name codex was es-

pecially applied to wooden tablets bound together

and lined with a coat of wax, for the purpose ol

writing upon them ; and when, at a later age, parch-

ment, or paper, or other materials were substituted

for wood, and put together in the shape of a book,

the name of codex was still applied to them.* Ir-

the time of Cicero we find it also applied to the tab-

let on which a bill was written ; and the tribune

Cornelius, when one of his colleagues forbade his

bill to be read by the herald or scribe, read it himself

(legit codicem suum^"). At a still later period, during

the time of the emperors, the word was used to ex-

press any collection of laws or constitutions of the

emperors, whether made by private individuals or

by public authority. See the following articles.

CODEX GREGORIA'NUS and HERMOGENI-
A'NUS. It does not appear quite certain if this

title denotes one collection or two collections. The
general opinion, however, is, that there were two
codices, compiled respectively by Gregorianus and
Hermogenianus, who are sometimes, though, as it

seems, incorrectly, called Gregorius and Hermoge-
nes. The codex of Gregorianus consisted of thir-

teen books at least, which were divided into titles

The fragments of this codex begin with constitu-

tions of Septimius Severus, and end with Diocletian

and Maximian. The codex of Hermogenianus, so

far as we know it, is only quoted by titles, and it

also contains constitutions of Diocletian and Max-
imian ; it may, perhaps, have consisted of one book

only, and it may have been a kind of supplement or

continuation to, or an abridgment of, the other. The
name Hermogenianus is always placed after that of

Gregorianus when this code is quoted. According

1. (I. c.)—2. (in Ind. Script. R. R., s. v. Cavea.)-3. (xiv.,

121.)—i. (Compare Plin., H. N., xxviii., 4.—Petron., 33.)—5.
(ap. Front., Epist. ad M. Anton., i., 2.)—6. (Compare Ovid, Met^
xii.,432.)—7. (Virg., Georg., ii., 30.—Co!amella, xii., 19.- Plin,

II. N., ivi., 30.)—8. (Fast, and Varro, ap. Nonium, liji., 12.—
Gellius, X., 25.)—9. (Cic, Verr., ii., 1, 36.—Dig. 32, tit 1, a

52.—Sueton., Octav., 101.)—10. [Vid. Cic. in Vat , 2.--AacoA
Ped. in Argum. ad Cornel., p. 58, cd. Orelli.)
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10 the Consultationes, the Codex of Hermogenianiis

also contained constitutions of Valens and Valen-

tinian II., which, if true, would bring down the

compiler to a time some years later than the

reign of Constantine the Great, under whom it is

generally assumed that he wrote. These codices

were not made by imperial authority, so far as

we know : they were the work of private individu-

als, but apparently soon came to be considered as

authority in courts of justice, as is shown indirectly

by the fact of the Theodosian and Justinian Codes
)eing formed on the model of the Codex Gregoria-

lus and Hermogenianus.*
CODEX JUSTINIANE'US. In February of the

I
ear A.D. 628, Justinian appointed a commission,

consisting of ten persons, to make a new collection

of imperial constitutions. Among these ten were
Tribonianus, who was afterward employed on the

Digesta and the Institutiones, and Theophilus, a
teacher of law at Constantinople. The commission
was directed to compile one code from those of

Gregorianus, Hermogenianus, and Theodosius, and
also from the constitutions of Theodosius made
subsequently to his code, from those of his success-

ors, and from the constitutions of Justinian himself.

The instructions given to the commissioners em-
powered them to omit unnecessary preambles, repe-

titions, contradictions, and obsolete matter ; to ex-

press the laws to be derived from the sources above
mentioned in brief language, and to place them
under appropriate titles ; to add to, take from, or

vary the words of the old constitutions, when it

might be necessary, but to retain the order of time
in the several constitutions, by preserving the dates

and the consuls' names, and also by arranging them
under their several titles in the order of time.

The collection was to include rescripts and edicts,

aa well as constitutiones properly so called. Four-
teen months after the date of the commission, the
code was completed and declared to be law, under
the title of the Justinianeus Codex ; and it was de-

clared that the sources from which this code was
denv&l were no longer to have any binding force,

and that the new code alone should be referred to

as of legal authority.*

The Digest or Pandect, and the Institutiones,

were compiled after the publication of this code,

subsequently to which, fifty decisiones and some
new constitutiones also were promulgated by the

emperor. This rendered a revision of the Code ne-

cessary ; and, accordingly, a commission for that

purpose was given to Tribonianus Dorotheus, a
distinguished teacher of law at Berytus in Phoeni-

cia, and three others. The new code was promul-
gated at Constantinople on the 16th of November,
534, and the use of the decisiones, the new consti-

tutiones, ^nd of the first edition of the Justinianeus
Codex, was forbidden. The second edition {secun-

da cdito, repctitd pralectio, Codex repetitcB prcelectio-

nis) is the code that we now possess, in twelve
books, each of which is divided into titles. It is

not known how many books the first edition con-

tained. The constitutiones are arranged under
their several titles, in the order of time and with
the names of the emperors by whom they were
respectively made, and their dates.

The constitutions in this code do not go farther

back than those of Hadrian, and those of the imme-
diate successors of Hadrian are few in number ; a
circumstance owing, in part, to the use made of

the earlier codes in the compilation of the Justinian

1 . (Zimmem, Geschichte des Rdmischen Privatrechts, Heidelli.,

1 820.—Hugo, Lehrbuch der Geschicht* des RBin. Rechts, Ber-
i n, 1832.—Frag. Cod. Greg, et Hermog., in Schulting's Juris-

f^;dentia Vet., dec, and in the Jus Civile Antejustin., Berol.,

H5.)—2. (Constit. de Justin. Cod. Confinuando.)

M M

Code, and also to the fact of many of their earner
constitutions being incorporated in the ivritings of
the jurists, from which alone any knowledge ol

many of them could be derived.*

The constitutions, as they appear in thia code,
have been in many cases altered by the compilers,
and, consequently, in an historical point of view,
the Code is not always trustworthy. This fact ap-
pears from a comparison of this code with the The-
odosian code and the Novellae. The order of the
subject matter in this Code corresponds, in a certain

way, with that in the Digest. Thus the seven
parts into which the fifty books of the Digest are
distributed, correspond to the first nine books of the
Code. The matter of the last three books of the
Code is hardly treated of in the Digest. The mat-
ter of the first book of the Digest is placed in the
first book of the Code, after the law relating to ec-

clesiastical matters, which, of course, is not con-
tained in the Digest ; and the three following books
of the first part of the Digest correspond to the
second book of the Code. The followmg books of
the Code, the ninth included, correspond respective-

ly, in a general way, to the following parts of the

Digest. Some of the constitutions which were in

the first edition of the Code, and are referred to in

the Institutiones, have been omitted in the second
edition.' Several constitutions, which have also

been lost in the course of time, have beer. r.i'i.»cred

by Charondas, Cujacius, and Ccijtias., from the

Greek version of them. For the editions of the
Code, see Corpus Juris.'

CODEX THEODOSIA'NUS. In the year 429,

Theodosius II., commonly called Theodosius the
Younger, appointed a commission, consisting of
eight persons, to form into a code all the edicts and
leges generales from the time of Constantine, and
according to the model of the Codex Gregorianus
and Hermogenianus (ad similitudinem Gregoriani et

Hermogeniani Codicis). In 435, the instructions

were renewed or repeated ; but the commissioners
were now sixteen in number. Antiochus was at

the head of both commissions. It seems, however,
to have been originally the design of the emperor,
not only to make a code which should be supple-

mentary to, and a continuation of, the Codex Gre-
gorianus and Hermogenianus, but also to comple*«
a work on Roman law from the classical jurists,

and the constitutions prior to those of Constantine.

However this may be, the first commission did

not accomplish this, and what we now have is the

code which was compiled by the second commis-
sion. This code was completed, and promulgated
as law in the Eastern Empire in 438, and declared

to be the substitute for all the constitutions made
since the time of Constantine. In the same year
(438) the Code was forwarded to Valentinian III.,

the son-in-law of Theodosius, by whom it was laid

before the Roman senate, and confirmed as law in

the Western Empire. Nine years later, Theodosi-
us forwarded to Valentinian his new constitutions

{novellcB constitutiones), which had been made since

the publication of the Code ; and these, also, were
in the next year (448) promulgated as law in the
Western Empire. So long as a connexion existed
between the Eastern and Western Empires, that is,

till the overthrow of the latter, the name Novella)

was given to the constitutions subsequent to the

Code of Theodosius. The latest of these Novellae

that has come down to us is one of the time of Leo
and Anthemius, De Bonis Vacantibus, A.D. 468.

The Codex Theodosianus consists of sixteen

books, the greater part of which, as well as his No-

1. (Con»tit. de Emendatione Cod. Dom. Jistin.)—2. (Instit.

2, tit. 20, s. 27 ; 4, tit. 6, s. 24.)—3. (Zimmem, &o.—Hug*, Lehr
buch der GeKshichte des Rflm. Rechts, Sec.) \
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Tell«, exist in cheir genuine state. The books are

divided into titles, and the titles are subdivided into

sections or laws. The valuable edition of J. Goth-

ofredus (6 vols, fol., Lugd., 1665, re-edited by Rit-

ter, Lips., 1736-1745, fol.) contains the Code in its

complete form, except the first five books and the

begmning of the sixth, for which it was necessary

to use the epitome contained in the Breviarium (vid.

Bheviarium). This is also the case with the edi-

tion of this code contained in the Jus Civile Ante-

justinianeum. But the recent discovery of a MS. of

the Breviarium at Milan by Clossius, and of a Pa-

limpsest of the Theodosian Code at Turin by Pey-

ron, has contributed largely both to the critical

knowledge of the other parts of this code, and has

added numerous genuine constitutions to the first

five books, particularly to the first. Hanel's dis-

•overies, also, have added to our knowledge of the

later books.

The extract or epitome of the first five books in

ihe Breviarium is very scanty ; 262 laws, or frag-

ments of laws, were omitted, which the discoveries

of Clossius and Peyron have reduced to 200.

The Novelise Constitutiones anterior to the time

of Justinian are collected in six books in the Jus
Civile Antejustinianeum.

The commission of Theodosius was empowered
to arrange the constitutiones according to their

subject, and under each subject according to the

order of time ; to separate those which contained

different matter, and to omit what was not essen-

tial or superfluous. The arrangement of the Theo-
dosian Code differs in the main from that of the

Code of Justinian, which treats of jus ecclesiasticum

in the beginning, while that of Theodosius in the

first book treats chiefly of offices ; and the second,

bird, fourth, and beginning of the fifth book treat

.ofjus privatum. The order here observed, as well

as in the Code which it professed to follow as a

model, was the order of the praetorian edict, and of

the writers on the edict. The eighth book contains

the laws as to gifts, the penalties of celibacy, and
that relating to the jus liberorum. The ninth book
begins with crimes. The laws relating to the

Christian Church are contained in the sixteenth

and last book. It is obvious, from the circumstan-

ces under which the Theodosian and Justinian Codes
were compiled, and from a comparison of them,

that the latter was greatly indebted to the former.

The Theodosian Code was also the basis of the

edict of Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths ; it was
epitomized, with an interpretation, in the Visigoth

Lex Romana {vid. Breviarium); and the Burgun-
dian Lex Romana, commonly called Papiani Liber

Responsorum, was founded upon it.

CODICI'LLUS. (Fid. Testamentum.)
COE'MPTIO. {Vid. Marriage.)
CCENA. As the Roman meals are not always

clearly distinguished, it will be convenient to treat

of all under the most important one. The follow-

ing article is designed to give a short account of the
familiar day of the Romans. No one who remem-
bers the changes which custom has brought about
in our own country during the last century, will

expect the same description of domestic manners
to apply to any considerable period of time. It will

suflOice to take the ordinary life of the middle ranks
of society in the Augustai. age, noticing incidental-

ly the most remarkable deviations, either on the
side of primitive simplicity or of late refinement.

The meal with which the Roman sometimes be-

gan the day was the jentaculum, a word derived, as

Isidore would have us believe, a jejunio solvendo,

and answering to the Greek uKpariafiog. Festus
tells us that it was also called prandicula or silatum.

Though by no means uncommon, it does not appear
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to have been usual, except in the case of children,

or sick persons, or the luxurious, or, as Nonius
adds,' of labouring men. An irregular meal (if we
may so express it) was not likely to have any very
regular time : two epigrams of Martial, however,
seem to fix the hour at about three or four o'clock

in the morning.' Bread, as we learn from the epi-

gram just quoted, formed the substantial part of thiti

early breakfast, to which cheese,^ or dried fruit, as
dates and raisins,* was sometimes added. The
jentaculum of Vitellius' was doubtless of a more
solid character ; but this was a case of monstrous
luxury.

Next followed the prandium or luncheon, with
persons of simple habits a frugal meal

:

" Quantum interpcllct inani

Ventre diem durare."^

As Horace himself describes it in another place,'

" Cum sale panis

Latrantem stomachum bene leniet"

agreeably with Seneca's account,* " Panis deinde
siccus et sine mensa prandium, post quod non sunt la-

vandcB manus." From the latter passage we learn

incidentally that it was a hasty meal, such as sail-

ors' and soldiers** partook of when on duty, with-
out sitting down. The prandium seems to have ori-

ginated in these military meals, and a doubt has
been entertained whether in their ordinary hfe the
Romans took food more than once in the day.

Pliny" speaks of Aufidius Bassus as following the
ancient custom in taking luncheon ; but again,'* in

describing the manners of an oldfashioned person,

he mentions no other meal but the ccena. The fol-

lowing references" seem to prove that luncheon
was a usual meal, although it cannot be supposed
that there were many who, like Vitellius, could
avail themselves of all the various times which the

different fashions of the day allowed {'' epulas trija-

riam semper, inlerdutz quadrifariam dispertiebat, in

jentacula et prandia, et caenas, comissationesque ; fa-
cile omnibus sufficiens, vomitandi consuetudine"^*). It

would evidently be absurd, however, to lay down
uniform rules for matters of individual caprice, or

of fashion at best.

The prandium, called by Suetonius'* cibus meridi-

anus, was usually taken about twelve or one
o'clock." For the luxurious palate, as we gather

incidentally from Horace's Satires, very different

provision was made from what was described above

as his own simple repast. Fish was a requisite of

the table:''

" Foris est promus, et atrum

Defendens pisces hyemat mare ;''

to which the choicest wines, sweetened with the

finest honey, were to be added

:

" Nisi Hymettia mella Falerno

Ne biberis diluta ;"

which latter practice is condemned by the learned

gastronomer," who recommends a weaker mixture,

" Leni prcBcordia mulso

Prolucris melius,"

and gravely advises to finish with mulberries fresh

gathered in the morning."
The words of Festus, " ccena apud antiquos dice'

batur quod nunc prandium,'^ have given much trouble

1. (De Re Cib., i., 4.)—2. (Mart., Epigr., xiv., 233 ; vjii., 67,

9.)—3. (Apul., Met., i., p. 110, ed. Francof, 1621.) —4. (Suet.,

Octav., 76.)—5. (Suet., Vit., c. 7, c. 13.)—6. (Hor., Sat., I., vi,

127, 128.)—7. (Sat., II., ii., 17.)—8. (Ep., 84 ) —9. (Juv., Sat^

vi., 101.)— 10. (Liv., xxviii., 14.)— 11. (Ep., iii., 5.) — 12. (Ep.,

iii., 1.)—13. (Sen., Ep., 87.—Cic.,Ep. ad Att., v., 1.—Mart.,vi.
64.)—14. (Suet., Vit., 13.)—15. (Aug.,78.)—16. (Suet., Cal.,5«

—Claud., 34.)—17. (Sat., II., ii., 16.)—18. (S»t., II., iv., 26.)-

19. (Ibid., 21-23.— Vid. Tate's Horace, 2d ed p 97-106.)
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to the critics, perhaps needlessly, when we remem-
ber the change of hours in our own country. If we
translate cana, as, according to our notions,we ought

to do, by " dinner," they describe exactly the alter-

ation of our own manners during the last century.

The analogy of the Greek word delirvov, which, ac-

cording to Athenaeus, was used in a similar way for

upiarov, also affords assistance. Another meal,

termed mcrcnda, is mentioned by Isidore and Fes-

tus, for which several refined distinctions are pro-

posed; but it is not certain that it really differed

from the prandium.
The table, which was made of citron, maple-wood,

or even of ivory,' was covered with a mantde, and
each of the different courses, sometimes amounting
to seven,* served upon a ferculum or waiter. In

the " munda supellex" of Horace, great care was
taken.

" Ne turpe toral, ne sordida mappa
Corruget nares ; ne non et cantharus et lanx

Ostendat tibi /«."'

And on the same occasion, the whole dinner, which
consisted of vegetables, was served up on a single

platter.*

To return to our description, the dinner usually

consisted of three courses : first, the promulsis or

antecxna,' called also gustatio,* made up of all sorts

of stimulants to the appetite, such as those descri-

bed by Horace,

" Rapula, lactucm, radices, qualia lassum
PervellurU stomachum, siser, alec,f(Ecula Coa."''

i^ggs also* were so indispensable to the first course
that they almost gave a name to it {ab mo Usque ad
mala). In the promulsis of Trimalchio's supper^

—

probably designed as a satire on the Emperor Nero
—an ass of Corinthian brass is introduced, bearing

two panniers, one of white, the other of black ol-

ives, covered with two large dishes inscribed with
T'. iraalchio's name. Next come dormice {glires)

on small bridges sprinkled with po]jpy-seed and
honey, and hot sausages {tomacula) on a silver grid-

iron {craticula), with Syrian prunes and pomegran-
ate berries underneath. These, however, were
imperial luxuries ; the frugality of Martial only al-

lowed of lettuce and Sicenian olives ; indeed, he
himself tells us that the promulsis was a refinement
of modern luxury.** Macrobius" has lell an authen-
tic record of a cana pontificum,^^ given by Lentulus
on his election to the office of flamen, in which the
first course alone was made up of the following

dishes ; Several kinds of sheU-fish {echini, ostrea

rrudcE, petorides, spondyli, glycomarides, murices pur-
pura, balani albi et nigri), thrushes, asparagus, a
fatted hen {gallina allilis), beccaficoes {ficedula),

nettles (urtica), the haunches of a goat and wild boar
(lumbi capragini, aprugni), rich meats made into

pasties (altilia ex farina involula), many of which are
twice repeated in the inventory.

It would far exceed the limits of this work even
to mention all the dishes which formed the second
course of a Roman dinner, which, whoever likes,

may find minutely described in Bulengerus." Of
birds, the Guinea-hen (Afra avis), the pheasant (Pha-
siana, so called from Phasis, a river of Colchis), and
the thrush, were most in repute ; the liver of a ca-

pon steeped in milk (Pliny), and beccaficoes (ficedu-

Ice.) dressed with pepper, were held a delicacy.'* The
peacock, according to Macrobius,'* was first intro-

duced by Hortensius the orator, at an inaugural

1. (Juv., Sa^, ri.)—2. (Juv., -Sat., i.,95.)—3. (Ep., I., v.,22-
44.)—4. (v., 2.)—5. (Cic, Ep. ad Fam., ii., 20.) — 6. (Petron.,

Sat., 31.)—7. (Sat., II., viii., 8, 9.)—8. (Cic, Ep. ad Fam., ix.,

ao —Hor., Sat., I., iii., 6.)— 9. (Petron., 31.) — 10. (Ep., XIII.,

jHv.v 1.)— II. (Sat., ii., 9.)— 12. (Vid. Hor., Carm., II., xiv., 28.)
—13. (De Conviviit, ii. and iii.)--14. (Mart., iii., 5.)—IS. (Sat.,

ti,9.)

supper, and acquired such "^ute among the Romai
gourmands as to be commonly sold for fifty denarii.
Other birds are mentioned, as the duck (anas^), es-
pecially its head and breast ; the woodcock {atla

gen), the turtle, and flamingo {phanicopterus^), th«
tongue of which, Martial tells us, especially com
mended itself to the delicate palate. Of fish, the
variety was perhaps still greater : the charr {sca-

rus), the turbot {rhombus), the sturgeon {acipenser\
the mullet {mullus), were highly prized, and dressed
in the most various fashions. In the banquet of
Nasidienus, an eel is brought, garnished with prawns
swimming in the sauce.' Of sohd meat, pork
seems to have been the favourite dish, especially

sucking-pig ;* the paps of a sow served up in milk
{sumen^ the flitch of bacon {pctaso% the womb of
a sow {vulva''), are all mentioned by Martial. Boar's
flesh and venison were also in high repute, espe-
cially the former, described by Juvenal* aa animal
propter convivia natum. Condiments were added to
most of these dishes : such were the muria, a kind
of pickle made from the tunny-fish ;• the garum so-

ciorum, made from the intestines of the mackerel
{scomber), so called because brought from abroad

;

alec, a sort of brine
; fcez, the sediment of wine,

&.C., for the receipts of which we must again refer

the reader to Catius's learned instructor." Sever-
al kinds of fungi^^ are mentioned, truffles {boleti),

mushrooms {tuberes), which either made dishes by
themselves, or formed the garniture for larger
dishes.

It must not be supposed that the artistes of impe-
rial Rome were at all behind ourselves in the prep-
aration and arrangements of the table. In a large
household, the functionaries to whom this important
part of domestic economy was intrusted weie four,

the butler {promus), the cook {archimagirus), the
arranger of the dishes {structor), and the carvei
{carptor or scissor). Carving was taught as an art,

and, according to Petronius," performed to the sound
of music, with appropriate gesticulations,

" Neque enim minima discrimine refert

Quo vultu lepores et quo gallina secetur."^*

In the supper of Petronius, a large round tray

{ferculum, repositorium) is brought in, with the signs

of the zodiac figured all round it, upon each of which
the artiste {structor) had placed some appropriate

viand : a goose on Aquarius ; a pair of scales, with
tarts {scriblilce) and cheesecakes {placenta) in each
scale, on Libra, &c. In the middle was placed a
hive supported by delicate herbage. Presently four

slaves come forward, dancing to the sound of music,
and take away the upper part of the dish ; beneath
appear- all kinds of dressed meats : a hare with
wings, to imitate Pegasus, in the middle ; and four

figures of Marsyas at the corners, pouring hot sauce
{garum piperatum) over the fish that were swim-
ming in the Euripus below. So entirely had the Ro-
mans lost all shame of luxury, since the days when
Cincius, in supporting the Fannian law, charged his

own age with the enormity of introducing the por-
cus Trojanus (a sort of pudding stuffed with the
flesh of other animals**).

The bellaria or dessert, to which Horace alludes
when he says of Tigellius ab ovo Usque ad mala cit'

aret, consisted of fruits (which the Romans usually
ate uncooked), such as almonds {amygdala), dried

grapes {uva passa), dates {palmula, laryota, dactyli);

of sweetmeats and confections, called edulia mellita^

dulciaria, such as cheesecakes {cupedia, cruslula, li-

ba, placenta, artologani), almond-cakes {copla), tarts

1. (Mart., xiii., 52.)—2. (Mart., xiii , 71.)—3. (Mart., Xenia,
xiii.)—4. (Mart., xiii., 41.)—5. (Ibid., Ep., 44.)—6. (Ep.,55.)—
7. (Ep., 56.) — 8. (Sat., i., 141.) — 9. (Mart., xiii., 103.)— 10
(Hor., Sat.,ll.,iv.)—11. (Ibid , v., 20.)—12. (35,36.)—13 (Jut
Sat., v., 121.)—14. (Macrob., Sat , ii., 2.)

VIS
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(ttnUittB), whence the maker of them was called

fistor dulciarius, placentarius, liharius, &c.

We will now suppose the table spread and the

guests assembled, each with his mafpa or napkin,'

and in his dinner-dress, called ccenatoria or cubitoria,

usually of a bright colour," and variegated with

flowers. First they took off their shoes for fear of

soiling the couch,* which was often inlaid with

ivory or tortoise-shell, and covered with cloth of

gold. Next they lay down to eat,* the head rest-

ing on the left elbow, and supported by cushions.*

There were usually, but not always, three on the

same couch,* the middle place being esteemed the

most honourable. Around the tables stood the ser-

vants {ministri), clothed in a tunic,' and girt with

napkins :* some removed the dishes and wiped the

tables with a rough cloth (gavsape^) ; others gave

the guests water for their hands, or cooled the room
with fans." Here stood an Eastern youth" behind

his master's couch, ready to answer the noise of

the fingers {digiti crepitus^"), while others bore a

large platter (mazonomum) of different kinds of meat
to the guests."

Whatever changes of fashion had taken place

since primitive times, the coena in Cicero's day"
was at all events an evening meal. It was usual

to bathe about two o'clock and dine at three, hours

Which seem to have been observed, at least by the

higher classes, long after the Augustan age." When
Juvenal mentions two o'clock as a dinner hour, he

evidently means a censure on the luxury of the per-

son named,"
" Exul ah octava Marius Mbit."

In the banquet of Nasidienus, about the same hour

is intended when Horace says to Fundanius,

" Nam mihi quarenti convivam dictus here illic

De medio potare die."

Horace and Maecenas used to dine at a late hour,

about sunset.'' Perhaps the various statements of

classical authors upon this subject can only be rec-

onciled by supposing that with the Romans, as with
ourselves, there was a great variety of hours in the

different ranks of society.

Dinner was set out in a room called canatio or

diceta (which two words perhaps conveyed to a Ro-
man ear nearly the same distinction as our dining-

room and parlour). The cwnatio, in rich men's
houses, was fitted up with great magnificence."
Suetonius" mentions a supper-room in the Golden
Palace of Nero, constructed like a theatre, with shift-

ing scenes to change with every course. The gar-

ret of the poor man was termed coenaculum."* In

the midst of the coenatio were set three couches
(triclinia), answering in shape to the square", as the

long semicircular couches (sigmata) did to the oval

tables. An account of the disposition of the couch-
es, and of the place which each guest occupied, is

given in the article Triclinium.
The Greeks and Romans were accustomed, in

later times, to recline at their meals ; though this

practice could not have been of great antiquity in

Greece, since Homer never describes persons as
reclining, but always as sitting at their meals. Isi-

dore of Seville*' also attributes the same practice to

the ancient Romans. Even in the time of the early
Roman emperors, children in families of the highest
rank used to sit together at an inferior table, while

1. (Mart., xii., 29.)—2. (Petron., c. 21.)— 3. (Mart., lii., 30.)
—4. (Hor., Sat., I., iv., 39.)—5. (Mart., iii., Ep. 8.)— 6. (Hor.,
Sat., I., iv.,86.)—7. (Hor., Sat., II., vi., 107.)—8. (Suet., Cal.,
86.)— 9. (Hor., Sat., II., viii., 11.) — 10. (Mart., iii., 82.) — 11.

(Juv., Sat., v., 55.)—12. (Mart., vi., 89.) — 13. (Hor., Sat., II.,

riii., 86.)—14 (Ep. ad Att., ix., 7.)— 15. (Mart., IV., viii., 6;
XI., liii , a — Cic. ad Fam., ix., 26.— Plin., Ep., iii., 1.) — 16.

lat., i. 49, 50.)—17. (Hor., Sat., II., vii., 33.—Ep., I., v., 3.)—
\i. <Seu., Ep., 90.)—19. (Nero, 31.)— 20. (Juv., Sat., x., 17.—
Bai., Ep., I., i., 9S,)- 21. (Ori^., xx., 11.)
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their fathers and elders reclined on couches at th«
upper part of the room.'

Roman ladies continued the practice of sitting al

table, even after the recumbent position had becomj
common with the other sex.* It appears to hava
been considered more decent, and more agreeable
to the severity and purity of ancient manners, foi

women to sit, more especially if many persons were
present. But, on the other hand, we find cases of

women reclining, where there was conceived to be
nothing bold or indelicate in their posture. In some
of the bas-reliefs, representing the visit of Bacchus
to Icarus, Erigone, instead of sitting on the couch,
reclines upon it in the bosom of her father. In Ju-
venaP a bride reclines at the marriage-supper on
the bosom of her husband, which is illustrated by
the following woodcut, taken from Montfaucon.*

It seems intended to represent a scene of perfcol

matrimonial felicity. The husband and wife recline

on a sofa of rich materials. A three-legged table is

spread with viands before them. Their two son«
are in front of the sofa, one of them sittmg, in the
manner above described, on a low stool, and play-

ing with the dog. Several females and a boy are

performing a piece of music for the entertainment
of the married pair.

Before lying down, the shoes or sandals were ta-

ken off, and this was commonly done by the attend-

ants.* In all the ancient paintings and bas-reliefs

illustrative of this subject, we aee the guests recli-

ning with naked feet ; and in those which contain

the favourite subject of the visit of Bacchus to Ica-

rus, we observe a faun perfomning for Bacchus this

office. The following woodcut, taken from a terra

MMMLMJMUMUMm
cotta in the British Museum, representing this sub

ject, both shows the naked feet of Icaru.s, who ha;^

partly raised himself from his couch to welcome his

1. (Tacit., Ann., xiii., 16.-Suet., Au?., 65.— Claud., 32.)—

i

(Varro, ap. Isid., Orig., xx., 11.—Val. Max., i:., 1, 3.)—3. (Sat.,

ii., 120.)—4. (Ant. Expl. Supp]., iii.. 66.)—5. (TerenU Heau'
I., i., 73.)
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guest, ar.d also that Bacchus has one ol his feet al-

ready naked, while the faun is in the act of remo-
ving the shoe from the other.

For an account of Greek meals, see the article

Dkipnon.
CCENA'CULUM. {Vid. CcEJia.)

CCENA'TIO. {Vid. CcEifA.)

COGNA'TI. The following passage of Ulpian*

will serve as the best introduction to the meaning
of this term, while it shows on what occasions ques-

tions involving cognatio and agnatio arose :

" The hereditates of intestate ingenui belong in

the first place to their sui heredes, that is, children

who are in the power of the parent, and those who
are in the place of children (as grandchildren, for

instance) ; if there are no sui heredes, it belongs to

the consanguinei, that is, brothers and sisters by
the same father (it was not necessary that they
should be by the same mother) ; if there are no
consanguine!, it belongs to the remaining and near-

est agnati, that is, to the cognati of the male sex,

who trace their descent through males, and are of

the same familia. And this is provided by the fol-

lowing law of the Twelve Tables :
' Si intestalo mo-

ritur cui suus heres nee escit, agnatus proximus fa-
miliam habeto.''

"

The foundation of cognatio is a legal marriage.
The term cognatus (with some exceptions) compre-
hends agnatus : an agnatus may be a cognatus, but

a cognatus is only an agnatus when his relationship

by blood is traced through males.

The following will give a correct notion of agna-
tus and cognatus. Familia means all those free per-

sons who are in the power of the same paterfamilias,

or head of a familia ; and in this sense familia sig-

nifies all the agnati, or all those who are. united in

one body by the common bond of the patria potestas.

The cognatio, as already said, was the relationship

of blood which existed between those who were
sprung from a common pair, and it thprefore (with
some exceptions) contained the agnatio. But legiti-

mate grandchildren of sons who were not emanci-
pated were also in the patria potestas, consequently
formed part of the familia, and were agnati. Adopt-
ed children were also in the father's power, and, con-
sequently, were agnati, though they were not cog-
nati. The paterfamilias maintained his power over
his familia so long as he lived, except over those
who were emancipated, or passed into another fa-

milia, or in any way sustained a deminutio capitis.

On his death, the common bond of the patria potes-

tas was dissolved, and his sons became respectively

heads of families ; that is, of persons who were in

their power, or, with respect to one another, were
agnati. But all these persons continued to be mem-
bers of the same familia ; that is, they were still ag-

nati, and, consequently, the agnatio subsisted among
persons so long as they could trace back their de-

scent through males to one common paterfamilias.

Agnati, then, aie those " who would be in the pa-
tria potestas, or in jus, as a wife in manus viri, or in

the manus of a son who is in the father's power, if

the paterfamilias were alive ; and this is true wheth-
er such persons ever were actually so or not."*

We must suppose, then, in order to obtain a clear

notion of agnatio, that if the person from whom the

agnati claim a common descent were alive, and
they were all in his power, or in his manus, or in

the manus of those who are in his power, they
would all be agnati. In order, then, that agnatio

may subsist between persons, the person from whom
the descent is claimed must have lost his patria po-

testas by death only, and not by any capitis demi-
nutio, and, consequently, not by any of his children

passing into any other patria potestas, or into the

1 (Frag., tit. 26, * 1.)—2. (Hugo, Lehrbuch, *c.)

manus viri, which would, in effect, be passing mtc
another agnatio ; for a person could not at the sama
time be an agnatus of two altogether different fam-
ilies. Accordingly, adoption destroyed agnatio, and
the emancipation of a son by his father took away
all his rights of agnatio, and his former agnati lost

all their rights against him.
" The patricians, as gentiles, gained what others

lost as agnati, and they kept as gentiles what they
themselves lost as agnati ; and this strict doctrine
of the complete loss of the agnatio appears, there-
fore, to have originated with them."'

Persons of the same blood by both parents were
sometimes called germani ; and consanguinei wera
those who had a common father only, and uterini

those who had a common mother only.
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This table shows all the degrees of cognatio in

the Roman law, and, of course, also the degrees of

agnatio. The degree of relationship of any given

person in this stemma, to the person with respect

to whom the relationship is inquired after {is cave,

&c.), is indicated by the figures attached to the sev-

eral words. The Roman numerals denote the de-

gree of cognatio in the canon law, and the Arabic

numerals the degrees in the Roman or civil law.

The latter mode of reckoning is adopted in England,

m ascertaining the persons who are entitled as next

of kin to the personal estate of an intestate. It will

be observed, that in the canon law, the number
which expresses the collateral degree is always the

greater of the two numbers (when they are differ-

ent) which express the distance of the two parties

from the common ancestor; but in the civil law,

V^e degree of relationship is ascertained by count-

ing from either of the two persons to the other

through the common ancestor. All those words on
which the same Roman or the same Arabic numer-
als occur, represent persons who are in the same
degree of cognatio, according to these respective

laws, to the person is eave, &c.*

CO'GNITOR. (Vid. Actio.)

COGNO'MEN. {Vid. Nomen.)
COHORS. {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 104.)

*COIX {kol^), a species of Egyptian Palm-tree,

of the leaves of which matting and baskets were
made. Stackhouse sets it down for the Coix lach-

ryma Johi. Bauhin mentions that some had taken

it for a species of Lithospermum. The term KVKac

in Theophrastus, out of which some would make
the Cycas revoluta, or Japanese Sago-palm, is mere-
ly the accusative plural for KoUag, from /coif, just

as some read cycas for co'icas in Pliny.'

*GOL'CHICUM {Ko?,xtK6v), the Meadow Saffron,

or Colchicum Autumnale. Pliny* merely mentions
it as a poisonous plant, but Alexander of Tralles, a

ptysician of the sixth century, prescribes it in cases
of gout, in which, as also in the rheumatism and
neuralgic affections, it is still found a valuable med-
icine at the present day. The celebrated specific

for gout, known by the name of Eau Medicinale

d'Hyssop, is said to be the vinous infusion of Col-

chicum. Indeed, the vinous infusion of this plant

has been recommended in cases of gout by Sir

Everard Home. It very rarely fails in such com-
plaints to break up the paroxysm, sometimes acting

on the bowels, at other times on the kidneys and
skin, and often without any apparent accompanying
effect. It is but right to state, however, that the
most judicious writers on gout consider it a danger-
ous medicine ultimately.* {Vid. Ephemeron and
Hermodactylus.)
COLLA'TIO BONO'RUM. (Tid. BonorumCol-

IiATIO.)

COLLE'GIUM. The persons who formed a col-

legium were called collegae or sodales. The word
collegium properly expressed the notion of several
persons being united in any office or for any com-
mon purpose ;* it afterward came to signify a body
of persons, and the union which bound them togeth-

er. The collegium was the haipia of the Greeks.
The legal notion of a collegium was as follows :

A collegium or corpus, as it was also called, must
consist of three persons at least.* Persons who
legally formed such an association were said corpus
habere, which is equivalent to out phrase of being
incorporated ; and in latei times they were said to

be corporati, and the body was called a corporatio.

1. (Hugo, Lehrbuch, &c.—^MarezoU, Lehrbuch, &c.—Dig. 38,
tit. 10, De Gradibus, &c.—Ulp., Frag., ed. Bocking.)—2. (Theo-
phrast., H. P., i., 16 ; ii., 8.—Plin., H. N., xiii., 4.—Billerbeck,
Flora Classica, p. 228.)—3. (H. N., xxviii., 9.)—1. (Macauley,
Med. Diet., p. 137.)—5. (Liv., x., 13, 32.—Tacit Ann., iii.,

31 )—6. (Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 85.)
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Those vvno farmed the public revenues, mines, vi
salt-works {salince) might have a corpus. The
power of forming such a collegium or societas (for

this term also was used) was limited by various
leges, senatus consulta, and imperial constitutions.*

Associations of individuals, who were entitled to

have a corpus, could hold property in common

;

they could hold it, as the Roman jurists remark,
just as the state held property {res communes').

These collegia had a common chest, and could sue
and be sued by their syndicus or actor. Such a
body, which was sometimes also called a universi-

tas, was a legal unity. That which was due to the
body was not due to the individuals of it, and that

which the body owed was not the debt of the indi-

viduals. The common property of the body was
liable to be seized and sold for the debts of the
body. The collegium or universitas was governed
by its own regulations, which might be any regula-

tions that the body agreed upon, provided they were
not contrary to law : this provision, as Gains con
jectures,' was derived from a law of Solon, which
he quotes. The collegium still subsisted, though all

the original members were changed : it had, as our
law expresses it, perpetual succession. Thus it ap-

pears that the notion of a collegium is precisely that

of our modern incorporations, the origin of which is

clearly traceable to these Roman institutions.

A lawfully constituted collegium was legitimum.

Associations of individuals, which affected to act as
collegia, but were forbidden by law, were called

illicita.

It does not appear how collegia were formed, ex-

cept that some were specially established' by legal

authority.* Other collegia were probably formed
by voluntary associations of individuals, under thti

provisions of some general legal authority, such as

those of the publicani. This supposition would ac-

count for the fact of a great number of collegis

being formed in the course of time, and many of

them being occasionally suppressed as not legitima

Some of these corporate bodies resembled our

companies or guilds ; such were the fabrorum, pis-

torum, &c., collegia. Others were of a religious

character; such as the pontificum, augurum, fra-

trum arvalium collegia. Others were bodies con-

cerned about government and administration ; as

tribunorum plebis,* quaestorum, decurionum colle-

gia. The titles of numerous other collegia may be

collected from the Roman writers and from inscrip-

tions.

According to the definition of a collegium, the

consuls, being only two in number, were not a colle-

gium, though each was called coUega with respect

to the other, and their union in office was called

collegium. It does not appear that the Romans
ever called the individual who, for the time, filled

an office of perpetual continuance, a universitas or

collegium : a kind of contradiction in terms, which
it has been reserved for modern times to introduce,

under the name of a corporation sole. But the no-

tion of a person succeeding to all the property and

legal rights of a predecessor was familiar to the

Romans in the case of a heres, who was said to

take per universitatem, and the same notion, no
doubt, always existed with respect to individuals

who held any office in perpetual succession.

According to Ulpian, a universitas, though re-

duced to a single member, was still considered a

universitas ; for the individual possessed all the

rights which once belonged to the body, and th«»

name by which it was distinguished.

When a new member was taken into a coUegi-

1. (Dig. 3, tit. 4.)—2. (Dig. 47, tit. 22.)-3. (Liv., v., 50. 52.)

—4. (Liv., v., 50, 52.—Suet , Iu\ 42^0ctav., 32.—Big. 8, lit

4, s. 1.)—5. (Liv., 42, 32.)
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mt, he was said co-optari, and the old members
were said with respect to him, recipere in collegium.

The mode of filUng up vacancies would vary in dif-

ferent collegia. The statement of their rules be-

longs to the several heads of Augur, &c., which

are treated of in this work.

Civitates, and res publicae (civil communities), and

municipia (in the later sense of the term) were
viewed, in a manner, as corporations, though they

were not so called : they could have property in

common, and in some respects act as corporations

;

but they do not seem ever to have been legally con-

sidered as corporations, because they consisted of

an indeterminate number of individuals.

According to Pliny,^ res publicae and municipia

could not take as heres ; and the reason given is,

that they were a corpus incertum, and so could not

cernere heredilaiem ; that is, do those acts which a

heres must do in order to show that he consents to

be a heres. Universitates, generally, are also con-

sidered by modern writers to be within this rule,

though they are clearly not within the reason of it

;

for a collegium, which consisted of a determined

number of individuals, was no more a corpus incer-

tum than any other number of ascertained individu-

als, and all that could possibly be required of them
would be the consent of all. Municipia could, how-
ever, acquire property by means of other persons,

whether bond or free ;' and they could take fidei-

commissa under the senatus consultum Aproniaunra
which was passed in the time of Hadrian, and ex-

tended to licita collegia in the time of M. Aurelius.*

By another senatus consultum, the liberti of munici-

pia might make the municipes their heredes. The
gods could not be made heredes, except such deites

as possessed this capacity by special senatus con-

sulta or imperial constitutions, such as Jupiter Tar-
peius, (tc* By a constitution of Leo," civitates

could take property as heredes. In the time of

Paulus (who wrote between the time of Caracalla

and Alexander Severus), civitates could take lega-

cies of particular kinds.

Though civitates within the Roman Empire could

not receive gilts by will, yet independent states

could receive gifts in that way, a case* which fur-

nishes no objections to the statement above made
by Pliny and Ulpian. In the same way, the Roman
state accepted the inheritance of Attalus, king of

Pergamus, a gift which came to them from a for-

eigner. The Roman lawyers considered such a
gift to be accepted by the jus gentium.
COLOCA'SIA and -lUM (aoloKaaia and -lov),

the edible root of the Egyptian Bean {Kva/ioc 6 Al-

yvTTTioc). It grew, according to Dioscorides,' chiefly

in Egypt, but was found also in the lakes of Asia.
" It has leaves," says the same authority, "as large

as a petasus ; a stalk a cubit in length, a/id of the

thickness of a finger ; a rosaceous flower twice as

large as a poppy. When the flower goes off, it bears

husks like little bags, in which a small bean appears
beyond the lid, in the form of a bottle, which is

called ciborion or cibotion {Ki6iJpiou fj kl6utiov), i. e.,

a little coffer or ark, because the bean is sown on
the moist earth, and so sinks into the water. The
root is thicker than a reed ; it is eaten both raw
and boiled, and is called Colocasia. The bean is eat-

en green, and when it is dried it turns black, and is

larger than the Greek Bean."* Theophrastus, in

the account which he gives of the Egyptian Bean,
does not in the least hint, as Martyn remarks, that

any part of the plant was called Colocasia ; Pliny,'

however, agrees with Dioscorides in making them

the same. He mentions the stalk as the part that

is eaten ; says the Egyptians used the leaves to

drink out of; and adds, that in his time it was plant-

ed in Italy. " Prosper Alpinus, in his work De
Planlis JEgypti, assures us that the modern --Egyp

tian name of this plant is Culcas, which the Greek
writers might easily change to the more agreeable

sound of Colocasia. He says no plant is bettei

known, or is in more use among them, the root of
it being eaten as commonly as turnips among us.

The Colocasia began to be planted in Italy in Vir-

gil's time ; and when the fourth Eclogue of that

poet (in which mention is made of it) was written,

it was a rarity newly brought from .^gypt, and
therefore the Mantuan bard speaks of its growing
commonly in Italy as one of the glories of the gold-

en age which was now expected to return."* For
farther information respecting the Colocasia, the

reader is referred to Fee's Flore de Virgile. Ac-
cording to this last-mentioned writer, the ancients

frequently confounded the Nymphcea Lotus and the

Arum Colocasia under the common name of Coloca-

sium.

COLOCYNTHE {KoloKvvdr], -da, and-r7?), the

Gourd. " Even in the days of Athenaeus,"* says

Adams, " the savans complained of the difficulty of

distinguishing the summer fruits from one another,

owing to the confusion of names which had taken
place among the authors who had treated of them.
Thus Nicander applied the term aiKva to what was
the KoXoKvvda of later writers ; and it is farther de-

serving of remark, that Galen applies the term cIk-

vog to the KoloKvvOa of Dioscorides, i. e., to the Cu-
cumis sativus, or common Cucumber, and, conse-

quently, his (Galen's) KoloKvvdr] was the Cucurbita,

or Gourd. In this sense I am inclined to think the

terms aiKvog and koIokvvQtj are generally used by

the writers on Dietetics, namely, the former is the

Cucumber, and the latter the Gourd of English gar-

deners.' Theophrastus did not define accurately

the character of his koIokvvBt], and, indeed, accord-

ing to Athenaeus, he described several species of it.

I can scarcely believe, however, that he generally

applied it to the Cucumis Colocynthis, i. e., the Col-

oquintida, or Bitter Apple, as Stackhouse repre-

&6tlts " *

•COLOCYNTHIS {Kolonwdlg), I. The Bitter

Apple (Coloquintida): or Cucumis C jtocynthis.^—II.

The common Cucumber, or Cucumis sativus.^

*COLIAS {Ko^iac), the name of a small Fish,

mentioned by Pollux, Aristotle, Athenaeus, and
^lian. It would appear to have been a variety of

the Mackerel, or S\,omber scomber.''

*COLOIOS {Koloio^). {Vid. Graculus.)
COLO'NI. {Vid. Pr^dium.)
COLO'NIA. This word contains the same ele-

ment as the verb colere, " to cultivate," and as the
word colonus, which probably originally signified a
" tiller of the earth." The English word colony,

which is derived from the Latin, perhaps expresses
the notion contained in this word more nearly than
is generally the case in such adopted terms.
A kind of colonization seems to have existed

among the oldest Italian nations, who, on certaib

occasions, sent out their superfluous male popula*
tion, with arms in their hands {iepu veSttjc), to seek
for a new home.* But these were, apparently, mere
bands of adventurers, and such colonies rather re-

sembled the old Greek colonies than those by which
Rome extended her dominion and her name.

Colonies were established by the Romans as far

back as the annals or traditions of the city extend,

1. (Ep., V,, 7.—Ulp., Frag., tit. 22, s. 5.)—2. (Dig. 41, tit. 2,

t. 1, <) 22.)—3. (Dig. 34, tit. 5, s. 21.)—4. (Ulp., Fragm., tit. 22,
». 6.) -5. (Cod 6, tit. 24, s. 12.)—6. (Tacit., Ann., iv., 43,)—7.
(ii 196.)—8. (11. P.. iv , 4.)—9. (H. N., xxi., 15.)

1. (Virgil, Eclog., iv., 20.—Martyn, ad loc.)—2. (ix., c. 14.)—
3. (Adams, Commentary on Paul of ^Egina, p. 103.)—4 (Ad«
ams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Dioscor., iv., 175.—Galen, De Simpl
vii.) — 6. (Hippocr., Affect.)— 7. (Adams, Append., s. v.)

—

%
(Dionys. Hal., Antiq. Rom., i., 16.)
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and the practice was continued, without intermis-

'

sion, during the Republic and under the Empire.

Sigonius^ enumerates six main causes or reasons

which, from time to time, induced the Romans to

send out colonies ; and these causes are connected

with many memorable events in Roman history.

Colonies were intended to keep in check a conquer-

ed people, and also to repress hostile incursions, as

in the case of the colony of Narnia," which was
founded to check the Umbri ; and Minturnae and

Sinuessa,^ Cremona and Placentia,* which were

founded for similar purposes. Cicero* calls the

old Itahan colonies the " propugnacula imperii ;"

and in another passage* he calls Narbo Martins

(Narhonne), which was in the provincia Gallia,

" Colonia nostrorum civium, specula populi Romani
et propugnaculum." Another object was to in-

crease the power of Rome by increasing the popu-

lation.'' Sometimes the immediate object of a col-

ony was to carry off a number of turbulent and dis-

contented persons. Colonies were also established

for the purpose of providing for veteran soldiers, a

practice which was begun by Sulla, and continued

under the emperors : these coloniae were called mil-

itares.

It is remarked by Strabo,* when speaking of the

Roman colonies in the north of Italy, that the an-

cient names of the places were retained, and that,

though the people in his time were all Roman, they

were called by the names of the previous occupiers

of the soil. This fact is in accordance with the

character of the old Roman colonies, which were
in the nature of garrisons planted in conquered

towns, and the colonists had a portion .of the con-

quered territory (usually a third part) assigned to

them. The inhabitants retained the rest of their

lands, and lived together with the new settlers, who
alone composed the proper colony.' The conquer-

ed people must at first have been quite a distinct

class from, and inferior to, the colonists. The defi-

nition of a colonia by Gellius'" will appear, from what
has been said, to be sufficiently exact :

" Ex civitate

quasi propagata—populi Romani quasi effigies parva
timulacraque."

No colonia was established without a lex, plebis-

citum, or senatus consultum ; a fact which shows
that a Roman colony was never a mere body of ad-

venturers, but had a regular organization by the pa-

rent state. IL-: lording to an ancient definition quo-

led by Niebuhr," a colony is a body of citizens, or

socii, sent out to possess a commonwealth, with the

approbation of their own state, or by a public act of

that people to whom they belong ; and it is added,
those are colonies which are founded by public act,

not by any secession. Many of the laws which re-

late to the establishment of coloniae were leges agra-
riffi, or laws for the division and assignment of pub-

lic lands, of which Sigonius has given a list in his

work already referred to.

When a law was passed for founding a colony,

persons were appointed to superintend its forma-
tion {co.oniam dcducere). These persons varied in

number, but three was a common number {trium-

viri' ad colonos deduccndos^'^). We also read of du-
umviri, quinqueviri, vigintiviri for the same pur-

pose. The law fixed the quantity of land that was
to be distributed, and how much was to be assigned
to each person. No Roman could be sent out as a
colonist \> ithout his free consent, and when the
colony i-aj not an inviting one, it was difficult to

till up the number of volunteers."

1 (De Antiquo Jure Italiae, p. 215, &c.)—2. (Liv., x., 10.)—
3. (X., 21.)—4. (xxxvii., 46.)—5. (2 De Leg-. Agr., c. 27.)—6.
(Pro Font., c. 1.)—7. (Liv., xxvii., 9.)— 8. (p. 210, ed. Casaub.)

-9. (Dionys., Autiq. Roman., ii., 53.)— 10. (xvi., 13.)—11. (Serv.

ad .ain., i., 12.)—12. (Liv., xxxvii., 46.)—13. (Liv., x., 21.)
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Roman citizens who were willing to go out as
membeis of a colony gave in their names at Rome.
Cicero' says that Roman citizens who chose to

become members of a Latin colony must go volun-

tarily (auciorcs facti), for this was a capitis deminu-
tio , and in another passage' he a/leges the fact ot

Roman citizens going out in Latin colonies as a

))roof that loss of civitas must be a voluntary act.

It IS true that a member of a Roman colony would
sustain no capitis deminutio, but in this case, also,

there seems no reason for supposing that he evei
joined such a colony without his consent.

The colonia proceeded to its place of destination

in the form of an army {sub tcxillo), which is indi-

cated on the coins of some coloniae. An urbs, if

one did not already exist, was a necessary part of
a new colony, and it^ limits were marked out by a
plough, which is also indicated on ancient coins.

The colonial had also a territory, which, whether
marked out by the plough or not,^ was at least

marked out by metes and bounds. Thus the urbs

and territory of the colonia respectively corre-

sponded to the urbs Roma and its territory. Reli-

gious ceremonies always accompanied the founda-
tion of th»/ colony, and the anniversary was after

ward ob-erved. It is stated that a colony could

not be sent out to the same place to which a colony
had already been sent in due form {auspicato deduc-

ta). This merely means that, so long as the colony

maintained its existence, there could be no new
colony in the same place ; a doctrine that would
hardly need proof, for a new colony implied a new
assig[iment of lands ; but new settlers {novi adscrip-

ti) might be sent to occupy colonial lands not al-

ready assigned.* Indeed, it was not unusual for a
colony to receive additions ;* and a colony might
be re-established, if it seemed necessary from any
cause ; and under the emperors such re-establiah-

ment might be entirely arbitrary, and done to gratify

personal vanity, or from any other motive.*

The commissioners appointed to conduct the col-

ony had apparently a profitable office, and the es-

tablishment of a new settlement gave employment
to numerous functionaries, among whom Cicero

enumerates apparitores, scribae, librarii, prajcones,

architects The foundation of a colony might then,

in many cases, not only be a mere party measure,
carried for the purpose of gaining popularity, but it

would give those in power an opportunity of provi

ding places for many of their friends.

A colonia was a part of the Roman state, and it

had a respublica ; but its relation to the parent state

might vary. In Jivy' the question was, whether
Aquileia should be a colonia civium Romanorum or

a Latina colonia ; a question that had no reference

to the persons who should form the colony, but to

their political rights with respect to Rome as mem-
bers of tne colony. The members of a Roman col-

ony {colonia civium Romanorum) must, as the term
itself implies, have always had the same rights,

which, as citizens, they would have had at Rome
They were, as Niebuhr remarks, in the old Roman
colonies, "the populus; the old inhabitants, the

commonalty." These two bodies may, in course

of time, have frequently formed one ; but there

could be no political union between them till the old

inhabitants obtained the commercium and connubi-

um, in other words, the civitas ; and it is probable

that, among the various causes which weakened
the old colonies, and rendered new supplies of col-

onists necessary, we should enumerate the want of

Roman women ; for the children of a Roman were

1. (Pro Dom., c. 30.)—2. (Pro Caecin., 33.)—3. (Cic, Phil.,

ii., 40.)—4. (Cic, Phil., ii., 40.)—5. (Tacit., Ano., xiv., S7.)—
6. (Tacit., Ann., xiv., 27, Puleoli ; and tUe ^'ote n Ulxsrljy t

Tacitus.)—7. (xxxii., 55.)
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not Roman citizens unless his wife was a Roman,

or unless she belonged to a people with which there

was connubium.
It is important to form a precise notion of the re-

lation of an ancient Roman colonia to Rome. That

the colonists, as already observed, had all the rights

of Roman citizens, is a fact capable of perfect dem-

onstration ; though most writers, following Sigoni-

us, have supposed that Roman citizens, by becoming

members of a Roman colony, lost the suffragium

and honores, and did not obtain them till after the

passing of the Julian law. Such an opinion is in-

consistent with the notion of Roman citizenship,

which was a personal, not a local right ; and it is

also u.consistent with the very principle of Roman
polity apparent in the establishment of Roman col-

onies. Farther, the loss of the suffragium and

honores would have been a species of capitis demi-

nutio ; sud it is clear, from what Cicero says of the

consequences of a Roman voluntarily joining a Latin

colony, til It no such consequences resulted from

becoming a member of a Roman colony. If a Ro-

man ever became a member of a Roman colony

without hi« consent, it must have been in the early

ages of the state, when the colonies still retained

their garrisiin character, and to join a colony was a

kind of military service ; but such a duty to protect

Ihe state, instead of implying any loss of privilege,

justifies quite a different conclusion.

It is somewhat more difficult to state what was
the condition of those conquered people among
whom the Romans sent their colonists. They
were not Roman citizens, nor yet were they socii

;

still they were, in a sense, a part of the Roman
state, a-id in a sense they were cives, though cer-

tainly they had not the suffragium, and, perhaps,

origin>lly not the connubium. It is probable that

they had the commercium, but even this is not cer-

tain. They might be a part of the Roman civitas

without being cives, and the difficulty of ascertain-

ing their precise condition is increased by the cir-

cumstance of the word civitas being used loosely

by the Roman writers. If they were cives in a

sense, this word imported no privilege; for it is

certain that, by being incorporated in the Roman
state as a conquered people, they lost all power of

administering their own affairs, and obtained no

share in the administration of the Roman state ;

they had not the honourable rank of socii, and they

were subject to military service and taxation. They
lost all jurisdictio, and it is probable that they were
brought entinily within the rules and procedure of

the Roman law, so far as that was practicable.

Even the commercium and connubium with the

people of their own stock were sometimes taken

from them,* and thus they were disunited from their

own nation, and made a part of the Roman state.

So far, then, was the civitas (without the suffragi-

um) from being always a desirable condition, as

some writers have supposed, that it was, in fact,

tlie badge of servitude ; and some states even pre-

ferred their former relation to Rome to being in-

corporated with it as complete citizens. It appears

that, in some cases at least, a prafectus juri dicun-

do was sent from Rome to administer justice among
the conquered people, and between them and the

coloni. It appears, also, to be clearly proved, by

numerous instances, that the condition of the con-

quered people among whom a colony was sent was
not originally always the same ; something depend-

ed on the resistance of the people, and the temper

of the Romans at the time of the conquest or sur-

render. Thus the conquered Italian towns might

originally have the civitas in different degrees, until

they finally obtained the complete civitas by receiv-

1. (Liv., ix., 43 ; viii., 14.)

Nn

ing the suffragium ; some of them obtained it bcfinpf

the social war, and others by the Julian law.

The nature of a Latin colony will appear suffi-

ciently from what is said here, and in the article

Civitas.

Besides these coloniae there were colonia) Italici

juris, as some writers term them ; but which, in

fact, were not colonies. Sigonius, and most sub-

sequent writers, have considered the jus Italicum

as a personal right, like the civitas and Latinitas

;

but Savigny has shown it to be quite a different

thing. The jus Italicum was granted to favoured

provincial cities ; it was a grant to the community,
not to the individuals composing it. This right

consisted in quiritarian ownership of the soil (com-
mercium), and its appurtenant capacity of mancipa-
tio, usucapion, and vindicatio, together with freedom
from taxes ; and also in a municipal constitution,

after the fashion of the Italian towns, v^ith duum-
viri, quinquennales, aediles, and a jurisdictio. Many
provincial towns, which possessed the jus Italicum,

have on their coins the figure of a standing Silenus,

IMP. M. IVI,. PlIILIPP. JEL. MVNICIP. CO.

Philip, A.D. 243-249. Coela or Coelos (Plm.,

iv, 11, 12) in the Thra-
cian Chersonesus.

with the hand raised, which was the peculiur sym-
bol of municipal liberty. Pliny* has mentioned
several towns that had the jus Italicum ; and Lug-
dunum, Vienna (in Dauphine), and colonia Agrippi-

nensis had this privilege. It follows, from the nature

of this privilege, that towns which had the Latinitaa

or the civitas, which was a personal privilege,

might not have the jus Italicum ; but the towns
which had the jus Italicum could hardly be any
other than those which had the civitas or Latinitas,

and we cannot conceive that it was ever given to a

town of Peregrini.

The colonial system of Rome, which originated

in the earliest ages, was peculiarly well adapted to

strengthen and extend her power :
" By the colo-

nies the empire was consolidated, the decay of

population checked, the unity of the nation and of

the language diffused."' The countries which the

Romans conquered within the limits of Italy wrre
inhabited by nations that cultivated the soil and had

cities. To destroy such a population was not pos-

sible nor politic ; but it was a wise policy to take

part of their lands, and to plant bodies of Roman
citiaens, and also Latina; coloniae, among the con-

quered people. The power of Rome over her col-

onies was derived, as Niebuhr has well remarked,
" from the supremacy of the parent state, to which
the colonies of Rome, like sons in a Roman family,

even after they had grown to maturity, continued

unalterably subject." In fact, the notion of the

patria potestas will be found to lie at the foundation

of the institutions of Rome.
The difficulty which the Republic had in main-

taining her colonies, especially in the north of Italy,

appears from numerous passages; and the difficulty

was not always to protect them against hostile ag-

gression, but to preserve their allegiance to the

Roman state. The reasons of this difficulty will

sufficiently appear from what has been said.

1. (iii., 3 and 21.)—2. (MachiaveUi. qu' 'd by Niebuhr..*
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The principles of the system of colonization were
fully established in the early ages of Rome ; but the

iolonies had a more purely military character, that

is, were composed of soldiers, in the latter part of

the Republic and under the earlier emperors, at

which time, also, colonies began to be established

beyond the limits of Italy, as in the case of Nar-

bonne, already mentioned, and in the case of Ne-
mausus (Nimes), which was made a colony by
A'igustus, an event which is commemorated by
Ofiedals,* and an extant inscription at Nimes. In

addition to the evidence from written books of the

numerous colonies established by the Romans in

Italy, and subsequently in all parts of the Empire,
we have the testimony of medals and inscriptions,

m which COL., the abbreviation of colonia, indi-

cates this fact. The prodigious activity of Rome
in settling colonies in Italy is apparent from the list

given by Frontinus,'' most of which appear to have
been old towns, which were either walled when
the colon/ was founded, or strengthened by new
defences.

Colonies were sometimes established under the

Empire with circumstances of great oppression, and
the lands were assigned to the veterans without
strict regard to existing rights.

Under the emperors, all legislative authority being

ll»en virtually in them, the foundation of a colony
was an act of imperial grace, and often merely a
title of honour conferred on some favoured spot.

Thus M. Aurelius raised to the rank of colonia the

small town (vicus) of Halale, at the foot of Taurus,
where his wife Faustina died.' The old military

colonies were composed of whole legions, with their

tribunes and centurions, who, being united by mu-
tual affection, composed a pohtical body {resjmblica)

;

and it was a complaint in the time of Nero, that

soldiers, who were strangers to one another, with-
out any head, without any bond of union, were
suddenly brought together on one spot, " numerus
magis quam colonia."* And on the occasion of the
mutiny of the legions in Pannonia, upon the acces-
sion of Tiberius, it was one ground of complaint,
that the soldiers, after serving thirty or forty years,
were separated, and dispersed in remote parts

;

where they received, under the name of a grant of
lands (j)cr nomen agrorum), swampy tracts and bar-
ren mountains.*

It remains briefly to state what was the internal
constitution of a colonia.

In the later times of the Republic, the Roman
state consisted of two distinct organized parts,

Italy and the Provinces. " Italy consisted of a
great number of republics (in the Roman sense of
the term), whose citizens, after the Italian war, be-

came members of the sovereign people. The com-
munities of these citizens were subjects of the Ro-
man people, yet the internal administration of the
communities belonged to themselves. This free

municipal constitution was the furdamental char-
acteristic of Italy ; and the same remark will apply

to both principal classes of such constitutions, mu-
nicipia and coloniae. That distinction which made

1. (Rasche, Lexicon Rei Numarise.)—2. (De Coloniig.)—3.

(Jul. Capilol., M. Aut. Philos., c. 26.)—4. (Tacit., Ann., xiv.,

27 \—y (Tacit., Ann., i., 17.)
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a
,
iace into a praefectura is mentioned afterward

,

and fora, conciliabula, castella, are merely smallei
communities, with an incomphite organization.'"
As in Rome, so in the colonies, the popular assem-
bly had originally the sovereign power ; they chose
the magistrates, and could even make laws.' When
the popular assemblies became a mere form in
Rome, and the elections were transferred by Tiberi-
us to the senate, the same thing happened in the
colonies, whose senates then possessed whatever
power had once belonged to the community.
The common name of this senate was ordo de-

curionnm; in later times, simply ordo and curia;
the members of it were decuriones or curiales
Thus, in the later ages, curia is opposed to senatus,
the former being the senate of a colony, and the
latter the senate of Rome. But the terms senatus
and senator were also applied to the senate and
members of the senate of a colony, both by histori-

ans, in inscriptions, and in public records ; as, foi

instance, in the Heracleotic Tablet, which contain-
ed a Roman lex. After the decline of the popular
assemblies, the senate had the whole internal ad-
ministration of a city, conjointly with the magistra-
tus ; but only a decurio could be a magistratus, and
the choice was made by the decuriones. Augustus
seems to have laid the foundation for this practical

change in the constitution of the colonies in Italy.

All the citizens had the right of voting at Rome,
but such a privilege would be useless to most of the
citizens, on account of their distance from Rome.
Augustus' devised a new method of voting : the de-
curiones sent the votes in writing, and under seal,

to Rome ; but the decuriones only voted. Though
this was a matter of no importance after Tiberiua
had transferred the elections at Rome from the pop
ular assemblies to the senate, this measure of Au
gustus would clearly prepare the way for the prf>

eminence of the decuriones, and the dechne of tht

popular power.
The highest magistratus of a colonia were tbr

duumviri* or quattuorviri, so called, as the numbert
might vary, whose functions may be compared with
those of the consulate at Rome before the establish

ment of the praetorship. The name duumviri seem?
to have been the most common. Their principal

duties were the administration of justice, and, ac-

cordingly, we find on inscriptions " Duumviri J. D."
{juri dicundo), " Quattuorviri J. D." They were
styled magistratus pre-eminently, though the name
magistratus was properly and originally the most
general name for all persons who filled similar situ-

ations. The name consul also occurs in inscrip-

tions to denote this chief magistracy ; and even
dictator and praetor occur under the Empire and un-
der the Republic. The oflice of the duumviri lasted

a year. Savigny shows that under the Republic the

jurisdictio of the duumviri in civil matters was un
limited, and that it was only under the Empire thai

it was restricted in the manner which appears from
the extant Roman law.

In some Italian towns there was a praefectus juri

dicundo ; he was in the place of, and not coexistent

with, duumviri. The duumviri were, a^ ve have
seen, originally chosen by the people ; oui the pras-

fectus was appointed annually in Rome,* and sen>

to the town called a prajfectura, which might be ej

ther a municipium or a colonia, for it was only in

the matter of the praefectus that a town called a

praefectura differed from other Italian towns. Ar
pinum is called both a municipium and a praefectu-

ra ;• and Cicero, a native of this place, obtained the

highest honours that Rome could confer.

1. (Savigny.)—2. (Cic.,De Leg., iii., 10.)—3. (Sueton., c.40.)
—4. (Cic, AgT. Leg., ii., 34.)—5. (Liv., xxvi., 16.)— 6. (f:io,

Ep ad Fani., xiii., 11.—Festus, s. v. Praefectura.)
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The censor, curator, or quinquennalis, all which
names denote the same functionary, was also a mu-
nicipal magistrate, and corresponded to the censor
at Rome, and in some cases, perhaps, to the quaes-

tor also. Censors are mentioned in Livy' as ma-
gistrates of the twelve Latin colonies. The quin-

quennales were sometimes duumviri, sometimes
quattuorviri ; but they are always carefully distin-

guished from the duumviri and quattuorviri J. D.

;

and their functions are clearly shown by Savigny to

have been those of censors. They held their office

for one year, and during the four intermediate years
the functions were not exercised. The office of

censor or quinquennalis was higher in rank than
that of the duumviri J. D., and it could only be fill-

ed by those who had discharged the other offices of
the municipality.

For a more complete account of the organization
of these municipalities, and of their fate under the
Empire, the reader is referred to an admirable chap-
ter in Savigny,* from which the above brief notice
is taken.

The terms municipium and municipes require ex-
planation in connexion with the present subject, and
the explanation of them will render the nature of a
pr8f3fectura still clearer. One kind of municipium
was a body of persons who were not' Roman citi-

zens, but possessed all the rights of Roman citizens

except the sufTragium and the honores. But the
communities enumerated as examples of this kind
of municipium are the Fundani, Formiani, Cumani,
Acerrani, Lanuvini, and Tusculani, which were
conquered states,* and received the civitas without
the sufTragium ; and all these places received the
complete civitas before the social war, or, as Festus
expresses it. " Post aliquot annos cives Romani ef-

fect! sunt." It is singular that another ancient def-

inition of this class of municipia says, that the per-
sons who had the rights of Roman citizens, except
the honores, were cives ; and among such commu-
nities are enumerated the Cumani, Acerrani, and
Atellani. This discrepancy merely shows that the
later Roman writers used the word civis in a very
loose sense, which we cannot be surprised at, as
they wrote at a time when these distinctions had
ceased. Another kind of municipium was, when a
civitas was completely incorporated with the Roman
state ; as in the case of the Anagnini,* Caerites, and
Aricini, who completely lost all internal administra-
tion of their cities ; while the Tusculani and Lanu-
vuii retained their internal constitution, and their
magistrate called a dictator. A third class of mu-
nicipia was those whose inhabitants possessed the
full privileges of Roman citizens, and also the in-

ternal administration of their own cities, as the Ti-
burtes, Prsenestini, Pisani, Urbinates, Nolani, Bo-
nonienses, Placentini, Nepesini, Sutrini, and Lu-
crenses (Lucensesl). The first five of these were
civitates sociorum, and the second five coloniaj Lali-
nae ; they all became municipia, but only by the ef-

fect of the Julia Lex, B.C. 90.

It has also been already said that a prsefectura
was so called from the circumstance of a praefectus
J. D. being sent there from Rome. Those towns
in Italy were called praefecturae, says Festus, " In
quibus et jus dicebatur et nundmae agebantur, et
erat quaedam earum respublica, neque tamen ma-
gistratus suos habebant; in quas legibus praefecti

mittebanlur quotannis, qui jus dicerent." Thus a
praefectura had a respublica, but no magistratus.
He then makes two divisions of praefecturae. To
the first division were sent four praefecti chosen at
Rome {populi suffragio); and he enumerates ten

1. (xxix., 15.)—2. (Geschichte des RSm. Rechts, <tc., i., ]6,
5:c.)—3 (Festus, s. v. Municipium.)

—

1. (Liv., viii., 14.^^5
<L'v.. ij , 23.)

places in Campania to which these quattuorrirt
were sent, and among them Cumae and Acerra.
which were municipia; and Volturnum, i.iternum,
and Puteoli, which were Roman colonies establish-

ed after the second Punic war. The second divis-

ion of praefecturae comprised those places to which
the praetor urbanus sent a praefectus every year,
namely, Fundi, Formiae, Caere, Venafrum, Allifae,

Privernum, Anagnia, Frusino, Reate, Saturnia, Nur-
sia, Arpinum, aliaque complura Only one of them,
Saturnia, was a colony of Roman citizens ;' the
rest are municipia. It is the conclusion of Zumpt,
that all the municipia of the older period, that is,

up to the time when the complete civitas was giv-

en to the Latini and the socii, were praefecturae,

and that some of the colonies of Roman citizens
were also praefecturae. Now as the praefectus was
appointed for the purpose of administering justice
{juri dicundo), and was annually sent from Rome,
it appears that this was one among the many ad-
mirable parts of the Roman polity for maintaining
harmony in the whole political system by a uni-
formity of law and procedure. The name praefec-

tura continued after the year B.C. 90 ; but it seems
that, in some places at least, this functionary ceas-
ed to be sent from Rome, and various praefecturae

acquired the privilege of having magistratus of their

own choosing, as in the case of Puteoli, B.C 63.*

The first class or kind of praefecti, the quattuorviri
who were sent into Campania, was abolished by
Augustus, in conformity with the general tenour of

his policy, B.C. 13. After the passing of the Julia

Lex de Civitate, the cities of the socii which receiv
ed the Roman civitas still retained their internal

constitution ; but, with respect to Rome, were all

included under the name of municipia : thus Tibur
and Praeneste, which were Latinae civitates, then
became Roman municipia. On the other hand, Bo-
nonia and Luca, which were originally Latinae co-
Ionise, also became Roman municipia in consequence
of receiving the Roman civitas, though they retain-

ed their old colonial constitution and the name of
colonia. Thus Cicero* could with propriety call

Placentia a municipium, though in its origin it was
a Latin colonia ; and in the oration Pro Sext.* he
enumerates municipia, colonise, and praefecturae as
the three kinds of towns or communities under
which were comprehended all the towns of Italy.

The testimony of the Heracleotic tablet is to the
like effect ; for it speaks of municipia, coloniae, and
praefecturae as the three kinds of places which had
a magistratus of some kind, to which enumeration
it adds fora and conciliabula, as comprehending all

the kinds of places in which bodies of Roman citi

zens dwelt.

It thus appears that the name municipium, whic)/
originally had the meanings already given, acquired
a narrower import after B.C. 90, and in this nar-
rower import signified the civitates sociorum and
coloniae Latinae, which then became complete mem-
bers of the Roman state. Thus there was then re-

ally no difference between these municipia and the
coloniae, except in their historical origin, and in their

oris^inal internal constitution. The Roman law pre-

vailed in both.

The following recapitulation may be useful : The
old Roman colonies {civium Romanorum) were pla-

ced in conquered towns, and the colonists continu-
ed to be Roman citizens. These colonies were near
Rome, and few in number. Probably some of the

old Latinae coloniae were established by the Romans
in conjunction with other Latin states {Antium)
After the conquest of Latium, Latinae coloniae were
established by the Romans in various parts of Italy.

1. (Liy., xxxix., 55.)—2. (Cic, De Leg. Agr., ii., c ?1.)—S,
{in Pis., c. 23.)—4. (c. 14.)
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These colonies should be distinguished from the

colonies civium Romanorum, inasmuch as they are

sometimes called colonias populi Romani, though

they were not coloniae civium Romanorum.* Ro-

man citizens who chose to join such colonies, gave

up their civic rights for the more solid advantage of

a grant of land.

When Latin colonies began to be established, few

Roman colonies were founded until after the close

of the second Punic war (B.C. 201), and these few

were chiefly maritime colonies {Anxur, &c.). These

Latin colonies were subject to and part of the Ro-

man state ; but they had not the civitas : they had

no political bond among themselves ; but they had

the administration of their internal affairs. As to

the origin of the commercium, Savigny's conjecture

has been already stated. {Vid. Civitas.) The col-

onies of the Gracchi were Roman colonies ; but

their object, like that of subsequent Agrarian laws,

was merely to provide for the poorer citizens : the

old Roman and the Latin colonies had for their ob-

ject the extension and conservation of the Roman
Empire in Italy. After the passing of the Lex Julia,

which gave the civitas to the socii and the Latin

colonies, the object of establishing Roman and Latin

colonies ceased ; and military colonies were thence-

forward settled in Italy, and, under the emperors,

in the provinces. These military colonies had the

civitas, such as it then was ; but their internal or-

ganization might be various.

It would require more space than is consistent

with the limits of this work to attempt to present

anything like a complete view of this interesting

subject. The following references, in addition to

those already given, will direct the reader to abun-

dant sources of information : Sigonius, De Jure An-
tiquo, &c. ; Niebuhr, Roman History ; Savigny, Ue-

ber das Jus Italicum, Zeitschr., vol. v. ; Tabula He-
racleenses. Mazochi, Neap., 1754 ; Savigny, Der R6-
mische Volksschl.uss der Tafel von Heradea; and
Rudorff, Ueber die Lex Mamilia de Coloniis, Zeitsch.,

vol. ix. ; Rudorff Das Ackergesetz von Sp. Thorius,

and Puchta, Ueber den Inhalt der Lex Rubria de Gal-

lia Cisalpina, Zeitschr., vol. x.

Since this article was written, and after part of

it was printed, the author has had the opportunity

of reading two excellent essays : De Jure et Con-

dicione Coloniarum Populi Romani Quastio historica,

Madvigii Opuscula, Haunice, 1834 ; and Ueber den

Unterscliicd den Benennungen Municipium, Colonia,

Prcefectura, Zumpt, Berlin, 1840. With the help

of these essays, he has been enabled to make some
important additions. But the subject is incapable of

a full exposition within narrow limits, as the his-

torical order is to a certain extent necessary, in or-

der to present a connected view of the Roman co-

lonial system. The essay of Madvig has establish-

ed beyond all dispute several most important ele-

ments in this inquiry ; and, by correcting the errors

of several distinguished writers, he has laid the
foundation of a much more exact knowledge of this

part of the Roman polity.

Greek Colonies. The usual Greek words for a
colony are inroiKia and Klrjpovxia. The latter word,
which signified a division of conquered lands among
Athenian citizens, and which corresponds in some
respects to the Roman colonia and our notions of a
modern colony, is explained in the article Cle-
sacHi.

The earlier Greek colonies, called uttoikIci, were
usually composed of mere bands of adventurers,

who left their native country, with their families

and property, to seek a new home for themselves.

Some of the colonies, which arose in consequence
of foreign invasion or civil wars, were undertaken

without any formal consent from the rest of the
community ; but usually a colony was sent out with
the approbation of the mother-country, and under
the management of a leader (oiK^ar^f) appointed by
it. But whatever may have been the origin of the
colony, it was always considered, in a political

point of view, independent of the mother-country
(called by the Greeks /xiirponolic), and entirely

emancipated from its control. At the same time,

though a colony was in no political subjection to its

parent state, it was united to it by the ties of filial

affection ; and, according to the generally received
opinions of the Greeks, its duties to the parent state

corresponded to those of a daughter to her mother.*
Hence, in all matters of common interest, the col-

ony gave precedence to the mother state ; and the
founder of the colony {olKiaTTJg), who might be con-
sidered as the representative of the parent state,

was usually worshipped, after his death, as a hero.*

Also, when the colony became in its turn a parent,

it usually sought a leader for the colony which it

intended to found from the original mother-coun
try ;' and the same feeling of respect was manifest
ed by embassies which were sent to honour the

principal festivals of the parent state,* and also by
bestowing places of honour and other marks of re-

spect upon the ambassadors and other members of

the parent state, when they visited the colony at

festivals and similar occasions.* The colonists also

worshipped in their new settlement the same dei-

ties as they had been accustomed to honour in their

native country ; the sacred fire, which was con-

stantly kept burning on their public hearth, was
taken from the Prytaneum of the parent city ; and,

according to one account, the priests who minis-

tered to the gods in the colony were brought from
the parent state.* In the same spirit, it was con-

sidered a violation of sacred ties for a mother-coun-

try and a colony to make war upon one another.*

The preceding account of the relations between
the Greek colonies and the mother-country is sup-

ported by the history which Thucydides gives us of

the quarrel between Corcyra and Corinth. Corcy-

ra was a colony of Corinth, and Epidamnus a colo-

ny of Corcyra ; but the leader {oiKiarric) of Epi
damnus was a Corinthian, who was invited fron»

the metropolis Corinth. In course of time, in con-

sequence of civil dissensions and attacks from the

neighbouring barbarians, the Epidamnians apply for

aid to Corcyra, but their request is rejected. They
next apply to the Corinthians, who took Epidamnus
under their protection, thinking, says Thucydides,

that the colony was no less theirs than the Corcy-

raeans' : and also induced to do so through hatred

of the Corcyraeans, because they neglected them
though they were colonists ; for they did not give to

the Corinthians the customary honours and defer-

ence in the public solemnities and sacrifices that

the other colonies were wont to pay to the mother-

country. The Corcyraeans, who had become very

powerful by sea, took offence at the Corinthians re-

ceiving Epidamnus under their protection, and the

result was a war between Corcyra and Corinth.

The Corcyraeans sent ambassadors to Athens to ask

assistance ; and in reply to the objection that thev

were a colony of Corinth, they said " that every

colony, as long as it is treated kindly, respects the

mother-country ; but when it is injured, is alienated

frorn it ; for colonists are not sent out as subjects,

but that they may have equal rights with those that

remain at home."*
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It is true that ambitious states, such as Athens,

Bometimes claimed dominion over other states on
the ground of relationship ; but, as a general rule,

colonies may be regarded as independent states, at-

tached to their metropolis by ties of sympathy and
common descent, but no farther. The case of Po-

tidaja, to wliich the Corinthians sent annually the

chief magistrates {<5r//it.ovpyoi), appears to have been

au exception to the general rule.'

COLO'RES. The Greeks and Romans had a
very extensive acquaintance with colours as pig-

ments. Book vii. of Vitruvius, and several chap-

ters of books xxxiii., xxxiv., and xxxv. of Pliny's

Natural History, contain much interesting matter
upon their nature and composition ; and these

works, together with what is contained in book v.

of Dioscorides, aijd some remarks in Theophrastus,*
constitute the whole of our information ofany impor-

tance upon the subject of ancient pigments. From
these sources, through the experiments and obser-

vations of Sir Humphrey Davy* on some remains of
ancient colours and paintings in the baths of Titus
and of Livia, and in other ruins of antiquity, we
are enabled to collect a tolerably satisfactory ac-

count of the colouring materials employed by the

Greek and Roman painters.

The painting of the Greeks is very generally

considered to have been inferior to their sculpture
;

this partially arises from very imperfect informa-

tion, and a very erroneous notion respecting the

resources of the Greek painters in colouring. The
error originated apparently with Pliny himself, who
says,* •' Quatuor coloribus soils immortalia ilia opera

fec(re, ex albis Melino, ex silaceis Attico, ex rubris

Sinopide Pontica, ex nigris atramenta, Apelles, Echion,

Melanthius, Nicomachus, clarissimi pictores;^^ and*
" Legentes meminerint omnia ea quatuor coloribus

facta." This mistake, as Sir H. Davy has sup-

posed, may have arisen from an imperfect recollec-

tion of a passage in Cicero,* which, however, di-

rectly contradicts the statement of Pliny :
" Inpic-

tura Zcuxim ct Polygnotum, et Timanthem, et eorum,
qui nan sunt usi plusquam quattuor coloribus, for-
mas et lincamcnta laudamus : at in Echione, Nicoma-
cho, Protogene, Apelle jam perfecta sunt omnia."
Here Cicero extols the design and drawing of Polyg-
notus, Zeuxis, and Timanthes, and those who used
but four colours; and observes in contradistinc-

tion, that in Echion, Nicomachus, Protogenes, and
Apelles, all things were perfect. I3ut the remark of
Pliny, that Apelles, Echion, Melanthius, and Nicom-
achus used but four colours, including both black
and white to the exclusion of all blue (unless we
understand by " ex nigris atramento" black and in-

digo), is evidently an error, independently of its con-
tradiction to Cicero ; and the conclusion drawn by
some from it and the remark of Cicero, that the
early Greek painters were acquainted with but four
pigments, is equally without foundation. Pliny
himself speaks of two other colours, besides the
four in question, which were used by the earliest

painters ; the testa-trita'' and cinnabaris or vermil-
ion, which he calls also minium.* He mentions
also' the Eretrian earth used by Nicomachus, and
the dephantium, or ivory-black, used by Apelles,"
thus contradicting himself when he asserted that

Apelles and Nicomachus used but four colours.

The above tradition, and the simplex color of Quin-
tilian,'' are our only authorities" for defining any
limits to the use of colours by the early Greeks as
applied to painting ; but we have no authority

whatever for supposing that they were limited in

r

I. (Thucyd., i., 56.)—2. (De Lapidibus.)—3. (Phil. Trans, of
the Royal Society, 1815.)-^. (xxxv., 32.)—5. (xxxv., 36.)—6.
(Brutus, c. 18.)— 7. (xxxv., 5.)— 8. (xxxiii.. 36.) — 9. (jcxiv.,

«n—10. (xxxv., S5.)—ll. (Orat. Inst xji )0)

any remarkable way in their acquaintance with
them. That the painters of the earliest period

had not such abundant resources in this department
of art as those of the later, is quite consistent with
experience, and does not require demonstration

,

but to suppose that they were confined to four pig-

ments, is quite a gratuitous supposition, and is op-

posed to both reason and evidence. {Vid. Pictora.)
Sir H. Davy also analyzed the colours of the so-

called " Aldobrandini marriage," all the reds and
yellows of which he discovered to be ochres ; the
blues and greens, to be oxides of copper ; the

blacks, all carbonaceous ; the browns, mixtures of

ochres and black, and some containing oxide of

manganese •, the whites were all carbonates of lime.

The reds discovered in an earthen vase contain-

ing a variety of colours were, red oxide of lead

(minium), and two iron ocUres of different tints, a

dull red, and a purplish red nearly of the same tint

as prussiate of copper ; they were all mixed with
chalk or carbonate of lime. The yellows were
pure ochres with carbonate of lime, and ochre mixed
with minium and carbonate of lime. The blues

were oxides of copper with carbonate of lime. Sir

H. Davy discovered a frit, made by means of soda,

and coloured with oxide of copper, approaching ul-

tramarine in tint, which he supposed to be the frit

of Alexandrea ; its composition, he says, was per-

fect :
" that of imbodying the colour in a composition

resembling stone, so as to prevent the escape of

elastic matter from it, or the decomposing action of

the elements ; this is a species of artificial lapis-laz-

uli, the colouring matter of which is naturally in-

herent in a hard silicious stone."

Of greens there were many shades, all, however,
either carbonate or oxide of copper, mixed with
carbonate of lime. The browns consisted of ochres
calcined, and oxides of iron and of manganese, and
compounds of ochres and blacks. Sir H. Davy
could not ascertain whether the lake which he dis-

covered was of animal or of vegetable origin ; if of

animal, he supposed that it was very probably the

Tyrian or marine purple. He discovered also a

colour which he supposed to be black wad, or hy-

drated binoxide of manganese ; also, a black colour

composed of chalk, mixed with the ink of the sepia

ofl^cinalis, or cuttle-fish. The transparent blue glass

of the ancients he found to be stained with oxide of

cobalt, and the purple with oxide of manganese.
The following list, compiled from the different

sources of our information concerning the pigments
known to the ancients, will serve to convey an idea

of the great resources of the Greek and Roman
painters in this department of tiieir art ; and which,

in the opinion of Sir H. Davy, were fully equal to

the resources of the great ItaUan painters in the

sixteenth century

:

Red. The ancient reds were very numerous.
KivvuSapi, /xiTiTOQ, cinnabaris, cinnabar, vermilion,

bisulphuret of mercury, called also by Pliny and
Vitruvius minium.
The KivvdSapi 'IvSckSv, cinnabaris Indica, men-

tioned by Pliny and Dioscorides, was what is Tul-

garly csdled dragon's-blood, the resin obtained from
various species of the calamus palm.

MiJlrof seems to have had various significations

;

it was used for cinnabaris, minium, red lead, and
rubrica, red ochre. There were various kinds ol

rubrica, the Cappadocian, the Egyptian, the Span-

ish, and the Lemnian; all were, howevei, red iron

oxides, of which the best were the Lemnian, from

the if.le of Lemnos, and the Cappadocian, called by

the Roi> ins rubrica Sinopica, by the Greeks Jlivo-

mc, from Sinopt in Paphlagonia, whence it was first

brought. There vas also an African rubrica called

cicerculum.
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Minium, red oxiae ot lead, red lead, was called

by the Romans cerussa usta, and, according to Vitrn-

vius, sandaracha ; by the Greeks, fiiXroc, and, ac-

cording to Dioscorides,* cravdapuKT}- Pliny tells us

that it was discovered through the accidental cal-

culation of some cerussa (white lead) by a fire in

the Piraeus, and was first used as a pigment by Ni-

cias of Athens, about 330 B.C.

The Roman sandaracha seems to have had va-

rious significations, and it is evidently used differ-

ently by tlie Greei< and Roman writers. Pliny

speaks of different shades of sandaracha, the pale

or massicot (yellow oxide of lead), and a mixture of

the pale with minium ; it apparently also signified

realgar or the red sulphuret of arsenic : there was
also a compound colour of equal parts of sandara-

cha and rubrica calcined, called sandyx, cdvdv^.

Sir H. Davy supposed this colour to approach our

crimson in tint ; in painting it was frequently glazed

with purple, to give it additional lustre.

Pliny speaks of a dark ochre from the isle of Sy-

ros, which he calls Syricum ; but he says also that

it was made by mixing sandyx with rubrica Sino-

pica.

Yellow. Yellow ochre, hydrated peroxide of

iron, the sil of the Romans, the w^'P* of the Greeks,

formed the base of many other yellows, mixed with
various colours and carbonate of lime. Ochre was
procured from different parts ; the Attic was con-

sidered the best ; it was first used in painting, ac-

cording to Pliny, by Polygnotus and Micon, at Ath-

ens, about 460 B.C.
'ApacvLKov, auripigmentum, orpiment (yellow sul-

phuret of arsenic), was also an important yellow

;

but it has not been discovered in any of the ancient

paintings. (Fj(Z. Arsenicon.) The sandaracha has
been already mentioned.

Green. Chrysocolla, xp'^'^oK.oTJka, which appears

to have been green carbonate of copper or malachite

(green verditer), was the green most approved of

by the ancients ; its tint depended upon the quan-
tity of carbonate of lime mixed with it.

Pliny mentions various kinds of verdigris (diace-

tate of copper), arugo, tof, log xo-^kov, cypria arugo,

and (Bruca, and a particular preparation of verdigris

called scolecia. Sir H. Davy.supposes the ancients

to have used, also, acetate of copper (distilled verdi-

gris) as a pigment. Besides the above were sev-

eral green earths, all cupreous oxides : Theodotion

{QeodoTLov), so called from being found upon the

estate of Theodotius, near Smyrna; Appianum; and
the creta viridis, common green earth of Verona.
. Blue. The ancient blues were also very numer-
ous ; the principal of these was cczruleum, Kvavog,

azure, a species of verditer or blue carbonate of cop-
per, of which there were many varieties. It was
generally mixed with carbonate of lime. Vitruvius
and Pliny speak of the Alexandrean, the Cyprian,
and the Scythian ; the Alexandrean was the most
valued, as approaching nearest to ultramarine. It

was made also at Pozzuoli by a certain Vestorius,
who had learned the method of its preparation in

Egypt ; this was distinguished by the name of cx-
lon. There was also a washed caeruleum called
lomentum, and an inferior description of this called
trifum.

It appears that ultramarine (lapis-lazuli) was
known to the ancients under the name of Arme-
nium, 'kpjiivLov, from Armenia, whence it was pro-

cured. Sulphuret of sodium is the colouring prin-

ciple of lapis-lazuli, according to M. Gmelin of Tii-

Lingen.

Ihdigo, Indicum, 'IvdiKov, was well known to the

ancients.

Cobalt. The ancient name for this mineral is
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not known ; but it has been supposed to be the

Xa^K-og of Theophrastus, which he mentions was
used for staining glass. No cobalt, however, has
been discovered in any of the remains of ancient
painting.

Purple. The ancients had also several kinds of
purple, purpurissum, ostrum, hysginum, and various

compound colours. The most valuable of these
was the purpurissum, prepared by mixing the creta

argentaria with the purple secretion of the murcx
{nop^vpa).

Hysginum, vayivov (ixyyi], woad 1), according to

Vitruvius, is a colour between scarlet and purple.

The Roman ostrum was a compound of red ochre
and blue oxide of copper.

Vitruvius mentions a purple which was obtained
by cooling the ochra usta with wine vinegar.

RubicR radix, madder-root.

Brown. Ochra usta, burned ochre. The brown©
were ochres calcined, oxides of iron and of manga
nese, and compounds of ochres and blacks.

Black, atramentum, /xsXav. The ancient blacks
were mostly carbonaceous. The best for the pur-

poses of painting were elephantinum, kle<^avTLvov,

ivory-black ; and tryginum, rpvyivov, vine- black,

made of burned vine twigs. The former was used
by Apelles, the latter by Polygnotus and Micon.
The atramentum Indicum, mentioned by Pliny and

Vitruvius, was probably the Chinese Indian ink.

The blacks from sepia, and the black woad, have
been already mentioned.
White. The ordinary Greek white was meli-

nam, firjTiLdg, an earth from the Isle of Melos ; for

fresco painting, the best was the African paratoni-

um, itapaiToviov, so called from the place of its ori-

gin on the coast of Africa, not far from Egypt.
There was also a white earth of Eretria, and the

annularian white, creta anularia or anulare, made
from the glass composition worn in the rings of the

poor.

Carbonate of lead or white lead, cerussa, ipifiv-

Oiov, was apparently not much used by the ancient

painters ; it was nowhere found among the Roman
ruins.

Sir H. Davy is of opinion that the azure, the red

and yellow ochres, and the blacks, have not under-

gone any change of colour whatever in the ancient

fresco paintings ; but that many of the greens, which
are now carbonate of copper, were originally laid on
in a state of acetate.

Pliny divides the colours into colorcs floridi and

colores austeri;^ the colores floridi were those which,

in his time, were supplied by the employer to the

painter, on account of their expense, and to secure

their being genuine ; they were minium, Armenium,
cinnabaris, chrysocolla, Indicum, and purpurissum

;

the rest were the austeri.

Both Pliny* and Vitruvius^ class the colours into

natural and artificial ; the natural are those obtain-

ed immediately from the earth, which, according to

Pliny, are Sinopis, rubrica, parastonium, melinum,

Eretria, and auripigmentum ; to these Vitruvius

adds ochra, sandaracha, minium (vermilion,, and

chrysocolla, being of metallic origin. The ethers

are called artificial, on account of requiring some
particular preparation to render them fit for use.

To the above list of colours more names might

still be added ; but, being for the most part merely

compounds or modifications of those already men-

tioned, they would only take up space, without giv

ing us any additional insight into the resources of

the ancient painters ; those which we have already

enumerated are sufficient to form an infinite varit;

ty of colour, and conclusively prove that the ancient

painters, if they had not more, had at least equal

1. {XXXV., 13 > -2. (XXXV., 12.)—3. (vii.. 7 )
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fcsources ia this most essential branch of painting

with the arti.sts of our own times.

COLO'SSUS (/coAoffffOf). The origin of this word
is not known, the suggestions of the grammarians
being either ridiculous, or imperfect in point of ety-

mology.* It is, however, very ancient, probably of

Ionic extraction, and rarely occurs in the Attic wri-

ters.' It is used both by the Greeks and Romans
to signify a statue larger than life,^ and thence a
person of extraordinary stature is termed colosse-

ros ; and the architectural ornaments in the upper
members of lofty buildings, which require to be of

large dimensions in consequence of their remote-

ness, are termed colossicotcra {KoXoaacKUTspa^).

Statues of this kind, simply colossal, but not pre-

posterously large, were too common among the

Greeks to excite observation ir.2rely from their

size, and are, therefore, rarely referred to as such,

the word being more frequently applied to designate

those figures of gigantic dimensions (moles statua-

rum, turribus pares^) which were first executed in

Egypt, and of which some specimens may be seen
in the British Museum.
Among the colossal statues of Greece, the most

celebrated was the bronze colossus at R.hodes, dedi-

cated to tbe sun, which was commenced by Chares
of Lindus, a pupil of Lysippus, and terminated, at the

expiration of twelve years, by Laches, of the same
place, at a cost of 300 talents. Its height was 90
feet according to Hyginus,' 70 cubits according to

Pliny, or 105 according to Festus. It was thrown
down by an earthquake fifty-six years after its erec-

tion.* It is to this statue that Statins refers.'

Another Greek colossus, the work of Calamis,
which cost 500 talents, and was twenty cubits high,

dedicated to Apollo, in the city of Apollonia, was
transferred from thence to the Capitol by M. Lucul-
lus." Some fragments in marble, supposed to have
belonged to this statue, are still preserved in the
courtyard of the Museo Capitolino.

There were two colossal statues^ in bronze, of

Greek workmanship, at Tarentum : one of Jupiter

;

the other and lesser one of Hercules, by Lysippus,
which was transplanted to the Capitol by Fabius
Maximus."
Among the works of this description made ex-

pressly by or for the Romans, those most frequently

alluded to are the following: 1. A statue of Jupiter
upon the Capitol, made by order of Sp. Carvilius,

from the armour of the Samnites, which was so
large that it could be seen from the Alban Mount."
3. A bronze statue of Apollo at the Palatine Libra-

ry," to which the bronze head now preserved in

the Capitol probably belonged. 3. A bronze statue
of Augustus, in the Forum, which bore his name.'*
4. The colossus of Nero, which was executed by
Zenodorus in marble, and therefore quoted by Pliny
in proof that the art of casting metal was then lost.

Its height was 110 or 120 feet." It was originally

placed in the vestibule of the domus aurea," at the
bottom of the Via Sacra, where the basement upon
which it stood is still to be seen, and from it the
contiguous amphitheatre is supposed to have gained
the name of " Colosseum." Twenty-four elephants
were employed by Hadriar to remove it, when he
was about to build the Temple of Rome.*^ Having

1. (Etym. Mag., p. 526, 16.—Festus, s. v.)—2. (Blomf., Gloss,
ad ^sch., Agamemnon, 406.)—3. (Hesych., s. v.—jEsch., Agam.,
406.—Schol. ad Juv., Sat., viii., 230.)—4. (Suet., Calig. 35.}—
5. (Vitruv., iii., 3, p. 98, ed. Bipont.—Compare Id., x., 4.)—6.
(Plin., H. N., xxxtv., 18.)—7. (Fab., 233.)— 8. (Plin., H. N.,
Mxiv., 18.—Polyb., v., 88.—Festus, g. v.)—9. (Sylv., I., i., 103.)
—10. (Strab., vii., 6, I) 1.—Plin., 1. c—P. Victor, Regie viii.)—
II. (Strab., v., 3, H.—Plin., 1 c—Plutarch, Fab., xiii., p. 722,
id. Reiske.)~12. (Plin., 1. c.)— 13. (Plin., 1. c.)— 14. (Mart.,
Ep., viii., 44, 7.)—15. (Piin.,l.c.—Suet., Nero, 31.)—16. (Mart.,
«pect., li., 1 —Ep .i ,71,7.—Dion Ca«s.,lxvi., 15.)— 17. (Spart.,
Hadr , 19

)

suffered in the fire which destroyed the Gol(feB
House, it was repaired by Vespasian, and by him.

converted into a statue of the Sun.* 5. An eques-
trian statue of Domitian, of bronze gilt, which waa
placed in the centre of the Forum.'
COLO'TES [KuXuTj]^), another name for the .iff-

Ka2.a6uTT)^, or Spotted Lizard. ( Vid. Ascalaboteb.)
Aristotle, however, in one part,' would seem to ap-

ply it to some other animal than this. Some have
taken it for a bird ; while Scahger rather thinks it

was a species of Scarabaus.*'

*COLOU'TEA (Ko^^ovTia), a plant, which has
been referred to the genus Colytca, L., or Bladder-
Senna. Three species are described by Theophras-
tus, namely, 'ISala, izepl Anrupav, and ^pvyavudrjc-*

*COL'UBER, a species of Serpent, considered by
some to be the same with the Boas of Pliny. ( Vid
Draco.)
*COLUMBA, the Pigeon. (Vid. Peristera.)
COLUM {Tfdfioc), a strainer or colander. Various

specimens of this utensil have been found at Pom-
peii. The annexed woodcut shows the plan and
profile of one which is of silver.*

Wme-strainers {7,6avLa) were also made ol

bronze,' and their perforations sometimes formed
an elegant pattern. The poor used linen strain-

ers ;* and, where nicety was not required, they
were made of broom or of rushes.' The Romans
filled the strainer with* ice or snow {cola nivaria) in

order to cool and dilute the wine at the same time
that it was cleared. The bone of the nose, which
is minutely perforated for the passage of the olfac-

tory nerves, was called r/Ofioc, the ethmoid bone,

from its exact resemblance to a strainer.

COLUMBA'RIUM, a Dovecote or Pigeon-house
The word occurs more frequently in the plural num-
ber, in which it is used to express a variety of ob-

jects, all of which, however, derive their name from
their resemblance to a dovecote.

I. In the singular. Columbarium means ons of
those sepulchral chambers formed to receive the
ashes of the lower orders, or dependants of great
families ; and in the plural, the niches in which the
cinerary urns (oUcb) were deposited. Several of
these chambers are still to be seen at Rome. One
of the most perfect of them, which was discovered
in the year 1822, at the villa Rufini, about two miles
beyond the Porta Pia, is represented in the annexed
woodcut.
Each of the niches contained a pair of urns, with

the names of the persons whose ashes they contain-
ed inscribed over them. The use of the word, and

1. (Hieronym. in Hab., c. 3.—Suet., Vesp., 18.—Plin., 1. c—
Compare Lamprid., Commod., 17.—Dion Cass., Ixxii., 15.)—2L

(Stat., Sylv., I., i., 1.—Mart., Ep., i., 71, 6.)—3. (H. A., ix., 9.)—4. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Tlieophrast., II. P., iii., 14,

17.—Adams, Append., 1. c.)—6. (Mus. Borb. T., viii., 14, fig. 4,

5.)— 7. (Athcn.)— 8. (Mart., xjv., 104.)— 9. (Colum., l)e Re
Rust., X i., 19.)
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mode of occupation, is testified in the following in-

I cription .-

L. Abuciijs Hermes in hoc
ORDINE AB IMO AD SUMMUM
COLUMBARIA IX. OLL^ XVIII.

SIBI rOSTEKISQUE SUI8.

II. In a machine used to raise water for the pur-

pose of irrigation, as described by Vitruvius,* the

vents through which the water was conveyed into

the receiving trough were termed Columbaria.
This will be understood by referring to the woodcut
at p. 65. {Vid. Antlia.) The difference between
that representation and the machine now under
consideration consisted in the following points

:

The wheel of the latter is a solid one {tympanum)
instead of radiated (rota), and was worked as a
treadmill, by men who stood upon platforms pro-

jecting from the flat sides instead of being turned
by a stream. Between the intervals of each plat-

form a series of grooves or channels (columbaria)

were formed in the sides of the tympanum, through
which the water taken up by a number of scoops
placed on the outer margin of the wheel, like the
jar."! in tlie cut referred to, was conducted into a
VFooden trough below (labrum ligncum suppositum^).

III. The cavities into which the extreme ends
of the beams upon which a roof is supported (tigno-

rum cubilia), and which are represented by triglyphs

in the Doric order, were termed Columbaria by the
Roman architects ;* that is, while they remained
empty, and until filled up by the head of the beam.*
COLUMNA (kiuv, dim. Kiovig, klovlov, KwviaKor;'

aTvloq, dim. arvTdg, arvXcaKog), a Pillar or Column.
The use of the trunks of trees placed upright for

supporting buildings, unquestionably led to the adop-
tion of similar supports wrought in stone. Among
the agricultural Greeks of Asia Minor, whose modes
of life appear to have suffered little change for more
than two thousand years, Mr. Fellows observed an
exact conformity of style and arrangement between
the wooden huts now occupied by the peasantry, of
one of which he has given a sketch* (see woodcut),

ad the splendid tombs and temples, which were

1. (Spon., Misc. Ant. Enidit., ix., p. 287.)—2. (x.. 9.)—3. (Vi-
hniv., 1. c.)

—

i. (Vitrtiv., iv., 2, p. 110, ed. Bipont.) — 5. (Mar-
,u«!z, Dcir Ordine Dorico, vii., 37.)—6. (Journal, f . 234.)
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hewn out )f the rock, and constructed at tlie ex-
pense of the most wealthy of the ancient inhabi-

tants. We have also direct testimonies to prove
that the ancients made use of wooden columns in

their edifices. Pausanias* describes a very ancient
monument in the market-place at Elis, consisting
of a roof supported by piUars of oak. A temple of
Juno at Metapontum was supported by pillars made
from the trunks of vines.' In the Egyptian archi-

tecture, many of the greatest stone columns are
manifest imitations of the trunk of the palm.*
As the tree required to be based upon a flat square

stone, and to have a stone or tile of similar form
fixed on its summit to preserve it from decay, so
the column was made with a square base, and was
covered with an abacus. (Vid. Abacus.) Hence
the. principal parts of which every column consists
are three, the base, the shaft, and the capital.

In the Doric, which is the oldest style of Greek
architecture, we must consider all the columns jn

the same row as having one common base (podium),
whereas in the Ionic and Corinthian each column
has a separate base, called airtlpa. (Vid. Spira.)
The capitals of these two latter orders show, on
comparison with the Doric, a yet greater degree of
complexity and a much richer style of ornament

;

and the character of lightness and elegance is far-

ther obtained in them by their more slender shaft,

its height being much greater in proportion to its

thickness. Of all these circumstances, some idea
may be formed by the inspection of the three ac-
companying specimens of pillars, selected from each
of the principal orders of ancient architecture. The
first is from a column of the Parthenon at Athens,
the capital of which is shown on a larger scale at

p. 9. The second is from the temple of Bacchus at

Teos, the capital of which is introduced at p. 1 IG.

The third is from the remains of the temple of Ju-

piter at Labranda.

In all the orders, the shaft (scapus) tapers from
the bottom towards the top, thus imitating the nat-

ural form of the trunk of a tree, and at the same
time conforming to a general law in regard to the

attainment of strength and solidity in all upright

bodies. The shaft was, however, made with a
slight swelling in the middle, which was called the

entasis. It was, moreover, almost universally, and
from the earliest times, channelled or fluted, i. e.,

the outside was striped with incisions parallel to

the axis.* These incisions, called strice, were al-

ways worked with extreme regularity. The sec-

tion of them by a plane parallel to the base was. ir

the Ionic and Corinthian orders, a semicircle ; in

1. (vi., 24, ^ 7.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xsW., 1.)—3 (Herod., ii<

169.)-4. (Vitruv.. iv , 4.)
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Oie Doric, it was an arc much less than a semicir-

cle. Their number was 20 in the columns of the

Parthenon above represented ; in other instances,

84, 28, or 32.

The capital was commonly wrought out of one
bljck of stone, the shaft consisting of several cylin-

drical pieces fitted to one another. When the col-

umn was erected, its component parts were firmly

joined together, not by mortar or cement, but by
iron cramps fixed in the direction of the axis. The
annexed woodcut is copied from an engraving in

Swinburne's Tour in the Two Sicilies,* and repre-

eents a Doric column, which has been thrown pros-

trate ju such a manner as to show the capital lying

separate, and the five drums of the shaft, each four

feet long, with the holes for the iron cramps by
wh'ch they were united together.

Columns of an astonishing size were nevertheless
erected, in which the shaft was one piece of stone.
For this purpose it was hewn in the quarry into the
requisite form,* and was then rolled over t he ground,
or moved by the aid of various mechanical contri-
vances, and by immense labour, to the spot where
it was to be set up. The traveller now sometimes
views with wonder the unfinished pillars, either oc-
cupying their original site in the quarry, or left after
having performed one half their journey, while he
finds other shafts arranged in their intended posi-
tion, and consisting each of a single pjece of marble,
tlabaster, porphyry, jasper, or granite, which is ei-

ther corroded by time, or retains its polish and its

varied and beautiful colours, according to the situa-
tion in which it has been placed, or the durability
df its substance. The mausoleum of the Emperor
Adrian, a circular building of such dimensions that
it serves as the fortress of modern Rome, was sur-
rounded by Ibrty-eight lofty and most beautiful Co-
rinthian pillars, the shaft of each pillar being a sin-
gle piece of marble. About the time of Constan-
tine, some of these were taken to support the inte-
rior of a church dedicated to St. Paul, which a few
years ago was destroyed by fire. The interest at-
tached to tho working and erection ol these noble
columns, the undivided shafts of which consisted of
the most valuable and splendid materials, led mu-
nificent individuals to employ their wealth in pre-
senting them to public structures Thus Croesus
contributed the greater part of the pillars to the
temple at Ephesus.'' In the ruins at Labranda, now
called Jackly, in Caria, tablets in front of the col-
umns record the names of the donors, as is shown
in the specimen of them above exhibited.

*" The capitals used in the architecture of the
Greeks," observes Stuart,* " though with number-
less minute variations of ornaments and propor-
tions, arrange themselves into three general classes,
and offer the most obvious distinction between the
orders. The Doric capital, which preserves more
of the primitive type than any otiier, is extremely
plain, but its simplicity is not without beauty. It

consists of a broad and massy abacus, an ovolo un-
der the abacus, from three to five fillets under the

1. (vol. it., p. 301.)—2. (Virg., JEiu, i., 428.)—3. (Hercxl., i.,

92.)—4. (Dictionary of Architecture, vol. i., s. v. Capital.)

Oo

ovolo, and under these a neck called the frieze of
the capital. In the Ionic capital there is great in-
vention, and a particular character is displayed ; in-
deed, so much so, that it never fails to distinguish
itself, even on the most slight and careless observa-
tion. It consists of a small and moulded abacus,
below which depend to the right and left two spiral
volutes

; it has also an echinus, which is not unfre-
queritly enriched, and a bead. The Corinthian cai»-
ital is most richly ornamented, and differs extreme-
ly from the others. In this the abacus is hollowed,
forming a quadrilateral figure with concave sides,
the angles of which are generally truncated. Some-
times the abacus is enriched, but more frequently
ornamented with a flower in the middle. Below
the abacus the capital has the form of a vase or
bell, surrounded with two tiers of the leaves of the
acanthus, or, rather, of leaves resembling those of
a species of the acanthus plant. Under each angle
of the abacus springs a volute, and under the flow-
er in the centre of the abacus there are cauliculi.
With regard to the Tuscan capital, there are nc
authenticated remains of the order ; and the pre-
cepts of Vitruvius on this head are so very obscure
that the modern compilers of systems of architec-
ture have, of course, varied exceedingly in their de-
signs ; the order, therefore, that passes under this
name must be regarded rather as a mod.rn than an
ancient invention. It has been made 'o differ from
the modern Doric by an air of poverty end rudeness,
by the suppression of parts and mouldings. But,
though the Tuscan capital is plain and simple in the
highest degree, it well becomes that column whose
character is strength. The Composite capital is

formed by a union of the Ionic and Corinthian. It

consists of a vase or bell, a first and second row of
acanthus leaves, with some small shoots, a fillet,

astragal, ovolo, four volutes, and a hollowed Atiacus
with a flower in its centre."
Columns were used in the interior of buiiungs,

to sustain the beams which supported the ceiling.
As both the beams and the entire ceiling were often
of stone or marble, which could not be obtained in
pieces of so great a length as wood, the columns
were in such circumstances frequent in proportion,
not being more than about ten or twelve feet apart.
The opisthodomos of Ihe Parthenon of Athens, as
appears from traces in the remaining ruins, had foui
columns to support the ceiling. A common arrange-
ment, especially in buildings of an oblong form, was
to have two rows of columns parallel to the iwo
sides, the distance from each side to the next row
of columns being less than the distance l>etween
the rows themselves. This construction was adopt-
ed not only in temples, but in palaces (oIko/), i. e.,

in houses of the greatest size and splendoui I'he
great hall of the palace of Ulysses in Ithaca, that of
the King of the Phaeacians, and that of the palace
of Hercules at Thebes,* are supposed to have been
thus constructed, the seats of honour both for tne
master and mistress, and for the more distinguished
of their guests, being at the foot of certain pillars •

In these regal halls of the Homeiic sra, we are also
led to imagine the pillais decorated with arras.
When Telemachus enters his father's hall, he places
his spear against a column, and " within the pol-
ished spear-holder," by which we must understand
one of the striae or channels of the shaft.* Around
the base of the columns, near the entrance, all the
warriors of the family were accustomed to incline
their spears ; and from the upper part of the same
they suspended their bows and quivers on nails or

hooks.* The minstrel's lyre hung upon its peg froio

1. (Eurip., Here. Fur., 975-1013.)—2. (Od., vi.,307 ; viii.,86

473; xxiii., 90.) — 3. (Od., i., 127-129; xvii., 29.—Viijr 4:n
xii., 02.)—1. (Uom., Hymn, in Ap., 8.)
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another column nearer the top of the room.* The
columns of the hall were also made subservient to

less agreeable uses. Criminals were tied to them

in order to be scourged or otherwise tormented.*

According to the description in the Odyssey, the

beams of the hall of Ulysses were of silver-fir ; in

such a case, the apartment might be very spacious

without being overcrowded with columns.^ Such,

likewise, was the hall of the palace of Atreus at

Mycenas : " Fulget turbce, capax Jmmane tectum, cu-

jus auratas trabes Variis columna nobiles maculis fe-

runt."*

Rows of columns were often employed within a

building to enclose a space open to the sky. Beams
supporting ceilings passed from above the columns

to the adjoining walls, so as to form covered passa-

ges or ambulatories {aroai). Such a circuit of col-

umns was called a peristyle {TrepioTvlov), and the

Roman atrium was built upon this plan. The lar-

gest and most splendid temples enclosed an open
«pace like an atrium, which was accomplished by
placing one peristyle upon another. In such cases,

the lower rows of columns being Doric, the upper
were sometimes Ionic or Corinthian, the lighter be-

ing properly based upon the heavier.* A temple so

constructed was called hypaethral (vKaidpog).

On the outside of buildings columns were by no
means destitute of utihty. But the chief design

m erecting them was the attainment of grandeur
and beauty ; and, to secure this object, every cir-

cumstance relating to their form, proportions, and
arremgement was studied with the utmost nicety

and exactness. Of the truth of this observation,

some idea may be formed from the following hst of

terms, which were employed to distinguish the dif-

ferent kinds of temples.*

I. Terms describing the number and arrange-

aaent of the columns.

I. "AarvTioc, astylc, without any columns.''

5. 'Ev TTapaaTciai, in antis, with two columns in

front between the antae.* (Woodcut, p. 61.)

3. Tlpbarv'Kog, prostyle, with four columns in front.

4. 'AfKpnrpoarvlog, amphiprostyle, with four col-

umns at each end.

6. llfptTTrfpof or ufi^iKiuv,^ peripteral, with col-

umns at each end and along each side, the side being

about twice as many as the end columns, including

two divisions, viz.

:

a. 'E^darviog, hcxastyle, with six columns at each
end, and either nine or eleven at each side,

besides those at the angles. Example, the

Theseum at Athens.
h. 'OKTuarvAoQ, octastijle, with eight columns at

each end, and fifteen at each side, besides

those at the angles. Example, the Parthenon
at Athens.

6. AiTTTepof , dipteral, with two ranges of columns
(wrepd) all round, the one within the other.

7. 'ievdoSlnTepog, pseudodipteral, with one range
only, but at the same distance from the walls of the

cella as the outer range of a SliTTepog.

8. .\EKdaTvXoi:, decastyle, with ten columns at each
end, which was the case only in hypaethral temples.'"

II. Terms describing the distance of the columns
from one another, and from the walls of the cella.

1. HvKvoarjlog, pycnostyle, the distance between
the columns a diameter of a column and half a di-

ameter.

2. "Zvarvlog, systyle, the distance between the
columns two diameters of a column.

3. EvarvXo^, eustyle, the distance between th«
columns two diameters and a quarter, except in the
centre of the front and back of the building, where
each intercolumniation [intercolumnium) was tbreo
diameters, called eustyle, because it was best adapt
ed both for beauty and convenience.

4. AidarvXog, diastyle, the intercolumniation, ci

distance between the colunms, three diameters.

5. 'Apa(6«7rv/lof, arceoslylc, the distances excess-
ive, so that it was necessary to make the epistyle

{ETTLdTv'kLov), or architrave, not of stone, but of

timber.

Columns in long rows were used to convey water
in aqueducts,* and single pillars were fixed in har-

bours for mooring ships.* Some of these are found
yet standing.

Single columns were also erected to commemo-
rate persons or events. Among these, some of the

most remarkable were the columnce rostrata, called

by that name because three ship-beaks proceeded
from each side of them, and designed to record suc-

cessful engagements at sea (navali surgenles art

columnce^). The most important and celebrated of

those which yet remain is one erected in honour of

the consul C. Duillius, on occasion of his victory

over the Carthaginian fleet, B.C. 261 (see the an-

nexed woodcut). It was originally placed in th«

1. (Oa.,viii., 67.—Find., 01., i., 17.)— 2. (Soph., Ajax, 108.

—Loljeck, ad kc.—Diog. Laert., viii., 21.—Hesiod., Theog., 521.)
—3. (Od., xix., 38 ; xxii., 176 193.)—4. (Sen., Thyest., iv., 1.)

5. (Paus., T,ii., 45, H-)—6 (Vitruv., iii., 2, 3.)— 7. (Leoni-

das Tar. in B' inck. Analect., i., 237.—Plin., H. N., xxxiv,, 8.)

—S. (Find., Ol , vi., l.)-9. (Sjph., Antig.,285.)— 10. (Vitruv.,

.•0., 1.)

2PJ

Forum,* and is now preserved iii llie museum of

the Capitol. The inscripiion upon it, in great part

effaced, is written in obsolete Latin, similar tc that

of the Twelve Tables.^ When statues were raised

to ennoble victors at the Olympic and other games,
or to commemorate persons who had obtained any
high distinction, the tribute of public homage was
rendered still more notorious and decisive by fixing

their statues upon pillars. They thus appeared, as

Pliny observes,* to be raised above other mortals.

But columns were much more commonly used to

commemorate the dead. For this purpose they va-

ried in size, from the plain marble pillar bearing a

simple Greek inscription,' to those lofty and elabo-

rate columns which are now among the most won-
derful and instructive monuments of ancient Rome.
The column on the right hand, in the last woodcut,

exhibits that which the senate erected to the honour

of the Emperor Trajan, and crowned with his co-

lossal statue in bronze. In the pedestal is a door,

which leads to a spiral staircase for ascending to

(Crates, ap.Athen.,vi.,94.)—2. (Od., xxii., 466.)—3. (Virg.,

vrcurg., iii., 29.—Servius, ad loc.)—4. (Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 11
.)

—5. (Quintil., i., 7.)—6. (H. N., xxxiv., 12.)—7. (Leon. Tar ia

Bninck. Anal., :., 239.)

1.,
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the summit. Light is admitted to the staircase

through numerous apertures. A spiral bas-relief is

folded round the pillar, which represents the em-
peror's victories over the Dacians, and is one of the

most valuable authorities for archaeological inqui-

ries. Including the statue, the height of this monu-
ment, in which the ashes of the emperor were de-

posited, was not less thaii 130 feet. A similar col-

aiun, erected to the memory of the Emperor Marcus
Aurelius, remains at Rome, and is commonly known
ay the appellation of the Antonine column. After

the death of Julius Caesar, the people erected to

his memory a column of solid marble, 20 feet high,

in the Forum, with the inscription parknti patri^.'
Colunms still exist at Rome, at Constantinople, and

, in Egypt, which were erected to other emperors.
r ^i }' COMA (/cd/^;?), the hair of the head. Besides this

" [<^^ general term, there are various other words, both
:./ in Greek and Latin, signifying the hair, each of

which acquires its distinctive meaning from some
physical property of the hair itself, or from some pe-

culiarity in the mode of arranging it, the principal

of which are as follow : 1. 'Edeipa,' a head of hair
when carefully dressed.' 2. Xairri, properly the
mane of a horse or lion, is used to signify long flow-
ing hair.* 3. ^oStj, when accurately used, implies
the hair of the head in a state of disorder incident
to a person under a sense of fear.* 4. TioKug, from
ne'LKu or tt^ku,^ the hair when combed and dressed.'

5. Opii, a general term for hair, from the plural of
which the Romans borrowed their word tricce :* rpi-

xucrtg and rpixu/^a are used in the same sense.' 6.

Kopari (Att. ko^^ij), from the old word Kop, the
head," signifies properly the hair on the top of the
head ; and hence a particular fashion of arranging
the hair among the Greek womer. was termed k6-

pv/j,6og;^^ or, when worn in the same style by the
men, it was designated by another derivative from
the same word, KpuSvXog.^' To produce this effect,

the hair was drawn up all round the head from the
front and back, and fastened in a bbw on the top,

as exemplified in the two following busts, one of
the Apollo Belvidere, the Jther of Diana, from the
British Museum.**

Hercules, one of which is subjoined trom • speci
men in the British Museum.'

Instead of a band, the people of Athens fastened
the how witli an ornamental clasp, fashioned like a
rrasshopper, to show that they were aborigines.'*
Kpu6v?iog is also used for a cap of network, like that
represented at p. 187, 271. (Fi<i. Calantica.) 7.

Ma?.A6f, which properly means wool, was also used
for the short, round, curly hair, which resembles
the fleece of a lamb, such as is seen in some of the
early Greek sculptures, particularly in the heads of

1. (Suet, Jul., 8S.;-2. (Horn., II.. xvi., 7U5.)—3. (Schol. ad
Theiytr., IJyll., i., 34.)—4. (Horn., II., xxiii., 141.)—5. (Soph.,
iE<l. Col.. 1465.—Antig., 41ft)—6. (Ilesych.)—7. (Aristoph.,
The«ni., 547.)—8. (Nonius, s. v )—9. (jEsch., Sept. c. Theb.,
C63.—Eurip., Iph. Taur., 73)—10. (Blomf., Gloss, ad ^sch.,
Pcrs., 604.)— 11. (Thucvd., i., & ^—12. (Schol. ad ThucyJ.. I.e.)
—13. (Chamber xii., N.i \i )—14. (Thucyd., i., 6.—Virg., Ciris,
128.)

8. Kepof (xip^ uy^ai"), a term used when too
hair was combed up from the temples on each side,
so as to give it the appearance of two horns, as is

seen in the heads of fawns and satyrs, and in the
bust of Jupiter introduced below. 9. Klklvvoq*
ivMxiiog* x'^'-^oi* the hair which falls in ringlets,
either natural or artificial, which was sometimes
called ^oarpvxog and nXoKafiog.* All these terms,
when strictly appropriated, seem to designate that
singular style of coiffure which is observable in
Etruscan and early Greek works, and common to
both sexes, as is seen in the casts from the temple
of Jupiter PanheUenius in the British Museum.

Besides the generic coma, the Romans made use
of the following terms, expressive of some peculiar
qualities in the hair, or particular mode of arrange.

'

ment : 1 . Capillus, according to the old etymolo
gists, quasi capitis pilus. 2. Crinis, the hair when
carefully dressed.' 3. Casaries, which is said,

though without much probability, to be connected
with cado, the hair of the male sex, because they
wore it short, whereas the women did not. 4. Cin-
cinnus, KiKivvog,^ the hair when platted and dress-
ed in circles, like the head on page 21 {vid. Ac us),

as it is still worn by the women of Mola di Gaieta
(Formia). MartiaP terms these circles annuli, and
Claudian" orhes. 5. Cirrus, a lock of curly hair
The locks which fell over the forehead were termed
caproncE,^^ quasi a capite pron(Z,^' 'KpoKop.Lov ;" those
which fell from the temples over the ears, anti<z}^
Both the anti(Z and caproncR are accurately traced in
the figure of Cupid bending his bow, in the British
Museum, from which the following woodcut is ta-

ken."

All the Greek divinities are distinguished by a
characteristic coiffure, modified in some respects as
the arts progressed, but never altered in character
from the original model ; so that any person tolera-

ably conversant with the works of Greek art may
almost invariably recognise the deity represented
from the disposition of the hair. We proceed to

specify some of the principal ones.

The head of the lion is the type upon which that

1. (Chamber ii.. No. 12.)—2. (Schol. ad 11., xi., 385.—Com-
pare Juv., Sat., xiii., 105.—Virg., .iEn., xii., 89.)—3. (Aristoph.,

Vesp., 1069.)—4. (II., xvii., 52.)—5. (Soph., Electr., 52.)—

6

(Pollux, Onom., ii., 28.)—7. (Hor., Carm., I., xv.,20.)—8 (Cic,

c. Pison., 11.—Plaut., True, II., ii., 32.)— 9. (Ep., ii., 6ft, 2.)—
10. (Proserp., xxxv., 15.)—11, (Apul., Met., i., r- 14, ed. On
dendorp.)—12. (Nonius, s. v.—Lucil., Sat., xv.)-'13. (Pollux

Onom., vii., 95 ; x., 170.)—14. (Apul., 1. c—Isidor., Oiig., m.
31.)—15. (Chamber r No. 22.—Compare li., 23.)
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of Jupiter is formed, particularly in the disposition

of the hair, which rises from the forehead, and falls

back in loose curls down the sides of the face, until

it forms a junction with the beard. This is illus-

trated by the next two woodcuts, one of which is

ftora a statue of Jupiter in the Vatican, supposed to

be a copy of the Phidian Jove ; and the other is a

lion* 5 head, from the British Museum.^ The same

COMA.

disposition of the hair is likewise preserved in all

the real or pretended descendants from Jupiter,

such as iEsculapius, Alexander, &c.

Pluto or Serapis has the hair longer, straighter,

and lower over the forehead, in order to give sever-

ity to the aspect, and with the modius on his head,

as represented in the next drawing, from the British

Museum.* The modius is decorated with an olive

branch, for oil was used instead of wine in sacri-

fices to Pluto.*

Tlie hair of Neptune is cot finer and sharper
ihan that of Jupiter. It rises from the forehead,

and then falls down in flakes, as if wet, in the
manner represented in the following head, from the
British Museum.*

Apollo is usually represented with the KpuSv^c ;

but when the hair is not tied up on the top of the
head, it is always long and flowing over the neck
and shoulders, as represented in the next woodcut.

1 (Chamber ii., No. 13.)—2. (Chamber vii., No.
Wirg., ^a., vi., 254.)—4. (Chamber xi., No. 27.)
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from a very beautiful and earh Grefk sculpt iie in

the British Museum.- Hence he is called inlonsut
and dKepaeKo/nrjg.'

Bacchus also wears his hair unshorn ; for he, aa
well as Apollo, is typical of perpetual youth :

" Solis (Bterna est Phaho Bacchoque juvenlas.

Nam decet intonsus crinis utrumque Deum."'

In the mature age of Greek art. Mercury has
short curly hair, as represented by the head on the
left hand in the woodcut below, from a statue in the
Vatican, which was for a long time falsely ascribed
to Antinous ; but in very early Greek works he is

represented wiih braided hair, in the IH uscan styiv,

and a sharp-pointed beard (see the righi hand ^^ood-

cut, from an altar in the museum of the Capitjl at

Rome), whence he is termed a^vonuyuv*
Hercules has short, crisp hair, like the curls be-

tween the horns of a bull, the head of which animal
formed the model for his, as is exemplified in the
subjoined drawings, one being the head of the Far-
nese Hercules, the other that of a bull, from a bas-

relief at Rome, in which all the characteristics of
Hercules, the small head, thick neck, and particular

form of the hair, are strongly preserved.

The hair of Juno is parted in the front, and en ttiw

top of the head is a kind of diadem, called in Latin

corona, and in Greek a^Ev66vT], from its resemblance
to a sling, the broad part of which is placed above
the forehead, while the two lashes act as bands to

confine the hair on the sides of the head, and fasten

it behind,* in the manner represented in the next
woodcut, from the British Museum.*

1. (Chamber iv.. No. 2.)— 2. (Horn., Hymn, ad Apoll., 134.—
Compare 450.)—3. (Tibull.,1., iv.. 38.—Compare Em ip., Bacch.,
455.—Seneca, Ilippol., 752—Id., (Ed., 416.)—4. (Pollux, Oncm.,
ir., 143, 145.—Compare Paus., Tii., 22, >) 2.)—5. (Eustath »J
Dionys. Perieget.. v„ 7.)—6. (Chamber xii.. No. I )
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Pailas J3 larely seen without her lielmet ; but

when poiirayed with her head ancovered, the iiair

is tied up in a knot at some distance from the head,

and then falls from the band in long parallel curls.

Venus and Diana are sometimes adorned with

the KdpvfjiOoq (woodcut, p. 291); but both these di-

vinities are more frequently represented with their

hair dressed in the simple style of the young Greek
girls,^ whose hair is parted in front, and conducted

round to the back, so as to conceal the upper part

of the ears. It is then tied in a plain knot at tlie

nape of the neck, or, at other times, though less

frequently, at the top of the head ; both of which
fashions are represented in the two woodcuts sub-

joined , one, that on the left, a daughter of Niobe,

and the other from a bas-relief at Rome.

For the other stales of Venus and Diana, see the
Venus di Medici, and British Museum, Chamber ii..

No. 8 ; iii., 13 ; iv., 11 ; xii., 19 ; and Venus of the
central saloon : the other ornaments sometimes
seen in statues of Diana are works of a later age.

Fair hair was much esteemed both by the Greeks
and Romans ; hence, in some of the statues, the hair
was gilt, remains of which are discernible in the
Venus di Medici, and in the Apollo of the Capitol

;

and both sexes dyed their hair when it grew gray."

False hair, or wigs, (j>evuK7], n^viKt/, Ko/iai npoaOe-
rai, TpLxh 'jrpoadirai, galerus, were also worn by the
people^ both countries.^

In very early times the Romans wore their hair
long, as was represented in the oldest statues during
the age of Varro,* and hence the Romans of the
Augustan age designated their ancestors intonsi^

and cajnllali.^ But this fashion did not last after

the year B.C. 300, as appears by the remaining
works of art. The women, too, dressed their hair
with simplicity, at least until the time of the em-
perors, and probably much in the same style as
those of Greece ; but at the Augustan period a va-

riety of different head-dresses came into fashion,

many of which are described by Ovid.'' Four spe-

cimens of different periods are given below. The

1. (Compare Paus., viii., 20, ^ 2; x., 25, ^ 2.)—2. (Aristoph.,

Eccles., 736.—Mart., Epig.,iii., 43.—Propert., II., xviii., 24,28.)
-3, {Pollux, Onom., ii., 30; x., 170.—Etymol. Mag., s. v.

AiaTrvKKi'soi and <l>£vaKi(T0f irtf.—Xeu., Cyrop., i., 3, ^ 2.—Polyb.,

iii.. 78.—Juv., Sat., vi., 120.)—4. (De Re Rust., II., xi., 10.)—
6. (Ovid, Fast , ii., 30.)—6. (Juv., Sat., vi , 30.)—7. (Art. Am.,
iii.. 136, &c.)

first head on the left represents Octavia, the niece
of Augustus, from the museum in the Capitol a»

Rome ; the next, Messalina, fifth wife of the Em-
peror Claudius ; the one below, on the left, Sabina,
the wife of Hadrian ; and the next, Plautilla, the
wife of Caracalla, which three are from tlie British

Museum.'

Both countries had some peculiar customs con-

nected with the growth of their hair, and illustrative

of their moral or physical conditions. The Spartans
combed and dressed their heads with especial caie

when about to encounter any great danger, in whicn
act Leonidas and his followers were discovered by
the spies of Xerxes before the battle of Thermopy-
lae.=' The sailors of both nations shaved off their

hair after an escape from shipwreck or other heavy
calamity, and dedicated it to the gods.' In the ear-

lier ages, the Greeks of both sexes cut their hair

close in mourning ;* but, subsequently, this practice

was more exclusively confined to the women, the

men leaving theirs long and neglected,* as was the

custom among the Romans.*
In childhood, that is, up to the age of puberty, the

hair of the males was suffered to grow long among
both nations, when it was clipped and dedicated to

some river or deity, from thence called KovpoTp6<poQ

by the poets,' and, therefore, to cut off the hair

means to take the toga virilis.* At Athens this

ceremony was performed on the third day of the

festival Apaturia, which is therefore termed Kovpe-

In both countries the slaves were shaved as a
mark of servitude.'

The vestal virgins also cut their hair short upon
taking their vows ; which rite still remains in the

Papal Church, in which all females have their hair

cut close upon taking the veil.

1. (Chiunber vi., Nos. 65, 58, 39.)—2. (Herod., vii., 209.)—3.
(Anthol., Epigr. Lucian, 15.—Juv., Sat., xii., 81.)—4. (Ol., iv.,

198.-11., xxiii., 141.—Soph., Aj., 1174.—Eurip., Elect, , 148.

241,337.—Phoen., 383.—Iph. Aul., 1448.—Tread, 484.—Helen.,

1096, 1137, 1244.)—5. (Plutarch, Qusest. Rom., p. 82, ed. Reiske.)

—6. (Ovid, Epist., X., 137.—Virg., ^n., iii., 65; xi., 35.)—7.

(Anthol., Epig. Antiph. Th., 21.—Mart., Epig., I., xxxii., 1,

TX., xvii., 1.)—8. (Id., IX., xxxvii., 11.)—9. (Ai itoph., Ave%
911.—Plaut., Amph., I., i., 306.—Compare I.ucai , i., 442.—P^
lyb., Eclog., xcvii.—Appian, Mithradat., p 296, ed. Tolhus »
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*COM'AROS (KOfiapog), the wild Strawbeny-tree,

or Arbutus Uncdo. {Vid. Arbutus.)

COMBRE'TUM, a plant mentioned by Pliny,>

who makes it closely resemble the Bacchar. Mod-

ern botanists, however, taking Pliny's own descrip-

tion as their guide, do not agree with him in opin-

ion on this head. Caesalpinus makes the Combre-

tum (written sometimes Comhctum) to be the same
with a species of rush, called in Tuscany Hcrba lu-

ziola, and which has been referred to the Lnzeola

maxima, L.*

COME {Ko/iri), a plant, the same with the rpayo-

nuyuv, or Crocifolium Tragopogon, so called from

its leaves resembling those of the Crocus. Sibthorp

found it growing in Cyprus."

COMES. The word comes had several meanings

in the Latin of the Middle Ages, for which the read-

er is referred to Du Fresne's Glossary and Supple-

ment, s. V. In classical writers, and even to the

end of the fourth century, its senses are compara-

tively few.

First it signified a mere attendant or companion,

distinguished from socius, which always implied

some bond of union between the persons mention-

ed. Hence arose several technical senses of the

word, the connexion of which maybe easily traced.

It was applied to the attendants on magistrates,

in which sense it is used by Suetonius.* In Hor-

ace's time* it was customary for young men of fam-

ily to go out as contubernales to governors of prov-

inces and commanders-in-chief, under whose eye

they learned the arts of war and peace. This seems
to have led the way for the introcuction of the co-

mites at home, the maintenance of whom was, in

Horace's opinion,' one of the miseries of wealth.

Hence a person in the suite of the emperor was
termed comes. As all power was supposed to flow

from the imperial will, the term was easily trans-

ferred to the various offices in the palace and in the

provinces (comites palatini, provinciales). About the

time of Constantine it became a regular honorary
*itle, including various grades, answering to the co-

mites ordinis primi, secundi, tertii. The power of

these officers, especially the provincial, varied with
time and placp ; some presided over a particular

department with a limited authority, as we should

term them, commissioners; others were invested

with all the powers of the ancient proconsuls and
praetors.

The names of the following officers explain them-
selves: Comes Orientis (of whom there seem to

have been two, one the superior of the other), comes
Egypti, comes Britannia, comes AfriccB, comes rei

militaris, comes portuum, comes stabuli, comes domes-
ticorum equitum, comes clibanarius, comes lintece ves-

tis or vestiarii (master of the robes). In fact, the
emperor had as many comites as he had duties

:

thus, comes consistorii, the emperor's privy-council-
lor; comes largitionum privatarum, an officer who
managed the emperor's private revenue, as the co-

mes largitionum sacrarum did the public exchequer.
The latter office united, in a great measure, the
functions of the aedile and quaestor. The four comi-
tes commerciorum, to whom the government granted
the exclusive privilege of trading in silk with bar-

barians, were under his control.

COMISSA'TIO (derived from ku/xoc''), the name
of a drinking entertainment, which took place after

the ccena, from which, however, it must be distin-

guished. Thus Demetrius says to his guests, after

they had taken their coena in his own house, " Quin
•ommissatum ad fratrem imus ?"* and when Habin-

nas comes to Trimalchio's house after taki'ng hia

ccena elsewhere, it is said that " Comissator bUra-
vit."^ It appears to have been the custom to par
take of some food at the comissatio,^ but usually

only as a kind of relish to the wine.

The comissatio was freque itly prolonged to a
late hour at night ;' whence the verb comissan
means " to revel,"* and the substantive comissator

a " reveller" or " debauchee." Hence Cicero* calla

the supporters of Catiline's conspiracy comissatores

conjurationis.^

COMI'TIA, or public assemblies of the Roman
people (from cam-eo for coeo), at which all the most
important business of the state was transacted, such
as the election of magistrates, the passing of laws,

the declaration of war, the making of peace, and,

in some cases, the trial of persons charged with
public crimes. There were three kinds of comitia,

according to the three different divisions of the Ro-
man people.

I. The Comitia Curiata, or assembly of the cu-

ria, the institution of which is assigned to Romulus.
II. The Comitia Centuriata, or assembly of the

centuries, in which the people gave their votes ac-

cording to the classification instituted by Serviua
Tullius.

III. The Comitia Tributa, or assembly of the

people according to their division into the local

tribes. The first two required the authority of the

senate, and could not be held without taking the

auspices; the comitia tributa did not require these

sanctions. We shall consider the three assemblies
separately.

I. Comitia Curiata. This primitive assembly
of the Romans originated at a time when there was
no second order of the state. It was a meeting oi

the populus, or original burgesses, assembled in their

tribes of houses, and no member of the plels could

vote at such a meeting. The ancient populus ol

Rome consisted of two tribes : the Ramnes or Ram-
nenses, and the Titienses or Tities, called after the
two patronymic heroes of the state, Romus, Remus,
01 Romulus, and Titus Tatius ; to which was sub-

sequently added a third tribe, the Luceres or Lucer-

enses. Of these last Festus says, in a passage ol

some interest and importance, " Lucereses et Luce-

res, qua pars tertia populi Romani est distributa a

Tatio et Romulo, appellati sunt a Lucero, Ardea rege,

qui auxilx fun Romulo adversus Tatium beUanti."

From which it may be inferred, that as the Tities

were Sabines, and the Ramnes the Romans proper,

so the Luceres were Latins or of a Tyrrhenian stock.

It will be observed, also, that in this passage of Fes-
tus -the name of Tatius is placed first; so, also, in

the same author' we have, " Quia civitas Romana
in sex est distributa partis, in primes secundosque

Titienses, Ramnes, Luceres." This seems to point

to a tradition rather inconsistent with the supposed
precedency of " the haughty Ramnes" {celsi Ram-
nes^).

The different nations of antiquity had each of

them their own regulative political number, or nt.-

merical basis ; and as 3x4 was this basis with the

Ionian tribes, so 3x10 seems to have been the ba-

sis of the Roman state-system.' The Athenian so-

lar year consisted of 365 days ; the Roman cyclic

year of 304 ; and 360, the number of the houses or

clans at Athens, bears the same relation to the for-

mer year that 300, the number of Roman houses,

does to the latter. The three original tribes of the

populus or patres were divided into 30 curia, and

1. (H. N., xxi., 6.)—2. (Plin., ed. Panckoucke, vol. xiii., p.
458.)- 3. (Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 201.)—4. (Jul., 42.)—
5 (Epist., I., viii., 2.)—6. (Sat., I., vi., 101.)—7. (Varro, De
luia%. L«t., vii., 89, eJ. MuUcr.)—8. (Liv., xl., 7.)
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1. (Petron., 65.)—2. (Suet., Vitell., 13.)—3. (Suet., Tit., 7.;

—4. (Hor., Carm., IV., i., 11.)—5. (Ep. ad Att., i., 16.)—

&

(Becker, Gallus, vol. ii., p. 235.)- -7. (s. v. Sex Vest<r Sacerdo
tes.)—8. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom., i., p. 300.)—9 (Vid. Ndw Cra
tylus, p. 186.)
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each of these into ten houses ; and this number of
the houses also corresponded to the number ofcoun-
cillors who represented them in the senate. The
division into houses was so essential to the patri-

cian order, that the appropriate ancient term to des-

ignate that order was a circumlocution, the patrician

gentes {gentes patricia). " Plebes dicitur," accord-

ing to Capito, " in qua gentes civium patricias rum in-

sunl.''^ The derivation of curia from cura, which
is ffiven by Fostus and Varro, is altogether inadmis-

sible. It is obvious that curia means " the assem-
bly of the masher-burgesses," " the free liousehold-

ers," "the patroni;" the word contains the same
element as the Greek icvpioc, Kovpo^, Kovpidio^, Kopoc,

Koipavoq, KvpSag, &c.,* which element also appears
in the Latin quirites, curiatcs, curiatii, &c. The
word quirites appears to be nearly identical with
KoiprjTe^, which signifies "noble warriors;" as in

Homer,' KpivdfiEvog Kovpriraq upiar^aQ liavaxaidv.
The same root is also contained in the Sanscrit fu-
ras, "a hero." In the same way as the Greeks
used Kvpiog of the head of a family, the Romans
spoke of the free burgess and his wife as patronus
and matrona in reference to their children, servants,
and clients.* These last, so called from clucrc—the
dientes, the horigern, the " hearers" or dependants
--were probably, in the fiirst instance, aliens, natives
of cities having an isopolitan relation with Rome,
who had taken up their franchise there by virtue of
the jus exsulandi and the jus applicationis ; and most
likely their relation to the patronus, or man of the
curias, was analogous to that subsisting between the
resident alien and his npoaruTTjg in a Greek state.

These clients belonged to the gentes of their pa-
Irons ; as, however, the clients and the descendants
of freedmen were classed among the agrarians in

reference to the franchise at the comitia majora, it

is exceedingly improbable that they would vote with
their patroni at the comitia curiata. From the num-
ber of houses which they contained, the patrician
tribes were called centuries ;' and tlie three new
centuries formed by Tarquinius were tribes of
houses who voted in the comitia curiata like the
original patricians. They were united with the old
tribes under the name of the sex suffragia, or " the
six votes"—" Sex suffragia appellantur in equitum
centuriis, qucs sunt adfecta ei numero centuriarum,
quas Priscus Tarquinius rex constituit."^ But the
number of curice continued the same, according to

one or other of the following solutions which Nie-
buhr has suggested: 1. The 300 houses may have
been still coin)lete, and 300 new houses were ad-
mitted into the tribes, so as to assign 20 houses to

each curia ; the number of the curiae continuing un-
altered, but 5 curias instead of 10 being reckoned to
the century. 2. But more probably the houses had
fallen short. Suppose there were now only 5 to
the curia. Then, if the 150 houses were collected
into half the number of curiae, the remaining 15 cu-
riae might be filled up with newly-adopted houses,
the ancient proportion of 10 houses to a curia re-

maining undisturbed. "This latter hypothesis,"
says Niebuhr,' " is confirmed, and almost establish-

ed, by the statement that Tarquinius doubled the
senate, raising the number from 150 to 300 ; only
here two changes are confounded, between which
a considerable interval would probably elapse " Al-
though the number of patrician curiae remained un-
changed by this measure of Tarquinius, it seems in-

dubitable that it was considered as an increase in

tho number of the patrician tribes of houses, as, in-

deed, the name implies, and as Festus,* quoted

1. (Gellius, X., 20.—Niebuhr, i., p. 316.)—2. (New Cratylug,
p. 410.)— 3. (II., xix., 193.)—4 (Niebuhr, i., p. 317.)—5. (Com-
:«ire Livy, i., 13, with x., 6.)—0. (Festas.)—7 (i., p. 393.)—8.
(• ». Sex Vestje Sacerdutes.)

above, most expressly states; the new and old

tribes being distinguished as first and second Titiea,

Ramnes, and Luceres.

The comitia curiata, which were thus open to th«
original burgesses alone, were regarded as a meet-
ing principally for the sake of confirming some or*
dinance of the senate : a senatus consultum was an
indispensable preliminary ; and with regard to eleo-

tions and laws, they had merely the power of con-
firming or rejecting what the senate had already
decreed.' The two principal reasons for summon-
ing the comitia curiata were, either the passing of a
lex curiata de imperio. or the elections of priests.

The lex curiata de imperio, which was the same as
the auctoritas patrum,* was necessary in order to
confer upon the dictator, consuls, and other magis-
trates the impcrium, or military command ; without
this they had only a potestas, or civil authority, and
were not allowed to meddle with military affairs.

And thus Livy makes Camillus speak of the comtlit
curiata, quae rem militarem continent, as distinguish-
ed from the " comitia ccnturiala, quibus consules trib-

unosque militares creatis."* The comitia curiata were
also held for the purpose of carrying into effect the
form of adoption called adrogatio, for the confirma-
tion of wills, and for the ceremony called the detes-

tatio sacrorum. They were held in that part of the
Forum which was called comitium, and where the
tribunal (suggestum) stood. The patrician magis-
trates properly held the comitia curiata ; or, if the
question to be proposed had relation to sacred rights,

the pontifices presided. They voted, not by houses,
but by curia; this was probably the reason why
Tarquinius was careful not to alter the number of
the curiae when he increased the number of the
tribes. In after times, when the meetings of the
comitia curiata were little more than a matter of
form, their suffrages were represented by the thirty

lictors of the curice, whose duty it was to summon
the curia when the meetings actually took place,

just as the classes in the comitia centuriata were
summoned by a trumpeter {cornicen or classicus).

Hence, when the comitia curiata were held for th*s

inauguration of a flamen, for the making of a will,

&c., they were called specially the comitia calata,

or " the summoned assembly."
II. The Comitia Centuriata, or, as they wero

sometimes called, the comitia majora, were a result
of the constitution generally attributed to Servius
TuUius, the sixth king of Rome. The object of this

legislator seems to have been to unite in one body
the populus or patricians—the old burgesses of the
three tribes, and the plebs or pale-burghers—the
commonalty who had grown up by their side, and
to give the chief weight in the state to wealth and
numbers rather than to birth and family preten-
sions. With a view to this, he formed a plan, by
virtue of which the people would vote on all impor
tant occasions according to their equipments when
on military service, and according to the position
which they occupied in the great phalanx or army
of the city : in other words, according to their prop-
erty ; for it was this which enabled them to equip
themselves according to the prescribed method. In
many of the Greek states the heavy-armed soldiers
were identical with the citizens possessing the fuU
franchise ; and instances occur in Greek history
when the privileged classes have lost their preroga-
tives, from putting the arms of a full citizen into the
hands of the commonalty; so that the principle

which regulated the votes in the state by the ar-

rangement of the army of the state, was not pecu-
har to the constitution of Servius. This arrange
ment cousidered the whole state as forming a reg

1. (See the passage quoted by Niebuhr, ii.

buhr, i., p. 331.)—3. (Liv., v., 52.)

p. 179.)-2. (Nie-
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ilAr army, witli its cavalry, heavy-armed mfantry,

reserve, carpenters, musicians, and baggage-train.

The cavalry included, first, the six equestrian cen-

turies, or the sex suffragia, which made up the body

of the populus, and voted by themselves in the comi-

tia curiata ; to which were added twelve centuries

of plebeian knights, selected from the richest mem-
bers of the commonalty. The foot-soldiers were
organized in the following five classes: 1. Those
whose property was at least 100,000 asses, or pounds'

weight of copper. They were equipped in a com-
plete suit of bronze armour. In order to give their

wealth and importance its proper political influence,

they Avere reckoned as forming 80 centuries, name-
ly, 40 of young men (jumores) from 17 to 45, and
40 of older men {seniores) of 45 years and upward.
2. Those whose property was above 75,000 and
under 100,000 asses, and who were equipped with
the wooden scutum instead of the bronze clipeus,

but had no coat of mail. They made up 20 centu-

ries, 10 of juniores and 10 of seniores. 3. Those
whose property was above 50,000 asses and below
75,000, and who had neither coat ofmail nor greaves.

They consisted of the same number of centuries as

the second class, similarly divided into juniores and
seniores. 4. Those whose property was above 25,000
asses and below 50,000, and who were armed with
the pike and javelin only. This class also contain-

ed 20 centuries. 5. Those whose property was
between 12,500 and 25,000 asses, and who were
armed with slings and darts. They formed 30 cen-
turies. The first four classes composed the pha-
lanx, the fifth class the light-armed infantry. Those
citizens whose property fell short of the qualification

for the fifth class were reckoned as supernumera-
ries. Of these there were two centuries of the ac-

censi and velali, whose property exceeded 1500 as-

tes ; one century of the proletarii, whose property
was under 1500 asses and above 375 ; and one cen-
tiiry of the capite-censi, whose property fell short of
375 asses. All these centuries were classed ac-

cording to their property : but, besides these, there

were three centuries which were classed according
to their occupation : the fabri, or carpenters, attach-

ed ^.o the centuries of the first class ; the cornicines,

or horn-blowers, and the tuhicines or lilicines, the
trumpeters, who were reckoned with the fourth

class. Thus there would be in all 195 centuries,

18 of cavalry, 140 of heavy infantry, 30 of light in-

fantry, four of reserve and camp-followers, and three
of smiths and musicians. In voting, it was intend-

ed to give the first class and the knights a prepon-
derance over the rest of the centuries, and this was
effected as we have just mentioned ; for the first

class, with the knights and the fabri, amounted to

99 centuries, and the last four classes, with the
supernumeraries and musicians, to 96 centuries,
who were thus outvoted by the others, even though
they themselves were unanimous. See the remark-
able passage from Cicero,* most ingeniously re-

stored by Niebuhr." Even if we suppose that the
fabri were expected to vote rather with the lower
classes than with the first class to which they were
assigned, the first class, with the knights, would
still have a majority of one century. The same
principle was observed when the army was serving
in the field. As the centuries of seniores consisted
of persons beyond the military age, the juniores

alone are to be taken into the account here. The
first class sent its 40 centuries oijuniores, of which
30 formed the principes, and 10 were posted among
the triarii, who, as Niebuhr suggests, probably owed
their name to the fact that they were made up out

of all the three heavy-armed classes ; the second

1. (De Republica.)—2. (i., p. 444.)

and third classes furnished 20 centuries apiece, i. «,
twine the number of their junior votes, and 10 from
each class stood among the triarii, the rest being
hastati with shields ; the fourth class supplied 10
centuries, the number of its junior votes, who form-
ed the hastati without shields ; the fifth class fur-

nished 30 centuries, twice the number of its junior

votes, who formed the 30 centuries o rorarii. To
these were added 10 turmce of cavalry, jr 300 men.
This was the division and arrangement of the army
as a legion. But when it was necessary to vote iir

the camp, they would, of course, revert to the prin-

ciples which regulated the division of the classes
for the purpose of voting at home, and would re-

unite the double contingents. In this way, we have
85 centuries of junior votes, or 90 with the five

unclassed centuries ; that is to say, we have again

3x30, the prevailing number in Roman institutions.

Of these, the first class with the fabri formed 41
centuries, leaving 49 for the other centuries ; but
with the first class the 10 turmce of the cavalry
would also be reckoned as ten centuries, and the
first class would have 51, thus exceeding the other
moiety by 2.

Such were the principles of the classification ot

the centuries, as it has been«deveioped by Niebuhr.
Their comitia were held in the Campus Martius
without the city, where they met as the cxercitus

urbanus, or army of the city ; and, in reference to

their military organization, they were summoned
by the sound of the horn, and not by the voice of
the lictors, as was the case with the comitia curi-

ata.

On the connexion of this division into centurie*

with the registration of persons and property, see
Censors and Census. The general causes of as-

sembling the comitia centuriata were, to create ma-
gistrates, to pass laws, and to decide capital causes
when the offence had reference to the whole na-

tion, and not merely to the rights of a particular

order. They were summoned by the king, or by
the magistrates in the Republic who represented

some of his functions, that is, by the dictator, con
suls, praetors, and, in the case of creating magis-

trates, by the interrex also. The praetors could

only hold the comitia in the absence of the consuls,

or, if these were present, only with their permis-
sion. The consuls held the comitia for the appoint-

ment of their successors, of the praetors, and of the

censors. It was necessary that seventeen days'

notice should be given before the comitia were held.

This interval was called a irinundinum, or " the

space of three market-days" (tres nundina, "three

ninth-days"), because the country people came to

Rome to buy and sell every eighth day, according

to our mode of reckoning, and spent the interval of

seven days in the country {reliquis septem rura cole-

bant^). The first step in holding the comitia was to

take the auspices. The presiding officer, accom-
panied by one of the augurs {augure adhibito), pitch-

ed a tent (tabcrnaculum cepit) without the city, for

the purpose of observing the auspices. If the tent

was not pitched in due form, all the proceedings of

the comitia were utterly vitiated, and a magistrate

elected at them was compelled to abdicate his of-

fice, as in the case mentioned by Livy,* " Non tamen

pro firmato stetit magistratus ejus jus : quia tcrtio

mense, quam inierunt, augurum decreto, perinde ac

vitio creati, honore abiere : quia C. Curtius, qui comi-

liis eorum prcefuerat, parum recte tabcrnaculum ce-

pisset."^ The comitia might also be broken off by a

tempest ; by the intercession of a tribune ; if the

standard, which was set up in the Janiculum, was
taken down ; or if any one was seized with the epi

1. (Varro, De Re Rust., Praefat.;— 2. (iv., 7.)—3. (C irat«<

Cic, De Nat. Deor., ii., 4.)
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lepsy, which was from this circumstance called the
morbus comilialis.

The first step taken at the comitia centuriata was
for the magistrate who held them to repeat the

words of a form of prayer after the augur. Then,
in the case of an election, the candidates' names
were read, ;r, in the case of a law or a trial, the

proceedings or bills were read by a herald, and dif-

ferent spean:ers were heard on the subject. The
luestion was put to them with the interrogation,

Velitis, jubeatis, Quirites ?" Hence the bill was
»lled rogatio, and the people were said juJcre legem.

The form of commencing the poll was :
" Si vobis

videtur, disceditc, Quirites,^' or " Ite in suffragium,
bene jurantibus diis, et qua patres censuerunt, vos

jubete."^ The order in which the centuries voted
was decided by lot ; and that which gave its vote
first was called the centuria prarogativa.' The rest

were called jure vocatcc.^ In ancient times the peo-
ple were polled, as at our elections, by word of
mouth. But at a later period the ballot was intro-

duced by a set of special enactments (the leges tab-

illarice.), having reference to the different objects in

voting. These laws are enumerated by Cicero :*

'• Sunt enim quattuor leges tabellariae : quarum pri-

ma de magistratibus mandandis ; ea est Gabinia,
lata ab homine ignoto et sordido. Secuta biennio
post Cassia est, de populi judicio, a nobili homine
lata L. Cassia, sed (pace familiae dixerim) dissidente

a bonis atque omnes rumusculos popular! ratione

aucupante. Carbonis est tertia, de jubendis legibus

et vetaiidis, seditiosi atque improbi civis, cui ne re-

ditus quidem ad bonos salutem a bonis potuit afferre.

Uno in genere relinqui videbatur vocis suffragium,
quod ipse Cassius exceperat, perduellionis. Dedit
huic quoque judicio C. Calius tabellam, doluitque
quoad vixit, se, ut opprimeret C. Popilium, nocuisse
reipublica\" The dates of these four bills for the
introduction of ballot at the comitia centuriata are as
follow ; 1 . The Gabinian law, introduced by Gabin-
lus, the tribune, in B.C. 140. 2. The Cassian law,
B.C. 138. 3. The Papirian law, introduced by C.

Papirius Carbo, the tribune, in B.C. 132. 4. The
Cselian law, B.C. 108. In voting, the centuries

were summoned in order into a boarded enclosure
{septum or ovile), into which they entered by a nar-

row passage (pons) slightly raised from the ground.

There was probably a different enclosure for each
century, for the Roman authors generally speak of
them in the plural. The tabellce with which they had
to ballot were given to the citizens at the entrance of
the pons by certain persons called diribitores ; and
here intimidation was often practised. If the busi-

ness of the day were an election, the tabella: had the

initials of the candidates. If it were the passing or

rejection of a law, each voter received two tabellce :

one inscribed U. R., i. e., uti rogas, " I vote for the
law ;" the other inscribed A., i. e., antique, " I am for

the old law." Most of the terms are given in the fol-

lowing passage of Cicero :* " Quu.n dies venisset
rogitioni ex S. C. ferendae, concursabant barbatuli

]uvenes, et populum, ut antiquaret, rogabant. Piso
autem consul, later rogationis, idem erat dissuasor.

Operae Clodinas pontes occuparant : tabella ministra-

bantur, ita ut nulla daretur uti eooas." In the old

system of polling, each citizen was asked for his

vote by an officer called rogator, or "the polling-

Blerk."* Under the ballot system they threw which-
ever tabella they pleased into a box at the entrance

of the booth, and certain officers, called cicstodes,

were standing to check off the votes by points

(puncta) marked on a tablet. Hence punclum is

used metaphorically to signify " a vote," as in Hor-

ace,' '• Discedo Alcaeus puncto illius ;" and we havn
the metaphor at greater length,

" Centurice seniorum agitant expertia frugis
,

Celsi praetereunt austera poemata Ramnes

;

Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile dulci. "

The diribitores, rogatores, and custodes were gener-
ally friends of the candidates, who voluntarily un-
dertook these duties.' But Augustus selected 900
of the equestrian order to perform the latter offices

The acceptance of a law by the centuriata comitia

did not acquire full force till after it had been sanc-
tioned by the comitia curiata, except in the case of

a capital offence against the whole nation, when
they decided alone. The plebeians originally made
their testaments at the comitia centuriata, as the pa-
tricians did theirs at the comitia curiata ; and as the
adrogatio required ai decree of the curia, so the
adoption of plebeians must have required a decree
of the ceniuria; and as the lictors of the curia rep-

resented them, so those transactions which re-

quired five witnesses were originally perhaps car-

ried into effect at the comitia centuriata, the five

classes being represented by these witnesses.*

III. The Comitia Tributa were not established

till B.C. 491, when the plebs had acquired some
considerable influence in the state. They were an
assembly of the people according to the local tribes,

into which the plebs was originally divided : for the
plebs or commonalty took its rise from the formation
of a domain or territory, and the tribes of the com-
munity or pale-burghers were necessarily local, that

is, they had regions corresponding to each ofthem
,

therefore, when the territory diminished, the num-
ber of these tribes diminished also. Now, accord-

ing to Fabius, there were originally 30 tribes of
plebeians, that is, as many plebeian tribes as there

were patrician curia. These 30 tribes consisted of
four urban and 26 rustic tribes. But at the admis-
sion of the Crustumine tribe there were only 20 of
these tribes. So that probably the cession of a
third of the territory to Porsena also diminished the
number of tribes by one third.* It is an ingenious

conjecture of Niebuhr's, that the name of the 30 lo-

cal tribes was perhaps originally different, and that

only 10 of them were called by the name tribus

;

hence, after the diminution of their territory, there
would be only two tribes, and the two tribuni plebis

would represent these two tribes.*

Such being the nature of the plebeian tribes, no
qualification of birth or property was requisite to

enable a citizen to vote in the comitia tributa; who-
ever belonged to a given region, and was, in conse-
quence, registered in the corresponding tribe, had a
vote at these comitia. They were summoned by
the tribuni plebis, who were also the presiding ma-
gistrates, if the purpose for which they were called

was the election of tribunes or aediles ; but consuls

or praetors might preside at the comitia tributa, i(

they were called for the election of other inferior

magistrates, such as the quaestor, proconsul, or pro-

praetor, who were also elected at these comitia.

The place of meeting was not fixed. It might be

the Campus Martius, as in the case of the comitia

majora, the Forum, or the Circus Flamininus. Their
judicial functions were confined to cases of lighter

importance. They could not decide in those refer-

ring to capital offences. In their legislative capa •

city they passed plebiscita, or "decrees of the plebs,"

which were or'ginallj' binding only on themselves.

At last, however, the plebisciia were placed on th*

same footing with the leges, by the Lex Hortensia

(B.C. 288), and from this time they could pass

1. (Liv., xxxi., 7.)—2. (Liv., v., 18.)—3. (Liv., xxvii., 6.)—4.
•De Leg., iii., 1(5, « 35.)—5. (Ep. ad Att., i., 14.)—6. (Cic, De
L\v., i., 17 ; ii., 35.—De Nat. Deor., li., 4.)

Pp

1. (Epist.,11., ii., 99.)—2. fEpist. a<] P.* ,341-343.)—3. (Ci<

in Pis., 15.—Post. ReO. in Sen., ll.W 4. (Niebnhr, i., p. •174."(-

5. (Niebuhr. I., p 408.411.)—6. (' *12.)
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whatever legislative enactments they pleased, with-

out or against the authority of the senate.*

COMMEA'TUS, a furlough, or leave of absence

from the army for a certain time." If a soldier ex-

ceeded the time allowed him, he was punished as

a deserter, unless he could show that he had been

detained by illness, or some other cause, which ab-

solutely prevented his return.'

OOMMENTA'RIUS or COMMENTA'RIUM
meant a book of memoirs or memorandum-book,

where*! the expression Caesaris Commentarii {Hinc

Casar lihros de bellis a sc gestis commentarios in-

scripsit, qvod nudi essent omm ornatii orationis, ian-

quam veste dctracto*). Hence it is used for a law-

yer's brief, the notes of a speech, &c."

In the Digest the word commcntaricnsis frequent-

ly occurs in the sense of a recorder or registrar

;

sometimes, as Valerius Maximus* uses it, for a re-

gistrar of prisoners ; in other words, a jailer.'' A
mihtary officer so called is mentioned by Asconius,*

who probably had similar duties. The word is also

employed in the sense of a notary or secretary of

any sort.

Most of the religious colleges had books called

Commentarii, as Commentarii Augurum, Pontificum.

{Vid. Fasti.)

CQMME'RCIUM. (Vid. Civitas, Roman.)
COMMI'SSUM. One sense of this word is that

of " forfeited," which apparently is derived from
that sense of the verb committere, which is " to

commit a crime," or " to do something wrong."
Asconius says that those things are com0iissa

which are either done or omitted to be done by a

heres against the will of a testator, and make him
subject to a penalty or forfeiture ; thus, commissa
hereditas would be an inheritance forfeited for some
act of commission or omission. Cicero' speaks of

an hypothecated "thing becoming commissa ; that is,

becoming the absolute property of the creditor for

iefault of payment. A thing so forfeited was said

in commissum incidere or cadere. Commissum was
also applied to a thing in respect of which the vec-

tigal was not paid, or a proper return made to the

publicani. A thing thus forfeited (vectigalium nom-

ine) ceased to be the property of the owner, and

was forfeited, under the Empire, to the fiscus."

COMMISSO'RIA LEX is the term applied to a

clause often inserted in conditions of sale, by which
a vendor reserved to himself the privilege of re-

scinding the sale if the purchaser did not pay his

purchase-money at the time agreed on. The lex

commissoria did not make the transaction a condi-

tional purchase ; for in that case, if the property

were placed in the hands of the purchaser, and
damaged or destroyed, the loss would be the loss of

the vendor, inasmuch as the purchaser, by non-pay-

ment of the money at the time agreed on, would
fail to perform the condition ; but it was an abso-

lute sale, subject to be rescinded at the pleasure of

the vendor if the money was not paid at the time
agreed on, and, consequently, if after this agreement
the property was in the possession of the vendor,

and was lost or destroyed before the day agreed on
for payment, the loss fell on the purchaser. If the

purchaser intended to take advantage of the lex

commissoria, it was necessary that he should de-

clare his intention as soon as the condition was
agreed on. If he received or claimed any part of

the purchase-money after the day agreed upon, it

was held that he thereby waved the advantage of

the lex commissoria. {Vid. Pignus.)"

L (Gains, i., 1.)—2. (Tacit., Ann., xv., 10.—Liv., lii., 46.)—
S. (Paulus, Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 14.)—4. (Cic, Brutus, c. 75.)—5.

(Sen. in procem., lib. iii., excerp. controv.)—6. (v., 4.)—7. (He-

sych. et Du Fresne, s. v.)—8. (in Verr., iii., 28.)—9. (Ep. ad

Fam., xiii., 56.)—10. (Dig. 39, tit. 4.—Suet., Calig., 41.)—11.
(Dig. 18, tit. 3.)
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COMMU'NI DIVIDU'NDO A'CTIO is one o
those actions which are called mixtae, from the cij

cumstance of their being partly in rem and partly it

personam; and duplicia judicia, from the circuitt

stance of both plaintiff and defendant being equallj

interested in the matter of the suit,' though the per
son who instituted the legal proceedings was proper
ly the actor. This action was maintainable betweei
those who were joint owners of a corporeal thing
which accordingly was called res communis ; an<
it was maintainable whether they were owners
{domini), or had merely a right to the publiciana

actio in rem ; and whether they were socii, as in

the case of a joint purchase ; or not socii, as in tht3

case of a thing bequeathed to them {legato) by a
testament ; but the action could not be maintained
in the matter of an hereditas. In this action an
account might be taken of any injury done to the
common property, or anything expended on it, oi

any profit received from it, by any of the joint own-
ers. Any corporeal thing, as a piece of land or a
slave, might be the subject of this action.

It seems that division was not generally effected

by a sale ; but if there were several things, the ju-

dex would adjudicate (adjudicare) them severally'

to the several persons, and order (condemnare) the
party who had the more valuable thing or things to

pay a sum of money to the other by way of equality

of partition. It follows from this that the things

must have been valued ; and it appears that a sale

might be made, for the judex was bound to make
partition in the way that was most to the advantage
of the joint owners, and in the way in which they
agreed that partition should be made ; and it ap-

pears that the joint owners might bid for the thing,

which was common property, before the j.idex. If

the thing was one and indivisible, it was adjudica
ted to one of the parties, and he was ordered to pay
a fixed sum of money to the other or others of the

parties. This action, and that of familiae erciscun-

dae, bear some resemblance to the now abolished

English writ of partition, and to the bill in equity

for partition.'

COMMODA'TUM is one of those obligationea

which are contracted re. He who lends to another
a thing for a definite time, to be enjoyed and used
under certain conditions, without any pay or reward,
is called commodans ; the person who receives the

thing is called commodatarius ; and the contract is

called commodalum. It is distinguished from mu-
tuum in this, that the thing lent is not one of those

things quce pondere, numcro, mensurave constant, as

wine, corn, &c. ; and the thing commodata does
not become the property of the receiver, who is

therefore bound to restore the same thing. It dif-

fers from locatio et conductio in this, that the use

of the thing is gratuitous. The commodatarius is

liable to the actio commodati if he does not restore

the thing ; and he is bound to make good all injury

which befalls the thing while it is in his possession,

provided it be such injury as a careful person could

have prevented, or provided it be any injury which
the thing has sustained in being used contrary to

the conditions or purpose of the lending. In some
cases the commodatarius had an actio contraria

against the commodans, who was liable for any in-

jury sustained by the commodatarius through his

dolus or culpa ; as, for instance, if he knowingly,

lent him bad vessels, and the wine or oil of the com-
modatarius was thereby lost or injured.*

COMOEDIA {KUfiuSia), a branch of dramatic po-

etry, which originated in Greece, and passed from

thence into Italy.

1. (Gains, iv., 160.)—2. (Gaiuj, iv., 42.) —3. (Dig. 10, tit. 3.

—Cic, Ep. ad Fam., vii., 12.—B icton, v., c 33.)—4 (Dig IS,

tit. 6.- Instit., iii., 14. 2 I
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I. Greek Comedy, like Greek tra^tidy, arose

from the worship of Bacchus ; but comedy sprang

from a more ancient part of Bacchic worship

tiian tragedy. A band of Bacchic revellers natu-

rally formed a comus {KUfxog) ; their song or hymn
was properly a Ku/Kfidia, or " comus-song," and it

was not till a comparatively late period that the

Bacchic ode or dithyramb was performed by a reg-

ular chorus. P'rora this regular chorus the Tragedy

of Greece arose {vid. Chorus) ; and to the old co-

mus of the Bacchic or phallic revellers we may as-

sign the origin of comedy. It is true that Aristotle

derives comedy from ku/itj, " a village ;" so that

KUfi(t>6ia is " the village song :" but this etymology,

like so many others proposed by Greek authors, is

altogether inadmissible, however much it may be

in accordance with the fact that the Bacchic comus

did go about from village to village—it was a village

or country amusement ; but it is clear, from the

manner in which Athenian writers speak of this

Bacchic procession, that it was a comus ; thus, in

an old haw, quoted by Demosthenes,^ 'O KUftog kuI

ol Kw/i<^6n(, and Aristophanes,' *aA^f, iralpe Buk-

Xiov, ^vyKo/iE : and as the tragedy sprang from the

recitations of the leaders (ol i^upxovreg) in the dith-

yramb, so this comus-song, as a branch of dramatic

poetry, seems to be due to analogous effusions of

the leaders in the phallic comus ; and thus Antheas
the Lindian, according to Athenaeus,^ Kal Ku/i<^6iag

eKoiei Kal u?i2,a 'ko'KKu. kv tovto t<^ TpoTTcp ruv iroiri-

fiuTuv, a i^^pxs Totg fier' aurov (pa?i.?iO(l>opovai.

Tills branch of Greek drama was first cultivated

oy the Icarians, the inhabitants of a little village in

Attica, which claimed to have been the first to re-

ceive the worship of Bacchus in that part of Greece
;

and Susarion, a native of Tripodiscus, in Megaris,

was the first to win the prize—a basket of figs and
a jar of wine—which was given to him as the suc-

cessful leader of a comus of Icarian " glee-singers"

(rpvy(^6oL), so called because they smeared their fa-

ces with the lees of wine ; a rude disguise, which
was sometimes substituted for the mask worn by
the Kufj,(p6ol, when they afterward assumed the form

of a regular chorus. The Dorians of Megara seem
to have been from the first distinguished for a vein

of coa«se jocularity, which naturally gave a pecu-

liar turn to the witticisms of the comus among
them; and thus we find that comedy, in the old

sense of the word, first came into being among the

Megarians and their Sicilian colonists.* Susarion

flourished in the time of Solon, a little before Thes-

pis, but he seems to have stood quite alone ; and,

indeed, it is not likely that comedy, with its bold

spirit of caricature, could have thriven much during

the despotism of the Peisistratidae, which followed

so close upon the time of Susarion. The very same
f^auses which might have induced Peisistratus to

encourage tragedy, would operate to the prevention

of comedy ; and, in fact, we find that comedy did

not thoroughly establish itself at Athens till after

the democratical element in the state had com-
pletely asserted its pre-eminence over the old aris-

tocratic principles, namely, in the timi of Pericles.

The first of the Attic comedians, Chionides, Ec-

phantides, and Magnes, flourished about the time

of the Persian war ; and were followed, after an
interval of thirty years, by Cratinus, Eupolis, and
Aristophanes, whom Horace justly mentions as the

greatest authors of the comedy of caricature.* This

branch of comedy seems to have been the natureil

descendant of the satiric iarabography of Archilo-

chus and others : it was a combination of the iam-

bic lampoon with the comus, in the same way as

1. (c. Mid., p. 517.)—2. (Acharn., 2fl3.)— 3. (p. 445,B.)— 4.

(See Meineke. Ilist. Crit. Com. Gr., p. 20, Ac.)—5. (Sat., I.,

iv 1-5)

tragedy was a union of the epic rhapsody with tbt
dithyrambic chorus. This old comedy ended with
Aristophanes, whose last productions are verj dif

ferent from his early ones, and approximate rathex
to the middle Attic comedy, which seems to have
sprung naturally from the old, when the free demo
cratic spirit which had fostered its predecessor waa
broken and quenched by the events which followed
the Peloponnesian war, and when the people of
Athens were no longer capable of enjoying the wild
license of political and personal caricature. The
middle Attic comedy was employed rather about
criticisms of philosophical and literary pretenders,

and censures of the foibles and follies of the whole
classes and orders of men, than about the personal
caricature which formed the staple of the old com-
edy. The writers of the middle comedy flourished

between B.C. 380 and the time of Alexander the
Great, when a third branch of comedy arose, and
was carried to the greatest perfection by Menander
and Philemon. The comedy of these writers, or
the new comedy, as it is called, went a step farther

than its immediate forerunner: instead of criticising
some class and order of men, it took for its object
mankind in general ; it was, in fact, a comedy of
mavrners, or a comedy of character, like that of Far-
quhar and Congreve ; the object of the poet was,
by some ingeniously-contrived plot and well-ima-

gined situations, to represent, as nearly as possible,

the life of Athens as it went on around him in its

every-day routine ; hence the well-known hyberbole
addressed to the greatest of the new comedians •

o Mevavdpe Kal ^ie,

Tzorepog up' v/iiJv noTepov iui^jjaaro.

The middle and new comedy, though approaching
much more nearly to what we understand by the

name comedy, could scarcely be called by the name
Ku/jUfidca with any strict regard to the original mean-
ing of the word ; they had nothing in them akin to

the old revelry of the Kufiog : in fact, they had not
even the comic chorus, which had succeeded and
superseded the Ku/xog, but only marked the inter-

vals between the acts by some musical voluntary

or interlude. It belongs to a history of Greek lit-

erature, and not to a work of this nature, to point

out the various steps by which Attic comedy passed
from its original boisterous and almost drunken
merriment, with its personal invective and extrav-

agant indecency, to the calm and refined rhetoric

of Philemon, and the decent and good-tempered
Epicureanism of Menander ; still less can we enter

here upon the literary characteristics of the differ-

ent writers whose peculiar tendencies had so raiM^h

influence on the progressive development of this

branch of the drama. It is sufficient for our pur-

pose to point out generally the nature of Greek
comedy, as we havo done above, and to enable Ihe
student to discriminate accurately between the out-

ward features of Greek comedy and tragedy.

The dance of the comic chorus was called the
Kopda^, and was of the most indecent description

;

the gestures, and, indeed, the costumes of the cho-
reutae, were such that even the Athenians consid-

ered it justifiable only at the festival of Bacchus,
when every one was allowed to be drunk in hon-
our of the god ; for, if an Athenian citizen danced
the cordax sober and unmasked, he was looked upon
as the most shameless of men, and forfeited alto

gether his character for respectability.* Aristopha-

nes himself, who did not much scruple at violating

common decency, claims some merit for his omis-

sion of the cordax in the Clouds, and for the more
modest attire of his chcrus in that play.' Accord-

ing to Athenaeus,* the cordax was a sort ol nypor-

1. (Theophrast., Charact., 6.)—2. (v., 537, «tc.i—3. (p. C30, D.)
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eheme, or imitative dance, m which the choreutse

expressed the words of the song by merry gesticu-

lations.' Snch a dance was the hyporcheme of the

Spartan deicelicla ; a sort of merry-andrews, whose
peculiar mimic gestures seem to have formed the

basis of the Dorian comedy, which prevailed, as we
have seen, in Megaris, and which probably was the

parent stock, not only of the Attic, but also of the

Sicilian and Italian comedy.
The comic chorus consisted of twenty-four per-

sons, i. e., of half the number of the full tragic cho-

rus ; and as the comedians did not exhibit with

tetralogies as the tragedians did, this moiety ap-

peared on the stage undivided, so that a comedy
had, in this respect, a considerable advantage over

a tragedy. The chorus entered the stage in rows
of six, and singing the parados as in tragedy ; but

the parados was generally short, and the stasima

still less important and considerable. The most
important business of the chorus in the old comedy
was to deliver the parahasis, or address to the au-

dience. In this the chorus turned round from its

usual position between the thymele and the stage,

where the choreutae stood with their faces turned
towards the actors, and made an evolution so as to

pass to the other side of the thymele. Here they
stood with their faces turned towards the specta-

tors, and addressed them in a long series of ana-

paestic tetrameters, generally speaking in the name
of the comic poet himself. SVhen the parabasis

was complete, it consisted of, 1. The KOfifidnov, a
short introduction in trochaic or anapaestic verse.

2. A long system of anapaestic tetrameters, called

the TTvtyog or the fiaKpov. 3. A lyrical strophe,

generally in praise of some divinity. 4. The tnip-

i^Tj/xa, consisting, according to the rule, of sixteen

trochaic verses» in which the chorus indulged in

witticisms directed against some individual, or even
against the public in general. The parabasis, though
a good deal refined by the better taste of Aristopha-

nes, "et^ined much of the abusive scurrility of the

c' i rustic comus ; so that we may regard it as the
only liv^ing representative of the old wagon-jests of
the phallic procession in which comedy originated,

and as the type of that predominant element in the

old comedy which the Roman satirist Lucilius made
the object of his imitation.

II. Italian CoMEDy may be traced, in the first

instance, to the rude efforts of the Dorian comus in

Sicily. Ii has been shown by Miiller' that even the
Oscan fai.;es, called the fahulce Atellana, which
passed froi.i Campania to Rome, may be traced to

a Dorian oiigin, as the names of some of the stand-
ing masks in these farces, such as Pappus, Maccus,
and Simus, are clearly Greek names. The more
complete development of the Sicilian comedy by
Epicharmus appears to have paved the way for the
establishment of a more regular comic drama in
Italy. Imitations of Epicharmus seem to have been
common among the cities of Magna Graecia ; and
so early as B.C. 240, Livius Andronicus exhibited
at Rome translations or adaptations of Greek com-
edies, in which he did not attempt to obliterate the
traces of their Greek origin : on the contrary, from
first to last, most of the Latin comedies were pro-
fessedly Greek in all their circumstances ; and the
translators or imitators, though many of them were
men of great genius, did not hesitate to speak of
themselves as barhari in comparison with their
Greek masters, and called Italy barbaria in compar-
ison with Athens.' The Latin comedians, ofwhom
we can judge for ourselves, namely, Plautus and
Terence, took their models chiefly from the new
comedy of Greece. The latter, as far as we know,

never imitated any other branch of Greek cornedy
But Plautus, though he chiefly follows the poets ol

the middle or new comedy, sometimes approximates
more nearly to the Sicilian comedy of Epicharmus,
or to the llapoTpayuSia of Rhinthon and others. It

is doubtful whether the Amphitryo, which Plautus
himself terms a tragico-corruzdia, is an imitation of
Rhinthon or of Epicharmus. That Plautus did imi-

tate Epicharmus is clear from the words of Horace :'

" Dicitur .... Plautus ad exemplar Sicili properart

Epicharmi ;" and A. W. Schlegel would infer from
this passage alone that the Amphitryo was borrowed
from some play by Epicharmus, who, as is well
known, composed comedies on mythical subjectii

like that of the Amphitryo of Plautus.

Although Roman comedy, as far as it has come
down to us, is cast entirely in a Greek mould, the
Romans had authors who endeavoured to bring for-

ward these foreign comedies in a dress more Roman
than Grecian. Comedies thus constructed were
called fabulcR togata (from the Roman garb, the
toga, which was worn by the actors in it), as op-
posed to the fabula palliatce, or comedies represent
ed in the Greek costume. From the words of
Horace in the passage referred to above, it is suffi-

ciently obvious that the fabula togata was only aa
imitation of the Greek new comedy clothed in {

Latin dress :
" Dicitur Afrard toga convenisse Me-

nandro."* Not that the writers of these comedies
absolutely translated Menander or Philemon, like

Plautus and Terence ; the argument or story seems
to have been Roman, and it was only in the method
and plan that they made the Greek comedians their

model. For this, also, we have Horace's testimony .*

" Nil intentatum nostri liquere po'eta

:

Nee miJiimum meruere decus, vestigia Graeca
Ausi deserere, et celebrare domestica facta,

Vel qui praetextas, vel qui docuere togatas."

The pratextata fahila alluded to here was a sort of
history.

" The pratextata merely bore resemblance to a

tragedy : it represented the deeds of Roman kings
and generals ; and hence it is evident that at least

it wanted the unity of time of a Greek tragedy

—

that it was a history, like Shakspeare's."* The
grammarians sometimes speak of the pratextata as
a kind of comedy, which it certainly was not. The
clearest statement is that of Euanthius {de fabula)

:

" Illud vero tenendum est, post veav Ku/iu6iav Lati-

nos multa fabularum genera protulisse : ut togatas,

a seenicis atque argumentis Latinis
; pratextatas, ab

dignitate personarum et Latina historia ; Alellanas,

a civitate Campaniae, ubi actae sunt plurimae ; Rhin-
thonicas, ab auctoris nomine ; tabernarias, ab humil-

itate argument! et styli ; mimos, ab diuturna imita-

tione rerum et levium personarum." But even
here there is a want of discrimination ; for the mi-

mus was entirely Greek, as the name shows; the

Latin style corresponding to it was the planipes.

Hermann* has proposed the following classification

of Roman plays, according as they strictly followed

or deviated frpm their Greek models

:

Argumentum.
Grcecum. Romanum.

Crepidata (Tpayudla), Prcetextata.

Palliata {Kufxtpdia), Togata, cujus alia tntbeg-

ta, alia tabe'TMna.

Satyrica {adrvpoi), Atellana.

Mimus (fiifLoc), Planipes.

Neukirch* gives a wider extent to Roman comedy,
so that it includes all the other species of drama,
with the exception of the crepidata zndthe prcetexfata.

comeuy oi vjretjct;. x iie miter, as lar as we ki

1. (Compare Athenajus, p. 21, D.)—2. (His' Lit. Gr., c.

V 4 )—3. ( Vid. Festus, p. 3(i 372, ed. Muller

soo

1. (Epist., II., i., 58.)—2. (Hor., Epist., II., i., 57.)—3. (Epist

ad Pison., 285, <fec.)

—

i. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom., vol. i., p. 511
2.)—5. (Opusciila, v., p. 260.)—6. (De Fabula Romanonuti t»
gata, p. 58.)
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I. Gk^ci aroumenti.
1. Commdia sive palliata, quae proprie dicitur.

2. Tragico-comadia sive Rkinthonica, Graeois, IXa-

poTpa-/(f>6La, sive 'IraAi/c^ KUfi(i)6ict-

3. Mimusy qui proprie dicitur.

II. Latini argumenti.
1. Trabeata.

2. Togata quae proprie dicitur, sive tabemaria.

3. Atellana.

4. Flanipcdia, sive planipedaria, sive planipes {ri-

ciniata).

And he places the satirical drama in a third class

by itself. It is very difficult to come to any certain

conclusion on this subject, which is involved in

considerable obscurity ; the want of materials to

enable us to form a judgment for ourselves, and the

confusions and contradictions of the scholiasts and
other grammarians who have written upon it, leave

the classification of Roman comedies in great un-

certainty, and we must rest content with some such
approxi.aations as those wliich are here given.

COMOS (KUfiog). {Vid. CoMCEDiA, p. 299; Cho-
rus, p. 247.)

COMPENSA'TIO is defined by Modestinus to be
debiti ei crediti inter se contributio. Compensatio,
as the etymology of the word shows {pend-d), is the

act of making things equivalent. A person who
was sued might answer his creditor's demand, who
was also his debtor, by an offer of compensatio {si

paratus est compensarc), which, in efTect, was an
offer to pay the difference, if any, which should

appear on taking the account. The object of

the compensatio was to prevent unnecessary suits

and payments, by ascertaining to which party a
balance was due. Originally, compensatio only
took place in bonae fidei judiciis and ex eadem cau-

sa ; but, by a rescript of M. Aurelius, there could be
compensatio in stricti juris judiciis, and ex dispari

causa. When a person made a demand in right of
another, as a tutor in right of his pupiilus, the debt-

or could not have compensatio in respect of a debt
due to him from the tutor on his own account. A
fidejussor (surety) who was called upon to pay his

principal's debt, might have compensatio, either in

respect of a debt due by the claimant to himself or
to his principal. It was a rule of Roman law, that

there could be no compensatio where the demand
could be answered by an exceptio peremptoria ; for

the compensatio •admitted the demand, subject to

the proper deduction, whereas the object of the ex-
ceptio was to state something in bar of the demand.
Set-ofFin English law, and compensation in Scotch
law, correspond to compensatio.'
GOMPITA'LIA, also called I.UDI CGMPITA-

LICII, was a festival celebrated once a year in

honour of the lares compitales, to whom sacrifices

were offered at the places where two or more ways
met (" Compitalia, dies atlributus laribus compitali-

bus ; ideo ubi vice competunt, turn in competis sacrifi-

catur. Quotannis is dies concipitur"^). This festival

is said by some writers to have been instituted by
Tarquinius Priscus in consequence of the miracle
attending the birth of Servius Tullius, who was
supposed to be the son of a lar famiharis.' We
Icarn from Macrobius* that the celebration of the
compitalia was restored by Tarquinius Superbus,
who sacrificed boys to Mania, the mother of the
lares ; but this practice was changed after the ex-
pulsion of the Tarquins, and garlic and poppies
offered in their stead. In the time of Augustus,
the lu:i corapitalicii had gone out of fashion, but
were restored by him.*
The compitalia belonged to the feria conceptiva,

1. (Dig. 16, tit. 2.)—2. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., yi., 25, ed.
MaUer.—Festus, s. v.)—3. (Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 70.)—4. (Sat.,
». 7.)—6. (Suet., Octav., 31.)

that is, festivals which were celebrated on days ap
pointed annually by the magistrates or priests. The
exact day on which this festival wao celebrateu

appears to have varied, though it was always in the
winter. Dionysius* says that it was celebrate*/ a
few days after the Saturnalia, and Cicero' that it

fell on the Kalends of January (the old editions

read iii. Kal. Jan.) ; but in one of his letters to At-
ticus' he speaks of it as falling on the fourth before

the nones of January. The exact words in which
the announcement of the day on which the compi-
talia was to be kept, are preserved by Macrobius*
and Aulus Gellius :* " Die • Noni • (i. e., 7iono)

PopoLO • Romano • Quiritibus • Compitalia •

Erunt • QuANDo • Concepta • FovERiNT ' (or fue-
mil) Nefas.
COMPLU'VIUM. (Fid. House.)
CONCHA {Koyxv), a Greek and Roman liquia

measure, of which there were two sizes. The
smaller was half the cyathus (=0412 of a pint

English) ; the larger, which was the same as the

oxybaphum, was three times the former (=1238
of a pint).*

CONCHA (Ko-yxv)) a term frequently applied,

like conchylium, to shell-fish in general, but more
particularly to the Chanue. Horace, it is probable,

means the Chama in the following hne ; " Mitulus
et vites pellent obstantia, conchmy
CONCHYL'IUM {Koyx<>'?>.iov). This term is

sometimes used in a lax sense, as applied to the

Testacea in general, or to their shells separate from
their flesh.* Xenocrates uses Ko-yxvT^u^rjg in the

same sense.' It is also apphed to the Purpura in

particular, and hkewise to the purple colour formed
from it. According to Aldrovandus, Horace applies

it to oysters in the following line :
" Miscueris elixt,

simul conchylia turdis."^"

CONCILIA'BULUM. {Vid. Colonia.)
CONCUBrNA (GREEK). The nalAaKfl oi

rraXkaKLg occupied at Athens a kind of middle rank
between the wife and the harlot {haipa). The dis-

tinction between the haipa, -KaTJ^Kr), and legal wife

is accurately described by Demosthenes :" ruf p.ev

yap kralpaq rjdovrjg h>eK' ix°H'^'^' """"f ^^ vraA/la/cuf , r^f

Kad' Tjfiepav ^epanecag tov aufiarog : rug 6e yvvaiKag,

Tov iraidoKOieiadat yvjjacug kuI tuv evdov ^v'kaKa nia-

TTjv exeiv. Thus Antiphon speaks of the naXXuK^
ofPhiloneos as following him to the sacrifice," and
also waiting upon him and his guest at table.** If

her person were violated by force, the same penaltj

was exigible from the ravisher as if the offence had
been committed upon an Attic matron ; and a man
surprised by the quasi-husband in the act of crimi

nal intercourse with his naTJkaKv, might be slain by

him on the spot, as in the parallel case.'* {Vid.

Adulterium.) It does not, however, appear very
clearly from what political classes concubines wt.re

chiefly selected, as cohabitation with a foreign {^evji)

woman was strictly forbidden by law," and the pro-

visions made by the state for virgins of Attic fami-

lies must in most cases have prevented their sinking

to this condition. Sometimes, certainly, where
there were several destitute female orphans, this

might take place, as the next of kin weis not obliged

to provide for more than one ; and we may also

conceive the same to have taken place with respect

to the daughters of families so poor as to be unable
to supply a dowry." The dowry, in fact, seems to

have been a decisive criterion as to whether the

1. (iv., p. 219.)—2. (in Pison., c. 4.)—3. (vii., 7.)—4. (Sat.,

:., 4.)—5. (X., 24.)—6. (Hussey, p. 207, 209. -Wurm, p. 129 )—
7. (Sat., ii., 4, 28.)—8. (Hippocr., De Dia-t.)-9. (De Aliment.

ex Aquat.)—10. (Sat., ii., 2, 74.)— 11. (c. Neaer., p. 1386.)—18.
(Ace. de Venef., p. 613.)— 13. (Id., p. 614.— Vid. Becker, Char-

ikies, vol. ii., p. 438.)— 14. (Lysias, De Cffid. Eratosth., p. 95 )—
15. (Demosth., c. Neter., p. 1350.)— 16. (Demosth., c. Ne»r^
1384.—Plant., Trinumm., HI., ii., 63.)
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copi\3xion between a male and female Athenian, in

a SI He of cohabitation, amounted to a marriage : if

no dowrj had been given, the child of such union

wo -Id be illegitimate ; if, on the contrary, a dowry
had been given, or a proper instrument executed in

acknowledgment of its receipt, the female was fully

entitled to all conjugal rights.^ It does not appear

that the slave that was taken to her master's bed

acquired any political rights in consequence ; the

concubine mentioned by Antiphon'' is treated as a

elave by her master, and after his death undergoes

a servile punishment.' {Vid. Het^ra.)
CONCUBI'NA (ROMAN). According to an old

definition, an unmarried woman who cohabited

with a man was originally called pellex, but after-

ward by the more decent appellation of concubina.*

This remark has apparently reference to the Lex
Julia et Papia Poppasa, by which the concubinatus

received a legal character. This legal concubina-

tus consisted in the permanent cohabitation of an
unmarried man with an unmarried woman. It

therefore differed from adulterium, stuprum, and in-

cestus, which were legal offences ; and from con-

tubernium, which was the cohabitation of a free

man with a slave, or the cohabitation of a male
and female slave, between whom there could be no
Roman marriage. Before the passing of the Lex
Jul. et P. P., the name of concubina would have
applied to a woman who cohabited with a married
man who had not divorced his first wife ;* but this

was not the state of legal concubinage which was
afterward established. The offence of stuprum was
avoided in the case of the cohabitation of a free man
and an ingenua by this permissive concubinage

;

but it would seem to be a necessary inference that

there should be some formal declaration of the in-

tention of the parties, in order that there might be
no stuprum.* Heineccius' denies that an ingenua
could be a concubina, and asserts that those only
could be concubinae who could not be uxores ; but

tbis appears to be a mistake,* or perhaps it may be
said that there was a legal doubt on this subject.*

I* seems probable, however, that such unions were
not often made with ingenuae.

This concubinage was not a marriage, nor were
the children of such marriage, who were sometimes
called liberi naturales, in the power of their father.

Still it established certain legal relations between
the two persons who lived in concubinage and their

children. Under the Christian emperors concubi-

nage was not favoured, but it still existed, as we
see from the legislation of Justinian.

This legal concubinage should not be confounded
with illicit cohabitation. It rather resembled the

morganatic marriage {ad morganaticam), in which
neither the wife enjoys the rank of the husband,
nor the children the rights of children by a legal

marriage.^" Thus it appears that, among the Ro-
mans, widowers who had already children, and did
not wish to contract another legal marriage, might
take a concubina, as we see in the case of Vespa-
sian," Antoninus Pius, and M. Aurelius."
CONDEMNA'TIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 20.)
CONDFCTIO. (Fid. Actio, p. 16.)

CONDITO'RIUM, in its general acceptation,
means a place in which property of any kind is de-
posited

—

ubi quid conditum est—thus conditorium
muralium toi-mcntorum^^ is a magazine for the recep-
tion of a battering-train when not in active service.

1 (Petit., Leg-. Att., 548, and authors there quoted.) — 2.

(Xic. do Vend'.)—3. (Id., p. 615.)—4. (Massurius, ap. Paul.—
Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 144.)—5. (Cio.,De Orat.,i.,40.)—6. (Dig. 48,
tit. 5, s. 34.)—7. (Syntag., Ap., lib. i., 39.)—8. (Dig. 25, tit. 5, s.

3.)—9. (Id., s. 1.)— 10. (Lib. Feud., ii., 29.)—11. (Suet., Vesp.,
3.)—12. (Jul. Cap., Vit. Ant., c. 8.—Aurel., c. 29.—Dig. 25, tit.

7.—Cod. v., tit. 26.—Pdulus, Recept. Sentent., ii., tit. 19, 20.—
Aov. 18, c. 5 ; 89, c. 12.)—13. (Amn. MarcelL, xvii., 9 )
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But tht word came afterward to be applied more
strictly as a repository for the dead.

In the earlier ages of Greek and Roman history,

the body was consumed by fire after death {vid.

Bustum), the ashes only receiving sepulture ; and
as there could be no danger of infection from these,

the sepulchres which received them were all above
ground.^ But subsequently, when this practice fell

into partial or entire disuse, it became necessary to

inter {humare) the dead, or bury them in vaults

or chambers under ground ; and then the word
conditorium or conditivum^ was adopted, to express
that class of sepulchres to which dead bodies were
consigned entire, in contradistinction to those which
contained the bones and ashes only. It is so used
by Petronius' for the tomb in which the husband of

the Ephesian matron was laid ; by Pliny,* for the
vault where the body of a person of gigantic stature

was preserved entire ; and by Quintilian,* lor the
chamber in which a dead body is laid out, '* cubicu-

lum conditorium mortis tua." In a single passage
of Phny* it is synonymous with monimcntum, and
in an inscription,' " olios vi. minores in avito condi-

torio" the mention of the cinerary olla indicates

that the tomb alluded to was of the kind called co-

lumbarium. (FiJ. Columbarium.) The correspond

ing word in Greek is vnoyaiov or inroyeiov,* hypo-

geum.^
Conditorium is also used for the coffin in which

a body was placed when consigned to the tomb
and when used, the same distinction is implied."

*CONEION (kuvsiov), Hemlock, or Conium max,-

ulatum. It is called Cicuta by Celsus. This poi-

sonous plant possesses highly narcotic and danger-

ous qualities, and an infusion of it was given at

Athens to those who were condemned to capital

punishment. By a decoction of this kind Socrates

lost his life. The effects of the poison in his case

are strikingly described in the Phaedon of Plato.

Sibthorp found the kuvelov between Athens and Me-
gara. It is not unfrequent throughout the Pelopon-

nesus also. The modern Greeks call it Bpofioxof)-

CONFARREA TIG. {Vid. Marriage.)
CONFESSO'RIA ACTIO is an actio in rem,'*

by which a person claims a jus in re, such as the

use and enjoyment {usus fructus) of a thing, or

claims some servitus {jus eundi, agendi, &c.). The
actio negatoria or negativa is that in which a per-

son disputes a jus in re which another claims and
attempts to exercise.

If several persons claimed a servitus, each might

bring his action ; if several claimed as fructuarii,

they must join in the action. None but the owner
of the property, to which the servitus was alleged

to be due, could maintain a directa actio for it.

The condemnatio in the actio confessoria was adapt-

ed to secure to the fructuarius his enjoyment of

the thing if he proved his right, and to secure the

servitus if the plaintiff made out his claim to it.

The negatoria actio was that which the ownei of

a thing had against a person who claimed a servi-

tus in it, and at the same time endeavoured to ex-

ercise it. The object of this action was to prevent

the defendant from exercising his alleged right, and

to obtain security {cautio) against future attempts,

which security it was competent for the judex to

require. But this action was extended to the get-

ting rid of a nuisance ; as, if a man put a heap of

dung against your wall so as to make it damp ; oi

1. (Salmas., Exercit. Plin., p. 849.)—2. (Seuec, Ep., 60.)—

3. (Sat., cxi., 2, 7 ; cxii., 3.)—4. (H. N., vii., 16.)—5. (Der.lam

8, p. 119, ed. Var.)—6. (Ep., vi., 10.)—7. (ap. Grut., p. 1134, 6.)

8. (Hesych.)—9. (Petron., Sat., cxi.,2.)— 10. (Suet.,Octa''., 1&
—Plin., H. N., xxxvii., 7.—Petron., Sat., cxii., 8.— Compare
Strabo, xvii., 8.)—11. (Theophrast., H. P., ix., 8.—Dioscor., iv.

79.- Celsus, V , 6.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 12. (Gaius, iv., 3
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a neighbour's wall bellied out half a foot or more
into your premises ; or the wind blew one of his

trees so as to make it hang over your ground ; or a

man cut stones on his own land so that the pieces

fell on yours : in all such cases you had a negatoria

actio, in which you declared jus ei non esse, &c.,

according to the circumstances of the case.*

CONFU'SIO properly signifies the mixing of

liquids, or the fusing of metals into one mass. If

things of the same or of different kind were con-

fused, either by the consent of both owners or by
accident, the compound was the property of both.

If the confusio was caused by one without the con-

sent of the other, the compound was only joint prop-

erty in case the things were of the same kind, and
perhaps (we may conjecture) of the same quality,

as, for instance, wines of the same quality. If the

things were different, so that the compound was a
new thing, this was a case of what, by modern wri-

ters, is called specification, which the Roman wri-

ters expressed by the term novam speciem facere,

as if a man made mulsum out of his own wine and
his neighbour's honey. In such a case the person
who caused the confusio became the owner of the

compound, but he was bound to make good to the

other the value of his property.

Commixtio applies to cases such as mixing to-

gether two heaps of corn ; but this is not an in-

stance in which either party acquires property by
the commixtio. For if the mixture takes place, ei-

ther accidentally or with mutual consent, or by the

act of one alone, in all these cases the property of
each pe}son continues as before, for in all these

cases it is capable of separation. A case of com-
mixtio arises when a man's money is paid without

his knowledge and consent, and the money, when
paid, is so mixed with other money that it cannot
be recognised ; otherwise it remains the property of
the person to whom it belonged.

The title confusio does not properly comprehend
the various modes of acquisitio which arise from
two pieces of property belonging to different per-

sons being materially united ; but still it may be
convenient to enumerate under this head the vari-

ous modes of acquisitio which belong to the general

head of Accessio.
Specification (which is not a Roman word) took

place when a man made a new thing (nova species)

either out of his own and his neighbour's material,

or out of his own simply. In the former case, such
man acquired the ownership of the thing. In the

latter case, if the thing could be brought back to

the rough material (which is obviously possible in

very few cases), it still belonged to the original own-
er, but the specificator had a right to retain the

thing till he was paid the value of his labour, if he
had acted bona fide. If the new species could not

be brought back to its original form, the specificator

in all cases became the owner ; if he had acted bo-

na fide, he was liable to the owner of the stuff for

its value only ; if mala fide, he was liable to an ac-

tion of theft. Of this kind are the cases put by
Gaius,* of a man making wine of another man's
grapes, oil of his olives, a ship or bench of his tim-

ber, and so on. Some jurists (Sabinus and Cassius)

were of opinion that the ownership of the thing was
not changed by such labour being bestowed on it

;

the opposite school were of opinion that the new
thing belonged to him who had bestowed his labour

on it, but they admitted that the original owner had
a legal remedy for the value of his property.

Two tilings, the property of two persons, might
become so united as not to be separable without in-

jury to one or both ; in this case, the owner of the

principal thing became the owner of the accessory.

1. (Dig. 8, tit. 5.—Brisoniu*, De Fo~uli8.)—2. (li , 29.)

Thus, in the case of a man building on another
man's ground, the building belonged to the owner
of the ground (superficies solo cedit) ; or in the case
of a tree planted, or seed sown on another man's
ground, the rule was the same. If a man wrote,
even in letters of gold, on another man's parchment
or paper, the whole belonged to the owner of the
parchment or paper ; in the case of a picture paint-

ed on another man's canvass, the canvass became
the property of the owner of the picture.' If a piecs
of land was torn away by a stream (avulsio) from
one man's land and attached to another's land, it

became the property of the latter when it was firmly

attached to it. This is a different case from that of

Alluvio. But in all tliese cases the losing party
was entitled to compensation, with some exceptions
as to cases of mala fides.

The rules of Roman law on this subject are sta-

ted by Brinkmann, Jnstit. Jur. Rom., ^ 398, &c.

;

Mackeldey, Lehrbuch, &c., () 245, &c., Accession

;

Rosshirt, Grundlinicn, &,c., ^ 62.

The term confusio had other legal meanings,
which it is not necessary to explain here.

*CONGER {Koyypog), the Conger Eel, or Murana
conger, L., called in Italian Bronco. "The name of

Conger," observes Griffith, " was at first given to a
species of eel, the Murana conger, after Aristotle

and Athenaeus, who had called the sea-eel Koyypoq.
M. Cuvier has withdrawn this fish from the genus
Anguilla, and made it the foundation of a sub-genus,
under the name of Conger. It is very abundant on
the coasts of England and France, in the Mediter-
ranean Sea, where it was much sought after by the
ancients, and in the Propontis, where it was not
long ago in considerable estimation. Those of

Sicyon were more especially esteemed. The con-
gers are extremely voracious. They live on fish,

mollusca, and Crustacea, and do not even spare
their own species. They are extremely fond of

carrion, and are sure to be found in those placea
into which the carcasses of animals have been
thrown.—Among the species of the sub-genus Mu-
rana (proper) we may notice here the Common Mu-
rana, or Murana helena. This fish is about three

feet long, and sometimes more ; it weighs as much
as twenty or thirty pounds ; is very much extended
in the Mediterranean ; and the ancient Romans, who
were well acquainted with it, held it in high estima-

tion under the name of Murana, which we com-
monly translate by the term ' lamprey.' These mu-
raenae were carefully reared in vivarta by the Ro-
mans. As early as the time of Caesar, the multi-

plication of these domestic mursenaj was so gn ar,

that on the occasion of one of his triumphs, tiiat

commander presented six thousand of them to his

friends. Crassus reared them so as to be obedient
to his voice, and to come and receive their food from
his hands ; while the celebrated orator Hortensius
wept over the loss of a favourite lamprey of which
death had deprived him. The Romans are said to

have thrown offending slaves into their fish-ponds,

as food for these voracious creatures."*

CONGIA'RIUM {scil. vas, from congius), a vessel

containing a congius. (Vid. Congius.)
In the early times of the Roman Republic, the

congius was the usual measure of oil or wine which
was, on certain occasions, distributed among the

people ;* and thus congiarium, as Quintilian* says,

became a name for liberal donations to the people

in general, whether consisting of oil, wine, corn, or

money, or other things,* while donations made to

the soldiers were called donativa, though they were

1. (Gaius, ii., 73, <Src.)—2. (GriiBth's Cuvier, vol. x., p. 544,

&c.)—3. (Liv., XXV., 2.)—4. (vi., 3, 52.)—5. (Plin., II. N., xIt.

14, 17; xxii., 7, 41.—Suet., Octav., 41.—Tib., 20.—Ner., 7.-

Plin., Paneg., 25.—Tacit., Ann., xii., 41 ; ii:i., ?1 .—Liv., xxxTii

57.)
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joiDetimes a'so termed congiaria} Congtarium

was, moreover, occasionally used simply to desig-

nate a present or a pension given by a person of

high rank, or a prince, to his friends ; and Fabius

Maximus called the presents which Augustus made
to his friends, on account of their smallness, hemi-

naria instead of congiaria, because hemina was only

the twelfth part of a congius.'

CO'NGIUS, a Roman liquid measure, which con-

tained six sextarii,' or the eighth part of the am-
phora (=5 9471 pints Eng.)- It was equal to the

larger x°^S ^^ the Greeks. {Vid. Chous.) Cato
tells us that he was wont to give each of his slaves

a congius of wine at the Saturnalia and Compitalia.*

Pliny relates, among other examples of hard drink-

ing,* that Novellius Torquatus Mediolanensis ob-

tained a cognomen (tricongius, a nine-bottle-man)

by drinking three congii of wine at once.

There is a congius in existence, called the con-

gius of Vespasian, or the Farnese congius, bearing

an inscription, which states that it was made in the

year 75 A.D., according to the standard measure in

tfee Capitol, and that it contained, by weight, ten
pounds {Imp. Cas. vi. T. Cas. Aug. F. iiii. Cos.

MensurcB exuctce in Capilolio, P. x.'). By means
of this congius the weight of the Roman pound has
been ascertained. (Vid. Libra.) This congius
holds, according to an experiment made by Dr.

Hase in 1834, 52037-692 grains of distilled water.
Now the imperial gallon of eight pints, as determin-
ed by act of Parliament in 1824, holds 10 lbs. avoir-

dupois, or 70,000 grains of distilled water. Hence
...,.,, 52037692X8

the number of pmts m the congius
70000

=5-9471, as above. Its capacity in cubic inches is

206-1241.

A congius is represented in Fabretti.''

CONI'LE (/covt/lj?), a plant, most probably, as

Sprengel suggests, the Satureia Graca, or Greek
Savory.*

CONNU'BIUM. (Fid. Marriage.)
CONOPE'UM {Kuvu-eiov), a gnat curtain, i. e., a

covering made to be expanded over beds and couch-

ts to keep away gnats and other flying insects, so

called from Kuvuf, a gnat.

The gnat-curtains mentioned by Horace' were
probably of linen, but of the texture of gauze. The
use of them is still common in Italy, Greece, and
other countries surrounding the Mediterranean.

Conopeum is the origin of the English word canopy.^"

According*to Herodotus," the Egyptian fishermen
used to provide a substitute for gnat-curtains in the

following manner : The fisherman, having through
the day worked at his employment with his casting-

net {ufi(j>L61riiyTpov), in the evening fixed the point of
it on the top of an upright pole, so that it might be
expanded round him in the form of a tent. Under
this he reposed, secure from the attacks of insects,

which, as has been lately proved, will not pass
through the meshes of a net, though quite wide
enough to admit them.^"
*CONOPS {Kuvuip), a name most properly applied

to the Culex pipiens, or Gnat. Schneider, however,
shows that it is sometimes indiscriminately apphed
also to the Ephemera (Mayfly) and the Phryganea.^'
CONQUISITO'RES. These were persons em-

ployed to go about the country and impress soldiers,

1. (Cic. ad Att., xvi., 8.—Curt., vi., 2.)—2. (Quint., ]. c—
Compare Cic. ad Fam., viii., 1.—Senec, De Brevit. Vit. De
Bcnef., ii., 16.—Suet., Vesp., 18.—Jul., 27.)—3. (Rhem. Fann.,
J , 72.)—4. (De Re Rust., c. 57.)—5. (H. N., xiv., 22.)—6. (See
niso Festus, s. V. Publica pondera.)— 7. (Inscript., p. 536.)—8.

(Nicand., Thcr., 626.—Dioscor., iii., 34.—Adams, Append.)—9.

(Fpod. ix., 9.)—10. (See Judith, t ,
,"' • riii , 9 ; ivi., 19.—Juv.,

ri. 80.—Varro, De Re Rust., ii., lO, () 8.)--11. (ii., 95.)—12.

'Spence. in Trans, of the Entomological Society for 1834.)—13.
Aristot :, H. A., iv., 7.—^lian, N. A., liv., 22.)
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when there was a difficulty in completing a l^vy.'

Sometimes commissioners were appointed by a dW"

cree of the senate for the purpose of making a cod-

quisitio.'

CONSANGUI'NEI. (Vid. Cognati.)
CONSECRA'TIO. (Vid. ApoTnEosis.'*

CONSILIA'RII. (Vid. Conventur.')

CONSI'LIUM. (Vid. CoNVENTUs.)
CONSTITUTIO'NES. "Constitutio principia,"

says Gaius,' " is that which the imperator has ccn-
stituted by decretum, edictum, or epistola ; nor has
it ever been doubted that such constitutio has the

force of law, inasmuch as by law the imperator re-

ceives the imperium." Hence such laws were oilea

called principales constitutiones.

An imperial constitutio, then, in its widest sense,

might mean everything by which the head of the
state declared his pleasure, either in a matter of

legislation, administration, or jurisdictio. A decre-

tum was a judgment in a matter in dispute between
two parties which came before him, either in the

way of appeal or in the first instance. Edicta, so

called from their analogy to the old edict,* edictales

leges, generales leges, leges perpetuas, &c., were
laws binding on all the emperor's subjects. Under
the general head of rescripta' were contained epis-

tolaj and subscriptiones,* which were the answers
of the emperor to those who consulted him eithef

as public functionaries or individuals.' In the time
of Tiberius, the word rescriptum had hardly obtain-

ed the legal signification of the time of Gains.* It

is evident that decreta and rescripta could not, from
their nature, have the force of leges generales, but,

inasmuch as these determinations in particular

cases might be of obvious general application, they

might gradually obtain the force of law.

Under the early emperors, at least in the time o.'

Augustus, many leges were enacted, and m his time,

and that of his successors to about the time of Ha-
drian, we find mention of numerous senatus con*

sulta. In fact, the emperor, in whom the supreme
power was vested from the time of Augustus, ex-

ercised his power through the medium of a senatus

consultum, which he introduced by an oratio or

libellus, and the senatus consultum was said to be
made "imperatore auctore." Probably, about the

time of Hadrian, senatus consulta became less com-
mon, and finally imperial constitutiones became the

common form in which a law was made.
At a later period, in the Institutes, it is declared,

that whatever the imperator determined (constiluit)

by epistola, or decided judicially (cognoscens decre-

vit), or declared by edict, was law ; with this lim-

itation, that those constitutions were not laws
which in their nature were limited to special cases.

Under the general head of constitutiones we also

read of mandata, or instructions by the Caesar to

his officers.

Many of these constitutions ap"} preserved in their

original form in the extant co^'es. (Vid. Codex
Theodosianos, &c.)
CONSUA'LIA, a festival, with i^^mes, celebrated

by the Romans, according to Festus, Ovid,' and
others, in honour of Census, the god of secret de-

liberation, or, according to Livy," of Neptunus
Equestris. Plutarch," Dionysius of Halicamas
sus,*' and the Pseudo Asconius, however," say that

Neptunus Equestris and Consus were only different

names for one and the same deity. It was solem-

nized e'^ery year in the circus by the symbolical

ceremony of uncovering an altar dedicated to the

1. (Hirt., De Bell. Alex., i., 22.—Liv., xxi., 11 )—2. (L:t.,

XXV., 5.)—3. (i., 5.)^. (Gaius, i., 93.1—5. (Gaius, i., 72, VS,

<fec.)— 6. (Gaius, i., 94, 96, 104.)—7. (Plin.. P.p., x., 2.)—8. (Ta-
cit., Ann., vi., 9.)—9. (Fast., iii., 199.)—10. (i., 9.)—11. (Qutert.

Rom., 45.)— 12. (ii., 31.) — 13. (ad Cic. iu Verr., p. 142, 6^
OreUi.\
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CDNSUL.

gou, which was buried in the earth. For Romulus,
who was considered as the founder of the festival,

was said to have discovered an altar in the earth
on that spot.' The solemnity took place on the
21st of August with horse and chariot races, and
libations were poured into the flames which con-
sumed the sacrifices. During these festive games,
horses and mules were not allowed to do any work,
and were adorned with garlands of flowers. It was
at their first celebration that, according to the an-
cient legend, the Sabine maidens were carried off.*

Virgil,* in speaking of the rape of the Sabines, de-
scribes it as having occurred during the celebration
of the Circcnsian games, which can only be account-
ed for by supposing that the great Circensian games,
in subsequent times, superseded the ancient Con-
sualia, and that thus the poet substituted games
of his own time for ancient ones—a favourite prac-
tice with Virgil ; or that he only meant to say the
rape took place at the well-known festival in the
circus (the Consualia), without thinking of the ludi
circenses, properly so called.

CONSUL, the joint president of the Roman Ke-
public. " Without doubt the name consules means
nothing more than simply colleagues ; the syllable
sul is found in prmsul and exsul, where it signifies
one who is ; thus consules is tantamount to consentes,
the name given to Jupiter's council of gods."* This
is not quite correct. The syllable sul contains the
root of the verb salio, " to go" or " come ;" and
con-sil-ium is merely " a coming together," like con-
vcntio, contio. So consules are " those who come
together," prasul " he who goes before," exsul " he
who goes out." The institution of consuls or joint
presidents of the state seems to have been inti-

mately connected with the first principles of the
Roman political system. The old tradition with
regard to the first two kings seems to point directly
to something of the kind, and Servius, in his Con-
stitution, is said to have provided for a restoration
of the old division of the sovereign pbwer between
two functionaries. They do not, however, appear
to have existed under this name till after the ex-
pulsion of Tarquinius, when L. Junius Brutus and
L. Tarquinius CoUatinus (or M. Horatius*) were ap-
pointed chief magistrates at Rome with this title.

At first the consuls were the only supreme officers
at Rome, and had all the power of the kings whom
they succeeded. Cicero* ascribes to them the regia
potestas :

" Idqife in republica nostra maxima va-
luit, quod ei regalis potestas praefuit—quod et in his
etiam qui nunc regnant manet." " Quibus autem
regia potestas non placuit, non ii nemini, sed non
semper uni parere voluerunt." Their dress was
regal, with the exception of the golden crown, which
they did not wear at all, and the trabea, which they
only wore on the occasion of a triumph. They had
ivory sceptres surmounted by eagles ; in the public
assemblies they sat upon a throne {sella curulis)

;

they had an elevated seat in the senate, where
they presided ; they appointed the public treasurers

;

they made peace and contracted foreign aUiances

;

they had the jurisdictio, t. c, they were the supreme
judges in all suits, whence we also find them called
praetores ; and they had the imperium, or supreme
command of the armies of the ^tate. The most
prominent outward symbols of their authority were
the fasces, or bundle of rods surrounding an axe,
and borne before the consuls by twelve lictors or
beadles.

At first each of the consuls had his own twelve
lictors ; but P. Valerius, called Publicola, Irom his

CONSL'L.

I. (Compare Niebuhr, Iligt. Rom., vol. i., notes 629 and 630.)
-2. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v.,3.—Diony».,i.,2.—Cic.,DeRfip.,

ii., 7.) — 3. f^n., viii., 636.)— 4. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom., i. p.
U2.)-5. (Polyb., iii., 22.)—6. (De teg., iii., 8.)

Q Q

attention to the wishes of the populus, or original
burgesses, removed the axe from the fastes, and
allowed only one of the consuls to be preceded by
the lictors while they were in Rome. The other
consul was attended only by a single accensus. This
division of the honours was so arranged that the
consuls enjoyed the outward distinctions alternately
from month to month ; the elder of the two consul*
received the fasces for the first month, and so on,
till the reign of Augustus, when it was decreed by
the Lex Julia et Papia Poppeea, that the precedence
should be given to him who had the greater num-
ber of children. To this alternation in the honours
of the consulate Horace seems to refer indirectly,
when he says,

" Virtus, repulscB nescia sordida,
Intaminatis fulgct honoribus

:

Nee sumit aut ponit secures
Arbitrio popularis aura."^

Willie they were out of Rome, and at the head ol
the army, the consuls retained the axes in the fas-
ces, and each had his own lictors as before the time
of Valerius.

The consuls were for some time chosen only
from the populus or patricians, and, consequently, al-
ways sided with their own order in the long strug-
gle which was carried on between the patricians
and the commonalty. The first shock to their pow-
er was given by the appointment of the tribuni pie
bis, who were a sort of plebeian consuls, and, like
the others, were originally two in number. They
presided at the comitia tributa, or assemblies of the
plebs, as the consuls did at the other comitia, and
had the right of interposing a veto, which put a stop
to any consular or senatorial measure. The con-
sular office was suspended in B.C. 452, and its func-
tions performed by a board of ten high commission-
ers {decemviri), appointed to frame a code of laws,
according to a motion of the tribune Terentius. Oii
the re-establishment of the consulship in B.C. 444,
the tribunes proposed that one of the consuls should
be chosen from the plebeians, and this gave rise to
a serious and long-protracted struggle between the
two orders, in the course of which the office of con-
sul was again suspended, and its functions admin-
istered by a board of tribuni militares, corresponding
to the crparriyoi at Athens. At length, in B.C. 366,
the plebeians succeeded in procuring one of the con-
suls to be elected from their own body, and after
that time both consuls were occasionally plebeians.
The prerogatives and functions which were ori-

ginally engrossed by the consuls, were afterward
divided between them, and different magistrates
appointed to relieve them under the great pressure
of business introduced by the increase of the state.
The censors, appointed in B.C. 442, performed some
of their duties, and the praetors, first elected in B.C.
365, undertook the chief part of the jurisdictio, or
judicial functions of the consuls. When a consul
was appointed to some command or office out of
Rome, he was said provinciam accipere ; and when
the consul was appointed to a foreign command af-
ter the expiration of his year of office, he was call-
ed proconsul. In the Greek writers on Roman his-
tory, the consuls are called i'Tvaroi, the proconsuls
uvdvnaroi. The consul might also be superseded
by the dictator, who was appointed with absolute
power for certain emergencies. A similar authori-
ty, however, was occasionally vested in the consuls
themselves by virtue of the senatus decrctum, which
vvas worded, Videant consules nc quid respubliea det-
rimenti capiat, i. e., " Let the consuls look to it, that
no harm befalls the state."
The consuls were elected some time before they

I (Conn., Ill , ii., 17 )
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entered npon their office, and till then were called

consules designati. In later times they entered on

thei"- office on the 1st of January, and were obliged

to take the oath of office within the five days follow-

ing, the effect of which they had to repeat in an oath

•vhich they took on quitting their office at the end

of the year. The commencement of the consulate

was always celebrated by a solemn procession to

the Capitol, and a sacrifice there to Jupiter Capito-

linus, and after that there was a great meeting of

the senate. By the Lex Annalis (B.C. 181) it was
decreed that the consul should be 43 years of age.'

But many were elected consuls at an earlier age.

It was also a law that an interval of ten years

should elapse between two elections of the same
person to the office of consul ; but this law was not

strictly observed, and instances occur of five or six

re-elections to this office. C. Marius was seven

times consul.

The office of consul continued after the downfall

of the Republic. In the reign of Tiberius the con-

suls were no longer elected by the people, but were
appointed by the senate ; and subsequently the num-
ber was increased, and consuls were appointed for

a part of the year only, till at last it became only an
honorary or complimentary appointment. In these

times the consuls were divided into several classes

:

the consules ordinarii, who were the nearest repre-

sentatives of the older consuls ; the consules suffecti,

appointed by the emperors for the rest of the year

;

and the consules honorarii, who had only the name,
without a shadow of authority.

The consuls, like the apx(^v inuvv/ioQ at Athens,

gave their names to the year ; calendars or annual

registers were kept for this purpose, and called

Fasti Consulares. The last consul knuvvfioQ was
BasiUus junior, in the reign of Justinian, A.U.C.
1394, A.D. 541.

CONTRACTUS. {Vid. Obligationes )

CONTUBERNA'LES (^avoKitvoL). This word, in

Us original meaning, signified men who served in

the same army and lived in the same tent. It is de-

rived from taberna (afterward tabernaculum), which,

according to Festus, was the original name for a

military tent, as it was made of boards {tabulce).

Each tent was occupied by ten soldiers (^contuhcrna-

les), with a subordinate officer at their head, who
was called decanus, and in later times caput contu-

hernii.^

Young Romans of illustrious families used to ac-

company a distinguished general on his expeditions

or to his province, for the purpose of gaining under
his superintendence a practical training in the art

of war or in the administration of public affairs, and
were, like soldiers living in the same tent, called his

contulernales.^

In a still wider sense, the name contubernales was
applied to persons connected by ties of intimate

friendship and living under the same roof,* and
hence, when a free man and a slave, or two slaves,

who were not allowed to contract a legal marriage,
lived together as husband and wife, they were call-

ed contubernales; and their connexion, as well as
their place of residence, contubernium.^ Cicero'
calls Caesar the conlubernalis of Quirinus, thereby
alluding to the fact that Caesar had allowed his own
Btatue to be erected in the temple of Quirinus.'

C NTUB E'RN I U M. ( Vid. Contubernales,
CONCUBINA.)
CONTUS (kovt6(, from kbvteu, I prick or pierce)

1. (Cic, Philipp., v., 17, 47.)—2. (Veget., De Re Mil., ii., 8,
13.—Compare Cic, Pro Ligar., 7.—Ilirt., Bell. Alex., 16.—Dra-
fcenb. ad Liv., v., 2.) — 3. (Cic, Pro Coel., 30.—Pro Plane, 11.

—Suet., Jul., 42. — Tacit., Agr., 5.— Frontin., Strateg., iv., 1,

1.— Plutarch, Pomp., 3.)— 4. (Cic ad Fam., ix., 2. — Plin.,

3pist., ii., 13.)—5. (Colum., xii., 1, 3 ; i., 8.—Petron., Sat., 96.

-Tacit., llist.,i., 43; iii.,74.)—6. (ad Att., xiii., 9« .)—7. {Vid.

to. ad Att., xii., 45.—Suet., Jul., 76.)

ao6

was, as Nonius* expresses it, a long and strong
wooden pole or stake, with a pointed iron at the
one end." It was used for various purposes, but
chiefly as a punt-pole by sailors, who, in shallow
water, thrust it into the ground, and thus pushed on
the boat.' It also served as a means to sound the
depth of the water.* At a later period, when the
Romans became acquainted with the huge lancet)

or pikes of some of the northern barbarians, the
word contus was applied to this kind of weapon

j

and the long pikes peculiar to the Sarmatians were
always designated by this name.*
CONVENI'RE IN M,.\NUM. (Vid. Marriaob.)
CONVE'NTUS (trovorJof, awovoia, or avvayuyr))

is properly a name which may be given to any as-

sembly of men who meet for a certain purpose.
But when the Romans had reduced foreign coun-
tries into the form of provinces, the word conventus
assumed a more definite meaning, and was applied
to the whole body of Roman citizens who were ei-

ther permanently or temporarily settled in a prov-
ince.' In order to facilitate the administration of
justice, a province was divided into a number of
districts or circuits, each of which was called con-

ventus, forum, or jurisdictio.^ Roman citizens liv-

ing in a province were entirely under the jurisdic-

tion of the proconsul, except in the towns which
had the Jus Italicum, which had magistrates of their

own with a jurisdictio, from whom there was, no
doubt, an appeal to the proconsul ; and at certain

times of the year, fixed by the proconsul, they as-

sembled in the chief town of the district, and this

meeting bore the name of conventus (avvodog).

Hence the expressions, conventus agerc, peragere,

convocare, dimittere, uyopaiovc (sc. yfiipac) uyetv,

&c.' At this conventus litigant parties applie/-^ to

the proconsul, who selected a number of judges
from the conventus to try their causes.^* The pro-

consul himself presided at the trials, and pronoun-
ced the sentence according to the views of thft

judges, who were his assessors (consilium or consil

iarii). As the proconsul had to carry on all official

proceedings in the Latin language,'* he was always
attended by an interpreter." These conventus ap-

pear to have been generally held after the proconsul
had settled the military affairs of the province ; at

least, when Caesar was proconsul of Gaul, he made
it a regular practice to hold the conventus after his

armies had retired to their winter-quarters.

Niebuhr" supposes that, after the peace of Cau-
dium, and before any country had been made a Ro-
man province, the name conventus was applied to

the body of Roman citizens sojourning or residing

at Capua, Cuma, and eight other Campanian towns.
CONVrVIUM. (Vid. Symposium.)
•CONVOLVULUS, I. a species of Caterpillar,

mentioned by Pliny** as doing great damage to the
vineyards. It derives its name from rolling itself

up in the leaf, after having half cut through the

small stem which connects the latter with the vine.

Modern naturalists make it the same with the Pyra-
lis vitis.^^

*II. A plant, the Bindweed, of which several

kinds are mentioned by the ancient writers. The
C. Arvensis is the ofiila^ of Dioscorides," with the

1. (xviii., 24.)—2. (Virg., ^n., v., 208.)—3. (Ilom., Od., ix ,

287.—Virg., 1, c.—Id., vi., 302.)—4. (Festus, s»v. Percunctatio

—Donat. ad Terent , Hec, I., ii., 2.)— 5. (Virg., jEn., ix., 510.

—Tacit., Hist., i., 44 ; iii., 27.— Lamprid., Conimod., 13.)—

6

(Tacit., Hist., i., 79.—Id., Ann., vi., 35.— Stat.. Achill., ii., 416.

—Val. Flacc, vi., 162, et al.) — 7. (Cic. in Verr., ii., 13; v.,

36.—CiES., Bell. Civ., ii., 21.—Hirt., Bell. Afr., 97 )—8. (Cic. in

Verr., ii., 15.—Plin., Ep., x., 5.—Plin., H. N., iii., 1, 3; v., 29.)

—9. (CiES., Bell. Gall.,i., 54 ; v., 1 ; viii., 46.—Act. Apost., xix.,

38.)—10. (Cic. in A'err., ii., 13, &c.— Niebuhr, Hist. Rom., iii.,

p. 732.)—11. (Val. Max., II., ii., 2.)— 12. (Cic in Verr., iii., 37
—Ep. ad Fam., xiii., 54.)—13. (Hist. Rom., iii., p. 340.)—14.

{H. N., XTii., 28.)— 15. (Plin., ed. Panckoucke. vaJ ^., p. 186.)

— Ifl. (iv.. 144.)
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epithet of TiEta, in opposition to the a/ilTia^ rpaxeia,^

the same with the Smilax lavis of Pliny.* This

species does great injury to the corn, and its roots

are not easily eradicated. Billerbeck censures Sib-

thorp for confounding it with the TrepiKM/ievov of

rDioscorides.' The C. Sepium, also called afii?-a^,

'is the fiakaKOKiaao^ of the Geoponica,* and the

'Convolvulus of Pliny.* It has white, bell-shaped

ficwers, and derives its name from growing in

bcdges, and places adjacent to these (" sejpes et vi-

eina omnia implicat"). It is also called 'laaiuvr],

from 'latTw, the goddess of healing.* Sibthorp found

it everywhere in the hedges of Greece. The C.

S^ammonia, or Scammony,^ is the plant the inspis-

sated juice of which is the Scammony of the shops,

a well-known purgative. This article has been

known from a very early period ; it is mentioned
by Hippocrates, and many peculiar virtues were at-

tributed to it at that time : now, however, it is con-

sidered only as an active cathartic. The plant is

spread over Syria, Asia Minor, and nearly the whole
East. Sibthorp found it growing in many parts of

Livadia and the Peloponnesus or Morea." The
C. Soldanclla is the KpufcCij ^akaaata, or Sea-Kale.'

*CONUS (Kwvof), a term applied by Galen" and
Paul of ^gina*' to the Pinus sylvestris, or wild

Pine. It is commonly used, however, to signify the

Nux Pinea, or the fruit of the Pine-tree. Athenseus
says that Theophrastus called the tree tzevktj, and
the fruit Kuvog}^
*CONY'ZA (/foj/ufa), a plant, three species of

which are described by Dioscorides.^^ " Owing to

recent changes in the Botanical terminology," ob-

serves Adams, " there is now considerable difficulty

m applying scientific names to these three species.

The older authorities referred them all to the genus
Cor.yza, or Fleabane, and Stackhouse still does so,

but hesitatingly." Sprengel, upon the whole, prefers

the following distribution of them. 1. Inula viscosa

Ait. 2. Inula saxatilis, or Erigeron graveolcns. 3.

Inula octilus Christi. Dierbach ma^es the novv^a

ni Hippocrates the Ambrosia marilima.^*

COOPTA'RE. {Vid. Collegium.)
CO'PHINUS (KOipivog), a large kind of wicker

Basket, made of willow branches.'* From Aris-

tophanes'* it would seem that it was used by the

Greeks as a basket or cage for birds. The Romans
used it for agricultural purposes ; and Columella,''

in describing a method of procuring early cucum-
bers, says that they should be sown in well-m5nu-
red soil, kept in a cophinus, so that in this case we
have to consider it as a kind of portable hot-bed.

Juvenal," when speaking of the Jews, uses the ex-

pression cophinus et fcenum (a truss of hay), figura-

tively to designate their high degree of poverty.

{Vid. CoRBis.)

*CORACrNUS (KopaKLvog), a species of Fish, the

same with the aairepSrig, according to Athenaeus.

(Vid. Saperda.)
CGRALL'IUM (iiopdX?uov). "From the brief

notices," observes Adams, "which Arrian," He-
sychius,*** and Dionysius," all of whom mention
this term, supply, it is impossible to decide satis-

factorily what species of the Corallina were known
o the ancients."

*CORALL'IS, a stone resembling vermilion, and
bnvjght from India and Syene.** It is supposed to

hare been red coral. The ancients thought coral

1. (Theoplirast , H N., iii., 18.)—2. (H. N., xvi., 10 ; xxxiv.,

10.) -3. (iv., 13.)—4. (ii., 6, 31.)—5. (H. N., xxi., 5 et 16.)—
'i. (Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 44.)—7. (Dioscor., iv., 171.

—

Theophrast., H. P., iv.,6; ix., 1, et 10.)— 8. (Billerbeck, 1. c.)

-Q. (Dioscor., ii.. 147.)—10. (De Simpl., vii.)—11. (vii., 3.)—
(2. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—13. (iii., 126.—Theophrast., H. P.,

»i., 1, 2.)— 14. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—15. (Mcer. Attic, and
Hesych., s. v. '/ 5;5ixoj.)—16- (Av., 1223.)—17. (xi., 3, p. 460,

ed. Bip)-I8 (Sat., iii., 14, ard vi., 542.)—19. (Peripl.)— 20.

iLnx s. V )—21 ;Ue Sit. Orb. -22. 'Plin. H. N xTxvii..lO.)

to grow as a vegetable underneath the waves, and
to harden into stone when removed from its nativa
element.*

*CORAX (.Kopaf). I. the Raven, or Corvus co-

rax, L. " This," remarks Adams, " is generally
held to be the Corvus of Virgil ; but the latter, ac-
cording to Pennant, was the Rook, or Corvus frugi-
legus, which, he says, is the only species that is gre-

garious ; and Virgil pointedly refers to flocks of Cor
vi.' This, however, is not strictly correct, for the
hooded crow and the jackdaw are often to be seen
in flocks. Dr. Trail informs me that he has seen
flocks of hooded crows, consisting of many hun-
dreds. Aristotle' applies this term also to a water •

bird. It probably was a sort of cormorant."*
*II. Probably thQ Trigla hirundo, L., or TuD-fish.

Gesner, however, makes no distinction between it

and the KopaKivog. Coray is undecided.*
CORBIS, dim. CO'RBULA, CORBI'CULA, a

Basket of very peculiar form and common use
among the Romans, both for agricultural and other
purposes ; so called, according to Varro,* " Quod
eo spicas aut aliud quid corruebant ;" or, according
to Isidorus,' " Quia curvatis virgia contexitur." It

was made of osiers twisted together,* and of a con'
ical or pyramidal shape {irliyiiaTa kx. Ivyov irvpor

fioeLdrj.^ A basket answering precisely to this de-

scription, both in form and material, is still to be
seen in every-day use among the Campanian peas-
antry, which is called, in the language of the coun-
try, " la corbella," a representation of which is in-

troduced in the lower portion of the annexed wood-
cut. The hook attached to it by a string is ir,r the

^i>JZ^^^

f?l^^i

purpose of suspending it to a branch of the treo into

which the man climbs to pick his oranges, lemons,
olives, or figs. The upper portion of the woodcut"
represents a Roman farm, in which a farming man,
in the shape of a dwarfish satyr, is seen with a pole

{aaiXka) across his shoulder, to each end of which
is suspended a basket resembhng in every respect

the Campanian corbella ; all which coincidences of
name, form, and description leave no doubt as to

the identity of the term with the object represented.

As the corbis was used for a variety of purposes,

it is often distinguished by a corresponding epithet,

indicating the particular service to which it was ap-

plied ; as, for instance, corbis messoria," which was
used in husbandry for measuring corn in the car,

and is therefore opposed to the modius, in which

1. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 177.)—2. (Georg-., i., 410.)—3.

(H. A., viii., 5.)^. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Phn., H. N.,

xxxii., 11.—Isidor., xii., 6.)— 6. (De Ling. Lat., v., 139, ed.

MOllcr.)-7. (Orig., xx., 9.)—8. (Varro, De Re Rust., i., 22, I

-Isidor., Columell., 11. cc.)—9. (Arrian, Exp. Alex., v., 7, 8.)—
10. (AntichitA di Ercolano, torn, iii., tav. 29.)—11. (Cic, Pm
Sext., 38.—Compare Varro, De Re Rust., i , 53.—Propert., Eleg.^

IV., ii„ 28 —Ovid Met., xiv., 643.)
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the grain was measured after thrashing ;* corhs

palulatoria, which held a certain measure of green

food for cattle ;' corbis constricta, when put over

the noses of cattle with sore mouths, like a muzzle,

to prevent them from rubbing their lips.' These
were all of the larger sort, the same as that men-
tioned by Plautus,* " Geritote amicis vestris aurum
corbibus."

The smaller basket (corbula) was used for gath-

ering fruit* {aliquot corbulas uvarum*) ; as a bread-

basket {corbula panis'') ; for carrying up viands from

the kitchen to the ccenaculum ;* and when Nero at-

tempted to cut through the Isthmus of Corinth, he
put the earth into a corbula, which he took from a

soldier, and carried it away on his shoulders (Am-

mum corbula congestam^), which identifies the sort

of basket termed Kofivoc by Josephus," which con-

stituted part of the marching accoutrements of ev-

ery Roman soldier.

The corbis was also used in the Roman navy.

Being filled with stones, it afforded a substitute for

an anchor in places where the soil was impervious

to, or not sufficiently tenacious for, the fluke of an
anchor," which practice is not yet forsaken, for the

writer has repeatedly seen the identical " corbella"

delineated above so applied in the bay of Mola di

Gaieta.

CO'RBIT^, merchantmen of the larger class,

so called because they hung out a corbis at the mast-
head for a sign.^' They were also termed onerarim ;

and hence Plautus, in order to designate the vora-

cious appetites of some women, says, " Corbitam
cibi comesse possunt."" They were noted for their

heavy build and sluggish sailing,** and carried pas-

sengers as well as merchandise, answering to the

large " felucca" of the present day. Cicero pro-

posed to take a passage in one of these vessels from
Rhegium to Patrae, which he opposes to the smarter
class of packets {actuariola^^).

COR'CHORUS {Kopxopog), a plant, probably the

same with the Jews' Mallow, or Corchorus olitorius.

It is still used as a potherb by the Jews at Aleppo.

A Japanese species of this shrub is well known in

Great Britain, according to Adams ; but the Cor-

chorus olitorius is seldom cultivated.**

*CORD'YLUS {Kopdvlog), an amphibious animal
described by Aristotle.*^ " From the discussions

of Belon, Rondelet, Gesner, and Schneider, it would
appear to be settled," remarks Adams," that it was
a sort of Lizard, probably a variety of the Siren La-
certina."

II. The fry of the Tunny-fish, according to Pliny.

Modern naturalists, however, think that it is proba-
bly a variety of the Scomber-thynnus, L.**

*CORIANDRUM {Kopiavvov or Kopiov^^), Cori-
ander, or Coriandrum sativum. It grows wild in

Italy. The name is derived from the strong smell
of bedbugs {Kdpig, " a bedbug") which the seed has
when fresh. Theophrastus says there were several
kinds."" According to Phny,'* Coriander-seed, ta-

ken in moderate quantities, was good in aiding di-

gestion ; and the ancients, therefore, generally took
it after eating. Sibthorp makes the modern Greek
name to be Kopiavdpov or KovaSapdg. He found it

in Peloponnesus (the Morea) and the island of Cy-
prus.*"

1. (Cato, De Re Rust., 136.)—2. (Colum., VI.,iii.,5 ; XI., ii.,

)».)—3. (Veget.,Art.Veterin.,ii.,33.)—4. ^Bacch.,IV.,iv.,61.)
—5. (Cato, De Re Rust., ii., 5.—Coluni., XII., 1., 8.)—6. (Varro,
De Re Rust., i., 15.)—7. (Caecilius, ap. Non., s. v. Corbis.)—8.
(Plaut., Aul., II.,vii.,4.) -9. (Suet., Nero, 19.)—10. (Bell. Jud.,
lii., 5, 1) 5.)—11. (Arrian, I.e.—Eunap. ap. Suid., s. v. Zevyua.)
—12. (Festus.—Nonius, s. V.)—13. (Cos., IV., i., 20.)—14. (Lu-
oil. ap. Non., s. v. Corbitse.—Plaut., PcEn., III., i.,4.)—15. (Ep.
ad Att., ivi., 6.)—16. (Theophrast., H. P., vii., 7.—Adams, Ap-
pend., 8. V.)—17. (H. A., i., 5.)—18 (Aristot., viii., 21.—Plin.,
H. N., ix., 15.)—id. (Theophrast., i., ll ; vii., 1.—Dioscor., iii.,

64 )—20. (H. P., vii., 1.)—21 (H. N , xx., 20.)—22. (Billerbeck,

Flora Classica, p. 76.)
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*CORIS {Kopic) I., a name applied to several

species of the genus Cimex, or bug. {Vid. Cimex]
II. A Plant, the same with the Hypericum Coris

L.*

CORDAX. {Vid. CoMCEDiA, p. 299.)

CORNE'LIA LEX. {Vid. Majestas, Rfpetuji
jyM.)

CORNE'LIA FULVIA LEX. {Vid. Ambitcb.)
CORNE'LIA LEX DE FALSIS. {Vid. Falsa.)
CORNE'LIA LEX DE INJU'RIIS. {Vid. In-

JURI.«.)

CORNE'LIA LEX DE SICA'RIIS ET VENE-
FI'CIS. A law of the Twelve Tables contained
some provision as to homicide,* but this is all that

we know. It is generally assumed that the law o*

Numa Pompilius, quoted by Festus,' " Si quis hom-
inem liberum dolo sciens morti duit paricida esto"
was incorporated in the Twelve Tables, and is the

law of homicide to which Pliny refers ; but this

cannot be proved. It is generally supposed that the
laws of the Twelve Tables contained provisions

against incantations {malum carmen) and poisoning,

both of which offences were also included under
parricidium : the murderer of a parent was sewed
up in a sack {culeus or culleus) and thrown into a
river. It was under the provisions of some old

law that the senate, by a consultum, ordered the
consuls P. Scipio and D. Brutus (B.C. 138) to in-

quire into the murder in the Silva Scantia {Silvc.

Sila*). The lex Cornelia de Sicariis et Veneficis

was passed in the time of the dictator Sulla, B.C.
82. The lex contained provisions as to death ot

fire caused by dolus mains, and against persons go-

ing about armed with the intention of killing or

thieving. The law not only provided for cases of
poisoning, but contained provisions against those

who made, sold, bought, possessed, or gave poison

for the purpose of poisoning ; also against a magis-
tratus or senator who conspired in order that a per-

son might be condemned in a judicium publicum,

&c.* To the provisions of this law was subse-

quently added a senatus consultum against mala
sacrificia, otherwise called impia sacrificia, the

agents in which were brought within the provisions

of this lex. The punishment inflicted by this law
was the interdictio aquae et ignis, according to

some modern writers. Marcian* says that the pun-
ishment was deportatio in insulam et bonorum adem-
tio. These statements are reconcilable when we
consider that the deportatio under the emperors
took f;he place of the interdictio, and the expression

in thf3 Digest was suited to the times of the writers

or the compilers. Besides, it appears that the lex

was modified by various senatus consulta and im-

perial rescripts.

The lex Pompeia de Parricidiis, passed in the

time of Cn. Pompeius, extended the crime of parri-

cide to the killing (dolo malo) of a brother, sister,

uncle, aunt, and many other relations enumerated
by Marcianus ;' this enumeration also comprises

vitricus, noverca, privignus, privigna, patronus, pa-

trona, an avus who killed a nepos, and a mother
who killed a filius or filia ; but it did not extend to

a father. All privy to the crime were also punished

by the law, and attempts at the crime also came
within its provisions. The punishment was the

same as that affixed by the lex Cornelia de Sica-

riis,* by which must be meant the same punishment

that the lex Cornelia afiixed to crimes of the same
kind. He who killed a father or mother, grand-

father or grandmother, was punished (more majo-

rum) by being whipped till he bled, sewn up in a

1. (Dioscor., iii., 164.—P. JEgin., vii., 3.—Plin., H. N., xxvi.,

54.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xviii., 3.)—3. (s. v. Parici Quae.store.s.)—

4. (Cic, BiTitus, c. 22, ed. H. Meyer.)—5. (Compare Cic, Pr«

Cluent., c. 54, with Dig. 49, tit. 8.)—6. (Dig. 49, lit. 8, s. 3 '-

7. (Dig. 49, tit. 9, s. 1.)—6. (Dig., I. c.)
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•ack with a dog, cock, viper, and ape, and thrown
into the sea if the sea was at hand, and if not, by
a constitution of Hadrian, he was exposed to wild
oeasts, or, in the time of Paulus, to be burned. The
ape would appear to be a late addition. The mur-
derers of a father, mother, grandfather, grandmoth-
er only were punished in this manner;* other par-
ricides were simply put to death. From this it is

clear that the lex Cornelia contained a provision
against parricide, if we are rightly informed as to
the provisions de Sicariis et Veneficis, unless there
was a separate Cornelia Lex de Parricidiis As al-

ready observed, the provisions of those two Jeges
were modified in various ways under the emperors.

It appears from the law of Numa, quoted by
Festus,'' that a parricida was any one who killed
another dolo malo. Cicero^ appears to use the
word in its limited sense, as he speaks of the pun-
ishment of the culleus. In this limited sense there
seems no impropriety in Catilina being called par-
ricida with reference to his country ; and the day
of the dictator Caesar's death might be called a par-
rjcidium, considering the circumstances under which
the name was given.* If the original meaning of
parricida be what Festus says, it may be doubted
if the etymology of the word (pater and caedo) is

correct; for it appears that paricida or parricida
meant murderer generally, and afterward the mur-
derer of certain persons in a near relationship. If
the wor J was originally patricida, the law intended
to make all malicious killing as great an offence as
parricidt, though it would appear that parricide,
properly so called, was, from the time of the Twelve
Tables at least, specially punished with the culleus,
and other murders were not.'

*CORNIX, the Carrion Crow. (Vid. Corone.)
CORNU, a wind instrument, anciently made of

horn, but afterward of brass.* According to Athe-
naeus,^ it was an invention of the Etruscans. Like
the tuba, it differed from the tibia in i)eing a larger
and more powerful instrument, and from the tuba
Itself in being curved nearly in the shape of a C,
with a crosspiece to steady the instrument for the
convenience of the performer. In Greek it is called
arpoyyvlr] aa?.Tny^. H had no stopples or plugs to
adjust the scale to any particular mode ;* the en-
tire series of notes was produced without keys or
holes, by the modification of the breath and of the
lips at the moutlyjiece. Probably, from the descrip-
tion given of it in the poets, it was, like our own
horn, an octave lower than the trumpet. The clas-
aicum, which originally meant a signal rather than
the musical instrument which gave the signal, was
usually sounded with the cornu.

" Sonuit reflexo classicum cornu,
Lituusque adunco stridulos cantus
Elisit are."*

CORONA.

From which lines we learn the distinction between
the cornu and lituus, as from Ovid' we leam thai
between the tuba and cornu

:

" Non tuba directi, non aris cornuaflexi."

The preceding woodcut, taken from Bartholini,»
illustrates the above account.
CORO'NA ((TTE^avof), a Crown ; that is, a circu-

lar ornament of metal, leaves, or flowers, worn by
the ancients round the head or neck, and used as a
festive as well as funereal decoration, and as a re-
ward of talent, military or naval prowess, and civil
worth. It includes the synonymes of the species,
for which it is often used absolutely, arE^avri, arii^o^,

oTEipdvuna, corolla, sertum, a garland or wreath.
The first introduction of this ornament is attrib-

uted to Janus Bifrons,' the reputed inventor of ships
and coinage, whence many coins of Greece, Italy,
and Sicily bear the head of Janus on one side, and a
ship or a crown on the reverse.

Judging from Homer's silence, it does not appear
to have been adopted among the Greeks of the he-
roic ages as a reward of merit or as a festive dec-
oration, for it is not mentioned among the luxuries
of the delicate Phaeacians or of the suiters. But
a golden crown decorates the head of Venus in the
hymn to that goddess.*

Its first introduction as an honorary reward is

attributable to the athletic games, in some of which
it was bestowed as a prize upon the victor,* from
whence it was adopted in the Roman circus. It
was the only one contended for by the Spartans in
their gymnic contests, and was worn by them when
going to battle.*

The Romans refined upon the practice of the
Greeks, and invented a great variety of crowns,
formed of different materials, each with a separate
appellation, and appropriated to a particular purpose.
We proceed to enumerate these and their proper-
ties, including in the same detail an account of the
corresponding ones, where any, in Greece.

I. Corona Obsidionalis. Among the honora-
ry crowns bestowed by the Romans for military
achievements, the most difficult of attainment, and
the one which conferred the highest honour, was
the corona obsidionalis, presented by a beleaguered
army after its liberation to the general who broke
up the siege. It was made of grass, or weeds and
wild flowers,^ thence called corona graminca,^ and
graminea obsidionalis,* gathered from the spot on
which the beleaguered army had been enclosed," in
allusion to a custom of the early ages, in which the
vanquished party, in a contest of strength or agiUty,

1. (Modest., Dig. 49, tit. 9, s. 9.)—2. (». v. Parici Qusstores.)
I. (PioRos.Am., c. 23.)—4. (Suet., Ctes., c. 88.)—5. (Dis?. 49,
lit. 8, 9.—Paulus, Recept. Sentent., v., tit. 24.—Dirksen. Ueber-
«icht, &(;., (ler Zwolftafelgesetze, Leip&ig-.)—C. 'Varro, De Ling.
Ut., v., 117, ed. Mailer.)—7. (iv., 184, A.)—8. (Burnev's Hiit.
of Music vol. i., p. 518.)-9. (Sen. CEd.. 734)

plucked a handful of grass from the meadow wheie

I. (Metam., i., 98.)—2. (De Tibiis, p. 403.)— 3. (Athcn.,xy.,
45.)—4. (1 and 7.)—5. (Plin., H. N., iv., 39.—Pindar, Olymp.,
iv., 36.—Argol. in Panvin., De Lud. Circ, i., 16.—Hamilton'i
Vases, vol. iii., pi. 47.)—6. (Hase, p. 198,200,transl.)—7. (Plin ,

H. N., xxii., 7.)—8. (Plin., H. N., xxii., 4.)—9 (Liv., vii., 37.J
—10. (Plin \ c—Aul. G«L , v., 6.—iFestus, 8. v. Obsidionali*.;
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n»e struggle took place, and gave it to his opponent

as a token of victory.^ A list of the few Romans
who gained this honour is given by Pliny.* A rep-

resentation of the corona graminea is introduced in

the preceding woodcut."
II. Corona Civica, the second in honour and im-

portance,* was presented to the soldier who had
preserved the life of a Roman citizen in battle,* and
therefore accompanied with the inscription " Ob
civem servatum,"* as seen on the medal of M. Lep-
iuus, introduced in the next woodcut, in which the

letters H. O. C. S. stand for hostem occidit, civem

tervavit. It was originally made of the ilex, after-

ward of the asculus, and finally of the quercus,''

three different sorts of oak, the reason for which
choice is explained by Plutarch.* It is represented

in the next woodcut,' above which the medal of Lep-
idus," just mentioned, is placed.

As the possession of this crown was so high an
honour, its attainment was restricted by very se-

vere regulations," so that the following combina-
tions must have been satisfied before a claim was
allowed: To have preserved the life of a Roman
citizen in battle, slain his opponent, and maintained
the ground on which the action took place. The
testimony of a third party was not admissible ; the
person rescued must himselfproclaim the fact, wiiich
increased the difficulty of attainment, as the Roman
soldier was commonly unwilling to acknowledge
his obligation to the prowess of a comrade, and to
show him that deference which he would be com-
pelled to pay to his preserver if the claim were es-

tablished." Originally, therefore, the corona civica

1. (Aul. Gell., v., 6.—Plin., H. N., xxii., 4.—Festus, s. v. Ob-
sidionalis.—Sei-v. ad Virg., iEn., viii., 128.)—2. (H. N., xxii., 4,

5.)—3. (Guichard, De Antiquis Triumphis, p. 268.—Compare
Hardouin ad Plin., H. N., x., 68.)—4. (Plin., H. N., xvi., 3.)—
5. (Aul. Gell., v., 6.)—6. (Senec, Clem., i., 26.)—7. (Plin., H.
N., xvi., 5.)—8. (Quaest. Rom., p. 151, ed. Reisk.)—9. (Jacob de
Bie, Numism. Aurea Imp. Rom., pi. 5.)—10. (Goltz, Historia

Csesarum ex Aniiq. Numismat.Restitut., xxxiii., 1.)—11. (Plin.

H N , xvi., 5 ),-12 (Cic, Pro Plane, 30.)
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was presented by the rescued soldier,- after the
claim had been thoroughly investigated by the trib«

une, who compelled a reluctant party to come for-

ward and give his evidence ;' but under the Em-
pire, when the prince was the fountain from whence
all honours emanated, the civic crown was no lon-

ger received from the hands of the person whose
preservation it rewarded, but from the prince hiia-

self, or his delegate.'

The preservation of the life of an ally, eveo
though he were a king, would not confer a sufficient

title for the civic crown. When once obtained, it

might always be worn. The soldier who had ac-

quired it had a place reserved next to the senate at

all the public spectacles ; and they, as well as the
rest of the company, rose up upon his entrince.
He was freed from all public burdens, as were also

his father, and his paternal grandfather; and the
person who owed his life to him was bound, ever
after, to cherish his preserver as a parent, and af-

ford him all such offices as were due from a son to

his father.*

A few of the principal characters who gained
this reward are enumerated in the following pas-

sages : Plin., H. N., vii., 29 ; xvi., 5.—Liv., vi., 20;
X., 46. L. Gellius Publicola proposed to confer it

upon Cicero for having detected ^,nd crushed tlie

conspiracy of Catiline ;* and among the honours
bestowed upon Augustus by the senate, it was de-

creed that a civic crown should be suspended from
the top of his house ;' hence a crown of oak leaves,

with the inscription oh cives servalos, is frequently

seen on the reverse of the Augustan medals, as also

on those of Galba, ViteUius, Vespasian, Trajan, &c.,

showing that they likewise assumed to themselves
a similar honour.

Other chaplets of leaves of many kinds were
used both at Rome and in Greece, but they are

distinct in character and purpose from the corona

civica. An oak wreath was given by the Greeks to

Jupiter ;' but that has no acorns, which formed a
prominent feature in the corona civica;* and likewise

to Hecate ;' of ivy to Bacchus,^" commonly seen in

his statues, from which he is termed KiaaoKOfnjv^^

Those who assisted at a sacrifice wore a crown of

bay, and the victim a wreath of cypress, pine, or

flowers, and leaves of the tree sacred to the deity

to whom the offering was made." Romulus be-

stowed a crown of leaves upon Hostus Hostilius,

as the first man who stormed the city of Fidonas ;"

and the army paid a similar compliment to P De-
cius, by whom it was saved from destruction duiing

the Samnite war.'*

It will not fail to be remarked, as characteristic

of Roman manners and early republican virtue, that

the two crowns which were the most difficult to

obtain, and held in tl\c highest honour, possessed
no intrinsic value.

III. CoROHA Nava'.is or RosTRATA, Called also

Classica." It is difficult to determine whether
these were two distinct crowns, or only two de-

nominations for the same one. Virgil** unites both

terms in one sentence, "Terapora navali fulgent

rostrata corona." But it seems probable that the

former, besides being a generic term, was inferioi

in dignity to the latter, and given to the sailor whd

1. (Aul. Gel., v., 6.—Polyb., vi., 37.)—2. (Polyb., 1. c.)—

3

(Tacit., Ann., xv., 12.—Compare iii., 2.)—4. (Polyb., vi., 37.--

Cic, Pro Plane, 30.—Plin., H. N., xvi., 5.—Aul. Gell., v., 6 )

—5. (Aul. Gell., v., 6.)—6. (Dion Cass., liii., 16.—Val. Max..
ii., 8, fin.—Ovid, Fast., i., 614 ; iv., 953.—Trist., III., i., 6.—
Senec, Clem., i., 26.—Suet., Calig , 19.—Compare Claud., 17
—Tib., 26.)—7. (Hamilton's Vases, vol. iii., pL 1. ) -8. (Piin.,

H. N., xvi., 5.)—9. (Soph., Fragm. ap. Vjii;kcEa«r, Diatr. in
Eur. Fraer., p. 167.)—10. (Plm., H. N., xvi., 4.)— 11. (Hon.,
Hymn.inBacch.,1.—Compare 9.)—12. (Plm., I.e.)—13. (P'in..

H. N., xvi., 5.)—14. (Liv., vii., 37.)—15. (Paterc, ii., 81.)- -14

{JEn., viii., 684.)
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Sret boarded an enemy's ship;* whereas the latter

was given to a commander who destroyed the

whole fleet, or gained any yery signal victory.* At
all ev(>nts, they were both made of gold ; and one,

at least {rostrata), decorated with the beaks of

ships, like the rostra, in the Forum,' as seen in a
medal of Agrippa ; the other {navalis), with a rep-

resentation of the entire bow, as shown in the sub-

ioined woodcut.*

The Athenians likewise bestowed golden crowns
for naval services, sometimes upon the person who
got his trireme first equipped, and at others upon
the captain who had his vessel in the best order.*

IV. Corona Muralis. The first man who scaled
the wall of a besieged city was presented by his

commander with a mural crown.' It was made
of gold, and decorated with turrets {muri pinnis*),

as represented in the next woodcut;^ and being
one of the highest orders of military decorations,
was not awarded to a claimant until after a strict

investigation.*"

Cybele is always represented with this crown
upon her head ;" but in the woodcut annexed*' the
form of the crown is very remarkable, for it in-

cludes the whole tower as well as the turrets, thus
affording a curious specimen of the ancient style of
fortification.

V. Cf/i -inx CA3iREN8i8 or Vallauis. The first

vldier who surmounted the vallum, and forced an
mtrance into the enemy's camp, was in like man-
,er presented with a golden crown, called corona

1. (Plin., H. N., xvi., 3.)—2. (Compare Aul. Gell., v., 6.—Liv.,
W^rit., 189.—Dio Cass., xlix., 14.—Seneca, De Ben., iii., 32.—Fes-
S M, •.». Navalis Corona.—Plin., H.N. , viii., 31 ; xvi., 4.—Suet.,
Claud., 17.)—3. (Plin., H. N., xvi., 4.)-^. (Tristan, Comment.
Hiotor.q. Ues Empereurs, torn, i., p. 131.)—5. (GuicVard, do An-
liq. Triumphis, p. 267.)—P. (Demosth., de Corona Prsef. Nav.,
p. 278, 279, ed. Schicffer.)—7. (Aul. Cell., v., 6, 4.—Liv., xxvi.,
48.1—8. (Aul. Cell., 1. c.)—9. (Guichard, De Antiq. Triumph.,
p. 265.)—10. (Liv., 1. c—Compare Suet., Aug., 25.)—11. (Lu-
crot., ii., 607, 610 —Ovid, Fast., iv., 219.—Compare Virg., Xn.,
»., 253 . v^ '^86.)—12. (Csylus, Reciieil D'Antiq.. vol. v., pL > J

castrensis or vallaris,^ which was omanientt-u W.tli
the palisades (valli) used in forming an intrench
ment, as represented in the annexed woodcut •

VI. Corona Triumphalis. There were three
sorts of triumphal crowns, the first of which was
worn round the head of the commander during his

triumph. It was made with laurel or bay leaves,'

which plant is frequently met with on the ancient
coins, both with the berries and without them. It

was the latter kind, according to Pliny,* which was
used in the triumph, as is shown in the annexed
woodcut, from a medal which commemorates the

Parthian triumph of Ventidius, the lieutenant of
Antony.* Being the most honourable of the three
it was termed laurea insignis* and insignia corona
triumphalis.

The second one was of gold, often enriched with
jewels, which, being too large and massive to be
worn, was held over the head of the general during
his triumph by a public officer {servus publicus'').

This crown, as well as the former one, was pre-
sented to the victorious general by his army.
The third kind, likewise of gold and great value,

was sent as presents from the provinces to the com-
mander as soon as a triumph had been decreed to

him,* and therefore they were also termed provinci-

ales.^ In the early ages of republican virtue and
valour these were gratuitous presents, but before

the extinction of the Republic they were ex icted

as a tribute under the name of aurum coronarium, to

which none were entitled but those to whom a tri-

umph had been decreed. {Vid. Aurum Coronari-
um.) The custom of presenting golden crowns
from the provinces to victorious generals was like-

wise in use among the Greeks, for they were pro-

fusely lavished upon Alexander after his conquest
of Darius."

VTI. Corona Ovalis was another crown of lea*

estimation, appropriated solely to commanders. It

was given to those who merely deserved an ova-
tion, which happened when the war was not duly
declared, or was carried on against a very inferior

force, or with persons not considered by the laws
of nations as lawful enemies, such as slaves and
pirates ; or when the victory was obtained without
danger, difficulty, or bloodshed ;** on which account

1. (Aul. Gell., v., 6, 5.—Compare Val. Max., i., 8, 6.)—2.
(Guichard, De Antiq. Triumph., p. 266.)—3. (Aul. Gell., v., 6
—Ovid, Pont., II., ii., 81.—Tibull., I., vii., 7.)—4. (U. N., xv,
39.)—5. (Goltz, Hiet. Cies., xlviii., 2.)—6. (Liv., vii., 13.)—7.
(Juv., Sat., X., 41.)—8. (Plut., Paul, ^mi."., 34.)—9. (Te-tull.,

De Coron. Mil., c. 13.)—10. (Athen., xii., 54.)—11. (AuL G'M.i
T., 6.—Festus, 8. V Ovalis Corona.)
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H o'Hj made of m)Ttle, the shrub sacred to Venus

:

'« Quod non Martins, sed quasi Veneris quidam tri-

nmphus foret.'" The myrtle crown is shown in

the woodcut annexed, from a medal of Augustus

Caesar.*

VIII. CoKONA Oleagina. TMs was likewise an

honorary wreath, made of the olive leaf, and con-

ferred upon the soldiers as well as their command-
ers. According to Gellius,^ it was given to any
person or persons through whose instrumentality a

triumph had been obtained, but when they were not

personally present in the action. It is represented

in the next woodcut, from a medal of Lepidus,* and

was conferred both by Augustus and the senate

VBon the soldiery on several occasions.*

ject to hrifiia. Neither could any person holding,

an office receive a crown while he was vTrevdwoc,

that is, before he had passed his accounts. But
crowns were sometimes presented by foreign cities

to particular citizens, which were termed are^dvoi

^eviKoi, corona, hospilales. This, however, could nol

be done until the ambassadors from tiose cities had
obtained permission from the people, and the party

for whom the honour was intended had undergone

a public investigation, in which the whole course

of his life was submitted to a strict inquiry.*

The principal regulations at Rome respeclrrg

these honours have been already mentioned in. ihe

account of the different crowns to which they ap-

plied.

We now procteed to the second class of crowns,

which were emblematical and not honorary, at least

to the person who wore them, and the adoption of

which was hot regulated by law, but custom. Ol

these there were also several kinds.

I. Corona Sacerdotalis, so called by Ammianua
Marcellinus.* It was worn by the priests {sacer-

doles), with the exception of the pontifex Maximus
and his minister {camillus), as well as the by-stand-

ers, when officiating at the sacrifice. It does not

appear to have been confined to any one material,

but was sometimes made of olive (see preceding

woodcut'), sometimes of gold,* and sometimes of

ears of corn, then termed corona spicea, which kind

was the most ancient one among the Romans,* and

was consecrated to Ceres,* before whose temples it

was customarily suspended.'' It was likewise le-

garded as an emblem of peace,* in which character

it appears in the subjoined medal, which commem-
orates the conclusion of the civil war between An*
tony and D. AlbiriwS Brutus.*

Golden crowns, without any particular designa-

tion, were frequently presented out of compliment

by one individual to another, and by a general to a

soldier who had in any way distinguished himself*

The Greeks, in general, made but little use of

crowns as rewards of valour in the earlier and bet-

ter periods of their history, except as prizes in the

athletic contests ; but, previous to the time of Alex-

ander, crowns of gold were profusely distributed,

among the Athenians at least, for every trifling feat,

whether civil, naval, or military,' which, though

lavished without much discrimination as far as re-

gards the character of the receiving parties, were
still subjected to certain legal restrictions in respect

of the time, place, and mode in which they were
conferred. They could not be presented but in the

public assemblies, and with the consent, that is, by

suffrage, of the people, or by the senators in their

council, or by the tribes to their own members, or

by the iSrjuorai to members of their own J^/zof. Ac-

cording to the statement of .^schines, the people

could not lawfully present crowns in any place ex-

cept in their assembly, nor the senators except in

the senate-house ; nor, according to the same au-

thority, in the theatre, which is, however, denied

by Demosthenes ; nor at the public games ; and if

any crier there proclaimed the crowns, he was sub-

1. fAuL Cell., 1. c—Plutarch, Marcell., 22.—Compare Plin.,

H. N.. XV , 39.—Dionys., v., 47.)—2. (Goltz, Hist. Caes., xvi.,

20.)—3 (v., 6.)—4. (Goltz, Hist. Cies., xxxiii., 5.)—5. (Dion

Ca«8., i.ix., 14 ; xlvi., 40.)-«. (Liv., vii., 10, 37 ; x., 44 ; xix.,

15.)—7. (.Ssch., c. Gtes.—Demosth., De Coron., passim.)
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II. Corona Funebris and SEPtrT.cHRALis. Tlie

Greeks first set the example of crowning the dead

with chaplets of leaves and flowers,'" which was
imitated by the Romans. It was also provided by

a law of the Twelve Tables, that any person who
had acquired a crown might have it placed upon

his head when carried out in the funereal proces-

sion." Garlands of flowers were also placed upon

the bier, or scattered from the windows under

which the procession passed," or entwined about

the cinerary urn," or as a decoration to the tomb.**

In Greece these crowns were commonly made of

parsley {aeXivov^^).

III. Corona Convivialis. The use of chaplets

at festive entertainments sprung likewise from

Greece, and owe their origin to the practice of

tying a woollen fillet tight round the head, for the

purpose of mitigating the effects of intoxication."

Thus Mercury in the Amphitryon,*" when he is aboui

1. (.SIsch., c. Ctes.—Demosth., De Coron.)—2. (xxxix , 5, 4

6.)—3. (Stat., Theb., iii., 466.)^. (Prudent., Tltpi XTf<p x.,

1011.—Tertull., De Idol., 18.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xviii., 2.) -6.

(Hor., Carm. Sc, 30.—Tibull., II., i., 4 ; I., i., 15.)—7. -Ti

bviU., I., i., 16.—Compare Apul., Met., vi., p. 110, ed. Var )
->*

(Tibull., i., 10, 67.)—9. (Goltz, Hist. Csa , ixii., 2.)-5-10. i.Ku

rip., Phoen., 1647.—Schol. ad loc.)—11. (Cic, De Leg., u
, M

—Plin., H. N., xxi., 5.)—12. (Plin., H. N., xxi., 7.—Diony«.

xi., 39.) — 13. (Plutarch, Marcell., 30. — Demetr., 53.)—14

(Plin., H. N., xxi., 3.—Ovid, Tri.st., HI., ii., 62.—TibuU., IL

iv., 48.)—15. (Suidas, s. v.—Plut., Timol., 26.)— 16. (Aristot

Erotic, ap. Athen., xv . 16 )—17. (Ill-, iv., 16.)
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to snam drunk, says, " Capiam coronam mihi in

caput, assimilabo me esse ebrium." But, as luxury

increased, they were made of various flowers or

shrubs, such as were supposed to prevent intoxica-

tion ; of roses (which were the choicest), violets,

myrtle, ivy, philyra, and even parsley.* The Ro-
mans were not allowed to wear these crowns in

public, " in usu promiscuo," which was contrary to

the practice of the Greeks, and those who attempt-

ed to do so were punished with imprisonment.*

IV. Corona Nuptialis. The bridal wreath, ari-

^of yafiTiXiov,^ was also of Greek origin, among
whom it was made of flowers plucked by the bride

herself, and not bought, which was of ill omen.*
Among the Romans it was made of verbena, also

gathered by the bride herself, and worn under the

Jlammeum,^ with which the bride was always en-

veloped.' The bridegroom also wore a chaplet.^

The doors of his house were likewise decorated

with garlands,* and also the bridal couch.*

V. Corona Natalitia, the chaplet suspended
over the door of the vestibule, in the houses of both

Athens and Rome, in which a child was born.*" At
Athens, when the infant was male, the crown was
made of olive ; when female, of wool ;" at Rome it

was of laurel, ivy, or parsley."

Besides the crowns enumerated, there were a
few others of specific denominations, which receiv-

ed their names either from the materials of which,
or the manner in which, they were composed.
These were

:

T. Corona Lonoa," which is commonly thought to

resemble what we call a festoon, and, as such, seem
to have been chiefly used to decorate tombs, curule

chairs, triumphal cars, houses, &c. But the word
must have had a more precise meaning, and was
probably called longa from its greater size, and
meant a circular string of anything, like the " rosa-

ry" used by the lower orders in Catholic countries

to reckon up their prayers, which in Italy is still

called la corona, doubtless tracing its' origin to the

corona longa of their heathen ancestors, to which
description it answers exactly.

II. Corona Etrusca was a golden crown, made
to imitate the crown of oak leaves, studded with
gems, and decorated with ribands (lemnisci) or ties

of gold.** Any crown fastened with these ribands,

whether real or artificially represented, was also

termed corona lemniscata, a specimen of which is

given by Caylus.**

III. Corona Pactilis,** probably the same as the

corona plectilis of Plautus,*' corona torta,^' plexa,^*

OTeduvoi TrAeKroj," and KvTiKJTog trrc^avof.** It was
made of flowers, shrubs, grass, ivy, wool, or any
flexible material twisted together.

IV. Corona Sutilis, the crown u-sed by the Salii

at their festivals." It was made in the first in-

stance of any kind of flowers sewed together, in-

stead of being wreathed with their leaves and
stalks ; but subsequently it was confined to the rose

only, the choicest leaves of which were selected

1. (Mart., Epigr.xiii., 127.—Hor., Carm., II., vii., 24.—Id.,
Sat., II., iii., 256.-1(1., Carm., I., ixxviii., 2.—Juv., Sat., v., 36.

- Virg., Eclog., vi., 16.—Ovid, Fast., v., 335, 337, 341.—Tacit.,
Ann., ii., 57.—Capitolin., Verus, 5.)—2. (Plin., II. N., xii., 6.—
Compare Hor., Sat., II., iii., 256.—Val. Max., vi., 9, ext. 1.)—3.
(Bion, Idyll., i., 88.)--4. (Alex, ab Alex., ii., 5.)—5. (Festus, s.

T. Corolla.)—6. (Catull., Ixi., 6, 8.—Cic, De Orat., iii., 58.)—7.
(Tertull., De Coron. Mil., c. 13.—Claud., Nupt. Honor. etMar.,
202.—Plaut., Cas., IV., i., 9.)—8. (Catull., Ixiv., 294.—Juv.,
Sat., vi., 51, 227.)—9. (ApoUon. Rhod., iv., 1143.)— 10. (Juv.,

Sat., ix., 85.— Meursius, Attic. Lect., iv., 10.) — 11. (Hesych.,
».v. Sri^avof.)-12. (Bartholin., De Puerp., p. 127.)— 13. (Cic,
De Leg., 24.—Ovid, Fast., iv., 738.)—14. (Plin., H. N., xxi., 4

;

txxiii., 4.) — 15. (Recueil d'Antiq., vol. v., pi. 57, No. 3.) — 16.

(Plin., H. N., xxi., 8.)—17. (Bacch., I., i., 37.)— 18. (Propert.,

ni., 20, 18, ed. Kuiuoel.)— 19. (Aul. Cell., xviii., 2.)—20. (Xen.
Coloph., ap. Athen., xv., 22.) — 21. (Eubulus, Comicui, 1. c.)

—

82. (PJin., H. N., xxi., 8.)

Rr

from the whole flower, and sewed together by
skilful hand, so as to form an elegant chaplet.*

V. Corona Tonsa or Tonsilis* was made of
leaves only, of the ohve or laurel for instance,* aad
so called in distinction to nexilis and others, in
which the whole branch was inserted.

VI. Corona Radiata* was the one given to the
gods and deified heroes, and assumed by some of
the emperors as a token of their divinity. It may
be seen on the coins of Trajan, Caligula, M. Aure
lius, Valerius Probus, Theodosius, &c , and is given
in the woodcut annexed, from a medal of Marc An-
tony.*

VII. The crown of vine leaves (panipinea) was
appropriated to Bacchus,^ and considered a symbol
of ripeness approaching to decay ; whence the Ro-
man knight, when he saw Claudius with such a
crown upon his head, augured that he would not

survive the autumn.''

CORO'NE (Kopuvv), the Corvus Corone, or Car-

rion Crow. (Firf. CoRAX.) The specific name of

hu2,tog KopuvT] is applied by Aristotle* and by .^Eli-

an' to a water-bird, which was, no doubt, some spe-

cies either of the cormorant or coot. It occurs

also in the Odyssey of Homer*' as a sea-bird.**

*CORO'NOPUS {KopuvoTTovg), a plant, about

which there has been some difference of opinion,

but which, in all probability, is the same with th(*

Buck's-horn Plantain, or Plantago Coronopus}^
CORPUS. (Vid. CoLLEfflUM.)

CORPUS JURIS CIVfflS. The three great

compilations of Justinian, the Institutes, the Pan-
dects, and the Code, together with the Novellae,

form one body of law, and were considered as such
by the glossatores, who divided it into five volumi-

na. The Pandects were distributed into three vo-

lumina, under the respective names of Digestum
Vetus, Infortiatum, and Digestum Novum. The
fourth volume contained the first nine books of the

Codex Repetitae Prselectionis. The fifth volume
contained the Institutes, the Liber Authenticorum
or Novellae, and the last three books of the Codex
The division into five volumina appears in the old-

est editions ; but the usual arrangement now is, the

Institutes, Pandects, the Codex, and Novellae. The
name Corpus Juris Civilis was not given to this

collection by Justinian, nor by any of the glossato-

res. Savigny asserts that the name was used in

the twelfth century : at any rate, it became common
from the date of the edition of D. Gothofredus of
1604.

Most editions of the Corpus also contain the fol-

lowing matter : Thirteen edicts of Justinian, five

constitutions of Justin the younger, several consti-

tutions of Tiberius the younger, a series of consti-

1. (Plin., I.e.)—2. (Virg., 2En., v., 556.)—3. (Serv. ad Virg.,

Georg., iii., 21.)— 4. (Stat., Theb., i., 28.)— 5. (Goltz, Hist

CiES., xlvi., 3.) — 6. (Hor., Carm., III., xxv., 20 ; IV., viii., 33.)

—7. (Tacit., Ann., xi., 4.— Compare Artemidor., i., 79.)— 8.

(Aristot., H. A., viii., 5.)—9. (N. A., : /., 23.)— 10. (v., 66.)-
11. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—12. (Thei.phrast., II. P., vii., & -
Id., C. P., ii., 5.—Dios^OT., ii., 156.—Adams, Append., s. » »
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tDtions 0/ Justinian, Justin, and Tiberius ; 113 No-

vellae of Leo, a constitution of Zeno, and a number
of constitutions of different emperors, under the

name of Baai}.iKal Acaia^eig, or Imperatorias Con-

stitutiones ; the Canones Sanctorum et venerando-

rum Apostolorum, Libri Feudorum, a constitution

of the Emperor F'-ederic II., two of the Emperor
Henry VII., calleci Extravagantes, and a Liber de

pace Constantiae. Some editions also contain the

fragments of the Twelve Tables, of the preetorian

edict, &c.
Some editions of the Corpus Juris are published

with the glossse, and some without. The latest edi-

tion with the glossas is that of J. Fehius, Lugd.,

1627, six vols, folio. Of the editions without the

glossffi, the most important are, that of Russardus,

Lugd., 1561, 2 vols, folio, which was several times

reprin';ed; Contius, Lugd., 1571 and 1581, 15 vols.

12mo; Lud. Charondae, Antw., 1575, folio; Dionys.
Gothofredi, Lugd., 1583, 4to, of which there are

various editions ; one of the best is that of Sim. Van
Leuwen, Amst., 1663, folio ; G. Chr. Gebaueri, cura

G. Aug. Spangenberg, Goetting., 1776-1797, 2 vols.

4to ; Schrader, of which only the Institutes are yet

published.

*CORRU'DA, the name by which the wild As-
paragus was known among the Romans {acnrdpayoc

aypLuc, or ireTpaloi). According to Pliny,* some
called it Libyca; the Attics, horminium. Another
Greek name was myacanthus. The name in mod-
ern Greece is airapdyyi or Girapar/yia. Sibthorp

found it in Bithynia and the Peloponnesus.*
CORTI'NA, in its primary sense, a large circu-

lar vessel for containing liquids, and used in dyeing
Avool,* and receiving oil when it first flows from the

press.*

II. Cortina also signified a vase in which water
was carried round the circus during the games,* as

some think, for the refreshment of the spectators in

the cavca, but more probably to be used in the

course, when required either for the horses, drivers,

or attendants ; which interpretation gains confirm-

ation from the ancient bas-reliefs, in most of which
men or children are represented with a water-jug in

their hands attending the course, as represented in

the woodcut in page 253, in which two of the children

thrown down by the horses are furnished with a
vessel of this kind.

III. Cortina was also the name of the table or
hollow slab, supported by a tripod, upon which the
priestess at Delphi sat to deliver her responses

:

and hence the word is used for the oracle itself*

The Romans made tables of marble or bronze after
the pattern of the Delphian tripod, which they used
as we do our sideboards, for the purpose of display-

ing their plate at an entertainment, or the valuables
contained in their temples, as is still done in Cath-
olic countries upon the altars. These were termed
cortincc Delphica, or Delphicce simply.^

IV. From the conical fonn of the vessel which
contains the first notion of the word, it came also
to signify the vaulted part of a theatre over the
stage {magni cortina theatri^), such as is in the
Odeium of Pericles, the shape of which we are ex-
pressly told was made to imitate the tent of Xerx-
es ;' and thence metaphorically for anything which
bore the appearance of a dome, as the vault of
heaven ;^* or of a circle, as a group of listeners sur-
rounding any object of attraction."

1. (II. N., IV., 37; xix.,4; xx., 10.)— 2. (BiUerbeck, Flora
(Sassica, p. 93, 94.)— 3. (Plin., H. N., ix., 62.)— 4. (Cato, De
Re Rust., 66.)—5. (Plaut., Poen., V., v., 2.)— 6. (Virg., ^n
%i., 347.)—7. (Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 8.—Schol. ad Hor., Sat., l'
n., 116.—Mart., xii., 66, 7.—Suet., Octav., 52.)—8. (Sever, in
iEtn., 294.)—9. (Paus., i., 20, (> 3.—Plutarch, Pericl., 13.)—10.
(Ennius ap. Varr., De Ling. La'., viii., 48, ed. Miiller.)— 11.
(Tacit., De Orat., 19.)
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CORYBANTES {Kop-vtavre^). The history and
explanation of the deities bearing this name, in the

early mythology of Greece, cannot be given in this

place, as it would lead us to enter into historical

and mythological questions beyond the limits of this

Dictionary. The Corybantes, ofwhom we have to

speak here, were the ministers or priests of Rhea
or Cybele, the great mother of the gods, who was
worshipped in Phrygia. In their solemn festivale

they displayed the most extravagant fury in their

dances in armour, as well as in the accompanying
music of flutes, cymbals, and drums.* Hence ko-

pySavTiafMog was the name given to an imaginary
disease, in which persons felt as if some great noiso
were rattling in their ears.*

CORYBANT'ICA {Ko(yv6avTLKa), a festival and
mysteries celebrated at Cnossus in Crete, in com-
memoration of one Corybas,* who, in common with
the Curetes, brought up Zeus, and concealed him
from his father Cronos in that island. Other ac-

counts say that the Corybantes, nine in number,
independent of the Curetes, saved and educated Ze-
us ; a third legend* states that Corybaswas the father

of the Cretan Apollo who disputed the sovereignty

of the island with Zeus. But to which of these
three traditions the festival of the Corybantica owed
its origin is uncertain, although the first, which was
current in Crete itself, seems to be best entitled to

the honour. All we know of the Corybantica is,

that the person to be initiated was seated on a

throne, and that those who initiated him formed a
circle and danced around him. This part of the

solemnity was called -dpovucig or d^povi(j/x6g.^

CORYMBUS (KopvfiCog) was a particular mode
of wearing the hair among the Greek women, which
is explained in the article Coma (p. 291). The fol-

lowing woodcut, taken from Millingen,* represent*

a woman whose hair is dressed in this manner.

Corymbium is used in a similar sense by Pel:^a-

nius.''

CORYS (Kopvg). (Vid. Galea.)
CORVUS, I. a sort of crane, used by C. Duihus

against the Carthaginian fleet in the battle fought

off Mylae, in Sicily (B.C. 260). The Romans, we
are told, being unused to the sea, saw that theii

1. (Strab., I., 3, p. 367, ed. Tauchnitz.) — 2. (Plato, Criton.

p. 54, D., with Stallbaum's note.)-3. (Strabo, s., 3, p. 365, ed
Tauchn.)—4. (Cic, De Nat. Deor., iii., 23.)—5. (Plato, Euthy
dem., p. 277, D.—Dion Chrysost., Orat., xii., p. .187.— Proclus
Theol Plat., vi., 13.)— 6. (Peiiitures Anti^^ues, p]at8 40.)—7. (a

110.)
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unly chance of victory was by bringing a sea-fight

to resemble one on land. For this purpose they in-

vented a machine, of which Polybius' has left a

minute, although not very perspicuous, description.

In the fore part of the ship a round pole was fixed

perpendicularly, twenty-four feet in height and about

nine inches in diameter ; at the top of this was a

pivot, upon which a ladder was set, thirty-six feet

in length and four in breadth. The ladder wns

guarded by crossbeams, fastened to the upright pole

by a ring of wood, which turned with the pivot

above. Along the ladder a rope was passed, one

end of which took hold of the corvus by means of a

ring. The corvus itself was a strong piece of iron,

with a spike at the end, which was raised or low-

ered by drawing in or letting out the rope. When
an enemy's ship drew near, the machine was turned

outward, by means of the pivot, in the direction of

the assailant. Another part of the machine, which

Polybius has not clearly described, is a breastwork,

let down (as it would seem) from the ladder, and

serving as a bridge, on which to board the enemy's

vessel." By means of these cranes, the Carthaginian

ships were either broken or closely locked with the

Roman, and Duilius gained a complete victory.

The word corvus is also applied to various kinds

of grappling-hooks, such as the corvus demolitor,

mentioned by Vitruvius' for pulling down walls, or

the tenible engine spoken of by Tacitus,* which,

being fixed on the walls of a fortified place, and

suddenly let down, carried off one of the besieging

party, and then, by a turn of the machine, put him
down within the walls. The word is used by Cel-

sus for a scalpel. It is hardly necessary to remark

that all these meanings have their origin in the sup-

posed resemblance of the various instruments to

the beak of a raven.

CORVUS, the Crow. (Vid. Corone.)

COR'YLUS {KOfyvXog), the Hazel-tree, or Corylus

Avellana. {Vid. Avellana Nux.)

CORY'TOS or CORYTUS (ywpufoc, KupvTo'c), a

Bow-case. This was worn suspended by a belt

vid. Balteus) over the right shoulder,* and it fre-

quently held the arrows as well as the bow {sagitti-

feri coryti*). On this account, it is often confound-

ed with the Pharetra or quiver.

It is generally carried by the armed Persians,

who are represented on the Persepolitan bas-reliefs

;

and in this, as in many other respects, we observe

the agreement between them and the European na-

tions situated to the north of the Euxine Sea :

' In quihus est nemo, qui non eery Im el areum
Telaque vipereo lurida felle gerat."^

Though its use was comparatively rare among
the Greeks and Romans, we find it exhibited in a
bas-relief in the Museo PioClementino,' which
adorned the front of a temple of Hercules near Ti-

bur. (Vid. Argus.) This bow-case_ seems to be
of leather. See the preceding woodcut.

COSME'T^, a class of slaves among the Ro-
mans, whose duty it was to dress and adorn ladies.'

Some writers on antiquities, and among them Bot-

tiger in his Sabina,* have supposed that the cosme-
tae were female slaves, but the passage of Juvenal

is alone sufficient to refute this opinion ; for it was
not customary for female slaves to take off their

tunics when a punishment was to be inflicted upon

them. There was, indeed, a class of female slaves

who were employed for the same purposes as the

cosmetae ; but they were called cosmetrice, a name
which Naevius chose as the title for one of his com-
edies.*

COSMI (Koafioi). The social and political insti-

tutions of Crete were so completely Dorian in char-

acter, and so similar to the Spartan, that it was a

disputed point among the ancients whether the

Spartan constitution had its origin there, or the

Cretan was transferred from Laconia to Crete.

The historian Ephorus* expressly states that the

Spartan institutions had their origin in Crete, but

were perfected and completed in Sparta ; so that

there is good reason for the assertion of Miiller;*

" that the constitution founded on the principles of

the Doric race was there first moulded into a "on-

sistent shape, but even in a more simple and afit>

quated form than in Sparta at a subsequent period."

Thus much, at any rate, we know for certain, that

there were various Dorian cities in the island, the

political arrangements of which so closely resem-

bled each other, that one form of government was
ascribed to all.* In the earliest ages of which we
have historical information, this was an aristocracy

consisting of three component bodies, the cosmi, the

gerusia, and the ecclesia. The cosmi were ten in

number, and are by Aristotle, Ephorus, and Cicero'

compared to the ephors at Sparta. Miiller, how-
ever,*" compares them with the Spartan kings, and
supposes them to have succeeded to the functions

of the kingly office ; which Aristotle (probably allu-

ding to the age of Minos) tells us was at one time

established in Crete. These co.smi were ten in

number, and chosen, not from the body of the peo-

ple, but from certain yevTi or houses, which were
probably of more pure Doric or Achaian descent

than their neighbours. The first of them in r ink

was called protocosmus, and gave his name to the

year. They commanded in war, and also conduct-

ed the business of the state with the representa-

tives and ambassadors of other cities. With re-

spect to the domestic government of the state, they

appear to have exercised a joint authority with the

members of the yepovaia, as they are said to have
consulted with them on the most important ni?*-

ters.*' In the times subsequent to the age of Alex-

ander, they also performed certain duties which
bore a resemblance to the introduction of the law-

suits into court by the Athenian magistrates.-*

Their period of office was a year ; but any of them
during that time might resign, and was also liable

to deposition by his colleagues. In some cases, too,

they might be indicted for neglect of their duties

1 (I, 52.)—2. (Compare Curtius, iv., 2, 4.) — 3. (x., 19.)-

{Hiel., iv., 30.)—5. (Virg., ^ii., x., 168.—SeiT.,a<iloc.)—€. fl

Ital., XT., 776 '

1. (Ovid, Trist., v., vii.. 15.)— 2. (Tom. iv., tav. 43.)—

3

(Juv., Sat., vi., 476.)— 4. (!., 22.)— 6. (See Varro, De Ling.

Lat., vi., 3, p. 92, ed. Bip., where cosmetria is to be read instead

of cosmotria, and Heindorf ail Horat., Sat., I., ii., 98.)—6. (an-

Strab., X.. 4.)—7. (Dorians, iii., 1, « 8.)—8. (Thirlwall, Hist

Greece, i.', 284.)—9. (De Rep., ii., 33.)-10. (lii., 8, « 1.)—11

(Ephor. ap. Strab., x., 4.)—12. (Muller, 1. c.)
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On the whole, we may conclude that they formed

the executive and chief power in most of the cities

of Crete.

The yepovaia, or council of elders, called by the

Cretans ^ovlrj, consisted, according to Aristotle,*

of thirty members who had formerly been cosmi,

and were in other respects approved of (ra u7>,la

ioKtfin Kpivo/ievoc"). They retained their office for

life, and are said to have decided in all matters that

came before them according to their own judgment,

and not agreeably to any fixed code of laws. They
are also said to have been irresponsible, which, how-

ever, hardly implies that they wel-e independent of

the " unwritten law" of custom and usage, or unin-

fluenced by any fixed principles." On important

occasions, as we have before remarked, they were
^vfiSovloL, or councillors of the cosmi.

The democratic element of the ecclesia was al-

most powerless in the constitution ; its privileges,

too, seem to have been merely a matter of form
;

for, as Aristotle observes, it exercised no function

of government except ratifying the decrees of the

yipovreg and the Koa/ioL It is, indeed, not improb-

able that it was only summoned to give its sanction

to these decrees ; and. though this may appear to

imply the power of withholding assent, still the

force of habit and custom would prevent such an
alternative being attempted, or, perhaps, even

thought of*

From these observations, it is clear that the Cre-

tan constitution was formerly a Dorian aristocracy,

which, in the age of Aristotle, had degenerated to

what he calls a dvvaareia, i. e., a government vest-

ed in a few privileged families. These quarrelled

one among the other, and raised factions or parties,

in which the demus joined, so that the constitution

was frequently broken up, and a temporary mon-
archy, or, rather, anarchy, established on its ruins.

The cosmi were, in fact, often deposed by the most
powerful citizens, when the latter wished to impede
the course of justice against themselves (firj dovvat

iUaq), and an uKoa/iia then ensued, without any
legal magistrates at the head of the state.

In the time of Polybius, the power of the aristoc-

racy had'been completely overthrown ; for he tells

us that the election of the magistrates was annual,

and determined by democratical principles.* In

other respects, also, he points out a difference be-

tween the institutions of Crete and those of Lycur-
gus at Sparta, to which they had been compared by
other writers.

Miillftr observes that the cosmi were, so far as
we know, the chief magistrates in all the cities of
Crete, and that the constitution of these cities was
in all essential points the same ; a proof that their

political institutions were determined by the princi-

ples of the governing, i. e., the Doric, race.

We will now briefly explain some of the social

relations of the Cretans, which were almost identi-

cal with those of the Spartans.
The inhabitants of the Dorian part of the island

were divided into three classes, the freemen, the
periceci or vTrf/Kooi, and the slaves. The second
class was as old as the time of Minos, and was un-
doubtedly composed of the descendants of the con-
qCiered population ; they lived in the rural districts,

round the noleig of the conquerors ; and, though
personally free, yet exercised none of the privileges

or influence of citizens, either in the administration

and enactment of the laws, or the use of heavy
arms. They occupied certain lands, for which they
paid a yearly tribute or rent, supposed, from a state-

ment in Athenaeus,* to have been an ./Eginetic stat-

1. (Polit., ii., 7.)— 2. (Ephor. ap. Strab., 1. c.)— 3. (Thirl-

wall. Hist. Greece, i., 186.)^. (Thirfcvall, 1. c—Goettling, Ei-
WXTB. aJ Aristot.. ii., 7.)—5. (Polyb., vi., 44.)—6. (iv , 143.)
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er. The expression of Dosiadas, fr om whom Athe-

naeus quotes, namely, ruv dov^uv k<aarog, probably

refers to the periceci, 6ov?\,oc being used as a generic

term for those who were not full and free citizens.

The slaves were divided into two classes, the

public bondsmen (j? kocv?/ dov?i,eia), and the slaves

of individuals. The former were called the iivua,

fivoia, fivuta, or "Mivuta avvodog : the latter, u^afiiu-

rai or K?MpuTat. The cK^iaiiMTai were so named
from the cultivation of the lots of land, or a<pafiiacy

assigned to private citizens, and were therefore ag-

ricultural bondsmen {oi kut' uypov^). The nvoia was
distinguished, by more precise writers, both from
the periceci and the aphamiotae ; so that it has been
concluded that every state in Crete possessed a

public domain, cultivated by the mnotae, just as the

private allotments were by the bondsmen of the in-

dividual proprietors. We would here observe, with
Mr. Thirlwall, that the word jivola is more probably

connected with d/fwf than Minos.

The origin of the class called fivoia, and the K7.a-

purai, was probably twofold ; for the analogy of

other cases would lead us to suppose that they con-

sisted partly of the slaves of the conquered freemen
of the country, and partly of such freemen as rose

against the conquerors, and were by them reduced

to bondage. But, besides these, there was also a

"class of household servants employed in menial la-

bours, and called ;^;pv(juv7/roi : they were, as their

name denotes, purchased, and imported from fore'^fn

countries.

COSS'YPHUS or COPS'ICHUS (/coaaix^of, kSi},-

iX°g), the Blackbird or Merle, the Turdus Merula,

L. It is the same with the Merula vulgaris of the

later authorities on Natural History. Aristotle also

makes mention of a white species found among the

mountains of Arcadia.

COSTUM {Koarog), an aromatic shrub, which
yielded a fragrant ointment, commonly supposed to

be Spikenard. Woodville says of it: "Some have
thought the Zedoary to be the Koarog of Dioscori-

des,* the Guiduar of Avicenna, and the Zerumhei
of Serapion." After comparing the descriptions of

Dioscorides and Serapion, Adams is satisfied that

the Zerumbet of Serapion is the Zedoary, but that it

is not the Koarog of the Greeks ; for both Serapion

and Rhases, according to him, treat separately of

the KocTog by name in another place. " Geoffrey,"

remarks Adams, "confesses his ignorance of it.

Sprengel and Stackhouse name it the Costus Ara-

bicus (a plant, by-the-way, so rare, that Linnaeus

had never seen it). Dr. HUl, however, was of a

different opinion regarding it : he says, ' Our Coslus

Arahicus does not seem to be the same with either

of the kinds mentioned by the Greeks and Arabians.'

Upon the whole, there is not an article in the Ma-
teria Medica of the ancients about which there is

greater uncertainty. We shall only add regarding

it, that although, as we have already stated, Zedo-

ary be not the same substance as the ancient Cos-

tus, it would appear that the one was sometime.^

used as a substitute for the other in the composi •

tion of the Mithradate."'

COTHU'RNUS (Kodopvog), a Boot. This was a

particular kind of covering for the foot, included

under the general term Calceus ; whence Pliny

says,* calceatus cothurnis, i. e., wearing boots. Its

essential distinction was its height ; it lose above

the middle of the leg, so as to surround the calf

(alte suras vincire cothurno^), and sometimes it reach-

ed as high as the knees.* It was worn principally

by horsemen, by hunters, and by men of rank and

authority. The ancient marbles, representing these

1. (Sosicr. ap. Athen., vi., 263.)—2. (i., 15.)—3. (Adams, Ap-
pend., s. v.)-4. (H. N., vii., 20.)—5. (Virg., A;i., i., 337 )-~t

(Millin, Vases Ant., vol i., pi. 19 and 72.)
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different characters, show that the cothurnus was
often ornamented in a very tasteful and elaborate

manner. The boots of the ancients were laced in

front, and it was the object in so doing to make
them fit the leg as closely as possible. The paws
and head of the wild animal out of whose hide they

were made, sometimes turned down like flaps on

the side of the wearer's leg. The skin or leather

was dyed purple {purpurea colhurno^), or of other

splendid colours. The patricians of Rome wore a

small ivory crescent (luna) attached to their boots.

It is evident, from the various representations of

the cothurnus in ancient statues, that its sole was
commonly of the ordinary thickness. But it was
sometimes made much thicker than usual, probably

by the insertion of slices of cork* The object was
to add to the apparent stature of the wearer ; and
this was done either in the case of women who
were not so tall as they wished to appear,' or of

the actors in Athenian tragedy, who assumed the

cothurnus as a grand and dignified species of cal-

ceamentum, and had the soles made unusually

thick, as one of the methods adopted in order to

magnify their whole appearance.* Hence tragedy

in general was called cothurnus*

As the cothurnus was commonly worn in hunt-

ing, it is represented both by poets and statuaries

as a part of the costume of Diana.* It was also

attributed to Bacchus^ and to Mercury.^ The ac-

companying woodcut shows two cothurni from stat-

ues in the Museo Pio-Clementino.' That on the

left hand is from a statue of Diana Succincta, i. e.,

with the chlamys girt round her breast, and attired

for the chase {vid. Chlamys), and that on the right

is from a statue of the goddess Roma, agreeing

with the description of her in Sidonius ApoUinaris."

COT'INOS (Kortvof), the wild Olive, or Olea syl-

vestris, L., called also 'EAoia aypla, dypuXaia, aypii-
Xaiog, and Oleaster. The name given to it by the
modern Greeks is uypoeXia, and by the Turks Jaban
Zeitan Agagi. It is a wild sort of olive-tree, dif-

fering in some respects from the domesticated olive,

as crabs do from apples. It is smaller besides, has
prickly branches, a short, hard leaf, and small, bitter

fruit. According to Theophrastus, it was but little

improved by pruning and transplanting. The crown
given at the Olympic Games was made of it, prob-
ably on account of its being more enduring than the
domesticated kind. The legend, however, was, that
Hercules brought this tree into Greece from the
banks of the Ister. The <j>v?,ia of Homer is a vari-

1. (Virg., I.e.—Id., Eclog., vii., S2; viii., 10.)—2. (Serv. in
Virg., Ecloff., 11. cc.)—3. (Juv., Sat., vi., 507.)—4. (Virg., Ec-
log., viii., 10.—Hor., Sat., I., v., 64.—Ep. ad Pis., 280.)—5. (Juv.,
Sat., vi., 623; xv., 29.)—6. (Liv. Andronicus, ap. Ter. Maur.
Nemesianus, Cyneg., 90.)—7. (Veil. Paterc., ii., 82.)—8. (Hamil-
ton's Vases, vol. iii., pi. 8.)—9. (vol. ii., pi. 15 ; vol iii., pi. 38.)
—10. (Carm., ii., 400.)

ety of tne Kdnvog. " That plant," obsei-ves MartjnBi,
" which is cultivated in our gardens under the name
of Oleaster, is not an olive. Tournefort refers it to
his genus of Elaagnus. It grows in Syria, Ethio-
pia, and on Mount Lebanon. Crusius observed it

in great plenty, also, near Guadix, a city in the
kingdom of Granada, as also in the south of France
and in Germany. It is thought to be the Cappado-
cian Jujubes, which are mentioned by Pliny among
the coronary flowers :

' Zizipha, qua et Cappadoeia
vocantur: his odoratus similis olearumfloribus.' The
flowers of the Elceagnus are much like those of the
Olive, but the ovary of the Elaeagnus is placed below
the petal, whereas that of the Olive is contained
within the petal. They are very sweet, and may
be smelt at a distance."*

*COTO'NEUM MALUM, another name for the
Cydonium malum, dr Quince. {Vid. Cydonium
Malum.)
CO'TTABUS {KOTTadog, Ionic KoaaaSog or brra-

6og), a social game, which was introduced from Sici-

ly into Greece,' where it became one of the favour-
ite amusements of young people after their repasts.

The simplest way in which it originally was played
was this : One of the company threw out of a gob-
let a certain quantity of pure wine, at a certain dis-

tance, into a metal basin, endeavouring to perform
this exploit in such a manner as not to spill any of
the wine. While he was doing this, he either
thought of or pronounced the name of his mistress,'
and from the more or less full and pure sound with
which the wine struck against the metal basin, the
lover drew his conclusions respecting the attachment
of the object of his love. The sound, as well as the
wine by which it was produced, were called Aaraf or
KOTToSog : the metal basin had various names, either
KOTTudiov, or KOTTaSelov, or "karayelov, or x^^^'^^^^'^*
or Ti-EKavri, or aKu<j>j}.* The action of throwing the
wine, and sometimes the goblet itself, was caUed
dyKvXij, because the persons engaged in the game
turned round the right hand with great dexterity,

on which they prided theinselves. Hence ^schy-
lus spoke of KorraSoi dyKvXriToL* Thus the cotta-

bus, in its simplest form, was nothing but one of the
many methods by which lovers tried to discovei
whether their love was returned or not. But this

simple amusement soon assumed a variety of differ-

ent characters, and became, in some instances, a
regular contest, with prizes for the victor. One of
the most celebrated modes in which it was carried
on is described by Athenaeus,* and in the Etymo-
logicon Magnum, and was called 6l' b^v6d^uv. A
basin was filled with water, with small empty bowls
swimming upon it. Into these the young men, one
after another, threw the remnant of the wine from
their goblets, and he who had the good fortune to
drown most of the bowls obtained the prize (/corra-

6lov), consisting either of simple cakes, sweetmeats,
or sesame-cakes.
A third and more complicated form of the cotta-

bus is thus described by Suidas :^ A long piece of
wood being erected on the ground, another was
placed upon it in a horizontal direction, with two
dishes hanging down from each end ; underneath
each dish a vessel full of water was placed, in each
of which stood a gilt brazen statue, called (idvtig.

Every one who took part in the game stood at a
distance, holding a cup full of wine, which he en-
deavoured to throw into one of the dishes, in order
that, struck down by the weight, it might knock
against the head of the statue which was concealed
under the water. He who spilled least of the wine

1. (Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 5.—Martyn ad Virg , Georg.,
ii., 182.—Theophrast., H. P., ii., 3.)—2. (Athen., xv., p. 6«6.)
—3. (Etymol. Mag., s. v. Korrafii^u).)—4. (Pollux, vi., 109.—
Etymol. Mag., 1. c—Athen., xv.. p. 667, sub fin.)—5. (AtheA.,
XV., p. 667.)—« (1. c.)—7. (s. V. KorraSkw.)
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ifained the victor?, and thereby knew that he was
loved by his iQisti3ss.'

A fourth kind of cottabus, which was called kot-

raCog KaraKrbc (.and tov Kardyecv tov Korradov), is

described by Pollux,^ the scholiast on Aristoph-

anes,* and Athenaeus.* The so-called /iavj?f was
placed upon a pillar similar to a candelabrum, and

the disii hanging over it must, by means of wine

projected from the goblet, be thrown upon it, and
thence fall into a basin filled with water, which,

from this fall, gave forth a sound ; and he who pro-

duceil the strongest was the victor, and received

prizes, consisting of eggs, cakes, and sweetmeats.

This brief description of four various forms of

the cottabus may be sufficient to show the general

character of this game ; and it is only necessary to

add, that the chief object to be accomplished, in all

the various modifications of the cottabus, was to

throw the wine out of the goblet in such a manner
that it should remain together and nothing be spill-

ed, and that it should produce the purest and stron-

gest possible sound in the place where it was
thrown. In Sicily, the popularity of this game was
so great, that houses were built for the especial

purpose of playing the cottabus in them. Those
readers who wish to become fully acquainted with
all the various forms of this game, may consult

Athenaeus,* the Greek lexicographers, and, above
all, Groddeck,* who has collected and described nine
different forms in which it was played.' Becker is

of opinion that all of them were but modifications

of two principal forms.*

•GOTTUS (Korrof), a species of Fish, supposed
to be the Zeus Fabcr, L., or the Doree. The name
in the common editions of Aristotle occurs at H.
A., iv., 8, where, however, Schneider reads Poirog,

and refers it to the river Gudgeon.*
COTT'YPHUS {KOTTvcpog), a species of Fish, the

same with the Labrus merula, called in French the
ilfer/e."

*c6tURNIX. [Vid. Perdix.)
COTY'TTIA or CO'TTYTES {KOTVTTia, kot-

Tt^rcf), a festival which was originally celebrated by
the Edonians of Thrace, in honour of a goddess
called Cotys or Cotytto." It was held at night, and,

according to Strabo, resembled the festivals of the
Cabiri and the Phrygian Cybele. But the worship
of Cotys, together with the festival of the Cotyttia,

were adopted by several Greek states, chiefly those
which were induced by their commercial interest

to maintain friendly relations with Thrace. Among
these Corinth is expressly mentioned by Suidas,
and Strabo" seems to suggest that the worship of
Cotys was adopted by the Athenians, who, as he
observes, were as hospitable to foreign gods as they
were to foreigners in general." The priests of the
goddess were formerly supposed to have borne the
name of bapta? ; but Buttmann has shown that this

opinion is utterly groundless. Her festivals were
notorious among the ancients for the dissolute man-
ner and the debaucheries with which they were
celebrated.'* Another festival of the same name
was celebrated in Sicily," where boughs hung with
cake and fruit were carried about, which any person
had a right to pluck off if he chose ; but we have
no mention that this festival was polluted with any

1. [Vid. Schol. ad Lucian., Le.xiph., 3, torn, ii., p. 325.)—2.
(vi., 109.)—3. (Pax, 1172.)^!. (xv., p. 667.)—5. (xv., p. 666,
ifcc.)—6. (Ueber den Kottabos der Griechen, inhis Antiquarische
Versuche, I., Sammlung, 1800, p. 163-238.)—7. (Charikles,
i., p. 476, ifec.)—8. (Compare also Fr. Jacobs, Ueber den Kotta-
bos, in Wieland's Attisches Museum, III., i., p. 475-496.)—9.

(Plin., H N., xxxii., 11.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—10. (Aristot.,

II.A, viii., 15.—jElian, N.A., i., 19.)—11. (Strab., x., 3, p. 362,
ed. Tauchnitz.—Eupolis, ap. Hesych., s. v.—Suidas.)—12. (1. c,
p. 364.)— 13. (Comi>are Persius, Sat., ii., 92.)—14. (Suidas, s. v.

KdTUf.—Ilorat., Ep xl., xvii., 56.—Theocrit., vi., 40.)—15. (Plut.,

Proverb.)
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of the licentious practices which disgiaced those of
Thrace and Greece, unless we refer the allusion

made by Theocritus to the CotyXtia, to the Sicilian

festival.'

CO'TYLA {.kotvIt]) was a measure of capacity

among the Romans and Greeks : by the former it

was also called hemina ; by the latter, tpvSmov and
7)fiiva or Tjfiifiva. It was the half of the sextarius or

keoTTjQ, and contained 6 cyathi, = (on Mi. Hussey'f
computation) -4955 of a pint English.

This measure was used by physicians with x
graduated scale marked on it, like our own chemi-
cal measures, for measuring out given weights of

fluids, especially oil. A vessel of horn, of a cubic

or cylindrical shape, of the capacity of a cotyla, was
divided into twelve equal parts by lines cut on
its side. The whole vessel was called litra, and
each of the parts an ounce {uncia). This measure
held nine ounces (by weight) of oil, so that the ratio

of the weight of the oil to the number of ounces it

occupied in the measure would be 9 : 12 or 3 : 4.*

*COTYLE'DON {kotvIo^uv), a plant, called in

English Navelwort. The two species described by
Dioscorides^ may be confidently referred, according
to Adams, to the Cotyledon umbilicus and C. serrata.

KOTKIO*'OPON AENAPON (,KnvKi.o<^bpov 6iv-

Spov), a sort of Palm-tree. Stackhouse suggests

that it may have been the Palma Thebaica, called
" Doom-tree" in Bruce's Travels.*

COVI'NUS (Celtic kowain), a kind of car, the

spokes of which were armed with long sickles, and
which was used as a scythe-chariot chiefly by the

ancient Belgians and Britons.* The Romans des»

ignated by the name of covinus a kind of travelling

carriage, which seems to have been covered on all

sides with the exception of the front. It had no
seat for a driver, but was conducted by the traveller

himself, who sat inside.* There must have been a

great similarity between the Belgian scythe-chariot

and the Roman traveUing carriage, as the name of

the one was transferred to the other, and we may
justly conclude that the Belgian car was likewise

covered on all sides except the front, and that it

was occupied by one man, the covinarius only, who
was, by the structure of his car, sufficiently pro-

tected. The covinarii (this word occurs only in

Tacitus) seem to have constituted a regular and
distinct part of a British army.'
COUREUS (^Kovpcvg). {Vid. Barba.)
*CRAMBE. (Vid. Brassica.)

CRANGON iKpayyui/), formerly held to be a

species of Squilla. " The term is now used in a

generic sense by late naturahsts," observes Adams

:

"thus the common shrimp is named the Crangon
vulgaris. It is worthy of remark, however, that

Cuvier and Schneidor contend that the Kpayyuv of

the Greeks corresponds to the Cancer digitalis."^

*CRANIA or CRANEIA (Kpuvia, Kpuveia).
" All agree," remarks Adams, " that the Kpdveia

d()pj]v is the Cornus mascula, L., called in English

the Cornehan Cherry, or Male Cornel-tree." For
the other, see Thelycraneia {^]]XvKpuveLa).^

CRANOS. (Vid. G.^lea.)

*CRAT.iEGUS (KparaLyog). Sprengel refers the

tree described by Theophrastus under this name to

the Azorola, or CratcEgus Azorolus, but Stack-

house to the C torminalis. The plant of this name

1. (Compare Buttmann's Essay, Ueber die Kotyttia und lie

Baptae, in his Mythologus, vol. ii., p. 159.)— 2. (Galenus, De
Compos. Medicara. per Genera, iii., 3 ; i., 16, 17 ; iv., 14 : v., 3

6 ; vi., 6, 8.—Wunn, De Pond. Mens., &c.—Hussey on Ancient

Weights, &c.)—3. (iv., 90, 91.)—4. (v., 45.—Adams, Append.,

s. v.)—5. (Mela, iii., 6.—Lucan, i., 426.—Silius, xvii., 422.)—6.

(Mart., Epig., ii., 24.)—7. (Tacit., Agnc, 35 and 36, with M. J. H.
Bekker's note.—Botticher's Lexicon Tacit., s. v.—Becker, Gal
lus, vol. i., p. 222.—Compare the article Essf.dum.)~8. (Aris-

tot., H. A., iv., 4.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. (TheoDiiratt.

H. P., i., 9 ; iii., 4.—Dioscor., i., 172.^Adams, Appena. r,>
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described by Theophrastus in another part of his

work was most probably the same as the Cratago-

^lon (KpaTatyovov)}

CRATiE'GONON { Kparacyovov ), a plant, to

which Stephens gives the French name of Courage.

Stackhouse refers it to the Euphrasia odontitis,

now called Bartsia odontitis. Sprengel, however,

prefers the Polygonum Fersicaria.'

CRATER [Kparrip, Ionic Kprjr^p ; Lat. crater or era-

te-a, from Kepdwv/ii, I mix), a vessel in which the

wine, according to the custom of the ancients, who
very seldom drank it pure, was mixed with water,

and ftom which the cups were filled. In the Homer-
ic age the mixture was always made in the dining-

room by heralds or young men {Kovpot^). The use

of the vessel is sufficiently clear from the expres-

sions so frequent in the poems of Homer : KpriTfjpa

Kepdaaadac, i. c, olvov Kai v6up kv KpjjTf/pt /iiayeiv :

niveiv KprjTTJpa (to empty the crater) ; Kprir^pa arfj-

caadai (cratera statuere, to place the filled crater

near the table) ; Kpr/rf/pac sTTLaTEtpeadaL noroco (to

fill the craters to the brim*). The crater, in the

Homeric age, was generally of silver,* sometimes
with a gold edge,* and sometimes all gold or gilt.'

It stood upon a tripod, and its ordinary place in the

ueyapov was in the most honourable part of the

room, at the farthest end from the entrance, and
near the seat of the most distinguished among the

guests.* The size of the crater seems to have va-

ried according to the number of guests ; for where
their number is increased, a larger crater is asked

for.* It would seem, at least at a later period (for

in the Homeric poems we find no traces of the cus-

tom), that three craters were filled at every feast af-

ter the tables were removed. They must, of course,

have varied in size according to the number of

guests. According to Suidas,^" the first was dedi-

cated to Hermes, the second to Charisius, and the

third to Zeus Soter ; but others called them by dif-

ferent names ; thus the first, or, according to others,

the last, was also designated the ^Kparrip uyadov
dai/iovog, the crater of the good genius," Kparrip

vyielag and fieravinTpig or fiETavmrpov, because it

was the crater from which the cups were filled after

the washing of the hands. ^*

Craters were among the first things on the em-
bellishment of which the ancient artists exercised

their skill. Homer^' mentions, among the prizes

proposed by Achilles, a beautifully-wrought silver

crater, the work of the ingenious Sidonians, which,
by the elegance of its workmanship, excelled all

others on the whole earth In the reign of Crcesus,

king of Lydia, the Lacedaemonians sent to that king
a brazen crater, the border of which was all over
ornamented with figures (fwdm), and which was of

such an enormous size that it contained 300 am-
phorae.** Crcesus himself dedicated to the Delphic
god two huge craters, which the Delphians believed

to be the work of Theodorus of Samos, and Herodo-
tus" was induced, by the beauty of their workman-
ship, to think the same. It was about 01. 35 that

the Samians dedicated six talents (the tenth of the
profits made by Colaeus on his voyage to Tartessus)
to Hera, in the shape of an immense brazen crater,

the border of which was adorned with projecting

kca J3 of griffons. This crater, which Herodotus"
calls Argive (from which we must infer that the
Argive artists were celebrated for their craters).

1. (Theophrast., iii., 15 ; ii., 18.—^Adams, Append., s. v.)—2.

(Dioscor., iii., 12'J.)—3. (Ftd. II., iii., 269.—OU., vii., 182 ; xxi.,

271.)—4. (Vid. fiuttmann, Lexil., i., 15.)—5. (Od., ix., 203 ; x.,

356.)—6. (Od.. iv., 616.)—7. (11., xxiii., 219.)—8. (Od., xxi.,

146 , XXII., 333, compared with 341.)— 9. (II., ix., 202.)—10. (s.

V. KpaTr'ip.)— 11. (Suidas, s. v. 'AyaOov Aaifiovoi.—Compare
Athen., xv.,p. 692, .fee—Aristoph., Vesp., 507 ; Pax., 300.)—12
(Athen., XV., p. 629, F., <fec.)— 13. (II., xxiii., 741, &c.)—14
(Herod . i„ 70.)—15. (i., 51.)—16. (iv., 152.)

was supported by three colossal brazen stataes,
seven yards long, with their knees closed together
The number of craters dedicated in temples seema

everywhere to have been very great. Livius An-
dronicus, in his Equus Trojanus, represented Aga-
memnon returning from Troy with no less than 300C
craters,' and Cicero* says that Verres carried away
from SjTacuse the most beautiful brazen craters,
which most probably belonged to the various tem-
ples of that city. But craters were not only dedi-
cated to the gods as anathemata, but were used on
various solemn occasions in their service. Thus
we read in Theocritus :' " I shall offer to the mu-
ses a crater full of fresh milk and sweet olive-oil."

In sacrifices the libation was aKvays taken from a
crater ;* and sailors, before they set out on their J9ur-
ney, used to take the libation with cups from a cra-

ter, and pour it into the sea.* The name crater was
also sometimes used as synonymous with anMov,
situla, a pail in which water was fetched.*

The Romans used their crater or cralera for the
same purposes for which it was used in Greece

;

but the most elegant specimens were, like most
other works of art, made by Greeks.'
CRATES (Tupmg), a Hurdle, used by the ancients

for several purposes. First, in war, especially in

assaulting a city or camp, they were placed before
or over the head of the soldier, to shield off the en-
emy's missiles.' From the plutci, which were em-
ployed in the same way, they differed only in being
without the covering of raw hides. A lighter kind
was thrown down to make a bridge over fosses, for

examples of which see Caesar, De Bell. Gall., vii.,

81, 86. By the besieged' they were used joined to-

gether, so as to form what Vegetius calls a metella,

and filled with stones : these were then poised be-

tween two of the battlements, and, as the storming
party approached upon the ladders, overturned on
their heads.'"

A capital punishment was called by this name,
whence the phrase sub crate necari. The criminal
was thrown into a pit or well, and hurdles laid upon
him, over which stone* were afterward heaped."

Crates, called ficarie. were used by the country
people upon which to try Sj'?, grapes, &c., in the
rays of the sun." These, as Columella informs us,

were made of sedge or straw, and also employed as
a sort of matting to screen the fruit from the weath-
er. Virgil*' recommends the use of hurdles in ag-

riculture to level the ground after it has been turn-

ed up with the heavy rake {rostrum). Any texture

of rods or twigs seems to have been called by the

general name crates.

CRETIDA (KpjiTTic), dim. CREPIDULA, a Slip-

per. Slippers were worn with the pallium, not with

the toga, and were properly characteristic of the

Greeks, though adopted from them by the Romans.
Hence Suetonius says of the Emperor Tiberius,'*
" Deposito patrio habitu, redegit se ad pallium et cre-

pidas." They were also worn by the Macedonians,'*
and with the chlamys.'* As the cothurnus was as-

sumed by tragedians, because it was adapted to be

part of a grand and stately attire, the actors of com
edy, on the other hand, wore crepidae and other
chf^ap and common coverings for the feet. {Vid.

1. (Cic, Ep. ad Fam., vii., 1.)—2. (in Verr., iv., 59.)—3. (v.,

53.—Compare Virgil, Eclog-., v., 67.)—4. (Demosth., De FaJs.

Leg., p. 431.—c. Sept., p. 505.—c. Mid., p. 531 —c. Macart., p.

1072.—Compare Bekker, Anccdot., p. 274, 4.)—5. (Thucyd., vi.,

32.—Diod., iii., 3.— Arrian, Anab., vi., 3.—Virg., .^n., v., 765.J—6. (Naev., ap. Non., xv., 36.—Hesych., s. v. Kpnrripti.)—

7

(Virg., ^n., i., 727; iii., 525.—Ovid, Fast., v., 522. —Hor..
Carm., III., xviii., 7.)—8. (Ammian., xxi., 12.)—9. (Veget., iv.,

6.)— 10. (Lipsius, Pol., i., 7 ; v., 5.—Salmas., Plin. Ezerc,
1267, A.)—11. (Liv., i., 51 ; iv., 50.—Tacit., Germ., c. 19.)—
12. (Colum., xii., 15, 16.)—13. (Geoig., i., 94.)—14. (c. 19.)—
15. (Jaf^bs, Anim. ad Anthol., 2, 1, p 294.)— 16. (Cic, Prr

llab. Post.—Val. Max., iii.. 6, « 2. 3.)
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Baxea, Socc0s.) Also, whereas the ancients had

thei more finished boots and shoes made right and

left, their shppers, on the other hand, were made to

fit both feet indifferently.'

GRETA, in a general sense, means any whitish

earth or clay, such as potter's clay, pipe-clay, &c.

Thus Columella* speaks of a kind of Creta out of

which wine-jars and dishes were fnade : VirgiP

calls it "tough" (tenax); and the ancient writers on

Agriculture give the same epithet to marl which

was employed to manure land.* In a more special

sense, several varieties of Creta occur in the ancient

writers. Thus : I. Creta, properly so called (Terra

Creta, KpvTiKy y?}), is our chalk, which obtained its

name from the island of Crete, where it abounded.

The ancients employed it in medicine, as weaker
than the Terra Chia ; and they were also acquaint-

ed with its use as a cleanser of silver vessels.*—II.

Creta annularia. " The earth called annularia, spo-

ken of by Phny in connexion with Selinusian, and
which was stained with woad to produce an imita-

tion of Indicum,^ is probably," observes Dr. Moore,
'the same with the annulare {viridum) mentioned
afterward^ by the same writer, and which was so

called because made of clay coloured with common
green ring-stones. This, at least, strange as it is,

appears to be the only sense we can extract from
Pliny's words, the meaning of which Beckmann ac-

knowledges he had not been able to discover.* The
same author inclines to think that the earth called

annularia received its name from its use in sealing,

a purpose to which certain kinds of earth were an-

ciently applied."'—III. Creta Cimolia. (Vid. Cimo-
LiA Terra.)—IV". Creta Eretria, a species of earth

obtained from the neighbourhood of Eretria, in the

island of Eubcea. It is, according to Hill, a fine

pure earth, of a grayish white, moderately heavy,

and of a smooth surface, not staining the hands,

and readily crumbling between the fingers. It burns
to a perfect whiteness, acquiring a stony hardness

and an acrimonious taste, and in a violent fire runs
into a very pure pale blue glass. What distinguish-

es it, however, in a more marked manner from
o'.her earths is, that if a little be wetted and drawn
over a plate of brass or copper, so as to mark a
line, the mark will in a little time appear bluish.

This is a character originally recorded of it by Di-

oscorides, and which Hill explains by assigning the

earth in question alkaline property in a much strong-

er degree than other earths possess. In the Mate-
ria Medica of former days, it was used as an astrin-

gent and sudorific. The ancients mention another
Eretrian earth of a pure white, but this appears to

have been no other than the true white Bole of Ar-
menia "—V. Creta Sarda, a species of earth obtain-

ed froiu the island of Sardinia. Pliny calls it " vi-

lissima omnium cimolia. generum," the cheapest kind
of Cimolite. It was, however, used in the first

place to cleanse garments that were not dyed,
which were then fumigated with sulphur, and final-

ly scoured with Cimolia Terra.''—VI. Creta Selinu-

sia, an earth obtained from the neighbourhood of
Seliuus in Sicily, whence its name. It is now
found in various parts of the globe ; the finest kind,

however, is the Sicilian. Dioscorides describes it

as of a very bright and shining white, friable, and
very readily disuniting and diffusing itself in water.
It was used by the ancient physicians as an astrin-

gent, and among females as a cosmetic."
CREX {KpsO, a species of Bird with a creaking

1 (Isid., Orig., ix., 34.)—2. (xii., 43.)—3. (Georg., i., 179.)—
4. (Varro, R. R., i.. 7, 8.—Geopon., x., 75. 12 ; ix., 10, 4.)—5.
(Hill's History of Fossils, &c., p. 43.)—6. (Plin., H. N., xxxv.,

ST )—7. (Plin., H. N., xxxv., 30.)—8. (Hist. Invent., iv., 106.)—
i (Moore's Aiic. Mineral., p. 74.)—10. (Hill, Hist. Fossils, <fec.,

p 5.)—11. (Plin., H. N., xxxv., 57.—Moore's Anc. Mineral., p.

fe.)—12. (Hill, Hist. Fossils, &c., p. 40.)
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note, whence its name. Some commentators su|>

pose it the same as the opTvyofxiirpa of Aristotle,

who treats of them separately. " It is generally

held," says Adams, " to be the Land Rail or Corn
Crake, namely, the Rallus Crex, L , or Ortygometr
Crex of later naturalists ; but if Tzetzes was cor
rect in describing it as a sea-bird, resembling the

Egyptian ibis, this opinion must be admitted to be
untenable. Dr. Trail suggests that the one may
have been the Land, and the other the Water Rail."'

CRE'TIO HEREDITA'TIS. ( Ftrf. Heredit^s.)
CRIMEN. Though this word occurs so fre-

quently, it is not easy to fix its meaning. Crimen
is often equivalent to accusatio (KaTTjyopia) ; but it

frequently means an act which is legally punishable.

In this latter sense there seems to be no exact def
inition of it given by the Roman jurists. Accord
ing to some modern writers, crimina are either pub-

lic or private ; but if this definition is admitted, we
have still to determine the notions of public and
private. The truth seems to be, that there was a
want of precise terminology as to what, in common
language, are called criminal offences among the
Romans ; and this defect appears in other systems
of jurisprudence. Crimen has been also defined by
modern writers to be that which is capitalis (vid.

Caput), as murder, &c. ; delictum that which is a
private injury (privata noxa) ; a distinction founded
apparently on Dig. xxi., tit. 1, s. 17, ^ 15.

Delicts (delicta) were maleficia, wrongful acts,*

and the foundation of one class of obligations:

these dehcts, as enumerated by Gaius,* are furtum,

rapina, damnum, injuria ; they gave a right of acticm

to the individual injured, and entitled him to compen-
sation. These delicts were sometimes called crim-

ina.* Crimen, therefore, is sometimes applied to

that class of delicta called privata ;* and, accord-

ingly, crimen may be viewed as a genus, of which
the delicta enumerated by Gains are a species. But
crimen and delictum are sometimes used as synon-

ymous.* In one passage^ we read of majora delic-

ta (which, of course, imply minora), which expres-

sion is coupled with the expression omnia crimina

in such a way that the inference of crimen contain-

ing delictum is, so far as concerns this passage,

necessary ; for the omnia crimina comprehend (in

this passage) more than the delicta majora.

Some judicia publica were capitalia, and some
were not. Judicia, which concerned crimina, were
not, for that reason only, publica. There were,

therefore, crimina which were not tried in judicia

pubhca. This is consistent with what is stated

above as to those crimina (delicta) which were the

subject of actions. Those crimina only were the

subject of judicia publica which were made so by
special laws ; such as the Julia de adulteriis, Cor-

nelia de sicariis et veneficis, Pompeia de parrici-

diis, Julia peculatus, Cornelia de testamentis, Juha
de vi privata, Julia de vi publica, Julia de ambitu,

Julia repetundarum, Julia de annona.* So far as

Cicero* enumerates causae criminum, they were
causae publici judicii ; but he adds," " criminum est

multitude infinita." Again, infamia was not the

consequence of every crimen, but only of those

crimina which were " publicii judicii." A condem-
nation, therefore, for a crimen, not publiei judicii,

was not followed by infamia, unless the crimen

laid the foundation of an actio, in which, even in

the case of a privatum judicium, the condemnation

was followed by infamia ; as furtum, rapina, inju-

ri£e." Crimen, then, must be an aci which, if

1. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 2.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (l)igr

47, tit. 1, s. 3.)—3. (iii., 182.)— 4. (Crimen furti : Gaius, in.,

197.)—5. (Dig. 47, tit. 1, de Privatis Delictis.)—6. (Di?. 48, tit.

19, 8. 1.)—7. (Dig. 48, tit. 19, s. 5.)—8. (Dig. 48, tit. 1 s. 1.)-

9. (De Orat., ii., 25.)—10. (ii., 31.)—11. (Dig. 18, tit :,». 7,)
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proved against the offender, subjected him to some
punishment, the consequence of which was infamia

;

but it would not therefore follow that infamia was
only the consequence of a crimen.

Most modern writers on Roman law have con-

sidered delicta as the general term, which they

have subdivided into delicta publica and privata.

The legal consequences of delicta in this sense

were compensation, punishment, and infamia as a

consequence of the other two. The division of de-

licta into publica and privata had, doubtless, partly

its origin in the opinion generally entertained of the

nature of the delict ; but the legal distinction must
be derived from a consideration of the form of ob-

taining redress for, or punishing, the wrong. Those
delicta which were punishable according to special

leges, senatus consulta, and constitutiones, and were
prosecuted in judicia publica, were apparently more
especially called crimina ; and the penalties, in case

of conviction, were loss of life, of freedom, of civ-

itas, and the consequent infamia, and sometimes pe-

cuniary penalties also. Those delicta not provided

for as above mentioned, were punishable by action

(actiones poenales), and were the subjects of judi-

cia privata, in which pecuniary compensation was
awarded to the injured party. At a later period,

we find a class of crimina extraordinaria,' which
are somewhat vaguely defined. They are offences

which in the earlier law would have been the foun-

dation of actions, but were assimilated, as to their

punishment, to crimina publici judicii. This new
class of crimina (new as to the form of judicial pro-

ceedings) must have arisen from a growing opinion

of the propriety of not limiting punishment, in cer-

tain cases, to compensation to the party injured.

The person who inquired judicially extra ordinem,
might affix what punishment he pleased, within

seasonable limits." Thus, if a person intended to

prosecute his action, which was founded on male-
ticium (delict), for pecuniary compensation, he fol-

lowed the jus ordinariimi ; but if he Wished to pun-
ish the offender otherwise (extra ordinem ejus rei

poenam exerceri (el) velit), then he took criminal

proceedings, " subscripsit in crimen.'"

Delicta were farther distinguished as to the pen-
alties as follows : Compensation might be demand-
ed of the heredes of the wrong-doer ; but the poena
was personal. The nature of the punishment also,

as above intimated, formed a ground of distinction

between delicta. Compensation could be sued for

by the party injured : a penalty, which was not a di-

rect benefit to the injured party, was sued for by the
state, or by those to whom the power of prosecu-
tion was given, as in the case of the lex Julia de
adulteriis, &c. In the case of delicta publica, the
intention of the doer was the main thing to be con-
sidered : the act, if done, was not for that reason
only punished ; nor if it remained incomplete, was it

for that reason only unpunished. In the case of
delicta privata, the injury, if done, was always com-
pensated, even if it was merely culpa. {Vid. Culpa.)
CRFMINA EXTRAORDINA'RIA. (Vid. Cri-

men.)

^CRIMNUS or -UM {Kpifivog or -ov), the larger

granules of bruised grains, called Groats in Eng-
lish. Damra, however, says it was also applied to

Barley itself He contends that Kpl in Homer is

a contraction from Kpifivo^, and not from KpWri*
CRINANTH'EMUM {Kpivtlvdeiiov), probably the

Sempervivtim teciorum, or House-leek. Such, at

least, is the opinion of Sprengel and Dierbach.*

CRINON (Kplvov), the Lily. (Vid. Lilium.)

*CRIOS (/cpiof), I., a military engine. (Fz^. Ari-

1. (big. 47, tit. 11.)—2. (Dig. 48, tit. 19, i. 13.)—3. (Dig. 47,
tit. 1, s. 3.)—4. (Damm, Lex. Horn., s. v.—Adams, Append., 8,

».)—6. (ITippocr., Morb. Mulier.—Adams, Append., s. v.)

IS.)—II. The Ram. (Vid. Ovis.)—III. («p/of or itpti^

(5f), A large fish, mentioned by Oppian and .^lian.
It cannot be satisfactorily determined.*—IV. (xpidt
kpi6ivdoq), A species of the Cicer arietanum. (Vid
Erebinthus.)*
CRISTA. (Vid. Galea.)
CRITAI (Kpiral), (judges). Tliis name was applt.

ed by the Greeks to any person who did not judge
of a thing like a diKaoTTiq, according to positive laws,
but according to his own sense of justice and equi-
ty.^ But at Athens a number of Kpiral were cho-
sen by ballot from a number of selected candidates
at every celebration of the Dionysia, and were
called ol Kpiral, Kar' k^oxfiv. Their office was to
judge of the merits of the different choruses and
dramatic poems, and to award the prizes to the vic-

tors.* Their number is stated by Suidas (*. v. 'Ev
KEVTE Kptruv yoiivacji) to have been five for come-
dies ; and G. Hermann has supposed, with great
probability, that there were, on the whole, ten Kpirai,

five for comedy and the same number for tragedy,
one being taken from every tribe. The expression
in Aristophanes,* vLKg,v nuai roig Kpiraig, signifies to
gain the victory by the unanimous consent of the
five judges. For the complete literature of this sub-
ject, see K. F. Hermann's Manual of the Pol. Ant.

of Greece, () 149, n. 13.

CRO'BYLOS. ( Vid. Coma, p. 291.)

CROCODI'LUS (KpoKodeaog), the Crocodile.

The name properly denotes a small species of Liz-

ard, and was merely given by the Greeks to the
Crocodile itself, from the resemblance which the
latter bore to this small creature,* just as our Alii'

gator is the Portuguese "aZ legato," the Lizard.
Hence Aristotle calls the Crocodile KooK6dei?,oc 6

irordfiiog, and the Lizard KpoKodtiXoi o x^P^o^oq.
The Egyptians, says Herodotus, called the Croco-
dile xo-iii>m '• this, however, is a mere corruption in

Greek of the Egyptian name Msah or Emsooh,
which the Copts still retain in Amsah, and from
which the Arabs have derived their modern appel-

lation Temsah. The ancient writers have left us
accounts of this animal, but they are more or less

imperfect. Thus Herodotus says^ it is blind in the
water ; an evident error, unless he mean by the
Greek term Tv<j)7[.6g, not " blind," but merely " dim-
sighted," or " comparatively weak of sight," i. e.,

when compared with its keenness of vision on the
land. So, again, Herodotus says it has no tongue.
This, however, is a popular error : it has a tongue,
like the rest of animals, but this is connected by a
rough skin with the lower jaw ; and, not being ex-
tensible, nor easily seen at first view, since it com
pletely fills the cavity of the jaw between the two
rows of teeth, it has been supposed to have no
actual existence. Again, the Crocodile, according
to Herodotus, does not move its lower jaw, but
brings the upper one down in contact with it. Now
the truth is just the other way : the lower jaw alone
is moved, and not the upper. The lower jaw ex-
tends farther back than the scull, so that the neck
must be somewhat bent when it is opened. The
appearance thus produced has led to the very com
mon error of believing that the Crocodile moves its

upper jaw, which is, in fact, incapable of motior,
except with the rest of its body. " Naturalists de-

scribe four species of the Crocodile, namely, Croco
dilus alligator, C. cayman, C. gavial, and C. candt
verbera. The third of these being found only in
India, and the fourth being peculiar to America, it

follows that the ancients could have had little ac-

quaintance with any other species than the Alliga-

1. (Adams, Append., s.y.)—2. (Theophraat., H. P., v/li., 5.).—
3. (Herod., iii., 160.—Demoslh., Olynth., i., p. 17 ; c, Mid., p
520.)—4. (Isocr., Trapez., p. 365, C, with Corey's note.)—5. (Ay
421 )—6. (Herod., ii., 69.)—"!. (.. c )
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tor and the Cayman. iElian, however, must be

supposed to allude to the Gavial when he mentions

the Crocodile of the Ganges. Both Linnaeus and

Buffon reckon the first two as mere varieties, but

they are now generally held to be distinct species.

Bochart, with great learning, has proved that the

Leviathan of Job is the Crocodile.* Athenasus ranks

-he Crocodile and the Hippopotamus with the KyrTj."

Among the Egyptians, the Crocodile was peculiarly

sacred to the god Savak. Its worship, however,

did not extend to every part of Egypt ; some places

considering it the representative of the Evil I3eing,

and bearing the most deadly animosity to it, which
led to serious feuds between neighbouring towns.

Such was the cause of the quarrel between the

Ombites and the Tentyrites, as described by Juve-

nal ; and the same animal which was worshipped

at Ombos, was killed and eaten by the inhabitants

of ApoUinopolis.* The Crocodile enjoyed great

honours at Coptos, Ombos, and Crocodilopolis or

Arthribis, in the Thebaid. In Lower Egypt, it was
particularly sacred at a place called the City of

Crocodiles (Crocodilopohs), and afterward Arsinoe,

the capital of a nome, now the province of Fyoom.
The animals were there kept in the Lake Maeris,

and were buried in the under-ground chambers of

the famous Labyrinth. The Crocodile is now sel-

dom eaten, the flesh being bad. Indeed, in former

times, it seems rather to have been eaten as a mark.

of hatred towards the Evil Being, of whom it was
the emblem, than as an article of food.* The Croc-

odile at present is found in the Nile only towards
the region of Upper Egypt, where it is extremely

hot, and where this animal never falls into a lethar-

gic state. Formerly, when it was wont to descend

the branches of the river which water the Delta, it

used to pass the four winter months in caverns,

and without food. Of this fact we are informed by
Pliny and other ancient naturalists.—In the year

58 B.C., the aedile Scaurus exhibited at Rome five

crocodiles of the Nile ; and subsequently, the Em-
peror Augustus had a circus filled with water, and
exhibited there to the people thirty-six crocodiles,

which were killed by an equal number of men who
*^ere habituated to fight with these animals."*

*KPOKOAErAOS {xEp<^aioc or oKiyKog), the

aJkink, or Land Crocodile. There are two species

Df the Skink with which the ancients may be sup-

posed to have been well acquainted, namely, Scincus

officinalis and <S. Algiriensis. Moses Charras says

of them, " The Skinks are little animals like to liz-

ards, or, rather, like to little crocodiles, by which
name they are known."*
CROCODEILTUM {KpoKodeiliov), a species of

plant. Matthiolus informs us that it had been sup-

posed to be the Eryngium marinum, or Sea Eringo,

and the Carlina, or Carline Thistle ; but he rejects

both these suppositions, admitting, however, at the

same time, his own want of acquaintance with it.

Sprengel, on the other hand, inclines to think it the

Eryngium.''

•CROCUS (KpoKOc), the Saffron Crocus, or Cro-

cus sativus. The genuine Saffron grows wild in the

liCvant and in Southern Europe. Sibthorp found it

in the fields of Greece and on the mountains around
Athens. The jflower of the C. sativus is of a violet

colour, and appears in autumn ; hence the epithet

mitumnalis. The best Saffron came from Corycus
in Cihcia and from Mount Tmolus in Lydia. The
Lycian Olympus and the island of Sicily also pro-

duced a very good sort. Saffron was much used

1. (Hieroz., 52, 4, 12.)— 2. (Athen., ii., 90.—Adams, Append.,

«. V )—3. (Wilkinson's Egyptians, vol. v., p. 229.—Juv., Sat.,

xviii., 36.)—4. (Wilkinson, 1. c.)—5. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. ix.,

p. 190 )--6. (Aristot., H. A., ii., 1.—Dioscor., M. M., ii., 71.—
Adams, Append., s. v.)— 7. (Dioscor., iii., 10.— Galen, De
$impl , vii —Adams, Append., s. v.)
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by the Romans as a condiment in various articles

of food, as it still is by many Oriental nations. It

was also put into wine. Saffron, diluted in water
or wine, was sprinkled as a perfume in the theatre

and other places, and also on the funeral pile. It

was also made into an unguent {Crocinum ungueni-
um). £ iffron-coloured garments were also murb
in vogue.-

CROCO'TA (sc. vestis : KpoKurdv, so. i/iuTiov, oi

KpoKUTo^, sc. ;ttT(JT') was a kind of gala-dress, chitflj

worn by women on solemn occasions, and in Greece
especially at the festival of the Dionysia.' It was
also worn by the priests of Cybele,* and sometimes
by men of effeminate character.* It is evident,

from the passage of Virgil, that its name was de-

rived from crocus, one of the favourite colours of
the Greek ladies, as we still see in the pictures dis-

covered at Herculaneum and Pompeii. The cir-

cumstance that dresses of this colour were in Latin
commonly called vestes crocatae or ctoeeae, has in-

duced some writers on antiquities to suppose that

crocota was derived from /cpo/c^ (woof or weft) or

KpoKtg (a flake of wool or cotton on the surface of
the cloth), so that it would be a soft and woolly
kind of dress.* But the passages above referred to

are suflicient to refute this opinion, and the name
crocota was, like many others, adopted by the Ro
mans from the Greeks.*

CROCOTTAS (KpoKOTTOf), an animal mention-
ed by the ancient writers, and said to be produced
from the wolf and dog, but to be much more fero-

cious than either of these animals. Such, at least,

is the account of Artemidorus,' Diodorus Siculus,"

and Agatharchides.' But the coupling of the wolf

and dog, though easy, and often effected in mena-
geries at the present day, produces no durable spe-

cies. It is more probable, therefore, that the Cro-

cottas answers to the Hyena, since the latter has
very strong teeth, and breaks bones with the great-

est ease, as the Crocottas is said to have done. The
earliest passage respecting the Crocottas is found
in Ctesias, and the description there given is almost

the same with that by which the Oriental writers

describe the Hvena.**'

CROM'YON or CROMMTON (KpSfivov, Kpofi-

/xvov), the Allium cepa, or Garlic. {Vid. Allium.)
CRO'NIA {Kpovta), a festival celebrated at Athens

in honour of Cronos, whose worship was said to

have been introduced into Attica by Cecrops. He
had a temple in common with Rhea." The festival

was held on the twelfth of the month of Hecatom-
baeon,** which, at an early period of the history ol

Attica, bore the name offiTjv Kpoviog.'^^

The Rhodians also celebrated a festival in honour
of Cronos, perhaps the Phoenician Moloch, to whom
human sacrifices, generally consisting of criminals,

were offered. This festival was held on the six-

teenth of Metageitnion.**

Greek writers, when speaking of the Romau Sat-

urnalia, apply to them the name Kpwja.**

CRO'TALUM, a kind of Cymbal, erroneously sup
posed by Scaliger and Brodaeus to be the same witl-

the sistrum. The mistakes of learned men on this

1. (Theophrast., II. P., VI., 8.—Dioscor., i., 25.—Billeiteck,
Flora Classica, p. 11.—Spanheim ad Callim., p. 79 :

" de Cioco.

et luxu circa eum."—Ovid, A. A., i., 104.—Propert., iv., 1, 16

—Id., iii., 8, 22, <fec.)—2. (Aristoph., Ran., 56, with the sc\uA

—Lysistr., 44.—Pollux, ir., 10, 117.)—3. (Apul., Met., 8 and IL
—Virg., JEn., ix., 614.)—4. (Aristoph., Thesm., 253.—Suid., t.

V.—Plant, and Nav., ap. Nonium, xiv., 8, and xvi., 4.

—

Cis.,

Harusp. Resp., 21.)—5. (Salmas. ad Capitolin., Pertinac., 8, X.

1, p. 547, and ad TertuU.. De Pall., p. 329.)—6. (Compare Bee
ker's Charikles, ii., p. 351, &c.)—7. (ap. Strab., xvi., p. 774,

Cas.)—8. (iii., 35.)—9. (ap. Phot., Cod., 250, c. 39.)— 10. (Cu-

vier ad Plin., 8, 30.)—11. (Pans., i., 18, i) 7.)—12 (Demosth,
c. Timocr., p. 708.)—13. (Athen., xiii., p. 581.)-.!. (Porphyr

ap. Theodoret, vii., Griec. Affect.—De Abstinert., ii., 54 )—1*
( Vid. Athen.. liv., p. 639.—Appian, III 5 >
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poitt are refuted at length by Lampe.* From Siii-

dr.3 and ihe scholiast on Aristophanes," it appears

to have been a split reed or cane, which clattered

when shaken with the hand. According to Eusta-

thius,* it was made of shell and brass as well as of

wood. Clemens Alexandrinus farther says that it

i\v»s an invention of the Sicilians.

i Women who played on the crotalum were termed
krotalislricc. Such was Virgil's Copa,

" Crispum sub crotalo docta movere latus."^

The line alludes to the dance with crotala (similar

to castanets), for which we have the additional tes-

timony of Macrobius.* The annexed woodcut, ta-

Irefl from the drawing of an ancient marble in Spon's

Mv.'ellanea,* represents one of these crotalislrics

\f: /jrming.

The words Kporako^ and KporaXov are often ap-

plied, by an easy metaphor, to a noisy, talkative

person.'

*CROTON (KpoTuv), I. an insect found on oxen
and dogs, and sometimes on mea, namely, the Aca-

rus reduvius, L., or Tick.*—II. According to Galen,

the same with the kIki.^ {Vid. Cici.)

CRyPTEI'A (KpvTTTEia, also called Kptirrla or

Kpvizrfi) was, according to Aristotle," an institution

introduced at Sparta by the legislation of Lycurgus.

Its character was so cruel and atrocious, that Plu-

tarch only with great reluctance submitted to the

authority of Aristotle in ascribing its introduction to

the Spartan lawgiver. The description which he
gives of it is this : The ephors, at intervals, select-

ed from among the young Spartans those who ap-

peared to be best qualified for the task, and sent

them in various directions all over the country, pro-

vided with daggers and their necessary food. Du-
ring the daytime these young men concealed them-

selves ; but at night they broke forth into the high-

roads, and massacred those of the Helots whom they

met, or whom they thought proper. Sometimes,

also, they ranged over the fields (in the daytime),

and despatched the strongest and best of the Helots.

This account agrees with that of Heraclides of Pon-

tus," who speaks of the practice as one that was
still carried on in his own time, though he describes

its introduction by Lycurgus only as a report.

The crypteia has generally been considered either

as a kind of military training of the Spartan youths,

in which, as in other cases, the lives of the Helots

were unscrupulously sacrificed, or as a means of

lessening the numbers and weakening the pow^er of

the slaves. But Miiller," who is anxious to soften

the notions generally current respecting the rela-

tions between the Helots and their masters, suppo-

ses that Plutarch and Heraclides represent the in-

stitution of the crypteia " as a war which the ephors

themselves, on entering upon their yearly office,

proclaimed against the Helots." Heraclides, how-

1. (De Cymb. Vet., i., 4, 5, 6.)—2. (Nubes, 260.)—3. (D., xi.,

160.)—4. (v., 2.)—5. (Sat., ii., 10.)—6. (Sec. I., art. vi., fi?. 43.)

—7. (Avist.. Nub., 448.—Eur., Cycl., 104.)—8. (Aristof., H. A.,

»., 17.)—9. (Tlieophrnst., II. P., i., 10.)—10. (ap. Plut., Lvc,
«a.)-ll i- 9)— 12. (DonaM 'ii.. 3. 6 4 \

ever, does not mention this proclamation at all,

and Plutarch, who mentions it on the authority of

Aristotle, does not represent it as identical with the

crypteia. Miiller also supposes that, according to

the received opinion, this chase of the slaves took

place regularly every year ; and showing at once
the absurdity of such an annual proclamation of

war and massacre among the slaves, he rejects

what he calls the common opinion altogether, as

involved in inextricable difficulties, and has re-

course to Plato to solve the problem. But Thirl-

wall' much more judiciously considers that this

proclamation of war is not altogether groundless,

but only a misrepresentation of something else, and
that its real character was most probably connected

with the crypteia. Now if we suppose that the

thing here misrepresented and exaggerated into a

proclamation of war was some promise which the

ephors, on entering upon their office, were obliged

to make : for instance, to protect the state against

arty danger that might arise from too great an in-

crease of the numbers and power of the Helots—

a

promise which might very easily be distorted into a
proclamation of war—there is nothing contrary to

the spirit of the legislation of Lycurgus ; and such

an institution, by no means surprising in a slave-

holding state like Sparta, where the number of free

citizens was comparatively very small, would have

conferred upon the ephors the legal authority occa-

sionally to send out a number of young Spartans in

chase of the Helots.' That on certain occasions,

when the state had reason to fear the overwhelming
number of slaves, thousands were massacred with

the sanction of the public authorities, is a well-

known fact.^ It is, however, probable enough that

such a system may at first have been carried on
with some degree ofmoderation ; but after attempts

had been made by the slaves to emancipate them-

selves and put their masters to death, as was the

case during and after the earthquake in Laconia, it

assumed the barbarous and atrocious character

which we have described above.* If the crypteia

had taken place annually, and at a fixed time, we
should indeed have reason, with Miiller, to wonder
why the Helots, who in many districts lived entirely

alone, and were united by despair for the sake of

common protection, did not every year kindle a

most bloody and determined war throughout the

whole of Laconia ; but Plutarch, the only authority

on which this supposition can rest, does not say that

the crypteia took place every year, but dia xpovov,

i. c, " at intervals," or occasionally.' The difficul-

ties which Miiller finds in what he calls the common
account of the crypteia, are thus, in our opinion, re-

moved, and it is no longer necessary to seek their

solution in the description given by Plato,* who pro-

posed for his Cretan colony a similar institution,

under the name of crypteia. From the known par-

tiality of Plato for Spartan institutions, and his in-

clination to represent thern in a favourable light, it

will be admitted that, on a subject like this, his ev-

idence will be of little weight. And when he adopt-

ed the name crypteia for his institution, it by no

means follows that he intended to make it in every

respect similar to that of Sparta ; a partial resem-

blance was sufficient to transfer the name of tha

Spartan institution to that which he proposed to

establish ; and it is sufficiently clear, from his own
words, that his attention was more particularly di-

rected to the advantages which young soldiers might

derive from such hardships as the Kpvnroi had to

undergo. But even Plato's colony would not have

1. (Hist. Greece, vol. i., p. 311.)—2. (Isocr., Panalh., p. 271

B.)—3. (Thucyd., iv., 80.)-4. (Compare Plut., Lye, 28, tut

fm.)—5. (Hermann ad Viger., p. 656.)—«. (De Leg., i., p. 633 .

vi..P.763) g^
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been of a "vetj humane character, as his Kpvirroi

were to go out in arms and make free use of the

slaves.

CRUX {(jravpoc, ckoIoiI)), an instrument of capi-

tal punishment used by several ancient nations, es-

pecially the Romans and Carthaginians. The words
(jravpou and (jKo2.onl^u are also applied to Persian

and Egyptian punishments, but Casaubon* doubts

whether they describe the Roman method of cruci-

fixion. From Seneca" we learn the latter to have

been of two kinds, the less usual sort being rather

impalement than what we should describe by the

word crucifixion, as the criminal was transfixed by

a pole, which passed through the back and spine,

and came out at the mouth.

The cross was of several kinds ; one in the shape

of an X, called crux Andreana, because tradition re-

ports St. Andrew to have suffered upon it ; another

was found like a T, as we learn from Lucian,' who
makes it the subject of a charge against the letter.

The third, and most common sort, was made of

two pieces of wood crossed, so as to make four right

angles. It was on this, according to the unanimous
testimony of the fathers, who sought to confirm it

by Scripture itself,* that our Saviour suffered. The
punishment, as is well known, was chiefly inflicted

on slaves and the worst kind of malefactors.* The
manner of it was as follow s : The criminal, after

sentence pronounced, carried his cross to the place

of execution : a custom mentioned by Plutarch* and
Artemidorus,' as well as in the Gospels. From
Livy* and Valerius Maximus,' scourging appears

to have formed a part of this, as of other capital

punishments among the Romans. The scourging

of our Saviour, however, is not to be regarded in

this hght, as Grotius and Hammond have observed
it was inflicted before sentence was pronounced.*'

The criminal was next stripped of his clothes, and
nailed or bound to the cross. The latter was the

more painful method, as the sufferer was left to die

of hunger. Instances are recorded of persons who
survived nine days. It was usual to leave the body
on the cross after death. The breaking of the legs

of the thieves, mentioned in the Gospels, was acci-

dental ; because by the Jewish law, it is expressly

remarked, the bodies could not remain on the cross

during the Sabbath-day."
CRYPTA (from KpvTrreiv, to conceal), a Crypt.

Among the Romans, any long narrow vault, wheth-
er wholly or partially below the level of the earth,

is expressed by this term ; such as a sewer {crypta

SuburcR^') {vid. Cloaca), the carceres of the circus

{vid. Circus, p. 254), or a magazine for the recep-

tion of agricultural produce.^^

The specific senses of the word are :

I. A covered portico or arcade, called more def-

initely crypto-porticus, because it was not supported
by open columns like the ordinary portico, but closed
at the sides, with windows only for the admission
of light and air.** These were frequented during
summer for their coolness. A portico of this kind,

almost entire, is still remaining in the suburban villa

of Arrius Diomedes at Pompeii.
Some theatres, if not all, had a similar portico

attached to them for the convenience of the per-
formers, who there rehearsed their parts or prac-
tised their exercises." One of these is mentioned

1. (Exer. Antibarou., xvi., 77.)— 2. (Cons, ad Marc, ix.—
Epist., xiv., 1.)—3. (Judic. Vocal., xii.) — 4. (Lips., De Criice,
i., 9.)—5. (Juy., Sat., vi.,219.—Hor., Sat., I., iii., 82.)—6. (De
Tard. Dei Vind., cKaaroi t&v KaKovpyuiv iK(j>cpci rbv airoB
aTavp6v.)—7. ('Owipoxp., ii., 61.)—8. (xxxiii., 36.)— 9. (i., 7.)
—10. (St. Luko, xxiii., 16.— St. John, xix., 1,6.) — 11. (Lips.,

De Cnice.—Casanbon, Exer. Antibaron., xvi., 77.) — 12. (Juv.,
Sat., v., 106.)- 13. (Vitniv., vi.. 8.— Compare Varro, De Be
Rust., i., 57.)—14. (Plin.,Epist.,ii., 15; v.,6; vii.,21.—Sidon.,
Epist., ii., 2.)—15. (Suet , Cal., 58.—Compare Dion Cass., lix.,

29—Jdseph., Antiq., xix., 1, t) 14.)
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by P. Victor* as the crypta Balbi, fJtached fc tot
theatre built by Cornelius Balbus at the instigrtioil

of Augustus,' which is supposed to be the ruin ^ow
seen in the Via di S. Maria di Cacaberis, betx^een
the church of that name and the S. Maria di Pianto

II. A grotto, particularly one open at both ex-
tremities, forming what in modern language is de-
nominated a " tunnel," like Lie grotto of Pausilippo,

well known to every visitant of Naples This is a
tunnel excavated in the tufo rock, about 20 feet high
and 1800 long, forming the direct communication
between Naples and Pozzuoli (Puteoli), called by
the Romans crypta Neapolitana, and described by
Seneca^ and Strabo.*

A subterranean vault used for any secret wor-
ship, but more particularly for the licentious rites

consecrated to Priapus, was also called cryptcu'^

III. When the practice of consuming the body
by fire was -relinquished {vid. Bustum, Conditori-
um), and a number of bodies was consigned to one
place of burial, as the catacombs, for instance, this

common tomb was called crypta.^ One of these,

the crypta Nepotiana, which was in the vicus Patri-

cius, under the Esquiline,^ was used by the early

Christians, during the times of their persecution, as
a place of secret worship.*

CRYPTOPO'RTICUS. {Vid. Crypta.)
*CRYSTALLTJS or -UM {KpyaraUos), Crystal

The ancients were of opinion that crystal was only
water congealed in a long period of time into an ice

more durable than common ; and Pliny' thought it

was nowhere to be found but in excessively cold
regions. " That it is ice is certain," says this wri-
ter, " and hence the Greeks have given it its

name." In accordance with the etymology here
alluded to, KpyaraAlog is thought to come from
Kpvog, " ice," or from Kpyardu {Kpyaraivu), " to

freeze." " This ancient notion," observes Dr.

Moore, " will appear less ridiculous if we consider
that, although water really converted into a sohd
crystalline mass, by exposure to a very ordinary
degree of cold, resumes its fluid state when the

heat of which it was deprived is again restored
;
yet

the results of chemical analysis teach us that wa-
ter, in a permanently solid state, const itutes a con-
siderable portion of many crystalline substances.
Of the hydrate of magnesia, for example, it forma
near one third ; and of the sulphate of soda, consid-

erably above one half Rock-crystal is one among
the very few minerals whose crystalline form Pliny

has remarked. He mentions one remarkable use
of crystal in applying actual cautery, the crystal

having been used as a lens. This, however, was
known long before, mention of it having been made
in the Clouds of Aristophanes, and in the poem of

the pseudo-Orpheus on the properties of Stones."**

CUBEFA. {Yid. Tessera.)
CUBICULA'RII were slaves who had the caro

of the sleeping and dwelling rooms. Faithful slaves

were always selected for this office, as they had, to

a certain extent, the care of their master's person.

When Julius Caesar was taken by the pirates, he
dismissed all his other slaves and attendants, only

retaining with him a physician and two cubicula-

rii.** It was the duty of the cubicularii to introduce

visiters to their master," for which purpose they

appear to have usually remained in an ante-room.**

Under the later emperors, the cubicularii belonging

1. (Regio ix.) — 2. (Suet., Octav., 29.— Dion Cass., liv., 25.)

—3. (Epist., 57.)— 4. (v., (j 7, p. 197, ed. Siebenk. — Comparu
Petron., Fragm., xiii.) — 5. (Petron., Sat., xvi., 3.— Compare
xvii., 8.)— 6. (Salmas., Exercit. Plin., p. 850.— Aring., Rom
Subterr., i., 1, ^ 9.—Prudent., ITcpi JLtc^i., xi., 153.) — 7. (Fes-f

tus, s. v. Septimontium.)—8. (Nardini, Rom. Antic, iv., 3.)—9
j

(H. N., xxxvii., 9.)— 10. (Ancient Mineralogy, n. 140.)— 11.

(Suet., Jul., 4.)—12. (Cic. ad Att., vi. 8. 4 5 -in Yerr., iii.. i \

—13. (Suet.. Tib., 21.—Dom., 16.)
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to the palace were called praposici sacro cubiculo,

and were persons of high rank.'

CUBrCULUM usually means a sleeping and

dwelling room in a Roman house {vid. House), but

is also applied to the pavilion or tent in which the

Roman emperors were accustomed to witness the

public games.* It appears to have been so called,

bficause the emperors were accustomed to recline

in the cubicula, instead of sitting, as was anciently

the practice, in a sella curulis.'

CUBISTETE'RES (kv6c(jtj}T7jpec), were a partic-

ular kind of dancers or tumblers, who in the course

of their dance flung themselves on their heads and

alighted again on their feet {uanep ol kvSkjtuvtec

Kal eig bpdpbv ru okeIti irepi<pep6fievoi KvCiariJcrL kv-

K?.(t)*). We read of KvfuarrjTiipec as early as the

time of Homer.* These tumblers were also ac-

customed to make their somerset over knives or

swords, which was called Kv6iaT(^v elg /laxaipag.*

The way in which this feat was performed is de-

scribed by Xenophon, who says^ that a circle was
made quite full of upright swords, and that the dan-

cer elg ravra iKV^iara re Kal k^EKMara imp avruv.

We find many representations of these tumblers,

both male and female, in ancient works of art.*

Kv6iaTT)T7ipEg were frequently introduced at con-

vivial entertainments to amuse the guests ; but

Socrates condemns the practice, as attended with

too much danjrer to be pleasing on such occasions.'

CU'BITUS (TT^^vf), a Greek and Roman measure
of length, originally the length of the human arm
from the elbow to the wrist, or to the knuckle of

the middle finger. It was equal to a foot and a

half, which would give, according to Mr. Hussey's

computation, 1 foot 5-4744 inches Eng. for the Ro-
man, and 1 foot 62016 inches for the Greek cubit. ^^

GUBUS {Kv6og), a Cube ; a name given also to

a vessel (called likewise quadrantal), the sides of

which were formed by six equal squares (including

the top), each square having each of its sides a foot

long. The solid contents of the cubfe were equal to

the amphora.

" Pes longo in spatio latoque altoque noletur

:

Angulus ut par sit, quern claudit linea triplex,

Quatuor et medium quadris cingatur inane

:

Amphora fit cuhus."^^

*CU'CULUS, the Cuckoo. {Vid. Coccyx.)
CUCULLUS, a Cowl. As the cowl was intend-

ed to be used in the open air, and to be drawn over

the head to protect it from the injuries of the weath-

er, instead of a hat or cap, it was attached only to

garments of the coarsest kind. Its form may be
conceived from the woodcut at page 132. It is

there represented as worn by a Roman shepherd,

agreeably to the testimony of Columella.^* The
cucullus was also used by persons in the higher

circles of society, when they wished to go abroad
without being known.'*
The use of the cowl, and also of the cape {vid.

BiRRus), which served the same purpose, was al-

lowed to slaves by a law in the Codex Theodo-
sianus.'* Cowls were imported into Italy from
Saintes, in France {Santonico cucullo),^* and from
the country of the Bardaei, in lUyria." Those from
the latter locality were probably of a peculiar fash-

1. (Cod. 12, tit. 5.)—2. (Suet., Ner., 12.—Plin., Panep., 51.)

-3. (Ernesti ad Suet., 1. c.)—t. (Plato, Symp., c. 16, p. 190.)—
5. (n., xviii., 605.—Od., iv., 18.)—6. (Plato, Euthyd., c. 55, p.
294.—Xen., Mem., i., 3, I) 9.—Symp., ii., 14.—Athen., iv., p.

129, D.—Pollux, Onom., iii., 134.)—7. (Symp., ii., 11.)—8. (See
Tischbein, Engravings from Ancient Vases, i., 60.)— 9. (Xen.,

Srmp., vii., 3.—See Becker, Charikles, vol. i., p. 499 ; ii., p.

287.)—10. (Wurm, De Pond. Mens., <fec.—Ilussey on Ancient
Weights, &c.)— 11. (Rhem. Fann., De Pond., &c., v., 59-62.)

—12. (De Re Rustica, xi., 1.)— 13. (Juv., vi., 330.—Jul. Cap.,
Vet., 4.—Becker, Callus, vol. i., p. 333.)— 14. (Vossius, Etym.
Liwr. Lat., s. t Birrus.)—15. (Juv., Sat., viii., 145.—Schol. in
lor )—Its. tJul. Cap., Pertinax, 8.)

ion, which gave origin to the t©'m BardocueuRiu,
" Libumici cuculli" are mentioned by Martial.'

*CU'CUMIS. the Cucumber. {Vid. Colocynthb
and Sicvs.)

CUCURBTTA, the Gourd. ( Vid. Colocynthe.)

CUDO or CUDON, a Scull-cap, made of leather,

or of the rough, shaggy fur of ary wild animal,*

such as were worn by the veliles of the Roman ar-

mies,* and apparently synonymous with galerus*

or galericulus.^

In the sculptures on the column of Trajan, some
of the Roman soldiers are represented with the

skin of a wild beast drawn over the head, in such a

manner that the face appears between the upper

and lower jaws of the animal, while the rest of the

skin falls down behind over the back and shoulders,

as described by Virgil.* This, however, was an

extra defence,' and must not be taken for the cudo,

which was the cap itself; that is, a particular kind

of galea. (Ftd. Galea.) The following represen-

tation of a cudo is taken from Choul's Castramen..

des Anciens Remains, 168L

CU'LEUS or CU'LLEUS, a Roman measure,
which was used for estimating the produce of vine-

yards. It was the largest liquid measure used by

the Romans, containing 20 amphorae, or 1 18 gallons

7-546 pints.

" Est et, his decies quern conficit amphora nostra,

Culleus : hac major nulla est mensura liquoris."*

CU'LEUS or CU'LLEUS. {Vid. Cornelia Lex
DE SiCARIIS.)

CULEX, the Gnat. {Vid. Conops.)

CULI'NA, in its most common acceptation,

means a place for cooking victuals, whether the

kitchen of a private habitation {vid. House), or the

offices attached to a temple, in which the flesh of

the victim was prepared for the sacred feasts or for

the priesthood.'

It signifies also a convenience, cabinet d'aisanee,

secessum, d^edpwv." " Quaedam quotidie, ut culina

et caprile .... debent emundari ," unless the o.on-

jecture of Schneider is admitted, who proposed to

read " suile et caprile."

Lastly, it is used for a particular part of the fu-

neral pyre, or of the bustum, on or in which the vi

ands of the funeral feast were consumed." Coqj

pare an anonymous poet in Catalect.

" Neque in culinam et uncta compitalia

Dapesque ducis sordidas ;"

in which sense it corresponds with the Greek elo-

rpa."

'Ev raiaiv tvarpaiQ KOvdiTi-oiQ ^pfioTTOfirjv.

CULIX {KvXi^, dim. KvUaKri, KvUaKiov), a com
mon Greek drinking-cup," called by the Romans
calix. The name was sometimes applied to large

1. (xiv., 139.)—2. (Sil. Ital., viii., 495 ; xvi., 59.)—3. (Polyb.,

vi., 20.)—4. (Virg., JEn., vii., 688.)—5. (Frontin., Stratcgem.,

IV., vii., 29.)—6. {Mn., vii., 666.)—7. (Polyb., 1. c.)—8. (Rhem
Fann., De Pond., &c., v., 66, 87.) -9. (Inscrip. ap. Grut , xlix,

3.—ap. Biag. Monum. Or. et Lat. Mus. Nan., p. 188.—ap. Mar.,

485, 8.)— 10. (Isid., Gloss. Philox.— Columell., »., '3.)— 11

(Festus, s. V. Culina ; and vid. Bustirapi, p- 169.)—12. (Am-
tOT)h., Equit., 1232, ed. Bekk.)—13. (Pollux, Onom. v«

, 95 »
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CULPA. CULPA.

Clips OT vessels,* but was generally restricted to

small drinking-cups used at symposia and on simi-

lar occasions {ijv ijfilv ol irdldec fiiKpal^ kvXi^i trvKvu

iniipaKu^uaiv^). The kvXi^ is frequently seen in

paintings on ancient vases which represent drinking

scenes, and when empty, is usually held upright by

one of its handles, as shown in the annexed wood-

cut.

Athenffius* informs us that these cups were usu-

ally made of earthenware, and that the best kind

were manufactured in Attica and Argolia

The following woodcut, which is referred tu it

several articles, is taken from Millin,* and repre-

sents a symposium. Three young and two oldei

men are reclining on a couch {kXivtj), with their left

arms resting on striped pillows {TrpooKefdXaia or

vnayKuvia). Before the couch are two tables.

Three of the men are holding the kv2.i^ suspended
by one of the handles to the fore-finger ; the fourth

holds a (jiiuXt} {vid. Phiala ); and the fifth a ^icy-if

in one hand and a ^t6v in the other. (
Vid. Rutoh )

In the middle Komos is beating the tympanum.*

7 fV.;Y V'^V^-V-V) \\|

_J^.

CULPA. The general notion of damnum, and
the nature of dolus malus, are most conveniently

explained under this head.

Damnum is injury done by one man to the prop-

erty of another, and done illegally {injuria, i. e., con-

tra jus) ; for this is the meaning of injuria in the

actio damni injuriae given by the lex Aquilia ;* and
injuria, in this sense, must not be confounded with
the actio injuriarum.' This damnum, injuria of the

lex Aquilia, is done by culpa or by dolus malus

;

for damnum done without culpa or dolus malus is

casual {casus), and the doer is not punishable.

Damnum, in fact, implies injuria ; and, generally, a

man is not bound to make good the damage done by
h m to another man's property, except on the ground
of contract, or on the ground of illegal act where
there is no contract, that is culpa or dolus.

Neither culpa nor dolus can be taken as a genus
which shall comprehend the species culpa and do-

lus, though some writers have so viewed these
terms. Dolus malus is thus defined by Labeo :•

"Dolus malus est omnis calliditas, fallacia, machi-
natio ad circumveniendum, fallendum, decipiendum
alterum adhibita." Dolus malus, therefore, has ref-

erence to the evil design with which an act is ac-

complished to the injury of another ; or it may be
the evil design with which an act is omitted that

ought to be done. The definition of Aquihus, a
learned jurist, the friend of Cicero, and his col-

league in the praetorship,^ labours under the defect

•f the definition of Servius, which is criticised by
Laheo.^ This seems to be the Aquilius who, by
the edict, gave the action of dolus malus in all ca-

les of dolus malus Where there was no legislative

Revision, and there was a justa causa.'

It is generally considered that culpa may be ei-

ther an act of commission or omission ; and that an
act of commission may fall short of dolus, as not
coming within the above definition, but it may ap-

proach very near to dolus, and so become culpa

dolo proxima. But the characteristic of culpa is

omission. It is true that the damnum, which is

1. (Herod., iv., 70.)—2. (Xen., Sympos., ii., 26.)—3. (li., p.

480.)—4. (Gaius, iii., 210.—Di?. 9, tit. 2, s. 5.)—5. (Gains, iii.,

820.)—6. (Dig. 4, tit. 3, s. 1.1—7. (Off., iii., 14.)—S. (Dig.4,Ut.
%• 1.)—9. (Cic, De Nat. Deor., iii., 30.)
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necessary to constitute the culpa, is th^ consequence

of some act ; but the act derives its culpose char-

acter from an act omitted ; otherwise it might be

casus, or casual damage.
Culpa, then, being characterized by an act of

omission {negligcntia), or omissio diligentiae, the

question always is, how far is the person charged

with culpa bound to look after the interest of anoth-

er, or to use diligentia. There is no such general

obligation, but there is such obligation in particular

cases. Culpa is divided into lata, levis, and levis-

sima. Lata culpa " est nimia negligent ia, id est,

non intelligere quod omnes intelligunt."* If, then,

one man injured the property of another by gross

carelessness, he was always bound to make good

the damage (damnum prasstare). Such culpa was
not dolus, because there was not intention or de-

sign, but it was as bad in its consequences to the

person charged with it.

Levis culpa is negligence of a smaller degree, and

the responsibility in such case arises from contract.

He who is answerable for levis culpa, is answerable

for injury caused to the property of another by

some omission, which a careful person could or

might have prevented. For instance, in the case

of a thing lent {vid. Commobatum), a man must
take at least as much care of it as a careful man
does of his own property. There is never any cul-

pa if the person charged with it has done all that

the most careful person could do to prevent loss or

damage. Levissima culpa came within the mean-

ing of the term culpa in the lex Aquilia ; that is,

any injury that happened to one man's property

through the conduct of another, for want of such

care as the most careful person would take, was a

culpa, and therefore punishable.

The word culpa occurs very frequently in the Lat-

in writers in a great variety of meanings ; but the

characteristic of such meanings is " carelessness"

or "neglect." Hence may be exflained the pas-

sage of Horace,*
" Post hoc Indus erat culpa potare magistra ;'"

which means to have no magister at all, or, as th<

1. (Peintures de Vases Antiques, vol. ii., pi. 58.)—2. (Becker

Charikles, vol. i., p. 505 ; vol. ii., p. 499. ^-3. (Dig. 50, tit. If

». 213.)—4. rSat., II., ii., 123.)
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achoiiast explains it, " libere potare." Tlie absurd-

ity of the explanation grafted on this scholium, is

only equalled by the absurdity of Bentley's emen-
dation of cupa for culpa.

CULTER (probably from cello, percello ; dim. cul-

teUus, Engl, coulter ; in southern Germany, das hol-

ler ; French, eouteau ; Greek, /luxaipa, kottI^, or

ff^ayt'f ), a knife with only one edge, which formed a

straight line. The blade was pointed and its back
curved. It was used for a variety of purposes,

but chiefly for killing animals, either in the slaugh-

ter-house, or in hunting, or at the altars of the gods.'

Hence the expressions bovem ad cultrum emere,
" to buy an ox for the purpose of slaughtering it

;"»

me sub cullro linqnit, " he leaves me in a state like

that of a victim dragged to the altar ;"* se ad cul-

trum locate, " to become a bestiarius."* PVom some
of the passages above referred to, it would appear
that the culter was carried in a kind of sheath.

The priest who conducted a sacrifice never killed

the victim himself; but one of his ministri, ap-

pointed for that purpose, who was called either by
the general name minister, or the more specific popa
or cultrarius.* A tombstone of a cultrarius is still

extant, and upon it wo cultri are represented,*

which are copied in tne annexed woodcut.

vT
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The name culter was also applied to razors^ and
kitchen-knives.* That in these cases the culter

was different from those above represented, and
most probably smaller, is certain ; since, whenever
it was used for shaving or domestic purposes, it

was always distinguished from the common culter

by some epithet, as culler tonsorius, culter coquina-

ris. Fruit-knives were also called cultri ; but they

were of a smaller kind (cultelli), and made of bone
or ivory.' Columella, who'" gives a very minute
description of a falx vinitoria, a knife for pruning
vines, says that the part of the blade nearest to the

handle was called culter on account of its similari-

ty IJ an ordinary culter, the edge of that part form-

ing a straight line. This culter, according to him,
was to be used when a branch was to be cut off

which required a hard pressure of the hand on the

knife. The name culter, which was also applied to

the sharp and pointed iron of the plough," is still

extant in English, in the form coulter, to designate

the same thing. (Fii. Aratrcm.)
The expression in cultrum or in cultro collocatut^*

tignifies placed in a perpendicular position.

CULTRA'RIUS. {Vid. Cclter.)

I. (Liv., iii., 48.— Scriboniu*, Compos. Med., 13.—Suet.. Oc-
tav., 9.—Plaut., Rnd., I., ij., 45.—Virg., Georg., iii., 492.—Ovid,

Fast., 1., 321.)—2. (Varro.De Re Rust., ii., 5.)—3. (Hor., Sat.,

L, is., 74.)—4. (Senec., Ep., 87.)—5. (Suet., Call?., 32.)—«.
(Gruter, Inscript., vol. ii., p. 640, No. 11.)—7. (Cic, DeOff., ii.,

7—Din., vii., 59.—Petron., Sat., 108.) — 8. (Varro ap. Nob.,

ui , 332.)—9. {Coluniell.,xii., 14,45.—Plin.,xii., 25.—Scribon.,c.
ta.)-10. (iv., 25.)—11. (Plin., H.N., xriii.. 18, 48.)—12. (Vi-

tniT , X., 10, 14.)

I

CUMI'NUM or CYMI'NUM {KVfiivov), ' Cumin,
an umbelliferous plant, ofannual duration, found wild

, in Egypt and Syria, and cultivated from time imme-
j

morial for the sake of its agreeable aromatic fruit,

which, like that of caraway, dill, anise, &c., possess-
es well-jnarked stimulating and carminative prop
erties." The seeds were used by the ancients aa
a condiment, and the mode of preparing what was
termed iliecuminatum is given by Apicius.' Drinking
a decoction of cumin produced paleness, and hence
the allusion in Horace to the " exsangue cuminum.***
Pliny' says it was reported that the disciples of Por-
cius Latro, a famous master of the art of speaking,
used it to imitate that paleness which he had con-
tracted from his studies.* The ancients used to
place cumin on the table in a small vessel, like

salt ; the pemurious were sparing of its use in this

way, whence arose the expressions Kvinvoirpianjq,
" a splitter of cumin-seed," analogous to Kapdofioy-
"kv^og, "a cutter or scraper of cresses," and in Latin
cuminisector, to denote a sordid and miserly per-

son.* It can admit ofno doubt, according to Adams,
that the KVficvov fifiepov of Dioscorides, which is the
only species treated of by Hippocrates and Galen,
was the Cuminum cymnmm, L. Of the two varie
ties of the KVfiivov uypiov described by Dioscorides,

the first, according to Matthiolus and Sprengel, is

the Lagacia cuminoides, L. ; the other, most proba-
bly, the Nigella arvensis, or wild Fennel flower.

CU'NEUS was the name applied to a body of
foot-soldiers, drawn up in the form of a wedge, for

the purpose of breaking through an enemy's line.

The common soldiers called it a caput porcinum, or
pig's head.

The wedge was met by the " forfex" or shears,
a name given to a body of men drawn up in the
form of the letter V, so as to receive the wedge be-

tween two lines of troops.* The name cuneus was
also applied to the compartments of seats in circu-

lar or semicircular theatres, which were so arranged
as to converge to the centre of the theatre, and di

verge towards the external walls of the building,

with passages between each compartment.
CUNFCULUS (vnovofiog). A mine or passage

under ground was so called, from its resemblance to

the burrowing of a rabbit. Thus Martial' says,

" Gaudet in cffossis hahitare cuniculus antris,

Monstravit tacitas hostibus ille vias."

Fidenae and Veii are said to have been taken by
mines, which opened, one of them into the citadel,

the other into the Temple of Juno.* Niebuhr* ob-

serves that there is hardly any authentic instance

of a town being taken in the manner related of Veii,

and supposes that the legend arose out of a i radi-

tion that Veii was taken by means of a mine, by
which a part of the wall was overthrown.
•CUNICULUS, the Rabbit, the same with the

Greek dafftJjTovf. (Ftd. Dasypps.)
CUNI'LA, Savory, or wild Marjoram, a plant of

which there are several kinds : 1. The Saliva is also

called Satureia, and was used as a condiment. ( Vid.

Thvmbra.)— 2. The Bubula is the wild Origany.
(Vid. Origanus.)—3. The Gallinacea is the same
with Cumlago, or Flea-bane."
*CUPRESSUS {Kvirdpiaaog), the Cypress, or Cm-

pressu^ Sempercirens, L. The Cypress was a fune-

real tree among the ancients. Branches of this

tree were placed at the doors of deceased persons.

It was consecrated to Pluto, because, according to

popular belief, when once cut, it never grew again,

and it was also accustomed to be placed around

1. (i., 29.)—2. (Epist.,i., 19, 18.)—3. (H. N., xx., 57.)—4. (L

c.)—5. (Billerbeck, FloraCIassica, p. 79.)—6. (Veget., i-i., 19.)

—7. (xiii., 60.)—8. (LiT., ir., 22 ; v., 19.)—9. (Hist. Robi , ii^

483, transl.)—10. (Plin., H. N., xix., 8 ; ix., 16.)
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the funeral piles of the noble and wealthy. Its

dark foliage also gave it a funereal air.*

•CUPRUM, Copper. ( Vtd. JEs and Chalcos.)

CURA. {Vid. Curator.)
CURATE'LA. (Vid. Curator.)
CURA'TIO. {Vid. Curator.)
CURA'TOR. Up to the time of pubertas, every

Roman citizen was incapable of doing any legal

act, or entering into any contract which might be

injurious to him. The time when pubertas was at-

tained was a matter of dispute ; some fixed it at

the commencement of the age of procreation, and

some at the age of fourteen.' In all transactions by

the impubes, it was necessary for the auctoritas of

the tutor to be interposed. ( Vid. Auctoritas, Tu-
tor.) With the age of puberty, the youth attained

the capacity of contracting marriage and becoming
a paterfamilias : he was liable to military service,

and entitled to vote in the comitia ; and, consist-

ently with this, he was freed from the control of a

tutor. Females who had attained the age of pu-

berty became subject to another kind of tutela, which
is explained in its proper place. ( Vid. Tutela.)
With the attainment of the age of puberty by a

Roman youth, every legal capacity was acquired

which depended on age only, with the exception of

the capacity for public offices, and there was no
rule about age, even as to public offices, before the

passage of the lex Villia. (Vid. ^Ediles, p. 25.)

It was, however, a matter of necessity to give some
legal protection to young persons, who, owing to

their tender age, were liable to be overreached

;

and, consistently with the development of Roman
jurisprudence, this object was effected without in-

terfering with the old principle of full legal capacity

being attained with the age of puberty. This was
accomplished by the lex Plaetoria (the true name
of the lex, as Savigny has shown), the date of which
is not known, though it is certain that the law ex-

isted when Plautus wrote.* This law established

a distinction of age, which was of great practical

importance, by forming the citizens into two class-

es, those above and those below twenty-five years
of age {minores viginli quinque annis), whence a
person under the last-mentioned age was sometimes
simply called minor. The object of the lex was
to protect persons under twenty-five years of age
against all fraud (dolus). The person who was
guilty of such a fraud was liable to a judicium pub-

licum,* though the offence was such as in the case
of a person of full age would only have been matter
of action. The punishment fixed by the lex Plaeto-

ria was probably a pecuniary penalty, and the con-

sequential punishment of infamia or loss of political

rights. The minor who had been fraudulently led

to make a disadvantageous contract might protect

himself against an action by a plea of the lex Plae-

toria (exceptio legis Platoria). The lex also appears
to have farther provided that any person who dealt

with a minor might avoid all risk of the consequen-
ces of the Plaetoria lex, if the minor was aided and
assisted in such dealing by a curator named or

chosen for the occasion. 13ut the curator did not
act like a tutor : it can hardly be supposed that his

consent was even necessary to the contract ; for the
minor had full legal capacity to act, and the busi-

ness of the curator was merely to prevent his being
defrauded or surprised.

The praetorian edict carried still farther the prin-

ciple of the lox Plaetoria, by protectmg minors gen-
erally agamst positive acts of their own, in all cases

in which the consequences might be injurious to

them. This was done by the " in integrum restitu-

I (Plin , H. N., xvi., 33.—Virg., JEa., v., 64.—Ilorat., Carm.,
ii. 14, 23.)—2. (Gams, i., 196.)- 3. (Pseudolus, i., 3, 69.)—4.
fClc , De Nat. Dev)r., iii., 30.)
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tio :" the prsetor set aside transactions of this de-

scription, not only on the ground of fraud, but on s
consideration of all the circumstances of the case.
But it was necessary for the minor to make appli-

cation to the praetor, either during his minority or

within one year after attaining it, if he claimed the

restitutio ; a limitation probably founded on the lei

Plaetoria. The provisions of this lex were thus su
perseded or rendered unnecessary by the jurisdic-

tion of the praetor, and, accordingly, we find verj
few traces ofthe Plaetorian law in the Roman jurists.

Ulpian and his contemporaries speak of ado-

lescentes, under twenty-five years of age, being
under the general direction and advice of cura-

tores, as a notorious principle of law at that time.*

The establishment of this general rule is attribu-

ted by Capitolinus* to the Emperor M. Aurelius,

in a passage which has given rise to much dis-

cussion. We shall, however, adopt the explana-
tion of Savigny, which is as follows : Up to the
time of Marcus Aurelius there were only three
cases or kinds of curatela: 1. That which was
founded on the lex Plaetoria, by which a minor who
wished to enter into a contract with another, asked
the praetor for a curator, stating the ground or oc
casion of the petition (rcddila causa). One object

of the application was to save the other contracting

party from all risk of judicial proceedings in conse-

quence of dealing with a minor. Another object

was the benefit of the applicant (the minor) ; for n«>

prudent person would deal with him, except with
the legal security of the curator' ("Lex me perdit

quinavicenaria : metuunt credere omnes"). 2. The
curatela, which was given in the case of a man
wasting his substance, who was called " prodigus."

3. And that in the case of a man being of unsound
mind, "demens," "furiosus." In both the last-

mjntioned cases provision was made either by the

law or by the praetor. Curatores who were deter-

mined by the law of the Twelve Tables were called

legitimi ; those who were named by the praetor were
called honorarii. A furiosus and prodigus, what-
ever might be their age, were placed under the cura

of their agnati by the law of the Twelve Tables.

When there was no legal provision for the appoint

ment of a curator, the praetor named one. Cm a

tores appointed by a consul, praetor, or governor of

a province (prases), were not generally required to

give security for their proper conduct, having been
chosen as fit persons for the office. What the lex

Plaetoria required for particular transactions, the

Emperor Aurelius made a general rule, and all mi-

nors, without exception, and with"»ut any special

grounds or reasons (non redditis c'c>isis), were re^

quired to have curatores.

The following is the result of Savigny's investi-

gations into the curatela of minors after the consti-

tution of M. Aurelius. The subject is one of con-

siderable difficulty, but it is treated with the most
consummate skill, the result of complete knowledge
and unrivalled critical sagacity. The minor only

received a general curator when he made application

to the praetor for that purpose : he had the right of

proposing a person as curator, but the praetor might

reject the person proposed. The curator, on being

appointed, had, without the concurrence of the mi-

nor, as complete power over the minor's property

as the tutor had up to the age of puberty. He could

sue in respect of the minor's property, get in debts,

and dispose of property like a tutor. But it was
only the property which the praetor intrusted to him
that he managed, and not the acquisitions of the

minor subsequent to his appointment ; and herein

he differed from a tutor, who had the care of all the

1. (Dig. 4, tit. 4.—De Minoritus xxv. Annis.;—2. (M. Im
ton, c. 10.)—3. (Plaut., Pseudolus, i., 3, «9.)
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property of the pupillua. If it was intended that

the curator should have the care of that which the

minor acquired after the curator's appointment, by
will or otherwise, a special application for this pur-

pose was necessary. Thus, as to the property

which was placed under the care of the curator,

both as regards alienation and the getting in of

debts, the minor was on the same footing as the

prodigus : his acts in relation to such matters, with-

out the curator, were void. But the legal capacity

of the minor to contract debts was not affected by
the appointment of a curator, and he might be sued
on his contract either during his minority or after.

Nor was there any inconsistency in this : the minor
could not spend his actual property by virtue of the

power of the curator, and the preservation of his

property during minority was the object of the cu-

rator's appointment. But the minor would have
been deprived of all legal capacity for doing any act

if he could not have become liable on his '»,ontract.

The contract was not in its nature immediately in-

jurious, and when the time came for enforcing it

against tlie minor, he had the general protection of

the restitutio. If the minor wished to be adrogated
{vid. Adoptio), it was necessary to have the consent
of the curator. It is not stated in the extant au-

thorities what was the form of proceeding when it

was necessary to dispose of any property of the mi-
nor by the mancipatio or in jure cessio ; but it may
be safely assumed that the minor acted (for he alone
could act on such an occasion) and the curator gave
his consent, which, in the case supposed, would be
analogous to the auctoritas of the tutor. But it

would differ from the auctoritas in not being, like

the auctoritas, necessary to the conipletion of the
legal act, but merely necessary to remove all legal

objections to it when completed.
The cura of spendthrifts and persons of unsound

mind, as already observed, owed its origin to the
laws of the Twelve Tables. The technical word
for a person of unsound mind in the'Twelve Tables
Ibfuriosus, which is equivalent to demens ; and both
Tords are distinguished from insanus. Though /m-
>w implies violence in conduct, and dementia only
mental imbecility, there was no legal difference be-

tween the two terms, so far as concerned the cura.

Insania is merely weakness of understanding {stul-

titia constantia, id est, sanitate vacans^), and it was
not provided for by the laws of the Twelve Tables.
In later times, the pra?tor appointed a curator for all

persons whose infirmities required it. This law of
the Twelve Tables did not apply to a pupillus or pu-
pilla. If, therefore, a pupillus was of unsound mind,
the tutor was his curator. If an agnatus was the
curator of a furiosus, he had the power of alienating

the property of the furiosus.' The prodigus only
received a curator upon application being made to a
magistratus, and a sentence of interdiction being
pronounced against him [ci bonis interdictum est*).

The form of the interdictio was thus :
" Quando tibi

bona paterna avitaque nequitia tua disperdis, liber-

osque tuos ad egestatem perducis, ob earn rem tibi

ea re commercioque interdico." The cura of the
prodigus continued till the interdict was dissolved.

It might be inferred from the form of the interdict,

that it was limited to the case of persons who had
children ; but perhaps this was not so.

It will appear from what has been said, that,

whatever similarity there may be between a tutor

and a curator, an essential distinction lies in this,

that the curator was specially the guardian of prop-

erty, though in the case of a furiosus he must also

have been the guardian of the person. A curator

must, of course, be legally qualified for his functions,

1. (Cic , Tusc. Quaest., iii., 5.)—2. (Gaius, ii., 64.)—3. (Com-
pai; Cic, De Senec, c. 7.)

Tt

and he was bound, when appointed, to acc-ept the
duty, unless he had some legal exemption (excusa-
lio). The curator was also bound to account at
the end of the curatela, and was liable to an action
for misconduct.
The word cura has also other legal applications

:

1. Cura bonanim, in the case of the goods of a debt-
or, which are secured for the benefit of his creditors.

2. Cura bonorum et ventris, in the case of a "« Oman
being pregnant at the death of her husband. 3. CV
ra hereditatis, in case of a dispute as to who is the
heres of a person, when his supposed child is under
age. 4. Cura hereditatis jacentis, in the case of a
property, when the heres had not yet declared
whether or not he would accept the inheritance.

5. Cura bonorum absentis^ in the case of property
of an absent person who had appointed no manager
of it.

This view of the curatela of minors is from au
essay by Savigny, who has handled the whole mat-
ter in a way equally admirable, both for the scien-
tific precision of the method, and the force and per-

spicuity of the language.*

CURATO'RES were public ofl5cers of various
kinds under the Roman Empire, several of whoro
were first established by Augustus.' The most im-
portant of them were as follow

:

I. CuRATOREs Alvei ET RiPARUM, who had the
charge of the navigation of the Tiber. The duties

of their office may be gathered from Ulpian.' It

was reckoned very honourable, and the persons who
filled it received afterward the title of comites.

II. CuRATOREs Annon.^, who purcliased corn
and oil for the state, and sold it again at a small
price among the poorer citizens. They were also

called curatores emcndi frumenti et olei, and aiTuvai
and kTiaiuvai,* Their office belonged to the persona-
lia munera ; that is, it did not require any expendi-
ture of a person's private property ; but the curatores
received from the state a sufficient sura of money
to purchase the required amount.'

III. Curatores Aquarum. ( FiVi. Aqd^ Ductus,
p. 75.)

IV. Curatores Kalendarii, who had the care
in municipal towns of the kalendaria, that is, the
books which contained the names of the persons to

whom public money, which was not wanted for the
ordinary expenses of the town, was lent on interest.

The office belonged to the personalia munera*
These officers are mentioned in inscriptions found
in municipal towns.'

V. Curatores Ludorum, who had the care of
the public games. Persons of rank appear to have
been usually appointed to this office.* In inscrip-

tions, they are usually called curatores muneris gla-

diatorii, &c.
VI. Curatores Operum Publicorum, who had

the care of all public buildings, such as the theatres,

baths, aquaeducts, &.C., and agreed with the con-
tractors for all necessary repairs to them. Thei)
duties, under the Republic, were discharged by the
aediles and censors. {Vid. Censores, p. 229.) They
are frequently mentioned in inscriptions.'

VII. Curatores Regionum, who had the care of
the fourteen districts into which Rome was divided

1. (Von dem Schutz tier Minderjihrigun, Zeitschrifl., x.—Sa-
vigny, Vom Bemf, <&c., p. 102.—Gaius, i., 197.— Ulp., Frag,
xii.—Dirksen, Uebersicht, &c., Tab. v., Frag. 7.—Mackeldey,
Lehrbuch des hcutigcn R5mischen Rechts.—Thibaut, System
des Pandekten-Rechts.—MarezoU, Lehrbucli, &c.—A rcferenca

to these authorities will enable the reader to carry his inyestiga-

tions farther, and to supply what is purposely omitted in the
above sketch.)—2. (Suet., Oc ir., 37.)—3. (Dig. 43, tit. 15.>-
4. (Dig. 50, tit. 5, s. 18, <> 5.)—> (Dig. 50, tit. 8, s. 9, 5.)—

&

(Dig. 50, tit. 4, s. 18, ^ 2; tit. 8, s. 9, t 7.—Ifeinecc. Anti^
Rom., iii., 15, 4.)—7. (Orclli, Inscrip-, No. 3<)4C, 4491.)- -I?, <T»
cit., Ann., xi., 35 ; xiii., 22.—Suet., CaJ . 27 J—9. (Owlli, ll-

scrip.. No. 24, 1506, 2273.)
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under the emperors, and whose duty it was to pre-

vent all disorder and extortion in their respective

districts. This office was first instituted by Augus-

tus.^ There were usually two officers of this kind

for each district ; Alexander Severus, however,

appears to have appointed only one for each ; but

these were persons of consular rank, who were to

have jurisdiction in conjunction with the praefectus

urbi.' We are told that Marcus Antoninus, among
other regulations, gave special directions that the

curatores regionum should either punish, or bring

before the praefectus urhi for punishment, all per-

sons who exacted from the inhabitants more than

the legal taxes.*

VIII. CuR.iTOREs Reipublic^, also called Lo-

GisT^, who administered the landed property of

municipia.* Ulpian wrote a separate work, De Of-

ficio Curatoris lieipubliccB.

IX. GURATORES VlARUM. {Vid. YlJE.)

KYRBEIS (KvpCeig). {Vid. Axones.)
CU'RIA. {Vid. CuRi^.)
CU'RI^. The accounts which have come down

to us of the early ages of Rome, represent the

burghers or proper citizens (the populus of the An-
nals) to have been originally divided into three

tribes, the Ramnes, Titienses, and Luceres.* {Vid.

Tribus.) Each of these tribes was composed of a

union of ten curiae {^parpiaL) or wards, so that the

whole number of the latter was thirty. Again,

each of these thirty curiae was formed of gentes or

ho^.ses, the families constituting which were not of

necessity related; just as at Athens the yevv^Tai

or members of a yevof, also called dfioydlaKTe^,

were no way akin, but bore this name solely in con-

sequence of their union.* Dionysius' farther in-

forms us that Romulus divided the curiae into de-

cads, i. e., decads of gentes or houses, at the head
of which were officers called decurions : each of

the three tribes, therefore, was originally composed
of one hundred gentes {vid. Gens) ; and as in the

old legion the three centuries of horse corresponded

to the three tribes, so did the thirty centuries of

foot represent the same number of curiae. We
need not, however, infer from this that the number
of soldiers in each century was always a hundred.'

The curiae whose names have come down to us

ire only seven : the Forensis, Rapta, Faucia or

Saucia, Tatiensis, Tifata, Veliensis, and Velita.

According to Livy,' these names were derived from
the Sabine women carried off during the consualia;

according to Varro,'* from their leaders {uvdpeg Tjye-

fioveg), by which he may mean Heroes Eponymi ;"

others, again, connect them with the neighbouring
plices.'" The poetical story of the rape of the Sa-

bine women probably indicates, that at one time no
connuhium, or right of intermarriage, existed between
the Romans and the Sabines till the former extorted

it by force of arms. A more intimate union would,
of course, be the consequence.
Each of these thirty curiae had a president {curio),

who performed the sacred rights, a participation in

which served as a bond of union among the mem-
bers.^* The curiones themselves, forming a college

of thirty priests, were presided over by the curio

maximum. Moreover, each of these corporations
had its common hall, also called curia, in which the
citizens met. for religious and other purposes.'* But,
besides the lalls of the old corporations, there were
also other curiae at Rome used for a variety of pur-

poses : thus we read of the Curia Saliorum, on the

1. (Suet., Or.tav., 30.)— 2. (Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 33.)— 3.

(Jul. Capitol., M. Anton., 12.)—1. (Di^. 50, tit. 8, s. 9, ^ 2 ; 2,

tit. 14, s. 37.)—5. (Liv., x., 6.)—6. (Niebuhr, Hist. Horn., i.,

311, transl.)—7. ^i., 7.',^8. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., lib. iv.—Ar-
nold, Hist Rom., vol. i., p 25.)—9. (i., 13.)—10. (Dionys., ii.,

47.)— 11. (Niebuhr, Hist. Rom., i., 313, transl.)— 12. (Plut.,

Rom.)—13. (Dionys., ii., 7, 64.)—14. (Dionys., ii., 23.)
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Palatine ;* of the Curia Calabra, on the Capitoline
said to have been so called from calare, because tha
pontifex minor there proclaimed to the people the
number of days between the kalends and the nones
of each month." But the most important of all was
the curia in which the senate generally met ; some-
times simply called curia, sometimes distinguished
by the epithet Hostilia, as it was said to have been
built by TuUus Hostilius. This, however, was d**-

stroyed by fire, and in its place Augustus erected
another, to which he gave the name of Curia Julia,

though it was still occasionally called the Curia
Hostilia.*

The reader of Niebuhr will be aware that the
curiae (we are now speaking of the corporations)
were formed of the original burghers of the three
patrician tribes, whose general assembly was the
comitia curiata, and whose representatives original-

ly formed the smaller assembly or senate. They
were, in fact, essentially exclusive bodies, in whose
hands were the whole government and property of

the state ; for the plebs which grew up around them,
formed as it was of various elements, but not in-

cluded in the curiae, had for a long time no share in

the government of the state or its property. Out
own country, before the alteration in the laws rela-

ting to the franchise and municipal government, ex-
hibited a parallel to this state of things. The free-

men in many instances enjoyed the franchise, and
possessed the property of their respective boroughs,
though their unprivileged fellow-citizens often ex-
ceeded them both in numbers and influence. But it

is the nature of all exclusive corporations to decline

in power and everything else : and so it was at

Rome ; for in the later ages of the Republic, the
curiae and their comitia were httle more than a
name and a form. The ablatio curies, under the em-
perors, seems to show that to belong to a curia waa
then no longer an honour or an advantage, but a
burden.*

In lateif ages, curia signified the senate of a colo-

ny in opposition to the senatus of Rome. {Vid.

CoLONiA, p. 382.) Respecting the etymology of the

word, see Comitia, p. 295.

CURIA'TA COMI'TIA. {Vid. Comitia.)

CURIO. {Vid. CuRi^.)
KYRTOS {Hvping) signifies generally the person

that was responsible for the welfare of such mem-
bers of a family as the law presumes to be incapa-

ble of protecting themselves ; as, for instance, mi-

nors and slaves, and women of all ages. Fathers,

therefore, and guardians, husbands, the nearest male
relatives of women, and masters of families, would
all bear this title in respect of the vicarious func-

tions exercised by them in behalf of the respective

objects of their care. The qualifications of all

these, in respect of which they can be combined in

one class, designated by the term Kvpiog, were the

male sex, years of discretion, freedom, and, when
citizens, a sufficient share of the franchise {ETririfiia)

to enable them to appear in the law-courts as plain-

tiffs or defendants in behalf of their several char-

ges ; in the case of the Kvpiog being a resident

alien, the deficiency of franchise would be supplied

by his Athenian patron {npoaTuTr/g). The duties to

be performed, and, in default of their performance,

the penalties incurred by guardians, and the pro-

ceedings as to their appointment, are mentioned un-

der their more usual title. {Vid. Epitropoi.)

The business of those who were more especially

designated Kvpioi in the Attic laws was, to protect

the interests of women, whether spinsters or wid-

ows, or persons separated from their husbands. If

a citizen died intestate, leaving an orphan daughter,

1. (Cic. De Div.. i., 11.)—2. (Facciol., s. t.)—3. (Cramert
Italy, vol. i., p. 402.)—4. (Heinecc, x., 24.)
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the son, or the father, of the deceased was bound
to supply her with a sufficient dowry, and give her

in marriage ; and take care, both for his own sake
and that of his ward, that the husband made a prop-

er settlement in return for what his bride brought

him in the way of dower {anoTifuj/ia, Harpocr.)- In

the event of the death of the husband or of a di-

vorce, it became the duty of the Kvpio^ that had be-

trothed her to receive her back and recover the

dowry, or, at all events, alimony from the husband
or his representatives. If the father of the woman
had died intestate, without leaving such relations as

above mentioned surviving, these duties devolved

upon the next of kin, who had also the option of

marrying her himself, and taking her fortune with
her, whether it were great or small.* If the fortune

were small, and he were unwilling to marry her,

he was obliged to make up its deficiencies accord-

ing to a regulation of Solon ;• if it were large, he
might, it appears, sometimes even take her away
*iom a husband to whom she had been married in

»ue lifetime and with the consent of her father.

There were various laws for the protection of fe-

male orphans against the neglect or cruelty of their

kinsmen ; as one of Solon's,* whereby they could

compel their kinsmen to endow or marry them ; and
another, which, after their marriage, enabled any
Athenian to bring an action KUKuaeug, to protect

them against the cruelty of their husbands ;* and the

archon was specially intrusted with power to inter-

fere in their behalf upon all occasions.* {Vid. Ca-
OOSIS ^

CURMA, CURMI, CORMA, and CURMON, a

species of Ale mentioned by Sulpicius and Dioscor-

ides. {Vid. Cerevisia.)

CURSO'RES were slaves, whose duty it was to

run before the carriage of their masters, for the

same purpose as our outriders. They were not

used during the times of the Republic, but appear
to have first come into fashion in th^ middle of the

first century of the Christian aera. The slaves em-
ployed for this purpose appear to have frequent-

ly been Numidians.* The word cursores was also

applied to all slaves whom their masters employed in

carrying letters, messages, &c.''

CURSUS. {Vid. Circus, p. 256.)

•CURU'CA or CURRU'CA, a bird mentioned by
Aristotle under the name of vnoT^aig* Gaza trans-

lates this Greek term by Curuca. Gesner inclines

to the opinion that it is the Titlark, or Anthus pra-
tensis, Bechstein.

CURU'LIS SELLA. {Vid. Sella Curulis.)
CURRUS, dim. CURRI'CULUM {apiia), a Char-

iot, a Car. These terms appear to have denoted
those two-wheeled vehicles for the carriage of per-

sons which were open overhead, thus difl^ering from
the carpentum, and closed in front, in which they
differed from the cisium. One of the most essen-
tial articles in the construction of the currus was
the uvTv^, or rim ; and it is accordingly seen in all

the chariots which are represented either in this ar-

ticle, or at p. 66, 209, 253. ( Vid. Antyx.) Another
indispensable part was the axle, made of oak ((^^/t-

vof a^uv*), and sometimes also of ilex, ash, or elm.*'

Tlie cars of Juno and Neptune have metallic axles

{eiiripiog, xi^'^nEoq afwv"). One method of making
a chariot less liable to be overturned was to length-

en its axle, and thus to widen the base on which it

stood. The axle was firmly fixed under the body

1. (Bansen, De Jure Hsred. Athen., p. 46.)—2. (Demosth.,
c. Macart., 1068.)—3. (Diod. Sic.,xii., p. 298.)—4. (Petit., Leg.
Alt., 543.)—5. (Demosth., c. Macart., 1076.)—6. (Senec, Ep.,
87, 126.—Mart., iii., 47; xii.,24.—Petron., 28.)—7. (Suet.,Ner.,
19.-Tit., 9.—Tacit., Agric, 43.)—8. (H. A., vi.,7.)—9. (Horn.,
II., v., 838; imitated by Virgil, " faginus axis:" Georg., iii.,

172.)—10 (Plin., H. N., xvi., 84.)—11. (Horn., 11., v., 723 ; liii.,

SO.)

of the chanot, which, in reference to this i hcuiiv
stance, was called vneprepia, and which was often

made of wicker-work, enclosed by the avri/f.* Fat
(yltTTOf*) and pressed olives {amurca^) were used to

grease the axle.

The wheels {kvkXu, rpoxoi, rota) revolved upon
the axle,* as in modern carriages ; and they were
prevented from coming off" by the insertion of pins
{l/i6o?.ot) into the extremities of the axle {uKpa^ovia).

Pelops obtained his celebrated victory over CEno-
raaus through the artifice of Hippodamia, who,
wishing to marry Pelops, persuaded Myrtilus, the

charioteer of his adversary, to omit inserting one
of the linchpins in the axle of his car, or to insert

one of wax." She thus caused the overthrow and
death of her father (Enomaus, and then married the
conqueror in the race.

Sir W. Gell describes, in the following terms, the
wheels of three cars which were found at Pompeii

:

" The wheels light, and dished much like the mod-
ern, 4 feet 3 inches diameter, 10 spokes, a little

thicker at each end."* These cars were probably

intended for the purposes of common life. Yxom.
Xenophon we learn that the wheels were made
stronger when they were intended for the field of
battle. After each excursion the wheels were ta-

ken off" the chariot, which was laid on a shelf or

reared against a wall ; and they wp-e put on again
whenever it was wanted for use.''

The parts of the wheel were as follows :

{a.) The nave, called TrA^/zv?/,* ;fotviKtf, modiolus.*

The last two terms are founded on the resemblance
of the nave to a modius or bushel. The nave was
strengthened by being bound with an iron ring,

called jzT^rijivodeTov.'^^

(i.) The spokes, Kvfj/iat (literally, the j:gs), radit.

We have seen that the spokes were sometimes ten

in number. In other instances they were eight

{KVKla oKTuKVTiiia}'^), six, or four. Instead of being

of wood, the spokes of the chariot of the sun, con-

structed by Vulcan, were of silver {radiorum xrgen-

teus ordo^*).

(c.) The felly, irvg.^* This was commonly made
of some flexible and elastic wood, such as poplar**

or the wild fig, which was also used for the rim of

the chariot ; heat was applied to assist in produ-

cing the requisite curvature.** The felly was, how-
ever, composed of separate pieces, called arcs {drpl-

def**). Hence the observation of Plutarch, that, as

a " wheel revolves, first one apsis is at the highest

point, and then another." Hesiod*^ evidently in-

tended to recommend that a wheel should consist

of four pieces.

{d.) The tire, inicruTpov, canthus. Homer** de-

scribes the chariot of Juno as having a tire of

bronze upon a golden felly, thus placing the harder
metal in a position to resist friction, and to protect

the softer. On the contrary, Ovid's description is

more ornamental than correct: "Aureasummce cur-

vatura rota.'"^* The tire was commonly of iron.**

All the parts now enumerated are seen in an an-

cient chariot preserved in the Vatican, a represent-

ation of which is given in the following woodcut.
This chariot, which is in some parts restored,

also shows the pole {(rvfiog, temd). It was firmly

fixed at its lower extremity to the axle, whence
the destruction of Phaethon's chariot is represented

1. (Horn., n., xxiii., 335, 436.—He.si )d. Scut., 30C.)—2. (lo.

Tzetzes in Hes., Sout., 309.) — 3. (Pin., H. N., xv., 8.)— 4.

(Tim., Lex. Plat.)—5. (Pherecydes, ap. Schol. in Apoll. RliodL,

i., 752.)—6. (Pompeiana, Lond., 1819, p. 133.)—7. (Horn., II.,

v., 722.)—8. (Hom., U., v., 726; xxiii , 339.— Hesiod, Scut.,

309.—Schol. in loo.)-9. (Plin., H. N., ix., 3.)— 10. (Pollux,

Onom.) — 11. (H., v., 723.) — 12. (Ovid, Met., ii., 108.)— IS.

(Hom., n., v., 724.)— 14. (II., iv., 482-J86.)—15. (fl., xxi., 37,

38, compared with Theocrit., xxv., 247-251.)— 16. (Hesiod, Op.
et Dies, 426.)—17. (1. c.)—18. (II., v., 725.)—19. (Met., ii., 107.)

—20. (Hesychius.—Quintil., Inst. Or , i., 5, p. S% ed. Spallunr.l
33'
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Sy the circumstance of the pole and axle being torn

"•sunder {tcmone revulsus axis^). At the other end
[uKpo^f)v/ziov) the pole was attached to the yoke,
either by a pin {efi6oXog), as shown in the chariot

above engraved, or by the use of ropes and bands.
{Vid. JuGUM.)

Carriages with two, or even three poles were
used by die Lyuiars.* The Greeks and Romans,
on the other hand, appear never to have used more
than one pole and one yoke, and the currus thus
constructed was commonly drawn by two horses,
which were attached to it by their necks, and there-

fore called 6i(vyEg Innoi,,^ Gvvupig,* "gemini ju-

gales,"* " equi bijuges."*

If a third horse was added, as was not unfre-

quently the case, it was fastened by traces. It may
£ave been intended to take the place of either of
the yoke horses (Cvyioi iTrnoi) which might happen
lo be disabled. The horse so attached was called

irapTJopog. When Patroclus returned to battle in

the chariot of Achilles, two immortal horses, Xan-
thus and Balius, were placed under the yoke ; a
third, called Pedasus, and mortal, was added on the
right hand ; and, having been slain, caused confu-
BJon, until the driver cut the harness by which this

third horse was fastened to the chariot.'' Ginzrot*
hds published two drawings of chariots with three
horses from Etruscan vases in the collection at Vi-
enna. The liTiTog iraprjopog is placed on the right
of the two yoke horses. (See woodcut at top of
next column.) We also observe traces passing be-

tween the two uvTvjEc, and proceeding from tK«

front of the chariot on each side of the middle horse.

These probably assisted in attaching the third or ex-

tra horse.

The Latin name for a chariot and pair was biga.

(Vid. BiQA.) When a third horse was added, it

was called triga ; and, by the same analogy, a char-

iot and four was called quadriga ; in Greek, Tsrpa-

opLa or Tidpnnrog.

The horses were commonly harnessed in a quad-
riga after the manner already represented, the two
strongest horses being placed under the yoke, and
the two others fastened on each side by means ol

ropes. This is implied in the use of the epithets

aeipalog or aeLpa^opog, and funalis or funarms, for a

horse so attached.^ The two exterior horses were
farther distinguished from one another as the right

and the left trace-horse. In a chariot-race descri-

bed by Sophocles," the driver, aiming to pass the

goal, which is on his left hand, restrains the nearest

horse, and gives the reins to that which was far-

thest from it, viz., the horse in traces on the right

hand {de^ibv 6' avelg aetpalov imrov). In the splen-

did triumph of Augustus after the battle of Actiura,

the trace-horses of his car were ridden by two of

his young relations. Tiberius rode, as Suetonius

relates, " sinisteriore funali equo," and Mar<.eIIas
" dexteriore funali equo." As the works of atcient

art, especially fictile vases, abound in representa-

tions of quadrigae, numerous instances may be ob-

served in which the two middle horses (6 ^iaog

de^tog Kal 6 fieaog apiarepog^) are yoked together as

in a biga ; and, as the two lateral ones have collars

(MnaSva) equally with the yoke-horses, we may
presume that from the top of these proceeded the

ropes w^hich were tied to the rim of the car, and by
which the trace-horses assisted to draw it. The
first figure in the annexed woodcut is the chariot of

Aurora, as painted on a vase found at Canosa.*

The reins of the two middle horses pass through

nngs at the extremities of the yoke. All the par-

ticulars which have been mentioned are still more
distinctly seen in the second figure, taken from a
terra-cotta at Vienna." It represents a chariot

1. (Ovid, Met., ii., 316.)—2. (^schyl., Pere., 47.)—3. (Horn.,

11., v., 195 ; X., 473.)-4. (Xen., Hell., i., 2. I) 1.)—5. (Virg.,

JBn., vii., 280.)—6. (Georg., iii., 91.)—7. (Horn., II., xvi., 148-

164, 467-474.)—8. (WSgen und Fahrwerke, vol i
, p. 342.)—9.

'Ginzrot, v. ii., p 107, 108.>
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overthrown in passing the goal at the circus The
charioteer having fallen backward, the pole an^
yoke are thrown upward into the air; the two
trace-horses have fallen on their knees, and the

two yoke-horses are prancing on their hind legs.

If we may rely on the evidence of numerous

1. (Isid., Orig., xviii.,35.)—2. (Electra, 690-738.)—3. (Schol
inAristoph., Nub., 122.)—4. (Gerhard, iiber Lichtgnttheiten, pi

iii., fig. 1 >
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works of art, the currus was sometimes drawn by

four horses without either yoke or pole ; for we see

two of them diverging to the right hand and two to

the left, as in the beautiful cameo on p. 334, 1st col.,

which exhibits Apollo surrounded by the signs of the

zodiac. If the ancients really drove the quadriga

thus harnessed, we can only suppose the charioteer

to have checked its speed by pulling up the horses,

and leaning with his whole body backward, so as to

make the bottom of the car at its hindermost bor-

der scrape the ground, an act and an attitude which

seem not unfrequently to be intended in antique

representations.

The currus, like the cisium, was adapted to carry

two persons, and on this account was called in

Greek 6i(f>poc. One of the two was, of course, the

driver. He was called {jvioxog, because he held the

reins, and his companion TrapaiSdnig, from going by

his side or near him. Though in all respects supe-

rior, the napaLduTtjg was often obliged to place him-

self behind the f/vioxog. He is so represented in the

biga at p. 66, and in the Iliad* Achilles himself stands

behind his charioteer Automedon. On the other

hand, a personage of the highest rank may drive his

own carriage, and then an inferior may be his ira-

paitarrig, as when Nestor conveys Machaon {nap'

6e yiaxauv (iatve*), and Juno, holding the reins and

whip, conveys Minerva, who is in full armour.* In

such cases a kindness, or even a compliment, was
conferred by the driver upon him whom he convey-

ed, as when Dionysius, tyrant of Sicily, " himself

holding the reins, made Plato his TtapaiidTTig."* In

the contest which has been already referred to, and

which was so celebrated in Greek mythology, CEno-

mans intrusts the reins to the unfaithful Myrtilus,

and assumes the place of his irapaiSuTrig, while Pe-

Io[»s himself drives with Hippodamia as his Tzapac-

Sdug, thus honouring her in return for the service

she had bestowed.*

The Persepolitan sculptuies, and ,the innumera-

ble paintings discovered in Egyptian tombs, concur

with the historical writings of the Old Testament,

and with the testimony of other ancient authors, in

showing how commonly chariots were employed on

the field of battle by the Egyptians, the Persians,

and other Asiatic nations. The Greek poetry of

the heroic ages proves with equal certainty the ear-

ly prevalence of the same custom in Greece. The
api(TT7}eg, i. e., the nobility, or men of rank, who
wore complete suits of armour, all took their char-

iots with them, and in an engagement placed them-

selves in front.* Such were the liriTetg, or cavalry

of the Homeric period ; the precursors of those who,

after some centuries, adopted the less expensive

and ostentatious practice of riding on horseback,

but who, nevertheless, in consideration of their

wealth and station, still maintained their own hor-

ses, rather to aid and exhibit themselves individu-

ally on the field than to act as members of a com-
pact body. In Homer's battles we find that the

horseman, who, for the purpose of using his weap-
ons, and in consequence of the weight of his ar-

mour, is under the necessity of taking the place of

Trapai6uT7}g (see the woodcut of the triga, p. 332),

often assails or challenges a distant foe from the

chariot ; but that, when he encounters his adversa-

ry in close combat, they both dismount, " springing

from their chariots to the ground," and leaving them
to the care of the ryvioxoi.'' So likewise Turnus is

described by Virgil, " Desiluit Turnus bijugis
;
pe-

des apparat ire Comminus."* As soon as the hero

had finished the trial of his strength with his oppo-

nent, he returned to his chariot, one of tho <niel

uses of which was to rescue him from dakiger.

When Automedon prepares to encounter both Hec-
tor and .iEneas, justly fearing the result, he direct«

his charioteer, Alcimedon, instead of driving the
horses to any distance, to keep them " breathing on
his back,'" and thus to enable him to effect his I's-

cape in case of need.

These chariots, as represented on bas-reliefs and
fictile vases, were exceedingly light, the body often

consisting of little besides a rim fastened to the hot

tom and to the axle. Unless such had been really

their construction, it would be diflicult to imagino
how so great a multitude of chariots could have been
transported across the .^Egean Sea. Homer a^^o

supposes them to be of no greater weight ; Tor, al-

though a chariot was large enough to convey two
persons standing, not sitting, and on some occa-

sions was also used to carry off" the armour of the

fallen,* or even the dead body of a friend,^ yet Di-

omed, in his nocturnal visit to the enemy's camp,
deliberates* whether to draw away the splendid

chariot of Rhesus by the pole, or to carry it off" on
his shoulder. The light and simple construction of

war-chariots is also supposed by Virgil,* when he
represents them as suspended with all kinds of

armour on the entrance to the temple of the Lau-
rentian Picus.

We have already seen that it was not unusual,

in the Homeric battles, to drive three horses, one
being a nap^opog : in a single instance, that of Hec-
tor, four are driven together.* In the games, the

use of this number of horses was, perhaps, even
more common than the use of two. The form of

the chariot was the same, except that it was more
elegantly decorated. But the highest style of or-

nament was reserved to be displayed in the quadri-

gae, in which the Roman generals and emperors
rode when they triumphed. The body of the tri-

umphal car was cylindrical, as we often see it

represented on medals. It was enriched with gold

{aureo curru') and ivory.* The utmost skill of the

painter and the sculptor was employed to enhance
its beauty and splendour. More particularly the

extremities of the axle, of the pole, and of the yoke,

were highly wrought in the form of animals' heads.

Wreaths of laurel were sometimes bung round it

(currum laurigerum^), and were also fixed to the

heads of the four snow-white horses^" The car

was elevated so that he who triumphed might be

the most conspicuous person in the procession, and,

for the same reason, he was obliged to stand erect

{in curru stantis ehurno^^). A friend, more especially

a son, was sometimes carried in the same ch;iriot

by his side." When Germanicus celebrated his

triumph, the car was " loaded" with five of his

children in addition to himself" The triumphal

car had, in general, no pole, the horses being led by
men who were stationed at their heads.

The chariot was an attribute not only of the gods,

but of various imaginary beings, such as Victory,

often so represented on coins, vases, and sculptures

{higa, cut Victoria institerat^*) ; Night {Nox bigis

suhvecta}^) ; and Aurora, whom Virgil represents as

driving either two horses" or four,'' in this agreeing

with the figure in our last woodcut. In general,

the poets are more specific as to the numbei of

horses in the chariots of the deities, and it rarely

exceeded two. Jupiter, as the father of the gods,

1. (xix., 397.)—2. (II., xi., 512, 517.)—3. (v., 720-775.)-4.

(.Slian, V. II., -y., 18.)—5. (ApoUon. Rhod., i., 752-758.)—6.

( VuJ. p. 94, 97.)—7. (11., iii., 29 ; xvi., 425, 427 ; xyii., 480-483.

Hesiod, Scut. Here.. 370-372.)—8. (JBvl., x., 453.)

1. (n., xvii., 502.)—2. (n., xvii., 540.)—3. (II., xiii., 657.)-

4. (II., I., 503-505.)—5. (jEn., vii., 184.)—6. (Il.,vh., 185.)-

7

(Flor., i., 5.—Uor., Epod., ix., 22.)—8. (Ovid, Tiist., iv., 2, 63

—Pont., iii., 4, 35.)—9. (Claudian, De Laud. Stil., iii., 20.)-

Tert. Cons. Honor., 130.)—10. (Mart., vii., 7.)— 11. (Chid, 1

c.)—12. (Val. Max., v., 10, ^ 2.)— 13. (Tac, Ann., ii, 41".—14.

(Tacit., Hist., i., 86.)— 15. (Virg., .iEu.,«r, 721.)—16. (vii M.)
-17. (..535.)
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diiies four white horses when he goes armed with

his thunderbolt to resist the giants : Pluto is diawn

by four black horses. The following line,

" Quadriji^gis et Phahus equis, et Delia ligis,"^

is in accordance not only with numerous passages

of the poets, but with many works of art. A bronze

lamp' shows the moon, or Diana, descending in a

biga, and followed by Apollo, who is crowned with

rays as he rises in a quadriga. The same contrast

is exliibited in the annexed woodcut, showing the

devices on two gems in the royal collection at Ber-

lin. That on the left hand, representing Apollo

encircled by the twelve signs, calls to mind the en-

graving on the seal of Amphitryon, " Cum quadri-

gis sol exoriens."^ In the ^neid,* Latinus drives

a chariot and four to express his claim to be de-

scended from Apollo. The chariots of Jupiter and
of the Sun are, moreover, painted on ancient vases

with wings proceeding from the extremities of the

axle (irrnvov upfia ;* volucrem currum*).

These supernatural chariots were drawn not only

by horses, but by a great variety of brute or imagi-

nary beings. Thus Medea received from the Sun a

car \dth winged dragons.'' Juno is drawn by pea-

cocks,* Diana by stags,' Venus by doves or swans,
Minerva by owls. Mercury by rams, and Apollo by
griffons. To the car of Bacchus, and, consequently,

of Ariadne (vid'. Capistrum, p. 209), are yoked cen-

taurs, tigers and lynxes

:

" Tu lijugum piclis insignia frenis

Colla premis lyticum."^"

Chariots executed in terra-cotta (quadriga ficti-

ies^^), in bronze, or in marble, an example of which
last is shown in the annexed woodcut from an an-

cient chariot in the Vatican, were among the most
beautiful ornaments of temples and other public edi-

No pains were spared in their decoration ; and
Pliny informs us" that some of the most eminent
artists were employed upon them. In numerous
instances they were designed to perpetuate the
fame of those who had conquered in the chariot-

race." As the emblem of victory, the quadriga was

1. (Manil., v., 3.)— 2. (Bartoli, Ant. Lucerne, ii., 9.)— 3.

'Pl»ut., Aniphit., i., 1, 266.)—4. (xii., 162.)—5. (Plato, Phaed.)
—6. (llor., Cam., i., 34, 8.)—7. (Apollod., i., 9, 28.)—8. (Ovid,
Met., ii., 531.)—9. (Claudian, De Laud. Stil., iii., 285-290.—
Ccmbe, Phigalian Marbles, pi. xi.)— 10. (Ovid, Met., iv., 23.)—
11. (Plm., H N, ixviii., 4.)— 12. (H. N., xixiv., 19.)— 13.

(Pai\»., Ti., 10.)
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sometimes adopted by the Romans to grace fnr tii-

umphal arch by being placed on its summit ; aaJ
even in the private houses of great families, c &ri-

ots were displayed as the indications of ranl',c,- the
memorials of conquest and of triumph.^

CUSTO'DES. {Vid. Comitia, p. 297.)

CY'ATHUS (KvaOog), a Greek and Roma'-i liqni(

measure, containing one twelflh of the scxtarius
or -0825 of a pint Enghsh. It was, in later time*
at least, the measure of the common drinking-glasa

among the Romans, who borrowed it from the
Greeks.' The form of the cyathus used at ban
quets was that of a small ladle, by means of which
the wine was conveyed into the driitking-cups from
the large vessel (Kpar^p) in which it was mixed.'
Two of these cyathi are represented in the anoj xed
woodcut from the Museo Borbonico, vol. iv., |k iS

The cyathus •^•as the uncia, considered with n:l-

erence to the scxtarius as the unit : hence we have
sextans used for a vessel containing the sixth of the

sextarius, or two cyathi, quadrans for one contain

ing three cyathi, triens for four cyathi, quincunx for

five cyathi, &c.*
•CYCLAM'INUS {nvKldfiivog), a plant, of which

Dioscorides mentions two species. The first ap-

pears to be the Cyclamen EuropcBum, or common
Sow-bread. About the second there has been much
difference of opinion. Dodonaeus and Hardouin
conclude that it was the Bitter-sweet (Salanum dul-

camara) ; but Sprengel follows Gesner in referring

it to the Lonicera periclymenum, or Woodbine.*
*CYCNUS (kvkvoc). This appellation, as Adams

remarks, is generally applied to the Anas Cycnus,

L., or Wild Swan ; but sometimes also to the Anas
Olor, or Tame Swan. It is to the wild swan that

the Homeric epithet SovTuxodeipog, "long-necked,''

is particularly applicable.^ " It is to this species

(the Anas Cycnus)" observes Griffith, " that the

ancients attributed so melodious a voice : but this

opinion, however accredited, was not universal. It

was contested by Lucian, Pliny, and ^lian ; and
even Virgil speaks only of the disagreeable cries of

the swan. Some moderns have, notwithstanding,

adopted the popular notions of the ancients on this

subject, and, even in contradiction to the evidence

of their senses, have endeavoured to persuade

themselves of its truth. It is sufficient to observe,

from all creditable evidence, that the opinion is ut-

terly unfounded. The swan neither sings during

its lifetime, nor, as some assert, just before its

death. The comparatively modern discovery of the

Black Swan seems to lead to the conclusion that

the Cycnus Niger of antiquity was not altogether a

fabulous creature."^

1. (Juv., viii., 3.)—2. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 124, ed. Mul
ler.)—3. (Becker, Charikles, vol. i., p. 463.)- 4. (Wunn, De
Pond. Mens., &c.—Hussey on Ancient Weights, &c.)—5. (The

ophrast., H. P., vii., 9.—Dioscor., ii., 193 —Hardouin ad Pbn.,

H. N., XXV. 68.)—6. (Adams, Append., b. v.)—7. (Griffith'* Cu
vier, vol. viii., p. 660.)
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•CYDONIUM MALUM, the Quince, the fruit of

the Pirus Cydonia. The name arose from that of

the city of Cydon. in Crete, whence they were first

brought to Greece. Cato first gave it the appella-

tion of Cotoneum malum, and Pliny followed him.

The ancient writers mention several varieties of the

Quince : thus the true ones {Kvduvia) were small

and round ; another kind, the arpovdeia, was of a

large size, and sweeter than the former. Columella

enumerates three kinds, namely, Slruthea, Mustea,

and Chrysomela. The last, however, belongs to the

orange family. The Quince-tree is still called kv-

fiuvid in northern Greece. According to Sibthorp,

It is cultivated in gardens with the apple-tree.^

*CYMINDIS (KVfiivdlg). {Vid. Hierax.)

CYCLAS (KVJK/laf) was a circular robe worn by
women, to the bottom of which a border was affix-

ed, inlaid with gold.

" HcEc nunc aurata cyclade signat humum."'

Alexander Severus, in his other attempts to re-

strain the luxury of his age, ordained that women
should only possess one cyclas each, and that it

should not be adorned with more than six unciae of

gold.' The cyclas appears to have been usually

made of some thin material {tenui in cyclade*). It

is related, among other instances of Cahgula's ef-

feminacy, that he sometimes went into public in a
garment of this description.* For the literature of

this subject, see Ruperti, ad Juv., vi., 259.

CYMBA {KVfi&Tj) is derived from KVfiSog, a hollow,

and is employed to signify any small kind of boat

used on lakes, rivers, &c.* It appears to have
been much the same as the ukutiov and scapha.

(Vid. AcATioN.)
CY'MBALUM {KVfiSaXov), a musical instrument,

in the shape of two half globes, which were held,

one in each hand, by the performer, and played by
being struck against each other. The word is ori-

ginally Greek, being derived from Kv^Cog, a hollow,

with which the Latin cymba, cymbi^m, &c., seem to

be connected. In Greek it has several other sig-

nifications, as the cone of a helmet ;'' it is also

used for dpdavia,* the vessel of purification placed
at the door of a house where there had been death."

Besides this, it is often employed metaphorically for

an empty, noisy person, as in 1 Corinthians, xiii., 1,

or, as Tiberius Caesar called Apion the grammarian,
Cymbalum mundi.^'* In the middle-age Latin it is

used for d church or convent-bell, and sometimes
Crir the dome of a church."

1. (Plin., H. N., IV., 11.—Columell., v., 10.—Ovid, A. A., iii.,

705.—Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 132.)—2. (Prop., IV., vii.,

40.)—3. (Lamprid., Alex. Sev., c. 41.)—4. (Juv., vi., 250.)—5.
(Suet., Cal., 52.)—6. (Cic, De Off., iii., U.—JEn., vi., 303.)—
7. (Salmas., Exerc. Plin., 385.)—8. (Hesych., s. v.)—9. (Eurip.,

A'cest., 98.)— 10. (Plin. ia Prtef., H. ^.)—11. (Godin, Descr.
R Soph., 147.)

Several kinds of cymbals are found on ancieni

monuments, and, on the other hand, a great many
names have been preserved by the grammariana
and lexicographers ; but the descriptions of the lat-

ter are so vague, that it is impossible to identify

one with the other. A large class of cymbals was
termed Kpovfiara, which, if they were really distinc"

from the Kporala, as Spohn and Lampe suppose,

cannot now be exactly described. (Vid. Ckota-
LUM.) The preceding drawing of a Kpovfia is taken
from an ancient marble, and inserted on the author-

ity of Spohn.*

The KpEfi6aka mentioned in the Homeric hymn
to Apollo* were of this kind, played on by a chorus
of Delians. The scabilla or KpovnsCin were also on
the same principle, only played with the foot, and
inserted in the shoe of the performer ; they were
used by flute-players, perhaps to beat time to their

music'
Other kinds of cymbals were, the nTiaray^, an m-

vention of Archytas, mentioned by Aristotle,* and
its diminutive nXarayuviov, which, from the descrip-

tion of Julius Pollux and Hesychius,* appears to

have been a child's rattle ; b^v6a<j>a, the two parts

of which Suidas tells us* were made of different

materials, for the sake of variety of sound ; kotv-

lai, mentioned in the fragments of .^schylus, with
several others noted by Lampe in his work De Cym-
balls, but perhaps without sufficient authority.

The cymbal was usually made in the form of two
half globes, either running off towards a point so

as to be grasped by the whole hand, or with a han-

dle. It was commonly of bronze, but sometimes of

baser material, to which Aristophanes alludes.^ The
subjoined woodcut of a cymbalistria is 1 aken from
an ancient marble, and given oii ihe authority of

Lampe. See also the figure in page 189.

The cymbal was a very ancient instrument, oe-

ing used in the worship of Cybele, Bacchus, Juno,

and all the earlier deities of the Grecian and Roman
mythology. It probably came from the East, from
whence, through the Phoenicians, it was conveyed to

Spain.* Among the Jews it appears (from 2 Chron.,

v., 12, 13. — Nehem., xii., 27) to have been an iji-

strument in common use. At Rome we first hear

of it in Livy's account of the Bacchic orgies, which
were introduced from Etruria.*

For sistrum, which some have referred to the

class of cymbala, see Sistrum.
*CYNOCEPH'ALI (xwo/ce^aXoi), a fabulous race,

with the heads of dogs, mentioned by Pliny and
others as dweUing in the interior of Africa. The
Cynocephali of the ancients, however, were in real-

ity a species of large baboon, with elongated, dog-

like head, flat and compressed cheeks, projecting

and strong teeth, and a forehead depressed below

1. (MiscelL, sec. 1, art. vi., fig. 44.)—2. (161-164.)—3. (Pol

lux, Onom., x., 33.)—4. (Pol., viii., 6.)—5. (s. v.)—6. (s. v.)-

7. (Rans, 1305.) — 8. (Compare Martial's Bffilica CrcauUii V
9. (xzxii.,9.)
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the level of the superior margins of the orbits . Not-

withstanding this close approximation to the shape

ol the dog's head, the form and position of the eyes,

combined with the similarity of the arms and hands,

gave to these creatures a resemblance to humanity
as striking as it is disgusting.'

*CYNOGLOSSUM {KvvoyTiucrcrov or -og), the

Hounds'-tongue, or Cynoglossum officinale. Cul-

pepper, the English herbalist, says, with respect to

the etymology of the word, " it is called Hounds'-

tongue because it ties the tongues of dogs ; wheth-

er true or not, I have never tried. "=*

II. The name of a fish mentioned by Athenaeus.

Rondelet supposes it a species of the Bouglossus or

Sole.'

CYNOCRAMBE (KwoKpu/xBri), a plant, which
Sprengel, in his history of Botany, sets down as the

Chcnopodium album, or white Goose-foot ; but in

his edition of Dioscorides he joins Bauhin in hold-

ing it to be the Thelygonum cynocrambe.*

*GYNOMYIA {Kvvofivla), the Dog-fly, or Musca
canina.^

*CYNORAIS'TES {Kvvopalaiig), the Dog-tick, or

Acarus Ricinus, L.*

*GYNOR'ODON {Kwopodov). ""None of the com-
mentators," observes Adams, "offer any explana-

tion of what it was ; but, as the word signifies the

Dog-rose, or Rosa canina, it is probable that it was
the same as the Kvv6a6aTovy
*GYNOSBATUM {KwoadaTov). " The comment-

ators are not quite agreed respecting this plant,"

observes Adams, "Dierbach makes it to be the

Rosa pomifera ; Sprengel follows Dodonaeus in re-

ferring it to the Rosa canina, or Hep-tree ; and
Stackhousp at first inclines to this opinion, but af-

terward decides in favour of the Rubus Idceus. I

am of opinion that it was most probably the Rosa
canina."^

*GYNOPS (Kvvuf). Both Sprengel and Stack-

house call this plant Planlago Cynops, but the latter

hesitates about making it the P. Psyllium, or Flea-

wort.

»

GYPE'RUS (KvnEtpoc or -ov), the Cyperus ro-

tundus, a plant still very common on the Greek
island3. It is mentioned by Theocritus as an agree-

able plant, and is also noticed by Homer and Ni-

cander. According to Dodwell, the roots are taken

medicinally for disorders of the Stomach. The
leaves are used for stringing and bringing the roots

Athens, and for tying the wild figs on the culti-

vated tree.'"

CYPRUS (KVTrpoc), a plant ; according to Phny,
the same with the Ligustrum. Martyn, however,
remarks, that Prosper Alpinus found plenty of plants

•Ti Egypt answering to Dioscorides' description of
the Cyprus, but at the same time declared that the
Italian Ligustrum, or Privet, did not grow in Egypt.
It has since been settled, according to Adams, that

it is a species of Lawsonia, either the inermis or the
alba, Lam."
CYT'ISUS (KvrtCToc). " There has been consid-

erable diversity of opinion respecting this plant.

The point, however, seems at last to have been
settled by Martyn and Sprengel in favour of the
Medicago arborea, or Tree Medick." Sibthorp found
the M. arborea growing among the rocks around
Athens."

1. (Plin., H. N., vi., 30 ; viii., 54 ; xxxvii., 9.)—2. (Dioscor.,

IV., 128.—Adams. Append., s. v.)—3. (Athen., vii., p. 321)—4.

(Dioscor., iv., 192.—Adams, Append., 3. v.)—5. (^Elian, N. A.,
iv., 51.)—€. (Horn., Od., xvii., 300.—Aristot., H. P., v., 25.)—7.
(Theophrast., H. P., iv., 4.)—8. (Theophrast., H. P., iii., 18.—
Dioscor., i., 123.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. (Theophrast., H.
P., vii., 8.)—10. (Theophrast., H. P., i., 8; iv., 10.—Dioscor., i.,

4.—Adams, Append., s.v.)—11. (Theophrast., Fr., iv., 25.—Di-
oscor., i., 124.—Plin., H. N., xvi., 18.—Martyn ad Virg.. Eclog.,

U. 18.)— 12. (Theophrast, H. P., i., 6.—Dioscor., iv., 111.)
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DACTYLIGTHE'iCA {daKTvltoefiK^), a case m
box where rings were kept.' The name was also
applied to a cabinet or collection of jewels. We
learn from Pliny' that Scaurus, the stepson of Sulla,

was the first person at Rome who had a collection

of this kind, and that his was the only one till Pom-
pey brought to Rome the collection of Mithradates,
which he placed in the Capitol. Julius Caesar also
placed six dactyliothecae in the Temple of Vemw
Genetrix.'

DAGT'YLUS {HaKTvloq). (Vid. Pes).

DADU'CHUS (da^ovxo!;). {Vid. Eleusinia).
D^DA'LA {Aaida^a), a festival celebrated in

Boeotia in honour of Hera, surnamed 'Nvik^evohevti

or TelEta* , Its origin and mode of celebration arc
thus described by Pausanias :* Hera was once angry
with Zeus, and withdrew herself to Euboea. Zeus
not being able to persuade her to return, Avent to

Cithaeron, who then governed Plataeae, and who was
said to be unequalled in wisdom. He advised Zeus
to get a wooden statue, to dress and place it upon a
chariot, and to say that it was Plataea, the daughter
of Asopus, whom he was going to marry. Zeus
followed the advice of Cithaeron, and no sooner had
Hera heard of her husband's projected marriage
than she returned. But when, on approaching the
chariot and dragging off" the coverings, she saw the
wooden statue, she was pleased with the device,

and became reconciled to Zeus. In remembrance
of this reconciliation, the Plataeans solemnized the
festival of the daedala, which owes its name to Aat-
6ala, the appellation by which, in ancient times, stat-

ues and other works of ingenious and curious work-
manship were designated." Pausanias was told that

the festival was held every seventh year ; but he be-

lieves that it took place at shorter intervals, though
he was unable to discover the exact time.

We have to distinguish between two festivals of

this name : one, which was celebrated by the Pla-

taeans alone, was called the lesser Dcedala (AaidaXa
fiiKpu), and was held in the following manner : In

the neighbourhood of Alalcomene was the greatest

oak-forest of Bceotia, and in it a number of oak-
trunks. Into this forest the Plataeans went, and ex-

posed pieces of cooked meat to the ravens, atten-

tively watching upon which tree any of the birds,

after taking a piece of the meat, would settle ; and
the trees on which any of the ravens settled were
cut down and worked into daedala, i. e., roughly-

hewn statues.

The great Daedala (AaiSa?.a fiiyala), in the cele-

bration of which the Plataeans were joined by the

other Boeotians, took place every sixtieth year ; be-

cause at one time, when the Plataeans were absent
from their country, the festival had not been cele-

brated for a period of sixty years. At each of the

lesser Daedala fourteen statues were made in the

manner described above, and distributed by lot

among the towns of Plataeae, Goronea, Thespiae,

Tanagra, Ghaeronea, Orchomenos, Lebadea, and
Thebes ; the smaller towns took one statue in com-
mon. The Boeotians assembled on the hanks of the

Asopus ; here a statue of Hera was adorned and
raised on a chariot, and a young bride led the pro-

cession. The Boeotians then decided by lot in what
order they were to form the procession, and drove

their chariots away from the river and up Mount
Cithaeron, on the summit of which an altar was
erected of square pieces of wood, fitted togethe'

like stones. This altar was covered with a quanti'

1. (Mart., xi., 59.)—2. (H. N., xxxvii., 5.)—3. (Plin., 1. c.)—
4. (Paus., ix., 2, 5.)—5. (Paus., ix., 3, 1, &c.)—6. (Dfaun, htx-
ic, s. V. AaldaXoe.)
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ly of dry wood, and the towns, persona of rank, and

other wealthy individuals, offered each a heifer to

Hera and a bull to Zeus, with plenty of wine and

incense, and at the same time placed the dasdala

upon the altar. For those who did not possess suf-

ficient means, it was customary to offer small sheep

;

but all their offerings were burned in the same man-

ner as those of the wealthier persons. The fire

consumed both offerings and altar, and the immense

flame thus kindled was seen far and wide.

The account of the origin of the daedala given by

Pausanias agrees in the main points with the story

related by Plutarch,* who wrote a work on the Pla-

toean daedala ; the only difference is, that Plutarch

represents Zeus as receiving his advice to deceive

Hera from Alalcomenes, and that he calls the

wooden statue by which ihe goddess was to be de-

ceived Dasdala instead of Plataea. Plutarch also

adds some remarks respecting the meaning of the

festival, and thinks that the dispute between Zeus

and Hera had reference to the physical revolutions

to which Boeotia, at a very remote period, had been

subject, and their reconciliation to the restoration

of order in the elements.'

DACRYDTON (daKpvdiov), a name for Scam-
mony, given to it by Alexander of Tralles. {Vid.

tSCAMMONIA.)^

DACT'YLI (duKTvXot), the fruit of the Palm-
tree The earlier Greek writers called this by the

names of tpolviKeg, <j)oiviKog (id^avot, and <j)oiviKo6u-

Xavoi. The appellation SaKTvTioi occurs first in the

works of the medical authors, but came afterward

mto general use ; from it the name of the fruit in

question is derived in all the modern languages of

Europe. Thus they are called dactyles in Spanish,

dattili ill Italian, datteln in German, and dates in

French and English. {Vid. Puce nix.)*

DAMASO'NIUM {dafiaauvLov), a plant, the

•aine, according to Galen, with the akicjia of Dios-

corides. Stephens calls it Plantago aquatica. Cor-

dus,, Sprengel, and Sibthorp accordingly acknowl-

edge it as the Water Plantain, or Alisma plantago,

L»
DAMNI INJURIA ACTIO. The Aquilia lex.

In the first chapter, provided that, if a man unlaw-

fully {injuria) killed a slave or quadruped {qua pecu-

dum numero sit) which belonged to another, he was
bound to pay to the owner the highest value that

the slave or animal had within the year preceding

the unlawful act. By the third chapter he was
bound to pay the highest value that the slave or

animal had vi'ithin the thirty days preceding the

unlawful act. A person whose slave was killed

{injuria) might either prosecute the offender capi-

tally {capitali crimine), or might bring his action for

damage under this lex. inie actions of the lex

Aquilia {actiones directce.) were limited to damage
done by actual contact {corpore), and only the owner
of the thing damaged could sue. Afterward, an

i.Hio utilis was given in the case where the injury

vas done corpori but not corpore ; as if a man per-

Buatled a neighbour's slave to get up a tree, and he
fell down and died, or was injured : svich actio was
also given to him who had a jus in re.*

DAMNUM signifies generally any injury to a per-

son's property, and it is either damnum factum,

datum, damage done, or damnum infectum, metu-
endum, damage apprehended. {Vid. Damnum In-

KECTUM.) Damage done to our actual property is

simply called damnum ; that damage which is

caused by our being prevented from acquiring a

1. (ap. Euseb., Dc Pneparat. Evan^., iii., p. 83, and Fragm.,

p. 759, &c., ed. Wyttenb.)—2. (,Vid. Creuzer, Symbol, und My-
thol., 11., p. 580, and Miillor's Orthom., p. 211, &c.)—3. (Adams,
Append., s. V.) — 4. (Adams, Append., s. v.) — 5. (Galen, De
Simf VI .-Paul, .^gin., vii., 3.— Dioscorides, iii., 154.

—

•dams, A] pend., s. v.)—6. (Gaiiu, iii., 210, &c.—Dig. 9, tit. 2.)

Uh

certain gain '.•» called lucrum cessans: both an
sometimes comprehended under the phrase " id

quod interest," though this expression is more fre-

quently applied to that compensation which a man
claims beyond the baie value of the thing damaged,
and sometimes it signifies the bare loss only. To
make good any damage done is called damnum
prsestare.

The causes of damnum are either chance (casus)

or the acts of human beings, which, when charac-

terized by dolus malus or culpa, become damnum
in the restricted and legal sense. {Vid. Culpa.)
Delay {mora) is included by some writers under the

causes of damnum, but it might be appropriately

considered as a form of culpa.

DAMNUM INFECTUM is damage not done, but

apprehended. For instance, if a man feared that

mischief might happen to his property from the di-

lapidated state of his neighbour's buildings, he could

require from the owner, or from the occupier who
had a jus in re, or even from the possessor, securi-

ty {cautio) against the mischief that was appre-

hended. The mode of obtaining this cautio was
by the damni infecti actio. The actor was obliged

to swear that he did not require the cautio, calum-
niae causa. If the cautio was not given within the

time named by the judex, the actor was permitted

to take possession of the ruinous edifice. If a man's
house fell and injured the house of a neighbour be-

fore any cautio had been given, the sufferer had no
right of action, if the person whose house had tum-

bled down was content to relinquish all right to

what had fallen on his neighbour's premises.*

DAMOS'IA {dafioma), the escort or suite of the

Spartan kings in time of war. It consisted of his

tent comrades {avaKTjvoi), to whom the polemarchs,

Pythians, and three of the equals {ofioioi) also be-

longed ;• of the prophets, surgeons, flute-players,

volunteers in the army,' Olympian conquerors,*

public servants, &c. The two ephors who attend-

ed the king on military expeditions also formed part

of the damosia.*

DANAKE {SavuKTi), the name of a foreign coin,

according to Hesychius* worth a little more than

an obolos. According to some writers it was a

Persian coin.^ This name was also given to the

obolos which was placed in the mouth of the dead
to pay the ferryman in Hades.* At the opening of

a grave at Same in Cephallenia, a coin was found

between the teeth of the corpse.'

DANEI'ON. {Vid. Interest of Money.)
DAPHNE {du(pv7j), the Laurus of the Romans,

and our Bay-tree ; not the Laurel, as it is frequent-

ly rendered. " Translators, " observes Martyn,
" frequently confound the Laurel and the Bay, .is if

they were the same tree, and what the Romans
called Laurus. Our Laurel was hardly known in

Europe till the latter end of the sixteenth century,

about which time it appears to have been brought

from Trebizond to Constantinople, and thence into

most parts of Europe. The Laurel has no fine

smell, which is a property ascribed to the Laurus
by Virgil. Nor is the Laurel remarkable for crack-

ling in the fire, of which there is abundant mention
with regard to the Laurus. These characters agree

very well with the Bay-tree, which seems to be

most certainly the Laurus of the ancients, and is at

this time frequent in the woods and hedges of

Italy. The first discoverers of the Laurus gave it

the name of Laurocerasus, because it has a leaf

something like a bay and a fruit like a cherry.'"*

1. (Dig. 39, tit. 2.)—2. (Xen., Rep. Lac, xiii., 1.)—3. (Xen.,

Rep. Lac, xiii., 7.)—4. (Plut., Lye, 22.)— 5. (MuUer, Doriam,

iii., 12, I) 5.)—6. (s. V.)—7. (Pollux, Onom., ix., 82, and Hem-
sterh. ad loc)—8. (Hesych., s. v.—Lucian, De Luctu, c. 10.)—

9. (Stackelberg, Die Grffiber der Ilellenen, p. 42.—Becker,
Charikles, v.., p. 170.)—10. (Martyn ad Virg., Georg.,i., 306

J
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DAPHNEPHORIA. DARICUS.

It. siion, as Adams remarks, the dcKpvtj is the Lau-
nis nobilis, L. The dd^^ 'KT^e^dvdpeLa of Dios-

corides is unquestionably, according to the same
authority, the Butcher's Broom, or Alexandrean
Laurel, i. e., Ruscus Hypoglossum}
DAPHNEPHOR'IA {Aai>v77<popia), a festival cel-

ebrated every ninth year at Thebes in honour of

Apollo, surnamed Ismenius or Galaxius. Its name
was derived from the branches of bay {6d<j>vac) which
were carried by those who took part in its celebra-

tion. A full account of the festival is given by

Proclus." At one time all the iEolians of Arne
and the adjacent districts, at the command of an
oracle, laid siege to Thebes, which was at the same
time attacked by the Pelasgians, and ravaged the

neighbouring country. But when the day came
on which both parties had to celebrate a festival

of Apollo, a truce was concluded, and on the day
of the festival they went with bay-boughs to the

temple of the god. But Polematas, the general of

the Boeotians, had a vision, in which he enw a
young man who presented to him a complete suit

of armour, and who made him vow to institute a
festival, to be celebrated every ninth year, in hon-
our of Apollo, at which the Thebans, with bay-

boughs in their hands, were to go to his temple.

When, on the third day after this vision, both par-

ties again were engaged in close combat, Polema-
tas gained the victory. He now fulfilled his prom-
ise, and walked himself to the temple of Apollo in

the manner prescribed by the being he had seen in

his vision. And ever since that time, continues

Proclus, this custom has been strictly observed.

Respecting the mode of celebration, he adds : At
the daphnephoria they adorn a piece of olive-wood

with garlands of bay and various flowers : on the

op of it a brazen globe is placed, from which small-

er ones are suspended
;
purple garlands, smaller

than those at the top, are attached to the middle

part of the wood, and the lowest part is covered

with a crocus-coloured envelope. By the globe on
the top they indicate the sun, which is identical

with Apollo ; the globe immediately below the first

represents the moon ; and the smaller suspending
globes are symbols of the stars. The number of

garlands being 365, indicates the course of the year.

At the head of the procession walked a youth,

whose father and mother must be» living. This
youth was, according to Pausanias,* chosen priest

of Apollo every year, and called 6aipv;].p-6pog • he
was always of a handsome figure and strong, and
taken from the most distinguished families of

Thebes. Immediately before this youthful priest

walked his nearest kinsman, who bore the adorned
piece of olive-wood, which waa called Kunu. The
priest followed, bearing in his hand a bay-branch,
with dishevelled and floating hair, wearing a golden
crown on his head, a magnificent robe which reach-
ed down to his feet (^nodijpjjq), and a kind of shoes,

. called 'I^i/f|9ari(5ef, from the general, Iphicrates,

who had first introduced them. Behind the priest

! there followed a choir of maidens, with boughs in

their hands and singing hymns. In this manner
the procession went to the Temple of Apollo Isme-
nius or Galaxius. It would seem from Pausanias

I that all the boys of the town wore laurel garlands

on this occasion, and that it was customary for the

sons of wealthy parents to dedicate to the god bra-

zen tripods, a considerable number of which were
seen in the temple by Pausanias himself Among
them was one which was said to have been dedica-

ted by Amphitryon, at the time when Heracles was
daphnephorus. This last circumstance shows that

1. (Dioscor., i., 106.—Galen, De Simpl., vi.—Bauhin's Piaai,

fl03.—Adams, Append, s. v.)—2 (Chre»tomath., p. 11.)—3.

r«., 10, * 4.)
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the daphnephoria, whatever changes may have been
subsequently introduced; was a very ancient festival.

There was a great similarity between this festi-

val and a solemn rite observed by the Delphians,
who sent every ninth year a sacred boy to Tempe.
This boy went on the sacred road,' and returned
home as bay-bearer {6a(pvij^6po^) amid the joyful

songs of choruses of maidens. This solemnity was
observed in commemoration of the purification of
Apollo at the altar in Tempe, whither he had fled

after killing the Python, and was held in the month
of Thargelion (probably on the seventh day). It is

a very probable conjecture of Miiller,'' that the Boeo-
tian daphnephoria took place in the same month
and on the same day on which the Delphian boy
broke the purifying bay-boughs in Tempe.
The Athenians seem likewise to have celebrated

a festival of the same nature, but the only mention
we have of it is in Proclus,' who says that the
Athenians honoured the seventh day as sacred to

Apollo ; that they carried bay-boughs, and adorned
the basket {kuveov, see Ganephoros) with garlands,

and sang hymns to the god. Respecting the astro-

nomical character of the daphnephoria, see Miiller,

Orchom., p. 220 ; and Creuzer, Symbol, und MylhoL,
ii., p. 160.

DAPHNOI'DES i6a(j)vocidic) according to Spren
gel, the Daphne Alpina ; and the ^a^ua^dd^i'j; of Di
oscorides, the Ruscus Racemosus*
DARE ACTIO'NEM. (Vid. Actio, p. 18.)

DAIirCUS {dapeiKog), a gold coin of Persia,

stamped on one side with the figure of an archer
crowned and kneeling upon one knee, and on the
other with a sort of quadrata incusa or deep cleft.

The origin of this coin is doubtful. We know from
Herodotus* that Darius reformed the Persian cur-

rency, and stamped gold of the purest standard

;

whence it has been supposed that the daricus was
so called from him. Harpocration, however, says*

that the name was older than this Darius, and
taken from an earlier king. Gesenius' supposes
the name to be derived from an ancient Persian

word signifying king, or royal palace, or the bow
of the king, in allusion to the figure stamped upon
it.

This coin had a very extensive circulation, not

only in the Persian empire, but also in Greece.

The pay given by Cyrus to the soldiers of Clearchus
was a daricus a month ;* and the same pay was of-

fered to the same troops by Thimbrion, a Lacedae-

monian general.* In the later books of the Old Tes-
tament, the daricus is supposed to be mentioned

under the names of adarkun (p3')^N^ and darke-

mon (iid:?")^).!'

Harpocration says that, according to some pei-

sons, the daricus was worth twenty silver drachmas

;

which agrees with the statement ofXenophon," who
informs us that 3000 darics were equal to ten tal-

ents, which would consequently make the daricus

equal to tv/enty drachmae. The value of the dari-

cus in our money, computed from the drachma, is

16s. 3(i. ; but if reckoned by comparison with oui

gold money, it is worth much more. The darics in

the British Museum weigh 128 4 grains and 1286

grains respectively. Hussey" calculates the dari-

cus as containing on an average about 123-7 grains
123'7

of pure gold, and therefore equal in value to

of a sovereign, or about II. Is. lOd. 1-76 farthings.

Very few darics have come down to us ; theii

1. (Plut., Qu8?st. Gr., 12.)—2. (Dor., ii.,8, H-)—3. (ap. Pho-

tium, p. 987.)

—

i. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (iv., 166.)—6.

(s. V.)—7. (Hebr. Lexicon.)—8. (Xen., Anab., i., 3, (> 21.)—ft

(Ibid., vii., 6, t) 1.)— 10. {Vid. 1 Chron.,xxix, 7.—E7ra, viii ,87.

li., 69.— Nehem., vii., 70, 72.)—11. (Anab., i., 7, ^ 18.,- »«

(Ancient Weighli, &c., vii., 3.)
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scarcity may be accounted for by the fact that, after

the conqmst of Persia, they were melted down
and recoined under the type of Alexander.

There are also silver coins which go by the name
of darics, on account of their bearing the figure of

an archer ; but they were never called by this name
in ancient times. Aryandes, who was appointed

governor of Egypt by Cambyses, is supposed to

have been the first who struck these silver coins, in

imitation of the gold coinage of Darius Hystaspis.'

SILVER DARIC. BRITISH MUSEUU. ACTUAL SIZE.

*DASCILLUS {SucTKi^Xoc), the name of a fish

mentioned by Aristotle. Rondelet and Gesner con-

fess their inability to determine what kind of fish it

was.»

*DA'SYPUS (daavTTovg), a term sometimes ap-

plied to the common Hare, or Lepus timidus, but

more particularly to the Lepus cuniculus, the Coney
or Rabbit. " The Saphan. of the Bible," observes

Adams, " has been generally taken for the Coney,
but Biblical commentators seem now agreed that

It was rather the Ashkoko, an animal first described

accurately by the traveller Bruce."*
DAUCUS {davKoq), a plant, three species of

which are described by Dioscorides. The first of

these is, according to Sprengel, the Atkamanta Cre-
tensis ; the 2d, the Athamanla cervana ; and the 3d,

the Seseli ammoidcs. Dierbach agrees with Spren-
gel. Stephens makes the first species to be the
" wild Carrot." Galen states that it is the same as
the (TTatpvAlvoc. Stackhouse suggests that the JaiJ-

Kov daipvoeidefof Theophrastus may be the Thapsia*
DE'BITOR. (Vid. Nexvs.)
DECADOUCHOI (deKadovxoi), the members of

a council of Ten, who succeeded the Thirty in the
supreme power at Athens, B.C. 403.* They were
chosen from the ten tribes, one from each ;• but,

though opposed to the Thirty, sent ambassadors to

Sparta to ask for assistance against Thrasybulus
and the exiles. They remained masters of Athens
till the party of Thrasybulus obtained possession of
the city, and the democracy was restored.'

DECAR'CniA {dsKapxta) or DECADAR'CHIA
idsKaSapxia), was a supreme council established in

many of the Grecian cities by the Lacedaemonians,
who intrusted to it the whole government of the

state under the direction of a Spartan harmost. It

always consisted of the leading members of the ar-

istocratical party." This form of government ap-

pears to have been first established by Lysander at

Ephesus.'

PECASMOS (SeKaafiog), Bribery. There were

1. (Herod., iv., 166.)—2. (Aristotle, H. A.,viii.,4.)—3. (Ari«-

t/rt., H. A., i., 6 ; v., 8.— Harris, Nat. Hist. BiW., p. 91.) —4.
Dioacor., iii., 70.—Nicand., Ther., 94.—Adams, Append., g. t.)

-5. (Harpocrat., 8.V.)—6. (Xen., Hell.,ii., 4, ^ 23.)—7. (Com-
pare Lysias, c. Eratostb., p. 420.—Wachsmut.h, i., 2, p. 266.)

—

9. (Harpocrat., s. v. AtKaoapxia-—Schneider ad Aristot., Pol.,

i., 146, 147 )—9. (Plut., Lys., 5.—Wachamuth, ii., 2, p. 845.)

two actions for bribery at Athens : one, called 6e
Koa/iov ypa<pfi, lay against the person who gave the
bribe ; and the other, called 6upuv or duoodoKia^
ypat^ri, against the person who received it.* 'I hese
actions applied to the bribery of citizens in the put
lie assemblies of the people {avvdeKul^eiv ttjv kKK^ri-

alav'), of the Helicea or any of the courts ofjustice,
of the ^ovIt), and of the public advocates {cwrjyo
poi*). Demosthenes,* indeed, says that orators
were forbidden by the law not merely to abstain
from receiving gifts for the injury of the state, but
even to receive any present at all.

According to Aristotle,* Anytus was the first per-
son at Athens who bribed the judges ; and we learn
from Plutarch* that he did so, when he was charged
with having been guilty of treachery at Pylos, at the
end of the Peloponnesian war. Other writers say
that Melitus was the first person who bribed the
judges.''

Actions for bribery were under the jurisdiction of
the thesmothetse.* The punishment on conviction
of the defendant was death, or payment of ten times
the value of the gift received, to which the court
might add an additional punishment (npoari/iTi/ia).

Thus Demosthenes was sentenced to a fine of 50
talents by an action for bribery, and also thrown
into prison.'

DECATE {Sekutv). (Vid. Decum^.)
DECATE'LOGOI ((JtccnyAoyoi). {Vid. Decum^>.
DECATEUTAI {deKarevTai). (Vid. Decum^.)
DECATEUTE'RION {deKareviipiov). ( Vid. De-

CUMiE.)

DECATO'NAI (^e/coTuvai). {Vid. DEcnM.*.)
DECEMBER. {Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
DECE'MPEDA, a pole ten feet long, used by the

agrimensores {vid. Agrimensores) in measuring
land.'* Thus we find that the agrimensores were
sometimes called decempedaiores {L. Antonius, gut

fuerat cequissimus agri privati et publici deccmpedu'
for").

DECE'MVIRI, the name of various magistrates
and functionaries at Rome.

I. Decemviri Legibus Scribendis were ten per-
sons who were appointed to draw up a code of laws,
and to whom the whole government of the state
was intrusted. As early as B.C. 460, a law was
proposed by Cains Terentilius Harsa, that commis
sioners should be appointed for drawing up a body
of laws ; but this was violently opposed by the pa-
tricians;'* and it was not till after a struggle of nine
years that the patricians consented to send three
persons to Greece, to collect such information re-

specting the laws and constitutions of the Greek
states as might be useful to the Romans.'* They
were absent a year ; and on their return, after con-
siderable dispute between the patricians and plebe-

ians, ten commissioners of the patrician order were
appointed, with the title of " decemviri legibus scri

bendis," to whom the revision of the laws was com-
mitted. All the other magistracies were suspend-
ed, and they were intrusted with supreme power
in the state.'* Niebuhr, however, supposes that the
tribuneship was not given up till the second decem-
virate; but Dionysius expressly says that it was
superseded in the first.

The decemviri entered upon their office at the
beginning of the year 449 B.C. They consisted of
Appius Claudius and Titus Genucius, the new con

1. (Pollui, viii., 42.) —2. (^sch., c. Timarch., c. 16, p. IS )

—3. (Demosth., c. Steph., ii., p. 1137, 1.)— 4. (Do Falsa Leg.,

p. 343.)—5. (apud Harpocrat., s. v. AtKd^o>v.) — 6. (Coriol., c.

14.)—7. (Petit, Leg. Att., p. 427, and Duker's no:e.)— 8. (D«-
mosth., c. Steph., 1. c.) — 9. (Backh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii

p. 116, transL—Meier, Att. Proc., p. 352.)— 10. (Cic, Pro MiL
c. 27.—Hon, Carm., II., xv., 14.—Cic, Phihpp., xW., 4.)— II

(Cic, Philipp., xiii., 18.)— 12. (Liv., iii., 9.)—13. (Liv.,iii., SI
—14. (Dionys., X., 56.1
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Buls, of the wardf n of the city, and of the two quaes-

torf.s parricidii, as Niebuhr conjectures, and of five

others chosen by the centuries. They discharged

iho duties of their office with dihgence, and dispen-

sed justice with impartiality. Each administered

the government day by day in succession, as during

an interregnum ; and the fasces were only carried

before the one who presided for the day. ' Theydrew
up a body of laws, distributed into ten sections,

which, after being approved of by the senate and

the comitia, were engraven on tables of metal, and
set up in the comitium.

On the expiration of their year of office, all par-

ties were so well satisfied with the manner in which
they had discharged their duties, that it was resolv-

ed to continue the same form of government for an-

other year ; more especially as some of the decem-
virs said that their work was not finished. Ten
new decemvirs were accordingly elected, of whom
Appius Claudius alone had belonged to the former
body ;' and of his nine new colleagues Niebuhr
thinks that five were plebeians. These magistrates

framed several new laws, which were approved of

by the centuries, and engraven on two additional

tables. They acted, however, in a most tyrannical

manner. Each was attended by twelve lictors,

who carried, not the rods only, but the axe, the

emblem of sovereignty. They made common cause
with the patrician party, and committed all kinds

of outrages upon the persons and property of the

plebeians and their families. When their year of

office expired, they refused to resign or to appoint

successors. Niebuhr, however, considers it certain

that they were appointed for a longer period than a
year, since otherwise they would not have been
required to resign their office, but interreges would
at the expiration of the year have stepped into their

place. This, however, does not seem conclusive,

since the decemvirs were at the time in possession

of the whole power of the state, and would have
prevented any attempt of the kind. At length the

unjust decision of Appius Claudius in the case of
Virginia, which led her father to kill her with his

own hands to save her from prostitution, occasion-

ed an insurrection of the people. The decemvirs
were in consequence obliged to resign their office,

B.C. 447, after which the usual magistracies were
re-established.'

The ten tables of the former, and the two tables

of the latter decemvirs, together form the laws of
the Twelve Tables, of which an account is given in

a separate article. {Vid. Twelve Tables.)
II. Decemviri Litibus Judicandis. {Vid Frje-

TOR.)

III. Decemviri Sacris Faciundis, sometimes
called simply Decemviri Sacrorum, were the mem-
bers of an ecclesiastical collegium, and were elected
for life. Their chief duty was to take care of the
Sibylline books, and to inspect them on all impor-
tant occasions by command of the senate.* Virgil*

alludes to them in his address to the Sibyl; "Lectos
gacrabo viros."

Under the kings the care of the Sibylline books
was committed to two men {duumviri) of high rank,*
one of whom, called Atilius or TuUius, was punish-
ed by Tarquinius for being unfaithful to his trast,

by being sewed up in a sack and cast into the sea.'
On the expulsion of the kings, the care of these
books was intrusted to the noblest of the patricians,

who were exempted from all military and civil du-
ties. Their number was increased about the year
365 B.C. to ten, of whom five were chosen from

1. (Liv., iii., 33) — 2. (Liv., iii., 35.— Dionys., x., 53.)—3.

(Niebuhr, Hist. Rome, vol.ii., p. 309-356, transl.—Arnold, Hist,

of Rome, vol. i., p. 250-313.)—4. (Liv., vii.,27; xxi., 62; xxxi.,

12.)—5. (jEn., vi., 73.)—6. (Dionys., iv., 62.)—7. (Dionys., I.e.

-VaL Max., i., 1, () 13.)
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the patriciajs and five from the plebeians.' Stbse-
quently their number was still farther increased to

fifteen (quindecemviri), but at what time is uncer-
tain. As, however, there were decemviri in B.C.
82, when the Capitol was burned,* and we read of
decemviri in the time of Cicero,' it appears proba-
ble that their number was increased from ten to
fifteen by Sulla, especially as we know that he in-

creased the numbers of several of the other ecclesi-.

astical corporations. Julius Caesar added one more
to their number ;* but this precedent was not fol*

lowed, as the collegium always appears to have
consisted afterward of only fifteen.

It was also the duty of the decemviri and quin-
queviri to celebrate the games of Apollo* and the
secular games.* They w«Te, in fact, considered
priests of Apollo, whence each of them had in his
house a bronze tripod dedicated to that deity.''

DECIMA'TIO was the selection, by lot, of every
tenth man for punishment, when any number of
soldiers in the Roman army had been guilty of any
crime. The remainder usually had barley allowed
to them instead of wheat.* This punishment does
not appear to have been often inflicted in the early
times of the Republic, but is frequently mentioned
in the civil wars and under the Empire. It is said
to have been revived by Crassus, after being dis-

continued for a long time (ITarptov tl tovto 6ia -rro?.'

Auv xpo'^"'^ Kolaafia Tolg arpaTiuTaig iivayayuv*).

For instances of this punishment, see Liv., ii., 59.—Suet., ^M^., 24 ; Galba, 12.—Tacit., Hist., i., 37.—
Dio, xli., 35; xlix., 27,38.
Sometimes only the twentieth man was punished

(vicesimaiio), or the hundredth {centesimatio^")-

DECRE'TUM seems to mean that which is de-
termined in a particular case after examination oi
consideration. It is sometimes applied to a deter-

mination of the consuls, and sometimes to a deter-

mination of the senate. A decretum of the senate
would seem to differ from a senatus consultum in

the way above indicated : it was limited to the spe-
cial occasion and circumstances, and this would be
true whether the decretum was of a judicial or a
legislative character. But this distinction in the
use of the two words, as applied to an act of the
senate, was, perhaps, not always observed. Cice-
ro" opposes edictum to decretum, between which
there is in this passage apparently the same analo-

gy as between a consultum and decretum of the
senate. A decretum, as one of the parts or kinds
of constitutio, was a judicial decision in a case be-

fore the sovereign. {Vid. Constitutio.) Gaius,*

when he is speaking of interdicta, says that they
are properly called decreta, " cum (praetor aut pro-

consul) fieri aliquid jubet," and interdicta when he
forbids. A judex is said " condemnare," not " de-

cemere," a word which in judicial proceedings is

appropriate to a inagistratus who has jurisdictio.

DE'CUM^ (sc. partes) formed a portion of the
vectigalia of the Romans, and were paid by subjects

whose territory, either by conquest or deditio, had
become the property of the state {ager puhlicus).

They consisted, as the name denotes, of a tithe or

tenth of the produce of the soil, levied upon the
cultivators (aratores) or occupiers (posscssores) of
the lands, which, from being subject to this pay-
ment, were called agri decuman i. The tax of a
tenth was, however, generally paid by corn lands

plantations and vineyards, as requiring no seed and
less labour, paid a fifth of the produce."
We also find the expression "decumates agri"

I. (Liv., vi., 37-12.)—2. (Dionys., 1. c.)—3. (ad Fam., viii., 4.)

—4. (Dion Cass., xliii., 51.)—5. (Liv., x., 8.)—6. (Tac, Amp.,
xi., li.—Hor., Carm. Saic., 70.)—7. (Servius ad Vjig., .^n., iii.,

332.)—8. (Polyb., vi., 38.—Cic., Pro Cluent., 46.)— 9. (Plut
,

Crass., 10.)—10. (Capitol., Macrin., 12.)— 11. (ad Fam., xiiL
56.)—12. (iv., 140.).~13. (Appian, Bell. Civ., i., 7.)
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applied to districts in Germany which were occu-

pied by Roman soldiers or auxiliaries, after the ex-

pulsion of the old proprietors, subject to the pay-

ment of a tenth part of the produce. It is probable

that there were many such ; and if so, it is useless

to inquire where the lands so called were situated.*

Tacitus merely says of them that they lay beyond

the Rhine and the Danube. The name of decuma-
ni was also applied to the farmers of these tributes,

who purchased them from the state, and then col-

iecled them on their own account. ( Vid. Publicani. )

The system of exacting a tenth of the produce

from the occupiers of land which had become the

property of the state, seems to have been of great

antiquity : thus a tradition is preserved of the Ro-
mans themselves having at one time paid a tenth

to the Etruscans, a story which Niebuhr' refers to

the surrender {dedifio) of the city to Porsenna.'

The practice is best illustnitcd by the case of Sicily.

It appears from Cicero* that the Romans, on redu-

cing this island to a province, allowed to the old in-

habitants the continuance of their ancient rights {ut

eodem jure esscnt, quo fuissent), and that, with some
few exceptions, the territory of all the states (omnis

ager Siciiia civitatum) was subjected, as formerly,

to the payment of a tithe on corn, wine, oil, and the
" fruges minutas ," it was farther determined that

the place and time of paying these tithes to the de-

cumani should " be and continue" as settled by the

law of King Hiero {lex Hieronica), which enacted
severe penalties against any arator who did not pay
his due, as well as against the decumani who ex-

acted more than their tenth. It is interesting to re-

mark, that the coloni, who afterward occupied the

lands of the Romish Church in Sicily, and were
farmed out along with the smaller plots of land to

the " conductores" or lessees of the Church, paid

for rent a fixed portion of the produce, which was
sometimes dehvered in kind, sometimes bought off

with money. A letter of Gregory ^11. shows that

these coloni suffered the same sort of grievances

as the aratores under the prastor Verres.* Exac-
tions of this kind were not, however, peculiar to the

foreign provinces of Rome : they were also levied

on public lands in Italy ; as, for instance, on the
" ager Campanus," which we read of as being vec-

tigalis, before it was apportioned to a number of
Roman citizens by a lex agraria of Julius Ca;sar.»

{Vid. AoRARiiE Leges.)

A similar system existed in Greece also ; the

tenths being paid as a usufruct on property which
was not freehold, though the right of occupation

might be acquired by inheritance or purchase : thus

a tyrannus demanded tithes from his subjects in his

right as proprietor of the lands they occupied ; Pei-

sistratus, for instance, imposed a tax of a tenth on
the lands of the Athenians, which the Peisistratidae

lowered to a twentieth.' We use the word " usu-

fruct," in the previous sentence, in its common ac-

ceptation ; but the " usus fructus" of Roman law
seems to be the same as "usus et fructus " The
profit which the state derived from the land was
termed " fructus," and the occupation for which it

was paid, "usus."* The same principle was also

applied to religious purposes : thus Xenophon sub-

ected the occupiers {rovg lx'^'^'''°'i i^^i- KapTrovfievov^)

of the land he purchased near Scillus to a payment
of tithes in support of a temple of Artemis, the god-

dess to whom the purchase-money was dedicated
;

the Delian Apollo also received tenths from the

Cyclades.' That many such charges originated in

1. (Tacit., Ger., 29.—Ann., xiii., 54, ed. Walther.)—2. (Hist.

Rom., i., 546, transl.)—3. (Tacit., Hist., iii., 72.)—4. (c. Verr.,
act. ii., lib. iii.)-5. (Savigny, Philol. Mus., ii., 129.)—6. (Suet.,
Caes., 20.)—7. (Thucyd., vi.. 54.)—8. (Nieb., Rom. Hist.)—9.

(Xen., Auab., v , 3, HI - Callim., Uymn. Del.. 272, ed. Span-
keiffl.)

conquest, or something similar, may be inierr^id

from the statement of Herodotus,' that at the time
of the Persian war the confederate Greeks made a
vow, by which all the states who had surrendered
themselves to the enemy were subjected to the
payment of tithes for the use of the god at Delphi.

The tenth {to iiTLdiKaTov) of confiscated property

was also sometimes applied to similar objects." The
tithes of the public lands belonging to Athens were
farmed out, as at Rome, to contractors, called <5e*ca

TuvaL : the term deKarijXoyoc was applied to the col-

lectors ; but the callings were, as we might suppose,

often united in the same person. The title deKorev-

Tai is applied to both. A deKarri, or tenth of a dif-

ferent kind, was the arbitrary exaction imposed by
the Athenians (B.C. 410) on the cargoes of all ships

sailing into or out of the Pontus. They lost it by
the battle of .^gospotami (B.C. 4©5), but it was
re-established by Thrasybulus about B.C. 391.

This tithe was also let out to farm.' The tithe-

house for the receipt of this duty was called dena-

TEVTTipLov : to Sail by necessity to it, Tzapayuyidiieiv.*

DECUMA'NI. ( Vid. Decum^. )

DECUMA'NI AGRI. {Vid. DEccMiE.)
DECUMA'TES AGRI. ( Vid. Decum^.)
DECU'RIA. {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 104.)

DECURIO'NES. {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 104.,

DECURIO'NES. {Vid. Colonia, p. 282.)

DECUSSIS. {Vid. As, p. 111.)

DEDFTIO. {Vid. Dediticu.)
DEDITrCII are one of the three classes of 1H»

ertini. The lex ^lia Sentia provided that, if a
slave was put in bonds by his master as a punish-

ment, or branded, or put to the torture for an of-

fence and convicted, or delivered up to fight with
wild beasts, or sent into a ludus {gladiatorius), ox

put in confinement {custodia), and then manumitted
either by his then owner or by another owner, he
merely acquired the status of a peregrinus deditici-

us, and had not even the privileges of a Latinus.

The peregrin! dediticii were those who, in former
times, had taken up armB against the Roman peo-

ple, and, being conquered, had surrendered them-
selves. They were, in fact, a people who were ab-

solutely subdued, and yielded conditionally to the

conquerors, and, of course, had no other relation to

Rome than that of subjects. The form of deditio

occurs in Livy.*

The dediticii existed as a class of persons who
were neither slaves, nor cives, nor Latini, at least

as late as the time of Ulpian. Their civil condition,

as is stated above, was formed by analogy to the

condition of a conquered people, who did not indi-

vidually lose their freedom, but as a community lost

all political existence. In the case of the Vulsci,

Livy inclines to the opinion that the four thousand
who were sold were slaves, and not dediti.'

DEDUCTO'RES. {Vid. Ambitus, p. 46).

DEICELISTAI {SeiKTjTiiarai or dmeliaTai : La-
cedaemonian, 6eiKs?iLKrai, from (Jci/ceAof, imitating),

a name which was, indeed, sometimes applied by
the Spartans to any class of actors on the stage ;'

but it properly belonged to a class of buffoons or

improvisatore, who, in the language of the common
people, and in a very artless manner, imitated some
comic event. This kind of amusement, according

to Sosibius,* was very old at Sparta, and consisted

in imitating some foreign physician, or persons

(probably boys) who stole fruit in the autumn, or the

remains ofmeals, and were caught with their goods,*

The play itself is called by Pollux a mimic dance

;

1. (vii., 132.)—2. (Xen., Heil., i., 7, <i
11.)—3. (Demosth., c.

Leptin., 475, ed. Bekker.—Xen., HeUen., iv., 8, I) 27, 31.)—

4

(Bockh, vol. ii., p. 41, transl.)—5. (i., 37.)—6. (Gaius, i., 13i

&c.—Ulp., Frap., tit. I, s. 11.)—7. (Plut., Agesil., 21.—Lacon.

Apophth., p. 185.)—8. (ap. Athen., xiv., p. 621.)—9. (Pollusj

Oaom., iv., 14, 104, compared with Suidas, s. v. TuiaiSiof.)
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but, from the words of Sosibius, we must conclude

that the action represented was only alternating

with comic dances, or accompanied by them. Athe-

naeus' gives a list of names by which these mimic
actors, who were extremely popular among the an-

cients generally, were designated in various parts

of Greece. It is highly probable that the repre-

sentations of the deiKEliaTai were peculiar to some
religious festival, and it has been supposed that they

were connected with the celebration of the Diony-

sia at Sparta.*

DEIGMA (Selyfia), a particular place in the Pei-

raeus, as well as in the harbours of other states,

where merchants exposed samples of their goods
for sale.^ The samples themselves were called

6ei}'/iaTa.*

DEJEGTUM EFFUSUM. {Vid. Dejecti Effd-
6IVK Actio.)

DEJECTI EFFUSIVE ACTIO. This was an
action given by the praetor's edict against a person
who threw or poured out anything from a place or

upper chamber {cmnaculum) upon a road which is

frequented by passengers, or on a place where peo-

ple use to stand. The action was against the oc-

cupier, not the owner. If several persons inhabited
a ccenaculura, and any injury was done to another
by a thing being thrown or poured out of it, he had
a right of action against any of them, if the doer
was uncertain. The damages recoverable were to

double the amount of the damage, except in the case
of a liber, when they were fifty aurei if he was kill-

ed ; if he was only injured in his person, they were
" quantum ob eam rem aequum judici videbitur eum
cum quo agatur condemnari," which included the
expenses of a medical attendant, loss of time, &c.,
but not damage done to his apparel, &c. If injury

was caused by a thing being thrown from a ship,

there was an actio ; for the words of the edict are,
" Unde in eum locum quo volgo iter fiat vel in quo
consistatur, dejectum," &c.
As many of the houses in Rome were lofty, and

inhabited to the top by the poor,* and probably as
there were very imperfect means for carrying off

rubbish and other accumulations, it was necessary
to provide against accidents which might happen by
such things being thrown through the window. Ac-
cording to Labeo's opinion, the edict only applied to

the daytime, and not to the night, which, however,
was the more dangerous time for a passer-bv.«
DEILE (Jea??). (Fid. Dies.)
AEIA'IAS rPA$H ({5ei;iiaf ypafv), the name of a

suit instituted against soldiers who had been guilty
'jf cowardice.' The presidency of the court be-
longed to the strategi, and the court was composed
of soldiers who had served in the campaign.^ The
punishment, on conviction, appears to have been
uTi/iia. Compare A2TPATEIA2 rPA4>H.
DEIPNON {SeIttvov). The present article is de-

signed to give a sketch of Grecian meals, and cus-
toms connected with them. The materials for such
an account, during the classical period of Athens
and Sparta, are almost confined to incidental allu-
sions of Plato and the comic writers. Several an-
cient authors, termed (JetTrvoXoyot, are mentioned
by Athenffius

; but, unfortunately, their writings
only survive in the fragments quoted by him. His
great worh, the Deipnosophists, is an inexhaustible
treasury of this kind of knowledge, but ill arranged,

1. (1. c.)—2. {Vid. MQller, Dorians, iv., 6, t; 9.)—3. (Harpo-
ei-at., 8. V.—Pollux, Onom., ix., 34.—Aristoph., Equit., 974..—De-
mosth., c. Lacr., 932, 20.—Theophrast., Charact., 23.) 4. (Plu-
tarch, Deraosth., 23.—Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, i., p. 81 )
—5. (Cic, Asrr., ii., c. 35.—Hor., Epist., I., i., 91.—Juv Sat
X., 17.)—6 (Di^. 9, tit. 3.—Juv., Sat., iii., 268, &c.)—7. (iEsch!'
c. Ctes., 566.—Lysias, c. Alcib., 520, 525.)—8. (Lysias, c. Alcib!'
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and with little attempt to distinguiih the tustoau
of different periods.

The poems of Homer contain a real picture of

early manners, in every way worthy of the antiqua-
rian's attention. As they stand apart from all oth-
er writings, it will be convenient to exhibit in one
view the state of things which they describe. It ia

not to be expected that the Homeric meals at all

agree with the customs of a later period ; indeed, it

would be a mere waste of time to attempt adapting
the one to the other. Athenajus,* who has entered
fully into the subject, remarks on the singular sim-
plicity of the Homeric banquets, in which kings and
private men all partake of the same food. It was
common even for royal personages to prepare their
own meals ;" and Ulysses^ declares himself nomean
proficient in the culinary art

:

Tlvp t' ev vi]7jaai, Jta 6e ^vXa dava Kedcaai
AairpEvaai te koX OTZTfjaaL koI oivoxof/aai.

Three names of meals occur in the Iliad and Odys-
sey : apLcjTov, delTTvov, dopnov. This division of the
meals is ascribed, in a fragment of ^schylus quo
ted by Athenaeus,* to Palamedes, Kal ra^iupxac Kac

(TTparupxac i^ol iKarovTupxac erafa- gitov d' Eidivat

Siupiaa, upiGTa, dElirva, dopira &' alpeladai rpla.

The word uptarov uniformly means the early (a/i'

rjol^), as 66pnov does the late meal; but dslnvov, on
the other hand, is used for either,* apparently with-
out any reference to time. We should be careful,

however, how we argue from the unsettled habits
of a camp to the regular customs of ordinary life.

From numerous passages in the Iliad and Odys-
sey, it appears to have been usual to sit during meal-
times. In the palace of Telemachus, before eating,
a servant brings Minerva, who is habited as a stran-
ger, the x^P'>"-i>, or lustral water, " in a golden pitch-
er, pouring it over a silver vessel."' Beef, mutton,
and goat's flesh were the ordinary meats, usually
eaten roasted

;
yet from the lines*

'Qf 6e T-iSriQ ^el evdov, eireiyofj.EvoQ nvpl "KoXfM
KvlacTi) [iE7i66fiEVog djra?iOTpE<l>Eog aiuXoio,

we learn that boiled meats were held to be far from
unsavoury. Cheese, flour, and occasionally fruits,

also formed part of the Homeric meals. Bread,
brought on in baskets,* and salt («/lf, to which Ho-
mer gives the epithet iJetof), are mentioned : from
Od , xvii., 455, the latter appears, even at this early

period, to have been a sign of hospitality ; in Od.,
xi., 122, it is the mark of a strange people not to

know its use.

Each guest appears to have had his own table,

and he who was first in rank presided over the rest.

Menelaus, at the marriage feast of Hermione, begins
the banquet by taking in his hands the side of a
roasted ox, and placing it before his friends.*" At
the same entertainment music and dancing are in-

troduced :
" The divine minstiel hymned to the

sound of the lyre, and two tumblers {kv6l<jttit^pe)

began the festive strain, wheeling round in the
midst." It was not beneath the notions of those
early days to stimulate the heroes to battle,"

"Edp?? TE, Kpsaaiv te, ISe ttXeloic dEmUaaiv

:

and Ajax, on his return from the contest with Heo
tor, is presented by Agamemnon with the vuto duf-

VEKsa.

The names of several articles of the festive board
occur in the Iliad and Odyssey. Knives, spits, cups
of various shapes and sizes, bottles made of goat-

skin, casks, &c., are all mentioned. Many sorts of

wine were in use among the heroes ; some of Nes-
tor's is remarked on as being eleven years old. The

1. (i., p. 8.)—2. (II., ix., 206-218.—Compare Gen., x.wii., SI.)

—3. (Od., XV., 322.)—4. (i., p. 11.)—5. (Od., xvi., 2.)—6. (II..

ii., 381.—Od., xvii., 170.)—7. (Od., i., 136.)—8. (II., x.xi., 363 )

—9. (U , 71., 817.)-10. (Od., iv., 65.)— 11. (U., xH , 311.)
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Maronean wine, so called from Maron, a hero, was
especially celebrated, and would bear mingling with

twenty times its own quantity of water. It may be

observed that wine was seldom, if ever, drunk pure.

When Nestor and Machaon sit down together, " a

woman," like unto a goddess, sets before them a
polished table, with a brazen tray, eni 6e Kpojxvov

r'jTu otpov. Then she mingles a cup of Pramnian
wine in Nestor's own goblet, and cuts the cheese
of goat's milk with a steel knife, scattering white
flour over it. The guests drank to one another :

thus the gods' detdfj^ar* u?,A^Xovg, and Ulysses

pledged Achilles, saying, ;t:"'P')
'A;j;t/leii.* Wine

was drawn from a larger vessel {vid. Crater) into

the cups from which it was drunk, and before drink-

ing, hbations were made to the gods by pouring some
of the contents on the ground.'

The interesting scene between Ulysses and the

swineherd* gives a parallel view of early manners
in a lower grade of life. After a welcome has been
given to the stranger, " The swineherd cleaves the

wood, and they place the swine of five years old on
the hearth. In the goodness of his heart, Eumaeus
Ibrgets not the immortal gods, and dedicates the
tirstling lock with a prayer for Ulysses's return.

He next smites the animal with a piece of cleft

oak, and the attendants singe off the hair. He then
cuts the raw meat all round from the limbs, and
laying it in the rich fat, and sprinkling flour upon
it, throws it on the fire as an offering {uirapxv) to

the gods ; the rest the attendants cut up and pierce

with spits, and, having cooked it with cunning skill,

draw off all, and lay the mess on the tables. Then
the swineherd stands up to divide the portions, sev-

en portions in all, five for himself and the guests.

End one apiece to Mercury and the nymphs."
There is nothing more worthy of remark in the

Homeric manners than the hospitality shown to

strangers. Before it is known who they are, or

whence they come, it is the custom of the times to

give them a welcome reception.* When Nestor
and his sons saw the strangers, " They all came in

a crowd, and saluted them with the hand, and made
them sit down at the feast on the soft fleeces by the

seashore."

The Greeks of a later age usueilly partook of three

meals, called uKpuriafia, upiarov, and detirvov. The
last, which corresponds to the dopnov of the Ho-
meric poems, was the evening meal or dinner

;

the upiarov was the luncheon ; and the uKpuTiafia,

which answers to the upiarov of Homer, was the

early meal or breakfast.

The uKpuriafia was taken immediately after rising

in the morning (ef evvTj^, iudev^). It usually con-

sisted of bread dipped in unmixed wine {uKparog),

whence it derived its name.'
Next followed the upiarov or luncheon ; but the

time at which it was taken is uncertain. It is fre-

quently mentioned in Xenophon's Anabasis, and ap-

pears to have been taken at different times, as
would naturally be the case with soldiers in active

service. Suidao* says that it was taken about the
third hour, that is, about nine o'clock in the morn-
ing ; but this account does not agree with the

statements of other ancient writers. We may con-

clude from many circumstances that this meal was
taken about the middle of the day, and that it an-

swered to the Roman prandium, as Plutarch' as-

serts. Besides which, the time of the nlfidovaa uy-

opd, at which provisions seem to have been bought
for the tpiavov, was from nine o'clock till noon.

This agrees with the account ofAristophanes,*' who

1 (II., iv., 4.)—2. (II., ii., 225.)—3. (II., vii., 480.) —4. (Od.,
liv., 420.)—5. (Od., i., 125, &c.)—6. (Aristoph., Aves, 1286.)—
7. (Plut., SjTnp., viii., 6, I) 4.—Schol. ad Theocr., i., 51.—Athe-
iiKus, i., p. 11.)—8. (s. V. Aclirvov.)—9 (Symp. viii.. 6. 4 5 *—
10. (Vesp., 605-612.)

introduces Philocleon describing the pleasure ol re.

turning home after attending the courts, and parta-

king of a good upiarov. The courts ofjustice could

scarcely have finished their sittings by nine o'clock.

Timajus also defines delXri irputa, which we know
to have been the early part of the afternoon (vid.

Dies), as the time before the upiarov. The apiaroi
was usually a simple meal, but, of course, vane*,

according to the habits of individuals. Thus Is-

chomachus, who describes his mode of life to Soc-
rates, who greatly approves of it, says, 'Apiar<f> 6aa
(iTjre /cevof firjre uyav n'KTipT]^ 6iTi[iepEV'"-" ^

The principal meal, however, was the itlizvov,

which ought, therefore, according to our notions, tc

be translated, like the Latin cana, by our word
" dinner." It was usually taken rather late in the
day, frequently not before sunset." Aristophanes*
says,

2ot 61 [le'kriaei,

brav y deKuirovv to aroixsiov ?inrapdv x<^peiv kid

6einvov.

But, in order to ascertain the time meant by de
KUTzovv TO aroixelov, the reader is referred to the ar
tide HoROLooiuM.
The Athenians were a social people, and were

very fond of dining in company. Entertainments
were usually given, both in the heroic ages and la-

ter times, when sacrifices were offered to the gods,
either on public or private occasions ; and also on
the anniversary of the birthdays of members of the

family, or of illustrious persons, whether living or

dead. Plutarch* speaks of an entertainment being
given on the anniversary of the birthdays both ol

Socrates and Plato.

When young men wished to dine together, they
frequently contributed each a certain sum of money,
called avudolrj, or brought their own provisions with
them. When the first plan was adopted, they were
said unb ov^Soluv deiKvelv, and one individual waa
usually intrusted with the money to procure the

provisions, and make all the necessary preparations.

Thus we read in Terence,'

" Heri aliquot adolescenluli coimus in Pirao,

In hvnc diem ut de symholis essemus. Chee^eatn ei

rei

Prccfecimus : dati annuli : locus, tempiis constitu^

turn est."

This kind of entertainment, in which each guest
contributed to the expense, is mentioned in Homer*
under the name of tpavog.

An entertainment in which each person brought
his own provisions with him, or, at least, contributed

something to the general stock, was called a 6 Irrvov

uiTo anvpcdog, because the provisions were brought
in baskets.' This kind of entertainment is also

spoken of by Xenophon."
The most usual kind of entertainments, however,

were those in which a person invited his friends to

his own house. It was expected that they should
come dressed with more than ordinary care, and
also have bathed shortly before ; hence, when Soc-
rates was going to an entertainment at Agathpn's,
we are told that he both washed and put on his

shoes—things which he seldom did.' As soon as
the guests arrived at the house of their host, their

shoes or sandals were taken off by the slaves, and
their feet washed {viroMeiv and anoviCeiv). In an
cient works of art we frequently see a slave o

other person represented in the act of taking off tho

shoes of the guests, of which an example is given,

from a terra-cotta in the British Museum, in p. 276.

1. (Xea.. (Enon., xi., 18.)—2. (Lysias, c. Eratosth., p. 26.)—
3. (^Ecc, 652.1—t. (Symp., viii., 1, t, 1.)—5. (Eun.. IIl.,iv., 1.)

—6 'Od. .. 226.-7. (Athen., viii., p. 365.)—8. (Mem., iii., li
..J—«* .'Plato. STTup., c. 2, p. 174.)
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Alter their feet had been washed, the guests re-

clined on the K^ivai or couches (Kot £ /itv i(j)7] unov-

ll^eiv Tov nalSa, Iva /cara/ceotro).'

It has been already remarked that Homer never

describes persons as reclining, but always as sitting

at their meals ; but at what time the change was
introduced is uncertain. Miiller^ concludes from a

fragment of Alcman, quoted by Athcnaeus,^ that the

Spartans were accustomed to recline at their meals

iS early as the time of Alcman. The Dorians of

C!rete always sat ; but the Athenians, like the Spar-

tans, were accustomed to recline. The Greek wom-
en and children, however, like the Roman {vid. Cce-

NA, p. 276), continued to sit at their meals, as we
find them represented in ancient works of art.

It was usual for only two persons to recline on

each couch. Thus Agathon says to Aristodemus,

2ii 6', 'ApiaToSyjixe, -reap' 'Epv^lfiaxov KaraKTiivov : and

to Socrates, Aevpo, ^uKpare^, nap' e/ne KaTuKsiao*

Also, at a banquet given by Attaginus of Thebes to

fifty Persians and fifty Greeks, we are told that one
Persian and one Greek reclined on each couch. In

ancient works of art we usually see the guests rep-

resented in this way ; but sometimes there is a

larger number on one long kXIvti, as in the woodcut
in page 326. The manner in which they reclined,

the axvfi-O' 1"^? naTaKliaeug, as Plutarch* calls it, will

be understood by referring to the woodcut already

mentioned, where the guests are represented recli-

ning with their left arms on striped pillows {vnayK-

uvia), and having their right free ; whence Lucian'
speaks of tn' dyKuvog demvnv.

After the guests had placed themselves on the

KTilvac, the slaves brought in water to wash their

hands (vdwp Kara x^'-P^i bdodrj). The subsequent
proceedings of the dinner are briefly described in

two lines of Aristophanes,'

"ICdup Kara x^ipog rug rpaniCag siG<l)ep£iv
•

AemvovfiEV unovevi^ined' ij6i] anivdoficv.

The dinner was then served up ; whence we read,

in Aristophanes and elsewhere, of rug Toani^ag eia-

^speiv, by which expression we are to understand,

not merely the dishes, but the tables themselves.*

It appears that a table, with provisions upon it, was
placed before each /c/LiV;? : and thus we find, in all

ancient works of art which represent banquets or

symposia, a small table or tripod placed before the

K?i,iv7], and when there are more than two persons
on the kT^cvt}, several of such tables. (See woodcuts
in p. 276, 326). These tables are evidently small
enough to be moved with ease.

In eating, the Greeks had no knives or forks, but

,
made use of their fingers only, except in eating

soups or other liquids, which they partook of by
means of a spoon, called fivaTLlr), fivarpov, or jiva-

rpog. Sometimes they used, instead of a spoon,
a hollowed piece of bread, also called nvariXri.^

After eating, they wiped their fingers on pieces of
bread, called unoixaydakiai}" They did not use any
cloths ^gr^napkins ; the x^tpof^f^i^rpa and kKfiayela,
""^' " gp3j.(.gSometimes mentioned,** were towels,

s of Plaf^^y ^^^^ when they washed their

^7 Ather "^ that the arrangement of the dinner
waa

gur
•^'^^ ^^ certain slaves." The one who

hadVj ^jhief management of it was called rpane-

It would exceed the limits of this work to give

wh
whil

ban

1. (Pl.ito, Symp., c. 3, p. 175.)—2. (Dorians, iv., 3, ^ 1.)—3.
iill, p. 111.)—4. (Plato, Symp., c. 3, 4, p. 175.)—5. (Symp., v.,

6)—8. (Lexiph.. c. 6.)— 7. (Vesp., 1216.)— 8. (Philoien. ap.
Atfafln., iv., p. 146,/.)—9. (Pollux, Onom., vi., 87; x., 89.—
Aristoph., Equit., 1164.—Suidas, s. v. ^utrrAi;.)—10. (Pollux,
Ono:n., vi., 93.)—11. (Pollux, 1. c.)— 12. (Plato, Symp., c. 3, p.
175.)— 13 (Athen., iv., p. 170, e.—Pollux, Onom., iii., 41 ; vi.,

13)
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an account of the different dishes which were iiv

troJuced at a Greek dinner, though their number ia

far below those which were usually partaken of at,

a Roman entertainment. The most common food
among the Greeks was the /zafa (Dor. fiudda), a
kind of frumenty or soft cake, which was prepared
in difierent ways, as appears by the various names
which were given to it.* The fid^a is frequently
mentioned by Aristophanes. The ipvar^ fidCa, of
which Philocleon partakes on returning home from
the courts," is said by the scholiast to have been
made of barley and wine. Tbe i/nCa continued to

the latest times to ne ine common food of the lower
classes. Wheaten or barley bread was the second
most usual species of food ; it was sometimes made
at home, but more usually bought at the market of
the upTonuTiai or dpronuAideg. The vegetables or-

dinarily eaten were mallows (fiahlxri), lettuces {&pi-

6a^), cabbages (patpavoi), beans {Kva/ioi), lentils (^o«
/cat), &c. Pork was the most favourite anijjnal

food, as was the case among the Romans {vid. Ccb
NA, p. 275) ; Plutarch* calls it to SiKaio-arov Kpiag.

Sausages, also, were very commonly eaten (vid.

BoTULus). It is a curious fact, which Plato* has
remarked, that we never read in Homer of the he-
roes partaking of fish. In later times, however,
fish was one of the most favourite articles of food
among the Greeks, insomuch so that the name of
orpov was applied to it /car' k^oxrjv.^ A minute ac-
count of the fishes which the Greeks were accus-
tomed to eat is given at the end of the seventh book
of Athenasus, arranged in alphabetical order.

The ordinary meal for the family was cooked by
the mistress of the house, or by the female slaves
under her direction ; but for special occasions pro-

fessional cooks (fiujEipoL) were hired, of whom there
appear to have been a great number." They are
frequently mentioned in the fragments of the comio
poets ; and those who were acquainted with all the
refinements of their art were in great demand in

other parts of Greece besides their own country.
The Sicihan cooks, however, had the greatest repu-
tation,' and a Sicilian book on cookery by one Mi-
thaecus is mentioned in the Gorgias of Plato ;* but
the most celebrated work c\i the subject was the
FaarpoTioyia of Archestratas.*

A dinner given by an opulent Athenian usually

consisted of two courses, called respectively ivpihTai

rpdne^ai and devrepac rpdneCat. Pollux,*" indeed,

speaks of three courses, which was the number at

a Pvoman dinner (vid. Ccena, p. 275 ; and in the
same way we find other writers under the Roman
Empire speaking of three courses at Greek dinners

;

but before the Roman conquest of Greece, and the

introduction of Roman customs, we only read of
two courses. The first course embraced the whole
of what we consider the dinner, namely, fish, poul-

try, meat, &c. ; the second, which corresponds to

our dessert and the Roman bellaria, consisted of
different kinds of fruit, sweetmeats, confections, &c.
When the first course was finished, the tables

were taken away (alpecv, dnaipEiv, enaipeiv, d^at-

pelv, tK<l>epeiv, fiaard^eiv rug rpane^ag), and water
was given to the guests for the purpose of washing
their hands. Crowns made of garlands of flowers

were also then given to them, as well as various

kinds of perfumes.** Wine was not drunk till the

first course was finished ; but, as soon as the guests

had washed their hands, unmixed wine was intro-

duced in a large goblet, called [leTavmrpov or fiera-

vucTplg, of which each drank a little, after pouring

1. (Pollux, Onom., vi., 76.)—3. (Aristoph., Vesp., 610.)—2.

(Symp., iv., 5, ^ 1.)— 4. (De Rep., iii., c. 13, p. 404.)—

4

(Athen , vii., p. 276, e.)—6. (Dio<j. Laert., ii., 72.)—7. (PiaUi^

De Rep., iii., 13, p. 404.)—8. (c 156, p. 518.—Compare .V<txiia

Tyr., Diss., iv., 5.)—9. (Athen., iii., p. 104, 6.)—10 (vi., 9f W
11. (Philyll .ap. Athen., ix., p. 408, e.)
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eut a small quantity as a libation. This libation

was said to be made to the " good spirit" {uya6ov

Salfiovoq), and was usually accompanied with the

Ringing of the paean and the playing of flutes. After

this libation, mixed wine was brought in, and with

their first cup the guests drank to Atof ^ur^pog}

With the anovdai, the delnvov closed ; and at the

introduction of the dessert (devrepat Tpairs^ai) the

irorof , avfiTToaiov, or KUfiog commenced, of which an

account is given in the article Symposidm."

DELATOR, an informer. The delatores, under

the emperors, were a class of men who gained their

livehliood by informing against their fellow-citizens.^

They constantly brought forward false charges to

gratify the avarice or jealousy of the different em-
perors, and were, consequently, paid according to

the importance of the information which they gave.

In some cases, however, the law specified the sums
which were to be given to informers. Thus, when
a murder had been committed in a family, and any
of the slaves belonging to it had run away before

the quajstio, whoever apprehended such slaves re-

ceived, for each slave whom he apprehended, a

reward of five aurei from the property of the de-

ceased, or else from the state, if the sum could not

be raised from the property of the deceased.* In

the senatus consultum quoted by Frontinus,* the

informer received half of the penalty in which the

person was fined who transgressed the decree of
the senate. There seems also to have been a fixed

sum given to informers by the lex Papia, since we
are tdd that Nero reduced it to a fourth.*

The number of informers, however, increased so

rapidly under the early emperors, and occasioned so

much mischief in society, that many of them were
banished, and punished in other ways, by Titus,

Domitian, and Trajan.^

DELECTUS. (Fi«i. Aemy, Roman.)
DE'LIA {drjlia) is the name of festivals and

games celebrated at the great panegyris in the isl-

and of Delos, the centre of an amphictyony, to

which the Cyclades and the neighbouring lonians

on the coasts belonged." This amphictyony seems
originally to have been instituted simply for the

purpose of religious worship in the common sanc-

tuary of Apollo, the i?eof TzarpCioq of the lonians,

who was said to have been born at Delos. The
Delia, as appears from the Hymn on Apollo,' had
existed from very early times, and were celebrated

every fifth year,** and, as Bockh supposes, with
great probability, on the sixth and seventh days of

Ihargelion, the birthdays of Apollo and Artemis.

The members of the amphictyony assembled on
these occasions {kdeupow) in Delos, in long gar-

ments, with their wives and children, to worship
the god with gymnastic and musical contests, cho-

ruses, and dances. That the Athenians took part

in these solemnities at a very early period, is evi-

dent from the Deliastae (afterward called -deupoi)

mentioned in the laws of Solon ;" the sacred vessel

(iJewptf), moreover, which they sent to Delos every
year, was said to be the same which Theseus had
sent after his return from Crete." The Delians,

during the celebration of these solemnities, per-

formed the office of cooks for those who visited

their island, whence they were called 'EAfodtJrai.*'

In the course of time, the celebration of this an-

1. (Xen., Symp., ii., 1.—Plato, Symp., c. 4, p. 176.—Diod.
Sic, iv., 3.— Suiclas, s. v. 'AyaOou Aa//iovoj.)— 2. (Becker,
Charikles, vol. i., p. 411-450.)—3. (Suet., Tib., c. 61.—Dom.,
12.—Tacit., Ann., iv., 30 ; vi , 47.)-4. (Dig. 29, tit. 5, s. 25.)—
6. (De Aquaeduct.)—6. (Suet., Nero, 10.)—7. (Suet., Tit., 8.—
Dont., 9.—Mart., i., 4.—PUn., Panxg., 34.—Brissonius, Ant.
Select., iii., 17.)—8. (Horn., Hymn, in Apoll., 147, &c.)—9.

(Compare Tkucyd., iii., 104.—Pollux, Onom., ix., 61.)—10.
(Pollux, Onom., viii., 104.) — 11. (Athen., vi., p. 234.)— 12.

(VH. cjrnmeatators on Plato, Crito, p. 43, c)—13. (Athen., iv.,

p 173.)
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cient panegyris in Delos had cease d, and it was n« J

revived until 01. 88, 3, when the Athenians, aftei
having purified the island in the winter of that year,
restored the ancient solemnities, and added hors»>'
races, which had never before taken place at the
DeUa.* After this restoration, Athens being at the
head of the Ionian confederacy, took the most
prominent part in the celebration of the Delia ; and
though the islanders, in common with Athens, pro-
vided the choruses and victims, the leader {upxtdi-
upog), who conducted the whole solemnity, was an
Athenian,* and the Athenians had the superintend
ence ofthe common sanctuary. ( Vid. Amphictyons. )

From these solemnities, belonging to the great
Delian panegyris, we must distinguish the lesser

Delia, which were mentioned above, and which
were celebrated every year, probably on the 6th of
Thargelion. Tiie Athenians, on this occasion, sent
the sacred vessel (Oeupit;), which the priest of Apol-
lo adorned with bay branches, to Delos. The em-
bassy was called &eupia, and those who sailed to the
island, -deupoi ; and before they set sail, a solemn
sacrifice was offered in the Delion at Mardthon, in

order to obtain a happy voyage.* During the ab-
sence of the vessel, which on one occasion lasted
30 days,* the city of Athens was purified, and no
criminal was allowed to be executed. The lesser
Delia were said to have been instituted by Theseus,
though in some legends they are mentioned at a
much earlier period, and Plutarch* relates that the
ancient vessel used by the founder himself, though
often repaired, was preserved and used by the Athe-
nians down to the time of Demetrius Phalereus.*
DELICTUM. {Vid. Crimen.)
DELPHI'NIA \6el(^ivLa), a festival of the same

expiatory character as the Apollonia, which was
celebrated in various towns of Greece, in honour of
Apollo, surnamed Delphinius, who was considerei?
by the lonians as their -debq narpuoc. The name of
the god, as well as that of his festival, must be de-
rived from the belief of the ancients, that in the be-
ginning of the month of Munychion (probably iden-
tical with the ^ginetan Delphinius) Apollo came
through the defile of Parnassus to Delplii, and be-
gan the battle with Delphyne. As he thus assumed
the character of a wrathful god, it was thought ne-
cessary to appease him, and the Delphinia, accord-
ingly, were celebrated at Athens, as well as at other
places where his worship had been adopted, on the
6th of Munychion. At Athens seven boys and girls

carried olive-branches, bound with white wool
(called the 'iKeTrjpia), into the Delphinium.^
The Delphinia of yEgina are mentioned by the

scholiast on Pindar,* and, from his remark on an-
other passage, it is' clear that they were celebrated
with contests." Concerning the celebration of the
Delphinia in other places, nothing is known ; but we
have reason to suppose that the rites observed at

Athens and in .iEgina were common to all festivals

of the same name."
DELPHIS or DELPHIN (deX^/f or dsTiipiv), an

instrument of naval warfare. It consisted of a
large mass of iron or lead suspended on a beam,
which projected from the mast of the ship like a
yard-arm. It was i^sed to sink or make a hole in

an enemy's vessel, by being dropped upon it when
alongside.'*

There seems no necessity for supposing that il

1. (Thncyd., 1. c.)—2. (Plut., Nic, 3.—Wolf, Introd. ad De
mosth. Lept., p. xc.)—3. (MUller, Dor., ii., 2, 14.)—4. (Plat.,

Phsedon, p. 58.—Xen., Mem., iv., 8, (, 2.)—5. (Thes.. 23.)—«.
(Bockh, Staatsh. der Ath., ii., p. 216, &c.—Thirlwall, Hist, ol

Greece, iii., p. 217.)—7. (Plut., Thes., 18.)—8. (Pyth., viii.,

88.)—9. (Olymp., vii., 151.)— 10. (Compare Diog. Laert., Vit.

Thai., c. 7.—Miiller, Dor., ii., 8, « 4.)— 11. (Vtd. Miiller, JEgi-

net., p. 152.)—12. (Aristonh., Equit., 759 -Thucyd., vii. 41 —
Schol. ad Thucyd., 1. c.—Hesych., s. v >
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was made in the shape of a dolphin. Bais of iron

osed for ballast are at the present day called "pigs,"

though they bear no resemblance to that animal.

I'robably the ^eXtplvec were hoisted aloft only when
going into action. We may also conjecture that

they were fitted, not so much to the swift (Taxeiai)

triremes, as to the military transports {aTpanuTidsg,

on'kLTdyuyoi), for the saihng of the former would be

much impeded by so large a weight of metal. At
any rate, those that Thucydides speaks of were not

00 the triremes, but on the oA/carfef.

*DELPH1S, DELPHIiN, or DELPHPNUS, the

Dolphin, or Dclphinus Delphis, L.* " This animal,"

says Cuvier, speaking of the D. Delphis, " found in

numerous troops in every sea, and celebrated for the

velocity of its movements, which sometimes cause
it to precipitate itself on the helms of vessels, ap-

pears to have been really the Dolphin of the an-

cients. The entire organization of the brain indi-

cates that degree of docility which they universally

attributed to this animal."* The internal organiza-

tion of the ear also renders this animal susceptible

of great attention : it produces a sensibility to mu-
sical sounds, and enables the Dolphin to distinguish,

at a considerable distance, the cries of joy or alarm
of its congeners. " Some authors," observes Grif-

fith,' " more especially the ancients, have not only
celebrated the mutual friendship subsisting among
the Dolphins themselves, but have also asserted that

they have a lively and natural affection towards the

human species, with which they are easily led to

familiarize ; and they have recounted many mar-
vellous stories on this subject. All that is known
on this point with certainty is, that when these ani-

mals perceive a ship at sea, they rush in a crowd
before it, surround it, and express their confidence

by rapid, varied, and repeated evolutions ; some-
times bounding, leaping, and manoeuvring in all

manner of ways, sometimes performing complicated

circumvolutions, and exhibiting a degree of grace,

tjgility, dexterity, and strength which is perfectly

astonishing. We must not, however, be deceived
by such external show of affection. These animals,

represepf/^(?. a^ "jusceptible of so much attachment
to mjn, are thoroughly carnivorous, and if they fol-

low the track of vessels, it is, perhaps, with no oth-

er view than the hope of preying on something that

may fall from them." The Grampus (a fish in na-

ture nearly allied to the Dolphin) would seem to be
the Orca of Pliny. " It is not noticed," observes Ad-
ams, " by the Greek authors, unless, as some have
supposed, it be the opv^ of Strabo."*

*DELPHINTUM {de^iviov), a plant. Sprengel
recognises the two species described by Dioscori-
des as being the Delphinium Ajacis, or common
liarkspur, and the D. tenuissimum of Sibthorp.
From the circumstance of the Delphinium not be-

ing noticed in the Materia Medica of Galen, Oriba-
sius, or Paul of ^gina, Matthiolus is disposed to re-

gard as spurious the two chapters of Dioscorides*
in w^hich mention is made of it. " Among the syn-
onymes of the deX(j>lpiov in Dioscorides, we find,"

remarks Adams, in continuation, " vukivOoc and
fiovKivog fiivop of the Romans. It has, therefore,

been supposed that the ^vaccinia nigra' of Virgil
were Larkspurs."*

DELUBRUM. (Vid. Templum.)
DEMA'RCHI. These oflicers were the head

boroughs or chief magistrates of the demi in Attica,

and are said to have been first appointed by Cleis-

thenes. Their duties were various and important.

Thus, they convened meetings of the demus, and

1. (Aristot., H. A., ii., 13, <frc.—^lian, N. A., i., 18, &c.—
Plin., ix., 8.—Juv., Sat., x., 14.)—2. (Griffith's Cuvier,vol.iv.,p.

435.)—3. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. 450.)—4. (Adams, Ap-
pend., ». v.)—5. (iii., 77, 78.)—6. (Adams, Append., 8. v.)
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look the votes upon all questions under con&ideiu*
tion ; they had the custody of the XTj^iapxiKov ypofi-

liareiov, or book in which the members of the de-
mus were enrolled ; and they made and kept a regis-

ter of the landed estates (;^fc)pia) in their districts,

whether belonging to individtals or the body coj-

porate ; so that, whenever an eiafopd, or extraor-

dinary property-tax was imposed, they must have
been of great service in assessing and collecting the
quota of each estate.' Moneys due to the demus
for rent, &c., were collected by them,» and it may
safely be allowed that they were employed to en-
force payment of various debts and dues claimed
by the state.' For this purpose they seem to

have had the power of distraining, to which al-

lusion is made by Aristophanes.* In the duties

which have been enumerated, they supplanted the
naucrari of the old constitution ; their functions,

however, were not confined to duties of this class,

for they also acted as police magistrates : thus, in

conjunction with the dicasts of the towns {St-Kaaral

Kara drjiiovg), they assisted in preserving peace and
order,* and were required to bury, or cause to be
buried, any dead bodies found in their district : for

neglect of this duty they were liable to a fine of
1000 drachmae.* Lastly, they seem to have furnish-

ed to the proper authorities a list of the members
of the township who were fit to serve in war (/ca-

TaTi-oyovg tnoLriaavTo'). ( Vid. Demus.)
DEMENS. {Vid. Guratok, p. 329.)

DEMENSUM was an allowance of corn, which
was given to Roman slaves monthly or daily.* Do-
natus' says that every slave received four modii of
corn a month ; but Seneca*" speaks of five modii aa
the allowance.*'

DEME'NTIA. {Vid. Curator, p. 329.)

DEME'TRIA {drifiriTpia), an annual festival

which the Athenians, in 307 B.C., instituted in hon-
our of Demetrius Pohorcetes, who, together with
his father Antigonus, were consecrated under the
title of saviour gods. It was celebrated every year
in the month of Munychion, the name of which, as
well as that of the day on which the festival was
held, was changed into Demetrion and Demetrias.
A priest ministered at their altars, and conducted
the solemn procession, and the sacrifices and games
with which the festival was celebrated." To hon~
our the new god still more, the Athenians at the

same time changed the name of the festival of
the Dionysia into that of Demetria, as the young
prince was fond of hearing himself compared to

Dionysus. The Demetria mentioned by Athenaeus'*

are probably the Dionysia. Respectmg the other

extravagant flatteries which the Athenians heaped
upon Demetrius and Antigonus, see Athen., vi., p.

252 ; Herm., Polit. Ant. of Greece, ^ 175, n. 6, 7,

and 8 ; and Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, vii., p. 331
DEMINU'TIO CAPITIS. {Vid. Caput.)

DEMIOP'RATA {dri/icoTTpaTa, sc. irpdyfiara or

KTiifiara) was property confiscated at Athens and
sold by public auction. The confiscation of prop-

erty was one of the most common sources of rev-

enue in many of the Grecian states ; and Aristoph-

anes'* mentions the SjjfiioTrpaTa as a separate branch

of the pubhc revenue at Athens. An account of

such property was presented to the people in the

first assembly of every prytaneia ;" and lists of it

were posted upon tablets of stone in different pla-

1. (Bftckh, vol. i., p. 212, transl.)— 2. (Deraosth., c. Eub.,
1318.)—3. (Bockh, 1. c.)—4. (Nubes, 37.— Tid. Mitchell, ad loc ,

—5. (Wachsmuth, ii., part 1, p. 32.)— 6. (Demosth., c. Macan,
1069, 22.)—7. (Demosth., c. Polyc, 1208.—Harpocral., s. v.—
Pollux, Onora., viii., 108.—Schomann, 377.)—8. (Plaut., Slich.,

I., ii., 3.— Trinumm., IV., ii., 102.—"diaria:" Mart., xi., 108

—Hor., Ep., I., xiv., 40.)—9. (ad Ter., Phorm., I., i., 9.)—la
(Ep., 80.)—11. (Becker, Gallus, i., p. 110.)—12. (Diotl. Sic,

XX., 46.—Plut., Demetr., 10, 46.)— 13. (xii., p. 536.)—14. (Vesn.,

559.—ScJol. mdloc.)—15. (Pollux, Ouom., viii., 95.)
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ces, as was the case at Eleusis, with the catalogue

of the articles which accrued to the temple of De-

meter and Persephone, from persons who had com-

mitted any offence against these deities.* Many-

monuments of this kind were collected by Greek an-

tiquarians, of which an account is given by Bockh.'

DE'MIUS (%tof). {Vid. Basanos, p. 140.)

DEMIU'RGI {<5Tifiiovf>yoi). These magistrates,

whose title is expressive of their doing the service

of the people, are by some grammarians stated to

have been pecuhar to Dorian states ; but, perhaps,

on no authority except the form da/xiovpyoL Miil-

ler' observes, on the contrary, that " they were not

uncommon in the Peloponnesus, but they do not

occur often in the Dorian states." They existed

among the Eleians and Mantineans, with whom
they seem to have been the chief executive magis-

tracy (ot STjfiiGvpyol Kol T) liovlri, K. T. A.*). We also

read of deir.iurgi in the Achaian league, who proba-

bly ranked next to the strategi,* and put questions

to the vote m the general assembly of the confed-

erates." Officers named epidemiurgi, or upper dem-
iurgi, were sent by the Corinthians to manage the

government of their colony at Potidaea.'

DEMONSTRA'TIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 19.)

DEMOPOIE'TUS idjifionolriTog) was the name
given to a foreigner who was admitted to the rights

of citizenship at Athens by a decree of the people,

on account of services rendered to the state. Such
citizens were, however, excluded from the phratriae,

and could not hold the offices of either archon or

priest,* but were registered in a phyle and deme.
{Vid. CiviTAS, Greek, p. 259.)

DEMOS'IOI {drjfidaLo:) were public slaves at Ath-

ens, who were purchased by the state. Some of
hem filled subordinate places in the assembly and
courts of justice, and were also employed as her-

alds, checking clerks, &c. They were usually call-

ed dri/ioaioi o'lKeTat, and, as we learn from Ulpian,'

were taught at the expense of the, state to qualify

them for the discharge of such dut-ea as have been
mentioned.*" As these public slaves did not belong
to any one individual, they appear to have pcssessfed

certain legal rights which private slaves hcd not."
Another class of public slaves forined the ciiy

guard ; it was their duty to preserve order in the
public assembly, and to remove any person whom
the TTpvTaveig might order." They are generally

called bowmen (To^oraL) ; or, from the native coun-
try of the majority, Scythians ; and also Speusin-
ians, from the name of the person who first estab-

lished the force." There were also among them
many Thracians and other barbarians. They ori-

ginally lived in tents in the market-place, and after-

ward upon the Areiopagus. Their officers had the
name of toxarchs {To^apxoi). Their number was
at first 300, purchased soon after the battle of Sala-
mis, but was afterward increased to 1200.**

DEMUS. The word drlfiog originally indicated a
district or tract of land, and is by some derived
from 6iu, as if it signified an " enclosure marked off

from the waste," just as our word town comes, ac-

cording to Home Tooke, from the Saxon verb " ty-

nan," to enclose ** It seems, however, more simple

1. (Pollux, Onom., », 97.)—2. (Publ. Econ. of Athens, vol. i.,

p. 265, &c.—Compare ii., p. 127 ; and Meier, " De Bonis Dam-
lutorum," p. 160, &c.)—3. (Dorians, ii., 145, transl.)—4. (Thu-
cyd., r., 47.)—5. (Wachsmuth, I) 79.)— 6. (Liv., xixii., 22;
xxxvit:., 30 )—7. (Thucyd., i., 56.)—8. (Demosth., c. Near., p.
1370.5—9. (ad Demosth., Olynth., ii., p. 15.)— 10. (Hemster. ad
Pollux, Onom., ix., 13.—Maussac. ad Harpocrat., s. v. Ar/ndaio;.
—Petit., Leg. Att., p. 342.)—11. (Meier, Att. Process, p. 401,
560.—.Sschin.jC.Timarch., p. 79,85.)—12. (Schneider ad Xen.,
Mem., iii., 6, t> 1.—Plato, Protag., c. 27, p. 319, and Heindorff's
note.— Aristoph., Acharn., 54, with the commentators.)— 13.
(Pollux, Onom., viii., 131, 132.—Photius, s. v. To^drai.)—14.
(JEich., ircpl TlapaTTpcaG., p. 335.— Andoc., De Pac, p. 93.—

^iJJckh, Pul)]. Econ. of Athenf, i., p. 277, &c.)— 15 (Arnold,
Thucyd., vol. L a-jp. iii.)

to connect it with the Doric id foi yc. In thii

meaning of a country district, in.iabited and undei
cultivation, (5;//uof is contrasted with itoTlic : thus we
have dvdpuv dy/xov te ttoIiv te ;• but the transition

from a locality to its occupiers is easy and natural,

and hence, in the earlier Greek poets, we find 6f/fjo(

applied to the outlying country population, who t:Jl

ed the lands of the chieftains or inhabita: ts of the
city ; so that dijfioc and iroXirat came to be opposed
to each other, the former denoting the subject peas-
antry (d^fiov ^uo6i(jnoTov') ; the latter, the nobles in

the chief towns.'
We now proceed to treat of the demi or country

parishes of Attica. The word 6f/fiog, in the sense
which we have here expressed by " parish," is by
some rendered " borough," by others, " township."
Of these terms, the former is certainly not appro-
priate ; and as a parish may include tovi^nships and
hamlets, we prefer this word to " township." In
the first place, we may remark that, whatever un-
certainty there may be about the nature and origin

of the four tribes in that country as they existed
before the age of Cleisthenes, there is scarcely any
about the alterations he introduced with respect to

them. His object was to effect a revolution, by
which the power of the aristocracy would be dimin-
ished ; for this purpose he broke up the four tribes

of the old constitution, and substituted in their place
ten local tribes (^vAci To^mKai), each named from
some Attic hero.* These were subdivided into ten
demi or country parishes, possessing each its prin-

cipal town ; and in some one of these demi were
enrolled all the Athenian citizens resident in Attica,

with the exception, perhaps, of those who were na-
tives of Athens itself* These subdivisions corre-

sponded in some degree to the vavKpapiai of the old
tribes, and were, according to Herodotus, one hun-
dred in number ; but, as the Attic demi amounted
in the time of Strabo* to 174, doubts have been
raised about this statement. Niebuhr has inferred

from it that the tribes of Cleisthenes did not origi-

nally include the whole population of Attica, and
" that some of the additional 74 must have been
cantons, which had previously been left in a state

of depcndance ; by far the chief part, however, were
houses (yevTj) of. the old aristocracy," which were
included in the four Ionian tribes, but, according to

Niebuhr, were not incorporated in the ten tribes of
the " rural commonalty" till after the time of Cleis-

thenes. (Fid. Tbisus.)
This inference, however, seems very questiona-

ble ; for the number of the demi might increase
from a variety of cauoes, such as the growth of the
population, the creation of new tribes, and tlie di-

vision of the larger into smaller parishes, to say
nothing of the improbability of the coexistence of
two different orders of tribes. "Another fact, more
difficult to account for, is the transposition by which
domes of the same tribe were found at opposite ex-
tremities of the country."^ The names of the dif-

ferent demes were taken, some from the chief towns
in them, as Marathon, Eleusis, and Acharnae ; some
from the names of houses or clans, such as the Daed-
alidae, Boutadae, &c. A complete list of them is

given in Wachsmuth.* The largest of all was the
demus of Acharnae, which in the time of the Pelo-
ponnesian war was so extensive as to supply ?

force of no less than three thousand heavy-jjme*
men. Thucydides' says of it, that it was the ;^wpioi

fieyiaTov ttjc 'Attlk^c tuv 6t/huv unTiovnivuv.

In explanation of their constitution and relatioi

to the state in general, we may observe, that the]

1. (Hes.jOp.et D.,527,.)—2. (lies., Theof?., 847.)- 3. (Wach»i
mutb.Hellen. Alterth., I., i.. p. ol6.)—4. (IIcrod.,v., 66,69.)—
5. (Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, ii, p. 74.)—6. (i.v., 396, c.)—7-

(Thirlwall, 1. c, and app r .vol. ii.)—8. (li., p. 1, app. i.)—fc
(ii.. 101

)
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fftkiusd independent corporations, and had each

their several magistrates, landed and other proper-

ty, with a common treasury. They had, hkewise,

their res'.pective convocations or " parish meetings,"

convened by the demarchi, in which was transact-

ed the pubhc busin(!ss of the demus, such as the

leasing of its estates, the elections of officers, the

revision of the registers or lists of SrifioraL, and the

admission of new members. Moreover, each de-

mus appears to have kept what was called a iziva^

kKKkftaicoTLKoq, or list of those drj/iorai who were

entitled to vote at the general assemblies of the

whole people. In a financial point of view, they

supplanted the old " naucraries" of the four tribes,

each demus being required to furnish to the state a

certain quota of money and contingent of troops

whenever necessary.* Independent of these bonds

of union, each demus seems to have had its pecu-

liar temples and religious worship (dT/fioTtKa lepu*),

the officiating priests in which were chosen by the

dri/iOTai ;' so that, both in a civil and religious point

cf view, the demi appear as minor communities,

whose magistrates, moreover, were obliged to sub-

mit to a doKifiaaia, in the same way as the public

officers of the whole state. But, besides the magis-

trates, such as demarchs and treasurers {rafiiai),

elected by each parish, we also read of judges, who
were called dUaaTaL Kara dr/fiovg : the number of

these officers, originally thirty, was afterward in-

creased to forty, and it appears that they made cir-

cuits through the different districts, to administer

justice in all cases where the matter in dispute was
not more than ten drachmae in value, more impor-

tant questions being reserved for the dtaiTtjTai*'

We will now treat of the SrmoTai, or members of

each demus, their privileges, and relations to the

body corporate, of which they formed a constituent

part. We are told by Aristotle* that, on the first

institution of the demi, Cleisthenes increased the

strength of the djjiioq or commonalty by making
many new citizens, among whom are said to have

been included not only strangers and resident for-

eigners, but also slaves. His words are, YloXkovq

i<j>v?.erev(je ^tvovg Kal ( 6ov?i,ovc ) fierocKovg. We
strongly suspect, however, that dovXovc is an inter-

polation. The admission of slaves would, we con-

ceive, have been very unpopular. Now admission

into a demus was necessary, before any individual

could enter upon his full rights and privileges as an
Attic citizen ; and though, in the first instance, ev-

ery one was enrolled in the register of the demus
in which his property and residence lay, this rela-

tion did not continue to hold with all the dj]fj,6Tai ;

for, since a son was registered in the demus of his

real or adoptive father, and the former might change
his residence, it would often happen that the mem-
bers of a demus did not all reside in it. Still this

would not cause any inconvenience, since the meet-
ings of each parish were not held within its limits,

but at Athens.* No one, however, could purchase
property situate within a parish to which he did not
himself belong, without paying to the demarchs a

fee for the privilege of doing so {kyKTriTLKov), which
would, of course, go to the treasury of the parish.''

Two of the most important functions of the gen-
eral assemblies of the demi were the admission of

new members and the revision of the names of
members already admitted. The register of enrol-

ment was called T^rj^iapxinov ypamiaTelov, because
any person whose name was inscribed in it could

enter upon an inheritance and enjoy a patrimony,

the expression for which in Attic Greek was Tf,g

X^^eug upxsiv : ?.ayxdveiv Kkjjpov^ bemg equivalent

to the Roman phrase adire hereditatem. These re-

gisters were kept by the demarchs, wh(», with the

approbation of the members of the demus assem-
bled in general meeting, inserted or erased names
according to circumstances. Thus, when a youth
was proposed for enrolment, it was competent for

any demote to object to his admission on the ground
of illegitimacy, or non-citizenship by the side of ei-

ther parent. The demotes decided on the validity .

of these objections under the sanction of an oath,

and the question was determined by a majority of

votes.' The same process was observed when a

citizen changed his parish in consequence of adop-

tion.' Sometimes, however, a demarch was bribed

to place, or assist in placing, on the register of a

demus, persons who had no claim to citizenship.*

To remedy this admission of spurious citizens (tto-

peyypatzToi), the dLaip^<pLacc was instituted. {Vid
DiAPSEPHISIS.)

Lastly, crowns and other honorary distinctions

could be awarded by the demi in the same way as

by the tribes. A decree of the demus of the Pei-

raeus is given in Bockh,* by which certain privileges

were granted to Callidamas of Chollidae : one of

these was the exemption from the payment of the

hyKTTjTLKov, if he should acquire property in that

parish. The words are, Teletv 6e aiirov to. avra

TiTiT) hv T(f) Sfjuu uirep uv Koi HeipaiEic, kuI fxrj e/cXe-

yeiv Trap' avrov top drjfiapxov to h/KTijTiKov. The
decree is taken from an inscription in Chandler.*

{Vid. Demarchi.)
DENA'RIUS, the principal silver coin among the

Romans, was so called because it was originally

equal to ten asses ; but on the reduction of the

weight of the as {vid. As), it was made equal to six-

teen asses, except in military pay, in which it was
still reckoned as equal to ten asses.* The denarius

was first coined five years before the first Punic
war, B.C. 269. {Vid. Argentum.) There were
originally 84 denarii to a pound,^ but subsequently

96. At what time this reduction was made in the

weight of the denarius is uncertain, as it is not

mentioned in history. Some have conjectured that

it was completed in Nero's time ; and Mr. Hussey*
justly remarks, that Suetonius' proves that 84 de
narii went still to the pound about the year B.C.

50 ; since, if we reckon 96 to the pound, the pro-

portion of the value of gold to silver is 7-8 to 1,

which is incredibly low; while the value on the

other supposition, 89 to 1, is more probable. (Com-
pare Argentum, sub Jin.)

1 (Wachsmuth, Ij 83.)-2. (Paus., i., 31.— Pollux, Onom.,
»iii„ 108.)~3. (Demosth., c. Eubul., 1313.)-4. (Iludtwalcker,

p. 37.)—5. (Polit., iii., 1.)—6. (Demosth., c. Eubul., 1302.)—

7

CBOckti, Publ. Econ. of Athens, vol ii., p. 3, transl.)

BRITISH MDSEtlM, WEIGHT 60 6 GR8

BRITISH MUSEUM. ACTUAL SIZE. WEIGHT 585 OR*

Mr. Hussey calculates the average weight of the

denarii coined at the end of the Commonwealth at

1. (Demosth., c. Eubul., 1318.)—2. (Isxu.9,De ApuILIIiered.

p. 66, 17.)— 3. (Demosth., c. Leoch., p. 1091.)- -4. (1 c.)—

5

(ii., 108.)—6. (Plin., H. N., ixxiii., 13.)—7. (Plin., II. N.
xxxiii., 46.—Celsus, v., 17, 1) 1.)—8. (Ancient Weiaht*. Ac, p
137.)—9 (Jul.. 64 >
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iO grains, and those under the Empire at 525
grains. II we deduct, as.the average, ^'^th of the

weight for alloy from the denarii of the Common-
wealth, there will remain 58 grains of pure silver

;

and since the shilling contains 807 grains of pure
58

silver, the value of the best denarii will be ^t^l

of a shilling, or 86245 pence ; which may be reck-
oned in round numbers 8Jd. If the same method
of reckoning be applied to the later denarius, its

value will be about 75 pence, or lid.'-

The Roman coins of silver went at one time as
low down as the fortieth part of the denarius, the
teruncius. They were, the qninarius, or half dena-

rius; the «cs<erim5, or quarter denarius (md. Sester-
tius) ; the libella, or tenth of the denarius (equal to

the as) ; the sembclla, or half libella ; and the terun-

cius, or quarter libella.

The quinarius was also called victoriatus,* from
the impression of a figure of Victory which it bore.

Pliny' says that victoriaii were first coined at Rome
in pursuance of the lex Clodia, and that previous to

that time they were imported as an article of trade
from Illyria. The Clodius who proposed this law
is supposed to have been the person who obtained
a triumph for his victories in Istria, whence he
brought home a large sum of money,* which would
fix the first coinage of the victoriati at Rome B.C.
177, that is, 92 years after the first silver coinage.

If the denarius weighed 60 grains, the teruncius

would only have weighed 1^^ grs., which would
have been so small a coin that some have doubted
whether it was ever coined in silver, for we know
that it was coined in copper. {Vid. As, p. 110.)

But Varro* names it among the silver coins with
the libella and sembella. It is, however, improba-
ble that the teruncius continued to be coined in

silver after the as had been reduced to -j^th of the

denarius ; for then the teruncius would have been
jf'jth of the denarius, whereas Varro, only describes

It as a subdivision of libella, when the latter was
J^th of the denarius. In the time of Cicero, the

libella appears to have been the smallest silver coin

in use ;* and it is frequently used, not merely to

express a silver coin equal to the as, but any very
small sum.^ Gronovius,* however, maintains that

there was no such coin as the libella when Varro
wrote, but that the word was used to signify the
tenth part of a sestertius. No specimens of the
libella are now found.

If the denarius be reckoned in value 8id., the
other coins which have been mentioned will be of
the following value

:

Teruncius
Sembella
Libella

Sestertius

Quinarius or Victoriatus .

Denarius
It has been frequently stated that the denarius is

equal in value to the drachma, but this is not quite

correct. The Attic drachma was almost equal to

9ji., whereas we have seen that the denarius was
but little above 8id. The later drachmas, however,
i4ppear to have fallen off in weight ; and there can
be no doubt that they were at one time nearly

enough equal to pass for equal. Gronovius has
given all the authorities upon the subject in his De
Sestsrtiis.'

The earliest denarii have usually, on the obverse,

the head of Rome with a helmet, the Dioscuri, or

mce. Farth.

53125
10625
2125

2 5
4 1 ,

8 2

1. (Huasev, p. 141. 142.)—2. (Cic, Pro F>nt.. 5.)—3. (H.
N., xxxiii., 13.)—1. (Liv., xli., 13.)—5. (Varro, De Ling. Lat.,
v., 174, ed. Muller.)—6. (Cic, Pro Rose. Com., c. 4.)—7.
(Plaut., Cas., II., v., 7.—Capt., V., i., 27.)—8. (De Sestertiis,
ii 2.)- -9. (iii., 2.)

the head of Jupiter Many have, on tlie reverse,
chariots drawn by Iwi or four horses (biga, quadri-

ga), whence they are called respectively bigali ano
quadrigali, sc. nummi. {Vid. Bioatus.) Some de-
narii were called serrati,^ because their edges were
notched like a saw, which appears to have been
done to prove that they were solid silver, and not
plated. Many of the family denarii, as those of the
.^lian, Calpurnian, Papinian, Tullian, and numer-
ous other families, are marked with the numeral X,
in order to show their value.

Pliny' speaks of the denarius aureus. Gronovius'
says that this coin was never struck at Rome ; but
there is one of Augustus in the British Museum,
weighing 60 giains, and others of less weight. The
average weight of the common aureus was 120
grains. (Vid. Aukum, p. 129.) In later times, a
copper coin was called denarius.*

*DENDRACHA'TES (devSpaxurns), a species of

Agate, the veins of which resemble a small tree.

It is our Dendritic agate. A description of it is

given in the Orphic poem under the name of uxi*''3i

devSpT^ecg.^

DENDROLIB'ANUS {devdpoXieavog), a term
occurring only in the Pharmaceutical work of My-
repsus. It is applied to the Rosemary.*
*AENAPT*'IA KEPAT'INA {SevSpvibia Kepun-

va), apparently, says Adams, a kind of Coral. It is

mentioned by Theophrastus.'' Stackhouse conjec-
tures it to be the Gorgonia nobilis, or Red Coral.'

DENTIFRFCIUM {bSovTorpififia), a dentrifice or
tooth-powder, appears to have been skilfully pre-

pared and generally used among the Romans. A
variety of substances, such as the bones, hoofs, and
horns of certain animals, crabs, egg-shells, and the
shells of the oyster and the murex, constituted the
basis of the preparation. Having been previously

burned, and sometimes mixed with honey, they
were reduced to a fine powder. Though fancy and
superstition often directed the choice of these in-

gredients, the addition of astringents, such as myrrh,
or of nitre and of hartshorn ground in a raw state,

indicates science which was the result of experi-

ence, the intention being not only to clean the teeth

and to render them white, but also to fix them when
loose, to strengthen the gums, and to assuage tooth-

ache.' Pounded pumice was a more dubious arti-

cle, though Pliny" says, " Utilissimafiunt ex his den-

DEPENSI ACTIO. (7id. Sponsor.)
DEPORTA'TIO. {Vid. Banishment, Roman.)
DEPO'SITI ACTIO. {Vid. Depositum.)
DEPO'SITUM. A depositum is that which is

given by one man to another to keep until it is de-

manded back, and without any reward for the
trouble of keeping it. The party who makes the

depositum is called deponens or depositor, and he
who receives the thing is called depositarius. The
act of deposite may be purely voluntary, or it may
be from necessity, as in the case of fire, shipwreck,
or other casualty. The depositarius is bound to

take care of the thing which he has consented to

receive. He cannot use the thing unless he has
permission to use it, either by express words or by
necessary implication. If the thing is one " qua
usu non consumitur," and it is given to a person to

be used, the transaction becomes a case of locatio

and conductio {vid. Locatio), if money is to be paid

for the use of it ; or a case of commodatum {vid.

Commodatum), if nothing is to be paid for the use.

If a bag of money not sealed up is the subject of

1. (Tact., Germ., 5.)—2. (H. N., xxxiii., 13.)—3. (De Ses-

tertiis, iii , 15.) — 4. (Ducange, s. v. Denarius.)— 5. (Plin., H.
N., xxxvL., 54.—Orph., Lith., v., 230. —Moore's Anc. Mineral.,

p. 178.)— 6. (Adams, Append., s. V.)— 7. (H. P., iv., 8.)—

&

(Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. (Plin., H. N.,xxTi/i.,49 ; zj(zi.,48i

xnii., 21, 26.)—10. (ixivi., 42.)
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we depositum, and the depositarius at any time

asks for permission to use it, the money becomes a

loan {vid. Motcum) from the time when the per-

mission is granted ; if the deponens proffers the use

of the money, it becomes a loan from the tune when
the depositarius begins to use it. If money is de-

posited with the condition that the same amount

be returned, the use of it is tacitly given ; but the

depositum does not therefore become mutuum. If

the depositum continues purely a depositum, the

depositarius is bound to make good any damage to

it which happens through dolus or culpa lata ; and

he is bound to restore the thing on demand to the

deponens, or to the person to whom the deponens

orders it to be restored. The remedy of the depo-

nens against the depositarius is by an actio depositi

directa. The depositarius is entitled to be secured

against all damage which he may have sustained

through any culpa on the part of the deponens, and

to all costs and expenses incurred by his charge ;

and his remedy against the deponens is by an actio

depositi contraria. The actio was in duplum if the

deposite was made from necessity ; if the deposi-

tarius was guilty of dolus, infamia was a conse-

quence.^

DESERTOR is defined by Modestinus to be one
" qui per prolixum tempus vagatus, reducitur," and
differs from an emansor " qui diu vagatus ad castra

egreditur."" Those who deserted in time of peace

were punished by loss of rank, corporeal chastise-

ment, fines, ignominious dismission from the ser-

vice, &c. Those who left the standards in time of

war were usually punished with death. The irans-

fugce, or deserters to the enemy, when taken, were
sometimes deprived of their hands or feet,' but gen-

erally were put to death.*

DESIGNA'TOR. (Fid. Funus.)

DESMOTE'RION {deanuTripiov). {Vid. CAisCER.)

DESPOSIONAU'TAI {dea-KoaiovavTai). {Vid.

CiviTAS. Greek.)
DESULTOR (ujU^iTTTTOf, avatarriq, fteraSunic), a

dder. Although riding on horseback is never men-
tioned among the martial exercises of the early

Greeks, it was often practised by them as a swift

and easy method of conveyance from place to place

;

and that they had attained to great skill in horse-

manship is manifest from a passage in the Iliad,*

describing a man who keeps four horses abreast at

full gallop, and leaps from one to another, amid a
crowd of admiring spectators. The Roman desul-

tor generally rode only two horses at the same time,

sitting on them without a saddle, and vaulting upon
either of them at his pleasure.* He wore a hat or

cap made of felt. The taste for these exercises was
carried to so great an extent, that young men of the

highest rank not only drove bigae and quadrigaj in

the circus, but exhibited these feats of horseman-
ship? Besides performing publicly for the amuse-
ment of the spectators, the Roman riders were em-
ployed to convey messages with the greatest pos-

sible despatch, relieving either horse, when fatigued,

by vaulting upon the other.* Among other nations,

this species of equestrian dexterity was applied to

the purposes of war. Livy mentions a troop of
horse in the Numidian army, in which each soldier

was supplied with a couple of horses, and in the

heat of battle, and when clad in armour, would leap

with the greatest ease and celerity from that which
was wearied or disabled upon the back of the horse
which was still sound and fresh.' The Scythians,

1. (Dig. ?6, tit. 3.— Cic, Off., i., 10.—Juv., Sat., xiii., 60.—
Dirksen, Uibersicht, &c., p. 597.)—2. (Dig. 49, tit. 16, s. 3.)—
3. (Liv., ir»i., 12.)—4. (Lipsius, De Milit. Rom., iv., 4.)— 5.

(IV., 679-bt>4.)—6. (Isidor., Orig., xviii., 39.)— 7. (Suet., Jul.,

39.—Comijare the articl* ClKCUS, p. 256.) — 8. (Hygin., Fab.,

80.)—9. (xxiii., Sf )
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Armenians, and some of the Indians, were skilled

in the same art.

The annexed woodcut shows three figures of de
sultores, one from a bronze lamp, published by Bar
toll,* the others from coins. In aU these the rido

wears a pileus, or cap of felt, and his horse is wrtn-

out a saddle ; but these examples prove that he had

the use both of the whip and the rein. On the

coins we also observe the wreath and palm-branch

as ensigns of victory.

DETESTA'TIO SACRO'RUM. {Vid. Sacra.)

DEVERSO'RIUM. {Vid. Caupona.)

DEUNX. {Vid. As, p. 110.)

DEXTANS. {Vid. As, p. 110.)

DIADE'MA {diddnfia), a white fillet used to eft-

circle the head {fascia alba^).

The invention of this ornament is by Pliny* at-

tributed to " Liber Pater." Diodorus Siculus adds,*

that he wore it to assuage headache, the conse-

quence of indulging in wine. Accordingly, in works

of ancient art, Bacchus wears a plain bandage on

his head, as shown in the woodcut at p. 208.

Whether we reject or admit the conjecture of

Diodorus, we may safely consider the diadem, even

in its simplest form, as a decoration which was
properly Oriental. It is commonly represented on

the heads of Eastern monarchs. Justin* relates

that Alexander the Great adopted the large diadem

of the kings of Persia, the ends of which fell upon

the shoulders, and that this mark of royalty was
preserved by his successors.* Antony assumed it

in his luxurious intercourse with Cleopatra in

Egypt.' .^lian says* that the kings of that coun-

try had the figure of an asp upon their diadems.

In process of time, the sculptors placed the dia-

dema on the head of Jupiter, and various other di-

vinities besides Bacchus (see examples at p. 245,

292), and it was also gradually assumed by the

sovereigns of the Western world. It was tied bo-

hind in a bow ; whence Tacitus' speaks of the Eu-

phrates rising in waves " white with foam, so as to

resemble a diadem." By the addition of gold and

gems," and of pearls from the Erythrean Sea," and

by a continual increase in richness, size, and splen-

dour, this bandage was at length converted into the

crown which has been for many centuries the badge

1. (Antiche Lucerne Sepolcrali, i., 24.)—2. (Val. Max.,Ti.,a.

7.)— 3. (H. N.,Yii., 57.)— 4. (iv., p. 250, ed. Wesselmg.)—

i

(xii., 3.)—«. (See also Lucian, Dial. Diog. et Alex.) — 7. (Flo.

rus, iv., 11.)— 8. (V.H., vi., 38.)— 9. (Ann., vi., 37, 8.}— 1#

(IsiJor.. Orig., xix., 31.)—11. (Claud.. Epithal.l
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01 sovereignty it modern Europe. It must have
been merely in jcice that the surname of Diadema-

tus was given to L. Metellus, who, in order to con-

ceal an ulcer, had his head for a long time surround-

ed with a bandage.'

DIABATE'RIA (dcadar^pia) was a sacrifice of-

fered to Zeus and Athena by the Kings of Sparta

upon passing the frontiers of Lacedaemon with the

command of an army. If the victims were unfa-

vourable, they disbanded the army and returned

home.'
DIADICAS'IA {diadiKaaia), in its most extended

sense, is a mere synonyme of diKrj : technicahy, it

denotes the proceedings in a contest for prefer-

ence between two or more rival parties ; as, for

instance, in the case of several claiming to succeed

as heirs or legatees to the estate of a deceased per-

son. Upon an occasion of this kind, it will be ob-

served that, as all claimants are similarly situated

with respect to the subject of dispute, the ordinary

classification of the litigants as plaintiffs and de-

fendants becomes no longer applicable. This, in fact,

is the essential distinction between the proceedings

in question and all other suits in which the parties

appear as immediately opposed to each other ; but,

as far as forms are concerned, we are not told that

they were peculiarly characterized. Besides the

case above mentioned, there are several others to

be classed with it in respect of the object of pro-

ceedings being an absolute acquisition of property.

Among these are to be reckoned the claims of pri-

vate creditors upon a confiscated estate, and the

contests between informers claiming rewards pro-

posed by the state for the discovery of crimes, &c.,

as upon the occasion of the mutilation of the Her-

mae^ and the like. The other class of causes in-

cluded under the general term consists of cases like

the antidosis of the trierarchs {vid. Antidosis), con-

tests as to who was to be held responsible to the

state for public property alleged to have been trans-

ferred on one hand and denied on the other,* and
questions as to who should undertake a choregia,

and many others, in which exemptions from person-

al or pecuniary liabilities to the state were the sub-

ject of claim by rival parties. In a diadicasia, as

in an ordinary Slkti, the proper court, the presiding

magistrate, and the expenses of the trial, mainly
depended upon the peculiar object of the proceed-

ings, and present no leading characteristics for dis-

cussion under the general term.*

DIAD'OSEIS {diaddaeie). {Vid. Dianomai.)

DI^TA. (Fid. House.)
DIJ^TE'TICA or DI^TE'TICE {SiaiTTjriK^),

one of the three principal branches into which the

ancients divided the art and science of medicine.

(Vid Medicina.) The word is derived from Slaira,

which meant much the same as our word diet. It

is defined by Celsus* to signify that part of medi-
cine qua victu medetur, " which cures diseases by
means of regimen and diet ;" and a similar expla-

nation is given by Plato.' Taken strictly in this

sense, it would correspond very nearly with the
modern dietetics, and this is the meaning which (as

far as the writer is aware) it always bears in the

earlier medical writers, and that which will be ad-

hered to in the present article ; in some of the later

authors it seems to comprehend Celsus's second
grand division, ijtapjiaKevTiKr), and is used by Scri-

bonius Largus* simply in opposition to chirurgia, so

as to answer exactly to the province of our physi-

cian.

I
No attention seems to have been paid to tlL

branch of medicine before the date of Hippocrates

;

or, at least, it would seem that, whether Homei
meant to represent it as it was in his own time, or

as he supposed it to have been during the Trojan
war, it must have been (according to our modern
notions) very defective and erroneous. For instance,

he represents Machaon, who had been wounded in

the shoulder by an arrow,* and forced to quit tlie

field, as taking a draught composed of wine, goat's-

milk cheese, and flour,' which certainly no modern
surgeon would prescribe in such a case.' Hippoc-
rates seems to claim for himself the credit of being

the first person who had studied this subject, and
says the " ancients had written nothing on it worth
mentioning."* Among the works commonly ascri-

bed to Hippocrates, there are four that bear upon
this subject, viz. : 1. Ilepl Aiairr/g 'TyLEivrjg, De Sa-
luhri Victus Ratione ; 2. Tlepl Aia'tTTjg, De Victus

Ratione, in three books ; 3. TLepl Aiai-Tjc 'Ofe'uv, IJe

Ratione Victus in Morbis Acutis ; and, 4. Jlepl Tpo-

^f, De Alimcnto. Of these the third only is con-

sidered to be undoubtedly genuine ; but the first

was probebly written by his son-in-law Polybus

;

the second, though evidently not all composed by
the same author, is supposed to be as old as Hippoc-
rates ; and the fourth, if not the work of Hippoc-
rates himself, is nevertheless very ancient.* There
is also a good deal of matter on this subject in his

other works, as regimen and diet was the first, the

chief, and often the only remedy that he employed.
Besides these treatises by Hippocrates and his con-

temporaries, on the first, third, and fourth of which
Galen has left a commentary, the following works
on the subject by later authors are still extant r

Galen, Hepi Tpo<j>uv Avvuueuq, De Alimentorum Fa-
cullatibus ; Id., Ilepi Eixv/iiag kuI Kaicoxvfilag Tpo-
<buv, De Probis et Pravis Alimentorum Succis ; Id.,

Hepl Trjg Kara rbv 'InnoKpdTrjv AiacTTjg enl tuv '0^-

iuv NoaTJiiuruv, De Victus Ratione in Morbis Acutis

ex Hippocratis Sententia ; Michael Psellus, Uepl Ai-

aiTTig, De Victus Ratione; Theodorus Priscianus,

Diata, sive de Salutaribus Rebus ; Constantinus
Afer, De Victus Ratione Variorum Morborum. To
these may be added the famous Regimen Sanitatis

Salernitanum ; a treatise by Isaac (Iskak Ben So-

leiman), De Dicetis Universalibus et Particularibus

,

another corruptly entitled Tacuini Sanitatis Ellit-

chasem Elimithar de Sex Rebus non Naturalibus;

and another by the celebrated Maimonides (Mosheh
Ben Maimon), De Rcgi7nine Sanitatis : besides sev-

eral chapters in the works of Haiy Abbas, Avicen-

na, and Mesue. It would be out of place here to

attempt anything like a complete account of the

opinions of the ancients on this point ; those whe
wish for more detailed information must be referred

to the different works on medical antiquities, while
in this article mention is made of only such partic-

ulars as may be supposed to have some interest for

the general reader.

In the works above enumerated, almost all th*
articles of food used by the ancients are mentioned,
and their real or supposed properties discussed,

sometimes quite as fancifully as by Burton in hia

Anatomy of Melancholy. In some respects they ap-

pear to have been much less delicate in their tastc-s

than the modems, as we find the flesh of the fox,

the dog, the horse, and the ass spoken of as com-
mon articles of food.* With regard to the quantity

of wine drunk by the ancients, we may arrive at

something like certainty from the fact that Caeliua

1. (Plin., II. N., xixiv., 8. )— 2. (Xen., De Bep. Lac., xi., 2.

—Thucyd., v., 54, 55, 116.— Wachsmuth, 11., i., p. 391.)— 3.

Andoc., 14.)---4. (as in Dem., c. Everg. etMnes.)—5. (Plainer,

Process und Klagen, li., p. 17, s. 9.)—6. (De Medic, Pr«fat. in

lib. i.)— 7. (ap. Diog. Laert., iii., 1, ^ 8i) — 8. (De Compos.
Medicanu. i 300 >

1. (II., xi., 507.)—2. (Ibid., 638.)— 3. (Seo Plato, De Republ

.

iii., p. 405, 406.—Max. Tyr., Serm., 29.— Athcna;us, i., I) 17, p
10.)—4. (De Rat. Vict, in Morb. Acut., torn, ii., p. 20, ed. Kuhn.)
—5. (Vid. Fabric, Bibl. Gr., yol. ii., ed. Harles.)—fi. (Pseudo
Hippocr., De Vict. Rat , lib. ii torn, i., p- 679, 680.)
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AoreliaiKza mentions it as something extraordinary

mat tlie famous Asclepiades, at Rome, in the sev-

enth century A.U.C, sometimes ordered his patients

to double and treble the quantity of wine, till at last

they drank ha'f wim and half water,' from which it

appears that wine was commonly diluted with five

or six times its quantity of water. Hippocrates

recommends wine to be mixed with an equal quan-

tity of water, and Galen approves of the proportion

;

tout Le Clerc* thinks that this was only in particular

cases. In one place^ the patient, after great fa-

tigue, is recommended fiedvadf/vai uira^ rj 6tg, in

which passage it has been much doubted whether
actual intoxication is meant, or only the " drinking

freely and to cheerfulness," in which sense the

same word is used by St. John* and the LXX*
According to Hippocrates, the proportions in which
wine and water should be mixed together vary ac-

cording to the season of the year ; for instance, in

summer the wine should be most diluted, and in

winter the least so." Exercise of various sorts,

and bathing, are also much insisted upon by the

writers on diet and regimen ; but for farther partic-

ulars on these subjects, the articles Baths and Gym-
nasium must be consulted. It may, however, be
added, that the bath could not have been very com-
mon, at least in private families, in the time of Hip-

pocrates, as he says^ that " there are few houses in

which the necessary conveniences are to be found."

Another very favourite practice with the ancients,

both as a preventive of sickness and as a remedy,
was the taking of an emetic from time to time.

The author of the treatise De Victus Ratione, false-

ly attributed tc Hippocrates, recommends it two or

three times a month.* Celsus considers it more
beneficial in the winter than in the summer,* and
says that those who take an emetic twice a month
had better do so on two successive days than once
a fortnight."* At the time in which Celsus wrote,

this practice was so commonly abused, that Ascle-

Mades, in his work De Sanitate Tuenda, rejected

the use of emetics altogether :
" Offensus," says

Celsus, '^ " eorum consuetudine, qui quotidie ejicien-

do vorandi facultatem moliuntur."^' It was the cus-

torr: among the Romans to take an emetic imme-
diately before their meals, in order to prepare them-
selves to eat more plentifully ; and again soon after,

so as to avoid any injury from repletion. Cicero,

in his account of the day that Caesar spent with
him at his house in the country,'^ says, " Accuhuit,

k^iETi.KTjv agebat, itaque ct edit et libit tiJewf et ju-

cundc ;" and this seems to have been considered a
sort of compliment paid by Caesar to his host, as it

intimated a resolution to pass the day cheerfully,

and to eat and drink freely with him. He is repre-

sented as having done the same thing when he was
entertained by King Deiotarus.'* The glutton Vi-
tellius IS said to have preserved his own life by con-
rtant emetics, while he destroyed all his compan-
ions who did not use the same precaution," so that
one of them, who was prevented by illness from
dining with him for a few days, said, "I should
certainly have been dead if I had not fallen sick."

Even women, after bathing before supper, used to

'Irink wine and throw it up again, to sharpen their

appetite

iFalernil " sextarius alter

Ducitvr ante cibum, rabidam facturus orexim:"^*

I (Do Morh. Chron., lib. lii., c. 7, p. 386.)—2. (Hist, de la
V16&.)—3. (Pseudo-IIippocr., De Vict. Rat., lib. iii., in fin.)

—

i.

(li., 10.)—5. (Gen., xliii., 34.—Cant., v., 1 ; and perhaps Gen.,
<r., 91.)—6. (Compare Celsus, De Medic, i., 3, p. 31, ed. Ar-
gent.)—7. (De Rat. Vict, in Morb. Acut., p. 62.)—8. (lib. iii

p. 710,)—9. (De Medic, i., 3, p. 28.)—10 (Ibid., p. 29.)—11.
(Ibii., p. 27.)—12. (See also Plin., H. N., xxvi., 8.)—13. (ad
Att., liii., 52.)— 14. (Cic, Pro Deiot., c. 7.)—15. (Suet., Vitell.,

« 13.—Dion Cass., \xv., 2.)—16. (Juv., Sat., vi., 427, 428.)
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so that it might truly be said, in the strong language
of Seneca,' " Vomunt, ut edant ; edunt, ut vo-
mant."" By some the practice was thouglit so ef-

fectual for strengthening the constitution, that i!

was the constant regimen of all the athleta;, or pro
fessed wrestlers, trained for the public shows, in
order to make them more robust. Celsus, howev-
er,* warns his readers against the too frequent use
of emetics without necessity, and merely for luxury
and gluttony, and says that no one who has any re-

gard for his health, and wishes to live to old age,
ought to make it a daily practice.*

DIAGR'APHEIS {6iaypai>ELc). {Vid. Eisphora.)
DIAITE'TAI {diaiTrjTai). The diaiTTjral, or ar-

bitrators mentioned by the Athenian orators, were
of two kinds ; the one public, and appointed by lot

(K2.T}puToi), the other private, and chosen {alpeToi)

by the parties who referred to them the decision of
a disputed point, instead of trying it before a court
of justice ; the judgments of both, according to
Aristotle, being founded on equity rather than law
(6 -yap diaiTTiTrig to inieiKec '5p«» d ie dLKaarrjr tov vo-
\.t.ov^). We shall, in the first place, treat of the f>iai-

Tr/Tal KlrjpuToi, following, as closely as possible, the
order and statements of Hudtwalcker in his treatise
" Ueber die offentlichen und Privat- Schiedsnchter Did-
teten in Athen, und den Process vor denselben."

According to Suidas,* the public diaiTtjTol were
required to be not less than 50 years of age ; ac-
cording to Pollux^ and Hesychius, not less than 60
With respect to their number there is some difBcul
ty, in consequence of a statement of Ulpian,* ac-

cording to which it was 440, i. e., 44 for each tribe

{f/aav 6s riaaapeg Koi TsaaapuKovra, Kad' tudantv
(pvlriv). This number, however, appears so unne-
cessarily large, more especially when it is consid
ered that the Attic orators frequently speak of onljr

one arbitrator in each case, that some writers have,
with good reason, supposed the reading should be,

fjaav 6e TeacapaKovra, rioaapeg a. L (p. At any rate,

litigious as the Athenians were, it seems that 40
must have been enough for all purposes.

The words Kaff kKaarriv (^v'krjv imply that each
tribe had its own arbitrator ; an inference which is

supported by Demosthenes,' where he speaks of the
arbitrators of the CEneid and Erectheid tribes ; as
well as by Lysias,*" who, in the words KpooKArjaafi;-

vog avrbv npog rovg ry 'IvTrodouvTiSi SiKu^ovrag, ia

thought to allude to the SiaiTrirai of the Hippothoon-
tid tribe. With regard to the election of these offi-

cers, it is doubtful whether they were chosen by the
members of the tribe for which they adjudicated, or

in a general assembly of the people. Hudtwalcker
inclines to the latter supposition, as being more
probable ; we do not think so ; for it seems just as
likely, if not more so, that the four ariiitrators of
each tribe were chosen in an assembly of the tribe

itself Again, whether they were appointed for life,

or only for a definite period, is not expressly men
tioned by the orators ; but as none of the Athenian
magistrates, with the exception of the Areiopagites,

remained permanently in office, and Demosthenes"
speaks of the last day of the 11th month of the

year as being the last day of the ^lairrjTai {tj rfacw-

Taia Tjfiepa tuv diaiTTjTuv), it seems almost certain

that they were elected for a year only. The only

objection to this conclusion arises from a statement

in a fragment of Isaeus,'* where an arbitrator ia

spoken of as being engaged on a suit for two years
(6vo £T7j rov SiaiTTiTov TT]v Slktjv exovTog) : if, howev-
er, we admit the conjectural reading tuv diaiTjjTuv^

1. (Cons. adHelv., 9 • 10.)—2. (Compare Seneca, De Provid.,

0. 4, (j 11.-Id., Epist., 95, () 21.)—3. (1. c.,p. 28.)—4. (See Mid-
dleton's Life of Cicero.—Casaubon ad Suet., 1. c)— 5. (Rhet

.

i., 13.)—6. (s. V.)—7. (viii., 126.)—8. (Demosth., c Meid., 541
15 )—9. "c Euerg. , 1142, 25.)— 10. (c Panel., 731.)—11. (c MeidU;
542, 15.;-12. p 361, ed. Reiske.)
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the meaning would be -in accordance with what we
infer from other authorities, and would only imply

that the same cause came before the arbitrators of

two different years, a case which miglit not unfre-

quently happen ; if, on the contrary, the reading of

the text is correct, we must suppose that it was
sometimes necessary or convenient to re-elect an
arbitrator for the decision of a particular case.

After discussing this subject, Hudtwalcker raises

the question whether or not the public diacTTjTai

look any general oath before entering upon their du-

ties. The point is not one of great importance, and
therefore we shall only observe that such a guaran-

tee would seem to be unnecessary ; for we read of

their taking oaths previous to giving judgment in the

particular cases which came before them.' From
this circumstance we should infer that no oath was
exacted from them before they entered upon office :

Hudtwalcker is of the contrary opinion, and sug-

gests that the purport of their oath of office {amt-

geid) was the same as that of the Heliastic oath

given by Demosthenes."
The diacTTiTai of the different tribes appear to

have sat in different places ; as temples, halls, and
courts of justice, if not wanted for other purposes.

Those of the CEneid and the Erectheid tribes met
in the heliaea;^ we read of others holding a court in

the delphinium,* and also in the arou ttoikiX^.^

Again we are told of slaves being examined by the

diaiTTjTai, sitting for that purpose, under the appel-

lation of ^aaaviarai (vid. Basanos), in the hephais-

teium, or TempleofHephaistos.' Moreover, we are

toid of private arbitrators meeting in the Temple of

Athena on the Acropolis ; and, if the amended
reading of Pollux* is correct, we are informed by
him, in general tenns, that the arbitrators formerly

held their courts in the temples {Al^tuv kv lepolg

irdXcc). Harpocratioa also* contrasts the dicasts

with the arbitrators, observing that the former had
regularly appointed courts of justice (unodEdeiy-

ftiva.) 1

Another point of difference was the mode of pay-

ment, inasmuch as the dicasts received an allow-

ance from the state, whereas the only remuneration
of the diaiTTjrai was a drachma deposited as a nap-

citfraffif' by the complainant on the commencement
of the suit, the same sum being also paid for the uv-

Tufioaia, and every vnijfioaia sworn during the pro-

c-eedings."

The napuaramg of which we have been speaking
is the same as the dpaxfir/ tov Aeinofiaprvplov men-
tioned by Demosthenes." The defendant in this

case had failed to give evidence as he ought to

have done, and therefore the plaintiff commenced
proceedings against him for this arbitrary neglect

before the arbitrators in the principal suit, the first

step of which was the payment of the napdaraaig.
The public arbitrators were virevdwoi, i. c, every

one who had, or fancied he had, a cause of com-
plaint against them for their decisions, might pro-

ceed against them by elaayyEAca, or information
laid before the senate. For this purpose, says Ul-

pian, whose statement is confirmed by Demosthe-
nes" in the case of Straton, the public diaetetae were,
towards the close of their year of office, and during

the latter days of the month Thargelion, required to

present themselves in some fixed place, probably

near the senate-house, that they might be ready to

inswer any charge brought against them, of which

1. (IsiEiis, De DiciEog'. IIered.,p. 54.—Demosth., c. Callip., p.

1344.)— 2. (c. Timocr., 747.)—3. (Demosth., c. Euerg., 1142,
».)—4. (Id.,c Boeot., ii., 1011.)—5. (Id., c. Steph., i., 1106.)—
6. (Isocr., TpuTreC, 361, 21, ed. Bokker.)—7. (Onom., viii., 126.)

—8. (s. V.)—9. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 39.)-10. (Pollux, viii., 39
»nd 127.— Hai-pocr., s. v. — Compare SSckh, vol. ii., p. 207,
awisl.)- 11. (c. Timoth., 1190.)— 12. (c. Meid.)

Y Y

they received a previous notice. The pnni&luneiit,

in case of condemnation, was urifila, or the loss of
civic rights. Harpocration,' however, informs us
that the eiaayye'kia against the arbitiators was
brought before the dicasts or judges of the regular
courts ; but this probably happened only on appeal,

or in cases of great importance, inasmuch as the
^ovli) could not inflict a greater penalty than a fiao

of 500 drachmae with urifiia.

We may now discuss the competency of the dise-

tetae, i. e., the extent of their jurisdiction, with re-

spect to which Pollux" states, that in former times
no suit was brought into a court before it had been
investigated by the diaetetae {iruXat ovdefiia diKij nplv
inl dLciTTjTug kWetv elcTJyeTo). There can be but
little doubt that the word TruXai here refers to a
time which was ancient with reference to the age
of the Athenian orators, and therefore that this pre-

vious investigation was no longer requisite in the
days of Demosthenes and his contemporaries. Still

we find the diaetetae mentioned by them in very
many cases of civil actions, and it is not unlikely

that the magistrates, whose duty it was to bring ac-

tions into court (eladyecv), encouraged the process
before the arbitrators, as a means of saving the
state the payment which would otherwise have
been due to the dicasts.' Hudtwalcker is accord-

ingly of opinion that the diaetetas were competent to

act in all cases of civil action for restitution or com-
pensation, but not of penal or criminal indictments

lypatpai) ; and, moreover, that it rested with the com-
plainant whether his cause was brought before them
in the first instance, or sent at once to a highet

court of judicature.*

But, besides hearing cases of this sort, the dtaaif
rai sat as commissioners of inquiry on matters ol

fact which could not be conveniently examined in a
court of justice,* just as what is called an "issue"
is sometimes directed by our own Court of Chan-
cery to an inferior court, for the purpose of trying a
question of fact, to be determined by a jury. Either
party in a suit could demand or challenge {npoKa-

Xdadai) an inquiry of this sort before an arbitra-

tor, the challenge being called npoKXTjaig : a term
which was also applied to the " articles of agree-
ment" by which the extent and object of the inqui-

ry were defined.* Many instances of these npo-

Kh'iasLg are found in the orators ; one of the most
frequent is the demand or offer to examine by tor

ture a slave supposed to be cognizant of a matter in

dispute, the damage which might result to the own-
er of the slave being guarantied by the party who
demanded the examination.' See also Demosthe-
nes,* who observes that the testimony of a slave,

elicited by torture, was thought of more valut by
the Athenians than the evidence of freemen. {Vid.

Basanos.) Another instance, somewhat similar to

the last, was the TzpoKTirjoLg elg /xaprvpiav,^ where a
party proposed to his opponent that the decision of

a disputed point should be determined by the evi-

dence of a third party.'" Sometimes, also, we read
of a TrgoKTiTiais, by which a party was challenged to
allow the examination of documents, as wills,**

deeds, bankers' books, &c.''
It is manifest that the forms and objects of a

TrpoKXrjacg would vary according to the matter in

dispute, and the evidence which was producible;
we shall therefore content ourselves with adding
that the term was also used when a party chal-

lenged his adversary to make hia allegation under

1. (s. V.)—2. (viii., 126.)—3. (BScth, vol. i., p. 317, trantl.l—
4. (Demosth., c. Androt., 601, 18.)—5. (Demosth., c. Steih.,
1106.)—6. (Demosth., c. ^e^er., 1387.)— 7. ^Ilaroocr., s. »
Up6K\riaii.)—8. (Onctor , i, 874.)—9. (Pollux, viii., 62.)- 10
(Antiphon., de Choreut., p 144, ed. Bekker.)—IJ. (Demosth.,^
Steph., 1104.»—12. (Id., c Timoth., 1197, I }

25'*
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the sanction of an oath, or offered to make his own
statements under the same obligation.*

The presumption or prepossession which might
arise from a voluntary oath in the last case, might
be met by a similar npoKltjaic, tendered by the op-

posite party, to which tlie original challenger ap-

pears to have had the option of consenting or not,

as he might think proper.* In all cases where any
of these investigations or depositions were made be-

fore the diajtetae, we may conclude with Hudt-
walcker,* that they might be called as witnesses in

subsequent stages of the action, either to state the

evidence they had taken, or to produce the docu-

ments they had examined, and which were depos-

ited by them in an echinus. {Vid. Appellatio,
Greek.)
We will now speak of the proceedings in the

trials before the public arbitrators ; these were of
two sorts : 1st. When two parties agreed by a regu-

lar contract to refer a matter in dispute to a judge
or judges selected from them. 2dly. When a cause
was brought before a public arbitrator, without any
such previous compromise, and in the regular course
of law. The chief difference seems to have been
that, in case of a reference by contract between two
parties, the award was final, and no appeal could
be brought before another court, though the unsuc-
cessful party might, in some instances, move for a
new trial {ttjv firj ovaav dvnXaxelv*). Except in this

point of non-appeal, an arbitrator who was selected

from the public diairjjTai. by litigant parties, seems
to have been subject to the same liabilities, and to

have stood in the same relation to those parties as
an arbitrator appointed by lot : the course of pro-

ceeding also appears to have been the same before

both,* an account of which is given below. It

must, however, be first stated, that there are strong
reasons in support of Hudtwalcker's opinion, that

whenever a suiter wished to bring an action before

one or more of the public dieetetae, he applied to one
of the many officers called elaayuyelc* whose duty
it was to bring the cause (elad-yeLv) into a proper
court. By some such officer, at any rate, a requi-

site number of arbitrators was allotted to the com-
plainant, care being taken that they were of the

same tribe as the defendant.'' Pollux* informs us
that if a SiatTTjT^c refused to hear a cause, he might
be punished with urifiia : but it appears that under
extraordinary circumstances, and after hearing the
case, a diaetetes sometimes refused to decide him-
self, and referred the parties to a court of justice

(ovK uneyvci ryg dlKTjg, akV k^fiKtv fjfiag eig to StKaa-

rrjpiov^).

We may now state the process before the public

diaetetae. After complaint made, and payment of
the napdoTacnQ, the plaintiff supported his averment
by an oath, to the effect that his accusation was
true, which the defendant met by a like oath as to

the matter of his defence. When the oath (airw-
uoaia) had been thus taken by the parties, the arbi-

trators entered upon the inquiry, heard witnesses,
examined documents, and held as many conferences
{(Tvvodoi) with the parties as might be necessary for

the settlenaent of the question." The day of pro-
nouncing judgment {rj dn6(^a<ng Trjg SUrig^^) was
probably fixed by law, if we may judge from the
name {tj Kvpla scil. v/iipa) by which it is called in

the orators ; it might, however, with consent of
both parties, be postponed. The verdict given was

1. (Demosth., c. Apat., 896.—c. Coa., 1269, 19.)—2. (Demosth.,
Timoth., I203.--Corapare Arist., Rliet., i., 16.)—3. (p. 48.)—4.
(Demosth., c. Me'.d., 641.)—5. (Demosth., c. Meid., 541.)—6.
<Demosth., c. I.acrit., 940, 5.—Id., c. Pantaen., 976, 10.—Pollux,
Ouom., viii., 93.)—7. (Harpocr., s. v. AiaiTriTal.)—8. (Onom..
»iii., 126.)—9. (Demosth., c. Phorm., 913.—^Wachsmutli, ii., ^
100.)—10. (See authorities, Hudt., p. 80.)—11. (Demosth., c.

C«er^., 1153.)
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countersigiied by the proper authorities, perhaps by
the ctcraywycif, and thereby acquired its validity.

The archons, mentioned by Demosthenes* as hav-

ing signed a judgment, were probably thesmothetae,

as the action was a Sikti KaKjjyopiag, which is, more-
over, called an dri/xijTog deKa fivuv ^ikij, i. e., an
action where the plaintiff was not required to as-

sess the damages (astimare litem), the penalty, ia

case of a verdict for him, being determined by law

:

this alone is sufficient to prove that the diaetetae

sometimes decided in cases where the plaintiffsued
for damages, as distinguished from those in which
he sought restitution of rights or property ; nor, in-

deed, does there seem any reason for supposing

that their jurisdiction was not extended to the aya-

ver Ti/xT/Toi, or actions where the plaintiff was r*v

quired to assess or lay his damages, provided the

assessment did not exceed some fixed amount. In

support of this opinion we may adduce the authority

of Pollux,' who expressly states that the plaintiff

might assess his damages before the arbitrators,

when the law did not do so for him (kveyparpev kv

ru ypafiuareto) to lyK^iJiia Kal to rlfiTj/ia).

If the defendant were not present on the proper

day to make his last defence, judgment went against

him by default {epTJfiijv uiple), the arbitrator being

obliged to wait till the evening {bips Tjjiipaq*).

Sometimes, however, the time of pronouncing sen-

tence was deferred in consequence of a deposition

(vTTUfioata*) alleging a satisfactory cause for post-

ponement, such as sickness, absence from town,

military service, or other reasons. To substantiate

these, the applicant, when possible, appeared per-

sonally ; but if a party was prevented from appear-

ing on the day of trial by any unexpected event,

the vnufioala might be made on oath by authorized

friends * The vKUfioaia might be met by a counter

statement {uvdvwufioaia) from the opposite party,

affirming his belief that the reasons alleged were
fictitious or colourable. In connexion with this

point, we may observe that, according to Pollux,*

the motion for a new trial could only be sustained

in cases where the applicant had made a vmofioala,

and demurred either personally or by proxy against

the passing ofjudgment on the regular day. More-
over, it was incumbent on the party who wished

for a new trial to move for it within ten days after

judgment had been pronounced, and even then he
was obliged to take a kind of vTru/ioala, to the effect

that his absence on the proper day was involuntary

(d/ioaag fir] kauv iKT^iirelv ttjv diaiTav''). In default

of compliance with these conditions, the previous

sentence was confirmed.' We are told also by

Photius,' that it was competent for plaintiff as well

as defendant to move for a new trial on the grounds

we have mentioned. When it was granted, the

former verdict was set aside (?) ipvfiv eXveTo), and

the parties went again before an arbitrator, probably

through the instrumentality of the elaayuytlg, to

whom application had been made in the first in-

stance. The process itself is called uvnlri^ig in

Greek, and does not seem to have been confined tr

trials before the diairriTai : the corresponding teira

in Roman law is restauratio eremodicii.

This, however, was not the only means of settinj

aside a judgment, inasmuch as it might also be ef-

fected by an l<pE(jic, or appeal to the higher courts

{vid. Appellatio, Greek), and if false evidence had

been tendered, by a SIkij KaKOTexvicJv.^'* For an ac-

count of the proceedings consequent upon non-com-

1. (c. Meid., 542.)—2. (viii., 127.)—3. (Demosth., c. Meid.

541.—Id., c. Timoth., 1190.)-4. (Pollux, viii., 60.—Hatrocr., m

V.)—5. (Demosth., c. Olymp., 1174, 4.—Pollux, Onom., viii.

56.)—6. (viii., 60.)—7. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 60.)—«. (Demcwtiu
c. Meid., 542.)—9. (Lex., s. v. M^ ovaa Ji'kj?.)—-10. (Haipoor

•• v.—Demosth., c. Timoth., 1201, 5 )
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pliance with a final judgment, see Enechyra and

ExouLEs Due.
We will now speak of the strictly private arbi-

trators, chosen by mutual agreement between con-

tending parties, and therefore generally distinguished

by the title akyira'., of whom it must be understood

that they were noi selected from the diamjTai of

the tribes. The powers with which they were in-

vested were, as we might suppose, not always the

game ; sometimes they were merely fiiaXkanTai, or

chosen to effect a compromise or reconciliation

:

thus Isaeus' speaks of arbitrators offering either to

bring about a reconciliation if they could, without

taking an oath, or to make an award (urroijtaLveadai)

upon oath. Sometimes, on the other hand, they

were purely referees, and then their powers de-

pended upon the terms of the agreement of refer-

ence ; if these powers were limited, the arbitration

was a SlaiTa km ^rj-oig.' Tiie agreement was not

merely a verbal contract (stipulaiio), but drawn up

in writing (JtTZLTponrj Kara avvdiJKac^), and signed by

the parties ; it fixed the number of referees (gener-

ally three), determined how many unanimous votes

were necessary for a valid decision, and probably

reserved or prohibited, as the case might be, a right

of appeal to other authorities.*

If there were no limitations, these diaiTrjral were
then, so to speak, arbitrators proper, according to

the definition of Festus :* " Arbiter dicitur judex,

quod totms rei habcat arbitrium et polcstatem." More-
over, no appeal could be brought against their judg-

ment ;* though we read of an instance of a party

having persuaded his opponent to leave a matter to

the arbitration of three persons ; and afterward,

when he found they were likely to decide against

himself, going before one of the public arbitrators

('Em Tov K^TipuTov ScatTijTTiv eWuv''). We should,

however, suppose that in this case there was no
written awdrjur}. The award was frequently given

under the sanction of an oath, and had the same
force as the judgment which proeeeded from a

eoiirt of law, so that it might be followed by a diKti

i^ovTiTjg.^ We may add, that these private diaiTfjrai

are spoken of as sitting h ru lepu, kv tw 'ti<j>ai(jTei<f),

and that in some cases it was customary to give

notice of their appointment to the proper archon or

magistrate {uTrofipeLv npoQ tt/v dpx^v), who, as Hudt-
wedcker suggests, may have acted as an cicayuyevg

in the case.*

DIAMARTYRTA (Siafiaprvpia) was a solemn
protest against the proceedings at the anacrisis, in

nearly all causes, whether public or private. It

purported that the action pending could or could
not be brought into court, and operated as a hin-

derance to its farther progress until this question was
decided. The protest was, like all the other pro-

ceedings at an anacrisis, put in in writing, together
with the evidence requisite for its corroboration,

and the question raised by it was decided by the
tribunal that had cognizance of the original cause.
The only peculiarity in the conduct of the trial

seems to have been, that the party against whom
the protest was made was the first to address the

court. According to Harpocration, the plaintiflT

was entitled to adopt this method of proceeding
first, and the protest was only allowed to the de-

fendant upon his antagonist's omitting to do so

;

but, besides the two original parties, we are told

that a third (o fSovTM/ievog) might interpose by pro-

test, and thus pro tempore substitute himself for one
of the litigants. It seems probable that the epo-

belia, or sixth part of the dameiges estimated in thi

original cause, was forfeited in some diamartyrise,*

when the protester failed in obtaining a fifth of the

voices of the dicasts ; and in others, a dep«)site (jto

paKaTa6o?ji)') was forfeited by the unsuccessful party

to his opponent.*

DIAMASTIGO'SIS {Siaiiaariyuaig) was a solem-
nity performed at Sparta at the festival of Artemie
Orthia, whose temple was called Limnaeon, from its

situation in a marshy part of the town.* The solem>

nity was this : Spartan youths {l<^ri6oC) were scour-

ged on the occasion at the altar of Artemis, by
persons appointed for the purpose, until their blood

gushed forth and covered the altar. The scourging

itself was preceded by a preparation, by which those

who intended to undergo the diamastigosis tried to

harden themselves against its pains. Pausanias
describes the origin of the worship of Artemis Or-

thia, and of the diamastigosis, in the following

manner : A wooden statue of Artemis, which Ores-

tes had brought from Tauris, was found in a bush
by Astrabanes and Alopecus, the sons of Irbus.

The two men were immediately struck mad at the

sight of it. The Limnaeans and the inhabitants of

other neighbouring places then offered sacrifices to

the goddess ; but a quarrel ensued among them, in

which several individuals were killed at the altar

of Artemis, who now demanded atonement for the

pollution of her sanctuary. From henceforth hu-

man victims were selected by lot and offered to

Artemis, until Lycurgus introduced the scourging

of young men at her altar as a substitute for human
sacrifices.

The diamastigosis, according to this account,

was a substitute for human sacrifice, and Lycurgus
made it also serve his purpose of education, in so
far as he made it a part of the system of hardenilig

the Spartan youths against bodily sufferings.* A<v
cording to another far less probable account, the
diamastigosis originated in a circumstance, record-

ed by Plutarch,* which happened before the battle

of Plataeae.

The worship of Artemis Orthia was unquestion-

ably very ancient, and the diamastigosis only a step

from barbarism towards civilization. Many anec-

dotes are related of the courage and intrepidity

with which young Spartans bore the lashes of the

scourge ; some even died without uttering a mur-
mur at their sufferings, for to die under the strokes

was considered as honourable a death as that on
the field of battle.'

DIAN'OMAI or DIA'DOSEIS (diavofcai or diado-

aeig) were public donations to the Athenian people,

which corresponded to the Roman congiaria. ( Vid.

CoNGiARiuM.) To these belong the free disiiibu-

tions of corn,* the cleruchiae (vid. Cleruchi), the
revenues from the mines, and the money of the

theorica. {Vid. Theoricon.)*
DIA'PHANE EIMATA {6ia<^avfj el/iara) were

garments similar to the celebrated Cocc testes of
the Romans ; but as they are mentioned in Aris-

tophanes and the earlier Greek writers (Sia^av^

X'-Tuvia,'-'' IfiaTia diafaivovra^^), they were probably
made of muslin and not of silk, which is supposed
to be the material of which the Cose vestes wero
made. (Vid. Coa Vestis.)'*

DIAPSE'PHISIS (6iaxjj^<t>t(7ig\ a political institu-

tion at Athens, the object of which was to prevent
aliens, or such as were the offspring of an unlawful

1. (De Dicaeog. HereJ., p. 54, eu. Belii.)—2. (Isocr., c. CalL,
373, eii. BelrJc.)— 3. (Deniosth., c. Phonn., 912.)—4. (Isocr., c.

Call., 375, eC. Bekk.—Demosth., c. Apat., 897.;—5. (p. 15, ed.
Miiller.) — ft (Demosth., c. Meid., 545.) — 7. (Demostl c.

Apheb., 862.)— 8. (Demosth., o. Callip., 1240, 22.)— 9. -.De-
«o«th., c. Callip., 1244, 14.—Id., c. Meid., 542, 14.)

1. (Plainer, i., 180.—Demosth., c. Leech., 1098, 12.)—S.
(Meier. Att. Process, 640.)—3. (Plainer, i., 163.)—4. (Paoa.,

iii., 16, 6.)—5. (Plut., Lye, 18.—Instit. Laced., p. 244.—Ck.,
Tusc. Quffist., T., 27.)—6. (Aristid., 17.)—7. (Compare MuUer'i
Dorians, ii., 9, ^ fi, note k, and iv., 5, 1) 8, note c.—Manso, Spar
ta, i., 2, 183.)—8. (Aristoph., Vesp., 715.)—9. (B«ckh, Puhl
Econ., i., p. 289.)— 10. (Aristoph., Lysistr., 48.)—II. (Philom.

Fragm., p. 387, ed. Meineke.)—12. (Bekker, Charikles, ii^ p
Ml.)
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marriage, from assuming the rights of citizens. As
usurpations of this liind were not uncommon at

Athens,' various measures had been adopted against

them {vid. Graphaixenias and Doroxenias) ; but

as none of them had the desired effect, a new meth-

od, the 6iaip^<j>c(yig, was devised, according to which

the trial on spurious citizens was to be held by the

demotffi, within whose deme intruders were sus-

pected to exist ; for if each deme separately was
kept clear of intruders, the whole body of citizens

would naturally feel the benefit. Every deme, there-

fore, obtained the right or duty at certain times to

revise its lexiarchic registers, and to ascertain

whether any had entered their names who had no
claims to the rights of citizens. The assembly of

the demotae, in which these investigations took

place, was held under the presidency of the de-

march, or some senator belonging to the deme ;'

for, in the case brought forward in the oration of

Demosthenes against Eubulides, we do not find that

he was demarch, but it is merely stated that he was
a member of the ^ovIti. When the demotae were
assembled, an oath was administered to them, in

which they promised to judge impartially, without

favour towards, or enmity against those persons on
whom they might have to pass sentence. The pres-

ident then read the names of the demotae from the

register, asking the opinion of the assembly {diarpji-

ipi^eadai) respecting each individual, whether they
thought him a true and legitimate citizen or not.

Any one, then, had the right to say what he thought

or knew of the person in question ; and when any
one was impeached, a regular trial took place.'

Pollux* says that the demotae on this occasion gave
their votes with leaves, and not with pebbles, as was
usual ; but Demosthenes simply calls them tpTj(l>oi.

Tf a person was found guilty of having usurped the

rights of a citizen {anoTprjipil^eadai), his name was
struck from the lexiarchic register, and he himself
svas degraded to the rank of an alien. But if he
did not acquiesce in the verdict, but appealed to the

great courts of justice at Athens, a heavier punish-

ment awaited him, if he was found guilty there also

;

for he was then sold as a slave, and his property
was confiscated by the state.*

If by any accident the lexiarchic registers had
been lost or destroyed, a careful scrutiny of the

same nature as that described above, and likewise

called 6iai()^(j>L(ng, took place, in order to prevent

any spurious citizen from having his name entered
in the new registers.*

It is commonly believed that the Sia^^tjuaic was
introduced at Athens in B.C. 419, by one Demophi-
lus.^ But it has justly been remarked by Siebelis

on Philochorus,* that Harpocration,' the apparent
authority for this supposition, cannot be interpreted

in this sense. One diaipr/diiaig is mentioned by Plu-

tarch'" as early as B.C. 445. Clinton" has, more-
over, shown that the dia}p^(piaig mentioned by Har-
pocration, in the archonship of Archias, does not
belong to B.C. 419, but to B.C. 347. Compare
Hermann;" and Schomann," whose lengthened ac-

count, however, should be read with great care, as
he makes some statements which seem to be irrec-

oncilable with each other, and not founded on good
authority. The source from which we derive most
information on this subject is the oration of Demos-
thenes against Eubulides.

1. (Plut., Pericl., 37.—Harpocr., s. v. IIoTa/jdj.)—2. (Harpocr.,
K. V. Ar;/iapxof.)—3. (Demosth., c. Eubul., p. 1302.—^scWn.,
De Pais. Leg., p. 345.)—4. (Onom., viii., 18.)—5. (Dionys. Hal.,
De Isaeo, c. 16, p. 61", ed. Reiske.—ArgTiment. ad Demosth., c.

Subul.)—6. (Demosth., 1. c, p. 1306.)—7. (Sch8mann, De Co-
initiis, p. 358, transl.—Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterth., ii., 1, p. 32.)
—8. (Fragm., p. 61.)—9. (s. v. Aiai/';7<^i(r(f.)—10. (Pericl., 37.)
—11. (I'ast. Hell., ii., p. !41.)--12. (Manual of the Pol. Ant. of
Greece. \ 123, n. 14, <tc.)—13 (1. c.)
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DIASIA (Aiuma), a great festival celebrated at

Athens, without the walls of tbp city (ffw r^f to-
Xeug), in honour of Zeus, surnamed MeiMxiog.^
The whole people took part in it, and the wealthier
citizens offered victims (lepeia), while the poorer
classes burned such incense as their country fur-

nished {rH'fiara ETnxupia), which the scholiast on
Thucydides erroneously explains as cakes in the
shape of animals.' The diasia took place in the
latter half of the month of Anthesterion,' with feast

ing and rejoicings, and was, like most other festi-

vals, accompanied by a fair.* It was this festival

at which Cyion was enjoined by an oracle to take
possession of the acropolis of Athens ; but he mis-
took the oracle, and made the attempt during the
celebration of tiie Olympian games.* The etymol-
ogy of dcdcLa, given by most of the ancient gram-
marians (from Atog and uat}), is false ; the name is

a mere derivative from 6i6g, as 'A.no^?Mvia from
'AttoA/Iuv.

DIAULOS. ( Vid. Stadium.)
DIAZO'MA. {Vid. Subligaculum.)
DICASTE'RION {diKaar^piop) indicates both the

aggregate judges that sat in court, and the place it-

self in which they held their sittings. For an ac-

count of the former, the reader is referred to the
article Dicastes ; with respect to the latter, our
information is very imperfect. In the earlier ages
there were five celebrated places at Athens set

apart for the sittings of the judges, who had cogni-

zance of the graver causes in which the loss of hu-
man life was avenged or expiated, viz , the areiopa-

gites and the ephetae. These places were the Arei-

opagus {vid. Areiopagus), and theM IlaZ/lcdi'u, km
AeX^tviu, knl TlpvTavElu, and kv ^peaTTol. The an-

tiquity of these last four is sufficiently vouched for

by the archaic character of the division of the caus-

es that were appropriated to each : in the first we
are told that accidental deaths were discussed ; in

the second, homicides confessed, but justified ; in

the third there were quasi trials of inanimate things,

which, by falling and the like, had occasioned a loss

of human life ; in the fourth, homicides who had
returned from exile, and committed a fresh man-
slaughter, were appointed to be tried. With respect

to these ancient institutions, of which little more
than the name remained when the historical age
commenced, it will be sufficient to observe that, in

accordance with the ancient Greek feeling respect

ing murder, viz., that it partook more of the nature

of a ceremonial pollution than a political offence, the

presiding judge was invariably the king archon, the

Athenian rex sacrorum ; and that the places in

which the trials were held were open to the sky, to

avoid the contamination which the judges might
incur by being under the same roof with a murder-
er.* The places, however, remained after the office

of the judges who originally sat there was abolish-

ed ; and they appear from Demosthenes'' to have
been occasionally used by the ordinary Hehastic

judges when trying a cause of the kind to which
they were originally appropriated. The most im-

portant court in later ages was the Heliaea, in which,

we are told by the grammarians, the weightiest

causes were decided ; and if so, we may conpludc

the Ihesmothetae were the presiding magistrates.

Besides this, ordinary Heliastic courts sat in the

Odeium, in the courts Trigonon, the Greater (Met-

Cov), the Middle {Meaov), the Green, the Red, that

of Metiochus, and the Parabyston ; but o( these we
are unable to fix the localities, or to what magis-

trates it was usual to apportion them. They were

1. (Thucyd., i., 126.)—2. (Compare Xen., Anab., vii., 8, M.
—Lucian, Tim., 7.—Aristonh., Nub., 402, &c.)—3. (Schol. w]

Aristoph., 1. c.)—4. (Aristoph., Nub., 841.)—5. (Compare Vci
lux, Onom., i., 26.— Suidas, s. v.)—6. (Matthis, De Jud Ath.
157.)—7. (c. Nesr., 1348, 21.)
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all painted with their distinctive colours ; and, it

appears, had a letter of the alphabet inscribed over
the doorway. With the exception of the Heliaea,

and those in which causes of murder were tied,

they were probably protected from the weather.

The dicasts sat upon wooden benches, which were
covered with rugs or matting (tpiadla), and there

were elevations or tribunes ((S^/iara), upon which
the antagonist advocates stood during their address

to the court. The space occupied by the persons
engaged in the trial was protected by a railing {6pv-

fuKToig) from the intrusion of the by-standers ; but

in causes which bore upon the violation of the mys-
teries, a farther space of fifty feet all round was en-

closed by a rope, and the security of this barrier

guarantied by the presence of the public slaves.'

DICASTES {diKaarTJg), in its broadest accepta-

tion a judge, more peculiarly denotes the Attic

functionary of the democratic period, who, with
his colleagues, was constitutionally empowered to

try and pass judgment upon all causes and ques-

tions that the laws and customs of his country pro-

nounced susceptible of judicial investigation. In

the circumstance of a plurality of persons being
selected from the mass of private citizens, and
associated temporarily as representatives of the
whole body of the people, adjudicating between
its individual members, and of such delegates
swearing an oath that they would well and truly

discharge the duties intrusted to them, there ap-

pears some resemblance between the constitution

of the Attic dicasterion and an English jury, but

in nearly all other respects the distinctions between
them are as great as the intervals of space and
time which separate their several nations. At
Athens the conditions of his eligibility were, that

the dicast should be a free citizen, in the enjoyment
of his full franchise (emn/iia), and not less than
thirty years of age ; and of persons so qualified six

thousand were selected by lot for the service of ev-

ery year. Of the precise method of their appoint-

ment our notices are somewhat obscure ; but we
may gather from them that it took place every year
under the conduct of the nine archons and their of-

ficial scribe ; that each of these ten personages
drew by lot the names of six hundred persons of
the tribe assigned to him ; that the whole number
so selected was again divided by lot into ten sec-

tions of 500 each, together with a supernumerary
one, consisting of a thousand persons, from among
whom the occasional deficiencies in the sections of
600 might be supplied. To each of the ten sections,

one of the first ten letters of the alphabet was ap-

propriated as a distinguishing mark, and a small
tablet (mvuKiov), inscribed with the letter of the
section and the name of the individual, was deliv-

ered as a certificate of his appointment to each di-

cast. Three bronze plates found in the Pirajus, and
described by Dodwell,^ are supposed to have served
this purpose ; the inscriptions upon them consist of
the following letters : A. AIOAQPOS *PEA, E.
AEINIAS AAAIETS, and B. ANTIXAPM02 AA-
MII, and bear, besides, representations of owls and
Gorgon heads, and other devices symbolic of the
Attic people. The thousand supernumeraries had,
in all probability, some different token ; but of this

we have no certain knowledge.
Before proceeding to the exercise of his func-

tions, the dicast was obliged to swear the official

oath ; which was done in the earlier ages at a place
called Ardettus, without the city, on the banks of
the Ilissus, but in after times at some other sptft,

of which we are not informed. In the time of De-
mosthenes, the oath (which is given at full length in

Demosth., c. Timoc, 746) asserted the qualification

1. (Meier, Att. Pioc., p. 141.)—2. (Travels, i., p. 433-437.)

of the dicast, and a solemn engagement by hint %%
discharge his office faithfully and incorruptibly in

general, as well as in certain specified cases which
bore reference to the appointment of magistrates, a
matter in no small degree under the control of the
dicast, inasmuch as few could enter upon any office

without having had their election submitted to a
court for its approbation {vid. Dokimasia) ; and, bo-

sides these, it contained a general promise to sup-
port the existing constitution, which the dicast

would, of course, be peculiarly enabled to do, when
persons were accused before him of attempting its

subversion. This oath being taken, and the divis-

ions made as above mentioned, it remained to as-

sign the courts to the several sections of dicasts

in which they were to sit. This was not like the
first, an appointment intended to last during the
year, but took place under the conduct of the th«t3

mothetae, de novo, every time that it was necessary
to empanel a number of dicasts. In ordinary cases,

when one, two, or more sections of 500 made up
the complement of judges appropriated to trying the
particular kind of cause in hand, the process was
extremely simple. Two urns or caskets {Klripurq-

pia) were produced, one containing tickets inscribed

with the distinctive letters of the sections, the oth-

er furnished, in like manner, with similar tickets, to

indicate the courts in which the sittings were to be
held. If the cause was to be tried by a single section,

a ticket would be drawn simultaneously from each
urn, and the result announced, that section B, for

instance, was to sit in court T ; if a thousand dicasts

were requisite, two tablets would, in hke manner, be
drawn from the urn that represented the sections,

while one was drawn from the other as above men-
tioned, and the announcement might run that sec-

tions A and B were to sit in court F, and the like.

A more complicated system must have been adopt-

ed when fractional parts of the section sat by them-
selves, or were added to other whole sections : but

what this might have been we can only conjecture,

and it is obvious that some other process of selection

must have prevailed upon *11 those occasions when
judges of a peculiar quahfication were required ; as,

for instance, in the trial of violators of the myste-
ries, when the initiated only were allowed to judge

;

and in that of military offenders, who were left to the

justice of those only whose comrades they were, or

should have been, at the time when the offence was
alleged to have been committed. It is pretty clear

that the allotment of the dicasts to their several

courts for the day took place, in the manner above
mentioned, in the market-place, and that it was
conducted in all cases, except one, by the the mo-
thetae ; in that one, which was when the magis-
trates and public officers rendered an account of
their conduct at the expiration of their term of of-

fice, and defended themselves against all charges
of malversation in it {vid. Euthunai), the logistae

were the officiating personages. As soon as the al-

lotment had taken place, each dicast received a
staff, on which was painted the letter and the colour
of the court awarded him, which might serve both
as a ticket to procure admittance, and also to dis-

tinguish him from any loiterer that might endeavoui
clandestinely to obtain a sitting after business had
begun. While in court, and probably from the hand
of the presiding magistrate (yyi/xuv diKaarvplov), he
received the token or ticket that entitled him to

receive his fee {diKaarLicov) from the KulaKperai.

This payment is said to have been first instituted by
Pericles, and was originally a single obolus ; it was
increased by Cleon to thrice that amount about tha

88th Olympiad.

»

DICASTICON. (Vid. Dicastes.)

1. (Meier, Att. Proc., 125, Ac.)
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1)1KE (6iK7)) signifies generally any proceedings

It law by one party directly or mediately against

others.* The object of all such actions is to pro-

tect the body politic, or one or more of its individ-

ual members, from injury and aggression ; a dis-

tinction which has in most countries suggested the

division of all causes into two great classes, the

public and the private, and assigned to each its pe-

culiar form and treatment. At Athens the first of

these was implied by the terms public diKai or uyu-

vcf, or still more peculiarly by ypa(j>ai : causes of the

other class were termed private dUai or ayuvec, or

simply 6lKai in its limited sense. There is a still

farther subdivision of ypa^ai into Sijfiooiai and ISiai,

of which the former is somewhat analogous to im-
peachments for offences directly against the state

;

the latter to criminal prosecutions, in which the

state appears as a party mediately injured in the

violence or other wrong done to individual citizens.

It will be observed that cases frequently arise,

which, with reference to the wrong complained of,

may with equal propriety be brought before a court

in the form of the ypa^?i last mentioned, or in that

of an ordinary Sckti, and under these circumstances
the laws of Athens gave the prosecutor an ample
choice of methods to vindicate his rights by private

or public proceedings,' much in the same way as a
plaintiff in modern times may, for the same offence,

prefer an indictment for assault, or bring his civil

action for trespass on the person. It will be neces-
sary to mention some of the principal distinctions

in the treatment of causes of the two great classes

above mentioned, before proceeding to discuss the
forms and treatment of the private lawsuit.

In a diKTi, only the person whose rights were al-

leged to be affected, or the legal protector (Kvpioc)

of such person, if a minor, or otherwise incapable

of appearing suo'jure, was permitted to institute an
action as plaintiff; in public causes, with the ex-
ception of some few in which the person injured or

his family were peculiarly bound and interested to

act, any free citizen, and sometimes, when the state

was directly attacked, almost any alien, was em-
powered to do so. In all private causes, except
those oi e^ovlriQ, (iiaiuv, and k^aipeaeug, the penalty
or other subject of contention was exclusively re-

covered by the plaintiff, while in most others the

slate alone, or jointly with the prosecutor, profited

by the pecuniary punishment of the offender. The
court fees, called prytaneia, were paid in private,

but not in public causes, and a public prosecutor
that compromised the action with the defendant
was in most cases punished by a fine of a thousand
drachmas and a modified disfranchisement, while
there was no legal impediment at any period of a
private lawsuit to the reconciliation of the litigant

parties.*

The proceedings in the Hkt) were commenced by
a summons to the defendant {7rp6aK?\.Ti(ng) to appear
on a certain day before the proper magistrate [e'taa-

yuyevg), and there answer the charges preferred
against him.* This summons was often served by
the plaintiff in person, accompanied by one or two
witnesses {vid. Cleteres), whose names were en-
dorsed upon the declaration {X^^ig or lyKlrtfic).

If there were an insufficient service of the sum-
mons, the lawsuit was styled (nrpoaKlriTo^, and dis-

missed by the magistrate. From the circumstance
of the same officer that conducted the anacrisis be-

ing also necessarily present at the trial, and as there
were, besides, dies nefasti {uno^padsg) and festivals,

during which none, or only some special causes
tould be commenced, the power of the plaintiff in

1. (Harpocrat.—Pollux, Oiiom., viii., 40, 41.)—2. (Demosth.,
t. Andoc, 601.)—3. (Meier, Att. Process, 163.)—4 '*"«toph.;
Nub., 1221.—Av., 1046.)
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selecting his time was, of course, in some degree
limited ; and of several causes, we know that the
time for their institution was particularized by law.»
There were also occasions upon which a personal
arrest of the party proceed'.-l against took the [ilace

of, or, at all events, was sLuultareous with, the ser-

vice of the summons ; as, for instance, when the
plaintiff doubted whether such party would noJ
leave the country to avoid answering the action

;

and, accordingly, nq find that, in such cases,* an
Athenian plaintiff might compel a foreigner to ac-

company him to the polemarch's office, and there
produce bail for his appearance, or, failing to do so,

submit to remain in custody till the trial. The
word KaTEyyvqLv is peculiarly used of this proceed-
ing. Between the service of the summons and ap-
pearance of the parties before the magistrate, it is

very probable that the law prescribed the interven-

tion of a period of five days.* If both parties ap-

peared, the proceedings commenced by the plaintiff

putting in his declaration, and at the same time de-
positing his share of the court fees {TrpvTavela), the
non-payment of which was a fatal objection to the
farther progress of a cause.* These were very tri-

fling in amount. If the subject of litigation was ra-

ted at less than 100 drachmae, nothing was paid ; if

at more than 100 drachmae and less than 1000 drach-
mae, 3 drachmae was a sufficient deposite, and so
on in proportion. If the defendant neglected or re-

fused to make his payment, it is natural to conclude
that he underwent the penalties consequent upon
non-appearance; in all cases, the successful party
was reimbursed his prytaneia by the other.* The
napaKaraBoX^ was another deposite in some cases,

but paid by the plaintiff only. This was not iij the
nature nor of the usual amount of the court fees,

but a kind of penalty, as it was forfeited by the

suiter in case he failed in establishing his cause.

In a suit against the treasury, it was fixed at a fifth

;

in that of a claim to the property of a deceased per-

son by an alleged heir or devisee, at a tenth of the

value sought to be recovered.* If the action was
not intended to be brought before an heliastic court,

but merely submitted .to the arbitration of a diaete-

tes (vid. DiAiTETAi), a course which was competent
to the plaintiff to adopt in all private actions,' the

drachma paid in the place of the deposite above
mentioned bore the name of KapdcTaaig. The de-

posites being made, it became the duty of the magis-
trate, if no manifest objection appeared on the face

of the declaration, to cause it to be written out on
a tablet, and exposed for the inspection of the pub-

lic on the wall or other place that served as the

cause-list of his court.*

The magistrate then appointed a day for the far-

ther proceedings of the anacrisis {vid. Anacrisis),

which was done by drawing lots for the priority, in

case there was a plurality of causes instituted at

the same time ; and to this proceeding the phrase

layxdvEiv d'lKtjv, which generally denotes to bring

an action, is to be primarily attributed. If the plain-

tiff failed to appear at the anacrisis, the suit, of

course, fell to the ground ; if the defendant made
default, judgment passed against him.* Both par-

ties, however, received an official summons before

their non-appearance was made the ground of either

result. An affidavit might at this, as well as at

other periods of the action, be made in behaJf of a

person unable to attend upon the given day, and this

would, if allowed, have the effect of postponing far-

ther proceedings (inu/ioaia) ; it might, however, be

1. (Aristoph., Nub., 1190.)—2. (Demosth., c. Zcii.ith., 890

—c. Aristog., 778.)—3. (Meier, Att. Process, 580.;—4. (Matth,

De Jiid. Ath., 261.)—5. (Meier, Att. Process, 613.)—6. (Matth.,

De Jud. Ath., 260.)—7. (Hudtw., De Diaetet., 35.)—8. (Meier,

Att. Process. 605.)—9. (Meier, Att. Process. 623.)
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eomoated by a counter-affidavit to the effect that

the alleged reason was unfounded or otherwise in-

sufficient {uvdvTrufioaia) ; and a question would

arise upon this point, the decision of which, when
adverse to the defendant, would render him liable

to the penalty of contumacy.* The plaintiff was in

this case said ep^//??v iTielv : the defendant, ip^iiTiv

bt^Xdv, i'lKTiv being the word omitted in both phra-

ses. If the cause were primarily brought before an

umpire ((5(atr;/T?}f), the anacrisis was conducted by

him ; in cases of appeal it was dispensed with as

unnecessary. The anacrisis began with the affida-

vit of the plaintiff {trpowfioaia), then followed the

answer of the defendant (avru/waia or avTiypa(j>ii)

{vid. Antigraphe), then the parties produced their

respective witnesses, and reduced their evidence to

writing, and put in originals, or authenticated copies

of all the records, deeds, and contracts that might

be useful in establishing their case, as well as mem-
oranda of offers and requisitions then made by ei-

ther side {npoKlriaEL^). The whole of the documents
were then, if the cause took a straightforward

course {evdvdiKia), enclosed on the last day of the

anacrisis in a casket (kxlvog), which was sealed and
intrusted to the custody of the presiding magistrate

till it was produced and opened at the trial. Du-
ring the interval no alteration in its contents was
permitted, and, accordingly, evidence that had been

discovered after the anacrisis was not producible at

the trial." In some causes, the trial before the di-

casts was by law appointed to come on within a

given time ; in such as were not provided for by

such regulations, we may suppose that it would
principally depend upon the leisure of the magis-

trate. The parties, however, might defer the day

{Kvpia) by mutual consent.' Upon the court being

assembled, the magistrate called on the cause,* and
the plaintiff opened his case. At the commence-
ment of the speech, the proper officer {6 hf' i/Sup)

filled the clepsydra with water. As long as the

water flowed from this vessel, the 6rator was per-

mitted to speak ; if, however, evidence was to be

read by the officer of the court, or a law recited, the

water was stopped till the speaker recommenced.
The quantity of water, or, in other words, the length

of the speeches, was not by any means the same in

all causes : in the speech against Macartatus, and
elsewhere, one amphora only was deemed sufficient

;

eleven are mentioned in the impeachment of ./Eschi-

nes for misconduct in his embassy. In some few
cases, as those of KUKuaic, according to Harpocra-

tion, no limit was prescribed The speeches were
sometimes interrupted by the cry Karuda—"go
down," in effect, "cease speaking"—from the di-

casts, which placed the advocate in a serious dilem-

ma ; for if, after this, he still persisted in his address,

he could hardly fail to offend those who bid him
stop ; if he obeyed the order, it might be found,

after the votes had been taken, that it had emana-
ted from a minority of the dicasts.* After the

speeches of the advocates, which were, in general,

two on each side, and the incidental reading of the

documentary and other evidence, the dicasts pro-

ceeded to give their judgment by ballot. {Vid.

Cadiskoi.)

When the principal point at issue was decided in

favour of the plaintiff, there followed, in many cases,

a farther discussion as to the amount of damages
or penalty which the defendant should pay. ( Vid.

ArCNES ATIMHTOI KAI TIMHTOI.) The meth-
od of voting upon this question seems to have varied,

in that the dicasts used a small tablet instead of a

ballot-ball, upon which those that approved of the

1. (Demosth., c. Olvmp., 1174.)—2. (Demosth., c. Bieot., i.,

•W.)—3. (Demosth., o. Phaen., 1042.)— 4. (Plainer, Process
Ud Klagfu, i., 182.)—5. (Aristoph., Vesp., 973.)

heavier penalty drew a long line, the others a Uiort

one.* Upon judgment being given in a private suit,

the Athenian law left its execution very much in

the hands of the successful party, who was empow-
ered to seize the movables of his antagonist a« a
pledge for the payment of the money, or institute

an action of ejectment {k^ovlfig) against the refrac-

tory debtor. The judgment of a court of dicasts

was in general decisive {dUrj avTore'krig) ; but upon
certain occasions, as, for instance, when a gross

case of perjury or conspiracy could be proved by
the unsuccessful party to have operated to his dis-

advantage, the cause, upon the conviction of such
conspirators or witnesses, might be commenced de

novo. {Vid. Appellatio, Greek.) In addition to

which, the party against whom judgment had pass-

ed by default had the power to revive the cause,

upon proving that his non-appearance in court was
inevitable {rrjv hpfi[ij]v uvrilaxElv^) ; this, however,
was to be exercised within two months after the

original judgment. If the parties were willing to

refer the matter to an umpire ((5fatr??rvf), it was in

the power of the magistrate to transfer the proceed-

ings as they stood to that officer ; and in the same
way, if the diaetetes considered the matter in hand
too high for him, he might refer it to the eiaayuycvg,

to be brought by him before an heliastic court.

The whole of the proceedings before the diaetetes

were analogous to those before the dicasts, and
bore equally the name of diKii : but it seems that

the phrase uvnXaxeiv ttjv [it) ovcav is peculiarly ap-

plied to the revival of a cause before the umpire in

which judgment had passed by default. {Vid. Di-
AITET.AI.)

The following are the principal actions, both pub-

lic and private, which we read of in the Greek wri-

ters, and which are briefly discussed under theil

several heads

:

A/Kj/ or Tpai^fj—'kSiKlag Trpbg tov 6^jiov : 'Ayecop-

jcov : 'Aypaipiov: 'Aypa<^ov fieTuTJkov : A'lKiag: 'AXo-

yiov : 'A,u6?[.6(jeug : 'AfieXiov : 'Avayuyf/g : 'Avavfia-

x'iov : 'AvSpanodKyfiov : 'AvSpairoduv : 'AiraTTjaeug Toi

dijuov : 'A^opfiTjg : 'ATToAeti/'ewf : 'Aironeutpeug: 'Ano-
OTaaiov : ATzpoaraaiov : 'Apyiag : 'Apyvplov : 'Aaedei-

ag : 'Affrpareiag : AvTOfioXtag : AvTOTEkrjg : BeSatu-

aeug : Biciwv : B^dtrfg : BovTievaeug : KaKTjyoplag

:

KaKuaeug : KaKOT£xvio)v : KupTVOv : KaraTivaeug tov

6i]fiov : KaTaaKOTTT/g : Xpeovg : Xupiov : KXoTryg : Ae-

Kaafiov : AeiAiag : Aupuv : Aupo^eviag : 'Eyyvrig

:

'EvoiKiov : 'ETnTpiTjpapxr/fiaTog : 'ETnrponTJg : 'Efo-

yo)y^g: 'E^aiptaeug : 'E^ovlrig : 'Apnayfjg: Elpyfiov:

'EraiprjaEug : 'lepoavyLag : 'TTro6o?.yg : 'Tdpeug : Aei-

TTOfiapTvpiov : Aenrovavriov : AetnoaTpaTiov : Aenzo.
ra^Lov : Mitr^ov : Miaduaeug oIkov : Motxeldg ' No-
filafiarog dia<j>dopug : OiKiag: HapaKaradriKTig : \iapa-

voiag : Tlapavo/iuv : Hapairpeadeiag : Ilapeiaypa<pTJg :

^apfiuKuv : <i6vov : ^upug d(j)avovg Kal fiEdrjfiepivTjg :

^dopag Tuv kXevdipuv : Upoayuyiag : TIpodoaiag

:

TlpoELa(j>opag : TlpoiKog : 'tevdEyypcupi/g : "iTEvdoKTi^

Tslag : '^'evSo/iaprvpiuv : 'PjjTopiK^ : ^Kvpia : ^irov :

'ZvKOtpavTtag : 'Lvp.to'kaiuv or ^vvdrjKuv napaSuaeuf :

TpavfiaTog tK npovoiag : TvpavviSog.

DI'CROTA. {Vid. Biremis.)

•DICTAMNUS {diKTufivog), a plant, the Dittany
of Crete, or Origanum Dictamnus. Virgil gives a
very striking description of it, and records the pop-
ular beliefof its great efficacy in the cure of wounds.'
Pliny and those who came after him also attest its

great virtues in this respect : the arrow or missile

with which the wound had been inflicted dropped
from it on applying the juice of the Dictamnus, anrf

the stags, when wounded by the hunter, caused the

weapon to fall out from the wound by browsing
upon this plant ! The ntoderns make no use of it,

1. (Aristoph., Vesp., 167.)—2. (Plainer, Process und Klagu,
, i., 396.)—3. (.aEn., xii., 413 seq.)
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experience having shown how little reliance was to

be placed on these statements. Tlie Dictamnus
which grew on Mount Ida, in Crete, was the most
highly esteemed. It is to be regretted that Linnae-

us has given the name of Dictamnus to a kind of

plant which has no relation whatever to the one
mentioned by Virgil.

DICTA'TOR. The name and office of dictator

are confessedly of Latin origin : thus we read of a
dictator at Tusculum in early, at Lanuvium in very

iate, times.* Among the Albans, also, a dictator was
sometimes elected, as Mettus Fuffetius on the death

of their king Cluihus. Nor was this magistracy

confined to single cities ; for we learn from a frag-

ment of Cato, that the Tusculan Egerius was dicta-

tor over the whole nation of the Latins.*

Among the Romans, a dictator was generally ap-

pointed in circumstances of extraordinary danger,

whether from foreign enemies or domestic sedition.

Instances occur very frequently in the early books
of Livy, from whom we also learn that a dictator

was sometimes created for the following purposes :

1. For fixing the " clavus annalis" m the temple of

Jupiter, in times of pestilence or civil discord. ( Vid.

Clavus Annalis.) 2. For holding the comitia, or

elections, in the absence of the consuls.^ 3. For
appointing holydays {feriarum constituendarum cau-

sa) on the appearance of prodigies,* and officiating

at the ludi llomani if the praetor could not attend ;*

also for holding trials {quastionibus exercendis^), and,

on one occasion, for filling up vacancies in the sen-

ate.^ In this last case there were two dictators,

one abroad and another at home ; the latter, how-
ever, without a magister equitum.

According to the oldest authorities, the dictator-

ship was instituted at Rome ten years after the ex-

pulsion of the Tarquinii, and the first dictator was
»aid to have beenT. Lartius, one of the consuls of

the year.® Another account states that the consuls

of the year in which the first dictator was appoint-

ed were of the Tarquinian party, and therefore dis-

trusted.

This tradition naturally suggests the inference that

the dictator was on this first occasion appointed to di-

rect and supersede the consuls (moderator et magister

consulibus appositus), not only with a view to foreign

wars, but also for the purpose of summarily punish-

ing any member of the state, whether belonging to

the commonalty or the governing burghers, who
should be detected in plotting for the restoration of

the exiled king.^ The powers with which a dicta-

tor was invested will show how far his authority

was adequate for such an object.

In the first place, he was formerly called magister

populi, or master of the burghers ;'" and, though cre-

ated for six months only, his power within tlie city

was as supreme and absolute as that of the consuls
without.** In token of this, the fasces and secures
(the latter, instruments of capital punishment) were
carried before him even in the city.** Again, no ap-

peal against the dictator was at first allowed either

to the commons or the burgiiers, although the latter

had, even under the kings, enjoyed the privilege of
appealing from them to the great council of the pa-

tricians {-provocare ad populum); a privilege, more-
over, which the Valerian laws had confirmed and
lecured to them against any magistracy whatever.'*

This right, however, was subsequently obtained by

the members of the houses,** and perhaps eventually

by the plebeians; an instance of its being used is

given by Livy,*' in the case of M. Fabius, who, when

1. (Cic , Pro Mil., 10.)—3. (Niebuhr, i., p. 589.)—3. (Liv.,

viii., 23
i
ix., 7.)—4. (Id., vii., 28.)—5. (Id., viii., 40 ; ix., 34.)

—4i. (Id., ix., 26.)—7. (Id., xxiii., 23.) — 8. (Liv., ii., 18.;—9.
(Arnold, i., p. 144.)— 10. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 82.)—11. (Liv.,

»iii., 32.)— 12. (Id., ii., 18.)— 13. (Liv., li., 8—Cic, De Rep.,ii.,

SI.)-14. (Fcst., Opt. Lei.>—15. (viii., 33.)
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his son was persecuted by the dictator L. Papiriusi

appealed on liis behalf to the "populus," the patri-

cians of the curies. Still, even in this case the
populus had recourse to entreaties rather than au-
thority.

Moreover, no one was eligible to the dictatorship

unless he had previously been consul or praetor, for

such was the old name of the consul.* Afterward,
when the powers of the old praetors had been divi-

ded between the two consuls who went to their

provinces abroad, and the praetorians who adminis-

tered justice at home, praetorians as well as consu-
lars were qualified for the office. The first plebeian

dictator was C. Martins Rutilus, nominated (dicius)

by the plebeian consul M. Popillius Laenas, B.C.
356.*

With respect to the electors and the mode of elec-

tion, we are told* that on the first institution of the

office, the dictator was created by the populus or

burghers (M. Valerius qui primus magister a populo

creatus est), just as it had been the custom for the
kings to be elected by the patricians. Dionysius*

tells us that the people merely ratified {eTrt-tlJ7](piaaTo)

the choice of the senate. But the common prac-

tice, even in very early times, was for the senate to

select an individual, who was nominated in the dead
of the night by one of the consuls, and then re-

ceived the imperium, or sovereign authority, from
the assembly of the curies.* This ratification was
in early times indispensable to the validity of the

election, just as it had been necessary for the kings,

even after their election by the curies, to apply to

them for investiture with the imperium {legem curi-

atam de imperio ferre^).

The possession of the right of conferring the im-

perium may, as Niebuhr suggests, have led the pa-

tricians to dispense with voting on the preliminary

nomination of the senate, although it is not impos-

sible that the right of ratification has been confound-

ed with the power of appointment. In later times,

however, and after the passing of the Maenian law,

the conferring of the impeiium was a mere form.

Thenceforward it was only necessary that the con-

sul should consent to proclaim the person nomina-
ted by the senate.'

In the statement we have just made with respect

to the nominations by the senate, we have been
guided chiefly by the authority of Livy ; but we
must not omit to mention that, according to Diony-

sius, the senate only resolved on the appointment of

a dictator, and left the choice to be made by one of

the consuls. Some instances mentioned in Livj

certainly confirm this opinion ; but they are gener-

ally, though not always, cases in which a dictator

was appointed for some single and unimportant pur-

pose ;" nor is it likely that the disposal of kingly

power would have been intrusted, as a matter of

course, to the discretion of an individual. On one

of these occasions we read that the consuls in office

refused for some time to declare a dictator, though

required by the senate to do so, till they were com-
pelled by one of the tribunes.' There were, in fact,

religious scruples against the nomination being made
by any other authority than the consuls ;*' and to

such an extent were they carried, that after the

battle at the Trasimene lake, the only sur-ivinj

consul being from home, the people elected 5, pro-

dictator, and so met the emergency. We may ob-

serve that Livy states, with reference to this case,

that the people could not create a dictator, having

never up to that time exercised such a power {quod
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nanquam ante earn diemfactum erat) : we find, bow-
ever, in a case subsequent to this (B.C. 212), that

the people did appoint a dictator for holding the

elections, though the consul of the year protested

against it, as an encroachment upon his privileges;

but even then the consul nominated, though he did

not appoint.^

Dionysius* informs us that the authority of a dic-

tator was supreme in everything (TroAe/ioi; re koI

elp^vTjc Kcil TcavTOC a/\.Xov npuy/xaTO^ avroKpuTup), and
ihat, till the time of Sulla, no dictator had ever

abused his power. There were, however, some
limitations, which we will mention.

1. The period of office was only six months,' and
at the end of that time a dictator might be brought to

trial for any acts of tyranny committed by him while

in power.* Many, however, resigned their author-

ity before the expiration of the six months, after

completing the business for which they were ap-

pointed. 2. A dictator could not draw on the treas-

ury beyond the credit granted him by the senate,*

nor go out of Italy,* nor even ride on horseback
without the permission of the people,' a regulation

apparently capricious, but perhaps intended to show
whence his authority came. The usurped powers
of the dictators Sulla and Julius Caesar are, of
course, not to be compared with the geimine dic-

tatorship. After the death of the latter, the office

was abolished forever by a law of Antony, the con-

sul.* The title, indeed, was offered to Augustus,
but he resolutely refused it,' in consequence of the

odium attached to it from the conduct of Sulla when
dictator ; in fact, even during the later ages of the

Republic, and for one hundred and twenty years
previous to Sulla's dictatorship, the office itself had
been in abeyance, though the consuls were fre-

quently invested, in time of danger, with something
like a dictatorial power by a senatus consultum,
empowering them to take measures for securing

the state against harm {ut darent operam ne quid

respublica delrimenti caperet).

Together with the master of the burghers, or the

dictator, there was always appointed {dictatori addi-

tus) a magister equitum, or master of the knights.

In many passages of Livy, it is stated that the lat-

ter was chosen by the dictator. This, however,
was not always the case ; at any rate, we meet
with instances where the appointment was made by
the senate or the plebs.*" He was, of course, sub-

ject, like other citizens, to the dictator ; but his au-

thority is said to have been equally supreme, within

his own jurisdiction, over the knights and accensi :^'

who the latter are it is difficult to determine." Nie-

buhr'' says of the magister equitum, " The func-

tions of this officer in the state are involved in ob-

scurity ; that he was not merely the commander of
the horse, and the dictator's lieutenant in the field,

is certain. I conjecture that he was chosen by the
centuries of the plebeian knights, and that he was
their protector : the dictator may have presided at

the election, and have taken the votes of the twelve
2enturies on the person whom he proposed to them.
This might afterward have fallen into disuse, and
ho would then name his colleague himself."

This conjecture, although plausible, is far from
being supported by tlie authority of Livy, who speaks
of both officers as being " creati," and of the ma-
gister equitum as being " additus dictatori," in such
a way as to justify the inference that they were
both appointed by the same authority, just as they

were both selected from the same class of men, the

ccnsulares or prastorii.

1. (Liv., iiii., 8, 31.)—2. (v., 73.)—3. (Lir., ix., 34.)—4. (Lir.,

Tii., 4.)— 5. (Niebuhr, note 1249.)— 6. (Liv., Epit., xix.) — 7.

(Id., xxiii., 14.)—8. (Cic, Pliil., i., 1.)—9. (Suet., Octav., c.52.)

-10. (Liv., ii., 18 ; viii., 17 ; xxvii., 5.)—11. (Vano, De Linj.
Lat . >., 82.)—12. (Arnold, i., p. 144.)—13. (i., p. 596.)
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On one occasion the people made a master ol t!M

horse, M. Minucius, equal in command with th«

dictator Fabius Maximus.'
DICTYNNTA (iHKrvvvia), a festival with sacri-

fices, celebrated at Cydonia in Crete, in honour of

Artemis, surnamed AtKrvwa or AiKTvwaia, from
diKTvov, a hunter's net.' Particulars respecting its

celebration are not known. Artemis AcKrvvva wai
also Worshipped at Sparta,* and at Ambrysus in

Phocis.*

DIES (of the same root as Siog and deus'^). The
name dies was applied, like our word day, to the

time during which, according to the notions of the

ancients, the sun performed his course around the

earth ; and this time they called the civil day {dies

civilis, in Greek vvxOf//i€pov, because it included both

night and day*). The natural day {dies naturalis),

or the time from the rising to the setting of the sun,

was likewise designated by the name dies. The
civil day began with the Greeks at the setting of

the sun, and with the Romans at midnight ; with

the Babylonians at the rising of the sun, and with

the Umbrians at midday.' We have here only to

consider the natural day, and, as its subdivisions

were different at different times, and not always the

same among the Greeks as among the Romans, we
shall endeavour to give a brief account of the va-

rious parts into which it was divided by the Greeks

at the different periods of their history, and then

proceed to consider its divisions among the Ro-
mans, to which will be subjoined a short list of re-

markable days.

At the time of the Homeric poems, the naturjil

day was divided into three parts.* The first, called

Tjug, began with sunrise, and comprehended the

whole space of time during which light seemed
to be increasing, i. e., till midday.* Some ancient

grammarians have supposed that in some instances

Homer used the word r/^g for the whole day, but

Nitzsch'" has shown the incorrectness of this opin-

ion. The second part was called ficaov y/iap, or mid-

day, during which the sun was thought to stand

still." The third part bore the name of deiXri or

deieXov fjfiap,'^^ which derived its name from the

increased warmth of the atmosphere. The last

part of the dellr] was soiftetimes designated by the

words TzoTi ianepav or ^ovlvrog}^ Besides these

three great divisions, no others seem to have been
known at the time when the Homeric poems were
composed. The chief information respecting the

divisions of the day in the period after Homer, and
more especially the divisions made by the Athe-

nians, is to be derived from Pollux.'* The first and
last of the divisions made at the time of Homer
were afterward subdivided into two parts. The
earlier part of the morning was termed Tzpui or

Tzpij TTjg T^fiepag ; the latter wXridovavg r^g dyopuc, or

Tzepl Tvlridovaav ayopav}^ The fiiaov rjfiap of Homer
was afterward expressed by /xeiJT}fj.6pia, fisaov r/fiepag,

or ftear) vjiepa, and comprehended, as before, the

middle of the day, when the sun seemed neither to

rise nor to decline. The two parts of the afternoon

were called deHi] irputri or irputa, and 6ei?i,tj bipiri or

o-^ia}^ This division continued to be observed down

1. (Liv., xxii., 26.)—2. (Diod. Sic, v., 76.—Compare Strabo,

X., p. 376, ed. Tauohnitz.—Pausan.,ii., 30, (> 3.)—3. (Paus., iii.,

12, 1) 7.)—4. (Paus., X., 36, ^ 3.—Compare the scholiast ad Ari«

toph., Ran., 1284 ; Vesp., 357 ; and Meursius, Creta, c. 3.)—5.

(Buttmann, Mythologus, ii., p. 74.)—6. (See Censorin., De Die
Natali, 23.—Plin., U. N., ii., 77, 79.—Varro, De Re Rust., i.,

28.—Macrob., Sat., i., 3.)—7. (Maorob.,1. c—Gellius, iii., 2.)—
8. (II., xxi.. 111.)—9. (II., viii., 66 ; ix., 84.—Od., i.x., 56.)—10.

(Anmerkungen zur Odyssee, i., 125.) — 11. (Ilermias ad Plat.,

Phaedr., p. 342.)—12. (Od., xvii., 606.—Compare Buttmann's Lex-

ilogus, ii., n. 95.)—13. (Od., xvii., 191.— IL, xvi., 779.)— 14

(Onora., i., 68.)— 15. (Herod., iv., 181.—Xen., Mem., i., 1, Itt

—Hellen., i., 1, ^ 30.—Dion Chrysost., Oraf., Ixvii.)— 16. (He.

rod., vii., 167 ; viii., 6.—Thucyd., iii-, 74 ; viii., 2a.-Coiap«r*

Libanius. Epist., 1084.)
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to the latest period of Grecian history, though an-

other more accurate division, and more adapted to

the purposes of common life, was introduced at an

early period ; for Anaximander, or, according to

others, his disciple Anaximenes, is said to have

made the Greeks acquainted with the use of the

Babylonian chronometer or sundial (called Tro/lof or

upoTioyiov, sometimes with the epithet (jKiodrjpLKov or

^?.iafiuv(^pov), by means ofwhich the natural day was
divided into twelve equal spaces of time.* These
spaces were, of course, longer or shorter, according

to the various seasons of the year. The name
hours (upai.), however, did not come into general

use till a very late period, and the difference be-

tween natural and equinoctial hours was first ob-

served by the Alexandrine astronomers.

During the early ages of the history of Rome,
when artificial means of dividing time were yet un-

known, the natural phenomena of increasing light

and darkness formed with the Romans, as with the

Greeks, the standard of division, as we see from
the vague expressions in Censorinus.* Pliny states*

that in the Twelve Tables only the rising and the

setting of the sun were mentioned as the two parts

into which the day was then divided ; but from Cen-
sorinus* and Gellius* we learn that midday {meri-

dies) was also mentioned. Varro* likewise distin-

guished three parts of the day, viz., mane, meridies,

and suprema scil. tempestas, after which no assem-

bly could be held in the Forum. The lex Plaetoria

prescribed that a herald should proclaim the supre-

ma in the comitium, that the people might know
that their meeting was to be adjourned. But the di-

vision of the day most generally observed by the

Romans was that into tempus antemeridianum and
pomeridianum, the meridies itself being only consid-

ered as a point at which the one ended and the oth-

er commenced. But, as it was of importance that

this moment should be known, an especial officer

{vid. AccENsus) was appointed, who proclaimed the

time of midday, when from the curia he saw the

Bun standing between the rostra and the graecosta-

sis. The division of the day into twelve equal spa-

ces, which, here as in Greece, were shorter in win-

ter than in summer, was adopted at the time when
artificial means of measuring time were introduced

among the Romans from Greece. This was about

the year B.C. 291, when L. Papirius Cursor, after

the war with Pyrrhus in southern Italy, brought to

Rome an instrument called solarium horologium, or

simply solarium.'' But as the solarium had been
made for a different meridian, it showed the time at

Rome very incorrectly. Scipio Nasica, therefore,

erected in B.C. 159 a public clepsydra, which indi-

cated the hours of the night as well as of the day.

Even after the erection of this clepsydra, it was cus-

tomary for one of the subordinate officers of the

praetor to proclaim the third, sixth, and ninth hours
;

which shows that the day was, like the night, divi-

ded into four parts, each consisting of three hours.

See Dissen's treatise^ De Partibus Noctis et Did ex

Divisionibus Veterum, in his Kleine Lateinische und
Deutsche Schriften, p. 130, 150. (Compare the arti-

cle HoROLOaiUM.)
All the days of the year were, according to dif-

ferent points of view, divided by the Romans into

different classes. For the purpose of the adminis-
tration of justice, all days were divided into dies fas-
ti and dies ncfasti.

Dies fasti were the days on which the praetor

was allowed to administer justice in the public

1. (Ilerod., ii.. I09.-Diog. Laert., ii., 1, 3—Plin., H. N., ji.,

6, 78.—Suulas, s. v. 'AvaJi>av^,}os.)—2. (De Die Nat., 24.)-n3.

(H. N., vii., 60.)—4. (1. c.)—5. (xvii., 2.)— 6. (De Lin^. Lat.,

Ti., 4, 5, ed. Muller ; andlsidor., Orig., v., 30 and 31.)—7. (Plaut.

tp. GelL, iii., 3, « 5.)
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cour'a , they derived Iheir name from firi {fan tiui

verba ; do, dico, addicct ). On some of the dies fasti

comitia could be held, but not on all.' Dies might
be fasti in three different ways; 1. Dies fasti pro-
prie et toti, or simply dies fasti, were days on which
the praetor used to hold his courts, and could do so
at all hours. They were marked in the Roman
calendar by the letter F, and their number in the
course of the year was 38 ;* 2. Dies proprie sed non
toti fasti, or dies intercisi, days on which the praetor

might hold his courts, but not at all hours, so that

sometimes one half of such a day was fastus, while
the other half was nefastus. Their number was 65
in the year, and they were marked in the calendar
by the signs Fp. =fastus prima, Np —- nefastus pri-

ma, En. = endotercisus = intercisus, Q. Rex C. F. =
quanda Rex comitio fugit, or quando Rex comitiavit

fas, Q. St. Df^. = quando stcrcus defertur ; 3. Dies no-n

proprie sed casu fasti, or days which were not fasti

properly speaking, but became fasti accidentally ; a
dies comitialis, for instance, might become fastus,

if either during its whole course, or during a part

of it, no comitia were held, so that it accordingly be-

came either a dies fastus totus, or fastus ex parte.*

Dies nefasti were days on which neither courts
of justice nor comitia were allowed to be held, and
which were dedicated to other purposes.* Accord-
ing to the ancient legends, they were said to have
been fixed by Numa Pompilius.* From the re-

marks made above, it will be understood that one
part of a day migiit be fastus, while another was ne-
fastus.' The nundince, which had originally been
dies fasti, had been made nefasti at the time when
the twelve-months year was introduced ; but in B.C.
286 they v/ere again made fasti by a law of Q. Hor-
tensius.* The term dies nefasti, which originally

had nothing to do with religion, but simply indicated

days on which no courts were to be held, was in

subsequent times applied to religious days in gener-
al, as dies nefasti were mostly dedicated to ihe wor-
ship of the gods.'

In a religious point of view all days of the year
were either diesfesti, or dies profesti, or dies intercisi.

According to the definition given by Macrobius, dies

festi were dedicated to the gods, and spent with
sacrifices, repasts, games, and other solemnities

;

dies profesti belonged to men for the administra-

tion of their private and public affairs. They were
either dies fasti, or comitiales, or comperendini, or

stati, or praliales. Dies intercisi were common be-

tween gods and men, that is, partly devoted to the

worship of the gods, partly to the transaction of or-

dinary business.

We have lastly to add a few remarks on some of

the subdivisions of the dies profesti, which are like-

wise defined by Macrobius. Dies comitiales were
days on which comitia were held ; their number
was 184 in a year. Dies comperendini were days to

which any action was allowed to be transferred

{quibus vadimonium licet diccre^"). Dies stati were
days set apart for causes between Roman citiznns

and foreigners {qui judicii causa cum pcregrinis in-

stituuntur). Dies praliales were all days on whrch
religion did not forbid to commence a war ; a list

of days and festivals on which it was contrary to

religion to commence a war is given by Macrobius.

See also Festus, s. v. Compare Manutius, De Vet-

erum Dierum Ratione, and the article Calendar
(Roman).
DIFFAREA'TIO. {Vid. Divortium.)

1. (Ovid, Fasti, i., 45, &c.—Varro, De Ling. Lat., vi., 29, 30,

ed. MuUer.—Macrob., Sat., i., 16.)—2. (Cicero, Pro Sext., 15,

with the note of Manutius.)-3. (Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, iii.,

p. 368.)—4. (Macrob., Sat., i., 16.—Varro, De Ling. Lat., 1. c.)—
5. (Varro, 1. c.)—6. (Liv., i., 19.)—7. (Ovid, Fast., i., 50.)-a
(Macrob., Sat., i., 16.)—9. (Gellius,iv., 9 ; v., 17.)— 10. (Gaiui,

iv., () 15.)



DIOCLEIA. DICNYSIA.

DlGESTA. {Vid. Pandbct.e.)

DI'GITUS. {Vid. Pes.)

DIIPOLEIA (AuTToXeca), also called ^irrSXcia o.

Aum'i?iia, a very ancient festival, celebrated every

year on the acropolis of Athens in honour of Zeus,

surnamed IIoAtftV' Suidas and the scholiast on

Aristophanes' are mistaken in believing that the

Diipolia were the same festival as the Diasia. It

was held on the 14th of Scirrophorion. The man-
ner in which the sacrifice of an ox was offered on
this occasion, and the origin of the rite, are de-

scribed by Porphyrias,* with whose account may be

compared the fragmentary descriptions of Pausa-

nias* and .^lian.* The Athenians placed barley

mixed with wheat upon the altar of Zeus, and left it

unguarded ; the ox destined to be sacrificed was
then allowed to go and take of the seeds. One of

the priests, who bore the name of f3ov^6vog (whence
the festival was sometimes called (Sov^ovia), at see-

ing the ox eating, snatched the axe, killed the ox,

and ran away. The others, as if not knowing who
had killed the animal, made inquiries, and at last

also summoned the axe, which was in the end de-

clared guilty of having committed the murder.

This custom is said to have arisen from the fol-

lowing circumstance : In the reign of Erechtheus,

at the celebration of the Dionysia, or, according to

the scholiast on Aristophanes,* at the Diipolia, an
ox ate the cakes offered to the god, and one Baulon
or Thaulon, or, according to others, the povfovog,

killed the ox with an axe and fled from his coun-

try. The murderer having thus escaped, the axe
was declared guilty, and the rite observed at the

Diipolia was performed in commemoration of that

event.'' This legend of the origin of the Diipolia

manifestly leads us back to a time when it had not

yet become customary to offer animal sacrifices to

the gods, but merely the fruits of the earth. Por-

phyrins also informs us that three Athenian families

had their especial (probably hereditary) functions

to perform at this festival. MemBers of the one
drove the ox to the altar, and were thence called

KsvTpiudai : another family, descended from Baulon,

and called the ^ovtvttoi, knocked the victim down
;

and a third, designated by the name dairpoi, killed it.»

DILIGE'NTIA. {Vid. Culpa.)
DIMACH^ {dtfiaxai) were Macedonian horse-

soldiers, who also fought on foot when occasion re-

quired. Their armour was heavier than that of the

ordinary horse-soldiers, and lighter than that of

the regular heavy-armed foot. A servant accom-
panied each soldier in order to take care of his

horse when he alighted to fight on foot. This spe-

cies of troops is said to have been first introduced
by Alexander the Great.'

DIMINUTIO CA'PITIS. {Vid. Caput.)
DIO'BOLOS. {Vid. Obolos.)
DIOCLEI'A (Atd/cXfta), a festival celebrated by

the Megarians in honour of an ancient Athenian
hero. Diodes, around whose grave young men as-

sembled on the occasion, and amused themselves
with gymnastic and other contests. We read that

he who gave the sweetest kiss obtained the prize,

consisting of a garland of flowers." The scholiast

on Theocritus'* relates the origin of this festival as

follows : Diodes, an Athenian exile, fled to Megara,
where he found a youth with whom he fell in love.

In some battle, while protecting the object of his

love with his shield, he was slain. The Megarians
honoured the gallant lover with a tomb, raised him
to the rank of a hero, and, in commemoration of his

1. (Paus., i., 14, Ij 4.)—2. (Par, 410.) —3. (Dff- Abstinent.,

ii , ) 29.)—4. (i., 28, i, 11.)—5. (V. H., viii., 3.)—6. (Nub., 972.)
—7. (Compare Suidas and Hesych., s. v. Bou<6(Jvta.)—8. (Com-
pare Crouzor's Mythol. und Symbol., i., p. 172 ; iv., p. 122, &c.)

9. (Pollux, Onom., i., 132.—Curtius, v., 13.)—10. (Theocrit.,
lilyU., xii., 27, &c.)—11. (1. c.)

faithful attachment, instituted the lestival of thfl

Diocleia. See Bockh ad Find., Olymp., vii., \57, p.

176, and the scholiast ad Aristoph., Acharn., 730,

where a Megarian swears by Diodes, from which
we may infer that he was held in great honour by
the Megarians.*

DIOMO'SIA {Aiufioffia). {Vid. Antomosia.)
DIONY'SIA {Aiovvaia), festivals celebrated in va-

rious parts of Greece in honour of Dionysus. W«
have to consider under this head several festivals of

the same deity, although some of them bore differ-

ent names ; for here, as in other cases, the name of

the festival was sometimes derived from that of the

god, sometimes from the place where it was cele-

brated, and sometimes from some particular circum-

stance connected with its celebration. We shall,

however, direct our attention chiefly to the Attic

festivals of Dionysus, as, on account of their inti-

mate connexion with the origin and the develop^

ment of dramatic literature, they are of greater im-

portance to us than any other ancient festival.

The general character of the festivals of Dionysus
was extravagant merriment and enthusiastic joy,

which manifested themselves in various ways. The
import of some of the apparently unmeaning and
absurd practices in which the Greeks indulged du-

ring the celebration of the Dionysia, has been well

explained by Mviller :• " The intense desire felt by
every worshipper of Dionysus to fight, to conquer,

to suffer in common with him, made them regard

the subordinate beings (Satyrs, Pans, and Nymphs,
by whom the god himself was surrounded, and

through whom life seemed to pass from him into

vegetation, and branch off into a variety of beautiful

or grotesque forms), who were ever present to the

fancy of the Greeks, as a convenient step by which
they could approach more nearly to the presence of

their divinity. The customs so prevalent at the

festivals of Dionysus, of taking the disguise of sa-

tyrs, doubtless originated in this feeling, and not in

the mere desire of concealing excesses under the

disguise of a mask, otherwise so serious and pa-

thetic a spectacle as tragedy couid never have ori-

ginated in the choruses of these satyrs. The de-

sire of escaping from self into something new and
strange, of living in an imaginary world, breaks

forth in a thousand instances in these festivals of

Dionysus. It is seen in the colouring the body with

plaster, soot, vermilion, and different sorts of green

and red juices of plants, wearing goat and deer

skins round the loins, covering the face with large

leaves of different plants, and, lastly, in the wearing

masks of wood, bark, and other materials, and of

a complete costume belonging to the character."

Drunkenness, and the boisterous music of Hates,

cymbals, and drums, were likewise common to all

Dionysiac festivals. In the processions called -diaaoi

(from deial^u), with which they were celebrated,

women also took part, in the disguise of Bacchae,

Lenag, Thyades, Naiades, Nymphs, &c., adorned

with garlands of ivy, and bearing the thyrsus in

their hands (hence the god was sometimes called

Oi]?,vfiop(j)og), so that the whole train represented a
population inspired, and actuated by the powerful

presence of the god. The choruses sung on the oc-

casion were called dithyrambs, and were hymns ad-

dressed to the god in the freest metres and with

the boldest imagery, in which his exploits and

achievements were extolled. {Vid. Chorvs.) The
phallus, the symbol of the fertility of nature, was
also carried in these processions,* and men dis-

guised as women, called l6v<pa?i.Xoi,* followed the

1. (Compare Welcker's Sappho, p. 39, and ad Theogn., P-7» )

—2. (Hist, of the Lit. of Anc. Greece, i., p. 289.)—3. (Plut., J>«

Cupid. Divit., p. 527, D.—Aristoph., AcharL., 229, with th«

schol.—Herod., ii., 49.) -4. (Hesych., s. v.— Athen., jot., p
622.)
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phallus A woman called liKvo^6poi can'ied the

7„iKvov, a long basket containing the image of the

god. Maidens of noble birth (/cavjy^opot) used to

carry figs in baskets, which were sometimes of

gold, and to wear garlands of figs round their necks.'

The indulgence in drinking was considered by the

Greeks as a duty of gratitude which they owed to

the giver of the vine ; hence in some places it was
thought a crime to remain sober at the Dionysia."

The Attic festivals of Dionysus were four in num-
ber : the Aiovvina Kaf dypovg, or the rural Dionysia,

tho Arjvaia, tho 'Avdcar^pia, and the Aiovvaia Iv

ua-ec. After Ruhnken^ and Spalding* had declared

the Anthcsteria and the Lena°a to be only two
names for one and the same festival, it was gener-

ally taken for granted that there could be no doubt
as to the real identity of the two, until in 1817, A.
Bockh read a paper to the Berlin Academy,* in

which he established by incontrovertible arguments
the difference between the Lenaea and Anthesteria.
An abridgment of Bockh's essay, containing all

that is necessary to form a clear idea of the whole
question, is given in the Philological Museum.*
The season of the year sacred to Dionysus was du-

ring the months nearest to the shortest day,' and
the Attic festivals were accordingly celebrated in

the Poseideon, Gamelion (the Lenaeon of the loni-

ans), Anthesterion, and Elaphebolion.

The Aiovvaia kut' aypovr or /xiKpa, the rural or
lesser Dionysia, a vintage festival, were celebrated

in the various demes of Attica in the month of Po-
seideon, and were under the superintendence of the
several local magistrates, the demarchs. This was
doubtless the most ancient of all, and was held with
the highest degree of merriment and freedom ; even
slaves enjoyed full freedom during its celebration,

and their boisterous shouts on the occasion were
almost intolerable. It is here that we have to seek
for the origin of comedy, in the jests and the scur-

rilous abuse which the peasants vented upon the

by-standers from a wagon in which they rode about
{kuuoc if u/za^uv). Aristophanes' calls the comic
poets TpvyuSoi, lee-singers, and comedy, rpvytftSLa,

lee-song;' from the custom of smearing the face
with lees of wine, in which the merry country people
indulged at the vintage. The ascolia and other
amusements, which were afterward introduced into

the city, seem also originally to have been peculiar

to the rural Dionysia. The Dionysia in the Piraeus,

as well as those of the other demes of Attica, be-

longed to the lesser Dionysia, as is acknowledged
both by Spalding and Bockh. Those in the Piraeus

were celebrated with as much splendour as those
in the city ; for we read of a procession, of the per-

formance of comedies and tragedies, which at first

may have been new as well as old pieces ; but
when the drama had attained a regular form, only
old pieces were represented at the rural Dionysia.
Their liberal and democratical character seems to

have been the cause of the opposition which these
festivals met with, when, in the time of Pisistratus,

Thespis attempted to introduce the rural amuse-
ments of the Dionysia into the city of Athens.*"
lliat in other places, also, the introduction of the
worship of Dionysus met with great opposition,

must be inferred from the legends of Orchomenos,
Thebes, Argos, Ephesus, and other places. Some-
thing similar seems to be implied in the account of

1. (Aristoph., Acharn., 1. c.—Lysistr., 647.—Natal. Com., v.,
13.)—2. (Lucian, De Calumn., 16.)—3. (Auctar. ad Hesych.,
torn, i., p. 199.)--4. (Abhandl. der Berl. Acad, von 1804-1811,
p. 70, &c.)—5. (" Vom Unterscheide der Attischen Lenaecn,
Anthesteiien, mid Ifliidl. Dionysien," published in 1819, in the
Abhandl. der Berl. Acad.)—6. (vol. ii., p. 273, &c.)—7. (Plut.,

De E( ap. Delph., 9.)—8. (Vesp., 620 and 1479.)—9. (Acham.,
«M, 634.—Athen., ii., p. 40.)—10. (Pht., Sol , c. 29, 30.—Diog.
Laert... Sol., c. 11.)
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the restoration of tragic choruses to Dionysus at

Sicyon.'

The second festival, the Lenaa (from Irjvo^, the
wine-press, from which, also, the month of Game-
lion was called by the lonians Lenaeon), was cele-

brated in the month ofGamehon; the place of its

celebration was the ancient temple of Dionysus
Limnaeus (from lijivrj, as the district was originally

a swamp, whence the god was also called lifivaye-

vfj^). This temple, the Lenaeon, was situate south
of the theatre of Dionysus, and close by it.* The
Lenaea were celebrated with a procession and scen-
ic contests in tragedy and comedy.^ The process-
ion probably went to the Lenaeon, where a goat
(rptiyof, hence the chorus and tragedy which arose
out of it were called rpayiKoq x^P°? 3n<i rpayudia)
was sacrificed, and a chorus standing around the
altar sang the dithyrambic ode to the god. As the
dithyramb was the element out of which, by the in-

troduction of an actor, tragedy arose (vid. Chorus),
it is natural that, in the scenic contests of this fes-

tival, tragedy should have preceded comedy, as we
see from the important documents in Demosthenes.*
The poet who wished his play to be brought out at

the Lenaea applied to the second archon, who had
the superintendence of this festival as well as the
Anthesteria, and who gave him the chorus if the
piece was thought to deserve it.

The third Dionysiac festival, the Anthesteria, was
celebrated on the 12th of the month of Anthesteri-
on ;' that is to say, the second day fell on the 12th,

for it lasted three days, and the first fell on the 11th,*

and the third on the 13th. ' The second archon su-

perintended the celebration of the Anthesteria, and
distributed the prizes among the victors in the vari-

ous games which were carried on during the sea-

son.* The first day was called Kidoiyia ; the sec-

onA,xoEg\ and the third, ;i;i;rpoi.' The fiist day de»

rived its name from the opening of the casks to taste

the wine of the preceding year ; tlie second from
xov^, the cup, and seems to have been the day de-

voted to drinking. The ascolia seem to have been
played on this day. (Fj<Z. Ascolia.) We read in

Suidas** of another similar amusement peculiar to

this day. The drinker placed himself upon a bag
filled with air, trumpets were sounded, and he who
emptied his cup quickest, or drank most, received

as his prize a leather bag filled with wine and a
garland, or, according to ^lian," a golden crown."
The Kufiog E<p' ujia^uv also took place on this day,

and *he jests and abuse which persons poured forth

on this occasion were doubtless an imitation of tho

amusements customary at the rural Dionysia. Athe-
naeus" says that it was customary on the day of the

Choes to send on to sophists their salaries and
presents, that they too might enjoy themselves with

their friends. The third day had its name from
X'VTpo^, a pot, as on this day persons offered pots

with flowers, seeds, or cooked vegetables, as a sac-

rifice to Dionysus and Hermes Chthonius.** With
this sacrifice were connected the uydvEQ ;^i!rpivot

mentioned by the scholiast on Aristophanes,'* in

which the second archon distributed the prizes.

Slaves were permitted to take part in the general

rejoicings of the Anthesteria ; but at the close of

the day they were sent home with the word? tW*

pa^e, Kupeg, ovk er" 'Avdecrr^pia.'-*

1. (Herod., v., 67.)—2. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Ran., 480.)—

3

(Demosth., c. Meid., p. 517.)—4. (1. c.)—5. (Thuoyd., ii., 1.").)—

6. (Suidas, s. v. Xois-)—!. (Philoch. ap. Suid., s. v. XvTpoi.)—
8. (Aristoph., Acharn., 1143, with the schol.)—9. (Harpocrat

and Suidas, s. v.—Schol. ad Aristoph., Ran., 219.—Athen., x.,

p. 437 ; vii., p. 276 ; jv., p. 129.)—10. (s. v. 'Afrfco?).—11. (V. H.,

ii., 41.)— 12. (Aristoph, Acharn., 943, with the schol.)— 13. (x.,

p. 437.)—14. (Schol. qd Aristoph., Achani., U'09.—Suidas, s. v.

XtJrpoi.)—15. (Ran., 220.)—16. (Hesych., s. i . e-ipasc—PrcicliM
ad Hesiod., Op. et Dies.)
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It is unceitain wiiether dramas were performed at

the Anthesteria ; but Bockh supposes that comedies

were represented, and ttiat tragedies which were

to be brought out at the great Dionysia were per-

haps rehearsed at the Anthesteria. The mysteries

connected with the celebration of the Antliesteria

were held at night, in the ancient temple ev Ai/ivaif,

which was opened only once a year, on the 12th of

Antheetsrion. They were likewise under the su-

permtecdence of the second archon and a certain

number oi kni^iElrjTai. He appointed fourteen priest-

esses, called yepaipai or yepapai, the venerable, who
conducted the ceremonies with the assistance of

one other priestess.* The wife of the second archon

{j^aaiXiaaa) offered a mysterious sacrifice for the

welfare of the city ; she was betrothed to the god

in a secret solemnity, and also tendered the oath to

the geraerag, which, according to Demosthenes," ran

thus :
" I am pure and unspotted by anything that pol-

lutes, and have never had intercourse with man. I

will solemnize the Theognia and lobakcheia at their

proper time, according to the laws of my ancestors."

The admission to the mysteries, from which men
were excluded, took place after especial prepara-

tions, which seem to have consisted in purifications

by air, water, or fire.' The initiated persons wore
skins of fawns, and sometimes those of panthers.

Instead of ivy, which was worn in the public part

of the Dionysia, the mystae wore myrtle.* The
sacrifice offered to the god in these mysteries con-

sisted of a sow, the usual sacrifice of Demeter, and

in some places of a cow with calf It is more than

probable that the history of Dionysus was symbol-

ically represented in these mysteries, as the history

of Demeter was acted in those of Eleusis, which
were in some respects connected with the former.*

The fourth Attic festival of Dionysus, Aiovvma
iv aarei, aariKu or fieyaka, was celebrated about the

12th of the month of Elaphebolion ;• but we do not

know whether they lasted more than one day or

not. The order in which the ceremonies took place

was, according to the document in Demosthenes, as

follows : The great public procession, the chorus

of boys, the /cw/zof {vid. Chorus), comedy, and, last-

ly, tragedy. We possess in Athenaeus^ the descrip-

ion of a great Bacchic procession, held at Alexan-

drea in the reign of Ptolemaeus Philadelphus, from
which we may form some idea of the great Attic

procession. It seems to have been customary to

represent the god by a man in this procession. Plu-

tarch,* at least, relates that, on one occasion, a beau-

tiful slave of Nicias represented Dionysus.* A ri-

diculous imitation of a Bacchic procession is de-

scribed in Aristophanes." Of the dramas which
were performed at the great Dionysia, the tragedies,

at least, were generally new pieces ; repetitions do
not, however, seem to have been excluded from any
Dionysiac festival. The first archon had the super-

inteniience, and gave the chorus to the dramatic
poet who wished to bring out his piece at this festi-

val. The prize awarded to the dramatist for the

best play consisted of a crown, and his name was
proclaimed in the theatre of Dionysus." Strangers

were prohibited from taking part in the choruses of

boys. During this and some other of the great At-

tic festivals, prisoners were set free, and nobody
was allowed to seize the goods of a debtor ; but a

war was not interrupted by its celebration.'* As the

great Dionysia were celebrated at the beginning of

spring, when the navigatior was reopened, Athens

(Pollux, Onom., viii., 9.)—2. (c. Neaer., p. 1371, 22.)—3.
(Serv. ad .fin., vl., 740.—Paus., it, 20, 1) 4.—Liv., xxxix., 13.)

—4. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Ran., 330.)—5. (Schol. ad Aristoph.,

Ran., 343.)—6. (JSsch > c. Ctes., p. 63.)—7. (v., p. 197, 199.)—8.
(Nic , 3.)—9. (Compare Athen., v., p. 200.)— 10. (Eccles., 759,

seqq.)—11. (Demosth., De Coron., p. 21)7.)

—

12. (Demoath., c.

BflBot. DeNom., p. 99ft)

was not only visitetl by numbers of country peopltii

but also by strangers from other parts of Greece

;

and the various amusements and exhibitions on thi«

occasion were not unlike those of a modern fair.'

Respecting the scrupulous regularity, and the enor
mous sums spent by the Athenians on the celebra-

tion of these and other festivals, see Demosthene? '

As many circumstances connected with ilie celebi*

tion of the Dionysia cannot be made clear without

entering into minute details, we must refer the read-

er to Bockh's essay.

The worship of Dionysus was almost universal

among the Greeks in Asia as well as in Europe, and
the character of his festivals was the same every-

where, only modified by the national differences of

the various tribes of the Greeks. It is expressly

stated that tlie Spartans did not indulge so much in

drinking during the celebration of the Dionysia as

other Greeks.' The worshipofDionysus was in gen-

eral, with the exception of Corinth, Sicyon, and the

Doric colonies in southern Italy, less popular among
the Doric states than in other parts of Greece.* It

.

was most enthusiastic in Boeotia, in the orgies on

Mount Cithaeron, as is well known from allusions

and descriptions in several Roman poets. That the

extravagant merriment, and the unrestrained con-

duct with which all festivals of this class were cel-

ebrated, did, in the course of time, lead to the

greatest excesses, cannot be denied ; but we must,

at the same time, acknowledge that such excesses

did not occur until a comparatively late period. At
a very early period of Grecian history, Bacchic fes-

tivals were solemnized with human sacrifices, and

traces of this custom are discernible even until

very late. In Chios this custom was superseded

by another, according to which the Bacchse were
obliged to eat the raw pieces of flesh of the victim

which were distributed among them. This act was
called u/iO(l>ayia, and Dionysus deiived from it the

name of ufiddiog and ufirjav'^g. There was a report

that even Thernistocles, after the battle of Salamis,

sacrificed three noble Persians to this divinity.*

But Plutarch's account of this very instance, if

true, shows that at this time such savage rites were
looked upon with horror.

The worship of Dionysus, whom the Romans
called Bacchus, or, rather, the Bacchic mysteries

and orgies {Baixhanalia), are said to have been in-

troduced from southern Italy into Etruria, and from

thence to Rome,* where for a time they were car-

ried on in secret, and, during the latter part of their

existence, at night. The initiated, according to

Livy, did not only indulge in feasting and drinking

at their meetings, but, when their minds were heat-

ed with wine, they indulged in the coarsest ext ess-

es and the most unnatural vices. Young girls and
youths were seduced, and all modesty was set

aside ; every kind of vice found here its full satis-

faction. But the crimes did not remain confined to

these meetings : their consequences were manifest

in all directions ; for false witnesses, forgeries, false

wills, and denunciations proceeded from this focua

of crime. Poison and assassination, were canied
on under the cover of this society ; and the voices

of those who had been fraudulently drawn into

these orgies, and would cry out against the shame-
less practices, were drowned by the shouts of the

Bacchantes, and the deafening sounds of drums and

cymbals.

The time of initiation lasted ten days, during

1. (Isocr., Areop., p. 203, ed. Bekker.—Xen., Ilicro, i., 11.—

Compare Becker, Charikles, ii., p. 237, seqq.)— 2. (Philip., i., p.

50.)—3. (Athen., iv., p. 156.—Plato, De Leg., i., p. 637.>—4.

(MQUer, Dorians, ii., 10, I) 6.—Bottiger, Ideen z. Archffiol. del

Malerei, p. 289, seqq.)—5. (Plut., Themist., 13.—Pelop., 21.-

Compare Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, ii., p 310.)— «. (U«,
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wtuch a person was obliged to abstain from all sex-

ual intercourse ; on the tenth he took a solemn

meal, underwent a purification by water, and was
led into the sanctuary {Bacchanal). At first only

womcjn were initiated, and the orgies were celebra-

ted every year during three days. Matrons alter-

nately performed the functions of priests. But Pac-

ula Annia, a Campanian matron, pretending to act

under the direct influence of Bacchus, changed the

whole method of celebration : she admitted men to

tlie initiation, and transferred the solemnization,

which had hitherto taken place during the daytime,

to the night. Instead of three days in the year, she

ordered that the Bacchanalia should be held during

five days in every month. It was from the time

that these orgies were carried on after this new
plan that, according to the statement of an eye-

witness,* licentiousness and crimes of every de-

scription were committed. Men as well as women
indulged in the most unnatural appetites, and those

who attempted to stop or to oppose such odious

proceedings fell as victims. It was, as Livy says,

a principle of the society to hold every ordinance of

God and nature in contempt. Men, as if seized by
fits of madness, and under great convulsions, gave

oracles : and the matrons, dressed as Bacchae, with
dishevelled hair and burning torches in their hands,

ran down to the Tiber and plunged their torches

into the water; the torches, however, containing

sulphur and chalk, were not extinguished. Men
who refused to take part in the crimes of these or-

gies were frequently thrown into dark caverns and
despatched, while the perpetrators declared that

they had been carried off by the gods. Among the

number of the members of these mysteries were,

at the time when they were suppressed, persons of

all classes ; and .during the last two years, nobody

had been initiated who was above the age of twen-

ty years, as this age was tbought most fit for seduc-

tion and sensual pleasure.

In the year B.C. 186, the consuls Spurius Postu-

nius Albinus and Q. Marcius Philippus were in-

formed of the existence of these meetings, and, af-

ter having ascertained the facts mentioned above,

they made a report to the senate.' The senate,

alarmed by this singular discovery, and although

dreading lest members of their own famihes might

be involved, invested the consuls with extraordina-

ry power, to inquire into the nature of these noc-

turnal meetings, to exert all their energy to secure

the priests and priestesses, to issue a proclamation

throughout Rome and Italy, forbidding any one to

be initiated in the Bacchic mysteries, or to meet
for the purpose of celebrating them ; but, above all

things, to submit those individuals who had already

been secured to a rigid trial. The consuls, after

having given to the subordinate magistrates all the

necessary instructions, held an assembly of the peo-

ple, in which the facts just discovered were ex-

plained to the public, in order that the objects of the

proceedings which were to take place might be
known to every citizen. A reward was at the same
time offered to any one who might be able to give

farther information, or to name any one that be-

longed to the conspiracy, as it was called. Meas-
ures were also taken to prevent any one from leav-

ing Italy. During the night following, a number of

persons were apprehended ; many of them put an
end to their own lives. The whole number of the

initiated was said to be 7000. The trial of all

those who were apprehended lasted thirty days.

Rome was almost deserted, for the innocent as

well as the guilty had reason to fear. The punish-

ment inflicted on those who were convicted varied

according to the degree of their guilt ; some were

1. (Liv., xiiii., 13.)—2 'Lit., xuix., 14.)
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thrown into prison, others were pu to death. TI;e

women were suirendered to their parents oi hus-

bands, that they might receive their punishment in

private. The consuls then were ordered by tf.e

senate to destroy all Bacchanalia throughout Rome
and Italy, with the exception of such altars or strd-

ues of the god as had existed there from ancient

times. In order to prevent a restoration of the Bac-
chic orgies, the celebrated decree of the senate {Se-

natus auctoritas de Bacchanalihus) was issued, com?
manding that no Bacchanalia should be held either

in Rome or Italy ; that if any one should think such
ceremonies necessary, or if he could not neglect

them without scruples or making atonements, he
should apply to the praetor urbanus, who might then
consult the senate. If the permission should be
granted to him in an assembly of the senate, con-
sisting of not less than one hundrcl members, he
might solemnize the Bacchic sacra ; but no more
than five persons were to be present at the celebra-

tion ; there should be no common fund, and no
master of the sacra or priest.' This decree is also

mentioned by Cicero.' A brazen table containing

this important document was discovered near Bari,

in southern Italy, in the year 1640, and is at present

in the imperial Museum of Vienna. A copy of it is

given in Drakenborch's edition of Livy.^

We have, in our account of the Roman Baccha-
nalia, closely followed the description given by Livy,

which may, indeed, be somewhat exaggerated ; but,

considering the difference of character between the

Greeks and Romans, it cannot be surprising that a

festival like the Dionysia, when once introduced

among the Romans, should have immediately de-

generated into the grossest and coarsest excesses.

Similar consequences were seen immediately aftei

the time when the Romans were made acquainted

with the elegance and the luxuries of Greek life ; for,

like barbarians, they knew not where to stop, and
became brutal in their enjoyments. But whether the

account of Livy be exaggerated or not, thus much
is certain, that the Romans, ever since the time of

the suppression of the Bacchanalia, considered these

orgies as in the highest degree immoral and licen-

tious, as we see from the manner in which they ap-

phed the words derived from Bacchus, e. g., bacchor,

bacchans, bacchatio, bacchicus, and others. But the

most surprising circumstance in the account of

Livy is, that the Bacchanalia should have been cel-

ebrated for several years in the boisterous manner
described above, and by thousands of persons, with-

out any of the magistrates appearing to have been
aware of it.

While the Bacchanalia were thus suppressed, an-

other more simple and innocent festival of Bacchus,
the Liberalia (from Liber or Liber Pater, a name of

Bacchus), continued to be celebrated at Rome every
year on the 16th of March.* A description of the

ceremonies customary at this festival is given by
Ovid,* with which may be compared Varro.* Priests

and aged priestesses, adorned with garlands of ivy,

carried through the city wine, honey, cakes, and
sweetmeats, together with an altar with a handle

{ansata ara), in the middle of which there was a

small firepan (foculus), in which, from time to time,

sacrifices were burned. On this day Roman youths

who had attained their sixteenth year received the

toga virilis.'' That the Liberalia were celebrate •

with various amusements and great merriment,

might be inferred from the general character of Di-

onysiac festivals ; but we may also see it from the

name Ludi Liberates, which is sometimes used in-

stead of Liberalia; and Naevius* expressly says

1. (Liv., xxxix., 18.) -2. (De Leg., ii., 15.)—3. (torn. Tii.,jx

197, seqq.)—4. (Ovid, Fast., iii., 713.)—5. (1. c.)—6. (De Liny.

Lat., V. 55, ed Bipont.)—7. (Cic. ad Att., 'i., 1.)—8. i ap Fes;.*
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that persons expressed themselves very freely at

the Liberalia. St. Augustine' even speaks of a high

degree of licentiousness carried on at this festival.

*I)IOS ANTHOS (Atof uvdos), a plant. Sprengel

conjectures that it was the Agrostemma Flos Jovis

;

but Stackhouse hesitates between the Agrostemma
and the Diantlius Caryophyllus, or Carnation.*

DIOSCU'lllA {AioGKovpia), festivals celebrated in

various parts of Greece in honour of the Dioscuri.

The Spartan Dioscuria mentioned by Pausanias'

and Spanheim,* were celebrated with sacrifices, re-

joicings, and drinking. At Cyrene the Dioscuri were
likewise honoured with a great festival.* The Athe-
nian festived of the Dioscuri has been described un-

der Anaceia. Their worship was very generally

adopted in Greece, especially in the Doric and
Achaean states, as we conclude from the great num-
ber of temples dedicated to them ; but scarcely any-

thing is known respecting the manner in which their

festivals were celebrated.

*DIOS'PYRUS (AidaTTvpnt;), according to Stack-

house, the Diospyrus Lotus ; but Schneider doubts
whether the fruit of the latter agrees in character

with the description of the dioanvpog as gi\(en by
Theophrastus.'
DIO'TA was a vessel containing two ears (ora)

or handles, used for holding wine. It appears to

have been much the same as the amphora.' (Vid.

Amphora.)
*DIPHR'YGES (dippvyig), " evidently," accord-

ing to Adams, " a metallic compound of copper.

Sprengel says it consisted principally of burned cop-

lier, with a certain admixture of iron. Dr. Milligan

calls it an oxide of copper. Matthiolus gives it the

name of Marc de bronze, i. e.. Husk of bronze."*

•DIPS'ACUS (diipaKog), the Dipsacus Fullonum,
Fuller's Thistle, or manured Teasel. Stephens calls

it Chardon de Bonneticr. The leaves are concave,

and so placed as to contain water.*

*DIPSAS (<5tV"f)> the name of a yenomous ser-

pent, whose bite causes insatiable thirst, whence the

name, from Jr^ttu, "to thirst." Sprengel marks it

as the Coluber prester, or black viper. According
to Adams, it is sometimes found in England. A
splendid description of the effects of its sting is giv-

en by Lucan. For farther information, the student

is referred by Adams to Nicander, Dioscorides, Ae-
tius, and the other writers on toxicology, as also to

Lucian's treatise on the Dipsades."*

DIPHTH'ERA {6i(j>depa) was a kind of cloak made
of the skins of animals, and worn by herdsmen and
country people in general. It is frequently men-
tioned by Greek writers." Pollux" says that it had
a covering for the head (kniKpavov), in which rp.spect

it would correspond to the Roman cucuLlus. ( Vid.

CaCDLLOS.)"
DIPHROS ((5i>poc). ( Vid. CuRRus, p. 333.)

DIPL'OIS (diTrAoi'f.) {Vid. Pallium.)
DIPLO'MA was a writ or public document, which

conferred upon a person any right or privilege. Du-
ring the Republic it was granted by the consuls and
senate ; and under the Empire, by the emperor and
the magistrates whom he authorized to do so.'*

The diploma was sealed by the emperor ;" it con-

sisted of two leaves, whence it derived its name.

1. (De Civ. Dei, vii., 21.)—2. (Theophrasft., vi., 1 ; vi., 6.—
kiama. Append., s. v.)—3. (iv., 27, ^ 1, compared -with iii., 16,

t 3 >—4. (ad Callim., Hymn, in Pall., 24.)— 5. (Schol. ad Find.,

Pyth., v., 029.)-6. (Theophrast., H. P., iii., 13.— Adams, Ap-
pend., 8. V.)—7. (Hor., Carm., I., ix., 9.) — 8. (Dioscor., v., 119.

—Paul. Mgm., vii., 3. — Adams, Append., s. r.) — 9. (Dioscor.,

iii., 11.—Adams, Append., s. v.) — 10. (.^lian, N. A., vi., 51.

—

Lacan, ix., 610.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—11. (Aristoph., Nub.,
72.—Schol. ad loc.—Vesp., 444.—Plato, Crit., p. 53. — Lucian,
Tim., c. 12.) — 12. (Onom., vii., 70.) — 13. (Becker, Charikles,

ii., p. 359.)— 14. (Cic. ad Fam., vi., 12 ; ad Att., x. 17 ; c. Pis.,

37.—Sen., Ben., vii., 10.—Suet., Cal , 38 ; Ner., 12 ; 0th., 7.—
DiF. 48, 'it. 10. 8. 27.)—15. (Suet.. Octav.. 50.)

These writs were especially given to public ziwao

iers, or to those who wished to procuie the u)e of
the public horses or carriages.* The tabellarii of
the emperor would na^urally always have a diplcK

ma ; whence we read in an inscription' of a diploma
rius tabellarius.

AinPfiPOI NHES (di::pupoi. v^eg). {Vid. AMU
nPYMNOI NHES.)
DIP'TYCHA {dinrvxa) were two tvriting tablcts-

which could be folded together. Herodotus* speaks
of a deTiTLov dinTv^ov made of wood, and coveied
over with wax.* The diptycha were maue of dif-

ferent materials, commonly of wood, but sometimes
of ivory.

Under the Empire, it was the custom of the con-
suls and other magistrates to distribute among their

friends and the people, on the day on which they
entered on their office, tablets, called respectively

diptycha consularia, pratoria, adilitia, &c., which
were inscribed with their names, and contained
their portraits. Several of these diptycha are given
by Montfaucon.*
DIRECTA ACTIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 17.)

DIRIBITO'RES are said by most modern writers

to have been the persons who gave to the citizens

the tabella with which they voted in the comitia {vid.

CoMiTiA, p. 297) ; but Wunder has most distinctly

proved, in the preface to his Codex Erfutensis,'' that

it was the office of the diribitores to divide the
votes when taken out of the cistce, so as to determine
which had the majority. He remarks that the ety-

mology of diribere would lead us to assign to it the
meaning of " separation" or " division," as it is

compounded of dis and habere, in the same manner
as dirimere is of dis and emere ; the h disappears as
in prcbere and debere, which come respectively from
prce and habere, and de and habere. In several pa«i-

sages the word cannot have any other signification

than that given by Wunder."
When Cicero says,' " vos rogatores, vos diribi-

tores, vos custodes tabellarum,^' we may presume
that he mentions these officers in the order in which
they discharged their duties in the comitia. It was
the office of the rogatores to collect the tabellae which
each century gave, as they used, before the ballot

was introduced, to ask {rogare) each century for its

votes, and report them to the magistrate who pre-

sided over the comitia. The diribitores, as has
been already remarked, divided the votes when ta-

ken out of the cistcE, and handed them over to th«

custodes, who checked them off by points marked on
a tablet.

Many writers have confounded the cista with the

sitella or urna, into which the sortes or mere lots

were cast , the true difference between these words
is explained under Sitella.

DISCUS {dioKog), a circular plate of stone (At0i

VOL SiaKoi}") or metal {splendida pondera disci^^), made
for throwing to a distance as an exercise of strength

and dexterity. This was, indeed, one of the princi-

pal gymneistic exercises of the ancients, being inclu-

ded in the UivraOkov. It was practised in the he-

roic age ;*• the fable of Hyacinthus, who was killed

by Apollo as they were playing together at this

game," cdso proves its very high antiquity.

The discus was ten or twelve inches in diameter,

so as to reach above the middle of the forearm when
held in the right hand. The object was to throw it

1. (Plin., Ep., I., 14, 121.—Compare x., 54, 55.) — 2. ((>tlli,

No. 2917.)— 3. (vii., 239.)— 4. (Compare Pollui, iv., 18.)—

5

(Codex Theod., 15, tit. 9, s. 1.) — 6. (Antiq. Expl., Suppl., vol

iii., p. 220, &c.)—7. (p. cxxvi.-clviii.)—8. (Cic, Pro Plane, 20;

ad Qu. Frat., iii., 4, 1) 1. — Varro, De Re Rust., iii., 2, H ; "i-i

5, *18.)—9. (in Pis., 15.)—10. (Pind ,Isth.,i.,34.)— II. (Mart.,

xiv., 164.)— 12. (Horn., II., ii., 774. —Od., vi., 626 ; viii., 12A,

186-188; xvii., 168.— Eurip., Iph. in Aul., 200.) — 13. (Ovid,

Met., I., 1'57-2I9.)
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from a fixed spot to the greatest distance ; and in

doing this, each player had a friend to mark the point

at which the discus, when thrown by him, struck

the ground, as is done by Minerva on behalf of

Ulysses when he contends with the Phseacians ;'

&ra sigtiahir terra sagilta? The distance to which
it was commonly thrown became a measure of

length, called ra dicKCVQa.^

The space on which the discobolus, or thrower
of the discus, stood, was called fia?\,6ig, and was in-

dicated by being a little higher than the ground sur-

'ounding it. As each man took his station, with

his body entirely naked, on the fiaMig, he placed his

right foot forward, bending his knee, and resting

principally on this foot. The discus being held,

ready to be thrown, in his right hand, he stooped,

turning his body towards it, and his left hand was
naturally turned in the same direction.* This atti-

tude was represented by the sculptor Myron in one
of his works, and is adduced by Quintilian* to show
how much greater skill is displayed by the artist,

and how much more powerful an effect is produced
on the spectator, when a person is represented in

action, than when he is at rest or standing erect.

We fortunately possess several copies, more or less

entire, of this celebrated statue ; and one of the best

of them is in the British Museum (see the annexed
woodcut). It represents the player just ready to

swing round his outstretched arm, so as to describe

with it a semicircle in the air, and thus, with his

collected force, to project tho discus at an angle of
forty-fi\e degrees, at the same time springing for-

ward toO as to give it the impetus of his whole body.

Di«.JaiTi " Tosto contorquet turbine, et ipse prosequi-

By metaphor, the term discus was applied to a

mirror' {vid. Speculum) ; to the orb of the sun as

seen by us ; and to a flat round plate used to hold

meat, whence the English dish.

Sometimes a heavy mass of a spherical form (ao-

Xog) was used instead of a discus, as when the

Greeks at the funeral games contended for a lump
of iron, which was to be given to him who could

throw it farthoflt.* The croXof was perforated in the

centre, so tViSt a rope or thong might be passed
through, anrl used in throwing it.' In this form the

diaccbolia in still practised by the mountaineers of

the cantn-i. of Appenzell, in Switzerland. They
liieet twi'-e a year to throw round stones of great

weight Tiid size. This they do by a sudden leap

1, (Od., viii., 186-200.)—2. (Stal., Theb., -"i., 703.)— 3. (11.,

ndii., 431, 523.)- -4. (Philostr. Sen., Imag., i., 24.—Welcker, ad

loc.)—5. (Inst. Or., ii., 13, ^ 10.)—6. (Statins, i.e.)—7. (Brunck.,

Ax.ll., ii., p. 494.)—8. (11., xxiii., 826-846.)—9. (Enitosth., Bem-
fcardy, p. 251.)
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and forcible swinging of the whole body. '.Fhe same
stone is taken by all, as in the case of the ancient
discus and a67.og : he who sends it to the greatest

distance receives a public prize. The stone is lifted

as high as the right shoulder (see woodcut ; kutu-
fiadioio^) before being projected.'

DISPENSA'TOR. {Vid. Calculator.)
DITHYRA'MBUS. {Vid. Chorus, p. 247.)

DIVERSO'RIUM. {Vid. Caupona.)
DIVINA'TIO is, according to Cicero,' a presen-

sion and a knowledge of future things ; or, accord-
ing to Chrysippus,* a power in man which foresees
and explains those signs which the gods throw in

his way, and the diviner must therefore know the
disposition of the gods towards men, the import ol

their signs, and by what means these signs are to

be obtained. According to this latter definition, the
meaning of the Latin word divinatio is narrower
than that of the Greek navTiKTJ, inasmuch as the
latter signifies any means by which the decrees of
the gods can be discovered, the natural as well as
the artificial ; that is to say, the seers and the ora-

cles, where the will of the gods is revealed by inspi

ration, as well as the divinatio in the sense of Chry-
sippus. In the one, man is the passive agent
through which the deity reveals the future ; while

in the other, man discovers it by his own skill or

experience, without any pretension to inspiration.

As, however, the seer or vates was also frequently

called divinus, we shall treat, under this head, of

seers as well as of other kinds of divinatio. The
subject of oracles is discussed in a separate article.

{Vid. Oraculum.)
The belief that the decrees of the divine will

were occasionally revealed by the deity himself, or

could be discovered by certain individuals, is one
which the classical nations of antiquity had, in com-
mon with many other nations, before the attainment

of a certain degree of intellectual cultivation. In

early ages such a belief was natural, and perhaps

founded on the feeling of a very close connexion
between man, G6d, and nature. But in the course

of time, when men became more acquainted with

the laws of nature, this belief was abandoned, at

least by the more enlightened minds, while the mul-

titudes still continued to adhere to it ; and the gov-

ernments, seeing the advantages to be derived from
it, not oiriy countenanced, but encouraged and sup-

ported it.

The seers or fidvTEic, who, under the direct influ-

ence of the gods, chiefly that of Apollo, announced
the future, seem originally to have been connected

with certain places where oracles were given ; but

in subsequent times they formed a distinct class of

persons, independent of any locality ; one of them
is Calchas in the Homeric poems. Apollo, the god

of prophecy, was generally the source from which
the seers, as well as other diviners, derived their

knowledge. In many families of seers the inspired

knowledge of the future was considered to be he-

reditary, and to be transmitted from father to son

To these families belonged the lamids,* who from

Olympia spread over a considerable part of Greece

;

the Branchidae, near Miletus ;* the Eumolpids, at

Athens and Eleusis ; the Clytiads,' the Telliads,*

the Acarnanian seers, and others. Some of these

families retained their celebrity till a very late pe-

riod of Grecian history. The mantels made their

revelations either when requested to do so on im-

portant emergencies, or they made them sponta-

neously whenever they thought it necessary, eithei

1. (II., xxiii., 431.)—2 (Ebel, Schilderung der Gebirgsv61k«t

der Schweitz, i., p. 174.) -3. (De Divin., i., 1.)— 4. (Cic, I>^

Divin., ii., 63.)— 5. (Paus, in., 11, * 5, &c. — BiSckh ad Pind.,

OL, vi., p. 152.)—6. (Conon., 33.) -7. (Pans., vi., 17, * 4.)~8
(Herod., viii., 27.—Paus., x., 1, 1) 4, &c.—llerod., ix., 37.)
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«> prevent some calamity or to stimulate their coun-

ryn>en to something beneficial. The civil govern-

ment of Athens not only tolerated, but protected

and honoured them ; and Cicero' says, that the man-
tels were present in all the public assemblies of the

Athenians.* Along with the seers we may also

mention the Bacides and the Sibylla;. Both existed

from a very remote time, and were distinct from
the mantels so far as they pretended to derive their

knowledge of the future from sacred books {xpriajj-ol)

which they consulted, and which were in some pla-

ces, as at Athens and Rome, kept by the govern-

ment or some especial officers, in the acropolis and
in the most revered sanctuary. Bacis was, accord-

ing to Pausanias,* in Boeotia, a general name for a

man inspired by nymphs. The scholiast on Aris-

tophanes* and ^lian* mention three oiiginal Baci-

des, one of Eleon in Boeotia, a second of Athens,

and a third of Caphys in Arcadia.* From these

three Bacides all others were said to be descended,

and to have derived their name. Antichares,' Mu-
saeus,* Euclous of Cyprus,' and Lycus, son of Pan-
dion,** probably belonged to the Bacides. The Sib-

yllae were prophetic women, probably of Asiatic or-

igin, whose peculiar custom seems to have been to

wander with their sacred books from place to place.''

.^Han'* states that, according to some authors,

there were four Sibyllae, the Erythraean, the Sa-

mian, the Egyptian, and the Sardinian ; but that

others added si.x: more, among whom there was one
called the Cumaean, and another called the Jewish
Sibylla. Compare Suidas,'' and Pausanias,'* who
has devoted a whole chapter to the Sibyllae, in

which, however, he does not clearly distinguish be-

tween the Sibyllae properly so called, and other wom-
en who travelled about and made the prophetic art

their profession, and who seem to have been very
numerous in all parts of the ancient world.'* The
Sibylla whose books gained so great an importance
at Rome was, according to Varro,'* tjie Erythraean

:

the l>5r.ks which she was said to have sold to one
of the Tarquins were carefully concealed from the

public, and only accessible to the duumvirs. The
early existence of the Sibyllae is not as certain as

that of the Bacides ; but in some legends of a late

date they occur even in the period previous to the
Trojan war, and it is not improbable that at an
early period every town in Greece had its prophe-

cies by some Bacis or Sibylla." They seem to

have retained their celebrity down to the time of
Antiochus and Demetrius.'*

Besides these more respectable prophets and
prophetesses, there were numbers of diviners of an
inferior order {xP''l'^l^'^^'^y'-^)i who made it thei^

business to explain all sorts of signs, and to tell

fortunes. They weie, however, more particularly

popular with the lower orders, who are everywhere
most ready to believe what is most marvellous and
least entitled to belief. This class of diviners,

however, does not seem to have existed until a
comparatively late period," and to have been looked
upon, even by the Greeks themselves, a? nuisances
to the public.

These soothsayers lead us naturally to the mode
of divination, of which such frequent use was made
by the ancients in all the affairs of public and pri-

vate life, and which chiefly consisted in the inter-

1. (De Divinat., i., 43.) — 2. (Compare Aristoph., Pax, 1025,

with the schol. — Nub., 325, <fec., and the schol. — I.ycurg., c.

Leocrat., p. 196.)—3. (i., 12, ^ 6, compared with iv., 27, 2.)—
4. (PaT, 1009.)— 5. (V. IL, xii., 35.)— 6. (Compare Aristoph.,

Equit., 123, 998.—Avos, 963.—Clem. Alex., Strom., i., 398.)—7.
(HeriKl., v., 43.)—8. (Herod., vii., 6.)—9. (Paus., x., 12, ^ 6.)—
10. (Paus., I.e.)— 11. (Liv., i., 7.) — 12. (V. II., xii., 35.)—13.
;s. V 5:('6ii\>at >— 14. (I., 12.) — 15. (Clem. Alex., Strom., i.,

?>9) — 16 vaj Lactanf • 6.)— 17. (Paus., 1. c.) — 18. (See

N'iebuhr, Hist. o\ Rome . r 503, &c.)—19. (Thucyd., ii., 21.

Aristoft. • f ^r Pai 986. 1034. &c.)

A A A

pretation of numberless signs and phenomena. No
public undertaking of any consequence was ever
entered upon by the Greeks and Romans without
consulting the will of the gods, by observing the
signs which they sent, especially those in the sac-

rifices ofTered for the purpose, and by which they
were thought to indicate the success or the failure

of the undertaking. For this kind of divination no
divine inspiration was thought necessary, but mere-
ly experience and a certain knowledge acquired by
routine ; and although, in some cases, priests were
appointed for the purpose of observing and explain-

ing signs {vid. Augur, Haruspex), yet on any sud-

den emergency, especially in private affairs, any
one who met with something extraordinary might
act as his own interpreter. The principal signs by
which the gods were thought to declare their will,

were things connected with the offering of sacrifi-

ces, the flight and voice of birds, all kinds of nat-

ural phenomena, ojiinary as well as extraordinary
and dreams.
The interpretation of signs of the first class {iepo

jiavreia or lepoaKonia, haruspiciuTn or ars haruspicina)

was, according to JEschylus,' the invention of Pro-

metheus. It seems to have been most cultivated by
the Etruscans, among whom it was raised into a

complete science, and from whom it passed to the

Romans. Sacrifices were either offered for the

special purpose of consulting the gods, or in the or-

dinary way ; but in both cases the signs were ob-

served, and when they were propitious, the sacri-

fice was said KaXkiepelv. The principal points that

were generally observed were, 1. The manner in

which the victim approached to the altar, whether
uttering a sound or not ; the former was consider-

ed a favourable omen in the sacrifice at the Panio-

nium.' 2. The nature of the intestines with re-

spect to their colour and smoothness ;' the \i\es

and bile were of particular importance. {Vid,. Cafut
ExTORUM.) 3. The nature of the flame which con-

sumed the sacrifice ;* hence the words mpofiavTeia,

Ifinvpa OTJiiaTa, <f>2,oyuTtu arifiaTa. That the smoke
rising from the altar, the libation, and various other

things offered to the gods, were likewise consicered

as a means through which the will of the gods might
be learned, is clear from the names Kairvo/iavreia,

Ki6avofiavTeia, Kpidofiavreia, and others. Especial

care was also taken, during a sacrifice, that no inau-

spicious or frivolous words were uttered by any of the

by-standers : hence the admonitions of the priests,

eixpvfietre and eixpTifiia, or ai-ydre, ffcunuTe, favele Un-
guis, and others ; for improper expressions were
not only thought to pollute and profane the sacred

act, but to be unlucky omens {dva^jjfiia, Klydove^,

ipf/fxai, (puvai, or 6/j.(pai^).

The art of interpreting signs of the second class

was called oiuvLaTiKTJ, augurium or auspicium. It

was, like the former, common to Greeks and Ro-
mans, but was never developed into so complete a
system by the former as by the latter ; nor did it

ever attain the same degree of importance in Greece
as it did at Rome. {Vid. Auspicium.) The Greeks,
when observing the flight of birds, turned their face

towards the north, and then a bird appearing to the
right (east), especiaUy an eagle, a heron, or a fal-

con, was a favourable sign,* while birds appearing
to the left (west) were considered as unlucky signs.'

Sometimes the mere appearance of a bird was
thought sufficient : thus the Athenians always con-

sidered the appearance of an owl as a lucky sign ;

hence the proverb, yXai)^ InTarai, " the owl is out,"

1. (Prom. Vinct., 492, &c.)—2 (Strab., viii , p. 384.—Com
pare Paus., iv., 32, () 3.)—3. (^scr. ., Rom., 493 —Eurip., Elect
833.)-4. (See Valckenaer ad Eurip., Phoen., 1261.)—5. (Pind,

01., vi., 112.—II., ii., 41 )—6 (Horn., 11., liv., 274. ixiv., 310
—Od., jcv., 524.)—7". (Horn, U., xii., 201, 230.—FcsIub, «. ?

Siiiistrs Aves.)
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i. t. , we have good luck. Other animals appearing

unexpectedly, especially to travellers on their road

{jkvohia aviitoka), were also thought ominous ; and
at Athens it was considered a very unlucky omen
when a weasel appeared during the assembly of the

people.' Superstitions of this kind are still met
with in several European countries. Various other

means were used to ascertain the will of the gods,

such as the aidripo/iavTEia, or divination by placing

straws on red-hot iron ; the fiokvdfiavTela, by ob-

serving the figures which melted lead formed ; the

^oTuvofiavTtia, or divination by writing one's own
name on herbs and leaves, wliich were then ex-

posed to the wind, iScc.

Of greater importance than the appearance of an-

imals, at least to the Greeks, were the phenomena
in the heavens, particularly during any public trans-

action. They were not only observed and interpret-

ed by private individuals in their own afTaurs, but

by the public magistrates. The Spartan ephors, as

we learn from Plutarch,' made regular observations

in the heavens every ninth year during the night

;

and the family of the Pythaistae, of Athens, made
similar observations every year before the theoris

set sail for Delos.* Among the unlucky phenomena
in the heavens {SLoaTjfiela, signa or portenta) were
thunder and lightning,* an eclipse of the sun or

raoon,' earthquakes,* rain of blood, stones, milk,

&c.' Any one of these signs was sufficient at .-Ath-

ens to break up the assembly of the people.* In

common life, things apparently of no importance,

when occurring at a critical moment, were thought

by the ancients to be signs sent by the gods, from

which conclusions might be drawn respecting the

future. Among these common occurrences we may
mention sneezing," twinkling of the eyes,'" tinkling

of the ears, and numberless other things which we
cannot here enumerate. Some of them have re-

tained their significance with the superstitious mul-

titude down to the present day.

The art ofinterpreting dreams {bveiporzoMa), which

had probably been introduced into Europe from Asia,

where it is still a universal practice, seems in the

Homeric age to have been held in high esteem ; for

dreams were said to be sent by Zeus." In subse-

quent times, that class of diviners who occupied

themselves with the interpretation of dreams seems
to have been very numerous and popular ; but they

never enjoyed any protection from the state, and

were chiefly resorted to by private individuals.

Some persons are said to have gained their hveli-

hood by this profession." Respecting the oracles

which were obtained by passing a night and dream-

ing in a temple, see Oraculum.
For farther information concerning the art of

divination in general, see Cicero's work De Divi-

natione. The fiavTiKrj of the Greeks is treated of at

some length by Wachsmuth."
The word divinatio was used in a particular man-

ner by the Romans as a law-term, which requires

some explanation. If in any case two or more ac-

cusers came forward against one and the same in-

dividual, it was, as the phrase ran, decided by divi-

natio who should be the chief or real accuser, whom
the others then joined as subscriptores, i. c., by put-

ting their names to the charge brought against the

1. (Aristoph., Eccles., 793.)—2. (Agesil., 11.)—3. (Muller, Do-
rians, ii., 2, 1) 14.)—4. (Aristoph., Eccles. 793.—Eust.ath. ad Horn.,

Ckl., XX., 104.)—5. (Thucy(l.,vii., 50.)—6. (Xen., Hel.,iv.,7,H.)
—7. (Horn., U., xi., 53, &c.—Cic, De Divin., i., 43.)—8. (Schfl-

mann, De Corait. Athen , p. 146, &c., transl.)—9. (Horn., Od.,

xvii., 561, with note of Eustath.—Xen., Anab., iii., 2, <) 9.—Plut.,

Themist., 13.— Ovid, Heroid., 19, 151.—Propert., li., 2,33.)— 10.

(Theocrit., iii., 37.—Plaut., Pseud., I., ii., 105.—Compare Wuste-
mann ad Theocrit., 1. c.)—11. (Horn., 11., i., 63 ; ii., init.—Od.,

iv., 841 ; xix., 457.)—12. 'Plut., Aristid., 27.)—13. (Hellen. Al-

terth., ii., 2, p. 259, &c.—Compare Thirlwall's Hist, of- Greece,

v., p. 206, &c.)

offender. This transaction, by which one of seve
al accusers was selected to conduct the accusation
was called divinatio, as the question here was not

about facts, but about something which was to be

done, and which could not be found out but by wit-

nesses or written documents ; so that the judices

had, as it were, to divine the course which they

had to take.' Hence the oratio of Cicero, in which
he tries to show that he, and not Q. Caecilius Niger,

ought to conduct the accusation against Verres, is

called Divinatio in Cacilium.'

DIVrSOR. iVid. Ambitus.)
DIVO'RTIUM, generally a separation, and, in a

special sense, a dissolution of marriage. A Roman
marriage was dissolved by the death of the wife or

husband, and by divortium or separation in the life-

time of the husband and wife.

Divorce, or the absolute determination of the mar-
riage relation, always existed in the Roman polity

so far back as we know anything of it ; and there

might be divorce both in the case of a marriage
with conventio in manum, and in the case of a
marriage when there was no conventio, and, conse-

quently, the relation of the wife to her own famiiia

still continued. The statement of Plutarch,' that

the husband alone had originally the power of ef-

fecting a divorce, may be true ; but we cannot rely

altogether on such an authority. As one essential

part of a marriage was the consent and conjugal

affection of the parties, it was considered that this

affection was necessary to its continuance, and, ac-

cordingly, either party might declare his or her in-

tention to dissolve the connexion. No judicial de-

cree, and no interference of any public authority,

was requisite to dissolve a marriage. Filii familias,

of course, required the consent of those in whose
power they were. The first instance of divorce at

Rome is said to have occurred about IJ.C, 234,

when Sp. Carvilius Ruga put away his wife* on the

ground of barrenness : it is added that his conduct

was generally condemned. The real meaning of

the story is explained by Savigny with his usual

acuteness.*

Towards the latter part of the Republic, and un-

der the Empire, divorces became very common.
Pompey divorced his wife Mucia for alleged adul-

tery, and his conduct was approved ,• and Cicero

speaks of Paula Valeria' as being ready to serve

her husband, on his return from his province, with

notice of divorce.® Cicero himself divorced his

wife Terentia, after living with her thirty years,

and married a young woman. If a husband di-

vorced his wife, the wife's dos, as a general rule,

was restored {vid. Dos)-, and the same was the

case when the divorce took place by mutual con-

sent. As divorce became more common, attempts

were made to check it indirectly, by affixing pecu-

niary penalties or pecuniary loss to the party whose
conduct rendered the divorce necessary. This was
part of the object of the lex Papia Poppsea, and of

the rules as to the retentio dotis and judicium mo-
rum. There was the retentio dotis propter hberos,

when the divorce was caused by the fault of the

wife, or of her father, in whose power she was :

three sixths of the dos was the limit of what could

be so retained. On account of matters morum gra-

viorum, such as adultery, a sixth part might be re-

tained ; in the case of matters morum leviorum,

one eighth. The husband, when in fault, was pun-

ished by being required to return the dos earlier

1. (Asconius in Argum. ad Cic, Divinat. in CiEcil., p. 99, ed.

Orelli.)—2. (Compare c. 15 and 20 of the Oratio, and Gellius.ii-

4.)—3. (Romul., 22.)—4. (Aul. Gell., iv., 3 ; xvii., 21.—Val. Max.
ii., 1, * 4 )—5. (Zeitschrift, Ac, v., 269.)—6. (Cic, Ep. ad Att,

i., 12.)—7. (Ep. ad Fam., viii., 7.)—8. (C« ipare Juv., vi.. 28^
Ac.—Mail., vi., 7.)
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than it was otherwise returnable. After the di-

vorce, either party might marry again.

By the lex Papia Popptea, a freedwoman who had
married her patronus could not divorce herself;

there appears to have been n; other class of persons

subjected to this incapacity.

Corresponding to the forms of marriage by con-

farreatio and coeratio, there were the forms of di-

vorce by difiarreatio and remaneipatio. According

to Festus,^ diffarreatio was a kind of religious cer-

emony, so called, " quia fiebat farreo hbo adhibito,"

by which a marriage was dissolved ; and Plutarch*

has been supposed to allude to this ceremony in the

case of a divorce between the flamen dialis and his

wife. It is said that originally marriages contract-

ed by confarreatio were indissoluble , and in a later

age, this was the case with the marriage of the fla-

men dialis,' who was married by confarreatio. In

the case referred to by Plutarch, the emperor au-

thorized the divorce. A marriage by coemtio was
dissolved by remaneipatio.* In course of time less

ceremony was used, but still some distinct notice

or declaration of intention was necessary to consti-

tute a divorce : the simple fact of either party con-

tracting another marriage was not a legal divorce.*

The ceremony of breaking the nuptiales tabulce,* or

of taking the keys of the house from the woman
and turning her out of doors, were probably consid-

ered to be acts of themselves significant enough,

though it may be presumed that they were general-

ly accompanied with declarations that could not be

misunderstood. The general practice was appa-

rently to deliver a written notice, and perhaps to as-

sign a reason. In the case of Paula Valeria, men-
tioned by Cicero, no reason was assigned. I3y the

lex Julia de Adulteriis, it was provided that there

should be seven witnesses to a divorce, Roman cit-

izens of full age (puberes), and a freedman of the

party who made the divorce.

Under the Christian emperors divog-ce was pun-

ished in various ways, but still the power of di-

vorce remained, as before, subject to the observ-

ance of certain forms. Theodosius and Valentin-

ian III., and subsequently Justinian, made various

laws, by which punishment was imposed, not only

on the party who gave good cause for the divorce,

or who without any good cause made a divorce, but

also on both parties when they dissolved the mar-
riage by agreement without good legal cause. The
penalties in such cases varied with the circumstan-

ces ; they were both pecuniary and personal.

The term repudium, it is said, properly applies to

a marriage only contracted (vid. Sponsalia), and di-

vortium to an actual marriage ;'' but sometimes di-

vortium and repudium appear to be used indifferent-

ly. Tlie phrases to express a divorce are nuncium
remittere, divortium facere ; and the form of words
might be as follow :

" Tuas res tibi habeto, tuas

res tibi agitoy^ The phrase used to express the

renunciation of a marriage contract were renun-
tiare repudium, repudium remittere, dicere, and re-

pudiare ; and the form of words might be, " Condi-

tione tua non utor.'"

For the subject of Greek divorce, see AIIOAEJ-
tEQS AIKH, and Marriage, Greek.
DOC'ANA (Ao/cava, rd : from 6ok6c, a beam) was

an ancient symbolical representation of the Dios-

curi (Castor and Polydeuces) at Sparta. It con-

sisted of two upright beams, with others laid across

them transversely.'" This rude symbol of fraternal

unity evidently points to a very remote age, in

which scarcely any attempts in sculpture can have

1 (g. V. Diffarreatio.)—2. (Qusst. Rom., 50.)—3. (Cell., i.,

J5.)—4. (Fe.stu«, s. V. Remaucipatam.)—5. (Cic, Oral., i., 40.)

6. <Tacit., Ann., xi.,30.)—7. (Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 101, 191.)—8.
<Cic., Phil., ii.,28.)—9. (Dig. 24, tit. 2.—Ulp., Frag., vi.-Hei-
mecc., Syntagma.)—10. (Plut., De Amor. Frat i., p. ZR.)

been made. At a later time, when works of art

were introduced into all the spheren of ordinary

life, this rude and ancient object of worship, like

many others of its kind, was not superseded by a
more appropriate symbol. The Dioscuri were wor-
shipped as gods of war, and we know that their im-
ages accompanied the Spartan kings whenever they
took the field against the enemy. But when, in the

year 504 B.C., the two kings, during their invasion

of Attica, failed in their undertaking on account of

their secret enmity towards each other, it was de
creed at Sparta that in future only one king should

command the army, and, in consequence, should

only be accompanied by one of the images of the

Dioscuri.* It is not improbable that these images,

accompanying the kings into the field, were the an-

cient doKuva, which were now disjointed, so that

one half of the symbol remained at Sparta, while

the other was taken into the field by one of the

kings. Suidas and the Etymologicum Magnum*
state that doKava was the name of the graves of the

Dioscuri at Sparta, and derived from the verb 6s-

Xo/iai.*

DOCIMASIA {doKtfiaaiaj. When any citizen of

Athens was either appointed by lot or chosen by
suffrage {liKTipuTog kol alperog) to hold a public of-

fice, he was obliged, before entering on its duties,

to submit to a doKifiaala, or scrutiny into his pre-

vious life and conduct, in which any person could

object to him as unfit. This was the case with

the archons, the senators, the strategi, and other

magistrates. The examination, or anacrisis, for the

archonship was conducted by the senators, or in the

courts of the heliaea.* The doKinaaia, however, was
not confined to persons appointed to public offices

;

for we read of the denouncement of a scrutiny {kir-

ayytlia doKijiaaia^) against orators who spoke in

the assembly while leading profligate lives, or after

having committed flagitious crimes. This denounce-

ment might be made in public by any one irpbg 60-

Kifiaaiav rov (Hov, i. c, to compel the party com-
plained of to appear before a court of justice, and
give an account of his life and conduct. If found

guilty, he was punished with uTifiLa, and prohibited

from the assemblies.*

We will now explain the phrase uv6pa elvai Soki-

Haadfjvai. At the age of eighteen every Athenian

became an ephebus, and after two years was en-

rolled among the men, so that he could be present

and vote at the assemblies.* In the case of wards
who were heirs to property, this enrolment might

take place before the expiration of the two years,

on it's being established by a doKtfiaaia that the yotith

was physically qualified to discharge any duties the

state might impose upon him. If so, he was re-

leased from guardianship, and " became a man"
(uv^p kyevETo or kdoKifiuadrj), being thereby empow-
ered to enter upon his inheritance, and enjoy other

privileges, just as if he were of the full age of twen-

ty.'' We may add that the statements of the gram-
marians and orators are at variance on this point

;

but the explanation we have given seems the best

way of reconciling them, and it agrees in substance

with the supposition of Schomann, " that among the

Athenians no one period was appointed for enrol-

ment, provided that it was not done before the at-

tainment of the 18th, nor after the completion of

the 20th year."

DODRANS. {Vid. As, p. 110.)

DOGMA'TICI {SoyfiariKot), the oldest of the med-

ical sects of antiquity, must not be confounded with

1. (Herod., v., 75.)—2. (s.v.)—3. (Miiller, Dorians, i., 5, H2,
note m ; ii., 10, 1) 8.—Zoega, De Obeliscis, p. 228.)—4. (Wach-
smuth, i., pt. 1, p. 262.)—5. (Schamann, p. 240.—^sch., Ti

mar., p. 5.)—6. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 105.—Schomann, 76.)—

7

(Harpocr., s. v. 'EviSieTCi }i6fiaai.—J>emosth., c. Jl ihcb. W

,

c. Onet., 865 ; c, Steph., 1135.)
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ilie philosophers mentioned by Diogenes Laertius.*

They derived their name from doj/ia, a philosophical

tenet or opinion, because they professed to follow

the opinions of Hippocrates, whence they were
8om3times called Hippocratici. Thessalus, the son,

and Polybus, the son-in-law of Hippocrates, were
the founders of this sect, about B.C. 400, which en-

joyed a great reputation, and held undisputed sway
over the whole medical profession., till the estab-

lishment of the Alexandrean school of philosophy

called Empiria. (Vid. Empirici.) After the rise

of this sect, for some centuries every physician

ranged himself under one or other of the tvi^o par-

ties. The different arguments brought forward on
each side are stated with such clearness and ele-

gance by Celsus,' that the passage relating to the

Dogmatici is here given at full length, and the ob-

jections of the otljcT party in the article Empikici.

The Dogmatici held that it'was necessary to be
acquainted with the hidden causes of diseases, as

well as the more evident ones; and to know how
the natural actions and different functions of the

human body take place, which necessarily suppo-

ses a knowledge of the interior parts. They gave
the name of hidden causes to those which concern
the elements or principles of which our bodies are

composed, and the occasion of good or ill health.

It is impossible, said they, for a person to know
how to set about curing an illness unless he knows
what it comes from ; since there is no doubt that

he must treat it in one way, if diseases in general

proceed from the excess or deficiency of one of

the four elements, as some philosophers have sup-

posed ; in another way, if all the malady lies in

the humours of the body, as Herophilus thought

;

in another, if it is to be attributed to the respira-

tion, according to the idea of Hippocrates (alluding,

probably, to the work Uepl ^viruv, De Flatibus, which
is generally considered to be spurious) ; in another,

if the blood excites inflammation by passing from
the veins which are meant to contain it into the
vessels that ought only to contain air, and if this

inflammation produces the extraordinary movement
of the blood that is remarked in fever, according to

the opinion of Erasistratus ; and in another, if it is

by means of corpuscles which stop in the invisible

passages and block up the way, as Asclepiades af-

firms to be the case. If this be granted, it must
necessarily appear that, of all physicians, he will

succeed the best in the cure of diseases who un-
derstands best their first origin and cause. The
Dogmatici did not deny the necessity of experi-
ments also ; but they said that these experiments
could not be made, and never had been made, but
by reasoning. They added, that it is probable that
the first men, or those who first applied themselves
to medicine, did not recommend to their patients
the first thing that came into their thoughts, but
that they deliberated about it, and that experiment
and use then let them know if they had reasoned
justly or conjectured happily. It mattered little,

said they, that people declared that the greater num-
ber of remedies had been the subject of experiment
from the first, provided they confessed that these
experiments were the results of the rea.soning of
those who tried the remedies. They went on to
say, that we often see new sorts of diseases break
oat, for which neither experiment nor custom has
yet found out any cure; and that, therefore, it is

necessary to observe whence they came and how
they first commenced, for otherwise no one can tell

why, in such an emergency, he makes use of one
remedy rather than another. Such according to

the Dogiratid, are the reasons why a physician

1. (De Vit. Philos.,procem., 11.)—2. ( De Medic , Braef. in lib.

)
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ought to tiy and discover the hidden cauAct of di».

eases. As for the evident causes, which are suoh
as can easily be discovered by anybody, and where
one has only to know if the illness proceeds froip

heat or from cold, from having eaten too little oc
too much, and the like, they said it was necessary
to inform one's self of all that, and make on it the
suitable reflections ; but they did not think that
one ought to stop there without going any farther.

They said again, with regard to the natural action*,

that it was necessary to know wherefore and in

what manner we receive the air into our lungs,
and why we afterward expire it ; why food is taken
into the body, how it is there prepared, and then
distributed through every part of it ; why the arter-

ies are subject to pulsation ; what is the cause of
sleep, wakefulness, &c. : and they maintained that

a man could not cure the diseases relating to these
several functions unless he were able to explain all

these phenomena. To give an example taken from
the process of digestion : The food, said these phy-
sicians, is either ground in the stomach, as Erasis-

tratus thought ; or it purifies, according to the no-
tion of Plistonicus, a disciple of Praxagoras ; or it

is concocted by a peculiar heat, as was the opinion
of Hippocrates ; or else, if we are to believe Ascle-
piades, all these opinions are equally erroneous, and
nothing is concocted, but the alimentary matter is

distributed throughout the body in the same crude
state in which it was taken into the mouth. How-
ever much they differ on this point, they all agree
that the sort of nourishment proper for a sick per-

son will vary according as one or other of these
opinions be supposed to be the true one. For if the
food is ground to pieces, we must choose that kind
which is most easily ground ; if it putrefies, we
must give what putrefies most quickly ; if it is con-

cocted by heat, we must prefer such as is most apt

to excite heat ; but if it is not concocted, we need
not select any of the above-mentioned kinds of

food, but rather such as will remain as it is eaten,

and change the least. And in the same way they
argued that, when the breathing is affected, or ther»

is too great sleepiness or wakefulness, if a physi
cian understands thoroughly the nature of these phe-

nomena, he will be able to cure the diseases con-

nected with them. Lastly, they maintained' that, aa

the principal pains and diseases proceed irom the
internal parts, it is impossible for a person to ad-

minister any remedy unless he is acquainted with
these parts. They therefore contended that it was
necessary to open dead bodies and examine the dif-

ferent viscera ; but that it w^as much the best way
to do as Herophilus and Erasistratus, who used to

dissect alive the criminals condemned to death that

were put into their hands, and who were thus ena-
bled to behold during life those parts which nature

had concealed, and to contemplate their situation,

colour, figure, size, order, hardness or softness,

roughness or smoothness, &c. They added, that

it is not possible, when a person has any intcnal
illness, to know what is the cause of it, unless one
is exactly acquainted with the situation of all the

viscera, nor can one heal any part without un-

derstanding its nature ; that, when the intestines

protrude through a wound, a person who does not

know what is their colour when in a healthy state

cannot distinguish the sound from the diseased

parts, nor therefore apply proper remedies, while,

on the contrary, he who is acquainted with the nat-

ural state of the diseased parts will undertake the

cure with confidence and certainty ; and that, ir.

short, it is not to be called an act of cruelty, as some
persons suppose it, to seek ibr the remedies of aa
immense number of innoceni persons in the suffer-

ings of a f^v e'iminals
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Such were their opinions, and t\e arguments by
which they supported them. Additional informa-

tion on the subject may be found in various parts

of Galen's works.'

DOLABRA, dim. DOLABELLA iafilXv, dim. a/ii-

Xiov), a chisel, a celt.

For the purpose of planing and polishing wood,
the ancients used either the adze, which was impell-

ed in the direction exhibited in the woodcut at page

112 (vid. Ascia), or the chisel, which was forced in

the opposite direction, i e., from the body of the

workman, as shown in the woodcut at page 62.

On account of the use of these tools in ship-build-

ing, JuvenaP describes the merchant as trusting his

Ufe "ligno dolato." Statues also were made by the

application of the chisel. "E robore dolatus,"^

"truncus dolamine effigiatus."*

The chisel used by stone-masons is represented

at the bottom of the monument, which is the subject

of the woodcut to the article Circinus (p. 252).

Ashlar, i. e., stone adapted to be cut and smoothed
by the chisel, was called " lapis dolabilis." A Greek
epigram represents the inscription on a marble tomb
as engraved by the strokes of the chisel {laorvTzoig

ofiiAaig KenoAa/iiiivov^), and such letters are called

Dolabrae were also much employed in the opera-

tions of horticulture and agriculture. A small sharp

chisel was used to cut out the dead wood from the

trunk of the vine ; an instrument of the same form,

though, of course, much more blunt and rough, and
yet called by the same name {dolabella), was em-
ployed to stir up the ground about its roots.'' This
tool was likewise used to refresh the soil in rose-

beds f and the same term " dolabra" is applied to

the spud, or small spade, which the ploughman car-

ried with him to destroy weeds. Hence the ancient

glossaries translate dolabra " a tool for digging"

(fipv^) ; and Columella' says, with a view to this

object, " Nee minus dolabra, quam vcynere, bubul-

cus utatur."

It must have been in a form very similar that the

dolabra was used by the Greek and Roman armies
in making intrenchments and in destroying fortifi-

cations. When they made a breach in the wall of

a city, the expression is " Dolabris perfregere mu-
rum.'"" In "what manner the instrument was ap-

plied we may infer from the statement of Livy,"
that on a certain occasion soldiers were sent " with
dolabrae to destroy a wall from its foundation," and
that the execution of this task was easy, because
the stones of which the wall was built were laid in

clay or mud, and not in mortar. It is clear that the

use of the chisels in this instance was to insert

them between the stones, so as to remove the clay,

and in doing this, to loosen and destroy the wall."
Dolabras abound in our public museums and in

the cabinets of the curious, being known under the
equivalent name of " celts" to antiquaries, who,
however, generally use the word without under-
standing its true sense.*' " Celtes" is an old Latin
word for a chisel, probably derived from coelo, to

engrave. Thus the phrase "celte sculpantur in

rilice' occurs in the Vulgate version of Job,'* and
" malleolo et celte literatus silex" in an inscription

found at Pola." These articles are for the most
part of bronze, more rarely of hard stone. They
are chiefly found, as we might expect from the ac-

1. (Vid. Do Differ. Puis., iv., 3, p. 721, ed. Kulin.—De Meth.
Med., iii., 1, 3, p. 159, 182, 184.—De Compos. Medicam. per
Gen., ii., 1, p. 463.—Introd., cap. ii., p. 677.)—2. (xiU, 57.)—3.

(Cic, Acad., iv., 31.)—4. (Apul., Florid, ad init.)—5. (Brunck,
Anal., i., 4Q1.)—6. (Ibid., iii., 497.)—7. (Colum., De Re Rust.,
iv., 24, 26.—De Arbor., 10.)—8. (Pallad., iii., 21.)- 9. (De Re
Rust., ii., 2.)—10. (Curt., ix., 5.)—11. (.vxi., 11.)—12. (Compare \

Ltv., ix. 37.—Tacit., Hist., iii., 20.)— 13. (See Jamieson's Etym. I

Diet., s. v. Celt.)—14. (xix., 24.)—15. (Gruter, p. 329 )

|

count of their use given by Curtius, Livy, and Ts
citus, in ancient earth-works and encampments, anA
in various instances a great number, even more
than a hundred, have been discovered together. The
sizes and forms which they present are as variout
as the uses to which they were applied. The an-
nexed woodcut is designed to show a few of the
most remarkable varieties. Fig. 1 is Srom a celt

found, with several others, and with a numbei of
Roman coins, at Karnbre in Cornwall.' Its lei.gth

was six inches without the haft, which was no doubt
of wood, and fixed directly into the socket at the
top. It must have been a very effective implement
for removing the stones in the wall of a city or fortifi-

cation, after they had been first shattered and loosen-

ed in some degree by the battering-ram. The ear
or loop which is seen in this and -many other celts,

would be useful to suspend them from the soldier's

girdle, and may also have had a cord or chain at

tached to it to assist in drawing back the celt when
ever it became too firmly wedged between the

stones of the wall which it was intended to destroy.

Figs. 2 and 3 are from Sir W. Hamilton's collec-

tion in the British Museum. These chisels seem
best adapted for the use of the carpenter. The celt

(fig. 4) which was found in Furness, co. Lancaster,*

instead of being shaped to receive, or to be inserted

into a handle like the three preceding, is made
thick, smooth, and round in the middle, so as to be
conveniently manipulated without a handle. It is

nine inches long, and weighs 2 lb. 5 oz. Its sharp
edge is like that of a common hatchet, and may ha ve
been used for polishing timber.

On the other hand, figs, 5, 6, 7 exactly resemble
the knife now used by leather-cutters, and there-

fore illustrate the account given by Julius Pollux,

who reckons this same tool, the oAt//^, among the

kpyalela rov anvTOTOfiov. This instrument was also

used for cutting paper, and probably in the same
manner {afiila xapToro/xoQ, sicila').

The following woodcut shows a small bionjn

^^^ ri

(Ptt

U
celt lised into a handle of stag's horn, and theity

1. (Borlaae, Ant. of Cornwall, iii., 13.)— 2. i'Archxoiogia, ».,

p. 106.)—3. (Philox , Gloss.''

•J7'j
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torti exemv-lifies one of the modes of attaching the

meidl to its haft. It was evidently adapted for very

fiiie work, and is strongly contrasted with the above-

figured celt from Cornwall. It was found in an an-

cient tomb in Wiltshire.* The two other figures in

this woodcut represent the knife used in sacrifices,

as it is often exhibited on cameos and bas-reliefs, be

ing the "scena," "sacena," or "dolabra pontificalis"

mentioned by Festus ;" and the " securis dolabrata,"

or hatchet furnished with a chisel,* as sculptured

on a funereal monument.
DOL'ICHUS iSoXixog). {Vid. Stadium.)

DO'LIUM, a cylindrical vessel, somewhat resem-

bling our tubs or casks, into which new wine was
put to let it ferment. It was at first made of earth.

In the time of PUny, wood does not appear to have

been used for this purpose either in Greece or Rome.
At a later period dolia were made of wood, held to-

gether with hoops. Palladius* speaks of dolia con-

taining two hundred congii: it is incredible that

such large vessels were made of earth. The shape

preferred for dolia was long, and of a small diame-

ter. Immediately after they were made they were
covered with pitch, and subjected to a farther prep-

aration, after which they were filled with wine, but

not quite to the brim, and placed in a chamber {cella

vinaria), which was at least high enough above the

sarth to have windows. Here the dolia either stood

on the ground or were let into it (demersa, depressa,

or defossa). Wine which would not keep long was
drunk from the dolia ; that which improved by keep-

ing was transferred from them to amphom. The
cupa and serice were vessels like the dolia, and used

for the same purpose.*

DE DOLO MALO ACTIO. {Vid. Culpa.)
DOLUS MALUS. {Vid. Culpa.)
DOMI'NIUM. Dominium signifies quiritarian

ownership, or pfoperty in a thing ; and dominus, or

dominus legitimus, is the owner. Possessor is often

used by Roman writers as equivalent to owner;
but this is not a correct use of the word. In like

manner, "to have ownership" is sometimes ex-

pressed by "possidere," and the thing in which
there is property is sometimes called " possessio."*

The complete notion of property or ownership
comprehends the determination of the things which
may be the objects of ownership ; the power which
a man may have over such subjects, both as to du-

ration of time and extent of enjoyment ; the modes
in which ownership may be acquired and lost ; the

persons who are capable of acquiring, transferriog,

or losing ownership.
Res is the general name for anything. The chief

division of res is into res divini juris and res hu-

mani juris. Res divini juris are those which are

appropriated to religious purposes, namely, res sa-

crae, sanctas, religiosae ; and, so long as they have
"his character, they cannot be objects of property.

Res humani juris are all other things that can be the
objects of property, and they are either res pub-
licaj or res privatse. Res publicse belong to the cor-

poration of the state, and can only become private

property by being deprived of this public character.

(Vid. AoRARiiE Leges.) Res universitatis are the
property of a corporate body, which are not the
property of any individual of the corporation. The
phrase res nuUius is ambiguous ; it sometimes
means that the thing cannot be the property of any
individual, which is affirmed of things divini juris

;

when applied to things humani juris, it sometimes
means that they are not the property of an individ-

ual, but of a body
;
yet such things may become the

1. (Sir R. C. Hoare's Anc. Wilts. South, p. 182, 203.)—2. (s.

T. Scena.)—3. (Pallad., De Re Rust., i., 43.)—4. (x., 11.)—5.
fBecker, Gallus, ii,, 166, <fcc.)—6. (See Savigny's remarks on
Ibe subject, " Das Uccht des Besitzes," p. 85.)
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property of an individual ; res herednariK are ret
nullius until there is a heres. Res communes are
those which cannot be the objects of property, and
therefore are res nullius, as the sea.

Res corporales are defined to be those " quan

tangi possunt :" incorporales are those " quai tangi

non possunt, sed in jure consistunt," as Hereditas,
UsusFRucTus, Obligationes ; and they are conso
quently incapable of tradition or delivery.

Corporeal things are divided into immobiles, or

solum et res soli, and mobiles. The class of thinga

"quifi pondere, numero, mensura constant," are

such things as wine, oil, corn, silver, gold, which
are of such a nature that any the same numbei.
weight, or measure may be considered the same
thing. {Vid. Mutuum.) There is another class of
res, consisting of those " quae usu consumuntur,
minuuntur,". and those " quae non," which may oi

may not be the same as things " quae numero." &c.
A thing may either be a unity, singula res, or it

may be several things of the same kind, singulae

res, or it may be a thing compounded of many
various things, universitas, by which is understood
a whole property, all that a person has, without re-

spect to its component parts, and with all the rights

and obligations attached to it.

The division of things into res mancipi and res

nee mancipi was one of ancient origin ; and it con-

tinued to a late period in the Empire to be an im-

portant distinction. Res mancipi are not farther

known than by an enumeration of them, which is

perhaps imperfect :' they are prsedia in Italico solO;

both rustic and urban ; also jura rusticorum prai-

diorum or servitutes, as via, iter, aquaeductus ; also

slaves, and four-footed animals, as oxen, horses,

&c., quae collo dorsove domantur. Other things

were nee mancipi.

All the things have been enumerated which are

the subject of dominium, and some which are not.

Every dominus has a right to the possession of the

thing of which he is dominus ; but possession alone,

which is a bare fact without any legal tharacter,

neither makes a man dominus, nor does the want
of possession deprive him of dominium. Possession

has the same relation to a legal right to a thing, as

the physical power to operate upon it has to the le-

gal power ; and, accordingly, the doctrine of pos-

session precedes that of ownership. Things cannot

be the objects of possessio civilis which cannot be

the objects of dominium.
The class of things called jura in re are not prop-

erly subjects of ownership {dominium), though a

claim to them is prosecuted by an actio in rem

:

they are servitutes, emphyteusis, superficies, and
pignus and hypotheca.

Dominium properly signifies the right of dealing

with a corporeal thing as a person {dominus) pleas-

es ; this, of course, implies the right to exclude all

others from meddling with it. The dominus has

the right to possess, and is distinguished in that re-

spect from the bare possessor, who has only the

right of possession. The term dominium is some-
times (improperly) extended to jura in re ; and
sometimes he who takes as heres is called dominus
hereditatis. Jura, or jura in re, are, however, de-

tached parts of property, which are opposed to do-

minium, as the totality of all the rights of property.

Even the ususfructuarius is never considered as

owner, and proprietas is the name for that which
remains after the ususfructus is deducted from the

ownership. Ownership may be either absolute, that

is, as complete as the law allows any ownership to

be, or it may be limited. The distinction between

bare ownership and ownership united with the ben-

eficial interest, is explained in another place. (Fid.

1. (Ulp., Frajf., lix.)
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Bo« . , A perst^n who has no ownership of a

thing may have rights in or to a thing {jura in re),

which, as far as they extend, Hmit the owner's pow-

er over his property. Ownership, being in its na-

ture single, can only be conceived as belonging to

one person ; consequently, there cannot be several

owners of one thing, but several persons may own
undivided shares or parts of a thing.

In order to acquire ownership, a person must
have a legal capacity to acquire ; and ownership

may be acquired by such a person, or by another

for him. There must also be a thing which can be

the object of such ownership, and there must be a
legal mode ofacquisition (acquisi/io civilis). Owner-
ship may be acquired in single things {acquisitio re-

rum singularum), or it may be acquired in a number
of things of different kinds at once {acquisitio per

universilatem), in which case a person acquires them
not as individual things, but as parts of a whole.

The latter kind of acquisition is either successio

inter vivos, as in the case where a man adrogates

another, and so becomes the owner of all the adro-

gated person's property ;* or it is successio mortis

causa, as in the case of a testamentary heres, or a
heres ab intestato.

Acquisitiones per universitatem are properly dis-

cussed under other heads {vid. Adoptio, Heres,
Univeksitas). The following remarks apply to ac-

quisitiones rerum singularum. Acquisitiones were
either civiles {ex jure civili), or naturales {ex jure

gentium), that is, there was no formality prescribed

for the mode of acquisition : in both cases domin-
ium could be acquired. The civiles acquisitiones

of single things were by mancipatio, in jure cessio,

and usucapio : those natural! jure were by traditio

or delivery. In the case of res mancipi, the only

modes of acquiring dominium were mancipatio, in

Jure cessio, and usucapio ; but usucapio applied also

lo things nee mancipi. The alienation of things

n«a mancipi was the peculiar effect ,of traditio, or

hjre delivery,* and if there was a justa causa, do-

minium was thus acquired ; for traditio, in the case
of a thing mancipi, merely made it in bonis, and the

ov^Toership continued unchanged. The notion that,

in the case of res nee mancipi, bare tradition did

not confer quiritarian ownership or dominium, is

erroneous ; for when the Roman law did not re-

quire peculiar forms, the transfer of ownership was
effected in what may be called the natural way,
that is, the simplest and most easy way in which
the parties to the act could show their meaning and
carry it into effect.

A man who was dominus of a thing, whether ac-

quired jure civili or naturali, prosecuted his right to

it in the same way, by the rei vindicatio. He could
not, of course, prosecute such a right unless he was
out of possession, and, in order to succeed, he
must prove his ownership. If he had a thing in

bonis, and was in possession, he acquired the own-
ership by usucapion : if he was out of possession,

it seems not an improbable conjecture of Unter-
holzner,' that he was aided in his action, after the
time when the legis actiones fell into disuse and the
formula was introduced (for as to a previous time it

is difficult to form any conjecture), by the fiction of
his having received the property mancipatione
There are examples of a similar fiction in the case
of the bonorura possessor and the bonorum emtor.*

A man could only dispose of a legacy by his will

per vindicationem* when he had the dominium of

it • otherwise he could only give it per damnatio-
nem or sinendi modo. A slave who was the prop-

erty of his master {dominus) might attain the Ro-

l (Gaius, iii., 21.) — 2. (Ulp., Frag., lix., 8.) — 3. (Rhein
Mqs. fiir Jurisprud. Erster Jahrgang, p. 129.) — 4. (Gaiut, iv.,

34, 35. )— 5. (Ulp., Fraff., xxit., 7.)

man civitas by the act of manumission : if he wm
only in bonis of the person who manumittt'd him, he
became only a Latinus by the act of manumission.
The difference between quiritarian ownership and
in bonis was destroyed by the legislation of Justin-

ian, who declared in bonis to be complete owner-
ship.

Some modem writers enumerate, in addition to

the civiles acquisitiones here enumerated, addictio.

emtio sub corona, sectio bonorum, adjudicatio, and
lex, by which last they understand those circum-

stances under which some special enactment gives

property to a person, and caducum {vid. Caducom)
is mentioned as an instance.

A bonae fidei possessio was not ownership (do

minium), nor was it the same as in bonis. The
two things are distinguished by Ulpian.* A bonse

fidei possessor had a capacity for acquiring by
usucapion the ownership of the thing possessed.

He had a kind of action, actio publiciana in rem, by
which, if he lost the possession before he had ac-

quired the ownership by usucapion, he could recov-

er it against all but the owner, in which latter re-

spect he differed from him who had a thing in bonis,

for his claim was good against the person who had
the bare ownership.

As to fundi provinciales, it was an old princi-

ple of Roman law that there could be no domin-
ium in them, that is, no quiritarian ownership {vid.

Agrari^ Leges) ; nor were they said to be in bo-

nis ; but the occupier had possessio and ususfruc-

tus. In fact, the terms dominium and in bonis

were not applicable to provincial lands, nor were
the fictions that were applicable to things in bonis

applicable to provincial lands ; but it is an ingenious

conjecture of Unterholzner, that the formula actio-

nis was adapted to the case of provincial lands by

a fiction of their being Italic lands, combined with
a fiction of their being acquired by usucapion. In

the case of the ager publicus in Italy, the dominium
was in the Roman people, and the terms possessio

and possessor were appropriate to the enjoyment
and the person by whom the land was enjoyed.

Still the property in provincial land was like the

property in bonis in Rome and Italy, and it conse-
quently became dominium afler the distinction be-

tween quiritarian and bonitarian ownership was de-

stroyed.

Ownership was also acquired in the case of occu-

patio, accessio, &c. ( Vid. Accessio, Alluvio, Co^f•

FUSIO.)

A man who had a legal capacity could acquire

property either himself or by those who were " in

potestate, manu, mancipiove." He could even ac-

quire thus per universitatem, as in the case of an
hereditas ; and also he could thus acquire a legacy.

If a slave was a man's in bonis, everything that the

slave acquired belonged to the owner in bonis, and
not to him who had the bare quiritarian ownership.
If a man was the '* bona fide possessor" of another
person, whether that person happened to be a free-

man supposed to be and possessed as a slave, or

was the property of another, the possessor only ac-
quired the ownership of that which the person so
possessed acquired " ex re possidentis" and ex " op.
eris suis." The same rule applied to a slave in

which a man had only the ususfructus ; and the
rule was consistent with the rule just laid down, for

ususfructus was not property. Sons who were in

the power of a father, and slaves, of course, could
not acquire property for themselves. {Vid. Peco-
LIDM.)

Ownership was lost either with the consent of
the owner or against it. With the consent when
he transferred it to another, which was the general

1. (Frag., lix., 20. 21.)
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mode of acquiring and losing proiiertj ; without the

consent when the thing perished, when it beciime
the property of another by accession or usucapion,
when it was judicially declared to be the property

of another, or forfeited by being pledged. Owner-
ship was not lost by death, for the heres was con-
sidered to be the same person as the defunct.

As certain persons had not a capacity to acquire,

00 some persons had not a liability to lose when
others had. Thus the property of a pupillus who
was in tutela legitima could not become the prop-

erty of another by usucapion ; a fundamental prin-

ciple of law, which Cicero, with good reason, was
surprised that his friend Atticus did not know.'

Owrership might be lost by the maxima capitis

diminutio ; when it was the consequence of a con-
viction for a capital crime, the pj-operty was forfeit-

ed to the state. {Vid. Sectio Bonorum.) The
media capitis diminutio only affected an incapacity
for quiritarian ownership : the person could still re-

tain or acquire property by the jus gentium ; still, if

the media capitis diminutio was the consequence
of conviction for a capital crime, it had the same
consequences as the maxima.'
DO'MINUS. (FicZ. Dominium.)
DOMI'TIA LEX. (Vid. Pontifex.)
DOMUS. (Vid. House.)
DONA'RIA {dvadTJfiaTa or avaKsi/xeva) are names

by which the ancients designated presents made to

the gods, either by individuals or communities.
Sometimes they are also called dona or dupa. The
belief that the gods were pleased with costly pres-

ents, was as natural to the ancients as the belief

that they could be influenced in their conduct to-

wards men by the offering of sacrifices ; and, in-

deed, both sprang from the same feeling. Presents
were mostly given as tokens of gratitude for some
favour which a god had bestowed on man ; but

some are also mentioned which were intended to

induce the deity to grant some especial favour. At
Athens, every one of the six thesmothetae, or, ac-

cording to Plato,' all the nine archons, on entering

upon their office, had to take an oath, that if they
violated any of the laws, they would dedicate in the

temple of Delphi a gilt statue of the size of the man
who dedicated it {avSpiuvra xpvcrovv laofierpriTov*).

Tn this last case the anathema was a kind of punish-

iiient, in which the statue was regarded as a sub-

stitute for the person forfeited to the gods. Almost
all presents of this kind were dedicated in temples,

to which, in some places, an especial building was
added, in which these treasures were preserved.

Such buildings were called -^riaavpoL (treasuries)

;

and in the most frequented temples of Greece, many
states had their separate treasuries.* The act of
dedication was called dvaridivai, donare, dedicare,

or sacrare.

The custom of making donations to the gods is

found among the ancients from the earliest times
of which we have any record, down to the introduc-
tion of Christianity ; and even after that period,

it was, with some modifications, observed by the
Christians during the Middle Ages. In the heroic
ages of Grecian history the anathemata were of a

simple description, and consisted of chaplets and
garlands rf flowers. A very common donation to

the godi deems to have been that of locks of hair

tKOfiT)^ u-napxai), which youths and maidens, espe-

'itdly young brides, cut off from their heads and

1, (ad Att., i., 5.)—2. (Mackeldey, Lehrbuch, &c.—" Ueber
ilie TerschieJenen Arten des Eigenthums," <&c., von Unterholz-

ner, Hhoin. Mus. Erster Jahrg.—Savigny, Das Recht des Besit-

«o«.—Gams.—Ulp., Frag.)—3. (Phiedr.. p. 235, D.) —4. (Vid.

Pint , Sol., 25.—Pollux, Onom., viii., 85.—Suid., s. v. -xfivafi

ticiJv.—Heraclid., Pont, c. 1.)— 6. (Bockh, Staatshaus., i., p.

471.)
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consecrated to some deity.* This custom in some
places lasted till a very late period : the maidens ol

Delos dedicated their hair before their v.edding to
Hecacige,' and those of Megara to Iphinoe. Pau-
sanias^ saw the statue of Hygieia at Titane cov-
ered all over with locks of hair, which had been
dedicated by women. Costly garments {nEiz'Koi,)

are likewise mentioned among the earliest pres'jnta

made to the gods, especially to Athena and Hera.*
At Athens, the sacred nin'koi of Athena, in which
the great adventures of ancient heroes were worked,
was woven by maidens every fifth year, at the fes-

tival of the great Panathenaea. {Vid. Arrhepho-
RiA.)' A similar peplus was woven every five

years at Olympia by sixteen women, and dedicated
to Hera.*

At the time when the fine arts flourished in

Greece, the anathemata were generally works of
art of exquisite workmanship, such as high tripoda

bearing vases, craters, cups, candelabras, pictures,

statues, and various other things. The materials
of which they were made differed at different times ;

some were of bronze, others of silver or gold,' and
their number is to us almost inconceivable.* The
treasures of the temples of Delphi and Olympia, in

particular, surpass all conception. Even Pausanias,
at a period when numberless works of art must have
perished \n the various ravages and plunders to

which Greece had been exposed, saw and described

an astonishing number of anathemata. Many works
of art are still extant, bearing evidence, by their in-

scriptions, that they were dedicated to the gods as
tokens of gratitude. Every one knows of the mag-
nificent presents which Crcesus made to the god of
Delphi.' It was an almost invariable custom, after

the happy issue of a war, to dedicate the tenth part

of the spoil {aKpodiviov, uKpoTiEiov, or TrpuToTiCiov) to

the gods, generally in the form of some work of

art." Sometimes magnificent specimens of ar-

mour, such as a fine sword, helmet, or shield, were
set apart as anathemata for the gods." The Athe-
nians always dedicated to Athena the tenth part of

the spoil and of confiscated goods; and to all the

other gods collectively, the fiftieth part." After a

seafight, a ship, placed upon some eminence, was
sometimes dedicated to Neptune.^' It is not improb-

able that trophies, which were always erected on the

field of battle, as well as the statues of the victors

in Olympia and other places, were originally intend-

ed as tokens of gratitude to the god who was sup
posed to be the cause of the success which the vic-

torious party had gained. We also find that, on
some occasions, the tenth part of the profit of some
commercial undertaking was dedicated to a god in

the shape of a work of art. Respecting the large

and beautiful crater dedicated by the Samians to

Hera, see the article Crater.
Individuals who had escaped from some dangei

were no less anxious to show their gratitude to the

gods by anathemata than communities. The in-

stances which occur most frequently are those of

persons who had recovered from an illness, especi-

ally by spending one or more nights in a temple of

Asclepius (incubatio). The most celebrated tem-

ples of this divinity were those of Epidaurus, Cos,

Tricca, and, at a later period, that of Rome.'* Cures

1. (Horn., II., xxiii., 141.— .Eschyl., Cho«ph., 6.—Eurip
Orost., 96 and 1427 ; Bacch., 493 ; Helen., 1093.—Plut., The*., 5
—Paus., i., 37, 1) 2.)—2. (Pans., i., 43, 1) 4.)— 3. (ii., 11,^ 6.)—4,

(Horn., II., vi., 293-303.)—5. (Compare Aristoph., Av., 792.—
Pollux, vii., 50.— Wesselins ad Diod. Sic, ii., p. 440.)— 6.

(Paus., v., 16. I) 2.)—7. (Athen., vi., p. 231. <S:c.)—8. (Demorth.,

Olynth., iii., p. 35.)—9. (Herod., i., 50, <tc.)—10. (Herod., viii,

82, ISl.—Thucyd., i., 132.—Paus., iii., 18, I) 5.)—11. (Aristoph,

Equil,., 792. and schol.)— 12. (Demosth., c. Timccr.. p. 738, <fec

—Bockh, Siaatsh., i., p. 352, &c.) — 13. (Thucyd., li., 84.—Ho
rod., viii., 121.)— 14. (Plin., II. N., xaix., 1.—Compare F A
Wolf, Vermischte Schriften und Aufsflt/e, p. 411, &c.)
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were also effected in the Grotto of Pluto and Pro-

serpina, in the neighbourhood of Nysa.' In all cases

in which a cure was effected, presents were made
to the temple, and little tablets {tabula volivce) were
suspended on its walls, containing an account of

the danger from which the patients had escaped, and

of the manner in which they had been restored to

health. Some tablets of this kind, with their in-

scriptions, are still extant.' From some relics of

aRCient art, we must infer, that in some cases, when
a particular part of the body was attacked by dis-

ease, the person, after his recovery, dedicated an
imitation of that part in gold or silver to the god to

whom he owed his recovery. Persons who had
escaped Irora shipwreck usually dedicated to Nep-
tune the dress* Affiich they wore at the time of their

danger ;• but if they had escaped naked, they dedi-

cated some locks of their hair.* Shipwrecked per-

sons also suspended votive tablets in the Temple
of Neptune, on which their accident was described

or painted. lodividuals who gave up the profession

or occupation by which they had gained their liveli-

hood, frequently dedicated in a temple the instru-

ments which they had used, as a grateful acknowl-

edgment of the favour of the gods. The soldier

thus dedicated his arms, the fisherman his net, the

shepherd his flute, the poet his lyre, cithara, or

harp, &c.
It would be impossible to attempt to enumerate

all the occasions on which individuals, as well as

communities, showed their gratefulness towards

the gods by anathemata. Descriptions of the most
remarkable presents in the various temples of

Greece may be read in the works of Herodotus,

Strabo, Pausanias, Athenaeus, and others.

The custom of making presents to the gods was
common to Greeks and Romans, but among the

latter the donaria were neither as numerous nor as

magnificent as in Greece ; and it was more frequent

among the Romans to show their gratitude towards

a god by building him a temple, by pubUc prayers

and thanksgivings {supplicatio), or by celebrating

festive games in honour of him, than to adorn his

sanctuary with beautiful and costly works of art.

Hence the word donaria was used by the Romans
to designate a temple or an altar, as well as statues

and other things dedicated in a temple.* The oc-

casions on which the Romans made donaria to their

gods are, on the whole, the same as those we have
described among the Greeks, as will be seen from
a comparison of the following passages : Liv., x.,

36 ; xxix., 36 ; xxxii., 30 ; xl , 40, 37.—Plin., Hist.

Nat.,\h.,i8.—Suet., Claud., 25.—Tacit., Ar.n., iii.,

71.—Plaut., Amfhitr., III., ii., 65; Curcul., I., i.,

61 ; II., ii., 10.—Aurel. Vict., Cces., 35.—Gellius, ii.,

10.—Lucan, ix., 515.—Gic, De Nat. Dear., iii., 37.

—Tibull., ii., 5, 29 —Horat., Epist., I., i., 4.—Stat.,

Sylv., iv., 92.

DONA'TIO MORTIS CAUSA. There were
three kinds of donatio mortis causa: 1. When a

man, under no present apprehension of danger, but

moved solely by a consideration of human mortali-

ty, makes a gift to another. 2. When a man, being

in immediate danger, makes a gift to another in

such ^ manner that the thing immediately becomes
the property of the donee. 3. When a man, under
the like circumstances, gives a thing in such a man-
ner thai it shall become the property of the donee

in case the giver dies. Every person could re-

ceive such a gift who was capable of receiving a

legacy.

It appears, then, that there were several forms

of gift called donatio mortis causa ; but the third

seems the only proper one, and that of which men-
tion is chiefly made, for it was a rule of law that a
donation of this kind was not perfected unless death
followed, and it was revocable by the donor. A
thing given absolutely could hardly be a donatio
mortis causa, for this donatio had a ecndition at-

tached to it, namely, the death of the donor and the
survivorship of the donee.* The thing might be a
thing capable of traditio or delivery, or it might be
a promise of a sum of money to be paid after the
death of the testator. It would appear as if the
law about such donations was not free from difll-

culty. They were finally assimilated to legacies in

all respects by Justinian, though this had been done
in some particulars before his time. Still they dif-

fered in some respects from legacies, for such a

donation could take effect though there was no
heres ; and a filius familias, who could not make a
will, might, with his father's consent, make a dona-
tio mortis causa.

The English law of donationes mortis causa is

first stated by Bracton' in the very words of the
Digest ;* and the present law is expounded by Lord
Hardwicke ;* but what he there states to be the
English law is not exactly the law as stated in

Bracton. The rules of donationes mortis causa in

English law are now pretty well fixed. Tradition

or delivery is considered one essential of such a
gift, and the death of the donor is another essential.

The gift must not be an absolute gift, but a gift

made in contemplation of, and to be perfected by

the death of the donor.*

DONA'TIO PROPTER NUPTIAS signifies that

which is given by a husband or by any other per-

son to a woman on the occasion of her marriage,

whether it be by way of security for her ios, or for

her support during the marriage or widowhood.
Justinian required this donatio whenever the wife

brought a dos ; and it was enacted that it should be
equal in amount to the dos, and should be increased

when the dos was increased. Such a gift was the

property of the wife, but it was managed by the

husband, and he was bound to apply it to its proper

purposes ; but he could not alienate it, even 'with

the consent of the wife.*

DONATIO'NES INTER VIRUM ET QXOREM.
During marriage, neither husband nor wife could, as

a general rule, make a gift of anything to one an-

other. This rule would, however, only apply where
there was no conventio in manum ; for in such a
case the rule of law would be unnecessary, because

a gift between husband and wife would be legally

impossible. The reason for this rule was said to be

the preservation of the marriage relation in its pu-

rity, as a contract subsisting by affection, and not

maintained by purchase or by gift from one party

to the other. The reason seems a singular one,

but it is that which is given by the Roman writers

It has apparently a tacit reference to the power ol

divorce, and appears like an implied recommenda-
tion of it when the conjugal affection ceases. Do-
nationes of this kind were, however, valid when
there were certain considerations, as mortis causa,

divortii causa, servi manumittendi gratia. By cer-

tain imperial constitutions, a woman could make
gifts to her husband in order to qualify hira for cer-

tain honours. It must be remembered, that when
there was no conventio in manum,^ a wife retained

all her rights of property which she did not surren-

der on her marriage {vid. Dos), and she might, during

the marriage, hold property quite distinct from her

1. (Strab., ix., p. 437 ; xiv j>. 649.)—2. (Wolf, 1 c, p. 424,

*r.) 3. (Ifor, i.ann., i., 5, 13.—Virg., jEn., xii., 768.)—4.
rLucian, De Mure. Ooad., c. 1, vol. i., p. 652, ed. Reitz.)—5.

'Virr., Geor;;., iii., 2tt.—Ovid, Fast., iii.. 335.)

Bbb

1. (Compare Dig. 39, tit. 6, s. 1 and 35.)—2. (ii., c. 26.)—

•

(36, tit. 6, s. 2, &c.)—4. (Ward v. Turner, 2 Vez., 431.)-*
(Dig. 39, tit. 6.—Cod. viii., tit. 57.)—6. (Cod v., tit. 3.—Not
97. c. 1 ; 117, c. 4, <fcc.)—7. (Gaius, ii., 98.)
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husband. It was a consequence of this rule as to

gifts between husband and wife, that eveiy legal

form by which the gift was affected to be transferred,

as mancipatio, cessio, and traditio, conveyed no
ownership ; stipulations were not binding, and ac-

ceptilationes were no release. A difficulty might

remain as to usucapion, but the law provided for

this also. If a woman received from a third person

the property of her husband, and neither the third

person, nor she, nor her husband knew that it was
the husband's property, she might acquire the own-
ership by usucapion. If both the giver and the

husband knew at the time of the gift that it was the

husband's property, and the wife did not know, it

might also become her property by usucapion ; but

not if she knew, for in that case the bona fides

which was essential to the commencement of pos-

session was wanting. If, before the ownership
was acquired by usucapion, the husband and wife

discovered that it was the husband's, though the

husband did not choose to claim it, there was no
usucapion ; for this would have been a mere eva-

sion of the lav/. If, before the ownership was ac-

quired by usucapion, the wife alone discovered that

it was the husband's property, this would not de-

stroy her right to acquire the property by usucapion.

This, at least, is Savigny's ingenious explanation

of the passage in Digest 24, tit. I, s. 44. The
strictness of the law as to these donations was re-

laxed in the time of S. Severus, and they were
made valid if the donor died first, and did not revoke
his gift before death. There were also some ex-

ceptions as to the general nile, which it is not

necessary to particularize here.^

DONATIVUM. {Vid. Congiarium.)
*DONAX {dova^), the species of reed called Arun-

do donax. It derives its name from dSveo, " to agi-

tate" or " disturb," from its being easily agitated by
the wind. Pliny, in speaking of it, says, " calamus
fruticosissimus, qui vacatur Donax."" Virgil styles

U "fluvialis."^ It was used for shepherds' pipes,

writing-pens, angling-rods, &c. The modern Greeks
call it Ku?.a/xog. Sibthorp found it everywhere in

the marshy grounds.*

DORCAS (dopKug). By the earlier commenta-
tors on the classics, it was taken for a species of
wild goat, but it is now generally acknowledged to

be the Gazello, or Antelope Dorcas. " In fact," ob-

serves Adams, ''the Arabian medical authors, Avi-

cenna and Haly Abbas, were aware that it meant
the Gazelle ; hence the term dopKudi^uv of Galen is

rendered gazellans by their translators. The 6dpKag
is the tzebi of the Hebrew Scriptures. It is also

called ^(ipf and Trpof."*

DORMITO'klA. {Vid. House.)
AQPOAOKIAS rPA<i>H. {Vid. Decasmos.)
AaP£2N rPA<{)H. (Ftrf. Decasmos.)
AGPOSENIAS rPAfl-H. (Fz(i. SENIAS TPA^H.)
DORPEIA or DORPIA. {Vid. Apaturia, p. 66.)

DORPOiS. (Vid. Deipnon.)
DORSUA'RIUS or DOSSUA'RIUS {vuTO(j>6poc),

a beast of burden.

In the mountainous parts of Italy, where it was
impossible to use wheeled carriages, the produce of
the country was borne on the backs of quadrupeds.
In this manner the corn, wine, and oil of Apulia and
Calabria were conveyed to the seacoast by asses,

which are described by Varro* as " aselli dossuarii."

In these elevated regions, as we learn from the
same author,' the necessaries of life were brought
to the pastoral inhabitants either by mares or by
any other animal, "quod onus dorso ferre possit,"

I. (Dig. 24, tit l.--Savigny, Zeitschnfl, &c., i., p. 270.)—2.
(H. N., ivi., 36.)—3. (Georg , ii., 414.)—4. (BiUerbeck, Flora
Cla«8ica, p. 25.)—5. (Aristot., II. A., li., 2.—^lian, N. A., vii.,

47.- -Adams, Append., s. v.)—€. (De Re Rust., ii., 6.)

—

7. (c. 10.)
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an expression designed to explain the etjmdogy of

the epithet " dossuarius."'

Beasts of burden also accompanied the army,»

and were used to carry a part of the baggage. In

Eastern countries the camel has always been em-
ployed as a beast of burden.'

The "jumenta dossuaria" carried their load ei

ther by means of panniers (Kavd'r/^ia) {vid. Clitel
L^) or of the pack-saddle {(jujfia). From using the
latter, they were called " equi sagmarii," " muli
sagmarii," &c., whence came the German " saum-
thier," " saum-ross," «kc., and the English " sump-
ter-mule" and " sumpter-horse."*

The following woodcut, representing a mule and
a camel accompanied by two Scythian or Gothic
conductors, is taken from the column which was
erected at Constantinople to commemorate the vic-

tories of Theodosius I., and of which dri»5?inga

were made by command of Mohammed II.

DORYC'NIUM {iopvavLov), a plant, in determin-

ing which, botanical writers find some difficulty.

The evidence preponderates in favour of the Con-
volvulus Dorycnium, or Shrubby Bindweed.*
DORY {86pv). {Vid. Hasta.)
DOS (GREEK). Euripides" makes Medeia com-

plain that, independent ofother misfortunes to which
women were subject, they were obliged to buy their

husbands by great sums of money {xprjfiuTuv vnep-
tokt)). On this the scholiast remarks, that the poet
wrote as if Medeia had been his contemporary, and
not a character of the heroic ages, in which it was
customary for the husband to purchase his wife from
her relations by gifts called I6va or Itiva. The same
practice prevailed in the East during the patriarchal

ages,' and Tacitus* says of the ancient Germans,
"Dotera non uxor marito, sed uxori maritus offert.'

The custom of the heroic times is illustrated by
many passages in Homer. Thus we read of the

aTTepeima and fivpia &6va, or many gifts by which
wives were purchased.' In another place*" we are

told of a hundred oxen and a thousand sheep and
goats having been given by a Thracian hero to his

maternal grandfather, wiiose daughter he was about
to marry. Moreover, the poetical epithet, ul^eai-

6oiaL,^'- applied to females, is supposed to have had its

origin in the presents of this sort which were made
to a woman's relatives on her marriage. These
nuptial gifts, however, or equivalents for them, were
returned to the husband in the event of the com-
mission of adultery by his wife, and perhaps in

other cases."

We must not infer from the above facts that it

was not usual in those times for relations to give a

portion with a woman when she married. On tliv

contrary, mention is made" of the fieiXta, or mar.
riage gifts which men gave with their daughter?

(eneduKav), and we are told by ^schines'* of one of

the sons of Theseus having received a territorj

near Amphipolis as a <j>epv^, or dower with his wife.

1. (Compare Virg., Georg., i., 273-275.)-2. (Xen., Cyr., vi., 3
I) 34.)—3. (Diod. Sic, ii,, 54 ; iii., 45 ; xvii., 105.)—4. (Menage
Diet. Etym., s. v. Sommier.—Adelung-, Glossar. Manuale, t. vi.

p. 22-24.)—5. (Nicand., Alex., 376.—Dioscor., iii., 75.—Galou
De Simpl., vi.—Schulze, Toxicol. Vet.— Schneider ad Nicand., 1

c.—Adams, Append.,s. v.)—6. (Medea, 236.)—7. (Genes., xxxit..

2.)—8. (Germ., c. 18.)—9. [U., xvi., 178, 10fl.)-10. CI, xi., 34»0
—11. (Heyne ad 11., xviii, 593.)—1% (Od., ^iii., 3J8> -18. (D,
ix., 147.)—14. (ffipi HaoarrotaS-t 33.)
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Moreover, both Andromache and Penelope are spo-

ken of as u'koxoL noXvdupoi,,^ or wives who brought

to their husbands many gifts, which probably would
h'ive been returned to their relations in case of a

capricious dismissal.'

The Doric term for a portion was Sunvij, and
Miiller' observes that we know for certainty that

daughters in Sparta had originally no dower, but

were married with a gift of clothes only ; after-

ward they were at least provided with money and
other personal property :* but in the time of Aris-

•totle,* so great were the dowers given {Siu to Kpo't-

/cof didovat fieyiikaq), and so large the number of

kKWXfjpoL, or female representatives of families

{oIkol), that nearly two fifths of the whole territory

of Sparta had come into the possession of females.

The regulations of Solon were, according to Plu-

tarch,* somewhat similar in respect of dower to the

old regulations at Sparta : for the Athenian legisla-

tor, as he tells us, did not allow a woman, unless

she were an kniKlijpoq, to have any (^epvri or dower,
except a few clothes and articles of household fur-

niture. It is plain, however, that such an interfe-

rence with private rights could not be permanent

;

and, accordingly, we find that, in after times, the
dowers of women formed, according to the account
in Bockh,'^ a considerable part of the movable prop-

erty of the state :
" even with poor people they va-

ried in amount from ten to a hundred and twenty
minas. The daughter of Hipponicus received ten

talents at her marriage, and ten others were prom-
ised her." This, however, was a very large por-

tion, for Demosthenes* informs us that even five

talents were more than was usually given, and Lu-
cian* also speaks of the same sura as a large dowry.
The daughters of Aristeides received from the state,

as a portion, only thirty minas each.*" We may ob-

serve, too, that one of the chief distinctions between
a wife and a Tra/IAa/o? consisted in the former having
a portion, whereas the latter had nbt ; hence per-

sons who married wives without portions appear to

have given them or their guardians an dfioloyia

irpoiKog,^^ or acknowledgment in writing, by which
the receipt of a portion was admitted. {Vid. Con-
cuBiNA.) Moreover, poor heiresses (rwv eiruT^^puv

"(jaL -diiTCKov relovaiv) were either married or por-

toned by their next of kin {vid. Archon), accord-

tig to a law which fixed the amount of portion to be
'iven at five minas by a Pentacosiomedimnus, three

>y a Horseman, and one and a half by a Zeugites."
In illustration of this law, and the amount of por-

.ion, the reader is referred to Terence, who says,"

" Lex est ut orbct, qui sint genere proximi
lis nubant ;"

and again,

" Itidem ut cognata si sit, id quod lex jubet,

Dotem dare, abduce banc : minas quinque accipe."^*

We will now state some of the conditions and
obligations attached to the receipt of a portion, or

TTpoi^, in the time of the Athenian orators. The
most important of these was the obligation under
which the husband lay to give a security for it, ei-

ther by way of settlement on the wife, or as a pro-

vision for repayment in case circumstances should

arise to require it. With regard to this, we are told

that, whenever relatives or guardians gave a woman
a portion on her marriage, they took from the hus-

band, by way of security, something equivalent to it,

as a liouse or piece of land. The person who gave

1. (n., •»;., 394.-0(1., xxiv , 294.)—2. (Od., ii., 132.)—3. (Dor.,

hi., 10.)—4. (Plut., Lys., 30.)—5. (Pobt., ii., 6, I) 10.)—6. (Vit.

Solon.)—7. (Pub. Econ. of Athens., ii., 283, transl.)—8. (c.

Staph., 1112, 19, and 1124, 2.)—9. (Dial. Meretr., p. 298, ed.

Reitz.)— 10. (Plut., Aris., 27.—^sch., c. Ctes., p. 90.)—11. (Isa-

BB, De Pyr. Hcred., p. 41.)—12. (Demorth., c. Macar.. 1068 >—
1$. (Phoiin., II., i., 75.)—14. (II.. ii., 62 }

this equivalent (To anon/ijj/ic) was said iiroTifiifv ;

the person who received it, unoTiuuakut.} Th«
word uTTOTi/irjfia is also used generally for a securi
ty.* The necessity for this security will appeal
from the fact that the portion was not considered
the property of the husband iiimself, but rather of
his wife and children. Thus, if a husband died,

and the wife left the family {aTTiXnre top oIkov), she
might claim her portion, even though children had
been born ;' and in the event of a wife dying with-
out issue, her portion reverted to the relatives who
had given her in marriage (ot Kvpioi) and portioned
her.* The portion was also returned if a husband
put away his wife, and in some cases, probably set-

tled by law, when a woman left her husband.*
That, after the death of the wife, her portion be-

longed to her children, if she had left any, may be
inferred from Demosthenes ;• if they were minors,
the interest was set apart for their education and
maintenance. When the husband died before the
wife, and she remained in the family (fievovaijq kv

tC) olKtfi), the law appears to have given her portion

to her sons, if of age, subject, however, to an allow-

ance for her maintenance.''

If the representatives of the deceased husband
{ol Tov K?.7jpov ExovTEg) wrongfully withheld her por-

tion from his widow, her guardians could bring an
action against them for it, as well as for alimony
{ScKTj irpoiKog Kal cltov^). Moreover, if a husband,
after dismissing his wife, refused to return her por-

tion, he might be sued for interest upon it as well
as the principal : the former would, of course, be
reckoned from the day of dismissal, and the rate

was fixed by law at nine oboli for every mina, or

about 18 per cent. The guardians were farther au-
thorized by the same law to bring an action for ali

mony in the Qi6elov.^ We may add that a dUti
TzpoiKog was one of the £fifj.r}voi ^iKai, or suits that

might be tried every month.'*

DOS (ROMAN). Dos (res uxoria) is everything

which, on the occasion of a woman's marriage, was
transferred by her, or by another person, to the hus-

band, or to the husband's father (if the husband was
in his father's power), for the purpose of enabling

the husband to sustain the charges of the marriage
state {onera matrimonii). All the property of the

wife which was not made dos, or was not a dona-
tio propter nuptias, continued to be her own, and
was comprised under the name of parapherna. The
dos, upon its delivery, became the husband's proper

ty, and continued to be his so long as the marriage
relation existed. All things that could be objects

of property (vid. Dominium), as ^ell as a jus in re,

and, in fact, anything by which the substance oi the

husband could be increased, might be the objects of

dos. Any person who had a legal power to dispose

of his property could give the dos ; but the dos was
divided into two kinds, dos profecticia and dos ad-

venticia, a division which had reference to the de-

mand of the dos after the purposes were satisfied

for which it was given. That dos is profecticia

which was given by the father or father's father of

the bride ; and it is profecticia, even if the daughter
was emancipated, provided the father gave it as

such {ut parens). All other dos is adventicia. The
dos recepticia was a species of dos adventicia, and
was that which was given by some other person

than the father or father's father, on the considera-

tion of marriage, but on the condition that it should

be restored on the death of the wife. The giving

1. (Harpocrat., s. v—Demosth., c. Onet., p. 866.)—2. (Poll.,

Onom., viii., 142.)— 3. (Demosth., Boeot. De Dot., 1010.)—

4

(IsEUS, De Ciron. Ilered., 69.—De Pyr. Hered., 41.)—5. (D«
Pyr. Hered., 45.)—6. (c. Bceot. De Dot., p. 1023 and 1026.)-i

7. (Id., o. Phaon., p. 1047.)—8. (Issus, De Pyr. Hered., p. 45.—
Hudtwalcker, Dist., note 84 )—9. (Demosth., c. Neaer., p. 1368.)

—10. (Pollux, Onom.. viii.. 63, 101.)
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or the dos d(3pended on the will of the giver ; but

certain persons, such as a father and father's fa-

ther, were bound to give a dos with a woman when
she married, and in proportion to their means. The
dos might be either given at the time of the mar-
riage, or there might be an agreement to give. The
technical words applicable to the dos were dare, di-

cere, promittere. Any person was competent dare,

promittcrc. The word dicere was applied to the

woman who was going to marry, who could prom-

ise all property as dos, but the promise was not

binding unless certain legal forms were observed

(non deberi viro dotem, quam nulla auctore dixissct^).

An example of a promissio dotis occurs in Plautus.*

As the dos became the husband's property, he had
a right to the sole management, and to the fruits of

it ; in fact, he exercised over it all the rights of

ownership, with the exception hereafter mentioned.

He could dispose of such parts of the dos as con-

sisted of things movable ; but the Julia lex {de

adulleriis) prevented him from alienating such part

of the dos as was land {fundus dotalis, dotalia prce-

dia;^ dotales agri*) without his wife's consent, or

pledging it with her consent.' The legislation of

Justinian prevented him from selling it also, even
with the wife's consent, and it extended the law to

provincial lands.

The husband's right to the dos ceased with the

marriage. If the marriage was dissolved by the

death of the wife, her father or father's father (as

the case might be) was entitled to recover the dos
profecticia, unless it had been agreed that in such
case the dos should belong to the husband. The
dos adventicia l,«came the property of the wife's

heirs, unless the person who gave it had stipulated

that it should te returned to him {dos receplicia).

The dos could be claimed immediately upon the
dissolution of the marriage, except it consisted of

things quae numero, &c., for which time was al-

lowed.*

In the case of divorce, the woman, if she was sui

juris, could bring an action for the restitution of

the dos ; if she w^as in the power of her father, he
brought the action jointly with his daughter. {Vid.

DiVORTIUM.)
The dos could not be restored during the mar-

riage, for this was contrary to a positive rule of law.
{Vid. DoN.4Tio INTER viRUM ET uxoREM.) Yet, in

the case of the husband's insolvency, the wife could

demand back her dos during the marriage. In cer-

tain cases, also, the husband was permitted to re-

store the dos during the marriage, and such resto-

ration was a good legal acquittance to him : these
excepted cases were either cases of necessity, as
the payment of the wife's debts, or the sustentation
of near kinsfolks.''

What should be returned as dos depended on the
fact of what was given as dos. If the things given
were ready money, or things estimated by quantity,

&c., the husband must return the like sum or the
like quantity. If the things, whether movable or
immovable, were valued when they were given to

the husband {dos aestimata), this was a species of
sale, and at the end of the marriage the husband
must restore the things or their value. If the
things were not valued, he must restore the spe-
cific things, and he must make good all loss or de-
terioration which had happened to them except by
accident. But the husband was entitled to be re-

imbursed for all necessary expenses {impensce ne-

tessa^im) ; as, for instance, necessary repairs of
bouses incurred by him in respect of his wife's

1. (Cic, Pro Caecin., c. 25.—Compare Pro Flacc, c. 34, 35,
end Ulp., Frae., xi., 20.)—2. (Trinurnm., v., 2.)—3. (Cic, Ep. ad
Att., XV., 20.;--4. (Hor., Ep., I., i., 21.)—5. (Gains, ii., 63.—Inst.,

ii., 8.)— 6. (Wp., Frag-., v^ .s. 8 ; but compare Cod. v., tit. 13, s.

Tl.)— 7. (Zeitschrift, &c , v. , d. 311, essay by Ilasse.)
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property, and also for all outlays by which he had
improved the property {impensce utiles).

The husband's heirs, if he were dead, were bound
to restore the dos. The wife's father, or the sur-

viving wife, might demand it by an actio ex stipu-

latu de dote reddenda, which was an actio stricti

juris, if there was any agreement on the subject

;

and by an actio rei uxoriae or dotis, which was an
actio bonae fidei, when there was no agreement.
A third person who had given the dos must always
demand it ex stipulatu, when he had bargained foi

its restoration. Justinian enacted that the action

should always be ex stipulatu, even when there

was no contract, and should be an actio bonae lidei.

The wife had no security for her dos, except in

the case of the fundus dotalis, unless she had by
contract a special security ; but she had some priv-

ileges as compared with the husband's creditors

Justinian enacted that on the dissolution of the mar-
riage the wife's ownership should revive, with all

the legal remedies for recovering such parts of the

dos as still existed ; that all the husband's property

should be considered legally pledged {tacita kypoth-

eca) as a security for the dos ; and that the wife,

but she alone, should have a priority of claim on
such property over all other creditors to whom the

same might be pledged.

The dos was a matter of great importance in Ro-
man law, both because it was an ingredient in al-

most every marriage, and was sometimes of a large

amount. The frequency of divorces also gave rise

to many legal questions as to dos. A woman whose
dos was large {dotata uxor) had some influence over

her husband, inasmuch as she had the power of di-

vorcing herself, and thus of depriving him of the

enjoyment of her property. The allusions to the

dos are numerous in the Roman writers.

It is a disputed point whether there could be dos,

properly so called, in the case of a marriage with
conventio in manum. {Vid. Marriage.)*
DOULOS {6ovlog). {Vid. Servus.)

*DRABE {dpdtn), Pepperwort, or Lepidium draha.*

DRACHMA {dpaxiiTj), the principal silver coin

among the Greeks. The two chief standards in the

currencies of the Greek states were the Attic and
./Eginetan. We shall, therefore, first speak of the

Attic drachma, and afterward of the .^ginetan.

The average weight of the Attic drachma from
the time of Solon to that of Alexander was 665
grains. It contained about -g^g^th of the weight al-

loy ; and hence tiiere remain 65 4 grains to be val-

ued. Each of our shillings contains 80-7 grains of

pure silver. The drachma is, therefore, worth ——

-

•^ 807
of a shilling, or 9-72 pence, which may be called

9|d.' After Alexander's time, there was a slight

decrease in the weight of the drachma, till, in course

of time, it only weighed 63 grains. The drachma
contained six obols {hioloi) ; and the Athenians had
separate silver coins, from four drachmae to a quar-

ter of an obol. Among those now preserved, the

tetradrachm is commonly found ; but we possess

no specimens of the tridrachm, and only a few of

the didrachm. Specimens of the tetrobolus, triobo-

lus, diobolus, three quarter obol, half obol, and quar

ter obol, are still found. The following table, taken

from Hussey, gives the value in English money of

the Athenian coins, from a quarter obol to a tetra*

drachm

:

Pence. Farlh.

\ Obol 1 625

iObol 3-25

Obol 1 2-5

1. (Hasse, Rhein. Mus., ii., 75.—Compare Ulp., Fra?., vi.—

Di(?. 23, tit. 3.—Cod. v., tit. 12.)—2. (Dioscor., iii., 186.)—

I

(Hussey, Ancient Weights and Money, p 47, 48 »
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Shill. Fence. Fartb.

Diobolos 3 1

Triobolus 4 3 5

Tetrobolus 6 2
Drachma 9 3

Didrachm 1 7 2

Tetmdrachm 3 3

The mina contained 100 drachmae, and was, con-

ueque.ntly, equal to 41. Is. 3d. , and the talent 60

ininte, and was thus equal to 243/. 15*. Od. Re-

specting the value of the different talents among
the Greeks, vid. Talent.
The tetradrachm in later times was called sta-

ter ;' but it has been doubted whether it bore that

name in the flourishing times of the Republic* "We
know that stater, in writers of that age, usually sig-

nifies a gold coin, equal in value to twenty drachmae

(vid. Stater) ; but there appear strong reasons for

believing that the tetradrachm, even in the age of

Thucydkles and Xenophon, was sometimes called

by this name.'
The obolos, in later times, was of bronze ;* but in

the best times of Athens we only read of silver obols.

The xa^Kovg was a copper coin, and the eighth part

ofanobol. (Vid. Ms, y>. 30.)

The Attic standard was used at Corinth, Cyrene,

and Acanthus, and in Acamania, Amphiiochia, Leu-
cadia, Epirus, and Sicily ; it was the standard of

Philip's gold, and was introduced by Alexander for

silver also. The Jiiginetan standard appears to

have been used in Greece in very early times. Ac-
cording to most ancient writers, money was first

coined at .iEgina by order of Pheidon of Argos (vid.

Aroentu*) ; and the ^Eginetan standard was used

in ahnost all the states of the Peloponnesus, with

the exception of Corinth. It was also used in Bceo-

tia, and in some other parts of northern Greece,

though the Attic standard prevailed most in the

maritime and commercial states.

ATHENIAN DRACHMA. BRITISH MUSEUM.
ACTUAL SIZE.

The average weight of the yEginetan drachma,

calculated by Mr. Hussey* from the coins of iEgina

and Bceotia, was 96 grains. It contains about ^d
part of the weight alloy. Hence its value is 93

93
grains of pure silver, or, as before,—-;; of a shilling

;

"Of
that is, Is. Id. 3 2 farthings. The largest coin of

the .iEginetan standard appears to have been the

didrachm, and the values of the different coins of

this standard are as follow

:

Attic obols, and that the iEginetan talent contained

10,000 Attic drachmae. His authority, however,

cannot be of any weight against the evidence of ex-

isting coins ; for the comparative value of .^Eglne-

tan and Attic money is a plain fact, which can be

proved by experiments. But, as Mr. Hussey re-

marks,' Pollux, " when he speaks of the Attic

drachmae, does not mean the money of the full

weight, which was coined in the time of Pericles (ii

Xenophon, but such as passed for Attic in the Au-
gustan and following ages, namely, the Roman dena-

rius ; and this, too, not of the earliest standard, at

the rate of 60 or 61 grains, but as it was coined

when the weight had been reduced to |th of the Ro-

man ounce, or about 53 grains." (,Vid. Denarius J

i Obol . . . .

ShiU. Fence.

1

F»rth.

583
Obol .... 2 1166
Diobolus . . . 4 233
Triobolus . . . 6 2-5

Drachma . . . . . 1 3
Didrachm . . . . . 2 3 2

The proportion of the ^ginetan drachma to the

Attic, according to the value given above, is as 93

to 654, or as 418 to 3 nearly. According to Pol-

lux, however, the proportion was 5 to 3 ; for he
states* that the --Eginetan drachma was equal to 10

1. (Phot., 8. V. Sranjp.—Hesych., s. v. TkavKti AavpiotriKat.
—Matth., xxvii., 27.)—2. (HuBser, Ibid., p. 49.)—3. (Thncyd.,
ni., 70, with Arnold's note.—Xen., Ilell., V., ii., I) 22.)

—

i. (Lu-
ctnn, Contempl., 11., vol. i., p. 504, ed. Reiz.)—5 tp. 59, 60.)—
« lix., 76, 86.)

^aiNETAN DRACH.MA. BRITISH MUSEUM.
ACTUAL SIZE.

The Attic and .iEginetan were, as already re-

marked, the chief standards of money in Greece

;

but there was a third standard used to some ex-

tent, namely, that of the early coinage of Macedon,
which was also adopted by the Greek kings of

Egypt. The average weight of the Macedonian
drachma was 1094 grains ; and, assuming the

same quantity of alloy as in the ^ginetan drachmae,

it would be worth in our money 1*. 3d. 2-8 far-

things, or very nearly Is. 3|d. It has been sup-

posed, however, by some writers, that this drachma
was in reality a didrachm ; but the existence of

large silver coins of four times this weight is an ar-

gument for believing it to be the drachma, as we do
not find any notice of eight-drachmae pieces.

As the Romans reckoned in sesterces, so the

Greeks generally reckoned by drachmae ; and when
a sum is mentioned in the Attic writers without

any specification of the unit, drachmae are usually

meant.'
DRACO. I. (Vid. Signa Militaria.)

*II., or SpuKuv x£p<Tatoc, the Land Dragon. " All

the classical authors," observes Adams, " speak of

the Land Dragon as being a most formidable ani-

mal, and of immense bulk, some say 50, some
60, and some 80 cubits in length. St. Augustine

calls him the largest animal upon the face of the

earth. Two species are described ; one with wings,

and the other without wings." These accounts but

ill agree with the following description of the Draco
volans, L., by M. I'Abbe Bonnaterre :

" Le plus grand
des individus qu'on conserve au Cabinet du Roi a

huit pouces deux lignes de longueur totale. II est

doux, foible, tranquille, c'est le moins a craindre

de tous les reptiles. Pourra-t-on se persuader que
c'est Dragon a plusieurs tetes, qui reunissoit I'agil

ite de I'aigle, la force de lion, qui vomissoit des
flammes, et dont les anciens nous ont fait un peih-

ture."» Buffon also calls it the flying Lizard, a
little harmless animal that only preys on insects.

I cannot help thinking, however, that the extraordi-

nary stories of antiquity regarding the Dragon must
have had their origin in the exaggerated reports o\

travellers about the Boa Constrictor. I shall point

out one circumstance which leads forcibly to this

conclusion. .iElian gives an account of a Dragon
of extraordinary size, namely, 70 cubits long, which

Alexander the Great saw in India, and which was
kept as an object of worship. The poet Nonnua,

1. (p. 32.)—2. (BSckh, Pub. Econ. of Athens, i., p. 85.)—

4

\ (Encyc. Method., lib. sixiii., 61.)
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alsa repeatedly connects the Dragon with the In-

dian worsh.p of Bacchus.' Now it is known that

the Boa is worshipped even to this day in some parts

of Hindustan. Still farther, if the reader will com-

pare the descriptions of the Ethiopian dragons giv-

en by ^Elian" end Philo* with the stories which

Pliny* and Diodorus Siculus' tell of serpents, he

will readily perceive that they are all referable to

»ho great Boa. Another irgument in favour of this

opinion may be drawn from the famous group of

the " Laocoon" in the Vatican. It must strike every

person who has seen a model of it, that the immense
serpents which are coiled around the human figures

represent Boas. Now these serpents are called
" dracones" by Pliny' in describing the group, and

by Virgil' in his relation of the event which forms

the subject of it. Lord Byron,* by-the-way, is sin-

gularly unfortunate in calling the serpent of the Lao-

coon an " asp," since the asp was a comparatively

small reptile, and is said by Nicander and other

coxicologists to despatch its victim without pain.

But the following passage in Jerome's life of Hi-

larius puts the identity of the Dragon and the Boa
beyond dispute :

" Siquidem Draco, mirae magnitu-

dinis, quos gentili nomine Boas vocant, ab eo quod
tarn grandes sint ut boves glutire soleant, omnem
hte vastabat provinciam,'" &c. In confirmation of

he theory which is here sought to be established,

he reader is referred to the remarks of Griffith in

his edition of Cuvier. It may be stated with re-

gard to the etymology of the term Boa, that, ac-

cording to some of the ancient writers, this serpent

was so called from its habit of following the hinds,

in order to fasten itself to the teats of cows and
suck their milk (" bourn lacte delectantur"). The
so-called boas of the Eastern continent belong prop-

erly to the genus Python.^"

DRACOINT'IUM (dpaKovriov), a plant answer-
ing, according to Fuchsius, Dodoneeus, Sprengel,

and other botanical authorities, to the Arum Dra-
ennculus, or Dragon heib. " It is the rdpxuv of

Simeon Seth. The dpanovriov 'irepov is the Arum
Italicum, Lara., according to Sprengel. Stackhouse
makes the dpaKovnov of Theophrastus to be the

Arum maculatum, or spotted Wake-robin."*'
DREP'ANIS {dpETTum), the name of a bird inci-

dentally mentioned by Aristotle and Pliny. Ac-
cording to Gaza and Scaliger, it is the same with
the Reed-sparrow ; but this opinion is rejected by
Hardouin. Schneider is inclined to rank it under
the genus Procellaria of Linnaeus, called in English

the Petrel, or Sea-swallow."
*DROMEDAR'IUS, the Dromedary, or Camelus

Dromedarius, L. This is the Arabian Camel {Kdft-

TiTiog 'ApaCcof, Aristot. ; Camelus Arabia, Plin.),

having only one hunch, the Bactrian having two.
Strictly speakmg, however, the Dromedary is only
a breed of the one-hunch kind. The name is of
Greek origin, and refers to the fleetness of the ani-

mal (Sponog, " a race"). The one-hunch species
extenr'.s from the foot of Caucasus over Persia and
Turkoy, Arabia, northern Africa, and India. (Vid.

Camklus.) Those of Turkey are the strongest, and
best suited for burden ; those of Arabia and Bom-
bay the lightest ; and those of India, where there

are breeds for both purposes constantly supplied by
fre?h importations from the northwest, are yet
prrbably inferior in their class to those more in

U s2 vicinity of their original climate."

1. (Dionys., xi., 59; ix., 14, &c.)—2. (N. A., ii. 21.)— 3.

(c. 66.)-4. (H. N., viii., 14.)—5. (iii., 10, 37.)—6. (H. N.,
jaxri., 4 )—7. iJEn., ii., 225.)—8. (Childe Harold, iv., 160.)—
tf. (A('em.«, Append., s. v.)—10. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. ii., p.

327, seqq.)— 11. (Theophra.st., H. P., ix., 22.—Dioscor., ii., 195.

—Paul, .^gin., vii., 3.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 12. (Aiistot.,

K. A., i., 1.—Pliu., II. N., xi., 107.—A 'ams. Appendix, s. v.)—
13. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. iv., p. 49.)

DRYTNUS (dpvtvoc), a species of serjent, so

called from its lodging in the hollows of oaks {dpvc,
" an oak"). According to Nicander,' it was also

called ;fe/lv(5pof, an appellation given it because its

scales are rough like those of a tortoise (x^?^v(,
" a tortoise"). Sprengel supposes it to be the Colu-

ber liberlinus. Gesner says it is called in English
tlip ^pji-snfiil ^

*DRYOCALAPTES (SpvoKaUnTrig), the Picus,

or "Woodpecker. "About the three species de--

scribed by Aristotle,"' remarks Adams, " there ia

considerable doubt. The first two would appear to

be the Picus Martius, L., or the black Woodpecker
;

and the Picus viriiis, the green Woodpecker, or

Popinjay. That the largest species is the Picua

major, or Whitwall, has been conjectured, but can-

not be afifrmed with certainty. The dpiorl) of Aris-

tophanes was most probably th6 Picus viridis."*

DRYOPT'ERIS {dpvoTrreplc), according to

Sprengel, the Polypodium dryo-pterii, or Oak-fern.

Dierbach, however, holds that the AspUnium adian-

tum nigrum is also comprehended under it.-*

*DRYPIS {dpvKig), according to Sprenfel and

Stackhouse, the Drypis spinosa. Schneider,,,how-

ever, has doubts.*

*DRYS (dpvf), the Oak. {Vid. Quercus.)
DUCENA'RII, the name of various officers and

magistrates, of whom the principal were as fol-

low:
I. DucENAKii was the name given to the Roman

procuratores, who received a salary of 200 sester-

tia. Dion Cassius' says that the procuratores first

received a salary in the time of Augustus, and that

they derived their title from the amount of their

salary. We thus read of centenarii, trecenarii, &c.,

as well as of ducenarii.* Claudius granted to the

procuratores ducenarii the consular ornaments.'
II. Ducenarii formed a class or decuria of judi

ces, and were first established by Augustus."* They
were so called because their property, as valued in

the census, only amounted to 200 sestertia. They
appear to have tried causes of small importance."

III. Ducenarii were in later times officers who
commanded two centuries, and who held the same
rank as the primi hastati in the ancient legion."

DUCENTE'SIMA was a tax of half per cent,

upon all things sold at public auctions. The ccnte-

sima, or tax of one per cent., was first established

by Augustus," and was reduced to half per cent, by
Tiberius.'* The tax was abolished altogether by
Caligula as far as Italy was concerned,'* whence
we find on some of the coins of this emperor the

letters R. C C, that is, Remissa Duccnfcsima. On
one of his coins, preserved in the British Museum,
we find on the obverse, C. C^sar. Divi. Aug.
Pron. Aus., and S. C. in the centre with the cap of

liberty ; and on the reverse, Pon. M. Tr. P. III. P.

P. Cos. Des. III., and in the centre R. C C. These
last three letters have been interpreted by some
writers to mean Rei Censila Conservator ; but there

can be no doubt that the interpretation given above

is the correct one.'*

DUPLICA'RII were soldiers who received double

pay or double allowance for their services." They
are frequently mentioned in inscriptions,'* but more
commonly under the name of duplarii." In one in-

1. (Nicand., Ther.,411.)—2. (Adams, Append., s. v.)— 3. (H.

A., viii., 5.)—4. (Aristoph., Aves, 305.—Adams, Append., s. v.)

—5. (Dioscor., iii., 186.—Galen, De Simpl., vi.—Adams, Af)-

pend., s. v.)—6. (Theophrast., H. P., i., 10.)—7, (liii., 15.)- 8.

{Vid. Capitolin., Pertin., 2.— Orelli, Inscrip., No. 946.)- <».

(Suet., Claud., 24.)—10. (Suet., Octav., 32.)— 11. (Rein, da*

Rom. Privatrecht, p. 413.) — 12. (Veget., li., 8.— Orelli, lu-

scrip.. No. 3444.)—13. (Tacit., Ann., i., 78.)—14. (1. c, li., 42.)

—15. (Suet., Cal., 16.)—16. (Vid. Eckhel, Doctr. Num., vi., p.

224.—Orelli, Inscrip., No. 701.)— 17. (Vano, Do Ling. Lat., v.,

90, ed. Muller.— Liv., ii., 59.—Orelli, No. 35.S5.)— 18. (Orelli,

Nos. 3533, 4994.)—19. (Orelli, Nos. 3531, 3535, 34^6, 3481, Ac.
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•cription the form duplicarius occurs.' Vegetius*

ealls them duplares mihtes.

DUPLICA'TIO. (Vid. Actio, p. 19.)

DUPO'NDIUS. {Vid. As, p. 111.)

DUUMVIRI, or the two men, the name of various

magistrates and functionaries at Rome, and in the

colonise and municipia. In inscriptions we Jilso

meet with the form duomvircs^ and duovir*

I. Duumviri Juri Dicundo were the highest ma-
gistrates in the municipal towns. (Vid. Colonia,

p, 282.)

II. Duumviri Navales were extraordinary magis-

trates, who were created, whenever occasion re-

quired, for the purpose of equipping and repairing

the fleet. They appear to have been originally

appointed by the consuls and dictators, but were
first elected by the people B.C. 311.

»

III. Duumviri Perduellionis. {Vid. Perduel-
I.IO.)

IV. Duumviri Quinquennales were the censors

in the municipal tow*ns, and must not be confound-

ed with the duumviri juri dicundo. {Vid. Colonia,

p. 283.)

V. Duumviri Sacrorum originally had the charge
of the Sibylline books. Their duties were after-

ward discharged by the decemviri sacris faciundis.

{Vid. Decemviri, p. 340.)

VI. Duumviri were also appointed for the pur-

pose of building or dedicating a temple.*

E.

*EB'ENUS (efievof), Ebony. According to Vir-

gil,' India was the only country that produced it.

Dioscorides,* however, remarks, that it grows also

in Ethiopia ; and there is a passage in Herodotus' in

which Ebony is spoken of among the articles of

tribute paid by the Ethiopians to the king of Persia.

Either, therefore, the name of Ethiopia is to be

taken in a very general sense for the country of

sun-burned races, and may consequently include In-

dia, or else Virgil is in error. Notwithstanding the

numerous botanists who have travelled into India,

e have not been able, until recently, to deter-

mine to what tree the Ebony was to be assigned.

It is now certain that it is one of the genus Diospy-

rus. A work on the Materia Medica, published at

Madras," says that Ebony is the wood of a tree

called in the Tamoul language Atcha maroum, which
grows abundantly in the Gaugam-Circars, in Berar,

and even in the island of Ceylon, where the natives

term it Naugagaha. According to the author of the

work just mentioned, it is the Diospyrus Ebcnaster

of Koenig. As regards the name which the Greeks
and Romans have given this tree, and which it still

bears in all the languages of Europe, it may be re-

marked, that it comes from the Hebrew homonym
hdban. Its Arabic name, Abnous, is nothing more
than a corruption from tfievof.'' " Modern bota-

nists," says Adams, '• have applied various names to

the Ebony-tree, namely, Ebenus Cretica, L. ; Dios-
pyrus Melanoxylon, Roxb. ; D Ebenus and Ebenas-
trum, Retz. ; and Ebenoxylon verum, L. Theophras-
tus also notices an Ebony shrub, which Sprengel, in

his edition of Dioscorides, holds to be the Anthyllis

Cretica. It is the same as the Vulneraria of Tourne-
fort (namely, Woundwort), and hence it is now
called Anthyllis Vulneraria."^*

ECHENETS {kx^vTitg), a species of Fish. " It

would appear that the exevrjic of Aristotle and Pliny

was different from that of Oppian and jElian, and

I. (OreUi, No. 3534.)—2. (ii., 7.)—3. (Orelli, Inscrip., No.
IfiOS.)—4. (OrelU, No. 3886.)—5. (Liv., ii., 30 ; xL, 18, 26

;

xli., 1.—Scheffer, De Mil. Nav., p. 284.)—6. (Liv., vii., 28;
Biii., 33; xxxv., 41.)—7. (Georg., ii., 117.)— 8. (i., 129.)—9.
(iii., 07.)—10. (Materia Medica, by Whitelaw Ainslie, Madras,
1813.)— 11. (F-ie, Flore de Virgile, p. xlviii., &c.)—12 (Adams,
kDpeud.,s. V.)

that the former corresponds to the Echeims .lauerm-

tes, L., or Sucking-fish, and the latter to the Petro-
myzon Lampetra, L., or Lamprey-eel. Artedi stateii

that the Galaxias (yala^iag) of Galen corresponds
to the Lamprey, and Rondelet and Nonnius reftjr

the ^diXha of Strabo to the same. The ancient
stories about its stopping vessels in their coarse
would appear to be fabulous, and yet it is worthy of
notice that they are still credited by the inhabitant*

of Dalmatia and the neighbouring countries."*

*ECH'IUM (^;ftov), a plant, supposed to be a
remedy against the bite of a viper (t';t;'f)- " The
Echium vulgare, or common Viper's Bugloss, has
been generally acknowledged to be the exiov of Ni-
cander and Dioscorides ; but, according to Spren-
gel, this is a mistake, since the flowers o( the Echium
vulgare are blue, whereas Dioscorides describes

those of the exi^ov as being purple. It is to be re-

marked, however, that the Greeks used the terms
TTop^vpeog and nopcpvpoeiiSric in a loose manner, aj>-

plying it to other colours besides purple, and more
especially to the dark blue colour of the sea, which
would not be inapplicable to the colours ofthe Viper's
Bugloss.* On the subject of the purple colours of
the ancients, Salmasius remarks,^ " Caruleus color,

quern Groeci kvuvovv vacant, nihil aliud est quam pur
pura delutior et pallidior."

ECHI'NUS (exivog), I., the ex^vog x^P'^^'-os is

the Hedgehog, or Erinaccus Europceus. The mod-
ern Greek name is axavr^oxoi-pog. The first part

of this word is a corruption of uKuvda {Acanthias

vulgaris nostras, Klein). The flesh of the Hedge-
hog is prescribed in Syria medicinally in some dis-

orders. Russell says he saw the animal carrying

grapes as well as mulberries on its prickles, a stoiy

which certainly needs confirmation.*

*II. A testaceous genus containing many species:

in English, the Sea-urchin. Aristotle gives a very
minute description of this genus. " The kxlvog id-

udifioc is no doubt," observes Adams, " the Eckirau
esculcntus, L., called in English the edible Sea-urchin.

The two species called aTruTayyog and ^piaaog can-

not be satisfactorily determined. The difference

of habitats in the Land and Sea urchin gave rise to

the Greek proverb expressive of irreconcilabla

habits : npiv ke Svo exlvoi ig ipiMav lA^oiev."*

m. {Vid. Dike.)

*ECHIS and ECHIDNA {exig, ^x^dva). " Most
of the ancient authors who treat of serpents repre-

sent these as the Male and Female Viper ; but, from
the descriptions of them given by Nicander, it would
appear that they were distinct species. Sprengel
accordingly refers the Asiatic ix^dva to the Colvler

JEgyptius, the European ^xi-^^^ to the Coluber

Berus, and the ixig to the Coluber Ammodytes. The
word -Qripiov is often applied kqt' k^oxfjv to the Viper
{Coluber Berus), and hence ^ripiaKfj is used to signify

the Electuary of Vipers. The Viper is the Ephe of

Scripture."*

ECCLE'SIA {kKK?.Tiaia). The iKKTirjmat of the
Athenians were general assemblies of the citizens,

in which they met to discuss and determine upon
matters of public interest. These assemblies weie
either ordinary, and held four times in each prjtany,

or extraordinary, that is, specially convened upon
any sudden emergency, and therefore called avy-

KTiffTOL. On occasions of extreme importance when
it was desirable for as many persons as possible to

be present at the discussion of any question, th«

people were summoned by express from the country

1. (Aristot., H. A., ii., 14.—iElian, N. A., i., 36 ; ii., 17.—
Oppian, Hal., i., 223.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Uioacur.,

iv., 28.—Nicand., Ther., 637.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Id

Tertull., lib. de Pallio, p. 186.)—4. (Aristot.. II. A., i., 6.-

Sibthorp, MS8. in Walpole's Memoirs, vol. i., p. 265.) — 5

(Aristot., H. A., iv., 5.—Adams, Appei.d., • v.)—6. (Adam*
Append., s. v.)
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m tbe city, and then the assembly was called a

KaTonlriaia, the proper meaning oi KaraKaletv being

to call from the country into the city. The ordi-

nary assembUes were called vofn/xoi or Kvpiai, ac-

cording to the scholiast on Aristophanes,* who
moreover informs us that there were three such in

every month. But, according to the best-informed

grammarians, who Ibllowed Aristotle, the name kv-

oia was appropriated to the first only of the regular

assemblies of each prytany. Such, at least, is the

account given by Pollux' and Harpocration, the for-

mer of whom asserts that the third of the regular

assemblies in each prytany was partly devoted to

the reception of ambassadors from foreign states.

Aristophanes, however, in the Acharnians,* rep-

resents ambassadors who had just returned from
Persia and Thrace as giving an account of their

embassy in a Kvpia sKKXriaia, which, according to

Pollux, would be not the third, but the first of the

regular assemblies. With a view of reconciling

these discrepancies, Schomann* supposes that Solon
originally appointed one regular assembly, called

Kvpia, to be held on a certain day of every prytany,

and that afterward additional assemblies were insti-

tuted, appropriated respectively to particular pur-

poses, though the term Kvpia was still reserved for

the assembly formerly so called. If, however, the
representation of Aristophanes is in agreement with
the practice of his age, we must farther suppose,

what is very probable, that the arrangements for

business, as described by Pollux, were not always
observed even in the time of the poet ; and since, a

few years after Aristotle's time, many changes took

place in the constitution of Athens, it may have
happened that the name KvpLa was then given to all

the regular assemblies, in which case the scholiast

probably identified the customs and terms of a late

age with those of an earlier period. Moreover, the

number of prytanies in each year, originally ten, one
fjT each tribe, was, on the increase in the number
of the tribes at Athens, raised to twelve, so that

t)ic prytanies would then coincide with the months
<ji the year : a fact which, taken in conjunction with
oLher circumstances,' seems to show, that the au-

thorities who speak of three regular assemblies in

e^ch month had in view the times when a prytany
ftnd a month were the same thing. Some authors
have endeavoured to determine the particular days
on which the four regular assembhes of each pryta-

r.y were held ; but Schomann* has proved almost to

demonstration, that there were no invariably fixed

riays of assembly ; and at any rate, even if there
v/ere, we have not sufficient data to determine them.
Ulpian' says, in allusion to the times when there
were three assemblies in every month, that one was
held on the eleventh, another about the twentieth,

a third about the thirtieth, of each month ; and it is,

of course, not improbable that they were always
held at nearly equal intervals.

The place in which the assemblies were anciently
held was, we are told by Harpocration,® the uyopa.
Afterward they were transferred to the Pnyx, and
at last to the great theatre of Dionysus, and other
places. Thus Thucydides* speaks of the people be-

ing summoned to the Pynx, the usual place of as-

sembly in his times ; and Aristophanes," in descri-

bing " Demus," the representative of the Athenian
people, just as " John Bull" is of the English, calls

that character A^^uof TlvKvirrig, or Demus of the
(parish of) Pnyx : a joke by which that place is

represented as the home of the Athenians. The
eituation of it was to the west of the Areiopagus, on

1. achar., 19.)— 2. (viii., 96.)— 3. (61.)—4. (De Comit., c.

? )—» (Schamann, ii., 44.)—6. (ii., 47.)—7. (ad Demosth., c.

Timocr., p. 706.)—8. (s. v. navStifOS 'A<ppoSlTt).)—9. (viii., 97.)
—16 (Equit.. 48.;

a slope connected with Mount Lycabetlus and part-

ly, at least, within the walls of the city. It vraa

semicircular in form, with a boundary wall pait rock
and part masonry, and an area of aboi.it 12,0(y'

square yards. On the north the ground was filled

up and paved with large stones, so as to get a leveJ

surface on the slope ; from which fact some gram-
marians derive its name (napu ttjv tuv Tuduv nvK
voTTira) Towards this side, and close to the wall,

was the [Sf/fia, a stone platform or hustings ten or

eleven feet high, with an ascent of steps ; it was
cut out of the solid rock, whence it is sometimes
called 6 Xidog, as in Aristophanes* we read berii

Kparel vvv tov "kidov tovv ry YlvKvi. The position

of the 13^/j.a was such as to command a view of the

sea from behind (on which account the thirty ty-

rants are said to have altered it), and of the llpoTrv-

?iaia and Parthenon in front, though the hill of the

Areiopagus lay partly between it and the Acropolis.

Hence Demosthenes,* when reminding the Athe-
nians from this very /3^//a of the other splendid

works of their ancestors, says emphatically Uponv-
Xaia ravra : and we may be sure that the Athenian
orators would often rouse the national feelings of

their hearers by pointing to the assemblage of mag-
nificent edifices, " monuments of Athenian grati-

tude and glory," which they had in view from the

Pnyx.' That the general situation of the place was
elevated is clear from the phrase uvaCalveiv eig rjfv

sKKTiriaiav, and the words nug 6 dij/iog uvu KadiJTO,

applied to a meeting of the people in the Pnyx.*

After the great theatre of Dionysus was built, the

assemblies were frequently held in it, as it afforded

space and convenience for a large multitude ; and
in some particular cases it was specially determined

by law that the people should assemble there.* As-
semblies were also held in the Peiraeus, and in the

theatre at Munychia.*
We will now treat of the right of convening the

people. This was generally vested in the prytanea

or presidents of the council of Five Hundred [yid.

BouLE, p. 168) ; but in cases of sudden emergen-
cy, and especially during wars, the strategi also had
the power of calling extraordinary meetings, for

which, however, if we may judge by the form in

which several decrees are drawn up, the consent ol

the senate appears to have been necessary.^ The
four ordinary meetings of every prytany were, nev-

ertheless, always convened by the prytanes, who
not only gave a previous notice {Trpoypu<j)eiv tt/v kK-

Kkr}aiav) of the day of assembly, and published a

program of the subjects to be discussed, but also,

as it appears, sent a crier round to collect the citi-

zens {avvdyeiv tov 6rjpov*). At any rate, whenevei
the strategi wished to convene one of the extraor-

dinary assemblies, notice was certainly given of it

by a public proclamation ; for, as Ulpian observes,*

these assemblies were called ovjkIjjtoi, because the

people were summoned to them by officers sent

round for that purpose {on crvveKuXow riveg nepiiov-

Teg). But, independent of the right which we have

said the strategi possessed of convening an extra-

ordinary meeting, it would seem, from the case )f

Pericles," that a strategus had the power of pre' ant-

ing any assembly being called. It is, however, im-

portant to observe, that such an exercise of power
would perhaps not have been tolerated except du-

ring wars and commotions, or in the person of a

1. (Pax, 680.)—2. illepl SvvTal., 174.)—3. (Cramer, Auylcnt

Greece, vol. ii., p. 335.— Wordsworth, "Athens and Attica."

In the latter of these works are two views of the remains of tha

Pnyx.)—4. (Demosth., De Cor., p. 285.)—5. (Demosth., c. MeiC,
517.)_6. (Demosth., De Fals. Leg., p. 359. — Lysias, c. Agor.,

133.— Thucyd., viii., 93.)— 7. (Demosth., De Cor., 249.) — 6.

(Pollux, viii., 95.— Harpocrat., s. v. Kvpia 'KKKXijaia.— De-
mosth., c. Aristo^., 772.) —9. (ad Demosth., De Fals. Lqk-><»

100, A.)— 10. (Thucyd , ii., 22.)
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tfwtingiiish^d character like Pericles ; and that un-
der different circumstances, at any rate after the
time of Solon, the assemblies were always called by
the prytanes. All persons who did not obey the call

were subject to a fine, and six magistrates, called

lexiarchs, were appointed, whose duty it was to take
care that the people attended the meetings, and to

levy fines on those who refused to do so.* With a
view to this, whenever an assembly was to be held,

certain public slaves {iKvdai or ro^orai) were sent
round to sweep the ayopd and other places of public

resort with a rope coloured with vermilion. The
different persons whom these ropemen met were
driven by them towards the kKKlrjaia, and those who
refused to go were marked by the rope and fined.*

Aristophanes' alludes to this subject in the lines,

oi 6' kv uyop^ 7ia2.ov(n, kuvu kuI ku-tu

TO axoiviov ^evyovai to fiefiiTiTUfikvov.

Besides this, all the roads except those which led to

the meeting were blocked up with hurdles (ye/i/ia),

which were also used to fence in the place of as-

sembly against the intrusion of persons who had no
right to be present : their removal in the latter case
seems to have served as a signal for the admission
of strangers who might wish to appeal to the peo-
ple.*

An additional inducement to attend, with the
poorer classes, was the fiiadbg EKKlrjaiaaTLKOQ, or pay
which they received for it. The originator of this

practice seems to have been a person named Callis-

tratus, who introduced it " long after the beginning
of the influence of Pericles." The payment itself

originally an obolus, was afterward raised to three

by a popular favourite called Agyrrhius of Collytus.

The increase took place but a short time before the
Ecclesiazusae of Aristophanes came out, or about
B.C. 392. The poet thus alludes to it in that play :»

B. Tp(w6o/i,ov S^f kXaSeg • X. ei yap u<pelov.

A ticket {av^Ciolov) appears to have been given to

those who attended, on producing which at the
close of the proceedings they received the money
from one of the thesmothetae.' This payment, how-
ever, was not made to the richer classes, who at-

tended the assemblies gratis, and are therefore call-

ed o'lKocTiToi kKKlrjaiaaTai by the poet Antiphanes
in a fragment preserved by Athenaeus.' The same
word oiKocnTog is applied generally to a person who
receives no pay for his services.

With respect to the right of attending, we may
observe, that it was enjoyed by all legitimate citi-

zens who were of the proper age (generally suppo-

sed to be tv;enty, certainly not less than eighteen),

and not labouring under any «r«//m or loss of civil

rights. All were considered citizens whose parents
were both such, or who had been presented with
the freedom of the state, and enrolled in the regis-

ter of some demus or parish.* Adopted citizens,

however {noiTjToi), were not qualified to hold the of-

fice of archon or any priesthood.' Decrepit old men
(yepovTsg oi acpeiiiivot, perhaps those above sixty)

seem not to have been admitted, although it is not
expressly so stated.*" Slaves, and foreigners also,

were certainly excluded," though occasions would
of course occur when it would be necessary or de-

sirable to admit them ; and from Demosthenes" we
may infer that it was not unusual to allow foreign-

ers to enter towards the close of the proceedings,

when tho most important business of the day had
been co/7.:luded; otherwise they stood outside."

1. (Pol.ui, Onora., Tiii., 104.) — 2. (Schol. ad Arist., Achar.,
U2.)—3. (.. c.)— 4. (Dcraosth., c. Neser., p. 1375..'—5. (v., 380
-f;onip«kre B">ckh,vol. i., p 307, trans!.)—6. (Anstoph., Eccles.,

S95.)—V. (vi., 0. 52.)—8. (Demosth., c. Neacr., p. 1380.)- 9. (Id.,

p. 1376.)—10. (Aristot., Polit.,iii.,a 1.)—11. (Aristoph.,Thesm.,
t94 )— 12. (c. Near., p 1375 1—13. (jBuch., c. Ct«»iph.. n. 86.)
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The iaoreXeig, or foreigners, who enjoyed nearlf
equal privileges with the citizens, are by some
thought to have had the same rights as adopted cit-

izens, with respect to voting in the assembly.*
This, however, seems very doubtful ; at any rate,

the et3TTiology of the word iaoTETielg does not justify

such an opinion.

In the article Boole it is explained who the pry-
tanes and the proedri were ; and we may here re-

mark, that it was the duty of the proedri of tho same
tribe, under the presidency of their chairman {6 km-
aTuTTjg), to lay before the people the subjects to be
discussed ; to read, or cause to be read, the previ-

ous bill {to irpo6ov?iev/ia) of the senate ; and to give

permission (yvufiag Ttpondivai) to the speakers to

address the people.

They most probably sat on the steps near the /3^-

fia, to which they were, on some occasions, called

by the people. In later times they were assisted in

keeping order {evKoc/iia) by the members of the pre-

siding tribe, 37 irpoedpevovaa ^vlr]^ {vid. Boule)
;

and the officers who acted under them, the "ser-
geants-at-arms," were the crier (6 KTjpv^ and the
Scythian bowmen. Thus, in Aristophanes,' the
crier says to a speaker who was out of order, KaOri-

GO alya, and in another passage the to^otoi are rep-

resented as dragging a drunken man out of the as-

sembly.* When the discussion upon any subject

had terminated, the chairman of the proedri, if he
thought proper, put the question to the vote : we
read, in some instances, of his refusing to do so.*

Previous, however, to the commencement of any
business, it was usual to make a lustration or puri-

fication of the place where the assembly was held.

This was performed by an officiating priest, called

the Peristiarch, a name given to him because he
went before the lustral victims (Ta nepiaTia) aa
they were carried round the boundary of the place.

The term nepiaTia is derived from nepi and iarla,

and is, therefore, properly applied to sacrifices car-

ried round the hearth by way of lustration : hence
it means any lustral victims. Thus tho crier

says,* ITopir' eg to npoadev ndpi6' ug uv IvTog tits

Tov KaddpfiaTog. The favourite victims were suck-
ing pigs (;t;otpidia), the blood of which was sprinkled
about the seats, and their bodies afterward thrown
into the sea.' After the peristiarch the crier fol-

lowed, burning incense in a censer. When these
ceremonies were concluded, the crier proclaimed
silence, and then offered up a prayer, in which the

gods were implored to bless the proceedings of the
meeting, and bring down destruction on all those
who were hostilely disposed towards the state^ or

who traitorously plotted its overthrow, or recei^ od
bribes for misleading and deceiving the people.*

On the conclusion of this prayer business began,
and the first subject proposed was said to be brought
forward npuTov fisTU to. lepd.^

We must, however, understand that it was ille-

gal to propose to the ecclesia any particular meas-
ure unless it had previously received the sanction
of the senate, or been formally referred by that body
to the people, under the title of a irpodov'X.EVfia.

The assembly, nevertheless, had the power of al-

tering a previous decree of the senate as might seem
fit. Farther information on this point will be found
under Boule, to which we may add, according to

Schomann," that the object of the law mentioned by
the grammarians {^knpotov'kEVTov /i7]6ev rp^^cufia ela-

uvai kv Tiji df^Kfi) seems to have been, not to pro
vide that no motion should be proposed in the as-

1. (Wolf ad Lept., p. 70.)—2. (jEsch., c. Ctesiph., p. 53.)—
3. (Acharn. 24.)—4. (Eccles., 143.)—5. (Xen., Mem., i., \,i
18.—Thucya., VI., 14.)—6. (Aristoph., Acharti., 44.)--7. (Srhol
ad Aristoph., 1. c. ; ad jEsch., c. Timar., p. 48.)—8. (ArisUwV,
Thesm., 3.30.)-9. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 706.)— 10. (o ii;;

385
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«erat)ly unless previously approved of by the senate,

but rather that no subject should be presented for

discussion to the people about which a bill of the

senate Lad not been dravpn up and read in assembly.

The privilege of addressing the assembly was not

confined to any class or age among those who had
the right to be present : all, without any distinction,

were invited to do so by the proclamation {Tec ^yo-

prveiv (3ovXsTai) which was made by the crier after

the proedri had gone through the necessary prelim-

inaries, and laid the subject of discussion before the

meeting ; for though, according to the institutions

of Solon, those persons who were above fifty years

of age ought to have been called upon to speak first,*

this regulation had, in the days of Aristophanes, be-

come quite obsolete.' The speakers are sometimes
simply called oi napiovreg, and appear to have worn
a crown of myrtle on their heads while addressing

the assembly, to intimate, perhaps, that they were
then representatives of the people, and, like the ar-

chons when crowned, inviolable.' They were by
an old law required to confine themselves to the
subject before the meeting, and keep themselves to

the discussion of one thing at a time, and forbidden

to indulge in scurrilous or abusive language : the

law, however, had, in the time of Aristophanes, be-

come neglected and almost forgotten.* The most
influential and practised speakers of the assembly
were generally distinguished by the name of I)^to-

peg. {Vid. Rhetor.)
After the speakers had concluded, any one was

at liberty to propose a decree, whether drawn up
beforehand or framed in the meeting ('Ev tw Stj/ic}

avyypu(p£a6ai^), which, however, it was necessary
to present to the proedri, that they might see, in

conjunction with the vofiotpv^-aKeg, whether there

was contained in it anything injurious to the state,

or contrary to the existing laws.* If not, it was
read by the crier ; though, even after the reading,

the chairman could prevent its being put to the vote,

unless his opposition was overborne by threats and
clamours.' Private individuals, also, could do the

same, by engaging upon oath {vTrufioaia) to bring

against the author of any measure they might ob-

ject to, an accusation called a ypa(j>}) napavofiuv.

If, however, the chairman refused to submit any
question to the decision of the people, he might be
proceeded against by tv6ei^ig ;* and if he allowed

the people to vote upon a proposal which was con-

trary to existing constitutional laws, he was in

some cases liable to un/iia.^ If, on the contrary,

no opposition of this sort was offered to a proposed
decree, the votes of the people were taken, by the

permission of the chairman, and with the consent
of the rest of the proedri : whence the permission is

said to have been given sometimes by the proedri

and sometimes by the chairman, who is also simply
called 6 npoedpog, just as the proedri are sometimes
styled prytanes." The decision of the people was
given either by show of hands or by ballot, i. e., by
casting pebbles into urns (KaSicKot) ; the former
was expressed by the word ;feioorov£tv, the latter

by %pij(j>iCe(i6ai, although the two terms are frequent-

ly confounded. The more usual method of voting
was by show of hands, as being more expeditious

and convenient (xEtpoTovia). The process was as
follows; The crier first proclaimed that all those
who were in favour of a proposed measure should
hold up their hands {otu Sokei. k. t. X apdru tt/v

Xetpa) : then he proclaimed that all those who were

1. (^sch., c. Ctesiph., p. 54.)—2. (Demosth., De Cor., p. 285.
—-Aristoph., Acharn., 43.)—3. (Aristoph., Eccles.,T., 130, 147.)

i. (Macix., c. Timar., p. 5.—Aiistoph., Eccles., 142.)—5. (Plato,

GoTg., 451.)—6. (Pollux, Ono.n., viii., 94.)—7. (iEschin., De
Fals. Leg., p. 39.) -8. (Plato, Apol., 32.)—9. (Demosth., c. Ti-

mocr., p. 716) -IW. (.iEschin., c. Ctesiph., 64.—Demosth., c.

Meid., 517.)
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opposed to It should do the same (6tw firf SoKel. k.

T. A.) : they did so ; and the crier then formed as ac-

curate an idea as possible of the numbers for and
against {r/pidfiEi rag xeipag), and the chairman of the
meeting pronounced the opinion of the majority.*

In this way most matters of public interest were
determined. Vote by ballot {KpvMriv^), on the oth-

er hand, was only used in a few special cases de>

termined by law ; as, for instance, when a proposi-

tion was made for allowing those who had suffered

uTLfila to appeal to the people for restitution of their

former rights, or for inflicting extraordinary pupish-
ments on atrocious offenders, and, generally, ufyjn
any matter which affected private persons.* In
cases of this sort, it was settled by law that a de-

cree should not be valid unless six thousand citi-

zens at least voted in favour of it. This was by
far the majority of those citizens who were in the
habit of attending ; for in time of war the number
never amounted to five thousand, and in time of

peace seldom to ten thousand.*
With respect to the actual mode of voting by bal-

lot in the ecclesia, we have no certain information

;

but it was probably the same as in the courts of law,

namely, by means of black and white pebbles, or

shells put into urns {KadiaaoL) ; the white for adop-

tion, the black for rejection of any given measure.*
{Vid. Cadiskoi.)

The determination or decree of the people was
called a ^ycpia/xa, which properly signifies a law pro-

posed to an assembly, and approved of by the peo-

ple. The form for drawing up the ^ri<l>iGfj.a-a vari-

ed in different ages. {Vtd. Boule ar.cl Gramma-
TEUS.)

We now come to the dismissal of the assembly >•

the order for which, when business was over, was
given by the prytanes (e/li'trav ttjv EKKXrjaiav), through

the proclamation of the crier to the people ;* and dM

it was not customary to continue meetings, which
usually began early in the morning,' till after sun-

set, if one day were not suflBcient for the comple-

tion of any business, it was adjourned to the next.

But an assembly was sometimes broken up if any
one, whether a magistrate or private individual, de-

clared that he saw an unfavourable omen, or per-

ceived thunder and lightning. The sudden appear-

ance of rain, also, or the shock of an earthquake, or

any natural phenomenon of the kind called 6locj)-

fiLai, was a sufficient reason for the hasty adjourn-

ment of an assembly.*

We have already stated, in general terms, thai

all matters of public and national interest, whether
foreign or domestic, were determined upon by the

people in their assemblies, and we shall conclude

this article by stating in detail what some of these

matters were. On this point Julius Pollux' in-

forms us, that in the first assembly of every pryta-

ny, which was called Kvpia, the imxcipoTovia of the

magistrates was held ; i. e., an iinquisition into their

conduct, which, if it proved upfavourable, was fol-

lowed by their deposition. In the same assembly,

moreover, the Elcayyeliai, or extraordinary inform-

ations, were laid before the people, as well as all

matters relating to the watch and ward of the coun-

try of Attica ; the regular officers also read over the

lists of confiscated property, !»nd the names of those

who had entered upon inheritances. The second

was devoted to the hearing of those who appeared

before the people as suppliants for some favour, or

for the privilege of addressi»Ag the ansembly without

incurring a penalty, to which they otherwise would

1. (Suidas,s. V. Kar£x«P<""<5>"7'«>'-)—2- (?!"'• M"«-' '^o'- '•> V-

424.)—3. (Demosth., c. Timocr.. ri5, 719.)—4. (Tliucyd., «i,

72.)—5. (Schol. ad Aristophan. iaxi., 981.)—6. (Anstophan,

Acharn., 173.)—7. (Id., 20.)—S (Anstcaih., Nub., 679.—Th»
cyd., v., 46.)—tf. (viii.. M.i
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uafe been liable, or for indemnity previous to giv-

ing information about any crime in wliich they were

accomplices. In all these cases it was necessary

to obtain an uSeia, i. e., a special permission or im-

munity, whence Pollux says of the second assem-

bly, 'H SsvTioa kKK'Kriaia uvelrac roig 0ov7io/i£vocc u6-

eu)i {i. e., en' ddel^) Xiysiv irepl re tuv idiuv Kai tuv

In the third assembly, ambassadors from foreign

•tales were received. In the fourth, religious and

oiher public matters of the state were discussed.

From this statement, compared with what is said

under Eisanoei-ia, it appears that in cases which
required an extraordinary trial, the people some-
times acted in a judicial capacity, although they

usually referred such matters to the court of the

Heliaea. There were, however, other cases in which
they exercised a judicial power : thus, for instance,

the proedri could ex officio prosecute an individual

before the people for misconduct in the ecclesia.*

Again, on some occasions, information {nrjvvaig)

was simply laid before the people in assembly, with-

out the informant making a regular impeachment

;

and although the final determination in cases of this

sort was generally referred to a court of law, still

there seems no reason to doubt that the people

might have taken cognizance of them in assembly,

and decided upon them as judges, just as they did

in some instances of heinous and notorious crimes,

even when no one came forward with an accusa-

tion. Moreover, in turbulent and excited times, if

any one had incurred the displeasure of the people,

they not unfrequently passed summary sentence
upon him, without any regard to the regular and
established forms of proceeding: as examples of

which we may mention the cases of Demosthenes
and Phocion. The proceedings called Trpotolrj and
irayyeAia were also instituted before the people

:

farther information with respect to them is given

under those heads.

The legislative powers of the people in assembly,

80 far as they were defined by the enactments of

Solon, were very limited ; in fact, strictly speaking,

DO laws could, without violating the spirit of the

Athenian constitution, be either repealed or enact-

ed, except by the court of the 'SofiodsTai : it might,

however, doubtless happen, that rpT](j>l(7/j.aTa passed
by the assemblies had reference to general and per-

manent objects, and were therefore virtually vo/xol

or laws ;* moreover, if we may judge by the com-
plaints of Demosthenes, it appears that in his days
the institutions of Solon had in this respect fallen

into disuse, and that new laws were made by the

people collectively in assembly, without the inter-

vention of the court of the nomothetae.'

The foreign policy of the state, and all matters
connected with it, and the regulation and appro-

priation of the taxes and revenues, were, as we
might expect, determined upon by the people in as-

sembly. The domestic economy of the state was
ander the same superintendence : a fact which Pol-

lux briefly expresses by informing us that the peo-

ple decided in the fourth cissembly irepl iepuv Kal

Sti/ioaiuv, i. e.. on all matters, whether spiritual or

secular, in which the citizens collectively had an
interest. Such, for example, says Schoraann,* " are

the priesthood, the temples of the gods, and all

other sacred things ; the treasury, the public land,

and public property in general ; the magistracy, the

couits, the laws and institutions of the state, and,

in fine, the state itself:" in connexion with which
we may observe, that the meetings for the election

of magistrates were called upxaipEalai. Lastly, as

1. (iEschin., c. Timarch., p. 5.)—2. (Andoc., De Myst., p. 13,

•nd No/Jodt'r«.)—3. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 744.—Aristot., Po-
4t, j« .C.4.)—t. (p. 298)

Schomann remarks, "the people likewise detei*
mined in assembly upon the propriety of confemng
rewards and honours on such citizens or strangers,
or even foreign states, as had in any manner sig-

nally benefited the commonwealth." It is hardly
necessary to add, that the signification of a religious

assembly or church, which iKulTiaia bore in later

times, sprang from its earlier meaning of an assem-
bly in general, whether of the constituency of a
whole state, or of its subdivisions, such as tribes

and cantons. (Vid. Tribus and Demus.)
EKKAHT02 nOAIS. {Vid. Symbola.)
ECCLE'TOI (IkkXtjtoc) was the name of an as-

sembly at Sparta, and seems to have been the same
as the so-called lesser assembly (7 /iiKpa Kalovfiivij

kKKlriaia}). Its name seems to indicate a select as-

sembly, but it is difficult to determine of what per-

sons it was composed ; but, since Xenophon* men-
tions the ephors along with and as distinct from
it, we cannot, with Tittmann' and Wachsmuth,*
consider it as having consisted of the Spartan ma-
gistrates, with the addition of some deputies elect-

ed from among the citizens. As, however, the Ik-

kItitoi do not occur until the period when the fran-

chise had been granted to a great number of freed-

men and aliens, and when the number of ancient
citizens had been considerably thinned, it does not
seem improbable that the lesser assembly consisted
exclusively of ancient citizens, either in or out of

office ; and this supposition seems very well to

agree with the fact, that they appear to have al-

ways been jealously watchful in upholding the an-
cient constitution, and in preventing any innovation
that might be made by the ophors or the new citi

zens.»

The whole subject of the IakKtitoi is involved in

difficulty. Tittmann thinks that, though the name
of this assembly is not mentioned, it existed long

before the Persian war, and that in many cases in

which the magistrates (r^Hv. upxovreg or apxai) are
said to have made decrees, the magistrates are

mentioned instead of the Ikk^t/tqi, of whom they
were the chief members. This last supposition is

rejected by Miiller,* who observes that the magis-
trates were often said to have decreed a measure
(especially in foreign affairs), though it had been
discussed before the whole assembly and approved
by it ; for the magistrates were the representatives

and the organs of the assembly, and acted in its

name. Miiller is also of opinion that IkkItitol and
EKulriaia are identical, and distinct from the lesser

assembly, which he considers to have been a kind

of select assembly. But his arguments on tliis

point are not convincing. The iKK?i,rjToc. and the

lesser assembly are mentioned about the same time

in Grecian history, and previous to that time we
hear of no assembly except the regular eKKXtjala of

all the Spartans.'

ECDOSIS. {Vid. Nauticon.)
ECLE'CTICI {kKkenTLKoi), an ancient medical

sect, which must not be confounded with the school
of philosophers of the same name mentioned by
Diog<mes Laertius,* though it is probable that they
assumed this title in imitation of them. Their name
is derived from their founder (like Potamo the phi-

losopher) " having selected from each sect the opin

ions that seemed most probable" {kKXe^afievov ra

upiaavra^ kKdarrjg tuv alpiaeuv ' ) . From a passage
in the Introductio (in which Le Clerc" conjectures

that, instead of hKlsKToi, we should read tKleKTiKoi)

and which is falsely attributed to Galen," it appears

1. (Xen., Hell., iii., 3, « 8.)—2. (Hell., ii., 4, « 38.)—3. (Griecli.

Staatsv., p. 100.)—4. (Hell. Alter., i., 1, p. 221.)— 5. (Thirl-

wall, Hist, of Greece, iv., p. 372, <tc.)—6. (Dor., iii., 5, I) lO.J—

7. (Vid. Xen., Hell., v. ii., « ?i3 ; vi., 3, 1) 3.)—8. (Prooem.,c. 14,

t) 21.)—9. (Diog. Laert., 1. c )—10. (Hist, de la MM.)—11. (»

4, p. 684. ed. KUhn.)
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Ibat they were a branch of the Methodic! (vid. Me-
thodic , and they seem to have agreed very near-

ly, if not to have been altogether identical, with the

sect of the Episynthetici. {Vid. Episynthetici.)

They were founded either by Agarthinus of Sparta

or his pupil Archigenes.' Several of the opinions

of both these physicians are to be found in various

fragments of their lost works preserved by Galen,

Oribasius, Aetius, &c. ; but we are nowhere (as

far as the writer is aware) informed what were the

xirticular doctrines that they adopted as their own
iiom those of other sects. We can only suppose

that they endeavoured to join the tenets of the Me-
thodici to those of the Empirici and Dogmaticl (vid.

Mbthodici, Empirici, Dogmatici), and to reconcile

the differences of those rival and opposite sects.

EC'LOGEIS. {Vid. Eisphoka.)
EOMARTU'RIA {eKfiaprvpla) signifies the depo-

sition of a witness, who, by reason of absence
abroad, or illness, was unable to attend in court.

His statement was taken down in writing, in the

presence of persons expressly appointed to receive

it, and afterward, upon their swearing to its identi-

ty, was read as evidence in the cause. They were
said iiapTvpeTv ttjv kK/iaprvptav : the absent witness,

iKfiapTvpdv : the party who procured the evidence,

kKfiapTvpiav noieladai. It was considered as the

testimony of the deponent himself, not that of the

certifying witnesses, and therefore did not come
within the description of hearsay evidence, which
(except the declaration of a deceased person) was
not admissible at Athens. The law was morjv

tZvai /laprvpetv redveuTog, kK/iaprvptav 6e inrepoplov

Ktu advvuTov. The deponent (like any other wit-

ness) was liable to an action for false testimony if

the contents of the deposition were untrue, unless

he could showthat it was incorrectly taken down
or forged, in which case the certifying witnesses

would be liable. Therefore (Isaeus tells us) it was
usual to select persons of good character to receive

such evidence, and to have as many of them as

possible." {Vid. Marturia.)
EG'PHORA. {Vid. Fvma.)
EOPHULLOPHOR'IA. {Vid. Banishment,

Greek.)
ECPOIEIN {kKTTOielv), ECPOIEISTHAI (e/cn-oi-

rladai). {Vid. Adoption, Greek.)
*EDERA. {Vid. Hedera.)
ECULEUS. {Vid. Equuleus.)
E'DERE ACTIO'NEM. {Vid. Actio, p. 19.)

EDICTUM. The Jus Edicendi, or power of ma-
king edicts, belonged to the higher m igistratus pop-

uli Romani, but it was principally exercised by the
two praetors, the praetor urbanus and the praetor

peregrinus, whose jurisdiction was exercised in the

provinces by the praeses. The curule aediles also

made many edicts, and their jurisdiction was exer-
cised (under the Empire at least) in the provinciae

populi Romani by the quaestors.' There was no
edict promulgated in the provinciae Caesaris. The
tribunes, censors, and pontifices also promulgated
edicts relating to the matters of their respective ju-

risdictions. The edicta are enumerated by Gains
among the sources of Roman law, and this part of
the Roman law is sometimes called in the Pandect
Jus Honorarium,* apparently because the edictal

power belonged to those magistrates only who had
the honores, and not so much ad honorem praeto-

rum.* As the edicts of the praetors were the most
important, the jus honorarium was sometimes call-

ed jus praetorium ; but properly, the jus honorarium
was the term under which was comprehended all

the edictal law.

1. (Galen, Definit. Med., c. 14, p. 353.)—2. (Isaeus, De Pyrr.

Hered., 23, 24, ed. Bekk.—Demosth., c. Steph., 1130, 1131.)—3.
tCaius, i., 6.)—4. (Dig. 44, tit. 7, s. 52.)—5. (Dig. 1, tit. 1, s. 7.)
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The Edictum may be described generally as a
rule promulgated by a magistratus on entering on
his office, which was done by writing it on an album
and placmg it in a conspicuous place, "Unde de
piano recte legi potest." From this circumstance
the Edict was considered to be a part of the jm
scriptum. As the office of a magistratus was an-
nual, the rules promulgated by a predecessor were
not binding on a successor, but he might confirm
or adopt the rules of his predecessor, and introduce
them into his own Edict, and hence such adopted
rules were called edictum tralatitium^ or vetua, as
opposed to edictum novum. A repentinum edictum
was that rule which was made (prout res iuci-

dit) for the occasion.' A perpetuum edictum was
that rule which was made by the magistratus on en-

tering upon office, and which was intended to apply
to all cases to which it was applicable durif-j the

year of his office : hence it was sometimes called,

also, annua lex. Until it became the practice for

magistratus to adopt the edicta of their predeces-

sors, the edicta could not form a body of permanent
binding rules ; but when this practice became com-
mon, the edicta (edictum tralatitium) soon consti-

tuted a large body of law, which was practically of

as much importance as any other part of the law.

The several edicta, when thus established, were
designated by the names of their promulgators, as

the Edictum Carbonianum; or they were named
with reference to the formula and the actio which
they established, as Aquiliana, Publiciana, RutilJa-

na, &c.
The origin of the edictal power cannot be histori-

cally shown ; but as the praetor was a magistrate

established for the administration of justice, on ac-

count of the occupations of the consuls, and the

consular power was the representative of the kingly

powei\ it seems that the jus edicendi may have been
a remnant of the kingly prerogative. However this

may be, the edictal power was early exercised, and
so far established that the jus praitorium was a rec-

ognised division of law in, and perhaps somewhat
before, the time of Cicero,' in whose age the study

of the Edict formed a part of the regular study of

the law.* The edict of the aediles about the buying

and selling of slaves is mentioned by Cicero ;* the

Edietiones ^dilitiae are alluded to by Plautus ;* and
an edict of the praetor Peregrinus is mentioned in

the Lex Galliae Cisalpinae, which probably belongs to

the beginning of the eighth century of the city.

The Lex Cornelia, B.C. 67, provided against abuses

of the edictal power, by declaring that the praetors

should decide in particular cases conformably to

their perpetual edicts. The edicts made in the prov-

inces are often mentioned by Cicero. They were
founded on the edictum urbanum, though they like-

wise comprehended special rules, applicable only to

the administration of justice in the provinces, and
so far they were properly edictum provinciale. Thus
Cicero^ says that he promulgated in his province

two edicta ; one provinciale, which, among other

matters, contained everything that related to the

publicani, and another, to which he gives no name,

relating to matters of which he says, " ex e'\icto el

postulari et fieri solent." As to all the rest he made
no edict, but declared that he v/ould frame all h'm

decrees (decreta) upon the edicta urbana. It ap-

pears, then, that in the time of Cicero the edicta

already formed a large body of law, which is con-

firmed by the fact that in his time an attempt had
been already made to reduce it into order, and to

comment on it. Servius Sulpicius, the great jurist

1. (Cic. ad. Att., v., 21 ; ad Fam., iii., 8 ; in. Verr., i., 45.)—

9

(in Verr., iii., 14.)—3. (in Verr., i., 44.)—'1. (De Leg., i., 5 ; ii.,

33.)—5. (Off., iii., 17.)—6. (Capt., it., 2 ; v., 43.)-7. (ad Att

.

Ti., 1.)
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«nd orator, the fiiend and contemporary of Cicero,

addressed to Brutus two very short books on the

Edict, which was followed by the work of Ofilius ;*

though we do not know vi nether the work of Ofilius

was an attempt to arrange and collect the various

edicta, like the subsequent compilation of Julian, or

a commentary like those of many subsequent ju-

rists (Ofilius edictum praetoris primus diligenter

coinposuit).

The object of the Edict, according to the Roman
prists, was the following :

" Adjuvandi vel supplen-

di vel corrigendi juris civilis gratia propter utilitatem

publicam :" the Edict is also described as " viva vox
juris civilis." It was, in eflect, an indirect method
of legislating, sanctioned, not only by public opinion,

but by the sovereign power, and it was the means
by which numerous rules of law became established.

It was found to be a more effectual, because an
easier and more practical way of gradually enlarging

and altering the existing law, and keeping the whole
system in harmony, than the method of direct le-

gislation ; and it is undeniable that the most valuable

part of the Roman law is derived from the edicts.

If a prastor established any rule which was found to

be inconvenient or injurious, it fell into disuse if

not adopted by his successor. The publicity of the

Edict must also have been a great security against

any arbitrary changes, for a magistratiis would
hardly venture to promulgate a rule to which opinion

had not by anticipation already given its sanction.

Many of the rules promulgated by the Edict may
probably have been irerely in conformity to existing

custom, more particularly in cases of contracts, and
thus the edict would have the effect of converting
custom into law. When Cicero,* however, says that

the Edict depends in a great degree on custom, he
probably only means that it was usual to incorpo-

rate into every new edict what any preceding ma-
gistratus had adopted from former ^edicts. Thus
the edictum tralatitium obtained its validity by being
continually recognised by every successive magis-
tratus.

As to the matter of the Edict, it must be supposed
that the defects of the existing law must generally

have been acknowledged and felt before any magis-
tratus ventured to supply them ; and in doing this,

he must have conformed to that so-called natural

equity which is recognised by all mankind. Under
the emperors, also, it may be presumed that the
opinions of legal writers would act on public opin-

ion, dnd on those who had the jus edicendi. Hence
a large part of the edictal rules were founded on the

so-called jus gentium, and the necessity of some
modifications of the strict rules of the civil law, and
of additional rules of law, would become the more
apparent with the extension of the Roman power
and their intercourse with other nations. But the
method in which the praetor introduced new rules

of law was altogether conformable to the spirit of
Roman institutions. The process was slow and
gradual ; it was not effected by the destruction of

that which existed, but by adapting it to circum-
Btances. Accordingly, when a right existed or was
recognised, the praetor would give an action if there

was none ; he would interfere by way of protecting

possession, but he could not make possession into

ownership, and, accordingly, that was effected by
law {vid. UsucAPio) ; he aided plaintiffs by fictions,

as, for instance, in the Publiciana actio, where the

fiction w^as that the possessor had obtained the own-
ership by usucapion, and so was quasi ex jure Qui-
ritium domiaus ;' and he also aided parties by ex-
ceptiones, and in integrum restitutio.

The old forms of procedure were few in number,

.1. (Dig-. 1, tK. 2, 8. 2.) -2. (De Invent., :i., 22.) — 3. (Gaius,
"W,36.)

and certainly they were often inconvenient aud fdQ-

ed to do justice. Accordingly, the praetor extended
the remedies by action, as already intimated in the

case of the Publiciana actio. This change probably

commenced after many of the legis actiones wer*
abolished by the ^butia lex, and the necessity of

new forms of actions arose. These were introduced
by the praetors, and it is hardly a matter of doubt
that, in establishing the formulae, they followed the

analogy of the legis actiones. It is the conclusion

of an ingenious writer,' "that the edict of the prae-

tor urbanus was in the main part relating to actions

arranged after the model of the old legis actiones,

and that the system is apparent in the Code of Jus-

tinian, and still more in the Digest."

Under the emperors there were many commenta-
tors on the Edict. Thus we find that Labeo wrote
four books on the Edict, and a work of his in thirty

books, Ad Edictum Praetoris Peregrini, is cited by
Ulpian.' When the imperial rescripts became com-
mon, the practice of making annual edicts became
less common, and after the time of Hadrian proba-

bly fell nearly into disuse ; but this opinion, it should

be observed, is opposed by several distinguished

modern writers. However this may be, Salvius Ju-

lianus, a distinguished jurist, who lived in the time
of Hadrian, and filled the office of praetor, composed
a systematic treatise on the edict, which was called

Edictum Perpetuum ; and it seems that, from the

date of this treatise, the name Perpetuum was more
particularly applied to this edictum than to that

which was originally called the Edictum Perpetu-

um. Julian appears to have collected and arranged

the old edicts, and he probably omitted both what
had fallen into disuse, and abridged many parts,

thus giving to the whole a systematic character.

The work of Julian must have had a great influence

on the study of the law, and on subsequent juristical

writings. Nothing is known of the details of this

treatise. It does not seem probable that the edicts

of the two Romans praetors, together with the Edic-

tum Provinciale, and the edicts of the curule aediles,

were blended into one in this compilation. If the

work of Julian comprehended all these edicts, they

must have been kept distinct, as the subject matter

of them was different. We know that the edicts of

the curule aediles were the subject of distinct treati-

ses by Gaius, Ulpian, and Paulus, and the Edictum
Provinciale would, from its nature, be of necessity

kept separate from all the rest. But some writers

are of opinion that the Edictum Perpetuum of Juli-

anus made one body of law out of the edicta of the

praetor urbanus and peregrinus ; that there was <ilso

incorporated into it much of the Edictum Provinci-

ale, and a large part of the Edictum .^dilicium, as

an appendage at least. The Edict thus arranged

and systematized was, it is farther supposed, pro-

mulgated in the provinces, and thus became, as far

as its provisions extended, a body of law for the

Empire. This view of the edictum of Julianus ia

confirmed by the fact of Italy being divided by Ha-
drian into the city of Rome with its appurtenaqt

part, and four districts. The magistratus remained
as before, but the jurisdiction of the praetor was lim-

ited to Rome and its territory ; and magistrates,

called consulares, and subsequently, in the time of

Aurelius, juridici, were appointed to administer jus-

tice in the districts. As the edictal power of the

praetor w£is thus limited, the necessity for a com-
prehensive Edict (such as the Edictum Perpetuum)
is the more apparent.

There were numerous writings on the Edict be-

sides those above enumerated. They were some-

times simply entitled ad Edictum, according to th««

1. (Rhein. Mug. fur Juris., i., p. 51.— "Die (Ecoiomie (let

Edictes, von Ileffier.")—2. (Dig. 4, tit. 3,s. 9.)
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citations n the Digest ; and there were also other ju-

ristical writings, not so entitled, which followed the

order of the Edict, as, for instance, the epitome of

Hermogenianus.* Ultimately the writings on the

Edict, and those which followed the arrangement of

the Edict, obtained more authority than the Edict

itself, and became the basis of instruction.

Some few fragments of the older edicts are found

here and there in the Roman writers, but it is chief-

ly from the writings of the jurists as excerpted in

the Digest that we know anything of the Edict in its

later form. It seems pretty clear that the order of

Justinian's Digest, and more particularly that of his

Code, to some extent followed that of the Edict.

The writings on the Edict, as well as the Edict it-

self, were divided into tituli or rubricae, and these

into capita; some special or detached rules were
named clausulae ; and some parts were simply named
edictum, as Edictum Carbonianum, <fec.

The Edicta or Edictales Leges of the emperors
are mentioned under CoNSTiTaxio.

The Digest, as already observed, contains nu-

merous fragments of the Edicts. The most com-
plete collection of the fragments of the Edicts is by
Wieling, in his " Fragmenta Edicti Perpetui," Fra-

nek., 1733. The latest essay on the subject is by

C. G. L. de Weyhe, " Libri Tres Edicti sive de ori-

gine fatisque Jurisprudentias Romanae praesertim

Edictorum Praetoris ac de forma Edicti Perpetui,"

Cell., 1821. The twenty-first book of the Digest*

is on the ^dilicium Edictum. (Zimmern, Geschicfi-

te des Rom. Privatrechts.—Marezoll, Lehrbuch, &c.

—

Rein, Das Romische Privatrecht, &c., ein Hiilfsbuch

zur erklarung der alien Classikcr, &c., Leipzig, 1836,

8 useful work.—Savigny, Geschichte des R. R., &c.,

Tol. i., c. 1.)

EDICTUM THEODORICI. This is the first

collection of law that was made after the downfall

of the Roman power in Italy. It was promulgated
by Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, at Rome, in

the year A.D. 500. It consists of 154 chapters, in

which we recognise parts taken from the Code and
Novelise of Theodosius, from the Codices Gregoria-

nus and Hermogenianus, and the Sententiaj of Pau-
lus. The Edict was doubtless drawn up by Roman
writers, but the original sources are more disfigured

and altered than in any other compilation. This
collection of law was intended to apply both to the

Goths and the Romans, so far as its provisions went

;

but when it made no alteration in the Gothic law,

that law was still to be in force. There is an edi-

tion of this Edictum by G. F. Rhon, Halae, 1816,

4to.3

EEDNA. (Vid. Dos, Greek.)
EICOSTE {shooT^) was a tax or duty of one

twentieth (five per cent.) upon all commodities ex-

ported or imported by sea in the states of the allies

subject to Athens. This tax was first imposed
B.C. 413, in place of the direct tribute which had up
to this time been paid by the subject aUies ; and
the change was made with the hope of raising a
greater revenue.* This tax, like ail others, was
farmed, and the farmers of it were called eUoaToXo-
yoi. It continued to be collected in B.C. 405, as
Aristophanes mentions an EiaKoaro/idyoc in the
Frogs.*
EICOSTOL'OGOL {Vid. Eicoste.)
EIREN or IREN (elpT/v or Ipriv) was the name

given *" the Spartan youth when he attained the
age ot t-weuty. At the age of eighteen he emerged
from childhood, and was called nelldpriv.^ When
he had attained his tweatieth year, he began to ex-

1. (DiEf. 1, tit. 5,s. 2.)—2. (tit. 1.) — 3. (Savigny, Geschichte
Hes R. R., Ac.)— 4. (Thucyd., vii., 28.)— 5. (1. 348 —Vid.
Wcith. Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 38, 139.)—6. (Plut., Lye,
-7/
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ercise a direct influence over his junioi <, and wm
intrusted with the command of troops in battle.

The word appears to have originallj signified a com-
mander. Hesychius explains 'Ipave^ by upx^vTeq,
SiuKovTEc : and elpTjvu^ei by Kparei. The Igeveq men-
tioned in Herodotus' were certainly not youtha, but
commanders.'
EIS'AGEIN. {Vid. Eisagogeis.)
EISAGO'GEIS (Elaayuytlq) were not themselves

distinct classes of magistrates, but the name wa«
given to the ordinary magistrates when they were
applied to to bring a cause {EiadyeLv) into a propei
court. {Vid. Diaitetai, p. 354, and Dice, p. 358.)

The cause itself was tried, as is explained under
Dice, by dicasts chosen by lot ; but all the prelimi-

nary proceedings, such as receiving the accusation,

drawing up the indictment, introducing the cause
into court, &c., were conducted by the regular ma-
gistrate, who attended in his own department to all

that was understood in Athenian law by the fiye/iO'

via Tov diKacTTipiov. Thus we find the strategi, the
logista;, the kntaruTai ruv drjfioaiuv lpyu>v, the em-
ueTiTjTal TOV kfircopiov, &c., possessing this vyefiovia ;

but it was not the chief business of any of the pub-

lic magistrates except of the archons, and perhaps
of the eleven. The chief pait of the duties of the

former, and especially of the thesmothetse, consisted

in receiving aoiusations and bringing causes to trial

{eladyELv) in the proper courts. {Vid. Akchon, p.

84. )»

EISANGELTA {elaayyElia) signifies, in its pri

mary and most general sense, a denunciation of
any kind,* but much more usually, an information
laid before the council or the assembly of the peo-
ple, and the consequent impeachment and trial of

state criminals at Athens under novel or extraordi-

nary circumstances. Among these were the occa-
sions upon which manifest crimes were alleged to
have been committed, and yet of such a nature ai
the existing laws had failed to anticipate, or, at

least, describe specifically {uypa<j)a udiK^/iara), tne
result of which omission would have been, but for

the enactment by which the accusations in question

might be preferred {vofiog EiaayyElTiKog), that a
prosecutor would not have known to what magis-
trate to apply ; that a magistrate, if applied to,

could not with safety have accepted the indictment
or brought it into court ; and that, in short, there

would have been a total failure of justice.* The
process in question was peculiarly adapted to sup-

ply these deficiencies : it pointed out, as the author-

ity competent to determine the criminality of the

alleged act, the assembly of the people, to which
applications for this purpose might be made on the

first business-day of each prytany {Kvpia EKKlrtaia*),

or the council, which was at all times capable of
undertaking such investigations ; and occasionally

the accusation was submitted to the cognizance of
both these bodies. After the offence had been de-

clared penal, the forms of the trial and amount of

the punishment were prescribed by the same au-

thority; and, as upon the conviction of the offenders

a precedent would be established for the future, the

whole of the proceedings, although extraordinary,

and not originating m any specific law, may be con-

sidered as virtually establishing a penal stattito,

retrospective in its first application.''

The speech of Euryptolemus* clearly shows that

the crime charged against the ten generals who
fought at Arginusae was one of the-se unspeci-

fied offences. The decree of the senate against

Antiphon and his colleagues,' directing that they

1. (ix., 85.)—2. (Muller, Dorians, ii., p. 315.)—3. (Hermann.
Pol. Ant. of Greece, i) 138.) — 4. (Schomann, Do Com., p. 181.'

5. (Harpocrat., s. v.)—(5. (Harpocrat.)--7. (Lycurg., c. Leocrat,
149, ed. Steph.)—8. (Xen., Hell., i., 7, sub fln.)—9. (Yit. !»•-

Orat. in Antiph . 833, E.)
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•nould be tried, and, if found guilty, punished as

traitors, seems to warrant the inference that their

delinquency (viz., having undertaken an embassy
to Sparta by order of the Four Hundred, a govern-

ment declared illegal upon the reinstatement of the

democracy) did not amount to treason in the usual

sense of the term, but required a special declaration

by the senate to render it cognizable as such by the

Helia;a. Another instance of treason by implica-

tion, prosecuted as an extraordinary and unspecified

crime, appears m the case of Leocrates, who is, in

the speech already cited, accused of having absent-

ed himself from his country, and dropped the char-

acter of an Athenian citizen at a time when the

state was in imminent danger. Offences, however,

of this nature were by no means the only ones, nor,

indeed, the most numerous class of those to which
extraordinary denunciations were applicable. They
might be adopted when the charge embraced a

combination of crimes, as that of treason and impi-

ety in the famous case of Alcibiades, for each of

which a common indictment {ypa<j>Tj) was admissi-

ble when the accused were persons of great influ-

ence in the state, when the imputed crime, though
punishable by the ordinary laws, was peculiarly

heinous, or when a more speedy trial than was per-

mitted by the usual course of business was requisite

to accomplish the ends of justice.* Circumstances
such as these would, of course, be very often pre-

tended by an informer, to excite the greater odium
against the accused, and the adoption of the process

in question must have been much more frequent

than was absolutely necessary.

The first step taken by the informer was to re-

duce his denunciation to writing, and submit it im-
mediately to the cognizance of the council, which
had a discretionary power to accept or reject it."

Schomann maintains that a reference to this body
was also necessary when it was intended to bring

the matter before the assembly of t^e people, but
that its agency was in such cases limited to permit-

ting the impeachment to be announced for discus-

sion, and directing the proedri to obtain a hearing
for the informer. The thesmothetae are also men-
tioned by Pollux' as taking part in bringing the

matter before the assembly, but upon what occasion
they were so employed we can only conjecture.

In causes intended for the cognizance of the
councd only, after the reception of the denuncia-
tion, three courses with respect to it might be
adopted by that body. If the alleged offence were
punishable by a fine of no greater amount than five

hundred drachms, the council itself formed a court
competent for its trial ; if it was of a graver char-
acter, they might pass a decree, such as that in the
case of Antiphon already mentioned, directing the
proper officers to introduce the cause to a Heliastic
court, and prescribing the time and forms of the
trial, and the penalty to be inflicted upon the con-
viction of the criminals ; lastly, if the matter were
highly important, and from doubts or other reasons
they required the sanction of the assembly, they
might submit the cause as it stood to the consider-
ation of that body. In the first case, the trial was
conducted before the council with all the forms of
an ordinary court ; and if, upon the assessment of
penalties, the ofTence seemed to deserve a heavier
punishment than fell within its competency, the

trial was transferred to a Heliastic court, by the

delivery of the sentence of the council {Kardyvuxnc)
to the thesmothetae by the scribe of the prytanes,

and upon these officers it then devolved to bring
the criminals to justice.* The accused were in the
mean while put into prison for safe custody by the

1. (?chSmana, De Com., p. 190.—Harpocrat.)—2. (Lys., c
Kicoat

, 1S5.)—3. (viii , 87.)—4. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 720.)

authority of the council. When the offence (vat

obviously beyond the reach of the senate's compe-
tency, the trial was dispensed with, and a decree
immediately drawn up for submitting the cause to a
superior court.

When a cause of this kind was so referred, the
decree of the senate, or vote of the people, associa*

ted other public advocates, generally ten in number,
with the informer, who received a drachma ea^.i

from the public treasury (avv^yopoi). And besides

these, permission was given to any other citizen to

volunteer his services on the side of the prosecu
tion. If the information were laid before the as-

sembly, either by the accuser himself or the senate,

the first proceedings in the cause had for their ob-

ject to establish the penalty of the oflfence, or the

apparent culpability of the accused ; and this being
decided by a vote of the people after a public dis-

cussion, the mode of conducting the trial and the
penalty were next fixed. In the case of the ten

generals, the assembly directed that the senate
should propose the requisite arrangements. The
plan of the senate, however, was not necessarily

adopted, but might be combated by rival proposals

of any private citizen. The assembly very often

referred the matter to the Heliastic court, but oc-

casionally undertook the trial itself; and when the

prisoner was accused of treason, we are told* that

he made his defence to the assembly in chains, and
with a keeper upon either side ; and, according to

another authority,' that the time for such defence
was limited. After this the tribes voted by ballot,

two urns being assigned to each tribe for this pur-

pose. The informer, in the event of the prisoner

being acquitted, was subjected to no penalty if ho
obtained the votes of as many as a fifth of the

judges ; otherwise he was liable to a fine of a
thousand drachmae. For a more ample discussion

of the trials in question, the reader is referred to

Schomann.*
Besides the class of causes hitherto described,

there were also two others which equally bore the

name of eiaayye^ia, though by no means of the same
importance, nor, indeed, much resembling it in the

conduct of the proceedings. The first of these con-

sists of cases of alleged KaKuaig, i. e., wrong done
to aged or helpless parents, women, or orphans.

Upon such occasions the informer laid his indict-

ment before the archon if the aggrieved persons

were of a free Attic family, or before the polemarch

if they were resident aliens. The peculiarities of

this kind of cause were, that any Athenian citizen

might undertake the accusation ; that the informer

was not limited as to time in his address to 'he

court, and incurred no penalty whatever upon fail-

ing to obtain a verdict. With respect to the ac-

cused, it is obvious that the cause must have been
TCfirjTog, or, in other words, that the court would
have the power of fixing the amount of the penalty

upon conviction. The third kind of elaayyeXia was
available against one of the public arbitrators {diai-

rf/TTjc), when any one complained of his having
given an unjust verdict against him. The informa-

tion was in this case laid before the senate ; and
that the magistrate who had so offended, or did not

appear to defend himself, might be punished by dis-

franchisement, we know from the instance men-
tioned by Demosthenes* This passage, however,
and an allusion to it in Harpocration, constitute

the whole of our information upon the subject.*

EISITE'RIA (EiaiT^pia, scil. lepu}, sacrifices

which were offered at Athens by the senate before

the session began, in honour of Qeol BovXaioi, i. «.,

1. (Xen., 1. c.)—2. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Eccles., 1081.)—

t

(De Comitiis, c. iii.)—4. (c. Meid., 542, 14.)—5. (Hudt«vmlck*»
uber die Di&r,et . p. 19.—Meier, Att. Proc., 270.)
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iieuB and Athena.* The sacrifice was accompanied

by Hbations, and a common meal for all the senators.*

Suidas' calls the elaiTrjpia a festive day—the first

of every year—on which all the Athenian magis-

trates entered upon their office, and on which the

senate offered up sacrifices for the purpose of ob-

taining the good-will of the gods for the new magis-

trates. But this statement, as well as the farther

remarks he adds, seem to have arisen from a gross

misunderstanding of the passage of Demosthenes*
to which he refers. Schomann* adopts the account

of Suidas, and rejects the other statement without

giving any reason.

EIS'PHOIIA (eiacpopu), literally a contribution or

tribute, was an extraordinary tax on property, raised

at Athens whenever the means of the state were
not sufficient to carry on a war. The money thus

raised was sometimes called rit KaraSX^/xa-a.^ We
must carefully distinguish between this tax and the

various liturgies which consisted in personal or di-

rect services which citizens had to perform, where-
as the ela^opd consisted in paying a certain contri-

bution towards defraying the expenses of a war.
Some ancient writers do not always clearly distin-

guish between the two, and Ulpian on Demosthenes^
entirely confounds them ; and it is partly owing to

these inaccuracies that this subject is involved in

great difficulties. At the time when armies consist-

ed only of Athenian citizens, who equipped them-
selves and served without pay, the military service

was indeed nothing but a species of extraordinary

liturgy ; but when mercenaries were hired to per-

form the duties of the citizens, when wars became
more expensive and frequent, the state was obliged

to levy contributions on the citizens in order to be
able to carry them on, and the citizens then paid

money for services which previously they had per-

formed in person.

It is not quite certain when this property-tax was
introduced ; for, although it is commonly inferred,

from a passage in Thucydides,* that it was first in-

stituted in 428 B.C. in order to defray the expenses
of the siege of Mytile ne, yet we find el(T(popd men-
tioned at an earlier poriod ;' and even the passage
of Thucydides admits of an interpretation quite in

accordance with this, for it is certainly not impos-

sible that he merely meant to say that so large an
amount as 200 talents had never before been raised

as ei<70op«. But, however this may be, after the

year 428 B.C. this property-tax seems to have fre-

quently been raised, for a few years afterward
Aristophanes^" speaks of it as something of common
occurrence. Such a contribution could never be

raised without a decree of the people, who also as-

signed the amount required ;" and the generals
superintended its collection, and presided in the
courts where disputes connected with, or arising

from, the levying of the tax were settled.*' Such
disputes seem to have occurred rather frequently ;

personal enmity not seldom induced the officers to

tax persons higher than was lawful, according to

the amount of their property." The usual expres-
sions for paying this property- tax are, ela^Epeiv
p^p^uara, elaipepsiv s'cg rbv ir6?\.efiov, elg ttjv aurr/piav

TT/c TfoXeug, el(y<l>opuc Ela(j)epeiv, and those who paid it

were called ol elaf^povrec. On the occasion men-
tioned by Thucydides, the amount which was raised

1. (Antiph., T)e Chor., p. 789.—BBckh, Corp. Iiiscript., i., p.
671.)—2. (Demosth., De Fals. Leg., p. 400, 24.—Compare with
c. Meid., p. 552, 2, whera ehnf/pta are said to be offered for the
senate, hrrip rijf /3oi;A(j$-.)—3. (s.v.)—4. (De Fals. Leg., p. 400.)
6. (De Comit., p. 291, transl.)—6. (Demosth., c. Timocr., p.
731.)—7. (Olynth., ii., p. 33, e.)-8. (iii., 19.)—9. (Vi<J. Antiph.,
TetraJ., i. 6., c. 12.—Isseus, De. Dicisog., c. 37 ; and Tittmann,
Griech. Staatsi., p. 41, note 31./—10. (Equit., 922.)—11. (De-
mosth., o. Polycl., p. 1208.— Aristopb., Eccles., 818.) — 12.

(Wolf, Proleg. in Leptin., p. 94.—Demosth., c. Eoeot., p. 1002.)—13w (Aristopb. 1 c.—Demosth., c. Aphob., p. 815.)
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was, as we have seen, 200 talents, which il we
suppose the taxable property to have been 20,000
talents, was a tax of one per cent.* At other time*
the rates were higher or lower, according to the
wants of the Republic at the time; we have ac-
counts of rates of a twelfth, a fiftieth, a hundredth,
and a five hundredth part of the taxable propcrtj
The census of Solon was during the first p^'iriod

the standard according to which the elccpopd wai
raised, until in 377 B.C., in the archonship of Nau--
sinicus, a new census was instituted, in which the
people, for the purpose of fixing the rates of the
property-tax, were divided into a number of syra-
moriae {av/ifiopiai.) or classes, similar to those which
were afterward made for the trierarchy.* The na-
ture of this new census, notwithstanding the minute
investigation of Bockh,^ is still involved in great ob-
scurity. Ea'ch of the ten phylae, according to Ul-
pian, appointed 120 of its. wealthier citizens, who
were divided into two parts, according to their prop-
erty, called symmoriae, each consisting of sixty per-
sons

; and the members of the wealthier of the two
symmoriae were obliged, in case of urgent necessity,
to advance to the less wealthy the sum required for
the ei(T<popd (T:po£i(j<popu*). When the wants of the
state had been thus supplied, those who had advan-
ced the money could at their ease, and in the usual
way, exact their money back from those to whom
they had advanced it. The whole number of per-
sons included in the symmoria was 1200, who were
considered as the representatives of the whole Re-
public ; it would, however, as Bockh justly observes,
be absurd to suppose, with Ulpian, that these 1200
alone paid the property-tax, and that all the rest
were exempt from it. The whole census of 6000,'
or, more accurately, of 5750 talents,' was surely not
the property of 1200 citizens, but the taxable prop-
erty of the whole Republic. Many others, therefore,
though their property was smaller than that of the
1200, must have contributed to the elc(l)opd, and
their property must be considered as included in

the census of 5750 talents of taxable property.

The body of 1200 was, according to Ulpian, also
divided into four classes, each consisting of 300.
The first class, or the richest, were the leaders of
the symmoriae (T/yefiover cvfijiopLuv), and are often
called the three hundred Kaf t^oxvv. They proba-
bly conducted the proceedings of the symmoriae,
and they, or, which is more likely, the demarchs,
had to value the taxable property. Other officers

were appointed to make out the lists of the rates,

and were called kwL-ypa(pelg, 6ia-ypa<p£Tc, or knXoyElc.

When the wants of the state were pressing, the 300
leaders, perhaps in connexion with the 300 includcu
in the second class—for Ulpian, in the first portion
of his remark, states that the richer symmoria of
every phyle had to perform this duty—advanced
the money to the others on the above-mentioned
terms,^ which, however, was never done unless i*

was decreed by the people.* The rates of taxatioi.

for the four classes have been made out with great
probability by Bockh,' from whose work the follow,

ing table is taken :

First Class, from twelve talents upward.

Property. Taxable. Taxable Capi'tal.
cn^Ioil^^rart

500 tal. ^ . 100 tal 5 tal.

100 "
. i . 20 " .... 1 "

50 " • ^ . 10 " .... 30min-
15 "

. ^ . 3 " .... 9 "

12 "
.

J.
. 2 tal. 24 min . 720 draca.

1. (Biickh, Staatsh., ii., p. 50.)—2. (Philoch., aji Harpocrtt
s. V. "Zvnnopia.—Demosth., c. Androt., p. 606.—Ulpian ad IV
mosth., Olynth., ii., p. 33, e.)-3. (Staatsh., book iv.)—4. (D»
mosth., c. Meid., p. 564, &c.\—5. (Demosth., De Synimor.)—

4

(Polyb., ii., 62, t> 7.)— 7. (Demosth., c. Phanipp., p. 14f.)-4
(Demosth., c. Polycl., p. 1209 )—9. (Staatsh., ii p. .W.)
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Keeond Class, from six talents and upward, but under

twelve.

Taxable Capital.

1 tal. 50 min,

ftoperty.

11 tal.

10 "

8 "

7 "

6 "

Tasable.

1
•

T •

•

T •

1 *' 40
1 " 20
1 " 10

1
«

Property-lax
of 1-ZOth part.

550 drach.

500 "

400 "

350 "

300 "

Third Class, from two talents upward, but under six.

Property. TaxaUe. Taxable CapitaJ. ofT-Slh''^t.

37iniin. . . . 187^ drach
30
22^

5 tal.

4 "

3 "

8

?

18|
15

150
112^
931
75

Pmrth Class, from twenty-five min<z upward, but

under two talents.

Property.

U tal.

1 "

45 min.

30 "

25 "

'7
IS

nr

Taxable Capital.

900 drach.

600 "

450 «

300 "

250 "

Property-tax

of l-20th part.

45 drach.

30 "

22i "

15 "

12i "

Every one had to pay his tax in the phyle where
Lis landed property lay, as appears from the oration

of Demosthenes against Polycles ; and if any one
refused to pay, the state had a right to confiscate

his estate, but not to punish the individual with
atimia.^ But if any one thought that his property

was taxed higher than that of another man on
whom juster claims could be made, he had the right

to call upon this person to take the office in his

Btead, or to submit to a complete exchange of prop-

erty. (Fi<i. Antidosis.) No Athenian, on the other
hand, if belonging to the tax-paying classes, could
be exempt from the ela<popa, not even the descend-
ants of Harmodius and Aristogitoh.* Orphans,
though exempt from liturgies, were obliged to pay
the property-tax, as we see in the instance of De-
mosthenes, who was one of the leaders of the sym-
moriac for ten years.' Even trierarchs were not ex-
empt from paying the elctpopa themselves, although
they could not be compelled to pay the 7rpoet<r<j>opd.*

It seems that aliens were likewise subject to it, for

the only instance we have of any exception being
made is one of aliens."

For farther information concerning the subject

of the el(r(j>opd, vid. the fourth book of Bockh's Pub-
lic Economy of Athens.—Wolf, Prolegomena in Lep-
tin.—Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterth., ii., 1, p. 136.

—

Hermann, Pol. Ant. of Greece, ^ 162.

EISPOIEISTHAI {ehKouladat). (Vid. Adop-
TIOX GrRKEE ^

eLeOTHE'SIUM. (Vid. Baths, p. 148.)

ELAIA (eAam), the Olive. The common kTiaia

ul the Greek authors is the Olea Europcea, L. The
i^aia A.W/.mriKf}, called also dypu'kaia and Korivog, is

leferred by Matthiolus and Sprengel to several spe-
cies of the Elaiagnus, namely, E. spinosa, E. hor-

tensis, and E. Orienlalis.*

•ELAIAG'NUS or ELEIAG'NUS {aaiayvoc or
iXela-}vog), a plant mentioned by Theophrastus,^
and which is thought, from the description which
he gives of it, to have been the same with the Dutch
Myrtle, or Myrica, Gale Sprengel, however, is in

favour of the Salix Babyi \nica, or Weeping Willow."
•ELAIO'MELI (k^aiofiK At), according to Dr. Al-

1. (Demosth., c. Androt., p. 609 ; c. Timorr., p. 752.)—2. (De-
nosth., c. Leptin., p. 402., Ac.)—3. (c. Meid., p. 565.—Compare
Isseus, ap. Dionys. Isaeus, p. 108 ; or Orat. Grace, vol. vii., p. 331,
cd. Reiske.)—4. (Demosth., c. Polycl., p. 1209 ; c. Phaeiiij'p., p.

1046.)— 5. (Marm. Ojcon., II., xxir.—BocVh, Staatsh., ii., p. 75.)
-6. (Adams, Append., g. v.)—7. (H. P, , iv., 9.)—i (Adams,
*.|>pend., ». V.)

ston, a nort of Manna. Pliny* says of it, * • SponU
nascilur in Syria maritimis, quod elaomcl: vacant ^

manat ex arboribus pingue, crassiusque melle, resina

tenuius, sapore dulci." The same writer, in another
part,* informs us that it acted as an aperient, and
was particularly efficacious in producing evacua*
tions of bile. Hard drinkers, who wished to coh'

tend for the palm at a carousal, commenced by
drinking a cyathus of diluted elaeomeli. Fee in-

chnes to make it a terebinthine, especially sinco

Dioscorides speaks of its employment as a friction

in nervous disorderb. Pliny and Dioscorides make
mention, also, of its soporific properties ; but this

seems inconsistent with its other qualities, and id

regarded by Fee as erroneous.*

ELAPHEBOLTA CEXa(j>7]66lia), the greatest fes-

tival in the town of Hyampolis, in Phocis, which
was celebrated in honour of Artemis, in commem-
oration, it is said, of a victory which its inhabitants

had gained over the Thessalians, who had ravaged
the country, and reduced the Phocians m the neigh-

bourhood of the town nearly to the last extremity.*

The only particular which we know of its celebra-

tion is, that a peculiar kind of cake (Oa^of) was
made on the occasion.' These cakes were, as their

name indicates, probably made in the shape of a
stag or deer, and offered to the goddess. The fes-

tival of the elaphebolia was also celebrated in many
other parts of Greece, but no particulars are known.*
ELAPHEBOL'ION ('EAa^»?6oAiwc). (Vid. Cal-

ENDAR, Greek.)
*ELAPH0B0S'CUS (k?.a<j>66oaKog), the Garden

Parsnip, or Pastinaca sativa. The popular belief

was, that the stags, by feeding on this, were enabled

to resist serpents. Sibthorp found it in the islands

of the Archipelago, on the margins of fields, and also

in the Peloponnesus.'
*EL'APHUS (lAa^of), the Stag, or Cervus Ela-

phus. BufTon makes the lirTztlatpoQ of Aristotle the

Cerf des Ardennes. The dxatvrjg of Aristotle was
the Daguet, or Young Stag.*

EL'ATE (kUTTi). <' The common ^Uttj of the

Greeks," observes Adams, " must have been either

the Pinus Orientalis, Tournefort, or the Pinus abtes.

There is some difficulty in distinguishing the Male
and Female species of Theophrastus.' Stackhouse
holds the former to be the Pinus abies, or common
Fir-tree ; and the latter, the Pinus picea, or Yellow
leaved Fir.'"

ELAT'INE (kXartvTi), either the Linaria Elatme,

Desf , or Linaria spuria, Will. Its English name is

Fluellin, and it is a species of Toad-flax."

ELEB'ORUS. (Vid. Helleborus.)
ELECTRUM. (Vid. Bronze, p. 177.)

*II. Amber. Most of the ancient authors erred In

supposing Amber an exudation from the poplar.

Theophrastus, however,^* would appear to have
known its true origin. " Amber," says he, " is

a stone. It is dug out of the earth in Liguria,

and has, as before mentioned, a power of attrac-

tion." Diodorus Siculus*' knew that Amber came
from the country north of Gaul, and that the popui-

lar story of its consisting of the tears of those pop-

lars into which Phaiithon's sisters were transformed
was a mere fable. Luci-in was aware that Amber
was not an exudation from the poplar, and that there

was none of it got at the mouth of the Po. The
common error in relation to the quarter whence this

substance was obtained, has been explained as fol-

1. (H. N., XV., 7.)—2. (H. N.. xxiii., 4.)—3. (Plin., U. H., ed

Panckoucke, vol. xiv., p. 367.)—4. (Plut., De Mnl. Virt., p '267

—Paus., X., 35, 1) 4.)—5. (Athen., xt., p. 646.)—«. (Etym. Mag,
s. V. ''E.\a<t>rfio\iiv.)—'i. (Dioecor., iii., 73—Adams, Appeai,
s. V.)—8. (Schneidtr ad Aristot., II. A., ix., 0.—Ai&ina, Ml^
pend., 8. V.)—9. (II. P., i.," ; i.,8.>— 10. (Adama, Append.,fcy
—11. (Dioscor., iv., 40.—-Vlams, Append., s. V.)—12. (D« Iq^Htp^
c. 53.—Hill, ad loc.)-13. (v., 23.)
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lows : The Phoenician, and, after them, the Cartha-

ginian, traders obtained their supply of Amber from

the river Rodaun, which still retains its name, and

which flows into tiie Vistula near Dantzic. Their

fea/ of rivalry, however, in this lucrative branch of

commerce, induced them to keep the source of their

traffic involved in obscurity. The name, but not the

position of the river, was mentioned, and hence the

Greeks imagined that the stream in question was
the Eridanus, from the similarity of name. " Am-
ber," says Dr. Moore, " was well known to the an-

cients many centuries before the age of Pliny, and
various ornamental articles were made of it, but in

his time only for the use of women.* His own be-

lief, not differing much from the one now received,

is, that it consists of the resinous juice of certain

trees, which had, in course of time, become miner-

alized in the earth. Hence was its Latin name
^ succinuni' derived, ' quod arboris succ.cm prisci nos-

tri credidere.^" Pliny says, the different colours it

exhibited in its native state were sometimes pro-

duced by artificial means, since they could dye it of

whatever tint they pleased ; and, therefore, it was
much used in counterfeiting translucent gems, and
especially the amethyst. Demostratus' called Am-
ber lyncurion, supposing it produced from the urine

of the lynx ; from that of males when of a deeper

and more fiery tint, but when feebler and paler, of

the other sex. Other writers spoke of lyncurion

as a substance distinct from Amber, but having the

origin indicated by its name."*
ELEDO'NE {eXeduvTj), a species of molluscous

animal, briefly noticed by Aristotle* and Athenae-

us. " Coray," remarks Adams, " proposes to read

Xe?iid6vas instead of it ; but I agree with Schweig-
hseuser, that there is no necessity for any emenda-
tion. Schneider Inclines to refer it to the Moscha-
tus octopus, Lam '"

*ELEIOCHRy'SUS {klEcSxpvaog) or ELI-
CHRY'SUS {tKixpvaog), according to some botani-

1^1 authorities, the Gnaphalium stceckas, L., or Shrub-

by Everlasting. Its Greek name was derived from
its golden- coloured flowers. Dioscorides states

that it was called by some ;<;pv(Tav0e,uof, by others

dfiupavToc, the latter name referring to its perennial

character, from which circumstance it was used to

adorn the statues of the gods. Adams, however, is

in favour of the Callha palustris, or Marsh Mary-
gold.''

*ELEIOS (e?.e£6f), an animal mentioned by Aris-

totle,® and supposed to have been identical with the

uvo^og, namely, the Glis of the Romans, which was
the Glis escitlentus, or Rellmouse of the later nat-

uralists. Linnaeus calls it the Myoxus Glis.^

*ELEIOSELrNON {elEioaklivov), most probably

the Apium graveolens, wild Celery, or Smallage.*'

ELELISTHAKOS {llelia(l>aKOi), the Salvia of-

fecinalis, or common Sage. The Latin name was de-

rived from the salutary properties ascribed to the

plant {salvia, a salute, i. e., sanitate). Sibthorp found
it in uncultivated places, as described by Dioscori-

des."
*ELEPHAS (ac^af), the Elephant, or Elephas

maximus, L. " One description of the Elephant
given by Aristotle is admitted by Cuvier to be re-

markably accurate. The animal and the disease

Elephas, or Elephantiasis, are both minutely de-

scribed by AretECUs. It cannot admit of a doubt

that the ancients were acquainted with the Indian

1. (Plia., II. N., xxxvii., 11.)—2. (PUn.,H. N., xxxvii., 11.)

—3. (ap. PJin., 1. c.)—4. (Ancient Mineralog-y, p. 105, seq.)—5.

(H. A., iv., 1.)—6. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—7. (Uioscor., iv., 58.

—Theophrast., H. P., vi., 8.—Theocr., Idyll., i., 30.—Adams,
Append., s. V.)—8. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. (Aristot., H. A.,

Tiii., 19.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—10. (Dioscor., iii., 68.—The-
ophrast., H. P., vii., 6.)— 11. (Dioscor., iii., 35.—Thfcop'lrast.,

H. p., vi., 11. —Adams, Append., s. v.)
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Elephant (Elephas Indicus), as well as the Alrioan
'Loxodonta Africanus^)."

ELEYEN, THE (ol ivdeKa), were .liagistrates at

Athens of considerable importance. They are al-

ways called by this name in the classical writers

;

but in the time of Demetrius Phalereus, their name
is said to have been changed into that of vofio^ka-
Keg,'^ who were, however, during the Democracy,
distinct functionaries. (Firf. Nomophylakes.) The
grammarians also give other names to the Ebven,
as 6ea/io(j)V?:.aKeg, -Qeano^vXaKeg, &c.^
The time at which the office of the Eleven was

instituted is disputed. Ullrich considers the office

to have been of an aristocratical character, and con-
cludes, from a passage in Heraclides Ponticus,* that

it was established by Aristides. Meier, on the oth-

er hand, maintains that the office existed not only
before the time of Cleisthenes, but probably before

the legislation of Solon ; but it seems impossible to

come to any satisfactory conclusion on the subject.

They were annually chosen by lot, one from each
of the ten tribes, and a secretary {ypa/j.fiaTsvg), who
must properly be regarded as their servant {vnrjpi-

T7]g), though he formed one of their number.*
The principal duty of the Eleven was the care

and management of the public prison (deafiuTfjpim/)

{vid. Carcer), which was entirely under their juris-

diction. The prison, however, was seldom used by
the Athenians as a mere place of confinement,

serving generally for punishments and executions.

When a person was condemned to death, he was
immediately given into the custody of the Eleven,
who were then bound to carry the sentence into ex-
ecution according to the laws.* The most com-
mon mode of execution was by hemlock juice (ko-

vEiov), which was drunk after sunset.' The Eleven
had under them jailers, executioners, and torturers,

who were called by various names {ol irapaaruraL ;•

6 Tuv ivdeKa vtttipettjc ;' 6 Sr/fioKoivog ;'• 6 d^fiocioc 01

6rjniog, &c.). When torture was inflicted in caus-

es affecting the state, it was either done in the im-

mediate presence of the Eleven," or by their servant

((5 6^/iiog). (Vid. Basanos.)
The Eleven usually only had to carry into execu-

tion the sentence passed in the courts of law and
the public assembhes ; but in some cases they pos-

sessed an Tjyejiovia diKaaTijptov. This was the case

in those summary proceedings called unayuy?}, t<jtTJ-

ytjaLg, and evdec^ig, in which the penalty was fixed

by law, and might be inflicted by the court on the

confession or conviction of the accused without ap-

pealing to any of the jury courts. (Vid. Apagoge.)

They also had an 7)yepovia SiKaarriplov in the case of

KOKovypoi, because the summary proceedings men-
tioned above were chiefly adopted in the case of

such persons: hence Antiphon" calls them tTn/neXri-

ToX Tuv KUKovpyuv. The word KaKovpyoi properly

means any kind of malefactors, but is only applied

in Athenian law to thieves (KTiinrai), housebreak-

ers (ToixupvxoL),^^ man-stealers (uvSpano^laTaL), and

other criminals of a similar kind.**

The Eleven are also said to have possessed riye-

fiovia diKaaTTjpiov in the case of confiscated proper-

ty," which statement is confirmed by an inscription

published by Bockh.**

(Ullrich, Ucber die Eilf Manner, appended to hi»

translation of Plato's Meno, Crito, and the first and

second Alcibiades, Berlin, 1821.—Sluiter, Lectiones

1. (Aretffius, Morb. Diut., ii., 13.—Adams, Append., s. v.l—2.

(Pollux, Onom., viii., 102.)—3. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Plut., 277.

—Vesp., 775, 1108.)—4. (i., ^ 10.)—5. (Pollux, Onom., viii.,

102.)—6. (Xen., Hell., ii., 3, « 54.)—7. (Plato. Phsd., c. 65, 66.)

—8. (Becker, Anec, p. 296, 32.)—9. (Xen., Hell , i i., 3, ^ 54.)—

10. (Antiph., De Venef., 615.)—11. (Demosth.^ . Nioostr., 1254,

2.)—12. (De Cffide Herod., 713.)—13. (Compare Demosth., c.

Lacrit., 940, 5.)—14. (Meier, Att. Proc., 76, 77.)—15, (Etymoi.

Mag., p. 338, 35.)—16. (Urkunden, liber das Seewesen des Attj*

chen Staates, p. 535.J
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AndocitL p. 256-261.—Meier, Alt. Proc., 68-77.—
Schubert, De JEdtlibus, p. 93-96.—Hermann, Pol.

Antiq. of Greece, ^ 139.

ELEUSI'NIA CEXevaivia), a festival and myster-

ies, originally celebrated only at Eleusis in Attica,

in honour of Dcmeter and Persephone.* All the

ancients who have occasion to mention the Eleusin-

ian mysteries, or the mysteries, as they were some-

times called, agree that they were the holiest and
most venerable of all that were celebrated in

Greece.* Various traditions were current among
the Greeks respecting the author of these myster-

ies ; for, while some considered Eumolpus or Mu-
8«us to be their founder, others stated that they had

been introduced from Egypt by Erechtheus, who at a

time of scarcity provided his country with corn from
Egypt, and imported from the same quarter the sa-

cred rites and mysteries of Eleusis. A third tradi-

tion attributed the institution to Demeter herself,

who, when wandering about in search of her daugh-

ter Persephone, was believed to have come to At-

tica, in the reign of Erechtheus, to have supplied its

inhabitants with corn, and to have instituted the

Te?i^Tal and mysteries at Eleusis.* This last opin-

ion seems to have been the most common among
the ancients, and in subsequent times a stone,

called uyE?i,aaTog neTpa (triste saxum), was shown
near the well Callichoros at Eleusis, on which the

goddess, overwhelmed with grief and fatigue, was
believed to have rested on her arrival in Attica.*

Around the well CaUichoros the Eleusinian women
were said to have first performed their chorus, and
to have sung hymns to the goddess.* All the ac-

counts and allusions in ancient writers seem to

warrant the conclusion that the legends concerning

the introduction of the Eleusinia are descriptions

of a period when the inhabitants of Attica were be-

coming acquainted with the benefits of agriculture,

and of a regularly constituted form of society.*

In the reign of Erechtheus a war is said to have
broken out between the Athenians and Eleusinians,^

and when the latter were defeated, they acknowl-

edged the supremacy of Athens in everything ex-

cept the Telerai, which they wished to conduct and
regulate for themselves.* Thus the superintend-

ence remained with the descendants of Eumolpus
(vid. EuMOLPiD^), the daughters of the Eleusinian

king Celeus, and a third class of priests, the Kery-

ces, who seem likewise to have been connected

with the family of Eumolpus, though they thenj-

selves traced their origin to Hermes and Aglauros.

At the time when the local governments of the

several townships of Attica were concentrated at

Athens, the capital became also the centre of reli-

gion, and several deities who had hitherto only en-

joyed a local worship were now raised to the rank
jf national gods. This seems also to have been
the case with the Eleusinian goddess ; for in the

reign of Theseus we find mention of a temple at

Athens, called Eleusinion,* probably the new and
national sanctuary of Demeter. Her priests and
priestesseo now became naturally attached to the

national temple of the capital, though her original

place of worship at Eleusis, with which so many
sacred associations were connected, still retained

its importance and its special share in the celebra-

tion of the national solemnities ; and though, as we
shall see hereafter, the great Eleusinian festival

was commenced at Athens, yet a numerous pro-

cession always went, on a certain day, to Eleusis :

1. (And'x;., De Myster., 15.;—2. (Aristot., Rhet., ii., 24.—

Cic. De Nat. Deor., i., 42.)—3. (Diod. Sic, i., 29.—Isocr., Pan-

war., p. 40, ed. Steph.)—4. (Apollod., Biblioth.. i., 5.—Ovid,
Fast., iv., 502, <kc.).—5. (Paus., i., 38, ^ 6.)—6, (Cic, De Leg.,

ii., U; in Verr., v., 14.)—7. (Hermann, Polit. Ant. cf Greece,

^ 91, note 9.)—S. (Thucyd., ii., 15.—Paus., i., 38, t) 3.)— 9. (Thu-

cyd., ii , 17.)

it was here that the most solemn part of the ccored
rites was performed.

We must distinguish between the greater Eleu-
sinia which were celebrated at Athens and Eleusis,
and the lesser which were held at Agras on the
Ilissus.* From the tradition respecting the instita-

tion of the lesser Eleusinia, it seems to be clear that
the initiation into the Eleusinian mysteries was
originally confined to Atticans only ; for it is said
that Heracles, before descending into the lower
world, wished to be initiated ; but as the law did
not admit strangers, the lesser Eleusinia were in-

stituted in order to evade the law, and not to dis-

appoint the great benefactor of Attica.' Other le-

gends concerning the initiation of Heracles do not
mention the lesser Eleusinia, but merely state that

he was adopted info the family of one Pylius in

order to become lawfully entitled to the initiation.

But both traditions in reality express the same
thing, if we suppose that the initiation of Heracles
was only the first stage in the real initiation ; for

the lesser Eleusinia were in reality only a prepara-

tion {jKpoKadapaLg or "Kpodyvevaig) for the real mys-
teries.* After the time when the lesser Eleusinia

are said to have been instituted, we no longer heai
of the exclusion of any one from the mysteries ex-
cept barbarians ; and Herodotus* expressly states,

that any Greek who wished it might be initiated.

The lesser Eleusinia were held every year in the
month of Anthesterion,* and, according to some ac-

counts, in honour of Persephone alone. Those who
were initiated in them bore the name of mystae (/tiff-

rat*), and had to wait at least another year before

they could be admitted to the great mysteries. Tho
principal rites ofthis first stage of initiation consisted

in the sacrifice of a sow, which the mystae seem to

have first washed in the Cantharus,^ and in the pu-
rification by a priest, who bore the name of Hydra-
nos.* The mystae had also to take an oath of se-

crecy, which was administered to them by the mys-
tagogus, also called lepofavrrj^ rrpod^rijc : they re-

ceived some kind of preparatory instruction, which
enabled them afterward to understand the mysteries
which were revealed to thtm in the great Eleu-
sinia ; they were not admitted into the sanctuary of
Demeter, but remained during the solemnities in

the vestibule.'

The great mysteries were celebrated every year
in the month of Boedromion, during nine Jays, from
the 15th to the 23d," both at Athens and Eleusis.

The initiated were called cTOTrrat or i^vpoi}^ On
the first day, those who had been initiated in the

lesser Eleusinia assembled at Athens, whence its

name was uyvp/iSg ;'* but strangers who wished to

witness the celebration of these national solemni-

ties hkewise visited Athens in great numbers at

this season, and we find it expressly stated that

Athens was crowded with visiters on the occa-

sion." On the second day the mystas went in sol-

emn procession to the seacoast, where they under-

went a purification. Hence the day was called

'X^aSe fivarai, probably the conventional phrase by
whi^^h the mystae were invited to assemble for the

purpose.'* Suidas" mentions two rivulets, called

}>EiToi, as the place to which the mystaj went in

order to be purified. Of the third day scarcely any-

thing is known with certainty ; we only learn from

1. (Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Aypn.)-2. (Schol. ad Arirtoph., Plut.,

846.)—3. (Schol. ad Aristoph., 1. c 1—4. (viii., 65.)—5- (Plut

,

Demetr., 26.)— 6. (Suidas, s. v. 'Err«5;rT77j.)— 7. (Aristoph,

Acham., 703, with the schol., 720, • pd Pax, 369.—Varro, De R«
Rust., ii., 4.—Plut., Phoc, 28.)—8. (Hesych., s. v. 'T<5paviJs.—

Polyien., v., 17.)—9. (Seneca, Qusest. Nat., vii., 31.)—10. (Plut,

Demetr., 26.—Meursius. Eleusin., c. 21.)—11. (Suidas, s. .)—
12. (Hesych., s. v.)—13. (Maxim. Tyr , D:ssert., 33, sub fin.-

Philostrat., Vit. Apollon., iv. .6.)— 14. (Hesych., s. v.—F^iyM-
iii., 11.)—15. (8. v. 'Petroi.- Compare Pans., i., 3S, ij 2.)
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Clemens of Alexandrea^ that it was a day of fast-

ing, and that in the evening a frugal meal was
taken, which consisted of cakes made of sesame and
honey. Whether sacrifices were offered on this

^ay, as Meursius supposes, is uncertain ; but that

which he assigns to it consisted of two kinds of

sea-fisl. {rplyli] and fiaivlg^), and of cakes of barley

grown in the llharian plain.' It may be, how-
ever, that this sacrifice belonged to the fourth

day, on which, also, the KaXudog kuOoSoc seems to

havo taken place. This was a procession with a

basket containing pomegranates and poppy-seeds
;

it was carried on a wagon drawn by oxen, and
women followed with small mystic cases in their

hands.* On the fifth day, which appears to have
been called the torch-day (^ tuv /la/zTrarfwv rifiipa),

the mystae, led by the d^dovxog, went in the evening

with torches to the Temple of Demeter at Eleusis,

where they seem to have remained during the fol-

lowing night. This rite was probably a symboli-

cal representation of Demeter wandering about in

search of Persephone. The sixth day, called lac-

chos,* was the most solemn of all. The statue of

lacchos, son of Demeter, adorned with a garland of

myrtle, and bearing a torch in his hand, was carried

along the sacred road' amid joyous shouts {IokxI-

Ceiv) and songs, from the Ceramicus to Eleusis.'

This solemn procession was accompanied by great

numbers of followers and spectators, and the story

related by Herodotus* is founded on the supposition

that 30,000 persons walking along the sacred road

on this occasion was nothing uncommon. During
the night from the sixth to the seventh day, the

mystae remained at Eleusis, and were initiated into

the last mysteries {kironreta). Those who were
neither eKonrai, nor /ivarai were sent away by a

herald. The n^.^'ste now repeated the oath of se-

crecy which had been administered to them at the

lesser Eleusinia, underwent a new purification, and
then they were led by the mystagogus, in the dark-

ness of night, into the lighted interior of the sanctu-

ary {fuTayuyia), and were allowed to se»i {avroipia)

what none except the epoptae ever bsheld. The
awful and horrible manner in which the initiation

is described by later, especially Christian writers,

seems partly to proceed from their ignorance of its

real character, partly from their horror and aversion

to these pagan rites. The more ancient writers al-

ways abstained from entering upon any description

of Ihe subject. Each individual, after his initia-

tion, is said to have been dismissed by the words
Koy^, ofina^,^ in order to make room for other mystae.

On the seventh day the initiated returned to Ath-

ens, amid various kinds of raillery and jests, espe-

cially at the bridge over the Cephisus, where they

6at down to rest, and poured forth their ridicule on
those v/ho passed by. Hence the words ye<^vpi^eiv

and yedvpianog}" These aKUfi/iara seem, like the

precession with torches to Eleusis, to have been
dramatical and symbolical representations of the

1*ests by which, according to the ancient legend,

ambe or Baubo had dispelled the grief of the god-

dess and made her smile. We may here observe,

that probably the whole history of Demeter and
Persephone was in some way or other symbolically

represented at the Eleusinia. Hence Clemens of

Alexandrea'^ calls the Eleusinian mysteries a "mys-
tical drama."" The eighth day, called 'EnLdavpia,

1. (Frotrept., p. 18, ed. Potter.)—2. (Athen., vii., p. 325.)—3.
(Paus., i., 38,^ 6.)—4. (Callim., Hymn, in Cer.—Virg., Georg.,

i., 166—Meureius, 1. c, c. 25.)—5. (Hesych., s. v. 'laKxov.)—
•. (Plut., Alcib., 34.—Etymol. Magn., and Suid., s. v. 'Icpa

'0£6i.)—7. (Aristoph., Ran., 315, &c.—Plut., Phocion, 28, and
Valcken ad Herod., riii., 65.)—8. (Compare Plut., Themist.)—9.

(Hesych , s. v.)— 10. (Strab., ix., c. 2, p. 246, ed. Tauchnitz.—Sni-
da>, s. V. rt^upiso)!'.—Hesych., s. v. Tt<pvpicTai.—^lian, H. A.,

rv., 43.—Miiller,Hist. Lit. of Greece, p. 132.)— 11. (Protrent., p.

12. ed. Potter.)- 12. (Vid.UiiWen Hist. Lit.of Gr., p. 267, &c.)
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was a kind of additional day for those who bjr some
accident had come too late, or had been prevented
from being initiated on the sixth day. It v* as said
to have been added to the original number of days,
when Asclepius, coming over from Epidaurus to be
initiated, arrived too late, and the Athenians, not to

disappoint the god, added an eighth day.^ The ninth
and last day bore the name of nXri/ioxoqi,' from a
peculiar kind of vessel called TiArjfioxoTj, which is

described as a small kind of n6n;/.cc. Two of these
'

vessels were on this day filled with water or wine,
and the contents of the one thrown to the east, and
those of the other to the west, while those who per-

formed this rite uttered some mystical words.
Besides the various rites and ceremonies jle

scribed above, several others are mentioned, but it

is not known. to which day they belonged. Among
them we shall mention only the Eleusinian games
and contests, which Meursius assigns to the seventh
day. They are mentioned by Gellius,' and are said

to have been the mo.st ancient in Greece. The
prize of the victors consisted in ears of barley.* It

was considered as one of the greatest profanations

of the Eleusinia if, during their celebration, an uti-

fiog came as a suppliant to the temple (the Eleu-
sinion), and placed his olive-branch {iKerripia) in it ;•

and whoever did so might be put to death without
any trial, or had to pay a fine of one thousand
drachmas. It may also be remarked, that at other

festivals, no less than at the Eleusinia, no man,
while celebrating the festival, could be seized or ar-

rested for any offence.* Lycurgus made a law that

any woman using a carriage in the procession to

Eleusis should be fined one thousand drachmae.*

The custom against which this law was directed

seems to have been very common before.*

The Eleusinian mysteries long survived the in-

dependence of Greece. Attempts to suppress them
were made by the Emperor Valentiniaii, but he met
with strong opposition, and they seem to have con-

tinued down to the time of the elder Theodosius.

Respecting the secret doctrines which were reveal-

ed in them to the initiated, nothing certain is known.
The general belief of the ancients was that they

opened to man a comforting prospect of a future

state.* But this feature does not seem to have
been originally connected with these mysteries, and
was probably added to them at the period which
followed the opening of a regular intercourse be-

tween Greece and Egypt, when some of the specu-

lative doctrines of the latter country and the East

may have been introduced into the mysteries, and
hallowed by the names of the venerable bards of the

mythical age. This supposition would also account,

in some measure, for the legend of their introduc-

tion from Egypt. In modern times many attempts

have been made to discover the nature of the mys-
teries revealed to the initiated, but the results have
been as various and as fanciful as might be expect-

ed. The most sober and probable view is that, ac-

cording to which, " they were the remains of a wot'

ship which preceded the rise of the Hellenic my-
thology and its attendant rites, grounded on a view
of nature less fanciful, more earnest, and better

fitted to awaken both philosophical thought and re-

ligious feeling."** Respecting the Attic Eleusinia,

see Meursius, Eleusinia, Lugd. Bat., 1619.—St.

Croix, Recherches, Hist, et Critiq. sur les Mysteres

du, Paganisme (a second edition was published in

1817 by Sylvestre de Sacy, in 2 vols., Paris).—Ou-

1. (Philogtr., Vit. ApoU., iv., 6.—Paus., ii., 26, ^ 7.)—2. (Pol-

lux, Onom., x., 74.—Athen., xi., p. 496.)—3. (xv., 20.)—4. (Schol-

ad Find., 01., ix., 150.)—5. (Andoc, De Mj^t., p J4.)— fl. (Pa-

mosth., c. Meid., p. 571.)—7. (Plut., De Cup Dit., ix., p. 348.-^

JFA\a.-a., V. H., xiii.. 24.)—8. (Demosth., c. Me-.c?., p. 565.)—ft

(Find., Thren., p. 8, ed. Bockh.)— 10. (TM V^l, Hi»t. al

Greeca ii.,p. 140, &c.)
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waroff, j^ssai sur les Mysteres d'Elcusis, 3d edition,

Paris, 1816.—Wachsmuth, Hell. Alter., ii., 2, p. 249,

&c.—Creiizer, Symbol, u. MythoL, iv., p. 534, &c.

Eleusinia were also celebrated in other parts of

Greerje At Ephesus they had been introduced

from Athens.' In Laconia they were, as far as we
know, only celebrated by the inhabitants of the an-

cient town of Helos, who, on certain days, carried

a wooden statue of Persephone to the Eleusinion,

in the heights of Taygetus ' Crete had likewise its

Eleusinia.^

ELEUTHER'IA {'Eltvdipia, the feast of liberty),

a festival which the Greeks, after the battle of Pla-

tseae (479 B.C.), instituted in honour of Zeus Eleu-

therios (the deliverer). It was intended not merely

to be a token of their gratitude to the god to whom
they believed themselves to be indebted for their

victory over the barbarians, but also as a bond of

union among themselves ; for in an assembly of all

the Greeks, Aristides carried a decree that delegates

{iTpo6ovloL Kal -deupoi) from all the Greek states

should assemble every year at Plataeae for the cele-

bration of the Eleutheria. The town itself was at

the same time declared sacred and inviolable, as

long as its citizens offered the annual sacrifices

which were then instituted on behalf of Greece.

Every fifth year these solemnities were celebrated

with contests {ayuv tuv 'EXsvOspluv), in which the

victors were rewarded with chaplets {uyuv yvfivi-

KQi aTEfavin,;*). The annual solemnity at Plataese,

which continubd *o be observed down to the time

of Plutarch,* was this : On the sixteenth of the

month of Maimacterion, a procession, led by a trum-

peter, who blew the signal for battle, marched at

daybreak through the middle of the town. It was
followed by wagons loaded with myrtle boughs and
chapleta, by a black bull, and by free youths, who
carried the vessels containing the libations for the

dead. No slave was permitted to rainister on this

occasion. At the end of this procession followed

the archon of Plataeae, who was not allowed at any
other time during his office to touch a weapon, or

to wear any other but white garments, now wear-

ing a purple tunic, and with a sword in his hand,

and also bearing an urn, kept for this solemnity in

the public archive {ypamiafvluKiov). When the

procession came to the place where the Greeks who
had fallen at Plataeae were buried, the archon first

washed and anointed the tombstones, and then led

the bull to a pyre and sacrificed it, praying to Zeus
and Hermes Chthonios, and inviting the brave men
who had fallen in the defence of their country to

take part in the banquet prepared for them. This
account of Plutarch* agrees with that of Thucydi-
des.^ The latter, however, expressly states that

dresses formed a part of the ofTerings, which were
probably consumed on the pyre with the victim.

This part of the ceremony seems to have no longer

existed in the days of Plutarch, who does not men-
tion it ; and if so, the Plataeans had probably been
compelled by poverty to drop it.*

Eleutheria was also the name of a festival cele-

Srated in Samos, in honour of Eros.'

ELLIMENTON {hXhipiEVLov) was a harbour duty

it the Peiraeus, which, according to a fragment of

Supolio," had to be paid by a passenger before he
djmtarked. This tax appears to have been the same
as the fiftieth, or two per cent., which was levied on
all exports and imports ; since Pollux" speaks of the

iXkifiEviarai, or collectors of the harbour duty, as

k

I. (Strabo, xiv., p. 162, ed. Tauchnitz.)—2. (Pans., iii., 20, f)

i, *c.)—3. {Vid. Meurs., Eleus., c. 33.)—4. (Sirabo, ix., p. 2<J6,

«d. Tauchnitz.)—5. (Aristid., 21.—Paus., ix., 2, ^ 4.)—6. (Aris-

tid., 19 and 21.)—7. (iii., 58.)— 8. (See Thirlwall's Hist, of
Greece, ii., p. 353, &c.—BOckh, Eipl. Find., p. 208, aud ad
Corp. Inscrip., i., p. 904.)—9. (Athen., xiii., p. 562.)—10. (Pol-
tax, Onom., ix., 30.)—11. (Onom., viii., 32.)

the same persons as the KevTTjKoaroXoyo^ or coHect
ors of the TTEvrrfKoaTri. {Vid. PENTECosrE.)
ELLO'TIA or HELLO'TIA ('EAAot-.o or 'EUm

Tia), a festival celebrated at Corinth /n honour oj

Athena.*

A festival of the same name was celebrated in

Crete, in honour of Europa. The word iXXuTtg,

from which the festival derived its name, was, ac-

cording to Seleucus,* a myrtle garland twenty yards
in circumference, which was carried about in the
procession at the festival of the Ellotia.'

ELLYCH'NIUM {kl2.vxviou : Attic, ^irvallic), a

wick. Wicks were made of various substances

:

1. Principally of tow, i. e., the coarser fibres of flax

{Slupa*) ; 2. of the pith of the rush, -dpiov, whence
the Attic term -SpvaTiki^ ;* 3. of the narrow woolly
leaves of the mullein {(blon'iq, IvxviTLq*), the use of

which was analogous to the practice of the Span-
iards, who now make wicks of the slender radical

leaves of a similar plant, Phlomis Lychnitis, Linn.
;''

4. of Asbestos.
The lamps which were lighted at the solemn fes-

tival celebrated every year at Sais in Egypt, were
small open vessels {Efi6u<i>ia), filled with salt and oil.

Into this the wick was immersed, and the flame
burned all night upon the surface.* There can be
no doubt that wicks were originally and very com-
monly used in this manner. It was a great im-
provement when the vessel containing the oil was
covered, by which it was converted into a propei

lamp. It was then necessary to make one or more
round holes in the lamp, according to the numbei
of the wicks burned in it ; anu, as these holes were
called, from an obvious analogy, /ivKT^pec or fiv^ai,

literally, nostrils or nozzles,* the lamp was called (Jt-

fiv^o^, Tpi/xv^og, or TToTiVfiv^oc, in reference to the

same distinction*" {Polymyxos luccrna^^). In an epi-

gram of Callimachus, a woman dedicates to Serapia

a lamp with twenty nozzles (eIkool fiv^aig ir?.oiL)ato9

2.VXV0V).

As we learn from Aristophanes, thrifty persons
used to chide those who wasted the oil either by

using a wick which was thicker than necessary,"
or by pushing the wick forward so as to increase

the flame." Moreover, in the latter of these passa-

ges, the boy advances the wick by pushing it with

his finger, as he might do when the oil was contain-

ed in an open vessel. In a proper lamp it was drawn
out by an instrument contrived for the purpose

,

" Et producit acu siupas humore carentes."** The
bronze lamps found in ancient sepulchres, besides

exhibiting all the varieties depending on the number
ofholes or nozzles, have sometimes attached to laem
by a chain the needle which served to trim the wick
The fungus-shaped excrescences which form on

the top of the wick (jivKTjTsg, fungi) were thought

to indicate rain."

ELMINS or HELMINS (eA/ztrf or lljiivq).

" Standing alone, this term is applied to intestinal

worms in general. The llnivg TrXdreia is the Tce-

nia lata. Theophrastus" says it is congenital in

some countries, as Egypt. The medical authors
describe the Dracunculus, or Guinea Worm, which
the Greeks call SpaKovriov, and the translators ol

the Arabians Vena medinensis.^'^'' Thus far Adams.
"The word Elmins" observes Griffith, "which is

1. (Schol. in Find., 01., xii., 56.—Athen.. xv., p. 678.—Ety
mol. Mag., s. v. 'EAAcor/y.)— 2. (ap. Athen., 1. c.)—3. (Compare
Hesych., and Etymol. Mag-., s. v. 'EAAur/a.) —4. (Plin., 11. N.,

xix., 3.—Isa., xlii., 3 ; xliii., 17.)—5. (Schol. in Aristoph., Nub.,
59.)—6. (Dioscor., iv., 104.—Plin., II. N., xxv., 74.)—7. (Curtis,

Bot. Mag., 999.)—8. (Herod., ii., 62.)—9. (Aristoph., Eccles.,

5.)—10. (Pollux, Onom., vi., 18 ; x., 26.—Athenseus, xv., 57, 61 )

—11. (Martial, XIV., 41.)—12. (Nub., .N^.)- 13. (Vesf-. 249-25a.)

—14. (Virg., Motet., 11.)— 15. (AristCTji.,Vesp.,26U-263.—CaJ-

lim.. Frag., 47, p. 432, ed. Emesti.—.'jat., Dios., 976.—Avieft.

Arat., 393.)—16. (H. P., ix., 22.)—17. (Galen, De loc Aff**-
vi.—P. JEgin., iv., 69.—Adams, Append., s. v.)
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EMANCIPATIO EMBATEIA.

{hs^aeiitly employed by Hippocrates in many of his

works, and, among others, in his General Treatise

on Diseases, was applied by him to those animals

which are at present known nnder the denomination

of intestinal worms, of which he was acquainted

with but a small number of species. Aristotle has

Employed it in the same manner, as well as ^lian,

every iime that he speaks of the substances which

are used to rid dogs of the worms to which they

aie subject. The Latin authors, and Phny among
the rest, have restricted the word lumhricus to the

intestinal worms, and have rendered the three Greek
denominations {anu'kr)^, ev2,ac, and Hfuvg) by a sin-

gle one, that of vermes, from which it has happened
that the moderns have been led into the same con-

fusion by the word icorms, which, as well as the

French word vers, is evidently derived from the

Latin.'"

*ELOPS (SXotl)), a species of harmless Serpent

mentioned by Nicander. Belon says it is called La-
^hiate in Lemnos.''

*EL'YMUS {avfiog), a species of Grain. The iX-

^fiog of Hippocrates is, according to Dierbach, the

Panicum Italicum ; while that of Dioscorides is, ac-

cording to Sprengel, the Panicum Milliaceum. Panic
is a plant of the millet kind.^

EMANCIPA'TIO was an act by which the patria

potestas was dissolved in the lifetime of the parent,

and it was so called because it was in the form of a
sale {mancipatio). By the laws of the Twelve Ta-
bles it was necessary that a son should be sold

ihree times in order to be released from the pa-

ternal power, or to be sui juris. In the case of

daughters and grandchildren, one sale was suffi-

cient. The father transferred the son by the form
of a sale to another person, who manumitted him,

r,)on which he returned into the power of the father.

This was repeated, and with the like result. After

a third sale, the paternal power was extinguished,

but the son was resold to the parent, who then man-
umitted him, and so acquired the rights of a patron

tTer his emancipated son, which would otherwise
have belonged to the purchaser who gave him his

final manumission.
The following clear and satisfactory view of

emancipatio is given by a German writer: "The
patria potestas could not be dissolved immediately
by manumissio, because the patria potestas must be
viewed as an imperium, and not as a right of prop-

erty, like the power of a master over his slave.

Now it was a fundamental principle that the patria

potestas was extinguished by exercising once or

thrice (as the case might be) the right which the
pater familias possessed of selling, or, rather, pledg-

ing his child. Conformably to this fundamental
principle, the release of a child from the patria po-

testas was clothed with the form of a mancipatio,
effected once or three times. The patria potestas
was indeed thus dissolved, though the child was not
yet free, but came into the condition of a nexus.
Consequently, a manumissio was necessarily con-
nected with the mancipatio, in order that the proper
object of the emancipatio might be attained. This
manumissio must take place once or thrice, accord-
ing to circumstances. In the case when the man-
vmissio was not followed by a return into the patria
potestas, the manumissio was attended with impor-
tant consequences to the raanumissor, which con-
sequences ought to apply to the emancipating party.

Accordingly, it was necessary to provide that the
decisive manumission should be made by the eman-
cipating party ; and for that reason, a remancipatio,

1. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. xiii., p. 39.)—2. (Adams, Append.,
. V.)—3. (Thcophrast., H. P.,viii., 10.—Dioscor.,ii., 120.—Ad-
ams, Append., s t.)
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which preceded the final manumissio, was a pan o(

the form of emancipatio.'"

The legal effect of emancipation was to dissolre

all the rights of agnatio. The person emancipated
became, or was capable of becoming, a pater famil

ias ; and all the previously existing relations of ag-

natio between the parent's familia and the emanci
pated child ceased at once. But a relation analo-

gous to that of patron and freedraan was formed
between the person who gave the final emancipa-
tion and the child, so that if the child died without
chUdren or legal heirs, or if he required a tutor or

curator, the rights which would have belonged to

the father if he had not emancipated the child, were
secured to him as a kind of patronal right, in case
he had taken the precaution to secure to himself

the final manumission of the child. Accordingly,
the father would always stipulate for a remancipa-
tio from the purchaser • this stipulation was the
pactum fiduciae.

The emancipated child could not take any part

of his parent's property as heres, in case the parent
died intestate. This rigour of the civil law (juris

iniquitates^) was modified by the praetor's edict,

which placed emancipated children, and those who
were in the parent's power at the time of his death,

on- the same footing as to succeeding to the intes-

tate parent's property.

The Emperor Anastasius introduced the practice

of effecting emancipation by an imperial rescript.*

Justinian enacted that emancipation should be ef-

fected before a magistrate ; and by an edict {ex cdic-

to prcetoris), the parent had still the same rights to

the property {bona) of the emancipated person thai

a patron had to the bona of his freedman. But he
still allowed, what was probably the old law, a fa-

ther to emancipate a grandson without emancipa-
ting the son, and to emancipate the son without
emancipating the grandson, or to emancipate thera

all. Justinian, also,* did not allow a parent to

emancipate a child against his will, though it seema
that this might be done by the old law, and that the

parent might so destroy all the son's rights of agna-
tion.

The Emperor Anastasius allowed an emancipa-
ted child (under certain restrictions) to succeed to

the property of an intestate brother or sister, which
the praetor had not allowed ; and Justinian put an
emancipated child in all respects on the same foot-

ing as one not emancipated, with respect to such
succession.

An emancipatio effected a capitis diminutio, in

consequence of the servile character {servilis causu)

into which the child was brought by such act.*

EMANSOR. {Vid. Desertor.)
EMBAS (e/u6df), a shoe worn by men,» which is

frequently mentioned by Aristophanes' and other

Greek writers. This appears to have been the most
common kind of shoe worn at Athens {'.vreTiis vno-

Srjfia^). Pollux' says that it was invented by the

Thracians, and that it was like the low cothurnus.

The k/i6ug was also worn by the Boeotians,'" and
probably in other parts of Greece.'*

EMBATEIA {efiSareia). In Attic law this word
(like the corresponding English one, entry) was used
to denote a formal taking possession of real prop-

erty. Thus, when a son entered upon the land lefi

him by his father, he was said E/i6aTeveiv, or j5odtf-

1. (Unterholzner, Zeitschrift, ii., 139: "Von den Jbrmeii del

Manumissio per Vindictam und der Emancipatio.")—2. (Gains,

iii., 25.)—3. (Cod. viii., tit. 49, (> 6.)—4. (Nov., 89, c. 11.)—

5

(Gains, i.. 132, &c.—Dig. 1, tit. 7.—Cod. vi., tit. 57, s. 15 ; viii

tit. 49, s. 6.—Inst., i., tit. 12 ; iii., tit. 5.—Dirksen, Uebersicht,

&c., p. 278.)—6. (Suidas, s. v.)—7. (Equit., 321, 869, 872.—
Eccl., 314, 850, &c.)—8. (Pollux, Onom., vii., 85.—CompaM
Isaeus, De Dicieog. Hered., 94.)—9 (1. c.)— 10. (Uorod , i., 195 (

—11. (Becker Charilfj^a, u.,p. *72.)
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giv e/f T« narpua, and thereupon he became seised,

©f possessed of his inheritance. If any one dis-

turbed him in the enjoyment of this property, with

an intention to dispute the title, he might maintain

an action of ejectment, k^ovXrig dUTj. Before entry

he could not maintain such action. 'E^ovXri is from
i^iXJieiv, an old word, signifying to eject. The sup-

posed ejectment, for which the action was brought,

was a mere fonnality. The defendant, after the
plaintiff's entry, came and turned him off, i^fj-yev i/t

r^f y^g. This proceeding (called k^ayuyfj) took
place quietly, and in the presence of witnesses ; the

defendant then became a wrong-doer, and the plain-

tiff was in a condition to try the right.

All this was a relict of ancient times, when, be-

fore writs and pleadings, and other regular process-

es were invented, parties adopted a ruder method,
and took the law into thejr own hands. There was
then an actual ouster, accompanied often with vio-

lence and breach of the peace, for which the person
in the wrong was not only responsible to the party
injured, but was also punishable as a public offend-

er. Afterward, in the course of civilization, violent

remedies became useless, and were discontinued

;

yet the ceremony of ejecting was still kept up as a
form of law, being deemed by lawyers a necessary
foundation of the subsequent legal process. Thus
at Rome, in the earlier times, one party used to

summon the other by the words " ex jure te manum
consertum voco," to go with him to the land in dis-

pute, and (in the presence of the praetor and others)
turn him out by force. Afterward this was chan-
ged into the symbolical act of breaking a clod of
earth upon the land, by which the person who broke
intimated that he claimed a right to deal with the
land as he pleased. We may observe, also, that
the English action of ejectment in this respect re-

sembles the Athenian, that, although an entry by
the plaintiff, and an ouster of him by the defendant
are supposed to have taken place, and are consider-
ed necessary to support the action, yet both entry
Rnd ouster are mere fictions of law.
These proceedings by entry, ouster, &c., took

place also at Athens in case of resistance to an ex-
ecution ; when the defendant, refusing to give up
the land or the chattel adjudged, or to pay the dam-
ages awarded to the plaintiff by the appointed time,
and thus being vireprjfXEpog, i. e., the time having ex-
pired by which he was bound to satisfy the judg-
ment, the plaintiff proceeded to satisfy himself by
seizure of the defendant's lands. This he certainly
might do, if there were no goods to levy upon

;

though whether it was lawful in all cases does not
appear. The Athenian laws had made no provision
for putting the party who succeeded in possession
of his rights ; he was, therefore, obliged to levy ex-
ecution himself, without the aid of a ministerial of-

ficer, or any other person. If, in doing so, he en-
countered opposition, he had no other remedy than
the i^ovlrjg diKfi, which (if the subject-matter was
land) must have been grounded upon his own pre-
vious entry. The action could be brought against
any one who impeded him in his endeavour to get
possession, as well as against the party to the for-

mer suit. The cause of Demosthenes against One-
tor was this : Demosthenes having recovered a
judgment against Aphobus, proceeded to take his
lands in execution. Onetor claimed th;m as mort-
gagee, and turned him out (k^f/ysv), whereupon De-
mosthenes, contending that the mortgage was col-
lusive and fraudulent, brought the E^ovlrjt diurj,

which is called diKrj npbc 'Ovijropa, because the pro-
ceeding IS in rem, and collateral to another obj(jct,

rather than a direct controversy between the parties
in the cause. The consequence to the defendant,
if he failed in the action of ejectment, was, that (be-

sides his liability to the plaintiff) he was, as a pob^
lie offender, condemned to pay to the treasury •
sum equal to the damages, or to the value of the
property recovered in the first action. While thi«

remained unpaid (and we may presume it could not
be paid without also satisfying the party), he became,
as a state debtor, subject to the disabilities ofuTLn'.r..

'

EMBLE'MA {l/i62,Tifia, ifinaia/ia)^an inlaid orn i

ment. The art of inlaying (7 ri^v^ t/iTrataTiKT,^",

was employed in producing beauti; al works of two
descriptions, viz. : 1st, Those whic h resembled our
marquei/y, ooule, and Florentine mc saics , and, SJly

,

those in which crusts {crusta), exquisitely wrougiit
in bas-relief, and of precious materials, were fasten-

ed upon the surface of vessels or other pieces of fur-

niture.

To productions of the former class we may refer

all attempts to adorn the walls and floors of houses
with the figures of flowers and animals, or with any
other devices expressed upon a common ground by
the insertion of variously-coloured woods or mar-
bles, all of which were polished so as to be brought
to a p!ain surface. To such mosaics liUcihus al-

ludes' when he compares the well-connected words
of a skilful orator to the small pieces {lesserula.)

which compose the " emblema vermiculatum" of an
ornamental pavement. In the time of Pliny, these
decorations for the walls of apartments had become
very fashionable.* Seneca makes mention of sil-

ver inlaid with gold among the luxuries of his day."

{Vid. Chrysendeta.)
To the latter class of productions belonged the

cups and plates which Verres obtained by violence
from the Sicilians, and from which he removed the
emblems for the purpose of having tnem sei m gold
instead of silver.* These must have been riveted

with nails, or in some other way. They were reck-

oned exceedingly valuable as works of first-rate art-

ists, and some of them were, moreover, esteemed
sacred, being the figures of the penates and house-
hold gods of the proprietors. Alhenaeus, in descri-

bing two Corinthian vases,^ distinguishes between
the emblems in bas-relief (rrpoffrvTra) which adorned
the body and neck of each vessel, and the figures in

high relief (Trept^av^ TETopvevfxEva ^ua) which were
placed upon its brim. An artist, whose business it

was to make works ornamented with emblems, was
called " crustarius."*

EME'RITI was the name given to those Roman
soldiers who had served out their time, and had ex-
emption (vacatio) from military service. The usual

time of service was twenty years for the legionary

soldiers, and sixteen for the praetorians.' At 'he

end of their period of service they received a boun-
ty or reward, either in lands or money, or in both.

Dion Cassius*" states that it was arranged by Au.
gustus that a praetorian should receive 5000 drach-
mae (20,000 sesterces), and a legionary 3000 (12,000
sesterces). Caligula reduced the bounty of the lat-

ter to 6000 sesterces."" We find this bounty called

justcB militia commoda,^* commoda missiojium,^* and
also emeritum.^*

EME'RITUM. (Vid. Emeriti.)
EMISSA'RIUM, an artificial channel formed tc

carry off any stagnant body of water (nnde aqun
emittitur), like the sluices in modern use.'*

Some works of this kind are among the most re-

markable efforts of Roman ingenuity. Remains
still exist to show that the lakes Trasimene, Albano,

1. (Meier, Alt. Proc., p. 372, 460, 748.)—-2. (AtheniEM, xi..

76, p. 488.)—3. (ap. Cic, De Oiat.. iii., 43.)—4. (H. N., ixrr.
1.)—5. (Epist., 5.)—6. (Cic:., II. Verr., iv., 17, 22-24.)—7. (t,

30, p. 199.)— 8. (Pliu., ir. N., -xxxiii., 12.)—9. (Dion Caw., U
23.—Tarit., Aim., i., 78.)- 10. (1. c.)—11. (Suet., Cal., 44.)—
12. (Suet., Vitell., 15.)— 1.1. (Suet., Cal., 44.)— 14. (Dig. 49, tit

16, R. 3, 4 8, 12 ; s. 5, I) 7.— Vid. Lipsiu.s, Etoureus »<1 Tiint.
Aim., i., 17 )—15. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 21.—Pic. ad Fam., xii-

la)
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Nemi, and Fucino were all drained by means of

emissaria, the last of which is still nearly perfect,

and open to inspection, having been partially clear-

ed by the present King of Naples. Julius Cassar is

said to have first conceived the idea of this stupen-

dous undertaking,* which was carried into effect by
the Emperor Claudius.'

The li)llowing account of the works, from obser-

vations on the spot, will give some idea of their ex-

tent and difficulties. The circumference of the lake,

including tlie bays and promontories, is about thirty

miles in extent. The length of the emissary, which
lies nearly in a direct line from the lake to the Riv-

er Liris (Garigliano), is something more than three

miles. The number of workmen employed was
30,000, and the time occupied in the work eleven

years.^ For more than a mile the tunnel is carried

under a mountain, of which the highest part is 1000

feet above the level of the lake, and through a stra-

tum of rocky formation (carnelian) so hard that ev-

ery inch required to be worked by the chisel. The
remaining portion runs through a softer soil, not

much below the level of the earth, and is vaulted in

brick. Perpendicular openings (putei) are sunk at

various distances into the tunnel, through which
the excavations were partly discharged ; and a num-
ber of lateral shafts (cuniculi), some of which sep-

arate themselves into two branches, one above the

other, are likewise directed into it, the lowest at an
elevation of five feet from the bottom. Through
these the materials excavated were also carried

out. Their object was to enable the prodigious

m»'ltii;ude of 30,000 men to carry on their opera-

tio'is at the same time without incommoding one
another. The immediate mouth of the tunnel is

some- distance from the present margin of the lake,

which space is occupied by two ample reservoirs,

intended to break the rush of water before it enter-

ed the emissary, connected by a narrow passage, in

which v.'ere placed the sluices {epislomium). The
mouth of the tunnel itself consists of a splendid

archway of the Doric order, nineteen feet high and
nine wide, formed out of large blocks of stone, re-

sembling in construction the works of the Claudian

aquaeduct. That through which the waters dis-

0^

f. (Snrt., Jnl., 44.)—2. (Tacit.. Ann., xii., 57.)— 3. (Suet.,

r/and. ,
20.—Conipavo Plin., 11. N., xxxvi., 24, 1) 11.)
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charged themselves into the Liris was more sitnpk
and is represented in the preceding woodcut. Th«
river lies in a ravine between the arch and fore-

ground, at a depth of 60 feet below, and, conse-
quently, cannot be seen in the cut. The small
aperture above the embouchure is one of the cuni-

culi above mentioned.
It appears that the actual drainage was relin-

quished soon after the death of Claudius, eith-s:

from the perversity of Nero, as the words of Plin/*

seem to imply, or by neglect ; for it was reopened
by Hadrian.*

EMMHNOI AIKAI {tu/irjvoi S'tKat) were suit*

which were not allowed to be pending above a
month. This regulation was not introduced till af-

ter the date of Xenophon's treatise on the revenue^

in which it was proposed that a more rapid prog-

ress should be allowed to.commercial suits,' and it

appears to have been first established in the time

of Philip.* It was confined to those subjects which
required a speedy decision ; and of these the most
important were disputes respecting commerce (kfi-

nopiKal dUai^), which were heard during the sis

winter months from Boedromion to Munychion, so

that the merchants might quickly obtain their rights

and sail away ;* by which we are not to understand,

as some have done, that a suit could be protracted

through this whole time, but it was necessary that

it should be decided within a month.''

All causes relating to mines (neraXliKal dUat)

were also eu/irivoi dUai ;• the object, as Bockh re-

marks,' being, no doubt, that the mine proprietor

might not be detained too long from his business.

The same was the case with causes relating to ipa-

voL^^ (vid. Eranoi) ; and Pollux*' includes in the

list suits respecting dowry, which are omitted by
Harpocration and Suidas.

*EMP'ETRUM {IfiTTETpov), a plant, about which
botanicul writers are still undecided. Stephens and
Hardouin call it Percc-pierre ; but if by it they mean
the Alchcmilla arvensis of Hooker, which is often

called Perce-pierre, or Parsley-breakstone, its char-

acters, according to Adams, are by no means suita-

ble to the IfiTcerpov of Dioscorides. The conjecture

of Cassalpinus, which Sprengel adopts, namely, that

it was a species of Salsola, is, according to the same
writer, much more probable. Fee, however, de-

clares against this opinion without giving any one
in its place. Pliny says of it, " Empetros, quam
nostri calcifragam vacant," &c., identifying it with

the Calcifraga}^

EMPHROU'ROI {Ifi^povpoi), from (ppovpd, was
the name given to the Spartan citizens during the

period in which they were liable to military service."

This period lasted to the fortieth year from man-
hood {af ^m\ that is to.^ay, to the sixtieth year

from birth ; and during this time a man could not

go out of the country without permission from the

authorities.**

EMPHYTEUSIS (efifvrevm^, literally, an "in-

planting") is a perpetual right in a piece of land

that is the property of another : the right consists

in the legal power to cultivate it, and treat it as our

own, on condition of cultivating it properly, and

paying a fixed sum {canon, pensio, reditus) to the

owner (dominus) at fixed times. The right is found-

ed on contract between the owner and the lessee

1 (H. N., xxivi., 24, 1) 11.)—2. (Spart., Hadr., 22.)— J. 'Xen.,

De Vect., 3.)— 4. (Or. de Halonn., p. 79, 23.)— 5 (PoUux,

Onom., viii., 63, 101.—Harpocrat. and Suid., s. v. "Epiurjvoi Ai-

^a,.)_6. (Demosth., c. Apat., p. 900, 3.) — 7. (B6ckh, Publ.

Econ. of Athens, i., p. 70.)—8. (Demosth., c. PantEen., 966, 17.)

—9. (" On the Silver Mines of Laurion," Publ. Econ. of Athens,

ii., p. 481.)— 10. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 101.— Harpocrat. and

Suid., 1. c.)—11. (1. c.)—12. (Dioscor., iv., 178.—Plin., H. N.,

xxvii., 9.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—13. (Xen., Rep. Lac, v., 7.)

—14. (Isocr., Busir., p. 225, where ;inj^i/iOf, according to Mull*

Dor., iii., 12, § 1, is evidently put for einppovpos.)
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emphyleuta, and the land is called ager vectigalis

or emphyteuticarius. It was long doubted whether
this was a contract of buying and selling, or of let-

ting and hiring, till the Emperor Zeno gave it a
definite character, and the distinctive name of con-

tractus emphyteuticarius.

The Ager Vectigalis is first distinctly mentioned
about the time of Hadrian, and the term is applied

to lands which were leased by the Roman state, by
towns, by ecclesiastical corporations, and by the

estal virgins. In the Digest mention only is made
of lands of towns so let, with a distinction of them
into agri vectigales and non vectigales, according as

the lease was perpetual or not ; but in either case
the lessee had a real action {vtilis in rem actio) for

the protection of his rights, even against the owner.
The term Emphjrteusis first occurs in the Digest.

The Praedia Emphyteutica are also frequently men-
tioned in the Theodosian and Justinian Codes, but

they are distinguished from the agri vectigales.

Justinian, however, put the emphyteusis and the

ager vectigalis on the same footing ; and in the case
of an emphyteusis (whether the lessor was a com-
munity or an individual), the law was declared to be
the same as in the case of leases of town property.

This emphyteusis was not ownership : it was a jus

in re only, and the lessee is constantly distinguished

from the owner (dominus). Yet the occupier of the

ager vectigalis and the emphyteuta had a juristical

poasessio ; a kind of inconsistency, which is ex-

plained by Savigny, by showing that the ager vecti-

galis was formed on the analogy of the ager publi-

cus, and though there were many differences be-

tween them, there was nothing inconsistent in the

notion of possession, as applied to the public land,

being transferred to the ager vectigalis as a modified
form of the ager publicus.

Though the emphyteuta had not the ownership
»f the land, he had an almost unlimited right to the

ei.joyment of it, unless there were special agree-

ments limiting his right. He could sell his interest

in the land after giving notice to the owner, who
had the power of choosing whether he would buy
the land at the price which the purchaser was will-

ing to give. But the lessee could not sell his inter-

est to a person who was unable to maintain the

property in good condition. The lessee was bound
to pay all the public charges and burdens which
might fall on the land, to improve the property, or,

at least, not to deteriorate it, and to pay the rent

regularly. In case of the lessee's interest being
transferred to another, a fiftieth part of the price, or

of the value of the property, when the nature of the
transfer did not require a price to be fixed, was pay-
able to the owner on the admission of the emphy-
teuta, and which, as a general rule, was payable by
him. The heredes of the emphyteuta were not lia-

ble to such payment.
The origin of the Emphyteusis, as already stated,

was by contract with the owner and by tradition
;

or the owner might make an emphyteusis by his

iast will. It might also, perhaps, in certain cases,
be founded on prescription.

The right of the emphyteuta might cease in sev-
eral ways : by surrender to the dominus, or by dy-
ing without heirs, in which case the emphyteusis
reverted to the owner. He might also lose his right

by injuring the property, by non-payment of his rent

or the public burdens to which the land was liable,

by alienation without notice to the dominus, &c.
In buch cases the dominus could take legal measures
for recovering the possession.'

EMPrRICl {'EfincipiKoi), an ancient medical sect,

1. (Dig. 6, tit. 3. — Cod. 4, tit. 66.— Muhlenbruch, Doctrina
Paodectarum.—Savigny, Das Recbt deti Bfi^itzes, j>. W, &e., p.
WO —Mackeldey, Lehibuch, &c.)

E B S

SO called from the word ifineipia because they prt>

feased to derive their knowledge from experienu

only, and in this particular set themselves in oppt>-

sition to the Dogmatici. (Vid. Doomatici.) Sera-

pion of Alexandrea, and Philinus of Cos, are regard-

ed as the founders of this school, in the third cen-

tury B.C. The arguments by which the Dogmatici
supported their opinions, as summed up by Celsu»,^

are given under that head ; those of the Empirici
are thus stated by the same author :

" On the other

hand, those who, from experience, styled themselves

Empirici, admit, indeed, the evident causes as ne-

cessary, but affirm the inquiry after the occult

causes and natural actions to be fruitless, because
Nature is incomprehensible. And that these things

cannot be comprehended, appears from the contro-

versies among those who have treated concerning

them, there being ho agreement found here, either

am.ong the philosophers or physicians themselves
;

for why should one believe Hippocrates rather than
Herophilus'? or why him rather than Asclepiadesi
That if a man inclines to determine his judgment
by reasons assigned, the reasons of each of them
seem not improbable ; if by cures, all of them have
restored the diseased to health ; and, therefore, we
should not dsny credit either to the arguments or

to the authority of any of them. That even the

philosophers must be allowed to be the greatest

physicians, if reasoning could make them so ; where-
as it appears that they have abundance of words, and
very little skill in the art of healing. They say, also,

that the methods of practice differ according to the

nature of places ; thus one method is necessary at

Rome, another in Egypt, and another in Gaul. That
if the causes of distempers were the same in all pla-

ces, the same remedies ought to be used every-

where. That often, too, the causes are evident,

as, for instance, in a lippitude (or ophthalmia) or a
wound ; and, nevertheless, the method of cure does

not appear from them : that if the evident cause
does not suggest this knowledge, much less can the

other, which is itself obscure. Seeing, then, this

iast is uncertain and incomprehensible, it is much
better to seek relief from things certain and tried

;

that is, from such remedies as experience in the

method of curing has taught us, as is done in all

other arts ; for that neither a husbandman nor a pi-

lot is qualified for his business by reasoning, but

by practice. And t^.at these disquisitions have no
connexion with medicine, may be inferred from this

plain fact, that physicians, whose opinions in these

matters have been directly opposite to one another,

have, notwithstanding, equally restored their pa-

tients to health ; that their success was to bu as-

cribed to their having derived their methods of cure,

not from the occult causes or the natural actions,

about which they were divided, but from experi-

ments, according as they had succeeded in the course
of their practice. That medicine, even in its infan-

cy, was not deduced from these inquiries, but from
experiments : for of the sick who had no physicians,

some, from a keen appetite, had immediately taken
food in the first days of their illness, while others,

feeling a nausea, had abstained from it, and that the
disorder of those who had abstained was more alle-

viated ; also some, in the paroxysm of a fever, had
taken food, others a little before it came on, and
others after its remission ; and that it succeeded
best with those who had done it after the removal
of the fever : in the same manner, some used a full

diet in the beginning of a disease, others were ab-

stemious ; and that those grew worse who had eaten

plentifully. These and the like instances daily oc-

curring, that diligent men observed attentively what

1. (De Med., Pnef.}
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method generally answered best, and afterward be-

gan to prescribe the same to the sick. That this was
the rise of the art of medicine, which, by the frequent

recovery of some and the death of others, distin-

guishes what is pernicious from what is salutary

;

and that, when the remedies were found, men began
to discourse about the reasons of them. That med-
icine was not invented in consequence of their rea-

soning, but that theory was sought for after the dis-

covery of medicine. They ask, too, whether reason
prescribes the same as experience, or something
different : if the same, they infer it to be needless

;

if different, mischievous. That at first, however,
there was a necessity for examining remedies with
the greatest accuracy, but now they are sufficiently

ascertained; and that we neither meet with any
new kind of disease, nor want any new method of

cure. That if some unknown distemper should oc-

cur, the physician would not therefore be obliged to

have recourse to the occult things, but he would
presently see to what distemper it is most nearly

allied, and make trial of remedies like to those which
have often been successful in a similar malady, and
by the resemblance between them would find some
proper cure. For they do not affirm that judgment
is not necessary to a physician, and that an irra-

tional animal is capable of practising this art, but

that those conjectures which relate to the occult

things are of no use, because it is no matter what
causes, but what removes a distemper ; nor is it of

any importance in what manner the distribution is

performed, but what is easiest distributed : whether
concoction fails from this cause or that, or whether
it be properly a concoction, or only a distribution

;

nor are we to inquire how we breathe, but what re-

lieves a difficult and slow breathing ; nor what is

the cause of motion in the arteries, but what each
kind of motion indicates. That these things are

known by experience ; that in all disputes of this

kind a good deal may be said on both sides, and,

therefore, genius and eloquence obtain the victory in

the dispute ; but diseases are cured, not by eloquence,
but by remedies ; so that if a person without any
eloquence be well acquainted with those remedies
that have been discovered by practice, he will be a

much greater physician than one who has cultivated

his talent in speaking without experience. That
these things, however, which have been mentioned
are only idle ; but what remains is also cruel, to cut

open the abdomen and praccordia of living men, and
make that art, which presides over the health of

mankind, the instrument, not only of inflicting death,

but of doing it in the most horrid manner; especial-

ly if it be considered that some of those things

which are sought after with so much barbarity can-
not be known at all, and others may be known with-

out any cruelty ; for that the colour, smoothness,
softness, hardness, and such like, are not the same
in a wounded body as they were in a sound one

;

and, farther, because these qualities, even in bodies
that have suffered no external violence, are often

changed by fear, grief, hunger, indigestion, fatigue,

and a thousand other inconsiderable disorders,

which makes it much more probable that the inter-

nal parts, which are far more tender, and never ex-
posed to the light itself, are changed by the severest
wounds and mangling. And that nothing can be
more ridiculous than to imagine anything to be the
same in a dying man, nay, one already dead, as it is

in a living person ; for that the abdomen, indeed,

may be opened while a man breathes, but as soon
as the knife has reached the prajcordia, and the
transverse septum is cut, which, by a kind of mem-
brane, divides the upper from the lower parts (and
by the Greeks is called the diaphragm

—

diu^payfia),

the man immediately expires, and thus the prae-
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cordia and all the viscera never come to the Tien
of the butchering physician till the man is dead

;

and they must necessarily appear as those of a dead
person, and not as they were while he lived ; and
thus the physician gains only the opportunity of mur-
dering a man cruelly, and not of observing what are
the appearances of the viscera in a living person. If»

however, there can be anything which can be OiJ-

served in a person that yet breathes, chance often

throws it in the way of such as practise the healing
art ; for that sometimes a gladiator on Ihe stage, a
soldier in the field, or a traveller beset by robbers,

is so wounded that some internal part, different i>

different people, may be exposed to view ; and thus
a prudent physician finds their situation, position,

order, figure, and the other particulars he wants to

know, not by perpetrating murder, but by attempting
to give health ; and learns by compassion that which
others had discovered by horrid cruelty. That for

these reasons it is not necessary to lacerate even dead
bodies ; which, though not cruel, yet may be shock-
ing to the sight, since most things are different in

dead bodies ; and even the dressing ofwounds shows
all that can be discovered in the living."*

Such were the arguments by which they support-

ed their opinions in favour of experience, of which
they reckoned three sorts, viz. : Observation {Trjpri-

aig) or Autopsy (avTotJ^ia), History (IctTopia), and
Analogy, or the substitution of a similar thing (?/ tov
ouoiov fieTuSaatf), which they called " the Tripod of

Medicine" (Tr/vrpiKoda t^q iarpiK^g'). They gave the
name of Observation or Autopsy to that which had
been noticed by each individual for himself while
watching what took place in the course of an illness,

and was the result of his own remarks on the signs

and causes of the disease, and also on the result of
different modes of treatment. What they called

History was a collection of observations made by
others, and aftenvard put in writing. Analogy, or

the substitution of one thing for another, was what
they had recourse to when they had to treat a new
malady, and could not profit either by their own ex-

perience or that of others. In these and similar

cases they selected their plan of treatment, by com-
paring the unknown disease with that which most
resembled it. Their opinions may be found at great-

er length in Le Clerc's or Sprengel's History of Med-
icine. The latter remarks that "their principles

exhibit the most evident proofs of their great saga-

city and sound judgment, and that they were more
animated by the true genius of medicine than the

greater part of their predecessors, who had given

themselves up to vague theories." However, their

rejection of Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology as

useless studies, would, of course (at least in the

opinion of modern physicians), prevent their ever

attaining any higher rank than that of clever exper-

imentalists, though it must not be denied that ma
teria medica is indebted to them for the discovery o<

the properties of many valuable drugs.

Besides Philinus, the names of the following

physicians of this sect have been preserved : Seia-

pion, who is said by Celsus* to have been their

founder, Apollonius,* Glaucias,* Heraclides of Ta-
rentum,* Bacchius of Tanagra, Zeuxis,' Menodotus
of Nicomedia,* Theodas or Theudas of Laodicea,*

Sextus,'* Dionysius," Crito,'* Herodotus of Tarsus,

Saturninus," Callicles, Diodorus, Lycu3,'* ^schri-
on,^* Philippus, Marcellus, and Plinius Valerianus.

1. (Futvoye's translation.)— 2. {Galen, De Subfi^r. Empir.,

cap. 13, p. 68.)—3 (De Medic, in Praefat.)—4. (Ibid.)—5. (Ibid >

—6. (Ibid.)—7. (Galen, Comment, in Aphor. Hippocr., torn

xviii., p. 187, ed Kuhn.)—8. (Diop. Laert., ix., 12, sect. 7, *

116.)- 9. (Ibid.)—10. (Ibid.)— 11. (Galen, De Medicam., see;

locos, v., 7.)— 12. (Id., De Subfigur. Empir.)— 13. (Diog. L»
ert., 1. c.)— 14. (Galen, De Meth. Med., ii., 7, p. 142."—19. <U
Do Simpl. Medicam. Facult., xi., 24, p. 356.)
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I

With respect to Bacch' is, however, it should be

mentioned, that Kiihn* considers the passage in

Galen, which seems to class him among the Empir-

ici, to be corrupt. None of these have left any
works behind them except Sextus, Marcellus, and

Plinius Valerianus, a few of whose writings are

still extant. The sect existed a long time, as Mar-

cellus lived in the fourth century A.D. ; it appears

also to have maintained its reputation as long as its

members remained true to their original principles

;

end it was only when they began to substitute ig-

norant and indiscriminate experiments for rational

and philosophical observation that the word Empiric

sank into a term of reproach. A parallel has been
drawn between the worst part of the system of the

ancient Empirici and the modern Homoeopathists

by Franc. Ferd. Brisken, in an inaugural dissertation

entitled " Philinus et Hahnemannus, seu Veteris

Sectae Empiricae cum Hodierna Secta Homoeopa-
thica Comparatio," 8vo, Berol, 1834, p. 36.

*EMPIS {kfinli), a species of insect, often con-

founded with the Kuvu-ip, or Gnat. Schneider thinks

the term is more properly applicable to certain spe-

cies of Tipula. " The Tipula culiciformis," observes

Adams, " is very like the gnat ; it would, then, ap-

pear to correspond to the kfiivig of the Greeks."*
EMPOKICAI DICAI {kfinopiKoi diKai). {Vid.

Emporium.)
EMPO'RIUM {to sfinSpiov), a place for wholesale

trade in commodities carried by sea. The name is

sometimes applied to a seaport town, but it prop-

erly signifies only a particular place in such a town.

Thus Amphitryo says that he had looked for a per-

son,

" Apud emporium, atque in macello, in palastra atque

in foro,

In medicinis, in tonstrinis, apud omnis adis sa-

The word is derived from tfinopo^, which signifies

in Homer a person who sails as a passenger in a
ship belonging to another person ; but in later

writers it signifies the merchant or wholesale deal-

er, and differs from kcltxtjIoq, the retail dealer, in

that it is applied to the merchant who carries on
commerce with foreign countries, while the Kairr]-

Aof purchases his goods from the l/inopog, and retails

them in the market-place (v ov KanriXovg KaXovfiEv

Tovg Kpbg uvTjv TE Kal TTpuaiv dioKovovvrag, iSpv/xe-

vovg Ev uyop^, Tovg 6e TrXavrJTag km rug TroAcif EfXTzo-

povg*).

At Athens, it is said* that there were two kinds
of emporia, one for foreigners and the other for

natives ( ^evikov and ucttlkov ), but this appears
doubtful.' The emporium at Athens was under
the inspection of certain officers, who were elected

annually {ETrt/zE^r/Tol tov kfinopiov). {Vid. Epime-
LET^.)
EMTI ET VENDITI ACTIO. The seller has

an actio venditi, and the buyer has an actio emti,

upon the contract of sale and purchase. Both of
them are actiones directae, and their object is to

obtain the fulfilment of the obligations resulting
from the contract.

E'MTIO ET VENDI'TIO. The contract of buy-
mg and selling consists in the buyer agreeing to

g^.ve a certain sum of money to the seller, and the
seller agreeing to give to the buyer some certain

thing for his money. After the agreement is made,
the buyer is bound to pay his money, even if the

thing which is the object of purchase should be ac-

1. (Add'.wm. aJ Eleuch. Medicor. Veter. a Jo. A. Fabricio, in
Wol. Gri«.. xiii., Exhibitum, 4to, Lips., 1826.)— 2. (Aristot., II.

A., v., 1".—Adanis, Append., s. v.)—3. (Plaut., Amph., IV., i.,

4.—Compare Lir , xxxv., 10 ; xli., 27.)—4. (Od., ii., 319 ; xxiv.,
300.)— 5. (Plato, De Rep., ii., 12, p. 371.)—6. (Lex. Seg., p.
il)8.)—7. (Bijckh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 24.)

cidentally destroyed before it is delivered ; aud tbe
seller must deliver the thing with all its intennedi-

ate increase. The seller mi st also warrant a |ood
title to the purchase {vid. Evictio), and he must
also warrant that the thing has no concealed de-

fects, and that it has all the good qualities which
he (the seller) attributes to it. It was with a view
to check frauds in sales, and especially in the sales

of slaves, that the seller was obliged, by the edict

of the curule aediles {vid. Edictum), to inform the
buyer of the defects of any slave offered for sale :

" Qui mancipia vendunt, certiores faciant emtores

quod morhi vitiiquc" &c.* In reference to this

part of the law, in addition to the usual action ari-

sing from the contract, the buyer had against the

seller, according to the circumstances, an actio ex
stipulatu, redhibitoria, and quanti minoris. Horace,
in his Satires,* and in the beginning of the second
epistle of the second book, alludes to the precau-

tions to be taken by the buyer and seller of a slavo

ENCAUSTICA. {Vid. Pictura.)
ENCLE'MA {lyKlriiia). {Vid. Dice, p. 358.)

ENCTE'MA {lyKTTina). {Vid. Enctesis.)
ENCTE'SIS {lyKTTiaLg) was the right of possess-

ing landed property and houses {hyKTjjaig yf/g Kal

o'lKiag) in a foreign country, which was frequently

granted by one Greek state to another, or to separ-

ate individuals of another state.' 'Ey/cri^/zara were
such possessions in a foreign country, and are op-

posed by Demosthenes* to KTriiiara, possessions in

one's own country.* The term EytcT^fiara was also

applied to the landed property or houses which an
Athenian possessed in a different S^/iog from that

to which he belonged by birth, and, with respect tc

such property, he was called tyKEKTrjuivog : whence
we find Demosthenes* speaking of ol drjuorat. kcI gI

kyKEKTjjfiEvoi. For the right of holding property in

a dTjfxog to which he did not belong, he had to pay
such Srjuog a tax, which is mentioned in inscriplions

under the name of eykttjtikSv.''

ENCTE'TIKON {kyuTriTLKov). {Vid. En-ctesis.)

ENDEIXIS {IvdEL^ig) properly denotes a prose-

cution instituted against such persons as were al-

leged to have exercised rights or held offices while
labouring under a peculiar disqualification. Among
these are to be reckoned state debtors, who, during
their liability, sat in court as dicasts, or took any
other part in public life ; exiles, who had returned

clandestinely to Athens ; those that visited holy

places after a conviction for impiety {aat^Eia) ; and
all such as, having incurred a partial disfranchise-

ment {uTifica Kara npoaTo^Lv), presumed to exercise

their forbidden functions as before their cond- mna-
tion. Besides these, however, the same form of
action was available against the chairman of the

proedri {ETnaTurrig), who wrongly refused to take the
votes of the people in the assembly ;* against mal-
efactors, especially murderers (which Schomann
thinks was probably the course pursued when the
time for an apogoge had been suffered to elapse),

traitors, ambassadors accused of malversation,*
and persons who furnished supplies to the enemy
during war." The first step taken by the prosecu-
tor was to lay his information in writing, also called

ivdEi^ig, before the proper magistrate, who might be
the archon or king archon, or one of the thesmothe-
tae, according to the subject-matter of the informa-
tion ; but in the case of a malefactor {KaKovpyog)

being the accused person, the Eleven were the

officers applied to. {Vid. Eleven, The.) It then

became the duty of the magistrate to arrest or hold

1. (Dig. 21, tit. 1.)—2. (ii., 3, 286.)—3. (Demosth., De Cor^
p. 265, 7.—Bockh, Corp. Inacript., i., p. 725.)— 4. (De Halona^
p. 87, 7.)—5. (Valcken. ad Herod., v., 23-)—6. (c. Polycl., p
1208, 27.)— 7. (Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 3.)—

8

(Plato, Apol., p. 32, a.)—9. (Isocrat.,c. Callim., 11.)—10. (Ali«

toph., Equit., 278.—Andoc., De Reditu., 82.)
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to bt.ll tie person criminated, and take the usual

Bteps for bringing him to trial. There is great ob-

scurity as to the result of condemnation in a prose-

cution of this kind. Heraldus* ridicules the idea

that it was invariably a capital punishment. The
accuser, if unsuccessful, was responsible for bringing

a malicious charge (rpevdovc hdei^euc vnevdwog^).

E'NDROMIS {hdpo/iic), a thick, coarse blanket,

manufactured in Gaul, and called " endromis" be-

cause these who had been exercising in the stadium
{ev (^pofKj) threw it over them to obviate the effects

of sudden exposure when they were heated. Not-

withstanding its coarse and shaggy appearance, it

was worn on other occasions as a protection from
the cold by rich and fsishionable persons at Rome.'
Ladies also put on an endromis of a finer descrip-

tion {endromidas Tyrias*) when they partook, as

they sometimes did, of the exercises of the palaes-

tra. Moreover, boots (vid. Cothurnus) were called

hSpofiideg on account of the use of them in running.*

EN'DYMA (hdvfia). {Vid. Amictus.)
ENECH'YRA {kvexvpa). In private suits at

Athens, whether tried by a court of law or before

an arbitrator, whenever judgment was given against

a defendant, a certain period was at the same time

fixed (?) npodeofiia), before the expiration of which
\t was incumbent upon him to comply with the

verdict. In default of doing so he became vnepri-

fiepog, or over the day, as it was called, and the

plaintiff was privileged to seize upon {aTpaadai) his

goods and chattels as a security or compensation
for non-compliance.' The property thus taken was
called kvexvpa, and slaves were generally seized

before anything else.' This " taking in execution"

was usually left to the party who gained the suit,

and who, if he met with resistance in making a

seizure, had his remedy in a 6iKri t^ovXjjg ; if with
personal violence, in a Sikti ainicic-^ On one occa-

sion, indeed, we read of a public officer {vTnjpeTTjg

napu TTjg upxJjg) being taken to assist in, or, perhaps,

to be a witness of a seizure ; but this was in a case
where public interests were concerned, and conse-

quent upon a decision of the /3ovA^.' The same
oration gives an amusing account of what English-

men would consider a case of " assault and tres-

pass," committed by some plaintiffs in a defendant's

house, though the amount of damages which had
been given (^ KaraSiKTi) was, according to agree-

ment, lying at the bank {em ry TpaniCri), and there

awaiting their receipt.

It seems probable, though we are not aware of its

being expressly so stated, that goods thus seized

were publicly sold, and that the party from whom
they were taken could sue his opponent, perhaps by
a diKt] pXd6rig, for any surplus which might remain
afler all legal demands were satisfied. No seizure

of this sort could take place during several of the
religious festivals of the Athenians, such as the
Dionysia, the Lensea, &c. They were, in fact, dies

non in Athenian law."
ENG'YE {kyyvj]), bail or sureties, were in very

frequent requisition, both in the private and public

affairs of the Athenians. Private agreements, as,

for instance, to abide by the decision of arbitrators,"

or that the evidence resulting from the application

of torture to a slave should be conclusive,** were
corroborated by the parties reciprocally giving each

1. (Animadv. :n Salm., IV., ix., 10.)—2. (Herald., IV., ix., 13.

—Vid. Schamann, De Com., 175.—Att. Proc., 239.)—3. (Juv.,

in., 103.—Mart., iv., 19; xiy., 126.)—4. (Juv., vi., 246.)—5.

'Callira., Hymn. inDian., 16.—In Delum, 238.—Pollux, Onom.,
la., 155 ; vii., 93.—Brunck, Anal., iii., 206.)—6. (Demosth., c.

Meid., 540, 21.—Ulp., ad loc.— Vid. Aristoph., Nubes, 35.)—7.
(Athen., xiii., 612, c.)—8. (Demosth., c. Eucr?., 1153.)—9. (Id.,

B. Euerg., 1149.)—n. (Demosth., c. Meid., 518.—Hudfvalcker,
Diffit., p. 132.)— 11. (Demosth., c. Apatur., 892-899.)— 12. (De-
mosth., c. Pantajn., 978, 11 ^
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other sureties ; and the same took place generatty
in all money-lending or mercantile transactions,
and was invariably necessary when persons under-
took to farm tolls, taxes, or other public property.

In judicial matters, bail or sureties were provided
upon two occasions : first, when it was requisite
that it should be guarantied that the accused should
be forthcoming at the trial ; and, secondly, wheii
security was demanded for the satisfaction of the
award of the court In the first case, bail was very
generally required when the accused was other
than an Athenian citizen, whether the action were
public or private ; but if of that privileged clas.",

upon no other occasion except when proceeded
against by way of Apagoge, Endeixis, Ephegesis, oi

Eisangelia. Upon the last-mentioned form being
adoptee^ in a case of high treason, bail was not ac-
cepted. 1 he technical word for requiring bail of
an accused person is Kareyyvav, that for becoming
surety in such case, e^eyyvuadai. Surety of the
other kind was demanded at the beginning of a suit

upon two occasions only : first, when a citizen as-

serted the freedom of a person detained in slavery
by another ; and, secondly, when a litigant, who
had suffered judgment to go by default before the
arbitrator {diairriT^g), had recommenced his action
within the given time {/iTf ovaa diKv). After the
judgment, security of this kind was required in all

mercantile and some other private causes ; and
state debtors, who had been sentenced to remain iu

prison till they had acquitted themselves of their

liabilities, were, by a law of Timocrates,* allowed
to go at large if they could provide three sureties

that the money should be paid within a limited pe-
riod. If the principal in a contract made default,

the surety was bound to make it good, or, if he re-

fused to do so, might be attacked by an eyyvr/c iiKt),

if such action were brought within a twelvemonth
after the obligation was undertaken.' If, however,
a person accused in a public action by one of the
forms above mentioned failed to appear to take his

trial, his bail became liable to any punishment that

such person had incurred by contempt of court

;

and, consistently with this, it appears, from a pas-

sage in Xenophon,' that the law allowed the bail

to secure the person of the accused by private con-
finement.*

ErrXHS AIKH. {Vid. Engte.)
*EN'HYDRUS {evvdpog), in all probability the

Otter, or Lutra vulgaris. "Schneider makes the
hvdplg of Aristotle to be the same. Schneider and
Gesner agree that the Auto^ of the same Greek
writer must have been the same as the ewdpog, al-

though he wishes to distinguish them from one an-

other."* That the Mustela Lutra is the hviSpig ap-

pears evident from the Mosaic of Praeneste, accord-

ing to Sibthorp. One of the Romaic names of the

Otter, ISldpa, is very similar to the Polish Wydra.*
ENOI'KIOT AIKH {evoiKiov 6iKTj). An action

brought (like our trespass for mesne profits after a

successful action of ejectment) to recover the rents

withheld from the owner during the period of his

being kept out of possession. If the property re-

covered were not a house, but land (in the more
confined sense of the word), the action for rents

and profits was called Kapnov SiKjj. It seems, from
the language of the grammarians, that these actions

could be brought to try the title to the estate, as

well as for the above-mentioned purpose. Perhaps

both the tenement and the intermediate profits

might be recovered by one suit, but the proceeding

would be more hazardous, because a failure in one

1. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 712-716.)--2. (Demosth., c. Apa-

tur., 901, 10.)—3. (Ilel., i., 7, ^ 39.)—4. (Meier, Att. Process

515.)—5. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 7.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—

•

(Walpole's Memoirs, vol. i , p. 267.)
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part of the demand would involve the loss of the

whole cause. Thus the title of a party to the land

itself might have expired, as, for instance, where he
held under a lease for a term

;
yet he would be en-

titled to recover certain by-gone profits from one

who had dispossessed him. Therefore it is not im-

probable that the dUai Iv. and Kap. might, in prac-

tice, be confined to those cases where the rents and
profits only were the subject of claim. We are

told that if the defendant, after a judgment in one
of these actions, still refused to give satisfaction, an
ot>c.'3f iiKt] might be commenced against him, of

which the effect was, that the plaintiff obtained a

right to indemnify himself out of the whole property

of the defendant. Schijmann observes that this

was a circuitous proceeding, when the plaintiff

might take immediate steps to execution by means
of entry and ejectment. His conjecture, however,
•hat the ovciag diKij was in ancient times an impor-

tant advantage, when real property could not in the

first instance be taken in execution, is probably

not far from the truth, and is supported by analogy
*s the laws of other nations, which, being (in the in-

fancy of civilization) framed by the landowners
only, bear marks of a watchful jealousy of any en-

croachment upon their rights. He remarks, also,

that the giving to the party the choice between a

milder and a more stringent remedy, accords with
the general tenour and spirit of the Athenian laws.

We may add that our own law furnishes an illus-

traiion of this, viz., where a plaintiff has obtained

a judgment, he has the option of proceeding at once
to execution, or bringing an action on the judg-

ment ; though with us the latter measure is consid-

ered the more vexatious, as it increases the costs,

and is rendered less necessary by the facility with
which executions can be levied. At Athens the

i^ov?.ric 6lkij, as it was the ultimate and most effica-

cious remedy, drew with it also m^re penal conse-
quences, as explained under Embateia.^
ENOMOTIA. {Vid. Army, Greek, p. 98, 100.)

ENSIS. (,Vid. Gladihs.)
EN'TASIS {IvTaaiQ). The most ancient col-

umns now existing are remarkable for the extreme
diminution of the shall between its lower and upper
extremity, the sides of which, like those of an obe-

lifjk, converge immediately and regularly from the

base to the neck between two even lines ; a mode
of construction which is wanting in grace and ap-

parent solidity. To correct this, a swelling line,

called cn/asis,^ was given to the shaft, which seems

1 (Meier, At Proc., 7-19.)—2. (Vitruv., iii., 2.)

to have been the first step towards combining frtot
and grandeur in the Doric column.

The original form is represented by the figure oo
the left in the preceding woodcut, which is taken

from the great temple at Posid6nia (Paestum), whicb
is one of the most ancient temples now remaining

;

that on the right shows the entasis, and is from a
building of rather later construction in the same
city. Two other examples of the same style arc

still to be seen in Italy, one belonging to an ancieni

temple at Alba Fucinensis,* and the other at Rome,
on the sepulchre of C. Publicius.'

*EN'TOMA (Ivrofia), INSECTA, INSECTS
" Aristotle and Pliny used the terms ivrojia and tw.

secta respectively in the same sense in which the

latter is applied by Baron Cuvier and the naturalists

of the present day, and did not include the Cmata-
cea in this class of animals, as was done by Lin-

nseus with singular want of judgment. The met-

amorphosis of insects is coiTectly described by The-
ophrastus, kii Kufiizrig yup xP'^'^oTJu^^ ^i-"^ ^i^ ravrriQ if

ipvxv- By Kufimi is evidently meant here the Larva

or Eruca, L., and by ;jfpraa/lA<V, the Chrysalis or

Pupa, L. : the -ilivxv is the Imago, L."'

EPANGEL'IA {hTrayyelia). If a citizen of Ath-

ens had incurred urifiia, the privilege of taking part

or speaking in the public assembly was forfeited.

(Vid. Atimia.) But as it sometimes might happen

that a person, though not formally declared urifiog,

had committed such crimes as would, on accusa-

tion, draw upon him this punishment, it was, of

course, desirable that such individuals, like real

uTLfioi, should be excluded from the exercise of the

rights of citizens. Whenever, therefore, such a

person ventured to speak in the assembly, any
Athenian citizen had the right to come forward in

the assembly itself,* and demand of him to estab-

lish his right to speak by a trial or examination of

his conduct {doKifiacia tov fSiov), and this demand,
denouncement, or threat, was called £nayye2.[a, or

ETtayyeTila doKijiamag. The impeached individual

was then compelled to desist from speaking, and to

submit to a scrutiny into his conduct,* and if he

was convicted, a formal declaration of unpo fol-

lowed.
Some writers have confounded the knayye?.ia

with SoKLfiaaLa, and considered the two words as

synonymes ; but from the statements made above, it

is evident that the SoKifiaala is the actual trial, while

the hnayyelia is only the threat to subject a man to

the doKifiaaia : hence the expression iiTayyiX?^£iv

SoKifiaaiav* Other writers, such as Harpoiration

and Suidas, do not sufficiently distinguish between
ETzayyella and hdet^ig : the latter is an accusation

against persons who, though they had been declared

uTifioi, nevertheless venture to assume the rights

of citizens in the public assembly, whereas enayy-
ella applied only to those who had not yet been
convicted of the crime laid to their charge, but were
only threatened with an accusation for the first

time.' Wachsmuth* seems to be inclined to con-

sider the pTfTopiKT/ ypa<p^ to be connected or identi-

cal with the i:'!iayyei.ia ; but the former, according to

the definitions of Photius and Suidas, was in real-

ity quite a different thing, inasmuch as it was in-

tended to prevent orators from saying or doing un-

lawful things in the assembly where they had a right

to come forward ; whereas the iizayyeXia was a de •

nunciation, or a promise to prove that the oratot

had no right at all to speak in the assembly.

EP'ARITOI {ETTupiToi), a select corps of Arca-

1. (Piranc«i, Magtiif. de' Rom., tav. 31, fig. 0.)—2. (Ilnd., fif

'.)—3. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (JSschin., c. Timarch., p.

104.)—5. (Pollux, Onom., -riii., 43.—Suidas, s. v. iirayj-tA/o.)—

6. (SchSmann, De Comit., p. 232, note 8, transl.)—7. (Meira,

Att. Proc., p. 210.—Schomann, De Comit ., p. 232, note 7, tranal.)

—8. (Hellen. Altert b.. i., l,p. 294.)
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Sian troops, who appear to have been held in high

estimation by their countrymen.*

EPAU'LIA. {Vid. Marriagk, Greek.)
EPEUNACTAI {knEwaKTat) were a class of cit-

izens at Sparta, who are said to have been the off-

epring of slaves and the widows of Spartan citi-

Eens. Theopompus tells us' that in the Messenian

war, in consequence of the great losses which they

sustained, the Spartans married the widows of those

who were slain to Helots, and that these Helots were
admitted to the citizenship under the name of lirev-

vaKTai. Diodorus^ also calls the partisans of Pha-

ianthus inEVvaKrai. {Vid. PARTHENi.ii.)*

EPHEBE'UM. {Vid. Gymnasium.)
EPHE'BUS {e<j>Ti6og) was the name of Athenian

youths after they had attained the age of 18.»

The state of £<j>ri6eca lasted for two years, till the

young men had attained the age of 20, when they

became men, and were admitted to share all the

rights and duties of a citizen, for which the law did

not prescribe a more advanced age. That the

young men, when they became E(t>i]6oi, did not re-

ceive all the privileges of full citizens, is admitted

on all hands ; but from the assertion of Pollux and
Harpocration, who state that their names were not

entered in the lexiarchic registers until they had
completed their 20th year, that is to say, until they

had gone through the period of t<pT]6£ia, it would
seem that they were not looked upon as citizens as

long as they were ^rjBoc, and that, consequently,

they enjoyed none of the privileges of full citizens.

But we have sufficient ground for believing that the

names of young men, at the time they became e^j?-

6oL, were entered as citizens in the lexiarchic regis-

ters, for I-ycurgus* uses the expressions iftjSov

yiyvEaOat. and el^ to Xrj^iapxiKOv jpafifiarsTov kyypa-

<peadat as synonymous. The statement of Harpo-
cration and Photius is therefore probably nothing

but a false inference from the fact, that young men,
befoie the completion of their 20th year, were not

allowed to take an active part in the public assem-
bly ; or it may be that it arose out of the law which,

as Schomann' interprets it, prescribed that no Athe-

nian should be enrolled in the lexiarchic registers

before the attainment of the 18th, or after the

completion of the 20th year. {Vid. Docimasia.)

From the oration of Demosthenes against Aphobus,*

we see that some of the privileges of citizens were
conferred upon young men on becoming 16j}6oi :

Demosthenes himself, at the age of 18, entered upon
his patrimony, and brought an action against his

guardians ; one Mantitheus' relates that he mar-
ried at the age of 18; and these facts are stated in

such a manner that we must infer that their occur-

rence had nothing extraordinary, but were in ac-

cordance with the usual custom
Before a youth was enrolled among the ephebi,

he had to undergo a doKL/iaaia, It.e object of which
was partly to ascertain whether he was the son of
Athenian citizens, or adopted by a citizen, and part-

ly whether his body was sufficiently developed and
strong to undergo the duties which now devolved
upon hiin." Schomann" believes that this doKifiaaia

only applied to orphans, but Aristophanes and Plato
mention it in such a general way, that there seems
to be no ground for such a supposition. After the

1. (Xen., Ilell., vii., 4, « 22, 33, 34 ; 5, ^ 3.—Mem. de I'Acad.
des Insciip., xxxii., p. 234.—Hesych., s. v. 'E-updjjroi (read
'EffapiroO-—Clinton, Fast. Hell., ii., p. 419, note m.—Wach-
^uth, i., 2, p. 294.)—2. (Athen., vii., p. 271, d.)— 3. (Mai,
Kxc. Vat., IV 10.)—4. (Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, i., p. 353.—
MOUer, Dor., iii., 3, >) 5.)—5. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 105.—Harpo-
•irat., s. V. 'Er(Ai£r« 'H6»)o-ai.)—6. (c. Leocrat., p. 189.)—7.

(De Oomit., p. 71, transl.)—8. (p. 814, <fec.—Compare c. One-
tor., p. 868.)—9. (Demosth., c. Boeot. de Dote, p. 1009.)—10.
Aristo 'li., Vesp., 533, with the schol.—Deraosth., c. Onetor., p.
863.—Xen., De Rep. .Vth., c. 3, ^ 4.— Plato, Crito, p. 51, with
Stallbaum'8 note, p. 174, Eiig. transl.)—11. (1. c.)
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ioKifiaota, tne young men received in Iho assembly
a shield and a lance ;^ but those whose fathers had
fallen in the defence of their coui.try received a com-
plete suit of armour in the theatre.* It seems to
have been on this occasion that the ItpijSoi took aa
oath in the Temple of Artemis Aglauros,' by which
they pledged themselves never to disgrace theil

arms or to desert their comrades ; to fight to the
last in the defence of their country, its altars and
hearths ; to leave their country, nc t in a worse, but
in a better state than they found it . to obey the
magistrates and the laws ; to resist all attempts to

subvert the institutions of Attica, and finally to re-

spect the religion of their forefathers. This solem-
nity took place towards the close of the year {h
apxaipEaiaig), and the festive season bore the name
of E^y6ia.* The external distinction of the l<j)r)6oi

consisted in the x^^^f^^C and the Tri-raffof.*

During the two years of the ^i^Ssta, which may
be considered as a kind of apprenticeship in arms,
and in which the young men prepared themselves
for the higher duties of full citizens, they were gen-
erally sent into the country, under the name of n-e

pinoioi, to keep watch in the towns and fortresses,

on the coast and frontier, and to perform other du
ties which might be necessary for the protection of
Attica.*

EPHEGE'SIS {E^riynatq) denotes the method of

proceeding against such criminals as were liable to

be summarily arrested by a private citizen Qiid.

Apagoge) when the prosecutor was unwilling to

expose himself to personal risk in apprehending the
offender.' Under these circumstances, he made an
application to the proper magistrate, as, for instance,

to one of the Eleven, if it were a case of burglary or

robbery attended with murder,* and conducted him
and his officers to the spot where the capture was
to be effected. With respect to the forms and other
incidents of the ensuing trial, we have no Informa-
tion ; in all probability they differed but little, if at

all, from those of an apagoge.'
*EPHE'MERON {kf^fispov), I. a plant, the same

with the Colchicum autumnale, or Meadow Saffron.

Such, at least, is the E<p^/xEpov of Theophrastus*' and
Nicander." " Dioscorides" also gives it as one of
the synonymes of his koIxi-kov. But in the follow-

ing chapter he describes the properties of another

EfTJixEpov, which it is more difficult to determine.
Sprengel inclines to the Convallaria verticillata."^^

*II. The Ephemera, L., or May-fly. " The name
of Ephemera has been given to the insects so called,

in consequence of the short duration of their lives,

when they have acquired their final form. There
are some of them which never see the sun ; they
are born after he is set, and die before he reappears
on the horizon."^*

EPHES'IA {'E<j>iaiM), a great panegyris of the lo-

nians at Ephesus, the ancient capital of the lonians
in Asia. It was held every year, and had, like all

panegyreis, a twofold character, that of a bond of
political union among the Greeks of the Ionian race,

and that of a common worship of the Ephesian Ar-
temis.'* The Ephesia continued to be held in the
time of Thucydides and Strabo, and the former
compares it" to the ancient panegyris of Delos {vid.

Delia), where a great number of the lonians a»-

1. (Aristot., ap. llarpocrat., s. V. Aoici/zacrm.)—2. {.Slschin., o.

Ctes., p. 75, ed. Steph.—Plato, Menex., p. 249, with StallbaumVi
note.)—3. (Deniosth., De Fals. Leg., 438.—Pollux, Onom., viii.,

106.)—4. (Isaeus, De Apollod., c. 28.—Deniosth., c. Luochar., p.
1092.)—5. (Henisterhuis ad Polluc., x., 164.)—6. (Pollux, Onom.,
viii., 106.—Photius, s. v. TlcphoXos-—Plato, De Leg., vi., 760, c.)

—7. (Demosth.,c. Androt.. p. 601.)—8. (Meier, Att. Proc.,p.76.)
—9. (Meier, Att. Proc., p. 146.)— 10. (H.P.,ix., 16.)—11. (Alex.,

250.)— 12. (iv. 84.)—13. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—14. (Griffith'!

Cuvier, xv., p. 313.)—15. (Dionys. Hal., Antiq. Rom., iv., p. 2S9,
ed. Sylburg.—Strabo, xiv., 1, p. 174, ed. Tauchuit? )—16. (lii,

104.)
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lembled with their wives and children. Respect-

ing the particulars of its celebration, we only know
that It was accompanied with much mirth and feast-

ing, and that mystical sacrifices were offered to the

Ephesian goddess.' That games and contests form-

ed, likewise, a chief part of the solemnities, is clear

from Hesychius,* who calls the Ephesia an ayuv

From the manner in which Thucydides and Stra-

b(( speak of the Ephesia, it seems that it was only

a panegyris of some lonians, perhaps of those who
lived in Ephesus itself and its vicinity. Thucydides

seems to indicate this by comparing it with the De-

lian panegyris, which likewise consisted only of the

lonians of the islands near Delos ; and Strabo, who
calls the great national panegyris of all the lonians

in the Panionium the kqivtj iravriyvpiq tuv 'luvuv,

applies to the Ephesia simply the name navrjyvpic.

It may, however, have existed ever since the time

when Ephesus was the head of the Ionian colonies

in Asia.

EPH'ESIS. (Vid. Appellatio, Greek.)
EPHESTRIS {tipEaTfdi) was a name applied to

any outer garment, and is used as equivalent to the

IfiuTiov and chlamys.*
EPH'ETAE('E.^^rai). The judges so called at

Athens were fifty-one in number, selected from no-

ble families {upiaTivdrjv alpedivrec), and more than

fifty years of age. They formed a tribunal of great

antiquity, so much so, indeed, that Pollux* ascribed

their institution to Draco ; moreover, if we can de-

pend upon the authority of Plutarch," one of Solon's

laws (u^ovec) speaks of the courts of the Ephetae

and Areiopagus as coexistent before the time of

that legislator. Again, as we are told by Pollux,'

the Ephetffi formerly sat in one or other of five

courts, according to the nature of the causes they

had to try. In historical times, however, they sat

in four only, called, respectively, t^e court by the

Palladium {to knt llaA/larficj), by the Delphinium {to

km Ac/l^tvio), by the Prytaneium {to ettI UpvTaveLu),

and the court at Phreatto or Zea {to kv ^peaTToi^).

At the first of these courts they tried cases of unin-

tentional, at the second of intentional, but justifia-

ble homicide, such as slaying another in self-de-

fence, taking the life of an adulterer, killing a tyrant

or a nightly robber.' At the Prytaneium, by a
strange custom, somewhat analogous to the impo-

sition of a deodand, they passed sentence upon the

instrument of murder when the perpetrator of the

act was not known. In the court at Phreatto, on
the seashore at the Peirajus, they tried such per-

sons as were charged with wilful murder during

a temporary exile for unintentional homicide. In

oases of this sort, a defendant pleaded his cause on
board ship (t?/? y^c //^ uTTTOfievog), the judges sitting

close by him on shore." Now we know that the

jurisdiction in cases of wilful murder was, by So-

lon's laws, intrusted to the court of the Areiopagus,

which is mentioned by Demosthenes" in connexion
with the four courts in which the Ephetae sat.

Moreover, Draco, in his Qeafiol, spoke of the Ephe-

ta only, though the jurisdiction of the Areiopagus in

cases of murder is admitted to have been of great

antiquity. Hence Miilier'* conjectures that the court

of the Areiopagus wafcanciently included in the five

courts of the Ephetae, and infers, moreover, the ear-

ly existence of a senate at Athens, resembling the

Gerousia at Sparta, and invested with the jurisdic-

l (Strabo, 1 c.)—2. (». v.y—3. (Compare Paus., vii., 2, ^ 4.

—

MUllcr, Dor., ii., 9, t) 8.—BSckli., Corp. Inscript., ii., n. 2909.)—

i. (Xen., Symp., iv., 38.—Lucian, Dial. Meretr., 9, vol. iii., p.

Ml, ed. Reitz.—Dial. Mort., 10, ^ 4, vol. i., p. 366.—Contempl.,
14, n 509.—Becker, Charikles, ii., p. 358.)—5. (viii., 125.)—«.
(Solon., c. 190—7. (Pollux, Onom., 1. c.)—8. (Wachsmuth, II.,

I., p. 321 )—9. (Plato, Leg., ix., p. 874.)—10. (Domosih., c. Aris-

tocr , p 644.)—11. (1. c.)—12. (Eumenid.. « 65.)

tion in cases cf hom'cide.' The name ol 'KpetA
given to the membeis of this councd was, as b«
conceives, rather derived from their granting a li-

cense to avenge blood {ol idnuai r^J av6po<pdu(f} top

uvdpTiMrnv) than from their being appealed to, or
from the transfer to them of a jurisdiction which,
before the time of Draco, had belonged to the kings.*

If this hypothesis be true, it becomes a question,

Why and when was this separation of the courts
made 1 On this subject Muller adds, that when
an act of homicide was not punished by death or

perpetual banishment, the perpetrator had to re-

ceive expiation. (Krd. Banishment, Greek.) Now
the atonement for blood, and the purification of a
shedder of blood, came under the sacred law of
Athens, the knowledge of which was confined to

the old nobility, even after they had lost their polit-

ical power. {Vid. Exegetai.) Consequently, the
administration of the rites of expiation could not be
taken away from them, and none but an aristocrat-

ical court like that of the Ephetae would be compe-
tent to grant permission of expiation for homicide,

and to preside over the ceremonies connected with
it. Accordingly, that court retained the right of de-

cision in actions for manslaughter, in which a tem-
porary flight was followed by expiation, and also in

cases of justifiable homicide, whether from the sim-
ilarity of the latter (as regards the guilt of the per-

petrator) to acts of accidental homicide, or as re-

quiring a like expiation.* For acts of wilful mur-
der, on the other hand, the punishment was eithei

death or ueidvyia, and, therefore, no expiation {ku-

dapaic) was connected with the administration of

justice in such cases, so that there could be no ob-

jection against their being tried by the court of tne

Areiopagus, though its members did not of necessity
belong to the old aristocracy.

Such, briefly, are the reasons which Muller alle-

ges in support of this hypothesis ; and if they art-

valid there can be little doubt that the separation

alluded to was effected when the Athenian nobility

lost their supremacy in the state, and a timocracy
or aristocracy of wealth was substituted for an ar-

istocracy of birth. This, as is well known, happen-
ed in the time of Solon.

Lastly, we may remark, that the comparatively
unimportant and antiquated duties of the Ephetae
sufficiently explain the statement in Pollux,* that

their court gradually lost all respect, and became at

last an object of ridicule.

EPHI'PPIUM {uaTpdSr], i^imTiov, e(j)imr£Lov), a

Saddle. Although the Greeks occasionally rode
without any saddle (inl tpcXov Iwirov^), yet thej :;om-

monly used one, and from them the name, together

with the thing, was borrowed by the Romans.* It

has, indeed, been asserted, that the use of saddles

was unknown until the fourth century of our era.

But Ginzrot, in his valuable work on the history of
carriages,' has shown, both from the general prac-

tice of the Egyptians and other Oriental nations,

from the pictures preserved on the walls of houses
at Herculaneum, and from the expressions employ-
ed by J. Caesar and other authors, that the term
"ephippium" denoted not a mere horsecloth, a skin,

or a flexible covering of any kind, but a saddle-tree,

or frame of wood, which, after being filled with a
stuffing of wool or cloth, was covered with softer

materials, and fastened by means of a girth [cmgu-
lum, zona) upon the back of the animal. The an-

cient saddles appear, indeed, to have been thus fer

different from ours, that the cover stretched upon
the hard frame was probably of stuffed or padded

1. (Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, ii., p. 41.)—2. (Pollux, 1. c.)—
3. (Plato, Leg., ii., p. 864 and 875.)—4. (1. c.)—5. (Xen., De Rt
Equest., vii., 5.)—6. (Varro, De Re Rust., ii., 7.—Caesar, B. G^
iv., 2.-Hor., Epist., i , 14, 43.— Gellius, v., 5.)—7. (vol ii., «
2fi.)
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jlotb rather tlian leather, and that the saddle w&s,

as i( were, a cushion fitted to the horse's back.

Pendent cloths (arpupara, strata) were always at-

tached to it, so as to cover the sides of the animal;

but it was not provided with stirrups. As a substi-

tute for the use of stiirups, the horses, more partic-

ularly in Spain, were taught to kneel at the word of

command, when their riders wished to mount them.

{Vid. the annexed figure from an antique lamp found

at Herculaneum, and compare Strabo, III., i., p. 436,

ed Sieb. ; and Silius Italicus, x., 465.)

The cloths, which were either spread over the

saddle or hung from it on each side, were often

dyed with different colours (" Jam purpura vestiat

armos ;"^ ephippia fucata^), and were sometimes
rendered still more ornamental by the addition of

fringes.

The term " Ephippium" was in later times in

part supplanted by tlie word " sella," and the more
specific expression "sella equestris."

EPHORI ('E(^opoO- Magistrates called 'E^pot
or overseers were common to many Dorian consti-

tutions in times of remote antiquity. Cyrene and
the mother state of Thera may be mentioned as ex-

amples : the latter colonized from Laconia in early

ages, and where, as we are told, the ephors were
kTzuvvfioL, i. e., gave their name to their year of of-

fice.* The ephoralty at Sparta is classed by Herod-
otus* among the institutions of Lycurgus. Since,

however, the ephori are not mentioned in the oracle

vphich contains a general outline of the constitution

ascribed to him,* we may infer that no new powers
were given to them by that legislator, or in the age
of which he may be considered the representative.

Another -iccount refers the institution of the Spar-
tan epho;alty to Theopon.pus (B.C. 770-720), who
is said to have founded this office with a view of
limiting the authority of the kings, and to have jus-

tified the innovation by remarking that " he handed
down the royal power to his descendants more du-

rable, because he had diminished it.'" The incon-

ristency of these accounts is still farther complica-

ted by a speech of Cleomenes the Third, who^ is

represented to have stated that the ephors were

1. (CUud., Epigr., x., 36.)— 2. (Apul., De Deo Socr.)—3.
(Heracl Pint., 4.)—4. (i., 65.)-5. (Plutarch, I.ycurgf., 6.)—6.

( A.ri»to:., Polit., v., 9.)—7. (Plutarch. Cleom., 10.)
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originally appointed by the kings, to act tor them m
a judicial capacity (irpoc to Kpiveiv) during their ab-

sence from Sparta in the first Messenian war, and
that it was only by gradual usurpations that these
new magistrates had made themselves paramount
even over the kings themselves. Now, according
to some authorities,' Polydorus, the colleague of
Theopompus, and one of the kings under whom the
first Messenian war (B.C. 743-723) was completed,
appropriated a part of the conquered Messenian ter-

ritory to the augmentation of the number of porticns

of land possessed by the Spartans—an augmenta-
tion which implies an increase in the number of
Spartan citizens. But the ephors, as we shall see
hereafter, were the representatives of the whole na-

tion ; and, therefore, if in the reign of Theopompus
the franchise at Sparta was extended to a new class

of citizens, who, nevertheless, were not placed on
an equality with the old ones {vno/iEwveg), the eph-
ors would thenceforward stand in a new position

with respect to the kings, and the councillors {ol

yepovreg) who were elected from the higher class.

Moreover, it is not improbable that, during the ab-

sence of the kings, the ephors usurped, or had con-
ferred upon them, powers which did not originally

belong to them ; so that, from both these causes,

their authority may have been so far altered as to

lead to the opinion that the creation of the office,

and not merely an extension of its powers, took
place during the reign of Theopompus. Again, as
Mr. Thirlwall observes, " if the extension of the
ephoralty was connected with the admission of an
inferior class of citizens to the franchise, the com-
parison which Cicero" draws between the ephoralty

and the Roman tribunate would be more applicable

than he himself suspected, and would throw a light

on the seeming contradiction of the ephors being

all-powerful, though the class which they more
especially represented enjoyed only a limited fran-

chise."* But, after all, the various accounts which
we have been considering merely show how differ

ent were the opinions, and how little historical the

statements, about the origin of the ephoralty.*

We shall therefore proceed to investigate the
functions and authorities of the ephors in historical

times, after first observing that their office, consid-

ered as a counterpoise to the kings and council,

and in that respect peculiar to Sparta alone of the

Dorian states, would have been altogether incon-

sistent with the constitution of Lycurgus, and that

their gradual usurpations and encroachments were
facilitated by the vague and indefinite nature of

their duties. Their number, five, appears to have
been always the same, and was probably connected
with the five divisions of the town of Sparta, name-
ly, the four Kufiai, Limnas, Mesoa, Pitana, Cynqsu-
ra, and the ILoXic, or city properly so called, around
which the KUfiai lay.* They were elected from a ad
by the people {e^ uTrdvruv), without any qualificati.\n

of age or property, and without undergoing ai>y

scrutiny (ol tvxovtec) ; so tiiat, as Aristotle re

marks,* the drj/iog enjoyed through them a partici

pation in the highest magistracy of the state. The
precise mode of their election is not known, but

Aristotle' speaks of it as being very puerile ; and
Plato* describes their office as kyyvg ttjc KTirfpur^i

6vv(i/xeug, words which may apply to a want of a

directing and discriminating principle in the elect-

ors, without of necessity implying an election by
lot. They entered upon office at the autumnal sol-

stice, and the first in rank of the five gave his name

1. (Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, i., p. 353.)—2. (De Le^., iii., 7,-

De Rep., ii., 33.)—3. (Hist, of Greece, f., 356.)—4. (Miiller, Do
rians, iii., c. 7 ; and vid. Clinton, Fast Hell., i., Appendix 6.)—
5. (Philolog. Museum, li., p. 62)—6. 'Polit, \\. 7.)—7. (I.e.'.

—8. (Leg., iii., p. 692.)
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to Uie year, which was called after him in all civil

transactions.' Their meetings were held in the

public building called upx^ov, which in some re-

spects resembled the Prj-taneium at Athens, as be-

ing the place where foreigners and ambassadors
were entertained, and where, moreover, the ephors

look their meals together.*

The ephors also possessed judicial authority, on
which subject Aristotle' remarks that they decided

in civil suits {diKuc tuv avfiGoXaiuv), and generally

in actions of great importance {Kpiaeuv fieyu'kuv kv-

oun*) : whereas the council presided over capital

crimes {SiKot <^oviKal). In this arrangement we see

an exemplification of a practice common to many
of the ancient Greek states, according to which a

criminal jurisdiction was given to courts of aristo-

cratic composition, while civil actions were decided

by popular tribunals. (Compare Ephetae and Arei-
oPAiius.) But with this civil jurisdiction was uni-

ted a censorial authority, such as was possessed by
the ephors at Cyrene : for example, the ephors pun-

ished a man for having brought money into the

state,* and others for indolence.* We are told, also,

that they inspected the clothing and the bedding of
the young men.'' Moreover, something like a su-

perintendence over the laws and their execution is

implied in the language of the edict, which they
published on entering upon their office, ordering the

citizens " to shave the upper lip (jivaraKa), i. e., to

be submissive, and to obey the laws." Now the

symbolical and archaic character of this expression

seems to prove that the ephors exercised such a

general superintendence from very early times, and
there car. be no doubt " that, in the hands of able

men> it would alone prove an instrument of unhm-
ited power."*

Their jurisdiction and power were still farther in-

creased by the privilege of instituting scrutinies {ev-

fiwai) into the conduct of all the magistrates, on
which Aristotle' observes that it was a very great

gift to the ephoralty {tovto 6e ry ifopeia fieya "kiav

T(5 dupov). Nor were they obliged to wait till a
magistrate had completed his term of office, since,

even before its termination, they might exercise the
privilege of deposition.'" Even the kings themselves
could be brought before their tribunal (as Cleom-
enes was for bribery, Jupodo/ci'a"), though they were
not obliged to answer a summons to appear there

till it had been repeated three times." In extreme
cases, the ephors were also competent to lay an ac-

cusation against the kings as well as the other ma-
gistrates, and bring them to a capital trial before

the great court of justice." If they sat as judges
themselves, they were only able, according to Miil-

ler, to impose a fine, and compel immediate pay-

ment ; but they were not in any case, great as was
their judicial authority, bound by a written code of
laws.**

In later times the power of the ephors was great-

ly increased ; and this increase appears to have
been principally owing to the fact that they put

themselves in connexion with the assembly of the

people, convened its meetings, laid measures before

it, and were constituted its agents and representa-

tives." When this connexion arose is matter of
conjecture ; some refer the origin of it to Astero-

pus, one of the first ephors to whom the extension

of the powers of the ephoralty is ascribed, and who
is said to have lived many years after the time of

TLeopompus, probably about B.C. 560. That it was

1 (MuUer, Dor., iii., 7, (i 7.)—2. (Pausan., iii., 11. 2.)—3.

(Polit., in.; 1.^—4. (Polit., ii., 6.)—5. (Plut., Lysan.,- 19.)—6.
(Schol. iu ITiacyd., i., 84.)—7. (AthensBus, xii., 550.)—8. (Thirl-

waH, Hist, of Greece, i., 355.)—9. (Polit., ii., 6, 17.)—10. (Xen.,
DeRep. Lac, viii., 4.)— 11. (Ilerod., vi., 82.)— 12. (Plut., Cle-
om., 10.)— 13. (Xen., I.e. -Herod., vi.,85.)—14. (Arisiot., Polit.,

a.. 6, le )—i!>. (Mullcr, Dorians, ii., 125, tran»i.)

not known in early times appears from Ca:, ciicmn
stance that the two ordinances of the oracl'3 at Del-
phi, which regulated the assembly of the people,

made no mention of the functions c f the ephors *

It is clear, however, that the power which such a
connexion gave, would, more than anything else,

enable them to encroach on the royal authority, and
make themselves virtually supreme in the state.

Accordingly, we find that they transacted business
with foreign ambassadors;' dismissed them from
the state ;^ decided upon the government of de-

pendant cities ;* subscribed in the presence of other

persons to treaties of peace;* and in time of war
sent out troops when they thought necessary.' In

all these capacities the ephors acted as the repre-

sentatives of the nation and the agents of the pub
lie assembly, being, in fact, the executive of the

state. Their authority in this respect is farther il-

lustrated by the fact that, after a declaration of war,
" they intrusted the army to the king or some other
general, who received from them instructions how
to act, sent back to them for fresh instructions,

were restrained by them through the attendance «»»

extraordinary plenipotentiaries, were recalled by
means of the scytale, summoned before a judicid.

tribunal, and their first duty after return was to visit

the office of the ephors.'" Another striking proof
of this representative character is given by Xeno-
phon,* who informs us that the ephors, acting on
behalf of the state {vKep Tfjg Tzoleug), received from
the kings every month an oath, by which the latter

bound themselves to rule according to law ; and
that, in return for this, the state engaged, through
the ephors, to maintain unshaken the authority of
the kings if they adhered to their oath.

It has been said that the ephors encroached upon
the royal authority ; in course of time the kings be-

came completely under their control. For example,
they fined Agesilaus' on the vague charge of trying

to make himself popular, and interfered even with
the domestic arrangements of other kings ; more-
over, as we are told by Thucydides," they could
even imprison the kings, as they did Pausanias.
We know, also, that in the field the kings were fol-

lowed by two ephors, who belonged to the council

of war ; the three who remained at home received
the booty in charge, and paid it into the treasury,

which was under the superintendence of the whole
College of Five. But the ephors had still another
prerogative, based on a religious foundation, which
enabled them to effect a temporary deposition of the
kings. Once in eight years {6i' kruv hvia), as we
are told, they chose a calm and cloudless nigiit to

observe the heavens, and if there was any appear-

ance of a falling meteor, it was believed to be a sign
that the gods were displeased with the kings, who
were accordingly suspended from their functions

until an oracle allowed of their restoration." The
outward symbols of supreme authority also were as-

sumed by the ephors, and they alone kept their

seats while the kings passed ; whereas it was not
considered below the dignity of the kings to rise in

honour of the ephors."

The position which, as we have shown, the ephors
occupied at Sparta, will explain and justify the state- ^
ment of Miiller, "that the ephoralty was the moving''
element, the principle of change in the Spartan con-

stitution, and, in the end, the cause of its dissolu-

tion." In confirmation of this opinion we may cite

the authority of Aristotle, who observes, that from
the excessive and absolute power (horvpawoc) of

1. (Thirlwall, i., 356.)—2. (Ilerod., ix., 8.)—3. (Ken., HeU,
ii., 13, 19.)—4. (Xen., Hell., iii., 4, 3 )—5. (Thucyd., v., 19, 24

J

—6. (Herod., i.x., 7, 10.)—7. (MiiPer, Dor., ii., 127. tionsl.)-*

(De Repub. Lacon., xv.)—9. (Plutarch, Ages., 2, 5.)-10. (»

131.)—11. (Plut.. Aifis, 11.)— 12. (Xen., Repub. Lfcoi., xO
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the ephors, the kings were obliged to court them
(drjfiayuyEcv), and eventually the government be-

came a democracy instead of an aristocracy. Their
relaxed and dissolute mode of life too {avei^evj] 6i.

atra), he adds, was contrary to the spirit of the con-

stitution ; and we may remark that it was one of

the ephors, Epitadeius, who first carried through

the law permitting a free inheritance of property in

contravention of the regulation of Lycurgus, by
which an equal share in the common territory was
secured to all the cuizens.

The change, indeed, to which Aristotle alludes,

might have been described as a transition from an

aristocracy to an oligarchy ; for we find that in la-

ter times, the ephors, instead of being demagogues,
invariably supported oligarchical principles and priv-

ileges. The case of Cinadon, B.C. 399, is an in-

stance of this ; and the fact is apparently so incon-

sistent with their being representatives of the whole
community, and as much so of the lower (viro/ieio-

veg) as of the higher {ofioioi) class of citizens, that

Wachsmuth^ supposes the 6fjjiog,^ from and by whom
the ephors were chosen, to mean the whole body of

privileged or patrician citizens only, the most emi-

nent {^Kalol KayaOoi) of whom were elected to serve

as ytpavTcc. This supposition is not itself improba-

ble, and would go far to explain a great difficulty ;

but any analysis of the arguments that may be urged
for and against it is precluded by our limits.' We
shall, therefore, only add, that the ephors became at

last thoroughly identified with all opposition to the

extension of popular privileges.

For this and other reasons, when Agis and Cle-

omenes undertook to restore the old constitution, it

was necessary for them to overthrow the ephoralty,

and, accordingly, Cleomenes murdered the ephors
for the time being, and abolished the office (B.C.

225) ; it was, however, restored under the Romans.
EPrBAT.iE {ET:L6draC) were soldiers or marines

appointed to defend the vessels in the Athenian na-

vy, and were entirely distinct from the rowers, and
also from the land soldiers, such as hoplitae, peltasts,

and cavalry.* It appears that the ordinary number
of epibatae on board a trireme was ten. Dr Arnold*

remarks, that by comparing Thucyd., iii., 95, with

c. 91, 94, we find three hundred epibatae as the

complement of thirty ships ; and also, by comparing
ii., 92, with c. 102, we find four hundred as the com-
plement of forty ships ; and the same proportion re-

sults from a comparison of iv., 76, with c. 101. In

Thucydides, vi., 42, we find seven hundred epibatae

for a fleet of one hundred ships, sixty of which were
equipped in the ordinary way, and forty had troops

on board. In consequence of the number of heavy-
armed men e/c tqv Karakojov on the expedition, the

Athenians appear to have reduced the number of

regular epibatae from ten to seven. The number of

forty epibatae to a ship, mentioned by Herodotus,*

Dr. Arnold justly remarks,' " belongs to the earlier

state of Greek naval tactics, when victory depended
more on the number and prowess of the soldiers on
board than on the manoeuvres of the seamen ;* and
it was in this very pomt that the Athenians impro-
ved the system, by decreasing the number oi kTxita-

raiy and relying on the more skilful management of

their vessels."

The epibatae were usually taken from the Thetes,
or fourth class of Athenian citizens ;' but on one
occasion, in a season of extraordinary danger, the

citizens of the higher classes (e/c /caraAo/ov) were
compelled to serve as epibatae."

1. (i., 2, p. 214.)—2. (Arist., ii , C.)— 3. (Tti. Thirlwall, iv.,

37;.)_4. (Xen., Hell., i., 2, « 7; v., 1, ^ 11 .— Haipocrat. and
Hesych., s. v.)—5. (ad Thucyd., iii., 95.)— 6. (vi., 15.)— 7. (1.

c.)—a (Thucyd., i., 49.)—9. (Thucyd., vi., 42.)—10. (Thucyd.,
liii., 24.)
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The term is sometimes, also, applied by ihe Rontw
writers to the marines,* but they are more usually
called classiarii milites. The latter term, howevei;
is also applied to the rowers or sailors as well at
the marines {classiariorum remigiu vehi').

EPIBLE'MA. {Vid. Amictvs.)
EPIB'OLE {iiTi6o2,?j), a fine imposed by a magis-

trate, or other official person or body, for a misde*
meanour. The various magistrates at Athens hail
(each in his own department) a summary penal ju-
risdiction ; i. e., for certain offences they might
inflict a pecuniary mulct or fine, not exceeding a
fixed amount ; if the offender deserved farther pun-
ishment, it was their duty to bring hin\ before a
judicial tribunal. Thus, in case of an injury done
to orphans or heiresses, the archon might fine

the parties, or (if the injury were of a serious na-
ture) bring them before the court of Heliaea.' Upon
any one who made a disturbance, or otherwise mis-
behaved himself in the public assembly, the proedri
might impose a fine of fifty drachms, or else bring
him for condign punishment before the senate of
500, or the next assembly.* The senate of 500
were competent to fine to the extent of500 drachms.*
The magistrate who imposed the fine (eTn6o?J;v

hneBale) had not the charge of levying it, but was
obliged to make a return thereof to the treasury of-

ficers {kTnyf>dcj)£iv, or iyypu^eiv rolg KpuKTopaiv, or
eyypd^eiv rw 6r]fioaiu), whereupon, like all other
penalties and amerciaments, it became (as we should
say) a debt of record, to be demanded or recovered
by the collectors.* If it were made payable to the
fund of a temple, it was collected by the function-

aries who had the charge of that fund (ra//wt).

There might (it seems) be an appeal from the sen-

tence of the magistrate to a jury or superior court.'

As under the old Roman law no mtigistrate could
impose a fine of mor« than two oxen and thirty

sheep, so, by the laws of Solon, fines were of very
small amount at Athens. How greatly they in-

creased afterward (as money became more plentiful,

and laws more numerous), and how important a
branch they formed of the public revenue, may be
seen from the examples collected by Bockh.*
These kniSolai are to be distinguished from the

penalties awarded by a jury or court of law (r<//^-

[laTo) upon a formal prosecution. There the magis-
trate or other person who instituted the proceeding
(for any one might prosecute, KavTjyopelv), was said

TifiTjiia emypuiljaadai, as the court or jury were said.

rifidv, " to assess the penalty," which always de-

volved upon them, except where the penalty was
one fixed by law (e/c tuv vo/xuv kiziKEtfievTi ^Vf^la), in

which case it could not be altered."

EPICHETROTONIA. (Vid. Cheirqtcnia, Eo-
CLESIA, p. 386.)

EPICLE'RUS {eniK^Tjpog, heiress), the name
given to the daughter of an Athenian citizen who
had no son to inherit his estate. It was deemed
an object of importance at Athens to preserve the
family rrame and property of every citizen. This
was effected, where a man had no child, ]y adop-

tion {elaTTolT/cnc) ; if he had a daughter, the inherit-

ance was transmitted through her to a grandson,
who would take the name of the maternal ancestor.

If the father died intestate, the heiress had not the

choice of a husband, but was bound to marry her

nearest relative, not in the ascending line. Upon

1. (Hist, de Bell. Alex , 11 ; de Bell. Afric, C3.) — 2. (Ta-
cit., Ann., xiv.,4.)—3. (Demosth., c. Macart., 1076.)—4 (^sch.,
c. Tiraarch., 35, Bekker.)—5. (Demosth., c. Euerg. auJ Mnes

,

1152.— Vi'ii. also Demosth., c.Meid., 572.)—6. (.iEsch.,c. rimar.,

1. c—Demosth., c. Nicost., 1251.)—7. (Meier, Att. Proc., p. 38,

34, 565.—Schiimann, Ant. Jur. Pub. Grcec., p. 242, 293.1 -.«

(Pub. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 103, <fec.)—9. (^sch., lit,'} ll,f.

oaS., 14, Bekker.—Demosth., c. Theocr., 1328.—^Harpocr, • »
ATlftrjTos ayuv.)
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uch person making his claim before the archon,

jvhose duty it was kirifielEladai tuv kniKlfjpuv koI

ruv oIkuv tCiv E^ep7jfiov/j,Evuv,^ public notice was
given of tlie claim ; and if no one appeared to dis-

pute it, the archon adjudged the heiress to him
{iTcidiKaaev uir^ t^v iniKArjpov). If another claim-

ant appeared {^un(piafrjrElv avTiJi TTjg ekik.), a court

was held for the decision of the right {diadiKaala

TfjQ kKLK.), which was determined according to the

Athenian law of consanguinity {jEvovg kot" ayxio-

reiav). Even where a woman was already married,

her husband was obliged to give her up to a man
with a better title ; and men often put away their

'ormer wives in order to marry heiresses.*

A man without male issue might bequeath his

property ; but if he had a daughter, the devisee was
obliged to marry her.' If the daughter was poor,

and the nearest relative did not choose to marry
her, he was bound to give her a portion correspond-

ing to his own fortune.*

The husband of an heiress took her property until

she had a son of full age {knl diErhg T)67JaavTa), who
was usually adopted into his maternal grandfather's

family, and took possession of the estate. He then
became his mother's legal protector (Kvpcog), and
was bound to find her maintenance (aiTov). If

there were more sons, they shared the property
equally.*

When there was but one daughter, she was called

intKJirjpog etti iravTc rw oIkcj. If there were more,
they inherited equally, like our co-parceners, and
were severally married to relatives, the nearest
having the first choice.* Illegitimate sons did not
share with the daughter, the law being vd6<f> jitj

elvai ayxi-<^TEiav ft^B" Upuv fififf oaluv.''

The heiress was under the special protection of
the atchon; and if she was injured by her husband
or relatives, or by strangers ejecting her from her
3state, the law gave a criminal prosecution against
the offender, called KUKuaEuq ttffoyyeXta.*

EPICLINTRON. {Vii. Lectus.)
EPIDAURIA. {Vid. Eleusinia, p. 396.)
EPIDEMIURGI. (Fid. Demiurgi.)
EPIDICASIA {knidiKaaia, KXijpov) was the pro-

ceeding by which a legatee or heir, other than the
natured descendant and acknowledged successor,
obtained legal possession of the estate of a deceased
person. Under these circumstances, the claimant
was said 7>,ay;;iruvEiv or £Tndi.KuCE<j6ai tov Kkripov, and
the property itselftermed kiridiKov until it was formal-
ly awarded to its rightful owner. Notice of a claim
of this -sind might be given to the archon eponymus
during any month in the year except Scirrophorion,
and that magistrate was bound, upon receiving it, to
direct that it should be inscribed upon a tablet, and
exposed to public inspection, as if it were an indict-
ment or declaration (ypaf^ or M^ig) in an ordinary
lawsuit.' After this it was recited by the herald in
the first ensuing regular assembly of the people
(Ktptp! EKKlriala.), and a proclamation to the same
effect was again made before the archon, who for-

mally assigned the property to the claimant. If,

however, any other parties made their appearance,
a diadicasia ensued between them and the original
suitor. (FuZ. Diadicasia.) An analogous proceed-
ing took place when the surviving issue of the de-
ceased consisted of one or more daughters only {kni-

KkrjpoL, ETTLKXjiplTLdEg, TTaTpovxot, lyx^Tipoi, or ETTLira-

I. (Demosth., c. Macart., 1076.)—2. (Demosth., c. Onet., Ar-
f ojh. ; c. Eubul., 1311.—Isseus, De Pyrih. Haered., 78.)—3.
(he'jg, De Ari*';. Ilsred., 19.)

—

i. (Demosth., c. Macart., 1067.)—5. (liaiiis, De Tyrrh. Haered., 59 ; De Cir. Haered., 40.—De-
mosth., ^. Steph., 1134, 1135.)—6. (Andoc., De Myst., 117, &c.—Is!cuj>, De Cir. Haered., 57 58.)—7. (Demosth., c. Macart.,
1067.-.A ristoph., A-es, 1652.)—S. (Isaeus, De Pvrr. Haered., 76
—Meier, Alt. Proc pi 269. 460, 468.)—9. (Meie'r, Att. Proc., p.

ftdrideg), in which case the person iu whjse favom
the will of the deceased had been made , the near-
est male relative (uyxicr-Evc), or if several daughters
had been left with their portions to different persons,
the legatees or relatives were required to prefer

their claim to the archon. The proclamation by
the herald followed, in the same manner as when
an estate was the subject of the petition ; arx' the
paracatabole, or the tenth part of the estate oi por-
tion, was deposited as a forfeit, in case they failed

to establish their claim, by the other parties that
undertook a diadicasia.* {Vid. Epiclerus.)
EPID'OSEIS {kirMoEig) were voluntary contribu-

tions, either in money, arms, or ships, whioh were
made by the Athenian citizens in order to meet the
extraordinary demands of the state. When the ex
penses of the state were greater than its revenue,
it was usual for the prytanes to summon an assem-
bly of the people, and, after explaining the necessi-
ties of the state, to call upon the citizens to contrib-

ute according to their means. Those who were
willing to contribute then rose, and mentioned what
they would give ; while those who were unwilling
to give anything remained silent, or retired privately
from the assembly.* The names of those who had
promised to contribute, together with the amount of

their contributions, were written on tablets, which
were placed before the statues of the Eponymi,
where they remained till the amount was paid.'

These kirtdoaEig, or voluntary contributions, were
frequently very large. Sometimes the more wealthy
citizens voluntarily undertook a trierarchy, or the
expenses of equipping a trireme.* We read that

Pasion furnished 1000 shields, together with five

triremes, which he equipped at his own expense.*
Chrysippus presented a talent to the state when
Alexander moved against Thebes ;• Aristophaf^es,

the son of Nicophemus, gave 30,000 drachmae m
an expedition against Cyprus ;^ Charidemus sad
Diotimus, two commanders, made a free gift of 900
shields ;• and similar instances of liberality are men-
tioned by Bockh,* from whom the preceding exam-
ples have been taken."
EPIGAMIA. {Vid. Marriage, Greek.)
EPI'GRAPHEIS. {Vid. Eisphora, p. 392.)
EPIMELE'TAE(ejrt/ze?.9?TaO, the name of varioiw

magistrates and functionaries at Athens.
1. '^TTinE'kTiTTig Tyg Kotvf/g izpoabdov, more usually

called TOfxiag, the treasurer or manager of the pub-
lic revenue. {Vid. TAm AS.)

2. 'EnifiE^ijTai tuv fiopiuv 'E?.aiuv were persons
chosen from among the areopagites to take care of
the sacred olive-trees."

3. 'EnifiE?ii]Tal tov 'Efinopiov were the overseers
of the emporium. (Fid. Emporium.) They were
ten in number, and were elected yearly by lot."
They had the entire management of the emporium,
and had jurisdiction in all breaches of the commer-
cial laws." According to Aristotle,'* it was part of
their duty to compel the merchants to bring into
the city two thirds of the corn which had been
brought by sea into the Attic emporium ; by which
we learn that only one third could be carried away
to other countries from the port of the Peiraeus.'*

4. 'E-TifiETiTiTal TUV MvaTTipiuv were, in connexion
with the king archon, the managers of the Eleusin-

1. (Meier, Att. Proc., p. 461, 470.)—2. (Plutarch, Alcib., 10—Phocion, 9.—Demosth., c. Meid., p. 567.—Theophrast., Char.,
22.—Athenieus, iv., p. 168, e.)—3. (Issus, De Dicaeoff., p. Ill,
ed. Reiske.)—4. (Demcsth., c. Meid., p. 566, 23.)—5. (Demostk.
c. Steph.,

i>. 1127, 12.)—6. (Demosth., c. Phorm., p. 918, 20.)—
7. (Lysias, Pro Aristoji. bonis, p. 644.)—8. (Demosth., Pro Co
ron., p. 265, 18.)— 9. (Pub. Econ. of Athens, ii., p 377.)— 10.

(Compare Schomann, De Comit., p. 292.)—11. (Lvsias, Areio-
pag., p. 284, 5.)—12. (Harpocrat., s. v.)— 13. (Demosth., c I.*<

crit., p. 941, 15; o. Theocr., p. 1324.—Dinarch., c. Aristog., p
81, 82.)—14. (ap. Harpocrat., s. v.)—15. (BSckh, Pub. Econ. d
Athens, i., p. 67, 111.—Meier, Att. Pr«c p 86.)
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Ian mysteries. They weii elected by open vote,

and were four in number, of whom two were cho-

sen from the general body of citizens, one from the

Eumolpidae, and one from the Ceryces.*

5. 'ETTifie^T/Tal tuv veupiuv, the inspectors of the

dockyards, formed a regular dpxv, and were not an
extraordinary commission, as appears from Demos-
ttienes,* ^schines,^ and the inscriptions pubhshed
by Bockh,* in which they are sometimes called oi

apxovTEQ ki) Tolg veupioic, and their office designated

an upx^-^ We learn from the same inscriptions

that their office was yearly, and that they were ten

in number. It also appears that they were elected

by lot from those persons who possessed a knowl-
edge of shipping.

The principal duty of the inspectors of the dock-

yards was to take care of the ships, and all the rig-

ging, tools, &c. {aKEVTJ), belonging to them. They
also had to see that the ships were seaworthy

;

and for this purpose they availed themselves of the

services of a doKifiaar^g, who was well skilled in

such matters.* They had at one time the charge
of various kinds of military ckevt], which did not
necessarily belong to ships, such as engines of war,^

which were afterward, however, intrusted to the

generals by a decree of the senate and people.*

They had to make out a list of all those persons

who owed anything to the docks,' and also to get

in what was due.'' We also find that they sold the

rigging, &c., of the ships, and purchased new, un-

der the direction of the senate, but not on their own
responsibility.'* They had ^yc/zoviov diKaartjpiov in

conjunction with tlie dTToaroXelg in all matters con-

nected with their own department. '
' To assist them

in discharging their duties, they had a secretary

{ypafii^aTEvg^^) and a public servant {Stjfioaiog hv rolg

veuploig^*). For afarther account of these inspect-

ors, see Bockh, Urkunden, &c., p. 48-64.

6. 'EnifieXriTat ruv (^ivluv, the inspectors of the

fv'kai or tribes. {Vid. Tribus.)

*EPIME'LIS {kmjj.'n'klg), a species of Medlar.

Sprengel sets it down for the Mespilus Germani-
cus, L.'*

*EPrOLUS (jjTtioTiog), an insect described by
Aristotle, and the same, most probably, as Adams
thinks, with the KvpavaTJ]g of .^lian. Schneider
supposes it to be the Acarus telarius, L., or Red
Spider. >«

*EPIPACTIS {eTTinaKTig), according to Sprengel,

the Herniaria glabra. Nothing satisfactory, how-
ever, is determined, with regard to this herb, by
Matthiolus, Bauhin, and other botanical writers.*^

EPIRHE'DIUM. (Ff^. Rheda.)
EniSKHi'12 "i-ETAOMAPTTPIQN. (Vid-^ET-

AOMAPTTPIflN AIKH.)
EPIS'COPOI {ETTiaKOTToi) were inspectors, who

were sometimes sent by the Athenians to subject

states. Harpocration compares them to the Lace-
daemonian harmosts, and says that they were also
called ipvlaKEg. It appears that these kniaKoiroi re-

ceived a salary at the cost of the cities over which
they presided."

EPISTATES {ETTLCTUTTig), which means a person
placed over anything, was the name of two distinct

1. (Harpocrat. and Suid, s. v.—Demosth., c. Meid., p. 570, 6.)
-2. (c. Euerg. et Mnes., p. 1145.)—3. (c. Ctesiph., p. 419.)—4.

(" Urkunden, iiber das Seewesen des Attisches Staates," Berlin,
1840.)—5. (No. xvi., b, 104, &c.—No. x., c, 125.—No. xiv.. c,

122, 138.)—6. (BiJckh, ibid., No. ii., 56.)—7. (No. xi., m.)—8.

(No. xvi., a, 195.)—9. (Demosth., c. Euerg. et Mnes., p. 1145.)
—10. (Id., c. Androt., p. 612.)— 11. (No. xiv., b, 190, &c., com-
pared witii Nos. xiv., xvi., u.)— 12. (Demosth., c. Euerg. et
Mnes., p. 1147.)— 13. (No. xvi., b, 165.)—14. (No. xvi., b, 135.)

. —15. (Paul. .(Egin., vii., 3.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—13. (Aris-

tot., H. A., viii., 26.—^lian, N. A., xii., 8.—Adams, Append.,
•. V.)— 17. (Dioscor., iv., 106.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 18.

(Aristoph., Aves, 1022, &c., with schol.—Harpocrat., s. v.

—

BSciih, Fubl. Econ., i., p. 211. 319.—Schomann, Antiq. Juris

pub. Graic, p. 432, 18.)
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classes of functionaries in the Athenian state, naio»
ly, of the chairman of the senate and assembly of
the people, respecting whose duties, see the arti-

cles BoDLE, p. 168, and Ecclesia, p. 386, and also

of the directors of the public works {'ETrioTaral

Tuv dTj/ioaiuv Ipyov). These directors had difFereni

names, as teixottoloi, the repairers of the walls

;

Tpiriponoi.oi, the builders of the triremes ; Tafponoioi,
the repairers of the trenches, &c. ; all of whom .

were elected by the tribes, one fn m each : but tl e
most distinguished of these were the teixottoioI •

Over other public buildings a manager of public

works had the superintendence ; and it was in this

capacity that Pericles, and subsequently liycurgus,
undertook so many works of architecture. In the
inscriptions relating to the building of the Temple
of Athena Polias, we find eiricTaTaL mentioned.*
Similar authorities were appointed for the care of
the roads, and of the supply of water {ddoTzoioi,* knia-
raral ruv v6uto)v*).

The directors received the money which was ne-
cessary for these works from the public treasury
{ek TTJg dioLKTjaeug^).

EPI'STOLA. {Vid. Constitutio.)
EPIST'OLEUS {kmarolEvg) was the officer sec-

ond in rank in the Spartan fleet, and succeeded to

the command if anything happened to the vavupxog
or admiral.* Thus, when the Chians and the other
allies of Sparta on the Asiatic coast sent to Sparta
to request that Lysander might be again appointed
to the command of the navy, he was sent with the
title of hnLCTolEvg, because the Jaws of Sparta did
not permit the same person to hold the office of
vavdpxog twice.'

EPISTY'LIUM, the architrave c > iow er member
of an entablature {coronix) which lies immediately
over the column.* When an intercolumniation waT
of the kind called araeostyle, that is, when the col-

umns were more than three diameters apart, the
epistylium was necessarily made ofwood instead of
stone ;' a construction exemplified by the restora-

tion in the annexed woodcut" of the Doric portico

which surrounds three sides of the Forum at Pom-
peii. The holes seen at the back of the frieze re-

ceived the beams which supported an upper gallery.

EPISYNTHE'TICI {kTnawdETiKoi), an ancient

medical sect, so called because they heaped up in a

manner (kmavvTiOrjuL), and adopted for their own
the opinions of different, and even ojiposite, schools.

They appear to have been a branch of the Method'

1. (^schin., c. Ctes., p. 400, 422, 425.) -2. (Bcickh, Puk
Econ. of Athens, i., p. 272.)—3. (JEschin., c. Ctes., p. 419.)—

A

(Plutarch, Them., 31.—Schomann, Antiq. Juris Pub. Grac^p
247.)—5. (^schin., c. Ctes., p. 425.)—6. (Xen., Hell., i., 1,

23; iv., 8, Ml , v., 1, t) 5, 6.—Sturz, Lex. Xen., s. v.)—*
(Xen., Hell., ii., 1, t) 7.)—8. (Festus, s. v.)—9 (Vjtruv . iii.,*!

—10. (Pompeii, vol- i., p. 143.)
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ici (vid. Mbthodici*), and to have been founded by

Agathinu3 of Sparta, the pupil of Atheneeus, to-

wards the end of the first century of the Christian

era.' Galen informs us» that the sect was also

sometimes called iKlEKTiKTj, and sometimes ^ktik?}.

(Vid. Hectici.) The only other ancient physician

(as far as the writer is aware) who is mentioned as

having belonged to this sect, is Leonides of Alex-

andrea,* who is supposed by Sprengel* to have

lived in tlie third century, as he himself quotes Ga-

lon,* while Galen never mentions him. Little is

known of the opinions of either of these physicians,

and nothing sufficiently characteristic to enable us

to determine what were the peculiar tenets of their

sect, which are, however, supposed to have nearly

agreed with those of the Eclectici. (Vid. Eclec-
TICI.)

EPITHALAMIUM. (Vid. Marriage.)
EPITH'YMON (imdvfiov), a weed which is par-

asitic on thyme, furze, heath, and other plants.

Allston, Dierbach, and Sprengel follow Bauhin in

referring it to the Cuscuta Epithymus, or Lesser

Dodder of Thyme.'
EPITI'MIA (kniTLnid). (Vid. Atimia ; Civitas,

Greek, p. 259.)

EniTFlHPAPXH'MATOS AIKH. (Vid. Lei-

TO0RGIA.)
EniT'POnHS rPA*H. (Vid. Epitropos.)

EPITROPOS (eniTpoTToc), which signifies, literal-

ly, a person to whom anything is given in charge,*

occurs, however, much more frequently in the sense

of a guardian of orphan children. Of such guardi-

ans there were at Athens three kinds : first, those

appointed in the will of the deceased father ; sec-

ondly, the next of kin, whom the law designated as

tutores legitimi in default of such appointment, and
who required the authorization of the archon to en-

able them to act ; and, lastly, such persons as the

archon selected, if there were no nex,t of kin living

to undertake the office. The duties of the guardian

comprehended the education, maintenance, and pro-

tection of the ward, the assertion of his rights, and
the safe custody and profitable disposition of his in-

heritance during his minority, besides making a

proper provision for the widow if she remained in

the house of her late husband. In accordance with

these, the guardian was bound to appear in court in

all actions in behalf of or against his ward, and give

in an account of the taxable capital (ri/iTifxa) when
an £i(j(j)opu (the only impost to which orphans were
liable) was levied, and make the proportionate pay-

ment in the minor's name. With reference to the

disposition of the property, two courses were open
to the guardian to pursue, if the deceased had left

no will, or no specific directions as to its manage-
ment, viz., to keep it in his own hands, and employ
it as he best could for the benefit of the minor (dioi-

Kslv), or let it out to farm to the highest bidder (/zitr-

dovv TOP oiKov). In the former case, it seems proba-

ble* that a constant control of the guardian's pro-

ceedings might be exercised by the archon ; and a

special law or Jained that all money belonging to a

minor should be vested in mortgages, and upon no
account be lent out upon the more lucrative but

hazardous security of bottomry.'"

To ensure the performance of these duties, the

law permitted any free citizen to institute a public

action, as, for instance, an apagoge or eisangelia,

against a guardian who maltreated his ward (koku-

lEur bp<pavoi), or a ypaipjj ktriTponTjg, for neglect or

1. (PscTido-Galen, Introduct., c. 4, p. 684, eU. Kiihn.)— 2.

(Galen, Definit. Med., c. 14, p. 353.)—3. (Ibid.)—4. (Pseudo-

Galec, Introduct., 1. c.)—5. (Hist, de la Mid.)—6. (apud ACtii

Tetrab., iv., serm. 2, c. II, col. 688.)—7. (Dioscor., iv., 176.

—

Adams, Ai>pend., s. v.)—8. (Demosth., c. Aphob., i., p. 819, 18.)

—9. (Dcinoslh., c. Onetor., i., p. 863, 17.)—10. (Suida«, s. v.

"E)'J 5101'.)

injurj' of his person or property ; and the poDub
ment, upon conviction, depended entirely upon the

greater or less severity of the dicasts.* If the

guardian preferred that the estate should be farmed,
the regular method of accomplishing this was by
making an application to the archon, who thereupon
let the inheritance to the highest bidder, and took
care that the farmer should hypothecate a sufficient

piece of ground or other real property to guaranty
the fulfilment of the contract (unorifiTifia). In soiae

cases the guardian might be compelled to adopt this

course or be punished, if the lease were irregularly

or fraudulently made, by a phasis, which, upon this

occasion, might be instituted by any free citizen.

The guardianship expired when the ward had at-

tained his eighteenth year, and, if the estate had
been leased out, the farmer paid in the market-
place the capital he had received to trade with, and
the interest that had accrued ;' if, however, the in-

heritance had been managed by the guardian, it

was from him that the heir received his property

and the account of his disbursements during the

minority. In case the accounts were unsatisfacto-

ry, the heir might institute an action kTziTpoTnji

against his late guardian ; this, however, was a
mere private lawsuit, in which the damages and
epobelia only could be lost by the defendant, to the

latter of which the plaintiff was equally liable upon
failing to obtain the votes of a- fifth of the dicasts.

This action was barred by the lapse of five years

from the termination of the guardianship ; and if

the defendant in it died before that time, an action

I3^a6f/g would lie against his representatives to re-

cover what was claimed from his estate.^

EPOBELTA (knu6e?\.(a), as its etymology implies,

at the rate of one obolus for a drachma, or one in

six, was payable on the assessment (rifiri/ia) of sev-

eral private causes, and sometimes in a case of

phasis, by the litigant that failed to obtain the votes

of one fifth of the dicasts.* It is not, however,
quite certain that such was invariably the case

when the defeated suitor was the defendant in

the cause ;* though in two great classes, name-
ly, cross-suits (avTiypa<pal), and those in which a

preliminary question as to the admissibility of the

original cause of action was raised (napaypa(t>ai), it

may be confidently asserted. As the object of the

regulation was to inflict a penalty upon litigiousness,

and reimburse the person that was causelessly at-

tacked for his trouble and anxiety, the fine was paid

to the successful suitor in private causes, and those

cases of phasis in which a private citizen was the

party immediately aggrieved. In public accusa-.

tions, in general, a fine of a thousand drachmae,

payable to the public treasury, or a complete or

partial disfranchisement, supplied the place of the

epobelia as a punishment for frivolous prosecutions.

EPO'MIS (ETTU^/f). (Fid. Tunica.)

EPO'NYMOS ('Ettuvv/ioc, having or giving a
name) was the surname of the first of the nine ar-

chons at Athens, because his name, like that of the

consuls at Rome, was used in public records to

mark the year. (Vid. Archon.) The expressior

kTTuvvfioc Tuv i/XiKiuv, whosc number is stated b>

Suidas, the Etymologicum Magn,, and other gram-
marians, to have been forty, likewise applies to the

chief archon of Athens. Every Athenian had to

serve in the army from his 19th to his 60th year, i.

c, during the archonship of forty archons. Now, as

an army generally consisted of men from the age

of 18 to that of 60, the forty archons under whom
they had been enlisted were called cTuw/ioi tu9

1. (Meier, An. Proc., p 294.)—2. (Demosth., c. Aphob., 1.

p. 832, 1.)—3. (Meier, Att. Proc., p. 444, &c.)—4. (Demosth., e

Aphob., p. 834, 25.—c. Euerg.et Mnes., p. 1158, 20.)—5. (Mnai.

Att. Proc., p. 730.)
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f/'\tKcuv, in order to distinguish them from the inu-

vvfioi Tuv pv?iuv.^ At Sparta the first of the five

ephors gave his name to the year, and was there-

lore called £(j)opog enuvvfiog.^

It was a very prevalent tendency among the an-

cients in general to refer the origin of their institu-

tions to some ancient or fabulous hero {upxvy^TTig^),

from whom, in most cases, the institution was also

believed to have derived its name, so that the hero

l)ecame its apxriyirrig enuvv/iog. In later times

new institutions were often named after ancient he-

roes, on account of some fabulous or legendary

connexion which was thought to exist between
them and the new institutions, and the heroes

thus became, as it were, their patrons or tutelary

deities. A striking instance of this custom are the

names of the ten Attic tribes instituted by Cleisthe-

nes, all of which were named after some national

hero.* These ten heroes, who were at Athens gen-

erally called the eTzuvv/xoi, or kTruvvfxoi tuv fvXuv,
were honoured with statues, which stood in the

Ceramicus, near the Tholos.* If an Athenian citi-

zen wished to make proposals for a new law, he ex-

hibited them for public inspection in front of these

statues of the itruvvfiot., whence the expression ek-

delvai, npoadev tuv kTruvv/iuv, or Trpog Toiig kTruvv/iovg*

EPOPS {sKoip), a species of Bird. " It can hard-

ly admit of a doubt," remarks Adams, " that this

was the Upupa Epops, L., called in English the
Hoopoe. It is well described in the Aves of Aris-

tophanes.'' Tereus was fabled to have been meta-
morphosed into this bird. The description given
by Ovid* ic relating this metamorphosis is very
striking

:

" Cui slant in vertice crista

;

Prominet immodicum pro longa cuspide rostrum

:

Nomen Epops volucri."

EPOPTAI. {Vid. Eleusinia.)

EPOTIDES. (Vid. Navis.)

EPULO'NES, who were originally three in num-
ber {Triumviri Epuloncs), were first created in B.C.
198, to attend to the Epulum Jovis," and the ban-

quets given in honour of the other gods, which
duty had originally belonged to the pontifices.**

Their number was afterward increased to seven,"
and they were called Septemviri Epulones or Sep-
temviri Epulonum ; under which names they are
frequently mentioned in inscriptions." Julius Caesar

added three more," but after his time the number
appears again to have been limited to seven. The
following woodcut, taken from a denarius of the
Ccelian gens, of which a drawing is given by Span-
heim,** represents on the reverse an Epulo preparing
a couch for Jupiter, according to custom, in the
Epulum Jovis. On it is inscribed L. Caldus VII.
Vir Epul.

I. (Compare Demosth. ap. Harpocrat., s. v. 'Einivvnot, and
Bekker, Anecdota, p. 245.)—2. (Paus., iii., II, ^ 2.)—3. (De-
a\osth., c. Macart., p. 1072.)—4. (Demosth., Epitaph., p. 1397,

A-c—Fau»., i., 5.)—5. (Paus., i., 5, I) 1.—Suid. and Etymol.
Magn., s. V. 'Ewoivu/aot.)—6. (^schin., c. Ctes., p. 59, ed. Steph.

—Wolf, Proleg. ad Demo-sth., Leptin., p. 133.)—7. (47.—Com-
pare Lys., 771.) -8. (Met., vi., 672.)—9. (Val. Max., ii., 1, (> 2.

—Liv., XXX!., 4.—Gell., xii., 8.)—10. (Liv., xxxiii., 42.—Cic,
De Orat., iii., 19.—De Harusp. Respons., 10.—Festus, s. v.

Epulonos.) — 11. (Cell., i., 12.—Lucan, i., 602.) — 12. (Orelli,

In.sr.rip., No. 590, 773, 2259, 2260, 2365.)—13. (Dion Cass.,

xliii., 51.)— 14. (De PjjesV et Usu Namiam., ••ol. ii., p. 85.)
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The Epulones formed a collegium, and « er^ om
of the four great religious corporations at Rome ;

the other three were those of the Pontifices, AugureSt
and Quindecemviri.^

EPULUM JOVIS. (Vid. Epulones.)
EQUI'RIA were horse-races, which are said ttt

have been instituted by Romulus in honour of Mars,
and were celebrated in the Campus Martius.' There
were two festivals of this name, of which one waa
celebrated A.D. III. Cal. Mart., and the other prid

Id. Mart.' If the Campus Martins was overflowed
by the Tiber, the races took place on a part of the

Mons CcElius, which was called from that circum-
stance the Martialis Campus.*
EQUITES. The institution of the Equites i&

attributed to Romulus. Livy* says that Romulus
formed three centuries of equites, the Ramnes, Titi-

enses, and Luceres. He does not mention the num
ber of which these centuries consisted ; but there

can be little doubt that the 300 celeres, whom
Romulus kept about his person in peace and war,*

were the same as the three centuries of equites.

Dionysius,' who does not speak of the institution of

the equites, says that the celeres formed a body-

guard of 300, divided into three centuries ; and
Pliny* and Festus' state expressly that the Roman
equites were originally called celeres. {Vid. Ce
LERES.)

To the 300 equites of Romulus, ten Alban turmae

were added by Tullus Hostilius.*' As the turma in

the legion consisted of 30 men, there is no reason

for supposing a different number in these turmse

;

and the equites would therefore, in the time of

Tullus Hostilius, amount to 600. Tarquinius Pria

cus, according to Livy," wished to establish some
new centuries of horsemen, and to call them by his

own name, but gave up his intention in consequence
of the opposition of the augur Attus Navius, and
only doubled the number of the centuries. The
three centuries which he added were called the

Ramnes, Titienses, and Luceres Posteriores. The
number ought, therefore, now to be 1200 in all.

which number is given in many editions of Livy,**

but is not found in any MS. The number in the

MSS. is different, but the Florentine and the Wor-
mian have 1800, which has been adopted by Gro-
novius, and appears the most probable. Livy has
apparently forgotten to mention that the 300 equites

of Romulus were doubled on the union with the

Sabines ; which Plutarch'^ alludes to when he says

that the Roman legion contained 300 horsemen,
and, after the union with the Sabines, 600.

The complete organization of the equites Livy**

attributes to Servius TuUius. He says that this

king formed {scripsit) 12 centuries of equites from

the leading men of the state {ex primorihus civitatis)

;

and that he also made six centuries out of the three

established by Romulus. Thus there were now 18

centuries. As each of the 12 new centuries proba-

bly contained the same number as the six old cen-

turies, if the latter contained 1800 men, the former

would have contained 3600, and the whole number
would have been 5400.

The account, however, which Cicero" gives is

quite different. He attributes the complete organi-

zation of the equites to Tarquinius Priscus. He
agrees with Livy in saying that Tarquinius Priscus

increased the number of the Ramnes, Titienses, and

Luceres, by adding new centuries under the name
of Ramnes, Titienses, and Luceres secundi (not,

1. (Dion Cass., liii., 1 ; Iviii., 12.—Plin., Ep., x., 3.—Vii
Walter, Geschichte des Rom. Rechts, p. 183.)—2. (Fesfas, a
v.—Varro, Ling. Lat., vi., 13.—Muller.)—3. (Ovid, Fast, ii.,

859 : iii., 519.)—4. (Festus. s. t. Mart. Campm.)—5. (i_ .3 )—
6. (Liv., i., 15.)—7. (ii.. 13.—8. (H. N., xiiiii., 9 )—9 ^tt, n
—10. (Liv., i., 30.V-:i r.., 36.)—12. (1. c.)-13. (Rem, t
20.)—14. (i., 43.)—:3. (De Rep., ii., 20.)
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however, posteriores, as Livy states ; compare Fes-

tupi, «. V. Sex Vesta) ; but he differs from him in

stating that this king also doubled their number
after the conquest ot the ^qui. Scipio, who is

represented by Cicero as giving this account, also

says that the arrangement of the equites which was
made by Tarquinius Priscus continued unchanged
to his day (B.C. 129). The account which Cicero

gave of the equites in the constitution of Servius

Tullius is unfortunately lost, and the only words
which remain are duodeviginti censu maximo ; but it

is difficult to conceive in what way he represented

"'.e division of the 18 centuries in the Servian con-

stitution, after he had expressly said that the or-

ganization of the body by Tarquinius Priscus had
continued unchanged to the time of Scipio.

Cicero also differs from Livy respecting the num-
ber of the equites. Scipio states, according to the

reading adopted in all editions of the " De llepubli-

ca," that Tarquinius Priscus increased the original

number of the equites to 1200, and that he subse-

.juently doubled this number after the conquest of

the ^qui, which account would make the whole
number 2400. The MS., however, has ooACCC,
which is interpreted to mean mille ac ducentos ; but,

instead of this, Zumpt' proposes to read cx)DCCC,
1800, justly remarking that such a use of ac never
occurs in Cicero. This reading would make the

number 3600, which Zumpt believes to have been
the regular number of the equites in the flourishing

times of the Republic. It appears, however, impos-

sible to determine their exact number, though there

are strong reasons for believing that it was fixed,

whether we suppose it to have been 5400, 3600, or

2400.

Both authors, however, agree in stating that each
of the equites received a horse from the state {equus

publiciis), or money to purchase one, as well as a
Bum of money for its annual support ;' and that the

expense of its support was defrayed by the orphans
«nd unmarried females ; since, says Niebuhr,* " in

a military state it could not be esteemed unjust that

the women and the children were to contribute

largely for those who fought in behalf of them and
of the Commonwealth." According to Gaius,' the

purchase-money for a knight's horse was called as
equestre, and its annual provision cbs hordearium.

(Vid. ^s Hordearium.) The former amounted, ac-

cording to Livy,* to 10,000 asses, and the latter to

2000 : but these sums aru so large as to be almost
incredible, especially when we take into account that

126 years afterward a sheep was only reckoned at

10, and an ox at 100 asses in the tables of penal-

ties.' The correctness of these numbers has ac-

cordingly been questioned by some modern writers,

while others have attempted to account for the
largeness of the sum. Niebuhr* remarks that the
sum was doubtless intended not only for the pur-

chase of the horse, but also for its equipment, which
would be incomplete without a groom or slave, who
had to be bought and then to be mounted. Bockh^
supposes that the sums of money in the Servian
census are not given in asses of a pound weight, but

in the reduced asses of the first Punic war, when
they were struck of the same weight as the sextans,

that is, two ounces, or one sixth of the original

weight. {Vid. As, p. 110.) Zumpt considers that

1000 asses of the old weight were given for the pur-

chase of the horse, and 200 lor its annual provision
;

and that the original sum has been retained in a

passage of Varro {equum publicum mille assariorum*).

1. (" Ueber die Riimischen Ritter und den Ritterstand in

Rom.," Berlin, 1840.) —2. (Hist, of Rome, i., p. 461.)— 3. (iv.,

17.)— 4. (i.,4a) — 5. (Aul. Goll., xl., 1.)— 6. (i., p. 433.)—7.
BEetToIog. Uiiteri'ich., c. 29.)—8. (De Ling. Lat., viii., 71, ed.

Oiler.)

All the equites, of whom we have been tpcak ng,

received a horse from the state, and were included
in the 18 equestrian centuries of the Servian consti-

tution ; but, in course of time, we read of anothei
class of equites in Roman history, who did not re-

ceive a horse from the state, and were not included
in the 18 centuries. This latter class is first men
tioned by Livy* in his account of the .siege of Veil,

B.C. 403. He says that during the siege, when the
Romans had at one time suffered great disasters,

all those citizens who had an equestrian fortune,

and no horse allotted to them {quibus census equeater

erat, equipublici non erant), volunteered to serve with
their own horses ; and he adds, that from this time
equites first began to serve with their own horses
{turn primum equis merere equites caperunt). The
state paid them {certus numerus aris est assignatus)

as a kind of compensation for serving with their own
horses. The foot soldiers had received pay a few
years before ;* and two years afterward, B.C. 401,

the pay of the equites was made threefold that of

the infantry.'

From the year B.C. 403, there were therefore two
classes of Roman knights : one who received horses
from the state, and are therefore frequently called

equites equo publico* and sometimes Flexumines or

Trossuli, the latter of which, according to Gottling,

is an Etruscan word ;* and another class, who serv-

ed, when they were required, with their own horses,

but were not classed among the 18 centuries. As
they served on horseback, they were called equites ;

and, when spoken of in opposition to cavalry, which
did not consist of Roman citizens, they were also

called equites Romani ; but they had no legal claim
to the name of equites, since in ancient times this

title was strictly confined to those who received
horses from the state, as Pliny* expressly says,
" Equitum nomen subsistebat ii turmis equorum pub-
licorum."

But here two questions arise. Why did the
equites, who belonged to the 18 centuries, receive a
horse from the state, and the others not 1 and how
was a person admitted into each class respectively ?

These questions have occasioned much controversy
among modern writers, but the following account is

perhaps the most satisfactory

:

In the constitution of Servius Tullius, all the Ro-
man citizens were arranged in different classes ac-

cording to the amount of their property, and it may
therefore fairly be presumed that a place in the cen-

turies of equites was determined by the same quali-

fication. Dionysius^ expressly says that the equiies

were chosen by Servius out of the richest and most
illustrious families ; and Cicero,* that they were of

the highest census (censu maximo). Livy' al&o

states that the twelve centuries formed by Servius

Tullius consisted of the leading men of the state.

None of these writers, however, mention the prop-

erty which was necessary to entitle a person to a

place among the equites ; but it was probably of the

same amount as in the latter times of the Republic,

that is, four times that of the first class. Every one,

therefore, who possessed the requisite property, and
whose character was unblemished (for the latter

qualification appears to have been always necessary
in the ancient times of the Republic), was admitted
among the equites of the Servian constitution ; and
it may be presumed that the twelve new centuries

were created in order to include all those persons in

the state who possessed the necessary qualifications.

Niebuhr,*' however, supposes that the qualification

1. (v., 7.)—2. (Liv., iv., 59.)—3. (Liv., v.. 12.— Vid. Niebuhr,

ii., p. 439.)—4. (Cic, Phil., vi., 5.)—5. (Plin., H. N., ixxiii , 9
—Festus, s. v.—Gottling, Gesch. dor Rdm. Staatsv., p. 372 —

€

— (H. N., xxxiii.)—7. (iv., 18.)— 8. (De Rep., ii., 22.) — i». (u
43.)—10 (Hist, of Rome, i., 427, <fcc.)
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of property was only necessary for admission into

the twelve new centuries, and that the statement of

Diopysius, quoted above, ought to be confined to

thef,e centuries, and not applied to the whole eight-

een, lie maintains that the twelve centuries con-
sisted exclusively of plebeians ; and that the six old

centuries, which were incorporated by Servius into

his comitia, under the title of the sex suffragia, com-
prised all the patricians, independent of the amount
of property which they possessed. This account,
however, does not seem to rest on sufficient evi-

dence ; and we have, on the contrary, an express
instance of a patrician, L. Tarquitius, B.C. 458, who
was compelled, on account of his poverty, to serve
on foot.* That the six old centuries consisted en-

tirely of patricians is most probable, since the ple-

beians would certainly not have been admitted
among the equites at all till the Servian constitu-

tion ; and as by this constitution new centuries
were created, it is not likely that any plebeians
would have been placed among the ancient six.

But we have no reason for supposing that these six

centuries contained the whole body of patricians, or
that the twelve consisted entirely of plebeians. We
may suppose that those patricians who belonged to

the six were allowed by the Servian constitution to

continue in them, if they possessed the requisite

property; and that all other persons in the state,

whether patricians or plebeians, who possessed the

requisite property, were admitted into the twelve
new centuries. That the latter were not confined
to plebeians may be inferred from Livy, who says
that they consisted of the leading men in the state

(primores civitatis), not in the commonalty.
As vacancies occurred in the eighteen centuries,

the descendants of those who were originally en-

rolled succeeded to their places, whether plebeians
or patricians, provided they had not dissipated their

pre perly ; for Niebuhr goes too far when he asserts

that all vacpflcies were filled according to birth, in-

dependent of any property qualification. But in

course of time, as population and wealth increased,

the number of persons who possessed an equestrian

fortune also increased greatly ; and as the number
of equites in the 18 centuries was limited, those
persons whose ancestors had not been enrolled in

the centuries could not receive horses from the state,

and were therefore allowed the privilege of serving
with their own horses among the cavalry, instead of
the infantry, as they would otherwise have been
obliged to have done. Thus arose the two distinct

classes of equites, which have been already men-
tioned.

The inspection of the equites who received hor-
ses from the state belonged to the censors, who had
the power of depriving an eques of his horse, and
reducing him to the condition of an aRrarian," and
also of giving the vacant horse to the most distin-

guished of the equites who had previously served at

their own expense. For these purposes they made,
during their censorship, a public inspection in the
Forum of all the knights who possessed public hor-
ses {equitatum recognoscunt ;' equitum centurias re-

cognoscunt*). The tribes were taken in order, and
each knight was summoned by name. Every one,
as his name was called, walked past the censors,
leading his horse. This ceremony is represented on
the reverse of some of the censorial coins which
have been published by Spanheim,* and which are
copied in the annexed woodcuts. The first is a de-
narius of the liicinian gens, and is supposed by
Spanheim to have been struck during the censor-

ship of P. Licinius Crassus, who was ceiuw witli

Julius Caesar.*

The next is the reverse of one of the coins rt
the Emperor Claudius, in which the emperor is

represented sitting, while a knight stands before
him leading his horse. The word censor is writter
underneath, which title we know, from Dion Cas-
sius," was assumed by some of the emperors.

1 (Liv., iii., 7 f—2. (Liv., iiiv., 43.)—3. (Liv., xxxix., 44.)
-4 (Val. Max., ii., 9, 6 )—5. (De Pnest. et IIsu Numisra.,
ol. ii., p. 101, cd Verburg ",
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If the censors had no fault to find either with the
character of the knight or the equipments of liia

horse, they ordered him to pass on (traduc equutu^) ;

but if, on the contrary, they considered him unwor-
thy of his rank, they struck him out of the list of
knights, and deprived him of his horse,* or ordered
him to sell it,* with the intention, no doubt, that the
person thus degraded should refund the money
which had been advanced to him for its purchase.*
At the same review, those equites who had served
the regular time, and wished to be discharged, were
accustomed to give an account to the censors of the
campaigns in which they had served, and were then
dismissed with honour or disgrace, as they might
have deserved.^

This review of the equites by the censors must
not be confounded with the Equitum Transvectio,

which was a solemn procession of the body every
year on the Ides of Quintilis (July). The procession
started from the Temple of Mars outside the city,

and passed through the city, over the Forum, and by
the Temple of the Dioscuri. On this occasion the
equites were always crowned with olive chaplets,

and wore their state dress, the trabea, with all the
honourable distinctions which they had gained in

battle.^ According to Livy,' this annual procession
was first established by the censors Q. Fabius and
P. Decius, B.C. 304 ; but, according to Dionysius,'"
it was instituted after the defeat of the Latins near
the Lake Regillus, of which an account was brought
to Rome by the Dioscuri.

It may be asked, how long did the knight retain,

his public horse, and a vote in the equestrian cen-
tury to which he belonged ] On this subject we
have no positive information ; but, as those equites

who served with their own horses were only obhged
to serve for ten years {stipendia, arpareias), under
the age of 46," we may presume that the same rule

extended to those who served with the public hor-

ses, provided they vnshed to give up the service.

For it is certain that in the ancient times of the

Republic a knight might retain his horse as long as

he pleased, even after he had entered the senato,

1. (Fast. Capitol.—Cic, Pro Arch., 6.—Plin., II. N., xiii, S ~j

—2. (liii., 18.)—3. (Val. Max., iv., 1,^10.)—4. (Liv., xxxix ..44
—5. (Liv., xxix., 37.—Val. Max., ii., 9, ^ 6.)—6. (Niebuhr, Hifi
(f Rome, i.,p. 433.>—7. (Plut., Pomp., c. 22.)— f). (Dionv*.,'
13.)—9. (ix., 46.)—10 a c.)—11 (Polyb., vi., 19, ^2.)
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piroTJded he continued able lo discharge the du-
ties of a knight. Thus the two censors M. Livius
Saiinator and C. Claudius Nero, in B.C. 204, were
also equites;* and L. Scipio Asiaticus, who was
deprived of his horse by the censors in B.C. 185,«
had hinp.solf been censor in B.C. 191. This is also
proved by a fragment in the fourth book» of Cicero's
*' De Repubiica,"in which he says, cquitatus, in quo
tuffragia sunt etiam senatus ; by which he evidently
means that most of the senators were enabled to
vote at the Comitia Centuriata in consequence of
their belonging to the equestrian centuries. But
dunng the later times of the Republic, the knights
were obliged to give up their horses on entering the
senate, and, consequently, ceased to belong to the
equestrian centuries. This regulation is alluded to
in the fragment of Cicero already referred to, in
which Scipio says that many persons were anxious
that a plebiscitu/ii should be passed, ordaining that
the public hor^33 should be restored to the state,
which decrer, was, in all probability, passed after-
ward

;
sincr,, fs Niebuhr observes,* " when Cicero

makes Sciv'*-' speak of any measure as intended,
we are to Mippose that it had actually taken place,
but, accorJing to the information possessed by Ci-
pprr. x»rs>^ int^,.»ko„ *u A V Z »- .""-"''^" "J '^i- 'cgc, wjucu is auuQea to Dy L.ivv'^ when he <*av<j

f£h:Z^'%^^l^^lr^Z^l^tS''J'',^^i];:' *'.'
T™> -«s were se, ajar. i/.he Cta°mTdiscourse." That the greater number of the equi-

tes equo publico, after the exclusion of senators
from the equestrian centuries, were young men, is
proved by a passage in the work of Q. Cicero, De
retitione Consulatus.^
The equestrian centuries, of which we have hith-

erto been treating, were only regarded as a division
of the army

; they did not form a distinct class or
ordo m the constitution. The community, in a po-
litical pomt of view, was only divided into patri-
cians and plebeians

; and the equestrian centuries
were composed of both. But in the year B C 123
a new class, called the Ordo Equestrig, was formedm the state by the lex Sempronia, which was intro-
duced by C. Gracchus. By this law all the judices
Had to be cliosen from those citizens who possessed
an equestrian fortune.* We know very little re-
specting the provisions of this law ; but it appears
from the lex Servilia repetundarum, passed 18 years
afterward, that every person who was to be chosen
judex was required to be above 30 and under 60
years of age, to have either an equus publicus, or to
bequahhed by his fortune to possess one, and not
to be a senator. The number of judices who were
required yearly was chosen from this class by the
prastor urbanus.''

As the name of equites had been originally ex-
tended from those who possessed the public horses
to those who served with their own horses, it now
canie to be applied to all those persons who were
qualihed by their fortunes to act as judices, in which
sense the word is usually used by Cicero. Pliny »

mdeed, says that those persons who possessed the
equestrian fortune, but did not serve as equites
were only c^Wed judices, and that the name of equi-
tes was always confined to the possessors of the
equi pubhci. This may have been the correct use
ot the term

;
but custom had long since given thename of equites to the judices chosen in accord-

ance with the lex Sempronia.
After the reform of Sulla, which entirely deprived

EQUITES.

' tained by the publicani,* or farmers of the public
taxes. We find that the publicani were almost al-
ways called equites, not because any particular rankwas necessary m order to obtain from the state the
farming of the taxes, but because the state was not
accustomed to let them to any one who did not
possess a considerable fortune. Thus the publica-
ni are frequently spoken of by Cicero as identical
with the equestrian order.' (Vid. Publicani ) The
consulship of Cicero, and the active part which the
knights then took in suppressing the conspiracy of
Catilme, tended still farther to increase the powei
and influence of the equestrian order; and "from
that time," says Pliny,' "it became a third body
(corpus) in the state, and to the title of Senatiu)
ropulusque Romanus. there began to be added Et
Equestris Ordo."

In B.C. 67, a distinction was conferred upon
them which tended to separate them still farthei
from the plebs. By the lex Roscia Othonis, passedm that year, the first fourteen seats in the theatre
behind the orchestra were given to the equites*
which, according to Cicero» and Velleius Patercii-
lus,* was only a restoration of an ancient privi-
lege, which is alluded to by Livy» when he says

imus for the senators and equites. They also pos-
sessed the right of wearing the clavus angustus
{vid. Clavus, p. 265), and subsequently obtained
the privilege of wearing a gold ring, which was
originally confined to the equites equo publico.
The number of equites increased greatly under

the early emperors, and all persons were admitted
into the order, provided they possessed the requisite
property, without any inquiry into their character
or into the free birth of their father and grandfather,
which had always been required by the censors un-
der the Republic. Property became now the only
qualification

;
and the order, in consequence, grad-

ually began to lose all the consideration which it
had acquired during the later times of the Repub-
lic. Thus Horace sayS; with no small degree oi
contempt, °

" Si quadringentis sex septem milia desunt,
Plebs erisy*

Augustus formed a select class of equites, coft-
sistmg of those equites who possessed the property
of a senator, and the old requirement of free birth
up to the grandfather. He permitted this class
to wear the latus clavus,^ and also allowed the
tribunes of the plebs to be chosen from them aa
well as the senators, and gave them the option, at
the termination of their office, to remain in the sen-
ate or return to the equestrian order." This class
of knights was distinguished by the special title
illustres (sometimes insignes and splendidi) equites

The formation of this distinct class tended to
lower the others stiU more in public estimation In
the ninth year of the reign of Tiberius an attemptwas made to improve the order by requiring the old
qualifications of free birth up to the grandfather
and by strictly forbidding any one to wear the gold
ring unless he possessed this qualification. This
regulation, however, was of little avail, as the em-
perors frequently admitted freedmen into theeques-

^...v., w.^ .^,iw..,. wi ouiia, wnicn entirely deprived »":•""" i.^Hucuujr dumuiea ireeamen into theeques-
the equestrian order of the right of being chosen as

^''^".
"'"'^f

'": When private persons were no longer
luaices, and the nassinffof the Iay Anroii^ m n r/tw appointed indices, the npop<sshv fr,r o «i.c.t:„-.» ..i„^_judices, and the passing of the lex Aurelia (B.C. 70)
which ordained that the judices should be chosen
from the senators, equites, and tribuni serarii, the
influence of the order, says Pliny, was still main-

Voi^''^-'
"''^•' 3''.)-2. (Liv., xxxix., 44.)—3. (c. 2.)—4 (i

M, De Bell. Civ., l.,22._Ta^, Ann.,xii.,60.)-7 (Klenze LeiServxln, Bert., ]825.)-8 (H N., xxxiii.; 7.)
^ '

G o e

appointed judices, the necessity for a distinct classm the community, like the equestrian order, ceased
entirely

;
and the gold ring came at length to bewwn by all free citizens. Even slaves, after their

I. (Plin., U N., xxxiii., 8.)—2. (ad Att., ii., 1, t, 8.)-S. (]

w^T^Q^^l.^-'. ^P'^' ^^-^-S- (Pro Mur., I9.)-6. (li., 32 )-7. (L
f*-'-«-

EP's'-. 1., 1, 58.)-9. (Ovid, Trist., IV., X., 35.)-l6!
(Suet., Octav., 40.—Dion Cass., liv., 30.)-ll. (Tacit., Ann^
XI

, 4, with the note of Lipsius.)—12. (PIm., II. N., xxxui., 8J
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manumission, were allowed to wear it by special

permission from the emperor, which appears to have
been usually granted, provided the patronus con-

sented.*

Having thus traced the history of the equestrian

order to its final extinction as a distinct class in the

community, we must now return to the equites

equo publico, who formed the 18 equestrian centu-

ries. This class still existed during the latter years

of the Republic, but had entirely ceased to serve as

horse-soldiers in the army. The cavalry of the

Roman legions no longer consisted, as in the time

of Polybius, of Roman equites, but their place was
supplied by the cavalry of the allied states. It is

evident that Caesar, in his Gallic wars, possessed no
Roman cavalry.* When he went to an interview

with Ariovistus, and was obliged to take cavalry

with him, we are told that he did not dare to trust

his safety to the Gallic cavalry, and therefore

mounted his legionary soldiers upon their horses.'

The Roman equites are, however, frequently men-
tioned in the Gallic and civil wars, but never as

common soldiers ; they were officers attached to

the staff of the general, or commanded the cavalry

of the allies, or sometimes the legions.*

After the year B.C. 50, there were no censors in

the state, and it would therefore follow that for

some years no review of the body took place, and
that the vacancies were not filled up. When Au-
gustus, however, took upon himself, in B.C. 29,

the praefectura morum, he frequently reviewed the

troops of equites, and restored, according to Sueto-

nius,* the long-neglected custom of the solemn
procession (transveclio) ; by which we are probably

to understand that Augustus connected the review
ofthe knights (recognitio) with the annual procession

Kransvcctio) of" the 15th of July. From this time
hese equites formed an honourable corps, from
which all the higher officers in the army* and the

chief magistrates in the state were chosen. Ad-
mission into this body was equivalent to an intro-

duction into public life, and was therefore esteemed
a great privilege ; whence we find it recorded in

inscriptions that such a person was equo publico ho-

noratus, exornatus, &c., by the emperor.' If a

young man was not admitted into this body, he was
excluded from all civil offices of any importance,

except in municipal towns ; and also from all rank

in the army, with the exception of centurion.

All those equites who were not employed in ac-

tual service were obliged to reside at Rome,* where
they were allowed to fill the lower magistracies,

which entitled a person to admission into the sen-

ate. They were divided into six turmae, each of

which was commanded by an officer, who is fre-

quently mentioned in inscriptions as Sevir cguitum
Rom.,turm(e i., ii., &c., or, commonly, Sevir turmce,

Coin of Commodus.*

I. (Dig. 40, tit. 10, s. 3.)—2. (Cies., BeU. Gall., i., 15.)—3.
(Id., i., 42.)—4. (Id., vii , 70—Bell. Civ., i., 77; iii., 71, *c.)—
5 (Octav., 38.)—6. (Suet., Octav., 38; Claud.,25.)—7. (Orelli,

Inscrip., Nd. 3457, 313, 1229.)—8. (Dion Cass., lii., 9.)—9.
(Vid Spanli., De Pnest. et Usu Numism., vol. ii., p. 364)
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or Sevir turmarum equilum Romanorum. From ttst

time that the equites bestowed the title of principca
juvenlutis upon Caius and Lucius Caesar, the grand-
sons of Augustus,* it became the custom to confer
this title, as well as that of Sevir, upon the proba-
ble successor to the throne, when he first entered
into public life and was presented with an equua
publicus.'

The practice of filling all the higher offices in the
state from these equites appears to have continued
as long as Rome was the centre of the governmehi
and the residence of the emperor. They are men-
tioned in the time of Severus' and of Caracalla,*
and perhaps later. After the time of Diocletian,
the equites became only a city guard, under the
command of the Praefectus Vigilum ; but they still

retained, in the time of Valentinianus and Valens,
A.D. 364, the second rank in the city, and were
not subject to corporeal punishment.*
The preceding account of the equites has been

principally taken from the essay of Zumpt already
referred to ; to which, and to the valuable work of
Marquardt, Histories Equitum Romanorum libri iv.,

Berlin, 1840, the reader is referred for a fuller ex-
planation of those points which have been necessa-
rily treated with brevity in this article. Respecting
the Masrister Equitum, vid. Dictator, p. 361.

EQUULEUS or ECULEUS was an instrument
of torture, which is supposed to have been so
called because it was in the form of a horse. We
have no description of its form given by any of the
ancient writers, but it appears not to have differed

greatly from the crux.* It appears to have been
commonly used at Rome in taking the evidence ot

slaves.'

*EQUUS (iTTTTOf), the Horse. The native coun-
try of this animal is unknown. The Horse waa
highly esteemed among the Egyptians, who appear
to have had an excellent breed, and, besides those
required for the army and private use, many were
sold to foreign traders who visited the country.*

Among the Greeks, the public games, where racing
formed so conspicuous a part, always induced great
attention to be paid to this noble animal. The
Greek horse*appears to have been quite small in

size, if any idea can be formed of its proportions

from the bas-reliefs of the frieze of the Parthenon,
forming part of the Elgin marbles. Flaxman speaks
in terms of high eulogium of the manner in which
these steeds are represented by the artist. " The
beholder," he remarks, "is charmed with the deer-

like lightness and elegance of their make ; and,

although the relief is not above an inch from the

background, and they are so much smaller than
nature, we can scarcely suffer reason to persuade
us that they are not alive." Horses were sold in

Attica for comparatively high prices, not only on
account of their utility, and the difficulty of keeping
them, but from the disposition of the Athenians to

extravagance and display : while the knights kept

expensive horses for military service and proces-

sions at the festivals, and while men of ambition

and high rank trained them for the games and
races, there arose, particularly among the young
men, an excessive passion for horses, of which
Aristophanes gives an example in the Clouds, and
which is recorded by several ancient writers, so

that many persons were impoverished by keeping

them. The price of a common horse was three

1. (Tacit., Aim., 1., 3.—Monum. Ancyr.)—2. (Capitol., M.
Anton. Phi' ., 6.—Lamprid., Commod., 1.)—3. (Gruter, Inscrip.,

p. 1001,5.- Papinian in Dig. 29, tit. 1, s. 43 )- I. (Gruter, p.

379, 7.)-5. (Cod. Theodos., 6, tit. 36.)—6. (Cic, Pro Mil., c.

21, compared with "carta crux," c. 22.)—7. (Vid. Sigonius. Dc.

Judiciis, lii., 17.—Magius, " De Equuleo," in Sallcngre's Nov.
Thesaur. Ant. Rom., vol. ii., p. 1211, &c.)—«. (Wilkinson's

Egyptians, vol. i., p. 20, 2d series.)
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BinaB ; but a good saddle-horse, or a horse for run-

ning in chariot-races, according to Aristophanes,

cost twelve minas. Sometimes, however, fashion,

or fancy for horses, raised their price beyond all

limits. Thus thirteen talents were given for Bu-

cephalus.' The Romans, if nature had not furnished

the horses with a proud and lofty action, used to tie

iDllers of wood and weights to their pastern joints,

to compel them to lift their feet, a practice particu-

larly required to go safely, skilfully, and with ease

lo the rider, in the amble. This was the favourite

pace with the Romans. The Greeks tried their

horses by a bell, and other loud and sudden noises.

Such horses as were worn out, and unfit to serve

with the troops, were turned out, and, as a mark of

dismission, were branded in the jaw with the figure

of a circle or a wheel. Virgil says (at the fleet-

est steeds among the Greeks came Irom Epirus

;

the studs of Corinth, however, were also remark-

able for their excellence, and the breed was traced

back by the register-books to Pegasus. It was cus-

tomary to mark horses of this breed with a kopjpa

on the shoulder, whence the term KOTrnaTiaq (sc.

JiTTTTOf).*

ER'ANOI [IpavoL) were clubs or societies estab-

lished for charitable or convivial purposes, or for

both. They were very common at Athens, and
suited the temper of the people, who were both so-

cial and generous. The term ipavoc, in the sense

of a convivial party, is of ancient date.* It resem-

bled our picnics, or the German pikeniks, and was
also called delKvov utto anvpidog or unb avfiBo^uv

:

where every guest brought his own dish, or (to save

trouble) one was deputed to cater for the rest, and
was afterward repaid by contributions. {Vid. Deip-

NON.) Vhe clubs that were formed at Athens used
to dine together at stated periods, as once a month

;

and every member was bound to pay his subscrip-

tion, which (as well as the society itself^ was called

ipavog, and the members hpaviaTat. If any member
failed to pay, the sum was made up by the president,

kpavupxvCt &lso called n?.TipuTTjg tpdvov, who after-

Ward recovered it, if he could, from the defaulter.

Tllrtpovv epavov often means simply to pay the sub-

scription, as "keiiniv or eKXeinetv, to make default.*

There were also associations under this name for

the purpose of mutual relief, resembling in some de-

gree our friendly or benefit societies ; but with this

essential difference, that the relief which they af-

forded was not (as it is with us) based upon any
calculation of natural contingencies, but was given

pro re nala, to such poor members as stood, in need
of it. The Athenian societies do not appear to have
kept up a common fund by regular subscriptions,

though it is probable that the sum which each mem-
ber was expected to advance, in case of need, was
pretty well understood. If a man was reduced to

poverty, or in distress for money from any cause, he
applied to the members of his club for assistance

;

this was called avXAiyeiv Ipavov : those who advan-
ced it were said kpavi^eiv avru : the relief was con-

sideied as a loan, repayable by the borrower when
in better circumstances. Isaeus* reckons among the

assets of a person, t^ tpuvuv bip^^fiara eianETrpayfie-

va, from which we may infer that each contributor

was entitled to recover the sum he had lent. For
the recovery of such loans, and for the decision of

other disputes, there were kpaviKat Sixai, in which
a summary and equitable kind of justice was ad-

ministered. Plato* disapproved of lawsuits in such
matters, and would not allow them in his Republic.

Salmasius contends that, wherever the terra ipa-

1. (Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, vol. i., p. 101, transl.)—2.
(Mitchell ad Aristoph., Nub., 23.)—3. fHq i., Od., i., 226.)—4.
(Demosth., c. Aphob., 821 ; c. Meid., 547 ; c. Aristog., 776.)—5l

IDeHagn H;ered., 294 >—6 (Leg., xi., p. 915.)

voc is applied to an established society, it ine&M
only a convivial club, and that there were no regu-
lar associations for the purposes of charity ; but
others have held a different opinion.* It is not
probable that many permanent societies were form
ed with the sole view of feasting. We know that
at Athens, as well as in the other Grecian Repub-
lics, there were clubs for various purposes, political

as well as social ; the members of which would
naturally meet, and dine together at certain periods
Such were the religious companies {^laaoi), the
commercial (tfinopiKai), and some others.' Unions
of this kind were called by the general name of irat-

piat, and were often converted to mischievous ends,
such as bribery, overawing the public assembly, or
influencing courts of justice.* In the days of the
Roman Empire, friendly societies, under the name
of Ipavoi, were frequent among the Greek cities,

but were looked on with suspicion by the emperors
as leading to political combinations.* The gilds, or
fraternities for mutual aid, among the ancient Sax-
ons, resembled the Ipavoi of the Greeks.* Com-
pare also the uyairal, or love-feasts of the early
Christians.

The word Ipavog is often used metaphorically, to

signify any contributions or friendly advance of
money.
EREBINTHUS {kpiSiveog), a sort of small pea

or vetch. Chickpea. " Of the three species or vari-

eties of the hpeSivdog noticed by Dioscorides, the
only one that can be satisfactorily determined," ob-
serves Adams, " is the Kptog, which is undoubtedly
the Cicer arietanum."*

*ERE'TRIA TERRA {'Eperpiag yfj), Eretrian
Earth, an impure argil, of a snow-white colour, ob-
tained near the city of Eretria, in Eubcea.'
ERGA'STULUM was a private prison attached

to most Roman farms, called career rusticus by Ju-
venal,* where the slaves were made to work in

chains. It appears to have been usually under
ground, and, according to Columella,* ought to be
lighted by narrow windows, which should be too
high from the ground to be touched by the hand.
The slaves confined in an ergastulum were also

employed to cultivate the fields in chains.*' Slaves
who had displeased their masters were punished by
imprisonment in the ergastulum ; and in the same
place all slaves who could not be depended upon, or
were barbarous in their habits, were regularly kept.

A trustworthy slave had the care of the ergastulum,
and was, therefore, called ergaslularius}^ Accord-
ing to Plutarch,** these prisons arose in consequence
of the conquest of Italy by the Romans, and the
great number of barbarous slaves who were em-
ployed to cultivate the conquered lands. In the
time of Hadrian and Antoninus, many enactments
were made to ameliorate the condition of slaves

;

and, among other salutary measures, Hadrian abol-

ished the ergastuia, winch must have been liable to

great abuse in the hands of tyrannical masters.**
For farther information on the subject, vid. Brisso-
nius, Antiq. Select., ii., 9.—Lipsius, Elect., ii., 15.

Opera, vol. i., p. 317, &c.—Gottling, Gesch. der Rom
Staatsv., p. 135.

*ERrCA {ipiKTj or epeiKij), the Tree-heath, or
Erica arborea, mentioned by Theophrastus and Di-
oscorides.**

1. (Vid. Salmas., De Usuris, c. 3.—Obs. ad jus Att. et Rum.,
and Herald., Animadv. in Sal., referred to in Meier's Att. Proc.,

p. 540.)—2. (Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Atheiis, i., p. 328, 329.)—3.

(Thucyd., iii., 82.—Demosth., Do Coron., 329.—Thirlwall, Gr.
Hist., vol. iv., p. 36.)—4. (Plin., Ep., y., 93, 94.)—5. (Turner's
Hist, of the Anglo-Saxons, iv., 10.)—«. (Theophrast H. P., viii.,

1.—Dioscor., ii., 126.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—7. (Dioecor., v.,

170.)—-8. (xiv., 24.)—9. (i., 6.)— 10. (Plin., H. N., xviii., 7,H —
Flor., iii., 19.)— 11. (Colum., i., 8.)— 12. (Tib. Gracch., 8.)—13
(Spart., Hadr., 18. compared with Gaius, i., 53.)—14. (Thto-
phrast., H. P , i., 23 ; ix., 11.—Dirtcor , i., 47 )
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ERFCIUS was a military engine, full of sharp

epikes, which was placed by the gate of the camp
to prevent the approach of the enemy.*
•ERIN'EUS {epivEoc), the Wild Fig-tree, or Ficus

Carica, L. {Vid. Ficus.)'

ERI'NUS {ipivoc), according to Sprengel, the

Cavipanula Erinus. Matthiolus and Bauhin, how-
ever, are quite undecided about it.'

*EPIO*OPON AENAPON, the Cotton-tree, or

Gossypium arboreum. Virgil is supposed to allude

to it in the following line :
" Quid nemora JEthiopum,

molli canentia lana?"*

*ERO DIUS, the Heron. (Vid. Ardea.)

EROTIA or EROTIDIA {'Epuna or 'Epurtdia)

was the most solemn of all the festivals celebrated

in the Boeotian town of Thespiae. It took place

every fifth year, and in honour of Eros, the princi-

pal divinity of the Thespians. Respecting the par-

ticulars nothing is known, except that it was sol-

emnized with contests in music and gymnastics.*

The worship of Eros seems to have been establish-

ed at Thespiae from the earliest times ; and the an-

cient symbolic representation of the god, a rude

stone {apyog lidog), continued to be looked upon
with particular reverence, even when sculpture had
attained the highest degree of perfection among the

Greeks.*

*ERU'CA, I. a species of Palmer or Cank-
er-worm, very injurious to trees, the leaves and
blossoms of which it eats completely off. This
scourge of vegetation is produced, according to

Pliny, during a humid season, and one only moder-
ately warm.'

*II. The herb Rocket, or Brassica Eruca, the

same with the eiCufiov of the Greeks. The seed

were used by the ancients as a condiment in food,

and were employed in place of mustard in Iberia.

They were also used as an aphrodisiac. Dioscori-

des* and Pjiny' make mention of two kinds, the sa-

tivum and agreste, the latter being the wild kind.

Sibthorp found this plant at Athens, and also among
the vineyards in the islands of the Archipelago.

—

The Greek name el^ofiov comes from ev, and C<^/iog,

" broth," indicating its being employed in seasoning

broth ; the Latin appellation is explained by Pliny,

with reference to the pungent properties of Rocket,
'^ quod vellicando linguam quasi erodat."

*ERVUM, the Tare, or Ervum Ervilia, the same
with the Greek opo6og. The ancient writers speak

of two kinds, the sativum and sylvestre. Dioscori-

des' * subdivides the former into the red and the white,
from the colour of the flowers. Aristotle, Columel-

la," and Pliny" make mention of it as used to fatten

cattle. The modern Greeks still call it /566i, applying

this name to both the cultivated and the wild kind."

ERYNG'IUM (T/pvyyiov), the herb Eryngo, oth-

erwise called Sea-holm or Sea-holly. "Eryngo,"
says Woodville, " is supposed to be the ripvyyioi'

of Dioscorides."^* Sprengel, however, makes the

ijpvyyLov of Theophrastus" to be the Eryngium mari-

timum, but Stackhouse prefers the Eryngium cam-

pestre. Sprengel, in his R. H. H., refers the ijpv-yy-

lov of Dioscorides to the Eryngium planum, but m
his edition of Dioscorides he admits his uncertainty

about the species."

ERYTHROD'ANUM {hpvBpodavov). " It can
admit of no doubt," observes Adams, " that the

kpvdp66avov of Dioscorides and Galen*' is the Rubia

1. (Caa., Bell. Civ., iii., 67.—Sallust, ap. Non., xviii., 16.—Lip-
»ius, PolioTcet., v., 4.)—2. (Horn., II., vi., 433.—Theophrast., H.
P., ii., 2.)—3. (Dioscor., iv., 29.)—4. (Theophrast., H. P., iv., 7.—

'V'irg., Georg-.. ii., 120.— Adams, Append., s. v.)— 5. (Pluc ,

Erot., ix., 1.—Paus., ix., 31, ^ 3.—Athen., xiii., p. 561.) —

6

(Paus., ix., 27, ^ 1.—Compare Schol. ad Pind., Olymp., vii., 154.)

-7. (H. N., xvii., 24.)-^. (ii., 170.)-9. (H. N., xx., 13.)—10.

(ii., 131.)—11. (ii.. 11 ; vi , 3.) — 12. (H. N., xxviii., 15.) — 13.

(Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 188.)— 14. (iii., 21.)—15. (H. P.,

•i., 1.)—16. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—17. (lu. 150.)
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tmctorum or dyer's Madder. Sprengel is disposed
to questicyi whether the tpvOidavov of Theophras-
tus* be the same, and hesitates whether to make it

the Rubia lucida, Galium cruciatum, Sm., or the As'
perula odorata. Stackhouse, however, holds it also

to be the Rubia tinctorum.^"

ERYTH'ROPUS (kpvdpoirovq), a bird mentioned
in the Aves of Aristophanes.' It was most proba*

bly, according to Adams, either the Redshank (Sco-

lopax calidris) or the Bilcock (^Rallus aquaticus*).

ERYTHRON'IUM {epvdpdvwv), a plant, about
which it is difficult to form any certain opinion. It

is most probably, however, what is called Dogs-
tooth, or Erylhronium Dens Canis.^

ERYCTE'RES {epvKrijpec) was the name given to

the Spartan slaves who followed their masters to the

wars, and who appear to have been, in course of

time, manuinitted. The name is supposed by Miiller

to have been given to them in allusion to their duty
of drawing {ipvKeiv) the wounded from the ranks.*

*ESCH'ARUS (i(7xapog), the name of a fish brief-

ly noticed by Athenaeus, and called also Kopig. Ron-
delet supposes it a species or variety of Sole, name-
ly, Pieuronecles solca

'

ESOPTRON {^aonrpov) {Vid. Speculum.)
ESSEDA'RII. {Vid. EssEDA.)
E'SSEDA or E'SSEDUM (from the Celtic Est,

a carriage*), the name of a chariot used, especially

in war, by the Britons, the Gauls, and Belgae,' and
also by the Germans.*"
According to the account given by Caesar," and

agreeably to the remarks of Diodorus Siculus," the

method of using the essedum in the ancient British

army was very similar to the practice of the Greeks
in the heroic ages, as described by Homer, and in

the article Currus, p. 332, 323. The principal dif-

ference seems to have been that the essedum was
stronger and more ponderous than the 6i<j>pog ; that

it was open before instead of behind ; and that, in

consequence of these circumstances and the width
of the pole, the owner was able, whenever he pleas-

ed, to run along the pole {de lemone Britanno exci-

del"), and even to raise himself upon the yoke, and
then to retreat with the greatest speed into the body
of the car, which he drove with extraordinary swift-

ness and skill. It appears, also, that these cars were
purposely made as noisy as possible, probably by the

creaking and clanging of the wheels {strepitu rota-

rum ;'* Esseda muUisonora^^) ; and that this was
done in order to strike dismay into the enemy. The
formidable British warriors who drove these char-

iots, the '.' car-borne" of Ossian, were called in Latin

essedarii.'* There were about 4000 of them in the

army of Cassibelaunus." Having been captured,

they were sometimes exhibited in the gladiatorial

shows at Rome, and seem to have been great fa-

vourites with the people." They must have held

the highest rank in the armies of their own country;

and Tacitus** observes that the driver of the car

ranked above his fighting companion, which was
the reverse of the Greek usage.

The essedum was adopted for purposes of con-

venience and luxury among the Romans."* Cicero"

mentions the use of it on one occasion by the tribune

of the people as a piece of extravagance ; but in

the time of Seneca it seems to have been muc)^

1. (vi., 1; vii., 19, <fec.)— 2. (Adams, Append., s. v.) — 8.

(304.)_4.) Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Dioscor., iii., 134.—Bau
bin, Pinax, p. 128.—Sprengel, ad Dioscor., p. 554.—Adams, ip-

pend., s. v.)—6. (Athen., p. 271, F.—Miiller, Dor., 3, iii., « 2.;—
7. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—8. (Ginzrot, i., p. 377.)—9. (Virg.,

Georg., iii., 204. — Servius, ad loc.) — 10. (Pers., vi., 47.) — 11.

(Beli: GaU., iv., 33.) — 1?. (v., 21, 29.) — 13. (Juv., iv., 125.)—

14. (Caes., 1. c. — Compare Tacit.. Agric, 35.) — 15. (Claud.,

Epiffr., iv.)—16. (Cjes., D. G., iv.,24.—Cic. ad Fam., vii., 6.)—

17. (C«6e., B. G., v., 19.)- 18. (Sueton., Calig., 35.— Claud,

26.)— 19. (Agric, 12.)— 20. (Propert., ii.. 1 , 76.) — 81 (PhiL.

ii.,24.)
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more common ; for he* reckons the sound of the
" essedae transcurrentes" among those noises which

did not distract him. As used by the Romans, the

essedum may have differed from the cisium in this,

that the cisium was drawn by one horse (see wood-

cut, I). 257), the essedum always by a pair. The
Gssedum must have been similar to the Covinhs,

except that the latter had a cover.

*EULAI (evXal), Worms. This term is used by

the Greek writers on Natural History in much the

«ame sense, and with the same latitude, as the

Latin term Vermes is applied by Cuvier and our

late naturalists. " The names of worms, gkuIt}^,

Ev'kai, itT^iLvq, in Greek, and Vermes in Latin, were
employed by the ancients," observes Griffith, "to

designate certain animals which to a certain degree

they suited, with much more reference, however, to

their elongated form of body than to the softness

of their composition. But, as we have just seen,

the Greeks had three words for these beings, each

of which had its peculiar signification. From what
Aristotle tells us of his okuXtj^ (a word, the root of

which is undoubtedly oKo^iog, ' tortuous'), it is ev-

ident tliat it applied to all the animals which exhib-

ited the form of the common worm, or rather, per-

haps, whose movements were tortuous, whatever
might be the nature of the change which they were
subsequently to undergo. It would seem, however,

that it was more especially applied to the first de-

gree of development in insects, to the state in

which they appear on issuing from the egg of the

parent. Aristotle certainly extends its application

no farther than to insects. Such, however, is not

the case with .^lian. In two places of his work on
the nature of animals, where this expression oc-

curs, he evidently intends the lumbrici, or intesti-

nal worms ; in a third, it is probable that he alludes

to the caterpillar of tlie cabbage-hutterfly ; and in

a fourth, he thus designates, after Ctesias, some fab-

ulous animal, although he states it to \)elong to the

genus of those which are nourished and engendered

in wood. The term ev2.ai appears to have been

also employed to designate the form under which
some insects exist for a greater or less period of

time, since we find it applied to animals which in-

habit putrid flesh, and also wounds and ulcers. Its

extension, therefore, was not very great, -^lian

likewise employs it to designate what, in all proba-

bility, was a larva, when he tells us that in India the

peasants remove the land-tortoises from their shell

with a mattock, in the same manner as they re-

move the worms from plants which are infested

by them. Finally, the word iTifiivg, which is fre-

quently used by Hippocrates in many of his works,

and, among others, in his General Treatise on Dis-

eases, was applied by him to those animals which
are at present known under the denomination of

intestinal worms, of which he was acquainted with
but a small number of species. Aristotle has em-
ployed it in the same manner, as well as .^lian, eve-

ry time that he speaks of the substances which are

used to rid dogs of the worms to which they are

subject. The Latin authors, and Pliny among the

rest, appear to have restricted the word lumbricus

to the intestinal worms, and to have rendered the

three Greek denominations by a single one, that of

Vermes, fi ?m which it has happened that the mod-
erns hii"e been led to the same confusion by the

word worms, which, as well as the French word
vers, is evidently derived from the Latin. All the

othfr animals, which they comprehended under the

name of Exsanguia, meaning by that term that they

had not red blood, were divided into the three class-

es of Insecta, Mollusca, and Zoophyta. The term

Vermes did not then possess that undue extension

1. (Epist., 57.)

which it obtained among the naturalists of the last

century, with whom it at last comprehended all an-

imals with the exception of the Vertebrata, the In-

secta, and the Crustacea.'"

EUMOLP'IDAI (EvfioXniSat), the most distin-

guished and venerable among the priestly families

in Attica. They were devoted to the service of
Demeter at Athens and Eleusis, and were said to

be the descendants of the Thracian bard Eumolpus,
who, according to some legends, had introduced

the Eleusinian mysteries into Attica.' The high-

priest of the Eleusinian goddess {lepo<f)uvTric or fiva

rayuyoc), who conducted the celebration of her

mysteries and the initiation of the mystae, was al-

ways a member of the family of the Eumolpidae, as

Eumolpus himself was believed to have been the

first hierophant.' In his external appearance the

hierophant was distinguished by a peculiar cut of

his hair, a kind of diadem {aTp()(piov), and a long

purple robe.* In his voice he seems always to

have affected a solemn tone suited to the sacred

character of his office, which he held for life, and
which obliged him to remain unmarried.* The hi-

erophant was attended by four eni/i£X7iTai, one of

whom likewise belonged to the family of the Eu-
molpidas.* Other members of their family do not

seem to have had any particular functions at the

Eleusinia, though they undoubtedly took part in the

great procession to Eleusis. The Eumolpidae had
on certain occasions to offer up prayers for the wel-

fare of the state, and in case of neglect they might
be taken to account and punished ; for they were,

like all other priests and magistrates, responsible

for their conduct, and for the sacred treasures in-

trusted to their care.'' (Compare Euthyne.)
The Eumolpidae had also judicial power in cases

where religion was violated {Trepl daedeiag^). This
power probably belonged to this family from the

earliest times, and Solon as well as Pericles do not

seem to have made any alteration in this respect.

Whether the religious court acted independent of

the archon king, or under his guidance, is un-

certain. The law, according to which they pro-

nounced their sentence, and of which they had the

exclusive possession, was not written, but handed
down by tradition ; and the Eumolpidae alone had
the right to interpret it, whence they are sometimes
called E^TfyTjTai. (Vid. Exeoetai.) In cases for

which the law had made no provisions, they acted

according to their own discretion.' Respecting the

mode of proceeding in these religious courts, no-

thing is known." In some cases, when a person

was convicted of gross violation of the public ins' i-

tutions of his country, the people, besides sending

the offender into exile, added a clause in their ver-

dict tliat a curse should be pronounced upon him by
the Eumolpidae.** But the Eumolpidae could pro-

nounce such a curse only at the command of the peo-

ple, and might afterward be compelled by the peo-

ple to revoke it, and purify the person whom they had
cursed before.*'

*EUPATO'RIUM (evTrorw/jiov**), a plant, the

same with the Agrimony, or Agrimonia Eupaiorium.

Another name is Liverwort, from its being used in

complaints of the liver, and hence we find it called

in Oribasius TinaToptov. The name of Eupatorium

1. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. liii., p. 38, seqq.)—2. (Diod. Sic, i

29.—ApoUoU., Biblioth., iii., 15, I) 4.—Deraosth., c. Neser., 1384,

<tc.)—3. (Hesych., s. v. Etr/<oX7ri'5aj.—Tacit., Hist., iv., 83.—

Amob.—Clemens Alex., Protrept.)—4. (Arrian in Epictet., iii.,

21.—Plut., Alcib., 22.)—5. (Paus., ii., 14, * 1.)—0. (Harpocrat

et Suid., s. V. 'KntixeXtiTiil tZv Mvarriptijiv.)— 7. (.Sschin., c

Ctesiph., p.56,ed. Steph.)—8. (Demosth., c. Andvot., p. 601.)-

9. (Lysias, c. Andocid., p. 204.—Andocid., Do Myst., p. 57.)-

10. (Heffter, Allien. Gerichtsverf., p. 405, &-..—Pbitner. Process

li., p.l47, <fec.)—11. (Plut., Alcib., 22.—Corn. Nep., Alcib . 4,

5.)—12. (Plut., Alcib., .'{3.-"Corn. Nep., Alcib., 6, 5 )- -IS. (Di«

oscor., iv., 41.)
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was given it, according to some of the ancient

writers, from that of Mithradates Eupator, who dis-

covered the medicinal properties of this plant.' It

is more probable, however, that it was so called

from the city of Eupatoria, near the river Amisus,
in Pontiis, where it grew abundantly. Pliny says,

that its seed, taken in wine, formed an excellent

remedy for dysentery. The islanders of Zante
call it <j>ov6xopTov, and the Turks Cojun oti. Sib-

thorp found it in the Peloponnesus, and also around
Byzantium, and along the road between Smyrna
and Brusa.^

EUPATRlD.iE {EvnaTpiSai, descended from no-

ble ancestors) is the name by which, in early times,

the nobility of Attica was designated. Who the

Eupatridae originally were has been the subject of

much dispute ; but the opinion now almost univer-

sally adopted is, that they were the noble Ionic or

Hellenic families who, at the time of the Ionian mi-

gration, settled in Attica, and there exercised the

power and influence of an aristocracy of warriors

and conquerors, possessing the best parts of the

land, and commanding the services of a numerous
class of dependants.* The chiefs who are mention-
ed as kings of the several Attic towns, before the

organization of the country ascribed to Theseus,
belonged to the highest or ruling class of the Eu-
patridae ; and when Theseus made Athens the seat

of government for the whole country, it must have
been chiefly these nobles of the highest rank that

left their former residences and migrated to Athens,
where, after Theseus had given up his royal prerog-

atives and divided them among the nobles, they oc-

cupied a station similar to that which they had pre-

viously held in their several districts of Attica. Oth-

er Eupatridae, however, who either were not of the

highest rank, or were less desirous to exercise any
direct influence upon the government, remained in

their former places of residence.* In the division

of the inhabitants of Attica into three classes, which
is ascribed to Theseus, the Eupatridae were the first

class,* and thus formed a compact order of nobles,

united by their interests, rights, and privileges. The
first, or, at least, the most ambitious among them,
undoubtedly resided at Athens, where they enjoyed

nearly the same privileges as they had before the

union in the separate townships of Attica. They
were in the exclusive possession of all the civil and
religious ofl^ces in the state, ordered the affairs of

religion, and interpreted the laws, human and di-

vine.* The king was thus only the first among his

equals, only distinguished from them by the duration

of his office ;'' and the four kings of the phylae {<j>v2.o-

6a(Ti?i.Etf), who were chosen from the Eupatridae,

were more his colleagues than his counsellors.*

The kingly power was in a state of great weakness

;

and while the overbearing influence of the nobles,

on the one hand, naturally tended gradually to abol-

ish it altogether, and to establish a purely aristo-

cratical government in its stead,* it produced, on
the other hand, effects which threatened its own
existence, and at last led to the entire overthrow
of the hereditary aristocracy as an order : for the

commonalty, which had likewise gained in strength

by the union of all the Attic townships, soon began to

feel the oppression of the aristocracy, which in At-
tica produced nearly the same effects as that of the

patricians at Rome. The legislation of Draco seems
to have arisen out of the growing discontent of the

commonalty with the oppressive rule of the nobles ;"

1. (Plin., H. N., XXV., 6.)—2. (BiUerbeck, Flora Classica, p.

117.)—3. (Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, i., p. 115, <fec.—Wach-
•muth, Hellen. Alterth., I., i., p. 230, <fec.)—4. (Thirlwall, ib.,

ii., p. 8 )— 5. (Plut., Thes., 25.) — 6. (Muller, Dor., ii., 2, 1) 15.)

—7. (Schiimann, Do Comit., p. 4, transl.) — 8. (Pollux, viii.,

111.)—9. (Hermaim, Pol. Ant. of Greece, * 102.) — 10. (Thirl-

maU, ib., ii., p. 18, &c.>
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but his attempts to remedy the evil were m:Jre caW
culated to intimidate the people than to satisfy

them, and could, consequently, not have any lasting

results. The disturbances which, some years aflei,

arose from the attempt of Cylon, one of the Eupatri
dae, who tried to overthrow the aristocratical gov
ernment and establish himself as tyrant, at length
led to the legislation of Solon, by which the political

power and influence of the Eupatridae as an order
was broken, and property instead of birth was mailo
the standard of political rights.* But as Solon, like

all ancient legislators, abstained from abolishing any
of the religious institutions, those families of the Eu-
patridae in which certain priestly offices and func-
tions were hereditary, retained these distinctions

down to a very late period of Grecian history.'

*EUPHORB'IUM {ev<l>6p6iov), a plant belonging to

the genus Euphorbia, or Spurge. It grows wild in

Africa, and is said to have been discovered by King
Juba,' who gave it the name of Euphorbia in hon-
our of his physician Euphorbus, brother to Antoni-
us Musa, the medical attendant of Augustus.* This
prince also wrote a treatise on the virtues of the
plant, which was in existence in Pliny's days.*

The Euphorbium was discovered by him near Mount
Atlas. Its stem, according to Pliny,* was straight

like a thyrsus, and its leaves resembled those c^

the acanthus. Its odour was so powerful, that they
who collected the juice were compelled to stand at

a distance. An incision was made into the stem by

means of a pole tipped with iron, and the juice

which exuded was caught in a goatskin. Thia
juice became, on exposure to the air, a gum-rcain
resembling frankincense. Pliny speaks of it as a
remedy against the bite of serpents. The name of
this resin was also Euphorbium. " It is state! in

the Edinburgh Dispensatory," remarks Adams, "that
the Euphorbium is got from the species called £?*-

pkorbia anliquorum ; but Sprengel prefers the Eu-
phorbia maritimaV Sibthorp informs us that the
Greek fishermen, at the present day, use the i m-

phorbia Characias (called by them (pXofiog) to pois )n

the fish, but that, when caught by these moai s,

they become putrid a short time after they are

taken.*

EURFPUS. (Vid. Amphitheatrdm, p. 53.)

EUTHYDIC'IA (evdvdiKia). {Vid. Dice, p. 359.)

EUTHY'NE {ev&vvj)). All public officers at Ath-
ens, especially generals, ambassadors,* the archoris

and their assessors, the difetetae, priests and priest-

esses,'* the secretaries of the state," the superin-

tendents of public buildings, the trierarchs, and
even the senate of the Five Hundred and the mem-
bers of the Areiopagus, were accountable for their

conduct, and the manner in which they acquitted

themselves of their official duties. The judges in

the popular courts seem to have been the only au-

thorities who were not responsible,** for they were
themselves the representatives of the people, and
would, therefore, in theory, have been responsible

to themselves. This account, which officers had
to give afler the time of their office was over, was
called evdvvT], and the officers subject to it, vnevdv-

voL. Every public officer had to render his account

within thirty days after the expiration of his office ;*•

and as long as this duty was not fulfilled, the whole
property of the ex-officer was in bondage to the

1. (Aristot., Polit., ii., 9. — Dionys. Hal., Ant. nom., ii . 8.-

.iElian, V. H., v., 13.)—2. (Wachsmuth, IleDen. Alteith., i., i,

p. 152. — Compare Schumann, Antiq. Jur. Publ. Gricc, p. 107

.fee, and p. 77, &c.)—3. (Plin., H. N., xxv., 7.)—4. (Plin., 1. f-i

—5. (1. c.)—6. (1. c.)—7. (Adams, Append., s. v.)— 8. (Billw

beck. Flora Classica, p. 120.)—9. (Demoslh. et ^schin., D«
Fals. Leg-.)-10. (jEschin., c. Ctes., p. 56, ed. Steph.)— 11. (Ly»-

ias, c. Nicom.) — 12. (Aristoph., Vesp., 546. — Iludtwalcker,

"Von den Diietet.," p. 32.) — 13. (Ilarpocrat., Suid. ct Phoc
8. V. Xoyiaral and KiQiivoi.)
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Aiie .' he \va» not allowed to travet beyond the

frontiers of Attica, to consecrate any part of his

property as a donarium to the gods, to make his

will, or to pass from one family into another by

adoption ; no public honours or rewards, and no
new office could be given to him.* If within the

stated period an officer did not send in his account,

ar. action called uloyiov or dAoyiof dUrj was brought

against liiui.* At the time when an officer submit-

ted to the eiGvvri, any citizen had the right to come
forward and impeach him. Those who, after hav
ing refused to submit to the evQvvjj, also disobeyed

the summons to defend themselves before a court

of justice, thereby forfeited their rights as citi-

lens.*

It will appear from the list of officers subject to

the euthyne, that it was not confined to those whose
office was connected with the administration of the

public money, or any part of it ; but in many cases

it was only an inquiry into the manner in which a

person had behaved him.self in the discharge of his

official duties. In the former case the scrutiny was
conducted with great strictness, as the state had
various means to check and control the proceed-

ings of its officers ; in the latter, the euthyne may
in many instances have been no more than a per-

sonal attendance of the ex-officer before the repre-

sentatives of the people, to see whether any charge

was brought against him. When no accuser ap-

peared, the officer was honourably dismissed {etcl-

af)naiveadai.% After an officer had gone through

the euthyne, he became avevdwog*
The officers before whom the accounts were

given were in some places called evOvvol or "KoyLo-

rai, in others k^ETacrai or avvTJyopoi..'' At Athens
we meet with the first two of these names, and
both are mostly mentioned together ; but how far

their functions differed is very uncertain. Some
grammarians* state that Xoyiarat was the name of

the same officers who were formerly Jailed Evdwoi.

But from the manner in which the Greek orators

speak of them, it can scarcely be doubted that their

functions were distinct. From the authorities re-

ferred to by Bockh,' it seems, moreover, clear that

the office of the loyicjTai, though closely connected
with that of the Evdvvoi, was of greater extent than
that of the latter, who appear rather to have been
the assessors of the former than a totally distinct

class of officers, as will be seen hereafter. All ac-

counts of those officers who had anything to do
with the public money were, after the expiration of

their office, first sent in to the loyiarai, who exam-
ined them ; and if any difficulty or incorrectness

was discovered, or if charges were brought against

an ex-officer within the period of 30 days, the far-

ther inquiry devolved upon the sidwoi, before whom
the officer was obliged to appear and plead his

cause." If the evBvvoi found that the accounts were
unsatisfactory, that the officer had embezzled part

of the public money, that he had accepted bribes,

or that charges brought against him were well

founded, they referred the case to a court of justice,

for which the "koyioTai appointed the judges by lot,

and in this court their herald proclaimed the question

who would come forward as accuser." The place

Inhere the court was held was the same as that to

which ex-officers sent their accounts to be exam-

1. (JSjch.. c. Ctes., p. 56, Steph.)—2. (.^Eschin et Demosth.,

I>« Coi-on., tj\a i Tim., 747.)—3. (Pollux, viii., M.—Ilesych.,

Buid., EtjTt. Maff , s. v. 'AXoyioi; 3/k»j.)—4. (Demosth., c. Meid.,

p. 5t2.)—A ;Dex:sth., De Coron., 310.)—6. (Pollux, Onom.,
Tin., 54 )— 7. (Arijtot., Polit., vi., 5, p. 213, ed. GOttling.)—8.
(Etymol. Magn.et Phot., s. v. E.vQvvot.)—9. (StaaUli., i., p. 205,

ftc.—Compare ii.. p. 201, and in the Rhein. Mus., 1827, vol. i.,

r.

72, &c.)-10. (Hermann, Polit. Antiq. of Greece, « 154, 8.)—
i. (iEscliin., c. Ctes., p. 57, Steph.—Etymol. Magu., s. v. Ei-

Oi/vg.—IJekker, Anccdot., p. 245. B.)

ined by the ^oyiarai, and was called '/jiytariftitop.

It can scarcely be doubted that the ei'd: voi took al

active part in the trials of the Xoyurr^piov : bat

whether they acted only as the assessors of the h>-

yiarai, or whether they, as Pollux states, exacted
the embezzled sums and fines instead of the prac-

tores, is uncertain. The number of the ev6vvoi, as

well as that of the loyioTai, was ten, one being

taken from every tribe." The Xoyiaral were ap-

pointed by the senate, and chosen by lot ; whether
the eiOwoL were likewise chosen by lot is uncer-

tain, for Photius uses an expression derived from
K?^7jpog (lot), while Pollux' states that the evdwoi
(jrpoGaipovvTac, scil. toic ?-oycaTaig),weie like the as-

sessors of the archons ; the latter account, howev-
er, seems to be more consistent and more probable.

Every Evdvvog had two assessors (irupedpoi).*

The first traces of this truly democratic institu-

tion are generally found in the establishment of the

archonship {upx^ vTzevdvvoq) instead of the kingly

power, by the Attic nobles. ' It was from this state

of dependance of the first magistrates upon the or

der of the nobles that, in the course of time, the

regular euthyne arose. Similar institutions were
established in several other republics of Greece.*

EUTHYNOI (Evdwoi). {Vid. Euthyne )

EVrCTIO. If the purchaser of a thing was by
legal means deprived of it {evicted), the seller was
bound to make good the loss (evictionem prasiare).

If the seller knew that he was selling what was
not his own, this was a case of dolus, and he was
bound, in case of eviction, to make good to the pur-

chaser all loss and damage that he sustained. If

there was no dolus on the part of the seller, he was
simply bound to make good to the purchaser the

value of the thing at the time of eviction. It was
necessary for the purchaser to neglect no proper

means of defence, when an attempt was made to

evict him ; and it was his duty to give the seller no
tice of the adverse claim {litem denunciare), and to

pray his aid in defence of the action. The stipulatio

duplae was usual among the Romans ; and, in such
case, if the purchaser was evicted from the whole
thing, he might, by virtue of his agreement, demand
from the seller double its value.'

EVOCA'TI were soldiers in the Roman army
who had served out their time and obtained their

discharge {missio), but had voluntarily enlisted again

at the invitation of the consul or other commander.*
There appears always to have been a considerable

number of evocati m every army of importance

;

and when the general was a favourite among the

soldiers, the number of veterans who joined bis

standard would of course be increased. The evo-

cati were doubtless released, like the vexillarii, from
the common military duties of fortifying the camp,
making roads, «fcc.,' and held a higher rank in the

army than the common legionary soldiers. They
are sometimes spoken of in conjunction with the

equites Romani,'" and sometimes classed with the
centurions." They appear to have been frequently

promoted to the rank of centurions. Thus Pompey
induced a great many of the veterans who had
served under him in former years, to join his stand-

ard at the breaking out of the civil war, by the
promise of rewards and the command of centuries
{ordinum^*). All the evocati could not, however,
have held the rank of centurions, as we read of two

1. (Andocid., De My«t., p. 37.—Lys., c. Polystrat., p. 672.)—
2. (Phot., s. V. Evdvvos-—Harpocrat., s. v. Aoytaral.)—3. (viii.,

99.)—4. (BSckh, Staatsh., 1. c—Tittmann, Griech. Staatsverf.,

p. 323, &c.—Hermann, Polit. Antiq. of Greece, I) 154.—Schfl-

mann, Antiq. Jur. Publ. Grtec, p. 239, Ac.)-5. (Pans., it., 5,

4.)—6. (Aristot., Polit., vi., 5.—Wachsmuth., Hellen. Alterth^

I., i., p. 192.)—7. (Dig-. 21, tit. 2.)—8. (Dion., xW., 12.)—9.
(Tacit , Ann., i., 36.)—10. (Cacs., Bell. Gall., vii.,65.)—11. (Cea.

Bell. Civ., i., 17.)—r2. (Cses., BeU. Civ , i.. 3.)
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thousand on one •ccasion,* and of their belonging

to certain cohorts in the army. Cicero speaks of a

Prctfcctus Evocatorum.^

The name of Evocati was also given to a select

body of young men of the equestrian order, who
were appointed by Domitian to guard his bedcham-
ber.' This body is supposed by some writers to

have existed under the succeeding emperors, and
to have been the same as those called Evocati Au-
gusti*
ESAPflrHS AIKH (k^ayuy^i dUv), a suit of a

public nature, v/hich might be instituted against one
who, assuming to act as the protector (/cvpiof ) of an
Athenian woman, married her to a foreigner in a

foreign land. This was contrary to law, intermar-

riage with aliens being (as a general rule) prohibit-

ed. In the speech of Demosthenes against Timoc-
rates,* the latter is charged with having sold his

sister to a Corcyrean, on pretence of giving her in

marriage.'

ESAIPESEfiS AIKH {t^aipiaeug dUr)). This
was an action brought to recover damages for the

attempt to deprive the plaintiff of his slave ; not
where the defendant claimed a property in the
slave, but where he asserted him to be a freeman.
As the condition of slavery at Athens incapacitated

a man to take any legal step in his own person, if a
reputed slave wished to recover his rights as a free-

man, he could only do it by the assistance of one
who was himself a freeman. He then put himself
under the protection of such a person, who was said

k^aipeladai or a.(j>aipna6ai avrov dg tXevdepiav, in

libertatem vindicare. If the master sought to re-

claim him, he proceeded to take manual posses-

sion, uyeiv avTov elg (hvXetav. A runaway slave

might at any time be seized by his master, either in

the open street or elsewhere, except in a sanctuary.
If the friend or person who harboured the slave

meant to contest the master's right, the proper
course was to go with him before the magistrate,

and give security for the value of the slave and
costs, in case a court of law should decide against
him. The magistrate who took cognizance of the

cause was the archon, where a man claimed to be
a citizen ; the polemarch, where he claimed to be

an ahen freeman. It was the duty of the archon or

polemarch to set the man at liberty pendente lite.

In the suit that followed, the plaintiff had to prove
his title to the ownership of the slave, and, if suc-

cessful, obtained such compensation as the jury
chose to award ; this being a Tifir)Tog ayuv, and half

of the TifiTifia being given to the state. ^ A verdict

for the plaintiff drew with it, as a necessary conse-
quence, the adjudication of the ownership, and he
would be entitled to take possession of his slave

immediately : if, however, the slave had escaped in

the mean time, and evidence of such fact were pro-

duced, the jury would probably take that into con-
sideration in estimating the damages.

If the friend, in resisting the capture of the slave,

had used actual violence, he was subject to a Sckt)

piatuv. And if the soi-disant master had failed in

the ef Hkj], the injured party might maintain an
action against him for the attempted seizure.*

In a speech of Isocrates,' the defendant, a bank-
er, from whora it is sought to recover a deposite, is

charged with having asserted the freedom of his

own slave, in order to prevent his being examined
by torture respecting the sum of money deposited

1. (lb., iii., 88.)—2. (ad Fam., iir.. 6, * 5.—Compare Cic. ad
Fam., XV., 4, ^ 3.—Caes., Bell. Civ., iii., 91.—Suet., Octav., 56.—
Lipsius, De Milit. Rom., i.,8,)—3. (Suet., Dom., 10.)—4. (Ily-

ginus, De Lim., p. 209.—Orelli, Inscrip., No. 3495, 153.)—5. fp.

7fl3.)—6. (Meier, Att. Proc., p. 350.)—7. (Demosth., c, Theocr.,
1328.)—8. (Lys., c. Panel., 734, &c., with Reiske's note.—De-
mosth., c. Neaer., 1358.—Harpocr.. s. v. 'E^uip/crtuj and 'Kyu.
—Meier, Att. Proc., p. 394.)—9. (Trapez., 361.)
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in his hands. This is remarkable on two accounts'
first (as Meier observes), because it seems to prore
that one not the owner of the slave could bring the
if 6iKri, if he had an interest in the matter ; sec-

ondly, because it was optional with a man to give
up h;B slave to the torture or not, the refusal being
only matter of observation to the jury ; and, there-

fore, it appears strange that any one should have
recourse to a measure, the result of which (if suc-
cessful) would be to deprive him of his property.

EXAUCTORA'TIO. (Kad. Missio.)

EXAUGURA'TIO is the act of changing a sa
cred thing into a profane one, or of taking away
from it the sacred character which it had received
by inauguratio, consecratio, or dedicatio. That
such an act was performed by the augurs, and nev-
er without consulting the pleasure of the gods by
augurium, is implied in the name itself* Temples,
chapels, and other consecrated places, as well as
priests, were considered as belonging to tiie gods.
No consecrated place whatever could be employed
for any profane purpose, or dedicated to any other
divinity than that to which it originally belonged,
without being previously exaugurated ; and priests

could not give up their sacred functions, or (in case
they were obliged to live in celibacy) enter into

matrimony, witliout first undergoing the process ol

exauguratio.'

EXCE'PTIO. (Vid. Actio, p. 16.)

EXCU'BI^. {Vid. Castra, p. 220.)

EXCUBITO'RES, which properly means watch
men or sentinels of any kind," was the name more
particularly given to the soldiers of the cohort who
guarded the palace of the Roman emperor.* Their
commanding officer was called tribunus excuhitor.'

When the emperor went to an entertainment at the

house of another person, the excubitores appear tc

have accompanied him, and to have kept guard aa

in his own palace.*

EXEDR^. {Vid. Gymnasium, House.)
EXEGE'TAI {E^T/yrjTai, interpreters ; on this and

other meanings of the word, vid. Ruhnken, ad Timcn
Glossar., p. 109, &c.) is the name of the Eumolpi*
dae, by which they were designated as the interpret-

ers of the laws relating to religion and of the sacred
rites.'' {Vid. Eumolpidai. ) They were thus, at

Athens, the only class of persons who in some
measure resembled the Roman jurists ; but tha

laws, of which the 'e^rjyriTai were the interpreters,

were not written, but handed down by tradition.

Plutarch* applies the term to the whole order of the
Eupatridas, though, properly speaking, it belonged
only to certain members of their order, i. s , thft

Eumolpidas. The Etymologicum Magn,," in ac
cordance with the etymological meaning of the
word, states that it was applied to any interpretei

of laws, whether sacred or profane ; but we know
that at Athens the name was principally applied to

three members of the family of the Eumolpidse,"
whose province it was to interpret the religious

and ceremonial laws, the signs in the heavens, and
the oracles ; whence Cicero" calls them religionum

i7iterpretcs.^' They had also to perfonn the publio

and private expiatory sacrifices, and were never ap-

pointed without the sanction of the Delphic oracle,

whence they were called IlvddxpvoToi.^^

The name e^rjyriTijg was also applied to those per-

sons who served as guides (cicerone) to the visiters

I. (Liv., 1., 55 ; v., 54.—Dionys Hr.l., Antiq. Rom., iii
, p. 202,

ed. Sylburg.— Cato ap. Fest., e.v. Nequitium.)—2. (Gellius. vi.,

7, 4.—Jul. Capitol., M. Anton. Philos., c. 4.)— 3. (Cajs., BeU.
Gall., vii. 69.)—4. (Suet., Ner., 8.—0th., 6.)—5. (Suet., Claud.,

42.—Ner., 9.)—6. (Suet.. 0th., 4.)— 7. (Demosth., Euerg., p.

1160.)— 8. (Thes., 25.)—9. (s. v.)— 10. (Suidas, s. v.)-ll. (D«
Lea:., ii., 27.)— 12. (Compare Pollux, Onom., viii., 124 and 188

—Plato, Euthyphr., p. 4, D.)— 13. (Timiens, Glossar, » v. 'E^i;-

yriTid—Compare Meier, " De Bonis Damnat ," p. 7.—^^M'iller »d
JEscbyl., EumeiL, p. 162, &&)



EXHIBENDUM. EXODIA.

In tde most remarkable towns and places of Greece,

who showed to strangers the curiosities of a place,

and explained to thein its history and antiquities.*

Respecting the k^Tiyjjrnc of the laws of Lycurgus
at Sparta, see Miiiler, Dor., iii., 11, 2.

EXENGYASTHAI ik^eyyvaadai). {Vid.EnoYE.)

EXERCITO'RIA ACTIO was an action granted

by the edict against the exercitor navis. By the

term navis was understood' any vessel, whether
used for the navigation of rivers, lakes, or thn sea.

The exercitor navis is the person to whom all the

ship's gains and earnings (obventiones et reditus) be-

long, whether he is the owner, or has hired the ship

from the owner for a time definite or indefinite.

The magister navis is he who has the care and
management of the ship, and was appointed {prcz-

positus) by the exercitor. The exercitor was bound
generally by the contracts of the magister, who was
his agent, but with this limitation, that the contract

of the magister must be with reference to farther-

ing the object for which he was appointed ; as, for

instance, if he purchased things useful for the nav-
igation of the ship, or entered into a contract or

incurred expense for the ship's repairs, the exerci-

tor was bound by such contract : the terms of the

master's appointment (praepositio) accordingly de-

termine the rights of third parties against the exer-
citor. If the magister, being appointed to manage
the ship, and to use it for a particular purpose, used
it for a different purpose, his employer was not
bound by the contract. If there were several ma-
gistri, with undivided powers, a contract with one
was the same as a contract with all. If there were
several exercitores, who appointed a magister either

out of their own number or not, they were several-

ly answerable for the contracts of the magister.

The contracting party might have his action either

against the exercitor or the magister, so long as the
magister continued to be such.

A party might have an action ex^delicto against
an exercitor in respect of the act either of the ma-
gister or the sailors, but not on the contract of the
sailors. If the magister substituted a person in his

place, though he was forbidden to do so, the exer-
citor would still be bound by any proper contract
of such person.

The term Nauta properly applies to all persons
who are engaged in navigating a ship ; but in the
Praetor's Edict* the term Nauta means Exercitor
(qui navem exercet).

(Dig. 14, tit. 1.—Peckius, in Titt. Dig. et Cod.
ad Rem Nauticam periinentes Comment.—Abbott on
Shipping, Index, Exercitor Navis.)
EXE'RCITUS. (F|-rf. Army.)
EXETASTAI ('Eferaarat) were commissioners

eent out by the Athenian people to ass^ertain wheth-
er there were as many mercenaries as the generals
reported. It appears to have been no uncommon
plan for the commanders, who received pay for

troops, to report a greater number than they pos-
sessed, in order to receive the pay themselves ; in

which case they were said "to draw pay for empty
places in the mercenary force" {ixta6o(popelv kv tu
^eviKcJ Kevalc ;^;upa£f*). The commissioners, how-
ever, who were sent to make inquiries into the
matter, often allowed themselves to be bribed.*

This name was also probably given to commission-
srs who were appointed to investigate other matters.
EXHERES. (Ftd. Heres.)
EXHIBENDUM, ACTIO AD. This action was

'ntroduced mainly with respect to vindicationes, or
tctions about property. " Exhibere" is defined to

be ''facxre in publico potestatem, u( ei qui agat ex-

1. (Paus., i..4I,*2.)—2. (Dig. 4, tit. 9, s. 1.)—3. (^schin.,
«. Ctes., p. 536.)—4. (.Sschin., c. Timarch., p. I31.--De FaU.
W., p. 339.—Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, i., p. 389.)

Hhh

periundi sit copia." This was a pcreonal action,

and he had the right of action who intended to bring

an actio in rem. The actio ad exhibendum waa
against a person who was in possession of the thing

in question, or had fraudulently parted with the

possession of it ; and the object was the production
of the thing for the purpose of its being examined
by the plaintiff. The thing, which was, of course, a
movable thing, was to be produced at the place

where it was at the commencement of the legal

proceedings respecting it ; but it was to be taken

to the place where the action was tried at the cost

and expense of the plaintiff.

The action was extended to other cases : for in

stance, to cases when a man claimed the privilege

of taking his property off another person's land,

that other person not being legally bound to restore

the thing, though bound by this action to allow the

owner to take it ; and to some cases where a man
had in his possession something in which his own
and the plaintiff's property were united, as a jewel

set in the defendant's gold, in which case there

might be an actio ad exhibendum for the purpose
of separating the things.

If the thing was not produced when it ought to

have been, the plaintiff might have damages for loss

caused by such non-production. This action would
lie to produce a slave in order that he might be put

to the torture to discover his confederates.

The ground of the right to the production ol a

thing was either property in the thing or some inter-

est ; and it was the business of the judex to declare

whether there was sufficient reason (justa et proba-

bills caM*a) for production. The word "interest"

was obviously a word of doubtful import. Accord-

ingly, it was a question if a man could bring thif

action for the production of his adversary's ac

counts, though it was a general rule of law that Jill

persons might have this action who had an interest

in the thing to be produced {quorum interest) ; but

the opinion as given in the Digest* is not favour-

able to the production on the mere ground of itt

being for the plaintiff's advantage. A man might
have this actio though he had no vindicatio ; as,

for instance, if he had a legacy given to him of

such a slave as Titius might choose, he had a right

to the production of the testator's slaves in order

that Titius might make the choice ; when the choice

was made, then the plaintiff might claim the slave

as his property, though he had no power to make
the choice. If a man wished to assert the freedom
of a slave {in libertatem vindicare), he might have
this action.

This action was, as it appears, generally in aid

of another action, and for the purpose of obtaining

evidence ; in which respect it bears some resem-
blance to a Bill of Discovery in Equity.

(Miihlenbruch, Doctrina Pandcctarum.—Dig. 10,

tit. 4.)

EXITE'RIA {k^LTfipia) or EPEXODTA {hne^66t.a\

are the names of the sacrifices which were offered

by generals before they set out on their expeditions.*

The principal object of these sacrifices always was
to discover from the accompanying signs the favour-

able or unfavourable issue of the undertaking on
which they were about tff enter. According to

Hesychius, k^ir^pia was also the name of the day
on which the annual magistrates laid down their

offices.

EXODTA {'E^uSia, from ef and odug) were old-

fashioned and laughable interludes in verses, insert-

ed in other plays, but chiefly in the Atellanae.* It

is difficult to ascertain the real character of the

exodia ; but, from the words of Livy, we must infei

1 (Di?. 10, tit 4, s. 19.)—2. (Xen., Anab., Ti 5, »,J—

I

(Lit , vii., 2.)
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EXOMIS. EXOSTRA

that, although distinct from the Ateianae, they were
elosely connected with them, and never performed
alone. Hence Juvenal calls them exodium Atella-

n^} and Suetonius" exodium Atdlanicum. They
were, like the Atellana; themselves, played by young
and well-born Romans, and not by the histriones.

Since the time of Jos. Scaliger and Casaubon, the

exodid have almost generally been considered as

ihort comedies or farces which were performed

after the Atellanae ; and this opinion is founded
upor the vague and incorrect statement of the

scholiast on Juvenal.' But the words of Livy, ex-

odia consertafabellis, seem rather to indicate inter-

ludes, which, however, must not be understood as

if they had been played between the acts of the

Atellanae, which would suggest a false idea of the

Atellanae themselves. But as several Atellanae

were performed on the same day, it is probable that

the exodia were played between them. This sup-

position is also supported by the etymology of the

word itself, which signifies something t^ o6ov^ extra

viam, or something not belonging to the main sub-

ject, and thus is synonymous with knscaoSiov. The
play, as well as the name of exodium, seems to

have been introduced among the Romans from Ital-

ian Greece ; but after its introductiori it appears

to have become very popular among the Romans,
and continued to be played down to a very late

period.*

EXO'MIS (efWjUif) was a dress which had only a

sleeve for the left arm, leaving the right, with the

shoulder and a part of the breast, free, and was, for

this reason, called exomis. It is also frequently

called x^Tuv kTepoiidaxnlog.^ The exomis, however,
was not only a chiton {vid. Tunica), but also an
IfiuTLov or 'rzepiblrina. (Fid. Pallium.) According
lo Hcsychius^ and J]]lius Dionysius,' it served at

lliC same time berth the purposes of a chiton and an
feimation ; but Pollux* speaks of two different kinds

ef exomis, one of which was a JZEpit'krjiia, and the

oiher a ;i;'™'' erepojuaaxi^oc. His account is con-

firmed by existing works of art. Thus we find in

the Mus. Pio-Clement.,' Hephaestos wearing an ex-

»mis, which is an himation thrown round the body
in tlie way in which this garment was always worn,

and which clothes the body like an exomis when it

is girded round the waist. The following figure of

Charon, on the contrary, taken from Stackelberg,

i Sat., Ti., 71.)—2. (Tib., 45.)—3. (Sat., iii., 174.)—4. (Sue-

t n., bvan't., 10.)—5. (Phot. Rt Hesych., s. v. 'KrepofJi.—Heliod.,

iiJthiop., \i; 1.—Paus., vi., 16, 2.)—6. (s. v. 'E?u)//.i's.)—7. (ap.

Bustath. kJ 11., xviii., 595.)— 8. (Onom., vii., 48.)—9. (vol. iv.,

»1. 11.)
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Die Gr'dber der Hellenen, pi. 47, represents the p*0^
er ;j;irwi' hepo/idaxaXo^.

The exomis was usually worn by slaves and work-
ing people,' whence we find Hephaestos, the working
deity, frequently represented with this garment in

works of art.* The chorus of old men in the Ly-
sistrata of Aristophanes' wear the exomis, which
is in accordance with the statement of Pollux,* who
says that it was the dress of old men in comic plays.

According to Aulus Gellius,* the exomis was the

same as the common tunic without sleeves (citra

kumerum desinentes) ; but his statement is opposed
to the accounts of all the Greek grammarians, and
is, without doubt, erroneous.*

EXOMOS'IA {k^ufioaia). Any Athenian citizen,

when called upon to appear as a witness in a court
of justice {K^TiTevEiv or eKK/.yreveLv''), was obliged by
law to obey the summons, unless he could establish

by oath that he was unacquainted with the case in

question.* This oath was called e^u/ioaia, and the

act oftaking it was expressed by k^ofiwadai.* Those
who refused to obey the summons without being
able to take the i^ufiocria, incurred a fine of one
thousand drachmae ; and if a person, after promis-

ing to give his evidence, did, nevertheless, not ap-

pear when called upon, an action called Tietirofiap-

Tvpiov, or 0?m67]c 6iKT), might be brought against

him by the parties who thought themselves injured

by his having withheld his evidence.'*

When the people, in their assembly, appointed a

man to a magistracy or any other public office, he
was at liberty, before the doKifjacjia took place, to

decline the office, if he could take an oath that the

state of his health or other circumstances rendeied
it impossible for him to fulfil the duties connected
with it {h^diivvadai. ttjv dpxvv, or ttjv x^^-potoviav) •

and this oath was likewise called t^ufioaia, or some-
times unujioaia.^^

EXOSTRA (e^uarpa, from k^uOeu) was one of the

many kinds of machines used in the theatres of the

ancients. Cicero," in speaking of a man who for-

merly concealed his vices, expresses this sentiment

by post siparium heluabatur ; and then stating that

he now shamelessly indulged in his vicious practi-

ces in public, says, jam in exostra helualur. From
an attentive consideration of this passage, it is evi

dent that the exostra was a machine by means of

which things which had been concealed behind the

siparium were pushed or rolled forward from be-

hind it, and thus became visible to the spectator?.

This machine was therefore very much like the

EKKVKlrifia, with this distinction, that the latter was
moved on wheels, while the exostra was pushed

forward upon rollers.** But both seem to have been

used for the same purpose, namely, to exhibit to the

eyes of the spectators the results or consequences

of such things

—

e. g., murder or suicide—as could

not consistently take place in the proscenium, and

were therefore described as having occurred behind

the siparium or in the scene.

The name exostra was also applied to a peculiar

kind of bridge, which was thrown from a tower ol

the besiegers upon the walls of the besieged town,

and across which the assailants marched to attack

those of the besieged who were stationed on thf

ramparts to defend the town.

1. (Phot., s. v.—Schol. ad Aristoph., Equit., 879.)—2. (Mai

ler, Archseol. der Kunst., ^ 5G6, 6.)—3. (1. 622.)—4. (iv., 118.-

— 5. (vii., 12.)— 6. (Becker, Charikles, ii., p. 112, <tc.)—

7

(Pollux, Onom., viii.. 37.—^schin., c. Tim^irch., p. 71.)—

8

(Demosth., De Fals. Leg., p. 396 ; c. Near., p. 1354 ; c. Aphob.

p. 850.—Suidas, s. v. 'Eloii6<jaa0at.)—9. (Demosth., c. Steph.

i., p. 1119; c. Eubulid., p. 1317.—Harpocrat., s. v.)— 10. (De-

mosth., c. Timoth., p. 1190.—Meier, Att. Proc., i, 387, &c.)-

11. (Demosth., De Fals. Leg., p. 379; c. Timoth., p. 1204.-

^schin., De Fals. Leg., p. 271.- Pollux, Onom., viii., 55.-

Etyraol. Mag., s. v.)— 12. (De Prov. Cons., 6.)— 13. (Pf)llui

Onom., iv., 128.—Schol. ad Aristoph., Acharu., ?''5 )—14. (V«

get., De Re Milit., iv., 21.)



exoui.es dike. FABA.

fcBOYAHS MKH (i^ovXr/g Sinri). Thi process

«o called in Athenian law seems to have been ori-

gin£illy used as a remedy against those who wrong-

fully " kept others out" {i^ei'kXtiv, e^elpyeiv) of real

property which belonged to them.' The etymology
of the word indicates this, and the speeches of De-
mosthenes against Onetor furnish an example of it.

(Vid. Embatkia.)
The 6iKT) l^ovlrii, however, does not generally

sppear in this simple shape, but rather as an " actio

rei jiidicatce," or an action consequent upon the non-

fultilment of a judgment in a previous suit ; the na-

ture of which, of course, modified the subsequent

proceedings. We will consider, first, the case when
»lie main action had reference to real property.

If a plaintiff was successful in an action of this

sort, and the defendant did not give up possession

by the time appointed, two processes seem to have
been open to the former. Thus he might, if he
chose, proceed at once to take possession (efiSarev-

eiv), and if resisted, then bring his action for eject-

ment ;* or he might adopt a less summary process,

which, so far as we can understand the grammari-
ans, was as follows : If the property in question,

and which the defendant refused, after judgment
given, to surrender, was a house, the plaintiff brought
an action for the rent {Sik?) hoiKiov) : if a landed
estate {x<^p'i-ov), for the produce (tJi'/c?? Kopnov). If

the defendant still kept possession, the next step

was a 61k7} ovalac, or an action for the proceeds of

all his property by way of indemnification ; and after

that followed the SIktj e^ovTirjc.' The statement we
have given from Hudtwalcker* rests mainly on its

mherent probability and the authority of Suidas.*

Some grammarians, however, do not represent the
dcKij KapTTov and the ^ikv ovcriag as consequent upon
a previous action, but as the first steps taken before

a dt'/c"? k^ovXfjg was commenced. For a probable ex-

planation of this, vid. Enoikioh Aikh. The question

now arises. What was done if the defendant refused
to give up possession, even after being cast in the

f/iKTi k^ovlrig^ We are almost bound to suppose,

though we have no express authority for it, that a
plaintiff would, under such circumstances, receive

aid from t"i.e public authorities to assist him in

ejecting the defendant ; but, independ^t of this, it

appears from Andocides* that a defendant incurred
the penalty of uriiiia if defeated in a dUr] e^ovXtjc.

We will now explain the proceedings when the

main action had no reference to real property : as,

for example, the diKrj KaKrjyoplag, in which Meidias
allowed judgment to go by default (ip^firiv u(j>?i.e),

and neglected or refused to pay the damages given
against him, so as to become vTrepTJ/xepog. Demos-
thenes,^ the plaintiff in the case, says that he might
have seized upon Meidias's property by way of
pledge, but that he did not do so, preferring to bring
a diKTi k^ovlng at once. It is, of course, implied in

this statement, that if he had attempted to make a
seizure, and been resisted, the same process would
have been equally open to him. In fact, Ulpian*
informs us that a Hkti k^ovXijg was the consequence
of such a resistance being made. Moreover, in ca-

ses of this sort, it was peculiarly a penal action ; for

the defendant, if cast, was required to pay to the
public treasury a fine of the same amount as the
damages (v KaradiKTj) due to the plaintiff.' The
penalty of urifiia also was inflicted till both the fine

and damages were paid. Lastly, Pollux" informs
us, ei 6 /i£v 6g kuvrjfievog afi<pi(T67]reZ KTrj/iarog, 6 ds

ug vnodfjKTfv Ij^fwv, e^ovXr)g 7/ diKri, words which to

1. (Haipocr., s. v.—Pollux, Onom., viii., 95.—Buttmann, Lex-
il., 360, transl.)—2. (Etyraol. Mag., 'E^ J/(c>?.—Pollux, Onom.,
Tiii., 59.)—3. (Ilarpocr., s. v. OWaj Sikij.—Suidas, Kapirov SiKn.)
—i. (p. 143.) -5. (1. c.)—6. {Xlcpi Mvampluiv, p. 10, 16.)—7. (c.

Meid., 540, 21 )~8. (Dcmosth., c. Meid , 523 11.)—9. (Demorth.,
c Meid., 528, 11.)—10 (viii.,59)

Hudtwalcker seem obscure, but simply mean thai

if one person claimed a property as purchaser, and
another as mortgagee, or as having a lien upon it,

tne dispute was settled by an k^ovXrig SUt/. In sucL
a case, it would, of course, be merely a civil action
to try a right.

EXPEDI'TUS is opposed to " impedjus,"'^ and
signifies unencumbered with armour or with baggage
(impedimenta). Hence the light-armed soldiers in

the Roman army (p. 104) were often called the Ex-
pediti ;' and the epithet was also applied to any
portion of the army, when the necessity for haste,

or the desire to conduct it with the greatest facility

from place to place, made it desirable to leave be-

hind every weight that could be spared.'

EXPLORATO'RES. {Vid. Specolatores.)
EXSEQUI^. (Vid. Fvtiva.)

EXSI'LIUM. (Vid. Banishment, Roman.)
EXSUL. (Fi<i. Banishment, Roman.)
EXTISPEX. (Fid. Haruspex.)
EXTRAORDINA'RII (interpreted by Polybiu*

and Suidas by the Greek word 'Em?i.EKToi, selected)

were the soldiers who were placed about the person
of the consul in the Roman army. They consisted
of about a third part of the cavalry and a fifth part

of the infantry of the allies, and were chosen by the
prefects.* Hence, for a legion of 4200 foot and 300
horse, since the number of the infantry of the allies

was equal to that of the Roman soldiers, and their

cavalry twice as many, the number of extraordina-
rii would be 840 foot and 200 horse, forming two
cohorts, which are mentioned by Livy ;* or, in an
army of two legions, four cohorts.*

From the extraordinarii a body of chosen men
was taken to form a body-guard for the consul.

These were called ahlecti (airoXiKTOL). Their num-
ber is uncertain. Lipsius conjectures that they
consisted of 40 out of the 200 cavalry, and 168 out
of the 840 infantry of the extraordinarii, msjcin^ tA3
whole number of the ablecti in a con-;!iiar army 80
horse and 336 foot.^

F.

*FABA (Kvafiog), the Bean. Dioscorides* makes
mention of two kinds, the Grecian and Egyptian
('EA.Z??rt/(6f and AiyvTTTLog). The Kva/ibg 'EXXriviKog

is generally held to be the Vicia Faba, but there is

considerable difficulty, according to Adams, in de-
termining exactly the variety of it most applicable

to the descriptions of the anci(!nt bean. The most
probable opinion appears to be that of Dickson, who
thinks that the Faba minor of Miller, namely, the
Horse-bean, answers best to the description> 01

Theophrastus.* The Kvaftog kiyvnTiog is the Ne
lumbium spcciosum. Its edible root was termed
KoTiOKaala, and its fruit KiSuptov. The ancients
made a kind of bread out of beans, called dprog kv-

(l/itvog, or panis ex faba. " Galen remarks that
beans were much used by gladiators for giving
them flesh, but adds that it was not firm or com-
pact. Dr. Cullen notices the nutritious qualities of

these things, but omits to mention that the flesh

which they form is deficient in firmness. Actuia-

rius states that they are nutritious, but dissuades
from using them freely, on account of their flatu-

lence. According to Celsus, both beans and lentils

are stronger food than pease. Seth agrees with
Galen, that the flesh formed from them is flabby

and soft. Galen directs to fry beans, or boil them
with onions, whereby they will be rendered less

flatulent."" The bean is said to have come origi

1 (Plaut., Epid., i., 1, 79.)—2. (Festus, s. v. Advelitatio.)—

S

(Cic. ad Fam., xv., 4.)—4. (Polyb., vi., 23, p. 472, Casaub.)—5
{Miiv.,47.)—6. (Liv., xl.,27.)—7. (Lipsius, lie Militia Roman*-
ii.. 7 ; v., 3.)—8. (ii., 127.)—9. (II. P.,viii.,9.—Id., C. P , iii.,M.j

— 10. (Adams, Commentary on Paul of iRgina, p. 102.)
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nally from Persia.' The Romans held it in high

estimation, and Pliny assigns it the first rank among
leguminous plants. Pythagoras, as is well known,
proscribed beans, a prohibition which would seem
to have been rather dietetic than physical or moral.

The abstaining from beans was also enjoined on the

Egyptians. Herodotus says that beans were never

sown in any part of Egypt, and that, if some hap-

pened to grow there, the Egyptians would not eat

them, either crude or dressed. As for the priests,

adds he, they abhor the very sight of that pulse, ac-

counting it impure and abominable." The Pytha-

gorean prohibition, therefore, would seem to have
been of Egyptian origin.

FABRI are workmen who make anything out of

hard materials, as fabri tignarii, carpenters, fabri

(trarii, smiths, &c. The different trades were di-

vided by Numa^ into nine collegia, which corre-

spond to our companies or guilds. In the consti-

tution of Servius Tullius, the fabri tignarii {tekto-

veg*) and the fabri ararii or ferrarii {xa?iKOTvnoi)

were formed into two centuries, which were called

the centuriffi /airum, and not fabrorum.^ They did

not belong to any of the five classes into which Ser-

vius divided the people; but the fabri tign. probably

voted with the first class, and the fabri ar. with the

second. Livy' and Dionysius'' name both the cen-

luries together : the former says that they voted
with the first class ; the latter, that they voted
with the second. Cicero* names only one century

of fabri, which he says voted with the first class
;

but as he adds the word tignariorum, he must have
recognised the existence of the second century,

which v/e suppose to have voted with the second
class.*

The fabri in the army were under the command
of an officer called prccfectus fabrum.^" It has been
opposed by some modern writers that there was a

jffaefectus fahrum attached to each legion ; and this

may have been the case. No genuine inscriptions,

however, contain the title of praefectus fabrflm with
the iiame of a legion added to it. There were also

civil magistrates at Rome, and in the municipal
towns, cahed praefecti fabrum ; but we know no-

thing respecting them beyond their name. Thus
wo find in Gruter, Pr^f. Fabr. Rom^.,** Pr.«:fec-

Tus Fabr. C^r." The subject of the praefecti fa-

brum is discussed with great accuracy in a letter of

Hagenbuchius, published by Orelli."

FA'BULA PALLIA'TA. ( Vid. Comcedia, p. 300.)

FA'BULA PR^TEXTA'TA. ( Vid. Comcedia,
p. 300.)

FA'BULA TOGA'TA. (Vid. Cojkedia, p. 300.)

FACTIO'NES AURIGA'RUM. (Vid. Circus, p.

256.)

*FAGUS, the Beech-tree. The name is suppo-
sed to be derived from the Greek <pdyu, " to eat,"

as indicating that its fruit served for the nourish-
ment of the early race of men. The fagus of Pliny
is the same with that of Virgil, both writers mean-
ing the beech ; but the <p^-yog of Theophrastus is a
species of oak. {Vid. JEscvlvs.) La Cerda falls

into the mistake of confounding the fagus and ^^-
yoc.'*

FALA'RICA. {Vid. Hasta.)
FALCrDIA LEX {Vid. Legatum.)
FALSUM. The crime of falsum was the subject

of a Judicium Publicum, and it was the object of a
ex Cornelia (passed by Sulla), which Cicero also

1. (Fte, Floro de Virgile, p. lii.)— 2. (Herod., ii., 37.)— 3.

Plut., Numa, 17.)— 4. (Orelli, Inscrip., 60, 417, 3C90, 4086,
1088, 4184.)—5. (Cic, Oral., 46.)-6. (i , 43.)—7. (vii., 59.)—8.
(De Rep., ii., 22.)—9. (Guttling, Gesch. der Ram. Staatsv., p.
249.)—10. (CiES., ap. Cic. ad Att., ix., 8.—Bell. Civ., i., 24.—
Veget,ii., 11.)—11. (467, r.)— 12. (235, 9 )—13. (Inscrip., vol.

ii., p. 95, <fec.)— 14. (Fee, riore de VirgiU, p. liii.—Martyn ad
Virg., Eclog., 1., 1.)
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calls testamentaria and numaria,' with refBreice to

the crimes which it was the object of the law to

punish. The provisions of this lex are stated by
Paulus,' who also entitles it lex Cornelia testa>

mentaria, to apply to any person " qui testamentum
quodve aliud instrumentum falsum sciens dolo male
scripserit, recitaverit, subjece-it, suppresserit, amcverit,

resignaverit, deleverit,'" &c. The punishment waa
deportatio in insulam (at least when Paulus wrote)
for the " honestiores," and the mines or crucifixion

for the " humiliores." In place of deportatio, the

law probably contained the punishment of the inter-

dictio aquae et ignis. According to Paulus, the law
applied to any instrument as well as a will, and to

the adulteration of gold and silver coin, or refusing

to accept in payment genuine coin stamped with the

head of the princeps. But it appears from Ulpian
{sub titulo de pana legis CornelicB iestamentarice) that

tiiese were subsequent additions made to the lex

Cornelia* by various senatus consulta. By a sena-
tus consultum, in the consulship of Statilius and
Taurus, the penalties of the law were extended to

the case of other than testamentary instruments.

It is conjectured that, for the consulship of Statihua

and Taurus, as it stands in the text of Ulpian, we
should read Statilius Taurus, and that the consul-

ship of Statilius Taurus and L. S. Libo (A.D. 15) is

meant. A subsequent senatus consultum, in the

fourteenth year of Tiberius, extended the penalties

of the law to those who for money undertook the

defence of a (criminal 1) cause, or to procure testi-

mony ; and by a senatus consultum, passed between
the dates of those just mentioned, conspiracies foi

the ruin of innocent persons were comprised within

the provisions of the law. Another senatiis consult

um, passed A.D. 26, extended the law to those who
received money for selling, or giving, or not giving

testimony. There were probably other legislative

provisions for the purpose of checking fraud. In

the time of Nero, it was enacted against fraudulent

pers6ns {falsarii) that tabulae or written contracts

should be pierced with holes, and a triple thread

passed through the holes, in addition to the signa-

ture.* In the time of Nero, it was also provided

that the first two parts {cera) of a will should have
only the testator's signature, and the remaining one
that of the witnesses : it was also provided that no
man who wrote the will should give himself a leg-

acy in it. The provisions as to adulterating money
and refusing to take legal coin in payment were also

made by senatus consulta or imperial constitutions.

Allusion is made to the latter law by Arrian.* It

appears, from numerous passages in the Roman
writers, that the crime of falsum in all its forms
was very common, and especially in the case of

wills, against which legislative enactments are a
feeble security.'

FALX, dim. FALCULA {upn?], Spswavov, poet

dpenuvTi, dim. Spenuviov), a sickle ; a scythe ; a pni-

ning-knife or pruning-hook ; a bill ; a falchion ; a
halbert.

As Cui.TER denoted a knife with one straight

edge, " falx" signified any similar instrument, the

single edge of which was curved {/IpEiravov ei-

Kafineg ;'' ya^ipag dpendvag ,^ curva fa.lces -^ curv4li-

mine falcis ahena j^" adunca falce^^). By additional

epithets the various uses of the falx were indicated,

and its corresponding varieties .n form and size

Thus the sickle, because it was used by reapers,

was called falx messoria ; the scythe, which was
employed in mowing hay, was called falxfanaria ;

1. (In VejT., ii., lib. 1, c. 42.)—2. (Sent. Reccpt., v.. 25, ed.

Berl.)—3. (Mos. et Rom., Leg. Coll., tit.' 8, 8 7.)—4. (Suet.,

Nero, c. 17.—Compare Paulus, Sent. Reccpt., v., tit. 25, s. 6.4—
5. (Epict., iii., 3.)—6. (Heinecc, Syntagma.)—7. (llom., Od
xviii.-, 367.)—8. (Brunck, Anal., ii., 215.)—9. (Virg., Geoig. .

,

508.)—10. (Ovid, Met., vii., 22'.)—11. (liv., 628.)
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the pruning-knife and the biU, on account of their
use in dressing vines, as well as in hedging and in

cutting off the shoots and branches of trees, were
distinguished by the appellation of falx putatoria,

oiniloria, arboraria, or sili'itica,^ or by the diminu-
tive /aZcu/a.*

A rare coin pif-.lished bj Pellerin' shows the
head of one of the Lagidse, kings of Egypt, wearing
the DiADEMA, and on the reverse a man cutting
dovm corn with a sickle. (See woodcut.)

Tlie lower figure in the same woodcut is taken
from the MSS. of Columella, and illustrates his de-
scription of the various parts of the falx Tinitoria*
(Vid. CuLTER.) The curvature in the forepart of
the blade is expressed by Virgil in the phrase pro-
curva falx.* In this form the bill must have been
used by hunters to cut their way through thickets.*
After the removal of a branch by the pruning-hook,
it was often smoothed, as in modern gardening, by
the chisel.'

( Vid. Dolabra.) The edge of the falx
was often toothed or serrated {upnrjv Kapxapodov-
ra * denliculala^). The indispensaj)le process of
sharpening these instruments {upirriv xapaaaefitvai,^"
uprrrjv evKafnry veodriyia^^) was effected by whet-
stones, which the Romans obtained from Crete and
other distant places, with the addition of oil or wa-
ter, which the mower (fanisex) carried in a horn
upon his thigh.'*

Numerous as were the uses to which the falx
was applied in agriculture and horticulture, its

employment in battle was almost equally varied,
though not so frequent. The Geloni were noted for
its use." It was the weapon with which Jupiter
wounded Typhon ;" with which Hercules slew the
Lemaean Hydra ;" and with which Mercury cut off
the head ofArgus (falcalo ense;^* karpen Cyllenida').

I

PersQUs, having received the same weapon from
Mercury, or, according to other authorities, from Vul-
can, used it to decapitate Medusa and to slay Ihe
sea-monster." From the passages now referred to,
we may conclude that the falchion was a weapon
of the most remote antiquity ; that it was girt like
a dagger upon the waist ; that it was held in the
hand by a short hilt ; and that, as it was, in fact, a
dagger or sharp-pointed blade, with a proper falx
projecting from one side, it was thrust into the flesh
np 40 this lateral curvature (curvo tenus abdidit
\amo). In the annexed woodcut, four examples are
selected from works of ancient art to illustrate its

1. (Cato, Df. Re Ru«t., 10, 11.—Pallad., i., 43.—Colum., iv.,
t5.)—2. (Colum., xii., 18.)—3. (Med. de Rois, Par., 1769, p.
f08.)—4 (De ReRu8t.,iv.,25,p. 518,etl. Gosner.)—5. (Geore.,
li., 421.)—6. (Grat., Cyne?., 343.)—7. (Colum., De Arbor., 10.)
-^3. (Hesiod, Theog., 174, 179.)—9. (Colum., De Re Rust., ii.,

»!.}—10 (Hesiod, Op., 573.)—11. (ApoU. Rhod., iii., 1388.)—
12. (Plin., II. N., xviii., 67,5.)— 13. (Claudian, De Laud. Stil.,
i., 110.)—14. (Apollod., i., 6.)—15. (Eurip., Ion, 191.)— 16.
(Ovid, Met., i., 718.)— 17. (Lucan.ix., 662-677.)—18. (Apollod.,
lu, 4.—Eratoslh., Catast., 22.—Ovid, Met., iv., 666, 720, 727 :

w., «» -Bruuck, Anal., iii., 157.)

form. One of the four cameos here copied rcpie-
sents Perseus with the falchion in his right hand,
and the head of Medusa in his left. The two
smaller figures are heads of Saturn, with the falx in

its original form ; and the fourth cameo, represent-
ing the same divinity at full length, was probably
engraved in Italy at a later period than the others,
but early enough to prove that the scythe was in
use among the Romans, while it illustrates the
adaptation of the symbols of Saturn (Kpovof : se-
nex falcifer^) for the purpose of personifying Time
(Xpdvof), who, in the language of an ancient epi-
gram,' destroys all things (jiiy dpendv^) with the
same scythe.^

If we imagine the weapon which has now been
described to be attached to the end of a pole, it

would assume the form and be applicable to all

the purposes of the modern halbert. Such must
have been the asserts falcati used by the Romans
at the siege of Ambracia.* (Vid. Aries, Antenna.)
Sometimes the iron head was so large as to be fas-
tened, instead of the ram's head, to a wooden
beam, and worked by men under a testudo.*

Lastly, the Assyrians, the Persians, the Medes,
and the Syrians in Asia,* and the Gauls ^d Brit-
ons in Europe (vid. Covinus), made themselves for-
midable on the field of battle by the use of chariots
with scythes, fixed at right angles {clc nXuyiov) to
the axle and turned downward, or inserted parallel
to the axle into the felly of the wheel, so as to re-
volve, when the chariot was put in motion, with
more than thrice the velocity of the chariot itself;

and sometimes also projecting from the extremities
of the axle.

FAMI'LIA. The word "familia" contains the
same element as the word " famulus," a slave, aad
the verb " famulari." In its widest sense it signi-
fies the totality of that which belongs to a Roman
citizen who is sui juris, and therefore a paterfamili-
as. Thus, in the third kind of testamentary dispo-
sition mentioned by Gaius,' the word " familia" is

explained by the equivalent "patrimonium ;" and
the person who received the familia from the testa-
tor {qui a testatore familiam accipiebat mancipio) was
called " familiae emptor." In the same sense we
find the expression " erciscundae familiae."*

But the word " familia" is sometimes limited to
signify " persons," that is, all those who are in the

1. (Ovid, Fast., v., 627; in Ibin, 216.)— 2. (Brtinck, Anal,
iii., 281.)—3. (See Mariette, " Traitt des Pierres Gravies," t. ii.,

pi. 2, 3.)—4. (Liv., xxxviii., 5.—Compare Cte?., Bell. Gall., vii..

22,86.-Q. Curt., iv., 19.)—5. (Veeet., iv., 14.)—6. (Xen., Cy-
rop., VI., 1, 2.—Anab., i., 8.—Diod. Sic, ii., 5 ; xvii., 53.—Polyb.
v., 53.—Q Curt., iv., 9, 12, 1?.—Aul. Gell., v., 5. —1 Mace., xiii_
2.—Veget., iii., 24.—Liv- x»xvii., 41.)—7. (ii., 102.)—8. (Cic,
Orat., 1., 56.)
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puvvet of a paterfamilias, such as bis sons {filii-fa-

hiilias), daughters, grandchildren, and slaves. When
" famiiia" is used in this sense, it is opposed to in-

animate things ; and this seems to be the sense of

the word famiiia in the formula adopted by the "fa-

miliae emptoi:" on the occasion of taking the testa-

tor's famiiia by a fictitious purchase : " Familiam pe-

cuniamque tuam," &c. In another sense " famiiia"

signifies all the free persons who are in the power
of a paterfamilias ; and in a more extended sense
of this kind, all those who are agnati, that is, all

who are sprung from a common ancestor, and would
be in his power if he were living. (^Vid. Cognati.)

With this sense of famiiia is connected the status

familiae, by virtue of which a person belonged to a par-

ticular famiiia, and thereby had a capacity for certain

rights which only the members of the famiiia could

claim. A person who changed this status ceased to

belong to the famiiia, and sustained a capitis diminu-

tio minima. ( Fid. Adoptio, Caput.) Members of the

same family were " familiarea ;" and hence famili-

aris came to signify an intimate friend. Slaves who
belonged to the same famiiia were called, with re-

spect to this relation, familiares. Generally, " famil-

iaris" might signify anything relating to a famiiia.

Sometimes " famiha" is used to signify the slaves

belonging to a person,* or to a body of persons {so-

cietas), in which sense they are sometimes opposed
to liberti,* where the true reading is " liberti.'"

In the passage of the Twelve Tables which de-

clares that in default of any heres suus, the property
of the intestate shall go to the next agnatus, the
word " famiha" signifies the property only :

" Ag-
natus proximus familiam habclo." In the same sec-

tion in which Ulpian* quotes this passage from the

Twelve Tables, he explains agnati to be " cognati

viriiis sexus per mares descendentes ejusdem famiiia,"
where the word " famiha" comprehends only per-

sons.*

The word famiiia is also applied (improperly) to

sects of philosophers, and to a body of gladiators :

in the latter sense with less impropriety.

A paterfamihas and a materfamilias were respect-

ively a Roman citizen who was sui juris, and his

lawful wife. A filiusfamilias and a filiafamilias were
a son and daughter in the power of a paterfamilias.

The famiiia of a paterfamilias, in its widest sense,

comprehended all his agnati ; the extent of which
term, and its legal import, are explained under Cog-
nati. The relation of famiiia and gens is explain-

ed under Gens.
The five following personal relacions are also com-

prehended in the notion of famiiia : 1. Manus, or

the strict marriage relation between husband and
wife ; 2. Servitus, or the relation of master and
slave ; 3. Patronatus, or the relation of former mas-
ter to former slave ; 4. Mancipii causa, or that in-

termediate state between servitus and libertas, which
characterized a child who was mancipated by his

father {vid. Emancipatio) ; 5. Tutela and Curatio,

the origin of which must be traced to the Patria Po-
testas. These relations are treated under their ap-

propriate heads.

The doctrine of representation, as applied to the
acquisition of property, is connected with the doc-

trine of the relations of famiiia ; but, being limited

with reference to potestas, manus, and municipium.
It is not coextensive nor identical with the relations

of famiiia. Legal capacity is also connected with
the relations of famiiia, though not identical with,

but rather distinct from them. The notions of li-

beri and servi, sui juris and alieni, are comprised in

thfi above-mentioned relations of famiiia. The dis-

1. (Cic. ad Div., xiv , 4.—Ad Quint., ii., Epist. 6.)—3. (Cic,

Brut., 22.)—3. (Cic. ad Fara., i., 3.)— 4. (Fr^., tit. 26, i.)— 5.

(.Dig. 50, lit. 16, s. 195 ; 10, tit. 2.)
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tinction of Gives, Latini, Peregrmi, are entirely un-

connected with the relations of famiiia. Many of
the relations of famiiia have also no effect on legal

capacity, for instance, marriage as such. That fam
ily relationship which has an influence on legal ca
pacity is the Patria Potestas, in connexion with
which the legal capacities and incapacities of filins

faoiiUas, filiafamilias, and a wife in manu, may !?e

most appropriately considered.*

FAMI'LI^ EMPTOR. ( Fzd. Familia.)

FAMI'LI^ ERCISCUND^ ACTIO. Everj
heres, who had full power of disposition over his

property, was entitled to a division of the hereditas,

unless the testator had declared, or the co-heredes

had agreed, that it should remain in common for a
fixed time. The division could be made by agree
ment among the co-heredes ; but in case they could

not agree, the division was made by a judex. For
this purpose every heres had against each of his co-

heredes an actio familiae erciscunda?, which, like the

actiones communi dividundo, and finium regundo-
rum, was of the class of Mixtae Actiones, or, as they

were sometimes called, Duplicia Judicia, because,

as in the familiae erciscundae judicium, each herea

was both plaintiff and defendant (actor and reus)

;

though he who brought the actio and claimed a jn

dicium {ad judicium provocavit) was properly the at.

tor. A heres, either ex testamento or ab intestato.

might bring this action. All the heredes were liable

to the bonorum collatio {vid. Bonorum Collatio),

that is, bound to allow, in taking the account of the

property, what they had received from the testator

in his hfetime, as part of their share of the hereditas,

at least so far as they had been enriched by such
donations.

This action was given by the Twelve Tables.

The word Famiiia here signifies the " property," as

explained in the previous article, and is equivalent

to hereditas.

The meaning and origin of the verb ei e-iscere, oi

kerc-iscere, have been a subject of some dispute.

It is, however, certain that the word means " di-

vision."*

FANUM. {Vid. Templum.)
FAR, Spelt, often put for com generally. Ac

cording to Martyn, it is a sort of corn very like

wheat ; but the chaff" adheres so strongly to the

grain that it requires a mill to separate them, like

barley The far of the Romans was the same with

the (eia or ^ea of the Greeks. " The r/^j? of Theo-
phrastus, the oXvpa of Homer, as well as the far

and adoreum of the Romans, were in all probability,"

says Adams, " merely varieties of Spelt." " Far
was the corn of the ancient Italians," remarks Mar-
tyn, "and was frequently used in their sacrifices

and ceremonies, whence it is no wonder that this

word was often used for corn in general." The
modern botanical name of Far is Triticum spelta.

Dioscorides mentions two kinds of Zea : one the

simple kind, /iovokokkoc, Triticum monococcum ; the

other the double, Slkokkoc;, Triticum spcUa. Homer
makes mention of Zea, as does also Theophraslus ;

the latter gives it the epithet of robust or hardy,

which is also applied to it by Virgil.

FARTOR {aLTEVTTji) was a slave who fattened

poultry.' Donatus* says that the name was giren

to a maker of sausages ; but compare Becker, Gal-

lus, ii., p. 190.

The name of fartores or crammers was also given

to the nomenclatores, who accompanied the candi-

dates for the public oflSces at Rome, and gave them

the names of such persons as they might meet.*

1. (Savigny, System des heutig-en Rom. Rechtes, vols, i., ii.,

Berlin, 1840.)—2. (Dig. 10, tit. 2.— Cic, De Orat., i., 56.—Pri
CiEciaa, c. 7.—Apul., Met., ix., p. 210, Bipont.)—3. (Colam.

viii., 7.—Hor., Sat., II., iii.,228.—Plaut ,
True, I., ii., II.)—

4

(adTerent., Eun.. II., ii., 26.)—5. (Festui, s. y. Fartore».)
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i aSCES were lods bound in the form of a bun-

dle, and containing an axe (sccuris) in the middle,

the iron of which projected from them. These
rods were carried by hctors before the superior ma-
gistrates at Rome, and are often represented on the

reverse ofconsular coins.' The following woodcuts
give the reverses of four consular coins ; in the first

of which we see the lictors carrying the fasces on
their shoulders ; in the second, two fasces, and be-

tween them a sella curulis ; in the third, two fasces

crowned, with the consul standing between them

;

and in the fourth, the same, only with no crowns
«round the fasces.

The next two woodcuts, which are taken from
Mie consular coins of C. Norbanus, contain, in addi-
tion to the fasces, the one a spica and caduceus,
and tlie other a spica, caduceus, and prora.

k

The fasces appear to have been usually made of

btrch (bclulla*), but sometimes also of the twigs of

the elm.* They are said to have been derived from
Vetulonia, a city of Etruria.* Twelve were carried

before each of the kings by twelve lictors ; and on
the expulsion of the Tarquins, one of the consuls

was preceded by twelve lictors with the fasces and
secures, and the other by the same number of lic-

tors with the fasces only, or, according to some ac-

counts, with crowns round them.* But P. Valerius

Publicola, who gave to the people the right of prov-

ocatio, ordained that the secures should be removed
from the fasces, and allowed only one of the consuls

to be preceded by the lictors while they were at

Rome.* The other consul was attended only by a
single accensus. {Vid. Accensus.) When they
were out of Rome, and at the head of the army,
e^jch of the consuls retained the axe in the fasces,

ar<a was preceded by his own lictors as before the

time of Valerius.^ (Vid. Consul.)
When the decemviri were first appointed, the

fasces were only carried before the one who presi-

l. (Spanh., De Proest. et Usu Numism., toI. ii., p. 88, 91.)

—

1 (Plin., H. N., xvi., 30.)—3. (Plaut., Asin., III., ii., 29; II.,

h',, 74.)—4. (Sil. Ital., viii.,-485.—Compare Liv., i., 8.)—5. (Di-
j-*'-.^., 2.)--6. (Cic, DeRep., ii., 31.—Val.Max., ir., 1, * 1.)

• 1 'Dionyt., »., I**.—Liv , xxiv., j xxviii., 27.)

ded for the day ;' and it was not till the second d©
cemvirate, when they began to act in a tyrannical

manner, that the fasces with the axe were carried

before each of the ten.' The fasces and secures
were, however, carried before the dictator even in

the ciiy,' and he was also preceded by 24 lictors.

and the magister equitum by six.

The prsetors were preceded in the city by two
lictors with the fasces,* but out of Rome and at the
head of an army by six, with the fasces and se-

cures, whence they are called by the Greek writeri

aTparrj-yol i^antXeKei^.* The proconsuls also were
allowed, in the time of Ulpian, six fasces.* The
tribunes of the plebs, the aidiles and quaestors, had
no lictors in the city,' but in the provinres the

quaestors were permitted to have the fasces.'

The lictors carried the fasces on their shoulders,

as is seen in the coin of Brutus given above ; and
when an inferior magistrate met one who was high-

er in rank, the lictors lowered their fasces to hiav

This was done by Valerius Publicola when he ad-

dressed the people ;* and hence came the expression

tubmiuere fasces in the sense of to yield, to confees

one's self inferior to another '•

When a general had gained a victory, and hac

been saluted as Imperator by his soldiers, he usual-

ly crowned his fasces with laurel.*'

FASCIA, dim. FASCIOLA, a band or fiUet of

cloth, worn, 1. round the head as an ensign of roy-

alty" (vid. DiADEMA. Woodcut to article Falx): 2.

by women over the breast" (vid. Strophium) : 3.

round the legs and feet, especially by women. Ci-

cero reproached Clodius for wearing fasciae upon
his feet, and the Calantica, a female ornament,
upon his head.'* Afterward, when the toga had
fallen into disuse, and the shorter pallium was
worn in its stead, so that the legs were naked and
exposed, fascicE crurales became common even with
the male sex." The Emperor Alexander Severus**

always used them, even although, when in town,
he wore the toga. Quintilian, nevertheless, asserts

that the adoption of them could only be excused on
the plea of infirm health." White fasciaj, worn by
men," were a sign of extraordinary refinement in

dress : the mode of cleaning them was by rubbing

them with a white tenacious earth, resembling out
pipe-clay (fascia cretata}^). The finer fasciae, worn
by ladies, were purple.** The bandages wound about

the legs, as shown in the illuminations of ancient

MSS., prove that the Roman usage was generally

adopted in Europe during the Middle Ages.
By metaphor, the term •' fascia" was applied in

architecture to a long, flat band of stone, marble, oi

wood. Thus the architrave of an Ionic or Corin-

thian entablature consists of three contiguous hori

zontal fasciae.**

On the use of fasciae in the nursing of children,"*

vide Incunabula.
FA'SCINUM (jSaaKavia), fascination, enchant-

ment. The belief that some persons had the power
of injuring others by their looks, was as prevalent

among the Greeks and Romans as it is among tha

superstitious in modern times. The bipdaXfidc ^dn-
Kavoc, or evil eye, is frequently mentioned by ancient

1. (Liv., iii., 33.)—2. (Liv., iii., 36 )—3. (Liv., ii., 18.^4.
(Censorin., De Die Natal., 24.—Cic, Agrar., ii., 34.)—5. (Ap-
^«n, Syr., 15.—Polyb., ii., 24,M ; iii., 40, * 9 ; 106, « 6.) -«.
(Dig. 1, tit. 16, 8. 14.)—7. (Aul. Gel., xiii., 12.)—6. (Cic, Pro
Plane, 41.)—9. (Cic, DeRep., ii.,31.—Liv., ii.,7.—Val. Max.,
iv., 1, t) 1.)— 10. (Cic, Brut.. 6.)—11. (Cic ad Att., viii.. 3. 4 5.

—De Div., i., 28.—Cms., Bell. Civ., iii.,71.)—12. (Sueton., Jul..

79.)—13. (Ovid, De Art. Amat., iii., 622.—Propert., iv., 10, 49—" Fascia Pectoralis," Mart., liv., 134.)— 14. (ap. Non. Mart
xiv., 2.)— 15. (Val. Max., vi., 27.—Grat., Oi'neg.. 338.)—1«
(JEl. Laniprid., c. 40.)— 17. (Inst. Or., xi., 3.)— 18. (Val. Max.,
1. c— Pl.ffidr., v., 7, .%.)- 19. (Cic ad Att., 2, 3.)—20. (Cic, Vh
Harusp. Resp., »1.)—21. (Vit., iii,, 5, p. 84, ed. Schneider.,* -»»
(Plaut., Trac., v., 13.)
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writers.' Plutarch, in his Symposium,' has a sep-

arate chapter ncpi tuv KaTaSauKaivetv Tieyofievuv,

C(u jSdcFKavov tx^iv b^dakfiov. The evil eye was
Bupposed to injure children particularly, but some-
times cattle also ; whence VirgiP says,

'^ Nescio quis teneros oculus mihi fascinat agnos."

Various amulets were used to avert the influence

of the evil eye. The most common of these ap-

pears to have been the phallus, called by the Ro-

mans fascinum, which was hung round the necks

of children (turpicula res*). Pliny,* also, says that

Satyrica signa, by which he means the ifthallus,

were placed in gardens and on hearths as a protec-

tion against the fascinations of the envious ; and

we learn from Pollux' that smiths were accustom-

ed to pla;e the same figures before their forges for

the same purpose. Sometimes other objects were
employed for this purpose. Pisistratus is said to

•tiave hung the figure of a kind of grasshopper before

the Acropolis as a preservative against fascination.''

Another common mode of averting fascination

was by spitting into the folds of one's own dress.*

According to Pliny,' Fascinus was the name of a
god, who was worshipped among the Roman sacra

by the vestal virgins, and was placed under the

chariot of those who triumphed as a protection

^gamst fascination; by which he means, in all

probability, that the phallus was placed under the

chariot.**

*FASELUS, the Kidney Bean, Phaseolus vulga-

ris, L., called by the Greeks i^aaiolog. The kid-

ney beans are said to have been very common
among the Romans, and hence the epithet vilis ap-

plied to ihefaselus by Virgil." According to Pliny,"

the Romans ate both seeds and shells, as we do
now. Fee thinks that the Greek names tjiaaloAoc,

oaatjoloq, and ^aat/loc, are so many diminutives

from (baoTjXog, a small boat or canoe, the Kidney
Bean resembling such in form."
FASTI. Fas signifies divine law: the epithet

fastus is properly applied to anything in accordance

with divine law, and hence those days upon which
legal business might, without impiety {sine piaculo),

be transacted before the praetor, were technically

denominated fasti dies, i. e., lawful days. Varro

and Festus derive fastus directly from fari,'-* while

Ovid'* may be quoted in support of either etymol-

ogy.

The sacred books in which the fasti dies of the

year were marked, were themselves denominated

fasti ; the term, however, was employed in an ex-

tended sense to denote registers of various descrip-

tions, and many mistakes have arisen among com-
mentators from confounding fasti of different kinds.

It will be useful, therefore, to consider separately

the two great divisions, which have been distin-

guished as Fasti Sacri or Fasti Kalendares, and
F^asti Annales or Fasti Historici.

I. Fasti Sacri or Kalendares. For nearly four

centuries and a half after the foundation of the city,

a knowledge of the calendar was possessed exclu-

sively by the priests. One of the pontifices regu-

larly proclaimed the appearance of the new moon,
and at the same time announced the period which
would intervene between the Kalends and the

Nones. On the Nones the country people assem-

1. (Alciphr., Ep., i., 15.—Heliod., ^thiop., iii., 7.—Compare
with Plin., H. N., vii., 2.)—2. (v., 7.)—3. (Eclo?., iii., 103.)—4.
(Varro, De Ling. Lat., vii., 97, Muller.)—5. (H. N., xix., 19, I)

10—6. (viii., 118.)—7. (Hesych., s. v. Karoxiyvj;.)—8. (Theocr.,

»i., 39.—Plin., II. N., xxviii., 7.—Lucian, Navig., 15, vol. iii., p.

«59, Reitz.)—9. (II. N., xxviii., 7.)— 10. (MUUer, Archa^ol. der
Kunst, I) 436, 1, 2.—Bottiger, Klein. Schr., iii., p. 111.—Becker,
Charikles, ii., p. 109, 291.)—11. (Georg., i., 227.)—12. (H. N.,

xriii., 7.)—13. (Flore de Virgile, p. Iv.)—14. (Varro, De Ling.
Lat., ti., 2.- -Festus, s. v Fasti.)—15. (Fast., i., 47.)
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bled for the purpose of learning from the Kex 8ft-
crorum the various festivals to be celebrated during
the month, and the days on which they would fall.'

In like manner, all who wished to go to law were
obliged to inquire of the privileged few on what day
they might bring their suit, and received the reply

as if from the lips of an astrologer.* The whole oi

this lore, so long a source of power and profit, and
therefore jealously enveloped in mystery, was at

length made public by a certain Cn. Flavins, scribe
to Appius Caecus,' who, having gained access to the
pontifical books, copied out all the requisite infor-

mation, and exhibited it in the Forum for the use
of the people at large. From this time forward
such tables became common, and were known by
the name of Fasti. They usually contained an enu-
meration of the months and days of the year ; the

Nones, Ides, Nundinae, Dies Fasti, Nefasti, Comi-
tiales, Atri, &.c. {vid. Calendar), together with the
difl!erent festivals, were marked in their proper pla-

ces : astronomical observations on the risings and
settings of the fixed stars, and the commencement
of the seasons, were frequently inserted, and some-
times brief notices annexed regarding the introduc-

tion and signification of certain rites, the dedication

of temples, glorious victories, and terrible disasters

In later times it became common to pay homage to

the members of the imperial family by noting down
their exploits and honours in the calendar, a species

of flattery with which Antonius is charged by Ci-

cero.*

It will be seen from the above description that

these fasti closely resembled a modern almanac
(FastoTum lihri appcllantur tolius anni description);

and the celebrated work of Ovid may be considered

as a poetical Year-book or Companion to the Alma'
nac, having been composed to illustrate the Fasti

published by Julius Caesar, who remodelled the Ro-
man year. All the more remarkable epochs ara
examined in succession, the origin of the different

festivals explained, the various ceremonies descri-

bed, the legends connected with the principal con-

stellations narrated, and many curious discussions

interwoven upon subjects likely to prove interesting

to his countrymen ; the whole being seasoned with
frequent allusions to the glories of the Julian line.

Several specimens of fasti, more or less perfect,

on stone and marble, have been discovered at dif-

ferent times in different places, none of them, how-
ever, older than the age of Augustus. The most
remarkable, though one of the least entire, is that

known as the Kalendarium Prcenestinum or Fasti

Verriani. Suetonius, in his short treatise on dis-

tinguished grammarians, tells us that a statue of

Verrius Flaccus, preceptor to the grandsons of Au-
gustus, stood in the lower part of the forum of his

native town, Praeneste, opposite to the Hemicyclium,

on which he had exhibited to public view the fasti

arranged by himself, and engraved on marble slabs.

In the year 1770 the remains of a circular buiWing
were discovered in the immediate vicinity of the

modern Palestrina, together with several fragments

of marble tablets, which were soon recognised as

forming part of an ancient calendar ; and, upon
farther examination, no doubt was entertained by

the learned that these were the very fasti of Ver-

rius described by Suetonius. An Italian antiquary,

named Foggini, continued the excavations, collected

and arranged the scattered morsels with great pa-

tience and skill ; and in this manner the months of

January, March, April, and December, to which a

very small portion of February was afterward added,

1. (Macroh., i., 15.)—2. (Cic, Pro Mura;n., 11.)—3, (Liv.,iz,

46.- Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 1.—Aul. Cell., vi., 9.—Va/. Max., ii.,

5.)- 4. (Phil'pp., ii., 34.—Compare Tacit., Ann., i., It.).-4

(Festus.)
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were revovered ; and, although much defaced and
mutilated, form a very curious and useful monu-
ment. They appear to have embraced much infor-
nation concerning the festivals, and a careful detail
ol the honours bestowed upon, and the triumphs
achieved by, Julius, Augustus, and Tiberius. The
publication of Foggini contair.s not only an account
of this particular discovery, but also the complete
fasti of the Roman year, so far as such a compila-
tion can be extracted from the ancient calendars
HOW extant. Of these he enumerates eleven, the
names being derived either from the places where
they were found, or from the family who possessed
ihem when they first became known to the' literary
world

:

1. Calendarium Maffeiorum, which contains the
twelve months complete.

2. CaL Pramesti^um, described above.
3. Cal Capramcorum, August and September

complete.

4. Cal. Amiterninum, fragments of the months
from May to December.

5. Ctd. Antiatinum, fragments of the last six
months.

6. Cal. Esquilinum, fragments of May and June.
7. Cal. Farnesianum, a few days of February and

March.
8. Cal. Pincianum, fragments of July, August,

nd September.
9. Cal. Venusinum, May and June complete.
10. Cal. Vaticanum, a few days of March and

April.

11. Cal. Allifanum, a few days of July and Au-
gust.

Some of the above, with others of more recent
date, are given in the Corpus Inscriptionum of Gru-
ler, in the 11th vol. of the Thesaurus Rom. Antiqq.
of Graevius, and in other works of a similar descrip-
tion

;
but the fullest information upoa all matters

connected with the Fasti Sacri is imbodied in the
work of Foggini, entitled Fastorum anni Romani a
Verrio Flacco ordinatorum reliquieB, &c., Roma;,
1779

;
and in Jac. Van Vaassen Animadverss. ad

Fastos Rom. Sacros fragmenta, Traj. ad Rhen.,
1795 : to which add Ideler's Handbuch der Mathe-
matischen und Technischen Chronologic, Berlin, 1826.

Before quitting this part of our subject, we may
make mention of a curious relic, the antiquity of
which has been called in question without good
cause, the Calendarium Rusticum Farnesianum.
This Rural Almanac is cut upon four sides of a
cube, each face being divided into three columns,
and each column including a month. At the top of
the column is carved the appropriate sign of the
r»diac

; then follows the name of the month, the
number of the days, the position of the nones, the
length of the day and night, the name of the sign
through which the sun passes, the god under whose
protection the month was placed, the various agri-
cultural operations to be performed, and a list of the
ormcinal festivals. Take May as an example

:

MENSIS
MAIVS

DIES. XXXI.
WON. SEPTIM.

DIES. HOR. IIIIIS.

SOX. HOR. VIIIIS.

SOL. TAVRO.
TVTELA. APOLLIN.
EOET. RVNCANT.
OVE8. TONDENT.
LANA. LAVATVR.
ITVBNCI. DOHA NT.

VICEA. PABTL.
8ECATVR.

8BUKTB*
111

FASTIGIUM.

LV8TBANTT«.
SACRVM. MERCYS.

ET. FLORiE.
(Vid. the commentary of Morcelli in his Opera Em-
graphica, vol. i., 77.)

II. Fasti Annalks or Historici. Chronicles
such as the Annales Maximi {vid. Annales), con-
taining the names of the chief magistrates for each
year, and a short account of the most remarkable
events noted down opposite to the days on which
they occurred, were, from the resemblance which
they bore in arrangement to the sacred calendars,
denominated fasti ; and hence this word is used,
especially by the poets, in the general sense of hi»-
torical records.^

In prose vn-iters, fasti is commonly employed aa
the technical term for the registers of consuls, dic-
tators, censors, and other magistrates, which formed
part of the public archives." Again, when Cicero
remarks, in the famous epistle to Lucceius,' " Ete-
nim ordo ilk annalium mediocriter nos retinet quan
enumeratione fastorum," he means that the regular
succession of events merely detailed in chronicles
fixed the attention but feebly, and was little more
interesting than a mere catalogue of names.*
A most important specimen offasti belonging to

this class, executed probably at the beginning of
the reign of Tiberius, has been partially preserved.
In the year 1547, several fragments of marble tab
lets were discovered in excavating the Roman
Forum, and were found to contain a list of consuls,
dictators with their masters of horse, censors with
the lustra which they closed, triumphs and ova
tions, all arranged in regular succession according
to the years of the Catonian era. These had evi-
dently extended from the expulsion of the kings to
the death of Augustus, and, although defective m
many places, have proved of the greatest vafue in
chronology. The different pieces were collected
and arranged under the inspection of Cardinal Alex-
ander Farnese, and deposited in the Capitol, where
they still remain. From this circumstance they
are generally distinguished as the Fasti Capitolini.
In the years 1817 and 1818, two other fragments
of the same marble tablets were discovered in the
course of a new excavation in the Forum. A fac-
simile of them was published at Milan, by Borehesi.
in 1818.

The Fasti Consulares are given at the close of
this work.

FASTI'GIUM. An ancient Greek or Roman
temple, of rectangular construction, is terminatf <1

at its upper extremity by a triangular figure, both
in front and rear, which rests upon the cornice of
the entablature as a base, and has its sides formed
by the cornices which terminate the roof. (Kid
woodcut, p. 61.) The whole of this triangle above
the trabeation is implied in the ierm fastigium, called
froritispiece {fronton, frontispizio) by French and
Italian architects, but pediment by our own. Thf
flat surface within the frame, when distinguished
from the general term, is denominated tympanum
by the Latins,* from its resemblance to the skin in
the frame of a drum, and airufia, or aerdg, by the
Greeks,* either because its figure resembles that
of an eagle with outstretched wings,^ or because
the tympanum of the earliest temples, which were
dedicated to Jupiter, was usually ornamented by an
eagle in relief,* an instance of which is afl^orded
by the coin represented in the following woodcut.'

1. (Horat., Sat., I., iii., 1 12.-Carm., IV., iiii., ]3 ; III., xrii., 7.)
-."•

(f'*-'
'^•. 18.—Cic.ProSext., 14.—Compare Cic, P^ilipp-

xni., 12.—Tacit., Ann., iii., 17, 18.)—3. (ad Fam., v., >2.)—4.
(Compare ad Att., iv.,8.)—5. (Vitiuv., iii., 3, p. 99, ed. Bipont J—8. (Aristoph., Avcs, 1110.—Paus., i., 24, * 5 ; ii., 7, * S ; v
10, «; ix., 11, H.)—7. (Enstath. ad II., 24, p. 1352, 1. 37.)-
8. (Find., Olymp., xiii., 29.)—9. (Bcger, Spicil. Antiq., p 6 •
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Bat far richer sculptures from the chisel of tbe most
eminent artists^ were subsequently introduced, the
effect of which may be seen in the restored pedi-

ment of the Temple of Jupiter Panhellenius in the
British Museum : the fragments of the Elgin mar-
bles, in the same place, were originally placed in

the uiru/xa, or kv rolg aerolg of the Parthenon. Ter-
ra-cotta figures were applied in a similar manner by
the Romans in the early ages."

The dwelling-houses of the Romans had no gable-
ends ; consequently, when the word is applied to

them,^ it is not in its strictly technical sense, but
designates the roof simply, and is to be understood
of one which rises to an apex as distinguished from
a flat one. The fastigium, properly so called, was

. appropriated to the temples of the gods, from the
original construction of which its form naturally
sprung ;* and, therefore, when the Romans began
to. bestow divine honours upon Caesar, among other
privileges which they decreed to him was the hb-
erty of erecting a fastigium to his house,* that is, a
portico and pediment towards the street, like that

of a temple. In like manner, the pent of a pave-
ment, which slopes away on each side from its

central line, so as to allow of the water draining
off in hypaethral buildings, &c., is termed fastigi-

um;^ and the piles of the bridge which Caesar
threw across the Rhine are described as fastigata,''

converging like the two sides of a pediment.
FAX {<pav6^), a Torch. The descriptions of poets

and mythologists, and the works of ancient art, rep-

resent the torch as carried by Diana, Ceres, Bello-

na, Hymen (woodcut, p. 209), Phosphorus, by females
in Bacchanalian processions (p. 257), and, in an in-

verted position, by Sleep and Death. In the annexed
woodcut, the female figure in the middle is copied

. from a fictile vase. The winged figure on the left

hand, asleep and leaning on a torch, is from a
funeral monument at Rome : the word " Somnus"
is inscribed beside it. The other winged figure,

also with the torch inverted, is taken from an an-
tique gem, and represents Cupid under the character

1. (Paus., 11. cc.)—2. (Cic, Divin., i., 10.—Vitruv., iii.. 2, p.
69.—Plin., H. N., xxxv., 43, 46 ; xxxvi., 2.)—3. (Cic, Ep. ad
Quint. Fr., iii., I, 4.—Virg., ^n., viii., 491.) — 4. (Cic, De
Oral., iii., 46.)—5. (Cic, Phil., ii., 43.—Floru», iv.. 2.—Plut.,
CiEs., 81, compared with Acboterium.)—6. (Vitruv., v., 9, p.

151 )—7. (CaB«„ BeU. Gall., ir., 15.)
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of Avffepwf,* or " Lethaeus Amor." In ancient
marbles, the torch is sometimes more ornamented
than in the examples now produced ; but it always
appears to be formed of wooden staves or twigs,
either bound by a rope drawn round them in a spiral
form, as in the above middle figure, or surrounded
by circular bands at equal distances, as in the two
exterior figures, and in the woodcut at p. 257. The
inside of the torch may be supposed to have been
filled with flax, tow, or other vegetable fibres, the
whole being abundantly impregnated with pitch,
rosin, wax, oil, and other inflammable substances.
This inference from the representations of torches
on ancient monuments of all kinds is confirmed by
the testimony of Athenaeus' and Pliny,* who men-
tion that the branches of the oak, ilex, hazel, and
hornbeam were chiefly used for making them by
being cut into staves of the requisite forms. They
were also made of the branches of the vine,* which
are exceedingly vascular, and certainly well adapt-
ed for imbibing and retaining fluids. A torch of
vine was called Ao^vZf. Another admirable plant
for making torches was the Spanish broom,* the
long twigs of which resemble rushes, and are full

of pith.

As the principal use of torches was to give li^^t
to those who went abroad after sunset, they were
apt to be extinguished and rendered useless by a
shower of rain. Hence the expression, "This torch
is full of water."^ In allusion to the time when
they were used, the portion of the Roman day im-
mediately succeeding sunset was called /aa; or frima
fax?

Torches, as now described, appear to have been
more common among the Romans than the Greeks,
who usually employed the more ancient and more
simple T^DA. or the lamp. (Vid. Lucerna.) The
use of torches after sunset, and the practice of cel-

ebrating marriages at that time, probably led to the
consideration of the torch as one of the necessary
accompaniments and symbols of marriage. Among
the Romans, the fax nuptialis,^ having been lighted
at the parental hearth, was carried before the bride
by a boy whose parents were alive.^" The torch
was also carried at funerals {fax sepulchralis^^), both
because these were often nocturnal ceremonies, and
because it was used to set fire to the pile. Hence
the expression of Propertius," " Vivimvs insignes
inter utramque facem."^' The torch-bearer turned
away his face from the pile in setting it on fire.'*

FEBRUA'RIUS. {Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
FECIA'LES. {Vid. Fetiales.)
*FELIS, the Cat. The allovpoc of the Greeks

is the Felis Catus, L., or Wild Cat. Some apply
the term KUTTTjg to the Domestic Cat. " The com-
mon Cat," observes Griffith, " is said to be origi-

nally from the forests of Europe. In the savage
state it is of a brown-gray colour, with transverse
deeper stripes ; the tail has two or three dark bands,
and the extremity is black. The genuine Wiid Cat
is to be found in the remote parts of Great Britain,

and may be called, as Mr. Pennant remarks, th<j Eng-
lish Tiger. Its manners are similar to those of the
Lynx, living in woods, and preying during the night

on every animal it can conquer."
*FEL TERRJl], a name given to the herb Cen-

taurium Chironia {Kcvravpiov to fiiKpov Kai lifiiaiov\

1. (Serv. in Virg., ^n., iv., 520.)— 2. (Ovid, Rem Amor.,
555.) — 3. (XV., 57-€l.)— 4. (H. N., xvi., 18; xviii., 26.)— 5.

(Aristoph., Lys., 308.—Athen., 1. c)—6. (P)in., II. N., xii., 2.)

—7. (Menander, ed. Mein., p. 24.)— 8. (Aul. Cell., iii., 2.—Ma-
crob., Sat., i., 2.)—9. (Cic, Pro Cluent., 6.)— 10. (Plaut., Cai.,

i., 30. — Ovid, Epist., xi., 101. — Servius in Virg., Eclog., viii.,

29.—Plin., H. N., xvi., 18.— Festus, s. v. Patrimi.)—11 (Ovid,
Epist., ii., 120.)—12. (iv., 12. 46.) -13. {Vid. also Ovid, Ep:**.,

xxi., 172.— Fast., ii., 561. — Virg.. .lEii., xi., 143.—Serriiis, ad
loc—Tacit., Ann., iii., 4.—Sen., Epist., 123— 1.1., de Biev Vi»
80.)—14. (Virg., JEn., vi., 224.)
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on account of its bitterness, "propter amariludinem

$ummam."
FEMINA'LIA were worn in winter by Augustus

Caesar, who was very susceptible of cold.' Casau-

bon supposes them to have been bandages or fillets

(vid. Fascia) wound about the thighs ; it seems
more probable that they were breeches resembling

ours, since garments for the thighs (nepi/x^pia) were
worn by the Roman horsemen ;' and the column of

Trajan, the arch of Constantine, and other monu-
ments of the same period, present numerous exam-
ples of both horse and foot soldiers who wear breech-

es, closely fitted to the body, and never reaching much
below the knees. (See woodcuts, p. 11, 78, 95.)

FENESTRA. {Vid. House.)
FENUS. {Vid. Interest of Money.)
FERA'LIA. (T^d. Fdnus.)
FE'RCULUM (from fer-o) is applied to any kind

of tray or platform used for carrying anything.

Thus it is used to signify the tray or frame on which
several dishes were brought in at once at dinner ;'

and hence fercula came to mean the number of

courses at dinner, and even the dishes themselves.*

The fcrculum was also used for carrying the im-

ages of the gods in the procession of the circus*

{vid. Circus, p. 256), the ashes of the dead in a fu-

neral,* and the spoils in a triumph ;'' in all which
cases it appears to have been carried on the shoul-

ders or in the hands of men. The most illustrious

captives were sometimes placed on a ferculum in a

triumph, in order that they might be better seen.*

FERETRUM. {Vid. Funus.)
FERI^, holydays, were, generally speaking, days

or seasons during which freeborn Romans suspend-

ed their political transactions and their lawsuits,

and during which slaves enjoyed a cessation from
labour.* All feriae were thus dies nefasti. The
fcriae included all days consecrated to any deity

;

consequently, all days on which public festivals

were celebrated were feriae or dies feriati. But
Bome of them, such as the feria vindemialis, and the

feriae aestivae, seem to have had no direct connexion
with the worship of the gods. The nundinae, how-
ever, during the time of the kings and the early pe-

riod of the Republic, were feriae only for the popu-

lus, and days of business for the plebeians, until, by
the Hortensian law, they became feisti, or days of

business for both orders."

All feriae were divided into two classes, ferim pub-

liccR and fericE private. The latter were only ob-

served by single families or individuals, in commem-
oration of some particular event which had been of

importance to them or their ancestors. As family

feriae, are mentioned the feria Claudim, Mmilia, Ju-
lia, Cornelia, &c., and we must suppose that all the

great Roman families had their particular ferias, as

they had their private sacra. Among the family-hol-

ydays we may also mention the fcria denicales, i.

c, the day on which a family, after having lost one
of its members by death, underwent a purification."

Individuals kept feriae on their birthdays, and other
occasions which marked any memorable event of
Iheir lives. During the time of the Empire, the

hirthday of an emperor sometimes assumed the char-

acter of a feria publica, and was celebrated by the

whole nation with games and sacrifices Thus the

birthday of Augustus, called Augustalia, was cele-

brated with great splendour even in the time of

1. (SueUn., Octav., 82.)—2. (Arrian, Tact., p. 14, ed. Blanc.)
—3. (Petrou., 35. — Plin., H. N., xxviii., 2.)—4. (Suet., Octav.,

74.—Sen-, ad Virg., JEn., i., 637.—Juv., i., 93. — Id., xi., 64.—
Hor., Sat., II., Ti., 104.—Mart., iii., 50.—Id., ix., 82.—Id., xi.,

31.)—5. (Suet,, Jul., 76.)—6. (Suet., Cal., 15.)—7. (Suet., Jul.,

37. — Liv., i., 10.) — 8. (Senec, Here. (Et.. 109.)—9. (Cic, Do
L*g., li., 8, 12.—Id.. De Div., i., 45.)— 10. (Macrob., Sat., i., 16.—
Compare Nirbuhr, Hist, of Rome, ii.. p. 213, &c.—Walter, Ges-
cUi^hfe d. R6m. Rechts, p. 190.) — 11. (Fest., s. v.— Cic, De
Leg , i., 22.—Columell., ii., 22. >

Dion Cassius.* The day on which Augustus hoi
returned from his wars was likewise for a long time
made a holyday of* The dies natalicii of the cities

of Rome and Constantinople were al a still later

period likewise reckoned among the feriae.*

All feria publica, i. e., those which were ob-

served by the whole nation, were divided into/crt«*

stativa, feria coneeptiva, and fcria imperativa. Fe-
riae stativae or statae were those which were held

regularly, and on certain days marked in the calen-

dar.* To these belonged some of the great festi-

vals, such as the Agonalia, Carmentalia, I^upercalia,

&c. Feriaj conceptivae or conceptae were held ev-

ery year, but not on certain or fixed days, the time

being every year appointed by the magistrates or

priests {quotannis a magistratibus vcl saccrdntibus

coneipiunlur^). Among these we may mention the

feriae Latinae, feriae Sementivae, Paganalia, and Cora-

pitalia. Feria imperativa are those which were
held on certain emergencies at the command of
the consuls, praetors, or of a dictator. The books of
Livy record many feriae imperativae, which A^ere

chiefly held in order to avert the dangers which
some extraordinary prodigy seemed to forhode, but

also after great victories.* They frequently lasted

for several days, the number ofwhich depended upon
the importance of the event which was the cause
of their celebration. But whenever a rain of stone*

was believed to have happened, the anger of the

gods was appeased by a sacrum novemdiale, or feria

per novem dies. This number of days had been fixed

at the time when this prodigy had first been ob-

served.'' Respecting the legitimate forms in which
the feriae conceptivae and imperativae were an-

nounced and appointed, see Brisson., De Form , p.

107, &c.
The manner in which all public feriae were kept

bears great analogy to our Sunday. The people

generally visited the temples of the gods, and of

fered up their prayers and sacrifices. The most se

rious and solemn seem to have been the feriae im-

perativae, but all the others were generally attended

by rejoicings and feasting. All kinds of business,

especially lawsuits, were suspended during the pub-

lic feriae, as they were considered to pollute the

sacred season : the rex sacrorum and the famines
were not even allowed to behold any work being

done during the feriae ; hence, when they went out,

they were preceded by their heralds (pracia, pra-

clamilatores, or calalorcs), who enjoined the people to

abstain from working, that the sanctity of the day

might not be polluted by the priests seeing persons

at work.* Those who neglected this admonition

were not only liable to a fine, but, in case their diso-

bedience was intentional, their crime was considered

to be beyond the power of any atonement ; where-

as those who had unconsciously continued their

work might atone for their transgression by offering

a pig. It seems that doubts as to what kinds of

work might be done at public feriae were not unfre-

quent, and we possess some curious and interesting

decisions given by Roman pontiffs on this subject.

One Umbro declared it to be no violation of the fe-

riae if a person did such work as had reference to

the gods, or was connected with the offering of sac-

rifices ; all work, he moreover declared, was allow-

ed which was necessary to support the urgent

wants of human life. The pontiff Scaevola, when
asked what kind of work might be done on a dies

feriatus, answered that any work might be done if

1. (liv., p. 624.—Id., Ivi., p. 698.)—2. (Tacit., Annal., i., 15,

with the note of Lipsius.)—3. (Cod. 3, Ut. 12, s. 6.)—4. (Fe»t.,

s. v.—Macrob., 1. c.)—5. (Macrob., 1. c—Varro, De Ling. Lat.,

v., 3, &c.—Fest., s. V.)—6. (Liv., i., 31 ; iii., 5 ; vii., 28 ; xxxr^

40; xbii., 3.—Polyb., xxi., 1.)—7. (Liv., i., 31.)—8. (Feit, a.

T. Pracia.—Macrob., 1. c—Compare Serv. »d Virg., Georg., t^

868—Plut.. Numa, c 14.)
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any sufferii g or injury should be the result of neg-

lect or delay, e. g., if an ox should fall into a pit,

the owner might employ workmen to lift it out ; or

if a house threatened to fall down, the inhabitants

might take such measures as would prevent its fall-

ing, without polluting the feriae.^ Respecting the

various kinds of legal affairs which might be brought

before the praetor on days of public feriae, vid. Di-

gest. 2, tit. 12, s. 2.

It seems to have been owing to the immense in-

crease of the Roman Republic, and of the accumu-
lation of business arising thereform, that some of

the feriae, such as the Compitalia and Luperca-

lia, in the course of time ceased to be observed, un-

til they were restored by Augustus, who revived

many of the ancient religious rites and ceremonies."

Marcus Antoninus again increased the number of

days of business {diesfasti) to 230, and the remain-
ing days were feriae.* After the introduction of

Christianity in the Roman Empire, the old ferias were
abolished, and the Sabbath, together with the Chris-

tian festivals, were substituted ; but the manner in

which they were kept was nearly the same as that

in which the feriae had been observed. Lawsuits
were accordingly illegal on Sundays and holydays,

though a master might emancipate his slave if he
liked.* All work, and all political as well as juridi-

cal proceedings, were suspended ; but the country
people were allowed freely and unrestrainedly to

apply themselves to their agricultural labours, which
seem at all times to have been distinguished from,

and thought superior to, all other kinds of work

:

for, as mentioned below, certain feriae were instituted

merely for the purpose of enabling the country peo-

ple to follow their rural occupations without being in-

terrup^-^i by lawsuits and other public transactions.

Afte: this general view of the Roman feriae, we
shall proceed to give a short account of those festi-

vals and holydays which were designated by the
name of feriae.

Fence Latina, or simply Latino, (the original name
was Latiar*), had, according to the Roman legends,

been instituted by the last Tarquin in commemora-
tion of the alliance between the Romans and Lat-
ins. • But Niebuhr'' has shown that the festival,

which was originally a panegyris of the Latins, is

of much higher antiquity ; for we find it stated that

the towns of the Priscans and Latins received their

shares of the sacrifice on the Alban Mount—which
was the place of its celebration—along with the Al-
bans and the thirty towns of the Alban common-
wealth. All that the last Tarquin did was to con-
vert the original Latin festival into a Roman one,

and to make it the means of hallowing and cement-
ing the alliance between the two nations. Before
the union, the chief magistrate of the Latins had
presided at the festival ; but Tarquin now assumed
this distinction, which subsequently, after the de-
struction of the Latin commonwealth, remained with
the chief magistrates of Rome.® The object of this

panegyris on the Alban Mount was the worship of
Jupiter Latiaris, and, at least as long as the Latin re-
public existed, to deliberate and decide on matters
of the confederacy, and to settle any disputes which
might have arisen among its members. As the fe-

riae Latinas belonged to the conceptivjE, the time of
their celebration greatly depended on the state of
affairs at Rome, as the consuls were never allowed
to take the field until they had held the Latinae.'

1. (Macrob., 1. c, and iii., 3.—Virg., Georg., i., 270, with the
remarks of J. H. Voss.—Cato, De Re Rust., 2.—Columella, ii.,

82.—Compare Matth., xii., 11.—Luke, xiv., 5.)—2. (Suet., Aug
31.)—3. (Capitol., M. Anton. Phil., c. 10.)—4. (Cod. 3, tit. 12.)—5. (Macrob., 1. c.—Cic. ad Quint. Fratr., ii., 4.)—6. (Dionys.
Hal., iv., p. 250. Sylb.)—7. (Hist, of Rome, ii..p. 34.)—8. (Liv.,
r., 17)—9. (Liv., xxi., 63.- Id., xxii., 1.—Id.', xxv., 12.—Dion
Cass zhi , p. 356.)
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This festival was a great engine in the hands ol tha
magistrates, who had to appoint the time of its cel-

ebration {concipere, ediccre, or tndicere Latinos); as
it might often suit their purpose either to hold the
festival at a particular time or to delay it, in order
to prevent or delay such public proceedings as
seemed injuriois and pernicious, and to promote
others to which they were favourably disposed.
This feature, however, the feriae liatinae had in

common with all other feriad conceptivae. When^
ever any of the forms or ceremonies customarj' at

the Latinae had been neglected, the consuls had the
right to propose to the senate, or the college of
pontiffs, that their celebration should be repeated {in-

staurari^.) Respecting the duration of the feriae

Latinae, the common opinion formerly was, that at

first they only lasted for one day, to which subse-
quently a second, a third, and a fourth were added ;'

but it is clear that this supposition was founded on
a confusion of the feriae Latinae with the Ludi Max-
imi, and that they lasted for six days, one for each
decury of the Alban and Latin towns.* The fes-

tive season was attended by a sacred truce, and no
battle was allowed to be given during those days.*
In early times, during the alliance of the Romans
and Latins, the chief magistrates of both nations
met on the Alban Mount and conducted the solem-
nities, at which the Romans, however, had the pres-

idency. But afterward the Romans alone conduct-
ed the celebration, and offered the common sacrifice

of an ox to Jupiter Latiaris, in the name and on be-

half of all who took part in it. The flesh of the
victim was distributed among the several towns
whose common sanctuary stood on the Alban
Mount.* Besides the common sacrifice of an ox,
the several towns offered each separately Iambs,
cheeses, or a certain quantity of milk* or ::«kes.

Multitudes flocked to the Alban Mount on the occa-
sion, and the season was one of great rejoicings

and feasting. Various kinds of games were not
wanting, among which may be mentioned the oscil-

latio (swinging'). It was a symbolic game, and the
legend respecting its origin shows that it was de-
rived from the Latins. Pliny* mentions that du-
ring the Latin holydays a race of four-horse char-
iots (quadrigce certant) took place in the Capitol, in

which the victor received a draught of absynthium.
Although the Roman consuls were always present

on the Alban Mount, and conducted the solemn sac-

rifice of an ox, yet we read that the superintendence
of the Latinae, like that of other festivals, was given
by the senate to the aediles, who, therefore, proba-
bly conducted the minor sacrifices, the various
games, and other solemnities.' While the consuls
were engaged on the Alban Mount, their place at

Rome was filled by the praefectus urbi.
( Vid. Vkm-

FEOTUs Urbi.)

The two days following the celebration of the
Latin holydays were considered as dies religiosi, so
that no marriages could be contracted.^" From Dion
Cassius we see that in his times the feriae Latinae

were still strictly observed by the Romans, whereas
the Latin towns had, at the time of Cicero, almost
entirely given up taking any part in them. The
Romans seem to have continued to keep them down
to the fourth century of our sera."

FericE Sementivue, or Sementina dies, was kept in

seedtime for the purpose of praying for a good

1. (Cic. ad Quint. Fr., ii., 6.—Liv., xxfi., 1 —Id., xli., 16.)

—2. (Dionys. Hal., vi., p. 415, ed. Sylburg.—3. (Niebuhr, Hist
of Rcrae, ii., 35.— Compare Liv., vi., 42.—Plut., Camil, 42.)-«

4. (D-onys. Hal., iv., p. 250, Sylb.—Macrob.. 1. c )—5. (Dionya
Hal., 1. c—Varro, De Ling. Lat. v., 3, p. 58, Bip.—Schol. Bo
biens. in Cic, Orat. pro Plane, j). 255, cfcc, Orelli.)—6. (Cic
De Div., i., 11.)—7. (Fest., s. v. Oscillum )— (8, II. N., xxviL
2.)—9. (Dionys. Hal., vi., p. 415.)- 10. (Cic. ad Quint. Fr., ii

4.)—11. (Lactant. In-stit i.,2I>
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crop ; It lasted only for one day, which was fixed

by the pontiffs.'

Feria vindemialis lasted fiom the 22d of August
to the 15th of October, and was instituted for the

purpose of enabling the country people to get in the

fruits of the field and to hold the vintage.*

Ferite cBsttva were holydays kept during the hot-

test season of summer, when many of the wealthier

Romans left the city and went into the country.

They seem to have been the same as the messis fe-
ria,* and lasted from the 24th of June till the 1st of
August.

Feriee pracidanece are said to have been prepara-

tory days, or such as preceded the ordinary feriae
;

although they did not belong to the ferise, and often

even were dies atri, they were on certain occasions
inaugurated by the chief pontiff, and thus made fe-

riae.*

*FER'ULA, the ferula or fennel-giant. Ferula
communis, L. Martyn* describes it as " a large

plant, growing to the height of six or eight feet,

with leaves cut into small segments, like those of
fennel, but larger. The stalk is thick, and full of a
fungous pith, whence it is used by old and weak
persons to support them, on account of its light-

ness." The pith was used by the ancients as a
kind of tinder, and is said to be still employed for

that purpose in Sicily.^ According to the old class-

ical legend, Prometheus, when he stole the fire from
the skies, brought it to earth in the hollow of a/en<-
la, or, as the Greeks termed it, vapdrj^. The flow-

ers of this plant are yellow, and grow in large um-
bels, like those of fennel. Fee* thinks that the

ferula of Virgil ought rather to be identified with
the Ferula Oricntalis of Tournefort, which that trav-

eller met with very frequently in Greece. The
people of Cyprus, at the present day, call the vdp-

6r)^ by the name of uvupdriKag. Sibthorp says it is

Tery abundant in this island. The Latin term feru-
la is derived, according to etymologists, from /erir«,
" to strike," because scholars were anciently cor-

rected with the ferula by their teachers. From the
lightness of the stalk, the infliction must have been
more alarming than painful. The ferule of the
modern preceptor resembles the classical fenila
only in name, being capable of giving much greater
pain. A willow-stick or branch would bear a much
nearer resemblance to the ancient instrument of
punishment.' Martial** alludes to the custom of
employing the ferula for correction in the following
lines :

" Feruleeque trisles, sceptra pcedagogorum
Cessent ;"

and Juvenal" also says,

" Et nos ergo manum fcruUe subduximus."

FERULA'GO {yapQfiKiov), a smaller species of
ferula^^

FESCENNI'NA, scil. carmina, one of the earliest

kinds of Italian poetry, which consisted of rude and
jocose verses, or, rather, dialogues of extempore
verses,'' in which the merry country folks assailed
and ridiculed one another." This amusement
seems originally to have been peculiar to country
people, but it was also introduced into the towns of
Italy and at Rome, where we find it mentioned as
one of those in which young people indulged at

weddings." The fescennina were one of the popu-
lar amusements at various festivals, and on many

1. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., t., 3, p. 58, Bip.—Id., De Re Rust., i.,

I, init.—Ovid, Fast., :,, 658, <fec.)—2. (Cod. 3, tit. 19.)—3. (Aul.
Cell., ix., 15, t) 1.)—4. (Cod. 3, tit. 12, s. 2,6.)—5. (Gell.,iv.,6.)
—6. (ad Virg., Eclog., x., 25.)—7. (Martyn, 1. c.)—8. (Flore de
Virgile, p. Ivi.)—9. (Martyn, 1. c.)— 10. (Epig., x., 62.)— 11.
(Sat., i., 15.)— 12. (Plin.. H. N., ii., 23.)—13. jLiv., vii., 2.)—
14. (Horat., Epist.. II., i., 145.)— 15. (Serv. ad .^n., vii., 695.—
Bentc., Controv.. 21 —Plin., H. N., xv., 22.)

Other occasions, but especially after the harrea*

was over. After their introduction into the towns,
they seem to have lost much of their original rustic

character, and to have been modified by the inflO'

ence of Greek refinement ;' they remained, how-
ever, in so far the same, as they were at i\\ times
irregular, and mostly extempore doggerel verses.

Sometimes, however, versus fescennini were also

written as satires upon persons." That these rail-

leries had no malicious character, and were not in-

tended to hurt or injure, may be inferred from tho

circumstance that one person oflen called upon an-

other to answer and retort in a similar strain. The
fescennina are generally believed to have been in

troduced among the Romans from Etruria, and to

have derived their name from Fescennia, a town of

that country. But, in the first place, Fescennia
was not an Etruscan, but a Faliscan town ;' and, in

the second, this kind of amusement has at all times
been, and is still, so popular in Italy, that it can
scarcely be considered as peculiar to any particular

place. The derivation of a name of this kind from
that of some particular place was formerly a fa-

vourite custom, as may be seen in the derivation of

caerimonia from Caere. Festus* endeavours to solva

the question by supposing fescennina to be derived

from fascinum, either because they were thought to

be a protection against sorcerers and witches, or

because fascinum {phallus), the symbol of fertility,

had in early times, or in rural districts, been con-
nected with the amusements of the fescennina.

But, whatever may be thought of this etymology, it

is of importance not to be misled by the commoD
opinion that the fescennina were of Etruscan origin.

FESTU'CA. (Fid. Servus.)
FETIA'LES, a college* of Roman priests, who

acted as the guardians of the public faith. It was
their province, when any dispute arose with a for-

eign state, to demand satisfaction, to determine the
circumstances under which hostilities might be
commenced, to perform the various religious rites

attendant on the solemn declaration of war, and to

preside at the formal ratification of peace. These
functions are briefly but comprehensively defined

by Varro :* " Felialcs . . . fidei publica inter populoa
praerant : nam per hos fiehat ut justum conciperetur

bellum et inde desitum, ut fcedere fides pacis constitu

eretur. Ex his mittcbantur, antequam conciperetur,

qui res repeterent, et per hos etiam nunc fit fcedus," to

which we may add the old law quoted by Cicero,^
" FCEDERDM, PACI3, BELLI, INDDCIARUM 0RAT0RE8
FeTIALES JUDICESQUE SPNTO ; BELLA DI8CEPTANTO "

Dionysius* and Livy' detail at considerable length

the ceremonies observed by the Romans in the ear-

lier ages, when they felt themselves aggrieved by a
neighbouring people. It appears that, when an in-

jury had been sustained, four fetiales'* were deputed
to seek redress, who again elected one of their num-
ber to act as their representative. This individual

was styled the paler patratus populi Romani. A
fillet of white wool was bound round his head, to-

gether with a wreath of sacred herbs gathered
within the enclosure of the Capitoline Hill (vid.

VERBENiE, Sagmina), whcncc he was sometimes
named Verbenarius.^^ Thus equipped, he proceeded
to the confines of the offending tribe, where he halt-

ed and addressed a prayer to Jupiter, calling the
god to witness, with heavy imprecations, that his

complaints were well-founded and his demands rea-

sonable. Ho then crossed the border, and the same
form was repeated in nearly the same words to the

first native of the soil whom he might chance to

1. (Vid. Virg., Georg., ii., 385, &c.—Tibull., II., i., 55.—C«-
tuU., 61, 27.)—2. (Macrob., Saturn., ii., 4.)— 3. (Niebuhr, Hi«t.
of Rome, i., p. 136.)—4. (s. v.)—5. (Liv., xxxvi., 3.)—6. {D«
Ling. Lat., v. 86, ed. Muller.)—7. (De Leg., ii., 9.)—8. (ii., 7t.}
—9. (i., 33.)—10. (Varro ap. Non.)—11. (Plii., II. N., xxii., 1,
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tueet , again a third time to the scntine >r any
citizen whom he encountered at the gate of the
chief town ; and a fourth time to the magistrates
in the Forum in presence of the people. If a satis-

factory answer was not returned within thirty days,

after pubHcIy dehvering a solemn denunciation—in

which the gods celestial, terrestrial, and infernal

were invoked—of what might be expected to follow,

he returned to Rome, and, accompanied by the rest

of the fetiales, made a report of his mission to the
senate. If the people,* as well as the senate, deci-

ded for war, the pater patratus again set forth to

the border of the hostile territory, and launched a
spear lipped with iron, or charred at the extremity
and smeared with blood (emblematic, doubtless, of
fire and slaughter) across the boundary, pronoun-
cing, at the same time, a solemn declaration of war.
The demand for redress and the proclamation of
hostilities were alike termed clarigatio, which word
the Romans in later times explained by dare repe-

tere ;" but Gottling' and other modern writers con-
nect it with the Doric form of Kijpv^ and KTjpvKeiov.

Several of the formulae employed on these occa-
sions have been preserved by Livy* and Aulus Gel-
lius,* forming a portion of the Jus Fetiale by which
the college was regulated. The services of the fe-

tiales were considered absolutely essential in con-
cluding a treaty ;* and we read that, at the termina-
tion of the second Punic war, fetiales were sent over
to Africa, who carried with them their own verbena?
and their own flint-stones for smiting the victim.

Here also the chief was termed pater palratus.''

The institution of these priests was ascribed by
tradition, in common with other matters connected
with religion, to Numa;* and although Livy' speaks
as if he attributed their introduction to Ancus Mar-
cius, yet in an earlier chapter'" he supposes them to
kave existed in the reign of HostiUus. The whole
system is said to have been borrowed from the
^quicolae or the Ardeates," and similar usages un-
doubtedly prevailed among the Latin states ; for it

is clear that a formula, preserved by Livy," must
have been employed when the pater patratus of the
Romans was put in communication with the pater
patratus of the Prisci Latini.

The number of the fetiales cannot be ascertained
with certainty, but some have inferred, from a pas-
sage quoted from Varro by Nonius,'' that it amount-
ed to twenty, of whom Niebuhr supposes ten were
elected from the Ramnes and ten from the Titien-

ses ; but Gottling'* thinks it more probable that they
were at first all chosen from the Ramnes, as the
Sabines were originally unacquainted with the use
of fetiales. They were originally selected from the
most noble families ; their office lasted for life

;"

and it seems probable that vacancies were filled up
by the college (co-optatione) until the passing of the
lex Domitia, when, in common with most other
priests, they would be nominated in the comitia
tributa. This, however, is nowhere expressly sta-

ted

The etymology of fetialis is uncertain. Varro
would connect it with Jidus and foedus; Festus with
^erio or facio; while some modern scholars suppose
It to be allied to <p7)/Lii, and thus (pr/TiuTieic would be
oratores, speakers. In inscriptions we find lioth fe-
tialis and fecialis ; but since, in Greek MSS., the
word always appears under some one of the forms
0j?riu/le£f, (jieTiukei^, (pinu^-cic, the orthography we
have adopted in this article is probably correct.

The explanation given by Livy'« of the origin of

1. (Liv., X., 45.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xxii., 3.—Serv. ad Virg.,

.^n., ix., 53.)—3. (Geschichte der Ilcm. Staatsverf., p. 196.)

—

4. (i., 24, 32.)—5. (xvi., 4.) -6. (Liv., ix., 5.)—7. (Liv., xxx., 43.)
—8. (Dionys., ii., 71.)—9. (i., 32.)— 10. (i., 24.)— 11. (Liv. and
Dionys., 1. c.)— 12. (i., 32.)— 13. (xii., 43.)—14. (Geschichte der
RajB. Staatsverf., p, 195.)—15. (Dionys., ii., 72.)—16. (i.. 24.)
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the term Pater Patratus is satisfactory : " Pater
Patratus ad jusjurandum patrandnm, id est, eancien.'
dum fit fcedus ;" and we may at once reject the
speculations of Servius' and Plutarch,'' the former
of whom supposes that he was so called because it

was necessary that his father should be alive, th«
latter that the name indicated that his father was
living, and that he himself was the father of chit
dren.

FIBULA (irepovTj, ivepovig, nepovjjrpig : Toprnj, ETn
nopnlg : kverfj), a Brooch, consisting of a pin {acua)
and of a curved portion furnished with a hook
(/(Aeif'). The curved portion was sometimes a cir-
cular ring or disc, the pin passing across its cfcntre
(woodcut, figs. 1, 2), and sometimes an arc, the pin
being as the chord of the arc (fig. 3). The forms
of brooches, which were commonly of gold or
bronze, and more rarely of silver,* were, however,
as various in ancient as in modern times ; for the
fibula served in dress, not merely as a fastening, bnt
also as an ornament.*

Women wore the fibula both with the Amictus
and the indutus; men wore it with the amictiis only.

Its most frequent use was to pin together two parts
of the scd.ri{vid. Chlamys), shawl, or blanket, which
constituted the amictus, so as to fasten it over the
right shouIder.« (Woodcuts, p. 11, 15, 78, 171, 227,
235, 244, 291.) More rarely wo see it over the
breast. (Woodcuts, p. 47, 186, 235.) The epithet

irepoTzopTvog was applied to a person wearing the
fibula on one shoulder only ;'' for women often wore
it on both shoulders. (Woodcuts, p. 96, 218, 257.)
In consequence of the habit of putting on the amic-
tus with the aid of a fibula, it was called nepovijua

or E/xnep6v7)p.a,* nopirrifia,^ or ufxTrexovT] Kepov^Ttg}*
The splendid shawl of Ulysses, described in the
Odyssey," was provided with two small pipes for

admitting the pin of the golden brooch ; this contri-

vance would secure the cloth from being torn. The
highest degree of ornament was bestowed upon
brooches after the fall of the Western Empire. Jus-
tin II," and many of the emperors who preceded
him, as we perceive from the portraits on their

medals, wore upon their right shoulders fibulae, from
which jewels, attached by three small chains, de-

pended.''

It has been already stated that women often wore
the fibula on both shoulders. In addition to this, a

lady sometimes displayed an elegant row of brooch-
es down each arm upon the sleeves of her tunic,**

examples of which are seen in many ancient stat-

ues. It was also fashionable to wear them on the
breast ;'* and another occasional distinction of fe-

male attire, in later times, was the use of the fibula

in tucking up the tunic above the knee.

Not only might slight accidents to the person
arise from wearing brooches," but they were some-

1. (ad ^n., ix., 53 v., 14 ; xii., 206.)—2. (Q. R., p. 127, ed
Rciske.)— 3. (Horn., ! H., xviii., 293.)—4. (vElian.V. H., i., 18.)

—5. (Horn., Od., xix., 256, 257. — Euri?., Phccn., 821.) — 6.

(Soph., Trach., 923.—Theocrit., xiv., 66.—Ovid, Met., viii., 318.

—Tacit., Germ., 17.)—7. (Schol. in Eurip., Hec, 933, 934.)--8.
(Theocrit., Adou., 34, 79.) — 9. (Eurip., Electr., 820.) — 10.

(Brunck, Anal.,ii.,28,)— 11. (xix., 225-231.)— 12. (Corippm.ii,,

122.) — 13. (Beger, Thes. Pal., i'. 407, 4C8, &c.) — 14. (lEXxva,

V H., i., 18.)— 15. (Isid., Orig., xix, 30.) — 10. (Horn., U., t
426)
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trnies used, especially by females, to inflict serious

injuries. The pin of the fibula is the instrument

vhich the Phrygian women employ to deprive Po-

ifmnestor of his sight, by piercing his pupils,* and
with which the Athenian women, having first blind-

ed a man, then despatch him.* CEdipn? strikes the

piipils of his own eyeballs with a brood, taken from
the dress of Jocasta.* For the same reason, nepovuu
meant to pierce as with a fibula (jttpovriae, " pinned

him"*).

Very large brooches an; sometimes discovered,

evidently intended to hold up curtains or tapestry.

(Vid. Tapes, Vkjatm.)

Brooches were succeeded by buckles, especially

among the Romans, who called them by the same
name. The preceding woodcut shows on the right

hand the forms of four Iwonze buckles from the col-

lection in the British Museum. This article of dress

was chiefly used to fasten the belt {vid. B.^lteos)

and the girdle (vid. Zona).* It appears to have
been, in general, much more richly ornamented than
the brooch ; for, although Hadrian was simple and
unexpensive in this as weil as in other matters of

costume,* yet many of his successors were exceed-
ingly prone to display buckles set with jewels {fibu-

la gemmatce).

The terms which have now been illustrated as

applied to articles of dress, were also used to denote
pins variously introduced in carpentry ; e. g., the

linchpins of a chariot ;'' the wooden pins inserted

through the sides of a boat, to which the sailors

fasten their lines or ropes •,* the trenails which
unite the posts and planks of a wooden bridge ;*

and the pins fixed into the top of a wooden triangle,

used as a mechanical engine.**

The practice of infibulating singers, alluded to by
Juvenal and Martial, is described in Rhodius {De
Ada) and Pitiscus.

FI'CTILE {Kvpafioq, KEpdfiiov, darpaicov, btrrpuKi-

vov), earthenwaie, a vessel or other article made of

baked clay.

The instruments used in pottery {ars figulina)

were the following : 1. The wheel {rpoxoQ, orbis,

rota, " rota figularis""), which is mentioned by Ho-
mer,** and is among the most ancient of all human
inventions. According to the representations of it

on the walls of Egyptian tombs,*' it was a circular

table, placed on a cylindrical pedestal, and turning
4-eely on a point. The workman, having placed a
lump of clay upon it, whirled it swiftly with his left

hand, and employed his right in moulding the clay

to the requisite shape. Hence a dish is called "the
daughter of the wheel" (rpo;t:'?'^«^of ''W'*)- 2. Pie-

ces of wood or bone, which the potter {Kepa/ievg,

figulus) held in his right hand, and applied occasion-

ally to the surface of the clay during its revolution.

A pointed stick, touching the clay, would inscribe a
circle upon it ; and circles were in this manner dis-

posed parallel to one another, and in any number,
iccording to the fancy of the artist. By having the
end of the stick carved or indented, and by turning
It in different directions, he would impress many
beautiful varieties of form and outline upon his va-

ses. 3. Moulds {forma:, ruTroi**), used either to dec-

orate with figures in relief (TrpoffrnTra) vessels which
had been thrown on the wheel, or to produce foliage,

animals, or any other appearances on Antefixa, on
cornices of terra-cotta, and Imitative or ornamental

1. (Eunp., Ilec., 1170.)—2. {Herod., v.,87.— Schol. in Eiirip.,

riec, 034. )-S. (Soph., (Ed. Tyr., 1269.—Eurip., Phcen., 62.)—
. (Horn., n., vii., 145; xiii., 397.)—5. (Virg., .Xn., xii., 274.—
I^rdaf, De Masr. Rom., ii., 13.— I.sid., 1. c.) — 6. (Spartian., Vit.

ifaCr., 10.) — 7. (Parthen., 6.)—8. (Apoll. Rhod.. i.; 567.) — 9.

((Jipsar, B. O., iv., 17.)— 10. (Vitniv., x.,2.)—11. (Plaut., Epid.,
ill., 2, 33.)—12. (II., xviii., 600.)—13. (Willtinson's Manners and
i'ustoms, iii., p. 163.)—14. (Xenarchu* ap. Athen., ii., p. 64 |

—

15 (Sdiol. in Aristoph., Eccles., 1.)

pottery of all other kinds, in which the wheel wai
not adapted to give the first shape. Th.e annexed
woodcut shows three moulds, which were found
near Rome by M. Seroux d'Agincourt.* They are
cut in stone. One of them was probably used for

making antefixa, and the other two for making

hearts and legs, designed to be suspended by poor
persons " ex voto" in the temples and sanctuaries

( Vid. DoNARiA.) Copies of the same subject, which
might, in this manner, be multiplied to any extent,

were called " ectypa." 4. Gravers or scalpels, used
by skilful modellers in giving to figures of all kinds
a more perfect finish and a higher relief than could
be produced by the use of moulds. These instru>

ments, exceedingly simple in themselves, and deri-

ving their efficiency altogether from the ability and
taste of the sculptor, would not only contribute to
the more exquisite decoration of earthen vessels,

but would be almost the only tools applicable for

making " Dii fictiles," or gods of baked earth, and
other entire figures.* These were among the ear-

liest efforts of the plastic art, and even in times of
the greatest refinement and luxury t'l-^y continued to

be regarded with reverence.
Vessels of all kinds were very frequently fur-

nished with at least one handle {ansa, oiiac, <if).

The Amphora was called Dicta because it had
two. The name of the potter was commonly
stamped upon the handle, the rim, or some other
part. Of this we have an example in the amphora,
adapted for holding grain or fruits, oil or wine,
which is here introduced from the work of Seroux
d'Agincourt. The figure on the right hand shows
the name in the genitive case, " Maturi," impress-
ed on an oblong surface, which is seen on the han-
dle of the amphora.

The earth used for making pottery {KepafiiKtj jt^
was commonly red, and often of so lively a ctloui

as to resemble coral. Vauquelin found, by analysis,

that a piece of Etruscan earthenware contained the

following ingredients : silica, 53 ; alumina, 15;
lime 8 ; oxide of iron, 24. To the great abundance

1. (Recueil de Pragmens, p. 88-92.) — 2. (Propert., iL, 3, 99
—Id., iv., 1, 5.—Piin., H. N., xxxv., 45,46.—Sen., Cons, ad Alb
10.

—

uYd)tfiaT:i fK TzriXou, dirTrj; y^j: Paus., i., 2, 4.—Id., i., 3
—Id., vii., 22, 6.)—3. (Geopon., ii., 49.)
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of the last constituent the deep red colour is to be
|

potters ;' and it is a remarkable circumstance, that
attributed. Other pottery is brown or cream-col- the enemies of free trade, and especially of Athe-
oured, and sometimes white. The pipe-clay, which

|
nian influence at J^gina and Argos, imposed re-

must have been used for white ware, is called " fig- 1 strictions on the use of these productions.' The
lina creta."' Some of the ancient earthenware is Athenian ware was of the finest description : the
throughout its substance blacii, an effect produced
by mixing the earth with comminuted asphaltum
(gagates), or with some other bituminous or oleagi-

nous substance. It appears, also, that asphaltum.
With pitch and tar, both mineral and vegetable, was
u'jed to cover the surface like a varnish. In the

finer kinds of earthenware this varnish served as a
black paint, and to its application many of the most
beautiful vases owe the decorations which are now
so highly admired.* But the coarser vessels, de-

signed for common purposes, were also smeared
with pitch, and had it burned into them, because by
this kind of encaustic they became more impervious
to moisture and less liable to decay.' Hence a
'Slolium picatum fictile" was used, as well as a
glass jar, to hold pickles.* Also the year of the

vintage was inscribed by the use of pitch, either

upon the amphorae themselves, or upon the la-

bels {pittacia, schedia) which were tied round their

necks.* Although oily or bituminous substances
were most commonly employed in pottery, to pro-

duce, by the aid of fire (ev 6e fielavdEuv^), the vari-

ous shades of black and brown, the vessels, before

being sent for the last time to the furnace (vid.

Fornax), were sometimes immersed in that finely-

prepared mud, now technically called " slip," by
which the surface is both smoothed and glazed, and
at the same time receives a fresh colour. Ruddle,

or red ochre {fiilrog, ruhrica), was principally em-
ployed for this purpose.' To produce a farther

variety in the paintings upon vases, the artists em-
ployed a few brightly-coloured earths and metallic

ores.

As we might expect concerning an art so indis-

pensable as that of the potter, it was practised to a
great extent in every ancient nation ; even the most
uncivilized not being strangers to it, and sometimes
displaying a surprising degree of dexterity. The
remains of an ancient pottery have been found in

Britain, and some of the potters' names, preserved

on their works, are probably British. We are told

of a place called the Potteries {FiglincE) in Gaul.

Numa instituted a corporation of potters at Rome.*
Mention has already been made of Egypt, and there

are frequent allusions to the art in the ancient wri-

tings of the Jews. We also read of its productions

in Tralles, Pergamus, Cnidus, Chios, Sicyon, Cor-

inth, Cumae, Adria, Modena, and Nola, from which
city the exports of earthenware were considerable,

and where some of the most exquisite specimens
are still discovered. But three places were distin-

guished above all others for the extent and excel-

lence of this beautiful manufacture: 1. Samos, to

which the Romans resorted for the articles of earth-

enware necessary at meals, and intended for use
rather than display.* 2. Athens, a considerable

part of which was called Ceramicus, because it was
inhabited by potters. In this quarter of the city

were temples dedicated to Athena, as presiding

ovei every kind of handicraft, and to the two fire-

gods, Hephaistos and Prometheus, the latter of

whom was also the mythical inventor of the art of

modelling. Various traditions respecting Coroebus

and others point to the early efforts of the Athenian

1. (Varro, De Re Rust , iii., 9.)—2. (Plin., H., N., xxxvi.,

l4.)-3. (Hor., Carm., i., 20, .3.—Plin., H. N., xiv., 20, 21.)—4.
(Co'.nra., De Re Rust., xii., 18, 54.)— 5. (Plaut., Epid., iv., 2,

13.—Hor., Carm., iii., 21, 1-5.)—6. (Horn., Epig., xiv., 3.)—7.
<Suid.. i V Vi(j>Xid6oi Kepaiirics-)—^. (Plin., H. N., xxxv., 46.)

—9. (Plaui., Bacch., ii., 2, 24.— Stich., v., 4, 12.—Tibull., ii., 3,

61.—Cic, Pro Muraena, 36 —Plin., H. N., xxxv., 46.—TertuU.,
ipol., 25 —Auson., Epig.J
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master-pieces were publicly exhibited at the Pana-
THEN^A, and were given, filled with oil, to tho
victors at the games ; in consequence of which, we
now read on some of them, in the British Museum
and other collections, the inscription Tuv 'Xd^ifim
udXuv, or other equivalent exjiressions.'

Many other specimens were presents given to

relations and friends on particular occasions, and
often distinguished by the epithets /caAof and xaA^
added to their names. A circumstance which con-
tributed to the success of the Athenians in this

manufacture, was a mine of fine potters' clay in the
Colian Promontory, near Phalerum* The articles

made from it became so fashionable, that Plutarch,*
describing an act of extreme folly, compares it to
that of the man who, having swallowed poison, re-

fuses to take the antidote unless it be administered
to him in a cup made of Cohan clay. Some of the
" Panathenaic" vases, as they were called, are two
feet in height, which accords with what is said by
ancient authors of their uncommon size.* A diota

was often stamped upon the coins of Athens, in al-

lusion to the facts which have now been explained.

3. Etruria, especially the cities of Arctium and
Tarquinii. While the Athenian potters excelled all

others in the manufacture of vessels, the Tuscans,
besides exercising this branch of industry to a great
extent, though in a less tasteful and elaborate man-
ner, were very remarkable for their skill in produ-
cing all kinds of statuary in baked clay. Even the
most celebrated of theRoman temples were adorned,
both within and without, by the aid of these pro-

ductions. The most distinguished among them
was an entire quadriga, made at Veil, which sur-

mounted the pediment of the Temple of Jupiter

Capitolinus.' The Etrurians also manifested their

partiality to this branch of art by recurring to it for

the purpose of interment ; for while Pliny men-
tions* that many persons preferred to be buried in

earthen jars, and in other parts of Italy the bones
of the dead have been found preserved in amphorae,

Etruria alone has afforded examples, some of them
now deposited in the British Museum, of large sar-

cophagi made wholly of terra cotta, and ornamented
with figures in bas-relief and with recumbent stat-

ues of the deceased.

Among many qualities which we admire in the
Greek pottery, not the least wonderful is its thin-

ness (XeTvru^) and consequent lightness, notwith-

standing the great size of the vessels, and the perfect

regularity and elegance of their forms. That it

was an object of ambition to excel in this respect

we learn from the story of a master and his pupil,

who contended which could throw the thinnest

clay, and whose two amphorae, the result of th«

trial, were preserved in the temple at Erythrae.

The Greeks and Romans contented themselves
with using earthenware on all occasions until the

time of Alexander the Great : the Macedonian con-

quests introduced from the East a taste for vessel*

of gold and silver, in which, however, the Spartans

refused to indulge themselves. The Persians, ok

the contrary, held earthenware in so low estima
tion, that they condemned persons to drink out of

1. (Plin., H. N., vii., 57.—Id., xxxv , 45.—Critias np. Athen
i., p. 28, O—2. (Herod., v., b6.)—S. (Find., Nein., i., ;«.-

Schol. and Bockh, ad loc.—B«ckh, Corp Inscrip. Gr., p. 49 )-

4. (Suid., 1. c— Athen., li., p. 482.) — 5. (De Audit.)— «J

(Athen., xi., p. 495.—Biickh in Find.. Frag., No. 89 )—7. (Clin.

H. N., xxviii., 2.—Id., xxxv., 45.—Id., xxxvi.. 2 —K . O. MiiUer,

Etrusker, iv., 3, 1, 2.) — 8. (H. N., xxxv., 46. ^ -9 (riut,
Apophth.)—10. (Plin., H. N., xxxv.. 46.^
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Bctlle lessels as a punishment.* But, although the

Romans, as they deviated from the ancient sim-

plicity, made a great display of the more splendid

idnds of vessels, yet they continued to look upon
pottery not only with respect, but even with vener-

ation.* They called to mind the magnanimity of

tho consul Curius, who preferred the use of his

own earthenware to the gold of the Samnites ;'

they reckoned some of their consecrated terra-cot-

taa, and especially the above-mentioned quadriga,

among the safeguards of their imperial city ; and,

bound by old associations and the traditions of their

earliest history, they considered earthen vessels

proper for religious ceremonies, although gold and
silver might be admitted in their private entertain-

ments ;* for Pliny says* that the productions of

this class, " both in regard to their skilful fabrica-

tion and their high antiquity, were more sacred,

and certainly more innocent, than gold."

Another term, often used as synonymous with
fictile, was testo. {Vid. CaLix, Dolium, Later, Pa-
tera, Patina, Tegula.)
FICTIO. Fictions in Roman law are like fic-

tions in English law, of which it has been said that

they are "those things that have no real essence in

their own body, but are so acknowledged and ac-

cepted in law for some especial purpose." The fic-

tions of the Roman law apparently had their origin

in the edictal power, and they were devised for the

purpose of providing for cases where there was no
legislative provision. A fiction supposed something
to be which was not ; but the thing supposed to be

was such a thing as, being admitted to be a fact,

gave to some person a right, or imposed on some
person a duty. Various instances of fictions are

mentioned by Gains. One instance is that of a

person who had obtained the bonorum possessio ex
edicto. As he was not heres, he had no direct ac-

tion : he could neither claim the property of the de-

funct as his (legal) property, r.cr coulS he claim a
debt due to the defunct as his (legal) debt. He
therefore brought his suit {inUndit) as heres {Jicto

se herede), and the formula was accordingly adapted
to the fiction. In the Publiciana Actio, the fiction

was that the possessor had obtained by usucapion

the ownership of th'j thing of which he had lost the

possession. A woman by coemptio, and a male by
being adrogated, ceased, according to the civil law,

to be debtors, if they were debtors before ; for by
the coemptio and adrogatio they had sustained a

capitis diminutio, and there could be no direct ac-

tion against them. But as this capitis diminutio

might be made available for fraudulent purposes, an
actio utilis was still allowed against such persons,

the fiction being that they had sustained no capitis

diminutio. The formula did not (as it appears from
Gains) express the fiction as a fact, but it ran thus

:

If it shall appear that such and such are the facts

ithe facts in issue), and that the party, plaintiff or

jlcfendant, would have such and such a right, or be
liable to such and such a duty, if such and such
other facts (the facts supposed) were true ; et re-

liquaT

It was by a fiction that the notion of legal capacity

was exteiided to artificial persons, that is, to such
persons as were merely supposed to exist for legal

purposes. (Vid. Collegium, Fiscus.) Numerous
instances of fictions occur in the chapters entitled

Juristische Pcrsonen in Savigny's recent work, enti-

tled Systevi des heut R. R., vol. ii.

*F1CUS, the Fig-tree {ovk^), and also its fruit (ov-

.. (Athen., vi., p. 229., C—Id., xi., 464, A.—Id., 483, C, D.)
—2. (Ovid, Met., viii., 690.—Cic. ad Att., vi., 1 —Juv., iii.,

I6S.—Id., X.. 25.)—3. (Florus, i., 18.)—4. (Serv. ad Virg., jEn.,

^ii., 188.)—5. (Ter.'uU., 1. c.)—fl. (H N.,xirr ,46.1 -7. (Gaiu»,
\% 32, rlco.)

K K K

Kov). " The avKTj of Theophrastus and Uioscoridefc

is properly the Ficus Carica. The wild Fig-tree is

called kpivedg by Homer, and Eustathius, the com-
mentator on that poet, describes pretty accurately

the process of caprification. The mjKi} A/yvjrr/j/,

called also Kepuvia, is the Ficus Religiosa, according
to Stackhouse ; Schneider, however, makes it the
Ceratonia Siliqua, L., or Carob-tree. The avKif

'k7i£^av6pia is the Pyrus Amelanchier according to

Sprengel, but the Lonicera Pyrenaica according to

Stackhouse. The avKfj 'IvdiKij is the Ficus InMca,
or Banyan, according to Sprengel, but, as Stack-

house maintains, the Rhizophora Mangle, or Man-
grove.i The Banyan, or Indian Fig-tree, is noticed

by Theophrastus, Pliny, Strabo, Solinus, Diodorus
Siculus, Quintus Curtius, Arrian, and AtheniEUS
This tree forms a conspicuous object in Hindu
mythology. The branches, after projecting to ?

certain distance, drop and take root in the earth

These branches, in their turn, become trunks, and
give out other branches, and thus a single tree forms
a little forest." "The fijT." says Adams, in his

Commentary on Paul of .Angina, " was a great fa-

vourite with the ancients. Galen states that it is

decidedly nutritious, but that the flesh formed from
it is not firm and compact, like that from pork and
bread, but soft and spongy, liJ^e that from beans.

He says that figs increase the urinary and alvine

discharges. Galen speaks doublfvUly of dried figs."

FIDEICOMMISSUM may be ilefined to be a tes-

tamentary disposition, by which a person who gives

a thing to another imposes on him the obligation of

transferring it to a third person. The obligation

was not created by words of iej^al binding force

{civilia verba), but by words of r-^quest (precative),

such as " fideicommitto," " peto," " volo dari," and
the like ; which were the operative words {verba

utilia). If the object of the fideicommissua was
the hereditas, the whole or a part, it was called

fideicommissaria hereditas, which is equivalent to

a universal fideicommissum ; if it was a single

thing or a sum of money, it was called fidsicom-

missum singulae rei. The obligation to transfer the

former could only be imposed on the heres ; the ob-

ligation of transferring the latter might be impose-J

on a legatee.

By the legislation of Justinian, a fideicommissum

of the hereditas was a universal succession ; but

before his time the person entitled to it was some-
times "heredis loco," and sometimes "legatarii

loco." The heres still remained heres after he had
parted with the hereditas. Though the fideicom-

missum resembled a vulgar substitution, it diflTen d

from it in this : in the case of a vulgar substitution,

the substituted person only became heres when the

first person named heres failed to become such ; in

the case of the fideicommissum, the second h(!res

had only a claim on the inheritance when the per-

son named the heres had actually become such.

There could be no fideicommissum unless there

was a heres.

The person who created the fideicommissum

.

must be a person who was capable of making a

will ; but he might create a fideicommissum with-

out having made a will. The person who was to

receive the benefit of the fideicommissum was the

fideicommissarius ; the person on whom the obliga-

tion was laid was the fiduciarius. The fideicom-

missarius himself might be bound to give the fidei-

commissum to a second fideicommissarius. Origi-

nally the fideicommissarius was considered as a pur-

chaser {emptoris loco) ; and when the heres trans-

ferred to him the hereditas, mutual covenants {can-

tiones) were entered into, by which the heres was

1 (Adams, Appen''.., b. v. aoKfi-'i
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not to be a iswerable for anything which he had

been bound to do as heres, nor lor what lie had

given bona fide ; and if an action was brought

against him as heres, he was to be defended. On
the other hand, the fideicommissarius {qui recipiebat

hercditatem) was to have whatever part of the he-

reditas might still come to the hands of the heres,

and was to be allowed to prosecute all rights of

action which the heres might have. But it was
enacted by the senatus consultum Trebellianum, in

ihe time of Nero, that when the heres had given up

the property to the fideicommissarius, all right of

action by or against the heres should be transferred

to the fideicommissarius. The praetor accordingly

gave utiles actiones to and against the fideicom-

missarius, which were promulgated by the edict.

From this time the heres ceased to require from the

fideicommissarius the covenants which he had for-

merly taken as his security against his general lia-

bilities as heres.

As fideicommissa were sometimes lost because

the heres would not accept the inheritance, it was
enacted by the senatus consultum Pegasianum, in

the time of Vespasian, that the fiduciarius might re-

tain one fourth of the hereditas, and the same pow-
er of retainer was allowed him in the case of single

things. In this case the heres was liable to all

debts and charges {onera hereditaria) ; but the same
agreement was made between him and the fidei-

commissarius which was made between the heres

and the legatus partiarius, that is, the profit or loss

of the inheritance was shared between them ac-

cording to their shares {pro rata parte). Accord-

ingly, if the heres was required to restore not more
than three fourths of the hereditas, the senatus

consultum Trebellianum took effect, and any loss

was borne by him and the fideicommissarius in pro-

portion to their shares. If the heres was required

to restore more than three fourths or the whole,

the senatus consultum Pegasianum applied. If the

heres refused to take possession of {adire) the he-

reditas, the fideicommissarius could compel him,

by application to the praetor, to take possession of

it, and to restore it to him ; but all the costs and
charges accompanying the hereditas were borne by

the fideicommissarius.

Whether the heres was sole heir (ex asse), and
required to restore the whole or a part of the he-

reditas, or whether he was not sole heir {ex parte),

and was required to restore the whole of such part,

or a part of such part, was immaterial : in all cases,

the S. C. Pegasianum gave him a fourth.

By the legislation of Justinian, the senatus consul-

ta Trebellianum and Pegasianum were consolidated,

and the following rules were established : The heres

who was charged with a universal fideicommissum
always retained one fourth part of the hereditas,

now called Quarta Trebellianica, and all claims on

behalf of or against the hereditas were shared be-

tween the fiduciarius and fideicommissarius, who
was considered heredis loco. If the fiduciarius suf-

fered himself to be compelled to take the inheritance,

he lost his Quarta, and any other advantage that he
might have from the hereditas. If the fiduciarius

was in possession, the fideicommissarius had a per-

sonal actio ex testamento against him for the he-

reditas. If not in possession, he must at least ver-

bally assent to the claim of the fideicommissarius,

who had then the hereditatis petitio fideicommissa-

ria against any person who was in possession of the

property.

The Quarta Trebellianica is, in fact, the Falcidia,

applied to the case of universal fideicommissa. Ac
cordingly, the heres only was entitled to it, and not

a fideicommissarius, who was himself charged with

a fideicommissum. If there were several heredes
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charged with fideicommissa. each was entitled to a

quarta of his portion of the hereditas. The herea
was entitled to retain a fourth out of the hereditas,

not including therein what he took as legatee.

The fiduciarius was bound to restore the heredi-

tas at the time named by the testator, or, if no time
was named, immediately after taking possession of

it. He was entitled to be indemnified for all propei

costs and charges which he had sustained with re-

spect to the hereditas ; but he was answerable for

any damage or loss which it had sustained through
his culpa.

Res singulse might also be the objects of a fidei

commissum, as a particular piece of land, a slave, a

garment, piece of silver, or a sum of money ; and
the duty of giving it to the fideicommissarius might
be imposed either on the heres or on a legatee. In

this way a slave also might receive his liberty, and
the request to manumit might be addressed either

to the heres or the legatarius. The slave, when
manumitted, was the hbertus of the person who man-
umitted him. There were many difllsrences between
fideicommissa of single things and legacies. A per-

son about to die intestate might charge his heres

with a fideicommissum, whereas a legacy could only

be given by a testament, or by a codicil which was
confirmed by a proper declaration of the testator in

a will ; but a fideicommissum could be given by a

simple codicil not so confirmed. A heres instituted

by a will might be requested by a codicil, not so

confirmed as above, to transfer the whole hereditas,

or a part, to a third person. A woman who was
prevented by the provisions of the Yoconia lex from
taking a certain hereditas, might take it as a fidei-

commissum. The Latini, also, who were prohibited

by the lex Junia from taking hereditates and lega-

cies by direct gift {directo jure), could take by fidei-

commissa. It was not legal to name a person a3

heres, and also to name another who, after the deatk

of the heres, should become heres ; but it was law-

ful to request the heres, on his death, to transfer the

whole or a part of the hereditas to another. In this

way a testator indirectly exercised a testamentary

power over the property for a longer period than the

law allowed him to do directly. A man sued for a

legacy per formulam ; but he sued for a fideicom-

missum before the consul or praetor for fideicommis-

sa at Rome, and in the provinces before the praeses.

A fideicommissum was valid if given in the Greek
language, but a legacy was not until a late period.

It appears that there were no legal means of en-

forcing the due discharge of the trust called fidei-

commissum till the time of Augustus, who gave the

consuls jurisdiction in fideicommissa. In the time

of Claudius, praetores fideicommissarii were appoint-

ed : in the provinces, the praesides took cognizance

of fideicommissa. The consuls still retained their ju-

risdiction, but only exercised it in important cases.*

The proceeding was always extra ordinem.* Fidei-

commissa seem to have been introduced in order

to evade the civil law, and to give the hereditas, or

a legacy, to a person who was either incapacitated

from taking directly, or who could not take as much
as the donor wished to give. Gains, when observ-

ing that peregrini could take fideicommissa, ob-

serves that " this" {the object of evading the law)
" was probably the origin of fideicommissa ;" but

by a senatus consultum made in the time of Ha-
drian, such fideicommissa were claimed by the fis-

cus. They are supposed to be the commendationes
mortuorum mentioned by Cicero.* We have an

example in the case of Q. P- Rufus,* who, being in

exile, was legally incapacitated from taking anything

under the will of a Roman citizen, but could claim

1. (Quinti . Instit., iii., 6.)—2. (Gaius, ii., 228.—Ulp., Frag,
tit. 25, 8. 13 :- -3. (De Fin., iii. 20.^—4. (Val. Max., iv., 3.



FILIX

.

FIMBRLE.

It, from his mother, who was the heres fiduciarius.

They were also adopted in the case of gifts to wom-
en, in order to evade the lex Voconia (vid. Voconia
Lkx), and in the case of proscribed persons ;' incer-

tie personae, Latini, peregrini, coehbes, orbi. But the

eenntus consultuni Pegasianum destroyed the capa-

city of ccelibes and orbi to take fideicommisaa, and
gave them to those persons mentioned in the will

who had children, and in default of such to the po-

|iulU8, as in the case of hereditates and legata.

[Vid. B(»NA Caduca.) Municipia could not take as

heredes {vid. Collegium) ; but by the senatus con-

sultum Apronianum, which was probably passed in

the time of Hadrian, they could take a fideicommis-

ea hereditas.' {Vid. Hereditas.) Fideicommissa
wert ultimately assimilated to legacies. (Vid. Le-
batum.)'

FIDEJU'SSIO. (Vid. Intercessio.j

FIDEPRO'MISSIO. {Vid. Intercessio.)

FIDES. {Vid Lyra.)
FIDI'CULiE is said to have been an instrument

of torture, consisting of a number of strings. Ac-
cording to some modern writers, it was the same
as the equuleus, or, at all events, formed part of it.

{Vid. Equoleus.) The term, however, appears to

be applied to any strings, whether forming part of

the equuleus or not, by which the limbs or extrem-
ities of individuals were tied tightly.*

FIDU'CIA. If a man transferred his property to

another on condition that it should be restored to

him, this contract was called fiducia, and the per-

son to whom the property was so transferred was
said jiduciam accipere.* A man might transfer his

property to another for the sake of greater security

in time of danger, or for other sufficient reason.*

The contract of fiducia or pactum fiduciae also ex-

isted in the case of pignus, and in the case of man-
cipation. {Vid. Emancipatio.) The hereditas it-

self might be an object of fiducia. {Vid. Fideicom-
MissuM.) The trustee was bound to 'discharge his

trust by restoring the thing : if he did not, he was
liable to an actio fiduciae or fiduciaria, which was
an actio bonae fidei.^ If the trustee was condemned
in the action, the consequence was infamia. Ci-

cero enumerates the judicium fiduciae with that tu-

telae and societatis, as "judicia summce existimatio-

nis et pane capitis,"* where he is evidently alluding'

to the consequence of infamia.*

When the object for which a thing was trans-

ferred to another was attained, a remancipatio of
those things which required to be transferred by
mancipatio or in jure cessio was necessary ; and
with this view a particular contract {pactum fiducia)

was inserted in the formula of mancipatio. If no
remancipatio took place, but only a simple restitutio,

usucapio was necessary to restore the Quiritarian

oM'nership, and this was called usureceptio. The
contract of fiducia might be accompanied with a

condition, by virtue of which the fiducia might cease
in a given case, and thus the fiducia was connected
with the Commissoria lex, as we see in Paulus'"

and in Cicero," " fiducia commissa," which may be

explained by reference to Commissum.'*
FIDUCIA'RIA ACTIO. {Vid. Actio.)
FIGLINiE. {Vid. Fictile.)

*FILIX, Fern. The general resemblance which
several of the Ferns have to one another, has led

modern botanical writers to apprehend that the an-

1. (Cic, Verr.,i., 47.)— 2. (Ulp., Frag., tit. 22, s. 5.— Plin.,

Ep., v., 7.)—3. (Gaius, ii., 247-289. — Ulp., Frag., tit. 25.)— 4.

(Val Max.,iii., ^5.—Sueton.,Tib.,62; Cal.,33.—Cod.Theodt*.,
3, tit. 35, 8. 1.—Sigonius, De Jud., iii., 17.)—5. (Cic, Top., c. 10.)

—«. (Gaiug, ii., 60.)—7. (Cic, Off., iii., 15.—Id., ad Fam., vii.,

12.)— 8. (Cic, Pro Ros. Com., c 6.)— 9. (Compare Savigny,
System, &c,ii., 176.)—10. (Sent. Recept.,ii.,tit. 13.)—11. (Pro
Klacc, c. 21.)— 12. (Gaius, ii., 60.—Id., iii., 201.—Rosshirt,
Grundlinien, <tc., I) 99.—Rein, Das Rdm. Pnvatrpcht.—Hein-
*rc., Syntagma, sd. Haubold.)

cients did not distinguish very nicely between tLiia

The TTTEpig of the Greeks, therefore, thoagh Spreiv
gel sets it down for the Aspidium Filix mas, was
probably not restricted to it.' The Filix of Virgil

appears to have been the Pteria Aguilina, I>. Land
which abound* with fern is always very poor.* The
Latin name filix was given to this plant in allusion

to the radical fibres, which resemble so many threads

{fila). The Greek name is derived from Tvrepov, " a
wing," because the leaves are pinnated and expand-
ed like wings. The specific appellation given by
Linnsus to tlje female Fern, namely, Aguilina, it

said to be derived from the following remarkable cir-

cumstance, that when the root of this plant is cut

transversely, it presents a very exact representation

of an eagle {aquila) with two heads. Hence this

species of Fern is called in Germany the "Impe-
rial.""

Fi'MBRI.iE {Kpoaaol ; Jonice, ^vaavoi, Greg. Co-
rinth.), thrums; tassels; a fringe.

When the weaver, had finished any garment on
the loom {vid Tela), the thrums, i. e., the extrem-
ities of the threads of the warp, hung in a row at

the bottom. In this state they were frequently left,

being considered ornamental. Often, also, to pre-

vent them from ravelling, and to give a still more
artificial and ornamented appearance, they were
separated into bundles, each of which was twisted
{aTpenro'ig Qvadvoig*), and tied in one or more knots.

The thrums were thus, by a very simple process,

transformed into a row of tassels. The linen shirts

found in Egyptian tombs sometimes show this or-

nament along their lower edge, and illustrate, in a
very interesting manner, the description of these
garments by Herodotus.' Among the Greeks and
Romans, fringes were seldom worn except by fe-

males {KpoacuTov ;^^truva* ). Of their man ner of di»

playing them, the best idea may be formed by the
inspection of the annexed woodcut, taken from a
small bronze, representing a Roman lady who wears
an inner and an outer tunic, the latter being fringed,

and over these a large shawl or pallium.

Among barbarous nations, the amictus was often
worn by men with a fringe, as is seen very con-
spicuously in the group of Sarmatians at p. 171.

By crossing the bundles of thrums, and tying them
at the points of intersection, a kind of network was
produced, and we are informed of a fringe of this

description, which was, moreover, hung with bells.'

1. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Martyn ad Virg., Geurg., ii,,

189.)—3. (F6e, Flore de Virgile, p. Ivi.)—4. (BruncK, Anal., i.

416.)—5. (li., 81.)—6. (Bruncic, ii., 525.—Jacobs, &c, od liio

—PoUux.vii.,64.—Sueton., Jul.,45.)— /. (Diod. Si(:.,xviii.,a8
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FISCUS FLABELLUM.

With the progress of luxury it appears that the an-

cients manufactured fringes separately, and sewed
them to the borders of their garments. They were
also made of gold thread and other costly materials.

Of this kind was the ornament, consisting of a hun-

dred golden tassels, which surrounded the mythical

shield of Jupiter, the alylc "dvcavoEoaa, and which
depended from the girdle of Juno.'

In consequence of the tendency of wool to form

itself into separate bundles like tassels {;Qvaavri66v^),

the poets speak of the golden fleece as consisting

of them ;' and Cicero, declaiming against the ef-

feminacy of Gabinius, applies the same expression

to his curling locks of hair.*

Fl'NIUM REGUNDO'RUM ACTIO. If the

boundaries of contiguous estates were accidental-

ly confused, each of the parties interested in the re-

establishment of the boundaries might have an ac-

tion against the other for that purpose. This ac-

tion belonged to the class of duplicia judicia. (Vid.

FamilijE Ekciscund.^ Actio.) In this action each
party was bound to account for the fruits and prof-

its which he had received from any part of the land

which did not belong to him, and also to account

for any injury which it had sustained through his

culpa. Each party was also entitled to compensa-
tion for improvements made in the portion of land

which did not belong to him.*

FISCUS. The following is Savigny's account
of the origin and meaning of this term

:

In the republican period, the state was designa-

ted by the term ^Erarium, in so far as it was viewed
with respect to its rights of property, which ulti-

mately resolved themselves into receipts into, and
payments out of, the pubhc chest. On the estab-

lishment of the imperial power, there was a division

of the provinces, between the senate, as the repre-

sentative of the old Republic, and the Caesar ; and
thero was, consequently, a division of the most im-

portant branches of public income and expenditure.

The property of the senate retained the name of

.(Erarium, and that of the Caesar, as such, received

the name of Fiscus. The private property of the

Caesar {res privata, Principis, ratio Ccesaris) was
quite distinct from that of the Fiscus. The word
Fiscus signified a wicker-basket or pannier, in

which the Romans were accustomed to keep and
carry about large sums of money ;* and hence Fis-

cus came to signify any person's treasure or money
chest. The importance of the imperial Fiscus soon
led to the practice of appropriating the name to that

property which the Caesar claimed as Caesar, and
the word Fiscus, without any adjunct, was used in

this sense {res fisci est''). Ultimately the word came
to signify generally the property of the state, the

Caesar having concentrated in himself all the sov-

ereign power, and thus the word Fiscus finally had
the same signification as iErarium in the republican

period. It does not appear at what time the ^Era-

rium was merged in the Fiscus, though the distinc-

tion of name and of thing continued at least to the

time of Hadrian. In the later periods, the words
-^rarium and Fiscus were often used indiscrimi-

nately, but only in the sense of the imperial chest,

for there was then no other public chest. So long

as the distinction existed between the ^rarium and
the Fiscus, the law relating to them severally might
be expressed by the terms jus populi and jus fisci,

as in Paulus,* though there is no reason for apply-

ing the distinction to the time when Paulus wrote
;

for, as already observed, it had then long ceased.

The Fiscus had a legal personal existence ; that

1. (Horn., II., ii., 488.—lb., v., 738—lb., xiv., 181.—lb., xvii.,

193.)—2. (^lian, H. A., xvi., 11.) -3. (Find., Pytli., i7., 411.—
Apoll. Rhod., iv., 1146.)^. (Cic. in Pis., 11.)—5. (Dig. 10, tit.

I.)—6. (Cic, 1 Vcrr., c. 8.—Phsdr., Fab., ii., 7.)— 7. (Juv.,

Rat., IT, 54.)—8. (Sent. Recept., v., 12.)
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is, as the subject of certain rights, it wa.s legally k
person, by virtue of the same fiction of law which
gave a personal existence to corporations, and the

communities of t ities and villages. But the Fiscus

differed in many respects from other persons exist

•ing by fiction of law ; and, as an instance, it was
never under any incapacity as to taking an heredi-

tas, which for a long time was the case with cor-

porations, for the reason given by Ulpian. {Vid.

Collegium.) These reasons would also apply to

the Populus as well as to a Municipium, and yet

the populus is never alluded to as being under such
disability; and, in fact, it could not, consistently

with being the source of all rights, be under any
legal disabilities.

Various officers, as Procuratores, Advocati {vid.

Advocatus), Patroni, and Praefecti, were employed
in the administration of the Fiscus. Nerva estab-

lished a Praetor Fiscalis to administer the law in

matters relating to the Fiscus. The patrimoni-

um, or private property of the Caesar, was adminis-

tered by Procuratores Caesaris. The privileges of

the Fiscus were, however, extended to the private

property {ratio) of the Caesar, and of his wife the

Augusta.*
Property was acquired by the Fiscus in various

ways, enumerated in the Digest,' many of which
may be arranged under the head of penalties and
forfeitures. Thus, if a man was led to commit sui-

cide in consequence of having done some criminal

act {flagitium), or if a man made counterfeit coin,

his property was forfeited to the fiscus.* The offi-

cers of the Fiscus generally received information

{nunciationcs) of such occurrences from private in-

dividuals, who were rewarded for their pains. Treas-
ure {thesaurus) which was found in certain places

was also subject to a claim on the part of the Fis-

cus. To explain the rights and privileges of the

Fiscus, and its administration, would require a long

discussion.*

FISTULA. {Vid. Castelltjm, Tibia.)

FLABELLUM, dim. FLABELLULUM {{timi,

f)tin(jr^p, dim. j!)Lm6iov), a Fan. " The exercise of

the fan," so wittily described by Addison,* was
wholly unknown to the ancienrs. Neither were
their fans so constructed that they might be furled,

unfurled, and fluttered, nor were they even carried

by the ladies themselves. They were, it is true, of

elegant forms, of delicate colouis {prasino flabello*),

and sometimes of costly and splendid materials,

such as peacocks' feathers;' but they were stiflf

and of a fixed shape, and were held by female

slaves {flabellifercB^), by beautiful boys,' or by eu-

nuchs," whose duty it was to wave them so as to

produce a cooling breeze." A gentleman might,

nevertheless, take the fan into his own hand, and
use it in fanning a lady as a compliment." The
woodcut at p. 225 shows a female bestowing this

attendance upon her mistress. The fan which she

holds is apparently made of separate feathers joined

at the base, and also united both by a thread pass-

ing along their tips, and by another stronger thread

tied to the middle of the shaft of each feather. An-
other use of the fan was to drive away flies from
living persons, and from articles of food which were
either placed upon the table or offered in sacrifice.

1. (Dig. 49, tit. 14, s. 6.)—2. (49, tit. 14. s. 1.)—3. (Paului,

Sent. Recept., v., 12.)—4. (Dig. 49, tit. 14 :
" Do Jure Figci."

—Cod. X., 1.—Cod. Theod., x., 1.—Paulus, Sent. Recept., v.,

12.—Savigny, System des heut. Rom. R., vol. ii--" Fragment-

um veteris jurisconsulti de Jure Fisci," printed in Gosschen's

edition of Gaius.—Savigny, " Neu entdeckte Quellen des Rora

R.," Zeitschrift, lii.)—5. (Spect., No. lOS.)— 6. (Mart., iii., 40.)

7. (Propert., li., 15.)— 8. (Philemon, as translated by Plauttu

Trinumm., ii., 1, 22.)—9. (Strato, Epig., 22.)— 10. (Eurip.,

Orest., 1408-1412. — Menander, p. 175, ed. Meinekc, and ai

translated by Terence, Eun.,iii.. 5, 45-54.)— 11. (Itrunck, An«l,

ii., 92.)—12. (Ovid, A. A., i., 161.—Amor., iii , 2, 38.)



FLAGRUM. FLAMEN.

When intended for a fly-flapper, it was less stifl^

and was called muscariuw} and fivioa66j].* In

short, the manner of using fans was precisely that

which is still practised in China, India, and other

parts of the East ; and Euripides says' that the

Greeks derived their knowledge of them from " bar-

barous" countries. The Emperor Augustus had a

slave to fan him during his sleep,* for the use of

fans was not conflned to females.

Besides separate feathers, the ancient fan was
sometimes made of linen, extended upon a light

frame.* From the above-cited passage of Euripi-

des and the ancient scholia upon it, compared with
representations of the flabellum in ancient paintings,

it also appears to have been made by placing the
two wings of a bird back to back, fastening them
together in this position, and attaching a handle at

the base.*

A more homely application of the fan was its use
in cookery {vid. Focus). In a painting which repre-

sents a sacrifice to Isis,' a priest is seen fanning
the fire upon the altar with a triangular flabellum,

such as is still used in Italy. This practice gave
origin among classical writers to expressions cor-

responding to ours, meaning to fan the fame of
hope,* of love (j6im'f«v'), or of sedition."

FLAGRUM, dim. FLAGELLUM (fiuan^), a
Whip, a Scourge, to the handle of which was fixed

a lash made of cords (funibus^^) or thongs of leather

{loris ;" ffKVTiva}^), especially thongs made from the
ox's hide {bubulis exuviis^*). The lash was often

twisted." A whip with a single lash was called

scutica ;'* but it often had two lashes {Xiyvp^ /idari-

yi diTzly''), and is so represented on various ancient

monuments. {^Vid. woodcut, p. 66.)

The whip was used in a great variety of ways :

1. by boys in whipping the top {vid. Buxum) ; 2. in

threshing corn, when it was formed as a flail (per-

ticis flagcllatur^^) ; 3. in driving a chariot," or riding

on horseback." For this purpose tHe whip was
sometimes splendidly ornamented (^aetv;?"). As a

check to the cruel treatment of animals, Constan-
tino enacted a law forbidding any one in riding and
driving to use a severer instrument than a switch or

whip with a short point or spur at the end." 4. In
Spartan and Roman education." The weapon of
the Roman pedagogue was an eel's skin, and was
therefore called anguilla.'* 5. In compelling soldiers

to fight under Asiatic monarchs." 6. In gratifying

private resentment '* 7. In punishing criminals,*'

especially before crucifixion. {Vid. Crux.) 8. In

punishing slaves for running away" or deserting to

the enemy," or merely to gratify the caprice and
cruelty of their owners. Thus females were pun-
ished by their mistresses.^" The whip used to pun-
ish slaves was a dreadful instrument {horribile fla-
gellrnn?^), knotted with bones, or heavy, indented
circles of bronze {aaTpayakuTrj^^), or terminated by
hooks, in which case it was aptly denominated a
acorpion.^^ The infliction of punishment with it

Ik

1 (Mart., xiv., 67.)—2. (Menander, p. 175.—.(Elian, II. A.,
ty., 14.—Brunck, Anal., ii., 388.-1(1. ib., iii., 92.)—3. (1. c.)—
1. (Sufiton., Octuv., 82.) — 5. (Strato, 1. c.) — 6. (Vid. also
Brunck, Anal ii., 258, Urcpivav tn-n'i^a.)—! . (Ant. d'Ercolano,
i., 60.)—8. (Alciph., iii., 47.)—9. (Brunck., Anal., ii., 306.)—
0. (Ari»*.oph., Ran., 360.—Cic, Pro Flacc, 23.)—11. (Hor.,
Bj^sd., iv., 3.— John, ii., 15.)—12. (Hor., Epist., i., 16, 47.)—13.

(Anacr., p. 357, ed. Fischer.)—14. (Plaut., Most., iv., 1, 26.)—
IS (Val. Flvsc.. viii., 20.)—16. (Hor., Sat., i., 3, 119.)- 17.

(S^YU, AjiT, 241.)—18. (Plin., II. N., xviii., 30.-Hieron. in

i»a., xxTiii.,27.)—19. (Horn., 11., passim.—Mart., xiv., 55.)—20.
(Xen., De Re Equestr., viii., 4.— Id. ib., x., 1.)—21. (Horn., 11.,

X., 500.— Id. ib., xix., 305.)— 22. (Cod. Theodos., ii.)— 23.

(Xen, De Lac. Rep., ii., 2.—Mart., x., 61.)—24. (Plin., H. N.,
ii., 39.—Isid., Orig., v., 27.)—25. (Herod., vii., 22, 56, 103, 223.

—Xen., Anab., iii., 4, * 25.)—26. (Catull., xii., 12.—Val. Max.,
vi., 1, 13.)—27. (Xen., Hell., iii., 3, 11.)—28. (Xen., Cyrop., i.,

4, 13.)—29. (Aristoph., Pac., 451.)—30. (Juv., vi., 38S.)—31.
(Hor., I. c.)—32. (Athen , iv., 38.)—33. (Isid., 1. c—S Chion.,
V II )

upon the naked back of the sufferer* was sometimes
fatal,* and was carried into execution by a clas.s of
persons, themselves slaves, who were called lorarii.

It appears that there was another class, who sub-
mitted to be thus whipped for hire.* A slave who
had been flogged was called flagrio (j^aaTiy:»(*y,

which, of course, became a term of mockery and
contempt. During the Saturnalia the scourge wai
deposited under the seal of the master.* 9. In the
contests of gladiators,* two of whom seem to be
represented on the coin here introduced. (Vtd.

woodcut.) 10. In the worship of Cybele, whose

priests pretended to propitiate her, and excited the
compassion and reverence of the multitude by flog-

ging themselves with scourges such as that here
represented, from a bas-relief of this goddess in the
museum of the Capitol at Rome. They were strung
with tali {uarpayaloi) from the feet of sheep,^ and
resembled the scourges employed to punish slaves.
11. In the hands of Bellona and the Furies.*
FLAMEN, the name for any Roman priest who

was devoted to the service of one particular god
(DiVISQUE ALUS ALII SACERDOrES, OMNIBUS PONTIFI-
CEs, SINGULIS FLAMiNEs suNTo'), and who reccived
a distinguishing epithet from the deity to whom he
ministered. {Horum, sc. flaminum, singuli cogno-
mina habent ab eo deo quoi sacra faciunt.^") The most
dignified were those attached to Diiovis, Mars, and
Quirinus, the Flamen Dialis, Flamen Martialis, and
Flamen Quirinalis. The first tvpo are said by Plu-
tarch" to have been established by Romulus ; but
the greater number of authorities agree in referring
the institution of the whole three, in common with
all other matters connected with state religion, to
Numa." The number was eventually increased to
fifteen :" the three original flamens were always
chosen from among the patricians, and styled Ma-
jores ;* the rest from the plebeians, with the epithet
Minores.^* Two rude lines of Ennius" preserve the
names of six of these, appointed, says the poet, by
Numa:

" Volturnalcm, Palatualem, FurtTialem,

Floralemque, Falacrem et Pomonalem fecit
Hie idem ....."

to which we may add the Flamen Volcanalis" and
the Flamen Carmentalis.^" We find in books of an-
tiquities mention made of the Virbialis, Laurenlialig,
Lavinalis, and Lucullaris, which would complete
the list ; but there is nothing to prove that these
four were Roman, and not merely provincial priests.

It is generally stated, upon the authority ofAulus
Gellius," that the flamens were elected at the Com-

1. (Juv., 1. c.)—2. (Hor., Sat., i., 2, 41.)—3. (Festus, s. v.

Flag^tores.)—4. (Philemon, p. 415, ed. Mein.—Aristoph., Ran.,
502.—Equit., 1225.—Lys., 1242.—" Mastigia :" Plautus, passim.
—Ter., Adelph., v., 2, 6.)—5. (Mart., xiv., 79.)—6. (TertuU.,
Apoll., 21.)—7. (Apul., Met., viii.)-8. (Virg-., JEa.,vi., 570.—
"Sanguineoflagello:" viii., 703.—Val. Flacc, 1. c.)—9. (Cic,
De Leg., ii., 8.) — 10. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 84.) — 11.

(Num., 7.)—12. (Liv., i., 20.—Dionys., ii., 64, <tc.)— 13. (Fe«t.,

8. V. " MaximsE dignationis.")- 14. (Gaius, i., 112.)— 15. (Fesl.,

s. V. " Majores Flamines.")—16. (Varro, De Ling. Lat.,vii., 44.|

—17. (Varro, De Ling Lat., v., 84.)—18. (Cic, Brut., 14)— 1»

(w., ST.)
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FLAMEN. FLAMEN.

iia Curiata, and this was doubtless the case in the

earlier times ; but, upon examining the passage in

question, it will be seen that the grammarian speaks
of their induction into office only, and therefore we
ma> conclude that subsequently to the passing of

the Lex Domitia they were chosen in the Comitia
Tributa, especially since so many of them were
plebeians. After being nominated by the people,

they were received (capti) and installed {inaugura-

bantur) by the Pontifex Maximus,* to whose author-

ity Ihey were at all times subject.*

The office was understood to last for life ; but a
flamcn might be compelled to resign {flaminio abire)

for a breach of duty, or even on account of the oc-

currence of an ill-omened accident while dischar-

gmg his functions."

Their characteristic dress was the apex {vid.

Apex), the Icena {vid. L^na), and a laurel wreath.
The name, according to Varro and Festus, was de-

rived from the band of white wool {Jilum, fUamen,
flamcn) which was wrapped round the apex, and
which they wore, without the apex, when the heat
was oppressive.* This etymology is more reason-
able than the transformation ofpileami7ies (from pi-

leus) into Jtamines.^ The most distinguished of all

the flamens was the Dialis ; the lowest in rank the
Pomonalis.^

The former enjoyed many peculiar honours.
When a vacancy occurred, three persons of patri-

cian descent, whose parents had been married ac-

cording to the ceremonies of confarreatio {vid. Mar-
riage), were nominated by the Comitia, one of
whom was selected {captus), and consecrated (in-

augurabatur) by the Pontifex Maximus.'' From
that time forward he was emancipated from the
control of his father, and became sui juris.* He
alone, of all priests, wore the albogalcrus {vid. Albus
Galerus') ; he had a right to a lictor,^" to the toga

pratexta, the sella curulis, and to a seat in the sen-

ate in virtue of his office. This last privilege, after

having been suffered to fall into disuse for a long
period, was asserted by C. Valerius Flaccus (B.C.

209), and the claim allowed, more, however, says
Livy, in deference to his high personal character
than from a conviction of the justice of the de-

mand. ^^ The Rex Sacrificulus alone was entitled to

recline above him at a banquet : if one in bonds
took refuge in his house, the chains were immedi-
ately struck off, and conveyed through the impluvium
to the roof, and thence cast down into the street :"

if a criminal on his way to punishment met him,
and fell suppliant at his feet, he was respited for

that day ;'^ usages which remind us of the right of
sanctuary attached to the persons and dwellings of
the papal cardinals.

To counterbalance these high honours, the Dialis

was subjected to a multitude of restrictions and
privations, a long catalogue of which has been com-
piled by Aulus Gellius^* from the works of Fabius
Pictor and Masurius Sabinus, while Plutarch, in his

Roman Questions, endeavours to explain their im-
port. Among these were the following :

It was unlawful for him to be out of the city for

a single night ;" a regulation which seems to have
been moditied by Augustus, in so far that an ab-
sence of two nights was permitted ;" and he was
forbidden to sleep out of his own bed for three nights
consecutively. Thus it was impossible for him to

1. (Liv., xxvii., 8.—Id., xxix., 38.—Val. Max., VI., ix., 3.)—2.
(Liv., Ep;t., xix.—Id., xixvii., 51.—Val. Max., I., i., 2.)—3.

(Val. Max., I., i., 4.)—4. (Serv. ad Virg., jEn., viii., 664.)—5.
(Plutar^>, Num., 7.)—6. (Festus, s. v. Maximae dignationis.)

—

7. (Tacit., Ann., iv., 16.—Liv.,xxvii., 8.)—8. (Gains, i., 130.—
Ulpian, Fi-ag., ix., 5.—Tacit., Ann., iv., 16.)—9. (Varro ap. Gell.,

x.,15.)—10. (Plut., Q.R., p. llQ.ed.Reiske.)-11. (Liv., xxvii.,

8.— Compare i., 20.)—12. (Aul. Gell., x., 15.)—13. (Aul. Gell.,

X., 15.—Pint., Q. R., p. 166.)—14. (x., 15.)—15. (I.iv.,v., 52.)—
i(i (Tacit, Ann., ;ii,,58, 71 )
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undertake the government of a province. Ht might
not mount upon horseback, nor even touch a norse,

nor look upon an army marshalled without the po-

mcerium, and hence was seldom elected to the con-
sulship. Indeed, it would seem that originally he
was altogether precluded from seeking or acceptinf
any civil magistracy ;* but this last prohibition wa»
certainly not enforced in later times. The object

of the above rules was manifestly to make him li^

erally Jovi adsiduum sacerdotem ; to compel constant
attention to the duties of the priesthood ; to leave
him in a great measure without any temptation to

neglect them. The origin of the superstitions which
we shall next enumerate is not so clear, but the cu-
rious will find abundance of speculation in Plu-

tarch,' Festus,' and Pliny.* He was not allowed
to swear an oath, nor to wear a ring " nisi pervio et

casso," that is, as they explain it, unless plain and
without stones ;' nor to strip himself naked in the
open air, nor to go out without his proper headdress,
nor to have a knot in any part of his attire, nor to

walk along a path overcanopied by vines. He might
not touch flour, nor leaven, nor leavened bread, nor
a dead body ; he might not enter a bustum (vid.

Bustum), but was not prevented from attending a
funeral. He was forbidden either to touch or to

name a dog, a she-goat, ivy, beans, or raw flesh.

None but a free man might cut his hair ; the clip-

pings of which, together with the parings of his

nails, were buried beneath afelix arbor. No one
might sleep in his bed, the legs of which were
smeared with fine clay ; and it was unlawful to

place a box containing sacrificial cakes in contact
with the bedstead.

Flaminica was the name given to the wife of the

dialis. He was required to wed a virgin according
to the ceremonies of confarreatio, which regulation

also applied to the two other flamines majores •'

and he could not marry a second time. Hence,
since her assistance was essential in the perform-

ance of certain ordinances, a divorce was not per-

mitted, and if she died the dialis was obliged to re-

sign. The restrictions imposed upon the flaminica

were similar to those by which her husband was
fettered.'' Her dress consisted of a dyed robe {ve-

nenata operitur) ; her hair was plaited up with a

purple band in a conical form {tutulum) \ and she

wore a small square cloak with a border va), to

which was attached a slip cut from ajcht arbor.

^

It is difficult to determine what the rica reallv was •

whether a short cloak, as appears most probah?e, or

a napkin thrown over the head. She was proh''^it-

ed from mounting a staircase consisting of more
than three steps (the text of Aulus Gellius is uncer-

tain, but the object must have been to prevent

her ankles from being seen) ; and when she went
to the argei {vid. Argei), she neither combed nor

arranged her hair. On each of the nundinae a ram
was sacrificed to Jupiter in the regia by the flamin-

ica.'

After the death of the flamen Merula, who was
chosen consul sufFectus on the expulsion of Cinna,'"

and who, upon the restoration of the Marian faction,

shed his own blood in the sanctuary (B.C. 87), calling

down curses on his enemies with his dying breath,"

the priesthood remained vacant until the consecra-

tion of Servius Maluginensis (B.C. 11) by Augustus,

then Pontifex Maximus. Julius Caesar had, indeed,

been nominated in his I7th year, but was never in-

stalled ; and during the whole of the above period.

1. (Plut.,Q. R., p. 169.)-2. (Q. R., p. 114, 118, 164-170.)-

3. ( s. V. Edera and Equo.)—4. (II. N., xviii., 30.—lb., iiviii,,

40.)—5. (Kirchmann, De Annulis, ]). 14.)—6. (Serv. ad Virg.,

^n., iv., 104, 374.—Gains, i., 112.)—7. (Aul. Gell., x., 15.)—

8

(Fest., 8. v. Tutulum, Rica.— Varro, De Ling. Lat., vii., 44.;

—9. (Macrob., i., 16.)—10. (Velleius, ii., 20.—Val. Mm.. IX.

xii., 5.)—11. (VeUeJus, ii., 22.)



FLORALIA. FOCUS

tbe duties of the office were discharged by the Pon-

tifex Maximus>
The municipal towns also had their flamens.

Thus the celebrated affray between Milo and Clo-

dius took place while the former was on his way to

Lanuvium, of which he was then dictator, to de-

clare the election of a flamen (ad flaminem proden-

dutn). After the deification of the emperors, fla-

mens were appointed to superintend their worship

in Rome and in all the provinces ; and we find con-

stantly in inscriptions such titles as Flamen Augds-
TALis ; Flamen Tiberii C^saris ; Flamen D. Jo-

Lii, &c., and sometimes Flamen Divorum Omnium
'8C. imperatorum).

Flaminia, according to Festus and Aulus Gel-

lius,* was the house of the Flamen Dialis, from
which it was unlawful to carry out fire except for

sacred purposes.

Flaminia, according to Festus, was also a name
given to a little priestess (sacerdotula), who assisted

thejlaminica in her duties.

COIN OF FLAMEN MARTIALI8.'

FLAMMEUM. {Vid. Marriage.)
FLORA'LIA, or Florales Ludi, a festival which

was celebrated at Rome in honour of Flora or Chlo-
ris. It was solemnized during five days, beginning
on the 28th of April and ending on the 2d of May.*
It was said to have been instituted at Rome in 238
B.C., at the command of an oracle in, the Sibylline

Books, for the purpose of obtaining from the god-
dess the protection of the blossoms (ut omnia bene

dejlorescerenl^). Some time after its institution at

Rome its celebration was discontinued ; but in the
consulship of L. Postumius Albinus and M. Popil-

ius Laenas (173 B.C.), it was restored, at the com-
mand of the senate, by the sedile C. Servilius,* as
the blossoms in that year had severely suffered from
•winds, hail, and rain. The celebration was, as
isual, conducted by the aediles,^ and was carried
on with excessive merriment, drinking, and lasciv-

ious games.* From Valerius Maximus we learn that

theatrical and mimic representations formed a prin-

cipal part of the various amusements, and that it

was customary for the assembled people on this oc-

casion to demand the female actors to appear naked
upon the stage, and to amuse the multitude with
their indecent gestures and dances. This indecen-
cy is probably the only ground on which the absurd
story of its origin, related by Lactantius,' is found-
ed. Similar festivals, chiefly in spring and autumn,
are in southern countries seasons for rejoicing, and,
as it were, called forth by the season of the year
itself, without any distinct connexion with any par-

ticular divinity ; they are to this day very popular in

Italy," and in ancient times we find them celebrated

from the southern to the northern extremity of Ita-

I. (Suet., Jul., c. 1, compared with Velleius, ii., 43, and the
commentators. See tJso Suet., Octav., 31.—Dion Cass., liv., 36
—Tacit., Ann., iii., 58. The laat-qutited historian, if the text
be correct, states tliat the interruption lasted for 72 years only.—^2. (x., 15.)—3. (See Spanlieim, De Priest, et Usu Numism., i.,

p. 85.)—4. (Ovid, Fast., v., 185.—Plin., H. N., xviii., 29.)—5.
Plin., 1. c— Compare Velleius, i., 14.—Varro, De Re Rust., i.,

1.)—e. (Eckhel, De Num. Vet., v., p. 308.—Compare Ovid, Faat.,
v., 329, &c.)—7. (Cic. in Verr., v., 14.—Val. Max., ii., 10, 8.—
Eckhel, 1. c.)—8. (Martial, i., 3.—Senec. Epist., 90.)—0. (In-
stil., 1., 30.)—10. (Von. ad Virg., Georg., ii., M9.)

ly.' (Vid. Anthesphoria.) The Floralia were an
ginally festivals of the country people, which were
afterward, in Italy as in Greece, introduced into the

towns, where they naturally assumed a more dis-

solute and licentious character, while the country
people continued to celebrate them in their old and
merry, but innocent manner. And it is highly prob-

able that such festivals did not become connected
with the worship of any particular deity until a com-
paratively late period.' This would account for the
late introduction of the Floralia at Rome, as well

as for the manner in which we find them celebra-

ted there.'

FOCA'LE, a covering for the ears and neck,

made of wool, and worn by infirm and delicate per
sons.*

FOCUS, dim. FO'CULUS (iaria : kaxapa, baxa-

piC, dim. kaxdpiov), a fireplace, a hearth, a brazier.

The fireplace, considered as the highest member
of an altar, is described under Ara, p. 77. Used by
itself, it possessed the same sacred character, being,

among the Romans, dedicated to the Lares of each
family.* It was, nevertheless, made subservient to

all the requirements of ordinary life.* It was some-
times constructed of stone or brick, in which case

it was elevated only a few inches above the ground,

and remained on the same spot ; but it was als>»

frequently made of bronze, and it was then various

ly ornamented, and was carried continually from
place to place. This movable hearth or brazier

was properly called foculus and haxupa. One is

shown at p. 148. Another, found at Caere in Etru-

ria, and preserved in the British Museum, is repre-

sented in the annexed woodcut.

In Aristophanes^ persons are told "to bring th

brazier and the fan." (Vid. Flabellum.) When a

brazier was brought to Alexander the Great, scant-

ily supplied with fuel in very cold weather, he
requested to have either wood or frankincense, giv-

ing his host the option of treating him either as a

man or a god.' In the time of the Roman emper-
ors, the brazier of burning charcoal was sometimes
brought to table with the meat for the purpose of

keeping it hot, so that, as Seneca says, the kitchen

accompanied the dinner.

In accordance with the sentiments of veneration

with which the domestic fireplace was regarded,

we find that the exercise of hospitality was at the

same time an act of religious worship. Thus the

roasting of a hog in the cottage of the swineherd
in the Odyssey' is described as a sacrifice. To
swear " by the royal hearth" was the most sacred

oath among the Scythians.*' Suppliants, strangers,

all who sought for mercy and favour, had recourse
to the domestic hearth as to an altar." The phrase

I. (Compare Justin, xliii., 4.)

—

i. (Buttman, Mjrthologus, li.,

p. 54.)—3. (Spanheim, De Prsest. et Usu Numism., ii., p. 145>

Ac.)- 4. (Hor., Sat., ii., 3, 255.—Sen., Qu. Nat., iv., 13.—
Quintil., xi., 3, 144.—Mart., 1, 121.—Id., xiv., 142.)—5. (Plaat..

Aul., ii., 8, 16.—Cato, De Re Rust., 15.—Ovid, Fast., ii., 58»,

611.—lb., iii., 423.—Juv., xii., 85-95.)—6. (Hor., Epod., ii, 43.

—Epist., i., 5, 7.—Ovid, Met., viii., 673.—Sen.. De Cods, ad

Alb., 1.)—7. (Acham., 888.)—8. (Plut., Apoph. Re?., toI. i., p.

717, ed. Wytten.—Diod. Sic, xviii., 61.— Polyien., Strat., iv., fi.

—Id. lb., viii., 32.—Cato, De Re Rust., 11.—Virg., jBn., xii.,

118, 285.—Servius ad 11.—Cic, Pro Dom., 47.—Tcrtull.. Apol-
9.)—9. (xiv., 418-438.)— 10. (Herod., iv., 68.)—11. (Horn., Od
Tii., 153-169.—ApoU. Rhod., iv., 698.)
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TCEDERATJE CniTATES. FOLLIS.

•• pro axis ot focia" was used to express attachment
to all that was most dear and venerable.*

Among the Romans the focus was placed in the

Atrium, which, in primitive times, was their kitch-

en and dining-room.' There it remained, as we
Bee in numerous examples at Pompeii, even after

the progress of refinement had led to the use of an-

other part of the house for culinary purposes. On
festivals the housewife decorated the hearth with
garlands ;' a woollen fillet was sometimes added.*

In farmhouses, the servants, who were often very

numerous, were always disposed for the purpose
of taking their meals around the hearth.^

The focus, though commonly square, admitted of

a great variety of forms and ornaments. At Pharee,

in Achaia, a marble hearth was placed before a

statue of Mercury in the Forum, having bronze
lamps fastened to it with lead.* To adapt the focus

to culinary purposes, a gridiron, supported by four

feet, was placed over the fire, so as to hold pots

and pans as well as steaks, chops, and other pieces

of meat which were to be roasted.'' Some of the
braziers found at Pompeii also include contrivances
for boiling water.

FCEDERA'T^ CIVITATES, FCEDERA'TI,
SO'CII. In the seventh century of Rome these
names expressed those Italian states which were
connected with Rome by a treaty (fadus). These
names did not include Roman colonies or Latin
colonies, or any place which had obtained the Ro-
man civitas. Among the fcederati were the Latini,

who were the most nearly related to the Romans,
and were designated by this distinctive name ; the
rest of the fcederati were comprised under the col-

lective name of Socii or Fcederati. They were in-

dependent fitates, yet under a general hability to

furnish a contingent to the Roman army. Thus
they contributed to increase the power of Rome,
but they Lad not the privileges of Roman citizens.

The relations of any particular federate state to

Rome might have some peculiarities, but the gen-
eral relation was that expressed above ; a kind of
condition, inconsistent with the sovereignty of the
federates, and the first stage towards unconditional
submission. The discontent among the fcederati,

and their claims to be admitted to the privileges of
Roman citizens, led to the Social War. The Julia

lex (B.C. 90) gave the civitas to the Socii and
Latini ; and a lex of the following year contained,
among other provisions, one for the admission to

the Roman civitas of those peregrin! who were
entered on the lists of the citizens of federate states,

and who complied with the provisions of the lex.

(,Vid. Civitas.) It appears, however, that this lex
Julia, and probably also the lex of the following
year, contained a condition that ^le federate state
should consent to accept what the leges offered,
or, as it was technically expressed, " populus fundus
Seret."* Those who did not become fundi populi
did not obtain the civitas. Balbus, the client of
Cicero, was a citizen of Gades, a federate town in
Spain. Pompey had conferred the Roman civitas
on Balbus, by virtue of certain powers given to him
by a lex. It was objected to Balbus that he could
not have the civitas, unless the state to which he
belonged, "fundus factus esset ;" which was a
complete misapprehension, for the term fundus, in
this sense, applied to a whole state or community,
whether federate or other free state, which accept-

1. (Cic, De Nat. Deor., iii., 40.—Flor., iii., 13.)—2. (Virg.,
jEn., i., 726.—Servius, ad loc.)—3. (Cato, De Re Rust., 143.—
Ovid, Trist., v., 5, 10.)—4. (Propert., ir., 6, 1-6.)—5. (Hor.,
Epod., ii., 66.— Col., De Re Rust., xi., 1.)—6. (Paus., vii., 22, I)

t.)—'. (" Craticula:" Mart., xiv., 221.—A pic, viii., 6.—Terpn-
wovv irupdj yiipvpav : Brunck, Anil., ii., 215.—Jacobs, ad loc.)
—8 (Cic, Pro Balho, c &) .
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ed what was offered, and not to an indiridual of
such state or community who might accept the
Roman civitas without asking the consent o( hia
fellow-citizens at home, or without all of them re
ceiving the same privilege that was offered to him
self. The people of a state which had accepted the
Roman civitas {fundus factus est) were called, in

reference to their condition after such acceptance,
"fundani." This word only occurs in the Latin
inscription (the lex Romana) of the tablet of Her-
aclea, 1. 85, and proves that the inscription is

posterior to the lex Julia de Civitate. It has, in-

deed, been supposed that the word may refer to the
acceptance by the state of Heraclea of this lex
which is on the tablet ; but there is no doubt that
it refers to the prior lex which gave the dvitas.
{Vid. Fundus.)

It must be observed that the acceptance of the
two leges above mentioned could only refer to the
federate states and the few old Latin states. The
Latinae coloniae also received the civitas by the
Julia lex ; but, as they were under the sovereignty
of Rome, their consent to the provisions of this lex
was not required.

Before the passing of the Julia lex, it was not
unusual for the Socii and Latini to adopt Roman
leges into their own system, as examples of which
Cicero mentions the lex Furia de Testamentis and
the lex Voconia de Mulierum Hereditatibus ; and
he adds that there were other instances.* In such
cases, the state which adopted a Roman lex wa?
said " in cam legem fundus fieri." It hardly needs
remark, that the state which adopted a Roman lex
did not thereby obtain for its citizens any privi-

leges with respect to the Roman state : the feder-
ate state merely adopted the provisions of the
Roman lex as being applicable to its own circum-
stances.

An apparent difficulty is caused by the undoubted
fact that the provisions of the lex Julia required
that the states which wished to avail themselves ol

its benefits should consent to accept them. As the
federate states commenced the war in order to ob-
tain the civitas, it may be asked, why was it given
to them on the condition of becoming " fundus 1"

In addition to the reasons for such condition, which
are suggested by Savigny, it may be observed that
the lex only expressed in terms what would neces-
sarily have been implied if it had not been express-
ed : a federate state must of necessity declare by a
public act its consent to accept such a proposal as
was contained in the lex Julia. It appears from
the cases of Heraclea and Naples, that the citizens

of a federate state were not in all cases unanimous
in changing their former alliance with Rome into

an incorporation with the Roman state. {Vid.

Civitas.)

There were federate cities beyond the limits of
Italy, as shown by the example of Gades : Sagun-
tum and Massilia also are enumerated among such
cities.'

FGENUM GILECUM, Fenugreek. {Vid. Tklm
and Buceeas.)
FCENUS. {Vid. Interest of Money.)
FOLLIS, dim. FOLLFCULUS, an inflated ball

of leather, perhaps originally the skin of a quadru-
ped filled with air: Martial' calls it "light as a
feather." Boys and old men, among the Romans,
threw it from one to another with their arms and
hands, as a gentle exercise of the body, unattended
with dangers.* The Emperor Augustus* became
fond of the exercise as he grew old.

1. (Pro Balbo, c 8.)—2. (Savigny, Volksschluss der Tafel toe
Heraclea, Zeitschrift, Ac, vol. ix. -Maaocchi, Tab. Herac, p.
465.)— 3. (iv., 19.)— 4. (Mtrt., vu., 31.— Id., xiv, 45, 47.-
Athen., i., 25.)—5. (Suetan., Octav, 83.,



FORFEX KUKMA.

Boxers practised upon an inflated skin hung up

(or the purpose {follis pvgilatoriua^).

The terra follis is also applied to a leather purse

or bag ;' and the diminutive folliculus to the swol-

len capsule of a plant, the husk of a seed, or any-

thing of similar appearance.'

T'yo inflated skins (Wo ipvaat ;* ^unvpa ;» KprjaTij-

pcg*), constituting a pair of bellows, and having valves

adjusted to the natural apertures at one part for ad-

mitting the air, and a pipe inserted into another

part for its emission, were an essential piece of fur-

niture in every forge and foundry.' Among the

Egyptians, the two bellows were blown by a man
who stood with his right and left foot pressing upon

each alternately, and who drew each upward by
means of a cord, so as to fill it with air again as

soon as the weight of his body was taken away
from it.* According to the nature and extent of the

work to be done, the bellows were made of the hides

ofoxen {taiirinis foUibus*), or of goats (hircinis^") and
other smaller animals. The nozzle of the bellows

was called uKpo>pvaiov or uKpoaTOjiLov}^ In bellows

made after the fashion of those exhibited in the

lamp here introduced from Bartoli," we may ima-

gine the skin to have been placed between the two
boards, so as to produce a machine like that which
w« now commonly employ.

FORCEPS {TTvpuypa), Tongs or Pincers ; an in-

strument invented, as the etymology indicates, for

taking hold of what is hot {forvurrC^), used by smiths,

and therefore attributed to Vulcan and the Cyclo-

pes.'* ( Vid. Incus, Malleus.)
A forceps of an appropriate form (oJovraypa) was

employed for drawing teeth," and another to extract

from the wounded the heads of arrows and other

missiles {apSioOripa}^). Pincers were used from the

earliest times by tyrants as an instrument of tor-

ture.*' The term KupKivog, which properly meant a

crab, was applied metaphorically to pincers, on ac-

count of the similarity of this instrument to the

claw of the crab.'*

FORES. (Fzd. House.)
:^ORFEX, dim. FORFICULA (V-a;^/?, dim. tpalt-

diov)^ Shears," used, 1. in shearing sheep, as repre-

sented in the annexed woodcut, which is taken

from a carnelian in the Stosch collection of antique

gems at Berlin ; 2. in cutting hair ;*" 3. in clipping

1. (Plant., Rud., iii., 4, 16.)—2. (Plaut., Aul., ii., 4, 23.—Jav.,
tiv., 281.)— 3. (Sen., Nat. Qusest., v., 18.—Tertull., De Res.
Cam.. 52.)-4. (Herod., i., 68.)—5. (Ephori Fra?., p. 188 ) -6.

(Apoll. Rho(l.,"iv., 763, 777.)—7. (11., xviii., 372-470—Virg.,
^n., viii., 449.)—8. (Wilkinson's Manners and Customs, iii

, p.
138.)—9. (Virg., Georg., iv., 171.)—10. (Hor., Sat., i., 4, 19.)—
11. (Thucyd., iv., 100.—Eustath. in 11., xviii., 470.)— 12. (Ant.
Lucerne, iii., 21.) -13. (Festus, s. v.—Servius ad Virg., Georg.,
iv., 175.—^n., viii.. 453.—lb., xii., 404.)—14. (Virg., 11. cc—
Horn., II., xviii., 477.—Od., iii., 434.—Callim. in Del., 144.—
" Forcipe curva :" Ovid, Met., xii., 277.)— 15. (Lncil., Sat., lii.)

—16. (Virg., JEn., xii., 404.— Servius, ad loc.)— 17. (Ovid, Mot.,
Ti., S57.—Synes., Epist., 58.

—

KapKivoti atSijpoii : Died. Sic,
EX., 71.)—18. (Eustath. in Horn., I.e.—Brunck, Anal., ii., 216.

—Plin., H. N., ix., 51.)— 19. (Serv. in Virg., JEn., viii., 453.)—
80. (BSurip., Orest., 954.—Schol. in loc.—Brunck. Anal., iii., 9.

—Vinr., Catal., vii., 9.—" Ferro bidenti :'• Cirii», 213.J

L L I.

hedges, myrtles, and other shrubs {\pa}.t(TToi fivpptr

vuvff') ; 4. in clearing bad grapes from the bunch.*
In military manoeuvres the forfex was a tenaille,

i. e., a body of troops arranged in the form of an
acute angle, so as to receive and overcome the op-
posite body, called a Cuneus.*

In architecture the term V«^'V denoted a con-
struction which was probably the origin of the arch,*

consisting of two stones leaning against each other
so as to form an acute angle overhead, as is seen
in the entrance to the Pyramid of Cheops and in the
ruins of Mycenae, and gradually brought nearer to

the forms which we now employ. (See woodcut,
p. 85.)'-'

The same terms were also metaphorically ap-
plied to the mandibles of insects, which are like

minute shears, and to the claws of Crustacea (^'o^*-

<56<Tro/iOi').

FORI. {Vid. Navis.)
FORMA, dim. FORMULA, second dim. FOR-

MELLA (rvTTOf), a Pattern, a Mould ; any contri-

vance adapted to convey its own shape to some
plastic or flexible material, including moulds for

making, 1. pottery {vid. Fictile). 2. Pastry {for-

mella'). Some of these, made of bronze, have been
found at Pompeii. 3. Cheese.* Hence the cheeses
themselves are called formula.^ The finer moulds
for this purpose were made of boxwood {forma
buxea). (Fid. Buxus) 4. Bricks." 5. Coins. These
moulds were made of a kind of stone, which was
indestructible by heat." The mode of pouring into

them the melted metal for casting the coins will be
best understood from the annexed woodcut, which

represents one side of a mould, engraved by Seroiix

d'Agincourt.'* Various moulds are engraved by

Ficoroni." 6. Walls of the kind now called piai,

1. (Hierocles ap. Stob., Serm., 65.)—2. (Col., De Re Roat.,

xii., 43.)—3. (Aul. Cell., x., 9.—Amm. MarcelL, xvi., 11.)—4.
(Macculloch's West. Islands, i., p. 142.—Id. ib., iii., p. 49.)—

&

(Plat., De Leg., xii., p. 292, ed. Becker.-Diotl. Sic, ii., ».—
Strabo, xvi., 1, 5.—Id., xvii., 1. 42.—Josephus. B. J., xv., 9, 6.)

—6. (Horn., Bat., 286.—Plin., H. N., ix., 51.—Id. ib., xxxii.,53.)

—7. (Apic, ii., 13.)—8. (Col., De Re Rust., vii., 8.)—9. (Pal-

lad., De Re Rust., vi., 9.)—10. (Pallad., vi., 12.)— 11. (Plin., H.
N., xxxvi., 49.)— 12. (Recueil de Fragniens, pi 34.)—IS (D«
Plumbeis Ant. Num., ad fin.)
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which were buil( in Africa, in Spain, and about Ta-
rentum ' 7. The shoemaker's last was also call-

ed forrrw? and tennpellium,' in Greek Ka2.6novg*

whence Galen says* that physicians who want dis-

crimination in the treatment of their patients are

like shoemakers who make shoes from the same
last (ivl KalbnoSi) for all their customers.

The spouts and channels of aquaeducts are called

forma., perhaps from their resemblance to some of

»ne moulds included in the above enumeration.*

FO'RMULA. {Vid. Actio.)

FORNACA'LIA was a festival in honour of For-

nax, the goddess of furnaces, in order that the corn

might be properly baked. ^ This ancient festival is

said to have been instituted by Numa.* The time

for its celebration was proclaimed every year by
the Curio Maximus, who announced in tablets,

which were placed in the Forum, the different part

which each curia had to take in the celebration of

the festival. Those persons who did not know to

what curia they belonged, performed the sacred

rites on the Quirinalia, called from this circumstance

the Stultorum fcria, which fell on the last day of

the Fornacalia.'

The Fornacalia continued to be celebrated in the

time of Lactantius.*"

FORNAX, dim. FORNA'CULA (Kafiivog, dim.

KOfiiviov), a Kiln, a Furnace. The construction of

the kilns used for baking earthenware (vid. Fictile)

may be seen in the annexed woodcut, which rep-

resents part of a Roman pottery discovered at Cas-

tor, in Northamptonshire." The dome-shaped roof

has been destroyed, but the flat circular floor on
which the earthenware was set to be baked is pre-

served entire. The middle of this floor is supported

by a thick column of brickwork, which is encircled

by the oven (furnus, Mdavoc). The entrance to the

oven ( 'prcRfurnium) is seen in front. The lower part

of a smelting- furnace, shaped like an inverted bell,

and sunk into the earth, with an opening and a chan-

nel at the bottom for the discharge of the melted
metal, has been discovered near Aries.'* In Spain

these furnaces were raised to a great height, in or-

der that the noxious fumes might be carried off."

They were also provided with long flues {longinqua

fornacis cuniculo^*), and with chambers {camerce) for

the purpose of collecting more plentifully the oxides

1. (Varro, De Re Rust., i., 14.—Pallad., i., 34.—" Parietes
formacei :" Plin., K N., xxxv., 48.)—2. (Hor., Sat., ii., 3, 106.)

—3. (Festus, s. V.)—4. (Plato, Conviv., p. 404, ed. Bekker.)—5.

(Therap., ii., 16.)—6. (Frontin., De Aquffiduct., 75, 126.)—7.
(Festus, s. V.)—8. (Plin., H. N., xviii., 2.)—9. (Ovid, Fasti, ii.,

527.— Vano, De Ling. Lat., vi., 13, with Miiller's note.—Festus,

. V. Quirinalia, Stultor. ferise.) — 10. (Lactant., i., 20.)

—

11.

(Artis's DurobrlviE, Lond., 1828.)—12. (Florencourt, (iber die

Bergwerke dor Alten, p. 30.)—U (Strabo, iii., 2, p. 391, ed.

Sieb.)—14. (Plin., H. N, ii., 62.)

4£fC

and other matters by sublimation.* Horaei de-
scribes a blast-furnace with twenty crucibles {x'*-
avoi'). Melting-pots or crucibles have been foun<
at Castor,' and at different places in Egypt, in forn
and material very like those which we now eir •

ploy.*

Furnaces of an appropriate construction wer'
erected for casting large statues of bronze,* and fo

making lampblack.* {Vid. Atramentum.) Th
limekiln (fornax calcaria) is described by Cato.^ O
the mode of heating baths, vid. p. 151.

The early Romans recognised, under the name o
Fornax or Dea Fornacalis, a divinity who preside!

over ovens and furnaces. {Vid. Fornacalia.)
FORNIX, in its primary sense, is synonymou»

with ARcus,*but more commonly implies an arched
vault, constituting both roof and ceiling to tht

apartment which it encloses.' It is composed of a

semicylindrical and oblong arch like the Camera,
but differs from it in construction, consisting entirely

of stone or brick, whereas the other was formed upon
a framework of wood, like the skeleton of a ship*'

{vid. Camera) ; both of which methods appear to

have been sometimes united, as in the roof of the
TuUianum, described by Sallust," where the ribs of
the Camera were strengthened by alternate courses
of stone arches. " TuUianum .... muniunt undique
parietes, atque insuper Camera, lapideis fornictbus

vincta." If the stone chamber now seen at Rome
under the Mamertine prisons was really the Tul-
lianum, as commonly supposed, it is not construct-

ed in the manner described, being neither camera-

turn nor fornicatum, but consisting of a circular

dome, formed by projecting one course of stones

beyond the course below it, like the treasury of

Atreus at Mycenae, described at p. 85. {Vid. Ar-
cus )

From the roof alone, the same word came to sig-

nify the chamber itself, in which sense it designates

a long narrow vault, covered by an arch of brick or

masonry {tectum fornicatum), s,\m.\\?ir to those which
occupy the ground-floors of the modern Roman
palaces. Three such cells are represented in the

annexed woodcut, from the remains of a villa at

Mola di Gaieta, which passes for the Formian villa

of Cicero. They are covered internally with a
coating of stucco, tastefully ornamented, and paint-

ed in streaks of azure, pink, and yellow.

Being small and dark, and situated upon the level

of the street, these vaults were occupied by prosti-

tutes** {vid. Circus, p. 255) ; whence comes the

meaning of the word fornicatio in the ecclesiastioal

writers, and its English derivation.

Fornix is also a sallyport in the walls ;" a trium-

phal arch ;** and a street in Rome, which led to the

Campus Martins, was called Via Fornicata,**proba

bly on account of the triumphal arches built across it

FORTY, THE {oi TerTapuKovra), were certain of-

ficers chosen by lot, who made regular circuits

through the demi of Attica, whence they are called

diKaaral Kara 6r}/xovg, to decide all cases of aUia and

1. (Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 22, 33-41.)—2. (II., xviii., 470.)—

3

(Artis, pi. 38.)—4. (Wilkinson, Manners and Customs, iii., 224.)

—5. (Claud., De Laud. Stil., ii., 176.)—6. (Vitruv., vii., 1( .)—7.

(De Re Rust.. 38.— Vid. also Plin., H. N., xvii., 6.—Vitru' , Tii.,

3.)— 8. (Senec, Ep., 90.)—9. (Cio., Top., 4.)— 10. (Sallu; J, Ju-

gurth., 18.—Suet., Nero, .34.)— 11. (Cat., 55.)— 12. (Ilor., Sat.,

I., ii., 30.—Juv., Sat., iii., 156.—Id. ib., xi., 171.—Compare Suet

,

Jul.. 49.)—13. (Liv., xxxvi., 23.—Compare xUv., 11.)—14. (Cic

De Orat., ii., 66.)— 15. (Liv., xxii., 36.)
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r& irepl ^uv ^laluv, and also all other private causes,

where the matter in dispute was not above the

value of ten drachmae. Their number was origi-

nally thirty, but was increased to forty after the

expuhion of the thirty tyrants and the restoration

of the democracy by Thrasyhulus, in consequence,

it is said, of the hatred of the Athenians to the

nuni3er of thirty. They differed from other diKaa-

7ai, inasmuch as they acted as eiaayuyEcc, as well

ts decided causes ; that is, they received the accu-

sation, drew up the indictment, and attended to all

that was understood in Athenian law by the f/ye/io-

via Tov 6iKaaTT}piov. They consequently may be

classed among the regular magistrates of the state.'

FORUM. As the plan of the present work does

not include a topographical description of the vari-

ous fora at Rome, the following article only contains

a brief statement of the purposes which they served.

Forum originally signified an open place (area)

before any building, especially before a sepulcrum,*

and seems, therefore, etymologically to be con-

nected with the adverb foras. The characteris-

tic features of a Roman forum were, that it was a
levelled space of ground of an oblong form, and sur-

rounded by buildings, houses, temples, basilicae, or

porticoes.* It was originally used as a place where
justice was administered, and where goods were
exhibited for sale.* We have, accordingly, to dis-

tinguish between two kinds of fora, of which some
were exclusively devoted to commercial purposes,

and were real market-places, while others were pla-

ces of meeting for the popular assembly and for the

courts of justice. Mercantile business, however,
was not altogether excluded from the latter, and it

was especially the bankers and usurers who kept
their shops in the buildings and porticoes by which
they were surrounded. The latter kinds of fora

were sometimes called fora judicialia, to distinguish

them from the mere market-places. ,

Among the fora judicialia, the most important was
the Forum Romanum, which was simply called Fo-
rum as long as it was the only one of its kind which
existed at Rome. At a late period of the Republic,

and during the Empire, when other fora judicialia

were built, the Forum Romanum was distinguished
from them by the epithets vetus or magnum. It was
situated between the Palatine and the Capitoline
Hills, and its extent was seven jugera, whence Var-
ro* calls it the " Septem jugera forensia." It was
originally a swamp or marsh, but was said to have
been filled up by Romulus and Tatius, and to have
been set apart as a place for the administration of
justice, for holding the assemblies of the people, and
for the transaction of other kinds of public business.*

In this widest sense the Forum included the comi-
tium, or the place of assembly for the curiae,^ which
was separated from the Forum in its narrower sense,
or the place of assembly for the comitia tributa, by
the Rostra.' These ancient rostra were an eleva-
ted space of ground or a stage (suggeslum), from
which the orators addressed the people, and which
derived its name from the circumstance that, after

the subjugation of Latium, its sides were adorned
with the beaks (roslra) of the ships of the Antiates.*
In subsequent times, when the curiae had lost their

importance, the accurate distinction between comi-
tium and forum likewise ceased, and the comitia

1. {Pollux, viii., 40.—Harpocrat., s. r. Kurd S^iiovi iiKacTfu.—
Rhfclor., l#x., 310, 21.—Demosth.. c. Timocr., p. 735, 11.—Id.,

c. Pantau., p. 97fi, 10 —Schuoert, De JEiliX., p. 96-98.—Meier,
Alt. Pioc., p. 77-82.—Schomann, Ant Jur. Publ. Gnec, p. 267,
10.)—2. (Festus, e. v.—Cic, De Leg., ii., 24.)—3. (Vitruv., v.,

\,2.)—4. (Varro, De Ling. Lat.,v., 145, ed. Mailer.)-5. (De Re
Rust., 1 , 2.)—6. (Dion. Hal., Ant. Rom., iii., p. 200.—Compare ii.,

n. 112, cd. Svlburg.)-7. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 155, cd.
MailerO—8. (Nicbuhr, Hist, of Rome, i., p. 291, note 746, and
p. 426, note 990.—Walter, Gesch. des R5m. RechU, p. 83.—GOt-
tlina Oesrh der R6u. Staatsv.. p. 155.)—9. (Liv., viii., 14.)

tributa were sometimes held in the Circus Flamini-

us ; but towards the end of the Republic the Forum
seems to have been chiefly used for judicial proceed-

ings and as a money-market ; hence Cicero* dis-

tinguishes between a speaker in the popular assem-
bly {orator) and the mere pleader : " Ego iatos non

modo oratoris nomine, sed ne foro quidem dignos pit-

tdrim." The orators, when addressing the people

from the rostra, and even the tribunes of the people

in the early times of the Republic, used to front the

comitium and the curia ; but C. Gracchus,* or, ac-

cording to Varro* and Cicero,* C. Licinius, introdu-

ced the custom of facing the Forum, thereby ac-

knowledging the sovereignty of the people. In 308
B.C., the Romans adorned the Forum, or, rather,

the hankers' shops (argentarias) around, with gilt

shields which they had taken from the Samnites

;

and this custom of adorning the Forum with these

shields and other ornaments was subsequently al-

ways observed during the time of the Ludi Romani,
when the sediles rode in their chariots {tensa) in

solemn procession around the Forum.' After the

victory of C. Duilius over the Carthaginians, the Fo-
rum was adorned with the celebrated columna ros-

trata. (Vid. Columna.) In the upper part of the

Forum, or the comitium, the laws of the Twelve
Tables were exhibited for public inspection, and it

was probably in the same part that, in 304 B.C., Cn.
Flavius exhibited the Fasti, written on white tables

(in albo), that every citizen might be able to know
the days on which the law allowed the administra-

tion of justice.* Besides the ordinary business

which was carried on in the Forum, we read that

gladiatorial games were held in it,' and that prison-

ers of war and faithless colonists or legionaries

were put to death there.*

A second forum judiciarium was built by J. Caesar,

and was called Forum Ccesaris or Julii. Ihe lev-

elling of the ground alone cost him above a million

of sesterces, and he adorned it, besides, with a mag-
nificent temple of Venus Genitrix.'

A third forum was built by Augustus, and called

Forum Augusti, because the two existing ones were
not found suflScient for the great increase of busi-

ness which had taken place. Augustus adorned his

forum with a temple of Mars and the statues of the
most distinguished men of the Republic, and issued
a decree that only the judicia publica and the sorti-

tiones judtcum should take place in it." After the
Forum Augusti had severely suffered by fire, it was
restored by Hadrianus.'*

The three fora which have been mentioned seem
to have been the only ones that were destined for

the transaction of public business. All the others,

which were subsequently built by the emperors,
such as the Forum Trajani or Ulpium, the Forum
Sallustii, Forum Diocletiani, Forum Aureliani, &c.,
were probably more intended as embellishments of
the city than to supply any actual want.

Different from these fora were the numerous mar-
kets at Rome, which were neither as large nor as
beautiful as the former. They are always distin-

guished from one another by epithets expressing the
particular kinds of things which were sold in them,
e. g., forum boarium, according to Festus, the cattle*

market ; according to others, it derived the name bo-

arium from the statue of an ox which stood there;"
forum olilorium, the vegetable market ;'* forum pis-

1. (De Orat., i., 36.)—2. (Plut., C. Gracch., 5.)—3. (De Re
Rust., i., 2.)—4. (De Amicit., 25.)—5. (Liv., ix., 40.-Cic. in

Verr., i., 54, and iii., 4.)—6. (Liv., ix.,46.)—7. (Vitruv., v., 1,2.)
8. (Liv., vii., 19.—Id., ix., 24.— Id., xxxviii., 28.)—9. (Suet.,

Jul., 26.—Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 15.—Dion Cass., xliii., p. 85«.|

—10. (Suet., Octav., 29 and 31.—Compare Plin., H. N , 1. c
—Veil. Pat., ii., 39.—Ovid, Ep. ex Pont., iv., 15, 16.—Martial
iii., 38, 3.—Seneca, De Ira, ii., 9 —Stat.. Sylv., iv., 9, 15.)— 11

(M\. Span., Hadr., c. 19.)—12 (Plin., 11. N., xxiiv., 3.—Ovi^
Fast., vi., 477.)— 13. fVarro. Do lingr. Lut., v., 140.)
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eanwn, flsh-mariet ; forum cupedinis, market for

dainties ; forum coquinum, a market in which cook-

ed and prepared dishes were to be had, &c.
(Respecting the fora in the provinces, see the ar-

ticles CoLONiA and Conventus ; compare Sigonius,

De Ajitiq. jur. Itai, ii., 15, and Walter, Gesch. des

Rom. Rechts., p. 206.)

FRAGUM, the Strawberry, Fragaria Vesca, L.

It is worthy of remark, that the Strawberry was
unknown to the ancient Greeks. Not so, howev-
er, with the Romans. It is described by Pliny,'

and had been previously mentioned by Virgil" and
Ovid.* The Strawberry appears to have come ori-

ginally from the Alps and the forests of Gaul. My-
repsus, a physician of the thirteenth century, is the

first Greek writer that makes mention of it. The
name which he gives it, fpayovXi, is still applied to

it by the modern Greeks, dropping, however, the

fourth letter ((ppdovT^-L*). Planudes, in his Greek
version of Ovid, translates fragum by KOfiapov.

This, however, is an error, since KOfiapov is the fruit

of the wild Strawberry, which is a very different

thing from that which we are here considering.

(Vid. Arbutum.)
FRAMEA. {Vid. HxsTA.)
FRATRES ARVA'LES. (Vid. Arvales Fra-

TRES.)

FRAX'INUS, the Ash, Fraxinus Ornus, L.,

called by the Greeks /ze/lta. The ^ovjielia of The-
ophrastus is the Fraxinus excelsior.^ " There are
about forty species of the Ash : the common Ash
{Fraxinus excelsior) is one of the most useful of
trees. It has been known from the remotest pe-

riod of history, and is very generally diffused. The
Ash is called, by way of eminence, " the Husband-
nan's tree," nothing being equal to it for agricultu-

ral imjjlements, and for all sorts of poles, ladders,

long handles, and other purposes which require

strength and elasticity combined with comparative
lightness. Hesiod derives his brazen men from it

;

and the Edda, or sacred book of the Northmen,
gives the same origin to all the human race. From
one species of Ash, which grows wild in the mount-
ains of Calabria, and does not attain to a great size,

manna is gathered. It is procured by cutting the

trunk towards the end of July, and collecting the

juice which exudes."*

FRENUM {xalivog), a Bridle. That Bellerophon
might be enabled to perform the exploits required

of him by the King of Lycia, he was presented by
Minerva with a bridle as the means of subduing the
winged horse Pegasus, who submitted to receive it

while he was slaking his thirst at the fountain Pei-

rene. See the annexed woodcut, from a bas-relief

*fhich represents this event, and compare Pindar,
Olymp., xiii., 85-115. Such was the Grecian ac-

count of the invention of the bridle, and in refer-

1. (II. N., XXV., 9.)—2. (Eclog., iii., 92.)—3. (Met., xiii., 816.

—lb., i., 104.)—4. (Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 135.)—5. (The-
•phrast., H. P., iii., 3.)—6. (Library of Ent. Knowledge.)
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encp to it Minerva was worsiiipped at Corinth un-
der the titles "Imria and XaXivirig.^ The several
parts of the bridle, more especially the bit, are en-
graved from ancient authorities in the treatises of
Inverpizi {De Frenis), Ginzrot {Ueber W'dgen), and
Bracy Clark {Chalinology, Lond., 1835)
The bit {ore<s;' df/yfia ;^ arofiiov*) was commonly

made of several pieces, and flexible, so as not ic
hurt the horse's mouth ; for the Greeks consideied
a kind and gentle treatment the best discipline, al

though, when the horse was intractable, they taught
it submission by the use of a bit which was armed
with protuberances resembling wolves' teeth, and
therefore called lupatum.^ The bit was held in its

place by a leathern strap passing under the chin,

and called vnoxalividia, for which a chain {ipaTicov)

was often substituted ; a rope "or thong, distinct

from the reins, was sometimes fastened to this

chain or strap by means of a ring, and was used to
lead the horse {j^Tayuyeiig' ). The upper part of the
bridle, by which it was fixed round the ears, is

called by Xenophon Koovc^aia,'' and it included the
Ampvx, which was often ornamental. The cheek-
pieces {irapfjlov,^ napayvadidiov^), which joined this

upper portion to the bit, were also, in some cases,
richly adorned, especially among the nations of
Asia. Those who took delight in horsemanship
bestowed, indeed, the highest degree of splendour
and elegance upon every part of the bridle, not ex-
cepting the bit, which, though commonly of bronze
or iron, was sometimes silver or gold {fulvum man'
dunt sub dentibus aurum^°). These precious metals
were also either embossed {frena ccelata^^) or set

with jewels."
Not only was the bridle dispensed with in the

management of creatures invented by the imagina-
tion of the poet," but of some which were actually

trained by man to go without it. Thus the Numid-
ian DEsuLTOR guided his two horses by the whip,
and the Gallic essedarius, on the banks of the
Rhone, directed and animated his mules entirely by
the voice.'* {Vid. woodcuts, p. 217, 269, 332, 378,

408.)

FRIGIDA'RIUM. {Vid. Baths, p. 148.)

FRITILLUS {(ptfiSc), a Dicebox, of a cylindriea'

form, and therefore called also turricula,^^ and form-

ed with parallel indentations {gradus) on the inside,

so as to make a rattling noise when the dice were
shaken in it." When games of chance became
general among the Romans, so that even boys en-

gaged in them, they had fritilli small in proportion

to their age."
FRONTA'LE. (Firf. Ampyx.)
FRUCTUS. {Vid. Ususfructus.)
FRUMENTA'RII were ofl^eers under the Roman

Empire, who acted as spies in the provinces, and
reported to the emperors anything which they con-

sidered of importance." They appear to have been
called Frumentarii because it was their duty to col-

lect information in the same way as it was the duty

of other officers, called by the same name, to col-

lect corn. They were accustomed to accuse per-

sons falsely, and their office was at length abolished

by Diocletian. They were succeeded in later times

by the agentes rerum." We frequently find, in in-

scriptions, mention made of Frumentarii belonging

1. (Paus., II., iv., 1, 5.)— 2. (Festus, s. v.) — 3. (Brunck,

Anal., ii., 237.)—4. (.^Eschvl., Prom., 1045.)—5. (Xen., De Ro
Eq., vi., 13.—Id. ib., x., 6.— Virg., Georg., iii., 208.— Hor.,

Carm., i., 8, 7.— Ovid, Amor., i., 2, 15.)—6. (Xen., 1. c—Aris-

toph.,Pac.,154.)-7. (iii.,2.)—8. (Horn., II., iv., 142.)—9. (Eut-

tath., ad loc.^— 10. (Tug., JEn., vii., 279.) — 11. (Apul., Di
Deo Soo.)— 12. (Ciaud., Epig., 34, 36.)— 13. (^schyl.. "Prom

,

294.)—14. (Claud., Epig.,4.)—15. {Mart.,xiv., 16.)—16. (Hor.,

Sat., ii., 7, 17.—Mart., iv., 14.—Id., xiv., i.)— 17. (Juv., xiv., 5.)

—18. (Aurel. Vict., De Cses., 39. sub fin.—Spart., Iladr., 11.—
Capitol., Macrin., 12. — Id., Commod., 4.)—19. (Aurel. Virt

l.c.)
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to particular legions,* from whi;h it has been sup-

posed that the Frumentarii, vho acted as spies,

were soldiers attached to the legions in the provin-

ces ; they may, however, have been different offi-

cers, whose duty it was to distribute the corn to the

legions.

FUCUS {(pvKog), a marine shrub (according to

some, the same with red alkanet), from which the

ancients made a dye or paint. " Various species

of Puci," observes Adams, " are described by The-
ophrastus and Dioscorides, but in such general

terms that it appears to me a vain task to at-

tempt to determine them. It is farther deserving

of remark, that Galen, Aetius, and Oribasius, de-

scribe a sort of ceruse under this name. It would
appear that it was used as a paint, and in this sense
It occurs in Lucian's fine epigram in the Anthol-

ogy.'"

FUGA LATA. {Vid. Banishment, Roman.)
FUGA LIBERA. (Vid. Banishment, Roman.)
FUGITI'VUS. (Vid. Servus.)
FULCRUM. (Vid. Lectus.)
FULLO (Kva(l>Evg, yva(j>evg), also called NACCA,'

a Fuller, a washer or scourer of cloth and linen.

The fuUones not only received the cloth as it came
from the loom in order to scour and smooth it, but

also washed and cleansed garments which had been
already worn. As the Romans generally wore
woollen dresses, which were often of a light colour,

they frequently needed, in the hot climate of Italy,

a thorough purification. The way in which this

was done has been described by Pliny and other an-

cient writers, but is most clearly explained by some
paintings which have been found on the walls of a
fullonica at Pompeii. Two of these paintings are
given by Gell,* and the whole of them in the Museo
Borbonico ;* from the latter of which works the
following cuts have been taken.

The clothes were first washed, which was done
to tubs or vats, where they were trodden upon and
stamped by the feet of the fullones, whence Sen-
eca speaks' of sallus fullonicus. The following

woodcut represents four persons thus employed, of

whom three are boys, probably under the superin-

tendence! of the man. Their dress is tucked up,

leaving the legs bare ; the boys seem to have done
their work, and to be wringing the articles on which
they had been employed.

The ancients were not acquainted with soap, but
Ihey used in its stead different kinds of alkali, by
which the dirt was more easily separated from the

elothes. Of these, by far the most common was
the urine of men and animals, which was mixed
with the water in which the clothes were washed.'
To procure a sufficient supply of it, the fullones

Wire accustomed to place at the corners of the
streets vessels, which they carried away after they
had been filled by the passengers/ We are told by
Suetonius' that Vespasian imposed a urincEvectigal,

which is supposed by Casaubon and others to have

1 Orclli, Inscr., 74, 3491, 4922.)—2. (Adams, Append., s. v.

08iroj.)—3. (Pestus, s. v.— Apu!., Met., ix., p. 206, Bipoiit.)

—

4. (Pompeiana. vol. ii.,pl. 51, 52.)—5. (vol. iv., pi., 49, 50.)—6.
(Eri., 15.)—7 (Plin., H. N., xxviii., 18,26.—Allien., xi., p. 484.)
8 (Martial, vi., 93.—Macrol)., Saturn., ii., 12.)—9. (Vesp., 23.)

been a tax paid by the fullones. Nitrum, of whi(il
Pliny' gives an account, was also mixed with the
water by the scourers. Fuller's earth (creiafullo'

nia'), of which there were many kinds, was em-
ployed for the same purpose. We do not know the
exact nature of this earth, but it appears to have
acted in the same way as our fullers' earth, namely,
partly in scouring and partly in absorbing the greasy
dirt. Pliny* says that the clothes should be washed
with the Sardinian earth.

After the clothes had been washed, they were
hung out to dry, and were allowed to be placed in

the street before the doors of the fullonica.* When
dry, the wool was brushed and carded to raise the
nap, sometimes with the skin of a hedgehog, and
sometimes with some plants of the thistle kind.

The clothes were then hung on a vessel of basket-

work (viminea cavea), under which sulphur was
placed in order to whiten the cloth; for the ancient
fullers appear to have known that many colours
were destroyed by the volatile steam of sulphur.*

A fine white earth, called Cimolian by Pliny, was
often rubbed into the cloth to increase its white-
ness.' The preceding account is well illustrated

by the following woodcut.

On the left we see a fullo bnishing or carding a
white tunic, suspended over a rope, with a card or

brush, which bears considerable resemblance to a
modern horsebrush. On the right, another man
carries a frame of wicker-work, which was, without
doubt, intended for the purpose described above

;

he has also a pot in his hand, perhaps intended for

holding the sulphur. On his head he wears a kind
of garland, which is supposed to be an olive gar-

land, and above him an owl is represented sitting.

It is thought that the olive garland and the owl in-

dicate that the establishment was under the patron-

age of Minerva, the tutelary goddess of the loom.

Sir W. Gell imagines that the owl is probably the

picture of a bird which really existed in the family.

On the left a well-dressed female is sitting, exam-
ining a piece of work which a younger girl brings to

her. A calantica (vid. Calantica) upon her head,

a necklace, and bracelets, denote a person of higher
rank than one of the ordinary work-people of the
establishment.

In the following woodcut we see a young man in

a green tunic giving a piece of cloth, which appears
to be finished, to a young woman, who wears d
green under- tunic, and over it a yellow tunic with
red stripes. On the right is another female in a
white tunic, who appears to be engaged in cleaning

one of the cards or brushes. Among these paint-

ings there was a press, worked by two upright

screws, in which the cloth was placed to be smooth-
ened. A drawing of this press is given in tKe arti-

cle Cochlea, p. 272.

1. (II. N., xxxi., 46.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xviii., 4.)—3. (H.N.
XXXV., 57.)—4. (Dis. 43, tit. 10, s. 1, <> 4.)—5. (Apul., Met., is ,

p. 208, Bipont. — Plin., H. N., xxiv., 50, 57. — Pollux, Onom.
vii., 41.)—6. (Theophrast., Char.. J«. - Plant., AuluL, >., •, f
—Plin., II. N., lixv., 57.)
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The establishment or workshop of the fullers was
called Fullonica,^ Fulloriicum,* or Fullonium* Of
such establishments there were great numbers in

Rome, for the Romans do not appear to have wash-
ed at home even their linen clothes.* The trade of

the fullers was considered so important, that the

censors C. Flaminius and L. yEmilius, B.C. 220,

prescribed the mode in which the dresses were to

be washed.* Like the other principal trades in

Rome, the FuUones formed a collegium.* To large

farms a fullonica was sometimes attached, in which
the work was performed by the slaves who belong-

ed to the familta rustica.''

The fuUo was answerable for the property while

it was in his possession ; and if he returned by mis-

take a different garment from the one he had re-

ceived, he was liable to an action ex locato-; to which
action he was also subject if the garment was in-

jured.* Woollen garments which had been once
washed were considered to be less valuable than
they were previously ;' hence Martial** speaks of a

toga lota terque quaterque as a poor present.

The Greeks were also accustomed to send their

garments to fullers to be washed and scoured, who
appear to have adopted a similar method to that

which has been described above.** The word nXv-

veiv denoted the washing of linen, and Kvai^evEiv or

yva^evecv the washing of woollen clothes.'*

FULLO'NICA. {Vid. FvLho.)
FUNA'LE (<TKo2a^"), a Link, used in the same

manner as a torch {vid. Fax), but made of papyrus

and other fibrous plants, twisted like a rope, and
smeared with pitch and wax.** It was, indeed, as

Antipater describes it, " a light coated with wax"
(?>a/i7rdf KTjpox'iruv^^). For this reason it was also

called cereus. Funalia are sculptured upon a mon-
ument of considerable antiquity preserved at Pa-
dua.*' At the Saturnalia they were presented by
clients to their superiors, and were lighted in hon-
our of Saturn.*^

FUNA'LIS EQUUS. {Vid. Currus, p. 332.)

FUNAMBULUS (Ka2.o6dTj}g, axoivoSdrrig), a Rope-
dancer. The art of dancing on the tight-rope was
carried to as great perfection among the Romans
as it is with us.** If we may judge from a series of
paintings discovered in the excavations*' from which

1. (Dig. 39, tit. 3, s. 3.)—2. (Dig. 7, tit. 1, s. 13, >) 8.)—3.
{Amm. Marc, xiv., 11, p. 44, Bipont.)—4. (Martial, xir., 51.)—
6. (Plin., H. N., ixxv., 57.)—6. (Fabretti, Inscript., p. 278.)—7.
(VatTo, R. R., i., 16.)—8. (Dig. 19, tit. 2, s. 13, () 6; s. 60, « 2^
12, tit. 7, s. 2.)—9. (Petron., 30.—Lamprid., Heliogab., 26.)—10.
fx., 11.)—11. (Theophi-ast., Char., 10.—Athen., xi., p. 582, (J.-
Pollux, Onom., vii., 39, 40, 41.)—12. (Eustath. ad Od., xxiv.,

148, p. 1956, 41.—Compare Schottgen, " Antiquitates Triturse
et Fullonise," Traj. ad Rhen., 1727.—Beckmann, Hist, of Inven-
tions, &c., vol. iii., p. 266, &c., transl.—Becker, Gallus, ii., p.
100, Ac-Id., Charikles, ii., p. 408.)— 13. (Isid., Orig., xx., 10.)—14. (Virg., Mn., i., 727.—Serving, ad loc.—Hor., Carm., iii.,

«6, 7.—Val. Max., iii., 6, ^ 4.)— 15. (Brunck, Anal., ii., 112.—
Jacobs, ad loc.)— 16. (Pignor., De Servis, p. 259.)— 17. (Antipa-
ter, 1. (;.—Macrob., Sat., i., 6.)—18. (Hor., Epist., ii., 1, 210.—
Terent., Hecyr. Prol., 4, 34.— Juv., iii., 80. — Bulenger, De
"theatr., i., 42.)— 19. (Ant. d'Ercol., t. iii., p. 160-165.)
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FUNDA.

the figures in the annexea wood .'tit ire selected,
the performers, who were principally Greeks,* pla-

ced themselves in an endless variety of graceful and

sportive attitudes, and represented the characters
of bacchanals, satyrs, and other imaginary beings.

Three of the persons here exhibited hold the thyr-

sus, which may have served for a balancing-pole

.

two are performing on the double pipe, and one on
the lyre ; two others are pouring wine into vessels
of different forms. They all have their heads en-
veloped in skins or caps, probably intended as a
protection in case of falling. The Emperor Anto-
ninus, in consequence of the fall of a boy, caused
feather beds {culcitras) to be laid under the rope, to

obviate the danger of such accidents.* One of the
most difficult exploits was running down the rope*
at the conclusion of the performance. It was a
strange attempt of Germanicus and of the Emperor
Galba to exhibit elephants walking on the xope.*
FUNDA {o^evdovri), a Sling. The light troops

of the Greek and Roman armies (p. 94) consist-

ed in great part of slingers (funditores, G^evdovriTat).

The sling was also very much employed by the
Jews, Phoenicians, and Egyptians, by the Carduchi
and the Persians,* by the Spaniards,* and by many
other nations. The manner in which it was wield-

ed may be seen in the annexed figure' of a soldier

with a provision of stones in the sinus of his palli-

um, and with his arm extended in order to whirl

the sling about his head.' Besides stones, plum-

1. (Juv., 1. c.)—2. (Capitol., M. Anton., 12.)—3. (Suet., Nero,
11.—Brodaeusinloc.)—4. (Plin.. H. N., viii., 2.—Suet., Galb.,

6.—Sen., Epist., 86.1-5. (Died. Sic, xiv., 27.—Id., x\iii., 51.)

—

6. (Strabo, iii., p. 436, edrSieb.)—7. (Bartoli, Col. Traj., t. «.)
—8. (Virg., iEn., ix., 587, 588.—Id. ib., xi., 579 )
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ntets, called glandcs {iio7,vMi6t^), of a form between

acorns and almonds, were cast in moulds to be

thrown with slings. ' They have been found on

the plain of Marathon, and in other parts of Greece,

and are remarkable for the inscriptions and devices

which they exhibit, such as thunderbolts, the names
of persons, and the word AESAI, meaning " Take
this.""

The celebrity of the natives of the Balearic Isles

as slingers is said to have arisen from the circum-

stance that, when they were children, their moth-
ers obliged them to obtain their food by striking it

with a sling.* Among the Greeks, the Achaeans
and Acamanians attained to the greatest expert-

ness in the use of this weapon.
The sling, as depicted in the Egyptian tombs, had

at one end a loop for making it fast to the hand. It

was made of wool,* hair, hemp, or leather* {slupca ;•

kahena'). Its advantages were, that it might be

carried any distance without the slightest inconve-

nience ; that soldiers accustomed to the use of it

might employ it when their other weapons were
unavailable {positis hastis*) ; and that it was very
effective in checking an enemy, especially in stony

places, in mountain passes, and upon eminences.'
Hunters also used the sling to kill their game."
While the sling was a very efficacious and impor-

tant instrument of ancient warfare, stones thrown
with the hand alone were also much in use both

among the Romans'' and with other nations (oi Tre-

Tpo66Xoi^*). The Libyans carried no other arms
than three spears and a bag full of stones.'*

The casting-net was sometimes called funda.^*
{Vid. Rete.)
FUNDUS. The primary signification of this word

appears to be the bottom or -foundation of a thing
;

and its elementary part (fud) seems to be the same
as that oi ^v6,6g and nvO^/i^v, the n in fundus being
used to strengthen the syllable. The conjectures
of the Latin writers as to the etymology of fundus
may be safely neglected.

Fundus is often used as applied to land, the solid

substratum of all man's labours. According to Flo-

rentinus," the term fundus comprised all land and
constructions on it ; but usage had restricted the

name of adcs to city houses, villa to rural houses,
•-ea to a plot of ground in a city not built upon,
ager to a plot of ground in the country, and fundus
to ager cum adificiis. This definition of fundus may
be compared with the uses of that word by Horace
and other writers. In one passage," Horace places

domus and fundus in opposition to one another, do-

mus being, apparently, there used as equivalent to

sftdes.

The term fundus often occurred in Roman wills,

and the testator frequently indicated the fundus to

which his last dispositions referred by some name,
such as Sempronianus, Seianus; sometimes, also,

with reference to a particular tract of country, as
Fundus Trebalianus qui est in regione Atdlana}'' A
fundus was sometimes devised cum omni inslru-

mento, with its stock and implements of husbandry.
Occasionally a question arose as to the extent of
the word instrumentum, between or among the par-

ties who derived their claim from a testator.'*

Fundus has a derived sense which flows easily

enough from its primary meaning. " Fundus," says
Festus, " dicitur populu^ esse rei, quam alienat, hoc

I. (Luciet., vi., 176.—Ovid, Met., ii., 729.—Id. ib., vii., 778.—
Id. ib., liv., 825, 826.)—2. (Dodwell's Tour, vol. ii., p. 159-161 .—
Bihjkh, Corp. Inscr., i., p. 311.)—3. (Vesret., De Re Mil., i., 16.)
—4. (Horn., II., xiii., 599.)— 5. (Veget., iii.. 14.)— 6. (Virs.,
Georg., i., 309.)—7. (Xn., xi., 579.)—8. (Virg., 1. c.)—9. (Ve-
get., i., 16.)— 10. (Virg., Georg., i., 309.)— 11. (Veget., i., 16.—
Id., ii., 23)—12. (Xen., HeUen., ii., 4, H2.)-13. (Died. Sic,
iii , 49.)— 14. (Virg., Gporg., i., 141.)— 15. (Dig. 50, tit. 16, s.

211.)— 16. (Ep., I., ii., 47.)— 17. (Brissoniu* De Formulis, vu.,
eo.)-- 18. (Dig. 33, tit. 17, ». 12.)

esl auclor."^ {Vid. Auctor.) In this sense "fuidtu
esse" is to confirm or ratify a thing; and in Gellius*

there is the expression " senlentia legisque fundiu
subscriplorque fieri." {Vid. Fcederati.)

FUNDITO'RES. { Vtd. Funda.)
FUNGUS {fiVKr]^), the Mushroom. " The escu-

lent mushrooms of the ancients comprehended, no
doubt, the Agaricus campestris, and other species of

this genus. The Agaricus acris and other species

were embraced under their poisonous mushrooms.
It will be interesting to the medical student to

compare the account of the poisonous mushrooms
given by Nicander, with Orfila's observations on the

same in his work ' on Poisons.' '" Diphilus, an an-

cient author quoted by Athenaeus, says that Fungi
are grateful to the stomach, laxative, and nutritious,

but of difficult digestion and flatulent. Apicius di-

rects to eat them with pepper, oil, salt, &c. Horace
points out the best kind of Fungi, and the poets,

generally, mention mushrooms as a delicacy at the

tables of gourmands.*
FUNIS. (Vid. Navis.)

FUNUS. It is proposed in the following article

to give a brief account of Greek and Roman funer-

als, and of the different rites and ceremonies con-
nected therewith.

The Greeks attached great importance to the bu-

rial of the dead. They believed that souls could
not enter the Elysian fields till their bodies had been
buried ; and, accordingly, we find the shade of El-

penor in the Odyssey* earnestly imploring Ulysses
to bury his body. Ulysses also, when in danger ol

shipwreck, deplores that he had not fallen before

Troy, as he should in that case have obtained an
honourable burial* So strong was this feeling

among the Greeks, that it was considered a reli-

gious duty to throw earth upon a dead body which
a person might happen to find unburied ;^ and among
the Athenians, those children who were released

from all other obligations to unworthy parents, were
nevertheless bound to bury them by one of Solon's

laws.* The neglect of burying one's relatives is

frequently mentioned by the orators as a grave
charge against the moral character of a man,* since

the burial of the body by the relations of the dead
was considered a religious duty by the universal
law of the Greeks. Sophocles represents Antigone
as disregarding all consequences in order to bury
the dead body of her brother Polynices, which
Creon, the king of Thebes, had commanded to be
left unburied. The common expressions for the
funeral rites, to. diKaia, vofiifia or vofii^ofieva, irpoa^-

KfTVTa, show that the dead had, as it were, a legal

and moral claim to burial.

The common customs connected with a Greek
funeral are described by Liician in his treatise Dt
Luchi;^" and there is no reason for supposing that

they differ much from those which were practised

in earlier times. After a person was dead, it was
the custom first to place in his mouth an obolus,

called davuKTj {vid. Danace), with which he might
pay the ferryman in Hades. The body was then
washed and anointed with perfumed oil, and the
head was crowned with the flowers which happen-
ed to be in season. The deceased was then dress-

ed in as handsome a robe as the family could afford,

in order, according to Lucian, that he might not be
cold on the passage to Hades, nor be seen naked by
Cerberus ; this garment appears to have been usu

1. (Compare Plautus, Trinum., V., i., 7, "fundus potior.")

—

2. (xix., 6.)—3. (Theophrast., H. P., i., 8.—Nicand., Alex., t
520.—Orfila on Poisons, ii., 327.)—4. (Athen., Deipnos., ii.. If
—Adams, Append., s. v. fivKt/i.—Horat., Sat., ii., 4.—Juv., Sat^
v., 145.—Adams, Commentary on Paul of jEgino, p. 99.)—S.

(xi., 66, <fec.)—6. (Od., v., 311.)—7. (jEI., Var. Hist., t., 14.)-

8. (iEsch., c. Timarch., p. 40.)—9. (Demosth., c Aristog., i., p
787, 2.—Lys., c. Phil., p. 883 ; c Alcib., p. 539.)—10 'c. 1(^

ftc, vol. ii., p. 936, ed. Reitz.)
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ally white.' These duties were not performed by
hired persons, like the pollinctorr.s among the Ro-
mans, but by the women of the family, upon whohti

the care of the corpse always devolved.*

The corpse was then laid out {wpodsaiQ, irpoTidea-

0ai) on a bed {kXivti), which appears to have been

of the ordinary kind, with a pillow {npo(jKe^alaiov)

for supporting the head and back.' It is said that

the bed on which the corpse was laid out was ori-

ginally placed outside the house ;* but at Athens
we know it was placed inside, by one of Solon's

laws.* The object of this formal npodecng was, that

it might be seen that the deceased had died natu-

rally, and that no violence had been done to him.*

Plato'' assigns another reason, namely, that there

might be no doubt that the person was dead, and
says that the body ought only to be kept in the

house so long as may be necessary to ascertain

that fact. By the side of the bed there were placed

painted earthen vessels called "kr/iivdoL,^ which were
also buried with the corpse ; examples of which
may be seen in the drawings of the coffins given

by Bbttiger' and Stackelberg." Great numbers of

these painted vases have been found in modern
limes, and they have been of great use in explain-

ing many matters connected with antiquity. A hon-

ey-cake, called fisliTTovTa, which appears to have
been intended for Cerberus, was also placed by the

side of the corpse." Before the door a vessel of

water was placed, called oarpaKov, apddTiiov or ap-

idviov, in order that persons who had been in the

house might purify themselves by sprinkling water
on their persons." The relatives stood around the

bed, the women uttering great lamentations, rend-

ing their garments, and tearing their hair." Solon

attempted to put a stop to this,'* but his regulations

on the subject do not appear to have been generally

observed. It was formerly the practice to sacrifice

victims before carr)'ing out the dead ; but this cus-

tom was not observed in the time of Plato." No
females under 60 years of age, except the nearest

relatives {evrdg aveipiaduv), were allowed to be pres-

ent while the corpse was in the house."

On the day after the npodecig, or the third day
after death, the corpse was carried out {eKcpopu, ek-

KOfiiS^) for burial early in the morning and before

sunrise, by a law of Solon, which law appears to

have been revived by Demetrius Phalereus." A
burial soon after death was supposed to be pleasing

to the dead. Thus we find the shade of Palroclus

saying to Achilles,"

QdnTE [IE OTTi rdxiCFTa, TrvXag dtdao nep^au.

In some places it appears to have been usual to

bury the dead on the day following death.*' The
rnen walked before the corpse, and the women be-

hind.** The funeral procession was preceded or

followed by hired mourners {"dprivadoi), who appear
to have been usually Carian women, though Plato

speaks of men engaged in this office. They played

mournful tunes on the flute.**

The body was either buried or burned. Lucian**

ftays that the Greeks burn and the Persians bury
their dead ; but modern writers are greatly divided

1. (11., xviii., 353.—^Artemidor., Oneirocr., ii., 3.)—2. (Issus,

De Philoct. hiEred., p. 143.—Id., De Ciron. haered., p. 209.)—3.

(Lys., c. Eratosth., p. 395.)—4. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Lysistr.,

611.)—5. (Demosth., c. Macart., p. 1071.)—6. (Pollux, Onom.,
viii., 65.)—7. (Leg., xii., 9, p. 959.)—8. (Aristoph., Eccl., 1032,

996.)—9. (" Vaseng.," title-page.)— 10. (Die Grflber der Helle-
nen, pi. 8.)—11. (Aristoph., Lysistr., 601, with schol.—Compare
Virg., jEn., vi., 419.)— 12. (Arintcrh., Eccl., 1033. — Pollux,

Onom., viii., 65.—Hesych., s. v. 'Ap5.)—13. (Lucian, lb., 12.)

—

14. (Plut., Sol., 12, 21.)—15. (Min., c. 5, p. 315.)—16. (Demosth.,
c. Macait., p. 1071.)—17. (Demosth., 1. c.—Antiph., De Chor.,

i.. 782.— I ..c, De Leg., ii., 26.)— 18. (II., xxiii., 71.—Compare
Xen., Mem., i.. 2, I) 53.)— 19. (Calhm., Epigr., 15.—Diog. Laert.,

i., 122.)—20. (Demosth., 1. c.)—21. (Plat., Leg., vii., 9, p.800.—
flesych., s. v. KapiVa/.—P 'lux, Onom., iv., 75.)—22. (lb., 21.)
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in opinion as to which was thi. usual practic*.

Wachsmuth' says that in historical times the dead
were always buried ; but this statement is not
strictly correct. Thus we find that Socrates speaka
of his body being either burned or buried ;* the

body of Timoleon was burned,' and so was that of

PhilopcEmon.* The word i^dnreiv was used in con
nexion with either mode ; It is applied to the col

lection of the ashes after bu ning, and accoidinglj

we find the words Kaleiv and ^dnTeiv used togeth-

er.' The proper expression for interment in the

earth is KaropvTTeiv, whence we find Socrates speak-

ing of TO aCifia ^ KaofiEvov t/ KaTopvTTOfievov. In

Homer the bodies of the dead are burned ;• but in-

terment was also used in very ancient times. Ci-

cero' says that the dead were buried at Athens in

the time of Cecrops ; and we also read of the bones
of Orestes being found in a coffin at Tegea.* The
dead were commonly buried among the Spartans*

and the Sicyonians ;" and the prevalence of this

practice is proved by the great number of skele-

tons found in coffins in modern times, which have
evidently not been exposed to the action of fire.

Both burning and burying appear to have been al-

ways used to a greater or less extent at different

periods, till the spread of Christianity at length put

an end to the former practice.

. The dead bodies were usually burned on piles of

wood called -KvpaL The body was placed on the

top ; and in the heroic times it was customary to

burn with the corpse animals, and even captives or

slaves. Thus, at the funeral of Patroclus, Achilles

killed many sheep, oxen, horses, and dogs, and also

twelve captive Trojans, whose bodies he burned
with those of his friend." Oils and perfumes were
also thrown into the flames. When the pyre was
burned down, the remains of the fire were quench-
ed with wine, and the relatives and friends collect-

ed the bones." The bones were then washed with
wine and oil, and placed in urns, which were some-
times made of gold."

The corpses which were not burned were buried

in coffins, which were called by various names, as

copoi, TTveTioL, TnjvoL, "kdpvaKEg, dpoirai, though some
of these names were also applied to the urns in

which the bones were collected. They were made
of various materials, but were usually of baked clay

or earthenware. Their forms are very various, as

may be seen by a reference to Stackelberg, Die
Grdbcr der Hellenen, pi. 7, 8. The following wood-

cut contains two of the most ancient kind ; th«

figure in the middle is the section of one.

The dead were usually buried outside the town,

as it was thought that their presence in the city

brought pollution to the living. At Athens the

dead were formerly buried in their own houses,"

but in historical times none were allowed to be

buried within the city." Lycurgus, in order to re-

move all superstition respecting the presence of

the dead, allowed of burial in Sparta ;" and at Me-
gara, also, the dead were buried within the town.'^

Persons who possessed lands in Attica were fre-

quently buried in them, and we therefore read of

tombs in the fields." Tombs, however, were most

1 (Hfllle.. Alterthumsk., ii., 2, p. 79.)—2. (Plat., Phmdr , c.

148, p. 115.)- 3. (Plut., Timol., 39.)—4. (Id., Philup., 21.)—5.

(Dionys. Hal., Ant. Rom., v., 48.)—6. (II., xxiii., 127, <fec.—lb.,

xxiv., 787, &c.)—7. (De Leg., ii., 25.)—8. (Herod., i., 68.—Com-
pare Plut., Sol., 10.)—9. (Plut., Lycurg., 27.—Compare Thucyd

,

i., 134.)— 10. (Paus., ii.. 7, () 3.)— 11. (11., xxiii., 165, Ac.)—12
(11., xxir., 791.)—13. (Od., xxiv., 71, &c.)— 14. (Plat., .Min., 1

c.)—15. (Cic. ad Fam., iv., 12, 1) 3.)—16. (Plut., Lycurg., 27.)-
17. (Paus., i., 43, I) 2.)—15 (Demosth., c. Euerg., p. IIW-.
Donat. ad Tei., Eun. Prol., 10.)
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ftequently built by the side of roads and near the

gates of the city. Thus the tomb of Thucydides
was near the MeUtiau gate ;' but the most com-
mon place of burial was outside of the Itonian gate,

near the road leading to the Peira;us, which gate

was for that reason called the burial-gate ('Hpt'ai

nvXai*). Those who had fallen in battle were bu-

ried at the public expense in the outer Cerameicus,
on the road leading to the Academia."
The tombs were regarded as private property,

and belonged exclusively to the families whose rel-

atives had been buried in them.*

Tombs were called ^^Kai, tu(j>oi, fivTJfMaTa, (ivrtfiela,

atifiaTa. Many of these were only mounds of earth

or stones
{x'^l^'^''"'^.

<o7.CtvaL, rvfiSoi). Others were
built of stone, and frequently ornamented with great
taste. Some of the most remarkable Greek tombs
are those which have been recently discovered in

Lycia by Mr. Fellows. In the neighbourhood of
Antiphellus the tombs are very numerous. They
all have Greek inscriptions, which are generally
much destroyed by the damp sea-air. The follow-

ing woodcut, taken from Mr. Fellows's work,* con-
tains one of these tombs, and will give an idea of
the general appearance of the whole.

At Xanthus the tombs are still more numerous.
They are cut into, or are formed by cutting away,
the rock, leaving the tombs standing like works of

sculpture.* The same is the case at Telmessus,
where they are cut out of the rock in the form of

temples. They are generally approached by steps,

and the columns of the portico stand out about six

feet from the entrance to the cella ; the interiors

vary but little ; they are usually about six feet in

height, and nine feet by twelve in size. One side

is occupied by the door, and the other sides contain

benches on which the coffins or urns have been
placed.'

Some Greek tombs were built under ground, and
called hypogea (ynbyaia or VTzoyeia). They corre-

spond to the Roman conditoria.* {Vid. Conditori-
CM.)

At Athens the dead appear to have been usually

buried in the earth, and originally the place of their

interment was not marked by any monument.* Af-

terward, however, so much expense was incurred

in the erection of monuments to the deceased, that

it was provided h'f one of Solon's laws that no one

k

1. (Paus., i., 23, t) 11.)—2. (Etym. Mag. and Ilarpocr, s. v.—
Thoophrast., Char., 14.)—3. (Thucyd., ii., 34.—Paus., i., 29, *

4.)—4. (Demnsth., c. Eubul., p. 1307 ; c. Macart., 1077.—Cic,
De Leg., ii., 26.)—5. (Excursion in Asia Minor, p. 219.)—6. (lb.,

L«a6.)—7. (It, p. 245.)—8. (Petron., c. IIJ )—9. (Cic, De
f , ii. , 25.)

M M M

should erect a monument which could not bo coin*

pleted by ten HiCn in the course of t^ree days.'

This law, however, does not seem to have been
strictly observed. We read of one monument whico
cost twenty-five minae,* and of another which cost
more than two talents.* Demetrius Phalereus also
attempted to put a stop to this expense by forbid*

ding the erection of any funeral monument more
than three cubits in height.*

The monuments erected over the graves of per
sons were usually of four kinds : 1. arfiXai, pillars

or upright stone tablets ; 2 Kioveg, columns ; 3.

vatdia or vpv<^y small buildings in the form of tem-
ples ; and, 4. rpune^at, flat square stones, called

by Cicero* mensce. The term arfjlai is sometimes
applied to all kinds of funeral monuments, but

properly designates upright stone tablets, which
were usually terminated with an oval heading
called knidrjfza. These iTridt'/fiaTa were frequently

ornamented with a kind of arabesque work, as in

the two following specimens taken from Stackel-

berg.* The shape of the inWri/ia, however, some-

times diflfered : among the Sicyonians it was in the
shape of the acTog or fastigium (vid. Fastigium),
which is placed over the extremity of a temple.

The Kioveg or columns were of various forms.

The three in the following woodcut are taken from
Stackelberg' and Millin."

The following example of an ^pwov, which is also

taken from Stackelberg,* will give a general idea of

monuments of this kind. Another vpuov is given

in the course of this article.

The inscriptions upon these funeral monuments
usually contain the name of the deceased person,

and that of the demus to which he belonged, as well

as, frequently, some account of his life. A work on
these monuments, entitled Uepl Mvtj/j,utuv, was writ-

ten by Diodorus Periegetes.*'

Orations in praise of the dead were sometimes
pronounced ; but Solon ordained that such orations

should be confined to persons who were honoured
with a public funeral " In the heroic ages games

1. (Id., ii., 26.)—2. (Lys.,c. Diog., p. 905.)—3. (Dcmorth.,e.

Steph., i., p. 1125, 15.)—4. (Cic, 1. c)—5. (I. c)—6. (pi. 3.)—
7, (p). 44, 46.)—8. (Peint. de Vases Ant., vol. ii., pi. 51.)—

9

(pi. 1.)—10. (Plut.. Them , 32.)—11. (Cic , De Leg., v., S6)
457
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«r^fe ceh.-bratod at the funeral of a great man, as in

the case of I'atroclus ;' but this practice does not
-t^m to have been usual in the historical times.

A.11 persons who had been engaged in funerals

were considered polluted, and could not enter the

temples ofthe gods till they had been purified. Those
persons who were reported to have died in foreign

countries, and whose funeral rites had been per-

formed in their own cities, were called ixjTeponoTjioL

and dEvrepoTTOTfioi if they were alive. Such persons
were considered impure, and could only be delivered

from their impurity by being dressed in swaddling
clothes, and treated like newborn infants.*

After the funeral was over the relatives partook

of a feast, which was called 'KepldeiTwov or veKpo-

iemvov.^ This feast was always given at the house
of the nearest relative of the deceased. Thus the

relatives of those who had fallen at the battle of

Chaeroneia partook of the jiepidenzvov at the house
of Demosthenes, as if he were the nearest relative

to them all.* These feasts are frequently repre-

sented on funeral monuments. In one corner a

horse's head is usually placed, which was intended

to represent death as a journey. The following

woodcut, which represents a 'rrepldsinvov or vEKpo-

Seltwov, is taken from the Marmora Oxon., i., tab. 52,

No. 135. A similar example of a rrepideinvov is

t iven at the beginning of Hobhouse's Travels.^

On the second day after the funeral a sacrifice to

the dead was offered, called rplra. Pollux* enu-
merates in order all the sacrifices and ceremonies
which followed the funeral: rplra, iwara, TptaKu-

1. (II., xxiii.)—2. (Ilesych., s. v.—Plut., Quaest. Rom., 5.)—
9. (Lucian, lb., c. 24.—Cic, De Leg-., ii., 25.)—4. (Demosth.,
Pro Coron., p. 321, 15.)— 5. (Compare Miiller, Archsol. der
Eanst, ^ 428, 2.)—6. (Oooio viii., 140.)
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Sec, hiayiafiara, xoai- Aristophanes* a1hide» to the
rpira. The principal sacrifice, however, to the
dead was on the ninth day, called hvara or Ivara*
The mourning for the dead appears to have lasted
till the thirtieth day after the funeral,' on which
day sacrifices were again offered.* At Sparta the
time of mourning was limited to eleven days.*
During the time of mourning it was considered in-

decorous for the relatives of the deceased to appear
in puWic :• they were accustomed to wear a black
dress,^ and in ancient times cut off their hair as a
sign of grief {UXoaa/xog nevdriTr/pioc^).

The tombs were preserved by the family to which
they belonged with the greatest care, and were re-

garded as among the strongest ties which attached
a man to his native land.' In the Docimasia of the
Athenian archons it was always a subject of inquiry
whether they had kept in proper repair the tombs
of their ancestors.^' On certain days the tombs
were crowned with flowers, and offerings were
made to the dead, consisting of garlands of flowers
and various other things ; for an account of which,
see ^schyl., Pers., 609, &c. ; Choeph., 86, &c. Thn
act of offering these presents was called hayi^eiv,
and the offerings themselves hayianaTa, or, more
commonly, xo^^- Such offerings at the tombs are
represented upon many IriKvdoi, or painted vases,
oi which an example is given in the following wood-
cut." The tomb is built in the form of a temple
(ripCiov), and upon it is a representation of the de-

ceased. See also Stackelberg, pi. 44-46, and Mil-
lin, vol. ii., pi. 32, 38, for farther examples.

The yeveaia mentioned by Herodotus'* appear to

have consisted in offerings of the same kind, which
were presented on the anniversary of the birthday

of the deceased. The veKvaia were probably offer-

ings on the anniversary of the day of the death ;

though, according to some writers, the vcKvaia were
the same as the yeveaia}^ Meals were also pre^

sented to the dead, and burned.'*

Certain criminals, who were put to death by the

state, were also deprived of the rites of burial,

which was considered as an additional punishment.
There were certain places, both at Athens and
Sparta, where the dead bodies of such criminals

were cast." A person who had committed suicide

was not deprived of burial, but the hand with which
he had killed himself was cut off and buried by it-

1. (Lysistr., 611, withschol.)—2. (^schin., c. Ctes., p. 617.

—Isaeus, De Ciron. hsred., p. 224.)— 3. (Lys., De Caed. Ei-at.,

p. 16.)—4. (Ilarpocrat., s. v. Tpia/faV-)—5. (Plut., Lvc, 27.)—6.
(^schin., c. Ctes., p. 468, 469.)—7. (Eurip., Helen., 1087.-

Iphig-. Aul., 1438.— Istens, De Nicostr. hacred., p. 71.—Plut.,

Pericl., 38.)—8. (,Eschyl., ChoCph., 7.) -9. (.Jlschyl., Pers.,

405.—Lvcurg., c. Leocr., p. 141.)— 10. (Xen., Mem., ii., 2, ^ 13.)

—11. (Millin, Peint. de Vases Ant., vol. ii., pi. 27.)—12. (ir.,

26.)—13. (Hesych., s. v. rtvftria.-Grammatt. Bekker, p. 231.)

—Ii. (Lucian, Contempl., p. 22, vol. i., p. 519, ed. Reitz.—Id.,

De Merc. Conduct., 28, p. 687.—Artemidor , Oneirocr., it., SI.)

—15. (Plut., Them., 32.—Thucyd., i., 134.)
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self.' The bodies of those persons who liad been

struck by lightning were regarded as sacred {iepol

vtKpol); they were never buried with others,* but

usually on tho spot where they had been struck.'

( Vid. BlDENTAL.)
We now proofed to give an account of Roman

mnerals. They were conducted, in some respects,

in the same manner as Greek funerals ; but as they

differ in many important particulars, a separate ac-

count of each is given in this article.

When a Roman was at the point of death, his

nea) ;st relative present endeavoured to catch the

last breath with his mouth.* The ring was taken

off the finger of the dying person ;* and as soon as

he was dead, his eyes and mouth were closed by
the nearest relative,' who called upon the deceased

by name (indamare, conclamare), exclaiming have or

vale.'' The corpse Wcis then washed, and anointed

with oil and perfumes by slaves, called Pollinctores,

who belonged to the Libitinarii, or undertakers,

called by the Greeks veKpoduirrai.^ The Libitinarii

appear to have been so called because they dwelt
near the Temple of Venus Libitina, where all things

requisite for funerals were sold.' Hence we find

the expressions vilare Libitinam and evadere Libiti-

nam used in the sense of escaping death.*' At this

temple an account [ratio, ephemeris) was kept of

those who died, and a small sum was paid for the

registration of their names."
A small coin was then placed in the mouth of the

corpse, in order to pay the ferryman in Hades,*"

and the body was laid out on a couch in the vesti-

bule of the house, with its feet towards the door,

and dressed in the best robe which the deceased
had worn when alive. Ordinary citizens were
dressed in a white toga, and magistrates in their

ofii3ial robes.'' If the deceased had received a

crown, while alive, as a reward for his bravery, it

was now placed on his head,** and the couch on
which he was laid was sometimes covered with
leaves and flowers. A branch of cypress was also

usually placed at the door of the house, if he was
a person of consequence.**

Funerals were usually called funera jusfa or ex-

sequice; the latter term was generally applied to

the funeral procession {pompa funebris). There
were two kinds of funerals, public and private ; of

which the former was called funus publicum^* or in-

diccivum, because the people were invited to it by a
herald ;*' the latter, funus taciturn,^* translatitium,^*

or plebeium. A person appears to have usually left

a certain sura of money in his will to pay the ex-

penses of his funeral ; but if he did not do so,

nor appoint any one to bury him, this duty devolved
upon the persons to whom the property was left,

and if he died without a will, upon his relatives ac-

cording to their order ofsuccession to the property.*'

The expenses of the funeral were in such cases de-

cided by an arbiter according to the property and
rank of the deceased,*' whence arbitria is used to

signify the funeral expenses." The following de-

scription of the mode in which a funeral was con-
ducted only applies strictly to the funerals of the

great ; the same pomp and ceremony could lot, of

1. (^schin., c. Ctes., p. 636, 637.)—2. (Eurip., Sup-jl., 935.)
—3. (Artemid., Onoirocr., ii., 9, p. 146.)—4. (Virg., JEa., iv.,

884.—Cic, Verr., v., 45.)—5. (Suet., Tib., 73.)—6. (Virg., iEn.,
ix., 487.)—7. (Ovid, Trist., III., iii., 43.—Id., Met., i., 62.—Id.,

Fast., iv., 852. —CatuU., ci., 10.)—8. (Dig. 14, tit. 3, s. 5, ^ a )—
9. (Senec, De Bcnef., vi., 38.—Plut., Quaest. Rom., 23.—Liv.,
xli., 21.—Plut., Num., 12.)—10. (Hor., Carm., III., xxx., 6.—
Juv., xii., 122.)—11. (Suet., Ner., 39.—Dionys. Hal., Ant. Rom.,
iv., 15.)—12. (Juv., iii., 267.)— 13. (Juv., iii., 172.—Liv., xxxiv.,

7.—Suet., Ner., 50.)— 14. (Cic, De Leg., ii., 24.)—15. (Lucan.,
iii., 442.—llor., Carm., II., xiv., 23.)— 16. (Tacit., Ann., vi., 11.)

—17. (Festus. s. v.—Cic, De Leg., ii., 24.)— 18. (Ovid, Trist.,

V, iii., 22.)—lU. (Suet.. Ner., 33.)—20. (Dig. 11, tit. 7, s. 12.)—
SI. (Dig., 1. c.)—22. (Cic, Pro Dom., 37.—Id., post Red. in
fcen., 7. -Id. in Pis., 9.)

course, be observed in the case of persons in ortt-

nary circumstances.

All furerals in ancient times were performed at

night ,' out afterward the poor only were buried at

night, because they could not afford to have anv
funeral procession.' The corpse was usually car-

ried out of the house {efferebatur) on the eighth day
after the death.* The order of the funeral pro-
cession was regulated by a person called Designator
or Dominus Funeris, who was attended by iictors

dressed in black.* It was headed by musicjAi.E of
various kinds {comicines, siticines), who playeil

mournful strams,* and next came mourning women,
called Prafica,* who were hired to lament and sing
the funeral song {nania or lessua) in praise of the
deceased. These were sometimes followed by play
ers and buffoons {scunA, histrioncs), of whom one,
called Archimimus, tepresfented the character of the
deceased, and imitated his words and actions.^

Then came the slaves whom the deceased had lib-

erated, wearing the cap of liberty (pileati); the
number of whom was occasionally very great, since
a master sometimes liberated all his slaves in his

will, in order to add to the pomp of his funeral.*

Before the corpse the images of the deceased and
of his ancestors were carried,' and also the crowns
or military rewards which he had gained."
The corpse was carried on a couch (lectica), to

which the name of Feretrum}^ or Capulutn}* was usu-
ally given ; but the bodies of poor citizens and of
slaves were carried on a common kind of bier or
coffin, called Sandapila.^^ The Sandapila was car-

ried by bearers, called VespcB or Vespillones,''-* be-

cause, according to Festus,'* they carried out the
corpses in the evening {vcspertino tempore). The
couches on which the corpses of the rich were car-

ried were sometimes made of ivory, and covered
with gold and purple.'* They were often carried
on the shoulders of the nearest relatives of the de-
ceased," and sometimes on those of his frcedmen."
Julius Caesar was carried by the magistrates, •'' and
Augustus by the senators."

The relatives of the deceased walked behind the
corpse in mourning ; his sons with their heads veil-

ed, and his daughters with their heads bare and
their hair dishevelled, contrary to the ordinary prac-

tice of both.*' They often uttered loud lamenta-
tions, and the women beat their breasts and tore

their cheeks, though this was forbidden by the
Twelve Tables (Mulicres gcnas ne radunto**). If the
deceased was of illustrious rank, the funeral pro-

cession went through the Forum,'' and stopped be-

fore the rostra, where a funeral oration (laudat ^) in

praise of the deceased was delivered.** This prac-
tice was of gieat antiquity among the Romans, and
is said by some writers to have been first introduced
by Poplicola, who pronounced a funeral oration in

honour of his colleague Brutus.** Women, also,

were honoured by funeral orations.** From the
Forum the corpse was carried to the place of
burning or burial, which, according to a law of

1. (Serv. ad Virg., JEn., xi., 143.—Isidor., xi., 2.—Id.,xx., 10 )—2. (Festus, s. V. Vespm.—Sueton., Dom., 17.—Dionys. Hal,
iv., 40.)—3. (Serv. ad Virg., JEa., v., 64.)—4. (Donat. ad Ter.,
Adelph., I., ii., 7.—Cic, De Leg., ii., 24.—nor.,Ep., I., vii., 6.>

—5. (Cic, lb., ii., 23.—Cell., xx., 2.)—6. (Festus, s. v.)—

7

(Suet., Vesp., 19.)—8. (Dionys. Hal., iv., 24.—Compare Liv.,
xxxviii., 55.)—9. (Cic, Pro Mil., 13.—Dion Cass., h-i., 134.—
Plin., H. N.,nxv., 2.)— 10. (Cic, De Leg., ii., 24.)— 11. (Varro,
DeLing. Lat.,v., 166.)—12. (Fest.,s.v.)— 13.(Mart.,ii.,81.—Id.,
VIIL, Ixxv., 14.—Juv., viii., 175.—" Vilis area:" Hor., Sat., 1.,

viii., 9.)—14. (Suet., Dom., 17.—M.irt., I., xxxi., 48.)—15. (a.

v.)—16. (Suet., JuL, 84.)—17. (Val. Max., vii., 1, 1.—Hor,
Sat., II., viii., 56.)— 18. (I'ers., iii., 106.)—19. (Suet.. Jul., 84.)

—20. (Suet., Octav., 100.— Tacit., Ann., i., 8.)—21. (Plat,
Qusst. Rom., 14.)- 22. (Cic, De Leg., ii., 23.)—23. (Dionya.

Hal., iv., 40.)—24. (Dionys. Hal., v., 17.—Cic, Pro Mil., 18.-
Id., De Orat., ii., 84. -Suet., Jul., 84.—Id., Octav., 100.)—

«

(Plut.. Poplic, ».—Dionvs. Hal., v., 17.1-26. (Cic, De Ont
ii., 11.—Suet., Jul., 26.—Id.. Cal., 10.)
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flie Iwelve Tables, was obliged to oc outside the

city.'

The Romans in the most ancient times buried

their dead,' though they also early adopted, to some
extent, the custom of burning, which is mentioned
in the Twelve Tables.* Burning, however, does

not appear to have become general till the later

times of the Republic ; Marius was buried, and
Sulla was the first of the Cornelian gens whose
body was burned.* Under the Empire burning was
almost universally practised, but was gradually dis-

continued as Christianity spread,* so that it had
fallen into disuse in the fourth century.' Persons
struck by lightning were not burned, but buried on
the spot, which was called Bidental, and was con-

sidered sacred. (Vid. Bidental.) Children, also,

who had not cut their teeth, were not burned, but

buried in a place called Suggrundarium.'' Those
who were buried were placed in a coffin {area or

loculus), which was frequently made of stone," and
sometimes of the Assian stone, which came from
Assos in Troas, and which consumed all the body,

with the exception of the teeth, in 40 days,' whence
it was called Sarcophagus. This name was in

course of time applied to any kind of coffin or tomb.'"

The corpse was burned on a pile of wood {pyra

or rogus). Servius" thus defines the difference

between pi/ra and rogus : " Pyra est lignorum con-

geries ; rogus, cumjam ardere cceperit, dicitur." This
pile was built in the form of an altar, with four equal

Bides, whence we find it called ara sepulcri^* and
funeris ara}^ The sides of the pile were, according
to the Twelve Tables, to be left rough and unpolish-

ed,'* but were frequently covered with dark leaves.'*

Cypress-trees were sometimes placed before the

pile." On the top of the pile the corpse was placed,

vith the couch on which it had been carried," and
he nearest relative then set fire to the pile with his

ace turned away. {Vid. Fax.) When the flames

began to rise, various perfumes were thrown into

the fire (called by Cicero'* sumptuosa respersio),

though this practice was forbidden by the Twelve
Tables ; cups of oil, ornaments, clothes, dishes of

food, and other things, which were supposed to be
agreeable to the deceased, were also thrown upon
the flames."

The place where a person was burned was called

Busium if he was afterward buried on the same
spot (vid. Bustum), and Ustrina or Uslrinum if he
was buried at a different place. Persons of proper-

ty frequently set apart a space, surrounded by a
wall, near their sepulchres, for the purpose of burn-

ing the dead ; but those who could not afford the

space appear to have sometimes placed the funeral

pyre against the monuments of others, which was
frequently forbidden in inscriptions on monuments
{Huic monumento ustrinum applicari non licet'").

If the deceased was an emperor or an illustrious

general, the soldiers marched (decurrebant) three
times round the pile,*' which custom was observed
annually at a monument built by the soldiers in hon-
our of Drusus.** Sometimes animals were slaugh-
tered at the pile, and in ancient times captives
and slaves, since the Manes were supposed to be

1. (Cic, De Leg., ii., 23.)—2. (Plin., H. N., vii., 55.)—3.
(Hie, 1. c.)—4. (Cic, lb., ii., 22.)—5. (Minuc. Felix, p. 327, ed.
Guzel, 1672.)—6. (Macrob., vii., 7.)—7. (Plin., H. N., vii., 15.—
Juv., XV., 140.—Fulgent., De prise, serm.,7.)— 8. (Val. Max., i.,

1. 6 12.—Aurel. Vict., De Vir. lUustr., 42.)—9. (Plin., H. N , ii

98 , ixxvi., 27.)— 10. (Juv., x., 172.—Dig-. 34. tit. 1, s. 18, () 5.—
Orelli, Inscr., No. W4, 4432, 4554.)— 11. (ad Virg., ^n xi
185.)—12. (Virg., ^n., vi., 177.)— 13. (Ovid, Trist., III., xiii.,

21.)—14. (Cic, De Leg., ii., 23.)—15. (Virg., ^n., vi., 215.i—
16. (Virg. et Ovid, 1. c— Sil. Ital., x., 535.)—17. (Tibull., L,'i
61.)— 18. (1. c)— 19. (Virg., JEn., vi., 225.—Stat., Theb., vi.,

225.—Stat., Theb., vi., 12fi.—Lucan., ix.. 175.)—20. (Gruter,
755, 4; 656, 3.—OreUi, 4384, 43a'i.)—21. (Virg., JEn., xi., 188.
•^Tac t., Ann., li., 7.)—22. (Suet Claud., 1.)
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fond of blood ; but afterward gladiators, called Bus-
tuarii, were hired to fight round the burning pile.

(Vid. Bustum.)
When the pile was burned down, the embers

were soaked with wine, and the bones and ashes
of the deceased were gathered by the nearest rela-

tives,' who sprinkled them with perfumes, and
placed them in a vessel called urna* which was
made of various materials, according to the cir-

cumstances of individuals. Most of the funeral
urns in the British Museum are made of marble, al-

abaster, or baked clay. They are of various shaper
but most commonly square or round ; and upon
them there is usually an inscription or epitaph (tit-

ulus or epitaphium), beginning with the letters D.
M. S. or only D. M., that is, Dis Manibus Sacrum,
followed by the name of the deceased, with the
length of his life, &c., and also by the name of the
person who had the urn made.. The following ex-
amples, taken from urns in the British Museum,
will give a general knowledge of such inscriptions.

The first is to Serullia Zosimenes, who lived ?6
years, and is dedicated by her son Prosdecius :

D. M.
SERVLLIi« ZOSIMENI
QvjE VIXIT ANN. XXVI.

Bene meren. fecit
Prosdecivs Filivs.

The next is an inscription to Licinius Successus,
who lived 13 years, one month, and 19 days, by his
most unhappy parents, Comicus and Auriola :

Dis. Max.
comicvs. et

AVRIOLA. PaRENTES
Infelicissimi

LiciNio Svccesso.
V. A. XIII. M. I. D. XIX.

The following woodcut is a representation of a
sepulchral urn in the British Museum. It is of an
upright rectangular form, richly ornamented with
foliage, and supported at the sides by pilasters. It

is erected to the memory of Cossutia Prima. Its

height is twenty-one inches, and its width, at the
base, fourteen inches six eighths. Below the in-

scription an infant genius is represented drivin| a
car drawn by four horses.

1. (Virg., JEn., vi., 226-228.—Tibull., L, iii., e —Id., IIL, ii,,

10.—Suet., Octav., 100.)—2. (Ovid, Ati., iii., ix., J9.
—"• FenuiB

urna:" Tacit., Ann., iii., 1.)
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After the bones and ashes of the deceased had

been placed in the urn, the persons present were

thrice sprinkled by a priest with pure water from a

iJrsnoh of olive or laurel for the purpose of purifica-

tion ;^ after which they were dismissed by the pra-

fica, or some other person, by the solemn word / li-

cet, that is, ire licet.^ At their departure they were

accustomed to bid farewell to the deceased by pro-

nouncing the word Vale*

The urns were placed in sepulchres, which, as al-

ready stated, were outside the city, though in a few

cases we read of the dead being buried within the

city. Thus Valerius, Publicola, Tubertus, and Fa-

bricius were buried in the city ; which right their

descendants also possessed, but did not use.* The
vestal virgins and the emperors were buried in the

city, according to Servius,* because they were not

bound by the laws. By a rescript of Hadrian, those

who buried a person in the city were liable to a

penalty of 40 aurei, which was to be paid to the fis-

cus ; and the spot where the burial had taken place

was confiscated.* The practice was also forbidden

by Antoninus Pius^ and Theodosius !!.•

The verb sepelire, like the Greek i)«t7rrciv, was
applied to every mode of disposing of the dead,*

and sepulcrum signified any kind of tomb in which
the body or bones of a man were placed {Sepul-

crum est, ubi corpus ossave hominis condita sunt^').

The term humare was originally used for burial in

the earth,*' but was afterward applied, like sepelire,

to any mode of disposing of the dead ; since it ap-

pears to have been the custom, after the body was
burned, to throw some earth upon the bones."

The places for burial were either public or pri-

vate. The public places of burial were of two
kinds ; one for illustrious citizens, who were buried

at the public expense, and the other for poor citi-

zens, who could not aflbrd to purchase ground for

the purpose. The former was in the Campus Mar-
tius, which was ornamented with the tombs of the

illustrious dead (rid. Campos Martius), and in the

Campus Esquilinus ;" the latter was also in the

Campus Esquilinus, and consisted of small pits or

caverns, called puticuli or puticulce ,-'* but as this

place rendered the neighbourhood unhealthy, it was
given to Maecenas, who converted it into gardens,

and built a magnificent house upon it. Private pla-

ces for burial were usually by the sides of the roads

leading to Rome; and on some of these roads, such
as the Via Appia, the tombs formed an almost un-

interrupted street for many miles from the gates of

the city. They were frequently built by individuals

during their lifetime ;** thus Augustus, in his sixth

consulship, built the Mausoleum for his sepulchre

between the Via Flaminia and the Tiber, and plant-

ed round it woods and walks for public use.** The

heirs were often ordered by the will of the deceased
to build a tomb for him ;* and they sometimes did

it at their own expense {de suo), which is not un-
frequently recorded in the inscription on funeral
monuments, as in the following example taken from
an urn in the British Museum :

Diis Manibvs
L. LePIDI EPAPHRiB

Patris Optimi
L. Lepidivs
Maximvs F.

De. Svo.

Sepulchres were originally called busta,* but tnis

word was afterward employed in the manner men-
tioned under Bustum. Sepulchres were also fre-

quently called Monumenta,* but this term was also
applied to a monument erected to the memory of a
person in a different place from where he was bu-
ried.* Conditoria or conditiva were sepulchres un-
der ground, in which dead bodies were placed en-
tire, in contradistinction to those sepulchres which
contained the bones and ashes only. They an-
swered to the Greek vKoyeiov or virSyacov. (Vid.

CONDITORIUM.)
The tombs of the rich were commonly built ot

marble, and the ground enclosed with an iron railing

or wall, and planted round with trees.* The extent,

of the burying-ground was marked by Cippi. ( Vid-

Cippus.) The name of Mausoleum, which was ori-

ginally the name of the magnificent sepulchre erect-

ed by Artemisia to the memory of Mausolus, king
of Caria,* was sometimes given to any splendid
tomb.^ The open space before a sepulchre was
called forum (vid. Forum), and neither this space
nor the sepulchre itself could become the property
of a person by usucapion.*

Private tombs were either built by an individual

for himself and the members of his family (sepulcra

familiaria), or for himself and his heirs {scpulera

hereditaria*). A tomb which was fitted up with
niches to receive the funeral urns was called co-

lumbarium, on account of the resemblance of these
niches to the holes of a pigeon-house. In these
tombs the ashes of the freedmen and slaves of great
families were frequently placed in vessels made of
baked clay, called ollce, which were let into the
thickness of the wall within these niches, the lid«

only being seen, and the inscriptions placed in front

A representation of a columbarium is given on page
288.

Tombs were of various sizes and forms, accord-
ing to the wealth and taste of the owner. Th'- fol-

lowing woodcut, which represents part of the street

of tombs at Pompeii, is taken from Mazois, Pom-
peiana, part i., pi. 18.

All these tombs were raised on a platform of ma-
sonry above the level of the footway. The first

building on the right hand is a funeral triclinium,

which presents to the street a plain front about
twenty feet in length. The next is the family tomb

1. (Virg., JEn., vi., 229.—Serv., ad loc.)—2. (Serv., 1. c.)—3.
(Serv., 1. c.)—4. (Cic, De Le^., ii., 23.)—5. (ad Virg., JEn., xi.,

205.)—6. (Dig. 47, tit. 12, s. 3, (f
5.)—7. (Capitol., Anton. Pius,

12.)--8. (Cod. Theod., 9, tit. 17, s. 6.)—9. (Plin., H. N., vii., 55.)
—10. (Dig. 11, tit. 7, s. 2, 1) 5.—Compare 47, tit. 12, s. 3, 1) 2.)—
11. (Plin.. 1. c.)— 12. (Cic. De Leg., ii., 23.)—13. (Cic, Phil.,

ix., 7.)— 14. (Varro, De Ling. L*t., r., S5, ed. MflUer.—Festus,
i. v.—Hor., Sat., I., viii., 10,)—18. (S«MC., De Brev. Vit.. 20.)
">-i« (Suet.. Octav., 100.)

of Naevoleia Tyche ; it consists of a square build

ing, containing a small chamber, and from the lev(;l

of the outer wall steps rise, which support a marble
cippus richly ornamented. The burial-ground of

Nestacidius follows next, which is surrounded by a

low wall ; next to which comes a monument erect-

ed to the memory of C. Calventius Quietus. The

1. (Hot., Sat., II., iii., 84.—Id. ib., v., 105.-Plin., Ep., n.,

10.)—2. (Festns, s. v. Sepulcrum.)—3. (Cic. ad Fam., iv., 12, fft.

—Ovid, Met., xiii., ti4.)—4. (Festus, s. v.—Cic, Pro Sext., 67.)

—5. (Cic. ad Fam., iv., 12, (> 3.—Tibull., III., ii., 22.—Soet,
Ner., 33, 50.—Martial, i., 89.)—6. (Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 4, 4 •.

—Cell., X., 18.)—7. (Suet., Octav., 100.—Paus., viii., I«,t3.>-.
8. (Cic, De Leg., ii., 24.)—9. (Diy. 11, tit 7, ».3.)
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building is solid, and was not, therefore, a place of

burial, but only an honorary tomb. The wall in

front is scarcely four feet high, from which three

steps lead up to a cippus. The back rises into a

pediment ; and the extreme height of the whole
from the footway is about seventeen feet. An un-

occupied space intervenes between this tomb and
the next, which bears no inscription. The last

building on the left is the tomb of Scaurus, which
is ornamented with bas-reliefs representing gladia-

torial combats and the hunting of wild beasts.

The tombs of the Romans were ornamented in

various ways, but they seldom represented death in

a direct manner.^ A horse's head was one of the

most common representations of death, as it signi-

fied departure ; but we rarely meet with skeletons

uijon tombs. The following woodcut, however,

which is taken from a bas-relief upon one of the

tombs of Pompeii, represents the skeleton of a child

lying on a heap of stones. The dress of the fe-

male, who is stooping over it, is remarkable, and is

still preserved, according to Mazois, in the country

around Sora.*

A sepulchre, or any place in which a person was
buried, was religiosus ; all things which were left

or belonged to the Dii Manes were religiosa; those

consecrated to the Dii Superi were called Sacra.'

Even the place in which a slave was buried was
considered religiosus.* Whoever violated a sepul-

chre was subject to an action termed sepulcri vio-

lati actio.^ Those who removed the bodies or bones

from the sepulchre were punished by death, or de-

portatio in insulam, according to their rank ; if the

sepulchre was violated in any other way, they were
punished by deportatio, or condemnation to the

mines.* The title in the Digest," " De Religiosis et

Sumtibus Funerum" &c., also contains much curi-

ous information on the subject, and is well worth
perusal.

After the bones had been placed in the urn at the

funeral, the friends returned home. They then un-

derwent a farther purification called svffilio, which
consisted in being sprinkled with water and step-

ping over a fire.* The house itself was also swept
with a certain kind of broom, which sweeping or

purification was called exvcna, and the person who
did it everriaior.^ The Denicales Feriet were also

days set apart for the purification of the family.**

The mourning and solemnities connected with the

dead lasted for nine days after the funeral, at the

end of which time a sacrifice was performed called

Noveiiiiale}^

A feast was given in honour of the dead, but it is

uncertain on what day ; it sometimes appears to

1. (MUUer, Archseol. der Kunst, ^ 431.—Lessing, "Wie die

Alten den Tod gel»ildet haben ?")—2. {Mazois, Pomp., i., pi. 29.)

—8. (Gaius, ii..4,6.)^. (Dig. II, tit. 7,8. 2.)—5. (Dig. 47, tit.

11—Compare Cic, Tusc, i., 12.—Cic, De Leg., ii., 22.)—6.

iPig. 47, tit. 12, g. 11.)—7. (11, tit. 7.)—fi. (Festus, s. v. "Aqua
et Imi.")—9. (Festus, s. v.)—10. (Festus, s. v.—Cic, De Leg.,

li., 22.)- -11. (Porphyr. ad Horat., Epod., xvii., 48.)
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have been given at the time of the funeral, some-
times on the Novendiale, and sometimes later.

The name of Silicernium was given to this feast,'

of which the etymology is unknown. Among the
tombs at Pompeii there is a funeral triclinium for

the celebration of these feasts, which is represented
in the annexed woodcut.* It is open to the sky,
and the walls are ornamented by paintings of ani-

mals in the centre of compartments; ivhich have
borders of flowers. The triclinium is made of stone,
with a pedestal in the centre to receive the table.

After the funeral of great men, there was, in ad-

dition to the feast for the friends of the deceased, a

distribution of raw meat to the people, called Vis-

ceratio,' and sometimes a public banquet.* Combats
of gladiators and other games were also frequently

exhibited in honour of the deceased. Thus, at the

funeral of P. Licinius Crassus, who had been pon-
tifex maximus, raw meat was distributed to the

people, a hundred and twenty gladiators fought, and
funeral games were celebrated for three days, at

the end of which a public banquet was given in the

Forum.* Public feasts and funeral games were
sometimes given on the anniversary of funerals.

Faustus, the son of Sulla, exhibited in honour of
his father a show of gladiators several years after

his death, and gave a feast to the people, according
to his father's testament.* At all banquets in hon-
our of the dead, the guests were dressed in white.'

The Romans, like the Greeks, were accustomed
to visit the tombs of their relatives at certain peri-

ods, and to offer to them sacrifices and various gifts,

which were called Inferia and Parentalia. The
Romans appear to have regarded the Manes or de-

parted souls of their ancestors as gods, whence
arose the practice of presenting to them oblations,

which consisted of victims, wine, milk, garlands of

flowers, and other things." The tombs were some-
times illuminated on these occasions with lamps.*

In the latter end of the month of February there

was a festival, called Feralia, in which the Romans
were accustomedHo carry food to the sepulchres

for the use of the dead.'*

The Romans, like ourselves, were accustomed to

wear mourning for their deceased friends, which
appears to have been black, under the Republic, for

both sexes. Under the Empire, the men continued

to wear black in mourning,'' but the women wore
white.'* They laid aside all kinds of ornaments,'*

and did not cut either their hair or beard.'* Men ap-

pear to have usually worn their mourning for only a
few days," but women for a year when they lost a
husband or parent.'*

In a public mourning on account of some signal

calamity, as, for instance, the loss of a battle or the

death of an emperor, there was a total cessation

from business, called Justitium, which was usually

ordained by public appointment. During this period

1. (Festus, s. V.)—2. (Mazois, Pomp., i., pi. xx.)—3. (Liv,TTi!.,

22.)— 4. (Suet., Jul., 26.) — 5. (Liv., xxxix., 46.) — 6. (Dion

Cass., xxxvii., 51.—Cic, Pro Sull., 19.)—7. (Cic, c Vatin., 13.)

—8. (Virg., JEn., v., 77.—Id. ib., ix., 215.—Id. ib., x., 519.—

Tacit., Hist., ii., 95. — Suet., Cal., 15— Id., Ner., 57.—Cic,
Phil., i., 6.)—9. (Dig. 40, tit 4, s. 44.)—10. (Festus, b. v.—
Varro, De Ling. Lat., vi., 13.—Ovid, Fast., ii., 565-570.—Cic
ad Att., viii., 14.)—11. (Juv., x., 245.)—12. (Herodian, iv., S.)—

13. (Herodian, 1. c—Terent., Heaut., II., iii., 47.>—14. (Snet.,

Jul., 67.—Id., Octav., 23.—Id., Cal., 24.)—15. (Dion Cast., W.
43.)—16. (Ovid, Fast., iii., 134.—Senec, Eoist., 63.—Id.. Co»
sol. ad Helv. 16 i
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'tB courts of justice did not sit, the shops wcio
shut, and the soldiers freed from military duties.*

In a public mourning the senators did not wear the

latus clavus and their rings,' nor the magistrates

their badges of office.*

FUIICA, which properly means a fork, was also

the name of an instrument of punishment. It was
a piece of wood in the form of the letter A, which
was placed upon the shoulders of the offender,

whose hands were tied to it. Slaves were frequent-

ly punished in this M'ay, and were obliged to carry

about the furca wherever they went ; whence the

appellation of furcifer was applied to a man as a

term of reproach.* The furca was used in the an-

cient mode of capital punishment among the Ro-
mans : the criminal was tied to it, and then scourged
to death. The palibulum was also an instrument

of punishment, resembling the furca ; it appears to

have been in the form of the letter 11.^ Both the

liirca and patibulum were also employed as crosses,

to which criminals appear to have been nailed (in

furca suspenders^).
' FURIO'SUS. (Viu. CoRATOR, p. 329.)

FURNUS. (Vid Fornax, PisTOR.)

FUROR. (Vid. Clrator, p. 329.)

FURTI ACTIO. {Vid. FuRTVM.)
FURTUM, '• ttieft," is one of the four kinds of

delicts which were the foundation of obligations

;

h is also called, in a sense, "crimen." {Vid. Cri-

men.) Movable things only could be the objects of
furtum ; for the fraudulent handling {contrectatio

fraudulosa) of a thmg against the owner's consent
was furtum, and contrectatio is defined to be " loco

movere." But a man might commit theft without
carrying off another person's property. Thus it was
furtum to use a thing deposited {deposilum). It was
riso furtum to use a thing which had been lent for

use, in a way different from that which the lender

had agreed to ; but with this qualification, that the

borrower must believe that he was doing it against

ihe owner's consent, and that the owner would not

consent to such use if he was aware of it ; for dolus

malus was an essential ingredient in furtum. Ac-
cordingly, both dolus malus on the part of the per-

son charged with furtum, and the want of consent
on the part of the owner of the thing, were neces-

sary to constitute furtum. Another requisite of

furtum' is the " lucri faciendi gratia," the intention

of appropriating another person's property. This
was otherwise expressed by saying that furtum
consisted in the intention {furtum ex affeclu consis-

tit). It was not necessary, in order to constitute

furtum, that the thief should know whose property

the thing was. A person who was in the power of

another, and a wife in manu, might be the objects

of furtum. A debtor might commit furtum by ta-

king a thing which he had given as a pledge {pignori)

to a creditor, or by taking his property when in

the possession of a bona fide possessor. Thus there

might be furtum of a thing itself, of the use of it,

and of the possession.

A person might commit furtum by aiding in a fur-

tum, as if a man should jostle you in order to give

another the opportunity of taking your money ; or

drive away your sheep or cattle in order that an-

other might get possession of them : but if it were
done merely in a sportive way, and not with a view
of aiding in a theft, it was not furtum, though per-

1. (Tacit., Ann., i., 16.—Id. ib., ii., 82.—Lir., ix., 7.—Suet.,
Oal., S4.)—2 (Liv., ix., ".)—3. (Tacit., Ann., iji., 4.—Meursius,
de Funere.—Stackelherg, " Die Grtber der Hellcnen," Bed.,
1837.—Kirchmann, " De Funeribus Romanis."—Becker, Chari-
kles, vol. ii., p. 166-210.—Callus, vol. ii., p. 271-301.)—4. (Do-
nat. ad Ter., Andr., HI., v., 12.— Plut., Coriol., 24. — Plant.,

Cas., II., vi., 37.) — 5. (Cic. in Vatin., 6.) — 6. (Liv., i., 26.—
Suet., Ner., 49.)—7. (Plaut., Mil., II., iv., 7.—Id., Mostell.,
I., i., 53.)—8. (Dig. 48, tit. 13, s. 6 ; tit. 19, «. 98, M3 , s. 38.

•-Vid. Lipsiug, De Cmce.)—9. (Dig 47, tit. 8, «. 1.)

haps there might be in such case an a<Hio uUlia
under the lex Aquilia, which »ave such an action
even in the ..ase of culpa. {Vid. Damnum.)
Furtum was either manifestum or nee manifest-

um. It was clearly manifestum when the person
was caught in the act ; but in various other cases
there was a difference of opinion as to whether the
furtum was manifestum or not. Some were oi

opinion that it was furtum manifestum so long *
the thief was engaged in carrying the thing to the
place to which he designed to carry it ; and others
maintained that it was furtum manifestum if the
thief was ever found with the stolen thing in his

possession. That which was not manifestum was
ncc manifestum. Furtum conceptum and oblatuni
were not species of theft, but species of action. It

was called conceptum furtum when a stolen thing
was sought and found, in the presence of witness
es, in the possession of a person, who, though he
might not be the thief, was liable to an action
called furti concepti. If a man gave you a stolen

thing, in order that it might be found {r.onciperetur)

in your possession rather than his, this was called

furtum oblatum, and you had an action furti

oblati against him, even if he was not the thief.

There was also the action prohibit! furti against

him who prevented a person from searching for a
stolen thing {furtum); for the word furtum signifies

both the act of theft and the thing stolen.

The punishment for furtum manifestum by the

law of the Twelve Tables was capitalis, that is, it

affected the person's caput : a freeman who had
committed theft was flogged and consigned {addictus)

to the injured person ; but whether the thief became
a slave in consequence of this addictio, or an adju-

dicatus, was a matter in dispute among the ancient
Romans. The edict subsequently changed the pen-
alty into an actio quadrupli, both in the case of a
slave and a freeman. The penalty of the Twelve
Tables, in the case of a furtum nee manifestum,
was duplum, and this was retained in the edict : in

the case of the conceptum and oblatum it was trip-

lum, and this also was retained in the edict. In the
case of prohibitum, the penalty was quadruplum,
according to the provisions of the edict ; for the law
of the Twelve Tables had affixed no penalty in this

case, but merely enacted that if a man would search
for stolen property, he must be naked all but a cloth

round his middle, and must hold a dish in his hand.
If he found anything, it was furtum manifestum.
The absurdity of the law, says Gaius, is apparent

:

for if a man would not let a person search in hi>

ordinary dress, much less would he allow Iiin* ti

search undressed, when the penalty would be si

much more severe if anything was found.*

The actio furti was given to all persons who har'

an interest in the preservation of the thing bt'Oic*

{cujus interest rem snlvam esse), and the owner oi

a thing, therefore, had not necessarily this action

A creditor might have this action even against th<

owner of a thing pledged, if the owner was the

thief. A person to whom a thing was dehvereii

(bailed) in order to work upon it, as in the case of
clothes given to a tailor to mend, could bring this

action, and not the owner, for the owner had an
action {locati) against the tailor. But if the tailor

was not a responsible person, the owner had hia

action against the thief, for in such case the owner
had an interest in the preservation of the thing.

The rule was the same in a case of commodatuni
{vid. Commodatum) ; but in a case of deposilum,

the depositee was under no obligation for the salie

custody of the thing {custodiam prastare), and he
was under no liability except in the case of dolus ;

1. (Compare Grimm, Von der Poesie im Recht, Zeitactuaft

u.,.91.)
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if then the deposited thing was stolen, the owner
alone had the actio furti.

An impubes might commit theft {oUigatur crimine

furti) if he was bordering on the age of puberty,

and, consequently, of sufficient capacity to under-

stand what he was doing. If a person who was in

the power of another committed furtum, the actio

furti was against the latter.

The right of action died with the offending per-

son. If a peregrinus committed furtum, he was
made liable to an action by the fiction of his being

a Roman citizen ;* and by the same fiction he had
a right of action if his property was stolen.

He who took the property of another by force was
guilty of theft, inasmuch as he took it against the

will of the owner ; but in the case of this delict, the

?raetor gave a special action vi bonorum raptorum.

"he origin of the action vi bonorum raptorum is re-

ferred by Cicero to the time of the civil wars, when
men had become accustomed to acts of violence

and to the use of arms against one another. Ac-
cordingly, the edict was originally directed against

those who, with bodies of armed men {hominibus

armatis coactisque), did injury to the property of

another or carried it off {quid aut rapuerint aut dam-
ni dedcrini). With the establishment of order under
the Empire the prohibition against the use of arms
was less needed, and the word armatis is not con-

tained in the edict as cited in the Digest.* The
application of the edict would, however, have still

been very limited, if it had been confined to cases

where numbers were engaged in the violence or

robbery ; and, accordingly, the jurists discovered

that the edict, when properly understood, applied

also to the case of a single person committing dam-
num or carrying off property. Originally the edict

comprehended both damnum and bona rapta, and,

ndeed, damnum effected vi hominibus armatis co-

actisque was that kind of violence to the repression

5f which the edict was at first mainly directed.

Under the Empire the reasons for this part of the

edict ceased, and thus we see that in Ulpian's time
the action was simply called " vi bonorum rapto-

rum." In the Institutes and Code the action applies

to robbery only, and there is no trace of the other

part of the edict. This instructive illustration of
the gradual adaptation, even of the edictal law, to

circumstances, is given by Savigny,' who has also

given the masterly emendation of Dig. 47, tit. 8, s.

i, <J 7, by Heise.

Besides the actio Airti, the owner of the thing

nad a personal action :or the recovery of the stolen

thing (rei persecuno) or its value {condiclio furtiva)

against a thief and his heredes, as well as the rei

vindicatio, the reason of which is given by Gains.*

Infamia was a consequence of condemnation in the
actio furti.

The strictness of the old law in the case of ac-

tions of theft was gradually modified, as already
shown. By the law of the Twelve Tables, if theft

{furtum) was committed in the night, the thief, if

caught in the act, might be killed : and he might
also be killed in the daytime if he was caught in

the act, and defended himself with any kind of a
weapon {telum) ; if he did not so defend himself, he
was whipped, and became addictus if a freeman (as

above stated) ; and if a slave, he was whipped and
thrown down a precipice.

The following are peculiar kinds of actiones furti

:

1. Actio de tigno juncto, against a person who em-
.>loyed another person's timber in his building ; 2.

A.ctio arborum furtim caesarum, against a person
who secretly cut wood on another person's ground

;

1 (Oaius, iv., 37.)—2. (47, tit. 6.)—3. (Zeitschrift, v. " Ue-
Iwr Cicero pro Tullio und die Actio vi bonorum raptorum.")—4.

(i' , 4.)
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3. Actio furti adversus nautas et caup<'nes, againtf
nautae and caupones {vid. Exeroitor), -"vho were li-

able for the acts of the men in their employment.
There were two cases in which a bona fide pos-

sessor of another person's property could not obtain
the ownership by usucapion ; and one of them wat
the case of a res furtiva, which was provided for it>

the Twelve Tables.

(Gains, iii., 183-209.—Gellius, xi., 18.— Dig. 47
tit. 2.—^Inst. 4, tit. 1.— Dirksen, Uebersicht, &c., p .

564-594.— Heinec, Syntag., ed. Haubold.—Rein.,
Das Rom. Recht., p. 345.— Rosshirt, Grundlinien,
&c.—^MarezoU, Lehrbuch, &c.)
FU'SCINA {rpiaiva), a Trident ; more commonly

called tridens, meaning tridens stimulus, because it

was originally a three-pronged goad, used to incite

horses to greater swiftness. Neptune was supposed
to be armed with it when he drove his chariot, and
it thus became his usual attribute, perhaps with an
allusion, also, to the use of the same instrument in

harpooning fish. (See woodcuts, p. 187, 245.)*

With it {trifida cuspide*) he was said to have broken
a passage through the mountains of Thessaly for

the river Peneus. The trident was also attributed

.to Nereus' and to the Tritons.*

In the contests of gladiators, the Retiarius was
armed with a trident.*

FUSTUA'RIUM {^vXoKonia) was a capital pun-
ishment inflicted upon Roman soldiers for deser-
tion, theft, and similar crimes. It was administer-

ed in the following manner : When a soldier was
condemned, the tribune touched him slightly with a
stick, upon which all the soldiers of the legion fell

upon him with sticks and stones, and generally kill-

ed him upon the spot. If, however, he escaped, for

he was allowed to fly, he could not return to his na-
tive country, nor did any of his relatives dare to re-

ceive him into their houses.* This punishment
continued to be inflicted in the later times of Ihfi

Republic,^ and under the Empire.*
Different from the fustuarium was the animad-

versio fustium, which was a corporeal punishment
inflicted under the emperors upon freemen, but only
those of the lower orders {tenuiores^). It was a
less severe punishment than the flogging with fla-

gella, which punishment was confined to slaves."
{Vid. Flagrum.)
FUSUS {uTpoKTog), the Spindle, was always,

when in use, accompanied by the distaff {colus, ijla-

KUTti), as an indispensable part of the same appa-
ratus." The wool, flax, or other material having
been prepared for spinsing, and having sometimes
been dyed {io6v£(j>eg elpoc exovaa^*), was rolled into a
ball {toIvttti, glomus^'), which was, however, suflS-

ciently loose to allow the fibres to be easily drawn
out by the hand of the spinner. The upper part of
the distaff was then inserted into this mass of flax

or wool {coins comta^*), and the lower part was held

under the left arm in such a position as was most
convenient for conducting the operation . The fibres

were drawn out, and, at the same time, spirally

twisted, chiefly by the use of the fore finger and
thumb of the right hand {SoktiiXolc Ulcoe ;" pollice

docto^^) ; and the thread {filum, stamen, vjjfia) so pro-

duced was wound upon the spindle until the quan-
tity was as great as it would carry.

1. (Horn., II., xii., 27.—Od., iv., 506.— lb., v., 292.— Viry..

Georg., i., 13. — Id., JEn., i., 138, 14i—lb., ii., 610. — Cic, D«
Nat. Deor., i., 36.—Philostr., Imag., ii., 14.)- 2. (Claud., De
Rap. Pros., ii., 179.)—3. (Virg., ^n., ii., 418.)—4. (Accius, ap.

Cic, De Nat. Deor., ii., 35.—Mart., i., 26, 3.)—5. (Juv., ii., 148.

—lb., viii., 203.—Vid. Gladiator.)-6. (Polyb., vi., 37.—Com-
pare Liv., v., 6.)—7. (Cic, Phil., iii., 6.)—8. (Tacit., Ann., iii.,

21.)—9. (Dig. 48, tit. 19, s. 28, I) 2.)— 10. (Dig. 48, tit. 19, s. 10.,

47, tit. 10, s. 45.)—11. (Ovid, Met., iv., 220-229.) — 12. (IIoraM

Od., iv., 135.)— 13. (Hor., Epist., i, 13, 14.—Ovid, Met., vi., 19.)

—14. (Plin., H. N., viii., 74.)—15 (Eurip., Crest., 1414.)— M.
(Cikud., De Prob. Cons., 177.)
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The spindle was a stick ten or twelve inches

long, having at the top a slit or catch {dens, uyKta-

rpov], in which the thread was fixed, so that the

weight of the spindle might continually carry down
the thread as it was formed. Its lower extremity

was inserted into a small wheel, called the whorl
(vorticellum), made of wood, stone, or metal (see

woodcut), the use of which was to keep the spindle

more steady, and to promote its rotation : for the

tipinner, who was commonly a female, every now
and then twirled round the spindle with her right

hnnd,' so as to twist the thread still more complete-

ly ; and whenever, by its continual prolongation, it

let dowr the spindle to the ground, she took it out

of the sl.t, wound it upon the spindle, and, having
replaced it in the slit, drew out and twisted another

len{;th. All these circumstances are mentioned in

detail by Catullus.' The accompanying woodcut is

taken from a series of bas-reliefs representing the

urts of Minerva upon a frieze of the Forum Palladium
at Rome. It shows the operation of spinning at

the noment when the woman has drawn out a suf-

ficient length of yarn to twist it by whirling the
spindle with her right thumb and fore finger, and
previously to the act of taking it out of the slit to

wind it upon tlie bobbin {k^viov) already formed.

The disialT was about three times the length of

he spindle, strong and thick in proportion, com-

.tionly cither a stick or a reed, with an expansion

near the top for holding the ball. It was sometimes

of richer materials, and ornamented. Theocritus

has left a poem^" written on sending an ivory distaff

to the wife of a friend. Golden spindles were sent

as presents to ladies of iiigh rank ;* and a golden

distaff is attributed by Homer and Pindar to god-

desses, and other females of remarkable dignity, who
are called ;^pt)(Tj?X«/caTot.

It was usual to have a basket to hold the distaff

and spindle, witii the balls of wool prepared for

spinning, and the bobbins already spun.* ( Vid. Ca-

LATHU8.)
In the rural districts of Italy, women were forbid-

den to spin when they were travelling on foot, the

act being considered of evil omen.* The distaff

and spindle, with the wool and thread upon them,

were carried in bridal processions ; and, without the

wool and thread, they were often suspended by fe-

males as offerings of religious gratitude, especially

in old age, or on relinquishing the constant use of

them.^ {Vid. DoNABiA, p. 376.) They were most

frequently dedicated to Pallas, the patroness of

spinning, and of the arts connected with it. This

goddess was herself rudely sculptured with a distaff

and spindle in the Trojan Palladium.* They were

I. (Herod., Y., 12.—Ovid, Met., ri., 22.)—2. (Uiv., 305-319)

-3. (Idyll., xiviii.)— 4. (Homer, Od., iv., 131. — Uerod., iv.,

162.)~5. (Brunck, Anal., ii., 12.— Ovid, Met., iv., 10.)— 6.

(PUn., H. N., ixviii., 5 ) —7. (Plin., H. N., viii., 74.)—8. (Apol-

lod.. ill., 12, 3.)

N M K

also exhibited in the representations of the three

Fates, who were conceived, by their spinning, to

determine the life of every man ; and, at the same
time, by singing, as females usually did while they

sat together at their work, to predict his future lot.*

G.

GABINUS CINCTUS. {Vid. Toga.)
G.'ESUM (yoiffof), a term probably of Celtic orv

gin, denoting a kind of javelin which was used by
the Gauls wherever their ramifications extended •

Hody, in order to prove the comparatively late date

of the Septuagint version of the book of Joshua, in

which this word occurs,' has proved that it was not

known to the Romans, Greeks, or Egyptians until

some time after the death of Ptolemseus Lagi.* It

was a heavy weapon,* the shaft being as thick as a
man could grasp, and the iron head barbed, and of

an extraordinary length compared with the snaft.'

The Romans adopted the use of the gsesum from
the Iberians.^

GAGA'TES LAPIS {yayuTTi^ riBog), a specie*

of Fossil, supposed to have been the same with

the modern Jet. This last is si ill even called Gaga-
tes by some mineralogists, a name derived from the

river Gagas, in Lycia, about whose mouth this min-

eral was found.* " The Gagate," says Adams, " is

a fossil bituminous substance, containing carbon and
ethereal oil. Without doubt it is jet, which, in the

systems of modern mineralogists, is held to be a

variety of lignite. The Gagate is called 'Black
Amber' by Pliny ; and, in fact, it is nearly allied to

amber ; for, when rubbed for some time, it becomca
electric like amber."*
GAIUS. {Vid. Institutiones.)

GALACTI'TES LAPIS {yakaKTiTt]^ lieoi),

stone of an ashen colour, according to Dioscorides

sweet taste, and yielding a milky juice when tritura-

ted. Pliny makes it to have been of a milky col-

our, and to have been brought from the vicinity of

the Nile." (Fid. Galaxias )

GALAX'IAS LAPIS {yaka^iaq), a slnne of an
ashen colour, intersected sometimes with white and
red veins. " It may be gathered from Dioscorides

and Pliny," observes Dr. Moore,** " with the authors

cited in the notes of Hardouin, that galaxias, galacti-

tes, morochthus, maroxus, morochites, leucogaea,

leucographia, leucographis, and synophites, differed

in little except name, or were, in fact, varieties ofthe

same substance, which came either from the Nile

or the Acheloiis ; was ash-coloured, or greenish, or

leek-coloured, sometimes with red and white veins

;

was readily soluble ; and when rubbed on stone or

a rough garment, left a white mark ; besides which,

when dissolved, or when triturated in water, it ap-

pears to have resembled milk in colour and in taste.

Now minerals that answer the above description

tolerably well are Spanish chalk and certain other

varieties of steatite, which are found of the col-

ours indicated ; may be mixed with, and suspended
in, water, so as to give it a milky appearance, and

a smooth, sweetish taste ; and .which, moreover,

make a white mark when rubbed upon stone or

cloth."
,

*II., a name given by Galen to the Lamprey, ac
cording to Artedi.**

•GALBANUM. {Vid. Chalbane )

*GALE {yalfi), commonly thought to have been

the Mustela vulgaris, or Weasel. There are, how-

1. (Catull., 1. c.)—2. (Virg., JEn., viii., 662.—Caes., BelL

Gall., iii., 4.)—3. (ch. viii., v. 18.)—4. (De EibJ. Text., ii., 8.)—

5. (Festus, s. V. Gsesum.)—fi. (Polyb., vi., 21.)—7. (Athen.,Ti,

106.)—8. (Plin., H. N., xixvi., 34.—Moore's Anc. Minei».logy, p,

107.)—9. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—10. (Moore's Anc. Mia., p
100.)—11. (Anc. Min., p. 101.—DioMor., v., 152.—Plin., II. N
xxxvii., 59.)— 12. (Adams, Append., s. v.)
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ever, accoi ding to Adams, objections to this opin-

ion. The Putorius, or Foumart, is noticed by Isi-

dorus, but no mention of it occurs in the works
of the Greek authors now extant.'

GA'LEA (Kpdvog, poet. Kopvc, tt^Tit]^, a Helmet,
a Casque. The helmet was originally made of skin
or leather, whence is supposed to have arisen its

appellation kweti, meaning properly a helmet of dog-
skin, but applied to caps or helmets made of the
hide of other animals (javpeii], KTidtj],^ alydij,* ga-
lea lupina*), and even to those which were entirely

of bronze or iron (Tray^a/l/cof*). The leathern basis

of the helmet was also very commonly strengthened
and adorned by the addition of either bronze or
gold, which is expressed by such epithets as x<^^-

HVpvCt Evxd'^Kog, xP^'^^'i'V- Helmets which had a
metallic basis {Kpavrj xa^Ku*) were in Latin proper-

ly called cassides,'' although the terms galea and cas-

sis are often confounded. A casque (^cassis) found
at Pompeii is preserved in the collection at Good-
rich Court, Herefordshire.* The perforations for

the lining and exterior border are visible along its

edge. A side and a front view of it are presented
•< the annexed woodcut.

Two casques very like this were fished up from the

bed of the Alpheus, near Olympia, and are in the
possession of Mr. Hamilton.' Among the mate-
rials used for the lining of helmets were felt {nlXog^")

and sponge."
The helmet, especially that of skin or leather,

was sometimes a mere cap conformed to the shape
of the head, without either crest or any other orna-
ment (arpaTiOv re Kal u/lo^or*'). In this state it was
probably used in hunting (galea venatoria^^), and was
called KaraLTv^,^*' in Latin Cudo. The preceding
woodcut shows an example of it as worn by Dio-

mede in a small Greek bronze, which is also in the
collection at Goodrich Court." The additions by
which the external appearance of the helmet was
varied, and which served both for ornament and
protection, were the following

:

1. Bosses or plates, proceeding either from the
top (^aAof") or the sides, and varying in number
from one to four (a//^^0a/lof, di^dAof," reTpu^a^oi^^).

The (pd?i,og was often an emblematical figure, refer-

ring to the character of the wearer. Thus, in the

colossal statue of Minerva in the Parthenon at Ath-
ens, she bore a sphinx on the top of her helmet,
and a griffon on each side.''

2. The helmet thus adorned was very commonly
surmounted by the crest {crista, lo^og^"), which was
often of horsehair (iTr-irovpig Imrndaaeia ;*' Xocpuv ed-

eipai ;"^ hirsuta juba"), and made so as to look impo-
sing and terrible,** as well as handsome** (ei^o^of**).

In the Roman army the crest served not only for

ornament, but also to distinguish the different cen-
turions, each of whom wore a casque of a peculiar
form and appearance."

1. (AdaAs, Append., s. v.—Sprengel ad Dioscor., ii., 28.)—2.
(Ilom., II., X., 258, 335.)—3. (Od., xxiv., 230.—Herod., vii., 77.

—Compare Kpdvi^ BKVTtva : Xen., Anab., v., 4, 13.)—4. (Propert.,

iv., 11, 19.)—5. (Od., xviii., 377.)—6. (Xen., Anab., i., 2. 16.)—
7 (hid., Orig., xviii., 14.—Tacit., Germ., 6.—Caesar, B. G., iii.,

46.)—8. (Skelton, En^aved Illust., i., pi. 44.)— 9. (Dodwell,
T;nr, ii., p. 330.)— 10. (Horn., 11., x., 265.)—11. (Aristot., H.
A., ., 16.)—12. (11., X., 258.)—13. (C. Nop., Uat., iii., 2.) —14.
(Horn., a., 1. c.)— 15. (Skelton, 1. c.)—16. (Horn., 11., iii., 362.)
—17. (Horn., II., v., 743.—Id. ib., xi., 41.—Eustath., ad loc.)—
18. (II., xii., 384.)— 19. (Paus., i., 24, 5.)—20. (Horn., II., xxii.,

816.)—21. (Horn., II., 11. cc.)— 22. (Theocr., xxii., 186.)—23.
(Propert., iv., 11. 19.)—24. (Hom., II., iii., 337.—Virg., JEa., viii.,

690.)—25. (Ib.,i.T., 365 )—26. (Heliod., .Sth., vii.}—27. (Veget.,

ii., 13.)
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3. The two cheek- pieces {baceultt,^ trapayvaK-
Jef*), which were attached to the helmet by hinges,
so as to be lifted up and down. They had buttons
or ties at their extremities for fastening the hel-

met on the head.^

4. The beaver or visor, a peculiar form of which
is supposed to have been the avlunig Tpv<j>uXEta, i.

c, the perforated beaver.* The gladiators wore
helmets of this kind,* and specimens of them, not
unlike those worn in the Middle Ages, have been
found at Pompeii.

Woodcuts illustrative of these four classes of ad-
ditions to the simple cap or morion occur at p. 26,
27. 94, 95, 133, 268, 332, 381, 429. The five follow-
ing helmets, more highly ornamented, are selected
from antique gems, and are engraved of the size of
the originals.

*rAAEOS A2THPIA2 (yaXehc uarriping). a spe-
cies of Fish, either a variety of the Squalus MustC'
lus, or else the Spotted Dog-fish, Suualus Canicu-
la.'

TAAEOS KYi2N (jaTieoc kvuv), the Squalus Ga-
leus, L., or Tope It is a very voracious species
of Shark, and its flesh has an offensive smell.''

*rAAEOS AEI02 {yalf-hg 2eloc), a species of
Fish, the Squalus Mustelus, L., or Smooth Hound, or

Smooth Shark of Pennant. Mustelus is the Latin
translation of yaXeug, and generic for the Squali.

*rAAEOS P0AI02 (ya2.Edg ToJtof), a variety of

the Accipenser Sturio, or Sturgeon.'

GALERUS. {Vid. Coma, p. 293.)

*GALIOPSIS (yaTiiorpic), a plant, of which the
following description is given by Dioscorides :*

" The whole plant, with its stem and leaves, resem-
bles the nettle ; but its leaves are smoother, and
considerably fetid when rubbed ; its flowers are

small and purplish." " It is difficult to say," re-

marks Adams, "whether this description applies

better to the Galiopsis Tetrahit (common Hemp-net-
tle), or to the Lamium purpureum (Red Dead-nettle).

Bauhin prefers the latter ; and, indeed, I am not

aware that any of the commentators acknowledge
it as the former, although it appears to me not in-

applicable. Sibthorp, however, has fixed on a plant

different from either, namely, the Scrofularia pere-

grina, or Nettle-leaved Figwort. I am wholly un-

acquainted with it.""

*GALIUM {ydliov), the Galium Verum, or Yellow
Bedstraw. The Greek name is derived from jaAo,
" milk," because the plant was used instead of run-

net to curdle milk. Sibthorp found it in Samos
and in the Peloponnesus. The Galium Verrucosum

is the unapivrj of Dioscorides.'*

GALLI was the name of the priests of Cybele,

whose worship was introdi ced at Rome from Phrygia

1. (Juv., X., 134.)—2. (Eus'ath. in D,, v., 743.)— 3. (Val.

Flacc, vi., 626.) —4. (Horn., il., xi., 353.— Ilaso, Life of Anc
Greeks, ch. V.)— 5. (Juv., viii., 203.)— 6. (Aristot., II. A., v.,

10.—Id. ib., vii., 11.—Adams, Append., s. v.) — 7. (Aristot., H
A., vi., 11.—Plin., II. N., ix., 46. — Adams, Appends s. v.) — 8

(Aristot., H. A., vi., 18. — Adams, Append., s. v.) — 3 <Adamft

Append., 8. v.)—lQ 'iv . 9ai— 11. (Adams. Api>end, « vi-.]»

(Dioscor., iv., 94.—Adams, Append., «. v.)
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(B.C. 204*). The Galli were, according to an an-

cient custom, always castrated {spadones, semimares,

temiviri, nee viri ncc famines), and it would seem
that, impelled by religious fanaticism, they perform-

ed this operation on themselves.* In their wild,

enthusiastic, and boisterous rites, they resembled

the Corybantes,* and even went farther, inasmuch
as in their fury they mutilated their own bodies.*

TTiey seem to have been always chosen from a poor

and despised class of people ; for, while no other

priests were allowed to beg, the Galli {famuli Idcea

malris) were allowed to do so on certain days.*

The chief priest among them was called archigal-

lus.* Tlie origin of the name of Galli is uncertain :

according to Festus,' Ovid,* and others, it was de-

rived from the river Gallus in Phrygia, which flow-

ed near the temple of Cybele, and the water of
which was fabled to put those persons who drank
of it into such a state of madness that they castra-

ted themselves.' The supposition of Hieronymus"
that Galli was the name of the Gauls, which had
been given to these priests by the Romans in order

to show their contempt of that nation, is unfound-
ed, as the Romans must have received the name
from Asia or from the Greeks, by whom, as Sui-

das" informs us, Gallus was used as a common
noun for eunuch. There exists a verb gallare,

which signifies to rage {insanire, bacchari), and
which occurs in one of the fragments of Varro'* and
in the Antholog. Lat., tom. i., p. 34, ed. Burmann.
•GALLUS {uXiKTup or uXeKrpviJv), the Cock.

" There are few facts in natural history," observes
Griffith, " so difficult to determine with precision as
to point out the places which the species of our
common cock inhabited at first in its state of free-

dom and independence. Our common cock, ac-

cording to M. Temminck, seems to have originated

from the Jago Cock {Gallus Giganteus), a very large

wild species, which inhabits the island of Sumatra,
and from the species Bankiva, another primitive

cock, found in the forests of Java. If, as there is

every reason for believing, the temperate climes of
Asia and the countries of Europe did not in ancient
times possess the cock in a wild state, we must as-

cend to the earliest epoch of navigation, and pre-

sume the domestication of this useful bird to date

from those remote periods. Under the reign of that

great prince, who ruled with so much glory over the

tribes of Israel, the peacock constituted an acquisi-

tion worthy of being enumerated in the list of riches
imported into Judaea by his adventurous fleets. As
this discovery of the peacock was made in the time
of Solomon, it cannot be deemed very extraordinary
that the cock, which inliabits the same countries as
that bird, should about the same time have attract-

ed the attention of the Hebrews. Be this as it

may, it is quite certain that the cock, as well as the
peacock, has been transported by man into the dif-

feient countries in which these species exist at the
present day in a state of domestication."—Mention
is made of the crowing of the cock in the Barpaxo-
ftvofiaxia of Homer. On the supposition, therefore,

that the poem is genuine, this would be the first no-

tice of the domestic fowl occurring in the Greek
writers. As, however, all the other early poets are
«ilent in relation to this bird. Knight founds on this

circumstance an argument against the authenticity

of the poem in question. He admits, how^ever, at

the same time, that a representation of the cock ap-

1. (Liv., iiix., 10, 14.— W., xxiri., 30.) —2. (Juv., vi., 512,

Ac.— Ovid, Fasti, iv., 237.— Martial, iii., 81.— Id., xi., 74.—
Plin., 11. N., xi., 49.)—3. (Lucan, i., 565, <tc.—Compare Hila-
RIA.) — 4. (Propert., ii., 18, 15. )— 5. (Cic, De Leg., ii., 9 and
18.)—«. (Servius iidJEn.,ix., 116.)—7. (s. v.) — 8. (Fast., iv.,

aea) — 9. (Compare PUn., H. N., v., 32.—Id. ib., xi., 40. — Id.

ib., xni., 2.—Ilerodian., i., 11.)— 10. (Cap. Oseie, 4.)— 11. (•.

» )—la (p. 273, ed. Bio.)

pears on the silver coins of the people oi baino*
thrace and Himera at least six centuries before th«
Christian era. Athenaius cites a passage from a

Greek writer named Menodotus, in which the cock
is spoken of as a native of Persia ; and in another
part of his work he quotes from Cratinus, who calls

the cock a Persian bird. Aristophanes also styles

the domestic fowl a bird of Persian origin in his

comedy of the Aves. Beck, however, in his com
mentary on Aristophanes, thinks that the cock was
called Persian from the resemblance of its comb to

the Persian covering for the head ; but the passage
cited by Athenaaus from Menodotus assigns a much
more probable reason. — Cock-fighting became in

time a favourite amusement among the Greeks.
Pliny says that battles of this kind were annually ex-
hibited at Pergamus, in the same manner as com-
bats of gladiators. Cock-fights were also repre-

sented by the Greeks on coins and cut stones.

Various means were also employed to increase the

irritability and courage of these birds. Dioscorides

and Pliny speak of a plant named adiantum having
been used for this purpose. Garlic was also given,

as we are told by Xenophon.—The following singu-

lar description of the cock is given by Pliny :
" Af-

ter the peacock, the birds which are most sensible

to glory are those active sentinels which Nature
has furnished to arouse us from our matin slum
bers, and send us to our daily occupations. They
are acquainted with the stars, and every three hours

they indicate by their crowmg the different periods

of the day. They retire to repose with the setting

sun, and from the fourth military watch they recall

us loudly to our cares and labours. They do not
suffer the daybeam to surprise us without timely

warning. Their crowing announces the hour of

morning ; and the crowing itself is announced by
the clapping of their wings. Each farmyard has

its peculiar king ; and among these monarchs, as

among princes of our own race, empire is the meed
of victory. They appear to comprehend the design

of those weapons with which their feet are armed.
It is not uncommon for two rivals to perish in

the combat. If one be conqueror, he immediately

sings forth his triumph and proclaims his suprema-
cy : the other retreats and disappears, ashamed of

his defeat. The gait of the cock is proud and com-
manding; he walks with head erect and elevated

crest. Alone of all birds, he habitually looks up to

the sky, raising at the same time his curved and
scythe-formed tail, and inspiring terror in the lion

himself, that most intrepid of animals. Some of

these birds seem actually born for nothing but war-

fare and battles ; some have rendered the countries

which produced them famous, such as Rhodes and
Tanagra. The second rank is assigned to those

from Melos and Chalcis—birds truly worthy of the

homage they receive from the Roman purple I

Their repasts are solemn presages ; they regulate

daily the conduct of our magistrates, and open or

close to them their dwellings. They prescribe re

pose or movement to the Roman fasces ; they cora^

mand or prohibit battles ; they have announced all

the victories gained throughout the universe ; in a

word, they lord it over the masters of the world.

Their very entrails and fibres are not less agreeable

to the gods than the richest victims Their pro-

longed ncrtes in the evening, and at eAlraordin«r/

hours, constitute presages. By crowing all night

long, they announced to the Boeotians a celebrated

victory over the Lacedaemonians : thus did the di-

viners interpret it, because this bird never crows

when he is conquered."*—The cock was sacred to

Mars, on account of its courageous spirit and pug-

\ iGriffith'i Cnvier, Td viii , p 1 ?0, &c.)
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nacious habits ; and also to ^sculapius, to Night,

ami to the Lares. It was sacred to these last on
account of its vigilant qualities.—It remains but to

add, that the uleKrpvuv 'IvdiKoc of -^lian would ap-

pear to have been some one of the larger Gallinaceae

of India, and not the Turkey, or Meleagris Galliparo,

although, as Adams remarks, Barrington and others

contend that it was known in Africa and India be-

Ibre the discovery of America.'

GAME'LIA (jajiriXLa). The demes and phratries

of Attica possessed various means to prevent in-

truders from assuming the rights of citizens. ( Vid.

DiAPSEPHisis.) Among other regulations, it was
ordained that every bride, previous to her marriage,

should be introduced by her parents or guardians to

the phratria of her husband {yafiTiTiiav vnep yvvalnog

ela^lpELv^). This introduction of the young women
was accompanied by presents to their new phra-

tores, which were called yafiijXia.^ The women
were enrolled in the lists of the phratries, and this

enrolment was also called ya^ijj'kia. The presents

seem to have consisted in a feast given to the

phratores, and the phratores, in return, made some
offerings to the gods on behalf of the young bride.*

The acceptance of the presents, and the permission
to enrol the bride in the registers of the phratria,

was equivalent to a declaration that she was con-

sidered a true citizen, and that, consequently, her
children would have legitimate claims to all the

rights and privileges of citizens.*

TafirjXia was also the name of a sacrifice offered

lo Athena on the day previous to the marriage of a
girl. She was taken by her parents to the temple
of the goddess in the Acropolis, where the offerings

were made on her behalf*

The plural, yafij/Xiai, was used to express wed-
ding solemnities in general.''

GAMOS. {Vid. Marriage, Grfek.)
GAUSAPA, GAUSAPE, or GAUSAPUM, a kind

of thick cloth, which was on one side very woolly,

and was used to cover tables,* beds,' and by persons to

wrap themselves up after taking a bath,*" or in gen-

eral to protect themselves against rain and cold."

It was worn by men as well as women." It came
in use among the Romans about the time of Augus-
tus,' ' and the wealthier Romans had it made of the

finest wool, and mostly of a purple colour. The
gausapum seems, however, sometimes to have been
made of linen, but its peculiarity of having one side

more woolly than the other always remained the

same.** As Martial'* calls it gausapa quadrata, we
have reason to suppose that, like the Scotch plaid,

it was always, for whatever purpose it might be
used, a square or oblong piece of cloth."

The word gausapa is also sometimes used to

designate a thick wig, such as was made of the
hair of Germans, and worn by the fashionable peo-

ple at Rome in the time of the emperors." Persius**

also applies the word in a figurative sense to a thick

and full beard.

GENESIA. {Vid. Funus, p. 458.)
GENISTA, Spanish Broom, or Spartium junce-

xm, L. It grows abundantly in most parts of Italy,

and the peasants weave baskets of its slender
branches. The flowers are very sweet, last long,

and are agreeable to bees. Pliny says it was used
in dyeing, but he means the Genista tinctoria, called

1. (Adsuns, Append., 8. v. dAfKrup.) — 2. (Isaeus, De Pyrrh.
hsrcd., p. 62, 65, &c.— Id., De Ciroa. hsered., p. 208.— De-
mosth., c. Eubul., p. 1312 and 1320.)—3. (Suida$, s. v.—Schol.
ad Dem , c. Eubul., p. 1312.)—4. (Pollux, Onom., iii., 3.—Id.

ib., viii., 9, 28.) — 5. (Herm., Polit. Antiq., « 100,n. 1.)— 6.

(Suidas, s. v. TlporiKtia.)—7. (Lycophron ap. Etym. M., s. v.)

—8. (Horat., Sat., 11., 11.—Lucil. ap. Priscian., ix., 870.)—9.
(Mart., xiv., 147.)—10. (Petron., 28.)—11. (Seneca, Epist., 53.)

12. (Ovid, A. A., ii., 300.)—13. (Plin., H. N., viii., 48.)— 14.

(Mart., xiv., 138.)—15. (xiv., 152.)—16. (Vid. Bottiger, Sabina,
ii.. p. 102.)—17. (Pers., Sat., v , 46.)—18. (Sat., iv., 38.)
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by some Wood -wax and Green -weed. Martys
thinks that the Spanish Broom might be used for

the same purpose.'

GENS. This word contains the same element
as the Latin gen,\is and g\,gn,o, and as the Greek
jEVfiQ, yl-yv-ofiai, &c., and it primarily signifies Am.
But the word has numerous significations, which
have either a very remote connexion with this its

primary notion, or perhaps none at all.

Gens sometimes signifies a whole political ;om-
munily, as Gens Latinorum, Gens Campano;um,
&c. ; though it is probable that in this application

of the term, the notion of a distinction of race oi

stock is implied, or at least the notion of a totality

of persons distinguished from other totalities by
intermarriage and increase of their numbers ^mong
themselves only. Cicero' speaks of " Gentes uni-

verscp. in civitatem receptee, ut Sabinorum, Volscorum,

Hernicorum." It is a consequence of such meaning
of gens, rather than an independent meaning, that

the word is sometimes used to express a people
with reference to their territorial limits.

The meaning of the word in the expression jus

gentium is explained under Jus.

The words Gens and Gentiles have a special

meaning in the system of the Roman law and in the
Roman constitution. Cicero' has preserved a defi-

nition of gentiles which was given by Scaevola the
pontifex, and which, with reference to the time,

must be considered complete. Those were gentiles,

according to Scaevola, (1) who bore the same name,
(2) who were born of freemen (ingenui), (3) none
of whose ancestors had been a slave, and, (4) who
had suffered no capitis diminutio. This definition

contains nothing which shows a common bond of

union among gentiles, except the possession of a
common name ; but those who had a common name
were not gentiles, if the three other conditions con-

tained in this definition were not applicable to them.
There is also a definition of gentilis by Festus :

" That is called Gens ^lia which is composed
(conficitur) of many familiae. Gentilis is both one
who is of the same stock (genus) and one who is

called by the same name (simili nomine), as Cincius

says, those are my gentiles who are called by my
name." " Gentilis dicitur ct ex eodem genere ortus,

et is qui simili nomine appellatur." The second el

is sometimes read ut, which is manifestly not the

right reading, as the context shows. Besides, if

the words " ut is qui simili nomine appellatur" are

to be taken as an illustration of " ex eodem genere

ortus," as they must be if ut is the true reading,

then the notion of a common name is viewed as of

necessity being contained in the notion of common
kin, whereas there may be common kin without

common name, and common name without common
kin. Thus neither does common name include all

common kin, nor does common kin include all com-
mon name, yet each includes something that the

other includes.

We cannot conclude anything more from the con-

ficitur of Festus than that a gens contained several

familias, or that several familias were comprehended
under one gens. According to the definition, per-

sons of the same genus (kin) were gentiles, and also

persons of the same name were gentiles. If Festus

meant to say that all persons of the same genus

and all persons of the same name were gentiles, his

statement is inconsistent with the definition of the

pontifex ; for persons might be of the same genus,

and might have sustained a capitis diminutio either

by adoption, or adrogation, or by emancipation : in

all these cases the genus would remain, for the nat-

ural relationship was not affected by any change in

1. (Plin., H. N., itxiii., 5.—Vircf., Georg., ii , 12.—Martym
adloc.)—a. (ProBaJw, c. 13.)—3. (Top., 6.)
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ine juristical status of a person : in the cases of

adoption and adrogation the name would be lost, in

the case of emancipation it would be retained. If

the definition ol Festus means that among those of

the same genus there may be gentiles, and among
those of the same name gentiles may also be in-

cluded, his definition is true; but neither part of

the definition is absolutely true, nor, if both parts

aie taken together, is the whole definition absolute-

ly true. It seems as if the definition of gentiles

was a matter of some difficulty ; for while the pos-

session of a common name was the simplest gen-

eral characteristic of gentilitas, there were other

conditions which were equally essential.

The name of the gens was always characterized

by the termination ia, as Julia, Cornelia, Valeria.

When a man died intestate and without agnati,

his familia (vid. Famii.ia), by the law of the Twelve
Tables, came to the gentiles ; and in the case of a

lunatic (ficriosus) who had no guardians, the guard-
ianship of the lunatic and his property belonged to

the agnati and to the gentiles ; to the latter, we
may presume, in case the former did not exist.

Accordingly, one part ol the jus gentilitium or jus

gentilitatis related to successions to the property
of intestates who had no agnati. A notable exam-
ple of a dispute on this subject between the Claudii

and Marcelli is mentioned m a difficult passage of

Cicero.' The Marcelli claimed the inheritance of
an intestate son of one of the liberti or freedmen of
their familia (slirpe) ; the Claudii claimed the same
by the gentile rights (genie). The Marcelli were
plebeians, and belonged to the patrician Claudian
gens. Niebuhr observes that this claim of the

Claudii is inconsistent with Cicero's definition, ac-

cording to which no descendant of a freedman could
be a gentilis ; and he concludes that Cicero (that is,

6c3evola) must have been mistaken in this part of
his definition. But it must be observed, though the
descendants of freedmen might ha^e no claim as
gentiles, the members of a gens might, as such, have
claims against them ; and in this sense the descend-
ants of freedmen might be gentiles. It would
seem as if the Marcelli united to defend their sup-

posed patronal rights to the inheritance of the sons
of freedmen against the claims of the gens ; for the
law of the Twelve Tables gave the inheritance of a
freedman only, who died intestate and without
hens, to his patron, and not the inheritance of the
son of a freedman. The question might be this

:

whether the law, in the case supposed, gave the
hereditas to the gens as having a right paramount
to the patronal right. It may be that the Marcel

h

as being included in the Claudia gens, were sup-

posed to have merged their patronal rights (if they
really existed in the case in dispute) in those of the
gens. Whether, as members of the gens, the ple-

beian Marcelli would take as gentiles what they lost

as patroni, may be doubted.
It is generally said or supposed that the hereditas

which canie to a gens was divided among the gen-
tiles, which must mean the heads of familiae. This
may be so ; at least, we must conceive that the
hereditas, at one period at least, must have been a
benefit to the members of the gens : Caesar is said*

to have been deprived of his gentilitiae hereditates.

In determining that the property of intestates

should ultimately belong to the gens, the law of the
Twelve Tables was only providing for a case which,
in every civilized country, is provided for by posi-

tive law ; that is, the right to the property of a per-

son who dies without having disposed of it, or leaving
those whom the law recognises as entitled to it.

The gens had thus a relation to the gentiles sim-
ilar to that which subsists in modern states between

1. ^De Orat., i., 39.)—2. (Sueton., Jul., 1.)

the sovereign power and persons dying intestat*

and without heirs or next of kin. The mode m
which such a succession was applied by the gens
was probably not determined by law ; and as the
gens was a kind of juristical person, analogous tr

the community of a civitas, it seems not unlJKely

that originally inheritances accrued to the gens as
such, and were common property. The gens must
have had some comtnon property, such as sacella,

&c. It would be no difficult transition to imagine,
that what originally belonged to the gens as such,
was in the course of time distributed among the
members, which would easily take place when the
familiae included in a gens were reduced to a small
number.
There were certain sacred rites (sacra genlililia)

which belonged to a gens, to the observance of
which all the members of a gens, as such, were
bound, whether they were members by birth, adop-
tion, or adrogation. A person was freed from the
observance of such sacra, and lost the privileges

connected with his gentile rights, when he lost his
gens, that is, when he was adrogated, adopted, or
even emancipated ; for adrogation, adoption, and
emancipation were accompanied by a diminutio
capitis.

When the adoption was from one familia into an
other of the same gens, the name of the gens was
still retained ; and when a son was emancipated,
the name of the gens was still retained ; and yet,

in both these cases, if we adopt the definition of
Scaevola, the adopted and emancipated persons lost

the gentile rights, though they were also freed from
the gentile burdens (sacra). In the case of adop-
tion and adrogation, the adopted and adrogated per-
son who passed into a familia of another gens must
have passed into the gens of such familia, and so
must have acquired the rights of that gens. Sucli

a person had sustained a capitis diminutio, and its

effiect was to destroy his former gentile rights, to-

gether with the rights of agnation.' The gentile

rights were, in fact, implied in the rights of agnation,
if the paterfamilias had a gens. Consequently, he
who obtained, by adrogation or adoption, the rights

of agnation, obtained also the gentile rights of his

adopted father. In the case of adrogation, the ad-
rogated person renounced his gens at the Comitia
Curiata, which solemnity might also be expressed
by the term " sacra detestari," for sacra and gens
are often synonymous. Thus, in such case, adro-

gatio, on the part of the adopted father, correspond-
ed to detestatio sacrorum on the part of the adroga- •

ted son. This detestatio sacrorum is probably the
same thing as the sacrorum alienatio mentioned by
Cicero.' It was the duty of the pontifices to look

after the due observation of the gentile sacra, and
to see that they were not lost.' Each gens seems
to have had its peculiar place (sacellum) for the cel-

ebration of the sacra gentilitia, which were per-

formed at stated times. The sacra gentilitia, as
already observed, were a burden on the members of

a gens as such. The sacra privata were a charge
on the property of an individual ; the two kinds oi.

sacra were thus quite distinct.

According to the traditional accounts of the old

Roman constitution, the gentes were subdivisions
of the curiffi analogous to the curiae, which were
subdivisions of the tribes. There were ten in each
curiaj, and, consequently, one hundred gentes in

each tribe, and three hundred in the three tribes.

Now if there is any truth in the tradition of this

original distribution of the population into tribes,

curiae, and gentes, it follows that there was no ne-

cessary kinship among those families which belong

1. (Oralor., c. 42.)—2. (Pro Domo, c IS, *e.)
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•d to a gtns, anj niore than among those families

which belonged to one curia.

We know nothing historically of the organization

of civil society, but we know that many naw politi-

cal bodies have been organized out of the materials

of existing political bodies. It is useless to conjec-

ture vhat was the original organization of the Ro-

man state. We must take the tradition as it has

come down to us. The tradition is not, that familiae

related by blood were formed into gentes, that

these gentes were formed into curiae, that these cu-

riae were formed into tribes. Such a tradition

would contain its own refutation, for it involves the

notion of the construction of a body politic by the

aggregation of families into unities, and by farther

combinations of these new unities. The tradition

is of three fundamental parts (in whatever manner
formed), and of the divisions of them into smaller

parts. The smallest political division is gens. No
farther division is made, and thus, of necessity,

when we come to consider the component parts of

gens, we come to consider the individuals com-
prised in it. According to the fundamental princi-

ples of Roman law, the individuals arrange them-
selves into familiae under their respective patres-

familise. It follows, that if the distribution of the

people was effected by a division of the larger into

smaller parts, there could be no necessary kin among
the familiae of a gens ; for kinship among all the

members of a gens could only be effected by select-

ing kindred familias, and forming them into a gens.

If the gens was the result of subdivision, the kin-

ship of the original members of such gens, when-
ever it existed, must have been accidental.

There is no proof that the Romans considered

that there was kinship among the familiae originally

included in a gens. Yet as kinship was evidence

of the rights of agnatio, and, consequently, of gen-

tile rights, when there had been no capitis diminu-

tio, it is easy to see how that which was evidence

of the rights of agnatio, and, consequently, of gen-

tile rights, might be viewed as part of the definition

of gentilis, and be so extended as to comprehend a

supposed kinship among the original members of

the gens. The word gens itself would also favour

such a supposition, especially as the word genus

seems to be often used in the same sense.^ This

aotion of kinship appears also to be confirmed by
the fact of the members of the gens being distin-

guished by a common name, as Cornelia, Julia, &c.
But many circumstances besides that of a common
origin may have given a common name to the gen-

tiles ; and, indeed, there seems nothing more strange

in all the gentiles having a common name, than

there being a common name for all the members of

a curia and a tribe.

As the gentes were subdivisions of the three an-

cient tribes, the populus (in the ancient sense) alone

had gentes, so that to be a patrician and to have a

gens were synonymous ; and thus we find the ex-

pressions gens and patricii constantly united. Yet
it appears, as m the case already cited, that some
gentes contained plebeian famihae, which it is con-

jectured had their origin in marriages between pa-

tricians and plebeians before there was connubium
between them. When the lex was carried which
established connubium between the plebs and the

patres, it was alleged that this measure would con-

lound the gentile rights {jura gentium*). Before

this connubium existed, if a gentilis married a wom-
an not a gentilis, it followed that the children could

not be gentiles ;
yet they might retain the gentile

name, and thus, in a sense, the family might be

gentile without the gentile privileges. Such mar-

1. (CJc, Pro Balbo. c. 14.)—2. (Liv., iv., 1.)
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riages would, in effect, introduce confusion ; and S
does not appear how this would be increased by
giving to a marriage between a gentile man and a
woman not gentilis, the legal character of connubi.
um ; the effect of the legal change was to give the
children the gentilitas of their father. It is some-
times said that the effect of this lex was to give
the gentile rights to the plebs, which is an absurdi-

ty ; for, according to the expression of Livy,> which
is conformable to a strict principle of Roman law,

"patrem sequuntur liberi," and the children of ai

plebeian man could only be plebeian. Before the
passing of this lex, it may be inferred, that if a pa-

trician woman married out of her gens (e gente, e
patribus enupsit), it was no marriage at all, and that

the children of such marriage were not in the power
of their father, and, it seems a necessary conse-
quence, not Roman citizens. The effect would be
the same, according to the strict principles of Ro-
man law, if a plebeian married a patrician woman
before there was connubium between them ; for if

there was no connubium, there was no legal mar-
riage, and the offspring were not citizens, which is

the thing complained of by Canuleius.' It does not
appear, then, how such marriages will account fo»

plebeian familiae being contained in patrician gentes,

unless we suppose that when the children of a gen-
tile man and a plebeian woman took the name of

the father, and followed the condition of the mother,
they were in some way or other, not easy to ex-

plain, considered as citizens and plebeians. But if

this be so, what would be the status of the children

of a patrician woman by a plebeian man 1

Niebuhr assumes that the members of the gens
(gentiles) were bound to assist their indigent fel-

lows in bearing extraordinary burdens ; but this as-

sertion is founded on the interpretation given to the

words Tov^ jivEC irpoa^Kovrac of Dionysius,' which
have a simpler and more obvious meaning. What-
ever probability there may be in the assumption of

Niebuhr, as founded on the passage above cited,

and one or two other passages, it cannot be consid-

ered as a thing demonstrated.

A hundred new members were added to the sen-

ate by the first Tarquin. These were the repre-

sentatives of the Luceres, the third and inferior

tribe, which is indicated by the gentes of this tribe

being called Minores by way of being distinguished

from the older gentes, Majores, of the Ramnes and
Titles, a distinction which appears to have been
more than nominal. (Fid. Senatus.) See the cu

rious letter of Cicero to Paetus.*

If the gentes were such subdivisions of a curia,

as already stated, it may be asked what is meant
by new gentes being introduced among the curiae,

for this undoubtedly took place. Tullus Hostihus

incorporated the Julii, Servilii, and others among
the Patricii, and, consequently, among the curiae.

The Claudii were a Sabine gens, who, it was said,*

were received among the patricii after the banish-

ment of the kmgs. A recent writer (Goettling) at-

tempts to remove this difficulty by assuming, ac-

cording to his interpretation of Dionysius,* a divis-

ion of the curiae into ten decuriae, and by the farther

assumption of an indefinite number of gentes in

each decuria. Consistently with this, he assumes

a kinship among the members of the same gens,

according to which hypothesis the several patres-

familiae of such gens must have descended, or

claimed descent, from a common ancestor. Thus
the gentes would be nothing more than aggregates

ofkindred families ; and it must have been contrived,

in making the division into decuriae, that all the

members of a gens (thus understood) must have

1. (iv., 4.)—2. (Liv., iv., 4.)—3. (ii., 10.)—4. (adFara , Ix , 2] .J

—5. (L>.. iv.. 3.)—€. (ii., 7.)
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aeen included in tbe same decuria. But to assume
this is nothing more than to say ttiat the political

system was formed by beginning with aggregations

of families ; for if the ultimate political division,

the decuriae, was to consist of aggregates of gentes

(thus understood), such arrangement could only be

effected by making aggregation of families the basis

of the political system, and then ascending from

them to decuriae, from decuriae to curiae, and from
curiae to tribes ; a proceeding which is inconsistent

mth saying that the curiae were subdivided into de-

turiae, for this mode of expression implies that the

curiae were formed before the decuriae. But the in-

troduction Df new gentes is conceivable even on the

hypothesis if the gens being a mere political divis-

ion. If the number was originally limited, it is per-

fectly consistent with what we know of the Roman
constitution, which was always in a state of pro-

gressive change, to suppose that the strict rule of

limitation was soon neglected. Now if a new gens
was introduced, it must have been assimilated to

the old gentes by having a distinctive name ; and if a
number of foreigners were admitted as a gens, it is

conceivable that they would take the name of some
distinguished person among them, who might be
the head of a family consisting of many branches,
each with a numerous body of retainers. And this

is the better tradition as to the patrician Claudii,

who came to Rome with Atta Claudius, their head
(gentis priiiceps), after the expulsion of the kings,

and were co-optated {co-optaii) by the patres among
the patricii ; which is the same thing as saying that

this immigrating body was recognised as a Roman
gens.* Accordmg to the tradition, Atta Claudius
received a tract of land for his clients on the Anio,
and a piece ofburying-ground, under the Capitc^ was
given to him by the state (publice). According to

the original constitution of a gens, the possession
of a common burying-place, and the gentile right

to interment therein, were a part bf the gentile

sacra.*

Il is probable that even in the time of Cicero the

proper notion of a gens and its rights were ill un-
derstood ; and still later, owing to the great chan-
ges in the constitution, and the extinction of so

many ancient gentes, the traces of the jus gentiliti-

um were nearly effaced. Thus we find that the
words gens and familia are used indifferently by
later writers, though Livy carefully distinguishes

them. The " elder Pliny speaks of the sacra Ser-

viliae familiae ; Macrobius of the sacra familiae Clau-
diae, --Emiliae, Juliae, Corneliae ; and an ancient in-

scription mentions an .^dituus and a Sacerdos Ser-

giae familiae, though those were all well-known an-

cient gentes, and these sacra, in the more correct

language of the older writers, would certainly have
been called sacra gentilitia."*

In the time of Gaius (the age of the Antonines),
the jus gentilitium had entirely fallen into disuse.*

Thus an ancient institution, which formed an in-

tegral part of the old constitution, and was long
held together by the conservative power of religious

rites, gradually lost its primitive character in the
changes which circumstances impressed on the form
i>f the Roman state, and was finally extinguished.

The word Gens has recently been rendered in

English by the word House, a term which has here

been purposely neglected, as it is not necessary,

and can only lead to misconception.

The subject of the gens is discussed with great

acuteness both by Niebuhr* and by Maiden.*

The views of Goettling are contained in his Ges-

1. (Suet., Tib., 1.)—2. (Cic, Leg., ii., 22.—Veil. Paterc., ii.,

11.—Festus, g. V. Cincia.—Liv., iv., 3.—Id., vi., 40.—Vir^l,
Mn., vii., 706.)—3. (Savigny, Zeitschnft, ii., 385.)—4. (Gaius,

iii.. 17.)--5. (Hist, of Rome, vol. i.)—6. (Hist, of Rome, pub-
liahfld by the Society for the DiiTuaion of Useful Knowledge.)

chichte der Rom. Staatavcrfassung, Halle, 1940. See
also Savigny, Zcitschrift, ii., p. 380, &c., and Unter*
holzner, Zeitschrift, v., p. 119.

GENTJA'NA (yevrcavd), Gentian, or Bitter

wort, deriving its name from Gentius, a king of

Illyricum, who first discovered ?ts properties. All
the plants ofthe family of Gentianaceae are most use-

ful in medicine, on account of the pure, intense bitter

which they contain. According to Pliny, the best

kind of Gentian was obtained from Illyricum. It

was found also in abundance at the foot of the Alps,

in moist grounds.' According to modern botanical

writers, the gentianaceous plants are found chiefly

in mountainous situations, " where they breathe a
pure and rarefied air, are exposed to bright light

during the short summers of such regions, and,

although fixed during winter in places intensely

cold, yet are so well prepared to resist it by the

warmth of their summer, and so much protected by

the snow which covers them, as to suffer no injury."

The yevTiavu of Dioscorides is the Gentiana lutea.

Such, at least, is the opinion of all the earlier com-
mentators, and which is adopted by Adams, though
Sprengel remains undecided.*

GENTILES. {Vid. Gens.)
GENTI'LITAS. {Vid. Gens.)
GEO'MOROI (yeu/iopoi, Doric ya/i6poi) is the

name of the second of the three classes into which
Theseus is said to have divided the inhabitants of

Attica.* This class was, together with the third,

the dTifiwvpyoi, excluded from the great civil and
priestly offices, which belonged exclusively to the

eupatrids, so that there was a great distinction be-

tween the first and the two inferior classes. We
possess, however, no means to ascertain any par-

ticulars respecting the relation in which the yeufio'

poi stood to the two other classes. The name may
either signify independent land-owners, or peasants
who cultivated the lands of others as tenants. The
yeu/iopoi have, accordingly, by some writers been
thought to be free land-owners, while others have
conceived them to have been a class of tenants. It

seems, however, inconsistent with the state of af-

fairs in Attica, as well as with the manner in which
the name ysu/idpot was used in other Greek states,

to suppose that the whole class consisted of the lat-

ter only , there were, undoubtedly, among them a
considerable number offreemen, who cultivated their

own lands,* but had by their birth no claims to the

rights and privileges of the nobles. We do not

hear of any political distinctions between the yeo/i6-

poi and the 8j]uiovpyoi : and it may either be that

there existed none at all, or, if there were any ori-

ginally, that they gradually vanished. This wouIp
account for the fact that Dionysius* only mentions
two classes of Atticans ; one corresponding to thb

Roman patricians, the other to the plebeians.'

In Samos the name yeuftopoi was applied to the

oligarchical party, consisting of the wealthy and
powerful.^ In Syracuse the aristocratical party

was likewise called yeufiopoi or yofiopoc, in opposi

tion to the Arj/ioc.*

GEPHURA. {Vid. Bridge.)
*GERA'NIUM lyepaviov), the Geranium. "The

distinguishing character of this order is to have a
fruit composed of five cocci or cases, connected with
as many thin flat styles, consolidated round a long

conical beak." From the resemblance which thia

1. (Plin., H. N., iiv., 7.—Dioscor., iii., 3.—Id., iii., 121.—
Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Adams, 1. c.)—3. (Plut., Thes., 25

—Pollux, Onom., viii., 111.)—4. (Timaens, Glossar., s. v. vtiif

//(ipoi.—Valckenaer ad Herwl., v., 77.)—5. (ii., 8.)—6. (Thirl-

wall, Hist, of Greece, ii., p. 14.— Wachsmuth, Hellcn. Alter-

thumsk., i., 1, p. 231, <tc.—Plainer, BeitrSge, &c., p. 19.—Titt-
mann, Griech. Staatsv., p. 575, <fec.)—7. (Thucyd., viii., 81. —
Plut., Quaest. Rom., p. 303. —Muller, Dor., iii., 1, 4.)—8. (H**

rod., vii., 155.— Hesych., s. v. yaf«5po(.—Miiller, Dor., iii., 4, 4

—caller, De Situ et Orig. Syracus., p. 0, &c.)
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beak bears to that of a crane {yipavos) arises the

name of the order. The first species of Dioscorides

is the Geranium tuberosum. Sibthorp found this in

Crete, occurring very frequently among the stand-

ing grain, and also in Arcadia. The second species

of the Greek writer is, according to Bauhin, the Ge-

ranium rotundifolium ; but Sprengel, as Adams re-

marks, is undecided between it and the Erodium
malachoides.^ Pliny states' that the Geranium was
called by some authors Myrrhis, by others Myrtis.

In this, according to Fde,' he is altogether wrong,
the Myrrhis of Dioscorides being a very different

plant. Equally erroneous is his account of the me-
dicinal properties of the Geranium. Pliny's first

species is, according to Billerbeck, the G. moscha-

lum, called also Circmn mm moschalum. The mod-
ern Greeks call it noaKoTi-uxavov. Sibthorp found it

in Argolis.*

*GER'ANOS (yepavog), the Crane, or Ardea Grus,

L. The natural history of the common Crane is

given very accurately by Aristotle and ^lian. Ho-
mer alludes to the autumnal migration of cranes in

the third book of the Iliad ; Oppian mixes togeth-

er the circumstances of the spring and autum-
nal migrations.* " The Cranes," observes Griffith,

" though aborigines of the North, visit the temper-
ate regions, and advance towards those of the

South. The ancients, seeing them arrive alternate-

ly from both extremities of the then known world,

named them equally Birds of Scythia and Birds of
Libya. As they were accustomed to alight in large

docks in Thessaly, Plato has denominated that

country the Pasture of the Cranes. Their fabled

combats with the pigmies are well known. The
Cranes, quitting Sweden, Scotland, the Orcades,

Podolia, Lithuania, and all northern Europe, come
Jn the autumnal season, and settle in the marshy
parts of France, Italy, &c., pass thence into still

more southern regions, and, returning in the spring,

bury themselves anew in the cold bosom of the

North." A want of acquaintance with the habits

of these birds has led many of the commentators
on Anacreon into error. The poet, in one of his

odes, siJeaks of the journeying of the Crane to other

climes as one of the signs of returning spring. This
' has been supposed to refer to the departure of the

bird from its home, whereas, in fact, the return from
southern regions is meant to be indicated. The pe-

riod of the departure of the Cranes for the North
is the commencement of spring; they prefer the

summer of the Nortn, since a moderate degree of
• temperature appears to agree with them best. The
clamorous noise of these birds in their annual mi-

grations is often alluded to by the ancient poets.

Thus, besides the Greek poets already mentioned,

Tirgil has the following :

" Quales sub nubibus atris

Strymonice dant signa grues, atque athera tranant

Cum sonitu, fugiuntque Notos clamore secundo."

The various inflections of their flight have, from
ancient times, been regarded as presages of the

weather, and indications of atmospheric tempera-
ture. Their cries in the daytime are ominous of

t rain. More noisy clamours announce the coming
tempest ; a steady and elevated flight in the morn-
ing forebodes serene weather ; a lower flight, or a

retreat to the earth, is the symptom of a storm.

Hence Virgil,* in speaking of the coming tempest,

obfsrves,

" Ilium surgentem, vallibus imis

Aerice fugere grues."

The flesh of the young is delicate ; it nseil to COM'
stitute one of the dishes at the banquets of Rome,
and was sold in the markets o( that cily. The
Crane is said to be a long-lived bird. The philoso-

pher Leonicus Thomaeus, according to Paulus Jo-
vius, kept one alive for forty years."*

GERMA'NI. (Vid. Cognati.)
GEROU'SIA (yepovata). In connexion with this

subject, it is proposed to give a general view of the
Spartan constitution, and to explain the functions of.

its legislative and administrative elements. In the
later ages of Spartan history, one of the most prom-
inent of these was the college of the five ephors

;

but, as an account of the ephorally is given in a
separate article {vid. £phori), we shall confine our
inquiries to the kings, the y^povrec or councillors,

and the eKKAtjaia, or assembly of Spartan freemen.
I. The Kings. The kingly authority of Sparta

was, as it is well known, coeval with the settle-

ment of the Dorians in the Peloponnesus, and con-
fined to the descendants of Aristodemus, one of
the Heracleid leaders, under whom, according to

the Spartan legend, the conquest of Laconia was
achieved. To him were born twin sons, Eurysthe-
nes and Procles ; and from this cause arose the

diarchy, or divided royalty, the sovereignty being

always shared by the representatives of the two
families which claimed descent from them :" the

precedence in point of honour was, however, grant-

ed to the older branch, who were called Agiads, as

the younger house was styled Eurypontides, from
certain alleged descendants of the twin brothers.'

Such was the national legend ; but, as we read that

the sanction of the Pythian oracle was procured for

the arrangement of the diarchy,* we may conclude

that it was not altogether fortuitous, but rather the

work of policy and design ; nor, indeed, is it improb-

able that the nobles would gladly avail themeelveo
of an opportunity to weaken the royal authority by
dividing it.

The descent of the Spartan kings from the na-

tional heroes and leaders contributed in no small

degree to support their dignity and honour ; and it

is, perhaps, from this circumstance partly that they

were considered as heroes, and enjoyed a certain

religious respect.* The honours paid to them were,

however, of a simple and heroic character, such as

a Spartan might give without derogating from his

own dignity or forgetting his self-respect. Thus
we are told that the kings united the character of

priest and king, the priesthoods of Zeus Uranius'

and the Lacedaemonian Zeus being filled by them;
and that, in their capacity of national high-priests,

they officiated at all the public sacrifices offered on

behalf of the state.' Moreover, they were amply
provided with the means for exercising the heroic

virtue of hospitality ; for this purpose, public or do-

main lands were assigned to them in the district of

the perioeci, or provincial subjects, and certain per-

quisites belonged to them whenever any animal was
slain in sacrifice. Besides this, the kings were en-

titled to various payments in kind {naauv ruv fft>«v

unb TOKov xoipov), that they might never be in want
of victims to sacrifice ; in addition to which, they

received, twice a month from the state, an ip^iov

TeTiEiov, to be offered as a sacrifice to Apollo, and

then served up at the royal table. Whenever, also,

any of the citizens made a public sacrifice to the

gods, the kings were invited to the feast, and ho-a-

oured above the other guests : a double portion of

food was given to them, and they commenced the

libations to the gods.* All these distinctions are ol

1. (Dioscor., iii., 121.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 2. (H. N.,

Sxri., 11.)— 3. (ad Plin., 1. c.)—4. (Billerbeck, Flora Classica,

- 175.)—5. (Ilom.. 11., 3, 3.—Oppian, Hal., i., 620.—Adams,
4pprad., 8. V.)—6. (Geor., i., 374-5.)
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1. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. viii., p. 476, <fec.)—2. (Herod., vi,

52.)—3. (Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, i., p. 356.)—4. (Herod., 1. c )

—5. (Xen., De Rep. Lao., c. 15.)—6. (Herod., ri., 56.)—7. (X««.,

Dc Rep. Lac., 15.)—8 (Herod., vi., 57.)
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a Dimple and antiquated character, and, so far as they

go, prove that the Spartan sovereignty was a con-

tinuation of the heroic or Homeric. Tlie distinc-

tions and privileijjs granted to the king as com-
mander of the for ;e3 in war, lead to the same con-

clusion. These were greater than he enjoyed at

home. He vas guarded by a body of 100 chosen

men, and his table was maintained at the public ex-

pense : he might sacrifice in his sacerdotal capacity

«s many victims as he chose, the skins and backs

of which were his perquisites ; and he was assisted

by so m&ny subordinate officers, that he had nothing

else to do except to act as priest and strategus.'

The accession and demise of the Spartan kings

were marked by observances of an Oriental charac-

ter.* The former event was signalized by a remis-

sion of all debts due from private individuals to the

state or the king ; and on the death of a king, the

funeral solemnities were celebrated by the whole
community. There was a general mourning for ten

days, during which all public business was suspend-
ed ; horsemen went round the country to carry the

tidings, and a fixed number of the perloeci, or pro-

vincials, was obliged to come from all parts of the

country to the city, where, with the Spartans and
Helots, and their wives, to the number of many
thousands, they made loud lamentations, and pro-

claimed the virtues of the deceased king as superi-

or to those of all his predecessors.*

In comparison with their dignity and honours, the

constitutional powers of the kings were very limit-

ed. In fact, they can scarcely be said to have pos-

sessed any ; for, though they presided over the coun-

cil of yepovTEC as upxaysTai, or principes senatus,

and the king of the elder house probably had a cast-

ing vote (a supposition which Dr. Thirlwall thinks

may perhaps reconcile the difference between He-
'odotus, vi., 57, and Thucydides, i., 20), still the

Toice of each counted for no more than that of any
Jther senator : when absent, their place was sup-

plied and their proxies tendered by the councillors

Vho were most nearly related to them, and there-

bre of a Ileracleid family. Still the kings had some
flnportant prerogatives ; thus they had, in common
(vith other magistrates, the right of addressing the

public assembly ; besides this, they sat in a separate

court of their own, where they gave judgment in

all cases of heiresses claimed by different parties :

a function formerly exercised by the kings at Athens,

but afterward transferred to the archon eponymus.*
They also appointed the four " Pythians," whose
duty it was to go as messengers to consult the god
at Delphi. Adoptions also took place in their pres-

ence, and they held a court in all cases connected
with the maintenance of the public roads ;

probably

in their capacity of generals, and as superintendents

of the intercourse with foreign nations.* In foreign

affairs, indeed, their prerogatives were considera-
ble : thus they were the commanders of the Spar-

tan forces, and had the privilege of nominating from
among the citizens persons to act as " proxeni," or

protectors and entertainers of foreigners visiting

Sparta. But their chief power was in war ; for

after they had once crossed the bordejs of Laconia
in command of troops, their authority became un-
limited. They could send out and assemble armies,

despatch ambassadors to collect money, and refer

those who applied tc themselves for justice to the

proper officers appointed for that purpose.* Two
epliors, indeed, accompanied the kmgs or. their ex-

peditions, but those magistrates had no authority

\o interfere with the kings' operations : they simply

watched over the proceedings of the army.' MVir*
over, there can be no doubt that the kings were, oa
their return home, accountable for their conduct aa
generals,* and more especially after the increase oi

the ephoral authority. Their military power, also,

was not connected with any political functions, ior

the kings were not allowed to conclude treaties or
to decide the fate of cities without communicatinj*
with the authorities at home.* In former times thn
two kings had a joint command ; this, however, led

to inconveniences, and a law was in consequence
passed, that for the future one only of the two kings
should have the command of the army on foreigii

expeditions.*

II. The yepovaia, or Assembly of Elders. This
body was the aristocratic element of the Spartan
polity, and not peculiar to Sparta only, but found in

other Dorian stales, just as a fSovX^, or democrat
ical council was an element of most Ionian consti

tutions.

The yepovaia or yepuvia at Sparta included the
two kings, its presidents, and consisted of thirty

members : a number which seems connected with
the divisions of the Spartan people. Every Dorian
state, in fact, was divided into three tribes : the

Hylleis, the Dymanes, and the Pamphyli, whence
the Dorians are called rpixulicEc, or thrice divided.'

The tribes at Sparta were again subdivided into

d)6ai, also called (pparpcai,* a word which signifies a

union of families, whether founded upon ties of re-

lationship, or formed for political purposes, irre-

spective of any such connexion. The obas were,

like the yepovreg, thirty in number, so that each oba
was represented by its councillor : an inference

which leads to the conclusion that two obas at least

of the Hyllean tribe must have belonged to the

royal house of the Heracleids. No one was eligi-

ble to the council till he was sixty years of age,*

and the additional qualifications were strictly of an
aristocratic nature. We are told, for instance, thai

the office of a councillor was the reward and prite

of virtue,* and that it was confined to men of d',8-

tinguished character and station (kuXoI KuyaQoi).

The election was determined by vote, and the

mode of conducting it was remarkable for its old-

fashioned simplicity. The competitors presented

themselves one after another to the assembly ot

electors;' the latter testified their esteem by ac-

clamations, which varied in intensity according to

the popularity of the candidates for whom they wert
given. These manifestations of esteem were noted

by persons in an adjoining building, who could judge

of the shouting, but could not tell in whose favour

it was given. The person whom these juiiges

thought to have been most applauded was declared

the successful candidate. The different competi-

tors for a vacant place offered themselves upon their

own judgment," probably always from the i^tu, to

which the councillor whose place was vacant had
belonged ; and as the office was for life, and there-

fore only one vacancy could (in ordinary cases) hap-

pen at a time, the attention of the whole state woulc
be fixed on the choice of the electors. The office

of a councillor, however, was not only for life, but

also irresponsible," as if a previous reputation and
the near approach of death were considered a suf-

ficient guarantee for integrity and moderation. Bui

the councillors did not always prove so, for Aristo-

tle** tells us that the members of the yepovaia rf-

ceived bribes, and frequently showed partiality iu

their decisions.

1. (Xen., De Rep. Lac., 14, 15.—Herod., vi., 55.)—2. (Herod.,

ri., 58.)—3. (Herod., 1. c.)—4. (Herod., vi.. 57.)—5. (MuUer,
Dor., lii., 6, « 7.)—«. (Xen., De Pep. Lac., 13.—Thucyd , v., 60.

-I.l.riii., 5.)

Ooc

1. (Xen., 1. c.)—2. (Thucyd., v., 03.)—3. (Xen., HeU., i:., «

12.—Id. ib., v., 3, 24.)—4. (Uerod., v., 57.)—5. (Od., xix^ 174 1

—6. (MUUer, Dor., iii., 5, t) 3.)—7. (Plut., Lycurg., »•)-*
(Anstot., Polit., ii., 6, 15.—Deraoslh., c. Lopt., p. fw.)--*
(Plut., Lycurg., 26.) -10. (Aristot. Polit., li., 0, 18.)— 11

(ArUtot., Polit.. u. fi >- 12. (1. c )
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The functions of the councillors were partly de-

liberative, partly judicial, and partly executive. In

the discharge of the first they prepared measures

and passed preliminary decrees,' which were to be

laid before the popular assembly, so that the impor-

tant privilege of initiating all changes in the govern-

ment or laws was vested in them. As a criminal

court they could punish with death and civil degra-

dation (oT-f^iV), and that, too, without being restrain-

ed by any code of written laws,' for which national

feeling and recognised usages would form a suffi-

cient substitute. They also appear to have exercised,

like the Areiopagus at Athens, a general superin-

tendence and inspection over the lives and manners
of the citizens (arbitri et magistri disciplina "pub-

lico,*), and probably were allowed " a kind of patri-

irchal authority to enforce the observance of ancient

usage and discipline."* It is not, however, easy to

define with exactness the original extent of their

functions, especially as respects the last-mentioned

duty, since the ephors not only encroached upon the

prerogatives of the king and council, but also pos-

sessed, in very early times, a censorial power, and
were not likely to permit any diminution of its extent.

III. The ^KKlrjaia, or Assembly ofSpartan Freemen.

This assembly possessed, in theory at least, the su-

preme authority in all matters affecting the general

interests of the state. Its original position at Sparta

is shortly explained by a rhetra or ordinance of Ly-
curgus, which, in the form of an oracle, exhibits

the principal features of the Spartan polity : "Build
a temple," says the Pythian god, "to Hellanian

Zeus and Hellanian Athena ; divide the tribes, and
institute thirty obas ; appoint a council with its

princes ; call an assembly (cnreXM^eiv) between
Babyca and Knakion, then make a motion and de-

part ; and let there be a right of decision and power
to the people" {6u/i<f) 6e Kvpiuv ^/isv kcI Kpdrog^).

By this ordinance full power was given to the

people to adopt or reject whatever was proposed to

them by the king and other magistrates. It was,
however, found necessary to define this power
more exactly, and the following clause, ascribed to

the kings Theopompus and Polydorus, was added
to the original rhetra :

" but if the people should

follow a crooked opinion, the elders and the princes

shall withdraw" {rovg npEaSvyevsag Kal apxaysTag
ifKOGTajfipaq rjfiEv). Plutarch' interprets these words
to mean, " That in case the people do not either re-

ject or approve in toto a measure proposed to them,
the kings and councillors should dissolve the as-

sembly, and declare the proposed decree to be in-

valid." According to this interpretation, which is

confirmed by some verses in the Eunomia of Tyr-
taeus, the assem*: jy was not competent to originate

any measures, but only to pass or reject, without
modification, the laws and decrees proposed by the

proper authorities : a limitation of its power, which
almost determined the character of the Spartan
constitution, and justifies the words ofDemosthenes,
who observed,* that the yEpovaia at Sparta was in

many respects supreme : AeaTrdr??? hoTi tuv iroAAuv.

All citizens above the age of thirty, who were not
labouring under any loss of franchise, were admiss-
ible to the general assembly, or uneXTia,^ as it was
called in the old Spartan dialect ; but no one except
public magistrates, and chiefly the ephors and kings,

addressed the people without being specially called

upon.'" The same public functionaries also put the
question to the vote." Hence, as the magistrates
•nly {TO. teXtj or apxai) were the leaders and speak-

1. (Plut., Agis, 11.)—2. (Xen., De Rep. Lac., 10, 1) 3.—Arist.,
Polit., iij., 1.)—3. (Arist., Polit., ii., 6.)—4. (Aul. Gell., xviii.,

8.)—5. (Tbirlwall, Hist, of Greece, i., p. 318.)—6. (Plut., Ly-
enrg., 6.—Muller, Dor., iii., 5, 1) 8.)—7. (1. c.)—8. (c. Lept., p.

489, 20.)—9. (Plut., Lycnrg., 25.)—10. (Muller, Dor., iu., 4, 11.)

-11 (Thucyd.. i., 80, r*
"
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ers of the assembly, decrees ol the who! 2 people
are often spoken of as the decision of the authori-

ties only, especially in matters relating to foreiga

affairs. The intimate connexion of the ephors with
the assembly is shown by a phrase of very frequent

occurrence in decrees {e6o^e rolg i^opoig nal ry ix-

Klrialg,). The method of voting was by acclama-
tion ; the place of meeting between the brook
Knakion and the bridge Babyca, to the west of the
city, and enclosed.' The regular assemblies were
held every full moon ; and on occasions of emer-
gency, extraordinary meetings were convened.'
The whole people alone could pr:<claim " a war,

conclude a peace, enter into an armistice for any
length of time ; and all negotiations with foreign

states, though conducted by the kings and ephors,

could be ratified by the same authority only." With
regard to domestic affairs, the highest offices, such
as magistracies and priesthoods, were filled " by the
votes of the people ; a disputed succession to the
throne was decided upon by them ; changes in the
constitution were proposed and explained, and all

new laws, after a previous decree in the senate,

were confirmed by them."* It appears, therefore, to

use the words of Miiller, that the popular assembly
really possessed the supreme political and legislative

authority at Sparta, but it was so hampered and
checked by the spirit of the constitution, that it

could only exert its authority within certain pre-

scribed limits, so that the government of the state

is often spoken of as an aristocracy.

Besides the sKKlriaia which we have just described,

we read in later times of another, called th(! smaA
assembly,* which appears to have been convened on
occasions of emergency, or which were not of suf-

ficient importance to require the decision of the

entire body of citizens. This more select assembly
was probably composed of the ofioioi, or super'o!

citizens, or of some class enjoying a similar prece-

dence, together with some of the magistrates of the

state {vid. Eccletoi) ; and if, as appears to have been
the case, it was convened more frequently than the

greater assembly, it is evident that an additional

restraint was thus laid upon the power of the lat-

ter,* the functions of which must have often been
superseded by it.'

The preceding remarks will enable us to decide a
question which has been raised, What was the real

nature of the constitution of Sparta 1 From the ex-

pressions of Greek writers, every one would at once
answer that it was aristocratic ; but it has been
asserted that the aristocracy at Sparta was an aris-

tocracy of conquest, in which the conquering people,

or Dorians, stood towards the conquered, or Achai-

ans, in the relation of nobles to commons, and that

it was principally in this sense that the constitution

of Sparta was so completely anti-popular or oligar-

chical.'' Now this, indeed, is true ; but it seems no
less true that the Spartan government would have
been equally called an oligarchy or aristocracy even
if there had been no subject class at all, on account

of the disposition and administration of the sover-

eign power within the Spartan body alone. The
fact is, that, in theory at least, the Spartan consti-

tution, as settled by Lycurgus, was a decided de-

mocracy, with two hereditary officers, the generals of

the commonwealth, at its head ; but in practice (at

least before the encroachment of the ephors) it was
a limited aristocracy , that is, it worked as if the

supreme authority was settled in the hands of a

minority. The principal circumstances which jus-

tify us in considering it as such are briefly "the

1. (Plut., Lycurf?., 6.) — 2. (Herod., vii., 134.5 — 3. (MuUm
Dor, 4, « 9.)—4. (Xen., Hell., iii., 3, 18.)—5. (Pliilol. Museu»
ii., ). 65)---6. (Wachsmuth, Hellen. Al'erthumsk., U., i., p
SIS.)—7. (Arnold, Thucyd., Append, ii

,
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testrainta imposed upon the assembly, the extensive

powers of the councillors, their election for life,

their irresponsibility, the absence of written laws,

of paid offices, of offices determined by lot," and
other things thought by the Greeks characteristic

of a democracy. Independent of which, we must
remember that Sparta was at the head of the oli-

garchical interest in Greece, and always supported,

aa at Corcyra and Argos, the oligarchical party in

opposition to the democratic, which was aided by
Athens. In fact. Dr. Arnold himself observes, that

even in the relations of the conquering people among
themselves, the constitution was far less popular

than at Athens. We must, however, bear in mind
that the constitution, as settled by Lycurgus, was
completely altered in character by the usurpation

of the ephors. To such an extent was this the

case, that Plato* doubted whether the government
at Sparta might not be called a " tyranny," in con-

sequence of the extensive powers of the ephoralty,

though it was as much like a democracy as any
form of government could well be ; and yet, he adds,

not to call it an aristocracy (i. c, a government of

the dpcoToi) is quite absurd. Moreover, Aristotle,*

when he enumerates the reasons why the Spartan
government was called an oligarchy, makes no
mention of the relations between the Spartans and
their conquered subjects, but observes that it re-

ceived this name because it had many oligarchical

institutions, such as that none of the magistrates
were chosen by lot ; that a few persons were com-
petent to inflict banishment and death.

Perhaps the shortest and most accurate descrip-

tion of the constitution of Sparta is contained in the

following observations of Aristotle :' Some affirm

that the best form of government is one mixed of
;tll the forms, wherefore they praise the Spartan
constitution ; for some say that it is composed of

an oligarchy, and a monarchy, and a democracy :

a monarchy on account of the kings» an oligarchy

on account of the councillors, and a democracy on
account of the ephors ; but others say that the

ephoralty is a "tyranny," whereas, on the other

hand, the public tables and the regulations of daily

life are of a democratic tendency.

GERIIA. (Fid. EccLEsiA, p. 385.)

*GETEIUM {y^TELov), also called Gethyon {yriBv-

ov), a plant to be referred to the genus Allium, or

Garlic, but the particular species of which cannot
be satisfactorily determined.*

•GETHYLLIS {yrtevllii), most probably the

same as the preceding.

GEUM, the herb Avens or Bennet, the Caryo-

phyllata vulgaris, L. The French term is Benoite,

the German Benedictwurz. It grows in shady,
woody grounds. The root is bitter and aromatic,

and was prescribed by the ancient physicians not
only in affections of the breast and side, but also in

cases of dyspepsy.*

*GINGID'IUM (ytyytcJiov), according to Knellius
and Stephens, a species of Chervil. This opinion,

however, is controverted by Matthiolus and Bauhin.
Adams makes it the Daucus Gingidium, a variety

of the Daucus Carota, or wild Carrot.*

•GINNUS or HINNUS (ytwof, Zvvof). " Buffon
remarks, that Aristotle applies the term yivvoQ in

two senses : first, to denote an imperfect animal,

proceeding sometimes from the horse and ass ; and,

secondly, to signify the particular production of the

great mule and the mare. Aristotle, therefore, was
aware of the fact that the mule can sometimes
propagate its species."'

1. (Leg., iv., p. 713.)—i2. (Polit., iv., 8.)—3. (Polit., ii., 6.)—
4. (Theoplirast., H. P., i., 4.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Plin.,

H. N., xxvi., 7.—Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 136.)—6. (Dios-

cor., it., 166.—Adams, Append., s. t.)—7. (Aristot., H. A., i., 6.

^Adama, Append., r. v ^

GITH or GIT, the seed of the Melanthion oi

Pepper-wort, the Nigella saliva. It was employed by
the ancients as a condiment. {Vid. Melanthium.)
GLADIATO'RES (/wvo/idxoi) were rnen who

fought with swords in the amphitheatre and other
places for the amusement of ihe Roman people
{Gladiator est, qui in arena, popuh spectante, pugna-
vil*). They are said to have been first exhibited by
the Etrurians, and to have had their origin from the
custom of killing slaves and captives at the funeral

pyres of the deceased.* {Vid. Bustum, Funus, p.

460.) A show of gladiators was called munus, and
the person who exhibited (edchat) it, editor, muneror
tor, or dominus, who was honoured during the day
of exhibition, if a private person, with the official

signs of a magistrate.*

Gladiators were first exhibited at Rome in B.C.
264, in the Forum Boarium, by Marcus and Decimua
Brutus, at the funeral of their father.* They were
at first confined to public funerals, but afterward
fought at the funerals of most persons of conse-
quence, and even at those of women.* Private

persons sometimes left a sum of money in their

will to pay the expenses of such an exhibition at

their funerals.' Combats of gladiators were also

exhibited at entertainments,' and especially at pub-

lic festivals by the sediles and other magistrates,

who sometimes exhibited immense numbers with
the view of pleasing the people.*

(
Vid. Whiles, p.

25.) Under the Empire, the passion of the Romans
for this amusement rose to its greatest height, and
the number of gladiators who fought on some occa-
sions appears almost incredible. After Trajan's
triumph over the Dacians, there were more than
10,000 exhibited."

Gladiators consisted either of captives," slaves,**

and condemned malefactors, or of freeborn citizens

who fought voluntarily. Of those who were con-
demned, some were said to be condemned ad gladi-

um, in which case they were obliged to be killed at

least within a year; and others ad ludum, who
might obtain their discharge at the end of three

years.'* Freemen, who became gladiators for hire,

were called auctorati," and their hire av^toramentum
or gladiatorium.^* They also took an oath on
entering upon the service, which is preserved by
Petronius :'• " In verba Eumolpi sacramentum jura-

vimus, uri, vinciri, verberari, ferroque nccari, el quic'

quid aliicd Eumolpus jussisset, tamquam legilimi

gladiatores domino corpora animasque religiosissime

addicimus.'"^'' Even under the Republic freeborn

citizens fought as gladiators,** but they appear to

have belonged only to the lower orders. Under the
Empire, however, both knights and senators fought

in the arena," and even women ;** which practice

was at length forbidden in the time of Severus.*'

Gladiators were kept in schools (Judi), where they
were trained by persons called lanista." The
whole body of gladiators under one lanista was fre-

quently called familia.*' They sometimes were the
property of the lanistae, who let them out to per-

sons who wished to exhibit a show of gladiators ;

1. (Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 142.)—2. (Quint., Sodaoi.,
302.)—3. (Tertull., De Spentac, 12.—Serv. ad Virg., Aln., x.,

519.)—4. (Capitol., M. Anton. Philos., 23.—Flor., iii., 20.—
Cic. ad Att., ii., 19, ^ 3.)—5. (Val. Max., ii., 4, (> 7.—Liv., Epi;,,

16.) — 6. (Suet., Jul., 26.— Spart., Hadr., 9.) — 7. (Sen., De
Brev. Vit., 20.)—8. (Athen., iv., p. 153.—Sil. Ital., xi., 51.)—9.
(Cic, Pro Mur., 18.—Id., De Off., ii., 16.)—10. (Dion Cass.,

Iviii., 15.)—11. (Vopisc, Prob., 19.)—12. (Suet., VilcU., 12.)—
13. (Ulpian, CoUat. Mos. et Rom. Leg., lit. ii., s. 7, 4.)— 14.

(Quint., 1. c—Hor., Sat., II., vii., 58.)— 15. (Suet., Tib., 7.—
Liv., xliv.,31.)— 16. (c. 117.)— 17. (Compare Senec, Epist., 7.)

—18. (Liv., xxviii., 21.)—19. (Dion Cass., Ii., 22.-1(1., Ivi., 25.

—Suet., Jul., 39.—Id., Octav., 43.—Id., Ner., 12.)—20. (T«f it.,

Ann., XI., 32.—Suet., Dom., 4.—Juv., vi., 250, ic—Sut.,
Sylv., 1., vi., 53.)—21. (Dion Cass., Ixxv., 16.)—22. (Suet.,

Jul., 26.—Cic, Pro Rose. Amer., 40.—Jut., vi., 216.—Id.: «i-»8.

-23. (Suet., Octav., 43 J
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Sut at other times belonged to citizens, who kept

them for the purpose of exhibition, and engaged la-

nistae to instruct them. Thus we read of the Indus

.iEmilius at Rome,* and of Caesar's ludus at Capua.'

The superintendence of the ludi, which belonged to

the emperors, was intrusted to c person of high

rank, called curator or procurator.* The gladiators

fought in these ludi with wooden swords, called

rudes.*- Great attention was paid to their diet, in

order to increase the strength of their bodies,

Trhence Cicero* speaks of " gladiatoria totius corpo-

ris firmitas." They were fed with nourishing food,

called gladiatoria sagina.^ A great number of glad-

iators were trained at Ravenna, on account of the

salubrity of the place.''

Gladiators were sometimes exhibited at the fu-

neral pyre, and sometimes in the Forum, but more
frequently in the amphitheatre. {Vid. Amphithea-
TRUM.) The person who was to exhibit a show of

gladiators published, some days before the exhibi-

tion, bills (libelli) containing the number and some-
times the names of those who were to fight.* When
the day came, they were led along the arena in pro-

cession, and matched by pairs ;• and their swords
were examined by the editor to see if they were
sufficiently sharp."* At first there was a kind of

sham battle, called prczlusio, in which they fought

with wooden swords or the like,'* and afterward, at

the sound of the trumpet, the real battle began.

When a gladiator was wounded, the people called

out habet or hoc hahet ; and the one who was van-

quished lowered his arms in token of submission.

His fate, however, depended upon the people, who
pressed down their thumbs if they wished him to be

saved, but turned them up if they wished him to be

killed,'* and ordered him to receive the sword {fer-

Tum recipere), which gladiators usually did with the

greatest firmness." If the life of a vanquished glad-

iator was spared, he obtained his discharge for that

day, which was called missio ;'* and hence, in an ex-

hibition of gladiators sine missione,^^ the lives of the

conquered were never spared. This kind of exhi-

bition, however, was forbidden by Augustus."

Palms were usually given to the victorious gladi-

ators ;'' and hence a gladiator who had frequently

conquered is called " plurimarum palmarum gladia-

tor ;"^^ money also was sometimes given." Old

gladiators, and sometimes those who had only fought

for a short time, were discharged from the service

by the editor at the request of the people, who pre-

sented each of them with a rudis or wooden sword,

whence those who were discharged were called

Rudiarii.*' If a person was free before he entered

the ludus, he became, on his discharge, free again
;

and if he had been a slave, he returned to the same
condition again. A man, however, who had been

a gladiator, was always considered to have dis-

graced himself, and, consequently, it appears that

he could not obtain the equestrian rank if he after-

ward acquired sufficient property to entitle him to

it ;" and a slave who had been sent into a ludus,

and there manumitted either by his then owner or

another owner, merely acquired the status of a per-

egrinus dediticius." {Vid. Dediticii.)

1. (Hor., de Art. Poet., 32.)—2. (Cses., BeU. Civ., i., 14.)—3-

iTacit., Ann., xi., 3.5.—Id. ib., liii., 22.—Suet., Cal., 27.—Gru-
bir, Inscript., p. 489.)— 4. (Suet., Cal., 32, 54.) — 5. (Phil.,

H., 25.)—«. (Tacit., Hist., ii., 88.) —7. (Strabo, v., p. 213.)—8.
(Cic. ad Fam., ii., 8.—Suet., Jul., 26. )— 9. (Hor., Sat., I., vii.,

to.)— 10. (Dion Cass., Irviii., 3.—Suet., Tit., 9.— Lipsius, Ex-
curs, ad Tac, Ant., iii,, 37.)—11. (Cic, De Orat., ii., 78, 80.—
Ovid, A. A., iii., 515.—Senec, Epist., 117.) — 12. (Hor., Epist.,

I„ xviii., 6G.—Juv., iii., 36.)—13. (Cic, Tusc, ii., 17.—Id., Pro
•ext., 37.—Id., Pro Mil., 34.) — 14. (Mart., XH., xxix., 7.)—15.

(Liv., xli., 20.)—16. (Suet., Octav., 45.) — 17. (Suet., Cal., 32.)

—18. (Cic, Pro Rose. Amer., 6.) — 19. (Juv., vii., 243.—Suet.,
(Xaud., 21.) — 20. (Cic, Phil , ii., 29.— Hor., Epist., I., i., 2.—
Suet., Tib., 7. — Qaint., 1. c] —21. (Quint., 1. c.)—3J. (Gaiu»,

i.. 13.)
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Shows of glidiators were abolished by Coastan
tine,* but appear, notwithstanding, to have been
generally exhibited till the time of Honorius, by
whom they were finally suppressed.*

Gladiators were divided into different classes,

according to their arms and different mode of fight-

ing, or other circumstances. The name of the mosl
important of these classes is given in alphabetica/

order

:

Andabata' wore helmets without any apertur*

for the eyes, so that they were obliged to fight blind-

fold, and thus excite the mirth of the spectators.

Some modern writers say that they fought on horse-

back, but this is denied by Orelli.*

Catervarii was the name given to gladiators when
they did not fight in pairs, but when several fought

together.*

Dimacheri appear to have been so called, because
they fought with two swords.'

Equites were those who fought on horseback.''

Essedarii fought from chariots like the Gauls and
Britons. (Fz'tZ. Esseda.) They are frequently men-
tioned in inscriptions.*

Fiscales were those, under the Empire, who were
trained and supported from the fiscus.'

Hoplomachi appear to have been those who fought

in a complete suit of armour.'" Lipsius considers

them to have been the same with the Samnites, and
that this name was disused under the emperors, and
hoplomachi substituted for it.

Lagueatorcs were those who used a noose to catch

their adversaries.**

Meridiani were those who fought in the middle
of the day, after combats with wild beasts had ta-

ken place in the morning. These gladiators were
very slightly armed."

Mirmillones are said to have been so called from
their having the image of a fish (jnormyr, iiopfivpo^']

on their helmets.*' Their arms were like those ol

the Gauls, whence we find that they were also call-

ed Galli. They were usually matched with the re-

tiarii or Thracians.**

Ordinarii was the name applied to all tho regular

gladiators, who fought in pairs, in the ordinary

way.**
Postulaticii were such as were demanded by the

people from the editor, in addition to those who
were exhibited.**

Provocatores fought with the Samnites,*^ but we
do not know anything respecting them except their

name. They are mentioned in inscriptions.** The
npoSoKuTup mentioned by Artemidorus*' appears to

be the same as the provocator.

Retiarii carried only a three-pointed lance, called

tridens or fuscina {vid. Fuscina), and a net (rete),

which they endeavoured to throw over their adver-

saries, and then to attack them with the fuscina

while they were entangled. The retiarius was dress-

ed in a short tunic, and wore nothing on his head.

If he missed his aim in throwing the net, he betook

himself to flight, and endeavoured to prepare his

net for a second cast, while his adversary followed

round the arena in order to kill him before he could

make a second attempt. His adversary was usu-

ally a secutor or a mirmillo." In the following

1. (Cod. ll.tit. 43.)—2. (Theodoret, Hist. Eccles., r., 20.)—

3. (Cic ad Fam., vii., 10.)— 4. (Inscr., 2577.) — 5. (Suet., Oc-

tav., 45.—" Gregatim dimicantes :" Cal., 30.) — 6. (Artemidor.,

ii., 32.—Orelli, Inscr., 2584.)—7. (OreUi, 2577, 2569.)-e. (Orfl

Ii, 2566, 2584, &c.) — 9. (Capitol., Gord., iii., 33.) — 10. (Suet

,

Cal., 35. — Martial, viii., 74.— Orelli. 2566.) — 11. (Isid , xviii.,

56.)—12. (Senec, Epist., 7.—Suet., Claud., 34.— Orelli, 2587 )

— 13. (Festus, s. v. Retiario.)—14. (Cic, Phil., iii., 12.— Id. ib.,

vii., 6.—Juv., viii., 200.—Suet., Cal., 32.—Orelli, 2566, 2580.)-

15. (Senec, Epist., 7.—Suet., Octav., 45. — Id., Cal., 26.)— It

(Senec, 1. c)—17. (Cic, Pro Sext., 64.) — 18 (Orelli, 2366.)—

19. (ii., 32.)—20. (Juv.. Sat., ii., 143.—Id. ib., viii , 803.—8i»l .

Cd., 30.—Id., Claud., 34.—Orelli, 2578.)
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woo icut, taken from Winckelraann,* a combat is

represented between a retiarius and a mirmillo ; the

feiraer has thuwn his net over the head of the lat-

ter, and is proceeding to attack him with the fiisci-

na. The lanista stands behind the retiarius.

Samniles were so called because they were armed
in the same way as that people, and were particular-

ly distinguished by the oblong scutum.'

Secutores are supposed by some writers to be so

called, because the secutor, in his combat with the

retiarius, pursued the latter when he failed in secu-

ring him by his net. Other writers think that they
were the same as the supposititii, mentioned by
Martial,' who were gladiators substituted in the
place of those who were wearied or were killed.*

If the old reading in a letter of Cicero's* is correct,

Julius Caesar had no less than 500 secutores in his

ludus at Capua ; but it appears probable that we
Might to read scutorum instead of secutorum.

Supposititii. (Vid. Secutores.)

Thraces or Threces were armed, like the Thra-
dans, with a round shield or buckler,* and a short

wurd or dagger {sica'), which is called falx supina

by Juvenal* They were usually matche<f, u a*i

ready stated, with the mirmillones. The pr&cedinj
woodcut, taken from Winckelmann,* represents a
combat between two Thracians. A lanista stands
behind each.

Paintings of gladiatorisd combats, as well as of
the other sports of the amphitheatre, were favourite
subjects with the Roman artistis,* Several statue*
of gladiators have come down to us, which are high-
ly admired as works of art : of these, the most cele-

brated is the gladiator of the Borghese collection,

now in the Museum of the Louvre, and the dying
gladiator, as it is called, in the Capitoline Museuoa.
Gladiatorial combats are represented in the bas-re-
liefs on the tomb of Scaurus at Pompeii, and illus-

trate in many particulars the brief account which
has been given in this article of the several classes
of gladiators. These bas-reliefs are represented in
the following woodcuts from Mazois.* The figures
are made of stucco, and appear to have been moulu •

ed separately, and attaclied to the plaster by pegs
of bronze or iron. In various parts of the frieze are
written the name of the person to whom the gladia-
tors belonged, and also the names of the gladiators
themselves, and the number of their victories. The
first pair of gladiators on the left hand represents an
equestrian combat. Both wear helmets with vir^rs,

which cover the whole face, and are armed with
spears and round bucklers. In the second pair^ the
gladiator on the left has been wounded ; he has let

fall his shield, and is imploring the mercy of the
people by raising his hand towards t'nem. His an-
tagonist stands behind him, waiting the signal of the
people. Like all the other gladiators represented
on the frieze, they wear the subligaculum, or short
apron fixed above the hips. The one on the left

appears to be a mirmillo, and the one on the right,

with an oblong shield (scutum), a Samnite. The
third pair consists of a Thracian and a mirmillo, the
latter of whom is defeated. The fourth group con-
sists of four figures ; two are secutores and two re-

tiarii. The secutor on his knee appears to have
been defeated by the retiarius behind him, but as
the fuscina is not adapted for producing certain
death, the other secutor is called upon to do it.

The retiarius in the distance is probably destined to

fight in his turn with the surviving secutor. The
last group consists of a mirmillo and a Samnit«
the latter is defeated.

^kls^ll)

In the next woodcut two combats are represent- In the first a Samnite has betin conquered

I
l.(Mon. !ued., pi. 197.)—2. (Liv.,ix..40.—Cic, Pro8«t.,«4.)

-$. (T., 34.)--4. (Suet., Cat., 30.—Jut., viii., »10.)—5. (ad Att.,

ni.. 14.)—A. vTestoa, « v. Threces.)—7. (Saet., Cal., 32.)

1. (viii., 201.)—«. (l.c.)—3. (Plin., H. N., Htxr., «.— Ctjl

tol., Gord., 3.—V jpisc., Carin., 18.) —4. (Poiup., i., pi. M

)
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bf a minnillo ; the former is holding up his hand to

the people to imploro mercy, while the latter appa-

rently wishes to become his enemy's executioner
before receiving the signal from the people, but the

lanista holds him back. In the other combat a
mirmillo is mortally wounded by a Samnite.

It will be observed that the right arm of every
figure is protected by armour, which the left does
not require, on account of the shield.* (Vid. Besti-
. Rii, Venatio.)
GLADIOLUS {^i(j>cov and ^aaydviov). Corn-flag

or Sword-grass. Gaza, in his version of Theophras-
tus, renders the Greek term by ensis. The people of

2ante call it, at the present day, aypioKOKopog ; the
rest of the modern Greeks, anadoKvprov. Sibthorp

found a variety, which he names G. triphyllus. The
botanical name for the Gladiolus of the ancients is

G. communis or vulgaris. This is found in the

fields of the .^gean islands at the beginning of

spring."

GLADITIS (f/^of, foet. uop, (puayavov), a Sword
or Glaive, by the Latin poets called ensis. The an-

cient sword had generally a straight, two-edged
blade {uiKprjueg^), rather broad, and nearly of equal
width from hilt to point. Gladiators, however, used
a sword which was curved like a cimiter.* In

times of the remotest antiquity swords were made
of bronze, but afterward of iron.* The Greeks and
Romans wore them on the left side {vid. p. 93

;

woodcut, p. 597'), so as to draw them out of the
sheath {vagina, K6?>,Eog) by passing the right hand in

front of the body to take hold of the hilt with the
thumb next to the blade. Hence ^schylus dis-

tinguishes the army of Xerxes by the denomination
of fiaxaipoipopov edvog,'' alluding to the obvious dif-

ference in their appearance in consequence of the
use of the Acinaces instead of the sword.
The early Greeks used a very short sword. ( Vid.

woodcut, p. 94.) Iphicrates, who made various
improvements in armour about 400 B.C., doubled
its length,* so that an iron sword found in a tomb
at Athens, and represented by Dodwell,* was two
feet five inches long, including the handle, which
was also of iron. The Roman sword, as was the
case also with their other offensive weapons, was
larger, heavier, and more formidable than the
Greek.'" Its length gave occasion to the joke of
Lentulus upon his son-in-law, who was of very low
stature, " Who tied my son-in-law to his sword 1""

To this Roman sword the Greeks applied the term
GTrddr},^' which was the name of a piece of wood of
the same form used in weaving. {Vid. Tela.) The
British glaive was still larger than the Roman.*' In
a monument found in London, and preserved at Ox-
ford, the glaive is represented between three and
four feet long.**

The principal ornament of the sword was be-
stowed upon the hilt.** {Vid. Capdlus.)

Gladius was sometimes used in a wide sense, so
as to include Pugio.**
GLANDES. {Vid. Funda.)
* GLANS. "This term," observes Martyn,

" seems to have been used by the Romans in the
same sense that we employ the word Mast, name-
ly, to indicate the fruit of the beech, oak, or other
forest-trees. Thus the fruit of the beech is called
glans by Pliny, 'fagi glans, nuclei similis.' But,
strictly speaking, it means only such fruits as con-

1. (Lipsius, Saturnalia.)—2. (Dioscor., iv., 20, 22.— Theo-
phrast., H. P., vii., 11.—Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 13.)—3.
(Horn., II., X., 256.)-4. (Marictte, Kecueil, No. 92.)—5. (Eurip.,
Phoen., 67, 529, 1438.—Vir^., ^n., iv., !579.—Id. ib., vi., 260.)—
». (Sid. Apoll., Carm., 2.)—7. (Pers., 56.)—8. (l)iod. Sic, xv.,

44.)—9. (Tour, i., p. 443.)— 10. (Florus, ii., 7.)— 11. (Macrob.,
Saturn., ii.)— 12. (Arrian, Tart.)-13. (Tac., Agric, 36.)— 14.

(Montfaucon, Supplem., iv., p. 16.)—15. {Virg., Mn., xii., M2.)
—16.(Aul. Gell.,ix., 13.)
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tain but one seed, which is covered at the kmei
part with a husk, and is naked at the upper part

.

thus the fruit of an oak, which we commonly call

an acorn, is properly a glam. ^ Glandem,^ sajs
Pliny, ' qua proprie intelligitur, ferunt rohur, quercu.t,

asculus, cerrus, ilex, suber.' "*

GLASTUM {iauTig), Woad, or Isatis tinctoria,

long celebrated for producing a dye of a beautiful

blue colour. The ancient Britons, according to

Caesar and other writers, stained their bodies with
the juice of this plant, a custom which, according
to Pliny, extended even to females. Two kinds of

hatis are mentioned by the ancient writers ; the

domesticated, or saliva, the same with the /. tinclo

ria, and the wild, or aypia, corresponding to the /
Lusitanica.^

•GLAUCTUM {yTiavKiov), the Horned Poppy,
named by Bauhin Papaver corniculatum, and by
more modern botanists, Glaucium corniculatum, Curt.
Sibthorp found it growing abundantly along the
sandy shores of Greece.'
*GLAUCUS {yTiavKog), the blue Shark, or Squa.-

lus Glaucus, called in French Le Chien de Mer.
JEXidiXi describes the paternal care of this fish for its

offspring in guarding it against dangerous foes : tto-

TTjp 6' iv ixOvaiv 6 yAavKog olog icrri ! k. t. 2.*

*GLAUX {yXav^), "the Strix Bubo, L., known
by the Enghsh names of Eagle Owl, Great Owl,
and Great Horned Owl. The urog is the Strix

Otus, or Horned Owl. The alyuXcog of Aristotle

may be conjectured to be the Strix nyctea, or Great
White Owl."* Dodwell, speaking of the owls in

modern Greece, observes, " There are many varie-

ties of owls at Athens ; the most common is the
Strix passcrina, which is very small and tame, and
is the same that is represented on Athenian coins.

They have a particular note, of which their Greek
name, KovKov6ayia, is perfectly expressive, and to

which that circumstance must have given rise,

since, the cuckoo has received its appellation from
a similar resemblance. It is a singular circum-
stance, that the Athenians are pleased with seeing
the bird of Minerva perch upon their houses. In
all other countries it is supposed as anciently to

portend calamity and death." The selection of the
owl as the emblem of Minerva originated, as is

thought, from the circumstance of this bird's hav-
ing a particular air of intelligence, owing to the ele-

vation of the facial line.*

*II. a plant, which Tragus and Bauhin are in-

clined to refer to a species of Polygala, or Milkwort

;

but Sprengel follows Clusius in holding it to be the

Astragalus Glaux. The English name of the As-
tragalus is Milkvetch.'

*GLECHON (y/l^A^wv), the Mentha pulcgium, or

Pennyroyal. Apuleius says, " Graci Blechon, alti

Glechon, et Latini Pulegium." The former of these
two Greek expressions, namely, Blechon {^"krixuv),

of which the other {Glechon) is merely a dialectic

variation, comes, according to the ancient writers,

from p2,^xv> " bleating," because the plant, when
eaten by sheep and goats, makes them bleat. The
Latin name pulegium was given to it because it

was believed to kill fleas {pulices) by its odour.
Two kinds of pulegium are mentioned by the an-

cients, the domesticated {sativum) and wild {sylvea-

tre). Pliny gives a long enumeration of its medical
properties, and cites the saying of Varro, that a
crown of Pennyroyal was more fit to adorn an
apartment than one of roses. The same writer

distinguishes also between the male and femsde pu-

1. (Martyn ad Virg., Georg., i., 305.)—2. (Gas., B. G., v., 14.

—Plin., H. N., ixii.. 1.—Dioscor., ii., 215.—Billprbcck, Flon
Classica, p. 174.)—3. (Dioscor., iii., 90.—Adams, Append., t. y.)—4. (jElian, N. A., i., 16.—Adams, ApppAd., s. v.)—-5. (Auaiua,
Append., s. v.)—6. (Dodwell, Tour, ii., j. 43.)—7. (Dioacar.ir
IW).—Adama, Append., i. r.)
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leginTn, which Dioscorides does not, and, botanically

speaking, this distinction is a vicious one. Apulei-

08, without doubt following Pliny, says that the fe-

male pulegium has a red flower, and the male a

white one ; but he gives no preference for medical

ourposes to either the one or the other kind.'

•GLIS, the Rell-mouse, or Glis esculentus, a

branch of the Dormouse family. It is the fivo^og

of the Greek writers, which is most probably the

same with the i?.ei6c of Aristotle. Linnaeus calls it

the Myoxus Glis*

^GLOTTIS (yJlumf), the name of a bird men-
tioned by Aristotle. "The most probable conjec-

ture," says Adams, " which I can form respecting

it, is, that it was the Totanua Glottis, Bechstein,

called in English the Greenshank or Great Plover.'"

GLYCYRRHIZ'A (y?.VKvf>iiii;a), Liquorice.

Sprengel, in his R. H. H., acknowledges it to be the

Glycyrrhiza glabra; but in his edition of Dioscori-

des he prefers the G. glanduUfera. Bauhin, Hill,

Miller, and Dierbach agree that it is the variety of

Liquorice now named G. capite cchinato, which is

described by Dioscorides. Sibthorp also makes it

to be the G. echinat*

'GLYCYM'ARIS (yXvKv/iapic), a fish of the tes-

taceous order. Coray inclines to refer it to the

Area glycymaris, L. Lamarck makes it a distinct

genus.*

»GLYCYS'IDE (ylvKvalSri), according to Dios-

corides and Galen, a synonyme of the iraiovia.

"The two species described by them," remarks
Adams, " are most probably the Paonia officinalis,

or Male Pagony, and the P. corallina. Stackhouse

holds the yXvKvaidTi of Theophrastus to be the P.

nohilis."*

GNAPHAL'IUM (yvatpu'Xiov), according to Bau-
hin, the '^Herba impia" of Pliny, which he calls the

Gnaphalium vulgare, but which is now termed G.

Germanicum by British botanists. It is the common
Cudweed of Great Britain. " This ^eems to be a

probable view of the subject," remarks Adams, " but

it becomes me to state that Sprengel, upon the au-

thority of Matthiolus, Dodonaeus, and others, holds it

to be a species of Lavender-cotton, namely, the

Otanthus maritimus, Zink."^

GNAPH'ALUS (yva^aXof), a bird of passage
described by Aristotle. Buffon conjectures that it

was the Bohemian Chatterer {Garrulus Bohemicus)

;

an opinion discountenanced by Linnaeus, but which
Adams considers a very probable one.*

GNOMON. (7id. HoROLOGiuM.)
*GOBIUS (Ku6i6f), the Sea Gudgeon or Gobey.

Griffith thinks that the Gobey is the Pkycis of the

ancients, "the only fish that constructs a nest."'

GOSSIP'ION. The Cotton-tree. {Vid. EPI-
0*OFON AENAPON.)
GRADUS COGNATIONIS. (Vid. Cognati.)

GRAMM'ATEUS {ypcm/iaTevc), a Clerk or Scribe.

Among the great number of scribes employed by
the magistrates and government of Athens, there

were three of a higher rank, who were real state

officers.'* Their functions are described by Pollux."

One of them was appointed by lot, by the senate, to

erve the time of the administration of each pry-

tany, though he always belonged to a different pry-

tany from that which was in power. He was
therefore called ypafifuiTev^ Kara irpvravtiav.^^ His
province was to keep the public records, and the de-

1. (Nicand., Alex., 128.—Dioscor., iii., 33.—Plin., H. N., xx.,

14.)—2. (Aristot., II. A., viii., 19.—Adams, s. v. /Atirfj.)-3.

(Aristot., II. A., viii., 14.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Dioscor.,

hi., 7.—Adams, Append., s. v.—Billerbeck, Flora Classica, p.

192.)—i (Plin., II. N., ixxii., 11.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—6.

(Theophrast., ix., 9.—Dioscor., lii., 147.—Nicaml., Ther., 940.—
Adams, Append., s.t.)—7. (Dioscor., iii., 122.—Adams, Append.,
. T.)— 8. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 16.)—9. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol.

«., p. 236.)— 10. (Suidas. s. v.)— 11. (Omm., viii., 98.)—IS. (De-
uMth.. c. I'imocrat., p. 720 )

crees of the people which were made dunng IM
time of his office, and to deliver to the thesmothctv
the decrees of the senate.' Demosthenes, in an*
other passage,* states that the public documents,
which were deposited In the Metroon, were in the
keeping of a public slave ; whence we must suppobe,
with Schomann,* that this servant, whose office wa«
probably for life, was under the ypafifidrevg, and was
his assistant. Previous to the archonshipof Euclei-
des, the name of this scribe was attached to the

beginning of every decree of the people ; and the
name of the ypanfiarng who officiated during th^

administration of the first prytany in a year was, like

that of the archon eponymus, used to designate the
year.

The second ypa^fiarevt; was elected by the senate
by xfi^poTovia, and was intrusted with the custody
of the laws {im rovg vSftovg^). His usual name was
ypa/ifiarevc T^f fiov?^7Jc, but in inscriptions he is

also called ypa/nfiarevc ruv fSovXevruv* Farthei
particulars concerning his office are not known.
A third ypafiixarevg was called ypofifiarthq rqg it&-

Xcwf,' or ypafifiareiic T^f (^ovXrjc lal tov d^/iov. He
was appointed by the people by xei-poTovia, and the
principal part of his office was to read any laws or

documents which were required to be read in the
assembly or in the senate.*

A class of scribes inferior to these were those
persons who were appointed clerks to the several

civil or military officers of the state, or who served
any of the three ypa/ifiaTelg mentioned above as
under-clerks {vnoypafi/nareic*). These persons were
either public slaves or citizens of the lower orders,

as appears from the manner in which Demosthenes
speaks of them, and were not allowed to hold their

office for two succeeding years.'*

Different from these common olerks were the

avTtypaipdc, checking-clerks or counter- scribes, who
must likewise be divided into two classes, a lower
and a higher one. The former comprised those
who accompanied the generals and cashiers of the
armies," who kept the control of the expenditure
of the sacred money, &c.'* The higher class of
avnypapetc, on the other hand, were public officers.

Their number was, according to Harpocration,"
only two, the uvriypa^evc rf/g dcoiK^aeug, and the

uvTcypa<l)Evg rf/g jSovXjjc. The office of the former
was to control the expenditure of the public treasu-

ry (iioiKTjaic) ; the latter was always present at the
meetings of the senate, and recorded the accounts
ofmoney which was paid into the senate.** He had
also to lay the account of the public revenue before

the people in every prytany, so that he was a check
upon the airodiKTat. He was at first elected b> th«

people by x^i-P°'''o''"'^> but was afterward appointee

by lot."

The great number of clerks and counter-clerks a>

Athens was a necessary consequence of the insti

tution of the evdvvri, which could not otherwise
have been carried into effect.'*

GRAPHE {ypa<j)Ti), in its most general accepta-

tion, comprehends all state trials and criminal pros

ecutions whatever in the Attic courts ; but in its

more limited sense, those only which were not dis-

1. (Demosth., 1. c.)—2. (De Fals. Leg., p. 381.)-3. (De Co
mit., p. 302, tvaiisl.)—4. (SchOmimn, p. 132, Ac—Compars
BouLE, p. 69.)—5. (Pollux, 1. c— Demosth., c.Timocr., p. 713
—De Coron., p. 238.)—6. (B5ckh,Staatsh.,i.,p.201.)—7. (Thu
cyd., vii., 10.)—8. (Pollux, 1. c—Demosth., De Fals. Leg., ]i

419.—Id., c. Lpptin., p. 485.—Suidas, s. v.)—9. (Demosth., D»
Fals. Lepf., p. 419.—Id., De Coron., p. 314.—Antiphon, De Cho-
reut.. p. 792.—Lysias, c. Nicom., p. 864.)— 10. Lysias, c. Nicom.,

p. 864, according to the intrrpretatiou of this passage by B6ckh^
Staatsh. i., p. 203.)—11. (Demosth., De Chcrson., p. 101.)—1»
(BOckh, Staatsh., i., p. 198.)—13. (s. v.)— 14. (Compare PoUnx,
Onom., viii., 98.—Suidas. s. v.)—15. (.^Ischin., c. Ctes., p. 417
—Pollux, 1. c.)—16. (Vtd. SchOmann, De Comit., j.. 309, &&-
BOckh, Staatsh., i., p. 198, &c.— Uermaim, Polit. Anti<, , S If.
n. 17 and 18.)
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tlnguished as the ei/dwi), kvdei^iQ, elaayyekia by a

epecial name and a peculiar conduct of the proceed-

ings. The principal characteristic differences be-

tween public and private actions are enumerated
undei Dice, and the peculiar forms of public pros-

ecutions, such as those above mentioned, are sep-

arately noticed. Of these forms, together with that

of the ypaipT), properly so called, it frequently hap-

pened that two or more were applicable to the same
cause of action -, and the discretion of the prosecu-

tor in selecting the most preferable of his available

remedies was attended by results of great impor-

tance to himself and the accused. If the prosecu-

tor's speech {Karrijopia), and the evidence adduced
by him, were insufficient to establish the aggrava-

ted character of the wrong in question, as indicated

by the form of action he had chosen, his ill-judged

rigour might be alleged in mitigation of the punish-

ment by the defendant in his reply (inroloyia), or

upon the assessment of the penalty after judgment
given ; and ifthe case were one ofthose in which the

dicasts had no power of assessing (uTl/irjTog ypa(t>jj),

it might cause a total failure of justice, and even
render the prosecutor liable to a fine or other pun-

ishment.^

The courts before which public causes could be
tried were very various ; and, besides the ordinary

heliastic bodies under the control of the nine ar-

chons, or the generals, or logistae, the council, and
even the assembly ofthe people, occasionally became
judicial bodies for that purpose, as in the case of cer-

tain docimasiae and eisangelia^.' The proper court

in which to bring a particular action was, for the

most part, determined by the subject-matter of the

accusation. In the trial of state offences, it was, in

general, requisite that the ostensible prosecutor

should be an Athenian citizen in the full possession

of his franchise ; but on some particular occasions,*

even slaves and resident aliens were invited to

come forward and lay informations. In such cases,

and in some eisangeliae and other special proceed-

ings, the prosecution and conduct of the cause in

court was carried on by advocates retained by the

state {^vvfiyopoi) for the occasion ; but with the ex-

ception of these temporary appointments, the pro-

tection of purely state interests seems to have been
left to volunteer accusers.

In criminal causes the prosecution was conduct-

ed by the Kvpiog in behalf of the aggrieved woman,
minor, or slave ; his TrpoaruTTjQ probably gave some
assistance to the resident alien in the commence-
ment of proceedings, though the accusation was
in the name of the person aggrieved, who also made
his appearance at the trial without the intervention

of the patron ;* and a complete foreigner would
upon this occasion require the same or a still far-

ther protection from the proxenus of his country.

With the exception of cases in which the apagoge,

ephegesis endeixis, or eisangelia was adopted, in

the first three of which an arrest actually did, and in

the last might take place, and accusations at the eu-

thunae and docimasiae, when the accused was, or

was supposed by the law to be, present, a public

action against a citizen commenced, like an ordina-

ry lawsuit, with a summons to appear before the
proper magistrate on a fixed day.* The anacrisis

then followed [vid. (Anacrisis) ; but the bill of ac-

cusation was called a ypa<p^ or (puaig, as the case
might be, and not an eyKlrifia or A^ftf, as in pri-

vate actions ; neither could a public prosecution be
referred to an arbitrator {vid. Diaitetes) ; and if it

irere compromised, would in many cases render the
iccuser liable to an action Kadv^Eoeui, if not ipso

1. (Demosth., c. Androt., 601.—Id., c. Meid., 523.)—2. (Meier,

itt. Proc., p. 205, 268.)—3. (Thncyd., vi., 28.—LyK., Pro Call.,

18*.)—4. (Meier, At*;. Pi-oc., 661.)—5. (Plato, Euthyph., init.)
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facto to a fine of a thousand drachma".* The saiuu
sum was also forfeited when the prosecutor failed t«
obtain the voices of a fifth of the dicasts in i\\ ca-

ses except those brought before the archon that had
reference to injury (KuKucrig) done to women or or-

phans ; and besides this penalty, a modified disfran

chisement, as, for instance, an incapacity to bring a
similar accusation, was incurred upon several occa-
sions. Upon the conviction of the accused, if the
sentence were death, the presiding magistrate of
the court delivered the prisoner, who remained iri

the custody of the Scythae during the trial, to the

Eleven, whose business it was to execute judgment
upon him. (Firf. Eleven, The.) If the punishment
were confiscation of property, the demarchs made
an inventory of the effects of the criminal, which
was read in the assembly of the people, and deliv-

ered to the poletae, that they might make a sale of
the goods, and pay in the proceeds to the public

treasury."

GREGORIA'NUS CODEX. {Vid. Codex Grk
GORIANUS.)

GROSPHOS (ypoacjioc). {Vid. Hasta.)
GUBERNA'CULUM, ant. GUBERNUM (jriytJo-

?i,Lov), a Rudder. Before the invention of the rudder,
which Pliny^ ascribes to Tiphys, the pilot of the
ship Argo, vessels were both propelled and guided
by oars alone. This circumstance may account for

the form of the ancient rudder, as well as for the
mode of using it. It was like an oar with a very
broad blade, and was commonly placed on each side

of the stern, not at its extremity. The annexed
woodcut presents examples of its appearance as it

is frequently exhibited on coins, gems, and other
works of art. The figure in the centre is from one
of Bartoh's lamps,* and displays a Triton blowing
the BucciNA, and holding a rudder over his shouU
der in his left hand. The first figure in the same
woodcut is from a cameo in the Stosch collection. It

represents a rudder with its helm or tiller {vid. Axba,
Clavus) crossed by the cornucopia. These two em
blems of abundance and success are often found to-

gether, especially in representations of Fortune. In

the third figure, taken from another cameo in the

same collection, Venus leans with her left arm upoii

a rudder, which indicates her origin from the sea

The usual position of the rudder at the side of the

stern is seen in the woodcuts at p. 58, 62, 69.

The gubernaculum was managed by the gubemor
tor* {KvSepv^TTic*), who is also called the rector, aa

distinguished from the magister,'' and by the Greek
poets olaKoaTp6<^og and olaKovSfiog* because he turns

and directs the helm.*

I. (Meier, Att. Pros., 355.)— 2. (Meier, Att. Proc., 740, &c.J
—3. (H. N., vii., 5".)—4. (Luc. Ant., i., 5.)—5. (Plaut., Rtid.,

iv., 3, 75.—Sen., Epist., 86.)—6. (Horn., Od., iii., 279-283.—lb.,
lii., 217, 218.)—7. (Virg., Mn., v., 161, 165.—Sen., Epist., 122.)

—8. (.flSsch., Prom. Vinct., 153, 524.—Pind., Isthm., iii., 89.)—
9. (Plut., De Superst., V., vi., p. 646, ed. Reiske.—Ojaico m»>

Hiiv. JEschyl., Sept. c. Theb., 3.)
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A ship had sometimes one, but more commonly
two rudders ;' and they were distinguished as the

right and the left rudder (dexlrum, sinislrum*). In

Ihe Caspian Sea, where the old practice not long

ago remained in force, a modern traveller was nearly

shipwrecked because the rudders were in the hands

of two pilots who spoke different languages. To
obviate such disasters among the ancients, the

same steersman held both tillers, if the boat was
email, as is clearly shown in the representation of

one on a lamp.' In larger ships the extremities of

the helms were joined by a pole, which was moved
by one man, and kept the rudders always parallel.

This construction is seen in the model of a ship

which is preserved in the collection of Egyptian an-

tiquities at Berlin, and which was discovered in the

tomb of a priest. The contrivances for attaching

the two rudders to one another, and to the sides of

the ship, are called Ct'vy^at* and ^EVKrriplat.^

Ships constructed with a double prow and stem
{vid. AM*inPYMNOI NHE2) had two rudders at

each end.' In the great ship built at Alexandrea by
Ptolemy Philopator, the four rudders were each
thirty cubits in length.''

GUBERNA'TOR. {Vid. Gubernacdlcm.)
GUSTA'TIO. (Vid. Ccena, p. 275.)

GUTTUS. (Vid. Baths, p. 151.)

GYMNASIARCHES. {Vid. Gymnasium.)
GYMNASION. {Vid. Gymnasium.)
GYMNASIUM {yv/xvdaiov). The whole educa-

tion of a Greek youth was divided into three parts,

grammar, music, and gymnastics {ypdfifiaTa, fiov-

aiKv, and yvfivaaTiK^'), to which Aristotle' adds a
fourth, the art of drawing or painting. Gymnastics,
however, were thought by the ancients a matter of

such importance, that this part of education alone

occupied as much time and attention as all the oth-

ers put together ; and while the latter necessarily

ceased at a certain period of life, gymnastics con-

tinued to be cultivated by persons of ^11 ages, though
those of an advanced age naturally took lighter and
Jess fatiguing exercises than boys and youths." The
ancients, and more especially the Greeks, seem to

have been thoroughly convinced that the mind could

not possibly be in a healthy state unless the body
was likewise in perfect health, and no means were
thought, either by philosophers or physicians, to be
more conducive to preserve or restore bodily health

Jhan well-regulated exercise. The word gymnas-
tics is derived from yvfivoc (naked), because the
persons who performed their exercises in public or
private gymnasia were either entirely naked, or
merely covered by the short ;t;iTuv."

The great partiality of the Greeks for gymnastic
exercises was productive of infinite good : they
gave to the body that healthy and beautiful develop-
ment by which the Greeks excelled all other na-
tions, and which, at the same time, imparted to their

minds that power and elasticity which will ever be
admired in all their productions.'* The plastic art,

in particular, must have found its first and chief

nourishment in the gymnastic and athletic perform-
ances ; and it maybe justly observed, that the Greeks
would never have attained their pre-eminence in

sculpture had not their gymnastic and athletic ex-
hibitions made the artists familiar with the beauti-

fiil forms of the human body and its various atti-

tuacs. Respecting the advantages of gymnastics

1. (^lian, V. H., ix., 40.—Heliod., .Sthiop., v., p. 241, ed.

Comm.- Acts, xxvii., 40.)—2. (Hygin., Fab., 14.)—3. (Bartoli,

lii., 31.)— 4. (Eurip., Hel., 1556.)— 5. (Acts, xxvii., 40.)— 6.

(Tacit., Ann., ii., 6.)—7. (Athen., v., 37.)—8. (Plato, Theag., p.
122.—Plut., De Audit., c. 17.—Clitoph., p. 497.)—9. (De Rep.,
viii., 3.)—10. (Xen., Sympos., i., 7.—Lncian, Lcxiph., 5.)— 11.

(See the authorities in Wachsmuth, Hellen. Atterth., ii., 2, p.

33, and Decker's Charikles, i., p. 310. &r.)-~12. (Lucian, De
GTomast., 15.)

in a medical pomt of view some remarks are made
at the end of this article. But we must, at the same.
time, confess, that at a later period of Greek histo-

ry, when the gymnasia had become places of resort

for idle loungers, their evil effects were no less stri-

king. The chief objects for which they had origi-

nally been instituted were gradually lost sight of,

and instead of being places of education and train*

ing, they became mere places of amusement.
Gymnastics, in the widest sense of the word,

comprehended also the agonistic and athletic arts
{uyuviarcK^ and uHXt]tlki]), that is, the art of those
who contended for the prizes at the great public

games in Greece, and of those who made gymnas-
tic performances their profession. ( Vid. Athletjb
and AooNOTHETAi.) Both originated in the gymna-
sia, in as far as the athletae, as well as the agonis-
tae, were originally trained in them. The athletae,

however, afterward formed a distinct class of per-
sons unconnected with the gymnasia ; while the
gymnasia, at the time when they had degenerated,
were in reality little more than agonistic schools,

attended by numbers of spectators. On ceitain
occasions, the most distinguished pupils of the gym-
nasia were selected for the exhibition of public con-
tests {vid. Lamfadophoria), so that, on the whole,
there was always a closer connexion between the
gymnastic and agonistic than between the gymnas-
tic and athletic arts. In a narrower sense, however,
the gymnasia had, with very few exceptions, nothing
to do with the public contests, and were places of

exercise for the purpose of strengthening and im-
proving the body, or, in other words, places for

physical education and training ; and it is chiefly in

this point of view that we shall consider them in

this article.

Gymnastic exercises among the Greeks seem to

have been as old as the Greek nation itself, as may
be inferred from the fact that gymnastic contests
are mentioned in many of the earliest legends ol

Grecian story ; but they were, as might be sup-
posed, of a rude and mostly of a warlike character.

They were generally held in the open air, and in

plains near a river, which afforded an opportunity
for swimming and bathing. The Attic legends, in-

deed, referred the regulation of gymnastics to The-
seus ;' but, according to Galen, it seems to have
been about the time of Cleisthenes that gymnastics
were reduced to a regular and complete system.
Great progress, however, must have been made as
early as the time of Solon, as appears from some
of his laws which are mentioned below. It was
about the same period that the Greek towns began
to build their regular gymnasia as places of exercise
for the young, with baths, and other conveniences
for philosophers and all persons who sought intel-

lectual amusements. There was probably no Greek
town of any importance which did not possess its

gjTTinasium. In many places, such as Ephesus,
Hierapolis, and Alexandrea in Troas, the remains
of the ancient gymnasia have been discovered in
modern times. Athens alone possessed three great
gymnasia, the Lyceum {Xvkeiov), Cynosarges (Kl^•

vocdpyrj^), and the Academia {'AKadrjfiia) ; to which,
in later times, several smaller ones were added.
All buildings of this kind were, on the whole, built

on the same plan, though from the remains, as well
as from the descriptions still extant, we must infer

that there were many differences in their detail.

The most complete description of a gymnasium
which we possess is that given by Vitruvius,* Thich,
however, is very obscure, and at the same time de-

fective, in as far as many parts which seem to have
been essential to a gymnasium are not mentioned
in it. Among the numerous plans which have been

1. (PavM., i., 39, 3.)—2. (r., 11.)
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drawrn, according to the description of Vitruvius,
that of W. Newton, in his translation of Vitruvius,
vol. i., fig. 52, deserves the preference. The follow-
ing woodcut is a copy of it, with a few alterations.

The peristylia (D) in a gymnasium, which Vitru-
vius incorrectly calls palaestra, are placed in the
form of a square or oblong, and have two stadia
(1200 feet) in circumference. They consist of four
porticoes. In three of them (A B C), spacious exe-
drae, with seats, were erected, in which philosophers,
rhetoricians, and others, who delighted in intellect-

ual conversatiott, might assemble. A fourth portico
(E), towards the south, was double, so that the
interior walk was not exposed to bad weather.
The double portico contained the following apart-
ments : The Ephebeum (F), a spacious hall with
seats, is in the middle, and by one third longer than
broad. On the right is the Coryceum (G), perhaps
the same room which in other cases was called
Apodyterium ; then came the Conisteriura (H), ad-
joining; and next to the Conisterium, in the re-

turns of the portico, is the cold bath, lovrpov (I).

On the left of the Ephebeum is the Elaeothesium,
where persons were anointed by the aliptae (K).
Adjoining the Elaeothesium is the Frigidarium (L),

the object of which is unknown. From thence is

the entrance to the Propnigeum (M), on the returns
of the portico ; near which, but more inward, be-
hind the place of the frigidarium, is the vaulted
sudatory (N), in length twice its breadth, which has
on the returns the Laconicum (0) on one side, and
opposite the Laconicum, the hot bath (P). On the
outside three porticoes are built : one (Q) in pass-
ing out from the peristyle, and on the right and left

the two stadial porticoes (R S), of which the one
(S) that faces the north is made double and of great
breadth, the other (R) is single, and so designed
that in the parts which encircle the walls, and which
adjoin to the columns, there may be margins for
paths not less than ten feet ; and the middle is so
excavated that there may be two steps, a foot and
a half in descent, to go from the margin to the plane
(R), which plane should not be less in breadth than
12 feet; by ihis means, those who walk about the
margins in their apparel will not be annoyed by
those who are exercising themselves. This portico
is called by the Greeks ^varoc, because in the winter
season the athletae exercised themselves in the.se
covered stadia. The ^varog had groves or planta-
tions between the two porticoes, and walks between
the trees, with seats of signine work. Adjoining to
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the fuffrof (R) and double portico (S) are the un-
covered walks (U), which in Greek are called iza-

padpofiideg, to which the athletae, in fair weather,
go from the winter-xystus to exercise. Beyond the
xystus is the stadium (W), so large that a multitude
of people may have sufficient room to behold the
contests of the athletae.

It is generally believed that Vitruvius, in thw
description of his gymnasium, took that of Naplea
as his model; but two important parts of other
Greek gymnasia, the apodyterium and the sphaeris-
terium, are not mentioned by him. The Greeks
bestowed great care upon the outward and inward
splendour of their gymnasia, and adorned them with
the statues of gods, heroes, victors in the public
games, and of eminent men of every class. Hermes
was the tutelary deity of the gymnasia, and his
statue was consequently seen in most of them.
The earliest regulations which we possess con

cerning the gymnasia are in the laws of Solon.
One of these laws forbade all adults to enter a
gymnasium during the time that boys were taking
their exercises, and at the festival of the Hermaea.
The gymnasia were, according to the same law, not
allowed to be opened before sunrise, and were to be
shut at sunset.' Another law of Solon excluded
slaves from gymnastic exercises.* Boys who were
children of an Athenian citizen and a foreign mother
(vndoi), were not admitted to any other gymnasium
but the Gynosarges.3 Some of the laws of Solon,
relating to the management and the superintendence
of the gymnasia, show that he was aware of the
evil consequences which these institutions might
produce, unless they were regulated by the strictest
rules. As we, however, find that adults also fre-
quented the gymnasia, we must suppose that, at
least as long as the laws of Solon were in force, the
gymnasia were divided into different parts for per-
sons of different ages, or that persons of different
ages took their exercises at different times of the
day.* The education of boys up to the age of six-
teen was divided into the three parts mentioned
above, so that gymnastics formed only one depart-
ment ; but during the period from their sixteenth to
their eighteenth year, the instruction in grammar
and music seems to have ceased, and gymnastics
were exclusively pursued. In the time of Plato the
salutary regulations of Solon appear to have been
no longer observed, and we find persons of all ages
visiting the gymnasia.' Athens now possessed a
number of smaller gymnasia, which are sometimes
called palaestrae, in which persons of all ages used
to assemble, and in which even the Hermaea were
celebrated by the boys, while formerly this solem-
nity had only been kept in the great gymnasia, and
to the exclusion of all adults. • These changes, and
the laxitude in the superintendence of these public
places, caused the gymnasia to differ very little

from the schools of the athletai ; and it is, perhaps,
partly owing to this circumstance that writers of
this and subsequent times use the words gymnast
um and palaestra indiscriminately.'

Married as well as unmarried women were, al

Athens and in all the Ionian states, excluded from
the gymnasia ; but at Sparta, and in some othei
Doric states, maidens, dressed in the short ;t"""»'i

were not only admitted as spectators, but also took
part in the exercises of the youths. Married women,
however, did not frequent the gymnasia.*

Respecting the superintendence and administra-
tion of the gymnasia at Athens, we know that Solon

1. (^schin., c. Timarch., p. 38.)—2. (^schin., c. Timarch,
p. 147.—Plut., Solon, 1.—Demosth., c. Timocr., p. 736.)—3.
(Plut., Them., 1.)—4. (Bockh, Corp. Inscrip., n. 246 and 2214.)
—5. (Plat., De Rep., v., p. 452.—Xen., Sympjs., ii., 18.)—ft
(Plat., Lys., p. 206.)—7. (Becker, Charikles, L, p. 34] )—»
(Plat., De Leg., vii., p. 806.)
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IB his legislation thought them worthy of great at-

tention ; and the transgression of some of his laws

relating to the gyiinasia was punished with death.

His laws mention a magistrate, called the gymnasi-

arch {yiiftvaaiapxoc or yvfivaaiupxtK), who was in-

trusted with the wlwle management of the gymnasia,

and with everything connected therewitli. His
office was one of the regular hturgies, like the cho-

regia and trierarchy,* and was attended with con-

siderable expense. He had to maintain and pay
the persons who were preparing themselves for the

games and contests in the public festivals, to pro-

vide them with oil, and perhaps with the wrestlers'

dust. It also devolved upon him to adorn the gym-
nasium, or the place where the agones took place.*

The gymnasiarch was a real magistrate, and in-

vested with a kind of jurisdiction over all those

who frequented or were connected with the gym-
nasia ; and his power seems even "to have extended
beyond the gymnasia, for Plutarch' states that he
watched and controlled the conduct of the ephebi

in general. He had also the power to remove from
the gymnasia teachers, philosophers, and sophists,

whenever he conceived that they exercised an in-

jurious influence upon the young.* Another part

of his duties was to conduct the solemn games at

certain great festivals, especially the torch-race

{'kafiTradrjipopla), for which he selected the most dis-

tinguished among the ephebi of the gymnasia. The
number of gymnasiarchs was, according to liibani-

us on Demosthenes,* ten, one from every tribe.*

They seem to have undertaken their official duties

in turns, but in What manner is unknown. Among
the external distinctions of a gymnasiarch were a
purple cloak and white shoes.' In early times the

office of gymnasiarch lasted for a year, but under
the Roman emperors we find that sometimes they
held it only for a month, so that there were 12 or

13 gymnasiarchs in one year." This office seems
to have been considered so great an honour, that

even Roman generals and emperors were ambitious

to hold it. Other Geeek towns had, like Athens,
their own gymnasiarchs, but we do not know wheth-
er, or to what extent, their duties differed from the

Athenian gymnasiarch. In Gyrene the office was
sometimes held by women.

Another office which was formerly believed to be

connected with the superintendence of the gymna-
sia is that of xystarchus (^aTupxoQ). But it is not

mentioned previous to the time of the Roman em-
perors, and then only in Italy and Crete. Krause*
has shown that this office had nothing to do with
the gymnasia properly so called, but was only con-

nected with the schools of the athletae.

An office which is likewise not mentioned before

the time of the Roman emperors, but was, never-

theless, decidedly connected with the gymnasia, is

that of Cosmetes. He had to arrange certain

games, to register the names, and keep the lists of
the ephebi, and to maintain order and discipline

among them. He was assisted by an anticosmetes
3nd two hyposcosmetae.'*

An office of very great importance, in an educa-
tional point of view, was that of the sophronistse

{auipovlaraL). Their province was to inspire the

youths with a love of au(ppoavvrj, and to protect

this virtue against all injurious influences. In ear-

ly times their number at Athens was ten, one from
every tribe, with a salary of one drachma per day."
Tlieir duty not only required them to be present at

all the games of the ephebi, but to watch and correct

their conduct wherever they might meet them, bott
within and without the gymnasium. At the time
of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, only six sophro-
nistae, assisted by as many hyposophronistae, arc
mentioned.*

The instructions in the gymnasia were given by
the gymnastse (yvfivaarai) and the psedotribse (rrot-

6oTpi6ai) ; at a later period hypopaedotribae were ad-
ded. The paedotribes was required to possess a
knowledge of all the various exercises which were
performed in the gymnasia ; the gyranastes was
the practical teacher, and was expected to know the

physiological eflfccts and influences on the constitu-

tion of the youths, and therefore assigned to each of

them those exercises which he thought most suita-

ble.' These teachers were usually athletae who bad
left their profession, or could not succeed in it.*

The anointing of the bodies of the youths, and
strewing them with dust, before they commenced
their exercises, as well as the regulation of their

diet, was the duty of the aliptae. (Vid. Alipt.«.)

These men sometimes also acted as surgeons or
teachers.* Galen* mentions, among the gymnastic
teachers, a (T(j>aipiartK6g, or teacher of the various

games at bedl ; and it is not improbable that in some
cases particular games may have been taught by
separate persons.

The games and exercises which were performed
in the gymnasia seem, on the whole, to have been
the same throughout Greece. Among the Dorians,
however, they were regarded chiefly as institutions

for hardening the body and for mihtary training,

among the lonians, and especially the Athenians,
they had an additional and higher object, namely,
to give to the body and its movements grace and
beauty, and to make it the basis of a healthy and
sound mind. But among all the diflferent tribes of

the Greeks, the exercises which were carried on in

a Greek gymnasium were either mere games, or

the more important exercises which the gymnasia
had in common with the public agones in the great

festivals.

Among the former we may mention, 1. The ball

{atjtaipiaig, a<l>atp(jfiaxia, &c.), which was in univer-

sal favour with the Greeks, and was here, as at

Rome, played in a variety of ways, as appears from
the words uno^fia^i^, emaKvpo^, ipatvivda or dpnaa-
Tov, &c.* Every gymnasium contained one large

room for the purpose of playing at ball in it (ff^ot-

piarfipiov). 2. Wail^eiv kixvarivSa, dieXKvarivda, or

cJta ypafifiijg, was a game in which one boy, holding

one end of a rope, tried to pull the boy who held

its other end across a line marked between tb»;m

on the ground. 3. The top {Jiiiitri^, ^ef^^i^, f>ofi6og,

cTpoCiXog), which was as common an amusement
with Greek boys as in our own days. 4. The
irevTuXidoc, which was a game with five stones,

which were thrown up from the upper part of the

hand and caught in the palm. 6. ^Kanipda, which
was a game m which a rope was drawn through the

upper part of a tree or a post. Two boys, one on
each side of the post, turning their backs towards
one another, took hold of the ends of the rope and
tried to pull each other up. This sport was also

one of the amusements at the Attic Dionysia.'

These few games will suffice to show the character

of the gymnastic sports.

The more important games, such as running {dpo-

fwg), throwing of the J/cr/cof and the ukuv, jumping
and leaping (uXfia, with and without dXrijpec), wrest

ling (nuXri), boxing (rrvy/zv), the pancratium (irayKpa

1. llc-jtit, De Philoctem. htered., p. 154.)—2. (Xen., De Rep.
Ath., i., 13.)— 3. (Aniator., c. 9, &c.)—4. (iEschin., c. Timarch.)
—5. (c. Moid., p. 510.)—6. (Compare Demosth., c. Philip., p.

50; c. B(Eot., p. 996.—IsB-.us, De Menecl., c. 42.)—7. (Plut.,

Anton., 33.)—8. (Krause, Theagenes, i., p. 218.)—9. (lb., p.
S22.) -10. (Krauae, ib., p. 228, dtc.)—11. (Etymol. Ma^., . r.)

1. (Krause, ib., p.231, &c.)—2. (Galen, De Valet, tuend., li.,

9, 11.—Arist., PoUt. Antiq., viii., 3, 2.)—3. (jEban, V. H., ii., 6.

—Gale»i,l. c—Id.,ii.,3, Ac.)—4. (Plut., Dion., c. 1.)—5. (l.c»—

Id., ii., 11.)—6. (Plat., De Leff.,Tii., p. 797.—Compare Oronor.M
Plant., Ctin5ul.,u., 3, 17, and Becker, (Jallu«, i., 270.)-7. (H*>

rch., . T.)
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nov), nivTofiXo^, Xa/nradTjipopta, dancing {ipxv<"^)>

Ac, are described in separate articles.

A gymnasium was, as Vitruvius observes, not a
Roman institution, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus*

expressly states that the whole ayuvLoriKfi of the

Romans, though it was practised at an early period

in the Ludi Maximi, was introduced among the Ro-
mans from Greece. Their attention, however, to

developing and strengthening the body by exercises

was considerable, though only for military purposes.

The regular training of boys in the Greek gymnas-
tics was foreign to Roman manners, and even held

in contempt.' Towards the end of the Republic,

many wealthy Romans, who had acquired a taste

for Greek manners, used to attach to their villas

small places for bodily exercise, sometimes called

gymnasia, sometimes palaestrae, and to adorn them
with beautiful works of art.' The Emperor Nero
was the first who built a public gymnasium at

Rome ; another was erected by Commodus.* But,

although these institutions were intended to intro-

duce Greek gymnastics among the Romans, yet

they never gained any great importance, as the

magnificent thermae, amphitheatres, and other colos-

sal buildings had always greater charms for the Ro-
mans than the gymnasia.
For a fuller account of this important subject,

which has been necessarily treated with brevity in

this article, the reader is referred to Hieronymus
Mercurialis, De Arte Gymnastica, Libri vi., 1st ed.,

Venice, 1573, 4th ibid., 1601.—Burette, Histoire des

Athletes, in the Mem. de I'Acad. des Inscript., i., 3.

— J. H. Krause, Theagenes, oder wissenschaftliche

Darstellung der Gymnastik, Agonistik,und Festspiele

der Hcllenen, Halle, 1835,—G. Lobker, Die Gymnas-
tik der Hellenen, Miinster, 1835.—Wachsmuth, Hcl-

len. Alterth., ii.", 2, p. 51-64.—Miiller, Dor., iv., 5, §

4, &c.—Becker, Gallus, i., p. 370, &c.

—

Charikles,

j., p. 309-345. The various histories of the educa-

tion among the ancients, such as those of Hoch-
heimer, Scbwarz, Cramer, and others, likewise con-

tain much useful information on the subject.

The Relation of Gymnastics to the Medical Art.—
The games of the Greeks had an immediate influ-

ence upon the art of healing, because they consid-

ered gymnastics to be almost as necessary for the

preservation of health as medicine is for the cure
of diseases.' It was for this reason that the gym-
nasia were dedicated to Apollo, the god of physi-

cians.^ The directors of these establishments, as
well as the persons employed under their orders,

the bathers or aliptae, passed for physicians, and
were called so, on account of the skill which long
experience had given them. The directors, called

na?.at<rTpo<j>vXaK£g, regulated the diet of the young
men brought up in the gymnasia ; the sub-directors,

or GymnaslcB, prescribed for their diseases ;• and
the inferiors or bathers, aliptae, intraliptas, practised

blood-letting, administered clysters, and dressed
wounds, ulcers, and fractures.* Two of these di-

rectors, Iccus of Tarentum and Herodicus of Se-
lymbria, a town of Thrace, deserve particular no-
tice for having contributed to unite more closely

medicine and gymnastics. Iccus, who appears to

have lived before Herodicus {Olymp. Ixxvii."), gave
his chiefattention to correcting the diet of the wrest-
lers, and to accustoming them to greater modera-
tion and abstemiousness, of which virtues he was

1. (Ant. Rom., vii., 70-72.)—2. (Plut., Quiest. Rom., 40.)—3.

(Cic. ad Att., i., 4.— Id., c. Verr., iii., 5.)—4. (Sueton., Ner.,
12.)—5. (Herod., i., 12, 4.)—6. (Hippocrates, " De Locisin Hom-
ine," torn, ii., p. 138, ed. K(ihn.—Timseus Locrensis, " De Anima
Mundi," p. 564, in Gale's Opusc. Mythol.)—7. (Plut., Symp.,
»ui., 4, t) 4.)—8. (Plat., De Leg., li., p. 916.)—9. (Plat., De
Leg., iv., p. 720.—Celsus, De Medic, i., 1.—Plin., H N., ixix.,
2.)—10. (Steph. Bjz., a. i.Tapdi, p. 693.—Compare PauB., vi.,

10, S.)
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himself a perfect model.* Plato considers hin». at
well as Herodicus, to have been one of the inveu*
tors of medical gymnastics.* Herodicus, who in

sometimes called Prodicus,* lived at Athens a shors
time before the Peloponnesian war. Plato saya
that he was not only a sophist,* but also a master of
the gymnasium' and physician,* and, in fact, he uni-
ted in his own person these three qualities. Hf
was troubled, says the same author, with ver> weai
health, and tried if gymnastic exercises would not
help to improve it ; and having perfectly succeeded,
he imparted his method to others. Before hira
medical dietetics had been entirely neglected, espe«
cially by the Asclepiadae.' If Plato's account may
be taken literally,* he much abused the exercise of
gymnastics, as he recommended liis patients tt
walk from Athens to Megara, and to return as soop
as they had reached the walls of the latter town
The distance froYn Athens to Megara was 210 sta-

dia, as we learn from P*rocopius.' Dio Chrysos-
tom calls it a day's journey.** Modern travellers

reckon eight hours." The author of the sixth
book De Morb. Vulgar.^* agrees with Plato : " He-
rodicus," says he, "caused people attacked with
fever to die, from walking and too hard exercise,
and many of his patients suffered much from dry
rubbing." A short time after we find, says Fuller,"
that Hippocrates,** with some sort of glory, assumes
to himself the honour of bringing that method to a
perfection, so as to be able to distinguish -KOTepovTb
cltLov Kpareec roiig novovg, ^ ol ttovol ra airla, ^ fier-

piug Ix^i npog dXXijXa, as he expresses it. Pursu-
ant to this, we find him in several places of his
works recommending several sorts of exercises
upon proper occasions ; as, first, friction or chafing,

the effects of which he explains," and tells us that,

as in some cases it will bring down the bloatednesa
of the solid parts, in others it will incarn and cause
an increase of flesh, and make the part thrive. He
advises'* walking, of which they had two sorts»

their round and straight courses. He gives his

opinion" of the 'AvaKivrjizara, or preparatory exer-
cises, which served to warm and fit the wrestlers
for the more vehement ones. In some cases he
advises the UaX?}, or common wrestling," and the
'AKpoxEipiT], or wrestling by the hands only, without
coming close, and also the KupvKOfiaxiij, or the ex-
ercise of the Corycus, or the hanging ball ;" the
XEipovofiiri, a sort of dexterous and regular motion
of the hands and upper parts of the body, something
after a military manner ; the 'Aliv6ijaig, or rolling in

sand ; and once** we find mentioned, with some ap-

probation, the 'Hneipoi 'Innoi, Equi Indefniti, by
which is probably meant galloping long courses
in the open field.

As for Galen, he follows Hippocrates in this aa

closely as in other things, and declares his opinion
of the benefit of exercises in several places ; his

second book, '* De Sanitate Tuenda," is wholly upon
the use of the strigil, or the advantage of regular

chafing : he has written a little tract, llepl rov dca

MtKpar ^(palpac Vvjivaaiov, wherein he recommends
an exercise, by which the body and mind are both
at the same time affected. In his discourse to

Thrasybulus, TioTepov 'larpiK^c f/ TvfivatjTiK^c ^<^''* ^<l

"Yyieivnv, he inveighs against the athletic and other

1. (Plat., De Leg., viii., p. 840.—.-Elian, V. H., li., 3.—Id.,

Hist. An., vi., i.) —2. (Plat., Protag.. (> 20, p. 316.—Lucian, De
Conscrib. Hist., (j 35, p. 626.)—3. (Plin., H. N., iiix., 2.)—*.
(Plat., Protag., 1. c.)—5. (Id., Rep., iii., p. 406.)—6. (Id., Gonr.,
() 2, p. 448.)—7. (Id., Rep., iii., p. 406.)-8. (Id., Phsdr., p. 228.)
—9. (BeU. Vand.,i., 1.)—10. (Oral., vi.)—11. (Dodwell, Clas».

Tour, ii., p. 177.—Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. ii., () 13, p. 430.)

12. (Hippocr., Epidem., vi., c. 3, torn, iii., p. 699.)— 13. (Medi-
cina Gymnastica, <fec., Lond., 1718, 8vo.)—14. (De Vict. Rat., iii.,

torn, i., p. 716.) — 15. (De Vict. Rat., ii., p 701.)—16. (lb., p.

700.)— 17. (lb., p. 701.)—18. (Ibid.) — 19. (Vid. Aiityllus, ap
Mercor., De Arte Gymn., p. 1S3.)—SO. (lb., p. 70J.)
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violent praclict3s of the gymnasium, but approves of

the more moderato exercises as subservient to the

ends of a physician, and, consequently, part of that

trt. The other Greek writers express a similar

opinion ; and the sense of most of them in this

matter is collected in Oribasius's " Collecta Medici-

nalia." In those remains which are preserved of

the writings of Antyllus, we read of some sorts of

exeicises that are not mentioned by Galen or any
former author ; among the rest, the Cricilasia, as the

translators by mistake call it, instead of Crico'elasia.

This, as it had for many ages been disused, Mercu-
rialis himself, who has made the most judicious in-

quiries into this subject,' does not pretend to ex-

plain ; and I believe, says Freind,* though we have
the description of it set down in Oribasius,* it will

be hard to form any idea of what it was.
The ancient physicians relied much on exercise

in the cure of the dropsy,* whereas we almost to-

tally neglect it.' Hippocrates* prescribes for one
that has a dropsy raXaiKcJiuai, or fatiguing exercises,

and he makes use of the same word in his Epidem-
ics, and almost always when he speaks of the regi-

men of a dropsical person, implying that, though it

be a labour for such people to move, yet they must
undergo it ; and this is so much the sense of Hip-

pocrates, that Spon has collected it into one of the

new Aphorisms which he has drawn out of his

works. Celsus says of this case,^ " Concutiendum
mtUla gestaiione corpus est." The Romans placed
great reliance upon exercise for the cure of dis-

eases ; and Asclepiades, who lived in the time of
Pompey the Great, brought this mode of treatment
into great request. He called exercises the common
aids of physic, and wrote a treatise on the subject,

which is mentioned by Celsus in his chapter " De
Frictione,"* but the book is lost. He carried these
notions so far, that he invented the Lecti Pensiles,* or

hanging beds, that the sick might be rocked to sleep

;

which took so much at that time that they came
afterward to be made of silver, and were a great

pa/i of the luxury of that people ; he had so many
particular ways to make physic agreeable, and was
so exquisite in the invention of exercises to supply
the place of medicine, that perhaps no man in any
age ever had the happiness to obtain so general an
applause ; and Pliny'* says by these means he made
himself the delight of mankind. About his time the
Roman physicians sent their consumptive patients

to Alexandrea, and with very good success, as we
find by both the Plinys ; this was done partly for the
change of air, but chiefly for the sake of the exer-

cise by the motion of the ship ; and therefore Cel-

sus says," " Si vera Phthisis est, opus est longa nav-

igatione ;" and a little after he makes Vehiculum
and Navis to be two of the chief remedies. As for

the other more common exercises, they were daily

practised, as is manifest from Celsus, Caelius, Au-
relianus, Tbeodorus Priscianus, and the rest of the
Latin physicians. And we do not want instances
of cures wrought by these means. Suetonius" tells

US that Germanicus was cured of a " crurum gra-

eilitas," as he expresses it iby which he probably
moans an atrophy), by riding ; and Plutarch, in his

Ufi) of Cicero, gives us an account of his weakness,
and that h* recovered his health by travelling, and
excessive diligence in rubbing and chafing his body."
Pliny** tells us that Annaeus Gallio, who had been
consul, was cured of a consumption by a sea voy-

1. (De Arte Gymnastica, 4to, Amslcl., 1672.)—2. (Hist, of
Phjiic, Tol. i.)—3. (CoU. Medic, vi., 26.)—4. (Compare Hor.,
Bpist., I., ii., 34: " Si noles sanus, curres hydropicus.")—3. (Al-
exander Trollianus, De Medic, iz., 3, p. 524, ed. Basil.)—6. (De
Intemis Affect., sect. 28, torn, ii., p. 518.) — 7. (De Medic, lii.,

«I, p. 152, cd. Argent.)-8. (De Medic, ii., 14, p. 82.)—9. (Plin.,

11. N., ixvi. 8.) — 10. (Ibid., c. 7.) — 11 (De Medic, iii., 22, p.
156.)— 12- (Call;?., t. 3.)— 13. (Compare Cic, Brut., c. «1.)—14.
:H N. jtii..33.J

age ; and Ga len gives us such accounts of ttc good
effects of particular exercises, and they were prac-

tised so universally by all classes, that it lannot be
supposed but they must have been able to produce
great and good effects. However, from an attentive

perusal of what we find on this subject in the class-

ical authors, the reader can hardly fail of being con-
vinced that the ancients esteemed gymnastics too

highly, just as the moderns too much neglect them

:

and that in this, as in many other matters, both in

medicine and in philosophy, truth lies between the

two extremes.

GYMiNASTAI. (Vid. Gymnasium, p. 483.)

GYMNE'SIOI {yvuvvaioL) or GYMNETES (y»^
v^rtf) were a class of bond-slaves at Argos, whc
may be compared with the Helots at Sparta.* Their
name shows that they attended their masters on
military service in the capacity of light-armed troope.

Miiller* remarks that it is to these gymnesii that the

account of Herodotus' refers, that 6000 of the citi-

zens of Argos having been slain in battle by Cleom-
enes, king of Sparta,* the slaves got the govern-

ment into their own hands, and retained possession

of it until the sons of those who had fallen had
grown to manhood. Afterward, when the young
citizens had grown up, the slaves were compelled
by them to retire to Tiryns, and then, after a long

war, as it appears, were either driven from the ter-

ritory, or again subdued.

GYMNOPAI'DIA {yv/ivonac6la), the festival of

"naked youths," was celebrated at Sparta every
year in honour of Apollo Pythaeus, Artemis, and
Leto. The statues of these deities stood in a part

of the Agora called x°poc, and it was around these

statues that, at the gymnopaedia. Spartan youths
performed their choruses and dances in honour oi

Apollo." The festival lasted for several, perhaps

for ten days, and on the last day men also perform-

ed choruses and dances in the theatre ; and during

these gymnastic exhibitions they sang the songs oi

Thaletas and Alcman, and the paeans of Dionyso-
dotus. The leader of the chorus (npoaruT^g or jjo-

ponoiog) wore a kind of chaplet, called ari(}tavot. -^v-

peariKoi, in commemoration of the victory of the

Spartans at Thyrea. This event seems to have
been closely connected with the gymnopaedia, for

those Spartans who had fallen on that occasion

were always praised in songs at this festival.* The
boys in their dances performed such rhythmical

movements as resembled the exercises of the palae-

stra and the pancration, and also imitated the wild

gestures of the worship of Dionysus.^ Miiller* sup-

poses, with great probability, that the dances of the

gymnopaedia partly consisted of mimic representa-

tions, as the establishment of the dances and mu-
sical entertainments at this festival was ascribed to

the musicians, at the head of whom was Thaletas.*

The whole season of the gymnopaedia, during which
Sparta was visited by great numbers of strangers,

was one of great merriment and rejoicings," and old

bachelors alone seem to have been excluded from
the festivities." The introduction of the gymnopae-
dia, which subsequently became of such importance
as an institution for gymnastic and orchestic per-

formances, and for the cultivation of the poetic and
musical arts at Sparta, is generally assigned to tb**

year 665 B.C."

1. (Steph. Byz., ». v. Xfof.—Pollux, Onom., lii., 83.)—2. (Dorn
iii., 4, 2.)—3. (vi., 83.)—4. (Id., vii., 148.)—5. (Fans., iii., II,

7.)—6. (Athen., xv., p. 678.—Plut., Asesil., 29.—Xon., Hal
let!., Ti., 4,^ 16.— Hesych., Suid., Etym. Mag., ai.J Tim»u«,
Glosnar., s. v. Vvuvo-iratoia.)—7. (Athen., xiv., p. 631.)—8. (Hirt.

of Gr. Lit., i., p. 161.)—9. (Plut.. De Mus., c 9.)— 10. (Xen,
Memor., i., 2, I) 61.— Plut., A^esil., 29.—Pollux, Onom., i»,

14, 104.)— 11. (Osann, " De Coelibum apud Veteres populoB eum

ditione Comraentat., p. 7, &c)— 12. (Compare Meursius, Orchid
tra, B. It, &c.— Creuzer, Commentat. Herod i., p. 230.—M«V
Iir. Dor.. i>.^p. 350, Ac.)
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GYNAICON'OMOI {ywaiKovofioi) or GYNAI-
COCO'SMOI {yvvaiKOKdafioi) were magistrates at

Athens who superintended the conduct of Atheni-

an women.' We know little of the duties of these

officers, and even the time when they were institu-

ted is not quite certain. Bockh' has endeavoured
to show that they did not exist until the time of

Demetrius Phalereus, whereas, according to others,

they were instituted by Solon, whose regulations

concerning the female sex certainly rendered some
special officers necessary for their maintenance.'

Their name is also mentioned by Aristotle* as some-
thing which he supposes to be well known to his

readers. These circumstances induce us to think

that the yvfivaiKovofioi, as the superintendents of the

conduct of women, existed ever since the time of

Solon, but that their power was afterward extended
in such a manner that they became a kind of police

for the purpose of preventing any excesses or inde-

cencies, whether committed by men or by women.
(See the Fragm. of Timocles and Menander, ap.

Alhen., vi., p. 245, where a Kaivog vSfioc is mention-
ed as the source from which they derived their in-

creased power.—Compare Plut., Sol., 21, in fin.)

In their first and original capacity, therefore, they

had to see that the regulations concerning the con-

duct of Athenian women were observed, and to pun-
ish any transgressions of them ;* in the latter ca-

pacity they seem to have acted as ministers of the

areiopagus, and, as such, had to take care that de-

cency and moderation were observed in private as

well as in public. Hence they superintended even
the meetings of friends in their private houses, e. g.,

at weddings and on other festive occasions.* Meet-
ings of this kind were not allowed to consist of more
than thirty persons, and the yvvaiKovo/ioi had the

right to enter any house and send away all the

guests above that number ; and that they might be

able, previous to entering a house, to form an esti-

mate of the number of persons assembled in it, the

cooks who were engaged for the occasion had to

give in their names to the yvvaLKovo/ioi.'' They had
also to punish those men who showed their effemi-

nate character by frantic or immoderate wailing at

their own or other persons' misfortunes.* The
number of these officers is unknown. Meier' thinks

that they were appointed by lot ; but Hermann," re-

ferring to Menander," reckons them among those

officers who were elected.

H. Aspirate.

HABE'N.iE (f/via) were, generally speaking, leath-

ern thongs, by means of which things were held and
managed. Hence the word was in particular applied,

1. To the reins by means ofwhich horses were guided
and managed." The habenae were, as with us, fix-

ed to the bit or bridle {frmnum). 2. To the thongs
attached to a lance, by which it was held and wield-
ed.'* (Compare Amentum.) 3. To the thong which
was formed into a sling, by means of which stones
were thrown.** {Vid. Funda.) 4. To thongs by
means of which the sandals were fastened to the
feet." From this passage it is also clear that the
habenae in this case were not always made of leath-

er, but of strings or cords, whence Gellius calls

them teretes habena. 5. To the thongs formed into

1. (Pollux, viii., 112.)—2. (De Philoch., p 24.)—3. (Plut., Sol.,
21.—Compare Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, ii., p. 51.)—4. (Pollux,
Onom , iv., 12, p. 144.—Id. ib., vi., 5, p. 214, ed. GOttling.)—5.
(Harpocrot., s. v. "On xiA/ac.—Hesych., s. v. nXaVavoy.)— 6.

(Philoch. ap. Athen., vi., p. 245.)—7. (Athen., 1. c.)—8. (Plut.,

Lc.)—9. (\tt Proc., p. 97.)—10. (Polit. Antiq.,H50, n. 5.)— 11.

«Rhet. De Encom., p. 105, ed. Heeren.)— 12. (Virg., JE^., i., 576.
—Id. ib., xi., 670, 765.— II. ib., xii., 327.)— 13. (Luoan, vi.,

»!.)— 14. (Lucan.i.i., 710 — Val. Place, v., 609.) — 15. (Aul.
GeU., xiii., 21, 4.)
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a scourge witTi which young slaves were chaslUe*!
The commentators on this passage, indeed, difTei

about the meaning of habenae ; but if we consider
the expressions of Ulpian,* " impuberes strvi lerren
tantum solent, et habena vel ferula c<Bdi,^' it is clear

that the habena is the scourge itself

*H^DUS (^pi(j>oc), I. the Kid.—II. (Hsedi, Ipcpoi),

two stars on the arm of Auriga, called the Kids,
and regarded as indicative of stormy weather.
They were also called by the singular term Capella.^

ILEMACHA'TES {alfiaxuTiig), a species of Ag-
ate, sprinkled with spots of jasper, or blood-red chal-

cedony ; now called Dotted Agate. {Vid. Achates.)
HJEMADORON {alfiuSupov), a parasitic plant

briefly noticed by Theophrastus. Stackhouse haz-
ards the conjecture that it was the Orobunche, L.^
H^MATI'TES {alfiaTCTTjc), the well-known

stone called Bloodstone. It is of a ferruginous col-

our, and consists principally of oxyde of iron. " The
Hamatites of the ancients," observes Dr. Moore,
" comprehended, besides our red hamatite, several
other oxydes of iron, as may be seen from Pliny'a

description of five varieties of it, besides the mag-
net. For magnetic oxyde of iron was also classed
with haematite ; but that, no doubt, because of the
appearance it exhibited after having been exposed
to a strong heat." From the descriptions given by
Theophrastus and Pliny, it would appear, as re-

marked by the same writer, that compact and ochrey
red and brown oxydes of iron were included under
haematite.*

H^RES. {Vid. Heres.)
HAL'CYON {uIkv^v), the Kingfisher, or Alee-

do Ispida, L. *' The Greek naturalists," observes
Adams, " describe two species, or, more properly,

varieties of this bird. The scholiast on Theocritus
derives the word napa rov ev uXi kveiv, an etymolo-

gy which we may with great safety reject. The
Kingfisher builds its nests on the banks of rivers,

and does not commit them to the sea, as some of
the ancients represent. What they took for the
nests of this bird were the bones which it had swal-
lowed and vomited up. Pliny's description of its

nest is tolerably accurate. Aristotle and several of

the ancient poets represent the Kingfisher as fre-

quenting the seaside, and this is probably true of it in

the warm climates, but does not apply to it in north-

ern latitudes. It remains to be mentioned, that Be-
lon hazards the very improbable conjecture that the

Vocal Kingfisher of Aristotle was the Greater Reed-
sparrow ; and that Aldrovandus could never deter-

mine satisfactorily what bird was meant by the Hal-
cyon of the ancients, although it appears to me that

Aristotle's description of the uXkvuv applies in the

main very well to the Alcedo Is.pida."''

•HALI^'ETUS (oZiaterof), the Osprey. This
bird is the " Nisus" of Virgil and Ovid. Natural-

ists, according to Adams, have recently adopted the

opinion that the Osprey is the same as the Sea
Eagle. Its scientific name is Pandion Haliaetus,

Savigny.'

HALICAC'ABUM {u'kLKaKaeov), a plant, the

Winter-cherry, or Physalis Alkekengi. The berry

steeped in wine was employed as a diuretic. Sib-

thorp found it growing on Parnassus, and on the

Bithynian Olympus, as well as around Constanti-

nople.'

*HAL'IMUS (aXt|/of), a plant, a species of Orache,

the Atriplex Halimus, L.—Ta ulifia are certain sa-

line plants and their fruits, mentioned in the Sep-

1. (Horat., Epist., ii., 2, 15.) — 2. (Dig. 29, tit. 5, s. 33.) —3,
(Compare Ovid, Heroid., ix., 81. — Virg., ^n., vii., 380.)— 4.

(Virg., Georg., i., 205.)—5. (Adams, Append., s. v.) —6. (Plin.,

H. N., xxivi., 38.—Moore's Ave. Mineralogy, p. 130.)—7. (Ari*-

tot., H. A., viii., 5.—Id. ib., xiii., 5.— Plin., II. N., x., 15.—Ad
ams. Append., s. v.) — 8. (Adams, Append., t. r. dtr<Jf.)—

•

(Billerbeck, Flora CUusica, p. 50.)
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luagiw version of the Scriptures. On the other

hand, rd u?ufia were certain herbs, so called because

used by the Pythagoreans, who lived solely on a

vegetable diet, and hence were termed ol uliftot, as

only eating in order to assuage hunger (d priv., and

"kiftog, "hunger"').
HALO'A. (Kirf. Alga.)
HALTE'RES {akTfjpt^) were certain masses of

stone or metal, which were used in the gymnastic

exercises of the Greeks and Romans. Persons who
practised leaping frequently performed their exer-

cises with halteres in both hands ; but they were
also frequently used merely to exercise the body in

somewhat the same manner as our dumb-bells.'

Pausanias* speaks of certain statues of athletes

who were represented with halteres. They appear
to have been made of various forms and sizes. The
preceding woodcut is taken from Tassie, Catalogue,

&c., pi. 46, No. 7978.*

HAMA. (Vid. Batillus.)
HAMAXA. {Vid. Harmamaxa, Pladstri'm.)
HARMA. {Vid. Cdrrus, Harmamaxa.)
HARMAMAXA {apfidfia^a) is evidently com-

pounded of upfia, a general term, including not only
the Latin Currus, but other descriptions of carria-

ges for persons ; and ufxa^a, which meant a cart,

having commonly four wheels, and used to carry
loads or burdens as well as persons.* The harma-
maxa was a carriage for persons, in its construction
very similar to the Carpentum, being covered over-
head and enclosed with curtains,* so as to be used
at night as well as by day ;'' but it was in general
larger, often drawn by four horses, or other suita-

ble quadrupeds, and attired with ornaments more
splendid, luxurious, and expensive, and in the Ori-
ental style.* It occupied among the Persians' the
same place which the carpentum did among the
Romans, being used, especially upon state occa-
sions, for the conveyance of women and children,

of eunuchs, and of the sons of the king with their

tutors." Also, as persons might lie in it at length,

and it was made as commodious as possible, it was
used by the kings of Persia, and by men of high
rank in travelling by night, or in any other circum-
stances when they wished to consult their ease and
their pleasure."
The body of Alexaider the Great was transport-

ed from Babylon to Alexandrea in a magnificent
harmamaxa, the construction of which occupied
two years, and the description of which, with its

I. (Donnecan, s. t., ed. 4th.)— 2. (Martial, xiv., 49.— Id.,

Vn., Ixvii., 0.—Pollux, iii., 155.—Id., x., 64.—" Graves msasis:''
Jav., vii., 421.— Scnec, Ep., 15, 56.)— 3. (v., 26. (> 3.—Id., v.,

17, () 8.—Id., vi., 3, I) 4.) —4. (Vid. Mercurialis, De Arte Gym-
BUtica, ii., 12.— Becker's Gallus, i., p. 277.)—5. (lies., Op. et
Dies, 692.—Horn., II., vii., 426.—Id. ib., xxiv., 782 )—6. (Diod-
Sic, xi., 56.—Chariton, v., 2.)—7. (Xen., Cjn-op., iv., 2,^ 15.)

8. (Diod. Sic, xvii., 35.—Aristoph., Acham., 70.)— 9 (Max
Tyr., 34.)— 10. (Ilerod., vii., 63.—Id.,ix.,76.—Xen., Cyrop.,iii.,

1, 4 4—Id. ib., iv., 3, 1.—Id. ib., vi., 3, « 11.—Q. Curt., iii., 3,
» 23.)—11. (Uerod., tu., 41.—Xen., Cyrop., iii., 1, » 40 >

paintings and ornaments in gold, silver, and niry
employed the pen of more than one historian.'

The harmamaxa was occasionally used by the li^

dies of Greece. A priestess of Diana is represcot*

ed as riding in one which is drawn by two wliite

cows.*
HARMOSTiE (from dpfiollu, to fit or join togetb*

er) was the name of the governors whom the Laee*
daemonians, after the Peloponnesian war, sent int«

their subject or conquered towns, partly to keep
them in submission, and partly to abolish the dem-
ocratical form of government, and establish in its

stead one similar to their own.' Although in many
cases they were ostensibly sent for the purpose oi"

abolishing the tyrannical government of a town,
and to restore the people to freedom, yet they them-
selves acted like kings or tyrants, whence Dionys-
ius* thinks that harmostse was merely another
name for kings. How little sincere the Lacedae-
monians were in their professions to restore their

subject towns to freedom, was manifest after the
peace of Antalcidas; for, although they had pledged
themselves to re-establish free governments in the
various towns, yet they left them in the hands of
the harmostae.* The character of their rule is suA
ficiently described by the word Karixe^v, which Isoo-
rates* and Demosthenes^ use in speaking of the
harmostae.' Even Xenophon* could not help cen-
suring the Lacedaemonians for the manner in which
they allowed their hannostae to govern.

It is uncertain how long the office of an harmos-
tes lasted ; but, considering that a governor of the
same kind, who was appointed by the Lacedaemo*
nians in Cythera, with the title of Cytherodices,
held his office only for one year,** it is not improba-
ble that the office of harmostes was of the same
duration.

•APIIArHS rPA*H (apjray^f 7pa<l>v)- This ao>
tion seems, according to Lucian," to have been ap»
plicable to cases of open robbery, attended with vio-

lence. Under these circumstances, the offenders
would be included in the class of KUKOvpyot, and, as
such, be tried before a court under the control and
management of the Eleven. With respect to the
punishment upon conviction, we have no certain in-

formation, but there seems no reason to doubt that
it was capital, as in cases of burglary and stealing

from the person."
HA'RPAGO {apKuyri : Mkoc : Kptaypa, 'im. Kpe

uypic), a Grappling-iron, a Drag, a Flesh-hook.**

The iron-fingered flesh-hook (Kpedypa ai6j]podan

rii/loc**) is described by the scholiast on Aristopha-
nes'* as " an instrument used in cookery, resembling
a hand with the fingers bent inward, used to take
boiled meat out of the caldron." Four specimens
of it, in bronze, are in the British Museum. One
of them is here represented. Into its hollow ex
tremiiy a wooden handle was inserted.

A similar instrument, or even the flesh-hook it-

1. (Diod. Sic, iviii., 26-428.- Athen., v., 40.—JSlian, V. H.,
xii., 64.)—2. (Heliod., .Sti., iii., p. 133, ed. Commelini.)— 3.

(Diod. Sic, xiv., 10.—Xen., Hellcn., iv., 2, * 5.—Isocrat., Paneg.,
p. 92.—SuJdas, Hesych., s. v.—Etymol. Majf., s. v. 'Kir((rra0^o«.)
-4 (Antiq. Rom., v., p. 337, ed. Sylbury.)—5. (Polyb., iv., 87.)

6- (1. c)—7. (Do Coron., p. 258.)—8. (Compare Demosth., c
Tiuiocr., p. 740.—Plut., Narrat. Amat., c 3.)—9. (De Rep.Lae.,
c 14 )— 10. (Thucyd., iv., 53.)—11. (Jud. Voc, c l,voI.i.,p.8i,
ed Hemst.)-12. (Xen., Mem., i.,2, 62.)—13. (Ex., xxvii., 3.—
I Sair., ii., 13, 14, Sept.—Aristoph., Vesp., 1152.—Anaxippiu,
ap. A' ken., it., 08.}—14. (Bninck, Aaml., ii., 915.)—19. (Eqait.t
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HARUSPICES. HASTA.

ielf,' was used to draw up a pail, or to recover any-

thing which had fallen into a well.*

In war, the grappling-iron, thrown at an enemy's
ship, seized the rigging, and was then used to drag

the ship within reach, so that it might be easily

boarded or destroyed.' These instruments, aptly

called " iron hands" {ferrea manus*), were employ-

ed by the consul Duilius against the Carthaginians,*

and were said to have been invented by Pericles.*

HARPASTUM {upnaaTov, from dpitd^u) was a

kail, used in a game of which we have no accurate

account ; but it appears, both from the etymology
of the word and the statement of Galen,^ that a ball

was thrown among the players, each of whom en-

deavoured to obtain possession of it. Hence Mar-
tial* speaks of the harpasta pulverulenta. The game
required a great deal of bodily exertion.'

HARU'SPICES or ARU'SPICES were sooth-

sayers or diviners who interpreted the will of tlie

gods. They originally came to Rome from Etru-

ria, whence haruspices were often sent for by the

Romans on important occasions." The art of the

haruspices resembled in many respects that of the

augurs, but they never acquired that political im-

portance which the latter possessed, and were re-

garded rather as means for ascertaining the will of

the gods than as possessing any religious authority.

They did not, in fact, form any part of the ecclesi-

astical polity of the Roman state during the Repub-
lic ; they are never called sacerdotes ; they did not

form a collegium, and had no magister at their head.

The account of Dionysius," that the haruspices

were instituted by Romulus, and that one was cho-

sen from each tribe, is opposed to ail the other au-

thorities, and is manifestly incorrect. In the time

of the emperors, we read of a collegium or ordo of

sixty haruspices \^' but the time of its institution is

uncertain. It has been supposed that such a colle-

gium existed in the time of Cicero, since he speaks

of a summus magister ;" but by this we are proba-

bly to understand, not a magister collegii, but merely

the most eminent of the haruspices at the time.

The art of the haruspices, which was called ha-

ruspicina, consisted in explaining and interpreting

the will of the gods from the appearance of the en-

trails (exta) of animals offered in sacrifice, whence
they are sometimes called extispices, and their art

exlispicium ;'* and also from lightning, earthquakes,

end all extraordinary phenomena in nature, to which

the general name of portenta was given." Their

art is said to have been invented by the Etruscan

Tages," and was contained in certain books called

libri haruspicini, fulgurales, and tonitruales}''

This art was considered by the Romans so im-

portant at one time, that the senate decreed that a

certain number of young Etruscans, belonging to the

principal families of the state, should always be in-

structed in it." Niebuhr appears to be mistaken

in supposing the passage in Cicero to refer to the

children of Roman families." The senate some-

times consulted the haruspices," as did also private

persons."^ In later times, however, their art fell

into disrepute among well-educated Romans ; and
Cicero" relates a saying of Cato, that he wondered

1. (Aristoph., Eccles., 994.)—2. (Hesych., s. v. 'Apirdyri, Kp£

iypa, AvKos.)— 3. ('Apra^ : Athen., vi., 43.)—4. (Q. Curt., iv., 9.

—Dion Cass., xlix., 3.—Id., n., 32, 34.)— 5. (Flor., ii., 2.—Front.,
Stratag., ii., 3, 24.)—6. (Plin., II. N., vii., 57.)—". (ircpi uiKput;

sialpai, c. 2, p. 902, cd. Kuhn.)—8. (IV., xix., 6.)—9. (Martial,

VII., Ixvii., 4.—Compare xiv., 48.

—

Vid. Becker's Gallus, i., p.

876.)— 10. (Liv.. xxvii., 37.—Cic, Cat., iii., 8.— Id., Do Div., li.,

4.) 11. (li., 22.)— 12. (Tacit., Ann., xi., 15.—Orelli, Inscr., i.,

&399.)_]3. (De Div., ii., 24.)—14. (Cic, De Div., ii., 11 —
net., Ner., 56.)-15. (Val. Max., i., 1, (, 1.)— 16. (Cic, De

Div., ii., 23.—Festus, s v. Tapes.)—17. (Cic, De Div., i. 33

—Comp-»re Maorob., Saturn., iii., 7.)— 18. (Cic, De l)iv.,i ,41
.

—1». (See Orelli, ad loc.)—20. (Cic, De Div., i., 43.—Id. ib.,

a., J5.—Liv., xxvii., 37.)--21. (Cic, De Div., ii.,2».)—22 (Cic,

D*Dir.,i]., 24.)

4S8

thai one haruspex did not laugh when he saw tn.
othei The Emperor Claudius attempted to revive
the stu«iv of the art, which had then become nejf«

lected ai.<. the senate, under his directions, passed
a decn-e that the pontifices should examine what
parts ol It should be retained and established ;* bul
we do not know what effect this decree produced.
The name of haruspex is sometimes applied it

any kind of soothsayer or prophet ;' whence Juve-
nal' speaks of Armenius vel Commagenus harusper.

The latter part of the word haruspex contains tlif

root spec; and Donatus* derives the former part

from haruga, a victim.*

(Gottling, Gesch. der Rom. Staatsv., p. 213.

—

Walter, Gesch. des Rom. Rechts, p. 184.— Brissoni-

us, De Formuhs, i., 29, &c.)
HASTA {lyxoi), a Spear. The spear is defined

by Homer, 86pv x^'^'^VPf^C, " a pole fitted with
bronze,"* and 66pv xcL^KoGapic, " a pole heavy with
bronze."' The bronze, for which iron was after-

ward substituted, was indispensable to form the
point (aixfiT/, ukukij ;* ^oyxv ;' acies, cuspis, spicu-

/um") of the spear. Each of these two essential

parts is often put for the whole, so that a spear is

called &6pv and (hpuTiov, alxi^v> and Tioyxv- Even
the more especial term fxeXia, meaning an ash-tree,

is used in the same manner, because the pole of the

spear was often the stem of a young ash, stripped ol

its bark and polished." In like manner, the spear

is designated by the term Ktlfia^,^^ meaning, proper-

ly, the strong tall reed of the south of Europe, which
served both for spears and for various other uses."
The bottom of the spear was often enclosed in a

pointed cap of bronze, called by the Ionic writers

(javpuT^p^^ and ovpiaxog,^^ and in Attic or common
Greek arvpa^.^^ By forcing this into the ground,

the spear was fixed erect.^' Many of tiie lancera

{6opv<i>6poi, alxfio<p6poL, ^oyxo^opoi, woodcut, p. 207)

who accompanied the King of Persia had, instead

of this spike at the bottom of their spears, an apple

or a pomegranate, either gilt or silvered." With

1 2 S h .T

this, or a similar ornament, the spear is often ter-

1. (Tacit., Ann., xi., 15.)— 2. (Prop., III., xiii., 59.)— 3. (r
.,

550.)—4. (ad Ter., Phorm., IV., iv., 28.)—5. (Compare Fftrt la,

s v. Harviga, and Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 98, ed. Miiller.)—6.

(11., vi., 3.)—7. (Od., xi., 531.)—8. (Homer.)—9. (Xeuophon.)-

10. (Ovid, Met., viii., 375.)—11. (II., xix., 390.—Ib., xx., 277.--

Ib , xxii., 328.—Od., xxii.. 259.—Plin., H. N., xvi., 24.—Ono,

Met., xil., 369.)-12. (^sch., Ag., 65.-Eunp., Hec 1155.--

Id., Phren., 1421.—Brunck, Anal., i., 191, 226.—Ant. Sid., 34.)

—13 (Hes., Scut., 298.— Schol. in loc—Xen , De Re Lquest.,

xii., 12.)— 14. (Horn., II., x., 153.-IIen>d., vii., 40, 41.-Polyb.,

vi.. 23.)—15. (II., xiii., 443.- Ib., xvi., 612.—Ib.
,
x\\i., ^28.;—19.

(Xen., Hellen., vi., 2, 19.—Athen., xii., 8.—orni, aiciav :
Thucyd.

ii., 4 -jEn. Tact., 18.)-17. (Virg., ^n., xii... 130.)-18. file

lod. Atbeo., U. cc.)
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miuated both on Persian and Egyptian monuments.
Fig. 1 in tlie preceding woodcut shows the top and
bottom of a spear which is held by one of the king's

guards in the sculptures at Persepolis.^ It may
be compared with those in the hand of the Greek
warrior at p. 94, which have the spike at the bot-

tom. The spike at the bottom of the spear was
used in fighting by the Greeks and Romans when
the head was broken off.*

A well-finished spear was kept in a case {doparo-

9^Ki)\ whicii, on account of its form, is called by

Homer a pipe {avpiy^).

The spear was used as a weapon of attack in

three different ways: 1. It was thrown from cata-

pults and other engines. {Vid. Tormentum.) 2.

It was thrust forward as a pike. In this manner
Achilles killed Hector by piercing him with his spear

through the neck.* The Euboeans were particu-

larly celebrated as pikemen." 3. It was commonly
thrown by the hand {aKovriaai jxaKpodev*). The
warrior, preparing to hurl it, raised his hand to his

right ear.' (Compare woodcut, p. 245.) He some-
times derived assistance from the use of the Amen-
tum or the Ansa. He generally went to the field

with two spears.' (Woodcuts, p. 94, 227, 332.)

On approaching the enemy, he first threw either one
spear or both, and then, on coming to close quar-

ters, drew liis sword' {pila conjecerunt—gladiis ge-

H res ccBpta esi").

Under the general terms hasta and iyxog were in-

cluded various kinds of missiles, of which the prin-

jipal were as follow

:

Lancea {Myxv^^)^ the lance, a comparatively slen-

der spear commonly used by the Greeks. Iphicra-

^s, who doubled the length of the sword (vid. Gla-
Bius), also added greatly to the dimensions of the
lance." This weapon was used by the Grecian
horsemen ;" and by means of an appendage to it,

which is supposed by Stuart** (woodcut, fig. 2) to

be exhibited on the shafts of three spSars in an an-
cient bas-relief, they mounted their horses with
greater facility." The lance, on account of its

length and its lightness, was carried by huntsmen."
Pilum (tiffffof), the javelin, much thicker and

stronger than the Grecian lance," as may be seen
on comparing the woodcuts at p. 94 and 95. Its

shaft, often made of cornel,** was partly square, and
6^ feet long." The head, nine inches long, was of
iron, and is therefore now found only in the state

described by Virgil, " cxesa scabra robigine pila."^"

It was used either to throw or to thrust with ; it

was peculiar to the Romans, and gave the name of
pUani(p. 103) to the division of the army by which
It was adopted" (jnlatum agmen*^). When Marius
fought against the Cimbri, he ordered that, of the
two nails or pins (Trepovat) by which the head was
fastened to the staff, one should be of iron and the
other of wood. The consequence was, that when
the pilum struck the shields of the enemy, the tre-

nail gave way, and the shaft was turned on one
side, so that the spear could not be sent back
again."
While the heavy-armed Roman soldiers bore the

long lance and the thick and ponderous javelin, the

1. (Sir R. K. Porter's TraveU, vol. i., p. 601.)—2. (Polyb., vi.,

«.)-3. (U., III., 387.)—4. (11., xxii., 326.)—5. (Horn., II., ii.,

543.—Strabo, x., 1, 12, 13.)- 6. (Arrian, Tact.)—7. (Ovid, Met.,
ii., 311.)—8. (Horn., IL. iii., 18.—Id. ib., x., 76.—Id. ib., xii.,

«98.—Pinil., Pyth., iv., 139.—Polyb., vi., 21.)—9. (Horn., H., iii.,

140.—Id. ib., ivii., 530.—Id. ib., xx., 273-284.—Theocrit., Idyll.,

Ktii., 187-191.)— 10. (Liv., xxviii., 1.)— 11. (Festus, s. v. Lan-
eea.)—12. (Diod.Sic.,xv.,44.—Nep., xi., 1,3.)— 13. (Polyb., vi.,

t3.)—14. (Ant. of Athens, V., iii., p. 47.)—15. (Xcn., De Re Eq.,
VII., iii.)—16. (Apul., Met., viii.)—17. (Flor., ii., 7.)— 18. (Vire.,
JEn., ix., 698.—Ovid, Met., viii., 408.)— 19. (Veget., ii., 15.)—
to. (Georg., iv., 495.)—21. (StralK), 1. c.)—22. (Virg., Mu., xii.,

181, 130; vii., 6C1. — Serviua in loc.— Hor., Sat., II., i., U.

—

C««.,B G., i., 52.)—23 (Plut., Mariui.)

Qqq

light-armed asecr smallei missiles, which, though of

different kinds, were included under the general
term hasta velilarea.' Yram ypoa^o^, the corre-
sponding Greek term,* the velites, or light-armed,
are called by Polybius ypoaipofiaxoi* According to

his description, the yp6a<l>oc was a dart, with a shaft

about three feet long and an inch in thickness: the
iron head was a span long, and so thin and acumi*
nated as to be bent by striking against anything,
and thus rendered unfit to be sent back against the
enemy. Fig. 3 in the preceding woodcut shows
one which was found, with nearly four hundted
others, in a Roman intrenchment at Meon Hill, in

Gloucestershire.*

The light infantry of the Roman army used a
similar weapon, called a spit (veru,* vcrutum* aav-
vtov'). It was adopted by them from the Samni-
tes* and the Volsci.' Its shaft wa.". 3^- feet long,

its point five inches." Fig. 4, in the preceding
woodcut, represents the head of a dart in the Royal
Collection at Naples ; it may be taken as a speci-

men of the verutum, and may be contrasted with
fig. 5, which is the head of a lance in the same col-

lection. The Romans adopted, in like maimer, the
Gjesi^k, which was properly a Celtic weapon ;" it

was given as a reward to any soldier who wound-
ed an enemy." Spams is evidently the same word
with the English spar and spear. It was the rudest
missile of the whole class, and only used when bet-

ter could not be obtained."

Besides the terms jaculum and spiculum (ukuv,

oKdvnov), ^hich probably denoted darts resembling
in form tbt lance and javelin, but much smaller,

adapted, consequently, to the light-armed {jaculalo-

rcs), and used in hunting as well as in battle,** we
find in classical authors the names of various other
spears, which were characteristic of particular na-
tions. Thus Servius states'* that, as the pilum
was proper to the Romans, and the gcesum to the
Gauls, so the sarissa was the spear peculiar to the
Macedonians. This was used both to throw and
as a pike.** It exceeded in length all other miseiles.

(See p. 101.) It was made of cornel, the tall, dense
stem of which also served to make spears of othei

kinds.*^ The Thracian romphea, which had a very
long point, like the blade of a sword*' (rumpia,^* f>ofi-

<l)aia^% was probably not unlike the sarissa, since
Livy asserts*' that, in a country partly covered with
wood, the Macedonian phalanx was ineffective on
account of their pralonga hastes, and that the rom-
phaea ofthe Thracians was a hinderance for the same
reason. With these weapons we may also class

the Illyrian sibina, which resembled a hunting-poI<**

(stJon**).

The iron head of the German spear, called fra-

mea, was short and narrow, but very sharp. The
Germans used it with great effect either as a lance
or a pike : they gave to each youth a framea and a
shield on coming of age.** The Falarica or Phala-
rica was the spear of the Saguntines, and was im-
pelled by the aid of twisted ropes : it was large and
ponderous, having a head of iron a cubit in length,

and a ball of lead at its other end ; it sometimes

1. (Liv., xixviii., 20.—Plin., H. N., xxviii., 6.)—2. (Polyb., i.,

40.—Strabo, iv., 4, 3.)—3. (vi., 19, 20.)—4. {Skeltou's Engraved
Illastrations, vol. i., pi. 45.)—5. (Liv., xxi., 55.)—6. (Liv., 1. c J

—7. (Diod. Sic, xiv., 27.— Festus, s. v. Samnites.)— 8. (Virs
JEn., vii., 665.)—9. (Geor)?., ii., 168.)—10. (Veget., ii., 15.)—

U

(Liv., xxviii., 45.)— 12. (Polyb., vi., 37.)— 13. (Virg., JEn., xi,
682.—Serv. in loc.—Nepoe, xv., 9, 1.— Sallust, Cat., 56.—AuL
Cell., X., 25.)— 14. (Thucyd., ii., 4.—Virg., .fin., ix., 52.—Serr.
in loc.—Ovid, Met., viii., 411.—Cic. ad Fam., v., 12.—Flor., ii^

7.—Apnl., Met., viii.)—15. (in ^n., vii., 664.)— 16. (Strab., I. o.)

—17. (Theophrast., H. P., iii.. 12, 2.—oa'pfian : Arrian. Tact.—
Kpavfiva : Xen., De Re Equest., xii., 12.)— 18. (Vjl. Flacc., vi,

98.)— 19. (GeU., l.c.)-20. (Apoc., i., 1&)—21. (iiii., 39.)—«.
(Festus, 8. V. (Tifiuviov.—Polyb., vi., 21.) —23. (Aul. Gell., L «.

Ant. Sid., 13.)- 84. (Tacit., Germ.. 13, 18 "U.— hr., aji..

Wt)
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earned flaming pitch and tow.* The matara and
\ragula were chiefly used in Gaul and Spain : the

iraguia was probably barbed, as it required to be

cut out of th<! wound. * The Aclis and Cateia
were much smaller missiles.

Among the decorations which the Roman gener-

als bestowed on their soldiers, more especially for

saving the life of a fellow-citizen, was a spear with-

out a head, called hasta pura.^ The gift of it is

sometimes recorded in funeral inscriptions.

The celibaris hasta,* having been fixed into the

body of a gladiator lying dead on the arena, was
used at marriages to part the hair of the bride.*

A spear was erected at auctions (vid. Auctio),

and when tenders were received for public offices

{locationes). It served both to announce, by a con-

ventional sign conspicuous at a distance, that a
sale was going on, and to show that it was conduct-

ed under the authority of the public functionaries.*

Hence an auction was called hasta, and an auction-

room hastarium.'' It was also the practice to set

ap a spear in the court of the Centumviri.
The throwing of spears was one of the gymnastic

exercises of the Romans.*
HASTA'TI. {Vid. Aemy, Roman, p. 103.)

HECATOMB.^ON. {Vid. Calendar, Greek.)
HECATOMBAIA. {Vid. Herjea.)
HECTICI {'Ektlkol), another name for the medi-

cal sect of the Episynthetici, as we learn from Ga-
len,' who says that " Agethinus the Lacedasmonian
was the founder of a sect which he named 'Eincrvv-

Betikti, and which some called 'E/c^e/cri/o?, and oth-

ers ''E.KTLKri.'" For their opinions (as far as they are

known), vid. Episynthetici.
HED'ERA {Kiaaog or KiTTog), the Ivy, Hcdera

helix. The ivy, as Fee remarks, is one of the best-

known plants of antiquity, since, independently of
the descriptions given of it by ancient poets and
botanists, we see it sculptured on various monu-
ments of former days. Theophrastus,'" and, after

him, Dioscorides*' and Pliny," have distinguished

three kinds of ivy, subdivided into several species.

These three kinds, however, are now looked upon
as mere varieties, and we may be said to know at

the present day but a single species of Hedera,
which modern botanical writers have designated by
the epithet of Helix (?Atf). Among the varieties of
r,his species may be mentioned the Hedera corymbosa
of modern botanists, the same with the H. arborea

>f the botanical writers of the Middle Ages. It is

he kind beautifully described in the Culex of Vir-

gil, and alluded to also in the 3d Eclogue, and in

.he Georgics of the same poet. The Hedera nigra
>)f the 7th and 8th Eclogues is that which the an-

nents consecrated to Bacchus, and called, from him,
Dionysia. It is the Hedera poetica of Bauhin, and
served, when interlaced with the laurel, as a crown
for warriors, poets, &c. The epithet nigra, given
by Virgil to the Hedera helix, applies to its dark-
iiued berries and the sombre colour of its foliage.

By the epithet pallens, on the other hand, he intends
to indicate the flowers, as well as the corymbi before
the fruit is matured." The following remarks of
Martyn'* are worthy of perusal :

" Many sorts of ivy
are mentioned by the ancients, most of which seem
to be rather varieties than distinct species. Theo-

1. (Liv., xxi., 8.—Id., Txxiv., 18.—Virg., JEn., ix., 706.—Lu-
can, vi., 198.—Sil. Ital., i., 351.—Aul. Gell., 1. c—Isid., Orig.,
xviii., 7.—Grat. Falisc, Cyneg., 342.)—2. (Plaut., Cas., ii., 4,
18 —Id., Epid., v., 2, 25.—Id., Pseud., i., 4, 24.—Caes., B. G., i.,

86.—Id ib., T., 35.—Gell., 1. c.)—3. (Virg., Mn., vi., 760.—
8erv. in loc .—Festus, s. v. Hasta.—Sueton., Claud., 28.—Tacit.,
Ann., iii., 21.)—4 (Festus, s. v.)—5. (Ovid, Fast., ii., 560.)—6.
(Cic, Off., ii., 8 —Nepos, Attic, 6.—Festus, s. v. Ha«a.)—7,

(TertuU., Apd., 13.)—8. (Plaut., Bacc, iii., 3, 24.—lo.. Most.,
i., 2, 73.)—9. (Definit. Med., c. 14, torn. 19, p. 353, ed. Kahn.)
-10. (ii., 210.)—11. (H. P., iii., 18.)—12. (H. N., xvi., 34.)—13.
(Fee, Flore de Virg., p. Ixii., &c.)—14. (ad Virsr.. Eclog., iii., 39.)
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phrastus says the three principal sorts aivj the white,
the black, and that which is called helix. The black

is our common ivy, and the helix seems to be only
the same plant before it has arrived at the perfec-

tion of bearing fruit. For at first the leaves are
angular, and the whole plant clings closely to the
wall or tree that supports it : but when it comes to

flower, a new shoot is detached from the support,

bearing roundish leaves without angles. That the
helix is the ivy in its barren state is plain from the
account which Theophrastus gives of it. He sayi
the leaves are angular, and more neat than those
of ivy, which has them more round and simple. He
adds also that it is barren. As for the white ivy, it

seems to be unknown to us. Some, indeed, ima-
gine it to be that variety of which the leaves are

variegated with white. But Theophrastus express-
ly mention* the whiteness of the fruit ; for he says
some have only the fruit white, and others the leavet

also. Dioscorides also mentions three principaf

sorts of ivy, the white, the black, and the helix.

The white bears a white fruit ; the black has either

a black or saflJron-coloured fruit ; this kind they
called also Dionysia; the helix bears no fruit at all,

but has white twigs, and small, angular, reddish
leaves. Pliny has confounded the ivy with the ««-
tus, being deceived by the similarity between Kiaaoi
(or ACirrof) and /cioro?. The flower of the cistua

does, indeed, bear a resemblance to that of the wild
rose, as Pliny remarks, but it would be difficult to

find any such similitude in the ivy."

HEDNA {Mva). {Vid. Dos, Greek.)
*HEDYOSMUS {ydvocj/xog). Garden-mint, or Men-

tha sativa. The j/dijoajuog uypiog of Dioscorides and
others is the Mentha gentilis ; the rfdvoa/ioc f/fiepog,

the Mentha crispa. The KaXafuvdrj irepa is the

M. sylvcstris.^

*HEDYS'ARUM ifjdvaapov), a leguminous plant,

Coronilla sccuridica. It was also called by the aO"

cient writers izeleKlvog, which name, as well at

securidica, refers to the axe-formed shape of its

seeds. The modern Greek name is niKpoXoidi.
" Matthiolus," observes Adams, " holds that the

Hedysarum is either the Coronilla securidica or the

Astragalus hamosus. Clusius brought into view the

Coronilla varia and the Bisserula pelecinus. Stack-

house makes the TeXeKtvoc of Theophrastus, which
is identical with the i/diJaapov, to be the Coronilla

securidica, and in this opinion he has the support

of Sibthorp. Schneider, however, is by no means
satisfied that either the Coronilla or the Bisserula

answers to the description of Dioscorides.'"

•HPEMON'IA AIKASTHPIOT {vyejiovia SiKaarri-

piov). {Vid. Eisagogeis.)

•EIPPMOT rPA*H {dpyiiov ypa(pTi). This was
an action for false imprisonment of a free citizen

or stranger, and keeping such person in private cus-

tody. There are no orations upon this subject ex-

tant, nor, indeed, any direct allusions to it by name

;

but it is hinted at as a remedy that might have been
adopted by Agatharchus, the painter, for the re-

straint put upon his personal liberty by Alcibiades ;'

and in a passage of Dinarchus,* where a miller is

mentioned to have incurred capital punishment for

a like ofl^ence. The thesmothetae probably presided

in the court before which oflfenders of this kind

were brought to trial*

HELENIUM {iUviov), a plant, Scabwort or Ele

campane, Inula Helenium, L. " Helenium," says Lis.

ter, "Inula Campana Ilalis dictum." " It is proba-

ble," remarks Woodville, " that the Elecampane is

the Helenium foliis verbasci of Dioscorides, and the

Inula of Pliny." Sprengel and Dierbach also agree

1. (Theophrast., II. P., vii., 7.—Dioscor., iii., 36.)—2. (Dio«

cor., iii., 136.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Andoc., c. Aicib., p
119.)—4. (0. Icm., 17.)—5. (Meier, Att. Proc., 332.}
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hi referring it to the Inula Helenium, L. The other

specie? described by Dioscorides is referred by Bau-
hin and Sprengel to the Teucrium marum.^
HELETOLIS {kU-nolic). When Demetrius Po-

liorcetes besieged Salamis, in Cyprus, he caused a

machine to be constructed which he called " the ta-

ker of cities." Its form was that of a square tow-

er, each side being 90 cubits high and 45 wide. It

rested on four wheels, each eight cubits high. It

was divided into nine stories, the lower of which
contained machines for throwing great stones, the

middle large catapults for throwing spears, and the

highest other machines for throwing smaller stones,

together with smaller catapults. It was manned
with 200 soldiers, besides those who moved it by

pushing the parallel beams at the bottom.*

At the siege of Rhodes, 306 B.C., Demetrius em-
ployed a helepolis of still greater dimensions and
more complicated construction. Besides wheels, it

bad castors (avnarpen-ra), so as to admit of being

moved laterally as well as directly. Its form was
tyramidal. The three sides which were exposed
\o attack were rendered fireproof by being covered

with iron plates. In front, each story had port-

holes, which were adapted to the several kinds of

nissiles, and were furnished with shutters that

;ould be opened or closed at pleasure, and were
made of skins stuffed with wool. Each story had
cwo broad flights of steps, one for ascending, the

ether for descending.' This helepolis was con-

structed by Epimachus the Athenian ; and a much
esteemed description of it was written by Dioclides

}f Abdera.* It was, no doubt, the greatest and most
remarkable engine of the kind that was ever erect-

ed. In subsequent ages we find the name of " hele-

polis" applied to moving towers which carried bat-

tering-rams, as well as machines for throwing spears

and stones.' Towers of this description were used
to destroy the walls of Jerusalem when it was taken

by the Romans.* {Vid. Aries, Tori^entum.)
HELIiEA. (Fid. DicASTERioN.)
HELIOCAMrNUS. {Vid. House.)
HELIOTROP'IUM {r/XioTpdmov), I. a plant, the

Heliotrope, or Great Turnsole, Heliolropium Euro-
pceum, L. This is the species called fiiya by Dios-

corides. Sprengel joins Lobelius and Gesner in re-

ferring the other species, or Tjliorpo-iriov fiiKpov, to

the Croton tinctorius.^

II. A precious stone, the Heliotrope of Jameson.
It is a sub-species of Jasper.*

*HELIX. (Fid.HEDERA.)
HELLANO'DIC.E C'E.llavodiKaC), the judges in

the Olympic games, of whom an account is given

under Olympic Games. The same name was also

given to the judges, or court-martial in the Lacedae-

monian army ;' and they were probably first called

by this name when Sparta was at the head of the

Greek confederacy.

HELLEB'ORUS {klliSopog), Hellebore, a cele-

brated remedy among the ancients for the cure of
insanity. Two kinds are spoken of, namely, the
white and the black {levKog and /leAac), but as to

the identity of the plant itself much discussion has
arisen. " Modern authorities on Botany," observes
Adams, " differ widely in opinion respecting the

white Hellebore of the ancients. Sibthorp most
Hiiaccountably decides it to have been the Digitalit

fcrruginea. Schulze, who is too prone to skeptical

doubts on botanical questions, expressed himself

h

1. (Theophrast., H. P., vi., 11.—Dioscor., i., 27, 28.—Adams,
Append., I. V.)—t. (Diod. Sic, xx., 48.)—3. (Diod. Sic, xx., 91.
—(yompare VitruT., c, 82.)

—

i. (Athen., v., 40.)—5. (Amm. Mar-
jell., xxiii.—AgathiM, i., 18, p. 30, ed. Ven.—Nicet. Chonn., Jo.

Comnenus, p. 14, B.)—fl. (Jos., B. J., ii., 19, 1) 9.— Id. ib., iii., 6,

( 2.)—"- (Dioscor., iv., 190, 191.—Paul. JEgin., vii., 3.—Adams,
Appenii., "• V.)—8. (Adams, Append , s v.)—9. (Xea., Rep Lac,
«iii., 11.)

with great hesitation regarding it, but, upon tti€

whole, inclines to the Adonis vernalis. Woodville
and Dierbach are quite undecided. On the other

hand, Matthiolus, Dodonaeus, Bauhin, Hill, and
Stackhouse, find no difficulty in recognising it as
the Veratrum album, L. Geoffrey also, no mean
authority on these subjects, maintains that the de-

scription of Dioscorides agrees very well with the
characters of the white Hellebore. And from the
similarity of the effects produced by the adminii>-

tering of the t. XevKoc, as described by the ancient

writers on Toxicology, to the known effects of the

Veratrum album, I had no hesitation, some time ago,

in recognising their identity ; and it now gives me
pleasure to discover that Sprengel, in his Annota-
tions on Dioscorides, comes to the same conclus'on.

I had called the attention ol the profession to this

fact in the London Medical and Physical Journal,

July, 1828 ; about eighteen months afterward, the
Savadilla veratrum, a Mexican species of Hellebore,

was much cried up in this case.—The iXXeSopoc fieX-

af, or Black Hellebore, is marked as being the H.
Orientalis, Lam. Is it not a variety of the Hellebo-

rus niger, L. 1 This plant is the Christmas Rose
of this country."'

HELLEBORI'NE (iUeBopivTi), a plant, which
Sprengel suggests is the Helleborus fcetidus ; Stack-
house, the Serapias Helleborine. " The latter," re-

marks Adams, " is the same, I suppose, as the Epi
pactus ensifolia of Hooker."*
HELLENOTA'MI^ {'EUTjvoTafiiai), or treasu-

rers of the Greeks, were magistrates appointed by
the Athenians to receive the contributions of the

allied states. They were first appointed B.C. 477,
when Athens, in consequence of the conduct of
Pausanias, had obtained the command of the allied

states. The money paid by the different states,

which was originally fixed at 460 talents, was de-
posited in Delos, which was the place of meeting
for the discussion of all common interests ; and
there can be no doubt that the hellenotamiae not
only received, but were also the guardians of these
moneys, which are called by Xenophon' 'EXXijvoto-

jxia* The office was retained after the treasury
was transferred to Athens on the proposal of the
Samians,* but was, of course, abolished on the con-
quest of Athens by the Lacedaemonians. The hel-

lenotamiae were not reappointed after the restora-

tion of the democracy, for which reason the gram-
marians afford us little information respecting their

duties. Bockh, however, concludes from inscrip-

tions that they were probably ten in number, chosen
by lot, like the treasurers of the gods, out of the
Pentacosiomedimni, and that they did not Ci.ter

upon their office at the beginning of the year, but
after the Panathenaea and the first Prytaneia. With
regard to their duties, Bockh supposes that they re-

mained treasurers of the moneys collected from the
allies, and that payments for certain objects were
assigned to them. In the first place, they would,
of course, pay the expenses of wars in the common
cause, as the contributions were originally designed
for that purpose ; but as the Athenians, in course
of time, considered the money as their own proper-
ty, the Hellenotamiae had to pay the Theorica and
military expenses not connected with wars on be-
half of the common cause.*

HELLO'TIA. {Vid Ellotia.)
HELMINS (fX/z£Vf ) This term, standing alone,

is applied to intestinal worms in general. The ^A-

1. (Theophrast., II. P., ix., 11.— Nicand., Alex., 483.—Dio»-
cor., iv., 150, 151.—Paul. .^Egin., vii., 3.—^Adams, Append., s. v.)

—2. (Theophrast., II. P., ix., 11.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—

3

(De Vectig., v., 5.)—4. (Thucyd., i., 96.—Plut., Arist., 34.—An-
doc, De Pace, p. 107.)—5. (Plut., Aristid., 25.—Diod. Sic, xii.,

38.)—6. (Bockh, Corp. Inscript., No. 147.—Id., Publ. Ecoa •!

Athens i., p. 236.)
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fuvt irTidrcM is the Teenia lata. Theophrastus says

it is congenital in some countries, as Egypt. The
medical authorities describe the Dracunculus, or

Guinea-worm, which the Greeks call dpuKovTiov,

and the translators of the Arabians vena medinensis.

[Vid. EuLAi.)

HELO'TES (ElXuTsc) were a class of bondsmen
pecuhar to Sparta. Different etymologies are given

of their name. The common account is, that they

were originally the people of the town of Helos, in

Laconia, and that they were reduced to bondage
after an unsuccessful revolt against the Spartans.*

But the people of 'Elog were not called ElXureg,

but 'E/ltiOi* or 'EAedrat.^ The name has been also

derived from 'iXr/, marshes, as it signified inhabitants

of the lowlands. But Miiller seems to be nearer the

mark in explaining elXureg as meaning prisoners,

from the root of ileiv, to take, like 6fiueg from the

root of dafiuu. The ancient writers considered them
to be Achaeans, who had resisted the Dorian inva-

ders to the last, and had been reduced to slavery as

the punishment of their obstinacy.* Miiller, how-
ever, supposes that they were an aboriginal race,

which was subdued at a very early period, and
which immediately passed over as slaves to the

Doric conquerors. I3ut this theory, as Thirlwall

has observed, does not account for the hereditary

enmity between them and their masters ; for, unless

they lost their liberty by the Dorian conquest, there

is no probability that it placed them in a worse con-

dition than before.

The Helots were regarded as the property of the

state, which, while it gave their services to individ-

uals, reserved to itself the power of emancipating
them.* They were attached to the land, and could

not be sold away from it. Several families, as many,
perhaps, as six or seven, resided on each K?.^pog, in

dweUings of their own. They cultivated the land,

and paid to their masters as rent a fixed measure of

corn, the exact amount of which had been fixed at

a very early period, the raising of that amount being
forbidden under heavy imprecations.* The annual
rent paid for each KXfjpog was eighty-two medimni
of barley, and a proportionate quantity of oil and
wine.' Besides being engaged in the cultivation of
the land, the Helots attended on their masters at

the public meal, and many of them were, no doubt,

employed by the state in public works.

In war the Helots served as light-armed troops

(iplXoi.), a certain number of them attending every
heavy-armed Spartan to the field ; at the battle of

Plataea there were seven Helots to each Spartan.*

These attendants were probably called a/xiriTTapeg

(i. c, u/i(j)iaTavTEg^), and one of them, in particular,

the ^spdnuv, or servant ;' " though depunuv was
also used by the Dorians as a general name for arm-
ed slaves. The Helots only served as hoplitae in

particular emergencies, and on such occasions they
were generally emancipated. The first instance of
this kind was in the expedition of Brasidas, B.C.
424."

The treatment to which the Helots were subject-

ed, as described bj the later Greek writers, is mark-
ed by the most wanton cruelty. Thus Myron states

that " the Spartans impose upon them every igno-

minious service, for they compel them to wear a
cap of dog's skin, and to be clothed with a garment
of sheep's skin, and to have stripes inflicted upon
them every year for no fault, that they may never
forget that they are slaves. And, besides all this, if

1. (Paus., iii., 20, *6.)— 2. (Strab., viii., 561.) — 3. (Athen.,
vi., 102, p. 271.)—4. (Theopomp., ap. Athen., vi., 88, p. 265.)—
5. (Ephorus, ap. Strab., viii., p. 365.— Paus., iii., 20, 6.)—6.
(Plut., Inst. Lac, p. 255.)—7. (Plut., Lye, 8, 24.)—8. (Herod.,

\x., 10, 28.)—9. (Hesych., s. v.)—10. (Herod., vii., 229.—Sturz,
(.ex.Xen.,s.v.)—11. (Thucyd., iv.,»?.—Id.,v.,34 —Id., vii., 19.)
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any rise by their qualities above the condition of a
slave, they appoint death as the penalty, and theii

masters are liable to punishment if they do not de-
stroy the most excellent."* And Plutarch' states

that Helots were forced to intoxicate themselves,
and perform indecent dances as a warning to the
Spartan youth. These descriptions are probaMy
exaggerated ; but we have abundant evidence, la

addition to the direct assertion of Thucydides,* that

the Spartans always regarded the Helots with the
greatest suspicion. Every means was taken to

mark the distinction between them and their mas-
ters : they were obliged to wear the rustic garb de-

scribed above, and they were not permitted to sing

one of the Spartan songs.* That the cruelty of
their masters knew no restraint when it was stimu-
lated by fear, is manifest enough from the institu-

tion of the Kpvnreia {vid. Crypteia), and from the
fact related by Thucydides, that on one occasion,
two thousand of the Helots, who had rendered the
greatest service to the state in war, were induced to

come forward by the offer of emancipation, and then
were put to death.*

At the end of the second Messenian war (B.C.

668), the conquered Messenians were reduced to

slavery, and included under the denomination of

Helots. Their condition appears to have been the
same, with some slight differences, as that of the

other Helots ; but they appear to have been distin-

guished by the remembrance of their freedom, and
a readiness to seize any opportunity of regaining it,

in which they at length succeeded, after the battle

of Leuctra.*

The Helots might be emancipated, but there wera
several steps between them and the free citizen

;

and it is doubtful whether they were ever admitted to

all the privileges of citizenship. Myro' enumerate?
the following classes of emancipated Helots : d^
TCL, aSeanoToi, tpvKT^peg, SeaKoaiovav-raL and veoSa

Hudeig. Of these the d^erat were probably releasee

from all service ; the epvKTfipeg were those employ-
ed in war {vid. Erycteres) ; the deaTtoaiovavTai

served on board the fleet ; and the veodafjudeig were
those who had been possessed of freedom for some
time. Besides these, there were the [loduveg or fi6-

OaKEQ, who were domestic slaves, brought up with

the young Spartans, and then emancipated. Upon
being emancipated, they received permission to

dwell where they wished. (Compare Civitas,

Greek, p. 260.)

(Miiller, Dorians, iii., 3.—Thirlwall, Greece, vol. i.,

p. 309.—Hermann, Political Antiquities of Greece,

\ 19, 24, 28, 30, 48.—Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterth.,

I., i., 217, 19 ; ii., 59, 104, 209, 211, 370-1
; H., i.,

361.)

HELXI'NE {iM'lvT}), a plant, of which Dioscor-

ides describes two species : the latter of these is the

Pellitory of the Wall, or Parietaria officinalis ; the

former is referred by Bauhin and others to the Con-
volvulus arvensis, or Gravel-bind.*

HEM'ERA. {Vid. Dies.)

HE'MERIS {T/fj.eplc), the Greek name given by

Theophrastus to the Quercus robur. {Vid. Quer-
cus.)'

HEMEROCALLES {vfiepoKaMJc). Sprengel, in

the first edition of his R. H. H., sets this plant down
for the Pancratium maritimum, having adopted the

opinion of Lobel and Bauhin ; but in the second

edition he holds it to be the Lilium Macedonicum.^"

HEMEROCALLIS (v/iepoKaUig), a^jlant. " The

1. (Athen., liv., 74, p. 657.)—2. (Lye. 28.)—3. (ir., 80.)—4,

(Plut., Lye, 28.)—5. (Thucyd., iv., 80.)— 6. (Vt<f. Thirlwall'i

Greece, v., p. 103.) — 7. (Myro, aj. Athen., vi., p. 271, F.) — a
(Dioscor., iv., 39 and 86.—Paul. iEgin., vii., 3.—Adams, Ap
pend., 8. v.)—9. (Theophrast., iii , 8.)—10. (Thenphrast., H P
V , 6.—Adajus, Append., s t.)
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•ariier commentators," says Adams, "had remarked

that the iifispoKoklig of Dioscorides is different from

that of Theophrastus. The H. of Dioscorides is

referred by Matthiolus to the Lilium bulbifcrum, and

by Dodonffius to the L. Martagon. Sprengel seems
to prefer the former. Sibthorp marks it as the Lil-

ium Chalcedonicum."^

HE'MINA. {Vid. CoTYLA.)
»HEMrONUS. (Vid.Mauvs.)
•ENAEKA, '01. ( Vid. Eleven, the.)

HE'PATIS {rjnaTiq, or ukov vnaring), the well-

kcown species of Aloes called Hepatic. Dioscori-

des calls this species to TjnaTi^ov*

•HE'PATUS {^TraTOc), the name of a fish briefly

noticed by Aristotle, ^lian, and Athenseus. "Ar-
tedi and kondelet say it is the fish called seipurus

by the modern Greeks ; but this opinion is rejected

by Coray, who, however, decides upon nothing satis-

factory respecting it. Camus, in his notes on Aris-

totle, concludes that it was the Ostrea margaritife-

ra, but Schweighaeuser rejects this opinion also.

Schneider, upon the whole, inclines to think that it

ought to be referred to the genus Gadus."'
HEPHAISTEIA. {Vid. Lampadephoria.)
HPAKAEI'A AieOS {tipmlda XWoc), an appel-

lation given by some of the Greek writers to the

Ijoadstone. Sir J. Hill thinks it was also applied to

the Lydian stone ;
" but the passage of Theophras-

tus on which he founds his opinion is," remarks
Adams, "of equivocal meaning; in fact, his own
reading will not bear the interpretation which he
gives it. And there can be no doubt, from a pas-

sage in Aetius, that our Loadstone was indiscrimi-

nately called fiayvTJf and rjpaK'keia Xidoq."*

HER^A [lipala) is the name of festivals cele-

brated in honour of Hera in all the towns of Greece
where the worship of this divinity was introduced.

The original seat of her worship, from which it

spread over the other parts of Greece, was Argos
;

whence her festivals in other places were, more or

less, imitations of those which were celebrated at

Argos.* The Argives had three temples of Hera

:

one lay between Argos and Mycenae, 45 stadia from
Argos ; the second lay on the road to the Acropo-
lis, and near it was the stadium in which the games
and contests at the Heraea were held ;• the third

was in the city itself.' Her service was performed
by the most distinguished priestesses of the place

;

one of them was the high-priestess, and the Argives
counted their years by the date of her office.* The
Heraea of Argos were celebrated every fifth year,

and, according to the calculation of Bockh,' in the
middle of the second year of every Olympiad. One
of the great solemnities which took place on the
occasion was a magnificent procession to the great

Temple of Hera, between Argos and Mycenae. A
vast number of young men—for the festival is call-

ed a panegyris—assembled at Argos, and marched
in armour to the temple of the goddess. They
were preceded by one hundred oxen {iKaT6fi67},

whence the festival is also called iKaroftSaia). The
high-priestess accompanied this procession, riding

m a chariot drawn by two white oxen, as we see
fiom the story of Gleobis and Biton related by He-
rodotus" and Cicero." The 100 oxen were sacri-

ficed, and their flesh distributed among all the citi-

lens.'* The sacrifice itself was called Xexepva,^* or

1. (Dioscor., iii., 12C.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Oeopon.,
n., 6.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Aristot., H. A., ii.—.^liaa,

K. A., ix., 38.— Id. ib.,xv., 1 1 .—Athentcus, iii.,70.—ld.,vii., 61.

Schweigh. ad Athen., 1. c.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Theo-
phrast., De Lapid., 10, 74.—Hill ad Theophrast., p. 178.—ACti-
u«, Tot., 1., s. ii.,c. 25.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Miiller, Dor.,

ii., 10, I) 1.)— 6. (Paus., ii., 24, 1) 2.)—7. (Paus., li., 22, (f 1.)—8.
/Thucyd., li., 2.)—9. (Abhandl. der Bcrl. Akad., von 1818-19,

9. »2.)-10. (i., 31.)—11. (Tu»cul.,i.,47.)— 12. (Schol. ad Find.,
ini.. Tii., 152, and ad Nem., x., 3a ^—13. (HMycb., •. T.)

"the bed of twigs."* The games and contests of
the Heraea took place in the stadium, near the tem-
ple on the road to the Acropolis. A bjazen shieiu

was fixed in a place above the theatre, which was
scarcely accessible to any one, and the young man
who succeeded in pulling it down received the shield

and a garland of myrtle as his prize. Hence Pin-
dar* calls the contest uyuv x<i^K£og. It seems that
this contest took place before the procession went
out to the Heraeon, for Strabo' states that the victor

went with his prizes in solemn procession to that
temple. This contest was said to have been insti-

tuted, according to some traditions, by Acrisius and
Proetus,* according to others by Archinos.'

The Heraea or Hecatombaea of ^Egina were cel-

ebrated in the same manner as those of Argos.*
The Heraea of Samos, which island also derived

the worship of Hera from Argos,' were perhaps
the most briUiant of all the festivals of this divinity.

A magnificent procession, consisting of maidens
and married women in splendid attire, and with
floating hair,* together with men and youths in ar-

mour,' went to the Temple of Hera. After they
arrived within the sacred precincts, the men depos-
ited their armour, and prayers and vows were offer-

ed up to the goddess. Her altar consisted of the
ashes of the victims which had been burned to her.**

The Heraea of Elis were celebrated every fifth

year, or in the fourth year of every Olympiad."
The festival was chiefly celebrated by maidens, and
conducted by sixteen matrons, who wove the sacred
peplus for the goddess. But, before the solemnities
commenced, these matrons sacrificed a pig, and pu-
rified themselves in the well Piera." One of the
principal solemnities was a race of the maidens in

the stadium, for which purpose they were divided
into three classes, according to their age. The
youngest ran first, and the oldest last. Their only
dress on this occasion was a ;<:''""»'> which came
down to the knee, and their hair was floating. She
who won the prize received a garland of olive*

boughs, together with a part of a cow which was
sacrificed to Hera, and might dedicate her own
painted likeness in the temple of the goddess. The
sixteen matrons were attended by as many female
attendants, and performed two dances ; the one
called the dance of Physcoa, the other the dance of
Hippodameia. Respecting farther particulars, and
the history of this solemnity, see Paus., v., 16, ^ 2,

&c.
Heraea were celebrated in various other places

;

e. g., in Cos," at Corinth,'* at Athens," at Cnossus
in Crete."
HERE'DITAS. (Fiei. Heres, Roman.)
HERES (GREEK). The Athenian laws of in-

heritance are to be explained under this title. TTie
subject may be divided into five parts, of which we
shall speak : 1st, of personal capacity to inherit

;

2dly, of the rules of descent and succession ; 3dly,

of the power of devising ; 4thly, of the remedies of
the heir for recovering his rights ; 5thly, of the ob-
ligations to which he succeeded.

I. 0/ Personal Capacity to Inherit.—To obtain the
right of inheritance as well as citizenship {uyx'-OTeia

and TToXiTeia), legitimacy was a necessary qualifica-

tion. Those children were legitimate who were
bom in lawful wedlock." The validity of a mar-
riage depended partly on the capacity of the con-

1. (Compare Welcker on Schwenck's Etymologische Andes-
tungen, p. 268.)—2. (Nem., x., 41.)—3. (viii., p. 556.)—4. (JEli-
an, V. H., iii., 24.)—5. (Schol. ad Pind., 01., vii., 152.)—«.
(Schol. ad Find., Isthm., viii.. 114.—Muller, JEginet., p. 149.)—
7. (Paus., viii., 4, () 4.)—8. (Asins ap. Athen., xii., p 525.)—».

(Polyien., Strat., i., 23.—Id. ib.. vi., 45.)— 10. (Pans., v , IS,

5.)— 11. (Corsiui, Dissert., iii., 30.)— 12. (Paus., v., 16, » 5.)—

•

13. (Athen., xiv., p. 639.-Id., vi., p. 262.)—14. (Eurip., Med.,
1379.—Philostr., Iler., xix., 14.)— 15. (Plut., Quaest. Rom., vii,

IM.)—16. (Diod. Sic, v., 72- -17. (Demosth., c. Near., 1360.)
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iracting parties, partly on th<.- nature of the con-

tract. On the first point little needs to be noticed

here, except that brother and sister by the same
mother were forbidden to marry ; but consanguini-

ty in general was so far from being deemed an ob-

jection, that marriage between collateral relations

was encouraged, in order to keep the property in

the family.' The contract was made by the hus-
band with the father, brother, or other legal guardi-

an {Kvpioc) of the intended wife ; then only was she
properly betrothed {eyyvTjr^). An heiress, however,
was assigned or adjudged to the next of kin (kizLdi-

Kaadeiaa) by process of law, as explained under
Epiclerus.' No ceremony was necessary to ratify

the contract ; but it was usual to betroth the bride

in the presence of witnesses, and to give a marriage
feast, and invite the friends and relatives, for the
sake of publicity.* A marriage without proper es-

pousals was irregular ; but the issue lost their herit-

able rights only, not their franchise ; and the former,
it seems, might be restored, if the members of their

father's clan would consent to their being register-

ed.* As it was necessary for every man to be en-
rolled in his clan in order to obtain his full civil

rights, so was the registration the best evidence of
legitimacy, and the (ppuTopec and oryyevctf were
usually called to prove it in courts ofjustice.* For
farther particulars, see Platner, Beitr'dge, 104, &c.
—Wachsmuth, i., 2, 31, and 148 ; ii., 1, 204, &c.—
Schomann, Ant. J. P. Gr., v., 19, 21, 88.

II. 0/ the Rules of Descent and Succession.—Here
we would premise that, as the Athenian law made
no difference, in this respect, between real and per-

sonal estate, the words heir, inherit, &c., will be ap-

plied indiscriminately to both. When an Athenian
died leaving sons, they shared the inheritance, like

our heirs in gavelkind, and as they now do in

France ;* a law no less favourable to that balance
of property which Solon meant to establish, than
the law of primogeniture was suited to the military

aristocracies created in the feudal times. The only

advantage possessed by the eldest son was the first

choice in the division.'' If there was but one son,

he took the whole estate ; but if he had sisters, it

was incumbent on him to provide for them, and
give them suitable marriage portions ; they were
then called ettIttpoikoi.^ There was no positive

law making it imperative on a brother to give his

sister a portion of a certain amount ; but the moral
obligation to assign her a fortune corresponding to

his own rank was strengthened by custom and pub-
lic opinion, insomuch that, if she was given in mar-
riage portionless, it was deemed a slur upon her
character, and might even raise a doubt of her le-

gitimacy.'

On failure of sons and their issue, daughters
aiid daughters' children succeeded (as to the law
concerning heiresses, m'd. Epiclerus) ; and there
reems to have been no limit to the succession in

the descending line." If the deceased left grandsons
by different sons, it is clear that they would take
the shares of their respective fathers. So if he had
a granddaughter by one son, and a grandson by an-
other, the latter would not exclude the former, as a

1. (Andoc., De Myst., 119.—Id., c. Alcib., 33, ed. Bekker.—
Ly«., c. Ale, 41, ed. Bekker.—Demosth., c. Leoch., 1083.—Id.,
c. Eubul., 1305.—Plut., Ciinon, 4.— Id., Themist., 32.)—2. (Isae-

08, De Cir. hacred., 26.—Id., De Philoct. h^red., 19, ed. Becker.
—Demosth., Pro Phorm., 954.—Id., c. Steph., 1134.)—3. (Isje-

us,De Cir. hiered., 18.—Demosth., c. Onct.,869.—Id.,c. Eabul.,
1311. 1312.)—4. (Isscus, De Philoct. haered., 29-33.)—5. (Andoc.,
De Myst., 127, ed. Becker.—Isseus, De Cir. hsered., 26.—Id., De
Philoct., 13.—Demosth., c. Eubul., 1305, cfec.)—6. (Issbus, De
Philoct. hsered., 32.)—7. (Demosth., Pro Phorm., 947.)—8. (Har-
pocr., 8. V. 'Eiri6(»foy.)—9. (Isaeus, De Pyrrh. hsered., 40.—Lys.,
De Arist. bon., 16, ed. Becker.—Demosth., c. Bsot. de dote,
1014.)-10. (Isaius, De Cir. haered.. 39-40.—Id., De Pyrrh. haered.,

(S —Id.,De Philoct., 3S, 67.—Demosth., c Macart., 1057, 105a)
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brother would a sister, but both would &hare alike.

Of this there is no direct evidence ; but it foUowe
from a principle of Attic law, by which, on the birth

of a son, his title to his father's inheritance, or to a
share thereof, immediately accrued ; if then he died

before his father, but leaving issue, they claimed
their grandfather's inheritance as representing him.
It was otherwise with daughters. Their title did

not thus accrue ; and, therefore, it was the practice
for the son of an heiress to be adopted into his ma-
ternal grandfather's house, and to become his son
in point of law. Farther (as will presently be
shown), the general preference of males to females
did not commence till the deceased father's de-

scendants were exhausted.
On failure of lineal descendants, the collateral

branches were resorted to. And first came the
issue of the same father with the deceased, viz.,

brothers and brothers' children, the children of a
deceased brother taking the share of their father ;'

and after them, sisters and sisters' children, among
whom the principle of representation also prevail

ed ;' but whether sisters' children took per slirpe*

or per capita, does not appear.

Next come the descendants of the same grand
father with the deceased ; cousins and cousins'

children. Here the law declared that males and
the issue of males should be preferred to females
and their issue.* Thus the son of an uncle would
exclude the son of an aunt, while the son of an
aunt would exclude the daughter of an uncle. On
the same principle, Isaeus* contends that the son of

a female first cousin prevented his mother's sister

from inheriting, although he was farther removed
from the deceased (yevei unuTepu) by one degree.

This preference, however, was confined to those
who were descended from the same common an
cestor, that is to say, from the grandfather of the

deceased ; for the words kK tuv avruv in Demos-
thenes are to be explained by the rptr^ yivei of Isae •

us. Therefore, a first cousin once removed, claim

ing through a female, had a better title than a second
cousin claiming through males ; for a second cous-

in is descended, not from the grandfather, but only

from the great-grandfather of the deceased, and so

is beyond the legal degrees of succession (Ifw r^f

ayyiaTeia^ or avyyevetag). On this Eubulides founds

his pretension to the estate of Hagnias, because he
claims as representative (son by adoption) of his

maternal grandfather, who was first cousin to Hag-
nias ; whereas the father of his opponent, Macarta-
tus, was second cousin to Hagnias, and (as Demos-
thenes expresses it) was not in the same branch of

the family {ovk hic tov oIkov tov 'Ayviov^).

On failure of first cousins and their issue, the

inheritance went to the half-blood by the mother's

side ; brothers and sisters, nephews and nieces,

cousins and their children, as before. But if there

were no maternal kinsmen within the legal degree,

it returned to the agnati, or next of kin on the pa-

ternal side {Tovg npdc irarpog), whose proximity

was traced by counting the degrees from the com-
mon ancestor.*

The succession of parents to their children is

matter of dispute among the learned. From the

silence of the orators, the absence of any example,

and the express declaration of Isaeus' respecting

the mother, it may be inferred that parents could

not inherit at Athens. At Athens, the maxim he-

reditas nunquam ascendit held only of lineal, not of

collateral ascent. For example, an uncle mighl

1. (Isaeus, De Hagfu. haered., i., 2.—Demosth., c. Macart.,

1067.—Id., c. Leoch., 1083.)—2. (Isaeus, De Apoll. h^red., 23.)—
3. (Isaus, De Hagn. haered.. i., 2.—Demosth., c. Macart., 1067.J
—4. (De Apoll. uaered., 25, 26.)- -5. (c. Macart., 1070.)—6. (I8»
us, De Ha^. haered., 1-18.—Demosth., c. Macart., I0«7.)—7
(De Hagn. hnred., SO.)
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inherit.* So also he might marry the heiress, as

next of kin.* On this part of the subject the reader

is referred to Wachsmuth, ii., 1, 212, &c. ; Bunsen,

De jure hered. Alhen. ; Sir William Jones's Com-
mentaiy annexed to the translation of Isaeus ; and a

short summary of the law by Schomann, Ant. J. P.

Gt., v., 20. These and other writers are not agreed

on many of the foregoing points, which are left in

much obscurity, owing to the mutilated state in

which the laws have reached us, and the artifices

used by the orators to misrepresent the truth.

It will assist the student to be informed that

dvc^toc signifies a first cousin. 'Aveipiadovc is a first

cousin's son, formed in the same manner as uSeX-

^i6ovQ from dJc/l^of, and ^yarpidovg from dvyarrip.

Thus my first cousin's son is uvE^iadovg to me, but

not conversely. Again, though it is true that two
or more second cousins may be spoken of collect-

ively as uve^iadol,' yet one of them cannot be said

to be uveyl)La6ovg to another. Herein consists the

fallacy of those who maintain that second cousins

came within the legal degrees of succession.

KA^/wf is the subject matter of inheritance, or

(in one sense of the word) the inheritance ; KXtjpo-

vo/iog, the heir. 'Ay;^;t<Tr«a, proximity of blood in

reference to succession, and sometimes right of suc-

cession. Svyysveia, natural consanguinity. Suy-

ycpctf, collateral relatives, are opposed to txyovoi,

lineal descendants.

III. 0/ the Power of Devising.-—^That the owner
had power to alienate his property during his life-

time, and that such alienation was valid in point of

law, both as against the heir and all the rest of the
world, is beyond a doubt. There was, however,
an ancient law, which punished with degradation

{iri/ua) a man who had wasted his patrimony (ra

rrarpua Kared^doKug). He was considered an of-

fender against the state, because he disabled him-
self from contributing to the public service. Pros-

ecutions for such an ofl^ence were rare ; but the

rsputation of a spendthrift was always prejudicial

to a man in a court of justice.*

Every man of full age and sound mind, not under
durance or improper influence, was competent to

make a will ; but if he had a son, he could not dis-

inherit him, although his will might take effect on
the contingency of the son not completing his seven-
teenth year.* The bulk of the estate being left to

the son, legacies might be given to friends and rel-

atives, especially to those who performed the office

of our executor or testamentary guardian.* And in

the division of property among sons, the recom-
mendations of the father would be attended to.^

Also a provision, not exceeding a thousand drach-

mas, might be assigned to an illegitimate child.*

A daughter could not be disinherited, though the
estate might be devised to any person on condition

of his marrying her.*

It was only when a man had no issue that he
was at full liberty to appoint an heir. His house
and heritage were then considered desolate {iprj/iog

Kat uvuwiio(), a great misfortune in the eyes of an
Athenian ; for every head of a family was anxious
to transmit his name and religious usages to pos-

terity. The same feeling prevailed among the

Greeks in more ancient times. "We learn from
Hesychius and the Etymol. Mag. that distant rela-

tives were called xvp<^0Ta[, because, when they in-

herited, the house was xvp^<->v Kal Iprjfioc.^* To

I (Isaeus, De Cleon. hssred., 55.)—2. (De Pyrrh. hsred., 90.)
—3. (Demoith., c. Steph., \\\1.)-A. (Dioe. Laert., Solon, 55.—jBschin., c. Timarch., 97-105, 154, ed. Bekker.)—5. (Issus,
De Arist. haei-ed., 14. — Id., De Philoct., 10. — Demosth., c.

Steph., 1133, 1136.)— 6. (Demosth., c. Aphob., 814, 827.)—7.
(Demosth., c. Macart., 1055.—Id., Pro Phorm., 955.)—8. (Har-
pocrat., 8. V. NoStca.)—9. (Is^us, Do Pyrrh. hxred., 82-84.)

—

10. (Vid. Horn., II., v., 158.—Hes., Theoj., (J07.)

obviate this misfortune, an Athenian had two coor
ses open to hiiv. Either he might bequeath hi*

property by will, or he might adopt a son in his life-

time. {Vid. Adoption, Greek.)
Wills were in writing, and usually had one or

more attesting witnesses, whose names were super-

scribed, but who did not know the contents. They
were often deposited with friends, or other trust-

worthy persons, such as a magistrate. It was con-
sidered a badge of fraud if they were made secretly

or in the presence of strangers.' A will W£i8 am-
bulatory until the death of the maker, and might be
revoked, wholly or partially, by a new one. It

seems, also, that there might be a parol revocation.*

The client of Isaeus, in the last-cited cause, con-

tends that the testator sent for the depositary of

his will with an intention to cancel it, but died be-

fore he got it into his possession ; this (he says)

was a virtual revocation. He calls witnesses to

prove the testator's affection for himself and dislike

of his opponents, and thence infers that the will

was unnatural, and a proof of insanity. Simiioi

arguments were often used.*

With respect to the proceeding by which a father

publicly renounced his paternal authority over his

son, md. Apocervxis. Plato* refers to it, and rec-

ommends that a father should not take such a step

alone, but in conjunction with the other members
of the family. At Athens, the paternal authority

ceased altogether after the son had completed his

nineteenth year ; he was then considered to belong

less to his father than to the state.*

IV. Of the Remedies of the Heir for Recovering ku
Rights.—A son or other male descendant might
enter and take possession of the estate immediately

after the owner's death.* If he was prevented from
so doing, he might bring an action of ejectment

against the intruder. {Vid. Embateia.) Any one
who disturbed a minor in the enjoyment of his pat-

rimony was liable to a criminal prosecution («««-
CTEOf daayye'Kla'). As to the proceedings in ca»e
of heiress, vid. Epiclerus.

Other heirs at law, and claimants by adoption or

devise, were not at liberty to enter until the estate

was formally adjudged to them. The proper course

was to make application to the archon, who attended

at his office for that purpose every month in the year

except the last (Scirophorion). The party who ap-

plied was regarded as a suitor, and (on obtaining a

hearing) was said "kayxfiveiv rev KXrjpov.*

At the first regular assembly (Kvpia kKKXijaia),

held after he had received notice, the archon caused
proclamation to be made that such a person had
died without issue, and that such and such persons

claimed to be his heirs. The herald then asked el

TiQ a/i<t>ia6TiTEiv 7j KapaKaTaOaXkeiv fiov'keTat tov kTji

pov : these words are variously interpreted. Per
haps the best explanation is this : 'A/i(jna6TiTeiv is £,

term of general import, applied to all who dispute

the title of another, and would include those whc
claimed a moiety or other share of the estate. Ila-

paKaraSaA^eiv signifies to make a deposite by waj
of security for costs, which was required of those-

who -Tiaintained their exclusive title to the wholt;

inheritance. Perhaps, however, the payment in

this case was optional, and might be intended foi

the mere purpose of compelling the other parties tu

do the same. The deposite thus paid was a tenth

1. (Issus, De Philoct. hxred., 8.—Id., De Astyph. hsred.

8-17.—Demosth., c. Steph., 1137.)—2. (Issus, De Philoct. ha
red., 40.—Id., De Cleon., hared., 32.)—3. (Isaeus, De Nicoo
haered., 23.—Id., De Astyph. hsred., Jll.)—4. (Leg., xi., 9, i

928.) — 5. (Valckenaer ad Ammonium, s. v. 'AiroK/Jpuicroj.-

Meier, De Bonis Damn., p. 26.)—6. (Iibus, De Pyrrh. hered
72.—Id., De Cic. haered., 47.)—7. (Isxus, De Pyrrh. hierad ,

76.)—8. (Isaeus, Do Ilagn. haered., 22, 40.—Id., De Pyrrh. hi-

red., 74.— Id., De Astyph. htered., 4. — Demosth., c. Steph..

1138.)
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part o( the value of the propert; in dispute, and was
returned to the party if successful.*

Ifno other claimant appeared, the archon adjudged
the estate to th« first suitor {inediKacev avru top

kXtjpov). If, however, there were adverse claims,

he proceeded to prepare the cause for trial (Siadi-

Kaaia). First came the uvaKpicnc, in the usual way,
except that no party was considered as plaintiff or

defendant ; and the bills, in which they set forth

their respective titles, were called uvTiypatpai.'

The dicasts were then to be summoned, and, what-
ever the number of parties, one court was held for

the decision of all their claims. If any one neglect-

ed to attend on the appointed day, and had no good
excuse to offer, his claim was struck out of the

record (rfieypu^?? t} ufK^trs&fiTJiaiq), and the contest

was carried on between the remaining parties, or if

but one, the estate was awarded to him.* The
trial was thus managed. The dicasts had to give

their verdict either for one person proving a title to

the whole, or for several persons coming in under
the same title, as (for instance) two brothers entitled

each to a moiety. One balloting box, therefore, was
provided for every party who appeared in a distinct

interest. The speeches were measured by the clep-

sydra. Each party had an afj.(popevi of water for

his first speech, and half that, or three x°^k, for the
second.* That these arrangements gave rise to

fraud and collusion, is clearly shown in the cases
above cited.

The verdict, if fairly obtained, was final against
the parties to the cause. But any other person, who
by absence or unavoidable accident was prevented
from being a party, might afterward bring an action

against the successful candidate, to recover the
estate. He was then obliged to pay his deposite
(irapoKaradoTi^); summon the defendant, and proceed
in other respects as in an ordinary suit. This he
might do at any time during the life of the person
in possession, and within five years after his death.*

It has hitherto been supposed that a simple issue

was raised between the litigant parties, viz., who
wos entitled to possess the estate ; and that they
proceeded at once to the trial of such issue. This
was called evdvSiKlif, eiaih'ai. The cause, however,
might become more complicated, if one of the par-

lies chose to make exception to the right of any
other to dispute his title : this was done by tendering
an affidavit (diafiaprvpia) {vid. Diamartyria), sworn
either by himself or by another, wherein he declared
that the estate was not the subject of litigation {fiT/

iiridcKog), and alleged some matter of fact or law to

support his assertion. Sons, adopted sons, and per-

sons in legal possession were allowed this advan-
tage. For example, a witness might depose that
the last occupier had left male issue surviving him,
and therefore the property could not be claimed by
any collateral relative or devisee : or that the title

had already been legally determined, and that the
new claimants were not at liberty to reopen the
question. This had the effect of a dilatory plea,

and stayed farther proceedings in the cause.* If
then the suitor was resolved to prosecute his claim,
he had no other course but to procure a conviction
of the witness (who had sworn the affidavit) in an
action for false testimony {Sikti ^evdofiaprvpiuv).
Examples of such actions are the causes in which
Demosthenes was engaged against Leochares, and

1. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 32, 95.—Issus, Do Nicost. hmred.,
13—Id.. De Hagn. heered., 20.—Demosth., c. Macart., 1051.—
Id., c. Leoch., 1090-1093.)—2. (Haipocr., s. v.—Demosth., c.
Olymp., 1173, 1175.)—3. (Demosth., c. Olymp., 1174.)—4. (Isa?-
ns, De HagTi. haered., 30, &c.—Demosth., c. Macart., 1052.) 5.
(Isxus, De Pyrrh. haered., 70.—Demosth., c. Olyuip., 1175. Id.,

C. Macart., 1054.)— 6. (Isaeus, De DiCieog-. haered., 30.—Id., De
ApoU., 3.—!&., De Philoct. 4 52.—Id , De Pyrrh., 3.—De-
losth., c. Leoc^., 1007 ;
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Isffius for the estate of Philjctemon. On the Ina!
of the witness, the questions were, first, the truth of
the facts deposed to ; secondly, their legal effect,

if true. With respect to the witness, the conse-
quences were the same as in any other action for

false testimony. {Vid. Martyria.) With respect
to the original cause, nothing fartherwas determined
than that it could or could not be entertained ; the
diaf^apTvp'ia in this particular resembling the irapa-

ypa(bn. If the court decided that the suit cculd he
entertained, the parties proceeded to trial in the

manner before explained.

As to the farther remedies to be pursued by the
successful party in order to obtain the fruits of his

judgment, vid. Embateia, ENOIKIOY, and ESOT-
AHS AIKAI. And on this part of the subject, vid.

Meier, Att. Proc, p. 459, 616, 638 ; Plainer, Alt.

Proc, i., 163 ; ii., 309.

V. Of the Obligations to which the Heir succeeded.

—The first duty of an heir, as with us of an execu-
tor, was to bury the dead and perform the custom-
ary funeral rites (rd vofic^Sfieva iroielv). It is well
known what importance was attached to this by the

ancients. The Athenian law regulated the time of
burial, and the order in which the female relatives

should attend. If no money was left to pay the

expenses of burial, still the nearest relatives were
bound to defray them ; and if they neglected to per-

form their duty, the chief magistrate {^fi/iapxog) of
the demus in which the death took place, after

warning them by public notice {avaioelv koL T^dnTeiv

Kai Kadaipeiv rbv Srjfiov), got the work done by con-

tract, paid for it himself, and was then empowered
to sue them for double the amount. When a rich

man died, there was no backwardness about his

funeral. It is rather amusing to see how eagerly

the relatives hastened to show respect to his mem-
ory, as if to raise a presumption of their being the

heirs.*

Children who neglected to bury their parent*

were liable to a criminal prosecution {ypa^r) kokH-

(TEug yovEuv), just as they were for refusing to sup-

port or assist them in their lifetime. The word yo-

v£if, in this case, includes all ancestors.'

Among heritable obligations may be reckoned that

of marrying a poor heiress (i^f/ffaa), or giving her in

marriage with a suitable portion. ( Vid. Epiclerus,
and Meurs., Them. Alt., i., 13.)

That the heir was bound to pay the debts of the

deceased, as far as the assets would extend, cannot
be doubted. Five years seems to have been the

period for the limitation of actions against him (Trpo-

dscf/xia). In case of a mortgage, he was entitled

only to the surplus of the mortgaged property, re-

maining after payment of the debt charged thereon.'

State debtors, such as farmers of the public rev-

enue who had made default, or persons condemned
to pay a fine or penalty, were disfranchised {uTiftoi)

until they had settled the debt, and the disgrace ex-

tended to their posterity. Thus Cimon, son of Mil-

tiades, was compelled to pay a fine of fifty talents

which had been imposed on his father ; and the

story is, that Callias advanced him the money in

return for the hand of his sister Elpinice * When
the whole of a man's property was confiscated, of

course nothing could descend to his heir. It scans
to have been a common practice, in such a case, for

the relatives of the deceased to conceal his effecvi,

or to lay claim to them by pretended mortgages.

Against these frauds there were severe penalties, as

1. (Isasus, De Astyph. hsred., 40 ; De Cir. hired., 29-33 ; Db
Nicost. hffired., 9, 25.—Demosth., c. Macart., 1069, 1071.)—2.
(Meier, De Bon. Damn., 126.)—3. (Lys., De Bon. Publ., 4, 5.—
Isaeas, De Arist. hsred., 23.—Demosth., c. Callipp., 1240.— Id.,

c. Spud., 1030.— Id., c. Nausim., 988. 989.)— 4. (Demoe}h.,c.
Androt., 603.—Id., c. Theoc, 1322, 1327.— Id., c. Aphob., 686.—
Id.. Pro Cor., 329.—Id., c. Macart., 1069.)
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lay be seen from the speeches oi Lysias, c. Phtlori
.,

ind de ban. Arist.^

The posterity of those who were put to death by
the people, or were convicted of certain infamous

crimes, such as theft, inherited the urifda of their

ancestors, a damnosa hereditas, which they could

not decline or escape from. It may be compared
to the corruption of blood following upon attainder

in the feudal law. The legislator seems to have
thought thflt such children must be the natural en

emics of their country, and ought to be disarmed of

all power to do mischief. We cannot wonder at

this, when we consider that, with respect to private

feuds, it was deemed honourable and meritorious in

Ihe child to preserve the enmity of the father ; and
we find public prosecutors (as in the opening of the

speech of Lysias against Agoratus, of Demosthenes
against Theocrines) telling the dicasts that they

had been induced to come forward by a desire to

avenge the wrongs of their family. In the same
spirit, tlKJ Athenian law required that men guilty of

unintentional homicide should remain in exile until

they had appeased the nearest relatives of the de-

ceased, to whom it more especially belonged to re-

sent and forgive the injury.'

Isseus tells us that parents who apprehended
their own insolvency used to get their children

adopted into other families, that they might escape

the consequences.' This, however, could not be

done after the infamy had once attached.*

We find no mention of property escheating to

the state of Athens for want of heirs. This proba-

bly arose from a principle of Athenian law, accord-

ing to w'hich no civic familywas suffered to expire

;

and, therefore, the property of an intestate was al-

ways assigned to such person as was most fit to be

bis successor and representative. With aliens, and
those illegitimate children who were regarded as

ntens, it was, no doubt, otherwise.*

HERES (ROMAN). When a mart died, a cer-

larn person or certain persons succeeded to all his

|iroperty, under the name of hercs or heredes : this

was a universal succession, the whole property be-

ing considered a unity. Such a succession compre-
hended all the rights and liabilities of the person de-

ceased, and was expressed by the term bereditas.

The word hereditas is accordingly defined to be a

success ioA to all die rights of the deceased.* The
term p' cunia is sometimes used to express the

whok property of a testator or intestate;^ but 'it

only expresses it as property, and therefore the def-

mition of hereditas by pecunia would be incomplete.

Cicero* completes the definition thus :
" Hereditas

est pecunia qua morte alicujus ad qucmpiam pervenit

jure, nee ea aut legata testamento aut posscssione re-

tenta." The negative part of the definition excludes

legacies and property of the deceased, the owner-
ship of which is acquired by a suflScient possession.

The word "jure" excludes the "bonorum posses-

Bio," in opposition to which the hereditas is appro-

priately called " justa." The heres was the owner
who had acquired all that had belonged to another,

morte and jure ; the etymological relation of the

word to herus seems probable.

A person might become a heres by being named
to such (instituttis, scriplus, faclus') in a will, exe-

cuted by a competent person, according to the forms

required by law. (Fid. Testamentum.) Ifaperson
died intestate {intestatus), or having made a will

which was not valid, the inheritance came to those

1. (Meier, De Bon. Damn., 212.)—2. (Demosth., c. Meid., 551.

-Id., c. Aristoc., 640, 643.— Id., c. Aristog., 790. — Id., c. Ma-
eart., 1069.—Meier, De Bon. Damn., 106, 136.— Wachsmuth,
li., 1, 243-256, 268.)—3. (De Anst. harwl., 24.)—4. (Meier, De
Bon. Damn., 136.—jEsch., c. Ctes., 21, ed. Becker.)—5. (Meier,

De Ban. Damn., 148.)—6. (Dig. 50, tit. 1«, s. 24.)—7. (Cic, D<i

Invent., ii , 21.— Gains, ii., 104.)—8. (Top., 6.)
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to whoPi the law gave it in such cases, and wa*
called Jeredilas legitima or ab intestato. But a man
could not die testate as to part of his property and
intepiate as to another part, excnpt he were a sol-

die'', whose testamentary dispositions were consid.

er'xl with great indulgence. The reason of this ap-

pears to be the legal unity of the hereditas : a tes-

tamentary disposition of a part was not a disposition

of the whole, and, consequently, it was no disposi-

tion at all.

In order that a testamentary succession should

take place, the person dying must have such prop-

erty or such rights as are capable of being transmit-

ted to another ; consequently, neither a slave nor a

nlius-familias, according to the old Roman law,

could make a heres. Also, the person who is made
heres must have a legal capacity to be heres. Gen-
erally, all persons who had the commercium could

be made heredes, and, consequently, all Roman cit

izens, and even slaves. {Vid. Testamentum.)
The institution of a heres was that formality

which could not be dispensed with in a will. If the

testator named no heres or heredes, and complied

with all the other legal forms, still his disposition

of his property was not a will. The heres called

heres directus, or simply heres, represented the

testator, and was thus opposed to the heres fidei-

commissarius. {Vid. Fideicommissum.) The tes-

tator might either name one person as heres, or he

might name several heredes (coheredes), and he

might divide the hereditas among them as he pleas-

ed. The shares of the heredes were generally ex-

pressed by reference to the division of the As : thus
" heres ex asse" is heres to the whole property

,

" heres ex dodrante," heres to three fourths ;
" he-

res ex semuncia," heir to one twenty-fourth.* If

there were several heredes named, without any def-

inite shares being given to them, the property be-

longed to them in equal shares.

If the testator had a legal capacity to dispose, and
if his will was made in due form, the first inquiry

as to the heres was, whether he had a legal capacity

to take what was given to him. He must have this

capacity at the time of the institution, at the time

of the testator's death, and at the time of accepting

the inheritance. This capacity might be expressed

by the words "testamenti factio," an expression

which had reference not only to the legal capacity

of the testator, but also to the legal capacity of the

person named heres. As a general rule, only Ro-
man citizens could be named as heredes in the will

of a Roman citizen ; but a slave could also be named
heres, though he had no power to make a will, and

a filius-familias could also be named heres, though

he was under the same incapacity; for the slave,

if he belonged to the testator, could, by testament,

receive his freedom and become heres ; and if ha
belonged to another person, he took the inheritance

for the benefit of his master : the filius-familias, in

like manner, acquired it for his father. Persons, not

Roman citizens, who had received the commercium,
could take hereditates by testament.*

Heredes were either necessarii, sui et necessarii,

or exiranei. The heres necessarius was a slave of

the testator, who was made a heres and liber at the

same time ; and he was called a necessarius, be-

cause of the necessity that he was under of accept-

ing the hereditas. A slave was sometimes appoint-

ed heres, if the testator thought that he was not

solvent, for the purpose of evading the ignominia

which was a consequence of a person's property be-

ing sold to pay his debts, as explained by Gains.*

The heredes sui et necessarii were sons and daugb-

I. (Cic. ad Att., liii., 48.— Id. ib., vii., 8.—Id., Pro C»cin«,

c. 6.)—2. (Cic, Pro Ca'cina, 7, 32.—Savigny, Zeitwhrift, t., p
SSO, &9.)—3. (ii., 154, <Icc.)
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ten, and the sons and daughters of a son who were
in the power of a testator ; but a grandson or grand-

daughter could not be a suus heres unless the testa-

tor's son had cea^d to be a suus heres in the testa-

tor's lifetime, either by death or being released from
his power. These heredes sui were called neces-

sarii, because of tae necessity that they were under,

according to the civil law, of taking the hereditas

with its encumbrances. But the praetor allowed

such persons to refuse the hereditas {abstinere se ab

hereditalc), and to allow the property to be sold to

pay the testator's debts (an instance is mentioned
by Cicero') ; and he gave the same privilege to a

mancipated son {qui in causa mancipii est). All oth-

er heredes are called extranei, and comprehend all

persons who are not in the power of a testator, such
as emancipated children. As a mother had no po-

testas over her children, they were extranei heredes

when named heredes in her will. Extranei heredes

had the potestas or jus deliberandi, or privilege of

considering whether they would accept the heredi-

tas or not ; but if either extranei heredes, or those

who had the abstinendi potestas, meddled with the

testator's property, they could not afterward dis-

claim the inheritance, unless the person who had
so meddled was under twenty-five years of age, and
so belonged to a class who were relieved by the

prsetor in all cases where they were overreached
[vid. Curator), and also in cases where they had
accepted an insolvent hereditas {damnosa hereditas).

The Emperor Hadrian gave this relief to a person

above twenty-five years of age who had accepted an
hereditas, and afterward discovered that it was en-

cumbered with a heavy debt.'

A certain time was allowed to extranei for the

cretio hereditatis, that is, for them to determine
whether they would take the hereditas or not

:

hence the phrase cernere hereditatem. Thus, if

the testator had written in his will " Heres Titius

esto," he ought to add, " Cernitoque in centum diebus

proxumis quibus scies poterisque : quod ni ita creveris

txheres esto."* If the extraneus wished to take the

hereditas, he was required to make a formal decla-

ration of his intention within the time named {intra

diem crelionis) The formal words of cretion were
" earn hereditatem adeo cernoque.'" Unless he did

this, he lost the hereditas, and he could not obtain

it merely by acting as heres (pro herede gerendo).

If a person was named heres without any time of

oretion being fixed, or if he succeeded {legitimo jure)

to the property of an intestate, he might become
heres without any formal declaration of his inten-

tion, and might take possession of the hereditas

when he pleased : but the praetor was accustomed,
upon the demand of the creditors of the testator or

mtestate, to name a time within which the heres

should take possession, and in default of his doing
so, he gave the creditors permission to sell the prop-

erty. The common form of cretion in the will {vul-

garis cretio) has been already mentioned. Some-
times the words " quibus sciet poteritque" were
omitted, and it was then specially called " cretio

certorum dierum," which was the more disadvanta-
geous to the heres, as the days began to be reckon-
i5d, or, as we say, the time began to run immediate-
ly, and it was not reckoned from the time when the

teres knew that he was named heres, and had no
impediment to his cretion.

It was not unusual to make several degrees of he-

redes in a will, which was called substitutio. Thus,
in the formula beginning " Heres Titius," &c., after

the words " exheres esto," the testator might add,
*' Turn Mavius heres esto cernitoque in diebus cen-

1. (Cie., Phil., ii., 10.)—3. (Gains, ii., 16} ^ — 3. ((}««•, ii.,

165 —Cic, De Orat., i.. 22.)
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ktm" &.C. ; and he might go on substituting as fai

as he pleased. The person first named as herea
{prima gradu) became heres by the act of cretion

;

and the substitutus {secundus heres^) was then en
tirely excluded. If the words "si non creveris"
were not followed by words of exheredation, thi»

gave some advantage to the first heres : for instance,

if he neglected the formality of cretion, and only
acted as heres, he did not lose all, but shared the
hereditas equally with the substituted person. Thia
was the old rule ; but a constitution of Aurcliua
made the acting as heres equivalent to cretion, pro-

vide' such action took place within the time of cre-

tion.

In the case of liberi impuberes, who were in the
power of a testator, there might be not only the
kind of substitution just mentioned {vulgaris substi-

tutio), but the testator might declare that if such
children should live to become his heredes, and
should die impuberes, some other person, whom he
named, should be his heres. This was expressed
thus :

" si prius moriatur quam in suMm tutelam ve-

nerit ;"* for the termination of impuberty and of the
tutela were coincident. (Fid. Curator.) Thus, as

Gaius remarks, one testamentary disposition com-
prised two hereditates. This was called pupillaris

substitutio. This kind of substitution was contain-

ed in a clause by itself, and in a separate part of the
will, which was secured by the testator's own
thread and seal, with a provision in the first part of

the will that this second part should not be opened
so long as the son lived and was impubes. A sub-

stitution could also be made in the case of children

being exheredated (disinherited) by the parent's

will, and the substituted person then took all that

the pupillus acquired by hereditas, legatum (legacy),

or gift. Gaius observes* that all his remarks with
reference to substitution for children impuberes,

when made heredes or exheredated, apply to post-

humous {postumi) children, of which there is an ex-

ample cited by Cicero :* " Sijilius natus easet in de-

cern mcnsibus," &c.
If an extraneus was made heres, there could be

no substitution to the effect that, if he died within

a certain time, another person should be heres; for

though a testator could attach a condition to be

performed before a person could take the hereditas,

a person, when he had once become heres, continued

such. The case of a pupillus substitutio, which
was an exception to this general rule, was probably

founded on the patria potestas. The heres might,

however, be charged with a fideicommissum, in

which case he was heres fiduciarius. (
Vid. Fidei-

commissum.)
As to conditions which the heres was bound to

perform, they might be any that were not contrary

to positive law or positive morality ; such as the

setting up of statues,* &c., or changing the name.^

If a man's own slave was made heres by his

will, it was necessary that he should be made free

also by the will : the words were, " Stichus sertms

mens liber heresque esto." If the slave were not

made free by the testament, he could not take un-

der it, even if he were manumitted by his master,

and, of course, he could not if he were sold ; and
the reason is, that the institution was not valid. If

he was instituted free as well as heres, he became

both a freeman and heres necessarius by the death

of his master : if he was manumitted by his mas-

ter in his lifetime, he might accept the inheritance or

refuse it. If he was sold by his master in his life-

1. (Cic, Top., 10.—Hor., Sat., ii., 5, 48.)—2. (Compare Gaiaa,

ii., 177, <fec., with Ulpian, Frag., ixii., 34.) — 3. (Cic, De In-

vent., ii., 42.—Id., Top., 10.—Gaius, ii., 179.)—4. (li., 183.)—ft

(Top. 10.)—#. (Cic, ia Verr., ii., 8, 9, Ii )— 7. (Cic. ad Att,

rii.. 8.)
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time, he could take possession of the inheritance

with the permission of his new master, who thus

became heres through the medium of his slave. If

the slave who was made heres was then the prop-

erty of another person, and not of the testator, he
could not take the inheritance without the consent
of his master, for if he took it his master became
heres : if such slave was manumitted before taking

possession of the inheritance, he might accept it or

refuse it, as he pleased.

If »a ingenuus died intestate, either from not

having made a will, or having made a will, but not

in due form, or having made a will in due form,

which afterward became invalid (mptum, irritum),

the hereditas, according to the law of the Twelve
Tables, came to the heredes sui, and was then
called legiiima hereditas. The heredes sui were
"hberi" in the power of the testator at the time of
bis death ; the term liberi comprehended not only

children, but the children of the testator's male
children, and the children of a male grandchild.

Adopted children were considered the same as oth-

er children. But grandchildren could not be heredes
sui, unless their father had ceased to be in the power
of the intestate, either by death or in any other way,
as by emancipation. A wife in manu oeing consid-

ered as a daughter, and a daughter-in-law {nurus)
being considered a granddaughter, were sui here-

des ; but the latter only when her husband was not
in the power of the intestate at the time of his

death, which was consistent with the law in the

case of grandchildren. Posthumous children, who
would have been in the power of the intestate if he
were living, were also sui heredes. The sui here-

des took the hereditas in equal shares. If there

was a son or daughter, and children of a son de-

ceased, the children of the deceased son took the

portion which their parent would have taken. But
the distribution was in stirpes, that \s, among the
stocks or stems sprung from the ancestor, and not

tn capita, or among the individuals : thus, if there

VJie s son, and the sons of a deceased son, the

son would take half of the hereditas, and the sons
of the deceased son would take the other half, in

equal shares.

If an intestate had no sui heredes, the Twelve
Tables gave the hereditas to the agnati. It is sta-

ted under Cognati who are agnati. The hereditas

did not belong to all the agnati, but only to those
who were nearest at the time when it was ascer-

tained that a person had died intestate. If the
nearest agnatus either neglected to take the inherit-

ance, or died before he had taken possession of it,

in neither case did the next in succession, as agna-
tus, take the inheritance. He was the nearest agna-
tus who was nearest at the time when it was ascer-

tained that a person had died intestate, and not he
who was nearest at the time of the death ; the

reason of which appears to be, that the hereditas
was in a sense the property of the intestate until

his heir was ascertained, and his heir could not be
ascertained until it was certain that he had left no
will ; and, as Gains observes, if he had left a will,

Btill it might happen that no person would be heres
ander that will ; and, accordingly, it seemed better,

as he observes, to look out for the nearest agnatus
at the time when it is ascertained that there is no
heres under the will. If there were several agnati

in the same degree, and any one refused to take his

share, or died before he had assented to take it,

Buch share accrued {adcrevit) to those who consent-

ed to take the hereditas.

In the case of women, there were some peculiar-

ities which arose from their legal status. The he-

reditates of women intestate came to their agnati

"tst 28 ibc inheritances of males ; but women who

were beyond the degree of consanguine! (a tenu
which legally means brothers and sisters) could not
take hereditates ab intestate. Thus a sister might
take from a brother or sister as legitima heres, but

an aunt or a brother's daughter could not be a legit-

ima heres. The principle of Roman law which
gave to those who came into the potestas or manus
the quality of children of the blood, was followed
out in this case also : a mother or a stepmother
who had come in manum viri thereby obtained the
status of a daughter ; and, consequently, as to legit-

imate succession, there »vere the same relations be-

tween such mother or stepmother and the husband's
children as there were among the husband's chil-

dren themselves. But, by senatus con^julta of An-
toninus and Commodus, the sons of a wife not in

manu might take as her legitimi heredes, to the ex-
clusion of consanguinei and other agnati.

If a person died leaving no sui heredes, but only
a brother and another brother's children, the broth-

er took all as the nearest agnatus. If there was
no brother surviving, and only children of brethren,

the hereditas was divided among all the children in

capita, that is, the whole was equally divided among
all the children.

If there were no agnati, the Twelve Tables gave
the hereditas to the gentiles. {Vid. Gens, p. 469.)

Gains' briefly recapitulates the strict law of the
Twelve Tables as to the hereditates of intestates :

emancipated children could claim nothing, as they
had ceased to be sui heredes : the same was the

case if a man and his children were at the same
time made Roman citizens, unless the imperator
reduced the children into the power of the father

:

agnati who had sustained a capitis diminutio were
excluded, and, consequently, a son who had been
given in adoption, and a daughter who was married
and in manu viri : if the next agnatus did not take

possession, he who was next in order could not, for

that reason, make any claim : cognati, whose kin-

ship depended on a female, had no mutual rights as

to their hereditates, and, consequently, there were
no such mutual rights between a mother and her
children, unless the mother had come in manum viri,

and so the rights of consanguinity had been estab-

lished between them.
If a man had his son in his power, he was bound

either to make him heres, or to exheredate (exhcre-

dare) him expressly (nominatim). If he passed him
over in silence {silentio pralericrit), the will was al-

together void {inutile, non jure factum). Some ju-

rists were of opinion, that even if the son, so passed
over, died in the father's lifetime, there could be no
heres under that will.* Other liberi could be passed
over, and the will would still be a valid will; but the

liberi so passed over took a certain portion of the

hereditas adcrescendo, as it was termed, or jure ad-

crcscendi. For instance, if the heredes instituti

were sui, the person or persons passed over took an
equal share with them. If the heredes instituti

were extranei, the person or persons passed over
took a half of the whole hereditas ; and as the prae-

tor gave the contra tabulas bonorum possessio to

the person so passed over, the extranei were de-

prived of all the hereditas. A rescript of the Em-
peror Antoninus limited the amount which women
could take by the bonorum possessio to that which
they could take jure adcrescendi ; and the same
was the law in the case of emancipated females.

It w£is necessary to exheredate posthumous chil-

dren nominatim, otherwise the will, which was ori-

ginally valid, became invalid (ruptum) ; and the will

became invalid by the birth either of a postnumous
son or daughter, or, as the phrase was, adgnascen-

do rumpitur testamentum.* Poetumi were not onlj

1. (ui., 12.)—2. (Gaius, ii., 183, Ac.)—3. (Cic, De Or., i., i1 1
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«L08e who were born after the testator's death, but

also those who might become the sui heredes of the

testator by the death ofsome other person in the tes-

tator's lifetime. Thus, if a testator's son, who was
in his power, had children, and the son died in the

testator's lifetime, the grandchildren became sui

heredes, and the testament became ruptum by this

quasi agnatio : it was therefore a necessary precau-

tion to institute as heredes or to exheredate such
grandchildren. It follows that, if the testament
could be made invalid by this quasi agnatio, it must
have become invalid by a son being bom in the life-

time of the testator, unless the will had provided

for the case ; for it became invalid if the testator

adopted a son or a daughter,^ either by adrogation

or adoption properly so called, after the date of his

will. The case was the same if he took a wife in

manum after the date of the will.

The word postumus has clearly the same signi-

fication as postremus, and literally means a child

born last. The passage of Gaius is defective where
he treats of postumi; but the definition of postumi,

as preserved in the Breviarium, appears to be exact

:

" Postumorum duo genera sunt : quia postumi ad-

pellantur hi, qui post mortem patris de uxore nati

fuerint, et illi qui post testamentum factum nascun-

tur." Sometimes the word postumus is defined

only as a child born after a father's death, as we
see in some of the Glossae ; but there is no proof
that the meaning was limited to such children ; and
the passages sometimes cited as being to that effect*

have merely been misunderstood.

Other cases, in which a valid testamentum be-

came ruptum or irritum, are more properly consid-

ered under Testamentum.
The strictness of the old civil law was modified

by the praetorian law, which gave the bonorura pos-

seasio to those who could not take the hereditas by
the rules of the civil law. {Vid. Bonorum Posses-

10.)
The heres represented the testator and intestate,*

and had not only a claim to all his property, but

was bound by all his obligations. He succeeded to

the sacra privata, and was bound to maintain them,
but only in respect of the property, for the obliga-

tion of the sacra privata was attached to property

and to the heres only as the owner of it. Hence
the expression "sine sacris hereditas" meant an
hereditas unencumbered with sacra.*

The legislation of Justinian released the heres

who accepted an hereditas from all debts and obli-

gations of the testator or intestate beyond what the

property would satisfy, provided he made out an in-

ventory (inventarium) of the property in a certain

form and within a given time.*

The heres could claim any property which be-

longed to his testator or intestats by the hereditatis

petitio, which was an actio in rem, and properly be-

longed to a heres only, though it was afterward
given to the bonorum possessor. Each heres claim-

ed only his share.*

The coheredes shared among themselves the

property, and bore their share of the debts in the

same proportions. For the purpose of division and
settling the aflfairs of the testator, a sale was often

necessary.' If the parties could not agree about
the division of the property, any of them might
have an actio famiUae erciscundse. {Vid. Fahili.s:

Erc. Ac.)

The hereditas might be alienated by the form of
in jure cessio. The heres legitimus might alienate

the hereditas before he took possession of it, and

1. (Ulpian.)—2. (Dig^. 50, tit. 16, s. 164 ; 28, tit. 3, s. 3.)—3.
(Cic, Leg., ii., 19.—4. (Plaut., Capt., iv., 1.—Festus, s. v. " Sine
Mcris hereditas.")—5. (Cod. vi., tit. 30, s. 22.)—6. (Cic, Pro
Rows. Com., c. 18.)—7. (Cic. ad Att., ri., 15.)
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the purchaser then became heres, just as if he bait

been the legitimus heres. The scriptus heres could
only alienate it after the aditio : after such aliena-

tion by him, or by the heres legitimus after aditio,

both of them still remained heredes, and, conse-
quently, answerable to creditors, but all debts due
to them as heredes were extinguished.

The hereditates of freednieu are more pioperly

considered under Liberti and Patroni.
Before it was determined who was heres, the

hereditas was without an owner, and was said "ja-

cere." When a heres was ascertained, such per.

son was considered to possess all the rights inci.

dent to the hereditas from the time of the death ot

the testator or intestate. But this does not explain

how we are to view the hereditas in the interval

between the death of the former owner and the

time when the heres is ascertained. During such
interval, according to one form of expression used
by the Roman jurists, the hereditas is a juristical

person {vice persona fungitur), and is the domina,
that is, the domina of itself; according to another
form of expression, it represents the defunct, and
not the person of the future heres. These two
forms are the same in meaning, and they express a
fiction which has relation to the legal capacity of

the defunct, and not to that of the futuie heres, and
which does not involve the notion of any juristical

personality of the hereditas. The relation to the

legal capacity of the defunct is this : Slaves gener-

ally belonged to an hereditas. A slave, as is well

known, could acquire property for his living master,

even without his knowledge ; but the validity of the
act of acquisition, in some cases, depended on the

legal capacity of his master to acquire. Now while

the hereditas was without an ascertained owner,
many acts of a slave, by which the hereditas might
receive additions, were strictly void, and such acts

could only have their legal effect on the supposition

that the slave had an owner of a sufficient legal ca
pacity ; and, accordingly, the fiction of law gave
validity to the act of the slave by relation to the

known legal capacity of the late owner, and not by

relation to the yet unascertained owner, who might
not have such legal capacity. The following are

examples :
" When a Roman, who had a legal ca^

pacity to make a will, died intestate, and anothei

person appointed as his heres a slave who belonged

to this hereditas, which was still without an owner,

such institution of a heres would be valid by virtue

of this fiction, because it had reference to the legal

capacity of the defunct. If there had been no such

fiction, the validity of the institution would have

been doubtful, for the unascertained legitimus heres

might be an intestabilis, who (at least according to

the old law) could not be instituted heres. If a

soldier died and left a will, which was not yet open-

ed, another testator might institute as heres a slave

belonging to the soldier's hereditas, because the in-

stitution, according to this fiction, had reference to

the deceased ; but if there were not this fiction, the

institution might be void, inasmuch as the unascer-

tained heres might be a peregrinus who had no tes

tamentifactio with this other testator. It was to

provide for such cases as these only, that this fic-

tion was introduced ; and it had no other object

than to facilitate certain acquisitions by means of

the slaves who belonged to an hereditas."

This masterly exposition is by Savigny.'

HERM^, dimin. HERMUL^E CEpiial). The
Greeks originally made use of unhewn stones (ap-

yol lidoi) to represent their divinities.* Their first

improvement was to cut these stones iiiio square

1. (System des heut. R. R., ii., p. 363.—Gaius, ii , gd-lOO.-^

Id., iii., 1-24.—Ulpian, Frag.—Dig. 28, 29.—lost., ii., lii.)—J
(Paut., rii., 22, If 3)
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blocks, thirty of which were exhibited to Pausanias

in the city of Pharee.' In the course of time, the

square block was surmounted by the head of the

deity it represented. Many images of this kind are

described by Pausanias ; one of Poseidon at Trico-

loni in Arcadia,' another of Zeus rtAftof at T^ea,'
and another of Aphrodite Urania at Athens.* It is

probable that the first statues of this improved na-

ture were those of Hermes or Mercury, from whom
they received their name ; but the term was applied

goneraMy to that particular class of statues termed
kftyaciai repuyuvoi or ff;f^jaara rerpdyuva,^ even
though the busts of other divinities, or persons of

either sex, surmounted the pedestal.

In these works, the invention of which is ascribed

to the Athenians by Pausanias, the only parts of

the human body developed were the head and sex-

ual organs. But when the sculptor's art was still

farther perfected, the whole torso was placed upon
a pedestal ; and, finally, the pedestal itself was
Bometimes chiselled to indicate the separation of
the legs, as may be seen in a tetragonal female statue

in the Villa Albani.* Two other forms of the Her-
mae may be seen in the British Museum.''
Houses in Athens had one of these statues placed

at the door,' which were worshipped by the women
as instrumental to fecundity, though not in the moat
delicate manner ;* and the great superstition attach-

ed to them is shown by the alarm and indignation

which were felt at Athens in consequence of the

mutilation of the whole number in a single night,

just before the sailing of the Sicilian expedition."
They were likewise placed in front of temples,

near to tombs, in the gymnasia, libraries, and public

places, at the corners of streets and high roads as
signposts, and some are still to be seen at Athens
with the names of victors in the gymnastic contests
inscribed upon them." Among the Romans partic-

ularly they were used for boundary landmarks, ei-

ther in their primitive form of large ^stones or with
busts upon them, whence they were styled termini

and lapides terminales,^' and as posts for ornamental
railings to a garden, in which case they were com-
monly decorated with the busts of philosophers and
eminent men, some of which may be seen at the
Vatican, with the square holes in their shoulders
into which the transverse rail was inserted.

As the square part of the statue represented Mer-
cury," his name is often compounded with that of
the deity whose bust it supports. Thus the Her-
malhena which Atticus sent from Athens to Cicero'*
bore the bust of Minerva ; the Hermeracla^* those of
Hercules. The story of Hermaphroditus had prob-

ably its origin in some ancient statue of this descrip-

tion, where the square Mercury was surmounted by
a female torso, like the one in the British Museum."

For the application of the Hermce and Hermula in

the circus, vid. p. 254, 255.

HERMyEA ('Ep^a^a, festivals of Hermes, cele-

brated in various parts oi Greece. As Hermes was
the tutelary deity of the gymnasia and paliestrae,

the boys at Athens celebrated the Hermaea in the
gymnasia. They were on this occasion dressed in

their best, offered sacrifices to the god, and amused
themselves with various games and sports, which
were probably of a more free and unrestrained char-

acter than usual. Hence the gymnasiarch was

1. {Pani., 1. c.)—2. (viii., 35, * 6.)—3. (lb., 48, « 4.)—4. (i.,

19, 4 ».)—5. (Thucyd., vi.,27.—Paui., iv., 33, >> 4.)—6 (Winck-
•Im., Sloria delle Arte, torn. 1, Uv. 1.)—7. (Chamticr 1, No. 3.

—

Chwiiher 3, No. 35.)—8. (Thucyd., vi., 27.—.(Eliau, V. 11., ii.,

II.)—9. {Vid. baa-velicf in Boissarde, Antiq. Roman., part 1.)

—

10. (Thucyc'., vi., 27.—Andoc., De Myot.)— 11. (Leake, Athens,
p. V, n. 3.)— 12. (Amm. Marcell., xviii., 2, 15.—Compare Ti-
Imll V, iii,, 44.—Virg., JEn., xii., 89".)— 13. (Cic. aU Att., i.,

B.^"tl (aU Att., i., 1, 4 1—15. (ib., 10.)—16. (Chamber 6, No.

prohibited by a law of Solon* from admitting anj
adults on the occasion. This law, however, wa«
afterward neglected, and in the time of Plato' we
find the boys celebrating the Hermaea in a palaestra,

and in the presence of persons of all ages.' (Com*
pare Gymnasiom, p. 482.)

Hermaea were also celebrated in Crete, where,
on this occasion, the same custom prevailed which
was observed at Rome during the Saturnalia ; for

the day was a season of freedom and enjoyment for

the slaves, and their masters waited upon them al

their repasts.*

The town ofPheneos, in Arcadia, ofwhich Hennes
was the principal divinity, likewise celebrated Her-
ma;a with games and contests.* A festival of the

same kind was celebrated at Pellene.* Tanagra in

Boeotia,' and some other places, likewise celebrated

festivals of Hermes, but particulars are not known
HERMATHE'NA. (Kid. Herm^.)
HERMERACL^. {Vid. Herm^.)
HERMODACT'YLUS {epnodaKTvlog), the same

with the Colchicum autunmcUe, or Meadow Saffron.

"My limits," observes Adams, "will not afford

room to discuss fully the much-agitated question

respecting the Hermodactylus of the ancients. It

is to be remarked, however, in the first place, that

Paulus .L^^gineta entirely omits treating of the koX-

Xiicdv of Dioscorides by name, and in place of it has
the kpfioddKTvXo^. This circumstance forms a strong
presumption that the two substances were identical.

And again, Serapion, in his chapter on Hermodacty'
lus, gives the words of Paulus .^gineta along with
Dioscorides' chapter on Colchicum. It seems unde-
niable, then, that the Arabians held the Hermodac-
tylus to be the same as the Colchicum; and, accord-

ingly, the highest authorities in modern times on
the Res Herbaria of the ancients, such as Bergius,

Tournefort, Humelbergius, Geoffrey, Prosper Alpi-

nus. Dr. Paris, and many others, recognise the
Hermodactylus as the Colchicum autumnale, or Mead-
ow Saffron. Still, however, Sprengel joins Matthi-
olus and Dr. Murray in referring it to the Iris tuber-

osa. After impartially examining the evidence on
both sides, I continue to be of the opinion expressed
by me formerly, that the ancient ipfiodaKTvXos was
the Meadow Saffron."*

HERPYLLUS (ipuvXTios), according to most
authorities, the Wild Thyme, or Thymus serpyllum,

L. Sibthorp, however, inclines to refer it to a spe-

cies which he found in great abundance near the
Ilissus, called by him Thymus incanus. The wild

kind, which Dioscorides calls fvytc* is the Thymus
zygis.*

HESP'ERIS (hnepig), a plant, the same with
the Hesperis matronahs, or Dame's Violet. Spren-
gel, however, prefers the Hesperis iristis.^°

HERO'A. ( Vid. FuNus, p. 457.)

HESTIA. (Vid. Focva.)
HESTI'ASIS (i(TT/a(Tif) was a species of liturgy,

and consisted in giving a feast to one of the tribes

at Athens (t^v <f>vX7)v ianyv^^). It was provided for

each tribe at the expense of a person belonging to

that tribe, who was called iariuTup »' Harpocra-
tion" states, on the authority of the speech of De-
mosthenes against Meidias, that this feast was
sometimes provided by persons voluntarily, and at

other times by persons appointed by lot ; but, as
Bockh remarks, nothing of this kind occurs in the

speech, and no burden of this description could have

1. (.fitchin., c. Timarch., p. 38.)—2. (Lysis., p. 206, D., Ac)—3. (Becker, Charikles, i., p. 335, <fec.)—4. (A'hen., xvf., p.

639.)—5. (Pans., viii., 14, 7.)—«. (Schol. ad Find., Ol. vii., IM.
—SchoL ad Find., Nem., x., 82.)—7. (Faus., ix., 2», 4 2.)—

«

(Adams, Append., s. t.)—9. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—10. (Aif
ams, Append., «. v.)—11. (Demosth., c. Meid., p. 565, 10.—Pol
lux, Onom., in., 67.)—12. (DemoHth c. B<eot., p. 996, S4 )— II

(». r. 'KcTiir: a )
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•ecu impos6d upon a citizen by lot. The iandropec
were doubtless appointed, like all persons serving

liturgies, according to the amount of their property

in some regular succession. These banquets of

the tribes, called ^vXetiku, <hlTrva by Atheneeus,*

were introduced for sacred purposes, and for keep-

ing up a friendly intercourse between persons of the

same tribe, and must be distinguished from the

great feastings of the people, which were defrayed

from the Theorica.*

HET-^ER^-E {hatpai). The word hacpa original-

ly only signified a friend or companion, but at Ath-
ens and other towns of Greece it was afterward

used as a euphemtslic name for izopvj/, that is, a

prostitute or mistress.* As persons of this class

acted a much more prominent and influential part

in some of the Greek states than in any of the most
demoralized capitals of modern times, we cannot
avoid, in this work, to state their position and their

relations to other classes of society. But as their

conduct, manners, ensnaring artifices, and imposi-

tions have at all times and in all countries been
the same, we shall confine ourselves to those points

which were peculiar to the hetaerae in Greece.

First we may mention that the young men at

Athens, previous to their marriage, spent a great

part of their time in the company of hetaerae without
its being thought blamable in any respect whatever.
Marriage, indeed, produced, on the whole, a change
in this mode of living of young men, but in innu-

merable instances even married men continued their

intercourse with hetaera?, without drawing upon
themselves the censure of public opinion ; it seems,
on the contrary, evident, from the manner in which
Demosthenes* relates the history of Lysias the

sophist, that such connexions after marriage were
not looked upon" as anything extraordinary or in-

consistent, provided a man did not offend against

public decency, or altogether neglect his legitimate

wife and the affairs of his household, as was the

case with Alcibiades.* This irregular condition of

private life among the Greeks seems to have arisen

chiefly from two causes : first, from the great love

of sensual pleasures, which the Greeks appear to

have possessed even in a much higher degree than
most other southern nations ; and, secondly, from
the generally prevailing indifference between hus-

bands and wives. As regards the latter point, mat-
rimonial life, in the historical times of Greece, was
very different from that which we find described in

the heroic age. How this change was brought
about is not clear ; but it can scarcely be doubted
that, generally speakings the Greeks looked upon
marriage merely as a means of producing citizens

for the state.* The education of women was al-

most entirely neglected ; they were thought a kind
of inferior beings, less endowed by nature, and in-

capable of taking any part in public affairs, and of

sympathizing with their husbands. In an intellef't-

ual point of view, therefore, they were not fit to be
agreeable companions to their husbands, who con-
sequently sought elsewhere that which they did not
find at home. It is true, the history of Greece fur-

nishes many pleasing examples of domestic happi-

ness and well-educated women, but these are ex-
ceptions, and only confirm the general rule. A
consequence of all this was, that women were
bound down by rules which men might violate with
impunity ; and a wife appears to have had no right

to proceed against her husband, even if she could
prove that he was unfaithful,^ although she herself

1. (v., p. 185, d.) -2. (BSckh, Public Econ. of Athens, ii., p.

f21.—Wolf, Proleg. ad Demosth., Leptin., p. Ixxxvii., note 60.)

—3. (Plut., Solon, c. 15.—Athen., xiii., p. 571.)—4. (c. Near.,
. 1351, <fcc.)—5. (Andoc, c. Alcib., p. 117.)—6. (Demosth., c.

ear., p. 1386.—Becker, Charikle*, ii., p. 215, <fec.)—7. (Plaut.,

Mercat , iv., 6, 3.)

&

was subject to severe punishment if she was de.
tected. The isolated testimony of a late writer like

Alciphron,* who represents a wife threatening her
husband that, unless he would give up his dissolute

mode of living, she would induce her father to bring

a charge against him, can, as Becker* observes,
prove nothing, inasmuch as a neglect of family af-

fairs might, in this case, have been the ground for

accusation.

But to return to the hetaerae : the state not only
tolerated, but protected them, and obtained profit

from them. Solon is said to have established a
iTopvelov (also called naidiaKelov, epyaar^piov, or oJ

KTifia), in which prostitutes were kept," and to have
built the temple of Aphrodite Pandemus with the
profit which had been obtained from them. At a
later period the number of such houses at Athena
was increased, and the persons who kept them were
called KopvotooKoi, lenones. The conduct of the
hetaerae in these houses is described in Athenajus.*
All the hetaeree of these houses, as well as individ-

uals who lived by themselves and gained their live-

lihood by prostitution, had to pay to the state a tax
{nopviKov reAof)*, and the collecting of this tax was
every year let by the senate to such persons {reXu-

vai or KopvoTelCyvau*) as were best acquainted with
those who had to pay it. The hetaerae were under
the superintendence of the uyopavofioi,'' and their

places of abode were chiefly in the Ceramicus.*
The number of private hetaerae, or such as did

not live in a nopvetov, was very great at Athens.
They were, however, generally not mere prostitutes,

but acted at the same time as flute or cithara play

ers, and as dancers, and were, as such, frequently

engaged to add to the splendour of family sacrifices,*

or to enliven and heighten the pleasures of men at

their symposia. Their private abodes, where oftes

two, three, and more lived together, were also fre-

quently places of resort for young men.^" Most of

these hetaerae not only took the greatest care to pre-

serve their physical beauties, and to acquire such
accomplishments as we just mentioned, but paid

considerable attention to the cultivation of their

minds. Thus the Arcadian Lastheneia was a dis-

ciple of Plato," and Leontion a disciple of Epicu-

rus ;'* Aspasia is even said to have instructed Soc-

rates and Pericles. Whatever we may think of tho

historical truth of these and similar reports, they

are of importance to the historian, inasmuch as they

show in what light these hetaerae were looked upon
by the ancients. It seems to have been owing es-

pecially to their superiority in intellectual cultiva-

tion over the female citizens, that men preferred

their society and conversation to those of citizens

and wives, and that some hetaerae, such as Aspasia,

Lais, Phryne, and others, formed connexions with

the most eminent men of their age, and acquired

considerable influence over their contemporaries.

The free and unrestrained conduct and conversa-

tion, which were not subject to the strict conven-

tional rules which honest women had to observe

;

their wit and humour, of which so many instances

are recorded, were well calculated to ensnare young
men, and to draw the attention of husbands away
from their wives. Women, however, of the intel-

lect andcharacter of Aspasia, were exceptions ; and
even Athenian citizens did not scruple to introduce

their wives and daughters to her circles, that they

might learn there the secrets by which they might

gain and preserve the affections of their husbands.

The disorderly life of the majority of Greek hetaerae

1. (Epist., i., 6.)—2. (Chaiikles, i., p. 112.)—3. (Athcn., xiu.,

p. 569.)—4. (xiii., p. 568.)—5. (^sch., c. Timarch., p. IM, Ac.)
— 6. (Philonides ap. Pollux, vii., 202.)— 7. (Suidaj, s. v. A«4
ypou/ia.)—8. (Hesych., s. v. KcpafteiK6i.)—9. (Flaut., Epi-j.; iii,

4, 64.)—10. (Isoc., Areopag., p. 202. ed. Becltej )--ll. (Athes
zii., p. 546.)—12. (Athen., xiii., p. 588.)
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b nowhere set forth in better colours than in the

works of the writers wlio belong to the so-called

school of the middle comedy, and in the plays of

Plautus and Terence ; with which may be com-

pared Demosth., c. Near., p. 1365, <Stc , and Athen.,

booit xiii. It was formerly supposed that at Athens

a peculiar dress was by law prescribed to the hetae-

ras, but this opinion is without any foundation.*

The town most notorious in Greece for the num-
ber of its hetaerae, as well as for their refined man-
ners and beauty, was Corinth.* Strabo* states that

the temple of Aphrodite in this town possessed more
than one thousand hetajrse, who were called Up6-

dwAot, and who were the ruin of many a stranger

who visited Corinth.* Hence the name Kopcvdia

Kopti was used as synonymous with iralpa, and ko-

oiv6idCeadai was equivalent to iratpelv* At Spar-

ta, and in most other Doric states, the hetaerae seem
never to have acquired that importance which they

had in other parts of Greece, and among the Greeks
of Asia Minor.

An important question is who the hetaerae gener-

illy were. The Up66ov?,oi of Corinth were, as their

name indicates, slaves belonging to Aphrodite ; and
their prostitution was a kind of service to the god-

dess. Those nopvai who were kept at Athens in

public houses by the iropvo6o(XKoi, were generally

slaves belonging to these KopvoSoaKoi, who compell-

ed them to prostitution for the sake of enriching

themselves thereby. The owners of these iropvat

were justly held in greater contempt than the un-

fiappy victims themselves. Sometimes, however,

they were real prostitutes, who voluntarily entered

into a contract with a nopvoSoaKoq : others, again,

were females who had been educated in better cir-

cumstances and for a better fate, but had, by mis-

fortunes, lost their liberty, and were compelled by
want to take to this mode of living. Among this

last class we may also reckon thosei girls who had
been picked up as young children, and brought up
by iropvo6oaKol for the purpose of prostitution. An
instance of this kind is Nicarete, a freed-woman,
who had contrived to procure seven young children,

nnd afterward compelled them to prostitution, or

sold them to men who wished to have the exclusive

possession of them.* Other instances of the same
kind are mentioned in the comedies of Plautus.'

Thus all prostitutes kept in public or private houses
were either real slaves, or, at least, looked upon and
treated as such. Those hetaerae, on the other hand,

who lived alone, either as mistresses, of certain in-

dividuals or as common hetaerae, were almost inva-

riably strangers or aliens, or freed-women. The
cases in which daughters of Athenian citizens

idopted the life of an hetaera, as Lauiin, the daugh-
ter of Cleanor, did,* seem to have occurred very
leldom ; and whenever such a case happened, the
woman was by law excluded from all public sacri-

fices and offices, sank down to the rank of an alien,

and as such, became subject to the nopviKov riXoc

:

»he generally, also, changed her name. The same
degradation took place when an Athenian citizen

kept a TTopvdov, which seems to have occurred very
wjldom.*

•ETAIPH2EQS rPA*H {haip^aeuf ypai^fj). This

1. (Becker, Charikles, i., p. 128, &c.)—2. (Plato, De Rep., iii.,

p. 404.—Dio Chiysost., Oral., xxxvii., p. 119, ed. Reiske.—Aris-
loph.. Pint., 149.—Schol. ail loc.—Schol. a<l Lysist., 90 —Athen.,
ziii., p. 573, &c.—MuUer, Dor., ii., 10, ".)—3. (viii., 6, p. 211.)—4. (Wachsrauth, Hellon. Alterthumsk., ii., 2, p. 48, and p. 299.)
-5. (Eiistath. ad II., ii., 570.)—6. (Demosth., c. Near., p. 1351,
*c.)—7. (Compare Isaeu<, De Philoctera. haired., p. 143.)—8.

(Athen., xiii., p. 577.)—9. (Biickh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii., p.
49.-Fr. Jacobs, " Beitr4?e Zur Gesch. det Weibllch. Gesch-
lechts," in his " Vermischte Schriften." vol. iv.— Becker, Char-
IkieiS i., p. 109-128. and ii., p. 414^89. —LimburR-Urouwer,
"Hiitoire de la Cmlisation Morale et Reli^euse des Grec«."

—

Wacnimutb, Hellen. Alterthamak., li., 3, p. 43. Sto •

action was maintainable against such Atbe.iiaii cit-

izens as had administered to the unnatural lusts o.

another ; bui only if after such degradation tbej

ventured to exercise their political franchise, and
aspired to bear office in the state. From the law,

which is recited by .^schines,* we learn that such
offenders were capitally punished. The cause wa»
tried by the court of the thesmothetae.*

HETAIR'IAI. (Kirf. Ekanoi.)
HEXA'PHORUM. (Vid. Lectica.)
HIERAC'ION (lepuKiov) a plant, of whici Di-

oscorides mentions two kinds, the to fieya and the

TO fiiKpov. The former of these Sibthorp makes the
same with the Arnopogon picroidef, Willd., and the
latter with the Scorzonera elongata, Willd.*

*HIERAX {iepa^), a term applied to various spe-

cies of Accipitrina, or the Hawk tribe. " The scho-
liast on Apollonius Rhodius says," remarks Adams,
" that Callimachus described six species of Hawk

;

and Aristotle mentions that some had described ten

species.* Linnaeus applies the term rather loosely

to three genera, namely, the Strix, the Falco, ant!

the Psitlacus. The UpdKeg of the Greeks belony
principally to the second of these. 1. The ifuuTao-

<l>6vo( is the Falco paiumbarius, or Goshawk : it is the

largest of the genus.* 2. The aladXuv of Aristotle

was the Merlin, or Falco asalon : it is the smallest

of the genus. 3. The Tpiopxvc of Aristotle, ren-

dered Buteo by Gaza, is the species of Buzzard
called Ring-tail in English, namely, the Circus py-
gargus, L. 4. The virorpiopxJJCi or Sub-buteo, is

probably only a variety of the last. 5. The KipKoq,

or third species of Aristotle, is not satisfactorily de-

termined : BufFon supposes it the Moor Buzzard, or

Falco (zruginosus, L. ; but Schneider thinks this

point uncertain.* Homer calls it kXa(^p6TaTng vere-

TjviJv, ' the swiftest of birds." 6. The nipKO(, or

ani^laq of Aristotle, in Latin Accipiter fringillarius,

was most probably the Sparrow-hawk, or Falco

nisus, L. It is deserving of remark, that the Nisua
of Ovid* was the Sea Eagle, that of the later clas-

sics the Sparrow-hawk. 7. The x^'^'^ki or KVfiivdis

of Homer, was most probably identical with the

TTTvy^, but cannot be otherwise satisfactorily deter-

mined.* 8. The Keyxpig, or Keyxplvrj^, or Keyxpijt^,

or (as we read it in the Aves of Aristophanes) the

Kepxvij, was the same as the tinnunculus of Pliny,

namely, the Falco tinnunculus, or Kestrel. 9. The
two species named aarepiag and nrepvic by Aris-

totle" cannot be satisfactorily ascertained. 10. The
iKTiv or iKTivog is the Kite or Gled, namely, the

Milvus ictinus, Savigny.""
*II. A Hying fish mentioned by Oppian and iEltan.

None of the commentators can determine exactly

what it is."

HIEREION. (Fi(i.SACRiFicnjM.)

HIEROBOT'ANE {lepo6oTdvr}), a name given by
Dioscorides and others to the Vervain, as being a
plant much u.sed in religious rites (lepSc, " sacred,"
and 0OTuvri, "plant"). {Vid. Verbena.)*'
HIERODOULOI. {Vid. Het^r^.)
HIEROMANTEIA. {Vid. Divinatio, p. 369.)
HIEROMNE'MOxNES {lepofiv^/iovec) were the

more honourable of the two classes of representa-
tives who composed the Amphictyonic council. Ad
account of them is given under AMFHicTyoNs, p.

49. We also read of hieromnemones in Grecian
states, distinct from the Amphictyonic representa
tives of this name. Thus the priests of Poseidon,

at Megara, were called hieromnemones ;'* and at

1. (c. Timarch., p. 47.)—2. (Meier, Atl. Proc., 334.)—3. (Di-

oscor., iii., 65, 66.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Aristot., H. A.,

ii.,24.)—5. {Vid. II., XV., 238.) -6. (ad ^1., N. H., iv., 5.)—T.
(Od., xiii., 87.)—8. (Met., viii., 146.)—9. (Didymus ad II., liv,

291. — Damm, Lex. Horn., s. v.) — 10. (H. A., ix., 24.) — ii

(Adams, Append., s. v.)— 12. (Oppian, i., 427.—.Lilian, H. A,
ii., 52.)— 13. (DioMor., iv., 61.)—14. rPlut., Symp.,»iii.,e,ljti
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Byzantium, which was a colony of Megara, the chief

magistrate in tiie state appears to have been called

by this name. In a decree of Byzantium, quoted by
Demosthenes,' a hieromnemon is mentioned who
gives his name to the year ; and we also find the

same word on the coins of this city.* At Chalce-

don, another colony of Megara, a hieromnemon
also existed, as is proved by a decree which is still

extant.* An inscription found in Thasos also men-
tions a hieromnemon who presided over the treas-

ury.*

HIERONFCE. (Vid. Athlete, p. 120.)

HIEROPHANTES. {Vid. Eleusinh.)
HIEROPOIOI (leponoioi) were sacrificers at Ath-

ens, of whom ten were appointed every year, and
conducted all the usual sacrifices, as well as those

belonging to the quinquennial festivals, with the ex-

ception of those of the Panathenaea.* They are fre-

quently mentioned in inscriptions.* The most hon-

ourable of these officers were the sacrificers for the

revered goddesses or Eumenides {leponoiol ralg

eeiivaiq -dealg), who were chosen by open vote, and
probably only performed the commencement of the

sacrifice, and did not kill the victim themselves.'

•IEP02YAIAS rPA*H (tepocv'kiaQ ypacji^). The
action for sacrilege is distinguished from the KTioirijc

lepuv xryjjfiaTuv ypa^fj, in that it was directed against

the otifence of robbery, aggravated by violence and
desecration, to which the penalty of death was
awarded. In the latter action, on the contrary, the

theft and embezzlement, and its subject matter,

only were talcen into consideration, and the dicasts

had a power of assessing the penalty upon the con-

viction of the oflTcnder. With respect to the tribu-

nal before which a case of sacrilege might have
been tried, some circumstances seem to have pro-

duced considerable differences. The ypa<^Ti might
be preferred to the king archon, who would there-

upon assemble the areiopagus and preside at the

trial, or to one of the thesmothetae in his character

of chief of an ordinary heliastic body ; or, if the

prosecution assumed the form of an apagoge or

ephegesis, would fall within the jurisdiction of the

Eleven. Before the first-mentioned court it is con-

jectured* that the sacrilege of the alleged spoliation,

as well as the fact itself, came in question ; that

the thesmothetae took cognizance of those cases in

which the sacrilege was obvious if the fact were
established ; and that the Eleven had jurisdiction

when the criminal appeared in the character of a

common robber or burglar, surprised in the com-
mission of the offence. In all these cases the con-

vict was put to death, his property confiscated, and
his body denied burial within the Attic territory.

There is a speech of Lysias* extant upon this sub-

ject, but it adds little to our knowledge, except
that slaves were allowed upon that occasion to ap-

pear as informers against their master—a resident

alien—and anticipated their emancipation in the

event of his conviction.

HILA'RIA {iXupia) seems originally to have been
a name which was given to any day or season of

rejoicing. The hilaria were, therefore, according
to Maximus Monachus," either private or public.

Among the former he reckons the day on which a

person married, and on which a son was born

;

among the latter, those days of public rejoicings

appointed by a new emperor. Such days were de-

voted to general rejoicings and public sacrifices,

1. (Pro Corona, p. 255, 20.—Compare Polyb., iv., 52, ^ 4.)—2.
(Eckhel, Doctr. Num., vol. ii., p. 31, .fee.)—3. (MuUcr, Dor.,
iii., 9, t) 10.)—4. (Biickh, Corp. Inscr., vol. ii., p. 183, 184.)—5.
(Pollux, Onora., viii., 107. — Photius, s. v. \cpoi:otoi.) — 6.

(Bdckh, Corp. Inscr., vol. i., p. 250 )—7. (Demosth., c. Meid.,

J. 652, 6.—B3rkh, Publ. Econ. of Alliens, i., p. 288.)—8. (Meier,
A.tt. Proc., 307.)— 0. (Pro Callia.)—10. (Schol. ad Dionys. Are-
>pae^ Kpist., 8.)
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and no one was allowed to show any traces of g\Iet

or sorrow.

But the Romans also celebrated hilaria, as a feria

stativa, on the 25th of March, in honour of Cybele,
the mother of the gods ;* and it is probably to dis-

tinguish these hilaria from those mentioned above,
that Lampridius* calls them Hilaria Matyis Deiim^
The day of its celebration was the first after thti

vernal equinox, or the first day of the year which
was longer than the night. The winter, with ita

gloom, had passed away, and the first day of a bettei

season was spent in rejoicings.* The manner of
its celebration during the time of the Republic i»

unknown, except that Valerius Maximus* men'iorm
games in honour of the mother of the gods. Re-
specting its celebration at the time of the Empire
we learn from Herodian* that, among other things
there was a solemn procession, in v/hich the statue
of the goddess was carried, and before this statue
were carried the most costly spacimer-s of plate

and works of art belonging either to wealthy Ro-
mans or to the emperors themselvrs. All kinds of
games and amusements were al'owed on tnis day :

masquerades were the most prf^niiaent aMong them,
and every one might, in his disguise, iriiute whom-
soever he liked, and even mpglstratea.

The hilaria were in rea'.ily only \a<i last day of a

festival of Cybele, which crmmc.cod on the 22d of
March, and was solemniied bv tne GaUi with va-

rious mysterious rites,* It nr.y also be observed
that the hilaria are neit'.ier r.eiitioned in the Roman
calendar nor in Ovid's Fas'u.

*HIMANT0'P0U3 ff/zuvroTrorf), a species of
bird, which Turner coDJ<jctures to be the Red-shank.
Gesner, however, pretors the Sea-pie, or Oyster-
catcher, the HcBtnatopus ostralegus, L.'

HIMATION. (/jeZ. Pallium.)
*HINNUS. (Vid. GmNus.)
*HIPPARCHU^ (iTtirapxoi), an animal described

by Oppian. Probably the same with the innihi-

HIPPARMOSTES. (Vid. Army, Greek, p. 98.)

HIPPEL'APHUS (iTTTraa^of ), a large animal ol

the deer, or, rather, antelope kind, mentioned bj

Aristotle. Cuvier takes it to be the Capra ago-
grus of Pallas, the same as the Tragelaphus of

Pliny. Buffon makes it to be the Ccrf des Arden-
nes. The Greek name means literally *' horse-

stag.'"

HIPPOCAMPUS {ImroKa/nroc), a fabulous ani-

mal, described by the ancient poets as a species of
Seahorse, having a tail like a fish, on which the

seagods ride.—Modern naturalists, however, apply

the term to a species of fish, the Syngnathus Hippo-
campus, called in Italian Cavillo marino, and in Eng-
lish Seahorse, because its head has some resem-
blance to that of a horse. It grows to the length of

eight or twelve inches.*'

HIPPOLAP'ATHUM (iTrnoUTraeov). a plant, a

kind of Dock 5 Lapathum hortense. {Vid. Lafa-
THUM.)'*

*HIPPOM'ANES (iTTTTOfiavEc), a plant, said to

grow especially in Arcadia, sought for and eagerly

devoured by horses ; or, as others say, producing in

them raging desire or madness."
*II. A preparation from the Spurge or Euphorbi*,

as far, at least, as we can infer from what Theophras-
tus says of it."

*H1PP0MAR'ATHRUM {iTrnofMupadpov). Adams
observes that Stackhouse " makes the lirnoudpaOpot

1. (Macrob., Sat., :, 21.) — 2. (Ale.\aud. Sev., c. 37.) — 3.

(Flav. Vopisc, Aurelian, c. 1.)—4. (ii., 4, 3.)—5. (i., 10, 11.)—

6. (Ovid, Fast., iv., 337. &c.)—7. (Oppian, iii., 251.)- 8. (A4
ams. Append., s. v.) — 9. (Donucgan, s. v.—Adams, Append. ,

V.) — 10. (.iElian, N. A., iv., 14. — Adams, Aj pend., s. v.)—11
(Dioscor., ii., 141.)- 12. (Vheocrit., Id., ii., 4& — Schol. ad Ijcj
—13. (Theophrast., H. P ix !» ^
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•f Theophrastus to be the Ferula communts ; bat

Bprengel, in his History of Botany, holds the i of

Theophrastus and Hippocrates to be the Cachrys

ticula. In his edition of Dioscorides, he refers the

first species of this author to the Cachrys Morrisonii,

Vahl. Dierbach agrees with Sprengel respecting

the I. of Hippocrates."^

HIPPOPE'R^ {[KKonTjpai), Saddle-bags. This
tppcndage to the saddle {vid. Ephippium) was made
>' leather {sacculi scortei*), and does not appear ever

tr. have changed its form and appearance. Its prop-

er Latin name was bisaccium,' which gave origin to

Hsaccia in Italian, and besace in French. By the

Gauls, saddlebags were called bulget,* because they

bulge or swell outward ; this significant appellation

is still retained in the Welsh bolgan or bwlgan. The
more elegant term hippoperte is adopted by Seneca,*

when, in recommendation of the habits of frugality,

he cites the example of Cato the censor, who rode

with saddle-bags for the conveyance of whatever
was necessary to him in travelling.

HIPPO PH'AES {lirKO(t>aEi), a species of plant.

Stackhouse suggests that it is the Dipsacus fullonum,
but admits that he entertains doubts respecting it.

Sprengel, in his History of Botany, holds it to be

the Hippopha'es rhamnoides ; but in his edition of Di-

nscorides he advances what Adams considers the

Tery probable opinion that it is the Euphorbia spinosa,

or Thorny Spurge.*

HIPPOPH^STUM (tiTTro^atffrov), a plant.

" Sprengel, in his History of Botany, calls it the

Cnicus stcllatus, but in his edition of Dioscorides he
follows Columna in referring it to the Cirsium stel-

latum, or Allion. I am at a loss to say whether or

not the latter be a synonyme of the other."^

HIPPOPOT'AMOS {Innog 6 nordfiio^), the Riv-

er-horse, or Hippopotamus amphibius. An accurate

description is given by Herodotus, Aristotle, Dios-

«»orides, and other ancient writers* ,

•HIPPOS, the Horse. (Fid. Equds.) •

•HIPPOSELI'NON (LirnoaElLvov), a plant, which
all the authorities agree in making the same with
the Smyrnium olus atrum, called in English Alesan-

•HIPPOURIS (Inirovpic), an aquatic plant, the

Horse-tail. According to Adams, the first species

of Dioscorides would seem to be the Equisetum flu-

viatile, and the other the E. limosum, two species

of Horse-tail well known in Great Britain. The In-

vov of Theophrastus, according to the same author-

ity, is most probably the Hippuris vulgaris, or Mare's
tail, as Sprengel suggests."
HIPPU'RUS (iTTKovpoc), a species of Fish, the

Coryphena Hippurus, L. " Artedi says it is called

the Dolphin in England, but this is merely the triv-

ial name given to it by seamen. Dorion, an author
quoted by Athenaeus, states that it was sometimes
called Kopv<j>alva, and hence the Linnaean name of
it is formed. Coray says it grows to the length of

four or five feet.""

HIRUDO, the Leech. (Vid. Bdella.)
»HIRUNDO (x£?,i66v), the Swallow. "Three

birds of the Swallow tribe," observes Adams, " are

briefly noticed by Aristotle.'* The first is either the

III? undo urbica, the Martin, or H. ruslica, the Chim-
ne/ Swallow. ^Elian" seems to point to the latter.

1. (Hippocrat, Nat. Mulier.—Theophrast., H. P., ti., 3.—Di-
CMrir., iii.. 75.—^Adams, Append., s. v.)— 2. (Festus, s. v. Bul-
KBB.)—3. (Petron., Sat., 31.)— 4. (Festus, 1. c. — Onomast. Gr.
l»f.)—5. (Epist., 88.)—«. (Dioscor., iv., 159.—Theophrast., ix.,

15. — Adams, Append., s. v.) — 7. (Dioscor., iv., 170.— Adams,
Apwend., s. v.)—8. (Herod., ii., 71.—Aristot., II. A., ii., 4.—Di-
a«i»r., M. M.. ii., 25.—Nicaod., Ther., 565.) —9. (Theophrast.,
a. P., ii., 2 —Id., C. P., vi., 12.—Dioacor., iii., 71.)— 10. (Dios-

»>f., iv., 46.—Geopon., ii., 6.—Theophrast., H. P., iv., 10.—Ad-
kiui, Append., %. V.)— 11. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 13. — Plin., H.
N., ix., 16 -Id ib., xxxii., 9.—Adama. Append., s. v.)—19 (H.
K., ii., 2.)-13. (N A., i., 52.)
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The second is probably the Swifl; and the thiid tha
H. riparia, or Bank Swallow. Aristotle favours the
opinion which received the countenance of Linn»
us, but has since been exploded, that swallows bide
themselves in holes during the winter, and do not
migrate to distant countries. Herodotus states'

that the swallows do not migrate from Egypt.
This would imply that he held that they migrate
from other countries. Some have conjectured that
Homer meant the Swallow by the bird which he
names Avonaia, or iravonaia, as some read it.*

HISTOS (iffrof). (Vid. Malus.)
HI'STRIO, an Actor.

I. Greek Actors (inroKpiTai). It is shown in

the articles Chorhs and Dionysia that the Greek
drama originated in the chorus which at the festi-

vals of Dionysus danced around his altar, and that

at fiKSt one person detached himself from the cho-
rus, and, with mimic gesticulation, related his story
either to the chorus or in conversation with it. If

the story thus acted required more than one person,
they were all represented in succession by the same
actor, and there was never more than one person
on the stage at a time. This custom was retained

by Thespis and Phrynichus. But it was clear that

if the chorus took an active and independent part in

such a play, it would have been obliged to leave its

original and characteristic sphere. .iCschylus theie-

fore added a second actor, so that the action and
the dialogue became independent of the chorus, and
the dramatist, at the same time, had an opportunity

of showing two persons in contrast with each othei

on the stage.* Towards the close of his career,

.^schylus found it necessary to introduce a third

actor, as is the case in the Agamemnon, Choephori,
and Eumenides.* This mmiber of three actors was
also adopted by Sophocles and Euripides, and was
but seldom exceeded in any Greek drama. In the
CEdipus in Colonus, however, which was performed
after the death of Sophocles, four actors appearei*

on the stage at once, and this deviation from the
general rule was called napaxopvyvi^o-^ The three
regular actors were distinguished by the technical

names of -KpuTayuvLaTfig, devTepayuviar^c, and rpi-

TayuvcaTTJg,* vrhich indicated the more or less prom-
inent part which an actor had to perform in the
drama. Certain conventional means were also de-
vised, by which the spectators, at the moment an
actor appeared on the stage, were enabled to judge
which part he was going to perform ; thus the pro-

tagonistes always came on the stage from a door in

the centre, the deuteragonistes from one on the
right, and the tritagonistes from a door on the left

hand side.^ The protagonistes was the principal

hero or heroine of a play, in whom all the power
and energy of the drama were concentrated ; and
whenever a Greek drama is called after the name
of one of its personae, it is always the name of the
character which was performed by the protagonis-

tes. The deuteragonistes, in the pieces of .^schy-
lus for two actors, calls forth the various emotions
of the protagonistes, either by friendly sympathy or

by painful tidings, &c. The part of a tritagonistes

is represented by some external and invisible pow-
er, by which the hero is actuated or caused to suf-

fer. When a tritagonistes was added, the part as-

signed to him was generally that of an instigator,

who was the cause of the sufferings of the protago-

nistes, while he himself was the least capable of

depth of feeling or sympathy. The deuteragonistes,

in the dramas for three actors, is generally distin-

guished by loftiness and warmth of feeling, but haa

1. (ii., 48.)—2. (Adams, Append., 8. v.)—3. rAristot., Poet,

ii., 14.)— 4. (Pollux, Onom., iv., 110.)— 5 (Pollux, 1. c.) —*
(Suidas, s. t. Tpirayojvion/j. — Hemosth., Ue Coron., p. 315.—

Id., Do PaU L»ff., p. 344 and 40» ;—7. (Pollux, Onom., ir., IM.)
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not Us dt vth and vehemence peculiar to the prota-

gonistes, and thus serves as a foil to set forth the

character of the chief hero in its most striking and
rivid colours.'

The female characters of a play were always per-

formed by young men. A distinct class of persons,

who made acting on the stage their profession, was
unknown to the Greeks during the period of their

great dramatists. The earliest and greatest dra-

nu'.ic poets, Thespis, Melanthius, Sophocles, and
f>rcibably ^sf:hylus also, acted in their own plays,

and in all probability as protagonistae. We also

know of several instances in which distinguished

Athenian citizens appeared on the stage, and iEs-

chines, the orator, did not scruple to act the part of

tiitagonistes.' These circumstances show that it

was by no means thought degrading in Greece to

perform on the stage, and that no stigma whatever
was attached to the name of a man for his appear-

ing on the stage. Bad actors, however, to what-
ever station in life they belonged, were not, on that

account, spared ; and the general mode of showing
displeasure on the part of the spectators seems to

have been by whistling.' It appears that when the

spectators showed their displeasure in too offensive

or insulting a manner, the actors would sometimes
attack the most forward of the audience, and quar-

rels of this kind ended not unfrequently in blows
and wounds.* At a later period, however, persons
began to devote themselves exclusively to the pro-

fession of actors, and distinguished individuals re-

ceived, even as early as the time of Demosthenes,
exorbitant sums for their performances. Various
instances are mentioned in Bockh's Publ. Econ. of
Athens, i., p. 161, &c. At the time when Greece
had lost her independence, we find regular troops

of actors, who were either stationary in particular

towns of Greece, or wandered from place to place,

and engaged themselves wherever they found it

most profitable. They formed regular companies
or guilds, with their own internal organization, with
their common officers, property, and sacra. We
possess a number of inscriptions belonging to such
companies, with decrees to honour their superiors,

or to declare their gratitude to some king to whom
they had been engaged. But these actors are gen-

erally spoken of in very contemptuous terms ; they

were, perliaps, in some cases slaves or freedmen,

and their ordinary pay seems to have been seven
drachmae for every performance.*

II. Roman Actors. The word histrioncs, by
which the Roman actors were called, is said to

have been formed from the Etruscan hister, which
signified a ludio or dancer.* In the year 364 B.C.
Rome was visited by a plague, and as no human
means could stop it, the Romans are said to have
tried to avert the anger of the gods by scenic plays

(ludi scenici), Vi^hich until then had been unknown
to them ; and as there were no persons at Rome
prepared for such performances, the Romans sent

to Etruria for them. The first histriones who were
thus introduced from Etruria were dancers, and per-

formed their movements to the accompaniment of a
flute. That the art of dancing to this accompani-
ment should have been altogether unknown to the
Romans is hardly credible ; the real secret must
have been in the mode of dancing, that is, in the

mimic representations of the dancers, such as they

1. (MiiUer, Hist, of Gr. Lit., i., p. 305, &c.—Compare Botti-

ger, " De Actoribus Primarum, Secund. et Tert. Partium.")—2.

(DiND'vth., 1. c.)—3. (Dcmoslh., De Coron., p. 315.)—4 'De-
moath., De Coron., p. 314.—Id., De Fals. Leg., p. 449.—Ando-
cid., c. Alcib., p. 121.—Athen., ix., p. 406.)—5. (Lucian, Icaro-

men., 29.—Id., De Mereed. Cond., 5.— Theophrast., Charact., 6.

—Compare Miiller, Hist, of Greek Lit., i., p. 304, &c.—Becker,
Chariklns, li., p. 274.—Bode, Geschichte der dram. Dichtkunst
dor UeUenen. 2 vols., 1839, 1840.)—6. (Liv., vii., 2.—Val. Max.,
p 4, 4.— Compare Plut., Quiest. Rom., p. 289, C.)

?U6

are described by Dionysius* and Appian • Tliat thu

Etruscans far excelled the Romans in these mimic
dances is more than probable ; and wc find that in

subsequent times, also, a fresh surrly of Etruscan
dancers (histriones) came to Rome.* Roman youths
afterward not only imitated these dancers, but also

recited rude and jocose verses adapted to the move
ments of the dance and the melody of the flute.

This kind of amusement, which was the basis of
the Roman drama, remained unaltered until the

time of Livius Andronicus, who introduced a slave

upon the stage for the purpose of singing or reciting

the recitative, while he himself performed the ap-

propriate dance and gesticulation. {Vid. Canti-
cuM.) A farther step in the development of the

drama, which is likewise ascribed to Livius, was,
that the dancer and reciter carried on a dialogue,

and acted a story with the accompaniment of the

flute.* The name histrio, which originally signi-

fied a dancer, was now applied to the actors in the
drama. The atellans were played by freeborn Ro-
mans, while the regular drama was left to the his-

triones, who formed a distinct class of persons. It

is clear, from the words of Livy, that the histriones

were not citizens ; that they were not contained in

the tribes, nor allowed to be enlisted as soldiers in

the Roman legions ; and that, if any citizen entered

the profession of histrio, he on this account was
excluded from his tribe. Niebuhr* thinks differ-

ently, but does not assign any reason for his opin

ion. The histriones were therefore always either

freedmen, strangers, or slaves, and many passages
of Roman writers show that they were generally

held in great contempt.* Towards the close of the

Republic, it was only such men as Cicero, who, by
their Greek education, raised themselves above the

prejudices of their countrymen, and valued the per-

son no less than the talents of an ^sopus and Ros-
cius.' But, notwithstandinij this low estimation in

which actors were generally held, distinguished in-

dividuals among them attracted immense crowds to

the theatres, and were exorbitantly paid.* RosciuB
alone received every day that he performed one
thousand denarii, and .^Esopus left his son a fortune

of 200,000 sesterces, which he had acquired solely

by his profession.' The position of the histriones

was in some respects altered during the Empire.
By an ancient law the Roman magistrates were
empowered to coerce the histriones at any time
and in any place, and the praetor had the right to

scourge them {jus virgarum in histriones). This
law was partly abolished by Augustus, in as far as

he did entirely away with the jus virgarum, and
confined the interference of the magistrates to the

time when, and the place where (ludi et scena) the

actors performed.'" But he nevertheless inflicted

very severe punishments upon those actors who,
either in their private life or in their conduct on the

stage, committed any impropriety." After these

regulations of Augustus, the only legal punishments
that could be inflicted upon actors for improper con-

duct seem to have been imprisonment and exile.'*

The jus virgarum is indeed said to have been re-

stored to the praetor by a law of Augustus himself,**

not expressly, but by the interpretation put upon
this law by the jurists. But this interpretation can
not have become valid till after the reign of Tibe-

rius, of whom it is clearly stated that he refused to

restore the jus virgarum, because it had been abol-

ished by his predecessor.'* These ciicumstances.

1. (Antiq. Rom., vii., 72.)—2. (viii., 66.)—3. (MOller, Etrusk..

iv., 1, 6.)—4. (Vid. Gronov. ad Liv., I.e.)—5. (Hist, of Rome, i.,

p. 520, n. 1150.)—6. (Cic, Pro Arch., 5.—Com. Ncp., Prssf=.v., 5.

—Sueton., Tib., 35.)-7. (Macrob., Sat., ii., 10.)— 8. (Cic. m
Verr., iv., 16.)—9. (Macrob., 1. c.)—10. (Tacit., Ann., i.. 77.;-
11. (Suet., Octav., 45.)— 13. (Tacit., Ann., iv., 14.—Id. ib., xiii.,

38.)—13. (Paull., Sent., v., Ut. 86.)—14. (Tacit., Ann., i , TIJ
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and the favour of the emperors, increased the arro-

gance and the loose conduct of the histriones, and

the theatres were not seldom the scenes of bloody

fights. Hence Tiberius, on ona occasion, found him-

self obliged to expel all histriones from Italy ;• but

they weie recalled and patronised by his successor.*

Some of the later emperors were exceedingly fond

of histriones, and kept them for their private amuse-
ment {histriones aulici*). They performed at the

repasts of the emperors,* and were occasionally al-

lowed, also, to play in the theatres before the peo-

ple (publicabantur). In the Digest* we read that all

actors were infamous. From the time of Tacitus

the word histrio was used as synonymous with pan-

tomimus.*
Respecting the ordinary pay which common ac-

tors received during the time of the Republic, no-

thing is known. The pay itself was called lucar,''

which word was perhaps confined originally to the

payment made to those who took part in the reli-

gious services celebrated in groves. In the times
jf the Empire it seems that five denarii,* or, ac-

cording to others,' seven drachmae, were the com-
mon pay for a histrio for one performance. Sever-
al emperors found it necessary to restrict the prac-

tice of giving immoderate sums to actors.** The
Emperor M. Antoninus, who was fond of all histri-

onic arts, ordained that every actor should receive
five aurei, and that no one who gave or conducted
theatrical representations should exceed the sum
of ten aurei." But it is not clear whether in this

regulation the payment for one or more performan-
ces is to be understood. These sums were either

paid by those who engaged the actors to play for

the amusement of the people, or from the fiscus."

Besides their regular pay, however, skilful histriones

received from the people gold and silver crowns,
which were given or thrown to them upon the
stage."

HOLOSPHY'RATON. {Vid. Brc^jze, p. 77.)

HOMOIOI. (Ftd CiviTAs, Greek, p 260.)

HONORA'RIA ACTIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 17.)

HONORA'RIUM. ( Vid. Advocatc;s,Cincia Lex.)
HONORA'RIUM JUS. (Kid. Edictum.)
HONO'RES. Cicero'* speaks of the " honores

populi" and Horace'* of the populus

" qui slullus honores

Scepe dat indignis."

In both passages the word "honores" means the
high offices of the state to which qualified individ-

uals were called by the votes of the Roman citi-

zens. Cicero calls the quaestorship "honor ;'"• and
the words " magistratus" and " honores" are some-
times coupled together. The capacity of enjoying
the honores was one of the distinguishing marks of
citizenship. {Vid. Civitas.)

There appears to be no exact definition of honor
earlier than in the jurists whose writings are ex-
cerpted in the Digest. " Honor municipalis" is de-
fined to be " administratio reipuhlica cum dignitatis

gradu, site cum sumptu, sive sine erogalione contin-

gensV Munus was either publicum or privatum.
A publicum munus was concerned about adminis-
tration {in administranda republica), and was at-

tended with cost {sumptus), but not with rank {digni-

tas). " Honor" was properly said " dcferri," '• dari ;"

munus was said " imponi." Cicero" uses the phrase

I. (Tacit., Ann., iv., 14.—Dion Cass., Iviii., p. 708.)—2. (Dion
Cass., lix., p. 738.)—3. (Spartian., Hadr., c. 19.—Jul. Capitol.,
Verns, c. 8.)—4. (Sueton., Octav., 74.)—5. (3, tit. 2, . 1.)—6.
(BStticher, Lex. Tacit., p. 233.)—7. (Tacit., Ann., i., 77.—Pint.,
Qaost. Rom., p. 285, C.—Festas, s. t. " Lucar" and " Pecunia.")
—%. (Senec, Epist., 60.) — 9. (Lucian, Icaruincn., c. 29.) — 10.

(Tacit., 1. c—Suet., Tib., 34.)—11. (Jul. Capitol., M. Anton.,
e. 11.— Compare Schol. ail Juv., vii., 243.) — 12. (Li)isius, Ex-
run. N. ad Tacit., Ann., i.)— 13. (Phedr.,Fub., v.,7, 36.—Plin.,
If. N., xxi., 3.)—14. (Top., c. 20.)—15. (Senn.. I., vi., 5.V 16.
(Vid. also Liv., vi., 39 } -17. (De Or., i., 45.)

" kmorihua et reipuhlica munenhus per/unetum'^ M
signify one who has attained all the honours that

his state can pive, and discharged all the duties

which are owed by a citizen. A person ivho held

a magistratus might be said to discharge munera,
but only as incident to the office {magnificentissimo

munere adililatis perfunctus),^ for the office itself

was the honor. Such munera as these were public

games and other things of the kind.*

HOPLITAI. ( Vtd. Arma, p. 94 ; Army, Gr««»,
p. 99.)

HOPLOMACHI. ( Vid. Gladiatores, p. 476.)
HORA {upa), in the signification of hour, that

is, the 12th part of the natural day, did not come
into general use among the ancients until about the

middle of the second century B.C. The equinoc-
tial hours, though known to astronomers and philos-

ophers, were not used in the affairs of common life

till towards the end of the fourth century A.D.
As the division of the natural day into twelve equal
parts, both in summer and winter, rendered the du-
ration of the hours longer or shorter according to

the different seasons of the year, it is not easy, with
accuracy, to compare or reduce the hours of the an-
cients to our equinoctial hours. The hours of an
ancient day would only coincide with the hours of
our day at the two equinoxes. {Vid. Dies and Ho-
ROLooiuM.) As the duration of the natural day,

moreover, depends on the polar altitude of a place,

our natural days would not coincide with the natu-
ral days in Italy or Greece. Ideler, in his Hand-
buch der Chronologic, has given the following ap-
proximate duration of the natural days at Rome in

the year 45 B.C., which was the first afler the new
regulation of the calendar by J. Caesar ; the length
of the days is only marked at the eight principal

points in the apparent course of the sun.

Dayi of the year. Their dunttion in
45 B.C. equinoclJal houn.

Dec. 23 8 hours 54 minutes
Feb. 6 9 " 50 "

March 23 12 '« "
May 9 14 " 10 "

June 25 15 " 6 "
August 10 14 " 10 "
Sept. 25 12 " "
Nov. 9 9 " 50 "

The following table contains a comparison of the
hours of a Roman natural day, at the summer and
winter solstice, with the hours of our day.

summer solstice.
Roman Houn. Molem Hour*.

1st hour . 4 o'clock, 27 minutes, seconoo.
2d " . . 5 " 42 " 30 "

3d "
. . 6 " 58 " "

4th "
. . 8 " 13 " 30 "

5th " . . 9 " 29 " "

6th "
. . 10 " 44 " 30 "

7th "
. . 12 " " "

8th " . . 1
" 15 " 30 «

9th "
. . 2 •' 31 " "

10th "
. . 3 " 46 " 30 "

11th "
. . 5 " 2 " "

12th "
. . 6 " 17 " 30 "

End of the day 7 33

WINTER S tLSTICE.
Roman Honn. Vfndeni Ilr.un.

1st hour . 7 o'clock, 33 minutes, sccondft.

2d '• . . 8 " 17 " 30 "

3d " . . 9 " 2 " "

4th " . . 9 " 46 " 30 "

5th " . .10 »' 31 " "

6lh " . .11 " 15 " 30 "

7th " . . 12 " " **

8th " . .12 " 44 " 30 "

1. (Cic. ad Fam., xi , 17.)—2. (0\g. 50, tit. 4, " De MoBM^
bos et Honoribos.")

SO?
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{bBm Horn. Modem Bonn.

9th hour . J o'clock, 29 minutes, seconds.

iOth " . . 2 " 13 " 30 "

11th " . . 2 " 58 " »

ISth " . . 3 " 42 " 30 "

Kndoftheday 4 " 27 " "

The custom of dividing the natural day into

twelve equal parts or hours lasted, as we have ob-

served, till a very late period. The first calenda-

rium in which wo find the duration of day and
night marked according to equinoctial hours, is the

Calendarium rusticum Farnesianum.'

Another question which has often been discussed

is whether, in such expressions as prima, altera,

tertia hora, &c., we have to understand the hour
which is passing, or that which has already elapsed.

From the construction of ancient sundials, on which
the hours are marked by eleven lines, so that the

first hour had elapsed when the shadow of the

gnomon fell upon the first line, it might seem as if

hora prima meant after the lapse of the first hour.

But the manner in which Martial,' when describing

the various purposes to which the hours of the day
were devoted by the Romans, speaks of the hours,

leaves no doubt that the expressions prima, altera,

tertia hora, &c., mean the hour which is passing,

and not that which has already elapsed.'

HORDEA'RIUM ^S. (Vid. ^s Hordearidm.)
HOPOI {opoi) were stone tablets or pillars put

jp on mortgaged houses and lands at Athens, upon
which the debt and the creditor's name were in-

scribed, and also the name of the archon eponymus
in whose year the mortgage had been made.* The
following inscription upon an opog found at Acharnae
is taken from Bockh :* 'Enl QEo<j>puaTov apxovrog,

ipog ;j;t)ptou Ti/iijc kvo(j)£i?.o/iKVtic ^avocrrpuro) Tlaiav

Vet) XX, that is, SiaxMuv Spaxfiuv. It appears that

he estate had been bought of Phanostratus, but

hat the purchase-money, instead of being paid, was
allowed to remain on mortgage.

When the estate of an orphan was let by the ar-

chon and his guardian {vid. Epitropos), the person

to whom it was let was obliged to hypothecate a
sufficient piece of ground or other real property,

which was called dn-or//z7?//a : and upon this an 5pog

was placed, bearing an inscription to that effect,

as in the following example, which is taken from
an opog found upon the plain of Marathon : "Opog

Xupcov Kal o'lKiag, inzoTi^rjiia Traidt 6p0avtj Acoyeiro-

vog Ilpo6a{?.iaiov^). °Opoi. were also placed upon
houses and lands on account of money due to a
husband for the dowry of his wife,' and also upon
the property which a husband was obliged to give

as a security for the dowry which he received with
his wife.* (Vid. Dos, Greek, p. 379.)

The practice of placing these opoi upon property
was of great antiquity at Athens ; it existed before

the time of Solon, who removed all stones standing
upon estates when he released or relieved the
debtors.'

HOROLO'GIUM {upo^oyiov) was the name of
the various instruments by means of which the an-

cients measured the time of the day and night.

The earliest and simplest horologia of which men-
tion is made, were called n6?.og and yvufiuv. He-
rodotus" ascribes their invention to the Baby-
lonians: Phavorinus" to Anaximander ; and Pli-

1. (Ideler, llanJbuch der Chron., ii., p. 139, &c.— Grav.,
Thesaur. Ant. Rom., yiii.)—2. (iv., 8.)— 3. (Becker, Gallus, i.,

p. 184, &c.)—4. (Harpocrat., s. v. "Oposand "Aori/crov.—Pollux,
Onom.jiii., 85.—Id. ib., ix.,9.)—5. (Corp. Inscrip., i., p. 484.)

—

6. (BSckh, p. 485.—Compare Isseus, De Philoct. hmred., p. 141.)
—7. (Demogth., c. Spud., 1029, 21.)—S. (Demosth., c. Onetor.,

ii., p. 877.)—9. (Piut.,Sol., 15.—Bflckli, Publ. Econ. of Athens,

i.. p. 172.—Id., Corp. Inscrip., i., p. 484.—Muaeum Criticum,

Ko. Tiii., p. 622.—Herald., Observ., ad J. A. et R., p. 216.—Mei-
er, Att. Process, p. 506.)—10. (ii., 109.)— 11. (ap. Diog. Laert.,

ii., 1, 3.—Compare Suidas, s. v. Tvdntav and 'Ava^iVavipoj.)
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ny* to his disciple Anaximenes. Herodotus mcniiout
the noXog and yviMov as two distinct instruments

Both, however, divided the day into twelve equa'

parts, and were a kind of sundial. The yvu/iuVf

which was also called aroix^iov, was the more
simple of the tw«, and probably the mpre ancient.

It consisted of a staff or pillar standing perpendic-

ularly, in a place exposed to the sun {aiaadripovX sc

that the length of its shadow might be easily asc<?r-

tained. The shadow of the gnomon was measured
by feet, which were probably marked on the place

where the shadow fell.* The gnomon is almost
without exception mentioned in connexion with
the delnvov or the bath ; and the time for the for-

mer was towards sunset, or at the time when the

shadow of the gnomon measured ten or twelve
feet.' The longest shadow of the gnomon, at sun-

rise and sunset, was generally 12 feet, but in some
cases 24 feet, so that at the time of the Suttvov it

was 20 feet.* The time for bathing was when the

gnomon threw a shadow of six feet.* In later

times the name gnomon was applied to any kind of

sundial, especially its finger which threw the shad-

ow, and thus pointed to the hour. Even the clep-

sydra is sometimes called gnomon *

The gnomon was evidently a very imperfect in-

strument, and it was impossible to divide the day
into twelve equal spaces by it. This may be the

reason that we find it only used for such purposes

as are mentioned above. The no'kog or fi?,i.oTp6niov,

on the other hand, seems to have been a more per-

fect kind of sundial ; but it appears, nevertheless,

not to have been much used, as it is but seldom
mentioned.' It consisted of a basin (Xe/cavtV), in

the middle of which the perpendicular staff or fin-

ger (yvufiuv) was erected, and in it the twelve parts

of the day were marked by lines."

Another kind of horologium was the clepsydra

{KlE^vdpa). It derived its name from k^ettteiv and
ijdup, as in its original and simple form it consisted

of a vessel with several little openings {rpvTzvfiara)

at the bottom, through which the water contained

in it escaped, as it were, by stealth. This instni

ment seems at first to have been used only for the

purpose of measuring the time during which per-

sons were allowed to speak in the courts of justice

at Athens. The time of its invention or introduction

is not known, but at the time of Aristophanes' it

appeals to have been in common use. Its form anc

construction may be seen very clearly from a pas-

sage of Aristotle.** The clepsydra was a hollow

globe, probably somewhat flat at the top part, where

it had a short neck (avTiog), like that of a bottle,

through which the water was poured into it. This

opening might be closed by a lid or stopper (iriJ/ia),

to prevent the water running out at the bottom.

The clepsydra which Aristotle had in view was
probably not of glass or of any transparent mate-

rial, but of bronze or brass, so that it could not be

seen in the clepsydra itself what quantity of water

had escaped. As the time for speaking in the Athe-

nian courts was thus measured by water, the ora-

tors frequently use the term idup instead of the

time allowed to them («v r^ k/iu vdan^^). JEschi-

nes,** when describing the order in which the sever-

al parties were allowed to speak, says that the first

water was given to the accuser, the second to the

accused, and the third to the judges. An especial

1. (H. N., ii., 76.)

—

Z. (He»ych.,g. y/KirrnTrovi OKi'a and ^cu-

ScKcivoSog.—'PoUux, Onom., i., 72.)—3. (Aristoph., Eccles., 652,

with the schol.—Pollux, I.e.—Menander ap. Athen., vi., p. 243.

—Hesych., s. v. AtKditovv cToixcioti.)—i- (Eubulides ap Alh
en., i., p 8.)—5. (Lncian, Cronos., c. 17.—Id., Somn. s. Gall.,

c. 9.)—6. (Athen., ii., 42.)—7. (Aristoph., ap. Poll., ix., 5.)—

8. (Alciphron, Epist., iii., 4.—Lucian, Lfcxiph., c. 4.)—9. (Yid.

Acharn., 653.—Vesp., 93 and 827.)-^10. (Problem^., xvi., d.)—
11. isi)cmosth., De Coron., p. 274.

—

fav I. x<^pS '^ vi<^)-—W.- «
Lcoch., p. 1094.)— 12. (c. Ctea., p. 587.)
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rjvhcer ((5 e<fi' Motp) was Appointed in the ooorts for

«Me purpose of watching the clepsydra, and stopping

K when any documents were read, whereby the

speaker was interrupted ; and it is to this officer

that Demosthenes' calls out, av 6e kni?ia6e to idup.

The time, and, consequently, the quantity of water
ailovted to ^ speaker, depended upon the impor-

tance of the Ciise ; and we are informed that in a

Ypa^ napaTrpeadelag the water allowed to each par-

ly amounted to eleven amphorae,' whereas in trials

concerning the right of inheritance only one am-
phora Mas allowed.' Those actions in which the

lime was thus measured to the speakers are called

by Pollux* diicai irpog iidup : others are termed 6c-

Kat uvev vJarof, and in these the speakers were not

tied down to a certain space of time. The only in-

stance of this kind of actions of which we know is

the ypaifTj KaKuaeuc*
The clepsydra used in the courts of justice was,

properly speaking, no horologiura ; but smaller ones,

made of glass, and of the same simple structure,

were undoubtedly used very early in families for the
purposes of ordinary life, and for dividing the day
into twelve equal parts. In these glass clepsydrae

the division into twelve equal parts must have been
visible, either on the glass globe itself, or in the
basin into which the water flowed. These instru-

ments, however, did not show the time quite cor-

rectly all the year round ; first, because the water
ran out of the clepsydra sometimes quicker and
sometimes slower, according to the different tem-
perature of the water ;• and, secondly, because the

length of the hours varied in the different seasons
of the year. To remove the second of these defects,

the inside of the clepsydra was covered with a coat

of wax during the shorter days, and when they be-

came longer the wax was gradually taken away
again. ^ Plato is said to have used a wKrepivdv
itpo^ojiov in the shape of a large clepsydra, which
indicated the hours of the night, and seems to have
been of a complicated structure.* This instance

shows that at an early period improvements were
made on the old and simple clepsydra. But all

these improvements were excelled by the ingenious
invention of Ctesibius, a celebrated mathematician
of Alexandrea (about 135 B.C.). It is called upo-

TiOYiov vdpavTiiKov, and is described by Vitruvius.*

Water was made to drop upon wheels, which were
thereby turned. The regular movement of these
wheels was communicated to a small statue, which,
gradually rising, pointed with a little stick to the
hours marked on a pillar which was attached to

the mechanism. It indicated the hours regularly

throughout the year, but still required to be often

attended to and regulated. This complicated clep-

sydra seems never to have come into general use,

and was probably only found in the houses of very
wealthy persons. The sundial or gnomon, and a
simpler kind of clepsydra, on the other hand, were
much used down to a very late period. The twelve
parts of the day were not designated by the name
uf/ct until the time of the Alexandrean astronomers,

and even then the old and vague divisions, described

in the article Dies, were preferred in the affairs of
common life. At the time of the geographer Hip-
parchus, however (about 150 B.C.), it seems to have
been very common to reckon by hours.**

The first horologium with which the Romans be-

came acquainted was a sundial (solarium, or horolo-

gium sciothcricum, and was, according to some wri-

ters, brought to Rome by Papirius Cursor twelve

I. (c. Steph., 1, p. 1103.)—2. (.Sschin.jDe Fals. Leg.,* 126.)

-3. (Deraosth., c. Macart., p. 1052.)—4. (viii., 113.)—5. (Har-
poont., R. V. KaKiiiCK-)—6. (Athen., ii., p. 42.—Plut., Qiu>,st.

Nw.. 1. 7.)—7. (JEn. Tact., c. 22.)—6. (Athcn., iv., p. 174.)—9.
(ix., v.—Compare Atbaa., 1. ft ) — 10. (Compare Becker, Chari-
Um, ii., p. 480, &c.)

years before the war with Pyrrhus, and plared b*
fore the temple of Quirinus ; others stated that it

was brought to Rome at the time of the first Puni«
war, by the consul M. Valerius Mcssala, and erected
on a column behind the Rostra. But this solarium,
being made for a different meridian, did not thow
the time at Rome correctly. Ninety-nine years af
terward, the censor Q. Marcius Philippus erected
by the side of the old solarium a new one, which
was more carefully regulated according to the me
ridian of Rome. But as sundials, however perfect

they might be, were useless when the sky was
cloudy, P. Scipio Nasica, in his censorship, 159
B.C., established a public clepsydra, which indicated

the hours both of day and night. This clepsydra

was in after times generally called solarium.* The
word hora for hour was introduced at Rome at the
time when the Romans became acquainted with the
Greek horologia, and was, in this signification, well
known at the time of Plautus.' After the time of
Scipio Nasica, several horologia, chiefly solaria, seem
to have been erected in various public places at

Rome. A magnificent horologium was erected by
Augustas in the Campus Martius. It was a gnomon
in the shape of an obelisk ; but Pliny' complains
that in the course of time it had become incorrect.

Another horologium stood in the Circus Flaminius.*

Sometimes solaria were attached to the front side

of temples and basUicae.' The old solarium which
had been erected behind the Rostra seems to have
existed on that spot till a very late period, and it

would seem that the place was called ad Solarium,
so that Cicero uses this expression as synonymous
with Rostra or Forum.* Horologia of various de-
scriptions seem also to have been commonly kept
by private individueds ;' and at the time of the em-
perors, the wealthy Romans used to keep slaves
whose special duty was to announce the hours of

the day to their masters.*

From the number of solaria which have been dis-

covered in modern times in Italy, we must infer that
they were very generally used among the ancients.
The following woodcut represents one of the sim-
plest horologia which have been discovered ; it

seems to bear great similarity to that, the invention
of which Vitruvius ascribes to Berosus. It was
discovered in 1741, on the hill of Tusculum, among
the ruins of an ancient villa, and is described by
Gio. Luca Zuzzeri, in a work entitled D'una antica

villa scoperta sul dosso del Tusculo, e d'un antica oro-

logic a sole, Venezia, 1746 ; and by G. H. Martini,
in his Abhandlung von den Sonnenuhren ier AUtm
Leipzig, 1777, p. 49, &c.

The following woodcut shows the same solarimn

as restored by Zuzzeri.

1. (Plin., H. N., vii., 60.—Censorin., De Dio Nat., c. 23.)—«.

(P»endol., V.,ii., 10.)—3. (H. N., xiivi., 10.)—4. (Vitrur., ijt,

9, 1.)—5. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 2. — Gruter, Inscr., vi., •.)

—6. (Pro Quint., 18.—ad Herenn., ir., 10.)—7. (Cic. ad Fuk,
XTi., 18.)—8. (Juv., X., 215.—Mart. «' , (J7.—Petron., 28 «
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The breadth as well as the height (A O and P A)
are somewhat more than eight inches, and the
length (A B) a little more than sixteen inches. The
surface (A R B) is horizontal. S P Q T is the
basis of the solarium, which originally was proba-
bly erected upon a pillar. Its side, A S T B, in-

clines somewhat towards the basis. This inclina-

tion was called kyK2.t/j.a, or inclinatio solarii and en-
clima succisum,^ and shows the latitude or polar al-

titude of the place for which the solarium was made.
The angle of the enclima is about 40° 43', which
coincides with the latitude of Tusculum. In the
body of the solarium is the almost spherical excava-
tion H K D M I F N, which forms a double hemicyc-
lium {hcmicyclium excavatum ex quadrato'). With-
in this excavation the eleven hour-lines are marked,
which pass through three semicircles, H L N, K E
F, and D M I. The middle one, KEF, represents
the equator, the two others the tropic lines of win-
ter and summer. The curve representing the sum-
mer tropic is somewhat more than a semicircle, the
two other curves somewhat smaller. The ten mid-
dle parts, or houfs in each of the three curves, are
all equal to one another ; but the two extreme ones,
though equal to each other, are by one fourth small-

er than the rest. In the middle, G, of the curve D
K H N I J, there is a little square hole, in which
the gnomon or pointer must have been fixed, and a
trace of it is still visible in the lead by means of
which it was fixed. It must have stood in a per-

pendicular position upon the surface A B R O, and
at a certain distance from the surface it must have
turned in a right angle above the spheric excava-
tion, so that its end (C) extended as far as the mid-
dle of the equator, as it is restored in the above
woodcut. Vid. the description of another solarium
in G. H. Martini's Antiquorum Monimentorum Syl-
loge, p. 95, &c.

Clepsydras were used by the Romans in their

camps, chiefly for the purpose of measuring accu-
rately the four vigiliae into which the night was di-

vided.'

The custom of using clepsydrae as a check upon
the speakers in the courts of justice at Rome, was
introduced by a law of Cn. Pompeius, in his third

consulship.* Before that time the speakers had
been under no restrictions, but spoke as long as they
deemed proper. At Rome, as at Athens, the time
allowed to the speakers depended upon the impor-
tance of the case. Pliny* states that on one impor-
tant occasion he spoke for nearly five hours ; ten
large clepsydrae had been granted to him by the ju-

dices, but the case was so important that four oth-
ers were added.* Pompeius, in his law, is said to
have limited the time during which the accuser was
allowed to speak to two hours, while the accused
was allowed three hours.'' This, however, as is

1. (Vitniv., 1. c.)—2. (VitruT.)—3. (Caes., De Bell. Gall., t.,

IS.---Veget., De lie Mil., iii., 8. — ^n. Tact., c. 22.) — 4. (Ta-
sit., De Clar Oral., 38.) — 5. (Epist., ii., 11.) — 6. (Compare
Win., Epist., vi., 2.—Martial, vi., 35.—Id., viii., 7.)—7. (A»con.
iMlon., p. 37, f1. Orelli.)
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clear from the case of Pliny and others, was not
observed on all occasions, and we must suppose
that it was merely the intention of Pompeius to fix

the proportions of the time to be allowed to each
party, that is, that in all cases the accuser shoeld
only have two thirds of the time allowed to the ac-
cused. This supposition is supported by a case men-
tioned by Pliny,* where, according to law (e lege),

the accuser had six hours, while the accused had
nine. An especial officer was at Rome, as well as
at Athens, appointed to stop the clepsydra during the
time when documents were read.'

HORREA'RII. (Vid. Horreum.)
HORREUM (upelov, acroijwXaKelov, uttoO^ki]) was,

according to its etymological signification, a place
in which ripe fruits, and especially corn, were kept,
and thus answered to our granary.' During the
Empire, the name horreum was given to any place
destined for the safe preservation of things of any
kind. Thus we find it applied to a place in which
beautiful works of art were kept ;• to cellars {horrea
subterranea, horrea vinaria^) ; to depots for merchan-
dise, and all sorts of provisions {horreum penari-
um*). Seneca^ even calls his library a horreum.
But the more general application of the word hor-
reum was to places for keeping fruit and corn ; and,
as some kinds of fruit required to be kept more dry
than others, the ancients had, besides the horrea
subterranea, or cellars, two other kinds, one of
which was built, like every other house, upon the
ground; but others (horrea pensilia or sublimia)
were erected above the ground, and rested upon
posts or stone pillars, that the fruits kept in them
might renjain dry.*

From about the year 140 A.D., Rome possessed
two kinds of public horrea. The one class consist-

ed of buildings in which the Romans might depos-
ite their goods, and even their money, securities,

and other valuables,' for which they had no safe
place in their own houses. This kind of public
horrea is mentioned as early as the time of Antoni-
nus Pius," though Lampridius" assigns their insti-

tution to Alexander Severus." The ofl^cers who
had the superintendence of these establishments
were called horrearii. The second and more im-
portant class of horrea, which may be termed pub-
lic granaries, were buildings in which a plentiful

supply of corn was constantly kept at the expense
of the state, and from which, in seasons of scarcity,

the corn was distributed among the poor, or sold at

a moderate price. The first idea of building such a
public granary arose with C. Sempronius Gracchu.s
(lex Sempronia frumentaria) ; and the ruins of the
great granary (horrea populi Rumani) which he built

were seen down to the sixteenth century I etweeii

the Aventine and the Monte Testaceo."
The plan of C. Gracchus was followed out and

carried farther by Clodius, Pompey, and several of
the emperors ; and during the Empire we thus find

a great number of public horrea which were called

after the names of their founders, e. g., horrea Ani-
ceti, Vargunteii, Seiani, Augusti, Domitiani, «&c.

The manner in which corn from these granaricf
was given to the people differed at different times.'*

HORTE'NSIA LEX. (Vid. Plebiscitum.)
HORTUS (/c^TToc), Garden.
I. Greek Gardens.—Our knowledge of the h«r-

1. (Epist., iv., 9.)— 2. (Apul., Apolog., i. and ji.— CompaT*
Emesti, " De Solariis," in his Opuscul. Philolog. et Crit., p. 21-
31.— Becker, Gallug, i., p. 186, <tc.)— 3. (Virg., Georg., i., 49.

—TibuU., II., v., 84.— Horat., Carm., I., i., 7.— Cic, De Leg.
Agr., ii., 33.)—4. (Plin., Epist., viii., 18.)—5. (Dig. 18, tit. 1, n.

76.)—6. (Dig. 30, tit. 9, s. 3.)—7. (Epist., 43.)—8. (Colnm., lii.,

50.— Id., i., 6.—Vitruv., vi., 6, 4.) —9. (Cod. 4, tit. 24, s. 9.)—
10. (Dig. 1, tit. 15, s. 3.)— 11. (Alex. Sev., c.39.)—12. (Compait
Dig. 10, tit. 4, s. 5.)— 13. (Appian, De Bell. Civ., i., 21.—Rnt.
C. Gracch., 5.-Liv., Epit., 60.—Veil. Paterc, ii., 6.—Cic., Pr
Seit., 24.)—14. (Walter, Gesch. des Rom. RechK, p. 247.)
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lieulture of the Greeks is very limited. We must
not look for information respecting their gardens to

the accounts which we find in Greek writers of the

gardens of Alcinoiis, filled with all manner of trees,

and fruit, and flowers, and adorned with fountains,'

or of those of the Hesperides,' or of the paradises

of the Persian satraps, which resembled our parks ,*

for the former gardens are only imaginary, and the

manner in which the paradises are spoken of by

Greek writers shows that they were not familiar

with anything of the kind in their own country. In

fact, the Greeks seem to have had no great taste

for landscape beauties, and the small number of

flowers with which they were acquainted afforded

but little inducement to ornamental horticulture.

The sacred groves were cultivated with special

care. They contained ornamental and odoriferous

plants and fruit-trees, particularly olives and vines.*

Sometimes they were without fruit-trees.*

The only passage in the earlier Greek writers, in

which flower-gardens appear to be mentioned, is one
.n Aristophanes, who speaks of Krjirovg evudeic* At
Athens the flowers most cultivated were probably

those used for making garlands, such as violets and
roses. In the time of the Ptolemies the art of gar-

dening seems to have advanced in the favourable

climate of Egypt, so far that a succession of flowers

was obtained all the year round. ^ Longus* de-

scribes a garden containing every production of

each season ;
" in spring, roses, lilies, hyacinths,

and violets ; in summer, poppies, wild pears {axfM-

dec)< and uli fruit ; in autumn, vines and figs, and
pomegranates and myrtles." That the Greek idea

of horticultural beauty was not quite the same as
ours, may be inferred from a passage in Plutarch,

where he speaks of the practice of setting off the

beauties of roses and violets by planting them side

by side with leeks and onions.* Becker considers
this passage a proof that flowers were cultivated

more to be used for garlands than tb beautify the
garden.*'

II. RoM.*.N Gardens.—The Romans, like the
Greeks, laboured under the disadvantage of a very
liitited flora. This disadvantage they endeavoured
to overcome, by arranging the materials they did

possess in such a way as to produce a striking ef-

fect. We have a very full description of a Roman
garden in a letter of the younger Pliny, in which he
describes his Tuscan villa.'* In front of the porti-

cua there was generally a xystus, or flat piece of

jsnround, divided into flower-beds of different shapes
by borders of box. There were also such flower-

beds in other parts of the garden. Sometimes they
were raised so as to form terraces, and their slo-

ping sides planted with evergreens or creepers.

The most striking features of a Roman garden
iwere lines of large trees, among which the plane
appears to have been a great favourite, planted in

regular order ; alleys or walks {ambulationes) form-
ed by closely-clipped hedges of box, yew, cypress,

and other evergreens ; beds of acanthus, rows of
fruit-trees, especially of vines, with statues, pyra-

mids, fountains, and summer-houses {diattB). The
trunks of the trees and the parts of the house, or

any other buildings which were visible from the
garden, were often covered with ivy.'* In one re-

spect the Roman taste differed most materially

from that of the present day, namely, in their fond-

ness for the ars topiarta, which consisted in tying,

1. (OU., vii., 112-130.)—2. (Heiiod, TheoK., 25.)—3. (Xen.,
Aanh., i., 2, I) 7.—U., CEcon., iv., 26, 27.—Plut., Alcib., 24.)—
4. (Suph., (Ed. Col., 16.—Xen., Anab., v., 3, (, 12.)—5. (Paus.,
USI, 4 0.)—6. (Aves, 1066.)—7. (Callixenus ap. Atben, v., p.
lM.)--8. (Patl., ii., p. 36.)—9. (Plutarch, " De capienda ex in-

»iici« ntilitate," o. 10.)—10. (BecVer, Charikles, ii., p. 403-40}.)
- II. (Plin., Epist , v., 6.)—12. Mlja, I ;—Cic ad Quint Fr.,

twisting, or cutting trees and shrubs (especially the
box) into the figures of animals, ships, letleis, &c.
The importance attached to this part of horticulture
is proved, not only by the description of Pliny, and
the notices of other writers,' but also by the fact

that topiariua is the only name used in good Latin
writers for the ornamental gardener. Cicero* men-
tions the topiariua among the higher class of slaves.

Attached to the garden were places for exercise,
the gestalio and hippodr<nnua. The geatalio was a
sort of avenue, shaded by trees, for the purpose cf
taking gentle exercise, such as riding in a litter.*

The hippodromus (not, as one reading gives the word
in Pliny, hypodromus) was a place for running or
horse exercise, in the form of a circus, const&ting
of several paths divided by hedges of box, orna-
mented with topiarian work, and surrounded bj

large trees.*

The flowers which the Romans possessed, thoug'o

few in comparison with the species known to us,

were more numerous than some writers have rep-

resented ; but the subject still requires investiga-

tion. Their principal garden-flowers seem to have
been violets and roses, and they also had the cro-

cus, narcissus, lily, gladiolus, iris, poppy, amaranth,
and others.

Conservatories and hot-houses are not mentioned
by any writer earlier than the first century of our
aera. They are frequently referred to by 5lartial.*

They were used both to preserve foreign plants, and
to produce flowers and fruit out of season. CJolu-

mella* and Pliny' speak of forcing-houses for grapes,
melons, &c. In every garden there was a space
set apart for vegetables {olera).

Flowers and plants were also kept in the central

space of the peristyle (vid. Hodse), on the roofs,

and in the windows of the houses. Sometimes, in

a town, where the garden was very small, its walls
were painted in imitation of a real garden, with
trees, fountains, birds, &c., and the small area was
ornamented with flowers in vases. A beautiful ex-
ample of such a garden was found at Pompeii.*
An ornamental garden was also called viridari-

um,* and the gardener topiariua or viridariua. The
common name for a gardener is villicua or cultoi

hortorum. We find, also, the special names vinitor,

olitor. The word hortulanua is only of late forma-
tion. The aquariua had charge of the fountains
both in the garden and in the house."
HOSPES. ( Vid. HospiTiuM.)
HOSPI'TIUM (fcvia, Kpo^evia). Hospitality is

one of the characteristic features of almost all na-
tions previous to their attaining a certain degre* of

civilization. In civilized countries the necessity of

general hospitality is not so much felt ; but at a
time when the state or the laws of nations afforded

scarcely any security, and when the traveller on his

journey did not meet with any places destined for

his reception and accommodation, the exercise of
hospitality was absolutely necessary. Among the
nations of antiquity, with whom the right of hospi-

tality was hallowed by religion, it was, to some de-
gree, observed to the latest period of their exist-

ence, and acquired a political importance which it

has never had in any other state. It was in Greece,
as well as at Rome, of a twofold nature, either pri-

vate or public, in as far as it was either established
between individuals or between two states {Ho»-
pitium privatum and hoapitium publicum, ^evia aaJ
npo^cvia).

1. (Plin., n. N., xvi., 33, 60.—Id. ib., xii., 11. 39.-W. il»,

xxii., 22, 34.—Martial, iii., 19.)—2. (Paradox., v., 2.)— 3. (Plin.,

Epist., y., 6.—Id. ib., ii., 17.)—4. (Plin., 1. c—Martial, xi- , 6«.

—Id., Ivii., 23.)—5. (viii.. 14, 68.—Id., iv.,21,5.—ld..xii) , liT.J

— f>. (li., 3, 52.)-7. (H. N., lix., 5. 23.)-8. (Cell's Poiv;*iaiifc

ii., 4.)—9. (Dig. 33, tit. 7, s. 8.)— 10. (Becker, Callus, i., p. 3811

I
*o.—Bftttiger, Racemxtionen zur Garten-kunat der Alten.)
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la ancient Greece, the stranger, as such (ftvoc

nd hostis), was looked upon as an enemy ;* but

whenever he appeared among another tribe or na-

tion without any sign of hostile intentions, he was
considered not only as one who required aid, but

as a suppliant, and Zeus was the protecting deity

»f strangers and suppliants (Zeif ^eivioc and UerTJ-

ffiof*). This religious feeling was strengthened by

the belief that the stranger might possibly be a god

m disguise.* On his arrival, therefore, the stran-

ger, of whatever station in life he might be, was
kindly received, and provided with everything ne-

cessary to make him comfortable, and to satisfy his

immediate wants. The host did not inquire who
the stranger was, or what had led him to his house,

uiitd the duties of hospitality were fulfilled. During
liis stay, it was a sacred duty of his host to protect

hun against any persecution, even if he belonged to

a politically hostile race, so that the host's house
Avas a perfect asylum to him. On his departure he
was dismissed with presents and good wishes.* It

seems to have been customary for the host, on the

departure of the stranger, to break a die {uarpuya-

Aof) in two, one half of which he himself retained,

while the other half was given to the stranger; and
when at any future time they or their descendants
met, they had a means of recognising each other,

and the hospitable connexion was renewed.* Hos-
pitality thus not only existed between the persons
who had originally formed it, but was transferred

as an inheritance from father to son. To violate

the laws of hospitality was a great crime and an
impiety, and was punished by men as well as gods
(dt/cai KaKo^evia(^). Instances of such hereditary

connexions of hospitality are mentioned down to a
very late period of Greek history ; and many towns,
such as Athens, Corinth, Byzantium, Phasis, and
others, were celebrated for the hospitable character

of their citizens.'' But, when a more regular and
frequent intercourse among the Greeks began to be

established, it was impossible to receive all these

strangers in private houses. This naturally led to

the establishment of inns {TravdoKdov, Karayuyiov,

KaT(iXv(nc), in which such strangers as had no hos-

pitable connexions found accommodation. For chose

occasions, on which numerous visiters flocked to a

particular place for the purpose of celebrating one
of the great or national festivals, the state or the

temple provided for the accommodation of the visit-

ers, either in tents or temporary inns erected about
the temple.^ The kind of hospitality which was
exercised by private individuals on such festive oc-

casions probably differed very little from that which
is customary among ourselves, and was chiefly

shown towards friends or persons of distinction and
merit, whose presence was an honour to the house
wherein they stayed.* In the houses of the wealth-

ier Greeks a separate part {kospitium or hospitaJia,

and ^evuvEc), with a separate entrance, was destined

for the reception and habitation of strangers, and
was provided with all the necessary comforts for

the temporary occupants. On the first day after

their arrival they were generally invited to the ta-

ble of their host ; but afterward their provisions

(fevta), consisting of fowl, eggs, and fruit, were ei-

ther sent to them, or they had to purchase them
themselves."

1. (Cic, De Off., i., 12.—Herod., ix., 11.—Plut., Aristid., 10.)

—2. (Horn., Od., xiv., 57, &c., 283.—Id. ib., ix., 270.—Id. jb.,

tiii., 213.—Id. ib., vii., 164.—Compare ApoUon., Argonaut., ii.,

1134.—iElian, V. H., iv., 1.)—3. (Od., xvii., 484.)—4. (Od., iv.,

XJ, &c., with Nitsch's note.)-5. (Schol. ad Eurip., Med., 613.)—
0. (jEhan, 1. c—Paus., vii., 25.)—7. (Herod., vi., 35.—Thucyd.,
ii., 18.—Platn, Crito, p. 45, C—StobiEUS, Florileg., tit. iliv., 40,

dtc.)—8. iJEUaa,y. H., iv., 9.—Schol. ad Pind., Ol., xi., 51 and
W.^Com) are Plato, De Leg., xii., p. 952.—Lucian, Amor., 12.

-Thacyd., lii., 68.)—9. (Xen., (Econ., 2, 5.—Plato, Protag., p.
115—Becker, Charikles, i., p. 1S4, dtc.)—10. (VitruT., yi., 7, 4.

<~-i pti] , Metam., ii., p 19.)

51)

Whit has been said hitherto only refers to bo»<

pitium privatum, that is, the hospitality existing be-

tween two individuals or families of different states.

Of far greater importance, however, was the hos.

pitium publicum {Trpo^evca, sometimes simply ^evia\
or public hospitality which existed between two
states, or between an individual or a family on the
one hand, and a whole state on the other. Of the
latter kind of public hospitality many instances arB
recorded, such as that between the Pisistratids and
Sparta, in which the people of Athens had no share.

The hospitium publicum among the Greeks arose
undoubtedly from the hospitium privatum, and it

may have originated in two ways. When the Greek
tribes were governed by chieftains or kings, the pri-

vate hospitality existing between the ruling families

of two tribes may have produced similar relations

between their subjects, which, after the abolition of

the kingly power, continued to exist between the
new republics as a kind of political inheritance of

former times. Or a person belonging to one state

might have either extensive connexions with the

citizens of another state, or entertain great partiali-

ty for the other state itself, and thus offer to receive

all those who came from that state either on pri-

vate or public business, and act as their patron in

his own city. This he at first did merely as a pri-

vate individual, but the state to which he offered

this kind service would naturally soon recognise

and reward him for it. When two states establish-

ed public hospitality, and no individuals came for-

ward to act as the representatives of their state, it

was necessary that in each state persons should be
appointed to show hospitality to, and watch over
the interests of, all persons who came from the

state connected by hospitality. The persons who
were appointed to this office as the recognised
agents of the state for which they acted were call-

ed npo^evoi, but those who undertook it voluntarily

idekonpo^evoi.^

The office of proxenus, which bears great resem-
blance to that of a modern consul or minister-resi-

dent, was in some cases hereditary in a particular

family. When a state appointed a proxenus, it

either sent out one of its own citizens to reside in

the other state, or it selected one of the citizens of

this state, and conferred upon him the honour of

proxenus. The former was, in early times the

custom of Sparta, where the kings had the right to

select from among the Spartan citizens those whom
they wished to send out as proxeni to other states.*

But in subsequent times this custom seems to have
been given up, for we find that at Athens the family

of Callias were the proxeni of Sparta ;' at Elis, the

Elean Xenias ;* and at Argos, the Argive Alciphron.*

A Spartan sent out as proxenus was sometimes
also intrusted with the power of harmostes, as Cle-

archus at Byzantium.*
The custom of conferring the honour of proxenus

upon a citizen of the state with which public hospi-

tality existed, seems in later times to have been
universally adopted by the Greeks. Thus we find,

besides the instances of Spartan proxeni mentioned
above, Nicias the Athenian as proxenus of Syracuse
at Athens,^ and Arthmius of Zeleia as the proxenus
of Athens at Zeleia.* The common mode of ap-

pointing a proxenus was, with the exception of

Sparta, by show of hands.' The principal duties

of a proxenus were to receive those persons, espe-

cially ambassadors, who came from the state which

]. (Pollux, Onom., iii., 59.—Compare Thncyd., ii., 29, with

Arnold's note, and iii., 70, with Caller's.)-2. (Herod., ri., 57.)- •

3. (Xen., Hellen., T., 4, (> 22. — Id. ib., vi., 3, « 4, Ac.) —

4

(Pans., iii., 8, I) 2.)-5. (Thncyd., v., 59.)—«. (Xen., Hr::: •

1, I) 35.- Id. ib., i., 3, I/ 15.)—7. (Diod. Sic.xiii., 27.)—S. (^s
chin , r Ctes., p. 647.—Compare Plato. De Leg., i., p. •IS.)--

9. (Ulpi*') »d Demo»th., c. Meid., p. 374.
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te represented ; to procure tor them admission to

Ihe assembly, and seats in the theatre ;' to act

na the patron of the strangers, and to mediate be-

tween the two states if any disputes arose." If a

stranger died in the state, the proxenus of his coun-

tiy had to take care of the property of the deceased.*

Regarding the honours and privileges which a

oroxenus enjoyed from the state which he repre-

sented, the various Greek states followed different

principles : some honoured their proxenus with the

full civic franchise, and other distinctions besides.*

But the right of acquiring property in the state of

which he thus became a citizen seems not to have
been included in his privileges, for we find that

where this right was granted it was done by an es-

pecial document.* A foreigner who was appointed

in his own country as proxenus of Athens, enjoyed

for his own person the right of hospitality at Athens
whenever he visited this city, and all the other

privileges that a foreigner could possess without
•>ecoming a real Athenian citizen. Among these

privileges, though they were not necessarily inclu-

ded in the proxeny, but were granted by special

decrees, we may mention the, 1 . 'Eiriya/iia, which,
in cases when it was granted by the more powerful
state, generally became mutual ;* 2. The right to

acquire property at Athens {iyKTr/mg, Ifinaaif, Itt-

vaaic) ; 3. The exemption from paying taxes {ari-

'keia or a-iXeia dnuvruv) ;'' and, 4. Inviolability in

times of peace and war, both by sea and by land.*

Some of these privileges were granted to individu-

als as well as to whole states ; but we have no
instance of a whole state having received all of

them, with the exception of those cases where the

civic franchise or isopolity was granted to a whole
state ; and in this case the practical consequences
could not become manifest, unless a citizen of the

privileged state actually took up his residence at

Athens.* ''

The hospitality of the Romans was, as in Greece,
cither hospitium privatum or publicum. Private

hospitality with the Romans, however, seems to

have been more accurately and legally defined than

in Greece. The character of a hospes, i. e., a person

connected with a Roman by ties of hospitality, was
deemed even more sacred, and to have greater

claims upon the host, than that of a person connect-

ed by blood or affinity. The relation of a hospes to

his Roman friend was next in importance to that

of a cliens." According to Massurius Sabinus," a
hospes has even higher claims than a cliens. The
obligations which the connexion of hospitality with
a foreigner imposed upon a Roman were, to receive

in his house his hospes when travelling,'* and to

protect, and, in case of need, to represent him as

his patron in the courts of justice.'* Private liospi-

tality thus gave to the hospes the claims upc n his

host which the client had on his patron, but with-

out any degree of the dependance implied in the
clientela. Private hospitality was established be-

tween individuals by mutual presents, or by the

mediation of a third person,'* and hallowed by reli-

gion ; for Jupiter hospitalis was thought to watch
over the jus hospitii, as Zeus xenios did with the

Greeks ;•* and the violation of it was as great a

crime and impiety at Rome as in Greece. When

I. (Pollux, 1. c.)—2. (Xen., Hell., yi., 3, 1) 4.)—3. (Demosth.,

e. CaUip., p. 1237, &c.)—4. (BSckh, Corp. Inscrip., n. 1691-93,

and ii., p. 79.—Demosth., De Cor., p. 256.—Xen., Hellen., i., 1,

4 26.)—5. (B8ckh. Staatsh., i., p. 155.)—6. (Planner's Process,

ii., p. 73.—Xen., Hellen., v., 2, 1) 19.)—7. (Demosth., c. Leptin.,

p. 475. — Compare p. 497.)— 8. (BiSckh, Corp. Inscrip.. i., p.

725.) — 9. (Compare F. W. Ullrich, "De Proxenia," Berlin,

l822.-AVach8muth, Hellen. Alterthum., i., 1, p. 121, Ac-
Hermann, Polit. Ant., I> 116.)— 10. (Gellius, v., 13.)—11. (ap.

Cell., L r.)— 12. (Liv., xlii., 1.)— 13. (Cic. in Q. Caecil. Divin.,

c. 20.) -14. (Serv. ad JEn., ii., 360.)—15. (Cic, c. Verr.. ir.,

M -Irt -id Quint. Fr., ii., 12.—Id., Pro Deiot., 6 )

Ttt

hospitality was formed, the two friends used t«
divide between themselves a tessera hospitalis,' by
which, afterward, they themselves or their descend-
ants—for the connexion was hereditary, as in Greece
—might recognise one another. From an expres-
sioo in Plautus (deum hospitalem ac tesseram meeum
fero*), it has been concluded that this tessera bore
the image of Jupiter hospitalis. Hospitality, when
thus once established, could not be dissolved except
by a formal declaration {rcnuntiatid*), and in this

case the tessera hospitalis was broken to pieces.*

Hospitality wa* at Rome never exercised in that
indiscriminate manner as in the heroic age of
Greece, but the custom of observing the laws of
hospitality was probably coaimon to all the nations
of Italy.* In many cases it was exercised without
any formal agreement between the parties, and it

was deemed an honourable duty to receive distin-

guished guests into the house.*

Public hospitality seems likewise to bave existed
at a very early period among the nations of Italy,

and the fcedus hospitii mentioned in Liry^ cas
scarcely be looked upon in any other light than thai

of hospitium publicum. But the first direct men-
tion of public hospitality being established between
Rome and another city, is after the Gauls had de-

parted from Rome, when it was decreed that Cten
should be rewarded for its good services by the es-

tablishment of public hospitality between the two
cities.* The public hospitality after the war with
the Gauls gave to the Caerites the right of isopolitj

with Rome, that is, the civitas without the suffra-

gium and the honores. ( Vid. Colonia, p. 283.) In

the later times of the Republic, we no longer find

public hospitality established between Rome and a

foreign state ; but a relation which amounted to the

same thing was introduced in its stead, that is,

towns were raised to the rank of municipia,' and
thus obtained the civitas without the suffragium

and the honores ; and when a town was desirous

of forming a similar relation with Rome, it entered
into clientela to some distinguished Roman, who
then acted as patron of the client town. But the
custom of granting the honour of hospes publicus to

a distinguished foreigner by a decree of the senate
seems to have existed down to the end ofthe Repub-
lic.'* Whether such a public hospes undertook the
same duties towards Roman citizens, as the Greek
proxenus, is uncertain ; but his privileges were the

same as those of a municeps, that is, he had the
civitas, but not the suffragium or the honores. Public

hospitality was, like the hospitium privatum, herr«i-

itary in the family of the person to whom it had
been granted.'- The honour of public hospes was
sometimes also conferred upon a distinguished Ro-
man by a foreign state."

HOSTIA. ( Vid. Sacrificiom.)

HOSTIS. (Vid. Hospitium.)
HOUSE (GREEK), (okof). The scanty notices

of the domestic, or, rather, the palatial architecture

of the early Greeks, which we find in Homer, are
insufficient to give an accurate notion of the names,
uses, and arrangement of the apartments, which
appear, however, to have differed considerably from
the usages of later ages. We first gain precise in-

formation on the subject about the time of the Itl-

oponnesian war ; and from the allusions made by
Greek writers to the houses of this and the imme-
diately subsequent periods, till the time of Alexan-

1. (Plaut.,P<Bn.,v.;2,87.)—2. (PtEn.,v., 1,25.)—3.(LiT.,iiT.,
18.—Cic, c. Verr., ii.. 36.)—4. (Plaut., Cistell., ii., 1, 27.)—5.
(.Elian, V. II., iv., 1.—Liv., i., 1.)—6. (Cic, De Off., ii., 18.-
Id., Pro Rose Am., 6.)—7. (i., 9.)—8. (Liv., v., 50.)—9. (Lit

viii., 14.1—10. (Liv., i., 45.- Id., v., 28.—Id., xiirii., 54.)—

U

(Diod. Sic, xiv., 93.)— 12. (Bockh, Corp. Inscrip., i., n. 1331.—
Cic, Pro Balb., 18.—Cic, c Verr., iv., 65.—Compare Nicbnhr,

Hist, of Rome, ii., p. 58.—Walter, Gesch. des R6m. Rechts, |»

. 54, dtc—Gattling, Gesch. der RSm. Staauv., p. 316, &c >
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aer, we may conclude that their general arrangement
corresponded with that described by Vitruvius.* In

this description, however, there is one considerable

difficulty, among others of less importance. In a
Greek family the women lived in private apartments
allotted to their exclusive use. Hence the house
was always divided into two distinct portions,

namely, the Andronitis, or men's apartments {avSpu-

vlrig), and theGynaeconitis, or women's apartments
{yvvaiKuviTig). Now Vitruvius, after describing the

entrance to the house, goes on to the Gynaeconitis,

and then speaks of the Andronitis, as if the latter

lay behind tlie former, an arrangement which is

highly improbable from all we know of the careful

aeclusion in which the Greek women were kept,

and which is also directly opposed to the accounts
of the writers of the period we have referred to.

In the earliest times, as in the houses referred to

by Homer, the women's apartments were in the

upper story (vnepCtov). The same arrangement is

found in the house spoken of by Lysias.' But it

does not follow that that was the usual custom at

this period. On the contrary, we have the express
testimony of several writers, and Lysias himself

among the rest, that the Gynaeconitis was on the

same story with the Andronitis, and behind it
;'

and even the tragic poets transfer to the heroic

ages the practice of their own, and describe both

sets of apartments as on the same floor.*

Becker* notices the different explanations which
have been given of the inconsistency between these
statements and the description of Vitruvius, the

most plausible of which is that of Galiani, namely,

; that in the time of Vitruvius a slight change had
: taken place in the disposition of the apartments, by
which the Andronitis and Gynaeconitis were placed

Bide by side, each of them having its ov/n front to-

wards the street, and its own entrance.

The front of the house towards the street was
not, large, as the apartments extended rather in the

direction of its depth than of its width. In towns,
the houses were often built side by side, with party

walls between.* The exterior wall was plain, being

composed generally of stone, brick, and timber,' and
often covered with stucco.* Plutarch speaks of

Phocion's house as being ornamented with plates

of iron.'

That ther« was no open space between the street

and the Jiouse door, like the Roman vestibulum, is

plain fromi the law of Hippias, which laid a tax on
house-doors opening outward, because they en-

croached upon the street.*" The irpodvpa, which is

sometimes mentioned," seems to be merely the

space in front of the house. We learn, however,
from the same law of Hippias, that houses some-
times stood back from the street, within enclosures

of their own (Trpo^pay/iara or Jpi)0a/c-rot'^). In front

of the house was generally an altar of Apollo Agyi-

eus, or a rude obelisk emblematical of the god.

Sometimes there was a bay-tree in the same po-

sition, and sometimes a head of the god Hermes."
A few steps {uvaSadfioi) led up to the house-door,

wliich generally. bore some inscription, for the sake
of a good omen or as a charm, such as ElcrotJof

ILftarriTi 'XyaQiJiAaifiovi.^* The form and fastenings

uf the door are described under Janqa. This door,

as we have seen, sometimes opened outward ; but

1. (vi,, 7, ed. Schnaider.)—2. (De Csede Eratosth., p. 12, 13.

--Compare Aristoph., Eccles., 961, and Thesmoph., 482.)—3.

(Ljsias, c. Simon., p. 139.—Demosth., c. Euerg., p. 1155.

—

Xen., CEoon., ii., 5.—Antiph., De Venef., p. 611.)—4. (Soph.,

CEd. Tyr., 1241-1262.)—5. (Charikles, p. 184-5.)—6. (Thucyd.,
li., 3.)—7. (Xen., Mem., iii., 1, I) 7.—Demosth., ITtpi Sui/raJ.,

p. 175.)—8. (Plutarch, Comp. Aristot. et Cat., 4.)—9. (Plut.,

Phoc., 18.)—10. (Aristot., CEcon., ii., 1347, ed. Bekker.)—11.

(Herod., vi., 35.)—12. (Heracl. Pont., Polit., 1.)—13. (Thucyd.,

ri., 27.—Aristoph., Plut., 1153.)— 14. (Plutarch, Frag. Vit. Crat.

—Dio{. Laert., vi , 60.^
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this seems to have been an exception to the general
rule, as is proved by the expressions used for open-
ing, evdovt^ai, and shutting it, eTTiamiaaffdai and
tipEXxvaaadat.'^ The handles were called kizLanaa-

TTjpe^.

The house-door was called avXcio^ or aiXeie
dvpa,^ because it led to the avXri. It gave admit-
tance to a narrow passage {^vpupeiov, ttv^uv, -dvpuv),

on one side of which, in a large house, were thia

stables, on the other the porter's lodge. The duty
of the porter {&vpup6c) was to admit visiters, and to

prevent anything improper from being carried into

or out of the house.' Plato* gives a lively picture

of an officious porter. The porter was attended by
a dog.' Hence the phrase evlaSslaBaL tt/v Kvva^*

corresponding to the Latin Cave canem.
At the farther end of the passage Vitruvius places

another door, which, however, does not seem gen
erally to have existed. Plutarch' mentions the
house-door as being visible from the peristyle.

From the ^vpupdov we pass into the peristyle or
court {rrepKJTvXiov, avlf/) of the Andronitis, which
was a space open to the sky in the centre [inai'

dpov), and surrounded on all four sides by porticoes

{aroat), of which one, probably that nearest the en-
trance, was called npoaroov.^ These porticoes were
used for exercise, and sometimes for dining in.'

Here was commonly the altar on which sacrifices

were offered to the household gods, but frequently

portable altars were used for this purpose.** Vitru-

vius" says that the porticoes of the peristyle were of
equal height, or else the one facing the south was
built with loftier columns. This he calls a Rhodian
peristyle. The object sought was to obtain as
much sun in winter, and as much shade and air in

summer, as possible.**

Round the peristyle were arranged the chambetd
used by the men, such as banqueting-rooms (qIkoi,

avSpuvEc), which were large enough to contain sev-

eral sets of couches (rplKXivoi, kTZTuKlLvot, rpiaKov-

tukXivoi), and at the same time to allow abundant
room for attendants, musicians, and performers of
games ;** parlours or sitting-rooms {e^edpat), and
smaller chambers and sleeping-rooms {dufiana, koi-

Tuvec, oiKTj/iaTa)
;
picture-galleries and libraries, and

sometimes store-rooms ; and in the arrangement
of these apartments, attention was paid to their as-

pect.**

The peristyle of the Andronitis was connected
with that of the Gynaeconitis by a door called fie-

Tav7i,oc, /iiiaavTioc, or fieaavXioQ, which was in the

middle of the portico of the peristyle opposite to the

entrance. Vitruvius applies the name [liaav'koQ to

a passage between the two peristyles, in which was
the iieaavlog dvpa. By means of this door, all com-
munication between the Andronitis and Gynaeconi-

tis could be shut off. Its uses are mentioned by

Xenophon, who calls it ^vpa fiakavu-oq}^ Its name,
ueaavXog, is evidently derived from /zetrof, and means
the door between the two avlai or peristyles.** The
other name, fieravXog, is taken by some writers as

merely the Attic form of //^(ravXof.*' But it should

rather be deriyed from /lera, as being the door be-

1. (Plutarch, Pelop., 11.—Dio, 57.)—2. (Find., Nem., i., 1».—
Harpocr., s. v.—Eustath. ad II., xxii., 66.)—3. (Aristot., CEroiu,

1., 6.)—4. (Protag-., p. 314.)—5. (Apollod. ap. Athen., i., p. 8.—
Theocr., xv., 43.—Aristoph., Thesm., 416.—Id., Equit., 1025.)-

6. (Aristoph., Lysistr., 1215.)—7. (De Gen. Socr., c. 18.)—8.

(Plato, Protag., p. 314, 315.)—9. (PoUux, Onora., i., 78.—Plato,
Symp., p. 212.— Id., Protag., p. 311.—Plutarch, De Gen. Soci.,

32.) -10. (Plato, De Repub., i.. p. 328.)— 11. (1. c.)-12. (Xen ,

(Econ., ix., 4.—Id., Mem., iii., 8, t) 9.—Aristot., (Econ., i., 6.)—
13. (Vitruv., 1. c—Xen., Symp., i., 4, ^ 1^.—Plutarch, Symp.,

v., 5, I) 2.—Aristoph., Eccles., 676.)— 14. (Vitruv., 1. c—Lysia*,

De Ciede Eratosth., p. 28.—Id., c. Eratosth., p. 389.—Aristoph.,
Eccles., 8, 14.—PoUux, Onom., i., 79.—Plato, Protag., p. 314,

316.)—15. ((Econ., ix., 5.— Compare Plut., Arat., 26.)— 16. (Sui-

das, s. V. M£<7ai)X(ov.—.*:!. Dion. ap. Eustath. ad II., xi., 547 —
Schol. ApoJl. Rhod., iii.. 335.)—17. (Moer. Alt., p 284 >
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Itn<t or beyond the aiX^, with respect to the af\tio^

&vpa.^ It should be observed, that in the house de-

scribed by Vitruvius, if the Andronitis and Gynae-

conitis lay side by side, the /xiaavXoc ^i'pa would
not be opposite to the entrance, but in one of the

other sides of the peristyle.

This door gave admittance to the peristyle of the

<lyn8econitis, which differed from that of the An-
dronitis in having porticoes round only three of its

sides. On the fourth side (the side facing the south,

according to Vitruvius) were placed two antae {vid.

ANTiK), at a considerable distance from each other.

A third of the distance between these antae was set

ofl" inward* (^Quantum inter antas distal, ex eo tertia

dcmpta spatium datur introrsus), thus forming a cham-
ber or vestibule, which was called npoaTug, Trapatr-

Ttif, and perhaps naarug, and also npoSpofiog.' On
the right and left of this irpoarug were two bed-

chambers, the i^dXafiog and ufj.<jii6uXafioc, of which
the former was the bedchamber of the house, and
here also seem to have been kept the vases and
other valuable articles of ornament.* Beyond these

rooms (for this seems to be what Vitruvius means
by in his locis introrsus) were large apartments {la-

rd)V£f ), used for working in wool (act magni, in qui-

bus matres familiarum cum lanijicis habent sessio-

nem.^). Round the peristyle were the eating-rooms,

bed-chambers, store-rooms, and other apartments

in common use {triclinia quolidiana, cubicula, et cella

familiaricai).

Besides the aiJXsiof ^pa and the /xiaavloc ^vpa,

there was a third door (Krjiraia '&vpa) leading to the

garden.* Lysias^ speaks of another door, which
probably led from the garden into the street.

The following plan of the ground-floor of a Greek
house of the larger size is taken from Becker's
Ckarikles. It is, of course, conjectural, as there are

now no Greek houses in existence.

n, House-door, alTicioc ^vpa : dvp, passage, ^vpu-

peXov or &vput> : A, peristyle or avX^ of the Androni-

t'fl ; 0, the halls and chambers of the Andronltis

;

fi, ftiTav}.oc or fiiaavXoc ^vpa: T, peristyle of the

Ctynaeconitis
; y, chambers of the Gynaeconitis ; rr,

npoarug or napaaTag: f), i?uXa//of and an^idakofio^ :

L

I. (LjrsiM, Do Ced. Erat., p. 20.— Plut., Sjrmp., vii., \.—JE\.

Dion. ap. Eu«tath., 1. c.)—2. (Vitruv.. 1. c, 1.)—3. (Pollux.—

8uid.— Hetych. — Etymol. Mag.— VitruT., 1. c.)—4. (Xen.,

fflcon., ix , 3.)—5. (Vitrov.)—6. (Pollux, Onom., i., 76.—De-
KMth., c. Euerg-

, p 1155.—Lysias, c. Eratoath., p. 393.)—7. (1.

t . p. 394.)

I, rooms for working in wool {laruvei) \ K, garden
door, KtiTcata ^vpa.

There was usually, though not always, an uppei

story (VTTfp^ov, dirjpei), which seldom extended ovei

the whole space occupied by the lower story. The
principal use of the upper story was for the lodging

of the slaves, as appears from a passage in De-
mosthenes,' where the words iv t^ m'lpyt^ seem
to imply a building several stories high. The ac-

cess to the upper floor seems to have been some-
times by stairs on the outside of the house, leading

up from the street. Guests were also lodged in the

upper story.' But in some large houses there were
rooms set apart for their reception (fcvuvcf) on tho

ground-floor.* In cases of emergency, store-rooms

were fitted up for the accommodation of guests.*

Portions of the upper story sometimes projected

beyond the walls of the lower part, forming balco-

nies or verandahs (npo6o2.ai, yeiamodiafiaTa*).

The roofs were generally flat, and it was custom-
ary to walk about upon them.* But pointed roofs

were also used.'

In the interior of the house, the place of doors

was sometimes supplied by curtains {napanerdaixa-

To), whicli were either plain, or dyed, or embroi-

dered.*

The principal openings for the admission of light

and air were in the roofs of the peristyles ; but it is

incorrect to suppose that the houses had no win-

dows (iJvpWcf), or, at least, none overlooking the

street. They were not at all uncommon.*
Artificial warmth was procured partly by means

of fireplaces. It is supposed that chimneys were
altogether unknown, and that the smoke escaped

through an opening in the roof (/canTorfoKj?"). It is

not easy to understand how this could be the case

when there was an upper story. Little portable

stoves {kaxupai, kax^^p^^^c) or chafing-dishes (avOpd-

Kia) were frequently used." (Vid. Focns.)

The houses of the wealthy in the country, at

least in Attica, were much larger and more magnifi-

cent than those in the towns. The latter seem to

have been generally small and plain, especially in

earlier times, when the Greeks preferred expending

the resources of art and wealth on their temples and

public buildings i" but the private houses became
more magnificent as the public buildings began tc

be neglected."

The decorations of the interior were very plain at

the period to which our description refers. The
floors were of stone. At a late period colourei'

stones were used.'* Mosaics are first mentionei

under the kings of Pergamus.
The walls, up to the fourth century B.C., seem

to have been only whited. The first instance of

painting them is that of Alcibiades." This innova-

tion met with considerable opposition.'* Plato men-
tions the painting of the walls of hoiisen as a mark
of a rpvipuaa noXicV These allusion^ prove that

the practice was not uncommon in the time of

Plato and Xenophon. We have also mention of

painted ceilings at the same period.'* At a later

period this mode of decoration became general."

HOUSE (ROMAN) {Domus; JEdes privata). The

1. (c. Eaer^., p. 1150.)—2. (Antiph., De Venef., p. 611.)—

X

(Vitruv., 1. c—Pollux, Onom., iv., 125.—Eurip., Alcest., 564.;

4. (Plato, Protag., p. 315.)—5. (Pollux, Onom., i.,81.)—6. (Lya-

laa, adv. Simon., p. 142.—Plaut., Mil., II., ii., 3.)—7. (Pollux,

Onom., i., 81.)— 8. (Pollux, x., 32.—Theophrast., Char., 5.)—9.
(Aristoph., Thesm., 797.—Id., Eccles., 961.—Plut., De Curioa.,

13.)— 10. (Herod., viii.. 137.)— 11. (Plutarch, Apophth., i., p.

717, W.—Aristoph., Ve»p., 811.—Pollux, Onom., vi., 89; «.,

101.)— 12. (Thucyd., ii., 14, 65.—Isocr., Areop., 20.—Diciearch.,
Stot. Grac, p. 8.)—13. (Demosth., c. Aristocr., p. 689.—Id.,

Olynth., iii , p. 36.)—14. (Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 25, 60.)— 15. (An-

doc., c. Alcib., p. 119.—Plutarch, Alcib.. 16.)— 16. (Xen., M«m.
lii., 8, 10.—Id., (Econ., ix., 2.)— 17. (Ropub., iii., p. S7i-».)—

18. (Plato, Repab., vii., 9«.)—19. (Becker, Charikles, i., p
l««.*c.) ^^
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houses of the Romans were poor and mean for

many centuries after the foundation of the city.

Till the war with Pyrrhus, the houses were covered
only with thatch or shingles,* and were usually built

of wood or unbaked bricks. It was not till the

later times of the Republic, when wealth had been
acquired by conquests in the East, that houses of

any splendour began to be built ; but it ther became
the fashion not only to build houses of an i hmense
size, but also to adorn them with column;', paint-

ings, statues, and costly works of art.

M. Lepidus, who was consul B.C. 78, was the

first who introduced Numidian marble into Rome
for the purpose of paving the threshold of his house

;

but the fashion of building magnificent houses in-

creased so rapidly, that the house of Lepidus, which
in his consulship was the first in Rome, was, thir-

ty-five years later, not the hundredth.' Lucullus
especially surpassed all his contemporaries in the
magnificence of his houses and the splendour of
their decorations. Marble columns were first intro-

duced into private houses by the orator L. Crassus,
but they did not exceed twelve feet in height, and
were only six in number.* He was, however, soon
surpassed by M. Scaurus, who placed in his atrium
columns of black marble, called Lucullean, thirty-

eight feet high, and of such immense weight that
the contractor of the sewers took security for any
injury that might be done to the sewers in conse-
quence of the columns being carried along the
streets.*

The Romans were exceedingly partial to marble
for the decoration of their houses. Mamurra, who
was Caesar's praefectus fabrflm in Gaul, set the ex-
ample of lining his room with slabs of marble.*
Some idea may.be formed of the size and magnifi-
cence of the houses of the Roman nobles during the
later times of the Republic by the price which they
fetched. The consul Messalla bought the house of
Autronius for 3700 sestertia (nearly 33,000/.), and
Cicero the house of Crassus, on the Palatine, for

3500 sestertia (nearly 31,000Z.).« The house of
Publius Clodius, whom Milo killed, cost 14,800 ses-

tertia (about 131,000/.) ; and the Tusculan villa of
Scaurus was fitted up with such magnificence, that
when it was burned by his slaves, he lost 100,000
sestertia, upward of 885,000/.' The house-rent
which persons in poor circumstances usually paid
at Rome was about 2000 sesterces, between 17/.

and 18/.* It was brought as a charge of extrava-
gance against Caglius that he paid 30 sestertia (about
266/.) for the rent of his house.'
Houses were originally only one story high ; but

as the value of ground increased in the city, they
were built several stories in height, and the highest
floors were usually inhabited by the poor." To
guard against danger from the extreme height of
houses, Augustus restricted the height of all new
houses which were built by the side of the public
roads to seventy feet." Till the time of Nero, the
streets in Rome were narrow and irregular, and
bore traces of the haste and confusion with which
the city was built after it had been burned by the
Gauls ; but after the grtiat fire in the time of that
emperor, by which two thirds of Rome were burn-
ed to the ground, the city was built with great reg-
ularity. The streets were made straight and broad ;

the height of the houses was restricted, and a cer-
tain part of each was required to be built of Gabian
or Alban stone, which was proof against fire.'*

1. (Plin., H. N., xvi., 15.)—2. (Id., xxxvi., 8, 24, I) 4.)—3. (Id.,
svii., 1.—Id., xxxvi., 3.)—4. (Id., ixxvi., 2.)—5. (Id., xixvi., 7.)—«. (Cic. ad Att.,i., 13.—Id., ad Fam., v., 6.)—7. (Plin., H. N.
sxxvi., 24.)- -8. (Suet., Jul., 38.)—9. (Cic, Pro Ctel., 7.)— 10.
(Cic, Agr., ii., 35.— Hor., Ep., I., i., 91.— Juv., Sat., iii., 268,
Ac—Id., r., 17.) —11. (Strab., v., p. 235.) — 12. (Tacit., Ann.,
«T.,48.—Suet., Ner., 38.)
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Our information respecting the form ana arrange
ment of a Roman house is principally derived from
the description of Vitruvius, and the remains of the

houses which have been found at Pompeii. Manj)
points, however, are still doubtful ; but, without en-

tering into architectural details, we shall confine

ourselves to those topics which serve to illustrate

the classical writers. The chief rooms in the house
of a respectable Roman, though differing, of course,
in size and splendour according to the circumstan-
ces of the owner, appear to have been usually ar-

ranged in the same manner, while the others varied
according to the taste and circumstances of the
master.

The principal parts of a Roman house were the,

1. Vestibulum; 2. Ostium; 3. Atrium or Cavum
JEdium ; 4. Alee ; 5. Tablinum ; 6. Fauces ; 7. Peri-

stylium. The parts of a house which I/ere consider-
ed of less importance, and of which the anangement
differed in different houses, were the, 1 . Cubicula

;

2. Triclinia ; 3. (Eci ; 4. Exedra ; 5. Pinacotheca ; 6.

Bibliotheca ; 7. Balineum ; 8. Culina ; 9. Ccenacula ;

10. DicBta; 11. Solaria. We shall speak of each in

order.

1. Ve&tibulum. The vestibulum did not prop-
erly form part of the house, but was a vacant space
before the door, forming a court, which was sur-

rounded on three sides by the house, and was open
on the fourth to the street. The two sides of the
house joined the street, but the middle part of it,

where the door was placed, was at some little dis-

tance from the street.* Hence Plautus* says, ' Vi-

den'' vestibulum ante cedes hoc ct ambulacrum quoius^

modi ?"

2. Ostium. The ostium, which is also called

janua and fores, was the entrance to the house.

The street-door admitted into a hall, to which th<i

name of ostium was also given, and in which there

was frequently a small room {cella) for the porter

{janitor or ostiarius), and also for a dog, which wae
usually kept in the hall to guard the house. A full

account of this part of the house is given under Jan-
ua. Another door (janua interior) opposite the

street-door led into the atrium.

3. Atrium or Cavum -^dium, as it is written by
Varro and Vitruvius ; Pliny vsTites it Cavadium.
Hirt, Midler,* Marini, and most modern writers,

consider the Atrium and Cavum -^dium to be the

same ; but Newton, Stratico, and, more recently,

Becker,* maintain that they were distinct rooms.
It is impossible to pronounce a decisive opinion on
the subject ; but from the statements of Varro' and
Vitruvius,* taken in connexion with the fact that no
houses in Pompeii have been yet discovered which
contain both an Atrium and Cavum -^dium, it is

most probable that they were the same. The etv-

mology of Atrium is mentioned under that head.

The Atrium or Cavum .^dium was a large apart-

ment, roofed over with the exception of an opening
in the centre, called compluvium, towards which the

roof sloped so as to throw the rain-water into a cis-

tern in the floor, termed impluvium,'' which was fre-

quently ornamented with statues, columns, and oth-

er works of art.* The word impluvium, however,
is also employed to denote the aperture in the roof.'

Schneider, in his commentary on Vitruvius, suppo-

ses cavum aedium to mean the whole of this apart

ment, including the impluvium, while atrium signi-

fied only the covered part, exclusive of the impluvi-

um. Mazois, on the contrary, maintains that atri-

um is applied to the whole apartnjent, and cavum
aedium only to the uncovered part. The breadth of

1. (Cell., xvi., 5.— Macrob., Sat., vi., 8.)— 2. (Moslell., III.,

d., 132.)—3. (Etrusker, i., p. 255.)—4. (Gallu.s, i., p. 77, &c.)—
5. (De Ling. Lat., v., 161, Muller.)—6. (v , 3, 4, ed. Bipont )-
7. (Varro, 1. c.—Festus, s. v. Impluvium.)- 9. (Cic, c Verr.. II

i., 23, 56.)- 9. (Ter., Eun., III., v., 41.)
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tlie impluvmm, according to Vitruvius,* was not

less than a quarter, nor greater than a third of the

breadth of the atrium ; its length was in the same
proportion according to the length of the atrium.

Vitruvius* distinguishes five kinds of atria or

cava aDdium, wiiich were called by the following

names :

(1.) Tuscanicum. In this the roof was supported

bf four beams, crossing each other at right angles,

Ute included space forming the compluvium. This
kind of atrium was probably the most ancient of all,

as it is more simple than the others, and is not

adapted for a very large building.

(2.) Tetrastylum. This was of the same form as

the preceding, except that the main beams of the

roof were supported by pillars placed at the four

angles of the impluvium.

(3.) Corinthium was on the same principle as the

tetrastyle, only that there was a greater number of

pillars around the impluvium, on which the beams
of the roof rested.

(4.) Displuvialum had its roof sloping the contrary

way to the impluvium, so that the water fell outside

the house instead of being carried into the implu-

vium.

(5.) Testvdinatum. was roofed all over, and had no
compluvium.
The atrium was the most important room in the

house, and among the wealthy was usually fitted

up with much splendour and magnificence.* The
marble columns of Scaurus already spoken of were
placed in the atrium. The atrium appears origi-

nally to have been the only sitting-room in the

house, and to have served also as a kitchen ; and
it probably continued to do so among the lower and
middle classes. In the houses of the wealthy, how-
ever, it was distinct from the private apartments,

and was useil as a reception room, where the patron

received his clients, and the great and noble the nu-

merous visiters who were accustomed to call every

morning to pay their respects or solicit favours.*

Cicero frequently complains that he was not exempt
from this annoyance when he retired to his country

houses.* But, though the atrium does not appear

to have been used by the wealthy as a sitting-room

for the family, it still continued to be employed for

many purposes which it had originally served.

Thus the nuptial couch was placed in the atrium

opposite the door {in aula?), and also the instruments

and materials for spinning and weaving, which were
formerly carried on by the women of the family in

this room.* Here, also, the images of their ances-

tors were placed,' and the focus or fireplace, Which
possessed a sacred character, being dedicated to the

Lares of each family. {Vid. Focus.)

4. Al^, wings, were small apartments or recess-

es on the left and right sides of the atrium."

5. Tablinum was, in all probability, a recess or

room at the farther end of the atrium, opposite the

door leading into the hall, and was regarded as part

of the atrium. It contained the family records and
archives."

With the tablinum, tne Roman house appears to

bave originally ceased ; and the sleeping-rooms

were probably arranged on each side of the atrium.

But when the atrium and its surrounding rooms
were used for the reception of clients and other

public visiters, it became necessary to increase the

size of the house, and the following rooms were
accordingly added

:

k

1. (vi., 4.)— 2. (vi., 3.)— 3. (Compare Horat., Carm., HI., i.,

46.) — 4. (Serv. ad Virg., Ma., i., 726 ; iii., 353.) — 5. (Horat.,

Epist., I., v., 30.— Jut., vii., 7, 91.)— 6. (ad Att., li., 14 ; v., 2,

*c.)—7. (llorat., Epist., I., i., 87.—A«con. in Cic, Pro Mil., p.

43, Orelli.)—a (Ascon.,l.c.)—9. (luv ,Tiii.. 19.—.Mart., ii.. 90.)

—10. (Vitruv., vi., 4.)—11. (Vitrui ., Ti ,4.—Festua, i. ».—Piin.,
U N , xxxT., 2.)

6. Fauces appear to have been passages, whick
passed from th'e atrium to the peristylium or interi'

or of the house.'

7. Peristylium was in its general form like the

atrium, but it was one third greater in breadth,

measured transversely, than in length.* It was a

court open to the sky in the middle ; the open part,

which was surrounded by columns, was larger than

the impluvium in the atrium, and was frequently

decorated with flowers apd shrubs.

The arrangement of the rooms which are next to

be noticed, varied, as has been remarked, accord-

ing to the taste and circumstances of the owner.
It is, therefore, impossible to assign to them an*
regular place in the house.

1. C0BIC01.A, bed-chambers, appear to have been
usually small. There were separate cubicula for

the day and night {cubicula diurna et noctuma*);
the latter were also called dormitoria.* Vitruvius*

recommends that they should face the east, for the

benefit of the rising sun. They sometimes had a

small anteroom, which was called by the Greek
name of TrpoKoiruv.*

2. Triclinia are treated of in a separate article.

3. CEci, from the Greek oIkoc, were spacious halls

or saloons borrowed from the Greeks, and were fre-

quently used as triclinia. They "vere to have the

same proportions as triclinia, but ~ aie to t« more
spacious, on account of having columns, which tri-

clinia had not.' Vitruvius mentions four kinds ot

oeci

:

(1.) The Tetrastyle, which needs no farther de-

scription. Four columns supported the roof

(3.) The Corinthian, which possessed only one
row of columns, supporting the architrave (epislyli-

um), cornice (corona), and a vaulted roof

(3 ) The Egyptian, which was more splendid

and more like a basilica than a Corinthian trichni-

um. In the Egyptian oecus, the pillars supported a
gallery with paved floor, which formed a walk rourd
the apartment ; and upon these pillars others weie
placed, a fourth part less in height than the lower,

which surrounded the roof. Between the upper
columns windows were inserted.

(4.) The Cyzicene {KvCikt/voI) appears in the time
of Vitruvius to have been seldom used in Italy.

These oeci were meant for summer use, looking to

the north, and, if possible, facing gardens, to which
they opened by folding doors. Pliny had oeci of

this kind in his villa.

4. ExEDKiC, which appear to have been in form
much the same as the oeci, for Vitruvius* speaks of

the exedrae in connexion with oeci quadrati, were
rooms for conversation and the other purposes of

society.* They served the same purposes as the

exedrae in the Therm® and Gymnasia, which were
semicircular rooms with seats for philosophers and
others to converse in." (Vid. Baths, p. 152.)

5. 6, 7. PiNACOTHECA, BiBnoTHECA, and Balink-
UM (vid. Baths), are treated of in separate articles

8. Culina, the kitchen. The food was originally

cooked in the atrium, as has been already stated j

but the progress of refinement afterward led to the

use of another part of the house for this purpose.

In the kitchen of Pansa's house, of which a ground-
plan is given below, a stove for stews and similar

preparations was found, very much like the char-

coal stoves used in the present day. (See wood-
cut ) Before it lie a knife, a strainer, and a kind

of frying-pan with four spherical cavities, as if it

were meant to cook eggs.

In this kitchen, as well as in many others at Pom-

I. (VitniT., vi., 3.)—2. (Vitruv., vi., 4.)—3. (Plin., Ep., i., 3.)

-4. (Id., v., 6.—Plin., H. N., xix., 17.)—5. (vi., 7.)—6. (Win.,

Ep., ii., 17.)—7. (Vitruv., vi., 5.)—8. (vi., 5.)—9. (Cic, De Nat
Deor., i., 6.— Id., DeOrat.jiii., 5.)—10. (Vitruv., v., 11.—

U

vii., 9.)
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pen, there are paintings of the Lares or domestic

gods, under whose care the provisions and all the

cooking utensils were placed.

9. C(ENACULA properly signified rooms to dine in

;

but after it became the fashion to dine in the upper

part of the house, the whole of the rooms above the

ground-floor were called coenacula,^ and hence Fes-

tus says, " Camacula dicuntur, ad qua scalis ascendi-

tur."* As the rooms on the ground-floor were of

different heights, and sometimes reached to the

roof, all the rooms on the upper story could not be

united with one another, and, consequently, differ-

ent sets of stairs would be needed to connect them

with the lower part of the house, as we find to b«
the case in houses at Pompeii. Sometimes the
stairs had no connexion with the lower part of the
house, but ascended at once from the street.' At
Rome the highest floors, as already remarked (p.

516), were usually inhabited by the poor.'

10. Dijetjl was an apartment used for dining in,

and for the other purposes of life.' It appears to

have been smaller than the triclinium. Diseta ia

also the name given by Pliny* to rooms containing

three or four bed-chambers (cubicula). Pleasure
houses or summer-houses are also called diaetae.*

11. Solaria, properly places for basking in the

sun, were terraces on the tops of houses.' In the
time of Seneca the Romans formed artificial gar-

dens on the tops of their houses, which contained
even fruit-trees and fish-ponds.'

The two woodcuts annexed represent two atria

of houses at Pompeii. The first is the atrium of
what is usually called the house of the Quaestor.

The view is taken near the entrance-hall facing the

tablinum, through which the columns of the per-
style and the garden are seen. This atrium, which
is a specimen of what Vitruvius calls the Corinth-

ian, is surrounded by various rooms, and is beauti-

fully painted with arabesque designs upon red and
yellow grounds.

The next woodcut represents the atrium of what
is usually called the house of Ceres. In the centre

is the impluvium, and the passage at the farther

end is the ostium or entrance hall. As there are

no pillars around the impluvium, this atrium must
belong to the kind called by Vitruvius the Tuscan.

The preceding account of the different rooms, and

especially of the arrangement of the atrium, tabli-

num, peristyle, &c., is best illustrated by the houses

1. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 162, ed. Milller.)—2. (Compare

Dijr "^ tit. 3. s. 1.)
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which have been disinterred at Pompeii. The
ground-plan of two is accordingly subjoined. The
first is the plan of a house, usually c£dled the bouse

of the tragic poet.

Like most of the other houses at Pompeii, it had

no vestibulum, according to the meaning which we
have attached to the word. 1. The ostium or en-

trance hall, which is six feet wide and nearly thirty

long. Near the street-door there is a figure of a

large fierce dog worked in mosaic on the pavement,

and beneath it is written Cave Canem. The two

large rooms on each side of the vestibule appear,

from the large openings in front of them, to have

been shops ; they communicate with the entrance

hall, and were, therefore, probably occupied by the

master of the house. 2. The atrium, which is about

twenty-eight feet in length anc' twenty in breadth ;

its impluvium is near the centre of the room, and

its floor is paved with white tesserae, spotted with

black. 3. Chambers for the use of the family, ot

intended for the reception of guests who were enti-

tled to claim hospitality. When a house did not

1. (Liv., xxxix., 14.)— 2. (Compare Suet., Vitell., 7.)—

t

(Plin., Ep., ii., 17.— Suet., Claud., 10.)— 4. (Ep., vi., 5.)—

4

(Dig. 30, tit. 1, s. 43 ; 7, tit. 1, a. 13, I, 8.)—6. (Plaut., Mil., IL,

iii.. 69.—Id. lb., iv., 25.—Suet., Ner., 1 ".)—7. (Sen., Ep., IM.-
Contr. Exc, v., 5.—Suet., Claud., 10.)
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poMPSs an hospilium, or rooms expressly for the re-

ception of guests, they appear to have been lodged

in rooms attached to the atrium. {Vid. Hospitium.)

4. A small room with a staircase leading up to the

upper rooms. 5. Alae. 6. The tablinum. 7. The
I

fauces. 8. Peristyle, with Doric columns and gar-

den in the centre. The large room on the right of

the peristyle is the triclinium ; beside it is the kitch-

en ; and the smaller apartments are cubicula and

other rooms for the use of the family.

The next woodcut contains the ground-plan of an

ituula, which was properly a house not joined to

the neighbouring houses by a common wall.* An
insula, however, generally contained'" several separ-

ate houses, or, at least, separate apartments or shops,

which were let to different families ; and hence the

term domus under the emperors appears to be ap-

plied to the house where one family lived, whether

it were an insula or not, and insula to any hired

lodgings. This insula contains a house, surrounded

by shops, which belonged to the owner, and were
let out by him. The house itself, which is usually

tailed the house of Pansa, evidently belonged to

one of the principal men of Pompeii. Including the

garden, which is a third of the whole length, it is

about 300 feet long and 100 wide.

A. Ostium, or entrance-hall, paved with mosaic.

B. Tuscan atrium. I. Impluvium. 0. Chambers
on each side of the atrium, probably for the recep-

tion of guests. D. Ala. E. Tablinum, which is

open to the peristyle, so that the whole length of

the house could be seen at once ; but as there is a
passage (fauces), F, beside it, the tablinum might

probably be closed at the pleasure of the owner.
C. Chambers by the fauces and tablinum, of which
the use is uncertain. G. Peristyle. D. Ala to the

peristyle. C. Cubicula by the side of the peristyle.

K. Triclinium. L. QEcus, and by its side there is

a passage leading from the peristyle to the garden.

M. Back door {posticum ostium) to the street. N.
Culina. H. Servants' hall, with a back door to the

street. P. Portico of two stories, which proves

that the house had an upper floor. The site of the

staircase, however, is unknown, though it is thought

there is some indication of one in the passage, M.
Q. The garden. 11. Reservoir for supplying a

tank, 8.

The preceding rooms belonged exclusively to

Panea's house, but there were a good many apart-

1. (Feitua, 1. T.)

ments besides in the insula which were rot in na
occupation, a. Six shops let out to tenantfj. Thuse

on the right and left hand corners were bakers'

shops, which contained mills, ovens, &c., at h. The

one on the right appears to have been a large es-

tablishment, as it contains many rooms, c Two
houses of a very mean class, having formerly aa

upper story. On the other side are two houses

much larger, d.

Having given a general description of the rooms

of a Roman house, it remains to speak of the (1)

floors, (2) walls, (3) ceilings, (4) windows, and (5)

the mode of warming the rooms. For the doors,

vid. Janua.

(1.) The floor {solum) of a room was seldom

boarded, though this appears to have been some-

times done (strata solo tabvlata}). It was generally

covered with stone or marble, or mosaics. The
common floors were paved with pieces of bricks,

tiles, stones, &.C., forming a kind of composition

called ruderatio.* Another kind of pavement was
that called opus Signinum, which was a kind of

plaster made of tiles beaten to powder and tempered

with mortar. It derived its name from Signia, •
town of Italy, celebrated for its tiles.» SometimM
pieces of marble were imbedded in a compositioa

ground, which appear to have formed the floors

called by Pliny barbarica or subtegulanea, and which

probably gave the idea of mosaics. As these floors

were beaten down {pavita) with rammers {fistuca).

the word pavimentum became the general name lor

a floor. The kind of pavement called scalpturatum

was first introduced in the Temple of Jupiter Capit-

I. (Stat., Sylv., I., ., 57.)—*. (Vitruf., "J., l.)-». (I^M^

H. N.,xixT.,4«.)
^^^
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olinus after the beginning of the third Punic war, but

became quite common in Rome before the begin-

ning' of tlje Cimbric war.' Mosaics, called by Pliny

tilhostrota (XiOdarpura), though this word has a

tTKe extensive meaning, first came into use in Sul-

la's time, who made one in the Temple of Fortune
at Praeneste.* Mosaic work was afterward called

Musivnm opus* The floors of the houses at Pom-

peii are frequently composed of mosaics, which are

OBually formed of black frets on a white ground, or

white ones on a black ground, though some of them
are in coloured marbles. The materials of which
they are generally formed are small pieces of red
and white marble and red tile, set in a very fine

cement, and laid upon a deep bed of mortar, which
served as a base. The three examples here given,

which are taken from houses at Pompeii, will con-

vey a general idea of their form and appearance.

Mosaic pavements, however, have been discover-

ed at Pompeii, which represent figures and scenes
of actual life, and are, in reality, pictures in mosaic.

One of the most beautiful of these is given in its

original colours in Cell's Pompeiana, 2d «»erle8,

plate xlv. It is composed of very fine pieces of
glass, and represents the choragus, or master of
the chorus, instructing the actors in their parts. A
still more extraordinary mosaic painting was dis-

covered in Pompeii in 1831 : it is supposed to rep
resent the battle of Issus.'

(2.) The inner walls {parietes) of private roomi
were frequently lined with slabs of marble,* but
were more usually covered by paintings, which in
the time of Augustus were made upon the wallt
themselves. The prevalence of this practice is at-

tested not only by Pliny,' but also by the circum-
stance that even the small houses in Pompeii have
paintings upon their walls. The following woodcut,
which represents the side of a wall at Pompeii, is

one of the simplest but most common kind. The
compartments are usually filled with figures.

1. (Plin., II. N., Txxvi., 61.)—2. (Id., xxivi., 64.)—3. (Spar-

Uwa., Pencjn. Nig., 6.—Trehell. Pollio, Tngint. Tyraiin., 24.—
ftniriistin., De Civ. Dei, xvi., 8.)
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The general appearance of the walls may be
seen from the woodcuts at p. 462, 518. Subjects of
all kinds were chosen for painting on the walls, aa
may be seen by a reference to the Museo Borbonico,
Cell, Mazois, &c.* The colours seem usually to

have been laid upon a dry ground, but were some-
times laid upon it wet, as in the modern fresco

painting {colores udo tectorio inducere^). The walls
also appear to have been sometimes ornamented
with raised figures, or a species of bas-relief (typoa

in tectorio atrioli indudere*), and sometimes with
mosaics.^

(3.) The ceilings seem originally to have been left

uncovered, the beams which supported the roof or

the upper story being visible. Afterward planks
were placed across these beams at certain intervals,

leaving hollow spaces, called lacunaria or laquearia,

which were frequently covered with gold and ivory,

and sometimes with paintings.* There was an
arched ceiling in common use, called Camara,
which is described in a separate article.

(4.) The Roman houses had few windows {fenes-

tree). The principal apartments, the atrium, peri-

style, &c., were lighted, as we have seen, from
above, and the cubicula and other small rooms
generally derived their light from them, and not

from windows looking into the street. The rooms
only on the upper story seem to have been usually

lighted by windows.' Very few houses in Pompeii
have windows on the ground-floor opening into the

street, though there is an exception to this in the

house of the tragic poet, which has six windows ob
the ground-floor. Even in this case, however, the

windows are not near the ground as in a modern
house, but are six feet six inches above the foot

pavement, which is raised one foot seven inches

above the centre of the street. The windows are

small, being hardly three feet by two ; and at the

side there is a wooden frame, in which the window
or shutter might be moved backward or forward

1. (Museo Borbonico, viii., t. 36-45.)— 2. (Plin., H. N., xxxri,
7.)—3. (H. N., ixxT., 37.)—4. (Compare Vitru?., vii., 5.)—

5

(Vitruv., vii., 3.)—6. (Cic. ad Att., i., 10.)—7. (Plin., H. N,
xxivi., 64.)—8. (Hor., Carm., ii., 18.—Plin., H. N., xxxiii., la
—Sen., Ep., 90.—.Suet., Ner., 31.)—9. (Juv., iii., 270 }
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The lower part of the wall is occupied by a row of

red panels four feet and a half high. The following

woodcut represents part of the wall, with apertures

for windows above it, as it appears from the street.

The tiling upon the wall is modern, and is only

placed there to preserve it from the weather.

r25^2^^^^^<rz.

^Z^^
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The windowa^ appear originally to have been

merely openings in the wall, closed by means of

shutters, which frequently had two leaves {hifores

fenestra}), whence Ovid* says,

" Pars adaperta fuit, pars altera clausa fenestra."

They are, for this reason, said to be joined when
ihey are shut.* Windows were also sometimes
covered by a kind of lattice or trellis-work {clathri),

and sometimes by network, to prevent serpents and

other noxious reptiles from getting in.*

Afterward, however, windows were made of a

transparent stone, called lapis spectdaris (mica),

which was first found in Hispania Citerior, and af-

terward in Cyprus, Cappadocia, Sicily, and Africa ;

out the best came from Spain and Cappadocia. It

was easily split into the thinnest laminae, but no
pieces had been discovered, says Pliny, above five

feet long.* Windows made of this stone were called

tpecularia* Windows made of glass {vitrum) are

first mentioned by Lactantius,' but the discoveries

ftt Pompeii prove that glass was used for windows
mder the early emperors, as frames of glass and
glass windows have been found in several of the

houses.

(5.) The rooms were heated in winter in different

ways; but the Romans had no stoves like ours.

The cubicula, triclinia, and other rooms, which were
intended for winter use, were built in that part of

the house upon which the sun shone most ; and in

the mild climate of Italy this frequently enabled them
to dispense with any artificial mode of warming the

rooms. Rooms exposed to the sun in this way
were sometimes called heliocamini.^ The rooms
were sometimes heated by hot air, which was in-

troduced by means of pipes from a furnace below,*

but more frequently by portable furnaces or braziers

{foculi), in which coal or charcoal was burned.

( Vid. woodcuts, p. 148, 447.) The caminus was also

a kind of stove, in which wood appears to have
been usually burned, and probably only differed from
the foculus in being larger and fixed to one place."

It has been a subject of much dispute among mod-
ern writers, whether the Romans had chimneys for

carrying off the smoke. From many passages in

ancient writers, it cerlainly appears that rooms usu-

ally had no chimneys, hut that the smoke escaped
through the windows, doors, and openings in the

roof;" but chimneys do not appear to have been
entirely unknown to the ancients,** as some are

1. (Ovid, Ep. ex Pont., ITI., iii., 5.)—2. (Amor., I., v., 3.)—3.

Eat., Carm., ii., 25.)—4. (Plout., Mil., II., it., 25.—Varro, De
Rust., iii., 7.)—5. (Plin., H. N., ixivi., «.)—6. (Sen., Ep.,

».—Plin., Ep., ii., 17.—Mart., viii,, 14.)—7. (De Opif. Dei, 8.)

-«. (Plin., Ep., Ii , 17 —Dig. 8, tit. 2, s. 17.)—9. (Plin., Ep.,

Ii., 17.—Sen., Ep., 90.)— 10. (Suet., Vito!!., a—Hor., Sat., I.,

v., 81.)— 11. (Viiruv.,vii., 3.—Hor., 1. c.—Vo8» 8<\ Virg., Gecrg.,

lU M2.)—12. (Becker's Galias, i.. p. ICS )
'
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said to have been found in the ruins of ancienf

buildings.*

HYACI'NTHIA CTaKivdia), a gieat national fes-

tival, celebrated every year at Amycla; by the Amy-
claeans and Spartans. The ancient writers who
mention this festival do not agree in the name of

the divinity in whose honour it was held: soma
say that it was the Amyclaean or the Carnean ApoI«

lo ; others, that it was the Amyclaean hero HyaciO'

thus ; a third and more probable statement assigns

the festival to the Amyclsean Apollo and Hyacintbus

together. This Amyclaean Apollo, however, with

whom Hyacinthus was assimilated in later times,

must not be confounded with Apollo, the national

divinity of the Dorians.* The festival was called

after the youthful hero Hyacinthus, who evidently

derived his name from the flower Hyacinth (the

emblem of death among the ancient Greeks), and

whom Apollo accidentally struck dead with a quoit.

The Hyacinthia lasted for three days, and began on

the longest day of the Spartan month Hecatom-
beus (the Attic Hecatombaeon'), at the time when
the tender flowers, oppressed by the heat of the

sun, drooped their languid heads. On the first and
last day of the Hyacinthia sacrifices were offered to

the dead, and the death of Hyacinthus was la-

mented. During these two days nobody wore any
garlands at the repasts, nor took bread, but only

cakes and similar things, and no pa:ans were sung

in praise of Apollo ; and when the solemn repasts

were over, everybody went home in the greatest

quiet and order. This serious and melancholy

character was foreign to all the other festivals of

Apollo. The second day, however, was wholly

spent in public rejoicings and amusements. Amy-
clae was visited by numbers of strangers (vav^yvpt(

a^Loloyog Koi fieyulrj), and boys played the cithara

or sang to the accompaniment of the flute, and cel-

ebrated in anapaestic metres the praise of Apollo,

while others, in splendid attire, performed a horse-

race in the theatre. This horserace is probably the

ayuv mentioned by Strabo.* After this race there

followed a number of choruses of youths, conducted

by a x^P°''^°'-°^* i" which some of their national

songs {knix^^pia noi^fiara) were sung. During the

songs of tliese choruses, dancers performed some
of the ancient and simple movements with the ac-

companiment of the flute and the song. The Spar-

tan and Amyclaean maidens, after this, riding in

chariots made of wicker-work (Kuvadpa), and splen-

didly adorned, performed a beautiful procession.

Numerous sacrifices were also offered on this day,

and the citizens kept open house for their friei.ds

and relatives ; and even slaves were allowed to en-

joy themselves.* One of the favourite meals on
this occasion was called Konig, and is described by
Molpis^ as consisting of cake, bread, meat, raw
herbs, broth, figs, desert, and the seeds of lupine.

Some ancient writers, when speaking of the Hya-
cinthia, apply to the whole festival such epithets as

can only be used in regard to the second day ; for

instance, when they call it a merry or joyful solem-

nity. . Macrobius* states that the Amyclaeans wore
chaplets of ivy at the Hyacinthia, which caa only

be true if it be understood of tihe second day. The
incorrectness of these writers is, however, in some
degree, excused by the fact that the second day
formed the principal part of the festive season, as

appears from the description of Didymus. and as

1. (Winckelmann, Schrifteu ul)cr die Hemilanisclien Ent
deckungen.—Hirt, Geschichte der Baukunst.—Ma/njs, Le« Rn
inos de Pompeii, part ii., Le Palais de Scaurus.—Gcll, Pompei-
ana. — Pomp6i, Lend.. I2mo, 1832.—Decker, Galliis.—Schnei-

der ad Vitru».)—2. (MOller, Orchom.,p. 327.— Id.. Dor., ii.,8,t

15.)—3. (llcsych., 8. v. 'EifarouStws.-Manso, Sparta, iii.,S,^

SOI.)—4. (vi., p. 278.)— 5. (Xen., Agesil., ii., 17.)— C. (Didj-

mu« ap. Athen., iv., p. 139.)—7. (ap. Alien., iv., p. 140 —1
(Saturn., i., 18.)
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may also be inferred from Xenophon,* who makes
the paean the principal part of the Hyacinthia. The
great importance attached to this festival by the

Amyclseans and Lacedaemonians is seen from the

fact that the Amyclaeans, even when they had ta-

ken the field against an enemy, always returned
home on the approach of the season of the Hya-
cinthia, that they might not be obliged to neg-
lect its celebration," and that the Lacedaemonians
an one occasion concluded a truce of forty days
with the town of Eira, merely to be able to return

home and celebrate the national festival ;' and that,

in a treaty with Sparta, B.C. 421, the Athenians, in

order to show their good-will towards Sparta, prom-
ised every year to attend the celebration of the

Hyacinthia.*
•HYACINTHl/S (vuKivdo;), a plant. " The vd-

Kivdog of the poetb," observes Adams, " would seem
in some places to be referable to the Gladiolus com-
munis, and in others to the Delphinium Ajacis, or
Larkspur. Matthiolus and Sprengel concur in hold-

ing the vuKivOog of Dioscorides to be the Hyacin-
thus Orientalis. The ' Vaccinia' of Virgil was most
probably the Delphinium ajacis. The ypavTu vukiv-

Oog of Theocritus was no doubt the same."*

II. A precious stone, about which considerable

doubt prevails. De Laet thinks it was some species

of Amethyst.* Salinasius, on the other hand, sup-

poses it to have been our Ruby, which the Persians

and Arabians still call Yacut, a name derived from
vuKLvOog. "This n.ime, however," observes Dr.

Moore, " may have been used with as little discrim-

ination as that of ruby is at present, to designate

several very differeut minerals, and among them
may be some that aru still called Hyacinth ; as sev-

eral varieties of zircon, and the Hyacinth of Com-
postella, a red ferrugmous quartz. Jameson enu-

merates several different minerals besides zircon

to which the name Hyacinth has been applied ; and
he appears to think that the ancient Hyacinth was
sither amethyst or sapphire."'

HYALOEIDES {valoeiSTjg), a precious stone.

Sir J. Hill remarks, that it had been supposed to be

the Asteria, the Iris, the Lapis specularis, and the

Diamond. All that he can determine respecting it

is, that it is the Astrios of Pliny. {Vid. Asteios.)'

*HYALUS {valog) Glass. ( Vid. Vitrum.)
TBPEQS rPA<l>H {UpeuQ ypa^v). This action

was the principal remedy prescribed by the Attic law
for wanton and contumelious injury to the person,

whether in the nature of indecent {61 alcyxpovpyiag)

or other assaults ((5«a nlrjyuv). If the offence were
of the former kind, it would always be available

when the sufferer was a minor of either sex (for

the consent of the infant was immaterial), or when
an adult female was forcibly violated : and this pro-

tection was extended to all conditions of life, wheth-
er bond or free.* The legal representative {Kvpcoc),

however, of such person might, if he pleased, con-

Rider the injury as a private rather than a public

wrong, and sue for i' images in a civil action. ( Vid.

BIAIQN AIKH.) W ith respect to common assaults,

a prosecution of this kind seems to have been al-

lowable only when the object of a wanton attack

was a free person," as the essence of the offence

lay in its contumely, and a slave could incur no
degradation by receiving a blow, though the injury,

if slight, might entitle the master to recover dam-
ages for the battery {aUla), or, if serious, for the

loss of his services {vid. BAABH2 AIKH), in a pri-

1. (Xen., Hellen., iv., 5, (> 11.—Compare Ag-esil., 2, 17.)—2.

(Xen., Hellen.. iv., 5, 1) 11.—Paus., iii., 10, 1) 1.)—3. (Paus., iv.,

19,^3.)—4. (Thucyd.,y.,23.)—5. (II., xiv., 318.—Theocrit., Id.,

X.—Theophrast., H- P., vi., 8.—Dioscor., iv., 63.—Adams, Ap-
pend., a. V.)—6. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—7. (Mi oie's Anc. Min-
eralogy, p. 169.)—8. (Adams, Append., «. y.) -9. (Oemocth., c.

Meid., 529, 15.)— 10. (Aristot., Rhet., ii., 24.)
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vate lawsuit.' These two last-mentioned aciioti*

might also be resorted to by a free citizen when
similarly outraged in his own person, if he were
more desirous of obtaining compensation for the
wrong, than the mere punishment of the wrong-
doer, as the penalty incurred by the defendant in

the public prosecution accrued to the state, and not
to the plaintiff A fine also of a thousand drachms,
forfeited by the prosecutor upon his relinquishing

his suit or failing to obtain the votes of a fifth of
the dicasts, may have contributed to render causes
of this kind less frequent, and partly account for

the circumstance that there are no speeches extant
upon this subject. If, however, the case for the
prosecution was both strong and clear, the redress
afforded by the public action was prompt and effi-

cient. Besides the legitimate protectors of women
and children, any Athenian citizen, in the enjoy-

ment of his full franchise, might volunteer an ac-

cusation : the declaration was laicl. before the thes
mothetas, who, except it were hindered by extraor
dinary public business, were bound not to defer the

trial before the Heliaea beyond a month. The se-

verity of the sentence extended to confiscation or

dpath ; and if the latter were awarded, the crimi
nal Was executed on the same day : if a fine were
imposed up->n him, he was allowed but a period of
eleven days to? its payment, and if the object of
his assault were a free person, he was imprisoned
till the claim of the siate was liquidated.*

HYDRARGTRUS (vSpdpyvpog). Quicksilver
is first spoken of by ArKtotle and Theophrastua
under the name of fluid silver (apyvpog x^rog). It»

nature, however, as Dr. Moore remarks, does not
seem to have been much understood even four cen-
turies later ; for Pliny distinguishog between quick-
silver, " Argentum vivum," and ti e liquid silver,

Hydrargyms, procured, by processes which he de-
scribes, from minium, or native cinnabar.

HYDRAULA (v6pavlT]g), an Organisi, Accord-
ing to an author quoted by Athenaeus,* tl.e first or-

ganist was Ctesibius of Alexandrea, who livn,} about
B.C. 200. He evidently took the idea of hit organ
from the Syrinx or Pandean pipes, a musical in-

strument of the highest antiquity among the Gr«.eks.

His object being to employ a row of pipes of great

size, and capable of emitting the most powerful as
well as the soflest sounds, he contrived the means
of adapting keys with levers {uyKurviaKot), and witii

perforated sliders {nufj-jra), to open and shut th<j

mouths of the pipes {yTiuatroKOfia), a supply of wind
being obtained, without intermission, by bellows, in

which the pressure of water performed the same
part which is fulfilled in the modern organ by a

weight. On this account, the instrument invented

by Ctesibius was called the water-organ {iSpavXig ;*

idpavliKov bpydvov^). Its pipes were partly of

bronze (^a^Acet^ dpovpa ;* segcs a'ena''), and partly of

reed. The number of its stops, and, consequently,

of its rows of pipes, varied from one to eight,* so

that Tertullian' describes it with reason as an ex-

ceedingly complicated instrument. It continued in

use so late as the ninth century of our era : in the

year 826, a water-organ was erected by a Venetian

in the church of Aquis-granum, the modern Aix-la-

Chapelle."
The organ was well adapted to gratify the Ro-

man people in the splendid entertainments provided

for them by the emperors and other opulent persons.

1. (Meior, Att. Proc., 326.)—2. (Demosth., 1. c—^schin., c
Tim., 41>—3. ;iv., 75.—Compare Plin., H. N., vii., 38.)—4.
(Athen., i. c.)—5. (Hero, Spirit.—Vitruv., i., 13.—Schneider,

ad loc.—Driebei^, die Pneum. Erfindungen der Griechen, p. 5S«

61.—Plin., H. N., ix., 8.—Cic, Tusc. iii., 18.)—6. (Jul. Imp.

in Brunck's Anal., ii., 403.) — 7. (Claud., De Mall. Theod.
Cons., 316.)—8. (Vitruv., 1. c.)—9. (De Anima, 14.)—10. (Qnii,

Miiniter Kirche in Aachea, p. 14.)



HYPOSCYAMUS. HYPOBOLES GRAPHE.

Nwi was very curious about orgaris, both in regard

to theii musical effect and tiieir mechanism.* A
contorniate coin of this emperor in the British Mu-
Miun (see woodcut) shows an organ with a sprig of

laurel on one side, and a man standing on the other,

who may liave been victorious in the exhibitions

of the circus or the amphitheatre. It is probable

that these medals were bestowed upon such victors,

and that the organ was impressed upon them on ac-

count of its introduction on such occasions.* The
general form of the organ is also clearly exhibited

in a poem by Publilius Optatianus, describing the

instrument, and composed of verses so constructed

&s to show both the lower part which contained the

bellows, the wind-chest which lay upon it, and over
this, the row of 26 pipes. These are represented by
26 lines, which increase in length each by one let-

ter, until the last line is twice as long as the first.*

HYDRIAPHOR'IA (vdpia^pta) was one of the

services which aliens (/xetoikoi) residing at Athens
had to perform to the Athenians at the Panathenaea,

and by which it was probably only intended to im-

press upon them the recollection that they were
mere aliens, and not citizens. Thei hydriaphoria

A'as performed only by the wives of aliens,* where-
as their daughters had on the same occasion to per-

form the oKiadijipopia (the carrying of parasols) to

the Athenian maidens, and their husbands the OKa-

^<l>opla (the carrying of vessels'). It is clear, from
the words of .^lian, that these humiliating services

were not demanded of the aliens by the laws of So-
lon, but that they were introduced at a later pe-

riod.* The hydriaphoria was the carrying of a ves-

sel with water (vSpia'), which service the married
alien women had to perform to the married part of
the female citizens of Athens, when they walked to

the Temple of Athena in the great procession at the
Panathenaea.*

TAHMA TI {{iXri/ia ri, waOrjrtKov). Under this

name, as Stackhouse remarks, Theophrastus de-

scribes the Mimosa scnsitiva, L., or Sensitive Plant.*

HYLO'ROI or HYLEO'ROI {v?.upoc or vlriupoi)

is explained by Hesychius" as officers who had the
superintendence of forests {ilriv <^vlaaauv^^). Aris-

totle,'* who divides all public officers into three
classes {hpxal, iTrtfielriTai, and VKepirat), reckons
the iiXupoi among the km/ieXriTal, and says that
by some they were called uypovufiot. They seem
to have been a kind of police for the protection of
the forests, similar to the German forster. But the

exact nature of their office, or the particular Greek
states where it existed, are unknown.
HYOSCY'AMUS {voaKva/xo(), a poisonous herb,

Henbane. Three species are described by Dioscor-

I. (Suoton., Ner., 41, 54.) — 2. (Havercamp, De Num. con-
torniatis.)—3. (Wernsdurf, Poet. Lat. Min., y. ii., p. 394-413.)
~4. (Pollux, Onom., iii., 55.)— 5. (Vid. -(Elian, V. H., vi., 1,

wilh Perizonius's notes. — Harpocrat., a. v. ^xa^^opot.) — 6.

(Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterth., I., i., p. 250, Ac—Petitus, Leg.
Alt., p. 95.)—7. (Ariatoph., Eccles., 738.)—8. (Compare Meur-
Miis, Panathenaica, c. 91.)—9. (Theophraat., H. P., iv., 3.)—10.

|a T.)— II. (Compare Suidai, ». T.)—12. (Polit., vi , 5.)

jdes, which Sprengel makes to be the Hyoteyamiu
reliculatus, H. aureus, and H. albus. *' Upon what
grounds he rejects the H. niger" observes Adams,
" as applying to the first species, I am at a loss to

comprehend. The H. nigcr now grows wild in

Britain ; but, considering the situations in which it

is found, I am disposed to think that it was brought

thither by the Romans."*
HYPEREMEROS. (Fj</. Enechvra.)
HYPERESIA. (Vid. Hvpbketks.)
HYPE'RETES (vTr^pen/f ). This word is derited

from ipiaau, ipcTTic, and, therefore, originally signi-

fies a rower ; but in later times the word was, with

the exception of the soldiers or marines, applied to

the whole body of persons who performed any ser-

vice in a vessel.* In a still wider sense, VK-^pinjc

was applied to any person who acted as the assist

ant of another, and performed manual labour for

him, whether in sacred or profane things,* whence
the word is sometimes used as synonymous with

slave.* Hence, also, the name vnTipirat was some
times given to those men bywhom the hoplitaewere

accompanied when they took the field, and who car-

ried the luggage, the provisions, and the shield of

the hoplitse.* The more common name for this ser

vant of the hoplitae was aKEv6<j>opog.

At Athens the name vn^pirjjg, or the abstract

vnripeaia, seems to have been applied to a whole
class of officers. Aristotle* divides all public offices

into three classes : apx^i- or magistracies, iin.fii'keuu

or administrations, and vnTipeaiat or services. Now
all public officers at Athens, in as far as they were
the representatives of the people or the executors of
its will, were appointed by the people itself or by
the senate ; and with the exception of some sulv-

altem military officers, we never find that one pub-

lic officer was appointed by another. A public offi>

cer, therefore, when he appointed another person to

perform the lower or more mechanical parts of his

office, could not raise him to the rank of a publio

officer, but merely engaged him as his servant (virj^

pirriQ), and on his own responsibility. These vnrt-

pirat, therefore, were not public officers, properly

speaking, but only in as far as they took a part in

the functions of such officers. The original and
characteristic difference between them and real pub-

lic officers was, that the former received salaries,

while the latter had none. Among the in^npirat.

were reckoned the lov er classes of scribes {vid.

Grammateus), heralds, messengers, the ministers

of the Eleven, and others. This class of persons,

as might be supposed, did not enjoy any high de-

gree of estimation at Athens,' and from Aristotle*

it is clear that they were not always Athenian citi-

zens, but sometimes slaves.

'HYPERICUM {vncpiKov), a species of Saint

John's Wort, but there is some difficulty in deter-

mining to what particular species it belongs. Sib-

thorp prefers the H. crispum ; Sprengel the barbatum,

Jacqu.*

HYPEROON. (Vid. House, Greek, p. 515.)

HYPEUTHYNUS (inndwoc). ( Vid. Euthvnk.)
TnOBOAHS rPA*H (vKo6oX^g ypa<pri). Of this

action we learn from the Lex. Rhet. that it was one
of the many institutions calculated to preserve the
purity of Attic descent, and preferred against per-

sons suspected of having been suppbsititious chil-

dren. If this fact was established at the trial, the

pretended citizen was reduced to slavery, and his

properly confiscated.

1. (Dioacor., iv., 69.—Adams, Append., a. v.)— 2. (Thncrd.,
vi., 31, with GOller'a note.—Domosth., c. Polycl., p. 1214, 1SI8,

<kc. — Polyb., v., 109.) — 3. (Pollux, Onom., i.. 1,16. — Id. ib.,

Tiii., 10.)—4. (Clitarcbus ap. Athen., vi., p. 267.—Compare PoL
lux, vii., 8, 2.—Heaych., a. v.)—5. (PiSckh, Staatsh., i., p. 291,

—Xen., Cyrop., ji., 1, 81.) — 6. (Polit., ri., 5.)— 7. (PoUax,
Onom., vi., 31.)—8. (Polit., iv., 12.)—9. (Dioicor., iii., 161.)
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HYSTRIX. JANUA.

HYPOCAUSTUM. {Vid. Baths, p. 151.)

HYPODEMA. (Fid. Calceus.)
HYPOGE'UM. {Vid. Conditorium.)
•HYPOGLOSSON (vTroyluaaov), a plant, the

Rnscus hypoglossum, according to Matthiolus and
Sprengel.'

HYPOGRAMMATEUS. {Vid. Grammateus.)
*HYPOLA'IS (irTToXatf), a bird mentioned by Ar-

istotle, and the name of which Gaza translates into

Latin by Curuca. Gesner inclines to the opinion

that it is the Titlark, or Anthus praten.sis, Bechstein.'

HYPOMOSIA. {Vid. Diaitetai, p. 354; Dice,

p 358.)

HYPORCHE'MA {iirnpxTifia) was a lively kind of

mimic dance which accompanied the songs used in

the worship of Apollo, especially among the Dorians.

It was performed by men and women.* A chorus

of singers at the festivals of Apollo usually danced
around the altar, while several other persons were
appointed to accompany the action of the song with
an appropriate mimic performance {viropxdoOai).

The hyporchema was thus a lyric dance, and often

passed into the playful and comic, whence Athenae-

us* compares it with the cordax of comedy. It had,

according to the supposition of Miiller, like all the

music and poetry of the Dorians, originated in

Crete, but was at an early period introduced in the

island of Delos, where it seems to have continued

to be performed down to the time of Lucian.* A
similar kind of dance was the yipavog, which The-
seus, on his return from Crete, was said to have
performed in Delos, and which was customary in

this island as late as ihe time of Plutarch.* The
leader of this dance was called yspavovXKoc.'' It

was performed with blows, and with various turn-

ings and windings (^v ^v6/iij irepieXi^eic xal uveVi^ei^

IxovTi), and was said to be an imitation of the wind-
ings of the Cretan labyrinth. When the chorus was
&t rest, it formed a semicircle, with leaders at the

two wings.*

The poems or songs which were accompanied by
the hyporchem were likewise called hyporchemata.
The first poet to whom such poems are ascribed

was Thaletas ; their character must have been in

accordance with the playfulness of the dance which
bore the same name, and by which they were ac-

companied. The fragments of the hyporchemata
of Pindar confirm this supposition, for their rhythms
are peculiarly light, and have a very imitative and
graphic character.* These characteristics must
have existed in a much higher degree in the hypor-

chematic songs of Thaletas.*'

HYPOTHE'CA. {Vid. Pignus.)
HYPOTHECARIA ACTIO. {Vid. Pionds.)
HYPOTIME'SIS. (F?6Z. Census.)
*HYS(vf). (Fid. Sus.)

*HYSSO'PUS (*(T(TW7rof ), the Hyssop. " Consid-
erable doubts have been entertained," says Adams,
•* whether the ancient Hyssop was the same as the

modem. Sprengel is disposed to hold the Origanum
JEgypiiacum as being the ixrau-rzoc of the Greeks.
However, Matthiolus, Cordus, Fuchsius, and most
of the older authorities, with the exception of Bau-
hin, refer it to the H. officinalis. It is worthy of re-

mark, that the medicinal powers of the Hyssop, as
given by Dr. Hill, agree exactly with those of the

laauTToc as given by Dioscorides. This appears to

me a strong presumption of their identity.""

HYSTRIX {iiarpif), the Crested Porcupine, or

Hystrix cristata, li. The belief entertained in botli

ancient and modern times, that the Porcupine darta

out its quills when irritated, would appear to be foi

the most part founded in mistake or imagination.

The truth of the matter is, that, when frightened,

many of its quills drop out. It is supposed to bo

the Kephod of Scripture.*

I. J.

JA'CULUM. {Vid. Hasta, p. 489.)

JA'NITOR. {Vid. Janua, p. 527.)

JANUA {&vpa), a Door. Besides being applica

ble to the doors of apartments in the interior of u

house, which were properly called ostia,* this term
more especially denoted the first entrance into th<i

house, i. c, the front or street door, which was ala*

called anticum,* and in Greek -dvpa avXeioc, avTidu,

aiiXtof, or av?ua.* The houses of the Romans com-
monly had a back door, called posticum, posiica, oi

posticula,* and in Greek napaOvpa, dim. napaBvpiov

Cicero* also calls it pseudothyron, " the false door,''

in contradistinction to janua, the front door ; and
because it often led into the garden of the house,'

it was called the garden-door {KTjTraia*).

The doorway, when complete, consisted of foui

indispensable parts ; the threshold or sill ; the lin-

tel ; and the two jambs.

The threshold {limen, Ptj16q, ovda^) was the ob-

ject of superstitious reverence, and it was thought

unfortunate to tread on it with the left foot. On
this account, the steps leading into a temple were
of an uneven number, because the worshipper, after

placing his right foot on the bottom step, would then

place the same foot on the threshold also.* Of thia

an example is presented in the woodcut, p. 61.

The lintel (jugumentum,^* supercilium^^) was also

called limen,'-* and more specifically limen superum,

to distinguish it from the sill, which was called li-

men inferum.^' Being designed to suppoit a super-

incumbent weight, it was generally a single piece,

either of wood or stone. Hence those lintels which
still remain in ancient buildings astonish us by their

great length. In large and splendid edifices, the

jambs or door-posts {pastes, aradfiol) were made to

converge towards the top, according to certain rules

which are given by Vitruvius.'* In describing the

construction of temples, he calls them antepagmenta,

the propriety of which term may be understood from

the ground-plan of the door at p. 215, where the

hinges are seen to be behind the jambs. This plan

may also serve to show what Theocritus means by

the hollow door-posts {aradfia Kotka &vpduv'-*). In

the Augustan age it was fashionable to inlay the

posts with tortoise-shell.** Although the jamb was
sometimes nearly twice the length of the lintel, it

was made of a single stone, even in the largest edi-

fices. A very striking effect was produced by the

height of these doorways, as well as by their costly

decorations, beautiful materials, and tasteful proper

tions.

The door in the front of a temple, as it reached

nearly to the ceiling, allowed the worshippers to

view from without the entire statue of the divinity,

and to observe the rites performed before Jt. Also,

the whole light of the building was commonly ad-

1. (Dioscor., iv., 130.—Adams, s. v.)—2. (Aristot., H. A., vi.,

T.—Adams, Append., a. v.)—3. {Athen., xiv., p. 631.)—4. (liv.,

p. «80.)—5. (Athen., i., p. 15.—Lucian, De Saltat., 16.— Com-
pare MUUer, Dor., ii., 8, <) 14.) — 6. (Tlies., 21.) — 7. (Hesych.,
t. T.)—8. (Pollux, Onom., iv., 101.)—9. (Biickh, De Metr.Pind.,

fe20i,
&c., and p. 270.)— 10. (Miiller, Hist, of Gr. Lit., i., p.

, &c., compared with p. IBO.)—11. (Dioscor., iii., 27.

—

Adams,
Append., s. v.)
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1. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 19.—Oppian, Cyneg., iii., 391.— Ad
ams, Append.,s. V.) — 2. (Isid., Orig., xv., 7. — Virp., .*:n., vi.,

43, 81.)—3. (Festus, s. v.)—4. (Od., xxiii.,49.—Find., Nem.. i.,

19.—Menand., p. 87, ed. Mein.—Ilarpocrat., s. v.— Theophr.,

Char., 18.—Theocrit., xv., 43.—Charit., i., 2.—Herodian, ii., 1.)

—5. (Festus. S.V.— Hor., Epist., I., v., 31.—Apul., Met., ii.,9.--

Plant., Most., III., iii., 27.—Suet., Claud , 18 )—6. (P.wt. Red.,

6.)—7. (Plant., Stich., III., i.,40-44.)—8. (Hermipp. ap. Athen,

XV., 6.)—9. (Vitruv., iii., 4.)—10. (Cato, De Re Rust., 14.)—Ii
(Vitruv., iv., fl.) -12. (Juv., vi., 227.)— 13. (Plaut., Merc, V,
i., 1.)—14 (1. c.)— 15. (Idyll., xiiv., 15.)— 16. (Virg, Gooig..iiM

463.)



JAMI/A.

flUfiMl through the same aperture. These circum-

Btaaces are illustrated in the accompanying wood-
«iK, showing the front of a small Temple of Jupiter,

taken from a bas-relief The term antepagmentum,
which has been already explained, and which was
applied to the lintel as well as the jambs (anlepag-

ncntum superius'), implies that the doors opened in-

ward. This is clearly seen in the same woodcut,
and is found to be the construction of all ancient

buildings at Pompeii and other places. In some of

.these buildings, as, for example, in that called "the
house of the tragic poet," even the marble thresh-

old rises about an inch higher than the bottom of

the door,* so that the whole frame of the door w^as

in every part behind the door-case. After the time
of Hippias, the street-doors were not permitted to

open outwardly at Athens,* and hence ivdovvac

meant to open the door on coming in, and kirtairu-

aaadai or ii^elKvaaadai to shut it on going out. In

a single instance only were the doors allowed to

open outwardly at Rome ; an exception was made
as a special privilege in honour of Marcus Valerius.*

The lintel of the oblong door-case was, in all large

and splendid buildings, such as the great temples,

surmounted either by an architrave and cornice, or

by a cornice only. As this is not shown in the bas-

relief above introduced, an actual doorway, viz.,

that of the Temple of Hercules at Cora, is here

added. Above the lintel is an architrave, with a
Latin inscription upon it, and above this a project-

ing cornice, supported on each side by a console,

which reaches to a level with the bottom of the

lintel. The top of the cornice {corona summa*) co-

incided in height with the tops of the capitals of the

columns of the pronaos, so that the doorway, with
its superstructure, was exactly equal in height to

the columns and the AxXiB. This superstruction

wan the kyperthyrum of Vitruvhis,' and of the Greek
architects whom he followed. The next woodcut
shows one of the two consoles which support the

cornice of a beautiful Ionic doorway in the Temple
of Minerva Polias at Athens. In the inscription re-

lating to the building of that temple, which is now
in the Elgin collection of the British Museum, the

object here delineated is called ov^ ru virepOvpCf).

Other Greek names for it, used by Vitruvius,* are

I. (Mon. Matt., V., iii., Tab. 39.)—2. (Vitruv., iv., fl, 1.)—3.
(Ocll's Pompeiana, 2(1 ser., i., p. 144.)—4. (Becker, ChariUes,
L, p. 189, 800.)—5. (Plut., Poplic—Schneider in Vitruv., ir., 8,
B.)—e. (VitruT. iv., C, 1.)—7. (1. c.)—8. (jv., 6, 4.)

parotis and ancon, literally a " side-ear" and •* an
elbow." The use of consoles, or trusses, in this

situation, was characteristic of the Ionic style of
architecture, being never admitted in the Doric.

It is to be observed that Homer,* Hesiod,* and He-
rodotus* use the terra viripdvpov, or its diminutive
vnepdvptov, to include the lintel. Upon some part

of the hyperthyrum there was often an inscription,

recording the date and occasion of the erection, as
in the case of the Temple of Hercules above repre-

sented, or else merely expressing a moral senti-

ment, like the celebrated " Know thyself" upon the
temple at Delphi.

The door itself was called forts or valva, and in

Greek aavlc, Kkiaia^, or '^vperpov. These words
are commonly found in the plural, because the door-
way of every building of the least importance con-
tained two doors folding together, as in all the in-

stances already referred to. When foris is used in

the singular, we may observe that it denotes one of

the folding doors only, as in the phrase /oris crepuit,

which occurs repeatedly in Plautus, and describes

the creaking of a single valve, opened alone and
turning on its pivots. Even the internal doors of

houses were bivalve ;* hence we read of " the fold-

ing-doors of a bedchamber" (fores cuhiculi ;' aavi-

deg EV apapviai ;* nvXat dnrTial''). But in every case
each of the two valves was wide enough to allow

persons to pass through without opening the other

valve also. Even each valve was sometimes dou-

ble, so as to fold like our window-shutters (duplicea

complicabilesque.*). The mode of attaching doors to

the doorway is explained under the article Cardo.
The remaining specimens of ancient doors are all

of marble or of bronze ; those made of wood, which
was by far the most common material, have perish-

ed. The door of a tomb at Pompeii* is made of »

single piece of marble, including the pivots, whicl.

were encased in bronze, and turned in sockets o»

the same metal. It is 3 feet high, 2 feet- 9 inche»
wide, 4i inches thick. It is cut in front to resem
ble panels, and thus to approach nearer to the ap
pearance of a common wooden door, and it wa?
fastened by a lock, traces of which remain. The
beautifully-wrought tombs of Asia Minor (see p.

457) and other Eastern countries have stone doors,

made either to turn on pivots or to slide sideway*

1. (Od., vii., 90.)—2. (Sent., 271.)—3. (i., 170.)—4. (GeU\
Pompeiana, 2d ser., i.,p. 166.)—5. (Suet., OcUv., 82—Q. Cult.,

v., a.)—6. (Horn., Od., xxiii., 42.)—7. (Soph., (Ed. Tyr., IMl.)

—8. (liid., Ongr., XT., 7.)—9. (Mazois. Ruinoa de PompA, Um
i.,pl.x«.,fig.4.) ^
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to grooves. Doors of bronze are often mentioned

by ancient writers.' Tlie doors of a supposed tem-

ple of Remus, still existing at Rome, and now oc-

cupied as a Christian church, are of this material.

Mr. Donaldson" has represented them as filling up

»he lower part of the doorway of the temple at Co-

ra, as shown in the last woodcut, which is taken

from him. The four panels are surrounded by rows

of small circles, marking the spots on which were

fixed rosettes or bosses, similar to those which are

described and figured in the article Bulla, and

which served both to strengthen and to adorn the

doors. The leaves of the doors were sometimes

overlaid with gold, as in the Temple of Solomon at

Jerusalem .' at other times they were enriched with

I he most exquisite carving.* Those in the Temple
of Minerva at Syracuse are said by Cicero' to have

exceeded all others in the curious and beautiful

workmanship executed upon them in gold and ivory.

"It is incredible," says he, "how many Greeks

have left writings descriptive of the elegance of

these valves " One of the ornaments was " a most
beautiful Gorgon's head, with tresses of snakes,"

probably occupying the centre of a panel. In addi-

tion to the sculptures upon the valves themselves,

the finest statues were sometimes placed beside

them, probably at the base of the antepagmenta, as

in the magnificent Temple of Juno in Samos.' In

the fancied palace ofAlcinous,' the door-case, which

was of silver, with a threshold of bronze, included

folding-doors of gold ; while dogs, wrought in gold

and silver, guarded the approach, probably disposed

like the avenue of sphinxes before an Egyptian tem-

ple. As luxury advanced among the Romans,
metal took the place of wood, even in the doors of

the interior of a house. Hence the quaestor Sp.

Carvilius reproved Camillus for having his cham-

ber doors covered with bronze (arata ostia*).

A lattice-work is to be observed above the bronze

doors in the last woodcut, Mr. Donaldson having

introduced it on the authority more especially of

the Pantheon at Rome, where the upper part of the

doorway ic filled with a window such as that here

represented. Yitvivins^ calls it the hypcetrum, and

his language impiiej a^J; "; %7i3 commonly used in

temples.

The folding-doors exhibited in the last woodcut,

instead of a rebate such as we employ, have an up-

right bronze pilaster standing in the middle of the

doorway, so as to cover the joining of the valves.

The fastenings of the door {claustra ;** obices) com-
monly consisted in a bolt {pessulus; fidvda7i,og, Karo-

Xevg, KleWpov, Att. Klydpov^'^) placed at the base of

each foris, so as to admit of being pushed into a

socket made in the sill to receive it (vn^^p/i^'*). The
Pompeian doorways show two holes corresponding

to the bolts of the two fores ;" and they agree with

numerous passages which mention in the plural

number " the bolts," or " both the bolts" of a door.'*

The annexed woodcut shows an ancient bolt pre-

served in the Museum at Naples."
By night the front door of the house was farther

secured by means of a wooden and sometimes an
iron bar (sera, repagwla, fiox^oc) placed across it,

nnd inserted into sockets on each side of the door-

way." Hence it was necessary to remove the bar

{rov fiox^ov nafjdfepetv) in order to open the door

1 (Herod., i., 179.—Plin., 11. N., xxxiv., 7.)—2. (Collection

tl Doorways from Ancient Buildings, London, 1833, pi. 21.)

—

B. (1 Kings, vi., 32-35.)—4. (Ovid, Met., viii.,705.—Virg., Georg.,

iii., S6.—Id., JEn., vi., 20-33.)—5. (Verr., 11., iv., 56.)—6. (Cic,
Verr., II., i., 23.)—7. (Od., vii., 83-94.)—8. (Plin., 1. c.)—9. (iv.,

•, 1.)—10. (Ovid, Amor., I., vi., 17.)—11. (Soph., (Ed. Tyr.,

1862, 1287, 1294.) — 12. (Soph., (Ed., Tyr., 1261.) — 13. (Gell,

Pompaiana, 2d ser., i., p. 167.)—14. (Plant., Aul., I., ii., 26.—
Cure., 1., ii., 60-70.—Soph., 11 cc—Callim. in ApoU., 6.)—15.
(Mazois, Ruines de Porap6i, t. i., partie. 2, pi. vii.)—16. (Fectns,

» V Adserere.—Ovid, Amor., i., 6, 24-56.)
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(re*erar«).' Even chamber doors were securea lu

the same manner* (cubiculi ohseratis foribui*) ; and

here also, in case of need, the bar was employed as

a farther security, in addition to the two bolts (xAy-

6pa av/inepaivovTEc /i6x?i.oic*). To fasten the door

with the bolt was januce pessulum obdere, with the

bar januam obserare.^ At Athens a jealous husband
sometimes even proceeded to seal the door of the

women's apartment.* The door of a bedchamber
was sometimes covered with a curtain. ( Vid. Vb-
LUM.)

In the Odyssey,^ we find mention of a contrivance

for bolting or unbolting a door from the outside,

which consisted in a leathern thong {ifiug) insertecl

through a hole in the door, and by means of a loop,

ring, or hook {kXeIc, KTiT/ig), which was the origin

of keys, capable of laying hold of the bolt so as to

move it in the manner required. The bolt, by the

progress of improvement, was transformed into a

lock, and the keys found at Herculaneum and Pom-
peii {vid. Clavis), and those attached to rings,*

prove that among the polished Greeks and Romans
the art of the locksmith {KXeidonoidg) approached

very nearly to its present state.'

The door represented in the first woodcut to this

article has a ring upon each valve, which was used

to shut the door, and therefore called the sTTiaTvaar^p.

Herodotus" tells a story of a captive who, having

escaped to a temple of Ceres, clung to the rings on

the doors with both his hands. This appendage to

the door, which was sometimes gilt and very hand-

some, was also called, on account of its form, Kpi-

Kog and Kopuvrj, i. e., a " circle" or " crown ;"" and,

because it was used sometimes as a knocker, it was
called |6o7rrpov." The term /copaf, " a crow,"" prob-

ably denoted a knocker more nearly approaching

the form of that bird, or, perhaps, of its neck and

head. The lowest figure in the last woodcut shows

a richly-ornamented epispaster from the collection

at Naples. That with a lion's head is taken from

a bas-relief, representing the doors of a temple, m
the collection at Ince-Blundell, near Liverpool. Tht
third figure is from the Neapolitan Museum.

Before the door of a palace, or of any privat*

1. (Theophrast., Char., 18.— Plutarch, Pelop., p. 517, ed.

Steph.—Plant., Cist., iii., 18.—Ovid, Met., v., 120.)—2. (Ilelio-

dor., vi., p. 281, ed. Comm.)—3. (ApuL, Met., ix.)—4. (Eurip.,

Orest., 1546, 1566.—Id., Iph. Aul., 345.—Id., Androm., 952.)—
5. (Ter., Eun., iii., 5, 55.— Id. ib., iv., 6, 26.—Id., Heaut., ii., 3,

37.)—6. (Aristoph., Thesm., 422. — Menand., p. 185, ed. Mein.)
—7. (i., 442 ; iv., 802 ; xxi., 6, 46-50.)—8. (Gorliei, Dactylioth.,

42, 205-209.)— 9. (AchiU., Tat., ii., 19.) — 10. (vi., 91.)— 11

(Horn., Od., i., 441.—Id. ib., vii., 90.)—12. (Harpocrat., b. v.-

Xen., HeUen., vi., 4, * 36.)— 13. (Brunck, Anal., iii., 168.)
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koQse of a superior description, there was a passage

ieading to tlie door from the public road, which was
called veslihulum} and npodvpov* It was provided

with seats.* It was sometimes covered by an arch

(md. Camera), which was supported by two pillars,*

and sometimes adorned with sculptures.* Here
persons waited who came in the morning to pay
their respects to the occupier of the house.* In the

vestibule was placed the domestic altar. {Vid. Ara,

p. 78.) The Athenians also planted a laurel in the

same situation, beside a figure designed to represent

Apollo ;' and statues of Mercury were still more
frequent,* being erected there on the principle of

setting a thief to catch a thief.'

The DoNARiA offered to the gods were suspended
not only from the A^TiB, but likewise from the

door-posts and lintels of their temples," as well as

of palaces, which in ancient times partook of the

sanctity of temples." Victors in the games sus-

pended their crowns at the door of a temple." In

like manner, persons fixed to the jambs and lintels

of their own doors the spoils which they had taken

in battle.** Stags' horns and boars' tusks were, on
the same principle, used to decorate the doors of the

temples of Diana, and of the private individuals

who had taken these animals in the chase. Owls
and other nocturnal birds were nailed upon the

doors as in modern times.'* Also garlands and
wreaths of flowers were suspended over the doors

of temples, in connexion with the performance ofre-

ligious rites or the expression of public thanksgiving,

being composed in each case of productions suited

to the particular divinity whom they were intended

to honour. In this manner the corona spicea was
suspended in honour of Ceres.'* Bay was so

used in token of victory, especially at Rome," where
it sometimes overshadowed the Corona Civica on
the doors of the imperial palace'^ (laureatisforibus^*).

The doors of private houses were ornamented in a
similar way, and with different plants, according to

the occasion. More especially in celebration of a

marriage, either bay or myrtle was placed about

the door of the bridegroom." Catullus, in describing

tn imaginary marriage, supposes the whole vesti-

bulum to have been tastefully overarched with the

branches of trees.** The birth of a child was also

announced by a chaplet upon the door," and a death

was indicated by cypresses, probably in pots, placed

in the vestibulum.** In addition to trees, branches,

garlands, and wreaths of flowers, the Romans some-
times displayed lamps and torches before the doors

of their houses for the purpose of expressing grati-

tude and joy." Music, both vocal and instrument-

al, was sometimes performed in the vestibulum,

especially on occasions when it was intended to do
honour to the master of the house or to one of his

family.**

It was considered improper to enter a house with-

out giving notice to its inmates. This notice the
Spartans gave by shouting ; the Athenians and all

other nations by using the knocker already descri-

1. (I»id., Orig., XV., 7.—Plaut., Most., III., ii., 132.—GeU.,
xri., 5.)—2. (Vitruv., vi., 7, 5.—Od., xviii., 10-100.—Herod., iii.,

S5, 140.)—3. (Ilorod., vi., 35.)—4. (Servius ia Virg., JEa., ii.,

469.)—5. (Virg., JEn., vii., 181.—Juv., vii., 126.)—6. (GeU.,
ir., 1.)—7. (Aristoph., Thesm., 496.—Plaut., Merc., iv., 1, 11,

H.) — 8. (Thncyd., vi., 27.) — 9. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Plut.,

1155.)-10. (Virg., ^n., iii., 287.-Id. ib., v., 360.—Ovid, Trist.,

m., i., 34.—Ilor., Carm., IV., xv., 8.—Id., Episl., I., i., 5.—Id.

lb., I., xviii., 56.—Pers., Sat., vi., 45.—Plin., II. N., xxiv., 4.)—
11. (Virg., ^n., ii., 503.—Id. ib., vii., 183.)— 12. (Pind., Nem.,
v., 53.)— 13. (Festus, ». v. Regignare.—Plin., H. N., xxiv., 2.)

—14. (Pallad., Do Re Rust., i., 35.)— 15. (Tib., I, i., 21.—See
»Uo Virg., Ciris, 95-98.)— 16. (Ovid, Met., i., 562.)—17. (Ovid,
Trist., iii., 1, 35-^9.—Plin., H. N., xv., 39.)—18. (Sen., Cousol.
id Polvb., 35.—Val. Max., ii., 8, 7.)—19. (Jav., vi., 79, 228.—
Claud., De Nupt. Hon. et Mar., 208.)—20. (Epithal. Pel. et

Thet, 278-393.)-21. (Juv., ix., 84.)—22. (Plin., H, N., xvi.,

80.—Serv. in Virg., ^n., iii., 64.)—23. (Juv., xii., 93.}—24.
rPind., Nem , i., 19, 20.—lath., i., 3.)

bed, but more commonly by rapping with the knuc*
les or with a stick {Kpoveiv, Konreiv^). In the hou-

ses of the rich, a porter (janitor, cuttos, •dv(\up6c\

was always in attendance to open the door.* He
was commonly a eunuch or a .slave,* and was chain-

ed to his post.* To assist him in guarding the en-

trance, a dog was universally kept near it, being
also attached by a chain to the wall ;* and in ref-

erence to this practice, the warning Cave Canem,
£vXa6ov TTjv Kvva, was sometimes written near the

door. Of this a remarkable example occurs in " 'ce

house of the tragic poet" at Pompeii, where it .s ac-

companied by the figure of a fierce dog, wrought in

mosaic on the pavement.* Instead of this harsh
admonition, some walls or pavements exhibited the

more gracious SALVE or XAIPE.' The appropri-

ate name for the portion of the house immediately
behind the door {^vpuv"), denotes that it was a kind

of apartment ; it corresponded to the hall or lobby

of our houses. Immediately adjoining it, and close

to the front door, there was in many houses a small

room for the porter (cella, or cellula jamtnri' * i&vpu

peiov^').

lASIO'NE {iaaiuvT}), a plant, which Csesalpinus

and Bauhin suggest is the Aquilegia or Columbine.
Stackhouse conjectures that it may be the Convol-

vulus sepium, but Adams doubts the authority on
which he founds this opinion.**

lASPACHA'TES {iaanaxuTrig), the Jasper-ag-

ate of modern mineralogists, a stone in which jas-

per is associated with agate. {Vid. Achates.)"
lASPIS (tatTTTif), Jasper, the laspis of Werner,

Quartz Jaspe of Haiiy, and Jasper of Jameson
laspis, says Pliny, is green, and often translucent

:

" What we call Jasper," observes Dr. Moore, " is of

almost every colour, and is opaque. But still the

ancient laspis may have comprehended certain va-

rieties of green jasper ; and since agate and jasper

are closely connected, and pass into each other, it

is probable that there were varieties of agate also

classed under the same head. Jameson may say
with truth that we are ignorant of the particular

stone denominated jasper by the ancients, for cer-

tainly there is no one stone to which the description

of jasper could be applied ; but in this case, as in

others, it is evident that several different minerals
were comprehended under a single name." " The
Jasper," says Sir John Hill, "is a semi-pellucid

stone ; it is much of the same grain and texture
with the agates, but not so hard, nor capable of so
elegant a polish, nor does it approach so near to trans-

parency. Its general colour is green, but it is spot-

ted or clouded with several others, as yellow, blue,

brown, red, and white. The Heliotrope, or common
Bloodstone, is of this kind, and very little, if at all,

different from the Oriental Jasper.""
lATRALIPTA, lATRALIPTES, or lATROA-

LIPTES ('larpaXenTTTJ^), the name given by the an-

cients to a physician who paid particular attention

to that part of medical science called latraliptice.

The name is compounded of iarpog and uXei^u, and
signifies literally a physician that cures by anointini:^.

According to Pliny," they were at first only the

slaves of physicians, but afterward rose to the rank
of physicians themselves, and were, therefore, su-

perior to the aliptse. (Vid. Aliptje.) The word

1. (Becker, Charikle«, v. i., p. 230-234.—Plato, Protag., p. 151,

159, ed. BeWker.)—2. (Tibull., I., i., 56.)—3. (Plato, 1. c.)—4.

(Ovid, Amor., i., 6.—Sueton., Do Clar. Rhet., 3.)—5. (Theocrit.,

XV., 43.—Apollod., ap. Athen., i., 4.—Aristoph., Thesm., 423.—
Id., Lysist., 1217.—Tibull., II., iv., 32-36.)—6. (Cell's Pomp.,
2d ser., i., p. 142, 145.)—7. (Plato, Charm., p. 94, ed. Heiudorff.)

—8. (Soph., OSd. Tyr., 1242 —Id., Electr., 328.)—9. (Sirton.,

Vitell., 16.— Varro, Do Re Rust., i., 13.)— 10. (Pollux, Ouom.,
i., 77.)—11. (Theophrast.. H. P , i., 81.-Id., C. P., ii. 18.- Ad-
ams, Append., s. v.)—12. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. I'B )— tiL

(Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 163, <kc.)—14. (II. N., xiix , t

)
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oooors in Paulus ^gineta,^ Celsus,* and other med-
jeal writers.

lATRALIPTICE ('larpaXeiTrruv) was that part

of the art and science of naedicine which had for its

object the preservation or restoration of health by
gymnastics and different kinds of bodily exercises,

including unctions and frictions. It was, according

to Pliny,' first practised by Prodicus. {Vid. Gym-
nasium, p. 484.)

lA'TROS. {Vid. Medicvs.)
lATROSOPHISTA {'larpoaoijtLaTyc), an ancient

medical title, signifying apparently (according to Du
Cange*) one who both taught medicine and also

practised it himself; as the ancients made a dis-

tinction between 6i6aaKa2.iKTJ and Ipyanc, the art

and the science of medicine, the theory and the

practice.* Eunapius Sardianus* calls them k^riaKrj-

fiivovg "kiytiv re kcu iroieiv laTpLKTJv. The word is

somewhat varied in different authors. Socrates^

calls Adamantius larpLKuv T^yuv ao(j)i.aTT/g. Stepiia-

nus Byzantinus* mentions tuv iarpuv go^lot^q:

Callisthenes (quoted in Du Cange), larpbg (to^kttvc

and Theophanes' cro^tCTrr/f r^f larpiKf/c kinaTrjiifjg.

Several ancient physicians are called by this title,

e. g., Magnes,^* Cassius, the author of " Quaestiones
Medicifi et Naturales," and others.

IBE'RIS {ISrjpig), a species of Pepperwort, now
called Lepidium Iberis. The chapter of Dioscorides

on the Iberis is most probably spurious."
*IBIS (tfi/f), the Ibis, a bird held sacred by the

Egyptians. Two species of it are described by He-
rodotus and Aristotle, but there has been considera-

ble difficulty in identifying these two. " Dr. Trail

informs me," says Adams, " that, having compared
the skeletons of the mummy- bird and of the Ibis

rtligiosa, he found them identical. It is the Tan-
talus Mlhiopicusoi Latham. The other Ibis of He-
rodotus would appear to be the stork."** The Ibis

is as large as a hen, with white plumage, except
the end of the wing-quills, which are black. The
last wing-coverts have elongated and slender barbs,

of a black colour, with violet reflections, and thus

cover the end of the wing and tail. The bill and
feet are black, as well as the naked part of the head
and neck. In the young subject, however, this

part is covered, at least on its upper face, with
small blackish plumes. " It is only since the publi-

cation of Bruce's Travels," observes Griffith, "that
positive notions have been gained respecting the
genus to which we would refer the bird which was
so venerated by the ancient Egyptians, and which
they used to embalm after its death. The Ibis of
Perault and Buffon has since been recognised for a
tantalus ; that of Hasselquist for a heron, perhaps
the same as the ox-bird of Shaw ; and that of Mail-
let {Pharaoh's chicken ; Rachamah of the Arabs) for

a vulture, Vultur Perenopterus, L. But Bruce found
in Lower Ethiopia a bird which is there named
Abou-hannes (Father John), and, on comparing it

with the embalmed individuals, he recognised it to

be the true black and white Ibis, with reflections on
several parts of the body, and the same as the 3fen-
gel or Abou-mengel (Father of the Sickle) of the
Arabs. This fact has been fully confirmed by M.
Cuvier, by an examination of mummies brought
from Egypt by Colonel Grobert and M. Geoffroy,
and from other mummies by M. Savigny, who also
found in Egypt the very bird itself, and had an op-

portunity of examining it in the hving state. M.
Cuvier's memoir on the subject was first inserted

1. (DeRe Med., iii., 47.)— 2. (De Medic.,!., 1.)— 3. (11. N.,
Stx.. 2.) — 4. (Gloss. Med. et Inf. Gi-secit.)— 5. (Damascius in
Vita Isidori.)— 6. (De Vie. PhQosoph. et Sophist., p. 168, ed.

Antwerp, 1568.)—7. (Hist. Eccles., vii., 13.)—8. (s. v. Tea.)—9.
(lb.) — 10. (Theoph. Protospath., "De Urinis.")— 11. (Paul.

JEglilL., lii., 77.— Adams, Append., s. v.)— 13. (Aristot., H. A.,
ix.. 19.—Adams, Apnend., ^. v.)
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in the Annals of the French Museum ; and m tM
*Ossemens Fossiles,' M. Savigny has published a
natural and mythological history of the same bird

M. Cuvier having found in the mummy of an Ibis

the undigested remains of the skin and scales ot

serpents, concluded that these birds in reality fed

upon those reptiles. M. Savigny having never
found any in the stomach of such individuals of the

present time as he dissected, came to a contrary

conclusion, which seemed to him to be substantia-

ted by the natural habits and organization of the

Ibis, confirmed by analogy, and farther corroborated

by the testimony of the modern Egyptians. He
does not, indeed, attempt to deny the fact stated by
the baron, but he observes that it is an isolated one,

and that the learned professor does not specify the

exact position of the debris of serpents of which he
speaks. M. Savigny adds, first, that, according to

Herodotus, before the Egyptians proceeded to em-
balm an Ibis, they removed the intestines, whicl
were reputed to be excessively long ; secondly, tha',

he has himself found in the interior of one of thes<j

mummies no remains of viscera and soft parts, but

a multitude of the larvae or nymphae of insects of

different species ; thirdly, that, moreover, certain

species of serpents were reckoned among the sacred

animals, and that mummies of such serpents have
been discovered in the grottoes of Thebes ; fourthly,

that many of the mummies of the Ibis, which were
taken from the repositories in the plains of Saccara,

contained, under a general envelope, aggregation.s

of different animals, whose debris alone were col-

lected. We may remark, also, that the remains of

serpents mentioned by M. Cuvier were not yet di-

gested, which would naturally be the case under
the supposition that they had not even been intro-

duced into the alimentary canal.
" When we consider the assertions of Herodotus

respecting the supposed service rendered to Egypt
by these birds, in delivering it from serpents, we
shall find that the chief stress is laid upon their an-

tipathy for these reptiles, which they were said to

combat and destroy ; but their organization seems but

little calculated to enable them to succeed in enter-

prises of this kind. Besides, the animals which are

wont to rid us of pernicious species, do- so, not from

a hatred and antipathy which they bear to such

species, but rather from the pleasure which they

experience in devouring and feasting on them.

This, assuredly, is a distinction of some weight

It may also be remarked, that the food of animals

is always the same, except in cases of dearth, which

dearth is never wantonly created by the animals

themselves. If serpents of any kind were the nat-

ural aliment of the Ibis, instead of preventing them
from penetrating into the country where these birds

were destined to pass a portion of the year, the lat-

ter would rather follow them into the places of theii

retreat. Ifwe add to these considerations the rec-

ollection that sandy countries are the suitable hab-

itats of serpents, while humid situations are best

adapted to the Ibis, we shall find fresh cause to re-

ject the opinion of Herodotus as fabulous. It could

not, indeed, have been received with any great de-

gree of confidence by his countrymen, since the first

naturalist of Greece has passed over in silence ths

antipathy of the Ibis to the serpent, and their sup-

posed combats. If Herodotus, who tells us that he

had himself seen, on the confines of Arabia, and at

the place where the mountains open on the plains

of Egypt, the fields covered with an incredible num-

ber of accumulated bones, and instances these bone<i

as the remains of reptiles destroyed by the Ibis, vi hen

they were on the point oi entering Egypt, it ia

merely a simple opinion which he gives upon a fact

[which could not have originated from any such
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2aase Theso immense debris of fishes and other

vertelirated animals, which in the course of time

have been heaped up in some narrow place, after-

ward abandoned by the waters, cannot possibly ad-

mit of such an explication of their origin, which is

truly ludicrous, and could only have been adopted
by this author in consequence of the excessive

credulity with which he was prone to swallow pop-

ular report. Such masses, moreover, would not

have been preserved for any great length of time,

had they consisted merely of the small bones of

reptiles, incapable of making resistance against the

attacks of birds so weak as the Ibis.

" We must, then, look for other reasons than the

destruction of serpents for the veneration paid to

the Ibis by the ancient Egyptians, who admitted it

even into their temples, and prohibited the killing

of it under pain of death. In a country where the

people, very ignorant, were governed only by su-

|)erstitious ideas, it was natural that fictions should
have been imagined to express with energy the

happy influences of that phenomenon which every
year attracts the Ibis into Egypt, and retains it

there. Its constant presence at the epoch of that

inundation which annually triumphs over all the
sources of decay, and assures the fertility of the

soil, must have appeared to the priests, and to those
at the head of government, admirably calculated to

make a lively impression on the minds of the people,

to lead them to suppose supernatural and secret re-

lations between the movements of the Nile and the
sojourn of these inoffensive birds, and to consider
the latter as the cause of effects exclusively owing
to the overflow of the river.'" "The Ibis was
sacred to Thoth, who was fabulously reported to

have eluded the pursuit of Typhon under the form
of this bird. It was greatly revered in every part

of Egypt ; and at Hermopolis, the city of Thoth, it

was worshipped with peculiar honours, as the em-
blem of the deity of the place. Its Egyptian name
was Hip, from which ChampoUion supposes the

town of Nibis to have been called, being a corrup-

tion of Ma-n-hip or 'n-hip, ' the place of the Ibis.'

Such was the veneration felt by the Egyptians for

the Ibis, that to have killed one of them, even in-

voluntarily, subjected the offender to the pain of
death. So pure, in fact, did they consider it, that

those priests who were most scrupulous in the per-

formance of their sacred rites, fetched the water
they used in their purifications from some place

where the Ibis had been seen to drink ; it being
observed of that bird that it never goes near any
unwholesome and corrupted water. Plutarch and
Cicero pretend, that the use which the Ibis made
of its bill taught mankind an important secret in

medical treatment ; but the bill of the bird is not a
tube, and the K?.vCoftevtiv i<j>' iavrfji is a mistake.

The form of the Ibis, when crouched in a sitting

position, with its head under its feathers, or when
in a mummied state, was supposed to resemble the

human heart ; the space between its legs, when
parted asunder as it walks, was observed to make
an equilateral triangle ; and numerous fanciful pe-

culiarities were discovered in this revered emblem
of Thoth"*
ICHNEUMON (lxvEi(iuv), a well-known quad-

ruped of the Weasel kind, the Vicerra Ichneumon of

naturalists. It has been long famous in Egypt,
where it goes by the name of Pharaoh's Rat. " If,

in the mythological system of the ancient Egyp-
tians," observes Lieut. Col. Smith, "the various

living neings which people the surface of the earth

were each entitled to particular reverence on ac-

count of the influence which they exercise over the

1. (Griffith's Cuvicr, vol. viii., p. 513, <tc.)—2. (WiUUnaon'i
'annera amJ Customs, vol. ii., 2d series, p. 217, Ac.)
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economy of nature, and the part which they ctMi

tribute to the general harmony of the universe, the

Ichneumon unquestionably possessed more claims
than any other animal to the homage of that singu-

lar people. It presented a lively image of a benefi*

cent power perpetually engaged in the destruction

of those noisome and dangerous reptiles which
propagate with such terrible rapidity in hot and
humid climates. The Ichneumon is led by its in-

stinct, and obviously destined by its peculiar powers,
to the destruction of animals of this kind. Not
that it dares to attack crocodiles, serpents, and the
larger animals of the lizard tribe, by open force, or

when these creatures have arrived at their complete
development. It is by feeding on their eggs that the

Ichneumon reduces the number of these intolerable

pests. The Ichneumon, from its diminutive size

and timid disposition, has neither the power to

overcome nor the courage to attack such formidable

adversaries. Nor is it an animal of the most deci-

dedly carnivorous appetite. Urged by its instinct

of destruction, and guided, at the same time, by the
utmost prudence, it may be seen, at the close of day,
gliding through the ridges and inequalities of the

soil, fixing Its attention on everything that strikes

its senses, with the view of evading danger or dis-

covering prey. If chance favours its researches, it

never limits itself to the momentary gratification of

its appetite : it destroys every living thing within

its reach which is too feeble to offer it any effectual

resistance. It particularly seeks after eggs, of

which it is extremely fond, and through this taste it

proves the means of destruction to so many croco-

diles. That it enters the mouth of this anima!
when asleep, as Diodorus gravely informs us, and,

gliding down its throat, gnaws through its stem*
ach, is as much true as that it attacks it when
awake. This is either a fable which never had
any foundation, or, like many other marvels, it has
ceased in our unbelieving and less favoured era.

—

The colour of the Ichneumon is a deep browii,

picked out with dirty white. The tail is termina-

ted by a tuft of hairs entirely brown. The Ichneu-
mon is about two feet seven inches in length,

measuring from the end of the tail to the tip of the
nose, the tail itself being one foot four inches. The
mean stature of the animal is about eight inches."*

The Ichneumon was particularly worshipped by the

Heracleopolites, who lived in a nome situated in

the valley of the Nile, a little to the south of the

entrance to the modern district of Fayoom. This
nome of Heracleopolis, and the vicinity of Cairo,

still continue, according to Wilkinson, to be the

chief resort of the animal in question ;
" and it is

sometimes tamed and kept by the modern, as it was
by the ancient Egyptians, to protect their houses
from rats. But, from its great predilection for eggs
and poultry, they generafly find that the injury it

does far outbalances the good derived from its ser-

vices as a substitute for the cat. Herodotus says
little respecting the Ichneumon, except that it re-

ceived the same honours of sepulture as the domes-
tic animals. But .£lian tells us that it destroyed

the eggs of the asp, and fought against that poison-

ous reptile. Pliny, Strabo, and .^lian relate the

manner in which it attacked the asp, and was pro-

tected from the effect of its poisonous bite. iElian

says it covered itself with a coat of mud, which
rendered its body proof against the fangs of its

enemy ; or, if no mud was near, it wetted its body
with water, and rolled itself in the sand. Its nose,

which alone remained exposed, was then enveloped

in several folds of its tail, and it tlms commenced
the attack. If bitten, its death was inevitable ; but

all the efforts of the asp were unavailable against ita

I. (Griffith's Curier, toI. it., p. 392, &c.)
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artihcial coat of mail, and the Ichneumon, attacking

it on a sudden, seized it by the throat, and immedi-

ately killed it. Thus much for the ancient story.

Modern experience, on the other hand, proves that,

without having recourse to a cuirass of mud, the

Ichneumon fearlessly attacks snakes, and, the mo-
ment it perceives them raise their head from the

ground, it seizes them at the back of the neck, and
with a single bite lays them dead before it."'

•ICTIS (i/CTff). {Vid. MUSTELA.)
IDUS. {Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
IGNOMI'NIA. (Vid. Infamia.)

IMPERA'TOR. (Vid. Imperium.)

IMPE'RIUM. Gaius,' when making a division

of judicia into those quae legitime jure consistunt

and those quae imperio continentur, observes that

the latter are so called because they continue in

force during the imperium of him who has granted

them. This division ofjudicia had merely reference

to the time within which a judicium must be prose-

cuted, and to the jurisdictio of him who had granted
them. Legitima judicia were those which were
prosecuted in Rome or within the first miliarium,

between Roman citizens, and before a single judex.

By a lex Julia judiciaria, such judicia expired un-

less they were concluded within a year and six

months. All other judicia were said imperio con-

tineri, whether conducted within the above limits

before recuperatores or before a single judex, when
either ths judex or one of the litigant parties was a
pcregrinus, or when conducted beyond the first mil-

iarium either between Roman citizens or peregrini.

From this passage it follows that there were judi-

cia quae imperio continebantur, which were granted
in Rome, which is made clearer by what follows.

There was a distinction between a judicium ex
ege, that is, a judicium founded upon a particular

ex, and a judicium legitimum ; for instance, if a

man sued in the provinces under a lex, the Aquilia,

for example, the judicium was not legitimum, but

was said imperio contineri, that is, the imperium of

the praeses or proconsul who gave the judicium.

The same was the case if a man sued at Rome ex
lege, and the judicium was before recuperatores, or

there was a peregrinus concerned. If a mar. sued
under the praetor's edict, and, consequently, not ex
lege, and a judicium was granted in Rome, and the

same was before one judex, and no foreigner was
concerned, it was legitimum. The judicia leg'tima

are mentioned by Cicero ;' but it may, perhaps, be
doubted if he uses the term in the sense in which
•Gaius does. It follows, then, that in the time of

Gaius, so long as a man had jurisdictio, so long was
:he said to have imperium. Imperium is defined by
Ulpian* to be either merum or mixtum. To have
:the merum imperium is to have '^ gladii polestatem

ad animadvertendum in facinorosos homines," that

is, " tnixlum imperium cut eliam jurisdictio inest."

•It appears, then, that there was an imperium which
was incident to jurisdictio ; but the merum or pure
imperium was conferred by a lex.* The mixtum
imperium was nothing more than the power neces-

sary for giving eflTect to the jurisdictio. There
might, therefore, be imperium without jurisdictio,

but there could be no jurisdictio without imperium.
Imperium is defined by Cicero* to be that "sine

quo res militaris administrari, teneri cxercilus, helium

geri non potest." As opposed to potestas, it is

the power which was conferred by the state upon
an individual who was appointed to command an
army. The phrases Consularis Potestas and Con-
snlarc Imperium might both be properly used ; but

tbe expression Tribunitia Potestas only could be

1. (Wilkinaon, p. 154, Ac.)—2. (iv., 103.)—3. (Pro Roac.

.Com, 5.—Id., Or. Part., 12.)—4. (Dig. 2, tit. 1, s. 3.)—5 (Dig.

I 4it.21,». l.)-6. (Phil., v., 16.)

used, as the Iribuni never received in* impenum.
In Veil. Paterc, ii., 2, imperium is improperly used
A consul could not act as commander of an irmy
(attingere rem mililarem) unless he were empowered
by a lex Curiata, which is expressed by Livy* thus

:

" Comilia curiata rem militarem continent." Though
consuls were elected at other comitia, the comitia
curiata only could give them imperium.' Thi«
was in conformity with the ancient constitution,

according to which an imperium was conferred on
the kings after they had been elected :

" On the
death of King Pompilius, the populus in the comitia
curiata elected Tullus Hostilius king, upon the ro-

gation of an interrex ; and the king, following the
example of Pompilius, took the votes of the populua
according to their curiae on the question of his im-
perium."* Both Numa* and Ancus Marcius,* the
successor of Tullus, after their appointment as
reges, are severally said "De Imperio suo legem
curiatam tulisse." It appears, then, that from the
kingly period to the time of Cicero, the imperium,
as such, was conferred by a lex Curiata.

The imperium of the kings is not defined by Ci-

cero. It is declared by modem writers to have
been the military and the judicial power, but these
writers have not explained what they precisely mean
by the term "judicial power." It may be conjec-

tured that the division of imperium, made by the

jurists, was in accordance with the practice of the
republican period: there was during the republican

period an imperium within the walls which was in-

cident to jurisdictio, and an imperium without the
walls which was conferred by a lex Curiata. There
are no traces of this separation in the kingly period,

and it is probable that the king received the impe-
rium in its full import, and that its separation into

two parts belongs to the republican period. The
imperium, which was conferred by a lex under the

Republic, was limited, if not by the terms in which
it was conferred, at least by usage : it could not be
held or exercised within the city. It was some-
times specially conferred on an individual for the

day of his triumph within the city, and, at least in

some cases, by a plebiscitum.''

The imperium was as necessary for the governor

of a province as for a general who merely com-
manded the armies of the Repubhc, as he could not,

without it, exercise military authority (rem militarem

attingere). So far as we can trace the strict prac-

tice of the Roman constitution, military command
was given by a special lex, and was not incident to

any office, and might be held without any other of-

fice than that of imperator. It appears that in the

time of Cicero there were doubts as to the necessi-

ty of the lex in some cases, which may have grad-

ually arisen from the irregular practices of the civil

wars, and from the gradual decay of the old institu-

tions. Cicero, in a passage which is not very clear,*

refers to a Cornelia lex, according to which an in-

dividual who had received a province ex senatus

consulto thereby acquired the imperium without

the formality of a lex Curiata.

The imperium (merum) of the Republic appears

to have been (1), a power which was only exercised

out of the city ; (2), a power which was specially

conferred by a lex Curiata, and was not incideni

to any office
; (3), a power without which no mili

tary operation could be considered as done in th«

name and on the behalf of the state. Of this a no-

table example is recorded in Livy,» where the sen-

ate refused to recognise a Roman as commander be-

cause he had not received the imperium in due form.

In respect of his imperium, he who received it

1. (Liv.,vi., 37.)—2. (v.. 52.)—3. (Liv., t., 52.)—4. (Cie^ !••
pub., ii., 17.)—5. (ii., 13.)—«. (ii., 18.)—7. (Liv., imri.,Sl.~M.,
xlv., 35.) -8. (atl Fam.. i., 9.)—9 (xxri., 8.)
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was Blyled impe.ator: he might be a consul or a

proconsul. It was an ancient practice, observes

Tacitus,' for the soldiers of a victorious general to

salute him by the title of imperator; but in tlie

mstance referred to by Tacitus, the Emperor Tibe-

rius allowed the soldiers to confer the title on an
individual who had it not already ; while under the

Republic, the title, as a matter of course, was given

with the imperium ; and every general who re-

ceived the imperium was entitled to the name of

miperator. After a victory it was usual for the sol-

diers to salnte their commander as imperator ; hut

this salutation neither gave nor confirmed the title.

Under the Republic, observes Tacitus, there were
several imperatores at a time : Augustus granted

the title to some; but the last instance, he adds,

of the title being conferred was in the case of Blaj-

sus, under Tiberius. There were, however, later

instances. The assumption of the prsenomen of
imperator by Julius Caesar* was a manifest usurpa-

tion. Under the Republic the title came properly

after the name ; thus Cicero, when he was procon-

sul in Cilicia, could properly style himself M. T.
Cicero Imperator, for the term merely expressed
that he had the imperium. Tiberius and Claudius
refused to assume the praenomen of imperator ; but

the use of it as a praenomen became established

among their successors, as we see from the impe-
rial coins. The title imperator sometimes appears
on the imperial medals, followed by a numeral (VI.

for instance), which indicates that it was specially

assumed by them on the occasion of some great

viciory ; for, though the victory might be gained by
their generals, it was considered to be gained under
the auspices of the imperator.

The term imperium was applied in the republican

period to express the sovereignty of the Roman
state. Thus Gaul is said by Cicero' to have come
under the imperium and ditio of the populus Ro-
manus ; and the notion of the maj^stas populi Ro-
man! is said to be *'in imperii atque in nominis

fopuli Romani dignitate."*

IMPLU'VIUM. {Vid. HonsK, Roman, p. 616.)
IMPU'BES. An infans {vid. Inpans) was inca-

pable ofdoing any legal act. An impubes, who had
passed the limits of infantia, could do any legal act
with the auctoritas of his tutor ; without such auc-
toritas he could only do those acts which were for

his benefit. Accordingly, such an impubes, in the
case of obligatory contracts, could stipalate {stipula-

ri), but not promise (promiflere) ; in other words, as
Gains* expresses it, a pupillus could only be bound
by the auctoritas of his tutor, but he could bind an-
other without such auctoritas. (Vid. Infans.)
But this remaric as to pupilli does not apply to

those who are infantes or infanti proximi, though in

the case of the infanti proximi a liberal interpreta-

tion was given to the rule of law (benignior juris in-

lerpretatio), by virtue of which a pupillus, who was
infanti proximus, was placed on the same footing
as one who was pubertati proximus. but this was
done for their benefit only (propter ulililalem eorum),
and, therefore, could not apply, to a case where the
pupillus might be a loser,* An impubes who was
in the power of his father could not bind himself
even with the auctoritas of his father ; for, in the
case of a pupillus, the auctoritas of the tutor was
only allowed in respect of the pupillus having prop-
erty of his own, which a son in the power of his fa-

ther could not have.

In the case of obligationes ex delicto, the notion
of the auctoritas of a tutor was of course excluded,

1. (Ann., iii., 74.)—2. (Suet., Jul., 76.)—3. (Pro Font., l.)~A.
(Cic, Or. Part., 30.-Compare the use of " Imperium" in Ilor-
wce. C«rm., i., 37; iii., 3.)—5. (iii., l(>7.)-.-<J. (Compare InsLi..
•it. J, 1. 19, «. 10, with Gains, iii., 107.)

as such auctoritas was only requisite for the f4iP
pose of giving effect to rightful acts. If the impa«
bes was of sufScient capacity to understand the na-
ture of his delict, he was bound by it ; otherwise ha
was not. In the case of a person who was puber-
tati proximus, there was a legal presumption of such
capacity; but still, this presumption did not exclude
a consideration of the degree of understanding of
the impubes and the nature of the act, for the act
might be such as either to be perfectly intelligible,

as theft, or it might be an act which an impubes im-
perfectly understood, as when he was made the in-

strument of fraud. These principles were applica-
ble to cases of furtum, damnum injuria datum, inju
ria, and others ; and also to crimes in which the
nature of the act mainly determined whether or not
guilt should be imputed.
An impubes could enter into a contract by which

he was released from a debt, but he could not re-

lease a debt without the auctoritas of his tutor.

He could not pay money without his tutor ; nor could
he receive money without his tutor, at least it was
not a valid payment, because such payment was, a»
a consequence, followed by a release to the debtor.
But since the rule as to the incapacity of an impu-
bes was made only to save him from loss, he coulc*

not retain both the money and the claim.

An impubes could not be a plaintiff or a defend
ant in a suit without his tutor. He could acquire
the ownership of property alone, but he could not
alienate it without the consent of his tutor, nor could
he manumit a slave without such consent. He
could contract sponsalia alone, because the auctori-

tas of the tutor has reference only to property : if

he was in his father's power, he was, of course, en-
tirely under his father's control.

An impubes could acquire a hereditas with th«»

consent of his tutor, which consent was necessary,
because a hereditas was accompanied with obliga-

tions. But as the act of cretion was an act that
must be done by the heres himself, neither his tutor

nor a slave could take the hereditas for a pupillus,

and he was, in consequence of his age, incapable of

taking it himself. This difficulty was got over by
the doctrine of pro herede gestio : the tutor might
permit the pupillus to act as heres, which had tne
effect of cretion : and this doctrine would apply even
in the case of infantes, for no expression of words
was necessary in order to the pro herede gestio. In
the case of the bonorum possessio, the father could
apply for it on behalf of his child, and the tutor on
behalf of his ward, without any act being done by
the impubes. By the imperial legislation, a 'utor

was allowed to acquire the hereditas for his ward,
and a father for his son, who was in his power; and
thus the doctrine of the pro herede gestio was ren-
dered unnecessary.

A pupillus could not part with a possession with-
out the auctoritas of a tutor ; for, though possession
of itself was no legal right, legal advantages were
attached to it. As to the acquisition of possession,
possession in itself being a bare fact, and the funda-
mental condition of it being the animus possidendi,
consequently the pupillus could only acquire posses-
sion by himself, and when he had capacity to un-
derstand the nature of the act. But with the auc-
toritas of his tutor he could acquire possession even
when he was an infans, and thus the acquisition of
possession by a pupillus was facilitated, ulxlitatia

causa. There was no formal difficulty in such pos-

session any more than in the case of pro herede
gestio, for in neither instance was it necessary for

words to be used Subsequently the legal doctrine

was established that a tutor could acquire possea*

sion for his pupillus.'
__

1. (Dif. 41, tit. 3, . 1, 4 20.)
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Hith the attainment of pubertas, a person ob-

tained the full power over his property, and the tu-

tela ceised : he could also dispose of his property

by will ; and he could contract marriage. Accord-

ing to the legislation of Justinian,' pubertas, in the

case of a male, was attained with the completion

of the fourteenth, and in a female, with the comple-

tion of the twelfth year. In the case of a female,

it seems that there never had been any doubt as to

the period of the twelve years, but a dispute arose

among the jurists as to the period of fourteen years.

The Sabiniani maintained that the age of pubertas

was to be determined by physical capacity (habitu

corporis), to ascertain which a personal examination

might be necessary : the Proculiani fixed the age of

fourteen complete, as that which absolutely deter-

mined the attainment of puberty.' It appears, there-

fore, that under the earlier emperors there was some
doubt as to the time when pubertas was attained,

though there was no doubt that with the attainment

of puberty, whatever that time might be, full legal

capacity was acquired.

Until a Roman youth assumed the toga virilis, he
wore the toga praetexta, the broad purple hem of

which {pratexta) at once distinguished him from
other persons. The toga virilis was assumed at the

Liberalia in the month of March ; and though no age
appears to have been positively fixed for the cere-

mony, it probably took place, as a general rule, on
the feast which next followed the completion of the

fourteenth year, though it is certain that the com-
pletion of the fourteenth year was not always the

time observed. Still, so long as a male wore the

praetexta, he was impubes, and when he assumed
the toga virilis, he was pubes. Accordingly, ves-

ticeps' was the same as pubes, and investis or prae-

textatus the same as impubes.* After the assump-
tion of the toga virilis the son who was in the pow-
er of his father had a capacity to contract debts

;

and a pupillus was released from the tutela. But
if neither the pupillus wished to get rid of his tutor,

nor the tutor to be released from the responsibility

of his office (for which he received no emolument),
the period of assuming the toga virilis might be de-

ferred. If the pupillus and the tutor could not agree,

it might be necessary that there should be a judicial

decision. In such case the Proculiani maintained
as a theoretical question, that the age of fourteen

should be taken as absolutely determining the ques-

tion, fourteen being the age after the attainment of

which the praetexta had been generally laid aside.

The Sabiniani maintained that, as the time of puber-

ty had never been absolutely fixed, but had depend-
ed on free choice, some other mode of deciding the
question must be adopted, where free choice was
out of the question, and therefore they adopted that

of the physical development {habitus corporis). But,

though there are allusions to this matter,* there is

no evidence to show that inspection of the person
was ever actually resorted to in order to determine
the age of puberty. It appears that the completion
of fourteen years was established as the commence-
ment of pubertas. The real foundation of the rule

as to the fourteen and the twelve years appears to

be, that in the two sexes respectively, puberty was,
as a general nile in Italy, attained about these ages.

In the case of females, the time had been fixed ab-

solutely at twelve by immemorial custom, and had
no reference to any practice similar to that among
males of adopting the toga virilis, for women wore
the toga praetexta till they were married. And, far-

ther, though the pupillaris tutela ended with females

I. (Instit., i., tit. 22.)— 2. (Gains, i., 196. — Ulp., Frag., xi.,

«8.)— 3. (FestM,a. V.)— 4. (Cell., v., 19 : " Verticepa.") — 5.

(Quiict., Inst. Or , ir., 2.)
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with the twelfth year, they were from that stae mw
ject to another kind of tutela.

A male had a capacity to make a will upon com-
pleting his fourteenth, and a female upon completing
her twelfth year ;' and the same ages, as already
observed, determined the capacity, in the two sexes,
for contracting a legal marriage. The dispute be-

tween the two schools as to the time when the
male attained the age of puberty, appears to have
had reference to the termination of the tutela, and
his general capacity to do legal acts ; for the test

of the personal examination could hardly, from the
nature of the case, apply to the capacity to make a
will or contract a marriage, as Savigny shows.

Spadones (males who could never attain physical
pubertas) might make a testament after attaining
the age of eighteen.'

INAUGURA'TIO was in general the ceremony
by which the augurs obtained, or endeavoured to

obtain, the sanction of the gods to something which
had been decreed by man ; in particular, however,
it was the ceremony by which things or persons
were consecrated to the gods, whence the terms
dcdicatio and consecratio were sometimes used as
synonymous with inauguratio.' The ceremony of
inauguratio was as follows : After it had been decreed
that something should be set apart for the service
of the gods, or that a certain person should be ap-
pointed priest, a prayer was addressed to the gods
by the augurs or other priests, soliciting them to de-
clare by signs whether the decree of men was agree-
able to the will of the gods.* If the signs observed
by the inaugurating priest were thought favourable,
the decree of men had the sanction of the gods, and
the inauguratio was completed. The inauguratio
was, in early times, always performed by the au-
gurs ; but subsequently we find that the inauguratiO;

especially that of the rex sacrificulus and of the
flamines, was sometimes performed by the college

of pontiffs in the comitia calata.* But all other
priests, as well as new members of the college of
augurs, continued to be inaugurated by the augurs,
or sometimes by the augurs in combination with
some of the pontiffs ;• the chief pontiff had the right

to enforce the inauguratio, if it was refused by the
augurs, and if he considered that there was not suf-

ficient ground for refusing it. Sometimes one au-
gur alone performed the rite of inauguratio, as in

the case of Numa Pompilius ;' and it would seem
that in some cases a newly-appointed priest might
himself not only fix upon the day, but also upon the
particular augur by whom he desired to be inaugu-
rated.*

During the kingly period of Rome, this inaugura-

tion of persons was not confined to actual priests
;

but the kings, after their election by the populus,

were inaugurated by the augurs, and thus became
the high-priests of their people. After the civil and
military power of the kings had been conferred upon
the consuls, and the office of high-priest was given
to a distinct person, the rex sacrorum, he was, as sta-

ted above, inaugurated by the pontiffs in the comitia

calata, in which the. chief pontiff presided. But the

high republican magistrates, nevertheless, likewise

continued to be inaugurated,' and for this purpose

they were summoned by the augurs (condictio, de-

nunciatio) to appear on the Capitol on the third day
after their election." This inauguratio conferred

no priestly dignity upon the magistrates, but was
merely a method of obtaining the sanction of the

1. (Gaius, ii., 113.—Paulus, S. R., iii., tit. 4, o.) — 2. (Savig-

ny, System des heut. R. R.)— 3. (Liv., i., 44, 55. — Flor., i., 7,

8.—Plin., Ep., ix., 39 ; x., 58, 59, 76. — Cic. in Cat., iv., 1.)—

4

(Liv., i., 18.)—5. (Cell., xv., 27.)—6. (Liv., xxvii., 8. — Id., xi.,

4S.)—7. (Liv., i., 18.—Compare Cic, Brut., 1. — Macrob , Sat^
ii., ».)—8. (Cic, 1. c—Philipp., ii., 43.)— 9. (Dion. jlaL ::,»
80, &c)—10. (Serv. ad Virg., ^n., iii., 117.)
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gods to ttieir election, and gave them the right to

take auspicia ; and on important emergencies it was
their duty to make use of this privilege. At the

time of Cicero, however, this duty was scarcely

ever observed.' As nothing of any importance was
ever introduced or instituted at Rome without con-

sulting the pleasure of the gods by augury, we read

of the inauguratio of the tribes, of the comitium, &c.
INAUIUS, an Earring; called in Greek ivuriov,

l)ecause it was worn in the par (ovf ), and iXX66cov,

because it was inserted into the lobe of the ear (Ao-

66c), which was bored for the purpose.*

Earrings were worn by both sexes in Oriental

countries,' especially by the Lydians,* the Per-

sians,* the Babylonians,* and also by the Libyans'

and the Carthaginians* Among the Greeks and
Romans they were worn only by females.

This ornament consisted of the ring (/cpf'/coc*) and
of the drops {stalagmia}"). The ring was generally

of gold, although the common people also wore
earrings of bronze. See Nos. 1, 4, from the Egyp-
tian collection in the British Museum. Instead of

a 'ing, a hook was often used, as shown in Nos. 6,

8. The women of Italy still continue the same
practice, passing the hook through the lobe of the
ear without any other fastening. The drops were
sometimes of gold, very finely wrought (see Nos.
2, 7, 8), and sometimes of pearls" and precious
stones (Nos. 3, 5, 6). The pearls were valued for

being exactly spherical," as well as for their great
size and delicate whiteness ; but those of an elon-
gated form, called elenchi, were also much esteemed,
being adapted to terminate the drop, and being some-
times placed two or three together for this purpose."
In the Iliad,'* Juno, adorning herself in the most cap-
tivating manner, puts on earrings made with three
drops resembling mulberries.'* Pliny observes'*
that greater expense was lavished on no part of the
dress than on the. earring. According to Seneca,"
the earring No. 3, in the preceding woodcut, in

which a couple of pearls are strung both above and
below the precious stone, was worth a patrimony."
All the earrings above engraved belong to the
Hamilton collection in the British Museun;.

1. (Cic.,De Divin., ii., 36.)—2. (Hom., il., xiv., 182.—Hymn.,
ii., in Ven., 9.—PUn., H. N., xii., 1.)—3. (Plin., H. N., li., 50.)
—4. (Xen., Anab., iii., 1, I) 31.)— 5. (Diod. Sic, v., 45.)— 6.

(Ju',i., 104.)—7. (Macrob., Sat., vii., 3.)— 8. (Plaut, Poen.,
v., ii., 21.)—9. (Diod. Sic. 1. c.) — 10. (Foitus, a. v.—Plaut.,
Men., 111., ill., 18.)— 11. (Plin., 11. cc— Sen., De Ben., vii., 9.—
Ovid, Mel., x., 2(55.—Claud., De VI. Cons. Honor., 528.—Sen.,
Hippol., II., i., 33.)—12. (Hor., Epod., viii., 13.)— 13. (Plin.,H.
N.,ix..56.—Juv.,vi.,364.)— 14. (xiv., 182, 183.)—15. (See Eu»-
tath., ad loc.)—10. (xi., 50.)—17. (I. c.)—18. (See also De Vita
Beat a, 17.) I

In opulent families, the care of the earnngn was
thii business of a female slave, who was called

Auricula Omatrix.^ The Venus de' Medici, and
other female statues, have the ears pierced, and
probably once had earrings in them. The statue

of Achilles at Sigeum, representing him in female
attire, likewise had this ornament.*
INCENSUS. (Fid. Caput.)
INCESTUM. If a man marrie<l a woman whom

it was forbidden for him to marry by positive moral*
ity, he was said to commit incestum.* Such a mar-
riage was, in fact, no marriage, for the necessary
connubium between the parties was wanting.

There was no connubium between persons rela-

ted by blood in the direct line, as parents and chil-

dren. If such persons contracted a marriage, it

was nefariae et incestae nuptiae. There was no
connubium between persons who stood in the rela-

tion of parent and child by adoption, not evea after

the adopted child was emancipated. There were
also restrictions as to connubium between collater-

al kinsfolk (ex transversa gradu cognationis) : there
was no connubium between brothers and sisters,

either of the whole or of the half blood ; nor be-

tween children of the blood and children by adop-
tion, so long as the adoption continued, or so long
as the children of the blood remained in the power
of their father. There was connubium between an
uncle and his brother's daughter, after the Emperor
Claudius had set the example by marrying Agrip-
pina ; but there was none between an uncle and a
sister's daughter. There was no connubium be-

tween a man and his amita or matertera {vid. Cog-
NATi) ; nor between a man and his socrus, nurus,
privigna, or noverca. In all such cases, when there
was no connubium, the children had a mother, but
no legal father.

Incest between persons in the direct line was
punishable in both parties ; in other cases only in

the man. The punishment was relegatio, as in the
case of adultery. Concubinage between near kins-
folk was put on the same footing as marriage.* In
the case of adulterium and stuprum between per-

sons who had no connubium, there was a double
offence : the man was punished with deportatio,

and the woman was subject to the penalties of the
lex Julia.* Among slaves there was no incestum,
but after they became free their marriages were
regulated according to the analogy of the connu-
bium among free persons. It was incestum to have
knowledge of a vestal virgin, and both parties were
punished with death.

It does not appear that there was any legislu'ion

as to incestum : the rules relating to it were found-
ed on usage {jnoribus). That which was stuprum
was considered incestum when the connexion was
between parties who had no connubium. Inces-
tum, therefore, was stuprum, aggravated by the
circumstance of real or legal consanguinity, and, in
some cases, affinity. It was not the form of mar-
riage between such persons that constituted the in-

cestum ; for the nuptiae were incestae, and therefore
no marriage, and the incestuous act was the sexual
connexion of the parties. Sometimes incestum is

said to be contra fas, that is, an act in violation of
religion.

INCITE'GA, a corruption of the Greek a>7o^x5j
or iyyvOnKTi, a term used to denote a piece ofdomestic
furniture, variously fonned according to the partio

ular occasion intended ; made of silver, bronze,

clay, stone, or wood, according to the circumstan-
ces of the possessor ; sometimes adorned with fig-

ures ; and employed to hold amphorae, bottles, ala

1. (Gruter, Inscrip.)—8. (Serv. inViiy.,.<En., i.,30.—TertulL,
De PaU., 4.)—3. (Dig. 23, tit. 2, *. 39.)—4. (Dig. 23, tit. 8, a.

56.)—5. (Dig. 4.S. ttt. 18, s. 5.)
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taSira, or any other vessels which were round or

pointed at the bottom, and therefore required a sep-

arate contrivance to keep them erect.* Some of

those used at Alexandrea were triangular.' We
often see them represented in ancient Egyptian

paintings. The annexed woodcut shows three uy-

yodrjKai, which are preserved in the British Mu-
seum. Those on the right and left hand are of

wood, the one having four feet, the other six ; they

were found in Egyptian tombs. The third is a

broad earthenware ring, which is used to support a

Grecian amphora.

INCORPORA'LES RES. (Fid. Dominium.)
INCUNA'BULA or CUNA'BULA (anupyavov),

swaddling-clothes.

The first thing done after the birth of a child was
to wash it; the second, to wrap it in swaddling-

clothes ; and the rank of the child was indicated by

the splendour and costliness of this, its first attire.

Sometimes a fine white shawl, tied with a gold

band, was used for the purpose ;• at other times a

small purple scarf, fastened with a brooch* (x^a/xv-

6iov^). The poor used broad fillets of common
cloth (panni^). The annexed woodcut, taken from

a beautiful bas-relief at Rome, which is supposed to

refer to the birth of Telephus, shows the appear-

ance of a child so clothed, and renders, in some
degree, more intelligible the fable of the deception

practised by Rhea upon Saturn, in saving the life

of Jupiter, by presenting a stone enveloped in

swaddling-clothes, to be devoured by Saturn in-

stead of his new-born child.' It was one of the pe-

culiarities of the Lacedaemonian education to dis-

pense with the use of incunabula, and to allow

children to enjoy the free use of their limbs."

INCUS (/iKfiuv), an Anvil. The representations

of Vulcan and the Cyclopes on various works of

art, show that the ancient anvil was formed like

that of modern times. When the artist wanted to

make use of it, he placed it on a large block of
wood {uKfiodETov ;' posilis iricudibus') ; and when he
made the link of a chain, or any other object which
was round or hollow, he beat it upon a point pro-

jecting from one side of the anvil. The annexed
woodcut, representing Vulcan forging a thunderbolt

1. (Fe»tu8, s. T. Incitega.—Bekker, Anecdot. Gr., 245.—Wil-

;:ii»on, Man. and Cugtomg, ii., p. 158, 160, 216, 217.)—2. (Ath-

en., v., 45.;—3. (Horn., Hymn, in ApoU., 121, 122.)—4. (Pind.,

ISrth., iv., 114.)—5. (Longrus, i.. 1, p. 14, 28, ed. Boden.)—fl.

(Luke, ii., 7, 12.—Ezek., xvi., 4, Vulg.—Compare Horn., Hymn,
m Merc., 151, 306.—ApoUod., iii., 10, 2.—JElian, V. H., ii., 7.—

Eurip., Ion, 32.—Dion. Chrys., vi., 203, ed. Reiske.—Plaut.,

Amphit., v., 1, 52.-Truc., v., 13.)—7. (lies., Theog.. 485.)-8.

"•Int., I.ycurg., p. 90, ed Steph.)
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for Jupiter, illustrates these circumstances ; it is t«»

ken from a gem in the Royal Cabinet at Paris. It

appears that in the "brazen age," not only the

things made upon the anvil, but the anvil itself,

with the hammer and the tongs, were made or

bronze.' {Vid. Malleus.) At this early period

anvils were used as an instrument of torture, being

suspended from the feet of the victim.*

IND'ICUM {'IvdiKov). " Dioscorides applies the

term 'IvdiKov to two distinct substances ; the one is

the vegetable pigment still called Indigo, which is

prepared from the leaves and stalks of the Indigv

plant. Several species are now cultivated for ma
king indigo, but the one from which the ancients

may be supposed to have procured their indigo is

the Indigofera tinctoria. The other kind of indigo

was, most probably, the mineral substance called

Indian Red, and which is a variety of the red oxyde

of iron."*

INDU'SIUM. {Vid. Tunica.)

I'NDUTUS. (Vid. Amictcs, Tvmcji.)

INFA'MIS. (Vjd. Infamia.)

INFA'MIA. The provisions as to infamia, aa

they appear in the legislation of Justinian, are con-

tained in Dig. 3, tit. 2, De his qui notantur infamia,

and in Cod. 2, tit. 12, Ex quibis causif infamia ir-

rogalur. The Digest contains* the cases of infamia

as enumerated in the praetor's edict. There are

also various provisions on the subject in the lex

Julia Municipalis (B.C. 45), commonly called the

Table of Heraclea.

Infamia was a consequence of condemnation in

any judicium publicum, of ignominious {ignominia

causa) expulsion from the army,' of a woman being

detected in adultery, though she might nat have

been condemned in a judicium publicum, fee. ; of

condemnation for furtum, rapina, injuria?, and dolus

mains, provided the ofl^ender was condemned in his

own name, or provided in his own name he paid a

sum of money by way of compensation ; of con-

demnation in an action pro socio, tutelae, mandatum,

depositum, or fiducia,* provided the offender was
condemned in his own name, and not in a judicium

contrarium, and provided the person condemned

1. (Horn., II., xviii., 410, 476.— Od, viii., 974.)—2. (Virg.,

Ma., vii., 620.—Id. ib., Tiii., 451 .)—3. (Horn., Od., in., 433, 434.

— ApoUon. Rhod., iv., 761, 762.)— 4. (Horn., II., xv., 19.) —
5. (Dioscor., v., 107.—Paul. .(Egin., vii., 3.—Adams, Appeud., ».

V.)— C. (s. 1.)— 7. (Tab. Heracl., i., 121.) — 8. (Compare ibi

Edict with Cic, Pro Rose. Com.. C— Pro Rose. Ainer., 38, 8V —
Pro Ciccina, 2.— Top., c. 10. - Tab. Horacl., i.. 111.)
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b&d not acted with good faith. Infamia was also a

oonnequence of insolvency, when a man's bona

were possessa, proscripta, vendita ;' of a widow
marrying within the time appointed for mourning

;

but the infamia altacljed to the second husband if

he was a palerfamiUas, and if he was not, then to

his father, and to the father of the widow if she

was in his [wwcr : the edict does not speak of the

infamia of the widow, but it was subsequently ex-

tended to her. Infamia was a conseqtience of a

man being at the same time in the relation of a

double marriage or double sponsalia ; the infamia

attached to the man if he was a paterfamilias, and
if he was not, to his father : the edict here also

speaks only of the man, but the infamia was subse-

quently extended to the woman. Infamia was a

consequence of prostitution in the case of a woman,
of similar conduct in a man (qui muliebria passus

est) ; of lenocinium, or gaining a living by aiding in

prostitution ;* of appearing on a public stage as an
actor ; of engaging for money to appear in the fights

of the wild beasts, even if a man did not appear

;

and cf appearing there, though not for money.
It results from this enumeration that infamia was

only the consequence of an act committed by the

person who became infamis, and w^s not the con-

sequence of any punishment for such act. In some
cases it only followed upon condemnation ; in oth-

ers it was a direct consequence of an act, as soon
as such act was notorious.

It has sometimes been supposed that the praetor

established the infamia as a rule of law, which,
however, was not the case. The prsetor made cer-

tain rules as to postulatio,* for the purpose of main-
taining the purity of his court. With respect to the

postulatio, he distributed persons into three class-

es. The second class comprehended, among oth-

ers, certain persons who were turpitudine notabiles,

who might postulate for themselves, but not for

others. The third class contained, among others,

all those " qui ediclo pratorig ut in/ames notantur"
and were not already enumerated in the second
class. Accordingly, it was necessary for the prae-

tor to enumerate all the infames who were not in-

cluded in the second class, and this he did in the

edict as quoted.* Consistently with this, infamia
was already an established legal condition ; and the

prsetor, in his edicts on postulation, did not make a
class of persons called infames, but he enumerated
as persons to be excluded from certain rights of pos-

tulation those who were infames. Consequently,
the legal notion of infamia was fixed before these
edicts.

It is necessary to distinguish infamia from the
nota censoria. The infamia does not seem to have
been created by written law, but to have been an
old lloman institution. In many cases, though not
in all, it was a consequence of a judicial decision.

The power of the censors was in its effects anal-

ogous to the infamia, but different from it in many
respects. The censors could at their pleasure re-

move a man from the senate or the equites, remove
him into a lower tribe, or remove him out of all the

tribes, and so deprive him of his suffragium, by re-

ducing him to the condition of an aerarius.' They
could also affix a mark of ignominy or censure op-

posits to a man's name in the list of citizens, nota

censoria or subscriptio ;* and in doing this, they

were not bound to make aay special inquiry, but

might follow general opinion. This arbitrary mode
of proceeding was, however, partly remedied by the

fact that such a censorian nota might be opposed by

1. (Cic, Pro Quint., 15.—Tab. Ilerncl.. i., IlS-117.—Gaius,
ii., 154.)—2. (Tab. Iloracl.. i., 123.)—3. (Dig. S, tit. 1, s. 1.)—
4. (Dig. 3, tit. 2. 8. 1.)—5. (Cic, Pro Cluent., 43, 45.)—6. (Cic,
Pio Cluent., 42, 43, 44, 46, 47.)

a colleague, or removed by the ful.bwing cenaon
or by a judicial decision, or by a lex. Accordingly
the censorian nota was iiot per|)etual, and thereia

it differed essentially from infamia, which was per
pctual.

The consequences of infamia were the loss of

certain political rights, but not all. It was not u
capitis deminutio, but it resembled it. The infamis
became an aerarius, and lost the suffragium and
honores ; that is, he lost the capacity for certain

so-called public rights, but not the capacity for pri-

vate rights. Under the Empire, the infamia lost

its effect as to public rights, for such rights became
unimportant.

It might be doubted whether the loss of the suA
fragium was a consequence of infamia, but the af-

firmative side is maintained by Savigny with such
reasons as may be pronounced completely conclu-

sive. It appears from Livy» and Valerius Maxi-
mus* that the actores atellanarum were not either

removed from their tribe {nee tribu moventur), nor
incapable of serving in the army : in other words,
such actors did not become infames, like other act-

ors. The phrase 'Uribu moveri" is ambiguous, and
may mean either to remove from one tribe to a
lower, or to move from all the tribes, and so make
a man an ararius. Now the mere removing from
one tribe to another must have been an act of the

censors only, for it was necessary to fix the tribe

into which the removal was made : but this could
not be the case in a matter of infamia, which was
the effect of a general rule, and a general rule could
only operate in a general way ; that is, " tribu mo-
veri" as a consequence of infamia, must have been
a removal from all the tribes, and a degradation to

the state of an aerarius.'

The lex Julia Municipalis does not contain the
word infamia, but it mentions nearly the same cfi-

ses as those which the edict mentions as cases cf
infamia. The lex excludes persons who fall with-
in its terms from being senatores, decuriones, con-
scripti of their city, from giving their vote in the
senate of their city, and from magistracies which
gave a man access to the senate : but it says no-
thing of the right of vote being taken away. Sa-
vigny observes that there would be no inconsisten-
cy in supposing that the lex refused only the hono-
res in the municipal towns, while it still allowed
infames to retain the suffragium in such towns,
though the practice was different in Rome, if we
consider that the suffragium in the Roman comitia
was a high privilege, while in the municipal towns
it was comparatively unimportant.

Cicero* speaks of the judicia fiduciae, tutel«e,

and societatis as " summee existimalionis et pcne
capitis.^' In another oration* he speaks of the pos-
sessio bonorum as a capitis causa, and, in fact, as
identical with infamia. This capitis minutio, how-
ever, as already observed, affected only the public
rights of a citizen ; whereas the capitis deminutio
of the imperial period, and the expression capitalis
causa, apply to the complete loss of citizenship.
This change manifestly arose from the circuni-
stance of the public rights of the citizens under the
Empire having become altogether unimportant, and
thus the phrase capitis deminutio, under the Empire,
applies solely to the individual's capacity for private
rights.

In his private rights the infamis was under some
incapacities. He could only postulate before the
prastor on his own behalf, and on behalf of certain
persons who were very nearly related to him, but
not generally on behalf of all persons. Consequent
ly, he could not generally be a cognitor or a proca

1. (vii., 2.)—». (ii., 4. 4 4.)—3. (Compare Liv., 4*, 15.) -4
(Pro Rojc. Com., 6.)—5. (Pro Quint., 8, 9, 13, 15, 22.)
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lator. Nor ccold a cause of action be assigned to

him, for by the old law he must sue as the cognitor

or procurator of the assignor ;* but this incapacity

became unimportant when the cessio was effected

by the utiles actiones without the intervention of

a cognitor or procurator. The infamis could not

sustain a popularis actio, for in such case he must
be considered as a procurator of the state. The
infamis was also limited as to his capacity for mar-

riage, an incapacity which originated in the lex Ju-

lia.* This lex prohibited senators, and the children

of senators, from contracting marriage with liber-

tiui and libertinae, and also with other disreputable

persons enumerated in the lex : it also forbade all

freemen from marrying with certain disreputable

women. The jurists made the following change :

they made the two classes of disreputable persons

the same, which were not the same before, and
they extended the prohibition, both for senators and
others, to all those whom the edict enumerated as

infames. The provisions of the lex Julia did not

render the marriage null, but it deprived the parties

to such marriage of the privileges conferred by the

lex ; that is, such a marriage did not release them
from the penalties of celibacy. A senatus consult-

um, under M. Aurelius, however, made such mar-
riage null in certain cases.'

INFAMIA (GREEK) {urifila). A citizen of Ath-

ens had the power to exercise all the rights and
privDeges of a citizen as long as he was not suf-

fering under any kind of atimia, a word which in

meaning nearly answers to our outlawry, in as far

as a person forfeited by it the protection of the laws

of his country, and mostly all the rights of a citizen

also. The atimia occurs in Attica as early as the

legislation of Solon, without the term itself being in

any way defined in the laws,* which shows that the

idea connected with it must, even at that time, have
been familiar to the Athenians, and this idea was
pre hably that of a complete civil death ; that is, an
individual labouring under atimia, together with all

that belonged to him (his children as well as his

property), had, in the eyes of the state and the laws,

no existence at all. This atimia, undoubtedly the

only one in early times, may be termed a total one,

and in cases where it was inflicted as a punishment
for any particular crime, was generally also perpet-

ual and hereditary ; hence Demosthenes, in speak-

ing of a person suffering under it, often uses the ex-

pression Kaduna^ unfioc, or uTrXwf drifiuTai.* A de-

tailed enumeration of the rights of which an atimos

was deprived is given by ^Eschines.* He was not

allowed to hold any civil or priestly office whatever,

either in the city of Athens itself, or in any town
within the dominion of Athens ; he could not be

employed as herald or ambassador ; he could not

give his opinion, or speak either in the public as-

sembly or in the senate ; he was not even allowed
to appear within the extent of the agora ; he was
excluded from visiting the public sanctuaries, as

well as from taking part in any public sacrifice ; he
could neither bring an action against a person from
whom he had sustained an injury, nor appear as a

witness in any of the courts of justice ; nor could,

on the other hand, any one bring an action against

bim.' The right which, in point of fact, included

most of those which we have here enumerated, was
that of taking part in the popular assembly {Xeyeiv

and yp\(t>eiv). Hence this one right is most fre-

quently the only one which is mentioned as being

forfeited by atimia.' The service in the Athraitt
armies was not only regarded in the light of a Atatf

which a citizen had to perfonn towards the gtate,

but as a right and a privilege ; of which, therefore,

the atimos was likewise deprived.* When we heai

that an atimos had no right to claim the protectiot

of the laws if he was suffering injuries from others

we must not imagine that it was the intention of tht

law to expose the atimos to the insults or ill-treat-

ment of his former fellow-citizens, or to encourage
the people to maltreat him with impunity, as might
be inferred from the expression ol drifioi tov iSi^v
Tog ;' but all that the law meant to do was that, if

any such thing happened, the atimos had no righf

to claim the protection of the laws. We have above
referred to two laws mentioned by Demosthenes, in

which the children and the property of an atimos
were included in the atimia. As regards the chil-

dren or heirs, the infamy came to them as an inher-

itance which they could not avoid. {Vid. Hereii, p.

497.) But when we read of the property of a man
being included in the atimia, it can on^y mean that

it shared the lawless character of its owner, that is,

it did not enjoy the protection of the law, and could

not be mortgaged. The property of an atimos loi

a positive crime, such as those mentioned below,

was probably never confiscated, but only in the case

of a public debtor, as we shall see hereafter ; and
when Andocides* uses the expression urifiot, ^aat

Tu au/xara, ra 6e xPW^-'''^ elxov, the contrary which
he had in view can only have been the case of a

public debtor. On the whole, 4t appears to have
been foreign to Athenian notions of justice to c*oi>.

fiscate the property of a person who had incurred

personal atimia by some illegal act.*

The crimes for which total and perpetual atimia

was inflicted on a person were as follow : The giv-

ing and accepting of bribes, the embezzlement ol

public money, manifest proofs of cowardice in th«

defence of his country, false witness, false accusa-

tion, and bad conduct towards parents :* moreover,
if a person, either by deed or by word, injured or

insulted a magistrate while he was performing the

duties of his office ;' if, as a judge, he had been
guilty of partiality ;* if he squandered away his pa-

ternal inheritance, or was guilty of prostitutioa.*

We have above called this atimia perpetual ; foi if

a person had once incurred it, he could scarcely

ever hope to be lawfully released from it. A law,

mentioned by Demosthenes," ordained that the re-

leasing of any kind of atimoi should never be pro-

posed in the public assembly, unless an assembly

consisting of at least 6000 citizens had previously,

in secret deliberation, agreed that such might be

done. And even then the matter could only be

discussed in so far as the senate and people thought

proper. It was only in times when the Republic

was threatened by great danger that an atimos

might hope to recover his lost rights, and in such
circumstances the atimoi were sometimes restored

en masse to their former rights."

A second kind of atimia, which, though in its ex
tent a total one, lasted only until the person subject

to it fulfilled those duties for the neglect of which
it had been inflicted, was not so much a punistmcnt

for any particular crime as a means of compelling a

man to submit to the laws. This was the atimia of

public debtors. Any citizen of Athens who owed
money to the public treasury, whether his debt

1. (GaiQs, ii., R9.)—2. (tJlp., Frag., xiii.)—3. (Savigny, Sys-

teaj, Ac, vol ii.)— 4. (Demosth., c. Aristocrat., p. 640.)—5.
<c. Meid., p. 542.—Id., c. Aristog., p. 779.—Id., c. Meid., p.

546.)—e. (c. Tiinarch., p. 44, 46.)—7. (Comi>are Demosth., c.

Near., p. 1353 ; c. rimoc., p. 739.—De J-ib. Rhod., p. 200.—
Pbilipp., lii., p. 122 ; c. Meid., p. 542.—Lysias, c. Andoc., p.

S22.)
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1. (Demosth., c. Timocr., p. 715, 717.—jEschii.., c. Timirch.,

p. 54, Ac- Andocid., De Myst., p. 36.—Demosth., c Androt.,

p. 602, 604.)-2. (Demosth., c Timoc, p. 715.)—3. (Plato, Gorg ,

p. 508.)—4. (Dc Myst., p. 36.)—5. (Demosth., c Lept., p. 504.)

—6. (Andocid., 1. c)—7. (Demosth., c. Moid., p. 524.— Id., Ptq

Megalop., p. 200.)—8. (c. Meid., p. 543.)—9. (Diog. Laerl., I.,

ii., 7.)— 10. (c Timocrat., p. 715.)— 11. (Xeii., Hellei.., ii., S,

« 11.—Andocid., l.c)
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uose ft-om a fine to whicli he had been condemned,
or from a part lie liad taken in any branch of the

administration, or from his having pledged himself

io the state for another person, was in a state of

total atimia if he refused to pay or could not pay

the sum which was due. His children during his

lifetime were not included in his atimia ; they re-

mained inirifioi} \l he persevered in his refusal to

pay beyond the time of the ninth prytany, his debt

was doubled, and his property was taken and sold.*

If the sum obtained by the sale was sutHcient to

pay the debt, the atimia appears to have ceased

;

but if not, the atimia not only continued to the death

of the public debtor, but was inherited by his heirs,

and lasted until the debt was paid off.* (Compare
Hergs, p. 496.) This atimia for public debt was
sometimes accompanied by imprisonment, as in the

case of Alcibiades and Cimon ; but whether, in such
a case, on the death of the prisoner, his children

were likewise imprisoned, is uncertain. If a per-

son living in ntimia for public debt petitioned to be

released from his debt or his atimia, he became
subject to hdei^K; ; and if another person made the

attempt for him, he thereby forfeited his own prop-

erty : if the proedros even ventured to put the ques-

tion to the vote, he himself became atimos. The
only, but almost impracticable, mode of obtaining re-

lease was that mentioned above in connexion with
the total and perpetual atimia.

A third and only partial kind of atimia deprived

the person on whom it was inflicted only of a por-

tion of his rights as a citizen.* It was called the

arifiia Kara npoara^iv, because it was specified in

every single case which particular right was for-

feited by the atimos. The following cases are ex-

pressly mentioned: If a man came forward as a
public accuser, and afterward either dropped the

fharge or did not obtain a fifth of the votes in fa-

vour of his accusation, he was not only liable to a
fine of 1000 drachmae, but was subjedted to an atim-

ia which deprived him of the right, in future, to

appear as accuser in a case of the same nature as

that in which he had been defeated or which he had
given up.* If his accusation had been a ypa<}>^ aae-

ieiai, he also lost the right of visiting particular

temples.* Some cases are also mentioned in which
an accuser, though he did not obtain a fifth of the

votes, was not subjected to any punishment what-
ever. Such was the case in a charge brought be-

fore the first archon respecting the ill-treatment of

parents, orphans, or heiresses ^ In other cases the

accuser was merely subject to the fine of 1000
drachma;, without incurring any degree of atimia.*

But the law does not appear to have been strictly

observed.' Andocides mentions some other kinds

of partial atimia, but they seem to have had only a

temporary application at the end of the Peloponne-
•ian war ; and the passage'* is so obscure or cor-

rupt, that nothing can be inferred from it with any
certainty." Partial atimia, when once inflicted,

lasted during the whole of a man's life.

The children of a man who had been put to death

by the law were also atimoi'* (compare Heres, p.

497) ; but the nature or duration of this atimia is

unknown.
If a person, under whatever kind of atimia he was

fab('uring, continued to exercise any of the rights

which he had forfeited, he might immediately be

1. (Demoath., c. Theocrin., p. 13522.) — 2. (Andocid., 1. c. —
Demarth., c. Nicortrat., p. 1255 ; c. Noier., p. 1347.) — 3. (Dc-
mnsth., c. Androt., p. 603.—Compare Bfickh, Publ. Econ. of

Athens, ii., p. 126.)—4 (Andocid., De Myst., p. 17 and 36.)—5.
(DemoBth., c. Aristotj., p. 803.—Harpocrat., s. v. ^dpuv ypo'P^-)
-6. (Andocid , Do Mj-at., p. 17.)—7. (Meier, De Bon. Damnat.,
p 133.^—8. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 53.)—9. (Bflckh, Publ. Econ.
of Athen*, ii., p. 112, *c.)—10. (De Myit., p. 36.)— II. (Wach-
tmuth, Hellen. Alterth., ii., 1, p M7, 4c«.) — 13. (Demosth., c.

Anst ».. p. 779.)

Ytt

subjected to iirayuy^ or bvdei^i^ : and if his tniM»
grcssion was proved, he might, without any farther

proceedings, be punished immediately.

The ofllences which were punished at Sparta wiU«
atimia are not so well known ; and in many caset
it does not seem to have been expressly mentioned
by the law, but to have depended entirely upon pub
lie opinion, whether a person was to be considered
and treated as an atimos or not. In general, it ap-

pears that every one who refused to live according

to the national institutions lost the rights of a fuU

citizen (6//oiof'). It was, however, a positive law,

that whoever did not give or could not give his con-
tribution towards the syssitia, lost his rights as a
citizen.* The highest degree of infamy fell upon
the coward {rpianc) who either deserted from the

field of battle, or returned home without the rest of

the army, as Aristodemus did after the battle of

Thermopylae,* though in this case the infamy itself,

as well as its humiliating consequences, were man-
ifestly the mere eflTect of public opinion, and lasted

until the person labouring under it distinguished

himself by some signal exploit, and thus wiped off

the stain from his name. The Spartans who in

Sphacteria had surrendered to the Athenians, were
punished with a kind of atimia which deprived them
of their claims to public oflices (a punishment com-
mon to all kinds of atimia), and rendered thom in-

capable of making any lawful purchase or sale.

Afterward, however, they recovered their rights.*

Unmarried men were also subject to a certain de-

gree of infamy, in as far as they were deprived of

the customary honours of old age, were excluded
from taking part in the celebration of certain festi-

vals, and occasionally compelled to sing defamatory
songs against themselves. No atimos was allowed

to marry the daughter of a Spartan citizen, and waa
thus compelled to endure the ignominies of an old

bachelor.* Although an atimos at Sparta was sub-

ject to a great many painful restrictions, yet his con-

dition cannot be called outlawry ; it was rather a

state of infamy properly so called. Even the atimia

of a coward cannot be considered equivalent to the

civil death of an Athenian atimos, for we find him
still acting to some extent as a citizen, though al-

ways in a manner which made his infamy manifest

to every one who saw him.

(lielyveld, De Infamia ex Tare Atlico, Amstelod.,

1835.—Wachsmuth, Hcllcn Alterth., ii., 1, p. 243,

&c.—Meier, De Bonis Damnat., p. 101, &c.—Schd-
mann, De Comit. Ath., p. 67, <tc., transl.—Hermann,
Polit. Ant. of Greece, () 124 -Meier und Schomann,
Att. Proc., p. 563. On the Spartan atimia in par-

ticular, see Wachsmuth, ii., 1, p. 358, &.c.—Miiller,

Dor., iii., 10, $3.)
INFANS, INFA'NTIA In the Roman law there

were several distinctions of age which were made
with reference to the capacity for doing legal acts .

1. The first period was from birth to the end of the

seventh year, during which time persons were call

ed infantes, or qui fari non {wssunt. 2. The sec

ond period was from the end of seven years to the

end of fourteen or twelve years, according as ihe

person was a male or a female, during which per-

sons were defined as tho«*e qui fari possunt. Thr
persons included in these first two classes were im-

puberes. 3. The third period was from the end ol

the twelfth or fourteenth to the end of the twenty-

fifth year, during which period persons we.e ado-

lescentes, adulti. The persons included in these

three classes were minores xxv. annis or annorum,

and were often, for brevity's sake, called minorea

1. (Xen., D* Rep. Laced., x., 7.—Id. ib., iii.,3.)—2. (AriWut,

Polit., ii, 6, p. 50, ed. GCttlinr.)— 3. (Herod., yii., 231.)—

4

(Thucyd., T., 14.)- 5. (Plut., Xi nil., 30.—MiiUer. Do^ian^ it.

4,4 3)
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only (nii. Cusi ton) , and the persons included in

thft third and fourtli class were puberes. 4. The
fourth period was from the age of twenty-five, du-

rina; which persons were majores.

The term impubes compreliends infans, as all in-

fantes are impuberes, but all impuberes are not
infantes. Thus the impuberes were divided into

two classes : infantes, or those under seven years
of age, and those above seven, who are generally

understood by the term impuberes. Pupillus is a
general name for all impuberes not in the power of

a father.*

The coHimencement of pubertas was the com-
mencement of full capacity to do legal acts. Be-
fore the commencement of pubertas, a person, ac-

cording to the old civil law, could do no legal act

without the auctoritas of a tutor. This rule was
made for those impuberes who had property of their

own ; for it could have no application to impuberes
who were in the power of a father. Now the age
of pubertas was fixed as above mentioned, on the

supposition that persons were then competent to

understand the nature of their acts, and the age of

twelve or fourteen was only fixed because it was
necessary to fix some limit which might apply to all

cases ; but it was obvious that in many cases when
a person bordered on the age of puberty (pubertati

proximus), and had not yet attained it, he might
have sufficient understanding to do many legal acts.

Accordingly, a person who was proximus pubertati

was in course of time considered competent to do
certain legal acts without the auctoritas of a tutor;

but, to secure him against fraud or mistake, he
could only do such acts as were for his own ad-

vantage. This relaxation of the old law was ben-

eficial both to the impubes and to others ; but, ow-
ing to its being <;onfined to such narrow limits of

time, it was of little practical use, and, accordingly,

it was extended as a positive rule to a longer period

below the age of puberty, but still with the same
limitation : the impubes could do no act to his prej-

udice without the auctoritas of a tutor. It was,
however, necessary to fix a limit here also, and, ac-

cordingvy, it was determined that such limited capa-

city to do legal acts should commence with the ter-

mination of infantia, which, legally defined, is that

f«riod after which a person, either alone or with a
tutor, is capable of doing legal acts.

Infans properly means qui fari non potest ; and
he of whom could be predicated fari potest, was
not infans, and was capable of doing certain legal

acts. The phrase qui fari potest is itself ambigu-
ous ; but the Romans, in a legal sense, did not limit

it to the mere capacity of uttering words, which a
child of two or three years generally possesses, but

they understood by it a certain degree of intellectual

development ; and, accordingly, the expression qui

fari potest expressed not only that degree of intel-

lectual development which is shown by the use of in-

telligible speech, but also a capacity for legal acts in

which speech was required. Thus the period of in-

Cantia was extended beyond that which the strict ety-

mological meaning of the word signifies, and its ter-

mination was fixed by a positive rule at the end of
the seventh year, as appears by numerous passages.*
The expressions proximus pubertati, and proxi-

mus infantiae or infanti,* are used by the Roman
jurists to signify respectively one who is near attain-

ing pubertas, and one who has just passed the limit

of infantia.* {Vid. Impubes.)

INFE'RL^. {Vid. Funcjs, p. 462.)

INFUL4, a flock of white and red wool, which

1. (Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 239.)—2. (Di?. 26, tit. 7, s. 1 ; 23, tit.

%.«. 14.—Cod. 6, tit. 30, s. 18.—Quintilian, Inst. Or., i., 1.—Isi-

i-Tus, Oriir., xi., 2.)—3. (Gaius, iii., 109.)—4. (Savig-ny, System.
4es heut. R. R., vol. iii.)
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was slightly twisted, drawn into l/iR form of a

wreath or fillet, and used by the Romans for orna-

ment on festive and solemn occasions. In sacrifi-

cing it was tied with a white band (vid. Vitta) to

the head of the victim,' and also of the priest, more
especially in the worship of Apollo and Diana.*
The "torta infula" was worn also by the vestai

virgins.* Its use seems analogous to that of the
lock of wool worn by the flamines and salii. (Vid.

Apkx). At Roman marriages, the bride, who car-

ried wool upon a distaflT in the procession (vid. Fu-

808, p. 465), fixed it as an infula upon the door-case
of her future husband on entering the house.*

INGE'NUI, INGENUITAS. According to Gai-

us,' ingenui are those free men who are born free.

Consequently, freedmen (libertini) were not ingenui,

though the sons of libertini were ingenui ; nor could

a hbertinus by adoption become ingenuus.* If afe-
mede slave (ancilla) was pregnant, and was manu-
mitted before she gave birth to a child, such child

was born free, and therefore was ingenuus. In oth-

er cases, also, the law favoured the claim of free

birth, and, consequently, of ingenuitas.' If a man's
ingenuitas was a matter in dispute, there was a ju-

dicium ingenuitatis.*

The words ingenuus and Hbertinus are often op
posed to one another ; and the title of freeman (/»-

btr), which would comprehend hbertinus, is some-
times limited by the addition of ingenuus (liber et

ingenuus^). According to Cincius, in his work on
Comitia, quoted by Festus," those who, in his time,

were called ingenui, were originally called patricii,

which is interpreted by Goettling to mean that gen-
tiles were originally called ingenui also : a manifest
misunderstanding of the passage. If this passage
has any certain meaning, it is this : originally the
name ingenuus did not exist, but the word patriciua

was sufiicient to express a Roman citizen by birth.

This remark, then, refers to a time when there

were no Roman citizens except patricii ; and tho

definition of ingenuus, if it had then been in use,

would have been a sufficient definition of a patricius.

But the word ingenuus was introduced, in the sense
here stated, at a later time, and when it was want-
ed for the purpose of indicating a citizen ty birth,

merely as sucTh. Thus, in the speech of Ajipius

Claudius Crassus,'*he contrasts with persons of pa-

trician descent, "I/nws Quiritium quilibet, duobus in-

genuis ortus.^' Farther, the definition of gentilia

by Scaevola (vid. Gens, p. 468) shows that a man
might be ingenuus and yet not gentilis, for he might
be the son of a freedman ; and this is consistent

with Livy.** If Cincius meant his proposition to be

as comprehensive as the terms will allow us to take

it, the proposition is this : All (now) ingenui com-
prehend all (then) patricii ; which is untrue.

Under the Empire, ingenuitas, or the jura in-

genuitatis, might be acquired by the imperial favour;

that is, a person not ingenuus by birth was made
so by the sovereign power. A freedman who had
obtained the jus annulorum aureorum was consid-

ered ingenuus ; but this did not interfere with the
patronal rights." By the natalibus restitutio, the

princeps gave to a hbertinus the character o/ in-

genuus ; a form of proceeding which involved ihe

theory of the original freedom of all mankind, for

the Hbertinus was restored, not to the state in which
he I»ad been born, but to his supposed original state

of freedom. In this case the patron lost his patnv

1. (Virg., Goorg., iii.. 487.—Lucret., i., 88.—Suet., Calig., 27.)
—2. (Virg., Mn., it., 430.—Id. ib., x., 538.—Serrius, in Inc.—
Isid., Orig., xix., 30.—Festus, s. v. Infula;.)—3. (Prod., c. Svri.,

ii., 1085, 1094.)—4. (Lucan, ii., 355.—Plin., H. N., xxix..!—
Servius in Virg., ^n., iv., 458.)—5. (i., 11.)—fl. (GeU., v., 19.)—7. (Paulus, Sent. Recept., iii., 24, and v., l,"De iJbeiali

Causa.")—8. (Tacit., Ann., xiii., 27.—Paulus, S. R., v., 1 ) -9
(Hor., Ep. ad Pis., 383.)—10. (». v. Patricios.)— 11 (Ut., ri

40.)—13. (x., 8.)—13. (Dig. 40, tit. 10, s. 5 and 6.1
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nal I !ghta by a necessary consequence, if I he fiction

wero to have its full effect.* It seems I hat ques-

tions as to a man's ingenuitas were common at

Home, which is not surprising when wo consider

that patronal rights were involved in them.

•INGUINA'LIS, a plant, the same with the /?<w-

6uvt(n>, or aarijp uttck6(, which see.

INJU'RIA. Injuria was done by striking or beat-

ing a man either with the hand or with anything

;

by abusive words (convicium) ; by the proscriptio

bonorum, when the claimant knew that the alleged

debtor was not really indebted to him, for the bono-
rum proscriptio was accompanied with infamia to

the debtor ;' by libellous writings or verses ; by so-

liciting a materfamilias or a prajtextatus {vid. Impu-
BEs), and by various other acts. A man might
sustain injuria either in his own person, or in the

person of those who were in his power or in manu.
^fo injuria could be done to a slave, but certain acts

'.one to a slave were an injuria to his master, when
the acts were such as appeared from their nature
to be insulting to the master ; as, for instance, if a
man should flog another man's slave, the master
had a remedy against the wrong-doer, which was
given him by the praetor's formula. But in many
other cases of a slave being maltreated, there was
no regular formula by which the master could have
a remedy, and it was not easy to obtain one from
the praetor.

The Twelve Tables had various provisions on the
subject of injuria. Libellous songs or verses were
followed by capital punishment, that is, death, as
it appears.* In the case of a limb being mutilated,
the punishment was talio.* In the case of a broken
bone, the penalty was 300 asses if the injury was
done to a freeman, and 150 if it was done to a
slave. In other cases the Tables fixed the penalty
at 25 asses.*

These penalties, which were considered suflicient

at the time when they were fixed, were afterward
considered to be insufficient ; and the injured per-

son was allowed by the praetor to claim such dama-
ges as he thought that he was entitled to, and the
judex might give the full amount or less. But in

the case of a very serious injury (atrox injuria),

when the praetor required security for the defend-
ant's appearance to be given in a particular sum,
it was usual to claim such sum as the damages in

the plaintiff"'s declaration ; and though the judex
was not bound to give damages to that amount, he
seidom gave less. An injuria had the character of
atrox, either from the act itself, or the place where
it was done, as, for instance, a theatre or forum, or
from the status of the person injured, as if he were
a magistratus, or if he were a senator and the
wrong-doer were a person of low condition.

A lex Cornelia specially provided for cases of
pulsatio, verberatio, and forcible entry into a man's
house {domus). The jurists who commented on
this lex defined the legal meaning of pulsatio, ver-
beratio, and domus.*
The actions for injuria were gradually much ex-

tended, and the praetor would, according to the cir-

cumstances of the case {causa cognila), give a per-

son an action in respect of any act or conduct of
another, which tended, in the judgment of the prae-

tor, to do him injury in reputation or to wound his

feelings.^ Many cases of injuria were suliject to a
special punishment,* as deportatio ; and this pro-

ceeding extra ordinem was often adopted instead
(if the civil action. Various imperial constitutions

1. (Dig. 40, tit. 11.)—2. (Cic, ProQnint.,6.15. 16.)—3. (Cic,
Rep., iv,, 10, and the aotea ia Mai't edition.)—4. (Festui, s. t.
Taiiu.)—5. (Gelliiu, iri., 10.—Id.,«., 1.—Dirkaen, Uebenicht,
&c.)—«. (Dig. 47, tit. 10, a. 5.)—7. {Vid. Dig. 47, tit. 10, i. 13 :

82, 23, 21, &c.)-8. (Dig. 47, tit. 11.)

affixed the puni.shment of dea^htu libellous wntfngi
{famosi libclli).

Infamia was a consequence of condemnation ia
an actio injuriarum (Vid. Inpamia.) He who
brought such an action per caiumniam was liable la
be punished extra ordinem.*

INJURIA'RUM ACTIO. {Vid. Injuria.)

INO'A ('Ivua), festivals celebrated in several
parts of Greece, in honour of the ancient heroine
Ino. At Megara she was honoured with an annual
sacrifice, because the Megarians believed that her
body had been cast by the waves upon their coast,
and that it had been found and buried there by
Cleso and Tauropolis.* Another festival of Ino
was celebrated at Epidaurus Limera, in Laconia.
In the neighbourhood of this town there was a
small but very deep lake, called the water of Ino,

and at the festival of the heroine the people threw
barley-cakes into the water. When the cakes sank,
it was considered a propitious sign, but when they
swam on the surface it was an evil sign.' An an
nual festival, with contests and sacrifices, in honour
of Ino, was also held on the Corinthian Isthmus,
and was said to have been instituted by King Sisy-
phus.*

INOFFICIO'SUM TESTAMEN'TUM. {Vid
Testamentum.)

INQUILl'NUS. {Vid. Banishment, Roman, p.

137.)

INSA'NIA, INSA'NUS. {Vid. Cubator.)
•INSECTA. (Fid. Entoma.)
INSIGNE {arjfieTov, iniafifta, kKcarj/xov, irapaofi-

fMv), a Badge, an Ensign, a mark of distinction.

Thus the Bulla worn by a Roman boy was one of
the insignia of his rank.* Five classes of insignia
more especially deserve notice :

I. Those belonging to officers of state or civil

functionaries of all descriptions, such as the Fascbs
carried before the Consul at Rome, the laticlavo

and shoes worn by senators {vid. Calceus, p. 190;
Clavus, p 264), the carpentum and the sword be-
stowed by the emperor upon the praefect of the prae-

torium.* The Roman Equites' were distinguished
by the "equus publicus," the golden ring, the an-
gustus clavus,* and the seat provided for them in
the theatre and the circus.* The insignia of the
kings of Rome, viz., the trabea, the toga praetexta,

the crown of gold, the ivory sceptre, the sella curu-
lis, and the twelve lictors with fasces, all of which,
except the crown and sceptre, were transferred to
subsequent denominations of magistrates, were cop-
ied from the usages of the Tuscans and other na-
tions of early antiquity.'*

II. Badges worn by soldiers. The centurions in

the Roman army were known by the crests of their

helmets {vid. Galea), and the common men by their

shields, each cohort having them painted in a man-
ner peculiar to itself.*' {Vid. Clipeus.) Among
the Gfreeks, the devices sculptured or painted upon
shields (see woodcut, p. 84), both for the sake of
ornament and as badges of distinction, employed
the fancy of poets and of artists of every description
from the earliest times. Thus the seven heroes
who fought against Thebes, all except Amphiaraus,
had on their shields expressive figures and mottoes,
differently described, however, by diflferent authors."
Alcibiades, agreeably to his general character, wore
a shield richly decorated with ivory and gold, and

1. (Gaius, iii., 220-225,—IFor., Sat., I., i., 80.—Dig. 47, tit.

10.—Cod. Theod., ix., tit. 34.—Cod. ix., tit. 36.—Paulua, Sent.
Recept., v., tit. 4.)—2. (Paus., i., 42, I) 8.)—3. (Paus., iii., 23, t

5.)—4. (Tzetzes ad Lycoplir.)—5. (Cic, Verr., ii., 1, 58.)—«.
(Lydus, De Mag., ii., 3, 9.)—7. (p. 396.)—8. (p. 242.)—9. (C. O.
Schwartz, Diss. Selects, p. 84-101.)— 10. (Flor., i., 5.—Sail.,
B. Cat., 51.—Virg., jEn., vii.. 188, 612.—Id. ib., li., 334.—Ly
dug, De Mag., i., 7, 8, 37.)— 11. (Veget., ii., 17.—Compare Ca*.
Bell. Gall., vii., 45.)— 12. (^schyl., Sept., c. Theb., 3S3-M6.—
Eurip., Phosn., 1125-1150.—Apollodor., Bibl., i" . 6, 1.)
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exhibiting h representation of Cupid brandishing a
thunderbolt ' The first use of these emblems on
nhields is attributed to the Carians ;• and the ficti-

tious employment of them to deceive and mislead

an enemy was among the stratagems of war.*

III. Family badges. Among the indignities prac-

tised by the Emperor Caligula, it is related that he
abolished the ancient insignia of the noblest fami-

lies, viz., the torques, the cincinni, and the cogno-

men " Magnus."*
IV. Signs placed on the front of buildings. A

figure of Mercury was the common sign of a Gym-
NA8I0M ; but Cicero had a statue of Minerva to fulfil

the same purpose.* Cities had their emblems as

well as separate edifices ; and the officer of a city

sometimes affixed the emblem to public documents,
as we do the seal of a municipal corporation.*

V. The figure-heads of ships. The insigne of a
ship was an image placed on the prow, and giving

its name to the vessel.' Thus the ship figured in

p. 58 would probably be called the Triton.* (Com-
pare woodcut, p. 480.) Paul sailed from Melite to

Puteoli in the Dioscuri, a vessel which traded be-

tween that city and Alexandrea.* Enschede has
drawn out a list of one hundred names of ships

\thich occur either in classical authors or in ancient

inscriptions.'" The names were those of gods and
heroes, together with their attributes, such as the

helmet of Minerva, painted on the prow of the ship

which conveyed Ovid to Pontus (a picta casside

nomen habcl^^) ; of virtues and affections, as Hope,
Concord, Victory ; of countries, cities, and rivers,

as the Po, the Mincius,'' the Delia, the Syracuse,
the Alexandrea ;'^ and of men, women, and animals,

as the boar's head, which distinguished the vessels

of Samos'* (woodcut, p. 429), the swan {vid. Chenis-
CU8), the tiger," Ihe bull {npoTofjt.rjv ravpov^*). Plu-

tarch mentions a Lycian vessel with the sign of the

lion on its prow, and that of the serpent on its

poop.^' After an engagement at sea, the insigne of

a conquered vessel, as well as its aplustre, was
often taken from it, and suspended in some temple
as an offering to the god." Figure-heads were
probably used from the first origin of navigation.

On the war-galleys of the Phoenicians, who called

them, as Herodotus says," TrdratKoi, i. e., "carved
images," they had sometimes a very grotes(iue ap-

pearance.

Besides the badge which distinguished each indi-

vidual ship, and which was either an engraved and
painted wooden image, forming part of the prow, or

a figure often accompanied by a name and painted
on both the bows of the vessel, other insignia, which
could be elevated t)r lowered at pleasure, were requi-

site in naval engagements. These were probably
flags or standards, fixed to the aplustre or to the
top of the mast, and serving to mark all those ves-
sels which belonged to the same fleet or to the same
nation. Such were "the Attic" and "the Persic
signals" {to 'Attlkov aijfiecov*'').

I'NSTITA {TrepiTTodiov), a Flounce, a Fillet. The
Roman matrons sometimes wore a broad fillet, with
ample folds, sewed to the bottom of the tunic, and
reaching to the instep. The use of it indicated a
superior regard to decency and propriety of man-

1. (Athon., xii., 47.)—2. (Ilerod., i., 171.)—3. (Paus., iv., 28,
\ 3.—Virg., ^n., ii.. 389-392.)—4. (Suet., Calig., 35.)—5. (ad
Att., i., 4.)—6. (Anti-r., Carvst., 15.)—7. (Tacit.. Ann., vi., 34.
—Css , B. Civ., ii., 6.)—8. (Stat., Theb., v., 372.— Virg., ^n.,
X,, 209-212.)—9. (Acts, xiviii., 11.)— 10. (Diss., " De Tut. et
iiuignibus Naviura," reprinted in Ruhnken's Opusc, p. 257-305.)
—11. (Frist., i., 9, 2.)—12. (Virg., ^n., x., 206.)—13. (Athen.,
w., 43.)—14. (Herod., iii., 59.—Chcerilus, p. 155, ed. Naeke.

—

Hetych., s. v. JlniiiaK^i rpd-roi.—Eust. in Horn., Od., xiii., p.

SM.)—15. (Virg., JEn., x., 166.)— 16. (Schol. in ApoU. Rhod.,
u., 168.)—17. (De Mai. Virt., p. 441, ed. Steph.)—18. (Plut.,

•rhemist., p. 217.)— 19. (iii., 37.)—20. (PolysBn., iii., II, 11 ; Tiii.,

W. I.—Becker, Char., ii., p. 63.)
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ners.* It must have resembled a modern floonce.

By the addition of gold and jewelry, it took the
form of the more splendid and expensive CycLAS.
When this term denoted a fillet, which was used

by itself, as in the decoration of a Thyrsus,* it v.-as

equivalent to Vitta or Fascia. {Vid. Tunica.)
I'NSTITOR. (Vid. Institoria Actio.)

INSTITO'RIA ACTIO. This actio or formula
was allowed against a man who had appointed ei-

ther his son or a slave, and either his own or another
man's slave, or a free person, to manage a tabema,
or any other business for him. The contracts with
such manager, in respect of the tabema or other
business, were considered to be contracts with the
principal. The formula was called institoria, be-

cause he who was appointed to manage a taberna
was called an institor. And the institor, it is said,

was so called, " quod negotio gcrcndo instet sive

insistat." If several persons appointed an institoi

any one of them might be sued for the whole amount
for which the persons were liable on the contract

of their institor ; and if one paid the demand, he
had his redress over against the others by a socie-

tatis judicium or communi dividundo. A great deal

of business was done through the medium of insti-

tores, and the Romans thus carried on various
lucrative occupations in the name of their slaves,

which they could not or would not have carried on
personally. Institores are coupled with nautae by
Horace,* and with the magister navis.*

INSTITUTIO'NES. It was the object of Justin

ian to comprise in his Code and Digest or Pandect
a complete body of law. But these works were
not adapted to the purpose of elementary instruc-

tion, and the writings of the ancient jurists were
no longer allowed to have any authority, except so
far as they had been incorporated in the Digest.

It was, therefore, necessary to prepare an element-
ary treatise, for which purpose Justinian appointed
a commission, consisting of Tribonianus, Theophi-
lus, and Dorotheus. The commission was instruct-

ed to compose an institutional work which shouH
contain the elements of the law (legun cunabula),

and should not be encumbered with useless matter.

Accordingly, they produced a treatise under thfc

title of Institutijnes, or Elementa,* which was based
on former elementary works of the same name and
of a similar character, but chiefly on the Commen-
tarii of Caius or Gaius, his Res Quotidianse, and
various other commentarii. The Institutiones were
published with the imperial sanction, at the close of

the year A.D. 533, at the same time as the Digest.

The Institutione=j consist of four books, which are

divided into titles. The first book treats chiefly of

matters relating to personal status ; the second
treats chiefly of property and its incidents, and of

testaments, legacies, and fideicommissa ; the third

treats chiefly of successions to the property of in-

testates, and matter incident thereto, and on obli-

gations not founded on delict ; the fourth treats

chiefly of obligations founded on delict, actions anc*

their incidents, interdicts, and of the judicia publi

ca. The judicia publica are not treated of by Gaiua

in his Commentaries. Heineccius, in his Antiqui

tatum Romanarum Jurisprudentiam illustranthint

Syntagma, has followed the order of the Institutio-

nes. Theophilus, generally considered to be the

person who was one of the compilers of the Institu-

tiones, wrote a Greek paraphrase upon them, which
is still extant, and is occasionally useful. The best

edition of the paraphrase of Theophilus is that of

W. 0. Reitz, Haag, 1751, 2 vols. 4to. There are

1. (Hor., Sat., I., ii., 29.—Ovid, Ara Amat., i., 32.)—2- (Stat

,

Theb., vii., 654.)—3. (Ep., xvii., 20.)-^. (Carm., III., vi., 30
—Consult Gaius, iv., 71.—Dig. 14, tit. 3 )—5. (Prorem Inst.)-

0. (" De Juris Doceudi Ratione.")
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nomerous editions of the Latin tor^t uf the Institu-

tiones. The cditio princeps is that of Mainz, 1468,

fui. ; that of Klenzc and Bcecking, BerUn, 1829, 4to,

contains both the Institutiones and the Commenta-
rii of Gains ; the most recent edition is that of
Schrader, Berlin, 1832 and 1836.

There were various institutional works written
by the Roman jurists. There still remain fragments
of the Institutiones of TJlpian, which appear to have
consisted of two books. The four books of the

Institutiones of Gains were formerly only known
from a few excerpts in the Digest, from the Epito-

me contained in the Breviarium, from the Collatio,

and a few quotations in the Commentary of Boethi-
us on the Topica of Cicero, and in Priscian.

The MS. of Gaius was discovered in the library

of the Chapter of Verona, by Niebuhr, in 1816. It

was first copied by Gceschen and Bethman-HoH-
weg, and an edition was published by Gceschen in

1820. The deciphering of the MS. was a work of
great labour, as it is a palimpsest, the writing on
which has been washed out, and in some places
erased with a knife, in order to adapt the parchment
for the purposes of the transcriber. The parch-
ment, after being thus treated, was used for tran-

scribing upon it some works of Jerome, chiefly his

epistles. Tlie old writing was so obscure that it

could only be seen by applying to it an infusion of
gall nuts. A fresh examination of the MS. was
made by Bluhme, but with little additional profit,

owing to the condition of the manuscript. A second
edition of Gaius was published by Gceschen in 1824,
with valuable notes, and an Index Siglarum used in

the MS. The preface to the first edition contains
the complete demonstration that the MS. of Verona
is the genuine Commentaries of Gaius, though the
MS. itself has no title.

The arrangement of the matter in the Institutio-

nes of Gaius resembles that of the Institutiones of
Justinian, which were founded on tRem. The first

book treats of the status of persons ; the second
treats De Rerum Divisione et Acquisitione, and
comprehends legacies and fideicommissa ; the third
book treats of successions ab intestate, and obliga-

tions founded on contract and delict ; the fourth
treats solely of actions, and matters connected
therewith.

There has been a great diflference of opinion as
to the age of Gaius, but it appears from the Institu-

tiones that he wrote that work under Antoninus
Pius and M. Aurelius.

Many passages in the Fragments of Ulpian are
the same as passages in Gaius, which may be ex-
plained by assuming that both these writers copied
such parts from the same original. Though the
Institutiones of Justinian were mainly based on
those of Gaius, it is clear that the compilers of the
Institutiones of Justinian often followed some other
work ; and, in some instances, the Institutiones of
Justinian are more clear and explicit than those of
Gaius. An instance of this occurs in Gaius' and
the Institutiones of Justinian.'

Gaius belonged to the school of the Sabiniani.
{Vid JuRiscoNsuLTi.) The jurists whom he cites
in the Institutiones are Cassius, Fufidius, Javole-
nua. Julianus, Labeo, Maximus, Q. Mucius, Ofilius,

I'ro.iulus, Sabinus, Servius, Servius Sulpicius, Sex-
Uis, Tubero.
INSTITUTO'RIA ACTIO. (7irf. Interckssio.)
I'NSULA. {Vid. HonsB, Roman, p. 519.)
INTE'NTIO. ( Vid. Actio, p. 20.)

I'NTEGRUM RESTITUTIO, IN. (Fid. Resti-
tutio )

INTERCE'SSIO. The verb intercedere is vari-

Mxaly applied to express the act of him who in any

1. (iii., 10».)-a. (iii., tit. 19, i. 10.)

way undertakes an obligation for another. Sponsorcri.

fidepromissores, and fidejussores, may be said inter-

cedere. With respect to one another, s^wnsorea
were consponsores.* Sponsores and fidepromissores

were nearly in the same condition ; fidcjussoreii

were in a somewhat different legal relation.

Sponsores and fidepromissores could only become
parties to an obligatio verborum, though in some
cases they might be bound, when their principal

(qui promiserit) was not, as in the case of a pupillus

who promised without the auctoritas of his tutor,

or of a man who promised something after his

death. A fidejussor might become a party to al'

obligations, whether contracted re, verbis, literia,

or consensu. In the case of a sponsor, the interro-

gatio was. Idem dare spondes ] in the case of a
fidepromissor, it was. Idem fidepromittis ! in the
case of a fidejussor, it was. Idem fide tua esse ju-

hesl The object of having a sponsor, fidepro-

missor, or fidejussor, was greater security to the
stipulator. On the other hand, the stipulator had
an adstipulator only when the promise was to pay
something after the stipulator's death ; for if there
was no stipulator, the stipulatio was inutilis or void.'

The adstipulator was the proper party to sue after

the stipulator's death, and he could be compelled by
a mandati judicium to pay to the heres whatever
he recovered.

The heres of a sponsor and fidepromissor was not
bound, unless the fidepromissor were a peregrinus,
whose state had a different law on the matter ; but
the heres of a fidejussor was bound. By the lex
Furia, a sponsor and fidepromissor were free from
all liability after two years, which appears to mean
two years after the obligation had become a present
demand. All of them who were alive at the time
when the money became due could be sued, h'zf

each only for his share. Fidejussores were never
released from their obligation by length of time, and
each was liable for the whole sum ; but by a re-

script (epistola) of Hadrian, the creditor was required
to sue the solvent fidejussores separately, each ac-
cording to his proportion.

A lex Apuleia, which was passed before the lex
Furia, gave one of several sponsores or fidepromis-

sores, who had paid more than his share, an action
against the rest for contribution. Before the pass-
ing of this lex Apuleia, any one sponsor or fidepro-

missor might be sued for the whole amount ; but
this lex was obviously rendered useless by the sub-
sequent lex Furia, at least in Italy, to which country
alone the lex Furia applied, while the lex Apuleia
extended to places out of Italy.

A fidejussor, who had been compelled to pa^ the
whole amount, had no redress if his principal was
insolvent ; though, as already observed, he could,

by the rescript of Hadrian, compel the creditor to

limit his demand against him to his share.

A creditor was obliged formally to declare his ac-

ceptance of the sponsores or fidepromissores who
were offered to him, and also to declare what was
the object as to which they were security : if he did

not comply with this legal requisition, the sponsores
and fidepromissores might, within thirty days (it is

not said what thirty days, but probably thirty days
from the time of the sureties being offered), demand
a praejudicium {prctjudicium postulare), and if they
proved that the creditor had not complied with the

requisitions of the law, they were released.

A lex Cornelia limited the amount for which any
person could be a security for the same person tu

the same person within the same year, but with
some exceptions, one of which was a security "dth

lis nomine." No person could be bound in a greater

amount than his principal, but he might be bound

1. (Cic. ad Att., xii., 17.)—2. (Oaiu», iii., 100, IV.)
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in less ; and every surety could recover on a man-
dati judicium from his principal whatever he had
been compelled to pay on his account. By a lex

Publilia, sponsores had a. special action in duplum,
which was called an actio depensi.

rhore is a passage in the Epitome of Gains in

the Breviariun,' which is not taken from Gaius ; it

is to this effect : The creditor may sue either the

debtci or his fidejussor; but after he has chosen to

tBP. cue of them, he cannot sue the other.—Cicero

appears to allude to the same doctrine* in a passage
which is somewhat obscure, and is variously ex-

plained. The subject of the sponsio often occurs in

Cicero's letters ; and in one case he was called

upon in respect of a sponsio alleged to have been
given by him twenty-five years before.' Cicero
does not raise any difficulty as to the time that had
elapsed, from which it must be inferred either that

the obligation had only recently become a demand,
or that tlie rule about the two years did not exist

in his time. Cicero uses the expression " appel-

late" to express calling on a surety to pay.*

Women generally were incapacitated from doing
many acts on account of the weakness of the sex.

It was a general rule that any person might " inter-

cedere," who was competent to contract and to

dispose of his property ; but minores xxv. and
women had only a limited capacity in respect of
their contracts and the disposition of their estates.

In the early part of the reign of Augustus and in

that of Claudius, it was declared by the edict that

women should not " intercedere" for their husbands.
Subsequently, in the consulship of M. Silanus and
Velleius Tutor (A.D. 10), the senatus consultum
Velleianura was passed, which absolutely prohibited

all intercessio by women ; and the Novella, 134, c.

8, liad for its special object to make null all inter-

cessio of a wife for her husband. A woman who
w^as sued in respect of her intercessio or her heres,

might plead the senatus consultum, and she might
recover anything that she had paid in resptict of her
intercessio. The senatus consultum, though it made
null the intercessio of a woman, protected the cred-

itor so far as to restore to him a former right of
action against his debtor and fidejussores : this ac-

tion was called restitutoria or rescissoria. In the

case of a new contract, to which the v-'oman was a
party, the intercessio was null by the senatus con-

sultum, and the creditor had the same action against

the person for whom the woman " intercessit" as

he would have had against the woman : this action,

inasmuch as the contract had no reference to a for-

mer right, but to a right arising out of the contract,

was institutoria. In certain cases, a woman was
permitted to renounce the benefit of the senatus
consultum.*

INTERCE'SSIO was the interference of a magis-
tratus to whom an appeal {vid. Appellatio) was
made. The object of the intercessio was to put a
stop to proceedings, on the ground of informality or
other sufficient cause. Any magistratus might " in-

tercedere" who was of equal rank with, or of rank su-
perior to the magistratus from or against whom the
appellatio was. Cases occur in which one of the
praetors interposed {intereessit) against the proceed-
ings of his colleague.* The intercessio is most fre-

quently spoken of with reference to the tribunes,

who originally had not jurisdictio, but used the in-

tercessio for the purpose of preventing wrong which
was offered to a person in their presence.' The in-

tercessio of the tribunes of the plebs was auxilium ;•

1, (ii., 9, 1) 2.)—2. (ad Att., xvi., 15.)—3. (ad Att., xii., 17.)—
*. (ad Att., i., 8—Compare Gaius, iii., 115-127.—Dig. 44, tit.

/
; 46, lit. 1.)—5. (Dig. 16, tit. 1 : ad S. C. Velleianuni.—Paulas,

S. R., ii., tit. 11.)—6. (Cic. inVerr., i., 46.)—7. (Cell., liii.,

18.)—8. Cic, Pro Quint, 7, 20.)
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and it might be exercised either in jure or in judl-

cio. The tribune qui intercessit could prevent a

judicium from being instituted. That there could

be an intercessio after the litis contestatio appears
from Cicero.* The tribunes could also use the in.

tercessio to prevent execution of a judicial sen-

tence.* T. Gracchus interfered (intercessit) against

the prsetor Terentius, who was going to order exo.

cution in the case of L. Scipio, who was condemned
for peculation,* and he prevented Scipio being sent

to prison, but he did not interfere to prevent exe-

cution being had on his property. A single tribune

could effect this, and against the opinion of his col-

leagues, which was the case in the matter of L.

Scipio. {Vid. Tribcni.)
INTERCrSI DIES. (Vid. Dies, p. 362.)

INTERDI'CTIO AQUJE ET IGNIS. (Vid.

Banishment, Roman.)
INTERDICTUM. " In certain cases {certis ex

causis), the prsetor or proconsul, in the first instance

(principaliter), exercises his authority for the termi-

nation of disputes. This he chiefly does when the

dispute is about possession or quasi-possession ; and
the exercise of his authority consists in ordering

something to be done, or forbidding something to be
done. The formula; and the terms, which he uses
on such occasions, are called either interdicta or

decreta. They are called decreta when he orders

something to be done, as when he orders something
to be produced (cxhibcri) or to be restored : they are

called interdicta when he forbids something to be

done, as when he orders that force shall not be used
against a person who is in possession rightfully

(sine vitio), or that nothing shall be done on a piece

of sacred ground. Accordingly, all interdicta are

either restitutoria, or exhibitoria, or prohibitorla.*"

This passage contains the essential distinctica

between an actio and an interdictum, so far as xho

praetor or proconsul is concerned. In the case of
an actio, the praetor pronounces no order or decree,

but he gives a judex, whose business it is to inves-

tigate the matter in dispute, and to pronounce a sen-

tence consistently with the formula, which is his

authority for acting. In the case of an actio, there-

fore, the praetor neither orders nor forbids a thing

to be done, but he says judicium dabo. In the

case of an interdict, the praetor makes an order that

something shall be done or shall not be done, and
his words are accordingly words of command : res-

tituas, exhibeas, vim fieri veto. This immediate in-

terposition of the praetor is appropriately expressed

by the word " principaliter," the full effect of which
is more easily seen by its juxtaposition with the oth-

er words of the passage, than by any attempt to find

an equivalent English expression.

Savigny observes that it may be objected to this

exposition, that in one of the most important inter-

dicts, that De Vi, the formula is judicium dabo.*

But, as he observes, the old genuine formula was
restituas ;• and the "judicium dabo" must have

been introduced when the formulae of the two old in-

terdicts' were blended together, and at a time when
the distinctions between the old formulae had be

come a matter of indifference.

The mode of proceeding as to the interdict nras

as follows : The party aggrieved stated his case to

the praetor, which was the foundation of his demand
of an interdict, and was therefore analogous to ihn

postulatio actionis. If the praetor saw sufficient

reason, he might grant the interdict, which was of-

ten nothing more than the words of the edict ad-

dressed to the litigant parties ; and in doing so, h«

1. (Cic, Pro Tullio, c 38.)— 2. (Liv., vi., 27.) — 3 (Li»

ntxviii., 60.—Gell., vii., 19.)—4. (Gaius, iv., 139, 140.)—5. (Dig

43, tit. 16, 8. !.)—«. (Cic, Pro CiPcin., 6, 30.)—7. (" P» V: Ar
mata" lUid " De V> Qnotidiana.")
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sod :iis " auctoritaa finiendia controversiis'* in the

Jrst instance or immediately, and without the inter-

vention of a judex {principalUcr), and also " cerlit ex

causis," that is, in cases already provided for by the

edict. If the defendant either admitted the plain-

tiff's case before the interdict was granted, and

complied with its terms, or submitted to the inter-

dict after it was granted, the dispute was, of course,

Dt an end. Tiiis is not stated by Gaius, but follows

of necessity from the nature of the case ; and when
fae goes on to say " that when the praetor has order-

ed anything to be done or forbidden anything to be

done, the matter is not then ended, but the parties

go before a judex or recupcratores," he means
that this farther proceeding takes place if the prai-

tor's interdict does not settle the matter. The
whole form of proceeding is not clearly stated by

some modern writers, but the following is consistent

with Gaius

:

The complainant either obtained the interdict or

he did not, which would depend upon the case he
made out before the pra;tor. If he failed, of course

the litigation was at an end ; and if he obtained the

interdict, and the defendant complied with its terms,

the matter in this case also was at an end. If the

defendant simply did not obey the terms of the in-

terdict, it would be necessary for the complainant

again to apply to the prastor, in order that this fact

might be ascertained, and that the plaintiff might
1,'ive full satisfaction. If the defendant was dissat-

isfied with the interdict, he might also apply to the

l>r8Rtor for an investigation into the facts of the case

:

his allegation might be that there was no ground for

the interdict. He might also apply to the praitor

on the ground that he had satisfied the terms of the

interdict, though the plaintiff was not satisfied, or

on the ground tl\.at he was unable to do more than

he had done. In all these cases, when the praetor's

order did not terminate the dispute, he directed an
inquiry by certain formulae, which wdre the instruc-

tion of the judex, recupcratores, or arbiter. The
inquiry would be. Whether anything had been done

contraiy to the praetor's edict ; or Whether that

had been done which he had ordered to be done

:

the former inquiry would be made in the case of a

prohibitory interdict, and the latter in the case of

an exhibitory or restitutory interdict. With regard

to the expression just used, namely, " the praetor's

edict," it must be observed that " edict" is the word
used by Gaius, but that he means " interdict." He
uses " edict" because the " interdict" would only

be granted in such cases as were provided for by

the " edict" (cerlis ex causis), and thus an interdict

was only an application of the " edict" to a particu-

lar case.

In the case of interdicta prohibitoria there was
always a sponsio ; that is, the parties were required

to deposite or give security for a sum of money, the

loss of which was in the nature of a penalty (poe-

na) to the party who failed before the judex : this

sponsio was probably required by the praetor. In

the case of interdicta restitutoria and prohibitoria,

the proceeding was sometimes p9r sponsionem, and
therefore before a judex or recupcratores, and some-

times, witliout any sponsio, per formulam arbitra-

riam, that is, before an arbiter. In the case of these

two latter interdicts, it seems to have depended on

the j>arty who claimed the inquiry whether there

should be a sponsio or not : if such party made a

sponsio, that is, proffered to pay a sum of money if

he did not make out his case, the opposite party

was required to make one also. In the case of Cae

cina' a sponsio had been made : Cicero says, ad-

dressing the recupcratores, " sponsio facta est : hac

ie rponmone vobia judicandum est.'* In fact, when the

1. '^ic, Pro Cecil ., 8.)

matter came before a judex or arbiter, the lorm ol

proceeding was similar to the ordinary judicium.

The chief division of interdicts has l>een stated.

Another division of interdicts was into those for the
purpose of acquiring possession, retaining posset*

sion, or recovering possession*

The interdictum adipiscendae possession is was
given to him to whom the bonorum possessio (vid,

B0N0RU.M P0S8E8810) was given, and it is referred

to by the initial words quorum bonorum.* Its op-

eration was to compel a person, who had possession
of the property of which the bonorum possessio waa
granted to another, to give it up to such person,

whether the person in possession of such property
possessed it pro herede or pro possessore. The
bonorum emtor {vid. Bonorum Emtio) was also en-

titled to this interdict, which was sometimes called

possessorium. It was also granted to him who
bought goods at public auction, and in such case
was called sectorium, the name " sectores" being
applied to persons who bought property in such
manner.*
The interdictum salvianum was granted to the

owner of land, and enabled him to take possession
of the goods of the colonus, who had agreed that his

goods should be a security for his rent.

This interdict was not strictly a possessorial in-

terdict, as Savigny has shown.* It did not, like the
two other interdicts, presuppose a lawful posses-

sion, that is, a jus possessionis acquired by the fact

of a rightful possession : the complainant neither

alleged an actual possession nor a former possession.

The interdictum retinendce possessionis could only
be granted to a person who had a rightful possessio,

and he was entitled to it in respect of injury sus-

tained by being disturbed in his possession, in re-

spect of anticipated disturbance in his possession,

and in the case of a dispute as to ownership, is

which the matter of possession was first to be in*

quired into. Its effect in the last case would be, as
Gaius states, to determine which of two litigant

parties should possess, and which should be the
claimant. There were two interdicts of this class,

named respectively uti possidetis and utrubi, from
the initial words of the edict. The interdictum uti

possidetis applied to land or houses, and the other
to movables. The uti fwssidetis protected the per-

son who at the time of obtaining the interdict was
in actual possession, provided he had not obtained

the possession against the other party {adeersariut)

vi, clam, or precario, which were the three vitia pos-

sessionis.' In the case of the interdictum utrubi,

the possession of the movable thing was by thi in-

terdict declared to belong to him who had possessed

the thing against the other party during the great

er part of that year, " nee vi nee clam nee precario.^

There were some peculiarities as to possessio ofmo
vable things.*

The interdictum recuperandae possessionis might
be claimed by him who had been forcibly ejected

(rj dejectus) from his possession of an immovable
thing, and its effect was to compel the wrong-doei
to restore the possession, and to make good all

damage. The initial words of the interdict were
" unde tu ilium vi dcjeeisti" and the words of com-
mand were "co restituas."'' There were two cases

of vis : one of vis simply, to which the ordinary in-

terdict applied, which Cicero calls quotidianum

;

the other of vis armata, which had been obtained

by Cfficina against .£butius. The plaintiff had to

prove that he was in possession of the premises,

1. (Gaiui, i»., 144.)—9. (Dig. 4S, tit. 2, •. 1.)—5- (Cic., Pw
Ro«c. Amer., M.)— 4. (Dai Recht de» Beaitzcs, p. 410 H-ft.

(Fettui, «. V. PoMenio.—Gaiu», iv., 160.)—«. {Gaiu», it., 151

J

—7. (Cic, Pro CieciD., 3e —W., Pro TalJ., 4, », 44.—Gaiu*. »

IM.)
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•ad had been ejected by ' le defendant or his agents

{familia or procurator^) If the matter came befoie

a judex, the defendant might allege that he had
complied with the interdict, " restituisse," though

he had not done so in fact ; but this was the form

of the sponsio, and the defendant would succeed

before the judex if he could show that he was not

bound to lestore the plaintiff to his possession.*

The defendant might put in an answer {exceplio)

to the plaintiff's claim for restitution : he might
show that the plamtiff's possession commenced ei-

ther vi, clam, or precario with respect to the de-

fendant ;' but this exceptio was not allowed in the

case of vis armata.* The defendant might also

plead that a year had elapsed since the violence

complained of, and this was generally a good plea,

for the interdict contained the words " in hoc anno."

But if the defendant was still in possession after the

year, he could not make this plea, nor could he avail

himself of it in a case of vis armata.*

A clandestina possessio is a possessio in which
the possessor takes a thing (which must, of course,

be a movable thing) secretly (furtive), and without
the knowledge of the person whose adverse claim
to the possession he fears. Such a possessio, when
it was a disturbance of a rightful possessio, gave
the rightful possessor a title to have the interdict

de clandestina possessione for the recovery of his

possession. All traces of this interdict are nearly

lost ; but its existence seems probable, and it must
have had some resemblance to the interdictum de
vi. The exceptio clandestine possessionis was
quite a different thing, inasmuch as a clandestine

possessio did not necessarily suppose the lawful

possession of another party.

The interdictum de precaria possessione or de
precario applied- to a case of precarium. It is pre-

carium when a man permits another to exercise

ownership over his property, but retains the right

of demanding the property back when he pleases.

It is called precarium because the person who re-

ceived such permission usually obtained it by re-

quest (prece), though request was not necessary to

constitute precarium, for it might arise by tacit

permission.* The person who received the deten-

tion of the thing, obtained at tlie same time a legal

possession, unless provision to the contrary was
made by agreement. In either case the permission

could at any time be recalled, and the possessio,

which in its origin was justa, became injusta, viti-

osa, as soon as restitution was refused. Restitution

could be claimed by the interdictum de precario,

precisely as in the case of vis ; and the sole founda-

tion of the right to this interdict was a vitiosa pos-

sessio, as just explained. The precarium was nev-

er viewed as a matter of contract. The interdictum

de precario originally applied to land only, but it was
subsequently extended to movable things. The
obligation imposed by the edict was to restore the

thing, but not its value, in case it was lost, unless

dolus or lata culpa could be proved against the de-

fendant. {Vid. Culpa.) But from the time that

the demand is made against the defendant, he is

in mora, and, as in the case of the other interdicts,

he is answerable for all culpa, and for the fruits or

profits of the thing; and generally he is bound to

place the plaintiff in the condition in which he would
have been if there had been no refusal. No excep-
tions were allowed in the case of a precarium.

The origin of the precarium is referred by Sa-

igny to the relation which subsisted between a

patronus and his cliens, to whom the patronus gave
the use of a portion of the ager publicus. If the

1. (Cic, Pro TuU., 20.)—2. (Pro Caecin., 8, 32.)—3. (Pro C«b-

cm., 32.—Pro TuU., 44.)—4 (Pro Ctecin., 8, 32.)—5. (Cic. ad
ram., IV., 16.)—6. (Paulus, S. R., v., It. 6, s. 11.)
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cliens refused to restore the land upon demand, the
patronus was entitled to the interdictum de pre-

cario. As the relation between the patronus and
the cliens was analogous to that between a parent
and his child, it followed that there was no contract

between them, and the patron's right to demand the
land back was a necessary consequence of the rel;>

tion between him and his cliens.* The precarium
did not fall into disuse when the old ager publicut

ceased to exist, and in this respect it followed the
doctrine of possessio generally. {Vid. Aorarij«
Leges.) It was, in fact, extended and applied to

other things, and, among them, to the case of pledge.
(Vid. PiGNus.)

Gains* makes a third division of interdicta into

simplicia and duplicia. Simplicia are those in which
one person is the plaintiff y/.rtnr), and the other is

the defendant {reus) : all restiiutoria and exhibitoria

interdicta are of this kind. Prohibitoria interdicta

are either simplicia or duplicia : they are simplicia

in such cases as those, when the praetor forbids

anything to be done in a locus sacer, in a flumen
publicum, or on a ripa. They are duplicia as in the
case of the interdictum uti possidetis and utrubi

;

and they are so called, says Gains, because each of

the litigant parties may be indifferently considered

as actor or reus, as appears from the terms of the

interdict.'

Interdicta seem to have been also called duplicia

in respect of their being appUcable both to the ao
quisition of a possession which had not been had
before, and also to the recovery of a possession.

An interdict of this class was granted in the case
of a vindicatio, or action as to a piece of land
against a possessor who did not defend his posses-

sion, as, for instance, when he did not submit to a
judicium, and give the proper sponsiones or satisda*

tiones. A similar interdict was granted in the case
of a vindicatio of an hereditas and a ususfructus.

Proper security was always required from the per-

son in possession, in the case of an in rem actio, in

order to secure the plaintiff against any loss or in-

jury that the property might sustain while it was in

the possession of the defendant. If the defendant

refused to give such security, he lost the possession,

which was transferred to the plaintiff (peiilor).*

(For other matters relating to the Interdict, see

Gains, iv., 138-170.— Paulus, S. R., v., tit. 6.—
Dig. 43.—Savigny, Das Recht des Besitzes, p. 403-
516.—Savigny and Haubold, Zcitschrift, vol. iii., p.

305, 358.)

INTEREST OF MONEY. Under this head it

is proposed to give an account of the conditions

upon which money was lent among the Greeks and
Romans.

I. Greek Interest. At Athens, Solon, among
other reforms, abolished the law by which a credit-

or was empowered to sell or enslave a debtor, and
prohibited the lending of money upon a person's

own body (en-t tolc aufiaai /irjdeva iavelCeiv*). No
other restriction, we are told, was introduced by

him, and the rate of interest was left to the discre

tion of the lendef {to upyvpiov ardaifiov elvai
}:(f

OKoatf} uv PovTiTjrai 6 dav^i^wv*). The only case in

which the rate was prescribed by law was in the

event of a man separating from Lis lawful wife, and

not refunding the dowry he had receired with her.

Her trustees or guardians {ol Kvpioi) could in that

case proceed against him for the principal, with

lawful interest at the rate of 18 pei cent. {Vid.

Dos, Greek.)
Any rate might be expressed or reprcscntod i»

1. (Festus, 8. V. Patres.)—8. (iv., 156.)—3. (Gaim, iv., IW^
—4 (Radorff, Ueber tlaa Interdict Quem Fuiidum, Ac, XwX
Bch.-ift, Td- ix.)—5. (Plut., Sol., c. 15.)—0. (Lye. in Ihecna.

117.)
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wo difTerent ways : (1.) by the number of oboli or

drachma; paid by the jnanlk for every mitia : (2.) by

Ihe part of the principal {to upxalov or /cr^dAa/ov)

paid as interest, either annually or for the whole
period of the loan. According to the former meth-
od, which was generally used when money was
lent upon real security (tAkoi lyyvoi or lyy^t"^)} <l'f-

fer«nt rates were expressed as follows : 10 per

cent, by M nivTe b^oXolq, i. e., 5 oboli per month
for every mina, or 60 oboli a year=10 drachmae=
|->^ of a mina. Similarly,

12 per cent, by km ipaxfiv P*"" month.
16 per cent, by ^t' oktu 66oXoic "

18 per cent, by kn' hvia b6oXoig "

24 per cent, by eiri dval Spax/ialc "

36 per cent, by inl rpial dpax/iaig "

5 per cent, by ^:rt rpiTt,} v/tioSoTulc^, probably.

(2 ) Another method was generally adopted in

cases of bottomry, where money was lent upoq the

ship's cargo or freightage {inl rCt vavXtf)), or the

ship itself, for a specified time, commonly that of
the voyage. By this method the following rates

weFC thus represented

:

10 per cent, by tokoi tniieKaroi, i. c, interest at

the rate of a tenth ; 121, i6|, 20, 33^, by tokoi

hroydooi, i^cKToi, cnine/xKToi, and kn'iTpiToi, respect-

ively. So that, as Bockh* remarks, the rdKog kiri-

6iKaTog is equal to the tnl nivre 66oXoic :

The TOKog knoydooc := theM ipaxfi^ nearly.
•' l^CKTog = the in' oktu b6o2,oic "

" hrinefiKTog = the en' hvia bioXo'n; "

" tirirpiTOf = the em rpial dpaxfiaic
"

These nearly corresponding expressions are not

to be considered as identical, however closely the

rates indicated by them may approach each other

in value ; although, in the age of Justinian, as Sal-

masius* observes, the tokoc iTroydooc, or 12^ per

cent., was confounded with the eentesima, which is

exactly equal to the interest at a drachma, or 12 per

cent.

The rates above explained frequently occur in

the orators ; the lowest in ordinary use at Athens
being the tokoc fn-tdexarof, or 10 per cent., the high-

est the TOKOf iirirpiToc, or 33i per cent. The latter,

however, was chiefly confined to cases of bottomry,

and denotes more than it appears to do, as the

lime of a ship's voyage was generally less than
a year. Its near equivalent, the tnl rpial dpaxfiatg,

or 36 per cent., was sometimes exacted by bankers
It Athens.* The knl dpaxiiy, or rate of 12 per
;ent., was common in the time of Demosthenes,*
but appears to have been thought low. The inter-

est of eight oboli, or 16 per cent., occurs in that or-

itor ;• and even in the age of Lysias (B.C. 440) and
ilsseus (B.C. 400), nine oboli for the mina, or 18 per

cent., appears to have been a common rate.* ^Es-
ehines also^ speaks of money being borrowed on the
same terms ; so that, on the whole, we may conclude
that the usual rates of interest at Athens about the
time of Demosthenes varied from 12 to 18 per cent.

Thai they were nearly the same in range, and sim-
ilarl) expressed, throughout the rest of Greece, ap-

pears fiom the authorities quoted by Bockh.* No
concl'isions on the subject of the general rate of in-

terest can be drawn from what we are told of the
exorbitant rates exacted by common usurers {toko-

yT^vOoL, tocuUiones,iifiepo6aveiaTai). Some of these'

pxacted as much as an obolus and a half per day
fur each drachma ; and money-lenders and bankers
m general, from the high profits which they real-

ized, and the severity with which they exacted their

dues, seem to have been as unpopular among their

I. (Pub.Econ. of Athens, i.,p. 166.)—8. (De M. U.)— 3. (Lys ,

Praer.,B.)—4. (c. Aph., 820, 18.)—5. (c. NicoB., p. 1250, 18.)—6.
(Imbiis, Do H&irn. hired., p. 293.)—7. (c. Timarch., p. 15.)—o.

(i., 176.)—9. (Theophra»t., Charact., 6.)
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fellow-citizens as Jews and usurers in more modeiii

limes. Demosthenes,' indeed, intimates that the

fact of a man being a money-lender was enough to

prejudice him, even in a court of law, among the

Athenians (Miaovaiv ol 'Adr/vaioi rovr iavei^ovrac).

It is curious, also, to observe that Aristotle* objects,

on principle, to putting money out at interest (ei-

htyurara fiiaeiTai ?/ bCo^ooTaTiKT/), as being a per-

version of it from its proper use, as a medium of

exchange, to an unnatural purpose, viz., the repro-

duction or increase of itself; whence, he adds,

comes the name of interest or t6ko(, as being the

offspring (rd yiyvSficvov) of a parent like itself.

The arrangement of a loan would, of course, de-

pend upon the relation between the borrower and
the lender, and the confidence placed by one in the

other. Sometimes money was lent, e. g., by the

banker Pasion at Athens, without a security, oi

written bond, or witnesses.* But generally either

a simple acknowledgment (x^tpbypa^) was given

by the borrower to the lender (rid. Chibooraphdu),
or a regular instrument {avyypa^), executed by

both parties and attested by witnesses, was depo8«

ited with a third party, usually a banker.* Wit-
nesses, as we might expect, were also present at

the payment of the money borrowed.* The secu-

rity for a loan was either a vnodfjKt] or an kvixvpov :

the latter was put into the possession of the lender

;

the former was merely assured to him, and gener-

ally, though not always, consisted of real or immo-
vable property. The kvexvpa, on the contrary, gen-

erally consisted of movable property, such as goods
or slaves.* At Athens, when land was given as

security, or mortgaged {ovaia inSxpeuc), pillars (opoi

or oT^Xai) were set upon it, with the debt and the

mortgagee's name inscribed. Hence an unencum
bered estate was called an uotiktov x'-'P^ov.'' (Vid.

HoRoi.) In the rest of Greece there were public

books of debt, like the German and Scotch registers

of mortgages ; but they are not mentioned as hav-

ing existed at Athens.*

Bottomry {to vovtikov, tokoi vavTiKoi or IkScoic)

was considered a matter of so much importance at

Athens, that fraud or breach of contract in transac-

tions connected with it was sometimes punished

with death.* In these cases the loans were gener-

ally made upon the cargo shipped, sometimes on the

vessel itself, and sometimes on the money received

or due for passengers and freightage {knl tu vavh,t).

The principal {iKdoatc, olovel l^u doatf**), as well as

the interest, could only be recovered in case the

ship met with no disaster in her voyage {auOeiaric

rr/f vewf") ; a clause to this effect being generally

inserted in all agreements of bottomry or vovtikcu

(Tvyypaipai The additional risk incurred in loans

of this description was compensated for by a high

rate of interest, and the lenders took every precau-

tion against negligence or deception on the part of

the borrowers ; the latter also were careful to have
witnesses present when the cargo was put on board,

for the purpose of deposing, if necessary, to a bona

fide shipping of the required amount of goods.'* The
loan itself was either a iuveia/ia ireponXow, i. e.,

for a voyage out, or it was a Suveiafia ufi^orepo-

n?.ow, i. e., for a voyage out and home. In the for-

mer case, the principal and interest were paid at the

place of destination, either to the creditor himself

if he sailed in the ship, or to an authorized agent.'*

In the latter case the payment was made on the re-

turn of the ship, and it was specially provided in

1. (c. Pant., p. 981.) — 2. (Pol., i., 3, 23.)—3. (Dcmoslh., c.

Tiinoth., 14.)—4. (Demosth., c. Lac, p. 927.- Id., c. Phor, 906,

22.)—5. (ld.,c. Phor., 915, 27.)—6. (BOckh, i., p. 172.—W'acb

«muth, ii., 1, p. 225.)—7. (Uarpocrat., •. v.)—8. (B6ckh, i.. p
172.)—9. (Demosth., c. Phor., 921. S.)— 10. (Harpocrat.)— 11

(Demosth., c. Zenolh., 883, Ifl.)— U. (Demosth., c. Phor., 915

13.) - 13. (Demoath., c. Phor., 909, U tad »14. «.)
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tlie agreement between the contracting parties, that

«he should sail to some specified places only. A
deviation from the terms of the agreement, in this

or other respects, was, according to a clause usually

inserted in llie agreement, punishable by a fine of
twice the amount of the money lent.* Moreover,
if the goods which formed the original security

were sold, fresh articles of the same value were to

be shipped in their place.* Sometimes, also, the tra-

der (6 ifiiropo^) was himself the owner of the vessel

\6 vavKXtipo(), which in that case might serve as a

security for the money borrowed.'

The rate of interest would, of course, vary with

the risks and duration of the voyage, and therefore

we cannot expect to find that it was at all fixed.

Xenophon* speaks of the fifth and third parts of the

capital lent as being commonly given in bottomry,

referring, of course, to voyages out and home. The
interest of an eighth, or 12| per cent., mentiemed by
Demosthenes,* was for money lent on & trireme,

during a passage from Sestos to Athens, but upon
condition that she should first go to Hierum to

convoy vessels laden with corn ; the principal and
interest were to be paid at Athens on her arrival

there.*

The best illustration of the facts mentioned above
is found in a vavriKT} avyypa<j>^, given in the speech
of Demosthenes against Lacritus. It contains the

following statement and conditions.

Two Athenians lent two Phaselitans 3000 drach-

ms upon a cargo of 3000 casks of Mendean wine,

on which the latter were not to owe anything else,

or raise any additional loan {ov6' kKcSaveiaovrai).

They were to sail from Athens to Mende or Scione,

where the wine was to be shipped, and thence to

the Bosporus, with liberty, if they preferred it, to

continue their voyage on the left side of the Black
Sea as far as the Borysthenes, and then to return

to Athens ; the rate of interest being fixed at 225
drachmae in 1000, or 25 per cent, for the whole time

of absence. If, however, they did not return to

Hierum, a port in Bithynia close to the Thracian
Bosporus,* before the early rising of Arcturus, i. e.,

before the 20th of September or thereabout, when
navigation began to be dangerous, they had to pay
a higher rate of 30 per cent., on account of the addi-

tional risk. The agreement farther specified that

there should be no change of vessel for the return

cargo, and that, if it arrived safe at Athens, the loan

was to be repaid within twenty days afterward,

without any deductions except for loss by payments
made to enemies, and for jettisons {evTeXeg itXtjv

huto'K^g, K. T. X.) made with the consent of all on
board {ol avfin'koL) ; that, till the money was repaid,

the goods pledged (ru vKOKeifieva) should be under
the control of the lenders, and be sold by them, if

payment was not made within the appointed time ;

that if the sale if the goods did not realize the re-

quired amount, the lender might raise the remainder
by making a levy (ffpafif) upon the properly of both

or either of the traders, just as if they had been cast

in a suit, and became vnep^fiepoi, i. e., had not com-
plied with a judgment given against thom within the

time appointed. Another clause in the agreement
provides for the contingency of their not entering

the Pontus ; in that case they were to remain in the

Hellespont, at the end of July, for ten days after the

early rising of the dog-star {km kwi), discharge their

cargo {i^eXeadai) in some place where the Atheni-

ans had no right of reprisals {dnov av /x^ ovXat uai

Toif 'kOrivaioig), (which might be executed unfairly,

and would lead to retaliations), and then, on their

I. (Demo«th., c. Diony»., 1294.)— 2. (Drmosth., c. Phorm.,
109, 36.)—3. (Derao8th.,c.Diony»., 1284, 11.)—4. (HtpJ ntpiav:

Ui„ 7. 14.)—5. (c. Polycl., 1212)—«. (BOckh, i, p. 181.)—7.
JWoIfadLept., p. 259.)
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return to Athens, they were to pay the lo/ver rate

of interest, or 25 per cent. Lastly, if the vessel

were to be wrecked, the cargo was, if possible, to

be saved ; and the agreement was to be conclusive
on all points.

From the preceding investigation, it appeal e that

the rate of interest among the ancient Greeks waa
higher than in modern Europe, and at Rome in the

age of Cicero.* This high rate does not appear to

have been caused by any scarcity of money, for ths
rent of land and houses in Athens and its neigh-

bourhood was not at all proportional to it. Thus
Isaeus* says that a house at Thriae was let for only

8 per cent, of its value, and some houses at Melite
and Eleusis for a fraction more. We should, there-

fore, rather refer it to a low state of ^iredit, occa-

sioned by a variety of causes, such as the division

of Greece into a number of petty states, and the

constitution and regulation of the courts of law,

which do not seem to have been at all favourable

to money-lenders in enforcing their rights. Bockh
assigns as an additional cause " the want of moral
principles."

II. Roman Interest. The Latin word for inter-

est, fenus or fmnus, originally meant any increase,

and was thence applied, like the Greek ro/cof, to de-

note the interest or increase of money. " Fenus"
says Varro,' " dictum afetu et quasi a fetura quadam
pecuniiz paricnlis atque increscentis." The same
root is found in fecundus. Fenus was also used
for the principal as well as the interest.* Another
term for interest was usurje, generally found in the

plural, and also impendium, on which Varro* re-

marks, "a quo (pondere) usura quod in sorte accede-

bat, impendium appcllatum."

Towards the close of the Republic, the interest

of money became due on the first of every month ;

hence the phrases tristes or celeres calendae and
calendarium, the latter meaning a debt-book or book
of accounts. The rate of interest was expressed in

the time of Cicero, and afterward, by means of the

as and its divisions, according to the following table

:

Asses usurae, or one as per month
for the use of one hundred . =12 per cent.

Deunces usurae 11 "

Dextantes " 10 "

Dodrantes " 9 "
Besses " 8 "

Septunces " 7 "

Semisses " 6 "

Quincunces " 5 "

Trientes " 4 "

Quadrantes " 3 "

Sextantes " 2 "

Unciae " 1 "

Instead of the phrase asses usurae, a synonyme
was used, viz., centesimae usurae, inasmuch as at

this rate of interest there was paid in a hundred
months a sum equal to the whole principal. Hence
binse centesimae =24 per cent., and quatemae cen-

tesimae =:48 per cent. So, also, in the line of Hor
ace,* " Quinas hie capiti mercedes exsecat," we must
understand quinas centesimas, or 60 per cent., as

the sum taken from the capital. Niebuhr' is of

opinion that the monthly rate of the centesimae was
of foreign origin, and first adopted at Rome in the

time of Sulla. The old yearly rate established by

the Twelve Tables (B C. 450) was the unciariuio

fenus. This has been variously interpreted to mear
(1) one twelfth of the centesima paid monthly, i. c,

one per cent, per annum ; and (2) one twelfth of the

principal paid month ly, or a hundred per cent, per

1. (Baclch. i., p. 167.)—2. (De Hagn. hired., 88.)—3. (apud

Cell., ivi., 12.)—4. (Tacit., Ann., vi., 17.—Id. ib., xiv., 53.)—fl

(De Line. Lat., v., 183, ed. Muller.)—6. (Sat., I., ii , 14 )—

7

(Hist, of Rome, iii., p. 64.)
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annum. Niebuhr' refutes at length the two opin-

ions ; but it may be sufGcient to observe that one

is inconsistent witli common sense, and the other

witlj the early history of the Kepubhc. A third and

•atisfactory opinion is as follows : The uncia was
the twelfth part of the as, and since the full (12 oz.)

copper coinage was still in use at Rome when the

Twelve Tables became law, the phrase unciarium

fenus would be a natural expression for interest of

one ounce in the pound ; i. c, a twelfth part of the

•um borrowed, or 8j per cent., not per month, but

per year. This rate, if calculated for the old Ro-
man year of ten months, would give 10 per cent,

for the civil year of twelve months, which was in

common use in the time of the decemvirs. The
analogy of the Greek terms ro«of, knirpLTog, &.C.,

confirms this view, which, as Niebuhr observes, is

not invalidated by the admission that it supposes a
yearlj', and not a monthly payment of interest ; for,

though in the later times of the Republic interest

became due every month, there is no trace of this

having been the case formerly.* Nor is it difficult

to account for the change : it probably was con-

nected with the modifications made from time to

time in the Roman law of debtor and creditor (such
as the abolition of personal slavery for debt), the

natural effect of which would be to make creditors

more scrupulous in lending money, and more vigi-

lant in exacting the interest due upon it.

If a debtor could not pay the principal and inter-

est at the end of the year, he used to borrow money
from a fresh creditor to pay off his old debt. This
proceeding was very frequent, and called a " versu-

ra,"* a word which Festus* thus explains :
" Versu-

ram facere, mutuam pecuniam sumere, ex eo dictum
*st, quod initio qui mutuahanlur ab aliis, ut aliis sol-

terent, velut vcrterent crcditorcm." It amounted to

little short of paying compound interest, or an ana-
tocisoYus anniversarius, another phrase for which
was usurae renovatae ; e. g., centesihise renovatae is

twelve per cent, compound interest, to which Cice-

ro* opposes centesimas perpetuo fenore =^12 per

cent, simple interest. The following phrases are

of common occurrence in connexion with borrow-
ing and lending money at interest : " Pecuniam
apud aUquem coUocare," to lend money at interest

;

" relegere," to call it in again ;
" cavere," to give

security for it ;
" opponere" or " opponere pignori,"

to give as a pledge or mortgage : hence the pun in

fiUuUus,*

" Furi, villula nostra non ad Austri
Flatus opposita est, nee ad Favoni

:

Vcrum ad millia quindccim et ducentos.

ventum horribilem atque pestilentem."

The word nomen is also of extensive use in money
transactions Properly it denoted the name of a
debtor, registered in a banker's or any other ac-

count-book : hence it came to signify the articles

of an account, a debtor, or a debt itself Thus we
have " bonum nomen," a good debt ; " nomina fa-

cere," to lend moneys,^ and also to borrow money.*
Moreover, the Romans generally discharged debts
through the agency of a banker {inforo et dc mensce
scriplura) rather than by a direct personal payment
(«x area domoque) ; and as an order or undertaking
for payment was given by writing down the sum to

be paid, with the receiver's name underneath or
alongside it,* hence came the phrases " scribere

nuinmos alicui," to promise to pay ;'• " rescribere,"

to pay back, of a debtor." So also " perscribere,"

to give a bill or draught (perscriptio) on a banker

1. (1. c.)—a. (Rein, R8mi«che Privatrecht, p. 304.)—3. (Com-
|iare Terence, Phorm., V., ii., 16.)—4. (». v.)—5. (ad Att., v.. 21.)
—6. (Cnnn., 26.)-7. (Cic. ad Fam., vii., 23 )— 8. (Cic, De Off.,

Si., 14.)—9. (Vid. D<nio«h., c Callin., 1236.)— 10. (PUut.,
isir . II., JT., 34.)— 11 (Ter., Pborm . V., vii., 98.)

for payment, in opposition to payment hj reaJj
money.'
The Roman law of debtor and creditf r is given

under Nexi. It is sufficient to remark here thai

the Licinian laws (ri<Z. Licini.s Leoes), by which
tiie grievances of debtors were to a certain extent
redressed, did not lay any restriction on the rate of
interest that might be legally demanded ; and it is

clear, from various circumstances,' that the scarcity
of money at Rome after the taking of the city by the
Gauls had either led to the actual abolition of the
old uncial rate (unciarium fenus) of the Twelve Ta-
bles, or caused it to fall into disuse. Nine years,

however, after the passing of these laws,* the rate

of the Twelve Tables was re-established, and any
higher rate prohibited by the bill {rogalio) of the
tribunes Duilius and Maenius.

Still this limitation of the rate of interest did not

enable debtors to pay the principal, and what Taci-
tus* calls the " fenebre malum" became at last so
serious that the government thought it necessary
to interfere, and remedy, if possible, an evil so great
and inveterate. Accordingly, fourteen years after

the passing of the Licinian laws, five commissioners
were appointed for this purpose under the title of
mensarii or bankers. These opened their banks in

the Forum, and in the name of the treasury offered

ready money to any debtor who could give security

(cavere) to the state for it : moreover, they ordered

,

that land and cattle should be received in payment
of debts at a fair valuation, a regulation which Cae-

sar adopted for a similar purpose.* By these means,
Livy* tells us that a great amount of debt was sat-

isfactorily liquidated. Five years afterward, the le-

gal rate of interest was still farther lowered to the
•' seraunciarium fenus," or the twenty-fourth part

of the whole sum (ad scmuncias redacta usura"*) ; anu
in B.C. 346 we read of several usurers being pun-
ished for a violation of the law,* by which they were
subjected to a penalty of four times the amount of
the loan.' But all these enactments were merely
palliatives ; the termination and cure of the evU
was something more decisive—neither more nor
less than a species of national bankruptcy—a gen-
eral abolition of debts, or xP^*^^ dTro/coTn}.** This
happened in B.C. 341, a year remarkable for politi-

cal changes of great importance, and was followed

up by the passing of the Genucian laws, which for-

bade the taking of usury altogether." A law like

this, however, was sure to be evaded, and there

was a very simple way of doing so ; it only affected

Roman citizens, and therefore the usurers granted
loans, not in the name of themselves, but of the

Latins and allies who were not bound by it.'» To
prevent this evasion, the Sempronian law was pass-
ed (B.C. 194), which placed the Latins and allies

on the same footing, in respect of lending money, as
the full Roman citizens. At last, after many futile

attempts to prevent the exaction of interest at any
rate and in any shape, the idea was abandoned al-

together, and the centesima, or 12 per cent, per an-
num, became the legal and recognised rate. Nie-
buhr,'* as we have already observed, is of opinion
that it was first adopted at Rome in the time of
Sulla ; but whether it became the legal rate by any
special enactment, or from general consent, doe«
not appear. Some writers have inferred'* that it

was first legalized by the edicts of :he city praetors,

an inference drawn from the general resemblance
between the praetorian and proconsular edicts,

coupled with the fact that some proconsular edicts

1. (Cic. ad Att., xii., 51 ; xvi., J.)—2. (Niebuhr, ii., p. 603.)-

S. (Liv., vii., 16.)—4. (Ann., vi., 16.)—5. (Suet., Jul., 42.)—

6

(vii., 21.)—7. (Tacit., Ann., vi., 16.)—8. (Liv^vii.,S&.)—9. (C«
to, De Re Ru»t, init.)—10. (Niebuhr, iii., p. 77.)— 1 1. (Lit., vii

42.)—18. (Liv., xjutv., 7.)—13. (iii., p. 6i>— 14. (Heineee. tii

in
Mr
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tre ox\ant, by which the centesima is fixed as the

legal rate in proconsular provinces (in edicto tralati-

eio centcsimas me obscrvalurum habui^). Whether
this supposition is true or not, it is admitted that

the centesima, or 12 per cent., was the legal rate to-

wards the close of the Republic, and also under the

emperors. Justinian reduced it to 6 per cent.'

In cases of fenus nauticum, however, or bottom-

ry, as the risk was the money-lender's, he might
demand any interest he lilced while the vessel on
which the money was lent was at sea ; but afler

she reached harbour, and while she was there, no
more than the usual rate of 12 per cent, or the cen-

tesima could be demanded.
Justinian made it the legal rate for fenus nauti-

cum under all circumstances.*

INTERPRES, an Interpreter. This class of

persons became very numerous and necessary to

the Romans as their empire extended. Embassies
from foreign nations to Rome, and from Rome to

other states, were generally accompanied by inter-

preters to explain the objects of the embassy to the

respective authorities.* In large mercantile towns,
the interpreters, who formed a kind ofagents through
whom business was done, were sometimes very
numerous, and Pliny* states that at Dioscurias in

Colchis, there were at one time no less than 130
persons who acted as interpreters to the Roman
merchants, and through whom all their business

was carried on.

All Roman praetors, proconsuls, and quaestors,

who were intrusted with the administration of a
province, had to carry on all their official proceed-

ings in the Latin language ;• and as they could not

be expected to be acquainted with the language of

the provincicds, they had always among their ser-

vants {vid. Apparitores) one or more interpreters,

who were generally Romans, but in most cases

undoubtedly freedmen.^ These interpreters had
not only to officiate at the conventus [vid. Conven-
Tcs), but also explained to the Roman governor
everything which the provincials might wish to be

laid before him.*

INTERREGNUM. (Vid. Interrex.)
INTERREX. This office is said to have been

instituted on the death of Romulus, when the sen-

ate wished to share the sovereign povrer among
themselves instead of electing a king. For this

purpose, according to Livy,' the senate, which then
consisted of one hundred members, was divided into

ten decuries, and from each of these decuries one
senator was nominated. These together formed a
board of ten, with the title of Interreies, each of
whom enjoyed in succession the regal power and
its badges for five days ; and if no king was ap-

pointed at the expiration of fifteen days, the rota-

tion began anew. The period during which they
exercised their power was called an Interregjium.

Dionysius" and Plutarch" give a different account
of the matter, but that of Livy appears the most
probable. Niebuhr" supposes that the first inter-

reges were exclusively Ramnes, and that they were
the decem primi, or ten leading senators, of whom
the first was chief of the whole senate."
The interreges agreed among themselves who

•hould be proposed as king,^* and if the senate ap-

C'oved of their choice, they summoned the assem-
y of the curiae, and proposed the person whom

1. (Cic. ad Att.,T., 21.)—2. (Heinecc., iii., 16.)—3. (Heinecc,
L c)—4. (Cic, De Divin., ii., 64.—Id., De Fin., v., 29.—Plin.,
n. N., XXV., 2.—Gell., xvii., 17, 2.—Liv., xxvii.,43.)—5. (H. N.,
Ti., 5.)—«. (Val. Max., ii., 2, 4 2.)—7. (Cic, Pro Balb., 11.)—8.
(Cic. ii. Verr.. iii.. 37.—Id ad Fam., xiii., 54. -Cks., Bell. Gall.,

i., 19. —Compare Dlrlucn, Civil. Abhandl., i., p. 16, &c.)—9.

(i., 17.)—10. (ii., 57.)—11. (Numa, 2.)— 12. (Hist, of Rome, i., p.

XM ; ii.,p. 111.)—13. (Compare Walter, Gesch. deaRAm. Rechta,
22 )—14. (Dionys., iv., 40, 80.)
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they had previously agreed upon ; the pcwer cf tha
curiae was confined to accepting or rejecting him.
The choice of the senate was called patrum auclori-

tas;^ the putting of his acceptance or rejection to
the vote in the curiae, rogare ;* and the decree oi
the curiae on the subject, jussus vopuli.'

Interreges were appointed uncfer the Republic for
holding the comitia for the election of the consuls,
when the consuls, through civil commotions of
other causes, had been unable to do so in their year
of office.* Each held the office for only five days,
as under the kings. The comitia were hardly ever
held by the first interrex ; more usually by the second
or third ;* but in one instance we read of an elev-
enth, and in another of a fourteenth interrex.* The
comitia for electing the first consuls were held by
Spurius Lucretius as interrex,'' whom Livy* calls

also prafeclus urbis. The interreges under the Re-
public, at least from B.C. 482, were elected by the
senate from the whole body, and were not confined
to the decem primi, or ten chief senators, as under
the kings.* Plebeians, however, were not admissi-
ble to this office ; and, consequently, when plebe-
ians were admitted into the senate, the patrician
senators met without the plebeian members to elect

an interrex.** For this reason, as well as on ac-
count of the influence which the interrex exerted
in the election of the magistrates, we find that the
tribunes of the plebs were strongly opposed to the
appointment of an interrex." The interrex had ju-
risdictio.**

Interreges continued to be appointed occasionally
till the time of the second Punic war;" but after
that time we read of no interrex till the senate, by
command of Sulla, created an interrex to hold the
comitia for his election as dictator, B.C. 82.'* In
B.C. 55 another interrex was appointed to hold th^
comitia, in which Pompey and Crassus were el(;ct.

ed consuls;" and we also read of interreges in B.C.
53 and 52, in the latter of which years an interrex
held the comitia, in which Pompey was ap[K)inte<i

sole consul."
INTE'RULA. (Fi,/. Tunica.)
INTESTA'BILIS. In the Twelve Tables it waa

declared " qui se sierit testarier libripensve fuerit, iu

testimonium farialur, improbus intestabilisquc esto.""

According to these passages, a person who bad
been a witness on any solemn occasion, such as
the making of a will, and afterward refused to give
his testimony, was " intestabilis," that is, disquali-

fied from ever being a witness on any other occa-
sion. The word afterward seems to have had its

meaning extended, and to have been used to ex-

press one who cfwjld not make a will, and who la-

boured under a general civil incapacity."

INTESTA'TO, HEREDITA'TES AB. (Vii
Heres, Roman, p. 497.)

INTESTA'TUS. (Vid. Heres, Roman, p. 497.)
INT'UBUM or INT'YBUM, a plant, of which

two kinds, the wild and the cultivated, are men-
tioned by the ancient writers. The former is the

Cichorium, or Litubum crralicum of Pliny," our bitter

Succory, or the Cichorium Intybus of Linnsus ; the

latter is Pliny's Intubum sativum, called also Seoif,

• 1. (Cic, De Rep., ii., 13.—Liv., i., 22.)—2. (Cic, DeRep.,ii.,
17.)—3. (Cic, De Rep., li., 13, 21.—Liv., i., 22.)—4. (Djony»,
viii., 90.—Liv., iv., 43, &c.)—5. (Liv., ix., 7.—Id., x., 11.—Id.,
v., 31.)—6. (Liv., vii., 22.—Id., viii., 23.)—7. (Diocys., iv., 84.)

—8. (i., 60.)—9. (Dionys., viii., 90.)—10. (Liv., iv , 43.—Id., vi.,

41.—Cic, Pro Dom., 14.—Niebuhr, iii., p. 429.-Walter, p. 80-

99.)—11. (Liv., iv., 43.— Id., xxii., 34.)— 12. (Liv., x., 41, 9.—
Niebuhr, iii., p. 28.1—13. (Liv., xxii., 33, 34.)— 14. (Appian,

Bell. Civ., i., 98.)—15. (Dion Cass., xxiix., 27, 31.)— 16. (Dio»
Cass., xl., 45.—Ascon. ad Cic, Mil., init., p. 32, ed. Orelli.—

Plut., Pomp., 54.)—17. (Dirksen, Uebersicht, &c., p. «50~.—

Compare Gellius, vi., 7 ; xv., 13.)—18. (Hor., Sat., 11., iii., 181
—Dig. 98, tit. 1, . 18, to.—Inst., ii., tit. 10.)—19. (H. ti., xd.
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and our Endive, Ibe Cichorium endivia, L. The
Intybuin is said to have come originally from Egypt,

where great use was made of it ; and, when intro-

duced into Europe, it brought along with it its

Egyptian or Coptic name, which became in Greek
Kixutpiov or Kixuprj. The Arabians call it Chikou-

rie/t, by a name corrupted from the preceding. By
the rpitbet crralicuni Pliny means " wild" or " sav-

age," as appears from his own words :
" Erraticum,

fuod apud 7103 quidam ambuleiam appellavere, in

JSgypio cichorium vocant, quod sylccslre sit." Fee,

however, insists, and with much appearance of

reason, that the term in question refers rather to

the long, numerous, and spreading roots of the

plant, wlieoce Virgil speaks of the '' amaria iniuba

jiArj«."> The modern name Endive, as given to the

cultivated Kind, comes from the barbarous word en-

divia, whic'd was used in the Middle Ages, and was
evidently corrupted from the Arabic hendib or the

classical Latin term intybum, most probably the

former. •

INVENTA'RIUM. (Jid. Herks, Roman, p. 500.)

INVESTIS. (Kid. Impdbks.)

*IN'ULA, Elecampane, the 'E'^iviov ofthe Greeks,

and Inula (or EnuLa) Campana of the school of Sa-

lernum. (Vid. Helenium.)
*ION {lav), the Violet. The Viola odorata, or

Sweet Violet, is the lav fiekav of Theophrastus,' the

lov nopi^vpovv of Dioscorldes,* and the species of

Violet so often celebrated by the poets. According
to Schneider, the lov x^pov of Theophrastus is the

Chciranthxia cheiri, or Wall-flower. Fee, however,

seems disinclined to adopt this extension of the

term viola or lov, notwithstanding the immense eru-

dition which Sprengel has employed in favour of en-

larging the limits of the genus Viola {lov) among the

ancients. The Viola pallens of Virgil appears to

liave been the V. paluttris of Linnaeus, or else the

Y. montana of the same botanist.*

lO'NiA («jvm), a term properly denoting "a bed

of violets," but also applied to several species of the

Violet, and especially to the Viola odorata*

IPH'YON (i^vov), a species of plant. Bauhin
states that some held the Asphodelus luteus to be

the l(^vov of Theophrastus. Stackhouse proposes

the Lavcndula spica, or Spike Lavender.^

»IPS (t^), an insect mentioned by Theophrastus,

most probably the same as the Cynips, L. " The
Cynipes," observes Adams, " pierce the leaves of

plants with their sting, and deposite their eggs io

the wound : the extravasated juices rise round it,

and form a gall which becomes hard ; in this the

larva lives and feeds, and changes to a pupa. In

this country, the gall most common is that found on
the Rosa canina. It is worthy of remark, that the

grammarians Ammonius and Cyrillus restrict this

term to the Cynips of the Vine and Carob-nut (xcpo-

riuv, so I propose to read instead of Keparuv)."*

IREN. ( Vid. EiREN.)
IRIS (I/3tf), a plant, the Iris. The description

given of its flowers by Dioscorides makes them of

various colours, white, yellow, purple, (Sec, from
which it would clearly appear that under this name
w tre comprehended more than one species of Iris.

Sprengel thinks that the Iris Germanica and Floren-

lina are more particularly applicable to the descrip-

tion of Dioscorides. Adams states that, as long as

the Galenical Pharmacopoeia continued in repute in

France, the hit FloretUina was invariably substitu-

ted for the ancient Iris.*

1. (Otorff., i., !*>.)—*. (Ft^e, Flore de Virjile, p. Ixx., &c.)—
3. <U. P., 1., 13 ; iii., 18.)—4. (iv., 19U.)—6. (Adams, Append.,
t. V.)—6. (Theophraat., H. P., i., 9 ; vi., 6, 8.—Adams, Append.,
». >.;-7. (Tbeophra-st., H. P., vi., 7 ; vii.. 12.)—8. (Theophraat.,

H. P., v;:' . 10. — Adams, Append., s. t.) — 9. (Thuophrast.,

B. P.. i., 7; ir., 5, ic.— Uiosi'^r., i., I.— Adanis, Append.,
• .T.)

IRPEX, HIRPEX, or URPEX,> a Harrow, oaed
to clear the fields of weeds, and to level and break
down the soil. The harrow of the ancients, like

ours, had iron teeth, and was drawn by oxen.*

*1S'ATIS (tffan'f), a plant, the Glaslum of the Lat-

ins, and the modern Woad, yielding a beautiful blue

dye. (Vid. Glastum.)
ISELA'STICI LUDI. (Vid. Athlet^k, p. 120.)

ISOPOLITEIA. {Vid. Civitas, Greek, p. 259.)

•ISOP'YRON (Iffonvpov), a plant, probably the

Bog Bean, or Menyanthes Irifoliata. " From the

account of Galen and Paulus .<Egineta," observes
Adams, " it might be taken for the Kidney Bean or

Fasel, but Dioscorides clearly distinguishes between
these. Dodonaeus advanced the opinion that the

Menyanthes Irifoliata, or Bog Bean, is the laorrvpov

of Dioscorides ; but, as Sprengel remarlcs, its bo-

tanical characters do not agree with those of the

Isopyrum as given by Dioscorides. At the same
time, it is worthy of remark, as a singular coinci-

dence, that the Bog Bean is still used by the com-
mon people in Scotland for the cure of those com«
plaints for which Dioscorides recommends the Iso-

pyrum. The opinion of Dodonaeus is farther coun-
tenanced by Bauhin."*
ISOTELEIA, ISOTELEIS. ( Fid. Civita.,

Greek, p. 259.)

ISTHMIAN GAMES ('ladfiia), one of the focr

great national festivals of the Greeks. This festi-

val derived its name from the Corinthiar. Isthmus,
where it was held. Where the isthmus is narrow-
est, between the coast of the Saronic Gulf and the

western foot of the GEnean hills, was the Temple
of Poseidon, and near it was a theatre and a stadi-

um of white marble.* The entrance to the temple
was adorned with an avenue of statues of the vic-

tors in the Isthmian games, and with groves of pina-

trees. These games were said originally to have
been instituted by Sisyphus in honour of Melicertes,

who was also called Palaeraon.* Their original

mode of celebration partook, as Plutarch* remarks,
more of the character of mysteries than of a great

and national assembly with its various amusements,
and was performed at night. Subsequent to the

age of Theseus, the Isthmia were celebrated in

honour of Poseidon ; and this innovation is as-

cribed to Theseus himself, who, according to some
legends, was a son of Poseidon, and who, in the in-

stitution of the Isthmian solemnities, is said to have
imitated Heracles, the founder of the Olympian
games. The celebration of the Isthmia was hence-
forth conducted by the Corinthians, but Theseus
had reserved for his Athenians some honou- ible

distinctions : those Athenians who attended the

Isthmia sailed across the Saronic Gulf in a sacred
vessel (i?eup<f), and an honorary place (npoeipia), as

large as the sail of their vessel, was assigned to

them during the celebration of the games. ^ In

times of war between the two states, a sacred truce

was concluded, and the Athenians were invited to

attend at the solemnities.* The Eleans did not
take part in the games, and various stories were
related to account for this singular circumstance.*
It IS a very probable conjecture of Wachsmuth,"
that the Isthmia, after the changes ascribed to The-
seus, were merely a panegyris of the lonians of

Peloponnesus and those of Attica ; for it should !)€

observed that Poseidon was an Ionian deity, wh( se

worship appears originally to have been unknown

1. (Cato, De Re Rust., 10.)—2. (Festus, t. v.—Serr. in Virg.,

Georg., i., 95.—Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 31. e<I. Spengel.)—3.
(Dioscor., iv., 119.—P. .^Igin., rii., 3.—Bauhin, Pinax, p. 637
—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Paus., li., 1, 7.— Strah.. Tiii., 6,

S.

198.—Compare p. 214, rd. Tauchnitz.)—5. (Apollod., iii., 4,

.—Paus., ii., 1, 3.)— 6. (Thes., 25.)—7. (Plut., 1. c.)—«. (Thu
cyd., viii., 10.)—9. (Paua. ' , 2, 2.)—10. (Ucllen. Altrrth . L
i., p. S27.)
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to the Dorians. During the reign of the Cypselids

at Corinth, the celebration cf the Isthmian games
was suspended tor seventy years.* But after this

time they gradually rose to the rank of a national

ibstival of all the Greeks. In Olymp. 49 they be-

came periodical, and were henceforth celebrated

regularly every third year, twice in every Olympi-
ad, that is, in the first and third year of every Olym-
piad. The Isthmia held in the first year of an
Olympiad fell in the Corinthian month Panemus
(the Attic Hecatombaeon) ; and those which were
held in the third year of an Olympiad fell either in

the month of Munychion or Thargelion.* Pliny*

and Solinus* erroneously state that the Isthmia
were celebrated every fifth year. With this regu-

larity the solemnities continued to be held by the

Greeks down to a very late period. In 228 B.C.,

the Romans were allowed the privilege of taking

part in the Isthmia ;* and it was at this solemnity

that, in 196 B.C., Flaminius proclaimed before an
innumerable assembly the independence of Greece.*

After the fall of Corinth in 146 B.C., the Sicyonians

were honoured with the privilege of conducting the

Isthmian games ; but when the town of Corinth
was rebuilt by J. Caesar,^ the right of conducting
the solemnities was restored to the Corinthians,

and it seems that they henceforth continued to be
celebrated till Christianity became the state-religion

of the Roman Empire.*
The season of the Isthmian solemities was, like

that of all the great national festivals, distinguished

by general rejoicings and feasting. The contests

and games of the Isthmia were the same as those
at Olympia, and embraced all the varieties of ath-

letic performances, such as wrestling, the pancrati-

um, together with horse and chariot racing.' Mu-
sical and poetical contests were likewise carried on,

and in the latter women were also allowed to take
part, as we must infer from Plutarch,'* who, on the

authority of Polemo, states, that in the treasury at

Sicyon there was a golden book, which had been
presented to it by Aristomache, the poetess, after

she had gained the victory at the Isthmia. At a

late period of the Roman Empire, the character of
the games at the Isthmia appears greatly altered

;

for in the letter of the Emperor Julian above re-

ferred to, it is stated that the Corinthians purchased
bears and panthers for the purpose of exhibiting

their lights at the Isthmia, and it is not improbable
that the custom of introducing fights of animals on
this occasion commenced soon after the time of
Caesar.

The prize of a victor in the Isthmian games con-

sisted at first of a garland of pine-leaves, and after-

ward of a wreath of ivy ; but in the end the ivy was
again superseded by a pine garland." Simple as
such a reward was. a victor in these games gained
the greatest distinction and honour among his coun-
trymen ; and a victory not only rendered the indi-

vidual who obtained it a subject of admiration, but

shed lustre over his family, and the whole town or

community to which he belonged. Hence Solon
established by a law, that every Athenian who gain-

ed the victory at the Isthmian games should receive

from the public treasury a reward of one hundred
drachmae." His victory was generally celebrated in

lofty odes, called Epinikia, or triumphal odes, of
which we still possess some beautiful specimens
among the poems of Pindar. (See Massieu in the

Mim. de VAcad. dcs Inscript. et Bell. Lett., v., p.

214, &c.—Dissen, Dc Ratione Poetica Carminum

I. (Solio., c. 12.)—2. (Corsini, Dissert. Agon., 4.—Compare
CffiUer ad Thucyd., viii., 9.)—3. (H. N., iv., 5.)—4. (c. 9.)—5.

(Polyb., ii., 13.) -e. (Polyb., xviii., 29.)—7. (Paug., ii., 1,^2.
—Id., ii., S, 1) 2.)—8. (Suet., Ner., 24.—Julian Imperat., Epiit.,

55.)—9. (Pans., v , 2, « 4.—Polyb., 1. c.)—10. (Sympos.,T.,2.J—

11 (Plut., Sympo*, v., 3.)—13. :Plut., Sol., 23.)
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Pindaricorum, prefixed to the first Tofume of hit
edition of Pindar, and Miiller, Hist, of Greek Lit., u,
p. 220, &c.)
ITA'LIA. {Vid. CoLONiA, p. 282.)

ITER. {Vid. Servitdtes.;
JUDEX, JUDICIUM. A Roman magistrate

generally did not investigate the facts in dispute in

such matters as were brought before him : he ap>
pointed a judex for that purpose, and gave him in-

structions. (Vid. Actio.) Accordingly, the whole
of civil procedure was expressed by the two phrases
jus and judicium, of which the former comprehend-
ed all that took place before the magistratus (in

jure), and the latter all that took place before the
judex {in judicio). Originally even the magistratus
was called judex, as, for instance, the consul and
praetor;* and under the Empire the term judex
often designated the praeses. In the intermediate
period it designated a person whose functions may
be generally understood from what follows.

In many cases a single judex was appointed ; in
others, several were appointed, and they seem to
have been sometimes called recuperatores, as op-
posed to the single judex.* Under certain circum-
stances, the judex was called arbiter : thus judex
and arbiter are named together in the Twelve Ta-
bles.*

A judex, when appointed, was bound to discharge
the functions of the office, unless he had some valiO

excuse {excusatio). A person might also be disqual-

ified from being a judex. There were certain sea-
sons of the year when legal business was done at

Rome {cum res agebantur*), and at these times the
services of the judices were required. These legal

terms were regulated according to the seasons, so
that there were periods of vacation :• in the provin-
ces, the terms depended on the conventus. A ju-

dex was liable to a fine if he was not in attendance
when he was required. In any given case, the liti-

gant parties agreed upon a judex, or accepted hira

whorft the magistratus proposed. A party had the
power of rejecting a proposed judex, though there
must have been some limit to this power.* In cases
where one of the litigant parties was a peregrinus,

a peregrinus might be judex.' The judex was
sworn to discharge his duty faithfully.*

When Italy had received its organization from
the Romans, the magistratus of the several cities

had jurisdictio, and appointed a judex as the praetor

did at Rome {lex Rubria de Gallia Cisalpina). In
the provinces, the governors appointed a judex or

recuperatores, as the ease might be, at the conven-
tus which they held for the administration of jus-

tice ; and the judex or recuperatores were selected

both from Roman citizens and natives.

When the judex was appointed, the proceedings

in jure or before the praetor were terminated, which
was sometimes expressed by the term Litis Contes-

tatio, the phrases Lis Contcstata and Judi. ium Ac-
ceptum being equivalent in the classical jurists.

{Vid. Litis Contestatio.) The parties appeared
before the judex on the third day {corrperendinatio),

unless the praetor had deferred the judicium for

some sufficient reason. The judex was generally

aided by advisers {jurisconsulli) learned in the law,

who were said " in consilio adesse ;'" but the judex
alone was empowered to give judgment. The mat-
ter was first briefly stated to the judex {causa con-

jectio, collectio), and the advocates of each party

supported his cause in a speech. The evidence

seems to have been given at the same time that the

1. (Liv., iii., 55.)—2. (Gaius, ir., 104-109.)—3. (Dirksen, Ue.
bereichl, <fcc., p. 725.)—4. (Gams, ii., 279.)—5. (Cic. ad Att..i,

1 : " Cum Romae a judjciis forum refrixsrit.")—6. (Cic, Pro Cl»
ent., 43.)—7. (Gaius,1^, 105.)—8. (Cic, De Invent., i., 39.)—

•

I

(Cic, Pro P. Qttinti^ 6.—Id., Top., 17.)
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«poechC8 wojo made, and not to have been heard

before the advocates made their address.' But it

is probable that the pradioe in this respect rnigiit

rary in difTeicnt cases. Witnesses were produced

on boili sides, and examined orally ; the witnesses

on one side were also cross-examined by the other.'

Written documents, such as instruments and books

of account, were also given in evidence ; and some-

llraes the deposition of an absent witness was read,

when it was confirmed by an oath.' There were
no means of compelling a person to give evidence

before the legislation of Justinian, unless they were
slaves, "^/ho in some cases might be put to the tor-

lure.

After all th« evidence was given and the advo-

cates had finished, the judex gave sentence ; if

there were several judices, a majority decided. If

the matter was one of difficulty, the hearing might
tie adjourned as often as was necessary {ampliatio) ;

«nd if the judex could not come to a satisfactory

conclusion, he might declare this upon oath, and so

release himself from the difficulty. This was done
by the form of words "non liquere' (N. L.).* The
sentence was pronounced orally, and was some-
times first written on a tablet. If the defendant

did not make his appearance after being duly sum-
moned, judgment might be given against him.

The sentence was either of absolutio or condera-

natio. That part of the formula which was called

cnndemnatio (oii. Actio, p. 20), empowered the

judex to condemn or acquit (condemnare, absolvere*).

The defendant might satisfy the plaintiff after the

judicium had been constituted by the litis contesta-

lio {post acceptum judicium*), and before judgment
was given ; but in this case it was a disputed ques-

tion between the two schools whether the judex
should acquit, or whether he should condemn on
the ground that, at the time when the judicium was
constituted, the defendant was lial?le to be con-

demned, and it was the business of the judex
merely to follow his instructions. The disput'e ac-

cordingly involved one of those principles on which
the schools were theoretically divided—the follow-

ing out of a legal principle to all its logical conse-

quences ; but, like many other questions between
the schools, this question was practically of no im-

portance, as the plaintiff would not be allowed to

have satisfaction twice. {Vid. Jurisconsulti.)

While the legis actiones were in force, the judg-

ment was for the restitution of a thing, if a given

tiling {corpus) was the object of the action ; but

under the process of the formula, the judex gave
judgment, pursuant to the formula, in a sum of

money, even when a piece of property was the ob-

ject of dispute. This sum of money was either fix-

ed or not fixed in the formula. If the claim was
for a certain sum of money, the amount was insert-

ed in the conderanatio, and the judex was bound to

give that or nothing to the plaintiff. If the claim

was for damages ur satisfaction, the amount of

which was not ascertained, the condemnatio was
either limited to a sum named in the formula, and
which the judex could not exceed except at his own
peril ['.-.'.en suam/aciendo) ; or, if the action was for

the recovery of property from the possessor, or if it

was an actio ad exhibendum, the condemnatio em-
powered the judex to condemn the defendant in the

value of the thing. The judex was always hound
to condemn in some definite sum, even though the

formula did not contain a definite sum : the reason

of which is obvious ; for, unless the condemnatio
was definite, there would be no judgment.'

1 he following is the distinction between an ar-

bitrium and judicium, according to Cicero :' In a

judicium the demand was of a certain siim or dcfi*

nite amount {pecunia ceria) ; in an arbilrium the

amount was not determined (incerla). In a judici-

um the plaintiff obtained all that he claimed or no-

thing, as the words of the formula show :
" Si paret

H. S. lo.oa dari oporlere."* The corresponding

words in the formula arbitraria were, " Quantum
aquius melius id dari ;" and their equivalents were,
" Ex fide bona, Ut inter honos bene agier."* In a dis

pute about dos, which Cicero calls "arbitrium ret

uxoria,'^ the words " quid aquius, melius," were
added.* If the matter was brought before a judex,

properly so called, the judicium was constituted

with a poena, that is, per sponsionem ; there was
no poena when an arbiter was demanded, and the

proceeding was by the formula arbitraria. The pro-

ceeding by the sponsio, then, was the strict one
{an^stissima formula sponswnis*) ; that of the ar-

bitrium was ex fide bona, and the arbiter, though
he was bound by the instructions of the formula,

was allowed a greater latitude by its terms. The
engagement between the parties who accepted an
arbiter, by which they bound themselves to abide
by his arbitrium, was compromissum ;• but this

term was also employed, as it appears, to express
the engagement by which parties agreed to settle

their differences by arbitration, without the inter-

vention of the praetor. Cicero appears to allude to

this arbitration.'

According to Cicero,* all judicia had for their ob-

ject either the settlement of disputes between indi

viduals {controtersice), or the punishment of crimes
{malcficia). This passage refers to a division of ju-
dicia, which appears in the jurists, into publica and
privata. The term privata judicia occurs in Cice-
ro,* where it refers to the class of judicia which he
indicates in the Caecina by the term controversi®.

The term publica judicia might not then be in use,

but the term publica causa is used by Cicero** with
reference to a judicium, which by the jurists would
be called publicum. In the Digest" it is stated that

all judicia are not publica in which a crimen was
the matter in question, but only those in which the
offence was prosecuted under some lex, such as the
Julia Majestatis, Cornelia de Sicariis, and others

there enumerated. Judicia were called extraordi-

naria when the inquiry was extra ordinem, that is,

not according to the usual practice ; and this might
happen when the offence was one not provided for

by law {Icgtbus), but one that was punishable by im-
memorial usage and general opinion, of which t'lere

is an instance in Livy {seu legibus seu moribus mal-
let anquireret^*). The judicia popularia, or populares
actiones, as they are called." are defined to be those
by which " suum jus populus luetur ;" and they
agreed with the publica judicia in this, that any per-

son might be the prosecutor who was not under
some legal disqualification. The judicia populi"
were those in which the populus acted as judices

;

and, accordingly, Cicero enumerates the populi ju-

dicia among others when he says" that " ntAi7 de ca-

pile civis, aut de bonis, sine judicia senatus aut popwli
aut eorum qui de quaque re constituti judices sihf. de'

trahi posse." As the judicia publica are defined by
the jurists to be those in which crimina were tried

by a special lex, it appears that the judicia populi,

strictly so called, must have fallen into disuse, oi

have gradually become unnecessary after the judi-

I. (Cic, Pro Ro»c. Com., 14. — Id., Pro P. Qoiutio, 18.) ~ 2.

(Cic.. ProCascina, 10.—Id., Pro Flacco, 10.)—3. (Pro Rose. Com.,
19.)—4. (Gell., xiv., 2.)—5. (Gnius, it., 43.)—fl. f Gaius. iii., 180 ;

if., 114.)—7. (Gaiu», iv., 48-52.)

1. (Pro Ro«c. Com., 4.)— 2. (Compare Gaius. ir., 90.)— 9
(Top., 17.)—4. (Compare Gaiut, iv., 47, (J2.)—5. (Cic, Pro Roae.
Com.. 14.)—6j(Pro Roec. Com., 4.)—7. (Pro Quintio, 6.— Coaf
pare Senec. De Beaef., lii., 7.\—8. (Pro Ciecina, 2.)—9. (Ton.,

17.)— 10. (ProRosc. Amer.,c. 21.) — 11. (48, tit. 1. ». 1.) —

W

(xxTi., 3.)— 13. (DiR. 47, tit. SI, §. 1.)— 14. (Cic., Brmt., 17 )

15. (Pro Dom., c. 13.)
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jia fiuWica were regulated by special leges ; and
thus the judicia publica of the later republican pe-

riod represent the judicia populi of the earlier times.

The judicia populi were originally held in the co-

mitia curiata, and subsequently in the centuriata

and tributa. A lex of Valerius Publicola' gave an
appeal (provoeatio) to the populus from the magis-

tratus ; and a law of C. Sempronius Gracchus'" de-

clared to the same effect :
" Ne de capite civium Ro-

manorutn injussu populi judicaretur."

The kings presided in the judicia populi, and the

consuls succeeded to their authority. But after the

passing of the lex Valeria deProvocatione (B.C. 507),

the consul could not sit in judgment on the caput

of a Roman citizen, but persons were appointed to

preside at such inquiries, who were, accordingly,

called quaesitores, or quaestores parricidii, or re-

rum capitalium. In some cases' a plebiscitum was
passed, by which the senate was empowered to ap-

point one of the praetors or some other magistrate

to preside at the judicial investigation. In course

of time, as cases were of more frequent occurrence,

these quaestiones were made perpetuae, that is, par-

ticular magistrates were appointed for the purpose,

[n the year 149 B.C., the tribune L. Calpurnius Piso

Frugi carried a lex De Pecuniis Repetundis, from
which time the quaestio repetundarum became per-

petua. L. Sulla gave to one prastor the quaestiones

de majestate, and to others tiiose of peculatus and
ambitus ; and he also added four other quaestiones

perpetuae. Thus he carried out the principle of the

lex Calpurnia, by establishing permanent courts for

the trial of various specified offences, and the prae-

tors determined among themselves in which of

these new courts they should severally preside.

The ordinary functions of the praetor urbanus and
peregrinus were .not interfered v.'ith by these new
arrangements. The quaestiones of Sulla were, De
Repetundis, Majestatis, De Sicariis et Veneficis,

De Parricidio, Peculatus, Ambitus, De Nummis
Adulterinis, De Falsis or Testamentaria, and De Vi
Publica. But in special cases the senate still some-
times, by a decretum, appointed the consuls as quaes-

itores, of which an example occurs in Cicero :* this

was a case of quaestio or judicium extra ordinem.

Any person might be an accuser {accusator) in a

judicium publicum. On such an occasion the prae-

tor generally presided as quaesitor, assisted by a
judex quaestionis and a body of judices called his

consilium. The judex quaestionis was a kind of

assistant to the presiding magistratus, according to

some opinions ; but others consider him to be a
quaesitor, who was sometimes specially appointed to

preside on the occasion of a quaestio.* The judices

were generally chosen by lot out of those who were
qualified to act ; but in some cases the accuser and
the accused {reus) had the privilege of choosing
(edere) a certain number of judices out of a large

number, who were thence called edititii.* Both the

accusator and the reus had the privilege of rejecting

"T challenging {rejicere) such judices as they did not
<lke.' In many cases a lex was passed for the pur-

pose of regulating the mode of procedure. In the

matter of Clodius and the Bona Dea, the senate
attempted to carry a lex by which the praetor who
was to preside at the trial should be empowered to

select the judices, the effect of which would have
been to prevent their being challenged by Clodius.

After a violent struggle, a lex for the regulation of

the trial was proposed by the tribune Fufius and
carried ; it only differed from the lex recommended
by the senate in the mode of determining who

1. (L-v., ii., 8.)—2. (Cic ,Pro Rabir., 4.)—3. (Liv., iv., 51.)—
4. (Brtt., 22.)—5. (Walter, Geschichte des R3ra. Rechts, p.

8«1.)—6. (Cic, Pro Mariena. c. 25 ; Pro Planco, 15, 17.)—7.
(Cic nd Att., i., 16.)
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should be the judices (judicum genus) : a difference^

however, which was not unimportant, as it secured
the acquittal of Clodius. The judices voted by bal-

lot, at least generally, and a majority determined
the acquittal or condemnation of the accused. Each
judex was provided with three tablets {tabula), on
one of which was marked A., Absolve ; on a second,

C, Condemno ; and on a third, N. L., Non liquet

The judices voted by placing one of these tablets if.

the urns (urnce^), which were then examined for tha

purpose of ascertaining the votes. It was the duty
of the magistratus to pronounce the sentence of tlip

judices : in the case of condemnation, to adjudge
the legal penalty ; of acquittal, to declare him ac-

quitted ; and of doubt, to declare that the matter
must be farther investigated {amplius cognoscendum).
Mention is often made of the judicia populi in the

Latin writers. A judicium was commenced by the
accuser, who must be a magistratus, declaring in a
contio that he would on a certain day accuse a
certain person, whom he named, of some offence,

which he also specified. This was expressed by
the phrase "diem dicere" {Virginias Casoni capitis

diem, dicit'). If the offender held any high office, it

was necessary to wait till his time of service had
expired before proceedings could be thus com-
menced against him. The accused was required

to give security for his appearance on the day of
trial ; the security was called vades in a causa cap-

italis, and praedes when the penalty for the alleged

offence was pecuniary. If such security was not
given, the accused was kept in confinement.' If

nothing prevented the inquiry from taking place at

the time fixed for it, the trial proceeded, and the

accuser had to prove his case by evidence. The
investigation of the facts was called anquisitio with
reference to the proposed penalty : accordingly, the

phrases pecunia, capite or capitis anquhere, are

used.* When the investigation was conch ided, the
magistratus promulgated a rogatio, which compre-
hended the charge and the punishment or fine. It

was a rule of law that a fine should not be imposed
together with another punishment in the same roga-

tio.* The rogatio was made public during three

nundinae, like any other lex, and proposed at the

comitia for adoption or rejection. The form of the

rogatio, the effect of which was to drive Cicero into

banishment, is given in the Oration Pro Domo, c.

18. The accused sometimes withdrew into exile

before the votes were taken ; or he might make his

defence, of which we have an instance in the ora-

tion of Cicero for Rabirius. Though these were
called judicia populi, and properly so in the early

ages of the state, the leges passed in such judicia

in the latter period of the Republic were often ple-

biscita.

The offences which were the chief subject of

judicia populi and publica were majestas, adulteria

and stupra, parricidium, falsum, vis publica and
privata, peculatus, repetundae, ambitus, which are

treated under their several heads.

With the passing of special enactmc nts for the

punishment of particular offences was introduced

the practice of forming a body of judices for tho

trial of such offences as the enactments were direct-

ed against. Thus it is said that the lex Calpurnia

De Pecuniis Repetundis established the album ju-

dicum, or the body out of which judices were to be

chosen. It is not known what was the number of

the body so constituted, hut it has been conjectured

that the number was 350, and that ten were chosen
from each tribe, and thus the origin of the pnrase
decuriae judicum is explained. It is easy to con-

ceive that the judicia populi, properly so called,

1. (Juv., Sat., v., 4.)—2. (Liv., iii., 11.)—3. (I.iv., lii , lt)_
4. (Liv., xxvi., 3.)—5. (Cic, Pro Dom., c 17.)
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woald be less f7equent as special leges were framed
for particular jflenccs, the circumstances cf which
could be beU ir investigated by ^ smaller bo'iy of

judiccs than 37 the assembled peoflle. It is alfirm-

ed that up to the passing of the Calpurnia lex, the

judices were chosen from the senators only, but

•fler thia time they were not taken from that body

exclusively ; and farther, that not only tho judices

in the qusestiones de repetundis, but also the judices

in private matters, were, from the date 01 this lex,

taken f'om the album judicum that was annually

made,^ for which there appears to be no evidence.

The lex Servilia (B.C. 104) enacted that the judices

should not be under thirty nor above tsixty years of

age ; that the accuser and accused snould severally

propose one hundred judices, and tnat each might
reject fiRy from the list of the ottier, so that one
hundred would remain for the triai. This lex also

made some provisions for the mode of conducting

the prosecution and the defence. The te^ms of the

Sempronia lex of Gracchus, which was passed B.C.

123, about twenty years before the lex Servilia, are

variously stated ; but in general terms it is said

that it took the judicia from the senators and gave
them to the equites ; and this state of things lasted

nearly fifty years,* till Sulla (B.C. 80) restored the

judicia to the senate, and excluded the equites from
the album judicum. The lex Servilia apparently

did not interfere with the main object of the lex

Sempronia. Tacitus, indeed,* speaks of the Servil-

iae leges restoring the judicia to the senate ; but

the passage is encumbered with difficulty. A lex

Aurelia (B.C. 70) enacted that the judices should

be chosen from the three classes—of senators,

equites, and tribuni aerarii ; and, accordingly, the

judicia were then said to be divided between the

senate and the equites. The tribuni aerarii were
taken from tho rest of the citizens, and were, or

«ught to have been, persons of some property. Thus
the three decuriae of judices were |brmed ; and it

was either in consequence of the lex Aurelia or

some other lex, that, instead of one urn for all the

tablets, the decuriae had severally their balloting

urn, 00 that the votes of the three classes were
known. Dion Cassius* ascribes this regulation to

a lex Fufia ; and he says that the object was, that

the votes of the decuriae {Idvrj, yEvri) might be

known, though those of individuals could not, ow-
ing to the voting being secret. It is not known if

the lex Aurelia determined the number of judices

in any given case. The lex Pompeia de Vi and
De Ambitu (B.C. 52) determined that eighty judices

were to be selected by lot, out of whom the accuser
and the accused might reject thirty. In the case
of Clodius, in the matter of the Bona Dea, there

were fifty-six indices. It is conjectured that the

number n.xed for a given case by the lex Aurelia
was seventy judices.

Another lex Pompeia, passed in the second con-

sulate of Pompey (13. C. 55), seems to have made
some r»..:\lifications in the lex Aurelia as to the

qualification of the judices ; but the new provisions

of this lex are only known from Asconius, who ex-

plains them in terms which are very far from being

clear. A lex Judiciaria of Julius Caesar took away
the decuria of the tribuni aerarii, and thus reduced
the judices to two classes (genera, the yivTj of Dion
Cassius). A lex judiciaria, passed after his death

by M. Anton ius, restored the decuria of the tribuni

wiarii, but required no pecuniary qualification from
liiem : the only qualification which this lex required

was, that a person should have been a centurion or

have served in the legions. It appears that the

1. (Ortttlin?. Gcschichte tier R>1ai. Staateverfassung', p. 425.)

—1. tCic. >n Verr., Act. I'rim., c. 13.)—3. (Ann., lii., 60 )— 4.

mnii., 8 )

4 A

previous lex Pompeia, lex Aurelia, and a lex of

Caesar had given to those who had been centuriont

{qui ordines duxcrant) the privilege of being judices

Ijudicalua), but still they required a pecuniary qual-

ification (census). The lex of Antonius, besidtM

taking away the pecuniary qualification, opened the

judicia to the soldiers.* It seems probable that the

expression ex centuriis, which is used by Asconius
in speaking of the change introduced by this lex

Pompeia, had reference to the admission of the

centuriones into the third class of judices.

Augustus added to the existing three decuriae

judicum a fourth decuria, called that of the Duce
narii, who had a lower pecuniary qualification, anci

only decided in smaller matters (de leviorihus sum-
mis^). Caligula* added a fifth decuria, in order to

diminish the labours of the judices. Augustus had
already allowed each decuria, in its turn, an ex-
emption for one year, and had relieved them from
sitting in the months of November and December.
As to the whole number of judices included at

any given time in the album judicum, it seems al-

most impossible to state anything with precision ;

but it is obvious, from what has been sard, that the
number must have varied with the various changes
already mentioned. After the time of Augustus,
the number was about four thousand ; and from thia

period, at least, there is no doubt that the album
judicum contained the whole number of persons
who were qualified to act as judices, both in judicia

privata and judicia publica. The fourth decuria of

Augustus was limited in its functions to the judicia

privata, in which the matter in dispute was of small
value. It is often stated by modern writers, with-

out any qualification, that the various changes in

the judiciary body from the time of the lex Calpur-

nia to the end of the Republic had reference both

to the judicia publica and privata ; though it is also

stated that the objects of these various enactments
were to elevate or depress one of the great parties

in the state, by extending or limiting the body out

of which the judices in any given case were to be
chosen. But it is obvious that these reasons do not

apply to the matter of judicia privata, in which a
single judex generally acted, and which mostly con-

cerned matter of property and contract. Accord-
ingly, a recent writer* has observed, with more
caution than some of his predecessors, that " there

is no doubt that, from the time of Augustus, the

album judicum had reference to the judices in civil

matters, but that as to earlier times a difficulty

arises from the fact that, while the lex Sempronia
was in force, by which the senators were excluded
from the album judicum, a consularis is menti >ned

as a judex ;* and, on the other hand, an eques is

mentioned as a judex at a time when the lex of
Sulla was in force, and, consequently, senators only
could be judices."* These instances certainly are
inconsistent with the fact of the judicia privata

being regulated by the various leges judiciariae

;

but they are of small weight compared with the
reasons derivable from the character of the two
kinds of judicia and the difference in the mode of
procedure, which render it almost a matter of de-

monstration that the various changes in the judici-

ary body had reference to the quaestiones and judicia

publica. It is true that some of these leges may
have contained provisions even as to judicia privata,

for many of the Roman leges contained a great va-

riety of legislative provisions, and it is also true

that we are very imperfectly acquainted with the

provisions of these leges judisiariae ; but that the

1. (Cic, Phil., i., 8; v., 5.—Suet., .Iiil., 4I.)-2. (Suet., Oo-

Ut., 32.)—3. (Suet., Calig., 16.)—4. (Walter. Oe»chichte dat

R5ra. Rcchta, p. 716.) -5. (Cic, Do Off., ii., 19.)—«. ((^,
Pro Rose. Com., . 14.)
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reguiatia i of the judicii privata was included in

Iheir provisions, in the same form and to the same
extent as that of the jedicia publica, is an assertion

totally unsupported by evidence, and one which
leads to absurd conclusions. Two leges Julia?, to-

gether with a lex .^butia, put an end to the legis

actiones ;» and a lex Julia Judiciaria limited the

time of the judicia legitima ;' but it does not appear

whsti'.er these leges were passed solely for these

objects, or whether their provisions were part of

ome other leges.

Though the general character of the Roman ju-

dicia, and the modes of procedure both in civil and
criminal matters, are capable of a sufficiently clear

exposition, there is much uncertainty as to many
detdils, and the whole subject requires a careful ex-

amination by some one who combines with a com-
petent knowledge of the original authorities an ac-

curate acquaintance with the nature of legal proce-

dure.

The following works may be referred to : Wal-
ter, Geschichte des Rom. Reclits.—Gottling, Geschich-

te der Rom. Staatsverfassung.—Heineccius, Syntag-

ma, &.C.—Tigerstroin, De Judicibus apud Romanos,
Berl., 182G, valuable only for the collection of the

original authorities.—Keller, Uebcr Litis Contestation

und Urthcil, &c., Ziirich, 1827.—Also Gaius, iv.

;

Dig. 5, tit. 1, De Judiciis ; Dig. 48, De Judiciis Pub-
licis ; Inst., iv., tit. 18.

JUDEX ORDINA'RIUS. {Vid. Judex Peda-
NEUS.)

JUDEX PEDA'NEUS. The origin and meaning
ol this term seem to be entirely unknown. The
jndices to whom the praetor or praeses referred a

matter in litigation with the usual instructions, were
sometimes called pedanei.* Subsequently the prae-

ses, who was now sometimes designated judex or-

dinarius, or judex simply,* decided most matters

without the intervention of a judex ; but still he
was empowered to appoint a permanent body of ju-

dices for the decision of less important matters, and
X\jZ^ also were called judices pedanei, " hoc est qui

negotia humiliora disceptent."^ The proceedings be-

fore this nev/ kind of judices pedanei were the same
as before the praeses. Some modern writers are of

opinion that these new pedanei judices did not form
a permanent court, but only decided on matters
which were referred to them by a superior authority.'

JUDEX QUiESTIO'NIS. (Vid. Judex, p. 552.)

JUDICA'TI ACTIO. A thing was a res judi-

cata when the matter in dispute had been determin-
ed by a judicial sentence, and the actio judicati

was a mode which the successful party might adopt
for obtaining a decree of the magistratus, by which
he could take possession of the property of the per-

son who had lost the cause and had not satisfied the
judgment. The plaintiff in the actio judicati was
also protected in his possession of the defendant's

property by a special interdict, and he was empow-
ered to sell it. The party condemned was limited

as to his defence. Originally the judicatus was
obliged to find a vindex {vindicem dare) ; but in the
time of Gaius it had become the practice for him to

give security to the amount of the judgment {judi-

catum solvi saiisdare). If the defendant pleaded that

there was no res judicata, he was mulcted in double
the amount of the judgment if his plea was false.

^

JU'DICES EDITl'TII. {Vid. Judex, p. 552.')

JUDrCIA DUPLrCIA. (Vid. Famili^ Ercis-
CVNDJE Actio.)

JUDrCIA LEGI'TIMA. (Vid. Imperium, page
530.)

1. (Gaius, iv., 30.)—2. (Gaius, iv., 104.)—3. (Theophil., iv.,

!».—Cod. 3, tit. 3.)—4. (Cod. Theod., 1, tit.7.)-5. (Cod. 3, tit.

8, ». & ) — 6. (Cod. 3, tit. 3.) — 7. (Gaius, iv., 9, 25, 171, lOS.—
Cic , Pro Flacc, 20.—Paulas, S. R., 1, tit. 19.—Dig. 42, tit. 1.)
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JUDI'CIA QU.^ IMPERIO. (Vid. Impbiiui%
p. 630.)

JUDrCIUM. (Fjti. Judex.)

JUDI'CIUM PO'PULI. (Vid. Judex, p. 551,
552 )

JUDI'CIUM PRIVATUM, PU'BLICUM. (Ftil

Judex, p. 551.)

JU'GERUM, a Roman measure of surface, 240
feet in length and 120 in breadth, containing, there>

fore, 28,800 square feet.' It was the double of the
actus quadratus, and from this circumstance, accord
ing to some writers, it derived its name.* (Vid
Actus Quadratus.) The uncial division {vid. As)
was applied to the jugerum, its smallest part being

the scrupulum of 10 feet square, =100 square feet.

Thus the jugerum contained 288 scrupula.* The
jugerum was the common measure of land among
the Romans.- Two jugera formed an heredium, J»

hundred heredia a centuria, and four centuries a saU
tus. These divisions were derived from the origi-

nal assignment of landed property, in which two^it-

gera were given to each citizen as heritable prop-

erty.*

JUGLANS, the Wallnut, or Juglans regia, L.,

the same with the napvov or Kapva of the Greeks.

(Vid. Carvum.)
JUGUM (Cvy'^r, ^vyov) signified, in general, that

which joined two things together. It denoted more
especially,

1. The transverse beam which united the upright

posts of a loom, and to which the warp was attach-

ed.* (Firf. Tela.)
2. The transverse rail of a trellis,* joining the

upright poles (pertica, j'tpafff) for the support of

vines or other trees. (V"irf. Capistrum.) Hence, by
an obvious resemblance, the ridges uniting the top*

of mountains were caWeA juga montium.''

3. The crossbar of a lyre.*

4. A scalebeam, and hence a pair of scales. ( Vid.

Libra.) The constellation Libra was consequently
also called Jugum.*

5. The transverse seat of a boat." This gave or-

igin to the term ^vytrqg, as applied to a rower. A
vessel with many benches or banks for the rowers
was called vrjvg iroXvl^vyoq or e/cardfuyof.'^

6. The yoke by which ploughs and carriages were
drawn. This was by far the most common applica-

tion of the term. The yoke was in many cases a
straight wooden plank or pole laid upon the horses'

necks ; but it was commonly bent towards each
extremity, so as to be accommodated to the part ol

the animal which it touched (curva jiiga^'). The
following woodcut shows two examples of the yoke,

the upper from a MS. of Hesiod's Works and Days,
preserved at Florence, the lower from a MS. of

Terence, belonging to the Vatican library. These
may be compared with the still ruder forms of the

yoke as now used in Asia Minor, which are intro-

duced in the article Aratrum. The practice of

having the yoke tied to the horns, and pressing

upon the foreheads of the oxen (capite, non cervice

junctis^^), which is now common on the Continent

of Europe, and especially in France, is strongly

condemned by Columella on grounds of economy
as well as of humanity.'* He recommends that their

heads should be left free, so that they may raise

them aloft, and thus make a much handsomer ap-

1. (Colum., De Re Rust., v., 1, ^ 6. — Quintil., Inst. Or., i.,

18.)—2. (Varro, Do Ling. Lat., v., 35, ed. Muller.) - 3. (Varro,

ib., ii., 12.)—4. (Varro, ib., i., 10.—Niebulir, Hist, ol Rome, ii.,

p. 156, &c., and Appendix, ii.) — 5. (Ovid, Met., vi., 5.5.) — 6.

(Varro, De Re Rust., i., 8. —Col., De Re Rust., iv., 17, 20.- Id

ib., lii., 15.—Geopon., v., 29.)—7. (Virg., Eclop., v., 76.—Flor,
ii., 3, 9, 17.—Id.,iii.,3.)—8. (Horn., II., ix., 187.)—9. <Cic.,DiT.,

ii., 47.)—10. (-a:schyl., Agam., 1608.—Soph., Ajax, 247.—Viijr.,

^n., vi., 411.)—11. (Horn., II., ii., 293.—Id. ib.. xx., 2-17.)-Il

(Ovid, Fast., iv., 216.—Id., Trist., iv., 6, 2.)- 13. (Plia , H. N.,

viii., 70.)—14. (De Re Rust., ii., 2.)
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pearance. (Compare woodcut, p. 225»). All this

was effected by the use either of the two collars

{Mubjugia,* fxiauCa,* l^cvyXai*), shown in the upper
figure of the woodcut, or of the excavations (y^vipai)

tut in the yoke, with the bands of leather {lora

;

nncla ;• Tavpodirtv (ivpaav kiravxeviriv,* XeKuSva),
which are seen in the lower figure.

Tliis figure also shows ihe method of tying the

yoke to the pole (^/cmo, pv/ioi;) by means of a leathern

Blrap {(vyStkafiov''), which was lashed from the two
opposite sides over the junction of the pole and
yoke. These two parts were still more firmly con-

nected by means of a pin (i/i6oloc ;• iarup ,* l/i6pv-

av :'• viil. Currus, p. 332), which fitted a circular

cavity in the middle of the yoke (6/i0a/lof"). Homer
represents the leathern band as turned over the

fastening thrice in each direction. But the fasten-

ing was sometimes much more complicated, espe-

cially in the case of the celebrated Gordian knot,

which tied the yoke of a common cart, and consist-

ed only of flexible twigs or bark, but in which the

ends were so concealed by being inserted within

the knot, that the only way of detaching the yoke
was that which Alexander adopted."

Besides being variegated with precious materials

and with carving, the yoke, especially among the

Persians, was decorated with elevated plumes and
figures. Of this an example is presented in a bas-

relief from Persepolis, preserved in the British Mu-
seum. The chariot of Darius was remarkable for

the golden statues of Belus and Ninus, about eigh-

teen inches high, which were fixed to the yoke over
the necks of the horses, a spread eagle, also wrought
in gold, being placed between them.** The passa-

ges above cited show that when the carriage was
prepared for use, the yoke, which had been laid

aside, was first fastened to the pole, and the horses
were then led under it. Either above them, or at

the two ends of the yoke, rings were often fixed,

through which the reins passed. These frequently

appear in works of ancient art representing chariots.

Morning and evening are often designated in po-

etry by the act of putting the yoke on the oxen**
and taking it off" ((iovXvaic, ^ovTivrSg ;*• Povlvatoc

Cpri").

By metonymy jugum meant the quantity of land
which a yoke of oxen could plough in a day." It

1. (Cic, De Nat. Deor., ii., 63.— Ovid, Met., vii., 211.)—2.
(Viiruv., X.. 3, 8.)—3. (Hcsiod, Op. et Dies, 469.—Proclus. ad
loc.)—4. (Horn., II., XIX., 406—Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod.. iii.,232.)

—5. (Tib., ii., 1, 7.)—6. (Brunck, Anal., iii., 44.)—7. (Horn., II.,

v., 730.— Id. lb xiiv., 268-274.)—8. (Schol. in Enrip., Ilippol.,

»6«.)—9. (Horn, i.e.)— 10. (Hes., 1. c.)— 11. (Horn., 1. c.)— 19.

(Arrian, Eip. Alex., ii., p. 85, ed. Blan.—Q. Curt., iii., 2.

—

Schol. in Enrip., 1. c.)— 13. (Q. Curt., iii., 3.)—14. (Hes., Op. et

Dies, 581.)— 15. (llor., Carm., III., vi., 42.—Viiy., Ecloj., ii.,

M.—Ovid, Fast., v., 497.)— 18. (Arrian, 1. c—Horn., II., xvi.,

rW.—Cic.ad Att.,xv.,27.)—17. fArat., Dimc, J87.)—18. (Var-
lo, De Re Ru«t.. i.,10.)

was used as equivalent to the Lai in par an J the
Greek fevyof,' as in a^uilarum jufrutn.* By another
figure the yoke meant slavery, or the condition ia

which men are compelled against their will, like

oxen or horses, to labour for others.* Hence, to

express symbolically the subjugation of conquered
nations, the Romans made their captives pass un*
der a yoke,* which, however, in form and for the
sake of convenience, was sometimes made, not like

the yoke used in drawing carriages or ploughs, but
rather like the jugum described under the first two
of the preceding heads ; for it consisted of a spear
supported transversely by iwo others placed upright.

JU'LI.-E LEGES is a term by which various le-

ges are designated, most of which were passed in

the time of C. J. Caesar and Augustus.
JULIA LEX DE.ADULTE'RIIS. {Vid. Avvv-

TERIOM.)

JULIA LEX AGRA'RIA is referred to by Sue-
tonius,* and in the Digest, De Termino Moto* But
the lex of C. Caesar, referred to in the Pandect, is

probably a lex of Caligula. The Agraria lex of the
dictator Caesar was passed B.C. 59, when he was
consul.^

JULIA LEX DE A'MBITTJ. {Vid. Ambitos.)
JULIA LEX DE ANNO'NA.*
JULIA LEX DE BONIS CEDENDIS. This

lex provided that a debtor might escape all person-
al molestation from his creditors by giving up his
property to them for the purpose of sale and distri-

bution.* It is doubtful if this lex was passed in the
time of J. Caesar or of Augustus, though probably
of the former." The beneficium of the lex was ex-
tended to the provinces by the imperial constitu-
tions."

JULIA LEX CADUCA'RIA is the same as the
LIX JOMA ET PaPIA PoPPiEA.
JULIA LEX DE C^DE ET VENEFI'CIO,"

perhaps the same as the lex De Vi Puhlica.
JULIA LEX DE CIVITA'TE was passed in the

consulship of L. J. Caesar and P. Rutilius Lupus,
B.C. 90. {Vid. CiviTAS, Fcederat.*! Civitates.)
JULIA LEX DE FCE'NOKE, or. rather, De Pe-

cuniis Mutuis or Creditis (B.C. 47), passed in the
time of J. Caesar." The object of it was to make
an arrangement between debtors and creditors for

the satisfaction of the latter. The possessiones
and res were to be estimated at the value which
they had before the civil war, and to be surrendered
to the creditors at that value ; whatever had been
paid for interest was to be deducted from the prin-

cipal. The result was, that the creditor lost about
one fourth of his debt ; but he escaped the loss

usually consequent on civL' disturbance, which would
have been caused by novie tabulae." A passage of
Tacitus" is sometimes considered as referring to
this lex, and sometimes to the lex De Bonis Ceden-
dis ; but it does not seem to refer to either of thenv
The passage of Dion Cassius" seems to refer to this
lex De Mutuis Pecuniis.

JULIA LEX DE FUNDO DOTA'LI. The pro-
visions as to the fundus dotalis were contained in
the lex Julia de Adulteriis.'^ This Julia lex was
commented on by Papinian, Ulpian, and Paulus.
(Kid. Adulteriom.)
JULI^ LEGES JUDICIA^RI^. The lex re-

1. (Horn., IL, xviii , 743.)—2. (Plin., H. N., x., 4, 5.)—».
{JEacti., Agrara., 512.—Floras, ii., 14.—Tacit., Agric, 31.—Hor.,
Sat., II., vii., 91.)—4. (Floras, i., 11.)—5. (Jul., 20.)-fl. (47,
tit. 21.)—7. (Dion Cass., xxiviii., 1-7, &c.—Cic, Phil., ii., 3».

—Id., ad Att., ii., 16, 18.— Rudorff, " Lex Mamilia de Coloniii,"

Zeitschrift, vol. ix.)—8. (Dig. 48, tit. 1, s. 1.)—9. (Gaias, iii.,

78.)—10. (CsBsar, Bell. Civ., iii., 1.—Sueton., J. C.ts., 42.~T«
cit., Ann., vi., 16.—Dion Cass., Iviii., 21.)— 11 (C<id. 7, tit. Tl,

8. 4.)— 12. (Sueton., Nern, 33.)— 13. (Sueton., Jul., 42.- CcMT,
Bell. Civ., iii., 1.)— 14. (Compare Capsar, Bell. Civ., iii., l.witk

Sueton., Jul., 42.)— 15. (Ann., vi., 16.)— 16. (Iviii., 21 : HipJ riJ*

(TUf/foWwv.)— 17. (Gaius, ii., 63 —Paulus, S. R., ii., tit. SI, a.

2.—Dig., De Fundo Dotali, 23, t't. 5, s. 1, 2, 13.)
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terred to in the Digest,* by which a person under
twenty years of age was not compelled to be a ju-

dex, is probably one of the leges Juliae Judiciariae.*

As to the other Julias leges Judiciariae, vid. Judex.
JULIA LEX DE LI'BERIS LEGATIO'NIBUS.'

{Vid. Legatus.)
JULIA LEX MAJESTA'TIS.* The lex Majes-

tatis of the Digest' is probably a lex of Augustus.
{Vid. Majestas.)
JULIA LEX MUNICIPA'LIS, commonly called

the Table of Heraclea. In the year 1732 there

were found near the Gulf of Tarentum and in the

neighbourhood of the ancient city of Heraclea large

fragments of a bronze tablet, which contained on
one side a Roman lex, and on the other a Greek in-

scription. The whole is now in the Museo Borbon-
ico at Naples. The lex contains various provis-

ions as to the police of the city of Rome, and as to

the constitution of communities of Roman citizens

{municipia, colonics, prcefecturce, fora, conciliabula civ-

ium Romanorum). It was, accordingly, a lex of that

kind which is called Satura.

It is somewhat difficult to determine the date of
this lex, but there seem to be only two dates that

can be assumed as probable ; one is the time imme-
diately after the Social War, or shortly after B.C.
89 ; the other is that which shortly followed the
admission of the Transpadani to the civitas (B.C.

49). This latter date, in favour of which various
considerations preponderate, seems to be fixed

about the year B.C. 44 by a letter of Cicero.*

Compare the tablet 1., 94, 104, as to persons whom
the lex excluded from the office of decurio.

It seems that the lex of the year B.C. 49, which
(^ave the civitas to the Transpadani, enacted that a
iloman commissioner should be sent to all the
towns for the purpose of framing regulations for

their municipal organization. The lex Julia em-
powered the commissioners to continue their la-

bours for one year from the date of the lex, the

terms of which were so extended as to comprise
the whole of Italy. The lex was therefore appro-

priately called Municipalis, as being one which es-

tablished certain regulations for all municipia ; and
ihifl sense of the term municipalis must be distin-

guished from that which merely refers to the local

usages or to the positive laws of any given place,

which is expressed by such terms as lex Municipii,

lex Civitatis, and other equivalent terms.

The name lex Julia rests mainly on the fact (as-

Eumed to be demonstrated) that this lex was passed
when J. Caesar was in the possession of full power

;

;hat it is the lex referred to by Cicero ; and that it

is improbable that it would have been called by any
other personal appellation than that of Julia. It is

farther proved, by a short inscription found at Pa-
dua in 1696, that there was a lex Julia Municipalis

;

and the contents of the inscription (mi. vir (zdilicia.

polestat. e lege. Julia Municipali), compared with
Cicero {eratque rumor de Transpadanis eos jussos
nil. vivos crcare''), render it exceedingly probable
that the lex Julia Municipalis of the inscription is

the lex of the Table of Heraclea and the lex Muni-
cipalis of the Digest.*

(Savig.:j, Voiksschluss der Tafel von Heraclea,

Zeitschrift, vol. ix., p. 300 ; the tablet is printed in

the work of Mazochi, Comm. in aneas Tab. Heracl.,

p. 1, 2, Neap., 1754, 1755, fol., with a commentary
which contains much learning, but no sound criti-

cism.)

JULIA LEX ET PAPIA POPP.^A. Augustus
appears to have caused a lex to be enacted about

1. (iv., tit. 8, s. 41.)—2. (GeII., iv., 2.)—3. (Cic. ad Att.,xv.,
11.)—4. (Cic, Phil., i., 91.)—5. (48, tit. 4.)-6. (ad Fara., vi.,

18.)—7. (ad Att., v., 2.)— 8. (50, tit. 9, ». 3.—Cod. 7, tit 9, s. 1 ;

uid Dig. 50, tit. 1, "ad Municipalem et de Incolis.")
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B.C. 18, which is rited as the lex Julia de Maritan
dis Ordinibus,* and is referred to in the Carmen
Seculare of Horace, which was written in the yem
B.C. 17. The object of this lex was to regulate

marriages, as to which it contained numerous pro-

visions ; but it appears not to have come into oper-

ation till the year B.C. 13. In the year A.D. 9, and
in the consulship of M. Papius Mutilus and Q. Pop-
paeus Secundus {consules suffecti), another lex was
passed as a kind of amendment and supplement to

the former lex, and hence arose the title of lex Julia

et Papia Poppaea, by which this lex is often quoted.
It is not known whether these leges were passed
by the centuriae or the tribus. The lex is often va-
riously quoted, according as reference is made to

its various provisions : sometimes it is called lex
Julia, sometimes Papia Poppaea, sometimes lex Ju-

lia et Papia, sometimes lex De Maritandis Ordini-
bus, from the chapter which treated of the marria-
ges of the senators,' sometimes lex Caducaria, De-
cimaria, &c., from the various chapters.*

There were many commentaries on this lex by
the Roman jurists, of which considerable fragments
are preserved in the Digest : Gaius wrote 15 books,

Ulpian 20, and Paulus 10 books at least, on thi«i

lex. The lex contained at least 35 chapters ; hu
it is impossible to say to which of the two leges in-

cluded under the title of lex Julia and Papia Pop-
paea the several provisions, as now known to us,

belong. Attempts have been made, both by J. Goth-
ofredus and Heineccius, to restore the lex, proceed-
ing on the assumption that its provisions are redu-
cible to the two general heads of a lex Maritalis and
lex Caducaria.

The lex Julia forbade the marriage of a senator
or a senator's children with a libertina, with a
woman whose father or mother had followed an
ars ludicrfi, and with a prostitute •, and also th»

marriage of a libertinus with a senator's daughter.
If an hereditas or a legatum was left to a person on
condition of not marrying, or on conditions which
in effect prevented marriage, the conditions were
illegal, and the gift was unconditional. The condi-

tion, however, might be not to marry a certain

specified person or certain specified persons, or it

might be to marry a particular person ; but then
the person must be such a one as would be a suita-

ble match, otherwise the condition would be, in ef-

fect, a condition not to marry, and therefore void.'

In order to promote marriage, various penalties

were imposed on those who lived in a state of celi-

bacy {cmlibatus) after a certain age. Caslibes cou'i

not take an hereditas or a legacy {legatum) ; but if

a person was caelebs at the time of the testate's

death, and was not otherwise disqualified {jure ei-

vili), he might take the hereditas or legatum if he
obeyed the lex within one hundred days, that is^ if

he married within that time.* If he did not com-
ply with the lex, the gift became caducum. {Vid.

Caduca.) The lex Julia allowed widows a term o!

one year (vacatio) from the death of a husband, and
divorced women a term of six months front the
time of the divorce, within which periods they wer«
not subject to the penalties of the lex : the lei Pa-
pia extended these periods, respectively, to two
years, and a year and six months.^ A man when
he attained the age of sixty, and a woman when
she attained the age of fifty, were not included with-

in the penalties of the lex ; but if they had not

obeyed the lex before attaining those respective

ages, they were perpetually bound by its penalties

1. (Dig. 38, tit. 11 ; 23, tit. 2.)—2. (Gaius, i,, 178.—Ulp.,
Frag., xi., 20.—"Lex Marita:" Ilor., Carni. Sec)—3. (Ulp.,

Frag., ixviii., tit. 7.—Dion Cass., liv., 16.—Id., >.., 1, &c.-
Tacil., Ann., iii., 25.)—4. (Dig. 22, tit. 2, s. 19.)—5. (Di?. 39,

tit. 1, 8. 63.)—«. (Ulp., Frag., xvji., tit. 1.)- 7 O.lp.. Frag,
xiv.)
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%j a senatus consultum Pemicianum. A aenatua

eonsultum Claudianiim so far modified the strict-

ness of the new rule as to give to a man who mar-
ried above sixty the same advantage that he would
have had if he had married under sixty, provided

he married a woman who was under fifty ; the

ground of which rule was the legal notion that a
woman under fifty was still capable of having chil-

dren.* If the woman was above fifty and the man
under sixty, this was called impar matrimonium,
and by a senatus consultum Calvitianum it was en-

tirely without eflect as to releasing from incapacity

to take legata and dotes. On the death of the wom-
an, therefore, the dos became caduca.

By the lex Papia Poppaea a candidate who had
several children was preferred to one who had few-

er.' Freedmen who had a certain number of chU-
dren were freed " operarum obligatione ;"• and liber-

tse who had four children were released from the
tutela of their patrons.* Those who had three

children living at Rome, four in Italy, and five in

the provinces, were excused from the office of tutor

or curator.* After the passing of this lex, it be-

came usual for the senate, and afterward the em-
peror (princeps), to give occasionally, as a privilege,

to certain persons who had not children, the same
advantage that the lex secured to those who had
children. This was called the jus liberorura. Pliny
says* that he had lately obtained from the emperor
for a friend of his the jus trium liberorum.* This
privilege is mentioned in some inscriptions, on which
the abbreviation I. L. H. {jiis liberorum habent) some-
times occurs, which is equivalent to "jura parentis

habere." The Emperor M. Antoninus provided that

children should be registered by name, within thirty

days after their birth, with the praefectus aerarii Sa-
turni.'

The lex also imposed penalties on orbi, that is,

married persons who had no ch!ld|-en (qui liberos

non kabent*), from the age of twenty-five to sixty in

a man, and from the age of twenty to fifty in a

woman. By the lex Papia, orbi could only take
one half of an hereditas or legatum which was left

to them.'* It seems that an attempt had been made
to evade this part of the lex by adoptions, which a
senatus consultum Neronianum declared to be inef-

fectual for the purpose of relieving a person from
the penalties of the lex.*'

As a general rule, a husband and wife could only
leave to one another a tenth part of their property

;

but there were exceptions in respect of children ei-

ther born of the marriage or by another marriage of
one of the parties, which allowed of the free dispo-

sal of a larger part. This privilege might also be
acquired by obtaining the jus liberorum.**

JULIA LEX PECULA'TUS. (Kirf.PECDLATOs.)

JULIA LEX ET PLAUTIA, which enacted that

there could be no usucapion in things obtained by
robbery {vi possesser.). The Twelve Tables had al-

ready provided that there could be no usucapion in

stolen things.** This lex was probably passed B.C.
99

JITTJA LEX DE PROVI'NCIIS. {Vid. Pro-
TtNCI.«.)

JULIA LEX REPETUNDA'RUM. (Vid. R«p-
ETHNDyE.)

JULIA LEX DE RESI'DUIS. {Vid. Pecola-
•ns.)

JULIA LEX DE SACERDOTIIS.**

1 (UIp., Frnp., xvi.—Suet., Claud., 23.)—2. (Tacit., Ann.,
*'., W.—Plin., Ep., vii., 16.)—3. (Dig-. 38, tit. 1, " De Op&tin
LlwrtJinra.")—4. (Ulp., Trag., tit. 29.)—5. (Inst, i., 25.—Dig.
f7, tit. 1.)—fl. (Ep., ii., 13.)—7. (Vid., al«o, Ep., x., 95, 98.)—
§. (Capitol., M. Ant., c. 9.—Compare Jnv., Sat., ix., 84.)—9.
<(3ain«, ii., 111.)— 10. (Gaius, ii., 380.)-II. (Tacit., Ann., xv.,
19.)— 12. (Ulp., Fng., lit.'lS, 16.)—13. (Gaiui, ii., 45.~Iiist.,
k., lit. 6.1—14. (Oic., Ep. mi Brnt., i., i.)

JULIA LEX DE SACRI'LEGIS. ( Vid. P«o»
tATUS.)

JULIA LEX SUMTUA'RIA, passed in the tima
of J. Caesar,* and one under Augustus.* (Vid.
SUMTUARIiB LeOBS.)
JULIA LEX THEATRA'LIS,* which permitted

Roman equites, in case they or their parents erer
had a census equestris, to sit in the fourteen rowi
(quatuordecim ordinea) fixed by the lex Roscia The*
atralis, B.C. 69.

JULIA LEX ET TI'TIA, passed under Augu*
tus B.C. 32,* which empowered the praeses of a
province to appoint a tutor for women and pupilli

who had none.* A lex Atilia of earlier but uncer-
tain date had given the same power at Rome to the
praetor urbanus and the majority of the tribuni ple-

bis ; and the new lex was passed in order to extend
the same advantages to the provinces. There are
some reasons for supposing that there were two
leges, a Julia and a Titia ; and among those rea
sons is the circumstance that it is not usual to unite

by the word et the two names which belong to one
lex, though this is done by Cicero* in speaking of the

lex Licinia and Mucia.
JULIA I,EX DE VI PU'BLICA AND PRl-

VA'TA. {Vid. Vis.)

JULIA LEX VICESIMA'RIA. (Tid. Vicksima.)
JUNCUS, the Rush, in Greek axoivo^. {Vid.

ScHCENas.) In the second Eclogue of Virgil,' that

poet speaks of " interweaving osiers with soft rush-

es" (" Viminibus moUique paras delexere junco").

Fee thinks that he here refers, not to the common
Rush, but to the Scirpus lacustris of Linnaeus.*

JU'NEA or JU'NIA NORBA'NA. {Vid. Libbr.
TI.)

JU'NIA LEX, REPETUNDA'RUM. ( Vid. R«.
PETHNDiK.)

JUNIP'ERUS {upKEvdoc), the Juniper-tree, or
Juniperus communis, L. The Juniper is a very
common tree, of which botanical writers mention
two species, distinguished from each other by the
size of their fruit. It grows in Europe in all lati-

tudes. The berry, which the Greeks called apxev-

die, has a strong odour, from which the tree itself is

not exempt. Theophrastus states that the upKtv-
6og is like the Kidpog, and that, in fact, some ap-
plied the same generic name to both, calling the
apKcvdoc, for distinction' sake, the Kedpog o^xedpoc.
Dioscorides describes two species of Juniper, which
Sprengel decides to be the Juniperus macrocarpa,
Sibth., and the J. oxycedrus.*

JURA IN RE. {Vid. Dominium, p. 374.)

JURE ACTIO, IN. (Ftd. JuRisDiCTio.)

JURE CE'SSIO, IN. was a mode of transferring

ownership by means of a fictitious suit, and so far

resembled the forms of conveyance by fine and by
common recovery which, till lately, were in use in

England. The in jure cessio was applicable to

things mancipi and nee mancipi, and also to res in-

corporales, which, from their nature, were incapable
of tradition. The parties to this transaction were
the owner {dominus qui ccdit), the person to whom
it was intended to transfer the ownership {vindicatis,

cm ceditur), and the magistratus, qui addicit. ( Vid.

JcjRisDicTio.) The person to whom the ownership
was to be transferred, claimed the thing as his own
in the presence of the magistratus and the real

owner ; the magistratus called upon the owner for

his defence, and, on his declaring that he had none
to make, or remaining silent, the magistratus de-

creed {addixil) the thing to the claimant. This pro-

ceeding was a legis actio.

1. (Dion Cass., xliii., 25.)—2. (Cell., ii., 24.)—3. (Suet., Oo.
taT.,40.—Plin.,H. N., xxxiii.,2.)—4. (Inst., i., tit. 20.)-,5. (Uljf,

Frag., vi.. tit. 11.)—6. (Brut., c. 16.—Pro Balbo, c. 21.)—7. Oi
7S.)-8. (F«e, Flore de V rgilc, p. lxxiii;)-9. (Fte, tkx* U
Virgile, p. Izxii'.—Adama Append., . t. afictvOof.)
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JURISCONSULTI. JURISCONSULTI.

^.n hereditas could be transferred by this process

pid. Heres, Roman, p. 500) ; and the res corpo-

rales, which belonged to the hereditas, passed in

this way just as if they had severally been trans-

ferred by the in jure cessio.

The in jure cessio was an old Roman institution,

ind there were provisions respecting it in the

Twelve Tables.'

JURISCONSULTI or JURECONSULTI. The
origin among the Romans of a body of men who
were expounders of the law may be referred to the

Eepar.ition of the jus civile from the jus pontificium.

(Vid. Jus Civile Flavianum.) Such a body cer-

tainly existed before the time of Cicero, and the

persons who professed to expound the law were
called by the various names of jurisperiti, juriscon-

sulti, or consult! simply. They were also desig-

nated by other names, as jurisprudentes, pruden-

tiores, peritiores, and juris auctores. Cicero* enu-

merates the jurisperitorum auctoritas among the

component parts of the jus civile. The definition

of a jurisconsultus, as given by Cicero,' is a " per-

son who has such a knowlege of the laws {leges) and

customs {consuctudo) which prevail in a state as to

be able to advise {respondendum), act (agendum),

and to secure a person in his dealings (cavendum)

:

Sextus ^lius Catus {vid. Jus ^lianum), M. Man-
lius, and P. Mucins are examples." In the oration

Pro Muraena, Cicero uses " scribere" in the place

of " agere." The business of the early jurisconsul-

ti consisted both in advising and acting on behalf

of their clients {consuUores) gratuitously. They
gave their advice or answers {responsa) either in

public places which they attended at certain times,

or at their own houses ;* and not only on matters

of law, but on anything else that might be referred

to them The words " scribere" and " cavere" re-

ferred to their employment in drawing up formal

instruments, such as contracts or wills, &c. At a

later period, many of these functions were per-

formed by persons who were paid by a fee, and
thus there arose a body of practitioners distinct

from those who gave responsa, and who were wri-

ters and teachers. Tiberius Coruncanius, a plebe-

ian, v.ho was consul B.C. 281, and also pontifex

maximus, is mentioned as the first who gave ad-

vice publicly {publice professus est), and he was
distinguished both for his knowledge of the law

and his eloquence. He left no \vritings. Long be-

fore the time of Cicero the study of the law had be-

come a distinct branch from the study of oratory,

and a man might raise himself to eminence in the

sta^" Hy his reputation as a lawyer, as well as by his

oracoricdl power or military skill. There were
many distinguished jurists in the last two centuries

Df the republican period, among whom are M. Ma-
nilius; P. Mucins Scasvola, pontifex maximus (B.C.

131); Q. Mucins Scaevola, the augur ; and Q. Mu-
cins Scaevola, the son of Publius, who was consul

B.C. 95, and afterward pontifex maximus, and one
of the masters of Cicero (jurisperitorum eloquentissi-

mus, eloquentium jurispcritissimus^). This Scaevola

the pontifex was considered to have been the first

who gave the jus civile a systematic form, by a

treatise in eighteen books.* Servius Sulpicius Ru-
fuo. the friend and contemporary of Cicero,^ was as

great an orator as the pontifex Scaevola, and more
distinguished as a jurist. Many persons, both his

predecessors and contemporaries, had a good prac-

tical knowledge of the law, but he was the first who
handled it in a scientific manner, and, as he had
both numerous scholars and was a voluminous wri-

ter, we may view him as the founder of that method-

I. CFrite. Vat., s. 50.—Gaius, ii., 24.—UIp., Frag., tit. 19, s. 9.)

—«. (Top., 5.)—3. (De Or., i., 48.)—4. (Cic, De Or., iii.. 33.1

— *. (Cic, De » , J., 30 ^— 6 (Dig. J, tit. 2, s. 2, { 41.) — /.

(nit., 7, 40.)
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ical treatment of the matter of law which charac-
terized the subsequent Roman jurists,* and in which
they have been seldom surpassed.

The jurists of the imperial times are distinguish-

ed from those of the republican period by two cir-

cumstances, the jus respondendi, and the rise ol

two sects or schools of law.

It is said that Augustus determined that the Ju-
risconsulti should give their responsa under his

sanction {ex auctoritale ejus responderent), and, aCt

cordingly, Gaius* speaks of the responsa and opin-

iones of those jurists " quibus permissum est jura
condere." The object of Augustus was probably to

obtain, by this indirect method, that control over
the administration of the law which he could not
obtain in any other way. It does not appear that the

jurists who had not obtained this mark of imperial

favour were excluded from giving opinions ; but
the opinions of such jurists would have little weight
in comparison with those of the privileged class.

The unanimous opinion of the jurists was to have
the force of law {legis vicem) : if they were not

unanimous, the judex might follow which opinion

he pleased. Gaius refers the establishment of this

rule to a rescript of Hadrian ;' but it seems probable

that this rescript must be rather considered as con-

firmatory of the established practice. The consti-

tution of this body of jurists, and the mode of pro-

ceeding as to taking their opinions, are not known.
It is a reasonable conjecture that they formed a

kind of college ; otherwise it is not easy to suppose

how the opinions were taken. The power of ma-
king or declaring the law was limited to a decision

in the cases which came before them, which, how-
ever, would doubtless be received as law in all ca-

ses of the same kind, and would serve as a guide

in cases of a similar kind. The earlier juriscoiisulti

gave their opinions either orally or in writing ; but

in the time of Tiberius probably, the jurists, that ia

the privileged jurists, gave their answers " signata,"

that is, in an official form. The matter proposed

for the opinion of the jurisconsulti was sometimes
stated in the responsum, either fully or brjefly ; and
the responsum itself was sometimes short, some-
times long ; sometimes it contained the grounds of

the opinion, and sometimes it did not, which cir-

cumstance, however, did not invalidate its force.*

In the time of Augustus there arose two schools

(scholee) or sects of jurists, the nominal heads of

which were respectively Ateius Capito and Antis-

tius Labeo, while, in fact, they derived their name
and reputation from the two most distinguished

teachers connected with them, Sabinus and Procu-

lus. The followers of Labeo, whom we know with

certainty to have been such, were Nerva, Proculus,

Nerva the son, Pegasus, Celsus, Celsus the son, and

Neratius Priscus. The followers of Capito were
Massurius Sabinus, C. Cassius Longinus, Longinus

Ccelius Sabinus, Priscus Javolenus, Aburnus Valens

Tuscianus, Gaius (vid. Institutiones), and probably

Pompon ius. But the schools did not take their

names from Labeo and Capito. The followers of

Labeo were named Procuhani from Proculus. The
followers of Capito derived their name of Sahiniani

from Massurius Sabinus, who lived under Tiberius,

and as late as the reign of Nero : they were some-

times also called Cassiani, from C. Cassius Longi-

nus. It is not easy to state with precision the

differences which characterized the two schools.

Whatever may have been the origin of these differ-

ences, which may, perhaps, be partly referred 1 o the

personal character of Capito and Labeo, the schools

were subs(quently distinguished by a difference in

their manner of handling the matter of the law

1. (Cic.,BTut.,41.— Dig. l,tit.2,8. 2, M3.)—2. (i.,7)—

4

(i., 7.;—4. (Briison, De Form., iii., c. 85-87.)
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The school of Capito adhered more closely to what
was established, and to the letter of what was
written. Labeo was a man of greater acquire-

ments than Capito, and his school looked more to

the internal meaning than to the external form, and
thus, while apparently deviating from the letter,

they approached nearer to true results, though the

•trict logic of this school might sometimes produce

a result less adapted to general convenience than

the conclusions of the Sabiniani, which were based

9a the prevailing notions of equity.

The jurisconsult! were both teachers and writers.

Their writings consisted of commentarii on the

Twelve Tables, on the Edict, on particular leges,

more especially on some of the Juliae leges, and on
other special matters. The later jurists also com-
mented on the writings of the earlier jurists. They
also wrote elementary treatises (elementa, commen-
tarii), such as the Institutiones of Gaius, which is

the earliest work of the kind that we know to have
been written ; books called Ilegulse and Detinitio-

nes, which probably were collections of principles

of law ; collections of cases and answers, under
the various names of responsa, epistolse, sententiae,

and opiniones ; systems of law ; and various works
of a miscellaneous character with a great variety

of names, such as disputationes, quaesliones, enchi-

ridia, res quotidians, and various other titles.

The juristical writers were very numerous : they

formed a continued series, beginning with those al-

ready enumerated, and ending, about the time of

A.lexander Severus, with Modestinus. who was a
pupil of Ulpian. With the exception of the frag-

ments preserved in the Digest, this great mass of

literature is nearly lost. (Vid. Pandect.*.)'
JURISDrCTIO. The " officium" of him " qui

Jas dicit" is defined as follows :* " Bonorum posses-

tif/ncm dare potest, et in possessionem mittere, pupillis

mm habentibus tutores constituere, judices litiganti-

hus dare." This is the general signification of the

word jurisdietio, which expresses the whole " offi-

cium jus dicentis." The functions which are in-

cluded in the " officium jus dicentis" belong either

to the jurisdietio (in its special sense) or to the im-

pcrium mixtum, or they are those which are ex-

ercised by virtue of some lex, senatus consultum,
or authority delegated by the princeps, as the " Tu-
toris datio."* The jurisdietio of those magistrates
who had no imperium was limited, in consequence
of not having the imperium, and, therefore, was not

jurisdietio in the full meaning of that term. {Vid.

Maoistratus.) Inasmuch as jurisdietio in its spe-

cial sense, and the imperium mixtura, are compo-
nent parts of jurisdietio in its wider sense, imperi-

um may be said to be contained in, or incident to,

jurisdietio (imperium quod jurisdictioni coharet).*

Sometimes imperium is viewed as the term which
designates the full power of the magistratus ; and
when so viewed, it may be considered as equivalent

to jurisdietio in its wider sense, or as comprehend-
ing jurisdietio in its narrower sense. Thus impe-
rium may be considered as containing or as con-

tained in jurisdietio, according as we give to each
term respectively its wider or its narrower mean-
ing.* The jurisdietio was either voluntaria or con-

teutiosa.* The jurisdietio voluntaria rendered valid

certain acts done before the magistratus, for which
certain forms were required, as adoption and man-
umission. Thus adoption, properly so called, could
take place before the praeses of a province ;' but in

Rome it took place before the prstor, and was said

to be effected ^^imperio magistratuM." The juris-

1. (Pomponius, De Origice Juris, Dig. I, tit. 2.—Zinunern.,
'lerchichte des RSm. PrivatrechU.)—2. (Dig. 2, tit. 1, De Juh*-
dictione.)—3. (Dig. 26, tit. 1, s. 6.)—4. (Dig. 1, tit. 21, i. I.)—
5. (Puclita, " Uelier den inhalt der Lex Rubria," Zeitachrift, x.,

105.)--C. (H-n. 1. tit. 1, 6, 8. 2,-7. (Gaiui, i., 100.)

dictio contentiosa had reference to legal proceed"i»g«

before a magistratus, which were said to be in

jure, as opposed to the proceedings before a judex,
which were said to be in judicio. The magistratus,
therefore, was said jus dicere or reddere with re-

spect to what he did personally, and though he
might not declare the law truly, still he was aoid
" jus dicere." Accordingly, " magistratus" and
" qui Romse jus dicit" are equivalent.' The Amo-
tions included in jurisdietio in this, its special sense,
were the addictio in tho legis actiones, the giving of
the formula in proceedings conducted according to

the newer process, and the appointment of a judex
The appointing of a judex, " judicis datio," was for

the purpose of inquiring into the facts in dispute

between the parties. The words of the formula
are " Judex esto," &.c. ;* and the terms of the edict

in which the prator declares that he will give a ju-

dex, that is, will recognise a right of action, are

"Judicium dabo."* Addictio belongs to that part

of jurisdietio by which the magistratus himself
makes a decree or gives a judgment : thus, in the

case of the in jure cessio, he is said •' rem addice-

re."* Addicere is to adjudge a thing or the posses-

sion of a thing to one of the litigant parties. In
the case of furtum manifestum, inasmuch as the

facts would be certain, there was an addictio.*

Other uses of the word addictio are collected in

Facciolati.

It is with reference to the three terms, do, dico,

addico, that Varro* remarks that the praetor must
use one of these words " cum lege quid peragitur."

Accordingly, those days were called Nefasti on
which no legal business could be done, because
the words of legal force could not be used.^

JUS. " All people," says Gaius,* " who are gov-

erned by leges and mores, use partly their own law
{jus), partly the law {jus) that is common to all

manMnd ; for the law {jus) which a state estab-

lishes for itself is peculiar to such state, and ia

called jus civile, as the peculiar law {jus) of that

state. But the law {jus) which natural reason {ruU-

uralis ratio) has established among all mankind ia

equally observed by all people, and is called jus gen-

tium, as bein^ that law (jus) which all nations fol-

low. The Roman populus, therefore, follows part-

ly its own peculiar law {suum proprium jus), partly

the common law (commune jus) of all mankind."
According to this view, aJl law (jus) is distributed

into two parts, jus gentium and jus civile, and the
whole body of law peculiar to any state is its jus

civile.* The Roman law, therefore, which is pe-

culiar to the Roman state, is its jus civile, Sf^me-

times called jus civile Romanorum, but more fre-

quently designated by the term jus civile only, by
which is meant the jus civile of the Romans.
The jus gentium is here viewed by Gaius as

springing out of the naturalis ratio common to all

mankind, which is still more clearly expressed in

another pjissage," where he uses the expression
" omnium civitatium jus" as equivalent to the jus

gentium, and as founded on the naturalis ratio.

In other passages he founds the acquisition of prop-
erty, which was not regulated by Roman law, on
the naturalis ratio and on the naturale jus indiffer-

ently, thus making naturalis ratio and naiurale jus

equivzilent." He founds cognatio on naturalis ratio,

as being common to all mankinJ, and agnatio on
civilis ratio, as being purely a Roman institution."

In two passages in the Digest," he calls the same
thing naturale jus in s. 2, and jus gentium in a. 3,

5. The naturale jus and the jus gentium arethew-

1. (CicadFan.., xiii., 14.)— 2. (Gaius. iv., 47.) — 3. (Cit,

Pro Flacc, 35.)—4. (Gaius, ii., 24.) — 5. (Gaius, iv., 189.) —•.
(De Ling. Lat., vi., 30.)—7. (Compare Grid, Fast., i., 47.)—a
(i., 1.)—9. (Cic.,DeOiiit.,i.,44.)— 10. (i., 189.)—11. (ii.,fla, M,
M, 73,79.)—12. (i., 158.)-13. (i., tit.. 8.v
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lore identical. Cicero* opposes natura to leges,

where he explains natura by the term jus gentium,

and makes leges equivalent to jus civile. In the

Partitiones" he also divides jus into natura and lex.

There is a threefold division of jus made by Ul-

pian and others, which is as follows : jus civile

;

fVts gentium, or that which is common to all man-
kind ; and jus naturale, which is common to man
and beast?. The foundation of this division seems
to havo been a theory of the progress of mankind
from what is commonly termed a state of nature,

first to a state of society, and then to a condition

of independent states. This division had, however,

no practical application, and must be viewed mere-

ly as a curious theory. Absurd as it appears at

first sight, this theory is capable of a reasonable ex-

planation ; and Savigny shows that it is not meant
to say that beasts have law, but only the matter of

law ; that is, some of those natural relations on
which legal relations are founded, exist among
beasts as well as men. Such natural relations are

those by which the species is propagated. In the

Institutes the three divisions are confounded ;' for

the explanation of juj naturale is first taken from
the threefold division of Ulpian, and then the jus

gentium and civile aie explained according to the

twofold division of Gaius already quoted, so that

we have in the same section the jus naturale ex-

plained in the sense of Ulpian, and the jus gentium
explained in the sense of Gaius, as derived from
the naturalis ratio. Farther, in the second book,*

the jus naturale is explained to be the same as jus

gentiam, and the jus naturale is said to be coeval

with the human race. Notwithstanding this con-

usion in the Institutes, there is no doubt that the

wofold division of Gaius was that which prevailed

ii Roman jurisprudence.* This twofold division

.J
pears clearly in Cicero, who says that the old

.rtAL^ns separated the jus civile from the jus gen-

tiuu : and he adds, that the jus civile (of any state)

is not, k^orefore, jus gentium, but that what is called

jus g3i.iI n/i ought to be jus civile.'

The jx:i <;ivile of the Romans is divisible into

two parts, 'vt civile in the narrower sense, and jus

pontificium, or the law of religion. This opposi-

tion is sometimes expressed by the words jus and
fas {fas et jura .in:.<.?u'') ; and the law of things not

pertaining to religion and of things pertaining to it,

are also respectivei^' exposed to one another by the

terms res juris humai^: et divini.* ( Vid. Dominium.)

Thus the pontifices ma.jimi, P. Crassus and T. Co-

runcanius, are said to hL.ve given responsa de om-
nibus divinis et humanis rebus.'

The law of rnligion, or ths jns pontificium, was
under the contiol of the pon'u.'-es, who, in fact,

originally had ths control of tht> ^vaole mass of the

law, and it was only after the seporaticn of the jus

civile in its wider sense into the two parts of the

jus civile in its narrower sense and the jus ponti-

ficium, that each part had its proper and peculiar

limits. But after this separation was fully made,
the auctoritas pontificum had the same operation

and efiect with respect to the law of religion that

the auctoritas prudentium had on the jus civile.**

Still, even after the separation, there was a mutual
relation between these two branches of law ; for

instance, an adrogatio was not valid by the jus

civile unless it was valid by the jus pontificium.''

(
Vid. Adoption.) Again, jus pontificium, in its wi-

der sense, as the law of religion, had its subdivi-

sions, as into jus augurum, pontificum, &c."

1. (Off., iS., 5.)—2. (c. 37.)—3. (i., tit. 2, "De Jure Naturali,

Gentium et Cinli.")—4. (tit. 1., s. 11.)—5. (Savigny, System,

Ac, i., p. 413.)—6. (Off., jii., 17.)—7. (Virg., Georg., i., 269.)—

8. {Inatit., ii., tit. 1.)—9. (Cic, De Orat., lii., 33.)—10. (Cic,

Leg., ii., 19, 20.)—11. (Cic, De Orat., iii., 33.—Id. Brat.. 42.)

—13. (Cic , De Senect., 11.)
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" Law," says Gaius,' meaning the RamaD alvil

law {jura), " is composed of leges, plebiscita, sena-
tus consulta, constitutiones principum, the edicta
of those who have the jus edicendi, and the respon-
sa prudentium." The component parts enumerated
by Cicero' are "leges (which include plebiscita),

senatus consulta, res judicatae, jurispeiitorum auc-
toritas, edicta magistratuum, mos, and sequitas."

A consideration of the diflferent epochs at which
these writers lived will account for part of the dis-

crepancy ; but the addition of mos in Cicero's enu-
meration is important.

Some of these component parts are also opposed

;

thus, jus civile is opposed to the jus praetorium or
honorarium, which originated in the jus edicendi.

( Vid. Edictum.) In this sense jus civile consists of

leges and senatus consulta, and apparently of mos.
The component parts of this narrower jus civile,

that is, of jus civile as opposed to praetorium, are
also opposed to one another, that is, lex and mos
are sometimes opposed to one another, as parts
component ofthe jus civile (in this its limited sense),

but different in their origin. Horace' speaks of

"Mos et lex;" Juvenal* opposes "Juris nodos et

legum aenigmata ;" jus civile is opposed to leges,*

to lex,* and to senatus consultum.^ As then op-
posed to leges, jus civile appears to be equivalent
to mos. In fact, the opposition between lex and
mos follows the analogy of that between jus scrip-

turn and non scriptum. " When there are scriptae

leges, we must follow that which has been intro-

duced by mores and consuetudo.—Immemorial (tn-

veterata) consuetudo is properly observed as a lex

{yro lege), and this is the jus which is said to be
' moribus constitutum.' "• Thus immemorial usage
was the foundation of the "jus moribus constitu-

tum." (See the article Infamia as to the origin

of infamia.) This branch of law seems sometimes
to have been considered by the Roman jurists as

law merely by force of custom, whereas such cus-

tom was only law when it had been recognised bj

a competent authority. There is, however, a pas-

sage of Ulpian,' in which he distinctly speaks ol

confirming a consuetudo in a judicium, which can
have no other meaning than that its force as law
depended on a decision in judicium. And the mean-
ing is clear, whether we read contradicto or contra-

dicta in the passage just referred to.

The Roman writers, indeed, frequently refer to

a large part of their law as founded on mores or on
the mos majorum, and not on leges."* Thus Ul-

pian" says that the jus patriae potestatis is moribus
receptum. But mos contained matters relating to

religion as well as to the ordinary affairs of life

;

and, therefore, we may also view mos and lex, when
opposed, as component parts of the jus civile in its

wider sense, but not as making up the whole of it.

Mores in the sense of immorality, that which posi-

tive morality disapproves of, must not be confound-

ed with jus founded on mores : the former is mali

mores in respect of which there was oflen a jus

moribus constitutum. Thus in the matter of the

dos there was a retentio in respect of the morf."*

graviores or majores, which was adultery."*

The terms jus scriptum and non scriptum, as ex-

plained in the Institutes," comprehended the whole
of the jus civile ; for it was all either scriptum or

non scriptum, whatever other divisions there might

be." Jus scriptum comprehended everything, ex-

cept that "quod usus approbavit." This division

of jus scriptum and non scriptum does not appear

in Gaius. Ij was borrowed from the Greek wri-

1. (i., 2.)—2. (Top.. 5 )—3. (Carm., iv., 5.)—4. (viii., 50.)—

5

(Cic, DeOrat.,i.,43.)—«. (Off., iii., 17.)—7. (Gaius, ii., 197.)—

8. (Julian, Dig. 1, tit 3, ». 32.)—9. (Dig. 1, tit. 3, s. 34.)—10.

(Quint, Inst. Orat., v , 10.)—11. (Dig. 1, tit. 6, s. 8.)—12. (Ulp,

Frag., tit. 6.)—13. (1, tit. 2.)-14. (Ulp., Dig. 1, tit. 1, g. 6.)
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ten, and seems tn have little or no practical appli-

nwtion among the Romans.
A division of jus into publicum and privatum is

n<entionrd by tlie Roman jurists.' The former is

defined to be that which relates to the status rei

Romanse, or to the Romans as a state ; the latter

« defined to be that which relates " ad singulorum

atilitatem." The publicum jus is farther said by
fjlpian* " in sacris, in sacerdotibus, in magistrati-

ftiia consistere." According to this view, it com-
piekiends the law of religion, and all the rest of the

|U8 civile which is not privatum. There are oth-

er significations of the jus publicum in the Roman
ttirista, but the whole division of jus into publicum

dad pnvatum seems to be founded on no principle,

ai)d is very confused. The elementary treatise of

6uiu3 does not mention this division, and it is lim-

rted to the jus privatum. Justinian in his Insti-

titts, after making this division of jus into publi-

cum and privatum, says, " we must therefore treat

of jus privatum," from which it appears that he did

not contemplate treating ofjus publicum. The title

Lte Judiciis Publicis, the last in the Institutes, does

nut belong to jus publicum as above defined ; and
yet it is difficult to conceive how some of the mat-
ters involved in judicia publica were not viewed
am belonging to publicum jus, though certainly all

of them could not so be viewed.'

I'he jus quiritium is equivalent to the jus civile

Romanorum. Accordingly, we find the expressions

dominus and dominium ex jure quiritium, as con-

trasted with in bonis {vid. Dominium) ; and a La-

tinus, if he obtained from the imperator the jus qui-

ritium, obtained the Roman civitas.* The terms

jus quiritium and the Romana civitas are therefore

identical in this passage. Such part of the Roman
law, in its widest sense, as related to buying, sell-

ing, letting, hiring, and such obligations as were
Dot founded on the jus civile, were considered to

belong to the jus gentium,' that irf, the jus nat-

urale.* Accordingly, when ownership could be ac-

quired by tradition, occupation, or in any other

way not specially provided for by the jus civile,

such ownership was acquired by the jus gentium.

When the jus civile prescribed certain forms by
which ownership was to be transferred, and such

forms were not observed, there was no ownership

jure civili or jure quiritium, but there was that in-

terest which was called in bonis. It is not said by

Gains' that the in bonis arose by virtue of the jus

gentium, and it may perhaps be concluded that he

did not so view it ; for in another passage* he
speaks of alienation or change of ownership being

effected either by the jus naturale, as in the case

of tradition, or by the jus civile, as in the case of

mancipatio, in jure cessio, and usucapion. In this

passage he is speaking of alienation, which is com-
pletely effected by tradition, so that there is a legal

change of ownership recognised by Roman law

;

not by Roman law specially as such, but by Ro-
man law as adopting or derived from the jus gen-

tium. In the other case,* there is no ownership

either as recognised by Roman law as such, or by
Roman law as adopting the jus gentium : the in

bonis is merely recognised by the prsetorian law, to

which division it therefore belongs. So far as the

equity of the praetor may be said to be based on the

jus gentium, so far may the in bonis be said to be

founded on it also. Properly speaking, the jus gen-

tium was only received as Roman law when it did

not contradict the jus civile ; that is, it could only

have its full effect as the jus gentium when it was
not contradicted or limited by the jus civile. When

1. (Dig. 1, tit. 1, s. 1.)—2. (Dig. l.tit. 1,8. 1.)—3. (ViiA Cic,

fro Balbo, 15.-W., Pro Mil., 26.)-4, (Ulp., Fng., tit S.)—».

(Dig. 1, tit. 1, s 5.J—6. (Goius, ii., 05.)— 7. {ii.,40.)— a (ii^

• ) -9. (Ii., 40.;
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it was 80 contradicted or limited, the prattor eooM
only give it a partial effect, but in so doing, it is

obvious that he was endeavouring to nullify the jus
civile, and so to make the jus gentium as extensive
in its operation as it would have been but for the
limitation of the jus civile. The bounds that were
placed to this power of the praetor were not very
definite. Still he generally fashioned his jus jrw-
torium after the analogy ofthe jus civile, ard thcugt
he made it of no effect as against his jus praetorium,

he maintained its form and left it to its full opera>

tion, except so far as he necessarily limited iti oj^

eration by his own jus praetorium.

Jus, used absolutely, is defined to be "art boni et

ctqui"^ which is an absurd definition. What it re-

ally is may be collected from the above enumera-
tion of its parts or divisions. Its general significa-

tion is law, and in this sense it is opposed to lex or

a law. Lex, however, as already shown, is some-
times used generally for law, as in the instance

from Cicero where it is opposed to natura. Lex,
therefore, in this general sense, comprehends leges

and all the other parts of the jus civile. In its spe-

cial sense of a law, it is included in jus. Jus is also

used in the plural number {jura) apparently in the

sense of the component parts of jus, as in Gaius,^

where he says, " Constant autem jura ex legibus,^'

&c. ; and in another passage,* where he says, with

reference to the agnationis jus, or law of agnatio,

and the cognationis jus, or law of cognatio, " Civilit

ratio civilia quidem jura corrumpere potest." Indeed,

in this passage, agnationis jus and cognationis jus

are two of the jura or parts of jus, which with other

jura make up the whole of jus. Again,* that provis-

ion of the lex Julia de Adulteriis, which forbade

the alienation of the fundus dotalis, is referred to

thu3 : " quod quidem jus," " which rule of law," oj
" w hich law," it being a law comprehended in an
other law, which contained this and many other

provisions. Thus, though lex, m its strict sense o<

a law, is different from jus in its large sense, anu
though jus, in its narrower sense, is perhaps never

used for a lex, still jus, in this its narrower sense,

is used to express a rule of law, or a law. Thus
Gaius* speaks of the jura, or legal provisions com-
prised in the lex JEUa Sextia, and of jura as based

on the responsa prudentiuin.

Jus has also the special meaning of a faculty or

legal right. Thus Gaius says, " it is an actio in

rem when we claim a corporeal thing as our owd,
or claim some jus as our own, such as a jus utendi,

eundi, agendi." The parental power is called a "jus

proprium civium Romanorum." The meaning of aio

generally, and of a legal right, are applied to jus by

Cicero in the same sentence :
" If a man ignorant

of law {imperitus juris) seek to maintain my right

{meum jus) by the interdict."* As the several rules

of law which are often comprised in ene lex, or

which make up the whole body of jus (law), may
be called jura with reference to their object, so the

various legal rights which are severally called jus

with reference to some particular subject may be

collectively called jura. Thus we find the phrase

jura parentis to express all the rights that flow from
the fact of paternity.

The phrase jura praediorum, which is used by the

Roman jurists, is somewhat peculiar, and open to

objection.

The potestas which a Roman father had over his

children being a jus or legal right, there hence aiose

the distinction of persons into those who are sui and

those who are alieni juris. All the rights of such

persons severally are represented by the collective

phrase "jus personarum," or that d ivision of the

1. (Dig. 1, tit. 1, H. l.)-S. (i.,a.)-3. (i., 158.)-4. (G«iti«,w

«.)—5. (i., 47 )—« (Pro Cwsiws c H-)
on*
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•rhole matter of jus which treats of the status of

persons, in other words, the law of persons.

This leads to the mention of another division of

the matter of law which appears among the Roman
jurists, namely, the law of persons ; the law of

things, which is expressed by the phrase "ju* quod

ad res pertinet ;" and the law of actions, "jus quod

ad acHones pertinet."^ In his first book Gaius treats

of the law of persons, in the fourth he treats of the

law of actions ; and, accordingly, the second and
third contain the law of things, to express which he
does not use a phraseology analogous to that of

"jus personarum," but he says he will treat De
Rebus. This division of the "jus quod ad actiones

pertinef" is explained in the article Actio.

The adjective justum often occurs in the Latin

writers in the sense of that which is consistent

with jus or law, or is not contrary to law. Thus it

is a justum (legal) matrimonium if there is connu-

bium between the two parties to the marriage.

The word justum has many varieties of meaning,
which may generally be derived, without much dif-

ficulty, from the meanings ofjus.

Jus is opposed to judicium, and a thing was said

to be done in jure or in judicio, according as it was
done before the magistratus or before a judex.

{Vid. Judicium.) Thus all matters of legal ques-

tion were said to be done " aut ad populum, aut in

jure, aut ad judicem."'' Jus, in the sense of the

place " in quo jus redditur," is only an application of

the name of what is done to the place in which it is

done. The expression jus dicere is explained under
Jurisdictio. There are other meanings of jus, but

they are unimportant, or may be deduced from what
is here said.

JUS .(ELIA'NUM was a compilation by Sextus
.^lius PaRtus, surnamed Catus, who was consul

B.C. 198,* and who is called by his contemporary

Ennius " egregie cordatus homo." He is also fre-

quently mentioned with praise by Cicero.* The
Jus --Elianum, also called Tripertita, contained the

laws of the Twelve Tables, an interpretatio, and
the legis actiones. This work existed in the time

of Pomponius.* Cicero also speaks of some com-
mentarii by iElius.'

JUS APPLICATIO'NIS. {Vid. Banishment,
Roman, p. 137.)

JUS CIVI'LE. {Vid. Jus.)

JUS CIVILE FLAVIA'NUM. Appius Claudius

Caecus, who was censor B.C. 312, is said to have
drawn up a book of actiones or forms of procedure,

which his clerk Cn. Flavius made public' Accord-

ing to one story,* Flavius surreptitiously obtained

possession of the book of Appius, and was reward-

ed by the people for his services by being made tri-

bunus plebis and curule sedile. The effect of this

publication was to extend the knowledge and the

practice of the law to the plebeians, and to separate

the jus civile from the jus pontificium.

JUS CIVILE PAPIRIA'NUM or PAPISIA'-
NUM was a compilation of the leges regiae, or laws
passed in the kingly period of Rome. This compi-
lation was commented on by Granius Flaccus in

the time of Julius Caesar,' to which circumstance
we probably owe the preservation of existing frag-

ments of the leges regiae. There is great doubt as

to the exact character of this compilation of Papir-

ius. and as to the time when it was made. Even
the name of the compiler is not quite certain, as he
is variously called Caius, Sextus, and Publius. The
best notice of the fragments of the leges regiae is by

I. (Qaina, i., 8.)—-2. (Plaut., Menieclun., it., 2, 18.)—3. (Lir.,

Txiii., ' >~4. (De Rep., i., 18.— De Or., i., 45 ; iii., 33.)— 5.

iDia. I, til. S.«. 2, ^38.)— 6. (De Orat , i., 56.— Top., 2.)— 7.

rCic, De Or., i . •" >—8. (Dig. 1, ti» " « 7.)—9. (Dig. 50, tit.

16. t. 144.)
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Dirksen, in his " Versuchen zur Kritik uni autle-

gung der Quellen des Romischen Rechts." See alst

Zimmern, Gcschichte des Rom. Privatrechts.

JUS GENTILI'TIUM. {Vid. Gens.)
JUS GEN'TIUM. ( Vid. Jus.)

JUS HONORA'RIUM. ( Vid. Edictum, p. 388.)

JUS ITA'LICUM. {Vid. Colonia, p. 281.)

JUS LA'TII. {Vid. CiviTAS, Latinitas.)

JUS LIBERO'RUM. {Vid. Julia et Papia Po»
pjEA Lex, p. 557.)

JUS PONTIFrCIUM. {Vid. Jus, p. 560.)

JUS PU'BLICUM, PRIVA'TUM. (Fid. Jus, ;.

561.)

JUS QUIRI'TIUM. {Vid. Civitas, Jus.)

JUS RESPONDENDI. {Vtd. JuRiscoNsaLTi.)

JUS VOCATIO, IN. {Vid. Actio, p. 18.)

JUSJURANDUM. {Vid. Oath.)
JUSJURANDUM CALU'MNI^. {Vid. Calum

NIA.)

*JUSQUrAMUS, a corruption from Hyoscyamtu,
which see.

JUSTA FUNERA. {Vid. Funus, p. 459.)

JUSTINIANE'US CODEX. (Vid. Codex Jo»
TINIANEUS.)

JUSTI'TIUM. (Fi<i. FuNUs, p. 462.)

JUSSU, QUOD, ACTIO, is a praetorian actio

which a man had against a father or master of a

slave {dominus), if a filiusfamilias or a slave had
entered into any contract at the bidding {jussu) of

the father or master, for the full amount of the mat-

ter in dispute. He who thus contracted with a fil-

iusfamilias or a slave, was not considered to deal

with them on their own credit, but on that of the

father or master. This actio is classed by Gaius
with the exercitoria and institoria.*

*IYNX or YUNX (ivyf), a species of Bird, the

Wryneck, or Yunx torqvilla, L. It is a bird of the

size of a lark, brown above, and prettily marked
with little blackish waves, and longitudinal yellow

and black reticulations ; whitish striped across, with

black underneath. " The Wryneck," observes Grif-

fith,^ " derives its name from a singular habit it has
of turning its head towards the back, and closing its

eyes : this movement appears to be the result of

surprise, terror, or astonishment at the sight of

some novel object. It is also an effort which the

bird appears to make to disengage itself when it is

held ; but as it executes it equaUy in a state of lib-

erty, and as the young, even in the nest, have the

same habit, it is clear that it must be the result of

a peculiar conformation. This species of bird, with-

out being numerous, is extended throughout all Eu-

rope from Greece to Lapland."—The lynx was cele-

brated in the magical incantations of antiquity, the

entrails, or the bird itself, being attached to a kind

of brazen wheel, which was made to revolve while

the charm was sung. In one of the Idyls of The-

ocritus, a female adopts this as one of the means of

recalling the affections of a faithless lover. The
lynx was for a time erroneously confounded with a
species of Motacilla, or Wagtail, upon the doubtful

authority of the Etymologicon Magnum, and some
of the scholiasts. The description of the liy^, how-
ever, by Tzetzes applies very well to the Wryneck.
The German lexicographers also set down the Wen-
dehals, or Wryneck, as the ivy^ of the Greeks.*

K. See C.

L.

LA'BARUM. {Vid. Siqna Militaria.)

LABRAX {?M6pa^), a species of Fish, the Bass
or Sea Perch, the Perca labrax of Linnaeus, or La'

1. (Gnius, iv., 70.—Dip. 15, tit. 4.)—2. (vol. vil., p. 513.)—

3

(Theocrit., 1(3., ii., 17.—Tzetzes ad Lycoph., Cnnaud.—Adanu,
Append., s. t.)



LABYRINTHUS. LAOERNA.

hrax lupu of Cuvier. Some of the commentators
oil the classics, observes Adams, refer the Lupus
to the Pike, but Rondelet is at great pains to dis-

prove this opinion.'
j

LABYRINTHUS (Xa6vptv«of). This word ap-

pears to be of Greek origin, and x-t of Egyptian, as

lias generally been supposed ; it is probably a de- i

rivaliie form of XuSipog, and etymologically con-
'

nooted with Xavpai. Accordingly, the proper defi-

nition of labyiinthus is a large and complicated sub-

terraneous cavern, with numerous and intricate pas-

1

Baj{cs similar to those of a mine.* Hence the cav-

1

ems near Nauplia in Argolis were called labyrinths.* i

And this is, indeed, the characteristic feature of all

the structures to which the ancients apply the name
|

labyrinth, for they are always described as either

entirely or partially under ground. !

The earliest and most renowned labyrinth was
that of Egypt, which lay beyond Lake Moeris, at a I

snort distance from the City of Crocodiles (Arsinoe),

in the province now called Faioum. Herodotus*
ascribes its construction to the dodecarchs (about

650 B.C.), and Mela* to Psammetichus alone. But
other and more probable accounts refer its construc-

tion to a much earlier age.* This edifice, which in

grandeur even excelled the Pyramids, is described

by Herodotus and Pliny. ^ It had 3000 apartments,

1500 under ground, and the same number above it,

and the whole was surrounded by a wall. It was
divided into courts, each of which was surrounded

by colonnades of white marble. At the time of Di-

odorus and of Pliny the Egyptian labyrinth was still

extant. But the ruins which modern travellers de-

scribe as relics of the ancient labyrinth, as well as

the place where they saw them, do not agree with

what we know from the best ancient authorities

respecting its architecture and its site.* The pur-

pose which this labyrinth was intended to serve

can only be matter of conjecture. It has been sup-

posed by some writers that the wholfi arrangement
of the edifice was a symbolical representation of

the zodiac and the solar system. Herodotus, who
saw the upper part of this labyrinth, and went
through it, was not permitted by the keepers to en-

ter the subterraneous part, and he was told by them
that here were buried the kings by whom the laby-

rinth had been built, and the sacred crocodiles.

The second lab3rrinth mentioned by the ancients

was that of Crete, in the neighbourhood of Cnossus

:

Daedalus was said to have built it after the model
of the Egyptian, and at the command of King Mi-
nos.' This labyrinth is said to have been only one
hundredth part the size of the Egyptian, and to have
been the habitation of the monster Minotaurus. Al-

though the Cretan labyrinth is very frequently men-
tioned by ancient authors, yet none of them speaks
of it as an eyewitness ; and Diodorus and Pliny ex-

pressly state that not a trace of it was to be seen in

their days. These circumstances, together with
the impossibility of accounting for the objects which
a Cretan king could have had in view in raising

such a building, have induced almost all modern
writers to deny altogether the existence of the Cre-
tan labyrinth. This opinion is not only supported
by some testimonies of the ancients themselves, but

by the peculiar nature of some parts of the island

of Crete. The anthor of the Etymologicum Magn.
calls the Oetan labyrinth " a mountain with a cav-

ern," and Eustathius" calls it "a subterraneous
cavern ;" and similar statements are made by sev-

1. (Aristct., H. A., i., 5. — .Elian, N. A.,:. 30.—Oppian, Hal.,
ti., 130.—Adams, Append., i. r.)—2. (Welcker, ^schyl. Trilojr.,

p. 219, &c.)— 3. (StralK), viii., 6, p. 195, Tanrhnitz.)— 4. (ii.,

M8.)—5. (i., 9.)—fl. (Plin., H. N.,xixvi.,13.-Diod. Sic.,i.,6I,
§8.— Str»bo, xvii., 1, p. 454, <fec., and p. 458, Tauchnitz.) —7.
(U. cc )—8. (British Mus.. ' Egyptian Antiq.," vol. i., p. 54.)

—

t (Plin.. ])iad., 11. cc.)—lU (od OdyMS., xi.)

eral other writers quoted by Meursius ' Such large

caverns actually exist in some parts of Crete, espe-

cially in the neighbourhood of the ancient town ol

Gortys ; and it was probably some such cavern in

the neighbourhood of Cnossus that gave rise to the

story of a labyrinth built in the reign of Minos*
A third labyrinth, the construction of which be-

longs to a more historical age, was that in the \»\-

and of Lemnos. It was commenced by Smili.'?, an
.(Eginetan architect, and completed by Khojcus and
Diodorus of Samos, about the time of the first Olym-
piad.* It was in its construction similar to the

Egyptian, and was only distinguished from it by a

greater number of columns. Remains of it were
still extant in the time of Pliny. It is uncertain
whether this labyrinth was intended as a temple of

the Cabiri, or whether it had any connexion with
the art of mining.*

Samos had likewise a labyrinth, which was built

by Theodorus, the same who assisted in building

that of Lemnos ; but no particulars are known.*
Lastly, we have to mention a fabulous edifice in

Etruria, to which Pliny applies the name of laby-

rinth. It is described as being in the neighbourhood
of Clusium, and as the tomb of Lar Porsenna. Bui
no writer says that he ever saw it, or remains of

it ; and Pliny, who thought the description which
he found of it too fabulous, did not venture to give

it in his own words, but quoted those of Varro, who
had probably taken the account from the popular

stories of the Etruscans themselves. It was said

to have been built partly under and partly above
ground, whence the name labyrinth is correctly ap-

plied to it. But a building like this, says Niebuhr,*

is absolutely impossible, and belongs to the Arabian
Nights.

LABRUM. (Vid. Baths.)
LABRUSCA, the wild Vine, the a/ineXo^ uypia

of the Greeks. " The Labrusca, or wild Vine of the

ancients," remarks Martyn, "did not probably dif^

fer specifically from that which was cultivated.

Pliny informs us that the grapes ofthe Labrusca were
gathered before the flov/ers were gone off, dried in

the shade upon linen cloths, and laid up in casks

;

that the best sort came from Parapotamia, the next
from Antiocn and Laodicea, and the third from the

mountains of Media ; that this last was the fittest

for medical uses ; that some, however, preferred

the kind which grew in Cyprus ; that the African

sort was u!5ed only in medicine, and was called mas-
saris, and that the white was better than the black,

and that it was called cenanthe. In another place

he tells us that the Labrusca is called by the Gre< ks
ampelos agria ; that it has thick and whitish leaves,

is jointed, has a chapped bark, and bears red ber-

ries. From these and other authorities, we may
venture to affirm that the Labrusca is a real vine,

running wild, without any culture.* {Vid. Am-
PELOS.)

LACERNA (fiovdvac, fiavdvr/) was a cloak worn
by the Romans over the toga, whence it is called

by Juvenal " munimentum togae."* It differed from
the paenula in being an open garment like the Greek
pallium, and fastened on the right shoulder by
means of a buckle (fibula), whereas the psnula was
what is called a vestimentum clausutn, with an open-

ing for the head. {Vtd. Paenula.) The Lacema
appears to have been commonly used in the army,'
but in the time of Cicero was not usually worn io

the city." It soon afterward, however, became
quite common at Rome, as we learn from Suetoni-

1. (Cretm, p. 67 and 69.)— 2. (See Walpole's Ti»Tel».. p. MW,
Ac—Hdckh. Kreta, i., p. 56, &c.)—3. (Plin., I.e.)—4. (Welck-
er, Machy]. Tril.. 1. c.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xxxir., B.)—6 (Hist

of Rome, i.. p. 130, note 405.)—7. (ad Viiy., Ecloff., t., T »-8
(ix., 28.)—9. (Patcrc, ii.. 70, 60.— Ovid, Fast, ii., 74fl<' f^
IV., ill.. 18.)— 10. (Cic, Philip., ii., 30.)
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08, wLo iiays* that Augustus, seeing one day z great

number of citizens before his tribunal dressed in

the lacerna, which was commonly of a dark colour

Ipullali), repeated with indignation the line of Virgil,

"Romanos rerum dominos, gentemque togatam,"

and gave orders that the sediles should henceforth al-

low no one to be in the Forum or circus in that dress.

Most persons seem to have carried a lacerna or

psenula with them when they attended the public

games, to protect them from the cold or rain ;* and

thus we are told that the equites used to stand up

at the entrance of Claudius, and lay aside their la-

cernae.'

The lacerna was usually, as already remarked, of

a dark colour (fusci colores*), and was frequently

made of the dark wool of the Baetic sheep (Bcetica

lacerna^). It was, however, sometimes dyed with

the Tyrian purple and with other colours.* Mar-

tial speaks of lacernae of the former kind, which

cost as much as 10,000 sesterces. When the em-
peror was expected at the public games, it was the

practice to wear white lacernae only.*

The lacerna was sometimes thrown over the

head for the purpose of concealment ;' but a cucullus

or cowl was generally used for that purpose, which

appears to have been frequently attached to the la-

cerna, and to have formed a part of the dress. ^^

(Vid. Cucullus.)
LACERTA, the Lizard. {Yid. Ascalabotes and

Saura.)
LACrNI.iE, the angular extremities of the toga,

one of which was brought round over the left shoul-

der. It was generally tucked into the girdle, but

sometimes was allowed to hang down loose. Plau-

tus" indicates that it occasionSly served for a pock-

et-handkerchief {At tu edepol sume laciniam atque

absterge sudorem tibi) : Velleius Paterculus" repre-

eents Scipio Nasica as wrapping the lacinia of his

toga round his left arm for a shield** before he rush-

ed upon Tiberius Gracchus; while, according to

Servius,** the cinctus gabinus was formed by gird-

ing the toga tight round the body by one of its lacin-

i's, or loose ends. These expressions are quite ir-

reconcilable with the opinion of Ferrarius and oth-

ers, that the lacinia was the lower border or skirt

of the toga, while all the passages adduced by them
admit of easy explanation according to the above

view. The lacinia was undoubtedly permitted by

some to sweep the ground, especially by such as

wore their garments loosely. Thus Macrobius'*

remarks upon one of Cicero's witticisms, " Jocatus

in Ccesarem quia ita prcecingebatur, ut trahendo lacini-

am velut mollis inccderet," which corresponds with

the well-known caution of Sulla addressed to Pom-
pey, " Cave tibi ilium puerum male pracinctum ;^' and

Suetonius tells how the Emperor Caius, being filled

with jealousy on account of the plaudits lavished on

a gladiator, hurried out of the theatre in such haste,

"ut calcata lacinia toga praceps per gradus iret."

Moreover, the secondary and figurative meanings

of the word, namely, a rag,^* a nan-ow neck of land,^''

the point of a leaf,^^ the excrescenc.j which hang down

from, the neck of a she-goat,^^ 6„z ?,ccord perfectly

with the idea of the angular extremity of a piece of

cloth, but can scarcely be connected naturally with

the notion of a border or »lcirt.

The corresponding Greek term was KpaaneSov,

and perhaps nrepvyiov (Pollux considers these sy-

1. (Octav., 40.)—2. (Dion Cass., Irii., 13.)—3. (Suet., Claud.,

I )—4. (Mart., i., 97, 9.)—5. (xiv., 133.)—6. (Juv., i., 27.—Mart.,

i 97.)—7. (viii., 10.)—8. (Mart., iv., 2.—Id., xiv., 137.)—9.

(Hor., Sat., II., vii., 55.)—10. (Mart., xiv., 139, 132.—Vid. Bec-

ker's Gallus, ii., p. 95, &c.)—11. (Merc., I., ii., 16.)—12. (ii.,

>.)— 13. (Compare V;.!. Max., III., ii., 17.)—14. (ad Virg., iEn.,

Tii., 612.)-15. (Sat., ii., 3.)-16. (Plin.. H. N., xii., 7.)-17.

(Plin., H. N.. v., 33.W18. (Plin.. H. N., xv.. 30.)-19. (Plin.,

H N., Tiii., 50.)
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nonymous) ; and, accordingly, Plutarch* and Appt
an' employ the former in narrating the story ol

Scipio alluded to above, with this difTerence. how-
ever, that they describe him as throwing to Kpuv-

nedov tov Ifiariov over his head instead of t\* isting

it round his arm.
LACO'NICUM. {Vid. Baths, pages 144, 149,

150.)

LACTA'RIUS. (Vid. Pistok.)

*L A CTU CA {&pi6a^). Lettuce. Accoi dinjf to .

Pliny,* the Greeks made three species of th s plant,

one with a broad stem (laticaulis), anothei with a
round stem {rolundicaulis), and the third termed
Laconicon, in Latin sessile. The stem of the first

kind was so broad, that, as we are informed by the
same authority, who copies in this from Theophras-
tus, the gates of kitchen-gardens {ostiola olitoria)

were wont to be made of them. No variety of
lettuce, at the present day, offers a stem of such a
size as this. The second kind, namely, that with a
round stem, cannot be cited as a distinct variety,

since every species of lettuce with which we are
acquainted has a stem of this kind. The third

kind, or Laconicon, obtained its Latin name sessile

from its having hardly any stem, and being, there-

fore, as it were, seated on the ground. Billerbeck*

makes it to have been the Head Lettuce (Kopflat'

tuk). Another Greek name for this kind is x^^f^^^-

t^Tjiov. The ancients also distinguished between
different kinds of lettuce by their colour and times

of sowing. Thus the kind called nigra (dark green
Summer Endive) was sown in January ; the white,

or alba, in March ; the rubentes in April, &c. They
had also the Cappadocian, the Greek, and many
other species. Martial applies to the Cappadocian
Lettuce the epithet of viles. The ancients were ao
quainted with the narcotic properties of the lettuce.

Galen* informs us that he frequently found good ef-

fects resulting from its use, and Dioscorides recom
mends both the domesticated and the wild kinda

with the same view. The calming effects of th«

juice of the cultivated lettuce is acknowledged alst

by modern practitioners. A writer quoted by Athe-
naeus* ascribes to the Lettuce anti-aphrodisiac dual-

ities. It was also believed, from its affording but

little nourishment, to be a very good article of food

for the sick and those who required a low diet.

We have given at the head of this article the Greek
term &pi6a^, as corresponding to the Latin Lactuca,

but ^piSaKivrj and ^pt3uKtvoc were also employed.
According to Nicander, the Lettuce, under the leaves

of which Adonis was concealed when he was slain

by the boar, was called by the inhabitants of Cyprus
Brinthis—According to Adams, the &pi6a^ ^fiepog ol

Dioscorides would seem to be the Lactuca sativa, oi

Garden Lettuce. The &pida^ aypia is held by

Sprengel to be the Lactuca virosa. So, again, with

regard to the term &pidaKivri, Stackhouse acknowl-

edges this also to be the Lactuca sativa. " Schnei-

der," says Adams, " thinks that the learned men
who refer the ^pida^ and •dpidaKivT] to the Lactuca,

do not seem to have distinguished correctly, the

T^pida^ being rather referable to the Cichorium endi-

via. I have been unable, however, to discover upon
what ground he founds this opinion.'"

LACU'NAR. (Vid. House, Roman, p. 620.)

•LAD'ANUM (Xddavov). "All agree," remarks
Adams, " that this is the product of the Kiarog, that

is, either of the Cistus Creticus or C. ladanifcrus. It

is a soft resin, still much used by the Grecian ladies

as a perfume, and is now procured from the tree by

scraping it with leathern thongs. Anciently, it

1. (Gracch., 19.)—2. (Bell. Civ., i., 16.)—3. (11. N., iii., 8.)—
4. (Flora Classica, p. 203.)—6. (De Fac. Alim., li , 40.)—«. (ij.

32.)-7. (F*e ad PUn., 1. c—Theophryst., H. P., i., 16 ; rii., 4

—Dioacor., ii., 165.)
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irould appear that it was collected from the beards

of goats that browsed upon it. The Cistus is now
frequently cultivated in this country as an orna-

mental shrub ''

LiENA, the same word with the Greek ;if^<uva,

and radically connected with ^ux^Vt lo-na, &.c.

1. It signifies, properly, a woollen cloak, the cloth

of which was twice the ordinary thickness {iua-

rum togarum instar^), and therefore termed duplex,*

•hagpv upon both sides,* worn over the pallium or

the toga for the sake of warmth.* Hence persons

carried a laena with them when they went out to

supper ;* and the rich man in Juvenal, who walks
home at nijiht escorted by a train of slaves and
lighted oci tus way by flambeaux, is wrapped in a
scarlet laena.*

2. A robe of state, forming, it is said, in ancient

times, part of the kingly dress.^

3. The flamines offered sacrifice in a laena which
was fastened round the throat by a clasp, and in

the case of the dialis, was woven by the hands of

the flaminica.**

4. In later times the laena seems, to a certain ex-

tent, to have been worn as a substitute for the toga.

Thus the courtly bard in Perseus' is introduced re-

citing his fashionable lays with a violet-coloured

laena over his shoulders, and we gather from Ju-

venal'* that it was an ordinary article of dress

among the poorer classes."

6. Nonius defines it to be "vestimcntum militare

auod supra omnia vcstimcnla sumitur," but quotes no
authority except Virgil., JEn., iv., 262.

*LAGO'PUS (ylayuTTovf), a species of Bird, which
Gesner takes to be the White Partridge of Savoy.

"The ancients can scarcely be supposed to have
been acquainted with the Tetrao Lagopus, L., or

Ptarmigan, as it is confined to the Alpine regions

of the North. Perhaps, as Dr. Trail suggested to

me, the name was applied to various §orts of Grouse,

which all have hairy feet.""

*II. A plant, which Adams suggests may have
been the Tt-ayuirvpog of Hippocrates. The same
authority follows Valerius Cordus and Fuchsius in

referring it to the Trifolmm arvense, or Field-clo-

ver.**

LAGO'PYRUS (layumipoc), probably Field-clo-

ver. Dierbach, however, holds \he layuizvpog to

be the Lagurus ovalus.

LAGOS (Tiayui), the Hare, or Lepus timidus, L.

*AArQS eAAATTIOS (Aaywf i>aX<irrtof), a fish

of the Molluscous order, the Aplysia depilans. Dr.

Fleming says of it, " The Aplysia has been known
in the records of superstition under the name of the

Seahorse, &c." The superstitions here referred

to are those described by Pliny, as Adams thinks.

The seahorse is represented by Nicander as an ac-

rid poison, and by Dioscorides as a depilatory.

These properties, as Adams remarks, are certainly

not imaginary. The Aplysia is described by ni-t-

uralists as having the head supported by a neck

more or less long ; two superior tentacula, excava-

ted like the ears of a quadruped, with two flattened

ones on the edge of the lower lip ; the eyes are be-

neath the former; the gills are on the back, and

consist of highly complicated lamellae, attached to

a broad membranous pedicle, and covered by a small

membranous mantle, in the thickness of which is a

flat and horny shell, <kc.»*

1. (Varro, Do Ling. Lat., t., 133, Miiller.)—2. (Festus, i. t.

L»n*.—Senr. ad Vir?., JRn., iv., 262.)—3. (Sch<il. aJ Jut., iij.,

WS.)—4. (Mart., xiv., 136.)—5. (Mart., viii., 59.)—6. (Juv., iii.,

183.)—7. (Plut., Num., '.)—8. (Serv. ad Virg., ^n., iv., 268.—
Cic, Brut., 57.)—9. (i., 32.)— 10. (v., 130 ; vii., 73.)—11. (Bac-

ker, Gallus, ii., p. 99.)— 12. (Adams, Append., i. .)— 13. (Dios-

cor, iv., 17.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 14. (Dioscor., M. M., ii.

—.filian, N A.jii., 45.—Flin., IL N., ix., 48.—Adaius, Append.,

•n. A fish of a very difTerent kind from the prft'

ceding. Schneider supposes it some species of th«

Diodon or Tetraodon} ^

•LAM'IA (kafila), a speciei. of Fish, called in

English the White Shark, in French Requin, and
answering to the Squalus Carcharias, L., or Carchor
rias vulgaris, Cuvier. It is the same with the kvuv
"SaXuTuoc of .iElian, and the Kupxapoc kvuv of Ly-

cophron.*

LAMPADEPHORIA {\aiina6ij<fopia), torch-hear-

ing (as Herodotus calls it), or ?.afirra3t]dpo/iia, torch'

race (as some lexicographers), also lafiiradovxoi

uyuv, and often simply "kafiiraq, was a game com-
mon, no doubt, throughout Greece ; for though all

we know concerning it belongs to Athens, yet we
hear of it at Corinth, Pergamus, and Zerinthus ;*

and a coin in Mionnet, with a ?.a//7rac on it, which
is copied below, bears the legend 'kiKpinoXiTuv.

At Athens we know of five celebrations of this

game: one to Prometheus at the Prometheia;* a
second to Athena at the Panathenaea* (probably the

greater Panathenaea) ; a third to Hephaistos at the

Hephaisteia* (the ceremony at the Apaturia was
different) ; a fourth to Pan ;' a fifth to the Thracian
Artemis or Bendis.* The three former are of un-
known antiquity ; the fourth was introduced soon
after the battle of Marathon, the last in the time
of Socrates.

The race was usually run on foot, horses being

first used in the time of Socrates ;• sometimes, also,

at night.** The preparation for it was a principal

branch of the yv/xvaaiapxia, so much so, indeed, in

later times, that "kafiizadapxta seems to have been
pretty much equivalent to the yv/xvaaiapxla.^^ Tlie

gymnasiarch had to provide the lafinug, which was
a candlestick with a kind of shield set at the bottom
of the socket, so as to shelter the flame of the can-

dle, as is seen in the following woodcut, takes
from a coin in Mionnet." He
had also to provide for the

training of the runners, which
was of no slight consequence,
for the race was evidently a

severe one," with other ex-

penses, which, on the whole,

were very heavy, so that Isae-

us** classes this oflice with the

Xopriyia and rpiripapxia, and reckons that it had co»
him 12 minoe. The discharge of this oflSce was
called yvfivaaiapxelv Xa/iTrurft," or ^v ratf Xa/iKuat

yv/ivaaiapxeladai.^* The victorious gymnasiarch
presented his Xa/nrdc as a vot>7e offering {dvddij-

lia^').

As to the manner of the "kafinaSri^opla, there are

some things difficult to understand. The case

stands thus. We have two accounts, which seem
contradictory. First, it is represented as a course,

in which a Tiofindg was carried from one point to

another by a chain of runners, each of whom form-

ed a successive link. The first, after running a

certain distance, handed it to the second, the sec-

ond in like manner to the third, and so on, till it

reached the point proposed. Hence the game is

used by Herodotus" as a comparison whereby to il-

lustrate the Persian ayyapr/iov, by Plato" as a lively

tot

1. (.Slian, H. A., xvi., 19.—Adams, Append.,' s. v.)—9. {Am
rot., H. A., v., 5.—PUn., H. N.. ix., 24.—^llan, N. A., i., 17.—
Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Biickh, Polit. Econ. of Athens, ii^

p. 219.—Mailer, Miuerv. Polias, p. 5.)—4. (Schol. ad Aristoph-

Ran., 131.—Ister, ap. Harpocrat., s. v.)—5. (Herod., vi., 105, and

11. cc.)—6. (Herod., viii., 9, and U. cc.)—7. (Herod., vi., 105.)—

8. (Plat., De Rep.. p. 328, A.)—9. (Plat., I.e.)—10. (Intern, rat

ad Lucret., ii..77, ap. Wakefield.)— 11. (Aristot., Pol., v., 8.S0.)

—12. (pi. 49, 6.)—13. (Compare Aristoph, Vesp., 1203 ; Rma,
1085.)— 14. (De Philoct. h^rod., p. 62, 20.)— 15. (Is*"'. 1- £0—
1(1. (Xen., De Vectiif., iv., 52.)— 17. (Biickh, Inscr., No 143,399.'

—18. (Tiii.. 98.)—Id'fLeV- »• *76> B>
56S
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snage of juccessive generations of men, as also in

ihe well-known line of Lucretius,*

" Et quasi eursores vitai lampada tradunl."*

And it is said that the art consisted in the several
rtmners carrying the torch unextinguished through
their respective distances, those who let it go out
losing all share of honour. Now, if this were all,

such explanation might content us. But, secondly,
we are plainly told that it was an uyuv ; the runners
are said ufiLkXaadai ;' some are said to have won
{viK^v 2,a/i7Tu6i*) ; the scholiast on Aristoph., Ran.,*
talks of Toiig varaTovg rpixovTag, which shows that
it must have been a race between a number of per-

sons; the scholiast on the same play* speaks of
u^elvaL Tovg dpofieag, rovg rpixovrag, which shows
that a number must have started at once.
This second account implies competition. But in

a chain ofrunners, each ofwhom handed the torch to
the next man successively, where could the competi-
tion be 1 One runner might be said to lose—he who
let the torch go out ; but who could be said to win 1

We offer the following hjrpothesis in answer to
this question. Suppose that there were several
chains of runners, each of which had to carry the
torch the given distance. Then both conditions
would be fulfilled. The torch would be handed
along each chain, which would answer to the first

condition of successive delivery. That chain in
which it travelled most quickly and soonest reached
its destination would be the winner, which would
answer to the second condition, its being a race
between competitors.

In confirmation of this hypothesis, we observe as
follows : The inscription in Bbckh, No. 245, con-
sists of the following lines

:

Xa/xnuda veiKijaag avv t<j)^6oig ttjv 6' uvidrjKa

EvTvxi(Sjig naig ut> EvrvxiSovt; 'Adfioveijg.

This Eutychides was no doubt the gymnasiarch
who won with the eiprjSoi he had trained, just as
Andocides^ talks of his vEviKTjKevai XafinuSc as gym-
nasiarch; so, too, Inscr. No. 250 records a like
victory of the tribe Cecropis. Now we know that
the gymnasiarchs were chosen one from each tribe.

If, then, each one furnished a chain of Aa//7rad7/0opot,

there would have been ten (in later times twelve)
chains of runners. Perhaps, however, the gymna-
siarchs were not all called on to perform this ser-
vice, but each once only in the year, which would al-

low us for each of the three greater celebrations (the
Prometheia, Panathenaea, and Hephaisteia) three
or four chains of competitors. It may be here re-
marked, that Inscr. No. 244 gives a list of oi vei-
KTjaavTEg ttjv Xafinuda, the winners in the torch-race,
fourteen in number. Who were these 1 If the
several links of the winning chain, it is rather
against analogy that they should be named. No
one ever heard the names of a chorus : yet they
can hardly be fourteen winning gymnasiarchs.
The place of running was, in these great celebra-

tions, from the altar of the Three Gods (Prome-
theus, Athena, and Hephaistos) in the outer Cera-
meicus to the Acropolis, a distance of near half a
mile.* That in honour of Bendis was run in the
Peiraeus.'

The origin of these games must be sought, we
think, in the worship of the Titan Prometheus.
The action of carrying an unextinguished light
from the Cerameicus to the Acropolis is a lively
symbol of the benefit conferred by the Titan upon
man, when he bore fire from the habitations of the
gods and bestowed it upon man.

i. (ii., 77.)—2. (Compaie also Auct. ad Herenn., iv., 46.)—3.
(Plat., Rep., 1. c.)— 4. (Andoc. in Alcib., ad fin. — Compare
BSckb, Inscr., No. 243, 244.)—5. (1. c.)—«. (v., 133 )—7. (1. c )-~4 (Pausan., i., 30, 2.—Schol. ad Ran., 1085.;—9 .Plat., 1. c.)"•'
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But the gratitude to the giver of fire soon passed to
the Olympian gods who presided over its use ; He-
phaistos, who taught men to apply it to the melting
and moulding of metal, and Athena, who carried it

through the whole circle of useful and ornamental
arts. To these three gods, then, were these games
at first devoted, as the patrons of fire. And look-
ing to the place it was run in—the Cerameicus, or
Potters' quarter—we are much inclined to adopt
Welcker's suggestion,* viz., that it was the Kfpa/iei(
or potters who instituted the la{ina6r)<popia. Athe-
na (as we learn from the Kepafiig) was their patron
goddess ; and who more than they would have rea-
son to be thankful for the gift and use of fire 1 Pot-
tery would be one of the first modes in which it

would be made serviceable in promoting the wants
of life. In later times the same honour was paid
to all gods who were in any way connected witk
fire, as to Pan, to whom a perpetual fire was kept
up in his grotto under the Acropolis, and who was
in this capacity called by the Greeks Phanetes, bv
the Romans Lucidus ; so also to Artemis, called by
Sophocles 'A/i^lKvpog, and worshipped as the moon.*
At first, however, it seems to have been a symbolic
representation in honour of the gods who gave and
taught men the use of material moulding fire {ndv-
rexvov Trip, didclcTKa^oc TixvTjg, as ^Eschylus calls it*),

though this special signification was lost sight of in
later times. Other writers, in their anxiety to get
a common signification for all the times and modes
of the lau.Tca6ri(popia, have endeavoured to prove
that all who were honoured by it were connected
with the heavenly bodies, "kafircpol dvvaarai (so Creu-
zer* and Muller') ; others, that it always had an in-
ner signification, alluding to the inward fire by which
Prometheus put life into man (so Bronsted'). But
this legend of Prometheus was a later interpreta-
tion ofthe earlier one, as may be seen by comparing
Plat. Protag., p. 321, D., with Hesiod, Theog., 561, sy.
LAMPAS. (Vid. Lampadephoria.)
*LAMPS'ANE, a plant mentioned by Dioscoridea

and Galen, and which most of the' commentators
take for the Sinapi arvense. Sprengel, however,
joins Columna in preferring Raphanus raphanistrum.
Adams will not decide between the two. Both
plants get the English name of Charlock.*
LA'NCEA. (Vid. Hasta, p. 489.)
LANI'STA. (Vid. Gladiatores, p. 475.)
LANX, dim. LANCULA, a large dish, made of

silver or some other metal, and sometimes emboss-
ed, used at splendid entertainments to hold meal
or fruit' {vid. Ccena, p. 275), and consequently at
sacrifices^" and funeral banquets." (Vid. Fuxus,
page 462.) The silver dishes used by the Romans
at their grand dinners were of vast size, so that a
boar, for example, might be brought whole to table."
They often weighed from 100 to 500 pounds."
The balance (Libra bilanx^*) was so called, be-

cause it had two metallic dishes."
When an officer entered a house for the recov-

ery of stolen goods, being nearly naked, he held a
dish before his face. Such a search was said to be
made lance et licio.^^ ( Vid. Furtum, p. 463.)
LAP'ATHUM (;id7ra0ov), akind ofSorrel, Monk's

Rhubarb, or Dock. The five species described by

1. (Hesiod., Theog., 566, ed. Gaisf.)— 2. (yEschyl. Trilogie, p.
121.)—3. (Creuzer, Symbolik, ii., p. 752, 764, French trantl.) —
4. (Prom., 7, 110.)—5. (1. c.)-6. (Minen-a Polias, p. 5.) — 7.

(Voyages, Ac, ii., p. 286, note 2.)—8. (Dioscor., ii., 142.—Adams,
Append., s. v.)—9. (Cic. ad Att., vi., 1.—Hor., Sat., II., ii., 4.—
Id. lb., II., iv., 41.— Ovid, Pont., III., v, 20.— Petron., 31.)— le
(Virg., Georg., ii., 194, 394 —jEn., viii., 284.— Ih., xii., 215.—
Ovid, Pont., IV., viii., 40.) — 11. (Propert., II., liii., 23.)— 13.

(Hor., 1. c.)— 13. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 52.)— 14. (Mart. Cap., ii,

180.)—15. (Cic, Acad., iv.. 12.—Id., Tusc., v., 17.—Virg., ^En.
xii., 725.—Per*., iv., 10.)—16. (Festus, s. v.—AiU. Gell., xi., \%.\
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Dioscorides ar« thus arranged by Sprengel, who in

this, as Adams remarks, closely follows Bauhin

:

1. The 6^v?MKadov is the Rumcx acutus ; the 2d
species is the K. palicnlia ; the 3d, the li. scula-

tus ; the 4th, the R. acetosa ; and the 5th, the R.
hydrolapathum, Huds. The Dock is named Rumcx
by Pliny, and I'aratella by Macer. The iMpaihum
of Celsus, according to Adams, is not well defined,

and Dr. Milligan refers it, as the same authority

remarks, to seven species of Rumex, in a very fan-

ciful and loose manner.'
LAPH'RIA {Au<l>pta), an annual festival, celebra-

ted at Patrae, in Achaia, in honour of Artemis, sur-

named Laphria. The peculiar manner in which it

was solemnized during the time of the Roman Em-
pire is described by Pausanias.* On the approach
of the festival, the Patraeans placed in a circle,

around the altar of the goddess, large pieces of

green wood, each being sixteen yards in length

;

within the altar they placed dry wood. Tliey then
formed an approach to the altar in the shape of

steps, which were slightly covered with earth. On
the first day of the festival a most magnificent pro-

cession went to the Temple of Artemis, and at the

end of it there followed a maiden who had to perform
the functions of priestess on the occasion, and who
rode in a chariot drawn by stags. On the second
day the goddess was honoured with numerous sac-

rifices, offered by the state as well as by private in-

dividuals. These sacrifices consisted of eatable

birds, boars, stags, goats, sometimes of the cubs of
wolves and bears, and sometimes of the old animals
themselves. All these animals were thrown upon
the altar alive at the moment when the dry wood
w^as set on fire. Pausanias says that he often saw
a bear, or some other of the animals, when seized

by the flames, leap from the altar and escape across

the barricade of green wood. Those persons who
bad thrown them upon the altar caught the devo-

ted victims again, and threw thertr back into the

flames. The Patraeans did not remember that a

person had ever been injured by any of the animals

on this occasion.

LAPIS SPECULA'RIS. {Vid. House, Roman,
p. 521.)

LA'QUEAR. (Vid. House, Roman, p. 520.)

LAQUEATO'RES. {Vid. Gladiatorks, p. 476.)

LARA'RIUM was a place in the inner part of a
Roman house, which was dedicated to the Lares,

and in which their images were kept and wor-
shipped. It seems to have been customary for re-

ligious Romans in the morning, immediately after

they rose, to perform their prayers in the lararium.

This custom is at least said to have been observed by
the Emperor Alexander Severus,* who had among
the statues of his lares those of Christ, Abraham,
Orpheus, and Alexander the Great. This emperor
had a second lararium, from which the first is dis-

tinguished by the epithet majus, and the images of

his second or lesser lararium were representations

of great and distinguished men, among whom are

mentioned Virgil, Cicero, and Achilles. That these

images were sometimes of gold, is stated by Sue-

tonius.* We do not know whether it was custom-

wy to have more than one lararium in a house, or

whether the case of Alexander Severus is merely
to be looked upon as an exception.

LARENTA'LIA, sometimes written LARENTI-
NA'LIA and LAURENTA'LIA, was a Roman fes-

tival in honour of Acca Larentia, the wife of Faus-
tulus, and the nurse of Romulus and Remus. It

was celebrated in December, on the 10th before the

calends of January.' The sacrifice in this festival

]. (Dioscor., li., 140.—Adams, Append., a. t.)—2. (viii., 18, <)

f )-8 (Lamprid., Al. Sev., 29,31.)—4. (Vitell., 8.)—5. (Fe»tu«,

I. T.—Maciob., i., 10.—Ovid, Fi»t , iii., 57.)

was performed in the Velabrum at the place vrhicb

led into the Nova Via, which was outside of the oM
city, not far from the Porta Romanula. At thia

place Acca was said to have been buried.' This
festival appears not to have been confined to Acca
Larentia, but to have been sacred to all the Lares.'
LARGI'TIO. {Vid. Ambitus.)
LARNAKES. {Vid. Funus, p. 456.)

•LARUS {Xupoc), a species of Bird, generally r«>-

garded as the Gull or Scamew, the Lams canus, L.
Some of its characters, however, as given by Aris-
totle, agree better with the L. parasiticut or L.
marinus. " The poet Lycophron uses the word
KavTi^ for Xupoc. Tzetzes.says that he calls an old

man by this name, because in old age the hair be-
comes hoary, like the feathers of the Seamew."*
•LATAX (Ura^), the Otter. ( Vid. Enhydros.)
LATER, dim. LATERCULUS {nXivdoc, dim.

TrAtvft'f. irXtvdiov), a Brick. Besides the Greeks and
Romans, other ancient nations employed brick for

building to a great extent, especially the Babyloni-
ans* and Egyptians. In the latter country, a paint-

ing on the walls of a tomb at Thebes' exhibits slaves,

in one part employed in procuring water, in mixing,
tempering, and carrying the clay, or in turning the
bricks out of the mould {vid. Forma), and arran-
ging them in order on the ground to be dried by the
sun, and in another part carrying the dried bricks
by means of the yoke {vid. A sill a) to be used in
building. In the annexed woodcut we see a man
with three bricks suspended from each end of the
yoke, and beside him another who iieioms from
having deposited his load.

These figures are selected from the above-men-
tioned painting, being, in fact, original portraits of

two AtyiiTTTioi n}.cv0o<j>6poi, girt with linen round
the loins in exact accordance with the description

given of them by Aristophanes, who at the -"ame

time alludes to all the operations in the process ol

brick-making {irXivdonoita*), which are exhibited in

the Theban painting.'

The Romans distinguished between those bricks

which were merely dried by the sun and air {latercs

cnidi ;• nXivdof ufi^*), and those which were burned
in the kiln {cocci or coctiles ; bnrai^^). They prefen ed
for the purpose clay which was either whitish or

decidedly red. They considered spring the best

time for brick-making, and kept the bricks two
years before they were used. They made them
principally of three shapes : the Lydian, which was
a foot broad, 1

J^ feet long ; the tetradoron, which
was four palms square ; and the pentadoron, which
was five palms square. They used them smaller

1. (Macrob., 1. c—Varro, De Lin?. Lat., v., 23, 24.)—3. (Hm
tun7,die Religion derROmer, ii., 146.)—3. (Aristot., H. A., r^B.

—Schol. in Lycophr., 424.— Adama, Append., s. v.)—4. (Herod.,

i., 179.—Xen., Annb., iii.,4,t 7,11.—Nahum, iii.. 14.)—3. (WU-
kinson'i Manner* and Cuatoma, ii., p. 99.)— 6. (Schol. m Find.,

Ol., v., 20.) — 7. (Aves,1132-1152.—Schol. adloc.)— 8. (Plin,

H. N., XXIV., 48.—Varro, De Re Ru»t., i., 14.—Col., De Re Rort^

ix., 1.) —9. (Paua., vui., 8, 5.) — 10. (Xen., Anab., lu, 4, W- -

Herod, 1.C)
^^
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In private than it. public edifices. Of this an exam-

ple is presented in the great building at Treves,

called the palace of Constantine, which is built of
" burned bricks, each of a square form, fifteen inches

in diameter, and an inch and a quarter thick.'"

ITiese bricks, therefore, were the pentadora of Vi-

truvius and Pliny. At certain places the bricks

were made so porous as to float in water ; and

these were probably used in the construction of

wches, in which their lightness would be a great

advantage.' It was usual to mix straw with the

clay.' In building a brick wall, at least crudo latere,

i. e., with unburned bricks, the interstices were
filled with clay or mud {luto% but the bricks were
also sometimes cemented with mortar.* For an
account of the mode of arranging the bricks, see

MuRus. The Babylonians used asphaltum as the

cement.' Pliny' calls the brickfield lateraria, and
to make bricks lateres du'cere, corresponding to the

Greek n?.ivdovg Dineiv or Ipveiv.^

The Greeks considered perpendicular brick walls

more durable than stone, and introduced them in

their greatest public edifices. Brick was so com-
mon at Rome as to give occasion to the remark of

the Emperor Augustus in reference to his improve-

ments, that, having found it brick {lateritiam), he

had left it marble.' The Babylonian bricks are

commonly found inscribed with the characters call-

ed from their appearance arrow-headed or cunei-

form. It is probable that these inscriptions record-

ed the time and place where the bricks were made.
The same practice was enjoined by law upon the

Roman bricitmakers. Each had his mark, such as

the figure of a god, a plant, or an animal, encircled

by his own name, often with the name of the place,

of the consulate, or of the owner of the kiln or the

brickfield. '" It has been observed by several anti-

quaries, that these imprints upon bricks might throw
considerable light upon the history and ancient ge-

ography of the places where they are found. Mr.

P. E. Wiener has accordingly traced the 22d legion

through a great part of Germany by the bricks which
bear its name." In Britain many Roman bricks

have been found in the country of the Silures with

the inscription LEG. II. AVG. stamped upon them."
The term laterculus was applied to various pro-

ductions of the shape of bricks, such as pastry or

confectionary ;^' and for the same reason, ingots of

gold and silver are called lateres.^*

LATERNA or LANTERNA (JTrvof," Ivxvovxog ;"

in later Greek, (pavoc^''), a Lantern. Two bronze

lanterns, constructed with nicety and skill, have
been found in the ruins of Herculaneum and Pom-
peii. One of them is represented in the annexed
woodcut. Its form is cylindrical. At the bottom
is a circular plate of metal, resting on three balls.

Within is a bronze lamp attached to the centre of

the base, and provided with an extinguisher, shown
on the right hand of the lantern. The plates of
translucent horn, forming the sides, probably had
no aperture ; but the hemispherical cover may be

raised so as to admit the hand and to serve instead

of a door, and it is also perforated with holes through
which the smoke might escape. To the two up-

right pillars supporting the frame-work, a front view
of one of which is shown on the left hand of the

lantern, c.iains are attached for carrying the lanti>ra

by means of the handle at the top

1. (Wyttenbach's Guide to the Roman Antiquities of Treves,

f . 42.)—2. (Plin., H. N.,3exxv., 49.—Vitruv.,ii., 3.)—3. (Vitruv.,

L c— Pallad. De Re Rust., vi., 12.—Exod., v., 7.)—4. (Col., 1.

c.)— 5. (Wyttenbach, p. 65, 60.)— 6. (Herod., 1. c.1 — 7. (vii.,

67 )—8. (Herod., i., 179.—Id., ii., 136).—9. (Sueton., Aug., 29.)—10. (Seroux d'Agincourt, Rec. de Fragmens, p. 82-88.)— 11.

(De Leg. Rom. vie. sec. Darmrtad, 1830, p. 106-137.)— 12. (Ar-
chaeologia, V., v., p. 35.) — 13. (Plant., Poen., i., 2, 112.—Cato,
De Re Rust., 109.) — 14. (Plin., H N., xxxiii., 17.)— 15. (Ar-

istoph.. Pax, 841. — Pherecrates, p. 26, ed. Runkcl.) — 16.

(Phrynicus, Eclrg., p. 49.)— 17. (AthenaEUS, xv., 58.—Philoi.,
Gloss.)
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We learn from Martial's epigrams* that bladdei

was used for lanterns as well as horn. Some cen-

turies later glass was also substituted.' The most
transparent horn lanterns were brought from Car-
thage.' When the lantern was required for use, the

lamp was lighted and placed within it.* It was car-

ried by a slave,* who was called the laternarius.*

When a lantern was not at hand, a basket {anvpi-

Siov), as a cheaper and commoner utensil, was taken
to hold the lamp.'

Lanterns were much employed in military opera
tions ;* and not only the common kind, hut the dark

lantern, which was square, with a white skin on the

side next to the bearer, enabling him to see, and
with black skins on the three other sides '

LATICLA'VII. (Vid. Clavus, p. 264.)

LATI'N/E FE'RIJE. {Vid. Feri^, p. 436.)

LATFNITAS, LA'TIUM, JUS LATH {to ko-

lovfiivov AaTELov^'^). All these expressions are used
to signify a certain status intermediate between that

of cives and peregrini. The word " Latinitas" oc-

curs in Cicero." Before the passing of the lex Ju.'iia

de Civitate, the above expressions denoted a certain

nationality, and, as part of it, a certain legal status

with reference to Rome ; but after the passing of

that lex, these expressions denoted only a certain

status, and had no reference to any national distinc-

tion. About the year B.C. 89, a lex Pompeia gave
the jus Latii to all the Transpadani, and, conse-

quently, the privilege of obtaining the Roman civitas

by having filled a magistratus in their own cities.

To denote the status of these Transpadhni, the word
Latinitas was used, which, since the passing of the

lex Julia, had lost its proper signification ; and this

was the origin of that Latinitas which thenceforth

existed to the time of Justinian. This new Latini-

tas, or jus Latii, was given to whole towns and coun-

tries ; as, for instance, by Vespasian to the whole
of Spain," and to certain Alpine tribes {Latio do-

nati^^).

This new Latinitas was given not only to towns
already existing, but to towns which were founded

subsequently to the lex Pompeia, as Latinse Colo-

niee ; for instance, Novum- Comum, which was
founded B.C. 59 by Caesar. Several Latin towns
of this class are mentioned by Pliny, especially in

Spain.

Though the origin of this Latinitas, which makes
so prominent a figure in the Roman jurists, is cer-

tain, it is not certain wherein it differed from that

1. (xiv.. 61, 62.)—2. (Isid., Orig., xx., 10.)~3. (Plaut., Aul.,

III., vi., 30.)— 4. (Pherecrates, p. 21.) — 5. (Plar.t., Amphitr.

Prol., 149.—Id. ib., I., i., 185.—Val. Max., vi. 8, ', 1.)—6. (Cic

in Pis., 9.)— 7. (Aristoph., Achar., 452.) — S. ;Veget.. De R*
Mil., iv., 18.) — 9. (Jul. Africanus, 69, ap. Math. Par.. 1693, p
311.)—10. (Strab.,p. 186, Casaub.)— 11. (ad Att., x ^ , l2.)-4l
(PUn., H. N., iii., 4.)—13. (Id. ib., iii., 20.)
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Latinitas whi« h was the characteristic of the Latini

befure the passing of the Juha lex. It is, however,

clear that all the old Latini had not the same rights

with respect to Rome, and that they could acquire

the civitas on easier terms than those by which the

new Latinitas was acquired.' Accordingly, the

rights of the old Latini might be expressed by the

term majus Latium, and those of the new Latini by

the term minus Latium, accordmg to Nicbuhr's in-

genious emendation of Gaius.* The majus Latium
might l>e considered to be equivalent to the Latium
antiquum and vetus of Pliny ;* for Pliny, in descri-

bing the towns of Spain, always describes the prop-

er colonies as consisting " civium Romanorum,"
while he describes other towns as consisting some-
times " Latinorum" simply, and sometimes " Lati-

norum veterum," or as consisting of oppidani " La-

tii veteris," from which an opposition between La-
tini veteres and Latini simply might be inferred.

But a careful examination of Pliny rather leads to

the conclusion that his Latini veteres and Latini are

the same, and that by these terms he merely desig-

nates the Latini coloniarii hereafter mentioned.
The emendation of Niebuhr is therefore not sup-

ported by these passages of Pliny, and though in-

genious, it ought, perhaps, to be rejected ; not for the

reasons assigned by Madvig, which Savigny has an-

swered, but because it does not appear to be con-

sistent with the whole context of Gaius.

The new Latini had not the connubium, and it

is a doubtful question whether the old Latini had it.

The new Latini had the commercium, and herein

their condition was the same as that of the twelve
or eighteen old Latin colonies, which were specially

favoured. {Vid. Civitas.)

This new Latinitas, which was given to the Trans-
padani, was that legal status which the lex Junia
Norbana gave to a numerous class of freedmen,
hence called Latini Juniani.* The date of this lex
in not ascertained. i

The Latmi coloniarii, who are mentioned by Ul-

pian,* are the inhabitants of towns beyond Italy, to

whom the Latinitas was given. These are the

towns which Pliny calls "oppida Latinorum vete-

rum," and enumerates with the " oppida civium Ro-
manorum,"* which were military colonies of Roman
citizens. Tlie passages in which the Latini colo-

niarii are mentioned as a class then existing, must
have been written before Car«bv.dlla gave the civitas

to the whole empire.

These, the most recent views of Savigny on this

difficult subject, are contained in the Zeitschrift, vol.

ix., Dcr Rom. Volksschluss der Tafel von Heraclea.

The Latini could acquire the jus Quiritium, ac-

cording to Ulpian,^ in the following ways : By the

beneficium principale, liberi, iteratio, militia, navis,

ttdificium, pistrinum ; and by a senatus consultum
it was given to a female "vulgo qua ait ter enixa."

These various nwdes of acquiring the civitas are
treated in detail by Ulpian, from which, as well as
the connexion of this title " De Latinis" with the

first title, which is " De Libertis," it appears that

he only treated of the modes in which the civitas

might be acquired by those Latini who were liberti.

The same remark applies to the observations of

Gaius* on the same subject {Quibus modis Latini ad
tivitatem Romanam perveniant). In speaking of

the mode of acquiring the civitas by means of li-

beri, Gaius speaks of a Latinus, that is, a libertus

Latinus, marrying a Roman citizen, or a Latina co-

ioniaria, or a woman of his own condition, from which
it is clear that all his remarks under this head apply

to liberti Latini ; and it also appears that Gaius

I. (Liv., si;., 12.) — 2. (i., 9«.)— 3. (ir.. 22.)—4. (Gaivi, i.,

•«.—Id., iii., 5«.—Ulp., Frag., tit. i.)-3. (Fra?., xix., i. 4.)—«.
Ciii., ».)-7. (Frag., tit, iii., " De L«C lis.")—8. (i., 28.)

4

speaks of the Latini coloniarii as a class existing li

his time. Neither Ulpian nor Gaius says anythin|
on the mode by which a Latinus coloniarius might
obtain the civitas Romana.
•LATOS (Aarwf), the name of a fish mentioned

by Strabo and Atheneus. It would appear to have
been some variety of the KopaKivoc, or Umbre.
LATRU'NCULI (neaaoi, ffj<pot). Draughts. Tae

invention of a game resembling draughts was attrilv

uted by the Greeks to Palamedes, whom they hoi
oured as one of their greatest benefactors. ( Vii.

Abacus, ^ 7.) The game is certainly mentioned by
Homer, who represents the suitors of Penelope amu-
sing themselves with it.' Others ascribed the in-

vention to the Egyptian Theuth ;• and the paintings

in Egyptian tombs, which are of far higher antiquity

than any Grecian monuments, not unfreqnently rep-

resent persons employed in this recreation. The
painting, from which the accompanying woodcut is

taken, is on a papyrus preserved in the Museum of
Antiquities at Lcyden, and was probably made aboat

1700 years B.C. It is remarkable that a maj is

here represented playing alone ; whereas, not only
in works of Egyptian art, but also on Greek painted
vases, we commonly observe two per.sons playing
together. For this purpose there were two sets of
men, one set being black, the other white or red.

Being intended to represent a miniature combat be-

tween two armies, they were called soldiers (mt'/i-

tea*), foes {hastes), and marauders (latrones, dim. la-

truTiculi*) ; also Calculi, because stones were often

employed for the purpose.* Sometimes they were
made of metal or ivory, glass or earthenware, and
they were various and often fanciful in their forms.
The object of each player was to get one of his ad-
versary's men betv/een two of his own, in which
case he was entitled to take the man kept in check,*
or, as the phrase was, alligatus.'' Some of the men
were obliged to be moved in a certain direction {or-

dine), and were therefore called ordinarii ; others
might be moved any way, and were called vagi ;•

in this respect the game resembled chess, which is

certainly a game of great antiquity.

Seneca calls the board on which the Romans
played at draughts, tabula lalruncularia.* The spa
ces into which the board was divided were called
mardra}* The abacus, represented at page 10, ia

crossed by five lines. As five men were allowed on
each side, we may suppose one player to arrange
his five men on the lines at the bottom of the aba-
cus, and the other to place his five men on the same
Hnes at the lop, and we shall have them disposed
according to the accounts of ancient writers," who

I. (Od., i., 107.)— 2. (Plat., Phedr., p. 274, rf.) — S. (OriiJ,

Trirt., ii., 477.)— 4. (Ovid, A. A., ii., 208.— Id. ib., iii., 357.—
Mart., xiv., 20.—Sen., Epi»t., 107.)— 5. (Aul. Cell, i-v., 1.)—
6. (Ovid, U. cc— Mart., xir.. 17.)— 7. (Sen., Epist., 118.)—a
(Uid., On?., xviii., 67.)—9. (Epist., 118.)- 10. (Mart., vii , 71.J
—11. (Etymol. Mag., s. . Utaaoi- -Pollax, Onom., ix., I»7 -
Enitath. in Horn., 1. c.)
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ay tbat the middle line of the five was called

Upa ypuf-fiT]. But instead of five, the Greeks and
Romans often had twelve lines on the board, whence
the game so played was called duodecim scripta}

Indeed, there can be little doubt that the latrunculi

were arranged and played in a considerable variety

of ways, as is now the case in Egypt and other

Oriental countries.'

Besid&3 playing with draughtsmen only, when
Lie game was altogether one of skill, the ancients

lied dice {vid. Tesserjk, kvSoL) at the same time,

80 as to combine chance with skill, as we do in

backgammon.'
LATUS CLAVUS. (FzTf. Clavus Latus.)
LAUDA'TIO FUNEBRIS. ( Vid. Funos, p. 459.)
LAURENTA'LIA. {Vid. Larentalia.)
LAURUS, the Bay-tree. ( Vid. Daphne.)
LAUTIA. (Vid. Legatus, p. 575.)

LAUTU'MIvE, LAUTO'ML-E, LATO'iMI^E, or
LATU'MIJB {"kidoTOfiiaL or larofiiai, Lat. Lapicidi-

n<r\ are literally places where stones are cut, or

quarries ; and in this sense the word XaTofiiai. was
used by the Sicilian Greeks.* In particular, how-
ever, the name lautumiee was given to the public

prison of Syracuse. It lay in the steep and almost
inaccessible part of the town which was called

Epipolaj, and had been built by Dionysius the ty-

rant.* Cicero, who had undoubtedly seen it himself,

describes it* as an immense and magnificent work,
worthy of kings and tyrants. It was cut to an im-
mense depth into the solid rock, so that nothing
could be imagined to be a safer or stronger prison
than this, though it had no roof, and thus left the
prisoners exposed to the heat of the sun, the rain,

and the coldness of the nights.' The whole was a
stadium in length, and two plethra in width.* It

was not only used as a prison for Syracusan crimi-

nals, but other Sicilian towns also had their crimi-

nals often removed to it.

The TuUianum at Rome was also sometimes
called lautumia (Firf. Garcer.)
*IiAVBR, a plant of the aquatic class, supposed

by some to be the Water Parsley, or yellow Water-
3resses. It is the same with the Sium. {Vid.

SlUM.)

LECTI'CA {kXIvt), kXivISiov, or ^opeiov) was a
kind of couch or litter, in which persons, in a lying

position, were carried from one place to another.

They may be divided into two classes, viz., those
which were used for carrying the dead, and those
which served as conveniences for the living.

The former of these two kinds of lecticae (also

called lectica funebris, lecticula, lectus funebris,

feretrum, or capulum), in which the dead were car-

ried to the grave, seems to have been used among
the Greeks and Romans from very early times. In
the beauty and costliness of their ornaments these
lecticae varied according to the rank and circum-
stances of the deceased. {Vid. Funus, p. 459.)
The lectica on which the body of Augustus was
tarried to the grave was made of ivory and gold,

and was covered with costly drapery worked of pur-
ple and gold.' During the latter period of the Em-
pire, public servants {lecticarii) were appointed for

the purpose of carrying the dead to the grave with-
out any expense to the family to whom the de-

ceased belonged.'" Representations of lecticae fune-

1. (Cic, De Or., i., 50.—Quintil., xi., 2.—Ovid, Art. Amat.,
iii., 363.)—2. (Niebuiir, Reisebeschr. nach Arabien, i., p. 172.)

J. (Tev., Adclph.,IV.,vii.,2a—Isid., Orig-., xviii., 60.—Brunck,
An., iii., 60.—Becker, Gallus, ii., p. 228, <fec.)—4. (Pseudo-As-
coB., ad Ch. in Verr., ii., 1, p. 161, ed. Orelli.—Compare Diod.
Sic, XI., 25.—Plaut., Poen., IV., ii,, 5.—Id., Capt., III., v., 65.—
Festus, s. V. Latumis.) —5. (JElian, V. H., xii., 44. —Cic. in
Verr., v., 55.)—6. (in Verr., v., 27.)—7. (Compare Thncyd., vii.,

87.)-8. (^lian, 1. c.)—9. (Dion Cass., Ivi., 34.—Compare Di-
onys., Ant. Rom., iv., p. 270.—Com. Nepos, Att., 28, 2.—Tacit.,
Ditt., iii., 67.)—10. (NoveU., 43 anl 59.)
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bres have been found on several sepulchral laona
ments. The following woodcut represents one ta
ken from the tombstone of M. Antonius Antiut
Lupus.'

S^^^^

Lecticae for sick persons ai.d invalids seem like-

wise to have been m use in Greece and at Rome
from very early times, and their construction prob-
ably differed very little from that of a lectica fune-

bris.* We also frequently read that generals in

their camps, when they had received a severe
wound, or when they were suffering from ill health,
made use of a lectica to be carried from one place
to another.'

Down to the time of the Gracchi we do not hear
that lecticae were used at Rome for any other pur-
poses than those mentioned above. The Greeks,
however, had been long familiar with a different kind
of lectica {kXlvj) or ^opelov), which was introduced
among them from Asia, and which was more an
article of luxury than anything to supply an actual
want. It consisted of a bed or mattress, and a pil-

low to support the head, placed upon a kind of bed-
stead or couch. It had a roof consisting of the
skin of an ox, extending over the couch and resting

on four posts. The sides of this lectica were cov-
ered with curtains {av?.aiai). It appears to have t eea
chiefly used by women,* and by men only when they
were in ill health.* If a man without any physici
necessity made use of a lectica, he drew upon him-
self the censure of his countrymen as a person of
effeminate character.* But in the time subsequent
to the Macedonian conquests in Asia, lecticae were
not only more generally used in Greece, but were
also more magnificently adorned.' The persons or

slaves who carried their masters or mistresses in a
lectica were called (j>Qpea(f>6poL,' and their number
was generally two or four.' When this kind of lec-

tica was introduced among the Romans, it was
chiefly used in travelling, and only very seldom in

the city of Rome itself The first trace of such
a lectica is in a fragment of a speech of C. Grac-
chus, quoted by Gellius." From this passage it

seems evident that this article of luxury was intro-

duced into Italy from Asia, and that at the time
scarcely any other lectica than the lectica funebris

was known to the country people about Rome. It

also appears from this passage that the lectica there

spoken of was covered, otherwise the countryman
could not have asked whether they were carrying a

dead body." The resemblance of such a lectica

used by the Romans to that which the Greeks had
received from Asia is manifest from the words of
Martial:" " lectica iula pelle veloque." It had a roof,

consisting of a large piece of skin or leather ex-
panded over it and supported by four posts, and the

sides also were covered with curtains {vela, plaga
or plagulce^*). During the time of the Empire, how-

1. (Compare Lipsius, Elect., i., 19.—Scheffer, De Re Vehif
ulari, ii., 5, p. 89.—Gruter, Inscr., p. 954, 8.—B6ttiger, Sabiok
ii., p. 200.—Agyafalva, Wanderungen durch Pompeii.)—2. (Liv.,

ii., 36.—Aur«l. Vict., DeVir. 111., c. 34.)—3. (Liv.. ixiv , 42.—
Val. Max., ii., 8, 2.—Id., i., 7.—Sueton., Octav., 91.)—4. (Snid.,

8. V. (bopiiov.)—5. (Anacr. ap. Athen., xii., p. 533, <fec.^Plut.,

Pericl., 27.— Lysias, De Vuln. Pram., p. 172.— Andncid., Da
Myst., D. 30.—Plut., Eumen., 14.)—6. (Dinarch., c. Demosth .

p. 29.)-- ' 'Plut., Arat., 17.)—8. (Diog. Laert., v., 4, 1) 73.)—9,
(Lucian, Epist. Saturn., 28.—Id., Somn. s. Gall., 10.—Id., Cyn.,

9.—Compare Becker, Charikles, ii., p. 71, &c.)—10. (x., 3.)—
11. (Compare Cic, Philip., ii., 45.—Plut., Cic, 48.—Dion Caaa,
xlvii., 10.)—12. (xi., 98.)—13. (Compare Senec, Suaa., i., «.—
Suet., Tit., 10.)
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ever, tho cm tains were not thought a sufficient pro-

tection for a lectica ; and, consequently, we find

that lecticae, used by men as well as women, were
closed on tho sides by windows made of transparent

stone {lapis spccularis), whence Juvenal' calls such

a loctica an antrum clausnm latis specularibus.* We
sometimes find mention of a lectica aperta,* but we
hare no reason to suppose that in this case it had
no roof, for the adjective aperta probably means no-

thing more than that the curtains were removed,
1. «., either thrown aside or drawn up. The whole
lectica was of an oblong form, and the person con-

veyed in it lay on a bed {puhinus), and the head
was supported by a pillow, so that he might read and
write in it with ease. To what extent the luxury

of having a soft and pleasant bed in a lectica was
carried, as early as the time of Cicero, may be seen
from one of his orations against Verres.* Feath-

er-beds seem to have been very common.* The
framework, as well as the other appurtenances,

were, with wealthy persons, probably of the most
costly description. The lectica, when standing,

rested on four feet, generally made of wood. Per-

sons were carried in a lectica by slaves (lecticarii)

by means of poles (asseres) attached to it, but not

fixedf so that they might easily be taken off when
necOssary.* There can be no doubt that the asse-

res rested on the shoulders of the lecticarii, and not

on thongs which passed round the necks of these

slaves and hung down from their shoulders, as some
modern writers have thought.' The act of taking

the lectica upon the shoulders was called succollare,^

and the persons who were carried in this manner
were said succollari* From this passage we also

learn that the name lecticarii was sometimes incor-

rectly applied to those slaves who carried a person
in a sella or sedan-chair. The number of lecticarii

employed in carrying one lectica varied according to

its size, and the display of wealth Tvhich a person
might wish to make. The ordinary number was
probably two ;" but it varied from two to eight, and
the lectica is called hexaphoron or octophoron, ac-

cordingly as it was carried by six or eight persons."
Wealthy Romans kept certain slaves solely as their

lecticarii ;" and for this purpose they generally se-

lected the tallest, strongest, and most handsome
men, and had them always well dressed. In the

time of Martial it seems to have been customary
for the lecticarii to wear beautiful red liveries. The
lectica was generally preceded by a slave called an-

teambulo, whose office was to make room for it."

Shortly after the introduction of these lecticse

among the Romans, and during the latter period of

the Republic, they appear to have been very com-
mon, though they were chiefly used in journey^s, and
in the city of Rome itself only by ladies and inva-

lids.'* But the love of this, as well as of other kinds

of luxury, increased so rapidly, that J. Ca;sar thought
it necessary to restrain the use of lecticae, and to

confine the privilege of using them to certain per-

sons of a certain age, and to certain days of the

year."

In the reign of Claudius we find that the privilege

of using a lectica in the city was still a great dis-

tinction, which was only granted by the emperor to

his especial favourites." But what until then had
been a privilege, became gradually a right assumed

1. (It., 20.)—2. (Compare Jav., iii., 239.)—3. (Cic.,Phil.,ii.,

»4.)—4. (v., 11.)—5. (Juv., i., 159, *c.)—6. (Sueton., Calig.,

68.—Juv., vii., 132.— Id., iii., 245.—Martial, ix., 23, 9.)—7. (Sen-
ec., Epist., 80, 110. — TertuU. ad Uxor., i., 4.— Clem. Alex.,
Padag.. ill., 4.—Juv.. iii., 240.—Id., ix , 142.)—8. (Plin., H. N.,
ixx»., 10.—Sueton., Claud., 10.)—9. (Sueton., Otho, fi.)— 10. (Pe-
Iron., Sat., 56.—Juv., ix., 142.)—11. (Juv., i.,64.—Mart.,ii., 81.
—Id., vi.,77.—Cic.in Verr, T., 11.—Id., ad Quint. Fr., ii., 10.)
—12. (Cic. ad Fam., iv., 12.)—13. (Mart., iii., 46.—Plin., Epist.,
ii., 14.— Compare Becker, Gallus, i., p. 213, Ac.)—14. (Dion
CaM.,Uii 17.)—15. (Sueton., Jul., 43.)—10. (Suet., Claud., 28.)

by all, and every wealthy Roman kept »ne < r

lecticae, with the requisite number of Icaicarii
The Emperor Domitian, however, forbade prosti-

tutes the use of lectica;.* Enterprising individ*

uals gradually began to form companies (corpus lee-

(icanorum), and to establish public lectica;, which
had their stands (caslra leeticariorum) in the reg!t

Transtiberina, and probably in other parts also,

where any one might take a lectica on hire.* Tlw
persons of whom these companies consisted were
probably of the lower orders or freedmcn.*
The lectica; of which we have hitherto spoken

were all portable, i. e , they were constructed in such
a manner that the asseres might easily be fastened

to them whenever it was necessary to carry a per-

son in them from one place to another. But the

name lectica, or, rather, the diminutive lecticula,

was also sometimes applied to a kind of sofa, which
was not moved out of the house. On it the Ro-
mans frequently reclined for the purpose of reading
or writing, for the ancients, when writing, seldom
sat at a table as we do, but generally reclined on a
couch ; in this posture they raised one knee, and
upon it they placed the parchment or tablet on
which they wrote. From this kind of occupation
the sofa was called lecticula lucubratoria,* or, mor«'

commonly, lectulus.'

LECTICA'RII. (Kid. Lectica.)
LECTISTE'RNIUM. Sacrifices being of the ii«

tnre of feasts, the Greeks and Romans, on occasion
of extraordinary solemnities, placed images of the
gods reclining on couches, with tables and viands
before them, as if they were really partaking of the
things offered in sacrifice. This ceremony was
called a lectislernium. Three specimens of the
couches employed for the purpose are in the Glyjv
totek at Munich. The woodcut here introduced er

hibits one of them, which is represented with a
cushion covered by a cloth hanging in ample iolda

down each side. This beautiful pulvinar* is wrought
altogether in white marble, and is somewhat more
than two feet in height. At the Epuhnn Jovit,

which was the most noted lectisternium at Rome,
and which was celebrated in the Capitol, the statue
of Jupiter was laid in a reclining posture on a couch,
while those of Juno and Minerva were seated on
chairs by his side ; and this distinction was obser-
ved in allusion to the ancient custom, according to
which only men reclined, and women sat at table.''

{Vid. CcEN.t, p. 276.) Nevertheless, it is probable
that at a later period both gods and goddesses were
represented in the same position : at least four of

them, viz., Jupiter Serapis and Juno or Isis, togeth-

er with Apollo and Diana, are so exhibited with a
table before them, on the handle of a Roman Jamp
engraved by Bartoli." Livy* gives an account of a

1. (Suet., Domit., 8.)—2. (Vict., De Regr- Urb. Rom. in GnsT^
Thesaur., iii., p. 49. — Martial, iii., 46.) — 3. (Compare GmtM^
Inter., 599, 11.— Id. ib., 600, 1.) — 4. (Suet., Octav., 78.)—

»

(Plin., Epi«t., v., 5.—Ovid, Trist., i., 11, 38.—Compare Alstoipv

De Lecticis Vetcrum Diatriba, Amst., 1704.)—6. (Suet., JaL.

76.—Com. Nep., Timoth., 2.)—7. (Val. Max., ii., 1, «>-t.

(Luc. Ant., ii., S4.>—9. (v., 13.)
6T.
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very splendid lectisternium, which he asserts to

bave been the origin of the practice.

LECTUS {Tiixoc, kXivt}, Evvfj), a Bed. In the he-

roic ages of Greece beds were very simple ; the

bedsteads, however, are sometimes represented as

ornamented (jpriTa T^ix^a?-)- The principal parts of

a bed were the ;t^tJ'ai and (rnyea ;» the former were
a kind of thick woollen cloak, sometimes coloured,

which was in bad weather worn by men over their

Xi-T^iv, and was sometimes spread over a chair to

render the seat soft. That these ;^;Xarvai served as

blankets for persons in their sleep, is seen from

Odyss., xiv., 488, 500, 504, 513, 529 ; xx., 4. The
ifiyea, on the other hand, were probably a softer

and more costly kind of woollen cloth, and were
used chiefly by persons of high rank. They were,

like the x'^^-'^^ai, sometimes used to cover the seat

of chairs when persons wanted to sit down.^ To
render this thick woollen stuff less disagreeable, a

linen cloth was sometimes spread over it.* It has

sometimes been supposed that the (ifiyea were pil-

lows or bolsters ; hut this opinion seems to be refu-

ted by the circumstance that, in Odyss., vi., 38, they

are described as being washed, without anything

being said as to any operation which would have
necessarily preceded the washing had they been

pillows. Beyond this supposition respecting the f)^-

yea, we have no traces of pillows or bolsters being

used in the Homeric age. The bedstead {X£X°C>

IsKTpov, 6e/iviov) of persons of high rank was cov-

ered with skins (/cwea), upon which the fifjyea were
placed, and over these linen sheets or carpets were
spread ; the ;^/laa'a, lastly, served as a cover or

blanket for the sleeper.* Poor persons slept on

skins or beds of dry herbs spread on the ground.*

These simple beds, to which, shortly after the Ho-
meric age, a pillow for the head was added, contin-

ued to be used by the poorer classes among the

Greeks at all times. Thus the bed of the orator

Lycurgus is said to have consisted of one sheep-

ekin [ku6i.ov) and a pillow.^ But the complete bed

{evv^) of a wealthy Greek in later times generally

consisted of the following parts : K?.ivi], Mtovoi,
TvXelov or Kve<pa?iOv, 'izpo(TKE<j)u?^£iov, and arpu/iara.

The K?iiv7] is, properly speaking, only the bedstead,

anil seems to have consisted only of posts fitted into

one another, and resting upon four feet. At the

head part alone there was a board («vd/c/ltvTpov or

enUXivrpov) to support the pillow and prevent its

falling out. Sometimes the uvdK?i,i,vrpov is want-

ing." (Compare the first woodcut in page 188.)

Sometimes, however, the bottom part of a bedstead

was likewise protected by a board, so that in this

case a Greek bedstead resembled a modern so-call-

ed French bedstead. The kXivtj was generally made
of wood, which in quality varied according to the

means of the persons for whose use it was destined

;

for in some cases we find that it was made of solid

maple or boxwood, or veneered with a coating of

these more expensive woods. At a later period,

bedstc'^ds were not only made of solid ivory or ve-

neered with tortoise-shell, but sometimes had silver

feet.»

The bedstead was provided with girths {tovoi,

imrovoi, K£ipia)i on which the bed or mattress (xve-

^>lov, Tv?Mov, KoiTog, or TvTiTj) rested ; instead of

these girths, poorer people used strings.** The cov-

er or ticking of a mattress was made of linen or

woollen cloth, or of leather, and the usual material

1. (11., iii., 448.—Compare Odyss., xiiii., 219, &c.)—2. (Odyss.,

xix., 337.)— 3. (Odvss., x., 352.)— 4. (Odyss., xiii., 73.) — 5.

(Odyss., iv., 296, <fcc.—II., xiiv., 643, <fec.—lb., ix., 660, &c.)—
8. (Odyss., xiv., 519.—lb., xi., 139, &c.—lb., xi., 188, &c.—
Compare Nitzsch, zur Odyss., vol. i., p. 210.)^7. (Plut., Vit.

Dec. Orat. Lvcurg., p. 842, C.)—8. (Pollux, Onom., x., 34.—Id.

ib., vi., 9.)—9. (Pollux, 1. c— iElian, V. IL, xii., 29.—Athen.,

., 255.)— 10. (Aristoph., Av., 814, with the Schol.)
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with which it was filled (to iftSaXXofievtr^ irAfipu/tti

or yva^akov) was either wool or dried weeds. At
the head part of the bed, and supported by the iiti-

Kkwrpov, lay a round pillow {;KpoaKtfakt:ov) to sup
port the head ; and in some ancient pictures two
other square pillows are seen, which were intended

to support the back. The covers of such pillows

are striped in several pictures on ancient vases (sea

the woodcut in page 326), and were therefore prob-

ably of various colours. They were undoubtedly
filled with the same materials as the beds and mat-
tresses.

The bed-covers, which may be termed blankets

or counterpanes, were called by a variety of names,
such as •Kepiarpufiara, viroarpu/Mra, iinGX^ixaTa,

ipsoTpidec, ;j;Xai>'at, u/i<^i£aTpi6e(, £nt6d?i,aia, (Jdjrtifj,

ipc.2,o6untdeg, ^varideg, xpvonaaroi, ruKtjTec, or dfj.-

^iTurnireg. The common name, however, was arpu-

fiara. They were generally made of cloth, which
was very thick and woolly either on one or on both

sides.* It is not always easy to distinguish wheth-
er the ancients, when speaking of kKIvqi, mean beds

in our sense of the word, or the couches on which
they lay at meal-times. We consequently do not

know whether the descriptive epithets of kMvui,

enumerated by Pollux, belong to beds or to couch-

es. But this matters little, as there was scarcely

any diflference between the beds of the ancients

and their couches, with this exception, that the lat-

ter, being made for appearance as well as for com-
fort, were, on the whole, undoubtedly more splen-

did and costly than the former. Considering, how-
ever, that bedsteads were often made of the most
costly materials, we may reasonably infer that the

coverings and other ornaments of beds were little

inferior to those of couches. Notwithstanding the

splendour and comfort of many Greek beds, the

Asiatics, who have at all times excelled the Euro
peans in these kinds of luxuries, said that the Greeks
did not understand how to make a comfortable bed.*

The places most celebrated for the manufacture ol

splendid bed-covers were Miletus, Corinth, and
Carthage.' It appears that the Greeks, though

they wore nightgowns, did not simply cover them-
selves with the aTpufj.aT<f, but wrapped themselves

up in them. Less wealthy persons continued, ac-

cording to the ancient custom, to use skins of sheep

and other animals, especially in winter, as blan-

kets.* The bedsteads of the poorer classes are des-

ignated by the names aKifiTTOvc, uaKavTijc, and Kpu.6-

6aToc, and an exaggerated description of such a bed

is given by Aristophanes.* The words ;i;a/icwv and

XaiiEvvLov, which originally signified a bed of straw

or dry herbs made on the ground,* were afterward

applied to a bed which was only near the ground,

to distinguish it from the kXivti, which was gener

ally a high bedstead. Xa/ievvia were the usual beds

for slaves, soldiers in the field, and poor citizens,

and the mattresses used in them were mere mats
made of rushes or bast.'

The beds of the Romans (lecti cubiculares) in the

earlier periods of the Republic were probably of the

same description as those used in Greece ; but to-

wards the end of the Republic and during the Em-
pire, when Asiatic luxuries were imported into Italy,

the richness and magnificence of the beds of the

wealthy Romans far surpassed everything we find

described in Greece. The bedstead was generally

rather high, so that persons entered the bed (scan-

dere, ascendere) by means of steps placed beside it

1. (Pollux, Onom., vi., 9.)—2. (Athen., ii.. p- 48.—Plut., P«p

lop., 30.)—3. (Aristoph., Ran., 410, 542, virith the Schol.—Id.,
Lysistr., 732.—Cic. in Verr., i., 34.—Athen., i., p. 27 and 28.)

-4. (Pollux, Onom., x., 123.—Aristoph., Nub., 10.)—5. (Pluu,

540, <fec.—Compare Lysistr., 916.)—6. (Theocrit., iii., 33.—Plut,
Lycurg., 16.)—7. (Pollux, 1. c, and vi., 11.—Compare Bockei}

Charikles, ii., p. 114-122.—Pollux, x., 7, 8 ; vi.. 1.)
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yteamntim}). It was sometimes made of metal, and

eomctimes -f costly kinds of wood, or veneered

with tortoise- shell or ivory; its feet (fulcra) were
frequently of silver or gold.* The bed or mattress

(culcila and torus) rested upon girths or strings {res-

its, fascia, instila, or funes) which connected the

two horizontal side-posts of the bed.* In beds des-

tined for two persons, the two sides are distinguish-

ed by different names ; the side at which persons

entered was open, and bore the name sponda ; the

other side, which was protected by a board, was
called pluleus.* The two sides of such a bed are

also distinguished by the names torus exterior and

torus interior, or sponda exterior and sponda interi-

or ;* and from these expressions it is not improba-

ble that such lecti had two beds or mattresses, one
for each person. Mattresses were in the earlier

times filled with dry herbs* or straw,' and such
beds continued to be used by the poor. But in sub-

sequent times, wool, and, at a still later period,

feathers, were used by the wealthy for the beds as

well as the pillows.* The cloth or ticking {operi-

mentum or involucrum) with which the beds or mat-
tresses were covered was called toral, torale, lin-

teum, or segestre.' The blankets or counterpanes
[vestes stragulcE, stragtUa, peristromata, peripelasma-

ta) were in the houses of wealthy Romans of the

most costly description, and generally of a purple

colour {stragula conchylio tincta, peristromata conchyl-

tata, coccina stragula), and embroidered with beau-

tiful figures in gold. Covers of this sort were call-

ed peripetasmata Attalica, because they were said

to have been first used at the court of Attalus."

The pillows were likewise covered with magnifi-

cent casings. Whether the ancients had curtains

to their beds is not mentioned anywhere ; but as
curtains, or, rather, a kind of canopy {aulcea), were
used in the lectus tricliniaris" for the purpose of
preventing the dust falling upon the persons lying

on it, it is not improbable that the same or a simi-

lar contrivance was used in the lectus cubicularis.

The lectus genialis or adversus was the bridal bed,

which stood in the atrium, opposite the janua,
whence it derived the epithet adversus.'* (Com-
pare House, p. 517.) It was generally high, with
steps by its side, and in later times beautifully

adorned.**

Respecting the lectus funebris, see the articles

FoNus and Lectica. An account of the disposition

of the couches used at entertainments, and of the

place which each guest occupied, is given under
Triclinium.'*

LE'CUTHI {XvKvdoi). (Vid. Funus, p. 456.)

LEGA'TIO LI'DERA. (Vid. Leoatus, p. 576.)
LEGA'TUM, a Legacy, is variously defined by

the Roman jurists, but there can be no exact defi-

nition except refelence be made to a heres. Un-
less there is a heres duly instituted, no legacy can
be given. A legatum, then, is a part of the heredi-
tas which a testator gives out of it, from the heres
(ab herede) ; that is, it is a gift to a person out of
that whole (universum) which is diminished to the
here? by such gift. Accordingly, the phrase "ab

1. (Varro. D« Ling. Lat.. v., 168.—MOUer.—Ovid, Fast., ii.,

t49, Ac.)—2. (Plin., xvi.,43.—Mart., xii., 67.-Juv., xi., «.)—
I. (Cic, De Div., ii., 65.—Mart., r., 63.—Petron., 07.—Compare
Ilorat., Epod., xii., 12.—Cato, De Re Rust., c. 10.)—4. (Isidor.,
II., 11, p. 629, ed. Lindemann.)—5. (Ovid, Am., iii., 14,32.

—

Suet., Jul., 49.)—6. (Varro, 1. c—Ovid, Fast., i., 200 and 205.)
—7. (Horat., Sat., II., iii., 117.—Mart., xiv., ICO.—Senec, Do
Vit. Beat., c. 25.)—8. (Plin., H. N., viii., 48.—Id. ib., x., 22.—
Plaut., Mil. Glor., IV., iv., 42.—Cic, Tusc., iii.. 19.—Mart., xiv.,
161 and 159.)—9. (Horat., Sat., II., iv., 84.—Id., Epist., I., v.,
«.—Varro, 1. c.)— 10. (Plin.. H. N., 1. c—Cic. in Verr., iv., 12
and 26.—Philip., ii., 27.—Mart., ii., 16.)— 11. (Horat., Carm.,
iii., 29, 16.— Id., Sat., ii., 8, 54.)—12. (Horat., Epist.. I., i., 87.
— Fettus, s. V.)— 13. (Gellius, xvi., 9.—Lucan. ii., S56.—Cic,
Pro Cluent., c. 5.)— 14. (Becker, GaUuj, i., p. 42, *c)

herede legare thus becomes intelligible* (" ei ten^
mento legal g-andem pecuniam a fUio"*). A legatee
could not be charged with the payment of a legacy
out of what was given to him, a rule of law which
was thus expressed :

" A legatario legari non po-
test." A legacy could only be given in the Latin
language.

The word "legatum," from the verb lego, con*
tains the same element as lex. I^ego has tho sense
of appointing or disposing of a matter, as in the
phrase " legatum negotium ;"* and it is used in the
Twelve Tables to express generally a testator's dis-

position of his property (uti legassit, &c.). Ulpian
accordingly explains the word legatum by referring

to its etymology, and likening a legatum to a lex,

properly so called. " A legatum," he says, " is that
which is left by a testament, legis modo, that is, im-
perative; for those things which are left precalivo
modo are called fideicomrnissa."* A legatee was
named legatarius ; those to whom a thing was given
jointly {conjunctim) were collegatarii. A legacy
which was legally valid or good was legatum utile

;

a void legacy was inutile. A legacy which was
given absolutely or unconditionally was said to be
given pure ; one which was given conditionally was
said to be given sub condicione. The expression
purum legatum, an unconditional legacy, also oc-
curs.*

Gains apologizes for treating of legata in that
part of his institutional work in which he has placed
it. In the first ninety-six chapters of his second
book he treats of the acquisition of property in res
singulse, to which class legacies belong. But as
the matter of legacies is not intelligible without ref-

erence to the matter of hereditas or universal acqui-
sition, he places the law of legacies (hcec juris vm-
teria) immediately after that of hereditas.

There were four forms in which a legacy could
be left : per vindicationem, per damnationem, sinen-
di modo, per praeceptionem.

A legatum per vindicationem was given in these
words :

" Hominem stichum do, lego," or the words
might bvT with reference to the legatee, " Capita,
sumito, sibi habeto." A legatum per vindicationem
was so called with reference to the legal means by
which the legatee asserted his right to the legacy
against the heres or any possessor, which was by a
vindicatio or an actio in rem ; for as soon as the he-
reditatis aditio had taken place, the legatee had the
quiritarian (ex jure quiritium) ownership of the leg-

acy. The two schools raised a question as to this,

Whether, under such circumstances, the legatee ob-
tained the quiritarian ownership of the thing belore
he had consented to take it. The opinion of the
Proculiani, who contended for such consent, was
confirmed by a constitution of Antoninus Pius. It

was consistent with the nature of the per vindica-
tionem, that those things only could be so given in
which the testator had quiritarian ownership : and
it was also necessary that he should have such
ownership both at the time of making his will and
at the time of his death ; otherwise the legacy was
void (inutile). But there was an exception in re-

spect of things " qua pondere, numero, mcnsura con-
stant," as wine, oil, com, and the precious metals in

the form of coin (pccunia numerata), in regard to
which it was sufficient if the testator had the quiri

tarian ownership at the time of his death. Tliis

was the civil law (jus civile), but it was altered by
a senatus consukum of the time of Nero, which
enacted that if a testator left a thing as a legacy
which had never been his, the legacy should be
equally good as if it had been left in the form most

1. (Dig. 30, tit. 1, s. 116.)—2. (Cic, Pro Cluent., IS.)—

S

(Plaut., Caa., I., i., IS.)—4. (Frag., tit. M.)- 5. (Dig 16, Ut, ^
•.8.)
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tdvantageous to the legatee {optima jure), which
form was the legatum per damnationem. But if a
testator gave a thing of his own by his testament
which he afterward alienated, it was the best opinion

that the legacy was inutile by the jus civile, and that

the senatus consultum did not make it good. If the

same thing was given to more than one person, either

jointly (conjunclim), so as to make them coUegatarii,

or severally (disjunctim), each took an equal share.

A lega'u-.ira was given conjunclim thas :
" Titio et Seio

hominem stichum do, lego ;" disjunctim, thus :
" Titio

kominem stichum do, lego ; Seio eundem hominem do,

lego." If one collegatarius failed to take, his por-

tion went to tlie others. In the case of a conditional

legacy left per vindicationem, the schools were di-

vided in opinion : the Sabiniani said that it was the

property of the heres during the pendency of the

condition ; the Proculiani said that it was " res nul-

lius."

The form of the per damnationem was this : " He-
res meus stichum servum meum dare damnas esto ;"

but the word dato was equally effective. A thing

which belonged to another {aliena res) could be thus
left, and the heres was bound to procure the thing

ibr the legatee, or to pay him the value of it. A
thing not in existence at the date ol the will might
t)i! left by this form, as the future p oduce of a fe-

male slave (ancilla). The legatee did not acquire

the quiritarian ownership of the legacy by virtue of
the hereditatis aditio : the thing still remained the
property of tlie heres, and the legatee could only
sue for it by an actio in personam. If it was a
thing mancipi, the legatee could only acquire the
quiritarian ownership of it by mancipatio or in jure

cessio from the heres : if it was merely delivered,

the legatarius only acquired the complete ownershi[i

(plenum jus) by usucapion. If the same thing was
left to two or more conjunclim, each had an equal

bhare ; if disjunctim, the heres was bound to give

the thing to one, and its value to the rest. In the

case of a gift conjunctim, the share of the legatee

who failed to take belonged to the hereditas ; but

the lex Papia made it caducum, and gave it first

to a collegatarius who had children, then to the

heredes who had children, and then to the other

legatees who had children {legatarii), a privilege

which Juvenal alludes to (dulce caducum^).

The legatum sinendi modo was thus given :
" He-

res meus damnas esto sinere Lucium Titium hominem
stichum sumere sibique habere;" by which form a
testator could give either his own property or that

of his heres. As in the case of a legatum per dam-
nationem, the legatee prosecuted his claim by an
actio in personam. It was doubted whether the
heres was bound to transfer the property, in the case
of a res mancipi, by mancipatio or in jure cessio,

or, in the case of a thing nee mancipi, by traditio or
delivery, for the words of the gift are " permit him
to take." It was also a still more doubtful ques-
tion (in the time of Gains), whether, if the same
thing was given in this way to two severally {dis-

junctim), the whole was due to each, or if the heres
was released from all farther claim when either of
them had obtained possession of the whole with his

permission.

The legatum per praiceptionem was in this manner

:

** Lucius Tilius hominem stichum pra:cipito ;" where
" praecipito" is the same as " prsecipuum sumito," or
" take first." The Sabiniani were of opinion that a
legacy could only thus be left to one who was also

made a heres ; hut a senatus consultum Neronia-
nom made the legacy good, even if it was thus left

to an extraneus, that is, to another than the heres,

provided the legatee was a person to whom a lega-

cy could be left in any of the three other modes.

574
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For the senatus consultum made those legi.ciet

valid which were not valid by the jus civile on ac-

count of the words of the gift {verborum vitio), but
not those legacies which were invalid on account
of the incapacity of the legatee {vitio persona),
which was the case with a peregrinus. The Sa-
biniani also maintained that a man could leave in

this manner only what was his own ; for the only
way in which the legatee could enforce his riabt

was by a judicium familiae erciscundae, in which ju-

dicium it was necessary that the judex should ad-
judicate that which was given per prasceptionem,
and he could adjudicate on nothing else than the
res hereditaria. But the same senatus consultum
made a legacy valid which was given in this form,
even if the thing did not belong to the testator.

The Proculiani contended that a legacy could be
given to an extraneus per praeceptionem ; and, far-

ther, that if the thing was the testator's ex jure
quiritium, it could be sued for (vindicari) by the leg-

atee, whether he was a heres or not {extraneus) : if

it was the testator's in bonis, it was a utile legatum
to the extraneus by the senatus consultum, and the
heres could obtain it in a judicium familije erciscun-
dae. If it did not belong to the testator in either
way, still the legatum was made utile both to the
heres and the extraneus by the senatus consultum.
If the same thing was thus left to more than one
either disjunctim or conjunctim, each had only his
share.

By the law of the Twelve Tables, a man could
dispose of his property as he pleased, and he might
exhaust {erogare) the whole hereditas by legacies
and bequests of freedom to slaves, so as to leave
the heres nothing. The consequence was, that in

such cases the scripti heredes refused to take the
hereditas, and there was, of course, an intestacy.

The first legislative measure on this subject was
the lex Furia, called Testamentaria, which did not
allow a testator to give as a donatio mortis causa or

as a legacy more than a thousand asses to one per-

son, certain relatives excepted.* But this measure
was a failure, for it did not prevent a man from
giving as many several thousands to as many per-

sons as he pleased, and so exhausting his estate.

The lex Voconia (B.C. 169) afterward enacted that

no person should take by way of legacy or donatio
mortis causa more than the heredes (severally, as it

seems) ; but this lex was ineffectual ; for, by dis-

tributing the hereditas among numerous legatees,

the heres might have so small a portion as not to

make it worth his while to assume the burdens at-

tached to the hereditas.' The lex Falcidia (B.C.

40) at last took away all means of evasion by de-

claring that a testator should not give more than
three fourths in legacies, and thus a fourth was se-

cured to the heres ; and " this law," says Gains,
" is now in force." The senatus cons.''Uum Pegasi-

anum extended the same rule of law to fideicom-

missa {vid. Fideicommissa) ; and the Emperor An-
toninus Pius applied it to the case of fideicommissa

when there was an intestacy.* The lex Falcidia

applied to the wills of persons who died in captivity

{apud hostes), for a previous lex Cornelia had given
to the wills of such persons the same force as if

they had died cives {in civitate*).

Legata were inutilia or void if they were giTen

before a heres was instituted by the will, for the

will derived all its legal efl5cacy from such institu

tion ; there was the same rule as to a gift of free-

dom. It was an inutile legatum, if in form the

gift was given after the death of the heres, but it

might be given on the event of his death ; it was

1. (Gaius, iii., 225.—Ulp., Fng., i., a. 2; xxviii., i. 7.)—

1

rOaiui, ii., 26.—Cic. in Verr., lib. i., «.43.)—3. (Diy U, tit. %
u. 18.) -4. (Dig. 35, tit. 2, s. I.)
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laA ir.utile if given in form on the day before the

deatli of the testator, for which rule of law, says

Gaius, there seenis to be no good reason {prctioaa

•alio). A legatum could not be left in the way of

A penalty (pccna nomine), that is, for the purpose

of compelling the heres to do, or restraining him
from doing, any particular act. A legacy could not

be left to an uncertain person (incerta persona).

The notion of an uncertain person was not of a
person who could never bo ascertained ; for in sev-

eral of the instances mentioned by Gaius, the person

or persons would be easily ascertained (for instance,
" qui post testamentum consules designati erunt") ;

but the i.otion of the uncertainty was referred to

the mind of the testator at the time of making his

testament. Accordingly, the persona was not con-

sidered incerta where he was one of a certain class,

such as cognati, though the individual of the class

might be uncertain tUl the event happened which
was to determine who out of the class was intended

by the testator. Such a form of bequest was called

a certa demonstratio incertae personse.* A legacy

could not be left to a postumus alienus, nor could

such a person be a heres institutus, for he was an
incerta persona. It has been explained elsewhere

who is a postumus (vid. Heres, p. 500) : a postu-

mus alienus is one who, when born, cannot be

among the sui heredes of the testator.

It was a question whether a legacy could be le-

gally {recte) left to a person who was in the power
of another person who was made heres by the same
will. The Proculiani denied that such a legacy

could be left either pure or sub condicione. But if

a person who was in the power of another was
made heres, a legacy might be left (ai eo legari) to

the person in whose power he was ; for if such lat-

ter pel son became heres thereby {per eum), the leg-

acy was extinguished, because a man cannot owe
a thing to hinaself ; but if the son was emancipated,

or the slave was manumitted or transferred to an-

other, and so the son became heres, or so the slave

made another person heres, the legacy was due to

the father or former master. Not only res singulae

could be given as a legacy, but also a part of a uni-

versitas of things (universarum rerum) could be so

given ; thus the heres might be directed to share a

half or any other part of the hereditas with another,

which was called partitio.* By the jus civile there

might be a legacy of a ususfructus of those things

which were capable of being used and enjoyed with-

out detriment to the things. By a senatus consul-

turn there might be a legacy of the aittsus of those

things which were consumed in the use, as wine,

oil, wheat, but the legatarius had to give security

for the restoration of them when his right to the

enjoyment ceased. This technical meaning of abu-

sus, that is, the use of things which are consumed
in the use, is contrasted with ususfructus by Cicero.'

A legacy might be transferred to another person,

or taken away {adimi) by another will or codicilli

confirmed by a will ; it might also be taken away by
erasure of the gift from the will. Such a revocation

of legacies {ademplio legatorum) seems to have been '

only effected in the way mentioned. The expres-

sion ademption of legacies in English law has a
different meaning, and in the case of a specific thing

corresponds to the Roman extinction of legacies,

which took place if the testator disposed of the

thing in his lifetime.

If a legatee died after the day on which the lega-

tum had become his {post diem legati ccdentem), it

passed to his heres ; or, to use a phrase of English

law, the legacy was vested. The phrase " dies U-

1. (Gaiuf, ii., 238.)—9. (Cic, Leff., ii., 80 ; Pro Ccecin., 4.—
Ulp., Pmsr., tit. 24, f. 25.)—3. (Top., 3.—Ueber dai alter det

qWMi-Dt icri ictii» von Pacbta, Rlteinische* M«« , 1829.)

gali cedit" accordingly means " the time .\s come ai

which the legacy belongs to the legatee," though
the time may not have come when he is entitled to

receive it; and "dies venit" denotes the arrival of

the day on which it can be demanded.* If the leg-

acy was left conditionally, there was no vesting till

the condition was fulfilled. By the old law, legacica

which were left unconditionally, or fiom a time
named {in diem cerium), were vested from the time
of the testator's death ; but by the lex Papia they

vested from the time of opening the will. The leg-

acy might vest immediately on the death of the
testator, and yet the testator might defer the tin>«

of payment.' A legacy might also be left on a con-
dition of time only, as a legacy to Titius when or i/

he should attain the age of fourteen years, in which
case the words when, and if were considered equiv

alent, a decision which has been adopted in English
law, in cases in which there is nothing in the will

which gives the words " when" or "if" a different

signification.'

LEGA'TUS. Legati may be divided into three

classes : 1. Legati or ambassadors sent to Rome by
foreign nations ; 2. Legati or ambassadors sent

from Rome to foreign nations and into the provin-

ces ; 3. Legati who accompanied the Roman gen-

erals into the field, or the proconsuls and praetors

into the provinces.

1. Foreign legati at Rome, from whatever coun-
try they came, had to go to the Temple of Saturn
and deposite their names with the quasstors, which
Plutarch* explains as a remnant of an ancient cus-

tom ; for formerly, says he, the quaestors sent pres-

ents to all legati, which were called lautia ; and if

any ambassador was taken ill at Rome, he was in

the care of the quaestors, who, if he died, had also

to pay the expenses of his burial from the public

treasury. When, afterward, the number of foreign

ambassadors increased, in proportion as the Repub
lie became extended, the former hospitable custom
was reduced to the mere formality of depositing the
name with the keepers of the public treasury. Pre-
vious to their admission into the city, foreign am-
bassadors seem to have been obliged to give notice
from what nation they came and for what purpose

;

for several instances are mentioned in which am-
bassadors were prohibited from entering the city,

especially in case of a war between Rome and the
state from which they came.* In such cases the
ambassadors were either not heard at all, and
obliged to quit Italy,* or an audience was given to

them by the senate {seimtus legatis datur) outside

the city, in the Temple of Bellona.^ This was rvi-

dently a sign of mistrust, but the ambassadors were
nevertheless treated as public guests, and some
public viUa outside the city was sometimes assigned
for their reception. In other cases, however, as
soon as the report of the landing of foreign ambas-
sadors on the coast of Italy was brought to Rome,
especially if they were persons of great distinction,

as the son of Masinissa,* or if they came from an
ally of the Roman people, some one of the inferior

magistrates, or a legatus of a consul, was despatched
by the senate to receive and conduct them to the
city at the expense of the Republic. \\Tien they
were introduced into the senate by the praetor or

consul, they first explained what they had to com
municate, and then the prsctor invited the senatort
to put their questions to the ambassadors.* The
manner in which this questioning ^ras frequently

1. (Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 213.)—2. (Diff. 86, tit. 3, •. «1.)—

»

(Diff. 36, tit. 2, t. 5, 22.—Hanson t>. Graham, 6 Ven.. p. 241.-
Compare Gaius, 191-245.—Ulp., Frag., tit. xxiv.—Dig:. 30, Ar,
—Paulut, S. R., iii., tit. 6.)—4. (Quest. Rom., p. 275, B.)—

4

(Lit., XXX., 81.-Id., ilii., 36— Id., xlv., 22.)—6. (Lit., iliu
36.)— 7. (Lit., 1. a—Id., xii.,21.) — 8. (LiT.. xIt., 13 ) —

8

(LiT.. xzx.. 88.)
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»med on, especially when the envoys came from
a state with which the Romans were at war, re-

sembled more the cross-questioning of a witness in

a court ofjustice, than an inquiry made with a view
10 gain a clear understanding of what was proposed.'

The whole transaction was carried on by interpret-

ers, and in the Latin language {Vid. Interpres.)
Valerius Maximus' states that the Greek rhetorician

Molo, a teacher of Cicero, was the first foreigner

who ever addressed the Roman senate in his own
tongue. After the ambassadors had thus been ex-

amined, they were requested to leave the assembly
of the senate, who now began to discuss the sub-

ject brought before them. The result was commu-
nicated to the ambassadors by the praetor.* In

some cases, ambassadors not only received rich

presents on their departure, but were, at the com-
mand of the senate, conducted by a magistrate, and
at the public expense, to the frontier of Italy, and
even farther.* By the lex Gabinia it was decreed,

that from the first of February to the first of March,
the senate should every day give audience to foreign

ambassadors.* There was at Rome, as Varro* ex-

presses it, a place on the right-hand side of the

oenate-house called Graecostasis, in which foreign

ambassadors waited.

All ambassadors, whencesoever they came, were
considered by the Romans throughout the whole
period of their existence as sacred and inviolable.'

2. Legati to foreign nations in the name of the

Roman Republic were always sent by the senate ;•

and to be appointed to such a mission was consid-

ered a great honour, which was conferred only on
men of high rank or eminence ; for a Roman am-
bassador, according to Dionysius, had the powers
{k^ovaia Kal dvva/iig) of a magistrate and the vener-

able character ofa prieat If a Roman, during the

performance of his mission as ambassador, died or

was killed, his memory was honoured by the Re-
public with a public sepulchre and a statue in the

Rostra.' The expenses during the journey of an
ambassador were, of course, paid by the Republic

;

ar«d when he travelled through a province, the

provincials had to supply him with everything he
wanted.

3. The third class of legati, to whom the name
of ambassadors cannot be applied, were persons

who accompanied the Roman generals on their ex-

peditions, and in later times the governors of prov-

inces also. Legati, as serving under the consuls in

the Roman armies, are mentioned along with the

tribunes at a very early period.*" These legati were
nominated {JLegabanlur) by the consul or the dictator

under whom they served,' ' but the sanction of the

senate {senatus consultum) was an essential point,

without which no one could be legally considered a
legatus;" and from Livy** it appears that the nomi-
nation by the magistrates (consul, praetor, or dicta-

lor) did not take place until they had been authorized

by a decree of the senate. The persons appointed

to this ofiice were usually men of great military

talents, and it was their duty to advise and assist

iheir superior in all his undertakings, and to act in

his stead both in civil and military afllairs.'* The
legati were thus always men in whom the consul
placed great confidence, and were frequently his

friends or relatives ; but they had no power inde-

1. (Lir., 1. c, with tho note of Oronovius.)—2. (ii., 2, ^ 3.)—
S. (Liv., viii., 1.)—4. (Lit., xIt., 14.)—5. (Cic. ad Quint. Fr.,

li., 11, 19.—Id., ad Fam., i., 4.)—«. (De Ling. Lat., v., 155,

Mailer.)—7. (Cic. in Verr., i., 3S.—Bionys. Hal., Ant. Rom.,
B., p. 706.—Tacit., Ann., i., 42.—Liv., rxi., 10.—Dig. 50, tit. 7,

•. 17.)—8. (Cic. in Vatin., 15.)—9. (Liv., iv., 17.—Cic, Philip.,

ix., 1.)— 10. (Liv., ii., 59.—Id., iv., 17.)— 11. (Sallust, Jug., 28.

—Cic. ad Att., xv., 11.—Id., ad Fam., vi., 6.—Id., Pro Leg. Ma-
mI., 19.)— 12. (Cic. in Vatin., 1. c—Id., Pro Seit., 14.)— 13.

(riii;.. 1.—Compare xliv., 18.)—14. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., t.,

«7. Muller.)
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pendent of the command of their general.^ Theft
number varied according to the greatness or impor-
tance of the war, or the extent of the province

;

three is the smallest number we know of, but Pom-
pey, when in Asia, had fifteen legati. Whenever
the consuls were absent from the army, or when a
proconsul left his province, the legati, or one of them,
took his place, and then had the insignia as well aa
the power of his superior. He was in this case
called legatus pro prastore,* and hence we sometimes
read that a man governed a province as legatus

without any mention being made of the proconsul

whose vicegerent he was.* During the latter pe-

riod of the Republic, it sometimes happened that a
consul carried on a war, or a proconsul governed
his province through his legati, while he himself
remained at Jlome, or conducted some other more
urgent afllairs.

When the provinces were divided at the time of
the Empire {tid. Provincia), those of the Roman
people were governed by men who had either been
consuls or praetors, and the former were always ac-

companied by three legati, the latter by one.* The
provinces of the emperor, who was himself the pro-

consul, were governed by persons whom the em-
peror himself appointed, and who had been consuls

or praetors, or were at least senators. These vice-

gerents of the emperor were called legati augvtsi

pro prcBtore, legati pro-torii, legati consulares, or sim-

ply legati, and they, like the governors of the pro-

vinciae populi Romani, had one or three legati as

their assistants.*

During the latter period of the Republic, it had
become customary for senators to obtain from the

senate the permission to travel through or stay in

any province at the expense of the provincial!,

merely for the purpose of managing and conducting

their own personal affairs. There was no restraint

as to the length of time the senators were allowed

to avail themselves of th;s privilege, which was a

heavy burden upon the pnjvincials. This mode of
sojourning in a province was called legatio libera,

because those who availed themselves of it enjoyed

all the privileges of a public legatus or ambassador,

without having any of his duties to perform. At
the time of Cicero, the privilege of legatio libera

was abused to a very great extent. Cicero, there-

fore, in his consulship, endeavoured to put an end

to it, but, owing to the opposition of a tribune, he
only succeeded in limiting the time of its duration

to one year.' Julius Caesar afterward extended the

time during which a senator might avail himself of

legatio libera to five years,' and this law of Caesar

(lex Julia) seems to have remained in force down
to a very late period.*

LEGES. (Fid. Lex.)

LEGIO. (Vid. Army, Roman.)
LEGIS ACTIO. (Vid. Actio, p. 16.)

LEGIS AQUI'LI^ ACTIO. {Vid. Damni Inju-

ria Actio.)

LEGI'TIMA ACTIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 16.)

LEGITIMA HERE'DITAS. {Vid. Heres, Ro
MAN, p. 497, 499.)

LEGU'MEN, a general name among the Romans
for Pulse, of which beans were esteemed the prin-

cipal sort. The term is derived from lego, "to
gather," because pulse are gathered by hand, and

not reaped.'

1. (Cffis., De Bell. Civ., ii., 17.—Id. ib., iii., 51.—Appian,
Bell. Civ., i., 38.)—2. (Liv., ixix., 9.—Lydus, De Mag., iii., 3.

—Ctes., De BcU. Gall., i., 21.)—3. (SaUust, Cat., 42.)—4. (Dion

Cass., liii., 13.—Dig. 1, tit. 16.)—5. (Strabo, iii., p. 352.—Com
pare Dig. 1, tit. 18, s. 7.—Tacit., Ann., xii., 59.—Id., Agrir., o.

7.—Spanheim, De Usu et Prcstant. Numism., ii., p. 595.)—

6

(Cic, De Leg., iii., 8.—Id., De Leg. Agr., i., 3.— Id., Pro Flacc.

34.—Id., Philip., i., 2.)—7. (Cic. ad Att., iv., 11.)—8. (Suet,

Tib., 31.—Dig. 50, tit. 7. i. 14.)—9. (Martyn ad Virg., Otcfg
i., 74.)



LEITOURGIA LEMNIA TERRA.

•LEIMO'NIUM (Xeifxaviov), a plant, which Mat-
hiolus and most of the aarly commentators make
to have been the Slatice Litnonium, or Sea Laven-
der. Sprengel, however, follows Gesner in refer-

ring it to the Polygonum Butorta, or Snakeweed.'
*LEIOB'ATOS (XciotfoTOf), a species of Rata or

Skate. Artedi calls it Rata varia ; Coray, Rate
mirtUet.*

AEinOMAPTYPIOT AIKH {Xeino/xapTvpiov ii-

«^). ( V'«<i. Marturia.)
AEinONATTJOT rPA*H (Xeinovavriov ypa*//).

The indictment for desertion from the fleet was
preferred before the tribunal of the strategi ; and
the court which, under their superintendence, sat

for the trial of this and similar military offences,

was composed of citizens who had been engaged in

the expedition in question.* The penalty upon con-
viction seems to have been a fine, and the complete
disfranchisement of the ofTender and his descend-
ants.*

AEIIIOSTPATIOT rPA*H {XeiKoarpanov ypa-

^t'l). The circumstances of the trial for desertion
from the army, and the penalties inflicted upon con-
viction, were the same as in the case of desertion
from the fleet {vid. AEinONATTIOT rPA*H), and
the offence was also punishable by an eisangelia,

which, Heraldus suggests, would be frequently
adopted when the accuser was solicitous to impose
silence upon a political opponent by procuring his

disfranchisement, as this was a necessary conse-
quence ofjudgment being given against the defend-
ant, and prevented his speaking or appearing in

public. The eisangelia in such case would be pre-

ferred before the assembly of the people, by which,
if rftasonable cause appeared, it would be submitted
to the decision of one of the ordinary legal tribunals?

AEinOTAHIOr rPA*H (ImroTa^iov ypaip^).

{Vid. ASTRATEIAS GrAPIIE.)

LEITOUR'GIA {"keirovpyia, from 2^ltov, Ion.

XfjiTov, i. e., 67]fi6(iiov, or, according tb others, npv-

raveiov) is the name of certain personal services

which, at Athens and in some other Greek repub-

lics, every citizen who possessed a certain amount
of property had to perform towards the state. These
personal services, which in all cases were connect-

ed with considerable expenses, occur in the history

of Attica as early as the time of the Peisistratids,*

and were probably, if not introduced, at least sanc-
tioned by the legislation of Solon. They were at

first a natural consequence of the greater political

privileges enjoyed by the wealthy, who, in return,

had also to perform heavier duties towards the Re-
public ; but when the Athenian democracy was at

its height, the original character of these liturgies

became changed ; for, as every citizen now enjoyed
the same rights and privileges as the wealthiest,

they were simply a tax upon property connected
with personal labour and exertion (roif ;t;p7/«aiTt koi

rCt ou/iart ?.eiTovpyeiv). Notwithstanding this al-

tered character of the liturgies, we scarcely ever
find that complaints were made by persons subject

to them ; many wealthy Athenians, on the contra-

ry, ruined their estates by their ambitious exertions,

and by the desire to gain the favour of the people.'

To do no more than the law required {u(^oaiovadai*)

was at Athens considered as a disgrace, and in

aome cases a wealthy Athenian, even when it was
not his turn, would volunteer to perform a liturgy.*

1. (Dio6COT., iv., 16.—Adams, Append., a. t.)—2. (Adama,
Append., I. T.)—3. (Meier, Att. Procets, 108, 133.)—4. (Petit,

L(w. Att., 401, 667 )
,''. (Herald., Animadv. in Salmaa., p. 343.)

—*. (Anitot., (Econom., ii., 5.)—7. (Xcn., De Rep. Alh., i., IS.

—DemiMith., c. Euerg., p. 1155.—Compare Lyi., Probon. Alcib.,

r.

646 and 657.— Isocrat., De Big., 15.—Aristot., Polit., ., 7, p.
73, ed. Gdttling.)—8. (Iiicna. De Apollod., c. 38.)—9. (De-
moath., c. Meid., p. 519, 566, &"—Compare BOckh PabL Econ.
*f Athens, ii., p 202.)
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\\l liturgies may be divided into two cIabsm : \,

( fdinary or encyciic liturgies (iyKVK}.iot XeiTovpyiat^),

and, 3, extraordinary liturgies. The former were
called encyclic, because they recurred every year at

certain festive seasons, and comprised the xop^y^
yvfivaaiapxia, ?.afinadapxia, apxideupla, and iariaatt,

which are all described in separate articles. ( Vid.

Choraous, Gymnasium, p. 483 ; Lampadephobia,
Theoria, Hestiasis.) Every Athenian who pos-

sessed three talents and above was subject to

them,* and they were undertaken in turns by the

members of ever/ tribe who possessed the property

qualification just mentioned, unless some one vol-

unteered to undertake a liturgy for another person.

But the law did not allow any one to be compellei^

to undertake more than one liturgy at a time,* and
he who had in one year performed a liturgy, was
fr«c for the next (tviavTov iiaXinuv iKaaroc Xeirovp

yrl*), so that legally a person had to perform a litur-

gr on'y every other year. Those whose turn it

was to undertake any of the ordinary liturgies, were
always appointed by their own tribe,* or, in other
words, by the kmfteXTiral tuv <^7mv,* and the tribe

shared praise as well as blame with its Xeirovpydc.

The persons who were exempt from all kinds of

liturgies were the nine archons, heiresses, and or-

phans, until after the commencement of the second
year of their coming of age.' Sometimes the ex-
emption from liturgies (ureAf/a) was granted to

persons for especial merits towards the Republic*
The only kind of extraordinary liturgy to which

the name is properly applied is the trierarchy {rpt-

Tjpapxia) ; in earlier times, however, the service in

the armies was in reality no more than an extraor-

dinary liturgy. {Vid. EispHORA and Trierarchia.)
In later times, during and after the Peloponnesian
war, when the expenses of a liturgy were found too

heavy for one person, we find that in many instan-

ces two persons combined to defray the expenses
of a liturgy {avvrtXcia). Such was the case with
the choragia and the trierarchy.*

Liturgies in regard to the persons by whom they
were performed were also divided into "keLTovpyiat

iroXiTiKai, such as were incumbent upon citizens,

and XeiTovpyiai tuv ficToUuv.^* The only liturgies

which are mentioned as having been performed by
the fieroiKoi, are the choregia at the festival of the
Ijcnsea," and the iaTiam^,^* to which may be added
the hydriaphoria and skiadephoria. {Vid. Hydri-
APHORIA.)

That liturgies were not peculiar to Athens has
been shown by Bockh,** for choregia and other litur-

gies are mentioned at Siphnos;'* choregia in^'Ej. na
even before the Persian wars ;'• in Mytilene during
the Peloponnesian war ;" at Thebes in the time of
Epaminondas ;" at Orchomenos, in Rhodes, and in

several towns of Asia Minor."
•LEMNIA TERRA {Ariftvla yij), Lemnian earth

"There were among the ancients," observes Sii

John Hill,'* '-two Earths of Lemnos, well known
and in common use, though applied to different pur-

poses : these distinctions have been since lost, and
that loss has caused us a great deal of confusion.

These two we distinguish by the names of Terra

1. (Demosth., c. Lept., p. 463.)—2. (Demosth., c. Aphob., p.
833.—ls«us. Do Pyrrh. hiered., o. 60.)— 3. (Demosth., c. Lept.,

p. 4fi2.—Id., c. Polvclct., p. 1209.)— 4. (Demosth., c. Lept., p
459.) — 5. (Demosth., c. Meid., p. 510, 519.) — 6. (Tittmann,
Gnech. Stoatsv., p. 396, &c.—BSckh, Publ. Econ., A-c, i., p.
211.)—7. (Lyr-aa, c. Diogeit., p. 908.—Demosth., De Symmor.,
p. 1S2.) — 8. Demosth., c. Lept., p. 466, &c.) — 9. (Hermann,
Poht. Ant., 161, n. 12 and 13.) — 10. (Demonth., c. Lei«t., p.

462.)— II. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Plot., 954.)— 12. (Ulpian ad De-
moath., Lept., *, 15.)— 13. (Publ. Econ., &r., ii., p. 4. *i-.)—14
(laocrat., JEgx ct., c. 17.)— 15. (Herod., v., 83 ) — 16. (Antiph,

De C«>d. Herod., p. 744.)— 17. (Plut., Aristid., I.)— 18. (Co»
pare Wolf, Prolecfom. in Demosth., Lept., p. Ixjorri., Ae.-~
Wachamtith, II., i., p. 130, &c.)—19. (ad Theophraat., D« L»
|wl.,a93) •
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Lemnia and Bubriea Lemma, or y^ Atjfivla and fiiX-

rof A.vfivia, the Lemnian Earth and Lemnian Red-
dle. The latter of these was used by painters as it

was taken out of the pit : the former was made into

cakes, and sealed with great ceremony, and was in

very high esteem in medicine. The great occasion
of the errors about the Lemnian earths is the mis-
take of Pliny in confounding them together, as he
evidently has done, not distinguishing the medicinal
sealed earth of that island from the reddle used by
painters. The sealed earth was esteemed sacred,

and the priests alone were allowed to meddle with
it. They mixed it with goat's blood, and made the

impression of a seal upon it. The Rubrica Lemnia,
on the other hand, was a kind of reddle of firm con-
sistence and deep red colour, dug in the same isl-

and, and never made into any form or sealed, but
purchased in the rough glebes by artificers of many
kinds, who used it in colouring." The Lemnian
earth was a fat, unctuous clay, of a pale red colour.

It is sometimes called Lemnium sigillum. A com-
mon Greek name for it is a(ppayi(;, in allusion to its

having been sealed, whence the sphragide of Jame-
son. The stamp before the time of Dioscorides
was the figure of a goat ; afterward, in Galen's
time, with the image of Diana. Of late years it

has been stamped with the seal of the Turkish Em-
pire. It acts as an astringent, but was much more
frequently used in former days as a medicine than
at the present day.'

*LEMNA (Xiftva), a plant, which Stackhouse
conjectures was the Lemna trisulca, but Sprengel
the Marailea quadrifolia.*

LEMNISCUS {XTifivloKoc). This word is said to

have originally been used only by the Syracusans.'
It signified a kind of coloured riband, which hung
down from crowns or diadems at the back part of
the head.* The earliest crowns are said to have
consisted of wool, so that we have to conceive the
lemniscus as a riband wound around the wool in

such a manner that the two ends of the riband,
where they met, were allowed to hang down. See
the representations of the corona obsidionalis and
civica in p. 310, where the lemnisci not only appear
as a means to keep the little branches of the crowns
together, but also serve as an ornament. From the
remark of Servius,* it appears that coronae adorned
with lemnisci were a greater distinction than those
without them. This serves to explain an expres-
sion of Cicero* {palma lemniscala), where palma
means a victory, and the epithet lemniscata indi-

cates the contrary of infamis, and, at the same time,

implies an honourable as well as a lucrative victory.'

It seems that lemnisci were also worn alone, and
without being connected with crowns, especially by
ladies, as an ornament for the head.* To show
honour and admiration for a person, flowers, gar-
lands, and lemnisci were sometimes showered upon
him while he walked in public*

Lemnisci seem originally to have been made of
wool, and afterward of the finest kinds of bast {jihi-

lyra}") ; but, during the latter period of the Repub-
lic, the wealthy Crassus not only made the foliage

or leaves of crowns of thin sheets of gold and sil-

ver, but the lemnisci likewise ; and P. Claudius
Pulcher embellished the metal-lemnisci with works
of art in relief and with inscriptions."

The word lemniscus is used by medical writers
in the signification of a kind of liniment applied to

wounds.'*

1. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Theophrast., II. P., iv., 10.—
Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Ilesych., g. v.)—4. (Festas, i. v.)

—

5. (ad JEn., v., 269.)— 6. (Pro Rose. Am., c. 35.)—7. (Compare
Auson., Epi»t., XX., 5.)—8. (Plin., II. N., xxi., 3.)—9. (Ca»au-
bon ad Suet.. Nor., 25.—Liv., xxxiii., 19.) — 10. (Plin., H. N.,
XT., 14.)—11. (PUn., H. N., xxi., 3.)—12. (Celgus, vii , 98.—
Velvet., De Re Veter., i/., 14 and 48.— Id. ib., iii.. 18.)
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LEMURA'LIA or LEMU'RIA, a festival foi tha
souls of the departed, which was celebrated at Rome
eveiy year in the month of May. It was said to
have been instituted by Romulus to appease the
spirit of Remus, whom he had slain,' and to have
been called originally Remuria. It was celebrated
at night and in silence, and during three alternate
days, that is, on the ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth
of May. During this season the temples of the gods
were closed, and it was thought unlucky for women
to marry at this time, and during the whole month
of May, and those who ventured to marry were be
lieved to die soon after, whence the proverb, mtnst
Maio mala nubent. Those who celebrated the Lem-
uralia walked barefooted, washed their hands three
times, and threw nine times black beans behind
their backs, believing by this ceremony to secure
themselves against the Lemures.' As regards tlw
solemnities on each of the three days, we oiil>

know that on the second there were games i.i the
circus in honour of Mars,* and that on the third day
the images of the thirty Argei, made of rushes, wer*
thrown from the Pons Sublicius into the Tiber by
the vestal virgins.* (Com|3are Argei.) On the
same day there was a festival of the merchants
{festum mercatorum*), probably because on this day
the Temple of Mercury had l)een dedicated in the
year 495 B.C.* On this occasion, the merchants
offered up incense, and, by means of a laurel-branch,

sprinkled themselves and their goods with water
from the well of Mercury at the Porta Capena, ho-

ping thereby to make their business prosper.

LEN^A. (Vid. Djonysia, p. 364.)

LENOS. (Fii. ToRcuLAB.)
*LEO (Aewv), the Lion, or Felit leo, L. " Cuvfer

has, with much learning and research, accumulated
instances of lions in parts where they are no longer
indigenous, and of their former great abundance in

countries where they are now but partially known.
' It is true,' says he, ' that the species has disap-

peared from a great number of places where it was
formerly found, and that it has diminished in an ex-
traordinary degree everywhere.' Herodotus relates

that the camels which carried the baggage of the

army of Xerxes were attacked by lions in the

country of the Paeonians and Crestonaeans, in Ma-
cedonia ; and also, that there were many lions in

the mountains between the river Nestus in Thrace,
and the Achelous, which separates Acarnania from
JEtolia. Aristotle repeats the same as a fact in hia

time. Pausanias, who also relates the accident

which befell the camels of Xerxes, says farther,

that these lions often descended into the plains at

the foot of Olympus, between Macedonia and Thes-
saly. If we except some countries between India

and Persia, and some parts of Arabia, lions are now
very rare in Asia. Anciently they were common.
Besides those of Syria, often mentioned in Scrip-

ture, Armenia was pestered with them, according

to Oppian. Apollonius of Tyana saw, near Baby-
lon, a lioness with eight young ; and in his time

they were common between the Hyphasis and the

Ganges. --Elian mentions the Indian lions which
were trained for the chase, remarkable for theii

magnitude and the blackish tints of their fur. That
the species has become rare, in comparison with
former times, even where it is now most abundant,

may be sufficiently inferred from the accounts given

by Pliny. This writer informs us that Sylla caus-

ed one hundred lions to engage together for the

amusement of the people ; Pornpey exhibited six

hundred in the circus, and Caesar, when dictator.

1. (Ovid, Fast., r., 473, Ac.)-2. (Varro, ViU. pop Rom.
Fragm., p. 241, ed. Bipont.—Senius ad ^n., i., 276.)—3 (0»id,

Fast., v., 597.)—4. (Ovid, Fast., v., 621.—Festus, s. v. Doixwt*
ni.)—5. (Ovid, Fast., v., 670, &c.)—«. (Liv , ii., SI

)
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knr hundred. The same ahundanco continued,

also, under the first emperors. Adrian often de-

stroyed one hundred in the circus ; Antoninus, on
one occasion, one hundred ; and Marcus Aurelius

the like number on another. The latter exhibition

Eutropius considers as particularly magnificent,

whence Cuvier infers that the number of the spe-

cies was then diminishing, though Gordian the Third
had seventy which were trained ; and Probus, who
possessed a most extensive menagerie, had one
hundred cf either sex.'"

*II. A sea-animal of the class Crustacea, descri-

bed by Athenaeus and Pliny. It is a species of Lo-
euMta or Crab. Aldrovandus holds that the Ae'wv of
.^lian is the same as the Elc-phantua of Pliny, i. e.,

the Craw-fish. The name is also applied by ^lian
and Oppian to a cetaceous fish. (Vid. III.)'

III. A cetaceous fish briefly noticed by Oppian
and others.*

LEONIDEI'A (Aeuvidita) were solemnities cel-

ebrated every year at Sparta in honour of I.,eonidas,

who, with his 300 Spartans, had fallen at Thermop-
ylae. Opposite the theatre at Sparta there were two
sepulchral monuments, one of Pausanias and an-
other of Leonidas, and here a funeral oration was
spoken every year, and a contest was held, in which
none but Spartans were allowed to take part.*

LEONTOPET'ALON {lEovTo^reTayMv), a plant

which Dodonaeus and Adams refer to the Leontice

Leonlopetalum, although Sprengel is not quite satis-

fied upon this point.*

•LEONTOPOD'ION (AcovroTTodtov), a plant which
Matthiolus (whom Sprengel follows) holds to be the
species of Cudweed called GTiaphalium Lcontopo-
dium*
LEOPARDUS (XeowapSoc, Xeonup6aXo(), the

Leopard, or Felis Leopardus. Galen distinguishes

the AfcJjrapJof from the TrapdaXig, applying the latter

term most probably, as Adams think^, to the Ounce.
He is the only Greek writer who uses the word
Xeonapdoc. For farther remarks on this subject,

consult article Pardalis.''

*LEPAS {Xeird<:), " the name of a shellfish noti-

ced by Aristotle, Xenocrates, Athenaeus, and others.

It is translated Patella by Gaza, and Gesner says it

is the Limpet of the English, which belongs to the

genus Patella, L. Pennant and Schneider agree in

referring the Juirac uypia of Aristotle to the Haliotis

tuberculata, L., called in English the Ear-shell."*

LEPID'IUM Ckenldiov), the Lcpidium lati/olium,

or broad-leaved Pepperwort.'
LEPIS (Xerric). " Celsus," observes Adams,

" writes thus : ' Squamam arts quam Graeci Xenida

XuXkov vacant.' This, according to Dr. Milligan,

was the peroxyde of copper. The Xenci aiS^pov

of Dioscorides and Paul of iEgina was a black ox-
yde of iron. According to Dr. Milward, the arofiu-

fia was the Chalybs, or ferrum purgatiua of the Lat-
ins, i. e., hardened or purified iron or steel. Tral-

\an is the first medical author who mentions it.""

LEPTA. {Vid. Mb, p. 30.)

LE'RIA. (Kii. L111BU8, ToNicA.)
LERNiEA {Xepvala) were mysteries {TElerfi)

celebrated at I/erna, in Argolis, in honour of Deme-
ter." They were said to have been instituted by
Philammon.** In ancient times, the Argives car-

ried the fire from the Temple of Artemis Pyronia,
on Mount Crathis, to the Lemaea." These myster-

I. (Oriffith'i Cuvier, toI. ii., p. 439, &c.—Henxl., vii., 190.—
Ajiiitot., H. A., Ti., 88.)— 2. (Plin., H. N., ix., 31.—jBli»n,
N. A., XVI., 0.—Adams, Append., a. t.)—3. (Oppian, i., 307.)

—

4. (Paua., iii., 14, « 1.) — 3. (Dioscor. iii., 100.—Adama, Ap-
pend., a. .)—(5. (Dioecor., ir., 129.)—7 (Adams, Append., a. v.)

—%. (Anstot., H. A., iv.. 4.—Corny aa Xenocr., p. 1J8.—Ad-
ams, Append., a.T.)—9. (Dioacor., ii., 305.)— 10. (Celaas,ii., 19.

—Dioscondcs, v., 80.—Paul. JE^n., vii., 3.—Adatns, Append.,
a. T.)~ll. (Paus., ii., 36 7.)—12, (Pan*., ii , 37, « 8.)—IS.
(Paua., Tiii^ 13, M.>

ies were probably a remnant of the ancient religiea

or the Pelasgians, but farther particulars are not
known.
•LEUCACANTHA Q^evKUKavda), a plant belong-

ing to the Thistle tribe. Stackhouse supposes it to

be the Onopordium acanthium, or Cotton- thistle.

Sprengel prefers the Ciraium tuberorum, All. Bao-
hin calls it Spina alba.^

•LEUCAS {XtvKui), according to Bauhin, thfl

Lamium maeulatum, or spotted Dead-nettle. Spren-
gel adopts this opinion in his edition of Dioscorides,

although, in his history of Botany, he had set it

down for the L. album.*

LEUCE {XevKTi), the White Poplar, or Populu*
alba. It is the iixepuU of Homer.*
•LEUCOION (kevKoiov), a plant mentioned by

Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and others. "The Acw-
KOLov of Theophrastus may be confidently set down,"
says Adams, *' as the Stockgilly-flower, or Leucoi-

um vemum. Matthiolus shows satisfactorily that

the XevKoiov of Dioscorides is the Cheiranthus Chei-
ri, L., or wild Wall-flower; to which Sprengel adds,
that the Matthiolae incance, R. Br., is also compre-
hended under it. Wall-flower grows plentifully

near Athens, and in the southern part of the Morea,
according to Sibthorp. The XevKoiov iropt^vpcov of
Dioscorides is held by Sibthorp to be the Cheiran-
thus incanus, and the A. 'daXuaaiov the C. tricuspi'

dolus."*

LEX. Lex is thus defined by Papinian :* " Lex
est commune prtzceptum, virorum prudentium consult-

um, delictorum, qua sponte vet ignorantia contrahun-

tur, cocrcitio, communis reipublica sponsio.''' Cicero*
defines it thus :

" Qua scripto sancit quod vult, aul
jubendo, aut vctando." The fault of these defini-

tions consists in their referring to the object of a
lex, which is an accident, rather th^n to that which
constitutes the essential character of a lex. A law
is a rule or command of the sovereign power in a
state addressed to and enforced upon the members
of such state ; and this is the sense of lex in the
Roman writers

In the Institutes* there is a definition of a lex,

which approaches nearer to the truth, because it

has a more direct reference to that power which is

the source of law : " Lex est quod populus Romanua
senatorio magistratu intcrrogante, veluti consule, con-

ttituebat." The definition of Capito* is " General^
jussum populi aut plebis rogante magistratu ;" but
this definition, as Gellius observes, will not apply
to such cases as the lex about the imperium of
Pompey, or that about the return of Cicero, which
related only to individuals, and were therefore j'op-
erly called privilegia.

Of Roman leges, viewed with reference to the
mode of enactment, there were properly two kinds,

leges curiatae and leges centuriatae. Plebiscita are
improperly called leges, though they were laws, and
in the course of time had the same effect as leges.

Originally the leges curiatae were the only leges,

and they were passed by the populus in the comitia
curiata. After the establishment of the comitia
centuriata, the comitia curiata fell almost into dis-

use ; but so long as the Republic lasted, and even
under Augustus, a shadow of the old constitution
was preserved in the formal conferring of the impe-
rium by a lex curiata only, and in the ceremony
of adrogation being effected only in these comitia.

(Vid. Adoption.)
Those leges, properly so called, with which we

are acquainted, were passed in the comitia centu-

1. (Theophrast., H. P., vi., 4.—Dioscor., iii., 19.— Adaaa,
Append., s. V.)—2. (Dioacor., iii., 103.—Aduins, Append., a. .>—
3. (Theophmat., H. P., i., 10.—Dioscor., i., 109.)—4. (Di'weor.,

iii., 128.—Thcophraat., H. P., vii., 13.—Adama, Append., a. t.J

—•5. (Dig. 1, tit. 3, a. !.>—«. (L^., i., 0.)—7. (i., til. 9, a. 4.w.
8. (Cell., X., 20.)
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liata, and were proposed (rogabantur) by a niagis-

tratus of senatorial rank, after the senate had ap-

proved of them by a decretum. Such a lex was
also designated by the name populi scitum.^

A plebiscitum was a law made in the comitia

tributa on the rogation of a tribune :
" Plebiscitum

est quod plebs plebeio magistrcUu interrogante, veluti

tribuno, conatituebat."' "Accordingly," says Gai-

ns,* " formerly the patricii used to say that they

were not bound by plebiscita, because they were
made without their sanction (sine auctorilate eorum)

;

but afterward the lex Hortensia was carried (B.C.

288), which provided that plebiscita should bind the

whole populus (in the larger sense of the word), and
thus they were made of equal force with leges."*

Consistently with this statement, we find that

Cicero, in his enumeration of the sources of Roman
law,* does not mention plebiscita, which he un-

doubtedly comprehended under "leges." Various
plebiscita also are quoted as leges, such as the lex

Falcidia* and lex Aquilia.^ In the Table of Hera-
clea, the words " lege plebisvescito" appear to refer

to the same enactment ; and in the lex Rubria there

occurs the phrase " ex lege Rubria site td plebisve-

tcitum est;" both which expressions are probably
only a way of designating a plebiscitum.*

The word rogatio (from the verb rogo) properly

means any measure proposed to the legislative body,
and therefore is equally applicable to a proposed lex

and a proposed plebiscitum. Accordingly, there oc-

cur the expressions " populum rogare," to propose
a lex to the populus ; and " legem rogare," to pro-

pose a lex.* A rogatio, then, is properly a proposed
lex or a proposed plebiscitum. The form of a ro-

gatio, in the case of adrogatio, which was effected

at the comitia curiata,*" is preserved by Gellius :" it

begins with the words " Velitis, jubeatis," &c., and
ends with the words " ita vos Quirites rogo." The
corresponding expression of assent to the rogatio on
the part of the sovereign assembly was Uti rogas.

The term rogatio, therefore, included every proposed
lex, plebiscitum, and privilegium, for without a ro-

gatio there could be no command (jussum) of the

populus or plebs. But the words lex, plebiscitum,

and privilegium were ofl;en improperly used as equiv-

alents ; and rogationes, after they had become laws,

were still sometimes called rogationes." The term
rogationes is often applied to measures proposed by
the tribunes, and afterward made plebiscita : hence
some writers (improperly) view rogatio as simply
equivalent to plebiscitum. Besides the phrase "ro-

gare legem," there are the equivalent phrases " le-

gem ferre" and "rogationem promulgare," as ap-

plied to the proposer ; the phrase " rogationem ac-

cipere" applies to the enacting body. " Lex roga-

ta" is equivalent to " lex Lata."" The terms rela-

ting to legislation are thus explained by Ulpian :'
•* A lex is said either rogari or ferri ; it is said ab-

rogari when it is repealed ; it is said derogari when
a part is repealed ; it is said subrogari when some
addition is made to it ; and it is said obrogari when
some part of it is changed." It follows from these
terms being used in Roman law, independent of
direct evidence, which is not wanting, that a subse-
quent lex always repealed or altered a prior lex
which was inconsistent with it.

As to their form, we can judge of the Roman style

of legislation by the fragments which exist. The
Romans seem to have always adhered to the old ex-
pressions, and to have used few superfluous words.

1. (Festus, s. V Scitum Pop.)—2. (Inst., i., tit. 2, s. 4.)—3.

(i., 3.)—4. (Liv., viii.. 12.—Cell., xv., 27.)—5. (Top., 5.)—«.
(Gaius, ii., 227.)— 7. (Cic, Pro TuUio, 8, 11.) — 8. (Savigny,
Zeit»chrift, <kc., \x., 355.)— 9. (Festus, s. v. Rogatio.)— 10.

("per populi rogationem.")—11. (v., 19.) — 12. (Gell., xv., S7.^

—II. (Dig 35, tit. 2, s. 1 : "ad legem Falcidiam.") — 14. (ti*.

1 • S>

Great care was taken with such clauses as wert
proposed to alter a former lex, and great care was
also used to avoid all interference with a foniier lex,

when no change in it was intended. The legea
were often divided into chapters, each of which con-
cluded with the sanction or punishment which waa
intended to secure the observance of the lex. The
title of the lex was generally derived from the g(!n-

tile name of the me^gistratus who proposed it, as the
lex Hortensia from the dictator Hortensius. Some-
times the lex took its name from the two consuls
or other magistrates, as the Acilia Calpurnia, ^lia
or M\\?L Sentia, Papia or Papia Poppaea, and others.

It seems to have been the fashion to omit the word
et between the two names, though instances occur
in which it was used. (Vid. Julia Lex et Titia.)

A lex was also often designated with reference to
its object, as the lex Cincia de Donis et Muneribus,
lex Furia Testamentaria, lex Julia Municipalis, and
many others. Leges which related to a common
object were often designated by a collective name,
as leges Agrariae, Judiciariae, and others. Some-
times a chapter of a lex was referred to under the
title of the lex, with the addition of a reference to
the contents of the chapter, as lex Julia de Fundo
Dotali, which was a chapter of the lex Julia de Adul-
teriis. A lex sometimes took its name from the
chief contents or its first chapter, as lex Julia de
Maritandis Ordinibus. Sometimes a lex comprised
very various provisions, relating to matters essen-

tially different, and in that case it was called lex
Satura. {Vid. Lex Cecilia Didia, Lex Julia Mu-
nicipalis.)

The number of leges was greatly increased in the
later part of the republican period,* and J. Caesar it

said to have contemplated a revision of the whole
body. Under him and Augustus numerous enact-
ments were passed, which are known under the
general name of Juliae leges. ( Vid. Juli^e Leqes.)
It is often stated that no leges, properly so called,

or plebiscita, were passed after the time of Augus-
tus ; but this is a mistake. Though the voting

might be a mere form, still the form was kept ; and
if this were not so, the passage of Gains,* in which
he speaks of leges and plebiscita as forms of legis-

lation still in use, would be hardly correct. Besides,

various leges are mentioned as having been passed
under the Empire, such as the lex Junia under Ti-

berius, the lex Visellia, the lex Mamilia under Ca-
ligula, and a lex Claudia on the tutela of women.*
It does not appear when the ancieiit forms of legis-

lation were laid aside, but they certainly long sur-

vived the popular elections to which alone the pas
sage of Tacitus* refers.

In the Digest a senatus consultum is sometimes
referred to as a lex,' in which there was no great

impropriety if we have regard to the time, for sena-

tus consulta were then laws. Still a senatus con-

sultum, properly so called, must not be confounded
with a lex properly so called ; and there is no rea-

son for supposing that the lex Claudia of Gaius was
a senatus consultum, for when he speaks of a senatus

consultum of the time of Claudius, he calls it such.*

It remains farther to explain the words rogatio

and privilegium.

Rogatio is defined by Festus to be a command of

the populus relating to one or more persons, but not

to ail persons ; or relating to one or more things, but

not to all. That which the populus has command-
ed (scivit) with respect to all persons or things is a

lex ; and JClius Gallus says rogatio is a genus le-

gis ; that which is lex is not consequently {conlinvo)

rogatio, but rogatio must be lex if it has l)een pro-

1. (Tacit., Ann., iii., 25-28.)— 2. (i., 2. Ac.)—3. (Oaina, i,

157, 171.)—4. (Ann., i., 15.)—5. (14, tit. 6, 8. 9, « 4 ; «. 14 )--%

(i.. 84 91 )
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posed (roga a) at legal comitia {juatis comitiis). Ac-
cording to this definition, a rogatio, when enacted,

B lex ; there is also lex which is not rogatio : there-

fore we must assume a general name lex, compre-
hending lex proper and rogatio. The passage of

iElius Gall'18 is emended by Gottling,' whose emen-
dation is founded on his usual felicity in mistaking

ttie sense of a passage, and converts the clear mean-
ing of Gallus into nonsense. According to the def-

inition of Gallus, rogatio was equivalent to privile-

gium, a term which occurred in the Twelve Tables,*

and it signified, according to Gallus,* an enactment
that had for its object a single person, which is in-

dicated by the form of the word (privi-lcgium) " pri-

vae res," being the same as " singulse res." The
word privilegium, according to the explanation of
Gellius, did not convey any notion of the character
of the legislative measures : it might be beneficial

to the party to whom it referred, or it might not. It

is generally used by Cicero in the unfavourable

sense* {rogationem primUgii similem*). Under the

Empire, the word is used in the sense of a special

grant proceeding from the imperial favour.

The meaning of lex, as contrasted with jus, is

stated in the article Jus.

Some other significations of lex, which are not its

proper significations, are easily explained ; for in-

stance, lex is used to express the terms and condi-

tions of a contract, apparently with reference to the

binding force of all legal contracts. In English in-

struments of contract, it is often expressed that it

shall be " lawful" for one or more of the parties to

do a certain act, by which is simply meant that the

parties agree about something which is legal, and
which, therefore, makes a valid contract. Accord-
ingly, we find the expression leges censoriae to ex-

press the conditions on which the censors let the

public property to farm ; and perhaps the term also

signified certain standing regulations for such mat-
ter, which the censors were empowered to make.*
In both the cases just referred to, the phrase lex

censoria is used (in the singular number), and this

lex, whether a lex proper or not, seems to have been
divided into chapters.

Lex simply sometimes signifies the laws of the

Twelve Tables.

A particular enactment is always referred to by
its name. The following is a list of the principal

leges, properly so called ; but the list includes also

various plebiscita and privilegia.

ACI'LIA. (Vid. REPKTONDiE.)
ACI'LIA CALPU'RNIA or CALPU'RNIA. (Vid.

Ambitus.)
.^BU'TIA, of uncertain date, which, with two

Juliae leges, put an end to the legis actiones, except
in certain cases. (Vid. Judex, Actio, p. 17.)

This, or another lex of the same name, prohibited

the proposer of a lex, which created any office or
power (curatio ac pateatas), from having such office

or power, and even excluded his colleague, cognati,

and affines.^

./C'LIA. This lex, and a Fufia lex passed about
the end of the sixth century of the city, gave to all

tbe magistrates the obnunciatio or power of pre-

noting or dissolving the comitia, by observing the
umens, and declaring them to be unfavourable.*

JE'LIA SE'NTIA. This lex contained various
provisions as to the manumission of slaves.

( Vid.

JF.\.ik Sentia Lex, Manumissio.)

iEMI'LlA. A lex passed in the dictatorship of
Mamercus iKmilius (B.C. 433), by which the cen-

1. (Oeschichte der Rfliii. Staatsv., &c., p. 310.) — 2. (Cic,

I.e(f , iii., 16.)—3. (Fcrtus, g. v. Rogtlio.)—4. (Pro Domo, 17.

—

Pro SMtio, 30.)—5. (Brut., 23.)—6. (Fni(r. de Jure Fi«ci, i. 18;

DiR 30, tit. 16. s. 203.)— 7. (Cic. in Rnll.. ii., 8.) — 8. (Cic,
PhO , ii., 32.—Id., Pro Seitio, 15, 26.— Id., «l Att., ii., 9.)

sors were elected for a year and a half instead of

a whole lustrum.' Afler this lex they had accoid*

ingly only a year and a half allowed them for hold-

ing the census and letting out the public works to

farm.

^MI'LIA BiE'BIA. (Vid. Cornklia Mxnx.)
^MI'LIA LETIDI, ^MI'LIA SCAURI. (Vid.

SUMTUARI.£ LkOKS.)
AGRA'RI.^. (Vid. Apdleia, Cassia, Cornelia,

Flaminia, Flavia, Julia, Licinia, Mamilia, Sbm-
PRONIA, SeRVILIA, ThORIA.)
A'MBITUS. (Vi/i. Ambitus.)
ANNA'LIS or VILLIA. ( Vid. ^Edileb.)
A'NTIA. CVid. SuMTUARiiB Lkoes.)
ANTO'NIiE, the name of various enactments

proposed or passed by the influence of M. Antoniue,
afler the death of the dictator J. Caesar, such as the
judiciaria. (Vid. Judex, p. 553.) Another lex that

was promulgated allowed an appeal to the populus
after conviction for vis or majestas.* Various other
measures proposed by M. Antonius are mentioned
by Cicero,* Dion Cassius,* and Appian.*
APULE'IA, gave a surety an action against his

cosureties for whatever he had paid above his share.

(Vid. Intekcessio.)

APULETA AGRA'RIA, proposed by the tribune
L. Apuleius Saturninus, B.C. 101.*

APULE'IA FRUMENTA'RIA, proposed about
the same time by the same tribune.^

APULE'IA MAJESTA'TIS. (Vid. Majestab.)
AQUI'LIA. (Vid. Damni Injuria Actio.)
ATE'RNIA TARPE'IA (B.C. 441). This lex

empowered all magistratus to fine persons who re-

sisted their authority ; but it fixed the highest fine

at two sheep and thirty cows, or two cows and
thirty sheep, for the authorities vary in this.*

A'TIA DE SACERDOTIIS (B.C. 63), proposed
by the tribune T Atius Labienus, repealed the lex
Cornelia de Sacerdotiis.*

ATI'LIA. (Vid. Julia Lex et Titia, Tutor.)
ATI'NIA allowed no usucapion in a stolen thing."

(Vid. FURTUM.)
ATI'NIA, of uncertain date, was a plebiscitum

which gave the rank of senator to a tribune." The
measure probably originated with C. Atinlus, wb«
was tribune B.C. 130.»»

AUFI'DIA. (Fid. Ambitus.)
AURE'LIA. (Ktrf. Tribuni.)
AURE'LIA JUDICIA'RIA. (Vid. Judex, page

553.)

BiE'BIA (B.C. 192 or 180), which enacted that
four prastors and six praetors should be chosen alter

nately ;" but the law was not observed.

C^CI'LIA DE CENSO'RIBUS or CENSO'RIA
(B.C. 54), proposed by Metellus Scipio, repealed a
Clodia lex (B C. 58), which had prescribed certain

regular forms of proceeding for the censors in exer-
cising their functions as inspectors of mores, and
had required the concurrence of both censors to in-

flict the nota censoria. When a senator had been
already convicted before an ordinary court, the lex
permitted the censors to remove him from the sen-
ate in a summary way.'*
CiECI'LlA DE VECTIGA'LIBUS (B.C. 62), re-

leased lands and harbours in Italy from the payment
of taxes and dues (portoria). The only vectigal

1. (Lir., iv., 84.— Id., ix., S3.)— a. (Cic, Phil., i., 9.) — 3.

(Phil., i., 1 ; ii., 43 ; v., 3, 3.)-4. (xlir., 51 ; xlv., 9, 20. 25, 34 ;

ilvi., 23, 24.)—5. (B«ll. Civ., iii., 27, 30.) — 0. (Liv., Epit., 69.

—Appian, Bell. Cir., i., 29. — Cic, Pro Sextio, 16, 47.) — 7.

(Auct. ad Ileren., i., 12.)—8. (Cic, De Ilep., ii.. 35.—Dionra.^
x.,50.— Gell., xi., 1.—Festus, a. v. " Miiltam."— '* Ovibus."—
" Peculatui."— Niebuhr, Hist, of Rom., ii.. p. 300J — 9. (Dioa
Casa., xxivii., 37.)— 10. (Gell., xvii.. 7. — Inatit, 3, tit. 6, a. t.)

—11. (Gell., xiv., 8.)— 12. (Plin., H. N., vii., 45. — Cic, Pm
Dom., 47.1— 13. (Li»., xl.,44.)— 14. (Dio» Casa., xl.57.— U,
ixxvlii., 13.—Cic, Pro Seitio, 25.-Dig. 50, tit. 16, «. 203, Da
Porturio.)
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lemixiMng &fter the passing of this lex was the

Vicesiina.'

C/ECI'LIA DI'DIA (B.C. 88) forbade the propo-

sing of a lex Satura, on the ground that the people

iniglit be compelled either to vote for something

which they did not approve, or to reject something

which they did approve, if it was proposed to them
in this manner. This lex was not always opera-

tive.* (Fid Lex.)
CALPU'RNIA DE A'MBITU. (Ftd. Ambitus.)

CALPU'RNIA DE CONDICTIO'NE. {Vid. Per
OONDICTIONEM.)
CALPU'RNIA DE REPETUNDIS. {Vid. Re-

PKTUND.*:.)

CANULE'IA (B.C. 445) established connubium
between the patres and plebs, which had been taken

awav by the law of the Twelve Tables.'

CA'SSIA (B.C. 104), proposed by the tribune L.

Cassius Longinus, did not allow a person to remain

a senator who had been convicted in a judicium

populi, or whose imperium had been abrogated by

the populus.*

CA'SSIA,* which empowered the dictator Caesar

to add to the number of the patricii, to prevent their

extinction.

CA'SSIA AGRA'RIA, proposed by the consul

Sp. Cassius, B.C. 486.«

CA'SSIA TABELLA'RIA. {Vid. Tabellari^

CA'SSIA TERE'NTIA FRUMENTA'RIA (B.C.

63), for the distribution of corn among the poor citi-

zens and the purchasing of it.'

CI'NCIA DE DONIS ET MUNE'RIBUS. {Vid.

CiNciA Lex.)
CLAU'DIA, a lex passed in the time of the Em-

peror Claudius, took away the agnatorum tutela in

the case of women.*
CLO'DI^, the name of various plebiscita, pro-

posed by Clodius when tribune, B.C. 59.

Clodia DE Auspiciis prevented the magistratus
from dissolving the comitia tributa, by declaring

that the auspices were unfavourable. This lex,

therefore, repealed the ^Elia and Fufia. It also en-

acted that a lex might be passed on the Dies Fasti.'

(Vid. .^LiA Lex.)
Clodia de Censoribos. {Vid. C.<ecilia.)

Clodia de Civibus Romanis Interemptis, to the
effect that " qui civem Romanum indemnatum inter-

emisset ei aqua et igni interdicerelur."^'^ It was in

consequence of this lex that the interdict was pro-

nounced against Cicero, who considers the whole
proceeding as a privilegium.*^

Clodia Frumentaria, by which the corn, which
had formerly been sold to the poor citizens at a low
rate, was given."

Clodia de Sodalitatibus or de Collegiis, re-

Stored the sodalitia, which had been abolished by a
enatus consultum of the year B.C. 80, and permit-
ted the formation of new sodalitia."

There were other so-called leges Clodiae, which
were, however, privilegia.

CCE'LIA. (Firf. TABELLARiiE Leges.)
CORNE'LI^. Various leges passed in the dic-

tatorship of Sulla, and by his influence, are so called.

Agraria, by which many of the inhabitants of
Etruria and Latium were deprived of the complete
civitas and retained only the commercium, and a

1. (Dion Cass., xxxvii., 51.— Cic. od Att., ii., 16.— Id., ad
Quint. Fr., i., 10.)—2. (Cic, Phil., v., 3.—Id., Pro Dom., 16,
to.—Id., ad Att., ii., 9.)—3. (Liv., iv., 1, 4.—Cic, Rep., ii., 37.)— 4. (Ascon. in Cic, Cornel., p. 78, ed. Orelli.)— 5. (Tacit.,
Ann., xi., 25.)—6. (Liv., ii., 41.—Dionys., viii., 76.)—7. (Cic,
Verr., iii., 70.—Id. ib., v., 21.)—8. (Gaius, i., 171.)—9. (Dion
Cass., xxxviii., 13.—Cic in Vatin., 17.—Id. in Pison., 4, 5.)—10.
(Veil. Paterc, ii., 45.)—11. (Pro Dom., 18, <kc—Post Redit. in
Sen., 2, 5, <fec.)— 12. (Dion Cass., xxxviii., 13.—Cic, Pro Dom.,
10.)— 13. (Cic. in Pis., 4.—Id., Pro Sext., 25.—Id., ad Att., iii.,

15.—Dion Cass., xxxviii., 13.)
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large par: of their lands were made publicjni, aat
given to military colonists.

De Falsis. {Vid. Falsum.)
De Injuriis. {Vid. Injuria.)

Jodiciaria. {Vid. Judex, p. 553.)

Majestatis. ( Kid. Majestas.)
NuMMARiA. {Vid. Falsum.)
De Proscrihtione and Proscriptis. {Vid. P»»

SCRIPTIO.)

Dk Parricidio. {Vid. Cornelia Lex de Sio4<
RIIS.)

De Sacerdotiis. {Vid. Sacerdotia.)
De Sicariis. ( Vid. Cornelia Lex de SiCARiis.t

SUMTUARl.*. {Vid. SUMTUARI.iE LeGES.)
Testamentaria. {Vid. Falsum.)
Unciaria appears to have been a lex which low

ered the rate of interest, and to have been passe*
about the same time with the leges Sumtuariae at

Sulla.»

De Vadimonio. (Fid. Vadimonium.)
There were other leges Corneliae, such as that <!<

Sponsoribus {vid. Intercessio), which may be leg-'-^

of L. C. Sulla.

There were also leges Cornelias which were pro-
posed by the tribune C. Cornelius about B.C. J7,

and limited the edictal power by compelling the
praetors jus dicere ex edictis suis perpetuis.* {Vid.
Edictum.)
Another lex of the same tribune enacted that no

one "legihus solveretur," unless such a measure
was agreed on in a meeting of the senate at which
two hundred members were present, and afterward
approved by the people ; and it enacted that no
tribune should put his veto on such a senatus con-
sultum.'

There was also a lex Cornelia concerning the
wills of those Roman citizens who died in captivity

{apud hostes). {Vid. Legatum, p. 574.)

De Vi Publica. ( Vid. Vis Publica.)
CORNE'LIA BiE'BIA DE AMBITTJ, proposed

by the consuls P. Cornelius Cethegua and M. Bae-

bius Tamphilus, B.C. 181.* This law is sometimes,
but erroneously, attributed to the couauls of the

preceding year, L. vEmilius and Cn. BtAbius. {Vid.

Ambitus.)
DI'DIA. {Vid. SuMTUARi.iE Leors.)
DOMI'TIA DE SACERDO'TIIS. {Vid. Sacer-

dotia.)

DUI'LIA (B.C. 449), a plebi?cktum proposed by
the tribune Duilius, which exacted -'qui plebem
sine tribunis reliquissct, quique tnagistralum sint

provocatione creassct, tergo ac capita punirctur.''^*

DUI'LIA M.-E'NIA de unciario fcenore, B.C. 357.

The same tribunes, Duiliui ?.nd Maenius, carried

a measure which was intendf/l in future to prevent
such unconstitutional proc^sedings as the enactment
of a lex by the soldiers cut of Rome, on the propo-

sal of the consul.*

FA'BIA DE PLA'GIO. {Vid. Plagium.)
FALCI'DIA. {Vid Lboatum.)
FA'NNIA. {Vid. f uktuari^e Leges.)
FLAMI'NIA, was an agraria lex for the distri-

bution of lands in Picjnnm, proposed by the tribune

C. Flaminius in B.C. S38 according to Cicero, or

in B.C. 232 according to PoJybius. The latter

date is the more pro')able.''

FLA'VIA AGRA'RIA, B.C. 60, for the distribu-

tion of lands among Pompey's soldiers, proposed by
the tribune L. Flavius, who committed the consul

Caecilius Metellus ti prison for opposing it*

FRUMENTA'RLE. Various leges were so called

1. (Festns, s. v. Unciaria.)—2. (Ascon. in C:«., Cornel., p.

58.—Dion Cass., xxxvi., 23.)—3. (Ascon. in Cic, 0>mcl., p. 57,

58.)—4. (Liv., xl., 19.— Schol. Bob. in Cic, Pro Sulla, p. 361,
ed. Or«Ui.)—5. (Liv., iii., 55.)-6. (Liv., vii., 16.)—7. (Cic,
Acad., ii., 5.—Id., De Senect., 4.—Polyb., ii., 21.)—8. (Cic. at
Att., i., 18, 19.—Dion Cass., xxxvii., 50.)
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irhii;h had for their object the distribution of grain

imong the p«'ople at a low price or gratuitously.

{Vid. Apulem, Cassia Terkntia, Clodia, Livia,

OcTAViA, Skmpronia.)
FIJ'FIA DE IIELIGIO'NE, B.C. 61, was a priv-

Uegium which related to the trial of Clodius.'

FU'FIA JUDICIA'RIA. (Vid. Jodex, p. 553.)

FU'RIA, or FU'SIA CANI'NIA, limited the num-
t)er of slaves to be manumitted by testament. ( Vid.

Manumissio.)
FU'RIA DE SPONSU. (Vid. Intercessio.)

FU'RIA or FUSIA TESTAMENTA'RIA. (Vid.

Lkoatom.)
GABI'NIA TABELLA'RIA. (Vid. Tabella-

RlJt.)

There were various Gabinise leges, some of which
were privilegia, as that for conferring extraordina-

ry power on Cn. Pompeius for conducting the war
against the pirates.*

A Gabinia lex, B.C. 58, forbade all loans of mon-
ey at Rome to legationes from foreign parts (Sola-

minii cum Roma versuram facere velleni, non poU-
rant, quod lex Gabinia veiabat*}. The object of the

lex was to prevent money being borrovved for the

purpose of bribing the senators at Rome.
GE'LLIA CORNE'LIA, B.C. 72, wl-.ich gave to

Cn. Pompeius the extraordinary f>ower of confer-

ring the Roman civitas on Spaniards in Spain, with
the advice of his consilium (de coiuilii sententia*).

GENU'CIA, B.C. 341, forbade altogether the

taking of interest for the use of money.* Other
plebiscita of the same year are mentioned by Livy.*

GA'LLL« CISALPI'N^. (Vid. RuBRiA.)
HIERO'NICA was not a lex properly so called.

Before the Roman conquest of Sicily, the payment
of the tenths of wine, oil, and other produce had
been fixed by Hiero, and the Roman quaestors, in

letting these tenths to farm, followed the practice

which they found established.^ ,

HORA'TIA, proposed by M. Horatius, made the

persons of the tribunes, the aediles, and others sacro-

sancti.* Another lex Horatia mentioned by Gel-

lius' was a privilegium.

HORTE'NSIA DE PLEBISCITIS. (Vid. Ple-
BISCITUM.)

Another lex Hortensia enacted that the nundinae,

which had hitherto been feriae, should be dies fasti.

This was done for the purpose of accommodating
the inhabitants of the country.'*

HOSTI'LIA DE FASTIS is mentioned only in

ihe Institutes of Justinian."

ICI'LIA, B.C. 456, by which the Aventinus was
assigned to the plebs. This was the first instance

of the ager publicus being assigned to the plebs.'*

Another lex Icilia, proposed by the tribune Sp
Icilius, B.C. 470, had for its object to prevent all

interruption to the tribunes while acting in the dis-

charge of their duties. In some cases the penalty
was death."

JU'LI.^. (Vid. JaUiE Leqes.)
JU'NIA DE PEREGRI'NIS, proposed B.C. 126

by M. Junius Pennus, a tribune, banished peregrini

from the city.

A lex of C. Fannius, consul, B.C. 122, contained
the same provisions respecting the Latini and Itali-

ci ; and a lex of C. Papius, perhaps B.C. 65, con-

tained the same respecting ail persons who were
not domiciled in Italy.'*

k

1. (Cic. ad Att., i., 13, 16.)—3. (Cic, Fro Le^ Manil., 17.—
Veil. Paterc. ii., 31.—Dion Caas., xxxri., 6.—Plut., Pomp., 84.)
~8. (Cic. ad Alt., v., 21.—Id. ib., ti., 1, 2.)—4. (Cic, Pro
Balbo, 8, 14.)— 5. (Liv., vii., 42.)—«. (vii., 42.)—7. (Cic, Veix.,

ii., 13, 26, 60.—Id. ib., iii., 6, &c)—«. (Liv., iii., 55.)—9. (»i.,

7.)— 10. (Mocrob., i.. 16.—Plin., II. N., xvjii., 3.)— 11. (iv., tit.

10.)— 12. (Liv., iii., 21, 32.—Dionys., i., 32.—Niebuhr, Hiat. of
Romo.ii , p. 299.)— 13. (Uionya., vii., 17.—Cic, Pro Sextio, 87.

—Nirbuhr, ii., p. 231.)—14. (Cic, De Off., iii., 11.—Prut., 90,
IS —De Leg. Agi., i.,4.—Festua, a. v. Reapubhcaa.)

JU'NIA LICI'NIA. (Vid. LiciNiA Juwu.)
JU'NIA NORBA'NA, of uncertain date, but pri*

ably about A.D. 17, enacted that wiien a Romao
citizen had manumitted a slave without the requi-

site formalities, the manumission should not in all

cases be inefTectual, but the manumitted person
should have the status of a Latinus.' ( Vid. LATim-
TAS XjIBERTUS '\

JU'NIA REPETUNDA'RUM. (Vid. Rkpetcii.
DM.)
JU'NIA VELLE'IA. A.D. 8, allowed a postumus

to be instituted heres, if he should be born in the

lifetime of the testator. It also so far modified the
old law, that a person who, by the death of a heres
institutus, after the testator had made his will, be-

came a heres quasi agnascendo, did not break the
will if he was instituted heres.*

L.«T0'R1A. (Vid. Curator.)
Sometimes the lex proposed by Volero for elect

ing plebeian magistrates at the coroitia tributa ia

cited as a lex Laetoria.*

LICI'NIA DE SODALI'TIIS. (Vid. Ambitos.)
LICI'NIA JU'NIA, or, as it is sometimes called,

Junia et Licinia, passed in the consulship of L.

Licinius Murena and Junius Silanus, B.C. 62, en-

forced the Caecilia Didia, in connexion with which
it is sometimes mentioned.*
LICI'NIA MU'CIA DE CIVIBUS REGUNDIS,

passed in the consulship of L. Licinius Crassus and
Q. Mucins Scaevola, B.C. 95, which enacted a strict

examination as to the title to citizenship, and de-

prived of the exercise of civic rights all those who
could not make out a good title to them. This
measure partly led to the Marsic war.*

LICI'NIA SUMTUA'RIA. (Vid. Sumtuaiii.«

LIci'NI^ ROGA'TIONES. (Vid. Rooatioxm
Licinia.)
LrVI.iE were various enactments proposed by

the tribune M. Livius Drusus, B.C. 91, for estab-

lishing colonies in Italy and Sicily, distributing

com among the poor citizens at a low rate, and ad-
mitting the foederatae civitates to the Roman civitas.

He is also said to have been the mover of a law
for adulterating silver by mixing with it pn eighth
part of brass.* Drusus was assassinated, and the
senate declared that all his leges were passed con-
tra auspicia, and were therefore not leges. ^

LUTA'TIA DE VI. (Vid. Vis.)

M.<E'NIA LEX is only mentioned by Cicero,*

who says that M. Curius compelled the patres
" ante auctores fieri," in the case of the election oi

a plebeian consul, " which," adds Cicero, " v is a
great thing to accomplish, as the lex Maenia waa
not yet passed." The lex therefore required the
patres to give their consent, at least to the election

of a magistratus, or, in other words, to confer, or

agree to confer, the imperium on the person whom
the comitia should elect. Livy* app>ears to refer

to this law. It was probably proposed by the trib-

une Maenius, B.C. 287.

MAJESTA'TIS. (Ktd. Majestas.)
MAMI'LIA DE COLO'NIIS. The subject ofthis

lex and its date are fully discussed by RudorfT,"
who shows that the lex Mamilia, Roscia, Peducaea,
Alliena, Fabia, is the same as the " lex Agraria
quam Gains Caesar tulit,"" and that this Gaius
Caesar is the Emperor Caligula.

AL^NI'LIA, proposed by the tribune C. Manilius,

1. (Gaius, i., 16, 17, 22.—Id., iii., 56.—UIp.. Frag., tit. !.)—«.
(Gaiua, ii., 134.—Ulp., Frag., xxii., 19.)—3. (Liv., ii., 56, 57.)—
4. (Cic, Pro Sextio, 64 ; Phil., v., 3 ; ad Alt., ii., 9; iv., 16;
inVatin., 14.)-5. (Cic, De Off., iii., 11.— Id., Brut., 16.-IA,
Pro Balb., 21, 24.)—6. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 3.)—7. (Cic.,L«»„

ii., 6, 12.—Id., Pro Dom., 16. —Liv., Epit., 71. — Appian, BeD.
Civ., i., 35.—Aacon. in Cic, Cornel., p. 62.)— 8. (Brutui, 14,)—
9. (i., 17.)-10. (ZeitachnA,vol.U.)—ll.(Dig.47.tit.Jl.,B.W
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B.<J. 66, Avas a privilegium by which was conferred

OD Porapey the command in the war against Mith-

radates. The lex was supported by Cicero when
praetor.'

The leges Manihanae, mentioned by Cicero," were
evidently not leges proper, but probably forms which
it was prudent for parties to observe in buying and
selling.

MA'NLIA, also caUed LICI'NIA, B.C. 196, cre-

ated the triumviri epulones.'

MA'NLIA DE VICE'SIMA. {Vid. Vicesima.)

MA'RCIA, probably about the year B.C. 352,
" adversus feneratores."*

MA'IICIA, an agrarian law proposed by the trib-

une L. Marcius Philippus, B.C. 104.'

MATIIA, proposed by Marius when tribune, B.C.

119, for narrowing the pontes at elections.'

ME'MMIA or RE'MMIA. (Vtd. Calumnia.)
ME'NSIA. This lex enacted that if a woman

who was a Homau citizen {civis Romano) married
a peregrinus, the offspring was a peregrinus. If

there was connubium between the peregrinus and
the woman, the children, according to the principle

of connubium, were peregrini, as the legal effect of

connubium was that children followed the condi-

tion of their father {iiberi semper palrem sequunlur).

If there were no connubium, the children, accord-

ing to another rule of law, by which they followed

the condition of the mother, would have been Ro-
man citizens ; and it was the object of the law to

prevent this.'

MINU'CIA, B.C. 216, created the triumviri men-
sarii.*

OCTA'VIA, one of the numerous leges frumen-
tariae which repealed a Sempronia Frumentaria.
It is mentioned by Cicero' as a more reasonable

measure than thfe Sempronia, which was too pro-

fuse.

OGU'LNIA, proposed by the tribunes B.C. 300,

increased the number of pontifices to eight and
that of the augurs to nine ; it also enacted that four

of tlie pontifices and five of the augurs should be
taken from the plebes.*'

O'PPIA. {Vid. SuiMTOARiiB Leges.)
O'RCHIA. {Vid. SomtuarijE Leges.)
OVI'NIA, of uncertain date, was a plebiscitura

which gave the censors certain powers in regula-

ting the lists of the senators {ordo senatorius) : the

main object seems to have been to exclude all im-

proper persons from the senate, and to prevent
their admission, if in other respects qualified. '

' The
lex Ovinia of Gaius,'=' if the reading is right, was
perhaps a different lex.

PA'PIA DE PEREGRI'NIS. {Vid. Junia de
Peregrinis.)

PA'PIA POPP^A. {Vtd.ivhiM Leges.)
A lex Papia on the manner of choosing the vestal

virgins is mentioned by Gellius ;" but the reading
appears to be doubtful, and perhaps it ought to be
called lex Popiha.
PAPI'RIAor JU'LIA PAPI'RIADE MULCTA'-

RUM .^STIMATIONE (B.C. 430), fixed a money
value according to which fines were paid, which
formerly were paid in sheep and cattle.'* Gellius'*

and Festus'* make this valuation part of the Ater-
nian law {vid. Aternia Takpeia), but in this they
appear to be mistaken, according to Niebuhr."

PAPI'llIA, by which the as was made semunci-

1. (De Lege Manilla.—Plut., Pomp., 30.—Dion Cass., xxxn.,
85.)—2. (DeOr.,i.,58.)—3. (Liv., xxiiii., 42.—Cic, Do Or., iii.,

19.) —4. (Gains, iv., 23.— Liv., vii., 21.) —5. (Cic, De Off., ii.,

«.)—6. (Cic, De Leg., iii., 17.—Plut., Mar., 4.)—7. (Gaius, i.,

78.—Ulp., Frag., v., tit. 8.)-8. (Liv., xxiii., 21.)—9. (Brut., 62.

-Do Off., ii., 21.) — 10. (Liv., x., 6-9.)— 11. (Festus, s. v.
" FrjBteriti Senatores."—Cic, De Leg., iii., 12.)—13. (iv., 109.)

—13. (i., la ) — 14. (Liv., iv., 30.— Cic, De Rep., ii., 35.)— 15.

I.)—16 (g. v. Feculatuf.)—17. (UiM. of Rome, u., p. 300.)

:>a4

alls,' one of the various enactments whiab taiiv

pered with the coinage.

PAPI'RIA, B.C. 332, proposed by the prseioi

Papirius, gave the Acerrani the civitas without the
suffragium. It was properly a privilegium, but ia

useful as illustrating the history of the extension o(
the civitas Romana.*
PAPI'RIA, of uncertain date, enacted that n->

aedes should be declared consecratae without a ple-

biscitum {injussu Plebis').

PAPI'RIA PLAU'TIA, a plebiscitura of the year
B.C. 89, proposed by the tribunes C. Papirius Car-
bo and M. Plautius Silvanus, in the consulsliip of

Cn. Pompeius Strabo and L. Porcius Cato, is called

by Cicero* a lex of Silvanus and Carbo.*
PAPI'RIA POETE'LIA. {Vid. Poetelia.)
PAPI'RIA TABELLARIA. {Vid. Tabellari^

Leges.)
PEDUCiEA, B.C. 113, a plebiscitura, seems to

have been merely a privilegium, and not a general
law against incestum.'

PESULA'NIA provided that if an animal did any
damage, the owner should make it good or give up
the animal.' There was a general provision to thia

effect in the Twelve Tables,* and it might bo in-

ferred from Paulus that this lex extended the pro-

visions of the old law to dogs.

PETRE'IA, a lex under this title, De Dccima
tione MiUtum, in case of mutiny, is mentioned by
Appian.'

PETRO'NIA, probably passed in the reign of

Augustus, and subsequently amended by various
senatus consulta, forbade a master to deliver up his

slave to fight with wild beasts. If, however, the
master thought that his slave deserved such a pun-
ishment, he might take him before the authorities

{judex), who might condemn him to fight if ho ap-
peared to deserve it."

PINA'RIA" related to the giving of a judex with
in a limited time.

PLiETO'RIA. {Vid. Curator.)
PLAU'TIA or PLO'TIA DE VI. {Vid. Vis.)

PLAU'TIA or PLO'TIA JUDICIA'RIA is men-
tioned by Asconius'" as having enacted that fifteen

persons should be annually taken from each tribe

to be placed in the album judicum.
POETE'LIA, B.C. 353, a plebiscitura, was the

first lex against ambitus.'^

POETE'LIA PAPI'RIA, B.C. 326, made an im-
portant change in the liabihties of the Nexi. ' * ( Vtd.

Nexi.)
POMPEIJE. There were various leges so called

POiMPEIA, proposed by Cn. Pompeius Strabo,

the father of Cn. Pompeius Magnus, probably in his

consulship, B.C. 89, gave the jus Latii or Latinitas

to all the towns of the Transpadani, and probablv

the civitas to the Cispadani."
POMPEIA DE A'MBITU. {Vul. Ambitus.)

POMPEIA JUDICIA'RIA. (Ttd. Judex.)

POMPEIA DE JURE MAGISTRA'TUUM" foi-

bade a person to be a candidate for public offices

{petilio honorum) who was not at Rome ; but J. Cae-

sar was excepted. This was, doubtless, the old

law, but it had apparently become obsolete.

POMPEIA DE PARRICI'DIIS. {Vid. Corns-
LIA DE SiCARIIS.)

POiMPEIA TRIBUNI'TIA (B.C. 70) restored

1. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii , 3.)—2. (Liv., viii., 17.)— 3. (Cic, Pro

Dora., 49.)—4. (Pro Arcbva, 4.)—5. (Vid. Civitas, Fosderat*
CiviTATEs, anil Savigny, " Volksschluss der Tafel von Uerao
lea," Zeitschrift, ix.)—0. (Cic, De Nat. Deor., iii., 30.—Ascon,
in Cic. Mil., p. 46.)—7. (Paulus, S. R., 1, 15, s.1,3.)—8. (Dirk,

sen, Uebersicht, <tc, p. 532.)— 9. (De Bell. Civ., ii., 47.)—Itt

(Dig. 48, tit. 8, s. 11 ; 18, tit. 1, s. 42.— Gell., v., 14.) — 11,

(Gaius, iv., 15.) — 12. (In Cic. Cornel., p. 79.) — 13. (Liv., viL.

15.)—14. (Liv., viii., 28.)—15. (Savigny," VoUisschluBsilorTaftJ

vonHeraclca,"Zeitachrift, ix.)— 16. (Suet., Jul., 28.- DionOw*
xl., 56.—Cic ad Att., viii., 3.)
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the uU tribunitia ptitestas, ivhich SuOa had neaiiy

destroyed.' (Vid. Tkidhni.)

POMPEI.\ DE VI was a privilegium, and only

referred to the case of Milo."

POPI'IJA. ( Vid. Papia.)

PO'RCLE DE CA'PITE CIVIUM or DE PRO-
VOCATIO'NE enacted that a Roman citizen should

not be scourged or put to death.*

PO'RCIA DE PROVI'NCIiS (about B.C. 198).

Tlie passage in Livy* (" Sumtu3 quos in cuUum
vriztirum," &c.) is suppo.sed to refer to a Porcia
lex, to which the plebiscitum De Thermensibus re-

fers ; and the words quoted by Cicero* (" Ne quis

etnat mancipium") are taken, as it is conjectured,

from this Porcia lex.

PUBLrCIA permitted betting at certain games
iwhich required strength, as running and leaping.*

PUBLI'LIA DE SPONSO'RIBUS. (Vid. In-

TERCB8SI0.)

PUBLI'LI^ of the dictator Q. Publilius Philo,

B.C. 339.^ (Viil. PuBLiLiiE Leges.)

PUBLrLI.<E LEGES of the tribune Q. Volero
Publilius, B.C. 472. {Vid. Poblilije Leges.)
PU'PL\, mentioned by Cicero,* seems to have

enacted that the senate could not meet on comiti-

ales dies.

QUI'NTLi was a lex proposed by T. Quintius

Crispinus, consul B.C. 9, and enacted by the popu-

us for the preservation of the aquseductus. The
(ex is preserved by Frontinus.*

RE'GIA. ( Vid. Reoia Lex.)
RE'GI^. {Vid. Jus Civile Papikianom.)

RE'MiMIA. {Vid. Calumiwa.)
REPETUNDA'RUM. {Vid. Repetund*.)
RHO'DIA. The Rhodians had a maritime code

which was highly esteemed. Some of its provis-

ions were adopted by the Romans, and have thus

been incorporated into the maritime law of Euro-
pean states. Strabo" speaks of thawise laws of

Rhodes and their admirable policy, especially in

naval matters ; and Cicero'* to the same effect,

rhe Digest" contains so much ofthe lex Rhodiorum
as relates to j actus, or the throwing overboard of

goods in order to save the vessel or remainder of

the cargo. This lex Rhodiorum de Jactu is not a

lex in the proper sense of the terra.

RO'SCIA THEATRA'LIS, proposed by the trib-

une L. Roscius Otho, B.C. 67, which gave the

equites a special place at the public spectacles in

fourteen rows or seats {in quatuordecim gradibus

fire ordinibus) next to the place of the senators,

which was in the orchestra. This lex also as-

signed a certain place to spendthrifts {decoctores^*).

liie phrase " sedere in quarluordccim ordinibus"

is equivalent to having the proper census eques-

tris which was required by the lex. There are

numerous allusions to this lex,'* which is some-
times simply called the Lex of Otho," or referred to

by his name.'* This lex is supposed by some wri-

ters to have been enacted in the consulship of Ci-

cero, B.C. 63." (Fid. Julia Lex The.4.trali8.)

RU'BRIA. The province of Gallia Cisalpina

ceased to be a provincia, and became a part of Ita-

lia about the year B.C. 43. ^Vhen this change
took place, it was necessary to provide for the ad-

ministration of justice, as the usual modes of pro-

Tincial administration would cease with the deter-

mination of the provincial form of government.

1. (Suei Jul., 5. — Veil. Paterc., ii., 80.)—2. (Cic, Phil.,ii.,

9.— Ascon. <n(l Schol. Bob. in Argumen. Milon.) — 3. (I.iv., x.,

i.—Cic.,D« Rep., ii.,31.—la.. Pro Rabir., 3,4.)—4. (xixii.,27.)

— 5. (Veir., ii., 4, 5.)—a. (Dig. II, tit. 5.)—7. (Liv., riii., 12.)

—S. (ad Quint. Fr., ii., 13; ad Fara., i., 4.)— 9. (De Aqu»-
d«ct. Roraaa.)— 10. (p. 652, Casaub.)—11. (Pro Lef. Manil., c.

18.)— la. (14. tit. 2.)— 13. (Cic, Phil., ii., 18.) — 14. (Dion,

«XTi., 25. — Veil. Paterc, ii., 32.- Ll»., Epit., 99.— Cic, Pro
llurant, 19.)— 15. (Ju»., xiv., 334.)— 10. (Hot., Epod., it., 18.)

-17. (•dAlt., ii., 1.)
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Tliia was effected by a lex, tl\c name of >vhich {

unknown, but a large part of it, on a bronze tablet,

is preserved in the Museum at Parma. This lex

arranged the judiciary cstablishmnnt of the former
provincia, and appointed ii. viri and iv. viri juri di-

cundo : a prsefectus Mutinensis is also mentioned
in the lex. In two passages of this lex,' a lex Ra-
bria is mentioned, which, according to some, is an
earlier lex, by which Mutina was made a praefec-

tura ; and, according to others, the lex Rubria i»

this very lex De Cisalpina. lliis subject is dis-

cussed by Savigny* and by Puchta.'

This le.x has been published several times ; thr
latest edition is •' Tavola Icgislaliva delta Galiia Cis'

alpina rilrovata in Vcleia et rettituila alia tua vera

Iczione da D. Pietro de Lama, Parma, 1820." We
only possess the end of the nineteenth chapter of
this lex, which treats of the Novi Operis Nuntiatio

;

the twentieth chapter, on the Damnum Infectum, is

complete -, the twenty-first treats of Pecunia Certa
Credita, but only of Execution ; the twenty-second
treats in like manner of similar actions ; there is

only the beginning of the twenty-fourth, which treats

of the division of an hereditas {qvei de familia eer-

ceiacunda dcividunda ivdicivm sibei darci reddeive, <&c.,

poatulaverint, &c). The matter of this lex, there-

fore, so far as we know it, purely concerns proce-
dure, as Puchta remarks
RUPI'LIiE LEGES (B.C. 131) were the regula-

tions established by P. Rupilius and ten Icgati for

the administration of the province of Sicily, after

the close of the first servile war. They were made
in pursuance of a consultum of the senate. Cicero*

speaks of these regulations as a decretum of Rupili-

us {quod is de decern legatorum sententia statuit),

which he says they call lex Rupilia ; but it va«
not a lex proper. The powers given to the om-
missioners by the lex Julia Municipalis were of •
similar kind.

SACRA'T.^, mentioned by Livy* and by Cice-
ro.* Leges were properly so called which had for

their object to make a thing or person sacer, as in

Livy^ {de saerando cum bor.is capite ejus qui, <S:c.).

The consecratio was in fact the sanction by which
a lex was to be enforced.* In the latter case it

was the opinion of the jurisconsulti (juris interpre-

tes) that the lex did not make " sacrosancti" the

persons for whose protection it was designed, but

that it made " sacer" {sacrum sanxit) any one who
injured them ; and this interpretation is certainly

consistent with the terms of the lex.*

A lex Sacrata Militaris is also mentione<1 by
Livy,'* but the sanction of the lex is not stated.

SA'TURA. (Kirf. Le.x, p. 680.)

SCANTI'NIA, proposed by a tribune : the date

and contents are not known, but its object was to

suppress unnatural crimes. It existed in the time

of Cicero." The lex Julia de Adulteriiji considered

this offence as included in stuprum, and it was pun-

ishable with a fine ; but by the later imperial con-

stitution the punishment was death."
SCRIUONIA. The date and whole import ot

this lex are not known ; but4t enacted that a right

to servitutes should not be acquired by usucapion,'*

from which it appears that the law was once dif-

ferent. A "libertas servitutum" could be gained

by usucapion, or, rather, disuse, for the lex only

applied to that usucapion which established a senri-

tus {sertitutem constituebal), and not to that so-call-

ed usucapion which took away the right {sustulit

1. (c. XX., 1. 29, 38.)—2. (Zoitschrift, ix.)—3. (Zeitscunft, i. ;

" Uebcr dcii Inhalt der Lex Rubria de Gallia CitalpiiKi.")—4.

(la Verr., lib. ii., 13, 16.)-5. (ii., 54.)-«. (De Off., iii., 33.)—

7

(ii., 8.)—8. (Liv., iii., 55.)—9. (Fcstus, s. v. SacnO* lepe».)— 10

(Tii., 41.)— 11. (Auion., Epi?., 8i>.—Juv., li., 44.-Cjc ad Faa.
iii., IS, 14.)— 12. (Suet.. Doni., 8.—Paulus, S. R., ii

, Wt. M
•. 18.)—18. (Dig 41, tit. S, ». 4, 29.)

nRft
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termiutfin). It is, perhaps, doubtful if the passage

of Cicero' should be alleged in proof of this usuca-

pion formerly existing.

SEMPRO'NI^. Various leges proposed by the

Gracchi were so named. {Vid. SsMPRONiiE Lb-
OKS.)

SEMPRO'NIA DE FCE'NORE, B.C. 193, was a

plebiscitum proposed by the tribune M. Sempronius,*

which enacted that the law {jus) about money lent

ijiecunia iredita) should be the same for the Socii

4nd Latini {Socii ac nomen Lalinum) as for Roman
citizens. The object of the lex was to prevent

Romans from lending money in the name of the

Socii, who were not bound by the fenebres leges.

The lex could obviously only apply within the ju-

risdiction of Rome.
SERVI'LIA AGRA'RIA, proposed by the tribune

P. S. Rullus in the consulship of Cicero, B.C. 63,

was a very extensive agraria rogatio. It was suc-

cessfully opposed by Cicero ;' but it was in sub-

stance carried by J. Caesar, B.C. 59 {vid. Jplia Lex
Agraria), and is the lex called by Cicero lex Cam-
pana,* from the public land called Ager Campanus
being assigned under this lex.

SERVI'LIA GLAU'CIA DE CIVITA'TE. {Vid.

Repetund^e.)
SERVI'LIA GLAU'CIA DE REPETUNDIS.

(Vid. Repetund^.)
SERVI'LIA JUDICIA'RIA, B.C. 106. See the

article Judex, p. 553, and the various passages in

Cicero.' It is assumed by some writers that a lex

of the tribune Servilius Glaucia repealed the Ser-

vilia Judiciaria two years after its enactment.*

SI'LIA.^ The legis actio called condictio was
established by this lex in the case when the demand
was a determinate sum of money {certa pecunia).

SILVA'NI ET CARBO'NIS. (Fid. Papiria

Plautia.)

SULPI'CI^, proposed by the tribune P. Sulpici-

us Rufus, a supporter of Marius, B.C. 88, enacted

the recall of the exiles, the distribution of the new
citizens and the libertini among the thirty-five tribes,

that the command in the Mithradatic war should

be taken from Sulla and given to Marius, and that

a senator should not contract debt to the amount of

more than 2000 denarii.* The last enactment may
have been intended to expel persons from the sen-

ate who should get in debt. All these leges were
repealed by Sulla.'

SULPI'CIA SEMPRO'NIA, B.C. 304. No name
is given to this lex by Livy,*" but it was probably

proposed by the consuls. It prevented the dedica-

tio of a templum or altar without the consent of

the senate or a majority of the tribunes."

SUMTUA'RIiE. {Vid. Somtuari^ Leges.)

TABELLA'RIJB. {Vid. Tabellari^ Leges.)

TARPE'IA ATE'RNIA. {Vid. Aternia Tar-
PEIA.)

TERENTI'LIA, proposed by the tribune C. Ter-

entilius, B.C. 462, but not carried, was a rogatio

which had for its object an amendment of the con-

stitution, though in form it only attempted a limita-

tion of the imperium consulare.'* This rogatio

probably led to the subsequent legislation of the

Decemviri.
TESTAMENTA'RI^. Various leges, such as

the Cornelia, Falcidia, Furia, and Voconia, regula-

ted testamentary dispositions.

THO'RIA. The importance of this lex requires

that it should have a separate notice. {Vid. Tho-
•ria Lex.)

1. (Pro Cicin., 26.)—2. (Liv., xrxr., 7.)—3. (In RuUum.)—4.
(ad Att., ii., 18.)—5. (Brut., 43, 44, 63, 86.)-fi. (Cic, Bnit., 62.)

—7. (Gaius, iv., 19.)—8. (Plut., SuU., 8.)—9. (Anp., Bell. Civ.,

i., 55.—Liv.. Epit., 77.)—10. (ix., 46.)—11. (Con: are Gaius, ii

.

6-7.)—12. (Lit., iii., 9.)
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Tl TIA, similar in its provisions to the lex Pab
licia.

TI' riA DE TUTO'RIBUS. ( Vid. Joua Lex n
TiTiA, and Gaius, i., 195.)

TREBO'NIA, a plebiscitum proposed by L. Tn>
bonius, B.C. 448, which enacted that if the ten trib-

unes were not chosen before the comitia were dis-

solved, those who were elected should not fill up
the number {co-optare), but that the comitia should
be continued till the ten were elected.*

TRIBUNI'TIA. (Fid. TribunitiaLex.)
TU'LLIA DE A'MBITU. {Vid. Ambitus.)
TU'LLIA DE LEGATIO'NE LI'BERA. (Vid.

Legatus, p. 576.)

VALERI'^ of P. Valerius Publicola.
(
Vid. V *-

LERI.S Leges.)
VALE'RIA HORA'TIA. {Vid. PLEBisciTuif.)

VA'RIA. {Vid. Majebtas.)
VATI'NIA DE PROVrNCIIS was the enact-

ment by which J. Caesar obtained the province of

Gallia Cisalpina with Illyricum for five years, to

which the senate added Gallia Transalpina. This
plebiscitum was proposed by the tribune Vatinius.*

A Trebonia lex subsequently prolonged Caesar's

imperium for five years.

VATI'NIA. {Vid. Repetund^.)
VATI'NIA DE COLONIS, under which the Lat-

ioa Colonia {vid. Latinitas) of Novum-Comum in

Gallia Cisalpina was planted, B.C. 59.*

LEGES DEVI. {Vid. Vis.)

VIA'RIA. A Viaria lex which Cicero says' the

tribune C. Curio talked of; but nothing more seems
to be known of it.

Some modern writers speak of leges Viariae, but

there do not appear to be any leges properly so call-

ed. The provisions as to roads in many of the

agrarian laws were parts of such leges, and had no
special reference to roads.*

VICESIMA'RIA. {Vid. Vicksimaria.)

VI'LLIA ANNA'LIS. {Vid. ^diles, p. 25.)

VISE'LLIA made a man liable to 'a criminal

prosecution who, being a Latinus, assumed to exer-

cise the rights of an ingenuus.'

VOCO'NIA. ( Vid. VocoNiA Lex.)

This list of leges may not be quite complete, and

the dates of some of them may not be perfectly ac-

curate. Still it contains all the leges that are of

any importance for the understanding of Roman
History and Jurisprudence. Those which are not

specially noticed here are referred to their prop-

er heads, particularly when there are many leges

relating to one subject, as ambitus, repetundae, &c.
Several of the Roman leges were modified by sen-

atus consulta. The senatus consulta, which are

properly laws, are enumerated under Senatus Cow-
SULTUM.
LEXIARCHICON. {Vid. Demus, p. 348.)

LEXIARCHOI. {Vid. Ecclesia, p. 385.)

LEXIS. {Vid. Dice, p. 358.)

LIBANO'TIS {Xi6avuTi(), a plant, our Rosema
ry. The Greek name is derived from ?.i6avoc, " in-

cense," and has reft rence to the strong aromatic

odour emitted ; the Latin name Rosmarinus, which
the poets commonly write as two words, Ros inari-

nus, alludes to the circumstance of the plant's being
" used by the ancients in sprinkling, as we read in

the Scriptures of hyssop, and of its growing in pla-

ces near the seacoast. Virgil is supposed to be the

first author who mentions it by the name of Ros
{marinus). Theophrastus describes two species,

the first, or 7i,i6avuTtg uKupno^, is the true Rosmari-

nus officinalis ; the other, the X. Kupncfwg, is the Atk'

1. (Dig. 11, tit 5, B. 3.)—2. (Liv.,ii.,64, 65.)—3. (Dion Ca*.,

xxxriii., 8.—Appian, Bell. Civ., ii., 13.—Suet., Jul., 22.—Vett
Paterc., ii., 44.)—4. (Suet., Jul., 28.)—5. (ad Fam., viii.)—

<

(Frontinus, De Coloniig.)—7. (Cod. ix., tit. 21.)
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mmnta l^inoti$, according to Stac<Lbouse. Spren-

fel ia decidedly of opinion that the first species of

)ioscoride3 is the Cachn/t libanotis ; the second,

the Ferula, nodijlora; the third he hesitates ahout

admitting as the Prenanthe purpurea."^

•LIBANOTUS (AiCd*'urof),Franlvincense. The
name, however, is also applied to the Frankincense-

tree itself. " Forskael, the Danish traveller," ob-

serves Adams, "gave the name of Amyris Kalaf to

thr Frankincense- tree, and Colebrook calls it Boa-

ueU\a turifcra. However, as Stackhouse and Spren-

gel state, there is still great uncertainty about the

tree which produces the frankincense. Dr. Harris

remarkB, that ' what is called "pure incense" is no
doubt the same as the maacula Ikura of Virgil.' Dr.

Martyn farther states, that the ancients called the

best sort of incense ' male.' A late writer on this

class of medicinal substances, Dr. Maton, says,
' Some authors have considered the genuine ?.i6a-

fof {Thus) to have been obtained from the Junipe-

rus Lycia, and to constitute the Olibanum of our

shops, but I cannot find any passage in the ancient

authors sufficiently precise to corroborate this con-

jecture.' According to Ammonius and the scholi-

ast on Aristophanes, the tree is, properly speaking,

to be named 7J.6avog, and the term XiCuvurot; is to

be restricted to the Frankincense itself. Theo-
phrastus, however, does not use the terms in this

sense. '^'

LIBATIO. (Vid. Sacrificium.)

LIBELLA. (Kid. Denabios.)
LIBELLUS is the diminutive form of liber, and

signifies, properly, a little book. A libellus was
distinguished from other kinds of writing by being

written, like our books, by pages, whereas other

writings were written transversa charta.* A libel-

lus, however, did not necessarily consist of several

pages. It was used by the Romans as a technical

term in the following cases :

1. Libelli accusalorum or accusalorii were the writ-

ten accusations which in some cases a plaintiff,

after having received the permission to bring an ac-

tion against a person, drew up, signed, and sent to

the judicial authorities, viz., in the city to the prae-

tor, and in a province to the proconsul.* (Compare
Actio, p. 17.) The form in which a libellus accu-

satorius was to be written is described by Ulpian in

a case of adultery.* The accuser had to sign the

libellus, and if he could not write, he was obliged

to get somebody else to do it for him. If the libel-

'us was not written in the proper legal form, it was
mvalid, but the plaintiff had still the right to bring

the same action again in its legal form.*

2. Libelli famosi were what we call libels or pas-

quinades, intended to injure the character of per-

sons. A law of the Twelve Tables inflicted very

severe punishments on those who composed defam-
atory writings against any person.^ During the

latter part of the Republic this law appears to have
been suspended, for Tacitus* says that, previous to

the time of Augustus, libels had never been legally

punished,* and iliat Augustus, provoked by the au-

dacity with which Cassius Severus brought into

disrepute the most illustrious persons of the age,

ordained, by a lex majestatis, that the authors of

libelli famosi should be brought to trial. On this

occasion, Augustus, who was informed of the exist-

ence of several such works, had a search made at

1. (Theophnat., II. P., ix., 11.— Diotcor., iii., 79.—Vire.,
Geory., ii., 213.—Adam*. Append., >. t.)—2. {Theophra»t., H.
P., IX., 4.—Diosc<ir., i., 81.—Asiatic Reaearchet, vol. ix., p. S77.

—Ariatoph., Plut., 703, with achol.—Adama, Append., a. t.)—3.

(Sact., Jul , 56.)—4. (Cod. 0, tit. 3, a. 8.—Di7. 48, tit. 5, a. 3,

17, 29 ; 47, tit. 2, e. 74.)—3. (Dig. 48, tit. 2, a. 3.)—6. (Jut., ti.,

844, Ac-Tacit., Ann., iii., 44.— Plin., Enist., vii., 27.—Com-
pwe Urisson, De Form., v., r. 187, &c.)—7. (Cic, De Repab.,
ir.,10.—Arnob.,i».,p. 151.)-8. (Ann., i., 72.)—9. (Comiiare Cic.

•d F»iu.,iii., U^

Rome by the aediles, and in oiher places by ttM

local magistrates, and ordered the libels to be burn-

ed ; some of the authors were subjected to pimish

meat.' A law quoted by Ulpian* ordained that the

author of a libellus famosus should be intestabiiis ,

and during the latter period of the Empire we find

that capital punishment was not only inflicted upon
the author, but upon those persons in whose pus*

session a libellus famosus was found, or who did

not destroy it as soon as it came into their bands.'

3. Libellus memorialis, a pocket or memonndum
book.* The libellus, from which Cicero* commu-
nicates a memorandum of Brutus, appears to have
been a book of this kind.

4. The word libellus was also applied to a varid*

ty of writings, which in most cases, probably, con-
sisted of one page only

:

a. To short letters addressed to a person for tb«

purpose of cautioning him against some danger
which threatened his life,* and to any short letters

or reports addressed to the senate or private indi-

viduals.'

b. To the bills called libelli gladiatorii or munerm
rii, which persons who gave gladiatorial exhibitions

distributed junong the people. ( Vid. Gladiatosbs,
p. 476.)

c. To petitions to the emperors.* The emperors
had their especial officers or secretaries who at-

tended to all petitions {libellis prafectua*), and who
read and answered them in the name of the em-
peror." Such a libellus is still extant.""

d. To the bill of appeal called libellus appellatoriut,

which a person who did not acquiesce in a judicial

sentence had to send in after the lapse of two or

three days."
e. To the bills stuck up in the most frequented

parts of the city, in case of a debtor having ab-

sconded." Such bills were also stuck upon the

estates of such a debtor, and his friends who wished
to pay for him sometimes pulled down such bills.**

/. To bills in which persons announced to the

public that they had found things which had been
lost, and in which they invited ilie owner to claim

his property.** The owner gave to the finder a

reward (^tiperpa), and received his property back.

Sometimes the owner also made known to the pub-

lic by a libellus what he had lost, stated his name
and residence, and promised to give a reward to the

person who found his property and brought it back
to him.**

LIBER (_0i67uov), a Book. The most common
material on which books were written by the Greeks
and Romans was the thin coats' or rind {liber, wl nee

the Latin name for a book) of the Egyptian papyrus.

This plant was called by the Egj'ptians Byblos (fiv-

CXof), whence the Greeks derived their name for a

book {Pi6Xiov). It formed an article of commerce
long before the lime of Herodotus," and was exten-

sively used in the western part of Europe, as is

proved by the number of rolls of papyri found at

Herculaneum. In the sixth centurj' of the Christian

aera the duty on imported papyrus was abolished by

Theodoric the Great, on which occasion Cassiodo-

rus wrote a letter,** in which he congratulates the

world on the cessation of a tax so unfavourable to

the progress of learning and of commerce. The
papyrus-tree grows in swamps to the height of ten

feet and more, and paper was prepared from the

1. (Dion Caaa., Iti., 27.)-2. (Di?. 47, tit 10, a. 5.)—3. (Cod.

9, tit. 30.)—4. (Suet., Jul., 5«.)—5. (ad Att., ti., I, 5.)—6.

(Suet., Jul., 81.—Id., Calij., 15.)—7. (Suet., Jul., 36.-Id., Oe-

toT., 84.—Cic. ad Fam., xi., 11.)—8. (Suet., OctaT., 53.—Mart.,

vui., 31, 3; 82, 1.)—9. (Dig. 20, tit. 5.)— 10. (Suet., Domit.,14.»

—11. (Vid. Gruter. Inacnpt., p. Dcvii.. 1.)— 12. (Dig. 40, lit. 1.;

—13. (Cic, Pro Quinct., 6, 15, 19.—Re;n, ROm. Pnran-., p
499.)—14. (Senec, De Benef.. it.. 12.)- 15. (Plaut.. Rod., T.,

2, 7, Ac-Dig. 47, tit. 2, s. 44.)—16. (Propert., ui., 21, 21, *«.

-17. (T., 58.)-18. (li., 38.) ,^687
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tbin coals or pellicles which snm.nnd the plant in

the following manner according to Pliny.* The dif-

lerent pieces were joined together by the turbid

Nile water, as it has a kind of glutinous property.

A layer of pap)Tus {schcda or philyra) was laid flat

on a board, and a cross layer put over it ; and being

thus prepared, the layers were pressed, and after-

ward dried in the sun. The sheets were then

fastened or pasted together, the best being taken

first, and then the inferior sheets. There were
never more than twenty in a scapus or roll. The
papyri found in Egyptian tombs difller very much in

length, but not much in breadth, as the breadth was
probably determined by the usual length of the strips

taken from the plant. The length might be carried

to almost any extent by fastening one sheet to an-

other. The writing was in columns, with a blank

slip between them." The form and general appear-

ance of the papyri rolls will be understood from the

following woodcut, taken from paintings found at

Pompeii.'

The paper (vharla) made from the papyrus was
of different qualities. The best was called after

Augustus, the second after Livia, the third, which

was originally the best, was named Hieratica, be-

cause it was appropriated to the sacred books. The
finest paper was subsequently called Claudia, from

the Emperor Claudius. The inferior kinds were
called Amphitheatrica, SdUica, Leneotica, from the

places in Egypt where it was made, and also Fan-

niana, from one Fannius, who had a celebrated man-
ufactory at Rome. The kind called Emporetica

was not fit for writing, and was chiefly used by

merchants for packing tiieir goods, from which cir-

cumstance it obtained its name.*
Next to the papyrus, parchment (memlrana) was

the most common material for writing upon. It is

said to have been invented by Eumenes II., king of

Pergamus, in consequence of the prohibition of the

. export of papyrus from Egypt by Ptolemy Epipha-

nes.* It is probable, however, that Eumenes intro-

duced only some improvement in the manufacture

of parchment, as Herodotus mentions writing on
skins as common in his time, and says that the

lonians had been accustomed to give the name of

skins {6i^dipai.) to books.* Other materials are

also mentioned as used for writing on, but books
appear to have been almost invariably written either

upon papyrus or parchment.
The ancients wrote usually on only one side of

the paper or parchment, whence Juvenal' speaks of

an extremely long tragedy as

" summi plena jam margine lihri

Scriptus et in tergo necdum finitus Orestes."

Such works were called Opistographi,^ and are also

said to be written in aversa cliarta.^

The back of the paper, instead of being written

upon, was usually stained with saffron colour or the

cedrus'* {crocea memhrana tabella^^). We learn from
Ovid that the cedrus produced a yellow colour."

As paper and parchment were dear it was fr*
quently the custom to erase or wash out writing of

little importance, and to write upon the paper oi

parchment again, whi^h was then called Palimp-
sestus {naXip^p^oToc). This practice is mentioned
by Cicero,* who praises his friend Trebatius for

having been so economical as to write upon a pa-

limpsest, but wonders what those writings could
have been which were considered of less importance
than a letter.'

The paper or parchment was joined together so
as to form one sheet, and when the work was fin-

ished, it was rolled on a staff, whence it was called

a volumen ; and hence we have the expression evol-

vere librum* When an author divided a work into

several books, it was usual to include only one book
in a volume or roll, so that there were generally the

same number of volumes as of books. Thus Ovid*
calls his fifteen books of Metamorphoses " mulattt

tcr quinque volumina forma."^ When a book was
long, it was sometimes divided into two volumes

:

thus Pliny* speaks of a work in three books, '• in sex

volumina propter amplitudinem divisi."

In ihe papyri rolls found at Herculaneum, the

stick on which the papyrus is rolled does not pro-

ject from the papyrus, but is concealed by it.

.Usually, however, there were balls or bosses, orna-

mented or painted, called umbilici or cornua, whicl.

were fastened at each end of the stick, and projectec

from the papyrus.' The ends of the roll were care-

fully cut, polished with pumice-stone, and coloured

black ; they were called the gemince frontes*

To protect the roll from injury, it was frequently

put in a parchment case, which was stained with a

purple colour, or with the yellow of the lutum.

Martial' calls such a covering a purpurea toga.

Something of the same kind is meant by the Greek
sittybm {criTn'iSai^''), which Hesychius explains by
depfiuTivat arolai.

The title of the book {titulus, index) was written

on a small strip of papyrus or parchment with a
light red colour {caecum or minium). Winkelmann
supposed that the title was on a kind of ticket sus-

pended to the roll, as is seen in the paintings at

Herculaneum (see woodcut), but it was most prob-

ably stuck on the papyrus itself." We learn from
Seneca'* and Martial" that the portraits of the au-

thors were often placed on the first page of the

work.** Compare the articles Atramentum, Bibli-

OPOLA, BiBLIOTHECA, CaLAMUS, CaPSA, StYLUS.

LIBERA'LIA. (Vid. Dionysia, p. 366.)

LIBERA'LIS CAUSA. (F?rf. Assertor.)

LI'BERI. {Vid. Ingenui, Libertus.)

LIBERO'RUM JUS. ( Vid. Julia et Papia Pop-
PiKA Lex.)
LIBERTUS, LIBERTI'NUS. Freemen {liberi)

were either ingenui {vid. Ingenui) or libertini. Lib-

ertini were those persons who had been released

from legal servitude {qui ex justa servitute manumia-
si sunt}*). A manumitted slave was libertus (that is,

liberatus) with reference to his master ; with refer-

ence to the class to which he belonged after manu-
mission, he was libertinus. According to Suetonius,

libertinus was the son of a libertus in the time of

the censor Appius Claudius, and for some time

after ;*• but this is not the meaning of tiie word in

the extant Roman writers.

There were three modes of legitima manumissio,

the vindicta, the census, and the testainentum : if

1. (II. N., xiii., 23.)—^2. (Egyptian Antiquities, vol. ii., ch. 7,

Lond., 1836.)— 3. (GeU, Pompeii, p. 187.)— 4. (Plin., H. N.,

tiii., 23, 24.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xiii., 21.)— 5. (v., 58.)—7. (i., 5.)

—8. (Plin., Epist., iii., 5 )—9. (Mart., viii., 62.)—10. (Lacian,

npii dirau^., 16, vol. lii., p. 113.)—11. (Juv., viL, 93.—Pen.,
ill.. 10.)- 12. (Ovid, Trist., iii., 1, 13.)
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1. (ad Fam., vii.. 18.)—2. (Ccmipare Catnll., xxii., 5.—Mm
tial,xiv.,7.)—3. (Cic. ad Att.,ix., 10.)—4. (Trist.,i..l, 117.)—

»

(Compare Cic, Tusc, iii., 3.—Id., ad Fam., xvii., 17.)—6. (Ep
iii., 5.)—7. (Martial, iii., 2.—Id., v., 6, 15.—Tibull., ili., 1, IS.—
Ovid, Trist., i., 1, 8.)—8. (Ovid, 1. c.)—0. (x., 93.)— 10. (Cks

ad Att., iv., 5.)— 11. (Compare Tibull., 1. c.)— 12. (I)e Tran^
An., «.)—13. (xiv., 186.)—14. (Becker, GiJlus, i., p 163-1741
—15. (Gaius, i., 11.)— 18. (Claud., c. 2J )
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the manumiiicd slave was above thirty years of

age, if he was the quiritarian property of his mas-
ter, and if he was manumitted in proper form {legit-

tme, justa et Ugilima mantimissione), he became a

civis Romanus : if any of these conditions were
wanting, he became a Latinus, and in some cases

only a dediticius. {Vid. Manumissio.) Thus there

were, as Ulpian observes, three kinds of liberti

:

cives llomani, Latini Juniani, and dediticii.

The status of a civis Romanus and that of a dedi-

ticius have been already described. ( Vid. Civitas,

DKDrricii.)

Originally, slaves who were so manumitted as

not to become cives Romani, were still slaves ; but

the praetor took them under his protection, and
maintained their freedom, though he could not make
them cives Romani. The lex Junia gave them a
certain status, which was expressed by the phrase
Latini Juniani : they were called Latini, says Gaius,»

because they were put on the same footing as the

Latini coloniarii, and Juniani, because the Junia
lex gave them freedom, whereas before they were
by strict law (ex jure Quiritium) slaves. Gaius*
says that the lex Junia declared such manumitted
persons to be as free as if they had been Roman
citizens by birth {cives Romani ingenui), who had
gone out from Rome to join a Latin colony, and
thereby had become Latini coloniarii : this passage,

which is not free from difficulty, is remarked on by
Savigny.*

A Latinus could attain the civitas in several

ways.* {Vid. Latinitas.) As the patria potestas

was a jus peculiar to Roman citizens, it followed

that a Latinus had not the patria potestas over his

children. If, however, he had married either a
Latina and had begotten a child, who would, of
course, be a Latinus, or had married a Roman civis,

and had begotten a child, which, by a senatus con-

Bultum of Hadrian, would be a Romanus civis, he
might, by complying with the provisions of the lex

iEIia Sentia, in the former case obtain the civitas

for himself, his wife, and child, and in both cases
acquire the patria potestas over his child just as if

the child had been born in justae nuptiae.*

In considering the legal condition of libertini, it

IS necessary to remember that even those who were
cives Romani were not ingenui, and that their pa-

tron! had still certain rights with respect to them.
The Latini were under some special incapacities

;

for the lex Junia, which determined their status,

neither gave them the power of making a will, nor
of taking property under a will, nor of being named
tutores in a will. They could not, therefore, take

either as heredes or legatarii, but they could take
by way of fideicommissum.* The sons of libertini

were ingenui, but they could not have gentile rights

;

and the descendants of libertini were sometimes
taunted with their servile origin.*

The law which concerns the property {bona) of
libertini may be appropriately considered under Pa-
TECvn* : see also Inoknoi.
LIBIMITUS (GREEK) {'AneXevOepoc), a freed-

man. It was not unfrequent for a master at Athens
to restore a slave to freedom, or to allow him to

purchase it. The state into which a slave thus en-

tered was called ane?.ev6epia, and he was said to be

xa(f iavTov.* It is not quite certain whether those

^rsons who are termed oi x"Pk oIkovvtcc* were
likewise freedmen, as the grammarians assert, or

whether they were persons yet in slavery, but living

separated from their master's household ; but in

Demosthenes'" the expression ;f«p<f v«et is evident-

1. (1,22; iii., 56.)—2. (lii., 56.)—3. (Zeitschnft, ix., p. 320.)
—4. (GaiuB, i., 28, &c.—Ulp., Frag., tit. S.)—5. (Gaius, i., 30,
M.)—«. (Gains, i., 24.)—7. (Hor.. Senn., i., 0, 4fi.)—8. (De-
mcMth., Pro Phorm., p. 945.)—!). (DemoaUi., Philip., i., f 90.)

10. (c. Eaerg. et Mneiib., p 1101.)

ly used as synonymous with " he has been einnnck
patcd." A slave, when manumitted, entered into

the status of a fieroiKOf {vid. Mctoiccb), and, a*
such, ho had not only to pay the fieroiKiov, but n
triobolon in addition to it. This triobolon was
probably the tax which slaTehoiders had to pay tn

the Republic for each slave they kept, so that the
triobolon paid by freedmen was intended to indem-
nify the state, which would otherwise have lost by
every manumission of a slave.* The connexion of
a freedman with his former master was, however,
not broken off entirely on his manumission, for he
had throughout his life to regard him as his patron

{TTpoaTUTTii), and to fulfil certain duties towards him.

In what these duties consisted beyond the obliga

tion of showing gratitude and respect towards his

deliverer, and of taking him for his patron in all his

affairs, is uncertain, though they seem to have been
fixed by the laws of Athens.* Whether the rela-

tion existing between a person and his freedman
descended to the children of the latter, is likewise

unknown. That a master, in case his freedman
died, had some claims to his property, is clear from
Isaeus.* The neglect of any of the duties which »

freedman had towards his former master was pros

ecuted by the uKoaraaiov diKij. {Vid. An02TA
2I0T AlKH.)
The Spartans likewise restored their slaves somo

times to freedom, but in what degree such freedmen
partook of the civic franchise is not known. That
they could never receive the full Spartan franchise

is expressly stated by Dion Chrysostomus ;* but

Miiller* entertains the opinion that Spartan freed-

men, after pacing through several stages, might in

the end obtain the full franchise ; this opinion,

however, is more than doubtful. Spartan freedmen
were frequently used in the armies and in the fleet,

and were, according to Myro,* designated by the

names of d^erat, otJeffTrorot, tpvKT^pec, deanoaiovai

rai, and veoSafiudeig.

LIBITINA'RII. (Vid. Funus, p. 469.)

LIBRA, dim. LIBELLA (irro^/iof), a Balance, a

pair of Scales. The principal parts of this instru-

ment were, 1. The beam {vid. Juoom), whence any-

thing which is to be weighed is said vko ^vydv ava-

6X^^vai, literally, " to be thrown under the beam.'"
2. The two scales, called in Greek ruXavra* and
irXdaTiyye,* and in Latin lances.^" {Vid. Lanz.)
Hence the verb ra^xivTcvu is employed as equiva-

lent to oTad/jiuu and to the Latin libra, and is applied

as descriptive of an eagle balancing his wings in

the air." The beam was made without a tongue,

being held by a ring or other appendage {ligt'a,

fwfia), fixed in the centre. (See the woodcut.)

Specimens of bronze balances may be seen in the

British Museum, and in other collections of anti-

quities, and also of the steelyard {vid. Stateba),
which was used for the same purpose as the libra.

The woodcut to the article Catena shows some ol

the chains by which the scales are suspended from
the beam. In the works of ancient art, the balance

is also introduced emblematically in a great variety

ofways. Cicero'* mentions the balance of Critola-

us, in which the good things of the soul were put

into one scale, and those of the body and all extei-

nal things into the other, and the first was found to

outweigh the second, though it included both earth

I. (Bdckh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii., p. 48.)— 2. (Meyer
and SchOm., Att. Proc., p. 473, &c.—Petit., Legrg. Att., li., 6, p.

2(51.—Compare Plato, Dc Leg., xi., p. 915.)— 3. (D« Nicoetr.

hered., c. 9.—Rhetor, ad Alex., i., 16.—Compare Hansen, De
Jur. hiered. Alh., p. 51.) — 4. (Orat., xixvi., p. 448, B.) —

5

(Dor., iii., 3, « 5.)—6. (ap. Athen., vi., p. 271.)—7. (iEl:an, V.

H., X., 6.)—8. (Horn., 11., viii., 69.—Id. ib.. xii., 433.—Id. ib,

x»i., 659.—Id. lb., xix., 223.- Id. ib., ixii., 209.—Analoph,

Ran., 809.)—9. (Anstoph., Ran., 1425.)-10. (Vire., .fin., »»,

725.—Pera., ir., 10.—Cic, Acad.,iv., 12.)— 11. (PhUoettmt. Jm
Im«j., «.—Welcker, ad loc.)—12. (Tuac., »., 17.)
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and sea. In Egyptian paintings the balance is often

introduced for the sake of exhibiting the mode of

comparing together the amount of a deceased man's

merits and of his defects. The annexed woodcut

is taken from a beautiful bronze patera, representing

Mercury and Apollo engaged in exploring the fates

of Achilles and Memnon, by weighing the attendant

genius of the one against that of the other.* A bal-

ance is often represented on the reverse of the Ro-

man imperial coins ; and, to indicate more distinctly

its signification, it is frequently held by a female in

her right hand, while she supports a cornucopia in

her left, the words ^qvitas avovsti being inscribed

on the margin, so as to denote the justice and im-

partiality with which the emperors dispensed their

bounty.
•

The constellation libra is placed in the zodiac at

the equinox, because it is the period of the year at

which day and night are equally balanced.'

The mason's or carpenter's level was called libra

or libella (whence the English name) on account of

its resemblance in many respects to a balance.'

Hence the verb libra meant to level as well as

Jo weigh. The woodcut to the article Circinus,

which is inserted sideways, shows a libella fabrilis

having the form of the letter A, and the line and

plummet {perpendiculum) depending from the apex.

LIBRA or AS, a pound, the unit of weight

among the Romans and Italians. Many ancient

specimens of this weight, its parts and multiples,

have come down to us ; but of these some are im-

perfect, and the rest differ so much in weight that

no satisfactory conclusion can be drawn from them.

The difference between some of these specimens is

as much as two ounces. An account of some of

the most remarkable of them is given by Hussey*
and Bockh." This variety is to be accounted for

partly by the well-known carelessness of the Ro-

mans in keeping to their standards of weights, and

partly by the fact that many of the extant weights

are from provincial towns, in which this careless-

ness was notoriously greater than in the metropolis.

The Roman coins furnish a mode of calculating

the weight of the libra, which has been more relied

on than any other by most modern writers. The
As will not help us in this calculation, because its

weight, though originally a pound, was very early

diminished, and the existing specimens differ from
each other very greatly. (Vid. As.) We must,
therefore, look only to the silver and gold coins.

Now the average weight of the extant specimens
of the denarius is about 60 grains, and in the early

Rges of the coinage 84 denarii went to the pound.

{Vid. Denarius.) The pound,then, by this calcula-

1. (Winckelmann, Mon. Ined., 133.—Millin, Peint. de Vases

Ant.,t. i., pi. 19, p. 39.)—2. (Virg., Georg., i., 208.—Plin., H.
N., xviii., 25.—Schol. in Arat., 89.)—3. (Varro, De Re Rust.,

i., 6.—Columella, i i., 13.—Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 22.)—*. (An-

aent Weights, A-.c, 'x., I) 3.)—5. (Metrolog. Untersuch., p 170.)
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tion, would contain 5040 grains. Again, the aura
of the early gold coinage were equal in weight to

a *crupu/um and its multiples. (Vid. Avrvm.) Now
the serupulum was the 288th part of the pound
(rid. Uwcia), and the average of the scrupular aure;

has been found by Letronne to be about 17^ grains

Hence the pound would be 288 x 17^= 5040 grains,

as before. The next aurei coined were, according

to Pliny, 40 to the pound, and, therefore, if the above
calculation be right, =126 grains ; and we do find

many of this weight. But, well as these results

hang together, there is great doubt of their truth ;

for, besides the uncertainty which always attends

the process of calculating a larger quantity from a

smaller, on account of the multiplication of a smal}

error, we have every reason to believe that the ex
isting coins do not come up to their nominal weight,

for there was an early tendency in the Roman mint
to make money below weight' (compare As, Adrum,
Denarius), and we have no proof that any extant

coins belonged to the very earliest coinage, and,

therefore, no security that they may not have been
depreciated. In fact, there are many specimens of

the denarius extant which weigh more than the

above average of 60 grains. It is therefore proba-

ble that the weight of 6040 grains, obtained from
this source, is too little.

Another mode of determining the pound is from
the relation between the Roman weights and meas-
ures. The chief measures which aid us in this in-

quiry are the amphora, or quadrantal, and the con-

gius. The solid contents of the amphora were
equal to a cube of which the side was one Roni<iir>

foot, and the weight of water it contained was 80
pounds. Hence, if we can ascertain the length of

the Roman foot independently, it will give us the

solid contents of the amphora, from which we can
deduce the weight of the Roman pound. But it

may be obtained at once from the congius of Ves-

pasian, which holds 10 Roman pounds, and was
found by Dr. Hase (in 1721) to contain 5203769
grains troy of distilled water. {Vid. Congius.)

This would give for the pound 5203769 grains troy,

or very nearly 5204 grains =1U ounces and 00 45
grains. By another experiment (in 1680), Auzout
found the congius to contain 514632 grains troy.

This would make the pound 5146 32 grains troy,

which is only 57-449 grains less than before. Hus-
sey considers that Dr. Hase's experiment is more
to be relied on than Auzout's, as being more re-

cent. The difference may be partly owing to an-

other cause, which throws doubt on the whole
calculation. The interior surface of the congius

may have been injured by time and other causes,

and its capacity therefore increased. Wurm as-

serts this as a fact.* Again, the nature of the

fluid employed in the experiment, its temperature,

and the height of the barometer, would all influence

the result, and the error from these sources must
occur twice, namely, at the original making of the

congius, and at the recent weighing of its contents.

Still these errors are probably small, and therefore

we may take the weight of 6204 grains troy, as ob-

tained from this experiment, to be the nearest ap-

proximation to the weight of the Roman pound.

This result very little exceeds that obtained from

the coins ; and as we have seen that the latter give

too small a weight, the excess may be viewed rath-

er as a correction than a contradiction. For it

gives as the weight of the denarius of 84 to the

pound nearly 62 grains, and many denarii weigh as

much, or even more. The scruple would be 1807

grains, wnich only exceeds the average of extant

specimens by about half a grain.' Wurm, who de-

1. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 13,46.)—2. (De Pond., &c., p. 78.)-
3. {Vid. Ilussey, Anrjerit Weights, Ac. chap, ix.)
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pet is solely on the coins, makes it 6053635 grains

troy,* and Bockh arrives at nearly the same result.

•

The uncial division, which has been noticed in

speaking of the coin As, was also applied to the

weight. The following table shows the divisions

of the pound, with their value in ounces and grains,

avoirdupois weight :

I'ueia. Oi. Gn.

As or Libra 12 11} 60- 45
Deunx 11 lOi 64- 64
Dextans or Decuncis . . 10 9^ 38-60
Dodrans 9 8k 42-57
BesorBessis .... 8 7.i 76 75
Septunx 7 6| 80-88
Semis or Somissis ... 6 5| 84-95
Quincunx 5 4^ 89 05
Triens 4 3| 93- 14

Quadrans or Teruncius . 3 2j 97-21
Sextans 2 l| 101- 29
Sescuncia or Sescunx . H U 103-624

Uncia 1 o| 105- 36
or 433 666

The divisions of the ounce are given under Un-
cia. Where the word pondo, or its abbreviations p.

or POND., occur with a simple number, the weight
understood is the libra.

The name libra was also given to a measure of
Lorn, divided into twelve equal parts (uncia) by
lines marked on it, and used for measuring oil.'

LIBIl.VRII, the name of slaves who were em-
ployed by their masters in writing or copying in

any way. They must be distinguished from the
scribae publici, who were freemen (vid. ScRiBiB),
and also from the booksellers {vid. Bibliopola), to
both of whom this name was also applied. The
ilaves to whom the name of librarii was given may
te divided into three classes :

1. Librarii who were employed in copying books,
called scriplores librarii by Horace.* These librarii

were also called in later times anliquarii* Isiodore*
«ays that the librarii copied both old and new books,
while the antiquarii copied only old books. Bec-
ker,' however, thinks that, when the cursive charac-
ter came into general use, the name of antiquarii

was applied to the copyists who transcribed books
in the old uncial character. The name of librarii

was also given to those who bound books,* and to

those who had the care of libraries.

2. Librarii a studiis were slaves who were em-
ployed by their masters, when studying, to make ex-
tracts from books, &c.* To this class the notarii,

or short-hand writers, belonged, who could wrrite

down rapidly whatever their masters dictated to
them."

3. Librarii ab epistolis, whose principal duty was
to write letters from their masters' dictation." To
this class belonged the slaves called ad manum, a
manu, or amanuenses. {Vid. Amanuensis.)
LIBRA'TOR is, in general, a person who exam-

ines things by a Libra ; but the name was, in par-
ticular, applied to two kinds of persons.

1. Librator aqu<c, a person whose knowledge was
indispensable in the construction of aquaeducts, sew-
ers, and other structures for the purpose of convey-
ing a flui«l from one place to another. He examin-
ed by a hydrostatic balance (libra aquaria) the rela-

tive heights of the places from and to which the
water was to be conducted. Some persons at Rome
made this occupation their business, and were en-

1. (De Pond., &c., p. 16.)—2. (MetroW. Untenuch., 4 0.)—
t. (Suet., Jul., c. 38.—Galen, De Comp. Med. Gen., i., 17 ; vi.,

e.—Hor.. Sat., II., ii.. 59-Cl.)—4. (Ep. ad Pii., 3M.)—5. (Cod.
13, tit. 19, . 10.—Cod. Thcod., 4, tit. 8. t. 2.—Uid., Orig., vi.,

l4.)-6. (1. c.)—7. (Gallua, i., p. IM.)—8. (Cic. ad. Alt., iv., 4.)
~9. (Orelli, li»cr., 719. — Suet., Claud., 28. — Cic. ad Fam.,
rri., 21) — 10 (I'lin., Ep., iii., 5. — Martial, xiv., 908.)- Jl.
fOrelli litKr

. 2437. 2997. &c.—Becker, Oalloa, i., p. 180.«

gaged under the curatores aquarum, thongh architevu
were also expected to be able to act as libratores.*

2. Libratores in the armies were pi ibably soldiers
who attacked the enemy by hurling \rith their own
hands \librando) lances or spears against them.*
Lipsius' thinks that the libratores were men who
threw darts or stones against the enemy by meana
of machines, tonncnta.* But this supposition caa
scarcely be supported by any good authority. Du-
ring the time of the Republic, libratores are not mcA'
tioned in the Roman armies.
LI'BRIPENS. (Vtd. Mancipatio )

LIBURNA, LIBU'RNICA (KiCvpvlg, Ai6vfn><r>).

commonly a bireme with the mast aniidship, as ap
pears from Lucian,* but not unfrequently of larger
bulk, as may be inferred from comparing Floras, iv.,

2, with Suetonius, Octav., 17, from which passages
we learn that the fleet of Augustus at Actium con-
sisted of vessels from the trieres, the lowest line
of battle ship, to the hexeres, and that the ships
were Liburnicae. Horace* alludes to the immense
size of the ships of Antony compared with these
Liburnicae. From the description of them by Varro,
as quoted by A. Gellius,' they appear to have been
originally somewhat similar to the light Indian
boats, literally sewn together, vvhich are now used
to cross the surf in Madras Roads. The Liburni
stitched the planks of their boats together probably
only in their earliest and rudest shape, as is still

the practice in Malabar. Pliny* informs us that the
material of which these vessels were constructed
was pine timber, as clear from resin as could be ob-
tained. The piratical habits of the Illyrian nation,
from whose ships the Romans affixed this term to
their own, are described by Appian,' who also con-
firms Lucian in the statement that they were com-
monly biremes. From its resemblance in shape to
these vessels, the Liburnum or litter derives its

name. Its convenience is well described by Juve-
nal,** though some commentators think that this

passage refers to Liburnian slaves who carried the
litter. The sharpness of the beak of these ships,
which was probably of also great weight (Biickh
conjectures in the trieres of nearly four talents), is

clearly indicated by Pliny." The same writer also
informs us that they were constracted sharp in the
bows, to offer the least possible resistance to the
water. The Navis Rostrata and Liburnica were
the same."
The term Liburna became incorporated into the

Latin tongue simply from the assistance rendered
to Augustus by the Liburni as a maritime powe."' at
the battle of Actium. From this period, cxperiei.ce
having shown their efficiency, this class of vessels
became generally adopted by the Romans.'* In a
similar manner, many naval terms, from the excel-
lence of a foreign construction, have been intro-

duced into our language from the Dutch, French,
Spanish, and Italian, as brigantine, galleon, felucca,

frigate, &c. After the period of the naturalization
of the word in the Latin language, it lost its local

and particular force, and became applied to ott«r
kinds of ships.

LICHAS. (Vid. Pes.)
•LICHEN (Xetx^v), the Lichen. "The Lichen

of Pliny," observes Adams, " would appear to be
different from that of Dioscoridcs. The former is

the Marchantia conica, L. The other is not so easi-

ly determined. Sprengel inclines to the Peltigera

1. (Plin., Epist., z., SO.—Frontin.. De Aquied.. 105.—Compwa
VitruT., viii., 6.— Cod. 10, tit. 68, «. 1.)— 2. (Tacit.. Ann., ii.,

20.— Id. ib., liii., 39.—In both these passages some MSS. have
*' libritorcs.")—3. (ad Tacit., Ann., 1. ci—4. (Compare his Poli-

orcet., iv., 3.)—5. (Vol. v., p. 262, e.L Bip.)—6. (Epod., i., I.)-

T. (xTii., 3.)—8. (H. N., xvi., 17.)-1». (Do Bell. Illyr., 3.)—

H

(iii.,»40.)—11. (H. N., i., SS.)- -13. (Plin., H. N., ix., S-)—

W

(VegM.. iT.. tt t
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ununa, sive Apkthosa, Hoffm. The Ticixr/vef liriruv,

described in the M.M. of the ancients, were the

well-known callosities which form at the knees of

horses, called spavins in English, and Veparvin in

French. The term "kEixvv was also applied to a
cutaneous disease allied to leprosy."

LICI'NI^ ROGATIO'NES. (Vid. Rogationes
LiRINIiB.)

LICrOR, a public officer, who attended on the

chief Roman magistrates. The number which wait-

ed on the different magistrates is stated in the arti-

cle Fasces.

The office of lictor is said to have been derived

by Romulus from the Etruscans.' The etymology
of the name is doubtful ; Gellius' connects it with
the verb ligare, because the lictors had to bind the

hands and feet of criminals before they were pun-
ished. The lictors went before the magistrates one
by one in a line ; he who went last or next to the

magistrate was called proximus lictor, to whom the
magistrate gave his commands ;' and, as this lictor

was always the principal one, we also find him call-

ed primus lictor* which expression some modern
writers have erroneously supposed to refer to the

ictor who went first.

The lictors had to inflict punishment on those who
were condemned, especially in the case of Roman
citizens ;* for foreigners and slaves were punished
by the carnifex ; and they also, probably, had to as-

sist in some cases in the execution of a decree or

judgment in a civil suit. The lictors also command-
ed {animadvcrterunl) persons to pay proper respect

to a magistrate passing by, which consisted in dis-

mounting from horseback, uncovering the head,

standing out of the way, &.C.*

The lictors were originally chosen from the plebs,'

but afterward appear to have been generally freed-

raen, probably of the magistrate on whom they at-

tended*
I<»cJo.*a were properly only granted to those ma-

^iiirates who had the imperium. Consequently, the

tribunes of the plebs never had lictors,* nor several

of the other magistrates. Sometimes, however, lic-

tors were granted to persons as a mark of respect

or for the sake of protection. Thus, by a law of the

triutiTirs, every vestal virgin was accompanied by
a lictor whenever she went out,'* and the honour of

one or two lictors was usually granted to the wives
and other female members of the imperial family."

There were also thirty lictors, called Lictores Cu-
tiali, whose duty it was to summon the curiae to

the comitia curiata ; and when these meetings be-

came little more than a form, their suffrages were
represented by the thirty lictors." -

LIGO {diKeUa or /luKsXXa) was a hatchet formed
cither of one broad iron or of two curved iron prongs,

which was used by the ancient husbandmen to clear

the fields from weeds." The ligo seems also to

have been used in digging the soil and breaking the

clods.'*

LI'GULA, a Roman measure of capacity, con-

taining one fourth of the Cyathos, and therefore

equal to 0206 of a pint English."
LIGUSTRUM, a plant about which considera-

ble uncertainty prevails. It is commonly, howev-
er, regarded as the Privet. Virgil mentions it in

1. (Lir., i., 8.)—2. (xii., 3.)—3. (Liv., ixiv., 44.— Sail., Jug.,
12.—Cic. in Verr., 2, Act. v., M.—De Div., i., 28.—Orelli, In-

scr., 3218.)—4. (Cic. ad Quint. Fratr., i., 1, ij 7.) — 5. (Liv., ii.,

5.-1(1., viii., 7.)—6. (Liv., xxiv., 44.—Sen., Ep., 64.)—7. (Liv.,

ii., 55.)—8. (Compare Tacit., Ann., xiii., 27.)—9. (Plut., Quiest.

Ron., 81.)—10. (Dion CaM., xlvii., 19.) — 11. (Tacit., Ann., i.,

14.—Id. ib., xiii., 2.1—12. (Gell., xv., 27.—Cic, Agr., ii., 12.—
Orelli, Inscr., 2176, 2922, 3240.)— 13. (Ovid, Ex Pout., i., 8, 59.

—Mart., iv., 64.—Stat., Theb., iii., 589.—Colura., x., 89.) — 14.

(Hor., Carm., iii., 6, 38.—Epist., i., 14, 27.—Ovid, Am., iii., 10,

31.— Compare Dickson, on the Husbandry of the Ancients, i.,

p. 415.)— 15. (Columella, R. R., xii., 21.)
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one of his Eclogues, but all that can be (gathered

from what he says of it is, that the flowers are

white and of no value. " Pliny," observes Martyn,
" says it is a tree, for in the 24th chapter of the 12th

book, where he is speaking of the cypres of Egypt,
he uses the following words :

' Quidam banc esse
dicunt arhorem quae in Italia Ligustrum vocatur.'

Thus, also, we find in the tenth chapter of the 24th

book, ' Ligustrum eadem arbor est qua; in Orients

cypres.' If the ligustrum of Pliny was that which
is now commonly known by that namo, by us call-

ed privet or primprint, and by the Italians guistrico,

which seems a corruption of ligustrum, then he was
mistaken in affirming it to be the same with the

cypros of Egypt, which is the elhanne or alcanna.

Matthiolus, in his commentaries on Dioscorides,

says that Servius, among others, took the ligustrum

to be that sort of convolvulus which we call great

bindweed. Where Matthiolus found this opinion of

Servius I cannot tell, unless he made use of s6me
copy very different from those which we now have.

We find no more in our copies of Servius than that

the ligustrum is a very white but contemptible flow-

er. Still it must be acknowledged that the great

bindweed has a very fair claim to be accounted the

ligustrum of Virgil, on account of its name being

derived from 'binding' (a ligando), from the pure
Whiteness of its flower, and from its being, at the

same time, a contemptible weed. We may also,

with good reason, suspect that our privet is not the

plant intended, because the flowers are not fair

enough, and yet are too sweet to be reiected with
contempt. But it weighs something on the other

side, that Pliny has called the ligustrum a tree in

two different places. In conformity, therefore, with

the most common opinion, I have translated the

term ligustrum by ' privet ;' but if any one would
change it for ' bindweed,' I shall not greatly contend
with him.'"

LIGUST'ICUM {AiyvoTiKov). "Woodville
agrees with the earlier commentators on Dioscori-

des and Galen, in referring this to the well-known
plant, the Ligusticum Levisticum, or common Lov-

age ; but this opinion is questioned by Alston

Sprengel, also, is not quite satisfied, and rather in

clines to the Laserpitium Siler. Apicius recom-

mends it frequently as a condiment."'

LIL'IUM {Kplvov), the Lily, or Lilium candidum,

L. The Persian term Meh, which is a name for

all the liliaceous plants, and especially for the tulip

(of which last the ancients knew nothing), has pass-

ed, on the one hand, into the family of Northern

languages, under the forms of " lily," " lilie," &c.,

and on the other into the Greek and Latin, for "kei-

piov and lilium only differ by a very usual change

of letters. {Vid. Lirium.) "We need have no
hesitation," remarks Adams, " in determining the

common Kplvov of the Greeks to have been the Lil-

ium candidum, L. Dioscorides describes another

species with purple flowers, which Sprengel is in

doubt whether to set down as the Lilium martagon

or L. Chalcedonicum."*

LIMA, a File, was made of iron or steel, for the

purpose of polishing metal or stone, and appears to

have been of the same form as the instruments used

for similar purposes in modern times.*

LIMBUS {napvcj)^), the border of a tunic* or a

scarf.* This ornament, when displayed upon the

tunic, was of a similar kind with the Cvclas and

Instita,^ but much less expensive, more common
and more simple. It was generally woven in the

1. (Martyn ad Vir?., Eclo?., ii., 18.)—2. (Dioscor., iii., 51.—

Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Fee, Flore do Virtrile, p. Ixiviij.--

.

Adams, Append., s. v. \cipiov.)—4. (Plin., H. N., xxxvii., 8, 3S.

—Id. ib.. ii., 35, 54.—Id. ib., xxviii., 9, 41.—Plaut., Mensech., I.,

i., 9.)—5. (Corippns, De Laud. Just., ii., 117.)—6. (Vir<f., /Bo.,

iv., 137.—Serv. in loc.)—7. (Serv. in Virg., .fin., ii., f'6 )



LINEA. LIPARiEUS LAPIS.

Muie piece irith the entire garment or which it

i'om.ed a part, and it had sometimes the appearance
of a scarlet or purple band upon a white ground

;

in other instances it resembled foliage,' or the scrolls

and meanders introduced in architecture. A very

elegant etfect was produced by bands of gold thread
interwoven in cloth of Tyrian purple,* and called

kr/poi or Uria* Demetrius Poliorcetes was arrayed
in this manner (xpvaonapv^ic uXovpyiai*). Vir-

gd* mentions a scarf enriched with gola, the border
of which was in the form of a double meander. In

illustration of this account, examples of both the

sngle and the double meander are introduced at the
tn of the annexed woodcut. The other eight spe-

,f?s#'^NH^v^H^

ug\^.-ril^|C7y^njOJlL: [ItHHIH

cmicns of limbi are selected to show some of ths

principal varieties of this ornament, which present
themselves on Etruscan vases and other works of
ancient art. The effect of the limbus as a part of
the dress is seen in the woodcuts at pages 27, 9'3,

188, 208, 225, 314.

The use of the limbus was almost confined to the
female sex among the Greeks and Rpmans, hut in

other nations it was admitted into the dress of men
likewise.

An ornamental band, when used by itself as a
fillet to surround the temples or the waist, was also

called limbus.* Probably the limbolarii mentioned
by Plautus' were persons employed in making bands
of this description.

LIMEN. ( Vid. Janoa, p. 524.)

LIMES. {Vid. AORIMENSORES.)
LIMITA'TIO. {Vid. AOBIMENSORES.)
LI'NEA, dim. LINE'OLA, a linen thread or string

(from linum, flax), a line.* A string smeared with
raddle {rubrica, fiiXroc) and drawn tight, was used
by carpenters and masons to impress a straight

mark upon boards of wood, slabs of marble, &.c.*

Hence arose the proverb arudft^i I'lKpiSearipof, mean-
ing " more exact than rectitude itself"" Since the
string made no mark unless coloured, the pursuit of
an object without discrimination and distinctness of
purpose was called using the linca alba, or Xevk^
arudfiri.^^ The cup or box used to hold the raddle
was called /xt^retov.'*

By an extension of the signification, any straight

mark (ypa^v), however produced, was called

Unea;^* and hence the same terms, both in Latin
and Greek {linea, ypafiftri), were applied to a mathe-
matical line.'* Hence, also, a narrow boundary of

any kind was denoted by these terms, and especial

I. (Virp., ^n., i., M9.—Ovid, Met.,Ti., 127.)—2. (Ovid, Met.,
T., 51.) -3. (Festus, ». ».—Bronck, Anal., i., 483.)—4. (Plutarch,

Dcmetr., 41.)—5. IMn., v., S51.)—«. (Sut., Theb.,Ti., 367.—Id.,

Achill., ii., 176.—Claud., De Com. Mall.Theod., 118.)—7. (Au-
ul., III., T., 45.)—8. (Varro, De Re Rust., i., 83.—Col., De Re
»uat., yiii., II.)—9. (Cato, De Re Rust., 14.—Horn., II., xt.,

«I0.— Od., T., 845.— lb., xvii., 341. — Schol. in 11. cc.) — 10.

(Erasm., Chil.)— II. (Cell., N. A., Pnef.-Plato, Char., p. 63,
ed. Hfindorff.)— 12. (Brunck, Anal., i., 221.)— 13. (GeU., N. A..

t., 1.)— 14. (Euclid.—Brunck, Anal., ii., 195.)

4 F

ly the boundary of human life,* and the boundaf^

in the stadium from \vhich the combatants started

or at which they 8topi)ed.*

Linea also meant a fishing-line ; the line used in

sounding {vid. Catapiratee) ; that employed in ag-

riculture and gardening ;• and a measuring-line.*

LINOSPARTUM (Tuvoairaprov), according to

Stackhouse, the Lygeum tpartum. Sprengel holdr

that it is either this or the Slipa terracissima.*

•LINOSPERMUM {Xivdonepfiov), Linseed, U8e*»

as an article in the ancient Materia Medica.*

LINTER, a boat similar to the ftovo^vXa nXola,

used, according to Pliny,' on the Malabar coast.

The ancient British boat, at present in the court-

yard of the Museum, formed of one tree, gives an
excellent exemplification of the rudest form of the

hnter. Pliny* tells us that the Germans had boats

of this description that held thirty men, and the

British vessel just alluded to would certainly carry

nearly this complement. The passage in Tacitus'

is too corrupt to be admitted as any authority for a

larger description of ships being included under this

term. In Ovid'* it is applied to Charon's bark,

which was obviously worked by a single man.
Caesar separates the linter from the navis," and

also represents the former as one remove, in early

boat-building, from the ratis or raft." In another

passage'* he classes them with the scaphae. Tibnl-

lus'* represents them to have been of light draught

of water, like our wherries.

" Et qua Velabri regio patel ire solehai

Exiguua pulsa per vada linter aqua."

Ausonius'* indicates that a chain ofthem formed
a pontoon, and also cliisses them with the other light

boats .

' • Horace' ' describes the linter as a towboat
worked by a single mule, which differs from the

sense affixed to it by Propertius,'* who distinguishei

between the swift linter and the slow ratio or tow
boat.

" Et mode tii:.t celcres mirtris currere lintrea

Et modo tam fardas funibus ire rates."

Tliese passages give a twofold sense to linter or

wherry and towboat.

The name linter was also applied to a kind of

tub or trough made of one block of wood, which
was used by country people for various purposes,

such as for conveying and pressing the grapes.'*

•LINUM {Xivov), the Linum usttatissimum, or

common Flax. " Most authors agree with Virgil,"

observes Martyn, " that flax bums or impoverishes

the soil. Columella says it is so exceedingly nox-
ious that it is not safe to sow it, unless you have a
prospect of great advantage from it. ' Lint semen,

nisi magnus est ejus in ea regione quam colis proven-

tus, et pretium proritat, serendum non est ; agris erdm
prcecipue noxium est.'

"*•

*LINUM VIVUM, Asbestine linen, or linen made
out of Asbestos. {Vid. Amianthus, Asbestos.)
•LIPA1L(EUS LAPIS, a stone of which Sir

John Hill speaks as follows :
" The Lipara stone is

a small stone, usually about the bigness of a filbert,

of an irregular and uncertain shape, and porous,

friable constitution, like that of the pumices, but
more easily crumbling into powder between the

fingers than even the softest kind of them. The
colour is generally a dusky gray, and the whole ex-

1. (Ilor., Epiat., i., 16, 79.—Diod. Sic, xvii., 118.—Eurip., loa,

i514.)—
2. (Schol. in Pind., Pyth., ix., 208.)-3. (Col., De Mm

Lust., iii., 13.)—4. (Col., ib., iii., 15.—Cic. ad Quint. Fratr., iii,

1.)—5. (Theophrast., II. P., i.. 18)—6 (Adams, Append., a. T.)

—7. (H. N., vi., 26.)—8. (H. N., xvi., 76.)—9. (Hist., t., SJ.>-
10. (Epist. ad Lit., i., 428.)— II. (B. G., vii., 60.)—12. (Ib., U
1S.)^13. (B. C, i., 28.)—14. (II., t., 33. 34.)-15. (GnmmmL,
•49.)- 16. (Epist. Paul., 22, 31.)— 17. (Sat., I., r., 20.)-18. (I,

xiT., 3.)— 19. (Virg., Geore., i., 262.—Cato, De Re Rust., II.-

Tibttll., I., T., 23.)—20. (Martyn al Virg., Oeotg., >., 77.)
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LITIS CONTESTATIO. riTRON.

ternal face of it evidently shows that it has suffered

a change by fire.'" Dr. Moore thinks that it was
a kind of obsidian.'

*LITHARG'YRUS {Xidd/jyvpoc), Litharge. "The
ancient Litharge, like the modern, was procured
during th« purification of silver from the lead with
which it was usually combined in its natural state.

The scoria or dross which is formed during the
process, obtains the name of Litharge. In the lan-

guage of modern chemistry, it is called the semi-
vitrified protoxyde of lead."^
• *LITHOSPERMUM (^.Manep/iov), the Lithosper-

tniitn officinale^ or Gromwell.*
LITHOSTRO'TA. ( Vid. House, Roman, p. 520.)

LITIS CONTESTA'TIO. " Contestari" is when
each party to a suit {uterque reus) says, " Testes
estote." Two or more parties to a suit {adversarii)

are said contestari litem, because, when the judici-

um is arranged {ordinato judicio), each party is ac-
customed to say, " Testes estote."* The Litis

Contestatio was therefore so called because per-
sons were called on by the parties to the suit to
" bear witness," " to be witnesses." It is not here
said what they were to be witnesses of, but it may
be fairly inferred, from the use of the words contes-
tatio and testatio in a similar sense in other pas-
sages,* that this contestatio was the formal termi-
nation of certain acts, of which the persons called

to be witnesses were at some future time to bear
record. Accordingly, the contestatio, spoken of in

the passage of Festus, must refer to the words or-

dinate judicio, that is, to the whole business that
has taken place in jure, and which is now comple-
ted. This interpretation seems to be confirmed by
the following considerations.

When the legis actiones were in force, the pro-

cedure consisted of a series of oral acts and plead-

ings. The whole procedure, as was the case after

the introduction of the formulae, was divided into

two parts, that before the magistratus, or in jure,

and that before the judex, or in judicio. That be-

fore the magistratus consisted of acts and words
by the parties and by the magistratus, the result

of which was the determination of the form and
manner of the future proceedings in judicio. When
the parties appeared before the judex, it would be
necessary for him to be fully informed of all the
proceedings in jure ; this was effected in later

times by the formula, a written instrument under
the authority of the praetor, which contained the
result of all the transactions in jure in the form of
instructions for the judex. But there is no evi-

dence of any such written instructions having been
used in the time of the legis actiones, and this

must therefore have been effected in some other
way. The Litis Contestatio, then, may be thus
explained : the whole proceedings in jure took
place before witnesses, and the contestatio was the
conclusion of these proceedings ; and it was the
act by which the litigant parties called on the wit-
nesses to bear record before the judex of what had
taken place in jure.

This, which seems a probable explanation of the
original meaning of Litis Contestatio, may be com-
pared, to some extent, with the apparently original
sense of recorder and recording in English law.'
When the formula was introduced, the Litis

Contestatio would be unnecessary, and there ap-
pears ro trace of it in its original sense in the class-

ical jurists. Still the expressions Litis Contesta-
tio and Lis Contestata frequently occur in the Pan-

1. (Hill md Theophisst., De Lapid., c. 25.)—2. (Anc. Minerr 1-

ogy, p. 132.)—3. (DioBCor., v., 102.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4.
(Dioscor., iii., 148.)—5. (Festus, i. v. Contestari.)—6. (Dig. 28,
tit 1, B. 20.— Ulp., Frag., xx., f. 9.) — 7. (Penny Cyclopsedia,

,tit. Recorder.)
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dect, but only in the sense of the completiov jf fh«
proceedings in jure, and this is the meaning of the
phrases Ante litem contestatam. Post litem eontea-
tatam.* As the Litis Contestatio was originally
and properly the termination of the proceedings in
jure, it is easily conceivable that, after this form
had fEdlen into disuse, the name should still be re-
tained to express the conclusion of such proceed*
ings. When the phrase Litem Contestari ocean
in the classical jurists, it can mean nothing more
than the proceedings by which the parties tenni-
nate the procedure in jure, and so prepare the mat-
ter in dispute for the investigation of the judex.

It appears from the passage in Festus that the
phrase Contestari litem was used because the
words " Testes estote" were uttered by the partie?
after the judicium ordinatum. It was therefore
the uttering of the words "Testes estote" which
gave rise to the phrase Litis Contestatio ; but this
does not inform us what the Litis Contestatio prop-
erly was. Still, as the name of a thing is derived
from that which constitutes its essence, it may be
that the name here expresses the thing, that is,

that the Litis Contestatio was so called for the
reason which Festus gives, and that it also consist-
ed in the litigant parties calling on the witnesses
to bear record. But as it is usual for the whole of
a thing to take its name from some special part, so
it may be that the Litis Contestatio, in the time of
the legis actiones, was equivalent to the whole
proceedings in jure, and that the whole was so
called from that part which completed it.

Tlie time when the proper Litis Contestatio fell

into disuse cannot be determined, though it would
seem that this must have taken place with the
passing of the jEbutia lex and the two leges Julis,

which did away with the legis actiones except in

certain cases. It is also uncertain if the proper
Litis Contestatio still existed in those legis actio-

nes which were not interfered with by the leges
above mentioned ; and if so, whether it existed in

the old form or in a modified shape.

This view of the matter is by Keller, in his well-
written treatise " Ueber Litis Contestation und
Urtheil nach Classischem Romischem Recht," Zu-
rich, 1827. Other opinions are noticed in his

work. The author labours particularly to show
that the expression Litis Contestatio always refers

to the proceedings in jure, and never to those in

judicio.

LITRA, a Sicilian silver coin, which was equal
in value to the ^ginetan obol. {Vid. Drachma.)
Since the word has no root in the Greek language,
but is merely the Greek form of the Latin Hbra,*

and since we find it forming part of an uncial sys-

tem similar to that used in the Roman and Italian

weights and money {vid. As, Libra), its twelfth

part being called oyKia (the Roman vncia), and six,

five, four, three, and two of these twelfth parts be-

ing denominated respectively T^filJiTpov, nevro-yKiov,

Tcrpu^, -pule, and ffctf, it is evident that the Greeks
of Sicily, having brought with them the .iEginetan

obol, afterward assimilated their system of coinage
to that used by their Italian neighbours, making
their obol to answer to the libra, under the name of

Xirpa. In the same way, a Corinthian stater ofwn
obols was called in Syracuse a iieKuXiTpov, or piece

often litras."

The cotyla, used for measuring oil, w^hich ic men-
tioned by Galen {vid. Cotyla), is also called b/ him
?i.iTpa. Here the word is only a Greek form o/

libra. {Vid. Libra, sub Jin.)

LITRON. {Vid. Nitron.)

1. (Gaius, iii., 180 ; iv., 114.)—2. (Festus, s. t. Lues :
" A/Tp«

enim libra est.") — 3. (Aristot. ap. Pollux, iv., 24, 173 ; ii., C^

80.--Muller, Dorians, iii.. 10. « 12.)



LOCATIO. LOGOGRAPHOI.

UTUUS. Mviller* supposes t'>i8 to be an Etrus-

can word signifying crovked. In the Latin writers

it is used to denote,

1. The crooked staff borne by the aiigurs, with

which they divided the expanse of heaven, when
viewed with reference to divination (lemplum), into

regions {regionet) ; the number of these, according

to the Etruscan discipline, being sixteen, according

to Roman practice, four." Cicero' describes the

lituus as " incurvum et Itviter a summo injlexum ba-

cileum ;" and Livy* as " haculum sine nodo aduncum."

It is very frequently exhibited upon works of art.

The figure in the middle of the following illustra-

tions is from a most ancient specimen of Etruscan

culpture in the possession of Inghirami,* repre-

ecnting an augur ; the two others are Roman de-

iiHriL

2. A sort oftrumpet slightly curved at the extrem-

ly.* It differed both from the tuba and the cornu,''

the former being straight, while the latter was bent

round into a spiral shape. Lydus* calls the lituus

the sacerdotal trumpet {lepaTiKrjv ouXniyya), and

says that it was employed by Romulus when he

proclaimed the title of his city. Aero' asserts that

it was peculiar to cavalry, while the tuba belonged

to infantry. Its tones are usually characterized as

harsh and shrill {stridor liluum ,•'• sonitus acutos^^).

The following representation is from Fabretti.

IJX^. {Vid. Caloneb.)
LOGATI ET CONDUCTI ACTIO. {Yid. Lo-

CATIO.)

LOCATIO, CONDU'CTIO. This contract ex-

ists when a certain sum of money {cerla merces) is

agreed to be given by one person in consideration

of certain work and labour to be done by another,

or in consideration of such otner person allowing

the use and eiyoyment of a thing which is to be re-

turned. The parties to such a contract were re-

spectively the locator and conductor. The rules

as to locatio and conductio were similar to those

which concerned buying and selling {emtio et ven-

ditio). This being the definition, a question often

arose whether the contract was one of locatio and
conductio ; as in the case where a thing was given

tt> a man to be used, and he gave the lender another

thing to be used. Sometimes it was doubted wheth-

er the contract was locatio and conductio or em-

1. (Die Elrusker, iv., 1,5.)— 2. (Mailer, lii.. 6, 1.— Cic, D«
Dir., ii., 18.)—3. (De Div., i., 7.)—4. (i., 18.)—5. (Monumenti
Btraschi, torn, vi., tav. P. 5, I.)—6. (Festus, (. v.—GcU., t, 8.)

-t. (Hor., Carm., II., i., 17.—Lacan, i., 237.)—8. (De Meni.,

iv, 50.)—9. (ad Ilorat., Carm., I., i., 23.)— 10. (Lucan, i., 237.)

—11. (Eiinias ap. Fe»t., s. v.—Stat., Theb., vi., iSSy Jta.—Vid.
Manor, Die Euuiker, ir., I, & }

tic and venditio ; as in the case where a thing was
let {locata) forever, as was done with lands belong-

ing to municipia, which were let on the condition

that, so long as the rent {vectigal) was paid, neither

the conductor nor his heirs could be turned out o(

the land ; but the better opinion was in favour of

this being a contract of locatio and conductio.

( Vid. Emphyteusis.) Other questions of a like kind

are proposed by Gains.*

The locator had his action for the merces and
the restitution of the thing, and generally in respect

of all matters that formed a part of the contract

{lex locationis). The conductor also had his action

for the enjoyment of the thing ; and if the matter
was something to be done {opera), there was an ac-

tio ex conducto, and generally there was an action

in respect of all things that formed part of the con-

ductio {lex conductionis*).

LOCHUS. ( Vid. Army, Greek, p. 98, 99, 100.)

LO'CULUS. (Ktd. FuNus, p. 460.)

LODIX, dim. LODrCULA {auyiov), a small shag-

gy blanket.* Sometimes two lodices sewed to-

gether were used as the coverlet of a bed.* The
Emperor Augustus occasionally wrapped himself

in a blanket of this description on account of its

warmth.* It was also used as a carpet {ancUla lo-

dic'Jam in pavimento diligcnter cxlendil*). The Ro-
mans obtained these blankets from Verona.' The
lodix was nearly, if not altogether, the same as the

saguLum worn by the Germans.' {Vid. Saoum.)
LOGISTAI. {Vid. EuTHTNE.)
LOGO'GRAPHOI (/loyoypd^ot) is a name applied

by the Greeks to two distinct classes of persons.

1. To the earlier Greek historians previous to

Herodotus, though Thucydides* applies the name
logographer to ail historians previous to himsel.'^

and thus includes Herodotus among the number.
The lonians were the first of the Greeks who culti •

vated history ; and the first logographer, who lived

about Olym. 60, was Cadmus, a native of Miletus,

who wrote a history of the foundation of his native

city. The characteristic feature of all the logogra-

phers previous to Herodotus is, that they seem tc

have aimed more at amusing their hearers or read-

ers than at imparting accurate historical knowledge.
They described in prose the mythological subjects

and traditions which had previously been treated

of by the epic, and especially by the cyclic poeta.

The omissions in the narratives of their predeces-

sors were probably filled up by traditions derived

from other quarters, in order to produce, at least in

form, a connected history."

2. To persons who wrote judicial speeches or

pleadings, and sold them to those who were in want
of them. These persons were called Xoyonoioi as

well as Xoyoypui^i. Antiphon, the orator, wan the

first who practised this art at Athens, toward.') the

close of the Peloponnesian war." After this time,

the custom of making and selling speeches became
very general ; and though the persons who practised

it were not very highly thought of, and placed on a
par with the sophists,** yet we find that orators of
great merit did not scruple to write speeches of va-

rious kinds for other persons. Thus Lysias wrote
for others numerous Aoyouf «f diKaoT^pid re koi

PovTm^ koL jrpof iKKX^aiaf evderovc, and, besides, irav

7}yvpiKOV(, ip<jTiKov(, and tmaroXiKovg.^*

1. (iii., 148-147.)—2. (Dig. 19, tit. 2.) — 3. (Juv., yii., flO.)^

4. (Mart.,xir., 148.)—5. (Suet., OctaT.,83.)— 6. (Petron., S«fc,

20.)—7. (Mart., xiv., 152.)—8. (Tac, Germ., 6.)—9. (i., 21.)—
10. (Thirwall, Hist, of Greece, ii., p. 127, &c.—Miillcr, Hiit.ol

Greek Lit., i., p. 206, <fcc.—Wachsrauth, Hellsn. Allerth., ii.. %
p. 443, &c.)— 11. (Plut., Vit. Dec. Orat., p. 833, ed. Frankf.-

Aristot., Rhet.,i., 33.)- 12. (Demoeth., De Fal». Lej., p. 417,

4.J0.—Plat., Phedr., p. 257, C—Aoaxim., Rhet.. Mxvi., St aiid

24.—Compare Plat., Euthyd., p. 272, A. ; 289, D. ; 30S, A.)-li
(Dio«y«. Hal., Ly«., p. 82, ed. Sylburg.- CooipMe Meier art'

SoMm., Att. Proc., p. 707.)
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AOIAOP:A2 AIKH. {Vid. KAKHl'OPIAS AIKH.)
LOLIUM, Darnel, a common weed in cornfields.

Virgil applies to it the epithet of infelix}

LONCHE {loyxvl {Vid. Hasta, p. 488.)

•LONCHI'TIS {XoyxiTis), a Tp\&nt, a kind of Fern.

Dioscorides mentions two species, the first of which
Matthiolus and Sprengel make to be the Serapius

lingua. The other, according to Sprengel, is the

Aspidium Lonchitis, Sw.*
LO'PE {TuJnij), LOPOS (^uTTOf), dim. LOPION

(Xwfftoi'), the ancient Greek name of the Amictus,

whether consisting of the hide of an animal or of

cloth. Having fallen into disuse as a colloquial or

prosaiic term,' it was retained, though employed
ery sparingly, by the poets.* We also find it re-

tained in ?iUirodvTT)c, literally, one who puts on the

amictus, a term properly applicable to those persons

who frequented the thermae in order to steal the

clothes of the bathers* {vid. Baths, p. 147), but used

in a more general sense to denote thieves and high-

waymen of all classes. From the same root was
formed the verb eKluni^eLv, meaning to take off the

amictus, to denude.*

LOPHOS. {Vid. Galea.)
LORA'RII. {Vid. Flagrum.)
LORI'CA {dupa^, a Cuirass.

The epithet Xivodupij^, applied to two light-armed

warriors in the Iliad,' and opposed to x^^i'oxItuv,

the common epithet of the Grecian soldiers, indi-

cates the early use of the linen cuirass. It contin-

ued to be worn to much later times among the

Asiatics, especially the Persians,* the Egyptians,

the Phoenicians,' and the Chalybes." Iphicrates

endeavoured to restore the use of it among the

Greeks," and it was occasionally adopted by the

Romans, though .considered a much less effectual

defence than a cuirass of metal.**

A much stronger material for cuirasses was horn,

which was applied to this use more especially by
the Sarraatae and Quadi, being cut into small pieces,

which were planed and polished, and fastened like

feathers upon linen shirts.*' Hoofs were employed
for the same purpose. Pausanias," having made
mention of a thorax preserved in the Temple of

.^sculapius at Athens, gives the following account

of the Sarmatians : Having vast herds of horses,

which they sometimes kill for food or for sacrifice,

they collect their hoofs, cleanse and divide them,
and shape them like the scales of a serpent {<poXl-

mv) they then bore them and sew them together.

1 (Virg., Georg., i., 154.)—2. (l>io«»r., iii., 151.)—3. (Phryn.,
Eol

, p. 461, ed. Lobeck.) — 4. (Horn., Od., xiii., 224.—ApoU.
Rhod., ii., 32.—Schol. in loc.— Anacreon, Fragm., 79.—Theoc-
rit., xiv., 66.—Erunck, Anal., i., 230 ; ii., 185.)—5. (Schol. in

Horn., 1. c.)—€. (Soph., Trachin., 925.)—7. (ii., 529, 830.—
Schol. ad loc.)—8. (Xen., Cyrop., vi., 4, I) 2.—Plut., Alex., p.

1254, ed. Steph.)—9. (Herod., ii., 182.—Id., iii., 47.—Pans., vi.,

19, 4.)—10. (Xen., Anab., It., 7, * 15.)—11. (Nepos, Iphic, i.,

«.)—12. (Suelon., Galba, 19.—Arrian, Tact., p. 14, ed. Blan-

c«rd.)—13. (Anun. Marcell., xvii., 12, ed. Wagner.)—14. (i.,21.

i)

SO that the scales overlap one another, and m g««i

eral appearance they resemble the surface of a green
fir-cone. This author adds, that the loricae madfl
of these horny scales are much more strong and
impenetrable than linen cuirasses, which are usefA
to hunters, but not adapted for fighting. The pre-

ceding woodcut, taken from Meyrick's Critical In
quiry into Ancient Armour (plate iii.), exhibits an
Asiatic cuirass exactly corresponding to this de-
scription. It consists of slices of some animal'it

hoof, which are stitched together, overlapping eacl;

other in perpendicular rows, without being fastened
to any under garment. The projection nearest the
middle must be supposed to have been worn over
the breast, and the other over the back, so as to
leave two vacant spaces for the arms.

This invention no doubt preceded the metallic
scale armour. The Rhoxolani, a tribe allied to the
Sarmatians, defended themselves by wearing a drew
consisting of thin plates of iron and hard leather.*

The Persians wore a tunic of the same description,

the scales being sometimes of gold' {-duprjKa xpv-
GEov Aemrfurov') ; but they were commonly of bronze
{tJwraca indutus aenis squamis*). The method of
hooking them together, so as to be imbricated, and
to fit closely to the body, at the same time not hin-

dering its free motion, is described by Heliodorus,*
who says that the Persians covered their horses
also with this kind of armour. The basis of the
cuirass was sometimes a skin, or a piece of strong
linen, to which the metallic scales, or " feathers,"

as they are also called, were sewed.* The warriors
of Parthia, Dacia, and other countries, armed in this

species of mail, are compared to moving statues of
resplendent steel ;' and that this description was
not the mere extravagance of poetry, is manifest
from the representation of men so attired on the
column of Trajan.

The epithet ylcTrtJwrof, as applied to a thorax, is

opposed to the epithet ^oXtdurof.* The former de-

notes a similitude to the scales of fish {lemaiv), the
latter to the scales of serpents {(poliaiv). The re-

semblance to the scales of serpents, which are long
and narrow, is exhibited on the shoulders of the Ro-
man soldier in the woodcut at page 95. These
scales were imitated by long flexible bands of steel,

made to fold over one another according to the

contraction of the body. They appear very fre-

quently on the Roman monuments of the times of

the emperors, and the following woodcut places in

immediate contrast a ^6pa^ TiemdurSg on the right

and i^XtduTo^ on the left, both taken from Bartoli's

Arcus Triumphales.

The Roman hastati wore cuirasses of chain-mail,
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1. (Tacit., Hist., i., 79.)—2. (Herod., vii., 61.)—3. (ix.,22.)—

4. (Virg.,.i:n., xi., 487.)—5. (ix., p. 431,432, et\. Comm.)—«.
(Virg., Jcln., xi., 770.—Serv. in loc.—Justin, xli., 2, 10.)—7.

(HeUodor., I. c.—Claudian in Rufin., ii., 35^-363.)—8. (Arriaiit

T«ct., p. 13, 14.)
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I. «., aauberka or habergeons (dXvaiSuToiic Bupa-
Ko^). Virgil several times mentions hauberks, in

which tne rings, linked or hooked into one another,

were of gold {loricam constrtam hamis, auroque trili-

eem*). Accordmg to Val. Flaccus,' the Sarmatae

covered both themselves and their horses with

chain-mail.

In contradistinction to the flexible cuirasses, or

coats of mail, which have now been described, that

commonly worn by the Greeks and Romans, more
especially in the earlier ages, was called ^upa^aru-
6io( or (TTaToc, because, when placed upon the

ground on its lower edge, it stood erect. In conse-

quence of its irmness, it was even used as a seat to

rest upon.* It consisted principally of the two
YvaXa, viz., the breastplate (jpectorale), made of hard
leather, or of bronze, iron, or sometimes the more
precious metals, which covered the breast and ab-

domen,* and of the corresponding plate which cov-

ered the back.* Both of these pieces were adapted
lo the form of the body, as may be perceived in the

representation of them in the woodcuts at pages
95. 133, 418. The two figures here introduced are

designed to show the usual difTerence of form md
appearance between the antique Greek thorax and
that worn by the Roman emperors and gene/als.

The right-hand figure is from one of Mr. Hoi)e'8

fictile vases,* and bears a very strong resemblance
to a Greek warrior painted on one of Sir W. Ham-
ilton's.* The figure on the lefl hand is taken from
a marble statue of Caligula found at Gabii.* The
Gorgon's head over the breast, and the two griflbni

underneath it, illustrate the style of ornament which
was common in the same circumstances.* {Vid.

.£ais, p. 27.) The execution of these ornaments
in relief was more especially the work of the Co-
rinthians.*

The two plates were united on the right side of

the body by two hinges {vid. Cardo, p. 215), a«
seen in the equestrian statue of the younger Balbus
at Naples, and in various portions of bronze cui-

rasses still in existence. On the other side, and
sometimes on both sides, they were fastened by
means of buckles {ntp6vai*). {Vid. Fibdla.) In

the Temple of Diana at Ephesus was a picture rep-

resenting women employed in assisting Patrocioi

ic arm himself by buckling his cuirass.^ In Roman
btaiu^s we often observe a band surrounding the

waist and tied before. The breastplate and the back-

plate were farther connected together by leathern

straps passing over the shoulders, and fastened in

front by means of buttons or of ribands tied in a
bow. In the last woodcut both of the connecting
ribands in the right-hand figure are tied to a ring

over the navel. The breastplate of Caligula has a
ring over each breast, designed to fulfil the same
purpose.

Bands of metal oft,en supplied the place of the

leathern straps, or else covered them so as to be-

come very ornamental, being terminated by a lion's

head or some other suitable figure appearing on
each side of the breast, as in the preceding figure

of Caligula. The most beautiful specimens of en-

riched bronze shoulder-bands now in existence are

those which were found A.D. 1880, near the river

!. (Polyb.. »i , 31.—Athen.. v., 22.—Arrian, 1. c.)—2. (Virf,,

JEn., iii., 467.- -la. ib., t.. 259.-Id. ib.. vii., 639.)— 3. (Argon.,

»i., »32.)-4. (Paui., i., 27, <t 2.)—5. (Horn., II., ».. «•.— Id. ib.,

xni., 907, 387.—Id. ib.,zvn.,3U )—«. (f tna.,z.,Se,«S.—Hon.,
I1-, x/.. UO.)—7 (Pan*., 1. e.)

Siris in S. Italy, and which are preserved io the

British Museum. They were originally gilt, and
represent in very salient relief two Grecian heroes

combating two Amazons. They are seven inches

in length, and belong to the description of bronzes
called Ipya ff(^p^}.aTa, having been beaten into form
with wonderful skill by the hammer. The Cheva-
lier Brbndsted^ has illustrated the purpose which
they served, by showing them in connexion with a
portion of another lorica, which lay upon the shoul-

ders behind the neck. This fragment was found in

Greece. Its hinges are sufficiently preserved to

show most distinctly the manner in which the shoi;^

der-bands were fastened to them (see woodcut).
" Around the lower edge of the cuirass," obserres

Brondsted, •' were attached straps, four or five ineh

es long, of leather, or perhaps of felt, and covered

with small plates of metal. These straps served ii

part for ornament, and partly, also, to protect th«

I. (Cortnmetof the AncienU. i., 108.)-2. (i.,4.)—3. (Vitcontt

Mem. Oab., No. 38.)—4. (Mart., VII., i., I-*.)—4. (Cic., Verr^

Act. II.. iv., 44.)—«. (Pao», I c.)—7. (BronM* of Siru. LM
d«m83«.) ^
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Jbwer re^iJn of the body in concert with the belt

(^uvi?) and the band (fiirpa)." They are well shown
in both the figures of the preceding woodcut. (See

also the woodcuts at pages 86, 268, 418.)

Instead of the straps here described, which the

Greeks called nTepvyec,^ the Chalybes, who were
encountered by Xenophon on his retreat,* had in

the same situation a kind o( cordage. Appendages
of a similar kind were sometimes fastened by hinges
to the lorica at the right shoulder, for the purpose
nf protecting the part of the body which was ex-
•^sed by lifting up the arm in throwing the spear or
using the sword.'
Of Grecian cuirasses the Attic were accounted

the best and most beautiful.* The cuirass was
worn universally by the heavy-armed infantry and
by the horsemen (vid. Army, p. 107), except that

Alexander the Great gave to the less brave of his

soldiers breastplates only, in order that the defence-
less state of their backs might decrease their pro-

pensity to flight.* These were called half-cuirasses

{fifiidupuKta). The thorax was sometimes found to

be very oppressive and cumbersome.*
LOTUS (XuToc). "The Loti of the ancients

may be arranged under the following heads : I. The
Awroc upon which the horses pastured was a sort

of Clover ; it may be confidently set down as the
Trifolium officinale, or common Melilot. It is very
probable, however, that the term may not have been
restricted to it, but may have comprehended others
of the trefoils. II. Under the Lotus aquaticus the
ancients comprehended three Egyptian plants of the
Water-lily tribe, namely, the Nymphaa Lohis, Nym-
phcBa nelumho, and Arum colocasia : the first two
are well described by Herodotus.' III. Under the
Lotu^ arbor were comprehended the Ccltis Australis,

several species of Rhamnus, and the Diospyros Lo-
tus.—This is the celebrated Lotus of the Lotophagi,
an African people, whom Dionysius the geographer
and Ptolemy place in the vicinity of the Great Syr-
tis, or Gulf of Sidra. But, according to Rennell
and Park, the tree which produces the lotus-bread
is widely disseminated over the edge of the Great
Desert, from the locality indicated by the ancients
to the borders of the Atlantic." For farther infor-

mation respecting the ancient Loti, more especially
the kind from which the Lotophagi obtained both
bread and wine, see Eustathius in Hom., Od., p.

837, ed. Basil.—Schol. in Plat., Repub., viii.—Spren-
gel's Dissertation on the Loti—Schweighaeuser ad
Athen., xiv., 16.—Heeren's Researches, &c., vol.

iv., c. 1 ; v., 4.—Fee, Flore de Virgile, p. Ixxx.,
ice.*

LOUTRON, LOETRON {lovrpSv, ^.oerpov), a
Bath. The use of the bath in the Homeric ages is

explained on pages 143, 144 ; it remains to speak
of the Greek baths in the republican period. At
Athens the frequent use of the public baths was re-

1. (Xen., De Re Equegt., xii., 4.)—2. (Anab., iv., 7, l> 15.)-—
•. (Xen., De Re Equest., xii., fi.)—1. (iEIian, V. H., iii., 24 )—
S. (Polyan., iv., 3, 13.)—6. (Tac., Ann., i., 64.)—7. (ii., 92.—
Coinpare Savary, Lettres »ur I'Egypte.)—8. (Adams, Append.,
•••4
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garded in the time of Socrates and Demosthenes 33
a mark of luxury and effeminacy.' Accordingly,
Phocion was said to have never bathed in a public
bath (kv ^a7iavei(,> drifioatevovrt}), and Socrates to

have made use of it very seldom.* It was, how-
ever, only the warm baths (jSaXavela, called by
Homer Qep/nu Xovrpd) to which objection was made,
and which in ancient times were not allowed to be
built within the city.* The estimation in which
such baths were held is et'pressed in the following
lines of Hermippus :*

Ma Tov At', ov fihroL /ie6veiv rov uvdpa xf*!
Tov ayadbv, aids depfioXovrelv, a av liouig.

In the Clouds of Aristophanes, the SiKatoc Aoyof
warns the young man to abstain from the baths
(^(ilaveiuv uKexeadai^), which passage, compared
with 1. 1028-1037, shows that warm baths are in-

tended by the word (iaXavela.

The baths {[ialavela) were either public {6ji/i6aia,

SriiioaLtvovTa) or private (tdm, idiuTiKo). The for-

mer were the property of the state, but the latter

were built by private individuals, and were opened
to the public on the payment of a fee {tni'kovrpov).

Such private baths are mentioned by Plutarch' and
Isa;us,* who speak of one which was sold for 3000
drachmae.* Baths of this kind may also have been
intended sometimes for the exclusive use of the
persons to whom they belonged." A small fee ap-

pears to have been also paid by each person to the
keeper of the public baths {^alavevq), which in the
time of Lucian was two oboli."

We know very little of the baths of the Athenians
during the republican period, for the account of
Lucian in his Hippias relates to baths constructed
after the Roman model. On ancient vases, on
which persons are represented bathing, we never
find anything corresponding to a modern bath in

which persons can stand or sit ; but there is always
a round or oval basin {Tiovr^p or Xovrnpiov) resting

on a stand {vnoararov), by the side of which those
who are bathing are represented standing undressed
and washing themselves, as is seen in the following
woodcut, taken from Sir W. Hamilton's vases."
The word AHM02IA upon it shows that it belonged
to a public bath.

The next woodcut is also taken from the same
work," and represents two women bathing. The
one on the right hand is entirely naked, and holds a
looking-glass in her right hand ; the one on the left

wears only a short kind of ;f
truviov. Eros is rep-

resented hovering over the bathing vessel.

Besides the Xovr^pec and Tiovrnpia, there were also

vessels for bathing large enough foi persons to sit

1. (Demcwth., c. Polycl., p. 1217.)—2. (Plut., Phoc., 4.)—3.

(Plato, Symp., p. 174.)— 4. (Athen., i., p. 18, B.)— 5. (ap.
Athen., 1. c.)—6. (1. 978.)—7. (Deraetr., 24.)—8. (De Dicsooc-
hiered., p. 101.)—9. (De Philoct. hiercd., p. 140.)—19 (Xen.,
Rep. Ath., ii., 10.)— 11. (Lucian, Lexiph., 2, vol. ii., p. 390.>—

•

12. (Ti«chbein, i., pi. 58.)—13. (i., pi. 59.)
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m, which are calkJ uauficvdoi by Homer and iri-

tXoi by the later Greeks,' and are described on
page 143. In the haths there was also a kind of

Budorif.c or vapour bath, called irvpia or Tzvptarfjpiov,

which f3 mentioned as early as the time of Herodo-
tus.* The Lacedaemonians also made use of a dry

sudor J'? bath. {Vid. Baths, p. H4.)
The persons who bathed probably brought with

them ?,rigils, oil, and towels. The stiigil, which
was (..ailed by the Greeks aT'keyyi^ or ^iarpa, was
usual'/ made of iron, but sometimes, also, of other

materials.* One of the figures in the preceding

woodcut is represented with a strigil in his hand
;

several strigils are figured in page 150. The Greeks
also used different materials for cleansing or wash-

ing themselves in the bath, to which the general

name of ()vfifia was given, and which were supplied

by the ^akavev^.* This /5i5^/<a usually consisted of

a ley made of lime or wood-ashes {Kovia), of nitrum,

and of fuller's earth {yrj Ktfiu^.ia^).

The bath was usually taken shortly before the

Jcfrrvov, or principal meal of the day. It was the

practice to take first a wann or vapour, and after-

ward a cold bath,* though in the time of Homer the

cold bath appears to have been taken first, and the

warm bath afterward. The cold water was usually

poured on the back or shoulders of the bathers by
the (3aXavevc or his assistants, who are called napa-

Xvrai.'' The vessel from which the water was
poured was called upiraLva* In the first of the

preceding woodcuts a napaxvTTK is represented with
an dpvTaiva in his hands.

Among the Greeks a person was always bathed

at birth, marriage, and after death {vid. Funus, p.

455) ; whence it is said of the Dardanians, an lllyri-

an people, that they bathe only thrice in their lives,

at birth, marriage, and after death.* The water in

which the bride was bathed (Xovrpov wh<I>ik6v^'), at

Athens, was taken from the fountain of Kallirrhoe.

which was called from the time of Peisistratus 'Ev-

veuKpovvogM Compare Pollux, iii., 43.—Harpocrat.,

a. V. AovTpo<j>6pac, who says that the water was
fetched by a boy, who was the nearest relative, and
that this boy was called Xovrpo^opog. He also

states that water was fetched in the same way to

bathe the bodies of those who had died unmarried,

and that on the monuments of such a boy was rep-

resented holding a water-vessel {ySpia). Pollux,'*

1. (Sohol. ad Arifloph.. Equit., 1055.—Hesych., s. T. T\va\oi.

—Pollux, Onom., vii., 166, 168.)—2. (iv., 75.—Compare PoUux,
Cnom.,Tii., 108.—Attifn., v., p. 207, /.—Id., xii., p. 519, c—
Plut., Cim., 1.)— 3. (Plut., In.t. Lac, 32.—.Shan, V. II., 12,

t9.)—4. (Aristoph., Lyti»tr., 377.)—5. (Aristoph., Ran., 710,

and Schol.—Pbt., Rep., iv., p. 430.)—6. (Plut., de primo friy.,

10.—Paus., ii., 34, <t 2.)—7. (Plat., Rep., i., p. 344.—Lucian,
Demostli. Encoin., 16, vol. iii., p. 503.—Plut., De Invid., 6.—
Id., Apophth. Lac. 49.)—8. (Arirtoph., Equit., 1087.—Thco-
pbnst.. Char., 0.)—9. (Nicol. Damasc, ap. Stob., v., 51, p. 152,

•d. G»i»f.)— 10. (Aristopb., LysiiT., S78.)—11. (Thucvd., ii.,

IS.)—12. (l c.)

however, states that it was i female who fetched

the water on such occasions, and Demosthenes'
speaks of v ?MVTpo<^6po^ on the monument of a per-

son who had died unmarried. In remains of ancient
art we find girls represented as 7.ovTpo<f6poi, but

never boys."

LOUTROPH'ORUS. {,Vid. Lootbok.)
LUCAR. {Vid. HiSTBio, p. 607.)

LUCERES. {Vid. Tkibus.)
LUCERNA {Uxvoi), an Oil-lamp. The Greeks

and Romans originally used candles, but in later

times candles were chiefly confined to the houses
of the lower classes. {Vid. Canoela.) A great

number of ancient lamps has come down to us, the

greater part of which are made of terra-cotta {rpo-

X>]'^aTOL*), but also a considerable number of bronze.
Most of the lamps arc of an oval form, and flat upon
the top, on which there are frequently figures in re-

lief. (See the woodcuts, p. IH, 350, 408.) In the

lamps there are one or more round holes, according
to the number of wicks {dlychnia) burned in it ; and
as these holes were called, from an obvious analo-

gy, fivKT^pt^ or fiv^ai, literally, nostrils or nozzles,

the lamp was also called Monomyxos, Dimyxos, Tri-

myxos, or Polymyxos, according as it contained one,

two, three, or a greater number of nozzles or holes

for the wicks. (Kirf. Ellychnium.) The following

example of a dimyxos lucerna, upon which there is

a winged boy with a goose, is taken from the 3fu.

seo Borbonico, iv., 14.

The next woodcut, taken from the same wont,*
represents one of the most beautiful bronze lamps
which has yet been found. Upon it is the figure of
a standing Silenus.

^^
The lamps sometimes hung in chains from the

ceiling of the room,* but generally stood upon a
stand. (Kjrf. Candelabrum.) Sometimes a figure

holds the lamp, as in the following woodcut,* which
also exhibits the needle or instrument spoken of
under Ellvchnium, which served to trim the witJt,

and is attached to the figure by means of a chain.

We read of lucemut cubiculares, balneares, irieh-

1. (c. Leochar.. p. 1089. 23.—Compare p. 1086, 14, Ac)—»,

(BrOiKted, Brief Desc-iption of thirty-two ancient Greek Vmm,
pi. 27.-Consult Beckjr, Chariklea, li., p. 135-146 ; p. 45IMM.)
—3. (Ariatoph., EccIm., 1.)—4. (i., 10.)—5. (Virij., JEo., i.,7»l.

—Petron., SO.)—6. (Muteo Borboo., vu., 19.)
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thires, tepulcralcs, &c. ; but these names were only

ipTen to the lamps on account of the purposes to

»w)iich they were applied, and not on account of a

ililFerence in shape. The lucerna cubiculares burned

i I bedchambers all night.*

Perfumed oil was sometimes burned in the lamps.*

LUDI is the common name for the whole variety

of games and contests which were held at Rome on

V irious occasions, but chiefly at the festivals of the

g )ds ; and as the ludi at certain festivals formed

tt e principal part of the solemnities, these festivals

themselves are called ludi. Sometimes, however,

ludi were also held in honour of a magistrate or of

a deceased person, and in this case the games may
be considered as ludi privati, though all the people

m^ght take part in them.

All ludi were divided by the Romaiis into two

CJisses, viz., ludi circenses and ludi scenici,' accord-

ir.gly as they were held in the circus or in the the-

it>e ; in the latter case they were mostly theatrical

representations with their modifications; in the

former, they consisted of all or a part of the games

enumerated in the articles Circus and Gladiatores.

Another division of the ludi into stali, imperatiyi,

and votivi, is analogous to the division of the feriae.

(Vid. Feri^, p. 435.)

The superintendence of the games and the so-

lemnities connected with them was in most cases

intrusted to the sediles. (Vid. vEdiles.) If the

lawful rites were not observed in the celebration of

the ludi, it depended upon the decision of the pon-

tiffs whether they were to be held again (instauran)

or not. An alphabetical list of the principal ludi is

subjoined.

LUDI APOLLINA'RES were instituted at Rome
during the second Punic war, after the battle of

Cannae (212 B.C.), at the command of an oracle

contained in the books of the ancient seer Marcius

(carmina Marciana*). It was stated by some of the

nncient annalists that these ludi were instituted for

the purpose of obtaining from Apollo the protection

of human life during the hottest season of summer;

but I.ivy and Macrobius adopt the account founded

upon the most authentic document, the carmina

Marciana themselves, that the ApoUinarian games

were instituted partly to obtain the aid of Apollo

in expelling the Carthaginians from Italy, and part-

ly to preserve, through the favour of the god, the

Republic from all dangers. The oracle suggested

that the games should he held every year, under the

1 . (Mart., xiv., 39.—Id., x., 38.)—2. (Petron.. 70.—Mart., x., 38,

I —Consult Passeri, " LucernsR fictiles."—Bottiger. " die Sile-

M-lamnen," Amalth., lii., p. 168, <kc.-Becker, Chankles, ii.,

p. «15 Ac—Id., GaUus, ii., p. 201, &c.)—3. (Cic, De Leg., n.,

Is.)—4. (Liv., XXV., 12.—Macrob., Sat., i., 17.)
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superintendence of the praetor urbanus, and that

ten men should perform the sacrifices according to

Greek rites. The senate, complying with the ad-

vice of the oracle, ma;^e two senatus consulta ; one

that, at the end of the games, the praetor should re-

ceive 12,000 asses to be expended on the solemni-

ties and sacrifices, and another that the ten "nen

should sacrifice to Apollo, according to Greek •. le«,

a bull with gilded horns, and two white goats also

with gilded horns, and to Latona a heifer with

gilded horns. The games themselves were held in

the Circus Maximus, the spectators were adorned

with chaplets, and each citizen gave a contribution

towards defraying the expenses.* The Roman
matrons performed supphcations, the people took

their meals in the propatulum with open doors, and

the whole day—for the festival lasted only one day

—was filled up with ceremonies and various othei

rites. At this first celebration of the ludi Apollina-

res, no decree was made respecting the annual rep-

etition suggested by the oracle, so that in the first

year they were simpy ludi votivi or indictivi. The
year after (211 B.C.), the senate, on the proposal

of the praetor Calpurnius, decreed that they should

be repeated, and that, in future, they should be vow-

ed afresh every year.* The day on which they

were held varied every year according to circum-

stances. A few years after, however (208 BC),
when Rome and its vicinity were visited by a

plague, the praetor urbanus, P. Licinius Varus,

brought a bill before the people to ordain that the

ApoUinarian games should in future always be vow-

ed and held on a certain day {dies status), viz., on

the sixth of July, which day henceforward remain-

ed a dies solennis.* The games thus became votivi

et stativi, and continued to be conducted by the

praetor urbanus.* But during the Empire the day

of these solemnities appears again to have been

changed, for Julius Capitolinus' assigns them to the

26th of May.
LUDI AUGUSTAXES. {Vid. Augustales.)

LUDI CAPITOLI'NI were said to have been in-

stituted by the senate on the proposal of the dicta-

tor M. Furius Camillus, in the year 387 B.C., alter

the departure of the Gauls from Rome, as a token

of gratitude towards Jupiter Capitolinus, who had

saved the Capitol in the hour of danger. The de-

cree of the senate at the same time intrusted the

superintendence and management of the Capitoline

games to a college of priests, to be chosen by the

dictator from among those who resided on the Cap-

itol and in the citadel {in arce), which can only

mean that they were to be patricians.* These

priests were called Capitolini.'' One of the amuse-

ments at the Capitoline games, which was observfed

as late as the time of Plutarch, was that a herald

offered the Sardiani for public sale, and that some

old man was led about, who, in order to produce

laughter, wore a toga praetexta, and a bulla puerilis

which hung down from his neck.' According to

some of the ancients, this ceremony was intended

to ridicule the Veientines, who were subdued, after

long wars with Rome, and numbers of thera sold

as slaves, while their king, represented by the old

man with the bulla (such was said to have been the

costume of the Etruscan kings), was led through

the city as an object of ridicule.

The Veientines were designated by the name Sar-

diani or Sardi, because they were believed to have

come from Lydia, the capital of which was Sardes.

This specimen of ancient etymology, however, is

set at naught by another interpretation of the cere-

1. (Festus, 8. V. Apollinare8.)-2. (Liv., ixvi., 23.)--S. (Lir.,

zxvii , 23.)-U. (Cic, Phil., ii.. 13.)-5. (Maxnn. et Ba.bin.,a

l.)-6. (Liv., v., 50, 52.)-7. (Cic ad Quint. Fratr., ..., 5.)-t

(Plut., QusBSt. Rom., p. 277.—Fest., s. v. Sardi venalei.)
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nciy, given by Sinnius Capitu. According to this

author, the name Sardiani or Sardi had nothing to do

with the Veienlines, but referred to the inhabitants

of Sardinia. When their island was subdued by

the Ilcmans in B.C. 238, no spoils were found, but

a great number of Sardinians were brought to Rome
and sold as slaves, and these proved to be slaves

of the worst kind.' Hence arose the proverb " Sar-

di renalea; alius alio nequior;"* and hence, also,

lie ceremony at the Capitolin'O games. When or

at what intervals these ludi were celebrated is not

mentioned. During the time of the Empire they

seem to have fallen into obUvion, but they were re-

stored by Domitian, and were henceforth celebra-

ted every fifth year, under the name of agones Cap-
itolini.*

LUDI CIRCE'NSES, ROMA'NI or MAGNI,
were celebrated every year during several days,

from the fourth to the twelfth of September, in hon-

our of the three great divinities, Jupiter, Juno, and
Minerva,* or, according to others, in honour of Ju-

piter, Consus, and Neptunus Equestris. They were
superintended by the curule aediles. For farther

particulars, see Circus, p. 255, &c.
LUDI COMPITALrCII. {Vid. Compitalia.)

LUDI FLORA'LES. ( Vid. Floralia.)
LUDI FUNEBRES were games celebrated at the

funeral pyre of illustrious persons. Such games
are mentioned in the very early legends of the his-

tory of Greece and Rome, and they continued, with

various modifications, until the introduction of

Christianity. It was at such a ludus funebris that,

in the year 264 B.C., gladiatorial fights were exhib-

ited at Rome for the first time, which henceforward
remained the most essential part in all ludi fune-

bres. {Vid. Gladiatoees, p. 475.) The duration

of these games varied according to circumstances.

They lasted sometimes for three, and sometimes
for four days, though it may be sui^posed that, in

the majority of cases, they did not last more than

oae day. On one occasion 120 gladiators fought in

the course of three days, and the whole Forum was
covered with triclinia and tents, in which the peo-

ple feasted.* It was thought disgraceful for women
to be present at thesa games, and Piiblius Sempro-
nius separated himself from his wife because she
had been present without his knowledge at ludi

funebres.* These ludi, though on some occasions

the whole people took part in them, were not ludi

publici, properly speaking, as they were given by
private individuals in honour of their relations or

friends. (Compare Fcnus, p. 462.)

LUDI HONQRA'RII are expressly mentioned
only by Suetonius,^ who states that Augustus de-

voted thirty days, which had been occupied till that

time by ludi honorarii, to the transaction of legal

business. What is meant by ludi honorarii is not

quite certain. According to Festus,' they were
the same as the Liberalia. Sccdiger, however, in

his note on Suetonius, has made it appear very
probable that they were the same as those which
Tertullian* says were given for the purpose of gain-

ing honours and popularity, in contradistinction to

other ludi, which were intended either as an honour
to the gods, or as oaia for the dead. At the time
cf Augustus, this kind of ludi, which Tacitus'* seems
to designate by the name inania honoris, were so

comoion that no one obtained any public office

without lavishing a considerable portion of his prop-

erty on the exhibition of games. Augustus, there-

1. (Fest., 1. c—Aurel. Vict., De Vir. lUustr., c. S7.)—2. (Cic.

tA Fam., vii., 24.)—S. (Vxd. Jo». Scaliger, Auson. Lect., i., 10.)

—4. (Cic. in Verr., v., 14.)—5. (Liv.,rxii., 50.—Id., xxii., 30.—
Id., xxxix., 46.—Plm., II. N., xxxv., 7.)—C. (Plut., Qu««t. Rom.,
p. 207, B.—Val. Max., vi., 3, 12.—Compare Suet., OcUv., 44.)
—7. (Ortav., 32.)—«. (i. Y. HonoTmrios lodos.)—9. (De Spect.,
r 21.)— 10. (Agric, 6.)
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fore, wisely assigned thirty of the days of the yeat,

on which such spectacles had been exhibited pro>

viously, to the transaction of business, i. c, he
made these thirty days fasti.*

LUDI LIBERA'LES. {Vid. Dionysu, p. 366.)

LUDI MARTIALES were celebrated every yeai

on the first of August, in the circus, and in honour
of Mars, because the Temple of Mars had been ded-

icated on this day.* The ancient calendaria mention
also other ludi martialcs, which were held in the

circus on the 12th of May.
LUDI MEGALE'NSES. (Tirf. Meoalebia.)
LUDI NATALITII are the games with which

the birthday of an emperor was generally celebra-

ted. They were held in the circus, whence they
are sometimes called circenses.* They consisted

generally of fights of gladiators and wild beasts.

On one occasion of this kind, Hadrian exhibited

gladiatorial combats for six days, and one thousand
wild beasts.

LUDI PALATI'NI were instituted by Livia in

honour of Augustus, and were held on the Palatine.*

According to Dion Cassius they were celebrated

during three days, but according to Josephus* they

lasted eight days, and commenced on the 27tb of

December.*
LUDI PISCATO'RII were held every year on

the 6th of June, in the plain on the right bank of the

Tiber, and were conducted by the pr»tor urbanua
on behalf of the fishermen of the Tiber, who made
the day a holyday.'

LUDI PLEBETI were, according to Pseudo-As-
conius,* the games which had been instituted in

commemoration of the freedom of the plebeians af

ter the banishment of the kings, or after the seces-

sion of the plebes to the Aventine. The first of

these accounts is not borne out by the history of the

plebeian order, and it is more probable that these
games were instituted in commemoration of the lec-

onciliation between the patricians and plebeians af-

ter the first secession to the Mons Sacer, or, accord-

ing to others, to the Aventine. They were held on
the 16lh, 17th, and 18th of November, and were
conducted by the plebeian aediles.* It is sufficiently

clear from the ancient calendaria, that the ludi ple-

beii were not, as some have supposed, the same
as, or a part of, the ludi Romani.
LUDI PONTIFICA'LES were probably nothing

but a particular kind of the ludi honorarii mentioned
above. They were for the first time given by Au-
gustus, when, after the death of Lepidus, he ob-

tained the office of pontifex maximus.'*
LUDI QUiESTO'RII were of the same character

as the preceding games. They were instituted by
the Emperor Claudius," who decreed that all who
obtained the office of qua>stor should, at their own
expense, give gladiatorial exhibitions. Nero did

away with this obligation for newly-appointed quses-

tors,** but it was revived by Domitian."
LUDI S^CULA'RES. If we were to judge

from their name, these games would have been cel-

ebrated once in every century or sasculum ; but we
do not find that they were celebrated with this reg-

ularity at any period of Roman history, and tho

name ludi saeculares itself was never used during

the time of the Republic. In order to understand
their real character, we must distinguish between
the time of the Republic and of the Empire, since at

1. (Compare Emesti and F. A. Wolf ad Sueton., 1. c.)—

1

(Dion Ca»«., Ix., 5.—Suet., Cland., 4.) — 3. (Capitol., Antonin.

Piua, 5.—Spartian, Hadr., 7.) — 4. (Dion Caai., Ivi., sub fin.)~

5. (Ant. Jud., xix., 1.) — 6. (Vid. Suet.. Calif., 56, with Scab

(fer's note.)—7. (Ovid, Fait., vi., 235, Ac — Fest., s. v. Pisaa

ludi.)—8. (ad Verr., i., p. 143, ed. Orelli.)—». (Liv., xxriii., 1«
—

'«!., xxxix., 7.)—10. (Suet., Octav.. 44.) — II. (Suet., Cland,

24. — Tacit., Ann., ii.,M.)— l«. (Tarit., Am , xiii, »)— 1»

'.Suet., Domit., 4.)
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mese t jvo periods these ludi were of an entirely dif-

ferent character.

During the time of the Republic they were called

ludi Tare/ilini, Tcrcntini, or Tauiii, while during the

Empire they bore the name of ludi i<zculares} Their

origin is described by Valerius Maximus, who at-

tributes their institution to the miraculous recovery

of three children of one Valerius, who had been at-

tacked by a plague raging at that time in Rome, and

were restored to health by drinking some water
Tanned at a place in the Campus Martius called

Tarentum. Valerius afterward offered sacrifices in

Tarentum to Dis and Proserpina, to whom the re-

covery of his children was supposed to be owing,

spread lectisternia for the gods, and held festive

games for three successive nights, because his three

children had been saved. The account of Valerius

Maximus agrees in the main with those of Censori-

nus* and of Zosimus,' and all appear to have de-

rived their information from the ancient annalist,

Valerius Antias. While, according to this account,

tlie Tarentine games were first celebrated by Vale-

rius, another legend seems to consider the fight of

the Horatians and Curiatians as connected with

their first celebration. A third account* ascribes

their first institution to the reign of Tarquinius Su-

perbus. A fearful plague broke out, by which all

pregnant women were affected in such a manner
that the children died in the womb. Games were
then instituted to propitiate the infernal divinities,

together with sacrifices of steril cows {taurea),

whence the games were called ludi Taurii. These
games and sacrifices took place in the Circus Fla-

minius, that the infernal divinities might not enter

the city. Festus* and Censorinus ascribe the first

celebration to the consul Valerius Poplicola. This
account admits tliat the worship of Dis and Proser-

pina had existed long before, but states that the

games and sacrifices were now performed for the

first time to avert a plague, and in that part of the

Campus Martius which had belonged to the last

Ir.ing Tarquinius, from whom the place derived its

name Tarentum. Valerius Maximus and Zosimus,

who knev of the celebration of these games by Va-
lerius I'cplicola, endeavour to reconcile their two
accounts by representing the celebration of Popli-

cola as the second in chronological order. Other

less important traditions are mentioned by Servius*

and by Varro.^

As regards the names Tarenti or Taurii, they are

perhaps nothing but different forms of the same
word, and of the same root as Tarquinius. All the

accounts mentioned above, though differing as to

the time at which, and the persons by whom, the

Tarentine games were first celebrated, yet agree in

stating that they were celebrated for the purpose of

averting from the state some great calamity by
which it had been afl[licted, and that they were held

in honour of Dis and Proserpina. From the time

of the consul Valerius Poplicola down to that of

Augustus, the Tarentine games were only held three

times, and again only on certain emergencies, and
not at any fixed time, so that we must conclude that

their celebration was in no way connected with

certain cycles of time {sacula). The deities in

whose honour they were held during the Republic,

continued, as at first, to be Dis and Proserpina. As
to the times at which these three celebrations took

place, the commentarii of the quindecimviri and the

accounts of the annalists did not agree,' and the

discrepancy of the statements still extant shows
the vaJa attempts which were made in later times

1. (Festus, s. V. Sff^culi Indi and Taurii ludi.—Val. Max., ii.,

4, 4 5.)—2. (De Die Nat., c. 17.)—3. (ii., 3.)-^. (Festus, s. v.

Taurii ludi.—Serr ad .fin., ii., 140.)—5. (s. v. Sieculi ludi.)—6

iaAMa..,\\; 140^—7. (ap Censorin.)—8. (Censorin., 1. c.)
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to prove that, during the Republic, the games ha4
been celebrated once in every saeculum. All tliesfl

misrepresentations and distortions arose in the time

of Augustus. Not long after he had assumed the

supreme power in the Republic, the quindecimviri

announced that, according to their books, ludi ssecu-

lares ought to be held, and, at the same time, trie<1

to prove from history that in former times they had
not only been celebrated repeatedly, but almost reg-

ularly once in every century. The games of which
the quindecimviri made this assertion were the ludi

Tarentini.

The celebrated jurist and antiquary Ateius Capi-

to received from the emperor the command to de-

termine the ceremonies, and Horace was requested

to compose the festive hymn for the occasion {car'

men scEculare), which is still extant.' But the fes-

tival which was now held was in reality very dif-

ferent from the ancient Tarentine games ; for Dis

and Proserpina, to whom formerly the festival be-

longed exclusively, were now the last in the list of

the divinities in honour of whom the ludi saeculares

were celebrated. A description of the various so

lemnities is given by Zosimus. Some days before

they commenced, heralds were sent about to invite

the people to a spectacle which no one had ever be-

held, and which no one would ever behold again.

Hereupon the quindecimviri distributed, upon the

Capitol and the Palatine, among the Roman citi-

zens, torches, sulphur, and bitumen, by which they

were to purify themselves. In the same places, and

on the Aventine in the Temple of Diana, the people

received wheat, barley, and beans, which were to

be offered at nighttime to the Parcse, or, according

to others, were given as pay to the actors in the

dramatic representations which were performed du-

ring the festive days. The festival took place in

summer, and lasted for three days and three nights.

On the first day the games commenced in the Ta-
rentum, and sacrifices were offered to Jupiter, Juno,

Neptune, Minerva, Venus, Apollo, Mercury, Ceres,

Vulcan, Mars, Diana, Vesta, Hercules, Latona, the

Parcse, and to Dis and Proserpina. The solemni-

ties began at the second hour of the night, and the

emperor opened them by the river side with the

sacrifice of three lambs to the Parcae upon three al-

tars erected for the purpose, and which were sprin-

kled with the blood of the victims. The lambs

themselves were burned. A temporary scene like

that of a theatre was erected in the Tarentum, and

illuminated with lights and fires.

In this scene festive hymns were sung by a cho-

rus, and various other ceremonies, together with

theatrical performances, took place. During the

morning of the first day, the people went to the Cap-

itol to offer solemn sacrifices to Jupiter; thence

they returned to the Tarentum, to sing choruses in

honour of Apollo and Diana. On the second day,

the noblest matrons, at an hour fixed by an oracle,

assembled on the Capitol, performed supplications,

sang hymns to the gods, and also visited the altar

of Juno. The emperor and the quindecimviri offer-

ed sacrifices, which had been vowed before, to all

the great divinities. On the third day, Greek and

Latin choruses were sung in the sanctuary of Apol-

lo by three times nine boys and maidens of great

beauty, whose parents were still alive. The object

of these hymns was to imjdore the protection of the

gods for all cities, towns, and officers of the Empire.

One of these hymns was the carmen sfficulare by

Horace, which was especially composed for the oc-

casion, and adapted to the circumstances of the

time. During the whole of the three days and

nights, games of every description were carried on

1. (Zosim , ii., 4.)
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In all the circuses and theatres, and sacrifices were

ofler(d in all the temples.

The first celebration of the ludi sseculares in the

reign of Augustus took place in the summer of the

year 17 B.C.' The second took place in the reign

of Claudius, A.D. 47 ;* the third .in the reign of

Domitian, A.D. 88 ;' and the last in the reign of

Philippus, A.D. 248, and, as was generally believed,

just 1000 years after the building of the city.*

LUDI TARENTrNI or TAUIIII. {Vtd. Ludi
SiKCULARES.)
LUDUS iVid. Gladutores, p. 475.)

LUDUS DUO'DECIM SCRIPTO'RUM. {Vid.

Latrunculi.)
LUDUS LATRUNCULO'RUM. (Vid. Latbun-

CULI.)

LUDUS TROJiE. (Vid. Cibcos, p. 266.)

LUPATUM. (Vid. Fbenum, p. 452)
LUPERCA'LIA, one of the most ancient Roman

festivals, which was celebrated every year in hon-

our of Lupercus, the god of fertility. All the cere-

monies with which it was held, and all we know of

its history, show that it was originally a shepherd-

festival.* Hence its introduction at Rome was con-

nected with the names of Romulus and Remus, the

kings of shepherds. Greek writers and their fol-

lowers among the Romans represent it as a festival

of Pan, and ascribe its introduction to the Arcadian
Evander. This misrepresentation arose partly from
the desire of these writers to identify the Roman
divinities with those of Greece, and partly from its

rude and almost savage ceremonies, which certainly

are a proof that the festival must have originated

in the remotest antiquity. The festival was held

every year on the 15th of February, in the Luper-
cal, where Romulus and Remus were said to have
been nurtured by the she-wolf; the place contained
an altar and a grove sacred to the god Lupercus.*

Here the Lui)erci assembled on the day of the Lu-
percalia, and sacrificed to the gods goats and young
dogs, which animals are remarkable for their strong

sexual instinct, and thus were appropriate sacrifices

to the god of fertility.' Two youths of noble birth

were then led to the Luperci {vid. Luperci), and one
of the latter touched their foreheads with a sword
dipped in the blood of the victims ; other Luperci
immediately after wiped off the bloody spots with
wool dipped in milk. Hereupon the two youths
were obliged to break out into a shout of laughter.

This ceremony was probably a symbolical purifica-

tion of the shepherds. After the sacrifice was over,

the Luperci partook of a meal, at which they were
plentifully supplied with wine.* They then cut the
skins of the goats which they had sacrificed into

pieces, with some of which they covered parts of
their body, in imitation of the god Lupercus, who
was represented half naked and half covered with
goatskin. The other pieces of the skins they cut
in the shape of thongs, and, holding them in their

hands, they ran with them through the streets of the
city, touching or striking with them all persons
whom they met in their way, and especially women,
who even used to come forward voluntarily for the
purpose, since they believed that the ceremony ren-

dered them fruitful, and procured them an easy de-

livery in child-bearing. This act of running about
with thongs of goatskin was a symbolic purification

of the land, and that of touching persons a purifica-

tion of men, for the wi.«rds by which this act is

I. (Tacit., Ann., xi., II.)—2. (Suet., Cland., 21.)—3. (Suet.,
Domit., 4, with Bmeiti's note.)—4. (Jul. Capitol., Gord. Tert.,
c 33.— Compare Scalier, De Emend. Tempor., p. 486.— Har-
tung, D'.is Religion der ROmer, ii., p. 92, &c., and the comroent-
atora ad Herat., Carm. Sec.)— 5. (Pint., Cm., 61.)—«. (Aurel.
Vict., De Orip. Gent. Rom., 22.— Ovid, Fast., ii., 267.)— 7.

Plut.. Rom., 21.—Serv. ad JEt. viii.. 348.1-8. (V*l. Max., ii..

designated are februare and luatrare.^ The goaUkir
itself was called felruum, the festive days diu felf
ruala, the month in which it occurred Februari-js,

and the god himself Februus.

The act of purifying and fertilizing, which, as we
have seen, was applied to women, was without
doubt originally applied to the flocks, and to the
people of the city on the Palatine.* Festus* says
the Luperci were also called crepi or ereppi, from
their striking with goatskins (a crepitu pflltcularum),

but it is more probable that the name crepi was de-

rived from crepa, which was the ancient name for

goat.*

The festival of the Lupercalia, though it neces-
sarily lost its original import at the time when the
Romans were no longer a nation of shepherds, was
yet always observed in commemoration of the
founders of the city. Antonius, in his consulship,

was one of the Luperci, and not only ran with them,
half naked, and covered with pieces of goatskin,

through the city, but even addressed the people in

the Forum in this rude attire.* After the time ot

CiBsar, however, the Lupercalia seem to have been
neglected, for Augustus is said to have restored it,*

but he forbade youths (imberbes) to take part in the
running. The festival was henceforth celebrated

regularly down to the time of the Emperor Anasta-
sius. Lupercalia were also celebrated in other
towns of Italy and Gaul, for Luperci are mentioned
in inscriptions of Velitrse, Praeneste, Nemausus, and
other places.'

LUPERCI were the priests of the god Lupercus
They formed a college (sodalitas, iratpia), the mem-
bers of which were originally youths of patrician

families, and which was said to have been institu-

ted by Romulus and Remus.* The college was di-

vided into two classes, the one called Fabii or Fa-
biani, and the other Quinctilii or Quinctiliani.*

These names, which are the same as ihose with
which the followers of Romulus and Remus were
designated in the early Roman legends, seem to

show that the priesthood was originally confined to

certain gentes." But if such were the case, this

limitation does not seem to have existed for a very
long time, though the two classes retained their oii-

ginal names, for Festus says that in course of time
the number of Luperci increased, " Quia honoris

gratia multi in Lupercis adscribcbanlur.^' What was
the original number of Luperci, and how long their

office lasted, is unknown ; but it is stated in in-

scriptions" that a person held the office of Lupercus
twice, and another three times, and this fact shf^ws,

at least, that the priests were not appointed for .ife.

Juhus Caesar added to the two classes of the col-

lege a third, with the name of Julii or Juliani,** and
made Antonius their high-priest. He also assigned
to them certain revenues {vecligalia), which were
afterward withdrawn from them.** But it is uncer-
tain whether Caesar assigned these revenues to the
whole college, or merely to the Julii. From this

time the two ancient classes of the Luperci are
sometimes distinguished from the new one by the

name Luperci veteres.'* Although in early times
the Luperci were taken only from noble families,

their strange and indecent conduct at the Luperca-
lia was offensive to the more refined Romans of a

later age,'* and Cicero'* characterizes the college a*

1. (Ovid, Fas',,, ii., 31.—Fest., s. t. f tbruarius.)— 2. (Varra,

De Linjf. Lat., v., p. 60, ed. Bip.)—3. («. v. Crepoa.)—4. ^Fertua,

8. T. Capne.)—3. (Pint., C«!«., 61.)—6. (Suet., OcWv., 31.)—7.
(Orelli, Insrr., n. 2231, Ac-Compare Lopkrci, and Hartunff,

Die Religion der ROmer, ii., p. 176, Ac.)- 8. (Plut., Rom., 21

)

—9. (Feitus, 8. V. Quinctiliani, Luperci, and FabianiJ— 10.

(Ovid, Fa«t., ii., 378, who, however, confounds the Potitii and

Pinarii with the Quinctilii and Fabii.)— 11. (Orelli. n. 2256 and

n. 4920.)— 12. (Dion Can., xliv.,6.—Suet.. Jul.,7S.)—13. (Cic,

Philip., iii., 13, with the note of P. Manuiius.)— 14. (Orelli

2233.)— 13. (Cic, Philip., ii , 34.)—16. "Tro C<e1., 11.)
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LUSTRATIO. LUSTRCM.

1 ** Fera quadam sodalitas et plane pastoncia atque

agrestis, quorum coilio ilia silvestris ante est instituta

quam humanitas atque leges." Respecting the rites

with which they solemnized the Lupercalia, vid. Lu-
PERCALIA.

LUPUS (,2.vKog), the Wolf, or Canis lupus. ( ViJ.

Canis.)

tUPUS FE'RREUS, the Iron Wolf used by the

besieged in repelling the attacks of the besiegers,

and especially in seizing the battering-ram and di-

verting its blows. ( Vid. Aries, p. 93.)*

LUSTRA'TIO (Kudapmc) was originally a piirifi-

catioQ by ablution in water. But the lustrations,

of 'Which we possess direct knowledge, are always
connected with sacrifices and other religious rites,

and consisted in the sprinkling of water by means
of a branch of laurel or olive, and at Rome some-
times by means of the aspergillum (vid. Chernips),
and in the burning of certain materials, the smoke
of which was thought to have a purifying effect.

Whenever sacrifices were offered, it seems to have
been customary to carry them around the person

or thing to be purified. Lustrations were made in

ancient Greece, and probably at Rome also, by pri-

vate individuals when they had polluted themselves
with any criminal action. Whole cities and states,

also, sometimes underwent purifications, to expiate

the crime or crimes committed by a member of the

community. The most celebrated purification of

this kind was that of Athens, performed by Epimen-
des of Crete, after the Cylonian massacre.' Pu-
rification also took place when a sacred spot had
been unhallowed by profane use, as by burying dead
bodies in it, such as was the case with the island

of Delos.*

The Romans performed lustrations on many oc-

casions on which the Greeks did not think of them

;

and the object of most Roman lustrations was not

to atone for the commission of crime, but to obtain

the blessing of the gods upon the persons or things

which were lustrated. Thus fields were purified

after the business of sowing was over,* and before

the sickle was put to the corn. {Vid. Arvales
Fratres, p. 109.) The manner in which sheep
were lustrated every year at the festival of the Pa-
lilia is described by Ovid.* The shepherd towards
evening sprinkled his flock with water, adorned the

fold with branches and foliage, burned pure sulphur

and various herbs, and offered sacrifices to Pales.

The object of this lustration was to preserve the

flock from disease, contagion, and other evils.* All

Roman armies, before they took the field, were lus-

trated ;' and, as this solemnity was probably always
connected with a review of the troops, the word
lustratio is also used in the sense of the modern re-

view.* The rites customary on such occasions are

not mentioned, but they probably resembled those
with which a fleet was lustrated before it set sail,

and which are described by Appian.' Altars were
erected on the shore, and the vessels manned with
their troops assembled in order close to the coast.

Everybody kept profound silence, and priests stand-

ing close by the water killed the victims, and car-

ried the purifying sacrifices (KaOupaia) in small boats

three times around the fleet. On these rounds they
were accompanied by the generals, who prayed to

the gods to preserve the armament from all dangers.

Hereupon the priests divided the sacrifices into two
parts, one of which was thrown into the sea, and
the other burned upon the altars, while the multi-

tude around prayed to the gods. (In Livy" a prayer

1 (I,iv., xxiviii., 3.—Veget., De Re Mil., ii., 25 ; iv., 23.)—2.
(Diog. Laert., i., 10, 1) 3.)—3. (Thucyd., i., 8.—Id., iii., 104.)—
4. (Ovid, Fast., i., 669.)—5. (Fast., iv., 735, <tc.)—6. (Cato, Do
Re Rust., c. 141.)—7. (Dion Cass., xlvii., 38.—Appian, Hisp.,c.

I*.—Id., Civ., ir., 89, et passim.)—8. (Cic. ad Att., v., 20, 4 2.)

-•. (Civ , v., 96/ -10. (ixivi , 42.—Id., xxix.,27.)

6<H

is recorded, such as generals used to perform oa
these occasions.) When a Macedonian army was
lustrated, a dog was cut in two pieces in the place
where the army was to assemble, and one half of
the dog was thrown at a distance on the right and
the other to the left. The army then assembled in

the place between the spots where the pieces had
fallen.* But to return to the Romans. The estab-

lishment of a new colony was always preceded by
a lustratio with solemn sacrifices.' The city of
Rome itself, as well as other towns within its do-
minion, always underwent a lustratio after they
had been visited by some great calamity, such as
civil bloodshed, awful prodigies, and the like.' A
regular and general lustratio of the whole Roman
people took place after the completion of every lus-

trum, when Ihe censor had finished his census and
before he laid down his oflSce. This lustratio (also

called lustrum*) was conducted by one of the cen-
sors,* and held with sacrifices called Suovetaurilia,*

because the sacrifices consisted of a pig (or ram), a

sheep, and an ox. This lustratio, which continued
to be observed in the days of Dionysius, took place

in the Campus Martins, where the people assembled
for the purpose. The sacrifices were carried three

times around the assembled multitude.^ Another
regular lustration, which was observed every yeai

in the month of February, was said to have been
instituted because the god Februus was believed to

be potens lustrationum, and because in this month
the solemnities in honour of the dii manes took

place."

LUSTRUM (from luo, Gr. Xovu) is, properl)

speaking, a lustration or purification, and in partic

ular, the purification of the whole Roman people
performed by one of the censors in the Camput
Martins after the business of the census was over
{Vid. Census, Lustratio.) As this purification

took place only once in five years, the word lustrum
was also used to designate the time between two
lustra. Varro* erroneously derives the word lus-

trum from luo (I pay), because the vectigalia and
tributa were paid every five years to the censors.

The first lustrum was performed in BO. 566, by
King Servius, after he had completed his census,"
and afterward it is said to have taken place regu-

larly every five years after the census was over.

The first censors were appointed in 443 B.C., and
from this year down to 294 B.C., there had, accord-

ing to Livy,** only been 26 pairs of censors, and only

21 lustra or general purifications, although, if all

had been regular, there would have been 30 pairs of

censors and 30 lustra. We must therefore con-

clude that sometimes the census was not held at

all, or, at least, not by the censors. Wc also learn

from this statement that the census might take

place without the lustrum, and, indeed, two cases

of this kind are recorded," which happened in 459
and 214 B.C. In these cases the lustrum was not

perfonned on account of some great calamities

which had befallen the Republic.

The time when the lustrum took place has been

very ingeniously defined by Niebuhr." Six ancient

Romulian years of 304 days each were, with the

difference of one day, equal to five solar years of

365 days each, or the six ancient years made 1824

days, while the five solar years contained 1825 days.

The lustnim, or the great year of the ancient Ro-

mans,'* was thus a cycle, at the end of which the

I. (Liv., xl., 6.—Curt., i., 9, l> 12.)—2. (Cic, De Div., i.,45.—

B&rth. ad Stat., Theb., iv., p. 1073.)—3. (Appian, Bell. Civ., i.,

26.—Liv., XXXV., 9.—Id., xlii., 20.)—4. (Fest., «. v.)—5. (Cic^

De Div., i.,45.)—6. (Liv., i., 44.—Varro, De Re Rust., ii., I.)-

7. (Dionys., Ant. Rom., iv., p. 225.)—8. (Macrob., Sat., i., 13.—
Compare Harlung, Die Rolig. der Rom., i., p. 198, ic.)—0. (De

Linif. Lat., v.. 54, ed. Hip.)- 10. (Liv., i.. 44.—Dionys., iv., 22.)

—11. (X., 47.)—12. (Liv., iii., 22.—Id., xxiv., 43.)— 13. (Hist. o<

Rome, i., p. 277.)—'.4. (Censorin., De Die Nat., 18.)



LYCIUM LYRA

i

beginning of the ancient year nearly coincided with
that of the solar year. As the coincidence, howev-
er, was not perfect, a month of 24 days was inter-

c^ated in every eleventh lustrum. Now it is highly

probable that the recurrence of such a cycle or great

year was, from the earliest times, solemnized with
sacrifices and purifications, and that Servius Tullius

did not introduce them, but merely connected them
with tis census, and thus set the example for sub-

sequent ages, which, however, as we have seen,

was not observed with regularity. At first the ir-

regularity may have been caused by the struggles

between the patricians and plebeians, when the ap-

pointment of censors was purposely neglected to

increase the disorders ; but we also find that simi-

lar neglects took place at a later period, when no
such causes existed.' The last lustrum was sol-

emnized at Rome in A.D. 74, in the reign of Ves-
pasian.*

Many writers of the latter period of the Republic
md during the Empire use the word lustrum for

my space of five years, and without any regard to

ihe census,* while others even apply it in the sense
of the Greek pentaeteris or an Olympiad, which only
;.«ntained four years.* Martial also uzei the ex-
pression lustrum ingens for saeculum.'

LY'CAIA {\vKaia), a festival with contests, cele-

orated by the Arcadians in honour of Zeus, sur-

named Avxaiog. It was said to have been instituted

by the ancient hero Lycaon, the son of Pelasgus.*

He is also said, instead of the cakes which had for-

merly been offered to the god, to have sacrificed a
child to Zeus, and to have sprinkled the altar with
its blood. It is not improbable that human sacri-

fices were offered in Arcadia to Zeus Lycaeus down
to a very late period in Grecian history.' No farther

particulars respecting the celebration of the Lycaea
are known, with the exception of the statement of

Plutarch,* that the celebration of the Lycaea in

some degree resembled that of the itoman Luper-
calia.

*LYCAPSUS (^v/taV'Of), a plant, which Sprengel

makes to be the Onostna Orientalis. The Greek
name is derived from Xvkoc ("a wolf") and 6y;<f

(" appearance"), because its flowers resembled the

distended jaws of a wolf.

LYCHNIS avxvii)< a plant. " The Tivxvk ore-

favuftariKTi of Dioscorides is the Agrostemma coro-

narium, L., or Rose Campion. The ^vxvig uypia is

referred by Sprengel and others to the Agrostemma
(rithago, or Corn Cockle. But perhaps the opinion

of Dodonseus, who suggested the Lychnis dioica, is

entitled to as much or greater authority."*

LYCHNITES {Tivxvi-ni^), a term applied to both

a gem and a stone. The gem, according to De Laet,

was a variety of our garnet. The stone would ap-

pear to have been a variety of marble. The Tivxvig

of Orpheus was most probably the gem.—The mar-
ble termed lychnites was so called because quarried
by the light of lamps {Xvxvo^, " a lamp"), and as
Pliny, on the authority of Varro, informs us, was
the same as the Parian."
LYCHNU'CHUS. {Vid. Candelabrum.)
LYC'IUM (kvKiov), a medicinal substance ob-

tained from the roots and branches ofa thorny shrub
grtwing in Lycia. " It is almost certain," observes

Atiams, " that the plant from which it was procured

is t;ie Rhannua infectorius. This appears clear from

1. (Saeton., OcUt., ST.—Cland., 10.)—9. (Cemorin., I. c.)—
8. (Orid, Fast., ii., 188 ; ir., 701.—Id., Amor., iii., fl, 27.—Ho-
rat., Cann., ii., 4, 24 ; ir., 1, 8.)—4. (Ovid, Pont., iv., 8, 3, &c.
—Mart., IT., 45.)—5. (Compare Scaliger, Da Emend. Temper.,
p. 183.—Ideler, Handb. der Chronol., ii., p. 77, &c.)—8. (Paul.,

Tiii., 2, 1.)—7. (Porphyr., De Abstin., li.. 27.)—8. (C»»., 81.)—
9. (Theophrast., H. P., vi., 8.—Dio«::or., iii., 104, 105.—Adama,
Append., «. v.)— 10. (Orpheua, Dn Lapid., 468.—A< una, Ap-
ueiid., 1. V.—Moore's Anc. Mineralogy, p. 77.)

Pliny's account of it. Sprengel and Milllgan Loi«

the Lveitim Indicum to have been the Acacia ealC'

chu, Willd., and yet, as Dr. Hill remarks, the de-

scription given by Dioscorides of the trees by no
means agrees with any of those of which our cate

chu, or Terra Japonica, is made."'
LYCOPSIS (XvxoV* f), a plant, whicJi Sibthorp

has proved to be the Eihium Ilalicum, or Italian Vi-

per's-bugloss.

LYDIUS LAPIS, the Touchstone. {Vid. IJa-

BANOS.)

•LYRA (Ai'pa), a species of Fish, the Trigla Lyra,
L. It is called in French, Gronau ; in English, the

Piper, from a sort of hissing which it makes by the
expulsion of the air through the gills when taken.

Pennant says it is oflen caught on the western
coasts of great Britain.*

LYRA {?ivpa, Lat. fides), a Lyre, one of the most
ancient musical instruments of the stringed kind.

There can be scarcely any doubt that this and simi-

lar instruments were used by the Eastern nations

and by the Egyptians long before the Greeks be-

came acquainted with them, and that they were in-

troduced among the Greeks from Asia Minor.*
The Greeks themselves, however, attributed the in-

vention of the lyre to Hermes, who is said to have
formed the instrument of a tortoise-shell, over which
he placed gut-strings.* As regards the original num-
ber of the strings of a lyre, the accounts of the an-

cients differ so widely that it is almost impossible

to arrive at any definite conclusion. Diodorus*

states that Hermes gave his lyre three strings, one
with an acute, the other with a grave, and the

third with a middle sound. Macrobius* says that

the lyre of Mercury had four strings, which symbol-

ically represented the four seasons of the year

;

while Lucian,' Ovid,* and others, assume that the

lyre from the first had seven strings. All ancient

writers who mention this invention of Hermes ap-

ply to it the name lyra, though its shape, in the de-

scription of ApoUodorus and Servius, rather resem
bles that of the instrument which in subsequent

times was designated by the name cithara {Kidapa

or Kidapii), and in some degree resembled a modern
guitar, in as far as in the latter the strings were
drawn across the sounding bottom, whereas in the

IjTa of later times they were free on both sides.

In the Homeric poems the name "kvpa does not oc

cur, with the exception of the Homeric hymn to

Hermes ; and from the expression which occur*

in this hymn* {Ivpij Kidapi^eiv), it appears that ori-

ginally there was very little or no difference be-

tween the two instruments ; that is to say, the n
strument formerly used was a cithara in the latex

sense of the word.

The instruments which Homer mentions as used
to accompany songs are the ^opfiiy^ and KtBaptc-^*

Now that the <^6p^iy^ and the Kidapif were the same
instrument, appears to be clear from the expression

tpopfiiyyi Kidapl^eiv, and xiffapi ^opfii^eiv.^^ The lyra

is also called ;feAvf or x^^f^vri, and in Latin testudo,

because it was made of a tortoise-shell.

The obscurity which hangs over the original

number of strings of the lyre is somewhat removed
by the statement made by several ancient writers,

that Terpander of Antissa (about 650 BC.) added to

the original number of four strings three new ones,

and thus changed the tetrachord into a heptachord;

"

1. (Dioacor., ir., 1S2.—Plin., H. N., xiir, 78.—Adaroi, Ap-

rnd., a. r.)—2. (Aristot., H. A., it., 9.—jElian, N. A., i- H)
(Wilkinaon, Mannnni and Custom* of the Anc. Esypt., ii., p.

272, 288, &c.)—4. (nom.,H3rmn. in Merc.—ApoUod.. iii., 10,2.

—Diod. Sic, T. 75.—Serr. ad Virg., Georg., ir.. 464.)—3. (i.,

16.)—8. (Sat., i., 19.)—7. (Deor. Dial., 7.)-8. (Fatter., 108.)

— 9. (423.)— 10. (11., i., 603. — M., Tiii., 248 and 281.)—II.

(Od., i., 153, &e.)— 12. (Enclid, Introd. Harm., p. 19.—Strmb,

xiii., p. 818.—Clem. Alex.. Strom., Ti., p. 814, ed. PoIUit t
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LYRA.

ui<u:gh it cannot be denied that there existed lyres

with only three strings.' The following are repre-

•entalions of a teliachord and a heptachord, and

•re both taken from the work of Blanchini.

The heptachord introduced by Terpander hence-

forth continued to be most commonly used by the

Greeks, as well as subsequently by the Romans,

though in the course of time many additions and im-

provements were made
which are described be-

low. In the ancient te-

trachord, the two ex-

treme strings stood to

each other in the rela-

tion of a fourth {Sia rea-

adpuv), i. e., the lower

string made three vi-

brations in the time

that the upperone made
four. In the most an-

cient arrangement of

the scale, which was
called the diatonic, the

two middle strings

were strung in such a

manner, that the three

intervals between the

four strings produced

twice a whole tone and

one semitone. Ter-

pander, in forming his

heptachord, in reality

aadod a new tetrachord to the ancient one, but left

out the third string of the latter, as there was be-

tween it and the fourth only an interval ofa semitone.

The heptachord thus had the compass of an octave,

or, as the ancients called it, a diapason (dta naauv).

The intervals between the seven strings in the dia-

tonic scale were as follow : between one and two, a

whole tcme ; between two and three, a whole tone

;

between three and four, a. whole tone and a semi-

tone ; b(!tween four and five and five and six, a

whole tone each ; between six and seven, a semi-

tone. The seven strings themselves were called,

beginning from the highest, v^rrj, Trapav^rrj, napa-

niati, iJtiuJj, TiLxavdg, TrapvndTTj, vnurrj.' Pindar him-

fcelf made use of the heptachord, though in his time

in eighth string had been added. In the time of

Philip and Alexander, the number of strings was in-

creasad to eleven by Timotheus of Miletus,' an in-

novation which was severely censured by the Spar-

tans, who refused to go beyond the number of seven

otrings.* It is, however, clear that the ancients

LYSIMACHIUM.

made use of a variety of lyres, an^ *n the r^-presenl.

ations which we still possess, the number of stringy

varies from three to eleven. About the time of

Sappho and Anacreon, several stringed instrument?,

such as magadis, barbiton, and others, v/ere used in

Greece, and especially in Lesbos. They had been

introduced from Asia Minor, and their number of

strings far exceeded that of the lyre, for we know

that some had a compass of two octaves, and oth-

ers had even twenty strings, so that they must hare

more resembled a modern harp than a lyre.*

It has been remarked above that the name Ivra

occurs very seldom in the earliest Greek writers,

and that originally this instrument and the cithara

were the same. But about the time of Pindar in-

novations seem to have been introduced, by which

the lyra became distinct from the cithara, the in-

vention of which was ascribed to Apollo, and hence

the name of the former nov/ occurs more frequent-

ly.' Both, however, had in most cases no more

than seven strings. The difference between the

two instruments is described above ; the lyre had

a great and full-sounding bottom, which continued,

as before, to be made generally of a tortoise-shell,

from which, as Lucian' expresses it, the horns rose

as from the head of a stag. A transverse piece of

wood, connecting the two horns at or near their top

ends, served to fasten the strings, and was called

^vjov, and in Latin transtillum. The horns were

called -KTixEi^ or cornua* These instruments were

often adorned in the most costly manner with gold

and ivory.* The lyre was considered as a more

manly instrument than the cithara, which, on ac-

count of its smaller-sounding bottom, excluded full

sounding and deep tones, and was more calculated

for the middle tones. The lyre, when played, stood

in an upright position between the knees, while the

cithara stood upon the knees of the player. Both

instruments were held with the left hand, and

played with the right.' It has generally been sap.

posed that the strings of these instruments were

always touched with a little staff called plectrum

{nlnKTpov) (see woodcut, p. 188), hut among the

paintings discovered at Herculaneum, we find sev-

eral instances where the persons play the lyre with

their fingers.'' The lyre was at all times only

played as an accompaniment to songs.

The Latin name fides, which was used for a lyre

as well as a cithara, is probably the same as the

Greek (r^t'^cf, which, according to Hesychius,* sig-

nifies gut-string; but Festus' takes it to be the

same as fides (faith), because the lyre was the sym-

bol of harmony and unity among men.

The lyre (cithara or phorminx) was at first used

in the recitations of epic poetry, though it was

probably not played during the recitation itself, but

only as a prelude before the minstrel commenced

his story, and in the intervals or pauses between

the several parts. The lyre has given its name to

a species of poetry called lyric ; this kind of poetry

was originally never recited or sung without the ac-

companiment of the lyre, and sometimes, also, of an

appropriate dance. (Compare the article Musica.—
Plutarch, De Musica.—Bockh, De Mclris Pindari.—

Drieberg, Musikalische Wissenschaflen der Griecken ;

and by the same author, Aufschliisse iiber die Murik

der GwcAcn.—Miiller, Hist, of Gr. Lit., i., p. 148, &c.

•LYSIMACHTUM {Ivaifiaxi-ov) or LYSIMA-

CHIA {Ivainaxi-n), a plant, which Woodville holds

to be the Lysimachia nummularia, or Money-wort.

1. (BlaBchini, "Do Tribus Generibus Instrumentorum Ma-
lice Veternm Orfranicie DisRortatio," tab. iv.)— 2. (Biickh, De
Metr. Pind., p. 205, &c.)—3. (Suida», s. v. TiahJ9«o{.—Miiller,

Dor., iv., 6, 3.)—4. (Cm ,, De l.eg., ii., 15.—Athen., xiv., p.

B36.)

6oe

1. (Bode, Gesch. der Lyrisch. Dichtkunst der HeUenen, i.. p.

382, &c.—Compare Quintil., xii., 10.)—2. (Pind., 01., x., 113.

-Nera.. iii., 19 ; li., 8.-Pyth., viii., 42, et passim.)—3. (Diml

Mor., l.)-4. (Schol. Venet. ad 11., ii., 293.—Hesych., s. v. Zjya.

—Cic, De Nat. Deor., ii., 59.)—5. (Auct. ad Keren., iV;. 47.—

Ovid, Met., xi., 167.)-«. (Ovid, Met., xi. 168.)-7. (tw. atot

Ovid, Heroid., ui., 118.)—«. (». v.)—9. (». v.)
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I

'* Sprengel confidently determines the A. ol Dioscoi

ides to be the Lysimachia vulgaris, or yellow Loose-

strive ; but the Lysimachium of Pliny he holds to be

the Ujflhrum salicaria."^

M.

MACEDONIA'NUM SENATUS CONSULTUM.
{Vid. Senatus Consultum.)
MACCHUS. {Vid. AxKLLANiE Fabol*, p. 119.)

MACELLUM (InlioiruXla ;* inpovuXelov, Kpeorru-

Xelav), a provision-market, frequented by cooks,

fishermen, poulterers, confectioners, butchers, and
men of similar occupations.* (Vid. Forum, p. 451

)

From macellum, a provision-merchant ".vas called

macdliiriu* {6^onui,ri(, Kpeonu^ric*). The Athe-
nians called their macellum etc roinpov, just as they

called their slave-market eig tu avUpuKoda, their

wine-market ei( rbv olvov, and other markets by the

names of the commodities sold in them.*
•MACEll (jiuKcp), according to Moses Charras,

the same as Mace. " This, however, is denied by
Matthiolus," observes Adams, " with whom Spren-
gel agrees, although he admits that the Arabians
confounded them together. He is disposed to be-

lieve it the bark of a Malabar tree described by
Costa, and said to be called Macre."*
MAGADIS. (Vid. Lyra ; MasicA, Greek.)
MAGISTER, which contains the same root as

mag-is and mag-nus, was applied at Rome to per-

sons possessing various kinds of oflSces, and is

thus explained by Festus:' " MagisUrare, moderari.

Unde magistri non solum doctores artium, sed eliam
pagorum, socictaium, vicorum, collegiorum, equitum
dicunlur ; quia omncs Ai magis ceteris possunt."
Paulus* thus defines the word :

" Quibus pracipia
eura rerum incumbit, el qui magis quam tcteri dili-

gentiam et solliciludinem rebus, quibus prasunl, de-

tent, hi magisjri appcllantur." The following is a
list of the principal magistri

:

''

Maoister Admissionum. (Vid. Admissionales.)
Maoister Armordh appears to have been the

same officer as ihe magister militum*
Magister Auctionis. (Vid. Bonorum Emtio.)
Maoister Bibendi. (Vid Symposidm.)
Maoister Collegu was the president of a col-

legium or corporation. (Vid. Collegium.)
Maoister Epistolarum answered letters on be-

half of the emperor."
Magister Equitum. (Vid. Dictator, p. 361.)
Magister Libellorum was an officer or secre-

tary who read and answered petitions addressed to

the emperors. (Vid. Libellub, 4, c.) He is called

in an inscription " Magister libellorum et cognitionum
«ocrrtrum.""

Maoister Memoria, an officer whose duty it

was to receive the decision of the emperor on any
subject, and communicate it to the public or the
persons concerned.'*

Magister Militum. (Vid. Army, Roman, p. 106.)

Magister Navis. (Vid. Exercitoria Actio.)
Maqistbr Officiorum was an officer of high rank

at the imperial court, who had the superintendence
of all audiences with the emperor, and also had ex-
tensive jurisdiction over both civil and miUtary offi-

eers.'*

1. (DiOfcor., iv., 3.—Adams, Append., •. t.)—2. (Athen., i.,

• >—3. ( Varro. De Re Rust., iii.. 2, 17.— Id., De Ling. Lat., v., 32,

p. 147, 148. ed. Spcngel.—Pluut., Aulul., ii., 8, 3.—Tcr., Eun.,
U.,S, 24.—Ilor., Sat., ii., 3, 229.— Id., Epiit.. i., 15, 31.—Sen-
eca, Epist., 78.)—4. (SnetoD., Jul., 26.— Id., Vespu., ID.—Var-
rs^De Re Rust., iii., 2, 4.)— 5. (PuUux, Onom., iz., 47. — Id.

lb., «., 19.—Hatpocr., s. v. ^ciy/ia.)—6. (Dioscor., i., 110.— Ad-
am*, Anpcnd., s. v.)—7. (s. v. Ma^sterare.)—8. (Dig. 50, tit. Ifl,

a. 57.)-^9. (Amm. More., xvi., 7; ix., fl.)—10. (Orelli, Inscr,
SS52.)— 11. (OreUi, 1. c.)— 12. (Amm. Marc., xt., 5.— Id., ixv.j.,

«.)— 13. (Cod. 1, tit. 31 ; 12, tit. IS.—Cod. Tbeod., i., tit. 9;
I., tit. 9.—Amm. MarcelL, XT., i.—Id., xx., 9.—Id., xxii.. 9.--
r. tatiud., Variar, vi., )

MaSISTBR PopOLt. (Vid. DlCTATOI, p. 880.)
Maoister Scriniorum had the care of all the p»

pers and documents belonging to the emperor.'
Maoister Sociktatis. The cquites, who farmed

the taxes at Rome, were divided into certain socie
ties ; and he who presided in such a society was
called magister societatis.*

Maoister Vicorum. Augustus divided Rome into

certain regiones and vici, and commanded that ths
people of each vicus should choose magiistri to man-
age its affairs.* From an inscription on an ancient
stone referred to by Pitiscus,* it appears that there
were four such magistri to each vicus. They were
accustomed to exhibit the Ludi Compitalitii dressed
in the praetexta.*

MAGISTRA'TUS. a definition of magistratus
may be collected from Pomponius, De Origine J»-
ris.* Magistratus are those " qui juri dicundo pnr.

sunt." The king was originally the sole magistra-
tus ; he had all the potestas. On the expulsion ot

the kings, two consuls were annually appointed, and
they were magistratus. In course of time other
magistratus were appointed, so that Pomponius
enumerates as the magistratus of his time " qui tn

civitate jura reddcbant," ten tribuni plebis, two con-
suls, eighteen praetors, and six aediles. He adds
that the praefecti annonae et vigilum were not ma-
gistratus. The dictator was also a magistratus

;

and the censors ; and the decemviri litihus judican
dis. The governors of provinces with the title ol

propraetor or proconsul were also magistratus. Gai
us attributes the jus edicendi to the magistratus
populi Romani, without any restriction ; but he says
that the chief edictal power was possessed by the
praetor urbanus and the praetor peregrinus, whose
jurisdictio in the provinces was exercised by th^

praesides of provinces, and also by the curule aedr

les, whose jurisdiction in the provinciae populi Re
mani was exercised by the quaestors of those prov
inces.

The word magistratus contains the same elemenl
as mag(ister) and raag(nus) ; and it signifies both
the person and the office, as we see in the phrase
" se magistratu abdicare."'' According to Festus, a
magistratus was one who had '* judicium auspicium-

que."

According to M. Messala the augur, quoted by
Gellius,* the auspicia maxima belonged to the con-
suls, praetors, and censors, and the minora auspicia

to the other magistratus ; accordingly, the consuls,

praetors, and censors were called majores, and they

were elected at the comitia centuriata ; the other

magistratus were called minores. The magistra>:J8

were also divided into curules and those who were
not curules : the magistratus curules were the dic-

tator, consuls, prastors, censors, and the curule sedi-

les, who were so called because they had the jus

sellae curulis. The magistrates were chosen only

from the patricians in the early Republic, but in

course of time the plebeians shared these honours,
with the exception of that of the interrex : the ple-

beian magistratus, properly so called, were the ple-

beian aediles and the tribuni plebis.

The distmction of magistratus into majores who
had the imperium, and the minores who had not,

had a reference ; i jurisdiction also. The former

term comprised praetors and governors of provinces

;

the latter, in the republican time, comprised aediles

and quaestors, and, under the Empire, tlie numerous
body of muaicipdl magistrates. The want of the

imperium limited the power of the magistratus mi-

1. (Cod. 12, tit. 9.—Spnrtian., X\. Ver., 4.— Lariprid., Alox.

S«T., 26.)—2. (Cic, Verr., U., li., 74.—Id. wl F.«m., xiii., ».-

Id., Pro Plane, 13.)—3. (Suet., Oclav., 30.—Id.. Tib., 76—Orel
li, In«:r., 5, 813, 1530.)—4. (Lexicon, ». ».)-5. (Aacon. .n Cw-
PiKNU., p. 7, ed. Orelh.)—6. (Dig. I, tit S.)—7. (Lit., xxiii..U

)

-« (iiii., 15.) ^^•07
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Bores in various matters wliich came under their

cognizance, and the want of it also removed other

matters entirely from their jurisdictio (taking the

word in its general sense). Those matters which
belonged to jurisdictio in its limited sense were
within the competence of the magistratus minores

{vid. Jurisdictio) ; but those matters which belong

to the imperium were, for that reason, not within

the competence of the magistratus minores. As
proceeding from the imperium, we find enumerated
the praetoriae stipulationes, such as the cautio damni
tnfecti, and ex novi operis nunciatione ; and also

the missio in possessionem, and the in integnim

restitutio. Thus it appears that the limited juris-

dictio was confined to the ordo judiciorum privato-

rum, and all the proceedings extra ordinem were
based on the imperium : consequently, a minor ma-
gistratus could not exercise cognitio, properly so

called, and could not make a decretum. This con-

sideration explains the fact of two praetors for ques-

tions as to fideicomrnissa being appointed under
Claudius : they had to decide such matters for all

Italy, inasmuch as such matters were not within

the competence of the municipal magistrates. The
jurisdiction of the municipal magistrates of Cisal-

pine Gaul was limited, in many cases, to a certain

sum of money, and this limitation was afterward

extended to all Italy. Added to this, these magis-

trates had not the imperium, which, as already ob-

served, limited their jurisdictio.

The magistratus minores could take cognizance

of matters which were not within their jurisdictio,

by delegatio from a superior magistratus. Thus, in

the case of damnum infectum, inasmuch as delay

might cause irreparable mischief, the praetor could

delegate to the municipal magistratus, who were
under him, the power of requiring the cautio.*

It became necessary to reorganize the adminis-

tration of Gallia Cisalpina on its ceasing to be a

province ; and, as the jurisdictio was placed in the

hands of municipal magistratus who had no impe-

rium, it was farther -necessary to determine what
should be the form of procedure before these ma-
gistratus in all matters that were extra ordinem,

that is, in such matters as did not belong to their

competence because they were magistratus minores,

but were specially given to them by a lex. The de-

termining of this form of procedure was the object

of the lex Rubria. (Fid. Lex Rubria.)*

The case of adoption (properly so called) illus-

trates the distinction of magi.stratus into majores
and minores, as founded on the possessing or not

possessing the imperium.^ This adoption was ef-

fected " imperio magistratus," as, for instance, be-

fore the praetor at Rome : in the provincial the same
thing was eflfected before a proconsul or legatus,

both of whom, therefore, had the imperium. The
municipal magistratus, as they had not the imperi-

um, could not give validity to such an act of adop-
tion.

MAGNES (fidyvric, fiayv^ric, and fiayvinc ?,idoc),

the Loadstone or Magnet. " The story of the dis-

covery of this stone by one Magnes, a shepherd on
Mount Ida, who found his hob-nailed shoes and
iron-pointed staff cling to the rock upon which he
trod, seems to be a poetical fiction, derived by Pliny
from Nicander. The name is undoubtedly derived
from the locality where the stone was first found."
(Consult the fojlowing article.)*

*MAGNESIUS LAi'IS, a stone found both at

Magnesia in Thessaly, and near a city of the same
nam.e in Asia Minor. " As one and the same min-
eral substance," observes Dr. Moore, " received

tmong the ancie.its different names, according as

1. (Dig. S5, tit 5, 8 4.)—2. (Puchta, Zeitsclirift, x., p. 195.)

3. (Gains. •., 99.) -4. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 116 >

it was procured by different methods from difTer

ent places, or from substances apparently mlike

:

so, on the other hand, things of dissimilar nature
were called by the same name, merely because of

some accidental agreement in colour, place of ori-

gin, or use to which they were applied. Thus the
name 'magnet' (or Magnesian stone) was given,
not only to what we call the native magnet, mag-
netic oxyde of iron, but to a substance wholly dif-

ferent, and which appears to have been some varie-

ty of steatite. It is highly probable that these two
minerals, so different in character, were both de-

nominated the magnetic (or Magnesian) stone, from
their being both found in a country named Magne-
sia ; for, of the five localities specified by Pliny,

whence as many varieties of magnet were obtained,

one is Magnesia in Thessaly, and another a city of
Asia bearing the same name. And it was here, he
says, a magnet was found, of a whitish colour,

somewhat resembling pumice, and not attracting

iron ; which, taken in connexion with what Theo-
phrastus says of the magnet, that it was suited for

turning in the lathe, and of a silvery appearance,
leads to the inference that this magnet was talc or
steatite. This mineral contains a large proportion

of the earth called magnesia, a name of which we
may thus trace the origin, though perhaps a much
purer form than this steatite affords, of the earth

now called magnesia, may have been sometimes
designated as the magnesian stone ; for, when
Hippocrates prescribes the use of it as a cathartic,

it seems highly probable that he meant the native
carbonate of Magnesia. He certainly does not in-

tend the magnet, as well because it is not purga-
tive, as because he elsewhere describes that differ-

ently as the stone which draws iron, and would
have named it, not the Magnesian, but the Heraclo-
an stone."^

MAGU'DARIS (fiayvdapcg). Dioscorides ap-

plies this name to the root of the plant which pro-

duces asafoetida. Theophrastus, however, would
seem to make it a distinct species or variety. ( Vid.

SiLPHIUM.)*

MAIA (fzaca), a sort of Crab-fish described by
Aristotle. Gesner says it is called Araignic de mer,

or Sea Spider. It is probably, says Adams, the Can-
cer araneus, L.'

MAINIS (fiaivic), a species of fish, the Sparus
mana, called in French Mendole ; and in modern
Greek, according to Coray, Kepovla*
MAJESTAS is defined by Ulpian* to be " crimen

illud quod adversus populum Romannm vel adversut

securitatem ejus committitur." He then gives vari-

ous instances of the crime of majestas, some of

which pretty nearly correspond to treason in Eng-
lish law; bat all the offences included under ma-
jestas comprehend more than the English treason.

One of the offences included in majestas was the

effecting, aiding in, or planning the death of a ma-
gistratus popuH Romani, or of one who had imperi-

um or potestas. Though the phrase " crimen ma-
jcstatis" was used, the complete expression was
^^ crimen lessee, imminutcB, diminuta, minutce, majesta-

tis."

The word majestas, consistently with its relation

to ?na^(nus), signifies the magnitude or greatness

of a thing. " Majestas," says Cicero,* " est quadam
magniludo populi Romani ;" " majestas est in imperii

atqut in nominis populi Romani dignitate." Accord-

ingly the phrases " majestas populi Romani," " im-

perii majestas,"'' signify the whole of that which

1. (Plin., H. N., xxrvl., 25.—Theophrast., De Lapid., c. 73.—
Moore'* Anc. Mineralogy, p. 115.)—2. (Dio8Cor.,iii., 84.—Theo
phrast., H. P., i., 11.—Id. ib., vi., 3.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—
3. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 19.)—4. (Aristot., H. A., vi., 15.—Plin.
II. N., ir., 26.—Coray ad Xcnocr.—Adanis, Ai)pen-'. , 8. v.)—

4

(Dig. 48 tit. 4. 8. 1.)—6. (Part., 30.)—7. (Hor., Cami., ir.. 15'
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constituted the Roman state ; in ciuci 'al.os, the

sorereign power of the Iloman state. The expres-

sion niiniiere majcstatcm consequently signifies any
act by which this majestas is impaired ; and it is

thus defined by Cicero :' " Majestatem minucre est

dc iignitate, aut amplitudine, aut poleslate populi aut

lorum quibus populus poUstatem dedit, aliqutd dero-

garr.'''* The phrase majestas publica in the Digest
is equivalent to the majestas populi Iloraani. In

the republican period, the term majestas laesa or

minuta was most commonly applied to cases of a
general betraying or surrendering his army to the
enemy, exciting sedition, and generally by his bad
conduct in administration impairing the majestas
of the state.*

The laws of the Twelve Tables punished with
death a person who stirred up an enemy against
Rome, or surrendered a Roman citizen to an ene-
my.* The leges majestatis seem to have extend-
ed the ofl'ence of majestas generally to all acts
which impaired the majestas publica ; and several
of the special provisions of the lex Julia are enu-
merated in the passage just referred to.

It seems difficult to ascertain how far the lex Ju-
lia carried the offence of majestas with respect to
the person of the princeps. Like many other leges,

it was modified by senatus consulta and imperial
constitutions ; and we cannot conclude from the
title in the Digest, " Ad Legem Juliam Majestatis,"
that all the provisions enumerated under that title

were comprehended in the original lex Julia. It is

stated by Marcianus, as there cued, that ii was not
majestas to repair the statues oi' the Caesar which
were going to decay ; and a rescript of Severus and
his son Antoninus Caracalla declared that if a stone
was thrown and accidentally struck a statue of the
emperor, that also was not majestas ; and they also
graciously declared that it Wds not majestas to sell

Ihe statues of the Ca?sar betore they were conse-
crated. Here, then, is an instance, under the title

Ad Legem Juliam Majestatis, of the imperial re-

scripts declaring what was not majestas. But
there is also an extract from Saturninus, De Judi-
ciis, who says that if a person melted down the
statues or imagines of the imperator which were
already consecrated, or did any similar act, he was
liable to the penalties of the lex Julia Majestatis.
But even this does not prove that this provision
was a part of the Julia lex as originally passed, for

a lex, after being amended by senatus consulta or
imperial constitutions, still retained its name.
The old punishment of majestas was perpetual

mterdiction from fire and water ; but now, says
Paulus,* that is, in the later imperial period, persons
of low condition are thrown to wild beasts, or burn-
ed alive

;
persons of better condition are simply put

to death. The property of the offender was confis-
cated, and his memory was infamous.

In the early times of the Republic, every act of a
citizen which w as injurious to the state or its peace
was called perduellio, and the offender ( perduellis)
was tried before the populus {populi judicio), and, if

convicted, put to death.* Cn. Fulvius* was charged
with the offence of perduellio for losing a Roman
army. According to G*ius, ''perduellis" originally
signified "hostia ;"• and thus the old offence of per-
duellio was equivalent to making war on the Roman
state. The trial for perduellio (pcrduellinnis judi-

cium) existed to the later times of the Republic

;

but the name seems to have almost fallen into dis-

use, and various leges were passed for the purpose
of determining more accurately what should bema-

I. (De Invent., u., 17.)—2. [ViJ. Cic ad Fain., iii,, 11 : " M«-
Matem auxisti.")—3. (Tacit., Ann., i., 73.)—4. (Dig[.48, tit. 4,
3.)—5. (S. R., T, 39.)—« (Lit., ii., 41.—Id., ti., SO.)— 7.
:- : • ^ a rh:_ cn «:» la _ A«j t

jeatatei

(Lit.. xx»i', 3.)-8 'Diir.'sO tit. 16,' i. 234.1
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jestas. These were a lex Apuleia, probably passed
in the fifth consulship of Marius, the exact contents
of which are unknown ;• a lex Varia, B.C. 91 ; a lex
Cornelia, passed by L. C. Sulla,* and the lex Julia
already mentioned, and which, as we have seen,
continued under the Empire to be the fundamental
enactment on this subject. This lex Julia is by
some attributed to C. J. Csesar, and assigned to
the year B.C. 48, and this may be the lex referred
to in the Digest ; some assume a second lex Ju-
lia, under Augustus, but perhaps without sufficient

grounds.

Under the Empire the term majestas was applied

to the person of the reigning Caesar, and we find

the phrases majestas Augusta, imperatoria, and re-

gia. It was, however, nothing new to apply the
term to the emperor, considered in some of his va-

rious capacities, for it was applied to the magistra-
tus under the Republic, as to the consul and prae-

tor.* Horace even addresses Augustus* in the
terms ''maje%tas tua," but this can hardly be view-
ed otherwise than as a personal compliment, and
not as said with reference to any of the offices

which he held. The extension of the penalties to

various new offences against the person of the em-
peror belongs, of course, to the imperial period. Au-
gustus availed himself of the lex for prosecuting the
authors of famosi libelli (cogniticvm de famosts Ii

belHs, specie legis ejus, traclavil*) : the proper infer-

ence from the passage of Tacitus is, that the leges
majestatis (for they all seem to be comprised under
the term " legem majestatis") did not apply to words
or writings, for these were puniahable otherwise.
The passage of Cicero* is manifea.ly corrupt, and,
as it stands, inconsistent with the context ; it can-

not be taken as evidence that the lex Majestatis of

Sulla contained any provisions as to libellous words,
as to which there were other sufficient provisions.

( Vid. Injuria.) Signnius has attempted to collect

the capita of the lex Majestatis of SuUa. Undei
Tiberius, the offence of majestas was extended to

all acts and words which might appear to be disre-

spectful to the princeps, as appears from various
passages in Tacitus.' The term perduellio was in

use under the Empire, and seems to have been
equivalent to majestas at that period.

An inquiry might be made into an act of majes*
tas against the imperator even after the death of

the offender ; a rule which was established (as we
are informed by Paulus) by M. .Vurelius in the case
of Druncianus, a senator who had taken part in the
outbreak of Cassius. and whose property was claim-

ed by the fiscus after his death. (Perhaps the <. '.-

count of Capitolinus,' and of Vulcatius Gallicanus,*

is not inconsistent with the statement of Paulus.)
A constitution of S. Severus and Antoninus Cara-
calla declared that, from the time that an act of

majestas was committed, a man could not alienate
his property or manumit a slave, to which the great
{magnus) Antoninus (probably Caracalla is still

meant) added, that a debtor could not, after that
time, lawfully make a payment to him. In the
mattpr of majestas, slaves could also be examined
by torture in order to give evidence against their
master : this provision, though comprehended in
the code under the title Ad l^gem Juliam Majes-
tatis, wan perhaps not contained in the original

law, for Tiberius sold a man's slaves to the actor

publicus," in order that they might give evidence
against their master, who was accused of repetnn-
dae and also of majestas. Women were admitted

1. (Cic. De Or., ii., 25, 49.)—8. (Cic. in Pis., 21.—W., Pw
Cluent., 35.)—3. (Cic, Pliilipp., xiii., 9.—Cic. in Pi»., 11.)—

4

(Epist., II., i , 288.)—5. (Tacit., Ann., i., 72.—Dion Caia., In^
27.—Suet, OctaT., 55.)—fl. (ad Fam., in., 11.) -7. (Ann., i., 'I
74 ; ii., 50 , iii., 38. 6«, 67, <tc)—8. (M. Ant. Phil., c. M.>-f
(ATidiai Caaaiuf, c 9.)— 10. (Ann., iii., 67.)
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8 evidence in a case of laesa majestas, and the

case of Fiilvia is cited as an instance.'

As to the phrase patria majestas, see Patria
POTESTAS.
*MALABATHRUM (jiaUCaBpov). The Indian

fia}.&0a6(fov, described in the Periplus of Arrian,

is indisputably, according to Adams, the Betel,

or, rather, the Araeca-nut enveloped in the leaves

of the Betel. There are three species of Betel,

lUlinely, Modahathroti hydrospharum, mesospharum,
and microspharum. Horace applies the word to an
ointment or perfume, " per/usua nilentes Malahathro
Hyrio capillos," on which passage Porphyrion re-

marks, ^^Malabathrum unguenti speciem esse scimus."

Isidorus says of it, " Folium dictum, quod sine ulla

radice innatans in Indise litoribus coUigitur." It

is uniformly called folium by Apicius. According
to Geoffroy, it is the leaf of a kind of wild cinna-

mon-tree. Sprengel, in like manner, holds it to be a
cassia-leaf. From this conflict of authorities, it

would appear that the term, though properly signi-

fying wliat we have mentioned in the beginning of

this article, became gradually appUed to other and
different aroniatics.'

MAL'ACHE (fiaXuxTi). Sprengel, on the author-

ity of Walpole, decides that the edible fiaXdxv of

the Greeks, or fi. KTjnevn} of Dioscorides, was the

Malta sylvestris. The devSpofialuxV ofGalen he sets

down as the Allhaa rozea. According to Sibthorp,

this is the officinal mallows of the modern Greeks.
" As emollients, mallows are well known in medi-

cal practice, the Marsh-mallow {^Althcea officinalis)

being one of the most useful among this kind of

remedial substances."'

MALACIA {iialuKia). " One of the inferior

classes of animals, according to the Aristotelian ar-

angement, which nearly corresponds to that of

Cuvier. The cuttle-fish and a few others were
placed in this class. They are called Mollia by
PUny, who, however, is guilty of inconsistency in

applying this term to the fiakaKoarpaKa on one or

more occasions."*

MALACOCRANEUS {(la^iaKOKpavevc), a bird

briefly noticed by Aristotle. Gesner concludes that

it is the " Pica glandaria" of Pliny, namely, the

Jay, or Garrulus glandarius, Brisson, the same as

the Corvus glandarius, L.*

MA'LLEUS, dim. MALLE'OLUS {(iaicrfip : cibv-

Ea,
dim. acj>vpiov), a Hammer, a Mallet. In the

ands of the fanner, the mallet of wood served to

break down the clods (occare) and to pulverize

them.* The butcher used it in slaying cattle by
striking the head, and we often read of it as used
by the smith upon the anvil. ^ When several men
were employed at the same anvil, it was a matter
of necessity that they should strike in time, and
Virgil accordingly says of the Cyclopes, " Inter se

brachia toUunt in numerum."* The scene which
he describes is represented in the annexed wood-
cut, taken from an ancient bas-relief, in which Vul-

can, Brontes, and Steropes are seen forging the

metal, while the third Cyclops, Pyracmon, blows
the bellows.' Beside the anvil-stand (vid. Incus)

is seen the vessel of water in which the hot iron

or bronze was immersed.*"
But, besides the employment of the hammer upon

the anvil for making all ordinary utensils, the smith

1. (Dig. 48, tit. 4.—Cod. ix.,tit. 8.)—2. (Dioscor.,!., 11.—Isid.,

Orig., xviii., 9.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 3. (Theophrast., H. P.,

i., 3.—Dioscor., ii., 144.—Adams, Append., s. v.) — 4. (Adams,
Append., s, v.)—5. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 18.—Adams, Apjicnd.,

«. V.)— 0. (Colum., De Re Rust., ii., 13. — Id. ib., li., 2.—Virg.,

Oeorg., i., 105.—Brunck, Anal., ii., 53, 215.—Id. ib., iii., 44.—
Aristoph., Pax, 566.—Pollux, Onom., i., 12.—Id. ib.,x., 29.)—7.
lOvid, Met., ii., 627.—Horn., U., xviii., 477.—Od., iii., 434.—
ApoU. Rhod., iii , 1254.—Ilerod., i., 68.—Callim., Hymn, in Di-

•m.. 59. -- Aristot., De Gen. Anim., v., 8.)—8. (Georg., ir., 174.

^n., viij., 452.)—9 lOln . viii , 485.)—10. (Ib., v., 490, 4»1.>
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(xa^f^g) viTought with this instnmient figuiM
called ipya a<})vp?iXaTa {OT d2.oaij>vp7}Ta}), which were
either small and fine, some of their parts being
beaten as thin as paper, and being in very high re-
lief, as in the bronzes of Siris (vid. Lorica, p. 598), or
of colossal proportions, being composed of separata
plates riveted together ; of this, the most remark-
able example was the statue of the sun of wrought
bronze {aqniprilarog Ko^Msaog ;* ffaian^poKoma^), sev-
enty cubits high, which was erected in Rhodes.
Another remarkable production of the same kind
was the golden statue of Jupiter,* which was erect-
ed at Olympia by tlie sons of Cypselus. The right-

hand figure of Hercules, in the woodcut at page 93,
is taken from the remains of a very ancient bronze
candelabrum, found in 1812 near Perugia, and now
preserved in the Glyptothek at Munich. It consists

of embossed plates, finely wrouglit with the ham-
mer, and the small rivets for holding them togeth-
er are still visible.

By other artificers the hammer was used in con-
junction with the chisel (vid. Dolakra), as by the
carpenter {pxdsans malleus ;• woodcut, p. 62) and
the sculptor.

The term malleolus denoted a hammer, the trans-

verse head of which was formed for holding pitch

and tow, which, having been set on fire, was pro-

jected slowly, so that it might not be extinguished
during its flight, upon houses and other buildings

in order to set them on fire, and which was, there-

fore, commonly used in sieges, together with torches
and falaricae." {Vid. Hasta, p. 489.)

When the shoot of a vine was cut in order to be
set in the ground, part of the stem was also cut
away with it, and bore a resemblance to the head
of a hammer ; hence such cuttings were called

malleoli.''

MALINOTHALLE (/xaXivoedlXrj), a plant which,
according to Bauhin, some had taken for the Cyperui
esculcnlus. Stackhouse adopts this opinion.*

*MALTHE {fiuWij), a fish mentioned by Oppian,
Athenaeus, and Jillian. All that we can ascertair

of it, remarks Adams, is, that it was of the Ceta-
ceous tribe.'

*MALVA. {Vid. Malacee.)
MALUM (/^7/Zov). " According to Macrobius

the ancients applied the term mala to all kinds of

fruit which have the hard part or kernel within,

and the esculent part outside. The various kind*

treated of by ancient authors will be found undei

their several heads.""
MALUS ('lardf). The ancients had vessels with

1. (Brunck, Anal., ii., 222.)—2. (Theocri":., »xii., 47.)-3.
(Philo, De 7 Spectac, 4, p. 14, ed. Orelli.)—4. (Str«ho, viii., 6,

20.—Plat., Phitdr., p. 232, Ileindorf.)—5. (Coripp., IX> Laud.
Just., iv., 47.) — 0. (Liv., xiiviii., 6.— Non. Marcell., p. !>5<J,

ed. Lips.—Festus, s. v.—Cic, Pro Mil., 24.—Vepet., De R«
Mil., iv., 18.—Vitruv., x., 10, 9, ed. Schneider.)—7. (Cic, D«
Sen., 15.—Col., De Re Rust., iii., 6.—Id. ib., xl., 2.)—8. (Theo
phrast., H. P., iv., 8.—Adams, Appeni'., s. v.)— 9. (Adxms, Ap
pend., 8. V.)— 10. (Macrob., Sat., iii , 19.— Adams, Append
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•ne two, and three masts. The inscriptions recent-

ly discovered at Athens contain a perfect inventory

of all the gear issued to trieres and tetreres, and
they have been illustrated and deciphered by
Bockh.* From this work we perceive that two
masts were issued from the veopiov for every trieres,

and are enabled to correct Hesychius, who calls the

f-rat or mainmast ditaretoc, whereas this is unques-
tionably the foremast. The other lexicographers

either omit the word, or give an imperfect sense to

it. These inscriptions enable us to give it an ex-

act signification. In n., 92, they give larov /leyu-

Xov and larov uKarclov as distinct gear. The masts
of the tetreres are similarly termed lirovc, xi., e.

For a triakonter, two masts, both termed laroi, ap-

pear, XVII., sub init. In two-masted ships the small-

er mast was usually near the prore. In three-

masted ships the size of the masts decreased as

they approached the stem ; the largest was the near-

est to the stern. The mast was of one entire piece.

Plin)'' tells us the mast and the yards were usually

of fir. Respecting the mode in which the yard
was affixed to the mast, see the article Antenna.
We do not find in the inscriptions alluded to, and
which are mostly of the sera of Demosthenes, who
is named in them, any terms by which parts of the

mast are descrilied. It seems to have been always
issued to the trierarch as a piece of solid gear. The
price of the large mast is given in these inscrip-

tions (probably, as Bockh conjectures, with hoops,

A:c.) at 37 drachmae. Pliny* attributes the inven-

tion of the mast to Daedalus.

MALUS OCULUS. ( Kti. Fabcinum.)
M.-VNCEPS has the same relation to mancipium

that auspex has to auspicium. It is properly qui

manu capit. But the word has several special sig-

nifications. Mancipes were those who bid at the

public lettings of the censors for the purpose of

farming any part of the public property.* Some-
times the chief of the publicani generally are meant
Sy this term, as they were no doubt the bidders

and gave the security, and then they shared the

undertaking with others, or underlet it.* The man-
cipes would accordingly have distinctive names, ac-

cording to the kind of revenue which they took on
lease, as decuraani, portitores, pecuarii. Suetoni-

us* says that the father of Petro was a manceps of
labourers (opera) who went yearly from Umbrium
to Sabinum to ciiltivate the land ; that is, he hired

them from their masters, and paid so much for the

use of them, as is now often done in slave coun-

tries. The terms mancipes thermarum et salina-

nun occur in the Thedosian Code.'
MANCIPATIO (Kirf. Mancipium.)
MA'NCIPI RES. {Vid. Dominium.)
MANCrPII CAUSA. The three expressions by

which the Romans indicated the status in which a
free person migiit be with respect to another, were
in potestate, in manu, and in mancipio ejus esse.*

In consequence of his potestas, a father could man-
cipate his child to another person, for in the old

times of the Republic his patria potestas was hardly

Vstinguished from property ; the act of begetting

\» as equivalent to the acquisition of ownership. A
husband had the sam9power over a wife in manu,
for she was " filite loco." Accordingly, a child in

potestate and a wife in manu were properly res

mancipi, and they were said to be in mancipio.

Still such persons, when mancipated, were not ex-

actly in the relation of slaves to the persons to

whom they were mancipated, but they occupied a

status between free persons ar»d slaves, which was

1. ("Urk indendiu Sceweeien dei A^tiachen Stantei," Berlin,

|A40.)^9. fxvi., 76.)— 3. (tiI., 57. -4. (Fe«tus, . v. Man-
eeps—Cir. Pro Plane., 13.)—5. (A«wT». in Div. Ver., c. 10.)—
«. <Ve»p , 1.)—7. (xiv . tit. 5, ». S.)- 8. (0«iw», i.. 49.)

expressed by the words mancipii causa. Su(h per
sons as were in mancipii causa were not sui juris,'

and all that they ac<iuircd was acquired for thfl

persons to whom they were mancipated. But thej
differed from slaves in not being possessed ; they
might also have an injuriarum act/) for ill-treat-

ment from those who had them in mancipio, and
they did not lose the rights of ingenui, but thea^
rights were only suspended. As to contracts, the
person with whom they contracted might obtain
the sale of such property (bona) as would have been
theirs if they had not been in mancipii causa, as
Gains expresses it.* Persons in mancipii causa
might be manumitted in the same way as slaves,

and the limitations of the lex .£lia Sentia and Furia
Caninia did not apply to such manumissions. The
person who effected the manumission thereby ac-

quired a kind of patronal right, which was of some
importance in the matters of hereditas and tutela.

The strict practice of mancipatio had fallen into

disuse in the time of Gains, and probably still ear-

lier, and it had then become a mere legal form by
which the patria potestas was dissolved {vid. Eman-
ciPATio), except a person was mancipated ex nox-
ali causa. In case of delicts by the son, the father

could mancipate him {ex noxali causa mancipio dare),

and one act of mancipatio was considered suffi

cient ;* but the son had a right of action for recor
ering his freedom, when he had worked out the
amount of the damage.* Justinian put an end to

the noxae datio in the case of children, which, in-

deed, before his time had fallen into disuse.*

In his time. Gains remarks,* that men were not
kept in mancipii causa (in co jure) for any long time,

the form of mancipatio being only used (except in

the case of a noxalis causa) for the purpose of eman-
cipation. But questions of law still arose out ot

this form ; for the three mancipationes, which were
necessary in the case of a son, might not always
have been observed. Accordingly, a child begotten
by a son who had been twice mancipated, but bom
after the third mancipatio of his father, was still in

the power of his grandfather. A child begotten by
a son who was in his third mancipatio, came into

his father's power if he was manumitted after that

mancipation ; but if the father died in mancipio, the

child became sui juris.'

Coemptio, by which a woman came in manum.
was effected by mancipatio, and the coemptio might
be either matrimonii causa or fiduciae causa. The
fiduciac causa coemptio was a ceremony which was
necessary when a woman wished to change her
tutores, and alflo when she wished to make a vill •

but a senatus consultum of Hadrian dispensed with

the ceremony in the latter case.*

Dion Cassius* says that Tiberius Nero transferred

or gave (ffetJuxe) his wife to Octavianus, as a father

would do ; and the transfer of his wife Marcia by
the younger Cato to Quintus Hortensius** is a well-

known story. It is probable that in both these

cases the wife was in manu, and, accordingly, might
be mancipated, and her children bom to her new
husband would be in his power.

The situation of a debtor who was adjudicated to

his creditor resembled that of a person who was in

mancipii causa.

MANCIPIUM. The etymology of this word is

the same as that of the word mancipatio, of which
Gaius" says, "Mancipatio dicitur quia manu rea c*r

pitur." The term mancipium, then, is derived froin

the act of <:orporeal apprehension of a thing ; and

this corpoirval apprehension is with reference to the

transfer o' ihe ownership of a thing. It was not

.. (Uaius. ... 4B-50.)—2. (ir., M).)—3. (G»iu». it., 75-78.- —

^

Tiii., 28.) — 4. (Mm. et Rom. Leg. Coll.. II., S.)— 5 (In*., i».,

tit. 8, a. 7.) S. (i., 141.)—7. (Gmiui.i., 135.)—8. (Gaju«,i., 111^

4tc.)-9. (xlTJu.,44.)—10. (Plut.,Cat. Miii.,ca5.)— 11. (i., l«t)
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cimplc corporeal apprehension, but one which was
accompanied with certain forms described by Ga .us :'

" Mancipatio is effected in the presence of not less

than five witnesses, who must be Roman citizens

and of the age of puberty (puberes), and also in the

presence of another person of the same status, who
holds a pair of brazen scales, and hence is called

Libripens. The purchaser {qui mancipio accipit),

taking hold of the thing, says, I affirm that this

lave (homo) is mine ex jure Quiritium, and he is

purchased by me with this piece of money (as) and
brazen scales. He then strikes the scales with the

piece of money, and gives it to the seller as a sym-
bol of the price {quasi pretii loco)." The same ac-

count of the matter is given more briefly by Ulpian.*

This mode of transfer applied to all res mancipi,

whether free persons or slaves, animals or lands.

T<ands (pradia) might be thus transferred, though
the parties to the mancipatio were not on the lands

;

but all other things, which were objects of manci-
patio, were only transferable in the presence of the

parties, because corporeal apprehension was a ne-

cessary part of the ceremony. Gains calls manci-
patio " imaginaria qumdamvenditio;" for, though the

law required this form for the transfer of the quiri-

tarian ownership, the real contract of sale consisted

in the agreement of the parties as to the price. The
party who transferred the ownership of a thing pur-

suant to these forms was said " mancipio dare ;" he
who thus acquired the ownership was said " mancip-

io acciperc." The verb " mancipare" is sometimes
used as equivalent to " mancipio dare." Horace'
uses the phrase " mancipat usus," which is not an
unreasonable license : he means to say that " usus"

or usucapion has the same effect as mancipatio,

which is true ; but usus only had its effect in the

case of res mancipi, where there had been no man-
cipatio or in jure cessio.

Mancipatio is used by Gains to express the act

of transfer, but in Cicero the word mancipium is

used in this sense.*

The division of things into res mancipi and nee
mancipi had reference to the formalities requisite to

be observed in the transfer of ownership. It is

stated in the article Doshnium what things were
things mancipi. To this list may be added children

of Roman parents, who were, according to the old

law, res mancipi. {Vid. Mancipii Causa.) The
quiritarian ownership of res mancipi could only be

immediately transferred by mancipatio or in jure

cessio ; transfer by tradition only made such things

in bonis. The quiritarian ownership of res nee
mancipi was acquired by tradition only. Quiritarian

ownership is called mancipium by the earlier Ro-
man writers : the word dominium is first used by
later writers, as, for instance, Gaius. Mancipatio
could only take place between Roman citizens or

those who had the commercium ; which, indeed,

appears from the words used by the purchaser.*
The old word, then, by which this formal transfer

of ownership was made, was mancipium, which oc-

curs in the Twelve Tables.* The word nexum or

nexus is also sometimes used in the same sense.

Cicero' defines " abalienatio" to be " ejus rei qua
mancipi est ;" and this is effected either by " traditio

mlteri nexu dut in jure cessio inter quos ea jure civili

Jitri possunt." According to this definition, "aba-
lienatio" is of a res mancipi, a class of things deter-

minate ; and the mode of transfer is either by " tra-

ditio nexu," or by " in jure cessio." The two modes
correspond respectively to the " mancipatio" and
" in jure cessio" of Gains,* and, accordingly, manci-

1. (i., 119.)—2. (Frag., lii.)—3. (Epiat., ii.,2,159.)—4. (Cic.,

De Off., iii., 16. — Id., De Oral., i., 39.) — 5. (Gaius, i., 1I».—
Ulp., Fiay., xix., 3.)—«. (Dirkaen, Uebcmicht, &c., p. 395.)—7.
<To^, 5.)-8. (ii., 41.)
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patio, or the older term mancipium, is equivalent ti

''traditio nexu:" in other words, mancipium was «

nexus or nexum. Cicero' uses both words in th«

same sentence, where he speaks of various titles to

property, and among them he mentions the jua
mancipii and jus nexi. He may mean here to

speak of the jus mancipii in its special sense, aa
contrasted with the jus nexi, which had a wider
meaning ; in another instance he uses both wordi
to express one thing.' According to ^Elius Gallus,

everything was " nexum" " quodcunque per as el

libram geritvr ;" and as mancipatio was effected

per aes et libram, it was consequently a nexum.
The form of mancipatio by the ses and libra con-
tinued probably till Justinian abolished the distinc
tion between res mancipi and res nee mancipi. It

is alluded to by Horace,' and the libra, says Pliny,*

is still used in such forms of transfer.

When things were transferred mancipio, the vend
or was bound to warranty in double of the amount
of the thing sold.* A vendor, therefore, who had a
doubtful title, would not sell by mancipium, but would
merely transfer by delivery, and leave tlie purchaser
to obtain the quiritarian ownership of the thing by
usucapion.* Accordingly, Varro observes,' that if

a slave was not transferred by mancipium, the

seller entered into a stipulatio dupli, to be enforced
by the buyer in the case of eviction ; when the
transfer was by mancipium, this stipulation was not
necessary. The terms of the contract were called

lex mancipii, but it is not necessary to infer from
the passage of Cicero* that the lex contained the

penalty, but merely that it contained what the sellei

warranted.'

It will easily result from what has been said, thai

mancipium may be used as equivalent to complett
ownership, and may thus be opposed to usus, z& ii

a passage of Lucretius that has been often quoted,"
and to fructus." Sometimes the word mancipium
signifies a slave, as being one of the res mancipi
this is probably the sense of the word in Cicero,*

and certainly in Horace." Sometimes mancipia i»

used generally for res mancipi,'* unless rem mancipi
is the right reading in that passage.

The subject of mancipium and mancipatio is dis-

cussed by Corn. Van Bynkershoek, Opusculum dt

Rebus Mancipi et Nee Mancipi.

MANDA'TI ACTIO. {Vid. Mandatum.)
MANDA'TUM exists when one person commis-

sions another to do something without reward, and
that other person undertakes to do it : and general-

ly it may be stated, that whenever a man gives a

thing to another to do, which, if the thing were to

be done for pay {merces), would make the transac-

tion a contract of locatio and conductio, the right to

the actio mandati arises ; as, if a man gives clothes

to a fullo to be furbished up and cleaned, or to a
tailor {sarcinator) to mend. The person who gave
the commission was the mandator, he who received

it was the mandatarius. The mandatum might be

either on the sole account of the mandator, or on
another person's account, or on the account of the

mandator and another person, or on account of the

mandator and mandatarius, or on the account of

the mandatarius and another person. But there

could be no mandatum on the account {gratia) of the

mandatarius only ; as if a man were to advise an*

other to put his money out to interest, and it were
lost, the loser would have no mandati actio against

his adviser. If the advice were to lend the money
to Titius, and the loan had the like result, it was a

1. (De Harusp. Resp., c. 7.)— 2. (ad Fain., iv., 30.)— 3.

(Epist., ii., 2, ISP.)—4. (H. N., ixxiii , 3.)—5. (Paulus, S. R.,

ii., 16.)—e. (Pit at.. Cure., iv., 2, 9.—Id., Persa, iv., 3, 55.)—7.
(De Ro Rustica. ii., 10.)—8. (De Or., i., 39.)—9. ( Vid. Pro Mu-
raiu.c. 2.)—10 (iii., 985.)—11. (Cic. ad Fam., vii., 29, 30.)—
18. ,Top., 5.)- 13. (Epist., i., 6, 39.)—14. (Ulp., tit. xi.. s. 2.|
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question whether this was a case of mandatum
;

but the opinion of Sabinus prevailed that it was.

It was not mandatum if the thing was contra bonos
mores, or, in other words, if the object of the man-
datum was an illegal act. A mandatum might be

general or special : and the mandatariuswas bound
to keep within the limits of the mandatum. The
maiidalor had an utilis actio against such persons

as the mandatarius contracted with ; and such per-

sons had the like action against the mandator, and
a dirocta actio against the mandatarius. The man-
dator und mandatarius had also respectively a di-

recta actio against one another in respect of the

mandatum : the actio of the mandatarius might
be for indemnity generally in respect of what he
had done bona tide. If the mandatarius exceeded
his commission, he had no action against the man-
dator ; but the mandator, in such case, had an action

for the amount of damage sustained by the non-ex-
ecution of the mandatum, provided it could have
been executed. The mandatum might be recalled

so long as no part of it was performed {dum adhuc
integra res est). In the like case, it was also dis-

solved by the death of either party ; but if the
mandatarius executed the mandatum after the death
of the mandator, in ignorance of his death, he had
bis action, of course, against the heres. According
to Cicero, a mandatt judicium was " non minus tur-

pe quam furti ;"' which, however, would obviously

depend on circumstances. {Vid. iNrAMiA.)

Mandatum is sometimes used in the sense of a
command from a superior to an inferior. Under the
Empire, the mandata principum were the commands
and instructions given to governors of provinces and
others. Frontinus* classes the mandata principum
veith lex and senatus consulta.'

MANDR.«. (Ki«/. Lathoncdu.)
MANDRAG'ORAS {/lavSpaydpag), the Man-

drake. "It is to be remarked," observes Adams,
" that the ftavdpayopac of Theophrastus is different

from that of Dioscorides. Dodonaeus determines
the former to be the Atropa Belladonna. According
to Sprengel, the M. of Dioscorides is the Mandra-
goras vemalis, Bertol., and the M. fcemina the M.
sutumnalis. On the Mandragoras, see an interest-

ing disquisition in the Hierobolanicon of Celsius."*

MANDYAS. (Fid. Lacerna.)
MA'NICA, a Sleeve. Besides the use of sleeves

sewed to the tunic, which, when so manufactured,
was called Chiridota, or " manicata tunica,"*

sleeves were also worn as a separate part of the
dress. Palladius* mentions the propriety of provi-

ding " ocreas manicasque de pellibus," i. e., leggins and
sleeves made of hides, as useful both to the hunts-

man and to the agricultural labourer. The Roman
gladiators wore, together with greaves, a sleeve of

an appropriate kind on the right arm and hand,' as
is exhibited in the woodcuts at page 477.

These parts of dress are mentioned together even
as early as the Homeric age.* In this passage the
manicae {x^iplSei) seem to be mittens, worn on the
hands to protect them from briers and thorns : and
Eustathius, in his commentary on the passage, dis-

tinguishes between simple mittens, such as our
abourers use in hedging, and gloves, which he calls

Xripi6eg iaKTvXurai.*

Gloves with fingers (digitalid^') were worn among
the Romans for the performance of certain manual
operations. Pliny the younger refers also to the

ase of manicse in winter to protect the hands from
cold." ITiose used by the Persians were probably

1. (Pro Rose. Amer., c. 38.)— 2. (Do Aqua-duct.)— 3. (Gkioa,
<i; . ISS-ya.—Id., ir., 83, U.-Vig. 17, tit. !.)—(. (Adanu,
Append., s. V.)—5. (Curt., iii., 7. p. 12, ed. Zunipt.)—6. (De
Jle Rust., i., 43.)— 7. (Juv., ti.. 253.)—8 {Vid. OOyu.. zxiv.,
MS, 229.)-:-9. (p. 1960, init.)—10. (Vwro, Df Re Ruit., i.. SS)
-M. (Kpist., iii., i.)

made of fur, perhaps resembling muffs ; the Persiam
also wore gloves in winter {iaKTvX^dpoi*). In an
enumeration of the instruments of torture used in

the fourth century of the Christian era, we observe
"the glove,"* but its construction or material is

not described.

Handcuffs were called manica.*

Besides the tunica manicata with sleeves reach-
ing either to the elbow or to the wrist, of whicL a
description is given under Chiridota, there was
another variety, in which the sleeves came down
only a little below the shoulder (see woodcut, page
332). The Exomis had a short sleeve for the left

arm only. The sleeves of the Persian tunic (Can*
DY») were exceedingly wide.

MANI'PULUS. The original meaning of ths

word, which is clearly derived from manus, was a

handful or wisp of hay, straw, fern, or the like ;* and
this, according to Roman tradition, afGxed to the

end of a pole, formed the primitive military standard
in the days of Romulus ;* hence it was applied to a
detachment of soldiers serving under the same en-

sign (see Varro, Ling. Lat., v., 88 ; vi., 85, who
connects it in this sense directly with manus) ; and
when the ponderous mass of the phalanx was re-

solved into small battalions marshalled in open
order, these were termed manipuli,* and varied in

numbers at different periods according to the vary-

ing constitution of the legion.

1. The earliest account of their formation ia

given in Livy,' where the narrative is in itself

sufficiently intelligible, although the whole chapter

has been elaborately corrupted by Lipsius and oth-

ers, who were determined to force it into accord-

ance with the statements of Polybius, which refer

to the Roman army as it existed 200 years later.

According to the plain sense of the passage in ques-

tion, the legion, in the year B.C. 377, was drawn up
in three lines, as described on page 103. The front

line, or hastaii, consisted of 15 manipuli, each ma-
nipulus containing 62 soldiers, a centurion, and a
vexillarius. The second line, or principcs, consist-

ed, in like manner, of 15 manipuli, this combined
force of 30 manipuli being comprehended under the

general appellation o{ antepilani. The third line, or

triarii, was also drawn up in 15 divisions, but each
of these was triple, containing 3 manipuli, 3 vexil-

la, and 186 men. In these triple manipuli the vet-

erans, or triarii proper, formed the front ranks ; im-

mediately behind them stood the rorarii, inferior in

age and renown, while the accensi, less trustworthy

than either, were posted in the extreme rear. The
battle array may be represented as in the woodcut
in the following page.

If the hastaii and principes were successively re-

pulsed, they retired through the openings left be-

tween the maniples of the triarii, who then closed

up their ranks so as to leave no space between
their maniples, and presented a continuous front

and solid column to the enemy : the heavy-armed
veterans in the foremost ranks, with their long piU,
now bore the brunt of the onset, while the rorarii

and accensi behind gave weight and consistency to

the mass, an arrangement bearing evidence to a
lingering predilection for the principle of the pha-

lanx, and representing, just as we might expect at

that period, the Roman tactics in their transition

state. The only change made in the common read-

ing of Livy, according to the above explanation, is

the substitution suggested by Stroth, of " Ordo sex-

1. (Xen., Cjrrop., Tiii., 8. 17.)—2. (Sme«., Epiit., Jft)—J.

(Vinr., Georg., iv., 439.—.En., li., 14fi.—Plaai., Asin., ii.,S, 38

—Capt., iii., 5, 1.—Most., t., I, 17.—Non. Marcell., • t. Maai*
OB.)—4. (Vir«., Georif., i., 400. -Id. ib., iii., 297.)—3. (C»»«,

F«»t., iii., 117.—Compare Plut., Rom., 8—Aurol. Vict., Ornr
Ocnt. Rom., 22.—Donat. in Tor., Eun., IV., vii., 01.—Udor
t«iii, !.>—«. (Niebuhr, Hift. of Rome, i., 4W)—7. (viii. 8.)
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tgenos miliies et duos, centurionem et vexillarium

unum," for " Ordo sexagenos mililcs, duos ccnturi-

ones" &c., an emendation, the truth ofwhich seems
to be demonstrated by the context in the subse-

quent paragraph, where the triple vexillum or ma-
nipulus is said to have contained 186 men, i. e.,

3x62. It must be observed that the words ordo,

manipulus, vexillum, are throughout the chapter em-
ployed as synonymous, and they continued to be

used indifferently even in the time of Polybius,'

Kot TO jXEV fiipog itnaarov kKukeaav Kal rayfia koX

aneipav Kal ari/iaiav. The numbers of the legion

thus described are stated by Livy at 5000 ; the cal-

culation will stand as follows

:

Hastati 15X 62— 930
Principes 15x 62= 930
Triarii 15x186=2790
Centuriones et Vexillarii =: 150

4800
The remaining 200 may have been skirmishers

not included in the manipular battalions ; or we
may suppose that Livy spoke in round numbers, in

which case, instead of " Scribebantur autem quatuor

fere legiones quinis millibus peditum," we should

adopt the almost necessary correction, " Scribeban-

tur autem quatuor legiones quinis fere millibus pedi-

tum."

2. In the time of Polybius (B.C. 150) the legion

contained 4200 men, except in cases of great emer-
gency, when it was augmented to 5000.* It was
divided into 1200 hastati, 1200 principes, 600 tria-

rii, the remaining 1200 being velites, who were dis-

tributed equally among the three lines. When the

legion exceeded 4200, the numbers of the hastati,

principes, and velites were increased in proportion,

the number of triarii always remaining the same
(600). The hastati, principes, and triarii were sub-

divided each into 10 manipuli or ordines, and in each
manipulus there were two centuriones, two optiones,

and two signiferi : hence, when the legion consisted

of 4200, a manipulus of the hastati or of the principes

would contain 120 men, including officers, and a

manipulus of the triarii in all cases 60 men only.

3. At a subsequent period, probably during the
*vars of Marius, certainly before the time of Caesar,

tlie practice of marshalling an army in three lines

was changed, and the terms hastati, principes, and
triarii fell into disuse. The legion, as explained
under Army, p. 104, was now divided into 10 co-

hortes, each cohors into three manipuli, and each
manipulus into two centurice, the manipulus thus
constituting ^'j^th part of the whole. It ought to be
remarked, that the locus classicus on this subject

(see p. 104) is a quotation by Aulus Gellius from
" Cincius, De Re Militari." This Cincius is gener-

ally supposed to be the same person as Cincius Ali-

tnentus the annalist ; but this is manifestly impos-

sible, for Alimentus served during the second Punic
war, and Polybius, who flourished full fifty years

later, gives no hint of any such arrangement of the

Roman troops.

1. (vi., 20.)—2. (Polyb., vi.. 30 )
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4. We may infer that manipulus maintained iti

last-mentioned signification under the first empei
ors from Tacitus,' where Germanicus, when haran
guing the mutinous legions " Adsistentem contionem

quia pcrmixla videbatur, discedere in manipuloa juhet,

. . . vexilla prceferri, ut id saltem discerneret cohortes
:'

but in Ann., xiv., 58, the word is applied more
loosely to a detachment of 60 men, who were de-

spatched under the command of a centurion to Asia
for the purpose of putting Plautus to death.

5. Vegetius* (A.D. 375) employs manipulus as an
antiquated term, equivalent to contubernium, indi-

cating a company of 10 soldiers who messed to-

gether in the same tent.

Isidorus' defines a manipulus to be a body of 200
soldiers, which will apply to the period when the

legion contained 6000 men. See, on the whole of

this subject, Le Beau, M6moire du Maniple et ses

parties in the Mimoires de VAcademic des Inscrip-

tions, &c., t. xxxii., p. 279. The views, however,
of this writer are far from being uniformly correct.

MA'NSIO {aradnoq), a post-station at the end of

a day's journey.

The great roads, which were constructed first by
the kings of Persia and afterward by the Romans,
were provided, at intervals corresponding to thn

length of a day's journey, with establishments of

the same kind with the khans or caravanseraa
which are still found in the East. There were 111

such stations on the road from Sardes to Susa,*

their average distance from one another being some-
thing less than 20 English miles. The khan, erect-

ed at the station for the accommodation of travel-

lers, is called by Herodotus KaraXvaii and Karayt^
yr). To stop for the night was (caraAvetv.* As the

ancient roads made by the kings of Persia are still

followed to a considerable extent,* so also there is

reason to believe that the modern khan, which is a
square building enclosing a large open court, sur-

rounded by balconies with a series of doors entering

into plain, unfurnished apartments, and having a
fountain in the centre of the court, has been copied

by uninterrupted custom from the Persic /farfiAvcrtf.

and that, whether on occasion of the arrival of ar-

mies or of caravans, they have also served to afford

a shelter during the night both to man and beast.

The Latin term mansio is derived from manere,

signifying to pass the night at a place in travelling.

On the great Roman roads the mansiones were at

the same distance from one another as on those of

the Persian empire. They were originally called

castra, being probably mere places of encampment
formed by making earthen intrenchments. In pro-

cess of time they included not only barracks and

magazines of provisions {horrea) for the troops, but

commodious buildings adapted for the reception of

travellers of all ranks, and even of the emperor

himself, if he should have occasion to visit them.

At these stations the cisiarii kept gigs for hire and

1. (Ann., i., 34.)—2. (ii., 13.)—8. (ix., 3.)—4. (Herod., v., 5*
53 ; vi., 118.)—5. (Xen., Anab., i., 8.—iElian, V. H., i., 32.)—ft
(Heeren, Ideen. i.. 2, p. 193-203, 713-720.)
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for conveying government despatches. (Vid. Cisi-

CM.) The matuio was under the superintendence

of an officer called mansionariiu.

Besides the post-stations at the end or each day's

lourney, there were on the Roman military ways
others at convenient intervals, which were used
merely to change horses or to take refreshment,

and which were called mutationes {uXkayai). There
were four or five mutationes to one mansio. The
Itinerariam a Burdigala Hierusalem usque, which is

a road-book drawn up about the time of Constan-
tino, mentions in order the inansiones from Bor-

deaux to Jerusalem, with the intervening mutationes,

and other more considerable places, which are call-

ed either cioitates, vid, or castcUa. The number of

leagues {leugct) or of miles between one place and
another is also set down.
MANTE'LE {x^ipofiaKvpov, ;j;etp£/r/zay«ov), a nap-

kin. The circumstance that forks were not invent-

ed in ancient times, gave occasion to the use of

napkins at meals to wipe the fingers ;' also, when
the meal was finished, and even before it commen-
ced, an apparatus was carried round for washing
the hands. A basin, called in Latin malluvium,*

and in Greek x^pvi-i>, x^P^i-^^t or ;(;c£p<5i'iTrpov {vid.

Chernips), was held under the hands to receive the

w^ater, which was poured upon them out of a ewer
(urceolus). Thus Homer describes the practice,

and, according to the account of a recent traveller,

it continues unchanged in the countries to which
his description referred.* The boy or slave who
poured out the water also held the napkin or towel
for wiping the hands dry. The word mappa, said

to be of Carthaginian origin,* denoted a smaller

kind of napkin, or a handkerchief, which the guests

carried with them to table.* TTie mantele, as it

was larger than the mappa, was sometimes used as

a table-cloth.* (Fjrf. Ccena, p. 275.) An anecdote
is preserved of Lucilius the satirist, stating that,

after he had been dining with Laelius, he ran after

him in sport with a twisted napkin or handkerchief,

as if to strike him (oblorta mappa'').

Tlie napkins thus used at table were commonly
made of coarse unbleached linen (w^oX/vu*). Some-
times, however, they were of fine linen (eKTpififiara

'kofxirpu aiv6ovv<p7i*). Sometimes they were wool-

len, with a soft and even nap {tonsis mantelia vil-

lis^*). Those made of Asbestos must have been
rare. The Romans, in the time of the emperors,

used linen napkins embroidered or interwoven with
gold," and the traveller already quoted informs us
that this luxury still continues in the East. Nap-
kins were also worn by women as a headdress, in

which case they were of fine materials and gay
colours.'* These were no doubt put on in a variety

of elegant ways, resembling those which are in use
among the females of Italy, Greece, and Asia Mi-
nor at the present day.

MANTICHORA ([lavrixupac, or, as some read

it, /lavuxopuQ), " an animal briefly noticed by Aris-

totle and Ctesias. Gesner concludes that it was
the Hyena, or nearly allied to it. Schneider in-

clines to the opinion that it was some species of
Porcupine. Heeren contends that the description

of Ctesias is taken from one of the monstrous fig-

ures of animals on the ruins of Persepolis." The
Mantichoras is said to have had the face and ears of

a human being, the body of a lion, and the tail of a

seri)ent, terminating like a scorpion's. Its cry re-

1. (Xen., Cjrrop., i., 3, 1) 51.)- 2. (Fe«tu», i. r.)—3. (Fellowi'i

Journal, 1838, p. 153.J—4. (Quintil., i., 5, 57.)—5. (Ilor, Sat.,

II., jr.. 81.-1(1. ib., II., Till., 63.)—«. (Martial, xii.. 29.—Id.,

x»T., 138.)—7. (Heindorff aU Ilor., Sat., II., i., 73.)— 8. (Alhcn.,

ii., 7».)— 9. (Philonenut, ap. Athcn., ii., 77.) — 10. (Virj.,

G«onr., W., 377.—.Sn., i., 703.)— 11. (Lampnd., Al. Serenu, c.

40.)— 12. (Athen., is., 79.)

sembled the blended notes of a pipe and trum
pet.'

•M.\NTrS (jiavrii). The fiavu^ of TheocritiiSk

according to Adams, was most probably the Cicada',

and the same authority considers it doubtful if tha
term ever stands for the Cancer mantis, L. The
name is now applied to a genus of insects, the lar*

gest of which is the M. precaria, or Camel-crick-
et.* " Another amusing insect," observes Dodwell,
" which is not uncommon in warm climates, is the
Mantis; it is called la morte by the Italians, and
baton marchant and prie dieu by the French. There
are various kinds of them. The most common and
the most beautiful are of a light green colour, with
long wings, which they fold up in several plaits.

They are, in general, about three inches in length,

with long legs and claws, which they use with
great dexterity in «;izing their prey. This consists

of any kind of insect which they can master. I

have seen them catch wasps and bees. If, when
they are in possession of their prey, any other in-

sect settles within their reach, they first stick the
former on some sharp spikes with which their legs

are provided, and then catch the other."

MANT'ICE (jiavTCKv). ( Vid. Divinatio.)

MANU'BI^. (Vid Spolia.)

MANULEA'TUS. (Fid. Chiridota.)
MANUM, CONVENTIO IN. {Vid. Marriao*,

Roman.)
MANUMI'SSIO was the form by which slavea

and persons in mancipii causa were released from
those conditions respectively.

There were three modes of efTecl ng a justa et le-

gitima manumissio, namely, vindicta, census, and
teslamentum, which are enumerated both by Gaius
and Ulpian* as existing in their time.* Of these
the manumissio by vindicta is probably the oldest,

and, perhaps, was once the only mode of manumit
sion. It is mentioned by Livy as in use at an early

period,* and, indeed, he states that some persons
refer the origin of the vindicta to the event there re-

lated, and derive its name from Vindicius ; the lat-

ter part, at least, of the supposition is of no value.

The ceremony of the manumissio by the vindicta

was as follows : The master brought his slave be-

fore the magistratus, and stated the grounds (causa)

of the intended manumission. The lictor of the
magistratus laid a rod (festuca) on the head of the
slave, accompanied with certain formal words, in

which he declared that he was a free man ex jure
Quiritium, that is, " vindicavit in libertatem." The
master in the mean time held the slave, and after

he hr'' nronounced the words " hunc hominen libc'

rum volo," he turned him round (momenta turbinis

exit Marcus Dama*) and let him go (emisit t manu),
whence the general name of the act of manumis-
sion. The magistratus then declared him to be
free, in reference to which Cicero' seems to use the
word " addicere." The word vindicta itself, which
is properly the res vindicata, is used for festuca by
Horace." Plautus* uses festuca.

It seems highly probable that this form of manu-
missio was framed after the analogy of the in jare

vindicationes,'* and that the lictor in the case oi
manumission represented the opposite claimant ia

the vindicatio."

As for the explanation of the word vindicta, see
ViNDiciiB and Vindicatio.

1. (>Ti«tot., H. A., ii., 3.—Ctei., Indie-.Xliaa, N. A., »»,
21.—Heeren, Hist. Researches, vol. i., p. 155.—Adains, Append i

i. V.)—2. (Theocr., Idyl., x., 18.—Adams, Append., s. r.—Do*
well's Tour, vol. ii., p. 46 )—3. (Fmif., l.)--4. (Compare Cic.

Top., 2, and Plautus, Cas., ii., 8, 68.)—5. (li., 5.)—6. (Peratoa,

Sat., v., 78.) — 7. (ad Att., vii., 2.)— 8. (Sat., ii., 7. 76.) — «.

(Mil. Glor., iv., 1, 15.)— 10. (Gaius, iv., 16.) — 11. (Tk/. UbImo
holzner. Von den forroen dor Manumissio per Vindictu* «ai
Emancipatio, Zeitachrift, ii., 139.)
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The manumissio by the census is thus briefly de-

scribed by Ulpian :
" Slaves were formerly manu-

mitted by census, when at the lustral census (lus-

trzli ccnsu) at Rome they gave in their census (some
read nomtn instead of census) at the bidding of their

masters." Persons in mancipio might also obtain

their manumission in this way.^

In the absence of decisive testimony as to the

origin of these two modes of manumissio, modem
writers indulge themselves in a variety of conjec-

tures. It may be true that originally the manumis-
sion by vindicta onlj' gave libertas and not civitas

;

but this opinion is not probable. It may easily be

allowed, that in the earliest period the civitas could

only be conferred by the sovereign power, and that,

therefore, there could be no etfectual manumission
except by the same power. But the form of the

vindicta itself supposes, not that the person manu-
mitted was a slave, but that he was a free person,

against whose freedom his master made a claim.

The proceeding before the magistratus was in form
an assertion cf the slave's freedom {manu asscrcre

liberali causa'), to which the owner made no de-

fence, but he let him go as a free man. The pro-

ceeding then resembles the in jure cessio, and was,
in fact, a fictitious suit, in which freedom (libertas)

was the matter in issue. It followed as a conse-

quence of the fiction, that when the magistratus pro-

nounced in favour of freedom ex jure Quiritium,

there could be no dispute about the civitas.

In the case of the census the slave was register-

ed as a citizen with his master's consent. The as-

sumption that the vindicta must have originally pre-

ceded the census, for which there is no evidence at

all, is inconsistent with the nature of the proceed-

ing, which was a registration of the slave, with his

master's consent' as a citizen. A question might
arise whether he should be considered free imme-
diately on being entered on the censors' roll, or not

until the lustrum was celebrated ;' and this was a

matter of some importance, for his acquisitions

were only his own from the time when he became
a free man.
The law of the Twelve Tables confirmed freedom

which was given by will {testamentum). Freedom
(libertas) might be given either dirccto, that is, as a

legacy, or by way of fideicommissum. The slave

who was made free directo was called orcinus li-

bertus (or horcinus, as in Uip., Frag.), for the same
reason, perhaps, that certain senators were called

orcini.* He who received his libertas by way of
fideicommissum was not the libertas of the testa-

tor, but of the person who was requested to manu-
mit him (manumissor) : if the heres who was re-

quested to manumit refused, he might be compelled

to manumit on application being made to the proper

authority. Libertas might be given by fideicom-

missum to a slave of the testator, of his heres, or

of his legatee, and also to the slave of any other

person (extraneus). In case of libertas being thus

given to the slave of any other person, the gift of

libertas was extinguished if the owner would not

sell the slave at a fair price. A slave who was
made conditionally free by testament, was called

statu liber, and he was the slave of the heres until

the condition was fulfilled. If a statu liber was
sold by the heres, or if the ownership of him was
acquired by usucapion, he had still the benefit of the

condition : this provision was contained in the law
of the Twelve Tables. If a slave was made free

and heres by the testator's will, on the death of the

testator he became both free and heres, whether he
wished it or not. ( Vid. Heres.)

The lex .^iia Sentia laid various restrictions on

1. (Gaius, i.,140.)—2. (Plaut.,Poen., iv.,2,83,<I:c.)—3. (Cic,

Oe Oi., i., 40.)—4. (Sueton., Oclav., 35.)
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manumission. Among other things, it enacted mat
a slave under thirty years of age should not become
a Roman citizen by manumission, unless the grounds
of manumission were approved before a body called

consilium, and the ceremony of vindicta was oh^

served. This consilium at Rome consisted of five

senators and five equites, all puberes ; and in the

provinces of twenty recuperatores, who were Red-

man citizens. If an insolvent master manumitted
by testament a slave under thirty years, and at the

same time made him his heres, the lex did not ap-

ply. This lex also annulled all manumissions made
for the purpose of cheating creditors and defrauding

patrons of their rights. The ceremony of manumit-
ting slaves above thirty years of age had become
very simple in the time of Gaius :' it might be in

the public road {in transitu), as when the praetor or

proconsul was going to the bath or the theatre. In

fact, it was not the place which determined the va-

lidity of such an act, but it was the circumstance of

its being done before a competent authority : hence
it could take place before municipal magistratus

who had the legis actio. The Romans never lost

sight of the real groundwork of their institutions,

whatever changes might be made in mere forms.

The lex .iElia Sentia also prevented persons under
tvyenty years of age from manumitting slaves, ex-

cept by the vindicta, and with the approbation of the

consilium. {Vid. JE.v,ik Sentia.)

The lex Furia or Fusia Caninia fixed limits to the

number of slaves who could be manumitted by will.

The number allowed was a half, one third, one
fourth, and one fifth of the whole number that the

testator possessed, according to a scale fixed by the

lex. As its provisions only applied to cases where
a man had more than two slaves, the owner of one
slave or of two slaves was not affected by this les.

It also provided that the slaves to whom freedom
was given should be named. This lex only ap-

plied to manumission by testament. It was passed

about A.D. 7, and several senatus consulta were
made to prevent evasions of it.' This lex was re-

pealed by Justinian.^

A form of manumission "inter amicos" is alluded

to by Gains. This was, in fact, no legal manumis-
sion, but it was a mere expression of the master's

wish, which would have been sufficient in the ab-

sence of all positive law. This might be done by

inviting the slave to table, writing him a letter, or

in any other less formal way. It is stated that ori-

ginally such a gift of freedom could be recalled, as

to which there can be no doubt, as it was not legal

freedom ; but ultimately the prastor took persons

who had been made free in this manner under his

protection, and the lex Junia Norbana gave them the

status called Latinitas.

A manumissio sacrorum causa is sometimes men-
tioned as a kind of manumission, whereas the words
sacrorum causa point rather to the groimds of the

manumission : the form might be the usual form.*

Besides the due observance of the legal forms, it

was necessary, in order to effect a complete manu-
mission, that the manumissor should have the quj-

ritarian ownership of the slave. If the slave was
merely in bonis, he only became a Latinus by man-
umission. A woman in tutela, and a pupillus or pu-

pilla, could not manumit. If several persons were

joint owners {socii) of a slave, and one of them man-
umitted the slave in such form as would have effect-

ed complete manumission if the slave had been the

sole property of the manumissor, such manumissor

lost his share in the slave, which accrued to the oth-

er joint owner or joint owners. Justinian enacted

1. (i., 20.)—2. (Snet., Octav., 40.—Gaius, i., 46.) — 3. (Cod
v., tit. 3: "De Lege Fus. Can. tollenda.")—4. (FeXui, »

Mantunitti, Puri.—Savigay, ZeiUchrift, iii., 08.)
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Out, if ci.ly one joint owner was willing to manumit
• slave, the other might be compelled to manumit
on receiving the price fixed by law for their shares.

If one person liad the ususfructus and another the

property of a slave, and the slave was manumitted

by him who had the property, he did not become
free till the ususfructus had expired : in the mean
time, however, he had no legal owner (dominm).

The act of manumission established the relation

of jiatronus and libertus between the manumissor
aud the manumitted. When manumitted by a citi-

len, the libertus took the praenomen and the gentile

name of the manumissor, and became, in a sense, a

member of the gens of his patron. To these two
names he added some other name as a cognomen,
either some name by which he was previously

known, or some name assumed on the occasion :

thus we find the names M. TuUius Tiro, P. Teren-

tius Afer, and other like names. If he was manu-
mitted by the state as a servus publicus, he receiv-

ed the civitas and a praenomen and gentile name, or

he took that of the magistratus before whom he was
manumitted. The relation between a patronus and
libertus is stated under Patronos.
At the time when Gains wrote, the peculiar rights

of Roman citizens were of less importance than
they had been under the Republic. He states that

•ill slaves who were manumitted in the proper form,

and under the proper legal conditions, became com-
plete Roman citizens. But this could not have been
80 in the earliest ages. The liberti of the plebeians,

for instance, before their masters obtained the ho-

nores, could not be in a better condition than those

who manumitted them, and their masters had not

then the complete civitas. The want of ingenuitas

also affected their status ; but this continued to be

the case even under the Empire. (Vid. Inoenui.)

Before the year B.C. 311, the libertini had not

the suflVagium, but in that year the fensor Appius
Claudius gave the libertini a place in the tribes, and
from this time the libertini had the sufTragium after

they were duly admitted on the censors' roll' In

the year B.C. 304 they were placed in the tribus

urbanse, and not allowed to perform mihtary service.

In the censorship of Tiberius Gracchus, B.C. 169,

they were placed in one of the tribus urbanae deter-

mined by lot,* or, as Cicero* expresses it, the father

of Tiberius and Caius Sempronii transferred the li-

bertini (nutu atque verba) into the tribus urbanse.

Subsequently, by a law of iEmilius Scaurus, about

B.C. 116, they were restored to the four city tribes,

and this remained their condition to the end of the

Republic, though various attempts were made to

give them a better suflfrage.

A tax was levied on manumission by a lex Man-
ila, B.C. 357 : it consisted of the twentieth part of

the value of the slave, hence called vicesima.*

MANUS FERREA. (Vid. H.^rpaoo.)

MANUS INJECTIO is one of the five modi or

*brms of the legis actio according to Gains.* It

was, in effect, in some cases, a kind of execution.

The judicati manus injectio was given by the Twelve
Tables. The plaintiff {actor) laid hold of the defend-

ant, using the formal words " Quod tii mihi judica-

tut tive damnalus es scsUrlium x milia qua dolo malo

non solvisli ob ram rem ego tibi sesterlium x milia judi-

cati manus injicio." The defendant, who had been

condemned in a certain sum, had thirty days allowed

him to make payment in, and after that time he was
liable to the manus injectio. The defendant was not

permitted to make any resistance, and his only mode
of defence was to find some responsible person (nn-

dex) who would undertake his defence (pro eo lege

t (Plat., Poplic, 7.—Lit., «., 40.— Diod. Sic, xx., 18.)—S.
{Lh , «!»., 15.)-3. (Do Or., i,9.)—4. (Li»., rii., !•.—Id., xxrii.,

10 - -Cie. ad At»., ii., 16.) -5. (it.. It.)
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Mgere). If he found no vindex, the plaintiff or cumL
itor, for such the judgment really made him, might
carry the defendant to his house, and keep him in

confinement for sixty days, during which time his

name and the amount of his debt were proclaimed
at three successive nundinse. If no one paid tho

debt, the defendant might be put to death or sold.'

According to the words of the Twelve Tables, the

person must he brought before the prstor {in jus),

which, of course, means that ho must be seized

first : if, when brought before the praetor, he did not

pay the money {ni judicaium solvit) or find a vindex,

he might be carried off and put in chains, apparent-

ly without the formality of an addictio. The lex

Publilia, evidently following the analogy of the

Twelve Tables, allowed the manus injectio in the

case of money paid by a sponsor, if the sponsor was
not repaid in six months. The lex Furia de Sponsu
allowed it against him who had exacted from a
sponsor more than his just proportion {virilis pars).

These and other leges allowed the manus injectio

pro judicato, because in these cases the claim of the

plaintiff was equivalent to a claim of a res judicata.

Other leges granted the manus injectio pura, that

is, non pro judicato, as the lex Furia Testamcntaria
and the Marcia adversus feneratores. But in these

cases the defendant might withdraw himself from
the manus injectio {manum sibi depcllere), and de-

fend his cause ; but it would appear that he could

only relieve himself from this seizure by actually

undertaking to defend himself by legal means. Ac-
cordingly, if we follow the analogy of the old law,

it was in these cases an execution if the defendant

chose to let it be so ; if he did not, it was the same
as serving him with process to appear before the

praetor. A lex, the name of which is obliterated in

Gains, allowed the person seized to defend his own
cause except in the case of a " judicatus," and " is

pro quo depcnsum est ;" and, consequently, in the

two latter cases, even after the passing of this lex,

a man was bound to find a vindex. This continued

the practice so long as the legis actiones were in

use ;
" whence," says Gaius,* " in our time, a man

' cum quo judicati depensive agilur^ is compelled to

give security ^judicatum solvi.' " From this we
may conclude that the vindex in the old time was
liable to pay, if he could find no good defence to the

plaintifT's claim ; for, as the vindex could " lege

agere," though the defendant could not, we must
assume that he might show, if he could, that the

plaintiff had no ground of complaint ; as, for in-

stance, that he had been paid ; and that, if he had
no good defence, he must pay the debt himself.

MAPPA. (Kid. MANTE I.E.)

MAR'ATHRUM (fiupadpov), the Fennel, or i«ne-

thum fatniculitm. Thus Apuleius remarks, " Grscj
Marathron, Latin i Faniculum vocant."*

MARGARI'TA {uzpyapirrj^, fiupyapoq, «&c.), tho

Pearl. "The fullest account of Pearls contained

in any Greek author is to be found in ^Elian.* The
Indian pearl-fish of which he speaks is, no doubt,

the Avicula Margarilifera. The shell which produces
the finest pearls in Britain is the Mya Margaritifcra,

L., now called Alasmodon Afargariliferum." " Th?
Pearl," observes Sir John Hill, " was in great es-

teem among the ancients even as early as the time

of Job. By the Romans it was allowed the second
rank among jewels. Pearls are produced in many
kinds of shell-fish, but the finest, and what are prop-

erly the genuine Pearl, are bred in the Concha Mar-

garilifera phrisque, Bcrberi antiquis Indis dicta.*

Theophrastus seems to have been very well ac-

quainted with the history of the Pearl, and doubt>

1. (OeU., XX., 1.)— S. (iT., 85.) — S. (TheophrMt.. H. ».,!,

11.—Diowor., iii., SI.—Ad«ju», Append., •. t.)—4. (N. A,x».
•.)—». (Lift., Hilt. Oooch.)
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lem means this very shell by hit borpeit^ tivL

Aiidrosthenes also coiifimis its being this very

shell that the fine O-'n-tt' p'^a'-is are found in : iv

6e l5iov KaTitrvaiv inth ol tiepotjji., ef oi rj fiapyapiTig

Jl/'^'^f The Pearl is no more than a morbid excres-

cence from tb« animal in which it is found."* "The
commerce of pearls appears to be of the highest

antiquity. Hiotory, in fact, apprizes us that, from time
immemorial, the princes of the East hz^e sought
after this kind of ornament with a sort of passion,

»nd have employed it in all parts of their dress, and
even in decorating instruments, furniture, &c. The
Persians, according to Athenaeus, paid for pearls

with their weight in gold. The pearl mussels,

therefore, must be like our common mussels, which,

in spite of the prodigious quantity that have been
eaten for so many years, do not appear to suffer

any sensible diminution."* " The art of forcing

shell-fish to produce pearls was known in the first

centuries of the Christian era to the inhabitants of
the coasts of the Red Sea, as we are told by the
philosopher ApoUonius, who thought that circum-
stance worthy of particular notice. The Indians
dived into the sea after they had rendered it calm,
and perhaps clearer, by pouring oil upon it. They
then enticed the fish, by means of some bait, to open
their shells, and having pricked them with a sharp-

pointed ins^.rument, received the liquor that flowed
from them in small holes made in an iron vessel, in

which they hardened into real pearls." For farther

remarks on this subject, as well as on the invention
of Linnasus for producing pearls, consult the remarks
of Beckmann,' from whom the above has been taken.

MARIS or MARES {impig or fidprn) (Hesych.,
udpiarov), a Greek measure of capacity, which, ac-

cording to Pollux* and Aristotle,* contained 6 coty-

lae, =2-973 pints. Polyaenus mentions a much
larger measure of the same name, containing 10

congii, =7 galls. 3471 pints/

MARMOR (fidp/iapog). Marble. " Strictly speak-

ing," observes Adams, " the term Marble should be
eonfined to those varieties of carbonate of lime
which are susceptible of a polish ; but the term was
applied by the ancients to all stones susceptible of
a good polish." The most celebrated of the antique
marbles were the Parian, Pentelican, Chian, and
Theban, for an account of which consult the several

heads.''

MARRIAGE (GREEK) {Tdfxoc). The ancient
Greek legislators considered the relation of mar-
riage as a matter not merely of private, but also of
public or general interest. This was particularly

ihe case at Sparta, where the subordination of pri-

vate interests and happiness to the real or supposed
exigencies of the state was strongly exemplified in

the regulations on this subject. For instance, by
the laws of Lycurgus, criminal proceedings might
Vj taken against those who married too late {ypai^rj

j^iyau'Lov) or unsuitably {ypat^ij KaKoya/xiov), as well
m against those who did not marry at all (jpaif)^

ayan'iov*). These regulations were founded on the
generally recognised principle that it was the duty
of every citizen to raise up a strong and healthy
progeny of legitimate children to the state.* So en-
tirely, in fact, did the Spartans consider the tckvo-

woita, or the production of children, as the main
object of marriage, and an object which the state

was bound to promote, that whenever a woman had
no children by her own husband, she was not only
allowed, but even required by the laws to cohabit
with another man." On the same principle, and for

I. (Hill ad Theophrast., DeLapid., c. 64.)—2. (Griffith's Cu-
rier, vol. xii., p. 389.)—3. (Ilist of Inventions, vol. ii., p. 2, &c.)
4. (Onom., i., 10.)—5. (II. A., viii.,9.)—6. (Wurm, p. 134.)—7.
(Adams, Append., s. v. JAdp/iapoi-)—8. (Pollni, Onom., viii.,

40.—Plut., Lycurg., c. 15.)—9. (Miiller, Dorians, iv.. 4, 1) 3.)—
in (Xen., De Rep. Lac. i., 8.)

6lfl

the purpose of preventing the extinction of his lam*

ily, the Spartan king Anaxandrides was allowed t«

cohabit with two wives, for whom he kept two
separate establis'.»ments : a case of bigamy which,
as Herodotus' observes, was not at all consistent

with Spartan, nor, indeed, with Hellenic customs.
Thus the heroes of Homer appear never to have
had more than one Kovptditi dXojof,* though tiiey

are frequently represented as living iti concubinage
with one or more na^TiaKaL Solon also seems to

have viewed marriage as a matter in which the
state had a right to interfere, for we are told that

his laws allowed of a ypcKpr/ uyofiiov, though the
regulation seems to have grown obsolete in later

times ; at any rate, there is no instance on record
of its application.* Plato, too, may be quoted to

prove how general was this feeling ; for, according
to his laws,* any one who did not marry before he
was thirty-five was punishable not only with ariftia,

but also with pecuniary penalties ; and he expressly
states that, in choosing a wife, every one ought to

consult the interests of the state, and not his own
pleasure.*

But, independent of any public considerations,

there were also private or personal reasons (pecu-

liar to the ancients) which made marriage an obliga-

tion. Plato' mentions one of these, viz., the duty
incumbent upon every individual to provide for a
continuance of representatives to succeed himself
as ministers of the Divinity (rw &e(f> VTzjipsTaf uv&
avTov TvapadLiovai). Another was the desire felt

by almost every one, not merely to perpetuate his

own name, but also to prevent his " heritage being
desolate, and his name being cut off" (67r«f ftri k^e-

prjfiuauai Tovg aperipuv avruv oIkov^), and to leave
some one who might make the customary offerings

at his grave {d7J\.' karat Tig koX 6 kvayiuv''). We
are told that, with this view, childless persons
sometimes adopted children.

The choice of a wife among the ancients was but

rarely grounded upon affection, and scarcely ever
could have been the result of previous acquaintance
or familiarity. In many cases a father chose foi

his son a bride whom the latter had never seen, or

compelled him to marry for the sake of checking
his extravagances. Terence* thus illustrates the
practice

:

" Pater prateriens modo
Mihi apud forum, uxor tibi duccnda est, Pamphile,

hodie inquit : para."

In Plautus' a son promises his father that he will

marry in these words :

" Ego ducam, pater: etiam si quam aliam jubebts."

Representations of this sort may indeed be con-

sidered as exaggerations, but there must have been
scenes in real life to which they in some measure
correspond. Nor was the consent of a female to a

match proposed for her generally thought necessary

:

she was obliged to submit to the wishes of her pa-

rents, and receive from them, it might be, a stran-

ger for her husband and lord. Sophocles thus

describes the lot of women in this respect :
" When

we are grown up (he makes a female say) we are

driven away from our parents and paternal gods."

Kal ravr', kneiduv tv^povri ^eii^g fiia,

Xpeuv kiraLvdv, koX doKelv koKuq Ixfiv^*

So also in Euripides," Hermione declares that it is

her father's business to provide a husband for her.

The result of marriages contracted in this manner
would naturally be a want of confidence and mutual

understanding between husband and wife, until thny

1. (vi., 39, 40.)—2. (Buttmann, Leiil., 73.)—3. (Plainer, Pro.

cess, <tc.. ii., p. 248.)—4. (Leg., iv., p. 721.>—5. (Leg., vi., 773.)

—6. (1. c.)—7. (Isffius, De ApoU. haered., p. 66, ed. Bekker.)—

8

(Andria, i., 5.)—9. (Trinum., v., 2, 59.)—K. (Frag. TereuH >•

11 (Androm., 951.)
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beowne better -vcquainted with, and accustomed to,

each other. X jiio|)hon' illustrates this with much
naiveti in the prison of Ischomachus, who says of his

newly-married wife :
" When at last she was man-

ageable {xe(po^J^i), and getting tame, so that I

could tall< witi. her, I asked her," <kc., 6lc. By
the Athenian uws, a citizen was not allowed to

marry with a foieign woman, nor conversely, under
very severe penalties ;• but proximity by blood (dy-

Xtareia), or consanguinity (avyyiveia), was not, with
some few excepr,ions, a bar to marriage in any part

of Greece ; dirw.t lineal descent was.* Thus broth-

ers were permitted to marry with sisters even, if

not 6/MfirJTpioi, (it* born from the same mother, as
Cimon did with Elpinice, though a connexion of
this sort appears to have been looked on with ab-

horrence.* In the earlier periods of society, indeed,
we can easily conceive that a spirit of caste or fam-
ily pride, and other causes, such as the difficulties

in the way of social intercourse, would tend to

make marriages frequent among near relatives and
connexions.* At Athens, however, in the case of
a father dying inttfstate and without male children,

his heiress had fto choice in marriage ; she was
compelled by law lo marry her nearest kinsman not
in the ascending line ; and if the heiress were poor
(^ijaaa), the nearest unmarried kinsman either mar-
ried her or portioned her suitably to her rank.
When there were several coheiresses, they were
respectively married to their kinsmen, the nearest
having the first choice. (Vid. Epiclerus.) The
heiress, in fact, together with her inheritance, seems
to have belonged to the kinsmen of the family, so
that, in early timeu, a father could not give his

daughter (if an heiress) in marriage without their

consent.* But this was not the case according to

the later Athenian law,' by which a father was
empowered to dispose of his daughter by will or
otherwise, just as widows also were disposed of
in marriage by the will of their husbands, who were
considered their rightful guardians (Kvpioi).*

The same practice of marrying in the family
(o2xof), especially in the case of heiresses, prevailed
at Sparta : thus Leonidas married the heiress of
Cleomenes, as being her uyxi<rrevc or next of kin,

and Anaxandrides his own sister's daughter. More-
over, if a father had not determined himself con-
cerning his daughter, it was decided by the king's
court who among the privileged persons or mem-
t)ers of the same family should marry the heiress.*

A striking resemblance to the Athenian law re-

specting heiresses is also found in the Jewish code,
as detailed in Numbers,^* and exemplified in iZu/A."

But match-making among the ancients was not,

in default of any legal regulations, entirely left to

the care and forethought of parents, for we read of
women who made a profession of it, and who were
therefore called irpoftv^arpiat or npofiVTiarpldef.^*

The profession, however, does not seem to have
been thought very honourable, nor to have been
held in repute, as being too nearly connected with,
or likely to be prostituted to, npoayuyeia.^*

Particular days and seasons of the year were
thought auspicious and favourable for marriage
among the Greeks. Aristotle'* speaks of the winter
generally as being so considered, and at Athens the
month TofiTiXiuv, partly corresponding to our Janu-
ary, received its name from marriages being fre-

quently celebrated in it. Hesiod'* recommends
marrying on the fourth day of the month :

1. ((Econ.,7, 10.)—2. (Demotth., c. Near., 1320.)—3. (Insni,
De Ciron. hcred., p. 73.)—4. (Becker, Charikles, ii., 448.)—.}.
(Comparu Nninl>ers, c. xnTi.)--<J. (MQller, Dorians, ii., 10, ^4.)
—7. (Demosih., c. Steph., p. 1134.)—8. (Dcmaith., c. Aphob.,
814.)—9. (llerocl., yi., 57.—Mailer, I. c)—10. re. xxTii., I-Il.)
—II. (c. iv.)— IS. (Pollux, Onom., iii., 31.)—1>. (Plato, Theat.,
I, p. 190.)—14. (Polic, vii., 19.)—13. (Op. et D., 800.)

'Ev Ai Ttrdpvf /vv^ iyeadai Iq oIkov aKOiUp.

but whether he means the fourth from the begin-
ning or end of the month is doubtful. Euripidea'
speaks as if the time of the full moon were thoagbl
favourable,

in which he is confirmed by the expression Sixo/ni-
videc lanepai, or the full-moon nights in Pindar.'
That this prepossession, however, was not 'general
and permanent, appears from Proclus,* who informi
us that the Athenians selected for marriages th«
times of new moon (rdf npoq avvodov i)ftipaq), i. c,
when the sun and moon were in conjunction.
There was also some difference of opinion, on

which it is not worth while to dilate, about the
proper age for marrying ; but, generally speaking,
men were expected to marry between 30 and 36,
and women about 20, or rather before.*
We proceed now to explain the usual prelimina-

ries and accompaniments of marriage in various
parts of Greece. The most important preliminary
at Athens was the iyyvr/mc or betrothal, which was,
in fact, indispensable to the complete validity of a
marriage contract. It was made by the natural or
legal guardian (6 wvpiof) of the bride elect, and at-
tended by the relatives of both parties as witnesses
The law of Athens ordained that ail children bom
from a marriage legally contracted in this respect
should be yv^acoi,* and consequently, if sons, lao-
fioipoi, or entitled to inherit equally or in gavelkind.
It would seem, therefore, that the issue of a mar-
riage without espousals would lose their heritable
rights, which depended on their being born i^uar^i
Kcu tyyvTjtijg yvvaUoq : i. e., from a citizen and a
legally betrothed wife. The wife's dowry was al»o
settled at the espousals.*

But there were also several ceremonies observed
either on or immediately before the day of iriarriage.

The first of these were the nporiXeia ydftuv (>r irpo-

yujieia,'' and consisted of sacrifices or offerings ;nade
to the Qeol yafi^2.tot, or divinities who presided fer
marriage. They are generally supposed to have
been made on the day before tlie yilfioq or marriage

;

but there is a passage in Euripides* which makes it

probable that this was not always the case. The
sacrificer was the father of the bride elect; the
divinities to whom the offering was made were, ac-
cording to Pollux,* Hera, and Artemis, and the
Fates, to whom the brides elect then dedicated the
uKapxai of their hair. According to Diodorus Sicu-
lus" they were Zeus and Hera Te?.eia (Juno pronu-
ba) ; but they probably varied in different counti os,
and were sometimes the Oeol iyx^pioi or local dei-
ties. The offerings to Artemis were probably made
with a view of propitiating her, as she was supposed
to be averse to marriage. ( Vid. Bbaueonia, p. 172.)
We may also observe that Pollux uses npoyafina
as synonymous with nporiXeia, making ydfiog iden-
tical with re'Aof, as if marriage were the rtAof or
perfection of man's being : whence T^Actof, connect-
ed with or presiding over marriage or a married
person, and do/zoc Vftiri^vc, a house without a hus-
band, or incomplete." Another ceremony of almost
general observance on the wedding-day was the
bathing of both the bride and bridegroom in water
fetched from some particular fountain, whence, as
some think, the custom of placing the I'gure of a
?.ovTpo^po(, or " water-carrier," over the tombs of
those who died unmarried. ( Vid. Loutron, p. 599.)
After these preliminaries, the bride was generallj
conducted from her father's to the house of the

1. (Iphiif. in All.. 707.)—2. (Irth., »ii.. 43.)—3. (sd lies., Op.
et D., 782.)— 4. (Plato, Le^., vi., p. 785.)— 5. (Dcmo»th.. c
Steph., 1134.)—0. (Meier and SchOmann, p. 415.)—7. (PoUo^
Onom., iii., 38.)—8. (Iphig. in Aul.. 643.)—0. (Onom., iii., 3814
—10. (r., 78.)—11. (Horn., II., it., 701.)
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bridegroom at nightfall, in a chariot (hf>' d/ut^t)

drawn by a pair of miiles or oxen, and furnished

with a KXcvig or kind of couch as a seat. On either

side of her sat the bridegroom and one of his most

intimate friends or relatives, who, from his office,

was called TrapdvvfKpo^ or wfi^evr^g ; but, as he rode

in the carriage (oxvfia) with the bride
^
and bride-

groom, he was sometimes called the-rvapoxoc (o ek

rpiTov 6 'Kapoxovfisvog TTupoxog kKlfjdri^). Hence

Aristophanes' speaks of the " blooming Love gui-

ding the supple reins," when Zeus was wedded to

Hera, as the Z-qvbg nupoxoc yu/xuv rt/g r" tidaifiovog

'Hpof.

The nuptial procession was probably accom-

panied, according to circumstances, by a num-

ber of persons, some of whom carried the nuptial

torches {S^dtg wfi^iKa'i}) ; and in some places, as

in Boeotia, it was customary to bum the axle of

the carriage on its arrival at the bridegroom's

house, as a symbol that the bride was to remain at

home and not go abroad.* If the bridegroom had

been married before, the bride was not conducted

to his house by himself, but by one of his friends,

who was therefore called wn^ayuySg.*

Both bride and bridegroom (the former veiled)

were of course decked out in their best attire, with

chaplets on their heads,* and the doors of their

houses were hung with festoons of ivy and bay.'

As the bridal procession moved along, the hymenae-

an song was sung to the accompaniment of Lydian

flutes, even in olden times, as beautifully described

by Homer* {vid. Chorus, p. 246), and the married

pair received the greetings and congratulation of

those who met them.' After entering the bride-

groom's house, into which the bride was probably

conducted by his mother, bearing a lighted torch,**

it was customary to shower sweetmeats upon them

(KaTQ^vanara) as emblems of plenty and prosper-

ity."

After this came the yufiog or nuptial feast, the

•doLVTi yafiiKn, which was generally'* given in the

house of the bridegroom or his parents ; and, be-

sides being a festive meeting, served other and

more important purposes. There was no public

rite, whether civil or religious, connected with the

celebration of marriage among the ancient Greeks,

and therefore no public record of its solemnization.

This deficiency, then, was supplied by the marriage

feast, for the guests were of course competent to

prove the fact of a marriage having taken place
;

and Demosthenes" says they were invited partly

with such views. To this feast, contrary to the

usual practice among the Greeks, women were in-

vited as well as men ; but they seem to have sat

at a separate table, with the bride still veiled among
them." At the conclusion of this feast she was
conducted by her husband into the bridal chamber;

and a law of Solon" required that they should eat a

quince together, as if to indicate that their conver-

sation ought to be sweet and agreeable. The
80ng called the Epithalamium was then sung be-

fore the doors of the bridal chamber, as represent-

ed by Theocritus in his 18th Idyl, where, speaking

of the marriage of Helen, he says

:

Twelve Spartan virgins, the Laconian bloom,

Choired before fair Helen's bridal room ;

To the same time with cadence true they beat

The rapid round of many twinkling feet.

1. (Ilarpocr., s. v.)—2. (Ave«, 1735.)—3. (Aristoph, Pax, 1318.)

-4. (Plut., QuiESt. Rom., p. 111.)— 5. (Hesych., s. v.— Pollux,

Onom., ill., 40.) — 6. (Becker, Charikles, ii., 467.) — 7. (Plut.,

Amat., 10, p. 27.)— 8. (II., xviii., 490.—lies., Scut. Here, 273.)

-9. (Aristoph., Pax. 1316.)—10. (Eurip., Phceniss.. 311.)—11.

(Scaol. ad Aristoph., Plut., 768.) — 12. (Becker, Charikles, ii.,

469.)— 13. (c. Onct., p. 869.)—14. (Luoian, Conviv., 8.— Athe-

nxus.xiv., p. 644.)— 15. (Plutarch in Vit., c.20.)
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One measure tripp'd, one song together song,

Their hymenean all the palace rung.

CHAPVilt.

On which passage the scholiast remarks that epr

thalamia are of two kinds ; some sung in tte even-

ing, and called KaTaKoififjTiKd, and others in the

morning {bpOpia), and called dieyepTiKu.

The day after the marriage, the first of the bride'

residence in her new abode, was called the kiravXia
;

on which their friends sent the customary presenti

to the newly-married couple. On another day, the

anavXia, perhaps the second after marriage, the

bridegroom left his house to lodge apart from his

wife at his father's-in-law, and the bride present-

ed him with a garment called unav^iffTTipia, in

connexion with which, Pollux' observes, that the

gifts made to the bride after the marriage were
called dnavXia. Some of the presents made to the

bride by her husband and friends were called uva-

KalvKTTjpLa, as being given on the occasion of the

bride first appearing unveiled :* they were probably

given on the tixavlia, or day after the marriage.

Another ceremony observed after marriage was
the sacrifice which the husband offered up on the

occasion of his bride being registered among his

own phratores {yafiri'Kiav scil. ^vaiav rolg <j>paTopaiv

eic^veyKCV.*

The statement above made of the solemnities

connected with marriage cannot, of course, be con-

sidered as applicable to all ages and circumstances,

but rather as a representation of the customs gen-

erally observed at Athens in later times.

At Sparta the betrothal of the bride by her father

or guardian {Kvpiog) was requisite as a preliminary

of marriage, as well as at Athens.* Another cus-

tom peculiar to the Spartans, and a relic of anciert

times, was the seizure of the bride by her intendecl

husband,* but, of course, with the sanction of her

parents or guardians.' She was not, however, im-

mediately domiciled in her husband's house, but

cohabited with him for some time clandestinely,

till he brought her, and frequently her mother also,

to his home.' A similar custom appears to have

prevailed in Crete, where, as we are told,* the

young men, when dismissed from the uye^^ of their

fellows, were immediately married, but did not take

their wives home till some time afterward. Miiller

suggests that the children of this furtive kind o

intercourse were called napdivioi.

We subjoin some particulars concerning the re-

lation between man and wife among the ancient

Greeks, prefacing them with a description of do-

mestic married life from Lysias.' The speaker

there says, " I have a small two-story house, oi

equal dimensions on the basement and first floor,

both in the male and female apartments {kutu t^v

ywatKuvlriv, k. t. ?i.). Now, after our little boy was
born, his mother used to suckle it ; and that she

might not meet with any accident in going down

the ladder {v /cAt//a|), whenever she warted to

wash, I lived up stairs, and the women ^clow.

And it was usual for my wife to leave me very fre-

quently and sleep down stairs with the child, to

give it the breast and keep it from crying. And

one day, after dinner, the little fellow cried and firet--

ted, and I told my wife to go and suckle it ;
now

at first she would not, but at last I got angr> with

her, and ordered her to go :
' yes,' said she, ' that

you may play with the servant-maid,' " &c.

Now, though the wife, as appears by this tale,

usually took her meals with her husband, she did

1, (Onom., iii.. 39.) -2. (Harpocr., s. v.) -3. (Demorta., c
Eubul., 1312, 1320.-Isa;u8, De Pyr. h»red.. p.45.)-4. (MUller,

Dorians, ii.. 4, » 2.)-5. (Vid. Herod.,
X"'

^5.) -6- (Plat., Ly.

cure., 15.-Xen., De Rep. Lac, i., 5.)-7. (Muller. Dorians, 1. c J

—8: (Strabo,x., p.482.)-9 (De Csedo Eratosth., p. 92.)
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not go oui with him to dinner, nor sit at tabic

with his guests when ho had company.'
The duties of a good housewife ani summed up

by Plato' under the heads of rafiuia, ^spaneia, and
rra'.dorpoi^ia. The first of these included the domes-
tic arrangements of the house and superintendence
of the furniture, provisions, cookery, and servants

;

in fact, everything that came under the name of
housekeeping.' But a trust of this kind was not
reposed in a young "rrife till she had gained some
experience ; for vhat, says Xenophon,* could a wife,

married at fifteen, be likely to know, who had lived

in complete seclusion, and had only been taught by
her mother to conduct herself virtuously {au<^po-

veiv) 1 The deparcua included the attendance upon
the sick inmates of the house, whether free or

slaves* The Kai6oTpo<^ia was the physical educa-
tion of the children, on which Plutarch* observes
that mothers ought themselves to nurture and suck-
le their children, though frequently female citizens

were hired as wet nurses.' The Spartan nurses
were so famous that they were engaged even in

foreign states ; thus Alcibiades, we are told, was
suckled by a Laconian nurse.* It is scarcely ne-

cessary to remark, that we have been speaking of

a citizen in good circumstances, to which only our
observations can apply.

The consideration in which women were held by
their husbands, and the respect paid to them in an-

cient Greece, would naturally depend, in some de-

gree, on their intellectual and moral character;

but, generally speeiking, the Greeks entertained

comparatively little regard for the female charac-

ter. They considered women, in fact, Jis decided-

ly inferior to men, qualified to discharge only the

subordinate functions in life, and rather necessary
as helpmates than agreeable as companions. To
these notions female education for the most part

corresponded, and, in fact, confirmed _^them ; it did

not supply the elegant accomplishments and refine-

ment of manners which permanently engage the

afiections when other attractions have passed away.
Aristotle' states that the relation of man to wom-
an is that of the governor to the subject ; and Pla-

to," that a woman's virtues may be summed up in

a few words, for she has only to manage the house
well, keeping what there is in it, and obeying her
husband. Nor is it unimportant to remark, that

Athenians, in speaking of their wives and children,

generally said riKva Kai yvvalKag, putting their wives
last : a phrase which indicates pretty clearly what
was the tone of feehng on this subject. Moreover,
before marriage, Grecian women were kept in a
state of confinement, which zunounted to little short

of a deprivation of liberty, so that they are even
said to liave been watched and guarded in strong

apartments,

bxypolai napdcvuai ^povpovvrai KaXu( •"

nor was it thought becoming in them to be seen
in public," except on some particular occasions,

when they appeared as spectators of, or participa-

tors in, religious processions ; of which, young men
desirous of getting married would naturally avail

themselves to determine the object of their choice.

Even after marriage the restrictions imposed upon
young women of the middle and higher classes

were of a very jealous and almost Oriental charac-

ter. They occupied, as is well known, a separate

part of the house, and in the absence of their hus-

band it was thought highly improper for a man

]. (Iiaeus, De Ptit. hcred., 39.—Demorth., c. Ne«r., 1352.)—
t. (Leg., vii., p. 805.)— 3. (Becker, Charikles, ii., p. 470.)— 4.

(OCoon., VII., 4.)—5. (Xen., (Econ., vii., 37.)—6. (D« Educat.

P«er., 5, p. 9.)— 7. (Deiuotth., c. Eubul., 1309.)- 8. (Plut.,

LfTUlg., 16.)-9. (De Rep., i., cap. 2.)— 10. (Meno, p. 71.)—II.
(Eurip., Iph. in Aul.)— 12. (Earip., Orett., 106.)

even to enter where they were.* From rarious
passages of the Attic comedians, it would also
seem that married women were required to keep
at home (o<V<~v/)etf), and not allowed to go out oj

doors without the permission of their husbands.
Thus, in a fragment of Menander,* we are told

that married women are not allowed to pass the
gate of the courtyard of the house,

nipaf yap auX/of &vpa
'EXcvBipa yvvaiKi vevojiiat' o'lKiaq

•

and Aristophanes' speaks of their husbands forbid
ding them to go out. Again, on occasions of great
public alarm (e. g., when the news of the defeat at

Chaeroneia reached Athens), the women are spoken
of, not as leaving their houses, but standing at their

doors and inquiring after the fate of their husbands,
a circumstance that is described as being discred
itable to themselves and the city {ava^iuv avruv
Kal TTjg TToAewf*). From a passage in Plutarch,* it

appears that on this subject there was the same
feeling at Thebes as weU as at Athens ; and the
same writer* informs us that one of Solon's Jaws
specified the conditions and occasions upon which
women were to be allowed to leave their houses. In
later times there were magistrates at Athens (the

yvvaLKovonpi), charged, as their name denotes, with
the superintendence of the behaviour of women.
(Vid. GVNAICONOMOI.)

But we must observe that the description given
above of the social condition and estimation of
women in Greece, does not apply to the heroic
times as described by Homer, nor to the Dorian
state of Sparta. With respect to the former, we
have only space to remark, that the women of the
Homeric times enjoyed much more freedom and
consideration than those of later ages, and that, the
connexion between the sexes was then of a more
generous and affectionate character than afterward.

For another important distinction, see Dos, Greek.*
Among the Dorians generally, and in Sparta es-

pecially, the relation of the wife to the husband, and
the regard paid to women, were for the most part

the same as that represented by Homer to have
prevailed universally among the ancient Greeks
and as such, presented a strong contrast to the
habits and principles of the Ionic Athenians, with
whom the ancient custom of Greece, in this re-

spect, was in a great measure supplanted by that of

the East. At Sparta, for instance, the wife was
honoured with the title of dianoiva, or " mistress,"

an appellation not used unmeaningly or ironically,

and which was common among the Thessalians fend

other nations of northern Greece.* Moreover, tne

public intercourse permitted by the Dorians between
the sexes was (comparatively at least) of so free

and unrestricted a character as to have given oc-

casion for the well-known charges of licentiousness

(uvffftf) against the Spartan women.* The influ-

ence, too, which the Laceda:monian women enjoyed
was so great, that the Spartans were blamed for

submitting to the yoke of their wives ; and even
Aristotle'* thought it necessary to account for the

circumstance by the supposition that Lycurgus had
failed in his attempt to regulate the life and conduct
of the Spartan women as he had wished. In short,

there was a great contrast and difference between
the treatment of women in the Dorian and Ionian

states of Greece, which is well described by Miiller"

in the following words :
" Among the lonians wom-

en were merely considered in an inferioi and sen-

sual light ; and though the ^olians allowed their

1. (Demorth., c. Euenj., 1157 and 1150.)— S. (Mei»eke. jw

87.)— 3. (Thesm., p. 790.)— 4. (Lvcurff., c. I.eocr., p. 53, Bek-

ker.)—5. (DeGeii.Socr.,33)—«. (Solon, 21.)—7. (Becker. Ch«ri-

kle«, ii., 415.)—8. (MQUer, Dorian*, ii., 4, 4 )—9. (Eurip., Ad-
drom., 58fl.)— 10. (Pol., ii., (5.)—11 (I. c)
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feelings a more exalted tone, as is proved by the

Bmatory poetesses of Lesbos, the Dorians, as well

Ht Sparta as in the south of Italy, were almost the

only nation who considered the higher attributes of

the female mind as capable of cultivation." In

Sparta, too, the unmarried women lived more in

public than the married. The former appeared with

their faces uncovered, the latter veiled ; and at

Sparta, in Crete, and at Olympia, virgins were per-

mitted to be spectators of the gymnastic contests,

and married women only were excluded. The re-

verse of this was the case in Ionia.*

The preceding investigation will have prepared

the reader for the fact, that the strictest conjugal

fidelity was required, under very severe penalties,

from the wife {vid. Adulterium), while great laxity

was allowed to the husband. The general practice

is thus illustrated by Plautus :'

" Nam si vir scortum duxit clam uxorem suam.

Id si rescivii uxor, impune est viro.

Uxor viro si clam domo egressa estforas,

Viro fit causa, exigilur matrimonio."

In cases of adultery by the wife, the Athenian
law subjected the husband to aTifiia if he continued

to cohabit with her ; so that she was ipso facto di-

vorced.' But a separation might be effected in two
different ways : by the wife leaving the husband, or

the husband dismissing the wife. If the latter sup-

posed her husband to have acted without sufficient

justification in such a course, it was competent for

her after dismissal, or, rather, for her guardians, to

bring an action for dismissal [^6lkti uironefiipeug or

airoTiO/j.ir^g) : the corresponding action, if brought by

the husband, was a 6ikt) uTvoT^EiipEug. If, however,
a wife were ill used in any way by her husband, he
was 'liable to an action called a 6lk7i KaKuaeug,* so

that the wife was not entirely unprotected by the

laws : a conclusion justified by a fragment in Athe-

nteus,* in which married women are spoken of as

relying on its protection. But a separation, wheth-

er it orijj-inated from the husband or wife, was con-

sidered tv refiect discredit on the latter (6 yiip diav-

"kog £(TTLv alaxvvrjv t^uv'), independent of the diffi-

culties and inconveniences to which she was sub-

jected by it. At Sparta, barrenness on the part of a

wife seems to have been a ground for dismissal by
the husband;' and from a passage in Chrysostom,"
it has been inferred that women were in the habit

of imposing supposititious children with a view of

keeping {KaraaxElv) their husbands : not but that

the word admits of, if, indeed, it does not (from the

tense) require, a different interpretation.

This article has been mainly composed from
Becker's Charikles.* The duties of an Athenian
wife are stated somewhat in detail by Xenophon."
MARRIAGE (ROMAN), MATRIMO'NIUM,

NUTTL^. A legal Roman marriage was called

justa; nuptiae, justum matrimonium, as being con-
formable to jus (civile) or to law. A legal marriage
was either cum conventione uxoris in manum viri,

or it was without this conventio. But both forms
of marriage agreed in this : there must be connubi-
um between the parties, and consent : the male
must also be pubes, and the woman viri potens.

The legal consequences as to the power of the fa-

ther over his children were the same in both.

A Roman marriage may be viewed, first, with
reference to the conditions required for a justum
matrimonium ; secondly, with reference to the forms
of the marriage ; thirdly, with reference to its legal

consequences.

1. (MUUer, Dorians, ii., 2, (> 2.)—2. (Mercat., iv., 6, 2.)—3.

fDemwsth., c. Nexr., p. 1374.)—4. (p. 179.)—5. (.xiii., p. 559.)—
3. (Frag. ap. Stoh., p. 67, Gaisford.)—7. (Herod., vi., 61.)—8.
fOnt . XV., p. 44", R.)—9. (ii., p. 4J'}.)—10. lOScom dd init.)

fi«>.2

Unless there was connubium, there could be n*
Roman marriage. Connubium is defined by Ulpian

to be "uxoris jure ducenda facultas," or the faculty

by which a man may make a woman his lawful

wife. But, in truth, this is no definition at all, nor

does it give any information. Connubium is mere-
ly a term which comprehends all the conditions of

a legal marriage. Accordingly, the term is ex-

plained by particular instances :
" Roman men citi-

zens," says Ulpian, "have connubium with Roman
women citizens {Romana cives) ; but with Latinae

and Peregrinae, only in those cases where it has
been permitted. With slaves there is no connu-
bium."

Sometimes connubium, that is, the faculty of

contracting a Roman marriage, is viewed with ref-

erence to one of its most important consequences,

namely, the patria potestas :
" for," says Gaius,

" since it is the effect of connubium that the chil-

dren follow the condition of their father, it results

that, when connubium exists, the children are not

only Roman citizens, but are also in the power of

their father." Generally, it may be stated that

there was only connubium between Roman citi-

zens : the cases in which it at any time existed be-

tween parties, not both Roman citizens, were ex
ceptions to the general rule. Originally, or, at

least, at one period of the Republic, there was no

connubium between the patricians and the plebei-

ans ; but this was altered by the lex Canuleia,

which allowed connubium between persons ofthose

two classes.

There was no connubium between many persons

with respect to one another, who had severally

connubium with respect to other persons. Thus
there were various degrees of consanguinity within

which there was no connubium. There was no
connubium between parent and child, whether the

relation was natural or by adoption ; and a mar
could not marry an adopted daughter or grand-

daughter, even after he had emancipated her. There
was no connubium between brothers and sisters,

whether of the whole or of the half blood ; but a

man might marry a sister by adoption after her

emancipation, or after his own emancipation. It

became legal to marry a brother's daughter after

Claudius had set the example by marrying Agiippi-

na ; but the rule was not carried farther than the

example, and in the time of Gaius it remained un-

lawful for a man to marry his sister's daughter.'

There was no connubium, also, between persons

within certain relations of affinity, as between a

man and his socrus, nurus, privigna, and noverca.

Any illegal union of a male and female, though

affecting to be, was not a marriagfe : the man had

no legal wife, and the children had no legai father

;

consequently, they were not in the |)ower of their

reputed father. These restrictions as to marriage

were not founded on any enactments : they were a

part of that large mass of Roman law which belongs

to jus moribus constitutum.

The marriage of Domitius, afterward the Emper-
or Nero, with Octavia, the daughter of Claudius,

seems at first sight somewhat irregular. Nero was
adopted by Claudius by a lex Curiata,' but he was

already his son-in-law ; at least, the sponsaila are

mentioned before the adoption.* There seems to

be no rule of law which would prevent a man from

adopting his son-in-law; though, if the adoption

took place before the marriage, it would be illegal,

as stated by Gaius.

Persons who had certain bodily imperfections, as

eunuchs, and others who, from any cause, could

I. (Flag., v., 3.)—2. (Gaius, i., 62.—Tacit., Ann., xii., 5.—

Sueton.. Claud., 26.)—3. (Tacit., Ann , xii , 86 )—4. (Tacit,

Ann., xii., 9.)
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never attaiu to puberty, could not contract mar-

riage ; for, though pubertas was in course of time

fixed at a positive age (vid. Impubes), yet, as tlie

foundation of tlie notion of pubertas was physical

capacity for sexual intercourse, there could be no

pubertas if there was a physical incapacity.

The essence of marriage was consent, and the

coiucnt, says Ulpian, " both of those who come to-

geitmr, and of those in whose power they are ;" and
" marriage is not effected by sexual union, but by

consent." Those, then, who were not sui juris,

had not, strictly speaking, connubium, or the "uxo-

ris jure ducendat facultaa ;" though, in another sense,

Ihey had connubium, by virtue of the consent of

those in whose power they were, if there was no
other impediment. According to the old law, there

is no doubt that a father could give his child in mar-
riage, unless the child was emancipated, without

asking the child's consent.

The lex Julia et Papia Poppaea placed certain re-

strictions on marriage as to the parties between
whom it could take place. (FtJ. Julia et Papia

Popp.«:a ; Infamia.)

A man could only have one lawful wife at a

time ; and, consequently, if he were married, and
divorced his wife, a second marriage would be no
marriage unless the divorce were effectual.

The marriage cum conventione differed from that

sine conventione, in the relationship which it effect-

ed between the husband and the wife ; the marriage

cum conventione was a necessary condition to make
a woman a materfamilias. By the marriage cum
conventione, the wife passed into the farailia of her

husband, and was to him in the relation of a daugh-

ter, or, as it was expressed, " in manum convenit."^

In the marriage sine conventione, the wife's rela-

tion to her own familia remained as before, and she

was merely uxor. " Uxor," says Cicero,' " is a

genus of which there are two species ; one is ma-
terfamilias, ' qua in manum convenit ;' the other is

uxor only." Accordingly, a materfamilias is a wife

who is in manu, and in the familia of her husband,

and, consequently, one of his sui heredes, or in the

manus of him in whose power her luisband is. A
wife not in manu was not a member of her hus-

band's familia, and, therefore, the term could not

apply to her. Gellius' also states that this was the

oltj meaning of materfamilias. Matrona was, prop-

erly, a wife not in manu, and equivalent to Cicero's

"tantummodo uxor;" and she was called matrona

before she had any children. But these words are

not always used in these their original and proper

meanings.*
It does not appear that any forms were requisite

in the marriage sine conventione ; and, apparently,

the evidence of such marriage was cohabitation

matrimonii causa. The matrimonii causa might be

proved by various kinds of evidence.

In the case of a marriage cum conventione, there

were three forms, usus, farreum, and coemptio.

Marriage was effected by usus if a woman lived

with a man for a whole year as his wife ; and this

was by analogy to usucapion of movables generally,

in which usus for one year gave ownership. The
law of the Twelve Tables provided that, if a woman
did not wish to come into the manus of her husband

in this manner, she should absent herself from him
annually for three nights (irinoctium), and so break

the usus of the year. The Twelve Tables probably

did not introduce the usus in the case of a woman
cohabiting with a man matrimonii causa, any more
than they probably did in the case of other things

;

but, as in the case of other things, they fixed the

time within which the usus should have its full ef-

1. (Cic, Top., 3 '-2. (Tf.p., 3.)—3. (xviii., 6.)-4. {Tid.VXp.,
Prag., iv.)

feet, 80 they established a positive rule as to what
time should be a sufficient interruption of usus in

the case of matrimonial cohabitation, and such a
positive rule was obviously necessary in order to

determine what should be a sufficient l.'igal inter-

ruption of usus.

Farreum was a form of marriage, in which cer-

tain words were used in the presence of ten wit-

nesses, and were accompanied by a certain religious

ceremony, in which panis farreus was employed ; and
hence this form of marriage was also called confar-

reatio. This form of marriage must have fallen

generally into disuse in the time of Gaius, who re-

marks' that this legal form of marriage {hoc jus) waa
in use even in his time for the marriages of the

fiamines majores and some others. This passage
of Gaius is defective in the MS., but its general

sense may be collected from comparing it with Ta-
citus' and Servius.* It appears that certain priest-

ly offices, such as that of flamen dialis, could only

be held by those who were born of parents who had
been married by this ceremony (confarreati parcn-

tes). Even in the time of Tiberius, the ceremony
of confarreatio was only observed by a few. As to

divorce between persons married by confarreatio

see DivoRTiuM.
Coemptio was effected by mancipatio, and, con-

sequently, the wife was in manciple.* A woman
who was cohabiting with a man as uxor, might
come into his manus by this ceremony, in which
case the coemptio was said to be matrimonii causa,

and she who was formerly uxor became apud mari-

tum filiae loco. The other coemptio, which was
called fiduciae causa, and which was between a

woman and a man not her husband, is considered

under Testamentdm and Tutela. If, however, an
uxor made a coemptio with her husband, not matri

monii causa, but fiduciae causa, the consequence waa
that she was in manu, and thereby acquired the

rights of a daughter. It is stated by a modern wri-

ter, that the reason why a woman did not come in

mancipium by the coemptio, but only in manum, is

this, that she was not niancipated, but mancipated
herself, under the authority of her father if she waa
in his power, and that of her tutors if she was not

in the power of her father ; the absurdity of which
is obvious, if we have regard to the form of manci-
patio as described by Gaius,* who also speaks* of

mancipatio as being the form by which a parent re-

leased his daughter from the patria potestas (c sua

jure), which he did when he gave his daughter in

manum viri. The mancipatio must in all cases iiave

been considered as legally effected by the father or

the tutors.

Sponsalia were not an unusual preliminary of mar-
riage, but they were not necessary. " Sponsalta,"

according to Florentinos,^ " sunt mentio et repromis-

sic nuptiarum futurammV Gellius has preserved*

an extract from the work of Servius Sulpicius Rufus
de Dotibus, which, from the authority of that great

jurist, may be considered as unexceptionable'
Sponsalia, according to Servius, was a contract by
stipulationes and sponsiones, the former on the part

of the future husband, the latter on the part of him
who gave the woman in marriage. The woman
who was promised in marriage was accordingly

called sponsa, which is equivalent to promissa ; the

man who engaged to marry was called sponsun.

The sponsalia, then, were an agreement to marry,

made in such form as to give each party a right of

action in case of non-performance, and the offend-

ing party was condemned in such damages as t«

the judex seemed just. This was the law {jus) of

1. (i., 112.)-2. (Ann., iv., 16.)- J. (ad Mn., iv., 104, 374.)—

4. (Gams, i., 118.)—5. (i., 119.)—6. (i., 118.)— 7. (Dig. 23, tit.

1, ». l.)-8. (iv., 4.)—9. (Compare Varro, Ue Ling. Lat.,T\.,70
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sponsalia, adds Servius, to the time when the lex

Julia gave the civitas to all Latium ; whence we
may conclude that alterations were afterward made
in it. The sponsalia were, of course, not binding,

if the parties consented to waive the contract ; and
either party could dissolve the contract, as either

could dissolve a marriage, subject, however, to the

right of action which the non-consenting party might
have. If a person was in the relation of double

sponsalia at the same time, he was liable to infamia.

( Vid. Ine^^imia.) Sometimes a present was made by

the future husband to the future wife by way of

earoBst (arrha, arrha sponsalitia), or, as it was call-

ed, propter nuptias donatio.' Sponsalia might be

contracted by those who were not under seven years

of age. {Vid. Infans, Impubes.)

The consequences of marriage were :

1. The power of the father over the children of

the marriage, which was a completely new relation

;

an effect, indeed, of marriage, but one which had no
influence over the relation of the husband and wife.

{Vid. Patria Potestas.)
2. The liabilities of either of the parties to the

punishments afl5xed to the violation of the marriage
union. {Vid. Adulterium, Divortium.)

3. The relation of husband and wife with respect

to property, to which head belong the matters of

dos, donatio inter virum et uxorem, donatio propter

nuptias,~&c. Many of these matters, however, are

not necessary consequences of marriage, but the

consequence of certain acts which are rendered pos-

sible by marriage.

In the later Roman history we often read of mar-
riage contracts which have reference to dos, and
generally to the relation of husband and wife view-

ed with reference to property. A title of the Digest'

treats De Pactis Dotalibus, which might be made
either before or after marriage.

The Roman notion of marriage was that of a com-
plete personal unity of the husband and wife {con-

tortium omnis vita), as shown by a continuous co-

habitation, the evidence of continuing consent ; for

the dissent of either party, when formally ex-

pressed, could dissolve the relation. (Vid. Divor-
tium.) Neither in the old Roman law nor in its la-

ter modifications was a community of property an
essential part of the notion of marriage, unless we
assume that originally all marriages were accom-
panied with the conventio in manum, for in that

casa^ as already observed, the wife became filiaefa-

jwflias loco, and passed into the familia of her hus-
'band ; or if her husband was in the power of his fa-

ther, she became to her husband's father in the re-

lation of a granddaughter. The legal deduction from
this is, that her legal personality was merged in that

of her husband, all her property passed to him by a
universal succession,^ and she could not thencefor-
ward acquire property for herself Thus she was
entirely removed from her former family as to her
legal status, and became as the sister to her hus-
band's children. In other words, when a woman
came in manum, there was a blending of the matri-
monial and the filial relation. It was a good mar-
riage without the relation expressed by in manu,
which was a relation of parent and child superadded
to that of husband and wife. It is a legitimate con-
sequence that she could not divorce her husband,
though her husband might divorce her ; and if we
assume that the marriage cum conventione was ori-

ginally the only form of marriage (of which, howev-
er, we believe there is no proof), the statement of
Plutarch {vid. Divortium), that the husband alone
had originally the power of effecting a divorce, will

consist with this strict legal deduction. It is pos-

1. (Cod. v., til. 3.)—2. (23, tit. 4.)—3. (Gaius, ii., 96, 98.)
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sible, however, that, even if the marriage cum con.

vntione was once the only form, there might hav*".

been legal means by which a wife in manu could
effect a dissolution of the marriage, just as a person
in mancipii causa had still certain personal rights

against his legal owner. But conjecture is beyond
our province, which is confined to matters of which
there is evidence.

When there was no c^jiventio, the woman ro.

mained a member of her awn familia : she was to

her husband in the same relation as any other Ro-
man citizen, differing only in this, that her sex ena-

bled her to become the mother of children who were
the husband's children and citizens of the state, and
that she owed fidelity to him so long as the matri-

monial cohabitation continued by mutual consent.

But her legal status continued as it was before : if

she was not in the power of her father, she had for

all purposes a legal personal existence independent-

ly of her husband, and, consequently, her property

was distinct from his. It must have been with re-

spect to such marriages as these that a great part,

at least, of the rules of law relating to dos were es-

tablished ; and to such marriages all the rules of

law relating to marriage contracts must have refer-

red, at least so long as the marriage cum conventi-

one existed and retained its strict character.

When marriage was dissolved, the parties to it

might marry again ; but opinion considered it more
decent for a woman not to marry again. A woman
was required by usage {mos) to wait a year before

she contracted a second marriage, on the pain of in-

famia. {Vid. Infamia.)

The above is only an outline of the law of mar-
riage, but it is sufficient to enable a student to car-

ry his investigations farther.

It remains to describe the customs and ritea

which were observed by the Romans at marriages

{ritus nuptiales or nuptiarum solemnia justa, tu. vojit'

^ofiEva Tuv yd/iuv). After the parties had agreed to

marry, and the persons in whose potestas they were
had consented, a meeting of friends was sometimes

held at the house of the maiden for the purpose of

settling the marriage contract, which was called

sponsalia, and written on tablets {tabula kgitima),

and signed by both parties.* The woman, after she

had promised to become the wife of a man, was call-

ed sponsa, pacta, dicta, or sperata." From Juvenal*

it appears that, at least during the imperial period,

the man put a ring on the finger of his betrothed

as a pledge of his fidelity. This ring was probably,

like all rings at this time, worn on the left hand, and

on the finger nearest to the smallest.* The last

point to be fixed was the day on which the marriage

was to take place. Towards the close of the Re-

public it had become customary to betroth young

girls when they were yet children ; Augustus there-

fore limited the time during which a man was al-

lowed to continue betrothed to a girl,* and forbade

men to be betrothed to girls before the latter had

completed their tenth year, so that, the age of pu-

bertas being twelve years, a girl might not be com-

pelled to be betrothed longer than two years.*

The Romans believed that certain days were un-

fortunate for the performance of the marriage rites,

either on account of the religious character of those

days themselves, or on account of the days by which

they were followed, as the woman had to perform

certain religious rites on the day after her wedding,

which could not take place on a dies ater. Days

not suitable for entering upon matrimony were the

Calends, Nones, and Ides of every month, all dies

1. (Juv., Sat., ii., 119, &c.—Id. ib., vi., 25, 200.—Gellius, iv..

4.)—2. (Gellius, 1. c—Plaut., Trinum., ii., 4, 09.—Nonius, iv.,

p. 213.) — 3. (Sat., vi., 27.) — 4. (Macrob., Sat., vli., 13.)—

4

'Suet , Octav., 34.)— 6. (Diou Cass., liv., p. 609, Steph >
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•tri, the whole months of May,' and February, and

a great number of festivals.* Widows, on the other

hand, might marry on days which were inauspicious

for maiiiens.'

On the wedding-day, which in the early times

was never fixed upon without consulting the auspi-

ces,* the bride was dressed in a long white robe

with a purple fringe, or adorned with ribands* This

dress was called tunica recta,* and was bound round

Ihe waist with a girdle {corona, cingulum, or sona'),

which the husband had to untie in the evening.

The bridal veil, called flammeura, was of a bright

yellow colour,* and her shoes likewise.' Her hair

was divided on this occasion with the point of a
spear."

The only form of marriage which was celebrated

with solemn religious rites was that by confarrea-

tio ; the other forms, being mere civil acts, were
probably solemnized without any religious ceremony.
In the case of a marriage by confarreatio, a sheep
was sacrificed, and its skin was spread over two
chairs, upon which the bride and bridegroom sat

down with their heads covered." Hereupon the

marriage was completed by pronouncing a solemn
brmula or prayer, after which another sacrifice was
flered. A cake was made o{ far and the mala sal-

ta prepared by the vestal virgins," and carried be-

fore the bride when she was conducted to the resi-

dence of her husband. It is uncertain whether this

cake is the same as that which is called mustaceum,^*

and which was in the evening distributed among
the guests assembled at the house of the young
husband.
The bride was conducted to the house of her hus-

band in the evening. She was taken with apparent
violence from the arms of her mother, or of the per-

son who had to give her away. On her way she
was accompanied by three boys dressed in the prse-

texta, and whose fathers and mothers were still

alive {patrimi et tnatrimi). One of them carried be-

fore her a torch of white thorn {spina), or, accord-
ing to others, of pine wood ; the two others walked
•y her side, supporting her by the arm.** The bride

nerself carried a distaff and a spindle with wool.'*

A boy, called camillus, carried in a covered vase
{cumera, cumerum, or camillum) the so-called uten-

sils of the bride and playthings for children {crepun-

dia'*). Besides these persons who officiated on the
occasion, the procession was attended by a numer-
ous train of friends both of the bride and the bride-

groom, whose attendance was called officium and
ail officium venire}'' Plutarch'* speaks of five wax
candles which were used at marriages ; if these
were borne in the procession, it must have been to

light the company which followed the bride ; but it

may also be that they were lighted during the mar-
riage ceremony in the house of the bride.

When the procession arrived at the house of the
bridegroom, the door of which was adorned with
garlands and flowers, the bride was carried across
the threshold by pronubi, i. e., men who had only
been married to one woman, that she might not
knock against it with her foot, which would have
been an evil omen." Before she entered the house,

1. (Oviil, Fast., v., 490.— Plut., Queit. Rom., p. 284.) — 2.

CMsorob., Sat., i., 15.—Ovid, Fast., ii., 557.)— 3. (Macrob., Sat.,

L c—Plut., Quseat. Rom., p. 289.)— 4. (Cic, De Div., i., 16.—
Val. Max., ii., 1, 1.)—5. (Juv., ii., 124.)—fl. (Plin., H. N., viii.,

48.) — 7. (Festus, 8. V. Cingulo.) — 8. (Plin., H. N., xxi., 8.—
Schol. ad Juv., vi., 225.)— 9. (Catull., Ixii., 10.) — 10. (Ovid,
Fast., ii., 560.— Aroob. adv. Gent., ii., p. 91. — Plut., Quest.
Rom., p. 2J15.)

— 11. (Serv. ad JEn., iv., 374.) — 12. (Serv. ad
Virg., EcUy, viii., 82.)— 13. (Juv., Sat., vi., 201.)— 14. (Fest.,

i. T. Patrimi et matrimi. — Varro, ap. Chaniium, i., p. 117.

—

Plin., n. N., xri., 18.) — 15. (Plin., H. N., viii., 48. — Plut.,
Quaest. Rom., p. 271.) — 16. (Festus, s. v. Cumeram. — Plaut.,
Cistcl., iii., 1, 5.)— 17. (Suet., Calig., 85.—Id., Claud., 26.)—18.
«)«Mt.Rom.,imt.}—19. (Plut, Qusat. Rom., p. 271, c—Plaut.,
Cm.,iv., 4, 1.)
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slie wound wool around the docr-posts of her flen
residence, and anointed them with lard {adept tuil'

lus) or wolf's fat {adeps lupinua^). The husband
received her with fire and water, which the woman
had to touch. This was either a symbolic purifica-

tion (for Servius* says that the newly-married couple
washed their feet in this water), or it was a syin«
holic expression of welcome, as the inUrdicere aqu*
et igni was the formula for banishment. The brida
saluted her husband with the words ubi tu Canu,
ego Caia.* After she had entered the house with
distaff and spindle, she was placed upon a sheep-
skin, and here the keys of the house were delivered
into her hands.* A repast {ccsTia nupltalia), given
by the husband to the whole train of relatives and
friends who accompanied the bride, generally con-
cluded the solemnity of the day.* Many ancient
writers mention a very popular song, Talasius or
Talassio, which was sung at weddings;* but wheth-
er it was sung during the repast or during the pro-

cession is not quite clear, though we may infer, from
the story respecting the origin of the song, that it

was sung while the procession was advancing to-

wards the house of the husband.
It may easily be imagined that a solemnity like

that of marriage did not take place among the mer-
ry and humorous Italians without a variety of jcstH

and railleries, and Ovid^ mentions obscene songs
which were sung before the door of the bridal apart-

ment by girls after the company had left. These
songs were probably the old Fescennina {vid. Fes
cEsmnji), and are frequently called Epilhalamia.

At the end of the repast the bride was conducted,
by matrons who had not had more than one hus-
band {pronubce), to the lectus genialis in the atrium,
which was on this occasion magnificently adorned
and strewed with flowers. On the following day
the husband sometimes gave another entertainment
to his friends, which was callefl. repotia,* and th#
woman, who on this day undertook the management
of the house of her husband, had to perform certain

religious rites,' on which account, as was observed
above, it was necessary to select a day for the mar-
riage which was not followed by a dies ater. These
rites probably consisted of sacrifices to the Dii Pe-
nates.'*

The rites and ceremonies which have been men-
tioned above are not described by any ancient wri-

ter in the order in which they took place, and the
order adopted above rests in some measure merely
upon conjecture. Nor is it, on the other hand, clear

which of the rites belonged to each of the three

forms of marriage. Thus much only is certain,

that the most solemn ceremonies, and those of a
religious nature, belonged to confarreatio.

The position of a Roman woman after marriage
was very different from that of a Greek woman.
The Roman presided over the whole household ;

she educated her children, watched over and pre-

served the honour of the house, and, as the mater
familias, she shared the honours and respect shown
to her husband. Far from being confined, like the
Grf-ek women, to a distinct apartment, the Roman
matron, at least during the better centuries of the
Republic, occupied the most important part of the
house, the atrium."
MARRU'BIUM, Horehound. The white Hore-

hound is the Marrubium vulgare, or the M. album of

the shops. The modern Greeks term it oKvoXoxop'

1. (Serv. ad Mn., iv., 19.—Plin., H. N., ixviii., '9.)—2. (ad

Xn., iv., 104.)—3. (Plut., Quest. Rom., 1. c.)—4. (Festus, s. t.

Clavis.)—5. (Plaut., Cure., v., 2, 61.— Suet., Calig., 25.)—

•

(Plut., Quest. Rom., 1. c—Liv., i., 9.—Dionys. Hal., Ant. Rom
,

Ii., 31.— Festus, s. v. Talassionem.)- 7. (Fast., iii., 674.)—«.

(Festus, s. v.—Horat., Sat., ii., 2, 60.)—9. (Macrob., Sat., i., U.)
—10. (Cic, De Repub., v., 5.)— 11. (Compaie Lipnui, iMti,
i., 17.—BOttiare: Aldobrandin. Hochsait, p. 134, *c.)
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nv. Sibthorp found it in the Greek islands. The
npdaiov of Theophrastus and Dioscorides is not only

Jhe same as this, but is also applied to other species.

The npuaiov av^fiudec of Theophrastus is the M.
Africanum. The xfjevdo'^Krafivov (false diKTOfivov)

is the M. pseudo dictam.:ius, called in Attica, at the

present day, fiatpofiupyo, and in Laconia, aanponi-

Koonuvdv.^

MARSU'PIUM (fiapavniov, fSa^vriov), a Purse.*

The purse used by the ancients

was commonly a small leathern

bag, and was often closed by be-

ing drawn together at the mouth
(avaKaara ^aXdvrid'). Mercury
is commonly represented holding

one in his hand, of which the an-

nexed woodcut from an intaglio

in the Stosch collection at Berlin

presents an example.
MARTIA'LIS FLAMEN. {Vid. Flamen.)
MARTIA'LES LUDI. {Vid. Ludi Martialks.)
MARTYRIA {/lapTvpia) signifies strictly the dep-

osition of a witness in a court of justice, though the
word is applied metaphorically to all kinds of testi-

mony. We shall here explain, 1, what persons
were competent to be witnesses at Athens ; 2, what
was the nature of their obligation ; 3, in what man-
ner their evidence was given ; 4, what was the pun-
ishment for giving false evidence.
None but freemen could be witnesses. The in-

capacity of women may be inferred from the gener-
al policy of the Athenian law, and the absence of
any example in the orators where a woman's evi-

dence is produced. The same observation applies
to minors.

Slaves were not allowed to give evidence, unless
upon examination by torture (fidaavoc). There ap-
pears to have been one exception to this rule, viz.,

that a slave might be a witness against a freeman
in case of a charge of murder,* though Platner*
thinks this only applied to the giving information.

The party who wished to obtain the evidence of a
slave belonging to his opponent challenged him to

give up the slave to be examined {e^^rei rbv 6ov-

Xov). The challenge was called irpoKTiriaig. The
owner, if he gave him up, was said kK6ovvat or na-
padovvai. But he was not obliged so to do, and the
general practice was to refuse to give up slaves,

which, perhaps, arose from humanity, though the
opponent alwrays ascribed it to a fear lest the truth

should be elicited. The orators affected to consid-
er the evidence of slaves, wrung from them by tor-

ture, more valuable and trustworthy than that of
freemen ; but it must be observed, they always use
this argument when the slave had not been exam-
ined.*

Citizens who had been disfranchised {^rifiufievoi)

could not appear as witne.sses (any more than as
jurors or plaintiffs) in a court of justice ; for they
bad lost all honourable rights and privileges.' But
.there was no objection to alien freemen.* We learn
from Harpocration,* that in actions against freedmen
for neglect of duty to their patrons {unoaTamov 6i-

Kai), foreigners were not allowed to put in an affida-

vit that the action was not maintainable (/^7) daa-
yuyiuov elvai). But this can hardly be considered

1. (Dzoscor., 111., 119.—Plin., H. N., xx., 22.—Theophrast.,
n. P., vi., 1, 2.—BiUerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 153, 154.)—2.
(Non. Marcellus, s. v.—Varro, De Re Rust., iii., 17.—Plaut.,
Men., II., i., 29.—Id. ib., II., iii., 33, 35.—Id. ib., V., vii., 47 —
Id., Pcen., III., v., 37.—Id., Rud., V., ii., 26.~Xen., Conviv., iv.,
«.)-3. (Plat., Conviv., p. 404, ed. Bekker.)— 4. (Antiph., De
Morte Her., 728.)—5. (Att. Proc., p. 215.)— 6. (Demosth., c.

Aphob., 848.—Id., c. Onet., 874.—Hudtwalcker, Ueber die Dit-
»eten, p 44, &c.)—7. (Demosth., c. Neser., 1353.—Wachsmutb,
M., i., p. 244.)—8. (Demosth., c. Lacr., 927, 929.—.«ichin., De
?idi Leg., 49, ed. Steph.)—9. (s. v. AtaitapTvpia.)
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an fcxception, for oUch affidavits gave an undue M
vantage to the party for whom they w ere made.

Neither of the parties to a cause was competent
to give evidence for himself, though each waa com-
pelled to answer the questions put by the other.
The law declared toiv uvTidiKoiv indvayne^ slvai

unoKplvaadat aWiikoiq to ipuTufxevov, (tapTvpelv 6i

fi^.^ That the friends of the party who pleaded foi

him (called avvrjjopoi) were not incompetent to giv**

evidence, appears from the fragment of Isaeus, Pro
Euphil., and also from .^Eschines, who, on his trial

for misconduct in the embassy, calls Phocion to as-
sist him both as a witness and an advocate.*
The obligation to attend as a witness, both in

civil and criminal proceedings, and to give such
evidence as he is able to give, arises out of the duty
which every man owes to the state ; and there is

no reason to believe that any persons (except the
parties themselves) were exempted from this obli-

gation. The passages which Plainer' and Scho-
mann* cite in support of the contrary view prove
nothing more than that the near relations of a party
were reluctant to give evidence against him, where-
as the fact that they were bound by law to give
evidence may be inferred from Demosthenes.*
The party who desired the evidence of a witness

summoned him to attend for that purpose. The
summons was called 7rp6(T/c^^(T<f.* If the witness
promised to attend, and failed to do so, he was lia-

ble to an action called SUt) 7\.einofMapTvpiov. Wheth-
er he promised or not, he was bound to attend ;. and
if his absence caused injury to the party, he was
liable to an action {diKjj (iXdCT/c;). This is the prob-
able distinction between these forms of action, as
to which there has been much doubt.'

The attendance of the witness was first reqniied
at the uvdKpiai^, where he was to make his deposi-
tion before the superintending magistrate {hytfujv
diKaaTTjpiov). The party in whose favour he ap»
peared generally wrote the deposition at home upon
a whitened board or tablet {XeXevKUfievov jpaftfiaT-

elov), which he brought with him to the magistrate's
office, and, when the witness had deposed thereto,

put into the box {hxlvog) in which all the documents
in the cause were deposited. If the deposition was
not prepared beforehand, as must always have been
the case when the party was not exactly aware
what evidence would be given, or when anything
took place before the magistrate which could not be
foreseen, as, for instance, a challenge, or question
and answer by the parties ; in such a case it was
usual to write down the evidence upon a waxen
tablet. The difference between these methods was
much the same as between writing with a pen on
paper, and with a pencil on a slate ; the latter could

easily be rubbed out and written over again if ne-

cessary.* If the witi*3ss did not attend, his evi-

dence was, nevertheless, put into the box ; that is,

such evidence as the party intended him to give, or

thought he might give, at the trial. For all testi

monial evidence was required to be in writing, m
order that there might be no mistake about the

terms, and the witness might leave no subterfuge

for himself when convicted of falsehood.* The
dvuKpLcric might last several days, and, so long as it

lasted, fresh evidence might be brought, but none
could be brought after the last day, when thS box
was sealed by the magistrate, and kept so by him
till the day of trial."

1. (Demosth., c. Steph., 1131.)—2. (De Fals. Leg., p. 51, 5S,

ed. Steph.)—3. (Att. Proc., p. 217.)—4. (Att. Proc.. p. 671.)—

5. (0. Aphob., 849, 850, 855.)—6. (Demosth., <. Timoth., 1194.)

7. (Meier and Schomann, Att. Proc, p. 387 -Platner, Att
Proc., p. 221.)—8. (Demosth., c. Steph., 1132.) 9. (Demogth,
c. Steph., 1115, 1130.)— 10. (Demoeth., c. Aphob., 830.—Id., c

Boeot. de Nom., 999.— Id., c. Eiierg. et Mum, 1143.—Id., •

Conon., 1265.)
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Tlie form of a deposition was simple. The fol-

lowing example is from Demosthenes :' Archenom-
ides, son of Archedamas of Anagyrus, testifies that

articles of agreement were deposited with him by

Androcles of Sphettus, iS'ausicrates of Carystus,

Artemon and Apollodorus, both of Phaselus, and
that the agreement is still in his hands." Here we
must observe that, whenever a document was put

in evidence at the trial, as an agreement, a will, the

evidence of a slave, a challenge, or an answer given

b7 either party at the uvuKpiati, it was certified by

a witness, whose deposition was at the same time
produced and read.*

The witness, whether he had attended before the

magistrate or not, was obliged to be present at the

trial, in order to confirm his testimony. The only

exception was when he was ill or out of the coun-

try, in which case a commission might be sent to

examine him. 'Vid. Ekm-^rtyria.) All evidence
was produced by the party during his own speech,

the KXerpvipa being stopped for that purpose.* The
witness was called by an officer of the court, and
mounted on the raised platform (/3^^a)of the speak-

er while his deposition was read over to him by the

clerk ; he then signified his assent, either by ex-

press worOs, or bowing his head in silence.* In

the editions that we have of the orators, we see
sometimes Haprvpia written (when evidence is pro-

duced) and sometimes Muprvpef. The student must
not be deceived by this, and suppose that sometimes
the deposition only was read, sometimes the wit-

nesses themselves were present. The old editors

merely followed the language of the orators, who
said, " call the witnesses," or " mount up, witness-

es," or " the clerk shall read you the evidence," or

something to the same effect, varying the expres-

sion according to their fancy.*

If the witness was hostile, he was required either

to depose to the statement read over to him, or to

take an oath that he knew nothing about it (ftaprv-

oelv Tj k^ofivvHv). One or the. other he was com-
pelled to do, or, if he refused, he was sentenced to

pay a fine of a thousand drachma to the state, which
sentence was immediately proclaimed by the officer

of the court, who was commanded K'kriTevEiv or tK-

KXrjreveiv avrov, i. e., to give him notice that he was
in contempt and had incurred the fine.*

An oath was usually taken by the witness at the

dvuKpiaig, where he was sworn by the opposite

parly at an altar (irpof tov pufidv t^upKiaGri). If he
had not attended at the uvuKpiai^, he might be
sworn afterward in court, as was always the case

when a witness took the oath of denial {i^u/ioae).

In the passage just cited from Lycurgus, the ex-

pression Xa66vTa( ra lepa means nothing more than
touching the altar or its appurtenances, and has no
reference to victims.^ Whether the witness was
always bound to take an oath is a doubtful point.*

The oath of the witness (the ordinary v6/i///of

op«of) must not be confounded with the oath taken
by one of the parties, or by some friend or other
person, out of court, with a view to decide the

cause or some particular point in dispute. This

1. (c. 1*31., 927.)—9. (Demosth., Pro Phorm., 948, 949, 957.

-Id., c I'htenipp., 1046.—Id , c. Steph., 1120.)—3. (lueui, De
p;?.- 'i«red., 39, ed. Steph.—Demosth., c. Eubul., 1305.)—4.
(Lyt., De Eratos. Mort., 94, ed. Steph.—jEsch., De Fals. Ley.,

49, ed. Steph.— Demonth., c. Meid., 560.—Id., c. Phorm., 913.—
Id., c. Steph., 1109.—Id., c. Eubul., 1305.)—5. (Vid. I,y»., Pro
Manlith., 147, ed. Steph.— I»ieu», De Pyrr. hter., 45, ed. Steph.—
Deinoath.,c. Callipp., 1236.—Id., c. Necr., 1352.)-6. (Demosth.,
e. Aphob., ^M).-Id., c. Ne«r., 1373.—Id., c. Theocr., 1324.—
.£sch., c. Timafc> . 10, ed. Steph.—Isaas, De Aslyp. bared.,

70, ed. Stt.,> — Id., c. I.pocr., 150, ed. Steph.—Meier and Sch»-
msiin, Att. Proi,., p. 672. — Platner, Att. Proc., p. 219.) — 7.

(Valckeiiaer, Opusc. Philol., vol. i., p. 37-39.)—8. (Vid. De-
inor.h., c. Coron., 1265.—Id., c. Steph., 1119.—Id., c. EubnI.,
1305.—.£iich., De Pais. L«g., 49, ed. Steph.—Sc.Wamann, Att.

"roc., i). 675.)

was taken by the consent of the adversary, upon a

challenge given and accepted ; it was an oath of a

more solemn kind, sworn by (or upon the beads of)

the children of the party swearing (/card tuv iral

dwv), or by perfect or full-grown victims {KaS" lepuv

reXeluv), and often with curses upon himsolf or his

family (/tar* iSu?.eiac), and sometimes was accom-
panied with peculiar rites, such as passing through
fire («Jid rov jirpdf). The mother, or other female
relative of the party (who could not be a witness)

was at liberty to take this oath.'

On some extraordinary occasions we find that

freemen were put to the torture by a special decree

of the people or the senate, as on the occasion of
the mutilated Hermes busts,* and they were less

scrupulous about aliens than about citizens ; but (aa

a general rule) it is certain that freemen could not

be tortured in courts of justice, and even an eman
cipated slave, Demosthenes says, it would be an act

of impiety (oW Smov) to give up for such a pur-

pose.*

With respect to hearsay evidence, see E kartt
RiA ; and with respect to the affidavit caUed dioftap'

Tvpia, see Herbs, Greek, p. 496.

We have hitherto spoken only of causes which
came before the dicasts in the ordinary way, and
have said nothing of those which were decided by
the public arbitrators. The above remarks, how-
ever, will equally apply to the latter, if the reader
will bear in mind that the arbitrator performed the

duties of the magistrate at the ivuKpimg as well as
those of the diKaarai at the trial. He heard the

witnesses and received the depositions from day to

day, as long as he sat, and kept the excvoc open
until the last day {Kvplav fifiipav).*

If the witness in a cause gave false evidence,

the injured party was at liberty to bring an action

against him (JZ/tj; ^evihfiaprvpiuv) to recover com-
pensation. The proceeding was sometimes called

iniaKrppi^, and the plaintiff was said imaKijirrea^at

rp fiaprvpig, or ru fiuprvpi.* This cause was prob-

ably tried before the same presiding magistrate as

the one in which the evidence was given.' The
form of the plaintiff's bill, and of the defendant's

plea in denial, will be found in Demosthenes.'
From the same passage we also learn that the ac-

tion for false testimony was a TifiTjTdc uyuv, in which
the plaintiflf laid his own damages in the bill ; and
from Demosthenes' it appears that the dicasts had
power not only to give damages to the plainliflT, but

also to inflict the penalty of arifiia by a trpoarlfiTi-

ai(* A witness who had been a third time on-

victed of giving false testimony was ipso jure dis-

franchised." The main question to be tried in the

cause against the witness was, whether his evi-

dence was true or false ; but another question com-
monly raised was, whether his evidence was mate-
rial to the decision of the previous cause."
When a witness, by giving false evidence against

a man upon a criminal trial, had procured his con-
viction, and the convict was sentenced to such a

punishment (for instance, death or banishment) as

rendered it impossible for him to bring an action,

any other person was allowed to institute a public

1. (Demosth., c. Aphob., 853. — Id., c. Bceot., De Dote, lOII.
— Id., c. Timoth., 1203.—Id., c. Callip., 1240.—Id., c. Conon..
1269. — Id., c. Necr., 1365. — Wachsmuth, II., i., 335. — Hudi-
walcker, 52.^7.)—2. (Thirlwall, Hi»t. of Greece, c. 25, p. 393.)

—3. (Demoalh., c. Aphob., 856.—Id., c. Timoth., 1200.—Meier,
Att. Proc., p. 684.)-^. (Vid. Demosth., c. Meid., 541.—Id., c

Timoth., 1190.— Meier and Scb6mann, Att. Proc., p. 676.)—*
(Iscui, De Pyrrh. h«red., 39.— Id., De Dicxog. hared., 52, ed.

Steph.—Demosth., c. Aphob., M6, 856.—Harpocrat., ». ». 'Ztrca-

«ri}«^aTo.)—6. (Meter, Att. Proc., p. 45.)—7. (c. Steph., 1115.)—

8. (c. Aphob., 849, 859.)—9. (Vid. also Issas, De Dic»oe. ka
red., 58.)— 10. (Meier, Att. Proc., p. 383.)— 11. (Demorth., a,

Everg. et Mem, 1139, 1161.—Id., c. Aphob., 853-«56.—M.,
Staph., 1117.- PUtner, Alt. Proc., i., 400, *c.)
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prosecution against the witness, either by a ypa^,
or perhaps by an elaayyc^ia or npoBoXri}

After the conviction of the witness, an action

might be maintained against the party who suborn-

ed him to give false evidence, called 61kti naKorex-
viuv* And it is not improbable that a similar ac-

tion might be brought against a person who had
procured false evidence to be given of a defendant
having been siimmoned, after the conviction of the
witness in a ypa<j>Tj il>ev6oK?i?]TEia(.*

It appears that, in certain cases, a man who had
lost a cause was enabled to obtain a reversal of the

judgment (dt/c^ avudiKog) by convicting a certain

number of the adverse witnesses of false testimony.

Thus, in inheritance causes, the law enacted iav oA^
TIC Tuv TpevdofiapTvpiuv, nd^.Lv k^ upxvs elvai nepl av-

tC>v Tug A^fetf.* This was the more necessary, on
account of the facility afforded to the parties to stop

the progress of these causes by affidavits (vid. Dia-
mabtyria), and also because no money could com-
pensate an Athenian for the loss of an inheritance.

The same remedy was given by the law to those
who had been convicted in a dUr] tpevdo/iapTvpiuv

or in a ypa(l>fi ^eviag. In the last case, the convict-

ed person who proceeded against tlie witness was
compelled to remain in prison until the determina-
tion of his suit.* We are informed that these are

ihe only cases in which a judgment was allowed to

be reversed in this way; but whether there were
not more cases than these has been justly doubted
by Schiiraann.' The schohast on Plato' is evidently

wrong in supposing that it was necessary, under
the Athenian law, to convict more than half the

number of the witnesses. This appears from the

passage above cited from Isaeus on the estate of

Hagnias.
We conclude -by noticing a few expressions.

MaprvpEiv tlvl is to testify in favour of a man, na-

rafiapTvpelv tlvoq to testify against. Maprvpeadai
to call to witness (a word used poetically), 6ia/iap-

Tvoeadai, and sometimes tirifiapTvpedOai, rove napov-

rug, to call upon those who are present to take no-

tice of what passes, with a view to give evidence.*

irevdofioprvpeiv and kniopKeiv are never used indif-

ferently, which affords some proof that testimony
was not necessarily on oath. The fidprvg (witness

in the cause) is to be distinguished from the kIijttip

or KlriTup, who merely gave evidence of the sum-
mons to appear.

MASTE'RES (jiaar^peg). (Jid. Zetetai )

MASTICHE ifiaaTixn), Gum Mastich. " This
IS correctly described as the resin of the Lentiscus
by Dioscorides and Pllhy. It is the Pistachia Len-
tiscus. The Chian Mastich is particularly com-
mended by Galen.'" The wood of the Pistachia
Lentiscus, according to Sibthorp, is much esteemed
by the Greeks at the present day for fuel. They
call the tree axivoc- The mastich or gum is only
collected in Scio. The ashes of the wood are used
by the Athenian soap-boilers for making the ley for

the manufacture of soap. In Zante it is also con-
sidered as furnishing the best lixivium. The tan-

ners employ it with valanida in the preparation of
leather. In Ithaca an oil (axivo^Mdi) is expressed
from the berry. The axi^vog of the modern Greeks
is also the axlvog of Theophrastus. The ancient
verb axi-vi-^ojjiaL signifies " to chew mastich" or "the
wood of the mastich-tree," in order to sweeten the
breath and cleanse the teeth. The gum is now

1. (Andoc., De Myst., 4.—Plainer, Alt. Proc., 411.—Meier,
Att. Proc., 383)— 2. (Demosth., c. Timoth., 1201.— Id., c.

Euerg. et Mnes . 1139.)—3. (Meier, Alt. Proc., 759.)—4. (Uaug,
De Hajn. bxrea., 88, ed. Steph.—Id., De DiciEog-. ha-red., 50,
51.)—5. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 741.)—6. (Att. Proc.. 761.)-7.
(Leg., xi., 14.)—8. (Demosth., c. Euerg. et Mnes., 1150 )—9.

(Dioacor., i., 90.—Plin., H. N., iiiv., 28.— Adaits, Append.,
•.T.)
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much used by the women of Turkey for the saute

purpose.*

MASTI'GIA. (Vid. Flaoroii.)

MATERFAMI'LIAS. (Fui. Marriaoe, Komaw,
p. 623.)

MATRA'LIA, a festival celebrated at Rome ev-

ery year on the 11th of June, in honour of the god-
dess Mater Matuta, whose teniple stood in the Fo
rum Boarium. It was celebrated only by Roman
matrons, and the sacrifices offered to the guddesa
consisted of cakes baked in pots of earthenware.'
Slaves were not allowed to take part in the solem-

nities or to enter the temple of the goddess. One
slave, however, was admitted by the matrons, but

only to be exposed to a humiliating treatment, fo.

one of the matrons gave her a blow on the cheek,

and then sent her away from the temple. The ma-
trons on this occasion took with them the children

of their sisters, but not their own, held them in their

arms, and prayed for their welfare.* The statue of

the goddess was then crowned with a garland by
one of the matrons who had not yet lost a hus-

band.* The Greek writers and their Roman follow-

ers, who identify the Mater Matuta with Leucothea
or Ino, explain the ceremonies of the Matralia by
means of the mythological stories which relate to

this Greek goddess. But the reed import of the

worship of the Mater Matuta appears to have been

to inculcate upon mothers the principle that they

ought to take care of the children of their sisters as

much as of their own, and that they should not

leave them to careless slaves, the contempt for

whom was symbolically expressed by the infiiction

of a blow on the cheek of the one admitted into the

temple.*

MATRIMO'^IUM. {Vid. Marriage, Roman.)
MATRO'NA. (Firf. Marriage, Roman, p. 623.)

MAUSOLE'UM. (Fii. Funus, p. 461.)

MAZO'NOMUS (fta^ovofioc, dim. fia^opofuov*),

from /uafa, a loaf or a cake ; properly a dish for dis-

tributing bread ; but the term is applied also to any
large dish used for bringing meat to tal)le.' {Vid.

CcENA, p. 274.) These dishes were made either of

wood,* of bronze,' or of gold."
MEDIASTI'NI, the name given to slaves used

for any common purpose, and are said by the scho-

liast upon Horace" to be those " jwi in medio slant

ad qucBvis imperata parati." The name is chiefly

given to certain slaves belonging to the familia rus-

tica,'* but is also applied sometimes to slaves in the

city.**

*MED'ICA {Mr/dLK?}), a plant, the Lucerne or

Purple Medick {Medicago saliva). It has its name
from Media, according to the ancient authorities,

because it was brought from that country into

Greece at the time of the Persian war under Dari-

us. It passed into England from France and Swit-

zerland. Some of the English botanists, according

to Martyn, called it Burgundy trefoil and Medick

fodder.^*

•MEDICA MALA {Urj6iKu iiijXa), the fruit of the

Citron-tree, or Citrus Medica, L. Sprengel and
Stackhouse think that the Orange {Citrus auran

tium) was also comprehended under the term. ( Vid.

Citrus)'*
MEDICI'NA {'larpiKv), the name of that science

which, as Celsus says," " Sanilatem agrispromittit,^-

1. (Dodwell's Tour, vol. i., p. 239.)—2. (Varro, De Linp.Lat.,

iv., p. 31, Bip.—Ovid, Fast., vi., 475, <fec.)—3. (Plut., Camill.,

5.—Id., Quacst. Rom., p. 267.)—4. (TortuU., Monogam , c. 17.)

—5. (Compare Ilartung, Die Relig. der R6mor, ii., p. 75.)—fl.

(Athen., v., 30, 34.)—7. (Varro, De Re Rust., iii., 4.)- 8. (Pol-

lux, Onom., vii., 87.)—9. (Athen., ir., 31.)—10. (Athen., v., 27.|

—11. (Epist., i., 14, 14.)—12. (Cic, Cat., ii., 3.—Colum., i., 0.

—Id., ii., 13.)— 13. (Dig. 4, tit. 9, s. 1, « 5 ; 7, tit. 7, s. 6 )—14.

(Martyn ad Virg., Georg., i., 215.)—15. (Dioscor., i., 166.—
Theophrast., i., 13.—Adams, Appen J., s. v.)— 16. (De Medic,
lib. i.. Pnefat.)
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Hnu whose object Hippocrates defines' to be " the

delivering sick persons from their diseases, and the

diminishing the force of sicknesses, and the not un-

dertaking the treatment of those who are quite over-

come by sickness, as we know that medicine is

here of no avail." For other definitions of the art

and science of Medicine given by the ancients, see

Pseudo-Galen.* The invention of medicine was
almost universally attributed by the ancients to the

gods.* Another source of information was the ob-

•erving the means resorted to by animals when la-

bouring under disease. Pliny* gives many instan-

ces in which these instinctive efforts taught man-
kind tlie properties of various plants, and the more
simple surgical operations. The wild goats of Crete

pointed out the use of the Dictamnus and vulnerary

herbs ; dogs, when indisposed, sought the Triticum

repena, and the same animal taught to the Egyp-

tians the use of purgatives, constituting the treat-

ment called Syrmaism. The hippopotamus intro-

duced the practice of bleeding, and it is affirmed

that the employment of clysters was shown by the

ibis." Sheep with worms in their liver were seen

seeking saline substances, and cattle affected with

dropsy anxiously looked for chalybeate waters. We
are told* that the Babylonians and Chaldeans had
no physicians, and in cases of sickness the patient

was carried out and exposed on the highway, that

any persons passing by who had been affected in a

similar manner might give some information re-

specting the means that had afforded them relief.

Shortly afterward, these observations of cures were
suspended in the temples of the gods, and we find

that in Egypt the walls of their sanctuaries were
covered with records of this descrption. The
priests of Greece adopted the same practice, and

lome of the tablets suspended in their temples are

of a curious character, which will illustrate the cus-

tom. The following votive memorials are given by

Hieron. Mercurialis :'' " Some days back, a certain

Caius, who was blind, learned from an oracle that

he should repair to the temple, put up his fervent

prayers, cross the sanctuary from right to left, place

his five fingers on the altar, then raise his hand and
cover his eyes. He obeyed, and instantly his sight

was restored, amid the acclamations of the multi-

tude. These signs of the omnipotence of the gods

were shown in the reign of Antoninus." " A blind

soldier named Valerius Apes, having consulted the

oracle, was informed that he should mix the blood

of a white cock with honey, to make up an oint-

ment to be applied to his eyes for three consecutive

days : he received his sight, and returned public

thanks to the gods." " Julian appeared lost beyond

all hope from a spitting of blood. The god ordered

him to take from the altar some seeds of the pine,

and to mix them with honey, of which mixture he
was to eat for three days. He was saved, and
fime to thank the gods in presence of the people."

The whole science of medicine was divided into

five parts,' viz. : ivawXoYCK^, Physiology and Anat-

omy {vid. Physiolooia) ; A'lTioXoyiK^, ^Etiology, or

the doctiine of the causes of disease ; UaBo^jyyLK^,

Pathology {vid. Pathologia) ; Tyteivdv, Hygiene, or

the art of preserving health ; "Ztiheiutlkti, Semeiol-

ogy. or the knowledge of the symptoms of disease,

including Diagnosis (vid. Semeiotica) ; and Qepa-

nevTiKT/, Therapeutics, or the art of healing (vid.

Thkkapeutica). With regard to the medic^ liter-

1. (Dc Arte, torn, i., p. 7, ed. KQhn.)—2. (Introd., «eu Medi-
ona, c. fl, lorn. 14, p. 6S6-S, cd. Kiihn.)—3. (Hippocr., De Pri*ca

Medic, torn, i., p. 39.—Pseudo-Galen, Introd., cap. i., p. 674.

—

Cic, Tu«c. D.ic, iii., 1.—Plin., H. N., xxii., 1.)—4. (!I. N.,

riti., 41.)—5. (Compare Pseudo-Galen, Introd., c. 1, p. 675.)—6.

iBerod,, i., 197.—Strabo, xvi., c. 1, ed. Tauchn.—Pteudn-Galen,
btrod. 1 c.)—7. (Do Ane Gsrmnost., Amstel., 4to, 1673, p. 2, 3.)
-^ (Pseudo-Galen, Inti.id., c. 7, p. 689.)

ature of the ancients, " When," says Littifl,' " one
searches into the history of medicine and th** com*
mencement of the science, the first body of doctriM
that one meets with is the collection of writingi
known under the name of the works of Hippocra-
tes. The science mounts up directly to that origin,

and there stops. Not that it had not been cultivated

earlier, and had not given rise to even numerous
productions, but everything that had been made be*

fore the physician of Cos has perished. We have
only lemaining of them scattered and unconnected
fragments ; the works of Hippocrates have alone
escaped destruction ; and, by a singular circum*
stance, there exists a great gap after them as well

as before them. The medical works from Hippoc-
rates to the establishment of the school of Alexan-
drea, and those of that school itself, are completely
lost, except some quotations and passages pre-

served iv the later writers ; so that the writings of
Hippocrates remain alone among the ruins of an-
cient medical literature." The Asclepiadae, to which
family Hippocrates belonged, were the supposed de-

scendants of .£sculapius {'AoK^^irioc), and were, in

a manner, the hereditary physicians of Greece.
They professed to have among them certain secrets
of the medical art, which had been handed down to

them from their great progenitor, and founded sev-

eral medical schools in different parts of the world.
Galen mentions* three, viz., Rhodes, Cnidos, and
Cos. The first of these appears soon to have be-

come extinct, and has left no traces of its existence
behind. From the second proceeded a collection of
observations called Kvidiac Tvijfiai, "Cnidian Sen-
tences," a work of much reputation in early times,

which is often mentioned by Hippocrates,* and
which appears to have existed in the time of Ga-
len.* The school of Cos, however, is by far the

most celebrated, on account of the grea'er number
of eminent physicians that sprang from it, and es-

pecially from having been the birthplace of the great

Hippocrates. We learn from Herodotus* that there

were also two celebrated medical schools at Croto-
na in Magna Grsecia, and Cyrene in Africa, of which
he says that the former was in his time more es-

teemed in Greece than any other, and in the next
place came that of Cyrene. But neither of these
require any particular notice here, nor will it be ne-

cessary to do more than mention the more celebra-

ted medical sects, referring for farther particulars

to their names in this work. The oldest, and per-

haps the most influential of these, was that of the

DooMATici, founded about B.C. 400 by Thes;- ilus,

the son, and Polybus, the son-in-law of Hippoc-
rates, and thence called also the Hippocratici. These
retained their influence till the rise of the Empirici,

founded by Serapion of Alexandrea and Philinos

of Cos in the third century B.C., after which time
every member of the medical profession, during a
long period, ranged himself in one of these two
sects. In the first century B.C., Themison founded
the sect of the Methodici, who held doctrines near-

ly intermediate between those of the two sects al-

ready mentioned. About two centuries later, the

Methodici were divided into numerous sects, as the

doctrines of particular physicians became more gen-

erally received. The chief of these sects were
the Pnel-matici and Eclkctici ; the former founded

by Athenffius about the middle or end of the first

century A.D. ; the latter about the same time, either

by Agathinus of Sparta or his pupil Archigenes.

The Episynthetici (c£dlcd also Hectici) are sup-

posed to have agreed very nearly in their tenets

with those of the Eclectici.

1. (OSuvm CompMUs d'llippocrate, torn, i., Introd., ch. I, ^
3.)—S. (De Meth. Med., i., 1, torn, i., p. 5, «5.)— 3. (De KM
Vict, in Morb. Acut.)—4. (Comnient. in Hippocr., lib.ut, (ML
xv..p.4a7.)-3. (lii., 131.)
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It only rijmaiiis to mention the principal medical

tuthors after Hippocrates whose worlcs are still ex-

tant, referring for more particulars respecting their

writings to the articles on Chiruroia, Di^tetica,
Pathoi.oou, Pharmaceutica, Physiologia, Semei-

oTicA, and Therapeutica. Celsus is supposed to

have lived in the Augustan age, and deserves to be

mentioned more for the elegance of his style, and
the neatness and judiciousness of his compilation,

than for any original contributions to the science of

Medicine. Indeed, many persons have doubted

whether Celsus were really a professional man, or

whether he only wrote his work " De Medicina" as

a sort of rhetorical exercise.* Dioscorides of An-
azarba, who lived in the first century after Christ,

was for many centuries the greatest authority in

Materia Medica, and was almost as much esteemed
as Galen in Medicine and Physiology, or Aristotle

in Philosophy. Aretaeus, who probably lived in the

time of Nero, is an interesting and striking writer,

both from the beauty of his language and from the

originality of his opinions. The next in chronolo-

gical order, and perhaps the most valuable, as he is

certainly the most voluminous, of all the medical
writers of antiquity, is Galen, who reigned supreme
in all matters relating to his art till the commence-
ment of modern times. He was born at Pergamus
A.D. 131, came early in life to Rome, where he
lived in great honour, and passed great part of his

days, and died A.D. 201. After him, the only wri-

ters deserving particular notice are Oribasius of
Pergamus, physician to the Emperor Julian in the

fourth century after Christ ; Aetius of Amida, who
lived probably in the sixth century ; Alexander
Trallianus, who lived something later ; and Paulus
ifjgineta, who belongs to the end of the seventh.

ME'DICUS ('larpog), the name given by the an-

cients to every professor of the healing art, wheth-
er physician or surgeon, and, accordingly, both di-

visions of the medical profession will here be inclu-

ded under that term. In Greece and Asia Minor
physicians seem to have been held in high esteem

;

for, not to mention the apotheosis of .lEsculapius,

who was considered as the father of it, there was
a law at Athens that no female or slave should prac-

tise it.* ^lian mentions one of the laws of Zaleu-
cus among the Epizephyrian Locrians, by which it

was ordered that if any one, during his illness,

should drink wine contrary to the orders of his phy-
sician, even if he should recover, he should be put
to death for his disobedience ;' and, according to

Mead, there are extant several medals struck by the
people of Smyrna in honour of different persons
belonging to the medical profession.* The follow-

ing observation concerning these medals is given by
Kiihn :* " Alii, idque liaud dubic rectius, verosimilius

exislimabant nomina in hisce nummis obvia minime
significare medicos, qui de Smymceis su<z medicce ar-

tis cognilione bene meruerint, sed potius summos illi-

us urbis magistratus. Vid. partim CI. Wise, in Mus.
Bodlei., p. 140, qui Meadianae sententiae acerbus ex-
Btitit censor, partim Jos. Eckhel, in Doctr. Num.
Veler., to. ii.,jp. 539, et Jo. Cph. Raschen, in Lex Univ.
Rci Num. Vet., to. iv., p. 2, Lips., 1790-8, qui p.

1219, plures scriptores de Smyrnaeorum nummis ad-
duxit." (In voce " Apollophanes.") If the decree
of the Athenians (published among the letters of
Hippocrates) be genuine, and if Soranus* can be de-
pended on, the same honours were conferred upon

1. (Vid. Mich. Christ. Just. Eschenbach, Epistola, <tc., xibi
" D» ^elso non Medico Practico disseritur," Lips., 4to, 1772

;

also Le Clerc's and Sprcngel's Histories of Medicine.)—2. (Hy-
einns, Fab., 274 )—3. (Var. Hist., ii., 37.)—4. (Dissertatio de
Nummis quibusdam a Smyrnsis in Medicorum honorem percus-
lis, 4to, Lond., 1724.)—5. (Additam. ad Elench. Medicor. Ve-
ter. a Jo. A. Fabricio, in Biblioth. Grsca exhibitum, 4to, Lipt.,
1836-9.)—6. (Ill ViU Hippocr.)
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that physician as had before been given to Hero
les ; he was voted a golden crown, publicly initiated

into the Eleusmian mysteries, and maintained in
the Prytaneum at the state's expense.*

As there were no hospitals among the ancients,
the chief places of study for medical pupils were
the 'AaKXTjnula, or temples of iEsculapius, where
the votive tablets furnished them with a collection

of cases. The Asclepiadas {vid. Medicina) were
very strict in examining into and overlooking the
character and conduct of their pupils, and the fa-

mous Hippocratic oath (which, if not drawn up by
Hippocrates himself, is certainly almost as ancient)
requires to be inserted here, as being the most cu-
rious medical monument of antiquity. " I swear
by Apollo the physician, by .^sculapius, by Hygeia,
and Panaceia, and all the gods and goddesses, call-

ing them to witness that I will fulfil religiously, ac-
cording to the best of my power and judgment, the
solemn promise and the written bond which I now
do make. I will honour as my parents the master
who has taught me this art, and endeavour to min-
ister to all his necessities. I will consider his chil-

dren as my own brothers, and will teach them my
profession, should they express a desire to follow it,

without remuneration or written bond. I will ad-
mit to my lessons, my discourses, and all my other
methods of teaching, my own sons, and those of
my tutor, and those who have been inscribed as pu-

pils and have taken the medical oath ; but no one
else. I will prescribe such a course of regimen as
may be best suited to the condition of my patients,

according to the best of my power and judgment,
seeking to preserve them from anything that might
prove injurious. No inducement shall ever lead me
to administer poison, nor will I ever be the author
of such advice : neither will I contribute to ao
abortion. I will maintain religiously the purity and
integrity both of my conduct and of my art. I wiU
not cut any one for the stone, but will leave that

operation to those who cultivate it {iKXf^pfjau 61

hpyuTi}ai.v uv6puaL Trpr/^ioc r^ffde). Into whatever
dwellings I may go, I will enter them with the sole

view of succouring the sick, abstaining from all in-

jurious views and corruption, especially from any
immodest action towards women or men, freemen
or slaves. If during my attendance, or even un-
professionally in common life, I happen to hear of
any circumstances which should not be revealed, I

will consider them a profound secret, and observe
on the subject a religious silence. May I, if I rigid-

ly observe this my oath, and do not break it, enjoy
good success in life, and in [the practice of] my
art, and obtain general esteem forever; should I

transgress and become a perjurer, may the reverse
be my lot." As regards the passage of the oath,

given above in the original Greek {sKx^priau 61, k. t.

X.), though the writer has translated it thus, both
here and also in page 241, he does not feel at all

sure that the other construction, viz., making -Kpfj^iof

T7/a6E depend on f/f;t:up?;(Tw, is not preferable. With
regard to the oath itself, it is generally considered
to be spurious ;* but M. Littre, the editor of the
new Paris edition of Hippocrates, believes it to bo
genuine. For a copious and learned explanation of

every clause of the oath, see Meibom's edition, Gr.

and Lat., Lugd. Bat., 4to, 1643.

Some idea of the income of a physician in those
times may be formed from the fact mentioned by

Herodotus,' that the ^ginetans (about the year B.C.

532) paid Democedes from the public treasury one
talent per annum for his services,!, e. (if we reckon,

with Hussey,* the .^ginetan drachma to be worth

1. (Compare Plin., H. N., vii., 37)—2. (Vid. J. C. Acker-
raann. Hist. Liter. Hippocr., in Fabr. Bibl. Gr., eJ. Harkj, or ia

Kuhn's cd. of Hippocr.)—3. (lii., 131.)—4. (Ancient Wei^M
and Money, &c.)
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)t. Ud.), not quite 344/. ; he afterward received

from the Atlioniana one hundred minae, i. e. (reck-

oning, with Husscy, the Attic drachma to be worth

9id.), ratherniore than 406Z. ; and he was finally at-

tracted to Samos by being offered by Polycrates a

salary of two talents, t. e. (if the Attic standard be

meant) 487/. 10*. It should, however, be added,

that Valckenaer doubts the accuracy of this state-

ment of Herodotus with respect to the ^ginetans
and Athenians (and apparently with reason), on the

ground that the latter people, at the time of their

gieatect wealth, only allowed their ambassadors
two drachmae (or 1*. Ud.) per day, t. e , somewhat
less than thirty pounds per annum.' A phy-sician,

called by Pliny both Erasistratus* and Cleombro-
lus,* is said by him to have received one hundred
talents for curing King Antiochus, which (if we sup-

pose the Attic talents of the standard of Alexan-
der's coinage to be meant, which, according to Hus-
sey, was worth 243/. 15».) would amount to 24,375/.

If, however, the Alexandrean standard, which is

found in the coins of the Ptolemies, be meant, it

would amount (reckoning the drachma as Is. 3J</.)

to 39,375/. ; an almost incredible sum. It seems to

have been not uncommon among the Greeks in those

times (as afterward in the later Roman Empire : see
Ahchiatek) for states to maintain physicians, who
were paid at the public cost;* and these, again,

had attendants, for the most part slaves, who exer-

cised their calling among people of low condition.*

The Romans derived their knowledge of medicine
at first from the Etrurians and afterward from the

Greeks. In the most ancient times the haruspices
practised medicine in connexion with the augurs,

and, in the opinion of Sprengel,* who regarded the

ancient Roman legends as historical facts, it was
probably some of these that Amulius sent to Rhea
Silva, when she was pregnant, to examine the na-

ture of her mysterious disease.' "One of the most
ancient customs at Rome, in order to ward off epi-

demic diseases, and to appease the anger of the

gods, was the interrogating the books bought by
Tarquin of the Sibyl. In the earlier times of the

Roman Republic, physicians are said by Pliny to

have been unknown,* and for some time afterward

the exercise of the profession was in a great meas-
ure confined to persons of servile rank ; for the

richer families, having slaves who were skilled in all

sorts of trades, <fcc., generally possessed one or more
that understood medicine and surgery.* To this

practice, however, there were many exceptions : e.

g., the physician who was taken prisoner with Juli-

us Caesar by the pirates at the island of Pharma-
cusa,'" and who is called his friend by Plutarch ;"

Archagathus, who, being the first foreign surgeon
that settled at Rome, had a shop bought for him at

the public expense, and was presented with the jus

Quiritium B.C. 219 ;" Artorius, who is known to

have been a physician," and who is called the friend

of Augustus ;** Asclapo, whom Cicero calls his

friend ;'* Asclepiades, the friend of Crassus the ora-

tor ;'• Eudemus, who is called by Tacitus" the friend

and physician of Livia ; and others. The hatred
borne by Cato the censor against the Greek phy-
sicians, as well as the Greek philosophers at Rome,

1. (Axiitoph., Acharn.,6e.)—3. (H. N., xxix., 3.)— 3. (H. N.,
Tii., 37.)— 4. (Xen., Mem., iv., 2, I) 5.—Plato, Gor?., <) 23.—Stra-
bo, IV.. p. 125.—DioQ. Sic, xii., J3.)—5. (Plato, De Leg., iv., p.

780, ed. Steph.—Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Athen». vol. i., p. 160.)
—«. (H.ft. de 1« Med.)—7. (Dioiiys. Hal., i., 78.)—8. (H. N.,
nix., 5.)—0. (MiddletoQ's Ensay, " De Medicorum apud Roma-
BOt degentiam couditionc," Cantab., 1726, 4to, and the varioui

tamwen to it that appeared oa its publication.)—10. (Sueton.,

Jul., 4.)— 11. (Vul. Caaaivbon's note on SuctoQiui.)—12. (Ca«-
iui Heraina ap. Plin., II. N., xxix., 6.)— 13. (Cj^I. Aurel., De
Mort>. Acut., iil., 14, p. 224.)— 14. (Plutarch, Brut., c. 41, ed.

Taachn., where, however, it should be noticed that tome edi-

tions read 'AvTiivtoi instead ofAprupio;.)— 15. (ad Fam., xiii.,

10.)—16. (Cic, De Oral., i.. 14.)—17. (Ann., iv., 3.)

is well known, but it is not tme that he eauawj
them to be expelled from Rome.' With respect to

the income made by eminent physicians in the early

times of Rome, the writer is not aware of any data
for ascertaining it ; at the beginning of the Empire,
we learn from Pliny* that Albutius, Arruntius, Cal-

petanus, Cassius, and Rubrius gained 250,000 ses-

terces per annum, i. e. (reckoning, with Hussey, the

mille nummi (setterlium) to be worth, after the reiga

of Augustus, 71. I6s. 3d.), 1953/. is. 6d. ; that Quin-
tus Stertinius made it a favour that he was content
to receive from the emperor 500,000 sesterces per

annum (or 3906/. 5s.), as he might have made
600,000 sesterces (or 4687/. lOs.) by his private

practice ; and that he and his brother, who received
the same annual income from the Emperor Claudi

us, left between them at their death, notwithstand-

ing large sums that they had spent in beautifying

the city of Naples, the sum of thirty millions of
sesterces (or 234,376/.).

Of the previous medical education necessary to

qualify a physician at Rome for the legal practice of
his profession in the early times, we know nothing ;

afterward, however, this was under the superintend-

ence of the archiatri. {Vid. Archiater.)
Two other medical titles that we meet with un-

der the emperors were latrosophisla (see the word)
and Actuarius, 'kKTovuptog The latter was a title

at the court of Constantinople, given apparently
only to physicians, and quite distinct from the use
of the word found in the earlier Latin authors.*

Besides Joannes the son of Zacharias, who is better

known by his title of Actuarius than by his real

name, several other physicians are recorded as
having arrived at this dignity.

MEDIMNUS (/xiSifivoc or /ledifjivoc oiTTjpdf), the

principal dry measure of the Greeks. It was used
especially for measuring corn. It had different

sizes in the different states of Greece. The Attic

medimnus was equal to six Roman modii. (Nepos,
Vit. Alt., c. 2.—Cic, in Verr., II., iii., 45, 46, where
Cicero explains 50,000 medimni by 300,000 modii,

and 36,000 medimni by 216,000 modii.—Suidas, *.

V.—Rhemn. Fann., v., 64.

" Hujus dimidium fert urna, ul et ipsa nudimm
Amphora, lerque capit modium.")

Suidas makes the medimnus ^108 litrae, con-

founding it apparently with the metretes. Th«
medimnus contained 11 galls. 71456 pints English.

It was divided into the following parts

:

Gallt.

each6 iKTOl,

12 rifiieKTa

48 xoivtKtt

96 iearat

192 KorvXai

1 7t*i76
7-9288

19822
9911
-4955

of which the ;to^'''f' f^<"''?f. and kotvXt] and their

farther subdivisions were common to the dry and
fluid measures, but the xoivi^v/aa of different sizes.

{Vid. Metretes, Chcenix, Xestes, Cotyla.)
MEDION (M^diov), according to Lobelius, a

species of Violet. This opinion, however, is reject-

ed by Dodonaeus and Bauhin. According to Adams,
the prevailing opinion now is, that it was the Cam-
panula laciniala.*

MEDITRINA'LIA was one of the festivals con-

nected with the cultivation of vineyards. It took

place on the eleventh of October, on which day the

people of Latium began to taste their new wine
(mustutn), and to offer libations of it to the gods.

In drinking the new wine it was customary to pro-

1. (Fui. Sprengel, Hist, de la Med.)—2. (H. N.. nix., 5.)—

1

iVid. Du Cange, Glou. Gr«c., torn, i., p. 46, and Possini, GloM
ad Pachymer/Hist. Andronici, torn. i.,j. 366, seq., and torn, ii^

p. 468, '469.)—4. (Dioscor., iv., 18.—Hardouin ad Plin., H. N<
xiTii., 79 —Bauliin, Pmax, p 113^Adams, Append., a. Ti
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nouace the words, " vetus novum vinum bibo, veteri

novo morbo mcdeor."^ Varro derives the name of

the festival from the heahng power of the new wine,

but Festus speaks of a goddess Meditrina.

MEGALE'SIA, MEGALENSIA, or MEGALEN-
SES LUDI, a festival with games celebrated at

Rome in the month of April, and in honour of the

great mother of the gods (Gybele, fteyulr] i?eof,

whence the festival derived its name). The statue

cf the goddess was brought to Rome from Pessinus

ifi the year 203 B.C., and the day of its arrival was
solemnized with a magnificent procession, lectister-

nia, and games, and great numbers of people carried

presents to the goddess on the Capitol.* The reg-

ular celebration of the Megalesia, however, did not

begin till twelve years later (191 B.C.), when the

temple which had been vowed and ordered to be

built in 203 B.C., was completed and dedicated by

M. Junius Brutus.' But, from another passage of

Livy,* it appears the Megalesia had already been

celebrated in 193 B.C. The festival lasted for six

days, beginning on the 4th of April. The season of

this festival, like that of the whole month in which
it took place, was full of general rejoicings and feast-

ing. It was customary for the wealthy Romans on

this occasion to invite one another mutually to their

repasts, and the extravagant habits and the good liv-

ing during these festive days were probably carried

to •'' very high degree, whence a senatus consultum

was issued in 161 B.C., prescribing that no one should

go beyond a certain extent of expenditure.*

The games which were held at the Megalesia

were purely scenic, and not circenses. They were
at first held on the Palatine in front of the temple

of the goddess, but afterward also in the theatres.*

The first ludi scenici at Rome were, according to

Valerius Antias, introduced at the Megalesia, i. e.,

either in 193 or 191 B.C. The day which was es-

pecially set apart for the performance of scenic

plays was the third of the festival.' Slaves were
not permitted to be present at the games, and the

magistrates appeared dressed in a purple toga and

prsetexta, whence the proverb purpura Megalensis.

The games were under the superintendence of the

curule ajdiles,* and we know that four of the extant

plays of Terence were performed at the Megalesia.

Cicero," probably contrasting the games of the Me-
galesia with the more rude and barbarous games
and exhibitions of the circus, calls them maxime
casti, solemnes, religiosi.^"

*MELAMPYRON {/leXupnvpov), the Mdampyrum
arvense, or Field Cow-wheat, according to Sprengel

and Stackhouse."
*MELAN'CRANIS {fielayKpavii), a species of

Schanus {axocvoc). Sprengel makes it the Schmnus
nigricans, or Black Bog-rush."
MELAN'IGN {ntldvLov\ according to Stack-

house, that variety of the Viola odorata which goes

by the English name of the " dark blue double vio-

let.""

•MELANTE'RIA {jielavTripia), the Inkstone.

Dioscorides says of it, that " some have taken it to

be the same with sory {aopv), from which it is dis-

tinct, though not unlike." Sprengel thinks the we-

TiavTjjpia of Dioscorides different from that of Ga-
len. The former he holds to be an arseniate of cop-

per, the other cannot be so well ascertained. Dr.

Kidd says, " The Melanteria, or Inkstone of Pliny,

seems to be a variety of sulphate of iron, that has

1. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., p. 37, Dip.— Festus, s. v. Medi-
trinalia.)—2. (Liv., xiix., 14.)—3. (Lit., xxxvi., 36.)—4. (xxxiv.,

M.)— 5. (Gellius, ii., 24.— Compare xviii., 2.)— 6. (Cic, De
Hauiip. Resp., II, &c.)—7. (Ovid, Fast., iv., 377.—^El. Spart.,

Antoain. Caiac, c. 6.)—8. (Liv., xxxiv., 54.) — 9. (De Ilanisp.

R«<p., 12.)— 10. (Vid. Ovid, Fast., iv., 179-372. — P. Manutius,

d Cic. ad Farn., ii., 11.) — 11. (Theophrast., IL P., viii., 4.)—
'.*. (Theophrast., IL P., iv., 13. — Adams, Append., «. v.)—13.

Tkaophrast., H. P., vi., (J, 7.—Adams, Append., i. t.)
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been formed in a matrix containing vegetable <».

tringent matter, which, uniting with the metallic

salt, has produced natural ink." Dr. Hill calls it a
vitriol, consisting principally of iron with a little

copper.'

MELANTH'ION [fieTidvftiov), according to

Sprengel, the Nigclla saliva, or Pepper-wort. The
seed of the /ieXuv6iov was called Gith. Pliny men-
tions its various uses in medicine.'

MELANU'RUS {ftelavovpoc), a species of Fish,
the Sparus Melanurus, called in Italian ochiata, in

French oUade. It is the Oblada of Cuvier. It is a
silvery fish, striped with blackish, and having a
broad black spot on each side of the tail, from which
latter circumstance its Greek name (which means
" black tail") is derived.'

*ME'LEA {jiTjlia). This term, used by itsell,

may, according to Adams, be supposed generally to

apply to the Pyrus malus, or Crab Apple. The opi-

fiaXig of Theocritus, he thinks, may be presumed to

be the same.*
*MELE'AGRIS (peXeaypig), the Guinea-hen or

Pintado, the Numida Meleagris of Linnasus. It was
a bird well known to the ancients, and not uncom-
mon, we may suppose, in the time of Pausanias,
who says it was an offering in the mysteries of
Isis, of persons in a moderate condition of life.

The Greeks expressed the screaming of this bird by
KayKui^eiv. The description given by Clitus, the
disciple of Aristotle, as referred to by Athenseus,

was properly applied to the Guinea-fowl by Paul-

mier, contrary to the explanation of Casaubon and
Scaliger. Varro and Pliny confound the Meleagri*

with the GalUna Africana, but Columella distin'

guishes them from one another The difference,

however, is by no means striking, and indicates

merely a variety in the species. Care must be ta-

ken not to confound the Turkey with the Meleagris,

as the former bird was not known in Europe before

the discovery of America."
MELTA {pelia). {Vid. Hasta, p. 488.)

MELIA {iieXia), a species of Ash, most probably,

according to Sibthorp and others, the Fraxinus or-

nus. The Povfielia of Theophrastus was the FraX'

inus excelsior, as Stackhouse and Schneider have

*MELIA TERRA (Mj^A/a yn), Melian Earth, so

called from the island of Melos, where it was ob-

tained. " The Melian earth of the ancients," says

Sir John Hill, " was a fine white marl, of a loose,

crumbling texture, and easily soluble in water and
other fluids. Some have imagined it to have been

of other colours ; but that it was really white we
have the unquestionable authority of Pliny. The
occasion of this error is no more than the confound-

ing of M^/liof with TAfjlivoc, which last comes from

fiijTiov, " an apple," and has no connexion whatever
with the former."'

MELILOTUS (fisT^iluToc), a species of plant,

the Melilot, or Melilotus officinalis, according to

Sprengel. Stackhouse calls it the Trifolium offici-

nale, which is only another name for the same plant.'

MELIME'LA {iieliprfka). Diophanes, a writer

mentioned in the Geoponica, makes these to have
been apples ingrafted upon quinces. They are call-

ed Mala mustea by Varro.'

1. (Dioscor., v., 179.—Paul. Mgin., vii., 3.—Adams, Append.,

s. V.)—2. (Dioscor., iii., 83.—Plin., H. N., xx., 17.)— 3. (Aria-

tot., H. A., viii., 2.—jElian, N. A., i., 41. — Griffith's Cuvier,

vol. x., p. 168.)—4. (Theophrast., H. P., i., 3; iv., 10.— Dios-

cor., i., 159. — Theocrit., Id., v., 93.)—5 (Aristot., H. A., vi., 2

—Athenajus, xiv., 20.—Beckmann's His*, of Inv., vol. ii., p. 230,

4c.) _ 6. (Theophrast., H. P., iii., 3.— Dioscor., i., 108. —Ad-
ams, Append., s. v.) — 7. (Dioscor., v., 160.— Hill ad Tlieo-

phrast., De Lapid., 107.)—8. (Theophrast., C. P.,vi., 14.—Dioi
cor., iii., 41.—Nicand., Ther., 897.—Adams, Aj-pend., s. v.)—

9

(Geopon., x., 20.—Dioscor., i., 161.—Diophamt ap. Gcopiv.'

Varro, De R. R., i., S».—Adams, Append , «. i )
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'MEIil'NE (ueA '»);), the Panieum milliaceutn, or

MUlet.*

*MELIS, the Badger, or Ursus meles. Galen has
been supposed to allude to it, as being an animal
Mcro^i; TTwc apKTov koL ovof.*

•MELISSA (jitKiaaa or -tto), the Bee. {Vid.

AriB.)

MELISSOPHYLLON {naiaaoi^vXKov), a plant,

M called because the beet are fond of its leaves, as

lUoscorides informs us. It has stalks and leaves,

affording to the same authority, like black hore-
hound, only they are bigger and narrower, not go
'ough, and smelling like citron. This description,

Wartyn thinks, agrees very well with the Melissa or

Baum, a common herb in English gardens. Varro
informs us that the Latin name for this plant was
apiastrum ; Columella, however, speaks of apiaslrum
and mclissophyllon (or meliphyllum) as of two differ-

ent herbs.'

MELOLONTHE {firiXoTioveT]), a specjps of Bee-
tle, most probably the Scarabaus melolonthe, or Cock-
chafer.*

*MELO'PEPON (firi?Mnenuv). The great diffi-

culty in determining what the mclopeponcs were,
arises from the circumstance of the ancient authors
who treated of the summer fruits frequently inter-

changing the terms by which they were designated.

"Even Ludovicus Nonnius," observes Adams, " who
has bestowed so much pains in illustrating the Res
Cibaria of the ancients, admits himselfmuch at a loss

in deciding what the mclopeponcs were, but, upon
ihe whole, inclines to think that they were a pecu-

liar kind of melons. Schneider, in like manner,
supposes the fiijTionenuv to be referable to the Cu-
eumis melo, L. At all events, it is certain that the

HsiXoiriiruv of the Greeks is the *tnela' of Palla-

iius. The term melopepo is now applied to the

^nash, a fruit used for food both in the East and in

Imerica. May not this have been itie firjloTzinuv of

he Greeks ?'»

•MEMAI'CYLON (fiefiaUvXav), the fruit of the

\7ild Strawberry-tree. (Vid. Arbutus.)*
MEMBllA'NA. (Vid. Libeb.)

•MENANTHUS (fiEvav0o(). The Bog Bean, an
aqu&tic plant. " This," observes Adams, " is clear-

ly the rp/^vAAof of the Geoponica. From the union
of these two terms the Bog-bean derives its scien-

tific nam3, Mcnyanlhes trefoliata. Some authorities

erroneousljf take it for the iao-nvpov of Dioscorides.

It may be supposed that it is the (irivvavdiq of Ni-

cander, but Sprengel contends that the latter is the

Psoralea bilumi-^cja, L., on what authority, however,
I cannot discover."^

MENELA'EIA (fieveXueia), a festival celebrated

atTherapnae, in L^conia, in honour of Menelaus and
Helena, who were believed to be buried there.*

Menelaus was to the Lacedemonians what Nestor
was to the Mcssenians, a moOsl cf a wise and just

king, and hence they raised him to the rank of one
of the great gods,* and honoured him and Helena
with annual and solemn sacrifices at Therapnsfc,

which continued to be offered in the days of Isocra

les.** These solemnities are sometimes called 'EAi-

MENSA (rpuneCa), a Table. The simplest kind

of table was one with three legs, round, called eilii-

ba,* and in Greek rpinov^.* ft is shown m th<

drinking-scene painted on the wall of a winc-shup
at Pompeii.* (See woodcut ) The term rpuirtia,

thougb commonly used in Greek for a table of any

1. (Theophnut., C. P., ii., 12.)- -2. (Adami, Append., f. t.)—
I. (Theophrast., H. P., ri., 1.— Dioicor., iji., 108. — Nicand.,

rh«r., 5M.— Plin., H. N., ixi., 20 — Martjm ad Virg., Georjr.,

IT . M.—Adams, Append., ». r.)—4. (Aristot., H. A., v., 4.—Ad-
tma, Append, s. T.)—5. (P. jEgin., i., 80.—Bauhin, Pinai, 619.

—Adams, Append, «. v.)— 6. (Theophrast., H. P., iii., 15.)—7.
(Tlieophrast', II. P., ir., 11.—Geo)>on., ii., 4. — Nicand., Ther.,

UO, 528.—Sprenjfel ad Uioscor., iii.. 13. — Adams, Appecd., s.

».)—«. (Pais., iii., 19, 9.) — 9. (Isorr., Panath., p. 24". B.)—
10. (Ilclsa Encom., f Sid, D.) —11. {Vid. Creiur Srnbol
\ii., p. 38 )

4 1.

kind, must have denoted one which indicated a
higher degree of luxury and refinement, since it

meant, according to its etymology, a four-legged ta-

ble. (See woodcut, p. 188.) Horace used at Rome
a dining-table of white marble, thus combining neat-
ness with economy.* For the houses of the opu-
lent, tables were made of the most valuable and
beautiful kinds of wood, especially of maple ((xdn.-

Safivivy,* acerna*), or of the citrus of Africa, which
was a species of cypress or juniper (Citrca''). For
this purpose the Romans made use of the roots and
tubers of the tree, which, when cut, displayed the
greatest variety of spots, beautiful waves, and curl-

ing veins. The finest specimens of tables so adorn-
ed were sold for many thousand pounds.* Besides
the beauty of the boards (enidr/ftara), the legs of
these tables were often very tasteful, being carved
in imitation of hon's or tiger's feet, and made of

ivory.*

One of the principal improvements was the inven-
tion of the monopodium, a round table supported h}

a single foot ; this, with other elegant kinds of fur-

niture, was introduced into Rome from Asif ivfinor

by Cn. Manlius." Under the Roman empero 3 sem-
icircular tables were introduced, called mensa luna-

ta, from comparing them to the half-moon, and sig-

mata, because they had the form of that letter, (^.*'

This lunate table was surrounded by a sofa of the
same form, called stibadium, which was adapted to

hold seven or eight persons.**

As the table was not very large, it was usual to

place the dishes and the various kinds of meat upon
it, and then to bring it, thus furnished, to the place
where the guests were reclining.'* On many occa-
sions, indeed, each guest either had a small table to

himself, or the company was divided into part.-s of
two or three, with a separate table for each party,

as is distinctly represented in the woodcut at page
326. Xenophon describes a great entertainment
given by Scuthes, king of the Thracians, at which
the guests formed a large circle, a small three-leg-

ged table being placed before each person.** Al-

though it is certain that dishes were in many cases
brought to be laid before the guests upon the table,

yet the common practice of bringing to them the
Doard, already supplied, gave origin to such phrases

as mensam appmtere or opponcre,^* and tnensam au-
y.rre or removere.^* As the board of the table is

1. (Festas, a. t.— Varro, De Line. Lat., t., 25, p. 123, ed.

Speugel.— Hor., Sat., 1., iii., 13. — Ovid, Met., viii., 6fl2.)— 2.

(Xen., Anab.. vii., 3, l> 10. — Athen., iy., 21, 35; v., 28.) — ».

(Cell's Pompeiana, 1832, vol. ii., n. 11.)— 4. (S.-it., I , vi., 110.)

—5. (Athen., ii., 32.)—6. (Hor., Sat., II., viii., 10.—Mart., xiT.,

90.)—7. (Cic, Verr., II., iv., 17. —Mart., ii., 43.—Id., xir., 89.

—Plin., H. N.. xiii., 29.)— 8. (Plin.. II. N., xiii., 29.— Id. ib.,

xvi., 26, 84.—TertuU., De Pallio, sub fin.—Aiiiin, on Ornamea*-
al Woods, p. 23, 2i.)—9. (Athen.. 1. c—Mart., li.. 43. 49.)—10.

(Plin.. H. N.. xxxiv., 8.) — 11. (Lamprid.. Hcl., 25, 29.)— 1»
(Mart., X., 48. — Id., xir., 87.) — 13. (Athrn., li.. 55 — Id., jr.,

28.)— 14. (Anab., vii., 3, 21.)— 15. (Plaut.. Asm., V., i-j.^
Most., 1., iii., 150.—Cic, Att., xiv.. 21.—Grid. Met., vin., ITt
— 1«. (Plant., Amphit., II., H , 174 -Viig., JEa., i., 216.)
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ealled by a distinct name, Imdfi/ia,^ it appears that

it was very frequently made separate from the tri-

pod or other stand (Ki^XlBnc) on which it was fixed.

Among the Greeks the tables were not covered

with cloths at meals, but were cleansed by the use

of Met sponges* or of fragrant herbs.'

Under the influence of the ideas of hospitality,

which have prevailed universally in the primitive

stales of society, the table was considered sacred.*

Small statues of the gods were placed upon it.* On
this account Hercules was worshipped under the

title rpairi^iog and kniTpaTri^ioc. The Cretans ate

jn public ; and in the upper part of their uvdpetov,

or public dining-room, there was a constant table

set apart for strangers, and another sacred to Jupi-

ter, called Tpdne^a ^evia, or Aiog ^tviov.^

The two principal courses of a dEcnvov and ccena,

or a Greek and Roman dinner, were called respect-

ively Trpurri rpdne^a, devrepa rpdne^a, and mensa
prima, mensa secunda. {Vtd. Ccena, Deipnon.)

A stone tablet, supported by four other stones,

was sometimes used, as it is in modern times, to

cover a grave.' ( Vid. Funus, p. 457.)

MENSA'Rir, MENSULA'RII, or NUMULA'RII,
were a kind of public bankers at Rome who were
appointed by the state ; they were distinct from the

argentarii, who were common bankers, and did bu-

siness on their own account.* The mensarii had
their banks {mensa), like ordinary bankers, in the

Forum, and in the name of the aerarium they offer-

ed ready money to debtors who could give security

to the state for it. Such an expediency was devi-

sed by the state only in times of great distress.

The first time that mensarii (quinqueviri mensarii)

were appointed was in 352 B.C., at the time when the

plebeians were so deeply involved in debt that they

were obliged to borrow money from new creditors

in order to pay the old ones, and thus ruined them-
selves completely.' (Compare Interest op Mon-
ey, and Argentarii.) On this occasion they were
also authorized to ordain ihat cattle or land should

be received as payment at a fair valuation. Such
bankers were appointed at Rome at various times,

and whenever debts weighed heavily upon the peo-

ple, but, with the exception of the first time, they ap-

pear, during the time of the Republic, to have always
been triumviri mensarii.'" One class of mensarii,

however (perhaps an inferior order), the mensularii

or nvmularii, seem to have been permanently em-
ployed by the state, and these must be meant when
we read, that not only the aerarium, but also private

individuals, deposited in their hands sums of money
which they had to dispose of As Rome must have
often been visited by great numbers of strangers,

these public bankers had also, for a certain per cent-

age, to exchange foreign money and give Roman
coinage instead, and also to examine all kinds of
coins, whether they were of the proper metal, and
genuine or not.'* During the time of the Empire,
such permanent mensarii were appointed under the
control of the praefectus urbi, and formed a distinct

corporation.'*

Bankers appointed by the state also existed in

other ancient towns, and Cicero'* mentions mensarii
at Temnos, in Asia Minor, who were appointed by
the people.

MENSIS (nr,v), a Month. The division of the
year into twelve lunar months must have been
known to the Greeks from very early times, for in the

1. (Athen., 1. c—Pollux, Onom., x., 81.)—2. (Horn., Od., i.,

IH.—Id. ib., XX., 151.—Mart., xiv., 144.)-3. (Ovid, Met., viii.,

685.)—4. (Juv., ii., 110.)—5. (Amob. contra Gentes, lib. ii.)

—

«. (Athen., iv., 22.—Hbck'i Kreta, iii.,p. 120-128.)—7. (Becker,
Charikles, ii., p. 191, 193.)—8. (Dig. 2, tit. 13, s. 6.)—9. (Liv.,

ni.,21.)—10. (Liv., ixiii.,21.—ld.,xxvi.,36.)—11. (Tacit., Ann.,
vi., 17.—Di?. 16, tit. 3,8. 7 ; 42. tit. 5, b. 24.)— 12. (Dig. 46, tit.

8, 9. 39.)—13. (Dig. 1, "tit. 12, s. 1.—Cod.Theod., 16, tit. 4,s.5.)

~14 (Pro Flacco, 19.)
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Homeric j>oeir.a t^e lunar months appear quild fa

miliar to che.ii. T'^e day of the new moon, or thf

first day of every nr.onth (vovfirjvia), was sacred tc

Apollo.' The moiiih itself, however, does not seem
to have been subdivided into any other periods than
those of the increase and decrease of the moon (row

fiev (pdivovTog f^Vi^oc, rov 6' Icrrafievoio*). In the time,

of Hesiod' the lunar month was reckoned as con-
taining 30 days, although it must have been known
to have contained in reality less than 30 days. {Vid.

Calendar, p. 190.) The discrepancy between the

lunar and solar year rendered it necessary every
other year to intercalate a thirteenth month {fiifp

k/i66^ifiog), which, however, is not mentioned eithei

in Homer or Hesiod, and the time of its introduc-

tion is unknown.* This necessarily produced con
fusion in the number of days of a year, to avoid

which Solon established the rule that at Athens
months of 30 and 29 days should alternate with
each other,* and called the thirtieth day (rpta«of)

of a month tvj) koI via, as such a day partly be-

longed to the month which was ending, and partly

to the new month.* Thus arose a regular lu-

nar year of 354 days, and, in order to make this

agree with the solar year, a month was intercalated

every third year {rpuTiipu;''). Respecting the names
of the Attic months and their division into decads,

see Calendar* and Clinton.' The Hecatombaeon,
or first month of the Attic year, coincides very

nearly with our July, and Scirrophorion, or the last,

with our June." While in Attica the 12 lunar

months were established for religious purposes, the

various kinds of business of ordinary life were here,

as in other parts of Greece, regulated according to

various other phenomena, such as the rising and
setting of certain stars," the arrival and departure

of the birds of passage,'* and the like.

The months of the other Greek states differed

from those of the Athenians not only in their names,
but also in the time of their commencement,'* and
it was only in very few instances that the beginning

of the months in another Greek state perfectly co-

incided with the Attic months. This is the more
surprising as they were all lunar months, and should,

consequently, have all commenced on the first day
of a new moon ; but this diflference arose from the

different modes of intercalation to make the lunar

year agree with the solar one, so that the difference

was not very great. In all parts of Greece, how-
ever, the division of a month into decads, and the

mode of stating the day of a month, were the same
as those customary in Attica.

Among the Spartan months we only know the

names of five, viz., Gerastius, Artemisius, Phlya-

sius, Hecatombeus, and Carneus. The last of these

answered to the Attic Metageitnion,'* and the Arte-

misius to the Attic Elaphebolion.'* The others are

uncertain. That the Spartan months in their com-
mencement differed by two davs from the Attic

ones, is clear from Thucydides.'*

The chronology of the Boeotians seems to have

been very irregular in early times, and the time of

the commencement of their months differed from

that of the Attic months ;-' but in 371 B.C. their

months appear to have perfectly coincided with

those of Attica.'* The first month of the BcBotian

year was called Bucatius, and coincided with the

1. (Od.. XX., 156. with the schol.—Id. ib., xxi., 258.—Compare

X., 14 ; xii., 325.—Hesiod., Op. et D., 770.)—2. (Od., xir., 162.)

—3. (1. c.)—4. (Ideler, Handb. der Chronol., i., p. 263, <fec.)—5.

(Geminus, c. 6.)—6. (Plut., Sol., 25.—Diog. Laert.. i., 2, 9, and

11.)—7. (Censorin., c. 18.)—8. (1. c.)—9. (Fast. Hell., i., Ap-

pend.,iii.)— 10. (Ideler, I.e., p. 286.)—11. (.Ssch., Prom., 453.)

—12. (AriBtoph.,Av.,710.—Hesiod, Op. etD., 448.)— 13. (Aris-

tox., Harmon. Elem., ii., p. 30, ed. Meure.—Plut., Aristid., 19,

sub fin.)— 4, (Plut., Nic, 28.)— 15. (Thucyd.. v., 19.)— 16. (it.,

118, 119 ; ?., 19.) - 7. (Plot., Aristid., 19.)—18. (Plut., Camil.,

19.)
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Atti: Gamelion.* Uesides this first month, the

names of six others are known, viz., Hermaeus
(Attic Anlhesterion), Prostaterius (Attic Elaphebo-

hon), Hipiwdromius (Attic Hecatombaeoa'), Pane-

mus (Attic Metageitnion'), Alalcomenius (Attic

Maimacterion), and Damatrius (Attic Pyanepsion).

Among the months of the Eleans only the name
of one is known with certainty, viz., the Elaphius,

which is described as the month in which the ver-

nal equinox took place. But there are two other

names, Parthenius and ApoUonius, which are like-

wise believed to be the names of Eiean months.*

The first of the Delphian months seems to have
been the Bysius, which coincided with the Attic

Munychion. It fell at the time of the vernal equi-

nox, and in it the Pythian games were celebrated.

Besides this, the names of eight others are known,
viz., Theoxenius, Ilieus, Domus, Synelius, Thelu-

tius, Bucatius, Heraclius (Attic Thargelion), and
Dionysius.*

Of the months of the Corcyrseans only three are

known, viz., Machaneus, Artemitius, and Eucleius,

which was the twelfth.

The Cretan months are Imalius, Artamitius, Tber-
molaeus, Dromaeus, &.c.

The Sicilian months were Carneius (Alt. Meta-
geitnion), Panemos, &c.'

The Cyprian months are all known, but most of

their names seem to belong to the time of the Ro-
man Empire. They are, .^nicus, Junius (ancient-

ly Adonis), Caesareus, Sebastus, Autocratoricus,

Demarchexasius, Plethypatus, Archiereus, Hesthi-

118, and Romaeus.
The Macedonians, like the Greeks, divided their

year into 12 lunar months, and their names and or-

der of succession may be gathered from Josephus
and Suidas. Their year began in the autumn, and
their first month fell partly in our October and part-

ly in our November. The neunnes and the order of

their months were as follow : Dius, Apellaeus, Au-
dynaeus, Peritius, Dystrus, Xanthicus, Artemisius,

Dassius, Panemus, Lous, Gorpiaeus, and Hyperbere-

taeus. The Macedonian months, after the time of

Alexa:jder, were adopted by the Syro-Macedonian
cities, and by the Greek cities of Asia generally,

and were retained until the reformation of the Ro-
man calendar by J. Caesar, after which time all the

Greeks, both in Europe and in Asia, gradually be-

gan to adopt the new Roman calendar, though the

ancient names of their months, as well as the an-

cient time of the commencement of their year, re-

mained in most cases as they had been before.^

For an account of the Roman months, see Calen-
dar, Roman.
MENSO'RES, Measurers or Surveyors. This

name was applied to various classes of persons

whose occupation was the measurement of things.

1. It was applied to land-surveyors, who meas-
ured and defined the extent of fields, and appear to

have been the same as the agrimensores.' (Com-
pare AORIMENSORES.)

2. To persons who measured in the Roman
camps the space to be occupied by the tents. They
must be distinguished from the metatores, who se-

lected the place for a camp.'
3. To a class of officers during the time of the

Empire who provided quarters for the soldiers in

the towns through which they passed and where
they made a temporary stay. They not only as-

signed to each soldier the house in which he was to

be quartered, but also wrote the name of the occu-

I. (Plut., Pelon., 25.)—2. (Plut., Camill., 19.)—3. (Plat., 1.

e.)—4. (Ideler, llandb., i., p. 366.)—5. (Coraini, Fa»t. Att., ii.,

6 437.)— •. (Vid. Comni, 1. c.)—7. (Compare Clinton, Fa«t.

eU.,ii., Append., iv.)- 8 (Coluin.,T< \.)—9. (Veget., De Re
Mil . ii., 7.)

pant upon ihe doorpost, and he who effaced (t Je
struyed this name was punished as a falsi reus.'

4. Mcnsor sedificiorum is sometimes appli<^d to

architects, or more especially to such architects aa

conducted the erection of public buildings, the plans

of which had been drawn up by other architects.*

5. Mensores frumcntarii was the name of offi-

cers who had to measure the com which was con-

veyed up the Tiber for the public granaries.* They
were stationed in the port near Ostia, and were em-
ployed under the praefectus annonae. 'i'heir name
is mentioned in various ancient inscriptions.

ME'NUSIS (uvwaii). (Vid. Ecclesia.)

MERCEDON'IOS or MERCIDI'NOS. (VuL
Calendar, Roman, p. 194.)

MERENDA. ( Vid. Ccena, p. 275.)

MERIDIA'NI. {Vid. Gladiatorkb, p. 476.)

MEROPS (jiipoip), a species of Bird, the Merof$
apiastcr, or Bee-eater. " It is rarely met with in

England," says Adams, "but is comnnon in the

south of Europe, and hence its frequent mention ia

•MESP'ILE (fieamXTi) or MESP'ILUS {ftiairihK)

the Medlar-tree, or Mtspilus tanacetifolm. Smith.
" The two species of Medlar described by Dioscori*

des, and subsequent writers on the Materia Medico^

are referred by Sprengel to the Mespilus azarolus,

Smith (Azarola, or Neapolitan Medlar), and the M.
Germanica (common Medlar)."'

MET^. (Vid. Circus, p. 253.)

METAGEITNIA, a festival celebrated by the

Attic demos Melite, in honour of Apollo Metageit-

nion. The chief solemnities consisted in offering

sacrifices, and the festival was believed to com-
memorate the emigration (yeiTviaaic irpog kripovg)

of the inhabitants of Melite to Diomis.*

METHO'DICI (Me^oJi/cot), an ancient medical

sect, whose history begins with Themison, a pupil

of Asclepiades, in the first century B.C.' He dif-

fered from his master in many respects, condemned
his errors,* contributed much to rectify Lis princi-

ples, and introduced a greater precision into his

system.* He was the first who chose the middle
way between the tenets of the Dogiuatici and Em-
pirici, the traces of which he believed he discovered

in the theory of his master. Their doctrines are

thus summed up by Celsus :" " They assert that the

knowledge of no cause whatever bears the least

relation to the method of cure ; and that it is suffi-

cient to observe some general symptoms of distem-

pers ; and that there are three kinds of diseases,

one bound, another loose (the word in the c iginal

is fluent, that is, a disorder attended with some dis-

charge), and the third a mixture of these. For that

sometimes the excretions of sick people are too

small, sometimes too large ; and sometimes one
particular excretion is deficient, while another ia

excessive. That these kinds of distempers are

sometimes acute and sometimes chronic, some-
times increasing, sometimes at a stand (where our

author means the axu^ of a disease, after which it

increases no more), and sometimes abating. As
soon, then, as it is known to which of these classes

a distemper belongs, if the body be bound, it must
be opened ; if it labours under a flux, it must be

restrained ; if the distemper be complicated, then

the most urgent malady must be first opposed. And
that one kind of treatment is required in acute, an-

1. (Cod. Thood., 7, tit. 8, . 4.)—2. (Plin., Epi«t., x., 28, 29.)

—3. (Dig. 27, tit. 1, «. 26.— Cod. Theod., 14, tit. 9, s. », and tit.

15, s. 1.)—4. (Aristot., II. A., V.., 1.—.Elmn, N. A., i., 49.—

Adami, Append., 8. t.)—5. (Thcophraat., II. P—D'^corM h
169.—Adami, Append., a. v.)—«. (Plut., Ue Eiil.. p. 601, B.—
Compare Suidaa and Uarpocralion, ». v. Mfru){ir»|(iii».)—

7

(Plin., H. N., xxix., 5.)—8. (Crl. Aurel., Chron., i., 1, p. 287

c. 4, p. 323, ed. Amman.)—9. (Galen, Introd.. c 1, ton. «jt., p
063, 064, ed. KUhn.)—10 'De Medic, lib. i., l>Tiefat.)
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other in inveterate distempers ; another when dis-

eases are increasing, another when at a stand,

and another when inclining to health. That the

observation of these things constitutes the art of

medicine, which they define as a certain way of

proceeding, which the Greeks call method (MeSotJof),

and affirm it to be employed in considering those

thiugs that are common to the same distempers

:

nor are they willing to have themselves classed

either with the rationalists (:. e., the Dogmatici) or

with those who regard only experiments (i. e., the

Empirici) ; for they dissent from the first sect in

that they will not allow medicine to consist in form-

ing conjectures about the occult things ; and also

from the other in this, that they hold the observa-

tion of experiments to be a very small part of the

art."—(Futvoye's translation.)

As the seeking after the causes of diseases seemed
to him to rest on too uncertain a foundation, for

this reason he wished to establish his system upon
the analogies and indications common to many dis-

eases {Koivdrijg), without reflecting that these anal-

ogies are often as occult, and even oftener, than all

the causes of the Dogmatici. However, this idea

of the common analogies of the morbid state had
the great advantage of contributing afterward to the

perfection of the science of Semeiology. If, says

Sprengel,* Themison had chosen for his basis anal-

ogies that were easy to be recognised, or really

morbid states, instead of simple maladies of the

solid parts, of which he only admitted a very small

number, the system of the Methodici would have
been the best of all ; but, deceived by the Corpus-

cular Philosophy of his master Asclepiades, he would
not admit any other common symptoms than those

given by the Strictum and the Laxum, the being

confined or relaxed, and the intermediate state.

Thus he was compelled to contradict himself, and
commit the more errors the more he tried to escape
by the fisOodoc the tenets both of the Empirici and
Dogmatici. Themison appears to have written sev-

eral works, which are now lost, but of which the

titles are preserved by Caslius Aurelianus.* His
followers were very numerous, but the following

only deserve notice here : Soranus, the author of

several works, of which two only are still extant,

HcjOt ^rifiEcuvKarayfiuTuv, "DeSignisFracturarum,"
and Tlepl M^rpag km TvvatKeiov klSoiov, " De Utero
et Pudendo Muliebri ;" Caelius Aurelianus, the prin-

cipal writer of this sect, whose work " De Morbis
Acutis et Chronicis" is one of the most valuable

of antiquity ; Moschion, author of the work Hspi
t uv TwaiKELuv HadiJv, " De Mulierum Passionibus ;"

Thessalus of Tralles, of whom nothing remains, but
who was, in a manner, the second founder of the

sect, and who (if we may trust Galen, who always
mentions him with the greatest contempt) conferred
no honour on the medical professsion either by his

talents or his character.

METOIKOI (McrotKot) is the name by which, at

Athens and in other Greek states, the resident
aliens were designated, and these must be distin-

guished from such strangers as made only a tran-

sitory stay in a place, for Harpocration* expressly
mentions as a characteristic of a fieroiKoc that he
resided permanently in the place. No city of Greece,
perliaps, had such a number of resident aliens as
Athens, as none afforded to strangers greater ad-

vantages and conveniences, or a more agreeable
mode of living. In the census instituted by Deme-
trius Phalereus (309 B.C.), the number of resident

aliens at Athens was 10,000, in which number
women and children were probably not included.*

These aliens were persons from all parts of Greece,

1. (Hilt, de la MM.)—2. (De Morb. Chron., i., 1, p. 285; i.,

1 p. 323 ; ii., 7 p. 387, &c.)—3. (s. v.)—4. (Athen., vi., p. 272.)

tuu«

as well as from barbarous countriea, such as Lydi-

ans, Phrygians, and Syrians, or Attic freedmen {vid.

LiBERTus, Greek), and these people had chosen
Athens as their adoptive country, eith'*"' on account
of its resources for amusement and instruction, oi

on account of the facilities it afforded for carrying

on mercantile burjiness. The latter class of persona
seems to have been by far the most numerous. The
jealousy with which the citizens of the ancient
Greek republics kept their body clear of intruders,

is also manifest in their regulations concerning
aliens. However long they might have resided in

Athens, they were always regarded as strangers,

whence they are sometimes called fevoi ; and to re-

mind them of their position, they had on some oc-

casions to perform certain degrading services to the
Athenian citizens. The services {vid. Hydriapho-
ria) were, however, in all probability, not intended
to hurt the feelings of the aliens, but were simply
acts symbolical of their relation to the citizens.

Aliens were not allowed to acquire landed prop-

erty in the state they had chosen for their residence,

and were, consequently, obliged to live in hired

houses or apartments,* and hence the letting of
houses was a subject of much speculation and profit

at Athens. As the aliens did not constitute a part

of the state, and were yet in constant intercourse

and commerce with its members, every alien was
obliged to select a citizen for his patron (npoaTUTTn),
who was not only the mediator between them and
the scale, through whom alone they could transact

any legal business, whether private or public, but
was, at the same time, answerable (iyyvrjrfjg) to the
state for the conduct of his client." On the other

hand, however, the state allowed the aliens to carry
on all kinds of industry and commerce under the
protection of the law ; in fact, at Athens, nearly all

business was in the hands of aliens, who on this

account lived for the most part in the Pirseeus.*

Each family of aliens, whether they availed them-
selves of the privilege of carrying on any mercantile
business or not, had to pay an annual tax (hetoikiov

or ^evtKo.) of twelve drachmae, or, if the head of the

family was a widow, of only six drachmie.* If

aliens did not pay this tax, or if they assumed the

right of citizens, and probably, also, in case they re-

fused to select a patron, they not only forfeited the
protection of the state, but were sold as slaves.

(Vid. AnP02TA2IOT TPA^H.) In some cases,

however, though they are of rare occurrence, aliens,

without having the isopolity, might become exempt
from the neroiKLov {ureXeta fierotKiov) as well as
from other obligations.* Extraordinary taxes and
liturgies {ela^opai and Xetrovpyiai) devolved upon
aliens no less than upon citizens,* though there

must have been a difference between the liturgies

performed by citizens and those performed by aliens.

In what this difference consisted is nowhere ex-

pressly mentioned, but we have reason to believe

that, with the exception of the trierarchy and gym-
nasiarchy, all other liturgies might devolve upon
aliens, though perhaps only on certain occasions, aa

the choregia at the festival of the Lentea.' The
extraordinary taxes {daipopai) which aliens had to

pay, seem also, in some degree, to have differed from
those paid by citizens ; and it is clear from Demos-
thenes* that they were taxed higher than citizens

of the same census. The aliens were also obliged,

like citizens, to serve in the regular armies and in

1. (Dcmosth., Pro Phorm., p. 946.—Xtn., De Vectiir., ii-, 2
—Aristot., CEcon., ii., 2, 3.—Compare Bi>okJ's Publ. jEcon., i.,

I) 24.)—2. (Etymol. M., s. v. 'ATrpouratriou.)—3. (Xen., De Vec-
tig-.,c. 2.— Id., De Rep. Ath., i., 12.)—4. (BOckh, Publ. Econ.,
iii., I) 7.—Isaeus ap. Harpocrat., s. v. MtToiVior.)—5. (DemoBth.,
c. Aristocrat., p. 691.—Plut., Vit. dec. Orat., p. 842.—Demosth.,
c. Aristog., p. 787.— Suidas, s. v. McrotKiov.)—6. (Demnsth., c.

Androt., p. 612.)—7. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Pint., 9.54.—Compar*
BSckh, Publ. Econ , iv , * 10.)—8. (c. Androt., p. 609 and «UJ
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the fleet, both abroad and at home, for the defence
of the city.' Res|)ecling those furoiKoi who had
obtained the laoriXeia, see Civitas, p. 259. The
heirs of a fiiroiKoc who died in Attica were under
the jurisdiction of the polemarch.*
The preceding account of the condition of the

aliens at Athens will apply, with very few modifica-

tions, to most other parts of Greece.'
METRE'TES (fierprjTrjg), the principal Greek

liquid measure. The Attic metretes was equal in

capacity to the amphora, containing 8 galls. 7"365

pints English. (Fid. Amphora.) It was divided into

H -cepufita, each
12 ,vovf " . .

48 ;\^^oivt/c£f " . .

72 fecrrai "
. .

144 KOTvXai "

{Vid. Chous, Chcenix, Xkstes, Cotyla.) The
smaller liquid measures were of very variable sizes

;

their names were fiwrpov {vid. Mystrum), b^vCa-

fkov {vid. Oxvbaphum), Kvadog {vid. Cyatuds), Koyxv
(vid. Concha), ;j.'''u^ {vid. Cheme), Kox^cdpiov {vid.

Cochlear).
In other places the metretes had a different size.

Gsden* says that the Syrian metretes contained 120
^iarai. The Macedonian metretes is inferred to
have been much smaller than the Attic, from the
circumstance mentioned by Aristotle* of an ele-

phant's drinking 14 of them at once.

METRO'NOMI {fierpovo/ioi) were officers at
Athens belonging to that class which we might
term police-officers. They were, like all officers of
tJiis kind, appointed by lot. Their number is stated
differently: some say that there were fifteen (ten
for the Piraeeus and five for the city) ; some say
twenty-four (fifteen for the Piraeeus and nine for

tho city) ; and others state that ithere were only
ten, five for the Piraeeus and five for the city.*

Bockh' would alter all these passages of the gram-
marians so as to make them say that the whole
number of metronomi was fifteen, and that ten were
for thi city and five for the Piraeeus, because the
sitoph> laces were distributed in the same manner.
But there does not appear sufficient ground for

such a bold alteration, and it seems, at any rate,

probable that the number of these officers, as the
grammarians state, was necessarily greater in the
port-town than in the city, for there must have been
more business for them in the Piraeeus than at

Athens, which was not the case with the sitophy-

laces. The duties of the metronomi were to watch
that the weights and measures used by tradesmen
and merchants should have the size and weight
prescribed by the laws, and either to punish offend-
ers or to receive complaints against them, for the
real nature of the jurisdiction of the metronomi is

not known.*
METRO'POLIS. {Vid. Colonia, p. 284.)
MEUM {/^nov), a plant, the Meum Athamanticum,

or Ligusticum Meum, Hooker ; in English, Spignel,
Meu, or Bald-money. Moses Charras says of it,

' Meum or Spignel is called Athamantic from the
mountain Athamas in Thessaly, where it grows
plentifully. The leaves are small, and like those
of anise."*

MILAX {fiiXafj, a plant, the Bindweed, of which
several kinds are mentioned by the ancient writers.

1. (Xen., Do Vectig., 1. c—Thucyd., ii., 13; iv., 80.—De-
moslh., c. Philip., i., p. 50.—Thucyd., i., 143.—Id., iii., 16.)—2.
(Demosth., c. Steph., ii., p. 1135.)—3. (Compare Petitus, Leg-.
Att., ii., 6, p. 246, <kc.—F. A. Wolf, Proleg. ad Lcptin., p. livi.,
&c.—Hermann, Polit. Ant., ^ 115.)—4. (Frag., c. 7.)—5. (H.
A., viii., 9.)—6. (Harpocrat., Suidas, Phot., and Lex. Seg., a. r.

McTf>oy6noi.)—7. (Publ. Econ., i., 4 9, n. 193.)—8. (Meier and
SchOmann, Att. Proc., p. 93, &c.)—9. (DioKor., i., 3.—Adams,
Ai>D«nd., s. r.)

The more conmion form of the name is Smilax,
which see.

MILLIA'RE, MILLIA'RIUM, or M!LLE PAS-
SUUM QiiXiov), the Roman mile, consisted of 1000
paces {passua) of 5 feet each, and was, therefore,

=6000 feet. Taking the Roman foot at 11 6496
English inches {vid. Pes), the Roman mile would
be 1618 English yards, or 142 yards less than the
English statute mile. By another calculation, in

which the foot is taken at 11 62 inches, the mile
would be a little moie than 1614 yards. The num-
ber of Roman miles in a degree of a large circle of
the earth is a very little more than 75. The most
common term for the mile is mille passuum, or only
the initials M. P. ; sometimes the word passuum is

omitted.' The Roman mile contained 8 Greek
stadia.

The milestones along the Roman roads were call-

ed milliaria. They were also called lapides ; thus
we have ad tertium lapidem (or without the word
lapidem) for three miles from Rome. Augustus
erected a gilt pillar in the Forum, where the princi-

pal roads terminated, which was called milliarium

aureum ; but the miles were not reckoned from it,

but from the gates of the city. Such central marks
appear to have been common in the principal cities

of the Roman Empire. The " London stone" in

Cannon-street is supposed to have marked the cen-
tre of the Roman roads in Britain.'

*MILOS (/itAof ), the Taxus baccala, or Yew-tree.
" Nicander," says Adams, " gives a very accurate
account of its effects as a poison."*

MILTOS {fiarog), " the Beddle of Kirwan and
Aikin, and Red Chalk of Jameson and Philips. It

is the Rubrica of the Latins, and not the Minium,
as has been supposed. Theophrastus describes two
kinds, the avrd/iaro^, or native, and the rexviK^, or
factitious ; this last is formed from yellow-ochre by
burning. Reddle was used extensively in ancient
times for painting ships, and hence Homer calls

them fiiKTOTrdpTjoc."*

MIMUS Quftoc) is the name by which, in Greece
and at Rome, a species of the drama weis designa*
ted, though the Roman mimus differed essentially

from the Greek /xlfiog.

The Greek mimus seems to have originated
among the Greeks of Sicily and southern Italy, and
to have consisted originally of extempore represent-
ations or imitations of ridiculous occurrences of
common life at certain festivals, like the Spartan
deicelistae. At a later period these rude represent-

ations acquired a more artistic form, whicii was
brought to a high degree of perfection by Sophron
of Syracuse (about 420 B.C.). He wrote his pieces
in the popular dialect of the Dorians and a kind of
rhythmical prose.* The mimes of Sophron are des-
ignated as fxifioi GKovdaioi, which were probably of
a more serious and ethical- character, and /ufioi yi-

Xoioi, in which ridiculous buffoonery preponderated.
Such mimes remained after the time of Sophron a
favourite amusement of the Greeks, and Pliilistion

ofMagnesia, a contemporary ofAugustus, was a cel-

ebrated actor in them.*

Among the Romans, the word mimus was applied

to a species of dramatic plays as well as to the pei

sons who acted in them. It is certain that the Ro
mans did not derive their mimus from the Greeks
in southern Italy, but that it was of native growth.
The Greek mimes were written in prose, and the

name fiifioc was never applied to an actor, but if

1. (Cic. ad Att., iii., 4.—Sallust, Juj., c. 114.)—2. (Plin., II.

N., iii., 5.—Id. ib., xv., 18.—Tacit., Hist., i., 73.—Saet., Oth.,

6.)— 3. (Theophrast., H. P., iii., 4.— Id. ib., iv., 1. — Nicand.,

Alex., 624.—Adorns, Append., s. v.)—4. (Theophniit., De L»-

pid., c. 71.—Diowor., v. Ill, 112.—Horn., II., ix., 135.—Adams.
Append., a. t.)—5. (QuiUd., i., 8.)—«. (Vid. MUUer, Dor., it.,

'' * > .o^63^
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osed of a person, it signified one who made grim-

aces. Tho Roman mimes were imitations of fool-

ish and mostly indecent occurrences,* and scarcely

differed from comedy except in consisting more of

gestures and mimicry than of spoken dialogue,

which was not the case in the Greek mimes. The
dialogue was, indeed, not excluded from the Roman
oiir-ies, but was only interspersed in various parts

o( the representation, while the mimic acting con-

tinued along with it, and uninterruptedly from the

beginning to the end of a piece. At Rome such
mimes seem originally to have been exhibited at

funerals, where one or more persons (nttmi) repre-

sented in a burlesque manner the life of the de-

ceased. If there were several mimi, one of them,

or their leader, was called archimimus.'

Durmg the latter period of the Republic such
farces were also represented in theatres ; but it ap-

pears that they did not attain any high degree of

perfection before the time of Caesar, for it is not

until then that writers of mimes are mentioned

:

Cn. Matius, Decius Laberius, and Publ. Syrus were
the most distinguished among them. * These coarse

and indecent performances, of which Sulla was very
fond, had greater charms for the Romans than the

regular drama ; hence they were not only perform-

ed on the stage, but even at repasts in the houses

of private persons. On the stage they wer** per-

formed as farces after tragedies, and during the

Empire they gradually supplanted the place of the

Atellanae. The exact time, however, when the

Atellanas yielded to the mimes, is uncertain. It

was peculiar to the actors in these mimes neither

to wear masks, nor the cothurnus, nor the soccus,

whence they are sometimes called planipedes.* As
the mimes contained scenes taken from common
life, such as exhibited its most striking features,

their authors are sometimes called biologi or etho-

logi,* and the works themselves were distinguished

for their richness in moral sentences. That dis-

tinguished and living persons were sometimes ex-

posed to ridicule in these mimes, is clear from J.

C pitolinus.*

MINA. (7id. Talentum.)
*MIN'IUM. {Vid. ClNNABARI.)

MINOR. {Vid. Curator, Infans.)

MINTHOS or MINTHE (nlvdos, fuvBri), Garden
Mint, or Mentha saliva.''

MIRMILLO'NES. {Vid. Gladiatores, p. 476.)

MISSIO was the technical term used by the Ro-
mans to express the dismissal of soldiers from ser-

vice in the army. Such a dismissal might take

place for three reasons, and there were, consequent-

ly, three kinds of missio : 1. Missio honesta, which
was given to soldiers who had served the legitimate

number of years ; 2. Missio causaria, which was
granted to soldiers who could no longer bear the

fatigue of military service on account of ill health

;

and, 3. Missio ignominiosa, by which a man was ex-

cluded from the service in the army for crime or

other bad conduct.'

As regards the missio honesta, it was granted by
the law to every soldier who had attained the age
of 46, or who had taken part in 20 campaigns, and
to every horseman who had served in ten cam-
paigns. The legitimate time of service was called

iegitima stipendia.* Sometimes, however, soldiers

obtained the missio honesta through the favour of

1. (Ovid, Trist, ii., 515.—Val. Max., ii., 6, 1) 7.)—2. (Suet,,

Vespas., 19.—Gruter, Inscript., 1089, 6.)—3. (Gellius, xr., 25.—
Suet., Jul., 39.—Cic. ad Fam., xii., 18.)—4. (Diomed., iii., 487.

—Gellius. i., 11.—Macrob., Sat., ii., 1.)—5. (Cic, Pro Rabir.,

12.—Id., De Orat., ii., 59.)—6. (M. Ant, PUilos., c. 29.—Cora-
pare Reuvens, Collectan. Literar., i., p. 51, <fec.—Osann, Ana-
lect. Crit., i., p. 67, &c.—Ziegler, "De Mimis Romanorum,"
Gfltting., 1788.)-7. (Hippocr., Affect., .529.—Theophrast., C. P.,

IT., 5.)— 8. (Dig. 3, tit. 2, ». 2; 49, tit. 16, «. 1«.)—9. (Liv.,

zziii. 35.)
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their general, before they had served the legitimatt
time. But this missio is distinguished from the
real missio honesta, and was called missio exfavore
or missio gratiosa. Persons who had obtained it

might, if it was discovered, be called upon by the

censors to re-enter the army.* The same must
have been the case with persons who had obtained
the missio causaria, and who, after their return

home, had recovered from their illness, and had not
yet attained the age at which they were altogether

exempt from service.

The missio ignominiosa or mm ignominia was in

fiicted as a punishment not only upon individuals,

but upon whole divisions, and even whole legions of

an army,' and it might be applied to the highest of-

ficers no less than to common soldiers.* In dis-

missing soldiers for bad conduct, it was generally

expressed that they were sent away cum ignominia,

but sometimes the ignominia was not expressly
mentioned, though it was understood as a matter
of course. All soldiers sent away in disgrace were
stripped of their arms and everything which char-

acterized them as soldiers, and they were neither

allowed to remain in the camp nor to return to

Rome ; they were, in fact, labouring under perfect

infamia, and compelled to live in exile. In some
cases, however, the sentence might be withdrawn,
especially if the general discovered that he had
been led by a mistake to pronounce it.*

In all cases of missio it was necessary to release

the soldiers from the military oath {sacramentum)
which they had taken on entering the service

This act was called exauctoratio. During the time
of the Republic and the early period of the Empire,
the word exauctorare simply signified to release from
the military oath, without implying that this wat
done cum ignominia ;* but during the latter period

of the Empire, it is almost exclusively applied to

soldiers dismissed cum ignominia.* From the pas-

sage of Tacitus above referred to, it is clear that,

at least in his time, exauctoratio was sometimes
used as synonymous with missio, with this diflfer-

ence, that exauctoratio was granted to those who
had only served in sixteen campaigns, and, conse-

quently, had no claims to the advantages which
were reserved for those who had served in twentj
campaigns.
The military oath was taken by all the soldiers of

an army at the beginning of every new campaign ;

and at the end of it, when the troops were disband-

ed and sent home, they were released from their

oath ;' in cases where the general enjoyed a tri-

umph, the dismissed of the army, and, consequent-

ly, the exauctoratio also, did not take place until this

solemnity was over.*

MISSIO. ( Vid. Gladiatores, p. 476.)

MI2eQ'2EQS AIKH {fuaduaEUQ diKv), or Mli-
eQ'SEi22 OrKOT AIKH {(iiadioaeu^ oIkov Sikti), is

the action brought against a guardian for either hav-

ing neglected to make profitable use of the property of

his ward, or for having made no use of it at all. Use
might be made of such property either by letting it,

if it consisted of lands or houses, or by putting it

to interest if it consisted of money. The 6iKri uta-

duaeuc must have been of a twofold character, ei-

ther public or private, that is, it might be brought

against the guardian, during the minority of his

ward, by any person who took an inte/est in the

welfare of the orphan, or it was brought by the or

phan himself after his coming oi' age. Complaints

1. (Liv., xliii., 14, 15.)—2. (LiT.,Tii., 39.—Id.,xxvi.,l.-Suet ,

Jul., 69.—Id., OctaT., 24.)—3. (Hirt., De Bell. Afr., 54.—Suet ,

Calig.. 44.—Val. Max., ii., 7, 1) 3.—Dig. 3, tit. 2, s. 2.)—4. (Snel.

,

Jul., 69.)—5. (Liv., viii., 34.—Id., xxxvi., 40.—Tacit., Ann., .,

36.)—6. (Suet., Vit., 10.—Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 12, 59.)—

7

(Liv., xli., 5.)—8. (Liv., xxxvi., 40.—Compare lipaim, De Mi
lit. Rom., V. 19.)
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•I this kind were brought before the /(rst archon.

In cases where the guardian would not or could not

occupy himself with the administration of the prop-

erty of his ward, he might request the archon to

let the who!8 substance of his ward's property to

the highest bidder, provided the testator had not ex-

pre>'3ly forbidden this mode of acting in his will.'

The letting of such property took place by auction,

ind probably in the presence of a court of justice,

for we read that the court decided in cases where
objections were made against the terms of letting

the property.* The person who took the property

had to pay an annual per centage for the right of
using it, and this per centage frequently amounted to

more than 12 per cent, per annum. If one man
alone was unwilling to take the whole property on
Buch conditions, it might be divided and let to sev-

eral persons separately.' The tenant or tenants of
:he property of an orphan had to give security (in-o-

rifiiifia) for it, and to mortgage (inonfi^v) his own
estate, and the archon sent especial persons, anori-
p/rot, to value his property, and to ascertain wheth-
er it was equivalent to that of the orphan.* The
technical term for letting the property of an orphan,
whether it was done by the guardian himself or by
the archon, was fiiadovv, and those who took it were
said fiiaOovadai tov oIkov {oIkoc here signifies the
whole substance of the property). The tenants of
the estate of an orphan had the right, and perhaps
the obligation, to protect it against any other per-

son.* It is not clear what resource was open to an
orphan against a tenant who did not fulfil his obli-

gations, but it is probable that, if any dispute arose,

the guardian or the archon alone was answerable,
and had to procure justice to the orphan.*
MISe OT AIKH iiiiaeov dUri), or MIS9Q'2EQS

AIKH (jiia6uaeuc Sikti), is the name of a private ac-

tion which might be brought against persons who
refused to pay for services which had been perform-
ed for them, provided it had been agreed that they
should be paid for ; and, secondly, against persons
who either had not or had imperfectly performed
the services for which they were paid. It made no
difference whether the service was performed by
physical or intellectual powers, as teachers, sophists,

actors, authors, and similar persons were paid at

Athens,^ and it is natural to suppose that these per-

sons, like others, made agreements, either written
or by word of mouth, respecting the remuneration
to be given to them. In case either party thought
them.selves wronged, they might bring the (iiadov

iUij against the offender. Protagoras had written

a book called dlxri vnip fiiadov, and an instance is

recorded of an action of this kind in which he de-

manded payment of one of his pupils.* It is not
improbable that his work contained an account of
this lawsuit.'

•MISY {fiicru), Roman Vitriol, so called, or yel-

low Copperas (/c?.^pdf ;t<»^*<*''^°f)• {Yid. Cbalcan-
TH08.)**

MITRA. {Vid. Calantici, Zona.)
MIXTA ACTIO. i^Vid. Actio, p. 17.)

MNA. (Kid. Talkntom.)
MNEMATA, MNEMEIA. (Fii. Funos, p.457.)
MNOIA. {Vid. CosMi, p. 316.)

MOCHLOS. {Vid. Janua, p. 526.)

MO'DIUS, the principal dry measure of the Ro-
mans, was equal to one third of the amphora," and

1. (Democth., c. Aphob., p. 837.—Compare 853, 837.—Ly*., c.

Diogit., p. 006.)—2. (luBU*, De Philoctem. hared., p. 141, &o.)
—3. (Isnac, De Menecl. hiered., p. 13.)^4. (Suidaa, a. v. 'Airo-

nntirai.)—i. (Isxtu, De Iliigii. hatred., p. 389.)—0. (Meier and
Schflmann, Att.Prfx;., p. 295, 532.-BSckh, Publ. Econ.,vol. ii.,

p. 78, Ac.)—7. (B(kkh, Publ. Econ., i.,^ 21.)—8. (Dioff. Laert.,

ii., 8, 6.)— 9. (Meier and SchOmanii, Alt. Proc., p. 534, &c.)—10. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 95.—Salinas., Ezercit. Plin.,

p. 81S, r AD.)— 11. (Volusitt* Mccianus.— Festus. — Rhemn.
rann. ap AVurm, <) 67.)

therefoie contained 1 gall. 7 1576 pints Enjlwli.

It was divided into
riots.

2 Scmimodii or Semodii, each =7.9288
16 Sextant " -9911

32 Heminse " -4956

64 Quartarii . . . . " -2477

128 Acetabula . . . . " 1238
192 Cyathi " 0825
768 Ligulae " 0206

The modius was one sixth of the medimnus. ( Vid.

AcETABCLtM, CVATHUS, LlOCLA, MeDIMNUS, ScXTA-
RIUS.)

MOIXEI'AS rPA*H (jioixeiac ypa<^n)- (Vid
Adulterium.)
MOLA (/ivAof), a Mill. All mills were anciently

made of stone, the kind used being a volcanic tra-

chyte or porous lava (pyrites,^ siliccs* pumiceas*),
such as that which is now obtained for the same
purpose at Mayen and other parts of the Eifel in

Rhenish Prussia. This species of stone is admira-
bly adapted for the purpose, because it is both hard
and cavernous, so that,, as it gradually wears away,
it still presents an infinity of cutting surfaces.

Every mill consisted of two essential parts, the
upper millstone, which was movable {calUlus, ivo(, to

im/ivXiov*), and the lower, which was fixed, and by
niuch the larger of the two.* Hence a mill is some
times called mola in the plural. The mills men-
tioned by ancient authors are the following

:

I. The handmill or quern, called mola manuanm,
versaiilis, or trusatilis*

The islanders of the Archipelago use in the pres-

ent day a mill, which consists of two flat round
stones about two feet in diameter. The upper
stone is turned by a handle (kutt^'') inserted at one
side, and has a hol» in the middle into which the
corn is poured. By the process of grinding, the
corn makes its way from the centre, and is poured
out in the shape of flour at the rim.* The descrip-

tion of this machine exactly agrees with that of ihe
Scottish quern, formerly an indispensable part of

domestic furniture.^ There can be no doubt that

this is the flour-mill in its most ancient form. In a
very improved state it has been discovered at Pom-
peii. The annexed woodcut shows two which wer*-

found standing in the ruins of a bakehouse. In the
left-hand figure the lower millstone only is shown.
The most essential part of it is the cone, whicli is

surmounted by a projection containing originally

a strong iron pivot. The upper millstone, seen in

its place on the right hand of the woodcut, approach-
es the form of an hourglass, consisting of two hol-

low cones joined together at the apex, and provi-

1. (Plin., II. N., xxxvi., 30.)— 2. (Virp., Moret., S3-«7.)— I
(Orid, Fast., vi., 318.)—4. (Deut.,iiiv.,6.)—3. (Wernsdorf, Po-

eUoLot. Min.,vi., 2. 51.) — 6. (Plm.. H. N.. xxxvi.. 29.—GelJ,
iii., 3. — Cato, De Re Rust., 10.)— 7. (Sclwl. in Theor.nt.,i%

58.)—8. (Tournefort, Voyage, Lett. 9.)- 1 'Iinnant, Tour u
Soodand, 1769, p. 231, and 1772, p. 328.:
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dod at this point with a socket, by which the upper

stone was suspended upon the iron pivot, at the

same time touching on all sides the lower stone,

and with which it was intended to revolve. The
upper stone was surrounded at its narrowest part

with a strong band of iron ; and two bars of wood
wei e inserted into square holes, one of which ap-

pears in the figure, and were used to turn the upper
stone. The uppermost of the two hollow cones
served the purpose of a hopper. The corn with
which it was filled gradually fell through the neck
of the upper stone upon the summit of the lower,

and, as it proceeded down the cone, was ground
into flour by the friction of the two rough surfaces,

and fell on all sides of the base of the cone into a
channel formed for its reception. The mill here
represented is five or six feet high.

The handmills were worked among the Greeks
and Romans by slaves. Their pistrinum was conse-
quently proverbial as a place of painful and degra-
ding labour, and this toil was imposed principally

on women.^
In every large establishment the handmills were

numerous in proportion to the extent of the family.

Thus, in the palace of Ulysses there were twelve,
each turned by a separate female, who was obliged

to grind every day the fixed quantity of corn before
•he was permitted to cease from her labour.*

II. The cattle-mill, mola asinaria,^ in which human
labour was supplied by the use of an ass or some
other animal.* The animal devoted to this labour
was blindfolded.* The mill did not differ in its

construction from the larger kinds of handmill.

III. The water-mill {mola aquaria, vSpalETijc)-

The first water-mill of which any record is pre-

served was connected with the palace of Mithra-
dates in Pontus.* That water-mills were used at

Rome is manifest from the description of them by
Vitruvius.' A cogged wheel, attached to the axis
of the water-wheel, turned another which was at-

tached to the axis of the upper millstone : the corn
to be ground fell between the stones out of a hop-
per {infundibulum) which was fixed above them.®
Ausonius, as quoted below, mentions their exist-

ence on the Ruwer near Treves ; and Venantius
Fortunatus, describing a castle built in the sixth

century on the banks of the Moselle, makes dis-

tinct mention of a tail-race, by which " the tortu-

ous stream is conducted in a straight channel."*
In Ireland water-mills were introduced even some
centuries before this date."

IV. The floating mill.

When Rome was besieged by the Goths, A.D.
536, and when the stoppage of the aqueducts ren-

dered it impossible to use the public corn-mills {ol

TTiQ -noleug fivluveg) in the Janiculum, so that the
citizens were in danger of starvation, Belisarius
supplied their place by erecting floating mills upon
the Tiber. Two boats being moored at the dis-

tance of two feet from each other, a water-wheel,
suspended on its axis between them, was turned
by the force of the stream, and put in motion the
stones for grinding the com, by which the lives of
the besieged were preserved."

V. The saw-miU.
Ausonius mentions mills situated on some of the

streams falling into the Moselle, and used for cut-
ting marble into slabs."

VI. The pepper-mill. A mill for grinding pepper,

1. (Horn., Od., yii.. 104.—Exod., xi., 5.—Matt., xxiv , 41.)—2.
(Od., XX., 105-119.—Compare Cato, De Re Rust., 56.) 3.

(Cat J, De Re Rust., 10.—Matt., xviii., 6.)—4. (Ovid, Fast., vi.,

818.)—5. (Apul., Met., ix.)— 6. (Strabo, xii., 3, ^ 30.) — 7. (x.,

5, ed. Schneider.)—8. (See also Brunck, Anal., ii., 119.—Pallad.,
De Re Rust., i., 42.)—9. (Poem., iii., 10.)—10. (Transactions of
the Roral Irish Academy, xviii., pt. 3, p. 163-165.)- 11. (Procop.,
De Bell. Goth., i., 15.)—12. (Mosella, 362, 363.)

mode of boxwood, is mentioned by Petrtniius {mot*
buxea p^pcr trivit}).

MOLYBDyENA. {Vid. pLUMB.too.)
*MOLYBDOS. (Vtd. Plumb'jm.)
MONE'TA, the mint or place where money was

coined. The mint of Rome was a building on the
Capitoline, and attached to the temple of Juno Mo-
neta, as the srarium was to the temple of Saturn.*

This temple was vowed by Camillus, and dedica-

ted in 344 B.C., on the spot where the house of M.
Manlius Capitolinus had once been standing. Some
writers describe the art of coining as having been
known to the Italians from the earliest times, and
assign its invention to Janus ;* but this and similar
accounts are nothing more than fables. The state-

ment of Pliny,* who assigns the invention of coin-

ing to Servius Tullius, has somewhat more of an
historical aspect ; and he derives the name pecunia
from the circumstance that the coins were origi-

nally marked with the image of some animal. The
earliest Roman coins were of aes {vid. Ms), and not
struck, but cast in a mould. (See the representa-
tion of such a mould on page 449.) The moulds,
however, were sometimes without any figure, and
merely shaped the metal, and in this case the im-
age, as well as the name of the gens, &c., were
struck upon it by means of a hammer upon an an-
vil on which the form was fixed. As the strokes

of the hammer were not always equal, one coin,

though equal in value with another, might differ

from it in thickness and shape. Greater equality

was produced at the time when the Romans be-

gan to strike their money ; but when this custom
became general is not known. Respecting the
changes which were introduced at Rome at various
times in the coinage, see the articles -^s, Aroen-
TUM, and AuRUM.

In the early times of the Republic we do not read
of any officers who were charged with the superin-

tendence of the mint, and respecting the introduc-

tion of such officers we have but a very vague
statement of Pomponius.* Their name was trium-
viri monetales, and Niebuhr* thinks that they were
introduced at the time when the Romans first be-

gan to coin silver, i. e., 269 B.C. The triumviri
monetales had the whole superintendence of the
mint, and of the money that was coined in it. A
great number of coins, both of gold and silver, is

signed by one of these triumvirs in t)ie following

manner : III. VIR AAAFF, that is, triumvir auro,

argcnto, are flando feriundo,'' or III. VIR. A.P.F.,
that is, ad pecuniam feriundam. Other coins, on the
other hand, do not bear the signature of a triumvir
monetalis, but the inscription CUR. X. FL. S.C.,

i. e., curator denariorumfiandorum ex senatus consuUo,

or are signed by praetors, adiles, and quaestors. J.

Caesar not only increased the number of the trium-
viri monetales to four, whence some coins of his

time bear the signature IIII. VIR. A.P.F., but in-

trusted certain slaves of his own with the superin-

tendence of the mint.* The whole regulation and
management of the Roman mint and its officers

during the time of the Repubhc, is involved in very
great obscurity.

The coining of money at Rome was not a privi-

lege belonging exclusively to the state, but from
the coins still extant we must infer that every Ro-
man citizen had the right to have his own gold and
silver coined in the public mint, and under the su-

perintendence of its officers. The individual or

gens who had their metal coined, stated its name
as well as the value of the coin. This was a kind

1. (Sat., 74.)— 2. (Liv., vi., 20.) — 3. (Macrob., Sat.,i.,7.-.

Athen., xv., p. 692.)—4. (II. N.,xxxiii., 3.)-5. (Dig. i., tit. i,\
30.)—6. (Hist, of Rome, iii., p. 646.)— 7. (Cic, De Leg , iii., 3— P. Manut. ad ("ic. ad Fara., vii., 13.) —8. (So'^t , Jul., 7f
—Compare Cic, Philipp., vil., 1.)
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ot ({uarante« to the public, and nearly all the coini

of the republican period coined by a gens or an in-

dividual bear a mark stating their value. As long

as the Republic herself used pure silver and gold,

bad money does not seem to have been coined by

any one ; but when, in 90 B.C., the tribune Livius

Drusus suggested the expediency of mixing the sil-

ver which was to be coined with one eighth of cop-

per, a temptation to forgery was given to the peo-

ple, and it appears henceforth to have occurred fre-

quently. As early as the year 86 B.C., forgery of

money was carried on to such an extent, that no

one was sure whether the money he possessed was
genuine or fjdse, and the praetor M. Marius Gratidia-

nus saw the necessity of interfering.' He is said

to have discovered a means of testing money, and
of distinguishing the good from the bad denarii.*

In what this means consisted is not clear ; but

some method of examining silver coins must have
been known to the Romans long before this time.*

Sulla inflicted heavy punishment upon the coiners

of false money. AU Roman money was generally

coined at Rome, but in some particular cases the

mints of other Italian towns, as in the provinces,

were used ; for we must remember that, during the

time ofthc Republic, subject countries and provinces

were not deprived of the right of coining their own
money. This right they even retained under the

Empire for a long time, though with some modifica-

tions ; for while some places were allowed to coin

their money as before, others were obliged to have
upon their coins the head of the emperor or of

some member of his family. Silver and gold, how-
ever, were only coined in places of the first rank.

When all Italy received he Roman franchise, all

the Italians used he Roman money, and, in conse-

quence, lost the right to coin their own.

It has been stated above that probably every Ro-
man citizen had a right to have hisigold and silver

coined, but none had the right to put his own im-

Lge upon a coin, and not even Sulla ventured to act

contrary to this custom. The coins apparently of

the republican period with the portraits of individu-

als were, according to Eckhel, coined at a later

time, and by the descendants of those persons

whose portraits are given. Caesar was the first to

whom this privilege was granted, and his example
was followed by many others, as we see from the

coins of Sext. Pompcius. The emperors assumed
the right to put either their own images or those of

members of their families upon their coins.

From the time of Augustus, the triumviri, gener-

ally speciking, no longer put their name on any coin,

and it became the exclusive privilege of the emperor

to coin silver and gold. The senate, intrusted with

the administration of the aerarium, retained the right

of only coining copper, whence almost all copper

coins of this period are marked with S. C. or EX S.C.

But this lasted only till the time of Gallienus, when
the right of coining all money became the exclusive

privilege of the emperors. As, however, the vast

extent of the Empire rendered more than one mint

necessary, wo find that in several provinces, such

as Gaul and Spain, Roman money was coined un-

der the superintendence of qusestors or proconsuls.

Roman colonies and provinces now gradually ceased

to coin their ovra money. In the western parts of

the Empire, this must have taken place during the

first centuTj of our era, but in the East the Roman
money did not become universal till after the time

of Gallienus. From the time of the Emperor Aure-

liaa, a great number of cities of the Empire pos-

sess cnl mints in which Roman money was coined,

and during the latter period of the Empire, the su-

1 ,Cic , De Off., iii., 20.) —2. (Plin., U. N., xxxiii., 4«.)— 3.

UdT , zxzii.,2.)

A M

pcrintcndents of mints are called procuratores, ot

praepositi monetae.

The persons who were employed as workmen in

a mint were called monetarii. Their number at

Rome appears to have been very great during the lat»

ter period of the Empire, for in the reign of Aurelian
they nearly produced a most dangerous rebellion.'

They seem generally to have been frcedmen.*

In Greece, every free and independent city had
the right to coin its own money. Sparta and By-
zantium are said to have only coined iron money,'
but no ancient iron coin has ever been found. Re-
specting the time when money was first coined in

Greece, see Arcentum, p. 90. The Greek term
for money was vofiiafia, from v6//of, because the de-

termination of its value was fixed by law or con-
tract

The mint at Athens was called apyvpoKonslov.

{Vid. Aroyrocopeion.) We do not hear of any of-

ficers connected with the management or the su-

perintendence of the Athenian mint. How far the

light of coining money was a privilege of the cen-

tral government of Attica, is unknown. But the ex-

tant coins show that at least some demes of Attica

had the right of coining, and it is probable that the

government of Athens only watched over the weight
and the purity of the metal, and that the people, in

their assembly, had the right of regulating every-

thing concerning the coining of money.* The Attic

gold and silver coins were always of very pure

metal, and we have only one instance in which the

state, at a time of great distress, used bad metal.

This was in the archonship of Antigenes and Calii-

as, B.C. 407 and 406.* Individuals who coined had
money were punished with death.' {Vid. NOMIS-
MATOS AIA«1>0OPAS AIKH.) The place where
money was coined is always indicated on Greek
coins ; either the name of the place is stated, or

some symbolical representation of the place, as the

owl on Athenian and a peacock on Samian coins

These symbols are generally of a religious nature,

or connected with the worship of the gods or heroes.

For farther information on this subject, see Eck-
hel, Doctrina Numorum Veterum, and especially the

Prolegomena generalia in vol. i.

MONETA'RII. {Vid. Moneta.)
MONI'LE (dpfioc), a Necklace. Necklaces were

worn by both sexes among the most polished of
those nations which the Greeks called barbarous,

especially the Indians, the Egyptians, and the Per-

sians. (Vid. Armilla.) Greek and Roman females

adopted them more particularly as a bridal orna-

ment.'
The simplest kind of necklace was the momU

haccatum, or bead necklace,* which consisted of

berries, small spheres of glass, amethyst, &c., strung

together. This is very commonly shown in ancient

paintings. (See woodcuts, p. 96, 263.) The right-

hand figure in the woodcut at page 263, and the

head of Minerva at page 466, exhibit a frequent

modification of the bead necklace, a row of drops

hanging below the beads. These drops, when worn,
anange themselves upon the neck like rays pro-

ceeding from a centre. To this class of necklaces

belongs one in the Egyptian collection of the British

Museum (see the next woodcut), in which small

golden lizards alternate with the drops. The figure

in the woodcut immediately underneath this exhib-

its the central portion of a very ancient and exqui-

sitely wrought necklace, which was found at S.

l.(An»el.Vict.,DeCiB».,35.—Vopisc., Aurel.,38.)—2. (Mur»

tori, lMcript.,968, n. 5.)—3. (Pollux. Onom., vii., 106.)—4. (An»
tot.. Ethic, v., 8.)—5. (Aristoph., Eccles.. 810, &c.)—0. (Am
loph., Ran., 673, with the schol., and 678.)—7. (Domorth., e

Lept., p. 508.) — 8. (Lucan, ii., 361.— Claud., !>» >• Cc«»
Honor., 527.)—9. (Vji|f., .fin., i., 637.—Lamprid., Alsi. ••,
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Agalha, near Naples, in the sepulchre of a Greek

.ady. It has 71 pendants. Above them is a band

consisting of several rows of the close chainwork

which we now call Venetian. {Vid. Catena.)

We also give here the central portions, exhibiting

the patterns of three splendid gold necklaces, pur-

chased from the Prince of Canino for the British

Museum. These were found in Etruscan tombs.

The ornaments consist of circles, lozenges, rosettes,

ivy-leaves, and hippocampi. A heart depends from

the centre of one of the necklaces.

The necklace was sometimes made to resemble

; a serpent coiled about the neck of the wearer, as

was the case with that given as a nuptial present

:.by Venus to Harmonia, which was ornamented in

so elaborate a manner that Nonnus devotes 50 lines

of -his Dionystaca} to its description. This same

necklace afterward appears in the mythology as the

bribe by which Eriphyle was tempted to betray her

husband.''

The beauty and splendour, as well as the value

of necklaces, were enhanced by the insertion of

pearls and precious stones, which were strung to-

gether by means of linen thread, silk, or wires and

links of gold. For this purpose emeralds, or other

stones of a greenish hue {smaragdi), were often em-

ployed {virides gemmcE.'^). Amber necklaces are

mentioned in the Odyssey.* Some account of the

various kinds of links is given in the article Cate-

na. The hooks or clasps for fastening the neck-

• lace behind the neck were also various, and some-

times neatly and ingeniously contrived. Besides a

band encircling the neck, there was sometimes a

second, or even a third row of ornaments, which

hung lower down, passing over the breast.'

Very valuable necklaces were sometimes placed,

as dedicated offerings, upon the statues of Minerva,

Venus, and other goddesses,' and this was in ac-

cordance with the description of their attire given

by the poets.' Horses and other favourite animals

were also adorned with splendid necklaces {aurea ;•

gemmata monilia?). ( Vid- Torques.)

1 (v 125, *c.)—2. (Apollodor., iii., 4, 2 ; 6, 2-6.—Diod. Sic,

iT 65 'v., 40.'-Serv. in Mn., vi., 445.)—3. (Juv., vi., 363.)—4.

(XV.. 459 ; xviii.,'295.)—5. (Horn., Hymn. i. in Yen., 11.—Ovid,

Met X 264.—Battiffer, Sabina, ii., p. 129.)—6. (Sueton., Galb.,

i8.)-7. (Horn., Hymn. i. in. Yen., 88.)-8. (Virg., ^n., vii.,

279.)—9. (Ovid, Jfe^, X, 113.-CUudian, Epig., xxivi .
9.—

lul GeU. v., 5.)
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MORTARIUM

MONOPO'DIUM. (Vid. Mensa, y 612,

MONOXYLON. (Vid. Linteb.)

MONUMENTUM. {Vid. Fcnus, p. 461.)

MORA. (Vid. Army, Greek, p. 98.)

MOR'EA (fiopea or fiopaia), the Fiats Moms, L
,

or Black Mulberry-tree. It is the avKajxivo^ of The-

ophrastus, a name, however, which was sometime!

applied to the Ficus Sycamorus, or Sycamore. The

/xopov /3ar(j{5ef of Athenaeus and the other disetetical

writers was the fruit of the Ficus Morus}
*MORM'YRUS {fiopfivpo^), the Sparus Mormyrua,

L., or Morme, a species of Spare. This fish, ac

cord ing to Belon, is very like the fieXavovpoq. ( Vii.

Melanurus.)*
*MOPOX0O2 Aie02, a species of mineral

" According to Sprengel, it is called Speckslein and

Seifenslein in Germany. It consists," he says, " of

talc, alumine, and silica, with a small proportion of

iron and manganese. Dr. Jameson supposes it a

variety of fuller's earth. Dr. Hill says it is an in-

durated clay, and that it is now called French

Chalk.'"
MORTA'RIUM, also called PILA and PILUM*

{67ifio(, lydrj,^ ty«l£c, apparently from the root of icere,

to strike), a Mortar.

Before the invention of mills {vid. Mola), corn

was pounded and rubbed in mortars {pistum), and

hence the place for making bread, or the bakehouse,

was called pistrinum.^ Also, long after the intro-

duction of mills, this was an indispensable article

of domestic furniture.' Hesiod,* enumerating the

wooden utensils necessary to a farmer, directs him

to cut a mortar three feet, and a pestle {vnipov, \a-

iravov, pistillum) three cubits long. Both of these

were evidently to be made from straight portions of

the trunks or branches of trees, and the thicker and

shorter of them were to be hollowed. They migh«

then be used in the manner represented in a pair t-

ing on the tomb of Remeses III. at Thebes (wee

woodcut, left-hand figure, taken from Wilkinson,

ii., p. 383) ; for there is no reason to doubt that th«

Egyptians and the Greeks fashioned and used theii

mortars in the same manner. (See also Wilkinson,

iii., p. 181, showing three stone mortars with metal

pestles.) In these paintings we may observe the

thickening of the pestle at both ends, and that two

men pound in one mortar, raising their pestles al-

ternately, as is still the practice in Egypt. Phny'

mentions the various kinds of stone selected for

making mortars, accordmg to the purposes which

they were intended to serve. Those used in phar-

macy were sometimes made, as he says, " of Egyp-

tian alabaster." The annexed woodcut shows th€

forms of two preserved in the Egyptian coUection

1 rDioscor., i., 180.-Celsus, lii., la-Adains, Append., s. y.'!

-2 Aristot H A., vi., 17.-Plm.. H. N., xxxu., 11.-Adam..

Ippind ,Tv )--3 DioU., v., I51.-Adams Append 8 V.)-

rS. H. N., xviii., 3.-Id. ib., "--"•' »i 7^: <^,fo"-7Hm On Pt D., 421.)—6. (Servius m Yirg., -tJHm- •
''"•' '

Jpiaut Aul I ii.,17.-Cato, Ue Re Rust.. 74-76 -Colun.

Li Rekust.;'x.i., 55.)-8. (1. c.)-9. (H. N., xxxv., 43 )
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of the British Museum, which exactly answer to

this description, being made of that material. They
do not exceed three inches in height : the dotted

lines mark the cavity witiiin each. The woodcut
also shows a mortar and a pestle, made of baked
white clay, which were discovered A.D. 1831,

among numerous specimens of Roman pottery, in

making the northern approaches to I>ondon bridge.'

Besides the uses already mentioned, the mortar
was employed in pounding charcoal, rubbing it with
glue in order to make black paint (alramentum*)

;

in making plaster for the walls of apartments ;* in

mixing spices, and fragrant herbs, and flowers for

the use of the kitchen ;* and in metallurgy, as in

triturating cinnabar to obtain mercury from it by
sublimation.*

The philosopher Anaxarchus was pounded to

death with iron pestles in a mortar.'

MOS. (F.rf. Jus, p. 660.)

•MOSCHUS inoaxog), the Musk Stag, or Moschus
moschiferus, L. " The first mention of this animal
occurs in the works of the Arabian medical authors,

whose descriptions of it are copied, or referred to

by Simeon Seth. Seth says that musk was got

from India and China. He compares the animal
which furnished it with the gazelle : fuov nvof fiov-

QKipuToc fteyiaTOV, 6/ioiov SopKudi."''

MOTHAKES (M60a/cef), MOTHO'NES (Modu-
vec). (Vid. CiviTAS, Greek, p. 260.)

MOUNYCH'IA (Movvvxca), a festival celebrated

in honour of Artemis Munychia. Plutarch' says
that it was instituted to commemorate the victory

over the Persians at Salamis, and that it was held

every year on the sixteenth of Munychion.* The
sacrifices which were offered to the goddess on this

day consisted of cakes called u/Kjufuvreg, either be-

cause at this season the full moon was seen in the

west at the moment the sun rose iq the east, or, as

is more probable, and also confirmed by most au-

thorities, because these cakes were adorned all

round with burning candles." Eustathius" says
that these cakes were made of cheese.

MOUSEIA (Moiaeia), a festival with contests,

celebrated at Thespiae in Bceotia, in honour of the

Muses." It was held every fifth year, and with great

splendour." From ^schines'* it appears that there

was also a festival called Museia, which was cele-

brated in schools.

MUCIA'NA CAUTIO. {Vid. Cautio.)
MUNERA'TOR. (Vid. Gladiatores, p. 475.)

MU'NICEPS, MUNICI'PIUM. ( Vid. Colonia,
p. 283, F(£DERATiB CiVITATES.)

MUNUS. {Vtd. HoNOREs.)
MUNUS. ( Vtd. Gladiatores, p. 475 )

MUNYCHIA. (Firf. MooNVCHiA.)
MURA'LIS CORO'NA. (Fid. Corona, p. 311.)

MUR.'ENA, the Muraena (or Lamprey), a species

of Eel, the Murana Helena, L. The Linnsean name
has arisen from the remark of Athenaeus, that it

was the " Helen" (choicest dish) at banquets. This
fish is about three feet long, and sometimes more.
It weighs as much as twenty to thirty pounds ; is

very much extended in the Mediterranean, and was
held in high estimation by the ancients. The n?.u-

rai iyx'-^-^s were a much esteemed kind, procured

from hicily, called in haim Jluta, whence the French
name la Flutte. 7 he Murccnce were carefully reared
by the Rorr.ans in their fishponds ; they were even

1 (Archffioloffia, vol. 24. p. 199, plate 44.)—2. (Vilrur., vii.,

10, od. Schaeider.)—3. (Plin., H. N.. rxivi.. 55.)—4. (Athen.,

ix., 70.—Brunck, Anal., iii., 51.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 41.—
Id ih , ixxiv., 22.) —fl. (Diosf. Lacrt., ix., 59.—Menag., ad loc.

—

Tertall., Apol., p. 39, cd. Riofalt.)-7. (Adama, Append., a. t.)

—8. fUe 01;r. Atb., p. 349, F.)—9. (Compare Suidas and Har-
IKicrat., «. T. Moui'ux"^*'-)

—

^^- (Athen., xiv., p. 645.—SuiJas, a.

». 'AvriffToroi.—Ilesych. and Etymol. Mag., s. v. 'Aii<pi<piiv.)—
11. (nd !1., xTiii.)- 12. (Paul., ix., 31, 3.)— 13. (Plut., Amat., p.

748, F.)—14. (c. Timareh.)

taught to be ooedient to the voice ; and the oratoi

Hortensius is said to have wept over the loss of
one, of which death had deprived him. Antonia,
the wife of Drusus, adorned a favourite muraena
with pendants.*

MU'RRHINA VASA or MU'RREA VASA werfl

first introduced into Rome by Pompey, who dedica-

ted cups of this kind to Jupiter Capitolinus.* The
material of which these vases were made is much
disputed ; but their value was very great * Pliny*

says that seventy talents were given for one holding
three sextarii, and speaks of a murrhine trulla which
cost 300 talents. Nero gave even 300 talents for a

oapis or drinking-cup.

Pliny» says that these murrhine vessels came
from the East, principally from places within the

Parthian empire, and chiefly from Caramania. He
describes them as made of a substance formed by
a moisture thickened in the earth by heat, and says
that they were chiefly valued on account of their

variety of colours. Modern writers diflfer much re-

specting the material of which they were composed.
Some think that they were variegated glass, and
others that they were made of onyx, since that

stone presents a variety of colours ; but the latter

conjecture is overthrown by a passage of Lamprid-
ius,* who speaks of onyx and murrhine vases. Most
recent writers, however, are inclined to think that

they were true Chinese porcelain, and quote in sup-

port of their opinion the words of Propertius :''

" Murreaque in Parthis pocula cocta focis.^'

This opinion would be rendered still more probable

if we could place dependance on the statement of

Sir W. Gell,* " that the porcelain of the East v/as

called Mirrha di Smyrna to as late a date as 1555."*

*MUS (/uvc), the Mouse. " Gesner holds," re-

marks Adams, " that this term is most generally

applied to the domestic mouse, meaning, I suppose,

the Mus musculus, L. The term muscvlus is ob-

tained from Pliny, who applies it to the smaller do-

mestic mouse. The ancients, however, were ac-

quainted with other species of this genus ; thus the

apovpatoi five( of Aristotle and Hesychius are to be

referred, no doubt, to the Mus agrestis, L. ; the Ipa^

of Nicander was probably the Black Rat, or Mu*
rattus, L. ; and the y^yyjAtf, or dypioc fii^, would
appear to have been the Field Mouse, or Mu» syhat-

icus. The Sorcx of Pliny is set down by Gesner aa

being the Dormouse, or Glis muscardinus. The Mxia

araneua of the Latin authors, namely, the nv^ -ri'tpXot

or ^vyu7i.r] of the Greeks, was the Sorex aram js, or

common Shrew ; frequent mention of it occurs in

the ancient works on Toxicology. The /iv^ Sinov^

of Herodotus and Aristotle is the Jerboa, or Dipua
sagitla. The nru^ of Theophrastus may be sup
posed to he the Mus jaculus."^"

MU'SCULUS was, according to the description

of Vegetius," one of the smaller military machines,
by which soldiers, in besieging a town, were protect-

ed while engaged in filling up the ditches round the

besieged place, so that the movable towers {turret

ambulatorict) of the besiegers might be able to ap-

proach the walls without obstacle. A more minute
description of a musculus is given by Caesar." The
one which he describes was nine feet long, and w as

constructed in the following manner: Two bajns
of equal length were placed upon the ground at the

distance of four feet from each other, and upon them

1. (Aristot., H. A., i., 5, Ac—.«liaii, N. A., i., 39, Ac—
Plin., If. N., ix., 55.—Macrob., Sat., iii., 15.—Adams, Append.,

8. T.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xxxvii., 7.)—3. (Sen., De Benef., til, 9.

—Id., Epist., I19.-Martial, iii., 82, 25.—Dig. 33. tit. 10, t. 3, 4.,

—4. (1. c.)-5. (xxxTii., 8.)—«. (Helioyab., 32.)—7. (iv., .S 2*.)

—8. (Pompeiano, vol. i., p. 98, 99.)-9. (Becker. 0«U^l»,l.,^

143.)— 10. (Adams, Append., i. v.)—11. (I>e Be MU., iv.. It ^-

12. (De Bell. Civ., ii., 10, &c.)
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weie fixed little pillars five feet high. Their top

ends were joined by transverse beams, vi^hich form-

ed a gentle slope on either side of the roof, of which
they formed the framework. The roof was then

entir^y covered with pieces of wood two feet broad,

which were fastened with metal plates and nails.

Around the edge of this roof, square pieces of wood
four cubits broad were fixed, for the purpose of

keeping together the bricks and mortar with which
the musculus was then covered. But that these

materials, which were intended- to protect the mus-
culus against fire, might not suffer from water, the

bricks and mortar were covered with skins ; and
that these skins, again, might not suffer from the fire

or stones which the besieged might throw upon the

musculus, the whole was covered with rags of cloth.

The whole of this machine was constructed under
the cover of a vinea, and close by the Roman tower.

At a moment when the besieged were least expect-

ing any attack, the musculus was moved on against

the wall of the town. The men engaged under it

immediately began to undermine the wall, and thus

to make a breach in it ; and while this work was
going on, the besiegers kept up a lively fight with
the besieged, in order to prevent them from direct-

ing their attacks against the musculus.* The mus-
culus described by Caesar was evidently designed

for different purposes than the one mentioned by Ve-
getius, and the former appears to be only a smaller,

but a more indestructible kind of vinea than that

commonly used.

MUSEIA. (Fid. M0U8EIA.)
MUSE'UM (Movaelov) was the name given to an

institution, founded by Ptolemy Philadelphus, about

B.C. 280, for the promotion of learning and the sup-

port of learned men.* We learn from Strabo' that

the museum formed part of the palace, and that it

contained cloisters or porticoes (nEpmaTog), a pub-

lic theatre or lecture-room (^fedpa), and a large hall

{oIko^ fiiyaq), where the learned men dined togeth-

er. The museum was supported by a common fund,

supplied apparently from the public treasury ; and
the whole institution was under the superintendence
of a priest, who was appointed by the king, and after

Egypt became a province of the Roman Empire, by
the Caesar.* Botanical and zoological gardens ap-

pear to have been attached to the museum.* The
Emperor Claudius added another museum to this

institution.*

MUSIC (GREEK). In compiling the following

article, little more has been attempted than to give

an outline of facts which rest upon positive evidence,

and, at the same time, to present them in such a form
as to serve for an introduction to the original sour-

ces. Hence it necessarily consists, in a great meas-
uie, of technical details, which, however, can pre-

sent no difficulty to persons acquainted with the

first elements of the modern theory ; and nothing
has been said in the way of deduction except in one
or two cases, where the interest of the subject and
the apparent probability of the conclusions seemed
to permit it.

The term 'ApfiovtK^ was used by the Greek wri-

ters to denote what is now called the Science of
Music ; novaLKij having, as is well known, a much
wider signification. 'Ap/iovt.KTJ eariv tmaT^fiij ^eu-
pririKT) KoX KpaKTiKTj TTJg Tov T/pfioa/iivov fvatug.

'Hpfioafiivov 6e hanv to Ik (pdoyyuv ical 6ia(TT7)fiuTui>,

trotav Tu^iv kx^vruv, avyKelfievov.''

The following sevenfold division of the subject,

which is adopted by the author just quoted, as well

1. (Compare CaM., De Bell. Civ., iii., 80.—Do Bell. Alex., 1.)

2. (Alher.8BU», v., p. 203.)—3. (xviii., p. 794.) — 4. (Strabo, 1.

c.) — 5. (Philo»tr., ApoUon., vt., 24. — Athen., xiv., p. 654.)—6.
(Suet., Claud., 43, with Casaubon's note.) — 7. (Euclid, Int.

Unrm., p. 1.)
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as by others, will be partly adhered t j in the pres-

ent article : I. Of Sounds (Trepi (^doyyuv). II. O^.

Intervals (irepl diaoTTifidruv). III. Of Genera (irepi

yevuv). IV. Of Systems (rrepl avarrifidTuv). V. Ot
Modes (TTfjoi Tovwv). VI. Of Transition (^rept/turafio-

/l^f). VII. Of Composition (n-£p£/i£?-07roaaf). It must
be observed that the term rnvog is used in different

senses. First it signifies degree oftension, and so -pilch,

whence its application to denote mode, the modes
being scales wliich differed in pitch : and then it vu

taken for result of tension ; whence its meaning aa

the name of an interval, tone, because a tone is the

interval through which the voice is most naturally

raised at one effort.'

A sound is said to be musical when it has a de-

terminate pitch (ratTif). When two sounds differ

in pitch, one is said to be more acute (b^vg), the oth-

er more grave {(3apvg) ; or, in common language, one
is called higher, and the other lower. The term

IfifiElTig applied to a sound either signifies simply,

that it is capable of being used in a melody, or rel-

atively, that it is capable of being used in the same
melody with some other sound or system of sounds ;

the latter is its most common meaning.
An interval is the difference, or, rather, distance

between two sounds of different pitch. When we
compare the intervals between two pairs of sounds,

we judge them, in certain cases, to be similar or

equal. If the more acute sound of one of them be
then raised, that interval is said to become greater

than the other. It is this property of intervals (their

being comparable in respect of magnitude) which
enables us to classify them, and enumerate their

several kinds.

Intervals are either consonant {avfi^uva) or dia-

sonant {dcd<j>uva), according as the two sounds maj
or may not be heard at the same time without of-

fending the ear.* Strictly speaking, it is impossible

to define the limit between the two classes, and
this seems to be acknowledged by the later writers,

who distinguish various degrees of consonance and
dissonance. Originally, the only intervals reckoned
consonant were the octave or eighth (Jta Traauv),

the fifth (6ia nevTE or Jt' o^eluv), the fourth (iia rea-

aupuv or avlla^), and any interval produced by add

ing an octave to one of these. But all intervals

less than the fourth, or intermediate between any

of those two just enumerated (as the sixth, tenth,

&c.), were considered as dissonant. The principal

intervals, less than the fourth, employed in Greek
music, were the double tone {dirovov), nearly equal

to the modern major third ; the tone and half {rpLTi-

[iiTovLov), nearly the same as the minor third ; the

tone {Tovog), equal to the modern major tone ; tlie

half tone (rjinToviov), and the quarter tone (SiEaig).*

Other writers speak of ofio^uvia, or unison ; avri^u-

via, or the consonance of the octave ; and napa^uvia,

or the consonance of the fourth and fifth ' T^ie lat-

ter author considers napatpuvia to be ., .termediate

between consonance and dissonance, ar d mentions

the tritone or sharp fourth as an example of it.

If two strings, perfectly similar excef t in length,

and stretched by equal tensions, be made to vibrate,

the number of vibrations performed in a given time

by each is inversely proportional to its k ngth ; anc

the interval between the sounds produced is found

to depend only on the ratio of the lengths, i. e., of the

numbers of vibrations. Thus,

if the ratio be i, the interval is an octave

;

if
"

I,
" a fifth;

if
«'

j,
•' a fourth ;

if " 4» "a major tone.

1. (Vid. Aristid.. p. 22.—Eucl., 19.) — 2. (Eucl., p. 8.)—S.
(Eucl., p. 8.)—4. {Vid. Aristot., ProM., lix., 39, and Gaodent tt%

p. 11.)
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Thfc discovery of these ratios is attributed, proba-

cy with truth, to Pythagoras. But the accounts of

the experiments by which he estabhshed them' are

plainly false, since they contradict the known fact

that, when similar and equal strings are stretched by

diffe>Hit tensions, the numbers of vibrations are as

th3 tquare roots of the tensions.'

The rorof or tone was defined to be the differ-

ence between the fourth and fifth ; so that the cor-

responding ratio would be determined either by ex-

periment, or by simply dividing \ by }.

It is remarkable that each of the four ratios enu-

merated al)ove is auperparticular ; i. e., the two terms

of each differ from one another by unity. Euclid

seems to consider no intervals consonant except

such as correspond to superparticular (intfioptoc) or

multiple ( nnXXawXaaluv ) ratios ; the latter being

such as f , J, f , &c. On this theory the octave and

fourth (^) would be dissonant, but the octave and

fifth (y) consonant.* And it is also worthy of no-

tice, that all the intervals employed in the modern
theory are either such as correspond to superpartic-

ular ratios, or are produced from such by compound-
ing them with the octave. Thus the ratio corre-

sponding to the

major third is ^

;

minor third " |

;

minor tone " X

;

major semitone " i|.

It aeems, therefore, extraordinary, that analogy
should not have led at once to the discovery at

least of the major and minor third, as soon as the

connexion between intervals and ratios had been
observed. However, no such discovery was then

made, or, if made, it was neglected ; and this affords

at once an explanation of the fact that intervals less

than the fourth were reckoned dissonant ; for the

Utovov, or double major tone, is greater than the

true consonant major third (which consists of a

major and minor tone) by an interval expressed by
the ratio ly, a difference quite sufficient to destroy

the consonance of the Interval. In fact, when a

keyed instrument is tuned according to the equal

temperament, the major thirds are too great by an
interval little more than half of this (-fl^ nearly),

and yet are only just tolerable. This subject is im-
portant, because it bears immediately upon the ques-

tion whether harmony was used in the Greek music.
An aggregate of two or more intervals, or, rath-

er, a series of sounds separated from one another
by intervals, constituted a system. Systems were
named from the number of sounds which they com-
prehended. Thus an octachord was a system of
eight sounds, a pentachord of five, and so on : and
usually, though not necessarily, the number of sounds
corresponded to the interval between the extreme
•ounds.

The fundamental system in ancient music was
the tctrachord, or system of four sounds, of which
the extremes were at an interval of a fourth. In
modern music it is the octachord, and comprehends
an octave between the extremes. The important
and peculiar property of the latter system, namely,
the completeness of its scale, was fully understood,
as the name of the interval 6lu naauv sufficiently

indicates ;* but it was not taken in tlieory for the
foundation of the scale, or, at any rate, was con-
sidered as made up of two tetrachords.

The genus of a system depended upon the distri-

bution of the two intermediate sounds of the tetra-

ehord. The Greek musicians used three genera :

L The diatonic, in which the intervals between

1. {Vid. Nicomachus, p. 10.) — 2. ( Tui. \VIieweir8 Dynamics,

r1
Ji., p. 331, ed. )S34.)—3. {.Vid. Eucl., Sect. Can., p. 84.)—

( vU. aUo ArUtid.<«. p. 16, 17.)

the four sounds were (ascending) semitone, lone,

tone

:

"
|
-rm

II. The chromatic ; semitone, semitone, tone and
a half:

^
III. The enharmonic ; diesis, diesis, double touum
(The second note is meant to represent a souna

half way between E and F, for which the modem
system supplies no notation.)

Of these genera the diatonic was allowed to be
the most ancient and natural, and the enharmonic
the most modem and difficult ; the latter, however,
seems soon to have become the favourite, with
theorists at least, for Aristoxenus complains that

all \vriters before his time had devoted their trea-

tises almost entirely to it, to the neglect of the two
others.'

The only difference between the ancient and
modem diatonic is, that in the former all the tones
are major tones, whereas in the latter, according
to the theory generally admitted, major and minoi
tones occur alternately." The interval called a
semitone in the above descriptions is, therefore,

strictly neither equal to the modem major semi-
tone, nor to half a major tone, but the ear would
hardly appreciate the difference in melody.

Besides these genera, certain colours (xp''><*i) or
specific modifications of them are enumerated.*
The enharmonic had only one xp*''^ namely, the

genus itself, as described above : it is conunonly
called simply upnovia.

The chromatic had three : 1st, xP'^f^'^ rovcalov,

or simply xp^l^'^'i the same as the genus ; 2d, xP'^f^^
T]ni67i.Lov, in which intervals of three eighths of a
tone were substituted for the two semitones ; 3d,

XP'^p-O' na?MK6v, in which intervals of one third of a
tone were similarly employed.
The diatonic had two xpoat • 1st, dturovov avvro-

vov, or simply diurovov, the same as the genus ; 2d,

SiuTovov fia?MK6v, in which an interval of three
fourths of a tone was substituted for the second
semitone (ascending).

The following table will exhibit at one view the
intervals between the sounds of the tetrachord, ta-

ken in the ascending order, according to each of
these xp^'^h the tone being represented by unity,

and two tones and a half being supposed to make
up a fourth, a supposition which is not exactly tme,
but is conunonly adopted by the ancient writers as
sufficiently accurate for their purpose.*

iiuTovov {avvTovov) J, !> 1.

diurovov fiaAaKov . J, |, |.

XP^fia {rovialov) ..hi, \.

XP^f^a vficoXcov . . i, l,i
Xpu/iO iMlaKov . . i, i, V-
upfiovla ^, I, 2.

There seems to be little evidence that any of
these ;tpoai were practically used, except the three

principal ones, diurovov, ;fpw/ia, upfxovia. But it

would be wrong to conclude hastily that the others

would be impossible in practice, or necessarily un-

pleasing. In the soft diatonic, for instance, the in-

I. Diatonic . . . 1.

2

II. Chromatic . . 1

2

3

III. Enharmonic

.

1. (Aristox., p. 2 and 19.)—2. (Vid. Crotch'i Element* of M*.
ical Composition, chap, iz.)—3. (Eucl., p. 10.)—4. (Vid. End*
Sectio Canonis. Theor., xt.)
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terval, which is roughly described as five fourths

of a tone, would be greater than a major tone, but

less than a minor third ; now there are two inter-

nals of this kind, corresponding to the superparlicu-

lar ratios ^ and \, whicli ought, therefore, by anal-

ogy,, to be consonant, or, at any rate, capable of be-

ing employed as well as the tone and semitone

;

and, although they are not used in modern music,

or, at least, not admitted in theory,' nothing but

experiment can determine how far the ear might
become accustomed to them. These intervals ex-

ist in the natural scales of the horn, trumpet, &c.,

^nd are, in fact, used instead of the minor third

and tone in the harmony of the dominant seventh,

both by stringed instruments and voices, when
unaccompanied by tempered instruments. If this

view be correct, the intervals of the tetraehord in

the diuTovov iiakaKov would probably correspond to

the ratios
-}-J, -ff, ^, and similar considerations

might be applied to the other xpof^i-

The four sounds of the tetraehord were distin-

guished by the following names : vttuttj (sc. x^P^'i)
was the lowest ; vtjtti or vearr] the highest ; -rcapv-

miTTi the lowest but one, and "KapavfjTTj the highest

but one. UapavjJTTj was also frequently called Xix-

av6(, probably because, in some ancient instrument,

the corresponding string was struck by the fore-

finger ; and napvizdrri was afterward called rpiTTj

in certain cases. These names were used in all

the genera ; but the name of the genus was com-
monly added to Xixavog (thus, Xcxavdg didrovoc, XP'^
fiariK^, or evapfidvLog), perhaps because the position

of this sound with respect to vwutt) and vtjtt} is

what chiefly determines the character of the genus.
When the two lowest intervals of the tetraehord,

taken together, "v^ere less than the remaining one,

those two were said to form a condensed interval

{ttvkvov). Thus the interval between indrri and
kixavog is irvKvov in the enharmonic and chromatic
genera. The three sounds of the nvKvov were
sometimes called jSapvTrvKvog, fieaonvKvog, and b^v-

nvKvoc, and sounds which did not belong to a tvk-
vf)v were called uttvkvoL

It is not to be supposed that the tetraehord could

long continue to furnish the entire scale used in

practice, though it was always considered a» tne
element of the more comprehensive systems which
gradually came into use. The theory of the gen-
era, as has bsen seen, required only the tetraehord
for its full development, though it certainly could
not have been invented till after the enlargement
of the scale.

Terpander is said to have invented the seven-
stringed lyre,' which seems not to have been obso-

lete in Pindar's time ;» its scale consisted of an
octave, with one sound omitted.' The addition of

this omitted sound (attributed to Lycaon or Pythag-
oras) would give an octachordal lyre with a com-
plete octave for its scale. And an instrument call-

ed magadis, which must have had a still greater
compass, was very early known, and is said to have
had twenty strings as used by Anacreon.*
When two tetrachords were joined, so that th«

highest sound of one served also for the lowest o(

the other, they were said to be conjunct {nwrififi^va).

But if the highest sound of one were a tone lower
than the lowest of the other, they were called dis.

junct {dLE^EvyfiEva), thus

:

BCDEFGA conjunct.

EFGA BCDE disjunct.

In the latter case, the tone (between A and B)
which separates them was called rovog iia^tvurt-

A hendecachordal system, consisting of tbiee
tetrachords, of which the middle one was conjunct
with the lower, but disjunct from the upper, thua,

B^EFGABODE,
is supposed to have been used abobt the time ot
Pericles.' In such a system the lowest tetraehord
was called {TerpuxopSov) inaruv, the middle fiiauv,

and the highest die^evy/iivuv. Afterward a single

sound (called npoai-aiidavofievog) was added at an
interval of a tone below the lowest of vnaruv, and
a conjunct tetraehord (called vnepBoXaiuv) vvh
added above. And thus arose a system ol two
complete octaves.

which was called the greater perfect system. Anoth-
er system, called the smaller perfect system, was com-

at:

I

posed of three conjunct tetrachords, called i>7rar«Si>,

fiiauv, and avvrifi/xevuv, with Trpoa?.aii6av6ft€voc, thus

:

t: :£e£
I

and these two together constituted the immutable
system {avarTjfia u/iEru6o^ov) described by all the
writers later than Aristoxenus, and probably known
to him.*

The sounds in these systems were named in the
way before described, the names of the tetrachords
only being added, and fieari and jrapafiEarj being
substituted for v^rti /iiauv and vrruTTi diE^Evyfiivuv

respectively. Thus, taking the sounds in the as-

cending order,

A KpoaJ.afiiavofievog

B VTjdrrj vTraruv

<J irapvKdrT) vizaruv \ rerpaxopdov

D ^ixavbc viraruv I inaruv.

E virdrri fiiauv

F irapvirdrtj /isauv

O Xixavof fuffuv

A fiian

T. flEOUV.

\. (Vid. Smith's Harmonies, sect, iv., art. 10.)— 8. (Eucl.,

• 17.)
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So far the sounds are common to the greater and
smaller systems. Then follow, in the greater,

B rrapafiEffi]

C Tpirr) diE^tvyuivuv } ± >

KapavTjTri oce^Evyfievuv i ' /r

E vTJTij 6ie!^Evy/i€vuv

F rpLTTj vnEp6o2.aiuv ) '
fi

7 '

G napavrJTT) vireptoXaiuv \
'

A vrjTT) vnEpSoXaiuv

The interval between fiia?) and Kapauicrj is a tone.

But in the smaller system, fieoT] serves also for the
lowest sound of the tetraehord awtj/ifxivuv, wLich
terminates the scale, thus :

A fieaTj.

bB rpiTTj awTjfifiivuv.

C irapavijTri avvtifijiEVUV.

D VTjTj] avvTJiifiivuv.

1. (Eucl. p. 19.)—2. (Pyth., ii., 70.)—3. (Arist., ProW., iix-
7, 25, 32.)—4. {Vid. Backh, De Metr. Find., lib. iii., cap. 7, 11.]
—5. (Eucl., p. 17.)—6. (BOckh.)
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[n adapting the modem notation to these sca/es,

we have represented them in the diatonic genus
;

but the same arrangement of the tetrachords was
adopted in the others. Those sounds of the im-

mutable system which were the same in all the

senera, namely, irpoaXafiBavofitvo^, vnuTTi vkutuv,

vnarri ftiiuv, ftiar], irapafiiar), vtiTt) avvjjfifiEi'uv, vrjrii

6iei^evy/ihuv, and v^rij vrrep6o^aiuv, were called fix-

ed (fffrwrcf ), being, in fact, except the ^rst, the ex-

treme sounds of the several tetrachords. The rest,

being the intermediate sounds, on the position of

which the genus depended, were called movable
(Kivoviievoi).

Miari was certainly considered a sort of key-note
to the whole system,' and irpoaXa/xdavo/ievo; was
added to complete the octave below fiiajj* This
addition is supposed to have been made later

than the time of Plato, but earlier than Aristox-
enus.'

The greater of the two systems thus described

appears to have superseded the other in practice

;

in fact, it is evidently the most natural of the two.
But it must not be supposed that it was necessarily

used in its complete form as the scale of any in-

strument ; it was rather a theoretical canon by which
the scales really employed were constructed. With

regard to ilsJUneat for use, it may be obscTtit, thai

in the diatonic genus the effect of such n systena
would nut perceptibly differ, so long as the nuloig
only was required, from that of the corrfsponding
notes (gi\en above) as played on a modern instru-

ment with or without temperament. The chroma-
tic scale is quite unlike anything now employed;
and though it was not considered the most difficult,

w^s certainly the least natural (TexviKurarov 6i
TO ;fpoi//a'). The modern minor scale. A, B, C, D,
E, pF, ^G, A, can hardly be considered an excep-
tion to the assertion, that the chromatic scale is

quite unlike anything now employed, for its essen
tial character, as now used, depends so little upon
the chromatic interval between F and:^G, that

this peculiarity is tisually got rid of in melody by
raising the F or lowering the j^G, according to cir-

cumstances. Hence the popular but incorrect way
of representing the ascending and descending minor
scales.* But it is impossible to form a decided
judgment of the merits of the chromatic scale with-

out a much greater knowledge of the rules of com-
position than seems now attainable. The effect of
the enharmonic must have been nearly the same aa
that of the diatonic, supposing Xixavog to be lefl out
in each tetrachord, thus :

^

—

—m.
=t

Indeed, Plutarch relates, on the authority of Aris-

toxenus, that Olympus was led to the invention of

this genus by observing that a peculiar and beauti-

ful character was given to melody when certain

notes of the- scale, and particularly Xixavo^, were
left out.* It is therefore most probable that this

was the original form of the enharmonic scale, and
that it was more ancient than the' highly artificial

chromatic. In this form it would be both natural

and easy. But afterward, when additional sounds
were interposed between B and C, E and F, it

would of course become, as it is always described,

the most difficult of all the genera, without, how-
ever, ceasing to be natural ; for these additional

sounds could certainly be neither used by a com-
poser nor executed by a singer as essential to the

melody, but must rather have been introduced as

passing or ornamental notes, so that the general ef-

fect of the genus would remain much the same as

before. The assertion of Aristoxenus (see p. 28,

53), that no voice could execute more than two
quarter tones in succession, evidently supports this

view. (Compare what is said iiy Aristides* of the

rare use of intervals of three and /re quarter tones.)

Thus the enharmonic would derive its distinctive

character more from the largeness of the highest

interval of the tetrachord than from the smallness

of the two others. Aristoxenus* expressly mentions

the important influence which the magnitude of the

interval between ^.ixavo^ and vt/ttj had upon the

character of the genus, and blames the musicians

of his own time for their propensity to diminish this

interval for the sake of siocetness {tovtov <r alnov
TO (JoCXtadai yXvKaiveiv act). That a peculiar char-

acter really is given to a melody by the occurrence

of a larger interval than usual between certain

sounds of the scale, is a well-known fact, exemplified

in many national airs, and easily proved by the pop-

ular experiment of playing on the black keys only

of a piano forte. (See Burney^ on the Old Enhar-

monic. )

The genus of a system was determined, as has

been explained, by the magnitude of certain o! its

intervals. The species (eldoc) depended upon the
order of their succession. Hence, supposing no
system to be used which was not similar to some
part of the aiarrifia dfierdSoXov, every system would
have as many species as it had intervals, and no
more.*

The tetrachord, for example, had three species i^

each genus, thus (diatonic),

1st. i, 1, 1. 2d. 1, i, 1. 3d. 1, 1, f
(where 1 stands for a tone).

The species of a system was often described by
indicating two sounds of the aianifia ufieTatoTuov

between which a similar one might be found. Of
the seven species of the octachord, the first was
exemplified by the octave comprehended between
vnuTTj viraruv and irapaiiiafi ; the second by that

between wapvirarti vkotuv and rp/n; Sie^evyftevuv
;

and so on. The order of the intervals in these

seven species would be as follows in the diatonic

genus (ascending)

:

1st. 1, 1, h 1, I, 1.

2d. 1, h, 1, 1, 1, k.

3d. 4. 1, 1, i, 1.

4th. 1, 1, i, 1, 1.

5th. 1, i, 1, 1, i.

6th. 1, 1, 1, i. 1.

7th. h 1. *, 1, 1.

I, {Vid. Arist., Ptiibl., xix., 20.)— 8. (Amtide*, p. 10.)— «.

BBckh.)—4. (Vid. Plutr.rch'i Dialoirne on Musin, M^m. d«

'\t*i. de» Inscriptions, vol. x.. 188.)—5. (p. 88.)—6. (p. 88.)-

r. (Tol. i., p. 27.)

This distinction of species is important, because
it formed originally the chief difference between the

modes (rovoi). Unfortunately, there are no means
of determining what was the real difference be-

I

tween melodies written in these several scales ; and

I

the difficulty of forming any probable hypothesis on
this subject is increased by what is said of /iicnj in

the passage quoted above from the Aristotelic Prob-
I lemata. Tluvra yap tu xPV'''^ fii^ij TroAXax/f t^

' fiimj xPV'f'Oif f<M TTtlvrff ol ayadoi rroiijTal tvavu Trpof

I T^ fiiajjv anavTuai, kuv aKeXdum, raxv iiravepxov-

I rat, npb^ 6h «X?.»/v oiru^ ovSfftiav. For, since the

position of fiiar/ was determined by the intervals

I adjacent to it, any series of sounds beginning or end-

ing iffith fiiari would give a system always of the

I I. (Arii>lide», p. 19.)-S. (VuJ. Dehn, Theor«twck-pr«kti»th«

I Hannonielehre, p. 67, 68.)—3. (Euclid, p. 14.)
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same speci iS Possibly the author ofthe Prublemata

does not use the term fUaij in the same sense as

Euclid.

However, it is certain that the seven species of

»he octachord above described were anciently {ind

ruv dpxaiuv^) denoted by the names Mixolydian,

Lydian, Phrygian, Dorian, Hypolydian, Hypophrygi-

an, and Hypod« rian ; and it seems likely that they

always differed in pitch as well as species, the Mix-

olydian being the highest and the Hypodorian the

lowest. Hence it is conjectured that there were
originally only three modes, corresponding to the

three species of tetrachord, and that these were
the Dorian, Phrygian, and Lydian ; because the

octachord in each of these three modes is made up
of two similar disjunct tetrachords, which are of

the first species in the Dorian, the second in the

Phrygian, and the third in the Lydian.

Aristides describes also six enharmonic modes of

very ancient origin (alg oi iruvv TzakaLoraToi irpbg

Titf upfioviac KExprjvTai'), consisting of different spe-

cies of octachords, and quotes the well-known

passage in Plato' as referring to them. The order

of the intervals is given as follows (see the notes

o/ Meibomius upon the passage)

:

Lydian . . i, 2, 1, i, i, 2, i
Dorian . . 1, i i, 2, 1, i, i, 2.

Phrygian . 1, i i, 2, 1, i, i, 1.

lastian . . i, h 2, H, 1.

Mixolydian . i, i, 1, 1, i, i, 3.

Syntonolydian i, i, 2, H, 2.

It will be observed that these scales do not all

*»omprehend exactly an octave ; and none of them,

except the Lydian, is coincident with any part of

the (Tvarriiia ufieTuBoXov. That systems were not

mlways restricted to the immutable form, is proved
'ly what Euclid says of compound systems, with

nore than one (liai^. None of these scales is de-

cidedly unnatural, except, perhaps, the Mixolydian.

Of course it is impossible to recognise their charac-

ters as described by Plato, in the absence of exam-
ples of their application in actual melody. Their
principal interest, therefore, consists in the evidence

which they afford of the antiquity of enharmonic sys-

tems, I. e., of systems formed by omitting certain

sounds of the diatonic scale. For, unless we take

this view of them, and consider the quarter tones

as. unessential additions, it seems quite impossible

Xr understand how they could be used at all.

The difference of species, considered as the char-

acteristic distinction of modes, is evidently spoken
of as a thing antiquated and obsolete, not only by
Aristides (who was certainly later than Cicero*),

but also by Euclid. As to Aristoxenus, the frag-

ments which remain of his writings contain no al-

lusion to such a distinction at all. In his time, it

appears that the number of modes was thirteen

;

and later writers reckon fifteen.* The descriptions

of these fifteen modern modes are very scanty, but

they indicate pretty plainly that they were nothing
more than transpositions of the greater •perfect sys-

tem; their names were Hypodorian, Hypoiastian,
Hypophrygian, Hypoaeolian, Hypolydian, Dorian,
lasti.an, Phrygian, .^olian, Lydian, Mixolydian, Hy-
peri^stian, Hyperphrygian, Hyperasolian, Hyperlyd-
ian. The Hypodorian was the lowest in pitch, and
the npoaTiaiiSavofievoi of the others were successive-

ly higher by a semitone ; and only that part of each
scale was used which was within the compass of

the voice. It seems likely that the ancient modes
mentioned by Euclid, and described above, consist-

ing of octachords taken, as regards their species,

from different parts of the avarrtfia u^eTu6o?ov,

would, as regards pilch, be each so placed as to lie

1. (Eucl., p. i5.)—2. (p. 21.)—3. (Rep., iii., 10.)—4. (Vui. p.

TO)—5. (Eurl., p. 19.—Ariitid., p. 23,24.)
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between vkutt] fiiouv and v^rj/ die^evy/iivuv of lot

modern mode of the same name. For they cer.

tainly did always differ in pitch, as the name tovoi

shows ; and there is no reason to believe that theit

relative position was ever changed : the system of
notation, moreover, confirms this supposition. But
for details on this subject we must refer to the dis-

sertation of Bockh,' where it is treated at length.

The only important results, however, are, first, that
the modes did anciently differ in species; secondly,
that in process of time this difference either dis-

appeared entirely, or ceased to be their distinguish-

ing mark ; and, thirdly, that their general pitch was
always different. The ideas conveyed by these gen-
eral assertions of the real character and effect of
the Greek rriusic are excessively vague and unsatis-

factory, but an examination into particulars does
not tend to make them at all more definite or clear.

There can be little doubt that different rhythms
and degrees of slowness or quickness, as well as
different metres and styles of poetry, would soon be
appropriated to the modes, so as to accord with their

original musical character ; and these differences

would in time naturally supersede the old distinction

of species, and come to be looked on as their char-
acteristic marks : so that, at length, all the species
might even be used in each mode, for the sake of
additional variety. With regard to the poetry, in-

deed, it is certain that particular measures were
considered appropriate to different modes,* and it

has even been attempted to divide Pindar's Odes
into Dorian, Jilolian, and Lydian.* The rhythm of
the music must have depended chiefly, if not entire-

ly, upon that of the words, or else have been of a
very simple and uniform character, since there is

no mention of a notation for it as distinct from the
metre of the poetry. Probably, therefore, nothing liiie

the modern system of musical rhythm existed ; and,
if so, this must have formed one of the most essential

points of difference between the ancient and modern
music. How the rhythm of mere instrumental mu-
sic was regulated, or what variety it admitted, does
not appear. • There is no reason, however, to be-

lieve that music without words was practised to

any extent, though it was certainly known ; for

Plato speaks with disapprobation of those who used
fieTiog Kai ^v6/j.bv uvev ^tifiuruv, tjjiXy Kidapiaei re xal

avTi-naei npoaxp<^fievoL,* and others mention it.*

On the last two of the heads enumerated in divi-

ding the whole subject, very little real information

can be obtained. In fact, they could not be intelli-

gibly discussed without examples, a method of illus-

tration which, unfortunately, is never employed by
the ancient writers. MeraSo?.^ was the transition

from one genus to another, from one system to an-

other (as from disjunct to conjunct, or vice versa),

from one mode to another, or from one style of mel-

ody to another,* and the change was made in the

same way as in modern modulation (to which fiera

6o%fi partly corresponds), viz., by passing through
an intermediate stage, or using an element common
to the two extremes between which the transition

was to take place.'

McAoTToa'a, or composition, was the application or

use of all that has been described under the prece-

ding heads. This subject, which ought to have
been the most interesting of all, is treated of in

such a very unsatisfactory way, that one is almost
forced to suspect that only an exoteric doctrine is

contained in the works which have come down to

us. On composition properly so called, there is no-

thing but an enumeration of different kinds of se-

qucvce of notes, viz. : 1. u-yuyij, in which the sounds

1. (iii., 8.)—2. (Plat., Leg., ii., p 67{ .)—3. (Hockh, iii., li.J

—4. (Leg., ii., p. 069 )—5. (BOckh «i., 11.)—6. (Eucl., 90 > •

7. (FiJ. Euclid, 21.)
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followed one another in a regular ascending or de-

scending order ; 2. nXoK^, in which intervals were
tHken alternately ascending and descending; 3.

ireTTtia, or the repetition of the same sound several

times successively ; 4. tov^, in which the same
«ound was sustained continuously for a considera-

ble time.^ Besides this division, there are several

clacsifications of melodies, made on different prin-

ciples. Thus they are divided according to genus,
intt) diatonic, dec. ; according to mode, into Dori-

an, Phrygian, &.c. ; according to system, into grave,
ccu'.c, and intermediate {vKaTocith'/g, vtjToeidi'ic, fie-

tmtiir,:). This last division seems merely to refer

to the general pitch of the melody ; yet each of the
three classes is said to have a distinct turn (rpoTrof),

the grave being tragic, the acute nomic (vofiiKoc),

and the intermediate dilhyrambic. Again, melody
is distinguished by its character (r}0oc), of which
three principal kinds are mentioned, diaaraXriKov,
avaTaKriKov, and I'/avxaaTiKov, and these terms are
respectively explained to mean aptitude for ex-
pressing a magnanimous and heroic, or low and ef-

feminate, or calm and refined character of mind.
Other subordinate classes are named, as the erotic,

epithalmian, comic, and encomiastic* No account
is given of the formal peculiarities of the melodies
distinguished by these different characters, so that
what is said of them merely excites our curiosity,

without tending in the least to satisfy it.

The most ancient system of notation appears to

have consisted merely in the appropriation of the
letters of the alphabet to denote the different sounds
of the scale ; and the only alteration made in it

was the introduction of new signs, formed by ac-
centing letters, or inverting, distorting, and mutila-
ting them in various ways, as the compass of the
ecale was enlarged. A great, and seemingly unne-
cessary, complexity was caused by'the use of two
different signs for each sound ; one for the voice,

and the other for the instrument. These two signs
were written, one above the other, immediately
over the syllable to which they belonged. They
are given by several of the Greek writers, but most
fully by Alypius. The instrumental signs appear
to have been chosen arbitrarily ; at least, no law is

now discoverable in them : but the vocal (which
were probably more ancient) follow an evident or-

der. The sounds of the middle part of the scale

are denoted by the letters of the Ionian alphabet
(attributed to Simonides) taken in their natural or-

der ; and it is remarkable that these signs would
be just sufficient for the sounds comprised in the

six modes supposed to be the most ancient, if the

compass of each were an octave, and they were
pitched at intervals of a semitone above one anoth-
er. Accented or otherwise altered letters are given
to the higher and lower sounds. To learn the
system perfectly must have required considerable
labour, though its difficulty has been much exag-
gerated by some modern writers.* A few speci-

mens of Greek melody expressed in the ancient no-

tation have come down to us. An account of them
may be found in Bumey,* where they are given in

modern notes with a conjectural rhythm. The
lest of them may also be seen in Bockh* with a
different rhythm. It is composed to the words of
;he first Pythian, and is supposed by Bockh to be
•jeitainly genuine, and to belong to a time earlier

than the filteen modes. Its merits have been very
variously estimated ;

probably the best that can be
laid of it is, that no certain notion can now be ob-

tained of its real effect as anciently performed.
It has long been a matter of dispute whether the

HDcients practised harmony, or music in parts. We
1 (Euclid, 22.)— 2. (Euclid, 21. — Aristid., 29.) — i {Vid.

BOcWh, jii- 11.)—4 ',»ol. i., p. 93.)—a (ui , 13.)

U

believe there are no sufficient grounds for suppcfUiif

that they did. The following are the facts usually

appealed to on each side of the question. In the

first place, the writers who professedly treat of mu-
sic make no mention whatever of such a practice ,

this omission constitutes such a very strong primi
facie evidence against it, that it must have settled

the question at once but for supposed positive evi-

dence from other sources on the other side. It is

true that ueXonoita, which might have been expect
ed to hold a prominent place in a theoretical work,
is dismissed very summarily ; but still, when the

subjects which ougfu to be explained are enumera-
ted, fxeXonoita is mentioned with as much respect

as any other, while harmony is entirely omitted. In

fact, there seems to be no Greek word to express

it ; for dpfiovia signifies a well-ordered succession

of sounds,' and ovfi<pL'via only implies the concord
between a single pair of sounds, without reference

to succession. That the Greek musicians were ac-

quainted with avfifuvia is proved by many passa-

ges, though we are not aware thai they ever men-
tion the concord of more than two sounds. But the

subject of concord, so long as succession is not in-

troduced, belongs rather to acoustics than to music.
There is, however, a passage,* where succession of

concords is mentioned : Aiu ri 7 6iu nacruv av/i^
via ^derai fiovrj ; fiayadil/ivai yap ravrtrv, uXkriv it

ovSeftiav. Mayadi^eiv signified the singing or play-

ing in two parts at an interval of an octave ; and
the word is derived from fiayadi^, the name of a

stringed instrument which had sufficient compass
to allow a succession of octaves to be played on it.

(This practice of magadizing could not fail, of

course, to arise as soon as men and women at-

tempted to sing the same melody at once.) The ob-

vious meaning of the passage, then, is, that since

no interval except the octave could be magadized
(the effect of any other is well known to be intoler-

able), therefore no interval was employed at all;

implying that no other kind of counterpoint than
magadizing was thought of But the words are
certainly capable of a somewhat milder interpreta-

tion.

In the next place, the constitution of the scale

was, as has been seen, very unfit for harmony, the

beauty of which depends so essentially upon the

use of thirds. The true major third was either not

discovered or not admitted to be consonant till a
very late period, Ptolemy being the earliest extant
author who speaks of the minor tone ;* a fact v hich

is so extraordinary and so contrary to all that could

have been anticipated, as to destroy all confidence

in any • priori reasonings on the subject, and to ex-

clude all but actual evidence on either side. The
positive evidence in favour of the existence of

counterpoint consists chiefly in certain indications

of two modes having been sometimes used at once
Thus the expression in Horace,*

" Sonante mistum tibiis cai-men lyri

Hac Dorium, illis barbarum,"

is interpreted to mean that the lyre was played in

the Dorian mode, and the tibia in the Lydian; so

that, if the ancient Dorian and Lydian octave were
employed, the former be/iig of the fourth species,

while the latter was of the second, and pitched two
tones higher, the series of intervals heard would
consist of fourths and major thirds, or, rather,

double tones.

Again, there are passages such as,

AioXevc iCaive Aupiav KiXevOov ifivuv,*

which are supposed to indicate that poetry written

l.(7ul. Bumey, i., 131.)-2. (Ari*t., Probl., xix.. If)—*•
(Km*. Bul?^r, i., 448.)—4. (Epod., ix., 5.)—S. (QuoCed tnm
Putdar tr- tft.» icboliast on Pyth., u., 187.)
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m one mode, and sung accordiugl)', was accompa-

nied by instruments in another. For a view of tho

most that can be made of such arguments, 8©3

Bockh, iii., 10. Our knowledge of the real use of

the modes is so very imperfect, that not much reli-

ance can be placed on them ; and, at any rate, they

would only prove the existence of a kind of maga^

dizing, modified by taking scales of different (in-

stead of the same) species for the two partn, so as

to avoid the succession of intervals absolutely tie

same. This would certainly be the very lowest

kind of counterpoint ; but if anything more had

been practised, it would be absolutely impossible to

account for the utter silence of the theoretical wri-

ters, which is all but fatal, even to such a limited

hypothesis. It is only necessary to add that the

influence of instruments upon the development of

the art ought to be kept in view in considering tnis

question. The Greeks had only two kinds of in-

strumental rnusic, avXr/aic and KLddpiaig. The av-

Aof was always a pipe pierced with holes, so as to

nave an artificial scale. The simple tube or trum-

pet does not appear to have been used as a musical

instrument, so that the scale of natural harmonics

was probably unknown ; and this may partly account

for the major third escaping observation. And
anything like the modern system of harmony could

probably no more have been invented without the

assistance of keyed instruments, than the Elements

of Euclid could have been composed in the total

absence of dravping materials. For a fuller ac-

count of ancient musical instruments, see Bockh,

iii., 11.

The chief authorities on the subject of this article

are the " Antiquse Musicae Auctores Septem," viz.,

Aristoxenus, Euclid, Nicomachus, Alypius, Gauden-

tius, Bacchius, Aristides Quintilianus, and Marti-

anus Capella, edited by Meibomius, in one volume

(Amsterdam, 1652), to the pages of which the pre-

ceding quotations refer; the Harmonics of Ptol-

emy (with an Appendix by Wallis, Op. Mathcmat.,

torn, iii.) ; the Dialogue of Plutarch, and a section

of the Aristotelic Problemata ; Burney, History

of Music ; Bockh, De Metris Pindari ; Drieberg,

Musikalische Wissenschaften dcr Griecken, and .4m/-

schliisse iiber die Musik der Griechen ; Bode, Gesch.

der Lyrisch. Dicktkunst der Hellenen (Lips., 18.38.)

MUSIC (ROMAN). It may well be believed, that

m music as in the other arts, the genius of Greece

had left little for Romans to do but admire and im-

itate. Yet we must not forget that another ele-

ment had been introduced into the arts of Rome,

as well as into her language and government ; one

which was derived from Etruria, and partook of an

Oriental character. Every species of musical in-

strument found on Greek works of art is found also

on Etruscan. No doubt the early Roman music

was rude and coarse ; still, from the most ancient

times, mention is made of hymns and flutes in their

triumphal processions : so Servius, in his comitia,

made two whole centuries of cornicines and tibi-

cines ; and the Twelve Tables allowed at funerals

ten players on the flute, and enjoined that "the prais-

es of great men should be sung in mournful songs

(nenia) accompanied by the flute."

The year B.C. 365 marks an era in Roman music

by its adaptation to theatrical amusements. It is

in this year we find mention of a lectisterniwn, at

which actors were first brought from Etruria, who,

without verses, danced in dumb show to the sound

of the flute. Some time later Livy» mentions a cu-

rious tale of the desertion of certain Roman flute-

players, who were only brought back by an amu-

sing stratagem. We learn from Valerius Maximus*

that the Roman flute-players were incorporated into

660
1. (ix., 30.)-2. (u., 5.)

a college, and Ovid,' speaking of theii importaaoe

says,

" Temporibus veterum tibicinis usus aroruin

Magnus, el in magna semper honorefuit:

Cantabat fanis, cantabat Itbia ludis,

Cantabat maslis tibia funeribus."

Nero, as Suetonius* tells us, played on the flute,

and came in a sort of triumphal procession througb

Italy, bearing the spoils he had won in 1800 musi-

cal contests. The same writer informs us, that the

emperor, to preserve his voice, used to lie on his

back with a thin plate of lead on his stomach ; thai

he took frequent emetics and cathartics, and at lasl

transacted all business in writing.

There does not appear to be any trace of a Roman
musical system entirely distinct from the Greek.

A passage in Cicero would lead us to suppose that

the laws of contrast, of light and shade, of loud and

soft, of swelling and diminishmg, were understood

by the Romans,* and another passage from Apulei-

us decidedly proves that the Romans had instru-

mental music distinct from their vocal ; on both of

which points there is no clear evidence to decide

the question with reference to the Greeks. Still

the Roman musical writers, as St. Augustin, Ma-
crobius, Martianus Capella, Cassiodorus, and Boe-

thius (all of whom flourished between the fourth

and sixth centuries of the Christian era), did no-

thing to improve the science of music, and were lit-

tle more than copyists of their Greek predecessors.

The great improvement which the Romans intro-

duced (rather a practical than a theoretical one)

was a simplification of the musical nomenclature,

effected by rejecting the arbitrary signs in use

among the Greeks, and substituting for them the

first fifteen letters of the Roman alphabet.* This

simplification they were enabled to make by a re-

duction of the modes : indeed, it seems very probai-

blethat this complicated system had in practice en-

tirely fallen into disuse, as we know that the dia-

tonic genus had usurped the place of the two other

genera. (Vid. Music, Gkeek.)

Of all Latin authors, Boethius gives the ra(/8t

profound account of the subject. His work is a

carrying out of the old Pythagorean system, and ia

a mere abstract speculation on the nature of music,

which, viewed as one of the quadrivium, or four

mathematical sciences, has its foundation in num-
ber and proportion. A full analysis of the work

may be seen in Hawkins.* It contains, 1st, an

investigation into the ratios of consonances; ?d,

a treatise on several kinds of proportion ; 3d, a

declaration of the opinions of different sects wUh
respect to the division of the monochord and the

general laws of harmony.
Before this time, St. Ambrose had introduced the

practice of antiphonal singing in the church at Mi-

lan. Of the nature of the Ambrosian chant we
only know that it consisted in certain progressions,

corresponding with different species of the diapason.

It is described as a kind of recitation, more like

reading than singing.

It was by St. Gregory the Great that the octave

was substituted for the tetrachord as the funda-

mental division of the scale. The first octave he

denoted by capital letters, A, B, C, &c. ; the second

bv small letters, a. b, c, &c. ; and when it became

necessary to extend the system, marked the third by

small letters doubled, aa, bb, «fcc. There is no

proof that the Romans, any more than the Greeks,

bad any notation with reference to time. Where
vocal music was united with instrumental, the time

was marked by the metre of tne song : the want

of a notation of time would make us doubt whether

'. (Fast., vi., 657.)—2. (Nero, 24.)—3. 'De Orat., iii., 44.)-

(Hawkins, vol. i., p. 279.)—5. (i., p. 338..)
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an)' bui a very simple style of merely instrumental

muiiic prevailed among them.*
For a general account of ancient music, the read-

er is referred to the previous article.

MUSI'VUM OPUS. {Vid. H008B, Roman, p.

520.)

•MUSMON (jiovdfiuv), an animal noticed by
Strabo, and said to be engendered between a she-

goat and a ram. Others held it to be what is now
called the Mouffle of Sardinia and of Corsica, the ori-

ginal of our sheep, or, according to Aldrovandi, the
Spanish Sheep.'

MUSTAX (jtvaraS), Mustaches. The different

parts of the beard (vid. BARBA)had different names,
which also varied with its age and appearance.
The young beard, first appearing on the upper lip,

was called vTrjvrj, or v7r->3VTi npunj,* and the youth
just arrived at puberty, who was graced with it,

was KpuTov v7TtivT/T7)c* By its growth and dev-
elopment it produced the mustaches, which the
Greeks generally cherished as a manly ornament.*
To this practice, however, there seems to have
been one exception. The Spartan Ephori, when
they we'*' inducted, made a proclamation requiring
the people ' to shave their mustaches and obey
the laws." For what reason they gave the former
command does not appear.*

•MUSTE'LA (yaXf/)*, the Weasel. Pliny speaks
tt two kinds, the tame or domestic, answering to
the yaX^, and the wild, or hue. " There is consid-
erable difficulty, however," remarks Adams, " in

determining exactly what the Ictis of the Greeks
and Romans was. Schneider, in his commentary
on Nicander, pronounces it to be the Ferret ; but in

his edition of Aristotle's Natural History, he de-
cides, upon the authority of Cetti, an Italian, that
the Ictia is a peculiar species of the J'erret, which
the Sardinians call Boccamele, namely, the Muslcla
furo:'->

MUTATIONES. ( Kirf. Mansio.)
MU'TUUM. The mutui datio is mentioned by

Gains as an instance of an obligatio " qua re con-
trahitur." It exists when things "qua pondere nu-
mtTo nunsurave constant," as coined money, wine,
oil, corn, les, silver, gold, are given by one man to

smother so as to become his, but on the condition
that other things of a like kind shall be returned.
If the condition is that the same thing shall be re-
turned, it is not mutuum. (Vid. Cohmodatum.)
Inasmuch as the thing was in this case so given as
to become the property of the receiver, the Roman
jurists were led to the absurdity of saying that mu-
tuum was so called for this Teason(quod ex meo tuum
fit). This contract was the foundation of a certi

condictio to the lender, provided he was the owner
of the things, and had the power of alienation :

otherwise he had no action till the things were con-
sumed. If the borrower lost the things by any acci-
dent, as fire, shipwreck, &.C., he was still bound :

the reason of which clearly was, that by the mutui
daito the things became his own. The lender could
have no interest from the borrower, unless interest
had been agreed on, or unless there was delay in

returning the thing. The borrowing by way of mu-
tuum and at interest are opposed by Plautus.* The
scnatus consultum Macedonianum did not allow a
right of action to a lender against a filiusfamilias

1. (Hawkins's ITistory of Mnsio, vol. i.—Barney's History of
Mvuic, vol. i.)—2. (.^dams. Append., •. t.)—3. (Diod. Sic, t.,
58.—Philintr.. Sen. Irn , i., 30.—Id. ib., ii., 7, 9.)—4. (Horn., II.,

xxir., 348.—Od., x., 279.—Schol. in loc.—Brunck, Anal., iji., 44.—jElian, V. H., i., 18.—Plat., Protajr.)-5. (Thcocrit., xiv., 4.—
Antiphanes, ap. Alhcn., iv., 21.—PolJ-^, Onom., ii., 80.—Id. ib.,

X., 120.)—6. (Plut., De Sera Num. Vind., p. 976. ed. Stcph.—
Proclus in lies.. Op. ct D , 722.—Muller, Dor., iii.,7, 1) 7.—Id.
ib., IT., S, 4 6.—Becker, ChariUes, ii., p. 391.)—7. (Adams, Ap-
pend., s. T. wny.)-8. (Asin., i., S, 96.)

to whom he hid given money " mutiia," CTcn aftei

the death of the father.*

*MYAGIIUM (fivaypov), a plant, which Harlouiii
and Stephens refer to a species of Camelina, and
which Sprengel, accordingly, holds to be the Cam-
elina saliva, Crantz. The English name for the My-
agrum of Linna;us is, according to Adams, " Gold
of Paradise," and Hooker, he says, calls this plant
the Camelina saliva.*

•MYAX (fivu^), a term applied more especially to
the Mylilus edulis, or common Mussel, but which
appears to have a mure extensive application.*

•MYLIiE (fivXiai). " The Pyrita and Molares,"
says Sir John Hill, " are masses of mineral, saline,

and sulphureous matter, either in detached pieces
of different figures and textures, or in whole veins."
They also, as Adams remarks, often contain gold,
silver, copper, and iron in small quantities.*

MYOPS (fivuf). (Vid. CEsTRus.)
*MYOSO'TIS (fivoc wn'f), a plant, of which Dios-

corides describes two species. The first of these
Sprengel supposes to have been the Parietaria Cre-
tica. The other he decides to be the well-known
plant called " Forget-me-not," or Myosolis palustris.*

•MYllICA (fivpiKij), the Tamarisk. " Stack-
house," observes Adams, " sets down the ftvpiKt} of
Theophrastus as being the Myrica cordifolia. Spren-
gel, Schneider, and Dierbach agree in holding it to be
the Tamarix Gallica, or French tamarisk-tree. Lin-
naeus makes a distinction between the Myrica and
Tamarix, although Phny had acknowledged them aa
synonymous. Damm contends that the notices of
the [xvpiKTj in Homer indicate that it must have been
' arboris speciem non nimis humilem.' I can find

nothing, however, in these passages of Homer
which would lead me to doubt of its applicability to

the French tamarisK, a shrub which grows to about
20 feet in height."*

MYRMEX (fivpfXTi^, a term applicable both to

the Formica fasca, or common Ant, and to the For-
mica rvfa, or Pismire. Dodwell gives an interesting

account of the Herculean Ant, with which tlie gar-

dens at Athens abound, and wliich are eni[i]<iyed aa
a means of exterminating the small red ant that in-

fest the orange and lemon trees.'

MYRUS i/ivpo^), the Myrana Myrus, or M.
ophis, L., a species of Murey or Eel. Rondelet
says it wants the spots and scales of the Muraena :

this accords with Aristotle's description of it.*

MYS'IA (MvCTta), a festival celebrated by the in-

habitants of Pellene, in Achaia, in honour of Dele-
ter Mysia. The worship of this goddess was intro-

duced at Pellene from a place called Mysia, in the
neighbourhood of Argos.' The festival of the
Mysia near Pellene lasted for seven days, and the
religious solemnities took place in a temple sur-
rounded by a beautiful grove. The first two days
men and women took part in the celebration to-

gether; on the third day the men leO the sanctuary,
and the women, remaining in it, performed during
the night certain mysterious rites, during which not
even male dogs were allowed to remain \yilhin the
sacred precincts. On the fourth day the men re-

turned to the temple, and men and women now re-

ceived each other with shouts of laughter, and as-

sailed each other with various railleries.'* Other
particulars are not known.
MYSTAE O'VCTrot). (Vii. Elkusinia.)

1. (Gains, iii., 90.—Diif. 12, tit., 1, " De Rebus Creditis.")—
3. (Dioacor., iv., 115.—Flora Sixitica, p. 198.—A<lam», Append.,
s. V.)—3. (Aristot., H. A., iv., 4.)—4. (Hill nd Theophrast., Ds
Lapid., c. 19.—Adams, App<!nd., s. v.)—5. (Diuscor., ii., 214.)—

&

(Tlieophrast., H. P., i., 15 — Uioscor., i., 116. —Damm, Lex
Horn.-Horn., II., 6, 39, &c—Ad.am% Append., s. ».>—7. (Dod
well's Tonr, vol. li., p. 47.)—8. (Aristot., H. A., v., 11.—Schaei
d«r ad M\., N. A., xiv., 15.—Adams, Append , a. t.)—•. (Paoa
U., 18, 4 3.)— 10. (Pans., vii., 37, « 4.)
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MYSTE'RIA. As each mjstery or mystic festi-

fal is described in a separate article, a few gener-

al observations will only be required under this

hi ad. The names by which they were designated

in Greece are fivarripLa, relerai, and bpyia. The
name bpyi.a (from lopya) originally signified only

sacrifices accompanied by certain ceremonies, but

it was afterward applied especially to the cere-

monies observed in the worship of Dionysus, and,

at a still later period, to mysteries in general.'

TcAfTT? signifies, in general, a religious festival,' but

more particularly a lustration or ceremony per-

formed in order to avert some calamity either pub-

lic or private.^ Mrorr/ptov signifies, properly speak-

ing, the secret part of the worship, but it was also

used in the same sense as te'Kettj, and for mystic

worship in general.

Mysteries, in general, may be defined as sacrifices

and ceremonies which took place at night, or in se-

cret, within some sanctuary, which the uninitiated

were not allowed to enter. What was essential to

them were objects of worship, sacred utensils, and
traditions witli their interpretation, which were
withheld from all persons not initiated. We must,

however, distinguish between mysteries properly so

called, that is, such in which no one was allowed to

partake unless he had undergone a formal initiation,

and the mystic ceremonies of certain festivals, the

performance of which, though confined to particular

classes of persons or to a particular sex, yet did not

require a regular initiation. Our attention in this

article will be confined to the mysteries properly so

called.

It appears to have been the desire of all nations

of antiquity to withhold certain parts of their reli-

gious worship from the eyes of the multitude, in or-

der to render them the more venerable.* But that

tlie ancient mysteries were nothing but the imposi-

tions of priests, who played upon the superstitious

and ignorant, is an opinion which, although enter-

tained by Limburg-Brouwer, the latest writer on the

subject,* certainly cannot satisfy those who are ac-

customed to seek a more solid and vital principle in

all religious institutions that have ever had any last-

ing influence upon mankind. The persons united

and initiated to celebrate the mysteries in Greece
were neither all priests, nor did they belong to the

ignorant and superstitious classes of society, but

they were, on the contrary, frequently the most dis-

tinguished statesmen and philosophers. It has been
remarked under Eleusinia (p. 396), that it is far

more probable that the mysteries in the various

parts of Greece were remains of the ancient Pe-

iasgian religion. The associations of persons for

the purpose of celebrating them must therefore have
been formed at the time when the overwhelming
influence of the Hellenic religion began to gain the

upper hand in Greece, and when persons who still

entertained a reverence for the worship of former
times united together, with the intention of preserv-

ing and upholding among themselves as much as
possible of the religion of their forefathers. It is

natural enough that they formed themselves, for this

purpose, into societies, analogous to the brother-

hoods in the Church of Rome,* and endeavoured to

preserve against the profanation of the multitude

that which was most dear to them. Hence the se-

crecy of all the Greek mysteries, and hence the fact

that the Greek mysteries were almost invariably con-
nected with the worship of the old Pelasgian divin-

ities. The time when mysteries were established

as such must have been after the great changes and

1. (Lobeck, Aglaophamus, i., p. 305.)— 2. (Aristot., Rhet., ii.,

S4.—Find.. Nem., x., 63.)—3. (Plato, De Rep., ii., p. 264, E.)—
4. (Strabo, p. 717.)—5. (Hietoire de la Cirilisation Morale et JLk-

lir. des Grecs, torn, ir., p. 199.) — 6. (Porphjrr., De Jk istiii.,

tw «^
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disturbances produced by the Doiian migration, al<

though tradition referred their institution to Orph-
eus, the Curetes, the Idsean Dactyles, Dionysus, &.C.,

who belong to a much earlier period. These tradi-

tions, however, may in so far be regarded as true

as the mysteries were only a continuation and prop-

agation of the ancient religion. It must, however,
be admitted, that in subsequent times new element^
were added to the mysteries which were originally

foreign to them. The development of philosophy,

and, more especially, the intercourse with the East
and with Egypt, appear to have exercised a consid-
erable influence upon their character.

The most celebrated mysteries in Greece were
those of Samothrace and Eleusis. {Vid. Cadeiru,
Eleusinia.) But several other places and divini-

ties had their peculiar mysteries, e. g., the island of

Crete those of Zeus ;' Argolis those of Hera ;*

Athens those of Athena and Dionysus' {vid. Dio-
nysia) ; Arcadia those of Artemis ; ^gina those
of Hecate.* But not only the worship of the great
gods, but also that of some ancient heroes was con-
nected with mysteries.*

The benefits which the initiated hoped to obtam
were security against the vicissitudes of fortune,

and protection from dangers both in this life and in

the life to come. The principal part of the initia-

tion, and that which was thought to be most effica-

cious in producing the desired effects, were the lus-

trations and purifications, whence the mysteries
themselves are sometimes called Kadupaia or xa-

dapfioi.

Offences against and violations of the mysteries
were at Athens under the jurisdiction of the archon
king, and the court, in such cases, only consisted of
persons who were themselves initiated (fxefivijfiivoi).

and were selected from the heliasta for the pur-

pose." Even in cases which were brought before
an ordinary court, the judges were only initiated

persons, if the case had any connexion with the
mysteries.* That no one but the initiated might
hear the transactions in such a case, the court was
surrounded by public slaves, to keep all profane per-

sons at a distance.'

The Roman religion had no such mysteries as
that of the Greeks, but only mystic rites and cere-

monies connected with the celebration of certain

festivals. The Bacchanalia were of foreign origin,

and of short duration. {Vid. Dionysia.)

A very full account of the Greek mysteries is

given by Limburg-Brouwer, Hisl. de la Civilisat.

Mar. et Rilig. des Grecs, tom. iv., p. 180-415, and
chapter xxvi. of the same work contains a useful

survey of the various opinions upon the subject

which have been entertained by modern scholars

and philosophers.

*MYSTICE'TUS (/zvern/oyrof). " This term oc-

curs in the common editions of Aristotle's Natural
History, and hence Linnaeus calls the common
whale Balcena Myslicetus. Schneider, however,
reads (iv^ to k^to^. It is the Musculus of Pliny.**

MYSTRUM {(ivarpov), a Greek liquid measure,
of which there were two sizes, called the large and
small mystrum. The small, which was the more
common of the two, was ^^^th of the cotyla, and \ th

of the cyathus, and therefore contained 0208 of an
English pint." Galen adds that the smaller mys-
trum contained 2^ drachms ; that the larger was -Jgth

of the cotyla, and contained 3^d drachms ; but that

the most exact mystrum (to diKaioTarov /avarpov)

1. (Strabo. p. 718.—Athen., ix., 18.)—2. (Paus., ii., 38, I) 2.)
—3. (Plut., Alcib., 34.)—4. (Paus., viii., 23, <) 3.)—5. (Paus., li.,

30, 1) 2.)—6. (Paus., iv., 34, «6.—Id. ib.,ii., 1.— Id. ib., ii., 30,*
5.—Ilerod., v., 83.)—7. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 141.)—8. (Ando-
cid., De Myst., p. 14.)—9. (Pollix, Ouoni., viii., 123.)— 10. (A*
ams, Append., . v.—Plin., H. N., li., 37.)— 11. (Galen, Frai.
c. IS.)
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keld 8 .icruples, that is, %Jd drachms. According to

titis, the small mystrum would be jths of the larger.

But in the 13lh chapter of the same fragment he
makes the large mystrum -—id of the cotyla, and the

small mystrum ^th of the large. In c. 4 he makes the

large mystrum =3 oxybapha, and the small =ljd.
Cleopatra makes the large =-iVth of the cotyla, the

small =Ad^
MYZON or MYXON (uv^uv, /xH^uv), a variety

of the Mullet. Artedi calls it Chylon Myxo an-

thorum*

N
NJE'NIA. {Vii. FuNus.p. 459.)

•NAPY (vuTrv), a term applied by Theophrastus,
Galen, and others to the Sinapis nigra, or common
Mustard. Dr. Milligan, however, in his edition of

Celsus, sets it down for the Sinapis alba, or White
Mustard.*

•NARCISSUS (vdpKiaaoc), a plant. The name
is especially referable to the Narcissut poeticut, or

DafTodil, but it was most probably applied on some
occasions to other species.*

NARDUS (vup«5oc). " By Nard," says Dr. Har-
ris, " was meant a highly aromatic herb, growing
in the Indies, and called Nardostachys by Dioscori-

des and Galen." It is fully described by Moses
Charras. " That the ancient Nards were Valeri-

ans, is now," remarks Adams, " universally admit-
ted. Sprengel shows that the Indian Nard of the
ancients was the species of Valerian called Patri-

nia Jatamansi, Don. The vdpdog KeXriKT} is refer-

able to the Valeriana Celtica and Saliunca, All. The
udp6o( bpeia is the species now called Valeriana tu-

lerosa. Tournefort named it V. maxima Pyrena-
i4:a."»

NARCE (va^/07). {Vid. Torpedo.)
•NARTHEX. {Vid. Ferula.)

'

NATALI'TII LUDI. {Vid. Lodi Natalitii.)

NATA'LIBUS RESTITU'TIO. (Vid. Inobiioi.)

NATA'TIO, NATATO'RIUM. (Jid. Baths, p.

148).

NAVA'LIA were docks at Rome where ships

were built, laid up, and refitted. They were at-

tached to the emporium outside of the Porta Tri-
gemina, and were connected with the Tiber.* The
emporium and navalia were first included with-
in the walls of the city by Aurelian.*

The docks {veuaoiKOL or veupia) in the Piraeeus

at Athens cost 1000 talents ; and having been de-
stroyed in the anarchy by the contractors for three
talents, were again restored and finally completed
by Lycurgus.' They were under the superintend-
ence of regular officers called imfte^Tjrai tuv veu-
p'iuv. {Vid. Epimeletai, 5.)

NAVA'LIS CORO'NA. {Vid. CoHOKA, p. 310.)

NAVARCHUS (vavapxoi) is the name by which
the Greeks designated Iwth the captain of a single
ship and the admiral of a fleet. The office itself

was called vavapxia. The admiral of the Athenian
fleet was always one of the ten generals {arpaniyoi)
elected every year, and he had either the whole
or the chief command of the fleet.* The chief offi-

cers who served under him were the trierarchs and
the pentecontarchs, each of whom commanded one
vessel ; the inferior officers in the vessels were the
niepvfirai, or helmsmen, the KeXevarai, or command-
ers of the rowers, and the npupdrai, who must have

I. (Wurm, De Pond., p. 130.)—9. (Aristot., H. A., t., 9 ; tI.,

17.)—3. (Theonhra»t., H. P.. i , 19.—Galen, De Simpl.,Tiii.—
Adams, Append., i. v.)—4. (Theophnut., H. P., ri., 6.—Id. ib.,

m., 12 —Dioacor., iv., 158.—Adams, Append., i. r.)—3. (Harriit,
Ntf. Hist, of the Bible, p. 390.—Adams, Append., s. t.)—0.
(LiF.. xxxr., 10.—Id.,xl., 51.—Id.,xlv.,2.)—7. (Vopisc., Aurel.,
tI.)-8. (Uocr., Areoptir-, 23.—Bflckh, Publ. Ecoa, ii., 10.)—
•. (Plut., Thenurt.. 1« )

been employed at the prow of the vess^f^.^ (i 'mu
pare Sthateoos.)
Other Greek states who kept a navy had likewise

their navarchs. A Spartan navarchus is mentioned
by Xenophon,* and under him served an officer

called imaroXevc.* The navarchia of Sparta, how-
ever, was an innovation of later times, when the
Spartans had acquired a fleet and possessions in

foreign countries. The office was distinct from
that of the kings, and Aristotle* calls it axedov irt'pn

PaatXeia.*

The navarchus in Rhodes seems to have been
their chief military officer. We find him authorized
to conclude treaties with foreign nations,* and sent
on embassies in the name of the Republic'
NAUCRA'RIA {vavKpapia) is the name of a di-

vision of the inhabitants of Attica. The four Attic
phylse were each divided into three phratries, and
each of these twelve phratries into four naucraries,

of which there were thus forty-eight. This division

is ascribed to Solon;* but Herodotus,* in relating

the insurrection of Cylon, mentions magistrates at

Athens called npvravig tuv vavKpupuv, so that the
naucraries must have existed Jong before Solon.
There is, however, some difficulty connected with
this passage of Herodotus, inasmuch as Thucydi-
des,** in relating the same event, mentions the nine
archons instead of the prytanes of the naucraries.

Wachsmuth" endeavours, very ingeniously, to rec-

oncile Herodotus and Thucydides, by supposing that

the prytanes of the naucraries were the same as the
trittyarchs, the assessors of the first archon, and
were thus identified by Thucydides with the archons
themselves. What the naucraries were previous to

the legislation of Solon is not stated anywhere, but
ft is not improbable that they were political divisions

similar to the demes in the constitution of Cleisthe-

nes, and were made, perhaps, at the time of the
institution of the nine archons, for the purpose of
regulating the liturgies, taxes, or financial and mil-

itary affairs in general.'* Tittmann," moreover,
supposes, with some probability, that they were,
like the demes of Attica, local divisions. Hence
the grammarians inform us that vavKpapo^, or the

chief officer of every naucrary, was the same as the
demarch. At any rate, however, the naucraries
before the time of Solon can have had no connexion
with the navy, and the word vavKpapog cannot be
derived from vavf, a ship, but from vaiu, and vav-

Kpapof is only another form for vavK?.f}poc in the
sense of a householder, as vav?.ov was used for the
rent of a house.'*

Solon, in his legislation, thus only retained the old

institution of the naucraries. His innovation prob-
ably was, that he charged each of them with the
equipment of one trireme and with the mounting of
two horsemen.'* All military afTairs, as far as re-

gards the defraying of expenses, probably continued,
as before, to be regulated according to naucraries.

Cleisthenes, in his change of the Solonian constitu-

tion, retained the division into naucraries for mili-

tary and financial purposes,'* but he increased theii

number to fifty, making five of each of his ten tril>es

so that now the number of their ships was increased
from forty-eight to that of fifty, and that of horse-

men from ninety-six to one hundred. The state-

ment of Herodotus," that the Athenians, in theit

war against .^Egina, had only fifty ships of their own,

1. (Xenonh.,De RepuW. Ath.. 1, 2, 20.)—2. (Hellen., ii., 1,4
7.)—3. (PolIux,Onom.,i.,9«.—Stur7,Lcx. Xcn., ii., p. S«l )—«.

(Polit., ii., 6, p. 69, ed. GOttlini?.)— 5. (Vid. Weber, " De Ojr

theo el Lacedxmoniorum reb. Naralib.," p. 73, &c.)—0. (Poljrb^

XTii., 1.)—7. (Polvb., XXI., 8.—Liv., xlv., 25.)-f«. (Photius, «
T. JiavKpapia.)—^. (^., 71.)— 10. (i., 12«.)— 11. (Ilellen. Alt.,

i., 1, p. 246.)— 12. (B\i)i. Publ. Ewm., ii., « 21.)— IS. (Oriack
StaaUT., p. 269.)— 14. (Pollux. Onom., x., 20.—Wack«m*th.
HeUen. Alt., i.. 1, p. 239.—Thirlwall, Hist, of Or., ii.. p. M.) •

15. (Pollux, Tiii., 108. )-l». (Phot., 1. e.)—17. (ri., 8«.)
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WAUMACHIA. NAUTODICAA.

w iflus perfectly in accordance with the fifty nau-

craries of Cleisthenes. The functions of the former

vavKpapoi, as the heads of their respective naucra-

ries, were now transferred to the demarchs. ( Vid.

Demarchi.)' The obligation of each naucrary to

equip a ship cf war for the service of the Republic

may be regarded as the first form of trierarchy.'

As the system of trierarchy became developed and
established, this obligation of the naucraries appears

lo have gradually ceased and to have fallen into dis-

use. (Compare Trikrarchia.)
NAUCRA'ROS. {Vid. Naccbaria.)
NAVES. (Fid. Ships.)

NAUMA'CHIA was the name given to the rep-

resentation of a seafight among the Romans, and
also to the place where such engagements took

place. These fights were sometimes exhibited in

the circus or amphitheatre, sufficient water being

introduced to float ships, but more generally in

buildings especially devoted to this purpose. The
first representation of a seafight on an extensive

scale was exhibited by Julius Caesar, who caused a
lake to be dug for the purpose in a part of the Cam-
pus Martius, called by Suetonius the " Lesser Code-
ta :"^ this lake was afterward filled up in the time

wf Augustus, on accouait of the malaria arising from
the stagnant water in it.* Augustus also dug a lake

(stagnum) near the Tiber for the same purpose, and
planted around it a grove of trees (mcwims).* This
naumachia was the first permanent one ; it con-

tinued to be used after others had been made, and
was subsequently called the "vetus naumachia."*

Claudius exhibited a magnificent seafight on the

lake Fucinus.' Nero appears to have preferred the

amphitheatre for these exhibitions.* Domitian

made a new naumachia, and erected a building of

stone around it, in which the spectators might sit

to see the engagement.' Representations of nau-

inachiae are sometimes given on the coins of the

emperors.'"

The combatants in these seafights, called Nau-
mackiarii,^^ were usually captives,'" or criminals

condemned to death," who fought, as in gladiatorial

combats, until one party was killed, unless pre-

served by the clemency of the emperor. The ships

engaged in the seafights were divided into two
parties, called respectively by the names of differ-

ent maritime nations, as Tyrians and Egyptians,'*

Rhodians and Sicilians," Persians and Athenians,"
Corcyrsans and Corinthians, Athenians and Syra-

cusans, &c." These seafights were exhibited with
the same magnificence and lavish expenditure of

human life as characterized the gladiatorial combats
and other public games of the Romans. In Nero's

naumachia there were sea -monsters swimming
about in the artificial lake,'* and Claudius had a

silver triton placed in the middle of the lake Fuci-

nus, who was made, by machinery, to give the sig-

nal for attack with a trumpet." Troops of Nereids
were also represented swimming about." In the
seafight exhibited by Titus there were 3000 men
engaged," and in that exhibited by Domitian the
ships were almost equal in number to two real

fleets (pane juata classes"'^. In the battle on the

I. (Harpocrat., a. r. A/./iapxw-)—2- (Lex. Rhet., p. 383.)—3.
(Dion Cass., xliii., 23.—Suet.. Jul., 39.)—4. (Dion Can., xlv.,

17.)—5. (Suet., Octav., 43.—Tacit., Ann., xii., 56.—Id. ib., xir.,

15.)—6. (Suet., Tit., 7.—Dion Ca3S.,lxvi..25.—Ernesti ad Suet.,

Tib., 72.)—7. (Tacit., Ann., xii., 56.—Suet., Claud., 31.—Dion
Cass., Ix., 33.)—8. (Dion Cass., Ixi., 9 ; Ixii., 15.)—9. (Dion
Cass., IxYi., 8.—Suet., Dom., 4, 5.)—10. (Scheffer, De Militia

Navali, iii., 2, p. 189, 191.)—11. (Suet., Claud., 21.)—12. (Dion
Cass., xlviii., 19.)— 13. (Dion Cass., Ix., 33.)—14. (Suet., Jul.,

31.)—15. (Suet., Claud., 21.—Dion Cass., Ix., 33.)—16. (Dion
Cass., Ixi., 9.)— 17. (Id., Ixvi., 25.)— 18. (Suet., Nero, 12.—
Dion Cass., Ixi., 9.)— 19. (Suet., Claud.. 21.)—20. (Mart., De
Spoctaii., 26.)—21. (Dion Cass., Ixvi., 2J ^—22. (Suet.^ Dom.,
4.)
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lake Fucinus there were 19,000 combataits.' and
fifty ships on each side.'

NAUTA. {Vid. Exercitoria Actio.)

NAU'TICON {vavTiKov). {Vid. Interesi or
MoNKT, p. 545.)

NAUTILUS {vavTilo^). This shell-fish is graph-

ically described by Aristotle, Oppian, and Phile. It

is the Argonauta Argo, L., or the Paper Nautilus.

NAUTOD'ICAA (varroJt'/cat) are called apxal w
magistrates by most of the ancient grammarians,'
while a few others call them diKaarai.* The con
current authority of most of them, together with a

passage of Lysias,* the only Attic orator who men-
tions the nautodicae, renders it more than probable

that they were a magistracy. This can be the less

doubtful, as the words SiKu^eiv and (^tKaarijc are

sometimes used of magistrates in their capacity ol

eiaayuyelc.^ {Vid. Eisagookis.) AH testimonies

of the ancients, however, agree that the nautodicae

had the jurisdiction in matters belonging to naviga-

tion and commerce, and in matters concerning such
persons as had entered their names as members of

a phratria without both their parents being citizens

of Athens, or, in other words, in the dixat ifiiropuv

and diKoi ^eviag. The time when nautodicae were
first instituted is not mentioned, but the fact that

they had the jurisdiction in cases where a person

had assumed the rights of a phrator, without his

father and mother being citizens, shows that their

institution must belong to a time when it was suffi-

cient for a man to be a citizen if only his father was
a citizen, whatever his mother might be, that is,

previous to the time of Pericles^ (compare Civitas,

p. 259), and perhaps as early as the time of Cleisthe-

nes. The nautodicae were appointed every year by
lot in the month of Gamelion, and probably attended

to the SUai. tfivrSpuv only during the winter, whei:

navigation ceased, whereas the dtKai ^eviag migti
be brought before them all the year round.

It is a well-known fact, that the two actions {diKat

Efimpuv and SUai ^tviag) which we have here as^

signed to the nautodicae belonged, at least at one
time, to the thesmothetae.* Several modern writers,

such as Bockh, Baumstark, and others, have, there-

fore, been led to suppose, that all the grammarians
who call the nautodicae apjaZ are mistaken, and that

the naulodica; were not eldayuyEig in the cases

above mentioned, but diKaarai. But this mode of

settling the question does not appear to us to be as

satisfactory as that adopted by Meier and Schb-

mann.' In all the speeches of Demosthenes, no
trace occurs of the nautodicae ; and in the oration

against Lacritus,** where all the authorities are

mentioned before whom such a case as that of

Lacritus might be brought, the orator could scarcely

have failed to mention the nautodicae, if they had

still existed at the time. It is, therefore, natural

to suppose that the dUaL e/inopuv, at the time of

Philip of Macedonia, when they became SiKui Ififir]-

vot {vid. EMMHNOI AlKAH, were taken from the

nautodicae and transferred to the thesmothetae. And
as the Republic could not now think it any longei

necessary to continue the office of nautodicae mere-

ly on account of the dUai ^eviaQ, these latter were
likewise transferred to the thesmothetae, and thf

office of the nautodicae was abolished. The whole
period during which nautodicae existed at Athens
would thus comprehend the time from the legisla-

tion of Cleisthenes, or soon after, to Philip of Mace-
donia. One difficulty, however, yet remains, for

nautodica; are mentioned by Lucian" in a dialogue

1. (Tacit., Ann., xii., 56.)-2. (Dion Com., Ix., 33.)—3. (Har-

pocrat.—Suidas.—Lex. Rhet., s. v. NavroSlKat.)—4. (Hesych.
s. V.)—5. (De Tecun. Publ., p. 189, Eremi.)—«. (Meier, An
Proc, p. 28.)—7. (Plut., Pencl., 37.)—8. (Moier, Alt. Proc., p.

64. <tc.)—9. (Att. Proc.. p. 85, &c.)—10. (p. 940.)— 11. (n., p.

203. cd. Bip.)



NEGOTIORUM GESTORUM ACTIO. NEMEAN GAMES.

which the author represents as having taiten place

after the death of Alexander. Those who are un-

willing to believe that Lucian here, as in other

places, has been guilty of an anaciironism, must
suppose that the nautodicae were, after their aboli-

tion, restored for a time, of which, however, there

is no other evidence.*

NEBRIS, a Fawn's Skin (from veSpoc, a fawn :

*tU. iEoie), worn originally by hunters and others

>s an appropriate part of their dress, and afterward

attributed to Bacchus,* and, consequently, assumed
by his votaries in the processions and ceremonies

which they observed in honour of him.' ( Vid. Di-

oiTYBU, p. 363, 365.) The annexed woodcut, taken
from Sir Wm. Hamilton's Vases,* shows a priestess

of Bacchus in the attitude of offering a ncbris to

bim or to one of his ministers. The works of ancient

art often show it as worn not only by male and fe-

male bacchanals, but also by Pans and Satyrs. It

was commonly put on in the same manner as the

aegis or goatskin, by tying the two fore legs over
the right shoulder so as to allow the body of the

skin to cover the left side of the wearer.* In the

Dionysiac processions, the fawn's skin worn by the

god, besides its natural spots, which were greatly

admired, was enriched with gems.'
•NEBRI'TES {ve6p(T7]g), a precious stone, men-

tioned in the Orphic poem. De Laet supposes it

«ither an agate or a jasper.^

NEFASTI DIES. (Vid. Dies, p. 362.)

NEGATI'VA. NEGATO'RIA ACTIO. {Vid.

CoNPEssoRiA Actio.)
NEGOTIORUM GESTORUM A'CTIO. This

vas an action which a man might have against

another who had managed his affairs for him in his

absence, without being coimnissioned to do so {sine

mandato). The action was not founded either on
contract or delict, but was allowed for convenience'
ake {ulilitatis cansa). The person whose business
was transacted by another, and the person who
tiansacted the business, might severally have an
acti3n against one another in respect of that which
"« bona fide alterum alleri prastare oportel.^' The

1. (Compare Bikkh, Publ. Ecun., i., 1) 0.—Baumatark, <* D«
Curotoribus Emporii et Nautoclicis apud Atheaienses," p. 65-
T8.)—2. (Eurip., Bacch., 99, 125, 157, 790, ed. Matth.—ArU-
Uiph., RaniE, 1209.~Diony8. Perieg., 702, 946.—Rufaa Festui
ATienus, 1129.)—3. (Seneca, (Edip., ii., 436.—Brunck, An*l.,
i., 483.)-4. (i., 37.)—5. f Ovid, Met., vi., 583.)—«. (CUud., D«
W. cons. Uoair., 605.)—7 ;Orpheut, De Lmpid., 743.)

action of the self-cx>nstituted agent was sometimea
called contraria, by analogy to similar actions in

other cases. He was bound to make good tmy loss

that was incurred durinc his administration by
dolus or culpa, and in some instances even los»

that had been incurred by casus. On the other

hand, he had his action for all expenses properly

incurred, and n some cases even if the result wa«
unfortunate U the absent person ; as if he paid for

medical attenc ance on a sick slave, and the slate

died, notwithstanding all his care : but various dif*

iicukies might easily be suggested as to such cases
as these,' and the rule must be qualified by the

condition of the thing undertaken being a thing

profitable (to the owner) to be undertaken, though
the result might be unprofitable."

NEKRODEIPNON. ( Vtd. Funus, p. 458.)

NEKROTHAPTAI. ( Vtd. Funds, p. 459.)

NEKUSIA. ( Vid. Funds, p. 458.)

NEMEAN GAMES {ve/iea, vefieia, or veftala), one
of the four great national festivals of the Greeks.
It was held at Nemea, a place near Cleonae in Ar-
golis. The various legends respecting its origin

are related in the argumenta of the scholiasts to

the Nemea of Pindar, with which may be compared
Pausanias' and Apollodonis.* All these legends,

however, agree in stating that the Nemea were
originally instituted by the Seven against Thebes
in commemoration of the death of Opheltes, after-

ward called Archemorus. When the Seven arrived

at Nemea, and were very thirsty, they met H3rp8ip-

yle, who was carrying Opheltes, the child of the

priest of Zeus and of Eurydice. While she showed
to the heroes the way to the nearest well, she left

the child behind, lying in a meadow, which, during
her absence, was killed by a dragon. When the
Seven, on their return, saw the accident, they s.!ew

the dragon, and instituted funeral games {uyuv isi-

rd^tof), to be held every third year {rpuTJipiKo^).

Other legends attribute the institution of the No-
mean games to Heracles, after he had slain the Ne-
mean lion ; but the more genuine tradition was
that he had either revived the ancient games, or,

at least, introduced the alteration by which they
were from this time celebrated in honour of Zeus.
That Zeus was the god in honour of whom the
games were afterward celebrated, is stated by Pin
dar.* The games were at first of a warlike char-
acter, and only warriors and their sons were al-

lowed to take part in them; subsequently, how-
ever, they were thrown open to all the Greeks
{di/fioTiKov n^f/doQ avvEdpofte). The games \<6k
place in a grove between Cleona; and Phliue.* Ihe
various games, according to the enumeration o(

Apollodorus,' were horse-racing, running in armour
in the stadium,* wrestling, chariot-racing and dis-

cus, boxing, throwing the spear and shooting with
the bow, to which we may add musical contests.'

The scholiasts on Pindar describe the agon very
imperfectly as inniKog and yvuviKo^. The prize

given to the victors was at first a chaplet of olive-

branches, but afterward a chaplet of green parsley.
Wh^n this alteration wius introduced is not certain,

though it may be inferred from an expression of

Pindar,'* who calls the parsley {ae?j.vov) the 0oruva
AroiTof, that the new prize was believed to have
been introduced by Hetacles. The presidency at

these games, and the management of them, belong-
ed at different times to Cleonae, Corinth, and Argos.
and from the first of these places they are some-
times called uyuv KXeuvaioc. The judges who
awarded the prizes were dressed in black robes.

1. (Dif. 3, tit., 5, B. 10.)—2. (Di)f. 44, tit. 7, «. 5.—Dig. 3, hi

5, DoNegotiii Ocslia.) — 3. (ii., 15, 2. Ac.) — 4. (lii., fl,»4.»

— 5. (Nem., iii., 114.)—6. (Strabo, viii.,6, p. 210, ed. Taaclm.:
— 7. (1. c.)—8. (Paus., ii., 13, » 9.)— 0. (Paus., viii., 90, <- .

Plut., Philop., 11.)— 10. (Nem., Ti.,71.)
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NERITLS. NEXUM

and an irAtance of their justice, when the Argives

presided, is recorded by Pausanias.*

Respecting the time at which the Nemean games
were held, the scholiast on Pindar' merely states

tliat they were held on the 12th of the month of

Panemus, though in another passage he makes a

statement which upsets this assertion. Pausanias'

speaks of winter Nemea, and manifestly distin-

guishes them from others which were held in sum-
mer. It seems that for a time the celebration of the

Nemea was neglected, and that they were revived

in 01. 53, 2, from which time Eusebius dates the

first Nemead. Henceforth it is certain that they
were for a long time celebrated twice in every
Olympiad, viz., at the commencement of every sec-

ond Oljonpic year in the winter, and soon after the

commenceraent of every fourth Olympic year in the

summer. This has been shown by Bockh in an es-

say iiicr die Zeilverh'dUnisse der Demoslh. Rede gegen
Midias, in the transactions of the Berlin Acad.,

1818, \8l9.—Histor. Fhilol. Klasse, p. 92, &c.—Com-
pare Ideler, Handb. der ChronoL, ii., p. 606, &c.
About the time of the battle of Marathon, it became
customary in Argolis to reckon according to Ne-
meads.

In 208 B.C., Philip of Macedonia was honoured
by the Argives with the presidency at the Nemean
games,* and Quinctius Flaminius proclaimed at the
Nemea the freedom of the Argives.* The Emperor
Hadrian restored the horse-racing of boys at the

Nemea, which had fallen into disuse. But after

this time they do not seem to have been much long-

er celebrated, as they are no longer mentioned by
anv of the writers of the subsequent period •

NE'NIA. {Vid. FuNus, p. 459.)

NEO'COROI.. (Vid. ^DiTui.)
NEODAMO'DEIS. (Fjd.CiviT,-s,GHEEK,p. 260;

HsLOTES, p. 492.)

:NF0'IIIA, NEOSOFKOI. (Vid. Navalia.)
NEPENTHES {vrjnevdcO. Among the many

conjectures which have been started concerning the

Nepenthes, that one appears very plausible which
supposes it to have been Opium, or the juice of the

Papaver somniferumJ
NEPTUNA'LIA, a festival ofNeptune, celebrated

at Rome, of which very little is knov/n." The day
on which it was held was probably the 23q cf July.

In the ancient calendaria this day is marked as Nept.

Ivuli el fericE, or Nept. ludi, from which we see that

the festival was celebrated with games. Respect-
ing the ceremonies of this festival, nothing is known
except that the people used to build huts of branch-
es and foliage {umbrae.''), in which they probably feast-

ed, drank, and amused themselves."
NE'RION {vijpiov) the Nerium oleander, or Rose-

bay. The modern Greek name is KiKpodu^vT]. Sib-

thorp says it is very common throughout Greece,
and that it marks the torrent-bed and fringes the
banks of the Ilissus. The flowers are used as an
ornament, and cover the bazar at Athens. The
leaves boiled, or the dried leaves powdered, are
employed as remedies for the itch ; boiled in oil,

they serve as a liniment for rheumatic pains. In
Cyprus it retains the ancient name of 1>o6o6u^vti,

and the Cypriotes adorn their churches with the
flowers on feast-days.*'

NERI'TES (yrjfjLTric). According to Rondelet
and Gesner, the vr/piTriq of Aristotle is a species of

1. (viii., 40, 1) 3.)—2. (Argum. nd Nem.)—3. (ii., 15, l> 2.)—4.
'J.iv., zxvii., 30, <fec.— Polyb., %., 26.)— 5. (Liv., xxxiv.,41.

—

Polyb., X.. 26.) — 6. (Vid. Villoisoa, Histoire de I'Acad. des In-
icript. et Bell. Lett., vol. xxxviii., p. 29, <fcc.—Schomann, " Plu-
larchi Agis et Cleoraenes," &c., > 10.)—7. (Horn., Od., iv., 220.
--Theophrast, II. P., ix., 15.) —8. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., p.
66, Bipont.)— 9. (Festus, s. v. Umbre.)—10. (Horat., Carm., iii.,

J8, 1, Ac—TertuU., Ue Spect., 6.)—11. (Dio«cor , iv., 82.—Wal-
pole's Memoirs, <bc., vol i., p 830.)
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Concha, whereas that of -^Elian is jt species of CocV
lea ; the C. Nerite, as Adams thinks, of Linnaios.

It is called the Sea-snail.'

NEXI. {Vid. NKxvyi.)

NEXUM is defined by Manilius to be " omne quod
per libram et ces geritur, in quo sint mancipi." Mu-
cins Scsevola has a different definition :

" qua per

ces et libram fianl ut obtigentur, prceterquam qua man
cipio dentur." Varro," who has preserved both
these definitions, prefers the latter, as being con-

sistent with the etymology of the word : " guod
obligatur per libram, neque suum sit, inde Nexum diet-

tur." As an illustration, he adds :
" Liber qui Mutu

operas in servilutcm pro pecunia quam debeat dot, dum
soheret, nexus vacatur, ut ah are obaratus.^^ The
difference in these definitions arises solely from the

different aspect under which the nexum is viewed.
Every nexum was in the form of a sale, and, con-

sequently, viewed as to its formal part, nexum com-
prehended mancipium. The testamenti factio waa
also included under nexum. Viewed as to its ob-

ject and legal effect, nexum was either the trans-

fer of the ownership of a thing, or the transfer of a
thing to a creditor as a security : accordingly, in

one sense, nexum included mancipium, as explained

in Mancipium ; in another sense, mancipium and
nexum are opposed in the same way in which sale

and mortgage or pledge are opposed. The formal

part of both transactions consisted in a transfer

per aes et libram. This explanation is cuiisistent

with the definitions of the jurists and the uses of

these two words.
The person who became nexus by the effect of a

nexum or nexus (for this form of the word also ia

used) was said nexum inire.' The phrases nexi
datio, nexi liberatio, respectively express the coih
tracting and the release from the obligation.

The Roman law as to the payment of borrowed
money {pecunia certa credita*) was very strict A
curious passage of Gellius* gives us the aicient

mode of legal procedure in the case of debt, as; fixed

by the Twelve Tables. If the debtor admitted the
debt, or had been condemned in the amount of the
debt by a judex, he had thirty days allowed him for

payment. At the expiration of this time he was
liable to the manus injectio {vid. Manus Injectio),

and ultimately to be assigned over to the creditor

{addictus) by the sentence of the praetor. The
creditor was required to keep him for sixty days in

chains, during which time he publicly exposed the
debtor on three nundina;, and proclaimed the amount
of his debt. If no person released the prisoner by
paying the debt, the creditor might sell him as a
slave or put him to death. If there were several

creditors, the letter of the law allowed them to cut

the debtor in pieces, and to take their share of bis

body in proportion to their debt. Gellius says that

there was no instance of a creditor ever having
adopted this extreme mode of satisfying his debt.

But the creditor might treat the debtor, who was
addictus, as a slave, and compel him to work uut

his debt : and the treatment was often very severe.

It is remarkable, that in this passage Gellius does
not speak of nexi, but only of addicti ; which ia

sometimes alleged as evidence of the identity o'

nexus and addictus, but it proves no such identity.

If a nexus is what he is here supposed to be, thti

law of the Twelve Tables could not apply ; for

when a man had once become nexus with respect

to one creditor, he could not become nexus to an-

other ; and if he became nexus to several at once,

in this case the creditors must abide by their con-

tract in taking a joint security. This law of the

Twelve Tables only applied to the case of a debto)

1. (Adams, Append., s. v.) —2. (De Ling. Lat., vi., 5.)— S.

(Liv , vii., 19.)—4. (Vt<i. Lex Gall. Ciaalp., 81, 29 • -5. (xjc., i.)



NEXTJ8. ISEXUS.

beinfi assigced over by a judicial sentence to scv-

era. creditors, and it provided for the settlement of

Iheir conflicting claims. The distinction between
a nexum and a res judicata is obvious enough,

though some writers have missed it.

The precise condition of a nexus has, however,
been a subject of much discussion among scholars,

and it is not easy to reconcile all the passages in

w hich the term occurs so as to deduce from them
a consistent view of the matter. Sometimes, in-

deed, nexus appears to be used in the same sense
a3 addictus, which cannot cause any difficulty if

wo consider that the effect of being nexus and ad-

dictus was the same, as will presently be made
probable.

As a nexum was effected per aes et libram, it

was in the form of a sale, and, of course, there was
an object of sale ; and this object of sale might be
a thing or a person. A free man could not prop-

erly be the object of a sale, but it requires only a
slight acquaintance with Roman law to perceive
that this difficulty could be got over by a fiction.

As in the case of manumission per vindictam there
was a fiction that the slave was free, so there
might here be a fiction that the freeman w:is a
slave. And if this is not admitted as a probable
solution, it cannot be denied that there is as much
difficulty in understanding the coemtio of a fe-

male, who was sui juris, which, as a legal fact, is

quite certain, as the formal sale of a freeman with
his consent. The notion of a freeman giving him-
self into the power of another, so far from being
foreign to the notions of Roman law, as some wri-

ters have asserted, is perfectly consistent with
them, as we see in the instance of adrogation.

The nexum, then, being in the form of a sale, the
nexus was in a servile condition as a necessary
consequence of the nexum, and the opinion that

there must be an addictio to give efRct to the nex-
um is inconsistent with the notion of the nexum.
According to this view, a nexus, as soon as the
contract of nexum was made, was in the condition

of an addictus, and both were treated as slaves.

But it has been urged that "one cannot discover
any reason for this self-pledging {nexum), since every
insolvent, even when there was no nexum, must
become his creditor's slave {addictus), and how can
we understand that the abolition of the nexum was
such an advantage gained by the plebeians,' if the

addictio still remained, which might be obtained
when there was no nexum ; and it cannot be de-

nied that it did remain ]" ITie advantage consists

precisely in the difference between a contract which
cannot be enforced against a person without the
forms of legal proceeding, and a contract which at

ooce gives a man a power over his debtor without
any application to a court ofjustice. The effect of
the abolition of the nexum, in this its special sense,

while the addictio still existed, may be illustrated

by the supposed case of a landlord's remedy for the
recovery of his rent by distress being abolished,

wiiile his other remedies under the contract for let-

ting and hiring remained.
It is remarked by Gotlling,* that " the compari-

son of tiie adrogatio and the adoptio gives the

clearest proof of ihe correctness of Savigny's view,

who rejects the notion of a freeman pledging him-

self. In the case of the adrogatio of a Roman, who
is sui juris, there was no mancipatio which such
person could effect of himself; but in the case of

adoption, a mancipatio occurs, and it is effected by
the living father and the son together. In the case

of coemtio, it certainly appears as if the woman of

herself effected a self-mancipation ; she, however,

is not herself auctor, but her guardian is auctor."

1. (Lit., viii., 38.)—2. (Gesrh. der RAm. Staat^rerfaaunf.)
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There may be some weight in this observation, IM
point of which appears to be this : there was man
cipatio in the case of adoption, where the adopted
person was in the power of another, but no manci-
patio in the case of adrogation, where the adopted
person waf not in the power of another. The tacit

conclusion, ilien, seems to be, that if in ono case
there was no mancipatio, and yet a person was
brought into the power of another with his owii

consent, there could be no mancipatio when t per-

son consented to put himself into a servile relation

to another ; for it is here assumed that a nexum
was voluntary. But this is not a legitimate con-

clusion. It is easy to see that mancipatio in the

case of adoption, where the son was in the poiver

of the father, was a sufficient form, considering that

the person adopted was only a filiusfamilias ; and
that adrogation, which was of a person who was
sui juris, was a very different matter, and required

other forms to be observed, because the person ad-

rogated was not a filiusfamilias. {Vid. Adoptiom.)

A nexum effected no change of familia, like an
adoption or adrogation ; and, while its object was
different from that of both of these ceremonies, it is

quite consistent for its form to have been the same
as the form of the one, and different from the form
of the other.

The mode in which Gottling' explains this mat-
ter of the nexum is as follows :

" A free citizen can

come into a mancipii causa when he cannot pay a

loan (as confessum) out of his own means. What
in such case he has to give security f tr, that to

which he has bound himself, is called nexum (name-
ly, ffis) ; hence the phrases nexi datio, nexi libera-

tio. The person who does such an act is called

nexum (from nexus nexfls) iniens, nexum facicns

;

but after he has received the loan in the above so>-

emn manner, he is nexu obligatus, nexu vinctus :

as soon as he has failed to fulfil his obligation, and,

in consequence of such failure, has been addicted

(addictus), and given in mancipium by the magis
trate, he is called nexus (adjective), qui se nexum
dedit :" a more confused account of the thing, or

one more remote from legal precision, cannot be

imagined.

The lex Poetilia (B.C. 326) alleviated the condi-

tion of the nexi. So far as we can understand its

provisions, it set all the nexi free, or made them
soluti,* and it enacted that, for the future, there

should be no nexum (cautumque in posterum ne nec-

terentur), and that no debtor should, for the future,

be put in chains. Addictio, however, still coi in-

ued in force after the lex Poetilia, as we see in sev-

eral instances.* It appears from the lex Galliie

Cisalpinte,* that in the case of other actions there

was only a possessio bonorum, but in the case of

pecunia certa credita there was personal execution.

The enactment of the lex Julia, which introduced

the bonorum cessio, and gradual changes in society,

must have diminished the frequency of the addictio.

(Vid. Bonorum Cessio.)

Neither the addictus nor the nexus was a slave,

and his ingenuitas was only in suspense. As to the

nexum, it must have been necessary that the effect

of the legal act by which the ingenuus was made a

nexus should be done away with by another legal

act ; and this seems to be the nexi liberatio which
was dene per aes et libram. It also appears, from

a passage in Livy,' that a certain person, who was
judicatus pecuniae, and is not described as nexus,

was released from his obligation per aes et libram.

In the time of Gains, an imaginary form of payment

per Ks et libram was retained in cases where Ilka

1. (p. 1S3.) — 2. (LiT., Tiii., 28, "nexi •oluti." — S. (Ljr.

xxiii., 14.—8«U., C«., 35.—Cicero, Pro Flaw-), »./—4. '? M
t».)-S f-i..l4.) „,
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oUigalion was contracted either per a;s et librain, or

was due ex judical! causa.* There seems, indeed,

no reason why this ceremony should have been
used in the case of an addictus who wished to be
restored to his former state, for the addictio was by
implication only to have an effect till the debt was
paid. It might be contended that such was the ef-

fect of the nexum also ; but we must distinguish be-

tween the effect of a sentence of the prcetor and a
solemn act like that of the nexum, which was in

form a transfer of ownership. The addictus was
protected against injuria from his master,' and it is

said that he retained his name and tribe ; but it is

somewhat difficult to understand how he retained

his tribe, since he had sustained infamia. Upon
the discharge of his obligations, the addictus, it

seems, returned to his former status.

It was Niebuhr's opinion that the nexum, when
it became a form of giving security, had not its

complete effect until the debtor was unable to pay,

and was brought into the condition of a debtor-

slave by the addictio. An answer to this is con-
tained in a passage already quoted. If it required

an addictio to make a person nexus, what was the
use of a nexum when a man might become addic-

tus, even when there was no nexum 1 The only

intelligible solution of all these difficulties is, that a
nexum had an immediate effect.

It seems to be a legal consequence of a nexum
and an addictio, that the children, if they were in

the power of the parent, must follow his condition,

as in the case of adrogation.

In the case mentioned in Livy,* where the son is

said to have been nexus for his father's debt {cum
te nexum dedisset), it may be that the father bound
his son only, which he could certainly do just in the

same way as he could mancipate him. If the son
was not in his lather's power, he could still bind

himself on behalf of his father. The expression in

Livy does not enable us to determine which of the

two possible cases was the real case, but it seems
probable that the son Avas in the power of the fa-

ther.

The meaning of the provision in the Twelve Ta-
bles, as cited by Geilius, as to cutting the debtor in

pieces, has been a subject ofmuch discussion. Tay-
lor, in his essay {Comment, ad L. Deccmviralem de

Inope Debitore in partis dissecando), attempts to prove

that Geilius misunderstood the old law, and that the

words of the Twelve Tables, " partis secanto : si

plus minusve secuerint se fraude esto," mean that

the several creditors are entitled to have the " par-

tis," that is, the " operas" of the addictus, divided or

distributed among them ; and he goes on to explain

the rest of the law in these terms :
" Communis sit

servus eorum, qui quidem adfuerint ; et sine fraude
esto, si cetcri totics procitati suas quoque partis in.

debitore non vindicaverint." But the arguments of

Taylor are by no means satisfactory. The conjec-

ture that the " partis" are the shares of the credi-

, tors arising from the sale of the debtor, is also un-

supported by any proof This monstrous enact-

ment, if we take it literally, shocks all our notions

of humanity, but it has been well observed that it

is by no means inconsistent with the spirit of the

il.i Roman law ; and the fact of an actual division

of a debtor's body not being on record, is no proof
against, and hardly furnishes a presumption against

the existence of such a law. The Romans had no
prisons for debtors. The creditor was the debtor's

jailer, and we know that m the oldest time he was
often a cruel keeper. When there were several

creditors who claimed the body of a debtor, he
might be kept by any one for the benefit of himself

and the rest till the sixty days were over ; but after

1. (Oaiui, iii., 173-175.)—2. (Gaiu», i., 141 )-S. (7ui, 58.)
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that time, if the creditors could not s^ree among
themselves, there, was no po.ssible mode of settling

their conflicting claims than that which the lav o!'

the Decemviri gave them, and which they mijiht

adopt if they chose. Such a law could never bo,

carried into effect in any country, as the legislators

must have well known, and thus, while its terms
fully satisfied the claims of the creditors, in prac-

tice it may have turned out really favourable to the
debtor. ( Vid. the remarks of Geilius on this part

of the law.') But the solution of the difficulty is

quite a different matter from the fact of its exist-

ence, which is in no way to be questioned because
we cannot explain it.

The various authorities on the subject of the
nexum and addictio are referred to by Rein, Das
Rom. Privdtrecht, p. 313, &c. The writer of this

article has not had the advantage of seeing the es-

say of Savigny, Ueber das altrbmische Schuldrecht,

Berlin, 1834, and is only generally acquainted with
it from other works. The whole subject is still en-
cumbered with difficulty, as will appear from a ref-

erence to the various writers on this subject. The
note of Walter* appears to contain the true state-

ment as to the difference between the effect of a

nexum and a res judicata ; but he rejects the notion

of a man selling or pledging himself.

NIMBUS VI'TREUS. {Vjd.Nix.)
*NITRUM {virpov). " It is scarcely necessary

to remark," says Adams, " that the Latin Nitrum
and the Greek virpov was a very different substance
from the modern nitrate of potass ; but it is not so
easy to determine its real nature. Geoffroy, indeed,

looked upon it as having been of the same nature as

the salt of tartar or potash ; but it is much more
probable that it was a native composition of soda.

It appears from Martial and Serapion that it wa«
nearly allied to common salt, which we know to bo

a compound of soda. From the circumstance inci-

dentally mentioned in the Bible, that an effervea.

cence was produced by pouring vinegar upon it, we
may also determine, with some confidence, that it

was a carbonate. It seems probable, then, that il

was a carbonate of soda. This is also the opinion

of Coray, no mean authority on such a matter. Dr
Kidd, however, maintains that, though the ternib

natron and nitrum are commonly applicable to the

native carbonate of soda, they were sometimes ap-

plied likewise to saltpetre and sal ammoniac. He
thinks that Pliny, in the following sentence, ap-

plies it to the latter :
' Calce aspersum reddit odorem

vehementem.' The virpov is called ;j;aAt(Trpatov by

Plato, from Chalistra, a !-;ke in Macedonia.'"

NIX {xi<^v), Snow, wa'3 used by the Greeks and
Romans in various ways r-.s an accompaniment to

their meals in warm oo.i':.er. The great antiquity

of the practice is shown by AthPiisus.* They drank
water cooled by the admixture of snow.* Also,

when the wine was mixed in the vase {vid. Cratkr),

snow was poured into it instead of water, so as to

cool and to dilute it at the same time.* Fragments
of ice were put into the cups of wine with the same
view.^ Another method of applying the snow was
by passing wine through a strainer or colander filled

with snow ; by this process the wine was also ren-

dered clear.* The " nimbus vitreus," mentioned

by Martial,* seems to have been a glass colander,

which was filled with snow so as to look like a cloud,

and from which the wine, after passing through the

snow, descended in a shower. Moreover, we learn

1. (XX., 1.)—2. (Gesch. des R6m. Rechts, p. 642, u. 6.) — i
(A<Ianis, in Edinb. Med. and Surg. Journal, No. 113.— Id., Ad-

pend., I r.)—4. (iii., 97-99.)—5. (Mart., lii., 17.— Id., iiv., 117

—Oeil., xix., 5.)-6. (Mart, v., 66 — Plin., Epist., i., 15.)-T

(Athen., xiii., 43.—Seneca, Epist., 79.—Id., Qii. Nat., iv., 13 —
Pacatiis, Theodo-i. Pan., 14.)—8. (Mart., ix., 23 ; li' JOS, 10#

—Seneca, De D /. Prov.. 3.)—9. <xiT.. 113.)
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I

thnt the water which was poured upon the hands of

the guests before a splendid dinner was sometimes
c(M)led with snow.*

In consequence of this abundant use of snow and
ice, they became articles of traffic' They were
brouglit lo Rome in carts and wagons, kept in ice-

house;,' and surrounded with chaff and shaggy
blankets to prevent them from melting,* agreeably

to ;he practice still adopted in many parts of Europe
and Asia. ( Vid. Psylktkr.)
NODUS, in a special sense, was applied to the

following parts of dress : I. The knot used in tying

on the scarf {vid. Chlamys) or other article consti-

tuting the Amictus. This was often effected by the

aid of a brooch {vid. Fibola), a ring, or some jewel,*

but frequently in the method shown in the woodcut
of Diana at page 245. II. The knot of hair (Kopv/i-

6of, KpuCvXog), either at the top or at the back of the

head, adopted by both sexes in fastening their long

hair, which was turned upward or backward for the

purpose (crine rursus adducio rcvocare nodo*). Exam-
ples maybe seen in the woodcuts at p. 291,292,314,
443. III. The knot of leather worn by boys of the

poorer classes at Rome instead of the golden Bulla.
NOMEN (GREEK) {6vo(ia). The Greeks, as is

well known, bore only one name,' and it was one
of the especial rights of a father to choose the names
for his children, and to alter them if he pleased.' It

was customary to give to the eldest son the name
of the grandfather on his father's side. The history

of Greece contains many instances of this custom,

and Sositheus' says, " I gave to my eldest son, as

is just {usTTtp Koi SiKaiov iari), the name of my fa-

ther."" What custom was generally followed with

regard to the other children may be inferred from
the same passage, for Sositheus goes on to say, that

he called his second son after the name of his wife's

father, the third after a relative of hi^ wife, and the

fourth son after his own grandfather on his mother's

side. Mothers seem also sometimes to have as-

sumed the right of giving the names to their chil-

dren," and it may be that, as in the case described

by Aristophanes," sometimes a quarrel arose be-

tween the parents, if they could not agree upon the

name to be given to a child. A boy also sometimes
received the name of his father, as in the cases Of

Demosthenes and Demades, or one similar to that

of his father. Nausinicus thus called his son Nau-
siphilus, and Callicrates called his son Callistratus.'*

A similar method was sometimes adopted in the

names of several brothers -, thus two brothers, in

the speech of Lysias against Diagiton, are called Di-

odotus and Diogiton. In some cases, lastly, the

name of a son was a patronymicon, formed from the

name of the father, as Phocion, the son of Phocos.

The day on which children received their names
was the tenth after their birth.'* According to some
accounts, a child received its name as early as the

seventh, or even fifth day after its birth. ( Vid. Am-
PHiDROMiA.) The tenth day, called SeKurij, however,
was a festive day, and friends and relatives were
Invited to take part in a sacrifice and a repast,

whence the expressions Sekut^v i>i5e<v and deKurr/v

iariqtv. If in a court of justice proofs could be ad-

duced that a father had held the 6ekuti], it was suf-

ficient evidence that he had recognised the child as

tiB own.'*

1 (Patron., Sat., 31.)—2. (Euthyde* ap. Athen., 1. c—Plin.,

H. N., xii., 4, 19.)-3. (Seneca, 1. c.) — 4. (Plutarch. Sympos.,

»i., e.)-5. (Virg., Mn., i., 320; vi., 301 ; xi., 778.—Claud., De
fiiap'. Pros., ii., 40.)—6. (Seneca, CEdip., ii. — Virg., JEn., iv.,

188. — Hor., Epod., li., 28.)— 7. (Pans., vit., 7. M-) — 8. (De-

ouMth., c. Bosot.. i., p. 1002-1006.—Id., c Macart., p. 1075, Ac.)
—^ (ap. Demoath., c. Macart., I.e.) — 10. (Compare Euatath.

ad n., v., 540.)— II. (Eurip., Ph(En., 58.) — 12. (Nub., 60, &c.)
—13. (IMcleh ad Piiid., Pyth., iv., p. 265.)—14. (Ar.itoph., At.,

on, &c.) — 15. (DemocUi., c Bsot., i., p. 1001, dec. — Id., c.

nmit., ii., p. 1017.—Ucua, De Pyrtli. hared , p. 00.)

The fact that every Greek had only one name
rendered it necessary to have an innumciable vari-

ety of names, and never has a nation shown more
taste, ingenuity, and invention in devising them than
the ancient Greeks. But, however great the num-
ber of names might be, ambiguity and confusion
could not be avoided, and in reading the works of
the Greeks we are not always certain whether the
same name in different passages or writers belongs
to one or to several persons. The Greeks them-
selves were aware of this, and, where accuracy was
of importance, they used various means to prevent
mistakes. Sometimes they added the name of the
father in the genitive case, as 'k'kKiiiuirii <i KA«v/or,
nXciffroavo^ 6 Ilavaaviov : sometimes they added
the name of the place or country in which a person
was born, in the form of an adjective, as BovKv6idij(

d 'Kdrivalo^, 'HpddoTof 'KXiKopvaaatu^, Xapfiavriitjf

Tlaiavievg, AcKaiapxoc <i Mcaa^vio^, (Sec. ; sometimes
they added an epithet to the name, expressing ei-

ther the occupation or profession which a person
followed, or indicating the school to which be be-

longed. Instances are of such frequent occurrence
that it is superfluous to quote any. The custom of

adding the father's name was called Trarpodev dvo-

In common life the Greeks had yet another mean*
of avoiding ambiguity, and this was the frequent use
of nicknames, expressive of mental or bodily pecu-
liarities and defects. Thus Demosthenes was from
his childhood called BaraXoj-.* Aristophanes' men-
tions several names of birds which were used as nick-

names ; other nicknames are preserved in Athenaeus.*

NOMEN (ROMAN). In the earliest history of

Rome there occur persons who are designated by
only one name, such as Romulus, Remus, and ottv

ers, while there are many, also, who bear two names.
The Romans of a later age were themselves uncer-

tain as to the legitimate number of names borne by
the earliest Romans ; and while Varro,* Appian,*

and others stated that the earliest Romans used
onjy to have one name, their opponents adduced a

great many instances in which persons had two.

This question will perhaps be placed in a more
proper light, and become more satisfactorily settled,

if we consider separately the three distinct elements
of which the Roman nation was composed in its or-

igin, and it will then be found that both Varro and
his opponents are right or wrong according as their

assertions are applied to one or to all of the three

tribes.

The Sabines, from the earliest times down to the

end of their existence, had two names,' one indica-

ting the individual as such (pranomen), e. g., Albus,

Volesus, Pompus,* Talus,* Caius, Titus, Quintus,

Appius, &.C., and the second the gens to which the
individual belonged, which terminated, like the Ro-
man nomina gentilicia, in ius or eius, e. g., Taiius,

Pompilius, Claudius, &c. It is, moreover, a feature

peculiar to the Sabines, that a person sometimes, in-

stead of a praenomen and a nomcn gentilicium, had
two nomina gentilicia, one indicating the gens rt'

his lather, and the other that of his mother. The
latter sometimes preceded and sometimes followed

the former. This custom is clear from Livy,'* who
mentions a Campanian (Sabine) woman, Paculla

Minia, who was married to a man who bore the name
of Cerrinius from his gens, and one of the sons of

these parents was called Minius Cerrinius. Another

instance is the name of the Sabine augur Attius Na

1. (Paua., vii., 7, « 4.—Xcn., (Econ., 7, (, 3.) — S. (.fi»cluB.,

c. Timarrh., p. 139, 142. — Demosth., De Coron., p. «a) — J.

(Ay., 1291, Ac.)—4. (vi., p. 242.—Compare Beclier, ChanUM,
i., p. 23, Ac.) — 5. (ap. Val. Mai., Epitome do Norainuro Ratio-

ne.)— 6. (Rom. Hist., Pnrf., 13.)-7. (Val. Mai., De Nominua
Ratione.)—8. (Val. Max., 1. c.)—». (Featua, a. •'.)—10. (Mtii

,
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Titts, where, sc lording to Dionysius,* Attius is the

*vo/iu avyyei enKov. Dionysius, however, must be

Mistaken in making Navius an dvofia npoariyopiKov,

if he meant this to be the same as the Roman prae-

noraen, which the name Navius never was. In all

probability, therefore, both Attius and Navius are

nomina gentilicia. A third instance seems to be

Minatius Magius,' the son of Decius Magius. This
practice must have been very common among the

Sabines, for in most cases in which the two names
of a person have come down to us, both have the

termination ms, as Marius Egnatius, Herius Asi-

nius,' Statlus Gfellius,* Ofilius Calavius. A more
complete list of such Sabine names is given by Got-

tling,* who supposes that a son bore the two nomi-

na gentilicia of his father and mother only as long

as he was unmarried, and that at his marriage he
only retained the nomen gentilicium of his father,

and, instead of that of his mother, took that of his

wife. Of this, however, there is not sufficient evi-

dence. Thus much is certain, that the Sabines at'

ail tinaes had two names, one a real praenomen, or

a nomen gentilicium serving as a prasnomen, and
the second a real nomen gentilicium, derived from
the gens of the father. The Sabine women bore,

as we have seen in the case of Paculla Minia, like-

wise two names, e. g., Vestia Oppia, Faucula Clu-

via,* but whether, in case they both terminate in ia,

they are nomina gentilicia, and whether the one, as

Gottling thinks, is derived from the gens of the

woman's father, and the other from that of her hus-

band, cannot be decided. Many Sabines appear also

to have had a cognomen besides their praenomen
und nomen gentilicium ; but, wherever this occurs,

the prajnomen is generally omitted, c. g., Herennius
Dassus,' Calavius Perolla,* Vettius Cato,* Insteius

Cato, Popaedius Silo, Papius Mutilus.^" Such a cog-

nomen must, as among the Romans, have distin-

guished the several familiae contained in one gens.

The Latins in the earliest times had generally

only one name, as is seen in the instances adduced
by Varro," Romulus, Remus, Faustulus, to whiph
we may add the names of the kings of the aborigi-

nes (Latins), Latinus, Ascanius, Capetus, Capys,

Procas, Numitor, Amulius, and others. When,
therefore, Varro and Appian say that the earliest

Romans had only one name, they were probably

thinking of the Latins. There occur, indeed, even
at an early period, Latins with two names, such as

Geminus Metius, Metius Suffetius, Vitruvius Vac-
cus, Turnus Herdonius, &c. ; but these names seem
to be either two nomina gentilicia, or one a nomen
gentilicium and the other a cognomen, and the Lat-

ins do not appear to have had genuine praenomina,

such as occur among the Sabines, and afterward
among the Romans.
The Etruscans in the Roman historians generally

bear only one name, as Porsenna, Spurinna, which
apparently confirms the opinion of Varro ; but on
many urns in the tombs of Etruria, such names ter-

minating in na are frequently preceded by a praeno-

men. Miiller," and Gottling," who follows him, are

of opinion that no Etruscan ever bore a nomen gen-
tilicium, and that the names terminating in na are

mere cognomina or agnomina. Niebuhr,'* on the

other hand, thinks, and with more probability, that

the Etruscan na corresponds to the Sabine and Ro-
man ills, and that, accordingly, such names as Por-

senna, Spurinna, Caecina, Perperna, Vibenna, Er-
genna, Mastarna, &c., are real nomina gentilicia.

1. (iii., p. 203.)—2. (VeU. Patcrc., ii., 16.)—3. (Appian, Bell.

Civ., i., 40.)—4. (Liv., ii., 44.)—5. (Gesch. der Rom. Staativ
,

p. 6, note 3.)— 6. (Liv., ixvi., 33.)— 7. (Liv., ixiii., 43.)— 8.

(Liv., xxxiii., 8.) — 9. (Appian, Bell. Civ., i., 40.) — 10. (VeU
Patera., ii., 16.)—M. (ap. Val. Max., 1. c.) — 12. (Etrusk., i., p.

tlS, &c.)—13. (1. c, p. 31.^ — 14 (Hist, of Rome, i., SKI, noto
MS, and p 500, note 1107.)
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From this comparison of the three origins! tribei^

it is clear that, when the Romans became unitei*

into one nation, they chiefly followed the custom of

the Sabines, and perhaps that of the Latins.' Ori-

ginally every Roman citizen belonged to a gens, and
derived his name {nomen or nomen gentilicium) from
his gens. The nomen gentilicium generally termi-

nated in ius, or with a preceding e, in eius, which io

later times was oflen changed into aua, as Annius,
Anneius and Annaeus ; Appuleius and Appulaeus.
Nomina gentilicia terminating in ilius or clius, some-
times change ineir termination into the diminutive
illus and ellus, as Opilliis, Hostillus, Quintillus, and
Ofellus, instead of Opilius, Hostilius, Quintilius, and
Ofelius.* Besides this nomen gentilicium, every
Roman had a name, called praenomen, which prece-

ded the nomen gentilicium, and which was peculiar

to him as an individual, e. g., Caius, Lucius, Marcus,
Cneius, Sextus, &.c. In early times this name was
given to boys when they attained the age of puber-

tas, that is, at the age of fourteen, or, according to

others, at the age of seventeen,* when they receiv-

ed the toga virilis.* At a later time it was custom-
ary to give to boys a praenomen on the ninth day
after their birth, and to girls on the eighth day.

This solemnity was preceded by a lustratio of the

child, whence the day was called dies lustricus, dies

nominvm, or nominalia.^ The praenomen given to a
boy was in most cases that of the father, but some-
times that of the grandfather or great-grandfather.

Hence we frequently meet with instances like M.
Tullius, M. F., that is, Marcus TuUius, Marci filius,

or C. Octavius, C. F., C. N., C. P., that is, Caius
Octavius, Caii filius, Caii nepos, Caii pronepos.

Sometimes, however, the praenomen was given
without any reference to father or grandfather, <Scc.

There existed, according to Varro, about thirty pras-

nomina, while nomina gentilicia were innumerable.

These two names, a praenomen and a nomen gen-
tilicium, or simply nomen, were indispensable to a
Roman, and they were, at the same time, sufficient

to designate him ; hence the numerous instances ot

Romans being designated only by these two names,
even in cases where a third or fourth name was
possessed by the person. Plebeians, however, ib

many cases, only possessed two names, as C. Ma-
rius, Q. Sertorius, Cn. Pompeius, &c. The praeno-

men characterized a Roman citizen as an individ-

ual, and gave him, as it were, his caput (vid. Caput)
at the time when he received it. As women had
not the full caput of men, they only bore the fem-

inine form of the nomen gentilicium, as Cornelia,

Sempronia, Tullia, Terentia, Porcia, &c. In later

times, however, we find that women also sometimes
had a praenomen, which they received when they

married, and which was the feminine form of the

praenomen of their husbands, such as Caia, Lucia,

Publia.* Caia Csecilia, the wife of L. Tarquinius,

if the name be historical, is an exception to this

rule.^ When Macrobius* states that girls received

their name (he evidently means the praenomen) on
the eighth day after their birth, he alludes, as in the

case of boys receiving theirs on the ninth day, to

an innovation of later times, and among the female

praenomina given at such an early age, we may reck-

on Prima, Secunda, Tertia, Quarta, Postuma, &c.»

Vestal virgins, at the appointment to their priest

hood (captio), when they left the "patria potestas, re-

ceived, like married women, a praenomen, e. 5'., Caia

Tarratia or Caia Suffetia."

1. (Val. Max., 1. c.)—2. (Herat., Sat., ii , 2, 3, et passim.)—*

(Gellius, X., 28.) — 4. (Fest., s. v. Pubes.— Scwvola ap. VaL
Max., 1. c.)—5. (Macrob., Sat., i., 16. — Tertull., De Idolul., 6.)

—6. (SciEvola ap. Val. Max., 1. c.) — 7. (Va). Max, 1. c.—Vid.

Cic, Pro Munen., 12.)—8. (I.e.)—9. (Varro, De LinR.Lat., viii,

p. 141, feipont.-Suet., Jul., 50.—J. Capitol., Max. et Balb., tJ
—10. (Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 11.)
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Every Roman citizen, besides belonging to a

gens, was also a member of a fan:.lia contained in

a gfcns, and, as a member of such a familia, lie had
or iniglit have a third name or cognomen. Such cog-

nomina were derived by the Romans from a varie-

ty of mental or bodily peculiarities, or from some
remarkable event in the life of the person who was
considered as the founder of the familia. Such cog-

nomina are Asper, Imperiosus, Magnus, Maximus,
Publicola, Brutus, Capito, Cato, Naso, Labeo, Cae-

cus. Cicero. Scipio, Sulla, Torquatus, &.c. These
names were in most cases hereditary, and descend-
ed tc the latest members of a familia ; in some
cases they ceased with the death of the person to

whom they were given for special reasons. Many
Romans had a second cognomen {cognomen secun-

dum or agnomen), which was given to them as an
honorary distinction, and in commemoration of
some me(^orable deed or event of their life, e. g.,

Africanus, Asiaticus, HispaL'us, Cretensis, Maccdo-
nicus, Numantianus, &.c. Such agnomina were
sometimes given by one general to another, some-
limes by tlie army and confirmed by the chief gen-
eral, sometimes by the people in the comitia, and
sometimes they were assumed by the person him-
self, as in the case of L. Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus.

Sometimes also, a person a '.opted a second cogno-
men which w as I'erived from the name of his mother,
as M. Porcius Cd*,o Salonianus or Saloninus, who
was the son of M. Cato Censorius and of Salonia.'

The regular order in which these names follow-

ed one another was this : 1. praenomen ; 2. nomen
gentilicium : 3. cognomen primum ; 4. cognomen
secundum or agnomen. Sometimes the name of
the tribe to which a person belonged was added to

bis name, in the ablative case, as Q. Verres Ro-
milia,* C. Claudius Palatina,' Ser. Sulpicius Lemo-
nia.* No one was allowed to assi4me a nomen
gentilicium or a cognomen which did not belong to

him, and he who did so was guilty of falsum.*

It must have been in comparatively few cases
that persons had a fourth name or agnomen ; but the

three others were, at least at a late period, when
.he plebeian aristocracy had become established,

thought indispensable to any one who claimed to

belong to an ancient family.* In the intercourse of
common life, however, and especially among friends

and relatives, it was customary to address one an-
other only by the praenomen or cognomen, as may
be seen in the letters of Cicero. It was but very
seldom that persons were addressed by their nomen
gentilicium. The most common mode of stating

the name ol a person, in cases where legal accuracy
was not the object, was that of mentioning the
prsenomen and cognomen, with the omission of the
nomen gentilicium, which was easily understood.
Thus Caius Julius Caesar would, during the better
ages of the Republic and in familiar address, be
called Caius, otherwise Caius Caesar, or even Caius
Julius, but never Julius Caesar, which was only
done during the latter period of the Republic and
under the Empire, a.- >t\ Albius Tibullus, Cornelius
Nepos, Meneniii" Agrippa, &c. A very common
mode of stating the name of a person during these
latter times was that of merely mentioning the cog-
nomen, provided the person bearing it was suffi-

ciently known oi notorious, as we speak of Milton
and Johnson, without adding any other distinction,

although there are many persons bearing the same
name. The most common of these cases among
the Romans are Verres, Carbo, Cato, Cacpio. Cicero,
Caesar, Sulla, &.c. In the time of Augustus and
Tiberius, it became very common to invert the an-

1. (GeUiu», xiii.,19.—Plat., C«t. M»i.,S4.)--2. (Cic. inVerr,
U 8.)—3. (Cic. in Verr., ii., 43 )—4. (tie, P lilip., ix., 7.)—i.
iDig. 48, Ut. 11, a 13.)—«. (Ju» ,

-
, 1«7.)

cicnt order of nomen and cognomen, and to zay, c
g., Drusus Claudius, or Silvanus Plautius, instead
of Claudius Drusus and Plautius Silvanus.

-

Roman women had likewise sometimes a cogncK
men, although instances of it are very rare. It was
sometimes, like that of men, derived from personal
peculiarities, such as Rufa and Pusilia ;* sometimes
from the nomen gentilicium of their husbands, as
Junia Claudilla, Ennia Naevia,* Livia Ocellina,* and
sometimes from the cognomen of their husbands, as
Caecilia Metella.

During the latter part of the Republic and the
early period of the Empire, when the Roman fran-

chise was given to whole countries and provinces,
the persons who thus acquired the ci vitas frequent-
ly adopted the praenomen and nomen of the person
through whose interest they had obtained the dis-

tinction, or of the emperor himself. After the time
ofCaracalla(A.D. 212), when all the free inhabitants
of the Empire had obtained the Roman franchise,

and wher the gentilician relations which had already
gradually fayier into oblivion were totally forgottea
any person might adopt what name he pleased,

either ancient or newly invented, and even change
his name if he did not like it ;' and henceforth thr
ancient Roman names disappear from the history

of the Empire with incredible rapidity.

If a person, by adoption, passed from one gens
into another, he assumed the preenomen, nomen,
and cognomen of his adoptive father, and added to

these the name of his former gens, with the termi-

nation anus. Thus C. Octavius, after being adopted
by his uncle C. Julius Caesar, was called C. Julius

Caesar Octavianus, and the son of L. j£milius
Paullus, when adopted by P. Cornelius Scipio, was
called P. Cornelius Scipio vf^milianus. ( Vtd. Adop-
tion, Roman.) There were, however, two gen-
tes, viz., the gens Antonia and the gens Flaminia,

which, in case of any of their gentiles being adopt-

ed into another gens, took the termination t'nui

instead of anus, as Antoninus and Flamininus, in-

stead of Antonianus and Flaminianus. Sometimes,
also, the cognomen of the former family was re-

tained, and added, without any alteration, to the

name of the adoptive father, as in the case of Q.
Servilius Caepio Brutus.* This was only done in

case the cognomen was of great celebrity ; and it

sometimes underwent a change in the termination.

Thus Claudius Marcellus, when adopted by Corne-
lius Lentulus, was called Cornelius Lentiilus Mar.

cellinus.^ If one man adopted two brothers, the

adoptive father might choose any praenomen a his

discretion, in order to distinguish his adoptive sons
from each other. Thus, when Augustus* adopted
the two sons of Agrippa, he gave to the one the
praenomen Caius, and «o the other the praenomen
Jjucius.* During il>o rarly period of the Empire, it

appears to have somriimes occurred that a person,

when adopted into another gens, added his own
nomen gentilicium without any alteration, to ibat

of his adoptive fat>inr. as in the cases of C. Plhitus

Caecilius Secundus and L. ^Elius Aurelius Commo-
dus.* Besides this, many other irregularities oc-

curred in cases of adoption during the period of the

Empire, but it is not necessary for our purpose t*

enumerate them here.

Slaves had only one name, and usually retained

that which they had borne before they came into

slavery. If a slave was restored to freedom, he re-

ceived the praenomen and nomen gentilicium of his

former master, and to these was added the name

1. (Veil. Patere., ii., 97, 113.)—«. (Hormi., Sst.. il., 3, 216.)—

S. (Suet., Calig.. 12.)—4. (Suet., Galb., 3.)—5. (Cod. 9, tit. »5.J

e. (Fckliel, Doctr. Num., »ol. t., p. 59.)—7. (Eckhel, Doctr

Nub ., Tol. v.. p. 59 and p. 187.)—«. (VeU. Patere., ii., 96.)—«•

(Diou Caaa., Ejccerpt., lib. luii., o. 15
'
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iHiicli he had had as a slave. He became thus, in

some measure, the gentilis of his former master, in

as far as he had the same nomen gentilicium, but

he had none of the other claims which a freeborn

gentilis had.' Instances of such freedmen are Ti-

tus Ampius Menander, a freedman of T. Ampius
Balbus ;' L. Cornelius Chrysogonus, a freedman of

L. Cornelius Sulla ;' M. Tullius Laurea and M. Tul-

lius Tiro, freedmen ofM. Tullius Cicero. It appears,

however, that the emancipator sometimes avoided

giving to his freedman his nomen gentilicium, for

Dion Cassius* mentions a freedman of J. Caesar

whose nomen gentilicium is Licinius. If the state

emancipated a servus publicus, and gave him the

franchise at the same time, any praenomen and no-

men were given to him, or he took these names
from the magistrate who performed the act of

emancipation in the name of the state, and then
received a cognomen derived from the name of the

city, as Romanus or Romanensis.*
N0MI2MAT0S AIA4>eOPA2 rPA*H (vo/iiafia-

Tog 6ia^do()ug ypat^rj) is the name of the public

action which might, at Athens, be brought against

any one who coined money either too light in weight
or not consisting of the pure metal prescribed by the

law. The lawful punishment inflicted upon a per-

son in case he was convicted was death.* What
action might be brought against those who coined

money without the sanction of the Republic, and
how such persons were punished, is not known.

^

NOMOPHYL'ACES (Nopj^rXaxEf). This name
denotes certain magistrates or official persons of

high authority, who exercised a control over other

magistrates, and, indeed, over the whole body of

the people, it being their duty to see that the laws
were duly administered and obeyed. Mention is

made of such ofl^cers at Sparta and elsewhere,

and some of the Greek philosophers who wrote on
'egislation appear to have thought that such a body
of men was essential to the well-being of a social

community.* No such body existed at Athens, for

<hey must have had a power too great for the ex-

istence of a democracy. The senate of 500, or the

aieopagitic council, performed in some measure
the office of law-guardians ;' but the only persons
designated by this name appear to have been infe-

rior functionaries (a sort of police), whose business

!t was to prevent irregularities and disturbances in

tne public assemblies. Even their existence has
oeen doubted by modetj) writers : some think they
have been confounded with the ^eafioderat.. An-
other hypothesis is, that the office was never intro-

duced until the time of Demetrius Phalereus, who,
when he was invested with the authority of lawgiver
by Cassander, gave to the Eleven the additional

duty of watching the conduct of all the other ma-
gistrates, with a view to introduce a more aristo-

cratical government. In favour of this opinion, it

has been observed, that the office of vofzoipvTiaKEc -s

only mentioned by grammarians, and they refer to

Dinarchus, who was the friend and contemporary
of Demetrius "
NOMOS (v6/iOf). This word comprehends the

notion not only of established or statute law, but

likewise of all customs and opinions to which long
prescription or natural feeling gives the force of
law ; as Eurip.'-ies" expresses it, to kv xpovu fiaKp(f>

vofiLfwv ad <j>voei te neAvKoc. In the heroic ages.

1. (Cic, Top., 6.)—2. (Oic. adFam., xiii., 70.)—3. (Cic.,Pro
Rose. Am., 2, &c.)—4. (liv., 21.)—5. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., rii.,

p. 124, dte., Bipont.—Liv., iv., 61.)—6. (Demosth., c. Lejit., p.

508.— Id., c. Tiraocr., p. 765, &c.)—7. {Vid. Petitus, Leg. Att.,

p. 510.)—8. (SchOmann, Ant. Jur. Pub. Gr., p. 130.—Plato,
Leg., Ti., p. 252.—Xen., (Econ., ix., 14.)—9. (Arist., Pol., vi.,

5, sub fin.—Andoc., De Myst., 11.)—10. {Vid. Schneider's note

to Aristotle, Pol., vi., 5, 1) 10.—Wachsmuth, i., 1, p. 209.—Meier,
Att. Proc., p. 68-73.)—11. (Bacch., 893 )
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before the period of authentic history bcgi.is. w«
find in the Homeric and other poems traces of a
general belief among the Greeks that government
ought to be controlled by law. As even the so-

preme God was supposed to be subject to a hipbcr
power, Fate or 'AvayK^, so the Aior/w^^j Paci?Mn
was bound to govern according to the rules of jus
tice, SIkti, v6/xoc, evvofiiri} Government, though
monarchical and hereditary, was nevertheless lim-

ited, km ()Tiroig yipaai* The monarchs were vyij'

Topeg 7/Jc fiiSovTtg, bound to consult for the good ol

their people, and to listen to the advice of then
counsellors, or the chief men of the state {yipo^reg,

uvaKreg, &c.), and also to administer justice, dUac
^sfiiarag, evdiKlag.'

These notions of law and justice were necessa-
rily vague. The regal power, though limited in

practice, appears to have been absolute in theory,

and, as such, was easily liable to be abu^d. We
find complaints of the abuse of power in Hesiod ;*

and Wachsmuth* remarks that the Odyssey con-
tains indications of a struggle of the nobility against
the sovereign. That many beneficial concessions
were made by the kings to their people before the
age of authentic history, is not improbable. The
changes introduced by Theseus may be considered
in this light. But the first great step towards the
establishment of constitutional law appears to have
been taken by the Athenians, when they abridged
the power of the Medontidae, and rendered govern-
ment responsible, rrjv f3aac2,£iav fieTeaTrjaav eig upxh*
iirevdvvov.*

The transition from customary or traditionary

law to fixed civil ordinances must have taken place

gradually. When people came to unite in cities

(avvuKi^ovTo), and form compact societies, they be-

gan to feel the necessity of having permanent lawa
to define and secure their civil rights. The notion

soon sprang up that society was formed ft»r the
good of all classes. The expression to koivov, for-

merly applied to natioi.a? leagues and confederacies,'

came to denote a uniiu?.il i-ody of citizens, and equal

laws were claimed for b.U. From this body, indeed,

were excluded all such parsons as came under the

definition of TrepioiKui, provincials,* or serfs, like the

Helots, and all slaves of every kind. It wris only

the townsman {noMTT^g) and the freeman who could

enjoy the privileges of a citizen. The emigrant

{anfiTjTog /ieTavaarrjg), though, if he became a resi-

dent (fiEToiKog), he was, upon certain conditions,

admitted to the protection of the law, was never
placed on the same footing as the native.

Before any written codes appeared, law was
promulgated by the poets or wise men, who sang
the great deeds of tbeir ancestors, and delivered

their moral and political lessons in verse. Such
was the {)fjTpa (declared law) of Sparta and Taren-
tum. The laws of Charondas were sung as oKoXia
at Athens.' The intluence exercised by these men
arose in a great mea<<u.-e from the belief that they

were divinely inspired, .a >^wer which was ascribed

to most of the ancient N '"-makers. Thus the law.<t

of Minos were said to 'ce j re» elation from Jupiter ;'•

Lycurgus was the coni!fl.jut of the DelpLic god;
Zaleucus of Pallas." Some have supposed that the

use of vofiog, in the sense of /arr, was derived from

the circumstance of laws having first been in ve:$e.

as the same word denotes measure or tuyie. But
this is not surprising, when we consider that prin

1. (Horn., Od., xvii., 487.—Pnd., Pyth., ii., 157.- flerod., iii,

38.—Hes., Op. etD., 274.)—2. (Thucyd , 1, 13.)- 3. (D., u.,

660.—lb., xvi., 542.—Od., xix., 3.—lb., iv., 689.)—4. (Op. et D,
39, 258.)-5. (Hell. Alt., I., i., c. 18.)—6. (Paus., iv., S, I) 10.)—
7. (Herod., v., 109.)-8. (Hei.id., vi., 58.—Id., ii., 11.)—

t

(.£lian, ii., 39.—Arist., Probl., iii., 28 —Athenicus, xi\'
, p. 619

—Wachsmuth, Hell. Alt., I., i., p. 201, 203.)— 10. (Puusan., iii

S, <) 4.)—11. (Wachsmuth, I., i., p. 204.)
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etpies of harmony are necessary not only to music
and poetry, but to the adjustment of the various re-

lations of civil society ; and both meanings may well

be derived from vt'/ietv {dislnhuere suum cuique).

A3 civilization advanced, laws were reduced to

wTiting, in the shape cither of regular codes or dis-

tinct ordinances, and afterward publicly exhibited,

•*ngravod on tablets, or hewn on columns.' The
first written laws we hear of are those of Zaleucus.*
The first at Athens were those of Draco, called

•decuoi, and by that name distinguished from the

vofioi oi Solon* From the origin of this word, one
would suppose that it signified ordained or stat-

ute law, rttfftf vo/*of : but it is frequently used like

^ifiLC, in the sense of natural right or social usage.*

The six inferior archons were called ^eafiodirat,

because a great variety of causes fell under their

cognizance, and, in the absence of a written code,

t hose who declare and interpret the laws may be
properly said to make them.*
The laws of Lycurgus were not written. He

enjoined that they should never be inscribed on
any other tablet than the hearts of his country-
men.* Those of Solon were inscribed on wooden
tablets, arranged in pyramidal blocks turning on an
axis, called dfovcf and KvpCeig.'' They were first

hung in the Acropolis, but afterward brought down
to the Prytaneum.* Archives were established for

the custoidy of Athenian laws in the temple of the
mother of the gods (iv T<f> fitirpiixp), with a public

servant (irj/iomoi) to take care of them.* Others
were hung up in various public places, so that any
citizen might have access to them, to read or take
extracts. For instance, laws which concerned the
jurisdiction of the archon were hung up in his of-

fice ; those which concerned the senate {0ovXevTiKoi

vo/ioi) in their council-room, and so on." After the
expulsion of the thirty tyrants, in tho archonship of
Euclides, a decree was passed by the assembly to

restore the ancient laws, and appoint a conunittee
to reviiie them, and propose any alterations or ad-
ditions that might seem necessary. The new and
old laws were all to be written out in the enlarged
Ionian alphabet, which had not come into use in

Solon's time ; and the whole code, thus revised, was
transcribed on the walls of the portico («'{ tt/v oto-

iiv avtypmpav). At the same time it was enacted
that no magistrate should be allowed to use an un-
written law (uypd<^ 6e vofKf) ruf ap^if fiii xP'/o^'^t

According to these statutes of Solon, and those
which were subsequently enacted at various times,

liie magistrates and the judges at Athens were
bound to administer the law, executive and judi-

cial. The heliastic body, acting in their capacity

of judges or jurors (as to their legislative, see No-
MOTHETEs), wcrc swom nepl fiiv 6v vdfioi eial,

Kara roiig vo/iovg ^Tj<^i£laOat, irepi 6k uv ftr/ eiai, yvu-

fty ry diKatorury.^' In all causes, whether civil or
criminal, the parties procured copies or extracts of
such laws as were material to the questions to be
tried, and brought them before the nyefiuv diKaarij-

piov at the avuKpiaic, by whom they were consigned
to the lx^vo(, and produced at the trial, to be read
to the iiKaarai by the ypafifiaTevg. If any man pro-

duced before the judges a fictitious law (ovk Ivra
roftov), he was punishable with death.'*

1. (Ljc, c. Lcoc., 16S,ed. Stcnh.~Ari»lot., Pol., v., B, ^ 3. —
Pia'«, Leg., v., p. 738.) — 2. (Wachsmuth, I., i., p. 208.)— 3.

(Andoc., Ue MyU., p. 11, ed. Steph.)—4. (Horn., II., iz., 134 ; xi.,

778.— CM., xxiii., 296.) — 5. (Thirlwall, Hi«. of Gr., vol. ii., p.
17.)—e. (Thirlwall, i., p. 336.)—7. (Harpocrat.—Suida», s. v.—
Plut., Solon, 25.)— 8. (Harpocrat., . t. & kiStiiiOi» viuoi. — Pau-
MD., i.. 18, <) 3.) — U. (Demoi>h.. Da Fall. l.r^., 381 ; c. Aris-
toB., 7W.)— 10. (Deroosth., c. Aristoc., 627-643 ; c. Timoc., 706.
—Wacham., I., i., p. 266. — Meier and Schflmann, Att. Proc., p.
170. 66().)— II. (Andoc., Do Myst., 11-13, ed. Steph.)— 12. (Meier
«nd Suhii^., Alt. Proc., p. 128.)— 13. (Dcmosth., c. Arist., 807.)

As the diKttorai (chosen as explained under Ih
KASTEs) performed the functions of both judg«
and jury, it is evident that the imjtortant question,
how the laws of Athens worked, depends on thu
discretion which in practice they exercised in the
interpretation of the written law. This is only to
be discovered by a careful perusal of the Attic or»*
tors, and is too wide a question to be discussed
here. Much light is thrown on the subject bj
Aristotle,' who, in treating of judicial matters, al

ways has in view the practice of the Athenian
courts. He reckons the v6/ioi among the urexvoi
niareig, and advises the orator, when the law of the
country is against him (iixv ivuvTiof y 6 yeypaftfuvof
T<^ irpuy/iari), to appeal to the universal law of jus-
tice or equity {tQ Koiv<^ v6/i<f) Kai toi( iiruiniaiv, cif

diKaioripot^). For (says he) if the written law is

contrary to justice, it is not a law, ov yap noiel ro
Ipyov Tov vofiov. From this it may be seen, that
the notions entertained by the Athenians of the
discretion to be exercised by a judge were some-
what different from our own. There existed at
Athens no class of persons corresponding to our
counsel or attorneys, whose business or profession
it was to expound the laws. The oflUce of the ii-

tiynrai related only to religious observances. ( Vid.

LxEOETAi.) According to the principle of the con-
stitution, every citizen was bound to watch over
the preservation of the laws, and to inform against
and prosecute any persons who transgressed them.
The people, either on the bench or in the assembly,
were the ultimate judges.*

As to the difference between vo^oj and ip^t^ia/ia,

and as to the manner in which laws were enacted
or repealed, see Nomothetes.
N(JMOTH'ETES [yofioOerri^), legislator, is a word

which may be applied to any person wlio cause*
laws to be enacted. Thus Pericles an.i Themis*
tocles are called vo/iodcTai, movers or pi<jposers o!

laws.* It is, however, more commonly given to
those eminent men whose laws have been celebrar
ted for their intrinsic merit, or for the important
influence which they exercised over the destiniet
of their country. Such were Minos of Crete, Dra-
co at Athens, Zaleucus at Locri, and Charondar,
whose lawsM ere distinguished for their »/(/u'6fta, and
were received at Rhegium, Catana, and other Chal
cidiau states.* Many other men have been hon
cured with this title, either for having improved
the laws of their countrymen, or as having, by the'r

writings, their counsel, and their good example,
led to the introduction of a sound moral disci| ine
among them. These were the sages or wise men.
called by Diogenes Laertius' avveroi Tiveq kqI vofto-

OetikoL Pittacus of Lesbos, Phidon of Argos, Tha
les of Miletus, Bias of Priene, Chilon, who im-
proved the laws of Lycurgus, and Pythagoras, max
be reckoned in this class.* But the name otvofto-
dirric is given icar' eioxvv to Solon and Lycurgus

;

for they not only introduced codes of laws, bm
were founders of constitutions {TroXireiat), which,
though from time to time modified and altered, and
sometimes even suspended, remained more or less

in force so long as Athens and Sparta existed as
repubUcs.' So high was the esteem in which Solon
was held by the Athenians, as the founder of their

social polity, that, although many important r&-

forms were effected at various periods, he still con-

tinued to be regarded as the lawgiver (o vofiodeTf](\

and the whole body of laws passed under his name.
Wachsmuth* remarks, that on this account, when-
ever a law of Solon is cited, we may suspect thai

I. (Rhet., i., 13.)—2. (Lycuiy., c. Leoc., 148, ed. Stcph.)—I.

(Lvi.. c. Nicom., 186, ed. Steph.) — 4. (Anstot., Pol., ii., B, ^ a
—Herrotau, Pol. Ant., 88, b».)—5. (i., 40.)—6. (Wacham., I.

i., p. 2ia.)-7. (Ariatot., Pol., ii., 9, « l.)-8. (1., i.. 968.)
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NORMA NOTA CENSOR I

A

H contains inl erpolation On the other hand, we
should bear in mind that in all the changes which

took place in the Athenian constitution, the reform-

ers aimed at preserving the main principles of So-

lon's policy. Clisthenes, who established the dfj/ioi,

remodelled the <;)v2.ai, and made other changes, is

characterized by Aristotle' as having for his object

ai^f/crai tijv drj/ioKparlav.

There is this remarkable difference between the

legislation of Solon and that of other Greek law-

givers, that he did not (as they did) endeavour to

secure fixity and finality for his institutions. Za-

leucus and Charondas are said to have made it a

capital crime to propose new laws. Lycurgus for-

bade young men to censure the laws ; and when
he went on his last journey, from which he never

returned (the story says), he bound his countrymen
by an oath to observe all his laws till his return.

Solon exacted a similar oath of the Athenians for

only ten years. *

But Solon also devised regulations by which the

laws might undergo periodical revision, and be

amended as occasion required. At the first KvpU
tKK?.TiGia in every year, any person was at liberty

to point out defects in the existing code or propose

alterations. If his motion was deemed worthy of

attention, the third assembly might refer the mat-

ter to a legislative committee, called vofioderai.

This committee was selected by lot from the heli-

astic body ; it being the intention of Solon to limit

the power of the popular assembly by means of a

superior board emanating from itself, composed of

citizens of mature age, bound by a stricter oath,

and accustomed to weigh legal principles by the

exercise of their judicial functions. The number
of the committee so appointed varied according to

the exigency of the occasion. The people appoint-

ed five advocates {avvdiKOL) to attend before the

board and maintain the policy of the existing insti-

tution. If the proposed measure met the approval

of the committee, it passed into law forthwith. Be-

sides this, the thesmothetaa were officially author-

ijBed to review the whole code, and refer all statutes

which they considered unworthy of being retained

to the vofiodcrai.*

Hence appears the difference between ilj^<l>tafia

and vofior. The mere resolution of the people in

assembly was a rp^cjuafia, and only remained in

force a year, like a decree of the senate. Nothing

was a law that did not pass the ordeal of the voi/.o-

dirac. The democracy of Solon was therefore one

of that kind, in which (as Aristotle says), Kvpioc ^v

6 vo/xoi ulX' ov TO n?<.^dog.* Prmlegia required to

be passed by six thousand of the people in assem-

bly, giving their votes secretly. The naturalization

of a foreigner is an example of a privilegium, for

which two votes of different assemblies were ne-

cessary.'

Propositions to be submitted to the people were
first approved by the senate of 500, and then called

xpo6ovi.ev/iaTa. The mover of a law was said ^el-

vai or 7pd(^e«v v6/iov, the people who passed it \9i<j-

9ai. To endict a man for proposing illegal meas-
ures was called ypd(p£a6ai rtva napavofiuv. As to

the proceedings in such a case, see XIAPANOMflN
rPA*H.
NON.^. iVid. Calendar, Roman.)
NORMA {yvufiuv), a square used by carpenters,

masons, and other artificers, to make their work
rectangular.* It was made by taking three flat

wooden rulers {vid. Regui-a) of equal thickiiesa,

one of them being two feet ten inches long, the
others each two feet long, and joining them togeth-

er by their extremities so as to assume the i^rm of

a right-angled triangle.' This method, though only

a close approximation, must have been quite suffi-

cient for all common purposes. For the sake of

convenience, the longest side, i. c, the hypotenuse
of the triangle, was discarded, and the instrument
then assumed the form in which it is exhibitctl

among other tools in the woodcut at p. 252. A

1. (P(il., ii., 6, () 11.)—2. (Ilerod., i , 29.—Wachsm., I., i., p.

Ml.—Thirlwall, Gr. Hist., i., 295.)—3. (Hermann, Pol. Ant., t)

131.—Wachsm., I., i., p. 260 —Thirlwall, ii., p. 16.—Uemosth.,
e. Timoc., 706.) —4. (Pol., IV., 4,1, 3. — llerraarn, Pol. Ant., 4

•7, n. 8. — Deuiosth., c. Aristoc., 64'.t, 651.) — 5 (Demosth., c.

Ne«r., 1375.)—6. (Philo de 7 orb. Spect., 2.—Vilniv., vii., 3.--

Plin.. U. N., xixvi., 22, •. 51 —Prudent., PtjrcUo n., 838.)

square of a still more simple fashion, made by me- e-

ly cutting a rectangular piece out of a board, is

shown on another sepulchral monument, found at

Rome and published by Gruter,' and copiod m tha
woodcut which is here introduced.

From the use of this instrument, a right angle

was also called a normal angle.' Anything missha-
pen was called abnormis*
NOTA CENSO'RIA was the remark which the

censors in their lists wrote by the side of the name
of a Roman citizen who deserved censure for mil-

demeanour or inimoral conduct. For one importa it

branch of the power of the Roman censors was f le

disciplina or cura morum, whence they are called by

Cicero' prccfecli morihus et magistri veteris discipline

et severitalis. This part of the censorial power ap-

pears at first to have extended no farther than to

censure and to punish the bad conduct of a citizen

in so far as it had an injurious influence on iiis cen-

sus,* but gradually it acquired the character of a

complete superintendence of the whole private and
public life of a citizen. This part of their office

invested them with a peculiar kind of jurisdiction,

which in many respects resembles that which in

modern times is exercised by public opinion ; for

there are innumerable actions which, though ac-

knowlec'ged by every one to be bad and immoral,

yet do not come within the reach of the positive

laws of a country. Even in cases of real crimes,

the positive laws frequently punish only the partic-

ular offence, while in public opinion the offender,

even after he has undergone punishment, is still in-

capacitated for certain honours and dijti ictions,

which are granted only to persons of unbk mished

character. Hence the Roman censors might brand

a man with their nota censoria in case he had been

convicted of a crime in an ordinary court of jus-

tice, and had already suffered punishment for it.'

The 7iota censoria, also called animadvcrsio or nolo-

tio censoria, together with the punishment and the

1. (Isid., Orig.,xix., 19.)—2. (1. c, p. 229.)— 3. (Quitilil., xi.

3, p. 446, ed. Spalding.)—4. (Hon, Sat., ii., 2, 3.;—5. (Pro Cb.

eat., 28.)—«. (Liv.. iv., 8.)—7 {Val. Max., ii., 9, » 6 »



NOTA CENSORIA. NOTA CENSORIA.

caune of ..s inflictidn, were marked by the side of

the Mine of tlie guilty citizen {causam nota aubtcri-

berey, Thd consequence of such a nota was only

xgnominia, and nut infamia* (vid. Infamia, Roman,
p. 535), and the censorial edict was not a indicium
or res judicata,* for its effects were not lasting, but

might be remedied by the improved conduct of the

guilty person, or removed by the following censors,

by a judicial decision, or by a lex. A nota censo-

ria was, moreover, not valid unless both censors
agreed Ttic ignominia was thus only a transitory

capitis diminutio, which does not even appear to

have deprived a magistrate of his office,* and cer-

tainly did not disqualify persons labouring under it

fot obtaining a magistracy, for being appointed as

judiccs by the pra;tor, or for serving in the Roman
armies. Mam. .£milius was thus, notwithstanding
the animadversio censoria, made dictator.*

A person might be branded with a censorial nota

in a variety of cases, which it would be impossible

to specify, as in a great many instances it depended
upon the discretion of the censors and the view
they took of a case ; and sometimes even one set

of censors would overlook an offence which was
severely chastised by their successors.* But the

offences which are recorded to have been punished
by the censors are of a threefold nature.

I. Such as occurred in the private Iif6 of individ-

uals, e. g., 1. Living in celibacy at a time when a
person ought to be married to provide the state

with citizens.* The obligation of marrying was
frequently impressed upon the citizens by the cen-

sors, and the refusal to fulfil it was punished with
a fine (as uxorium^). 2. The dissolution of matri-

mony or betrothment in an improper way, or for

insufficient reasons.* 3. Improper conduct towards
one's wife or children, as well as harshness or too

great indulgence towards children, and disobedi-

ence of the latter towards their parents." 4. Inordi-

nate and luxurious mode of living, or spending more
money than was proper. A great many instances

of this kind are recorded." At a later time the leges

sumtuariae were made to check the growing love of
luxuries. 5. Neglect and carelessness in cultiva-

ting one's fields.'* 6. Cruelty towards slaves or

clients." 7. The carrying on of a disreputable

trade or occupation,'* such as acting in the thea-

tres.'* 8. Legacy-hunting, defrauding orphans, &c.
II. Offences committed in public life, either in

the capacity of a public officer or against magis-
trates. 1. If a magistrate acted in a manner not be-

fitting his dignity as an officer, if he was accessible

to bribes or forged auspices. •• 2. Improper conduct
towards a magistrate, or the attempt to limit his

power, or to abrogate a law which the censors
thought necessary." 3. Perjury." 4. Neglect, dis-

obedience, and cowardice of soldiers in the army.**
5. The keeping of the equus publicus in bad condi-

tion. ( Vid. Eqoites.)
III. A varie.ty of actions or pursuits, which were

thought to be injurious to public morality, might be
forbidden by the censors by an edict,** and those
who acted contrary to such edicts were branded

1. (Oellius, xvii., 21.—Cic, Pro Cluent., 42.)—2. (Cic, De
Hep., iv., 8.)—3. (Cic, Pro Cluent., 1. c.)— 4. (Liv., xxit., 18.)
—5. (Lit., iv., 31.)—6. (Cic, Do Senect., 12.)—7. (Val. Max.,
ii., 9, 1.)—8. (Fest., s. v. Uxorium.—Liv., Epit., 59.—Plut.,
Caraill., 2.—Oellius, i., 6.—Id., iv.. 20.)—9. (Val. Max., ii., 9, «
S.—VfiTf), De Ling. Lat., v., p. 70, Bipont.)— 10. (Plut., Cat.
Maj., 17.—Compare Cic, De Republ,, iv., 6.—Diorvf. Hal.,xx.,
».)— 11. (Liv., E|>.t., 14.—Id., xxxix., 44.-Plut., Cat. Maj., 18.

-GcUius. iv., 8.—Val. Max.. ii.. 9, 4.)— 12. (Gcllius. iv., 12.

—Plin., H. N., xviii., 3.)— 13. (Dionya., xi., 3.)— 14. (Dionys.,
I. c)— 15. (Liv., ri-, 2 >— 18. (Cic, De Senect., 12.—Liv.,

ixxii., 42.—Val. Mai., ii., 9, 3.—Plut., Cat. Maj., 17.—Cic,
De Divin., i., 18)— 17. (Liv., iv., 24.—Cic, De Orat., ii., 64.—
Val. Max., ii., 9, 5.—Oelliui, iv., 20.)— 18. (Cic, De Off., i., 13.

-Liv., xxiv., 18.—Gelliut, vii., 18.)— 19. (Val. Max., ii., 9, (f 7.

-Li« , XXIV., 18.—Id., xxvii., 11.)—80. (Gellioa, xv.. 11 )
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with the nota and degraded. For an enumcratioa
of the offences that might be punished by the cen-
sors with ignominia, see Niebuhr, Hitt. of Rome, ii.,

p. 399, &c.
The punishments inflicted by the censors gener-

ally differed according to the station which a man
occupied, though sometimes a person of the highest

rank might suffer all the punishments at once, by
being degraded to the lowest class of citizens. But
they are generally divided into four classes :

1. Motio or ejectio e tenatu, or the exclusion of a
man from the number of senators. This punish-

ment might either be a simple exclusion from the

list of senators, or the person might nt the same
time be excluded from the tribes and degraded to

the rank of an terarian.' The latter course seems
to have been seldom adopted ; the ordinary mode
of inflicting the punishment was simply this : the

censors, in their new lists, omitted the names of

such senators as they wished to exclude, and in

reading these new lists in public, passed over the

names of those who were no longer to be senators
Hence the expression preeleriti senatores is equiva-

lent to e senalu cjccti.* In some cases, however,
the censors did not acquiesce in this simple mode
of proceeding, but addressed the senator whom they

had noted, and publicly reprimanded him for his

conduct.' As, however, in ordinary cases, an ex-
senator was not disqualified by his ignominia for

holding any of the magistracies which opened the

way to the senate, he might at the next census
again become a senator.*

2. The adcmptio equi, or the taking away the
equus publicus from an eques. This punishment
might likewise be simple, or combined with the ex-

clusion from the tribes and the degradation to the

rank of an asrarian.* ( Vid. Ecjuites, p. 416.)

3. The motio e tribu, or the exclusion of a person
from his tribe. This punishment and the degrada-

tion to the rank of an serarian were originally the

same ; but when, in the course of time, a distinc-

tion was made between the tribus rusticae and the

tribus urbansE, the motio e tribu transferred a per-

son from the rustic tiibes to the less respectable

city tribes ; and if the farther degradation to the

rank of an serarian was combined with the motio e
tribu, it was always expressly stated.*

4. The fourth punishment was called refcrre in

etrarios,^ or facere aliquem ararium* and might be

inflicted on any person whom the censors thought
to deserve it. (Vid. ^'Erarii.) This degradation,

properly speaking, included all the other put.:sh-

ments, for an eques could not be made an srarius

unless he was previously deprived of his horse, nor
could a member of a rustic tribe be made an »rari-

us unless he was previously excluded from it.*

A person who had been branded with a nota

censoria might, if he thought himself wronged, en-

deavour to prove his innocence to the censors (cau-

sam agcre apud crtisorcs^') ; and if he did not suc-

ceed, he might try to gain the protection of one of

the censors, that he might intercede on his behalf.

If neither of the censors would intercede, he might
appeal to the tribunes, or to the people itself But
cases in which this last refuge was resorted to

must have occurred very seldom, and where they

happened they were mostly unsuccessful attempts

;

whence Dionysius," with some justice, sajs that

the censorship was an apxn avvrrevdvvof.^'

1. (Liv., xxiv., 18.)—2. (Liv., xxxvii*'., 88—Id., xxvii., II.—
Id., xxxiv., 44.—Fettus, s. v. Prateriti.)—3. :Liv.. xxiv., 19.)—

4. (Cic, Pro Cluent., 42.—Plut., Cic. 17.)—5. (Liv., xxiv.. li^

43—Id., xxvii., ll.-Id., xxix., 37.-Id., xliii., ie.)-<. (Liv.,

xlv., 15.-Plin., H. N., xviii., 3.)—7. (Liv., xiir.. 18.—Cic.,Pr»

Cluent., 43.)—8. (Liv.. xxiv., 43.)—9. (Liv., iv , 24.—Id.. ««iT,

18. &c)— 10. (Varro, De Re Rust., i.. 7.)- 1 1, (xviii., 19.)—It

(Compare GSttling, Gesch. der Mm. Stoat- r., p. 340, Ac.)
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NOVl HOMINES noXaLIs actio.

NOTA'R/I. {Vid. LiBHARii.)

NOTI'TIA DIGNITA'TUM, or, mjre fu ly, "No-
Hlia Dignilatutn ct Administrationum omnium tarn

Civilium quam Mililarium in partibus Orientis et Oc-
ridends," is the title of a work containing a list of
the civil and miitary offices and dignities of the
Roman Empire. It does not contain the names of
any of the office's, but merely the titles belonging
to them. The work is of very great importance to

those who wish to become acquainted with the in-

ternal organization and administration of the Ro-
man Empire during its latter period. At what
time the book was written, or by what author, is

unknown, though it is generally supposed that it

was composed between the year A.D. 425 and 452
The last edition of it is that by E. Booking, in 2
TOls. 8vo, Bonn, 1839 and 1840.

NOVA'LE {Vid. Aratrum, p. 80.)

NOVA'TIO. {Vtd. Obuoationes, p. 674.J
NOVELLA or NOVELLA COiNSTITUTIG'-

NES form a part of the corpus juris. Most of them
were published in Greek, and their Greek title is Av-
TOKpuTopog'lovoTcviavov \vyovaTov Ncapal Aiard^etc.

Some of them were published in Latin, and some in

both languages. The first of these novellas of Jus-
tinian belongs to the year A.D. 535 (Nov. 1), and
the latest to the year A.D. 565 (Nov. 137) ; but
most of them were published between the years
635 and 539. These constitutiones were published
after the completion of the second edition of the
Code, for the purpose of supplying what was defi-

cient in that work. Indeed, it appears that, on the
completion of his second edition of the Code, the

emperor designed to form any new constitutions

which hi, might publish into a body by themselves,
RO as to render a third revision of the Code unne-
cessary, and that he contemplated giving to this

body of law the name of Novellas Constitutiones.*

It does not, however, appear that any official com-
pilation of these new constitutions appeared in the
lifetime of Justinian. The Greek text of the Novel-
ise, as we now have them, consists of 168 novelise,

of which 159 belong to Justinian, and the rest to

Justin the Second and to Tiberius : they are gener-
ally divided into chapters.

Tliere is a Latin epitome of these novelise by Ju-

lian, a teacher of law at Constantinople, which
contains 125 novelise. The epitome was probably
made in the time of Justinian, and the author was
prf^ably antecessor at Constantinople.

There is also another collection of 134 novelise

m a Latin version made from the Greek text. This
collection is generally called Liber Authenticorum :

the compiler and the time of the compilation are
unknown. This collection has been made inde-

pendently of the Greek compilation. It is divided
into nine collationes, and the collationes are divi-

ded into tituli.

The most complete work on the history of the
Novelise is by Biener, Geschichle der Novellen. See
also Beytrag zur Litterar-Geschichte des Novcllen-
Aus-^ugs Ton Julian, Von Haubold, Zeitschrift, «&c.,

iv.

NOVEMBER. {Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
NOVENDIA'LE (sc. sacrum) was the name given

to two different festivals. I. It was the name of a
festival lasting nine days, which was celebrated as
often as stones rained from heaven. It was origi-

nally instituted by Tullus Hostilius, when there
was a shower of stones upon the Mons Albanus,
and was frequently celebrated in later times.* II.

This name was also given to the sacrifice perform-
ed nine days after a funeral. {Vid. Funus, p. 462.)
NOVI HO'MINES. After the senate and the

1. (Const , Cordi., s. 4.)—2. (Liv., i., 31.-1(1., xxi., 62.—Id.,

XXV., 7.—Id , xxvi., 23.—Id., ixvii.. 37.—Id., xiix., 34.)

hi^ er offices of the state were opened to the pi©
beians, a new order of nobles arose, and the terra
Nobiles was applied to those persons whose ances-
tors had been magistratus curules. {Vid. Magis
TRATus.) Those persons, on the contrsfry, '.vhose

ancestors had not been so distinguished, were call-

ed Ignobiles ; and when those who belonged to the
latter class obtained any of the higher magistracies,
they were called Novi Homines, or upstarts.* The
nobiles attempted to keep all the higher offices of
the state in their own body, and violently opposed
all candidates who did not belong to their order.*
Some of the most distinguisl.ed men in the state
were, however, novi homines, as T. Coruncanius,
who lived before the first Punic war, Sp. Carvilius,
M. Cato, Mummius, the conqueror of Achaia, C. Ma-
rius, and Cicero.'

NOVI O'PERIS NUNTIA'TIO. {Vid. Operis
Novi Ncntiatio.)
*N0UME'NIUS {vov/invcoc), " the name of a bird

mentioned by Hesychius. Gesner supposes it to
be the Curlew, or Arguata of Latin authors. Lin-
nseus forms the scientific name of the Curlew by the
junction of the Greek and Latin names, i. e.. iVwmc
nius Arquata.'^*

NOXA. (FztZ. NoxALis Actio.)
NOXA'LIS ACTIO. Ifafiliusfamiliasoraslavo

committed theft or injuria, the person injured had
a noxalis actio, or a legal remedy for the noxa or
WTong done to him, against the father {paterfamili-

as) or the owner of the slave, as the case might be,
but he had no action against the son or the slaTe.
The word noxa (from noc-eo) properly signified in
jury done ; in its legal sense it comprehended every
delictum.* The father or the master might either
pay damages to the injured person, or surrender the
offender to him. The surrender of the offendci
was expressed by the phrase " noxae dare or de-
dere ;" and the acceptance of the offender in satis»

faction of the injury was expressed by the phrase
"noxse accipere :" in these expressions "noxa"
does not mean "punishment," as is sometime*
supposed, but the meaning of the expression is, that
the person was surrendered in respect of or as a
compensation for his noxa. In the Institutes,* noxa
is defined to be the person or thing that does the
mischief, and noxia the mischief that is done.

Noxales actiones were given both by leges and
by the edict. In the case of furtum they were giv-

en by the Twelve Tables, and in the case of dam-
ni injuria by the lex Aquilia. In the case of injuriae

and of vi bonorum raptorum, they were given by
the edict. This action was said "caput sequi,"
which is thus explained by instances : if a son or
slave committed noxa, the action was against the
father or owner, so long as the offender was in his

power ; if the offender became sui juris, the injured
party had a directa actio against him ; and if he
came into the power of another person, that othei

person was liable to the action. If a paterfamilias

committed a noxa, and was adopted (adrogated), the
actio, which was originally against him {directa),

became an action against the adopting person. A
paterfamilias or master could have no action against
a son or slave in respect of a noxa done to him,
the ground of which was that no obligatio could
be contracted between such parties ; and as tha

foundation of all obligatio was wanting in such case,

it followed that there could be no action against
such son or slave if lie became sui juris, nor afainsl
another person intc whose power he might come
If another person's slave or son committed uox».

1. (Cic, c. Rull., ii., 1, t-Id., Pro Cluent., 40.—Appian, Dt
Bell. Civ., ii., 2.—Plot., Cat. Maj., 1.)—2. (Liv., xxii., 34, 35.-
Id., xxxix., 41.—Sallast, BeU. Jug., 73.)-3. (Veil. Pat., ii., 128
—Walter, Gesch. des R8m. Rechts, p. 125. )—4. (Adams, Ap
pend.. » V.)—5. (Dig. 50 t't 10. I"*? 3—6. (iv., *u. a,*



NUNDINiE. NUNDINiE.

luu! t*tin canie into the power of the injured per-

son, It was a question between the two schools

whether the right of action was extinguished, or

only suspended so as to revive in case the offending

party was released from the power of the injured

person. The opinion of the Proculiani, which was
in favour of the suspension only, appears more con-

sistent with the principles on which this right of
action wa" founded.

The moae of the " noxa; deditio" was by manci-
patio. The Proculiani contended that three man-
cipationes were required by the law of the Twelve
Tables {vid. Emancipatio) ; but the Sabiniani con-

tended that the law only applied to the case of vol-

untary mancipations, and that one manclpatio was
sufficient.

If the father or owner made no defence to a nox-
alis actio, the offender was giveu up by a decree of
the praetor to the injured person, aiixl thus became
his praetorian property {in bonis). It several slaves

committed thfcft, the edict required the master to

pay only the amount of damage which would be
payable in case a single freeman had c>ommitted
the theft.

Justinian abolished the noxee datio in tlic case of
children, observing that it appeared from the an-

cient jurists that there might be an action against
a filiusfainilias in respect of his delicts.'

NUDIPEDA'LIA. ( Vid. Calceus, p. 189.)

NUDUS (yi/zrof). These words, besides deno-
ting absolute nakedness, which was to be uvafiTre-

Xovog KM a^trwv,* were applied to any one who, be-

ing without an Amictus, wore only his tunic or in-

dutus.* In this state of nudity the ancients per-

formed the operations of ploughing, sowing, and
'eaping.* Thus Cincinnaattus was found naked at

the plough when he wa.s called to bo dictator, and
»ent for his toga that he might appear Ibefore the
senate * The accompanying woodcut is taken

from an antique gem in the Florentine collection,

and shows a man ploughing in his tunic only. The
light and thin clothing of Het^er^ was denoted
by the use of the same epithets.* ( Vid. Coa Ves-
TIS.)

This term, appbed to the warrior, expressed the

absence of some part of his armour.^ Hence the

light-armed were called yvfiv^rci. {Vid. Arma, p.

94.)

NUMMULATIII or NUMULA'RII. {Vid. Mkn-
HARII.)

NUMMUS or NUMUS. {Vid. Sestertius)
NUNCUPA'RE. {Vid. Tkstamenthm.)
NU'NDIN^E is invariably and justly derived by

all the ancient writers from novcm and dies, so that

it literally sigiiifies the ninth day.* In ancient ca-

lendaria, all the days of the year, beginning with the

lirst of January, are divided into what we may call

istit., IV., tit 8.— Dig. 9, tit. 4. )— 3.

(Compare Moschus, iv.,08.)— 3. (Arutoph., EccTei., 409.—John,
xii., 7.) —4. (He»., Op. et D., 391.— Proclus, od loc.— Virg.,

G«orif., i., 290.—Serriut, ad luc.— .£lian, V. H., ri., 11.— Id.,

xiii., »7.—Matt., xtir , 18.) —5. (Plin., II. N., iviii., 4. — Aar.
Victor, De Vir. lllust., 17.—Liv., iii., 26.)— 6. (Athen., xiii., 24,

l».)-7. (Horn., II., ixi., 50.—Jo«., Ant. Jud.. vi., 2, 2.—GeU.,
u., 13. — Xen., Ue Rep. Lac., xi., 9.) — 8. (Dionyi. Hal., Ant.

Rom., vii., p. 463 — Vacrob., Sat., i., 10.— Featus, a. t. .YmwU-
tmUm Coewik'

weeks, each containing eight days, « iic'i uro nmrli
ed by the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H. Now it ii

admitted on all hands that this division 's made to
mark the nundina:, for every eighth day, accoraing
to our mode of speaking, was a nunr'.inae. Thora
were thus always seven ordinary days between
two nundinae. The Romans, in their peculiar mode
of reckoning, added these two nundinae to the .9ev-

en ordinary days, and, consequently, said that the
nundinae recurred every ninth day, and called them
nundina, as it were novemdina. A similar mode
of stating the number of days in a week is still cus-
tomary in Germany, where, in common life, the
expression eight days is used for a week, and the
French and Italians, in the same manner, call a fort-

night quinze jours and quindici giorni.

The number of nundinae in the ancient year ol
ten months was 38 ; and care was always taken
that they should not fall on the calends of January
nor upon the nones of any month,' and, in order to
effect this, the 35dth day of the lunar year {dies in
tercalaris) was inserted in such a manner as to
avoid the coincidence of the nundinae with the pri-

mae calendae or the nones. Macrobius says that it

was generally believed, that if the nundinas fell

upon the primffi calendae, the whole year would be
signalized by misfortunes ; the nones were avoided
because the birthday of King Servius Tnllius was
celebrated on the nones of every month, as it was
known that he was born on the nones of some
month, though the month itself was not known.
Now, as on the nundines, the country-folk ^plebei-

ans) assembled in the city, the patricians feared
lest the plebeians assembled at Rome on the nones
might become excited, and endanger the peace o/

the Republic. These reasons are, indeed, very un-
satisfactory, as Gottling' has shown, and it is more
probable that the calends of January were ill suit-

ed to be nundinae, because this day was generally
spent by every father in the bosom of his own fam*
ily, and that the nones were avoided because, aa
Ovid' says, Nonarum lulcla deo caret. But at the
time when the Julian calendar was introduced,
these scruples, whatever they may have been, were
neglected, and in several ancient calendaria the
nundinae fall on the first of January as well as on
the nones. ( Vtd. Graev., Thcsaur., viii., p. 7, ami
the calendarium given in the article Calendar.)
Both before and after the time of Caesar, it was
sometimes thought necessary, for religious reasons,
to transfer the nundinae from the day on wliich *hey
shoidd have fallen to another one.* The nunuiuae
themselves were, according to Plutarch,* sacred to
Saturn, and, according to Granius Licinianus,* the
Flaminica offered at all nundinae a sacrifice of a
ram to Jupitei.

It is uncertain to whom the institution of the
nundinae is to be ascribed, for some say that it was
Romulus,* and others that it was Servius TuUius*
who instituted them, while the nature of the things
for which they were originally set apart seems to

show that their institution was as old as the Romu-
lian year often months, or, at least, that tney were
instituted at the time when the Roman population
extended beyond the precincts of the city itself

For the nundinae were originally market-days for

the country-folk, on which they came to Rome to

sell the produce of their labour, and on which the

king settled the legal disputes among them. When,
therefore, we read that the nundinte were feriae oi

dies nefasti, and that no comitia were allowed to be

1. (Macrob., Sat.,!., 13.—Dion Cats., xl., 47.—Id., iWiii., St.!

—2. (Geach. der Rom. Staalsv . p. 183.)— 3. (Faat., i., 38.) —4
(Dion Casa., U., 24.) — 5. (C i«»t. Rom., p. 8:5, R) — fl. (ap

Macrob., Sat., i., 16.)— 7. (I.ouy*. Hal., n., p. 98, ert. Sylb.-

Tuditanna ap. Macrob., Sat L c.)— 8 (Caiaiiu iremmt tf,

Macrob., L c.)

^^
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held, we have to understand this of the populus,

tind not of the plebes ; and while for the populus

the nundinae were feriae, they were real days of busi-

ness {dies fas li or comitiales) for the plebeians, who
on these occasions pleaded their causes with mem-
bers of their own order, and held their public meet-

ings (the ancient comitia of the plebeians) and de-

bates on such matters as concerned their own or-

der, or to discuss which they were invited by the

senate.* How long this distinction existed ttiat the

nundinae were nefasti for the patricians and fasti

for Ihe plebeians, is not quite clear. In the law of

the Twelve Tables they appear to have been re-

garded as fasti for both orders,* though, according

to Granius Licinianus,' this change was introduced

at a later time by the lex Hortensia, 286 B.C. This
innovation, whenever it was introduced, facilitated

the attendance of the plebeians at the comitia cen-

turiata. In the ancient calendaria, therefore, the

nundinae and dies fasti coincide. The subjects to

be laid before the comitia, whether they were pro-

posals for new laws or the appointment of officers,

were announced to the people three nundinae be-

forehand {t.rinundino die proponere*).

The nundinae being thus at all times days of

business for the plebeians (at first exclusively for

them, and afterward for the patricians also), the

proceedings of the tribunes of the people were con-

fined to these days, and it was necessary that they
should be terminated in one day ;* that is, if a prop-

osition did not come to a decision in one day, it

was lost, and if it was to be brought again before

the people, the tribunes were obliged to announce
it three nundines beforehand, as if it were quite a

new subject.

Instead of nundina, the form nundinum is some-
times used, but only when it is preceded by a nu-

meral, as in trinundinum or trinum nundinum. (See

the passages above referred to.) It is also used in

the expression niternundinum or inter nundinum,

that is, the time which elapses between two nun-

dinae.* The word nundinae is sometimes used to

designate a market-place, or a time for marketing in

general.'

NU'NDINUM. (Fid. NuNDiN^.)
NUNTIA'TIO. ( Vid. Operis Novi Nhntiatio.)

NUTTI^. {Vid. Marriage, Roman.)
NYCT'ERIS {vvKTEpiq), the common Bat, or

Vcspertilio murinus. " It is not improbable," re-

marks Adams, " that the upnvLa of the ancient po-

sts was the Vespertilio spectrum, or Vampyr."*
*NYCTIC'ORAX (vv/crt/copaf), a bird described

by Aristotle and other ancient authors. " The
Nyciicorax of modem naturalists is a species of

Heron, but the vvKTiKopa^ of Aristotle would rath-

er appear to have been a species of Owl. It might
be supposed the Stryx nyclea, or Great White Owl,

!f it were ascertained that it is found in the south

Ci* Europe.'"
*NYMPH.EA {vv/i(l>aia), a plant. " The descrip-

cion of it," says Adams, " which is given by The-
aphrastus, is not sufficiently precise to enable us
to determine whether he meant to apply it to the

Nymphaa alba or the lulea, i. e., the White or the

Yellow Water Lily. The two species described

by Dioscorides are referable to the two species of

Nymphaa which we have mentioned. The Nym-
fhaa lulea is now held to be a distinct genus, and

1. (IXjnvi. Hal., vii., p. 463. — Macrob., 1. c—Plin., H. N.,

xviii .,
3.—Fw.ns, s. v. Nundinas. — Compare Nicbuhr, Hist, of

Rome, ii, J. 213, .fee.)— 2. (Gellius, xx., 1,M9.)— 3. (ap. Ma-
crob., L c;— 4. (Macrob., I.e. — Cic. aU Fam., xvi., 12. — Id.,

Philipp., v., 3.—Id., Pro Dom., 16.—Liv., iii., 35.)—5. (Dionys.

Ilal., ix., p. 596.) — 6. (Varro and Liicil. ap. Noniun). iii., 145.)

—7. (Cic., De Leg. A?r., ii., 33.—Id., Philipp., v., 4.)- 8. (Aris-

lot., H. A., i., 1.—ililian, N. A., vi., 45.— Adams, Append., s. v.)

—9. (Aristot., II. A., li., 12.~Id. ib., viii., 5.- Id. ib., ix.,23.—

idams. Append., s. v.)
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is called Nuphar lutea by Smith. Hooker, and oil ct

late botanists. The term Nuphar is said to be an
Egjrptian word, signifying 'the medicine of the

Nile.' It occurs among the synonymes of Dioscor-

ides. By the Arabian authors it is called Ncnufar,

which is a corruption of Nuphar. Sibthorp foun»J

the Nuphar lutea growing in the lakes of Thessaly,

as described by Dioscorides."*

NYMPHAGO'GUS {vvft*ayuy6{). {Vid. Ma*
RiAOE, Greek, p. 620.)

O.

OATH (GREEK). An oath (3/>K0f) is an appeai

to some superior being, calling on him to bear wit-

ness that the swearer speaks the truth, or intendf

to perform the promise which he makes. Henct
the expressions laru Zerf, ^eov ftaprvpofiai, and
others of the same import, so frequently used in the

taking of oaths.* It is obvious that such an appeal

implies a belief, not only in the existence of the be-

ing so called upon, but also in his power and incli-

nation to punish the false swearer ; and the force

of an oath is founded on this belief Hence an

oath is called ^euv opKog* Zeii^ dpKio^* is the god

Who has regard to oaths, and punishes their viola-

tion. Zfjv Ix'^'" ^'^cjfiorov^ means (according to Sui-

das) 6pKov hyYVTjTrjv.

We find early mention in the Greek writers of

oaths being taken on solemn and important occa-

sions, as treaties, alliances, vows, compacts, and

agreements, both between nations and individuals.

Thus, when the Greeks and Trojans agree to decide

the fate of the war by a single combat between

Menelaus and Paris, they ratify their agreement by

an oath.* The alliance between Croesus and the

Lacedaemonians is confirmed by an oath.' So is

the treaty between the Medes and Lydians, whose
rites in swearing (as Herodotus tells us*) were th«

same as those of the Greeks, with this addition,

that they made an incision in their arms and tasted

each other's blood. We may farther notice the

treaty of peace between the Athenians and Pelo-

ponnesians, upon which every state was to swear

i-Kixupiov bpKov Tov /jiytarov,* the vow of the Ionian

women,'' that of the Phocaeans," and the promise of

Circe to Ulysses.'' The reliance placed in an oath

is specially shown in the dialogue between ^geus
and Medea in Euripides,** and the speech of Mi-

nerva in Euripides.** For other examples we refer

the reader to Sophocles, (Ed. Tyr., 647 ; (Ed. Col.,

1637; Trachin., 1183.— Herod., vi., 74.—Horn., //.,

ix., 132.

That the Greeks (as a nation) were deeply im-

bued with religious feeling, and paid high regard to

the sanctity of oaths, may be gathered from the

whole tenor of their early history, and especially

from the writings of the poets Homer, .^schylus,

and Pindar.** They prided themselves on being su-

perior in this respect to the barbarians.** The
treacherous equivocation practised by the Persians

at the siege of Barca*' would have been jepugnant

to the feelings of a people whose greatest hero de-

clared that he hated like hell one

'Og ^ Irepov jilv Ktvdij kvl (j)pe<rlv, uXXo 6i jStify.'*

The poets frequently allude to the punishment ol

perjury after death, which they assign to the infer

1. (Theophrast., H. P., ix., 13. — Dioscor., iii., 138, 139.—

Adams, Append., s. v.)— 2. (Soph.. Trach., 399. — Id., Anlip-,

184.— St. Paul. Galat., i., 20.)—3. (Horn., Hvmn. ad Merc, 278,

515. — Pind., 01., vii.. 119.)—4. (Soph., Philoct., 1324.)—

5

(Soph., Trach., 1190.)— 6. (II., iii., 27ft.)-7. (Herod., i., 69.)-

8. (i.. 74.)—9. (Thucyd., v., 47.)— 10. (Ilerod., i.. 146 )—11

(Id. ib., 165.)—12. (Od., x.. 345.)— 13. (Med., 736-760.)—

U

(Suppl., 1196.)— 15. {Vid. Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, vol. i , i

6, () 3.)—16. (jElian, V. H.. liv.. 2.)— 17. (Herod., iT., SOI > •

18. (ll..ix.. 313.)
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Ml gods or Furies ;' and we find many proofs of a
persuasion that perjurers would not prosper in this

world.* One of tiie niost striking is the story told by

Leutychides to the Athenians of Glaucus the Spar-
Ian, who consulted the I*ythian oracle whether he
should restore a depositc, or deny on oath that he had
ever received it ; and who, for merely deliberating

upon such a que&'ior, was cut off with his whole
family.*

Anciently the perscr. who took an oath stood up,

and lifted hir. hands to heaven, as he would in

prayer ; for an oath was a species of prayer, and
•quired the same sort of ceremony.* Oaths were
frequently accompanied with sacrifice or libation.*

Both uacrifice and libation are used in the compact
of the Greeks and Trojans in //., iii., 276. The
victims on such occasions were not eaten, but, if

sacrificed by the people of the country, were buried

m the ground ; if by strangers, were thrown into

ihe sea or a river.*

The parties used also to lay their hands upon the

/ictims, or on the altar, or some other sacred thing,

us if by so doing they brought before them the dei-

y by whom the oath was sworn, and made him
witness of the ceremony. Hence the expressions

fpof Tov fSuftov i^opKi^civ, dfivvvai Kaff iepuv.'' In

Homer,* Juno, making a solemn promise to Sleep,

takes the Earth in one hand and Heaven in the oth-

er, and swears by Styx and the subterranean gods.

To touch the head, hand, or other part of the body
of the person to whom the promise was made, was
a common custom. The hand especially was re-

garded as a pledge of fidelity, and the allusions to

the junction of hands in making contracts and
agreements abound in the ancient writers.* Other
superstitious rites were often superadded, to give

greater solemnity to the ceremony,'* which appear
to be ridiculed by Aristophanes." '

The different nations of Greece swore by their

own peculiar gods and heroes ; as the Thebans by
Hercules, lolaus, «&c., the Lacedaemonians by Cas-
tor and Pollux, the Corinthians by Neptune ;'* the

Athenians swore principally by Jupiter, Minerva,
A4K1II0 (their jrarpwof iJeof), Ceres, and Bacchus.
The office or character of the party, or the place,

or the iccasion often suggested the oath to be ta-

ken. Thus Iphigenia, the priestess, swears by Diana
in Euripides, Ivh. in Taurus Menelaus bids Antilo-

chus swear by Neptune (the ri|Ufcstrian god), the sub-

ject being on horses." So Philippides, in Aristopha-

nes,'* is made ridiculously to swear vrj tov Iloaetdu

rdv Iniriov. Achilles swears by his sceptre,'* Telem-
achu» by the sorrows of his father.'* Hence the

propriety of the famous oath in Demosthenes by the

warriors who fought at Marathon, &c. Here we
may observe, that as swearing became a common
prdctice with men upon trivial occasions and in or-

dinary conversation, they used to take oaths by any
god, person, or thing, as their peculiar habits, or

predilections, or the fancy of the moment dictated.

Pythagora*, on tlv3 account, swore by the number
Four." Socracoo :«ed to swear vjf tov Kvva, in

I. (Horn., II., jr., 157.—Id. ib., xix., 260.—Find., Olyrop., ii.,

118 —Ariitcph., Ran., 274.)—2. (Horn., 11., iv., 67,270.— Id. ib.,

»ii., 331.—Hesiod, Op. et D., 280.—Thucvd.. vii., 18.)—3. (He-
rul »i..86.— P«n»»n.,ii., 18. 149.—Id.,Tiii.,7, 812.—Juv., Sat.,

siii., sot.,—4. (Horn., 11., xix., 17S, 264.—Find., Ol., vii.. 110 )

—9. (Uum., U., iv., 158.-Ariatoph., Acham., 149.— Id., Vesp.,

1048.)—6. (U., lii.. 310.—Ib., xix.,267.)—7. ( Vuf. Reiske, ladex
d Dnmo«t)i.,s. T. O/ivuvai.—Ilarpocrat., (. v. Ai9o;.—Thuryd.,
».. 47.—GOller, ad loc.—Juv., Sat., xiv., 219 -Ovid, Epi»t. Dido
ad JEa., 129.)—8. (U., xiv., 1.70.)—9. <Eunp., Medea, 496.—
Scph., Philoct.. 812.— Id., Trach., 1183.—Ovid, Ep. Phylli* ad
Drmoph., 21.—10. ib., Briieu ad Acb., 107.—Horn , Hymn, ad
Tin., 26.)— 10. (iEnch., Sept. c. Theb., 42.—Soph., Anlijr., 264.

IHmostb., c. Con., 1269.)- 11. (Lyaitt., 188.)— 12. (Ahstoph.,

A»>karn., 774, 860, 867.—Equitea, 600.—Lyaitt., 81, 148.)— 13.

(11., xxiii., 385.)- 14. (Nub., 83.)—15. (II., i., 234.)- 16. (Od.,

II., 339.)—17. (LuciAO, Fythag., 4.—Plut., D« Plac. PUl., i.,S,

10I«)

which he was absurdly imitated by others.^ Ani»
tophanes, so keenly alive to al the foibles of hia

countrymen, takes notice of this custom, and turns

it into ridicule. Hence he makes the sausage-deal-

er swear vi} tov 'Epft^v tov uyopaiov,' Socrates ua
Tr/v 'kvaiTvofiv, (Sio..

'

Women also had their favourite oaths. As the
men preferred swearing by Hercules, Apollo, Ac, so
the other sex used to swear by Venus, Ceres, anu
Proserpine, Juno, Hecate, Diana ; and AthiTiian

women by Aglanros, Pandrosus, dec*
The security which an oath was supposed to con-

fer, induced the Greeks, as it has people of modern
times, to impose it as an obligatiun upon persons \'.-

vested with authority, or intrusted with the dis-

charge of responsible duties.* The Athenians, with
whom the science of legislation was carried to the
greatest perfection, were, of all the Greek states,

the most punctilious in this respect. The youth,
entering upon his 20th year, was not permitted to

assume the privileges of a citizen, or to be regis-

tered in the XTj^iapxtKov ypafiftaTtlov, without taking

a solemn oath in the Temple of Aglauros to obey
the laws and defend his country. (The form of his

oath is preserved in Pollux.*) The archon, the
judge, and the arbitrator were required to bind

themselves by an oath to perform their respective

duties.' ( Vid. Dicastes.) As to the oath taken by
the Senate of Five Hundred, see Demosthenes.*
As to the oath of the witness, and the voluntary
oath of parties to an action, see Martyru. The
importance, at least apparently, attached to oaths in

courts of justice, is proved by various passages in

the orators.* Demosthenes constantly reminds his

judges that they are on their oaths, and Lycurgus'*
declares that to awexov tt/v drjfioKpaTiav bpKo^ kariv.

The experience of all nations has proved the

dangerous tendency of making oaths too common.
The history of Athens and of Greece in general

furnishes no exception to the observation. While
in the popular belief and in common parlance oatha
continued to be highly esteemed, they had ceased
to be of much real weight or value. It is impossi-

ble to read the plays of Aristophanes, the orators,

and other writers of that period, without seeing
that perjury had become a practice of ordinary oc-

currence. The poet who wrote that verse which
incurred the censure of the comedian, ii yXua&
bfiufiox', V 6e <t>p7iv av6fioTO(,^^ was not the only per-

son who would thus refine. The bold profligacy de-

scribed by Aristophanes'* was too often realize ' in

action. To trace the degeneracy of the Greek
character belongs not to Ibis place. We conclude
by reminding our readeni that in a later age the
Greeks became a by-word among the Romans for

lying and bad faith.'*

A few expressions deserve notice. N7 is used
by Attic writers in affirmative oaths, fiu in nega-
tive. The old form of affirmation, still preserved
by the other Greeks, and used by Xenophon, wa«
vai fid.^* Nv is nothing more than another form of
vai, used with an accusative case, fiu being omit-
ted, as it often is in negative oaths.'* N;?, however,
is never used by the tragedians, who always em-
ploy a paraphrase in affirmative oaths, such as
^Eov ftaprvpcadat. 'Enofivvvai is used affirmative

1. (Atbeo.. ii., p. S7C.)-a. (Equit., 297. )-3. (.Nub.. 627.—
See farther. Ve«p., 83.—Aves, 54, 1611.— Ran., 33<5, 1169.)—4.
(Lucian, Dial. Meretr.. 7 —Xen., Mem., i., 5, 5.—Aristoph.,

Lyaiat..81,148,208,439.—ld.,Ecclea..70.—Id.,Thcsm.,S8<.S83.
533.—Theocr., Idyll., iv., 14.)—5. (Plato, De Les.. iii., p. W8.)
—6. (viii., 105.)—7. {Vid. Pollux, 1. o.—IIudtwalckcr. iiber d.a

Ditt., p. 10.)— 8. (c.Timocr., 745.)-9. (Andof ., De My»t,5.—
Lvcurg., c. Lcocr., 157, ed. Steph.—Antiph.. Do m. Herod., 13^
14'0, ed. Steph.—Derooath., c. Aphob.. hf>0.)— 10. (1. c.)— 11.

(Eurip., Hippol., 612.-Ariatoph., Thesin.. 275.)— 12. (Nub.,

U3»-1241.—Equit., 298.)— 13. (Cic, Pro Flncco. 4.—Juv., Sat.,

iii., 60, &c.)— 14. (Xen, Mem., ii., 7. 14.— Id., Aod. Socr.,

to.)— 19. (Soph., (Ed. Tyr., 660, 10ea-Id.,Electr., 758, 106».)
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]y, iTTo/ivivai negatively, according to Eustathios.*

^lofivvaOai is to swear strongly, to protest.' 'Op-

Kiov, though often used synonomously with dp-

Koc, signifies, more strictly, a r'ompact ratified by
oatk ; opKia re/xveiv is to make a compact with

oaths and sacrifice ; and through the frequent prac-

tice of sacrificing on such occasions, it came that

opKLov was sometimes used for the victim itself*

In the phrase ofivvvai Kud' lepuv, the original mean-
ing of KaTu was, that the party laid his hand upon

. the victims ; but the same phrase is used meta-

phorically in other cases, where there could be no
such ceremony. Thus /card ;^;iAtuv ev^z/v noiijaaa-

Bat xi'fi"P<-'v* is to make a vow to offer a thousand

kids ; as though the party vouring laid his hands upon

the kids at the time, as a kind of stake. The same
observation applies to b(ivvvai Kar' i^uXeiag.

OATH (ROMAN) {jusjurandum, juramentum).

The subject of Roman oaths may be treated of un-

der four different heads, viz. : 1. Oaths taken by
magistrates and other persons who entered the ser-

vice of the Republic. 2. Oaths taken in transac-

tions with foreign nations in the name of the Re-
public. 3. Oaths taken before the praetor or in the

courts of justice. 4. Oaths, or various modes of

swearing in common life.

I. Oaths taken by magistrates and other persons

who entered the service of the Republic—After the

establishment of the Republic, the consuls, and sub-

sequently all the other magistrates, were obliged,

within five days after their appointment, to prom-
ise, on oath, that they would protect and observe

the laws of the Republic (in leges jurare^). Vestal

virgins and the flamen dialis were not allowed to

swear on any occasion,' but whether they also en-

tered upon their sacred offices without taking an
oath analogous to that of magistrates is unknown.
When a flamen dialis was elected to a magistracy,

he might either petition for an especial dispensa-

tion {ut Irgibus solveretur), or he might depute some
one to take the oath for him. But this could not

fee done unless the permission was granted by the

people. The first Roman consuls seem only to

have sworn that they would not restore the kingly

government, nor allow any one else to do so,^ and
this may have been the case till, all fears of such a
restoration having vanished, the oath was changed
into a jusjurandum in leges. The consular oath

was occasionally taken under the Empire. •

During the later period of the Republic we also

find that magistrates, when the time of their office

had expired, addressed the people, and swore that

during their office they had undertaken nothing

against the Republic, but had done their utmost to

promote its welfare.' In some cases a tribune of
the people might compel the whole senate to prom-
ise, on oath, that they would observe a plebiscitum,

and allow it to be carried into effect, as was the

case with the lex Agraria of Saturninus. The cen-
sor Q. Metellus, who refused to swear, was sent

into exile." During the time of the Empire, all

magistrates, on entering their office, were obliged to

pledge themselves by a:, oath that they would ob-

serve the acta Caesarum (jurare in acta Ceesarum^^),

and the senators had to do the same regularly every
year on the first of January."

1. (Hom.,Od., ii.,377.)—2. (Soph.,Trach.,378.)—3. (Horn.,
II., iii., 245.)—4. {Arist., Equit., 660.>—5. (Liv., ixxi., 50.—Com-
pare Dionys. Hal., v., p. 277.)—6. (Liv., 1. c.—Festus, s. v. Ju-
rare.—Plut., QuiEst. Rom., p. 275.)—7. (Liv., ii., 1.—Dionys., I.

c.)—«. (Plin., Paneg., 64.)—9. (Cic. ml Fara., v., 2, * 7.— Id.,

Pro SuU«, 1 1 .—Id., in Pison., 3.—Id., Pro Dom., 35.—Dion Cass.,
txxvii., p. 52.—Id., xxxviii., p. 72.—Id., liii., p. 568, ed. Steph.

—

l.iv.,xiix., 37 )— 10. (Appian, De Bell. Civ., i., 29.—Cic. Pro
S»xt., 47.—Plut., Mar.,29.)— 1 1. (Suet., Tib., 67.—Tacit., Ann.,
I., 72.— Id. ib., xiii., 26.—Id. ib., xvi., 22.—Dion Cass., xlvii.,

f 9M, &-C.)— 13. (Dion Cass., Ixviii., p. 724.—Compare Lipei-
M. Ereur*. A. ad Tacit., Ann., xvi., 22.)
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AU Roman soldiers, afler they wert enlisted for

a campaign, had to take the military oath {sacra-

mentum), which was administered in the following

manner : Each tribunus militum assembled his le-

gion, and picked out one of the men, to whom he
put the oath, that he would obey the commands of

his generals, and execute them punctually. The
other men then came forward, one after another,

and repeated the same oath, saying that they would
do like the first {idem in me^). Livy' says that, until

the year 216 B.C., the military oath was a real sac-

ramentum {vid. Sackamentum), t. e., the soldiers

took it voluntarily, and promised (with imprecations)

that they would not desert from the army, and not

leave their ranks except to fight against the enemy
or to save a Roman citizen. But in the year 216
B.C. the soldiers were compelled by the tribunes

to take the oath, which the tribunes put to them,
that they would meet at the command of the con-
suls, and not leave the standards without their oi

ders, so that in this case the military oath became
a jusjurandum. But Livy here forgets that, long

before that time, he has represented' the soldiers ta-

king the same jusjurandum. A perfect formula ot

a military oath is preserved in Gellius.* It may
be here remarked that any oath might be taken in

two ways : the person who took it either framed it

himself, or it was put to him in a set form, and in

this case he was said in verba jurare, ox jurare verbis

conceptis. Polybius' speaks of a second oath which
was put to all who served in the army, whether
freemen or slaves, as soon as the castrametatio had
taken place, and by which all promised that they
would steal nothing from the camp, and that they
would take to the tribunes whatever they might
happen to find. The military oath was, according

to Dionysius,* the most sacred of all, and the la\r

allowed a general to put to death, without a formal
trial, any soldier who ventured to act contrary to his

oath. It was taken upon the signa, which weie
themselves considered sacred. In the time of the

Empire a clause was added to the military oath,

in which the soldiers declared that they would con-

sider the safety of the emperor more important than

anything else, and that they loved neither them-
selves nor their children more than their sover-

eign.' On the military oath in general, compare
Brissonius, De Formul., iv., c. 1-5.

II. Oaths taken in t'^ansacHoiis with foreign rut-

tions in the name of the Republic.—The most ancient

form of an oath of this kind is recorded by Livy,«

in a treaty between the Romans and Albans. The
pater patratus pronounced the oath in the name of

his country, and struck the victim with a flint-

stone, calling on Jupiter to destroy the Roman na-

tion in like manner, as he (the pater patratus) de-

stroyed the animal, if the people should violate the

oath. The chiefs or priests of the other nation then

swore in a similar manner by their own gods. The
ceremony was sometimes different, inasmuch as

the fetialis cast away the stone from his hands,

saying, "Si sciens fallo, turn me Diespiter salva urbe

arceque bonis ejiciat, uti ego hunc lapidem.* Owing
to the prominent part which the stone {lapis silex)

played in this act, Jupiter himself was called Jupi

ter Lapis,'* and hence it was, in after times, not uu
common among the Romans, in ordinary conversa-

tion, to swear by Jupiter Lapis." In swearing to a

treaty with a foreign nation, a victim (a pig or a

lamb) was in the early times always sacrificed hy

1. (Polyb., vi., 21.—Fest., s. v. Prsejurationes.)— 3. (xxii., .18.)

—3. (iii., 20.)—4. (xvi., 4.—Compare Dionys. HaJ , vi., p. 3M.
—Id., viii., p. 555, ed. Sylb.)—5. (vi., 33.)—6. (xi . p. 723.)-7
(Arrian, Epict., iii., 14.—Suet., Calig , 15.—AmmAn. Mhrcell.,

xii., 5.)—8. (L, 24.)—9. (Fest., i. v LiipideE.)—10. (fvjy^.,

iii., 25.)— 11. (Gellius, i., 21.—Cic ui P*r.., vii., 1, 18.- /»iMt.

SaUm, 10.)
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the fetialis (whenoe the expressions fatdui teere,

bpKia rifiveiv), and the priest, wliile pronouncing

the oath, probably touched the victim or the altar.*

(Compare Fktiales.) This mode of swearing to a

treaty through the sacred person of a fetialis was
observed for a long time ; and after the second

Punic war, the fctiales even travelled to Africa to

perform the ancient ceremonies.* The jus fetiale,

however, fell into disuse as the Romans extended

their conquests ; and as, in most cases of treaties

with foreign nations, the Romans were not the

partj Jiat chose to promise anything on oath, we
hear of no more oaths on their part ; but the foreign

nation or conquered party was sometimes obliged

to promise with a solemn oath (sacramcntum) to ob-

serve the conditions prescribed by the Romans, and
documents recording such promises were kept in

the Capitol.* But in cases where the Romans had
reason to mistrust, they demanded hostages, as be-

mg a better security than an oath, and this was the

practice which in later times they adopted most
generally. At first the Romans were very scrupu-

lous in observing their oaths in contracts or trea-

ties with foreigners, and even with enemies ; but

attempts were soon made by individuals sophisti-

cally to interpret an oath and explain nway its bind-

ing character;* and from the third Punic war to

the end of the Republic, perjury was common
among the Romans in their dealings with foreign-

ers as well as among themselves.

III. Oatfui taken before the prcelor or in courts of
justice.—In general, it may be observed, that if

anything had been promised by a person on oath,

the promise had, in a court of justice, no more bind-

ing power than it would have had without the oath,

and the oath was in such case merely a stronger

promise as far as the conscience of the person who
took it was concerned.* But if a ^ slave, for the

sake of obtaining his lilierty, had promised on oath

to perform certain services to his master, the oath

was considered binding.* The emperors also, in

some ca.ses, considered the promise of a free citi-

zen, when it was confirmed by an oath, as binding.^

Sometimes, when a case was brought before the

pra:tor, the plaintiff might put the defendant to his

oath (dcfcrre jusjurandum) either in regard to the

whole case in question, or to a part of it. If the

oath was taken, the whole question, or that part of

it to which the oath applied, was settled at once, and
the litis contestatio, or a formal judicium, was su-

perfluous. But if the defendant refused to take the

oath, he might, in return, put the plaintiff to his oath

(referre jusjurandum), to make him declare sc non
calumnia causa agere. {Vid. Calumnia.) But if

the defendant neither swore himself, nor put the

plaintiff to his oath of calumny, he admitted the

necessity of a judicium. If the oath merely refer-

red to a part of it, so that the defendant only ac-

knowledged part of what the plaintiff alleged, a ju-

dicium was still necessary, but its formula was of

course modified.* Respecting the oath of calumnia,
to which the defendant might in all cases put the

plaintiff, and to which the latter also might be put

by the praetor, see Calumina. The formula of an
oath before the prsetor depended upon the person
who put it*

A judex or judices appointed by the praetor were
obliged to promise on oath to discharge their duties

according to the laws." Rein" denies that, afler a

judex was given by the praetor, either of the liti-

1. (Virsr-, Mu., »!., 901, Ac—I.ir., zzi., 4A.)—3. (Liv., zzx.,

13.)—3. (Liv., irn., %i.)—A. (Gelliui, vii., 18.—Liv., iti., 30.—
—Id., xjii., 61.—Cic.. De Off., iii., 37, *c.)—5. (Di?. 3, tit. 14.

• 7, H6 )—6. (Dir. S8, tit. 1, a. 7.—Compare 40, tit. 13, i. 44.)

-7. (Cod. 3, tit. ri, •. !.)—«. (Dig. 13, tit. 3, i. 34, 6, &c.—
Quinlil., v., 6.)- 4. (Diff. 19, tit.3,s. 3,4 4, and i. 5.)— 10. (Cic,
'ij Invent., i., 39 )— 11. (ROm. Pnvalr., p. 477, Ac.)

gant parties bad the right to put th*. otbei to ao
oath; but from the Digest' it is clear that it might
be dene by the party cut onus probatit-nis inruiaif-

bat, ptovided he himself had before taken the jus-
jurandum calumriiae. When documents in the trial

of a cause were laid before the judex, of which be
doubted the genuineness or correctness, he might
make the party who brought them forward estab-
lish their correctness or genuineness by an oat.*!.*

The witnesses who gave their evidence in litil

proceedings before a judex, sometimes confirmed
their testimony by an oath, which they either took
voluntarily, or which was put to them by the judex.
In judicia publica, the witnesses had always to give
their evidence on oath.* We have no means of as-

certaining whether, in all instances of civil causes,
witnesses might be compelled to take an oath, but
it seems probable that in a civil cause a witness
generally did not give his evidence on oath, unless
he himself chose to do so, or the judex, for special

rea.sons, thought it advisable that he should.

False swearing (pejerarc, perjurium) was not re-

garded by the Romans as it is by us. Swearing
was merely a matter of conscience, and, conse-
quently, the person who was guilty of false swear-
ing was responsible to the Deity alone. Perjury
does not appear to have been punished more se-

verely than false witness in general given without
an oath. Wheo. therefore, Valerius Maximus*
speaKS of tn/amia perjurii, ne uses infamia in a po;>

ular, and not a strictly legal sense. The inannei
in which the Romans regarded perjury is implied in

an expression of Cicero,* who says, " Perjurit
pcena divina, exitium; humana, dedecus." Hence
every oath was accompanied by an execration,'

and perjury, therefore, was an act which belonged
more to the jurisdiction of the censors than to an
ordinary court of justice.' Witnesses convicted «»f

having given false testimony, with or without oalli,

were punished.* (Compare Falsijm.)

IV. Oaths or various modes of susearing in com-
mon life.—The practice of swearing, or calling upon
some god or gods as witnesses to the truth of as-

sertions made in common life or in ordinary con-
versations, was as common among the Romans as
among the Greeks. The various forms used in

swearing may be divided into three classes :

1. Simple invocations of one or more gods, as
Hcrclc or Mehcrcle, that is, ita me Hercules juvct,

amet, or servet ;* Pol, Pcrpot, or Mdepol, that is, per

Pollucem; per Jotem Lapidem, or simply prr Jortu;
per superos ; per deos immortales ; medius fia.us,

that is, ita me Dius {^co() filius juvet ;'• ita me deut

amet, or dii ament. Sometimes, also, two or a
great number of gods were invoked by their names."
The genii of men were regarded as divine beings,

and persons used to swear by their own genius or

by that of a friend, and during the Empire by that

of an emperor."* Women as well as men swore by

most of the gods, but some of them were peculiar

to one of the sexes. Thus women never swore hy
Ilerf ules, and men never by Castor. Varro, more-
over, said that in ancient times women only swore
by Castor and Pollux, while in the extant writeri

we find men frequently swearing by Pollux.'* Jimt)

and Venus were mostly invoked by women, bu'

also by lovers and effeminate men in general.'*

1. (33, tit. S, f. 23, 4 3.)—3. (Dig. 13, tit. 3, « 31.—Cod. 4, til.

1, •. 3.)- 3. (Cic, Pro Rose. Com., 15.—Id., Pro Sullo, 7 —Id,
Pro Font., 9.—Id., Pro Balb., 5.—Quintil., v., 7.—V«l. .Maz,,

viii., 5, ^ 5.)—4. (viii.. 5, 5.)—5. (De Leg., ii., ».)—«. (Plnt^

Quart. Gnec, p. 375, rnuic.)-7. (Cic, De Off., i., IS.— Liv,

xxiv., 18.—Gcllius, vii., 18.) -8. (Dig. 33, tit. 5, ». I» >—•.

(Fest., . V. Mecastor.)— 10. (Fe«t., «. v.—Varro, De Uujt. L«t.

iv., p. 20, Bip.)— II. (Plaut., Biccliid., iv., 8, 51.—T«ren».

Andr., iii., 3, 35.)—13 (Hotnt., Epist., i., 7, »4.-Suet., Calif.,

37.>~I3. (Gelliua, x . 6.)— 14. (Plaut., Amphit.. li.,
».
JM'-

TibuU., iv., 13, 15.- : iv., ii., ».—Ovid, Amor., a., T, 97 - M
ib., it., 8, 18.)
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%. InTOcatioiis of the gods, together with an ex-

ecration, in case the swearer was stating a false-

hood. Execrations of this kind are, Dii me per-

dant ;^ dii me intcrficiant ;'* dispeream;* ne vivam;*

ne oalvuf tim,^ 6lc.

&. Persons also used to swear by the individuals

or things most dear to them. Thus we have in-

stances of a person swearing by his own or another

man's head,* by his eyes,' by his own welfare or

that of his children,* by the welfare of an emper-

or,* &,c.

Respecting the var/ous forms of oaths and swear-

ing, see Brissonius, De FormuL, viii., c. 1-18.

OB^. {Vid. Tribus, Greek.)
OBELISCUS {66e?iiaKoc) is a diminutive of Obe-

lus (ofieAof), which properly signifies a sharpened

thing, a skexcer or spit, and is the name given to

certain works of Egyptian art. (Herodotus'* uses

o6«-Aoc in the sense of an obelisk.) A detailed de-

scription of such works would be inconsistent with

the plan of this work, but some notice of them is

required by the fact that several of them were
transported to Rome under the emperors. Ammi-
anus Marcellinus" says that " an obelisk is a very

ough stone, in the shape of a kind of landmark or

boundary-stone, rising with a small inclination on
all sides to a great height ; and in order that it may
imitate a solar ray by a gradual diminution of its

bulk, it terminates in a prolongation of four faces

united in a sharp point. It is very carefully smooth-
ed." Most ancient writers consider obelisks as

emblematic of the sun's rays."

An obelisk is, properly, a single block of stone,

cut into a quadrilateral form, the sides of which
diminish gradually, but almost imperceptibly, from

the base to the top of the shaft, but do not terminate

in an apex upon the top, which is crowned by a

small pyramid, consisting of four sides terminating

in a point. The Egyptian obelisks were mostly

made of the red granite of Syene, from which place

they were carried to the different parts of Egypt.

They were generally placed in pairs at the entrance

to a temple, amd occasionally in the interior, and were
usually covered with hieroglyphical inscriptions.

Obelisks were first transported to Rome under
Augustus, who caused one to be erected in the cir-

cus, and another in the Campus Martius.*' The
former was restored in 1589, and is called at pres-

ent the Flaminian obelisk. Its whole height is about

116 feet, and without the base about 78 feet. The
obelisk in the Campus Martins was set up by Au-
gustus as a sundial. It stands at present on the

Monte Citorio, where it was placed in 1792. Its

whole height i? r.hout 110 feet, and without the base

about 71 feet Another obelisk was brought to

Rome by Ca'i'/ Ja, and placed on the Vatican in the

Circus of Ca'//j!d.'* It stands at present in front

of St. Peters, vhere it v/as placed in 1586, and its

whole height is about 132 feet, and without the

base and modern ornaments at the top about 83
feet. But the largest obelisk at Rome is that which
was originally tiaiisported from Heliopolis to Alex-
andrea by Constaritioe, and conveyed to Rome by
his son Constantiug, who placed it in the Circus

Maximus.'* Its present position is before the north

portico of the Lateran Church, where it was placed

in 1588. Its whole height is about 149 feet, and
without the base about 105 feet.

1. (Plaut, Mil. Glor., iii.. 2, M.—Id., Cistcll., ii., 1,21.)—
». (Plaut., Mostell., i., 3. 35.)—3. (Horat., Sat., i., 9, 47.)—4.
(Cic.iwl Fam., vii., 23. -Mart., x., 12, 3.)—5. (Cic. ad Att., xvi.,

13.)—.3. (Dig. 12, tit. 2, s. 3, * 4.— Ovid, Trist., v., 4, 45.—Id.,
Heroid., iii., 107.—Juv., vi., 10.)—7. {Plant., Menaechm., v., 9,

I.—Ovid, Amor., li., 16, 44.)—8. (Dig. 12, tit. 2, s. 5.—Plin.,
Epiit., il.,.20.)—9. (Cod. 9, tit. 4, s. 41.)— 10. (ii., 111.)— 11.

(r»ii., 4.)—12. (Compare Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 14.)— 13. (Plin.,

H. N., xxxvi., 14.)-14. (Plin., H. N., ixxvi., 15; xvi., 7«, I) 2.)

—\i (Amm. Marc., xvii., 4.)
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There are eight other obelisks at Rome beside*
those mentioned above, but none of them are ol

historical importance. There are also obelisks in

various other places, as at Constantinople, Aries,

Florence, Catana in Sicily, &c., some of which are
works of Egyptian art, and others only imitations.

There are two small obelisks in the British Mu-
seum, which were brought by the French frcra

Cairo.'

OB'ELOS. (Fid. Vero.)
OBLIGATIO'NES. OWigatio is defined* to bb

" a bond of law by which we are under a necessity
of paying {soloendce) anything according to the lawa
of our state." This definition has only reference to

one part of an obligation, namely, the right of action,

which is inseparable from the notion of a Roman
obligation. According to Paulus,' the substance of
an obligation consists in another person binding
himself to give to us something, or to do something,
or to secure or make good something {ad dandum
aliquid, vel faciendum, vel prastandum). This " bind-

ing" must, however, be understood of a "legal

binding," that is, the party who fails to perform
what he has engaged to do, must be liable to legal

compulsion ; in other words, the duty which he
owes may be enforced by suit or action. Any
agreement which is binding according to positive

morality, but which, for any reason, cannot be le-

gally enforced, is not properly an obligatio, but stiD

the Romans gave such agreement the name of obli-

gatio, and added the term naturalis, by which it is

opposed to civilis and praetoria or honoraria. The
obligationes civiles vSexe those which were created

by enactments (Jegihus), or generally were estab-

lished by the jus civile ;
praetoriae or horiorariae were

those which owed their origin to the jurisdiction of

the praetor. Viewed with reference to the events

on which the law operated to give obligationes a
binding force, obligationes arose either from con-

tract or quasi contract, and delict {maleficium, delict-

um), or quasi delict.* According to Gains, every

obligatio arises either from contract or delict.

Contract (contractus) was made in four ways

—

re, verbis, litteris, and consensu.

As an example of a contract re. Gains mentions
mutuum. (Vid. M.VTV\JK.) Also, if a man received

what was not due from a person who paid by mis
take, the payer had his remedy for the recovery just

as if it were a case of mutuum. But " this kind of

obligation," observes Gains, " does not appear to

arise from contract, because he who gives with the

intention of payment rather intends to dissolve or

put an end to (distrahere) a transaction {negotium)

than to commence or to constitute (contrahere) a

transaction." In such a case the English law has

a fiction of a promise to pay on the part of the per

son who has received the money.
To the contracts made re, there also belong Com

MODATUM, DePOSITUM, and PlONUS.

The obligatio verbis was contracted by oral ques

tion and answer between the parties. The fona

of words was : Dari Spondes 1 Spondeo ; Dabis ?

Dabo ; Promittisl Promitto ; Fidepromittis 1 Fide-

promitto ; Fidejubes 1 Fidejubeo ; Facies 1 Faciam.

The words dari spondes 1 spondeo, were so pccn«

liarly Roman, that their legal effect could not be

preserved if their meaning was transferred into an-

other language ; nor could a valid obligatio with a

peregrinus be made by the use of the word spondeo.*

The evidence of such an obligatio must have been

the presence of witnesses.*

It is to this form of contract by question and an

1. (Zoeg«, De Usu et Origiae Obeliscorjm.- Eifyi>trju A»
tiquities, vol. i., c. 14, 15, London, 12mo, 1832.)—2. (Juit., lii^

tit. 13.)—3. (Dig. 44, tit. 7. s. 3.)—4. (Inst., iii., tit. IS.)—

8

(Gaiiu, iii W, 179.)— 6. (Cic, Fro Roic. Com., 5.)
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w«r {et: inlerrngatione el responsione) that the terms
•*8tipulari" and " stipulatio" refer. The word
"slipulari"' properly refers to him who asks the

question, " Si quis ita dart stipuUlur ; Post mortem
meam dai i spondes ; vel ita, Cum morieris, apondea ?"

The person who asked the question was stipulator

;

he who answered the question was promissor, and
he was said sjwndere.* Sometimes the whole form
of words which comprises the question and the an-

»wer is comprehended in the term stipulatio,* and
Ihe participle " stipulata" is sometimes used in a
passive sense.*

A stipulatio which contained an mipossible con-
lition was invalid (inuttlis). As the stipulatio was

• effected by words, it was a necessacy consequence
I hat the parties should have powei to speak and
liear, and on this ground was founded the rule of
law that a mutus and a surdus could not be parties

to a stipulatio. As to the ability of pupilli and in-

fantes with respect to obligationes, see Impubes and
Imfans. The stipulator might have another party
to the contract on his behalf, who was called ad-

stipu'ator. The adstipulator had the same right of
action as the stipulator, and, theiefore, a payment
in respect of the stipulatio could be made to him as
well as to the stipulator; and the stipulator had an
actio mandati against the adstipulator for the recov-
ery of anything that he had received.

There were some peculiarities in the adstipulatio.

The right of action did not pass to the heres of the
adstipulator, and the adstipulation of a slave for his

master had no effect, though in all cases he could
acquire for his master by stipulation. The same
rule of law appeared to apply to him who was in

naincipio, for he was servi loco. If a son who was
ir. the power of his father became his adstipulator,

he did not acquire anything for his father, though he
acquired for him by stipulatio. Still,his adstipula-

tio gave the son a right of action, provided he was
released from the father's power without a capitis

diminutio, as, for instance, by the father's death, or
by being inaugurated flamen dialis. The same rule

of law applied to a liliafamilias and to a wife in

manu.
Those who were bound for the promissor were

called sponsores, fidepromissores, Cdejussores.
( Vid.

Intercessio.)

The case of an obligatio literis is illustrated by
Gaius* by the instance of nomina transcripticia, as
when a creditor who has a debt due from a person
in respect of a sale, or a letting, or a partnership,

enters it in his book (codices, or tabula expensi ct ac-

cepti) as a debt {expensnmilli fert :* expensum tulisse

non dicit, cum tabiUas non recital). This was called
" Nomen Iranscripticium a re in personam." It was
called Iranscriptio a persona in personam when a
creditor entered in his books a debt as due from a
third party, which was really due from another
party, but which that other party had transferred
{delegavit) to the creditor.

Cicero clearly alludta to this literarum obligatio
m his Oration pro Roscio Comcedo. He says,*
speaking of the plaintiff"'s demand, " his claim is for

a certain sum of money (pccunia certa), and this

must be either ' data' (a case of obligatio re), or
' expensa lata' (the liteiarum obligatio), or stipulata

(an obligatio verbis)."

Some difficulty arises about the mode of convert-

ing an obligation of a different kind into an obligatio

literis. The subject is discussed by Uiiterholzner'

in an ingenious essay, which, however, was written

I. (Gaias, iii., 100, 109.—Dig. 43, tit. 1, s. 113 : "De Verbo-
rum Obligationibat.")—>. (Dig. 45, tit. 1, s. 5, 1) I.)—3. (Cic,
Pni Rose. Com., S.)— 4- (lii., 128.)— 9. (Compare Cic, Pro
Rosr. Com., 4, 5.)—6. (c. 5.)—7. (" Ueber dir Redo de« Cicero
tir Afn Schauipicler Q. Roacius," Zeitachrifk, i., 348.)

4 O

before the publication of the MS. of Gaius , and rt

has since been discussed by other writers. Unter-
holzner conjectured that a third party, with tho
consent of the debtor and creditor, made the entry
in his own books ; but there is no evidence in sup-

port of this assumption. Theophilus' represents
the literarum obligatio as a novatio or ctiange of an
obligation of one kind into an obligation ol another
kind, and this, he says, was effected both by wordc
and writing (fi^fiaat xai yptififiaai). It v« as effected,

according to him, by the creditor writing to the
debtor {ypu^tiv p/i/tara npd{ airov) to ask his con-
sent to the old obligation being made into a new
one of a different kind, and by the debtor consenv
ing. As stated by him, the obligatio literis might
be an obligatio contracted by a letter of the creditor

to the debtor, and the debtor's reply. In principle,

there would be no objection to its being contracted
by the debtor's consent expressed by a subscription

in the creditor's books. The literarum obligatio of

Theophilus, however, rather seems to correspond
to the other kinds of literarum obligatio referred to

by Gaius,* where he says, '* this obligation can be
contracted by chirographa and syngrapha, that is,

if a man writes that he owes a sum of money oi

will pay it
;
provided, however, there be no stipula-

tio on the same account." V, <s not impossible thai

Gaius means that the creditor might convert an
obligation of another kind into that of pecunia ex-
pensa by the bare entry of it in his book ; for it is

no objection to this, as Unterholzner has it, " that a
unilateral writing on the part of the creditor should
have the effect of putting another person under an
obligatio," for an obligatio was already contracted,

which the creditor would have to prove ; but if he
could prove it, the law gave him all the advantage
of a creditor for pecunia certa, if he had complied
with certain forms. Gaius* certainly may be un-
derstood as asserting that this obligatio was con-
tracted simply " expensum ferendo :' but it seems to

be the general opinion that this literarum obligatio

required the consent of the debtor either orally in

the presence of witnesses or by letter ; and this

is not inconsistent with Gaius ; for, though be says
that the debtor is bound by the " expensum ferendo"
that does not exclude his consent, but merely showa
what is necessary in order to make the consent
legally binding.

The obligationes consensu were emtio and ven-
ditio, locatio, conductio, societas, mandatum. All

obligationes by contract, of course, required con-
sent and the evidence of consent ; but " these otili-

gationes," says Gaius,* " are said to be contracted
consensu, because no peculiar form of words or
writing was required, but the consent of the parties

to the transaction was sufficient." Accordingly,
such transactions could take place between persons
at a distance from one another, but a verborum
obligatio required the presence of the parties. The
actions founded on these obligationes consensu
were bonae fidei.

A legal obligatio implies a right of action against
the person who owes the duty {qui obligalur) This
right of action {ex contractu) might be acquired by
any person who was sui juris. It might also b«
acquired for him by those who were in his potes-

tas, manus, and mancipium ; and by free men and
slaves whom a man possessed bona fide, with cer-

tain exceptions. This right of action might also b«

acquired by a man through the acts of a free maa
who was his agent, so far that he could require the

cession of the obligatio so acquired.

An obligatio was terminated {tolUtur) in varioua

1. fMl Ut. 1 : "De Lit. Oblir.")-«. ("•. IM.)—>• (iii-, 1*7 »

—4. (Cic, Pro Roec. O m., 3.—Val. Max., tiii., J, «.)-«. (iii

IS9.)
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ways. The most common way waa by payment
[solulio) of what was due. A man, with the consent
of the creditor, might pay another's debt, but the
two schools differed as to the legal consequence of
such payment. The Proculiani, as usual, adhering
strictly to fundamental principles, maintained that

the debtor was still under his obligatio, but if the
money was demanded of him by the creditor, he had
a good plea of dolus malus {exceptio dolt mali).

An obligatio might be terminated by acceptilatio.

An obligation contracted per aes et libram might
be determined in the same way, and also one ari-

sing " ex judicati causa." ( Ftd. Nexum.) An ob-

ligatio might also be determined by novatio, which
is the change of an existing duty (dchitum) into an-
other obligation, and the determination of the for-

mer obligation.' This is explained by the follow-

ing instance -.' II' I stipulate that Titius shall give
me what is due Irom you, a new obligatio arises

by the intervention of a new person, and the former
obligation is determined by being replaced by the
latter ; and sometimes a former obligatio may be
determined by a subsequent stipulatio, though the
subsequent stipulatio may be invalid. If the stipu-

lation was from the same person, it required the
addition of something to effect a novatio, as the
addition of a condition, or the circumstance of add-
ing to or subtracting from the time contained in

the terms of the covenant. As to the case of a
condition, it was the law in the time of Gains that

there was no novatio until the condition was ful-

filled, and till that time the former obligatio con-
tinued. The opinion of the great jurist Servius
Sulpicius as to the condition immediately effecting

a novatio, was not law in the time of Gains {alio

jure utimur).

An obligatio was also determined by the litis

oontestatio, if the proceedings had taken place in a
legilimum judicium. It is stated generally, under
the articles litis contestatio and Icgitimum judi-

cium, what is the import of these terms respective-

ly. The original obligation {principalis obligatio)

was determined by the litis contestatio, and the
defendant {reus) was then bound {tenetur) by the

: litis contestatio. If he was condemned, the litis

contestatio ceased to have any effect, and he was
(bound by the judgment {ex causa judicati). It was
. a consequence of these doctrines, that, after a litis

contestatio in a legitimum judicium, a man could
not bring his action on the original contract ; for if

' his declaration or demand was dari mihi oportere,

. it was bad {inutilis), for after the litis contestatio
• the dari oportere had ceased. In the case of a ju-

dicium quod imperio continetur, the obligatio ex-
isted and the action could be brought, but the de-

. mand might be answered by a plea {exceptio) of a
res judicata or in judicium deducta. In the judicia

imperio continentia the exceptio rei judicatae cor-

responds to the condemnatio in the legitima judi-

cia, and the exceptio rei in judicium deductae to the
litis contestatio. On this subject the reader may
.consult Keller, Ueber Litis Contestation, p. 11, &c.

Obligationes arising from contract passed by
universal succession to the heres. There were no
means of transferring obligationes from the credi-

tor to another person except by a novatio, which
was efiected by the assignee stipulating with the
debitor with the consent of the creditor, the effect

of which was to release the debitor from his former
obligatio, and to bind him by a new one.. If this

novatio was not effected, the assignee could only

sue as the cognitor or procurator of the assignor,

and not in his own name.*

From the consideration of obligationes arising

I. (Dig. 46, tit. 2 :
" De No^ationibus et Dolegationibui "—

^9.

<0«iuf, ui., 176.)—3. (Gaj M, i., 38, <kc.)
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from contracts. Gains* passes to the consideiatHMi
of obligationes " qva ex delicto oriuntur ;" and thes4
delicts, which are the foundation of these obliga-

tiones, are Furtum, Bona Rapta or Rapina, Dam-
num, and iNjuniA. All these obligationes he con-
siders to be comprised in one genus, whereas the
obligationes ex contractu are distributed into four
genera.

The arrangement by the Roman jurists of obli-

gationes ex delicto with obligationes ex contracta
was founded on the circumstance that both classes
of obligationes were the foundation of rights in

personam, or rights against a determinate individ-

ual or determinate individuals ; but there is an im-
portant difference in the origin of the two rights.

The rights ex contractu are rights founded on law-
ful acts, and rights ex delicto are rights founded
on infringements of other rights.

The obligationes quasi ex contractu are not enu-
merated by Gains, but they are discussed in the
Institutes of Justinian.' These obligationes do not
properly arise either from contract or delict ; but,

inasmuch as they are founded on acts which are
not delicts, they must be considered as belonging
to contract rather than to delict, if we will refer

them to one of these classes. But, in fact, these
quasi contracts belong to neither class. Instances
of these quasi contracts, enumerated in the Insti-

tutes, are " abscntis negotiorum gcstio" {vid. Negc-
TioRUM Gestorum Actio), thc '^^ tutel(Z judicium" a
" communis res sine societate," as when a thing has
been bequeathed and given to several persons, and
some other in.stances.

These quasi contracts are arranged in the Insti-

tutes of Justinian after obligationes ex contractu,

and the obligationes quasi ex delicto are placed
immediately after the obligationes ex delicto. In-

stances of these obligationes quasi ex delicto enu-
merated in tlie Institutes* are, " si judex litem suam
fecerit," and the case of " dcjcctum effusumve,^^ and
others.

We may now examine more closely the meaning
of the term obligatio, and other terms used in rela-

tion to the law of contracts. Its etymology {lig-o,

to bind) points merely to the obligatory part of a

contract, or to the duty owing by one of the parties

to the contract {debitor) to the other party {creditor),

or to the duties mutually owing from the one to the

other. The word which, as opposed to obligatio

or " binding," expresses the determination of such
binding, is " solutio ;" and, generally, some form of

the word " solvo" is the appropriate term to ex-

press the legal termination of the obligatio. But,

inasmuch as duties owing by one party to the con-

tract, or duties mutually owing by the parties to

the contract, imply a right in the other party to

the contract, or imply mutual rights in the parties

to the contract, the word obligatio is often used to

express both the rights and the corresponding du-

ties which arise out of the contract. Consistently

with this, we find the right of the creditor spoken
of as his obligatio, and the duty of the debtor as his

obligatio. There is no special name in the Roman
law for a right against a determinate person or de-

terminate persons. The name for ownership or

property is dominium, to which is opposed the

name obligationes as descriptive of rights against

detemjinate persons.

It is correctly remarked (Austin, An outline of a

course of Lectures on General Jurisprudence), " that

in the ^vritings of the Roman lawyers the term ob-

ligatio is never applied to a duty which answers to

a right in rem." But as the duty answering to a

right in rem is only the duty of forbearance, that is,

of not doing anything, there is no great inconveni'

1. (iii., 188.)—2. (ill., tit. 27.) -3. :iv., Ut. 6 v
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enee iti the want of a name : as soon as an act is

done which is an infringement of the right, or, in

other words, a delictum (in one sense in which the

Romans use this word), an obligation arises by force

of such act {obligalio ex delicto), and gives the injured

person a right of action against the wrong-doer.

A contractus, as it will appear from what has

hcen said, required the consent of all the parties to

.t. Those obligationes which were said to be

founded on " consent" {consensus) were said to be

uo founded only because consent was sufficient,'

and no |)eculiar form of words or expression was
required ; whereas, in the obligationes contracted
« fg ». 41 verbis," and " Uteris," certain acts, words,

or writing were required. In those contracts

where particular forms were not required in order

lo convert them into obligationes, any words or

acts were sufficient which were evidence of con-

sent. What words and acts are evidence of con-

sent, cannot, of course, be determined generally in

any system of jurisprudence. But certain acts or

events exclude the notion of consent, even if the

formal parts of a contract have been most scrupu-

lously observed ; constraint by force or threats (cw,

metns), and fraud {dolus), and, in many cases, error

{error, ignoranlia), either render the agreement ab-

solutely null, or give the party who has been con-

strained, deceived, or in error, various modes of

defence against the claims of the other party.

An obligatio supposes two persons ; the person

to whom the duty is due, or the creditor, and the

person from whom it is due, or the debitor. But
there may be more than two parties to an obliga-

tio, either as creditores or debitores, or both, all of

whom may be comprehended under the general

name of rei.' With reference to a person who is

under the same obligatio, a person may be called

correus. But when there are several parties to an
obligatio, there are properly several obligationes,

and this is the case whether the creditor is one
and tbs debitores are several, or the creditores are

several and the debitor is one, or both the credi-

tores and debitores are several. In the obligatio

pro rata, the claims of the several creditores, or

the duties of the several debitores, are determinate

parts of a whole, which is made up by the parts

being united in one formal obligatio. There are

cases when several creditores may claim the whole
{sohdum), or several debitores may owe the whole
{solidnrn) : where a creditor claims the whole

against several debitores, there are, in fact, several

obligationes binding on the several debitores. If

he can only claim the whole once, he may claim it

from any of the debitores ; but when he has been

satisfied by one debitor, his whole claim is extin-

guished.

An obligatio may be unilateral, that is, may only

give a right of action to one of the parties to it, as

in the case of mutuum, stipulatio, and others ; or

it may be bilateral, that is, it may give a right to

each party against the other, as emtio, venditio,

locatio, conductio.

It remains to explain some other terms which
arc of frequent occurrence.

The most general name for any agreement is con-

rentio, pactio, pactum conventum, and its essence

12 consent: '' convcntionis veibum generate est, ad

omnia perltnens, de quibus negotii contrahendi transi-

gendiquc causa consenliunt, qui inter se agunt.'"

Convenliones, then, were juris gentium, and, as a

genu.s, were divisible into species. Tbose conven-

tiones which were the foundation of a right of ac-

tion were called contractus, of which the Roman
law acknowledged the four kinds already meniion-

I. (Oaiiu, iii., 13V)—S. (Cic. Do Or., ii., 43.)—3. (Dig. ii.

K . 14.)

ed. As these contractus are distinguished b^ par

ticular names, they have been named by modeni
writers contractus nominati, as opposed to other

contracts presently to be mentioned, which they

have named innominati. Contractus nominati, as

has been shown, were contracts made or accompa-
nied by certain forms : if these forms were want-
ing in the conventio, it could not belong to the class

of contractus nominati; but if the matter of the con>

ventio was a civile negotium or a civilis causa, it

formed an obligatio, and was the foundation of an
action " preucriptis verbis" or " in factum ;" or, as it

is clearly expressed by Julian,* this is the actio " ad
quam necesse est confugere, quoties contractus exist-

unt, quorum appellationes nulla jure civili prodita

sunt." All the events upon which these actions

could arise may be reduced to the four following

heads :
" aul do tibi vt dcs, aut do ut facias, aut facto

utdcs, autfacio ut facias." An example of the first

class will show the difference between these innom-
inate and nominate contracts : if I give a man mon-
ey for a thing, this is buying and selling, and is a
nominate contract ; but if I give a man a thing for

another thing, this is exchange, and it is an innom-
inate contract, but still it is the foundation of a ci-

vilis obligatio. These innominate contracts take the

name of contracts from their resemblance to proper

contracts in the Roman sense ; but, as they are not

referrible to any one of such contracts, it is neces-

sary to form them into a separate class. These
contracts, as it will appear from the description just

given of them, have their foundation in an act (a

giving or doing) by one of the parties, and so far re-

semble contracts re. Accordingly, the contract is

not complete so long as a thing remains to be given

or done by the debitor ; and tlie creditor may have
his action {condiclio) for the recovery of a thing

which he has given, and for which the debtor has
not made the return (a giving or an act) agreid
upon. The creditor has also his action generally

{prascriptis verbis) for the completion of the con-

tract, or for compensation to the amount of the in-

jury sustained by its non-performance.

AH other convenliones were simply pacta, the

characteristic of which is that they were not origi-

nally the foundation of actions, but only of pleas or

answers {exceptioncs) ; that is, if an agreement {con-

ventio, pactio) could not be referred to the one or

other class of contracts, it did not give a right of

action. Now all convenliones were the foundation

either of acliones or of exceptiones. Conventio '>es

were contractus when they were made with cer-

tain forms ; when they were not made with these

forms, but still on good consideration (causa), they

were the foundation of a civilis obligatio. When
there was no causa, there was no obligalio created

by such conventio, and it is added,* " therefore a
nuda pactio does not produce an obligatio, but an
exceplio :" whence it follows that a nuda pactio is

a pactio sine causa, or a pactio for the benefit of one
party only. Sometimes nuda conventio is used oA
equivalent to nuda pactio.* It is a mistake to say
that pactum by itself means a one-sided contract.

Pactum is a term as general as conventio {pactum
a pactionc—est autcm pactio duorum pluriumte i*

idem placitum consensus*), and is a part of all con-

tracts, as conventio is. There might be a pactum
or pactio relating to marriage, the establishment of

a servitus in provincial lands,* and other matter*.

But pactum, as included in the law of obligationes,

obtained a limited signification ; and it was used to

signify agreements not included among the con-

tractus, but still binding agreements, as Leing found-

1. (Dig. 19, tit. 5 : " De pnetcriptu rerbi*," Ac.)—t. (Dij. S

tit. 14, 1. 7. « 4.)—3. (Dig. 15, lit. 4, •. 15.> -4. (Dij. «, Ut 4. •

l.)-5. (Oaiu».ii., 31.)
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ed on a causa. Some of these obligatory pacta

were the foundation of an actio civilis, and some
of them were protected by the praetor : ait praetor

:

" Pacta conventa qua neque dolo malo neque adversus

leges plebiscita senatus consulta edicta decreta princi-

futn neque quo fraus cui eorum fiat facta erunt serva-

60.'" The parties to a pactum were said "pacisci."

Anything might be the subject of a " pactum" which
did not involve an illegality. If an illegal pactum
was made, it was still illegal, though it had been
confirmed by a stipulatio or any other form. The
matter relating to pacta is not arranged in the Di-

gest under the head of Obligationes et Actiones,'

but in the same book with the titles De Jurisdic-

tione, &c.
Savigny contends that the notion of agreement,

or of contract in its general sense {vertrag), is too

narrowly conceived by jurists in general. He de-

fines agreement to be the " union of several persons

in one concordant declaration of will whereby their

legal relations are determined." Consequently, the

notion of contract or agreement must be extended
to other things than to contracts which produce
obligationes : for instance, tradition is characterized

by all the marks of an agreement ; and the fact that

the declaration of their will by the parties to the
tradition is insufficient to effect complete tradition

without the external act by which possession is ac-

quired, does not in the least affect the essence of
the agreement. In like manner, easements {servi-

tutes) take their rise from agreement. The imper-
fect conception of an agreement has arisen from not
separating in some cases the obligatory agreement
from those acts for which such obligatory agree-

ment is generally a preparation, and of which it is

an accompaniment. This becomes more apparent
if we consider the case of a gift, which is a real

agreement, but without any obligation : it is merely
a giving and receiving by mutual consent. This
general notion of agreement is contained in the
words of Ulpian already quoted, in which he de-

fines pactio to be " duorum pluriumvef^ &c. It docs
not seem, however, that the Romans applied the
teims pactio, pactum, and conventio to any agree-
ments except those which were the foundation of
obligationes.'

Pollicitatio is a proffer or offer on the part of a
person who is willing to agree (pollicitatio offerentis

solius promissum*). A pollicitatio, of course, cre-

ated no obligatio. The word is frequently used
with reference to promises made by a person to a
state, city, or other body politic, such as the prom-
ise to erect a building, to exhibit public shows, &c.
Such poUicitationes were binding when there was
a causa, as a promise made with reference to a dig-

nity (honor) conferred or to be conferred. A pollici-

tatio sine causa was also obligatory if the person
began to do what he had promised, as if he laid the
foundation of a building or cleared the ground
(Huic iheatro ex privatorum pollicitationihus multa de-

btntur*).

A person who vowed anything was also bound
{voto ohligdtus).

(Gains, iii., 88, &c.—Tnst., iii., tit. 13, &c.—Dig.
47, tit. 7, De Obligalionihus et Aclionihus.—Miihlen-
bruch. Doctrina Pandectarum, lib. iii., De Obligation-
ihus.—Marezoll, Lehrbuch, &c. The matter of ob-
ligationes is arranged by Gans, System dcs Romis-
cken Civilrechts, p. 60, Vom Obligationenrecht.)

OBOLUS. (Vid. Drachma.)
OBSIDIONA'LIS CORONA. (Vid. Corona, p.

309.)

OBSO'NIUM. (Vid. Opsomvu.)

1. (Digr. 2, tit. 14, «. 7.)—2. (Dig. 44, tit. 7.)—3. (Savigny,
System des Heut. R5m. Rechts, iii.)—4. (Dig. 50, tit. 13, « 3 )

-5. ( Vid. Plin., Epist., x., 48 —Id. ib., r., 12.)
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OCCUPA'TIO. The word is used by Cicero' ia
express the acquisition of ownership by occupation,
or the taking possession of that which has no own-
er. Among the modes of acquiring ownership
" naturali ratione," that is, by such means as are in

all nations acknowledged to be lawful means of ac-
quiring ownership. Gains' enumerates the taking
possession of those things qua nulli's sunt, as an-
imals of the chase, birds and fishes, and such things
are said " occupantis fieri."*

OCHNE (oxvTj), the Pear-tree, or Pyrus commu-
nis. Theocritus has o;t;vaf. (Krrf. Pyros.)*
*OCHRA (ujpa), our Yellow Ochre, i. e., ttie

ochrey brown iron ore of Jameson. It was much
used by the ancient painters, and likewise as a
medicine.*

*OCHRUS (uxP^cX the Pisum Ochrys, a species
of Pease that grows plentifully among corn in Italy

and Sicily.'

OCIMOEI'DES (uKifiondiq), a plant, which Mat-
thiolus and Bauhin hold to be a species of Lychnis

,

an opinion, however, which is rejected by Dodo-
naeus. Sprengel agrees with Lobelius and Dale-
champ in referring it to the Saponaria Ocimoides.''

O'CIMUM or O'CYMUM (okihov, oKVftov), a
plant, which Adams makes the same with the Ocy-
mum Basilicum, or Sweet Basil.*

O'CREA (Kvrijulc), a Greave, a Leggin. A pair

of greaves (Kvrjfildec) was one of the six articles of
armour which formed the complete equipment of a
Greek or Etruscan warrior (vid. Arma, p. 94), and
likewise of a Roman soldier as fixed by Serviua
Tullius.' They were made of bronze,'" of brass,'*

of tin," or of silver and gold," with a lining proba-
bly of leather, felt, or cloth. Another method of
fitting them to the leg so as not to hurt it was by
the interposition of that kind of sponge which was
also used for the lining of helmets (vid. Galea; p.

466), and which Aristotle describes as being re-

markable for thinness, density, and firmness. The
greaves, lined with these materials, as they were
fitted with great exactness to the leg, probably re

1. (Off., i., 7.)—2. (ii., 66, Ac.)—3. (Dig 41, tit 1: '-De a*
quirendo rerum dominio.")—4. (Horn., Odyss., vii., 120 —The
ocritus, Idyll., i., 134.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Dioscor., v.

108.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Theophrast., II. P., viii., 3
10.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—7. (Dioscor., iv., 28.— Galen, D«
Simpl., viii.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—8. (Theophra.st., II. P.,
i., 19.—Id. ib., vii., 1.—Dioscor., ii., 170.—Adams, Append.,
V.)—9. (Liv., i., 43.)— 10. (Aleteus, Frag., i., ed. Matthiaj.)-ll.
(Hes., Scut., 122.)— 12. (Horn., II., iviu., 612.— id. ib., xii

.

592.)—13. (Virg., JEn., vii., 634.—Id. ib., viii., 624.- Id. iU jti

488-
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^iur«d, in many cases, no other fastening than their

own elasticity. Often, nevertheless, they were far-

ther secured by two straps, as may be seen in

the woodcut at p. 94. Their form and appearance

will be best understood from the preceding wood-
rut. The upper figure is that of a fallen warrior,

represented among the sculptures, now at Munich,

belonging to the temple in AlgUia. In consequence

of the bending of the knees, the greaves are seen to

project a little above them. This statue also shows
very distinctly the ankle-rings (iina^vpiu), which
were used to fasten the greaves immediately above
the feet. The lower portion of the same woodcut
represents the interior view of a bronze shield and
a pair of bronze greaves, which were found by

Signor Campanari in the tomb of an Etruscan
warrior, and which are now preserved in the Brit-

ish Museum. These greaves are made right and
iefl.

That the Greeks took great delight in handsome
and convenient greaves may be inferred from the

epithet ciixvjy^trfff, as used by Homer, and from his

minuteness in describing some of their parts, espe-

cially the ankle-rings, which were sometimes of

silver.' The modern Greeks and Albanians wear
greaves, in form resembling those of their ances-

tors, but madt; of softer materials, such as velvet,

ornamented with gold, and fastened with hooks and
eyes.

Among the Romans, greaves made of bronze, and
richly embossed, were worn by the gladiators.

Some such have been found at Pompeii.' It ap-

pears that in the time of the emperors greaves
w^ere not entirely laid aside as part of the armour
of the soldiers.' At an earlier period the heavy-

armed wore a single greave on the right leg.* Leg-
gins of ox-hide or strong leather, probably of the

form already described, and designated by the same
names both in Greek and Latin, were worn by agri-

cultural labourers* and by huntsmen.*
OCTOBER. (Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
OCTO'PHORON. {Vid. Lectica, p. 571.)

CECUS. ( Vid House, Roman, p. 517.)

*0k or OlE (071, o^»?). the Pyrus sorbus, or Ser-

Tice-tree. Its fruit is called ova by Dioscorides.^

•CENANTHE {oivuveri), a plant, about which
many conjectures have been formed. Sprengel pre-

fers that of Lobelius, who held it to be the Pedicu-

laris tuberosa, L. "From my acquaintance, how-
ever," observes Adams, " with the (Enanthe pimpi-

nelloidcs, or Parsley Waterdropwort, I cannot help

tkinking that it agrees pretty well with the descrip-

tion of Dioscorides. I'he (Enanthe crocata, a spe-

cies very similar in appearanc^, but very different

in quality, is entirely out of the question, although

Dr. Milligan holds it to be the (Enanthe of Celsus.

The term oivuvdrj is likewise applied to the flowers

of the wild vine.''*

•II A small bird mentioned by Aristotle. It is

supposed to have been the Saxinola (Enanthe, Bech-
stein. Its English name is Wheatear; its Scotch,

Chacker*
CENAS (olvuf), the common Pigeon, or Colum-

ha (Enas}*
CENO'PHORUM {olvo^opov), a Basket, or other

contrivance for carrying bottles of wine ; a wine-
basket. This was sometimes used by those who
took their own wine with them in travelling, in or-

der to avoid the necessity of purchasing it on the

1. (Iloin., n., iii., 331.—Id. ib., xi., 18.)—2. {Gell.Pompeiana,

1817, plutr 18.— DonaliUon, Pompeii, vol. ii.)—3. (Lamprid., Al.

Sever.. 40.)--». (Vegot., De Re Mil., i., SO.)—5. (Horn., Od.,

«xiv., 258.—Plin., H. N., xix., 7.— PallnJ., De Re Rust., i.. 43.)

—«. (Hnr., ii., 3,234.)—7. (Thcophrast., H. P.. ii., 10.—Adami,
Append., s. v.)—8. (Tlioopiir«.st., H. P., vi., 6.—DioMor., iii.,

133.—Id., v., 5.—Ad'ims, Append., a. v.)—9. (Aristut., H. A.,

U., X—Adumi. Append . a. v.)— 10. (Ariatot., U. A., v., 11.)

road.» A slave, called the wine-beirer {amophonWi
carried it probably on his back.

CENOTHE'RA {olvodrifM), according to Spren-
gel, the Epilobium angutttfolium, or narrow-leaved
Willow-herb. " The commentators, however," re-

marks Adams, " are in general very undecided re-

garding it."*

*CESTRUS (olarpoc). " Bochart and Aldrovan-
di," remarks Adams, "have proved most satisfacto-

rily, that by the Greek poets, dec., the terms olarpof

and fivuip were used indiscriminately ; but that Ar*
istotle and other writers on matters of science ap-

ply the former to a species of gadfly (meaning, I

presume, the (Estrus bovis, or Breeze), and the lat-

ter to a species of horsefly (the Tabanus boviniu).

This, it appears to me, is the most satisfactory ac-

count of the matter. But yet I think it right to

mention that Schneider, treating of the /<i}uV of
.£lian, professes himself unable to determine whetli*

er it was a species of (Estrus, Tabanus, or Hippo-
bosca ; and in another place he ofliers it as a con-
jecture, that the olarpog of Aristotle was a species

of Culex. It seems agreed that the Asilus of Virgil

was the Breeze." {Vid. Asilos.)*

OFFENDIX. (Kid. Apex.)
OGULNIA LEX. (Vid. Lex, p. 584.)

01KIA2 AIKH (oiKiag Hkti), an action to recovw
a house, in which (as in any other action where
property was the subject of litigation) the d leasts

decided (cJiE^tVcaaev) to which of the parties the
house belonged, and adjudged it to him {iTreilKO-

aev). Nothing farther being requisite, the suit was
an arifiTiToc uyuv. Certain speeches of Lyeias,

Isffius, and Hyperides, which are now lost, were
upon this subject. The oUiag dUij was only to re-

cover the house itself; the by-gone rents, or mesne
profits, were recoverable in an action called hvouJum

diKTi. {Vid. Enoikioo Dike.)*

OFFICIUM ADMISSIO'NUM. {Vid. Admibsi-
ONALIS.)

OINOCHOOI {olvoxooi). {Vid. Svmposium )

OIONISTICE {pluviaTiK^). (Kid. Divinatio, p
369.)

•OLI'VA, the Olive-tree. ( Vid. Elaia and Co-

tinos.J

OLLA, ant. AULA,* dim. OLLULA (Xe'% ; ^
rpof, ;ft)rpa, dim. ;fVTptf), a vessel of any material,

round and plain, and having a wide mouth ; a pot,

ajar.

Besides being made of earthenware^ {barpeuilv^,

testacta) and bronze {xaTiKij, anea^ anum ;* 7 ^Stji

Xu/^Keog^"), the ancients also made these vessek of
different kinds of stone, which were turned upon
the lathe. At Pleurs, a village near Chiavenna, to

the north of the Lake of Como, the manufacture
of vessels from the potstone found in a neighbour-

ing mountain is still carried on, and has probably
existed there from the time of Pliny, who makes
express mention of it." Some of these vessels are

nearly two feet in diameter, and, being adapted to

bear the fire, are used for cooking {OciUis obser-

vare dlam piiUis, ne aduralur^*).

The following woodcut is taken from a vase in

the British Museum, which was found at Canino in

Etruria. Tlic painting upon it represents the stoij

of Medea boiling an old ram with a view to per-

suade the daughters of Pelias to put him to death."

1. (Ilor., Sat., I., vi.. 109.—Jut., Sat., vii., II.—Pera.. Sat.,

v., 140.— Mait.. vi., 88.—Apuleius. Met., viii.—Tertull., De Je-

iiin.,9.)—2. (Plin., IL N., x«iv., 8, a. 19.)—3. (Theophnist.,H.

P., ix., 10. — Dioacnr., iv., 116.— Adams, Append., s. y.)—4.
(.Elian, N. A., vi., 37.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Meier, Att.

PitJC., p. 492.)— 6. (Plant., Aulul., passim.)— 7. (Ant:-jliaaoa

ap. Athen., x., 70.)—8. (iEsop., Fab., 32<J.—Cato, De Re RoR^
8l.)_9. (Ovid. Met., vii., 31S-321.)-I0. (Herod., i., 48.)—II.

(H. N., xxxvi., 22, a. 44.)— 12. (Varro ap. Noa. Marcell., p. MS.
«d. Mcrceri.—Feslua, a. v. i uUa.) -13. (Ovid, Met., vu., Uft
821.—Hygin., Fab., 94.) ^^
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Tlie pot has a round bottom, and is supported hy a tri-

|>od, under which is a large fire. The ram, restored
«o youth, is just in the act of leaping out of the pot.

Instead of being supported by a separate tripod, the
vessel was sometimes made with the feet all in one
piece, and it was then called in Greek Tpiirovg {vid.

Tripos), x^tookovc,^ and nvpiaTUTTjg.

Besides being placed upon the fire in order to boil

water or cook victuals, the ancients used pots to
cairy fire, just as is now done by the modern inhab-
itants of Greece, Italy, and Sicily.' They also used
small pots containing fire and pitch, to annoy the
enemy in sieges by throwing them from slings and
military engines.

^
A late traveller in Asia Minor informs us that the

Turks wash their hands in the following manner :

A boy or servant pours water upon the hands, the
water falling into a vessel which is placed under-
neath to receive it.* So in the Odyssey,* a servant
brings water in a golden ewer (Tvpoxou), and pours
it upon the hands of the guest over a jar (XeG^rt) of
silver. Numerous passages of ancient authors show
that this practice has always prevailed in the same
countries.

The Argives and ^ginetans drank out of small,
coarse pots of their own manufacture, rather than
purchase cups of superior quality from Athens.*
<Vid. Fictile, p. 440.)

Ollae were also used to hold solids and keep them
in store, while amphorae rendered the same service
in regard to liquids. (Fjrf. Amphora.) Thus grapes
were kept in jars as at present.* Although pots
were commonly made solely with a view to utility,

and were therefore destitute of ornament and with-
out handles, yet they were sometimes made with
two handles (SiuToi) like amphorae ; and, when they
were well turned upon the wheel, well baked, smooth
and neat, and so large as to hold six congii (=4i^
gallons nearly), they were, as we learn from Plato,^
«onsidered very beautiful.

Pots were used, as with us, in gardening.'
Another very remarkable use of these vessels of

earthenware among the Greeks was to put infants
into them to be exposed,' or to be carried any-

1. (Hes., Op. et Dies, 748.—Schol. in Soph., Aj., 1405.)—2.
fXen., Ilellen.. iv., 5, 1) 4.)—3. (Fellows's Excursion in Asia
Minor, p. 153.)—-1. (i., 136.)—5. (Herod., v., 88.)^6. (Col., De
lie Rust., lii., 43.)—7. (Hipp. Maj., p. 153, 154, ed. Heindorff.)
—8. (Cato.De Ee Ru8t.,51.)—9. (Ari»toph.,Ran., 1188.—Schol.
•^ loe.—Moeris, s. v. 'E/X'"'P«''/'<5fO

67a

where.' Hence the exposure of children vtas call
ed iyx^rpi^eiv,^ and the miserable women who prac
tised it iyxvrpiarpiai.^

In monumental inscriptions the term r'2a is n-«*-

quently applied to the pots which were used to re-
ceive the ashes of the slaves or inferior members of
a family, and which were either exposed to view in
the niches of the Columbarium, or immured in such
a manner as to show the lid only. Some good spe-
cimens of cinerary ollae are preserved in the British
Museum, in a small apartment so constructed as to

exhibit accurately the manner of arranging them.
(Vid. above, p. 287, 2SS, 461, and numerous plates
in Bartoli's Anlicfii Sepolcri.)

The lid of the olla was called hmdrifia and irpercu,-

lum. It generally corresponded in the material and
the style of ornament with the olla itself*

OLOLYGON {oXoXvyuv), " the name of an an-
imal," says Adams, " mentioned by Theocritus.
The scholiast calls it a swallow ; some have refer-

red it to the lark ; and others have supposed it a
frog ! From the probable derivation of the word
(i. c, from 6?M?.vyTi), I am disposed to agree with the
scholiast."*

*OLOST'ION {bloariov), a plant mentioned by
Dioscorides. " Little, however, can be made," says
Adams, " from his brief description of it. It is de-
cidedly 7iot the Stellaria Holoslcum, or Greater Stich-

wort, as Ruellius supposed ; nor the Plantago albi-

cans, as Dodonaeus suggested. Whether or not the
Holosteum umbcllatum. as Tabermontanus and Spren-
gel contend, possesses the requisite character, I dare
not venture to decide, as I have no acquaintance
with that plant."'

OLYMPIAD ('0Av/i7rmf), the most celebrated
chronological aera among the Greeks, was the period
of four years, which elapsed between each celebra-
tion of the Olympic games. The olympiads began
to be reckoned from the victory of Corcebus in the
footrace, which happened in the year B.C. 776.'

Timaeus of Sicily, however, who flourished B.C.
264, was the first writer who regularly arranged
events according to the conquerors in each olym-
piad, with which aera he compared the years of the
Attic archons, the Spartan ephors, and that of the
Argive priestesses.* His practice of recording events
by olympiads was followed by Polybius, Diodorua
Siculus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and sometimes
i)y Pausanias, ^lian, Diogenes Laertius, Arrian, &c.
It is twice adopted by Thucydides' and Xenophon.'*
The names of the conquerors in the footrace were
only used to designate the olympiad, not the con-
querors in the other contests. Thucydides," how-
ever, designates tw6 olympiads by the name of the
conquerors in the pancratium ; but this appears
only to have been done on account of the celebrity

of these victors, both of whom conquered twice in

the pancratium. Other writers, however, adhere
so strictly to the practice of designating the olym-
piad only by the conqueror in the footrace, that even
when the same person had obtained the prize in

other contests as well as in the footrace, they only

mention the latter. Thus Diodorus" and Pausa-
nias'* only record the conquest of Xenophon of Cor-

inth in the footrace, although he had also conquered
at the same festival in the pentathlum.

The writers who make usi^ of the asra of the

olympiads usually give the number of the olympiad
(the first corresponding to B.C. 776), and then the

name of the conqueror in the footrace. Some wri-

1. (Aristoph.,Thesm., 512-516.—Schol. ad loc.)—2. (Hesych.,

s. V.) — 3. (Suidas, s. v.)— 4. (Herod., i., 48.— Col., 1. c.)

—5. (Theocrit., vii., 139. — Adams, Append., s. v.) — 0. (Dion
cor., iv., 11.—Galen, Uc Simpl., viii.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—
7. (Paus., v., 8, * 3.— Id., viii., 26, <> 3.—Strabo, viii., p. 355.)—
8. (Polyb., xii., 12, 1.)— 9. (iii., 8; v., 49.)— 10 (Hellcn.,i.

2, M; ii., 3, U.)—11. (U cc.)-12. (ri. '0^-11 iv.,94,»l
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ters also speak of events as happening in the first,

ecrnd, third, or fourth year, as the case may be, of

n certain olympiad ; but others do not give the sep-

arate years of each olympiad. The rules for con-

certing olympiads into the year B.C., and rice ver-

ta, are given under Calendar (Greek), p. 191 ; hut,

as this is troublesome, we subjoin for the use of the

student a list of the olympiads, with the years of the

Christian sera corresponding to them, from the be-

ginning of the olympiads to A.D. 301. To save
space, the separate years of each olympiad, with the

corrcsj>onding years B.C., are only given from the

47th to the 126lh Olympiad, as this is the most im-

portant period of Grecian history ; in the other

ol^TTipiads the first year only is given. In consult-

ing the following table, it must be borne in mind that

the Olympic games were celebrated about midsum-
mer (vid. Olympic Games), and that the Attic year
commenced at about the same time. If, therefore,

an event happened in the second half of the Attic

/ear, the year B.C. must be reduced by one. Thus
Socrates was put to death in the 1st year of the

. 5th Olympiad, which corresponds in the following

table to B.C. 400 ; but, as his death happened in

Thargelion, the llth month of the Attic year, the

year B.C. must be reduced by one, which gives us
B.C. 399, the true date of his death.

B.C. . B.C.
776. 1. 590.

772. 2. 589.

768. 3. 588.

764. 4. 587.

760. 5. 586.

756. 6. 685.

752. 7. 584.

748. 8. 583.

744. 9. 582.

740. 10. 581.

736. 11. 580
732. 12. 579.

728. 13. 578.

724. 14. 577.

720. 15. 576.

716. 16. 575.

ri2. 17. 574.

708. 18. 573.

704. 19. 572.

700. 20. 571.

696. 21. 570.

692. 22. 569.

688. 23. 568.

684. 24. 567.

680. 25 566.

676. 26. 565.

672 27. 564.

668 28. 5G3.

664. 29. 562.

660. 30. 561.

856. 31. 560.

652. 32. 559.

648. 33. 558.

644. 34. 557.

640. 35 556.

636. 36. 555.

632. 37. 554
628. 33. 553.

624. 30. 552.

620. 40. 551.

616. 41. 550.

612. 42. 549.

608. 43. 548.

604. 44. 547.

600. 45. .546.

596. 46 *. 545.

592. 47. 1. 544.
.=»«Jl 2. 543.

01.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

63.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

B.C
3. 542.

4. 541.

1. 540.

2. 539.

3. 638.

4. 537.

1. 536.

2. 635.

3. 634.

4. 533.

1. 532.

2. 531.

3. 630.

4. 629.

1. 528.

2. 527.

3 526.

4. 525.

1. 624.

2. 523.

3. 522.

4. .521.

1. 520.

2. 619.

3. 618.

4. 617.

1. 516.

2. 515.

3. 514.

4. 613.

1. 612.

2. 511.

3. 510.

4. 509
1. 508.

2. 507.

3. 506.

4. 505.

1. 504.

2. 503.

3. 602.

4. 501.

1. 500.

2. 499.

3. 498.

4. 497.

1. 496.

2. 495.

01.

60.

61.

62

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

B.C.

494.

493.

492.

491.

490
489
488.

487.

486.

485.

484.

483.

482.

481.

480.

479.

478.

477.

476.

475.

474.

473.

472.

471.

470.

469.

468.

467.

466.

465.

464.

463.

462.

461.

460.

459.

458.

457.

456.

455.

454.

453.

452.

451.

450.

449.

448.

447.

446.

445.

444.

443.

442.

441.

440.

439.

438.

437.

436.
43.'>.

434.

433.

432.

431.

430.

429.

428.

427.

426.

425.

424.

423.

422.

421.

430.

01.

3.

4.

72. 1.

2.

3.

4.

73. 1.

2
3.

4.

74. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

82. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

85. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

89. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81

83.

84.

86.

87.

88.

90.

BC.
419.

418.

417.

4J6.

416.

414.

413.

412.

411.

410.

409.

408.

407.

406.

405.

404.

403.

402.

401.

400.

399.

398.

397.

396.

395.

394.

393.

392.

391.

390.

389.

388.

387.

386.

385.

384.

383.

382.

381.

380.

379.

378.

377.

376.

376.

374.

373.

372.

371.

370.

3R9.

368.

367.

366.

365.

364.

363.

362.

361.

360.

359.

358.

357.

356.

356.

354.

353.

352.

351.

350.

349.

348.

347.

346.

345.

96.

96.

01.

2
3.

«.

91. 1.

2.

3.

4.

92 1.

2.

3.

4.

93. 1.

2.

3.

4.

94. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

97. 1.

2.

3.

4.

98. 1.

2.

3.

4.

99. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

103. 1.

100.

101.

102.

104.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

106. 1.

2.

3.

4.

106. 1.

2.

3.

4.

107. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1

2.

3.

4.

108.

IJ.C

344.

34?
342.

341.

340.

339
338.

337.

336.

335.

334.

333.

332.

331.

330.

329.

328.

327.

326.

325.

324.

323.

322.

321.

320.

319.

318.

317.

316.

315.

314.

313.

312.

311.

310.

309.

308.

307.

306.

305.

304.

303.

302.

301.

300.

299.

298.

297.

296.

295.

294.

293.

292.

291.

290.

289.

288.

287.

286.

286.

284.

283.

282.

281.

280.

279.

278.

277.

276.

275.

274.

273.

272.

268.

264.

01.

109.

I.O.

111.

112.

2.

3.

4
1.

2
3
4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

113. 1.

2.

3.

4.

114. 1.

2.

3.

4.

115. 1.

2.

3.

4.

116. 1.

2.

3.

4.

117. 1.

2.

3.

4.

118. 1.

2.

3.

4.

119. 1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2
3
4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

120.

121.

122.

123.

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129. I

3.

4.

1.

2.

3
4.

1.

2.

3
4.

1

2.

3
4

3.

S.

4
1

1
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bC 01 B.C. 01 A.D. 01

260 130. 68. 178. 117 224.

256. 131. 64. 179. 121. 225.

252. 132. 60. 180. 125. 226.

248 133. 56. 181. 129. 227.

244 134 62. 182. 133. 228.

240 135. 48. 183. 137. 229.

236. 136, 44. 184. 141. 230.

233 137. 40. 185. 145. 231.

228 138. 36. 186. 149. 232.

224 139. 32. 187. 153. 233.

220. 140. 28. 188. 157. 234.

216. 141. 24. 189. 161. 235.

212. 142. 20. 190. 165. 236.

208. 143. 16. 191. 169. 237.

204 144. 12. 192. 173. 238.

200 145. 8. 193. 177. 239.

196 146. 4. 194. 181. 240.

192. 147. 185. 241.

188 148. A.D. 01. 189. 242.

184. 149 1. 195. 193. 243.

180. 150. 5. 196. 197. 244.

176. 151. 9. 197. 201. 245.

172. 152. 13. 198. 205. 246.

168. 153. 17. 199. 209. 247.

164. 154. 21. 200. 213. 248.

160. 155. 25. 201. 217. 249.

166. 156. 29. 202. 221. 250.

152. 157- 33. 203. 225. 251.

148. 158. 37. 204. 229. 252.

144. 159. 41. 205. 233. 253.

i40. 160. 45. 206. 237. 254.

136. 161. 49. 207. 241. 255.

132. 162. 53. 208. 245. 256.

128. 163. • 57. 209. 249. 257.

124. 164. 61. 210. 253. 258.

120. 165. 65. 211. 257. 259.

116. 166. 69. 212 261. 260.

112. 167. 73. 213. 265. 261.

108. 168. 77. 214. 269. 262.

104. 169. 81. 215. 273. 263.

100. 170. 85. 216. 277. 264.

96. 171. 89. 217. 281. 265.

92. 172. 93. 218. 285. 266.

88. 173. 97. 219. 289. 267.

84. 174. 101. 220. 293. 268.

8a 175. 105. 221. 297. 269.

76. 176. 109. 222. 301. 270.

72. 177. 113. 223.

Many of the ancient writers did not consider his-

tory to begin till the Olympiad of Coroebus, and
regarded as fabulous the events said to have occur-
red in preceding times.*

The old olympiad sera appears only to have been
used by writers, and especially by historians. It

does not seem ever to have been adopted by any
state in public documents. It is never found on any
coins, and scarcely ever on inscriptions. There are
only two inscriptions published by Bockh in which
it appears to be used.* A new olympiad aera, how-
ever, came into use under the Roman emperors,
which is found in inscriptions and was used in

public documents. This sera begins in 01. 227, 3
(A.D. 13 L), in which year Hadrian dedicated the
Olympieion at Athens ; and,* accordingly, we find

01. 227, 3, spoken of as the first olympiad, 01. 228,
8 (A.D. 135), as the second olympiad, &c.'
OLYMPIC GAMES {'Olvfnna), the greatest of

the national festivals of the Greeks. It was cele-

brated at Olympia in Elis, the name given to a small
plain to the west of Pisa, which was bounded on

I. (Censorinus, De Die Natal., c. 21.—African, ap. Easeb.,
Pnep., I., 10, p. 487, D.—Clinton, Fast. HrII., vol, ii., Introd.,

pt. ii.)—2. (C >rp. Inscrip., n. 2682, 299'J.)—3. (Corp. Intcrip., n.

«a,44fi, 1345,—Krause, Olympia, p. 60, &c.—Wurm, De Pond ,

*R.i94, &c.>
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the north and northeast by the mountains (Vcniiw
and Olympus, on the south by the riror Alpheus,
and on the west by the Cladeus, which flows into

the Alpheus. Olympia does not appear to have
been a town, but rather a collectioi' of temples and
public buildings, the description cf which does not
come within the plan of this woik.
The origin of the Olympic games is buried ir.

obscurity. The legends of the Elean priests attrib-

uted the institution of the festival to the Idrean

Heracles, and referred it to the ti\ne of Cronos.
According to their account, Rhea committed he?

newborn Zeus to the Idjeao Dactyli, also called

Curetes, of whom five brothers, Heracles, Paeonae-

us, Epimedes, lasius, and Idas, came from Ida in

Crete to Olympia, where a temple had been erected

to Cronos by the men of the Golden Age ; and Hera-
cles, the eldest, conquered his brothers in a footrace,

and was crowned with the wild olive-tree. HeraclcH
hereupon established a contest, which was to be
celebrated every five years, because he and his

brothers were five in number,' Fifty years after

Deucalion's flood they said that Clynienus, the son
of Cardis, a descendant of the Idaean Heracles,

came from Crete and celebrated the festival ; but

that Endymion, the son of ^Ethlius, deprived Cly-

menus of the sovereignty, and offered the kingdom
as a prize to his sons in the footrace ; that, a gen-

eration after Endymion, the festival was celebrated

by Pelops to the honour of the Olympian Zeus

;

that when the sons of Pelops were scattered through

Peloponnesus. Amythaon, the son of Cretheus and
a relative of Endymion, celebrated it ; that to him
succeeded Pelias and Neleus in conjunction, then

Augeas, and at last Heracles, the son of Amphitry-
on, after the taking of Elis. Afterward Oxylus is

mentioned as presiding over the games, and then

they are said to have been discontinued till their

revival by Iphitus.* Most ancient writers, however,
attribute the institution of the games to Heracles,

the son of Amphitryon,' while others represent

Atreus as their founder.*

Strabo* rejects all these legends, and says that

the festival was first instituted after the return of

the Heraclidae to the Peloponnesus by the iEtolians,

who united themselves with the Eleans. It is im-

possible to say what credit is to be given to the an-

cient traditions respecting the institution of the

festival ; but they appear to show that religious

festivals had been celebrated at Olympia from the

earliest times, and it is difficult to conceive that the

Peloponnesians and the other Greeks would have

attached such importance to this festival, unless

Olympia had long been regarded as a hallowed site.

The first historical fact connected with the Olym-

pian games is their revival by Iphitus, king of Elis,

who is said to have accomplished it with the assist-

ance of Lycurgus, the Spartan lawgiver, and Cle-

osthenes of Pisa ; and the names of Iphitus and

Lycurgus were inscribed on a disc in commemora-
tion of the event, which disc Pausanias saw in the

Temple of Hera at Olympia.* It would appeal

from this tradition, as Thirlwall' has remarked, that

Sparta concurred with the two states most interest-

ed in the establishment of the festival, and mainlv

contributed to procure the consent of the other Pel

oponnesians. The celebration of the festival may
have been discontinued in consequence of the

troubles consequent upon the Doric invasion, anti

we are told that Iphitus was commanded by the

Delphic oracle to revive it as a remedy for r.testint

commotions and for pestilence, with whicr 3reece

1. (Haus., v., 7, i) 4.)—2. (Paus., v., 8, M, 2.)—3. (ApoUod.

ji.^ 7, ^ 2.—Diod. Sic, iv., 14,—Compare Stmbo, viii,, p. 355.)-

4. (Veil. Patcrc, i., 7.—Hermann, Pol. Ant., ^ 23, n, 10.)—

6

(viii., p. 354, 355.)—6. (Paus., v., 4, M ; v., 20, () 1.—Pint., Lr
curg., I. 23.)— 7. (Hist, of Greece, ii., p. 386.)
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was then afflicted. Iphitus thereupon induced the

Eleans to sacrifice to Heracles, whom they had for-

merly regarded as an enemy, and from this time

the games were regularly celebrated.' Different

dates are assigned to Iphitus by ancient writers,

some placing his revival of the olympiad at B.C.

884, and others, as Callimachus, at B.C. 828.* The
interval of four years between each celebration of

'.he festival was called an olympiad ; but the olym-

3'ads were not employed as a chronological aera till

tJ;o victory of Coroebus in the footrace, B.C. 776.

(Vul. Olympiad.)
The most important point in the renewal of the

festival by Iphitus was the establishment of the

iKexeifjia, or sacred armistice, the formula for pro-

claiming which was inscribed in a circle on the disc

mentioned above. The proclamation was made by
peace-heralds {(j-nrovdo<j>6poi), first in Elis and after-

ward in the other parts of Greece ; it put a stop to

all warfare for the month in which the games were
celebrated, and which was called lepo/xi}via. The
territory of Elis itself was considered especially sa-

cred during its continuance, and no armed force

could enter it without incurring the guilt of sacri-

lege. When the Spartans, on one occasion, sent

forces against the fortress Phyrcum and Lepreum
during the existence of the Olympic truce {iv ralg

'OXvfJtniaKalc afTTovdai^), they were fined by the

Eleans, according to the Olympic law, 2000 mine,
being two for each Hoplite.* The Eleans, however,
pretended not only that their lands were inviolable

during the existence of the truce, but that, by the

original agreement with the other states of Pelo-

ponnesus, their lands were made sacred forever, and
were never to be attacked by any hostile force ;*

and they farther stated that the first violation of

their territory was made by Pheidon of Argos. But
the Eleans themselves did not abstain from arms,
and it is not probable that such a privilege would
have existed without imposing on them the corre-

eponding duty of refraining from attacking the ter-

ritory of their neighbours. The later Greeks do not

appear to have admitted this claim of the Eleans,

as we find many cases in which their country w^as

made the scene of war.*

The Olympic festival was probably confined at

first to the Peloponnesians ; but, as its celebrity ex-
tended, the other Greeks took part in it, till at length

it became a festival for the whole nation. No one
was allowed to contend in the games but persons

of pure Hellenic blood : barbarians might be specta-

tors, but slaves were entirely excluded. All persons
who had been branded by their own states with
atimia, or had been guilty of any offence against

the divine laws, were not permitted to contend.*

When the Hellenic race had been extended by col-

onies to Asia, Africa, and other parts of Europe,
persons contended in the games from very distant

places ; and in later times a greater number of

conquerors came from the colonies than from the
mother-country. After the conquest of Greece by
the Romans, the latter were allowed to take part in

the games. The emperors Tiberius and Nero were
?)oth conquerors, and Pausanias' speaks of a Roman
•enator who gained the victory. During the free-

dom of Greece, even Greeks were sometimes ex-

cluded, when they had been guilty of a crime which
appeared to the Eleans to deserve this punishment,
riie horses of Hieron of Syracuse were excluded
iTora the chariot-race through the influence of The-
Biistocles, because he had not taken part with the

other Greeks against the Persians.* All the Lace-

1. (Paus., 1. c.)—2. (Clinton, Fast. HcUen., p. 409, (.)—3.
fThucyd., v.. 49.)—4. (Strabo, viii., p. 338.)— 5. (Xen., Hellen.,

iii., 3,'^ 23. &c. : rii., 4. <Src.)—0. (Compare Demnath., c. Aris-
tocrat., p. 631, 632.)—7. (1 , 20, 4.)—8. (Plut., Them., 25.—
tai*u, V. H., ix., 5.)
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dacmonians were excluded in the 90th Olymptad,
because they had not paid the fine for violating tfit

Elean territory, as mentioned above;* and similar

cases of exclusion are mentioned by the ancient
writers.

No women were allowed to be present, or even t«)

cross the Alpheus during the celebration of tin

games, underpenalty of being hurled down from the
Typaean rock. Only one instance is recorded of a

woman having ventured to be present, and she, al-

though detected, was pardoned in consideration of
her father, brothers, and son having been victors in

the games.* An exception was made to this law
in favour of the priestess of Demeter Chamyne,
who sat on an altar of white marble opposite to the
HeUanodicae.* It would appear from another pas-

sage of Pausanias that virgins were allowed to be
present, though married women were not {irapOevovi

6i ovK dpyovai ^eaadadai*) ; but this statement is

opposed to all others on the subject, and the reading
of the passage seems to be doubtful* Women
were, however, allowed to send chariots to the
races ; and the first woman whose horses won the
prize was Cynisca, the daughter of Archidamus and
sister of Agesilaus.* The number of spectators at

the festival was very great ; and these were drawn
together, not merely by the desire of seeing the
games, but partly through the opportunity it afford-

ed them of carrying on commercial transactions

with persons from distant places,^ as is the case
with the Mohammedan festivals at Mecca and Me-
dina. Many of the persons present were also dep-

uties (,-&£upol) sent to represent the various states

of Greece ; and we find that these embassies vied

with one another in the number of their offerings,

and the splendour of their general appearance, in

order to support the honour of their native cities.

The most illustrious citizens of a state were fre-

quently sent as &eupoi.*

The Olympic festival was a Pentaeteris (TrcvTae-

njpif), that is, according to the ancient mode of
reckoning, a space of four years elapsed between
each festival, in the same way as there was only a
space of two years between a rpier^plg. According
to the scholiast on Pindar,* the Olympic festivtd

was celebrated at an interval sometimes of 49,

sometimes of 50 rnonfin ; in the former case in the

month of Apolloriins, it the latter in that of Parthe-
nius. This statcmrrt has given rise to much dif-

ference of opinion frfivn the time of J. Scaliger; but
the explanation ol Bockh in his commentary on
Pindar is the r.i'jrt satisfactory, that the festival

was celebrated on the first full moon after the sum
mer solstice, v/hi.'/h sometimes fell in the month of
Apollonius, and sometimes in Parthenius, both oi

which he considers to be the names of Elean oi

Olympian months : consequently, the festival wa»
usually celebrated in the Attic month of Hecatom
bteon. It lasted, after all the contests had beer
introduced, five days, from the 11th to the 15tb
days of the month inclusive.'* The fourth day o(

the festival was the 14th of the month, which was
the day of the full moon, and which divided the
month into two equal parts (^tx6fi7p>t^ /i^va").

The festival was under the immediate superin-

tendence of the 01)mipian Zeus, whose temple at

Olympia, adorned with the statue of the god made
by Phidias, was one of the most splendid works of

art in Greece.** There were also temples and altara

1. (Thucyd., v.. 49, 50.—Paua.. Hi., 8, 2.)—2. (Paua., r., 6.

* 5.—jElian, V. H., i., 1.)—3. (Pans., vi., 20, ^ (J.—Compare
Suet., Ncr., c. 12.)—4. (vi.. 20, 6.)—5. ( Ktrf. Vakkenaer ad

Theocr., Adon., p. 190. 197.)—0. (Paus., iii., 8. 1.)—7. (Veil

Paterc.. i., 8.—Justin, xiii., 5 :
" Memitus Olympiacua.")—

•

(Thucyd., »i.. 16.—Andoc., r. Ale, p. 120, 127, od. Reiske.)—tf.

(ad OI., iii., 35, ed. DOckh.)—10. (Schol. ad Pind., OI., »., 6.)—

11. (Pind., OI., iu., 19.—Schol. ad loc.)—12 'Paus., t., 10, *c.)
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10 most of the other gods. The festival itself may
be divided into two parts, the games or contests

{ayuiv 'OA-vuKiaKOC, iiedTiMV ufiOJKai, Kpiai^ iiiO'XWf

reOfiic uedAuv, vua(jii>piai), and the festive rites

(iopr'z) connected with the sacrifices, with the pro-

cessions, and with the public banquets in honour of

the conquerors. Thus Pausanias distinguishes be-

Ivvp^.T the two parts of the festival when he speaks
ol' -;V uycJva iv '0?,v//Tria izavriyvpiv re 'OXvfiniaK^v.^

T".i conquerors in the games, and private individu-

»ld, iS well as the theori or deputies from the vari-

oos stales, offered sacrifices to the different gods
;

but the chief sacrifices were offered by the Eleans
in the name of the Elean state. The order in which
the Eleans offered their sacrifices to the different

gods is given in a passage of Pausanias.* There
has been considerable dispute among modern wri-

ters, whether the sacrifices were offered by the

Eleans and the theori at the commencement or at

the termination of the contests : our limits do not

allow us to enter into the controversy, but it ap-

pears most probable that certain sacrifices were
offered by the Eleans as introductory to the games,
but that the majority were not offered till the con-

clusion, when the flesh of the victims was required

for the public banquets given to the victors.

The contests consisted of various trials of strength
and skill, which were increased in number from time
to time. There were in all twenty-four contests,

eighteen in which men took part, and six in which
boys engaged, though they were never all exhibited

at one festival, since some were abolished almost
immediately after their institution, and others after

they had been in use only a short time We sub-

join a list of these from Pausanias,' with the date
of the introduction of each, commencing from the

Olympiad of Corcebus : 1. The footrace (dpofiog),

which was the only contest during the first 1:3

olympiads. 2. The JmvXof, or footrace, in which
the stadium was traversed twice, first introduced

in 01. 14. 3. The doXixoc, a still longer footrace

than the diavXo^, introduced in 01. 15. For a more
particular account of the 6iav?,oc and doAixog, vid.

ST.kDiu.M. Some words appear to have dropped out
of the passage of Pausanias to which we have just

referred. In every other case he mentions the

name of the first conqueror in each new contest,

but never the name of the conqueror in the same
contest in the following olympiad. In this passage,

however, after giving the name of the first conquer-
or in the diaulos, he adds, r^ Jc i^ijc 'hKavdog. There
can be little doubt that this must be the name of the

conqueror in the dolichos, which is also expressly
stated by Africanus.* 4. Wrestling {Tvul-q) ; and, 6.

The Pentathlum {ir£VTad7.ov), which consisted of five

ixercises {vid. Pentathlum), both introduced in

01. 18. 6. Boxing {nvynrj), introduced in 01. 23.

{Vid. PuGiL.^Tas.) 7. The chariot-race, with four
full-grown horses (J-nnuv reXetuv dpofiog upfia), in-

troduced in 01. 25. 8. The Pancratium {nayKpu-
Tiov), {vid. Pancratium) ; and, 9. The horserace
ilirnoi KE?.rii), both introduced in 01. 33. 10 and 11.

The footrace and wrestling for boys, both introdu-
ced in 01. 37. 12. The Pentathlum for boys, intro-

duced in 01. 38, but immediately afterward abolish-

ed. 13. Boxing for boys, introduced in 01. 41. 14.

The footrace, in which men ran with the equip-
ments of heavy-armed soldiers (twv Stvmtuv dpofxoc),

introduced in 01. 65, on account of its training men
for actual service in war. 15. The chariot-race
with mules (utt^vt?), introduced in 01. 70; and, 16.

The horserace with mares (kuXtttj), described by
Pausanias,* introduced in 01. 71, both of which

1. (v., 4, (, 4.)—2. (v., 14., 1) 5.)—3. (v., 8, 2, 3; 9, « 1, 2.—
Compare Plut.. Syrap., v., 2.)— 4. (apuc Eaieb., Cluon., i.,

"KXA. 6K , p. 39.)—5. (v., 9, i) I, 2.)
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were abjlished in 01. 84. 17. The chariot-iac5«

with two full-grown horses {Innuv reXduv avvupii),

introauccd in 01. 93. 18 and 19. The contest ol

heralds {K-rtpvaeg) and trumpeters {aaliriyKTai), intro«

duced in 01. 96.' 20. The chariot-race with four

foals {rruluv dpfiaaiv), introduced in 01. 99. 21.

The chariot-race with two foals (7rw?,uv (rwwp/fj.

introduced in 01. 128. 22. The horserace with
foals (TToXof KiXtjc), introduced in 01. 131. 23. The
Pancratium for boys, introduced in 01. 145. 24.

There was also a horserace (cwnoc keXt/c) in which
boys rode,' but we do not know the time of its in-

troduction. Of these contests, the greater number
were in existence in the heroic age ; but the follow-

ing were introduced for the first time by the Eleans :

all the contests in which boys took part, the foot-

race of Hoplites, the races in which foals were em-
ployed, the chariot-race in which mules were used,

and the horserace with mares (Ku?.irr}). The con-

tests of heralds and trumpeters were also probably

introduced after the heroic age.

Pausanias' says that, up to the 77th Olympiad, all

the contests took place in one day ; but, as it was
found impossible in that Olympiad to finish them all

in so short a time, a new arrangement was madt
The number of days in the whole festival which
were henceforth devoted to the games, and the or

der in which they were celebrated, have been a sub

ject of much dispute among modern writers, and ii>

many particulars can be only matter of conjecture.

The following arrangement is proposed by Krause:*
On the first day the initiatory sacrifices were offer-

ed, and all the competitors classed and arranged by
the judges. On the same day the contest between
the trumpeters took place ; and to this succeeded,

on the same day and the next, the contests of the

boys, somewhat in the following order : the fool-

race, wrestling, boxing, the pentathlum, the pancra-

tium, and, lastly, the horserace. On the third day,

which appears to have been the principal one, the

contests of the men took place, somewhat in the

following order : the simple footrace, the diaulos,

the dolichos, wrestling, boxing, the pancratium, and
the race of Hoplites. On the fourth day, the pen-

tathlum, either before or after the chariot and horse-

races, which were celebrated on this day. On the

same day, or on the fifth, the contests of the heralds

may have taken place. The fifth day appears to

have been devoted to processions and sacrifices,

and to the banquets given by the Eleans to the con-

querors in the games.
The judges in the Olympic games, called Hellano-

dicse ('EXXavodiKai), were appointed by the Eleans,

who had the regulation of the whole festival. It

appears to have been originally under the superin-

tendence of Pisa, in the neighbourhood of which
Olympia was situated ; and, accordingly, we find in

the ancient legends the names of CEnomaus, Pelops,

and Augeas as presidents of the games. But after

the conquest of Peloponnesus by the Dorians, on

the return of the Heraclidae, the JEtolians, who had

been of great assistance to the Heraclidae, settled in

Elis, and from this time the yEtolian Eleans obtain-

ed the regulation of the festival, and appointed the

presiding officers.* Pisa, however, did not qu'etly

relinquish its claim to the superintendence of the

festival, and it is not improbable that at first it had

an equal share with the Eleans in its administration

The Eleans themselves only reckoned three festi-

vals in which they had not had the presidency,

namely, the 8th, in which Pheidon and the Piseans

obtained it; the 34th, which was celebjated under

1. (African, ap. Euseb., Chron., i., 'EXA. ^X., p. 41.—Pati«.,
T., 22, >f 1.—Compare Cic. ad Fam.. v., 12.)—2. (Pans., vi., 2, t

4 ; 12, U ; 13, « 6.)—3. (v., 9, 3.)—4. (Olymj m, p. 106.)—

»

(Straho, viii., p. 357, 858.)
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(he superintendence of Pantalcon, king of Pisa ; and
the 104lli, celebrated under the superintendence of

the Pi!>ea!:s and Arcadians. These olympiads the

Elcans culled avoXv/iiriade^, as celebrated contrary

to law.

'

The Iiellano<licae were chosen by lot from the

whole body of the Eleans. Pausanias* has given

an account of their numbers at diflerent periods

;

but the commencement of the passage is, unfortu-

nately, corrupt. At first, he says, there were only
two judges chosen from all the Eleans, but that in

the 25th 01. (75lh 01. 1) nine hellanodicae were ap-

pointed, three of whom had the superintendence of

the horseraces, three of the pentathlum, and three

of the other contests. Two olympiads after, a tenth

judge was added. In the 103d 01. the number was
increased to 12, as at that time there were 12 Elean
phylae, and a judge was chosen from each tribe

;

but, as the Eleans afterward lost part of their lands
in war with the Arcadians, the number of phylae

was reduced to eight in the 104th 01., and, accord-
ingly, there were then only eight hellanodica?. But
in the lOSth 01. the number of hellanodicae was in-

creased to 10, and remained the same to the time
of Pausanias.'

The hellanodicae were instructed for ten months
before the festival by certain of the Elean magis-
trates, called vofwAvXaKeg, in a building devoted to

the purpose near the market-place, which was call-

ed 'E^avadiKaiuv* Their office probably only last-

ed for one festival. They had to see that all the

laws relating to the games were observed by the

competitors and others, to determine the prizes,

and to give them to the conquerors. An appeal lay

from their decision to the Elean senate.* Their of-

fice was considered most honourable. They wore
• purple robe (nop(itvp(i), and had in the stadium
special seats appropriated to them.* ' Under the di-

rection of the hellanodicae was a certain number of
iXvTai, with an uXwupxijc at their head, who form-
ed a kind of police, and carried into execution the
commands of the hellanodicae.^ There were also

various other minor officers under the control of the

hellanodicae.

All free Greeks were allowed to contend in the

games who had complied with the rules prescribed

to candidates. . The equestrian contests were ne-

cessarily confined to the v/ealthy ; but the poorest

citizens could contend in the athletic contests, of
which Pausanias* mentions an example. This,
however, was far from degrading the games in pub-

lic opinion ; and some of the noblest as well as

meanest citizens of the state took part in these

contests. The owners of the chariots and horses
were not obliged to contend in person ; and the

wealthy vied with one another in the number and
magnificence of the chariots and horses which they

sent to the games. Alcibiades sent seven chariots

to one festival, a greater number than had ever been
antered by a private person ;* and the Greek kings
in Sicily, Macedon, and other parts of the Hellenic

world contended with one another for the prize in

the equestrian contests.

All persons who were about to contend had to

prove to the hellanodicae that they were freemen
of pure Hellenic blond, had not been branded with
atimia, nor guilty of any sacrilegious act. They
farther had to prove that they had undergone the

preparatory training (rrpoyvftviiaftaTa) for ten months
previous, and the truth of this they were obliged to

swear to in the 0ovXevr^ptov at Olympia before the

statue of Zeus 'OpKioc. The fathers, brothers, and

1. (Paus., VI., 22, a ; 4. 2.)— 2. (r., 9, 4. 3.)—3. (Paiu.,
I. O— 4. (I*au«., Ti., 24, i) 3.)—5. (Paiu., vi.. 3, ^ 3.)—6. (Paui.,
»!., 20, I) 5, 6, 7.—Bokker, Anecdot.. p 249, 4.)—7. (Lucian,
Herm., c. 40, rol. i., p. 730, eJ. Rcitz.—Etym. Mag., p. 7S, It.)
« (vi.. 10, 1.)—9. (Thucyd., vi., 18.)

gyiT.nastic teachers of the competitors, a< well as
the competitors themselves, had also to sA'ear tnai

they would be guilty of no crime {KoxovpyjifM) in ref-

erence to the contests.* All competitors were obli-

ged, thirty days previous to the festival, to undergo
certain exercises in the gymnasium at Elis, undei
the superintendence of the hellanodicae.* The dif-

ferent contests, and the order in which thoy would
follow one another, were written by the licil.inodicc

upon a tablet (XevKu/xa) exposed to public view.*

The competitors took their places by lot, and
were, of course, differently arranged, according to

the different contests in which they were to be en-

gaged. The herald then proclaimed the name and
country of each competitor.* When they were all

ready to begin the contest, the judges exhorted
them to acquit themselves nobly, and then gave the
signal to commence. Any one detected in bribing

a competitor to give the victory to his antagonist

was heavily fined ; the practice appears to hare
been not uncommon, from the many instances re-

corded by Pausanias.*

The only prize given to the conqueror was a gar-

land of wild olive (xonvof), which, according to the
Elean legends, was the prize originally instituted by
the Idaean Heracles.* But, according to Phlegon's
account,^ the olive crown was not given as a prize

upon the revival of the games by Iphitus, and was
first bestowed in the seventh olympiad with the
approbation of the oracle at Di^lphi. This garland
was cut from a sacred olive-tiee, called cXaia koX-
Tiiariipavoc, which grew in the sacred grove of Aitis

in Olympia, near the altars of Aphrodite and the
Hours.* Heracles is said to have brought it from
the country of the Hyperboreans, ami to have plant-

ed it himself in the Altis.* A boy, both of whose
parents were still alive (ufti^idaXjii jrotf ), cut it with
a golden sickle (XP^'^V rfpen-dc^). The victor was
originally crowned upon a tripod covered over with
bronze (rplnov( ^?r<';faAxof), but afterward, and la

the time of Pausanias, upon a table made of ivcry
and gold." Palm branches, the common tokens w
victory on other occasions, were placed in their

hands. The name of the victor, and that of his fa-

ther and of his country, were then proclaimed by
a herald before the representatives of assembl^
Greece. The festival ended with processions and
sacrifices, and with a public banquet given by the
Eleans to the conquerors in the prytaneum."
The most powerful slates considered an Olympic

victory, gained by one of their citizens, to c nfer

honour upon the state to which he belonged ; and
a conqueror usually had immunities and privileges

conferred upon him by the gratitude of his fellow-

citizens. The Eleans allowed his statue to be
placed in the Altis, or sacred grove of Zeus, which
was adorned with numerous such statues, erected
by the conquerors or their families, or at the ex-
pense of the states of which they were citizens.

On his return home, the victor entered the city in a
triumphal procession, in which his praises were c6)

ebrated frequently in the loftiest strains of poetr>.

(Compare ArnLETiC, p. 120.)

Sometimes the victory was obtained without a
contest, in which case it was said to be uKoviri.

This happened either when the antagonist who was
assigned neglected to come, or caiiio too late, or

when an athletes had obtained such celebrity by

former conquests, or possessed such strength and
skill, that no one dared to oppose him.'* When one
state conferred a crown upon another state, a

1. (Paul., T., 24. 2.)—2. (Pam., vi., 26. t 1-3; 24, « 1.)—»,
(Compare Dion Cass., \xxix., 10.)— 4. (Compare Pl.Mo, I.ef.,

»iii., p. 833.)— 5. (., 21.)—«. (Pau* , v., 7, « 4.)—7. (IIfi)i tw»
•OXv^Wuv, p. 140.)—8. (Paus., t., :t. S.;—9. (Pia.l., Ol., iii ,

14.—MaUer, Dor., ii.. 12. 3.)— 10. »Paas., v., 13. « 3 ; 90, ^ 1

2.)— 11. (Paus., r., 15, « 8.)—12. (Pans., ti., 7, « 4.)
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proclamation to this effect was frequently made at

the great national festivals of the Greeks.'

As persons from all pans of the Hellenic world
were assembled together at the Olympic games, it

was the best opportunity which the artist and the

writer possessed of making their works known. It

in fact, to some extent, answered the same purpose

as the press does in modern times. Before the in-

Teiitidn of printing, the reading of an author's works
to as large an assembly as could be obtained, was
one of the easiest and surest modes of publishing

them ; and this was a favourite practice of the

Greeks and Romans. Accordingly, we find many
instances of literary works thus published at the

Olympic festival. Herodotus is said to have read

his history at this festival ; but, though there are

some reasons for doubting the correctness of this

statement, there are numerous other writers who
thus published their works, as the sophist Hippias,

Prodicus of Ceos, Anaximenes, the orator Lysias,

Dion Chrysostom, &c.' It must be borne in mind
that these recitations were not contests, and that

they formed, properly, no part of the festival. In

the same way painters and other artists exhibited

their works at Olympia.'

The Olympic games continued to be celebrated

with much splendour under the Roman emperors,
by many of whom great privileges were awarded
to the conquerors. ( Vid. Athlete, p. 120.) In the

sixteenth year of the reign of Theodosius, A.D. 394
(01. 293), the Olympic festival was forever abolish-

ed ; but we have no account of the names of the

victors from 01. 249.

Our limits do not allow us to enter into the ques-

tion of the influence of the Olympic games upon
the national character, but the reader will find some
excellent remarks on this subject in Thirlwall's

Hist, of Greece, vol. i., p 390, &c.
There were many ancient works on the subject

of the Olympic games and the conquerors therein.

One of the cliief sources from which the writers

obtained their materials must have been the regis-

ters ofconquerors in the games, which were diligent-

ly preserved by the Eleans {'il?.eiuv kc ^ovg 'OXv/j,-

iricvlKag ypufifiara ;* ru 'HXduv ypd[i/iaTa upxaia^).

One of the most ancient works on this subject was
by the Elean Hippias, a contemporary of Plato, and
was entitled uvaypacj)?) 'O^vfimoviKuv* Aristotle

also appears to have written a work on the same
subject.' There was a work by Timasus of Sicily,

entitled '02.vfj.TrioviKaL r/ xpovtKu vpa^idia, and an-

other by Eratosthenes (born B.C. 275), also called

'OTivfinioviKat.^ The Athenian Stesicleides is men-
tioned as the author of an uvaypa^rj tuv upx<ivTO)v

Kal 'OlvfiKioviKuv,* and Pliny'" speaks of Agriopas
as a writer of Olympionica.

There were also many ancient works on the

Greek festivals in general, in which the Olympic
games were of course treated of Thus the work
of Dicasarchus, Hspl 'Ayuvwv," contained a division

entitled 6 'OXvfimKoc.^*

One of the most important works on the Olym-
pic games was by Phlegon of Tralles, who lived in

the reign of Hadrian ; it was entitled Uepl tuv
OXvuniuv, or 'OXv/iniuv kuI XpoviKuv Swaywy^,
was comprised in 16 books, and extended from the

first Olympiad to 01. 229. We still possess two
considerable fragments of it. The important work
of Julius Africanus, 'EXX^vuv 'Olvfinu'ideg utto ri/g

npuTr]^, &c., is preserved to us by Eusebius ; it

comes down to 01. 249. Dexippus of Athens, in

1. (Deniosth., De Cor., p. 265.)—2. (Compare Lucian, Herod.,
c. 3,4. vol. i., p. 834, Reitz.)—3. (Lucian, 1. c.)—4. (Paus., iii.,

>1, 1 ; v., 21, 5 ; vi., 2. 1.)—5. (Id., t., 4, 4.)-6. (Plot., Numa,
I.)—7. (Diog., v., 20 ^—8. (Diog., viii., 51.)— I). (Diog., li., 56.)

-10. (11. N., viii., 34.)—11. (Diog,, v., 47 )-ia (Athen., liv.,

D. 090, d.)
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his xpoviKTi iaropta, carried down thr Olympic con.

querors to 01. 262.

In modern works much useful information on th*

Ol3'mpic games is given in Corsini's Dissert. Agon
isticce, and in Bockh's and Dissen's editions of Pin-

dar. See also Meier's article on the Olympic games,
and Rathgeber's articles on Olympia, Olympieion,
and Olympischer Jupiter in Ersch and Gruber's En-
cyclopddie.—Dissen, Ucher die Anordnung der Olym-
pischen Spiele, in his Klcine SchrifUn, p. 185 ; and
Krause, Olympia oder Darstellung der g'osten Olym-
pischen Spiele, Wien, 1838.

In course of time, festivals were established in

several Greek states in imitation of the one at

Olympia, to which the same name was given.

Some of these are only known to us by inscriptions

and coins ; but others, as the Olympic festival at An-
tioch, obtained great celebrity. After these Olym-
pic festivals had been established in several places,

the great Olympic festival is sometimes designated

in inscriptions by the addition of " in Pisa," kv n«-
o-T?.* We subjoin from Krause an alphabetical list

of these smaller Olympic festivals. They were cel-

ebrated at

^gcE in Macedonia. This festival was in exist

ence in the time of Alexander the Great.'

Alexandrea.' In later times the number of Alex-

andrean conquerors in the great Olympic games was
greater than from any other state.

Anazarbus in Cilicia. This festival was not in-

troduced till a late period.*

Antioch in Syria. This festival was celebrated at

Daphne, a small place 40 stadia from Antioch,

where there was a large sacred grove watered by
many fountains. The festival was originally called

Daphnea, and was sacred to Apollo and .'Vrtemis,'

but was called Olympia after the inhabitants of An-
tioch had purchased from the Eleans, in A.D. 44, the

privilege of celebrating Olympic games. It was not,

however, regularly celebrated as an OljrKr fes-

tival till the time of the Emperor Commod js. It

commenced on the first day of the month Hyper-

beretseus (October), with which the year of Antioch

began. It was under the presidency of an alytar-

ches. The celebration of it was abolished by Justin,

A.D. 521. The writings of Libanius, and of Chry-

sostom, the Christian father, who lived many years

at Antioch, give many particulars respecting this

festival.

Athens. There were two festivals of the name
of Olympia celebrated at Athens, one of which was
in existence in the time of Pindar,* who celebrates

the ancestors of the Athenian Timodemus as con-

querors in it, and perhaps much earlier.' It was
celebrated to the honour of Zeus, in the spring, be-

tween the great Dionysia and the Bendidia.* The
other Olympic festival at Athens was instituted by

Hadrian, A.D. 131, from which time a new Olym-
pic aera commenced.' {Vid. Olympiad.)

Attalia in Pamphylia. This festival is only known
to us by coins."

Cyzicus on the Propontis.**

Cyrene in Africa.'*

Dium in Macedonia. These games were institu-

ted by Archelaus, and lasted nine days, conespond-

ing to the number of the nine Muses. They were

celebrated with great splendour by Philip II. and

Alexander the Great."

1. (Compare B8ckh, Inscr., n. 2-17, p. 361, 362, n. 1068, p.

564.)—2. (Arrian, Anab., i., II.)- 3. (Gruter, Inscr., p. cccxiv.,

n. 240.)—4. (Eckhel, Doctr. Num., iii., p. 44.)—5. (Stral)o, xvi.,

p. 750. — Athen., v., p. 194.) — 6. (Pind., Nem., ii., 23, *c.—
Schol. ad.loc.)—7. (Schol. ad Thuc, i., 126.)—8. (B0< <h. In-cr.,

p. 53, p. 250-252.)—9. (Corsinl. Fast. Alt., vol. ii., p. 105, ,10,

<tc.—Spartian., IJadr., 13.)-10. (Rathpeber, 1. c. p. 326.)- 11.

(Bockh, Inscr., n. 2810.)— 12. (Bockh, Eiplicrt. Piud., p. 3Sa)

—13. (Diod., xvii., 16.— Dion Chry«., vol. i., p. 73, Rviske.

Suidaa, . t. ^A.valav6pldiis-)
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Ephetua. This festival appears by inscriptions.

in which it is sometimes called 'Adptava 'OXvfXKia kv

'E^eoif), to have been instituted by Hadrian.'

Slis. Besides the great Olympic games, there

appear to have been smaller ones celebrated yearly.*

Magnesia in Lydia.'

Neapolia.*

Nicaa in Bithynia.*

Nieopolis in Epirus. Augustus, after the con-

quest of Antony off Actium, founded Nieopolis, and
instituted games to be celebrated every five years

{uyiiv ntvTiTTipLKoq) in commemoration of his victo-

ry. These games are sometimes called Olympic,

but more frequently boar the name of Actia. They
were sacred to Apollo, and were under the care of

the Lacedaemonians.* {Vid. AKTI.\.)

Olympus in Thessaly, on the mountain of that

name.'
Pcrgamos in Mysia.*

Side in Pamphylia.*
Smyrna. Pausanias** mentions an agon of the

.^myrna'ans, which Corsini" supposes to be an
Olympic festival. The Marmor Oxoniense express-

ly mentions Oiympia at Smyrna, and they also oc-

cur in inscriptions.'*

Tarsus in Cilicia. This festival is only knowD to

us by coins.'*

Tegea in Arcadia.'*

Thessalonica in Macedonia.**

ThycUira in Lydia.'*

Tralles in Lydia."
Tyrtis in Phoenicia."

OL'YIIA {blvpa). Didymus describes this as

e«(Joc a-jtpfiaroq irapanXriaiov Kpid^. " In fact," says

Adams, " it can scarcely admit of a doubt that it

was a variety of Spelt, namely, Triticum Spelta,

L.""
OMPHAX {d/jKpa^), a species of })recious stone,

most probably, according to Sir John Hill, the Beryl-

tu« oleaginus of Pliny. Theophrastus informs us

that it was one of the gems used for engraving

seals.**

ONI'TIS {dviTtc), a plant, which the scholiast on
Nicander and Hesychius agree in identifying with

the bpiyavov, or Sweet Marjoram, the Origanum
nJtet, L.*'

•ONOBRYCHIS {bv66pvxig), the Onobrychis sa-

tiva, called, in English, Cock's Head or Saintfoin.**

ONOS (ovof), the Ass, or Equus Asinus, L.
" The wild Ass," says Adams, " is the Para of

Scripture, and the ovaypog of the Greeks." " The
domestic ass," says Smith, "supposed to be de-

rived from the wild hymar of the Desert and the

horse of Asia, enters at a remote period into the cir-

cle of human economic establishments. The first-

mentioned, as might be expected, resided in the

same regions where the dawn of civilization first

commenced, and, gifted with inferior powers of re-

sistance, is presumed to have been subjugated sev-

eral ages before the second, because we find it re-

peatedly in the Pentateuch before the horse is no-

ticed ; such as in the sacrifice of Abraham ; in his

visits to Eg)pt, where he received presents from
Abimelech ; and in the spoils of Shechem, where

I. (BOckL, Iimcr., n. S810.—Compare n. 2987, S000.)-2. (An-
•r. Gr.,ed. Siebenk, p. 95.)—3. (Ralhgeber. 1. c, p.326,S27.)—
4 iCociini, DiH. Agon., ir., 14, p. 103.)—5. (Euttath. ad Dio-
arr. Perieg., p. 172, 173, in Geogr. Min., eil. Bemhardy.)—6.

(S'nbc, vii.,p. 325.)—7. (Schol. ad ApoU., Rhml. Argon., i., 599.)
—8. (Btlckh, Insrr., n. 2810. — Mionnct, ii., 610, n. 620.)— 9.

(Rathgcber, p. 129.)— 10. (vi., 14, » 1.)— 11. (Diss. Agon., i.,

H, p. 20.)— 12. (Grutcr, Inscr., p. 314. 1.—BOckh, Inscr.. ad n.

17S0.)— 13. (Krausc, p. 228.) — 14. (BOckh. Inscr.. n. 1513, p.

700.)— 15 (Krausp, p. 230.) — 16. (Ilathgeber, p. 328.) — 17.

(Krausr.p. 233.)— 18 fRathirebcr.p. 328.)— 19. (Ilora., Il.,viii.,

SCO.— Theophrast., II. P., viii., 1.— Dioscor., ii., 113.— Adaras,
A|>pend., s. v.)— 20. (Ilill ad Theophrast., De Lapid., c. 54.) —
21. (Nicand., Alox., 1. 59 -^Adams, Append., s. *.)—93. (Dio*-
eor., iii.. 160.)

asses are numbered with other cattle, but iiorstii

are not mentioned. Yet that noble animal, by na-

ture provided with greater physical capabilities, with
more intelligence, and more instinctive capacities

for adapting his existence to the circumstances
of domestication in every region, is, in his ser-

vitude, grown larger, more adorned, more acute,

and more educational than in a state of nature ;

while the ass, in similar circumstances, has de-

generated from his pristine character, becoming,
even in the greater part of Persia, smaller in stal

ure, less fleet, less intelligent, and, by his own im-

pulses, less the associate of man. When the horse,

from thorough domesticity, is again cast upon hit

own resources, he resumes his original independ-
ence, provides for his own safety and that of the

herd under his care, without altogether losing hit

acquired advantages ; the ass. on the contrary, al-

though never a spontaneous associate in his domes-
tication, is nowhere known to have again become
wild, or to have sought his freedom with a spirit ot

persevering vigilance ; and in cases where, by acci-

dent, he has found himself in freedom, he has made
no energetic efforts to retain it, nor recovered qual-

ities that restore him to the filiation of the hymar
or the kulan. When emancipated, he becomes,
without effort, the prey of the lion, tlie tiger, the

hyena, or the wolf, and in America he has been
known to succumb under the beak of a condor. It

is evident that the difference in the relative condi-

tion of the two species is, with regard to the asv,

not entirely referable to human neglect and want of

kindness, but, in part at least, must be ascribed to

inferior sensibility and weaker intellectual po'ver,

both being alike evinced by the hardness of his Wide,

by his satisfaction witi coarser food, and his passive

stubbornness."'

•II. A species of fish, the same with the yidif
of Athenaeus, and probably the Bacchus of Pliny.

The name would appear to have been applied to

more than one species of the Gadus, but more es-

pecially to the Gadus merluchius, or Hake. Adams
considers it doubtful whether the Greeks were ac-

quainted with the Gadus eglefinus, or Haddock.*
*ONOSMA {ovoofia, called also bvofia and 6v(yuV),

a plant, a species of Anchusa, or one of its conge-

ners. Hardouin says of it, " Nihil aliud onoamt
esse censiurim prater Anchusam degenerem." Ste

phens also holds it to be a species of Alkanet.

Sprengel maintains that it is either the Anchusa nn-

didata, or Lithospermum cairulco-purpurcum '

*ONYX, I. " In mineralogy the term onyx was
applied, 1. To a semipellucid stone of a fine flinty

texture, namely, the Onyx agate of Cleaveland

:

2. To a variety of gypseous alabaster, from which
small vases were formed."* (Vid. Alabaster.)

II. A term used by Dioscorides, Galen, and the

other writers on the Materia Medica, to signify thf

operculum, or cover of the Slrombus lentiginosus.*

OPA'LIA, a Roman festival in honour of Opis,

which was celebrated on the 14th day before the

Calends of January (Dec. 19th), being the third day
of the Saturnalia, which was also originally cele-

brated on the same day, when only one day was
devoted to the latter festival. It was believed that

Opis was the wife of Saturnus, and for this reason

the festivals were celebrated at the same time.*

The worshippers of Opis paid their vows silting, and

touched the earth on purpose, of which she was thu

goddess.'

1. (Smith, Horaei.*—S. (ArirtJt., H. A., Tiii , 15.—Adnaw,

Apt>end., t. v.)—3. (b.oacor., iii., 137,—Adams, Append., »• •-
Hardoum ad Plin., H. N., xxvii., 80.)—4. (Adam*. Append., •

V.)— 5. (Adams, Append., s. t.)— 6. (Macrob.. Sal., >;.1»:-

Varro, De Ling. Ut., ri., 22, ed. M«lller.- Festn., « -. Op«l»;

-7. (BUcrob., I. c.)
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•OP'ALUS {Smakog, bnuXkiog), the Opal " The
opalus of Pliny," observes Dr. Moore, " i& too well

characterized, and its peculiar lustre or opalescence
too accurately described by him, to leave any doubt
that it was what we call precious Opal. Pliny is

not the only one among the ancients, as Jameson
supposed, who makes mention of this gem. The
Orphic poem commends the beauty of the bnuX'kLo^,

and evidently alludes to its other name TraiSspuc, in

saying that it has the delicate complexion of a love-

ly youth (ifiepTov ripeva xpo<^ naiSog). This gem
also, Pliny says, the Indians so well imitated in

glass, that the counterfeit could hardly be detected.

The Opal was perhaps too highly valued to be fre-

quently engraved. There are very few engraved
specimens of this mineral preserved in collections.

But that it sometimes was used as a ringstone, we
learn from the story Pliny tells of a senator named
Nonius, who, possessing an opal valued at 20.000
sesterces, which Antony coveted, was proscribed in

consequence, and fled, saving of his whole fortune
this ring alone.'"

O'PERIS NOVI NUNTIA'TIO was a summary
remedy provided by the edict against a person who
was making an opus novum. An opus novum con-
sisted in either adding something in the way of
building {adificando), or taking away something so as
to alter the appearance of a thing {fades opens).
The object of the nuntiatio was either the mainte-
nance of a right {jus), or to prevent damage {dam-
num), or to protect the public interest {publicum jus).

The owner of the property which was threatened
vith damage by the opus novum, or he who had
un easement {servitus) in such property, had the
jus nunciandi.* Nuntiatio consisted in protesting
against and forbidding the progress of the opus no-
vum on the spol where the work was proceeding,
and in the presence of the owner or of some person
who was there present on his account. The nun-
tiatio did not require any application to, or interfe-

rence on the part of the praetor. It was a rule of
law that the nuntiatio must take place before the
work was completed : after it was completed, the
operis novi nuntiatio had no effect, and redress
could only be obtained by the interdict quod vi aut
clam.

If the opus novum consisted in building on the
com)>iainant's ground, or inserting or causing any-
thing to project into his premises, it was better to
apply at once to the prajtor, or to prevent it per
manum, that is, as it is explained "jactu lapilli,"

which was a symbol of the use offeree for self-pro-

tection.

The edict declared that after a nuntiatio nothing
should be done until the nuntiatio was declared ille-

gal {nuntiatio missa or rcmissa fiat) or a security
{aalisdalio de opcre restitaendo) was given. If the
person to whom the notice was given persevered,
even if he had a right to do what he was doing, yet,

as he was acting against the praetor's edict, he
Bftight be compelled to undo what he had done. By
the nuntiatio, the parties were brought within the
jurisdiction of the pra;tor. In cases where there
was danger from the interruption of the work, or
the person who was making the opus novum denied
the right of the nuntians, he was allowed to go on
upon giving a cautio or security for demolition or
restoration, in case the law was against him. When
the cautio was given or the nuntians waived it, the
party was entitled to an interdictum prohibitorium
for his protection in prosecuting the work.
The effect of the nuntiatio ceased when the cau-

tio was given ; when the nuntians died, when he
alienated the property in lespect of which he
claimed the jus nuntiandi, or when the praetor per-

1. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p 152.)—2. (Dig. 43, tit. 99.)
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mitted the work to go on {operis novi nuntiati.tnem

.... remeisserit ;' ante rcmissam nunliationem.^
*0<l>12 eAAATT'102 (60tf iJoAcirw-jf), a specief

of fish. " .(Elian holds it to be the same as the
W>pog. It is therefore, most probably, the Murana
aphis, L. Rondelet says of it that it is very like

the Conger Eel. Belon and Gesner both mention
that it is seldom met with.'"
OPHI'TES {b<j>lTT}c), according to some, a varie-

ty of Serpentine. " Others, however, describe il,

more accurately, as a mixture of reddish brown
common serpentine, leek and pistachio green pre-

cious serpentine, white granular foliated limestone,
and small portions of diallage. Ofthe ophites there
are three varieties specified by Dioscorides ; one
black and heavy, a second ash-coloured and spot-
ted, the third containing white lines. The first

was perhaps green porphyry, the Ophites of Wal-
ler ; the second steatite ; and the third the kind
just described."*

OPI'MA SPO'LIA. ( Vid. SroLiA.)
OPINATO'RES were officers under the Roman

emperors, who were sent into the provinces to ob-
tain provisions for the army. The provisions had
to be supplied to them within a year. The ety-

mology of the name is uncertain.*

OPISTOGRAPHI. (Fjrf. Liber.)
OPOBAL'SAMUM {onoOaAaapov), the resinojw

juice of the Jwiyn's Gileadcnsis.

*On'OS MHA'IKOS (oTTOf UridLKog), the same aa
our asafoetida, namely, the Gum-resin of the Fe-
rula Asa-fcetida. It is the Laser and Laserpilium
of the Latins. The 67rof I^vpiaxdg was merely a
variety of it.

O'PPIA LEX. {Vid. SOMTVARIJE 1 EGES.)
OPSIA'NOS {biiiavoQ). " From Pliny's account

of this stone," observes Adams, " there is every
reason to conclude that it was the same as the Ob-
sidian of modern mineralogists. It is nearly allied

to pumice, and consists mostly of silex and alu-

mine. According to Sir J. Hill, it was named bft-
avoc, unb Tfjg b-jjeug, because, when polished, it was
used as a looking-glass." He adds, " the true ori-

gin of the name being forgotten from the false spell-

ing of the word, after ages thought it had received
it from one Obsidius, whom they imagined the first

finder of it."'

OPSO'NIUM or OBSO'NIUM {'>^ov, dim. brpd

piov ; brpTJpa,'' denoted everything which was eaten
with bread. Among the ancients, loaves, at least

preparations of corn in some form or other, consti-

tuted the principal substance of every meal. But
together with this, which was the staff of their life,

they partook of numerous articles of diet called op-

sonia or pulmentaria,^ designed also to give nutri-

ment, but still more to add a relish to their food.

Some of these articles were taken from the vege-
table kingdom, but were much more pungent and
savoury than bread, such as olives, either fresh or

pickled, radishes, and sesamum.' Of animal food,

by much the most common kind was fish, whence
the terms under explanation were, in the course of

time, used in a confined and special sense to de--

note fish only, but fish variously prepared, and
more especially salt fish, which was most exten-

sively employed to give a relish to the vegetabit

diet either at breakfast'* or at the principal meal."
For the same reason, btpofdyog meant a gourmand
or epicure, and bipo<j>ayla gluttony.'*

1. (Lex Gall. Cis., i.—Dig. 39, tit. 1, s. 22.)—2. (Dig. 3», tit,

1.)— 3. (Aristot., II. A.,ii., 14.—jElian, N. A., xiv., 15.—Adams,
Append., s. v.)—4. (Moore's Anc. Mineralogy, p. 80.)—5. (Cod.

12, tit. 38, s. 11.— Cod. Theod.,7, tit. 4,s. 26; II, tit. 7,8. 10.)—
6. (Plin., II. N., xiivii., 10.—Adams, Append., 8 v.)—7. (Plnt^
Sympos. Prob., iv., 1.)—S. (Calo, De Re Rust., 58.—Ilor., Sot.,

II., ii., 20.)—9. (Plato, De Repub., ii., p. 85, ed. Bekker.- Xen.,

(Ecoa., viii., 9.) — 10. (Menander, p. 7(S ed. Mcinoke ) -11
(Pl»ut., Aubul., II., vi., 3.)—12. (Athen .. x., 24-37.)
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Of tb3 different parts of fishes, the roe was tne

most esteemed for this purpose. It is still prepared
from the lish in the very sanie waters adjoining Myus
in locia, which were given to Theraistocles by the

King of Persia.' A jar was found at Pompeii con-

taining caviare made from the roe of the tunny.*

Some of the principal Toptxdac, or establish-

ments for curing fish, were on the southern coast

of Spain ;* but the Greeks obtained their chief sujv

ply from the Hellespont,* and more especially Uy-
tantium first rose into importance after its estab-

lishment by the Milesians in consequence of the

active prosecution of this branch of industry. Of
all seas, the Euxine was accounted by the ancients

the most abundant in fish, and the catching of them
was aided by their migratory habits, as in the au-

tumn they passed through the Bosporus towards the
south, and in spring returned to the Euxine in order
to deposite their spawn in its tributary rivers. At
these two seasons they were caught in the great-

est quantity, and, having been cured, were shipped
in Milesian bottoms, and sent to all parts of Greece
and the Levant. The principal ports on the Eux-
ine engaged in this traffic were Sinope and Panti-

capffium.*

Among the fish used for curing were diflferent

kinds of sturgeon (dvra«a/or«), tunny {aKOfi6p6s'',

tcomhcr, mi?MfiVf, a name still in use, with some
modification, among the descendants of the ancient
Phocaeans at Marseilles*), and nmllet. A minute
discussion of their qualities, illustrated by quota-

lions, may be seen in Athenaeus.*

Plato mentions the practice of salting eggs,

which was no doubt intended to convert them into

a kind of opsonium.'" The treatise of Apicius, De
Opsoniis, is still extant in ten books.

The Athenians were in the habit of going to mar-
ket (cif roi'V'ov) themselves in order to purchase
their opsonia (o^wveii'," opsonare). {Vid. Macel-
LUM, TiNTiN'NABULUM.) But tho opulcut Romans
had a slave, called opsonator {orjjuvTir), whose office

it was to purchase for his master. It was Ins duty,

by learning what flavours were most acceptable to

him, by observing what most delighted his eyes,

e*.lmulated his appetite, and even overcame his nau-

itea, to satisfy, as much as possible, all the cravings

of a luxurious palate." We may also infer, from
an epigram of Martial," that there were opsonalores,

or purveyors, who furnished dinners and other en-

tertainments at so much per head, according to the

means and wishes of their employers. Spon'* has
published two inscriptions from monuments raised

to the memory of Romans who held the office of
purveyors to the imperial family. At Athens both
the sale and the use of all kinds of opsonia were
superintended by two or three special ofiicers, ap-

pointed by the senate, and called afovofioi.^*

OPTIO. (KtW. Gkxturio.)
OPTIMA'TES is synonymous with optimi, and,

accordingly, signifies the best men in the state,

whether of noble or plebeian origin. But at Rome,
where the reverence for the mores el institula ma-
lorum formed such a prominent feature of the na-

tional character, the name optimates was applied

to a political party, which we may call the conser-

vatiTe or aristocratic party, in contradistinction to

the popular party, with its desire for change and

1. (Thucyd., i., 138.—Corneliui Nppoi, Tbem., x., 3.—Diod.
Sic, zi., i'.)—'i. (Uell, Pumpciaoa, 1832, vol. i., p. 178.) — 3.

(Strobo, iii., 4.) — 4. (Hcrniippus ap. Atben., i., 49, p. S7, c.)

— i. (llegewiich, Coliiniecn der Chechen, p. 80.)—6. (Ilerod.,

i»., 53.—Schneider, Eel. Thji., i., p. 65 ; ii., p. 48.)—7. (llermip-

p<W, 1. c.}—8. (Panuw, Uandwiirterbuch, i. r.)— tf. (iii., 84-93.)
-10. (Symp., p. 404. cd. BeUer )— 11. (Theophnul., Char., 28.)

—19 (Sen., £pi»t., 47.— Coinpore llur.. Sat., I., ii., 9 ; II., vii.,

106.—Plaut., MenBch., II.. ii., I. — Id., Mil., 111., ii., 73.)— 13.

(si\., 317.)- 14. iMitc. £rud. Ant., p. 314.)— Ift. (Athen., Ti.,

improTemcrt. As long :i3 the patricians and pl»>

beians were the only two parties in the Republic,
there was no occasion for the apiM-llation of opti

mates, though hivy,' applying expressions very
common in his own days, makes M. Hnratius Bar-
batus distinguish between populares and optimates
instead of between patricians and plebeians. But
at the time when a new nobility, consisting of
wealthy plebeians as well as patricians, had been
fonned, and occupied the place formerly held by
the patricians, the term optimates began to be ap
plied frequently to persons belonging to this new
order of nobilcs, and mostly comprehended the or
do senatorius and tlio ordo equestris. When, at a
still later period, the interests of the senate rs and
equitcs became separated, the name optimates waa
used in a narrower sense, and only comprised the
party consisting of the senate and its cliampions,

in opposition to the popular party, which was now
sometimes designated by the name ofplebs.* There
is a locus classicus on optimates in Cicero,' but in

defining the classes of persons to which he applies

the term optimates, he rather follows the etymolo-
gical than the conventional meaning which the

word had assumed in his days. His object in so

doing was to remove from the party of the optima-
tes, to which he himself belonged, the odium at-

tached to it by the popular party.*

ORA'CULUM (fiavrdov, xfiV^Vpiov) waa used by
the ancients to designate both the revelations made
by the deity to man, as well as the place in which
such revelations were made. The deity was in

none of these places believed to appear in person to

man, and to communicate to him his will or knowl-
edge of the future, but all oracular revelations were
made through some kind of medium, which, as we
shall see hereafler, was different in the different

places where oracles existed. It may, on firal

sight, seem strange, that there were, comparatively
speaking, so few oracles of Zeus, the father and
ruler of gods and men. But although, according
to the belief of the ancients, Zeus himself was the
first source of all oracular revelations, yet he wae
too far above men to enter with them into any close

relation ; other gods, therefore, especially Apol-

lo, and even heroes, acted as mediators between
Zeus and men, and were, as it were, the organs
through which he communicated his will.* The
fact that the ancients consulted the will of the gods
on all important occasions of public and private

life, arose partly from the general desire of mt to

know the issue of what they are going to under-

take, and partly from the great reverence for ^he

gods, so peculiar to the ancients, by which tl^y

were led not to undertake anything of importance
without their sanction ; for it should be borne m
mind that an oracle was not merely a revelation

to satisfy the curiosity of man, but, at the same
time, a sanction or authorization by the deity of

what man was intending to do or not to do. We
subjoin a list of the Greek oracles, classed accord-

ing to the deities to whom they belonged.

I. Oracles ok Apollo.

1. The Oracle of Delphi waa the most celebrated

of all the oracles of Apollo. Its ancient name was
Pytho, which is either of the same root as irv&ia

Oai, to consult, or, according to the Homeric hymn
on Apollo,* derived from niiOeadai, to putrefy, with

reference to the nature of the locality. Res{)cctiog

the topography of the Temple of Apollo, see Pausa-

nias' and MuUer.* In the innermost sanctuary (the

u6vTnv or liiyapov) there was the statue of Apollo,

I. (iii., 39 )— 2. (Tacit.. Annal., iT.,3a.) — 3. (Pro Scit., 44.;

—4. (Comiiare Cicad Alt., i., 17, 18, 19.)- 5. (Soph., (Ed. Cui

629.—iEich., Kumen.. 19, (ill, *c.)—». (185 4c.)-/. (».. U
t 7.)— 8. (In Ditsen'i Pindar, ii., p. «38.)
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«rhich was, at least in later times, of gold ; and
before it there burned upon an altar an eternal fire,

which was fed only with fir-wood.' The inner

roof of the temple was covered all over with laurel

garlands,' and upon the altar laurel was burned as

incense. In the centre of this temple there was a
small opening (;)'<i(T^a) in the ground, from which,

from time to time, an intoxicating smoke arose,

ivhicli was believed to come from the well of Cas-
wtis, which vanished into the ground close by the

jancluary.' Over this chasm there stood a high tri-

^«k1, on which the pythia, led into the temple by the

jtophetes (Trpo^ryrj/f), took her seat whenever the

oracle was to be consulted. The smoke rising

from under the tripod affected her brain in such a
manner that she fell into a state of delirious intox-

ication, and the sounds which she uttered in this

state were believed to contain the revelations of

Apollo. These sounds were carefully written down
by the prophetes, and afterward communicated to

the persons who liad come to consult the oracle.*

The pythia (the 7rpo(j>f/7i() was always a native

of Delphi,* and when she had once entered the ser-

vice of the god she never left it, and was never al-

lowed to marry. In early times she was always a
young girl, but after one had been seduced by
Echecrates the Thessalian, the Delphians made a
law that in future no one should be elected as proph-

etes who had not attained the age of fifty years,

but, in remembrance of former days, the old woman
was always dressed as a maiden.* The pythia was
generally taken from some family of poor country-

people. At first there was only one pythia at a

tune ; but when Greece was in its most flourishing

state, and when .the number of those who came to

consult the oracle was very great, there were al-

ways two pythias, who took their seat on the tripod

alternately, and a third was kept in readiness in

ease sonu; accident should happen to either of the

two others.' The effect of the smoke on the whole

mental and physical constitution is said to have

BODietimes been so great, that in her delirium she

leaped from the tripod, was thrown into convulsions,

end afte)- a few days died.*

At first oracles were only given once every year,

on the seventh of the month of Bysius (probably

the same as Uvdioi, or the month for consulting),

which was believed to be the birthday of Apollo ;'

but as this one day, m the course of time, was not

found sufficient, certain days in every month were
set apart for the purpose." The order in which the

j)ersons who came to consult were admitted was
determined by lot ;" but the Delphian magistrates

had the power of granting the right of npoftavreia,

I. c, thtj right of consulting first, and without their

order being determined by lot, to such individuals

or states us had acquired claims on the gratitude of

the Delphians, or whose political ascendency seemed
to give them higher claims than others. Such was
the case with Crcesus and the Lydians,'* with the

Lacedaemonians,'* and Philip of Macedonia.'* It ap-

pears that those who consulted the oracle had to

pay a certain fee, for Herodotus states that the

Lydians were honoured with ureleta by the Delphi-

ans. Tlie pythia always spent three days before

she ascended the tripod in preparing herself for the
solemn act, and during this time she fasted, and
bathed in the Castalian well, and dressed in a sim-

ple manner ; she also burned in the temple laurel

leaves and flour of barley upon the altar of the p:od.^

Those who consulted the oracle had to sacrifice a

goat, or an ox, or a sheep, and it was necessary
that these victims should be healthy in body and
sold, and to ascertain this they had to undergo a pe-

culiar scrutiny. An ox received barley, and a sheep
chick-pease, to see whether they ate them with ap»

petite ; water was poured over the goats, and if

this put them into a thorough tremble, the victim
was good.* The victim which was thus found ele-

gible was called daiurf/p* Wachsmuth* states that

all who came to consult the oracle wore laurel gar-

lands surrounded with ribands of wool, but the
passages from which this opinion is derived only

speak of such persons as came to the temple as sup
pliants.*

The Delphians, or, more properly speaking, the
noble families of Delphi, had the superintendence
of the oracle. Among the Delphian aristocracy,

however, there were five families which traced

their origin to Deucalion, and from each of these

one of the five priests, called oaiot, was taken.*

Three of the names of these families only are

known, viz., the Cleomantids, the Thracids,' and
the Laphriads.*

The onioi, together with the highpriest or prophe-

tes, held their offices for life, and had the control of

all the affairs of the sanctuary and of the sacrifices.*

That these noble families had an immense influence

upon the oracle is manifest from numerous instan-

ces, and it is not improbable that they were its very
soul, and that it was they who dictated the pretend-

ed revelations of the god."
Most of the oracular answers which are extant

are in hexameters, and in the Ionic dialect. Some-
times, however, Doric forms also were used." The
hexameter was, according to some accounts, in-

vented by Phemonoe, the first pythia. This metri-

cal form was chosen, partly because the words of
the god were thus rendered more venerable, and
partly because it was easier to remember verse than

prose." Some of the oracular verses had metrical

defects, which the faithful among the Greeks ac-

counted for in an ingenious manner." In the time*

of Theopompus, however, the custom of giving the

oracles in verse seems to have gradually ceased

;

they were henceforth generally in prose, and in the

Doric dialect spoken at Delphi. For, when the

Greek states had lost their political liberty, there

was little or no occasion to consult the oracle on
matters of a national or political nature, and the

affairs of ordinary life, such as the sale of slaves,

the cultivation of a field, marriages, voyages, loans

of money, and the like, on which the oracle was
then mostly consulted, were little calculated to be

spoken of in lofty poetical strains." When the ora-

cle of Delphi lost its importance in the eyes of the

ancients, the number of persons who consulted it

materially decreased, and in the days of Plutarch

one pythia was, as of old, sufficient to do all the

work, and oracles were only given on one day in

every month.
The divine agency in Pytho is said to have first

been discovered by shepherds who tended Iheir

flocks in the neighbourhood of the chasm, and whose
sheep, when approaching the place, were seized

with convulsions.'* Persons who came near the

1. (JEsch.,Choeph.,1036.—Plut., Be EUp. Delph.)—2. (./Esch.,

Eainen., 39.)— 3. (Paus., x., 24, t 5.) — 4. (Diodor., xvi., 26.—
glnibo, ix., 3, p. 277, <tc., Tauchnit/..—Plut., De Orac. Defec.)—
S. (Eurip., Ion, 92.) — 6. (Diod., 1. c.)— 7. (Plut., Quoest. Gr.,

e. 9.)— 8. (Plut., De Orac. Defcc, c. 51.) — 9. (Plut., QuMt.
Or., c. 9.)— 10. (Plut., Alex., 14.) — 11. (jEsch., Eumen., 32.—
Eurip., Ion, 422.)-12. (Herod., i.. M.)—13. (Plut., Per., SI.) —
M. (Demoath., c. Phil., lii., p. 119 )
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1. (Schol. ad Eurip.. Phocn., 230.—Plut., De Pyth. Or., c. 6.)

— 2. (Plut., De Or. Def.,49.)— 3. (Plut.. Quast. Gr.. ».)— 4.

(Hellen. Alt., ii., 2, p. 264.)— 5. (Herod., vii., 14.— ^ach..
Chocph., 1035.)—6. (Eurip., Ion, 411.—Plut., Quast. Gr., c. g.)

—7. (Diod., xvi., 24.—Lycurg., c. Leocrat., p. 158.)—8. (He-

sych., ». V.)—9. (Herod., viii., 136.)— 10. (Vid. especially Ly-
curg., c. Leocrat., p. 158.—Herod., vii., 141 ; vi., 66.-—Plut.,

Pericl., 21.—Eurip., Ion, 1219, 1222, 1110.)— 11. (Herod., iv.,

1.17, 159.)—12. (Plut., De Pyth. Or., W.)—13. (Plut., I. c, «.

5.)— 14. (Plut., De Pyth. Or., 28.)— 1' (Diod., xvi., 23.—FlwU
D» Defect. Or., c. 49.)
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place showed tlic same symptoms, and received the

power of prophecy. This, at last, induced the peo-

ple to build a teni|)lc over the sacred spot. Accord-

mg to the Homeric hymn on Ap<.>llo, this god was
himself the founder of the Delphic oracle, but the

local legends of Delphi stated that originally it was
in the possession of other deities, such as Gaea,

Themis, Pha>be, Poseidon, Night, Cronos, and that

it was given to Apollo as a present.' Other tra-

ditions, again, and these, perhaps, the most ancient

nd genuine, represented Apollo as having gained
possession of the oracle by a struggle, which is

generally described as a fight with Python, a drag-

on, who guarded the oracle of Gaea or Themis.
The oracle of Delphi, during its best period, was

believed to give its answers and advice to every

one who came with a pure heart, and had no evd
designs : if he had committed a crime, the answer
was refused until he had atoned for it ;* and he who
consulted the god for bad purposes was sure to ac-

celerate his own ruin.* No religious institution in

all antiquity obtained such a paramount influence,

not only in Greece, but in all countries around the

Mediterranean, in all matters of importance, wheth-
er relating to religion or to politics, to private or to

public life, as the oracle of Delphi. When consult-

ed on a subject of a religious nature, the answer
was invariably of a kind calculated not only to pro-

tect and preserve religious institutions, but to com-
mand new ones to be established,* so that it was
he preserver and promoter of religion throughout
the ancient world. Colonies were seldom or never
founded without having obtained the advioe and the

directions of the Delphic god.* Hence the oracle

was consulted in all disputes between a colony and
its metropolis, as well as in cases where several

states claimed to be the metropolis of a colony.*

The Delphic oracle had at all times a leaning in

favour of the Greeks of the Doric race, but the time
when it began to lose its influence must be dated

from the period when Athens and Sparta entered

upon their struggle for the supremacy in Greece

;

at this time the partiality for Sparta became so man-
ifest, that the Athenians and their party began to

lose all reverence and esteem for it,' and the oracle

became a mere instrument in the hands of a polit-

ical party. In the times of Cicero and Plutarch,

many believed that the oracle had lost the powers
which it had possessed in former days, but it still

continued to be consulted down to the times of the

Emperor Julian, until at last it was entirely done
away with by Theodosius.

Notwithstanding the general obscurity and ambi-

guity of most of the oracles given at Delphi, there

are many, also, which convey so clear and distinct

a meaning, that they could not possibly be misun-

derstood, so that a wise agency at the bottom of

the oracles cannot be denied. The manner in which
this agency has been explained at diflferent times,

varies greatly according to the spirit of the age.

During the best period of their history, the Greeks,

<;cni^rally speaking, had undoubtedly a sincere faith

.n the oracle, its counsels and directions. When
the sphere in which it had most benefited Greece
became narrowed and confined to matters of a pri-

vate nature, the oracle could no longer command
the Veneration with which it had been looked upon
before. The pious and believing heathens, how-
9ver, thought that the god no longer bestowed his

care upon the oracle, and that he was beginning to

withdraw from it ; while freethinkers and unbeliev-

I. (Mach., Eumen., 3, Ac—Compare Paul., x., 5.—Grid,
Met., i.. 321.—Arifum. ad Pind.. Pyth.—Tzotzcs, Lycoph., 308.)

—*. (Herod., i., 19. 22.)—3. (Ilerod., ir., 88.-Pau».. li., 18, <)

I.)—4. (Demcwth., c. Meid., 15.—Herod., t., 89; i , 163, Ac.)—
%. (Cic., De Div., i., !.)—«. (Thucyd., i., M, 98.—Diod , xr.,

M.V-7. (Plut.. Demoslh., 90.)

4S

ers looked upon the oracle as a skilful contriTunos
of priestcraft which had then outgrown itself. This
latter opinion has also been adopted by many mod-
ern writers. The early Christian writers, seeing
that some extraordinary power must in several
cases have been at work, represented it as an insti-

tution of the evil spirit. In modern times opinions
are very much divided. Hiillmann, lor example,
has endeavoured to show that the oracle of Delphi
was entirely managed and conducted by the aristo-

cratic families of Delphi, which thus arc described

as forming a sort of hierarchical senate for nil

Greece. If so, the Delphic senate surely was tlie

wisest of all in the history of the ancient world.
Klausen, on the other hand, seems to be inclined to
allow some truly divine influence, and, at all events,

thinks that, even in so far as it was merely man-
aged by men, it acted in most cases according to

lofty and pure moral principles.

The modern literature on the Delphic oracle is

very rich ; the most important works are : C. F.

Wilster, De ReligioTu et Oraculo Apollinit Delptdci,

Hafniae, 1827.—H. Piotrowski, De Gravitate Oraeuli

Delphici, Lipsiae, 1829.—R. H. Klausen, i?! Eraek
und Gruber's Encyclopadie, s. v. Orakel.— K. D.
Hiillmann, Wurdigung det Ddphischen Orakcls,BoQn,
1837.—W. Gotte, Das Delphische Orakel, in seinem
politischen, rcligioscn und tiltlichen Einfiuta auf du
alle Welt, Leipzig, 1839.

2. Oracle at Aba, in Vhocia. An oracle was be-

lieved to have existed here from very early times,*

and was held in high esteem by the Phocians.*

Some years before the Persian invasion, the Pho-
cians gained a victory over the Thessalians, in which
they obtained, among other spoils, four thousand
shields, half of which they dedicated in the Temple
of Apollo at Abae, and half in that of Delphi.* The
oracle was, like many others, consulted by Crcesus,

but he does not seem to have found it agreeing

with his wishes * In the Persian invasion of Xerxes
the Temple of Abae was burned down, and, like sev-

eral temples destroyed in this invasion, it was
never rebuilt. The oracle itself, however, remained,

and before the battle of Leuctra it promised victory

to the Thebans ; but in the Phocian or sacred war,

when some Phocian fugitives had taken refuge in

the ruins, they were entirely destroyed by the Tlie-

bans.* But even after this calamity the oracle

seems to have been consulted, for the Romans,
from reverence for the oracle, allowed the inhabi-

ants of Abae to govern themselves. Hadrian '-uilt

a small temple by the side of the old one, some
walls of which were still standing as ruins in the

time of Pausanias.*

3. Oracle on the Hill of Ptoon, in the territory of

Thebes. The oracle was here given through the

medium of a man called npofiavTiQ, and the first

promantis was said to have been Teneros, a son of

Apollo.' The oracles were usually given in the

^olian dialect ; but when Mys, ihe Carian, consult

ed the god, the answer was given in the Carian
language,* so that, instead of the three Thebans
who generally wrote down the oracles, the Carian
was obliged to do it himself.* When Alexander
the Great destroyed Thebes, the oracle also per

ished.'* In the time of Plutarch the whole district

was completely desolate."

4. Oracle of Apollo at Ismenion, in Boeotia, south

of Thebes. The Temple of Apollo Ismenios was
the national sanctuary of the Thebans. The oracle

was here not given by inspiration, as in other places,

1. (Pans., I., 35, l> 9.)—9. (Soph., (Ed. Ttt., SW.-Hjwd,
Tiii., 33.)—3. (Herod., viii.. 27.)-4. (Herod., i.. ^fi.)-*. (Paoa,

1. O—«. (X., 35, 2, 3.)—7. (Strab., ii., 2, p. 267, Tauchnitx.-

Pans., ix., 33, (> 3.)-8. (Paua., 1. c.)-fl. (Herod., riii., !».>-

la (Paur, ii., 33, k 8.)—II. (De Oiac. Deftf.., c^.)
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hat from the inspection of the victims.* On one
occasion it gave its prophecy from a huge cobweb
in the Temple of Demeter.'

5. Oracle of Apollo at Hy nit, on the frontiers of
Attica. Tliis place contained an oracle of Apollo
with a sacred well, from which those drank who
wished to become inspired. In the time of Pausa-
nias the oracle had become extinct.*

C. Oracle of Apollo at Tcgyra, was an ancient and
much-frequented oracle, which was conducted by
prophets. The Pythia herself, on one occasion, de-

dared this to be the birthplace of Apollo. In the

time of Plutarch the whole district was a wilder-

ness.*

^. 7. Oracle of Apdlo in the village of Eutresis, in

the neighbourhood of Leuctra.' This oracle became
extinct during the Macedonian period.*

8. Oracle of Apollo at Orobice, in Eubcea. Apollo

here bore the surname of the Selinuntian.''

9. Oracle of Apollo in the Lyceum at Argos. The
oracle was here given by a prophetess.*

10. Oracle of Apollo Deiradiotes, on the acropolis

of Larissa. The oracle was given by a prophetess,

who was obliged to abstain from matrimonial con-

nexions once in every month. She was believed to

become inspired by tasting of the blood of a lamb
which was sacrificed during the night. This oracle

continued to be consulted in the days of Pausanias.*

11. Oracle of Apollo atDidyma, usually called the

»racle of the Branchidae, in the the territory of Mi-
letus. This was the oracle most generally consulted

by the lonians and Cohans.** The temple, how-
ever, was said to have been founded previously to

the arrival of the lonians on the coast ofAsia," and
the altar was sai<l to have been built by Heracles,

and the temple by Branches, a son of Apollo, who
bad come from Delphi as a purifying priest." Hence
his oracle, like that of Delphi, combined purifying

or atoning rites with the practice of prophesying."

The real antiquity of the oracle, however, cannot
he traced farther back than the latter half of the 7th

century before our asra.^* The priests, called Bran-

chida3, who had the whole administration of the

oracle, were said to be the descendants of Branchos.
The high-priest bore the name of Stephanephorus.
Among them was one family which possessed the

hereditary gift of prophecy, and was called the fam-
ily of the Euangelidae.** The oracle was under the

especial management of a prophet, whose office did

not last for life. The oracles were probably in-

spired in a manner similar to that at Delphi."

Crcesus made to this oracle as munificent presents

as to that of Delphi.*^ The principles which it fol-

lowed in its counsels and directions were also the

same as those followed by the Delphians. The
Persians burned and plundered the temple, as had
been predicted by the pythia of Delphi," but it was
soon restored, and adorned with a fine brazen stat-

ue of Apollo," which Xerxes, on his retreat, carried

with him to Ecbatana. A part of the Branchidae
:had surrendered to Xerxes the treasures of the

temple, and were, at their own request, transplanted

to Bactriana,*' where their descendants are said to

have been severely punished by Alexander for their

treachery.'' Seleucus sent the statue of Apollo back
o Didyma, because the oracle had saluted him as

1. (Hen<i., viii., 134.)—2. (Diod., ivii., 10.—Compare Paus.,

<x., 10, * 2, <fcc.)—3. (Paus.. ix., 2,* 1.)—4. (Plut., De Orac.
Def., c. 8.-Pc!i)p., 18.—Steph. Byz., s. v. TcVupa.)—5. (Stenh.

Byz., s. V. Etirp7(jif.—Eustath. ad II., ii.. 502.)—6. (Plut., Do
O'na. Defec., c. 5.)—7. (Strah., i., 1, p. 320. ed. Tauchnitz.)—8.
(Plut., Pyrrh., 31.;—0. (ii.. 24, f, l.)-10. (Herod., i., 158.)— 11.

(Paul., vii.. 2, I) 4.)—12. (Paus., v., 13, 6.—Strab., xiv., 1, p.

IM.)— 13. (Muller, Dor., ii., 2, * 6.)— 14. (Soldan, p. 553, <tc.)

—19. (Conon, 44.)—16. (Paus., v., 7, >> 3.)— 17. (Herod., i., 4«,

*o.)— IS. (Herod., VI.. 19.)—19. (Paus., ii., 10, 4 ; ix., 10, « 2.

—Comparts Mullet, Archcol. der Kunst, ( 80.)—SO. (Strabo, I. c.)

—fl. (Curt., vii., 5.)
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king.' Tlie oracle continued to be consulted aftei
the faithlessness of its ministers. Some ruius of
the temple at Didyma are still extant.*

12. Oracle of Apollo at Claroa, in the teiritory of
Colophon. It was said to have been lcA.nded by
Cretans under Rhacius, previous to the settlement
of the lonians in Asia Minor. The early legends
put this oracle in connexion with Delphi, from
whence Manto, the daughter of Teiresias, came to

Claros, married Rhacius, and gave birth to Mopsos,
from whom the prophets of Claros were probably
believed to be descended.* This oracle was of
great celebrity, and continued to be consulted even
at the time of the Roman emperors.* The oraclea
were given through an inspired prophet, who was
taken from certain Milesian families. He was gen-
erally a man without any refined education, had
only the names and the number of (ne persons who
consulted the oracle stated to him, and then de
scended into a cavern, drank of the water from a
secret well, and afterward pronounced the oracle in

verse.*

13. Oracle of Apollo at Grynea, in the territory ol
the Myrinaeans.*

14. Oracle of Apollo Gonnapctus, in Lesbos.*
' 15. Oracle of Apollo at Ahdera*

16. Oracle of Apollo in Delos, which was only con-
sulted in summer.*

17. Oracle of Apollo at Patara, in Lycia, was only
consulted in winter. The prophetess {Trpo/iavrif}

spent a night in the temple to wait for the commu-
nications which the god might make to her.**

18. Oracle of Apollo at Tclmessus. The priests ol

this institution did not give their answers by inspi-

ration, but occupied themselves chiefly with the in

terpretation of dreams, whence Herodotus" calls

them h^r}yT)Tai. But they also interpreted other mar-
vellous occurrences. Near Telmessus there was
another oracle of Apollo, where those who consulted
it had to look into a well, which showed them ii as
image the answer to their questions.**

19. Oracle of Apollo at Mallos, in Cilicia.'**

20. Oracle of the Sarpedonian Apollo, in Cilicia. '•

21. Oracle of Apollo at Hybla, in Caria.".

22. Oracle of Apollo at Hiera Kome, on the Maean
der, a celebrated oracle, which spoke in good ver-

ses.**

II. Oracles of Zeus.

1. Oracle of Zeus at Olympia. In this, as in the

other oracles of Zeus, the god did not reveal him-
self by inspiration, as Apollo did in almost all of his

oracles, but he merely sent signs which men had to

interpret. Those who came to consult the oracle

of Olympia offered a victim, and the priest gave his

answers from the nature of the several parts of the

victim, or from accidental circumstances accompa-
nying the sacrifice.*' The prophets or interpreters

here belonged to the family of the lamids. In early

times the oracle was much resorted to, and Sopho-

cles** mentions it along with the most celebrated or-

acles; but in later times it was almost entirely neg-

lected, probably because oracles from the inspection

1. (Paus., i., 16,^3—Diod., ix., 90.)—2. (Compare the com-

mentators on Herod., i., 92.—Suid., s. v. ^payxi6at.—UToywnt.,

Gcsch. Alex, des Grossen, p. 307 ; and on excellent essay by

W. G. Soldan, Das Orakel der Branchiden, in Zimraermantt't

Zeitschrift ftlr die Alterthumswiss., 1841, No. 66, <tc.)—3.

(Paus.. vii., 3, * 1, 2.)—4. (Paus., vii., 5, * 1, &c.—Stralxj, liv.,

1, p. 178, Tauch.—Tacit., Annal., xii., 22.)—5. (Tacit., Annal.,

ii., 54.)—6. (Hecat., Fraijm., 211.) -7. (Schol., Aristoph. Nub.,

145.) _ 8. (Pindar ap. Tzetzes, I.ycophr., 445.) — 9. (Callim.,

Hymn, in Del., i.—Serv. ad Virg , JF.n., iv , 143.)— 10. (Herod.,

i., 182.—Serv. ad Virg., JEa., iv , 143.)—11. (i., 78.— Corapai'*

Cic, DeDiv., i., 41.—Arrian, ii., 3.)—12. (Paus., vii., 21, ^ 6.)—

13. (Strabo, liv.. 5, p. 231, <kc.—Arrian. ii., 5.) — 14. (Diodor
,

Exc, xixviii., 12.)— 15. (Athen.,iv..p.672.)— 16. (I,iv.,xxxviii

,

IS.—Steph. Byz., s. v.)— 17. (Herod., viii., 134. — Strabo, ^iii.,

3, p. 171.)—18. ((Kd. Tyr., 900.;
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o( victims might be obtained anywhere. The spot

where the oracles were given at Olympia was be-

fore the altar of Zeus.' It was especially those

who intended to take part in the Olympic games
that ct)ni<ulted the oracle about their success,* but

other subjects were also brought before it.

2. Oracle of Zeus at Dodona. Here the oracle

was given from sounds produced by the wind. The
sanctuary was situated on an eminence.* Although

in a barbarous country, the oracle was in close con-

oexion v;n Greece, and in the earliest times appa-

rent y lauch more so than afterward.* Zeus him-

snlf, as well as the Dodonseans, were reckoned

among the Pelasgians, which is a proof of the ante-

Hellenic existence of the worship of Zeus in these i

parts, and perhaps of the oracle also.* The oracle
|

was given from lofty oaks covered with foliage,* i

whence .itlschylus' mentions the speaking oaks of

Dodona as great wonders. Beech-trees, however,

are also mentioned in connexion with the Dodonscan
oracle, which, as Hesiod* said, dwelled in the stem
of a beech-tree. Hence we may infer that the ora-

cle was not thought to dwell in any particular or

single tree, but in a grove of oaks and beeches.

The will of the god was made manifest by the rust-

ling of the wind through the leaves of the trees,

which are therefore represented as eloquent tongues.

In order to render the sounds produced by the winds
more distinct, brazen vessels were suspended on the

branches of the trees, which, being moved by the

wind, came in contact with one another, and thus

sounded till they were stopped.* Another mode of

producing the sounds was this : There were two
columns at Dodona, one of which bore a metal ba-

sin, and the other a boy with a scourge in his hand

;

the ends of the scourge consisted of little bones,

and, as they were moved by the wind, they knocked
against the metal basin on the other' column.'* Ac-

cording to other accounts, oracles were also obtain-

ed at Dodona through pigeons, which, sitting upon
oak-trees, pronounced the will of Zeus." The
sounds were in early times interpreted by men,'*

but afterward, when the worship of Dione became
connected with that of Zeus, by two or three old

women, who were called neXdadeQ or TrtAatat, be-

cause pigeons were said to have brought the com-
mand to found the oracle.'* In the time of Herodo-

tus,'* the names of the three prophetesses were
Promeneia, Timarete, and Nicandra. They were
taken from certain Dodonaean families, who traced

their pedigree back to the mythical ages. There
were, however, at all times priests called rojiovpoi^*

connected willi the oracle, who on certain occa-

sions interpreted the sounds ; but how the functions

were divided between them and the Pelaeae is not

clear. In the historical times, the oracle of Dodona
had less influence than it appears to have had at an
earlier period, but it was at all times inaccessible to

bribes, and refused to lend its assistance to the

Doric interest.'* It was chiefly consulted by the

neighbouring tribes, the vEtolians, Acarnanians, and
Eplrotae,'^ and by those who would not go to Delphi

on account of its partiality for the Dorians. There
appears to have been a very ancient connexion be-

tween Dodona and the Bceotian Ismenion.'*

1. (Pin<l., Ol., Ti., 70.)—8. (Pind.. 01., viii., 2.)— 3. (JEsch
,

rrom., 830.)—4. (Horn., II., xri., S33.) — 5. (lies, and Ephor.,

p. Strab., vii , 7, p. 124, &c.)— 0. (Horn., Od., xiv., 328 ; xix.,

297.)- 7. (Prom., 832. — Comnaro Soph., Trnch,, J170.)— 8.

(FragTr.., 39.—Soph.. Trech., 169.—Herod., ii., 55.)—9. (Suid.,

». ». Auiwj-t;.— Phihst., Imajf., ii.)— 10. (Steph. Byz., *. v. Au-
iikvti. — SuiJ,, s. V. AfaK^wvuioi' xa\Ktiov. — Strabo, Excerpt, ex
!ih. vii., fin., p. 128, Tauch.)— 11. (Uionys. Hal., i., p. 12, Syl-
hUTg.)— 12. (Sinib., vii., 7, p. 126, Tanch.)- 13. (Soph., Trnch.,
i09, with th" fcthol.—Herod., 1. c. — P«u»., x., 12, <) 5.)— 14. (1.

»,.) — 15. (Stmb., 1. c.) — 16. (Com. Ncp., Lyaand., 3.) — 17.

'Ptus., vii., 21, » I.— Herod., ii, 93.)— 18. (Strab., is, 1, p. 150,
1 aucb.—Compare MCUer, Orchom., p. 397.)

The usual form in which the oracles w«e givei

at Dodona was in hexameters ; but some of the or

acles yet remaining are in prose. In 219 B.C., tht

temple was destroyed by the .^tolians, and the sa
cred oaks were cut down,' but the oracle continued
to exist and to be consulted, and does not seem tc

have become totally extinct until the third century
of our Kra. In the time of Strabo, the Dodonasan
prophetesses are expressly mentioned, though the
oracle was already decaying, like all the others.*

(Compare Cordes, De Oraculo Dodonao, Gronin-
gen, 1828 —J. Arnetb, Ueber daa Taubenorakd ron
Dodona, Wien, 1840.—L. von I>assaulx, Dat PeUu-
gische Orakel dejt Zeus su Dodona, ein Beitrag zur
Religionsphiloaophie, Wiirzburg, 1840.)

3. Oracle of Zeua Ammon, in an oasis ih Libya,

not far from the boundaries of Egypt. According
to the traditions current at Dodona and Thebes in

Egypt, it was founded by the latter city,* and the

form in which the god was represented at Thebes
and in the Ammonium was the same ; he had in

both places the head of a ram.* The Greeks be-

came acquainted with this oracle through the Gyre
neans, and Sparta was the first city of Greece which
formed connexions with it* Its example was fol-

lowed by the Thebans, Olympians, Dodonaeans,
Eleans, and others, and tlie Athenians sent frequent

theories to the Ammonium even before Ol. 91,* and
called one of their sacred vessels Ammonis.^ Tem-
ples of Zeus Ammon were now erected in several

parts of Greece. His oracle in Libya was conduct
ed by men who also gave the answers.* Theii
number appears to have been very great, for, on
some occasions, when they carried the statue about
in a procession, their number is said to have been
eighty.* In the time of Strabo,'* the oracle was
very much neglected and in a state of decay. The
Greek writers who are accustomed to call the

greatest god of a barbarous nation Zeus, inentioc

several oracles of this divinity in foreign countrie**
•

III. Oracles of other Gods.

The other gods who possessed oracles were consult-

ed only concerning those particular departments of

the world and human life over which they presided.

Demcier thus gave oracles at Patrae in Achaia, but

only concerning sick persons, whether their suflfer-

ings would end in death or recovery. Before the

sanctuary of the goddess there was a well, surround-

ed by a wall. Into this well a mirror was let Hown
by means of a rope, so as to swim upon the sui ace.

Prayers were then performed and incense offered,

whereupon the image of the sick person was seen
in the mirror either as a corpse or in a slate of re-

covery.'* At Pharae, in Achaia, there was an oracle

of Hermes. His altar stood in the middle of the

market-place. Incense was oflTered here, oil-lamps

were lighted before it, a copper coin was placed

upon the altar, and after this the question was put to

the god by a whisper in his ear. The person who
consulted him shut his own ears, and immediately
left the market-place. The first remark that he
heard made by any one after leaving the market-

place was believed to imply the answer of Hermes.'*

There was an Oracle of Pluto and Cora at Charax
or Acharaca, not far from Nysa, in Caria. The two
deities had here a temple and a grove, and near the

latter there was a subterraneous cave of a miracu-

lous nature, called the cave of Charon ; for persons

sutfering from illness, and placing confidence in the

1. (Polyb., iv., 67.)—2. (Strab.. »ii., 7, p. 124.)— 3. (Herod,

ii., 42, 54, &c.)—4. (Herod., iv., 181.) — 5. (Pau«.. iii., 18, { ».)

—6. (Biickh. Staauh., ii.. 258.) —7. (Hnych. and Suid., t. v

'A/J^iuv.—Harpoc., s. V. 'Au^uWf.)—«• (Diodor., xvii- 51.)—*.

(Diodor., hi.. 50.)-I0. (xvli., 1, p. 458 )— II. (Herod., li.. «f^
Diod, iii., 6.) - 18. {P«tt«., «., 81, » 5.)-lS. (Paua. vii., B
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power of the gods, travelled to this place, and stayed

for some lime with experienced priests, who lived

in a place near the cave. These priests then slept

a night in the cavern, and afterward prescribed to

their patients the remedies revealed to them in their

dreams. Often, however, they took their patients

with them into the cave, where they had to stay for

several days in quiet, and without taking any food,

and were sometimes allowed to fall into the pro-

phetic sleep, but were prepared for it, and received

the advice of the priests ; for to all other persons

the place was inaccessible and fatal. There was
an annual panegyris in this place, probably of sick

persons who sought relief from their sufferings.

On the middle of the festive day, the young men of
the gymnasium, naked and anointed, used to drive a
bull into the cave, which, as soon as it had entered,

fell down dead.^

At Epidaurus Limera, oracles were given at the

festival of /no. {Vid. Inoa.) The same goddess
had an oracle at (Etylon, in which she made reve-

lations in dreams to persons who slept a night in

her sanctuary.' Hera Acrcea had an oracle between
^.echseon and Pagae.^

IV, Oracles of Heroes.

1. Oracle of Amphiaraus, between Potniae and
Thebes, where the hero was said to have been
swallowed up by the earth. His sanctuary was
surrounded by a wall, and adorned with columns,
upon which birds never settled, and birds or catile

never took any food in the neighbourhood.* The
oracles were given to persons in their dreams, for

they had to sleep in the temple* after they had pre-

pared themselves for this incubalio by fasting one
day, and by abstaming from wine for three days.*

The Thebans were not allowed to consult this ora-

cle, having chosen to take the hero as their ally

ra*,her than as their prophet.^ Another oracle of
Amphiaraus was at Oropus, between Bceotia and
Attica, which was most frequently consulted by the

sick about the means of their recovery. Those
who consulted it had to undergo lustrations, and to

sacrifice a ram, on the skin of which they slept a

night in the temple, where in their dreams they ex-

pected the means of their recovery to be revealed

to them.* If they recovered, they had to throw
some pieces of money into the well of Amphiaraus
in his sanctuary. The oracle was said to have
been founded by the Thebans.'

2. Oracle ofAmpkilochus. He was the son of Am-
phiaraus, and had an oracle at Mallos, in Cilicia,

which Pausanias calls the most trustworthy of his

time.*"

3. Oracle of Trophonius at Lebadeia, in Bceotia.*

-

Those who wished to consult this oracle had first

to purify themselves by spending some days in the

sanctuary of the good spirit and good luck {uyadov

&al(iovoc Kat ayaO^g Tvxvc)> to live sober and pure,

to abstain from warm baths, but to bathe in the river

Hercyna, to offer sacrifices to Trophonius and his

children, to Apollo, Cronos, King Zeus, Hera Heni-
ocha, and to Demeter Europe, who was said to have
nursed Trophonius ; and during these sacrifices a

Boothsayer explained from the intestines of the vic-

tims whether Trophonius would be pleased to ad-

mit the consultor. In the night in which the con-

suitor was to be allowed to descend into the cave
of Trophonius, he had to sacrifice a ram to Aga-
medes, and only in case the signs of this sacrifice

were favourable, the hero was thought to be pleased

1. (Strabo, xiv., 1, p. 189. — Compare xii., 8, p. 75, Tauchn.)
-a. (Paus., lii., 26, 1.)—3. (Strab., viii.,fl, p. 213.)—4. (Pans.,
It., 8, 1) 2.)—5. (Herod., viii., 134.)—6. (Philost., Vit. ApoIL, ii.,

»7.)—7. (Herod., 1. c.)—8. (Paus., i., 34, « 2, &c.)—9. (Strab,,

IX., 1, p. 252, Tauchn.)- 10. (Paus., i., 34, (> 2.—Dion Caw.,
IxTii., 7.)—11. (Paiis , ii., 37. « 3.)
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to admit the person into his cave. Wiat {dok pia?9

after this was as follows : Two boys, 13 years old,

led him ag^in to the river Hercyna, and bathed and
anointed him. The priests then made him drink

from the well of oblivion (A^0;?), that he might tor

get all his former thoughts, and from the v.eil of

recollection (yivTifioavvij), that he might remember
the visions which he was going to have. They
then showed him a mysterious representation of
Trophonius, made him worship it, and led him iaio

the sanctuary, dressed in linen garments, with gir-

dles around his body, and wei'ing a peculiar kind

of shoes (Kpr/nldec) which were customary at Leba-
deia. Within the sanctuary, which stood on an
eminence, there was a cave, into which the person
was now allowed to descend by means of a ladder.

Close to the bottom, in the side of the cave, there

was an opening into which he put his feet, where-
upon the other parts of the body were likewise

drawn into the opening by some invisible power.
What the persons here saw was different at differ-

ent times. They returned through the same open-

ing at which they had entered, and the priests now
placed them on the throne of Mnemosyne, asked
them what they had seen, and led them back to the

sanctuary of the good spirit and good luck. As
soon as they had recovered from their fear, they
were obliged to write down their vision on a little

tablet which was dedicated in the temple. This is

the account given by Pausanias, who had himself
descended into the cave, and writes as an eyewit-

ness.* The answers were probably given by the

priests according to the report of what persons had
seen in the cave. This oracle was held in very
great esteem, and did not become extinct until a
very late period ; and though the army of Sulla had
plundered the temple, the oracle was much coneiilt-

ed by the Romans,* and in the time of Plutarch it

was the only one among the numeroiuj Boeotian

oracles that had not become silent.*

4. Oracle of Calchas, in Daunia, in southern Italy

Here answers were given in dreams, for those who
consulted the oracle had to sacrifice a black ram.
and slept a night in the temple, lying on the skin of

the victim.*

5. Oracles of Asclepius (.(Esculapius). The ora-

cles of Asclepius were very numerous ; but tht

most important and most celebrated was that of

Epidaurus. His temple here was covered with vo
tive tablets, on which persons had recorded their

recovery by spending a night in the temple. In the

temples of .(Esculapius and Serapis at Rome, recov

ery was likewise sought by incubatio in his temple *

F. A. Wolf has written an essay, Bcitrag zur Gesch

des Somnamhulismus aus dcm Allerthum* in which
he endeavours to show that what is now called

Mesmerism, or animal magnetism, was known tcr

the priests of those temples where sick persont

spent one or more nights for the purpose of recov-

ering their health. Other oracles of the same kind

are mentioned in that essay, together with some of

the votive tablets still extant.

6. Oracle of Heracles at Bura, in Achaia. Those
who consulted it prayed and put their questions to

the god, and then cast four ^ice painted with fig-

ures, and the answer was given according to the

position of these figures.'

7. Oracle of Pasipha'e at Thalamiie, in Laconia,

where answers were given in dreams while persons

spent the night in the temple.*

8. Oracle of Phrixus, in Iberia, near Mount Cau-

1. (Pans., ix., 39, 3, Ac—Compare Philo«t., Vit. ApoIL,

Tiii., 19.)—2. (Orig., c. Cels., vii., p. 355.)—3. (Plut.. Dk Orac.
Defec, c. 5.)—4. (Strabo, vi., 3, p. 53.)—5. (S jrt., Claud., 25.)

—6. (Vermischte Schriften, p. 382, &c.)—7 ,'Paus., vn , 25, <

0.;—8. (Plut., Cleom., 7.—Agis, 9.—Cic, Dl Div • . i'..\
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easus, where no rams were allowed to be lacn-

lioed.'

V. Oracles or thx Dejio.

Another class of oracles arc the Oraclea of the Dead
(vtKiofiavTciov or rlwxoTrofiireiov), in which those who
consulted called up the spirits of the dead, and of-

fered sacrifices to the gods of the lower world. One
of the most ancient and most celebrated places of
Lhis kind was in the country of the Thc^prutians,

Dear Lake Aornos.* Another oracle of this kind

was at lieraclea, on the Projwntis.*

Respecting the Greek oracles in general, see
Wachsmulh, HelUn. AUerth., ii., 2, p. 260, ii.c.—

Klaiisen in Ersch und Gruber's Encyclop., a. r.

Orakcl.

VI. Italian Oracles.

Oraclos in which a god revealed his will through

the mouth of an inspired individual did not exist in

Italy. 'I'he oracles of Cnlchas and i£sculapius,

mentioned above, were of Greek origin, and the

former was in a Greek heroum on Mount Garganus.
The Romans, in the ordinary course of things, did

not feel the want of such oracles as those of Greece,
for they had numerous other means to discover the

will of ihe gods, such as the Sibylline books, augu-
ry, haruspices, signs in the heavens, and the like,

which are partly described in separate articles, and
partly in Divinatic* The only Italian oracles

known to us are the following

:

1. Oracle of Faunus.—His oracles are said to

have been given in the Saturnian verse, and collec-

tions of his vaticinia seem to have existed at an
early period.* The places where his oracles were
given were two groves, the one in the neighbour-
hood of Tibur, round the well of Albunea, and the

other on the Aventine.* Those who 'consulted the

god in the grove of Albunea, which is said to have
been resorted to by all the Italians, had to observe
the following points : The priest first offered a sheep
and other sacrifices to the god. The skin of the

victim was spread on the ground, and the consultor
was obliged to sleep upon it during the night, after

his head had been thrice sprinkled with pure water
from the well, and touched with the branch of a sa-

cred beech-tree. He was, moreover, obliged, sev-

eral days before this night, to abstain from animal
food and from matrimonial connexions, to be cloth-

ed in simple garments, and not to wear a ring on
his fingfYs. After he fell asleep on the sheepskin,

he was believed to receive his answer in wonder-
ful visions, and in converse with the god himself*
Ovid* transfers some of the points to be observed

in order to obtain the oracle on the Albunea, to the

oracle on the Aventine. Both may have had much
in common, but from the story which he relates of
Numa, it seems to be clear that on the Aventine
certain different ceremonies also were observed.

2. Oraclct of Fortuna existed in several Italian

towns, especially in Latium, as at Antium and Prae-

neste. In the former of these towns two sisters

Fortunae were worshipped, and their statues used
to bend forward when oracles were given.* At
Pneneste the oracles were derived from lots (uor-

Ua„ jonsisting of sticks of oak with ancient char-

acters graven upon them. These lots were said to

have been found by a noble Prasnestine of the name
of Numerics Suffucius, inside of a rock which he
had clefl open at the command of a dream by which

1. (Slr»b , li., 3, p. 410.—Tacit., Ann., vi., 84.)—2. (Diixlor,

Jr., M. --Herod , v., 92, % 7.—Pun*., ix., 80, ^ 8.)—8. (Pint.,

Cim., 6.1—4. (Sirabo, xvii., 1, p. 459. &c.)—5. (Au»el. Vict.,

Do ong. i^wi. Rom., c. 4.)—0. (Virp., JEn., vji., 81, Ac.—Orid,
Fait., ir., 050, &c.)—7. (Vinf., 1. c—Imdor., Tjii.. Jl, 87.)—8.
(1. c.)—9. (Macr., Sat., i., 23.— Compare Horjt., Carm., i., 89,
1.— Suet.. Ca ifr.. 57, with Erneati'a note.—Domit., 15.)

he had been haunted. The lots, when an onotc
was to be given, were shaken up together by a bor,

aAer which one was drawn for the person who con-
sulted the goddess.' The lots of Pra-ncstc were, at

least with the vulgar, in great esteem as late as the
time of Cicero, while in other places of Latium they
were mostly neglected. The Etruscan Caere, io

early times, had likewise its sortes.*

3. An Oracle of Mars was, in very ancient times,
according to Di(jnysius,' at Tiora Matiena, not far

from Teate. The manner in which oracles were
here given resembled that of the pigeon oracle at

Dodona ; for a woodpecker {jiicui), a bird sacred to

.Mars, was sent by the god and settled u|X}n a wood-
en column, whence he pronounced the oracle.

On Roman oracles in general, see Niebuhr, Hist,

of Rome, i., p. 508, dtc.

ORA'RIUM was a small handkerchief used for

wiping the face, and appears to have been employed
for much the same purposes as our pocket-haudker
chief. It was made of silk or linen. In the Etym.
Mag* it is explained by npoauirov iKfiayelov. Au-
relian introduced the practice of giving oraria to the
Roman people to use ad favorem, which appears to

mean for the purpose of waving in the public games
in token of applause, as we use our hats and hand-
kerchiefs for the same purpose.*

OR.\riO'NES PRINCIPUM. The orationci.

principum are frequently mentioned by the Roman
writers under the Empire, but those which are dis

cussed under this head have reference to legislation

only, and were addressed to the senate. Under the
Christian emperors particularly, these orationes
were only a mode of promulgating law as constitu

ted by the emperor ; and we have an instance ol

this even in the reign of Probus {'^ Leges, quaj Pro-
bus ederet, aenalus consultis propriis consecrarent^")

Under the earlier emperors, the orationes were in

the form of propositions for laws addressed to the
senate, who had still, in appearance, though not in

reality, the legislative, that is, the sovereign {>ower.

This second kind of orationes are often cited by tho
classical jurists, as in the following instance from
Gains :* " ex oratioiu did Hadriani seiuUus consultum
factum est."

Many of the orationes of the Roman emperors,
such as are quoted by the Augustse Historiae Scrip-

tores, are merely communications to the senate,

such, for instance, as the announcement of a victo-

ry.* These orationes are sometimes called litteraj

or epistolae by the non-juristical writers; but he
juristical writers appear to have generally avoiued
the use of epistola in this sense, in order not to

confound the imperial orationes with the rescripta,

which were often called epistols. It appears that

the Roman jurists used the terms libellus and oratio

principis as equivalent; for the passages which have
been referred to in support of the opinion that these
two words had a different sense,* show that libellus

and oratio principis are the same, for the oratio is

here spoken of by both names. These orationes
were sometimes pronounced by the emperor him-
self, but apparently they were commonly in the

form of a written message, which was read by thr
quKstors :'* in the passage last referred to, these
imperial messages are called indifferently libri and
epistolae. Accordingly, we read of littcrse and ora

tiones being sent by the emperor to the senate."

The mode of proceeding upon the receipt of one of

these orationes may be collected from the preamblr

1. (Cic, Vf Divin., ii., 41.)—2. (Lir., «i., 82 )—8. (i., p. lt.5

—4. (p. 804, 27, ed. SyIbutjr.)-5. (Vopiac.. Aowl.. 48.—€».«>
d loc .\uguitin, De Civ. Dei, xxii., 8.—Pnidcnt., rtfii Xrt^^
i., Se.—nieroii. ad Nepotian., Ep.. 2.)—T-. (Prol). Imp. ap. Fla».

Va«ac., 13.)—7. (ii., 285.)—8. (M«xim. Duo. ap. i. Capitol J^
18.)-9. (Diir 5, tit. 3, »._20, 22.)— 10. (Pij. l.tit. 13.)— Ii {T»
cit., Ann., iii., 52 ; xn.. 7 '
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at the eenatus consultum contained in the Digest.^

These orationes were the foundation of the senatus
consuKa which were framed upon them, and when
the orationes were drawn up with much regard to

detail, they contained, in fact, the provisions of the

subsequent senatus consultum. This appears from
the fact that the oratio and the senatus consultum
are often cited indifferently by the classical jurists,

as appears from numerous passages.' The oratio

is cited as containing the reasons or grounds of the
law, and the senatus consultum for the particular

provisions and words of the law. To the time of

Sep. Severus and his son Caracalla, numerous se-

natus consulta, founded on orationes, are mention-
ed ; and numerous orationes of these two emperors
are cited. But after this time they seem to have
fallen into disuse, and the form of making and pro-

mulgating law by imperial constitutiones was the

ordinary mode of legislation.

There has been much discussion on the amount
of the influence exercised by the orationes princi-

pum on the legislation of the senate. But it seems
to be tolerably clear, from the evidence that we
have, and from the nature of the case, that the ora-

tio might either recommend generally some legisla-

tive measure, and leave the details to the senate,

or it might contain all the details of the proposed
measure, and so be in substance, though not in

form, a senatus consultum ; and it would become a
senatus consultum on being adopted by the senate,

which, in the case supposed, would be merely a
matter of form. In the case of an oratio, express-

ed in more general terms, there is no reason to

suppose that the recommendation of the emperor
was less of a command ; it was merely a command
in more general terms.

(Zimmern, Gcsch. des Rom. Privatrechts, i., p. 79,

and Dirksen, Ueber die Rcdcn der Rom. Kaiser und
deren Einftuss auf die Gcselzgebung, Rhein. Mus.
fur Jurisprudenz, ii.)

ORATOR. Cicero remarks' that a "certain
kind of causes belong to jus civile, and that jus

civile is conversant about laws {lex) and custom
{mos) appertaining to things public and private, the

knowledge of which, though neglected by most ora-

tors, seems to me to be necessary for the purposes
of oratory." In his treatise on the Orator, and par-

ticularly in the first book, Cicero has given his opin-

ion of the duties of an orator, and his requisite quali-

fications, in the form of a dialogue, in which Lucius
Licinius Crassus and M. Antonius are the chief

speakers. Crassus was himself a model of the

highest excellence in oratory ; and the opinions at-

tributed to him as to the qualifications of an orator

were those of Cicero himself, who, in the intro-

ductory part of the first book,* declares that " in his

opinion no man can deserve the title of a perfect

orator unless he has acquired a knowledge of all

important things and of all arts, for it is out of
knowledge that oratory must blossom and expand

;

and if it is not founded on matter which the orator

has fully mastered and understood, it is idle talk,

and may almost be called peurile." According to

Crassus, the province of the orator embraces every-
thing : he must be enabled to speak well on all

subjects. Consequently, he must have a knowl-
edge of the jus civile,* the necessity for which
Crassus illustrates by instances ; and he should not
only know the jus civile as being necessary when
he has to speak in causes relating to private matters
ard to private judicia, but he should also have a
knowledge of the jus publicum, which is conversant
about a state as such, and he should be familiar

1. (5, tit. 3.)—2. (Dig. 2, tit. 15, s. 8 ; 5, tit. 3, a. 20, 22, 40 ;

II, tit. 4, s. 3, *r.)—3. (Or. Part., c. 28.)—4. (e 6.)—5. (i., 44,
*e)
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with the events of history, and instances denved
from the experience of the past. Antonius^ limits

the qualifications of the orator to the command of

language pleasant to the ear, and of arguments
adapted to convince in causes in the Forum and on
ordinary occasions. He farther requires the orator

to have competent voice and action, and sufficient

grace and ease. Antonius' contends that an oratof

does not require a Jmowledge of the jus civile, and
he instances the case of himself, for Crassus allow-
ed that Antonius could satisfactorily conduct a
cause, though Antonius, according to his own ad-

mission, had never learned the jus civile, and had
never felt the want of it in such cases as he had
defended {in jure).

The profession, then, of the orator, who, with ref-

erence to his undertaking a client's case, is also

called patronus,' was quite distinct from that of the

jurisconsultus {vid. Jurisconsolti), and also -from

that of the advocatus, at least in the time of Ci-

cero,* and even later.* An orator who possessed n
competent knowledge of the jus civile would, how-
ever, have an advantage in it, as Antonius admits ;*

but as there were many essentials to an orator

which were of difficult attainment, he says that it

would be unwise to distract him M'ith other things.

Some requisites of oratory, such as voice and ges
ture, could only be acquired by discipline ; whereas
a competent knowledge of the law of a case {juri*

utilitas) could be got at any time from the juriscon-

sulti
( periii) or from books. Antonius thinks that

the Roman orators in this manner acted more wise-

ly than the Greek orators, who, being ignorant ol

lav/, had the assistance of practitioners called Prag-
matici : the Roman orators intrusted the mainte^

nance of the law to the high character of their pr(>-

fessed jurists.

So far as the profession of an advocate consists

in the skilful conduct of a cause, and in the sup-

porting of his own side of the question by proper

argument, it must be admitted, with Antonius, that

a very moderate knowledge of law is sufficient

;

and, indeed, even a purely legal argument requires

not so much the accumulation of a vast store of

legal knowledge, as the power of handling the mat-
ter when it has been collected. The method ia

which this consummate master of his art managed
a cause is stated by himself;' and Cicero, in anotli-

er passage,* has recorded his merits as an orator.

Servius Sulpicius, who was the greatest lawyer of

his age, had a good practical knowledge of the law,

but others had this also ; and it was something else

which distinguished Sulpicius from all his contem
poraries :

" Many others, as well as Sulpicius, had
a great knowledge of the law ; he alone possessed

it as an art. But the knowledge of law by itself

would never have helped him to this, without the

possession of that art which teaches us to divide

the whole of a thing into its parts, by exact defini-

tion to develop what is imperfectly seen, by expla-

nation to clear up what is obscure ; first of all. to

see ambiguities, then to disentangle them: lastly,

to have a rule by which truth and falsehood are dis-

tinguished, and by which it shall appear what con-

sequences follow from premises, and what do not."'

With such a power Sulpicius com^)ined a knowl-

edge of letters and a pleasing style of speaking.

As a forensic orator, then, he must have been one

of the first that ever lived ; but still, among the Ro-

mans, his reputation was that of a jurist, while

Antonius, who had no knowledge of the law, is put

on a level, as an orator {patronus), with L. Cras-

1. (i., 49.)—2. (i., 58.)—3. (D« Or., i., 56.—Brut., 38.)—

4

(ii., 74.) -5. (De Oral., Dial., 34.)—6. (i., 59.)-'' (De Or., ii.,

72.)—8 (Brut., 37.)—9. (Brut.. 41.)
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Mtt, who, of all the eloquent men of Rome, had the

best acquaintance with the law.

Oratory was a serious study among the Ronxins.

The master of the art, Cicero, tells us by what
painfcl labour he attained to excellence.' Roman
oratory reached its perfection in the century which
preceded the Christian aera. Its decline dates from
the establishment of the imperial power under Au-
gustus and his successors ; for though there were
many good speakers, and more skilful rhetoricians

under the Empire, the oratory of the Republic was
rendered by circumstances unsuitable for the sen-

nte, for popular assemblies, or for cases of crimes
and high misdemeanours.

In the dialogue De Oratoribus, which is attribu-

ted to Tacitus, Messala, one of the speakers,* at-

tempts to assign the reasons for the low state of

oratory in the time of Vespasian, when tiie dialogue

was written, compared with its condition in the age
of Cirero and of Cicero's predecessors. He attrib-

utes its decline to the neglect of the discipline under
which children were formerly brought up, and to

the practice of resorting to rhetoricians (rhetores),

who professed to teach the oratorical art. This
gives occasion to speak more at length of the early

discipline of the old orators, and of Cicero's course

of study as described in the Brutus. The old ora-

tors* learned their art by constant attendance on
some eminent orator and by actual experience of

business : the orators of Messala's time were form-

ed in the schools of rhetoric, and their powers were
developed in exercises on fictitious matters. These,
however, it is obvious, were only secondary causes.

The immediate causes of the decline of eloquence
appear to be indicated by Matemus, another speak-

er in the dialogue, who attributes the former flour-

ishing condition of eloquence to the, political power
which oratory conferred on the orator under the
Republic, and to the party struggles and even the

violence that are incident to such a state of society.

The allusion to the efTect produced by the estab-

lishment of the imperial power is clear enough in

the following words, which refer both to the impe-
rial and the republican periods :

" cum mixlis omni-

bus el moderatore uno carentibus, tantum quisque ora-

tor saperet, quantum erranli populo persuaderi potc-

rat:'

ORBUS. (Vii. Jan^ Leoks, p. 557.)

ORGA. ( Kit/. SiTELr.A )

ORCHE'SIS (bpxnoi-?). {Vid. Saltatio.)
ORCHESTRA. (Kii. Theatrum.)
ORCHIA LEX. ( KitZ. Sumtuari^Leoes.)
•ORCHILUS ('Op,t''Aof). a species of Bird. " In

the Lexicon of Pholius it is explained by jiaaiT^iKd^,

and Gesner holds that it is rdentical with the irpia-

6wc, PaaiXev^. and rpoxi'^oq, although it is to be re-

marked that Aristotle treats separately of the ^aa-

lAwf. Gesner applies all these terms to the Reg-
ulus, or Golden-crested Wren. It must be admit-

ted, however, that the ancient descriptions of the

small birds, or Passeres, are so brief, that they often

cannot be recognised or distinguished from one an-

other with any degree of accuracy. But, at the

same time, Aristotle's description of the rvpavvoc is

so graphic that no ornithologist can fail to recognise

the Golden-crested Wren in it. Aristophanes also

identifies the ^aatXevc and the 6p^/Xof.'*

•ORCHIS (6pxic). "Sibthorp seems to have
settled that the /crvof Spx^c of Galen and Dioscori-

des is the Orchis papillonacca. The aepuTria^ can-

not be ascertained with any certainty. Fuchsius
refers this last, and Stackhouse the 6pxic of Theo-
phrastus, to the Orchis morio, or Meadow Orchis."*

1. (Bnit., 91, Ac.)—2. (c. 28, Ac.)—3. (c. 34.)—4. (Arittoph.,

A»., 1. 568.—Adams, Appond.. ». v.)—5. (Tlieophrast., II. P.,

is., 18—Dioacor, iii., 131, 132.—Adams, Append., t. v.)

ORCINUS LIBERTIIS. (Vii. MAKumssio, p
616.)

ORCINUS SENATOR. [Vid. Sv.«xit<s )

ORDINA'RIUS JUDEX {Vtd. Judex Pio*
NCUS )

ORDO is applied to any body of men who form a

distinct class in the community, either by possess-

ing distinct privileges, pursuing certain trades or

professions, or in any other way. Thus Cicero*

speaks of the *'ordo aratorum, sive peeuariorum,

sive mercalorum." In the same way, the whole
body of sacerdotes at Rome is spoken of as an
ordo,* and separate ecclesiastical corporations are

called by the same title (ordo eollef^ii nostri ;* oria

seviralium*). The libertini and scribse also formed
separate ordines* The senate and the equites are

also spoken of respectively as the ordo senatori-

us and ordo equestris (tid. Senatus ; Equites. p.

417); but this name is never applied to the plebes.

Accordingly, we find the expression "uterque ordo''

used without any farther explanation to designate

the senatorial and equestrian ordines.* The sena-

torial ordo, as the highest, is sometimes distinguish-

ed as " amplissimus ordo."''

The senate in colonies and municipia was called

ordo decurionum* (vid. Colonia, p. 282), and some-
times simply ordo,* ordo amplissimus,'* or ordo
splendidissimus."

The term ordo is also applied to a company or

troop of soldiers, and is used us equivalent to cen-

turia : thus centurions are sometimes called " ^ui

ordines duxfmnt,"^* and the first centuries in a le-

gion "primi ordines."^* Even the centurions of the

first centuries are oc^jasionally called "primi v
dints.'-^*-

O'RGANUM. {Vid. HvDRAULA.)
O'RGIA. ( Vid. Mv8TERiA.>
•OREICHALCUM. (F»<Z. ^s.)
•OREOSELI'NUM (pptoaiXivov), a plant, which

Dodonsus makes to be the Sclinum Oreoselvtun

According to Sprengel, however, the plant just men-
tioned is not indigenous in Greece ; he inclines,

therefore, with Gesner, to the opinion that it is the

Athamanla libanotis.^*

ORIG'ANUS {bpiyavor or -ov). " Galen and
Dioscorides describe thrte species; the lpi)avoi

'HpaK?LeuTiK^, bviTig, and aypiopiyavo^. The first,

according to Sprengel, is the Origanum Hcradeoti-

cum ; the second, the Onites or Creticum ; and the

third, the O. sylvcslre album. Theophrastus distin-

guishes the 6piyavo( into two species, Acrx^ and
li€?.atva, which Stackhouse refers simply to the

Origanum marjorana, or Bastard Marjorum.'"*
ORNAMENTA TRIUMPHA'LIA. {Vid. Tbi-

UMPHUR.)
ORNA'TRIX (Koa/iurpta), a female slave who

dressed and adorned ladies' hair.*' So much at-

tention was paid by the Roman ladies to the dress-

ing of their hair, that they kept slaves specially foi

this purpose, and also had them instructed by a

master in the art.** These slaves were frequently

the confidants of their mistresses, and were some
times highly prized, whence we find them mention-

1. (c Verr., 11., ii., ft.)—2. (Feata*, t. t. Ordo Sdcerdotom.) •

S. (Orelli, Inscr., n. 2417.)—4. (Id., n. 2229.)—5. (Suet., D«
Orammat., 18.—Cic, c. Verr., II., i., 47 ; iii., 79.)— 8. (Suet.,

Aug., 15.—Veil. Patere., ii., 100.)—7. (Plin., Ep., x., S.— Suet.,

Olho, 8.—Veap., 9.)—8. (Dig. 50, tit. 2. «. 2, * 7 —Orelli, Inacr.,

n. 1187.)—9. (Tacit., lliat., ii., 52.—Di|f. 50. lit. 2. a. S, 3.-

Orelii, n. 3734.-10. (Cic, Pro C«l., 2.)— 11. (Orelli, n. 1180,

1181.)- 12. (Cic, Phil., i., 8.—Cm.. Bell. Cir., i., 13.)— IS.

(Ces., Bell. Gall., v., 28, 44.)— 14. (C«»., Bell. Gall., r.. 30 ; »i.,

7.—Liv., XXX., 4.—GronoT. ad loc.)— 15. (Viotcar., iii., 0».-

Tlieonhrast., H. P., vii., 6.—Galen, De Sinipl., Tin.—AdaBi^

Append., a. .)— 18. (Theophraat., H. P., v... 1.—Dio«!or.. iw.,

99.—Galen, De Simpl.—Adama, Append., ». y.)— 17. (Grid, Df
Art. Am., iii., 239.—Suet., Claud., 40.)— 18. (Dig. 82, Ut. j.. •

•*-^
soft
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M in inscriptions.* Some attained great skill in

th«ir art, as Cypassis, whom Ovid' addresses,

" Ponendis in mille modos perfecta cajnllis,

Comere sed solas digna Cypassi deas ;"

and Nape, whom Ovid" also describes as skilled

" Colligere inr.ertos et in ordine ponere crincs."*

»OROBAN'CHE {opoSdyxv)- '' The opoSuyxv of

Theophrastus," observes AcJamg " would appear

decidedly to be a species of Cuscula or dodder of

Thyme. The bpuidyxn of Dioscorides is held by

Sprengel to be the Orobanche caryophyllea. The
bpoCuyxv is called oarnpoTt-iuv by writers of a later

age."»

OR'OBOS (opo6oc), the Ervum ervilia, or Tare,

according to Stackhouse, Dierbaoh, and Sprengel.*

*OROSPIZOS (opoffTTifof), a bird, a species of

mountain Chaffinch. Adams makes it the Bramb-
ling, or Fringilla mont.ifringilla.''

*ORTYGOME'TRA {bpTvyofi^rpa). According
10 Gesner and Hardouin, it is the bird called in

Italy Re de Qualie, or " King of the Quails." Or-

nithologists now give the name of Ortygomelra crex

to the common Landrail*

•ORTYX {bprv^), the Telrao coturnix, L., or

Quail.'

ORYX (bpv^). " Dr. Shaw inclines to the opin-

ion, that the Oryx of the Greeks, or Thau of the

Hebrews, was the Buffalo. It is much more proba-

ble, however, that it was a species of Antelope. It

is graphically described in the Cynegetica of Op-
pian."*'

ORYZA (opvCa), the Oryza saliva, or Rice.*'

OSCHOPHORIA {'Q(Txo(f>opta or 'Oaxoct>opia), an
Attic festival, which, according to some writers,

was celebrated in honour of Athena and Dionysus,"
and according to others, in honour of Dionysus and
Ariadne.'' The time of its celebration is not men-
tioned by any ancient writer, but Gorsini'* supposes,

with great probability, that it was held at the com-
mencement of the Attic month Pyanepsion. It is

said to have been mstituted by Theseus. Its name
is derived from uaxoc, baxo^, or oaxrj, a branch of

vines with grapes, for it was a vintage festival ; and
on the day of its celebration, two youths, called

baxo^opoL, whose parents were alive, and who were
elected from among the noblest and wealthiest cit-

izens," carried, in the disguise of women, branches

of vines with fresh grapes from the Temple of Dio-

nysus in Athens to the ancient Temple of Athena
Skiras in Phalerus. These youths were followed

by a procession of persons who likewise carried

vine-branches, and a chorus sang hymns called

L>axo<j)opiKu fieXij, which were accompanied by dan-

ces." In the sacrifice which was offered on this

occasion, women also took part ; they were called

6Ei7rvo(j>6poi, for they represented the mothers of the

youths, carried the provisions (otpa Kat airia) for

them, and related stories to them. During the sac-

rifice, the staff of the herald was adorned with
garlands, and when the libation was performed, the

spectators cried out eXeXev, lov, iov." The ephebi
taken from all the tribes had on this day a contest

in racing from the city to the Temple of Athena
Skiras, during which they also carried the baxrj, and
the victor received a cup filled with five different

1. (Orelli, Inscr., n. 2878, 2933, 4715, 4443.)- 2. (Amor., ii.,

B.)—3. (Amor., i., 9.)—4. (Compare Juv., vi., 480.—TertuU., De
Cult. Fern., 6.)—5. (Theophrast., H. P., viii., 8.—Dioscor., ii.,

171.—Geopon., ii., 42.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Dioscor.,

li., 131.—Theophrast., H. P., iii., 13.—Adams, Append., s. v.)

—

7. (Aristot., n. A., viij., 5.)—8. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 14.—
Adams, Append,, s. v.)—9. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 11.)— 10. (Shaw's
Travels, li., p. 280.—Oppian, Cyneg., ii., 445.—Aristot., H. A.,

ii., 2.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 11. (Theophrast., H. P., iv.,

4.)— 12. (Phot., p. 322, Bekker.)- 13. (Pint., Thes., 23.)— 14.

Fast. Att., ii., p. 354.)— 15. (Schol. ad Nicand., Alexiph., 109.)

-1«. (Alhen., xiv
,
p. 631.)—17. (Plut., Thes., 22.)
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things (7revTO7r?v00f, irevTan^a or jrevrarA;?), via.

wine, honey, cheese, flour, and a little oil.' Accord
ing to other accounts, only the victor drank from
this cup. The story which was symbolically repre-

sented in the rites and ceremonies of this festival,

and which was said to have given rise to il is rela-

ted by Plutarch' and by Proclus.'

OSCILLUM, a diminutive through oscutum Irom
OS, meaning ' a little face," was the term applied to

faces or heads of Bacchus, which were suspended

in the vineyards to be turned in every direction by

the wind. Whichsoever way they looked, the?

were supposed to make the vines in that quarto-

fruitful.* The left-hand figure in the annexed woo^

cut is taken from an sscillum of white marble it

the British Museum. The back of the head ii

wanting, and it is concave within. The mouth anf

pupils of the eyes are perforated. It represents the

countenance of Bacchus with a mild and propitious

expression {molle, honeslum^). A fillet, spirally twist-

ed about a kind of wreath, surrounds the head, and

descends by the ears towards the neck. The me-
tallic ring by which the marble was suspended

still remains. The other figure is from an ancient

gem,* representing a tree with four oscilla hung
upon its branches. A Syrinx and a Pedum are

placed at the root of the tree.

From this noun came the verb oscillo, meaning
"to swing." Swinging (oscillalio) was among the

bodily exercises practised by the Romans.'
OSTIA'RIUM was a tax upon the doors of

houses, which appears to have been sometimes

levied in the provinces.* Cicero' calls it acerbissi-

ma exactio. There was a similar tax, called cocum-

narium, imposed upon every pillar that supported a

house."*

O'STIUM. (Fid. J.\NDA.)

OSTRACISMUS. (Vid. Banishufnt, Greek, p.

135.)

*OSTRACODERMA {barpaKohpfta). " This

term," says Adams, '• in its most extensive sense,

comprehended two great orders of marine animals,

namely, the oKXrjpoaTpaKa and the ixa?.aK6aTpaKa.

Under the cKlripoaTpaKa were ranked oysters, urch-

ins, mussels, &c. ; under the p-alaKoa-paKa, crabs

of all kinds, craw-fish, &c. It must be borne in

mind, however, that the general term boTpaKoitpfia

is often applied in a restricted sense to the oKlripo-

arpaKa, or Tcstacca, and that oarpea and barpuKLa

are occasionally used in the same sense, i. e., are

applied to the Testacea."^^

OSTRAKON (barpaKov). {Vid. Fictile.)

*OSTR'EUM (oarpeov), a term most properlj ap-

plied to the Oslrca edulis, or common Oyster, but

sometimes to the whole class of Crustacea, or I arpa-

Kodep/xa. "The Greeks, and more especially the

li\J.) O. t»./ffiS., Jieil. <.y|V., III., O^.l a. I"" * .>ii-., 111., 'J./ ^^»

(Ces., 1. c—Cic. ad Alt., xiil., 6.—Burmann, De Vcct., c. 12, p
905.)— 11. (Adams, Append., s. v.-Id., Cmunentary uii ,"ax' oT

JEgin-s, } . 129.)



UvATIO. P.EAJ*.

Hmdiiis, wlieu they levied contributions upon land

and Bca, lL":2:ghout the then known world, to cover

the table cf a Lucullus or an Apicius, held oysters

in very high estiniution, and attj ched no small im-

portance to the localities from which they were
imported. Those of the Hellespont, of Venice, of

the Bay of Cuma: in Italy, and of Kutupia: (Kich-

borougli) in England, were the kinds which they

preferred ; but they especially attached a very great

value to those which, brought from these diflerent

places, and perhaps from quarters still more remote,

were transported in large boats {Lacubus ligneis) and
deposited in the Lucrine lake, where they grew re-

markably fat. The first Roman who entertained

the notion of establishing this sort of park or oyster-

bed was Sergius Orata, at Baise, in the time of the

Marsian war. it appears that the Romans prefer-

red those oysters which have the edges of the mouth
of a deep brown, almost black, and that they gave
thena a particular name, that of CalltbUphara, a
word which is nevertheless suppo.sed to be corrupt-

ed. The Romans ate oysters raw, and also cooked
with various seasonings, into which entered pepper,

the yolks of eggs, vinegar, oil, wine, 6cc. But it is

not probable that they made so great a consumption
of them as do modern nations."^

OSTRI'TES (barpiTtig). Sprengel supposes this

to be petrified oysters ; but it' would rather seem to

have been a peculiar stone of the Ollaris kind."*

OSTRYA {barpva), a species of tree, which
tStackhousc makes to have been the Carpinus bttu-

lus, or Hornbeam-tree. Sprengel, however, more
correctly prefers the Ostrya vulgaris, which, accord-

ing to Sibthorp, still retains its ancient name in

Greece.*

OTIS (wn'f), the Bustard. " It is the Tarda of
Pliny, and hence its scientific name »f Otis Tarda.

The poet Nemesianus gives it the appellation of
Tttrai." The Greek name comes from the long
feathers near the ears {ovg, ut6^, " an ear').*

OULAMOI {ovKaftoi). {Vid. Abmy, Greek, p.

98 )

OY2'lAS AIKH {ovaiac dtKn). {Vid. ES0TAH2
AiKH.)
OVA'TIO, a lesser triumph ; the terms employed

by the Greek writers on Roman history are dJa,

ewoarrjf, TTf^of Opiafi6oc. The circumstances by

which it was distinguished from the more imposing
solemnity {vid. Triuuphus) were the following

:

The general did not enter the city in a chariot

drawn by four horses, but on foot ; he was not ar-

rayed in the gorgeous gold-embroidered robe, but in

the simple toga pra*texta of a magistrate ; his brows
were encircled with a wreath, not of laurel, but of

myrtle ; he bore no sceptre in his hand ; the pro-

cession was not heralded by trumpets, headed by

the senate, and thronged with victorious troops, but

was enlivened by a crowd of flute-players, attended
chiefly by knights and plebeians, frequently without

tioldiers ; tlie ceremonies were concluded by the

sacrifice, not of a bull, but of a sheep.' The word
ovalio seems clearly to be derived from tlie kind of
victim olTered ; and we need pay little respect to

the opinion of Festu.?,* who supposes it to have been
formed from the gliid shout O! O! frequently reit-

erated, nor to that of Dionysius, whose system
n>quired him to trace every custom to a Grecian

oiigin, and who therefore maintains that it is

corrupted from the Bacchanalian eioi. Dionysius

makes another mistake in assigning a bay chapiet

to the conqueror on these occasions, since all the

Roman writers agree with Plutarch in representing

1. (Gnffith'i Cuvier, rol. xii., p. 373.)—3. (Adams, Append.,
1. T.)—3. (Thoophrast., U. P., i., 8.—Adann, Append., t. t.)—
4. (Arirtot., H. A., ii., 13.—jElian, N. A., ii., 38.)—3. (Plut.,

MarecU., c. 22.—Dionys. Hal., v., 47.—GeU., v., ».—Liv., iii.,

•0.— Id., II',-;., 21.)-.6. («. V. Ovantei.)

4T

that the myrtle crown, hence called ovahs evrona.
was a characteristic of the Dvation.' (Compare
Corona, p. 311, 31'^.

In later times the victor entered upon horseback,
and the ovations celebrated by Octavianus, DrusuB,
Tiberius, <kc., are usually recorded by Dion Caaaiiu
by a reference to this circumstance.*
An ovation was granted when the advantate

gained, although considerable, was not sufficient to

constitute a legitimate claim to the higher distinc-

tion of a triumph, or when the victory had bees
achieved with little bloodshed, as in the case of
Postumius Tubertus, who first received this honour ;•

or when hostilities had* not been regularly pro-
claimed ;' or when the war had not been completely
terminated, which was one of the ostensible reasons
for refusing a triumph to Marceiius on his icturn
from Sicily ;• or when the contest had been carried
on against base and unworthy foes ; and hence,
when the servile bands of Athenion and Spartacus
were destroyed by Perperna and Crassus, these
leaders celebrated ovations only,' although the lat-

ter, by a special resolution of the senate, was per-

mitted to wear a laurel crown.
OVI'LE. (Ki«Z. CoMiTiA, p. 297.)

OVI'NIA LEX. {Vid. Lex, p. bSi.)

*OVIS (otf), the common Sheep, or Capra Ovis,

The terms 6<f, npoCarov, and /irjXov are applied in»

discriminately to this anima' by the Greek writers.
" The Axis of Pliny is applied by UufTun to the ani-

mal known by the vague names of the Hi7ul of Sar
dinia and the Deer of the Ganges."'
OXY'BAPHUM. (FjVZ. Acetabulum.)

P. *. *.

PACTIO, PACTUM. {Vid. Obligationm, f,

675, 676.)

*PADUS {ndSoi), the Prunua Padus, or Bud-
cherry-tree.*

PiEAN {TTaiT/uv, naiilv, naiuv), a hymn or cong,
which was originally sung in honour of Apollo, and
seems to be as old as the worship of this deity.

The etymology of the word is doubtful. Some sup-
pose that it obtained its name from Paeon, the god
of healing ; but in the Homeric poems Pa;on is al-

ways spoken of as a separate divinity, distinct from
Apollo. Other writers, with still less probability,

connect it with naiu, " to strike."

The paean was always of a joyous nature, an^ ita

tune and sounds expressed hope and confidence.

The sound of i^ appears to have been invariably

connected with it." It was sung by several per-

sons, one of whom probably led the others, and the
siingers either marched onward or sat together at

table. Thus Achilles, after the death of Hector,
calls upon hts companions to return to the ships,

singing a paean on account of the glory they had
gained ;'* and the Achaeans, ader restoring Chryseis
to her father, are represented as singing a psean to

Apollo at the end of the sacrificial feast, in order to

appease his wrath.'* From these passages it is

clear that the paean was a song of thanksgiving
when danger was passed, and also a hymn to pro-

pitiate the god. It was sung at the solemn festivals

of Apollo, and especially at the Hyacinthia (cif ra

'YaKivdia i-rri rov Tratuva"), and was also sung froir.

very early times in the Pythian temples."

1. (Fe»tUi,i.T. Oralit Corona.—Plin., U. N., it., 38.—Pint.,
Ocll., U. cc.) — 3. (Serr. in Vir?., Mn., i»., 543.)— 3. (Dio«

Cain., ilTiii., S:.-Id., ilii., 15.— Id., Iit., 8, 2(3.—Id., !»., 3.)—

4. (PliB.,U.N.,XT..29.)—5. (Fostui.-Oell.,ll.cc.)-«. (Plot,

I. c—I.ir., xivi., 31.)-7. (Florua, in., 19.— Plin., G.1L. L c.)

—«. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. (Thcophraat.. H. P-. "t ••>

—10. (Aihen.. IT , p. 898. c.,/.. 7(1, b., c.)-\l. (H . XJ'I-.WU
—13. (n.,i.,473)-13. (Xcn,IW),iT.. 5, II.-AifM.,ii., ir»«

—U. (Horn., Hymr. %d Apoll., 514 - Eurip., Ion. 135. *c)
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F^DAGOGUs. PJENULA.

1 wC pBcan w as also sunj as a battle-song, txAh

Itefore an attack on the enemy and after the battle

was finished.' This practice seems to have chiefly

prevailed among the Dorians, but was also common
among the other Greek states. The origin of it is

«aid to have arisen from the fact that Apollo sung
it after his victory over the Pythian dragon. The
paean sung previo.is to an engagement was called

by the Spartans iraiuv 'eii6aTijpcog.^ The scholiast

on Thucydides-' says that the paean which was
sung before the battle was sacred to Ares, and the

3ne sung after to Apollo ; but there are strong rea-

sons for believing that the paean, as a battle-song,

was in later times not particularly connected with

the worsliip of Apollo.* It is certain that the paean

was in later times sung to the honour of other gods

besides Apollo. Thus Xenophon relates that the

Lacedaemonians on one occasion sung a paean to

Poseidon, to propitiate him after an earthquake,*

and also that the Greek army in Asia sung a paean

to Zeus."

In still later times paeans were sung in honour of

mortals. Thus Aratus sung paeans to the honour
of the Macedonian Antigonus ;' a pa;an, composed
by Alexinus, was sung at Delphi in honour of the

Macedonian Craterus ; and the Ilhodians celebrated

Ptolemaeus I., king of Egypt, in the same manner."
The Chalcidians, in Plutarch's time, still continued

to celebrate in a paean the praises of their benefac-

tor, Titus Flaminius.'

The practice of singing the paean at banquets, and
especially at the end of the feast, when libations

were poured out to the gods, was very ancient. It

is mentioned by Alcman, who lived in the seventh
century B.C.*' The paean continued to be sung on
such occasions till a late period."

PiEDAGO'GIA. (FiUP^DAGOGus.)
P-EDAGO'GUS (Tratdaywyof), a Tutor. The of-

fice of tutor in a Grecian family of rank and opu-

lence** wa-s assigned to one of the most trustworthy

of the slaves. The sons of his master were com-
mitted to his care on attaining their sixth or seventh

year, their previous education having been conduct-

ed by females. They remained with the tutor

{magistcr) until they attained the age ( i puberty."
His duty was rather to guard tiiem from evil, both

physical and moral, than to communicate instruc-

tion, to cultivate their minds, or to impart accom-
plishments. He went with them to and from the

school or the Gymnasium ;** he accompanied them
out of doors on all occasions ; he was responsible

for their personal safety, and for their avoidance of
bad company." The formation of their morals by
direct superintendence belonged to the Tra/SovS/xoi

as public officers, and their instruction in the vari-

ous branches of learning, i e., in grammar, music,

and gymnastics, to the SMaKaXoi or praceplores,

whom Plato,** Xenophon," Plutarch,'* and Quin-
lilian*' expressly distinguish from the jxcdagogi.

These latter even carried the books and instruments
which were requisite for their young masters in

studying under the sophists and professors.

This account of the office is sufficient to explain
why the naidayuyoq so often appears on the Greek
9tage, both in tragedy, as in the Medea, Phanissa,
ind Ion of Euripides, and in comedy, as in the Bac-
\hidet of Plautus. The condition of slavery ac-

I. (Tburyd., i., 50 ; iv., 43 ; ii., 91 ; vii.. 44.—Xen., Anab., i.,

8, 17, &o.)—2. (Plut., Lye, 22.)—3. (i., 50.)-4. (Bode, Gesch.
•lerLyrisch. Dxhlkunst der Ilellenen, vol. i., p. 9, 10, &c.)—5.

(Hell., IV.. 7. V 4.)—6. (Anab., iii., 2, I) 9.)—7. (Plut., Cleom.,

16.J—8. (Allien., xv., p. 696, «.,/.)-9. (Plut., Flam., 16.)— 10.

(Strati., X., p. 482.)— 11. (Xen., Symp., ii., 1.—Plut., Syrap.,
vii., 8, 4 4.)—12. (Plato, De Repul.., i., p. 87, ed. Bekkcr.—Id.,

De Lee, vii., p. 41, 42.)— 13. (Ter., Andr., I., i., 24.)—14.

(PlT.o, l.ysis., p 118.)— 15. (Bato ap. Athen., vii., p. 279.)—16
(II. uo.)—17. (De Lac. Rep., il., 1 ; hi., 2.)—18. (De Lib. Ed. ^ '

»•» <ln»t. Or., I.,i., 8, 9.)
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counts for the circumstance, f..at the tutor wa|
often a Thracian,' an Asiatic, as is indicated by
such names as Lydus,' and sometimes a eunuch.'
Hence, also, we seo why these persons spoke
Greek with a foreign accent (vTofiapCtipiyovrcf*). On
rare occasions the tutor was admitted to the pres-
ence of the daughters, as when the slave, sustaining
this office in the royal palace at Thebes, accompa-
nies Antigone while she surveys the besieging army
from the tower.*

Among the Romans, the attendance of the tutoi

on girls as well as boys was much more frequent,
as they were not confined at home according to the
Grecian custom.* As luxury advanced under the
emperors, .t was strikingly manifested in the dress
and training of the beautiful young slaves who
were destined to become pcEdagoffi,cf, as they were
also termed, padagogia and pueri pcedagogiani. ' Au-
gustus assigned to them a separate place, near his
own, at the public spectacles." Nero gave offence
by causing free boys to be brought up in the
delicate habits of paedagogi.' After this period
numbers of them were attached to the imperial
family for the sake of taste and ornament, and not
only is the modern word page a corruption of the
ancient appellation, but it aptly expresses the na-
ture of the service which the paedagogia at this later

era afforded.

In palaces and other great houses the pages slept

and lived in a separate apartment, which was also

called pcedagogium.^'^

*P.iEDEROS (TTOiJ^/juf), I. a name applied to

the Opal. {Vid. Opalus.)— II. Most probably the
same as the aulXa^ 'kpKaduv, or, in other words,
according to Sprengel, the Quercus faginea.^^

P.iE'NULA was a thick cloak, chiefly used by the
Romans in travelling instead of the toga, as a pro-

tection against the cold and rain." Hence we find

the expression of scindere pcenulam^^ used in the
sense of greatly pressing a traveller to stay at one's
house. The paenula was worn by women as w^l
as by men in travelling.** It appears to have been
a long cloak without sleeves, and with only an open-

ing for the head, as is shown in the following fig

ure taken from Bartholini. If this is a real exam
pie of a paenula, it would seem that the dress was

1. (Plato, Alcib., i., p. 311, cd. Bi^kker.)—2. (Plaut., L c.)—

»

(Herod., viii., 75.—Com. Nef , Theinist., iv., 3.—Polysn., i.,

30, 2.)—4. (Plato, Lysis., p. 145, ed. Bekker.)—5. (Eurip.,
Phoen., 87-210.)—6. (Val. Max.. vi., 1, 3.)—7. (Plin., H. N.,
xxxiii., 12, 8. 54.—Sen., Episl., 124. —Id., De Vita Beala, 17.-
Terlull., Apol., 13.)— 8. (Sueton., Octav., 44.) — 9 (Sueton.,

Ner., 28.)—10. (Plin., Epist., vii., 27.)—M. (Pausan.. ii., 10.—
Adams, Append , a. v.)— 12. (Cic, Pro Mil., 20.— Quintil., vi.,

3, 66.)—13. {Ck. ad Att., xiii., 33.)—14 (Dig. 34, tit. 3, t. 33 )



PAIDONOMOS I-AINTINCJ

I

Mwed in front <ibout hall ^ay down, and was divi-

ded into two parts, which might be thrown back
by the wearer so as to leave the anns comparative-

ly free : it must have been put on over the head.

This figure explains the expression of Cicero,'
" panuia trretttu,t ," and of the author of the Dia-

logus de Oratoribus,* '^ panulta adstricti el velut in-

ciusi."

Under the emperors the psenula was worn in the

city as a protection against the rain and cold,* but

women were forbidden by Alexander Severus to

wear it in the city.* At one time, however, the

pwnuhi appears to have been commonly worn in

the city instead of the toga, as we even find men-
tion of orators wearing it when pleading causes;*

but this fashion was probably of short duration.

The psenula was usually made of wool,* and par-

ticularly of that kind which was called Gausapa
(frid. Gausapa) {panula gausapina'). It was also

sometimes made of leather {panula scorUa*). Sen-
eca' speaks of "peenul<c aut scortea," but he ap-

pears only to use this expression because paenulae

were usually made of wool.'*

PiEON'IA {naiovia), the same with the Glycy-

tide (yXvKvaidrj) or Paeony, which see.

PAGANA'LIA. ( Vtd. Paoi.)

PAGA'NI. (Kid. Paoi.)

PAGA'NICA. ( Vtd. Pila.)

PAGI were fortified places, to which the coun-
try-people might retreat in ".ase of a hostile inroad,

and are said to have been instituted by Servius
Tullius," titough the division of the country-people

into pagi is as old as the time of Numa.'* Each of

the country tribes was divided into a certain num-
ber of pagi, which name was given to the country
adjoining the fortified village as well as to the vil-

lage itself There was a magistrate at the head of

each pagus, who kept a register of the names and
of the property of all persons in the pagus, raised

the taxes, and summoned the people, when neces-

sary, to war. Each pagus had its own sacred rites,

and an annual festival called Paganalia.^* The pa-

gani, or inhabitants, of the pagi, had their regular

meetings, at which they passed resolutions, many of

which have come down to us.** The division of

the country-people into pagi continued to the latest

limes of the Roman Empire, and we find frequent

vuention of the magistrates of the pagi under the

names of magistri, praefecti, or praepositi pagorum'*.

The term pagani is often used in opposition to

railites, and is applied to all who were not soldiers,

even though they did not live in the country (mr/i-

Ua et pagani^*). Hence we find pagani or citizens

applied as a term of reproach to soldiers who did

not perform their duty," in the same way as Julius

C«esar addressed his rebellious soldiers on one oc-

casion as Quirites. The Christian writers gave the

name of pagani to those persons who adhered to

the old Roman rel'gion, because the latter continued

to be generally believed by the country-people after

Christianity became the prevailing religion of the

inhabitants of t>.e towns.
PAIDONO.MOS {naiSovouoc) was a magistrate

!U Sparta, who had the general superintendence of

th3 education of the boys. His office was consid-

1. (ProMil, 1. c.)-S. (c».)— S. (Jut., t., 79.)— 4. (Lam-
rrid., Alex. Sev., 27.)—5. (Dial., De Oral., 39.) — 8. (Plin., H.
N.. Tiii.. 48, I. 73.)—7. (Mart., xir.. 145.)—8. (Mart., xiv., 130.)

-9. (Quust. Nat., IT., 8.)— 10. (Bartholini, "l)e Pitnula."—
Bekker, Gallus, ii., p. 93.) — II. (Uionyi. Hal., iv., 15.) — 12.

(Uionvs. Ilal., ii., 70.) — 13. <Uiony8. Ual., it., 15. — Varro, De
Ling.'Lat., »i., 24, 26, ed. MOUer.— Macrob., Sat.,i., 16.—OTid,
Fast., i., 089.)— 14 (Orclli, Ir,scr., n. 3793,4083, 106,303,9177.)

—13. (Orelli. Inscr, ii. 121, 3795. 3796.—Cod. Theod., S, lit. 30,

t. 1 ; 8, tit. 15, s. I. — Walter, Geschichte d«a ROm. RavhU, p.

»0, 384.)— Ifi. (Plin.. Ep., x., 18.—Jut., xti., 33.—Suet.. OctaT.,

97 ; Galba, 19.— Dig. 11, tit. 4, •. 1 ; 48, tit. 19, «. 14,4c.)—17.

(Tscit., Iliat., iii., 34.)

ered very honourable, and he wie alaays coomw
from the noblest citizens. Ho had to make a gen-
eral inspection of the boys, and tn punish very se-

verely all those who had been negligent or idle

,

for which purpose fianyoi^poi were assi«;ncd to him
by Lycurgus. Those who were refractory he might
bring before the ephors. The more immrdiato in-

spection of the gymnastic exercises of the boys
belonged to magistrates called fitdialoi.^

(
Vtd. Bi

DliKI.)

PAIDOTRIBAI (iTai6oTpt6ai). (Vid. Gymnasi
UM, p. 483.)

PAINTING (Pictura; Art delineaiidi ; Tpa^fj,

TpatfiKTi, Zuypa^ia). I. The art of imitating the
appearances of bodies upon an even surface, bj
means of light and shade of colour, was an an
most extensively cultivated by the ancients, but
especially by the Greeks, among whom it was cer
tainly carried to the highest degree of technical de-
velopment.

II. Authoritiet.—The principal original sources of
information upon the history of a^icicnt art, are
Pausanias, the elder Pliny, and Quintiiian ; the
writings also of Lucian, Lilian, Aristotle. Athens-
us, Plutarch, the elder and younger Philostratus.

and Cicero, contain many hints and maxims inval

uable to the historian of art. The best modem
works on the subject are : Junius, " De Pictura
Veterum," and the " Catalogus Artificum," Roter.,

1694, folio, which contain almost all the passages
in ancient authors relating to the arts; but the
Catalogue is the more valuable portion of the work

.

Sillig, " Catalogus Artificum," Dresden, 1827, 8vo,

an indispensable supplement to the Catalogue of Jo-
nius; this excellent work, written equally for the
scholar and the artist, has been translated into Eng*
lish under the title of a "Dictionary of the Artists

of Antiquity," 1837 (an important error, however,
in this translation demands notice ; the term enam-
el is throughout erroneously used in the place of

encaustic) ; Muller, " Handbuch der Archaologie der
Kunst," Breslau, 1835, 8vo, 2d ed., a mo.st useful

work, but written more for the anliq;iary than tlie

artist ; Bottiger, " Ideen zur Archaologie der Male-
rei," Dresden. 1811, 8vo, first part, from the earli-

est times until Polygnotus and his contcmporanes,
inclusive ; Durand, " Histoire de la Peinlure An-
cienne," London, 172.5, folio, a translation of book
XXXV. of Pliny, with copious notes ; Carlo Dati,
" Vite dei Pittori Antichi," Florence, 1667, 4to the
lives of Zeuxis, Parrhasius, Apelles, and Protoge-

nes ; Thiersch, " Ueber die epochen der bildendeu

Kunst unter den Gricchen," Munich, 1829, 8vo.,

2d ed. ; Raoul Rochette, " Rechcrches sur I'era-

ploi de la Peinture." <Scc., Paris, 1836, 4to. ; and the

lectures of Fuseli upon ancient painting, and of

Flaxman upon sculpture. Other works have been
written upon general and particular subjects bear-

ing more or less upon painting, such as those of

Heyne, Meyer, Hirt, Hermann, Kugler, Volkel, Ja-

cobs, Creuzer, Grund, Caylus, Levesque, Millin,

D'Hancarville, Quatremere de Quincy, Inghirami,

Visconti, Millingen, and others too numerous to

mention here. Of the celebrated work of Winckel-
mann, "Geschichte der Kunst des Altcrthums,"

only a very small portion is devoted to painting.

III. Patnting in its earliest slate.—The legends

relating to the origin of painting in Greece, though

they may have no real hirtorical value, arc at least

interesting to the lovers t f art. One Irgind, which

is recorded by Pliny,* and is adverted to by Athen-

agoras,* relates the origin of the delineation of •

1. (Xen.. Rep. Lac., ii., 9.-W. ib.. ,ii., 10. -Id. lb., •»-.••-

Pint., Lye, 17 —H^iivch., a. t.—Kriuw, GymniKlik ui d Agnfc

der HeUenen, p. 254.'677.)—8. (H. N., xxit.,43.) — « (L«f«l,

Pro Chhat., 14, p. 59, ed. Dechair.) ^^^
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aadow or shade {(T»ia, oKiaypa^^^}, which is the es-

sential principle of design, the basis of the inoitar

live and plastic art3. The legend rnns as follows

:

The daughter of a certain Dibutades, a potter of

Sicyon, at Corinth, struck with the shadow of her

lover, who was about to leave her, cast by her

lamp upon the wall, drew its outline (umbram ex fa-

cie Imeis circumscripsit) with such force and fidelity,

that her father cut away the plaster within the out-

line, and took an impression from the wall in clay,

which he baked with the rest of his pottery. This
singular production, according to tradition, was still

preserved in Coriuth until the destruction of the

city by Mummius. There seem to be, however,

other claimants to the honour of having invented

skiagraphy {cKiaypacpia). Athenagoras* mentions
Baurias of Samos, who traced his horse's shadow
in the sun with the point of his spear, and Crato

of Sicyon, whom he styles the inventor of drawing
or outline (ypc^j/c//), for he was the first to practise

the art upon tablets with prepared grounds (iv k'l-

voKi ?ie2.evicufi6v(f)). Pliny^ mentions, upon the tes-

timony of Aristotle, that Euchir {Evx^ip), a relation

of Daedalus, invented painting in Greece. Although
Pliny's account* of the origin and progress of paint-

ing in Greece is somewhat circumstantial, his in-

formation can still not be considered as authentic

(natter of history ; and the existence of several of

tlie most ancient artists, mentioned by Pliny and
many Greek writers, is very questionable. Besides

those already spoken of, we find mention of Philo-

cles of Egypt ; Cleanthes, Ardices, and Cleophan-

lus of Cormth ; Telephanes of Sicyon, Eugrammus,
and others. (Upon the meanings of some of these

names, see Bottiger, Idccn zur Arch'dologie, p. 138,

and Thiersch, Epoch., &c., note 22.)

Sculpture is generally supposed to be a more an-

cient art thaii painiing ; but this arises from an im-

perfect compl^heusion of the nature of the two arts,

which are ojie in origin, end, and principle, and dif-

fer only in their development. Design is the basis

of both ; colour is essential to neither, nor can it be

•aid to belong more particularly to the latter (ypa^

iKri) than to the former (^-KXaanKf/). Coloured works

in plastic, in imitation of nature, were in ancient

times as common, and probably more so, than col-

oured designs; the majority of the illustrations

apon the vases are colourless. The staining of the

human body, or the colouring of images, is the com-

mon notion of the origin of painting ; but simple

colouring and painiing, strictly speaking, are quite

distinct ; the distinction between "to colour," A:pw-

'eiv, colorem inducerc, and "to paint," (uypaijtdv,

pingere, dclineare.'' The colouring ofthe early wood-

en images, the ancient ^oava or the ipfial, the jraJl-

AarJia and the iaidala, must have certainly prece-

ded any important essays in painting, or the repre-

sentation of forms upon an even surface by means
of colour and light and shade combined. But this

is no stage in the art of painting, and these figures

were most probably coloured by the artists who
made them, by the old nXuaraL or ipfioyXv<^aL them-

selves ; the existence, however, of the art of design

is establisiied by the existence of the plastic art.

It is perhaps to this species of painting that Pliny

alludes when he says,' " Plasta lavdalissimi fucre

Damophdus el Gorgasus iidcmque pictores."

We will now, as briefly as possible, consider the

gradual development of painiing, and the informa-

tion relating to its progressive steps, preserved in

ancient writers. The simplest form of design or

drawing (ypat^w/) is the outline of a shadow, with-

out any intermediate markings, or the shape of a

) (Pollux, Onom., vii., 128.)— 2. (1. c.)—3. (H. N-. vii., 37.)

—4, (H. N., XXXV., S.)—5. (Pollux, Onom.. vii., 126.)—» (xixv.,

«}
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shadow itself (a silhouetle), in black, white, ir 1b

colour (umbra /lomims linets circumducta) ; this kind
of drawing was termed oKiaypa^ia. But this sim-
ple figure or shade, ania {aKiaypdfi/ia), when in col-

our, was also essentially a monochrom {/iovoxpufta-

Tov). The next step was the outline, the " pictuva

linearis," the monogram (fiovoypafifiov) ; this is sai'l

to have been invented by Philocles of Egypt v\

Cleanthes of Corinth, but first practised by Ardicej
of Corinth and Telephanes of Sicyon ; it was the
complete outline with the inner markings, still with-

out colour, such as we find upon the ancient vases,
or such as the celebrated designs of Flaxman, which
are perfect monograms. These outlines were most
probably originally practised upon a white ground
{ev TTivaKi "kelevKuuivifj), for Pliny remarks that they
were first coloured by Cleophantus of Corinth, who
used " testa trita," by which we should perhaps un-
derstand that he was the first to draw them upon a
coloured or red ground, such as that of the vases.*

The next step is the more perfect form of the
monochrom, alluded to above ; in this, light and
shade were introduced, and in its most perfect state

it was, in everything that is essential, a perfect

picture. " These "monochromata" were practised

in all times, and by the greatest masters. Pliny,

speaking of Zeuxis,' says, "pinxit el monochromata
ex albo ;" ex albo, that is, in gray and gray, similar to

the chiariscuri of the Italians. They are described

by Quintilian,* " qui singulis pinxerunt coloribus, alia

tamen eminentiora, alia reductiora fecerunt." They
were painted also red in red. Pliny* tells us that

the old masters painted them in vermilion, " Cin-
nabari vctcres, ijuce etiamnunc vacant chromata, pinge-

bant," and also in red lead, but that afterward the

rubrica or red ochre was substituted for these col

ours, being of a more delicate and more agreeable

tint.

Hygiemon, Dinias, and Charmadas are men-
tioned by Pliny* as having been famous ancient

monochromists ; their age is not known, but they

most probably practised the simpler form, such as

we find upon the most ancient vases. Four monc-
chroms in the latter style, red in red, were discov-

ered in Herculaneum.* They are paintings of a

late date, and are of considerable merit in every re-

spect, but the colours have been nearly destroyed

by the heat, and the pictures are in some places de-

faced ; they are painted upon marble. They were
probably all executed by the same artist, Alexander
of Athens. AAE2ANAP0S A0HNA1OS EPPA-
*EN is an inscription upon one of them,' which
represents five females, with their names attached,

two of whom are playing at the ancient game with
the tali {uarpayaTnafioc). These tablets are in the

collection of ancient paintings of the Museo-Bor-
bonico at Naples, Nos. 408, 409, 410, 411.

The next and last essential step towards the full

development or establishment of the art of painting

{^uypa<j>ia) was the proper application of local col-

ours in accordance with nature. This is, however,

quite a distinct process from the simple application

of a variety of colours before light and shade were
properly understood, although each subject may
have had its own absolute colour. The local colour

of an object is the colour or appearance it assumes
in a particular light or position, which colour de-

pends upon, and changes with, the light and the

surrounding objects ; this was not thoroughly un-

derstood until a very late period, but there will >ie

occasion to speak of this hereafter. Probably Eu-

marus of Athens, and certainly Cimon of Cieonae,

belonged to the class of ancient tetrachromists or

1. (PIi«.,II.N.,xxxv.,5.)—2. (XXXV., 36.)-3. (xi., 3, HO—
4. (xxxiii., 39.)— 5. (xxxv., 34.) —C (Le Autichil* d'Ercolanok

Yol. i., pi. 1, 2. 3. 4.)—7 lu\. 1 >
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polychromists, for painting in a variety of colours,
without a due. or, at least, a partial observance of
the laws of light and shade, is simply polychromy

;

and a picture of this latter description is a much
more simple effort than the rudest forms of the
monoclirom in chiaroscuro. There are a few exam-
pins of this kind of poiychrom upon the most ancient
vases. In the works of Eumarus of Athens, how-
ever, there must have been some attention to light
and shade, and in those of Cimon of Cleonee still

more. The names of Eumarus and Cimon are
generally connected with each other, but Eumarus
must have preceded Cimon some time. He was
the first, according to Pliny,* who distinguished
the male from the female in painting :

" qui primus
in piclura marem feminamque discreverit, . . .figuras
omnes imitari auaum." The most obvious distinction
which here suggests itself can be scarcely alluded
to by Pliny, or Eumarus must belong to a very early
period, for we find that distinction very decidedly
given on even the most ancient vases, whenever
the figure is naked. That Eumdrus dared or ven-
tured to imitate all figures, may imply that he made
every distinction between the male and the female,
giving also to each sex a characteristic style of de-
sign, and even in the compositions, draperies, atti-
tudes, and complexions of his figures, clearly illus-
trating the dispositions and attributes of each, ex-
hibiting a robust and vigorous form in the males,
and making the females slighter and more delicate.
These qualities are all perfectly compatible with the
imperfect state of the art of even so eariy a period,
and they may also be very evident, notwithstanding
ill-arranged composition, defective design, crude
colour, and a hard and tasteless execution.

IV. Painting in Asia Minor and in Magna Gra-
«a.--It is singular that the poems of homer do not
contain any mention of painting as an imitative art,
nor is there mention of any artist similar to Daeda-
lus, or Hephaestus, or Vulcan, who might represent
the class of painters. This is the more remark-
able, since Homer speaks of rich and elaborate em-
broidery as something not uncommon ; it is sufli-
cient to mention the splendid diplax of Helen,* in
which were worked many battles of the Greeks and
Trojans fought on her account. This embroidery
is actual painting in principle, and is a species of
painting in practice ; and it was considered such by
the Romans, who termed it " pictura textilis,"*
" teztili stragulo, magnificis operihus victo ;" that is,
painted with the needle, embroidered, acu picto
{pingebat acu* piclus acu*). The various allusions
also to other arts, similar in nature to painting, are
sufficient to prove that painting must have existed
in some degree in Homer's time, although the only
kind of painting he notices is the " red-cheeked"
and "purple-cheeked ships" (vtjec [iiXTonapr^oi -,1

vta^ ^oiviKOTrapyovg*), and an ivory ornament for
the faces of horses, which a Maeonian or Carian
woman colours with purple.» The description of the
shield of Achilles, worked by Vulcan in various
coloured metals, satisfactorily establishes the fact
that the plastic art must have attained a consider-
able degree of development in the time of Homer,
v\i therefore determines also the existence of the
»rt of design {ars delincandi

; ypa<l>iK^).
Tainting seems to have made considerable prog-

resi in Asia Minor, while it was still in its infancy
in Greece, for Candaules, kingof Lydia (B.C. 716),
is said to have purchased at a high price a painting
of Bularchus, which represented a battle of the
Magnetes.** This tradition, however, is rejected by
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A V.i"^'-' '*'-'• <"•• '"•• lafl-J-S. (Cic. Verr.. II.. j, . I )
*• ''l-.T^"»c-.v.,21.)-5. (Ovid,Met.,yi..a3)-8. (Viri in

iMiiller,' for the insufficient reason that Plir.y, in iha
second passage quoted, uses the expression •' Mag-
netum exitii or excidti" instead of " Magnclum pra-
Hum," as in the first ; since the only known de
struction jf Magnesia took place, according to Ar-
ch ilochus. through the Treres, under Ardys, th«
successor of Gyges. after Olym. 26 (B.C. 677),
about 40 years after the death of Candaules. This
date is, however, doubtful ; but, supposing the con-
trary, the expression " in qua eral Magnetum pra-
Hum" is sufficiently clear and decisive, independent-
ly of it.* It would appear, from the expression of
Pliny,* that Candaules paid the painter as much
gold coin as would cover the picture. This paint-
ing of Bularchus is not an isolated fact in evidence
of the early cultivation of painting in Asia ; thert;
is a remarkable passage in Ezekiel, who prophesied
about 600 B.C., relating to pictures of the Assyri-
ans : " Men portrayed upon the wall, the images
of the Chaldeans portrayed with vermilion, ifirdcd
with girdles upon their loins, exceeding in dyed at-
tire upon their heads, all of them princes to look to,
after the manner of the Babylonians of Chaldea, the
land of their nativity."

The old Ionic or Asiatic painting, the '* genva pic-
ture Asialicum," as Pliny* terms it, most probably
flourished at the same time with the Ionic architec-
ture, and continued as an independent school until
the sixth century B.C., when the lonians lost their
liberty, and with their liberty their art. Herodotus*
mentions that, when Harpagus besieged the town of
Phocsea (B.C. 544), the inhabitants collected all
their valuables, their statues and votive offerings
from the temples, leaving only their paititings, and
such works in metal or of stone as could not easily
be removed, and fled with them to the island of
Chios

;
from which we may conclude that paintings

were not only valued by the Phocaeans, but also
common among them. Herodotus* also informs us
that Mandrocles of Samos, who constructed for Da-
rius Hystaspis the bridge of boats across the Bos-
porus (B.C. 508), had a picture painted represent-
ing the passage of Darius's army, and the king seat
ed on a throne, reviewing the troops as they passed,
which he dedicated in the Temple of Hera at
Samos.

After the conquest of Ionia, Samos became the
seat of the arts.* The Herseum at Samos, in which
the picture of Mandrocles was placed, was a gener-
al depository for works of art, and in the time of
Strabo appears to have been particularly rich in
paintings, for he terms it a •' picture-gallery" (mv-
aKofh'iKii*). Consecrated or votive pictures on pan-
els or tablets {mvaKcg uvoKCifiivoi or ypai^ai uvaxei-
fiivai) constituted a considerable portion of the
uvae^/xara or votive offerings in the temples of
Greece, most of which, in a later period, had a dis-
tinct building or gallery (olKJi/ia) attached to them,
disposed for the reception of pictures and works of
this Hass."

After the decline of the Ionian art, it flourished
among the Greeks in Italy and Sicily, and especial-
ly in Crotona, Sybaris, and Tarentum. Aristotle"
speaks of a magnificent cloth or pallium {Ifiunoi) ot
Alcisthenes of Sybaris, which measured 15 cubits,
was of the richest purple, and in it were worked
the representations of cities, of gods, and of men.
It came afterward into the possession of the tvrant
Dionysius the elder, who sold it to the Carthagin-
ians for 120 talents. This is sufficient evidence o»
the existence of painting among the Italiots, and
even of painting of a hij^h degree.

^.i"
iAj.liioL.&c. <> 74.)—2. (ViJ. Clinton. F«»t. Ilell'B . tah.

71»,3.)—3. (rii., 39.)—4. (xiiii.. 14, I5.)-5. (xnr.. 3fl. 75.)—«. (I., IM.)— 7. (iv., 88.)—8. (Herod., ill., 60.) — ». (ii»., >
M7.)— 10. (Pau»., i., 22, 1 ; X., 34. I. 2.—Athcninu, xiii.,

008, 6—Str«bo, ii., p. 3flf <— 11. (Ito fiinb. Aiucnlt., o fltj
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Pliny would induce us to believe that painting

was established throughout Italy as early as the

time of 'J'arquinius Priscus.* He mentions some
most ancient paintings at Csere ; and a naked group
of Helen and Atalanta, of beautiful forms, painted

upon the wall of a temple at Lanuvium, and some
paintings by the same artist in the Temple of Juno
ut Ardea, accompanied with an inscription in an-

cient Latin characters, recording the name of the

artist and the gratitude of Ardea.*
V. Fainting in Greece.—Cimon of Cleonse is the

first important character we meet with in the histo-

ry of painting in Greece. His exact period is very
uncertain, but he was probably a contemporary of
Solon, and lived at least a century before Polygno-
tus. It is not at all necessary, as Pliny supposes,

that he must have preceded Bularchus, which would
place him two centuries earlier, as he may have
easily acquired the art in one of the Ionian cities,

for in the time of Solon there was a very extensive

intercourse between Greece and the Asiatic colo-

nics. The superior quality of the works of Cimon,
to which Pliny and ^lian bear sufficient testimony,

is a strong reason for assigning him a later date ;

but his having been contemporary with Dionysius

of Colophon, who copied the works of Polygnotus,

is quite out of the question. This has been in-

ferred from the occurrence of the name Cimon in

connexion with that of Dionysius in Simonides;^
but, as Mulier* has observed, MUuv ought to be
there most probably substituted for Ki/iuv.

Cimon improved upon the inventions of Eumarus

;

he was the first who made foreshortenings {catagra-

pha), and drew the figure in a variety of attitudes
;

he first made nfiuscular articulations, indicated the

vems, and gave natural folds to drapery.* The
term " catagrapha," which Pliny uses, evidently

signifies any oblique view of the figure or counte-

nance whatever, whether in profile or otherwise

;

in technical language, foreshortenings.

We learn from .^lian* that Cimon was much bet-

ter paid for his works than any of his predecessors.

This alone implies a great superiority in his works
and a vast improvement in art. He appears to have
emancipated painting from its archaic rigidity ; and
his works probably occupied a middle place between
the productions of the earlier school and those of

Polygnotus of Thasos.
At the time of Polygnotus (B.C. 460), partly on

account of the changes which took place in the

Greek character subsequent to the Persian invasion,

and partly in consequence of his own great works
in Athens and at Delphi, painting attracted the at-

tention of all Greece ; but, previous to this time,

the only cities that had paid any considerable atten-

tion to it were ^Egina, Sicyon, Corinth, and Athens.
Sicyon and Corinth had long been famous for their

paintings upon vases and upon articles of furniture

;

the school of Athens was of much later date than
the others, and had attained no celebrity whatever,
until the arrival of Polygnotus from Thasos raised

it to that pre-eminence which, through various cir-

cumstances, it continued to maintain for more than
two centuries, although very few of the great paint-

ers of Greece were natives of Athens.
It has been attempted hitherto, as far as our space

would admit of, to trace the progressive steps of
Grecian painting from its infancy until it attained

that degree of development requisite to entitle it to

the name of an independent art ; but, before enter-

ing upon the consideration of the pafnting of the

Greeks in its complete development, it will be well

1. (locT., 6.)—2. (Plin-, H. N., xxxv., 6, 37.)—3. (Anthol.

P«l«t.,it., 758.—Append., ii., p. 648.)—4. (Archiol., « 99, 1.)—
». (ixxv., 34.)—6. (V. H., Tiii.. 8.)
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to examine both their technic systems and their iu«
chanical means.

VI. Technic.— Vehicles, Materials, SfC. (0ap^a«o,

{/"kai, &c.*). The Greeks painted with wax, resina,

and in water-colours, to which they gave a propei

consistency, according to the material upon whicb
they painted, with gum {gummi), glue (glutinum),

and the white of egg (ovi albumen)
;
gum and glue

were the most common. It does not appear that

they ever painted in oil ; the only mention of oil in

ancient writers in connexion with painting is the
small quantity which entered into the composition
of encaustic varnish, to temper it.* They painted
upon wood, clay, plaster, stone, parchment, and can
vass ; the last was, according to one account,* not

used till the time of Nero ; and though this state-

ment appears to be doubtful (" dcpictam in tabula si-

pariove imaginem reV^*), the use of canvass must
have been of late introduction, as there is no men-
tion of it having been employed by the Greek paint-

ers of the best periods. They generally painted
upon panels or tablets (7rtva«cf, mvuKia, tabula, ta-

bella), and very rarely, if ever, upon walls ; and an
easel similar to what is now used was common
among the ancients, who called it oKpiCag or KaKv-

6af.* Even in the time of Pliny, when wall-paint-

ing was common, those only who painted easel-pic-

tures {tabula) were held in esteem :
" sed nulla glo-

ria artijicum est nisi eorum qui tabulas pinxerc ;^'*

that is, those who painted history or fable upon
panels, in what is termed the historic or great style,

the mcgalographia of Vitruvius,' and the xpV'oypa-
<pia of Plutarch.* These panels, when finished, wci e

fixed into frames of various descriptions and mate-

rials,* and encased in walls." The ornamental
panel-painting in the houses of Pompeii is evident-

ly an imitation of this more ancient and more costly

system of decorating walls. The wood of whicb
these panels or tablets were generally made was
called larch ( abies larix, larix fcmin-a, 'EXurrp '

),

and they were grounded or prepared for painting

with chalk or white plaster ; this prepared ground
was termed XevKUfia, which term was applied, also,

to the tablet itself when thus prepared'* {iv nlvaKi

XeAevKu/ievtfi^^).

The style or cestrum used in drawing and loi

spreading the wax colours, pointed at one end and
broad and flat at the other, was termed ypa<jti( by

the Greeks and cestrum l)y the Romans ; it was
generally made of metal. There is a representation

of an instrument of this description in one of the

paintings of Herculaneum.'* The hair-pencil {peni-

cillus, penicillum) was termed viiOjpa<j)t(, and appa-

rently, also, f>a66ioi> (xpui^eiv dm rov pa66iov :'* vid.

Letronne, Encaustic, Journ. des Sao., Sept , 1835, on
the meaning of f>a66iov).

The ancients used also a palette very similar to

that used by the moderns, although it appears that

there is no absolute mention of the palette in any
ancient author. The fact, however, is sufficiently

attested by the figure of Painting discovered in the

so-called Pantheon at Pompeii, which holds the pal-

ette and brushes in her left hand." In the same
work (plate 98), a female who is painting is repre-

sented holding something in her left hand which ap-

1. (Pollux, Onom.,vii.,128.)—2. (VitruT.,vii.,9.—Plin.,II.N..

xiiiii., 40.)—3. (Plin., H. N., xxxv., 3S.)—4. (Quint., In»t. Or.

vi., 1, 3-2.—Vid. Raoul Rochette, p. 331.)— 5. (Pollux, Onr.in„

vii., 129.)-6. (xxxv., 37.) — 7. (vii., 4, 5.) — 8. (Arat., 13.)-9.

(Plin., xxxv., 45.)—10. (Plin., H. N., xxxv., 10.—Cic. in Vcrr.,

iv., 55.—Dig. 19, tit. 1, s. 17, I) 3.—Miiller, Archtol., « 319, f.—

Vid. Raoul Rochette, Sur I'eraploi de la Peinture, &c., a work
devoted to thediscussionof this subject.)—11. (Theophr., II. PI.,

iii., 9, 7.—Plin., H. N., xvi., 73.)— 12. (Suidaa, s. v.)— 13. (Athen-

ag., 1. c.) — 14. (Antichita d'Ercolano, vol. iii., pi. 45.)— 15.

(TimtEUS, Lex. Plat., s. v. Xpalvttv.)—16. (Zahn, Die schtnstei

oraamente und merkwiirdigsten gemftlde au« Pompeii Utrtp'*

num und Stabite, BerUn. 1828.)
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peais to be a palette, but it is not well defined even
in tLo original. (Museum of Naples, No. 383, " La
femme Peintre," Pompci. In the Antichila d'Erco-

lano, it is given as a female copying a Hermes, vol.

vii., pi. 1.) In the grotesque dniwing of a portrait-

painter at work, copied by Mazois' from a picture

in the Casa Carolina at Pompeii, a small table serves

as a palette, and stands close to his right hand ; it

appears to have seventeen different tints upon it.

It is most probable that the " labella" of Pliny and
the niuuKiov of Pollux (or even the ttv^iov*) signi-

fifd also palette as well as tablet.

The ancient authors have left us less information

concerning the media or vehicles (ijidpfiaKa) used by
the painters of antiquity than on any other matter
connected with ancient painting. (>um and glue,

commis, gummi, glutinuin, glutinum taurinum, were
evidently in common use.* Pliny* speaks of a sar-

cocolla (Penaa Sarcocolla, Linnseus) as a gum most
useful to painters. The Greeks received it from
Persia.* Its substance has been analyzed by M.
Pelletier.*

Mastich, a resin of the Pistacia Lcnliscus, now
much used by painters, is also mentioned by Greek
and Roman writers ;'' the best was produced in the

island of Chios. It was termed ^j/TtVi; axivivri and
uaarlxri^ also aKavdivi] (laarixfli rcsina Untiscina,

nuutiche. There were various kinds ; Pliny men-
tions a kind from Pontus which resembled bitumen.

This resin was not improbably mixed with the Punic
M"ax prepared for painting in encaustic ; for the
Abate Requeno, who made many experiments in

encaustic {Sairgi sul ristabilimenlo deW antica arte

dti Greet e Rumani piltori, Parma, 1787), asserts

that it amalgamates well with wax ; the same wri-

ter is also of opinion that the ancient encaustic

painters used also amber (succinum)i and frankin-

cense or olibanum {Thus masculum) in the prepara-

tion of their colours. Pliny,* speaking of verdigris,

remarks that it was sometimes mixed with frankin-

cense. He also mentions' other resins and sub-

stances which are useful to painters, and" particu-

larly turpentine ( Icrebinlhina ), of which, as now,
there were formerly various kinds."

The method of preparing wax, or Punic wax {ce-

ra Pumca), as it was termed, is preserved in Pliny"
and Dioscoridcs.'* It was the ordinary yellow wax,
purified and bleached by being boiled three distinct

limes in sea-water, with a small quantity of nitre,

applying fresli water each time. When taken out

of the water the third time, it was covered with a

thin cloth and placed in the sun to dry. Wax thus

purified was mixed with all species of colours, and
prepared for painting ; but it was applied, also, to

many other uses, as polishing statues, walls. Sec.

Pliny speaks of two kinds of bitumen or asphciltum

(o<r^oA.TOf). the ordinary, and a white Babylonian bi-

tumen.** It was used as a varnish for bronze stat-

ues. For an account of the colours used by the

ancient painters, see the article Colores.
VII. Methods of Painting.—There were two dis-

tinct classes of painting practised by the ancients,

in water colours and in wax. both of which were
practised in various ways. Of the former, the prin-

cipal were fresco, al fresco ; and the various kinds

of distemper (a tempera), with glue, with the white

of egg, or with gums (a guazzo) ; and with wax or

resins when these were rendered by any means ve-

hicles that could be worked with water. Wax be-

1. (Lc« Ruinet de PoropAi, p*rt ii., p. 08.) —2. (x., 59.) —3.
(Plin., H. N., XXIV., 25.—Vitruv., vii., 10.) — 4. (xiii., 20.)—5.
(DioKor., lii., M.)— 6. {Vid. Merat, Diet. Uiil. Scien.) — 7.

(Plin., H. N., xii., 36 ; ixir., 28.—Dii«cor., i , 96. — Theonhr.,
H. P., Ti., 4.)—8. (xxxiv., 2«.)-9. (xiv.,25.)— 10. (xxir., 22.)—
II. (VfVf. GeofTny, M»>er. MCJ.—Excur»«», ti., ad Plin., xxir.,

B. ed. Lemaire.l— 12. (xii., 49.)— 13. (ii., 105.)— 14. (xxx».,

il .

comes a water-colour medium when boiled witt
sarcocolla or mastich, according to the Abate Ke>
queno, who mixed five ounces of mastich with twc
of wax, which, when boiled, he cooled in a basin of
water ; turpentiiic becomes such when well mixed
with the white of egg and water. The yolk of vgs.
when mixed with vinegar, also makes a good work-
ing vehicle for this species of painting, but it doea
not require water. Of the latter mode, or painting

in wax, the principal was through firo \6iu nvpof),
termed encaustic {iyKavariK^, encaustica). The
painting in wax, KTip^%it4.ic, or ship painting (ince-

ramenta narnum^), was distinct from encaustic* {k^
poypa^l<f KUTciitxotKiXTo, which is distinct from «/-

Kovfc . . . . iv iyKavfiaai ypa/^/xevai 6iu Tn>p6f*).

Fresco was probably little employed by the an-

cients for works of imitative art, but it appears to

have been the ordinary method of si.nply colouring
walls, especially among the Romans. The walls
were divided into compartments or panels, which
were termed abaci, uCoKeg ; the composition of the
stucco, and the method of preparing the walls for

painting, is described by Viiruvius.* They first cov-

ered the wall with a layer of ordinary plaster, over
which, when dry, were successively added three

other layers of a finer quality, mixed with sand

;

above these were placed still three layers of a com-
position of chalk and marble dust, the upper one be-

ing laid on before the under one was quite dry, and
each succeeding coat being of a finer quality than
the preceding. By this process the different layers

were so bound together, that the whole mass form-
ed one solid and beautiful slab, resembling marble,
and was capable of being detached from the wall,

and transported in a wooden frame to any distance.*

Vitruvius remarks that the composition of the an-

cient Greek walls was so excellent, that persona
were in the habit of cutting away slabs from them
and converting them into tables, which had a very
beautiful appearance. This colouring al fresco, in

which the colours were mixed simply in water, as

the term implies, was applied when the composi-
tion was still wet {udo tcctorio), and on that account
was limited to certain colours, for no colours except

earths can be employed in this way, that have not

already stood the test of fire. Pliny* mentions those

colours which could not be so employed : purpuris-

sum, Indicum, csruleum, Melinum, auripigmentum,
Appianum, and cerussa ; instead of Melinum they

used paretonium, a white from Egypt, which w ts

by the Romans considered the best of whites. ( Vid.

Colores. )

The care and skill required to execute a work in

fresco, and the tedious and expensive process of

preparing the walls, must have effectually excluded
it from ordinary places. The majority of the walla

in Pompeii are in common distemper ; but those of

the better houses, not only in Pompeii, but in Romo
and elsewhere, especially those which constitute

the ground of pictures, are in fresco. All the pic-

tures, however, are apparently in distemper of a su-

perior kind, or a guazzo, but the impasto is of va-

rious qualities ; in some it appears to have the con-

sistency of oil painting without its defects, in others

it is very inferior.

Ordinary distemper, that is, with glue oi size, is

probably the most ancient species of painting; ; many
of the ancient ornamental friezes and paintid bassi

relievi in the temples and ruins in Egypt, and also

many of he most ancient remains in Italy, are

painted in this manner.
The fresco walls, when painti^d, were covered

with an encaastic varnish, both to heighten the

I. (Lir.. xxviii., 45.)— 2. (Compare Atb*o«t«, t., p. 204. ».'

—3. (Plut., M.ir. Amator., 18.)—«. (rii.. 3.)--». (Viln.T..iu»

—Plm., H. N., xixv., 49.)—«. (xixr., 31.)
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eolours, and to preserve them from the injurious ef-

fects of the sun or the weather. Vitruvius' describes

the process as a Greek practice, which they termed
Kavaig. When the wall was coloured and dry, Punic
wax, melted and tempered with a little oil, was
rubbed over it with a hard brush {seta) ; this was
made smooth and even by applying a cautcrium

{KavTt'ipiov), or an iron pan, filled with live coals,

over the surface, 33 near to it as was just necessa-

ry to melt the wax : it was then rubbed with a

candle (wax 1) and a clean linen cloth in the way
that naked marble statues were done." The Abate
Keqaeno supposes that the candles were used as a

species of delicate cauterium, simply to keep the

wax soft, that it might receive a polish from the

friction of the linen ; but it is a subject that pre-

sents considerable difficulty.

This kind of varnish was applied apparently to

plain walls only, for Sir Humphrey Davy discovered
no remains whatever, in the baths of Titus, of an
encaustic varnish upon paintings, although the plain

walls had generally traces of a red varnish of this

description. Neither Pliny nor Vitruvius mention
anything about colour ; but this is evidently a most
simple addition, and does not interfere at all either

witii the principle or the application of the varnish.

Paintings may have possibly been executed upon
the walls after they were thus varnished.

A method apparently very generally practised by
the Roman and later Greek painters was encaustic,

which, according to Plutarch,' was the most durable
of all methods ; it was in very little use by the ear-

lier painters, and was not generally adopted until

after the time pf Alexander. Pliny* defines the
term thus :

" ceris pingcre ac picturam inurere," to

paint with wax or wax colours, and to burn in the

picture afterward with the cauterium ; it appears,
therefore, to have been the simple addition of the

process of burning in to the ordinary method of

painting with wax colours. There were various

kinds of encaustic, with the pencil and with the
oestrum ; but the difference between them cannot
have been very great, for Pausias, whose style was
in encaustic with the oestrum, nevertheless under-
took to repair the paintings of Polygnotus at Thes-
pia;, which were painted in the ordinary manner, in

water colours, with the pencil. Pliny,* in enumer-
ating the most celebrated painters of antiquity,

speaks separately of those who excelled in either

class ; chap. 36 is devoted to those who painted in

the ordinary method with the pencU, and chap. 40
principally to those who painted in encaustic. Cerae
(waxes) was the ordinary term for painters' colours
among the Romans, but more especially encaustic
colours, and they kept them in partitioned boxes, as
painters do at present (" Pictores loculatas magnas
habcnl arculas, ubl discolores sint cerce"^). They were
most probably kept dry in Ihese boxes, and the wet
brush or jiencil was n'hbed upon them when colour
was required, or they were moistened by the artist

previous to commencing work. From the term
cerae, it would appear that wax constituted the prin-

cipal ingredient of the colouring vehicle used ; but
this does not necessarily follow, and it is very im-
probable that it did ; there must have been a great
jiortion of gum or resin in the colours, or they could
not have hardened. Wax was undoubtedly a most
essential ingredient, since it apparently prevents
the colours from cracking : cersR, therefore, might
originally simply mean colours which contained
wax, in contradistinction to those which did not,

but was afterward applied generally by the Romans
to the colours of painters, as, for instance, by Sta-

1. (vii., 9.)—2. (Compare Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 40.)—8. (1. c.)

-4. (xxiv., 39.)—5. {XXXV.)—e. (Varro, De Be Rnn., iii., 17.)
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tins.' "ApdlccBcuperent^t'"'^^^""'-^;!' llic sponge

{c^oyyia, spongia), spok.^" ""^ ^y. Pl'ny.an'^ '^tt»e/

writers in connexion wit]? Paint'ng. aAords some

proof that painting in waterT^olours was tWe meth-

od generally practised by ^^^ 3"<^";"^
,f"i^I^,

which is also corroborated L^^, ,
'^

r^T'
^°s?e.

placed close to the palette or tat)!® ^' ^."® P?rtrait.

painter of the Casa Carolina of Ft?™Pe". evidently

for the purpose of washing his sfi'^^le .^^"sh in^

Seneca" notices the facility and rapidi/^^ *,plj
^hich

a painter takes and lays on his colours.''
hat wax

or resins may be used as vehicles in w^*^"^"*^"'""™
has been already mentioned. ~>

,

The origin of encaustic painting is unkno**^"'
was practised in two ways with the oestrum,* "^"?^

ly, in wax and on ivory, and in a third manndp]^
the pencil. The last method, according to r. y'

was applied chiefly to ship-painting; the col!^''"-''*

were laid on hot. His words are, " Encausto )P""
gendi duo fuisse antiquitus genera constat, cera, et

'

ebore, ceslro id est viriculo, donee classes pingi c^J
pere. Hoc tertium accessit, resolutis igni ceris perwC
cillo utendi, qua pictura in navibus nee sole nee sale^

ventisque corrumpilur."^ This passage, from it&

conciseness, presents many difficulties. " Cera,
cestro," that is, in wax with the oestrum ; this was
the method of Pausias : " in ebore, cestro ;" this

must have been a species of drawing with a hot
point upon ivory, for it was, as is distinctly said,

without wax, "cera, et in ebore." The third meth-
od, "resolutis igni ceris penicillo utendi," though
first employed on ships, was not necessarily con
fined to ship-painting; and if the assertion of Pliny
is correct, it must have been a very different styl?

of painting from the ship-colouring of Homer, since
he says it was of a later date than the preceding
methods. The " inceramenta navium" of Livy, ana
the Krjpoypa^ia of Athenaeus, mentioned above, ma>
have been executed in this third method of Pliny

;

the use of the cauterium, or process of burning in.

is here not alluded to ; but, since he defined en
caustic to be " ceris pingere ac picturam imirere,' *

its employment may be understood in this ca-sc

also. It is difficult, however, to understand what
effect the action of the cauterium could have in tho
second method (in ebore, cestro), which was wiiiicv.'.i

wax. It would appear, therefore, that the defini-

tion alluded to is the explanation of the first-men-

tioned method only ; and it is probable that the an-
cient methods of painting in encaustic were not only
three, but several ; the Kavaig of Vitruvius, mcQ-
tioned also by himself, is a fourth, and the various

modes of ship-painting add others to the numlver.

Pliny' himself speaks of " zopissa," a composiUon
of wax and pitch, which was scraped from ships ;

and it is difficult to suppose that the higher cla&s oj

encaustic was practised with the cestrum only,

since the pencil is such an infinitely more efficient

instrument for the proper mixing and application of

colours {Kepda.iadat ra xpf^f^dTa, Kal evKaipov Ttoiela-

6ai Tr)v £7ri6oXnr avruv^). The wax-painting on the

fictile vases, mentioned by Athenajus,' can have
been scarcely executed with the cestrum ; and it is

also unlikely that it was done with hot colours, as

the painting of the "figlinum opus" mentioned by

Pliny^ may have been. But as there wore various

methods of painting in encaustic, it follows that ih««

colours designed for this species of painting were
also invariably prepared, and those which were
suited for one style may have been quite unfit for

another. All these styles, however, are compara-
tively simple, compared with that of Pausias, in

wax with the cestrum, "cera, cestro;" and it is dif-

1. (Sylv., I., i., 100.)-2 (Ep., 121, 5.)—3. (ixxv., «.)—

«

(ntiv., 39.)—5. (xvi., 23.)—«. (Lucian, Iraag., 1, vol. ij., p, 4Mk
» )—7. (T , p. 200, 6.)—8. (xxxvi., 64.)
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fteult for a modern practitioner to understand how
a large and valuable picture could be produced by

eucli a method, unless these colours of cers, which
painters of this class, according to Varro,' kept in

partitioned boxes, were a species of wax crayons,

which were worked upon the panel with the broad

end of the ccstrum (which may have had a rough
edge), within an outline or monogram previously

drawn or cut in with the pointed end, and were af-

terward fixed, and toned or blended by the action of

the cauterium. Painters were in the habit of in-

scribing the word hiKuvaev, " burned it in," upon
pictures executed in encaustic, as xiiKiaf ivsKavaev,

Avainrrof hiexavaev.*

VIII. Folychromy.—The practice of varnishing

and polisliing marble statues has been already inci-

dentally noticed. The custom was very general

;

ancient statues were also often painted, and what
is now termed polychrome sculpture was very com-
mon in Greece, for the acrolithic and the chrys-

elephantine statues were both of this description.

Many works of the latter class, which were of ex-

traordinary magnificence and costliness, are de-

scribed by Pausanias. The term polychromy, thus

applied, was apparently unknown to the ancients

;

this species of painting is called by Plutarch' uyak-
uuTuv lyKuvaic, and appears to have been executed
by a distinct class of artists {uyaX/iuTuv tyKavarai).

They are mentioned also by Plato,* ol uvdpiuvTac

ypd^vTEi and if it is certain that Plato here al-

ludes to painting statues, it is clear that they were
occasionally entirely painted, in exact imitation of

nature ; for he expressly remarks, that it is not by ap-

plying a rich or beautiful colour to any particular part,

but by giving its local colour to each part, that the

whole is made beautiful {uX?,' udpei d tu rrpoar/KovTa

iKaaroLg d;ro(5t(J6vrff, to o\ov koXov noiovfiev). That
this was, however, not a general practice, is evident

from the dialogue between Lycinus and Polystra-

tus, in Lucian,* where it is clearly, though indirect-

ly stated, that the Venus of Cnidus by Praxiteles,

and othe/ celebrated statues, were not coloured,

although they may have been ornamented in parts,

and covered with an encaustic varnish.

The practice of colouring statues is undoubtedly

as ancient as the art of statuary itself; although

Ihey were perhaps originally coloured more from a

love of colour than from any design of improving

the resemblance of the representation. The Jupi-

ter of the Capitol, placed by Tarquinius Priscus,

was coloured with minium.* In later times the

custom seems to have been reduced to a system,

and was practised with more reserve. Considera-

ble attention also seems to have been paid to the

effect of the object as a work of art. Praxiteles

being asked which of his marble works he most ad-

mired, answered, those which Nicias had a hand
in, "quibus Nicias 'nanum admovissel ;" so much,
eays Pliny,' did he '\ttribute to his circumlitio. Ni-

cias, therefore, who painted in encaustic, seems i/j

hi* youth to have 'teen an uya^^uTuv iyKavar^c, or

painter of statue's and, from the approval of Prax-

iteles, excelled apparently in this description of

painting or colouring.

This view diQ*ers very materially from those

which have been hitherto advanced upon this sub-

ject, hut it has not been adopted without mature
«y)nsideration.

In the " circumlitio" of Nicias, the naked form

was. most probably, merely varnished, the colour-

ing being applied only to the eyes, eyebrows, lips,

and hair, to the draperies, and the various orna-

ments of dress ; and there can be little doubt that

I. (I. e.)—2. (I'lin.. H. N., xxxt., 10, 3».)—8. (De Glor.

Athen., (1.)—4. (De Repub., it., 4S0, e.)—i. (Imkg., 9, 8.)—0.
iKin.. MIT., 45.)—7. (xxxt., 40.)
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fine statues, especially of females, when carefUUj
and tastefully coloured in this way, must have been
extremely beautiful , the encaustic varnish upon
the white marble must have had verj much the ef-

fect of a pale transparent flesh. Gold was also
abundantly employed upon ancient statues; the
hair of the Venus de Medicis was gilded ; and in
some, glass eyes and eyelashes of copper were in-

serted, examples of which are still extant.

The practice, also, ofcolouring architecture seema
to have been universal among the Greeks, and very
general among the Romans. It is difficult to define
exactly what the system was, for there is scarcely
any notice of it in ancient writers ; a few casual
remarks in Vitruvius and Pausanias are all we pos-
sess of any value. Our information is drawn chieflj

from the observations of modern travellers ; foi

traces of colour have been found upon most of the
architectural ruins of Greece, and upon the ancient
monuments of Italy and Sicily ; but, with the ex-
ception of the Doric ruins at Corinth and the Tem-
ple of .£gina, which are not of marble, the colour-
ing was confined to the mouldings and other orna-
ments, the friezes, the metopes, and the tympana
of the pediments. The exterior of the wall of the
cella of the .^gina temple, and the columns of the
Corinthian ruins, were covered with stucco and col-

oured red. It does not appear that the exterior

walls, when of marble, were ever coloured, for no
traces of colour have been found upon them. At
an early age, before the use of marble, when tht
temples and public edifices were constructed most
ly of wood, the use of colour must have been much
more considerable and less systematic ; but, du
ring the most refined ages, the colouring, otherwiw
quite arbitrary, appears to have been strictly con
fined to the ornamental parts. From the traces

found upon ancient monuments, we are enabled to

form a very tolerable idea of the ancient system of
decorating mouldings. They were painted in vari-

ous ways and in a great variety of colours, and a
tasteful combination of colours must have added
greatly to the effect of even the richest mouldings.
The ordinary decorations were foliage, ova, aai
beads; but upon the larger mouldings on which fo-

liage was painted, the outlines of the leaves were
first engraved in the stone. Gilding and metal-
work were also introduced, particularly in the Doric
order ; the architrave of the Parthenon at Athens
was decorated with gilded shields. Friezes that

were adorned with sculpture appear to have bt.-n

invariably coloured, as also the tympana of the ped-

iments ; in the Parthenon these parts were of a

pale blue ; in some of the Sicilian monuments ret)

lias been found. Some interior polychrome curni

ces of Pompeii are given in the work of Zahn.*

In later times, among the Romans, the practice

of colouring buildings seems to have degenerated
into a mere taste for gaudy colours. Pliny and Vi-

truvius both repeatedly deplore the corrupt taste of
their own times. Vitruvius* observes that the deo
orations of the ancients were tastelessly laid aside,

and that strong and gaudy colouring and prodigal

expense were substituted for the beautiful effects

produced by the skill of the ancient artists. Pom-
peii, with much that is chaste and beautiful, hat
many traces also of what Vitruvius and Pliny coip

plain of Plate 99 of Zahn affords a beautiful spe-

cimen of the ancient wall-painting of Pompeii in

courts and interiors. For a farther account of this

subject, see Kugler, " Ueber die Polychromie der

Gri'chisehen ArchiUciur und Sculptur und ihre Gren-

2en." Berlin, 1836.

IX. Vase Pain/iTJ^.—The fictile vase-painting

of the Greeks was an art of itself, and was prac-

1. (Vvt MhOaneA Oni»m«irt«, *c., ^. •! )—2- (Tii., 5-)
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tiseu by a distinct class of artists,* who must have
required peculiar instruction, and probably exer-

cised tlie art according to a prescribed system. It

is, however, impossible to say anything positive re-

garding the history of this branch of ancient paint-

ing, as scarcely anything is known. The designs

upon these vases (which the Greeks termed Xtjkv-

6oi) have been variously interpreted, but they have
beei generally considered to be in some way con-

nected with the initiation into the Eleusinian and
other mysteries.* They were given as prizes to the

victors at the Panathenaea and other games, and
seem to have been always buried with their owners
at their death, for they have been discovered only in

tombs.
Vase-painting cannot be adduced to determine

the general nature or character of ancient painting

as a liberal or imitative art ; though the rude de-

signs upon the vases throw considerable light upon
the progressive development of the art as relates

to style of design, and in some degree upon the

principles of Grecian composition of the early times

;

but their chief interest and value consist in the

faithful pictures they afford of the traditions, cus-

toms, and habits of the ancients.

The ancient vase-painters were probably attached

to the potteries, or the establishments in whicii the

vases were made ; or themselves constituted dis-

tinct bodies, which, from the general similarity of

styii! and execution of the designs upon the vases,

is not improbable. They do not seem to have been
held in any esteem, for their names have not been
preserved by any ancient writer ; and we only know
the names of four, from their being inscribed upon

the vases themselves, viz., Taleides, Assteas, Las-

imos, and Calliphon.'

The woids Ka'Aog and kuM, found frequently upon

he ancient vases, are explained to be simple ac-

clamations of praise and approval, supposed to be

addressed to the person to wliom the vase was pre-

sented ; the words are frequently preceded or fol-

lowed by a name, evidently that of the person for

whom the vase was designed. The inscription

also 7) Tioig Kalij has been found on some vases,

which have probably been designed as presents for

young females. D'Hanearville* supposes that vase-

painting had entirely ceased about the time of the

destruction of Corinth, and that the art of manu-
facturing vases began to decline towards the reign

of Trajan, and arrived at its last period about the

time of the Antonines and Septimius Severus.

Vase-painting had evidently ceased long before the

time of Pliny, for in his time the painted vases

were of immense value, and were much sought af-

ter ; but the manufacture of the vases themselves

appears to have been still extensive, for he himself

mention,* fourteen celebiated potteries of his own
time, eight in Italy and six elsewhere. The vases,

however, appear to have been merely remarkable

for the fineness or durability of the clay and the el-

egance of their shape.* For the composition of the

clay with which these fictilia were made, see Fic-

tile.

Even in the time of the Empire, painted vases

were termed " operis antiqui," and were then sought

for in the ancient tombs of Campania and other

parts of Magna Graecia. SuetoniUs* mentions the

discovery of some vases of this description in the

time ol Julius Caesar, in clearing away some very

ancient tombs at Capua. It is also remarkable, that

not a single painted vase has been yet discovered in

1. (AriBtoph., Eccleg., 995, 996, ed. Bekker.)—2. (Lanzj, De'
Vasi Antichi dipinti.— Christie, Disquisition! upon the painted
Greek Vases— Bdttigf)-, 'deen, &c.)—3. (Millm, Peintures de
Vanes Antiques, vol. i., pi 3, pi. 44 ; vol. ii., pi. 37, pi. 61.—Mil-
tingen, Anc. Uned. Mon., pi. 27.)—4. (CuUecUon of Vasei, &c.,
Introd.)- 5. (ixxv., 46.)—6. (Jul. Css., 81 )
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either Pompeii, Herculaneum, or Stabise, whnh is

of itself almost sufficient to prove that vase-paint-
ing was not practised, and also that painted vasee
were extremely scarce. We may form some ides
of their value from the statement of Pliny,' tha:
they were more valuable than the Murrhine vases.
{Vid. MuKRHiNA Vasa.) The paintings on the va-
ses, considered as works of art, vary exceedinglj
in the detail of the execution, although in style of
design they may be arranged in two principal class-

es, the black and the yellow ; for those which do
not come strictly under either of these two heads
are either too few or vary too slightly to require a
distinct classification. The majority of the vases
that have been as yet discovered, have been found
in ancient tombs about Capua and Nola.
The black vases, or those with the black figures

upon the stained reddish-yellow terra-cotta, the
best of which were found at Nola, are the most an-
cient, and their illustrations consist principally of
representations from the early mythological tradi-

tions ; but the style of these vases was sometimes
imitated by later artists. (Plate 66, vol. iv., of

D'Hanearville is an example.) The inferior exam-
ples of this class have some of them traces of the
graphi.i or cestrum upon them, which appear to

have been made when the clay was still soft ; some
also have lines or scratches upon the figures, which
have been added when the painting was completed.

The style of the design of these black figures, or

skiagrams, is what has been termed the Egyptian or

Da;dalian style. The varieties in this style are oc-

casionally a purple tint instead of the black ; or the
addition of a red sash or a white vest, and some-
times a white face and white hands and feet. A
curious and interesting example of this kind of pol-

ychrom, in black, red, and white, was discovered

near Athens in 1813, representing on one side a Mi-
nerva with a spear and shield, in the Daedalian

style, and on the reverse, in a somewhat bettei

style, a young man driving a biga of most anciei.t

construction ; it is supposed to represent Erichtho-

nius. Near the Minerva is the following inscrip-

tion, written from right to left : TON AGENEON
A0AON EMI, Tuv 'kOj}viu>v udXov dfii, " I am the

prize of the Athenaea" (Panathenaea). It is sup-

posed to be of the time of Solon.*

The vases with the yellow monograms, or, rather,

the black monograms upon the yellow grounds, con
stitute the mass of ancient vases. Their illustra

tions are executed with various degrees of merit •

those of inferior execution, also of this class, have
traces of the graphis upon them, which appear to

have been drawn upon the soft clay ; the only col

our upon these, independent of that ol the clay, is

the dark back-ground, generally black, which renders

the figures very prominent. The designs upon the

better vases are also merely monograms, with the

usual dark back-grounds, but there is a very great

difference between the execution of taese and that

of those just alluded to ; there are no traces what-
ever of the graphis upon them ; their outlines are

drawn with the hair pencil, in colour, similar to that

of the back-ground, which is a species of black var-

nish, probably asphaltum ; or, perhaps, rather pre-

pared with the gagates lapis (jetl) (yaydrijc) of

Pliny, for he remarks that it is indelible when used

on this kind of earthenware.'

The best of these vases, which probably belong

to about the time of Alexander, are conspicuous for

a very correct style of design, although they are in-

variably carelessly executed, especially in the ex-

tremities, but exhibit, at the same time, a surprising

facility of hand. The celebrated vase of Sir W.

1. (iixv., 46.)—2. (M-Uingen. Anc. Uned. Mon., pi 1.)—

9

(xxrri., 34 )
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Hamilton's collection, now in fno British Museum,
the paintings of which represent Herculca and his

companions in the gardens of the Hesperides, and
the race of Atalanla and Hippomenes, exhibits, for

design, composition, and execution, perhaps the

finest specimen of ancient vase-painting that has
been yet discovered : ihe style of design is perfect,

but tiie execution, though on the whole laborious,

IE id many parts very careless.'

There appears to be no example of the more per-

fect munochrom^ upon ancient vases, and examples
of the poiychroin are very rare. In Sir W. Hamil-
ton's collection there are a few examples in which
various colours have been added after the ordinary
monogram has been completed, for they are not in-

corporated with the vase, as the black and ground
tints arc, but arc subject to scale, and are easily

rubbed off. They consist of white, red, yellow, and
blue colours. These vaacs are apparently of a la-

ter date than llic ::bove, for the style of design is

very inferior.

The museums of Naples, Paris, London, and oth-

er cities, afford abundant examples of these ancient
vases ; the Museo Borbonico at Naples contains

alone upward of 2500 specimens. The subjects of
the illustrations are almost always connected with
ancient mythology, and the execution is generally

inferior to the composition.

No opinion of the style of the designs upon an-
cient vases can be formed from the generality of
the great works purporting to illustrate them which
have been published of late years. Very few are
at all accurate in the lines and proportions, espe-

cially of the extremities, and in some even the

composition is not faithfully imitated. This is par-

ticularly the case with the splendid works published
by Dubois-Maissonneuve, Laborde, and some others,

in which the illustrations are drawn with a care,

precision, and uniformity of character quite foreign

to the paintings on the vases. They all appear to

be drawn rather according to common and perfect

standards of the different styles, than to be the faith-

ful imitations of distinct original designs. Plates

25 and 26 of the first volume of Maissonneuve, pur-

posing to be faithful imitations of the design upon
the celebrated Nola vase (in the Museum at Naples,
No. 1846), representing a scene from the destruc-

tion of Troy, bear but little resemblance to the ori-

ginal. This remark is applicable, also, to the work
of D'Hancarvilio and other productions, but in a
less degree. Perhaps the work which illustrates

most faithfully the style of the designs upon ancient
vases, as far as it goes, is that in course of publication

by Gerhard.' The specimens, also, of ancient paint-

ings published by Kaoul Rochette* have every ap-

pearance of being faithful imitations of the originals.

X. Remains of Ancient Painting.—There is a gen-
eral prejudice against the opinion that the painting
of the Greeks equalled their sculpture ; and the
earlier discoveries of the remains of ancient paint-

ings at Pompeii and Herculaneum tended rather to

increase this prejudice than to correct it. The
style of the paintings discovered in these cities was
condemned both by Pliny and Vitruvius, and yet
almost every species of merit may be discovered in

them. What, therefore, must have been the produc-
tions which the ancients themselves esteemed their

immortal works, and which, singly, were estimated
equal to the wealth of cities 1*

These remains of Pompeii and Herculaneum in-

duced Sir Joshua Reynolds to form a decided opin-

ion upon ancient painting. He remarks,* " From

1. (D'Hancanrille, platea 1S7. 138, 139, 190.)—3. (Vid. No.
UI., |x 081.)—3. (Auserlesene Oriechiiche Vaunbilder, B«rliD,
1839.)—4. (Peinturcs AatiquM.)—3. (Plin., H. N.,ixxT.,SS.)—
6. (Notes to Frcan., 37.)

iiic rsn'ous ancient paintings which liavd oucnii

down to us, \vo may form a judgment, with tolerabl*

accuracy, oi* the excellences and the defects of th*

arts among the ancients. There can be no doubt
but that the same correctness of design was re-

quired from the painter as from the sculptor ; and
if what has happened in the case of sculpture had
likewise happened in regard to their paintings, ant*

we had the good fortune to possess what the an>
cients themselves esteemed their master-pieces, I

have no doubt but we should find their figures as
correctly drawn as the Laocoon, and probably col-

oured like Titian." This opinion has been farther

confirmed by later discoveries at Pompeii, espe-
cially by the great mosaic of the Casa del Fauno,
discovered in 1831, supposed to represent the bat-

tle of Issus.* But the beauty of ancient sculpture
alone is itself a powerful advocate in favour of this

opinion ; for when art has once attained such a de-

gree of excellence as the Greek sculpture evinces,
it is evident that nothing mediocre or even inferior

could be tolerated. The principles which guide the
practice of both arts are in design and proportion
the same ; and the style of design in painting can-
not have been inferior to that of sculpture. Sever
al of the most celebrated ancient artists were both
sculptors and painters : Phidias and Euphranoi
were both ; Zeuxis and Protogenes were both mod
ellers ; Polygnotus devoted some attention to stat

uary ; and Lysippus consulted Eupompus upon style

in sculpture. The design of Phidias and Euphra-
nor in painting cannot have been inferior in style to

that of their sculpture ; nor can Eupompus have
been an inferior critic in his own art than in that of
Lysippus. We have, besides, the testimony of
nearly all the Greek and Roman writers of every
period, who, in general, speak more frequently and
in higher terms of painting than of sculpture. " St

quid generis istiusmodi me delectat, pictura delectat,^

says Cicero.*

The occasional errors in perspective, detected m
some of the architectural decorations in Pompeii,
have been assumed as evidence that the Greelt

painters generally were deficient in perspective.

This conclusion by no means follows, and is entire-

ly confuted by the mosaic of the battle of Issus, in

which the perspective is admirable ; in many other
works, also, ofminor importance, the perspective has
been carefiilly attended to. We know, moreover,
that the Greeks were acquainted with perspec*'ve

at a very early period ; for Vitruvius* says, tuat

when iEschylus was teaching tragedy at Athens,
Agatharcus made a scene, and left a treatise upon
it. By the assistance of this, Democritus and
Anaxagoras wrote upon the same subject, showing
how the extension of rays from a fixed point of
sight should be made to correspond to lines accord-
ing to natural reason ; so that the images of build-

ings in painted scenes might have the appearance
of reality, and, although painted upon flat, vertical

surftces, some parts should seem to recede and
others to come forward. This class of painting

was termed scenography (ff/ti/voypa^ia) by the

Greeks, and appears to have been sometimes prac-

tised by architects. Clisthenes of Eretria is men-
tioned as architect and scenograph {(jK7]voypdfoi).*

Serapion, Eudorus, and others, were celebrated a«

scene-painters.* Scene-painting was, perhaps, noC

generally practised until after the time of .'Eschylus,

for Aristotle* attributes its introduction to Sophocles.

The most valuable and the most considerable of

ancient paintings that have yet been discovered

are: The so called Aldobrandini Marriage, None

4.)

1. (M<«aic. No. XV.)-3. (ad Fam., tii., S3.)-S. (rii.. mirf.»

(Dio^.^ii., 139.}—9. (PUn., H. N., xmt., J7, 40.)—«. (FoH,

TOT
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Aldubrandine, originall; the property or the Aldo-

braudini family, which was found on the Esqniline

Mount during the ponti:lcate of Clement VIII., Ip-

polito Aldobrandini, and was placed by Pius VII. in

the Vatican : this painting, which is on stucco, and
contains ten rather small figures in three groups, is

a work of considerable merit in composition, draw-
ing, and colour, and is executed with great freedom ;'

and the following paintings of the Museo Borbonico

at Naples, which are conspicuous for freedom of

execution and general technical excellence : the

two Nereids found in Stabiae, Nos. 561 and 562,

Cat. ; Telephus nourished by the roe, &c., from
Herculaneum, No. 495 ; Chiron and Achilles, also

from Herculaneum, No. 730 ; Briseis delivered to

the heralds of Agamemnon, from Pompeii,' No.
684 ; and the nine Funambuli or rope-dancers,

which are executed with remarkable skill and fa-

cility. (Mus. Borb., Ant. d'Ercol., and Zahn con-

tain engravings from these works ; for fac similes

of ancient paintings, see " Recucil de Pcintures an-

tiques, imilies fidelement pour les couleurs et pour le

trait, (I'apres les desseins colories fails par P. S. Bar-
toU:' &c., Paris, 1757, folio.)

XI. Period of Development. Essential Style.—
With Polygnotusof Thasos(B.C. 463) painting was
fully developed in all the essential principles of imi-

tation, and was established as an independent art

in practice. The works of Polygnotus were con-

spicuous for expression, character, and design ; the

more minute discriminations of tone and local col-

our, united with dramatic composition and effect,

were not accomplished until a later period. The
limited space of this article necessarily precludes

anything like a general notice of all the various pro-

ductions of Greek painters incidentally mentioned
in ancient writers. With the exception, therefore,

of occasionally mentioning works of extraordinary

celebrity, the notices of the various Greek painters

of whom we have any satisfactory knowledge will

be restricted to those who, by the quality or pecu-

liar character of their works, have contributed to-

wards the establishment of any of the various styles

of painting practised by the ancients.

Polygnotus is frequently mentioned by ancient

writers, but the passages of most importance rela-

ting to his style are in the Poetica of Aristotle' and
in the Imagines of Lucian.* The notice in Pliny'

is very cursory : he mentions him among the many
before Olympiad 90, from which time he dates the

commencement of his history, and simply states

that he added much to the art of painting, such as

opening the mouth, showing the teeth, improving

the folds of draperies, painting transparent vests for

women, or giving them various coloured head-

dresses. Aristotle speaks of the general character

of the design and expression of Polygnotus, Lucian
of the colour ; in which respects both writers award
him the highest praise. Aristotle,' speaking of im-

itation, remarks, that it must be either superior,

inferior, or equal to its model, which he illustrates

by the cases of three painters :
" Polygnotus," he

says, " paints men better than they are, Pauson
worse, and Dionysius as they are." This passage
alludes evidently to the general quality of the design

of Polygnotus, which appears to have been of an
exalted and ideal character. In another passage'

he speaks of him as an hyadbq rj6oypd<pog, or an ex-

cellent delineator of moral character and expression,

and assigns him, in this respect, a complete superi-

ority over Zeuxis. From the passage in Lucian,
we may infer that Polygnotus, Euphranor, Apelles,

and Aetion were the best colourists among the an-

1. (BOttiger and Meyer, Die Aldobrandiniache Hochzoit, Dres-
den, 1810.)— 2. (Sir W. Cell, Pompeiana, pi. 39 and 40.)—3. (c.

S and 6.)—4. (c. 7.)—5. (xxxv., 35.)—6. (c. 2.)—7. (c 6.)
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cients, according to the general opinion ^japiai^t

iyivovTo KepdaaaOai to. ;fj()w/zara, Kol eiKaioov jrot-

eiadai ttjv ini^o'kjiv avruv). He notices, also, in the

same passage, the truth, the elegance, and the flow-

ing lightness of the draperies of Polygnotus.

Pausanias mentions several of the works of Pol'

ygnotus, but the most important were his two great

paintings, or series of paintings, in the Lesche of
the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, to a description

of which Pausanias devotes six chapters.' On the

right, as you entered, was the overthrow of Troy,
and the Greeks sailing to their native land ; on the

other side was painted the descent of Ulysses to

Hades, to consult the soul of Tiresias concerning
his safe return to his native country. These paint-

ings, in the composition of which Polygnotus seems
to have illustrated every existing poem upon the
subjects, were termed the Iliad and Odyssey ol

Polygnotus. They excited the wonder and admi-
ration of Pausanias, although they had been already

painted six hundred years when he saw them.
Polygnotus has been termed the Michael Angelo of

antiquity. From the method adopted by Pausanias
in describing these pictures, their composition has
been generally condemned. It is, however, by no
means certain that they were not a series of pic-

tures painted upon panels of wood, and inserted

into the wall, according to the ancient practice

;

but, even supposing them to have been distinct

groups painted upon the walls themselves, as they
have been treated by the brothers Riepenhausen,*
their composition should not be hastily condemned.
The painting of the destruction of Troy (and the

other was similar in style) seems to have contained

three rows of figures, with the names of each writ-

ten near them, in distinct groups, covering the

whole wall, each telling its own story, but all con-
tributing to relate the tale of the destruction of

Troy. It is evident, from this description, that we
cannot decide upon either the merits or the demer-
its of the composition, from the principles of art

which guide the rules of composition of modern
times. Neither perspective nor composition, as a
whole, are to be expected in such works as these,

for they did not constitute single compositions, noi

was any unity of time or action aimed at ; they

were painted histories, and each gioup was no far-

ther connected with its contiguous groups, than

that they all tended to illustrate different facts of

the same story.

The style of Polygnotus was strictly ethic, for his

whole art seems to have been employed in illustra-

ting the human character ; and that he did it well,

the surname of Ethograph ('H0oy/3udof ), given to him
by Aristotle and others, sufficiently testifies. His

principles of imitation may be defined to be those of

individual representation, independently of any ac-

cidental combination of accessories ; neither the

picturesque, nor a general and indiscriminate pic-

ture of nature, formed any part of the art of Poly-

gnotus or of the period. Whatever, therefore, was
not absolutely necessary to illustrate the principal

object, was indicated merely by a symbol : two or

three warriors represented an army, a single hut

an encampment, a ship a fleet, and a single house

a city ; and, generally, the laws of basso-relievo

appear to have been the laws of painting, and both

were stiJl, to a great extent, subservient to archi-

tecture.

The principal contemporaries ol Polygnotus were
Dionysius of Colophon, Plistawietus and Panaenua

of Athens, brothers of Phidias, and Micon, also of

Athens.
Dionysius was apparently an excellent portrait

1. (x., 25-31.)—2. (Peinturcs de Polygnote A Delphcs deoi
n6eii et gravciei de apr^s la description d' Pausanias.)
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painlor, tbe Holbein of antiquity ; for, besides the

testimony of Aristotle, quoted a' ove, Plutarch' re-

marks, that the works of Dionysius wanted neither

force nor spirit, but that they had the appearance
of bein^ too much laboured. Polygnotus also painted

portraits, for Plutarch* mentions that he painted his

mistress Elpinicc, the sister of Cimon, as Laodicea,

in a picture in the TloiKiXti arod, or Poecile at Athens,

viiich received its name from the paintings of Pol-

jpiotus, Micon, Panaenus, and others, executed in

ths periods of Cimon and Pericles ; this colonnade
was previously called arou netaiavuKTiof.' What
these paintings were we learn from Pausanias,*

viz., the battle of the Athenians and Spartans at

Qinoe ; the painter of this piece is not known, but

it was probably Plistaenetus, who is mentioned by

Plutarch* as a famous battle painter ; the battle of

Theseus and the Athenians with the Amazons, by
Micon ;• the battle of Marathon, by Paneenus ;' and
the rape of Cassandra, &.C., by Polygnotus.* These
paintings, after adorning the Pcecile for about eight

centuries, were removed from Athens in the time
of Arcadius.* Ilaoul Rochette infers from this that

they were upon panels.

Pana;nus is termed by Strabo" the nephew of
Phidias : he assisted Phidias in decorating the stat-

ue and throne of the Olympian Jupiter. Micon was
particularly distinguished for the skill with which
he painted horses, ^tilian" relates that he was
once ridiculed by a certain Simon, skilled in such
matters, for having painted eyelashes to the under
eyelids of one of In's horses— a critical nicety

scarcely to have been expected in so early an age.

Prize contests, also, were already established, in

this early period, at Corinth and at Delphi. Pliny'*

mentions that Panaenus was defeated in one of these

at the Pythian games, by Timagoras of Chalcis,

Who himself celebrated his own victory in verse.

The remarks of Quintilian'-* respecting the style

of this period are very curious and interesting, al-

though they do not accord entirely with the testi-

monies from Greek writers quoted above. He
says that, notwithstanding the simple colouring of

Polygnotus, which was little more than a rude
foundation of what was afterward accomplished,

there were those who even preferred his style to

the styles of the greatest painters who succeeded
him ; not, as Quintilian thinks, without a certain

degree of affectation.

XII. Establishment of Painting. Dramatic Style.

-In the succeeding generation, about 420 B.C.,

through the efforts of Apollodorus of Athens and
Zeuxis of Ileraclea, dramatic effect was added to

the essential style of Polygnotus, causing an epoch
in the art of painting, which henceforth compre-
hended ar unity of sentiment and action, and the

imitation of the local and accidental appearances of
objects, combined with the historic and generic rep-

resentations of Polygnotus. The contemporaries
of Apollodorus and Zeuxis, and those who carried

out their principles, were Parrhasius of Ephesus,
Eupompus of Sicyon, and Timanthes of Cythnus,
all painters of the greatest fame. Athens and Si-

cyon were the principal seats of the art at this pe-

riod.

Apollodorjs, says Plutarch,'* invented lone {^opav
cat uTtoxpt^atv okiu^), which is well defined by Fu-

Beli" as " the element of the ancient 'Apfioy^, that

imperceptible transition which, without opacity,

confusion, or hardness, united local colour, demitint,

I. (Timol., 3fl.)—2. 'Cimon, 4.)—3. (Plut., 1. c.)—4. (i., 13.)
-5. (De Glor. A'.heiL 2.)— 6. (Plin., H. N., xxiv., 35.)— 7.

(I»lin., If. N.. ixiv., 34.)—8. (Plin., H. N.. xxir.. 35.)—9. (Sy-
•eaiiu. Epi«t., 54 ind 135.)— 10. (viii , p. 2M.}—\\. (U. A., it.,

M.)— 12. (ixxv., 35.)— 13. (Inat. Urat., xii., 10.)— 14. (D« Glor.
thea , 3 <— 15. (Lect. i.)

shade, and reflexes." This must, hvxrever, not M
altogethsr denied to the earlier painters ; for Plu-
tarch himself attributes the same property to the
works of Dionysius (lax^v l;^;ovra koi tovov), though
in a less degree. The distinction is, that what in

the works of Dionysius was really merely a grada-
tion of light and shade, or gradual diminution uf
light, was in those of Apollodorus a gradation aU*
of tints, the tint gradually changing according to tbe
degree of light. The former was termed rwof. tbe
latter dpjxoyfi ; but the English term tone, when ap-
plied to a coloured picture, comprehends both ; it i«

equivalent to the "splendor" of Pliny.*

Apollodorus first painted men and things as they
really appeared; this is what Pliny' means by
" Hie primus species exprimere institvit." The rich
effect of the combination of light and shade with
colour is also clearly expressed in the words which
follow : " primusque gloriam penicillo jure contulit

;"

also, " neque ante eum tabula ullius ostendilur, qua te-

ncat oculos.'" We may almost imagine the works of
a Rembrandt to be spoken of; his pictures riveted
the eye. Through this striking quality of his works,
he was surnamed the shadower, OKiaypu^q.* He
was in the habit of writing upon his works, " It is

easier to find fault than to imitate," iiufirjaeTai rif

jiuXkov ^ fitfi^acrat,* which Pliny* relates of Zeuxis.
Zeuxis combined a certain degree of ideal form

with the rich effect of Apollodorus. Quintilian*

says that he followed Homer, and was pleased
with powerful forms even in women. Cicero' also

praises his design. Zeuxis painted many celebra-
ted works, but the Helen of Croton, which was
painted from five of the most beautiful virgins in

the city, was the most renowned, and under which
he inscribed three verses* in the third book of the
Iliad." Stobaeus" relates an anecdote of the paint-

er Nicomachus and this Helen, where the painter
is reported to have observed to one who did not
understand why the picture was so much admired
" Take my eyes, and you will see a goddess." We
learn from another anecdote, recorded by Plutarch,'*

that Zeuxis painted very slowly.

Parrhasius is spoken of by ancient writers in

terms of the very highest praise. He appears to

have combined the magic tone of Apollodorus and
the exquisite design of Zeuxis with the classic in-

vention and expression of Polygnotus ; and he so
circumscribed all the powers and ends of art, says
Quintilian,^' that he was called the " Legislator."

He was himself not less aware of his ability, fo. he
termed himself the prince of painters {'EkX^uv
npura (^epovra rf^v;7f'*). He was, says Pliny,'* tho
most insolent and most arrogant of artists.

Timanthes of Cythnus or Sicyon was distin-

guished for invention and expression ; the particu-

lar charm of his invention was, that he left much
to be supplied by the spectator's own fancy ; arrl,

although his productions were always admirable
works of art, still the execution was surpassed by
the invention. As an instance of the ingenuity of

his invention, Pliny'* mentions a sleeping Cyclops
that he painted upon a small panel, yet conveyed
an idea of his gigantic form by means of some
small satyrs, who were painted measuring his

thumb with a thyrsus. He was celebrated also for

a picture of the sacrifice of Iphigenia. (See the

admirable remarks of Fuseli upon this picture, Lec-

ture i.) Timanthes defeated Parrhasius in a pro-

fessional contest, in which the subject was the

1 (Timol., 3«.)— 2. (xxxv., 11.) — 3. (xxxt., 36.) — 4. (He-

•ych.. «. V.)—5. (Plut., De Glor. Athen.. 2.)—fl. (1. c.)—7. (L

c.)—«. (Brut., 18.)-9. (I5«-I5.S.)— 10. (Vnl. Max., iii., 7, 3
— Cic, De luvent.. ii., 1. — ^lian.V. 11., ir., 12, Ac.) — II.

(Serni..6l.)—12. (Pericl., 13.)— 13. (1. c.)— 14. (Athen., xii., •

M3, c.)— IS. (XXXT., 30.- Comjtar* Atheu., xr., p. fl«7, *. -If
(XXXT., 36, « «.)
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combat of U1758C3 and Ajax for the arms ofAchil-

Euporapus of Sicyon was the founder of the cel-

ebrated Sicyonian school of painting which was
afterward established by Pamphilus. Such was
the influence of Eupompus's style, that he added a
third, the Sicyonic, to the only two distinct styles

of painting then recognised, the Helladic or Grecian
and the Asiatic, but subsequently to Eupompus
distinguished as the Attic and the Ionic ; which,
with his own style, the Sicyonic, henceforth con-

stituted the three characteristic styles of Grecian
painting.* We may judge, from the advice which
Eupompus gave Lysippus, tliat the predominant
characteristic of this style was individuality ; for

upon being consulted by Lysippus whom of his pre-

decessors he should imitate, he is reported to have
said, pointing to the surrounding crowd, " Let na-

ture be your model, not an artist.'" This celebra-

ted maxim, which eventually had so much influ-

ence upon the arts of Greece, was the first pro-

fessed deviation from the principles of the generic
style of Polygnotus and Phidias.

XIII. Period of Refinement.—The art of this pe-

riod, which has been termed the Alexandrean, be-

cause the most celebrated artists of this period
lived about the time of Alexander the Great, was
the last of progression or acquisition ; but it only
added variety of effect to the tones it could not im-
prove, and wEis principally characterized by the di-

versity of the styles of so many contemporary art-

ists. The decadence of the art immediately suc-

ceeded ; the necessary consequence, when, instead

of excellence, variety and originality became the
end of the artist. " Floruit circa Philippum, el us-

que ad successares Alexandri," says Quintilian,*";)zc-

tura pracipue, sed diversis virtutihus ;'" and he then
eniunerates some of the principal painters of this

tiius, with the excellences for which each was dis-

ting'iiajied. Protogenes was distinguished for high
finish ; Pamphilus and Melanthius for composition

;

Antiphilus for facility ; Theon of Samos for his

prolific fancy ; and for grace Apelles was unrivalled

;

Euphranor was in all things excellent ; Pausias and
Nicias were remarkable for chiaroscuro of various
kinds ; Nicomachus was celebrated for a bold and
rapid pencil ; and his brother Aristides surpassed
all in the depth of expression. There were also

other painters of great celebrity during this period

:

Philoxenus of Eretria, Asclepiodorus of Athens,
Athenion of Maronea, Echion, Cydias, Philochares,
Theomnestus, Pyreicus, &c.

This general revolution in the theories and prac-
tice of painting appears to have been greatly owing
to the principles taught by Eupompus at Sicyon.
Pamphilus of Amphipolis succeeded Eupompus in

the school of Sicyon, which from that time became
the most celebrated school of art in Greece. Pam-
philus had the reputation of being the most scien-
«ific artist of his time ; and such was his authority,

says Phny,* that chiefly through his influence, first

ia Sicyon, then throughout all Greece, noble youths
were taught the art of drawing before all others.
'* Graphice, hoc est, pictura in buxo," that is, draw-
ing, in which the elementary process consisted in
'rawing Unes or outlines with the graphis upon
ablets of box ; the first exercise was probably to

draw a simple line (Vpanfirjv iTucmai*) It was
considered among the first of liberal arts, and was
piaclised exclusively by the freeborn, for there
was a special ed'ct prohibiting slaves from exerci-
sing it. The course of study in this school occu-
pied ten years, and the fee of admission was an At-

1. (Jllian, 1. c—Plin., 1. c.)—2. (PUn., xxiv.. 36, (> 7.)—3.

<Plin , xxxiv., 19, () 6.)—4. (I.e.)—5 (xxxv., 36.)—6. (PoUux,
Onom. vii., 128.)
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tic talent : Pliny mentions that .Apelles and Melan-
thius both paid this fee. Apelles studied under
Ephorus of Ephesus before he became the pupil of

Pamphilus : Pausias also studied encaustic under
Pamphilus. The course of study comprehended in-

struction in drawing, arithmetic, geometry, anal
omy, and painting in all its branches. Pamphilus
was the first painter, says Pl:rj"( who was skilled

in all the sciences, particularly aiithriei ji and ge
ometry, without which he denied that ait could be
perfected. By these sciences, as applied to paint-

ing, we must probably understand those principles

of proportion and motion which can be reduced to

rule : by arithmetic, the system of the construction

and the proportions of the parts of the human
body ; by geometry, perspective, and the laws of

motion, that is, so much of them as is necessary to

give a correct representation of, and a proper bal-

ance to, the figure. Pamphilus seems to have
painted but few pictures, but they were all conspic-

uous for beauty of composition.
Nicomachus of Thebes was, according to Pliny,'

the most rapid painter of his time ; but he was as

conspicuous for the force and power of his pencil

as for its rapidity ; Plutarch' compares his paint-

ings with the verses of Homer. Nicomachus had
many scholars, of whom Philoxenus of Eretria was
celebrated as a painter of battles ; a battle of Alex-

ander and Darius by him, is mentioned by Pliny»

as one of the most celebrated paintings of antiqui-

ty ; but they were all surpassed by his own brother

Aristides, who appears to have been the greatest

master of expression among the Greeks. We must,
however, apply some modification to the expression

of Pliny,* that Aristides first painted the mind and
expressed the feelings and passions of man, since

^6ri, as it is explained by Fii y in this passage, can-

not be denied to Polygnotus, Apollodorus, Parrhar

sius, Timanthes, and many others.

The picture of Aristides, which represented an
infant at the breast of its wounded and dying moth-
er at the sack of a city, was one of the most cele-

brated paintings of the ancients. It was remark-
able for the expression of the agony of the mother
lest the child should suck blood instead of milk

from her failing breast. It was sent by Alexander
to Pella.'

The works of Aristides were in such repute, that

Attalus, king of Pergamus, gave a hundred talents

for only one of his pictures. This was nearly two
centuries after his death ; but he also received great

prices himself Pliny mentions that a certain Mna
son, tyrant of Elatea, paid him for a battle of the

Persians, in which were a hundred figures (most

probably of a small size), at the rate of ten minai

for each figure. The same prince, who appears to

have been a great patron of the arts, gave Asclepi-

odorus, for pictures of the twelve gods, 300 min»
each ; and he gave also to Theomnestus (otherwise

unknown) for every picture of a hero, 100 mine.
Asclepiodorus was a native of Athens ; he was cel-

ebrated for composition or grouping ; Plutarch*

classes him with Euphranor and Nicias.

Pausias of Sicyon painted in encaustic with the

cestrum, and seems to have surpassed all olheis in

this method of painting ; Pliny' terms him " primua

in hoc generc nohilis" from which it would appear that

he either distinguished himself earlier than Euphra-

nor or Nicias, who both excelled in this style ; he

was, however, the pupil of Pamphilus and the con-

temporary of Apelles. Pausias was conspicnous

for a bold and powerful effect of light and shade,

which he enhanced by contrasts and strong fore-

shortenings. A large picture of a sacrifirie of h

1. (1. c.)— 3. (Timol., 36.)— 3. (ixiv , 38.)— 4. (I. c.)—

(
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bull, of this ilcsrription, was very celebrated; he
paipvcd H black biill upun a light ground ; the animal
waa powerfully lorcsliortenoil, and its shadow was
thrown upoi a part of the surrounding crowd, by
which a remarkable effect was produced.'

Apelles was a native of Ephesus or of Colo-
phon,'' according to the general testimony of Greek
writers, although Pliny' terms him of Cos. Pliny
a?serts that he surpassed all who either preceded
or succeeded him ; the quality, however, in which
hi surpassed all otlier painters will scarcely bear a
definition ; it has been termed grace, elegance, beau-
ty> ;t«P'fi venustas. Fuseli* defines the style of
Apelles thus :

" His great prerogative consisted
more in the unison than the extent of his pow-
ers ; he knew better what he could do, what ought
to be done, at what point he could arrive, and what
lay beyond his reach, than any other artist. Grace
of conception and refinement of taste were his ele-

ments, and went hand in hand with grace of execu-
tion and taste in finish

; powerful and seldom pos-
sessed singly, irresistible when united."
The most celebrated work of Apelles waa per-

haps his Venus Anadyomene, Venus rising out of
the waters.'

" In Veneris tabula sumtnam tibi ponit Apelles."

The beautiful goddess was represented squeezing
the water with her fingers from her hair, and her
only veil was the silver shower which fell from her
shining locks. Ovid elegantly alludes to it in the
following lines.*

" Sic madidos siccat digitis Venus uda capillos,

Et modo malemis tecta videtur aquis."

So great, indeed, was the admiration of the ancients
for this picture, that, according to the same poet,'

Venus chiefly owed to it her great reputation for

beauty.

" Si Venerrm Cous nunquam pinxissct Apelles,

McTsa sub aquoreis tlla lateret aquis."

Apelles excelled in portrait, and, indeed, all his

works appear to have been portraits in an extended
sense ; for his pictures, both historical and allegor-

ical, consisted nearly all of single figures. He en-

joyed the exclusive privilege of painting the por-

traits of Alexander.* One of these, which repre-

sented Alexander wielding the thunder-bolts of Ju-

piter, termed the Alexander Kf/oari'o^opof, so pleased
the monarch that he ordered twenty talents of gold
to be given tn him. Plutarch' says that this pic-

ture was the angin of the saying that there were
two Ale.xanders, the one of Philip the invincible,

the other of Apelles the inimitable. It appears to

have been a master-piece of effect ; the hand and
lightning, says Pliny, seemed to start from the pic-

ture; and Plutarch'" informs us that the complexion
was browner than Alexander's, thus making a finer

contrast with the fire in his hand, which apparently
constituted the light of the picture. Pliny" tells us
that Apelles glazed his pictures in a manner pecu-
liar to himself, and in which no one could imitate

him. When liis works were finished, he covered
them with a dark transparent varnish (most proba-

bly containing asphaltum), which had a remarkable
effect in hannonizing and toning the colours, and
in giving brilliancy to the shadows. Sir J. Rey-
nolds discovered in this account of Pliny " an art-

ist-like description of the effect of glazing or scum-
bling, such as was practised by Titian and the rest

ot the Venetian painters.'"* There is a valuable

though incidental remark in Cicero" relating to Che

1. (Plin., 1. c.)—2. (Suidan, i. v.)—3. (1. c.)—4. (Lect. i.)—

J. (Proport., iii., 9, II.)—6. (TrUt , ii., 527.)—7. (Art. Am»t.,
ui.,401.j-8. (llor.. El)., II., i., 239.)-9. (Fort. Alei. M«^., 2,

I.)— 10. (Alei., 4.)-ll. (i. c.)—IS. (Note* lo Fro»n., 87.)—13.

(UadVU Deor., I., 37.)

colouring of Apelles, where he says that the \taU
of the Venus Anadyomene were not blood, but a
resemblance of blood. The females, and the pic
tures generally, of Apelles, were most probably
simple and unadorned ; their absolute merits, and
not their effect, constituting their chief attraction
Clemens Alexandrinus' has preserved a memorable
reproof of Apelles to one of his scholars, who, in a
picture of Helen, had been lavish of ornament:
" Youth, since you could not paint her beautiful,
you have made her rich."

Protogenes of Caunus, a contemporary of Apel-
les, was both statuary and painter ; he was remark-
able for the high finish of his works. Petronius*
remarks, that the excessive detail and finish of the
works of Protogenes, vying with nature itself, in-

spired him with a certain feeling of horror (" non
sine quodam horrore tractavi"). His most celebrated
work was his figure of lalysus with his dog ; Pliny*
and Plutarch* both mention that Protogenes was
occupied seven years with this picture ; and Pliny
says he painted it over four times (" huic pictura
quater colorem induxii") ; from which it would ap-
pear that the way in which the ancients imbodied
their colours in their pictures can have differed lit

tie, if at all, from the manner practised by the ma-
jority of the artists of the modern schools of paint-

ing. The four times of Protogenes most probably
were the dead colouring, a first and a second paint
ing, and, lastly, scumbling with glazing. Plutarch*
says that when Apelles saw this picture, he was at
first speechless with astonishment, but presently re
marked that it was a great and a wonderful work,
but that it was deficient in those graces for which
his own pictures were so famous.
Euphranor the Isthmian was celebrated equally

as painter and statuary ; he was, says Pliny,* in all

things excellent, and at all times equal to himself.

He was distinguished for a peculiarity of style of
design ; he was fond of a muscular limb, and adopt
ed a more decided anatomical display generally, but
he kept the body light in proportion to the head and
limbs. Pliny says that Euphranor first represented
heroes with dignity. Parrhasius was said to have
established the canon of art for heroes ; but the he-
roes of Parrhasius were apparently more divine,

those of Euphranor more human. We have exam-
ples of both these styles in the Apollo and the La-
ocoon, and in the Meleager and the Gladiator, or the
Antinous and the Di.scobolus. It was to thi: dis-

tinction of style which Euphranor apparently allu-

ded when he said that the Theseus of Parrhasius
had been fed upon roses, but his own upon beef
Euphranor painted in encaustic, and executed many
famous works ; the principal were, a battle of Man-
tinea, and a picture of the twelve gods.*

Nicias u( Athens was celebrated for the delicacy

with which he painted females, and for the rich tone
of chiaroscuro which distinguished his paintings.

He also painted in encaustic. His most celebrated

work was the vtKvia, or the region of the shades of
Homer {necromantia Homeri), which he declined to

sell to Ptolemy I. of Egypt, who had offered sixty

talents for it, and preferred presenting to his native

city, Athens, as he was then sufliciently wealthy.

Nicias also painted some of the marble statues of
Praxiteles.*

Athenion of Maronea, who painted also in encaus-

tic, was, according to Pliny," compared with, and
even preferred by some to, Nicias; he was more
austere in colouring, but in his austerity more pleaa*

I. (Pedagog., ii., U.)—2. (Sat.. 88.)—3. (1. O—4. (Demet..

12.)—5. (I.e.)—6. (iiXT., 40.)— 7. (Plut., Do Glor. Alhen., 2
—Plin., 1. c.)—8. (Plin.,1. c—Plut., 1. o. — Pmai.. i., 3.— Lo-
cian, Imag., 7.— Val. Majt., viii., II. 5. — Euitath. ad 11.. i,
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-
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Jng ; and if he had not died young, says Pliny, he
would have surpassed all men in painting. He ap-

pears to have looked upon colours as a mere means,

to have neglected pictorial effect, and, retaining in-

dividuality, and much of the refinement of design of

his contemporaries, to have endeavoured to com-

bine them with the generic style of Polygnotus and

Phidias (it. in ipsa pictura eruditio eluceat). His pic-

ture of a groom with a horse is mentioned by Pliny

as a remarkable painting.

Phikchares, the brother of the ora:or .^schines,

was alno a painter of the greatest merit, according

to Pliny,^ although he is contemptuously termed by

Demosthenes' " a painter of perfume-pots and tam-

bours" {^dXaiaarpoBriKaq koI rvunava).

Echion also, of uncertain country, is mentioned

by Cicero^ and Pliny* as a famous painter. Pliny

speaks of a picture of a bride by him as a noble

painting, distinguished for its expression of modesty.

A great compliment is also incidentally paid to the

works of Echion by Cicero,* where he is apparently

ranked with Polycletus.

Theon of Samos was distinguished for what the

Greeks termed ^avTaaiai, according to Quintilian,*

who also ranks him with painters of the highest

class. Pliny,' however, classes him with those of

the second degree, ^lian gives a spirited descrip-

tion (if a young warrior painted by Theon.*

XIV. Decline.—The causes of the decline of paint-

ing in Greece are very evident. The political rev-

olutions with which it was convulsed, and the va-

rious dynastic changes which took place after the

death of Alexander, were perhaps the principal ob-

stacles to any important efforts of art ; the intelli-

gent and higher classes of the population, upon whom
painters chiefly depend, being to a great extent en-

grossed by politics or engaged in war. Another in-

fluential cause was, that the public buildings were
already rich in works of art, almost even to the ex-

haustion of the national mythology and history; and

the new rulers found the transfer of works already

renowned a more sure and a more expeditious meth-

od of adorning their public halls and palaces, than

the more tardy and hazardous alternative of requi-

ring original productions from contemporary artists.

The consequence was, that the artists of those

times were under the necessity of trying other fields

of art ; of attracting attention by novelty and vari-

ety : thus rhyparography 0v!rapoypa<j>ia), pornogra-

phy, and all the lower classes of art, attained the

ascendency, and became the characteristic styles of

the period. Yet, during the early part of this period

of decline, from about B.C. 300 until the destruction

of Corinth by Mummius, B.C. 146, there were still

several names which upheld the ancient glory of

Grecian painting ; but subsequent to the conquest of

Greece by the Romans, what was previously but a

gradual and scarcely sensible decline, then became
a rapid and a total decay.

In the lower descriptions of painting which pre-

vailed in this period, Pyreicus was pre-eminent ; he

was termed Rhyparographos {f)VTrapoypu<j)og), on ac-

count of the mean quality of his subjects. He be-

longed to the class of genre-painters, or " peintres

du genre has," as the French term them. The
Greek l!>vTrapoypa(jila, therefore, is apparently equiva-

lent to our expression, the Dutch style. Pyreicus,'

B\ys Pliny, painted barbers' shops and cobblers'

stalls, shell-fish, eatables of all sorts, and the hke ;

and, although an humble walk, he excelled so great-

ly that he obtained the highest fame ; and his small

pictures were more valuable than the greatest works
of many masters ; in execution, few surpassed him.

1. (ixxv., 10.)—2. (Fals. Legal., p. 415, Rciske.)—3. (Brut.,

18.) -4. (ixxv., 38.)—5. (Parad., v., 2.)—€. (Lc.)— 7. {xxxv.,
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" Pyreicus parva vindicat arte locum,"

says Propertius ' (Pyreicus is the emendation of

Welcker' on the authority of Cod. Vat., I., iv.

With the common reading, Parrhasius, the line ia

unintelligible.) Pornography, or obscene painting,

which in the time of the Romans was practised

with the grossest license,' prevailed especially at

no particular period in Greece, but was apparently

tolerated to a considerable extent at all times.

Parrhasius, Aristides, Pausanias, Nicopbanea, Chae-

rephanes, Arellius, and a few other -n-opvoypapoi are

mentioned as having made themselves notorious for

this species of license.*

Of the few painters who still maintained the dig

nity of the dying art, the following may be mention-

ed : Mydon of Soli ; Ncalces, Leontiscus, and Ti-

manthes of Sicyon ; Arcesilaus, Erigonus, and Pa-

sias, of uncertain country ; and Metrodorus of Ath-

ens, equally eminent as painter and as philosopher.

The school of Sicyon, to which the majority of the

distinguished painters of this period belonged, is ex-

pressly mentioned by Plutarch* as the only one
which still retained any traces of the purity and the

greatness of style of the art of the renowned ages.

It appears to have been still active in the time of

Aratus, about 250 B.C., who seems to have instilled

some of his own enterprising spirit into the artists

of his time. Aratus was a great lover of the arts,

but this did not hinder him from destroying the por-

traits of the Tyrants of Sicyon ; one only, and that

but partially, was saved.*

It was already the fashion in this age to talk of

the inimitable works of the great masters ; and the

artists generally, instead of exerting themselves to

imitate the master-pieces of past ages, seem to have

been content to admire them. All works bearing

great names were of the very highest value, and

were sold at enormoufe prices. Plutarch mentions

that Aratus bought up some old pictures, bat partic-

ularly those of Melanthus and Pamphilus, and sent

them as presents to Ptolemy III. of Egjf/t, to con-

ciliate his favour, and to induce him to join the

Achaean league. Ptolemy, who was a great admi-

rer of the arts, was gratified with these presents,

and presented Aratus with 150 talents in consider-

ation of them.' These were, however, by no means
the first works of the great painters of Greece

which had found their way into Egypt. Ptolemy

Soter had employed agents in Greece to purchase

the works of celebrated masters.* Athenaeus also*

expressly mentions the pictures of Sicyonian mas-

ters which contributed to add to the pomp and dis-

play of the celebrated festival of Ptolemy Philadel-

phus at Alexandrea.

From the time of Alexander the spirit of the

Greeks animated Egyptian artists, who adopted the

standard of Grecian beauty in proportion and char-

acter. Antiphilus, one of the most celebrated paint-

ers of antiquity, was a native of Egypt, perhaps of

Naucratis, and appears to have lived at the court

of Ptolemy Soter. Many other Greek painters also

were established in Egypt, and both the population

and arts of Alexandrea were more Greek than Egyp-

tian."

Among the most remarkable productions of this

period were the celebrated ship of Hiero II. of Syr-

acuse, which had Mosaic floors, in which the whole

history of the fall of Troy was worked with admira-

ble skill," and the immense ship of Ptolemy Phiio-

pator, on the prow and stern of which were carved

1. (iii., 9, 12.)—2. (ad Philostr., 396.) — 3. (Propcrt., ii., 6.-

Sueton.. Tib., 43, and Vit. Ilor.)—4. (Alhcn., liii., p. 5S7, b.-
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eolosaal fifises eighteen feet in height; and the

whole vessel, both interior and exterior, was deco-

rated with painting of various descriptions.'

Nearly a century later than Aratus we have still

mention of two painters at Athens of more than or-

dinary distinction, Heraclcidcs a Macedonian, and
Metrodorus an Athenian. The names of several

painters, however, of these times are preserved in

I'linT, but he notices them only in a cursory man-
cer. When Paulus ^Cmilius had conquered Per-

seus, B.C. 168, he commanded the Athenians to

send him their most distinguished painter to perpet-

uate his triumph, and their most approved philoso-

pher to educate his sons. The Athenians selected

Metrodorus the painter, professing that he was pre-

eminent in both respects. Heracleides was a Ma-
cedonian, and originally a ship-painter; he repaired
to Athens after the defeat of Perseus.* Plutarch,

in his description of the triumph of Paulus .^mil-
ius,' says that the paintings and statues brought by
him from Greece were so numerous that they re-

quired 250 wagons to carry them in procession, and
that the spectacle lasted the entire day. P. .^mil-
ius appears at all times to have been a great admi-
rer of the arts, for Plutarch* mentions that after his

lirst consulship he took especial care to have his

sons educated in the arts of Greece, and, among oth-

ers, in painting and sculpture, and that he accord-
ingly entertained masters of those arts (nXdarai xai

l^uypd^oi ) in his family ; from which it is evident
that the migration of Greek artists to Rome had al-

ready commenced before the general spoliations of
Greece. Indeed, Livy* expressly mentions that

many artists came from Greece to Rome upon the
occasion of the ten days' games appointed by Fulvius
Nobilior, B.C. 186. But Rome must have had its

Greek painters even before this time'; for the pic-

ture of the feast of Gracchus's soldiers after the
battle of Beneventum, consecrated by him in the
Temple of Liberty on the Aventine, B.C. 213,* was
in all probability the work of a Greek artist.

The system adopted by the Romans of plunder-
ing Greece of its works of art, re4)robated by Po-
lybius,' was not without a precedent. The Cartha-
ginians before them had plundered all the coast
towns of Sicily, and the Persians, and even the

Macedonians, carried off all works of art as the

lawful prize of conquest.* The Roman conquerors,
however, at first plundered with a certain degree
ol moderation ;• as Marcellus at Syracuse, and Fa-
bius Maximus at Tarentum, who carried away no
more works of art than were necessary to adorn
their triumphs or decorate some of the public build-

ings. "• The works of Greek art brought from Sicily

by Marcellus were the first to inspire the Romans
with the desire of adorning tneir public edifices

with statues and paintings ; which taste was con-
verted into a passion when they became acquainted
with the great treasures and almost inexhaustible
resources of Greece, and their rapacity knew no
liounds. Plutarch says that Marcellus" was ac-

cused of having corrupted the public morals through
the introduction of works of art into Rome, since
from that period the people wasted much of their

time in disputing about arts and artists. But Mar-
cellus gloried in the fact, and boasted, even before
Greeks, that he was the first to teach the Romans
to Cbtcem and to admire the exquisite produc-
tions of Greek art. We learn from Livy" that oi e
of the ornaments of the triumph of Marcellus, 214
B.C., was a picture of the capture of Syracuse.

1. ( Athcn., T , 2(M, a.)—3. (Plin.. ixiv., 40.)—3. (in Vit., 32.)—
4. (in Vit.,6.)—5. (xxxix., 23.)—fl. (Lir., iiit., 16.)—7. (ix., 3.)

-%. (Dial. Sic, liii., 90. — Polyb., ix., 8, 1.— Lir., xxxi., 26.
—Plin., n. N., xxiiv., 19.—Id. ib., xiiv.. 30.)—9. (Cic. in Verr.,
T. 4.)— 10. (Cic. in Verr., v.. 52, seqq.—Plut., Fah. Mux., 28 —
;j. Matcell., 30.)—II. (in Vit.. SI >— 13. (xxvi., 21 )
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These spoliations of Greece, of the Grecian kinf-
doms of Asia, and of Sicily, continued uninterrupted
for about two centuries ; yet, according to Miici-

anus, says Pliny,' such was the inconceivable
wealth of Greece in works of art, that Rhodes alone
still contained upward of 3000 statues, and that

there could not have been less at Athens, at Olyrn
pia, or at Delphi. The men who contributed prin-

cipally to fill the public edifices and temples of
Rome with the works of Grecian art, were Cn.
Manlius, Fulvius Nobilior, who plundered the tem-
ples of Ambracia,*Mummiu8, Sulla, Lucullus, Scan-
rus, and Verres.*

Mummius, after the destruction of Corinth, B.C.
146, carried off or destroyed more works of art than
all his predecessors put together. Some of his

soldiers were found by Polybius playing at dice upon
the celebrated picture of Dionysius by Aristides.*

Many valuable works, also, were purchased on this

occasion by Attains III., and sent to Pergamum

;

but they all found their way to Rome on his death,
B.C. 133, as he bequeathed all his proj)erty to the
Roman people.* Scaurus, in his sdileship, B.C. 58,

had all the public pictures still remaining in Sicyon
transported to Rome on account of the debts of the
former city, and he adorned the great temporary
theatre which he erected upon that occasion with
3000 bronze statues.* Verres ransacked Asia and
Achaia, and plundered almost every temple and
public edifice in Sicily of whatever was valuable in

it. Among the numerous robberies of Verres, Ci-

cero' mentions particularly twenty-seven beautiful

pictures taken from the Temple of Minerva at Syra-
cuse, consisting of portraits of the kings and ty-

rants of Sicily.

From the destruction of Corinth by Mummius,
and the spoliation of Athens by Sulla, the higher
branches of art, especially in painting, experiencer.

so sensible a decay in Greece, that only two paint-

ers are mentioned who can be classed with the
great masters of former times : Timomachus of By-
zantium, contemporary with Caesar,* and Aetion,

mentioned by Lucian.* who lived apparently about
the time of Hadrian." Yet Rome was, about the

end of the Republic, full .of painters, who appear,
however, to have been chiefly occupied in portrait,

or decorative and arabesque painting : painters must
also have been very numerous in Egypt and in Asia.

Paintings of various descriptions still continued to

perform a conspicuous part in the triumphs of *\e

Roman conquerors. In the triumph of Pompey
over Mithradates, the portraits of the children and
family of that monarch were carried in the proces-

sion ;" and in one of Caesar's triumphs, the portraits

of his principal enemies in the civil war were dis-

played, with the exception of that of Pompey.**
The school of art at Rhodes appears to have

been the only one that had experienced no great

change, for works of the highest class in sculpture
were still produced there. The course of painting

seems to have been much more capricious than
that of sculpture, in which master-pieces, exhibiting

various beauties, appear to have been produced in

nearly every age from Phidias to Hadrian. A de-
cided decay in painting, on the other hand, is re-

peatedly acknowledged in the later Greek and in

the best Roman writers. One of the causes of this

decay may be, that the highest excellence in paint-

ing requires the combination of a much greater va-

riety of qualities ; whereas invention and design,

1. (xxxiT., 17.)—2. (Lit., xxxviii., 44.)—3. (Li»., xxxix 5, •,

7.— Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 53 ; xxxi»., 17 ; ixxvii., 6.)—4. (St™-
bo, viii, p 381.) — 5. (Plin., xxxiii., 53.)— 6. (Plm., xxxt, 40;
xxxvi., 34.)—7. (in Verr., iv., 55.)—8. (Plin., H N., ixjct., 4a
*c.)—W. (!m»g., 7.— Herwl.. 5.)— 10. (MaUer. ArcbS..!.. k «I1
1.)— 11. (Appian, De BeU Mith., 117.;— IS. (Id , Da Bell. Civ
ii.. 101.)
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identical in b)th arts, are the sole elements of

sculpture. Painters, also, are addicted to the per-

nicious, thojgh lucrative practice of dashing off or

despatching their works, from which sculptors,

from the very nature of their materials, are ex-

empt : to paint quickly was all that was required

from some of the Roman painters.' Works in

sculpture, also, through the durability of their ma-
terial, are more easily preserved than paintings,

and they serve, therefore, ns models and incen-

livcs to the artists of aftei ages. Artists, there-

fore, who may have had ability to excel in sculpture,

would naturally choose that art in preference to

painting. It is only thus that we can account for

the production of such works as the Antinous, the

Laocoon, the Torso of Apollonius, and many others

of surpassing excellence, at a period when the art

of painting was comparatively extinct, or, at least,

principally practised as mere decorative colouring,

such as the majority of the paintings at Rome,
Herculaneum, and Pompeii, now extant ; though it

must be remembered that these were the inferior

works of an inferior age.

XV. Roman Painting.—The early painting of

Italy and Magna Graecia has been already noticed,

and we know nothing of Roman painting inde-

pendent of that of Greece, though Pliny' tells us

that it was cultivated at an early period by the Ro-
mans. The head of the noble house of the Fabii

received the surname of Pictor, which remained in

his family, through some paintings which he execu-
ted in the Temple of Salus at Rome, B.C. 304,

which lasted until the time of the Emperor Claudi-

us, when they were destroyed by the fire that con-

sumed that temple. Pacuvius also, the tragic

poet, and nephew of Ennius, distinguished himself

by some paintings in the Temple of Hercules, in the

Forum Boarium, about 180 B.C. Afterward, says
Pliny,' painting was not practised by polite hands

{fumestis manibus) among the Romans, except, per-

naps, in the case of Turpilius, a Roman knight of

his own times, who executed some beautiful works
with his left hand at Verona. Yet Quintus Pedius,

nephew of Q. Pedius, coheir of Cassar with Augus-
tus, was instructed in painting, and became a great

proficient in the art, though he died when young.
Antistius Labeo also amused himself with painting

small pictures.

Julius Caesar, Agrippa, and Augustus were among
the earliest great patrons of artists. Suetonius* in-

forms us that Caesar expended great sums in the

purchase of pictures by the old masters ; and PUny'
mentions that he gave as much as 80 talents for

two pictures by his contemporary Timomachus of

Byzantium, one an Ajax, and the other a Medea
meditating the murder of her children. These pic-

tures, which were painted in encaustic, were very
celebrated works ; they are alluded to by Ovid,' and
are mentioned by many other ancient writers.

There are two circumstances connected with the

earlier history of painting in Rome which deserve
mention. One is recorded by Livy,' who informs
us that the consul Tib. Sempronius Gracchus dedi-

cated in the Temple of Mater Matuta, upon his re-

turn from Sardinia, B C. 174, a picture of apparent-

ly a singular description ; it consisted of a plan of
the island of Sardinia, with representations of vari-

ous battles he had fought there painted upon it.

The other is mentioned by Pliny,* who says that

Lucius Hostilius Mancinus, B.C. 147, exposed to

view in the Forum a picture of the taking of Car-
thage, in which he had performed a conspicuous
part, and explained its various incidents to the peo-

1. ('nv%v -„ 146.)—2. (H. N., XXIV., 7.)-3. (1. c.)—4. (Jul.

Cffi»-,(iii,« (H. N., ixxv., 40.)—6 (Trist., ii., 525.)-7. (xli.,

28.)—8. \ }j'!i., XXXV., 7.)
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pie. Whether these pictures were the productiont
of Greek or Roman artists, is doubtful ; nor nav«
we any guide as to their rank as works of art.

The Romans generally have not the slightest

claims to the merit of laving promoted the fine

arts. We have seen that, before the spoliations of
Greece and Sicily, the arts were held in no consid-
eration in Rome; and even afterward, until the
time of the emperors, painting and sculpture seem
to have been practised very rarely by Romans ; and
the works which were then produced were chiefly

characterized by their bad taste, being mere milita-

ry records and gaudy displays of colour, although
the city was crowded with the finest productions ol

ancient Greece.
There are three distinct periods observable in the

history of paintmg in Rome. The first, or great
period of Graeco-Roman art, may be dated from the
conquest of Greece until the time of Augustus,
when the artists were chiefly Greeks. The second,
from the time of Augustus to the so-called Thirty
Tyrants and Dioclesian, or from the beginning of
the Christian era untd about the latter end of the
third century, during which time the great majori-
ty of Roman works of art were produced. The
third comprehends the state of the arts during the
exarchate ; when Rome, in consequence of the
foundation of Constantinople, and the changes it

involved, suffered similar spoliations to those which
it had previously inflicted upon Greece. This was
the period of the total decay of the imitative arts
among the ancients.

The establishment of Christianity, the division

of the Empire, and the incursions of barbarians,
were the first great causes of the important revolu-

tion experienced by the imitative arts, and the se-

rious check they received ; but it was reserved for

the fanatic fury of the iconoclasts effectually to de-
stroy all traces of their former splendour.

Of the first of these three periods suflicient has
been already said ; of the second there remain still

a few observations to be made. About the begin-

ning of the second period is the earliest age in

which we have any notice of portrait-painters {ima-

ginum jnctorcs) as a distinct class. Pliny mentions
particularly Dionysius and Sopolis as the most cel-

ebrated at about the time of Augustus, or perhaps
earlier, who filled picture-galleries with their works

;

the former was surnamed the anthropograph, be-

cause he painted nothing but men. About the

same age, also, Lala of Cyzicus was very celebra-

ted ; she painted, however, chiefly female portraits,

but received greater prices than the other two.'

Portraits must have been exceedingly numerous
among the Romans ; Varro made a collection of

the portraits of 700 eminent men." The portraits

or statues of men who had performed any public

service were placed in the temples and other pub-

lic places, and several edicts were passed by the

emperors of Rome respecting the placing of them.*

The portraits of authors, also, were placed in the

public libraries ; they were apparently fixed above
the cases which contained their writings, below
which chairs were placed for the convenience of

readers.* They were painted, also, at the begin*

ning of manuscripts.' Respecting the imagines oi

wax portraits, which were preserved in " armaria"
in the atria of private houses,* there is an interest'

ing account in Polybius.^ With the exception ol

Action, as already mentioned, not a single paintei

of this period rose to eminence, although some
were, of course, more distinguished than others; as

1. (Plin., H. N., XXXV., 37, 40.)—2. (Plin., H. N . xxxv., 2.)--

3. (Sueton., Tib., 26.—Calig., 34 )—4. (Cic. ad Att., iv., 10-
Sueton., Tib., 70.— Calic., 34.)— 5. (Martial, xiv., 186.)—

6

(Plin., XXXV , 2.—Senec, De Benef., iii., 28 )- 7 (vi , 53
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the profligate Arellius ; Fabullua, who painted N j-

ro's golden house ; Dorothcus, who copied for Nero
the Veims Anadyoinene of Apelles ; Cornelius Fi-

nns, Acciua Priscus, Marcus Ludiua, Maliius, and
others.' Poi trait, decorative, and scene painting

seem to have engrossed the art. Pliny and Vilru-

vius regret in strong terms the deplorable state of

painting in their times, which was but the com-
mencement of the decay ; Vitruvius has devoted an
entire chapter* to a lamentation over its fallen

state ; and Pliny speaks of it as a dying art.' The
latter writer instances,* as a sign of the madness of

bis time {nostra alalia insaniam), the colossal por-

trait of Nero, 120 feet high, which was painted

upon canvass, a thing unknown till that time.

Marcus Ludius, in the time of Augustus, became
very celebrated fur his landscape decorations, which
were illustrated with figures actively employed in

occupations suited to the scenes ; which kind of
painting became universal after his time, and ap-

parently with every species of license. Vitruvius

contrasts the state of decorative painting in his own
age with what it was formerly, and he enumerates
the various kinds of wall-painting in use among
the ancients. They first imitated the arrangement
and varieties of slabs of marble, then the variegated
frames and cornices of panels, to which were after-

ward added architectural decorations ; and, finally,

in the exedrae were painted tragic, comic, or satyric

scenes, and in the long galleries and corridors va-

rious kinds of landscapes, or even subjects from the
poets and the higher walks of history. But these
things were in the time of Vitruvius tastelessly laid

aside, and had given place to mere gaudy display, or

the most fantastic and wild conceptions, such as
many of the paintings which have been discovered
in Pompeii. '

Painting now came to be practised by slaves, and
painters, as a body, were held in little or no es-

teem. Respecting the depraved application of the

arts at this period, see Plin., xxxv., 33.—Petron.,

Sat., 88.—Propert., ii., 6.—Sueton., Tib., 43.—Ju-
ven., ix., 145; xii., 28.

Mosaic, or piclura de musivo, opus musivum, was
very general in Rome in the time of the early em-
perors. It was also common in Greece and Asia
Minor at an earlier period, but at the time of which
we are now treating it began to a great extent even
to supersede painting. It was used chiefly for

floors, but walls and also ceilings were sometimes
ornamented in the same way.* There were various

kinds of mosaic ; the lUhostrota were distinct from
the pictura dc musivo. There were several kinds
of the former, as the seclile, the tessellatum, and the

vermiculatum, which are all mechanical and orna-

mental styles, urtapplicable to painting, as they were
worked in regular figures. As a general distinction

between musivum and lithostrotum, it may be ob-

served, that the picture itself was dc musivo or opus
musitum, and its frame, which was often very large

and beautiful, was lithostrotum. The former was
made of various coloured small cubes {tessera or

tessella) of different materials, and the latter of
small thin slabs, crusta, of various marbles, 6cc. ;

the artists were termed musivarii and quadratarii

or tesscllarii respectively. Pliny* attributes the ori-

gin of mosaic pavements to the Greeks. He men-
tions the " asarolus oecus" at Pergamum, by Sosus,

the most celebrated of the Greek musivarii, the

pavement of which represented the remnants of a

supper. He mentions, also at Pergamum, the fa-

mous Cantharus with the doves, of which the

' " Doves of the Cap'lol'* is supposed to be a copy.^

Another musivarius of antiquity was Dioscoridee
of Samos, whose name is found upon two mosaics
of Pompeii.* Five others are mentioned b', Miil-

ler.* There are still many great mosaics of the

j

ancients extant. (See the works of Ciampini, P'u

! rietti, and Laborde.) The most interesting and
' most valuable is the one lately discovered in Pom-
peii, which is supposed to represent the battle of

I

Issus. This mosaic is certainly one of the most
valuable relics of ancient art, and the design and
composition of the work are so superior t«i its exe-
cution, that the original has evidently been the pro-

duction of an age long anterior to the degenerate
period of the mosaic itself The composition is

simple, forcible, and beautiful, and the design exhib-

its in many respects merits of the highest order.

(See Nicolini, Quadro in musaico scoperlo in Pom-
peii.—Mazois, Fompii, iv., 48 and 49; and Miiller,

Denkmdler der alten Kunst, i , 55.)

PALA (nruov), a Spade.* The spade was but

little used in ancient husbandry, the ground having
been broken and turned over by the plough, and
also by the use of large hoes and rakes. ( Vid.

Lioo, Kastrum.) Uut in some cases a broad cut-

ting edge was necessary for this purpose, as, foi

example, when the ground was full of the roots

of rushes or other plants.* Also in gardening it

was an indispensable instrument, and it was then

made on the same principle as the ploughshare,

viz., by casing its extremity with iron.* The an-

nexed woodcut, taken from a funereal monument at

1 (Plin., H. N., xxxT., 37, Ac.)— 9. (»ii., 5.)— 3. (H. N.,
xxrw., 11.)— 4. (x«v., 33.)— 5. (Plin., H. N., xxivi., 60, W.—
itbeoaiu, xii., p. 543, <f.—Scnec., Ep., 60 —Lucan, z., 116.)

—

•. (H. N.. xxx«i . 60 )

Rome,^ exhibits a deceased countryman with hts

falx and bidens, and also with a pain, modified by the

addition of a strong crossbar, by the use ofwhich he
was enabled to drive it nearly twice as deep into

the ground as he could have done without it. In

this iorm the instrument was called bipalmm, being

employed in trenching {pastinatio), or, when the

ground was full of roots to a considerable depth, in

loosening them, turning them over, and extirpating

them, so as to prepare the soil for planthg vines and

other trees. By means of this implement, which is

still used in Italy, and called vanga, the ground was
dug to the depth of two spades, oi neatly two feet."

Cato* mentions wooden spades (palas ligneas)

among the implements necessary to the husband-

man. One principal application of them was in

I. (Muii. Cap.,i».,69.)-2. (Mn.. Bori>., ir.. 34.)-3. (Arch*-

ol., SM, 4.)—4. (Cato, Do Re Ru«l., 10.— Plin., II. N., xtu.,

17, ». 5r ; 22, I. 35.)-5. (Pl.n.. H. N . i"'"-. 8.)--6. (Ca^""}-!

X., 45.) — 7. (Fabrelti, Inscr. Ant., p 574.) — 8. (Plin.. H. W.

xnii.. 96, i. 62.—Cnto, Do Re Ru»t , >.•.. 6, p. 214 ; x» , 3, p. «3M,

•d Bip.)—0. (lb.. 11 )
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winnowing. The winnowing-shovel, also called in

Latin venttlahruin, is still generally used in Greece,

and the mode of employing it is exhibited by Stuart

in his " Antiquities of Athens." The corn which

has been threshed lies in a heap upon the floor, and

the labourer throws it to a distance with his shovel,

while the wind, blowi..^ strongly across the direc-

tion in which it is thrown, drives the chafT and ref-

use to one side.' The fruit of leguminous plants

was purified and adapted to be used for food in the

same manner."
The term pala was applied anciently, as it is in

modern Italian, to the blade or broad part of an oar.

(Vid. Remus.) In a Ring, the broad part which

held the gem was called by that name.
PALESTRA (na'AuiaTpa) properly means a place

for wrestling {TraT^aleiv, izakri), and appears to have

originally formed a part of the gymnasium. The
word was, however, used in ditTerent senses at va-

rious periods, and its exact meaning, especially in re-

lation to the gymnasium, has occasioned much con-

troversy among modern writers. It first occurs in

Herodotus,' who says that Clisthenes of Sicyon built

a dromos and a palaestra, both of which he calls by

the general name of palaestra. At Athens, howev-
er, there was a considerable number of palaestrae

quite distinct from the gymnasia, which were called

by the names either of their founders, or of the

teachers who gave instruction there ; thus, for ex-

ample, we read of the palaestra ofTaureas.* Krause*

contends that the palajstra; at Athens were appropri-

ated to the gymnastic exercises of boys and youths

(ratdcf and fieipuKia), and the gymnasia to those of

men ; but Becker* has shown that this cannot be

the true distinction, although it appears that certain

places were, for obvious reasons, appropriated to

the exclusive use of boys.' But that the boys ex-

ercised in the gymnasia as well, is plain from many
passages* {nalc; upaloq lino yvfivaaiov^), while, on

the other hand, we read of men visiting the palaes-

trffl.i"

It appears most probable that the palaestrae were,

during the flourishing times of the Greek republics,

chiefly appropriated to the exercises of wrestling

and of the pancratium, and were principally intend-

^d for the athletae, who, it must be recollected, were
persons that contended in the public games, and
therefore needed special training. This is express-

ly stated by Plutarch," who says " that the place in

which all the athletae exercise is called a palaestra ;"

and we also learn from Pausanias" that there were
at Olympia palajstrae especially devoted to the ath-

letae. In Athenaeus'' we read of the great athletes

Damippus coming out of the palaestra ; and Galen

(Trept Tov did. fiiKpug (T(()aipag yvjivaaiov, c. 5) places

the athletas in the palaestra.'*

The Romans had originally no places correspond-

ing to the Greek gymnasia and palaestrae ; and
when, towards the close of the Republic, wealthy

Romans, in imitation of the Greeks, began to build

places for exercise in their villas, they called them
indifferently gymnasia and palaistrae." The words
were thus used by the Romans as synonymous ; and,

accordingly, we find that Vitruvius" gives a descrip-

tion of a Greek gymnasium under the name of pa-

laestra.

PALA'RIA. {Vid. Palus.)

PALATI'NI LUDI. ( Vid. Lum Palatini.)

1. (Thoocr., i\\., 156.— Matt., iii., 12. — Luke, iii., 17.)— 2.

(Horn., n., v.. 499-502 ; xiii., 588-592.)—3. (vi., 126, 128.)—4.

(Plat., Charm., init.)—5. (Gymnastik unci A^onistik der Hellen.,

p. 117, &c.)—6 (Charikles, i., p. 311, 335, <fec.)—7. (iEsch., c

Timarch., p 35. Reiske.)—8. (Antiph., De Csed. invol., p. 661,

Reiske.)—9. (Arisloph., Av., 138. 140.)—10. (Lucian, Navip.,

4, vol. iii., p 251, Reitz.)— 11. (Symp., ij., 4.)—12. (v., 15, 5 ;

»i., 21, t) 2.)— 13. (X.. p. 417./.)— 14. (Kr8ii8e,Ib., p. 115.)—15.

(Cic. ad Atl., i., 4, 8, 9, 10 ; ad Quint. Frat., iii., !, «; C.
V»rr.. II., v., 72.)-16. (v., 11.)
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PALE {niiKrj, iraXaiafia, irahiia/Jtoavvri, or «,ir*

6?ii]TiKrj, lucta, luclatio), Wrestling. The word nd?.ij

is sometimes used in a wider sense, embracing all

gymnastic exercises with the exception of dancing,

whence the schools of the athletae were called

painstra, that is, schools in which the rru?iri in its

widest sense was taught.' (^Vid.FxhxsTRA.) There
are also many passages in ancient writers in which
nuXt] and naXaieiv are used to designate any partic •

ular species of athletic games besides wrestling, or

a combination of several gtmes.
The Greeks ascribed the ir-fention of wrestling

to mythical personages, such as Palaestra, the

daughter of Hermes,* Antaeus and Cercyon,* Phor-

bas of Athens, or Theseus.' Hermes, the god of

all gymnastic exercises, also presided over the

nu}^T}. Theseus is said by Pausanias* to have been
the first who reduced the game of wrestling to cer-

tain rules, and to have thus raised it to the rank of

an art, whereas before his time it was a rude fight, in

which bodily size and strength alone decided the

victory. The most celebrated wrestler in the hero-

ic age was Heracles. In the Homeric age wrest-

ling was much practised, and a beautiful description

of a wrestling match is given in the Iliad.' During
this period wrestlers contended naked, and only the

loins were covered with the nepi^u/jta* and this cus-

tom probably remained throughout Greece until 01.

15, from which time the perizoma was no longer

used, and wrestlers fought entirely naked.* In the

Homeric age, the custom of anointing the body for

the purpose of wrestling does not appear to have
been known ; but in the time of Solon it was quite

general, and was said to have been adopted by the

Cretans and Lacedaemonians at a very early period.'*

After the body was anointed, it was strewed over

with sand or dust, in order to enable the wrestlers

to take a firm hold of each other. At the festival

of the Sthenia in Argos, the TraAj? was accompanied
by flute-music. ( Vid. Sthenia.)

When two athletae began their contest, each

might use a variety of means to seize his antago-

nist in the most advantageous manner, and to

throw him down without exposing himself;" but

one of the great objects was to make every attack

with elegance and beauty, and the fight was for this,

as well as for other purposes, regulated by certain

laws." Striking, for instance, was not allowed, but

pushing an antagonist backward {uOiff/iog) was fre-

quently resorted to." It is probably on account of

the laws by which this game was regulated, and the

great art which it required in consequence, that Plu-

tarch'* calls it the rexviKwrarov /cat navovpyoTarov

Tuv udlriiiuTuv. But, notwithstanding these laws,

wrestling admitted of greater cunning, and more
tricks and stratagems, than any other game, with

the exception of the pancratium,'* and the Greeks

had a great many technical terms to express the

various stratagems, positions, and attitudes in which

wrestlers might be placed. Numerous scenes of

wrestlers are represented on ancient works of art.'*

(See woodcut in Pancratium).

The contest in wrestling was divided by the an-

cients into two parts, viz., the naXr] bpOr/ or bp6ia

{opOoardStjv irakaLEiv), that is, the fight of the ath-

1. (Plat., De Leg?., vii., p. 795.—Herod., ix., 33 /—2. (Vii

Krause, p. 400, note 2.)—3. (ApoUod., ii.,4, * 9.)—4. (Plat , D«

Legg.. vii.. p. 796.)—5. (Schol. ad Pind.. Nem., v., 49.)—6. (i.,

39, ^ 3.)—7. (xiiii., 710, &c.—Compare Od.. viii., 103, 126, 246

—Hesiod, Scut. Herr., 302, where iidxttv IXkijUiov signifies th»

,rd>„.)—8. (II., xxiii.. 700.)-9. (Thucyd., i., 6, with the schol.—

Paus., i., 44, <) 1.—Dionys. Hal., vii., 72.)— 10. (Thucyd., 1. c-
Plat., De Republ., v., p. 452.)— 11. (Ovid, Met., ii., 33. Ac. -
St.it , Theb., vi., 831, Ac- Heliod., .TIthiop., x.. p. 235.) — 18

(Plat., De Legg.. viii., p. 834.—Cic , Oral., 68.—l.ucian, Anach.,

24.—iElian. V. H., xi., 1.)—13. (Plut., Symp., !i., 5.-Luci«n

Anach., i., 24.)— 14. (Symp., ii., 4.) - 15 (Xoa, Cvrop , i.. • »

32.)— 16. (Krause, i., p. 412, &c.)
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ecits as long as they stood upright, and the dXiv/hi-

rtc or KvXiaif {lucta volutatoria), in which the athle-

iie struggled with each other while lying on the

ground. Unless they contrived to rise again, tl>e

dXivdriaic was the last stage of the contest, which
continued until one of them acknowledged himself
to be conquered. The nuXij bpQi) appears to have
been the only one which was fought in the times of
Homer, as well as afterward in the great national

games of the Greeks ; and as soon as one athlete

fell, the other allowed him to rise and continue the
contest if he still felt inclined.' But if the same
athlete fell thrice, the victory was lecided, and he
was not allowed to go on.* The dX-vdiyaif was only
fought in later times, at the smaller games, and es-

t>ecially in the pancratium. The place where the

wrestlers contended was generally soft ground, and
covered with sand.* Efleminate persons sometimes
spread large and magnificent carpets on the place
where they wrestled.* Each of the various tribes

of the Greeks seems to have shown its peculiar and
national character in the game of wrestling in some
particular trick or stratagem, by which it excelled
the others.

In a dietetic point of view, the aXiviiiaii was con*
sidered beneficial to the interior parts of the body,
the loins, and the lower parts in general, but inju-

rious to the head, whereas the ttuIij 6p$^ was be-

lieved to act beneficially upon the upper parts of the
body. It was owing to these salutary effects that

wrestling was practised in all the gymnasia as well

as in the palsstrse, and that in 01. 37 wrestling for

boys was introduced at the Olympic games, and
soon after in the other great games, and at Athens
in the Eleusinia, and Thesea also.* The most re-

nowned of all the Greek wrestlers in the historical

age was Milon of Croton, whose name was known
fluroughout the ancient world.* Other distinguished

wrestlers are enumerated by Krause,' who has also

given a very minute account of the game of wrest-

ling, and everything connected with it, in his Gym-
naslik und Agon. d. Hell., p. 400-439.
PALl'LIA, a festival celebrated at Rome every

year on the 21st of April, in honour of Pales, the
tutelary divinity of shepherds. Some of the ancient

writers call this festival Parilia, deriving the name
from pario, because sacrifices were offered on that

day pro partu pecoris.* The 21st of April was the

day on which, according to the early traditions of
Rome, Romulus had commenced the building of the

city, so that the festival was at the same time sol-

emnized as the dies natalitius of Rome -,* and some
of the rights customary in later times were said to

have been first performed by Romulus when he fix-

ed the pomoerium." Ovid" gives a description of

the rites of the Palilia, which clearly shows that he
regarded it as a shepherd-festival, such as it must
originally have been when the Romans were real

shepherds and husbandmen, and as it must have
continued to be among country people in his own
lime, as is expressly stated by Dionysius ; for in

the city itself it must have lost its original charac-

ter, and have been regarded only as the dies natali-

tius. The connexion, however, between these two
characters of the festival is manifest, as the found-

ers of the city were, as it were, the kings of shep-

1. (Plat., De Legj., Tii., p. 796.—Corn. Nep., Epaiii., 2.—Lu-
•iMl. Lexiph., 5.)— 3. (Seoec, De Benrf, t., 3. — M»chj].,
Anm., 171. — Anthol. Gr., torn, ii., p. 400, ed. Jacob*.) — 3.

(Xea., Anab., ir., 8, I) 36. — Luciao, Aoach., 3.) — 4. (Atheo.,
lii., p. 539.)—5. (Paua., v., 8, 3 ; iii., 11, 6.—Pind., Ol., viii.,

68.— Cell., XV., 20.—Plut., Symp., ii., 5.)—6. (Herod., in., 137.

—Strab., VI., p. 262, &c.—Diodor., xii., 9.) —7. (p. 133, &c.)—
8. (Feat., a. v. Pules. — Cumparo Popularia aacm : Varro, De
Ling. Lat., v., p. 55, Bip.—Diouya., i., p. 73, Sylburg.)—9. (Fe»-
toa, a. T. Pohlibui.-Cic, De Dir., ii., 47.—Varro, De Re Ruat.,

Ii., 1—Plin., H. N., XTiii., 66.)—10. (Dioo7a.,l.c.)— 11. (Faat.,

w.. :«i *«)

herds, and the ountSciB of & religion suited to ate^
herds.

The first part of the solemnities, as described bv
Ovid, was a public purification by fire and smoke.
The things burned in order to produce this purify-

ing smoke were the blood of the October-horse, the
ashes of the calves sacrificed at the festival of Ceres,
and the shells of beans. The people were also
sprinkled with water ; they washed their hands in

spring-water, and drank milk mixed with must.*
.\s regards the October-horse (equua October), it must
be observed, that in early times no bloody sacrifice

was allowed to bo offered at the Palilia, and the
blood of the October-horse, mentioned above, was
the blood which had dropped from the tail of the
horse sacrificed in the month of October to Mars in

the Campus Martius. This blood was preserved by
the vestal virgins in the Ten)ple of Vesta, for tlie

purpose of being used at the Palilia.* When, t(>.

wards the evening, the shepherds ha<l fed their flocks,

branches of bay were used as brooms for cleaning
the stables and for sprinkling water through them,
and, lastly, the stables were adorned with bay
boughs. Hereupon the shepherds burned sulphur,

rosemary, fir-wood, and incense, and made the

smoke pass through the stables to purify them; the
flocks themselves were likewise purified by this

smoke. The sacrifices which were offered on this

day consisted of cakes, millet, milk, and other kinds
of eatables. The shepherds then offered a prayer
to Pales. After these solemn ritos were over, the
cheerful part of the festival began : bonfires were
made of heaps of hay and straw, and under the
sounds of cymbals and flutes the sheep were again
purified by being compelled to run three times
through the fire, and the shepherds themselves did
the same. The festival was concluded by a feast

in the open air, at which the people sat or lay upon
benches of turf, and drank plentifully.*

In the city of Rome the festival must, at least in

later times, have been celebrated in a different mari-

ner ; its character of a shepherd- festival was forgot-

ten, and it was merely looked upon as the uay on
which Rome had been built, and was celebrated as

such with great rejoicings.* In the reign of Calig-

ula, it was decreed that the day on which the em-
peror had come to the throne should be celebrated

under the name of Palilia, as if the Empire bad
been revived by him, and had commenced its sec-

ond existence.* Athenteus* says that before i is

time the name Palilia had been changed into lOh
nana {'Pufiaia). Whether this change of name was
occasione<l by the decree in the reign of Caligula

just mentioned, is unknown.^
PALIMPSESTUS. (Kid. Liber.)

PALLA. ( Vid. Pallicm.)
PALL'ACE (naXXoK^). ( Vid. Concubina, Grbkk. .

PALLIATA FA'BULA. {Vid. Comcedia, page
300.)

PA'LLIUM, dim. PALLIOLUM, poet. PALLA*
(IfiuTiov, dim. ifxarUhov ; Ion. and poet, ^pof), a

blanket or whittle, a sheet, a pall. The English
cloak, though commonly adopted as the proper tnins-

lation of these terms, conveys no accurate coni"ei»-

tion of the form, material, or use of that which they

denoted. The article designated by them was al

ways a rectangular piece of cloth, exactly, oi, at

least, nearly square (rerpdyuva Ifiurta,* quadrangM-
/u«'*). Hence it could easily be divided withoat loss

1. (Ovid, Fast., 1. c—Com]«ra Propcrt., ir., 1, 30.)—9. (S»
lin., p 2, 1).—Fest., a. t. October equus.— Plat.. Komul., U."
—3. ( TibuU., ii., 5, 87, Ac. -Compare Propcrt., i»., 4, 73.)—4.
(Athen., Till., p. 361.) — 3. (Suet., Calij., 16.) — 6. ('.. c.) —7
(Compare Hartung, Die Relig. der ROmer, ii., p. ISO, *c ; — 4
(Plaat., Men., II., iii., 41-47 .--Ovid. Amor.. HI., i.. 13; h.,t&.|

—•. (Powdoniaa ap. Alher , »., p. 313.)—10. (TertuU., D« F»l

tio,I.)
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or waste either into lour parts* or into twelre.* It

was, indeed, used in tiie very form in which it was
taken from the loom {vid. Tela), being made entirely

by the weaver {to i/id-cov if^vai^), without any aid

from the tailor except to repair [sarcire, uKEl(jdai) the

injuries which it sustained by time. Although it was
often ornamented, more especially among the nor-

Ihern nations of Europe, with a fringe {vid. Fim-
BRiiE), yet this was commonly of the same piece

with the pall or blanket itself. Also, whatever ad-

i ditional richness and beauty it received from the art
'.' of the dyer, was bestowed upon it before its mate-

rials were woven into cloth, or even spun into thread.

Most commonly it was used without having under-
gone any process of this kind. The raw material,

buch as wool, flax, or cotton, was manufactured in

its natural state, and hence blankets and sheets
were commonly white (Xevku Ifidria* ), although,

from the same cause, brown, drab, and gray were
also prevailing colours. The more splendid and
elegant tints were produced by the application of
the murex {muricata, conchyliata, purpurea, vestis

;

7top(^vpovv, uXovpyrj, Ifxaria^), the kermes {coccineus,

KOKKLvov), the argol {fucatus), and the saffron {cro-

ceus, KpoKurov). {Vid. Crocota.) Pale green was.
also worn {6/x(puKivov^). Black and gray pallia were
either made from the wool of black sheep,' or were
the result of the art of the dyer. They were worn
in mourning {fiE?i,ava Ifmria* ipaiuv kadijTa*), and by
sorceresses." The pallium of one colour {idiSxpoov

liuiriov, literally " the self-coloured blanket"") was
distinguished from the variegated {woikIXov) ; and
of this latter class the simplest kinds were the striped

(iaMurov**), in which the effect was produced by in-

serting alternately a woof of different colours, and
the check or plaid {scutulatum, tesselatum), in which
the same colours were made to alternate in the
warp also". Zeuxis, the painter, exhibited at the

Olympic games a plaid having his name woven in

the squares {tcssi-a, irlivOia) in golden letters."

An endless variety was produced by interweaving
spr.gd or flowers in the woof {avOeai neiroiKi^i-

vov^*). By the same process, carried to a higher
degree of complexity and refinement, whole figures,

and even historical or mythological subjects, were
introduced, and in this state of advancement the
weaving of pallia was the elegant and worthy em-
ployment of females of the first distinction," and of

Minerva, the inventress of the art, herself.** The
greatest splendour was imparted by the use of gold

thread." Homer represents Penelope weaving a
purple blanket for Ulysses, which also displayed a
beautiful hunting-piece wrought in gold." The epi-

thet dinXa^, which is commonly applied by the po-
ets to these figured palls, probably denoted that they
were made on the principle of a quilt or a Scotch
carpet, in which two cloths of different colours are
so interlaced as to form one double cloth, which dis-

plays a pattern of any kind, according to the fancy
of the artist.

Although pallia were finished for use without the
intervention of the tailor, they were submitted to the
embroiderer (PAry^io ; iroiKikrtic, Tc^ov/iapiog**), and
still more commonly to the fuller {vid. F^llo), who
received them both when they were new from the

1. (John, XIX., 23.)—2. (1 Kings, xi., 30.)—3. (Plato, Charm.,
p. 86, 98, ed. Heindorf. — Hipp. Min., p. 210, ed. Bekker.) — 4.
(Arteiii., ii., 3.)— 5. (Hcracl. Pont. ap. Athen , xii., p. 512.)—6.
'Pollux, Onora., vii., 56.)—7. (Thooc., v., 98.)-«. (Xen., Hist.
Gr., i., 7, () 8.—ArtfciO., '.. c)— 9. (laicriptio.i in Fellows's Jour-
luO, 1838, p. 31.)— 10. (Hor., Sat., I., viii., 23.)—11. (Artem., 1.

<-)—12. (Xcn., Cyrop., viii., 3. I> 8.) — 13. (Plin., H. N., xxxv.,
», «. 36, 2.)—14. (Plato, Republ.. viii., p. 401, ed. Bekker.)- 15.
(Horn., II., iii., 125-128 ; xiii., 440, 441.)— 16. (Apoll. Rhod.. i.

Tll-768.) — 17. (Virg., JEn., iv., 262-264. — Plin., H. N., viii.|

<8; xxxiii., 19.—Auson., Epig, 37. — Themist., Orat., 21. Q
Cult., iii., 3, 17.)—18. (Od., xix., 225-235.)—19. (JEich., c. Ti-
mx'h., p. 118, ed. Retake.-Schol. ad loc.)
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loom and when they were sullied througn om.
Hence it was a recommendation oT this aiticls of
attire to be well trodden {tiariTtTov^) and well
washed {£vir?,vv£c*)- The men who performed the
operation are called ol nXvvr/c, i. e., the washers, is

an inscription found in the stadium at Athens. An-
other appellation which they bore, viz., oi oTiieti,

the treaders,' is well illustrated by the woodctxt
representing them at their work in p. 453.

Considering pallium and palla, ifidnov and <pdpoc,

as generic terms, we find specific terms included
under them, and denoting distinctions which dr

pended on the materials of which the cloth wj
made. Among the Greeks and Romans, by far tht
most common material was wool.* The blanket
made of it {laneum pallium^) was called (from the
root oflana, wool) in Latin Lmka, in Greek x^-ciiva:

and as the blanket varied, not only in colour and
ornament, but also in fineness, in closeness of tex-
ture {Ifxaritjv 'Aeti OTT/Tag*), and in size, some of
these differences were expressed by the diminutives
of x^i-aiva, such as x^^viov, x^avi^,'' x^oviStov,^ x^'
vc<jKiov,' and ;i:Xavt(T/cidtoi'.*' In like manner, we
find the sheet not only designated by epithets added
to the general terms in order to denote that it was
made of flax, e. g., l/iuriov Xivovv, Tiivoio veonXvra
(jidpea,^^ pallium lineum,^* but also distinguished by
the specific terms linteum, linteamen; sindon,^* aiv-

66v,^* and its diminutive atvSovlov.^^ A coarse
linen sheet was also called (j>6auv,^* and a fine one
bdovT], dim. 666vcov." These specific terms are no
doubt of Egyptian origin, having been introduced
among the Hebrews, the Greeks, and the Romans,
together with the articles of merchandise to which
they were applied. On the same principle, a cotton
sheet is called palla carbasea,^* and a silk shawl is

denominated pallium Sevicum,^* and bOoviov Zi^pt

The following instances of the application of
sheets and blankets to the purposes of common life,

show that their uses were still more various among
the Greeks and Romans than with us ; and al-

though, in some of these cases, the application may
have been accidental, it serves not the less on that

account to demonstrate the form and properties of
the thing spoken of, and the true meaning of the

various names by which it was called :

I. They were used, as we use them, to spread
over beds and couches, and to cover the body du-

ring sleep {IfiuTcov, IfiarcauSg," <l>upog,** ;);/la<i'o,**

X^avcoKiov,** pallium'*). In many of these cases, it

is to be observed that the same blanket which was
worn as a garment by day served to sleep in at

night, in exact agreement with the practice which
to the present day prevails among the Bedouin
Arabs, who constantly use their large hykes for

both purposes. {Vid. Lectus, Lodix, Tapes.)
II. They were spread on the ground and used ior

carpets. Clitus, the friend of Alexander, when r.e

held a levee, appeared walking Inl iropi^tpuv Ifia-

1. (Apollon. Rhod., ii., 30.) —2. (Horn., Od., viii., 425.) —3.
(Schol. in Apoll. Rhod., 1. c.)— 4. (Plant., Mil., III., i., 93.—
Xen., (Econ., vii., 36.—Thcocr., 1. c.)— 5. (Cic, Di N. Peor.,
iii., 35.)— 6. (JEliiLn, V. H., iv., 3.)— 7. (Herod., iii., 139.—
Athen., xii., p. 545, a.; 548, a.; 553, a.)— 8. (Herod., i, 1»,
compared with Strabo, xvi., 1, 1/ 20.—Plut., Symp. Probl , ri., 0.

—Dionys., Ant. Rom., vii., 9.)— 9. (Aristoph., Acham., 518.—
jEsch., c. Timarch., p. 142.—Alciphron, i.. 38.)—10. (Aristoph.,

Pax, 1002.)— 11. (Orpheus. De Lapid., 702.)— 12. (Isid. Ilisp.,

Orig., xix., 25.) — 13. (Mart., Epig., iv., 12.)— 14. (Herod., ii.,

86.—Mark, xiv., 51, 52.)—15. (Palladii, Vita Serap.)— 16. (Pol-

lux, vii., c. 16.)—17. (Horn., II., iii., 141 ; xviii., 595.— Brunck,
Anal., iii., 81.)—18. (Prudent., Psychom., 186, 187.)— 19. (Stat.,

Sylv., III., iv., 89.)— 20. (Arrian, Peripl. Mar. Eryth., p. 164,

170, 173, 177, ed. Blancardi.)-21. {JElian., V. H., viii., 7; xii.,

1.—Deut., xxiv., 13.—Theophr.,Char., 23.)—22. (Soph.,Tnich.,
916.— Compare 537.)—23. (Theorrit., xviii., 19; xiiv., 25.—
Horn., Od., xiv., 500-521 ; xvii., 86, 179; xx., 4, 95, 143.—M,
Hymn, in Ven., 159-184.) — 24. (Alciph., 1. o )— 2V (Juv , »i

302.-Spart., Hadr., 22.)
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rt«v.' This was an affectation of Eastern luaury.

When the people at Jerusalem spread their hykes
upon the ground,* they intended thereby to recog-

nise Jesus as a king. {Vtd. Tapes.)

III. They were hung over doors,* and used as

awnings or curtains.* Thus Antigonus, sitting in

his tent, heard two common soldiers reviling him, a
blanket or sheet (palla) being interposed ; he shook
it a little, and said, " Go farther off, lest the king

should hear you."*

IV. At the bath persons wiped and rubbed them-
selves not only with linen sheets {linieii), but with

very soft blankets (palliia ex mollitaima lana faclia*).

The coarse linen cloth used for this purpose was
called sabanum {au6avov).

V. Agamemnon' holds in his hand " a great pur-

ple ^'ip<K" to serve as a banner floating in the air.

VI. Pallia, especially of I'nen and cotton, were
nsed for sails (^wdiruvef,* XivdnpoKov ^upof*).

VII. When Anthony's ships were on fire, his

soldiers, having failed to extinguish it by water,

which they could not obtain in sufficient quantity,

threw upon it their thick blankets {i/idna avTuv rd

VIII. Thick coarse blankets, which had not been
to the fuller {Ifidna oyraTro"), were wrapped round
ice and snow to keep them from melting. {Yid.

Nix.)

IX. A fine white blanket was sometimes used as

a shroud (^upof ra^vtov," i/zurtov'*).

X. In Asia, horses and other animals used to ride

upon were covered with beautiful pallia, especially

upon occasions of ceremony or of rejoicing. Cyrus
had 200 horses covered with striped cloths.'* When
the Persian ambassador, a few years ago, went to

the levee in London, his horses were in like man-
ner covered (>aC6uToig IfiaTioig.^^ i^Vid. Tapes.)

From this we must distinguish the use of woollen
horsecloths in Europe.'*

XI. The newly-born infant was wrapped in a
blanket (^(ipof"). {Vid. Incunabula.)

XII. Lastly, the blanket was the most common
article of the Amictus. (Kid. Chlamvs.) Hence
we find it continually mentioned in conjunction with

the Tunica, which constituted the indutus. Such
phrases as " coat and waistcoat," or " shoes and
stockings," are not more common with us than such
as those which follow in ancient authors : tunica

palliumque ;^* ifiariov /cat ;^;£r(jv, in the will of a cer-

tain philosopher ;'• to l/iuriov kqI tov xituviokov ; ^-
pof f/de xiTuv ;** ;f?.ati',«v r" ^6i x^'^'^'^

;*' X^^h ***'

XiTuvtoKoc." The passages referred to in the note

also exemplify the practice of naming these two ar-

ticles of dress together.**

But, although the pallium and tunica were always
regarded as essential parts of an entire dress, yet

each of them might be worn without the other.

Cases in which the tunic was retained and the

blanket laid aside are explained under the article

NuDos. It is also evident that the pallium would
not be the most convenient kind of dress when the

1. (Athen., zii, p. S39, c.)—9. (St. Matt., zxi., 8.— St. Mark,
»i., 8.—St. Luke, lix., 38.)—3. (Prudent, adv. Sym., ii., 75MJ.)

—1. (Athen., xii.. p. 518, a.)— 5. (Sen., De Ira, iii., 23.)—8.
iPelron., Sat., 28.) — 7. (Horn., II., Tiii., 221.)— 8. (Ljrcopb.,

r., 28.)- 9. (Eurip., Hec., 1080. — Horn., Od, T., 238.) — 10.

(Dion Ca»f., i., 34.) — 11. (Plut., Symp. Probl., vi., 8.) — 12.

(Horn., n., xviii., 353.—Id., Ody«., ii., W, 100.)—13. (Xen., Cy-
wp., Tii., 3. 13.)— 14. (Xen., Cyrop., viii., 3, <) 16.)— 15. (Com
pare St. Matthew, xxi., 7.—St. Mark, xi., 7.— St. Luke, xix.,

J3.)— 18. (Vrpet., Art Veterin., i., 42; ii., S9.)— 17. (Horn.,

Hymn, in Apoll., 121.) -18. (Cic. in Verr., II., t.. .12.—Plant.,

Epid., v., ii.. 61.)— 19. (Dioy. Laert., t., 72.)—20. (Horn., IL,

Mir.. 588.—Od., viii,, 425.)—21. (Horn., II., ii., 262. -Od., i».,

50; v.. 229 ; viii., 455; x , 365, 451 ; xiT., 132, 154, 320, 341 ;

zv., 330 ; XTii., 89.)—22. (Antiphanes, ap. Athen., xii., p. 545,

•J—23. (Aul. Cell., vi., 10.—Plaut., Trin., ».. 2, 30.—Athen.,
v., p. 198, c, d., f.—Theophr., Char., 21 -St. MaUhew, v.,

40— I.hn. «ix.. 23^.

wearei ul it had occasion to nir. ; and we find that

in such circumstances he either put it awpy entire-

ly,' or folded it up as a Scottish Highlander folds

his plaid, and threw it round his neck or over bii

shoulder.* Telemachus, in like manner, puts off
his purple pallium, together with his swordbelt,
when he is preparing to try his father's bow.* On
the other hand, to wear the blanket without the
under-clothing indicated poverty or severity of man-
ners, as in the case of Socrates,* Agesilaus,* anil

Gelon, king of Syracuse.*

The blanket was no doubt often folded about the
body simply with a view to defend it from cold, and
without any regard to gracefulness of appearancn.
It is thus seen on the persons of Polynicos and Par-
thenopaeus in the celebrated intaglio, now preserved
at Berlin, representing five of the heroes who fought
against Thebes, and copied on an enlarged scale in

the annexed woodcut. The names of the saverai

heroes are placed beside them in Etruscan letters.

This precious relic was found at Perugia. Winck-
elmann' reckons it the most ancient of all the works
of art, and says that "it holds among intaglios the
same place which Homer occupies among poets.'*

It shows, therefore, how, from the remotest periods

of antiquity, a man "swathed" himself in his blan-

ket {anapyaviiv iavrbv roic Tpi6uvioi{'). By a slight

adaptation, the mode of wearing it was rendered
both more graceful and more convenient. It was
iirst passed over the left shoulder, theu drawn tM»

1. (Horn., n., ii.. 183.—Od.. xir., 500.)—8. (Plant., CJn*., !.,
i., 12 ; IV., 2, 9.—Ter.. Phorm.. V., vi., 4.)-3. (Horn., Od., x«i

118.— rirf. Acts, vii., 58.)—4. (.Xen., Mem., i.. 6. 2 )— 5 (XL.
V. H., vii., 13.)—6. (Diod. Sic, li., 26.)—7. (D*ic. dea pteria

gnrif da Sto«h, p ?(t-347,)-8. (Athen.. vi., p. 298.)
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bind the back and under the right arm, leaving it

bare, and then thrown again over the left shoulder.

Of this we see an example in a bas-relief engraved

by Dodwell.* Another very common method was
10 fasten the blanket with a brooch (vid. Fibula)
over the right shoulder {a/iijuKepovuadai^), leaving

the right arm at liberty, and to pass the middle of

it either under the left arm, so as to leave that arm
at liberty also, or over the left shoulder, so as to

cover the left arm. We see Phocion attired in the

last-mentioned fashion in the admired statue of him
preserved in the Vatican at Rome.' (See woodcut.)

The attachment of the blanltet by means of the

brooch caused it to depend in a graceful manner
(demissa ex humeris*), and contributed mainly to the

production of those dignified and elegant forms
which we so much admire in ancient sculptures.

When a person sat, he often allowed his blanket to

fall from his shoulder, so as to envelop the lower
part of his body only.

The sagum of the northern nations of Europe
(see woodcut, p. 171) was a woollen pallium, fast-

ened, like that of the Greeks, by means of a brooch,

or with a large thorn as a substitute for a brooch.*

The Gauls wore in summer one which was striped

and checkered, so as to agree exactly with the

plaid which still distinguishes their Scottish de-

scendants ; in winter it was thick, and much more
simple in colour and pattern.* The Greeks and
Romans also wore different pallia in summer and in

winter. The thin pallium made for summer wear
was called Aydof, dim. Irn^upiov,'' and aneipov, dim.

awEipiov,^ in contradistinction from the warm blan-

ket with a long nap, which was worn in winter
(lana,^ X?^alva,^' ux^aivoi^^). This distinction in

dress was, however, practised only by those who
could afford it. Socrates wore the same blanket

both in summer and winter."
One kind of blanket was worn by boys, another

by men {to TraiStKov, to uvdpelov I/xutiov^'). Women
wore this garment as well as men. " Phocion's
wife," says .•Elian,'* "wore Phocion's blanket:"
.^ut Xanthippe, as related by the same author,'*

would not wear that of her husband Socrates.'*

When the mean** were not wanting, women wore
blankets, which were in general smaller, finer, and
of more splendid and beautiful colours than those of

men (^oifiuTta dvrf/^cta"), although men also some-
limes displayed their fondness for dress by adopting
in these respects the female costume. Thus Alci-

biades was distinguished by his purple blanket,

which trailed upon the ground ;'• for a train was
one of the ornaments of Grecian as well as Oriental

dress (i/xanuv W|^ftf"), the general rule being that

the upper garment should reach the knee, but not
the ground.*" When a marriage was celebrated,

the bridegroom was conspicuous from the gay col-

our of this part of his dress." The works of an-
cient art show that weights (gtandes) were often

attached to the corners of the pallium to keep it in

its proper place and form.

Philosophers wore a coarse and cheap blanket,

R'hiah, from being exposed to much wear, was

1. (Tour through Greece, vol. i., j). 243.)— 2. (Horn., II., i.,

131-136.—Stat , Theb., vii., 658, 659.-5^pul., Flor., ii., 1.)—3.
^Moa. Pio-Clement., torn, i., tav. 43.)—4. (Virg., JEn., iv., 263.)
-5. (Tacit., Germ., 17.—Strab., iv., 4, 3.)—6. (Died. Sic, v.,

10.)—7. (Arlstoph., Avcs, 713, 717.)—8. (Horn., Od.,ii., 102 ; vi.,

179.—Xen., Hist. Gr., iv., 5, (> 4.)—9. (Mart., xiv., 136.)— 10.

(Moeris, 8. v.—Hon., II., jtvi., 224.—Od., xix., 529.—Plut., De
And., p. 73, ed. Stepli.)— 11. (Callim., Hymn, in Dian., 115.)—
12. (Xon., Mem., i.. 6, (> 2.) — 13. (Plut., De Aud., init.) — 14.

(V. H.. vii., 9.) — 15. (vii., 10.) — 16. {Vid. also Horn., Od., v.,

fSO, 230; X., 542, 543.— Plaut., Mem., IV., ii., 36.—Herod., v.,

87.)—17. (Aristoph., Eccles., 26, 75, 333.)— 18. (Plut., Alcib., p.
850, 362, cd. Steph.)— 19. (Plato, Alcib., i., p. 341, ed. Beltker.—
Ovid, Met., xi., 166.—Quintil., xi., 3.)—20. (JElian, V. H., xi.,

10. — Theoplir., Char., 4.^ — 8'.. (Arirtoph., Plut., 530, 714.—
Sohol. in loc.)
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caUed rpiSuv and Tpi6uviov^ ( palUaitrum*). "Inn
same was worn, also, by poor persons,* by the Spar-
tans,* and in a later age by monks and hcrmit»
{<l)ai6v TpiCuviov,* sagum rusticum*). These blan-

keteers {Tpituvo^opoi') often went without a tunia
and they sometimes supplied its place by the great-

er size of their pallium. It is recorded of the phi-

losopher Antisthenes that "he first doubled his
blanket,"* in which contrivance he was follD>ved

by his brother Cynics,' and especially by Eio|;ene8.

who also slept and died in it, and who, according to

some, was the inventor of this fashion. •• Tl>e large

pallium, thus used, was called dtfrAotf (dy'iiia").

and also Exomis, because, being worn withorii the
fibula, it left the right shoulder bare, as seen in the
preceding figure of Polynices, and in the bas-ie^ief

in Dodwell's Tour already referred to ;'* and, when
a girdle was added round the waist, it approached
still more near to the appearance of the single-

sleeved tunic, the use of which it superseded.
In addition to the ordinary modes of wearing the

pallium, mentioned above, it was, on particular oc-

casions, worn over the head, and sometimes so as
to cover the face, more especially, I. In concealing
grief, or any other violent emotion of the mind ;••

II. In case of rain ;'* III. In offering sacrifices, and
in other acts of religion.'* Of this custom Timan-
thes availed himself in his famous picture of the

sacrifice of Iphigenia.'* It is obvious how conve-
nient the pallium was for concealing weapons or

poison. The use of this garment to envelop the

whole person gave origin to the metaphorical appli-

cation of the verb palliare, meaning to hide or dis-

semble. (Vid. ABOLhA.)
Under the Roman Republic and the early em-

perors, the ToG.4. was worn by men instead of the
pallium. They were proud of this distinction, and
therefore considered that to be palliatus or sngWua
instead of being togatus indicated an affectation of
Grecian or even barbarian manners {Gteto pzllio

amictus,^'' Grmci palliati^*). Cascina, on ]ii relcrn

from the north of Europe, offended the Raiji&ns [lo-

galos) by addressing them in a plaid (versicolore

sagulo) and trowsers. {Vid. Beacc^.)" A small

square cloth {palliolum) was, however, worn by the

Romans on their heads instead of a hat, when the/

were sickly or infirm ;*" and some of them even
adopted the Greek pallium instead of the Romac
toga.*'

Among the Greeks as among ourselves, the man
ufacture of sheets, blankets, and other kinds of

cloth employed different classes of work-people.

The coarser kinds of blankets were made in Mega-
ris, where this was the staple trade of the country,

the work being performed by slaves.** At Athens
there was a general cloth-market, called IfxaTioiru)-

Xtf uyopd.**

PALMA. I. {Vid. Pes.) II. {Vid. Phcenix.)

PALMIPES. {Vid. Pes.)

PALUDAMENTUM, according to Varro** and

1. (Aristoph., Plut., 897. — Athen., v., p. 211, e.— Themi.-it.,

Orat., X., p. 155, ed. Dindorf.)—2. (Apul., Florid., i.)—3. (Is»-

us, De Die, p. 94, ed. Reiske. — Polyipn., Strat., «ii., 35.) — 4.

(Athen., xii., p. 535, e.—^lian. V. H., vii., 13.)—5. (Syneg.,

Epist., 147.)—6. (Hieron., Vita Hilar.)—7. (Palladii, Ilist. Lau».

In Vita Serap.)— 8. (Diog. Laert., vi., 6, 13.) — 9. (Brunck,
Anal., ii., 22.—Ilor., Epist., I., vii., 25.)— 10. (Diog. Laert., vi.,

22,77.)— 11. (Isid.Hisp.,Orig.,xix,24.)— 12. (Plaut., M:!., IV,
iv., 43.—.ailian, V. H., ix., 34.) -13. (Hom., II., ixiv., 163.— Oii.,

viii., 83-95. — Xen., Cyr., v., 1, M-S- — Eurip., Suppl., 281.-
Ion, 984.— Q. Curt., iv., 10, (r 34 ; v., 12, I) 8.— Ovid, Fast., ii.,

824.—2d Sam., xt., 30 ; xix., 4.—Ezek..xii.,6.)— 14. (Aristoph.,

Nub., 268.)—15. (Ovid, Met., i., 382, 398.)— 16. (Plin., 11. N.,

XXXV., 10, s. 36, I) 6.—Val. Max., viii., 11, 6.—Quintil., ii., 13.—

Cic. Drat., 22.)—17. (Plin., Epist., iv., 11.)— 18. (Plaut., Cure.,

II.,iii., 9.—Cic., Phil., v., 5 ; xiv., 1.—Sueton., C.ts., 48 —Val.
Max., ii., 6, 10.)—19. (Tacit., Hist., ii.,20.)—20. rSuet., Claud.,

3.—Quintil., xi., 3.)—21. (Suet., Tib., lii.)—2S. (Xen., Mem,,
II., Tii., « )—23. (PoUuT. OBom., Tii., 18.)—24. (De Liig. U«n
ii., S7 )
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Frstuh,' originally signified any military decoration

;

but the word ia always used to denote the cloak

v'orn by a Roman general commanding an army,
nis principal officers and personal attendants, in

contradistinction to the sagum (vid. Saoum) of the

common soldiers, and the toga, or garb of peace. It

was the practice for a Roman magistrate, after he
had received imperium from the comitia curiata, and
offered up his vows in the Capitol, to march out of
the city arrayed in the paludamentum (exire paluda-

lus*), attended by his lictors in similar attire (palu-

iatia lictoribus*) ; nor could he again enter the gates
until he had formally divested himself of this em-
blem of military power, a ceremony considered so
solemn and so indispensable that even the emperors
observed it.* Hence Cicero declared that Verres
nad sinned " contra auspicta, contra omnea divinas et

hi'-manaa religiones," because, after leaving the city

in his paludamentum {cum paludatus ezittU), he stole

back in a litter to tisit his mistress.*

The paludamentum was open in t i.i.t, reached
down to the knees or a little lower c /i hung loose-

ly over the shoulders, being fas'^otju across the
chest by a clasp. A foolish con'.r>\tr3y has arisen

among antiquaries with regard tv tUc position of this

clasp, some asserting that i*: cssvCd on the right

shoulder, others on ine leA, ) Otii parties appealing
to ancient statues and BCvVif t\ca in support of their

several opinions. It is cvi>\f:c.i, from the nature of
the garment, as repres'/ifj'i in the three following

illustrations, that tii<^ l>dckle must have shifted

from place to place »'.eording to the movements
of the wearer ; accrfdingly, in the first cut, which
contains two figures from Trajan's column, one
representing an officer, the other the emperor with
a tunic and fringed paludamentum, we observe the
clasp on the right shoulder, and this, would mani-
festly be its usual position when the cloak was not
used for warmth, for thus the right hand and arm
would be free and unembarrassed ; but in the sec-

ond cut, copied from the Raccolta Maffei, represent-
ing also a Roman emperor, we perceive that the

tflasp is on the left shoulder ; while in the third, the

aoble head of a warrior from the great mosaic of

Pompeii, we see the paludamentum flying back in

the charge, and the clasp nearly in front. It may
ne said that the last is a Grecian figure ; but this,

if true, is of no importance, since the chlamys and

I. {•. T.)—2. (Cic. od Fam., nii., 10.)—S. (Lit., xh., 10 , xIt.,

n.)—4. (Tacit., Hirt., ii., 89.—Compare Saeton., Vitall., o. 11.)

-5. (Id Verr., II., t., 13.)

4 Y

the paludamentum were essentially, if not absolute*
ly, the same. Nonius Marcellus considers the two
terms synonymous, and Tacitus' tells how the
splendid naumachia exhibited by Claudius waa
viewed by Agrippina dressed chlamyde aurata, while
Pliny* and Dion Cassius,* in narrating the same
story, use respectively the expressions paludamenta
aurotextili and x^<^f^v6i diaxpvoip.

The colour of the paludamentum was commonly
white or purple, and hence it was marked and re-

membered that Crassus, on the morning of the fatal

battle of Carrhae, went forth in a dark-coiou*^
mantie.*

PALUS, a Pole or Stake, was used in the mili-

tary exercises of the Romans. It was stuck into

the ground, and the tirones had to attack it as if it

had been a real enemy ; hence this kind of exercise
is sometimes called Palaria.* Juvenal* alludes to

it when he says, " Quis non vidit vulnera pali ?" and
MartiaF speaks of it under the name of stipes, "Aut
nudi atipitis ictus hcbes."*

PAMBOIOTIA (TlofiSoiuna), a festive panegyris
of all the BcBotians, which the grammarians com-
pare with the Panathensa of the Atticans and th(»

P*anionia of the lonians. The principal object of
the meeting was the common worship of Athena
Itonia, who had a temple in the neighbourhood of
Coronea, near which the panegyris was held.*

Prom Polybius,'* it appears, that during this national

festival no war was allowed to be carried on, and
that in case of a war a truce was always concluded.

The paneg]rris is also mentioned by Plutarch." It

is a disputed point whether the Pamboeotia had any

1. (Ann., xii., 50.)—S. (H. N., xixiii., 3.)—3. (Ix., 33.)—

4

(Val. Max., i., 8, * 11.—Compare Plin., H. N., xxii., 1.—Hir-
trua, De Bello Afric, c. 37.)—3. (Veget., i.. ll.)-«. (vi.. 347.1

—7. (vii., 38, 8.)-8. (Becker, GaUiu. i., p 378.)-9. (Sttmbo,

ix., p. 411.— Paua., ix., 31, « h)<—W (»» , 8 ; ix.,34.)— 11

(Amat. Nanmt p. 774, Vj
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thing to do wilh the political constitution of Bceotia,

or with tlie relation of its several towns to Thebes,

which was at tlieir head. The question is discussed

in Sainte Croix, Dcs gouvernemenls fidirat., p. 211,

Ac.—Kaoul llochette, Sur la forme ct Vadministr.

ie Vilat fidiratif de» Biotiens, iu the Mem. de I'Acad,

dcs Inscripl., vol. viu. (1827), p. 214, &.C.— Wacb-
smulh, Hell. AU., I., i., p. 128, dec.

PANATHEN.iEA {Ylavadi/vaia), the greatest and

most splendid of the festivals celebrated in Attica

in honour of Athena, in the character of Athena
Polias, or the protectress of the city. It was said

to have been instituted by Erichthonius,' and its

original name, down to the time of Theseus, was
believed to have been Athenaea ; but when Theseus
united all the Atticans into one body, this festival,

which then became the common festival of all At-

ticans, was called Panathenaea.' According to this

account, it would seem as if the name of the festi-

val was derived from that of the city ; but the

original name Athenaea was undoubtedly derived

from that of the goddess, and the subsequent appel-

lation Panathenaja merely signifies the festival of

Athena, common to, or celebrated by, all the Attic

tribes conjointly. Panalhenaea are indeed men-
tioned as having been celebrated previous to the

reign of Theseus,' but these writers merely transfer

a name common in their own days to a time when
it was not yet applicable. The Panathenaea, which,

as far as the character implied in the name is con-

cerned, must be regarded as an institution of The-

seus, were celebrated once in every year.* All

writers who have occasion to speak of this festival

agree in distinguishing two kinds of Panathensea,

the greater and the lesser, and in stating that the

former were held every fifth year {nevTarrtipig),

while the latter were celebrated once in every year.

Libanius,* by mistake, calls the lesser Panalhenaea

rpiertipic.

The time when the lesser Panalhenaea (which

are mostly called Panalhenaja, without any epithet,

while the greater are generally distinguished by the

adjective iieyala) were celebrated, is described by
Proclus,* in a vague manner, as following the cele-

bration of the Bendjdia ; from which Meursius in-

fers that the Panalhenaea were held on the day
after the Bendidia, that is, on the 20th of Tharge-
lion. Pelilus,'' on the other hand, has shown from
Demosthenes* that the Panalhenaea must have fciU-

en in the month of Hecatombaeon, and Corsini* has
farther proved, from the same passage of Demos-
thenes, that the festival must have commenced be-

fore the 20lh of this month, and we niay add that

it was probably on the 17th. Clinton" has revived
the opinion of Meursius.'*

The great Panalhenaea were, according to the
unanimous accounts of the ancients, a pentaeteris,

and were held in the third year of every olympiad.'*
Proclus" stales that the great Panalhenaea were held
on the 28th of Hecalombason. This statement,
however, must not lead us to suppose that the great
Panathensea only lasted for one day; but Proclus, in

mentioning this particular day, was probably think-

ing of the most solemn day of the festival on which
the great procession took place,'* and which was, in

all probability, the last day of the festival, for it is

expressly stated that the festival lasted for several

1. (Harpocrat., «. v. navaflz/vuia.—Marm. Par., Ep., 10.)—S.
fPaa§., viii., 2, ^ 1.—Plut., Thes., 24.—ApoUod., iii., 14, ^ 6.—
Hygin., Poet. Astron., ii., 13.— Suid., g. v. navaOr/vam.) — 3.

(ApoUod., lii., 15, i) 7.—Diod., iv.. 60.)—4. (llarpocr., Suid., s.

v.)-5. (Arjfum. ad Demosth., Mid., p. 510.)—6. (ad Plat., Tim.,
p. 86, *c.)—7. (Leg. Att., p. 18.)—8. (c. Timocr., p. 708.)—9.
(Fast. Alt., ii., 357, Ac.)— 10. (Fast. Hellen., ii., p. 332, <tc.)—
11. (Compare H. A. Muller, Panathenaica, c. 3.)— 12. (Biinkh,

Sjtaau,, ii., p. 165, &c.)— 13. (ad Plat. Tim., p. 9.)—14. (Thu-
»vd., Ti.,56.)
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days.* We have, moreover, every reason lo s«p»

pose, with Bockh, that the great Panathensea tooi

place on the same days of the rrjorth of Hecatom-
baeon on which the lesser Panathenae? were held,

and that the latter were not held at all in those

years in which the former were celebrated. Now
if, as we have supposed, the lesser Panathenaia

commenced on the 17lh, and the last day of the

greater festival fell on the 28th of Hecatombaeon,
we may, perhaps, be justified in believing that the

lesser, as well as the greater Panalhenaea, lasted for

twelve days, that is, from the 17th to the 28lh of

Hecatombason. This time is not loo long, if we
consider that the ancients themselves call the Pan-
alhenaea the longest of all festivals,* and if we beai.

in mind the great variety of games and ceremonies
that took place during the season. When the dis-

tinction between the greater and lesser Panathensea
was introduced is not certain, but the former arc

not mentioned before 01. 66, 3,* and it may, there-

fore, be supposed that thoy were instituted a short

time before 01. 66, perhaps by Pisistratus, for about
his time certain innovations were made in the cele-

bration of the Panathenasa, as is mentioned below.
The principal difference between the two festivals

only was, that the greater one was more solemn,
and that on this occasion the peplus of Athena wan
carried to her temple in a most magnificent pro-

cession, which was not held at the lesser Panathe
nsea.

The solemnities, games, and amusements of the
Panathensea were : rich sacrifices of bulls, foot,

horse, and chariot races, gymnastic and musical
contests, and the lampadephoria ; rhapsodists rec'

ted the poems of Homer and other epic poets, philos-

ophers disputed, cockfights were exhibited, and the

people indulged in a variety of other amusement*
and entertainments. It is, however, not to be sup-
posed that all these solemnities and games took

place at the Panalhenaea from the earliest lime^
Gymnastic contests, horse and chariot races and
sacrifices are mentioned in the legends belonging to

the period anterior to the reign of Theseus.* The
prize in these contests was a vase filled with oil

from the ancient and sacred olive-tree of Athena on
the acropolis.' A great many of such vases, called

Panathenaic vases {ufK^optlg tlavadrfvaiKoi*), have in

late years been found in Etruria, Southern Italy,

Sicily, and Greece. They represent on one side the

figure of Athena, and on the other the various con-
tests and games in which these vases were given
as prizes to the victors. The contests themselves
have been accurately described from these vases by
Ambrosch,' and the probable order in which they

took place has been defined by Miiller.*

The poems of Homer were only read by rhapso-

dists at the great Panalhenaea;' and this custom
commenced in the lime of Pisistratus or of his son
Hipparchus, after these poems had been collected.

Afterward the works of other epic poets were also

recited on this occasion." Songs in praise of Har-
modius and Aristogilon appear lo have been among
the standing customs at the Panalhenaea. Musical
contests in singing, and in playing the flute and the

cithara, were not introduced at the Panathensea until

the lime of Pericles ; they were held in the Ode-
um." The first who gained the victory in these

contests was Phrynis, in 01. 81, 1.** The prize for

1. (Schol. ad Eurip., Hec, 464. — Aristid., Panath., p. 147.)

^. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Nub., 385.)-3. (Thucyd., vi., 66 ; i.

20. — Herod., v., 56.) — 4. (Apollod. and Diod., 11. cc. — Plut.

Thes., 24.)—5. (Pind., Nem., x., 35, &c.—Schol. ad Soi-h., (Ed.
Col., 698.)—6. (Athen., v., p. 19».)—7. (Anual. del.InBtit., 1833,

p. 64-89.)—8. (1. c, p. 80, &c.)— 9. (Lycnrg., c. Leocr., p. 161.)

—10. (Plat., Hipparch., p. 228, B.—--Elian, V. U., viii., 2.)— 11

(PJut., Pericl., 13.) — 12. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Nub., B'l.—
Marm. Par., Ep., 64.)
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t.ie Tictors in the musical contests was, as in the

gymnastic contests, a vast;, but with an additional

cliaplet of olive-branches.' Cyclic choruses and
other kinds of dances were also performed at the

Panathenaea,* and the pyrrhic dance in armour is

expressly mentioned.* Of the discussions of phi-

losophers and orators at the Panathenaea we still

possess two specimens, the ^dyof navadrjvaiKo^ of

Isocrates, and that of Aristides. Herodotus is said

to have recited his history to the Athenians at the

Panathenaea. The management of the games and
contests was intrusted to persons called uOXoOirat,

whose number was ten, one being taken from every

tribe. Their office lasted from one great Panathe-

naic festival to the other.* It was formerly be-

lieved, on the statement of Diogenes Laertius,* that

dramatic representations also took place at the Pan-
athenaea, but this mistake has been clearly refuted

by Bockh.*
The lampadephoria, or torch-race of the Pana-

thenaea, has been confounded by many writers, and
even by Wachsmuth,' with that of the Bendidia.

On what day it was held, s.nd in what relation it

btood to the other contests, is unknown, though it

is clear that it must have taken place in the even-

ing. It has been supposed by some writers that

the lampadephoria only took place at the great Pan-
athenaea, but this rests upon the feeble testimony
of Libanius,* while all other writers who mention
this lampadephoria speak of it as a part of the Pan-
athenaea in general, without the epithet fieyuTia,

which is itself a sufficient proof that it was common
to both festivals. The same is implied in a state-

ment of the author of the Etymologicum Magnum.*
The prize of the victor in the lampadephoria was
probably the lampas itself, which he dedicated to

Hermes."
It is impossible to determine the exact order in

which the solemnities took place. We may, how-
ever, believe that those parts which were the most
ancient preceded those which were of later intro-

duction Another instance, in this respect, are the

sculptures of the Parthenon (now in the British

Museum), in which a series of the solemnities of
the Panathenaea is represented in the great pro-

cession. But they neither represent all the solem-
nities—for the lampadephoria and some of the gym-
nastic contests are not represented—nor can it be
supposed that the artists should have sacrificed

beauty and symmetry merely to give the solemni-
ties in precisely the same order as they succeeded
one another af. the festival. In fact, we see in

these sculptures the flute and cithara players rep-

resented as preceding the chariots and men on
horseback, though the contests in chariot and horse
racing probably preceded the musical contests.

But we may infer, from the analogy of other great
festivals, that the solemnities commenced with sac-
rifices. The sacrifices at the Panathenasa were very
munificent ; for each town of Attica, as well as
every colony of Athens, and, during the time of her
greatness, every subject town, had to contribute to

this sacrifice by sending one bull each." The meat
of the victims appears to have been distributed

among the people ; but, before the feasting com-
menced, the public herald prayed for the welfare
and prosperity of the Republic. After the battle

of Marathon the Plataeans were included in this

prayer."
'fhe chief solemnity of the great Panathenaea

1 (SuiU., 8. T. HavaOnvata.) — 2. (Ly»., Do Muner. Accept.,

p. 161.) -3. (Aristoph., Nub., 988, with the schol.)—4. (Pollux,
Onum., viii., 8, 6.)—5. (lii., 56. — Compare Suidas, s. v. Terpa-
>OYla.)—e. (Grac. Trag. Priocip., p. 207.)—7. (Hell. Alt., ii., 2,

p. 346.)—8. (Argum. ad Dcmosth., Mid., p. 510.)—9. (s. v. Kipo-
M»«(!4.)— 10. (B«clih, Corp. loscript., i., n. 243, 250.» — 11.

(Schi 1. ad Anstoph., Nub., 385.)— 12. (Uerud., vi.. 111.)

was the magnificent procession to the Temple of
Athena Polia.s, which, as stated above, probably
took place on the last day of the festive season.
The opinion of Creuzer,* that this procession also

took place at the lesser Panathenaea, is opposed tu

all ancient authorities with the exception of the
scholiasts on Plato* and on Aristophanes,* and
these scholiasts are evidently in utter confusiou
about the whole matter. The whole of this pro-

cession is represented in the frieze of the Parthenon,
the work of Phidias and his disciples. The de
scription and explanation of this magnificent work
of art, and of the procession it represents, would
lead us too far.* The chief object of this proces-
sion was to carry the peplus of the goddess to her
temple. This peplu? was a crocus-coloured gar-

ment for the goddess, and made by maidens called

ipyaarivai.* (Compare Arrhephoria.) In it were
woven Enceladus and the giants, as they were con-
quered by the goddess.* Proclus^ says that the

figures on the peplus represented the Olympic gods
conquering the giants, and this, indeed, is the sub-

ject represented on a peplus worn by an Athena
preserved in the Museum of Dresden. On one oc-

casion, in later times, when the Athenians over-

whelmed Demetrius and Antigonus with their flat-
'

teries, they also decreed that their images, along

with those of the gods, should be woven into the

peplus.* The peplus was not carried to the temple
by men, but suspended from the mast of a ship ;•

and this ship, which was at other times kept near
the Areopagus,** was moved along on land, it is

said, by subterraneous machines. What these ma-
chines may have been is involved in utter obscuri-

ty. The procession proceeded from the Cerannicus,

near a monument called Leocorium," to the temple
of Demeter at Eleusis, and thence along the Pelas-

gic wall and the Temple of Apollo Pythius to the
Pnyx, and thence to the Acropolis, where the
statue of Minerva Polias was adorned with the

peplus.

In this procession nearly the whole population of

Attica appears to have taken part, either on foot,

on horseback, or in chariots, as may be seen in the

frieze of the Parthenon. Aged men carried olive-

branches, and were called ^aX^oipopoi ;'* young men
attended, at least in earlier times, in armour ;" and
maidens who belonged to the noblest families of

Athens carried baskets, containing offerings for the

goddess, whence they were called Kavrj(S>6poi.^* Re-
specting the part which aliens took in this proces-

sion, and the duties they had to perform, see Hv-
DRIAPHORIA.

Men who had deserved well of the Republic were
rewarded with a gold crown at the great Panathe-
naea, and the herald had to announce the event

during the gymnastic contests.'* Prisoners, also,

were allowed to enjoy freedom during the great

Panathenaea.'*

(Compare J. Meursii, Panalkenaa, liber fingularis^

Lugd. Bat., 1619; C. Hoffmann, Panall,snaikot,

Cassel, 1835. 8vo ; H. A. Miiller, Panathenaica,

Bonn, 1837, 8vo ; C. O. Miiller's Dissertation, Quo
anni tempore Panathencea minora celebrala sint, which

1. (Symbol., ii., p. 810.)—2. (Republ., init.)—3. (Equit., 566.)

4. (VuJ. Stuart, Antiq. of Athens, vol. ii. — Leake, Topogr. of

Athens, p. 215, <kc.—C. O. Miiller, Handbuch der ArchSol dei

Kunst, I) 118.—H. A. Miiller, Panoth., p. 96, &c.)—5. (Hesych.,

s. V.)—6. (Eurip., Uec, 466.—Schol. aa Aristoph., Equit., 5M.
Suid., s. V. n/7rXo$.—Virg., Cir., 29, &c.—Compare Plat., Ea-
thyd., p. 6.) —7. (ad Plat., Tim.)— 8. (Plut., Demetr., U).)— 9.

(Schol. Horn , 11., v., 734.—Philostr., Vit. Soph., i., 5, p. 530.—
Compare Bdckh, Gnec. Trag. Princ, p. 193, <kc. — Schol. ad

Anstoph., Pac.,418.)— 10. (Paus., i., 29, 1.)— 11. (Thucyd., i.,

20,)— 12. (Etym. Magn. and Hesych., s. v.)— 13. (Thucyd., vi.,

56.)—14. (Ilarpocr., s. v. Kavfj^rfpoy.-Compare Thucyd., I.e.)

—15. (Demoslh., Do Corona, p. 265.— Compare Mcuisius, Paa
ath., p. 43.) — 16. (Ulpian ad Demosth., c. Timocr.. p. 740 -

Compare Uemosth., Ue Pais. Leg., p. 304.)
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ii repnrited in the Philological Museum, vol., ii., p.

227—235 )

PANCRATIAST^. (Vid. Pancratium.)
PANCRAT'IUM (nayKpunov) is derived from

iruv and Kparog, and accordingly signifies an ath-

letic game, in which all the powers of the fighter

were called into action. The pancratium was one

of the games or gymnastic contests which were ex-

hibited a.*, all the great festivals of Greece ; it con-

sisted of boxing and wrestling (irvy/i^ and ttu^tj),

and was reckoned to be one of the heavy or hard

exercises (uyuvlafiaTa (iapea or (SapvTepa), on ac-

count of the violent exertions it required, and for

his reason it was not much practised in the gym-
nasia ; and where it was practised, it was probably

not without modifications, to render it easier for the

boys. According to the ancient physicians, it had
very rarely a beneficial influence upon health.'

At Sparta the regular pancratium was forbidden,

but the name was there applied to a fierce and ir-

regular fight, not controlled by any rules, in which
2ven biting and scratching were not uncommon,
ind in which, in short, everything was allowed by
which one of the parties might hope to overcome
;he other. In Homer we neither find the game nor
the name of the pancratium mentioned, and, as it

was not introduced at the Olympic games until 01.

33,' we may presume that the game, though it may
have existed long before in a rude state, was not
Drought to any degree of perfection until a short

time before that event. It is scarcely possible to

speak of an inventor of the pancratium, as it must
have gradually arisen out of a rude mode of fighting,

which is customary among all uncivilized nations,

and which was kept up at Sparta in its original

state. But the Greeks regarded Theseus as the in-

ventor of the pancratium, who, for want of a sword,
was said to have used this mode of fighting against
the Minotaurus.' Other legends represented Hera-
cles as having been victor in the pancratium,* and
later writers make other heroes also fight the pancra-
tium ;' but these are mere fictions. After the pancra-
tium was once introduced at Olympia, it soon found
its way also into the other great games of Greece,
and in the times of the Roman emperors, we also

find it practised in Italy. In 01. 145 the pancratium
for boys was introduced at the Olympic games, and
the first boy who gained the victory was Phae^i-

mus, a native of a town in Troas.* This innova-
tion had been adopted before in others of the na-
tional games, and in the 61st Pythiad (01. 108) we
find a Theban boy of the name of Olaides as victor
in the pancratium in the Pythian games.^ At the
Isthmian games tLe pancratium for boys is not men-
tioned till the reign of Domitian ;* but this may be
merely accidental, and the game may have been
practised long before that time.

Philostratus' says that the pancratium of men
was the most beautiful of all athletic contests ; and
the combatants must certainly have shown to the
spectators a variety of beautiful and exciting spec-
tacles, as all the arts of boxing and wrestling ap-
peared here united.'" The combatants in the pan-
cratium did not use the cestus, or if they did, it was
the Ifiavreq fia^aKurepoi {vid. Cestus), so that the
hands remained free, and wounds were not easily
inflicted.

The name of these combatants was pancratiastse
(vayKpanacTTai) or nufifiaxoi.^'^ They fought naked,
and had their bodies anointed and covered with
sand, by which they were enabled to take hold of

1. (Mercurialis, De Arte Gymnast., t., 7.)—^2. (Paui., v., 8 6
3.)—3. (Schol. ad Find., Nem., v., 89.)—4. (Paus., t., 8, 1) 1.—
Hygin., Fab., 273.)— 5. (Lucan, Pharsal., iv., 613, <&c.)— 6.
(Pau»., ., 8, in fin.)—7. (PaQa.,x., 7, * 3.)—8. (Corsini, Dis-
•ert. Agon., p. 101.)—9 (Imag , ii., 6.)—10. (Aristot., Rhet., i.,

-[ j^lut., Symp., ii., p. 638, C.) -11. (PoUux, Onom., iii., 10, 5.)
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one another.' In cases where the contssts o/ the
pancratiastae were not regulated by strict rules, it

might, as at Sparta, sometimes happen, that the fight-

ers made use of their teeth and nails ;* but such ir

regularities probably did not occur at any of the
great public games.
When two pancratiastae began their contest, the

first object which each of them attempted to ac-

complish was to gain a favourable positiot, each
trying to make the other stand so that the sun
might shine in his face, or that other inconvenien-
ces might prevent his fighting with success. This
struggle {uycjv nepl Trjc (TrdffEUf*) was only the in-

troduction to the real contest, though, in certain ca-

ses, this preparatory struggle might terminate the
whole game, as one of the parties might wear out
the other by a series of stratagems, and compel
him to give up farther resistance. Sostratus ot

Sicyon had gained many a victory by such tncKs.*
When the real contest began, each of the fighters

might commence by boxing or wrestling, according-
ly as he thought he should be more successful in

the one than in the other. The victory was not de-
cided until one of the parties was killed or lifted up
a finger, thereby declaring that he was unable to

continue the contest either from pain or fatigue.*

It usually happened that one of the combatants, by
some trick or other, ymade his antagonist fall to the
ground, and the wrestling which then commenced
was called avaKXivondXi}, and continued till one of
the parties declared himself conquered or was
strangled, as was the case at Olympia with Arrhi-

chion or Arrachion, of Phigalia in 01. 54.* A lively

description of a struggle of this kind is given by
Philostratus.^ Sometimes one of the fighters fell

down on his back, on purpose that he might thus
ward off the attacks of his antagonist more easily,

and this is perhaps the trick called vxnaff/zof . The
usual mode of making a person fall was to put one
foot behind his, and then to push him backward, or

to seize him round his body in such a manner that,

the upper part being the heavier, the person lost hia

balance and thus fell. Hence the expressions /*£•

aov Xafi.6uveiv, iJ,e(joXa6eiv, /leaov alpelv, to. fiiaa l;>f«v,

iVa fiijpHv anav, &.C.* The annexed woodcut rep-

resents two pairs of pancratiastae ; the one on the

right hand is an example of the avaKMvondXij, and

that on the left of the fieaola^dv. They are taken

from Krause's Gymnastik und Agomstik d. Hellen.,

Taf , xxi., b., fig. 35, b. 31 b., where they are cop-

ied respectively from Grivaud, Rec. d. Mon. Ant.,

vol. i., pi. 20, 21, and Krause, Signorum. vet. icones,

tab. 10.

At Rome the pancratium is first mentioned in the

games which Caligula gave to the people.' After

this time it seems to have become extremely popu-

1. (Philort., 1. c—Aristoph., Pax, 848.)—2. (Philost , J. c-
Lucian, Demonax, c. 49.—Plut., I««. Apoph., p. 234, D., ed

Franc.)—3. (iEsch., c. Ctesiph., p. <-«, ed. Steph.)—4. (Pan*

vi., 4, () 1.)—5. (Faber, Agonist., i., t <. (?*«us., viii., 40, « 1

•fee—Euseb., Chron., p. 150, Scalig.)—.. (1. c.)~8. (Sc»»>< ai
Easeb., Chron., p. 48.)—9. (Dion Cv* »ix., l».i
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lai, anil Justinian {Novell., cv., c. \, provided ndy-

Kapnov be, as some suppose, a m itake for nayKpd-

riQv) made it one of the seven solemnities (Trpoorfot)

which the consuls had to provide for the amusement
of the people.

Several of the Greek pancratiasts have been im-

mortalized in the epinician odes of Pindar, name-
ly, Timodemqs of Athens,' Melissus and Strepsi-

ades of Thebes,* Aristoclides, Oleander, and Phy-
lacides of Jilgina,* and a boy, Pytheas of .-Egina.*

But, besides these, the names of a great many oth-

er victors in the pancratium are known.*

The diet and training of the pancratiastae was
the same as that of other athletae.* ( Vid. Ath-

PANDECT^ or DIGESTA. In the last month
of the yeai A.D. 530, Justinian, by a constitution

addressed to Tribonian, empowered him to name a
coftimission for the purpose of forming a code out of

the writings of those jurists who had enjoyed the

jus respondendi, or, as it is expressed by the em-
peror, " antiquorum prudcnlium quihus auctorttatem

con3„ribe7idarum irUerpretandarumque legum sacratis-

simi principes prabuerunt." The compilation, how-
ever, comprises extracts from some writers of the

republican period.' Ten years were allowed for the

completion of the work. The instructions of the

emperor were, to select what was useful, to omit
what wtis antiquated or superfluous, to avoid unne-

cessary i^petitions, to get rid of contradictions, and
to make rtuch other changes as should produce, out

of the m.iss of ancient juristical writings, a useful

and comi'lete body of law (jiis antiquum). The
compilatic« was to be distributed into fifty books,

and the books were to be subdivided into titles {tit-

uli) The. work was to be named Digesta, a Latin

term indit ating an arrangement of materials, or

Pandectae, a Greek word expressive of the com-
prehensiveaess of the work. It was also declared

that no commentaries should be written on this com-
pilation, but permission was given to make paratit-

la or references to parallel passages, with a short

statement of their contents.' It was also declared

that abbreviations {sigla) should not be used in

forming the text of the Digest. The work was
completed in three years (17 Gal. Jan., 533), as ap-

pears by a constitution, both in Greek and Latin,

which confirmed the work, and gave to it legal au-

thority.*

Besides Tribonian, who had the general conduct
of the undertaking, sixteen other persons are men-
tioned as having been employed on the work, among
whom were the professors Dorotheus and Anatolus,

who for that purpose had been invited from the law-

school of Berytus, and Theophilus and Cratinus, who
resided at Constantinople. The compilers made
use of about two thousand different treatises, which
contained above 3,000,000 lines {versus, arixot), but
the amount retained in the compilation was only
150,000 lines. Tribonian procured this large col-

lection of treatises, many of which had entirely fallen

into oblivion, and a list of them was prefixed to the

work, pursuant to the instructions of Justinian.*'

Such a list is at present only found in the Florentine

MS. of the Digest, but it is far from being accurate.

Still it is probably the index mentioned in the Con-
stit'Jtir>i Tanta, &c."
The work is thus distributed into fifty books,

which are subdivided into titles, of which there are

1. (Nem., ii.)— ». (Isth., iii. and vi.) — 3. (Nenn., iij.— I»th.,

iv., T., and yi.)

—

t. (Nem., v.)—5. (Compare Fellows, Discover-
iei in Lycia, p. 313, London, 1841.)—6. (Compare II. Mercuria-
lis. Do Arte Gymnast.—J. II. Kniuse, Die (Tymnastik und Agon-
*«tik (ler HclLmen, vol. i., p. 534-556.)— 7. (Const. Deo Auc-
tote.)—8. (Const. Deo Auctoro, s. 12.)— 9. (Const. Tanln, &c.,
uid Af'cWtv.)— 10. (Cmst. Tanta, Ac, s. 16.)— II. (Puchta,
Bemerkungrn Uber den Index Florenlinas, Rheio , Mus., iii.)

said to be 422. Under each title are placed me ex
tracts from the several jurists, numbered 1, 2. 3.

and so on, with the writer's name and the name
and division of the work from which the extract is

made. These extracts are said to amount to 9123
No name correspondmg to liber or titulus is given
to these subdivisions of tituli which are formed by
the extracts from the several writers, but Justinian

has called them " leges," and, though not " laws" in

the strict sense of the term, they were, in fact,

" law ;" and in the same sense the emperor calls

the jurists " legislatores."* The fifty books differ

materially, both in bulk, number of titles, and num-
ber of extracts. The glossatores and their follow-

ers, in referring to the Digest, sometimes indicate

the work by P, p, or IT, and sometimes by D or ff,

which according to some writers represents D, and
according to others represents 11.

There was also a division of the whole fifty booka
into seven larger masses, called partes, which cor-

responded to the seven main divisions of the works
on the Edict, and had also a special reference to

the course of instruction then established. Thus
the first pars comprises four books, the second pars

comprises seven books, and so on.'

The number of writers from whose works ex-
tracts were made is thirty-nine, comprehending
those jurists from whom extracts were made at

second hand, as Qu. Mucins Scsevola, the pontifex,

from whom four fragments, and -'Elius Gallus, from
whom one fragment is taken ; but omitting Servius
Sulpicius Rufus, who is represented by Alfenus,

distinguishing .^lius Gallus from Julius Aquila, Ve-
nuleius from Claudius Saturninus ; assuming that

there is only one Pomponius, and omitting Sabiniis,

whose name is erroneously inserted in the Floren-

tine Index. *

The following is the list of jurists from whose
writings the Digest was constructed, as it is given
in the Palingenesia of Hommelius, who has ar-

ranged the matter taken from each writer undsr
his name, and placed the names in alphabetical or-

der. The dates of the jurists are chiefly founded
on the authority of Zimmern. The figures in the

third column indicate the proportions contributed to

the Digest by each jurist, estimated in the pages of
Jlommelius : (a) denotes that the contribution is

under one page of the Palingenesia. This list in

eludes Sabinus. The extracts from many of the

writers are few and short : those from Ulpian
which are more than a third of the whole, Paulus,

Papinian, Julianus, Pomponius, Q. Cervidius Scse

vola, and Gaius are the largest.

DATE.

Sextus Caecilius, Africanus . . Hadrian and the
Antonini ... 24

Alfenus Varus, a pupil of Ser-

vius, Sulpici-

us Rufus and
contemporary
with Cicero . 9

Furius Antkianus . Unknown ... (oj

Julius Aquila . . . perhaps about
the time of

Sep. Severus {af

Aurelius .... Arcadius Charisius, Constan-
tino the Great 2}

Callistratus . Caracalla ... 17^

Juventius .... Celsus . . Domitian and
Hadrian ... 23

Florenlinus . Alex. Severus . 4
Gaius .... Hadrian and the

Antonini 72

1. (Const. Tanta, &c., s. 7.)—2. (Const. Tanta, &c., s. 16.)

—3. (Const. Tant«, Ac, s. 2, " lifilur prima quidem pars," Ac >

—4 (Zimmern, Getchichte dd ROm Pnvatrechts, p. 224.)
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UATE.

0. Allius .... Galltu ... a contemporary
of Cicero . . («)

Claudius .... Hermogenianus, Coiistantine

the Great . . 9^

Priscus . ... Javolenus . . Nerva and Ha-
drian .... 23^

Salvius Tuhanus . . a pupil of Javo-

lenus .... 90

Al. Antistius . . Labeo .... Augustus ... 13

^milius Macer . . . . Alex. Severus . 10

Lucius Volusius, Macianus . . Antoninus Pius 8

Lucius Ulpius . Marcellua . . The Antonini . 32i
iElius Marcianus . Caracalla and

Alex. Sever-

us 38

Junius Mauricianus Antoninus Pius H
Rutilius Maximus . . Unknown ... (o)

Arrius Menander . . Caracalla ... 3

Herennius . . . Modestinus . a pupil of D. Ul-

pianus . . . 41^
Quintus Mucins Scaevola, Pontifex

Max., consul

B.C. 95 . . . 1

Priscus Neratius . . Trajan 10

Lucius .^milius, Papinianus . S. Severus and
Caracalla . . 104

Justus Papirius . . M. Aurelius . . 2^

Julius Paulus . . . Alex. Severus . 297
Pomponius . Antoninus Pius 80

Licinius 1 . . . . Proculus . . Otho 1 6

Licinius Rufinus . . . Caracalla ... H
Mfissurius . . . Sabinus . . . Tiberius .... IJ

Claudius .... Salurninus . The Antonini . 1

Qu. Cervidius . Scavola . . . The Antonini . 78^
Paternus .... Tarrentenus Commodus . . (a)

Clemens .... Terentius . . Hadrian and the

Antonini . . 3^^

Q Sep Florens Tertvllianus, S. Severus and
Caracalla . . \\

Claudius .... Tryphoninus, S. Severus and
Caracalla . . 22

Salvius Abumus Valens . . . Hadrian & An-
toninus Pius . 3

Venuleius . . The Antonini . 10
Domitius .... Ulpianus . . S. Severus and

Alex. Sever-

us eili

C. .(Elius, the sixth on this list, must not be con-
rounded with C. Aquilius Gallus, one of the mas-
ters of Servius Sulpicius, from whom there is no
extract in the Digest, It follows, from the instruc-
tions of the emperor and the plan of the work, that
the extracts from the jurists are not always given
in their exact words. It is probable that many
short passages were interpolated or altered, as a
matter of necessity, though there seems to be no
reason for supposing that these changes were car-
ried farther than the nature of the case required.
Still there is no doubt that the changes are such
that the extracts from the old jurists cannot be used
for many purposes without some caution and judg-
ment.
The distribution of the matter of the Digest into

books and titles has evidently been made according
to a plan, as will be obvious on inspecting the list

of tiluli prefixed to the editions. Thus the 28th
book treats of testaments, of the institution of a he-
res, &c., and the 29th of military testaments, and
of codicils, «fcc. ; in fact, of matters appertaining to
universal succession by testament : the 30th, 31st,
and 32d books treat of legacies and fiduciary be-
quests. There is a method of arrangement, there-
fore, so far as generally to bring things of the same
kind together, but the compilation has no claims to

being considered as a scientific arrangement of the
726

matter of law. And, indeed, the ojmpileifl wer«
evidently fettered in this respect by the emperor'a
instructions, which required them to arrange (digc-

rere) the whole body of the law comprised in the
Digest, according to the Code and the Edictum Per-
petuum.

It has long been a matter of dispute whether the
compilers of the Digest were guided by any, and i.'

any, by what principle in the arrangement of the
several extracts under the respective titles. Thia
subject is examined in a very learned essay by
Bluhme, entitled " Die Ordnung der Fragmente in
den Pandektentiteln."* The investigation is, of
course, founded on the titles of the several works
of the jurists, which, as already observed, are given
at the head C each extract : thus, for instance in

the beginning of the third book, the first seven ex-
tracts are headed as follows :

" Ulpianus Libro sex-
agesimo quarto ad Edictum ;" '• Idem Libro prime
Fideicommiosorum ;' '= Idem Libro quarto ad Sabi-
num ;" " Idem Libro quinto ad Sabinum ;" " Paulus
Libro primo ad Sabinum ;" " Julianus Libro trige-

simo tertio Digestorum ;" " Paulus Libro secundo ad
Sabinum." These will serve as samples of the
whole, and will explain the following remarks from
Bluhme, whose conclusions are these :

" The com-
pilers separated all the writings from which extracts
were to be made into three parts, and formed them-
selves into three committees. Each committee
read through in order the books that had fallen to

its lot, yet so that books which were closely related

as to their contents were extracted at the same
time. The books were compared with the Code of
Justinian, and what was selected for the new com-
pilation was placed under a title taken either from
the Code, the Edict, or, in case of necessity, from
the work itself which was extracted. What came
under the same title was compared ; repetitions

were erased ; contradictions were got rid of ; and
alterations were made when the contents of the ex-
tracts seemed to require it. When the three com-
mittees had finished their labours, the present Di-

gest was formed out of the three collections of ex-
tracts. In order to accomplish this, they made that

collection the foundation of each title which con-
tained the most numerous, or, at least, the longest

extracts. With these they compared the smaller

collections, striking out, as they had done before,

repetitions and contradictions, making the necessa-

ry additions, and giving more exact definitions and
general principles. What remained over of the

smaller collections without having had an appro-

priate place assigned to it, was placed after the first

collection, and its place in the series after the first

collection was generally determined by the number
of extracts.

" The Digest does not seem to have been subject-

ed to any farther revision."

Bluhme remarks, that although the constitutions

Deo Auctore, Imperatoriam, Tanta, and Cordi con-

tain much information on the economy of the Di-

gest and the mode of proceeding of the compilers,

only the two following facts are distinctly stated :

1. That the extracts from the writings of the ju

rists were arranged according to the titles of the

Code and the Edict. 2. That the extracts were
compared with the Code. Accordingly, everything

else must be proved from an examination of the

work itself, and this is the object of Bluhme's labo-

rious essay. He observes, that if a person will ex-

amine the extracts in the titles De Verborum Sig-

nificatione and De Regulis Juris,* he will find a

regular order observable in the titles of the juristi-

cal works from which the extracts are taken. Gen-

1. (Zeitwdirift, iv.)—2. (50, tit. 10, IT »
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OTally, the series of t'le books quoted shows that

the original order of ihd A^orks from which tlje ex-

tracts were to he made, has not heen altered ; and

the several works gcr.er'Ally follow in both these ti-

tles in the same ordej. A similar remark applies

to the title De Verborum Obligalionibus/ though

'.here ts a variation in all the three titles as to the

relative order of the three masses, which are pres-

ently to be mentioned. " In the remaining titles of

ihe Digest," adds Bluhme, " at first sight it appears

AS if one could find no other distinction in the titles

•jf the extracts than this, that one part of them has

1 certain kind of connexion, and another part mere-
ly indicates a motley assemblage of books out of

which the extracts have been made. But, on a clo-

3er con'parison, not only are three masses clearly

iistingui.'-.hable, but this comparison leads to the cer-

tain conclusion that all the writings which were
used in the compilation of the Digest may be refer-

red to three classes. The Commentaries on Sabi-

nus (ad Sabinum), on the Edict (ad Edictum), and
Papinian's writings, are at the head of these three

classes. We may accordingly denote these three

masses respectively by the names Sabinian, Papin-

ian, and the Edict. In each of these classes, the

several works from which extracts are made always
follow in regular order." This order is shown by a

table which Bluhme has inserted in his essay.

This article, if read in connexion with the articles

Codex and Institutiones, will give some general

notion of the legislation of Justinian, the objects of

which cannot be expressed better than in the fol-

lowing words

:

" Justinian's plan embraced two principal works,
one of which was to be a selection from the jurists,

and the other from the Constitutiones. The first,

the Pandect, was very appropriately intended to

contain the foundation of the law : it was the first

work since the date of the Twelve Tables which
in itself, and without supposing the existence of any
other, might serve as a central point of the whole
body of the law. It may be properly called a code,

and the first complete code since the time of the

Twelve Tables, though a large part of its contents

is not law. hut consists of dogmatic and the inves-

tigation «vi particular cases. Instead of the insuffi-

cient rules of Valentinian III., the excerpts in the

Pandect are taken immediately from the writings of
the jurists in great numbers, and arranged accord-

ing to their matter. The Code also has a more
comprehensive plan than the earliest codes, since it

comprises both rescripts and edicts. These two
works, the Pandect and the Code, ooght properly to

be considered as the completion of Justinian's de-
sign. The Institutiones cannot be viewed as a third

work, independent of both : it serves as an intro-

duction to them, or as a manual. Lastly, the novel-
ise are single and subsequent additions and altera-

tions, and it is merely an accidental circumstance
that a third edition of the Code was not made at the
end of Justinian's reign, which would have com-
prised the novelise that had a permanent applica-

tion."*

There are numerous manuscripts of the Digest,
both in libraries of the Continent and of Great Brit-

ain A list of the MSS. of the Corpus Juris in the
libraries of this country, which are principally in the
colleges at Oxford and Cambridge, is given by Dr.
Hach in the Zeitschrift.' But the MSS. of the Di-

^st generally contain only parts of the work, and are
not older than the twelfth century. The MS. called

the Florentine is complete, and probably as old as
the seventh century. It had been kept at Amalfi
time out of mind, and was given to the Pisans by

1. (Dig. 43, tit. 1.)—2. (SavigTjy, Geschichte de» ROm. Rechu
im Mittelalter, i., p. 14.)—3. (toI. r.)

Lotharius the Second, after the capture of hinaiA

A.D. 1137, as a memorial of his gratitude to then,

for their aid against Roger the Nonnan. The Pi-

sans kept it till their city was taken by the Floren-

tines under Gino Caponi, A.D. 1406, who carried

this precious MS. to Florence, where it is still pre-

served. An exact copy of this MS. was published

at Florence in 1553, folio, with the title " Digesto
rum seu Pandectarum Libri Quinquaginta Ex Flor-

entinis Pandectis reprsesentati ; Florentiae In Offici

naLaurentii Tarrentini DucalisTypographi MDLIII
Cum Summi Pontif Car. V. Imp. Henrici II. Gallo-

rum Regis, Eduardi VI. Anglise regis, Cosmi Medi-
cis Ducis Floreni. II. Privilegio." The facts rela-

ting to the history of the MS. appear from the dedi-

cation of Franciscus Taurellius to Cosmo, duke of
Florence. This splendid work is invaluable to a

scholar. The orthography of the MS. has been
scrupulously observed. Those who cannot consult

this work may he satisfied with the edition of the

Corpus Juris by Charondas, which the distinguished

printer of that edition, Christopher Plantinus, affirms

to be as exact a copy of the Florentine edition as it

could be made. As to the other editions of the Di-

gest, see CoBPHB Juris.

PANDI.\ (TTuvdia), an Attic festival, the real

character of which seems to have been a subject of

dispute among the ancients themselves ; for, ac-

cording to the Etymologicum M.'), some derived it

from Pandia, who is said to have been a goddess ol

the moon (this is also Wachsmuth's opinion, ii., 2,

p. 140) ; others from the Attic king Pandion ; oth-

ers, again, from the Attic tribe Dias, so that the

Pandia would have been in the same relation to

this tribe as the'Panathenasa to Athens ; and others
from Atof, and call it a festival of Zeus. Welcker*
considers it to have been originally a festival of
Zeus celebrated by all the Attic tribes, analogou.s to

the Panathensea, and thinks that when the confed-
eracy, of which this festival was, as it were, the
central point, became dissolved, the old festival re-

mained, though its character was changed. It was
celebrated at Athens in the time of Demosthenes.*
Taylor, in his note on this passage, strangely con-
founds it with the Diasia, though it is well known
that this festival was held on the 19th of Munychi-
on, while the Paudia took place on the 14th of Ela
phebolion.*

PANDOCEI'ON (TafdoKeiov). (Vid. Cadpona.)
PANE'GYRIS (iraviiyvpig) signifies a meeting or

assembly of a whole people fbr the purpose of wor-
shipping at a common sanctuary. But the word is

used in three ways: 1. For a meeting of the in-

habitants of one particular town and its vicinity

{vid. Ephesia) ; 2. For a meeting of the inhabitants
of a whole district, a province, or of the whole body
of people belonging to a particular tribe (rtd. Delia,
Pamboiotu, Panionia) ; and, 3. For great national
meetings, as the Olympic, Pythian, Isthmian, and
Nemean games. Although, in all panegyreis which
we know, the religious character forms the most
prominent feature, other subjects, political discus-
sions and resolutions, as well as a variety of amuse-
ments, were not excluded, though they were, per-
haps, more a consequence of the presence of many
persons than objects of the meeting. As regards
their religious character, the panegyreis were real

festivals, in which prayers were performed, sacrifi-

ces offered, processions held, &c. The amuse-
ments comprehended the whole variety of games,
gymnastic and musical contests, and entertain-

ments. Every panegyris, moreover, was made by
tradespeople a source of gain, and it may be pre-

1. («.T. nav^ia.) — 2. (^sch., TriloBT., p. 303.)— 3. (c. MkL,
p. 517.) — 4. (Compare Suidas and Hesych., ». v. niviim —
BOckh, Abhandl. der BerUn.Akadeinie, 181S, p. 65, &c )

Til
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numed that such a meeting was never held without

a fair, at which all sorts of things were exhibited

ibr sale.' In later times, when the love of gain had

become stronger than religious feeling, the fairs ap-

pear to have become a more prominent characteris-

tic of a panegyris than before ; hence the Olympic

games are called mercatus Olympiacus, or ludi el

mercatus Olympionxm.' Festive orations were also

frequently addressed to a panegyris, whence they

are called ?-6yoi navijyvpiKoi. The Panegyricus of

Isocrates, though it was never delivered, is an ima-

ginary discourse of this kind. In later times, any
oration in praise of a person was called panegyricus,

as that of Pliny on the Emperor Trajan.

Each panegyris is treated of in a separate article.

For a general account, see Wachsmutli, Hell. Alt.,

i., 1, p. 104, &,c.—Bockh ad Find., 01., vii., p. 175,

«Stc.—Hermann, Polit. Ant., () 10.

PANELLE'NIA {TzaveHrivLa), a festival, or, per-

haps, rather a panegyris of all the Greeks, which
seems to have been instituted by the Emperor Ha-
drian, with the well meant but impracticable view
of reviving a national spirit among the Greeks.*

PAN'IGUM, Panic. (Fid. Meline.)
PANIO'NIA {iravLuvLo), the great national pane-

gyris of the lonians on Mount Mycale, where their

national god Poseidon Heliconius had his sanctuary,

called the Panionium.* One of the principal objects

of this national meeting was the common worship
of Poseidon, to whom splendid sacrifices were of-

fered on the occasion.* As a chief-priest for the

conduct of the sacrifices, they always appointed a

young man of Priene, with the title of king, and it

is mentioned as one of the peculiar superstitions of

the lonians on this occasion, that they thought the

bull which they sacrificed to be pleasing to the god
if it roared at the moment it was killed.* But reli-

gious worship was not the only object for which
they assembled at the Panionium ; on certain emer-

gencies, especially in case of any danger threaten-

ing their country, the lonians discussed at their

meetings political questions, and passed resolutions

which were binding upon all.' But the political

unjon among the lonians appears, nevertheless, to

have been very loose, and their confederacy to have
been without any regular internal organization, for

the Lydians conquered one Ionian town after an-

other, without there appearing anything like tlife

spirit of a political confederacy ; and we also find

that single cities concluded separate treaties for

themselves, and abandoned their confederates to

their fate.*

Diodorus' says that in later times the lonians

need to hold their meeting in the neighbourhood of

Ephesus instead of at Mycale. Strabo, on the other
hand, who speaks of the Panionic panegyris as still

held in his own time, does not only not mention any
such change, but appears to imply that the pane-
gyris was at all times held on the same spot, viz.,

on Mount Mycale. Diodorus, therefore, seems to

consider the Ephesian panegyris {vid. Ephesia) as
having been instituted instead of the Panionia. But
both panegyreis existed simultaneously, and were
connected with the worship of two distinct divini-

ties, as is clear from a comparison of two passages
of Strabo, viii., 7, p. 220; xiv., i., p. 174.*''

PANOPLIA {navoTz'kia), a panoply or suit of ar-

mour." The articles of which it consisted, both in

the Greek and in the Roman army, are enumerated

1. (Paus., X., 32, 4 9.— Strabo, i., 5, p. 388.—Dio Chrysost.
Orat., xxvii., p. 528.)—2. (Justin., xiii., 5.—Veil. Paterc, i., 8.)—
X. (Philostr., Vit. Soph., ii., 1, 5.—Bcickh, Corp. Inscrip., p. 789

;

ii., p. 580.) —4. (Herod., i., 148. — Strab., viii., 7, p. 220, ed.
Tauchn.—Paus., vii., 24, <j 4.)—5. (Diodor., xv., 49.)—6. (Stra-

bo, 1. O—7. (Herod., i., 141, 170.)—8. (Herod., i., 169.)—9. (xv.,

•9.) — 10. (Coiapare Tittmann's Griech. Staativ., p. 668, &c.

—

Thirlvrall's Gr. Hist., ii., p. 112.)— 11. (Herod., i., 60.—^lian,
V H., nil., 37.—Alhen., v., p 808. 4 )
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under Arma. Josephus, in a fassage where h«
mentions all the essential parts of the Roman
heavy armour except the spear (viz., virodnnara,

dvpeoq, ^ifoc, Kpuvog, &6pa^^), applies to them col-

lectively the term navon'kia.^ According to Plu-
tarch,* the ordinary weight of a panoply was a tal-

ent, 1. e., about 70 lbs. ; but he states that the suit

worn by one soldier of uncommon strength, viz.,

Alcimus, the Epirote, weighed two talents, or about
a hundred weight. In estimating the military force
of any country, the number of panoplies which it

had in readiness was a most important item. Po-
lybius mentions* that the citizens of Sinope, expect-
ing to be attacked by Mithradates, obtained, among
other preparations, a thousand suits of armour (ttov-

on'kiag ;^ftAiaf). When one man slew another in

battle, he was entitled to receive the panoply of the
fallen.*

*PANTHE'RA. {Vid. Pabdalis.)
PANTOMI'MUS is the name of a kind of actors

peculiar to the Romans, wlio very nearly resembled
in tlieir mode of acting the modern dancers in the
ballet. They did not speak on the stage, but mere-
ly acted by gestures, movements, and attitudes.

All movements, however, viere rhythmical, like

those in the ballet, whence the general term for

them is saltation sdiare; the whole art was called

rmisica muta*) ; and to represent Niobe or Leda
was expressed by saltare Nioben and saltare Ledam.
Mimic dances of this kind are common to all na-

tions, and hence we find them in Greece and Italy

;

in the former country they acquired a degree of
perfection of which we can scarcely form an idea.

But pantomimes, in a narrower sense, were pecu-
liar to the Romans, to whom we shall therefore con-

fine ourselves. During the time of the Republic
the name pantomimus does not occur, though the

art itself was known to the Romans at an early

period ; for the first histriones said to have been
introduced from Etruria were, in fact, nothing but

pantomimic dancers {vid. Histrio, p. 484), T;'hence

we find that under the Empire the names histrio

and pantomimus were used as synonymou i. The
pantomimic art, however, was not carrier/ to any
degree of perfection until the time of Augustus;
whence some writers ascribe its invention to Au-
gustus himself, or to the great artists who flourish-

ed in his reign.' The greatest pantomimes of this

time were Bathyllus, a freedman and favourite of

Mascenas, and Pylades and Hylas.* The great

popularity which the pantomimes acquired at Rome
in the time of Augustus, through these distinguish-

ed actors, was the cause of their spreading, not

only in Italy, but also in the provinces, and Tiberi-

us found it necessary to put a check upon the great

partiality for them : he forbade all senators to fre-

quent the houses of such pantomimes, and the

equites were not allowed to be seen walking with

them in the streets of Rome, or to attend their per-

formances in any other place than the public thea-

tres, for wealthy Romans frequently engaged male
and female pantomimes to amuse their guests at

their repasts.' But Caligula was so fond of pan-

tomimes, that one of them, M. Lepidus Mnester, be-

came his favourite, and, through his influence, the

whole class of pantomimes again recovered their

ascendency.'* Nero not only patronised them, but

acted himself as pantomime," and from this time

they retained the highest degree of popularity at

Rome down to the latest times of the Empire.

1. (Bell. Jud., vi., 1, * 8.)—2. (Vid. Polyb., vi., 21.)—3. (De-

metrius, p. 1646, ed. Steph.)—4. (iv., 56.)—5. (Plut., Alcil.., p.

355, ed. Ste|>h.)—6. (Gassiod., Var., i., 20.)—7. (Suid., s. v. "Op-

Xnaii iTavT6ntiioi.)—S. (Juv., vi., 63.—Suet., Octav., 45.—Ma*
crob., Sat., ii., 7.—Athen., i., p. 70.)—9. (Tacit., Annal., i., 77.)

—10. (Suet., Calig., 36, 55, 57.—Tacit., Annal., xiv., 21.)—11
(Suet., Nero, 16, 36.)
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As regards their mode of acting, we must first

state that all pantomimes wore masks, so that the

features of the countenance were lost in their act-

ing. All the other parts of their body, however,

were called into action, and especially the arms and
hands, whence the expressions manus loquacissima,

digiti clxmosi, x^^^P^i nofi^uvoi, &.c. Notwithstand-

ing their acting with masks, the ancients agree that

the pantomimes expressed actions, feelings, pas-

sions, &c., more beautifully, correctly, and intelli-

gibly than it would be possible to do by speaking

©f WTiting. They were, however, assisted in their

acting by the circumstance that they only repre-

sented mythological characters, which were known
to every spectator.' There were, moreover, certain

conventional gestures and movements which every-

body understood. Their costume appears to have
been like that of the dancers in a ballet, so as to

show the beauty of the human form to the greatest

advantage, though the costume, of course, varied

according to the various characters which were
represented. See the manner in which Plancus is

described by Velleius* to have danced the character
of Glaucus. In the time of Augustus there was
never more than one dancer at a time on the stage,

and he represented all the characters of the story,

both male and female, in succession.* This re-

mained the custom till towards the end of the sec-

ond century of our aera, when the several parts of a
story began to be acted by several pantomimes
dancing together. Women, during the earlier pe-

riod of the Empire, never appeared as pantomimes
on the stage, though they did not scruple to act as
such at the private parties of the great. During
the latter time of the Empire women acted as pan-

tomimes in public, and in some cases they threw
aside all regard to decency, and appeared naked be-

fore the public The Christian writers, therefore,

represent the pantomimic exhibitions as the school
of every vice and licentiousness.*

Mythological love-stories were from the first the
favourite subjects of the pantomimes,* and the evil

effects of such sensual representations upon women
are described in strong colours by Juvenal.' Every
representation was based upon a text written for

the purpose. This text was called the canticum,''

and was mostly written Jn the Greek language.
Some of them may have represented scenes from,
or the whole subjects of, Greek dramas ; but when
Arnobius* states that whole tragedies of Sophocles
and Euripides were used as texts for pantomimic
representations, he perhaps only means to say that
a pantomimus sometimes represented the same
story contained in such a tragedy, without being
obliged to act or dance every sentiment expressed
in it. The texts of the pantomimes or cantica were
sung by a chorus standing in the background of the
stage, and the sentiments and feelings expressed
by this chorus were represented by the pantomimus
in his dance and gesticulation. The time was indi-

cated by the scahellum, a peculiar kind of sole, made
of wood or metal, which either the dancer or one
of the chorus wore. The whole performance was
accompanied by musical instruments, but in most
eases by the flute. In Sicily pantomimic dances
were called (iakXiafioi, whttice, perhaps, the modern
words ball and ballet."

1. (Juv., vi., 63; v., ISI.-Horat., Epist.. ii., 2, 125.—Suet.,
Nero, 54.—Veil. Paterc., ii., 83.)—2. (li., 83.)— 3. (Luciau, De
Saltat., c. 07.—Jacolw ad Anthol., ii., 1, p. 308.)—4. (Tertull.,

Do Spec, p. 269, ed. Paris.— Vtd. Senec, Qua!«t. Nat., vii., 32.
—Plin., Epist., v., 24.— Ammian. Marcflll., xiv., 0.— Procop.,
Anecd., 9.)—5. (Ovid, Ucra. Amor., 753.)—6. (vi., 63, &c.)—7.

(Macrob., Sat., ii., 7.—Plin., Epist., vii., 24.)—8. (adv. Gent., 4.—
Compare Anthol., i., p. 249.) — 9. (Compare Lessinfr, Abhand-
loBg'vonden Pantoroiincndcr Alten.—Grysar, in Ersch und Gru-
ber's Encycl., s. v. Pantumimische Kunst des .Mterthums.—
Welcker, Die Griechischen Ti-agftdieii, p. 1317, Ac, 1409, Ac,
1443. 1477, &c.)

•PAPA'VER (jifiKuv), the Poppy. " Wifri tni!

aid of Matthiolus, Bauhin, and Sprcngcl," observes
Adams, " I would arrange the po ppies of the an-
cients as follows : 1st. The f///fpof, or domesticated,
is the Papaver Rhaas, or common red Poppy. 2d.

The /)oiuc is the Papaver dubium, or long, smooth-
headed Poppy. 3d. The Keparlrig is the Glauciun
lutcrum. Scop. 4th. The u<jtpij67)c is the Gratiola

officinalis, called in English Hedge-hyssop." Aa
regards the acquaintance of the ancients with
Opium, consult the articles Nepenthes and Pharjia-
CKUTiCA, p. 656, 765.'

PA'PIA POPP^A LEX. {Vid. JuLiiE Lbok*.
p. 556.)

•PAPII/IO {-^vxri), the Butterfly. "The meta
morphosis of the 13ulterfly is distinctly described by
Aristotle. The beautiful allegory of Psyche is de
rived from it.'"

PAPI'RIA LEX. {Vid. Lex, p. 584.)

PAPY'llUS, I. {Vid. Liber.)

*II. The Cyperus Papyrus, Ii. The Papyrus la

an aquatic plant, growing abundantly in the waters
of the Nile. Its roots are large and tortuous ; its

stem is triangular, gradually tapering as it shoots
up gracefully to the height of fifteen or twenty feet,

where it is very slender, and is surmounted by a
fibrous tuft of fine filaments, which are again sub-

divided into others, bearing small seedy flowerets ;

the whole of the umbel forming a beautiful flowing

plume. Paper was made from the inner rind of
the stem. The plates or pellicles obtained near
the centre were the best, and each cut diminish-

ed in value in proportion as it was dUtant from that

part of the stem. {Vid. Liber.)'

PAR IMPAR LUDERE {dpriaa/iog, upr.u^ecv,

dpria 7j TTepiTTo. nai^etv), the game at odd and even,
was a favourite game among the Greeks and Rf>
mans. A person held in his hand a certain nurr.rrSf

of astragali or other things, and his opponent h»i
to guess whether the number was odd or even."

PARA'BASIS. {Vid. Comcedia.)

PARABOLON or PARABOLION {7Tapd6o7.cv,

napa^oTitov), a small fee paid by the appellant pa.ty

on an appeal (f^tfftf) from an inferior to a sup.;rior

tribunal ; as, for instance, from an arbitrator or a

magistrate, or from the court of the iriiioTai, or

from the senate of Five Hundred, to the juiy or

heliastic court. As to the sum to be paid and oth

er particulars, we are uninformed.*

PARACH'YTES {napaxvTTn). {Vid. Lootrok,
p. 599.)

PARADI'SUS (TrapudctCTOf) was the name given

by the Greeks to the parks or pleasure-grounds

which surrounded the country residences f the

Persian kings and satraps. They were generally

stocked with animals for the chase, were full of

all kinds of trees, watered by numerous streams,

and enclosed with walls.* These paradises werp
frequently of great extent ; thus Cyrus, on one oc«

casion, reviewed the Greek army in his paradise at

Celaenae,' and on another occasion the Greeks were
alarmed by a report that there was a great army in

a neighbouring paradise.*

Pollux' says that Topadcftrof was a Persian woid,
and there can be no doubt that the Greeks obtained

it from the Persians. Tne word, however, seems
to have been used by other Eastern nations, and
not to have been peculiar to the Persians. Gese-

1. (Theoph., II. P., i., 9.—Id. ib., ix., 11, &c.—Dioscor.^iv., M,
&c.—Adams, Append., i. v.)—2. (Aristot., H. A., v., 17 — Ad
ams. Append., s. v.)—3. (Library of Enter. Knowledge, val. xxi.,

p. 131.)— 4. (Pollux, Onom., ix., 101. — Plato, Lys.. p. 207.—
Ilor., Sat., II., iii., 248.— Suet., Octav., 71. — Nux Eleg , 79.—
Becker, Callus, ii., p. 233.)—5. (Pollux, Oncm., viii.. 62, 63.—

Meier, Att., Proc., 767, 772. )— 6. (Xen., Anab., i., 4, 10.—
Cyr., i.. 3, 14; 4, ^ 5.— Hellen., iv., 1, * 33. — CEc, iv., IS.—

Diod. Sic, xvi., 41.— Curt., viii., 1, « 11, 12. — GcU., ii., 80.)-

7. (Xen., An»b., i., 2, t 9.)—8. (Id., li., 4, 16.)—9. (ix , H.)
72J>
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nius' and other writers suppose it to be the same as

the Sanscrit tfC^^ (paradesa), but this word does

not mean a laiid elevated and cultivated, as Geseniuft
and others say, but merely a foreign country,

whence is derived m^^P^Hl {po.^'desini), aforeign-

II. The word occurs in Hebrew rO'^'^D, paredis)

as early as the time jf Solomon," and is also found

PARAGRAPHE.

in Arabic (^^ywjjji, firdaus) and Armenian {par-

des').

PARAGAUDA (napa-yuSTic), the border of a tunic
(vid. LiMBus), enriched with gold thread, worn by
ladies, but not allowed to men except as one of the
insignia of office. These borders were among the
rich presents given by Furius Placidus, A.D. 343,
when he was made consul.* Under the later em-
perors the manufacture of them was forbidden ex-
cept in their own gyna^cea.* The term paragauda,
which is probably of Oriental origin, seems also to
have been converted into an adjective, and thus to
liave become the denomination of the tunic which
was decorated with such borders •

PARAGRAPHE {napaypafi}). This word does
not exactly correspond with any term in our lan-
guage, but may, without much impropriety, be called
a plea. It is an objection raised by the defendant
to the admissibility of the plaintiffs action :

" ex-
ceptio rei adversus actorem, actioncmve, querentis aut
de foro kaud competente, aut de tempore, modove pro-
cedendi illcgitimo."^ Sir William Jones, in the pref-
ace to his translation of Isaeus, compares it with a
demurrer ; but this is not so correct, because a de-
murrer is an objection arising out of an adversary's
own statement of his case, whereas the Tvapaypa<j)^
was an objection depending on facts stated by
the defendant himself, and therefore rather resem-
bles a plea, or (more strictly) a special plea. This
appears from the napaypacpLKol Xoyot of Demosthe-
tes, in which we find the defendant introducing new
allegations into the cause, and supporting them by
proof Thus, in the speech against Nausimachus
and Xenopithes, the ground of objection is, that the
father of the defendants having obtained a release
from the plaintiffs, it was no longer open to the
plaintiffs to bring an action for the same cause.
But the first mention of this release is made by th<i
defendants in their plea. In the speech against Ze-
nothemis, the defendant objects that the kfinopiKri
^iKT) does not lie, because there was no written con-
tract between him and the plaintiff on a voyage to
or from Athens ; and this (says he) appears from
the declaration itself {hv tC> EyK?.^fiaTi). As parties
could not be defeated at Athens by a technical ob-
jection to the pleadings, the defendant in the above
case, notwithstanding the defective statement of
the plaintiff in the declaration, was compelled to
bnng forward his objection by plea, and to support
It before the jury. In the speech against Phormio,
the plaintiff says that, as the defendant only denies
that he has committed a breach of the contract,
there was no occasion for a napaypa6^ : the ques-
tion merely was, whether the plaintifTs charge
was true. It seems that a napaypa<j,^ might be put
m, not only when the defendant could show that the
cause ot action was discharged, or that it was not
maintainable in point of law, but also when the
form of action was misconceived, or when it was
commenced at a wrong time, or brought before the
wrong magistrate {ijyepMv diKaarrjpiov). In the last

1. (Lexicon Ilebr., p. 838, Lips., 1833.)—2. {Eccle? , ii 5 _
Cwit., iv., 13.)—3. (SchHEder, Dissert. Thesaur. Lni?. Armen
premiH., p 56.)—4. (Fl. Vopisc., Aurel., p. 2146, ed. Salma» )

7.^- ^^"^J'- »"-8,s. 1, 2.)-6. (Lydu«, De Mag., :., 17: ii..4
\9 J-7. (Reiske, Index Gr. in Orat:)

"«»'*'• "•.».
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case the napaypa<p^ would answer to our j^ta to tJu

jurisdiction.^

The !:apaypa<pTj, like every other answer (ovn
ypaitri) made by the defendant to the plaintifTi
charge, was given in writing, as the word itself
implies." If the defendant merely denied the plain-
tiff's allegations, or (as we might say) pleaded tht
general issue, he was said evdvdiKlav or Trjv evdelat
eiaiivai, or uno^.oyeladai rijv evdvSiKiav eiaiuv. In
this case a court was at once held for the trial of
the cause. If, however, he put in a Kapaypa(^fi, he
maintained that the cause was not eiaayuyifiot
(n-apeypufaro pii elcrayuyLfiov elvai ttjv SIktiv), and in
that case a court was to be held to try the prelim-
inary question, whether the cause could be brought
into court or not. Upon this previous trial the de-
fendant was considered the actor, and hence is said
by Demosthenes' Karjjyopelv tov 6lukovtoq. He be-
gan, and had to maintain the ground of objection
which he relied upon.* If he succeeded, the whole
cause was at an end , unless the objection was only
to the form of the action, or some other such tech-
nicality, in which case it might be recommenced
in the proper manner. If, however, the plaintiff
succeeded, the jury merely decided daayuyifiov
elvai TT/v diKT/v, and then the original action, which
in the mean time had been suspended, was pro-
ceeded with.* Both parties on the trial of the nap
aypa<j>^ were liable to the knuCeXia on failure to ob
tain a fifth part of the votes.

The course of proceeding on a jcapaypaffj nas
obviously calculated to delay the progress of the
cause, and was therefore not looked on with favour
by the dicasts. U/ao^ucrcif, viru/ioaiai, naoaypadai,
Tu EK Tuv vofiuv, cxcuses, delays, pleas, legal cbiec-
tions, are classed together by the orator as being the
manoeuvres of defendants to defeat justice. Hence
we find in the extant :zapaypa<^iKoi loyoi, that th«
defendant, in order to remove the prejudice of the
dicasts against himself, not only supports the ground
of the napaypuip^, but discusses the general merits
of the cause, and endeavours to show that there is
no foundation for the plaintiff's complaint; and
there is no doubt that the dicasts were materially
influenced by such discussion, however in strictness
irrelevant.* The same observation applies to the
Scafiaprvpla. (Vid. Heres, Greek.)'
There was no such thing as this proceeding by

napaypa^f) until after the expulsion of the thirty ty-
rants, when a law was passed, on the proposal of
Archinus, uv rtf iiKu^T/Tai napu rove opKOvg, ef-
eivac TO) <pevyovTi Trapaypuipaadai, tov^ de upxovrac
nepl rovTov irpurov eitruyeiv, Xiyeiv de nporepov tov
napaypa'^pu/nevov, drzoTcpoQ 6' av ^Tri/dy, tt/v erro)6e-

Xiav b(pEtXEiv. The object of this law appears to
have been, to enable any person against whom an
information or prosecution might be brought, or
action commenced, for any matter arising out of
the late political troubles, to obtain the benefit of
the general amnesty, by specially pleading the same,
and so bringing his defence in a more solemn man-
ner before the court. The same privilege was af-
terward extended to other grounds of defence
(See the opening of the speech of Isocrates againsl
Callimachus.) Before this time all special objec
tions to the adversary's course of proceeding seem
to have been called avnypa^ai, and sometimes
t^ufioaiai, because an oath was taken by the party
who tendered them.'

1. (Demosth., c. Pantjen., 976.—Suidas, s. v. Tlapayfiaip^ and
eii6v6iKia.)—2. (Demosth., c. Phorm., 912.)— 3. (c. Phorm., 908.)
—4. (Demosth., c. Steph.. 1103.)— 5. (Demosth., c. Zenoth., 88a—Lys., De Publ. Pec, 148, ed. Steph.)— 6. (Demosth., c. Mid.,
541 ; c. Lacr., 924 ; c. Steph., 1117.—Pro Phorm., 944.—Argum.
Or. c. Zenoth.)— 7. (Utsus, De Philoct. hxr., 60 —De Apoll
har.. 63, ed. Steph —Di'mosth.,c. Leoch., 1097.)—8. (Lysias, o
Panel., 166, ed. Steph.—Aristoph., Eccles., 1026.—Schul. ad loo—Suida», s. V. 'E^u/ioa/o.—Meier, Alt. Proc., p. C44-650 f
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PARACATABOLE (TrapaxarnCoA)}), a sum of

money required of a plaintifTor petitioner in certain

cases, as a security that his complaint or demanil

was not frivolous, or made on sligiU and insufficient

gi'ounds. Such was tlje deposite made in certain in-

heritance cases, viz., a tenth part of the value of

the property sought to be recovered. {Vid. Heres,
Greek.) So, also, in the proceeding termed heni-

(TKjyuuo, which was a suit instituted against the pub-

lic treasury by a creditor to obtain payment out of

his debtor's confiscated goods, a fifth part of the

value was deposited. It was returned to the peti-

tioner if successful, otherwise it went to the state.'

The money was deposited either at the uvuKpiaig or

on the commencement of the cause. The word
jrapaKaTa6()h'j signifies both the paying of the depos-

ite and the money deposited ; and, being a word
of more general import, we find it used to denote

other kinds of deposites, as the irpvTavel^ and ira-

odaraotQ.'

PARACATATHE'CE {napaKaradnKT}) generally

signifies a deposite of something valuable with a

friend or other person for the benefit of the owner.
Thus, if I deliver my goods to a friend, to be taken

care of for me, or if I deposite money with a

banker, such delivery or bailment, or the goods
bailed or delivered, or the money deposited, may be

called napaxaTad^KT) ;' and the word is often ap-

plied metaphorically to any important trust commit-
ted by one person to another.* As every bailee is

bound to restore to the bailor the thing deposited,

either on demand (in case of a simple bailment), or

on performance of the conditions on which it was
received, the Athenians gave a irapaKaraO^KTjc S'ikti

against a bailee who unjustly withheld his property

from the owner, dneaTipriaE ttjv irapaKarati^Kip^.*

An example of such an action against a banker is

the Toc-J€^iTiKog Aoyof of Isocrates. A pledge giv-

en to a creditor could not be recovered except on
payment of the money owed to him ; but, after sell-

ing the article, and satisfying his debt out of the

jroceeds, he would, of course, be bound to restore

the surplus (if any) to the pledgor. It follows, from
the nature of the napaK. diKij, that it was &Ti[ij]To^,

but it is not improbable that the additional penalty

of uTijiia might be inflicted on a defendant who
fradulently denied that he had ever received the de-

posite.

The difficulty of procuring safe custody for mon-
ey, and the general insecurity of movable property

in Greece, induced many rich persons to make val-

uable deposites in the principal temples, such as

that of Apollo at Delphi, Jupiter at Olympia, and
others.* It may be observed that rideadai, napaxa-
ranOeadai, in the middle voice, are always used of a

person making a deposite for his own benefit, with

the intention of taking it up again. Hence the ex-

pression -dindai x^P^v, to confer an obligation, which
gives the right (as it were) of drawing upon the

obliged party for a return of the favour at some fu-

ture time. KofuCeaOac is to recover your property

or rigl.t'

HAPAKATAeH'KHS AlKH. {Vid. Paracata-
THECE.)
nAPANOI'AS rPA*H'. This proceeding may be

compared to our commission of lunacy, or writ de

lunatico ini/uircndo. It was a suit at Athens that

might be instituted by a son or other near relative

against one who, by reason of madness or mental
unbecility, had become incapable of managing his

own affairs. If the complaint was well-grounded.

1 (Suidas, s. t. 'Eifw/ff/ctf/i/za.)—2. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 32.

—Meier, Att. Prt>c., 604, 61ft-62I.)—3. (Herod., vi., 86.—De-
ntosth., Pro Phorm., 946.)— 4. (Demosth.. c. Anhob., 840.—
iEsch., c. Timarch., 26, ed. Steph.—De Fals, Leg., 47.)—5.

(Pollux, Onom . vi., 154.)—6. (Meier, Att.Proc., p. SlS-515.)—
r (Isoctat., c. Ettthyo., 400, ed. Steph.)

the court decreed that the next heir should take
possession of the lunatic's property, and probably,

also, made some provision for his being put in con-
finement, or under proper care and guardianship.'

It is related of Sophocles, that, having continued to

write tragedies to an advanced age, and by reason
thereof neglected his family affairs, he was brought
before the court by his sons, and accused of lunacy;
that he then read to the judges his Qldipus Colo>
neus, which he had just composed, and asked them
if a man out of his mind could write such a poem
as that ; whereupon they acquitted him.* The
story is told differently hy the anonymous author of
the life of Sophocles, who speaks of the suit as

taking place between lophon and his father, and
seems to intimate that it was preferred before the

(ppuTopeg. In this last point he is supported by the

scholiast on Aristophanes ; but it can hardly be cor-

rect, as we have no other authority for supposing
that the (bpuropec had such a jurisdiction, and Pol-

lux' expressly says that the napavola^ ypatjt^ came
before the archon, to whom, indeed, it peculiarly

belonged, as being a matter connected with family

rights ; and, if so, we are to understand that it

came before the archon in the regular way, as vye-

fiuv diKaartjplov.* It is highly probable that there

was some foundation for this anecdote of Sopho-
cles. He might, perhaps, have given oflTence to hia

sons by that penuriousness which is said to have
crept upon him in his old age ; and lophon, being a
poet, and lying under the suspicion of being assisted

by his father, might possibly be induced, by a mean
jealousy, to bring this charge against him.* The
play of CEdipus Coloneus appears to exhibit the

wounded feelings of the writer. (See more espe-

cially v. 337, 441.)

nAPANO'MQN rPA*H'. An indictment for pro-

pounding an illegal, or, rather, unconstitutional

measure or law. We have seen {vid. Nomothstks)
that any Athenian citizen was at liberty to make a
motion in the popular asseml)ly to pass a new law
or amend an old one. In order to check rash and
hasty legislation, the mover of any law or decree,

though he succeeded in causing it to be passed, waa
still amenable to criminal justice if his enactment
was found to be inconsistent with other laws that

remained in force, or with the public interest.* Any
person might institute against him the ypa^^ napa-

vofiuv within a year from the passing of the law.

If he was convicted, not only did the law become
void, but any punishment might be inflicted on him,

at the discretion of the judges before whom he was
tried ; for it was a TifiTjrdc dyuv. A person thrice

so convicted lost the right of proposing laws in

future. The cognizance of the cause belonged to

the thesmotheta?.' The prosecutor was compelled

to take an oath, called by the same name as that

taken to obtain delay in courts ofjustice {vnu>/ioaia),

because it had the effect of delaying the operation

of the proposed measure, which otherwise might
have come into force immediately.* Examples of

such prosecutions are the speech of Demosthenes
against Timocrates, and that of ^Eschines against

Ctesiphon. They both comment on the importance

of the prosecution, as tending to preserve the exist-

ing laws and maintain constitutional liberty.* Not-

withstanding this check, the mania for legislation

appears to have increased so greatly at Athens in

later times, that Demosthenes'' declares that 'pVipia-

fiuTuv ovS' oTiovv 6ia(j>epovaLv ol vofwi. This arose

1. (Suidas, 8. T. Ilapovoia.—Xen., Mem., i., 2, 49.—Aristoph.,
Nub., 844.—iEsch., c. Cte»., 89, ed. Steph.)—2. (Cic, De S«.

nect., 7.)—3. (viii., 89.)—4. (Meier, Att. Proc., p. £i^6-298.)— S.

(Vid. Aristoph., Ran., 78. — Pax, 697.)— 6. (Demosth., c. Ti-

moc., 710, 711.)—7. (Schamann, Ant. jur. pub. Gr., p. 244.)—

8

(Schomann, lb., p. 224 )— 9. (Demosth., c. Timoc., 748, 749. -
JEkM.., c. Ctes., 54, 82, ed. Steph.)— 10. (z. Leptin., p. 485.)

'
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trom the relaxation of that precautionary law of

Solon, which required every measure to be approved

by the to/io8i:rat before it could pass into law. ( Vid.

NoMOTHETEs, and Schomann.') It is obvious that,

while the people in assembly had the power of ma-
king decrees which could remain in force for a year,

if they wished to evade the law of Solon, all they

had to do was to renew their decree from year to

year, and thus, in practice, the rl>^<jna/ia became
voftoi:.

If the year had elapsed, the propounder of the

law could not be punished, though the law itself

might be repealed in the ordinary way by the insti-

tution of proceedings before the vofiodirai, before

whom it was defended by the five avvdiKoi. The
speech against Leptines was made in a proceeding
against the law itself, and not against the mover.
As the author of the second argument says, napeX-
dovTog Tov xP^'^ov, hv w vnevdvvog f/v Kplaet /cat rifiu-

piif ypu(j>uv Tig vofiov, k<j)aii>eTO Kenrivrj^ UKivdwog'
bdtv npog avTov, aXX' ov kut' avTov 6 Xoyof.*

PARA'NYMPHOS ( rrapavr/i^of ). (Jid. Mar-
riage, Greek, p. 620.)

PARAPE'TASMA {irapaniraff/xa).
(
Vid. Velum.)

PARAPHERNA. (Fid. Dos, Roman.)
PARAPRESBEI'A (napairpeaSela) signifies any

corrupt conduct, misfeasance, or neglect of duty on
the part of an ambassador, for which he was liable

to be called to account and prosecuted on his return

home.' Ambassadors were usually elected by the
people in assembly ; they either had instructions

given to them or not ; in the latter case they were
called avTOKpuTopcg, envoys with full powers, or

plenipotentiary.* To act contrary to their instruc-

tions (Trapu TO iprj(l>ia/ia npeadsveiv) was a high mis-
demeanour.* On their return home they were
required immediately to make a report of their pro-

ceedings (u7rayyi?i.Kecv ttjv npE<j6elav), first to the
Senate of Five Hundred, and afterward to the peo-
ple in assembly.' This done, they were fundi
officio ; but still, like all other persons who had held

an office of trust, they were liable to render an ac-

count {evdvvac) of the manner in which they had
discharged their duty.' The persons to whom such
account was to be rendered were the loyiaTaL, and
the officers associated with them, called evdvvoi.

A pecuniary account was only rendered in cases
where money had passed through the hands of the
party ; in other cases, after stating that he had
neither spent nor received any of the public money,
the accountLig party was discharged, unless there
was reason for thinking that he deserved to be pro-
ceeded against for misconduct. The XoyioTai them-
selves had power to summon the party at once to
appear as a criminal, and undergo the dvuKpiaic in

their office {^oyioT^piov), upon which they would
direct the awTJyopot to prosecute ; and this proba-
bly was the ordinary course in case of any pecuni-
ary malversation. Accusations, however, of a more
general nature were commonly preferred by indi-
viduals, giving information to the Aoyiorat, who, for
the purpose of giving any citizen an opportunity of
so doing, caused their Kvpv^ to make proclamation
in public assembly, that such a person was about
to render his account, and to ask if any one intend-
ed to accuse him. If an accuser appeared, his
charge would be reduced to the form of a ypa<j)^,

and the prosecution would be conducted in the
usual way, the XoytctTai being the superintending
magistrates.* Magistrates who were annually elect-

1. (p. 22J.)—2. (Ilemann, Pol. Ant., (> 132.)—3. (Demosth.,
e Mid., 515.— De Pais. Leg., 342.)— 4. (Thucyd., v., 45.—
JEsch., c. Ctfs., 62, ed. Steph.)—5. (Demosth., De Fals. Lee
346.)— 6. (^srh., De Fals. Leg., 30, ed. Steph. —Aristoph!!
.\ch., 61. — Schomann, Ant. jur. pub. Or., p. 234.) — 7. (De-
mosth., Do Fals. Leg., 367, 406.) —8. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 40,
45.- -Schomann, lb., p. 240.—Meier, Att. Proc., 214-224.)
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ed rendered their accounts at the end of the official

year ; but ambassadors, who were extraordmary
functionaries, had no time limited for this purpose,

.^schines delayed giving an account of his embassy
to Philip for three years.' We can hardly suppose,

however (as Thirlwall states), that the time of ren-

dering the account was optional with the ambassa-
dor himself, since, not to mention the power of the
AoyicTTai, it was open to any man to move for a

special decree of the people, that the party should

be called to account immediately. The ypa<j>^ napa-

TTpeaSeiag was a Tifir/Toc ayuv ;' and as it might
comprise charges of the most serious kind, such as

treachery and treason against the state, the defend-

ant might have to apprehend the heaviest punish-

ment, ^schines' reminds the dicasts of the great

peril to which he is exposed, and makes a merit of

submitting to his trial without fear. Besides the

ypa(pri, an eiaayyeTiia might be brought against an
ambassador, upon which the accused would be
committed to prison, or compelled to give bail foi

his appearance. This course was taken by Hyperi-
des against Philocrates, who avoided his trial by
voluntary exile.*

nAPAnPESBEI'AS rPA*H'. (7i(i. PARAPRES-
BEIA.)

PARASANG (6 irapaadyyijc), a Persian measure
of length, frequently mentioned by the Greek wri-

ters. It is still used by the Persians, who call it

LfXiuji {/(^Tseng), which has been changed in Ar-

abic into 4i-»Myf {farsakh).

According to Herodotus,* the parasang was equal

to 30 Greek stadia. Suidas* and Hesychius' assign

it the same length ; and Xenophon must also have
calculated it at the same, as he says* that 16,050

stadia are equal to 535 parasangs (16,050-^535=30).
Agathias,' however, who quotes the testimony of

Herodotus and Xenophon to the parasang being 30
stadia, says that in his time the Iberi and Persians

made it only 21 stadia. Strabo*" also states that

some writers reckoned it at 60, others at 40, and
others at 30 stadia ; and Pliny" informs us that the

Persians themselves assigned different lengths to

it. Modern English travellers estimate it variously

at from 3i to 4 English miles, which nearly agrees

with the calculation of Herodotus.

The etymology of parasang is doubtful. Rodiger"
supposes the latter part of the word to be the same

as the Persian i ^jj/ff (seng), "a stone," and the

former part to be connected with the Sanscrit xffr

(para), " end," and thinks that it may have derived

its name from the stones placed at the end of cer-

tain distances on the public roads of Persia.

PARASE'MON (Trapdarjfiov). (Vid. Insione.)

PARASI'TI (TrapdaiToi) properly denotes persons

who dine with others. In the early history of Greece
the word had a very different meaning from that in

which it was used in later times. To de tov napaaiTov

ovo/xa TzdT^aL [ilv tjv ae/ivov koI iepov, says Athenae-

us ;" and he proves from various decrees (i/^jy^ttT/iaTa)

and other authorities that anciently the name tto-

pdaiTog was given to distinguished persons who
were appointed as assistants to certain priests and
to the highest magistrates. As regards the priestly

and civil parasites, the accounts of their office are

so obscure that we are scarcely able to form any
definite notion of it. An ancient law'* ordained

1. (Demosth., De Fals. Leg., 374.— Thirlwall, Gr. Hist., vol.

vi., p. 26.)—2. (Meier, Att. Proc., 193.)—3. (De Fals. Leg., 28,

52.)—4. (jEschin., c. Ctes., 65, ed. Steph.)—5. (ii., 6 , v., 53 ;

vi., 42.)—6. (3. V.)—7. (s. V.)—8. (Anah , 'i., 2, I) 0.)—9. (li.,

21.)— 10. (xi., p. 518.)—11. (H. N., vi., 30 )— 12. (in Ersch nnd
Gruber's Encyclopttdie, s. v. Paras.) — 13 'vi., p. 234) — 14

(.\then., I. c.)
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that each of the priestly parasites should select

from the [iovKoXia the sixth part of a medimnus of

barley, and supply with it the Athenians who were
present in the temple, according to the custom of

their lathers ; and this sixth of a medimnus was to

he given by the parasites of Acharn». The mean-
ing of this very obscure law is discussed by Preller.*

Thus much, however, is clear, that the parasites

were elected in the demi of Attica from among the

most distinguished and most ancient families. We
(ind their number to have been twelve, so that it

did not coincide with that of the demi. This may
be accounted for by supposing that in one demos
two or more gods were worshipped, whose service

required a parasite, while in another there was no
such divinity. The gods in whose service parasites

are mentioned are Heracles, Apollo, the Anaces,
and Athena of Pallene. Their services appear to

have been rewarded with a third of the victims sac-

rificed to their respective gods. Such officers ex-

isted down to a late period of Greek history, for

Clearchus, a disciple of Aristotle, said that parasites

in his own days continued to be appointed in most
Grecian states to the most distinguished magis-
trates." These, however, must have been different

from the priestly parasites. Solon, in his legisla-

tion, called the act of giving public meals to certain

magistrates and foreign ambassadors in the pryta-

neum, irapaairetv,' and it may be that the parasites

were connected with this institution.*

The class of persons whom we call parasites was
very numerous in ancient Greece, and appears to

have existed from early times, though they were
not designated by this name. The comedies of
Aiiitophanes contain various allusions to them, and
Philippics, who is introduced in the Symposium of

X<iiiophon, as well as a person described in some
verses of Episharmos preserved in Athenasus, are

perfect specimens of parasites. But the first writer

who designated these persons by the name of napd-
aiToi was Alexis, in one of his comedies.* In the

so-called middle and new Attic comedy, and in their

Roman imitations, the parasites are standing char-

acters ; and although they are described in very
strong colours in these comedies, yet the descrip-

tion does not seem to be much exaggerated, if we
may judge from other accounts of real parasites.

We shall not, therefore, be much mistaken in bor-

rowing our description of parasites chiefly from
these comedies.

The characteristic features common to all para-

sites are importunity, love of sensual pleasures, and,
above all, the desire of getting a good dinner with-

out paying for it. According to the various means
they employed to obtain this object, they may be
divided into three classes. The first are the yeXij-

TonotoL, or jesters, who, in order to get some invi-

tation, not only tried to amuse persons with their

jokes, but even exposed their own person to ridi-

cule, and would bear all kinds of insult and abuse
if they could only hope to gain the desired object.

Among these we may class Philippus in the Sym-
posium of Xenophon, Ergastilus in the Captivi, and
Gelasimus in the Stichus of Plautus. The second
class are the KoXasef or flatterers {assenlatores),

who, by praising and admiring vain persons, en-
deavoured to obtain an invitation to their house.
Gnatho in the Eunuchus of Terence, and the Arto-
trogus in the Miles Gloriosus of Plautus, are admi-
rable delineations of such characters. The third
class are the ^epaizcvriKoi, or the oflicious, who, by
a variety of services, even of the lowest and most
degrading description, endeavoured to acquire claims

1 (Polemooii Fraem., p. 115, dec)—2. (Athen., vi., p. 235.)

—

a. (Plut., Sol , 24.)—4 ;Compate PoUaz, vi., c. 7.)—5. (Athen.,
r p 385.)

to invitations.* Cnaracters of this class are tut

parasites in the Asinaria and Menaechmi of Plau-
tus, and more especially the Curculio and Saturio io

the Persa of Plautus and the Phormio of Terence
From the various statements in comedies and the
treatise of Plutarch, De Adulatoris et Atmrt Dis-
crimine, we see that parasites always tried to dis-

cover where a good dinner was to be had, and foi

this purpose they lounged about in the market, the
palaestrae, the baths, and other public places of re-

sort. After they had fixed upon a person, who was
in most cases, probably, an inexperienced young
man, they used every possible means to induce him
to invite them. No humiliation and no abuse couhl
deter them from pursuing their plans. Some ex
amples of the most disgusting humiliations which
parasites endured, and even rejoiced in, are men-
tioned by Athenaeus* and Plutarch.* During the
time of the Roman emperors, a parasite seems to

have been a constant guest at the tables of the
wealthy.*

PARA'STADES {napaarudec).
( Vid. AwTiE.

)

PARA'STASIS (napucraaig). A fee of one
drachm paid to an arbitrator by the plaintiff on
bringing his cause before him, and by the defendant
on putting in his answer. The same name was
given to the fee (perhaps a drachm) paid by the
prosecutor in most public causes.* (Compare Di-
.«;TKTiB, p. 353.)

PARA'STAT.^ (irapaaTurai). {Vid. Eleven,
THE.)

PARAZO'NIUM. (Firf. Zona.)
PARD'ALIS (nupdaXig). "Oppian describes

two species of Pardalis, namely, the greater and
the smellier. According to Buffon, the former is

the Panther, and the latter the Ounce. It is be-

yond a doubt," he remarks, " that the little Panther
of Oppian, the Phet or Phed of the Arabians, the
Foadh of Barbary, the Onza or Ounce of the Euro-
peans, are one and the same animal. There ia

great reason to think that it is also the Pardut of
the ancients, and the Panthera of Pliny." BjiTon
adds, " It is highly probable, moreover, that the little

Panther was called simply Pard or Pardus, and
that, in process of time, the large Panther obtained
the name ofLeopard or Leopardus." " The Greeks,'*
says Smith, speaking of the Panther and Leopard.
" knew one of these from the time of Homer, which
they named Pardalis, as Menelaus is said in the
Iliad to have covered him^self with the spotted skin
of this animal. This they compared, on account of
its strength and cruelty, to the lion, and represented
it as having its skin varied with spots. Its name,
even, was synonymous with spotted. The Greek
translators of the Scriptures used the name Pardor
lis as synonymous with Namer, which word, with a
slight modification, signifies ' the Panther,' at pres-
ent, among the Arabians. The name Pardalis gave
place among the Romans to those of Panthera and
Varia. These are the words they used during the
two first ages, whenever they had occasion to trans-

late the Greek passages which mentioned the Par-
dalis, or when they themselves mentioned this

animal. They sometimes used the word Pardus
either for Pardalis or for Namcr. Pliny even says
that Pardus signified the male of Panthera or Varia.
So, reciprocally, the Greeks translated Panthera by
the word Pardalis. The term Panthera, although
of Greek root, did not, then, preserve the sense of
the word trdvdtjp, which is constantly marked aa

1. (Plut., De Adul., 23 ; De Educat., 17.)—2. (vi., p. 249.)—
3. (De Occult. Tiv., 1.—Sympos., vii., 0.—Compare Diog. La-
ert., ii., 67.) — 4. (Lucian, De Paranit., 58. — Coopare Becker,
Charilcles, i., p. 400, &c.—Le Beau, in the Hist, de I'Acad. det
Inscript., vol. xxxi., p. 51, &C.—H. II. E. Merer, in Ench oad
ember's Encyclopldie, s. v. Parasiten.)—5. (Uarpoc., s. v. Hop
daraaii.—Meier, Att. Proc., tS14, 615.)
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ditferent from / xrdalis, and by Oppian is said to be

small and of liltle courage. The Romans, never-

theless, sometimes employed it to translate the

word nuvdrip, and the Greeks of the lower empire,

induced by the resemblance of the names, have

probably attributed to the Panther some of the char-

acters which they found among the Romans on the

Panthera. Bochart, without knowing these animals

himself, has collected and compared with much sa-

gacity everything that the ancients and the Orien-

talists have said about them. He endeavours to

clear up these apparent contradictions by a passage

in which Oppian ciiaracterizes two species of Par-

dalis, the great, with a shorter tail than the less.

It is to this smaller species that Bochart would ap-

ply the word izuvOrip. But there are found in the

country known to the ancients two animals with

spotted skins : the common Panther of naturalists,

and another animal, which, after Daubenton, is

named the Guepard (or Hunting Leopard). The
Arabian authors have there also known and distin-

guished two of these animals ; the first under the

name of Ncmer, the other under that of Fehd ; and
although Bochart considers the Fehd to be the Lynx,
Cuvier rather inclines to think it the Hunting Leop-

ard. The Guepard, then, would be the Panther,

and there is nothing stated by the Greeks repugnant

to this idea."^

*n. One of the large fishes mentioned by ^lian
and Oppian, and by Suidas under KJjrog. Many con-

jectures have been made respecting it, the most
probable of which, according to Adams, is, that it

was the Squalus tigrinus, a species of Shark.*

PARD'ALOS (TTupdaAof), a bird noticed by Aris-

totle. " Aldrovandi and Buffon agree in holding it

to be the Tringa squatarola, L., or the Gray Plover

;

but Dr. Trail prefers the Charadrius pluvialis, or

Golden Plover. Schneider mentions that Biller-

beck had advanced the opinion that it is the com-
mon Starling, or Sturnus vulgaris. This opinion,

however, is entitled to no credit."'

*PARD'ION iT^updiov). Schneider follows Pal-

las in referring this to the Camelopard, or Giraffa

Camclopardalis*

PAREDRI (TzupeSpoi). Each of the three supe-

rior archons was at liberty to have two assessors

(n-apcJpot), chosen by himself, to assist him, by
advice £r.d otherwise, in the performance of his

va;;'./us duties. The assessor, like the magistrate

himself, had to undergo a donLfiaaia in the Senate of

Y'uc Hundred and before a judicial tribunal before

he could be permitted to enter upon his labours.

He was also to render an account {evdvvr}) at the
eno of the year. The office is called an upxv by
Deiiiosthenes.* The duties of the archon, magiste-
rial and judicial, were so numerous, that one of the
principal objects of having assessors must have
been to enable them to get through their business.

We find the Trups6pog assisting the archon at the

^ftc SiKTjc-^ He had authority to keep order at

public festivals and theatres, and to impose a fine

on the disorderly.' As the archons were chosen by
lot (Klripi-noi), and might be persons of inferior ca-

pacity, and not very well fitted for their station, it

might often be useful, or even necessary, for them
to procure the assistance of clever men of business.'
And perhaps it was intended that the ndpeSpoi
should not only assist, but in some measure check
and control the power of their principals. They
are spoken of as being (3ot)8oi, avfiBov^oi kuc <j)v?.a-

l. (Aristot., II. A., i., 1.— Oppian, Cyneg., iii., 63.—Adams,
l.;>pen(l., s. v.—Griffith's Cuvier, vol. li., p. 459.)—2. (.£linn,

N. A., xi., 14.—Oppian, Hal., i., 368.)—3. (Aristot., II. A., ix.,

I'J — Schneider ad Aristot., 1. c. — Adams, Append., s. v.) — 4.

(Aristot., II. A.,ii , 2. —Adams, Append., s. v.) —5. (c. Nejcr.,

1309.)—0. (Demosth., c. Theoc., 1332.)—7 (Demoith., c. Mid.,
172.) -8. (Demosth , \ N«»r., 1372.)
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Kff. Demosthenes accuses Stephanns of buying
his place of tie Ap;j;uv PamAevg.^ It was usual to

choose relatives and friends to be assessors ; but
they might at any time be dismissed, at least for

good cause.' The thesmothetaj, though they had
no regular Trupedpoi, used to have counsellors (avfi

6ov?ioi), who answered the same purpose.' The
office of nupedpog was called napn^pia, and to exei
cise it napeSpevELV.

From the ndpedpoi of the archons we must distin-

guish those who assisted the evdvvot. in examining
and auditing magistrates' accounts. The eidvvoi

were a board of ten, and each of then ;hose two
assessors.* {Vid. Euthyne.)
*PAREI'AS (jrapeiag), a species of Serpent, sa

cred to ^sculapius. Gesner concludes that it is

the serpent called Baron in certain parts of Italy.

According to the author of the Etymologicon Mag-
num, it is innoxious.*

PAREISGRAPHE {7rapeiaypa<prj) signifies a
fraudulent enrolment in the register of citizens.

For this an indictment lay at Athens, called fmof
ypa^fj ; and, besides, the dTj/norai might, by their

6LaTpri(j>icfig, eject any person who was illegally en-
rolled among them. From their decision there

might be an appeal to a court of dicasts ; of which
the speech of Demosthenes against Eubulides fur-

nishes an example. If the dicasts confirmed the

decision of the djjfioTai, the appella.it party was
sold for a slave. Spurious citizens are sometimes
called TcapEyypauToi, napeyyEypaufiivoi.* The ex-

pression napEtaypa(l>^g ypa<pv is not Attic'

IIAPEI2rPA*H-2 rPA*H'. {Vid. Pakeisgba-
PHE.)

PARENTA'LIA. {Vid. Funus, p. 462.)

PA'RIES {telxiov,^ whence the epithet Tsixioeaaa,

"full of houses," applied to cities ;* TOf;^;of,'<' whence
ToixopvKTTig and Toixi^pvxo^^ " a house-breaker, a

thief," and Toixupvxia, " burglary"), the wall of a

house, in contradistinction from murus, the wall of

a city. Among the numerous methods employed
by the ancients in constructing walls, we find men-
tion of the following

:

I. The paries cratitius, i. e., the wattled or the

lath-and-plaster wall, made of canes or hurdles

{vid. Crates) covered with clay." These were
used in the original city of Rome to form entire

houses;'* afterward they were coated Vith mortal

instead of clay, and introduced like our lath-and-

plaster walls in the interior of houses.

II. Vitruvius*' mentions as the next step the prac-

tice, common in his time among the Gauls, and con-

tinued to our own in Devonshire, of drying square

lumps of clay and building them into walls, which
were strengthened by means of horizontal bond-tim-

bers {jugamenta) laid at intervals, and which were
then covered with thatch.

III. The paries formaceus, i. c, the pise wall, made
of rammed earth. {Vid. Forma.)

IV. In districts abounding with wood, loghouses

were common, constructed, like those of the Sibe-

rians and of the modern Americans in tl.e back set-

tlements, of the trunks of trees, which were more
or less squared, were then laid upon one another in

a horizontal position, and had their interstices filled

with chips {schidiis), moss, and clay. After this

1. (c. Neser., 1369.)—2. (Demosth., c. Neaer., 1373.)—3. (De-

mosth., c. Theoc., 1330.— SchSmann, Ant. jur. pub. Gr., p. 245.

—Meier, Att. Proc., p. 57-59.)—4. (Schdmnnn, lb., 240.- Meier,

lb., 102.)—5. IJEl., N. A., iii., 12.—Lucan, Pharsal., ix., 721.—
Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (.£sch., De Fals. Leg., 38, 51, ed.

Steph.)—7. (SchOmann, Ant. jur. pub. Gr., 206.—Meier, Alt

Proc., 347-349.)— 8. (Horn., Od., xvi., 165, 343.) —9. (II., ii.,

559-646.) — 10. {II., ix., 219 ; xvi., 212.— Od., ii., 342 ; vii., 6«,

95 ; XI., 302, 354.)—11 (Plin., H. N., xxxv., 14, s. 48.— Festu«,
s. V. Solea.)—12. (Ovid, Fast., iii., 183 ; vi., 261.— Vitniv., ii.,

I.)-13. (1. c )
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manner the Colchians erected houses several stories

high.'

V. The paries lateritius, i. e., the hrick wall. ( Vid.

Later.) Among the Romans, the ordinary thick-

ness of an outside wall was 18 inches (sesquipes),

being the length of the common or Lydian brick
;

but, if the building was more than one story high,

the walls at the bottom were either two or three

Irricks thick (diplinthii aut triplinlhii), according to

circumstances. The Egyptians sometimes exhibit-

ed a checkered pattern, and perhaps other devices,

upon the walls of their houses by the alternation of

white and black bricks.* The Romans, probably in

imitation of the Etrurians, often cased the highest

part of a brick wall with a range of terra cottas

{.slructura and lorica lestacea*), eighteen inches high,

with projecting cornices, and spouts for discharging

the water from the roof. (Vid. Antefixa.)

VI. The reticulata structura,* i. e., the reticulated,

or resembling network. This structure consists in

placing square or lozenge-shaped stones side by side

upcm their edges, the stones being of small dimen-
sions, and cemented by mortar {materia n cake el

arena). In many cases the mortar has proved more
durable than the stone, especially where volcanic

tufa is the material employed, as at Baiae in the Bay
of Naples, and in the villa of Hadrian near Tivoli.

This kind of building is very common in the ancient

edifices of Italy. Vitruvius says* that it was uni-

versally adopted in his time. Walls thus construct-

ed were considered more pleasing to the eye, but

less secure than those in which the stones lay upon
their flat surfaces. The front of the wall was the

only part in which the structure was regular, or the

stones cut into a certain form, the interior being

rubble-work or concrete (fartura), i. e., fragments
and chijjpings of stone {ctpme7ita, x^i^^O imbedded in

mortar. Only part of the wall was reticulated : to

give it firmness and durability, the sides and base

were built of brick or of squared stones, and hori-

zontal courses of bricks were laid at intervals, ex-

tending through the length and thickness of the

wall. These circumstances are well exemplified

in the annexed woodcut, which is copied from the

drawing of a wall at Pompeii, executed on the spot

by Mr. Mocatta.

I (TitniT., 1. c.—Compare Herod., iv., 108.—Vitmv., ii., 9.)

—S. (Athen., r., p. 208, r.)—3. (Vitruv., ii., 8.—Pallad., De Re
Huit.i.. II.)—4. rPlin.. H N.. xx« -i., 82, «. 5I.)-5. (ii.,8.)

VII. The structura antiqna or imerla, 4 «., the
wall of inegular masonry, built of stones, which
were not squared or cut into any exact form. The
necessary consequence of this method of construc-

tion was, that a great part of the wall consisted of

mortar and rubble-work.'

VIII. The emplccton, i. e., the complicated wall,

consisting, in fact, of three walls joined togclhtr.

Each side presented regular masonry or brickwork

;

but the interior was filled with rubble {fartura).

To bind together the two outside walls, and thus
render the whole firm and durable, large stones o'

courses of brickwork {coagmcnta) were placed at in-

tervals, extending through the whole thickness of

the wall, as was done also in the structura reticu-

lata. Walls of this description are not uncommon,
especially in buildings of considerable size.

IX. The paries e lapide quadrato, i. e., the ashlar

wall, consisting entirely of stones cut and squared

by the chisel. (
Vid. Dolabra.) This was the most

perfect kind of wall, especially when built of mar
ble. The construction of such walls was carried to

the highest perfection by the architects of Greece ;

the temples of Athens, Corinth, and many cities of

Asia Minor still attesting in their ruins the extreme
skill bestowed upon the erection of walls. Consid-

erable excellence in this art must have been attaiti-

ed by the Greeks even as early as the age of Ho-
mer, who derives one of his similes from the " nice-

ly-fitted stones" of the wall of a house.* But prob-

ably in this the Greeks only copied the Asiatics

;

for Xenophon came to a deserted city in Mesopo-
tamia, the brick walls of which were capped by a

parapet of " polished shell marble.*" Instead of

using mortar, as in the last four kinds, the ancients

gave solidity to their ashlar walls by cutting the

stones so exactly as to leave no perceptible space
between their contiguous surfaces. A tenon and
mortice often united a stone to that which was above
it, and the stones which were placed side by side

were fastened together with iron cramps {ansis fer-

reis*) and lead.* Hence the Coliseum at Rome,
and the other grand remains of ancient architecture

throughout Europe, have been regarded by the mod-
erns as iron and lead mines, and we see them muti-

lated by the pickaxe over all those points where
cramps and tenons were known to be inserted. As
a farther method of making the walls firm and com-
pact, the Greeks placed at intervals bond-stones,

which they called diaTovoi, because they extended
through the whole thickness of the wall. The walls

of the Temple of Jupiter at Cyzicus, built of the

marble (the Proconnesian) for which that locality

has always been renowned, were ornamented with

a gold thread placed over all the seams of the

stones.* Besides conferring the highest degree of

beauty and solidity, another important recommend-
ation of ashlar walls was, that they were the most
secure against fire, an advantage to which St. Paul
alludes when he contrasts the stones, valuable both

for material and for workmanship (kidov^ rifiiovg),

and the gold and silver which were exhibited in the

walls of such a temple as that just mentioned, with

the logs of wood, the thatch, the straw and cane,

employed in building walls of the first four kinds."

Vitruvius also strongly objects to the paries cratitiu*

on account of its great combustibility.*

Cicero, in a single passage of his Topica,* uses

four epithets which were applied to walls. He op-

poses the paries solidus to the fornicatus, and the

communis to the directus. The passage, at the

same time, shows that the Romans inserted arches

1. (Vitruv., 1. c.)—2. (II., XTi., 812.)—3. (Anab., iii., 4, 10.)

-4. (Vitruv., I.e.)— 5. (Uerod., i., 180.-Thucyd., i., 93.)—fl

(Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 15, s. 22.)-7. (1 Cor., iii., 10-15.)—8. (ii

8, odfin.)—9. {) 4.)
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(»Mi. Fornix) into their " common" or party-walls.

The annexed woodcut, representing a portion of

the supposed Thermae at Treves,* exemplifies the

frequent occurrence of arches in all Roman build-

ings, not only when they were intended for win-

dows or doorways, but also when they could serve

no other use than to strengthen the wall. In this

"^ paries fomicatus" each arch is a combination of

rwo or more concentric arches, all built of brick.

This specimen also shows the alternation of cour-

ses of brick and stone, which is a common char-

acteristic of Roman masonry. The '^paries soli-

dus," i. e., the wall without openings for windows
or doorways, was also called " a blind wall ;"^ and

the paries communis,^ kocvoc toIxoq* which was the

boundary between two tenements and common to

tliem both, was called intergerinus, al. intergerivus,^

and in Greek fisaoroixoq* or fieaorocxov.'' The
walls, built at right angles to the party-wall for the

convenience of the respective families, were the

parietes directi.

Walls were adorned, especially in the interior of

buildings, in a great variety of ways. Their plane

surface was broken by panels. {Vid. Abacus.)

However coarse and rough their construction might
be, every unevenness was removed by a coating,

two or three inches thick, of mortar or of plaster

with rough cast, consisting of sand, together with
stone, brick, and marble, broken and ground to vari-

ous degrees of fineness.* Gypsum also, in the

£,tate wliich we call plaster of Paris, was much
used in the more splendid edifices, and was deco-

rated with an endless variety of tasteful devices
in bas-relief. Of these ornaments, wrought in

stucco {opus albarium), specimens remain in the
" Baths of Titus" at Rome. When the plasterer

{lector, Kovidrriq) had finished his work {trul}issatio,

i e., trowelling, opus tcctorium), in all of which he
was directed by the use of the square {vid. Nor-
ma), the rule, and the line and plummet {vid. Pbr-
pkndiculum), and in which he aimed at produ-
cing a surface not only smooth and shining, but

as little as possible liable to crack or decay,' he
was often succeeded by the painter in fresco {udo
tectorial"). In many cases the plaster or stucco
was left without any additional ornament ; and its

whiteness and freshness were occasionally restored

by washing it with certain fine calcareous or alu-

minous earths dissolved in mi\k {paratonium,'^^ terra

Seliniisia^*). A painted wall was commonly divided

: (Wyttenbach's Guide, p. 60.)—2. (Virg., Xn., v , 589.)—3.
(Orid, f.et , IV., 66.)—4. (Thncyd., ii., 3.)—5. (Festui, s. v.—
PUn., H. N., xixv.. 14, 8. «.)—6. (Athen.. Tii., p. 281, d.)—7.
(Brh., ii., 14.)—8. (VitruT., vii., 3.—Acts, xiiii., 3.)—9. (Vi-

truT., vii., 3.)— 10. (Vitruv., 1. c.)—11. (PUn., H. N., xxxv., 6,

• 16.)— 12. (Id. ib., 16, s. 56.)

by the artist into rectangular compartments, Vklnch

he filled, according to his taste and fancy, with an
endless variety of landscapes, buildings, gardens,

animals, dec' {Vtd. Painting, p. 715)
Another method of decorating walls was by in-

crusting them with slabs of marble {crustce). The
blocks designed for thi? purpose were cut into thin

slabs by the aid of sawmills. {Vid. Mola.) Vari-

ous kinds of sand were used in the operation, ac-

cording to the hardness of the stone, emery {naiia*)

being used for the hardest. This art was of high
antiquity, and probably Oriental in its origin. Tlie
brick walls of the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, built

as early as 355 B.C., were covered with slabs of Pro-
connesian marble,* and this is the most ancient ex-
ample upon record. In the time of Pliny,* slabs of
a uniform colour were sometimes curiously inlaid

with variously-coloured materials in such a way as
to represent animals and other objects. In short,

the beautiful invention now called Florentine Mo-
saic was then in use for the decoration of the walls
of apartments. {Vid. Emblema.) The common
kind of Mosaic was also sometimes used in walls,

as well as in floors and ceilings. The greatest re-

finement was the attempt to produce the effect of

mirrors, which was done by inserting into the wall
pieces of black glass manufactured in imitation of
obsidian.* ( Vid. House, Roman, p. 516, 520 ; Paint-
ing, p. 715.)

PARILITJA. {Vid. Palilia.)

•PARIUM MARMOR (Ddpiof Xido^), Parian
Marble, a species of marble much celebrated in an-

cient times, and procured from the island of Pares.
It was used, for the most part, in statuary. "Among
the marbles enumerated by Theophrastus and Pliny,

that ranks first," remarks Dr. Moore, " with both,

which, from the island of Paros, where it was ob-

tained, was called Parian ; and from the manner in

which it was quarried, by the light of lamps, was
sometimes, as Pliny, on the authority of Varro,

tells us, designated by the name Lychnites. This
is the stone 'whose colour was considered as pleas-

ing to the gods; which was used by Praxiteles

and other ancient sculptors, and celebrated for its

whiteness by Pindar and Theocritus.'* Of thi«

marble are the Venus de Medici, the Diana Vena
trix, the colossal Minerva (called Pallas of Velletri),

Ariadne (called Cleopatra), Juno (called Capitolina),

and others. Of this are also the celebrated Oxford
marbles, known as the Parian Chronicle." For a

detailed account of the Parian quarries, and the

marble contained there, consult Clarke's Travels,

vol. 6, p. 133, seq.. Land. ed.

PARMA, dim. PARMULA,^ a round shield, three

feet in diameter, carried by the telites in the Roman
army (see p. 104). Though small, compared with

the Clipeus, it was so strongly made as to be a

very effectual protection.* This was probably owing
to the use of iron in its framework. In the Pyrrhic

dance it was raised above the head and struck with

a sword, so as to emit a loud, ringing n<Mse.* The
parma was also worn by the Equites ;'• and for the

sake of state and fashion, it was sometimes adorn-

ed with precious stones."

We find the term parma often applied to the tar

get {vid. Cetra), which was also a small round

shield, and, therefore, very similar to the parma."
Virgil, in like manner, applies the term to the cli

pens of the Palladium, because, the statue bein|

small, the shield was small in proportion.**

1. (Vitruv., vii., 5.) —2. (Plin., H. N.. xxxvi., 6, s. 9 ) — 3

(Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 6.)— 4. (H. N., xiir., 1.) — 5 (PIm. H
N , xxivi., 26, s. 67.)—6. (Moore's Anc. Mineralogy, p. 77.) -7

(Hor., Carm., ii., 7. 10.)— 8. (Polyb., vi., 20.)— 9. (Cland., D
vi. Cons. Honor., 628.) — 10. (Sallust, Fragm. Hist., L. IV.)-

11. (Propert., IV., ii., 21.)-12. (Propert., IV., ii., 40.—M^U^ i.

5, 1.—Virg., ^n., X., 817.)—13. (.fin , ii., 175.)
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The ariiexed woodcut represents a votive parma,

,

«Jn«tv."«8ed ((T0up^Xa rov) {vid. Malleus) and gilded,

representing on its border, as is supposed, the ta-

king of R*irae by the Gauls under Brennus, and its

recovery by Camiilus. It belonged formerly to the

Woodwarc!ii>.n Museum, and is supposed by antiqua-

ries to have been made in the time of Claudius or

Nero. The ba» (umbo) is a grotesque face, pur-

rounded with m.xi"'? horns, foliage, and a twisted

beard.'

PARNOPS (7ra,T.j^'), a species of Locusta, or

Grasshopper.'
*PARONYCH'IA {vrapuvvxia), a species of Grass.

"There is great uncfcjlainty about it," remarks

Adams. " Conformity cf names gives some couii-

tcnance to the conjecture of Lobeiius, who held it

to be our Whitlow Grass, namely, the Draba vcrna,

L."»

PARO'PSIS (Traporpk). Two different meanmgs
are jjiven to this word by the Greek grammari-

ans ; some interpret it as meaning any food eaten

with the otjjov {vid. Opsoniom), an ihe fzu^a, a kind

of frumenty or soft cake, broth, or any kind of con-

diment or sauce;* and others a saucer, plate, or

amall dish.* It is plain, however, from the numer-

ous passages collected by Athenaeus,* that the word

was used in both significations, and was the name
of the dish or plate, as well as of its contents.*

The Roman writers seem always to use it in the

sense of a dish or plate ;• and, according to Chari-

sius, it was so called, " quia in eo reponuntur obso-

nia, el ex eo in mensa comeduntur." The word is

also written Parapsis.*

PARRA, a bird of evil omen, about whict great

difference of opinion exists. Vanderbourg, one of

the commentators on Horace (by which poet the

Parra is once mentioned), is in favour of the

Screech Owl."
PARRICI'DA. {Vid. Cornelia Lex Dh Sica-

RII8.)

PARTHEN'IAI or PARTHENEIAI {irapeeviai

or napdevciai) are, according to the literal meaning
of the word, children born by unmarried women
{Tapdevoi^^). Some writers also designated by this

name those legitimate children at Sparta who were

born before the mother was introduced into the

house of her husband.'* The partheniae, however,

1. (Uodwell, De Parma Woodwardiana, Oxon., 1713.— Com-
are Bemd, Das Wappenwe»en der Griechen und RSmer, Bonn,

1841.) -a. (Strabo, xiii., 9.—.Slian, N. A., vi., 10.)—3. (Dim.,

jr., 54.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Pollux, Onom., vi., M ; x.,

W.—Hemster., ad loc.)—5. (llesych. and Suid., s. v.)—«. (ix.,

p. 367, 368.) —7. (d.mpare Xcn., Cyr., i., 3, « 4.— Pint., De
Adul. et Am., 9.—St. Matthew, xxiii., 3fl.)-8. (Jut., in., 142.—

Mart., xi.. 27, 5.)—9. (Hesych., s. r.—Suet., Oalb., 12.—Petron.,

K — Die. 34, tit. 2, 8. 19. « 9.) — 10. (Vaiid«rbonrg nd Ho t.,

Carm., iii., 27, 1.)—11. (Horn.. 11., XTi., 180.)—IS. (H-^-H ,.
a.

f.- -MOller, Dor, iv., 4, 2.)

5 A

PASrOPHORUS.

as a distinct class of citizens, appear at Sparta after

the first Messenian war, and in connexion with the

foundation of Tarentum ; but the legends as to who
they were differ from one another. Hesychius says

that they were the children of Spartan citizens and

female slaves ; Antiochus* states that they were
the sons of those Spartans who took no part in the

war against the Messenians These Spartans were
made Helots, and their children were called par-

theniae, and declared urifwi. When they grew up,

and were unable to bear their degrading position at

home, they emigrated, and became the founders of

Tarentum. Ephorus,' again, related the story in a

different manner. When the Messenian war had

lasted for a considerable number of years, the Spar-

tan women sent an embassy to the camp of their

husbands, complained of their long absence, and

staled that the Republic would suffer for want of

an increase in the number of citizens if the war
should continue much longer. Their husbands,

who were bound by an oath not to leave the field

until the Messenians were conquered, sent home
all the young men in the camp, who were not bound

by that oath, and requested them to cohabit witli

the maidens at Sparta. The children thus produced

were called partheniae. On the return of the Spar-

tans from Messenia, these partheniae were not treat-

ed as citizens, and, accordingly, united with the

Helots to wage war against the Spartans. But,

when this plan was found impracticable, they emi-

grated, and founded the colony of Tarentum.' ( Vid.

Epeunaktai.) These stories seem to be nothing

but distortions of some historical fact. The Spar-

tans, at a time of great distress, had perhaps allow-

ed marriages between Spartans and slaves or La-

con ians, or had admitted a number of persons to the

franchise, but afterward endeavoured to cui tail the

privileges of these new citizens, which led to insur

rection and emigration.*

PARTHEN'ION {napdiviov), a species of plant

which Sprengel makes to be the Matricaria Par
thenium, the same with the Pyrethrum Parthenium

Hooker, in English, Fever-few. Sibthorp, with

some hesitation, however, advocates the same opin-

ion.*

•PASSER (ffrpowflof), the Sparrow. " The Greek

term arpovdog is used by Paulus ^Egineta in the

same sense that Piisseres is by Linnaeus, as apply-

ing to the order of small birds. It is more partic-

ularly applied to the Passer domesticus, or House

Sparrow. Gesner supposes the irvpyiTijg and rpuy-

lodvTTii mere varieties of it ; but it is more proba-

ble that the latter was the Hedge Sparrow, or Ac
centor modularis, Cuvier."*

PASSUS, a measure of length, which consisted

of five Roman feet.' {Vid. Pes.) The passus was
not the step, or distance from heel to heel, when
the feet were at their utmost ordinary extension,

but the distance from the point which the heel

leaves to that in which it is set down. The milU

passiium, or thousand paces, was the common name
of the Roman mile. {Vid. Milliark.)

PASTOPHORUS (ira<TTO06pof). The shawl,

richly interwoven with gold {xpvcdiracrroc), and dis-

playmg various symbolical or mythological figures,

was much used in religious ceremonies to conduce

to their splendour, to explain their signification, and

also to veil their solemnity. The maidens who
carried the figured peplus in the Panathenaea at

Athens were called a^f)ri<j>6poi. In Egypt, the priesU

of Isis and Osiris, who probably fulfilled a similai

1. (ap. Strab., tI., 3, p. 43, &c.)-2. (ap. Stiab.. r.., 3. p. «/
— 3. (Compare Theopomp. ap. Athen., n., p. ^l.)--4. (•'«•

Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, i., p. 352, Ac.) — 5. (Adamf
, Ar

pend., I. V.)—«. (Adams, Append., • . XfpowWf.)-' (Coli«.,

»., 1 —VitruT., X., 14.)
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oAce, were denominated iraoToipopoi, and were in-

corporated ' They appear to have extended them-
selves, together with the extension of the Egyptian
worship, over parts of Greece and Italy, so that

"the College of the Pastophori of Industria," a city

of Liguria, is mentioned in an inscription found
near Turin.* The Egyptian college was divided
into minor companies, each containing ten pasto-

phori, and each having at its head a leader who
was called decurio guinguennalis, because he was ap-

pointed for five years.' Besides carrying the iraa-

TOf, or sacred ornamental shawl, they performed
other duties in connexion with the worship of the
temple. It was the office of this class of priests to

raise the shawl with the performance of an appro-
priate chant, so as to discover the god seated or
standing in the adytum,* and generally to show the
temple with its sacred utensils, of which, like mod-
ern sacristans, they had the custody." In conse-
quence of the supposed influence of Isis and her
priesthood in healing diseases, the pastophori ob-

tained a high rank as physicians.*

It must be observed, that, according to another
interpretation of naffrnc, the pastophori were so de-
nominated from carrying, not a shawl, but a shrine
or small chapel, containing the image of the god.
Supposing this etymology to be correct, it is no less

true that the pastophori sustained the various offices

which have been here assigned to them.
It was indispensably requisite that so numerous

and important a body of men should have a residence
appropriated to them in the temple to which they
belonged. This residence was called izaaTo<j>6piov.

The common use of the term, as applied by the
Greeks to Egyptian temples, led to its application

to the conesponding part of the Temple at Jerusa-
em by Josephus,' and by the authors of the Alex-
andrine version of the Old Testament.*
PATER FAMIL'LE. {Vid. Familia, Marriage

(Roman), Patria Potestas.)
PATER PATRA'TUS. (Vid. Fetiales.)
PATERA, dim. PATELLA (^mA??), a round dish,

a plate, a saucer. Macrobius,' explaining the dif-

ference between the patera and the Carchesihm,
says that the former received its name from its fiat,

expanded form (planum ac patens). The paterae of
the most common kind are thus described by Fes-
tus :'" " Vasa pirata parva, sacrificiis faciendis apta"
{Nigra patclla,^^ Rubicunda testa^'). They were
small plates of the common red earthenware, on
which an ornamental pattern was drawn in the
aianner described under the article Fictile," and
which were sometimes entirely black. Numerous
specimens of them may be seen in the British Mu-
seum, and in other collections of ancient fictile va-
ses. The more valuable paterae were metallic, be-

ing chiefly of bronze ; but every family, raised above
poverty, possessed one of silver {up-yvpi^), together
with a silver salt-cellar. (Vid. Salinum.)'* In op-
ulent houses there was a plate of gold {xP^<^k^^)-
These metallic plates were often adorned with fig-

ures, engraved or embossed upon them '• A beau-
tiful specimen is presented in the woodcut to the ar-

ticle Libra ; and the accompanying woodcut exhib-
its,a highly ornamented dish, also of bronze, design-
ed to be used in the worship of Mars, and found at

1. (DioA. Sic, i., 29.— Porphyr., De Abstin., iv., 8.— Apul.,
Met, xi., f. 124, 128, ed. Aldi.)— 2. (Maffei, Mas. Veron., p.
'SSO.)— 3. (Apul., Met., xi., ad fin.)— 4. (Clem. Alex., Padag.,
iii., 2.)—5. (IlorapoUo, Hier., i., 41.)—6. (Clem. Alex., Strom.,
i., 4, p. 758, ed. Potter.)—7. (Bell. Jud., iv., 12.)—8. (1 Chron.,
ix., 26, 33 ; xxiil., 28.— Jer., xxxv., 4.-1 Mace., iv., 38, 57.)—9.

(Bat., v., 21.) — 10. (s. T. Patella.) — 11. (Mart., v., 120.)— 12
(xiv., 114.)— 13. (p. 418.) — 14. (Plin., H. N., xixiii., 12, s. 54.)
—15. (Athen., xi., p. 497, 502. — Pind., Ol., vii., 1-3. — Virg.,

Oeorer., ii., 192.)— 16. (Cic, Verr , 11., iv., 21. — Xen., Anab.,
*r.. 7, «27; vii., 3, « 27.)
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Pompeii.- The view oi the upper surface is aecum-
panied bj a side view, showing the form and le;iih

g3&«^» ~̂-|T)r *- - —*^Pj^

of the vessel. The ornamental paterae sometimes
represented leaves of fern, which probably diverged
from the centre (filicata'). Gems were set in oth-

ers.' We read also of an amber dish {electrinam),

having in the centre the countenance of Alexander
the Great, and his history represented on the bor-

der.* The annexed woodcut contains a view and
section of a plate of white marble in the British

Museum, which was found in the ruins of Hadrian's
Villa, and purchased by Mr. Townley. It is II

inches in diameter, and 1| high. It is cut with skill

and delicacy, the marble not being much more than

a quarter of an inch thick. In the centre is sculp-

tured a female bacchante, in a long tunic and with

a scarf (MVi. Chlamvs) floating over her head. This
centre-piece is encircled by a wreath of ivy. The
decorations indicate the appropriation of the plate to

the worship of Bacchus.

Plates were sometimes made so as to be used

with either side downward, and were then distin

guished by the epithet ufupWerog.^ In these the

under surface was ornamented as well as the upper.

The Massilians and other Ionic Greeks commonly
placed the under surface uppermost. Plates were
farther distinguished from one another by being ei-

ther with or without a base (trvBu^v), a boss in the

middle (6/ji<j>aKuT^, /iEadn^a?.og, <j>6olc), feet (/3aAavw-

r^), and handles.* In the preceding woodcuts the

1. (Donaldson's Pomp., vol. ii., pi. 78.)—2. (Cic, Parad., i., t

2.)—3. (Cic, Verr., H., iv., 24.—Virg., .^u., i., 728, 739.—TreU
Poll., Claud., p. 208, ed Salmas.) — 4. (Treb. PtJl., Trig. Tyr

,

13.) — 5. (Horn., II., ix-'i . 270, 616.) — 6. (Athen., xi.. p Ml
502 >
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bronze patera has one handle : both the paters are

made to stand upon a low base.

8mall plates were sometimes used in cooking,'

an operation more commonly performed in pots {vid.

Olla) and basins or bowls. (Kid. Patina.) They
were used at meals to eat upon as we use them,'

although it appears that very religious persons ab-

et a'ned from this practice on account of the custom-

ary employment of them in sacrificing to the gods.'

A larger plate, in fact a round disli, was used to

bring to table such an article of food as a flat fish.*

Mustard* and ointments* were brought in saucers.

The Greeks also drank wine out of plates or sau-

cers,' as we see in the woodcut on p. 326, which
represents a symposium, and in which the second

and third figures from the right hand have each a

saucer. It was, however, one of the refinements

of luxury among the Asiatics, that the cup-bearer

used the plate as a waiter to hold the cup into which
be poured the wine ; and, as the plate was without

a handle {uvev uruv), he took hold of it adroitly with
three of his fingers.'

The use of paterae at meals no doubt gave origin

to the employment of them in sacrifices. On these

occasions they held either solid food {fiiKpov Kpiag,*

cibos'"), or any liquid intended to be poured out as a
libation.'' We find them continually represented in

conjunction with the other instruments of sacrifice

upon coins, gems, altars, has reliefs, and the friezes

of temples. In the ancient Doric temple at Rome,
now dedicated to St. Adrian, the tasteful patera and
the cranium of the bull are aJternately sculptured on
the metopes."

Plates of the most precious materials and of the

finest workmanship were sometimes given as prizes

at the public games."
PATHOLOGIA {UaOoT^o-yiK^), one of the five

parts into which, according to some authors, the

science of medicine among the ancients was divided

'tid. Mkdicina), which, as its name implies {nudoc,

disease, and' ^oyo^, a discourse), had for its especial

object the whole doctrine of disease, in what it con-

sists, from what it springs, what changes it effects

in the human frame, &.c. It would be impossible

here to attempt anything like a complete analysis

of the opinions of the ancients on this subject ; it

will, perhaps, be sufficient to notice the doctrines of
the two principal physicians of antiquity, Hippocra-
tes and Galen, and to give a list of such of their

treatises on the subject as are still extant, referring

the reader for a more detailed account to the His-
tories of Medicine by Le Clerc and Sprengel, and
especially to a little work by Sophocles ab CEcono-
mus, entitled " Specimen Pathologiae Generalis Ve-
terum Grajcorum," Berol.,8vo, 1833. Hippocrates,
says Sprengel,'* in his pathology occupied himself
much less about the immediate than the remote caus-
es of diseases. It is true that he admitted the the-

ory ofelementary humours, but he very rarely makes
use of it in the explanation of the causes of different

affections, and always in an indirect and obscure
manner. We find in his writings very few specu-
lations upon the essence of diseases In the trea-

tise \lepi Tuv tv Kc<t>a?.y Tpav/xdruv, '* De Capitis Vul-
neribus,"'* he explains inflammation by the blood's

fl iwing into parts into which it had not penetrated

I. (Plin., II. N., XXX., 8, n. 21.)—8. (Varro, Eninen. ap. Non.
Marc., XT., 6.—H<r., Epi»t., I., »., 8.) — 3. (Cic, Fin , i:., 7.)—
4. (Mart., nil., 81.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xix., 8, s. M.)—6. (Xen-
oph., p. 68, ed. Karsten.)—7. (Xen., Conv., ii.. 83.) —8. (Xen.,
Cyr., i.. 3, t) 8, 9.)—9. (Varro, Man. ap. Non. Marc, 1. c.)— 10.

fOvid, Fast., vi.. 310.)— 11. (Virg., jEn., iii.,67 ; iv., 80 ; v., 98;
»:., 849 ; vii., 133 ; jii., 174.—Ovid, Met., ii., 160. — Fast., li.,

834 ; iv., 934. — Val. Flacc, v., 198 - Jut., lii., 26. — Heliod.,
iEthiop., ii., p. 08 —Athcn., xi., p. 488.)- IS. (Labacco, Ant. di
Roma, 16, 17.)— 13. (Horn., 11 , xxiii., 270.—Find., Uth., i., 20.)
- M iMiat. de la M«d y 15. (torn, iii., p. 368, ed. KOhn.)

before. In another passage^ he has reccurse to the
elementary qualities to account for barrenness. He
points out two general causes of spasms, fulness

and emptiness,' and refers all external irritations to
these two causes. He explains the formation of

urinary calculi in a very simple manner : these ex-
traneous bodies are owing to the accumulation of
sandy particles contained in the urine.* Galen, io

a very important passage,* says that " Hippocra-
tes never deigned to admit the causes of diseases
according to his imagination ; he was convinced
that it was always safer to refer them to phenomena
that were plainly recognised. Thus he never pro-

poses his own method of cure but when he believes

it founded on experience." He rendered a great ser-

vice to pathology by not multiplying to infinity, like

the physicians of the Cnidian school (vid. Medicina,
p. 629), the number of the sorts of diseases, and by
observing with scrupulous attention the essential

difference which exists between the same symptoms
according as they arise from diflferent causes.* It

is upon these principles that he founded his ex-
cellent axioms of diagnosis, and complained that

physicians had not sufficient experience to recognise
whether weakness in diseases was the consequence
of the emptiness of the vessels, of some other irri-

tation, or of pain and the intensity of the malady

;

nor could they discern the accidents occasioned by
the constitution of the individual. Thus he estab-

lished between active and passive symptoms a dis-

tinction which he believed to be much more impor-
tant than the classification of diseases according to

species founded upon pure subtleties. He devoted
his whole attention to the remote causes of disease,

particularly to the air and winds. He began by, ex-
plaining the action of heat and cold upon the human
body,* and then pointed out the changes that the in-

fluence of the season and weather occasions in the
gCRcral constitution. He thought a dry atmosphere
more healthy than a very damp one.' He regarded
the variations of the weather in the diflferent sea-

sons as a sufficient cause for a number of diseases

peculiar to each part of the year. Many of thes*

principles have perhaps only been founded upon a

single observation ; indeed, sometimes his observa-

tions were incorrect, because they were based upon
insufficient reasonings. When, for example, he met
with a disease in a town, situated opposite to such
or such a quarter of the heavens, he did not fail to

attribute it to the influence of the climate. For this

reason he attributed abortion and hydrocele to the

north wind, and the fecundity of women to the east

wind. He even went so far as to think that water
possessed particular qualities according to the dif-

ferent countries where it was met with and the

winds to which it was exposed. The Humoral Pa-
thology, as it is called, or the theory according to

which all maladies are explained by the mixture of

the four cardinal humours, viz.. Blood, Bile, Mucus
or Phlegm ((pXey/xa), and Water, is found in the wri
tings of Hippocrates, and is still more developed by
Plato. The common source of all these humours
is the stomach, from whence they are attracted by
different organs when diseases develop themselves.*
To each of these four humours was assigned a par-

ticular source ; the bile is prepared in the liver, the

mucus in the head, and the water in the spleen.*

The bile causes all the acute diseases ; the mucus
contained in the head occasions catarrhs and rheu-

matism ;'* dropsy depends upon an affection of the

1. (Aphor., aect. v., 62, torn, iii., p. 747.)— 2. (Aphor.
sect, vi., 4 39, p. 754.) — 3. (Aphor., sert. ii., 71, p. 738.) —4
(Comment., i., in Lib. de Artie., p. 318, torn. XTiii., A., ed
KOhn.)— 5. (Galen, De Meth. Med , lib. i., p. 15, torn, x.)—

S

(Aphor.,*., sect v., ^ 15, torn, iii., p. 740, 741.) — 7. (Aphor.,

ect. iii., i> 15, p 728.) — 8. (De Morb., lib. iv., torn, ii., p. 395 .

- 9. (Ibid.)— 10 (De Loc. in Horn. torn, u, p. 119.)
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«pleen.» The quantity of the bile determines the

type of the fever, which is continued {tjvvoxoc) if the

mass of this fluid is as considerable as it can be ;

quotidian if it is less abundant ; tertian if it is still

less ; and qtiartan if there is mixed with it a certain

proportion of viscous black bile, or atrabile.* This

theory of the Humours is also exposed in a much
more simple manner in another wor'^, in which the

autnor attributes all diseases to the mucus and bile.'

The Humoral Pathology was developed by the pu-

pils of Hippocrates with much greater precision than

it had been before ; it formed the most essential

part of the system of the Dogmatici, and has been

the basis of all those invented since. ( Vid. Doo-
HATICI.)

The following is Sprengel's analysis of the Pa-

thology of Galen. He defines health to be that state

in which the body is exempt from pain, and per-

forms its usual functions without obstacle ; and
disease to be the contrary to this, viz., that state of

the body {Siddeacc, KaracricEvfi) in which the functions

are disturbed.* One must not confound with this

state the affection {nudoc), that is to say, the effect

of this disturbance of the functions.' That which
determines this injury is the cause of the disease,

the sensible effects of which are the kKiyevv^fiara,

or symptoms.* Diseases (6iade(jeic) are unnatural

states either of the similar parts {6fioLo/xEp^), or of

the organs themselves {bpyaviKo.).'' Those of the

similar parts proceed in general from the want of

proportion among the elements,* of which one or

two predominate.' In this manner arise eight dif-

ferent dvoKpaaiai}'^ The affections of the organs

themselves depend upon the number, the figure, the

juantity, or the situation of the parts." Symptoms
consist either in the derangement of a function or

n the vicious state of the secretions.'* The causes
3f disease are remote or proximate : the former
contribute, up to a certain point, to the development
>f diseases ; but they must agree perfectly with
each other to give rise to a proximate cause. They
nay be external or internal ; Galen calls the latter

antecedent, npoTjyovftivat, and the former primitive,

npoKaTapKTiKai}* Those which are internal depend
almost always upon the superabundance (TrA^^of)

or the deterioration of the humours {KaKoxvfiia^*).

When the blood is in too great a quantity, it is of

importance to determine whether this superabun-
dance is absolute, or only with reference to the

strength of the patient. Hence arise two kinds of

plethora which the modern schools have adopted."
Galen gives to every disorder of the humours the
name oi -putridity, which takes place every time that

a stagnant humour is exposed to a high temperature
without evaporating.'* For this reason, suppuration,
and even the sediment of urine, are proofs of putrid-

ity." In every fever there is a kind of putridity

which gives out an unnatural heat, which becomes
the cause of fever, because the heart, and afterward
the arterial system, takes part in it." All fevers
arise from a deterioration of humours, with the ex-
ception of the ephemeral fever, which proceeds

1. (De Affect., torn, ii., p. 399, 400.)—2. (De Nat. Horn., torn.
. p. 369, 370.)—3. (De Morb., Ub. i., torn, ii., p. 167.) —4. (De

Diff. Sympt., lib. iii., p. 43, 44, toiii. vii., ed. Kuhn.— Meth.
Med., lib. i., p. 41 ; lib. ii., p. 81, torn, x.—De Diff. Morb., c. ii.,

p. 837, torn, vi.)— 5. (De Diff. Sympt., i. c— De Locis Affect.,
lib. i., c. 3, torn, viii., p. 32.)—6. (De Diff. Sympt., lib. iii., p.
43. — Melh. Med., lib. ii., p. 81, torn, x.)— 7. (Ibid., lib. ix., p.
648.)— 8. (Do Diff. Morb., c. ii., p. 840, tom. vi.)— 9. (Meth.
Med., lib ^x , p. 646, tom. x.)—10. (De Anomal. Dyscras., p.
739, tom. r;i.) — 11. (Meth. Med., 1. c.) — 12. (Meth. Med., lib.

xii., p. 811, tom. x.—De Diff. Sympt., p. 50, tom. vii.)—13. (De
Tuenda Valet., lib. ir., p. 236, tom. vi.)— 14. (De Tucnda Val-
et., lib. vi., p. 407, tom. vi.) — 15. (De Plenitudine, cap. 3, p.
933, tom. vii.) — 16. (Meth. Med., lib. ix., cap. 10, p. 763, tom.
X.)—17. (Conun. 3 iu lib. iii. Hippocr., Epidem., p. 740, tom.
»rii , a.)— 18. (De VeniB Sect Therap., p. 2»4. tom. xi 1
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irom a ^articular affection of the nviixa.^ Among
the intermittent fevers, Galen attributes the quotid-

ian to the disorder of the phlegm, the tertian to that
of the bile, and the quartan to the putrefaction of
the black bile, or alrabile. This last humour being
the most diflUcult to set in motion, requires also the
most time lo bring on the attack A very cxtra<
ordinary thing, says Sprengel, is, that this arbitrary
hypothesis is really supported by a great number of
facts ; and hence it has found, even in modern
times, many supporters of no common merit.' Ga-
len, like Hippocrates, explains inflammation very
simply by the introduction of the blood into a part
which did not before contain any.' If the jmeuma
insinuates itself at the same time, the inflammation
is then pneumatic, Trvevfiarudrjg : it is, on the other
hand, pure, <j)2.eyfiovu6jjc, when the blood penetrates
alone ; (edematous, oh^rj/iaTudTj^, if it is accompanied
by phlegm ; erysipelatous, kpvanre'kaTudjjQ, when bile

is joined with it ; and schirrous, OKiji^udTjc, if accom-
panied by atrabile.* He made the same division
of hemorrhage as is admitted in the present day

;

he divides it into that which is produced by anasto-
mosis, dilatation, &c.*
The following are the titles of the works relating

to Pathology that are found in the collection of
writings that bear the name of Hippocrates, but of
these none are undoubtedly genuine (see Choulant,
" Handbuch der Biicherkunde fiir die jEltere Medi-
cin," Leipzig, 1841) : 1. Uepl 'Sovauv, " De Morbis ;"

2. Tlepl Uadup, " De Affectionibus ;" 3. Hepl tup
'Evrof Uadutv, "De Internis Affectionibus ," 4. Uepl
Uapdeviuv, " De Virginum Morbis ;" 6. Uepl Tvvai
KEii]( ^vaioQ, "De Natura Muliebri," 6. UF.pl Tv
vaiKeiuv, " De Mulierum Morbis ;" 7. Uepl 'A^opwv,
" De Sterilibus ;" and 8. Uepl 'OrpLoc, " De Visu."
The principal pathological works of Galen are, 1.

his six books Uepl rdv UenovdoTuv Tokuv, " De Lo-
cis Affectis ;" 2. Uepl Aioijtopdg 'Hoarjfiu.Tuv, " De
Differentiis Morborum ;" 3. Ilfpt tuv kv role Noo^-
fxamv 'Ainuv, " De Morborum Causis." There is

also much matter relating to the subject of Pathol-

ogy to be found in several other parts of his works.
PATIB'ULUM. (Vid. FuRCA.)
PAT'INA (

XeKavjj, dim. Xbkuviov al. XeKO-piov,

XtKaviaKT],^ Tienavii, second dim. Aexavidtov'), a basin

or bowl of earthenware, rarely of bronze* or silver.*

A patina, covered with a lid (operculum), was
sometimes used to keep grape.^ instead of a jar,** a
proof that this vessel was of a form intermediate

between the Patera and the Olla, not so flat as
the former, nor so deep as the latter. Hence it is

compared to the crater." ( Vid. Crater.) This ac-

count of its shape accords with a variety of uses to

which it was applied, viz., to hold water and a
sponge for washing,'* and clay for making bricks,"

in vomiting,'* and in smelting the ore ofquicksilver."

But its most frequent use was in cookery and phar-

macy.'* Although the patera and the olla were also

used, the articles of diet were commonly prepared,

sometimes over a fire," and sometimes without fire,

in a patina, and more especially when they were
accompanied with sauce or fluid.'* Hence the word
occurs in almost every page of Apiciiis, De Opsoniis

(vid. Opsoniom) ; and hence came its synonyme of'

1. (De Diff. Febr., lib. i., p. 295, 296, tom. vii.)—2. (De Diff.

Febr., lib. ii., p. 336, tom. vii. — C^ompare Eisner's " Beytrftge

zur Fieberlehre," Kdnigsb., 1789, 8vo.)— 3. (Meth. Med., lib.

xiii., p. 876, tom. i.)— 4. (Ibid., p. 879, tom. x.) — 5. (Melh.
Med., lib. v., p. 311, torn, x.)—6. (Athen., vi., p. 268.)~7. (Bek-
ker, Anec, p. 794.)—8. (Pallad., De Re Rust., i., 40.—Plin., H
N., xxxiv., 11, s. 25.) — 9. (Treb. Poll., Claud., p. 208, c.)— 10

(Col., De Re Rust., xii., 43.)—11. (Schol. inAristoph., Acham.,
1109.)—12. (Aristoph., Vesp., 598.)—13. (Aves, 1143, 1146.)—
14. (Id., Nub., 904.)—15. (Plin., H. N., xixiii., 8, «. 41.)— 16
(Plin., H. N., xxiii., 2, s. 33.)— 17. (Plaut., Pseud., III., ii.. 51— Plin., H. N., xviii., 11, s. 36 : xrii.. 85, •. 60.>— 18. (Hor
Sat., I., iii., 80.)
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PATH!A IHJTESTAS. PATRIA POTESTAS.

•''oKj;.* In the same bowl the food was twmmonly
Drought to table,* an example of wtiich is ^cKdviov

ruv Xayuuv xpctjv, i.e., "a basin of stewed hare."*

Rut it is 10 be observed, that dishes {vid. Lanx, Pa-
tera) were used to bring to table those articles of

food, the form and solidity of which were adapted
to ruch vessels.

The silver bowl was nometimes ornamented, as

with ivy-leaves (kederata*), or by the insertion of
minors {sptcillala*). These bowls weighed from
10 '.0 20 lbs. each. Vitellius, wishing to obtain an
earthenware bowl of immense size, had a furnace

constructed on purpose to bake it.*

A method of divination by the use of a basin (Ac-

KavofiavTeia) is mentioned by Tzetzes on Lycophron,
V. 813.

PATRES. ( Vid. Patricii. )

PAT'RIA POTESTAS. Potestas signifies gen-
erally a power or faculty of any kind by which we
do anything. " Potestas," says Pauliis,' " has
several significations : when applied to magistratus,
it is imperium ; in the case of children, it is the patria

potestas; in the case of slaves, it is dominium."
According to Paulas, then, potestas, as applied to

raagistraius, is equivalent to imperium. Thus we
find potestas associated with the adjectives praeto-

ria, consularis. But potestas is applied to magis-
trates who had not the imperium, as, for instance,

to quBRstors and tribuni plebis;* and potestas and
imperium are often opposed in Cicero. Thus it

reems that this word potestas, like many other
Roman terms, had both a wider signification and a
narrower one. In its wider signification it might
mean all the power that was delegated to any per-

son by the state, whatever might be the extent of
that power. In its narrower significations, it was,
on the one hand, equivalent to imperium ; and, on
the other, it expressed the power of those function-
aries who had not the imperium. Sometimes it

was used to express a magistratus, as a person,'

and hence, in the Italian language, the word podes-
ta signifies a magistrate.

Potestas is also one of the words by which is ex-
pressed the pcwer that one private person has over
another, the other two being manus and mancipium.
The potestas is either dominica, that is, ownership,
as exhibited in the relation of master and slave
{vid. Sbrvits), or patria, as exhibited in the relation

of father and child. The mancipium was framed
after the analogy of the potestas dominica. ( Vid.

Mancipium.)
Patria potestas, then, signifies the power which a

Roman father had over the persons of his children,
grandchildren, and other descendants {filiifamilias,

filia/amilias), and generally all the rights which he
had by virtue of his paternity. The foundation of
the patria potestas was a legal marriage, and the
birth of a child gave it full effect. {Vid. Marriage,
Roman.)

It does not soem that the patria potestas was
ever viewed among the Romans as absolutely equiv-
alent to the dominica potestas, or as involving own-
ership 01 t&e cnild ; and yet the original notion of
the patria came very near to that of the dominica
potestas. Originally the father had the power of
life and «5eath o^er his son as a member of his
Tamilia : he could sell him, and so bring him into
the nianoipii causa ; and he had the jus noxae dandi
as a necessary consequence of his being liable for

the delicts of his child. He could also give his

I (Photius, Lei., s. r.)—2. (Xen., Cjrr.. i., 3, 4 4.—Athen.,
i».,

r-. 149, /.- PInut.. Mil., III., i., 104.—Tcr., Eun., IV , vii.,

4«.—Hor., Sat., II., viii.,43 )—3. (Anstoph., Acharn.. J)C« )— I.

(Treb. Poll., 1. c.)—5. (FI. Vnniic. Probus, p. SC4. ed. Sf.Imas.)
-8. (Plin., n. N., XXXV.. 12, a. 4t>.— Jiiv., iv., :S.>m ;—7.

n>ig 50, tit. 16. 8. 225.)—8. (Cic, Pro Cluer.*.., 3 » ; -^ iSoe-
loa., Claud., 13.—Juv., Sat., x., lOU.)

daughter in marriage, or give a wife to hia son, di

vorce his child, give him in adoption, and emanci
pate him at his pleasure.

The father could exheredate his son, he could
substitute another person as heir to him {vid. Hb'
res), and he could, by his will, appoint him a tutor.

The general rights and disabilities of a filius-

familias may be thus briefly expressed : " The child
is incapable, in his private rights, of any power or

dominion ; in every other respect he is capable of
legal rights."* The incapacity of the child is not
really an incapacity of acquiring legal rights, for

the child could acquire by contract, for instance

;

but everything that he acquired was acquired for

his father.

As to matters that belonged to the jus publi-

cum, the son laboured under no incapacities : ho
could vote at the comitia tributa, he could fill a
magistratus, and he could be a tutor : for the tute-

la was considered a part of jus publicum.
The child had connubium and commercium, like

any Roman citizen who was sui juris, but these
legal capacities brought to him no present power
or ownership. His marriage was legal (justum),
but if it was accompanied with the in manum con-
ventio, his wife came into the power of his father,

and not into the power of the son. The son's
children were in all cases in the power of their

grandfather when the son was.
Inasmuch as he had commercium, he could be a

witness to mancipationes and testaments, but he
could not have property nor servitutes. He had
the testamenti factio, as already stated, so far as
to be a witness to a testament, but he could not
make a testaaient, for he had nothing to dispose
of ; and he could not have a heres.

He could, as already observed, acquire rights
for his father by contract, but none for himself, ex-
cept in the case of an adstipulatio, an instance
which shows the difference between a son and a
slave. {Vtd. Obligationes.) But he could incui

obligations and could be sued like a paterfamilias.

The foundation of these rules of law was the max-
im that the condition of a master could be im-
proved by the acts of his slaves, but not made
worse ; and this maxim applied equally to a son
and a slave. Between the father and the son no
civiles obligationes could exist ; neither of them,
consequently, could have a right of action against
the other. Some writers have supposed that there
was a difference between the capacities and inca-
pacities of a filiusfamilias and a filiafamilias as to
obligationes ; but the reasons alleged by Savigny
seem conclusively to show that there was no dif-

ference at all.

The incapacity of the child to acquire for him-
self, and his capacity to acquire for his father, as
well as their mutual incapacity of acquiring rights
of action against one another, are viewed by some
modern writers as a consequence of a legal unity
of person, while others afiirm that there is no trace
of such a fiction in the Roman law, and that the
assumption is by no means necessary to explain
the rule of law. Indeed, the fiction of such a unity
is quite unnecessary, for the fundamental maxim
already referred to, that a man may be made richer,

but not p|Oorer, by his slaves and children, is a sim-
ple positive rule. Though the child could not ac-
quire for himself, yet all that he did acquire for

his father might become his own in the event ot

his father's death, a circumstance which material
ly distinguished the acquisitions of a son from
those of a slave ; and, accordingly, the son is some-
times, though not with strict propriety, considered
as a kind of joint owner with liis father.

1 (Savigny, Syttem, <Icc., ii., 53.)
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Tlie JTile as to the incapacity of a filiusfamilias

for acquiring property was first varied about the

lime of Augustus, when the son was empowered to

acquire for himself and to treat as his own what-
ever he got in mihtary service. This was the cas-

trense peculium, with respect to which the son
was considered as a person sui juris.* But if the

filiusfamilias died without having made any dispo-

sition of this peculium, it came to the father, and
this continued to be the law till Justinian altered

it ; but jn this case the property came as peculium,

not as hereditas. The privileges of a filiusfamil-

ias as to the acquisition of property were extended
under Constantine to his acquisitions made during
the discharge of civil offices ; and as this new priv-

ilege was framed after the analogy of the castrense

peculium, it was designated by the name quasi

i-astrense peculium. Farther privileges of the

same kind were ala) given by Constantine and ex-
tended under suosequent emperors (bona qua patri

•ion adquiruntur).

The patria potestas began with the birth of a
child in lawful marriage. If a Roman had by mis-
lake married a woman with v.'hom he had no con-

nubium, thinking that connubium existed, he was
allowed to prove his case {causa erroris probaiio),

upon doing which, the child that had been born and
the wife also became Roman citizens, and from
that time the son was in the power of the father.

This causae probatio was allowed by a senatus
consultum," which, as it appears from the context,

and a comparison with Ulpian's Fragments,* was
an amendment of the lex ^Elia Sentia. Other in-

stances of the causae probatio are mentioned by
Gaius.

It was a condition of the patria potestas that

the child should be born in marriage. By the old

law, then, the subsequent marricige of the parents
did not legitimate a child born before the marriage.

But it seems to have early become the fashion for

the emperor, as an act of grace, to place such child

on the same footing as legitimate children. The
legitimation per subsequens matrimonium only be-

came an established rule of law under Constantine,

and was introduced for the advantage of children

who were born in concubinage. ( Vid. Concubina.)
In the time of Theodosius II., the rule was estab-

lished by which a child was legitimated per oblar

tionem curiae. To these two modes of legitima-

tion Justinian added that per rescriptum principis.

The child thus legitimated came into the familia

and the potestas of his father as if he had been
born in lawful marriage.
The patria potestas could also be acquired by

either of the modes of adoption. ( Vid. Adoption,
Roman.)
The patria potestas was dissolved in various

ways. It was dissolved by the death of the father,

upon which event the grandchildren, if there were
any, who had hitherto been in the power of their

grandfather, came into the power of their father,

who was now sui juris. It could also be dissolved
in various ways during the lifetime of the father.

A maxima or media capitis dimmutio, either of
the parent or child, dissolved the patria potestas

;

though, in the case of either party sustaining a cap-
itis diminutio by falling into the hands of an en-
emy, the relation might be revived by postliminium.

A father who was adrogated, and, consequently,
sustained a minima capitis diminutio, came, togeth-

er with his children, who had hitherto been in his

power, into the power wf his adoptive father. The
emancipation of the child by the father was a com-
mon mode of dissolving the patria potestas, and
was accompanied by the minima capitis diminutio.

1 iJuv., Sat , xvi., SI )—1. (Gaiu«, i., 67.)—3. (ni., 4.)
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If a son was elected fiamen dialis, or d dangnier
was chosen a vestal, the patria potestas ceased

;

and in the later period it was Jilso dissolved by
the son's attaining certain civil or ecclesiasticaJ

honours. The potestas of the father might ceasp
without the son becoming sui juris, as in the casa
of the son being given in adoption.

The term patria potestas strictly expresses the
power of the father, as such, which arises from the
paternal relation ; but the term also imports the
rights of the child as a filiusfamilias or filiafamiiias.

Of these rights the most important was the capa-
city of being the suus heres of the father. (Gen-

erally the parent could emancipate his child at his

pleasure, and thus deprive him of the rights of ag-
nation ; but the law in this respect was altered by
Justinian,* who made the consent of the child ne-
cessary.

PATRI'CII. This word is evidently a deriva-
tive from pater, which frequently occurs in the Ro
man writers as equivalent to senator. Patricii

therefore signifies those who belonged to the pa
tres "rex patres eos (scnatores) voluit nominari, pa-
triciosque eorum libcros ;'" though it seems to be a
mistake in these writers to suppose that the patri-

cii were only the offspring of the patres in the
sense of senators, and necessarily connected with
them by blood. The connexion was, as we shall

see hereafter, a much wider one, but, in conse-
quence of it, patres and patricii are sometimes used
as convertible terms, so that patricii stands foi

senators.* The words patres and patricii have thue
radically the same meaning, and some of the an-
cients believed that the namie patres was given to
that particular class of the Roman population from
the fact that they were fathers of families ;* othera
that they were called so from their age,* or be-

cause they distributed land among the poorer cit-

izens, as fathers did among their children.* Bui
most writers refer the name to the patrociniura

which the patricians exercised over the whole
state, and over all classes of persons of whom it

was composed.'
In considering who the patricians were, we have

to distinguish three periods in the history of Rome.
The first extends from the foundation of the city

down to the estabhshment of the plebeians as a sec-

ond order : the second, from this event down to the
time of Constantine, during which time the patri-

cians were a real aristocracy of birth, and, as such,
formed a distinct class of Roman citizens opposed
to the plebeians, and afterward to the new plebeian

aristocracy of the nobiles : the third period extends
from Constantine down to the middle ages, during
which the patricians were no longer an aristocracy

of birth, but were persons who merely enjoyed a
title, first granted by the emperors, and afterward
by the popes also.

First Period : from the foundation of the city to

the establishment of the plebeian order. Niebuhr's re-

searches into the early history of Rome have estab

lished it as a fact beyond all doubt, that during this

period the patricians were the whole body of Ro-
man citizens ; that they were the populus Romanus .•

and that there were no other real citizens beside*

them.* The other parts of the Roman population,

namely, clients and slaves, did not belong to the

populus Romanus, and were not burghers or patri-

cians. The senators or patres (in the narrowei

1. (Nov., 89, c. 11.)—2. (Cic, De Repub., ii., 12.—Liv., > , 8

—Dionys., ii., p. 83, eii. Sylburg.)—3. (Plut., Komul., 13.— Ly
dus, De Mens., i., 20.—De Mag., i., 16.—Niebuhr, Hist, o*

Rome, i., p. 336.)— 4. (Pint., Dionys., 1. c.)—5. (Sallust, Cat.,

6.)—6. (Fest., s. V. Patres Senatores.—Lyd., De Mens., iv., 50.)

—7. (Plut. and Sallust, 1. c.—Zonaras, vii., 8.—Suidas, s. T.

IlarpiVioi.)—8. (Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, li., p. 224, 225, uoU
507.—Cic, Pro Cecin., 35.)
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enne 'f the word) were a select bod)' of the pop-

ulus oi patricians, which acted as their represent-

ative. Tlie bu.glicrs or patricians consisted ori-

({inally of three distinct tribes, which afterward be-

came united into tlic sovereign populus. These
tribes had founded settlements upon several of the

lulls which were subsequently included within the

precincts of the city of Rome. Their names were
Ilamnes. Titles, and Luceres, or Ramnenses, Titien-

ses, and Lucn/e.i^jes. Each of these tribes consist-

ed often curia;, and each curia often gentes, and of

th'j same number of dcouries, which were establish-

ed for representative and mUitary purr>o.se3. ( Vid.

Sknatus.) The first tribe, or the Kamnes, were a

Latin colony on the Palatine Hill, said to have been

founded by Romulus. As long as it stood alone it

contained only one hundred gentes, and had a sen-

ate of one hundred members. When the Tities,

nr Sabine settlers on the Quirinal and Viminal Hills,

under King Tatius, became united with the Ram-
nes, the number of gentes, as well as that of sena-

tors, was increased to 200. These two tribes, after

their union, continued probably for a considerable

time to be the patricians of Rome, until the third

tribe, the Luceres, which chiefly consisted of

Etruscans, who had settled on the Caelian Hill,

also became united with the other two as a third

tribe. When this settlement was made is not cer-

tain : some say that it was in the time of Rom-
idus ;' others, that it took place at a later time.*

Uut the Etruscan settlement was in all probability

older than that of the Sabines,' though it seems
occasionally to have received new bands of Etrus-

can settlers even as late as after the establishment

of the Republic.

The amalgamation of these three tribes did not

take place at once : the union between Latins and
Sabines is ascribed to the reign of Romulus, though
it does not appear to have been quite perfect, since

the Latins on some occasions claimed a superiority

over the Sabines.* The Luceres existed for a long

time as a separate tribe without enjoying the same
rights as the two other tribes, until Tarquinius

Priscus, himself an Etruscan, caused them to be

placed on a footing of equality with the others.

For this reason he is said to have mcreased the

uumher of senators to 300* (compare SeiVatos),

»nd to have added two vestal virgins to the exist-

ing number of four.* The Luceres, however, are,

notwithstanding this equalization, sometimes dis-

tinguished from the other tribes by the name palres

or patricii minorum gentium ; though this name is

also applied to other members of the patricians,

'.. g., to those plebeian famdies who were admitted
by Tarquinius Priscus into the three tribes, and in

comparison with these, the Luceres are again call-

ed palres majorum gentium.^ That this distinction

oetween patricii majorum and minorum gentium
was kept up in private li^e at a time when it had
no value whatever in a political point of view, is

clear from Cicero.* TuUus Hostilius admitted
several of the noble gentes of Alba among the pa-

tricians (in patrea legit),* viz., the TuUii (Juliil),

Servilii, Quinctii, Geganii, Curiatii, and Cloelii, to

A'hich Dionysius'* adds the gens Metilia. Ancus
«larcius admitted the Tarquinii," Tarquinius Pris-

:us the Tullii,'* Servius Tullius the Octavii," and
9ven Tarquinius Superbus seems to have had simi-

1. (Fett., •. V. Cielius Mons and Laceres.—Varro, De Linj;.

^at., ir., p. 17.)—2. (Tacit., Ann., i»., B5.—Feat., a. v. Tuacum
/cum.)- 3. (,Vid. Gdttling, Geacbichte der Rum. Staatav., p.

M.)—4. (Uionya., ii., p. 123.)-5. (Dionya., iii., p. 19«.—Liv

,

i., 3^.—Cic, De Republ.. ii., 20.)—6. (Uiunya., 1. c—Feat., a. ».

Sex Tcatae sacerdotea.—Nicbuhr, Hiat. of Rome, i., p. 302, Ac.)
—7. (Coioparo Niebuhr, i., p. 304, and GOltliuff, p. 226, &c.)—
B. (ad Fam., ix., 21.)-». (Li».. i..30.)—10. (in., p. 170.)—11
(Dionya., iii., p. 186.)—12. (Diouys., iv., p. 20«.)—13. (Suoton.,

OoUT., i., dec.)

lar intentions.' We do not hear tha the numnei
of gentes was increased by these admissions, and
must therefore suppose that some of them had al-

ready become extinct, and that the vacancies
which thus arose were filled up with these new
burghers.* During the time of the Republic, dis-

tinguished strangers and wealthy plebeians were
occasionally made Roman patricians, e. g., Appius
Claudius and his gens,* and Domitius ^nobarbus.*
As regards the kingly period, the Roman historians
speak as if the kings had had the power of raising

a gens or an individual to the rank of a patrician
;

but it is evident that ^.Ls king could not do this

without the consent of ae senate and the curies

;

and hence Livy* makes Canuleius say, " per co-op-
tationem in patres, aut ab regibus lecti," which
lectio, of course, required the sanction of the body
of patricians. In tlic time of the Republic, such an
elevation to the rank of patrician could only be
granted by the senate and the populus.*

Since there were no other Roman citizens but the
patricians during this period, we cannot speak of

any rights or privileges belonging to them exclu-
sively; they are all comprehended under Civitas
(Roman) and Gens. Respecting their relations

to the kings, see Comitia Curiata and Senatcs.
During this early period we can scarcely speak
of the patricians as an aristocracy, unless we re-

gard their relation to the cUents in this light. ( Vid.

Cliens.)
Second Period : from the establishment of the ple-

beian order to the time of Conslanlitie. At the time
when the plebeians became a distinct class of cit-

izens, who shared certain rights with the patricians,

the latter lost in so far as these rights no longer
belonged to them exclusively. But by far the
greater number of rights, and those the most im-
portant ones, still remained in the exclusive pos-
session of the patricians, who alone were cives op-

timo jure, and were the patres of the nation in the
same sense as before. All civil and religious ('f-

fices were in their possession, and they continued,
as before, to be the populus, the nation now consist-
ing of the populus and the plebes. This distinction,

which Livy found in ancient documents,' seems,
however, in the course of time, to have fallen into

oblivion, so that the historian seems to be scarcely

aware of it, and uses populus for the whole body
of citizens, including the plebeians. Under the
Antonines, the term populus signified all the citi-

zens with the exception of the patricii.* In their

relation to the plebeians or the commonalty, the
patricians now were a real aristocracy of birth.

A person bom of a patrician family was and re-

mained a patrician, whether he was rich or poor,

whether he was a member of the senate or an
eques, or held any of the great offices of the state

or not ; there was no power that could make a pa-
trician a plebeian. As regards the census, he
might, indeed, not belong to the wealthy classes, but
his rank remained the same. Instances of reduced
patricians in the latter period of the Republic are
the father of M. .^milius Scaurus, and the famUy
of the Sullas previous to the time of the great dic-

tator of that name. The only way in which a pa-
trician might become a plebeian was when, of his
own accord, he left his gens and curia, gave up the
sacra, &.c.» A plebeian, on the other hand, or
even a stranger, might, as we stated above, be
made a patrician by a lex curiata. But this ap-
pears to have been done very seldom ; and the

1. (Dionya., It., p. 3U.—Sueton., Vitell., 1.)—2. (COttliiif,

p. 222.)—3. (Liv., X., 8.—Compare Id., ii., 16.— Dionya., v., 300.
—Sueton., Tib., J.)—4. (Suet., Nero, 1.)—5. (iv., 4.)—6. (Lir,
IT., 4 ; X., 8.)—7. (xxr., 12.)—8. (Gaiua, i., 3.)—9. (Suet., Oo-
Ut., 2.—Lir., iv., 16.—Plin., H. N., xviii., 4.—Zouv., rii., IS
—Aacon. Ped. in Scaur., p. 25, eC Orr'lt

)
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consequence was, that in the course of a few cen-

turies the number of patrician families became so

-apidly diminished, that towards the close of the

Itcpublic there were not more than fifty such fami-

lies.* Julius Caesar, by the lex Cassia, raised sev-

eral plebeian families to the rank of patricians, in

order that they might be able to continue to bold

the ancient priestly offices which still belonged to

their order.* Augustus soon found it necessary to

do the same by a lex Saenia.' Other emperors
followed these examples : Claudius raised a num-
ber of senators, and such persons as were born of

illHstrious parents, to the rank of patricians ; Ves-
pasian, Titus, and other emperors did the same.*
ilie expression for this act of raising persons to

the rank of patricians was in patricios or infamiliam
patriciam adligere.

Although the patricians, throughout this whole
period, had the character of an aristocracy of birth,

yet their political rights were not the same at all

times. The first centuries of this period are an
almost uninterrupted struggle between patricians

and plebeians, in which the former exerted every
means to retain their exclusive rights, but which
ended in the establishment of the political equality

of the two orders. (Vid. Plebs.) Only a few in-

significant priestly offices, and the performance of
certain ancient religious rites and ceremonies, re-

mained the exclusive privilege of the patricians,

of which they were the prouder, as in former days
their religious power and significance were the
basis of their political superiority.* At the time
when the struggle between patricians and plebeians

ceased, a new kind of aristocracy began to arise

at Rome, which was partly based upon wealth and
partly upon the great offices of the Republic, and
the term nobiles was given to all persons whose
ancestors had held any of the curule offices. (Com-
pare Novi Homines.) This aristocracy of nobiles

threw the old patricians, as a body, still more into

the shade, though both classes of aristocrats united

as far as was possible to monopolize all the great

offices of the state ;' but, although the old patri-

cians were obliged in many cases to make common
cause with the nobiles, yet they could never sup-

press the feeling of their own superiority ; and the

veneration which historical antiquity alone can be-

stow, always distinguished them as individuals

from the nobiles. How much wea'ith gradually

gained the upper hand, is seen from the measure
adopted about the first Punic war, by which the

expenses for the public games were no longer given

from the aerarium, but were defrayed by the

sediles ; and as their office was the first step to

the great offices of the Republic, that measure was
a tacit exclusion of the poorer citizens from those
offices. Under the emperors the position of the

patricians as a body was not improved ; the filling

up of the vacancies in their o der by the emperors
began more and more to assume the character of
an especial honour, conferred upon a person for his

good services or merely for personal distinction, so

that the transition from this period to the third had
been gradually preparing.

Respecting the great political and religious priv-

ileges which the patricians at first possessed alone,

but afterward were compelled to share with the
plebeians, see Plbbs, and the articles treating of

the several Roman magistracies and priestly of-

fices. Compare Jilso Gens, Curia, Sen.\tus.

In their dress and appearance the patricians

were scarcer/ distinguished from the rest of the
citizens, unless they were senators, curule magis-
trates, or equites, in which case they wore, like

others, the ensigns peculiar to these classes. The
only thing by which they appear to have been dis-

tinguished in their appearance from other citizens,

was a peculiar kind of shoes, which covered the
whole foot and part of the leg, though they were
not as high as the shoes of senators and curule
magistrates. These shoes were fastened with four
strings [^orrigia or lora palricia), and adorned with a
lunula on the top.' Festus' states that muUeiis
was the name of the shoes worn by the patricians

:

but the passage of Varro which he adduces only
shows that the muUei (shoes of a purple colour)
were worn by the curule magistrates.'

Third Period: from Ike lime of Constantine to the

Middle Ages. From the time of Constantine the
dignity of patricius was a personal title, which con
ferred on the person to whom it was granted a
very high rank and certain privileges. Hitherto
patricians had been only genuine Roman citizens,

and the dignity had descended from the father to

his children ; but the new dignity was created at

Constantinople, and was not bestowed on old Ro-
man families ; hut it was given, without any regard
to persons, to such men as had for a long time dis-

tinguished thc!!iselves by good and faithful services

to the Empire or the emperor. This new dignity

was not hereditary, but became extinct with the
death of the person on whom it was conferred ; and
when, during this period, we read of patrician fami-

lies, the meaning is only that the head of such a fam-
ilywas a patricius.* The name patricius, during this

period, assumed the conventional meaning of father

of the empire,* and those who were thus distin-

guished occupied the highest rank among the illus-

tres ; the consuls alone ranked higher than a pa-

tricius.* The titles by which a patricius was dis-

tinguished were magnificentia, celsitudo, eminun-
tia, and magnitudo. They were either engaged in

actual service (for they generally held the highest

offices in the state, at the court, and in the prov-

inces), and were then called palricii prasentalea,

or they had only the title, and were called palricii

codicillares or honorarii.'' All of them, however,
were distinguished in their appearance and dress

from ordinary persons, and seldom appeared before

the public otherwise than in a carriage. The em-
pfefors were generally very cautious in bestowing
this great distinction, though some of the most ar-

bitrary despots conferred the honour upon young
men, and even on eunuchs. Zeno decreed that no
one should be made partricius who had not been
consul, praefect, or magister militum.* Justinian,

however, did away with some of these restrictions.

The elevation to the rank of patricius was testified

to the person by a writ called diploma.'

This new dignity was not confined to Romans
or subjects of the Empire, but was sometimes
granted to foreign princes, such as Odoacer, the

chief of the Heruli, and others. When the popes

of Rome had established their authority, they also

assumed the right of bestowing the title of patricius

on eminent persons and princes, and many of the

German emperors were thus distinguished by the

popes. In several of the Germanic kingdoms the

sovereigns imitated the Roman emperors and popes

by giving to their most distinguished subjects the

I (Dionys , i., p. 72.)— 2. (Saeton., Jul., 41.—Tacit., Annal.,

xi., 25.—Dion Cass., xliii., 47 ; xlv., 2.)— 3. (Tacit., 1. c—Dion
Ca«»., ilix., 43; lii.. 42.)—4. (Tacit., 1. c—Suet., Oti., 1.)—5.
(Tacit, A?nc,, 9.—Capitol., M. Anto.i., 1.—Lamprid., Commod.,
6.)—6. ( Vtd. Ambrose*!, Studien und Andeutungen, &c., p. 58,

*c.)—7. (Liv., xxii., 14 ; xxxii., 41.)
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Stat., Sylv., v., 2. 27.—Martial, i , 50 ; ii.,29.)—2. (». v. Mulleos."

—3. (Compare Dion Cass .iiiii., 43.)—4. (Zosira , ii., 40.—Cas
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Ijtle of patricius, but these patricii were at all times

mucli lower in rank than the Roman patricii, a ti-

tle of M hich kings and emperors themselves were
proud.'

PATRIMI ET MATRIMI, also called Pitrimca

et Malrimcs, were those children whose parents

were both alive* {malritnes; called by Dionysius'

ofiipidaXelc), in the same way as paler palnmua sig-

nifies a father whose own fatlier is still alive.*

gervius,* howevjf, confines the term patrimi et

wuUrimi to childreu born of parents who had been

married by the religious ceremony called confarre-

atio : it appears probable that this is the correct

use of the term, and that it was only applied to

such children so long us their parents were alive.

We know that the flamines majores vere obliged

to have been born of parents who had been mar-
ried by confarreatio ;* and as the children called

palnmi cl malrimi are almost always mentioned in

connexion with religious rites and ceremonies,'

the statement o'" Servius is rendered more proba-

ble, since the same reason which confined the of-

fice of the flamines majores to those born of pa-

rents who had been married by confarreatio, would
also apply to the children of such marriages, who
would probably be thought more suitable for the

service of the gods than the offspring of other mar-
riages.*

PATRONOMI (naTpovo/ioi) were magistrates

at Sparta, who exercised, as it were, a paternal

power over the whole state. Pausanias' says that

they were instituted by Cleomenes, who destroyed

the power of the yepovaia by establishing patronomi

in their place. The yepovaia, however, was not

abolished by Cleomenes, as it is again spoken of

by Pausanias," and also in inscriptions. The pa-

tronomi are mentioned by Philostratus" among the

principal magistrates along with the gymnasiarchs
and ephori ; and their office is also spoken of by Plu-

tarch. ' Their number is uncertain ; but Bockh"
has shown that they succeeded to the powers which
the ephori formerly possessed, and that the first pa-

tronomus was the Huvvjioq of the state, that is, gave
his name to the year, as the first ephor had former-

ly done.'*

PATRO'NUS. The act of manumission created

a new relation between the manumissor and the

slave, which was analogous to that between father

and son. The manumissor became,, with respect to

the manumitted person, his patronus, and the manu-
mitted person became the libertus of the manumis-
sor. The word patronus (from pater) indicates the

nature of the relation. If the manumissor was a

woman, she became patrona ; and the use of this

word instead of matrona appears to be explained by

the nature of the patronal rights. Viewed with

reference to the early ages of Rome, this patronal

relation must be considered a part of the ancient

clientela ; but from the time of the Twelve Tables
at least, which contained legislative provisions gen-

erally on the subject of patronal rights, we may
consider the relation of patronus and libertus as the

«ame both in the case of patrician and plebeian

manumissores.
The libertus adopted the gentile name of the

manumissor. Ci^rero's freedman Tiro was called

M. TuUius Tiro. The libertus owed respect and
gratitude to his patron, and in ancient times the pa-

I. (Rein iu Erach und Grubcr's Encyclop., ». t. Patricier.)

—

t (Festus. s. T. Fliininia.)—3. (ii.,22.)—4. (Festiit, . t. Pater
Pat:.)-5. (ad Virg , Georn., 1, 31.)—6. (Tac, Ann., iv., le.—
Qaius, 1., 112.)—7. (Cic. Ue Har. resp., II.—Liv., xxxvii., 3.

—Gell., i., 12.—Tacit., Hist., iv., 53.—Macrob.. Saturn., 6.—
Vopiic., Aurel., 19—Orrlli, Inscr., n.2270.)—«. (Rein,«la»ROm.
PriTntrei'ht., p. 177.—Giittling, Gi>schichte dcr R3m. Stnatir.,

p. 90.)-9. (ii., 9. H.)— 10. (iii., n,» 2.)— 11. (Vit. ApoU., iv.,

>2.)— 12. (An seni lit resp. ger., c. 24.)— 13. (Corp. liucrip.,

Hil I., p 603 )—H (Compare MuUer, Dor., iii., 7, 4 8.)

tron might punish him in a summary «ay for neg
lecting those duties. This obligation extended tc

the children of the libertus, and the duty was due
to the children of the patron. In later times the
patron had the power of relegating an ungrateful
freedman to a certain distance from Rome, a law
probably passed in the time of Augustus.' In the
time of Nero it was proposed to pass a senatus con-
sultum which should give a patron the power o'
reducing his freedman to slavery if he miscouduct-
ed himself towards his patron. The measure wa»
not enacted, but this power was given to the patron
under the later emperors. The lex iElia Scntia
gave the patron a right of prosecuting his freedman
for ingratitude iul infrralum accusare*). An ingratus
was also called libertus impius, as being deficient in

pietas.

If the libertus brought an action against the pu
tronus {in jus vocavit), he was himself liable to a
special action on the case * and he could not, as a
general rule, institute a capital charge against his

patron. The libertus was bound to support the
patron and his children in case of necessity, and to

undertake the management of his property and the
tutela of his children : if he refused, he was in

gratus.*

If a slave were the property of several masters,
and were manumitted by all of them, and became u
Roman citizen, all of them were his patroni.

The manumissor could secure to himself farther

rights over his libertus by a stipulatio, or by taking
! an oath from him. The subjects of such agree-

j

ments were gifts from the libertus to the patronus
' {dona et muncra) and services {opera). The oath
was not valid unless the person was a libertus

when he took it. If, then, he took the oath as a
slave, he had to repeat it as a freeman, which £eem&
to be the meaning of the passage of Cicero in which
he speaks of his freedman Chrysogonus.* Tliese

operae were of two kinds, officiales, which consisted

in respect and affection, and fabriles, which are ex-

plained by the term itself. The officiales determined
by the death of the patronus, unless there was an
agreement to the contrary ; but the fabriles, being
of the nature of money ur money's worth, passed
to the heredes of the patronus like any other prop-

erty. The patronus, when he commanded the operae

of his libertus, was said " ei operas indicere or tm
ponere."*

The patron could not command any services

which were disgraceful {turpcs) or dangerous to life,

such as prostitution or fighting in the amphitheatre

;

but if the libertus exercised any art or calling {arti-

ficium), even if he learned it after his manumission,
the operae in respect of it were due to the patron.

The lex Julia et Papia Poppa;a released freedmen
(except those who followed the ars ludicra, or hired

themselves to fight with beasts) from all obligation

as to gifts or opera; who had begotten two children

and had them in their power, or one child five

years old.'

If liberty was given directly by a testament, the

testator was the manumissor. and his patronal rights

would consequently belong to his children : if it was
given indirectly, that is, per fideicommissum, the
person who performed the act of manumission was
the patronus. In those cases where a slave ob-

tained his freedom under the senatus consultum Sila-

nianum, the prtetor could assign him a patronus;
and if this was not done, that person was the patron

of whom the libertus had last been the slave.*

The patronal rights were somewhat restricted

1. (Tacit., Ann., xlii., 2(J.—Dion, It., 13.)—3. (Dip. 40, tit.

1. 30.)—3. (Gaius, ir., 46.)—4. (Di? 37. tit. 14. s. ig.)-S (ad

Att., vii., 2.—Compare Dig. 38, tit. I,». 7.)—6. (Gaius, iv., IM
—Dig. 38. tit. 2, s. 29.)—7. (Dig 3S, tit. 1 : De Opens Li'^iM
mm, •. 37.>-8. (Dig. 38, tit. 16, . 3 )
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when the act of manumission was not altc^^etiier

the free act of the manumissor. For instance, the

manumissor per fideicommissum had all the patronal

rights, except the power to prosecute for ingratus,

the right to be supported by the lihertus, and to

stipulate for munera and opera : his rights against

the properly of the libertus were, however, the

same as those of any other manumissor.* If a
slave had given money to another person in order

that this other person might purchase and manumit
him, the manumissor had no patronal right, and he
lost even the name of patron, if he refused to per-

form the act for which he had received the money,
and allowed the slave to compel him to perform his

agreement, which the slave could do by a constitu-

tion of M. Aurelius and L. Verus.' If a master
manumitted his slave in consideration of a sum of

money, he retained all patronal rights, but he could

not stipulate for operas. A person who purchased a

slave, and on the occasion of the purchase agreed
to manumit him, had all patronal rights except the

right of prosecuting for ingratitude in case the slave

compelled him to manumit pursuant to the constitu-

tion of M. Aurelius and L. Verus.'

It was the duty of the patron to support his freed-

man in case of necessity, and if he did not, he lost

his patronal rights : the consequence was the same
'f he brought a capital charge against him. The
»x AUVvd Sentia, among its various provisions, con-

tained several that related to the rights and duties

of the patron.

A capitis diminutio, either of the patron or the

libertus, dissolved the relation between them. (See
Tacit., Hist., ii., 92, where "jura libertorum" means
"jura patronorum" or "jura in libertos.") The re-

lation was dissolved when the libertus obtained in-

genuitas by the natalium restitutio, but not when
he merely obtained the jus aureorum annulorum.
{Vid. Incenuus.)

The most important of the patronal rights related

to the property of liberti who died intestate or hav-

ing made a testament.

The subject, so far as concerns the Ante-Justinian

period, may be distributed under the two following

heads: 1. The ordinary rules of law, and, 2. the

extraordinary : the former comprehend the rules of

the old civil law, and the edict on the bonorum pos-

sessio ; and the latter, the bonorum possessio con-

tra tabulas liberti and contra suos non naturales,

the bonorum possessio contra tabulas libertae, and
the right to a virilis pars which was given by the
lex Papia Poppsa.
By the law of the Twelve Tables, if a freedman

died intestate without sui heredes, the patronus
was his heir. This right was viewed as a right of
agnation. The legitima patronorum tutela was not
expressly mentioned in the Twelve Tables, but it

was a legal consequence of the rule as to inherit-

ance.* In the case of an intestate liberta, who
could not have a suus heres, the patron was heres.

The senatus consultum Orfitianum, which was
passed after Gains wrote,* and in the last year but
one of the reign of M. Aurelius, made an alteration

in this respect. The passage of Ulpian,* which
was written when this senatus consultum was in

force, says that, if a liberta died intestate, the pa-
tron succeeded to her property, because a mother
could not have sui heredes ; yet Ulpian himself
says that, whether the mother was ingenua or liber-

tina, the children could succeed to her inheritance
by the senatus consultum Orfitianum. This appa-
rent contradiction is removed by the supposition that

1. (Fragr. Vat., 1} 225.—Di?. 38, tit. 2, ». 29.)—2. (Dig. 40. tit

1, s. 4, 5.)—3. (Dip. 40, lit. 9, s. 30.)—4. (Ul[.., Frag..xi., 3.)—
6. (iii.,51.)— 6. (Frag., ixix., 2.)—7. (lib. 12, ad Sabinum.—
Dig. 38, tit 17, 8. 1.)
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the senatus C\insultum gave the ch Idren in s\ich ca'

ses an equal right with the patron.

These patronal rights belonged both to a patronus
and a patrona, and to the liberi of a patronus.* The
male children of the patronus had the same rights

as the patronus himself; but the females had only
the rights which the Twelve Tables gave to the
males, and they had not the bonorum possessio

contra tabulas testamenti lil)crti aut ab intestato

contra suos heredes non naturales, until these rights

were given them by the lex Papia Poppsea.* A dif-

ficulty which is raised by a passage in Justinian's

legislation on the patronal rights is discussed by
Unterholzner.' It seems that the children of a pa-
trona had not, by the Twelve Tables, the same rights

as the children of a patronus ; but the lex Papia
Poppsea probably made some change in this re-

spect.*

In order that these patronal rights should exist,

it was necessary that the libertus must have been
made free by a Roman citizen, and have become a
Roman citizen by the act of manumission Ac-
cordingly, if a person obtained the citizenship, it

was necessary that he should have a special grant

of the jus patronatus in order that he might have
patronal rigtits against his then freedmen, who must
also, at the same time, become Roman citizens.* A
capitis diminutio, as already observed, either of the

patron or the libertus, destroyed the patronal rights

to the inheritance.*

If there were several patroni or patronae, they

divided the inheritance equally, though their shares

in the libertus when a slave might have been un-

equal. These patronal rights resembled a joint*

tenancy in English law, for the surviver or survi-

vers of the patroni had all the patronal rights to the

exclusion of any children of a deceased patronus.

A son of a patron also claimed the inheritance to

the exclusion of the grandson of a patron. If the

patroni were all dead, leaving several children, the

hereditas was divided among all the children equal-

ly {in capita), pursuant to the law of succession in

the case of agnation.''

A senatus consultum, which was passed in the

time of Claudius, allowed a patron to assign his

patronal rights to the inheritance of a libertus to

any of his children whom he had in his power, to

the exclusion of the rest.*

The Edict extended the bonorum possessio to

patroni. The patronal rights of the civil law were
founded on an assumed agnatio: those of the Edict

were founded on an assumed cognatio. The Edict

called to the bonorum possessio of liberti, 1. their

children ; 2. their heredes legitimi ; 3. their cogna-

ti, who must, of course, be descendants ; 4. the

familia of the patronus ; 5. the patronus and pa-

trona, and then- children and parents, by which
provision was made in case the patronus or patrona

had sustained a capitis diminutio, and so could not

be called in the fourth order; 6. the husband or

wife of the freedwoman or freedman ; 7. the cngna
ti of the manumissor.

Originally, if the freedman made a will, h t could

pass over {pralerire) the patron. But by the Edict,

unless he left him as much as one half of his prop

erty, the patron or his male children could obtain

the bonorum possessio contra tabulas of one half of

the property. If the libertus died intestate, leaving

no suus heres except an adopted child, or a wife in

manu, or a nurus in the manus of his son, the patron

had a bonorum possessio of one hall' against these

sui heredes. But if the libertus had children of his

1. (Ulp., Frag., xxvii.)—2. (Ulp., Frag., xxix.,4, 'i.)—3. (Zeit

schrift, v., p. 37.)—4. (Zeitschrift, v., p.4a, &c.)—5. (Plin., £p
X., 6.)— 6. (Gains, iii., 51.)— 7. (Gaiui, iii., 16, 5«, Ac)- «

(Dig. 88, tit. 4.)
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rvrn bluod (naturalet) either in his power at the

iiine of his death, or emancipated, or given in

adoption, and if these children were made heredes

hy his testament, or, being practeriti, claimed the

bonoruin posscssio contra tabulas, the patron had

no claim on the freedman's property. The patron

waa not excluded if the children of the freedman
were exheredated.

By the lex Papia Poppsea, if a freedman had a

property amounting to a hundred thousand sestertii

itnd fewer than three children, the patronus had an
equal share (nri/i* para) with the children, whether
the freedman died testate or intestate ; and a pa-

trona ingenua who had three children enjoyed the

same privilege. Before the lex Papia, patronae had
only the rights which the Twelve Tables gave them

;

but this lex put ingenuse patronse who had two chil-

dren, and libertinsB patronae who had three children,

on the same footing with respect to the bonorum
possessio contra tabulas, and with respect to an
adopted son, a wife in manu, or a nurus in manu
ftlii, as the edict had placed patroni. The lex did

the same for daughters of the patronus who had
three children. The lex also gave to a patrona in-

genua, but not to a libertina, who had three children,

the same rights that it gave to a patronus.

According to the old law, as the liberta was in

the legitima tutela of her patron, she could make no
disposition of her property without his consent (pa-

trono auctore). The lex Papia freed a liberta from
this tutela if she had four children, and she could,

consequently, then make a will without the consent
of her patronus, but the law provided that the pa-

tronus should have an equal share with her survi-

ving children.

In the case of a liberta dying intestate, the lex

Papia gave no farther rights to a patrona who had
children {liberis honorata) than she had before ; and,

therefore, if there had been no capitis diminutio of

the patrona or the liberta, the patrona inherited the
property, even if she had no children, to the exclu-

sion of the children of the liberta. If the liberta

made a will, the lex Papia gave to the patrona, who
had the number of children required by that law, the

same rights which the Edict gave to the patronus

contra tabulas liberti. The same lex gave to the

daughter of a patrona who had a single child, the

same rights that the patronus had contra tabulas

liberti. (Gaius, iii., 53—a passage which Unter-
holzner proposes to correct, but on very insufficient

grounds.*)

The rules of law as to the succession of the pa-
tronus to the property of Latini liberti differed in

various respects from those that have been explain-

ed. Being viewed as a peculium, it had the inci-

dents of such property. It came to the extranei he-
redes of the nianumissor, but not to his exheredated
chUdren, in both which respects it differed from the

property of a libertus who was a civis Romanus.
If there were several patrons, it came to them in

proportion to their interests in the former slave, and
it was consistent with this doctrine that the share
of a deceased patronus should go to his heres. The
senatus consuitum Largianuni, which was passed in

the time of Claudius, enacted that the property of
Latini should go first to those who had manumitted
them, then to their liberi who were not expressly
exheredated, according to proximity, and then, ac-

cording to the old law, to the heredes of the nianu-

missor. The only effect of this senatus consuitum
was to prefer liberi, who were not expressly exhe-
redated, to extranei heredes. Accordingly, an eman-
cipated son of the patronus, who was prieteritus,

and who could not claim the bonorum possessio of
bis father's prf>i)erty contra tahulas testamenti, had

1. (ZcJtKhrift, ?., 49.)

a claim to the property of a Latinus p; or to the ex*
tranei heredes.

As to the dediticii under the lex ^Elia Sentia,

there were two rules. The properly of those who
on their manumission would have become Roman
citizens, but for the impediments thereto, came to

their patroni as if they had been Roman citizens :

they had not, however, the testamenti factio. The
property of those who on their manumission would
have become Latini, but for the impediments there-

to, came to their patroni as if they had been Latini

:

on this Gaius remarks that in this matter the legis-

lator had not very clearly expressed his intentions

He had already made a similar remark as to a pro
vision of the lex Papia.*

As to the other meanings of the word patronus,

see CuENs and Oratob.
The subject of the patronatus is one of consider-

able importance towards a right understanding of
many parts of the Roman polity. This imperfect
outline may be filled up by referring to the author!

ties given in note *.

PAVIMEiNTUM. {Vid. House, Rom.^n, p. 519.)

*PAVO (rouf), the Peacock, or Pnvo Crutatus,
L. " It is impossible to determine with precision

the epocha of the domestication of the Peacock

;

we know wel!, however, that it must have been of
the remotest antiquity, since the fleets of Solomon,
in their distant voyages, brought back, every three

years, to Palestine, peacocks, which are enumerated
among the riches which the cargoes of these ves-

sels contained. We are informed by Pliny that the
orator Hortensius was the first Roman who had a
peacock killed at his table, when he entertained Itie

College of Pontiffs at a sumptuous banquet. The
first who bred and fattened peacocks for culinary

purposes was Aufidius Lurco, who realized by this

means a revenue of sixty thousand sesterces. This
was towards the time of the war with the pirates.

In the feasts of the Emperors Vitellius and Helio
gabalus, enormous dishes were frequently served
up, composed of ragouts of the tongues and brains
of peacocks. Buffon says that at first they werw
very rare in Europe. At Athens they were exhib
ited for many years at every festival of the new
moon as an object of curiosity, and people used to

run in crowds from the neighbouring towns and
cities to behold tliem. This was after the time of
Alexander ; for that monarch, though well acquaint-

ed with Greece, had never seen them until he
marched into India, where he found them flying

wild en the banks of one of the rivers of the Pend-
jab. Towards the latter end of his reign they had
so greatly multiplied in Greece, that AristotU speaks
of them as perfectly well known in that country."

The Peacock was sacred to Juno, and was nurtured
in honour of the goddess, in great number^ at her
temple in Samos. It is represented, also, on the
coins of this island. According to one explanation,

the star-bedecked tail of the bird seemed an image
of the vault of heaven, and hence the Peacock was
consecrated to Juno Urania as to the Queen of the
Skies. Others, however, suppose the bird to have
been held sacred to the goddess, from its announ-
cing by its cry the changes of weather, &.C.*

PAUPE'RIE, ACTIO DE. (Vid. P.^uperies.)

PAUPE'RIES was the legal term for mischief
done by an animal (quadrupes) contrary to the na-
ture of the animal, as if a man's ox gored another

1. (iii., 47.)—a. (Gaius, iii.. 39-76.—Ulpian, Frajf., tit. ixTii.,

nil —Dip. 37, tit. 14, 15 ; 38, tit. I, 2, 3, <tc. — Index to Pau-
lus, Sent. Recept.—Fur Justinian's legislation, Inst., iii., 8, iic
—Unterholznnr, Ueber das Palronatischc Erbrerht, Zcil*chh<\
., and the article Gens, with the rrrcD^nccs in Rein, Das Rflni

Priratrecht, p. 285, and in Walter. Grschirhte dcs ROm. Rechta
p. 507-516, Bn<l 684-689.) — 3 (Griffith's CuTier, tuI. viii., IM
—Walpole's Memoirs, vol. i., p 361.)
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man. In such cases the law of the Twelve Tables

gave the injured person an action against the owner
of the animal for the amount of the damage sustain-

ed. The owner was bound either to pay the full

amount of damages, or to give up the animal to the

injured person {noxa: dare). Pauperies excluded the

notion of injuria ; it is defined to be " damnum sine

injuria facic?Uis factum," for an animal could not be

said to have done a thing " injuria." The actio de

pauperie belonged to the class of noxales actiones.*

PAUSA'RII was the name given to the priests

of Isis at Rome, because they were accustomed, in

the processions in honour of Isis, to make pauses

Ipausd) at certain chapels or places, called mansio-

nes, by the road's side, to sing hymns and perform

other sacred rites.*

The portisculus, or commander of the rowers in

a vessel, was sometimes called pausarius,' because

the rowers began and ceased (pajtsa) their strokes

according to his commands. (Vid. Portiscui.us.)

•PAUS'IA, a species of Olive. Virgil calls its

berry bitter, because it was to be gathered before

it was quite ripe, it having then a bitter or austere

taste.*

PECHYS {m/xvc). {Vid. Cubitus.)
PECTEN (Kreif), a Comb. The Greeks and

Romans used combs made of boxwood,' which
they obtained, as we do, from the shores of the Eux-
ine Sea. The mountain ridge of Cytorus, in Galatia,

was particularly celebrated for this product.* ( Vid.

BuxuM.) The Egyptians had ivory combs,' which
also came into use by degrees among the Romans.*
The golden comb ascribed to the goddesses is, of

course, imaginary.' The wooden combs found in

Egyptian tombs are toothed on one side only ; but

the Greeks used them with teeth on both sides, as

appears from the remains of combs found at Pom-
V)eii," and from the representation of three combs,
exactly like our small-tooth combs, on the Amyclae-
an marbles."
The principal use of the comb was for dressing

the hair," in doing which the Greeks of both sexes
were remarkably careful and diligent." ( Vid. Coma,
p. 293.) To go with uncombed hair was a sign of
affliction.** The use of the comb in cutting the hair

is alluded to by Plautus."
A comb with iron teeth was used in cornfields,

to separate the grain from the straw while it was
yet standing." This method of reaping was called

pectinare segctem. A painting in the sepulchral

grotto of El Kab, in Egypt, represents a man comb-
ing flax for the purpose of separating the linseed

from the stem. The rake used in making hay is

called rarus pecten,^'' because its teeth are far apart

;

but this may be only a poetical use of the term.
Two portions of the Greek lyre were called the

combs ;'* they may have been two rows of pegs, to
which the strings were tied. In a figurative or met-
aphorical sense, the term was applied to the fingers

of a man'* and to the ribs of a horse.*' The use of
the comb ir\ weaving, and the transference of its

name to the plectrum, are explained under Tela.
PECUA'RII were a class of the publicani who

farmed the public pastures (pecua publica'^).

I. (Dig. 9, tit. 1.)— 2. (Orelli, Inscr., n. 1885. — Spartian.,
Pescenn. Ni? , 6.—Caracall., 9.—Salm. ad loc.)—3. (Sen., Ep.,
56.)—4. (Maityn aU Virg., Georcr., ii., 86.)—5. (Brunck, Anal.,
li., 221.- Ovid, Fast., \'i., 23.—Mart., xiv.,25.)—6. (Ovid, Met.,
iv., 311.)—7. (Apul., Met., xi., p. 121, cd. Aldi.)—8. (Claudian,
De Nu|)t Honor., 102.)— 9. (Callim. in Lav. Pall., 31.)-- 10.
(Donaldson's Pompeii, vol. ii., pi. 78.) — 11. (Memoirs relating
to Turkey, edited by Walpolc, p. 452.) — 12. (Ovid, Amor., 1.,

liv., 15.—Id., Met., xii., 409.)—13 (Herod., vii., 208. — Strabo,
I., 3, 1) 8.)— 14. (Si.ph.,CEd. Col., 1257.)— 15. (Capt., U.,ii., 18.)
—16. (Col., Ue Re Rust., ii.,21.)— 17. (Ovid, Rem. Amor.. 192.)

—18. (Eratoith., Cataster.,24.) — 19. (TEschyl., Agam., 1584.)
—80. (Oppian, l"yneg , i., 296.) — 21. (Pseudo-Ascon. in Cic.,

Di«. V'err., p. 113 ed. Orelli.—Liy.,x., 47 ; xxxiii., 42.)
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PECULA'TUS is properly the misappropriatioi)

or theft of public property. Labeo defines it thus

:

"pecunia publicce aut sacrce furtum, non ab eo factum,
cujus periculo est." The person guilty of this ol-

fence was peculator. Cicero* enumerates pecula-
tores with sicarii, venefici, testamentarii, and fures.

The origin of the word appears lo be pecus, a term
which originally denoted that kind of movable prop-
erty which was the chief sign of wealth Original-
ly trials for peculatus were before the populus or
the senate.* In the time of Cicero, matters of pec-
ulatus had become one of the qusestiones perpetua?,

which imply some lex De Peculatu, and such a lex
is by some writers enumerated among the leges
Sullanae, but without stating the authority for this

assertion. Two leges relating to peculatus are cited
in the Digest, lex Julia Peculatus and lex Julia de
Residuis ,' but these may be the same lex, though
quoted as two leges, just as the lex Julia de Adul-
teriis comprised a provision De Fundo Dotali, which
chapter is often quoted as if it were a separate lex.

Matters relating to sacrilege were also comprised
in the lex Julia Peculatus {ne qnis ex pecunia sacra,

religiosa publicave' auferat, &c.) ; matters relating to

the debasement of the coinage ; the erasing or can-
celling of tabulae publicae, &c. The lex de Residuis
applied to those who had received public money for

public purposes, and had retained it {apud quern pe-

cunia publica rescdit). The penalty under this lex,

on conviction, was a third part of the sum retained.

The punishment, which under the lex Julia Pecula-
tus was originally aquae et ignis interdictio, was
changed into deportatio : the offender lost all his

rights, and his property was forfeited. Under the
Empire sacrilege was punished with death. A
" sacrilegus" is one who plunders public sacred pla-

ces.

PECU'LIO, ACTIO DE. ( Vid. Servus.)
PECU'LIUM. (Vid. Servus.)

PECU'LIUM CASTRENSE. {Vid. Patria Po-
TESTA8, p. 742.)

PECU'NIA. (Vid. JEz, Argentum, Aurum.)
PECU'NIA. (Vid. Heres, Roman, p. 497.)

PECU'NIA CERTA. {Vid. Oblioationes, page
673.)

PEDA'NEUS JUDEX. (Vid. Judex Fevavzvb.)
PEDA'RII. (Vid. Senatus.)
PE'DICA, formed from pes on the same analogy

with Manica (TZEpLOKEALc, lou. ct Att. nid?]*), a fetter,

an ankle-ring.

Fetters were worn for the sake of restraint by lu-

natics,* criminals, and captives,* and by horses in-

stead of a halter.' Another kind of fetter was the
noose (laqueus currax^) used to catch birds, which
was the appropriate employment of winter.' For
the sake of ornament, fetters or ankle-rings were
worn by females. (Vid. Periscelis.)

PEDI'SEQUI were a class of slaves, whose duty
it was to follow their master when he went out of
his house. This name does not appear to have been
given to any slave who accompanied his master

;

but the pedisequi seem to have formed a special

class, which was almost the lowest of all."* There
was a similar class of female slaves, called pediae-

PEDUM (KopvvT], AayofioAof"), a Crook. Ita

curved extremity was used by the shepherds to lay

hold of the sheep or goats, principally by their legs,

so as to preserve thent from running into danger, or

1. (Off., iii., 18.) — 2. (Liv., v., 32 ; xxxvii., 57 ; xxxvii , 54.)

—3. (Dig. 48, tit. 13.) —4. (MffiHs, Attic.) — 5. (Mark, v., 4.—
Luke, viii., 29.)—6. (Herod., i., 86-90 ; iii., 23 ; v., 77.— Xen,
Anab., iv., 3, 4 8.)-7. (Horn., U., xiii., 36.)— 8. (Grtitnu, Cy-
neg., 89.)—9. (Vire., Georg., i., 307.) — 10. (Nep-, Attic, 13.—
Plaut., Mil. Glor., IV., ii., 18.)—11. (Plaut., Asm , I., iii., 31.-
Compare Becker, Callus, i., p. 101.) — 12. (Theurit. vii, 41
128.)
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to lescue them when they were in want of assist-

ance.* The accompanying woodcut is taken from

a painting found at Civita Vecchia.* It shows the

crook in t)»e hand of a shepherdess, who sits upon a

n)ck, tending sheep and other cattle. (See also

wOod''.Ut to OaciLLUM )

The herdsman also used a crook, but less curved,

with a heavy head, and hence called Ka^avpoTp ; he

threw it at any of the herd which strayed from the

rest.'

On account of its connexion with pastoral life,

the crook is continually seen in works of ancient

art in the hands of Pan,* and of satyrs, fauns, and
shepherds. It was also the usual attribute of Tha-
lia, as the muse of pastoral poetry.*

PEG'ANON {n^yavov), the herb Rue. The two
species described by Dioscorides are, in all proba-

bility, the Ruta montana and horlensis, the Mountain
and Garden Rue. Linnaeus named the former the

Peganum harmala. Schneider thinks that the tt^-

yavov of Theophrastus applies to the Ruta gravco-

Una and montana*
PEGMA {Tuiyjia), a Pageant, i. c, an edifice of

wood, consisting of two or more stages {labulala),

which were raised or depressed at pleasure by means
of balance-weights {ponderibus reductis''). These
great machines were used in the Roman amphithe-

atres," the gladiators who fought upon them being

called pegmares* They were supported upon
wheels, so as to be drawn into the circus, glittering

with silver and a profusion of wealth."* At other

times they exhibited a magnificent though danger-

ous" display of fireworks.'* Accidents sometimes
happened to the musicians and other performers

who were carried upon them.'* When Vespasian

and Titus celebrated their triumph over the Jews,

the procession included pageants of extraordinary

magnitude and splendour, consisting of three or four

stages above one another, hung with rich tapestry,

and inlaid with ivory and gold. By the aid of vari-

ous contrivances, they represented battles and their

numerous incidents, and the attack and defence of

the cities of Judaea.'*

The pageant was ?\so used in sacrifices. A bull

having been slain on one of the stages, the high-

priest placed himself below, in a cavern, so as to re-

ceive the blood upon his person and his garments,

and in this state he was produced by the flamines

before the worshippers.'*

The pegmata mentioned by Cicero'* may have
been movable bookcases.

I. (Virgf., Due, v., 88. — Serviu* ad loc.— Festus, s. v.)— 2.

(A;<.t. U'ErcolRno, t. iii., tnv. 53.)—3. (Horn., II., xxiii., 844-646.

—Eustalh. aU loc.—ApoU. Rhod. *»., 974.)—4. (Sil. Ital., Pun.,

vii., 334.) — 5. (Combe, Anc. Marl>le« ci' I)r. Museum, part iii.,

ul. 5.)—6. (Theophrast., H. P., i., 3 —Adam», Append., s. T.)

—

7. (Claudian, De Mallii Theod. Com., 323-328.— Sc"., Epist.,

89.)—8. (Juv., iy., IV I.—Mart., i., 2,2.—Sueton., ClauJ., 34.)—
». (Calig.,26.)— 10. U'lio., K. N., xxxiii., 3, 1. 16.)-: I. rV^jr.iic.,

Carin.. 15.) — 12. (Claii-lian, 1. c.)— 13. (Phiedr., .• , 7, 7 )— 14.

(Joseph., Bfll. Jiid., vii., 94.)— IS. (Tr^di-nt., Periitepli JKom
MkK., I008-10SS.)—16 (»d Att., iT., 8.)

PE'LAMYS (TT^Xo/ivf), a fpecies or Scomber o)

Thunny. According to Pallas, the mi}.afzlc men-
tioned by Strabo as a fish of the Black Sea, is thti

Mugtl cephalua, Linn. A species of nr/Tinfivc is at

the present day denominated Palymcde by the fish-

ermen at Marseilles. Tie au/iJa was a pickle made
from the nfiXofivq}

•PELaRGUS (TTcXapyof), the common Stork, or

Ciconia alba, Bclon, the same as the Ardea Ciconia,

L. Aristotle errs in making the Stork a hyberna-

ting bird. iElian and Pliny state, more correctly,

that it migrates like the Crane. {Vul. Ciconia.)*

PELA'TAI (TreXarat) are defined by Pollux* and
other authorities to be free labourers working for

hire, like the &^Tei, in contradistinction to the He-
lots and Penestse, who were bondsmen or serfs,

having lost their freedom bv conquest or otherwise.

Aristotle* thus connects their name with rreAof

:

Tli^uTaL, he says, from iriXac, olov iyyiara iiu nevi-

av npoaiovrec : i. e., persons who are obliged by

poverty to attach themselves to others. Timseus*

gives the same explanation : IleAurT/f, 6 uvrl Tfioipuv

vmipeTuv Kal npoaneXuCuv. In the later Greek wri-

ters, such as Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Plu-

tarch, the word is used for the Latin cliens, though

the relations expressed by the two terms are by no

means similar. Plutarch* also uses the word rath-

er loosely for Helots ; and we are told of a nation of

Illyrians (the Ardiaei) who possessed 300.000 pros-

pelatse, compared by Theopompus^ with the Helots

of Laconia.*

PEL'ECAN {neXeKuv), the Pelican, called also,

in Greek, neXeKcvog. It is the Onocrotalua of Plioy,

and hence its scientific name of Pclccanus Onocrota-

lus. The Greek name is derived from the axo
shaped bill of the bird (niXeKvg, " an axe") *

PELECI'NUS (neXeKlvoi;), a plant, which Stack-

house and Sprengel refer to the Coronilla securidur

ca, or Joint-plodded Colutea. Dioscorides enumcr
ates the izE'keKlvog among the synonymes cf th«

Hedysarum (^dvaapov).^'

*II. (iD/Ac/ctvof), a plant, the Biserrula Pelecinu$

Stackhouse, however, makes it the same with the

preceding.'*

•PELEIAS (TTcXctdf), the Rock Dove or Stock

Pigeon, the Columba livia, Brisson. It is particu

larly timid, and hence Homer gives it the epithet of

r/wypwv.**

PELLEX. {Vid. Concubina, Roman.)
PELLIS {Sep/jia, Sopu), the hide or skin of a quad-

ruped.

Before weaving was introduced into Europe,

there is reason to believe that its inhabitants were
universally clothed in skins. The practice contin-

ued among the less civilized nations,** and is often

ascribed by the poets to heroes and imaginary be-

ings. The following is an enumeration (>f the skins

which were thus employed either in fiction or in

real life : I. The lion's skin {Xiovr^). The story of

the Nemean lion may have been founded in fact.

The existence of these animals in Northern Greece,

Thessaly, and Macedonia, is attested by Herodotus**

and Aristotle ;** and that they were comparatively

abundant in Asia Minor is manifest from the de-

scriptions in the Homeric poems. Hence Agamem-
non, preparing to walk out from his tent by night,

puts on, instead of a blanket (vid. Pallium), the

hide of a great lion, while Menelaus clothes himself

1. (.flSlian, N. A., xr.. 10.—Aristotle, H. A., t., 9.)—S. (Ari»-

tot., H. A., viii., 5.—Adims, Append., a. v.) — 3. (iii., 82.)—

4

(ap. Phot., s. T. nt>ar«i.)—5. (Lex. Plat., s. .)—6. (Agei., e
6.)—7. (ap. Ath., vi., 271, d., e.)—8. (MOUer, Doi., iii., 4, 7
—Wachsniuth, I., i., p. 322.)—9. (Aristot., H. A., riii., 14.—Id.
iV. ix., 11.)— 10. (Tbeophrast., H. P., ii-, 13.—Adams, Append.,

s. .)—II. (Tiieopnrait., H. P., viii., 8 )— 12. (Horn., II., ixii,

140.—Adams, Append., s .)—13. (Viijr , Georg., iii., 383.—TV
cit.. Germ., 17, 46.—Orid, Trirt., iii., 10. 19.)—14. (yu., 1»|
-15. (H.A., Ti.,31.)
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(1 that of a leopard.' For this purpose the claws

Cf the lion were carefully retained, and sometimes

cavered with thin plates of gold." The manner of

\7earing the skin is described in the article Arma,

p. 93." 2. The skin of the tigress was worn in the

same manner as the lion's, covering the back from

head to foot,* and with the claws gilded.* 3. The
leopard's or panther's skin {napdaXf/) is represented

in the Iliad as worn, not only by Mcnelaus as above

quoted, but by Paris, who adorns himself with it in

the day, and in sight of the two armies.* It is also

attributed to Jason.' It was greatly admired on
account of its spots, and was thrown over the left

shoulder like a pallium.* {Vid. Dionysia, p. 365.)

The high- priest of the Egyptians wore a leopard's

skin on grand occasions.* 4. Pan wore the skin of

the lynx.'" 5. The wolfskin {Xvk^) seems to con-

stitute the dress of Amphiaraus, who is the middle

figure in the woodcut at p. 719. It was adopted as

a defence from the nightly cold by Dolon." 6. The
foxskin is attributed only to barbarous * nations,

such as the Scythae." 7. The ermine derives its

name from Armenia, with which country the an-

cients, especially the lonians, carried on a trade in

furs. Ermine skins were greatly admired for their

delicacy and softness, and were taken to Persia to

make robes for the grandees by being sewed to-

gether." 8. The doeskin, worn by Pan over his

leftside.'* (Fjrf. Nebris.) 9. The bear's skin was
constantly worn instead of the blanket (;jfXatj'a) by

Ancaeus, one of the Argonauts." 10. The bull's

hide was employed in like manner {vid. Arma, p.

93), especially that of the young bull {juvencus^').

11. The goatskin {aiylc, vukoc) is mentioned, not

only as the attribute of divine and mythological be-

mgs" ivid. tEgis), but as the common clothing of

the goatherd" and the labouring man." Neverthe-

less, the language of Varro*" implies that his coun-

trymen had ceased to clothe themselves in goat-

skins, which were abandoned to the less refined in-

habitants of Getulia and Sardinia. The uncouth

goatskin garment of the Sardinians was called

tnastruca. The term aiaipa or <ji,avpva denoted an

article of domestic furniture, which was made by

sewing together several goatskins with the hair

on." 13. The sheepskin (bia, vukoq, 6i<j>6epa) was
worn not only by the Lacedaemonian Helots, but fre-

quently by the laborious poor, as is still the case in

many parts of Europe. The lambskin was called

upvaKic, and a dress, supposed to have had a sheep-

skin sewed to it below, KaruvuKT).

The preceding statement shows that, as civiliza-

tion advanced among the Greeks and Romans, the

use of hides for clothing was gradually abandoned,

the pallium or blanket being substituted for them,

and worn very much after the same fashion. Skins,

however, continued to be used as coverings for

beds and couches,'* and as clothing for slaves and
the poor, especially in the country. The northern

nations of Europe retained the use of them in the

highest ranks of society" {pdlita Getarum curia**),

while the Greeks and Romans constantly regarded

it as a sign of rusticity and savage barbarism to be

so clothed. Hence it was matter of censure and
indignation when Rufinus, prime minister of the

1. (D., X., 22-30.) —2. (Virg., JEa., viii., 533.) —3. (Compare
Diod. Sic, i., 24 ; xvi., 44.—Virg., JEn., viii., 177 ; ix., 306.)—
4. (Virg., JEn., xi., 577.)—5. (Ckudian, De Rapt. Proserp., i.,

16-18.)-6. (II., ill., 17.)-7. (Find., Pyth., iv., 81.)-S. (Virg.,

JEn., viii., 460.1-9. (Willunsou, Man. and Cust., vol. i., p. 279.)

—10. (Ilom., Hymn, in Pana, 23, 24.)—11. (Horn., 11 , x., 334,

459.—Schol. in 11., iii., 17.)— 12. (Sen., Epist., 91.)— 13. (.«:iian,

H A. xvii« 17.— Sen., 1. c.—Justin, ii., 2, 9.—Amm. Marcell.,

xxxl., 3.)— 14. (Sil. Ital., Pun., liii., 329-335.)— 15. (Orpheus,

Argcn., 201. 202.—Compare Virg., ^n., v., 37.)— 16. IJEn., xi.,

enrS)—17. (Sil. Ital.,L c.)—is. (Theocrit., vii., 15.)—19. (Virg.,

MoR't., -2.)— 20. (De Re Rust., ii., sub fin.) — 21. (Schol. in

Ar«:oph , Aves, 122.)— 22. (Theocrit., v., 2-13, 50-58.) -23.
tlVt., U. cc.)—24. (Claudian, Bell. Get., 481.)
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Emperor Honorius, (trst occupied the seat of jus
tice in a furred robe (mocrent captiva pellito judie.

leges^). Nevertheless, the taste which now pre-

vails for the beautiful furs of the north of Europe
and Asia, as is shown by Mr. Aikin in his admira
ble essay on this subject,' made at this time a rapid

progress throughout the Roman Empire.
PELO'RIAS (TreAuptcf or -15), "a testarcon*

fish, of the genus Chaura. Athenaeus says it is sa
called from Tzelupio^, as indicating its great size

Casaubon, however, contends that the name is de
rived from Pelorus, the Sicilian promontory. Its

French name is Pelourde."

PELTA {niXTtj), a small Shield. Iphicrates, ob
serving that the ancient Clipkos was cumbrous and
inconvenient, introduced among the Greeks a much
smaller and lighter shield, from which those whf
bore it took the name of peltasicz.' (Vid. Arma, p
94 ; Army, p. 99.) It consisted principally of a

frame of wood or wickerwork,* covered with skio

or leather, without the metallic rim. ( Vid. Antvx.)»
Light and small shields of a great variety of shapes
were used by numerous nations before the adoption
of them by the Greeks. The round target {vid

Cetra) was a species of the pella, so that the an
cient Spaniards were all, as Sirabo says,* peltastae

The pelta is also said to have been quadrangular.'

The Mosynoeci, on the southern shore of theEuxinr
Sea, used peltae {yipf>a) made of the hides of whit*-

oxen with the hair on, and in shape resembling an
ivy-leaf* A light shield of similar construction

was part of the national armour of Thrace' and of

various parts of Asia, and was, on this account, at-

tributed to the Amazons, in whose hands it appears

on the works of ancient art sometimes elliptic, as

in the bronzes of Siris (woodcut, p. 598), and at

other times variously sinuated on the margin, but

most commonly with a semicircular indentation on

one side {lunatis pellis^"). An elegant form of the

pelta is exhibited in the annexed woodcut, taken

from a sepulchral urn in the Capitoline Museum at

Rome, and representing Penthesilea, queen of the

Amazons, in the act of offering aid to Priam.

Notwithstanding the general absence of metal.

the pelta was sometimes ornan^nted." That homo

1. (Claudian in Rufin., ii., 82-86 )—2. (Illustrations of Art*

and Manufactures, Lond., 1841, p. 130, 131.)— 3. (Diod. Sic,

XV., 44.—Com. Nep., Iphic, i., 3.)— 4. (Xen., Anab., ii., 1. 1, fi.>

—5. (Timieus, Lex. Plat., s. v.)— 6. (iii., 3, p. 436, ed. Siebei

kee8.)-7. (Schol. in Thufyd., ii.,29.)—8. (Xen., Anab., 4, I) 11

—Plin., H. N., xii., 5, 11.) —9. (Thucyd., ii., 29.— Eurip., Al-

cest., 516. -Id. Rhes., 407.—Max. Tyr., Diss., vii.)—10 (V:rg.,

JBn., J., 480 : xi 663.)—11 (Vii«.. iEu.. vii.. 743.)
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by Telanion in the attack on the Calydonian boar

was adorned with a golden eagle.'

'PE'NHLOPS (nriveXof), the Atuu Petulopt, or

Widgeon. {Vid. An^s.)
PENE'ST.M (n-ct'taraj), probably from ireveadni,

operari* The Pcnestae of Thessaly are generally

conceived to have stood in nearly the same relation

to their Thessalian lords as the Helots of Laconia

did to the Dorian Spartans, althoujijh their condition

seems to have been, on the whole, superior.* They
were the descendants of the old Pelasgic or ./Eolian

inhabitants of Thessaly proper, and the following

account is given of them by an author called Ar-

chemachus, in his Euboica.* "The^EoIian Boeo-

tians who did not emigrate when their country,

Thessaly, was conquered by the Thessalians,* sur-

rendered themselves to the victors on condition

that they sliouJd not be carried out of the country

(whence, he adds, they were fonnerly called Mivea-

rai, but afterward nevearai) nor be put to death,

but should cultivate the land for the new owners
of the soil, paying, by way of rent, a portion of the

produce of it : and many of them are richer than

their masters." They were also called Adrpetc- It

appears, then, that they occupied an intermediate

position between freemen and purchased slaves,

being reduced to servitude by conquest, and resem-
bling, in their fixed payments, the 'EKTrjfiopioi of

Attica. Moreover, they were not subject to the

whole community, but belonged to particular houses,

whence also they were called BeaaaTioiKirai. They
were very numerous, for instance, in the families

of the Alcuadse and Scopadae.' We may add, that

among the Thessalian Penestae Theopompus in-

cludes the descendants of the conquered Magnesians
and Perrha^bians,^ a statement which can only ap-

ply to a part of these nations, as, though reduced to

dependance, they were not made entirely subject.*

From a passage in Demosthenes,* it appears that

the Penesta? sometimes accompanied their masters
to battle, and fought on horseback, as their knights

or vassals : a circumstance which need not excite

surprise, as Thessaly was so famous for cavalry.

The Penestae of Thessaly also resembled the Laco-
n:an Helots in another respect, for they often rose

up in arms against their lords." There were Pe-
nestae among the Macedonians also."

PENETRA'LE. {Vtd. Templom.)
*PE'NIA (TTjjf^iu), an insect noticed by Aristotle,

which Schneider suggests may have been the Pha-
lana gcomclrica}*

PENICILLUS. {Vid. Paintino, p. 702.)

PENTACOSIOMEDIMNI. {Vii. Cbnbob.)
PENTAI/ITHOS (TrrvruAteof). (Vid. Gymna-

•iCM, p. 493.)

PENTAPHYLLON {mvTu<fvTa.ov). " We may
be certain," says Adams, " that we are not far from
the truth in setting this down for the Tormentilla

ojicirialia, or common Tormentil, although the re-

Bcmlilance between it and its cognate genus, the Po-
tnitilla, be so great, that, in all probability, the an-

cients sometimes applied the same name to both."
PENTATHLON {nevTadT^ov, quinquertium) was,

next to the pancratium, the most beautiful of all

athletic performances.'* It does not appear to have
been known in the heroic ages of Greece, although
Apoliodorus," according to the usual practice of la-

ter times, describes Perseus as killing Acrisius in

I. (Eurip. Meleae. Fr., 3.)— 2. (Dioiiys. Hal., ii., 9.)— 3.

tPlat., Leif., vi., p. 778.)—4. (Athen . ri., p. 2«4.)—5. (Compare
Tbucvil., i., 12.)—fl. rTheoo., xvi., 35.—Mailer, Dor., iii., 4, 6.)

7. (Athpn., vi.. p. 205.)-8. (Hcro<l., viii., 132.—MOller, 1. c.)

—g. (c. A- • ••-- D— 10. (Aristot.. Pol., ii.. 6.)—11. (MUller,

I. c. — N\ I . i., 188. - Thirlwall, His*., of Greece, i.,

437.- <: lIpIl.,App., c. 22.)— 12. (AriitoL, H. A., v.,

17.)— 13. (1 ....,.„. M,i.. H. P., jr., 13.— DioKor., It., 42.—Adamt,
Append., i. ».)—14. (lI»r»J., ix., 33 —Paai., iii., II, •.)— 15.

ii, 4.44.)

the pentathlon, and although its invention was ai

tributed to Peleus.' These accounts are fabulou* •

the pentathlon was not practised until the time
when the great national games of Greece began t^

flourish. The persons engaged in it were calleil

pentathli (irevTad^ot*). The pentathlon consiatrd
of five distinct kinds of games, viz., leaping (&.'/^a),

footrace (SpSfio^), the throwing of the discus (dia*oc),

the throwing of the spear {aiyvwoc or uKovrir^-),

and wrestling (irdAi;),* which were all performed in

one day and in a certain order, one after the other,

by the same aihlette.* The pentathlon was intro-

duced in the Olympic games in 01. 18, and we may
presume that soon after this it was also introduced

at the other national games, as well as at some of
the less important festivals, such as the Erotidia in

Thespiae.*

The order in which the different games of the
pentathlon followed one another has been the sub-

ject of much discussion in modern times. The
most probable opinion, however, is Bockh's,* which
has been adopted by Dissen, Krause, and otberN,

although G. Hennann has combated it in a little

work called De Sogenis Aigineta victoria quinquert.,

Lipsiae, 1822. The order adopted by Bockh is as
follows: 1. The u^fia. This was the most promi-
nent part of the pentathlon, and was sometimes
used to designate the whole game. It was accom-
panied by flute-music.^ Other writers, as Pausa-
nias himself," and Plutarch,* speak as if the whole
pentathlon had been accompanied by the llute, but

in these passages the whole game seems to be men-
tioned instead of that particular one which formed
the chief part of it. 2. The footrace. 3. The dis-

cus. 4. The throwing of the spear. 5. Wrestling.

In later times, probably after 01. 77, the footrace

may have been the fourth game instead of the sec-

ond, so that the three games which gave to the
pentathlon its peculiar character, viz , leaping, dis-

cus, and the spear, preceded the footrace and ••wrest-

ling, and thus formed the so-called rpiayiiog. The
footrace of the pentathlon was probably the simple
stadion or the diaulos, and not a race in armour, as
has been supposed by some ; for the statues of the

victors in the pentathlon are never seen with a

shield, but only with the halteres ; besides which, it

should be- remembered that the race in armour was
not introduced at Olympia until 01. 65," while the

pentathlon had been performed long before that

time. It is, moreover, highly improbable that even
after 01. 65 the race in armour should have formetl

a part of the pentathlon. In 01. 38 the pentathlon

for boys was introduced at Olympia, but it was only

exhibited this one time, and afterward abolisiied."

In leaping, racing, and in throwing the discus or

spear, it was easy enough to decide who won the

victory, even if several athletae took part in it and
contended for the prize simultaneously. In wrest-

ling, however, no more than two persons could be

engaged together at a time, and it is not clear how
the victory was decided if there were several pairs

of wrestlers. The arrangement probably was, that

if a man had conquered his antagonist, he might be-

gin a fresh contest with a second, third, &c., and he
who thus conquered the greatest number of adver-

saries was the victor. It is difllcult to conceive in

what manner the prize was awarded to the victor in

the whole pentathlon ; for an athletae might be con-

quered in one or two games and be victorious in the

others, whereas it can have occurred but seldom

1. (Schol. ad Find., Nem., rii., II.)— 2. (Herod., ix.. 75.-

Paui., 1., 89, If 4.)—3. (Soliol. ad Plat., Amat., p. 135.—Simonj-
dei in Anthol. Palat., torn, ii., p. 626, ed. Jncotw.)—4. (Scfcol.

ad Soph., El., 691.- Paus., iii., 11, « 6.)—5. (Biiclih. Cor. \naa.,

. 1590.)-6. (Comment, ad Pind., Nem., »ii.. 71 , Ac.)—7. (Paua,

T., T, 4. -Id., v., 17. « 4.)—8. (Ti., 14, « 5.)- -9. (De Ifoa., e

16.)—10 (Paua., t., 8, 3.)— 11. (Paua.. ., 9, « I.)
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taat oiie and the same man gained the victory in

all the five. Who of the pentalhli, then, was the

victor! Modern writers have said that the prize

was either awarded to h.m who had heen victorious

in all the five games, or to the person who had con-

quered his antagonist in at least three of the games
;

but nothing can be determined on this point with

any certainty. That the decision as to who was to

be rewarded was considered difficult by the Greeks
themselves, seems to be implied by the fact that at

Olympia there were three hellanodicaj for the pen-

tathlon alone.'

As regards the rpiay/ioc mentioned above, sever-

al statements of ancient writers suggest that the

whole of the pentathlon was not always performed

regularly, and from beginning to end ; and the

words by which they designate the abridged game,
Tpiayfioq, uTTorpiu(eiv, and rpial nepielvai, lead us to

suppose that the abridged contest only consisted of

three games, and most probably of those three

which gave to the pentathlon its peculiar character,

viz., leaping, and throwing the discus and the spear.'

The reason for abridging the pentathlon in this man-
ner may have been the wish to save time, or the

circumstance that athletae who had been conquered
in the first three games were frequently discouraged,

and declined continuing the contest. When the

triagmos was introduced at Olympia is not men-
tioned anywhere, but Krause infers, with great

probability, from Pausanias,' that it was in 01. 77.

The pentathlon required and developed very great

elasticity of all parts of the body, whence it was
principally performed by young men ;* and it is

probably owing to the fact that this game gave to

all parts of the body their harmonious development,
that Aristotle* calls the pentathli the most hand-
some of all athleta;. The pentathlon was, for the

same reason, also regarded as very beneficial in a
medical point of view ; and the Elean Hysmon, who
had, from his childiiood, suffered from rheumatism,
wao cured by practising the pentathlon, and became
one of the most distinguished athletaj.' (Compare
(jr. Fr. Philipp, De pentalhlo sive quinquertio commen-
talio, Berlin, 1827.—Krause, Gymnastik und Agon-
istik (lev Hellenen, p. 476-497.)

nENTHKOSTH', a duty of two per cent, levied

upon all exports and imports at Athens.' Thus it

was levied on corn,* which, however, could only be
imported, exportation being prohibited by law ;'

and also on woollen cloth, and other manufactured
goods.*" On imports the duty was payable on the
unloading;"' on exports, probably, when they were
put on board. The money was collected by persons
called TTEVTTjKoaToloyoi, who kept a book in which
they entered all customs received. Demosthenes
refers to their entry {imoypa^fj) to prove that a ship
was not laden with more than a certain quantity of
goods." The merchant who paid the duty was said
irevTTjKovTEVEaOai. Ail the customs appear to have
been let to farm, and probably from year to year.
They were let to liie highest bidders by the ten
nulTjTai, acting under the authority of the senate.
The farmers were called reMvai, and were said
iivdadai ryv nevTTjKoar^v. They might either collect
the duty themselves, or employ others for that pur-
pose. Several persons often joined together in the
speculation, in which case the principal, in whose
name the bidding took j)lace, and who was respon-
sible to the state, was called upx<^vi}i or reXuvapxvC-

\. (Pans., v., 9, ^ 5 ) — 2. (Dion Chrysost., Aioy., i., p. 279,
»d. Rciske.—Schol. ad Aristid. ap. Phot., Cod., p. 409, Bekker.
MODer, Archffiol. d. Kun8t,M23, 3.)—3. (v., 9, ^ 3.)—4. (Schol.
ad Plat., Amat., p. 135, D., &c..)—b. (Rhet., i., 5.)—6. (Paus.,
Ti., 3, ^ 4.)—7. (Uarpocr., 8. V. ntiTijfcooT;?.)—8. (Deraosth., c.
Neer., J353.)—9. (Demoslh., c. Lacr., 941.)-10. (Demosth., c
Meid , 558.) — 11. (Demosth , c Lacr., 932.) — 12. (c. Fuorm.,
109.)
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Sureties were usually required.* Whether the cua-
toms on different articles of merchandise were farm-
ed altogether or separately, does not appear. The
corn-duty, at least, was kept distinct :* and this wan
the case with another tax.' With respect lo thn
amount of the revenue derived from this source, the
reader may consult Bockh, Staalshaush. der Ath., i.,

337-342. The irevrriKoaTfi has been thought by some
to he the same with the e}J,ifiivi.ov mentioned by Pol-
lux ;* but this was more probably a duty paid for the
use of the harbour, whether goods were unladen or
not, and was perhaps the same as the kKaroar^,
mentioned by Xenophon' as being paid by foreign
ships entering the Piraeus, and alluded to by Aris-
tophanes.' Bockh's conjecture, that, besides a per-

sonal harbour due, a duty was levied of one pej
cent, on all the goods on board, appears less prob-
able ; for it would be unreasonable to exact a cus-
toms duty on goods not landed ; and if they were
lo be landed, why should the irevTrjKoar^ be re
quired in addition to the iKaroaTr/V

PENTECOS'TYS {nEVTTjKoaTv^). (ViJ. A but.
Greek, p. 98.)

*PENTELTCUM MARMOR (UevreXiKoc XiOoo,
Pentelic Marble, obtained from Mount Pentelicus,
near Athens, the modern name of which is Pen-
dele. With this marble the Parthenon was built, as
also the Temple of Ceres at Eleusis. Many cele-

brated statues were made of it. Its grain is finer

than the Parian, but it does not retain its polish

and beauty so well as the latter, being less homo-
geneous, and, consequently, more liable to decom-
position.'

*PEP'ERI (iTETTEpt), Pepper. " Theophrastus de-
scribes the two kinds of pepper, (hrrdv 6' avTov t6
jivog, TO fXEv yap GTpoyyvXov, to 6e 7rp6/j.rjKe{. The
former is the while, the other the black Pepper. So-
linus and Pliny give a full account of the ancient
Peppers, containing, however, some errors, arising
from want of information. Dr. Hill says ' the old

est Greek writers knew the three kinds of pepper
in use at present, and have described them very
well, although they erred in supposing them the
fruit of the same plant in different degrees of ma-
turity.' The plant which produces both the black
and white kinds is named Fipcr nigrum ; that which
produces the long. Piper longum."^
PEPLIS and PEPLUS {nEnTilg, -of ), t\^o species

of Spurge, namely, the Euphorbia Peplis and Pe-
plus.">

PEPLUM (TrerrAof), a Shawl, differing from the
scarf {vid. Chlamys) in being much larger, and from
the blanket (vid. Paluum) in being finer and thinner,

and also consid€rably larger. It was sometimes
used as a cover to protect valuable articles of furni-

ture" or to adorn a throne," but most commonJyas
a part of the dress of females ;" although instances
occur, even among the Greeks, in which it is v/orn
by the other sex, unless we suppose the term to be
in these instances improperly put for <pupog.^* la
Persia and other Eastern cmmtries, the shawl waa
no doubt worn anciently, as it is at the present day,
by both sexes.'* Also in Bacchanalian processions
it was worn by men, both in allusion to Oriental

habits, and because they then avowedly assumed
the dress of females." This was commonly the

1. (Demosth., c. Timocr., 713.— Andoc., Do Myst., 17, ed
Steph.— Waohsmuth, II., i., 152.) — 2. (Demosth., c. Neajr.
1353.)—3. (/Esch., c. Timarch., 16.)—4. (viii., 132; ix., 30.)—
5. (De Rep. Ath.,)., 17.)—6. (Vesp., 658.)—7. ( Fid. Biickh, Id.,

343.)—8. (Theophrast., De Lapid., 14.—Adams, Append., s. v.;

—9. (Theophrast., II. P., ix., 22.—Dioscor., ii., 188.—Solinus,
Polyh., 65.—Plin., H. N., xii., 14.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 10.

(Dioscor., iv., 165, 166.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— II. (Horn. II.,

v., 191.)— 12. (Od., vii., 96.)— 13. (Ilom., II., v., 315, 734, 73i.—
Id. ib., viii., 384.—Od., xv., 123-128.—/avrfj: II., xiv., 178.—Eu-
rip., Hec, 1013.—Id., Med., 791.—Thcocrit., i., 33.)— 14. (En-
rip., Ion, 1033.— Theocrit., vii., 17.) — 15. (.Esch., P€:8., SOi
474, 1080, 1061.)- 16. (Eurip., Bacch., 783-791.J
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([arment which the Orientals rent as an expression

of rage or grief Women of high rank wore their

shawls so long as to trail upon the ground (TpudSag

iXKcai7ri7T}.ovi * 'EXivv navvnenXof*). A shawl was

sometimes wrapped about the head during sleep.*

Like all other pieces of cloth used for the Amictus,

it was often fastened by means of a brooch (vid.

Fibula*), and was thus displayed upon the statues

of female divinities, such as Diana* and the goddess

Rome.' It was, however, frequently worn without

I brooch, in the manner represented in the annexed

vondcut, which is copied from one of Sir Wm.

Familton's vases.* Each of the females in this

group wears a shift falling down to her feet {vid.

Tunica), and over it an ample shawl, which she

passers entirely round her body, and then throws the

loose extremity of it over her left shoulder and be-

hind her ba'-k, as is distinctly seen in the sitting

figure. The shawl was also often worn so as to

^over the head while it enveloped the body, and
more especially on occasion of a funeral (see wood-
cuts, p. 458), or of a marriage, when a very splen-

did shawl (jraffTof') was worn by the bride. The
following woodcut'" may be supposed to represent

k
lh< inoiiient wht-n the bride, so veiled, is delivered

to her husband at the door of the nuptial chamber.

1. (iE»chyl.. U. cc—Eurip., IIcc, 55,V555.—Xen., Cyrop.,
:n., I, « 13.— Id. ib., lii., 3, « 67.—Id. ib., t., 1, «.)—2. (Horn., II.,

iri.,442.)—3. (Od.,iv.,305.)—4. (ApoUon. Rhod., iv., 1294, 1314,

1351. )-n5. (Soph., Trach., 920.—Callim., Lav. Pall., TO.—Apol-
lon. Rhod., iii., 833.)—6. (Brunclc, Anal., iii.,206.)—7. (Apollin,

Sidin., Carm., v., 18.)—8. (rol. iii., pi. 58.)—9. (1 Maccob., 1.,

«7 }—10 (from Bnitoli Admir. Rom. Ant., pi. 57.)
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He wears the Pallium only ; she has a long shif*

beneath her shawl, and is supported by the pronu-

ba. Thus veiled the poets represented Aurora and
Night, but with this difference, that the one arose

expanding a shawl dyed with saffron {KpoKonen^
'H(jf'), whereas a black one enveloped the othei

(//eX<i/i7re7r/lof Nvf). In reference to the bridal

shawl, the epithet naarot^opog was given to Venus.*
Of all the productions of the Iooqi, shawls wero

those on which the greatest skill and labour were
bestowed. So various and tasteful were the sub-

jects which they represented, that poets delighted

to describe them. The art of weaving them was
entirely Oriental (^apCdpuv vctiuafiara*) : those of the

most splendid dyes and curious workmanship were
imported from Tyre and Sidon :* a whole book was
written by Polemo "concerning the Shawls at Car-

thage."* Hence " Shawls" (TrcTrXot*) was one of the

titles of works of an imaginative or descriptive

character, and was adopted to intimate the variety

of their subjects, and the beautiful mode of display

ing them. A book, intended to depict some of the

characters in the Iliad, and denominated "The
Shawl," was ascribed to Aristotle." As a specimen
of the subjects delineated, a shawl may be men-
tioned which exhibited the frame of the world.*

Euripides describes one which represented the sun,

moon, and stars, and which, with various others

containing hunting-pieces and a great variety of

subjects, belonged to the Temple of Apollo at Del-

phi, and was used to form a magnificent tent for

the purpose of an entertainment ;'• for it is to be

observed, that stores of shawls were not only kepit

by wealthy individuals," but often constituted a

very important part of the treasures of a temple,"
having been presented to the divinity on numerous
occasions by suppliants and devotees." {Vid. Do-
naria, p. 376, Panathen.«a, Pastophorus.)
PER CONDICTIO'NEM. This legis actio, says

Gaius, was so called because the plaintiff gave no-

tice to the defendant to be present on the thirtieth

day after the notice, in order that a judex might be

appointed. It was an actio in personam, and ap-

plicable to those cases in which the plaintiff required

the defendant to give something {qua inlendit dan
oportere). This legis actio was introduced by a lex

Silia in the case of a fixed sum of money [cerla pe-

cunia), and by a lex Sempronia in the case of any
definite thing. Gains observes that it does not ap-

pear why this form of action was needed, for in a
case of dari oportere there was the sacramentum
and the per judicis postulationem. The name con-

dictio was applied to actiones in personam, after the

legis actiones fell into disuse, though improperly, for

the notice {denuntiatio) whence the legis actio took

its name was discontinued.'*

PER JUDICIS POSTULATIO'NEM was one
of the legis actiones. The passage in Gains is

wanting in which this form of action is describei'

It was applicable to a great variety of cases, and io

some cases the same as the sacramentum was ap-

plicable. {Vid. Per Condictionem.)
PER MANUS INJECTIO'NEM. {Vid. Manih

Injectio.)

PER PI'GNORIS CAPIO'NEM or CAPTIO'-
NEM. This was one of the legis actiones, or old

forms of procedure, which in some ca^eo was found-
ed on custom {mos), in others on enactments {Itz).

It was founded on military usage in t..c following

1. (Horn., II., viii., 1.—Id. ibT, ixiii., 227.)—2. (Eurip., Ion,

1150.)—3. (Brunck, Anal., iii., 4.)— 4. (Eurip., Ion, 1159.)—

5

(Horn., II., vi.. 289-294.)—<5. (Athen.,xii.,p.541.)—7. (Clein.Al
ex., Strom., vi., 1, p. 736, ed. Potter. )—8. (Eustath. in II., ii., 557..—9. (Mart. Capella, L. vi., in Maittaire's " Corpus Poetarum,"
vol. ii., p. 1446.) — 10. (Ion, 1141-1162.) — 11. (Horn., Od., xr,
104-108.)— 12. (Eurip., Ion, 329, 330.)— 13. (Horn., II., vi., »1-
304. —Vire., JEd.., i., 480.— Id., Cir., 21-35.)— 14. (Gaiui» tr

,

18, *o.)
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tdties. A soldier might seize as a pledge (pignus

eapere) anything belonging to the person who had

to distribute the aes militare, in case he did not

make the proper payments ; he might also make a

seizure in respect of the money due to him for the

purchase of a horse (its equcstre), and also in re-

spect of the allowance for the food of his horse {tes

hordiarium). The law of the Twelve Tables allowed

a pignoris capio in respect of pay due for the hire of

a beast, when the hire-money was intended for a

sacrifice. By a special law (the name is not legi-

ble in the MS. of Gaius) the publicani had the right

pignoris capionis in respect of vectigalia publica

which were due by any lex. The thing was seized

( pignus capiebatur) with certain formal words, and
for this reason it was hy some considered to be a

legis actio. Others did not allow it to be a legis

ctio, because the proceeding was extra jus, that is,

not before the praetor, and generally, also, in the

absence of the person whose property was seized.

The pignus could also be seized on a dies nefastus,

or one on which a legis actio was not permitted.

It appears from a passage of Gaius, in which he
speaks of the legal fiction that was afterward in-

troduced into the formula by which the publicani

recovered the vectigalia, that the thing seized was
only taken as a security, and was redeemed by pay-

ment of the sum of money in respect of which it

was seized. In case of non-payment, there must,
however, have been a power of sale, and, accord-

ingly, this pignoris capio resembles in all respects a
pignus proper, except as to the want of consent on
the part of the person whose property was seized.

It does not appear whether this legis actio was the

origin of the law of pledge, as subsequently devel-

oped, but it seems not improbable.*

PERA, dim. PE'RULA (7r;?pa), a Wallet, made
f leather, worn suspended at the side by rustics

nd by travellers to carry their provisions,' and
adopted, in imitation of them, by the Cynic philoso-

phers.' (Vid. Baculus.) The cup for drinking

was carried in ths wallet.* The sower carried a

wallet depending from his right shoulder to hold his

seed * The annexed woodcut is the representation
of a goatherd with his staff and wallet, from the

••olumn of Theodosius, formerly at Constantinople.*

). (Gnius, iv., 26, &c.— Cic, Verr., lii., 11. — " Pignoris ca-

pio " Cell., vii., 10.) —2. (Mart., xiv., 81.) — 3. (Diog. Laert.,

Ti., 13.— Bruiick, Anal., t., 223.— Id. ib., ii., 22, 28.— Au»on.,

E|iigr., f3.) — 4. (Senec, Epist., 91.)— 5. (Bruiick, Anal., ii,,

815.)-6. ^Mene8lrie^, D6icr. dela Col. Hi«t. Par., 1702, pi. 16.)
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*PERC'A {KipuT)), the Perch. The River Perch,
or Perca Jlumatilis, is noticed by Aristotle, -Elian,
Dioscorides, Pliny, &c. ; the Sea Perch, or Perca.

marina, by Aristotle, Oppian, Ovid, Pliny, iMarcel-

lus Sideta, «&c.'

PERCNOP'TERUS. {Vid. Aquila.)
PERCNUS. (Ftrf. Aquila.)
PERDIC'ION {nepdiKiov), a plant, most proba-

bly, as Adams thinks, the Pellitory of the Wall, oi

Pariclaria officinalis, which Sibthorp says still re
tains the name of nepdiKUKL in Greece. It is the
tX^ivT] erepa of Dioscorides '

•PERDIX {nepdL^), the Partridge, or Tclrao Pet
dix. " Athenaeus, I believe, is the only ancient au-
thor who takes notice of the Red-legged Partridge,

or Tetraorufus,!,., sometimes called Perdix Graca.
Gesner mentions that it is called 'the Quail' by
the Italians." The Tetrao mfus is brought from
Cephallenia to Zante, says Sibthorp, where it is

kept in cages to sing, or, rather, call. The Red-
legged and Gray Partridge were both seen in the
vicinity of Salonica by Mr. Hawkins. The former
frequented entirely the rocks and hills, the latter

the cultivated ground in the plain.'

PERDUE'LLIO. ( Vid. Majestas, p. f509.)

PERDUELLIO'NIS DUU'MVIRI were two offi-

cers or judges appointed for the purpose of trying

persons who were accused of the crime of perduel-

lio. Niebuhr believes that they were the same as
the quaBstjores parricidii, and Walter* agrees with
him, though in a later part of his work* he admits
that they were distinct. It appears from a compar-
ison of the following passages—Liv., i., 26.—Dig.

1, tit 2, s. 2, $ 23.—Fest.,*. v. Parici and Sororium
—either that some of the ancient writers confound
the duumviri perduellionis and the qusestores parri-

cidii, or that, at least during the kingly period, they
were the same persons ; for, in giving an account of

the same occurrence, some writers call the judge*
quaestores parricidii, while others call them duum-
viri perduellionis. After the establishment of the

Republic, however, there can be no doubt that they

were two distinct offices, for the quaestores were
appointed regularly every year, whereas the duura
viri were appointed very rarely, and only in cases

of emergency, as had been the case during the

kingly period.* Livy' represents the duumviri per-

duellionis as being appointed by the kings, but from
Junius Gracchanus* it appears that they were pro-

posed by the king and appointed by the populus

(reges populi siiffragio creabant). During the early

part of the Republic they were appointed by the

comitia curiata, and afterward by the comitia cen-

turiata, on the proposal of the consuls.' In the

case of Rabirius (B.C. 63), however, this custom
was violated, as the duumviri were appointed by

the praetor instead of by the comitia centuriata."

In the time of the emperors, no duumviri perduel-

lionis were ever appointed.

The punishment for those who were found guilty

of perduellio was death : they were either hanged
on the arbor ivfclix, or thrown from the Tarpeian

Rock. But when the duumviri found a person

guilty, he might appeal to the people (in early times

the populus, afterward the comitia centuriata), as

was done in the first case which is on record," and

in the last, which is that of Rabirius, whom Cicero

1. (Aristot., H. A., vi., 14. — Id. ib., ii., n. — JEWxa, N. A.,

xiv.. 23.—Dioscor., M. M., ii., 35.—Plin., xxiii., 9.— Id., ix., 16

— Ovid, Ilal., 112.— Adams, Append., s. v.)— 2. (Theophrast

,

H. P., i., 11.— Dioscor., i v., 86. — Adams, Append, s. V.) —

3

(Aristot., II. A., i., 1.—Adams, Append., s. v.) —4. (Gesch. dei

ROm. Rechts, p. 24, note 19.) — 5. (p. 855, note 20.) — 6. (Liv.,

ii., 41.—Id., vi., 20.—Dion Cass., xxxvii., 27.)—7. (i., 26.)— 8.

(Dig. 1, tit. 13, 1.—Compare Tacit.. Ann., li., 22.)—9. (Dig.

1, tit. 2, s. 2, I) 23.- Cic, Pro Rabir., 4, Ac.) — 10. (Dio«

Cass., 1 c—Cic, 1. c—Suet., Jul 12.)—11. (Lit., i., 26.)
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defendc'l before the people in the oration still ex-

tant. Marcus Horatius, who had slain his sister,

was acquitted, but was nevertheless obliged to un-

dergo some symbolical punishment, as he had to

pass under a yoke with his head covered. The
house of those who were executed for perduellio

was razed to the ground, and their relatives were
not allowed to mourn for them '

PEKEGRrNUS, a stranger or foreigner. In an-

cient times the word peregrinus was used as synon-

ymous with hostis,* but in the times of which we
have historical records, a peregrinus was any per-

son who was not a Roman citizen, though he might
belong to an allied people, for the allied Latins and
Hernicans are called peregrini,* and even the ple-

beians are sometimes designated by this name. AH
peregrini were either connected with Rome by ties

of hospitality, or they were not. Respecting the

former, vid. Hospitium. The latter, if they had any
business to transact at Rome, required a patronus,

who undertook the management of their causes in

the courts of justice. When the dominion of Rome
became extended over a great part of Italy, whole
towns and nations sometimes entered into the re-

lation of client to some influential Roman, who then

acted as their patronus. But in B.C. 247 a second
praetor {ptxtor -peregrinus) was appointed for the
purpose of administering justice in matters between
such peregrini as had taken up their abode at Rome.
{Vid. Pr.«tor.) Whether a peregrinus had com-
mercium or connubium with Rome depended upon
the relation of his native country or town to Rome.
The number of such peregrini who lived in the city

of Rome appears to have had an injurious influence

upon the poorer classes of Roman citizens, whence,
on some occasions, they were driven out of the

city. The first example of this kind was set in

B.C. 127, by the tribune M. Junius Pennus.* They
were expelled a second time by the tribune C. Pa-
pius, in B.C. 66.* The same measure was some-
times also adopted by the early emperors.' As
peregrini were not citizens, they had none of the

rights of citizens ; their existence at Rome was
merely an act of toleration on the part of the Ro-
mans.

During the last period of the Republic and the first

centuries of the Empire, all the free inhabitants of the

Roman world were, in regard to their political rights,

either Roman citizens, or Latins, or peregrini, and
the latter had, as before, neither commercium nor
connubium with the Romans. They were either free

provincials or citizens who had forfeited their civitas,

and were degraded to the rank of peregrini.' or a
certain clafas of freedmcn, called peregrini dediticii.*

{Vid. Ditr-iTicH.) The most numerous class was,
of course, that consisting of free provincials, many
of whom also lived at Rome and in Italy. In mat-
ters concerning their own families or their prop-

erty, they enjoyed in Roman courts of justice all

those rights which the jus gentium claimed for

them,* and even parts of the Roman law were trans-

ferred and applied to them." If a peregrinus died

at Rome, his property went either to the asrarium,

or, if he had a patronus. the latter succeeded to it

jure applicationis.'* In the provinces, also, the per-

egrini were allowed to live acceding to their own
laws and customs."* It appears that, from the time

of the Marsic war, the peregrini were allowed to

jerve in the Roman armies. The Jews alone seem

I. (Diif 3, tit. 2. a. 11, S.)—2. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., ir., p.

I, Bip.—Cic, De Off., i., 12.)—3. (Liv.. iil.. 5.—Id., v., 19.— Id.,

#iii., 5.)- 4. (Cic, Ue OflT.. iii., 11.— Id., Brut., 28.—Fest., s. v.

Rpipublica.)—5. (Cic. De Off., iii.. II.—Dion Caas., ixxvii.,9.)

-6. (Suet., Ortar., 42.)—7. (Suet., Claud., l(i.— Dip. 2, tit. 4,

«. 10, B.) — 8. (Plin., Bpitt.. X., 4.)— 9. (Gaius. iii., 93, 132,

133.)— 10. (Gaiut. i., 47 ; i"., 37.)- 11. (Cic, De Oral., i., 39.)

-12. (G» at, i., 92 ; iii., 06, 120, 134.)

to have formed an exception on account of thfi;

religious duties.' This service in the Roman ar-

mies was in many cases the first step towards llu

civitas, for many were made citizens after the tiim.

of their service had elapsed ; and in the reign of M.
Aurelius, provincials are even said to have obtained

the civitas immediately on their enlisting in the

armies.* Since, in the reign of Antoninus Caracal-

la,* all the free inhabitants of the Empire were made
cives Romani, peregrini henceforth no longer exist-

ed within the boundaries of the Empire, except in

cases when barbarians, not subject to it, entered
the Roman armies, or when new conquests were
made, and in the case of peregrini dediticii. But,

on the whole, it may be said that the Romans at

that time divided the inhabitants of the whole world
into Romans and barbarians.*

PE'RGULA appears to have been a kind of

booth or small house, which afforded scarcely any
protection except by its roof, so that those who
passed by could easily look into it. It served both
as a workshop* and a stall where things were ex-

hibited for sale. We find, for in.stance, that paint-

ers exhibited their works in a pergula, that they

might be seen by those who passed by ;• and Apel-

les is said to have concealed himself in his pergula,

behind his pictures, that he might overhear the re-

marks of tiiose who looked at them.' Such places

were occupied by persons who, either by working
or sitting in them, wished to attract the attention

of the public. Hence we find them inhabited by

poor philosophers and grammarians, who gave in-

struction, and wished to attract notice in order to

obtain pupils.*

It should be observed that scholars do not agree

as to the real meaning of pergula : Scaliger* de-

scribes it as a part of a house built out into the

street, as in some old houses of modern times ; Er-

nesti'* thinks that a pergula is a little room in the

upper part of a house, which was occasionally used

by poor philosophers as an observatory. But neither

of these two definitions is so applicable to all the

passages in which the word occurs -w 'hat which
we have proposed.

PERICLYM'ENON (TTfpt/cXu/ifvci/), the common
Honeysuckle or Woodbine, the Lonicera periclyme-

non. Some botanical writers, however, prefer the

other species, namely, the L. caprifvlium.^^

PERIDEIPNON {nepideiTTVov). {Vid. Fdnds, p.

458.)

PERKECI {mplotKoi). This word properly de-

notes the inhabitants of a district lying around some
particular locality, but is generally used to describe

a dependant population, living without the waiis or

in the country provinces of a dominant city, and,

although personally free, deprived of the enjoyment
of citizenship, and the political rights conferred by

it The words cvvoikoi and fiETomot have an anal-

ogous meaning.
A political condition such as that of the TrtpioiKot

of Greece, and like the vassalage of the Germanic
nations, could hardly have originated in anything

else than foreign conquest, and the nepioiKoi of
Laconia furnish a striking illustration of this. Their
origin dates from the Dorian conquest of the Pelo-

ponnesus, when the old inhabitants of the country,

the Achaians, submitted to their conquerors on cer-

tain conditions, by which, according to Ephorus,"

1. (Joaeph., Ant. Jud., xiv., 10, 11-19.)— 2. (Walter. Gw
chiclitede»Ram.Rechts,p.330,n.91.)—3.(21 l-217.)-4.(SidoB
ApoU.. Epist.. i., 6.) — 5. (Diif. 5, tit. 1, s. 19.) — 6. (Lucil. ap

Lactam., i., 22.) -7. (Plin., H. N.. xxxv., 36, I) 12.—Salmaa. ad

Script. Hut. Aug.. p. 458. 459.)—8. (Suet., Octay.. 94.—De II

lualf. Grammat., 18. — Fhiv. Vopin., Satumin., 10.— Jot., zi.,

131 )_9. (ad Plaut., Pseud., i., 2, 79.)— 10. (ad Suet., OctaT,

94.;—11. (Dio«cor.,iv , 14.—Adams Append., •. T.)—12. (Strabo

Till., p. 304.)
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lliey were left in possession of their private rights

of citizenship \laoTifda.), such as the right of inter-

marriage with the Dorians, and also of their polit-

ical franchise. They suffered, indeed, a partial

deprivation of their lands, and were obliged to sub-

mit to a king of foreign race, but still they remained

equal in law to their conquerors, and were eligible

to all offices of state except the sovereignty. 'I<t6-

vojiot ficTEXovre^ /cat noXireiac Kal upxiiuv.^ But
this state of things did not last long : in the next
generation after the conquest, either from the lust

of increased dominion on the part of the Dorians,

or from an unsuccessful attempt by the Achaians to

rCi^ain their independence, the relation between the

two parties was changed. The Achaians were re-

duced from citizens to vassals ; they were made
tributary to Sparta (avvTeXecc), and their lands were
subjected to a tax, perhaps not so much for the

sake of revenue as in token of their dependance ;'

they lost their rights of citizenship {laoTijxia), such
as that of intermarriage with the Dorians, the right

of voting in the general assembly, and their eligibil-

ity to important offices in the state, such as that of

a senator, &c. It does not, however, appear that

the Perioeci (especially in the historic times) were
generally an oppressed people, though kept in a
state of political inferiority to their conquerors. On
the contrary, the most distinguished among them
were admitted to offices of trust,' and sometimes
invested with naval command,* but probably only
because they were better suited for it than the
Spartans themselves, who did not set a high value
on good sailorship. Moreover, the Perioeci some-
times served as heavy-armed soldiers or troops of
the line : at the battle of Plataea, for instance, they
supplied 10,000 men, 5000 hoplites and 5000 light-

armed,* a circumstance which seems to imply a
difference of rank connected with a difference of
occupation among the Perioeci themselves. Again,
M Sphacteria 292 prisoners were taken, of whom
120 were Spartans and the rest irepioiKoi* We
also read of kuXoI Kuyadol, or " accomplished and
well-bom" gentlemen, among the Perioeci, serving
as volunteers in the Spartan service.'' But still it

is not to be expected, it is not natural, that men
competent to the discharge of high functions in a
state, and bearing its burdens, should patiently sub-
mit to an exclusion from all political rights. Ac-
cordingly, we find that, on the rising of the Helots
in B.C. 464, some of the Perioeci joined them.*
When the Thebans invaded Laconia (B.C. 369), the
Perioeci were ready to help them.' In connexion
with the insurrection of Cinadon, we are told that
the Perioeci were most bitter against the ruling
Spartans.'" From these and other facts," it appears
that the Perioeci of Laconia, if not an oppressed,
were sometimes a disaffected and discontented
class ; though, in cases of strong excitement, or of
general danger to the whole of Greece, they identi-
fied themselves with their conquerors. The very
relation, indeed, which subsisted between them, was
sufficient to produce in Sparta a jealousy of her
subjects, with corresponding feelings on their part.
Nor can we suppose that the Dorians would will-

ingly permit the Perioeci to acquire strength and
opulence, or even to settle in large towns.'* In
fact, it is stated by Isocrates" that the Dorians in-

tentionally weakened the Achaians, by dispersing
them ovei a great number of hamlets, which they
called flro^ctf, though they were less powerful than

1. (Arnold, Thucyd., i., p. 641.)—2. (Ephor., 1. c.)—3. (Thu-
eyd., viii., 61.)— 4. (Id., viii., 22.) — 5. (Ilcrod., ijc., 61.)— 6.

(Mailer, iii., 2, * 3.)—7. (Xen., Hell., v., 3, 4 9.)—«. (Thucyd.,
I., 101.)—9. (Xen., Hell., vi., 5,25.)— 10. (Id., iii., 3, * 6.)—11.

vClinton, F. H., Append., xxii.)—18. (Thirlwoll. Hi»t. of Greece,
: , 807.)— 13. (Panath., p. 307.)
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the country parishes of Attica, and weie situated is
the most unproductive parts of Laconia, the best
land of which was reserved for the Spartans. It ia

not, however, necessary to understand the orator
as speaking of a uniform practice ; and another of
his statements, to the effect that the ephori could
put any of the Perioeci to death' without trial, is

either a perversion of the truth, or arose from his
confounding the Perioeci with the Hulots.

Still the grievances of the Perioeci were not, aftei
all, intolerable, nor do they seem to have been
treated with wantonness or insolence. The dis-

tance at which many of them lived from Sparta
must have rendered it impossible for them to share
in the administration of the state, or to attend the
public assemblies ; a circumstance which must in
some measure have blunted their sense of their
political inferiority. Nor were they subjected to
the restraints and severe discipline which the ne-
cessity of maintaining their political supremacy im-
posed upon the Spartans, making them more like

an " army of occupation in a conquered country" or
a " beleaguered garrison" than a society of men
united for civil government and mutual advantage.
By way of compensation, too, the Perioeci enjoyed
many advantages (though not considered as privi-

leges) which the Spartans did not. The trade and
manufactures of the country were exclusively in
their hands, and carried on by them with the more
facility and profit, as they occupied maritime towns.
The cultivation of the arts, also, as well in the
higher as in the lower departments, was confined
to the Perioeci, the Spartans considering it beneath
themselves ; and many distinguished artists, such
as embossers and brass-founders, were found in the
Laconian schools, all of whom were probably Peri-
oeci.* Nor is there wanting other evidence, thou^
not altogether free from doubts, to show that the
Spartan provincials were not in the least checked
or shackled in the development of their intellectual

powers.* Moreover, it seems natural to suppose
that they enjoyed civil rights in the communities to

which they belonged, and which otherwise would
scarcely have been called TroAetf ; but whether or
no these cities had the power of electing their own
chief magistrate is a matter of conjecture. Epho-
rus, indeed,* informs us that, on the conquest of
the Peloponnesus by the Dorians, they divided the
country of Laconia into six districts, four of which
were left in the possession of the Achaians, and
governed by magistrates sent from Sparta ; but we
do not know how long this practice lasted, nor can
we draw any conclusions with respect to the gov-
ernment of Laconia in general from the example of

Cythera, to which a Spartan officer was annually
sent, under ite peculiar title of KvdjipodiKijc, or the
" Justice of Cythera."
The number of Laconian (as they are called) or

subject cities is said to have formerly amounted to

100.* Several of them lay on the coast, as Gythi-

um, the port of Sparta ; whence the whole coast of
Laconia is called tj nepioiKig.* Many, however, lay

more inland, as Thuria' and Cardamyle, which
seems to have belonged to the old Messenia. The
inhabitants of the district of Sciros (jjr 2yctpmf), on
the confines of Arcadia, seem to have been dis-

tinct from the other nepioiKoi,^ and in battle were
posted by the cities on the left wing.* An enumer-
ation of the principal of these cities is given in

Clinton." The Perioeci also occupied the island of

Cythera, at the port of which the Lacedaemonian
merchants usually put in on their voyages home

1. (p. 271.)— 2. (Mullor, Dor., iii., 2, ^3.)— 3. (Thirl and
Mail., 11. cc.)—4. (1. c.)—5. (Strabo, viii., p. 362.)— 6. (Thucyd
iii., IS.)—7. (Thucyd., i., 101.)—8. (Xen., Hell., v., 2, 24.)—

9

(Thucyd , v., 67 )—10. (Fast. Hellen., Append., c. 22.>
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from Egypt and Libya.' We have said tha

I'eriojci living in these towns were tlie descenua 8

of the old inhabita'nts of the country, hut we must
not suppose they were exclusively so. Some of

them, on the contrary, were foreigners, who had

either accompanied the Dorians on their invasion

of Lauonia, or been afterward invited by them to

supply the place of the dispossessed Achaians.

One of these cities, Boia, is even said to have been

founded by a Heracleid chief,' and another, Geron-
thrae, was peopled by colonists sent from Sparta,

after it was evacuated by the old inhabitants.*

The number of Perioeci in the Persian war is thus

determined by Clinton :* " At the battle of Plattea,

in B.C. 479, the Perioeci supplied 10,000 men. If

we assume this proportion to be the same as that

which the Spartan force bore to the whole number
on the same occasion, or five eighths of the whole
number of citizens, this would give 16,000 for the

males of full age, and the total population of this

class of the inliabitants of Laconia would amount
to about 66,000 persons."

In the later times of Spartan history, the Peri-

oecian towns of the coast (iMconica ora caslelta tt

iici) were detached from Sparta by T. Quintius

Flamininus, and placed under the protection of the

Achaian league.* Subsequently to this the Emper-
or Augustus released 24 towns from their subjection

lo Sparta, and formed them into separate comnm-
lities, under laws of their own. They were conse-

juently called Eleuthero-Lacones.* But, even in

ne time of Pausanias, some of the Laconian towns
vere not avrovofioi, but dependant upon Sparta
avvTETMvaai ic "^nupTt/v).

A class of Perioeci, and also of Helots, has been
said by Miiller to be the basis of the Dorian form
»f government : we may therefore expect to find

Perioeci among other Dorian communities as well

as at Sparta, as, for instance, Elis and Argos, and
the Boeotian Thebes : the dependant towns ofwhich
states for led s^arate communities, as Thespiae

under Thebes, the Triphylian cities in Elis, and
Orneae under Argos, though they could not be call-

ed avjovofioi'' From the last-mentioned town,
which was long independent, but reduced about

B.C. 580, all the Argive Perioeci derived their name
of Orneatae. About the time of the Persian war,

however, the inhabitants of the towns surrounding
Argos were received into the city as cvvoikoi, and
admitted to the rights of citizenship : a change
which was attended with a revolution in the con-

stitution of Argos, and gave additional force to its

democracy." The Dorian cities of Crete also had
their Perioeci,* as well as the colonies of Cyrene and
Thera.>*

The Perioeci of antiquity have been compared to

other bodies, such as the plebs of Rome, and the

communities of the Athenian demi or parishes.

But the only resemblance they bore to the latter

was in the similarity of their position relative to

the chief city of their country, nor did the former
body stand in the same relation to the patricians as

the Laconian provincials did to the Spartan citi-

eens. Modern history furnishes fitter objects of
comparison in the Norman conquest of England
and the city of Augsburg." The burghers or free

citizens of Augsburg lived in the city, while there

grew up about them a distinct and large community
living without the city, chiefly formed of the eman-
cipated vassals of the dominant class, and called
• Pfahlbjirger," or citizens of the " pale," the sub-

'. (Thuryd., iv., 53; vii., 57.) — 2. {Strabo, p. 364.)— 3.

Paus., ill., 22, *5.) — 4. (I.e.)— 5. (Miiller, iii., 2, l.— Liv.,

«xiv., 29 and 30 ; ixxviii., 31.) — 6. (Pmus, iii., 21, « 6) — 7.

(Wacha., £., i., x>. 161.) — 8. (Miiller, lii., 4, 2.)— 9. (Arist.,

Pol., li., 7.)— lO.'vlIerod., nr., 161.)— II. (Aruokl, TUucyd., vol.

I.. App. I aud 3.)

urbs in which they lived being surrounded by pab
sades. The Norman conquest of England present*

,k striking parallel to t^he Dorian conquest of Laco-
nia, both in its achievement and consequences.
The Saxons, like the old Achaians, were deprived
of their lands, excluded from all offices of trust and
dignity, and reduced, though personally free, to a

state of political slavery. The Normans, on tlie

contrary, of whatever rank in their own country,

were all nobles and warriors compared with the

conquered Saxons, and for a long time enjoyed ex-

clusively the civd and ecclesiastical administration

of the land.

For farther details, see Arnold, Thucyd., lib. i., c
101, and Appendix ii.—Thierry, Hislotre de la Con-
quite de VAngleterre par lea Normands, livres iv.-vii.

PERIP'OLOI. ( Vid. Ephebds, p. 406.)

PERI'SCELIS (TrfptffKcAtf'). Much controversy

has arisen with regard to the true meaning of this

word. The etymology points out merely that it

was something worn round the leg (wepi oKeXog),

but from the context of the passage in Horace
where it is found, we must at once infer that it was
a trinket. The scholiast explains it as " omament-
um -pedis circum crura," and hence we can scarcely

doubt that it denotes an anklet or bangle, especial-

ly since we know that these were ci)mm()nly worn
not only by the Orientals, the Egyptians, and the

Greeks, but by the Roman ladies also.* This ex-

planation perfectly accords with the expressions of

TertuUian,* where the periscelium is spoken of aa

decorating the leg in the same manner as the brace-

let adorns the wrist and the necklace the throat.

The anklet is frequently represented in the paint-

ings of Greek figures on the walls of Pompeii, as is

the following representation of a Nereid.*

It must be observed, however, that the Greek
lexicographers Hesychius, Photius, and Suidas in-

terpret 7repi(JKe?.T/ and rctpLOKi'kLa by j3paKKca, ^inivtL-

?ua, and St. Jerome {Epist. ad Fabiol.) expressly

states that the Greek itEpiaKe'kij were the same
with the liatin feminalia, that is, drawers reaching
from the navel to the knees. In the Septuagint we
find nepioKeTi^c (»c. Ivdv/za) in Exod., xxviii., 42,

xxxix., 28, I.«vit., vi., 10, and rrepioKiXiov in Levit.,

xvi., 4, which our translators uniformly render, and
apparently with accuracy, linen breeches.

*PERIST'ERA {Trfpiarepu), a term often appHed
indiscriminately to the different species and varie-

ties of the genus Columba, but more especially ap-

plicable to the C. domestica, or Domestic Pigeon.*
•PERISTEREON {nepicrepeuv), the Verbena of-

ficinalis, or Vervain.*

PERISTRO'MA. (Vid. Tapes, Vt.LUM.)

PERISTY'LIUM. (Vid. Hocse, Rom.vn. p. 517.)

PERJU'RIUM. {Vid. Oath, Roman, p. 671.)

1. (Long., Pa»t., )., 2.—Menander ap. PnUyc. 0» on. li , ''1.

v., 100. — Hot., Ep., I., ivii.. 56. — Petron., 67.) —2. (Plin., U.
N., xixiii., 3, ». 12. — Compjre Wilkinson's Anc Egyp., Toi.

iii., p. 374.) — 3. (De Cultu Femin., ii.. sub fin.) — 4. (Mom*
Borbon., torn, vi., tav. xxxiT.) — 5. (Adams, Append , t.) - t
(Dioaoor., iv.. 00, 61.—Adams, Append., «. t.)
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PERIZO'MA. (Fid. Soblioacolum.)

PERO {dpSvXri, dim. dp6vXii}, a low boot of un-

tanaed liide (crudus^), worn by ploughmen {perona-

tus arator') and shepherds, as exemplified in the

woodcuts at p. 132, 667, and by others employed in

rural occi'pations.' It had a strong sole,* and was
adapted lo the foot with great exactness.* It was
iil.'<o called irrjTionuTtc on account of its adaptation

lor walking through clay and mire. This conve-

nient clothing for the foot was not confined to the

'a'^rioiis and the poor. Sigismer, a royal youth of

Gaul, and his companions, had such boots, or high

shoes, with the hair remaining upon them {fcrone
setoso), bound about the ankles, the knees and calves

of the legs being entirely bare.* In the Greek my-
thology Perseus was represented wearing boots of

this description, with wings attached to them.'

Diana wore them when accoutred for the chase.*

Vid. Cothurnus.)
PER'ONE {TvepovTi). {Vid. Fibula.)

PERPENDrCULUM, the line and plummet, was
used by bricklayers, masons, and plasterers, in an-

cient times, as it has been ever since.' The ety-

mology of the name is obvious, and explains the

construction of the instrument. With the addition

of a frame fixing two points equidistant from the

apex, as it appears t)n the tomb represented at p.

252, it also served the purpose of a level. ( Vid.

Libra, Paries.)

PERPE'TUA ACTIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 18.)

PERS^-EA {nepaaia), according to Prosper Alpi-

nus, the tree which produces the Sebesten Plums.
Linnaeus gives it the name of Cordia myxa.^"

PERSICA MALA {RepaiKu fi^?i.a), according to

Matthiolus and Nonnius, Peaches ; but, as Adams
remarks, there is a considerable degree of uncer-
tainty on this head. Stackhouse sets down the

^T/Xia UepaiKij of Theophrastus as a variety of the

Cilrus aiirantium, or Orange. " Seth," remarks
Adams, " calls the Persica by the name of Rhoda-
cina {f>oduKtva). He says that they are cooling, di-

luent, and laxative, but difficult to digest. If not

the same as the modern Peach, the Persica was
evidently a fruit nearly allied to it."**

PERSO'NA {larva, npoaurrcv or irpoaunelov), a

Mask. Masks were worn by Greek and Roman
actors in nearly all dramatic representations. This
custom arose undoubtedly from the practice of

smearing the face with certain juices and colours,

and of appearing in disguise at the festivals of Di-

onysus. {Vid. DioNYsiA.) Now, as the Greek
drama arose out of these festivals, it is highly prob-

able that some mode of disguising the face was as
old as the drama itself. Chcerilus of Samos, how-
ever, is said to have been the first who introduced
regular masks.** Other writers attribute the inven-
tion of masks to Thespis or ^Eschylus,** though the
latter had probably only the merit of perfecting and
completing the whole theatrical apparatus and cos-
tume. Plirynichus is said to have first introduced
female masks.** Aristotle** was unable to discover
who had first introduced the use of masks in come-
dy. Some masks covered, like the masks of mod-
ern times, only the face, but they appear more gen-
erally to have covered the whole head down to the
shoulders, for we find always the hair belonging to

a mask described as being a part of it ; and this

must have been the case in tragedy more especially,

1. (Virg., ^n., vii., 690.—Brunck, Anal., i., 230.)—2. (Per».,

r., 102.)—3. (Juv., xiv., 186.)—4. (Theocr.,Tii., 26.)—5. (Galen,
in Hippocr., lib. iv )— 6. (Sid. ApoUin., Epist., iv., 20.)—7. (l,y-

coph., 83a.)—8. (Brunck, Anal., ill., 206.)—9. (Cic. ad Q. Frat.,

iii., 1.—Vitruv., vii., 3, * 5.—Plin., H. N., xxxv., 49; xxxvi.,22,
•. 51.— Apul.. De Deo Socr., p. 150, ed. Aldi.) — 10. (Diosror.,

1., 187.— Adams, Append., 8. v.)— 11. (Dioscor., i., 164.

—

Theophr., H. P., iv., 4.—Adams, Append., ». v.)—12. (Suidas,

. V. XoipiXAoy.)— 13. (Hornt. s-i Pis., 270—14. rSuidas, s. v.

/w/wxof-)—15. (Po«t., ii., aj \
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as it was necessary to make the head correspoikl
to the stature of an actor which was heightened by
the cothurnus.

I. Tragic Masks.—It may at first seem strange
to us, that the ancients, with their refined taste in

the perception of the beautiful in form and expres-
sion, should by the use of masks have deprived the
spectators in their theatres of the possibility of ob-

serving the various expressions of which the human
face is capable, and which, with us, contribute sc
much to theatrical illusion. But it must be remem-
bered, that in the large theatres of the ancients it

would have been impossible for the greater part of
the audience to distinguish the natural features of
an actor. The features of the masks were, for this

same reason, very strong and marked. Again, the
dramatis personae of most of the ancient tragedies
were heroes or gods, and their characters were so
well known to the spectators that they were per-

fectly typical. Every one, therefore, knew imme-
diately, on the appearance of such a character on
the stage, who it was, ;.nd it would have been dif-

ficult to a Greek audience to imagine that a god or

hero should have had a face like that of an ordinary
actor. The use of the cothurnus also rendered a
proportionate enlargement of the countenance ab
solutely necessary, or else the figure of an actoi

would have been rid iculously disproportionate. Last-

ly, the solemn character of ancient tragedy did

not admit of such a variety of expressions of the

countenance as modern tragedies, the object of
which seems to be to exhibit the whoJe range of

human passions in all their wild and selfdevouring
play. How widely different are the characters of
ancient tragedy ! It is, as Miiller* justly remarks,
perfectly possible to imagine, for example, the Ores-
tes of ^schylus, the Ajax of Sophocles, or the Me-
dea of Euripides, throughout the whole tragedy with
the same countenance, though it would be difficult

to assert the same of a character in any modern
drama. But there is no necessity for supposing

that the actors appeared throughout a whole piece

with the same countenance ; for, if circumstances

required it, they might surely change masks during

the intervals between the acts of a piece. Wheth-
er the open or half-open mouth of a tragic mask
also contributed to raise the voice of the actor, as

Gellius* thinks, cannot be decided here, though we
know that all circumstances united to compel a
tragic actor to acquire a loud and sonorous voice.

The masks used in ancient tragedies were thus,

for the most part, typical of certain characters, and,

consequently, differed according to the age, sex,

rank, and other peculiarities of the beings who
were represented. Pollux, from whom we derive

most of our information on this subject, enumer-
ates' 25 typical or standing masks of tragedy, six

for old men, seven for young men, ten for females,

and three for slaves. The number of masks which
were not typical, but represented certain individu-

als with their personal peculiarities, such as the

blind Thamyris, the hundred-eyed Argus, &c , must
have been much more numerous, for Pollux, by way
of example, mentions thirty of such peculiar masks.

The standing masks of tragedy are divided by Pol-

lux into five classes.

1. Tragic masks for old men.—The mask for tho

oldest man on the stage was called ^vpia^ av>jp,

from the circumstance of the beard being smoothly

shaved. The hair, which was in most cases at-

tached to the masks, was white, and hung down,

with the exception of a part above the forehead,

which rose in an acute angle or in a round shape,

and left the temples uncovered. This rising part

1. (IMst. of the I it. of Anc Greece, i., p.
'

(iv., 13*, Ac

}

I.)—2. (v.,7»-»
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ot tn<! nair was called iyKo^. Tlie cheek« of this

mask were flat, and hanging downward. A second

mask for old men, called XevKoc uvrip, had gray hair,

floating around the head in locks, a full beard, and

a prominent forehead, above which the hair formed

a small iy/toc. The countenance was probably

pale, 83 the adjective Aev/c<if seems to indicate. A
third mask, called anapro-KoXio^, had black hair in-

terspersed with gray, and was somewhat pale. It

probably represented a hero of from 40 to 50 years

of age, and in a suffering condition. The fourth

mask, fii'kaq uvtip, represented a hero in his full

vigour, with black and curly hair and beard, strong

features, and a high oyxof. This was probably the

mask for most of the tragic heroes who were not

very much advanced in age. For a secondary class

of heroes there were two other masks, the ^avdoc

and the ^avdihepog uvfip : the former represented a

fair man with floating locks, a low oyxof, and a good
colour in his countenance ; the second, or fairer

man, was pale, and of a sickly appearance.

3. Tragic masks far young men.—Among these

are mentioned, 1. The veavicKOQ iruyxptiaro^, a mask
intended to represent a man who had just entered

the age of manhood, and was yet unbearded, but of

a blooming and brownish complexion, and with a

rich head of hair. The name ndyxprjaTo^ probably

indicates that the masks might be used in a great

variety of parts. 2. The veavioKot; ovAof, or ^av06^,

or vnipoyKo<;, a fair youth of a haughty or impudent
character ; his hair was curly, and formed a high

CyKo^: his character was indicated by his raised

eyebrows. 3. Ntov/<7Koc nupovko^ resembled the

preceding mask, but was somewhat younger. The
counterpart of these two was, 4. The diraUc, a
young man of a delicate and white complexion, with

fair locks and a cheerful countenance, like that of a
youthful god. 5. lltvapoc. There were two masks
of this name, both representing young men of an
irascible appearance, of yellow complexion and fair

hair; the one, however, was taller and younger,
and his hair was more curly than that of the other.

6. 'Qxpoc, a mask quite pale, with hollow cheeks,

and Jair, floating hair. It was used to represent

sick or wounded persons. 7. The nupuxpoc might
be used for the TTuyxpvcroc if this character was to

be represented in a suffering or melancboly situa-

tion.

3. Tragic maskt for male tlavet.—Pollux men-
tions three, viz. : the 6i<j>f)epia^, which had no oywof,

and wore a hand round the smooth white hair. The
countenance was pale, the beard gray, the nose
sharp, and the expression of the eyes melancholy.
The a<^j]vonuyuv, or the pointed beard, represented
a man in his best years, with a high and broad fore-

head, a high iy/fof, hardened features, and a red face.

The uvuaifioq, or the pug-nose, was an impudent
face, with fair, rising hair of a red colour, and with-
out beard.

4. Tragic masks for female slaves.—Of these five

specimens are mentioned, viz. : the toXiu KaTUKOfioc,

in earlier times called Trapuxpu/iog, represented an
old woman with long white hair, with noble but
pale features, to indicate a person who had seen
better days ; the ypaidiov ilevdepov, an old freed-
woman ; the ypaidiov olketikov, the old domestic
slave ; the oIketikov ftsaoKovpov, a domestic slave
of a middle age ; and, lastly, the 6t<p6eplTic, a young
female slave.

5. Tragic masks for free women.—The first of
these, called KaruKOfioc, represented a pale lady, with
long black hair, and a sad expression in her counte-
nance. She generally shared the sufTerings of the
principal hero in a play. The second, called fieao-

roioof uxpd, resembled the former, with the excep-
ti'-D *\ Bt her hair was half shorn. She was a wom-

an of middle age, and was proba>ly intended to !«|»

resent the wi/e of the cliief hero, if he was ncl toe

advanced in age. The third is the fieaoKovpof irpd"-

(^aroi, representmg a newly-married woman in fuIi

bloom, with long and floating hair. The fourth ia

the Kovpi/ioc 7rupdevo(, a maiden of mature age, with
short hair divided on the middle of the forehead, and
lying smoothly around the head. The colour of her
countenance was rather pale. There was anothei
mask of the same name, but it diflfered from the for-

mer by the following circumstances : the hair was
not divided on the forehead or curled, but wildly
floating, to indicate that she had much suffering to
go through. The last is the Kop^, or young girl

This mask represented the beauties of a maiden's
face in their full bloom, such as the face of Danae,
or any other great beauty was conceived to have
been.

The account which Pollux gives of the tragic
masks comprehends a great number, but it is small
in comparison with the great variety of masks which
the Greeks must have used in their various trage-
dies, for every hero and every god who was known
to the Greeks as a being of a particular character,
must have been represented by a particular mask,
so that the spectators were enabled to recognise
him immediately on his appearance. For this very
reason, the countenances of the gods, heroes, and
heroines must, in point of beauty, have been as sira

ilar as possible to their representations in statues
and paintings, to which the eyes of the Greeks were
accustomed ; and the distorted masks, with widely
open mouths, which are seen in great numbers
among the paintings of Herculaneum and Pompeii
(see the annexed woodcut from Museo Botion't,
would give but a very
inadequate notion of the

masks used at Athens
during the most flour-

ishing period ofthe arts.

All the representations

of tragic masks belong-

ing to this period do
not show the slightest

trace of exaggeration or distortion in the features
of the countenance, and the mouth is not opened
wider than would be necessary to enable a person
to pronounce such sounds as oh or ha. In later

times, however, distortions and exaggerations were
carried to a very great extent, but
more particularly in comic masks,
so that they, in some degree, were
more caricatures than represent-
ations of ideal or real countenan-
ces.'

The annexed woodcut repre-

sents some masks, one apparently
comic and the other tragic, which
are placed at the feet of the choragus in the cele-
brated mosaic found at Pompeii.'

II. Comic Masks.—In the old Attic comedy, in

which living and distinguished persons were so of-

ten brought upon the stage, it was necessary that
the masks, though to some extent they may have
been caricatures, should in the main points be faith-

ful portraits of the individuals whom they were in-

tended to represent, as otherwise the object of the
comic poets could not have been attained. The
chorus, on the other hand, as well as certain fan-
tastic dramatis pcrsonae, rendered sometimes a com-
plete masquerade necessary ; as in those cases when
the choreutae appeared with the heads of birds or

1. (vol. i., Ub. 20.)—2. (Apollon., Vit. Apollon.. v., 9, p. ISS,
ed. Olear.—Lucian, De Saltat., 27.—Anacli., 23.—Nigrrin ,11.—
Somn. s. Gall., 26.)-3. (Miueo Borbon., vol. ii., tab. S6— Gel],
Pomji., vol. i., pi. 45.)
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of frogs, &c. We may remark here, by the way,

that the chorus of tragedy appeared generally with-

out masks, tlje Eumenides of iEschylus being prob-

ably only an exception to the general rule. The
nasks of the characters in the old Attic comedy
»vere therefore, on the whole, faithful to life, and
free from the burlesque exaggerations which we see

in the masks of later times. A change was made
in the comic masks when it was forbidden to rep-

resent in comedy the archon by imitating his person

upon the stage,' and still more, shortly after, by the

sxtension of this law to all Athenian citizens.* The
consequence of such laws was, that the masks
henceforth, instead of individuals, represented class-

es of men, i. e., they were masks typical of men of

certain professions or trades, of a particular age or

station in life, and some were grotesque caricatures.

A number of standing characters or masks was thus

introduced in comedy. Pollux gives a list of such
standing masks, which are divided, like those of

tragedy, into five classes.

1. Comic masks for old men.—Nine masks of this

class are mentioned. The mask representing the

oldest man was called ttutzttoc npurot;: his head was
shaved to the skin, he had a mild expression about

his eyebrows, his beard was thick, his cheeks hol-

low, and his eyes melancholy. His complexion
was pale, and the whole expression of the counte-

nance was mild. 2. The miKirog irepoc was of a

more emaciated and more vehement appearance,

sad and pale ; he had hair on his head and a beard,

but the hair was red and his ears broken. 3. The
tiytfiuv, likewise an old man, with a thin crown of

hair round his head, an aquiline nose, and a flat

countenance. His right eyebrow was higher than

the left. 4. The TzpeakiTTiq had a long and floating

beard, and likewise a crown of hair round his head;
his eyebrows were raised, but his whole aspect was
that of an idle man. 5. The ipfiuveiog was bald-

headed, but had a beard and raised eyebrows, and
was of angry appearance. 6. The nopvo6oaK6^ re-

sembled the mask called 2,vKOfi^dei.oc, but his lips

were contorted, the eyebrows contracted, and the

head without any hair. 7. The ipfiuveioc devTspo^

had a pointed beard, but was otherwise without

hair. 8. The ai^rjvoivuyuv, or pointed beard, was
likewise bald-headed, had ex-

tended eyebrows, and was look-

ing ill-tempered. 9. The Iv-

KoiMTjdeio^ had a thick beard,

was conspicuous on account
of his long chin, and the form
ofhis eyebrows expressed great

curiosity.

The annexed comic mask,
representing an old man, is taken from the Museo
Borbon.^

2. Comic masks for young men.—Pollux enumer-
ates ten masks of this kind : 1. The miyxpv^Toc
formed the transition from the old to the young
men ; he had but few wrinkles, on his forehead,
showed a muscular constitution (^yvfivaariKoc), was
rather red in the face, the upper part of his head
was bald, his hair was red, and his eyebrows raised.

2. The veavloKog /ieAof was younger than the pre-
ceding one, and with low eyebrows. He represent-
ed a young man of good education, and fond of
gymnastic exercises. 3. The veavioKog ovXoc, or
the thick-haired young man, was young and hand-
some, and of a blooming countenance, his eyebrows
were extended, and there was only one wrinkle
upon his forehead. 4. The veavioKoc uTvaXor, his

hair was like that of the nuyxpTjoToc, but he was

1. (Schol. au Aiistoph., Nub., 31.)—2. (Schol. ad Ariitoph.,
Ach , 1149 ; A", 1297.—Soidu, t. t. 'Avrluaxt-)—*. (toL i.,

lib A.)
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the youngest of all, and represented a tender yont^
brought up in seclusion from the world. 5. The
uypoiKoc, or rustic young man, had a dark complex-
ion, broad lips, a pug-nose, and a crown of hair round
his head. 6. The tniaEiarog aTfariuTTic, or the for-

midable soldier, with black hair hanging over his
forehead. 7. The iniaeiarog JetJrepof was the same
as the preceding, only younger and of a fair com-
plexion. 8. The KoXa^, or the flatterer ; and, 9. The
TrapuaiToc, or parasite, were dark,' and had aquiline
noses. Both were apparently of a sympathizing
nature ; the parasite, however, had broken ears,
was merry-looking, and had a wicked expression
about his eyebrows. 10. The eIkovikoc represented
a stranger in splendid attire, his beard was shaved,
and his cheeks pierced through. The fft/ceXt/coc was
another parasite.

3. Comic masks for male slaves.—Of this class
seven masks are mentioned : 1. The mask repre-

senting a very old man was called nuKKoc, and had
gray hair, to indicate that he had obtained his lib-

erty. 2. The Tiyeuuv -Qepanuv had his red hair plat-

ted, raised eyebrows, and a contracted forehead.
He was among slaves the same character as the
Kpea6vTTic among freemen. 3. The kutu rpixiaq or
KuTu TETpixu/ievog was half bald-headed, had red
hair and raised eyebrows. 4. The ovXoc dwn.Tuv,
or the thick-haired slave, had red hair and a red
countenance ; he was without eyebrows, and liad

a distorted countenance. 5. The -dtpuTruv fxiaog

was bald-headed and had red hair. 6. The &Epu-
nuv TETTc^ was bald-headed and dark, but had two
or three slips of hair on his head and on his chin,

and his countenance was distorted. 7 The iiri-

oEiaTog i/yEfiuv, or the fierce-looking slave, resem-
bled the TiyE/xiov ^EpuTvuv, with the exception of tho
hair.

4. Comic masks for old women.—Pollux menticirJS

three, viz. : the ypaidiov laxvov or T^Kalviov, a tall

woman with many but small wrinkles, and pale but
with animated eyes ; the ;rajeta ypavc, or the fat

old woman with large wrinkles, and a band round
her head keeping the hair together ; and the ypat-

diov o'lKovpov, or the domestic old woman. Her
cheeks were hollow, and she had only two teeth on
each side of her mouth.

5. Comic masks for young xoomen.—Pollux men-
tions fourteen, viz.: 1. The yvvri Iektiki), tit the

talkative woman ; her hair was smoothly ctmbed
down, the eyebrows rather raised, and the complex-
ion white. 2. The yvvrj ov'^i} was only distinguish-

ed for her fine head of hair. 3. The Koprj had her

hair combed smoothly, had high and black eyebrows,
and a white complexion. 4. The tjJEvdoKOpTj had a
whiter complexion than the former, her hair was
bound up above the forehead, and she was intended

to represent a young woman who had not been mar-
ried more than once. 6. Another mask of the same
name was only distinguished from the former by
the irregular manner in which the hair was repre-

sented. 6. The anaproTToXiog Xektikti, an elderly

woman who had once been a prostitute, and whose
hair was partly gray. 7. The -iraXkaKTi resembled

the former, but had a better head of hair. 8. The
teaeiov haipiKov was more red in the face than the

rpEvdoKopj), and had locks about her ears. 9. The
iTaipidiov was of a less good appearance, and wore
a band round the head. 10. The diuxpvaoc kraipa

derived the name from the gold with which her

hair was adorned. 11. Tiie diafiirpog kraipa fjom

the variegated band wound around her head. 12.

The "kanniidiov, from the circumstance of her hair

being dressed in such a manner, that it stood up-

right upon the head in the form of a lampas. IS.

I. (Compare Athea Tt., p. 9370



The avpa -nepLKovpog represented a female slave

aew y bought, and wearing only a white chiton. 14.

Tho vapaTpijipiaTov was a slave distinguished by a

pug-nose and her hair : she attended upon hetaerae,

and wore a crocus-coloured chiton.

Numerous as these masks are, the list cannot by

any means be considered as complete, for we know

that there were other standing masks for persons

following particular kinds of trade, which are not

mentioned in Pollux. Mseson ofMegara. for exam-

ple, is said to have invented a peculiar mask, called

after his own name fiaiauv, another for a slave, and

a third to represent a cook.* From this passage

of AthenjEus wo also learn that Stephanus of By-

zantium wrote a work -repl npoauKuv.

IH. Masks used in the Satyric Drama.—The
masks used in this species of the Greek drama

were intended to represent Satyrs, Silenus, and

similar companions of Dionysus, whence the ex-

pressions of the countenances and form of their

heads may easily be imagined. Pollux only men-

tions the gray-headed Satyr, the unbearded Satyr,

Silenus, and the miKiroc, and adds that the charac-

ters of all the other Satyric masks either resembled

these, or were sufficiently expressed irt their names,

e. g., the Papposilenus was an old man with a very

predominant animal character.' A grotesque mask
of a Satyr, together with one of the finest speci-

mens of a tragic mask, is contained in the Townly
Gallery in the British Museum, and is represented

beilnw.

As regards the earliest representations of the

regular drama among the Romans, it is expressly

stated b/ Diomedes' that masks were not used, but

merely tl e galerus or wig, and that Roscius Gallus,

about the year 100 B.C., was the first who intro-

duced the use of masks. It should, however, be

remembered, that masks had been used long be-

fore that time in the Atellanse,* so that the innova-

tion of Roscius must have been confined to the reg-

ular drama, that is, to tragedy and comedy. As
for the forms of Roman masks, it might be pre-

Biuncd that, being introduced from Greece at so

late a period, they had the same defects as those

used in Greece at the time when the arts were in

their decline, and this supposition is confirmed by

all works of art, and the paintings of Herculaneum
and Pompeii, in which masks are represented ; for

the masks appear unnaturally distorted, and the

mouth always wide open. The expressions of Ro-

man writers also support this supposition.* We
may mention here that some of the oldest MSS. of

Terence contain representations of Roman masks,

and from these MSS. they have been copied in sev-

PES.

eral modem editions of that poet, as in the edition

published at Urbino in 1726, fol., and in that oi

Dacier. The cut annexed contains represcHationa

of four of these masks prefixed to the Andria

When actors at Rome displeased their audience
and were hissed, they were obliged to takeoff their

masks ; but those who acted in the Atellanae were
not obliged to do so. * The Roman mimes never
wore masks. (Vid. Mimus.)*
PE'RTICA, the pole used by the Aorimensoses,

was also called Decempeda because it was ten feet

long. On account of its use in assigning lands to

the members of a colony, it is sometimes represent-

ed on medals by the side of the augurial plough.*

PES (TToiif), a Foot. The Greeks and Romans,
like most other nations, took their standards of

length originally from the different parts of the hu-

man body, and the names which were thus given
to the measures were retained afler the measures
themselves had been determinedwith greater nicety.

The foot was the basis of their whole system of

measures of length ; and as the value of the Greek
foot is easily obtained when that of the Roman is

known, it will be convenient to notice the latter

first.

I. The Roman foot.— There are five different

ways of determining the length of the Roman foot.

These are, 1 . From ancient measures still in exist-

ence ; 2. From measurements of known distances

along roads ; 3. From measurements of buildings

;

4. From the contents of certain measures of capa
city ; and, 5. From measurements of a degree on
the earth's surface.

1. It might appear, at first thoughts, that ancient

meeisures in actual existence would at once give

the required information. But these measures are

found to diflfer among themselves. They are of

two kinds, foot-measures cut upon gravestones,

and brass or iron measures, intended, in all proba-

bility, to be used as measures. From the nature of

the case, the latter would probably be more exact

than the former, and, in fact, the measures on the

gravestones are rudely cut, and their subdivisions

are of unequal length, so that they have no preten-

sions to minute accuracy ; but, on the other hand,

it would be absurd to suppose that they would have
been made very far wrong. We may safely con-

clude that they would have about as much accuracy
as a measure hastily cut on stone by a mason from
the foot-rule used by him in working. Four such
measures are preserved in the Capitol at Rome.
They are called the Statilian, Cossutian, /Ebutian,

and Capponian feet. They have been repeatedly

measured, but, unfortunately, the different measure-
ments gave different results. The brass and iron

foot-rules, of which several exist, do not precisely

agiee in length. There was anciently a standard

foot-measure kept in *e Capilol, called the pes mo-

nctalis, which was probably lost at the burning of

the Capitol undbr Vitellius or Titus.

2. The itinerary measurements are of two kinds,

according as they are obi lined by measurmg the

distance from one place to another, or the di»*

1 (AtUen. xiv., p. 659.1—2 (Compaio Eichstftdt, De Drkm-
•te Comico-Satyrico, p. 81.)—3. (iii., p. 486, ed. Putsch.)—4.
(FmI . *. V. Persoaata.)—> (Goll., T., 7 —Juv., Iii., 175.)

5D

1. (Festus, 8. V. Peraonata Fabula —Macrob., Sat., ii.. 7.)—^9

(Cortpare Fr. De Ficoroni, Disecrla'io Ue larvi» iceniciaet fig

uris comicis ant. Rom., Rome, 1736 and 17J0, 4to.—Fr. Stiaw

Dissertatinde rei ic«iucaapad Rom* M« Origiae.)—3. (Propert

iv.,i..3a>
^^^
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tanoe from oue milestone to another on a Roman
road. Both methods have the advantage of the

diminution of error which always results from de-

termining a lesser magnitude from a greater, but

both are subject to uncertainty from turnings in

the road, and from the improbability of the mile-

stones having been laid down with minute accu-

racy ; and two other serious objections apply to the

former n.Dde, namely, the difficulty of determining

the poii ,3 where the measurement began and ended,

and the changes which may have taken place in the

direction of the road. Both methods, however,

have been tried ; the former by Cassini, who meas-

ured the distance from Ntmes to Naibonne, and by

Riccioli and Grimaldi, who measured that between

Modena and Bologna, and the latter by Cassini, be-

tween Aix and Aries.

3. The measurement of buildings is rather a ver-

ification of the value of the foot as obtained from

other sources than an independent evidence. It

very seldom happens that we know the number of

ancient feet contained in the building measured.

We have one such example in the Parthenon,

which was called Hecatompedon (hundred-footed)'

from the width of its front ; but even in this case

we cannot tell exactly, till we know something of

the length of the Greek foot, to what precise part

of the front this measurement applies. Again,

there is the obelisk in the Piazza del Popolo at

Rome, and the Flaminian obelisk, the heights of

which are given by Pliny.' But the actual heights

of these obelisks, as compared with Pliny, would
give a value for the foot altogether different from

that obtained from other sources. Indeed, the num-
bers in Pliny are undoubtedly corrupt. An inge-

nious emendation by Stuart would remove the dif-

ficulty ; but it is obvious that a passage which re-

quires a conjectural emendation cannot be taken

as an independent authority. There is another

mode of deducing the value of the foot from build-

ings, of the dimensions of which we have no infor-

mation. The building is measured, and the length

thus obtained is divided by the supposed value of

the ancient foot (as derived from other evidence)

;

and if a remainder be left, this value of the foot is

corrected so that there may be no remainder. It

is assumed in this process that no fractions of feet

were allowed in the dimensions of the building, and
also that the plans were worked out with the most
.ninute exactness, both of which assumptions are

not very probable. In fact, these measurements
have given different values for the foot. " Modern
architects," says Mr. Hussey, " do not allow that

such calculations could be depended on in modern
buildings, for determining the true length of the

measures by which they were planned. Nor are

the dimensions of the parts of buildings of the Mid-

dle Ages in our own country, as Gothic churches
and cathedrals, found to agree exactly, so as to

give whole numbers of the standard measure." On
the other hand, these measurements, like those on
roads, have the advantage of involving, in all prob-

ability, verj' small errors, and of the diminution of

the error by division

4. Villalpando and Eisenschmidt have attempted
to deduce the length of the Roman foot from the

solid content of the congius of Vespasian. ( Vid.

CoNGius.) Since the congius was the eighth of the
amphora, and the content of the amphora was a

cubic foot {vid. Amphora), the process is to multi-

ply the content of the congius by 8, and extract the

cube root of the product. But this process is very
uncertain. First, there is a doubt about the con-

tent of the congius itself {vid. Libra) ; then it is

hardly to be supposed that the content of the con-

1. (PluUrch, Pericl., 13 ; Cato, 5.)-«. (H. N., xxxvi., 9.)
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gius was actually adapted with perfect accuracj U
the length of the foot ; and, lastly, there is a farthe;

risk of error in reversing this process.

5. Some French geographers, and especially M
Gosselin, have supposed that the ancient astrono-

mers were acquainted with the dimensions of a

great circle of the earth, and that they founded
their whole system of measures on the subdivisions

of such a circle. The results of M. Gosselin's cal-

culations agree well with those derived from other

sources. But we need better evidence than this

agreement to convince us that both the Greeks an^

Romans, at a very early period, formed a system

of measures on such scientific principles ; and it is

incredible thai, if such a system had really exist-

ed, there should be no allusion to it in any of the

ancient geographers.

The average values of the Roman foot, obtained

from these various sources, in terms of the English

foot, are the following

:

1. From ancient measures -9718

2. From itinerary measurements . . -97082

3. From measurements of buildings . -96994

4. From the congius -9832

5. From the length of a degree . . . -9724

of which the first three are the most to be depend-

ed on ; and of those three the average is -9708, or

11-6496 inches, or l.H 1496 inches, which we may
take as the probable value of the Roman foot.

Cagnazzi, whose researches are said by Niebuhr

to have placed the true value of the Roman foot be-

yond a doubt,' gives it a greater length than the

above, namely, -29624 of a metre = 9722 of a foot:

but this calculation is objected to by Bbckh, as be

ing derived by a process not perfectly true from the

value of the pound, and as being confirmed only by

one existing measure, and also as being at variance

with the value of the Greek foot, obtained from

independent sources.' Bockh's own calculation

which agrees with that of Wurm, gives a value

very little less than the above, namely, 13115 Paris

lines =9704649 of the English foot =11-6456

inches.

The Romans applied the uncial division (vid. As;

to the foot, which thus contained 12 unciee, whence
our inches ; and many of the words used to express

certain numbers of unciae are applied to the parts

of the foot.' It was also divided into 16 digiti (fin-

ger-breadths) : this mode of division was used es-

pecially by architects and land-surveyors, and is

found on all the foot-measures that have come down
to us. Pollex (the thumb), which is used in modern
Latin for an inch, is not found m the ancient writers,

but Pliny* uses the adjective pollicaris (ol a thumb's

breadth or thickness). Palmus (a hand-breadth^

was the fourth part of the foot, containing 4 digiti

or 3 unciae. There seems also to have been a larger

palmus of 12 digiti or 9 unciae.*

The following measures were longer than the

foot. Palmipes, that is, palmus el pes, U feet, or

15 inches ; cubitus, U feet, is seldom used in Latin

except as a translation of the Greek m'/xvc- {Vid.

Cubitus.) Ulna (the arm) is used by later writers

as equivalent to cubitus; but it was properly the

translation of the Greek bpyvui : Pliny uses it for

the whole length of the outstretched arms from fin-

ger to finger.* From the analogy of the as we have

also dupondium for 2 feet,' and pes sestertius for 2^

feet.* Pawus (a pace), 5 feet.' Mille passus, HOOO

feet, or a mile. {Vid. Milliarium.) Gradus, —

i

passus. Leuga or Leuca was a Gallic measure =
1. (Hist, of Rome, ii., p. 407.)—2. (Melrolog. Untersuch . p

197.)—3. (Veget., De ReMilit., i.,5.— Pliii.. H.N., x»vii.,5, 11 .

xiii., 15.)—4. (II. N., xxvii.,9; xv., 24 ; xiii.,23.)—5. (Plin.ll

N., xxi., ».)—€. (II. N., xvi., 32, 40.—Compare Sf r ad Virff.,

Eel., iii., 105.)—7. (Colum., iii., 15, &c.)— 8. (Leg xu. lnV,
t»b. Tiii.)—9. (Vitruv., x., 14.—Colum., t., 1.)
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i.tUO paMUS or IJ miles' Slones are still found on

Uie roads in France with distances marked on them

in Lciiga. Dcrevipcda, a pole (pertica) 10 feet long,

was used in measuring land.* Actus, 12 decem-

pedK, or 120 (evt. {Vid. Actus.) The following

tables exhibit the Roman measures of length, with

their values in English feet and inches

:

1. Ordinary Measures.
Fidet. Fnt, Incho.

Digitus ... iV -7281

Uncia X 9708

Palmus i 29124
Pes 1 116496
Palmipes U 1 25620
Cubitus U 1 54744

2. Land Measures.
Pedei. Vanls. Feet. Incbet.

Pes 1 116496
Gradus .... 2^ 2 5 124

Passus .... 5 11 10248
Decempeda ... 10 3 8496
Actus 120 38 2 5 952
Mille FassusJ
or MiUianum S

The square foot (pes quadratns) is called by Fron-
linus constratus, and by Boethius contractus. Fron-
tinus applies the term qiiadratus to the cubic foot.

The principal square measure was the jugerum of

240 feet by 120. (Vid. Joosrcm.)
Some have concluded, from the measurements of

buildings, that the foot was slightly reduced about

the time of Domitian, which Wurm accounts for

by supposing that the pes monetalis, after being de-

stroyed in the fire under Tiluat, was restored by Do-
mitian in a careless manner. Both the fact and the

explanation, however, appear to be very doubtful.

II. The Greekfoot.—We have no ancient measures
by which to determine the length of the Greek foot,

but we have the general testimony of ancient wri-

ters that it was to the Roman in the ratio of 25 : 24.

The Greek stadium, which contained 600 Greek
feet, is said by Roman writers to contain 625 Ro-
man feet ; and also a Roman mile, or 5000 feet,

was reckoned equal to 8 Greek stadia, or 4800 feet

;

both of these calculations give the above ratio of

25 : 24.* If, therefore, the Roman foot was 9708
of the English, the Greek foot was equal to 1 01125
feet, or 12- 135 inches.

This value is confirmed by the measurement
of the Parthenon. " Stuart,"* says Mr. Hussey,
" measured the upper step of the basement of the

Parthenon, which is the platform on which the pil-

lars stand, and is exactly that part of the building

where we should expect that the measure would
have been taken if the name Hecatompedon was
really given to it on account of the dimensions. He
found the width of the front to be 101 feet 17 inch-

es, the length of the side 227 feet 705 inches ; and
since these two quantities are very nearly in the ra-

tio of 100 to 225, he inferred that the two sides

really contained these two numbers of feet. From
this he calculated the value of the loot, from the

front 12 137 inches, from the side 12- 138 inches:
of which the greatest exceeds the value given above
by only 003 of an inch." Other measurements of

the Parthenon and of other buildings at Athens tend
to the same result.

Stral)o, however,* quotes from Polybius a calcu-

lation which would make the Greek and Roman
foot equal, but it is perfectly clear that there is a

mistake in this statement. Plutarch again* says

expressly that the mile is a little less than 8 stadia.

which would give a ratlur smaller ratio than thai

of 24 : 25 for the ratio of the Roman to the Greek
foot. It is on the autho'ity of this passage thai

Bockh gives the value above mentioned for the Ro^

man foot. If, according to the supposition already

noticed, a slight diminution took place in the lio

man foot, this would account for the dilTerencc

But perhaps we ought not to consider this solitary

passage of sufGcient weight to influence the calcu*

lation.

The Greeks used different standards at difTorent

places and at different times. The foot which gen-

erally prevailed over Greece was that by which the

stadium at Olympia was measured {vid. Stadium),

which was the one we have been speaking of, and
which was therefore the same as that used at Ath-

ens in her best days. Hyginus" mentions this foo»

as being used in Gyrene under the name of Ptole

meius.

The following table represents the parts and mnl
tiples of the Greek foot

:

n<SJtf. TanU Feet. Inchet.

(JuKTwXof .

;1
•7.584

KOvivXog . 1 5168

naXatar^ . 3 0336

Tiixdc • i 60672
bpOodupov .

1
7584

amdanri . . 1 1008

JTOVf . . 1 1 0135
nvy/xTi . . . 1

. 1;

1 1 6512

irvyuv . . 1 3168

mixvi . . . u 1 62016

Pvf^a . . . 2^ 2 6336
^vlov . . . 4^ 4 6 6048

bpyviu . . 6 6 081
KuXapog . . . 10 10 135
ufi/xa . . . . 60 20 81
nTiidpov 100 33 2 15
arudiov . . 600 202 9

iiavXog . . 1200 404 I 6

1. (Ammian. Marc., xvi., 12.— Itin. Antonin.)—2. (Cic, Pro
Mil., c. 27.—Pallad., ii., lit. 12.)—3. (Plin., II. N., ii., 23, 108.

—Colum., v., 1.—Polvb., iii., 39.—Strabo, p. 322.)—4. (Antiq.

»th . ii., p. 8.)—.5. (p.'322.)—e. (C. Graoch., 7.)

The Ju/cTvAof (a finger-breadth) answers to t.«

Roman digitus : the KoixhXog {knuckle) was 2 finger-

breadths : the n-a/laiffrjy, which wd.s aloo called tho

KaXainrTji, dupov, doxpri, or datTvloioxpr), was a

hand-breadth. The bpdu6upov was the length of the

open hand. The /l<xaf was a span from the thumb
to the fore-finger; the oKidnprf a span from the

thumb to the little finger. The Trvypr/ was the dis-

tance from the elbow to the knuckle-joints, the

irvyuv from the elbow to the first joint of the finger,

the m'/xvc (cubit) from the elbow to the tips of the

fingers. Of this measure there were two sizes, the

fiirpiog and the royal ; the latter was 3 finger-

breadths longer than the other, which would make
it nearly 20^ inches.

The square measures of the Greeks were the

irovg, or square font, the upovpa ^=2500 square feet,

and the rcXedpov =4 arurae =10,000 square feet.

Certain peculiar foot-measures, differing from the

ordinary ones, are mentioned by ancient writers.

The Samian, which was the same as the Egyptian

foot, is known, from the length of the Egyp-

tian cubit as derived from the Niloraeter (namely,

17 74278576 inches), to have contained 11 82852384

inches, or more than 1 1 j inches. A larger foot than

the common standard seems to have been used in

Asia Minor. Heron* names the royal or Philaete-

rian foot as being 16 finger-breadths, and the Italian

as 13i, and he also mentions .1 mile (/ilTiiov) of

5400 Italian or 4500 royal feet. Ideler supposes

that the Italian foot means the common Ronuin,

and the royal a Greek foot larger than the common
standard, corresponding to the stadiun> of 7 to the

mile, which had been introduced before Heroai

1. (De Condit. Agr., p. S10.)--a. {!>• Mens., p. S68.)
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time, namely, the tenth century. The Pes Drun-
tnu*. or foot of Drusus, contained 13^ Roman inch-

es = 13- 1058 English inches. It was used beyond

the boundaries of Italy for measuring land, and was
the standard among the Tungri in liower Ger-

many.'
PE'SSULUS. {Vid. Janua, p. 536.)

PESSOI {Tzcaaoi). ( Vid. LATRUNcnLi.)
PETALISMOS {neTokiaiiog). {Vid. Banishment,

Greek, p. 135.)

PE'TASUS. (Vid. PiLEus.)

PETI'TOR. ( Vid. Actor.)
PETAURIST.f:. (

Vid. Petaurum.)
PETAURUM {TZETavpov, neTEvpov) is said by the

Greek grammarians to have been a pole or hoard on
which fowls roooted." We also find the name of

petaurum in the Roman games, and considerable

doubt has arisen respecting its meaning. It seems,
however, to have been a board moving up and down,
with a person at each end, and supported in the

middle something like our seesaw ; only it appears

to have been much longer, and, consequently, went
to a greater height than is common among us.

Some writers describe it as a machine, from which
those who exhibited were raised to a great height,

and then seemed to fly to the ground ; but this in-

terpretation does not agree so well with the passa-

ges of ancient authors as the one previously men-
tioned.' The persons who took part in this game
were called pelaurista or pctauristarii ; but this

name seems to have been also applied in rather a
wider signification.*

PETO'RRITUM, a four-wheeled carriage, which,
like the Essedcm, was adopted by the Romans in

imitation of the Gauls.* It differed from the Har-
KAMAXA in being uncovered. Its name is obvious-

'y compounded ofpelor, four, and rit, a wheel. Fes-

us,* in explaining this etymology, observes that pe-

or meant four in Oscan and in .<Eolic Greek. There
s no reason to question the truth of this remark

;

but, since petor meant four in many other European
languages, it is more probable that the Romans de-

rived the name, together with the fashion of this

vehicle, from the Gauls. Gellius' expressly says

that it is a Gallic word.
PHAGRUS {(pdypog), called by Pliny the Pagrus,

a species of fish, the Spams Pagrus, L., called in

English the Sea Bream or Braize.

*PHACOS (tpaKoc), the Ciccr lens, or Lentil.
" Stackhouse," says Adams, '• seems to stand alone

in making it to be the Ervum crvilia. The Lens palus-

tris, (baKOQ 6 etzi tuv TeXfiuruv, Dioscor., seems to be

generally admitted to be the Lcmna minor, or Lesser
Duck's-meat. The ^a/cof 'IvSiKog of Theophrastus is

the Dolichos Catiang, according to Sprengel."

PHAL-ENA {(;)a?iaiva), the Whale. (Vid. Ba-
LiENA.)

"II. An insect referable to the genns Phalcena,

or Moths. "De Pauw," says Adams, " makes the

^akuy^ of Phile to be the ^akaiva. It appears,

however, with more propriety, to be referable to the
^Aayytov."
PHALANGA or PALANGA* {il>ukay^, any long

cylindrical piece of wood, but especially,

I. Trunks or branches of trees, or portions of

them, cut as articles of merchandise. The Ethio-
pians presented to the King of Persia diTjKoaiat

^uXayyac kOhov, " 200 pieces of ebony."*

1. (Uusscy on Ancient WoighU, &c.. Appendix.—Wurra, De
Pond., cap. 6 and 7.— BcicUli's Metrolog. Untersuch., p. 196, &c.
—Ideler, Lftngen- und Flftchen-masse. — Frtret, Otwprvations

«ur le rapport des mtsures Grecques et des m^sures Romaines,

Mem. de I'Acad. d'Inscrip., t. xxiv., p 551, &c.)—2. (llesych.,

i. V.—Piillni, Onom., x., 156.)—3. (Lucil. ap. Fest., s. v. Pctau-

list.—Juv., xiv., 265. — Mart., xi., 21, 3 — Manil., v., 433.) —4.

{Compare Petnm., 53.)—5. (Hor., Sat., I., vi., KH )— 6. (s. v.)—7.
(XV., 30.)- -8. (Non. Marcoll., p. 163, ed. Mercei ;— 9. (Herod.,

%i.. 97.— Piiu., H. N., xii., 4, i. 8.)
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2. Truncheons, said to have been first used a.

battle by the Africans in fighting against the Egyp-
tians.*

3. Poles used to carry burdens in the manner
represented in the woodcut, p. 57, or so as to com-
bine the strength of two or more individuals. The
carriers who used these poles were called phalanga-
»"ii,*and also hexaphori, tetraphori, &c., according as
they worked in parties of six. four, or two persons.

The poles were marked at equal distances, and the
straps which passed over the shoulders of the work-
men were so fixed at the divisions, that each man
sustained an equal share of the burden.*

4. Rollers placed under ships to move them o»i

dry land, so as to draw them upon shore or into

the water (dovpareoL Kv'klvdpoi}). This was effected

either by making use of the oars as levers, and, at

the same time, fastening to the stern of the ship

cables with a noose (firipivdoc), against which the

sailors pressed with their breasts, as we see in our
canal navigation,* or by the use of machines.*
The trunk of the wild olive (kotlvoc) served to

make such rollers,' and on the occasion here re-

ferred to, a phalanx made of this tree was erected

upon a tomb instead of a stone column. Rollers

were employed in the same manner to move milita-

ry engines ;* and we need not hesitate to conclude
that columns of marble and other enormous stones

designed for building were transported from the

quarry by the same process.

If from the earliest periods the Greeks were fa-

miliar with the use of rollers ranged in long suc-

cession and moving parallel to one another, it might
be expected that the term phalanx would be used by
them metaphorically. We, accordingly, not only

find it applied to denote the bones of the hand and
foot, which are placed beside one another like so

many rollers, but in the Iliad' the lines of soldiers

ranged in close order, and following one another,

are often called by the same expressive appellation,

and hence arose the subsequent established use of

the term in reference to the Greek army. (Vid.

Army, Greek.)
*PHALANG'ION (cpaUyyiov), " a class of veno-

mous spiders," says Adams, " several species of

which are described by Nicander. These Sprengel

attempts to determine, but his conclusions are not

very satisfactory. He does not refer any of them
to the genus Phalangium, L. Stackhouse concludes

that the <j)a?.dyyiov of Theophrastus includes the

Aranea avicularia and the A. Tarantula ; the for-

mer, however, is an American species, and, consft

quently, inadmissible."

PHALAR'ICA. (Fji. Hasta, p. 489.)

PHAL'ERA ((^ulapov), a boss, disc, or crescent

of metal, in many cases of gold,'" and beautifully

wrought, so as to be highly prized." Ornaments of

this description, being used in pairs, are scarcely

ever mentioned except in the plural number. The
names for them are evidently formed from the term

(pdlo^, which is explained under Galea, p. 466.**

Besides the metallic ornaments of the helmet, sim-

ilar decorations were sometimes, though very rare-

ly, worn by warriors on other parts of their dress

or armour, probably upon the breast.'^ The negro

slaves who were kept by opulent Romans wore

them suspended round their necks.'* Also the tiara

of the King of Persia was thus adorned.'* But we

1. (Plin., II. N., vii., 56, s. 57.)— 2. (Gloss. Ant., s. ».) —

a

(Vitruv.. x.,3, 8. 8.)—4. (Brunck, Anal., iii., 89—Apoll. Rhod.,

i., 375-389.)—5. (Orph., Ar^m., 239-249, 270-273.)—6. (Hor.

Carm., I., iv.. 2.)—7. (Apoll. Rhod., ii., 843-848.—Schol. in loc.;

—8. (Cies., Bell. Civ., ii., 10.)-9. (iv.,254, 281, 332, 427.)-10

(Herod., i., 215.—Athen., xii., p. 550. — Claudian, Epig-., 34.)—

11. (Cic, Verr., II., iv., 12.)—12. (Compare Horn., U.xvt., 106.

—13. (Virp., JEn., ix., 359, 458.)- 14. (Suetou.. Nero, 30 )—1«

(.K»chyl.,Per8., 668.)
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most commonly read of phalerse as ornaments at-

tached to the liarnoss of horses,' especially about

the head {u/iiruKrnpia (^u^apa*), and often worn as

;iendant8 (pcttsilia*), so as to produce a terrific ef-

fect when shaken by the rapid motions of tho horse

{turbantur phalera*). These ornaments were often

bestowed upon horsen)en by the Roman generals in

the ?anie manner as the Abmilla, the Torquks the

hasta pura {md. Hasta, p. 490), and the crown of

gold (vid. Corona), in order to make a public and
permanent acknowledgment of bravery and merit.*

PHAR'ETRA {^apirpa, ap. Herod, ipaperpeuv), a
Quiver. A quiver, full of arrows, was the usual ac-

companiment of the bow. (Vid. Akcv a.) It was,
consequently, part of the attire of every nation ad-

dicted to archery. Virgil applies to it the epithets

Cretta, Lycia, Tkreissa ;* Ovid mentions the pharc-

Iratut Geta ;' Herodotus represents it as part of the
ordinary armour of the Persians." Females also

assumed the quiver, together with the bow, as in

the case of the Amazons,* and of those Spartan,
Tyrian, and Thracian virgins who were fond of
hunting, and wore boots {vid. Cothurnus, Pkro)
and other appropriate articles of dress." On the
same principle, the quiver is an attribute of certain

divinities, viz., of Apollo," Diana," Hercules," and
Cupid." The quiver, like the bow-case (vid. Cory-
Tos), was principally made of hide or leather," and
was adorned with gold" (aurata^''), painting," and
braiding (iroXvp^aTTTov^^). It had a lid (rrufia"*), and
was suspended from the right shoulder by a belt

(vid. Balteus), passing over the breast and behind
the back.*' Its most common position was on the
left hip, in the usual place of the sword (vid. Gla-
Diua), and consequently, as Pindar says, " under
the elbow"** or " under the arm" (vkuTuviov"). It

was worn thus by the Scythians** and by the Egyp-
tiansi,*' and is so represented in the annexed figure
"<" tho Amazon Dinomache, copied from a Greek

I (Xen., IWIen., iv., 1, « 39.—Vinr., .fin, v.,310.—Cell., t.,

»—Claudian, Epig., 3fi.)—2. (Soph., (EU. Col., 1069. — Eurip.,

Snppl., 58ti.—Gres;. Cor., Ue Dialect., p. 508, ed. Sch«fer.)—3.

(PliB., H. N., ixxvii., IS, s. 74.) — 4. (Claudian in iv. Cona.

Hc*jr , 548.)—5. (Juv.. xvi., 60.—A. Cell., ii.. 11.)—6. (Georjf.,

111.. 345.— .En., vii., 816 ; xi., 858.)— 7. (De Ponto, I., viii., 6.)

-8. (vii., 01.)— 9. (Vir?., ^n, T , 311.) — 10. (Virg., JEn., i.,

314-324, 336.)— 11. (Horn., II., i.. 45. — Virg., Xn., iv., 149.)—

12. (Virg., iEn., i., 500.) — 13. (He»., Scut. Here., 199.—Apoll.

Rhod., i., 1194.) — 14. (Ovid, Met., i., 468.) — 15. (Uero.1 , ii.,

141 J — 16. (\nacr.. xiv.. 6.) — 17. (Virg., JEn., iv., 138; xi.,

858.)— 18. (Ovid, Epist. Her., xxl, 173.) — 19. (Theocr., xxv.,

265.)—20. (Horn.. 11., iv., 116.—Od., ii., 314.)—21. (Hcs., 1. o.)

—22. (Ol., ii., 150, s. 91.)—23. (Theocr., xvii., 30.)—24. (Schol.

in Find., 1 c.)—25. (Wilkin»on, Man. wid Cu»t., vol. i., p. Ill,

Wl)

vase.' The left-hand figure in the same woodcut is

from one of the ^gina marbles. It is the stative

of an Asiatic archer, whose quiver (fractured in the

original) is suspended equally low, but with the

opening towards his right elbow, so that it woHid be
necessary for him, in taking the arrows, to pass his

hand behind his body instead of before It. To this

fashion was opposed the Cretan method o( carryiqg

the quiver, which is exemplified in the woodcut, p.

24.5, and is uniformly seen in the ancient statues

of Diana. There was an obvious necessity that

the quiver should be so hung that the arrows might
be taken from it with ease and rapidity, and this end
would be obtained in any one of the three positions

described. The warrior made the arrows rattle ia

his quiver as a method of inspiring fear.*

PHARMACEUTICA (^apfuiKevriK?/), sometimes
called ^opjiaKeia,* is defined by Galen* to be that

part of the science of medicine which cures diseases

by means of drugs, 6iu ^apfiuKuv,^ and formed, ac-

cording to Celsus,* one of the three divisions of the

whole science, or, more properly,^ of that called

Therapeutica. (Vid. Therapeutica.)
With respect to the actual nature of the medi-

cines used by the ancients, it is in most cases use-

less to inquire ; the lapse of ages, loss of records,

change of language, and ambiguity of description,

have rendered great part of the learned researches

on the subject unsatisfactory; and, indeed, we are

in doubt with regard to many of the medicines em-
ployed even by Hippocrates and Galen. It is, how-
ever, clearly shown by the earliest records, that tho

ancients were in possession of many powerful rem-
edies ; thus Melampus of Argos, one of the most
ancient Greek physicians with whom we are ac-

quainted, is said to have cured Iphiclus, one of tho

Argonauts, of sterility by administering the rust (or

sesquioxide) of iron in wine for ten days ;* and tho

same physician used the black hellebore as a purge

on the daughters of King Proetus, who were afflict-

ed with melancholy. Opium, or a preparation of

the poppy, was certainly known in the earliest

ages ; it was probably opium that Helen mixed with

wine, and gave to the guests of Menelaus, under

the expressive name of v^jTrevCff,' to drive away
their cares, and increase their hilarity ; and this

conjecture (says Dr. Paris, in his " Pharmacologia")

receives much support from the fact that the vri-rrev-

de<: of Homer was obtained from the Egyptian

Thebes, and the tincture of opium (or laudanum)

has been called " Thebaic tincture." Gorraius, how-
ever, in his "DefinitionesMedicae,"" thinks that the

herb alluded to was the " Enula Campana," or Ele-

campane, which is also called " Helenium," with a

traditional reference (as is supposed) to Helen's

name. There is reason to believe that the pagan

piiesthood were under the influence ol some pow-

erful narcotic during the display of their oraculai

powers. Dr. Darwin thinks it might be the Lnuro-

cerasus, but the effects produced (says Dr. Paris)

would seem to resemble rather those of opium, oi

perhaps of stramonium, than of the prussic (or hy-

drocyanic) acid. The sedative powers of the Lac'

tuca saliva, or lettuce, were known also in the

earliest times : among the fables of antiquity, we
read that, after the death of .\donis, Venus threw

herself on a bed of lettuces to AiU her grief and re-

press her desires ; and we are told that Galen, in

the decline of life, suflTered much from morbid tigi-

I. (Hope, Costume of the AncientB, i., 22.)— 2. (Anacr.,xxx« ,

11.— Hes., 1. c.) — 3. (Pseudo-Gal., Introd., c. 7, toin. xiv., p
690, ed. Kuhn.)— 4. (Commpnt. in Hippocr., Do Acut. Moifc.

Viclu, t) 5, torn. XV., p. 425.)—5. (Compare PUlo ap. Dii<g. La-

ert., iii., 1, sect. 50, 85.)—6. (Do Medic, lib. i., Pncfat., p. S,

ed. Bip.)—7. (Compare PMudo-Gal., Introduct., I.e.)—8. (Apol-

lodor.. i., 9, 12, ed. Heyne.—Schol. in Thoocr., Id., ui., 43.)—

». (Horn., Od., iv., 321.)-10. («. t. JHf*aSt(.)
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lance, uniJ lie iiad recourse to eating a lettuce ev-

ery evening, which cured him.' The Scilla mariti-

ma (sea oni»n or squill) was administered in cases

of dropsy by the Egyptians, under the mystic title

of tiie Eye of Typhon. Two of the most celebrated

medicines of antiquity were hemlock and hellebore.

With respect to the former, it seems very doubtful

whether the plant which we denominate Conium,
Ki'jveiov, or Cicuta, was really the poison usually ad-

ministered at the Athenian executions ; and Pliny

informs us that the word Cicuta among the ancients

was not indicativeof any particular species of plant,

but of vegetable poisons in general. Dr. Mead*
•hinks that the Athenian poison was a combination
of active substances ; perhaps that described by
Theophrastus^ as the invention of Thrasyas, which
was said to cause death without pain, and into

which cicuta and poppy entered as ingredients. It

was used as a poison by the people of Massilia also.*

Its poisonous effects were thought to arise from its

extreme coldness, and therefore Pliny* says that

they can i)e prevented by drinking wine immediate-
ly after the hemlock has been taken. Lucretius,*

however, tells us that goats eat it with impunity, and
get fat upon it.

Of hellebore there were two kinds, the white
{Veratrum a/i»m) and the black (//c//cior«s niger);

the former of which, as Galen tells us,' is always
meant l)y the word 'EAA^fio/^of, when used alone
without either of the above epithets. A description

of both these medicines may be found in Theophras-
tus, Hisl. Plant., ix., 11. — Dioscorides, Mat. Med.,
iv., 150, 151, 148, 149.—Plin., H. N., xxv., 21, &c.
The former acted as an emetic,* the latter as a pur-

gative.' The plant was particularly celebrated for

curing melancholy, insanity, &c., and Anticyra was
reconunended to all persons afflicted with these com-
plaints, either because the black hellebore grew there

in gi eater plenty than elsewhere, or because it could
there be taken with greater safety. Hence the fre-

quent allusions to this town among the ancient
classical writers, and naviget Aiiticyram meant to

say that tiie person was mad.'" Persons in good
health also took the white hellebore to clear and
sharpen tiieir intellect, as Carneades is said" to

have done when about to write a book against Ze-
no.'* For many centuries it was held in the high-

est estimation, and is praised by Aretaeus,'* Celsus,'*

and several other writers ; about the end of the fifth

century, however, after Christ, it appears to have
fallen completely into disuse, as Asclepiodotus is

mentioned by Photius" as having particularly distin-

guished himself by his success in reviving the em-
ployment of it.

Another celebrated medicine in ancient (and, in-

deed, in modern) times was the Theriaca, of which
a farther account is given under that name. Some
of their medicines were most absurd ; we have not
room here to give specimens of them, but they may
be found, not only in the works of Cato and Pliny,

but also in those of Celsus, Alexander Trallianus,

&.C., and even Galen himself. Of these errors,

however, we ought to be the more indulgent when
we remember the ridiculous preparations that kept
tlieir places in our own pharmacopceias till compar-
atively within a few years.

1. (Cf. Cels., De Medic, ii., 32.)— 2. (Mechan. Account of
Poison*, Essay 4.)—3. (Hist. Plant., ix., 17.)—4. (Val. Max., ii.,

fi. k 7.)—5. (H. N., XXXV., 95.)—6. (v., 897.)—7. (Comment, ad
Hippocr., Aphor., lib. v., aph. 1, torn, xvii., B., p. 781.) — 8.

(Gell.. xvii.. 15.)—9. (Ibid.) — 10. (Ovid, ex Ponto, iv., 3, 53.—
Hor., Sat., II., iii., 82, 165.—De Arte Poet., 300.—Pers., iv., 16.

—Jiiv , xiii., 97.—Plut., Ue Cohib. Ira, <kc.) — 11. (Cell., 1. c.)

—12. '^Compare Plin., 1. c.—Val. Max., viii., 7, I) 5.—Petron., c.

88.—lertulliaii. De Anima, c. 6.—St. Jerome, Comment, i. in

Epist. id Ga!.at., tom.iv., pt. i., p. 233, ed. Bened.)—13. (De Cu-
rat. Morb. Diuturn., i., c. 2, p. 302 ; c. 3, p 304 ; c. 5, p. 317,

&c.. ed. Kuhn.) — 14. (De Medic, ii., 13; i:i., 20, &c.) — 19.

(fi.;ilioth., Cod., 500.)
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Many of the ancient physicia-f. have written oo
ihe subject of drugs ; the following list contains
probably the titles of all the treatises that are ex-
tant : 1. Uepl ^ap/iuKuv, " De Remediis Purganti-
bus ;" 2. Ilepi 'EX^-eCopiofiov, " De Veratri Usu"
(these two works are found among the collection

that goes under the name of Hippocrates, but are
both spurious*) ; 3. Dioscorides, tlepl "T?.^g 'la-pi-

K^C, " De Materia Medica," in five books (one of the
most valuable and celebrated medical treatises of
antiquity) ; 4. Id., Uepl 'EvTropioTuv, 'Aii?.<jv re kcu

^vvOiruv, <PapfiuKuv, " De Facile Parabilibus, tarn

Simplicibus quam Compositis, Medicamentis," in

two books (perhaps spurious') ; 5. Marcellus Side-

ta, 'larpiKu Trepl 'lx6vuv, " De Remediis ex Pisci-

bus ;" 6. Galen, Ilepi Kpdaeuc Kal Avvufieug tuv
'Att/Iuv ^apfiuKuv, " De Simplicium Medicamento-
rum Temperamentis et Facultatibus," in eleven
books ; 7. Id., Uepl livvdiaeug ^ap/iuKuv tuv Kara
Tonovc, " De Compositione Medicamentorum secun-
dum Locos," in ten books ; 8. Id., Uepl TlvvOeatu^

^ap/iUKuv TUV Karii Tivij, " De Compositione Medi-
camentorum secundum Genera," in seven books ;

9. Id., Uepl TTig tuv KadaipovTuv ^apfiuKuv Awu-
lieuc, "De Purgantium Medicamentorum Facultale"

(perhaps spurious') ; 10. Oribasius, 'S.vvayuyal 'lar-

piKai, " CoUecta Medicinalia," a compilation which
consisted originally of seventy books according t«i

Photius,* or, as Suidas says, of seventy-two ; of

these we possess at present rather more than one
third, five of which (from the eleventh to the fif-

teenth) treat of Materia Medica ; 11. Id., 'EvTzopia-

Tu, " Euporista ad Eunapium," or " De facile Para-

bilibus," in four books, of which the second con-

tains an alphabetical list of drugs ; 12. Id., SiJto^.'f,

" Synopsis ad Eustathium," an abridgment of his

larger work, in nine books, of wliich the second,

third, and fourtii are upon the subject of external

and internal remedies ; 13. Paulus .^gineta, 'Er<-

TOfir/c 'larpiKf/c BidXla "Errra, " Compendii Medici

Libri Septem," of which the last treats of medi-

cines ; 14. Joannes Actuarius, " De Medicamento-

rum Compositione," in two books (translated from
the Greek, and only extant in Latin) ; 15. Nicolaus

Myrepsus, " Antidotarium" (also extant only in a

Latin translation ) ; 16. Cato, " De Re Rustica,"

contains a good deal of matter on this subject in va-

rious parts ; 17. Celsus, " De Medicina Libri Octo,"

of which the fifth treats of different sorts of medi-

cines ; 18. Twelve books of Pliny's " Historia Nat-

uralis" (from the twentieth to the thirty-second) are

devoted to Materia Medica ; 19. Scribonius Largus,
" Compositiones Medicamentorum ;" 20. Apuleius

Barbaras, " Herbarium, seu de Medicaminibus Her-

barum ;" 21. Sextus Placitus Papyriensis, "De Med-
icamentis ex Animalibus ;" 22. Marcellus Empiri-

cus, "De Medicamentis Empiricis, Physicis, ac Ra-
tionalibus." The works of the Arabic physicians

on this subject (though their contributions to Mate-

ria Medica and Chemistry are among the most val-

uable part of their writings) it would be out of place

here to enumerate.
•tAPMA'KflN or *APMAKErA2 rPA*H', an in-

dictmfent against one who caused the death of an-

other by poison, whether given with intent to kill

or to obtain undue influence.* It was tried by the

court of Areopagus. That the malicious intent

was a necessary ingredient in the crime, may be

gathered from the expressions iK npovoiac, ii ini-

6ov?i.7j( Kal 7rpo6ov2^c, in Antiphon.* The punish-

ment was death, but might (no doubt) be mitigated

1. (Vid. Choulant, " Haudbuch der Biicherkunde fur die X\
tere Medicin," Leipz., 8vo, 1841 )—2. (Vid. Choulant, 1. c.)—

3

(Vid. Choulant, 1. c.)— 4. (Biblioth., Cod., 217.)—5. (Pollux,

Onom., viii., 40, 117.—Demosth., c. Aristocr., 627.— Argua u
Or. Antiph., Kan/X- (t>apii.)—<i. (1. c, iii., 112, ed. Steph

.
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•y the court under palliating circumstances. We
have examples of such ypa<^ai in the speech of An-
tiphon already cited, and that entitled nepi rov xo-

ptvrov.^ Among tlie Greeks, women appear to have

been most addicted to this crime, as we learn from

various passages in ancient authors. Such women
are called (papfiaKiSe^ and ^opfiaKevrpiai. Poisonous

drugs were frequently administered as love-potions,

or for other purposes of a similar nature. Men
whose minds were aflected by them were said 0ap-

uaK^v. Wills made by a man under the influence

of drugs (vrro <papfiuKuv) were void at Athens.'

PHAROS or PHARUS (^dpof), a Lighthouse.

The most celebrated lighthouse of antiquity was that

situated at the entrance to the port of Alexandrea.

It was built by Sostratus of Cnidus, on an island

which bore the same name, by command of one of
the Ptolemies, and at an expense of 800 talents.*

It was square, constructed of white stone, and with
admirable art ; exceedingly lofty, and in all respects

of great dimensions.* It contained many stories

[ituXvopot^v^), which diminished in width from be-

low upward.* The upper stories had windows
lot>king seaward, and torches or fires were kept

burning in them by night, in order to guide vessels

into the harbour.^

Pliny' mentions the lighthouses of Ostia and Ra-
venna, and says that there were similar towers at

many other places. They are represented on the

medals of Apamea and other maritime cities. The
name of Pharos was given to them in allusion to

that at Alexandrea, which was the model for their

construction.' The pharos of Brundisium, for ex-

ample, was, like that of Alexandrea, an island with
a lighthouse upon it." Suetonius" mentions anoth-
er pharos at Capreae.

The annexed woodcut shows two phari remaining
in Britain. The first is within the precincts of Do-
ver Castle. It is about 40 feet high, octagonal
externally, tapering from below upward, and built

with narrow courses of brick and much wider
courses of stone in alternate portions. The space
within the tower is square, the sides of the octagon
without and of the square within being equal, viz.,

each 15 Roman feet. The door is seen at the
bottom.'* A similar pharos formerly existed at Bou-
logne, and is supposed to have been built by Calig-

ula.'* The round tower here introduced is on the
ftummit of a hill on the coast of Flintshire.'*

PHA'IUJ.S (0dpof). (Vtd Palucm.)
I'HASF.'LUS (0do;7/lof) was a vessel rather

Itmg and narrow, apparently so called from its re-

temblance to the shape of a phaselus or kidney
Bean. It was chiefly used by the Egyptians, and

1. (Meier, Att. Proc., p. 311.)— 2. (Demostb., c. Steph., 1133.)
— 3. (Plin., II. N, ixxvi., 12. — Steph. Byz., a. t. *<ipo5.

—

Achill. Tat., v , 6.)—4. (Cj-sar, Bell. Civ., iii., 112.)—5. (Stra-
Oo, ivii.. 1. ^ 6.) — 6. (Ilercxlian, IV., 3.) — 7. (Vol. Flacc., vii.,

M.— Vid. Bartoli, Luc. Ant., iii., 12.)- 8. (1. c.)—9. (Ileitxlian,

!. c—aiet., Claud., 20.—Bruuck, Anal., ii., 186.)— 10. (Mela,
li, 7, « 13.—Steph. Byz., 1. r.)— 11. (Tib., 74.)— 12. (Stukcly,
Itio. Curios., p. 129.) — 13. (Sueton., Calig., 46. — Montfaucon,
Supplem., v., iv., L. vi., 3, 4.)- 14. (Pennant, Par. of White-
fonj «nd Uolyw*U, p. 112.)

was of various sizes, from a mere boat to a «
adapted for long voyages.' Oct avia sent ten tii-

remcs of this kind, wliich she had obtained froni
Antony, to assist her brother Octavianus ; and Ap-
pian* describes them as a kind of medium between
the ships of war and the common transport or mer-
chant vessels. Tlie phaselus was built for speed
(phaselua ille—navium ceUrrimua*), to which moro
attention seems to have been paid than to ita

strength ; whence the e\)iihet fragilia is given to it

by Horace.* These vessels were sometimes made
of clay (Jictilibua phasdis^), to which the epithet of
Horace may perhaps also refer.

*PHASE'LUS or PHASE'OLUS (^<rr/Aof, t^aei-

o'ko^), the Phaaeolus vulgaris, or common Kidnev
Bean.*
*PHASG'ANON {<l>uijyavov). " Sprengel," saya

Adams, " hesitates between the Iris fatidiasiina and
the Gladiolus communis, or common Sword Grass

;

Stackhouse between the latter and the Iris Xiphi-
urn. These doubts, however, are of older date.'"
•PHASfA'NOS (^cffmvof or <^aaiaviKbq bpvi^),

the Pheasant, or Phasianus Colchicus, L. Accord-
ing to the Greek legend, the Pheasant took its

name, in that language, from the river Phasis in

Colchis, and was exclusively confined to this latter

country before the expedition of the Argonauts.
These adventurers, it is said, on ascending the
Phasis, beheld the birds in question spread along
the banks of the river, and, bringing some of them
back to their native country, bestowed upon it, says
Montbeillard, a gift more precious than the golden
fleece. At the present day, according to the same
authority, the pheasants of Colchis or Mingrelia
are the finest and largest in the known world.*
•PHASrOLUS. ( Kid. Phaselus.)
PHASIS (0a«Ttf) was one of the various methods

by which public offenders at Athens might be pros-

ecuted ; but the word is often used to denote any
kind of information ; as Pollux* says, /cotvwf ^uaric
iKaT^vvTo rrCtaai al pr/vvaeiQ ruv Xavdavovruv uiutf'

fiuTuv. (Vid. Aristoph., Eq., 300, and Acharn., 823,
826, where the word <j>avTu^u is used in the same
sense as (paivu.) The word avKoijxlvi^^ is derived
from the practice of laying information against those
who exported figs. ( Vul. SycoPHANTEs.)
Though it is certain that the tfulaiQ was distin-

guished froni other methods of prosecution," we are
not informed in what its peculiarities consisted.

According to Pollux," it might be brought against
those who committed offences against the mine laws,

or the customs, or any other part of the revenue ;

against any persons who brought false accusations
against others for such offences ; and against gii ird-

ians who injured their wards. The charge, as in

the ypa^, was made in writing {kv ypa/if^areiu),

with the name of the prosecutor and the proposed
penalty (ripTjfxa) affixed, and also the names of the

K2.^TTjpeg. The same author says, i<paivovTo 6e irpdc

Tov upxovra. Here we must either understand the
word upxovra to be used in a more general sense,

as denoting any magistrate to whom a jurisdiction

belonged, or read, with Schomann,'* roiif upxovTo^.
For it is clear that the archon was not the only
person before whom a ^uatf might be preferred. In

cases where corn had been carried to a foreign port,

or money lent on a ship which did not bring a return

cargo to Athens, and probably in all cases of offence

I. (Viry., Georj., iv., 289.—CatuU., 4.—Martial, x.. 30, 13.—
Cic. ad Alt., i., 13.)—2. (Boil. Civ., v., 95.)— 3. (Cutnll , 1. c.>—
4. (Carol., iii., 2, 27, 28.)—5. (Juv., xv., 127.)—6. (Dioeror.. ii

,

130.—Galen. De Simpl., viii.—Adams. Append., s. v.)—7. (Th»-
onhr., vii., 12.—Dioscor., iv., 20.—Adams, Apjiend., i. v.)— Il

(V\d. Aristot., v., 25, and Geopon., xiv., 19. — Athen., Deip..

xiv.— Griffith's Cuvier, viii., 225.)—9 (viii., 47.;— 10. (Demoath.
c Arising., 793.—Isocr., c Calliin., 375, cd. Steph.)— II. (I. e.!

—12. (De Comit., HE)
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against the export and import laws, the information

was laid before the iKifieXT/rai tov ijiitopiov} Where
public money had been embezzled or illegally ap-

propriated, for which a <puaiq was maintainable, the

ffvvdiKot were the presiding magistrates.' Offences

relating to the mines came before the thesmothetae.*

Injuries done by guardians to their wards or wards'

estate, whether a public prosecution or a civil action

was resorted to, belonged to the jurisdiction of the

archon, whose duty it was to protect orphans.* All

0i(TE/f were tiiitjtol ayQveg, according to Pollux,*

and he says to Tijiijdev iylyvero tuv u6iKov/iivuv, ei

xal dXAof in^p avriJv (j>^veiev. By this we are to

understand that the rifiri/ia went to the state if the

prosecution was one of a purely public nature, that

is, where the offence immediately affected the

state ; but where it was of a mixed nature, as

where a private person was injured, and the state

only indirectly, in such case compensation was
awarded to the private person. This was the case

in prosecutions against fraudulent guardians. On
the same ground, wherever the prosecutor had an
interest in the cause beyond that which he might

feel as the vindicator of public justice, as where
he, or some third person on whose behalf he inter-

posed, was the party directly injured, and might
reap advantage from the result, he was liable to

the kn<j6eXia, and also to the payment of the vpvTa-

veia, just as he would be in a private action. Prob-

ably this liability attached upon informations for

carrying corn to a foreign port, as the informer

there got half the penalty if successful.* Where
the ^afftf was of a purely public nature, the prose-

cutor would be subject only to the payment of the

Kapdaraaig, and to the thousand drachms if he
failed to obtain a fifth part of the votes, according

to the common practice in criminal causes.' Wheth-
er, in those of a mixed nature, he was liable to

these payments, as well as to the TrpvravEia and
kTu^eXia, is a question which has been much dis-

cussed, but cannot be settled. We have no speech

left us by the orators on the subject of a ^dcrig, but

only mention of a lost speech of Lysias npoQ ttjv

lidcriv rov 6p(pavtKov oIkov.^

*PHASS.\ (Aadtra), the Ring-dove or Cushat,

namely, the Columba palumbus, L. Sonini says the

modern Greeks call the Ramier of the French ^daaa,

and le fis^eon sauvage, TE?ii(jTepi.^

*PHELLUS {<peX?io^), the Quercus suher, or Cork-
tree.'"

PHERNE {<l>epv^). {Vid. Dos, Greek.)
PHIALA. (Fiti. Pateka.)
•PHILLYR'EA (./.iAAwpea), the Philhjrealalifolia,

or Broad-leaved true Phiilyrea. Sibthorp found it

growing abundantly in Candia, the ancient Crete."
*PHILYR.\ {(pMpa), the Tilia Europaa, the

Lime or Linden tree. Of the inner bark were
formed strings for garlands, mats, &c."
"PHLEOS {(^Xiug), a species of Reed. Sprengel

makes it the Arundo ampelodesmos ; Stackhouse, the
Arundo calamagrostis}^

*PHLOMOS ((^X6//of) or PHLOMIS (0;i6//if).

" From the brief description," remarks Adams, " of
the ^"kbiioL and ^Ao/xtdcf by Dioscorides and Galen,
it is difficult to determine their several genera and
species. Matthiolus, Dodonaeus, and Sprengel are

1. (Demosth., c. Theocr., 1323.)—2. {Isocr., c. CaUim., 372.—
Ly» , De Publ. Pecun., 149.—De Aristoph. bon., 154, ed. Steph.)—3. (Meier, Att. Pioc., 64.)—4. (Suidas, s. v. <I>a'<«f.—Demosth.,
c. Oaet., 865 ; c. Lacr., 910 ; c. Nausim., 991.)—5. (viii., 48.)— ft (Demosth., c. Theocr., 1325 — Biickh, Staatsh. der Athe-
er.J., 93.)—7. (Demrrath., c. Tbet/;; , 1383.)—8. (Vid. Biickh,
Id., i, 376-3S2, 391-392.- MmeT, Att. Proc., 247-252, 732.—
Plainer, Proc. und El., ii., ^-17.) -9. (.Adams, Append., s. v.)

—

10. (Thcophr.. i., 5.)—11. (Dioscor., i., 125.—Theophr., H. P.,

i , 9. — Adams, Append., s. v.)— 12. (Theophr., II. P., i., 12.—
C. PI., vi., 12. — Adams, Api^nd., . v.) —13. (Theophr., it., 8,
10 —Adams, Append., s. t.)
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agreed that the ^\6p.oq uypid is the Phlomia Jrutico-

sa, or Broad-leaved Sage-tree. The female XtvK^
(jiXo/iog is the Verbascum undulatum, Lam., accord-
ing to Sibthorp, and the male ?.svk7} <^?i6fioc, the
Verbascum Thapsus, or Great Mullein, according to
the same ; but Sprengel appears to show satisfac-

torily that the female is the Thapsus, and the male
the undulatum. The Verbascum nigrum, or Black
Mullein, is well known. The first two species of
the <l>X6fiig are referred by Sprengel to the Phlomi»
Samia, L., and the Phlomis lunari/olia, Sibthorp.

Clusius named the narrow-leaved Jerusalem Sage,
Phlomis lychnitis."^

PHLOX {(p'ko^), a plant which Sprengel calls

the Agrostemma coronarium. " Schneider mentions
that Anguillara held it to be the ^'jiorc del veluto"

of the Italians. All the plants included in the genus
Phlox of modern botanists are natives of the New
World.-'»

*PHOCA {(puKTi), the Seal, or Phoca vitulina,

called by Pliny " Vitulus marinus," or Sea Calf. It

was ranked among the KT/rij by Homer.'
PHOCjENA ((j>uKaiva), the Delphinus Phocana,

L., or Porpoise. Julius Scaliger, Belon, Gesner,
and Rondelet concur in referring the Tursio of
Pliny to the Porpoise. Pliny and other writers of
antiquity confound the ^ukj], or Seal, with the (p6>-

Kaiva, or Porpoise.*

PHCENICOPT'ERUS i^oLviKOTTTepog), the Fla-

mingo, or Phxnicopterus ruber, L. The Greek
name, which means " crimson-winged," is an epi-

thet especially suitable to individuals of two years
old, whose wings alone are of a fine carnation, while
the neck and body are still invested with white
plumes. The ancients held the flesh of the Flarain'

go in high estimation, and the tongue was especially

regarded as an exquisite morsel ; but such of the
moderns as have tasted it declare it to be oily, and
of an unpleasant marshy flavour.*

PHCENICU'RUS {(jfoiviKovpos), a species of Bird,

the Sylvia Phoenicurus, Lath., or Redstart. " The
Redstart so nearly resembles the Redbreast in

general appearance, that it is not to be wondered at

that Aristotle took it for a Redbreast in its summei
plumage."*
PHCENIX {(poivi^), I. a fabulous Egyptian bird.

*II. The Phoenix dactylifera. Date-tree, or greater

Palm. " Theophrastus describes six species or

kinds of palms ; his x<^l^<^i'P^<i>Vi is the same as the

XafiaiQrjlog <l>oivi^ of Dioscorides, namely, the Cha-
mcernps humilis, L. The Thebaic Palms of Dios-

corides are named Cruciferae Thebaica by De Lisle

;

but, according to Sprengel, they were mere varieties

of the common Palm. The ancients were well

aware of the distinction of sex which exists in this

tribe of trees. The ^oivi^ rzoa of Dioscorides is un-

doubtedly the Lolium pcrenne. Perennial Darnel, or

Rye Grass.'

PHO'NOS (06vof), Homicide, was either kKovaiof

or aKovaiog, a distinction which corresponds in some
measure, but not exactly, with our murder and

manslaughter ; for the (j>6vo( iKOvacog might fall with-

in the description of justifiable homicide, while ^6-

vog uKovaiog might be excusable homicide. Accord-

1. (Dioscor., iv., 102.—Galen, De Simpl., viii.—Theophr., ix.

12. —Adams, Append., s. v.)— 2. (Theophr., H. P., vi., 6.

—

Adams, Append., s. v.)— 3. (Aristot., H. A., ii.— Oppian, Hal.,

i.—^lian, N. A., xii.—Pliny.—Homer, Od., iv.,452.)—4. (Arii-

tot., vi., 12 ; viii., 13. — Mliaa, v., 4 ; ix., 59. — Xenocrates et

Galen, De Alim.—Pliny, H. N., ii., 9.—Adams, Append., s. v.)

— 5. (Griffith's Cuvier, viii., 543. — Juvenal, ii.—Philost., vit.

ApoU. — Celsiis, ii., 18, with Dr. Milligan's note. —Adams, Ap-
pend., s. V.)—6. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 3fi.— Vtrf. Geopon., xv., 1.)

—7. (Theophr., i., 2, 13, <kc.—Dioscor., i., 148, 149, 150.—Ga-
len, De Simpl., viii.— V'td. Theophr., ii., 9.—Pliny, H. N., xxiii..

7.—Claudiaii, Nupt. Hon. et Mar., 1. 66.— 01. Cclsii, llierobot,

and Sir W. Drummond's articles in the Classical Journal, W»
28, 29, 31.—Dioscor., iv., 43.—Adams, Append., ». v.)
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mg to the different circumstances under which the

homicide was committed, the tribunal to which the

case was referred, and tlie modes of proceeding at

Athens, varied. Ail cases of murder (with one ex-

ception, to be hereafter noticed) were tried by the

court of Areopagus ; other cases of homicide were
'by the statutes of Diaco) to be tried by the %Tat.
All ^oviKai iUaL itelunged to the Jurisdiction of the

upxuv (iamXevg as iiytfiuv diKaarT/piov. He was an-

ciently the sole judge in cases of unintentional

homicide ; for such an act was considered, in a re-

hgious point of view, as being a pollution of the

city ; and it became his duty, as guardian of reli-

gion, to take care that the pollution (uyof) was duly

expiated. Draco, however, established the itpirai,

first, as a court of appeal from the upxuv (iaai7.evq ;

and soon after they began to perform the office of

duscarai, he being the presiding magistrate.' In dis-

cu3;$ing this subject, we have to consider the vari-

ous courts established at Athens for the trial of

homicide, the different species of crime therein re-

spectively prosecuted, the manner of proceeding

against the criminal, and the nature of the punish-

ment to which he was liable. All these points are

fully discussed by Matthias in his treatise De Judi-

ctis Athen. in the Miscellanea Philologica, vol. i., to

which more particular references are given in this

article.

Sulon, who seems to have remodelled the court

of Areopagus, enacted that this court should try

cases of murder and malicious wounding, besides

arson and poisoning.' One would be deemed a
murderer who instigated another to commit the

deed, provided the purpose were accomplished.'

Besides the court of Areopagus, there were four

other courts of which the i(j>eTai were judges : to

hrl IlaA/lad/y, to km Ae/l^tvi'9, to eni HpvTaveitf),

and TO tv ^peaTTol* To the court iirl HaXXadiu be-

longed cases of accidental homicide, manslaughter,

and attempts to commit murder (/JouXcvtrctf ). Such
a case as that mentioned by Demosthenes,* of an
unlawful blow followed by death, would be man-
slaughter. It seems, also, that this court had a

concurrent jurisdiction with the Areopagus in char-

ges of murderous conspiracy which was carried

into eflect. The law perhaps allowed the prosecu-

tor to waive the heavier charge, and proceed against

the offender for the conspiracy only.* As to the

supposed origin of this court, see Harpocration.' To
the court eni £iE?i^ivi<^ were referred cases where
the party confessed the deed, but justified it : uv Tig

t'>lio/ioyy fiEv KTeivai, kwofiuQ 66 <py dedpaKEvai. De-
mosthenes calls it uyiuTaTov kqI (jipiKudeaTaTop*

As to the origin of this court, see Matthise, 152.

In the TH M llpvTaveiip, the objects of prosecution
were inanimate things, as wood, stone, or iron,

which had caused the death of a man by falling on
him.' Draco enacted that the cause of death should
be cast out of the boundaries of the land (vnepopi^-

tadat), in which ceremony the upx^v ^aaiXevg was
assisted by the ^vTiotaaikelg}" This was a relic of
very rude times, and may be not inaptly compared
with our custom of giving deodands. Matthise"
thinks there was an ulterior object in the investiga-

tion, viz , that by the production of the instrument
by which deatl was inflicted, a clew might be found
to the diseoveiy of the real murderer, if any. The

1. (Su'das, a. v. 'llytfunla SiKaartiplov.—Pollux, Unon., viii.,

90, 125.—Wachsmiilh, 1!., i., 308.)—2. (Demosth., c. Aristocr.,

car.)-3. (DemoBlh., c. Conon., 1264, 1265.—Matth.. 148.)—4.
(Harpocr. ct Suid., s. v. 'E(^/rat.) — 5. (c. NoiEr., 1348.) — 6.

(Harpocr., s. v. hovXctiatioi.—Antiph., rcrpaX., 126, ed. Steph.

—

Malth., 150.)—7. (s. v. 'EttJ naXXo^iV-

—

PoUux, Onom., Tiii.,

118.)—8. (c. Aristocr.. 644.—Harpocr., «. v. 'I-.-kI ^tXiptvl^.—
Pollux, Oaom., viii., 119.)—9. (Harpocr., a. v. 'Eiri ilpvraveiu.
—Pollux, Oaom., viii., 120.—Demosth., c. Aristocr., o45.)— 10.

(Meier, Att. Pioc., 117. — Suidas, s. t. THkuv .£arh., c.

riMiph., 88, ed. Steph.)-ll. (p. 154.)
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court iv ippeaTTol was reserved for a peculiar «i«e i

where a man, affer going into exile for an uninten-
tional homicide, and before he had appeased the rel-

atives of the deceased, was charged with having
committed murder. He was brought in a ship *j a
place in the harbour called iv ^pearTol, 'i.TJ;Vjera

pleaded his cause on board ship, whf. ; ne judges
remained on land. If he Wcis convicted, he i. ufTered

the punishmert of murder; if acquitted, he suffere

the remainder of his former punishment. Ths ob
ject of this ctiitrivance was to avoid pollution (for

the crime of the first act had not yet been expiated),

and, at the same time, to bring the second offence
to trial.'

To one or other of these courts all ^ovlkoi dUat
were sent for trial, and it was the business of the
apxuv fiaaiXevf to decide which. The task of pros-

ecution devolved upon the nearest relatives of the
deceased, and in case of a slave, upon lUe master.
To neglect to prosecute, without good cause, was
deemed an offence against religion ; that is, in any
relative not farther removed than a first cousin's

son (aveftadovg). Within that degree the law en-
joined the relatives to prosecute, under penalty of

an daeSeiag ypaipri if they failed to do so.* They
might, however (without incurring any censure),

forbear to prosecute, where the murdered man had
forgiven the murderer before he died ;* or, in cases
of involuntary homicide, where the offender gave the

satisfaction which the law required, unless the de-

ceased had given a special injunction to avenge him,*
The first step taken by the prosecutor was, to

give notice to the accused to keep away from all

public places and sacrifices. This was called npofh
pTjacc, and was given at the funeral of the deceased.*

After this ho gave a public notice in the market
place, warning the accu.sed to appear and answe
to the charge : here he was said npoEinelv or Trpo

ayopeveiv <l>6vov.* The next thing was to prefer the
charge before the king archon. To such charge
the term imaK^TTTeadai or iire^cevai was peculiarly

applied.^ The charge was delivered in writing;

the prosecutor was said anoypd^eadai 6iKT}v <j>6vov*

The king archon having received it, after first warn-
ing the defendant awexec^dai tuv fivaTtjpiuv Koi ruv
ukXuv vofiifiuv,^ proceeded in due form to the avd-
Kpiffig. The main thing to be inquired info was the

nature of the offence, and the court to which the
cognizance appertained. The evidence and other
matters were to be prepared in the usual way.
Three months were allowed for this preliminary in-

quiry, and there were three special hearings, one in

each month, called diadiKaaiai, or (according to

Bekker's reading) irpodiKaaiai i^" after which, in the
fourth month, the king archon eiafiye tt/v (5/«j/v."

The defendant was allowed to put in a napaypa^
if he contended that the charge ought to be tried in

one of the minor courts."

All the (^oviKu diKoarfipia were heldjn the open
air, in order that the judges might not be under the
same roof with one suspected of impurity, nor the
prosecutor with his adversary." The king archon
presided, with his crown taken off.** The parties

were bound by the most solemn oaths ; the one
swearing that the charge was true, that he bore

1. (Demosth., c. Aristocr., 646.—Harpocr., s. v. "Kv tpptarrcii— Pollux, Onom., viii., 120.— Matth., 155.) — 2. (Demosth., c.

Androt., 593 ; c. Macart., 1069-; c. Eucrg. et Mnes., 1160, 1161.
— Antiph., De Her. Csd., 135, ed. Steph.) — 3. (Demoetb., e.

Panta>n., 983.)— 4. (Lysias, c. Agor., 133, 138, cd. Steph.

-

Matth., 170.)—5. (Antiph., De Her. Ced , 130, 139.—De Chor
141, ed. Steph.-Demo8th.,c. Leplin., 505; c. Aristocr., 632 ; o
Euetx.,116().)—6. (Demosth., c. Macart., 1068; c. Nemr., 134».'

—7. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 33, 118.—Harpocr., s. v. 'Eirtwe^i/'a

TO.—Antiph., KaTfiy. <t>apit; 111, ed. Steph.)—8. (Antiph D«
Chor., 145, ed. Steph.)— 9. (Pollux, Onom., viil., 66, 90.)—J»

(Anti;h., De Chor., 146, cd. Steph.)— 11. (Matth., 160.) — U
(PoU* I, Onom., viii., 57.)—13. (Antiph., De Her. C»d., 180, ed.

Steph.)—14. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 9a)
169
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•nch a relationship to the deceased, and that he

would, in conducting his case, confine himself to

liie question at issue ; the other declaring the charge

to be false.* The witnesses on both sides were
jnorn in liive manner,' and slaves were allowed to

appear as witnesses.' Either party was at liberty

to maKC two speeches, the prosecutor beginning,

as may be seen from the TerpaXoyla of Antiphon

;

but both were obliged to confine themselves to the

point at issue.* Advocates {avviiyopoi) were not

admitted to speak for the parties anciently, but in

later times they were.' Two days were occupied

in the trial. After the first day, the defendant, if

fearful of the result, was at liberty to fly the coun-

try, except in the case of parricide. Such flight

could not be prevented by the adversary, but the

property of the exile was confiscated.' On the

third day the judges proceeded to give their votes,

for which two boxes or urns were provided (vSinai

or u./i(j>opeii), one of brass, the other of wood ; the

former for the condemning baflots, the latter for

those of acquittal. An equal number of votes was
an acquittal ; a point first established (according to

the old tradition) upon the trial of Orestes.'

As the defence might consist either in a simple

denial of the killing, or of the intention to kill, or in

a justification of tl\e act, it is necessary to inquire

what circumstances amounted to a \egal justifica-

tion or excuse. We learn from Demosthenes* that

it was excusable to kill another unintentionally in a
gymnastic combat, or to kill a friend in battle or

ambuscade, mistaking him for an enemy ; that it

was justifiable to slay an adulterer if caught in ipso

delicto, or a paramour caught in the same way with

a sister or daughter, or even with a concubine, if

her children would be free. (As to an adulterer,

see Lysias.') It was lawful to kill a robber at the

time when he made his attack (ev6vc ufivvofievov),

but not after. ^'' By a special decree of the people,

made after the expulsion of the Thirty Tyrants, it

was lawful to kill any man who attempted to es-

tablish a tyranny, or put down the democracy, or

committed treason against the state." A physician

was excused who caused the death of a patient by
mistake or professional ignorance.*' This distinc-

tion, however, must be observed. Justifiable homi-
cide left the perpetrator entirely free from pollu-

tion {Kadapov). That which, though unintentional,

was not perfectly free from blame, required to be
expiated. See the remarks of Antiphon in the Te-
TpaTioyia, b. 123.

It remains to speak of the punishment.
The courts were not invested with a discretion-

ary power in awarding punishment ; the law deter-

mined this according to the nature of the crime.'^

Wilful murder was punished with death.'* It was
the duty of the thesmothetae to see that the sen-

tence was executed, and of the Eleven to execute
it.** We have seen that the criminal might avoid it

by flying before the sentence was passed. Mali-

cious wounding was punished with banishment and
confiscation of goods.** So were attempts to mur-
;der (0ovXevaeic). But where the design was fol-

. lowed by the death of him whose life was plotted

against, and tiie crime was treated as a murder, it

1. (Antiph., De Her. Csed., 130, 140 ; De Chor., 143,cd. Steph.
—Deniosth., c. Euerg., 1161.— Matlh., 163.—Wachsmuth, II.,

i., 336.)—2. (Aiitiph., ib., et 131, ed. Steph.—Meier, Att. Proc.,
675.)—3. (Meier, Alt. Proc., 667.)—4. (Lys., c. Simon., IOC—
Antiph., De Chor., 143. cd. Steph.)—5. (Matth., 164.)—6. (Pol-
lax, Ouom., viii., 117.—Demosth.,c. Aristocr., 634, 043.—Matth.,
167.)—7. (^9chyl.,Eumen., 753. — Matth.. 165.)— 8. (c. Aris-
tocr., 637.)—9. (De Eratosth. Cad., 94, ed Steph.)—10. (De-
mostli., c. Aristocr., 629.)—11. (Lycurg., c. Leocr., 165.—An-
doc, De Myst., 13, ed. Stenh.)—12. (Antiph., TtrpaX., 127, ed.

Sttph )— 13. (Deniosth., c. NexT., 1372,)— 14. (Antiph., De Her.
Cwl., 130, e<i. Steph.—Demmth., c. Mid., 528.)— 15. (Deiroeth..

c. Ariitocr., 630.—Meier, Att. Proc., 74.—Schamann, Ant. Jur.

Publ. Gr., 240 )—16. (Lys., c. Simon., 100,—Matth., 148.)

r/0

might be punished with death, at least il it wai
tried in the Areopagus ; for it is doubtful whethei
the minor courts (except that fj^ ippeaTTol) had the
power of inflicting capital punishment.* If the
criminal who was banished, or who avoided his

sentence by voluntary exile, returned to the coun-
try, an Mel^i^ might forthwith be laid against hie,
or he might be arrested and taken before the thes-

mothetae, or even slain on the spot.' The proceed-
ing by uTTayuyri (arrest) might perhaps be taken
against a murderer in the first in&tance, if the mur
der was attended with robbery, in which case the
prosecutor was liable to tiie penalty of a thousand
drachms if he failed to get a fifth of the votes.*

But no murderer, even after conviction, could law-
fully be killed, or even arrested, in a foreign coun-
try.* The humanity of the Greeks forbade such a
practice. It was a principle of international law,
that the exile had a safe asylum in a foreign land.

If an Athenian was killed by a foreigner abroad,
the only method by which bis relatives could ob-

tain redress was to seize natives of the murderer's
country (not more than three), and keep them until

the murderer was given up for judgment.*
Those who were convicted of unintentional hom-

icide, not perfectly excusable, were condemned to

leave the country for a year. They were obliged

to go out (e^ipxeaBai) by a certain time, and by n
certain route (ra/cr^v ddov), and to expiate their of-

fence by certain rites. Their term of absence was
called unevcavTiafiog. It was their duty, also, to

appease {aldeiaOat) the relatives of the deceased,
or, if he had none within a certain degree, the mem-
bers of his clan, either by presents or by humble
entreaty and submission. If the convict could pre-

vail on them, he might even return before the year
had expired. The word aideladai is used not only
of the criminal humbling himself to the relatives,

but also of their forgiving him.* The property of

such a criminal was not forfeited, and it was un-
lawful to do any injury to him, either on his leaving

the country or during his absence.'

Such was the constitution of the courts and the

state of the law as established by Solon, and mostly
indeed, by Draco ; for Solon retained mast of Dra
co's <j>oviKol vo/ioi* But it appears that the juris-

diction of the k(j>ETai in later times, if not soon after

the legislation of Solon, was greatly abridged, and
that most of the ^ovlkgl diKai were tried by a com-
mon jury. It is probable that the people preferred

the ordinary method of trial, to which they were
accustomed in other causes, criminal as well aa

civil, to the more aristocraticai constitution of the

court of i(j>iTai. Tiieir jurisdiction in the courts ev

(ppeaTTol and kni UpvTavei<f> was, no doubt, still re

tained ; and there seem to have been other peculiar

cases reserved for their cognizance.' Whether the

powers of the .Areopagus, as a criminal court, were
curtailed by the proceedings of Pericles and Ephi-

altes. or only their administrative and censorial au-

thority as a council, is a question which has been

much discussed. The strong language of Demos-
thenes** inclines one to the latter opinion. See als«

Dinarchus," from which it appears there was no ap-

peal from the decision of that court."

1. (Matth., 150.—Schomann,Ant. Jur. Publ. Gr., 294.— Meirr,
Att. Proc., 313.)—2. (Suidas, s. v. 'Ei'citi^K.—Matth., 168.)—

J

(Demo.sth., c. Aristocr., 647.—Mpicr, Att. Proc., 231.)—4. (D«-

mosth., c. Anstocr.,631,632.)—5. (Demosth, c. Ari^tocr.,647.-

PoUui, OnoDi., viii., 50.—Ilarpocr. and Suidas, s. v. 'KvipoXff

^lov.)—6. (Wachsmuth, II., i., 268.—Ilarpocr., s. v. "ino^itvia.

— Demnsth., c. Pantsen.. 983; c. Macart., 1069; c. Aristocr,

643.—Matth., 170.)—7. (Demosth., c. Aristocr., 634.)—8. (De-

mosth., c. Euerg., 1161 ; c. Anstocr., 636.—Wachsmuth, II., i

241.)—9. (Pollux, Ononi., viii, 125.—Matth., 158.—Schamann,
Ant. Jur. Pub. 296.)— 10. (c. Aristocr., 641.)— 11. (c. Aristog.

init.)—12. (Matlh., 166.—Plainer, Proc. und Kl., i., 27.—Sch*-
mann, Ant. Jur. Pub., 301.— Thirlwall, Gi. llist^vol iii.. c. 17,

p. 24.—Waclisrr ath, II., i.. 318.)
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No exlraorciinaiy punishment was imposed by
ihe Athenian legislator on parricide. Suicide was
not considered a crime in point of law, though it

seems to have been deemed an offence against re-

ligion ; for, by the custom of the country, the hand
of the suicide was buried apart from his body.'

O'NOY AIKH. (Ki<f. Phonos.)
*OFA2 A*ANOTS, MEGHMEPINHS AIKH

{$opCi( uiftavov^, fi£0rifiepivr}<: iiKrj) is enumerated by
Pollux* among the Athenian 6iKai, but we have no
satislactoiy explanation of the meaning. Kiihn
{vtd. note to Dindorff's edition) explains it thus :

" Actio in servos opcrarios, qui non praslabant dom-
ino (popuv uipavoix, pensionem, mercedes de operis

qut£ erant uipavf/, i. e., non incurrebant in oculos, uli

facuUales et opes manifcsltz. Eral et (popu fieOijfie-

pivT), mcrr.edcs diurn<t. opav illam Gl. appellant,

quia offerebatnr domino a senis, vel conductor fere-

bat eonductis operariis. Dicitur et u^roi^opu." This
can hardly be correct, as we have no authority

for supposing that an action could be brought by a
master against his servant. It might, with greater
probability, be conjectured to be an action by the
owner of slaves employed in manufactures against
the person to whom they were let out, to recover
the reserved rent, which might be a certain portion

of the profits accruing from day to day, and would
be a<^avric to the owner until he got an account from
the other party. As to the practice oflending slaves,

vid. Demosth., c. Aphob., 819, 839. Meier* conjec-
tures that the true reading might be ^puf, theft,

or ipupac, search ; in which case the action would
be one for unlawfully searching a person's house,
either secretly («dovo«?f), or openly in the daytime
(fiedfifitpiv^^). The first conjecture, at least, is

highly improbable, as there was a diKti K^om/c.
PH0I113EIA ((jiopSeia) was a strap fastened at the

back of the head, with a hole in front fitting to the
mouthpiece ; it was used by pipers and trumpeters
to compress their mouths and cheeks, and thus to

aid them in blowing. See the references under
Capistbum, and a wo<)dcut on p. 240, which repre-
sents a woman with the <jiop6eia.

PHOHmNX i<p6pfiiy^). (Kid. Lyra.)
*PHOU ((jtov), the Valeriana officinalis or great

Wild Valerian.*

•PHOXI'NUS {(t>o^lvoc), the Cyprinus Phoxinus,
L., or the Minnow. Gesner, however, questions
this opinion.'

PHRATRIA (fparpia). {Vid. Civitas, Greek.)
PHKY'GIO. ( Vtd. Pallium, p. 718.)

•PHRYGIUS LAPIS (<l»pt;ytoc Xidoc), the Phry-
gian stone of the ancients, according to Adams and
other authorities, would appear to have been a pum-
ice, with an admixture of alum and other ingredi-

p.nt8.*

PHRYNOS (fpvvoc), a species of Toad, 'he
Rtibeta of the Latins. " Conmientators are greatly
puzzled," remarks Adams, " to determine what it

was. After comparing the ancient accounts of it

with the characters of the Bufo comutus, as given
in the Encyclopedic Methodique, I was forcibly struck
with their coincidence, and it affords me pleasure
to find that Schneider also identifies the Fhrynus
or Rubeta with the Bufo cornutus. Agricola con-
firms the ancient statements of its being venomous,
but few modern naturalists agree with him. The
ifpvvoc A(J^of (called KaXofiirf] by the scholiast on Ni-
cander) would seem to have been the Bufo calami-

ta. Russel .supposed it venomous. Agricola calls it

a small green animal, and denies that it is mute."^
*PHTHEIR (fffeip), the Pediculus communis, or

1. (.«sch., r. C-.es., 88, ed. Steph.)—2. (Onom., viii., 31.)—3.
(Alt. Prix-., 533.)—4. (Uioicor., l., 10.—GaJen., De Simpl., viii.—
Adams, Ap|>end., a. v.)— 5. (Arifttit., vi., 12, Sic.—Adanui, Ap-
peud. >. V.)—^(Dioicor , v., 140.—Galen., De Simpl., viii.

—

Ailan *. Appea*) % t.)—7. (Aduru, Append., i. v.)

common I>ouse. Aristotle notices the lice which
form on fishes. Donnegan, in speaking of these,

calls them '* a kind of small shellfish, that fixes upor
and derives its food from the bodies of other fishes,,

familiar examples of which may be noticed in the
common prawn (on the corslet of which a protu-

berance may often be observed, the parasite bein^
covered by a coating of the shell), as also in the
mussel.'"

*II. The fruit of a species of Pine, the Piniu
Pinaster. Consult the remarks of Ritter, in hie

VorhalU Europ. Volkergesch., p. 154, in relation to

the <^eipo(puyoi of antiquity.

eOPA TON EAEY0EPQN ((j>0opu tC>v tXevite

puv) was one of the offences that might be crimi-

nally prosecuted at Athens. The word tpOopd may
signify any sort of corruption, bodily or mental;
but the expression (fid. r. e. comprehends, if it is not
limited to, a crime too common among the Greeks,
as appears from a law cited by ^schines.* On
this subject, vid. Proaoooeia, anS Schumann, Ant.
Jur. Pub. Gr., p. 335, 338.

•PHYCIS (^v/ttV), the Blennius Phycis, or Hake,
called in Italian the Fico.''

PHYCUS (^O/cof.) (Kfrf. FucDs.)
PHYGE {(^yv). {Vid. Banishment, Greek.)
PHYLARCHI {(^vXapxot), generally the prefects

of the tribes in any state, as at Epidamnus, where
the government was formerly vested in the t^vlcLp-

xoi, but afterward in a senate.* At Athens, the of-

ficers so called were (after the age of Cleisthencs)
ten in number, one for each of the tribes, and were
specially charged with the command and superin-
tendence of the cavalry.' There can be but little

doubt that each of the phylarchs commanded tlie

cavalry of lus own tribe, and they were themselves,
collectively and individually, under the control of
the two hipparchs, just as the taxiarchs were sub-
ject to the two strategi. According to Pollux,* they
were electt d, one from each tribe, by the archons
collectively ; but his authority can hardly be con-
sidered as conclusive on this point. Herodotus'
informs us that, when Cleisthenes increased the
number of the tribes from four to teti, he also made
ten phylarchs instead of four. It has been thought,
however,* that the historian should have said ten
phylarchs in the place of the old ^vAoCacrtAetf, who
were four in number, one for each of the old tribes.*

PHYLLI'TIS (0vXAmf). "It appears proba-
ble," remarks Adams, " that the ^v'kXov alluded to
by Dioscorides and Theophrastus was the Mcrcuri-
alis annua. The (j>v?.Xov of Galen and of Paulus
-Egineta is a very different substance, namely, the
leaf of the ftaXuSadpov. Apicius uniformly "alls

the Malabathrum, or Cassia leaf, by the name of
Folium."^'

PHYLOBASILEIS {<j,v?.o6aaael()- The origin

and duties of the Athenian magistrates so called

are involved in much obscurity, and the little

knowledge we possess *m the subject is derived al-

most entirely from the grammarians. In the ear-

liest times they were four in number, representing
each one of the four tribes, and probably elected
(but not for life) from and by them." They were
nominated from the Eupatridse, and during the con-
tinuance of royalty at Athens these " kings of the
tribes" were the constant assessors of the sover-
eign, and rather as his colleagues than counsel-
lors.** From an expression in one of the laws o.

1. (Arittot., H. A., v., 31.—Adams, Append., s. r.—Donnepui't
l^x., 4lh edit., i. t.)—2. (c. Timareh., 2, ed. Steph.)—3. (Aristot .,

»i., 3 ; Till., 10.—Oppian, Ilal., i.—Athen., vii—Pliny, H. N.,

ix., 90.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Aristot., Pol., »., 1.)—

5

(Ilarpucr., s. v.—Pollux, Onom., viii., 94.)—6. (Onom., viii., 94.;
— 7. (v., 19.) — 8. (Titmann, Staatsv.. 274. 275.) — 9. (FU
Wachsmulh, HoU. All., i., 1, 48, p. 270.)-1a Dioicor., iji.

111.—Galen., De Simpl., iv.—Adams. Append., » v.)— II. ^^»
sTch., t.)— 12. (Thirlwall, ILtt. of Greece, voi. ii., p. 11
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Solon,' it appears that before his time the kings of

the triples exercised a criminal jurisdiction in cases

of muidjr or high treason; in which respect, and
as connected with the four tribes of the city, they

may be compared with the " duumviri perducllionis"

it Rome, who appeared to have represented the

*vo ancient tribes of the Ramnes and Tities.*

rhey were also intrusted (but perhaps in later

times) with the performance of certain religious

rites ; and as they sat in the fiaaileiov,^ they prob-

ably acted as assessors of the upx(^ (SaaiXevc, or
" rex sacrificulus," as they had formerly done of the

iiing. Though they were originally connected with
the four ancient tribes, still they were not abolish-

ed by Cleisthenes when he increased the number
of tribes and otherwise ziltered the constitution of

Athens, probably because their duties were mainly
of a religious character.* They appear to have ex-

isted even after his time, and acted as judges, but

in unimportant or merely formal matters. They
presided, we are told,* over the court of the Ephe-
taj, held at the Prytaneium, in the mock trials over
instruments of homicide {al tuv utpvxuv dUac), and
it was part of their duty to remove these instm-
ments beyond the limits of their country (to kf^ne-

c6v uiltvxov vnepopiaai). We may reasonably con-
clude that this jurisdiction was a relic of more im-
portant functions, such as those described by Plu-

tarch,* from which, and their connexion with the
Prytaneium, it has been conjectured that they were
identical with the old Prytanes.' Plutarch* speaks
of them both as paaikelc and Trpyravelc- In a tprj-

^icfia, quoted by Andocides,' the title of jSaaiXelc

seems to be applied to them.
PHYS'ALUS {<t>vaa7^oc) and PHYSE'TER (^u-

cvrfjp). " Aristotle applies the term (pvarjT^p to the

spiracle or airhole of the whale. It is afterward
applied by Strabo to the fish itself Artedi accord-
ingly refers it, with the ^vtraXoc of ^lian, to the
lialfBna physalus, or Fin-fish.'""

PHYSIOLO'GIA i^vcTtoTioycKri), one of the five

divisions into which, according to some of the an-

oient writers, the whole science of medicine was
divided. ( Vid. Medici ^A.) It treats, as its name
implies (,<j>vaig, nature, and Xoyoc, a discourse), of the
nature and functions of the human body, which
agrees with the definitions found among Galen's
works;" and as a knowledge of the farts of the
human body (or anatomy) is a necessary step to a
knowledge of its functions, it will be included here
under the same head.

The first beginnings of anatomical knowledge
would arise from the inspection of the victims of-

fered in sacrifices, and from the dressing of wounds
and other bodily injuries ; the progress, however,
that was thus made would naturally be very slow
and imperfect, and it was soon found that anatomy
could only be learned by a careful inspection of the
internal parts of the animal frame, or, in other
words, by systematic dissection. The Pythagorean
philosopher, Alcmaeon, is said by Chalcidius" to

have been the first person who dissected animals
(about B.C. 540) ; this was an important step, and
with this anatomists remained content for more
than two hundred years. Alcmaeon appears to have
made considerable advances on the knowledge of
his predecessors. The most important of his dis-

coveries was that of the Eustachian tube, or canal
1 3ading from the anterior and inner part of the tym-
panum to the fauces ; and his mistake in saying

1. (Pint, in Vit., c. 19.)—2. (Niebuhr, R. II., i., p. 304, Engl,
transl.)—3. (Pollux, Onom., viii., HI.)— 4. (Wachsmuth, II.,

i., 307.)—5. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 120.)—6. (Solon, c. 19.)—7.
'Wachsmuth, I., i., 246.—Mullcr, Eumcn., * 67.)—8. (1. c.)—9.

(De Myst., p. 11.)—10. (Aristot., H. A., vi., 11.—Strabo, p. 145.—jElian, ix., 49.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 11. (Introd., c. 7,

torn, xiv., p. 689.—Definit. Med., c. 11, torn, xii., p. 351, ed.

Kuhii.)--12. (Comment, in Plat. Timoeum, p. 340, ed. Meun.)
772

that goata breathe through the ear (which 13 coi
rected by Aristotle*) may be easily explained hy
supposing that in the animal that he disse<ite<i thf
membrana tympani had been accidentally deslioyed.
Pliny notices this opinion of Alcmaeon (though with-
out correcting it), but attributes it to Archelaus.*
Empedocles of Agrigentum (in the fifth century
B.C.) was the first who noticed the cochlea of the
ear (Ko;^;/liw(5;;f ;\f6v(5pof), which he thought was the
immediate organ of hearing,' and also first gave
the name amnios {ufiviov or iifivelov) to the inner-

most of the membranes surrounding the foetus.*

His contemporary Anaxagoras was perhaps the
first person who tried to explain the difference of
the sexes by the place occupied by the foetus in the
utems ; the male, said he,* is on the right side, the
female on the left ; and this opinion (though with-
out the least foundation in fact) one is surprised tc

find received and repeated by Hippocrates,* Aristo-
tle' (who, however, adds* that this is not certain,

as sometimes the contrary takes place), and Galen.*
The anecdote of the way in which Anaxagoras, by
his knowledge of comparative anatomy, quieted a
tumult occasioned at Athens by the sight of a goat
with only one horn, may be seen in Plutarch.**

Democritus of Abdera (B.C. 460-357) was particu-

larly celebrated for his knowledge of anatomy, and
in the graphic description of his appearance and
way of living when visited by Hippocrates, the earth

around where he was sitting is noticed as being
covered with the carcasses of animals that he had
dissected ;" however, none of his opinions require

to be particularly specified here.

The next great physiologist of antiquity, and the
first whose writings are still extant, is Hippocrates
(B.C. 460-357); though, in fact, it is not certain

that any of the anatomical works that go under hit»

name were really written by him."
It would be impossible here to give anything lik#

a complete analysis of the physiology of Hippocra-
tes (and the same apology applies also to the other

writers hereafter to be mentioned, particularly Aris-

totle and Galen) ; the reader must be content to

find here a very brief account of some few facts

and opinions, and to be referred for farther particu-

lars to the different histories of medicine. Hippoc-
rates called both arteries and veins indiscriminately

by the name of <^1e->P, the word uprripia in his wri-

tings being used to designate the trachea. (Vid.

Arteria.) His knowledge of the bones appears to

have been greater than that of the muscles, nerves,

or viscera. Tendons and nerves he called rovot or

vevpa, without knowing that the latter convey sen-

sation, and arise from the brain ; motion, he thought,

was caused by all the tendinous white cords through-

out the body without distinction. His theoiy of
generation is (as may be inferred from the specimen
alluded to above) very fanciful and imperfect ; and
his ignorance of human anatomy appears in hi*

speaking of the cotyledons of the uterus,'^ the exist-

ence of which in woman was for a long time taken

for granted, on account of their being found in the

inferior animals. He says that the Scythians be-

came impotent from being bled behind the ears,** a

theory which may be explained and illustrated by
the supposed course of the spermatic vessels.**

1. (Hist. Anim., i., 9, I) 1, ed. Tauchn.)—2. (II. N., viii., 76.;

—3. (Plut., De Phys. Philos. Deer., iv., 16.)—4. (Pollux, Onom.
ii., 223.—Rufus Ephes., De Corp. Hum. Part. Appellat., p. 45
ed. Clinch.) — 5. (Aristot., De Genei-at. Anim., iv., 1.) — fi

(Aphor., I) 5, 48, tom. iii., p. 745, ed. Kiilin.)—7. (Hist. Anim.,
vii., 3, I) 3.)—8. (Ibid.)—9. (De Usu Part. Corp. Hum., xiv., 4,

tom. iv., p. 153, 154.)—10. (Pericl., c. 6.)— 11. (Pseudo-Hippocr.,

Epist., tom. iii., p. 795, 796.)— 12. (Choulant, Handbuch del

BQcherkunde fiir die ^Itere Medecin, Leipz., 8vo, 1841.)— 13.

(Aphor., I) 5, 45, tom. iii., p. 745.)— 14. (De ACre, Aq. el Loc.

tom. i., p. 561, 502.)— 15. (Compare Hippocr., De Nat. Ilom
tom. i., p. 364.— Nemes., De Nat. Horn., o 25, p. 244, ed
Matth.)
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Upon the whole, though the anatooiical and physio-

lofrieul knowledge of Hippocrates has been highly

extolled by those who overrate the ancient physi-

cians as much as others ignorantly depreciate them,

this must be allowed to be one of the most imper-

fect and unsatisfactory parts of his writings.

Plato has inserted a good deal of physiological

matter in his " Tiraaeus," which, with the first book
of Xenoplion's " MemorabUia," may be considered

as the earliest specimens of what would be now
called " Natural Theology." One of the most cel-

ebrated of Plato's anatomical opinions was, that part

of the fluids that are drunk enters the trachea,' an
assertion which for a long time occasioned great

disputes among the anatomists of antiquity.' The
word vevpov in his writings means a ligament ;' both

arteries and veins are called ipXiCet ; and the word
upTijpla is applied to the tracheal He says the heart

is the origin of the veins and the fountain of the

hlood.* It may be added, that Cicero's fragment
" De UniversilaCe" is a translation of part of this

dialogue; that Galen wrote a work " De Us qua
Mediae Scripta sunt in Platonis Timao,^^ of which a
Latin translation still exists,^ and that there is also

a Latin translation and commentary by Chalcidius.

Vid. J. K. Lichtenstadt, " Platan's Lehren auf dem
Gebiele der Naturforschung und dcr Heilkunde. Nach
ien Qucllcn bearbeitet," Leipz., 1826, 8vo.

Aristotle's knowledge of human anatomy was
much superior to that of any of his predecessors

:

'vhether he acquired it by the dissection of animals
r.uly, it is now impossible to decide. Aristotle is

tLe first author who gives the name uopr^ to the

pimcipal artery in the human body ;• however, he
cSils it <j>Xhli, and never seems to suppose the veins

aud arteries to be distinct and difTerent from each
other : and the word upriipia, in all his genuine wri-

tings, means the trachea.^ He says the brain is en-

tirely unsupplied with blood ;" that the trachea re-

ceives neither fluid nor solid, but only air ;" that

man's brain is larger than that ofany other animal ;"

that the heart contains three ventricles," though
in another place he seems to say that there are

only two ;'* and that there are on each side eight

ribs."

Praxagoras, who was the preceptor of Herophi-
ius, contributed much to the science of Physiology

;

but the honour of discovering that the arteries and
veins are distinct, and of being the first who appli-

ed the word aprjipia to the bloodvessels which now
bear that name, is disputed by Kiihn, " Commenta-
tio De Praxagora Coo," Opusc. Acad. Med. ct Philo-

log., torn, ii., p. 128, sq.

Inferior to Hippocrates in medical skill, enjoying
far less posthumous influence and renown, but much
above him as anatomists, were Herophilus and
Erasistratus, who were contemporaries, and lived

in the third century before Christ. The former is

said expressly by Galen" to have dissected human
bodies, and the latter, in a fragment preserved by
Galen," speaks of himself as having dissected a hu-
man brain. They were probably the first persons
who ventured to do this, and their example was
followed by very few (if any) of their successors.
The writer is not aware of any passage even in

Galen's writings which proves that he dissected
human bodies ; while the numerous passages, both
in Galen's works and in those of other anatomists,

recommending the dissection of apes, bears, goats,

and other anla aXs, would seem indirectly to piove
that human bodies? were seldom or never used for

that purpose.' Herophilus and Erasistiatus are
said also to have dissected criminals alive;* but

whether this was really the case, or whether the

story arose from their having been among the first

who dissected human bodies, it is not easy to deter-

mine. They were the first persons who considered

the nerves to be the organs of sensation,* though,

like Aristotle, Herophilus continued to call them
canals, Tropoi.' However, he so far agreed with the

ancient opinion on the subject as to say that some
of the nerves arise from bones and connect the

articulations,* thus confounding the nerves with
the ligaments. He gave the name }.t)v6z to the
common point to which the sinuses of the dura
mater converge,* which is still called, aAer him, the

torcular Herophili. He was also the author of the

name calamus scriptnrius, which is still applied to

the angular indentation in the posterior part of the

medulla oblongata.' That part of the intestines

which is called the duodenum {du6eKaiidKTv?.og) de-

rived its name from him.* For farther information

respecting Herophilus, see a memoir by K. F. H
Marx, entitled " Herophilus ; ein Beitrag zur Ges
chichte der Medicin," Carlsr., 8vo, 1838. Erasis-

tratus was not less celebrated as an anatomist than
Herophilus, though his name is connected with
fewer discoveries. The tricuspid valves {rpiyXu-

Xiveg), placed to guard the communication be-

tween the right auricle and ventricle, received their

name from him.* The bile and the spleen he con-

sidered altogether useless." The trachea derives

its name from him, as he was the first person who
added to the word apTTjpia, which had hitherto des
ignated the windpipe, the epithet rpaxeia, to dia

linguish it from the arteries, and he also correcte.

the opinion of Plato mentioned above."
Eudemus, a contemporary of Herophilus, is men

tioned together with him by Galen," as having dis-

covered the pancreas, though he does not give it

any name.
Celsus (who is supposed to have Uved in the first

century after Christ), in his work " De Medieina,"

defends the necessity of the study of anatomy," and
seems to recommend the dissection of human bod-

ies. He has inserted some anatomical matter in

different parts of his work, but his language is not

always technically correct, as the trachea he calls

arteria,^* though in other places that word means an
artery ;^* vena sometimes means an artery;^* uterus

sometimes means the abdomen ;" nervus sometimes
means a tendon,^^ and sometimes even a muscle.^*

There is no anatomical discovery attached to his

name.
Marinus, in the second century after Christ, is

called by Galen*" one of the restorers of anatomy,
which appears to have fallen into neglect. He de-

scribes particularly the mesenteric glands," fixea

the number of the pairs of the cerebral nerves ai

seven, and first noticed the palatine nerves, which

1. (c. 4S, ed. Stollbaum.)— 3. (Vtd. Guidut, Prolegom. ad
Tbeoph., De Urin., p. 3, s«q.}— 3. (c. 50, <ko.)—4. (c. 56.)--6. (c.

45.)—6. (Ibid.)—7. (torn. 5, ed. Chart.)—8. (Hist. Anim., I., 14,

« 3 : til., 3, 1) l.)-9. (lb., i., 13, (> 5, <bc. ; iii., 3, 4 0, &c.)— 10.

(lb., I., 13, « 3 : iii., 3, « 8.)— 11. (lb., i., 13, <t 8.)— 13. (lb., i.,

13, <t 3.)— 13. (lb., ill., 3, 4 2 ; i., 14, « 2.)— 14. (De Part. Adiid.,

iii., 7, p. 86, ed. Tauchii.)— 15. (Hist. Anim., i., 10, I) 6.)— 16.

(De Uteri Difiect., c. 5, p. 895, turn, ii.)—17. (Dt Hippocr. at

riat. Deer., v.i., 3, p. 603, 646, torn. )

1. (Vid. Rufus Ephes., De Coip. Hum. Part. AppeUat., i., p
33.—Galnn, De Anat. Admiiiistrat., iii., 5, p. 384, torn. ii.—Id.,

De Musu. Dissect., c. 1, toin. xviii ., B., p. 930.—Thcuphilus, De
Corp. Hum. Fabr., lili. v., c. 11, 30.)— 2. (Celsus, De Medic,
lib. 1., Pnef., p. 6, ed. Bip.—TertuUian, De Anmia, c. 10, p. 757.;

3. (Rufus Ephes., p. 65.)—4. (Galeu,De Libr. Prop., c. 3, p. 30,

torn, xix.)—5. (Rufus Ephes., 1. c )—6. (Galen, De l's\ Part

Corp. Hum., ii., c. 6, p. *(>8, t«m. iii.)—7. (Galen, De Adininist.

Anat., II., c. 5, p. 731, torn, ii.)—8. (Galen, ib., p. 173.— l»e Locu
Affect., vi., p. 311, torn, viii.-Theoph., De «;orp. Hum. Fabr.,

hb. ii., c. 7, I) 10.)— 9. (Galen, He llippocr. et Plat. Deer., vi,

p. 548, torn. V.)—10. (Galen, De Facult. Nat., ii., p. 100 ; torn,

li., hb. iii., p. 112.)—11. (Plut., Sj mp., vii., 1.—Macrob., Satam.,

vii., 15.)—12 (De Semine, ii., 6, torn, iv., p. 646.)— 13. (hb. i.,

Pntf., p. 6, 19.)— 14. (1., 5, p. 34 ; iv., 1, p. 169, Ac.)- 15. (ii.,

10, p. 77, Ac.)- 16. (hb. i., Pncf., p. 5, &c.)— 17. (Ib., p. 1 1 ; it.,

1, p. 169.)-18. (viii.. l,p. 456.)— 19 (vii., 18,p. 413.)-20. (Dc

Hippocr. et Plat. Deer., viii., p. 650, torn, r.) -21. (Gaien V*
Semiae, ii., 6, torn, iv., p. 647.)
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he considered as the fourth pair ;' the auditory and

facial nerves he recAconed as the fifth pair,' the lin-

(fual as the sixth.'

About the same time lived Rufus Ephesius, the

author of a ujeful vpork entitled Repl 'Ovofiaaiac tuv

Tov 'AvdpuTTov Mopiuv, " De Apellationibus Partium
Corpoiis Humani." This, as its name implies, is

not so much a treatise on Anatomy as on anatom-
ical terms ; and it may be mentioned that the sec-

ond book of the 'Ovo/iaariKov, " Onomasticon," of

Julius Pollux contains also a list of the words used
in medicine. Soranus, although belonging to the

sect of the Methodici, who neglected Anatomy, has,

in the fourth and fifth chapters of his work Uepl

TvvaiKEiuv Uadijv, " De Arte Obstetricia Morbisque
Mulierum," given one of the most accurate descrip-

tions of the uterus that remain from antiquity, and
appears to have derived his knowledge from the

dissection, not of animals, but of the human body.*

The description of the uterus given by Moschion,

his contemporary, in the early chapters of his work
Uepl Tuv TwacKEiuv Uaduv, " De Mulierum Passion-

(bus," does not much differ from that by Soranus.

The next writer that we come to is Galen (A.D.

131-201), the most celebrated, and, atthe same time,

the most accurate and voluminous anatomist and
physiologist of antiquity. Anatomy and Physiology

seem to have been always Galen's favourite study,

and his writings on these subjects continued to be

the standard works of reference for many centuries.

A very brief sketch of some of his opinions and
discoveries is all that can be given ; but it may be
mentioned that there is " A Cursory Analysis of

the Works of Galen, so far as they relate to Anato-

my and Physiology," by Dr. Kidd, in the sixth vol-

ume of the " Transactions of the Provincial Med-
ical and Surgical Association," from which most
of tlie following remarks are taken. He conzidered

the vc7ia cava hepatica of modern anatomy as the

commencement or root of the venous system of the

body at large.* He gives a clear description of the

form and position of the triciispid and mitral valves,

and also of the sigmoid valves of the aorta and pul-

monary artery.' He admitted that the arteries

contain air,' but asserted, at the same time, that

they naturally contain blood also;* and he remarked
that it may be known when an artery is wounded,
not only by the lighter colour of the blood which
flows from it, but also by the pulsative manner in

which the blood is projected from it.' He supposed
that in all parts of the body there is a free anasto-

mosis between the minute pores or channels which
connect the arteries with the veins,'" but he con-

fesses that he is totally unable to explain why Na-
ture, which does nothing uselessly or without de-

sign, should have made different vessels (viz., ar-

teries and veins) to contain the same fluid." In my-
ology, says Sprengel, Galen made some important

discoveries, and boasts that he has given a descrip-

tion of eight muscles that were unknown before his

time.'" He first discovered certain branches of the

eighth pair of nerves (called by him the sixth), to

which, from the peculiarity of their course, he gave
the name TraXLVflpo/iovvreg, or "recurrent," a name
which they still bear.

The twenty-fourth and twent_^-fifth books of the

Zvvayuyal 'larpiKai, "Collecta Medicinalia," of

Oribasius, contain a system of Anatomy compiled

from Rufus Ephesius, Galen, and Soranus ; there

1. (Id., De Nervor. Dissect., p. 837, torn, ii.)—2. (lb., p. 838.)

3. (Id., De Usu Part. Corp. Hum., xvi., 6, torn, iv., p. 294.)—4.

(c. 5, p. 13, ed. Diet/,.)—5. (De Usu Part. Corp. Hum., iv., c. 6,

torn, ill., p. 272.)—6. (De Usu Part. Corp. Hum., vi., 13, 14,

torn, iii., p 469, 476, seq.)—7. (An in Arter. Sang. Contin., torn,

iv., p. 72;i.)—8. (II)., p. 703, 704.)—9. (De Loc. Affect., 1 b. i.,

tom. viii., p. 5.)— 10. (De Usu Part. Corp. Hum., vi., 16, torn, iii.,

p. 455.)— 11. (An in Arter. Sang. Contin., tom. iv., p 728.)—12.

(Oe Anat. Administ., i, 3. r- S31, tom. ii <
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is in them (as far as the wrier is avra.-e) ncthim
new, but in another place he mentions having him-
self dissected apes.

About the same time (the end of the fourth cen-
tury after Christ) lived Nemesius, the author of a
work JJept ^vaeug 'AvOpuvrov, De Natura Hominis.
This is a very interesting little treatise, but it has
enjoyed more celebrity than perhaps it deserves,
on account of two curious passages ; in one oi

which' he is supposed by some of the most zealous
admirers of the ancients to have discovered the
circulation of the blood, and in the other* the use
of the bile. He plainly distinguishes the nerves
from the tendons, saying that the former possess
sensibility, which the latter do not.* An anony-
mous work, entitled Elaayuyj} 'AvarofiiK^, " Isa-

goge (or Introductio) Anatomica," is supposed to
belong to the same age ; it is chiefly taken from
Aristotle's works, and does not require more par-

ticular notice.

The next work we come to is by Theophilus Pro
tospatharius, who is generally supposed to have
lived in the seventh century, but who probably be-

longs to a later date. It is entitled llepl rf,g rod
'AvOptJTTov KaraaKEvijCt " De Corporis Humani Fab-
rica," and is in five books. It is, for the most part,

taken word for word from Galen, " De Usu Partium
Corporis Humani," and Hippocrates, "De Genitu-
ra" and " De Natura Pueri," from whom, however,
he sometimes differs. The work of Meletiua (a

monk who lived probably in the eighth or ninth
century), Ile/u r^g tov 'Avdpunov KaraoKev^g, " De
Hominis Fdbrica," does not require any particular

notice ; nor that by Constantinus Afer (who lived

in the eleventh century), " De Membris Principali-

bus Corporis Humani."
Besides these works, which may be considered

as more especially anatomical and physiological,

several of the early Christian fathers have left

treatises on Natural Theology, pointing out "the
wisdom, and power, and goodness of God," as dis-

played in the structure of the human frame. Such
are St. Ambrose, De Noc et Area (c. 6-9) ; Id., Hex-
aemeron (vi., 9) ; St. Basil, Uepl Ttjg tov 'Avtipunov

KaTaaKEvfjg, " De Structura Hominis Orationes

Tres" (which, however, is prot^ably not genuine)

;

St. Chrysostom, " Homil. XI. ad Antiochenos ;"

St. Gregory of Nyssa, De verbis " Faciamus Homi-
nem," &c., Orationes Duae ; Id , ITtpt KaraaKsv^g
'AvOpuTTov, " De Hominis Opificio" (written as a
supplement to his brother St. Basil's unfinished

work, entitled 'E^aTJfiEpov, Hcxaemeron) ; Theodo-
ret, Uepl Upnvoiag, " De Providcntia," Orat. iii.,

iv. ; and Lactantius, " De Opificio Dei." Some of

these works are well worth reading for their scien

tific correctness as well as their piety ; but some
parts, it must be confessed, are very strange and
fanciful. However, they add nothing to the amount
of anatomical k-iowledge already in the world, as

probably every statement in their writings that is

not erroneous (and many of those that are) may be

found in the works of Galen. The same may be

said of the Arabian writers, of whom several {e.g.,

Alzaharavius, Avicenna, Haly Abbas, Razes, &c.),

have prefixed to their medical works a physiologi-

cal introduction, which it would be out of place to

notice here more particularly.

*PICA. (Vid. CmA.)

*PICEA. ( Vid. PiNus.)

PICUS, the Woodpecker, a bird sacred to Mars,

and from which omens were wont to be drawn by

the nations of Italy. A bird of this species guided

a colony of the Sabines, sent out in consequence ol

a vow of a sacred spring (Ver Sacrum), and also

1. (lib. vii., c. 6, p. 310, ed. H Steph.)-2. (c. 24, p. 242. ed
Matth.)—3. (c. 28, p. 260.)—4. (c. 27. p 251.}
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Sire name i^Ficentini) to the new community. ( Vid.

KYOCOLAPTKS)
PIGNdKATrCIA ACTIO. (Vid. Pionos.)

PrONORIS CA'PIO. ( Vtd. Per Pionobis Oapi-

ONKM.)

PIGNUS, a pledge or security for a debt or de-

mand, is derived, says Gaius,' from pupnus, " quia

qua jtiffnort danliir, manu Iraduntur." This is one

of several instances of the failure of the Roman ju-

rists when they attempted etymological explana-

tion of words. (Vid MoTuoM.) The element of

pignus (
pig) is contained in the word pa{n)g-o and

its cognate forms.

A thing is said to be pledged to a man when it is

made a aecurity to him for some debt or demand.
It is called pignus when the possession of the thing

is given to him to whom it is made a security, and
hypotheca when it is made a security without be-

ing put in his possession.* The law relating to

pignus and hypotheca was in all essentials the

same. The object of the pledging is that the

pledgee shall, in case of necessity, sell the pledge

and pay himself his demand out of the proceeds.

A pledge may be given {res kypotkem dari potest)

for any obligation, whether money borrowed {mutaa
prruma), dos, in a case of buying and selling, letting

and hiring, or mandatum ; whether the obligatio is

conditional or unconditional ; for part of a sum of

money as well as for the whole.* Anything could

be the object of pledge which could be an object of

sale :* it might be a thing corporeal or incorporeal,

a single thing or a university of things. If a single

thing was pledged, the thing with all its increase

was the security, as in the case of a piece of land

which was increased by alluvio. If a shop {taber-

na) was pledged, all the goods in it were pledged

;

ind if some of them were sold and others brought

n, and the pledger died, the pledgee's security was
'he shop and all that it contained at the time of

Hie pledger's death.* If all a man's property was
pledged, the pledge comprehended also his future

property, unless such property was clearly ex-

cepted.

The act of pledging required no particular form,

m which respect it resembled contracts made by
consensus. Nothing more was requisite to estab-

lish the validity of a pledge than proof of the agree-

ment of the parties to it. It was called contractus

pigneratitius when it was a ceise of pignus, and
pactum hypothecae when it was a case of hypoth-

eca : in the former case, tradition was necessary.

A man might also, by his testament, make a pignus.

The intention of a man to pledge could in any case

be deduced either from his words or from any acts

which admitted of no other interpretation than an
intention to pledge.

A mail could only pledge a thing when he was
ihe owner and had full power of disposing of it

;

hut a part owner of a thing could pledge his share.

A man could pledge another man's property if the

other consented to the pledge at the time or after-

ward, but in either case this must properly be con-

sidered the pledge of the owner for the debt of

another. If a man pledged a thing which was not

his, and afterward became the owner of it, the

pledge was valid.*

The amount for which a pledge was security de-

-^nded on the agreeme nt : it might be for principal

and interest, or for either ; or it might comprehend
principal and interest, and all costs and expenses
which the pledgee migi t be put to on account of the

thing pledged. For ir stance, a creditor would be

I. (Dig. 50, tit. 10, B. 238.)—2. (Dig. 13, tit. 7, s. tf.— Isid.,

Oriff., v., 25.—See aUo Cic. ad Fam., xiii., 56.)—3. (Dig. 20,

U. I,t. 5.)—4. (Dig. 20, tit. 1, s. 9.)—5. (Di? 20, tit. 1, • 34.)

-« (Dig. 13, ti* 7, f. 20.—Dig. 20, tit. «, ». 5.)

entitled to his necessary expenses* 30nceniing t

slave or an estate which had been pig.iorated.

Pignus might be created by a judicial sentence,
as, for instance, by the decree of the praetor giving
to a creditor power to take possession of his debt-
or's property {missio credtlorts in bona debitoris), ei-

ther a single thing, or all his property, as the case
might be. But the permission or command of the
magistratus did not effect a pledge, unless the per
son actually took possession of the thing. The fol

lowing are instances : the immissio damni infecti

causa (vid. Damnum Infectum) : legatorum servan-
dorum causa, which had for its object the securing
of a legacy which had been left sub conditione or
die :' missio ventris in possessionem, when the
pregnant widow was allowed to take possession of

the inheritance for the protection of a posthumus :

and the missio rei servandse causa. The right

which a person obtained by such immissio was
called pignus praetorium. It was called pignoris

capio when the prastor allowed the goods of a per-

son to be taken who was behaving in contempt of
the court, or allowed his person to be seized after

a judgment given against him (ex causa judtcati).

There was also among the Romans a tacita hy •

potheca, which existed not by consent of the par
ties, but by rule of law {ipso jure), as a consequence
of certain acts or agreements, which were not acts

or agreements pertaining to pledging" {in quihuji

causis pignus vel hypotheca tacile conlrafittur). These
hypothecae were general or special. The following

are instances of what were general hypothecae.

The fiscus had a general hypotheca in respect of its

claims on the property of the subject, and on the
property of its agents or officers : the husband on
the property of him who promised a dos ; and leg-

atees and fideicommissarii in respect of their lega
cies or fideicommissa, on that portion of the hered
itas of him who had to pay the legacies or fidei-

commissa. There were other cases of general hy-
pothecae.

The following are inistances of special hypothe-
cae : The lessor of a prajdium urbanum had an hy-
potheca in respect of his claims arising out of the

contract of hiring on everything which the lessee

brought upon the premises for constant use {invecta

et illata). The lessor of a praedimn rusticura had
an hypotheca on the fruits of the farm as soon as

they were collected.* A person who lent money to

repair a house had an hypotheca on the house and
the ground on which it stood, provided the money
were laid out on it. Pupilli and minores had an
hopotheca on things which were bought with their

money.
The person who had given a pledge was still the

owner of the thing that was pledged. He could
therefore use the thing and enjoy its fruits. Bui
the agreement might be that the creditor should
have the use or profit of the thing instead of inter-

est, which kind of contract was called antichresis,

or mutual use : and if there was no agreement as

to use, the creditor could not use the thing. The
pledger could also sell the thing pledged, unless
there were some agreement to the contrary, biit

such sal^did not affect the right of the pledgee. If

the pledger sold a movable thing that was pigner-

ated without the knowledge and consent of the

creditor, he was gurlty of furtum. If the pledger, at

the time of a pignus being given, was not the owner
of the thing, but had the possession of it, he could

still acquire the property of the thing by usucapion.

{Vtd. POSSESSIO.)

The creditor could keep possession of a pignor-

ated thing till his demand was fully satisfied, and he

1. (Dig. 36, tit. 4.)—2. (Dig. SO. tt. S.)—«. (D5g. SO, tit t. •.

7 —Dig. 10, Ut. 2, a. 34.)
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could maintain his right to the possession against

any olhHr person who obtained possession of the

thing. He could also pledge the thing that was
pledged to him. He had also the right, in case his

demand was not satisfied at the time agreed on, to

sell tiie thing and satisfy his demands out of the

proceeds {jus distrahendi sive vendcndi pipnus).

Gaius* illustrates the maxim that he who was not

the owner of a thing could in some cases sell it, by
the example of the pledgee selling a thing pledged

;

but he properly refers the act of sale to the will of
the debtor, as expressed in the agreement of pledg-

ing ; and thus, in legal effect, it is the debtor who
sells by means of his agent, the creditor. An
agreement that a pledge should be forfeited in case
the demand was not paid at the time agreed on,

was originally very common, but it was declared

by Constantine to be illegal. (Vid. Commissoria
Lkx.) In case of a sale, the creditor, according to

the later la"'; must give the debtor notice of his in-

tention to sell, and after such notice he must wait
two years before he could legally make a sale. If

anything remained over after satisfying the credit-

or, it was his duty to give it to the debtor ; and if

the price was insufficient to satisfy the creditor's

demand, his debtor was still his debtor for the re-

mainder. If no purchaser at a reasonable price

could be found, the creditor might become the pur-

chciser, but still the debtor had a right to redeem
the thing within two years on condition of fully sat-

isfying the creditor.*

If tliere were several creditors to whom a thing
was pledged which was insufficient to satisfy them
all, he whose pledge was prior in time had a prefer-

ence over the rest {potior est in pignore qui prius

credidit pecuniam ct accepit hypolhecam^). There
were some exceptions to this rule ; for instance,

when a subsequent pledgee had lent his money to

save the pledged thing from destruction, he had a
preference over a prior pledgee.* This rule has
been adopted in the English law as to money lent

on ships and secured by bottomry bonds.

Certain hypothecs, both tacitae and founded on
contract, had a preference or priority

( privilegium)

over all other claims. The fiscus had a preference
in respect of its claims ; the wife in respect of her
dos ; the lender of money for the repair or restora-

tion of a building ; a pupillus with whose money a
thing had been bought. Of those hypothecae which
were founded on contract, the following were priv-

ileged : the hypothecae of those who had lent money
for the purchase of an immovable thing, or of a
shop, or for the building, maintaining, or improving
of a house, &c., and had contracted for an hypothe-
ca on the thing ; there was also the hypotheca
which the seller of an immovable thing reserved
by contract until he was paid the purchase-money.
Of these claimants, the fiscus came first ; then the
wife in respect of her dos ; and then the other priv-

ileged creditors, according to their priority in point
of time.

In the case of unprivileged creditors, the general
rule, as already observed, was, that priority in time
gave priority of right. But an hypotheca which
could be proved by a writing executed iA a certain
public form {instrumenlum publice confectum), or
which was proved by the signatures of three repu-
table persons {instrumenlum quAsi publice confectum),

had a priority over all those which could not be so
proved. If several hypothecae of the same kind
were of the same date, he who was in possession
of the thing had a priority.

The creditor who had for any reason the priority

ovei ihe rest, was entitled to be satisfied to the full

1. (ir., 64.)—2. (Cod., vhi., tit 34, s 3.)— 8. (Diy SO, fit. 4,

• II.)—4. (Dig. 20, tit. 4, i. 5, 6.)
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amount of his claim out of the proceeds of the \\Arj%

pledged. A subsequent creditor could obtain th«
rights of a prior creditor in several ways. If he
furnished the debtor with money to pay off the debt,

on the condition of standing in his place, and tb*
money was actually paid to the prior creditor, th^
subsequent creditor stepped into the place of th^
prior creditor. Also, if he purchased the thing on
the condition that the purchase-money should go to
satisfy a prior creditor, he thereby stepped into hi*

place. A subsequent creditor could also, without
the consent either of a prior creditor or of the debt-

or, pay off a prior creditor, and stand in his place
to the amount of the sum so paid. This arrange-
ment, however, did not affect the rights of an inter

mediate pledgee.*

The creditor had an actio hypothecaria in respect
of the pledge against every person who was in pos-

session of it, and had not a better right than him
self This right of action existed indifferently in

the case of pignus and hypotheca. A lessor had
this action for the recovery of the possession of a
praedium, when the rent was not paid according to

agreement. A creditor who had a pignus had also

a right to the interdictum retinendaj et recuperan-
das possessionis, if he was disturbed in his pos-

session.

The pledgee was bound to restore a pignus on
payment of the debt for which it had been given,

and up to that time he was bound to take proper
care of it. On payment of the debt he might be
sued in an actio pignoraticia by the pledger for the
restoration of the thing, and for any dameige that it

had sustained through his neglect. The remedy of

the pledgee against the pledger for his proper costs

and charges in respect of the pledge, and for any
dolus or culpa on the part of the pledger relating

thereto, was by an actio pignoratitia contraria.

The law of pledges at Rome was principally

founded on the Edict. Originally the only mode of
giving security was by a transfer of the quiritarian

ownership of the thing by mancipatio or in jure
cessio if it was a res mancipi, on the condition of
its being reconveyed when the debt was paid {sub

lege remancipalionis or sub fiducia). {Vid. Fiducia.)

But in this case the debtor had no security against

the loss of his property. Afterward it seems that

a thing was merely given to the creditor with the

condition that he might sell it in case his demand
was not satisfied. But, so long as the creditor could

not protect his possession by legal means, this was
a very insufficient security. Ultimately the praetoi

gave a creditor a right of action {actio in rem), under

the name Serviana actio, for the recovery of the

property of a colonus which was his security for his

rent {pro mercedibus fundi) ; and this right of ao

tion was extended, under the name of qujisi Servi'

ana or hypothecaria, generally to creditors who had
things pignerated or hypothecated to them.' As to

the interdictum Salvianum, see Interdictum.

The Roman law of pledge was gradually develop

ed, and it would be rather difficult to show in a ly

satisfactory way the various stages of its growih.

Some of the rules of law as to pledges mentioned
in this article belong to a later period.

The Roman law of pledge has many points of re-

semblance to the English law, but more is compre-

hended under the Roman law of pledge than the

English law of pledge, including in that teim mort-

gage. Many of the things comprehended in the

Roman law of pledge belong to the English law of

lien, and to other divisions of English law which are

not included under pledge or mortgage.*

There is an English treatise, entitled '• The Law

1. (Dig. 20, tit. 4, ». 16.)—2. (Inst., iv.. tit. 6. g. 7.)— 3. (Di«
30, tit. 1, 2, 3, &c —Cod. »i») . »>t 14, lb, tc.)
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of Pledges or Pawns, as it was in use among the

Rumans, &c., by Johii Ayliffe, Ijondon, 1732,"

which appears to contain hU that can be said, but
the author's method of treating the subject is not
perspicuous.

PILA {a<paipa), a Ball. The game at ball (a<^aipia-

UKv) was one of the most favoarite gymnastic ex-
ercises of the Greeks and Romans from the earliest

'mcs to the Pali of the Roman Empire. As the an-

cients were fond of attributing tho invention of all

games to particular persons or occasions, we find

the same to be the case with respect to the origin

of this game ;' but such statements do not deserve
attention. What is more to the purpose in refer-

ence to its antiquity is, that we find it mentioned in

the Odyssey,* where it is played by the Phaeacian
damsels to the sound of music, and also by two cel-

ebrated performers at the court of Alcinous in a
most artistic manner, accompanied with dancing.
The various movements of the body required in

the game of ball gave elasticity and grace to the
figure, whence it was highly esteemed by the
Gret ks. The Athenians set so high a value on it,

that they conferred upon Aristonicus of Carystus
the right of citizenship, and erected a statue to his

honour, on account of his skill in this game.* It

was equally esteemed by the other states of Greece

;

the young Spartans, when they were leaving the
condition of ephebi, were called a(j>ai.p€ic,* probably
because their chief exercise was the game at ball.

Every complete gymnasium had a room (a<^aipLa-

T^piov, aoaipiarpa) devoted to this exercise (vid.

GYMNAstim), where a special teacher (ir^at/aidTt/rof)

gave instruction in the art ; for it required no small
skill and practice to play it well and gracefully.

The game at ball was as great a favourite with
the Romans as the Greeks, and was played at

Rome by persons of all ages. Augustus used to
play at ball.* Pliny* relates how much his aged
iriend Spurinna exercised himself in this game for

the purpose of wardiog oflT old age ; and under the
Empire it was generally played at by persons before
taking the bath, in a room {sphctrisUrium) attached
to the baths for the purpose ; in which we read of
the pilicrepus, or player at tennis.'

The game at ball was played at in various ways :

the later Greek writers mention five different

modes, ovpavia, imoKvpog, ipaivlvda, upiraarov, unofy-

{>a^ig, and there were probably many other varie-

ties. 1. Ovpavia was a game in which the ball was
thrown up into the air, and each of the persons
who played strove to catch it before it fell to the
ground.* 2. 'EmoKvpog, also called k^jjSiK^ and
inUoivo^, was the §ame at football, played in much
the same way as with us, by a great number of per-

sons divided into two parties opposed to one anoth-
er.' This was a favourite game at Sparta, where
it was played with great emulation." 3. ^aivivda,
called t<^cTiv6a by Hesychius," was played by a
number of persons, who threw the ball from one to

another ; but its peculiarity consisted in the person
who had the ball pretending to throw it to a certain
individual, and while the latter was expecting it,

suddenly turning and throwing it to another. Va-
rious etymologies of this word are given by the
grammarians.'* 4. 'kpnaarov, which was also play-

ed at by the Romans, is spoken of under H.\rpa8-
TUM. 5. 'ATToppa^ic vvas a game in which the play-

er threw the ball to tho ground with such force as

1. (Henxl., i., 94.—Athen., i., p. 14, d., e.— Plin., H. N.. vii.,

M.)—2. (vi., 100, <kc. ; viii., 370, &c.)—3. (Athen., i., p. 19, a.— Coinpiro Snidas, s. v. 'Opv;;?.)— 4. (Paus., iii., 14,^6.

—

B6ckh, CAirp Inner, n. 1386, 1432.)—5 (Suet., Octav., 83 )—8.

(Ep., iii., 1.)—". (Sen., Ep.. 57.—Orelli, Inscr., n. 3591.)— 8.

(PuUux, Onom., ix., 106.—He»ych. and Phot., s. v.—Eustath.
«a 0.i., viii., 372, p. IfiOl.)—9. (Pollux, Onom., ix., 104.)— 10.

(Siebelit ad Paui , iii., 14, 1) R.)— II. (s. v.)— 13. (Pollux, Onom.,
IX., 105. —Etym. Mtg f . v. <frcvW(.—Athen., i., p. 15, a.)
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to cause it to rebound, when he strucli it iown
again with the palm of his hand, and so Tent on
doing many times : the number of times was count-
ed.' We learn from Plato,' that in one game of
ball, played at by boys, though we do not know
what kind it was, the boy who was conquered was
called ass (ofof), and the one who conq»iered wa»
named king ((3aal7^tvi).

Among the Romans, the game at ball was also
played at in various ways. Pila was used in a gen-
eral sense for any kind of ball ; but the balls among
the Romans seem to have been of three kinds : the
pila in its narrower sense, a small ball ; the follis, a
great ball filled with air (vid. Follis) ; and the pa-
ganica, of which we know scarcely anything, as it is

only mentioned in two passages by Martial,* but
from the latter of which we may conclude that it

was smaller than the follis and larger than the pila.

Most of the games at ball among the Romans seem
to have been played at with the pila or small ball.

One of the simplest modes of playing the ball,

where two persons standing opposite to one anoth-
er threw the ball from one to the other, was called

datatim ludere* But the most favourite game al

ball seems to have been the trigon, or pila tngonalit,

which was played at by three persons, who stood in

the form of a triangle, h rpiyuvi^}. We have no
particulars respecting it, but we are told that skil-

ful players prided themselves upon catching and
throwing the ball with their left hand.*
The ancient physicians prescribed the game at

ball, as well as other kinds of exercise, to their pa-
tients ; Antyllus* gives some interesting informa-
tion on this .-.ubject.

The persons playing with the pila or small ball in

the annexed woodcut are taken from a painting in

the baths of Titus,' but it is difficult to say what
particular kind of game they are playing at. 1 hre«
of the players have two balls each.*

PILA. (Ftd. MORTARIUM.)
PILA'NI. (Vid. Army, Romajt, p. 103.)

PILENTUM, a splendid four-wheeled caniage.
furnished with soft cushions, which conveyed the
Roman matrons in sacred processiona, and in going
to the Circensian and other games.* This distinc
tion was granted to them by the senate on accouui
of their generosity in giving their gold and jewels
on a particular occasion for the service of the
sfate.'* The vestal virgins were conveyed in the
same manner." The pilcntum was probably very
liko the Harmamaxa and Carpentum, but open al

the sides, so that those who sat ic it m ght both see
and be seen.

PI'LEUS or FILEUM,'* piUa virarum tunl,^*

1. (Pollux, Onom., ix., 105.)—2. (Theiet., p. 146.)-3. (tii., 33,
7 ; iiv., 43.)—4. (Plaut., Cure., ii., 3. 17.)—5. (Mart., xiv, 40

;

Tii., 72, 9.)—6. (ap. Onbas., vi., 32.)—7. (Dosrr. de« bains da
Titui, pi. 17.)—8. (Biirctte, De la Spheristique, p. 214, &c., in

M^ni. de I'Acad. des Inscr., vol. i.— Krause, Gyiunastik und
Agon. d. Hell., p 299, &c.—Becker, Callus, vol. i., p. 308, &e.)
—9. (Vir?., Ma., viii., 660.—Ilor., Episl., II., i., 192.- Cl..udi«n
De Nupt. Honor., 285.—Isid. Hisp., Orig., xx., 12.)— 10. (Lit,
T., 35.)—II. (Prudentius contra Sym., ii., sub fin.)— 13. (Nni
Marc., iii.)—13. (Senr. in Vii^.. JEn., ix , 610 )



PILEUS PILEIJS

<im. PlI^ OLUS or PILE'OLUM' (TrrAoc, dim. tt/-

Xioi; second dim. m^ldcov ; niXtyia, niXurov), any

piece of felt ; more especially, a scuUcap of felt, a hat.

There seems no reason to doubt that feltmg (rj

ntXriTiK^*) is a more ancient invention than weav-
ing {vid. Tela), nor that both of these arts came
into Europe from Asia.

From the Greeks, who were acquainted with this

article as early as the age of Homer' and Hesiod,*

the use of felt passed, together with its name, to the

Romans. Among them the employment of it was
always far less extended than among the Greeks.

Nevertheless, Pliny, in one sentence, " Laniz et per

se coacta. vestem faciunt,'''' gives a very exact account
of the process of felting.* A Latin sepulchral in-

.scription* mentions " a manufacturer of woollen
felt" {lanarius coactiliarius), at the same time indica-

tmg that he was not a native of Italy {Lariseus).

The principal use of felt among the Greeks and
Romans was to make coverings of the head for the

male sex, and the most common kind was a simple
scullcap. It was often more elevated, though still

round at the top. In this shape it appears on
coins, especially on those of Sparta, or such as ex-

hibit the symbols of the Dioscuri ; and it is thus
represented, with that addition on its summit
which distinguished the Roman flamines and Salii,

in three figures of the woodcut to the article Apex.
But the apex, according to Dionysius of Halicar-
nassus, was sometimes conical; and conical or
pointed caps were certainly very conmion. One
use of this form probably was to discharge the rain
and wet, as when they were worn by fishermen'
and by mariners. In the case of agricultural labour-

ers,* the advantages of this particular shape are less

obvious, and, accordingly, the bonnet worn by the
ploughman in the woodcut, page 225, is very differ-

ent from that of the reaper at page 429. A re-

markable specimen of the pointed cap is that worn
by the Desultor at page 3.50. Private persons
also among the Romans, and still more frequently
among the Greeks, availed themselves of the com-
forts of the felt cap on a journey, in sickness, or in

nase of unusual exposure.' On returning home

1 . (Colum., De Arbor.. 25.)—2. (Plato, Polit., li., 9, p. 296, ed.

BekWer.)—3. (II., x.. 265.)—4. (Op. «t Dies, M2, 546.)—5. (II.

N. viii., 48. s. T3.)-6. (Gruler. p- 648, n. 4.)—7. (Thcocrit.,

rx. , 13.— Bniiirk, Anal., ii.. 212.)—8. (Heaiod, Op. et Dies,

545-547.)—U. ( Mart., xiv., 132.—Sueton.. Nero, 26.)
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from a party, a person sometimes carried hit eif
and slippers under his arm.'

In the Greek and Roman mythology, caps were
symbolically assigned in reference to the customs
above related. The painter Nicomachus first rep
resented Ulysses in a cap, no doubt to indicate hia

seafaring life.'' The preceding woodcut shows hini

clothed in the Exomis, and in the act of offering

wine to the Cyclops.^ He here wears the round
cap, but more commonly both he and the boatman
Charon (see woodcut, p. 426) have it pointed. Vul-

can (see woodcut, p. 610) and Daedalus wear the

caps of common artificers.

A cap of very frequent occurrence in the works
of ancient art is that now generally known by the

name of " the Phrygian bonnet." The Mysian pi-

leus, mentioned by Aristophanes,* must have been
one of this kind. For we find it continually intro-

duced as the characteristic symbol of Asiatic life in

paintings and sculptures of Priam (see woodcut, p.

750) and Mithras (woodcut, p. 15), and, in short, in

all the representations, not only of Trojans and
Phrygians, but of Amazons (woodcut, p. 765), and

of all the inhabitants of Asia Minor, and even ol

nations dwelling still farther east. The representa-

tions of this Phrygian or Mysian cap in sculptured

marble show that it was made of a strong and stiff

material, and of a conical form, though bent forward

and downward. By some Asiatic nations it was
worn erect, as by the Sacae, whose stiff peaked

caps Herodotus describes under tlie name of Kvp-

6amat. The form of those worn by the Armenians
(;rtAo06pot 'kpucvioi^) is shown on various coins,

which were struck in the reign of Verus on occa-

sion of the successes of the Roman army in Arme-
nia, A.D. 161. It is sometimes erect, but some-

times bent downward or truncated. The same va-

riety may be observed in the Dacian caps as ex-

hibited on the coins of Trajan, struck A.D. 103.

(Compare the woodcut, p. 378.) The truncated

conical hat i? most distinctly seen on two of the

Sarmatians in the group at page 171. Strabo ob-

serves that caps of felt were necessary in Media on

account of the cold.* He calls the Persian cap

nilriiia irvpyuTov, i. c, "felt shaped like a tower."'

Another singular variety of the Asiatic pileus was
that of the Lycians, which was surrounded with

feathers,* and must have resembled the head-dress-

es of some of the North American Indians.

Among the Romans the cap of felt was the em
blem of liberty. When a slave obtained his free

dom, he had his head shaven, and wore instead of

his hair an undyed pileus (nikeov TievKov'). Thij

change of attire took place in the Temple of Fero.

nia, who was the goddess of freedmen." The fig.

ure of Liberty on some of the coins of Antoninus

Pius, struck A.D. 145, holds this cap in the right

hand.

In contradistinction to the various forms of the

felt cap now described, we have to consider others

more nearly corresponding witli the hats M'orn bj

Europeans in modern times. The Greek word irl

raaoc, dim. neTuaiov, deri ved from ireruvvvfu, " t«

expand," and adopted by the Latins in the form pe

tasvs, dim. pclasunculiis, well expressed the distinct-

ive shape of these hats. What was taken frore

their height was added to their width. Those al

ready described had no brim : the petasus of everj

variety had a brim, which was either exactly oi

nearly circular, and which varied greatly in itj

1. (Hor., Epist.. I., xiii., 15.)— 2. (Plin., H. N., «x^-i., M,'

—3. (Winckelmnnn, Mon. Ined., ii., 154. -Homer, Od.. ix,

345-347.)—4. (Acharn., 42fl.)—5. (Brutick, Anal., ii., 148.)—

«

(xi., p. 663, ed. Sieb.)—7. (xv., p. 231.)—8. (Herod., til, 92.)-

9. (Died. Sic, Exc. Leg., xxii., p. 625, ed. Wcss.—Plaut., Am
phit., I., i., 306.—Persius, v., 82.)— 10. (Servius in Vug., ^u,
riii., 964.)



PILEUS PINUS

ndtn. In some cases it is a circular disk without

any crown at all, and often there is only a depres-

sion or shght concavity in this disk fitted to the top

•if the head. Of this a beautiful example is pre-

sented in a recumbent statue of Endymion, habited

as a hunter, and sleeping on his scarf. It is to

be added that this statue belongs to the Townley
Collection in the British Museum, and shows the

mode of wearing the pctasus tied under the chin.

In other instances it is tied behind the neck instead

of being tied before it. (See the next woodcut.)
Very frequently wo Dbserve a boss on the top of
the |)etasus, in the situation in whic'i it appears in

the woodcuts, pages 62, 227, 332. tn these wood-
cuts, and in that here introduced, tho brim of
the petasus is surmounted by a crown. Frequent-
ly the crown is in the form of a scullcap ; we also

find it surrounded by a very narrow brim. The
Greek petasus, in its most common form, agreed with
the cheapest hats of undyed felt now made in Eng-
land. On the heads of rustics and artificers in our
streets and lanes, we often see forms the exact
counterpart of those which we most admire in the
works of ancient art. The petasus is still also com-
monly worn by agricultural labourers in Greece and
Asia Minor. In ancient times it was preferred to

the scullcap as a protection from the sun,' and on
this account Caligula permitted the Roman sena-
tors to wear it at the theatres.* It was used by
shepherds,' hunters, and travellers.* The annexed
woodcut is from a fictile vase belonging to Mr.

b

Hope,* and it represents a Greek soldier in his hat

and blanket. (Fif/. Pallium.) The ordinary dress

of the Athenian ephebi, well exhibited in the Pan-
athenaic frieze of the Parthenon, now preserved in

the British Museum, was the hat and scarf* (Vid.

Chlamys.) Among imaginary beings, the same
costume was commonly attributed to Mercury,^ and
sometimes to the Dioscuri.

Ancient authors mention three varieties of the

pctasus, the Thessalian,* Arcadian,* and the Laco-
nian ;" but they do not say in what the diflerence

consisted. In like manner, it is by no means clear

in what respects the Causia differed from the peta-

1. (Slid., OctBv., 82.)—2. (Dio Cats., lix., 7.)—3. (Callim.,

Fraff., 125.)—4. (Plant., Amph., Prol., 143 ; I., i., 287.—Pseud.,
II., iv., 45; IV., vii., 90.—Bninrk, Anal.,ji , 170.)—5. (Costume,
I., 71.)-6. (Bninck, Anal., i., 5; ii., 41.—Philemon, p. 367, ed.

Meineke. — Pollux, Onom., x., I(M.) — 7. (Arnob. adr. Gent.,

Ti.—Martianus Capella, ii., 176.—Ephippusap. Athen., xii.,537,

f.)—9. (Dion Com., 1. c— Callim., Frug., 124.—Srhol. in Soph.,
(Kd. Col., 316.)—9. (Bninck, Anal., ii., 384.—Diog. Laort., ii.,

109.)— 10 (Arrtan, Tact., p. 12, ed. Blancardi.)

BUS, although they ai ; distinctly opposen to one an
other by a writer in Athenaens.' Moreover, in thi

later Greek authors we find m?.oc u.sed to dentte 4

hat of other materials besides felt*

On the use of felt in covering the feet, see I (do.

Felt was likewise used for the lining of helmets
(Kid. Galea.) Being generally thicker than com-
mon cloth, it presented a more effectual obstacle to

missile weapons. Hence, when tho soldiers un-
der Julius Caesar were much annoyed by I'ompey'a
archers, they made shirts or other coverings of felt,

and put them on for their defence.' Thucydides
refers to the use of similar means to protect the
body from arrows ;* and even in besieging and de-
fending cities, felt was used, together with hides and
sackcloth, to cover the wooden towers and military

engines.*

PILI'CREPUS. (F.W. PiLA.)

•PILOS (mXof), most probably, according to Ad
ams, the Gall of the Oak, or Cymphis nidu^ Galla dir

lus" of the Edinburgh Dispensatory.*

PILUM. (Kirf. Hasta, p. 489.)

PINACOTHE'CA (m'vaf, ^^ktj), a Picture-galle

ry. Marcellus, after the capture of Syracuse, first

displayed the works of Greek painters and sculptors

to his countrymen, whose taste for the fine arts was
gradually matured by the conquests of L. Scipio,

Flamininus, and L. Paullus, and grew into a passion

after the spoils of Achaia had been transported by
Mummius to Rome. Objects of this description

were at first employed exclusively for the decora-
tion of temples and places of public resort, but pri-

vate collections were soon formed ; and, towards
the close of the Republic, we find that in the houses
of the more opulent a room was devoted to the re-

ception of paintings and statues.' In the time of
Augustus, Vitruvius includes the pi:«?c\"thpca among
the ordinarj' apartments of a complete n.irsion, and
gives directions that it should be of ample s;:c Hnd
facing the north, in order that the light might be
equable and not too strong.*

PINNA (nivva), a species of bivalved shellfish,

of the muscle kind, the same witii our pearl mus-
cle. It is referable to the genus Fxnna, L. The
ancient stories respecting the Pinna, and its com-
panion the small crab, are purely imaginary.* (Vii
PiNNOPHVLAX.)
PINNOPH'YLAX {mwo^'>Xa^ or mwornprji), a

minute species of Crab, the Cancer Pinnoleres, L.,

found in the shell of the niwa, and supposed by the

ancierits to act as a watch or guard for the latter.

Hence its Greek name of mvvoipvXai, from niwa
and ^vXaf, " a guard," and its other (Jreek appella-

tion of niwoT^prjc, from rrlwa and TTjpiu, " to pre-

serve'' or " keep." The ancients believed thai the
Pinnophylax kept guard by the mouth of the Pinna
as it lay open, and, when any small fish came near,

it slightly bit, as a signal, the inner parts of the Pir-

na, passing within at the same time ; the Pinna
thereupon immediately closed its mouth, and ban-

queted along with the Pinnophylax upon the cap-
tive. Cuvier regards the whole story as fabulous.

Pennant calls the Pinnophylax the Pea-crab, Caruxr
pisum}^
•PINUS {irniKfj), the Pine-tree. "The species

of Pine* are so indistinctly marked in the ancient
works that they cannot now be recognised. Spren-
gel, after changing his mind several times on the

subject, comes at last to the conclusion that the

I. (xii.,537. «.)—2. (Alhen., »i., 274.)—3. (Cirs., B. C , iii,

44.)—4. (iv.. 34.—Schol. ad loc.)—5. (JEncas Tartiua, 33.)—

«

(Theophr.. H. P., iii.,7.—Adans. Append.. ». .)—7. (Varro, R.
R.. i., 2, 59.—Cic. in Verr., II.. :.,2I.)— 8. (Vilruv., i.. 2 ; ri., », 7.

—Compare Plin., H. N., xxiv., 2, 7, II.—Mazois. Le Palaia 6»

ScauruB, cap. ix.—Becker, Gallus, toI. i., p. 92.)— 9. (Guariis

Diet. d'Hiat. Nat., a. t. Pinolhtre, »ol. liii., p. 006.)—ID (14

ib
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PISTOR. PLAGmM

tevKri is the Pinus cemhra, or Siberian Stone Pine.

Stackhouse hesitates between it and the P.pinea, or

Stone Pine. Its fruit is called arooCiXoi." Sibthorp

speaks as follows of the Pinus mariiima, to which
he gives the modern Greek name of irsvKor :

" This
is one of the most useful trees in Greece. It fur-

nishes a resin (Jmrivrj), tar, and pitch {maaa), all of
considerable importance for economical purposes.

Throughout Attica, the wine is preserved from be-

coming acid by means of the resin, which is em-
ployed in the proportion of an oke and a half to 20
okes of wine. The tar and pitch for ship-building

are taken from this tree and the nirvg, or Pinus pi-

nea. The resinous parts of the wood of the nev-

Koc are cut into small pieces, and serve for can-
dles, called in modern Greek 6ddia (a corruption of
the ancient duJcf). The cones {kovvoi) are some-
times put into the wine barrels." A practice very
general throughout Greece, but which is particu-

larly prevalent at Athens, may perhaps, in some
degree, account for the connexion of the fir-cone

(surmounting the thyrsus) with the worship of
Bacchus. Incisions are made into the fir-trees

for the purpose of obtaining the turpentine, which
distils copiously from the wound. This juice is

mixed with the new wine in large quantities ; the
Greeks supposing that it would be impossible to
keep it any length of time without this mixture.
The wine has, in consequence, a very peculiar taste,

but is by no means unpleasant after a little use.
This, as we learn from Plutarch, was an ancient
custom also : the Athenians, therefore, might nat-
urally enough have placed the fir-cone in the hands
of Bacchus.' {Vid. Pitys.)

^PIPER. (Firf. Peperi.)
PISCATO'RII LUDI. (Vid. Ludi Piscatorii.)
PISCI'NA. ( Vid. Baths, p. 148.)
PISSASPHALTOS { miyauaipaXToc ), probably

the Maltha, or Mineral Pitch of modern mineralo-
gists. Cleaveland says of it :

" The ancients are
reported to have employed it as a cement in the
construction of walls and buildings.'"

*PISTAC'IA (iriaTuKta), the Pistachio-nut-tree,
or Pistachia vera.^ " The Pistachio nut is very cele-

brated," says Adams, "in the East and in Sicily.

Galen says that it possesses a certain degree of bit-

terness and astringency, and that it proves useful in

obstructions of the liver, but that it affords little

nourishment. He adds that it is neither beneficial
nor injurious to the stomach. Simeon Seth remarks
that the moderns looked upon Pistacs as stomachic.
Averrhoes speaks highly of them. Rhases says they
are of a hotter nature than almonds. Theophras-
tU3 describes the Pistachio-tree as a species of tur-
pentine, and it is now acknowledged as such."
PISTILLUM. {Vid. MoRT.ARioM.)
PISTOR (uproTToioc), a Baker, from pinsere, to

pound, since corn was pounded in mortars before
the invention of mills. (Vid. Mol.\.) At Rome
bread was originally made at home by the women
of the house

; and there were no persons at Rome
who made baking a trade, or any slaves specially
kept for this purpose in private houses, till B.C.
173.* In Varro's time, however, good bakers were
highly prized, and great sums were paid for slaves
who excelled in this ait.» The name was not con-
fined to those who made bread only, but was also
given to jnstry-cooks and confectioners, in which
case, however, they were usually called pistores dul-
ciarii or candidarii* The bakers at Rome, like
most otljer tradespeople, formed a collegium.'

Bread was often baked in moulds tilled «rtopta
and the loaves thus baked were termed ar.opticii.-
In one of the bakehouses discovered at Pompeii,
several loaves have been found apparently baked lit

moulds, which may therefore be regarded as artop-
licit; they are represented below. They are flat.

and about eight inches in diameter.

I (Theophr.,H. P., i., 3.—Dioscor.. :., 86.—Adanm, Append.,
t. v.—Walpole's Memoirs, vol. i., 235, 236 ; — 2. (Dioscor., i.,

100.— A.dams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Nicand., Pheriac., 891.—Ad-
kms. Comment, in Paul. jEgin., 107.)—4. (Plin., II. N., xviii

11, s. 28.)— 5. (Cell., XV., 19.) — 6. (Mart., xvi., 222.— Orelli!
Mcr., u. 4263.)—7. (Dig. 3, tit. 4, s. 1.—Dig 27, tit. 1, >. 46.)
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Bread was not generally made at home at Ath
ens, but was sold in the market-place chiefly bj
women called upTo-rrMidec.' These women seem
to have been what the fish-women of London are at
present ; they excelled in abuse, whence Aristoph-
anes' says, ?i.oidofj£ladai loansp aproiruXidag.*
PISTRI'NUM. (Vid. MoLA, Mortarium.)
*P'[THE'CUS. (Vid.Smn.)
*PITYOCAMPE (mrvoKufiKTi), the Caterpillar of

the pine-tree. " Sprengel remarks that there are
several species of caterpillars which infest pines,
such as the Liparis monacha, Lasiocampi pini, &c.
They are treated of as being deadly poisons by Di-
oscorides and the other writers on Toxicology."*
*PITYS (TTiT-Df), the Pinus pinea, or Stone Pine.

" Stackhouse," says Adams, "complains of the dif-

ficulty of distinguishing the ttevkti from the mrVi
of Theophrastus. Both Sprengel and Stackhouse
think they see traces of the Larch, or Pinus larix,

in the tcctvc (pdetpo^opog, but I agree with Schneider
that there are no certain grounds for this opinion.
Sprengel sets down the mrvc of Dioscorides as be-
ing the Pinus pinea, or Stone Pine." According to
Coray, the ttitvc is called in modern Greek kokku-
vupia, from the fruit KOKKuvupiov, anciently called
(TTpodiTtog. Ko/c/cwv;? also was an ancient name. The
kernels of the Stone Pine are brought to table in
Turkey. According to Russell, they are very com-
mon in the kitchens of Aleppo. The seeds of the
Stone Pine are still collected with great industry
in Elis, and form an object of exportation to Zante
and Cephallonia, as well as other places. Both the
Trirvc and ttcvkt) are much used for ship-building.
Their timber is said to be much harder and tougher
than that of our northern firs, and, consequently,
more lasting.*

PL.ETORIA LEX. (Fid. Curator.)
PLAGA. (Vid. Rete.)
PLAGIA'RIUS. (Vid. Plagium.)
PLA'GIUM. This offence was the subject of a

Fabia lex, which is mentioned by Cicero,' and is as-
signed to the consulship of Quintus Fabius and M.
Claudius Marcellus, B.C. 183. The chief provisions
of the lex are collected from the Digest :* " If a free-

man concealed, kept confined, or knowingly, with
dolus malus, purchased an ingenuus or libertinus

against his will, or participated in any such acts

;

or if he persuaded another man's male or female
slave to run away from a master or mistress,
or without the consent or knowledge of the master

1. (Plin.,H. N., xviii., 11,». S7, 28.—Plaut., Aulul., ii., 9, 4.;

—2. (Compare Aristoph., Vesp., 1389, <fcc.)—3. (Id., Ran.,M«.;—4. (Becker, Chankles, vol. i., p. 2fl4.)—5. (Adams, Append.,
s. V.)—6. (Theophr., H. P., iii., 7.— Id., c. PI., i., 9.— Dio«cor,
)., 86.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—7 (Pro Kabirin, c 3 ) -8 iM
tit. 14, s. 6.)
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oi inidtrcss concealed, kept confined, or purchased

knowingly, with dolus malus, such male or female

•iavo. or |>articipated in any such acts, be was liable

to the penalties of the lex Fabia." The penalty of

the lex was pecuniary ; but this fell into disuse, and

liorsons who offended against the lex were punished

ai'ccirding to the nature of their offence, and were
generally condemned to the mines. A senatus con-

sultum ad legem Fabiam did not allow a master
10 give or sell a runaway slave, which was tech-

nically calle<l " fugam vendere ;" but the provis-

ion did not apply to a slave who was merely ab-

sent, nor to the case of a runaway slave when the

master had commissioned any one to go afler him
and sell him: it was the object of the provision to

encourage the recovery of runaway slaves. The
name of the senatus consullum by which the lex

Fabia was amended does not appear. The word
plagium is said to come from the Greek nXdyio^, ob-

lique, indirect, dolosus. He who committed pla-

gium was plagiarius, a word which Martial^ applies

to a person who falsely gave himself out as the au-

thor of a book ; and in this sense the word has
come into common use in our language.*

•PLAT'ANUS (irAuravof), the Plane-tree.

•'There can be no doubt," remarks Adams, "that
the nXuTavo^ of Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and
others, is the Platanus Orientalis, or Eastern Plane-
tree. Its fruit forms into spherical balls, which
were called a(faipia by the Greeks, and pilulib by
the Latins." Another name for this tree was nXa-
Tuviaro^. Both appellations are derived from nla-

rj5f, " broad" as referring to the spreading branches
and broad leaves of the Plane-tree.'

PLAUSTRUM or PLOSTRUM, dim. PLOSTEL-
LUM {ufia^a, dim. ufta^ii), a Cart or Wagon. This
vehicle had commonly two wheels, but sometimes
four, and it was then called the plaustrum majus.

The invention of four-wheeled wagons is attributed

to the Phrygians.*

Besides the wheels and axle, the plaustrura con-

sisted of a strong pole (icmo), to the hinder part of

which was fastened a table ofwooden planks. The
blocks of stone, or other things to be carried, were
either laid upon this table without any other sup-

port, or an additional security was obtained by the

use either of boards at the sides (iireprepia*), or of

a large wicker basket tied upon the cart {Treipivc*).

The annexed woodcut, t<iken from a bas-relief at

Rome, exhibits a cart, the body of which is sup-

plied by a basket. Similar vehicles are still used
in many parts of Europe, being employed more es-

pecially to carry charcoal.

In many cases, though not universally, the wheels
were fastened to the axle, which moved, as in our
children's carts, within wooden rings adapted for

its reception, and fastened to the body. These
rings were called in Greek d^ofoTroJcf, in Latin

trlnuculte. The parts of the axis which revolved

within them wore sometimes cased with iron.^

The commonest kind of cart-wheel was that calieii

tympanum, "the drum," from its resemblance t«^

the musical instrument of the same name.' It wait
nearly a foot in thickness, and was made either 1^
sawing the trunk of a tree across in a horizontal di-

rection, or by nailing together hoards of the requi
site shape and size. It is exemplitied in the prece
ding woodcut, and in the sculptures on the arch ol

Septimius Sc?eru8 at Rome. Although these wheeli
were excellent for keeping the roads in repair, ani
did not cut up the Jields, yet they rendered it ne
cessary to take a long circuit in turning. They ad
vanced slowly.* They also made a loud creaking
which was heard to a great distance {alridentta

plauttra,* gementia*). Their rude construction made
them liable to be overturned with their load of
stone, timber, manure, or skins of wine,* whence the
Emperor Hadrian prohibited heavily-loaded wag-
ons from entering the city of Rome* The wagon-
er was sometimes required to aid the team with
his shoulder. Accidents of this kind gave origin to

the proverb *^ Plaustrum perculi," meaning, "I have
had a misfortune."' Carts of this description, hav-
ing solid wheels without spokes, are still used in

Greece* and in some parts of Asia.*

PLEBE'lI LUDI. ( Vtd. Ludi Plebeii.)

PLEBES or PLEBS, PLEBEIl. This word con-
tains the same root as im-pleo, com-plco, 6cc., and
is, therefore, etymologically connected with ttAt-

doc, a term wtiich was applied to the plebeians
by the more correct Greek writers on Roman his-

tory, while others wrongly called them <5r//iof or ol

diJflOTlKoi.

The plebeians were the body of commons or the
commonalty of Rome, and thus constituted one of
the two great elements of which the Roman nation
consisted, and which has given to the earlier peri-

ods of Roman history its peculiar character and in-

terest. Before the time of Niebuhr, the most in-

consistent notions were entertained by scholars with
regard to the plebeians and their relations to the
patricians ; and it is one of his peculiar merits to

have pointed out the real position which they occu-
pied in the history of Rome.
The ancients themselves do not agree respecting

the time when the plebeians began to form a part of
the Roman population. Dionysius and Livy repre-
sent them as having formed a part of the Romans
as early as the time of Romulus, and seem to con-
sider them as the low multitude of outcasts who
flocked to Rome at the time when Romulus opened
the asylum.'* If there is any truth at all in these
accounts of the plebeians, we can only conceive
tbem to have been the original inhabitants of the
districts occupied by the new settlers (Romans),
who, after their territory was conquered, were kept
in that state of submission in which conquered na-
tions vere so frequently held in early times. There
are also some other statements referring to such an
early ex'stence of the plebeians ; for the clients, in

the time of Romulus, are said to have been formed
out of the r'ebeians." In the early times of Rome,
the position of a client was in many respects un-
doubtedly fa: more favourable than that of a ple-

beian, and it is not improbable that some of the
plebeians may for this reason have entered into the

relation of clientela to come patricians, and have
given up the rights which they had as free plebe-

ians ; and occurrences of this kind may have given

I. (Ep.. i.. 53.)—2. (I)i?. 48, tit. 15.—Cod., ix., 20.—Paului,
S R., i., tit. 6, A.)—3. (Thi-ophr., H. P., i., 4.—DioK;or., i., 107.—
Adams, Append., ». v.)—4. (Plin., H. N., vii., M.)—3. (Horn.,

Od., »i., 70. —Plato, The«t., p. 467, ed. Heindorff.)—«. (Horn.,

U , xxir., 267.—OJ., xv., 131.)—7 (Vitrur., x., », • 14.)

1. (Vumi, De Re Rust., iii., 5.—Viiy., Gcorg., ii., 444.)—f.
(Virg., (Jeoi^., i., 138.)—3. (Vjrff., Georg.. i"-. 53B.)—4. (Id.,

^n., xi.. 138.)— 5. (Jur., iii.. 241-243.) — 6. (Sparti'.n, HaJr.,
22.)—7. lPlaut.,Epid.,IV.,ii., 22.)—8. (UodwcU's Tijr. vol. iu
p. 102, 103.) — 9. (Sir R K. Porter's Travel", vol. ii.. o 539}
— 10. (Di.mji, 1., 8.—Liv., I, 8)— 11. (Diony*. x 9 -Phil
Romal., la—Cic, De Republ , u , 9- -Festus, s v PttroM
uia.^
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rise 'o the story mentioned by the writers just re-

ferred to.

Whatever may be thought of the existence of

plebeiaifs at Rome in the earliest times, their num-
ber, at all events, cannot have been very great.

The time when they first appear as a distinct class

of Koman citizens, in contradistinction to the patri-

cians, is in the reign of Tuilus Hostihus. Alba,

the head of the Latin confederacy, was in his reign

taken by the Romans and razed to the ground.

The most distinguished of its inhabitants were
transplanted to Rome and received among the pa-

Iricians ; but the great bulk of Alban citizens, who
were likewise transferred to Rome, received settle-

'Tients on the Caelian Hill, and were kept in a state

of submission to the populus Romanus, or the patri-

cians. This new population ofRome, which in num-
bar is said to have been equal to the old inhabitants

cf the city, or the patricians, were the plebeians.

They were Latins, and, consequently, of the same
blood as the Ramnes, the noblest of the three pa-

trician tribes.' After the conquest of Alba, Rome,
in the leign of Ancus Marcius, acquired possession

of a considerable extent of country, containing a
number of dependant Latin towns, as MeduUia, Fi-

denae, Politorium, Tellense, and Ficana. Great
numbers of the inhabitants of these towns were
again transplanted to Rome, and incorporated with
the plebeians already settled there, and the Aven-
tine was assigned to them as their habitation.'

Some portions of the land Avhich these new citizens

had possessed were given bach to them by the Ro-
mans, so that they remained free land-owners as
much as the conqusrors themselves, and thus were
distinct from the c'ients.

The order of plebeians, or the commonalty, which
had thus been formed, and which far exceeded the

populus in number, lived partly in Rome itself in

the districts above mentioned, and partly on their

former estates in the country subject to Rome, in

towns, villages, or scattered farms. The plebeians

were citizens, but not optimo jure ; they were per-

fectly free from the patricians, and were neither

contained in the three tribes, nor in the curiae, nor
in the patrician gentes. They were, consequently,
excluded from the comitia, the senate, and all civil

and priestly offices of the state. Dionysius is great-

ly mistaken in stating that all the new citizens

were distributed among the patrician curies, and
under this error he labours throughout his history,

for he conceives the patricians and plebeians as
having been united in the comitia curiata.^ That
the plebeians were not contained in the curies is

evident from the following facts : Dionysius him-
self* calls the curies a patrician assembly ; Livy*
speaks of a lex curiata, which was made without
any co-operation on the part of the plebeians ; and
those who confirm the election of kings or magis-
trates and confer the imperiurn, are in some passa-
ges called patricians, and in others curiae," which
shows that both were synonymous. That the ple-

beians did not belong to the patrician gentes, is ex-
pressly stated by Livy.' The only point of contact
between the two estates was the army ; for, after
IliR inhabitants of Alba had been transplanted to

Home, Tullus Hostilius doubled the number of le-

gions of the Roman army.* Livy also states that
Tullus Hostilius formed ten new turmae of equites ;

but whether these new turmae consisted of Albans,
as Livy says, or whether they were taken from the
three old tribes, as Gotiling' thinks, is only matter

1. (Liv., 1., 30.—Dionys., iii., 29, 31.—Val. Max., iii., 4, 4 1.)

-2. (Liv., i., 33.—Dionys., iii., 31, 37.)—3. {iv., 12; ix., 41.)—
-4. (iv., 76, 78.)- 5. (v., 43.)—6. (Dionys., ii., 60; vi., 90 ; x.,

4.—Liv., vi., 49.-—(yompare NIcbuhr, Hist, of Rome, ii., p. 120.)
-7. (X., 8.)—8 (Liv., i., 30.) — 9. (Gesch dcr R8m. Staalsv.,

.225.)
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of speculation. The plebeians were this oblignd fr.

fight and shed their blood in the defence and su|>-

port of their new fellow-citizens, without being al-

lowed to share any of their rights or privileges, and
without even the right of intermarriage {connubium).
In all judicial matters they were entirely at thr
mercy of the patricians, and had no right of appeal
against any unjust sentence, though they were not,

like the clients, bound to have a patronus. They
continued to have their own sacra which they had
before the conquest, but they were regulated by the

patrician pontiffs.* Lastly, they were free land-

owners, and had their own gentes. That a ple-

beian, when married to a plebeian woman, had the
patria potestas over his children, and that, if he
belonged to a plebeian gens, he shared in the jura

and sacra gentilicia of that gens, are points which
appear to be self-evident.

The population of the Roman state thus consist-

ed of two opposite elements ; a ruling class or an
aristocracy, and the commonalty, which, though of
the same stock as the noblest among the rulers,

and exceeding them in numbers, yet enjoyed none
of the rights which might enable them to take a

part in the management of public affairs, religious

or civil. Their citizenship resembled the relation

of aliens to a state, in wliich they are merely tol-

erated on condition of performing certain services,

and they are, in fact, sometimes called peregrini.

While the order of the patricians was perfectly or

ganized by its division into curice, decuriae, anu
gentes, the commonalty had no such organization,

except its division into gentes; its relations to the

patricians were in no way defined, and it conse-

quently had no means of protecting itself against

any arbitrary proceedings of the rulers. That such
a state of things could not last, is a truth which
must have been felt by every one who was not

blinded by his own selfishness and love of domin-
ion. 1'arquinius Priscus was the first who con-

ceived the idea of placing the plebeians on a foot-

ing of equality with the old burghers, by dividing

them into tribes, which he intended to call after

his own name and those of his friends.' But this

noble plan was frustrated by the opposition of the

augur Attus Navius, who probably acted the part

of a representative of the patricians. All that Tar-
quinius could do was to effect the admission of the

noblest plebeian families into the three old tribes,

who were distinguished from the old patrician fam-
ilies by the names of Ramnes, Titles, and Luceres
secundi, and their gentes are sometimes distin-

guished by the epithet minores, as they entered into

the same relation in which the Luceres had been to

the first two tribes before the time of Tarquinius.*

This measure, although an advantage to the most
distinguished plebeian families, did not benefit the

plebeians as an order, for the new patricians must
liave become alienated from the commonalty, while

the patricians, as a body, were considerably strength-

ened by the accession of the new families.

It was reserved to his successor, Servius TuUius,

to give to the commonalty a regular internal organ-

ization, and to determine their relations to the pa-

tricians. The intention of this king was not to up-

set the old constitution, but only to enlarge it, so

as to render it capable of receiving within itself

the new elements of the state. He first divided

the city into four, and then the subject country

around, which was inhabited by plebeians, into twen-

ty-six regions or local tribes,* and in these regions

he assigned lots of land to those plebeians who

1. (Fest., 8. v. Municipalia sacra.) —2. (Verrius Flaccus ap
Fest., 8. V. Navia. — Liv., i., 36, &c. — Dionys., iii., 71. — Cic,

De Republ., ii., 20.) — 3. (Fest., s. v. Sex Veslie Sacerdotes.

—

Cic, De Republ., ii., 20.- Liv., i., 35, 47.)—4. (Li--., i., 43 -

Dionys., iv., 14, ttc.)
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were yet without landed property. Niebuhr' thinks

that these allottnents consisted of seven jugera

each, an opinion which is controverted by Gottling.*

As regards the lour city tribes, it should be ob-

served that the Aventine and the Capitol were not

contained in thera ; the fornner forming a part of

the country tribes, and the latter being, as it Were,

the city of the gods.' The twenty-six country

tribes are not mentioned by Livy in his account of

the Servian constitution, and where he first speaks
nf the whole number of tribes,* he only mentions
twenty-one instead of thirty. Niebuhr* is undoubt-
edly right in reconciling this number with the thir-

ty tribes of Servius, by the supposition that in the

war with Porsenna Rome lost one third of her ter-

ritory, i. e., ten tribes, so that there were only

twenty left. As, therefore, after the immigration
of the Claudii and their clients, a new tribe was
formed,* Livy is right in only mentioning twenty-
one tribes. These thirty Servian tribes did not, at

least originally, contain any patricians ; and even
after the Claudii had come to Rome, it is not ne-

cessary to suppose that the gens Claudia, which
was raised to the rank of patrician, was contained in

the new tribe, but the new tribe probably consisted

of their clients, to whom lands were assigned beyond
theAnio.^ (Compare Tribos.) Some of the clients

of the patricians, however, were probably contained
in the Servian tribes.* Each tribe had its praefect,

called tribunus •
( Vid. Tribujjus.) The tribes had

also their own sacra, festivals, and meetings (comitia

tribnla), which were convoked by their tribunes.

This division into tribes, with tribunes at their

heads, was no more than an internal organization
of the plebeians, analogous to the division of the
patricians into thirty curise, without conferring

upon them the right to interfere in any way in the

management of public affairs, or in the elections,

which were left entirely to the senate and the cu-

riae. These rights, however, they obtained by an-

other regulation of Servius Tullius, which was
made wholly independent of the thirty tribes. For
this purpose he instituted a census, and divided

the whole body of Roman citizens, plebeians as
well as patricians, into five classes, according to

the amount of their property. Taxation and the

military duties were arranged according to these
classes in such a manner that the heavier burdens
fell upon the wealthier classes. The whole body
of citizens thus divided was formed into a great

national assembly called comitiatus maximus or
comitia centuriata. ( Vid. Comitia, p. 295, &c.) In
this assembly the plebeians now met the patricians

apparently on a footing of equality, but the votes
were distributed in such a way that it was always
in the power of the wealthiest classes, to which
the patricians naturally belonged, to decide a ques-
tion before it was put to the vote of th9 poorer
classes. A great number of such noble plebeian
families as, after the subjugation ofthe Latin towns,
had not been admitted into the curies by Tarquini-
us Priscus, were now constituted by Servius into a
number of equites, with twelve suffragia in the co-

mitia centuriata. (Kid. Eqoites, p. ili, &c.) Last-

ly, Servius Tullius is said to have regulated the
commercium between the two orders by about fifty

laws'* (Nouovf Toi'f fiev awaXJxiKTiKOVi koX rovi
irepi Tuv aniKiifidTuv).

In this constitution, the plebeians, as such, did

not obtain admission to the senate, nor to the high-

est magistracy, nor to any of the priestly offices.

To all these offices the patricians alone thought

1. {li., p. 189.) — 2. (p. 239, &c.) — 3. (Vairo, De Lmg. Lat..

IT , p. 14, &c., ed. Bip.)—4. (ii., 31.—Compare Uionyt., vii., 64.)
—4. (i., p. 418.)—fl. (Lit., ii., 16.)—7. (Liv., 1. c.)—8. (DIonyi.,
-».. 22, *c )— 9. (Dionys., ly., 14.—Appian, Civil., iii., 23.)—10.

'Uionyi., it., 13.— Comi>are r., 3; vi., 23.—GOtUing, p. 240.)

themselves entitled by divine right, fhe plebeians
also continued to be excluded from occupying any
portion of the public land, which as yet was only
possessed by the patricians, and were only allowed
to keep their cattle upon the common pastuie, foi

which they had to pay to the state a certain Hiim
It is true that by the acquisition of wealth pie

beians might become members of the first property
class, and that thus their votes in the comitia might
become of the same weight as that of the patri-

cians, but the possibility of acquiring such wealth
was diminished by their being excluded from the
use of the ager publicus. Niebuhr' infers from the
nature of the Servian constitution that it must have
granted to the plebeians greater advantages than
those mentioned by our historians : he conceives
that it gave to them the right of appeal to their own
assembly, and to pass sentence upon such as gross-

ly infringed their liberties ; in short, that the Servi-

an constitution placed them on the same footing in

regard to the patricians as was afterward perma-
nently effected by the laws of C. Licinius and L.

Sextius. There is no doubt that such might and
should have been the case, but the argumuitle
which he brings forward in support of his hypoth-
esis do not appear to be convincing, as has been
pointed out by Gottling.* All that we know foi

certain is, that Servius gave to the body of the ple-

beians an internal organization by the establish-

ment of the thirty plebeian tribes, and that in the

comitia centuriata he placed them, at least appa-

rently, on a footing of equality with the populus.

Whether he intended to do more, or would have
done more if it had been in his power, is a differ-

ent question. But facts like those stated above
were sufficient, at a later period, when the benefits

actually conferred upon the plebeians were taken
away from them, to make the grateful commonalty
look upon that king as its great patron, and even
regard him as having granted all those rights which
subsequently they acquired after many years of

hard struggle. Thus what he actually had done
was exaggerated to what he possibly might have
done or would have wished to do. In this light

we have to regard the story that he intended to

lay down his royal dignity, and to establish the
government of two consuls, one of whom was to

have been a plebeian,

During the reign of the last king, the plebeians

not only lost all they had gained by the legislation

of his predecessor,' but the tyrant also compelled
them to work like slaves in his great architectural

works, such as the cloacae and the circus.

On the establishment of the Republic, the comi-

tia centuriata, and perhaps the whole constitution,

such as it had been before the reign of the last Tar-
quinius, were restored, so that the patricians alone

continued to be eligible to all the public offices*

That the comitia centuriata were restored immedi-
ately after the banishment of the Tarquins, may be

inferred from the words of Livy,* who says that

the first consuls were elected ex commenlartia Servii

TuUii, for these words probably refer to the comi-
tia centuriata, in which, according to the regular

tions of King Servius, the elections were to be
held. There was still no connubium between the

two orders, and the populus was still, in every re-

spect, distinct from the plebs. Considering the fact

that the patricians reserved for themselves all the

powers which had formerly been concentrated ia

the king, and that these powers were now given to a
number of patrician officers, we must admit that the

plebeians, at the commencement of the Republic,

were worse off than if the kingly rule had contin-

1. (i., p. 130, Ac.)—2. (p. 265, Ac )—3. (Dionys., it.. 43, 44.)

4. (LiT., IV., 6 ; Ti., 40, <kc. ; x., 8.) -5. (>.. W.)
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Med under the institutions introduced by Servius.

They, however, soon gained some advantages.

The vacancies which had occurred in the senate

during the reign of the last king were filled up with

the most distinguished among the plebeian equites

(patres conscnptif {vid. Senatus), and Valerius

Publicola carried a number of laws by which the

relations between patricians and plebeians were
more accurately defined than they had hitherto

been, and which also afforded some protection to

the plebeians. {Vid. Valeria Leoes.) Both or-

ders acted in common only in the army and the co-

mitia centuriata, in which, however, the patricians

exercised an overwhelming influence, through the

number of their clients who voted in them ; and, in

addition to this, all decrees of the centuries still re-

quired the sanction of the curiae. Notwithstand-

ing these disadvantages, the plebeians occupied a

position which might soon have enabled them to

rise to a perfect equality with the patricians, had
not a great calamity thrown them back, and put

an end to their political progress. This was the

unfortunate war with Porsenna, in which a great

number (a third) of the plebeians lost their estates,

jvjcame impoverished, and perhaps, for a time, sub-

ject to the Etruscans.

In the mean while, the patricians, not satisfied

with the exercise of all the authority in the state,

appear not seldom to have encroached upon the

rights granted to the plebeians by the Valerian

laws.* Such proceedings, and the merciless harsh-

ness and oppression on the part of the rulers, could

not fail to rouse the indignation and call forth the

resistance of the plebeians, who gradually became
convinced that it was impossible to retain what
they possessed without acquiring more. The strug-

gle which thus originated between the two parties

is, as far as the commonalty is concerned, one of

the noblest that has ever been carried on between
oppressors and oppressed. On the one hand we
eee a haughty and faithless oligarchy applying all

means that the love of dominion and selfishness can

devise ; on the other hand, a commonalty forbear-

ing to the last in its opposition and resistance, ever

keeping within the bounds of the existing laws, and
striving after power, not for the mere gratification

of ambition, but in order to obtain the means of

protecting itself against fraud and tyranny. The
details of this struggle belong to a history of Rome,
and cannot be given here ; we can only point out

in what manner the plebeians gradually gained ac-

cess to all the civil and religious offices, until at

last the two hostile elements became united into

one great body of Roman citizens with equal rights,

and a state of things arose totally different from

what had existed before.

After the first secession in B.C. 494, the plebeians

gained several great advantages. First, a law was
passed to prevent the patricians from taking usu-

rious interest of money which they frequently lent

to impoverished plebeians ;^ secondly, tribunes

were appointed for the protection of the plebeians

(vid. Tribuni) ; and, lastly, plebeian sediles were
appouited. {Vid. .^diles.) Shortly after, they

gained the right to summon before their own comi-

tia tributa any one who had violated the rights of

their order,* and to make decrees {plcbiscita), which,

however, did not become binding upon the whole
nation until the year B.C. 449.

( Vid. Plebiscitum.)

A few years after this (445 B.C.), the tribune Ca-
puleius established, by his rogations, the connubi-

atn between patricians and plebeians.* He also

1. (Liv., ii., 1.—Dionys., v., 13.—Fest., s. v. Qui patres.—Plut.,

PuMic, U.)—2. (Liv., ii., 27.)—3. (Dionys., vi., 63.)—4. (Fest.,

. v. Sacer Mons.—Gottling, p. 300, Ac.)—5. (Liv., iv., 44 ; v.,

U. 12—Dionvs., X., 60 ; xi., 28.—Cic, De Repnbl., ii., 37.)
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attempted to divide the consulship between thft

two orders, but the patricians frust'-ated the reali-

zation of this plan by the appointment of six mili-

tary tribunes, who were to be elected from both
orders. {Vid. Tribuni.) But that the plebeians
might have no share in the censorial power with
which the consuls had been invested, the military

tribunes did not obtain that power, and a new cu-
rule dignity, the censorship, was established, with
which patricians alone were to be invested.

( Vid.

Censor.) Shortly after the taking of Rome by the
Gauls, we find the plebeians again in a state little

better than that in which they had been before their

first secession to the Mons Sacer. In B.C. 421,

however, they were admitted to the quaestorship,

which opened to them the way into the senate,

where henceforth their number continued to in-

crease. {Vid. Qu^sTOR, Sen.^tus.) In B.C. 367,

the tribunes L. Licinius Stole and L. Sextius placed

themselves at the head of the commonalty, and re-

sumed the contest against the patricians. After a
fierce struggle, which lasted for several years, they
at length carried a rogation, according to which de-

cemvirs were to be appointed for keeping the Sib-

ylline books instead of duumvirs, of whom half

were to be plebeians.^ The next great step was
the restoration of the consulship, on condition that

one consul should always be a plebeian. A third

rogation of Licinius, which was only intended to

afford momentary relief to the poor plebeians, reg-

ulated the rate of interest. From this time orward
the plebeians also appear in the possession of the

right to occupy parts of the Ager Publicus." In B.C.

366, L. Sextius Lateranus was the first pkbeian
consul. The patricians, however, who always con-

trived to yield no more than what it was absolutely

impossible for them to retain, stripped the consul*

ship of a considerable part of its power, and trans-

ferred it to two new curule offices, viz., that of prae-

tor and of curule aedile. {Vid. ^diles, Praetor.)

But, after such great advantages had been once

gained by the plebeians, it was impossible to stop

them in their progress towards a perfect equality

of politicEil rights with the patricians. In B.C. 365.

C. Marcius Rutilus was the first plebeian dictator

;

in B.C. 351, the censorship was thrown open to the

plebeians, and in B.C. 336, the praetorship. The
Ogulnian law, in B.C. 300, also opened to them the

offices of pontifex and augur. These advantages

were, as might be supposed, not gained without

the fiercest opposition of the patricians ; and even

after they were gained and sanctioned by law, the

patricians exerted every means to obstruct the op-

eration of the law. Such fraudulent attempts led,

in B.C. 286, to the last secession of the plebeians,

after which, however, the dictator Q. Hortensius

successfully and permanently reconciled the two
orders, secured to the plebeians all the rights they

had acquired until then, and procured for their ple-

biscita the full power of leges binding upon the

whole nation.

In a political point of view, the distinction be-

tween patricians and plebeians now ceased, and

Rome, internally strengthened and united, entered

upon the happiest period of her history. How
completely the old distinction was now forgotten,

is evident from the fact that henceforth both con-

suls were frequentl) plebeians. The government

of Rome had thus gradually changed from an op
pressive oligarchy into a moderate democracy, in

which each party had its proper influence, and the

power of checking the other, if it should venture to

assume more than it could legally claim. It was

this constitution, the work of many generations

1. (Lit., Ti., 37, 42.)—2. (Liv tj.,16.—Niebulir, iii.,p.],*o )
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that excited the admiration of the great statesman

•'olyhiua.

We stated above that the plebeians, during their

struggle with the patricians, did not seek power for

the mere gratification of their ambition, but as a

necessary means to protect themselves from op-

pression. The al)use which they, or, rather, their

tribunes, made of their power, belongs to a much
•ater time, and no traces of it appear until more than

balf a century after the Hortensian law ; and even

then this power was only abused by individuals,

and not on behalf of the real plebeians, but of a de-

jfenerating democratical party, which is unfortu-

nately designated by later wTiters by the name of

plebeians, and thus has become identified with them.

Those who know the immense influence which re-

ligion and its public ministers had upon the whole
management of the state, will not wonder that the

plebeians, in their contest with the aristocracy, ex-

erted themselves as much to gain access to the

prie.stly offices as to those of a purely political char-

ncter, as the latter, in reality, would have been of

little avail without the former. The office of curio

maximus, which the plebeians sought and obtained

nearly a century after the Ogulnian law,' seems,
indeed, to aflford ground for supposing thai in this

instance the plebeians sought a distinction merely
for the purpose of extending their privileges ; but

Ambronch' has rendered it more than probable that

the office of curio maximus was at that time of

greater political importance than is generally be-

lieved. It is also well known, that such priestly

offices as had little or no connexion with the man-
agement of public affairs, such as that of the rex
•acrorum, the flamines, SaJii, and others, were never
coveted by the plebeians, and continued to be held

by the patricians down to the latest times.'

After the passing of the Hortensian law, the po-

litical distinction between patricians and plebeians

ceased, and, with a few unimportant exceptions,

both orders were placed on a footing of perfect

equality. Henceforth the name populus is some-
times applied to the plebeians alone, and sometimes
to the whole body of Roman citizens, as assembled
in the comitia centuriata or tributa.* The term
plebs or plebocula, on the other hand, was applied,

m a loose manner of speaking, to the multitude or

populace, in oppos'tion to the nobiles or the senato-

rial party.*

A person who was bom a plebeian could only be
raised to the rank of a patrician by a lex curiata,

as was sometimes done during the kingly period

and in the early times of the Republic. Caesar was
the first who ventured in his ovrn name to raise

plebeians to the rank of j.'atrici?.:3s, and his example
was followed by the emperors. {Vid. Patricii.)

It frequently occurs in the history of Rome that

one and the same gens contains plebeian as well as
patrician families. In the gens Cornelia, for in-

stance, we find the plebeian families of the Balbi,

Mannnulae, Mcrulae, «Scc., along with the patrician

Scipiones, Sullae, Lentuli, &c. The occurrence of
this phenomenon may be accounted for in different

ways. It may have been that one branch of a ple-

beian family was made patrician, while the others
remained plebeians* It may also have happened
that two families had the same nomen gentilicium
without being actual members of the same gens.'

Again, a patrician family might go over to the ple-

beians ; and, as such a family continued to bear the

I. (Liv., xxvii., 0, 8.)—2. (Studiea und Andeutungnn, p. 95.)

—S. (Dionys., v., I.—Cir., Pro Dom., 14.—Fest., s. ». Major.
Flum.)—4. (I,iv., xxvii., 5.—Cic. ad Att., iv., 2.—Cell., i., 20 )

-5. (Sallust, Jug., 63.—Cic. ad Att., i , 16.—Hor, Epist., ii., 1,

158.—Hirt., Bell. Alex.. 5, <fcc.)—6. (Cic, Brut., 16.—De Lagg.,
(i., 3 -Sucton., "er., 1.)— 7. (Cic, Brut., It.— Tacit., Ann.,
til., 48.)
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name of its patrician gens, this gens apparently

contained a plebeian family.' At the time when nr
connubium existed between the two orders, a mar
riage between a patrician and a plebeian had the
consequence, that the same nomen gentilicium be-

longed to persons of the two orders.* When a per-

egrinus obtained the civitas through the influence

of a patrician, or when a slave was emancipated by
his patrician master, they generally adopted the
nomen gentilicium of their benefactor,' and thus
appear to belong to the same gens with him.
PLEBISCI'TUM, a name properly applied to a

law passed at the comitia tributa on the rogation
of a tribune. According to Laelius,* he who had
authority to convene, not the universus populus, but
only a part, could hold a concilium, but not con^'-

tia ; and as the tribunes could not summon the
patricii, nor refer any matter to them, what waa
voted upon the proposal of the tribunes was not a
lex, but a scitum. But in course of time plebiscita

obtained the force of leges properly so called, and,
accordingly, they are sometimes included in the
term leges. (Vid. Lex, p. 579.)

Originally a plebiscitum required confirmation.

The progress of change as to this matter appears
from the following passages. A lex Valeria, pass-

ed in the comitia centuriata B.C. 449,* enacted that

the populus should be bound (lenerclur) by thai

which the plebs voted tributim ; and the same thing

is expressed in other words thus :
" Scila plcbts in-

juncta patrtbus." This lex was passed to settle the
disputed question whether the patres were bound
by plebiscita. A lex Publilia, 339 B.C.,* was pass-
ed, to the effect that plebiscita should bind all the
Quirites ; and a lex Hortensia, B.C. 286, to the ef-

fect that plebiscita should bind all the populus (um
versus populus), as Gains' expresses it ; or, " ut e

jure, quod plehes staluisset, omnes Quirites teneren

tur" according to Lailius Felix, as quoted by Gelli-

us ; and this latter is also the expression of Pliny.*

The lex Hortensia is always releired to as the lex
which put plebiscita, as to their binding force, ex-
actly on the same footing as leges.

Ifwe might judge of the eflTect of the two prece-

ding leges by the terras in which they are express-
ed, as above quoted, they were the same as the
Hortensian lex. From the terras in which Livy
speaks of the lex Valeria, it is clear that in that

passage populus and patres are the same, and the
only question in dispute was whether the plebiscita

bound the rest of the state besides the plebs. Con-
sistently with this, we read of the rogation of an
agrarian plebiscitum shortly after, the carrying of
which was only prevented by the senate prevailing

on part of the tribunes to put their veto on the
measure.* No allusion is made to any power of the
senate to prevent the carrying of such a measure

:

but the want of such power must be supposed, in

order that the narrative may be intelligible. In the
case of the lex Canuleia,*' it is said that the patres
were at last prevailed upon to give their consent to

the rogatio on the connubium of the patres and the
plebs being proposed. In this case the consent of

the patres was considered necessary ; but as thi

was a plebiscitum, which diminished, as they sujf

posed, their rights, it is not inconsistent to say the
lex Valeria made iTie plebiscita binding on the poj)-

ulus, and yet that a plebiscitum could not alter the
privileges of the populus. A plebiscitum might ap
pertain to a matter which indifferently concerned
all, and such a plebiscitum would, consistently with
Livy's expression, be a lex. It is, however, stated

1. (Liv., iv., 10.—Plin., H. N., xviii., 4.)—8. (Niebuhr, ii., p
337, n. 756.—Suet., Oclav., 2 )—3. (Cic. ad Fara., xiii., 35, 38
c. Verr., iv., 17.—Appian, Civil., i., 100.)—4. (Cell., xv., VI.)-

5. (Liv., iii., 55, 67.) — C. (Liv., viii., 12.) - 7. (i., 3.)--8 (i»
10.)—9. (Liv., iv., 48.)—10. (Liv., iv., t, Ac)
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hy several modern writers that the effect of the Va-

ieria lex was to put plebiscita on the footing of le-

ges centuriatae, when they had been first approved

by the senate, or were subsequently approved by
the senate and confirmed by the curiae. It is Nie-

buhr's opinion, that the effect of the lex Publilia

was to render a senatus consultum a sufficient con-

firmation of a plebiscitum, and to make the confirm-

ation of the curiae unnecessary ; and that the effect

of the lex Hortensia was to render unnecessary
even the confirmation of the senate, and to give to

the tributa comitia complete legislative force. Thus,
by the lex Publilia, the senate succeeded to the place

of the curiae, and the tribes to that of the old burgh-

ers.' According to this view, the lex Publilia was
not a mere repetition of the lex Valeria, as it would
seem to be from the terms of Livy. Numerous
passages of Livy are cited by modern writers in

confirmation of their views as to the first two of

these leges, but, on the whole, it is not easy to

come to any certain conclusions for them. It would
be no improbable hypothesis that our accounts of

all early Roman legislation should be exceedingly
confused, and that they are so is apparent enough.

It would also be no improbable hypothesis to sup-

pose that much of early Roman legislation was ir-

regularly conducted, of which fact, also, there is

evidence. It farther appears to be clear enough,
that without farther information we must remain
ignorant of the precise effect of the two leges here-

inbefore mentioned, which preceded the lex Hor-
tensia. It cannot be a matter of doubt that the

objects which a plebiscitum might embrace must
have been as important to determine as the forms
which should give it validity ; and that these ob-

jects which could be comprised in a plebiscitum

were more limited in number and extent before the

passing of the lex Hortensia than after, is easily

shown.
The principal plebiscita are mentioned under the

article Lex.
PLECTRUM. ( Vid. Lyra, p. 605.)

PLEMO'CHOAI l^TrljJiioxoai). {Vid. Eleusinia,

p 39G.)

PLE'THRON inlidpov). ( Vid. Pes, p. 763.)

PLINTHOS {nlivdog). {Vid. Later.)
•PLOC'IMOS {nXoKLnoq), a sort of Reed. Ac-

cording to Sprengel, the Arundo ampelodesmos.'

PLUMA'RII, a class of persons mentioned by Vi-

truvius,^ Varro,* and in inscriptions. It cannot be

decided with certainty what their exact occupation
M'as : their name would lead us to suppose that it

had something to do with feathers {plumce). Sal-

masius* supposes that they were persons who wove
in gannents golden or purple figures made like feath-

ers. The word, however, probably signifies all those
who work in feathers, as lanarii those wlu) work in

wool, and argcntarii those who work in silver. Sen-
•€ca' speaks of dresses made of the feathers of birds.'

*PLUMBA'GO (iio'kv66aLva), a term which was
sometimes applied to Plumbago or Graphite, and
sometimes to Molybdate of Lead. " What the Lat-
ins call Plumbago" says Agricola, " the Greeks term
uoXv66aiva. It appears to be an oxyde of lead."

Sprengel says it is found in the mountains of Aus-
tria, consisting of oxyde of lead with molybdic acid,

silica, and carbonate of lime. He alludes, as Adams
supposes, to the molybdate of lead, or the Plombe
jaune of Brochant, the yellow lead spar of Jame-
son.*

•PLUMBUM {fi6^v66oi). Lead. » The ancients,"

says Fallopius, " distinguished lead into two kinds,

1. (ill., 490, Ac.)—2. (Theophr , H. P., iv., 11.—Adams, Ap-
rsnd., 8. V.)—3. (vi., 7, p. 177, ed. Bip.)—4. (ap. Nonium, ii., p.
18.)—5. (ad Vopisc, Cariii., c. 20.)—6. (Ep., 90.)— 7. (Becker,

Gallut, i., p. 44-48.)—8. (Dioscor., v., lOtt—Galen, De Sinipl.,

<T.—Ad»ms, App<'nd., s t MoAuMotya)
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the black and the white, the lattei of which the
Greeks called Kaaairepog." The former of these,
namely, the Plumbum nigrum, was, according tc
Adams, the same as our lead, and comprehended
several of the native varieties of it. The Kaaaire-

pof, or Plumbum album, was tl)e " Pyramidal Tin
Ore" of Jameson, or oxyde of tin. ( Vid. Stan
NUM.)'

PLYNTE'RIA (from irXiveiv, to wash) was a fes-

tival celebrated at Athens every year on the 25th
of Thargelion,in honour ofAthena, surnained Aglau-
ros,* whose temple stood on the Acropolis * The
day of this festival was at Athens among the uto-
i^pudec, or dies nefasti ; for the temple of the goddess
was surrounded by a rope, to preclude all communi-
cation with it ;* her statue was stripped of its gai
ments and ornaments for the purpose of cleaning
them, and was in the mean while covered over to
conceal it from the sight of man.' The persons
who performed this service were called npa^upyi-
dai.* The city was therefore, so to speak, on this

day without its protecting divinity, and any under-
taking commenced on it was believed to be neces-
sarily unsuccessful. A procession was also held on
the day of the Plynteria, in which a quantity of dried
figs, called ijyrjTopia, were carried about.'' Other
particulars are not known.
PLU'TEUS was applied in military affairs to two

different objects : 1. A kind of shed, made of hur-
dles and covered with raw bides, which could bo
moved forward by small wheels attached to it, and
under which the besiegers of a town made their ap-
proaches.* 2. Boards or planks placed on the val-

lum of a camp, on movable towers or other military

engines, as a kind of roof or covering for the pro
tection of the soldiers.'

The word pluteus was also applied to any board
used for the purpo.se of protection or enclosure, as,

for instance, to the board at the head of a bed.'*

PNEUMAT'ICI {UvEvnaTLKoi), a medical sect,

founded at Rome by Athenaeus of Cilicia in the time
of Nero and Vespasian, about A.D. 69." This was
at the time when the Method ici enjoyed their great-

est reputation, from whom the Pneumatic! differed

principally in that, instead of the mixture of primi-

tive atoms {oyKOL), they admitted an active principle

of immaterial nature, to which they gave the name
of TTvevfia, spirit. This principle was the cause of

health or disease, and from this word they derived

their name. It is from Galen alone that we learn

the doctrines of the founder of the Pneumatici, for

of his numerous writings only a few fragments re-

main preserved by Oribasius. The theory of Plato

had already laid the foundations of the doctrine of

this ethereal substance, of which Aristotle was the

first who gave a clear idea, in describing the ways
by which the izvevim is introduced into the body and
the sanguineous system. The Stoics developed it

still more, and applied it to the explanation of the

functions of the body ; and Erasistratus and his suc-

cessors had made the wvevfia act a great part in the

animal economy, whether in health or disease. This
doctrine, therefore, of the Pneumatici could not bfl

regarded as new. Galen, who gives the above his-

tory of it, asserts" that the Stoics followed the steps

of Aristotle with respect to Physiology. The found-

ation, however, of the sect of the Methodici appears

to have done away with much of the consideration

1. (Dioscor., v., 96.—Plin., H. N., xxiv.. 47.—Isid., Orig., xvU
21.—Adams, Append., s. v. MoAuS^of.)—2. (Plut., Alcib., 34.—
llarpocr. et Suidas, s. v.)—3. (Herod., viii., 53.—Hesych., s. ».

n\vvTnpia.)— i. (Pollux, Onom.. viii., 141.)— 5. (Plut., 1. c—
Xen., Ilellen., i., 4, 1) 12.) — 6. (Plut., I. c—Hesych., s. t.)—7
(Etymol. MagTi.-Hesych., s. v. 'H)>?ropi'u.)—8. (Festus, s. v.

—

Veeet., iv., 15.—Liv., xxxiv., 17.)—9. (Festus. s. v.—C«s., Bell

Gall., vii., 25, 41, 72.)— 10. (Suel., Cat.. 2C.)— 11. (Galen, D«
Diff. PuU., iv., 10, p. 749, torn, viii , ed. Kiihn )—12. (De Faenh
Nstmral., ii., c. 4, p. 92, torn, ii.)
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wnicri the theory of the nvev/xa had formerly enjoy-

ed. Those physicians who would not follow the

sect ol the Methodici chose that which revived the

nvcvfia, in order to oppose to the former sect a firm-

ly-established principle, and agreed in that, as upon
various other points, with the Stoics.' They thought

especially that logic was indispensable to the per-

fection of science ; for in many cases they disputed

simply about names, and Galen tells us* that the

Pneumatici would rather have betrayed their coun-

try than abjured their opinions. Like the greater

part of the Stoics of his time, Athena3us had adopt-

ed nil the doctrines of the Peripatetics.' What un-

deniably proves it is, that, besides the doctrine of

the pneuma, he developed the theory of the elements,

much more, at least, than the Methodici were in the

habit of doing. He recognised in the four known
elements the positive qualities {wocottjc) of the ani-

mal body ; but he often regarded them as real sub-

stances, and gave to the whole of them the name
of Nature of Man.* Although the followers of this

doctrine attributed, in general, the greater number
of diseases to the pncuina,* nevertheless they paid

at the same time great attention to the mixture of
the elements. The union of heat and moisture is

the most suitable for the preservation of health.

Heat and dryness give rise to acute diseases, cold

and moisture produce phlegmatic affections, cold

and dryness give rise to melancholy. Everything
dries \ip and becomes cold at the approach of death.*

It cannot be denied, says Sprengel,' that the Pneu-
matici rendered great services to pathology, and dis-

covered several new diseases. It is only to be re-

gretted that they carried their subtleties too far.

Thus, for instance, they established many more
kinds of fever than there really exist in nature.*

But their taste for subtleties shows itself nowhere
more than in their doctrine of the pulse, which was
more complex than that of any other sect. They
commonly defined it to be an alternate contraction

and dilatation of the arteries, and attributed this

tatter motion to the attraction and separation of the

pneuma or spirit, which, according to the opinion of

Aristotle, passes from the heart into the great arte-

ries.* The diastole or dilatation pushes forward the
spirit, and the systole or contraction draws it back,

in the same way as the respiratory organs contract

in drawing in the breath and dilate in letting it out."
The Pneumatici did not occupy themselves at all

with the causes which produced the changes in the

pulse, but confined themselves to collecting observa-
tions to serve as a basis for their prognostic."
The following is a list of the physicians that belong-

ed to the sect of the Pneumatici: Archigenes,'* He-
rodotus," iEgthinus," Magnus,'* Theodorus.** To
these the name of Aretajus has been added by Le
Clerc,*' Wigan,'* Barchusen,'* Schulze,** and Hal-
ler ;" hut the passages brought forward in support of
this opinion (for it rests only on internal evidence) are
considered to be insufficient to prove the point by Pet-
it,** Osterhausen,** and Ackermann.** Sprengel**

1. (Galen, De Dififerent. Puli. iii., p. 049, torn, viii.)—2. (Do
Different. Puis., ii., p. 630.)—3. (Galen, De Semine, ii., c. 3, p.
012, leq., torn, iv.)—4. (id.. De Element., i., p 457, t«in. i.)—5.
(P«eo(l(>-Odlen, Ititrod., p. 699, torn, xiv.)—6. (Galen, De Tem-
perain., i., c. 3, p. 522, torn, i.)—7. (Hist, de la M6d.)—8. (Id.,

Do Different, p'ebr., ii., p. 370, torn, vii.)—9. (Id., De Difforcr.t.

Puis., iv., p. 756. 757, torn, viii.)—10. (Id., De Usu Puis., p. 162,
torn. V.)— 11. (Id., De Different. Puis., ii., p. 22, torn, viii.)—12.
(Pseudo-Galen, Introd., c. 9, p. 699, torn, xiv., ed. Kilhn.) — 13.

(Id., De Simpl. Medic. Temper, oc Facultat., i., 29, p. 432, torn.

II. ; et Do Diff. Puis., IV., 11, p. T5I, torn, viii.) — 14. (Id., De
Dioxnos. Puis., i.. 3, p. 787, torn, viii.)— 15. (Id., Do Different.
Puis., iii., 2, p. 646, tom vi: )— 16. (Diog. Lnert., ii., 104.)—17.

(Hist, de la M6d., p. M.o, &c., ed. 1723.)— ".8. (Pref. in Aret.)—
19. (Hist. Medic , y. 269.)—20. (Cumpend. Hist. Medic, Hale,
1774, p. 332.)-21. (E.Mioth. Medic. Pract., torn, i., p. 192, Ac.)
—22. (Pra!fiit. od Comment, in Aret.) — 23. (Dissert. Innog. de
ic\m Pnt-umat. Medir. Hist., Altorf, 1791, 8vo.)—24. (De Arc-
•o, in edit. KOba.)—25. (Hist, de U MM., torn, ii., p. 89.)

thinks tnat he was brought up in the principles of
the Pneumatici, and afterward embraced those of

the Electici, as it is impossible to overlook the tra

ces of the doctrines of the former sect that exist ic

his works. For farther information respecting this

sect, the reader is referred to Wigan, Ackcnnann
Le Clerc, and Sprengel (from whom the above ac-

count is principally abridged), and especially Oster-

hausen, loc. cit.

•PNIGITIS (jTViyZrif yi/), Pnigitic Earth, so

called from a village named Pnigeus, on the coast

of Egypt, near which it was obtained. It consisted

principally of alumine. " Dioscorides describes the

Pnigitic earth as resembling the Eretrian, that is,

as being of a pale gray, cold to the touch, and adhe-

ring so firmly to the tongue as to hang to it sus-

pended. Pliny confirms this account. Galen, Pau-
lus iEgineta, and a number of later writers, affirm,

on the contrary, that it is black, and a tough, stifT,

and viscid clay. Agricola describes it as black,

dense, soft, and partly astringent, partly acrid." Sir

John Hill, from whom these remarks are taken,

thinks that there were two kinds of Pnigitic earth.

That the earlier one of these, the true Pnigitis of

the ancients, was a kind of gray marl ; and that

afterward a medicinal earth of another colour and
texture, a black, tough, and viscous clay, was found

in the same vicinity with the former, and called by

the same name. This latter he makes the Pnigitis

of Galen and subsequent writers.*

PNYX. (Firf. EccLEsiA, p. 384.)

PO'CULUM was any kind of drinking-cup. It

must he distinguished from the crater or vessel in

which the wine was mixed {vid. Crater), and from
the cyathus, a kind of ladle or small cup, which was
used to convey the wine from the crater to the po-

culum or drinking-cup. {Vid. Cvathus.) Thus
Horace :*

" Tribus aut novem
Miscentor cyathis pocula commodis."

PO'DIUM. ( Vid. Amphitheatrum, p. 52.)

*POE (ttoj/). " Theophrastus would seem to re-

strict this term sometimes to a particular genus of

grasses, like modern botanists. But Homer, Hesiod,

and the Greek writers in general, apply it to all sorts

of herbage."*

POE'CILIS (TcoiKiXi^), the name of a bird men-
tioned by Aristotle., The scholiast on Theocritus

makes it the same as the oKavdic, or Siskin.*

POE'CILUS {nolKc?^oc), the name of a fish men-
tioned by Oppian, and which Pennant suggests may
be the Squalus canicula.*

PCENA (Greek izoiv^). The Roman sense of

this word is explained by Ulpian* at the same time

that he explains fraus and multa. Fraus is gener-

ally an offence, noxa ; and poena is the punishment
of an offence, noxae vindicta. Pcena is a general

name for any punishment of any offence ; multa is

the penalty of a particular offence, which is now (in

Ulpian's time) pecuniary. Ulpian says in his time,

because by the law of the Twelve Tables the multa
was pecuaria, or a certain number of oxen and
sheep.' {Vtd. Lex Aternia Tarpeia, p. 581.) Ul-

pian proceeds to say that poena may affect a per-

son's caput and existimatio, that is, poena may be

loss of citizenship and infamia. A multa was im-
posed according to circumstances, and its amouni
was determined by the pleasure of him who in
posed it. A poena was only inflicted when it was
imposed by some lex or some other legal authority

{quo alio jure). When no poena was imposed, then

I. (Dioscor., v., 176. —Hill, Nat. Hist., p. 35.) — 2. (C«im..
iii., 19, II.)—3. (Thcophr., H. P., i. 3, 6. — Id. ib., vii., S, 5.—
Adams, Append., s. v.) — 4. (Aristot., H. A., ix., 2.) — 5. (Op'
Dian. Hal., i., 381.) — 6. (Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 13.)—7. (Plia.

N., xviii.. 3.—Pestos, Moltam Prculatus.)
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« mulla or penalty might h«( inflicted. Every person

who had jurisdictio (this seems to be the right read-

ing instead of judicatio) could impose a multa, and

these were magistratus atxl praesides provinciarum.

A poena might be inflicted by any one who was in-

trusted with the judicial prosecution of the offence

to which it was affixed. The lp( al distinction be-

tween poena and multa is ii"? ^'•••'^ys observed by

the Roman writers.

POLEMAR'CHUS {iroAefLcp^oc). An account of

the f'mctions of the Athenian magistrate of this

name is given under Archc.:*. Athens, however,
was not the only state of Greece which had officers

so called. We read of them at Sparta and in va-

rious cities of Bceotia. As their name denotes,

they were originally and properly connected with
military affairs, being intrusted either with the com-
mand of armies abroad, or the superintendence of

the war department at hom.e : sometimes with both.

The polemarchs of Sparta appear to have ranked
next to the king when on actual service abroad, and
were generally of the royal kindred or house (yi-

vof).* They commanded single morae,* so that

they would appear to have been six in number,'
and sometimes whole armies.* They also formed
part of the king's council in war, and of the royal

escort called da/ioma,^ and were supported or rep-

resented by the officers called cv/iKpopelc* The
polemarchs of Sparta had also the superintendence

of the public tables : a circumstance which admits
of explanation from the fact that Lycurgus is said

to have instituted the syssitia for the purposes of

war, and, therefore, as military divisions, so that

the Lacedaemonians would eat and fight in the same
company.^ But, in addition to their military func-

tions and the duties connected therewith, the pole-

marchs of Sparta had a civil as well as a certain

extent of judicial power,* in which respect they re-

sembled the upxi'^v TTnleiiapxoq at Athens. In Bceo-

tia, also, there were magistrates of this name. At
Thebes, for instance, there appears to have been
two, perhaps elected annually, and, from what hap-

pened when Phcebidas, the Lacedaemonian com-
mander, seized the Cadmeia or citadel of Thebes
(B.C. 382), we may infer that in times of peace they

were invested with the chief executive power of the

state and the command of the city, having its mil-

itary force under their orders.' They are not, how-
ever, to be confounded with the Boeotarchs. At
Thespiae, also,*' there were officers of this name,
and likewise inCEtolia" and Arcadia. At Cynaetha,

in the latter country, the gates of the city were in-

trusted to the special care of the polemarchs : they

had to keep guard by them in the daytime, and to

close them at night, and the keys were always kept

in their custody.**

POLEMO'NIUM (TroXe/zwviov), a species of

plant; most probably, as Adams thinks, the Pole-

monium caruleum. The same authority makes the

popular name to be Greek Valerian."
POLE'TAI (TTw/l^rat), a board of ten officers or

magistrates (for they are called apxn by Harpocra-
tion), whose duty it was to grant leases of the pub-

lic lands and mines, and also to let the revenues
arising from the customs, taxes, confiscations, and
forfeitures. Of such letting the word no)?.Eiv (not

utaOovv] was generally used, and also the correla-

tive words uveladai and irpiatrdai. Their official

place of business was called nuXtfT^pLov. One was
chosen from each tribe. A chairman presided at

their meetings (enpvTuveve). In the letting of the

revenue they were assisted by the mcmagers of the
theoric fund (to ^eupiKov), and th« v acted under the

authority of the senate of Five Hundred, who exei
cised a general control over the financial f?epart

ment of the administration. Resident aliens, who
did not pay their residence tax (jietolkiov), were
summoned before them, and, if found to have com
mitted default, were sold in a room called ttoXjjt^

piov rov fiEToiKLov} Other persons who had for-

feited their freedom to the state were also sold bj

the KuJ.^TaL, as foreigners who had been convicted

of usurping the rights of citizenship.*

•POL'ION {noliov), a plant, which has been gen
erally considered to be the Tevcrium Folium, a spe

cies of Germander. " Sprengel and Stackhouse,
however," remarks Adams, " agree in preferring the

Teucrium Crcticum. Schneider is, notwithstanding,

disposed to agree with Columna in referring it to

the Santolina chamacyparissus, or Cypress-leaved

Lavender Cotton. This last we are rather disposed

to hold as one of the species of d<5p6rovov described

by Dioscorides.'"

POLITEIA, POLITES (TToAirefa, 7ro;i/r;/f). {Vid.

C1VITA8, Greek.)
POLLICA'RIS. {Vid. Pes, p. 762.)

POLLICITATIO. {Vid. Obi.igationes, p. GTe.)

POLLINCTO'RES. ( Vid. Funus, p. 459.)

POL'OS (TTO/lof). (F?d HOROLOGIUM.)
POLYCARPUM {nolvKapnov), a plant, the Po-

lygonum Persicaria.*

POLYG'ALON (Trolvya^ov), the Polygala uma-
ra, or Butterwort. Such, at least, is the opinion of

Tragus, who is followed by Sprengel.*

POLYGON'ATON [noTivyovaTov), a species of

plant, the common name of which, according to

Stephens and Bauhin, is Solomon's Seal. Sprengel

also agrees in referring it to the Convallaria multi-

flora.*

POLYG'ONUM (noXvyovov), a plant. "The
noXvyovov u^/^ev of Dioscorides is generally acknowl-
edged to be the Polygonum avicularc, or Knot Grass.

The n. -S^Xv is referred by Sprengel to the Polygo-

num maritimUm. It is deserving of remark, how-
ever, that nearly all the older authorities, as, for ex-

ample, Matthiolus, Dodonaeus, and Bauhin, make
the latter to have been the Hippuris vulgaris, 01

Mare's Tail. The TroXvyovov is the Sanguinaria of

Pliny.'"

POLY'MITA. (Vid. Tela )

*POL'YPUS (n-oXinovc or nuXvno^), the Polypus

Several species of the Polypus are described by Ar-

istotle, most of which are to be referred to the ge-

nus Hydra of Linnaeus. The H. viridis is its most
remarkable species. The ancient writers use the

general term polypus in speaking of these animals,

but modern naturalists employ the appellation octo-

pus, as specifying more distinctly a particular class,

and the name polypus is now exclusively assigned

to a tribe of the radiata. " Aristotle. Pliny, and, in

fact, all the ancient writers, affirm that this animal

issues from the water, and that it sometimes visits

the land ; avoiding, however, all the smooth places,

^lian and Athenaeus add that it can also mount

on trees ! It appears that the octopi make theii

principal food of Crustacea, as Aristotle observed

long ago. They also feed on conchyliferous mol-

lusca ; and Pliny relates concerning them the trick,

which has also been attributed to apes, of placing a

little stone between the two valves of oysters, of

1. (HenxJ., vii., 173.)—2. (Xen., Rep. Lac, xi.,4.)—3. (Mul-
ler, Dorians, iii.. 12, 1) 4.)— 4. (Herod., 1. c.)— 5. (Xen., Hell.,

Ti.. 4, 14.>—6. (MuUer. iii., 12, f) 5.) — 7. (Miillcr, iii., 12, I) 4.)

—8. (Id., iii., 7, 1) 8.)—9. (Xen., Hell., v.,c. £, r*.)—IC. (Plut.,

Demetr., c. 39.)— 11. (Polyb., it., 79.)— 12. , * { l<> >—IJ.

(Dioacor., iv., 8.—Galen, De Simpl., it.—Adanu ' v '^d , a. r.)

'>8R

1. (Demosth., c. Aristog., 787.)—2. (Harpocr. et Smdas. a. r

ITwAjjrai and hctoikiov. — VoWux, Onom., viii., 99. — BSckb,

Staatsh. der Alt., i., 167, 338, 353.—Meier, De bon. Dnmn., 41.)

—3. (Theophr., H. P., i-, 10.—Dioscor., iii., 114.—Adams, Ap
pend., ». V.)—4. (Hippoc., Morb. Mulier., i., 615. — Adams, Ap-

pend., 8. V.)—5. (Dioscor., iv., 140.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—

«

(Diosco-.. •".. 6. — Adams, Append., *. ».>—7. (Dioscor., iv., 4

— Adani«, Append., ». ».)
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which they arc extremely fond, so as to prevent

them from closing, and that then they extract the

Hesh. But how could an octopus take up a little

stone and place it so adroitly, even supposing that

th<> semi-hiatus jf the oyster, continually filled by

Ihe tentacular oirrhi of the edges of its mantle,

would permit it ! It has been asserted, absurdly

enough, that the octopus, when pushed by hunger,

will gnaw its own arms, which possess the singular

properly of shooting forth again. But Aristotle and

Pliny more justly attribute the fact of octopi being

often found which have some fewer appendages than

usual, to their having been eaten off by the conger
eels. We are ignorant respecting the full size to

which the octopi may a^aia. We find in the reci-

tals of certain travellers, and even of some natural-

ists, that a species exists to which the name of

Kraken has been given, which arrives at an im-
measurable bulk, so as to resemble an island when
it approaches the surface of the water, and to over-

set the largest vessel under full sail when it be-

comes entangled in their cordage. But we may
be assured, without any fear of deceiving ourselves,

that this is but an exaggeration of what has been
said by the ancients, especially Pliny, concerning an
octopus, which, according to Trebius, had a head
of the size of a barrel containing fifteen amphore,
and whose tentacular appendages, which, as well as
the head, were presented to Lucullus, were thirty

feet in length, knotted like clubs, and so thick that

a man could scarcely embrace them round : the

tuckers resembled basins, and the teeth were in pro-

portion. All that was preserved of the body weigh-
ed seven hundred pounds. There are other traits

jtill more curious in the history of this most mar-
rellous octopus. It was observed at Castera, in

Baetica, in Spain, and was accustomed to come forth

from the sea into the dep6ts for salted fish, <k.c., and
to devour those provisions. The pertinacity of its

robberies at length roused the indignation of the

keepers ; they built very lofly palisades, but all in

vain ; this persevering polypus succeeded in getting

over them by taking advantage of a neighbouring

tree, so that it could not be taken but by the saga-

city of the dogs, which, having marked it one night

as it was returning to the sea, intimated the affair

to the keepers, who were struck with terror and as-

tonishment at the novelty of this tremendou.s spec-

tacle. In truth, the animal was of an immeasura-
ble bulk ; its colour was changed by the action of

the brine, and it exhaled a most intolerable odour.

Nevertheless, after a desperate combat with the

dogs, which Pliny depicts with all the vigour of his

poetical style, and by the efforts of men armed with
tridents, it was at last killed, and the head was
brought to Lucullus. ..f^lian also tells us that, in

the course of time, these animals arrive at a most
extraordinary bulk, so as to equal in size the largest

cetacea. On this subject he favours us with a story

pretty nearly similar to that of Trebius, of a poly-

pus which, having devastated the magazines of
the Iberian merchants, was besieged by a great num-
ber of persons, and cut in pieces with hatchets, just

in the same style that woodmen cut down the thick

branches of trees. Aristotle, indeed, tells us there

are polypi whose arms are as much as five cubits

in length, which would make above seven feet.

But this is a long way behind the narrations of Tre-
sius and .<Elian, and falls still shorter of the won-
Jers of the Northern romances concerning their

kraken. The ancients tell us that the octopi are

the enemies of the lobsters, which dread them, while

they are themselves pursued by the mursenae, which
devour their arms. They likewise inform us that

their bite is stronger than that of the sepite, but not

so venomous /Elian adds, that it is said by fisher-

men that the octopi are attracted to the land by Uie

fruit of the olive-tree."'

•POMAT'IAS {nufiariaf), a species of eoculept

Snail, mentioned by Dioftcorides. It is t.ie Helix

Pomalia*
POMCE'RIUM. This word is compounded ol

post and marium (murus), in the same manner as
pomeridiem of post and meridiem, and thus signifies

a line running by the walls of a town {pone or post

muros). But the walls of a town here spoken of^are

not its actual walls or fortifications, but symbolical

walls, and the course of the pomoeriura itself wa«
marked by stone pillars (cippi pomarii*) erected at

certain intervals. The custom of making a pomoe-

rium was common to the I^atins and Etruscans, and
the manner in which it was done in the earliest

times, when a town was to be founded, was as fol-

lows : A bullock and a heifer were yoked to a

plough, and a furrow was drawn around the place

which was to be occupied by the new town in such
a manner that all the clods fell inward. The little

mound thus formed was the symbolical wall, and
along it ran the pomcerium, within the compass of

which alone the city-auspices (auspida urbana) could

be taken.* That the actual walls or fortifications

of a town ran near it may naturally be supposed,

though the pomcerium might either be within or

without them. This custom was also followed in

the building of Rome, and the Romans afterward

observed it in the establishment of their colonies.

The sacred line of the Roman pomcerium did not

prevent the inhabitants from building upon or taking

into use any place beyond it, but it was necessary

to leave a certain space on each side of it unoccu-

pied, so as not to unhallow it by profane use.* Thus
we find that the Aventine, although inhabited from
early times, was for many centuries not included

within the pomcBrium.* The whole space included

in it was called ager effalus or Jines effali. The po-

mcerium of Rome was not the same at all times

;

as the city increased the pomwrium also was ex-

tended, but this extension could, according to an-

cient usage, only be made by such men as had by

their victories over foreign nations increased the

boundaries of the Empire,^ and neither could a po-

mcerium be formed nor altered without the augurs

previously consulting the will of the gods by augu-

ry, whence the jus pomacrii of the augurs.* The for-

mula of the prayer which the augurs performed on

such occasions, and which was repeated after them
by the people who attended, is preserved in Festus.*

The original pomcerium of Romulus ran, accord-

ing to Geliius,'* around the foot of the Palatine, but

the one which Tacitus'* describes as the pomcerium
of Romulus comprised a much wider space, and
was, as Niebuhr thinks,'* an enlargement of the

original compass, taking in a suburb or borough.

Niebuhr also believes that pomcerium properly de-

notes a suburb taken into the city. The Romulian
pomcerium, according to Tacitus, ran from the

Forum Boarium (the arch of Septimius Severua)

through the valley of the Circus so as to include

the ara maxima Herculis ; then along the foot of

the Palatine to the ara Consi, and thence from the

Septizonium to the curiae veteres (a little bolow the

baths of Trajan), along the top of the Velia to the

Sacellum Larium, and lastly by the Via Sacra to

the Forum. From the eastern side of the Forum to

I. (Arittot., H. A., i»., 1.—Griffitti'i Cnyier, toI. xii., p. S8»
•<>q.)—2. (Diciscor., Mat. Med., ii., II.— Adams, Appe«d., i. ».«

—3. (Vnrro, De Lm(f. Lat., it., p. 40, ed. Bip.) — 4. (Vano, D«
Ling. Lat., I.e.) — 5. (Li»., i., 44.) — 6. (Cell., xiii., 14.) -7
(Tacit., Annul , xii.. 23.)—8. (Dionys., iv., 13.—Cic, De Dit..

ii., 35.)—9. (s. V. Prosimurium.)— 10. (1. c.)— It. (Annal , xii.,

24.)— 12. (Hi*t. of Rome, i., p. 288.— Compare Bunaen, Ba-
chKib. d. Stadt Rom., i., p. 138.—Saohie, Betchicib. von Rom

.

i., p. SO )
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the Velabruni Ihtre was a swamp, so that Tacitus

does not mention the line of the pomceriura here.

Servius Tullius again extended the pomoerium,*

but the Aventine was not included, either because

the auspices here taken by Remus had been unfa-

vourable, or, which is more probable, because there

stood on this hill the temple of Diana, the common
sanctuary of the Latins and Romans." The Aven-

tine did not become included within the pomoerium

until the time of the Emperor Claudius.' Dionys-

ius* states that, down to his time, nobody had ex-

tended the pomoerium since the time of King Ser-

vius, although we know from authentic sources that

at least Augustus enlarged the pomoerium,' and

the same is said of Sulla and J. Caesar.' The last

who extended the pomoerium of Rome was the

Emperor Aurelian, after he had enlarged the walls

of the city.'

POMPA (TTouTny), a solemn procession, as on the

occasion of a funeral, triumph, &c.* It is, howev-
er, more particularly applied to the grand proces-

sion with which the games of the circus commen-
ced (Pompa Circensis). (Vid. Circus, p. 255.)

POMPEL^ LEGES. (Vid. Lex, p. 584, 585.)

POMPH'OLYX (7ro//^6Avf)- " Pompholyx,"
says Charras, " is a wliite, light powder, that sticks

upon the tops of furnaces where they melt and re-

fine copper, like flour of meal, and sometimes little

poulses or blisters. They call it Nil or Nihili.

Tutia comes from the same copper and at the same
time as the pompholjrx, but the weight of it caus-

es it to stick about the lower part of the furnaces.

The Greeks call Tutia by the name of Spodium."

Hardouin, as Adams remarks, gives it the French
name of " Lafleur de la Calamine." Blancard gives

it the English name of " The White Tutty," but it

is generally called " Brown Ashes" or " White
Calamy" in English.'

POMP'ILUS (TTOjUTTtAof), a species of fish, sup-

posed to be the Coryphana Pompilus. It is of a rare

kind, and, according to Rondelet, is sometimes sold

for Spanish mackerel. Athenaeus calls it the lepdc

ildvc. Oppian makes it the /cuA/lijffrf."

PONS. {Vid. Bridge.)
PO'NTIFEX. The origin of this word is ex-

plained in various ways. Q. Sc^vola, who was
himself pontifex maximus, derived it from posse

and facere, and Varro from pons, because the pon-
tiffs, he says, had built the Pons Sublicius, and af-

terward frequently restored it, that it might be pos-

sible to perform sacrifices on each side of the Ti-

ber." This statement is, however, contradicted by
the tradition which ascribes the building of the Pons
Sublicius to Ancus Marcius,*" at a time when the
pontiffs had long existed and borne this name.
Gottling" thinks that pontifex is only another form
for pompifex, which would characterize the pontiffs

only as the managers and conductors of public pro-

cessions and solemnities. But it seems far more
probable that the word is formed from pons and
fcuere (in the signification of the Greek ^ffeiv, to

perform a sacrifice), and that, consequently, it signi-

fies the priests who offered sacrifices upon the
bridge. The ancient sacrifice to which the name
thus alludes is that of the Argeans on the sacred
or Sublician bridge, which is described by Dionys-

1. (LiT., i., 44.— Dionys., iv., 13.)—2. (Cell., 1. c—Varro, De
Ling. Lit., iv., p. 14, ed. Bip.)—3. (Cell., 1. c—Tacit., Annal

,

xn., 23.^—4. (1. c.)—5. (Bunsen, 1. c, p. 139.)—6. (Tacit., An-
nal., 1. c —Gell., 1. c.—Fest., s. v. Prosimurium.—Cic. ad Att.,
xiii., 20.—Dion Cass.,3tliii.,50 ; xliv., 49.)—7. (Fl. Vopi8c.,Div.
Aurel., 21.)— 8. (Cic, Pro Mil., 13.—Suet., Jul., 37, <feo.)—9.
(Dioscor., v., 183.—Hardouin ad Plin., H. N., xxxijr., 33.—Blan-
card, Lex. Mid.—Adams, Append., a. v.)— 10. (^Elian, N. A., ii.,

13.—Id. ib., XV., 23.— Plin., II. N., xxxi.. 11.—Oppiau, i., 185.—
Adams, Append., s. v.)—11. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., iv., p. 24,
&c.. ed. Bip.)—12. (Liv., i., 33.)—13. (Gesch. d. R«m. Staatsv.,

». 173.)
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ius.' (Compare Aroei.) Greek writers sometimes
translate the word, and call the pontiffs ys(pvponoioi.

The Roman pontiffs formed the most illustrious

among the great colleges of priests. Their institu

tion, like that of all important matters of religion,

was ascribed to Numa.' The number cf ponti£
appointed by this king was four,' and at llieir head
was the pontifex maximus, who is generally not
included when the number of pontiffs is mentioned.
Cicero,* however, includes the pontifex maximus
when he says that Numa appointed five pontiffs.

Niebuhr* supposes, with great probability, that the
original number of four pontiffs (not 'ncluding the
pontifex maximus) had reference to 'he two earli

est tribes of the Romans, the Ramnes and Titles,

so that each tribe was represented by two pontiffs.

In the year B.C. 300, the Ogulnian law raised the
number of pontiffs to eight, or, including the ponti
fex maximus, to nine, and four of them were to bo
plebeians.* The pontifex maximus, however, con-
tinued to be a patrician down to the year B.C. 254,
when Tib. Coruncanius was the first .plebeian who
was invested with this dignity.' This number of
pontiffs remained for a long time unaltered, until, in

81 B.C., the dictator Sulla increased it to fifteen,*

and J. Caesar to sixteen.' In both these changes
the pontifex maximus is included in the number.
During the Empire the number varied, though, on
the whole, fifteen appears to have been the regular
number.
The mode of appointing the pontiffs was also dif-

ferent at different times. It appears that alter their

institution by Numa, the college had the right of
co-optation, that is, if a member of the college died

(for all the pontiffs held their office for life), tho
members met and elected a successor, who, after

his election, was inaugurated by the augurs." lliig

election was sometimes called caplin.'^ In the
year 212 B.C., Livy" speaks of the election of a
pontifex maximus in the comitia (probably the co-

mitia tributa) as the ordinary mode of appointing

this high-priest. But, in relating the events of the

year 181 B.C., he again states that the appointment
of the chief pontiff took place by the co-optation of
the college.'' How these anomalies arose (unless

Livy expresses himself carelessly) is uncertain ;'*

for, as far as we know, the first attempt to deprive

the college of its right of co-optation, and to trans-

fer the power of election to the people, was not

made until the year B.C. 145, by the tribune C. Li-

cinius Crassus ; but it was frustrated by the prae-

tor C. Laglius.** In 104 B.C. the attempt was
successfully repeated by the tribune Cn. Domitius
Ahenobarbus ; and a law (lex Domitia) was then

passed, which transferred the right of electing the

members of the great colleges of priests to the peo-

ple (probably in the comitia ti-ibuta) ; that is, the

people elected a candidate, who was then made a

member of the college by the co-optatio of tho

priests themselves, so that the co-optatio, although

still necessary, became a mere matter of form."
The lex Domitia was repealed by Sulla in a lex

Cornelia de Sacerdotiis (81 B.C.), which restored to

the great priestly colleges their full right of co-oj>-

tatio.'' In the year 63 B.C. the law of Sulla was
abolished, and the Domitian law was restored, but

not in its full extent ; for it was now determined

that, in case of a vacancy, the college itself should

1. (i.,38.)—2. (Liv., i., 20.—Dionys., ii.,T3.)—3. (Liv.,x., f.)

—4. (De Republ., ii., 14.)—5. (Hist, of Rom., i., p. 302. Ac-
Compare iii., p. 410.—Liv., X., 6.—Cic, De Republ., ii., 9.)—

«

(Liv., x.,6.)-7. (Liv.,Epit., 18.)-8 (Liv., Epit.,8!).)—9. (Dion

Cass., xlii., 51.)— 10. (Dionys., ii., 22. 73.)— 11. (Cell., i.. 12.)

—12. (XXV., 5.)— 13. (Liv., xl., 42.)— 14. (Oottlin?, 1. c, p. 375.)

—15. (("ic. Do Am., 25.—Brut., 21.—De Nat. Deor., lii.. 2.,—

16. (Cic. De Leg. Agr.. ii., 7.—Epist. ad Brut, i., 5.—Vellei

Pat., ii., 12.—Sueton , Nero, 2.)—17. (Liv., Epit., 89.—Psendo
Aacon., in I)ivin.it , p J02,f(J Orelli.—Dion Cass., xxxvii ,S7.)
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nominate two candidates, and the people elect one
of them. Tills m(xle of proceeding is expressly

mentioned in regard to the appointment of augurs,

and was consequently the same in that of the pon-

tiffs.' Julius Ca'sar did not alter this modified lex

Domitia, but H. Antonius again restored the right

of co-optatio to the college.*

The college of pontiffs had the supreme superin-

tendence of all matters of religion, and of things

and persons connected with public as well as pri-

vate worship. A general outline of their rights and
functions is given by Livy' and Dionysius.* This
power is said to have been given to them by Numa

;

and he also intrusted to their keeping the books
containing the ritual ordinances, together with the
obligation to give information to any one who might
consult them on matters of religion. They had to

guard against any irregularity In the observance of
religious rites that might arise from a neglect of the
ancient customs, or from the introduction of for-

eign rites. They had not only to determine in what
manner the heavenly gods should be worshipped,
but also the proper form of burials, and how the
souls of the departed (manes) were to be appeased

;

in like manner, what signs either in lightning or

other phenomena were to be received and attended
to. They had the judicial decision in all matters
of religion, whether private persons, magistrates,

or priests were concerned ; and in cases where the

existing laws or customs were found defective or

insufficient, they made new laws and regulations

(decrcla ponlificum), in which they always followed

their own judgment as to what was consistent with
the existing customs and usages.' They watched
over the conduct of all persons who had anything
to do with the sacrifices or the worship of the gods,

that is, over all the priests and their servants.

The forms of worship and of sacrificing were deter-

mined by the pontiffs, and whoever refused to obey
their injunctions was punished by them, for they
were "rerum qua ad sacra et rcligiones pertinent,

mdir.es et vindices."* The pontiffs themselves were
not subject to any court of law or punishment,

and were not responsible either to the senate or to

the people. The details of these duties and func-

tions were contained in books called libri pontificii

or pontificales, commentarii sacrorum or sacrorum
pontificalium,' which they were said to have re-

ceived from Numa, and which were sanctioned by
Ancus Marcius. This king is said to have made
public that part of these regulations which had ref-

erence to the sacra publica ;• and when, at the com-
mencement of the Republic, the wooden tables on
which these published regulations were written

had fallen into decay, they were restored by the

pontifex maximus C. Papirius.* One part of these

libri pontificales was called indigitamenta, and con-

tained the names of the gods, as well as the manner
in which these names were to be used in public

worship.'* A second part must have contained the

formulas of the jus pontificium." The original

laws and regulations contained in these books were
in the course of time increased and more accurately

defined by the decrees of the pontiffs, whe .ce per-

haps their name commentarii.'* Another tradition

concerning these books stated that Numa commu-
nicated to the pontiffs their duties and rights merely

by word of mouth, and that he had burled the books

in a stone chest on the Janiculum.'* These books

1. (Cic, Philipp., ii., 2.)—2. (Dion Caw , xliv., 53.)—3. (i.,

»>.)— 4. (ii., 73.)— 5. (Gell., ii., 28 ; x., 15.)— 6. (Fest., «. v.

Maximug pontifex. — Compare Cic, De LegK.,ii., 8, 12.)

—

7.

CFeit.,i. V. Aliutaan! Occituni.)—8. (Li»., i., 32.)—«. (Uionys.,

;ii., 36.)— 10. (Serv. ad Vir((., Oeorg., i. 21.) — 11. (Cic, De
Kepubl., ii., 31.)— 12. (HIin., H. N., xviii., 3.—Liv., iv.,3.—Cic,

Brut., 14 )— 13. (Plut., Num., 22.— Plin., II. N., xiii., 97.—Val.
Wax., I.. 1., 12 —August., De Civit. Dei, vii., 34.)

were found in 181 B.C., and one half of thera coo-
talned ritual regulations and the jus pontificiuin,

and the other half philosophical inquiries on these
same subjects, and were written in the Greek lan-

guage. The books were brought to the praetor ur-

banus Q. Petilius, and tne senate ordered the latter

half to be burned, while the former was carefully

preserved. Respecting the nature and authenticity
of this story, see Hartung, Die Relig. d. Rom., i., p
214, &c. Concerning the annales maximi which
were kept by the pontifex maximus, and to which
Livy' applies the name commentarii pontificum,
see Annales.
As to the rights and duties of the pontiffs, it must

first of all be borne in mind that the pontiffs were
not priests of any particular divinity, but a college
which stood above all other priests, and superin-
tended the whole external worship of the gods.*
One of their principal duties was the regulation of
the sacra, both publica and privata, and to watch
that they were observed at the proper times (for

which purpose the pontiffs had the whole regulation

of the calendar : rid. Calendar, p. 195, &c.) and in

their proper form. In the management of the sacra
publica they were in later times assisted in certain

performances by the triumviri epulones (vid. Epp-
L0NE8), and had in their keeping the funds from
which the expenses of the sacra publica were de-

frayed. (Vid. Sacra.)
The pontiffs convoked the assembly of the curies

(comitia calata or curiata) in cases where priests

were to be appointed, and flamines or rex sacrorum
were to be inaugurated ; also when wills were to

be received, and when a detestatio sacrorum and
adoption by adrogatio took place.* ( Vid. Adoptio.)
Whether the presence of the pontiffs, together With
that of the augurs and two flamines, was necessary
in the comitia curiata, also, in cases when other
matters were transacted, as Niebuhr thinks,* does
not appear to be quite certain. The curious cir-

cumstance that on one occasion the pontifex maxi-
mus was commanded by the senate to preside at

the election of tribunes of the people, is explained
by Niebuhr.*

As regards the jurisdiction of the pontiffs, magis-
trates and priests, as well as private individuals,

were bound, to submit to their sentence, provided

it had the sanction of three members of the col

lege.* In most cases the sentence of the pontiffs

only inflicted a fine upon the offenders,' but the
person fined had a right to appeal to the people,

who might release him from the fine. In regard to

the vestal virgins and the persons who committed
incest with them, the pontiffs had criminal juri.-'dic-

tlon, and might pronounce the sentence of death.'

A man who had violated a vestal virgin was, ac-

cording to an ancient law, scourged to death by the

pontifex maximus in the comitium, and it appears
that originally neither the vestal >irgins nor the male
offenders in such a case had any right of appeal.

Gottling' considers that they had the right of ap-

peal, but the passage of Cicero" to which he re-

fers does not support his opinion. Incest in gen-
eral belonged to the jurisdiction of the pontiffs, and
might be punished with death." In later times we
find that, even in the case of the pontiffs having
passed sentence upon vestal virgins, a tribune in-

terfered, and induced the people to appoint a quaes-

tor for the purpose of making a fresh inquiry into

the case ; and it sometimes happened that after

I. (Ti., i.)—8. (Cic, De hegg., ii., 8.)—S. (Gell., »., 18; *w.,

27.)—4. (i., p. 342 ; i'.., p. 223.)-5. (ii., p. 35», &c)-6. (Cic,

De Haruip. Resp., 6.)—7. (Cic, Philip., xi., 8.— Lit., xxxTii.,

51.—Id , xl., 42.)—8. (Dionys., ix., 40.—Liv., xxii., 57—Fe«t., •

T. Probrum.)—9. (p. 185.)—10. (De Republ., ii., 31.)—11. (C»e,

De Legg., ii., 1ft }
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this new tiial Ihi sentence of the pontiffs was mod-

ified or annulled. Such cases, however, seem to

have been mere irregularities, founded upon an

abuse of the tribunitian power. In the early times

the pontiffs, as a portion of the patricians, were in

the possession of the civil as well as religious law,

until the former was made public by C. Flavins.

{Vid. Actio, p. 17.) The regulations which served

89 a guide to the pontiffs in their judicial proceed-

ings formed a large collection of laws, which was
called the jus pontificium, and formed part of the

libri pontificii " (Compare Jos, p. 5C0, &c.) The
new decrees which the pontiffs made, either on the

proposal of the senate, or in cases belonging to the

sacra privata, or that of private individuals, were,

as Livy' says, innumerable.*

The meetings of the college of pontiffs, to which,

In some instances, the flamines and the rex sacro-

rum were summoned,* were held in the curia regia

on the Via Sacra, to which was attached the resi-

dence of the pontifex maximus and of the rex sa-

crorum.* As the chief pontiff was obliged to live

in a domus publica, Augustus, when he assumed
this dignity, changed part of his ov/n house into a

domus publica.' All the pontiffs were in their ap-

pearance distinguished by the conic cap called tu-

tulus or galerus, with an apex upon it, and the toga

prsetexta.

The pontifex maximus was the president of the

college, and acted in its name, whence he alone is

frequently mentioned in cases in which he must be

considered only as the organ of the college. He
was generally chosen from among the most distin-

guished persons, and such as had held a curule

magistracy, or were already members of the col-

lege.* Two of his especial duties were to appoint

{capcre) the vestal virgins and the flamines {vid.

Vestales, Flamen), and to be present at every

marriage by confarreatio. When festive games
were vowed or a dedication made, the chief pontiff

had to repeat over, before the persons who made the

vow or the dedication, the formula in which it was
to be performed {]>i/rire verba^). During the period

of the Republic, when the people exercised sover-

eign power in evory respect, we find that if the

pontiff, on constitutional or religious grounds, re-

fused to perform tliis solemnity, he might be com-
pelled by the people.

.A pontifex might, like all the members of the

great priestly colleges, hold any other military, civ-

il, or priestly office, provided the different offices

did not interfere with one another. Thus we find

one and the same person being pontiff, augur, and
decemvir sacrorum;'" instances of a pontifiex max-
imus being at the same time consul are very numer-
ous." But, whatever might be the civil or military

office wliich a pontifex maximus held besides his

pontificate, he was not allowed to leave Italy. The
first who violated this law was ' Licinius Cras-
8US, in B.C. 131 ;'= but after thi? precedent pontiffs

seem to have frequently transgressed the law, and
Csesar, though pontifex maximus, went to his prov-

hice of Gaul.

The college of pontiffs continued to exist untd
the overthrow of paganism ;" but its power and in-

fluence were considerably weakened, as the emper-
ors, according to the example of J Caesar, had the

1. (Asoon. ad Milon., p. 46, ed. Orelli.)—2. (Cic, De Orat..,

•., 43 —Id. lb., iii., 33.— Id., Pro Di)tno, 13.)—3. (xxxix., 16.)—
4. (CortifKire Cic, De Leg., ii.. 23.—Macrolj., Sat., iii., 3.—Ih-
onys. Hal., ii., 73 )— 5. (Cic, De Ilurusp. Resp., 6.)—ifi. (Suet.,

Jul., 40.—3erv. ad jEn., viii., 363.— Plin., Epist , iv., 11.)—7.
(Dion Cas.s , liv., 27.)— 8. (Liv., xxxv., 5. — Id., xl., 42.) — 9.

(Li» , v., 40.—Id., ix.,46.— Id., iv., 27.)— 10. (Liv., xl.,42.)—11.
'Liv., xxviii., 38. — Cic, De Harusp. Resp., 6. — Compare Am-
kroach, " StuUien und Andeutiingeu," p. 229, note 105.) — 12.

(Liv.. bpit., lib. 59.- Val. Max., viii., 7, 6. -Ores., v., 10.)— 13.

VAmob.. iv., 35 —Syaimach. , Epwt., ix., 128, 129.)
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right to appoint as many members of the great cot
leges of priests as they pleased.' In addition tc

this, the emperors themselves were always chiel

pontiffs, and, as such, the presidents of the college;

hence the title of pontifex maximus (P. M. or PON.
M.) appears on several coins of the emperors. If

there were several emperors at a time, only one
bore the title of pontifex maximus ; but in tl:e year
A.D. 238, we find that each of ihe two emperora
Maximus and Balbinus assumed this dignity.* The
last traces of emperors being at the same time chief
pontiffs are found in inscriptions of Valentinian,

Valens, and Gratianus.* From the time of Theo-
dosius the emperors no longer appear in the dignity

of pontiff; but at last the title was assumed by tho
Christian bishop of Rome.
There were other pontiffs at Rome, who were dis-

tinguished by the epithet minores. Various opinion:
have been entertained as to what these pontifices

minores were. Niebuhr* thinks that they were
originally the pontiffs of the Luceres ; that they
stood in the same relation to the other pontiffs as
the patres rninorum gentium to the patres majorura
gentium ; and that subsequently, when tl>e meaning
of the name was forgotten, it was applied to the
secretaries of the great college of pontiffs. In an-

other passage* Niebuhr himself demonstrates that

the Luceres were never represented in the college

of pontiffs, and his earlier supposition is contradict-

ed by all the statements of ancient writers who
mention the pontifices minores. Livy,* in speaking
of the secretaries of the college of pontiffs, adds,
" quos nunc minores pontifices appellant ;" from
which it is evident that the name pontifices minores
was of later introduction, and that it was given lo

persons who originally had no claims to it, that is,

to the secretaries of the pontiffs. The only natural

solution of the question seems to be this. At the

time when the real pontiffs began to neglect their

duties, and to leave the principal business to be
done by their secretaries, it became customary to

designate these scribes by the name of pontifices

minores. Macrobius,' in speaking of minor pontiffs

previous to the time of Cn. Flavins, makes an
anachronism, as he transfers a name customary in

his own days to a time when it could not possibly

exist. The number of these secretaries is uncer-

tain : Cicero* mentions the names of three minor
pontiffs. The name cannot have been used long

before the end of the Republic, when even chief

pontiffs began to show a disregard for their sacred
duties, as in the case of P. Licinius Crassus and
Julius Csesar. Another proof of their falling off, in

comparison with former days, is, that about the

same time the good and luxurious living of the pon
tiffs became proverbial at Rome.'
PONTIFI'CIUM JUS. ( Vid. Jus, p. 560.)

PONTIFICATES LUDL {Vtd. Lvdi PosTir,
CALES.)

PONTO, a Pontoon, was a vessel used for trans-

porting troops across rivers. We are told that it

was a kind of Gallic vessel, but we have no farthpi

particulars respecting it.'"

POPA. ( Vid. S.iCRiFiciUM )

POPI'NA. ( Vid. Caupona, p. 226.)

POPULA'RIA. (Fjti. Amphitheatrujt, p 53.)

PO'PUmS. {Vid. Patbicii.)

POPULIFU'GIA or POPLIFU'GIA, the day of

the people's flight, was celebrated on the nones of

July, according to an ancient tradition preserved by

1. (Dion Cass., xlii., 51.—Id., xliii., 51.—Id., Ii., 20.—Id.,liii..

17.— SuGt., Cffis., 31 )— 2. (Capitol., Maxim, et Ball)., 8.)— 3.

(Orelli, Inscr., n. 1117, 1118.)— 4. (i., p. 302, u. 775.) — 5. (iii.

p. 411.)—6. (xxii., 57.—Compare Jul. Capitol., Opil. Micrin.,7.;

—7. (Sat., i., 15.)—8. (De Harusp. Resp., 6.)—9. (llorat , Carm.
ii., 14,26, «fec—Mart., xii., 48, 12.—Macrob., Sat, li., 9.1-10
(Caes., Bell. Civ., iii., 29.—GeU., x., 25 >
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Varro,' in commemoration of the flight of the peo-

ple, \vh(!n tl»e inhabitants of Ficulea, Fidenai, and

other places round about, appeared in arms against

Rome sliortly after the deparlure of the Gauls, and

produced such a panic that the Ronians suddenly

fled before them. Macrobius,* however, says that

the populifu;jia was celebrated in commemoration of

the flight of tiie people before the Tuscans, while

Dionysius' refers its origin to the flight of the peo-

ple on the death of Romulus. Niebuhr* seems dis-

posed to accept the tradition preserved by Varro;

but the different accounts of its origin given by Ma-
crobius and Dionysius render the story uncertain.*

PORIST AI (iropiaTai) were magistrates at Ath-

ens, who p? )bably levied the extraordinary supplies

{Ropi^Tai ciaiv upx^ Tig 'AO^vi/aiv, fjrig nopovQ il^^-

Tci*). Antiphon' classes them with the poletae and

practores ; and Demosthenes* joins tuv xpi/^itTuv

TOfiiat Koi nopiarai, from which it would appear

that they were public ofllcers in his time, although

the words do not necessarily prove thin.*

•POROS (TTupof). " Theophrastus," aays Adams,
"describes a species of marble under this name.

He says it resembles the Parian in hardness and
colour, and the Tophus {nupog) in lightness. The
Tophus would seem to have been the Potstone of

tnodern mineralogists. The medical authors like-

wise applied the term to the chhlk-stones which
form in the joints of persons who have long la-

boured under the gout."

PORPE (TTopnTi). (Fjrf. Fibula.)

PORTA (ttvatj, dim. irvXcg), the gate of a city,

citadel, or other open space enclosed by a wall, in

contradistinction to Janha, which was the door of

a house or any covered edifice. The terms porta

and -irvXri are often found in the plural, even when
applied to a single gate, because it consisted of two
leaves.'"

The gates of a city were, of course, various in

their number and position. The ancient walls of

Paestum, Sepianum, and Aosta still remain, and en-

close a square : the centre of each of the four walls

was a gate. If, instead of being situated on a plain,

a city was built on the summit of a precipitous hill,

there was a gate on the sloping declivity which af-

forded the easiest access. If, in consequence of the

unevenness of the ground, the form of the walls

was irregular, the number and situation of the gates

varied according to the circumstances. Thus Me-
gara had 5 gates ;" Thebes, in Boeotia, had 7; Ath-

ens had 8 ;'* and Rome 20, or perhaps even more.

The jambs of the gate were surmounted, 1. by a

lintel, which was large and strong in proportion to

the width of the gate. The lintel of the centre gate

leading into the Athenian acropolis is 17 feet long.

2. By an arch, as we see exemplified at Pompeii,

Paestum, Scpianum, Volterra, Autun, Bezan9on, and
Treves. 3. At Arpinum, one of the gales now re-

maining is arched, while another is constructed

with the stones projecting one beyond another, after

the manner represented in the woodcut at p. 85.*'

At Como, Verona, and other ancient cities of

Lombardy, the gate contains two passages close

together, the one designed for .carriages entering,

and the other for carriages lecving the ciiy. The
same provision is observed in the magnificent ruin

of a gate at Treves. (See the following woodcut,

showing a view of it, together w:«h its plan.) In

other instances we find only one gate for carriages.

1. (De Ling. Lat., v=., 18, ed. Mailer.)—2. (Saturn., iii., 2.)—

3. (ii., 76 ) —4. (Hisc. of Rome, ii., p. 573.) —5. (Compare Ar-

nold, Hist, of Rome, li.. p. 10.)- 0. (Beltkcr. Anec, p. 294, 19.)

—7. (Ue Chor., p. 791, ed. Reiske )—8. (Philip., i., p. 49, 15.)

—9. (Bflckh, Ptibl. Ecin. of Athens, i., p. 223.)— 10. (Thuryd.,

ij., 4._VirR., Xa., ii., 330.)—II. (Reinganum, Megfiiri*. p. l25,

128.)— 12. (Ersch i;nd Gruher, Encyc, •. v. Attica, p. 240, 241.)

-13 (Keppel Cra/ea, " Excun. in the Abruzzi," yoI. i., p 108.)

but a smaller one on each side of it (ttu^jotvJUj')!©!

foot-passengers. (.See the plan of the gate of Pom-
peii, p. 224.) Each of the fine gates which remain
at Autun has not only two carriage-ways, hut, ex-
terior to them, two sideways for pedestriana.*
When there were no sideways, one of the valves ot

the large gate sometimes contained a wicket {por-
tula, irvkig : pivonv^^) large enough to admit a
single person. The porter opened it when any one
wished to go in or out by night.'

The contrivances lor fastening gates were in gen-
eral the same as those used for doors {vid. Janua),
but larger in proportion. The wooden bar placed
across them in the inside (ixoxTiog) was kept in its

position by the following method. A hole, passing
through it perpendicularly (/JaXavocJowj?*), admitted a
cylindrical piece of iron, called /3uAai/of, which also
entered a hole in the gate, so that, until it was taken
out, the bar could not be removed either to the one
side or the other.* Another piece of iron, fitted to
the /JuAavof, and called (3a?.avuypa, was used to ex-
tract it.* When the besiegers, for want of this key,
the paXavuypa, were unable to remove the bar, they
cut it through with a hatchet,' or set it on fire.*

The gateway had commonly a chamber, either
on one side or on both, which served as the resi-

dence of the porter or guard. It was called -kvTmv*
Its situation is shown in the following plan. (.See

woodcut.) But the gateway was also, in many
cases, surmounted by a tower, adapted either for

defence {portis turres imposiiil^"), or for conducting
the general business of government. In the gates
ofComo and Verona this edifice is three stories high.
At Treves it was four stories high in the flanks, al-

though the four stories remain standing in one of
them only, as may be observed in the annexed
woodcut. The length ofthis building is 1 1 5 feet ; iU

:n:X>
.^c^^i^l

depth, 47 in the middle, 6/ in the flanks ; its greatest

height, 92. All tlio four storirs are ornamented in

every direction with rows of Tuscan columns. 1 he

gateways are each, 14 feet wide. The entrance of

1. (Helioilor., viii., p. 394.)- 2. (Millin," Voyag<^ d»n» lea D^
partemens," &c., torn, i., ch. 22 ; Atlas, pi. 18, figs. 3, 4.)—r.

(Polyb., viii , 20, 24.-L;t., xiv., 9.)—4. (.*:n. T;.<t., 18.)—5.

(Thucyd., ii , 4.— Aristoph., Vesp., 200.— i3e6<tXavu)Tai . Avea,

1159.)-6. ( En. Tact.. 1. c.)-7. (Thucyd.. iv.. 111.— Polyb.,

viii., 23.24. -8. (Ma. Tact., 19.)-9. (Polyb.. viii.. 20, 23, S4 )

—10. (C»!8 B. O., vii' . 9.—Virj., iEn., vi., 552-554.)
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each appears to have been guarded, as at Pom,/eii
(see p. 224), first by a ,)ortcuIlis, and then by gates
oi wood and iron. The barbican, between the
double jiortcuUis and the pair of gates, was no doubt
open to the sky, as in the gates of Pompeii. This
edifice was probably erected by Constantine.' Its
rows of ornamental windows, and the general style
uf its architecture, afford sufficient indications, that,

although very strong, it was not intended solely
nor principally for the purposes of defence, but to
be applied in time of peace to the various objects
of civil government. To these latter purposes the
gatehouse (ttuAwv) was commonly devoted, more
especially in Eastern countries. Hence Poiybius*
calls a building at Alexandrea rw xPWaTiaTiKdv irv-

Xuva Tuv ftaaAeiuv, i. e ,
" the gatehouse of the

palace, used for the transaction of public business."
In the Old Testament the references to this custom
are very frequent. By metonymy, "the gates"
meant those who administered justice at the gates,
and wielded the powers of government."

Statues of the gods were often placed near the
gate, or even within it in the barbican, so as to be
ready to receive the adoration of those who entered
the city.* The probable position of the statue was
the point S in the above plan. The gate was some-
times much ornamented. Sculptured elephants,
for example, were placed upon the Porta Aurea at
Constantinople.

PO'RTICUS (aTod), a walk covered with a roof,

which is supported by columns at least on one side.

A porticus was either attached to temples and oth-
er public buildings, or it was built independent of
any other edifice. Such shaded walks and places
of resort are almost indispensable in the southern
countries of Europe, where people live much in the
open air, as a protection from the heat of the sun
and from rain. This was the case in ancient times
to a much gTeatei exten*. than at p-vsent. The
porticoes attached to the temples wert sither con-
Btructed only in front of them, or went round the
whole building, as is the case in the so-called Tem-
ple of Theseus at Athens. They were originally
intended as places for those persons to assemble
and converse in who visited the temple for vari-
ous purposes. As such temple-porticoes, however,
were found too small or not suited for the various
purposes of private and public life, most Grecian
towns had independent porticoes, some of which
were very extensive

; and as the Greeks, in all

their public works, soon went beyond the limits of
mere utility, these public walks were not only built

in the most magnificent style, but were adorned
with pictures and statues by the best masters. Of
this kind were the poecile and arou (iaailuo^ at
Athens,* and the arou IlepatK^ at Sparta.* The
Skias at Sparta, where the popular assemblies were
held, seems to have been a building of the same
kind.' In most of these stoae, seats {exedra) were
placed, that those who were tired might sit down.
They were frequented not only by idle loungers,
but also by philosophers, rhetoricians, and other
persons fond of intellectual conversation. The
Stoic school of philosophy derived its name from
the circumstance that the founder of it used to
converse with his disciples in a stoa. The Ro-
mans derived their great fondness for such covered
walks from the Greeks; and as luxuries among
them were carried in everything to a greater ex-
tent than in Greece, wealthy Romans had their
private iM)rticoes, sometimes in the city itself, and
sometmies in their country-seats. In the public

1. (Wytteubach's Roman Ant. of Treves, p. 9-39.)—2. (iv.
89.)—3. (IIoiii., U., ix., 312.—Matlh., xvi., 18.)—4. (Pans., iv.,

33, 1) 4.—Lacret., i., 314.

—

Anu, xiv., i3 )—5. (Atben., xiic., p.
577.—Paus., i., 3, & I, <Sio -0 (I f ,i-: , Jl, » 3.)—7. (PauB..
ill , 12, 4 8.)
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porticoes of Rome, which were exceedingly oq
merous and very extensive (as that around the Fo-
rum and the Campus Martins), a variety of businest
was occasionally transacted : we find that law-
suits were conducted here, meetings of the senate
held, goods exhibited for sale, &c. (See Pitiscus,*
who has given a complete list of all the porticoes
of Rome.)
PORTI'SCULUS {KelEvarfi^), an officer in a shiji^

vcho gave the signal to the rowers, that they might
keep time in rowing. The same name was also
given to the pole or hammer, by the striking ol
which he regulated the motion of the oars.' Tho
duties of this officer are thus described by Silius
Italicus :'

" Media stat margine puppis,
Quid voce alternos naularum. lemperel ictus,
Et remis dictet sonitum, paritcrque relatis
Ad sonilum plaudat resonantia ccerula tonsis.'

This officer is sometimes called Horlator* oi
Pausarius.*

PORTITO'RES. {Vid. Publicani.)
PORTO'RIUM was one branch of the regulai

revenues of the Roman state, consisting of the du-
ties paid on imported and exported goods .: some-
times, however, the name portorium is also applied
to the duties raised upon goods for being carried
through a country or over bridges." A |)ortorium,
or duty upon imported goods, appears to have beea
paid at a very early period, for it is said that Vale-
rius Publicola exempted the plebes from the porto-
ria at the time when the Republic was threatened
with an invasion by Porsenna.' The time of ita
introduction is uncertain ; but the abolition of it,

ascribed to Publicola, can only have been a tem-
porary measure ; and as the expenditure of the
Republic increased, new portoria must have beea
introduced. Thus the censors M. ^milius Lepi-
dus and M. Fulvius Nobilior instituted portoria et

vectigalia multa,^ and C. Gracchus again increased
the number of articles which had to pay porto-
ria.' In conquered places and in the provinces, the
import and export duties, which had been paid
there before, were generally not only retained, but
increased, and appropriated to the ajrarium. Thus
we read of portoria being paid at Capua and Pute-
oli on goods which were imported by merchants.'*
Sicily, and, above all, Asia, furnished to the Roman
treasury large sums which were raised as portoria."
In some cases, however, the Romans allowed a
subject nation, as a particular favour, to raise for
themselves whatever portoria they pleased in their
ports, and only stipulated that Roman citizens and
socii Latini should be exempted from them.'* In
the year 60 B.C., all the portoria in the ports of Italy
were done away with by a lex Csecilia, carried by
the prsetor Q. Metellus Nepos.'* It appears, how-
ever, that the cause of this abolition was not any
complaint by the people of the tax itself, but of the
portitores, i. e., the persons who collected it, and
who greatly annoyed the merchants by their unfaii
conduct and various vexations. {Vid. Pubucani.)
Thus the Republic for a time only le /ied import and
export duties in the provinces, until J. Caesar re-

stored the duties on commodities imported from
foreign countries.'* During the last triumvirate
new portoria were introduced,"'* and Augustus partly

increased the old import duties and partly instituted

1. (Lexicon, s. t. Porticus.)—2. (Festus, s. v.)—3. (ri., 360,
<fec.)—4. (Ovid, Met., iii., 618.—Plaut., Merc., iv., 2, 5.—Virg.,
^n., iii., 128.)—5. (Compare niomficld ad ;E8<h., Pers., 403.)
6. (Plin., II. N., xii., 31.—Sueton., Vitell.. 14.)—7. (Liv., il., 9.

—Compare Dionys.,v., 22.)—8. (Liv., xl., 51.)- 9. (Vullei. Pat.
ii., 6.)— 10. (Liv., xxxii., 7.)— II. (Cic, c. Verr , li., 75.—Pre
Leg. Manil., 6.)—12. (Liv., xxxviii., 44.—Grutcr, lusrr., p. 500.J
—13. (DionCass.,xxxvii.,01.—Cic.adAtt., ii., 18.;—14 (Suet,
Jul., 43.)—15. (Dion Cass., xlviii., 34 }
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dew ones. The subspqiient emperors increased or

diminished this branch of the revenue as necessity

required, or as their own discretion dictated.

As regards the articles subject to an import duty,

It may be stated in general terms, that all com-
modities, including slaves, which were imported by
merchants for the purpose of selling them again,

were subject to the portorium, whereas things

which a person brought with him for his own use

were exempted from it. A long list of such taxable

articles is given in the Digest.* Many things, how-
ever, which belonged more to the luxuries than to

the necessaries of life, such as eunuchs and hand-
some youths, had to pay an import duty, even
though they were imported by persons for their

own use.* Things which were imported for the

use of the state were also exempt from the portori-

um. But the governors of provinces {prasides),

when they sent persons to purchase things for the

use of the public, had to write a list of such things

for the publicani {poriiiores), to enable the latter to

see whether more things were imported than what
were ordered ;' for the practice of smuggling ap-

pears to have been as common among the Romans
as in modern times. Respecting the right of the
portitores to search travellers and merchants, see
Publicani. Such goods as were duly stated to the
portitores M-ere called scripta, and those which
were not, inscripta. If goods subject to a duty
were concealed, they were, on their discovery, con-

fiscated.*

Respecting the amount of the import or export
duties, we have but very few statements in the an-

cient writers. In the time of Cicero, the portorium
in the ports of Sicily was one twentieth {vicesima)

of the value of taxable articles ;* and as this was
the customary rate in Greece,* it is probable that

this was the average sum raised in all the other
provinces. In the times of the emperors, the ordi-

nary rate of the portorium appears to have been
the fortieth part (quadragesima) of the value of im-
ported goods.' At a late period, the exorbitant sum
of one eighth (ociava*) is mentioned as the ordinary
import duty ; but it is uncertain whether this is the
duty for all articles of conmierce, or merely for cer-

tain things.

The portorium was, like all other Vectigalia,

(armed out by the censors to the publicani, who
collected it through the portitores. ( Vid. Vectioa-
LiA, Publicani.)'

PORTUMNA'LIA or PORTUNA'LIA, a festi-

val celebrated in honour of Portumnus or Portu-
nus, the god of harbours." It was celebrated on
the 17th day before the calends of September.'*
POSCA, vinegar mixed with water, was the com-

mon drink of the lower orders among the Romans,
as of soldiers when on service,'* slaves," &c.
POSEIDO'NIA {lloaeidwia), a festival held every

year in .Egina in honour of Poseidon.'* It seems
to have been celebrated by all the inhabitants of the
island, as Athenaius** calls it a panegyris, and men-
tions that, during one celebration, Phryne, the cele-
brated hetaera, walked naked into the sea in the
presence of the assembled Greeks. The festival

is also mentioned by Theodoretus,'* but no particu-
lars are known.

1. (39. tit. 4, 1. 10.—Compare Cic, c. Venr., ii., 72, 74.)—S.
(Suet., De clar. Rhet., 1.—Cod., iv., iit.,4a, ». 2.)—3. (Dig. 39,
tit. 4, 1. 4.)-4. (Uiff. 39, tit. 4, «. 16./—5. (Cic , c. Verr., ii.,

75.)—0. (Bik-kh, Stiiauh., i., p. 348.)—7. (Suet.. Vesp., 1.—
Qnintil.. Dcclara.. 359.—Syinmach., Epist.. v., 62, 65.)—«. (Cod.,
IT., tit.61, 8. 7.)—«. (Biiniiann, De Vect. Pon. Rom., p.50-77.—
R. BoBse, Uruiulziigc dci Fioanzweaena im Rom. Staat. Braun-
•chwcigh, 18()3, 2 vols.—Ilcgewisoh, Versuch Ot>er die R6m. Fi-
nanzen, Altona, 1804.)— 10. (Varro, De Ling. Lai., vii., 19, cd.
Miiller.)— 11. (Calendarium Maff.)— 12. (Spart.,Hadr.. 10.)— 13.
(Plaut., Mil , iii., 2, 23.)— 14. (Ataea., xiii.,p. 588.)—15. (liu..
p. 590.)-l«. (Therap.,7)

POSSE'SSIO. Paulus* observes. " Pnsxcss.o ap
pdlata est, ut ct Laheoail, a pedihus^' (ed. Fior., " Sad-
ibus"), "quati positio : quia naturahtcr trnelur ah e»

qui insistit." The absurdity of the etymology and
of the reason is equal. The elements of posside-
re are either pnt (pot- is) and seder e, or the first part
of the word is related to apud and the cognate
Greek form of nari (n-pof ).

Possessio, in its primary sense, is the conditios
or power by virtue of which a man has such a mas
tery over a corporeal thing as to deal with it at hit
pleasure and to exclude other persons from med
dling with it. This condition or power is deten
tion, and it lies at the bottom of all legal senses of
the word possession. This possession is no legal
state or condition, but it may be the source of
rights, and it then becomes possessio in a j uristical

or legal sense. Still, even in this sense, it is not in

any way to be confounded with property {proprie-

tas). A man may have the juristical possession
of a thing without being the proprietor, and a man
may be the proprietor of a thing without having
the juristical possession of it, and, consequently,
without having the detention of it.* Ownership is

the legal capacity to operate on a thing according
to a man's pleasure, and to exclude everybody else

from doing so. Possession, in the sense of deten-
tion, is the actual exercise of such a power as the
owner has a right to exercise.

Detention becomes juristical possession and the
foundation of certain rights when the detainer has
the intention (animus) to deal with the thing as his
own. If he deal with it as the property of another,
as exercising over it the rights of another, he rs

not said "possidere" in a juristical sense, but he
is said " alieno nomine pnssidere." This is the cJuj?

with the commodatarius and with him who holifs

a deposite.'

When the detention is made a juristical posses*
sio by virtue of the animus, it lays the foundation
of a right to the interdict, and by virtue of usuca-
pion it becomes ownership. Tiie right to the inter-

dict is simply founded on a juristical possession, in
whatever way it may have originated, except that
it must not haTe originated illegally with respect
to the person against whom the interdict is claim-
ed. (Vid. Interdictum.) Simply by virtue of be-

ing possessor, the possessor has a better right than
any person who is not possessor.* Usucapion re-

quires not only a juristical possessio, but in its

origin it must have been bona fide and founded on
a justa causa, that is, there must be nothing illegal

in the origin of the possessio. ( Vid. Usitoapio.)

The right which is founded on a juristical ])OS-

sessio is a jus possessionis, or right of possession,

that is, a right arising from a juristical possession.

The expression jus possessionis is used by the Ro-
man jurists. The right to possess, called by mod-
em jurists jus possidendi, belongs to the theory of
ownership.

All juristical possession, then, that is, possessio
in the Roman law as a source of rights, has refer-

ence only to usucapion and interdicts ; and all the
rules of law which treat possession as a thing of a
juristical nature, have no other object than to de-

termine the possibility of usucapion and of the in-

terdicts.*

In answer to the question to which class of
rights possession belongs, Savigny observes,* " So
far as concerns usucapion, one cannot suppose the
thing to be the subject of a question. No one thinka
of asking to what class of rights a justa causa be-

longs, without which tradition cannot give owner-

1. (Dig. 41, tit. 2, •. 1.)—2. (Dig. 41, tit. 2, s. 12.)—3. (Dig
41, tit. 2, s. 18, 30.)—4. (Dig. 43, til. 17. s. I, 2.)—5. (Savigny,

Da« Rechl de* Beiitzes, p. 24, &c.)—i. i>'6.)
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ship. It is no right, but \\ is a part of the whole

transaction by which oAnership is acquired. So is

it with possession m respect to usucapion."

The right to possessorial interdicts belongs to

the law of obligationes ex maleficiis. " The right

to possessorial interdicts, then, belongs to the law

of obligationes, and therein possession is only so

far considered as containing the condition without

which the interdicts cannot be supposed possible.

The j us possessionis, consequently—that is, the right

which mere possession g'ves—consists simply in

"he claim which the possessor has to the interdicts

IS soon as his possession is disturbed in a definite

'brm. Independent of this disturbance, bare pos-

session gives no rights, neither a jus obligationis,

is is self-evident, nor yet a right to the thing, for

no dealing with a thing is to be considered as a le-

gal act simply because the person so dealing has
:he possession of the thing.'"

The term possessio occurs in the Roman jurists

in various senses. There is possessio generally,

md possessio civilis, and possessio naturalis.

Possessio denoted originally bare detention. But
'his detention under certain conditions becomes a

iegal state, inasmuch as it leads to ownership
•hrough usucapion. Accordingly, the word posses-

sio, which required no qualification so long as there

was no other notion attached to possessio, requires

such qualification when detention becomes a legal

state. This detention, then, when it has the con-

ditions necessary to usucapion, is called possessio

civilis ; and all other possessio, as opposed to civilis,

IS naturalis. But detention may also be the found-

ation of interdicts, which notion of possession is

always expressed by possessio simply, and this is

the meaning of possessio when used alone and in

a technical sense. As opposed to this sense of
possessio, all other kinds of detention are also call-

ed naturalis possessio, the opposition between the

natural and the juristical possession {possessio) be-

ing here expressed just in the same way as this op-

position is denoted in the case of the civilis posses-
sio. There is, therefore, a twofold juristical pos-

sessio : possessio civilis, or possession for the pur-

pose of usucapion, and possessio, or possession for

the purpose of the interdict. It follows that pos-

sessio is included in possessio civilis, which only
requires more conditions than possessio. If, then,

a man has possessio civilis, he has also possessio,

that is, the right to the interdict ; but the converse
18 not true. Possessio naturalis, as above observ-
ed, has two significations, but they are both nega-
tive, and merely express in each case a logical op-
position, that is, they are respectively not posses-
sio civilis or possessio. The various expressions
used to denote bare detention are " tenere" " corpo-

raliter possiderc,'^ " esse in possessionem
In the case of a thing being pignorated, the per-

son w-ho pledges it has still the possessio ad usu-
capioncm, but the pledgee alone has the possessio
ad interdicta. It is not a possessio civilis which is

the foundation of the pledger's title by usucapion

;

but by a special fiction he is considered to have
8uch possession, and so the case is a special ex-
ception to the general rule, ''sine possessione usu-
capio conlinfrere non potest."

Possessio justa is every possessio that is not il-

legal in its origin, whether such possessio be mere
detention or juristical possessio. The word justa
is here used, not in that acceptation in which it has
reference to jus civile, and is equivalent to civilis

or legitinia, but in another sense, which is more
indefinite, and means " rightful" generally, that is,

not wrongful. The creditor who is in possession
of a pledge has a justa possessio, but not a civihs

796
1. (Savigny, p. 34.)

possessio : he has, however, a juristical possesstu

that is, possessio, and, consequently, a right to the

interdicts. The missio in possessionem is the

foundation of a justa possessio, but, as a general

rule, not of a juristical possessio. Possessio injus-

ta is the logical opposite of justa, and in the case
of possessio injusta there are three special vitia

possessionis, that is, when the possession has ori-

ginated vi, clam, or precario' [Hanc lu mihi vel vi,

vel clam, vel precario fac tradas).

With respect to the causa possessionis, there

was a legal maxim :
" Nemo sibi ipse causa'a pos-

sessionis mularc potest." This rule is explained by
Savigny by means of Gaius,* as having reference
to the old usucapio pro herede, and the meaning of
it was, that if a person had once begun to possess
for any particular cause, he could not at his pleas-

ure change such possessio into a possessio pro he-
rede.'

A possessor bonae fidei is he who believes that

no person has a better right to possess than him-
self A possessor malae fidei is he who knows that

he has no right to possess the thing.*

Besides these various meanings of possessio,

possessor, possidere, at the bottom of all which lies

the notion of possession, there are some other
meanings. " To have ownership" is sometimes
expressed by possidere ; the thing which is the ob-

ject of ownership is sometimes possessio ; and the
owner is possessor. This use of the word occurs
frequently in the Code and Pandect, and also in

Cicero, Quintilian, Horace, and other writers. But
it is remarked by Savigny that these meanings of
possidere, possessio, &c., alwa)s refer to land as
their object.

Possessio also denotes the relation of a defend-
ant with respect to a plaintiff For instance, when
ownership is claimed, the demand must be against

a person in possession ; but this does not mean
that such person must have a juristical possession.

In a vindicatio, accordingly, the plaintifl' is called

petitor, and the defendant is named possessor, be-

cause, in fact, he has the possession of that which
the plaintiff claims. The procedure by the vindi-

catio was also adapted to the case of an hereditas,

and here also the term possessor was applied to

the defendant. In many cases the pfjssessor was
really such, and one object of the hereditatis pet»

tio was to recover single things which the defend-
ant possessed pro herede or pro possessore. But
the term possessor was not limited to such cases,

for the defendant is called possessor when the pe-

titio is not about a matter of possession. He is

called juris possessor, because he refuses to do
something which the heres claims of him, or be-

cause he asserts his right to a portion of the he-

reditas.

The juristical notion of possession implies a
thing which can be the object of ownership : it

also implies that the possessor can be no other
than a person who has a capacity for ownership.
The notion of possession is such that only one

person at a time can possess the whole of a thing

(plures eandem rem in solidum possidere non possunl).

When several persons possess a thing in common,
so that their possession is mutually limited, each,

in fact, possesses only a definite part of the thing,

but does not possess the other parts ; and, though
the division into parts is only ideal, this does not

affect the legal consideration of the matter. Per-

sons may also possess the same thing in different

senses, as in the case of the debtor and his credit

or who has received from him a pignus.

Though things incorporeal are not strictly ob

1. (Terent., Eunuch., ii., 3.—Dig. 43, tit. 17, s. 1, 2.)—

8

52, <tc.)—3. (Savigny, p. 56.)—4 (Savigny, p. 84 >
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I

jects of possession, yet there is a juns quasi pos-

»essio of them, as, for instance, in the case of ser-

/itutes (easements). The exercise of a right of

this kind is analogous to the possession of a corpo-

real thing : in other words, as real possession con-

jists in the exercise of ownership, so this kind of

possession, which is fashioned from analogy to the

•»ther, consists in the exercise of a jus in re, or of

)ne of the component parts of ownership. In the

lasfc of possession, it is the thing (corpus) which is

Dossessed, and not the property : by analogy, then,

we should not say that the servitus or the jus in

re is possessed. But as in the case of a jus in re

there is nothing to which the notion of possession

can be attached, while in the case of ownership

there is the thing to which w^e apply the notion of

possession, we are compelled to resort to the ex-

pression, juris quasi possessio, by which nothing

more > meant than the exercise of a jus in re,

which exercise has the same relation to the jus in

re thct proper possession has to ownership.'

In ordc to the acquisition of juristical posnessio,

appieher.sioii and animus are necessary. The ap-

prehension of a corpoical thing is such a dealing

with it as empowers the person who intends to ac-

quire the possession to operate on the thing to the

exclusion of all other peuons. But actual corpo-

real contact with the thni^' is '"•ot necessary to ap-

prehension : it is enough it theic is some act on
the part of the person who intends to acquire pos-

session, which gives him the physical capacity to

operate on the thing at his pleasure, llius, iu the

case of a piece of ground, he who enters upon pan
•8 considered to have entered upon the whole. A
man may acquire possession of what is contained
in a thing by delivery of the key which gives him
<)<;ccss to the contents, in the presence of (apud)

.he thing. The case mentioned in the Digest' is

•iiat of the key of a granary being delivered in

vight of the granary (apud horrea). The delivery

'f the key is not a symbolical delivery, as some
<ave supposed, but it is the delivery of the means
>* getting at the thing.'

The animus consists in the will to treat as one's

<."Wn the thing that is the object of our apprehension.

All persons, therefore, who are legally incompetent
to will, are incompetent to acquire a juristical pos-

session. Chiluren and 'unatics are examples of

such persons. If 3. m^n h:is the detention of a
thing, he can acquire Jhe possess'O by the animus
alone, for the other coiidition has been already

complied with.

In order that juristical possession may be ac-

quired, there must alAays be the animus on the part

of him who intends to acquire the possession ; but

the act of apprehension (corpus) may be effected by
another as his representative, if t!<at other does the

necessary acts, and with the intention of acquiring

he possession for the other, and not for himself*
There must be a certain relation between the per-

son for whom possession is thus acquired and the
person who acquires it for him, either of legal power
(potestas) or of agency : the former is the case of a
slave or tiliusfamilias who obeys a command, and
the latter is the case of an agent who follows in-

structions (mandatum). A person who is the rep-

resentative of another, and has the possessio of a

thing, may by the animus alone cease to have the

possessio, and transfer it to that other, retaining

only the bare detention.

Possessio, that is, the right of possession, is,

however, a thing that can be transferred without

the transfer of ownership. In this case of deriva-

1. (Savignj-, p. 16fi.)—2. (Dig. 18, tit. 1, s. 74.)— 3. (Compare
Lord Hanlwicke's remarks on this matter, Ward . Turner, 9
Vot.) -4. (Panlim. S. B., » tit. 2, a. 1.)

tive possessio, the apprehension is the same as it

the case of acquiring a juristical possessio ; but the

animus with which the thing is apprehended cannot
be the " animus domini" but merely the " animu»
possidendi" that is, the will to acquire the jus pos-

sessionis, which the possessor transfers, and nothing

more. The detention of a thing may be transferred

without the ownership, but the transfer of the de-

tention is not always accompanied by a transfer of
the jus possession is. There are three classes into

which all acts may be distributed which are accom-
panied with a transfer of detention : 1. those which
are never the foundation of a derivative possessio

;

2. those which always are ; and, 3. those which are

sometimes. The first class comprehends such
cases as those when the detention of a thing is

transferred to an agent (procurator), and the case
of a commodatum. (Virf. Commodatum.) The sec-

ond class comprehends the case of the emphyteu-
ta, which is a possessio, but only a derivative one,

as the emphyteuta has not the animus domini ; it

also comprehends the case of the creditor who re-

ceives the detention of a pignus by a contractus

pignoris, but it does not comprehend the case of a
pignus praetorium, pignus in causa judicati captum,
nor a pactum hypothecs. In the case of a con-

tractus pignoris, when the thing was delivered to

the creditor he had possessio, that is, a right to the

interdicts, but not possessio civilis, that is, the right

of usucapion. The debtor had no possessio at all,

but, by virtue of an exception to a general rule, he
continued the usucapion that had been commenced.
(Vid. Pignus.) The third class comprehends de-

po^itum and precarium.

The right of possession consists in the right to

the protection of the interdict (vid. Interdictom),

and this protection is also extended to jura in' ro.

The relation of the juris quasi possessio to posses-

sio has been already explained. The objects of this

juris quasi possessio are personal servitutes, real

servitutes, and jura in re which do not belong to

the class of servitutes, of which superficies is the

only proper instance. In all the cases of juris quasi

possessio, the acquisition and the continuance of
the right of possession depend on the corpus and
animus ; and the animus is to be viewed exactly in

the same way as in the case of possession of a cor-

poreal thing. The exercise of personal servitutes

(particularly usus and ususfructus) is inseparable

from the natural possession of the thing, and the

possession of them is consequently acquired in the

same way as the possession of a corporeal thing.

As to the juris quasi possessio of real servitutes,

there are two cases : either he who has a right to

the servitus must do some act, which, if he hail not

the right, he might be forbidden to do (servitus qua
in patiendo consistit), or the owner of property has
no right to do some particular thing, which, if the

right did not exist, he might do (servitus qua in nan
faciendo consistit). As to the first class, which
may be called positive servitutes, the acquisition of

the juris quasi possessio consists merely In doing
some act which is the object of the right, and the

doing of this act must be done for the purpose of

exercising the right.' This rule applies to the jus

itineris, actus, viae, and others, which are independ-

ent of the possession of any other proi)erty. Sucb
an act as the jus tigni immittendi, or the driving a
beam into the wall of one's neighbour's house, is a
right connected with the possession of another

piece of property, and the possession of this right

consists in the exercise of it. As to the second

class, which may be called negative servitutes, the

juris quasi possessio is acquired in consequence of

1. iD-:t.f.tii.<k:.25)
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the per?in whose right is thereby limited attempt-

in" to do some act contrary to the right of the per-

son wiio claims the servitus, and meeting with

opposition to such act, and acquiescing in the oppo-

sition.' Tills juris quasi possessio may also be

founded on a legal title, that is, on any juristical

act which can give such right.

Every possession continues so long as the corpus

and the animus continue. If both cease, or either

of them ceases, the possession is gone.* As to the

corpus, the possession is lost when, in consequence

of any event, the possessor cannot operate on the

thing at his pleasure, as before. In the case of mo-
vable things, the possession is lost when another

person has got hold of them, either by force or se-

cretly : in the case of immovable things, it is lost

when a man has turned another out of the posses-

sion ; but if, in the absence of the possessor, an-

other occupies his land without his knowledge, he
does not lose the possession till he attempts to ex-

ercise ownership over the land, and is prevented by
the person then in possession of it, or, through fear,

does not attempt to recover his possession. The
possession thus acquired by the new possessor is a
violenta possessio. If the former possessor knows
the fact, and acquiesces by doing nothing, he loses

the possession by the animus alone. In the case

of possession being lost by the animus alone, it may
be effected either expressly or tacitly ; the only

thing necessary is, that there must be an intention

to give up the possession. The possession is lost

corpore et animo when the possessor gives up a
thing to another to possess as his own. In the

case of a juris quasi possessio, as well as in that of

possessio proper, the continuance of the possessio

depends on the corpus and animus together. There
can be no juris quasi possessio without the animus
possidendi ; and if there be merely the animus pos-

sidendi, the juris quasi possessio must cease.

Possessio can be lost by a person who represents

the possessor. Such person may himself acquire

the possession by exercising the animus possidendi

when it is accompanied with a sufficient corporeal

act : in the case of movable things, this is furtum ;

in the case of immovable things, it is violent dis-

possession. The possession can be lost through
the representative in all cases in which it would
have been lost by the possessor if there had been
no representation.

In many of the systematic expositions of Roman
law, the theory of possessio is treated as introduc-

tory to the theory of ownership (dominium). The
view which has been here given of it is also not

universally acquiesced in. For instance, Gans, in

his chapter on Possession,* begins with the two fol-

lowing sections

:

^ 103. DarslcUung der verschiedenen herschenden

Meinunffen iiher den Besitz.—Der Besitz ist kein

blosscs factum, and enntehl nicht als recht, durck den
nmweg dcs unrechts.

if 104. Der Besitz als das eigenthum nach der

teile dcs bloss hesonderen willens.—Anfangendes,
pr'dsumtives eigenthum.

Savigny's view, on the contrary, is briefly this

:

" Possession is a fact (factum), so far as a mere
factish (unjuristical) relation (detention) is the found-
ation of it. But possession is also a right, so far

as rights are connecteu with the bare existence of
tl.e rdation of fact. Consequently, possession is

bcl\i fact and right."

Also : " The only right arising from bare possession
is a right to the interdicts"—and " the right to the
int«[rdicts is founded on the fact of the exercise of

I. (Dig. 6, tit. 5, 8. 6.)—2. (Dig. 41, tit. 2, s. 3, 4«.)—3. {8jt-
t«« del Rom. CivilrecHtt im G? cndriise, &c.)
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ownership being obstructed wrongfully, as, for in.

stance, by force."

It is shown in the article AoRARiiE Leges thai

the origin of the Roman doctrine of possession may
probably be traced to the possessio of the agei
publicus. Possessio, possessor, and possidere are
the proper technical terms used by the Roman wri-

ters to express the possession and the enjoyment
of the public lands. These terms did not express
ownership (ex jure Quiritium) : they had, in fact, no
more relation to ownership than the pos.sessio of

which this article treats. Still, the notion of this

kind of use and enjoyment was such, that one may
easily conceive how the term possessio became ap-

plicable to various cases in which there was no
Quiritarian ownership, but something that had an
analogy to it. Thus, in the case of damnum infect-

um, with reference to the second missio in posses-
sionem (ex secundo decreto), the praetor says "possi-
dere jubebo," which is equivalent to giving bonita-

rian ownership with the power of usucapion. A
ususfructus which could only be maintained by the
jus praetorium, was a possessio ususfructus as op-

posed to dominium ususfructus. The expressions
hereditatis or bonorum possessio do not mean the

actual possession of the things, but the peculiai

character of the praetoria hereditas : for this bono-

rum possessio has the same relation to the hereditas

that bonitarian has to Quiritarian ownership.
( Vid.

Dominium, Heres.) Now there is a clear analogy
in all these instances to the possessio of the ager
publicus, which consists in this, that in both cases

an actual exclusive enjoyment of a particular person
to a particular thing is recognised. This will also

explain how property in provincial ground came to

be called possessio : such property was not Quiri-

tarian ownership, but it was a right to the exclusive

enjoyment of the land ; a right which the word pos-

sessio sufficiently expressed. Thus the name pos-

sessio was transferred from the right to its object,

and ager and possessio were thus opposed : ager

was a piece of land which was the object of Quiri-

tarian ownership, and possessio a piece of land

which was either accidentally an object only of bo-

nitarian ownership, as a fundus Italicus of whicl.

there had been merely tradition ; or it was land that

could not be the object of Quiritarian ownership,
such as provincial land' and the old ager publicus.

Other matters relating to possessio appear to be
explained by this view of its historical origin. The
interdictum recuperandae possessionis relates only

to land, a circumstance which is consistent with
the hypothesis of the origin of possessio. The na-

ture of the precarium, also, is explained, when we
know that it expressed originally the relation be-

tweeji the patronus and the cliens who occupied

the possessio of the patronus as a tenant at will,

and could be ejected by the interdictum de preca-

rio if he did not quit on notice. Farther, we may
thus explain the apparent inconsistency in the case

of a lessee of ager vectigalis, who, though he had
only a jus in re, had yet juristical possessio : the

ager vectigalis was in fact fashioned according to

the analogy of the old ager publicus, and it was a

simple process to transfer to it that notion of pos-

sessio which had existed in the case of the age?

publicus. (Vid. Emphyteusis.)

This article, read in connexion with the article

on the Agrariae Leges and the Licinian Rogations

(vid. RoGATioNEs Licini.<e), will give the reader an
outline of the law of possession both in relation to

the ager publicus and privatus.

The preceding view of possession is from Savigny,

Das Recht dcs Besitzes, fifth ed., 1827. There ia

I. (Javolenns, Dig. 50, tit. »f » X-t
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an analysis of this excellent work by Warnkonig,
" Analyse du traite de la possession par M. de Sa-

vigny, Liege, 1824 ;" and a summary view of Sa-

vigny's Theory is given by Mackeldey, Lehrbuch,

A.C., ii., p. 7.'

POSSE'SSIO BONO'RUM. ( V»d. Bonobum Pos-

IB8BI0.)

POSSE'SSIO CLANDESTI'NA. (Vid. Intbe-
OICTITM, p. .')44

)

POSTICUM. (Ki<i. Janoa, p. 524.)

POSTLLMl'iMUM, JUS POSTLIMINIL "Tliere

aie," says Pomponius,* "two kinds of postliminium,

for a man may either return himself or recover

something." Postliminium is farther defined by
Paulus' to be the " right of recovering a lost thing

from an extraneua and of its being restored to its

former status, which right has been established be-

tween us (the Romans) and free people and kings
by usage and enactments t^moribits ac legibus) ; for

what we have lost in war or even out of war, if we
recover it, we are said to recover postliminio ; and
this usage has been introduced by natural equity, in

orde/ that he who was wrongfully detained by
atraiigers should recover his former rights on re-

turning into his own territories {in finea suos)."

Again, Paulas says, " a man seems to have returned
postliminio when he has entered our territory (in

fines nostras inlraveril), as a foundation is laid for

a postliminium (siculi admiltilur*) (?) when he has

g )ne beyond our territories (ubi fines nostras exccs-

tit). But if a man has come into a state in alliance

(socio) or friendsliip with Home, or has come to a
king in alliance or friendship with Home, he appears
to have forthwith returned by postliminium, be-

cause he then first begins to be safe under the
name of the Iloman state." These extracts are
made for the purpose of clearing up the etymology
of this word, as to which there was a difference of
opinion.* The explanation of Scaevola, as given by
Cicero, has reference to the etymology of the word,
post and Itmen : " what has been lost by us and has
come to an enemy, and, as it were, has gone from
its own limen, and then has afterward (post) re-

turned to the same limen, seems to have returned
by postliminium." According to this explanation,
the limen was the boundary or limit within which
the thing was under the authority of Rome and an
object of the Roman law. A recent writer* sug-
gests that postliminium must be viewed in a sense
analogous to pomoerium. There is a fanciful expla-
nation of the matter by Plutarch' in his answer to

the question. Why are those who have been falsely

reported to have died in a foreign land, not received
into the house through the door in case of their re-

turn, but let down through an opening in the roof]
If a R.iman citizen, during war, came into the pos-

session of an enemy, he sustained a diminutio capi-

tis maxima, and all his civil rights were in abey-
ance. Being captured by the enemy, he became a
slave; but his rights over his children, if he had
any, were not destroyed, but were said to be in

abeyance (pcndere) by virtue of the jus postliminii

:

when he returned, his children were again in his
power ; and if he died in captivity, they became sui

juris. Wlieliier their condition as sui juris dated
from the time of the captivity or of the death, was
a disputed matter ;• but Ulpian, who wrote after

Ganis, declares that in such case he must be con-
sidered to have died when he was made captive

;

and this is certamly the true deduction from the

1. (Vid. also Gaiuv, iv., 138-170.—Inst., iv., tit. 15.—Dig. 41,
tit. 9,3 ; 43, tit. 16-23, 26, 31.— Co<l.,Tii., tit. 32 ; viii., tit. 4, 5,

6, 9.—Cod. Thcnd., iv., lit. 22, 23.)—2. (l)i?. 49, tit. 15, s. 14.)
—3. (Dig. 49, tit. 15, s. 19.)—4. (The reading in Flor., Geb.,
•nd Span;, is " sicuti amlltitur.") — 5. (Cio., Top., 8.) — 6.
(QAttling, Gescbichte der RSm. StaatSTerfassuag, p. 117.)

—

t (Quaes! Rom., 5.}—8. (Gaiua, i., 129.)

premises. In the case of a Alius or ncpos being
made captive, the parental power was suspended
(in suspcnso). If the son returned, he obtained his

civic rights, and the father resumed his parental

powers, which is the case mentioned in the Di-

gest.* As to a wife, the matter was different : the
husband did not recover his wife jure postliminii,

but the marriage was renewed by consent. Thi«
rule of law involves the doctrine, that if a husband
was captured by the enemy, his marriage, if any
then existed, was dissolved. If a Roman was ran-

somed by another person, he became free, but he
was in the nature of a pledge to the ransomer, and
the jus postliminii had no eflect till he had paid the
ransom money.

Sometimes, by an act of the state, a man was gi?

en up bound to an enemy, and if the enemy would
not receive him, it was a question whether he had
the jus postliminii. This was the case with Sp.

Postumius, who was given up to the Samnites, and
with C. Hostilius Mancinus, who was given up to the

Numantines ; hot the better opinion was that they
had no jus postliminii :' and Mancinus was re-

stored to his civic rights by a lex.'

Cicero* uses the word postliminium in a different

sense ; for he applies it to a man who had, by his

own voluntary act, ceased to be a citizen of a state,

and subsequently resumed his original civic rights

by postliminium.

It appears that the jus postliminii was founded on
the fiction of the captive having never been absent
from home—a fiction which was of easy applica-

tion ; for as the captive, during his absence, could not
do any legal act, the interval of captivity was a pe-

riod of legal non-activity, which was terminated by
his showing himself again.

The Romans acknowledged capture in war as the
source ofownership in other nations, as they claimed
it in their own case. Accordingly, things taken by
the enemy lost their Roman owners ; but when they
were recovered, they reverted to their original own-
efs. This was the case with land that had been
occupied by the enemy, and with the following
movables, which are enumerated by Cicero as res
postliminii :* " homo (that is, slaves), navis, mulus cli-

tellarius, equus, equa quae frcena rccipcre solct.^'*

Arms were not res postliminii, for it was a maxim
that they could not be honourably lost.

The recovery above referred to seen\p to mean
the recovery by the Roman state or by the original

owner. If an individual recaptured from an enemy
what had belonged to a Roman citizen, it would be

consistent that we should suppose that the thing

recaptured was made his own by the act of cap-

ture ; but if it was a res postliminii, this might not

be the case. If a thing, as a slave, was ransomed
by a person not the owner, the owner could not

have it till he had paid the ransom : but it does not

appear to be stated how the matter was settled if

a Roman citizen recaptured property (of the class

res postliminii) that had belonged to another Roman
citizen. But this apparent difficulty may perhaps
be solved thus : in time of war, no Roman citizen

could individually be considered as acting on his

own behalf under any circumstances, and, therefore,

whatever he did was the act of the state. It is a re-

mark of Labeo,' " Si quid belto caplum est, in prada
est, non poslliminio redit ;" and Pomponius* states,

that if the enemy is expelled from Roman lands, the

lands return to their former owners, being neither

considered public land nor praida ; in making which
remark he evidently assumes the general doctrine

1. (49, lit. 15, s. 14.)—2. (Cic, De Or., i., 40 —Id.. De Off.,

iii., 30.— Id., Top., 8.- Id., Pro Ca!?ina, c. 34.— Dig. 49, tit. 15,

». 4 ; 50, tit. 7, 8. 17.)—3. (Dig. 50, tit. 7, ». 17.)—4. (Pro Bolbo,

c. IS.)—5. (Top., 8.)—6. (Compare Festus, s. v. Fostliroiniiim.j

—7. (Disr 49. tit. 15, s. 28.)—8. (Dig. 49, tit. 15, s. 20 )
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laid down by Labeo. Paulus also, in his remark on

I^abeo's rule of law, merely mentions an exception

to the rule, which was of a peculiar kind. If, then,

anything taken in war was booty (prceda), to what
did the jus postliminii apply 1 It applied, at least,

to all that was restored by treaty or was included in

the terms of surrender, and slaves, no doubt, were
a very important part of all such things as were
captured or lost in time of war ; and they were
things that could be easily identified and restored

to their owners. It also applied to a slave who
escaped from the enemy and returned to his mas-
ter. The maxim " qua res hosliles apud nos sunt,

occupantium fmnl,'"^ has no reference to capture

from the enemy, as it sometimes seems to be sup-

posed.'

It may be objected, that the explanation of one
difficulty that has been already suggested raises

another. According to this explanation, if a man
in time of war recaptured his own slave, it would
be praeda, and he would not at once recover the

ownership, as above supposed. The answer is, that

it may be so, and that this matter of postliminium,

particularly as regards things, waits for a careful in-

vestigation. As a general rule, all movables be-

longing to an enemy which were captured by a Ro-
man army were praeda, apparently not the property

of the individual soldier who happened to lay his

hands on them, but the property of the state, or, at

least, of the army. Now the difficulty is to ascer-

tain whether all movables so taken were praeda, ex-

cept res postliminii, or whether all things so taken

were prseda, res postliminii included. In the for-

mer case, the res postliminii would be the property

of the owner when he could prove them to have
been his : in the latter, when a thing had become
l)raeda, it had lost its capacity (if we may so speak)
of being a res postliminii. The distinction here

made is a fundamental one. The difficulty partly

arises from the expression of Labeo above quoted,

Hi quid, &c., where the Floientine reading has been
followed. But Bynkershoek' amends the reading

into Si quod, &c., the propriety of which may be

doubted.

If a man made a will before he was taken cap-

tive, and afterward returned, the will was good jure

postliminii. If he died in captivity, the will was
good by the lex Cornelia. The law of postlimini-

um applied to time of peace as well as war, when
the circumstances were such that the person or the

tiling could become the property of another nation,*

as, for instance, of a nation that had neither an
amicitia, hospitiuni, nor a fcedus with Rome ; for

such might be the relation of a nation to Rome, and
yet it might not be hostis. A nation was not hos-

tls, in the later acceptation of that term, till the Ro-
mans had declared war against it, or the nation had
declared war against Rome. Robbers and pirates

were not hostes, and a person who was captured by
them did not become a slave, and therefore had no
need of the jus postliminii.

PO'STUMUS. (Vid. Heres, Rom.^n.)
POTAMOGEI'TON {noTafioydTuv), the Pola-

mogeton natans, or Floating Pondweed.*
POTE'RION {TzoTTJpiov), a species of plant.

Pena and Lobelius held it to be the Poterium spino-

sum, L., but Sprengel is inclined to think, with Mat-
thiolus and Clusius, that it is the Astragalus Pote-
rium, Pall., being a species of Tragacanth, accord-
ing to Linnaeus.*

POTESTAS. (Vid. Patri.4 PoTESTAs.)
*POTHUS (TToSof), "a species of plant, which

Sprengel, in the first edition of his R. H. H., sets

1. (DijT. 40, tit. 1, s. 51.)—S. (Mahlenbmr h, Doctr. Pand., p.
%n.)—3. (Op. Omn., i., p. 76.)—4. (Dig. 49, tit. 15, i. 5.)—5.
(Di'MCor.j iv., 99.)--6. (Dioacor., iii., 15 —Adanis, Append., t. r )
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down for the Lychnis Chalccdoniea, and in the sec-

ond for the Amaryllis lutea, but upon a doubtful

reading according to Schneider. Bauhin, however,
is pretty decided in favour of the Lychnis Chalee-

donica.'"^

PRAC'TORES (npuKTopei), subordinate officers

(dvofia VKT/peaiac, says Pollux') who collected the

fines and penalties (emdoXdc and niirjiiaTa) imposed
by magistrates and courts of justice, and payable to

the state. The magistrate who imposed the fine,

or the Tjytfitjv iiKaarripiov, gave notice thereof in

writing to the TzpuKropeg. He was then said km
ypd<f>etv TO Tifi7;fia toIq TrpuKTopaiv, and the debtor's

name irapadoOf/vai roig npuKTopytv. If the fine of

any part thereof was to go to a temple, the like no-

tice was sent to the Tafxiai, of the god or goddess to

whom the temple belonged.' The name of the
debtor, with the sum which he was condemned to

pay, was entered by the npuKTope^ in a tablet in

the Acropolis. Hence the debtor was said to be

hyyeypafifiEvbg rij) Sri/ioaiif), or (v ry uKporroXei. It

was the business of the nprnTopeg to demand pay
ment of this sum, and, if they received it, to pay it

over to the unodiKTac, and also to erase the name
of the debtor in the register {i^aXsic^Eiv or anaXei-

(jteiv). Such erasure usually took place in the pres-

ence of some members of the senate. An hdei^ic

lay against any man who made or caused to be
made a fraudulent entry or erasure of a debt.* The
collectors took no steps to enforce payment ; but,

after the expiration of the ninth npvravsia from the

registering of the debt (or, in case of a penalty im-
posed on a ypa<pr} i6peu>g, after the expiration of
eleven days), if it still remained unpaid, it wag
doubled, and an entry made accordingly.* There-
upon immediate measures might be taken for seia-

ure and confiscation of the debtor's goods ; but here
the npuKTopeg had no farther duty to perform, ex-

cept, perhaps, to give information of the default to

the senate.*

PR^CI'NCTIO. (Vid. Amphitheatrum, p. 53.)

*PR.^CO'CIA {jrpaiKOKia), called fiepiKOKKa in

the Geoponica, the same as the fif/Aa 'Ap/ieviaKu, be-

ing a variety of the Apricot, or Prunus Armeniaca.''

PR^CO'NES, Criers, were employed for various

parposes : 1 . In sales by auction, they frequently

advertised the time, place, and conditions of sale :

they seem also to have acted the part of the mod-
ern auctioneer, so far as calling out the biddings

and amusing the company, though the property was
knocked down by the magister auctionis.* (Vid.

Ahctio.) 2. In all public assemblies they ordered

silence.* 3. In the comitia they called the centu-

ries one by one to give their votes, pronounced the

vote of each century, and called out the names of

those who were elected." They also recited the

laws that were to be passed. 4. In trials, they

summoned the accuser and the accused, the plain-

tiff and defendant." 5. In the public games, they

invited the people to attend, and proclaimed the

victors.^* 6. In solemn funerals they also invited

people to attend by a certain form; hence these

funerals were called funera indictiva.'^ 7. When
things were lost, they cried them and searched for

1. (Theophrast., H. P., vi., 8.—Bauhin, Pinai, 381.—EnstaA.
adHom., Od..xi.,201.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Onom., viii,

114.)—3. (JEach., c. Timanh, 5.— Andoc, De Myst., 11, od.

Steph.—Dcmosth., c. Theocr., 1328.)— 4. (Ilarpoc. and Suida>,

s. V. 'AYPotttiiiv, oLTCoSiKTai, (^tfJtyypa^ii.— Andoc, De Myet.,

11, ed. Steph. — Demosth., c. Aristog., 778. — Id., o Thcoor.,

1338.) — 5. (JEsch., c. Timarch., 3, ed. Stc-ph. — Demoicth., c.

Pant.,973.— Id., c. Theocr., 1322. — Id., c. Near, 1347.)— 6.

(Bdckh, Staatsh. der Ath., i., 167, 171, 418. 421.)—7. (Dioscor.,

i., 165.—Geopon., x., 73.—Hardouin ad Pliu., II. N., xv., 31.—
Adams, Append., s. .)—8. (Ilor., Ep. ad Pis., 410.—Cic. ^1 Att,

xii., 40.- Id., De Off., ii., 23.) — 9. (Liv., iii., 47. — PlaulT

Poen.,prol. 11.)—)0. (Cic. in Verr., II., v.. 15.—Id, Pr > Mil.,35.)

—11. (Suet., Tib. 11.)— 12. (Cic. ad Fun., t., 18.) -13. (Fe«

tus. ^. V. Quirites. >Suet., Jul., 84.)
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their,.* 8. In the infliction of capital punishment,

they sometimes conveyed the commands of the ma
gistrates to the Uctors.*

Their office, called praconiuni, appears to have

been regarded as rather disreputable : in the time

of Cicero, a law was passed preventing all persons

who had been prajcones from becoming decuriones

in the municipia.' Under the early emperors, liow-

ever, it became very profitable,* which was, no doubt,

partly owmg to fees to which they were entitled in

the courts of justice and on other occasions, and
partly t" the bribes which they received from the

suitors, iii.

PRvECO'NIUM {Vid. Pr^cones.)
PR.'EDA. (Kid. Postliminium.)

PILEDIA'TOR. ( Vid. Pe^s.)
PILEDIATO'RIUM JUS. {Vid. Prms.)
PR^'DIUM. This word originally signified, ac-

cording to Varro,* any property which was made a

security to the state by a praes :
" Pradia dicta,

item ut prades, a prastando, quod ea pignori data pub-

Her. mancupis Jidem prastent." Subsequently the

word was limited to signify land generally. In this

sense prsedia were divided into rustica and urbana,

of which the following definition has been given

:

Rustica are those on which there are no aides or

which are in the country {in agro), and urbana are

those which are in the city, and comprise buildings.

Those incorporeal things which consisted not in the

ownership of prsedia, but in certain rights with re-

spect to them, were called jura prsediorum. As to

a difference in the mode of transferring such jura

in the case of praedia rustica and urbana, see Ga-
ius.* A preedium which was liable to a servitus was
said " servire," and was " a praedium serviens."

Provincialia prsedia were either stipendiaria or

tributaria : the former were in those provinces which
were considered to belong to the populus Romanus,
and the latter in those provinces which were con-

sidered to belong to the Caesar.*

Under the word Colonus a reference was made
to praedium for an explanation of the term coloni of

the later imperial period.

These coloni were designated by the various

names of coloni, rustici, originarii, adscriptitii, in-

quilini, tributarii, censiti. A person might become
a colonus by birth, with reference to which the term
originarius was used. When both the parents were
coloni and belonged to the same master, the chil-

dren were coloni. If the father was a colonus and
the mother a slave, or conversely, the children fol-

lowed the condition of the mother. If the father

was free and the mother a colona, the children
were coloni, and belonged to the master of the
mother. If the father was a colonus and the moth-
er free, the children before the time of Justinian fol-

lowed the condition of the father ; afterward Jus-
tinian declared such children to be free, but finally

he reduced them to the condition of coloni. If both
parents were coloni and belonged to different mas-
ters, it was finally settled that the masters should
divide the children between them, and if there was
an odd one, it should go to the owner of the mother.
If a man lived for thirty years as a colonus, he be-

came the colonus of the owner of the land on which
he lived ; and, though he was still free, he could
not leave the land : and a man who had possessed
for thirty years a colonus belonging to another,
could defend himself against the claim of the former
owner by the praiscriptio triginta annorum A con-
Btituljon of Valentinian III. declared how free per-

tons might become coloni by agreement, and, though

1 (Plaut., Merc., hi., 4, 78.—Petron., 47.)—2. (Liv., xxri., 15.)
— 3. (Cic. ad F.im., Ti., 18.)— 4. (Jut., iii., 157.— Id.. tH., 6.

—M*it.,T.,56, n.—ld.,Ti.,8, 5.)— 5. (L. L.,T.,40,ed. MOller.)
-*. (li , 20.)—1 (Gaini, ii., 31.)

there is neither this nor any simiJar regulation ib

the Code of Justinian, there is a passage which ap-

parently lecognises that persons might become co-

loni by such agreement.'
The coloni were not slaves, though their condi-

tion in certain respects was assimilated to that of

slaves, a circumstance which will explain their be-

ing called servi terrae, and sometimes being con-
trasted with liberi. They had, hovever, connubium,
which alone is a characteristic that distinguishes

them clearly from slaves.* But, like slaves, they
were liable to corporeal punishment, and they had
no right of action against their master, whose rela-

tion to them was expressed by the term patronus.'

The colonus was attached to the soil, and he could

not be permanently separated from it by his own
act, or by that of his patronus, or by the consent of
the two. The patronus could sell the estate with
the coloni, but neither of them without the other.*

He could, however, transfer superabundant coloni

from one to another of his own estates. When an
estate held in common was divided, married persons
and relatives were not to be separated. The ground
of there being no legal power of separating the co-

loni and the estate was the opinion that such an ar-

rangement was favourable to agriculture, and there

were also financial reasons for this rule of law, £.8

w ill presently appear. The only case in which the

colonus could be separated from the land was that

of his becoming a soldier, which must be considered
to be done with the patron's consent, as the burden
of recruiting the army was imposed on him, and in

this instance the state dispensed with a general rule

foi reasons of public convenience.

The colonus paid a certain yearly rent for the land

on which he lived : the amount was fixed by cus-

tom, and could not be raised ; but, as the land-own-
er might attempt to raise it, the colon'is had in such
case for his protection a right of action against him,

which was an exception to the gen'jral rule above
stated.* There were, however, cases in which the

rent was a money payment, either by agreement or

by cu.etom.

A farther analogy between the condition of servi

and coloni appears from the fact of the property of

coloni being called their peculium. It is, however,
distinctly stated that they could hold property ;* and
the expressions which declare that they could have
nothing " propria,'" seem merely to declare that it

was not propria in the sense of their having power
to alienate it, at least without the consent of their

patroni. It appears that a colonus could make a
will, and that, if he made none, his property went
to his next of kin : for if a bishop, presbyter, deacon,

&c., died intestate and without kin, his pro>>erty

went to the church or convent to which he belong-

ed, except such as he had as a colonus, which went
to his patronus, who, with respect to the ownership
of the land, is called dominus possessionis.* Some
classes of coloni had a power of alienating their prop-

erty.*

The land-tax due in respect of the land occupied
by the colonus was paid by the dominus ; but the

coloni were liable to the payment of the poll-tax,

though it was paid in the first instance by the domi-
nus, who recovered it from the colonus. The lia-

bility of the colonus to a poll-tax explains why this

class "of persons was so important to the state, and
why their condition could not be changed without

the consent of the state. It was only when the co-

lonus had lived as a free man for thirty years that

1. (Cod., xi., lit. 47, 1. 22.)—2. (Cod., xi., tit. 47, s. 24.) —S
(Cod. Theod., v., tit. 1!.) —4. (Cod., xi., tit. 47, s. 2, 7.) —

»

(Cod., xi., tit. 47, •. 5.)—«. (Cod. Theod., t., til. 11.)—7. (Cod,
xi., tit 49, s. 2.) — 8. (Cod. Tht.d., V , tit. 3)- 9. (Cod., ij.,

tit. 47, s. 23.)
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be tjould maintain his freedom by a praescriptio, but

Justinian abolished this praescriptio, and thus em-
powered tiie dominus to assert his right after any

lapse of time.' With respect to their liability to the

poll-tax, the coloni were called tributarii, censiti or

ccnsibus obnoxii, adscriptilii, adscriplitia catidilionis,

and censibm adscripti. This term adscriptio appears

to have no reference to their being attached to the

'and, but it refers to their liability to the poll-tax as

being rated in the tax-books ; and, accordingly, we
find that the Greek term for adscriptitius is 'E.van6-

ypa(pog.

As the coloni were not servi, and as the class of

Latini and peregrin! hardly existed in the later ages

of the Empire, we must consider the coloni to have

had the eivitas, such as it then was ; and it is a

consequence of this that they had connubium gen-

erally. A constitution of Justinian, however," de-

clared the marriage of a colonus who belonged to

another person and a free woman to be void. The
constitution does not seem to mean anything else

than that in this case the emperor took away the

connubium, whether for the reasons stated by Savig-

ny, or for other reasons, is immaterial. This spe-

cial exception, however, proves the general rule as

to connubium.
The origin of these coloni seems absolutely uncer-

tain. They appear to be referred to in one passage

of the Pandect^ under the name of inquilinus, a

term which certainly was sometimes applied to the

whole class of coloni. The passage just referred to

states that, if a man bequeaths as a legacy the in-

quilini without the praedia to which they adhere

{sine pradiis quibus adhcerent), it is a void legacy.

Savigny conceives that this passage may be ex-

plained without considering it to refer to the coloni

of whom we are speaking ; but the explanation that

he suggests seems a very forced one, and the same
remark applies to his explanation of another passage

in the Digest.* The condition of the old clients

seems to bear some relation to that of the coloni, but

all historical traces of one class growing out of the

other are entirely wanting ; and, indeed, all evi-

dence of the real origin of the coloni seems to fail

altogether.

Savigny observes that he does not perceive any
historical connexion between the villeins {villani)

of modern Europe and the coloni, though there is a

strong resemblance between their respective condi-

tions. There were, however, many important dis-

tinctions ; for instance, the villein services due to

the lord had nothing corresponding to tliem in the

case of the coloni, so far as we know. Littleton's

Tenures, section 172, &c., and Bractcn,' may be

consulted as to the incidents of villeinage.

This view of the condition of the coloni is from
Savigny's Essay on the subject, which is translated

in the Philological Museum, vol. ii.

PR.EFECTUS. {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 102.)

PRiEFECTUS ^RA'RII. {Vid. ^rarium.)
PR.€:FECTUS ANNO'NiE, the praefect of the

. provisions, especially of the corn-market, was not a

, regular magistrate under the Republic, but was only

.
appointed in cases of extraordinary scarcity, when
he seems to have regulated the prices at which corn

• was to be sold.* The superintendence of the corn-

, market throughout the whole Republic was at a la-

ter period intrusted to Pompey for a period of five

years ;' and, in accordance with this example, Au-
gustus took the same superintendence upon himself,

and commanded that two persons, who had been
praetors five years before, should hi appointed every
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year for the distribution of the corn' {curam frumt\
ti populo dividundi'). Subsequently Augustus a>
signed this duty to two persons of consular rank

;

but he also created an officer, under the title of Pra
fectus Annonat, who must be distinguished from Wir

above-mentioned officers. This office was a per-

manent one, and appears to have been only held bj

one person at a time : he had jurisdiction over al

matters appertaining to the corn-market, and, lik«

the PrcBfectus Vivrilum, was chosen from the equitee

and was not reckoned among the ordinary magis
trates.* The praefectus annonae continued to exia/

till the latest times of the Empire : respecting hit

duties in later times, see Walter, Geach. des Rom.
Rechtf, p. 373, 374.

PR^FECTUS AQUA'RUM. {Vid. Aqvm Due
Tus, p. 75.)

PR^FECTUS CASTRO'RUM, prefect of th«

camp, is first mentioned in the reign of Augustus
There was one to each legion.* We learn from Ve-
getius* that it was his duty to attend to all matters
connected with the making of a camp, such as the

vallum, fossa, &c , and also to the internal economy
of it.

PH .^FECTUS CLASSIS, the commander of a
fleet. This title was frequently given in the times
of the Republic to the commander of a fleet ;' but
Augustus appointed two permanent officers with
this title, one of whom was stationed at Ravenna
on the Hadriatic, and the other at Misenum on the

Tuscan Sea, each having the command of a fleet.'

PR^FECTUS FABRUM. {Vid. Fabri.)
PR^FECTUS JURI DICUNDO. {Vid. Colo-

NIA, p. 282 )

PR^FECTUS PR^TO'RIO was the command-
er of the troops who guarded the emperor's person.

{Vid. Pr^toriani.) This office was instituted by
Augustus, and was at first only military, and had
comparatively small power attached to it ;' but un-
der Tiberius, who made Sejanus commander of the

praetorian troops, it became of much greater impor-
tance, till at length the power of these praefects be-

came only second to that of the emperors."* The
relation of the praefectus praetorio to the emperor is

compared to that of the magister equitum to the

dictator under the Republic.*' From the reign of

Severus to that of Diocletian, the praefects, like the

viziers of the East, had the superintendence of all

departments of the state, the palace, the army, the

finances, and the law; they also had a court in

which they decided cases." The office of praefect

of the praetorium was not confined to military offi-

cers ; it was filled by Ulpian and Papinian, and oth-

er distinguished jurists.

Originally there were two praefects; afterward

sometimes one and sometimes two ; from the lime

of Commodus, sometimes three," and even four.

They were, as a regular rule, chosen only from the

equites ;' but, from the time of Alexander Severus,

the dignity of senator was always joined with their

office."

Under Constantine the praefects were deprived

of all military command, and changed into govern-

ors of provinces. He appointed four such praefects :

the one who commonly attended on the imperial

court had the command of Thrace, the whole of the

East, and Egypt ; the second had the command of

Illyricum, Macedonia, and Greece, and usually res"

1. (Dion Cass., liv., 1.) — 2. (Suet., Octav., 37.) — 3. (Dion

Cass., Iv., 26, 31.)—4. (Dion Cass., lii., 24.—Dig. 1, tit. 2, s. 3
I) 33; 14, tit. 1, s. 1, * 18, t:t. 5 s.8- 48, tit. 2,8. 13.)—5. (Veil

Paterc., n., 119.—T.ir.., Ann., i., 2oT x" , 37.)—6. (ii., 10.)—

T

(Liv., xxvi., 48 ; xxxvi., 42.)—8. (Suet., Octav., 49.—Veg., i».,

32.—Taf-.,Hi»t., iii.,12.)—9. (Dion Cass.. lii., 24 ; Iv., 10.—Suet,
Octav., 49.)— 10. (Tiic, Ann.,iv., 1, 2.—Auiel. Vict., De Cass., 9 )

—11. (Dip. 1, tit. 11.)—12 (Dig. 12, tit 1, 8. 40.)-13. (Lamp.,
Commod.,6.)— 14. (Dion Cass., lii., 24.—Suet., Tit., 6.—l»ifc|>,

Comnud., 4.)— 15. (Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 21.)
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ded first at Sirmium, afterward at Thessalonica

;

the third, of Italy and Africa ; the fourth, who resi-

ded at Treves, of Gaul, Spain, and Britain.* These
prasfects wore the proper representatives of the em-
peror, and their power extended over all depart-

ments of the state : the army alone was not subject

t(t their jurisdiction*

PR.EFECTUS VI'GILUM, the commander of

the city guards. To protect the state against fires

at night, rohbery, housebreaking, &.C., Augustus
formed seven cohorts of watch-soldiers (cigiUs),

originally consisting of freedmen, but afterward of

othtrs, one for each of the two regiones into which
the city was divided ; each cohort was commanded
by a tribune, and the whole were under a prsEfectus

vigilum, who had jurisdiction in all ordinary cases
of incendiaries, thieves, &c. ; but, if anything extra-

ordinary occurred, it was his duty to report it to the

prsefectus urbi. This praefect was chosen from the

equites, and was not reckoned among the ordinary

magistrates.' We read of the praefectus vigilum

under the reigns of Theodosius and Arcadius, at

which time he had to refer all capital crimes to the
praefect of the city.*

PR.EFECTUS URBI. praefect or warden of the
city, was originally called custos urbis* The name
prafecius urbi does not seem to have been used till

after the time of the decemvirs. The dignity of
nustos urbis, being combined with that of princeps

senatus, was conferred by the king, as he had to

appoint one of the decem primi as princeps senatus.*

The functions of the custos urbis, however, were
not exercised except in the absence of the king
flrom Rome, and then he acted as the representative

of the king : he convoked the senate, held the comi-
tia, if necessary, and on any emergency might take

such measures as he thought proper ; in short, he
had the imperium in the city.^ Romulus is said to

have conferred this dignity upon Denter Romulius,
Tullus Hostilius upon Numa Martius, and Tarquin-
ius Superbus upon Sp. Lucretius. During the king-

ly period, the office of warden of the city was prob-

ably for life. Under the Republic, the office and its

name of custos nrbis remained unaltered ; but in

487 B.C. it was elevated into a magistracy, to be
bestowed by election.* The custos urbis was in

all probability elected by the curiae, instead of whom
Dionysius* mentions the senate. Persons of con-

sular rank were alone eligible ; and, down to the
time of the decemvirate, every praefect that is men-
tioned occurs previously as consul. The only ex-

ception is P. Lucretius in Livy,'* whose name, how-
ever, is probably wrong." In the early period of the

Republic, the warden exercised within the city all

the powers of the consuls if they were absent : he
convoked the senate,'* held the comitia,'* and in

times of war even levied civic legions, which were
commanded by him.
When the office of praetor urbanus was instituted,

the wardenship of the city was swallowed up in it ;'

but, as the Romans were at all times averse to

dropping altogether any of their old institutions, a

praefectus urbi, though a mere shadow of the former
office, was henceforth appointed every year, only

lor the time that the consuls were absent from
Rome for the purpose of celebrating the feria; Lat-

ins. This praefectus had neither the power of con-
voking the senate nor the right of speaking in it, as

in most cases he was a person below the senatorial

1. (Zoaiiiius, ii., 33.)—2. (Walter, Gesrii. Ues Rcim. Reclits.p.

191, 3rtl.—Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. 17.)—3. (Suet., Octav.,

\ 30.—Appian, De Bell. Civ., v., 132.-Dion Cass., lii., 24, 33 ;

Iy., 2«.—Di^. I, tit. 2, s. 2, 33 ; 1. tit. 15.)—4. (Cod., i., tit. 48.)

—5. (Lydus, De Mngistr., i., 34, 38.)—fl. (Liv., i., 59, 60.—Diri-

nys., ii., I2.)-7. (Tacit., Ann., ri., 1 1.—Liv., i., 59.)—8. (Lydus,
De Ma«istr., i., 38.)—0. (viii.,64.)— 10. (iii., 24.)— 11. (Niehuhr,
ii., p. 120, note 255.)— 12. (Liv., iii., 9.-Gell., xiv., 7, 4.)— 13.

(Liv., iiL, 2t.)— 14. (Lydus, D* Mens., 19.—Dc Msgistr., ii., 6.)

age, and was not appointed by the people, bjt by the

consuls.' When Varro, in the passage of Gellius

here referred to, claims for the prasfectus urbi the
right of convoking the senate, he is probably speak-
ing of the power of the prajfect such as it was pre-

viously to the institution of the office of pra;tor ur-

banus. Of how little importance the office of prae-

fect of the city had gradually become, may be infer-

red from the facts that it was always given to young
men of illustrious families,* and that J. Caesar even
appointed to it several youths of equestrian rank
under age.* During the Empire such praefects of
the city continued to be appointed so long as the
ferias Latinae were celebrated, and were even in

vested with some kind of jurisdiction.* On some
occasions, however, no praefectus urbi was appoint-

ed at all, and then his duties were performed by the
praetor urbanus.*

An office very diflferent from this, though bearing
the same name, was instituted by Augustus on the
suggestion of Maecenas.* This new praefectus urbi

was a regular and permanent magistrate, whom Au-
gustus invested witli all the powers necessary to

maintain peace and order in the ci'.y. He had the
superintendence of butchers, bankers, guardians,
theatres, &c. ; and, to enable him to exercise his

power, he had distributed throughout the city a
number of milites stationarii, whom we may com-
pare to a modern police. He also had jurisdiction

in cases between slaves and their masters, between
patrons and their freedmen, and over sons who had
violated the pietas towards their parents.'' His ju-

risdiction, however, became gradually extended

;

and, as the powers of the ancient republican prae-

fectus urbi had been swallowed up by the office of
the praetor urbanus, so now the power of the praetor

urbanus was gradually absorbed by that of the pra;-

feetus urbi ; and at last there was no appeal from
his sentence except to the person of the princeps
himself, while anybody might appeal from a sen-
tence of any other city magistrate, and, at a later

period, even from that of a governor of a province,
to the tribunal of the prieefectus urbi.* His jurisdic-

tion in criminal matters was at first connected with
the quaestiones ;» but from the third century he ex-
ercised it alone, and not only in the city of Rome,
but at a distance of one hundred miles from it, and
he might sentence a person to deportatio in insu-

1am.'* During the first period of the Empire and
under good emperors, the office was generally held
for a number of years, and in many cases for life ;"

but from the time of Valerian a new praefect of the
city occurs almost every year.

At the time when Constantinople was made the
second capital of the Empire, this city also reo-ived
its praefectus uibi. The praefects at this time were
the direct representatives of the emperors, and all

the other officers of the administrution of the city,

all corporations, and all public institutions, were un-
der their control.'* They also exercised a superin-
tendence over the importation and the prices of pro-

visions, though these subjects were under the more
immediate regulation of other officers.'* The prae-

fects of the city had every month to make a report
to the emperor of the transactions of the senate,'*
where they gave their vote before the consulares.

1. (Cell., XIV., 8.)—2. (Tacit., Ann., iv., 36.)—3. (Dion Cass.,
xhx., 42 ; xliii., 29, 48.)—4. (Tacit., Ann., vi., 11.—Suet., Nero,
7.— Claud., 4.— Dion Cass., liv., 17 —J. Capitol., Anton. Phil.,

4.)—5. (Dion Cass., xli., 14 ; xlix., 16.)—«. (Dion Cass., Iii., 31.
—Tacit., 1. c—Suet., Octav., 37.) — 7. (Diff. 1, tit. 12, s. 1, »
14 ; 27, tit. 15. s. 1, 1) 2.) — 8. (Vopisc., Florian., 5, 6. — Suet.,

Octav., 33.— Dion Cass., Iii., 21, 33.— Disr. 4, tit. 4, «. 38.)—

9

(Tacit., Ann., xiv., 41, with the note of Lipsius.)— 10. (Dig. I

tit. 12, s. l.« 3 and 4.)— 11. (Dion Cass., lii.. 21,24 ; Ixiviii., 14

—J. Capitol., Anton. Pius, 8.—Lamprid., Commod., 14.—Vopisc
C»rin., 16.)— 12. (Cod., i., tit. 28, s. 4.—Syminach., Epiit.,x.,S"

43.—Cassind., Variar., vi.,4.)—13. (Cod., i., lit. 28, s. 1 —Orat .

Inscr., n. 3116.)— 14. (Synunach., Epist., x , 44.)
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They were the medium through which the emper-

ors received the petitions and presents from their

capita).' At the election of a pope, the praefect of

Home had the care of all the external regulations.'

PR^FECTU'RA. (Vid. Colonia, p. 282, 283.)

PR^'FIC-E. (Vid. FuNus, p. 459.)

PR,«FU'RNIUM. {Vid. Baths, p. 151.)

PRJEJVDl'CUJM. This word, as appears from

its etymology, has a certain relation to judicium, to

which it is opposed by Cicero,' ''dc quo nowpraju-

dicium, scd "plane jam judicium factum." The com-

mentator, who goes under the name of Asconius,

observes on this passage, that a praejudicium is

something which, when established, becomes an ex-

emplum for the judices (judicaiuri) to follow ; but

this leaves us in doubt whether he means something

established in the same cause by way of prelimina-

ry inquiry, or something established in a different,

but a like cause, which would be what we call a

precedent. Quintilian* states that it is used both in

the sense of a precedent, in which case it is rather

exemplum than prcejudicium (res ex paribus causis

judicatce), and also in the sense of a preliminary

inquiry and determination about something which
belongs to the matter in dispute {judiciis ad ipsam
causam pertinentihus), whence also comes the name
praejudicium. This latter sense is in conformity

with the meaning of praejudiciales actiones or pr«-

judicia, in which there is an intentio only, and no-

thing else." ( Vid. Actio.) These, accordingly, were
called praejudiciales actiones, which had for their

object the determination of some matter which was
not accompanied by a condemnatio. For instance,

the question might be whether a man is a father

or not, or whether he has a potestas over his child :

these were the subject of praejudiciales actiones. If

a father denied that the child who was born of his

wife, or with which she was then pregnant, was his

child, this was the subject of a "prcejudicium cum
palrc de parlu agnosccndo." If a judex should have
declared that the child must be maintained by the

reputed father, there must still be the praejudicium

to ascertain whether the riputed father is the true

father. If it was doubtful whether the mother was
his wife, there must be a prasjudicium on this mat-
ter before the praejudicium de partu agnoscendo.

These praejudical actions, then, were, as it appears,

actions respecting status, and they were either civiles

or praetorise. It was a civilis actio when the question

was as to libertas ; the rest seem to haVe been pras-

toriae actiones. Quintilian makes a third class of prae-

judicia, "cum de eadem causa pronuntiatum est," &c.
Sometimes praejudicium means inconvenience^

damage, injury, which sense appears to arise from
the notion of a thing being prejudged, or decided
without being fairly heard ; and this sense of the
word seems to be very nearly the same in which it

occurs in our law in the phrase " without prejudice
to other matters in the cause.""
PRiELU'SIO. {Vid. Gladiatores. p. 476.)
PRiENO'MEN. {Vid. Nomen, Roman.)
PIUilPO'SITUS, which means a person placed

over, was given as a title in the later times of the
Roman Empire to many officers : of these, the most
important was the prcepositus sacri cuhiculi, or chief
chamberlain in the emperor's palace.' Under him
was the primicerius, together with the cubicularii

and the corps of silentarii, commanded by three
decuriones, who preserved silence in the interior of
the palace.'

1. (Symnach- Epist., x., 26, 29, 35.—Cod., lii., tit. 49.)—9.
(Symmach., Epist., x., 71-83.) — 3. (Dwinat., 4.) — 4. (Inrt.

Oral., v., 1, 2.)—5. (Gaius, iv., 44.)—6. (Gaius, iii., 123; iv.,44.

—Dig. 25, lit. 3.—Dig. 22, tit. 3, s. 8 —Inst., iv., tit. 6, . 13.—
Theophilus, Paraphi. ad Inst., iv., tit. 6, s. 13.)— 7. (Cod., xii.,

tit. 5.—Co4. Theod., vi., tit. 8.)—8. (Cod., xii., tit. 16.—Walter,
Gesch. des ROm R«cUts, p. 360.)
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PILEROGATI'VA CENTU'RIA {Vid. Com-
TiA, p. 297.)

PRiES. If we might trust a definition by Auso-
nius,' he was called vas who gave security for an
other in a causa capitalis ; and he who gave seen-

rity for another in a civil action was pras. But
this authority cannot be trusted, and the usage of
the words vas and praes was certainly not always
conformable to this definition. According to Varro,*

any person was vas who promised vadinionium for

another, that is, gave security for another in any le-

gal proceeding. Festus' says that vas is a sponsor
in a res capitalis. If vas is genus, of which vas in

its special sense, and praes are species, these defini-

tiorts will be consistent. Under Manceps Festus re-

marks, that manceps signifies him who buys or hires

any public property {qui a populo emit conducitve),

and that he is also called pras because he is bound
to make good his contract {prceslnre quod promisit)

as well as he who is his praes.* According to this,

praes is a surety for one who buys of the state, and
so called because of his liability {prczstare). But
the etymology at least is doubtful, and, we are in

clined to think, false. The passage of Festus ex-

plains a passage in the Life of Atticus,' in which it

is said that he never bought anything at public auc-

tion {ad hastam publicam), and never was either

manceps or praes. A case is mentioned by Gellius*

in which a person was committed to prison who
could not obtain praedes. The goofls of a praes were
called praedia,' and in Cicero® and Livy' "pradilus
et prcediis" come together. The phrase " prcedibua

cavere," to give security, occurs in the Digest," where
some editions have "pro cedibus cavere." (See the

various readings, ed. Gebauer and Spangenberg.)

The phrase "praedes vendere" means to sell, not the

praedes properly so called, but the things which are
given as a security.

Praediatores are supposed by Brissonius to be the

same as praedes," at least so far as they were sure-

ties to the state. But praediator is defined by Gaius**

to be one " who buys from the people ," and from
the context it is clear that it is one who buys a
praedium, which is farther defined to be a thing

pledged to the populus " res obligata populo." The
praediator, then, is he who buys a praedium, that is,

a thing given to the populus as a security by a

praes ; and the whole law relating to such matters

was called jus prsediatorium.

PR^SCRI'PTIO, or, rather, TEMPORIS PR.E-
SCRIPTIO, signifies the exceptio or answer which

a defendant has to the demand of a plaintifl^, found-

ed on the circumstance of the lapse of time. The
word, then, has properly no reference to the plain-

tiff's loss of right, but to the defendant's acquisition

of a right by which he excludes the plaintiff from

prosecuting his suit. This right of a defendant did

not exist in the old Roman law. When the prae-

tors gave new actions by their edict, they attached

to them the condition that those actions must be

brought within a year {intra annum judicium dabo),

that is, a year from the time when the right of ac-

tion accrued. These actions, then, were exceptions

from the old rule, that all actiones were perpetua;.

This rule became extended by the longi temporia

prffiscriptio, which established that in actions about

ownership, or jura in re, ten, or in some cases

twenty years, would give a praescripuo, when the

possessor could show that he had complied with the

main conditions of usucapion, without having ac-

quired ownership by usucapion, for if he had, he had

1. (Idyll., xii., 9.)—2. (Lin?. Lat., vi., 74, ej. Muller.)-3. (i

T. Vadem.)— 4. (Vid. also Varro, 1. c.) — 5. (0. Nep., 6.)— 8.

(vii., 19.)—7. (Pseudo-Ascon. in Verr., II., i., 54.)—a (1. c.)—

9

(xxii., 60.)— 10. (10, tit. 3, s. 6.)— II. (Cic, Pro B-..., o. 20.-

sd Attic, xii., 14, 17.—Sueton., Claud., c. 9.—Val. Max., viii

!«.)—19. (ii., 61 )
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DO need of any ex ;eptio. This rule was farther ex-

tended by Cunstantinc, and a period of 30 or 40
years, for i seems that the tinnie was not quite set-

tled, was tc be considered sufficient for a prsescrip-

lio, though the defendant had not complied with

the conditions of usucapion. A general constitu-

tion was made by Theodosius, A.D. 424, which,
with some variations, appears in both the Codes ;'

and it enacted that, as in the case of the actiones

already mentioned, there should be no hereditatis

petitio after 30 years, and that, after the same
t'me, no personal action should be brought. The
actio finium regundorum was excepted, and also

the action of a creditor for his pignus or hypotheca
against the debtor, but not against others. Praeju-

dicialcs actiones as to status are not enumerated
among those against which there was a praescriptio,

but they seem to be included in the general words
of the law. Justinian, by a constitution of the year
630," established the general rule of 30 years for all

actions, with the exception of the actio hypotheca-
ria, for which he required 40 years. His constitu-

tion enumerates the following actions to which the

prasscriptio of 30 years would apply : Families her-

ciscundiB, Communi dividundo, Finium regundorum,
Pro Socio, Furli et Vi Bonorum Raptorum; and it

adds, " nct/ue alterius cujuscunque personalis actio

titam longiorem esse triginla annis, <fc., sed ex quo
ab initio compelil, el scmel nnta est, <|<., post memo-
ratum temput finiri." It thus appears that all ac-

tions were originally perpetuae, then some were
made subject to prajscriptio, and, finally, all were
made so. In consequence of this change, the term
perpetuae, originally applied to actions that were
not subject to prajscriptio, was used to signify an
actio in which 30 years were necessary to give a

prsescriptio, as opposed to actiones in which the

right to a pruescriptio accrued in a shorter time.'

The conditions necessary to establish a praescrip-

lio were, 1. Actio nata, for there must be a right of

action in order that a praescriptio may have an ori-

gin, and the date of its origin must be fixed by the

date of the right of action. 2. There must be a
continuous neglect on the part of the person enti-

tled to bring the action, in order that the time of

the praescriptio may be reckoned uninterruptedly.

3. Bona fides was not a necessary ingredient in a

praiscriptio as such, because it was the neglect of
the plaintiff which laid the foundation of the prae-

scriptio. But the longi temporis praescriptio was
made like to usucapion as to its conditions, of
which bona fides was one. Justinian* required a
bona fides in the case of a thirty-year praescriptio

;

but this was no new rule, except so far as the pos-

sessor claimed the benefit of usucapio ; and as the

longi temporis praescriptio, as an independent rule

oflaw, disappeared from the legislation of Justinian,

the bona fides, as a condition of praescriptio, went
with it. 4. The lapse of time, which was 30 years

;

b It to this there were many exceptions.

The sources on the subject of praescriptio are re-

ferred to in Bx'iakmdLnn's Instit'uliones Juris Romani,
and Miihlenbruch's Doctrina Pandectarum, () 261
and

'J 481, on the distinction being ultimately abol-

ished between praescriptio and usucapio.— Savig-

ny, System des heutigen Rom. Rcchts, vol. v., from
whom this outline is taken. Vid. also Usucapio.

Praescriptio had a special sense in Roman plead-

ings, which Gains has explained as existing in his

.ime.* These praescriptiones were pro actore, and
not pro reo ; and an example will explain the term.

It often happens that an obligatio is such that a

man is bound to another to do certain acts at cer-

1. (Cod. Tlieod., ir., tit. 14.—Cod., rii., tit. 39, s. 3.)—9.
(Cod , vii., tit. 40, s. 1.)—X itnst., iv., lit. 12.)—4. (Cod., vii.,

tit. 30, s 8 )—5. (iv., 130.)

tain times, as, for instance, yearly, half yearly, oi

monthly. The payment of interest on money would
be an example. At the close of any of these cer-
tain periods, the party to whom the obligatio waa
due might sue for what was due, but not for what
was not due, though an obligatio was contracted as
to future time. When a debt had become due in

consequence of an obligatio, there was said to be
a praestatio, or it was said " aliquid jam praslan
oporlel:" when the obligatio existed, but the praes-

tatio was not due, it was "fulura preettado," or it

was said *'praatatio adhuc nulla est." If then the
plaintifif wished to limit his demand to what was
due, it was necessary to use the following praescrip-

tio :
" Ea res agatur cujus rei dies fuit."^ The

name of praescriptiones, observes Gains, is mani-
festly derived from the circumstance of their being
prefixed (praescribuntur) to the formulae, that is,

they came before the intentio. In the time of
Gains the praescriptiones were only used by the
actor ; but formerly they were also used in favour
of a defendant (reus), as in the following instance :

" Ea res agatur quod prcejudicium heredilati nonfiat,"
which in the time of Gains was turned into a kind
of exceptio or answer, when the petitor hereditatis,

by using a different kind of actio, was prejudging
the question of the hereditas {cum petitor, <^c ...
prcejudicium hcreditatifariat*). {Vid. Prcejudicium.)

Savigny shows that, in the legislation of Justin-

ian, prffiscriptio and exceptio are identical, and that

either term can be used indifferently. He ob-

serves, that the praescriptiones which in the old form
of procedure were introduced into the formula for

the benefit of the defendant, were properly excep-
tiones, and it was merely an accidental matter that

certain exceptions were placed before the intentio

instead of being placed at the end of the formula,
as was the usual practice. Subsequently, as ap-

pears from Gaius, only the praescriptiones pro actore
were prefixed to the formula ; and those pro reo
were placed at the end, and still retained, though
improperly, the name of praescriptiones. Thus ex-
ceptio and praescriptio came to be used as equiva-

lent terms, a circumstance to which the disuse of
the ordo judiciorum contributed. Yet, in the ease
of particular excepliones, one or other of the names
was most in use, and the indiscriminate employ-
ment of them was an exception to the general rule.

The prevalence of qne or the other name, in par-

ticular cases, is easily explained : thus, the doli

and rei judicatae exceptiones were always at the
end of the formula, and the temporis and fori prae-

scriptiones in earlier times were placed at the be-

ginning. Savigny adds, that in modern times prae-

scriptio has acquired the sense of usucapion, but

this is never the sense of the word praescriptio in

the Roman law. Though exceptio and praescriptio

came to be used as equivalent, yet neither exceptio

nor praescriptio is used in the sense of temporis
praescriptio without the addition of the words tern

poris, temporalis, triginta annorum, &c '

PR/ESES. {Vid. Pkovincia.)

PR.^SUL. {Vid. Salii.)

PR^TE'RITI SENATO'RES. {Vid. Nota
Cbnsoria, p. 665.)

PR.«TEXTA. {Vid. TooA.)
PRETEXTA'TA FA'BULA. {Vid. Comcedia,

p. 300.)

PRAETOR. According to Cicero,* praetor was
a title which designated the consuls as the leaders

of the armies of the state ; and he considers the

word to contain the same elemental parts as the

verb praire. The period and office of the command

1. (Compare Cic, De Or., i., 37.)—2. (Cf mpare Ooias.—Dig
10, tit. 2, s. 1.)—3. (Savigny, System, <tc. iv., 309; v., 103.)^

4. (Leg., iij., 3.)
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of the consuls might appropriately be called prseto-

lium.' Prsetor was also a title of office among the

latins.

Tlie til St praetor specially so called was appoint-

ed in the year B.C. 366, and he was chosen only

from the patricians, who had this new office crea-

ted as a kind of indemnification to themselves for

being compelled to share the consulship with the

plebeians." No plebeian praetor was appointed till

the year B.C. 337. The prastor was called collega

consulibus, and was elected with the same auspices

at the comitia centuriata.

The praetorship was originally a kind of third

consulship, and the chief functions of the prajtor

jus in vrbe dicere,^ jura reddcre*) were a portion of

the functions of the consuls, who, according to the

passage of Cicero above referred to, were also call-

ed judices a judicando. The praetor sometimes
commanded the armies of the state ; and while the

consuls were absent with the armies, he exercised

their functions within the city. He was a magis-

tratus curulis, and he had the imperium, and, con-

sequently, was one of the magistratus majores : but

he owed respect and obedience to the consuls.*

His insignia of office were six lictors, whence he is

called by Polybius rjye/i6v or arpaTTjybg e^aTrfAeKVC,

and sometimes simply e^ani?.eKvc. At a later peri-

od, the praitor had only two lictors in Rome.* The
prastorship was at first given to a consul of the pre-

ceding year, as appears from Livy.

In the year B.C. 246 another praetor was ap-

pointed, whose business was to administer justice

in matters in dispute between peregrini, or peregrini

and Roman citizens ; and, accordingly, he was call-

ed praetor peregrinus.' The other prajtor was then

called pra;tor urbanus " qui jus inter cives dicit,"

and sometimes simply praetor urbanus and praetor

urbis. The two prajtors determined by Jot which
functions they should respectively exercise. If ei-

ther of them was at the head of the army, the other

performed all the duties of both within the city.

Sometimes the military imperium of a praetor was
prolonged for a second year. When the territories

of the state were extended beyond the limits of

Italy, new praetors were made. Thus, two praetors

were created B.C. 227, for the administration of

Sicily and Sardinia, and two more were added when
the two Spanish provinces were formed, B.C. 197.

When there were six praetors, two stayed in the

Mty, and the other four went abroad. The senate

'.etermined their provinces, which were distributed

among them by lot.^ After the discharge of his

judicial functions in the city, a praetor often had the

administration of a province, with the title of pro-

praetor. Sulla increased the number of pra?tors to

eight, which Julius Caesar raised successively to

ten, twelve, fourteen, and sixteen. Augustus, after

several changes, fixed the number at twelve. Un-
der Tiberius there were sixteen. Two praetors

were appointed by Claudius for matters relating to

fideicommissa when the business in this depart-
ment of the law had become considerable ; but Titus
reduced the number to one, and Nerva added a
praetor for the decision of matters between the fiscus

and individuals. " Thus," says Pomponius, speak-
ing of his own time, " eighteen praetors administer
justice {jus dicunt) in the state.'" M. Aurelius,
according to Capitolinus," appointed a praetor for

matters relating to tutela, which must have taken
place after Pomponius wrote. {Vid. PANDECTiE.)
The main duties of the praetors were judicial, and
it appears that it was found necessary from time

1. (Liv.. viii., II.) — 2. (Liv., vi., 48; vii., 1.)— 3. (Liv., vi.,

42.)—4. (Liv., vii , 1.)—5. (Polyb., nxiii., !.)—«. (Censorinus,
3. 24 )— 7. (Dig. t , tit. 2, s. 28.)— 8. (Liv., x«ii., 87, 28.)— 9.
(Dig. 1, tit. 2. 8. 34.)—10. (M. Ant , ^. 10)
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to time to increase their number, and to assign to
them special departments of the administration o(
justice.

The prastor urbanus was specially named praetor,
and he was the first in rank. His duties confined
him to Rome, as is implied by the name, and he
could only leave the city for ten days at a time. It

was part of his duty to superintend the ludi Apolli-
nares. He was also the chief magistrate for the
administration of justice, and to the edicta of the
successive praetors the Roman law owes in a great
degree its development and improvement. Both
the praetor urbanus and the praetor peregrinus had
the jus edicendi,' and their functions in this re-
spect do not appear to have been limited on the es-
tablishment of the imperial power, though it must
have been gradually restricted as the practicft of
imperial constitutions and rescripts became com-
mon. \Vid. EnicTUM.)
The chief judicial functions of the prstor in civL

matters consisted in giving a judex. ( Vid. Judex.)
It was only in the case of interdicts that he deci-
ded in a summary way.

( Vid. Interdictum.) Pro-
ceedings before the praetor were technically said to
be in jure.

The praetors also presided at trials of criminal
matters. These were the quaestiones perpetuae,* or
the trials for repetundae, ambitus, majestas, and pec-
ulatus, which, when there were six praetors, wero
assigned to four out of the number. Sulla added to
these quaestiones those of falsum, de sicariis et vene-
ficis, and de parricidis, and for this purpose he added
two, or, according to some accounts, four praetors,

for the accounts of Pomponius and of other writers
do not agree on this point.' On these occasions
the praetor presided, but a body ofjudices determin-
ed by a majority of votes the condemnation or ac-
quittal of the accused. {Vid. Judicium.)

The praetor, when he administered justice, sat on
a sella curulis in a tribunal, which was that part
of the court which was appropriated to the praetoi

and his assessors and friends, and is opposed to the
subsellia, or part occupied by the judices, and oth-
ers who were present.* But the praetor could do
many ministerial acts out of court, or, as it was
expressed, c piano or ex cequo loco, which terms are
opposed to e tnbunali or ex superiore loco: for in-

stance, he could, in certain cases, give validity to
the act of manumission when he was out of doors,

as on his road to the bath or to the theatre.*

The praetors existed with varying numbers to a
late period in the Empire, and they had still juris-

dictio.*

The functions of the praetors, as before observed,
were chiefly judicial, and this article should be
completed by a reference to Edictum, Imperium, Ju-

dex, JuRisDicTio, Magistratus, Provincia. To the
authorities referred to under Edictum may be ad-
ded, " Die Pr'diorischcn Edicle dcr Romer, cj-c, von
D. Eduard Schrader, Weimar, 1815."

PR^TO'RIA A'CTIO. (Vid. Actio, p. 17.)

PR^TO'RIA COHORS. ( Vid. Pr^toriani.)
PR.ETORIA'NI, sc. mililes, or Pralorice Colior-

tes, a body of troops instituted by Augustus to pro-

tect his person and his power, and called by tha«

name in imitation of the praloria cohors, or select

troop, which attended the person of the praetor or

general of the Roman army.' This cohort is said

to have been first formed by Scipio Africanus out

of the bravest troops, whom he exempted from all

other duties except guarding hi« person, and tc

whom he gave sixfold pay ;" but even in the early

1. (Gaius, !., 2.)—2. (Cic, Brut., c. 27.)—3. (Suet., Jul., 41.-.

Dion Cass., xlii., 51.)-4. (Cic, Brut., 84.)—5. (Gaius, i., 80 <

—6. (Cod., vii., tit. 02, s. 17; v., tit. 71, s. 18.)—T. (Sallust, Cat,'

60.—Cic, Cat., li., 11.—Ctes., B Gall., i.,40.)—8. (Feslos, s. t
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tinics it the Republic the Roman general seems to

have l)e<n attcndcL by a select troop.' In the time

of the civil wars the number of the pra-torian co-

liorts was greatly increased,' br.* »he establish-

ment of them as a separate force was owing to the

policy of Augustus. They originally consisted of

nine* or ten cohorts,* ea?h consisting of a thou-

sand men, horse and foot. They were chosen only

from Italy, chiefly from Etniria and Umbria, or an-

cient Latium, and the old colonies,* but afterward

from Macedonia, Noricum, and Spain also.* Au-
gustus, in accordance with his general policy of

avoiding the appearance of despotism, stationed

only three of these cohorts in the capital, and dis-

IKjrsed the remainder in the adjacent towns of Ita-

ly.^ Tiberius, however, under pretence of intro-

ducing a stricter discipline among them, assembled
them all at Rome in a permanent camp, which was
strongly fortified.* Their number was increased

by Vitcllius to sixteen cohorts, or 16,000 men.*
The praetorians were distinguished by double pay

and especial privileges. Their term of service was
originally fixed by Augustus at twelve years," but

was afterward increased to sixteen years ; and
when they had served their time, each soldier re-

ceived 20,000 sesterces." All the praetorians seem
to have had the same rank as the centurions in the

regular legions, since we are told by Dio'* that they

had the privilege of carrying a vitis (/idSdof) like

the centurions. The praetorians, however, soon
became the most powerful body in the state, and,

like the janizaries at Constantinople, frequently

deposed and elevated emperors according to their

pleasure. Even the most powerful of the emper-
ors were obliged to court their favour ; and they
always obtained a liberal donation upon the acces-

sion of each emperor. After the death of Pertinax
(A.D. 193) they even offered the empire for sale,

R'hich was purchased by Didius Julianus ;" but

upon the accession of Severus in the same year
they were disbanded, on account of the part they
had taken in the death of Pertinax, and banished
from the city.'* The emperors, however, could

not dispense with guards, and accordingly the prae-

torians were restored on a new model by Severus,

and increased to four times their, ancient number.
Instead of being levied in Italy, Macedonia, Nori-

cum, or Spain, as formerly, the best soldiers were
now draughted from all the legions on the fron-

tiers, so that the praetorian cohorts now formed
the bravest troops of the Empire.'* Dioclesian re-

duced their numbers and abolished their privile-

ges ;'• they were still allowed to remain at Rome,
but had no longer the guard of the emperor's per-

son, as he never resided in the capital. Their
numbers were again increased by Maxentius, but

after his defeat by Constantine, A.D. 312, they
were entirely suppressed by the latter, their forti-

fied camp destroyed, and those who had not per-

ished in the battle between Constantine and Max-
entius were dispersed among the legions." The
new form of government established by Constan-
tine did not require such a body of troops, and, ac-

cordingly, they were never revived. The emper-
or's body-guards now only consisted of the domes-
lici, horse and foot under two comites, and of the
protectores."

1. (Liv., ii., 20.)—2. (Appmn. Dell. Civ., iii., 67.—Id. ib., v., 3.)

a. (Tacit., Aim., iv.,5.— Suet., Octav., 49.)—4. (Dion Cass., iv.,

24.)—5. (Tacit , 1. c— Id., Hist., i., 84.)—6. (Dion Cass., Ixxiv.,

S )— 7. (Suet., Oclav., 49.)—8. (Tacit., Ann,, iv., 2.—Surt., Tib.,

87 — Uion Cbm., Ivii., 19.)—9. (Tacit., Hi«t., ii., 93.)— 10. (Dion
CaM,liv., 25.)— II. (Id.. Iv., 23.—Tacit., Ann., i., 17.)—12. (Iv.

84.)— 13. (Dion Cass., Ixxiii., 11.— Sjiart., Julian.,2.—llerodian,
ii., ".)— 14. (Dion Cass., Ixxiv., 1.)—13. (Dion Caw., Ixxiv., 2.

—

Herodian., iii , 13.)— 16. (Aurel. Vict.. De Cass., 39.)— 17. (Zo«i-
maa, ii., 17.—Aurol. Vict., De Cc*., 40.}—16. (Cod., xii., tit. 17
—Cod TUeod., »;., tit. 24.)

The commanders of the pratoriai s weie called

PRjerECTi PRiETORio, whosc duties, powers, ^.,
.:re mentioned in a separate article.

PR^TO'RIUM was the name of tho generari
tent in the camp, and was so called because the
name of the chief Roman magistrate was original-

ly praetor, and not consul. {Vid. Castra, p. 220.)
The oflicers who attended on the general in the pra-
/orium, and formed his council of war, were called

by the same name.' ITie word was also used in

several other significations, which were dorived
from the original one. Thus the residence of a
governor of a province was called the prettmium;*
and the same name was also given to any large
house or palace.' The camp of the praetorian troops
at Rome, and iVequently the praetorian troops them-
selves, were called by this name. ' V"*^ PRiExoRi
ANI.)

PRA'NDIUM. {Vid. CcENA, p. 274.)

PRASI'TES LAPIS (7rpa<7/rj7fAidof), "the Prase
of Jameson and Prasium of K^rwan. It is a sub-
species of quartz, and, as Cleaveland remarks,
usually of a leek or dark olive colour. It is a
gem, as Sir J. Hill says, of the lower class, and Is

known by our jewellers by the name of root of em-
erald. De Laet states that the xp^''^oTrpaao( is a
gem of greater value."*

PRASIUM (iTpuaiov), a name applied to more
than one species of the Marrubium, L., or Hore-
hound.*
PRASOCU'RIS (irptKTOKovpic), a species of larva

or caterpillar noticed by Aristotle, Theophrastus,
and Athenaeus. Stackhouse refers it to the Cimex
piasinus, or Lady-cow.*
PRASON {npuaov), the Leek, or Allium porrum,

L. {Vid. Allium.)'
PRECA'RIUM. (Vid. iNrERDicTUM, p. 644.)

PRELUM or PRELUM is a part of a press
used by the ancients in making wine, olive oil, and
paper. The press itself was called torcular, and
the prelum was that part which was either screw
ed or knocked down upon the things to be pressed,
in order to squeeze out the last juices.* Some-
times, however, prelum and torcular are used as
convertible terms, a part being named instead of
the whole. As regards the pressing of the grapes,
it should be remembered that they were first trod-
den with the feet ; but as this process did not press
out all the juice of the grapes, they were after-

ward, with their stalks and peels (scopi et foUiculi),

put under the prelum.' Cato'" advised his coun-
trymen always to make the prelum of the wood of
black maple (carpivus atra). After all the juice
was pressed out of the grapes, they were collected
in casks, water was poured upon them, and after
standing a night they were pressed again. The li-

quor thus obtained was called lora ; it was preserv-
ed in casks, and was used as a drink for workmen
during the winter." Respecting the use cf the
prelum in making olive-oil and in the manufacture
of paper, see Plin., H. iV., xv., 1 ; xiii., 25.—Co-
lum., xii., 50.

•PRESTER (7rpv(TD7p.) (Firf. Dipsas.)
PRIMICERIUS, a name given to various offi-

cers and dignitaries under the later Roman Empire,
is explained by Suidas'* to be the person who holds
the first rank in anything. The etymology of the
word is doubtful : it is supposed that a person was

1. (Liv., XTX., 5.)—2. (Cic. in Verr., II., iv., 28 ; v., 30.—St.
John, xviii., 28, 33.)—3. (Suet., Octav., 72.— Id., Cal., 37.—Juv.,
i., 75.—Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 198.)-4. (Theophraat., De Lapid., c
65.— Hill, ad loc.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Theophrast., H,
P., vi., 1.— Dioscor., iii., 109.)—0. (Ariatot., H. A., v., 17.—The-
ophrast., H. P., vii., 5.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 7. (Theophnist,.
IL P., vii., 1.)—8. (Serv. ad Virg., Georg., ii., 242.— Viiniv., vi.'

9.)—9. Varro, De Re Rust., i., 54.—Columella, xii., 38.)—10
(De R« au»t., 31.)—11. (Varro, 1. c.)— 12. (s. v.)
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called priintcertua because his name stood first in

the wax (,cera), that is, the tablet made of wax,
which contained a Hst of persons of any rank.

The word primicerius does not seem to have been

always applied to the person who was at the head
of any department of the state or army, but also

to the one second in command or authority, as,

for instance, the primicerius sacri cubiculi, who was
under the prteposilus sacri cubiculi. ( Vid. PRiEPos-

iTD* ) Various primicerii are mentioned, as the

primicerius dorruslicorum and protectorum,^ fabrica,^

mensorum,' notariorum,* &c.
PRIMIPILA'RIS. {Vid. Centurio.)
PRIMIPI'LUS. {Vid. Centurio.)
PRINGEPS JUVENTU'TIS. ( Vid. Equites, p.

418.)

PRINCEPS SENATUS. (Kid. Senatus.)
PRINCIPES. {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 103.)

PRINCrPIA, PRINCIPA'LIS VIA. ( Vid. Cas-
TRA.)

PRINOS (TTpivof), "the Quercus cocci/era or

Quercus ilex" (which would appear to be varieties

of the same species). " The KonKog, Vermes, or

Scarlet-grain, is produced on this tree by a certain

class of insects."*

PRISTIS {npicTTig), the Squalus Prislis, I.., or

Pristis anliquorum, L., the Sawfish, a large fish of

the Shark tribe.*

PRIVILE'GIIJM. {Vid. Lex, p. 581

)

nP0ArcrEl'A2 rPA4>H {npoayuysLOC ypai>Tj), a
prosecution against those persons who performed
the degrading office of pimps or procurers {wpoayu-
yoi). By the law of Solon, the heaviest punishment
{tu niyiara iniTijxia) was inflicted on such a person
{idv T£f eXevdepov nalda ij yvvaiKa npoayuyevay'')

According to Plutarch,* a penalty oftwenty drachms
was imposed for the same offence To reconcile

this statement with that of ^schines, we may sup-

pose with Plainer' that the law mentioned by Plu-

tarc'i applied only to prostitutes. An example of a
matt put. tc death for taking an Olynthian girl to a
brothel ( -iTrjcjag kif o'lK^fiarog) occurs in Dinarchus."
A prosecution of a man by Hyperides ettI irpoayu-

yi(f. is mentioned by Pollux." A charge (probably

false) was brought against Aspasia of getting free-

born women into her house for the use of Peri-

cles.'" In connexion with this subject, see the ypa-

aal 'ETAIPHSEBS, and *0OPA2 TflN EAET-
GEPQN.'^
PROB'OLE {7rpo6o'X^), an accusation of a crim-

inal nature, preferred before the people of Athens
in assembly, with a view to obtain their sanction
for bringing the charge before a judicial tribunal.

It may be compared in this one respect (viz., that
it was a preliminary step to a more formal trial)

with our application for a criminal information,
.hough in regard to the object and mode of pro-
'.eeding there is not much resemblance. The npo-
feX^ was rjiserved for t^ose cases where the pub-
jc had sustained an injury, or where, from the sta-

tion, power, or influence of the delinquent, the
prosecutor might deem it hazardous to proceed in

the ordinary way wiihfcut being authorized by a
vote of the sovereign assembly. In this point it

differed from the daayyclia, that in the latter the
I>eople were called upon either to pronounce final

judgment, or to direct some peculiar method of
trial ; whereas in the npo6u?.^, after the judgment
of the assembly, the parties proceeded to trial in

the usual manner. The court before whom they

1. (Cod.,xii-,tit. 17, s. 2.)--2. (Co(].,xi., tit. 9,8. 2.)—3. (Cod.,
xii., tit. 2a, ». 1.)—4. (Cod., xii, tit. 7.)—5. (Theophrast., II.

P , i., 6, 9.— Id lb., iii., 3.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Aristot.,

H. A., vi., 12.)—7. (jEsch., c. Timarch., 3, 26, ed. Steph.)—8.
{Sol., 23.)— 9. (Proc. und Klag., ii., 216.)— 10. (c. Demosth.. 93,
ed. Steph.)— 11. (Onom., iii., 27.)— 12. (Plut., Pericl., 32.—Ar-
iktopb., Achanr.., 527.)— 13. (Meier, Alt. Proc., 332.)
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appealed, however influenced thoy might be oy tu«
prajudicium of the people, were under no legal com-
pulsion to abide by their decision ; and, on the oth-
er hand, it is not improbable that, if the people re-

fused to give judgment in favour of the complain-
ant, he might still proceed against his adversary by
a ypa^Ti or a private action, according to tho na-
ture of the case.'

The cases to which the npoCoX^ was applieil

were complaints against magistrates for official

misconduct or oppression ; against those public i'^

formers and mischief-makers who were called avK:~
<l>uvTaL ; against those who outraged public decency
at the religious festivals ; and against all such as,
by evil practices, exhibited disaffection to the state.*

With respect to magistrates,^ Schomann thinks
that the ivpoOolai could only be brought against
them at those eKixEipoToviai. which were held at
the first Kvpia eKKXr,aia in eyery Prytanea, when the
people inquired into the conduct of magistrates,
with a view to continue them in office or depose
them, according to their deserts. An example of
magistrates being so deposed occurs in Demosth., c.

Theocr., 1330. The people (says Schomann) could
not proceed to the enixeipoTovia except on the com-
plaint {KpoSoXij) of some individual ; the deposed
magistrate was afterward brought to trial, if the
accuser thought proper to prosecute the matter far-

ther. There appears, however, to be no authority
for limiting the Kpotolai against magistrates to
these particular occasions ; and other writers have
not agreed with Schomann on this point.*

An example of a npoOoyJi against sycophants is

that which the people, discovering too late their

error in putting to death the generals who gained
the battle of Arginusae, directed to be brought
against their accusers.' Another occurs in Lysias,*

where the words avTSkfjfJSTiv unavrcg koI ev tu Stjh<^

Kal iv ri) 6cKaaTTjpi(i} avKo<j>avTla(; Kareyvurc, describe
the course of proceeding in this method of prosecu-
tion.'

Those who worked the public mines clandestine-

ly, and those who were guilty of peculation or em-
bezzlement of the public money, were liable to a
TTpoCoXi}. A case of embezzlement is referred to

by Demosthenes, c. Mid., 584.*

But the npo6o?i7J which has become most cele-

brated, owing to the speech of Demosthenes against

Midias, is that which was brought for misbehaviour
at public festivals. We learn from the laws cited

in that speech,' that irpodo'Aai were enjoined against

any persons who, at the Dionysian, Thargelian, or

Eleusinian festival (and the same enactment was
probably extended to other festivals), had been
guilty of such an offence as would fall within the

description ofuTiCeta nepl eoprf/v. A riot or disturb-

ance during the ceremony, an assault, or other

gross insult or outrage, committed upon any of the

performers or spectators of the games, whether cit-

izen or foreigner, and even upon a slave, much
more upon a magistrate or officer engaged in super-

intending tbe performance ; an attempt to imprison

by legal process, and even a levying of execution

upon the goods of a debtor during the continuance

of the festival, was held to be a profanation of its

sanctity, and to subject the offender to the penalties

of these statutes. For any such offence complaint

was to be made to the prytanes (t. e., the proedri),

who were to bring forward the charge at an assem-

bly to be held soon after the festival in the theatre

1. (Plainer, Proc. und Kl., i , 382.)—2. (Harpocr. and Sui-

das, s. V. KaraxcipoTovia.—Pollux, Onom., viii., 46.—.iEsc.h., D«
Fals. Leg., 47.—lsocr.,fft/)i avTiS-, 344, ed. Steph.)—3. (De ( c-

mit., 231.)—4. (Plainer, Proc. und Kl , i., 385.—Meier, Alt

Proc., 273.)—5. (Xen.,Hell., i.,7, O 39.)—0. (c. Agorat., 135, ed

Steph.)-7. (Schom., De Com., 234.)—8. (Schiim., 1. c- Pl»«

nor, Proc. und Kl., i., 381.)-9. (517, 518, 571.)
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•f Bacchus. The defendant was to be produced
before the assembly. Both parties were heard, and
then the people proceeded to vote by show of hands,

lliose who voted in favour of the prosecution were
said KaraxcipoTovdv^ fJiose who were against it

I'lTrox^ipoTovetv. The complainant was said npo-

CuXkeadai rdv udiKoi'VTa, and the people, if they con-
demned him, KpoKarayvovvai.^

Some difficulty has arisen in explaining the fol-

(jwing words in the law above referred to: rug

•fpoCoXuf napadtdoTuaav daai dv fir) iKTerta^evai uaiv.

Platner* and Schomann' suppose that by these
w ords the prytanes are commanded to bring before
the people those complaints for which satisfaction

has not been made by the offender to the prosecu-

tor ; and, to show that a compromise would be le-

gal, Platner refers to Demosthenes, c. Mtd., 563,

583 ; to which we may add the circumstance that

Demosthenes is said to have compron>:sed his
charge against Midias for a sum of money. Meier*
explains it thus: that the prytanes (or, rather, the
proedri) were to bring before the people all the
vpoBoXai, except those of a trifling character, for

which they were themselves empowered to impose
a fine. (As to the powp' of fining, see Alt. Proc.,

34.) If we suppose the fc,omplaint to take the name
o(npo6o?.7J upon its b" -ig presented to the proedri,

the expression kKTeriofiivj] npoCuX^ will cause no
difficulty ; for as SIktiv riveiv signifies to pay the
damages awarded in an action, so KpoOo'Xrjv riveiv

may signify to pay the fine imposed by the magis-
trates before whom the charge was brought ; and
TTpodoXr/v is not used improperly for enidoX^v, any
more than dtKtjv is for Tifirifia in the other case.

Perhaps there is more force in another objection

urged by Platner, viz., that (according to this inter-

pretation) the not bringing the case before the as-

sembly is made to depend on the non-payment, and
not (as might have been expected) on the imposition

of the fine.

The people having given their sentence for the
prosecution, the case was to be brought into the
court of helisea. In certain cases of a serious na-
ture, the defendant might be required to give bail

for his appearance or (in default thereof) go to

prison.* The persons on whom devolved the r/ye-

uovia itKaarrjpiov were, according to Pollux,* the
thesmothetiE. Meier' thinks this would depend
on the nature of the case, and that, upon a charge
for the profanation of a festival, the cognizance
would belong to such of the three superior archons
as had the superintendence thereof. This would
no doubt) follow from the ordinary principles of
Athenian jurisprudence ; but it may be conceived
that the extraordinary nature of the complaint by
irpoSoltj might take it out of the common course of
practice.* The dicasts had to pronounce their

verdict on the guilt of the party, and to assess the
penalty, which might be death, or only a pecuniary
fine, according to their discretion. The trial (it

seems) was attended with no risk to the prosecutor,
who was considered to proceed under the authority
of the popular decree.*

PIIOBOULEUMA. {Vid. Bohlk, p. 168, 169.)

PROBOULOI {Tzp66ov7Mi), a name applicable to

any persons who are appointed to consult or take
measures for the benefit of the people. Thus the
delegates who were sent by the twelve Ionian cities

to attend tlie Panionian council, and deliberate on
the affairs of the confederacy, were called np66ov-

^.oi.^' So were the deputies sent by the several
Greek states to attend the congress at the Isthmus,

1. (Denioslh., c. Mid., 578, 383, 586.)— 3. (Proc. and Kl., i.,

J04.)—3. (De Cora., 238.)—4. (Att. Proc., 275.)—5. (Meier, Alt.
Proc., 276.) — 6. (viii, 87.)—7. (I.e.)— 8. (Platner, 383.) — 9.

(Moier Alt. Proc., 277.)— 10. (Herod., vi., 7.)

on the occasion of the secono i ersian invasion ;-

and also the envoys wjjom the Greeks agreed lo

send annually to Plataea.* The word is also used,

like vofio<jni^aKic, to denote an oligarchical body, in

whom the government of a state was vested, or
who at least exercised a controlling power over the
senate and popular assemblies. Such were the
sixty senators of Cnidus ; and a similar body ap-

pears to have existed at Megara, where, although
democracy prevailed at an earlier period, the gov-

ernment became oligarchical before the beginning
of the Peloponnesian war.' A body of men called

np66ov}.oi were appointed at Athens, after the end
of the Sicilian war, to act as a committee of public

safety. Thucydidcs* calls them upxr/v riva irpea-

Cvrepuv uvdpuv, olrtvE); nepl tuv napovTotv (if uv Kai-

poc y -KpoiovXEvaovai. They were ten in number.*
Whether their appointment arose out of any con-

certed plan for overturning the constitution, is

doubtful. The ostensible object, at least, was differ-

ent ; and the measures which they took for defend-

ing their country and prosecuting the war appear
to have been prudent and vigorous. Their author-

ity did not last much longer than a year ; for a year
and a half afterward Pisander and his colleagues

established the council of Four Hundred, by which
the democracy was overthrown.* The first step

which had been taken by Pisander and his party

was to procure the election of a body of men called

^vyypa<pcl^ avTOKparopec, who were to draw up a

plan, to be submitted to the people, for remodelling

the constitution. Thucydides says they were ten in

number. Harpocration' . ites Androtion and Phi-

lochorus as having stated that thirty were chosen,
and adds, 'O 6s QovKviHrig tuv dina kfivrifidvevae

fiovov TUV irpo6ov^uv. This and the language of
Suidas* have led Schomann to conjecture that, the
Trp66ov?ioi were elected as avyypa^etc, and twenty
more persons associated with them, making in aU
the thirty mentioned by Androtion and Philocho-

rus.* Others have thought tj^at the avyypatpelc of
Thucydides have been confounded by grammarians
with the thirty tyrants, who were first chosen o'l

Tov^ narpiovg vofiovc avyypu^iuai xaG" ovg iro?ATeii-

(Tov(7£.'* These Athenian TrpofiovXot are alluded to

by Aristophanes in the Lysistrata,^^ which was act-

ed the year after the Sicilian defeat, and by Lysias,

c. Eratosth., 126, ed. Steph.

PROCHEIROTON'IA {TrpoxtipvToi la.) {Vid.

BouLE, p. 169)

PROCLE'SIS {TrpoKXijaig.) {Vid. Diaitetai, p.

353, 354.)

PROCONSUL is an officer who acts in the place
of a consul witliout holding the office of consul
itself; though the proconsul was generally one who
had held the office of consiU, so that the proconsul-

ship was a continuation, though a modified one, of
the consulship. The first time that we meet with
a consul whose imperium was prolonged after the
year of his consulship, is at the commencement of

the second Samnite war, at the end of the consular
year 327 B.C., when it was thought advisable to

prolong the imperium {imperium prorogare) of Q.
Publilius Philo, whose return to Rome would have
been followed by the loss of most of the advantages
that had been gained in his campaign.'* The pow-
er of proconsul was conferred by a senatus consul-
turn and plebiscitum, and was nearly equal to that
of a regular consul, for he had the iniperium and ju-

I. (Herod., vii., 172.)—2. (Plutarch, Arist., 21.)— 3. (Ari»U>t.,

Pol., iv., 12, 8.—Id., vi., 5, 13. — Muller, Dor., lii., 9, () 10.—
Wachsuiuth, Alterth., I., ii., 91.—Schumann, Antlq. J'jr. Publ.,
82.)—4. (viii., 1.)—5. (Suidas, s. v. IIp<i«ouAo(.)— 6. (Thucyd.
viii., 67.—Wachsmuth, I., ii., 197.)— 7. (». v. ZvY}paificis.)--9.

(•. V. np<f«ouAo«.>-9. (Ant. Jur. Pobl., 181.)— 10. (Xun., H«.|

3, 4 2.—Oailorad Thucyd., viii., 67.)—11. (v., 467.)—12 (Li»
Tiii., 23. 20 )
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liBdictio, but it diflered inasmuch as it did not ex-

lend over tiie city and its immediate vicinity (see

Niebuhr, Rom. Gesch., iii., p. 214, who mfers it from

Gains, iv., 104, 105), and was conferred without the

auspicia by a mere decree of the senate and peo-

ple, and not in the comitia for elections.* Hence,

whenever a proconsul led his army back to Rome
for the purpose of holding a triumph, the imperium

(in urbe) was especially granted to him by the peo-

ple, which was, of course, not necessary when a

consul triumphed during the year of his office.

Livy,' it is true, mentions men appointed with pro-

consular power at a much earlier period than the

time of Publilius Philo ; but there is this difference,

that in this earlier instance the proconsular power

is not an imperium prorogatum, but a fresh appoint-

ment as coiiimander of the reserve, and Niebuhr'

justly remarks that Livy here probably applies the

phraseology of a much later time to the commander
of the reserve ; and this is the more probable, as

Dionysius* speaks of this uvnarpaTriyoc as having

been appointed by the consuls. Nineteen years

after the proconsulship of Publilius Philo, 308 B.C.,

Livy* relates that the senate alone, and without a

plebiscitum, prolonged the imperium of the consul

Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus ; but it is manifest

that here again Livy transfers a later institution to

a time when it did not yet exist ; for it was only by

the lex Msenia (236 B.C.) that the senate obtained

the right to prolong the imperium.

When the number of Roman provinces had be-

come great, it was customary for the consuls, who
during the latter period of the Republic spent the

year of their consulship at Rome, to undertake at

its close the conduct of a war in a province, or its

peaceful administration.' There are some extra-

ordinary cases on record in which a man obtained

a province with the title of proconsul without hav-

ing held the consulship before. The first case of

this kind occurred in B.C. 211, when young P. Cor-

nelius Scipio was created proconsul of Spain in the

comitia centuriata.^ During the last period of the

Republic such cases occurred more frequently.*

Respecting the powers and jurisdiction of the pro-

consuls in the provinces, see Provincia.

After the administration of the Empire was new-

ly regulated by Constantine, parts of certain dio-

ceses were under the administration of proconsuls.

Thus a part of the diocese of Asia, called Asia in a

narrower sense, Achaia in the diocese of Mace-
donia, and the consular province in the diocese of

Africa, were governed by proconsuls.

'

PROCURA'TOR is the person who has the man-
agement of any business committed to him by an-

other. Thus it is applied to a person who main-
tains or defends an action on behalf of another, or,

as we should say, an attorney {vid. Actio, p. 19)

:

to a steward in a family {vid. C.4lcul.a.tor) : to an
officer in the provinces belonging to the Caesar,

who attended to the duties discharged by the quaes-

tor in the other provinces (vid. Pkovincia) : to an
officer engaged in the administration of the fiscus

(vid. Fiscus, p. 444) ; and to various other officers

under the Empire.
PRODrGIUM, in its widest acceptation, denotes

any sign by which the gods indicated to men a future

event, whether good or evil, and thus includes omens
and auguries of every description." It is, however,
generally employed m a more restricted sense to

signify some strange incident or wonderful appear-

ance, which was supposed to herald the approach of

misfortune, and happened under such circunistancei

as to announce that the calamity was impending

over a whole community or nation rather than

private individuals. The word may be considered

synonymous with ostentum, monslrum, porlentum
" Quia enim ostendunt, portendiint, monstrant, pra-

dicunt; oslenta, portenla, monslra, prodigia dicun-

tur."^ It should be observed, however, ttat pro

digium must be derived from ago, and not from dico,

as Cicero would have it.

Since prodigies were viewed as direct manifesta-

tions of the wrath of heaven, and warnings of

coming vengeance, it was believed that this wratli

might be appeased, and, consequently, this ven-

geance averted, by prayers and sacrifices duly offer-

ed to the offended powers. This being a matter

which deeply concerned the public welfare, the

necessary rites were in ancient times regularly

performed, under the direction of the pontifices, by
the consuls before they left the city, the solemni-

ties being called procuralio prodigiorum. Although,

from the very nature of the occurrences, it was im-

possible to anticipate and provide for every con-

tingency, we have reason to know that rules for

expiation, applicable to a great variety of cases,

were laid down in the Ostentaria, the Lihri Ritualcs,

and otlier sacred books of the Etrurians," with the

contents of which the Roman priests were well &<>

quainted ; and when the prodigy was of a very ter-

rible or unprecedented nature, it was usual to seek

counsel from some renowned Tuscan seer, from
the Sibylline books, or even from the Delphic ora-

cle. Prodigies were frequently suffered to pass

unheeded when they were considered to have no
direct reference to public affairs, as, for example,

when the marvel reported had been observed in a
private ma^ision or in some town not closely con-

nected with Rome, and in this case it was said mom

suscipi, but a regular record of the more important

was carefully preserved in the Annals, as may be

seen from the numerous details dispersed through-

out the extant books of Livy.' For an interesting

essay on the illustrations of Natural History to be

derived from the records of ancient prodigies, see

Heyne, Opusc. Acad., iii., p. 198, 255.

PRODOSTA (Trpodoaia). Under this term was
included not only every species of treason, but also

every such crime as (in the opinion of the Greeks)

would amount to a betraying or desertion of the in-

terests of a man's country. The highest sort of

treason was the attempt to establisli a despotism

(rvpavvig) or to subvert the constitution (KaraXveiv

rrjv KoT.iTtiav), and in democracies KaraXvtEV rov

6^/xov or TO Tflf/dog. Other kinds of treason were

a secret correspondence with a foreign enemy ; a

betraying of an important trust, such as a fleet,

army, or fortress ; a desertion of post ; a disobe-

dience of orders, or any other act of treachery or

breach of duty in the public service.* It would be

a betrayal of the state to delude the people by false

intelligence or promises, or to disobey any special

decree, such as that (for instance) which prohibited

the exportation of arms or naval stores to Philip,

and that which (after Philip had taken possession

of Phocis) forbade Athenian citizens to pass the

night out of the city.* But not only would overt

acts of disobedience or treachery amount to the

crime of irpodoaia, but also the neglect to perform

those active duties which the Greeks in general ex-

1. (Liv., ii., 42.—Id., i., 22.—Id., xxxii., 28.—Id., utiv., 13.)

—2. (iii., 4.)—3. (Hitt. of Rome, ii., p. 123 )—4. (ix., 12.)—5.
(ix.,42.)—6. (Cic, De Nat. Daor., ii., 3.—Liv., xx.tiii., 25.—Cio.

ad Fam., viii., 5, 13.)—7. (Liv., xxvi., 18.)—8. (Plut., .«mil

Paul., 4.—Cic, Ue Leg., i., 20.)—9. (Walter, Gesch. de» R5in
Rechts. p. 382, &c.)—10 (Vir?., JEa., v., 638.—Sorv. ad loc

Pliu., U. N., xi., 37.—Cic. in VeiT., II., iv., 49.)

AlO

1. (Cic, De Div., i., 42.)—2. fCic, De Div., i., 33.--MulIer,

Etrusker, i., p. 33, 3fi, 343; ii., 30, 99, 122, 131, 146, 337.)-3

(See Liv., ii., 42; iii"., 10; xxiv., 44; xxxvii., 3; xliii., 13.—

MuUer, Die Etrusker, li., p. 191.—Hartung, Die Re.igion dei

RSmer, i., p. 96.)—4. (Deinosth., Pro Cor., 242.—Id., c. Lept.

481.— Id., c Timocr., 745.—Id., c. Timoth., 1204.—Id., Pro Cor

Trierarch., 1230.-Lys., c. Agor., 130, 131, ed. Steph --Lyc_urg.

c. Leocr., 155, ed. Steph.)—5. (Demosth., c. Lept., 487, 498 -

Id., Pro Cor., 238.—Id., De Fal». Leg , 43? )
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peCfei;d of every good citizen. Cowardice in battle

(SeiXia) would tie an instance of this kind ; so

would any breach of the oath taken by the 1<^ti6oi

at Athens, or any line of conduct for which a
charge of disaffection to the people {fiiandrifiia)

might be successfully maintained.* Tlius we find

persons, whose offence was the propounding uncon-
stitutional laws, or advising bad measures, or the

like, charged by their political opponents with an
attempt to overthrow the constitution.* Of the
facility with which such charges might be made at

Athens, especially in times of political excitrjment,

when the most eminent citizens were liable to be
suspected of plots against the state, history affords

abundant proof; and Greek history, no loss than
modern, shows the danger of leaving the crime of
treason undefined by the law, and to be interpreted

by judges.' One of the most remarkable trials

for constructive treason at Athens was that of Leoc-
rates, who lefl the city afler the defeat at Chae-

ronea, and was prosecuted Ijy Lycurgus for deser-
tion of his country. The speech of Lycurgus is

preserved to us, and is a good specimen of his elo-

quence. The facts of the case are stated in p. 150,

ed. Steph. The nature of the charge may be seen
from various expressions of the orator, such as
npodovc roiif veug koI tu idrj /cat raf kv Toig vo/ioig

T)t'(Tmf (147), fit/ j3oti0ijaag toi^ narpioig iepolg, tyKara-
XtKuv TT/v ttoXlv (148), ow (TVfi6e6?.T]fiivog ov6h> e'lQ

TTjv TijQ TToAccjf (7UT7)plav (153), <j>evyuv tov VTzep rf/^

rarpidog Kivdvvov (154), and the like. The defence
of the accused was, that he did not leave Athens
w^ith a traitorous intention {ent npodoaiq), but for

the purposes of trade (eTr: ifinopig).*

The ordinary method of proceeding against those
who W'ere accused of treason or treasonable prac-

tices was by EiaayyeXia, as in the case of Leocrates.*
In some cases a ypaiprj might be laid before the thes-

mothetae.* We read of an old law, by which the
jurisdiction in trials for high treason was given to

the archon ^aaiXevg.'' But it could hardly be ex-
pected that in a Greek city state offences would
always be prosecuted according to the forms of law

;

and we find various instances in which magistrates,

generals, and others, took a summary method for

bringing traitors and conspirators to justice. Thus
a certain person, named Antiphon, who had prom-
ised Philip to burn the Athenian arsenal, was seized
by the council of Areopagus, and afterward put to

the torture and condemned to death by the people.*

As to the power of the Areopagus, see farther Ly-
curgus, c. Lcoc., 154. The people in assembly might,
of course, direct any extraordinary measures to be
taken against suspected persons, as they did in the
affair of the Hermes busts,' and by their ipr/(piafxa

might supersede even the form of a trial. So fear-

ful were the Athenians of any attempt to establish

a tyranny or an oligarchy, that any person who con-
spired for such purpose, or any person who held an
office under a government which had overthrown
the constitution, might be slain with impunity.
Every citizen, indeed, was under an obligation to

kill such a person, and for so doing was entitled by
law to honours and rewards."
The regular punishment appointed by the law for

most kinds of treason appears to have been death,"

1. (Xen., Cyrop., vi., 4, 14; 3, STT.—Eurip., PhoBniwi., 1003.
— Andoc., c. Alcib., 30, ed. Steph.—Lycurg., c. Leocr , 157, ed.

Steph.—Demo«th., Pro Cor., 242.)—2. (Denioslh., ircfi cuvral.,
iro.—^»ch., c. Timarch., 1.—Id., c. Ctes., 82, ed. Steph.~.Ly8.,
Pro Polyst., 159, ed. Steph.)— 3. (Aristoph., Eq., 236, 475, 868.
—Vesp., 483, 953.—VVachsmuth, Hell. Alt., I., li., 154 ; U., i.,

178.)—-4. (See Argument, and p. 155.)—5. (Pollux, Onom., viii.,

S2.)—6. (Deinosth.,c. Steph., 1137.)—7. (Meier, Att. Proc., 50.)

—8. (Uemosth., Pro Cor., 271.—jEsch., c. Ctes., 89, ed. Steph.)
—9. (Thucyd., vi., 60, 61.)— 10. (Andoc., Ue Myst., 12, 13, ed.

Steph.— Lya., ^tjit. KaraX. iito\., 172, ed. Steph.) — 11. (Xen.,
Hellen.. i., 7, ^ 23.—Demusth., Pro Cor., 238.—Lycurg., c. Leocr.,

148, 152, ed. Stepb.)

which, no doub. might he mitigated by decree of
the people, as in the case of Miltiades' and man>
others. The less heinous kinds of npodoaia were
probably punished at the discretion of the court
which tried them.' The goods of traitors who
suffered death were confiscated, and their houses
razed to the ground ; nor were they permitted to
be buried in the country, but had their bodies ca.*!!

out in some place on the confines of Attica and
Megara. Therefore it was that the bones of The-
mistocles, who had been condemned for treason,
were brought over and buried secretly by his
fi-iends.' The posterity of a traitor became uu/iot,

and those of a tyrant were liable to share the fato
of their ancestor.* T/aitors might be proceeded
against even afler their death, as we have seen
done in modern times. Thus the Athenians re-
solved to prosecute Phrynichus, who had been
most active in setting up the oligarchy of the Four
Hundred (rdv vcKpov kp'h>eiv npodoaiai), and also to
subject his defenders to the punishment of traitors

in case of a conviction. This was done. Judgment
of treason was passed against Phrynichus. His
bones were dug up, and • ast out of Attica ; his de-
fenders put to death ; and his murderers honoured
with the freedom of the ci /.*

nP0A0S'lA2 rPA*H {irpodomag ypa^^). (Vid.

Prodosia.)
PROEDRI. (Vid. BouLE, p. 168, 170.)

PROEDROSTA or PROEDROS'IAI {Trpon^pdma
and nporidpoaiai) were sacrifices (or, according to

other writers, a festival) offered to Demeter at the
time when the seeds were sown, for the purpose of
obtaining a plentiful harvest.* According to Suidas,
the Athenians performed this sacrifice in 01. 5, ou
behalf of all the Greeks ; but from all the other ac-
counts it would appear that the Athenians did so
at all times, and that the instance mentioned by
Suidas is only the first time that proedrosia were
offered by the Athenians for all the Greeks. They
are said to have been instituted on the command of
some oracle, at a time when all the world was suffer-

ing from scarcity or from the plague.'

PROEIS'PHORA {irpoeia^opu). ( Vid. Eisphora,
p. 392.)

nPOEI2*OPA2 AIKH {Kpoeia^opug 6lkjj), an ac-

tion brought by a member of a symmoria, to re-

cover a rate paid on account of another. The sym-
moriae being so arranged that three hundred of the

richest men were selected to fo^m a superior board,

responsible to the state in the first instance for the
collection of a property tax, the people passed a
decree, in case of need, commanding them to paj

the whole tax in advance. These then were en-

titled to be reimbursed by the remaining nine hun-
dred of the symmoriae, and each of them probably

had a certain number assigned to him by the strat-

egi for that purpose, against whom he might
bring actions for contribution according to their re-

spective assessments. To recover money so ad-

vanced was called npoetaipopuv KOfiil^eaOai* This
cause, like others relating to the property tax and
the trierarchy, belonged to the jurisdiction of the
strategi.'

PROELLVLES dies. {Vid. Dies, p. 362.)

PROFESTI DIES. {Vid. Dies, p. 362.)

PROGAMEIA. {Vid. Markiaoe, Greek, page
619.)

1. (Herod., vi., 136.)—2. (Democth., c. Timocr., 740.—Id., c
Theocr., 1344.)—3. (Thucyd., i., 138.)—4. (Meursiu.i, Them.
Att., ii., 2, 15.— Plainer, Proc. und Klag, ii., b2.— Meier, AU,
Proc., 341, De bon Damn., 11-13, 136.)—5. (Thucyd., \iii., 92.—
Lysias, c. Agor., 136.— Lycurg., c. Leocr., 164, ed. Steph.)—6.

(Suidas.—Hesych.—Ktvmol. Mag., s. v.—Arrian in Epict., iii..,

21.)— 7. (Suid., 8. V. E((>£aia)vi;.—Compare Lycurg., Fragm., e
Menei.)— 8. (Demosth.. c. Pantisn., 977.—Id., c. Phaenipp

1046.—Id., c. Polycl.. 1208.)—9. (IWckh, Staatsh. der Ath., li

70, 71.—Meier, Att. Proc., 107, 550.)
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PROIX (irpoif)- (.Vid- Doa, Greek.)

PRO-iETA'llII. (Vid.CAPVT.)

PROMETHEI'A (nponT/deia), a festival celebra-

ted at Athens in honour of Prometheus.* Tlie

time at which it was solemnized is not know^n, but

it was one of the five Attic festivals which were
held with a torch-race in the Ceramicus" (compare

liAMPADEPHORiA), for whicli thc gyuinasiarch had

to supply the youths from the gymnasia. Prome-

theus himself was believed to have instituted this

torch-race, whence he was called the torch-bearer.*

llie torch-race of the Prometheia commenced at

the so-called altar of Prometheus in the Academia,*

or in the Ceramicus, and thence the youths with

their torches raced to the city.*

PROMISSOR. (Vid. Obligationes, p. 673.)

PROMULSIS. ( Vid. Ccena, p. 275.)

PRO'NUB.'E, PRO'NUBI. ( Vid. Marriage, Ro-

man, p. G25.)

PROPNIGE'UM. {Vid. Baths, p. 151.)

PROPRIETOR. {Vid. Provincia.)

PROPRI'ETaS. {Vul. Dominium.)
PROQU^STOR. {Vid. QvjESTOR.)

PRORA. (Ft(«. Ships.)

PROSCE'NIUM. {Vid. Theatrum.)
PROSCLE'SIS {7vp6aKAT}aig). {Vtd. Dice, p. 358.)

PROSCRIPTIO. The verb proscribcre properly

signifies to exhibit a thing for sale by means of a

bill or advertisement : in this sense it occurs in a

great many passages. But in the time of Sulla it

assumed a very different meaning, for he applied it

to a measure of his own invention,* namely, to the

sale of the property of those who were put to death

at his command, and who were themselves called

proscripti. Towards the end of the year 82 B.C.,

Sulla, after his return from Prajneste, declared be-

^re the assembly of the people that he would im-

rove their condition, and punish severely all those

who had supported the party of Marius.' The
people appear tacitly to have conceded to him all

the power which he wanted for the execution of his

design, for the lex Cornelia de Proscriptione et Pro-

scriptis was sanctioned afterward, when he was
made dictator.* This law, which was proposed by

the interrex L. Valerius Flaccus at the command of

Sulla, is sometimes called lex Cornelia* and some-
times lex Valeria. Cicero*' pretends not to know
whether he should call it a lex Cornelia or Valeria."

Sulla drew up a list of the persons whom he
wished to be killed, and this list was exhibited in

the Forum to public inspection. Every person con-

tained in it was an outlaw, who might be killed by
any one who met him with impunity, even by his

slaves and his nearest relatives. All his property

was taken and publicly sold. It may naturally be
supposed that such property was sold at a very low
price, and was in most cases purchased by the

friends and favourites of Sulla ; in some instances,

only part of the price was paid at which it had been
purchased.** The property of those who had fallen

in the ranks of his enemies was sold in the same
manner.** Those who killed a proscribed person, or

gave notice of his place of concealment, received
two talents as a reward ; and whoever concealed
or gave shelter to a proscribed, was punished with
death.** But this was not all ; the proscription was
regarded as a corruption of blood, and, conseijuent-

1. (Xen., De Rep. Ath., 3, 1) 4.—Ilarpocrat., s. v. Aa/Jtirdi.)—
2. (Harpocrat., I. c—Scliul. ad Aristoph., Ran., 131.)—3. (Hy-

gin.. Poet. Astron., ii., 15.—Eurip., PhaJiiiss., 1139.—Philostr.,

Vit. Soph., ii., 20.)—4. (Paus., i., 30, 1) 2.)—5. (Welcker, ^schyl.
Tnlog., p. 120, &c.)— 6. (Veil. Paterc, ii., 28.)—7. (Appian,

Bell. Civ., i., 95.)—8, (Cic;., De Le^., i., I5.-Id., De Leg. Agr.,

lii., 2, &c.—Appian, Bell. Civ., i., 98.)-9. (Cic. inVerr., i.,47.)

— 10. (Pro Rose. Amcr., 43.)— 11. (Compare Schol. Gronov., p.

435, ed. Orelh.) — 12. (Salhist, Fragm., p. 238, ed. Gerlach.) —
13. (Cir... Pro Rose. Amer., 43.)—14. (Cic. in Verr., i., 47.—
Plut., Suli , 31.—Suet., Jul., 11.)

HI2

ly, the sons and grandsons of prose ribed persom
were forever excluded from all public offices.'

After this example of a proscription had once
been set, it was readily adopted by those ia power
during the civil commotions of subsequent years.
This was the case during the triumvirate of Anto-
nius, Caesar, and Lepidus (43 B.C.). Their pro-

scription was not less formidable than that of Sulla,

for 2000 equites and 300 senators are said to have
been murdered.*
PROSECUTO'RIA ACTIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 17.)

PROSTIME'MA {TrpoaTc/irifia). {Vid. Timema.)
PROST'ATES {TzpoaTurtii). {Vid. Libertus,

Greek; Metoikoi.)
nPOST'ATHS TOY AH'MOT {npoaTuTVi tov dv-

/xov), a leader of the people, denoted at Athens and
in other dcmocratical states a person who by his

character and eloquence placed himself at the head
of the people, and whose opinion had the greatest
sway among them :' such was Pericles. It appears,
however, that irpoaTUTT/c tov dr/fiov was also the
title of a public officer in some Doric slates.*

PROTH'ESIS {Trpodemg). {Vid. Fcnus, p. 456.)

PROTHES'MIA {npodeofiia), the term limited lor

bringing actions and prosecutions at Athens. In

all systems of jurisprudence some limitation of this

sort has been prescribed, for the sake of quieting

possession, and affording security against vexatious
litigation. The Athenian expression npotiiofiiac

vofiog corresponds to our statute of limitations . The
time for commencing actions to recover debts or

compensation for injuries appears to have been lim-

ited to live years at Athens. Toif udiKov/dvoig 6

26/l(jv Tu nevrs err} iKavbv TjyTjaaT' elvai elaTrpd^aa-

6ai.^ Inheritance-causes stood on a peculiar foot-

ing. When an estate had been adjudged to a party,

he was still liable to an action at the suit of a new
claimant for the whole period of his life, and his

heir for five years afterward. This arose from the

anxiety of the Athenians to transmit inheritances in

the regular line of succession. {Vtd. Heres, Greek.)
The liability of bail continued only for a year {kyyvai

ensreioi r/aav), and, of course, no proceeding could
be taken against them after the expiration of the
year.* It is doubtful whether any period was pre-

scribed for bringing criminal prosecutions, at least

for offences of the more serious kind, though, of

course, there would be an indisposition in the jury
to convict if a long time had elapsed since the of-

fence was committed.^ Certain cases, however,
must be excepted. The ypa^v irapavofiuv could

only be brought within a year after the propounding
of the law ;* and the evQvvai against magistrates

were limited to a certain period, according to Pol-

lux.' Amnesties or pardons, granted by special

decrees of the people, scarcely belong to this sub-

ject.** The term npoOea/iia is applied also to the

time which was allowed to a defendant for paying

damages, after the expiration of which, if he had
not paid them, he was called i/irepi'ifiepog, vnepTrpo-

deanog, or cKitpodeafiog.'^^

PROTHYRA {-xpodvpa). {Vid. House, Greek,
p. 514.)

PROTRYGTA (npoTpvyia), a festival celebrated

in honour of Dionysus, surnamed Protryges. and of

Poseidon.** The origin and mode of celebration of

1. (Plut., 1. c- Veil. Paterc., ii., 28.—Quintll., xi., 1, 85.)—

S

(Appian, Boll. Civ., iv., 5.—Veil. Paterc., ii., 66.—Suet., Octav.

27.—Liv., Epit., lib. 120.)—3. (Plato, Rep., viii., p. 565, c.)—

4

(.Miiller, Dor., iii., 9, () 1. —Waehsmuth, i., 2, p. 435, &c. — G
C. Mailer, De Corcyr. Repub., p. 49. — K. F. Hermann, Lehr
buch, &c., « 69, 3, 4.)—5. (Demosth., Pro Phonn., 952.— Id., p

Naiisim., 989. — Harpocrat., s. v. X\t)oOtaitiai vifioi.) —6. jDo-
mosth., c. Apatur., 001.)—7. (Lys., c. Simon., 98.—Ilrpi tov atf

Kov, 109 ; e. Agor., 137, ed. Steph.)—8. (napav6iiu)v ypdi^/), anc

SchSm., De Comit., 278.) — 9. (Onom., vni., 45.) — 10. (Tid

Mach., c. Timarch., 6, ed. Steph.)—11. (Meier, Alt. Proc., 63«V
746.)— 13. (Hesych., s. v.—iElian, V. H., iii., 41.)
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thu festival at Tyre are described by Achilles Ta-
tius

'

PROVIN'CIA. The original meaning of this

word seems to be "a duly" or "matter intrusted

to a jMJrson," as we see in various passages ; though

some writers, apparently not correctly, consider

this sense of " provincia" to be derived from that

ordinary acceptation of it which will presently be

mentioned. The etymology appears to be uncer-

tain ; but, if the usual orthography be correct, it is

difficult to assign any other meaning to the verb

than to '• push Ibrward," to " drive before one," and
m this sense provincia is the commission which a

Roman general received to drive the enemy from

the Roman state.* But this sense of the word, if

it was the original one, became changed in the

course of time, or perhaps it received additions to

its meaning. Thus, for instance, in the age of

Cicero, provincia denoted a part of the Roman do-

minion beyond Italy which had a regular organiza-

tion and was under Roman administration. This
is the ordinary sense of the word, that of a foreign

territory in a certain relation of subordination to

Rome. It is clear, however, from Livy,* that the

word was also used, before the establishment of

any provincial governments, to denote a district or

enemy's country which was assigned to a general

as the field of his operations ; a circumstance which
confirms the correctness of the primary meaning of

the word, as above explained.

The Roman state, in its complete development,

consisted of two parts with a distinct organization,

Italia and the provinciae. There were no provin-

ciae in this sense of the word till the Romans had
extended their conquests beyond Italy ; and Sicily*

was the first country that was made a Roman prov-

ince : Sardinia was made a province B.C. 235. The
Roman province of Gallia Ulterior in the time of

Caesar was sometimes designated simply by the

term provincia,* a name which has been perpetuated

in the modern Provence.

A conquered country received its provincial or-

ganization either from the Roman commander,
whose acts required the approval of the senate, or

the government was organized by the commander
and a body of commissioners appointed by the sen-

ate out of their own number. The mode of dealing

with a conquered country was not uniform. When
constituted a provincia, it did not become to all pur-

poses an integral part of the Roman state ; it

retained its national existence, though it lost its

sovereignty. The organization of Sicily was com-
pleted by P. Rupilius, with the aid of ten legates,

and his constitution is sometimes referred to under
the name of leges Rupiliae. (Kiirf. Lex, p. 585.) The
island was formed into two districts, with Syracuse
for the chief town of the eastern, and Lilybaeum of

the western district : the whole island was admin-
istered by a governor annually sent from Rome.
He was assisted by two quaestors, and was accom-
panied by a train of praecones, scribae, haruspices,

and other persons, who formed his cohors. The
ijusestors received from the Roman aerarium the

necessary sums for the administration of the island,

and they also collected the taxes, except those

which were farmed by the censors at Rome. One
quaestor resided at Lilybaeum, and the other with

the governor or praetor at Syracuse. The governor

could dismiss the quaestors from the province if

they did not conform to his orders, and could appoint

legati to do their duties. The whole island was not

treated exactly in the same way. Seventeen con-

quered towns forfeited their land, which was re-

I. (ii., init.)—3. (GdttlinK, Oeich. der Rflm. Staatsv., p. 413.)
—y (li., 40 ; iii., 2.)—4 (Cic. in Verr., II., li.)—5. (C»»., Bell.

MaU., i., 1, 7, &e.)

Stored on condition of the payment of the Jecimfi'

and the scriptura. But this restoration must noi

be understood as meaning that the ownership of

the land was restored, for the Roman stale became
the owner of the land, and the occupiers had at

most a possessio. These taxes or dues were let to

farm by the censors at Rome. Three cities, Mes-
sana, Tauromenium, and Netum, were made foeder-

atae civitates, and retained their land. The duties

of foederatae civitates towards the Roman stale arc

explained in another place. {Vid. FcEDKRATiE Civ-

itates.) Five other cities, among which were
Panormus and Segesta, were libera; et immunes,
that is, they paid no decimae ; but it does not appeal

whether they were free from the burdens to which
the foederatae civitates, as such, were subject by

virtue of their foedus with Rome. Before the Ro
man conquest of Sicily, the island had been subject

to a payment of the tenth of wine, oil. and olhei

products, the collecting of which liad been deter-

mined with great precision by a law or regulation

of King Hiero {lex Hieronica). The regulations ol

Hiero were preserved, and these tenths were let to

farm by the quaestors in .Sicily to Sicilians and

Romans settled in Sicily: the tenths of the first-

mentioned towns were let to farm to Romans in

Rome. The towns which paid the tenths were
called by the general name of stipend iariae.

For the administration of justice, the island was
divided into fora or conventus, which were terri-

torial divisions. Sicilians who belonged to the same
town had their disputes settled according to its

13ws ; citizens of different towns had their disputes

decided by judices appointed by lot by the governor

;

in case of disputes between an individual and a

community, the senate of any Sicilian town might
act as judices, if the parties did not choose to have
as judices the senate of their own towns ; if a

Roman citizen sued a Sicilian, a Sicilian was ju-

dex ; if a Sicilian sued a Roman citizen, a Roman
was judex ; but no person belonging to the co-

hors of a praetor could be judex. These were
the provisions of the Rupiliae leges. Disputes be-

tween the lessees of the tenths and the aratores

were decided according to the rules of Hiero.' The
settlement of the municipal constitution of the

towns was generally left to the citizens ; but in

some instances, a^ in the case of C. Claudius Mar-
cellus and the town of Alesa, a constitution was
given by some Roman, at the request, as it appeara

of the town. The senate and the people still con
tinned as the component parts of the old Greek
cities. Cicero mentions a body of 130 men, called

censors, who were appointed to take the census of

Sicily every five years, after the fashion of the

Roman census.* The island was also bound to

furnish and maintain soldiers and sailors for the

service of Rome, and to pay tributum for the carry-

ing on of wars. The governor could take provisions

for the use of himself and his cohors on condition

of paying for them. The Roman state had also

the portoria, which were let to farm to Romans at

Rome.
The governor had complete jurisdictio in the

island, with the imperium and potestas. He could

delegate these powers to his quaestors, but there

was always an appeal to him, and for this and other

purposes he made circuits through the different con-

ventus.

Such was the organization of Sicilia as a proT-

ince, which may be taken as a sample of the gen-

eral character of Roman provincial government.

Sicily obtained the Laiinitas from Julius Caesar, and
the civitas was given after his death ;* l.Jt. notwith«

I. (Cic. in Verr., II., ii.. 13.)—2. (in Verr., II., ii., 55, *c.)—
S. (Cic. ad Att., xiT., 13.)
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st&i'iding this, there remained some important dis-

tinctions between Sicily and Italy, as hereafter ex-

plained. The chief authority for this account of

the provincial organization of Sicily is the Verrine

orations of Cicero.

Hispania was formed into two provinces, Ci-

terior or Tarraconensis, and Ulterior or Baetica.

Hispania Citerior was divided into seven conven-

tus : Garthaginiensis, Tarraconensis, Caesaraugusta-

nus, Cluniensis, Asturum, Lucensis, and Bracarum.

The diversity of the condition of the several parts

of the province appears from the enumeration of

ooloniae, oppida civium Romanorura, Latini vete-

res, Foederati, oppida stipendiaria. Hispania Baeti-

ca was divided into four juridici conventus : Gadi-

tanus, Cordubensis, Astigitanus, Hispalensis. The
oppida consisted of coloniaj, municipia, Latio anti-

(juitus donata, which appear to be equivalent to La-

tmi veteres, libera, fcederata, stipendiaria.* The
provincia of Lusitania was divided into three con-

ventus : Emeritensis, Pacensis, and Scalobitanus.

The classes of oppida enumerated are coloniae, mu-
nicipia civium Romanorum, oppida Latii antiqui or

veteris, stipendiaria." This example will give some
idea of the Roman mode of administering a prov-

ince for judicial purposes. All Hispania received

the Latinitas from Vespasian.^ The province paid a

fixed vectigal or land-tax in addition to the tributum

which was collected by praefecti, and in addition to

being required to deliver a certain quantity of corn.

And the praetor had originally the right to purchase

a twentieth part at what price he pleased.*

This organization was not confined to the West-
ern provinces. In Asia, for instance, there was a

Smyrnaeus conventus which was frequented by a

great part of ^olia ; the term conventus was ap-

plied both to the territorial division made for the ad-

ministration of justice, and also to the chief city

or place " m quern conveniebanl." Ephesus gave

name to another conventus. As the conventus

was mainly formed for judicial purposes, the term

jurisdictio is sometimes used as an equivalent.

Thus Pliny* speaks of the Sardiana jurisdictio,

which is the same as Sardianus conventus. The
object of this division is farther shown by such

phrases as ^^codem disceptant foro," " Tarracone dis-

zeptanl fopuli xliii."

Strabo remarks* that the boundaries of Phrygia,

Lydia, Caria, and Mysia were confused, and that

the Romans had added to the confusion by not at-

tending to the subsisting national divisions, but ma-
king the administrative divisions different {rug 6lol-

K^aeic), in which are the fora {uyopuc, MS.) and the

administration of justice. The word ayopd prob-

ably represents conventus (as to the reading, see

Casaubon's note). The conventus, it appears, were
sometimes held [conoentus acti) in the winter ;' but

in Caesar's case this might be a matter of conve-

nience. Cicero proposed to do the same in his

province.* The expression ^^forum agere" is equiv-

alent to " convenlum agere."

The conventus were attended by the Romans
who were resident in the province, among whom
were the publicani, and generally by all persons
who had any business to settle there. The judices

for the decision of suits were chosen from the per-

sons who attended the conventus. Other acts were
also done there which were not matters of litigation,

but which required certain forms in order to be legal.

In the case of manumission by persons under thir-

ty years of age, certain forms were required by the

lex yElia Sentia, and in the provinces it was effect-

1. (Plin., iii., 1, 3.)—2. (Plin., iv., 22.)—3. (Plin., ii., 3.)—4.
iLiv., xliii., 2.—(;ompare Tacit.. Agric, 19.—Cic. in Verr., iii.,

SI, De lEstimato fruraento )—5. (v., 29.)—«. (xiii , p. 629.)—7.
'()»>s., B. Gall., . 54 ; Ti., 44.)—8. (••d Alt., v., 14.)

Slit

ed on the last day of the conventus ;' from which
it appears that conventus means also the time da-
ring which business was transacted at the place " in

qucm conveniebant."

The governor, upon entering on his duties, pub-
lished an edict, wliich was often framed upon the
Edictum Urbanum. Cicero, when proconsul of Ci-

licia, says that on some matters he framed an ediri

of his own, and that as to others he referred to (he
Edicta Urbana." Though the Romans did not for-

mally introduce their law into the provinces, and so
much of it as applied to land and the status of per-

sons was inapplicable to provincial land and provin-

cial persons, great changes were gradually intro-

duced by the edictal power, both as to the forms of
procedure and all other matters to which the Ro-
man law was applicable, and also by special enact-
ments.'

There was one great distinction between Italy

and the provinces as to the nature of property in

land. Provincial land could not bo an object of
Quiritarian ownership, and it was accordingly ap-

propriately called possessio. The ownership of pro-

vincial land was either in the populus or the Caesar :

at least this was the doctrine in the time of Gaius *

Provincial land could be transferred without the

forms required in the case of Italian land, but it

was subject to the payment of a land-tax (vectigal).

Sometimes the jus Italicum was given to certain

provincial towns, by which their lands were assimi-

lated to Italian land for all legal purposes. "With

the jus Italicum such towns received a free consti-

tution, like that of the towns of Italy, with magis-
trates, as decemviri, quinquennales (censores), and
aediles, and also a jurisdictio. It was a ground of

complaint against Piso that he exercised jurisdictio

in a libera civitas.* Towns possessing the jus Ital-

icum in Hispania, Gallia, and other countries, are

enumerated. The Latinitas or jus Latii also, whict
was conferred on many provincial towns, appears tc

have carried with it a certain jurisdictio ; and those
who filled certain magistratus in these towns there-

by obtained the Roman civitas.* It is not easy, to

state what was the precise condition of the coloniae

Romanas and Latinse which were established in the~

provinces : if the name is a certain indication of

their political condition, that is pretty well ascer-

tained.

It has been stated that the terms Italia and pro-

vinciae are opposed to one another as the component
parts of the Roman state, after it had received its

complete development. Under the emperors we find

Gallia Cisalpina or Citerior an integral part of Italy,

and without a governor, the provincial organization

having entirely disappeared. In the year B.C. 49,

when Caesar crossed the Rubicon on his march to-

wards Rome, it was a province of which he was
proconsul, a circumstance which gives a distinct

meaning to this event. Cicero still calls it Provin-

cia Gallia at the epoch of the battle of Mutina. In

the autumn of B.C. 43, D. Brutus, the jiroconsul of

the Provincia Gallia, was murdered, and from that

time we hear of no more proconsuls of this prov-

ince, and it is a reasonable conjecture that those

who then had all the political power were unwilling

to allow any person to have the command of an

army in a district so near to Rome. The name
Italia was, however, applied to this part of Italia

before it became an integral portion of the peninsu-

la by ceasing to be a provincia.' On the determi-

nation of the provincial form of government in Gal-

lia Cisalpina, it was necessary to give to this part

1. (Gaius, i., 20.)—2. (aJ Art., vi., l.)-3. (Gaius.i., 193, 185;

iii., 122.)—4. (ii., 7.)—5. (Cic, De Prov. Cons., 3.)—6. (Strab.,

p. 186, ed. Casaub.)—7. (Caa., BeH. Gall., i., 54 ; v. 1 ; vi., 44

Ac-Cic, Phil., v.. 12 »
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of Italy a new organization suited to the change of

circumstances, particularly as regarded tlie admin-

istration of justice, wliich was effected by the lex

Rubria de Gallia Cisalpina. The proconsul of Gal-

lia Cisalpina had the imperium, but, on hia functions

ceasing, the jurisdictio was placed in the hands of

the local magistrates who had not the imperium.

These magistralus could give a judex : in some ca-

ses their jurisdiction was unlimited ; in others it did

not extend lo cases above a certain amount of mon-
ey ; they could remit a novi operis nuntiatio, require

a cautio in case of damnum infectum, and, if it was
lot given, they could grant an action for damages.
The Roman provinces up to the battle of Actium,

as enumerated by Sigonius, are, Sicilia, Sardinia

et Corsica, Hispania Citerior et Ulterior, Gallia Ci-

tcrior, Gallia Narbonensis et Comata, lUyricum,

Macedonia, Achaia, Asia, Cilicia, Syria, Bithynia et

Pontus, Cyprus, Africa, Cyrenaica et Creta, Nu-
midia, Mauritania. Those of a subsequent date,

which were either new or arose from a subse<|uent

division, are, according to Sigonius, Rhsetia, Nori-

cum, Pannonia, Moesia, Dacia, Britannia, Maurita-

nia CsRsariensis and Tingitana. ^gyptus, Cappa-
docia, Galatia, Rhodus, Lycia, Commagene, Judiea,

Arabia, Mesopotamia, Armenia, Assyria. The ac-

curacy of this enumeration is not warranted. It

will appear that it does not contain Lusitania,

Which is one of the two divisions of Hispania Ulte-

rior, the other being Bcetica : Lusitania may, how-
ever, not have had a separate governor. Original-

ly the whole of Spain, so far as it was organized,

was divided into the two provinces Citerior and Ul-

terior ; the division of Ulterior into Baetica and Lu-
sitania belongs to a later period. Under Augustus,
Gallia was divided into four provinces : Narbonen-
sis, Celtica or Lugdunensis, Belgica, and Aquitania.

The Provincia of Csesar's Commentaries, from
which term the modern name Provence is derived,

appears to have corresponded to the subsequent
province Narbonensis. He had also the province

of Gallia Cisalpina or Citerior,' which, as already

explained, was subsequently incorporated with Ita-

lia as an integral part of it. Cicero speaks of the

two Galliae as then united in one imperium under

C. Julius Caesar, and he farther distinguishes them
by the names of Citerior and Ulterior.* The same
expressions are used by Csesar in his Commenta-
ries.*

Strabo* gives the division into provinces {ezdp-

Xiai) as constituted by Augustus. The provinces

of the populus {6i'/fioc) were two consular provinces

(vKaTiKai) and ten praetorian provinces {arpaTriyiai).

The rest of the eparchies, he says, belong to the

Caesar. Lusitania is not enumerated among the

eparchies of the populus, and if it was a distinct

eparchy, it must have belonged to the Caesar ac-

cording to the principle of the division of the prov-

inces, as stated by Strabo. The list of provinces in

the " Demonstratio Provinciarum"* mentions the
province of Asturia et Galloeca Lusitania. Dion
Cassius* states the distribution of the provinces by
Augustus as follows : the provinces of Africa, Nu-
midia, Asia, Hellas (Achaea) with Epirus, Dalmatia,
Macedonia, Sicilia, Creta with the Cyrenaica, Bi-

thynia with the adjacent Pontus. Sardinia, and Bae-

tica, belonged to the senate and the people (<5v^of

and yepovaia) ; Tarraconensis, Lusitania, all Gal-

lia, Ccele-Syria, Phoenioe, Cdicia, Cyprus, and ^gyp-
tus, belonged to Augustus. He afterward took Dal-

matia from the senate, and gave to them Cyprus
and Gallia Narbonensis, and other changes were
made subsequently.

1 (C>eii., B. Gall., i., 54 >—S. (De Prov. Cons., ii., IS, IS.)—
J. (nell. Gall , i., 7 ; v., 1, 2 )—4. (xrii., p. 840, ed. C«««ub.)—
y (Mytho^. Vat., B<xi« )—«. (liii., 12.)

At first taetors were appointed as governors cl

provinces, : ut afterward they were appointed to the
government of provinces upon the expiration of
their year of oflice at Rome, and with the title of
proprajtores. In the later times of the Republic,
the consuls also, after the expiration of their year oi

oflice, received the government of a province, with
the title of proconsules : such provinces were called
consulares. Cicero was proconsul of Cilicia B.C.
55, and his colleague in tlie consulship, C. Antoni-
us, obtained the proconsuiship of Macedonia imme-
diately on the expiration of his consular office. Tho
provinces were generally distributed by lot, but the
distribution was sometimes arranged i)y agreement
among the persons entitled to them. By a Sempro
nia lex the proconsular provinces were annually de-

termined before the election of the consuls, the ob-

ject of which was to prevent all disputes. A sena-
tusconsultum of the year 55 B.C. provided that no
consul or praetor should have a province till after the
expiration of five years from the time of his consul-

ship or prffitorship. A province was generally held
for a year, but the time was often prolonged. When
a new governor arrived in his province, his prede-
cessor was required to leave it within thirty days.

The governor of a province had originally lo ac-

count at Rome (ad urhem) for his administration
from his own books and those of his qurestors ; but

after the passing of a lex Julia, B.C. 61, he was
bound to deposite two copies of his accounts {ratio-

nes) in the two chief cities of his province, and to

forward one {lolidem verbis) to the ^rarium.' If

the governor misconducted himself in the adminis
tration of the province, the provincials applied to

the Roman senate, and to the powerful Romans
who were their patroni. The offences of repetundae
and peculatus were the usual grounds of complaint
by the provincials ; and if a governor had betrayed
the interests of the state, he was also liable to

the penalties attached to majestas. Quaestiones
I were established for inquiries into these offences

;

I yet it was not always an easy matter to bring a

j

guilty governor to the punishment that he deserved.

j

With the establishment of the imperial power un-
der Augustus, a considerable change was made in

1
the administration of the provinces. Augustus took
the charge of those provinces where a large military

force was required ; the rest were left to the care
of the senate and the Roman people.* Accordingly,
we find in the older jurists* the division of provinciie

into those which were " propria populi Romani," and
those which were ^^ propria Casaris •''' and this di-

vision, with some modifications, continued to the

third century. The senatorian provinces were dis-

tributed among consulares and those who had tilled

the office of praetor, two provinces being given to

the consulares and the rest to the prastorii : these

governors were called proconsules or praesides,

which latter is the usual term employed by the oh!

jurists for a provincial governor. The praesides had
the jurisdictio of the praetor urbanus and the praetoi

peregrinus, and their quaestors had the same juris-

diction that the curule aediles had at Rome.* The
imperial provinces were governed by legati Caesaris

with praetorian power, the proconsular power being

in the Cajsar himself, and the legati being his depu-
ties and representatives. The legati were select«'d

from those who had been consuls or praetors, or from

the senators. They held llieir office and their p<»w-

er at the pleasure of the emperor, and he delegated

to them both military command and jurisdictio, just

as a proconsul in the republican period delegated

these povven; to his legati. These legati had also

legati under them. No quKstors were sent t<» the

1. (Cic. ad Fam.,ii., 17 ; v., 20.)—2. (Strabo, xrxi., \\ 840.}>
3. (Gmius, ii., 2l.)-4. (Goiui, i., 0.)
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provinces of the Caesar, and for this reason, observes

Gaius, this edict {hoc edictum) is not published in

those provinces, by which he appears, from the con-

text, to mean the edict of the curule asdiles. In

place of the quaestors, there were procuratores Cae-

saris, who were either equites or freedmen of the

Caesar. Egypt wa? governed by an eques, with the

title of praefectus. The procuratores looked after

the taxes, paid the troops, and generally were in-

trusted with the interests of the fiscus. Judaea,

which was a part of the province of Syria, was gov-

erned by a procurator who had the powers of a le-

ffatus. It appears that there were also procuratores

Caesaris in the senatorian provinces, who collected

certain dues of the fiscus, which were independent

of what was due to the aerarium. The regular tax-

es, as in the Republican period, were the poll-tax

and land-tax. The taxation was founded on a cen-

sus of persons and property, which was established

by Augustus. The portoria and other dues were
farmed by the publicani, as in the republican period.

The governors of the senatorial provinces and the

legati of the Casar received their instructions from
him, and, in all cases not thus provided for, they had
to apply to the Caesar for special directions. The
rescripta of the emperors to the provincial govern-
ors are numerous. Justice was administered in the

provinces according to the laws of the provinces,

and such Roman laws as were specially enacted for

them, and according to imperial constitutiones, se-

natus consulta, and the edict of the governors. In

some instances the provisions of Roman laws were
extended to the provinces.'

The organization of the Italian towns under the

Empire has been already explained in the article

Colonia , and the same observations apply, in gen-
eral, to the senates of provincial towns which have
been made with respect to the functions of the sen-

ates of Italian towns. Even in the provinces, the

names senate and senator occur in the sense, re-

npectively, of curia and decuriones. But there was
a great distinction between the magistratus of pro-

vincial and those of Italian towns. The functions

of these personages in the provincial towns were
generally munera {burdens), and not honores. {Vid.

KoNOREs.) Such honores as have reference to re-

ligious functions they certainly had, and probably
others also ; but they had nothing corresponding to

the duumviri juri dicundo of the Italian towns, that

ss, no functionary " qui jus dicebat." The only ex-

rption were such towns as had received the jus
.talicum, the effect of which, as elsewhere explain-

ed, appears to have been, in brief, to give to a cer-

tain city and district the same character that it

would have had if it had been a part of the Italic

soil, but only so far as affected the whole district

:

•t did not affect the status of individuals. Freedom
from the land-tax, and a free constitution in Italian

form, with duumviri J. D., quinquennales, ffidiles,

and jurisdictio, were essential ingredients of this jus
Italicum. Sicily received the civitas after the death
." f Julius Caesar, and from the occurrence of the
.lention of duumviri in the inscriptions of a Sicilian
.own, Savigny draws the probable inference that
the Sicilian towns received the jus Italicum also: at

least, if in any case we can show that any provin-
cial city had duumviri, we may conclude that such
city had the jus Italicum, and, consequently, magis-
tratus with jurisdictio. The regular jurisdictio in

all the provinces was vested in the governor, who
exercised it personally and by his legati : with ref-

erence to his circuits in the provincia, the governor,
in the later ages of the Empire, was called judex
ordinarius, and sometimes simply judex. The towns
which had the jus Italicum were, as already observ-

J. (Gaiui, t., 47.—Ulp., Frag., xi., 80.)

S'6

ed, not under his immediate jurisdictio. though c

right of appeal to the governor from the judgment
of the duumviri must be considered as always ex
isting. The provincial towns had the management
of their own revenue ; and some of the principal

towns could coin money. It does not appear that
the religion of the provincials was ever interfered

with, nor had it been put under any reftraint in the

lepublican period.

The constitution of Caracalla, which gave the
civitas to all the provinces and towns of the Em-
pire, merely affected the personal status of the peo-
ple. The land remained provincial land when the
jus Italicum had not been communicated to it, and
the cities which had not received the jus Italicum
were immediately under the jurisdictio of the gov-
ernors. This constitution, however, must have madf
considerable changes in the condition of the provin-
cials ; for, when they all became Roman citizens,

the Roman incidents of marriage, such as the patria

potestas, and the Roman law of succession in case
of intestacy, would seem to be inseparable conse-
quents of this change, at least so far as the want of
the jus Italicum did not render it inapplicable.

The constitution of the provincial towns was ma-
terially affected by the establishment of defensores,

whose complete title is " Defensores Civilalis Plcbis

Loci." Until about the time of Constantine, so far

as the Pandect shows, defensor was the title of per-

sons who were merely employed in certain munici-
pal matters of a temporary kind. In the year A.D.
365, the defensores appear as regularly established

functionaries.' They were elected by the decuri-

ones and all the city ; but, unlike the magistratus,

they could not be elected out of the body of decuri-

ones. The office was originally for five years, but
after the time of Justinian only for two years. The
principal business of the defensor was to protect his

town against the oppression of the governor.* He
had a limited jurisdictio in civil matters, which Jus-

tinian extended from matters to the amount of 60
solidi to matters to the amount of 300 solidi. There
was an appeal from him to the governor.* He could
not impose a multa, but he could appoint a tutor.

In criminal matters, he had only jurisdictio in some
of the less important cases.

The number of senators, both in the Italic and
provincial towns, seems to have been generally one
hundred ; and this was the number in Capua.* But
the number was not in all places the same. Besides
the actual members, the album decurionum compri-

sed others who were merely honorary members.
The all)um of the town of Canusium, of the year

A.D. 223, which has been preserved, consists of 148

members, of whom 30 were patron i, Roman sena-

tors, and 2 were patroni, Roman equites ; the re-

mainder were 7 quinquennalicii, a term which is

easily explained by referring to the meaning of the

term quinquennales {vid. Colonia, p. 283), 4 allecti

inter quinquennales, 22 duumviralicii, 19 aedilicii, 21

pedani, 34 prajtextati. The distinction between pe-

dani and praetextati Savigny professes himself una-

ble to explain. In many towns, the first persons in

the list of actual senators were distinguished from
the rest, and generally the first ten, as decemprimi,

of which there is an example in Livy ;' and in the

case of Ameria, and of Centuripae in Sicily.*

It has been previously shown, that, at the time

when the Roman respublica hfd attained its com-
plete development, Italia and the provmciae were
the two great '*-injponent part? of the Empire ; and

one great distinction between ihem was this, that in

1. (Cod., i , tit. 55, " De Defensoribus.")—2. (Cod., i., tit. 53
8. 4.)—3. (Nov., 15, c. 5.)—4. (Cic. in Rull. ii., 35.)—5. (xxi.x.

1&: "Magistratus denosquo prinf .pes.'")--* (O-^'.. IVo Rn*
Amer., c. 9.—Id. in Verr., ii., 07 )
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Italia tlie towns had magistratus with jurisdictio

;

In the provinces, except in places which had receiv-

ed the jus Italicum, the governor alone had jurisdic-

tio. But with the growth and development of the

imperial power a greater uniformity was introduced

into the administration of ail parts of the Empire,

and ultimately Italy itself was under a provincial

form of government. {Vid. Colonia.) As above
shown, the relation of the governor to the province

was not the same when a city had magistratus and
when it had not ; and, consequently, it was in this

reapect not the same in Italy as in the provinces.

The constitution of Constantine was based on a

complete separation of the civil and military power,
which were essentially united in the old system of

provincial government : Justinian, however, ulti-

mately reunited the civil and military power in the

same person. The governor, who had civil power,
was called rector, judex, judex ordinarius ; and of
these governors there were three classes, consu-
lares, correctores, presides, among whom the only

distinction was in the extent and rank of their gov-

ernment. In the writings of the older jurists, which
are excerpted in the Pandect, the praeses is a gen-
eral name for a provincial governor.' The military

|K)wer was given to duces, who were under the gen-
eral superintendence of the magistri militum. Some
of these duces were called comites, which was ori-

ginally a title of rank given to various functionaries,

and among them to the duces ; and when the title

of comes was regularly given to certain duces, who
had important commands, the name dux was drop-

l»ed, and comes became a title. This was more
particularly the case with important corn lands on
the frontier.* The comes is mentioned in imperial

constitutions before the dux, whence we infer his

higher rank.'

It remains to add a few remarks on the exercise
of tiie jurisdictio, so far as they have not been anti-

cipated in speaking of the functionaries themselves.
In Italy, and in the towns which had the privileges

of Italian towns, all matters, as a general rule, came
before the magistratus in the first instance ; but in

certain excepted matters, and in cases where the

amount in question was above a certain sum (the

precise amount of which is not known), the matter
came before the governor of the province in the first

instance, or in Italy before the Roman praetor. Un-
til the middle of the fourth century A.D., all matters
in the provincial towns which had not magistratus
came before the governor in the first instance ; but
about this time the defensor acquired a power like

that of the magistratus of the privileged towns,
though more limited. The old form of proceeding
in civil matters has been explained elsewhere {vid.

Judex) : the magistratus empowered the judex to

make a condemnatio ; and this institution was the
ordo judiciorum privatorum. That which the ma-
gistratus did without the aid of a judex was extra
ordinem. {Vid. Intebdictum.) The same institu-

tion prevailed in those towns which had a magis-
tratus, for it was of the essence of a magistratus or
of jurisdictio to name a judex.* Under the emper-
ors, it gradually became common for the magistra-
tus to decide various cases without the aid of a ju-

dex, and these are the extraordinarise cognitiones
spoken of in the Digest.* In the reign of Dioclesian,
the ordo judiciorum, as a general rule, was abolish-

ed in the provinces, and the pedanei judices (hoc est

^ui negolia humiliora disccpUnl) were only appointed
by the praeses when he was very much occupied
with business, or for some trifling matters {vid. Ju-

! (Dig. 8, tit. la)— 2. (Cod. Theod., »ii., lit. 1, . 9.)— S.
(CoJ. Tkrod., viii., tit. 7, i. II : "Ad magtttro* militum, et co-
oiitea, et duces omaea.")—4. (I«z Gall. CiMlp.. e. 80.)—9. (50,
••» 13.)
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DEz PRnANKDs^) : and in the time of Justinian the
institution had entirely disappeared,* and. as it is

conjectured, both in Rome and the municipia.

By the aid of the judices, two praetors were able
to conduct the whole judicial business between cit-

izens and peregrini at Rome ; and by the aid of the
same institution, the judicial business was conduct-
ed in the jurisdictiones out of Rome. In no other
way is it conceivable how the work could have been
got through. But when the ordo judiciorum was
abolished, the difficulty of transactitig the business
must have been apparent. How this was managed
is explained by Savigny, by referring to the growth
of another institution. Even in the time of the Re-
public, the praetors had their legal advisers, espe
cially if they were not jurists themselves ; and when
all the power became concentrated in the Caesars,

they were soon obliged to form a kind of college for

the despatch of business of various kinds, and par-

ticularly judicial matters which were referred to the
Caesar. This college was the Caesar's consistorium
or auditorium. The provincial governors had tlieir

body of assessors, which were like the Caesar's au-
ditorium ;• and it is a conjecture of Savigny, which
has the highest probability in its favour, that the
new institution was established in the municipal
towns and in the provincial towns, so that here
also the magistratus and the defensor had their as-

sessors.

Besides the jurisdictio which had reference to

litigation, the so-called contentiosa jurisdictio, there

was the voluntaria. Matters belonging to this ju-

risdictio, as manumission, adoption, emancipation,
could only be transacted before the magistratus
populi Romani, and, unless these powers were spe-

cially given to them, the municipal magistrates had
no authority to give the legal sanction to such pro-

ceedings ; though in the old municipia it is probable
that the power of the magistratus was as little lim-

ited in the voluntaria as in the contentiosa jurisdic-

tio. In the imperial period it was usual to perform
many acts before the public authorities, and in the
three cases of large gifts, the making of a will, and
the opening of a will, it was necessary for these
acts to be done before a public authority. Such acts

could be done before a provincial governor, and
also before the curia of a city in the presence of a
magistratus and other persons. (Compare the Con-
stitution of Honorius, Cod. Theod., xii., tit. I, s. 161,

and a Novel of Valentinian, Nov. Theod., tit. 23,
with Savigny's remarks on them.)
Though the general administration of the Roman

provinces is adequately understood, there are dif-

ferences of opinion as to some matters of detail;

one cause of which lies in the difTerences which ac-

tually existed in the administration of the provinces,
and which had their origin in the difTerent circum-
stances of their conquest and acquisition, and in

the diversity of the native customary law in the dif-

ferent provinces, with a large part of which the Ro-
mans originally did not interfere. A general view
of the provinces should therefore be completed and
corrected by a view of the several provinces
The authorities for this imperfect view of the pro-

vincial government have been generally referied to.

They are, more particularly, Sigonius, Dc Aniiquo
Jure Provinciarum, lib. i.-iii.—Gottling, Geschtckle
dcT Romischen Slaatsverfassung.—Waller, Gcschick-
te des Romischen Rechts, where the authorities are
very conveniently collected and arranged, and chap.
xxxi., notes 76, 79. wherein he differs from Savigny
as to the jus Italicum ; in chapter xxxvii., Walter
has described the provincial divisions of the Empire,
which existed about the middle of the fifth century

I. (Cod., iii., t.t *, t. S.)— S. (lost., iT., tit. IS, •. 8.)—

«

(Dig. 1, tit. 22.)
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PRYTANEION. PSKPHOS.

A.D.—Savigny, Getchichte du Rom. Rechts im Mil-

Ul<dter, vol. i.—Puchta, Ueber den Inhalt der Lex
Rubria, Zeitschrift, &o., vol. x.

PK.OUMNOS (npovfivo^), a name given, accord-

ing to Galen, to the Wild Plum.'

PROVOCA'TIO. ( Vid. Appellatio, Roman.)
PROVOCATO'RES. ( Vid. Gladiatores, p. 476.)

PROXENIA (rrpv^evia), PROXENOS (npo^evoc).

'Vid. HospiTiUM.)

PRUDENTES. (Vid. Jcrisconsolti.)

•PRUNUM, the Plum, called in Greek kokkv/hj-

Aov, {Vid. CoccvMELEA.) It is the fruit of the

Prunus domcstica, L.

*PRUNUS {KOKKvuTjUa), the Plum-tree, or Pru-
nus domestica, h. (Firf. CoccYMELEA.) Theophras-
tus and Dioscorides designate the Plum-tree by the

name of KOKKv/xeXia. It is also called by Theophras-
tus TtpovvT]. Galen styles it npov/xvi}. The com-
pound term KOKKVfiriWia, however (meaning the tree

that bears fur fruit little balls or pillules), is the most
classical form of expression. The term npovvij,

whence comes the Latin prunus, seems to be a bar-

barian word Graecised. The Plum-tree is originally

from the mountains in the vicinity of Damascus.'
PRYTANEION {npvTavuov). The Upwaveta of

•he ancient Greek states and cities were to the

communities living around them, the common houses
of which they in some measure represented, what
private houses were to the families which occupied
ihem. Just as the house of each family was its

home, so was the RpvTavelov of every state or oity

Ihe common home of its members or inhabitants,

and was consequently called the iaria iroXeuc, the
' focus" or " penetrale urbis."' This correspond-

jnce between the UpvTavelov, or home of the city,

md the private home of a man's family, was at

.ithens very remarkable. A perpetual lire, or mjp
Wf.OTov, was kept continually burnmg on the public

altar of the city in the Prytaneium, just as in private

houses a fire was kept up on the domestic altar in

the inner court of the house.*

The same custom was observed at the Prytaneium
of the Eleans, where a fire was kept burning night

and day.* Moreover, the city of Athens exercised

in its Prytaneium the duties of hospitality, both to

Its own citizens and strangers. Thus foreign am-
bassadors were entertained here, as well as Athe-
nian envoys on their return home from a successful

or well-conducted mission.* Here, too, were en-

tertained from day to day' the successive prytanes,

or presidents of the senate, together with those cit-

izens who, whether from personal or ancestral ser-

vices to the states, were honoured with what was
called the airTjaig kv Upvraveiu, the " victus quolidi-

anus in Prylaneo,"* or the privilege of taking their

meals there at the public cost. This was granted
sometimes for a limited period, sometimes for life,

in which latter case the parties enjoying it were
called udaiToi. The custom of conferring this hon-
our on those who had been of signal service to the
state and their descendants was of so great anti-

quity, that one instance of it was referred to the

times of Codrus ; and in the case to which we al-

lude, the individual thus honoured was a foreigner,

a native of Delphi.' Another illustration of the
uses to which the Prytaneium was dedicated is

found in the oase of the daughters of Aristeides,

who, on the death of their father, were considered
as the adopted children of the state, and married

I. (Galen, De Simp)., vii.— Theophr., ii., 1. — Adanis, Ap-
fend., . T.)—2. (Theophr., H. P., i., 18; iv., 1. — Dioscor., i.,

3S — F6e, Flore de Virgilo, p. cxxxiv.)— 3. (Cic, De Leg., ii.,

IS.—Liv., xli., 20.—Dionys., ii., 23, 65.)—4. (Pollux, Onom., i.,

7.—Arnold ad Thucyd., ii., 15.)—5. (Paus., v., 15, 1) 5.)—6. (Ar-
ittoph., Ach., 125.—Pollux, Onom., ii., 40.) — 7. (BOrkh, Publ.
Econ., i., p. 329.)— 8. (Cic, De (»rat., i., 54.) — 0. (l-ycur., c.

t<eocr., p. 158.)

from {iK6o6eIaai) that common home of the city, jtiBt

as they would have been from their father's home
had he been alive.* Moreover, from the ever-burn-
ing fire of the Prytaneium, or home of a mother
state, was carried the sacred fire which was to be
kept burning in the prytaneia of her colonies ; and
if it happened that this was ever extinguished, the
flame was rekindled from the prytaneium of the par

rent city.' Lastly, a Prytaneium was also a distin-

guishing mark of an independent state, and is men-
tioned as such by Thucydides,* who informs us that

before the time of Theseus every city or state (jto-

Xif) of Attica possessed a Prytaneium. The Acha>-
ans, we are told,* called their Prytaneium Ti^iTvtf

(from Xfuf, populus), or the " town-hall," and exclu-
sion from it seems to have been a sort of civil ex-
communication.
The Prytaneium of Athens lay under the Acrop-

olis, on its northern side (near the uyopd), and was,
as its name denotes, originally the f^ace of assem-
bly of the npvTaveif : in the earliest times it proba-
bly stood on the Acropolis. Officers called np-vra-

vEtc were intrusted with the chief magistracy in sev-
eral states of Greece, as Corcyra, Corinth, Miletus.'

and the title is sometimes synonymous with paai?.-

«f, or princes, having apparently the same root as

n-puToc or irpoTaroc. At Athens they were in early

times probably a magistracy of the second rank in

the state (next to the archon), acting as judges in

various eases (perhaps in conjunction with him), and
sitting in the Prytaneium. That this was the case
is rendered probable by the fact, that even in after

times the fees paid into court by plaintifl' and de-

fendant, before they could proceed to trial, and re-

ceived by the dicasts, were called novravelc* This
court of the Prytaneium, or the ro km Tlovraveiu, is

said' to have been presided over by the (pvXo6aat^-

«f, who, perhaps, were the same as the npvrc; r7c.

In later ages, however, and after the establish-

ment of the courts of the heliaea, the court of the

Prytaneium had lost what is supposed to have been
its original importance, and was made one of the

courts of the ephetae, who held there a species of

mock trial over the instruments by which any indi-

vidual had lost his life, as well as over persons who
had committed murder, and were not forthcoming

or detected.

The tablets or ii^ovec, otherwise Kvp6ei^, on which
Solon's laws were written,* were also deposited in

the Prytaneium ;' they were at first kept on the

Acropolis, probably in the old Prytaneium, but after-

ward removed to the Prytaneium in the uyopd, that

they might be open to public inspection." Ephial-

les is said to have been the author of this measure,"
but their removal may have been merely the conse-

quence of the erection of a new Prytaneium on the

lower site in the time of Pericles.*'

PRY'TANEIS. {Vtd. Prytaneion, Bouue, page

168, 170.)

*PSAR (ijjdp), the Starling, or Slurnus vulgaris.

Starlings are gregarious, and hence mention is made
by Homer of " a cloud of starlings.""

•PSEN (i/i^v), the insect on the fig-tree which
performs the work of caprification. It is the Cynxps

I'sencs of modern naturalists.'*

PSEPHISMA (rl>^<pia/ia). {Vid. Boulk, p. 169;

NOMOTHETES, p. 664.)

PSEPHOS (V^^f). The Athenian dicasts, in

giving their verdict, voted by ballot. For this pur-

1. (Plut., Arist., c. 27.) ~ 2. (Duke' ad Thucyd., i., 24.)— 8.

(ii., 15.)—4. (Herod., vii., IQ"' )—5. (Wachsmuth. I., i., 194.)—

6. (Pollux, Onoin.,viii., 38.)-7. ([d. ih., viii., 120.)-*. fPlat.,

Sol., 25.)—9. (Paus., i., 18, 4 3.)— 10. (Pollux, Onom . viii.. 188.)

—11. (Harpocr.. s. v. 'O KaTtaOtv vd/ios-)- 12. (Thinwall, Hirt

of Greece, ii., p. 54.)— 13. (Ilo»o , 11., xvii.,755.—Didymi, rchol.

ad loc.—Adams, Append., 8. v.; 14. (Thooph,., H. P. "i.. 9.—
Adami, Append., s v )



PSEPHOS. PSEUDEGGRAPHES GRAPHE.

pose they used either seashells, xoiplvai,^ or beana

(hence the iijftoc ia called Kvaftorpu^ by Aristopha-

nes'), or balls of metal {an6vdv?M4), or stone (i/^v-

^0- These last were the most common : hence

rlni^i^efftiai and its various derivatives are used so

often to signify voting, determining, &c. The balls

were either pierced {rerpvirTifiivai) and whole (rrA»y-

petc), the former for condemnation, the latter for ac-

quittal,* or they were black and white, for the

am<5 purposes respectively, as the following lines

•how :•

'* Mos crat antiquua niveis atrisque lapillit.

His tlamnare reoa, Hits absolvere culpa."

There might be three methods of voting. First,

the secret method, called KpvCdijv xjjri^il^iaBai, when
each dicast had two balls given him (say a black and

a while) ; two boxes (/cuJot, KaiiaKot, or a^Kiopeic)

were prepared, one of brass, called the judgment-

box {Kvpioc), into which the dicast put the ball by

which he gave his vote, and the other of wood, call-

ed uKvpog, into whi(;li he put the other ball, and the

only object of wlucli was to enable him to conceal

his vote. Each box had a neck or funnel {Kijfiog, i.

c, inldtifia fuuc rjJ7i<j>ov ;^wpav lx°^)* i"^** which a

man could put his hand, but only one ball could pass

through the lower part into the box.* Secondly,

there miglU be only one box, in which the dicast put

which of the two balls he pleased, and returned the

other to the officer of the court. Thirdly, there

might be two boxes, one for condemnation, the oth-

er for acquittal, and only one ball.* The Hrst method

was most commonly practised at Athens. Where,

however, there were several parties before the court,

as in inheritance causes, to one of whom an estate

or other thing was to be adjudged, it was customary

to have as many ballot-boxes as there were parties,

or, at least, parlies in distinct interests ; and the

dicast put the while or whole ball into the box of

that person in whose favour he decided. {Vid. He-

res, Greek.) The same system of balloting was
employed when the dicasls voted on the question

of damages. Hence the verdict on the question,

guilti/ or not guilty, or for the plaintiff or defendant

(to distinguish it from the other), is called npurr}

^l<^.'' A curious custom was in vogue in the

time of Aristophanes. Each dicast had a waxen
tablet, on which, if the heavier penalty was award-

ed, he drew a long line (lengthway on the tablet)

;

if the lighter pcTially, he drew a short line (breadth-

way on ihe tablet). We must suppose, not that the

voting took place in this way, but that, on the voles

being counted, the jurors took a note of the result

for their own satisfaction ; unless we resort to this

hypothesis, viz., that the drawing lines on the tab-

lets was an act preliminary to the division, whereby
the jury intimated to the parties how the matter

was likely to go unless they came to a compro-
mise. Such intimation might be necessary in those

cases where, the estimates of the parties being wide-

ly different, the one proposing too high a penalty,

the other too low a one, the jury wished to inform

the more unreasonable party that, unless he offered

them some better alternative, they should adopt the

estimate of his adversary. (As to this point, see

Meier, Att. Proc., 181.) The tablet is called by Ar-

istophanes nivuKiov TiftTiTiKov. In the expression

Tifiifv TTjv fioKpuv, we understand ypa/ifi^v or rifirj-

aiv*

1. (Aristoph., Vesp., 833,349 ; Eq., 1332.)—2. (Equit., 41.)—

I. (.ff Hell., c. Timarch., 11, ed. StepSi.—Harpocr., ». ». Ttrpumj-
^y^,)—4, <Ovid, Met., xv., 41.)— 5. (Aristoph., Ve«p., M, 751.)

—6. (lliirpdcr., s. . KaiiaK0{.) — 7. (.*»ch., c. Ctes., M. od.

Sieph.— Dcniosth., Ue Fal«. Leg., 434 ; c. Ari»tocr.,676 ; c. Ar-

latog.. 7«5 ; c. Nc«r., 1347.) — 8. (Vnp., 10«, ir.7, 830.- Com-
pare I'ollui. Onom., vjii , 16, 17, 193. —Meier, Alt. Pror.. 720,

726. -> Platnrr Proc. und Klag., i., 1S8.— Waofasniath II., i.,

t44 >

In the popular assemblies, the common method of

voting was by show of hands. ( Vid. Cheirotoku.
There were some occasions, however, when the

ballot was employed, as when it was deemed im-

portant that the voting should be secret, or that iht

numbers should be accurately counted. Thus, to

pass a law for the naturalization of a foreigner, or

for the release of a state debtor, or for the restora

tion of a disfranchised citizen, and, indeed, in every

case of a privilegium, it was necessary that six

thousand persons should vote in tlie majority, and

in secret.' On the condemnation of the ten gener-

als who gained the battle of Arginusae, the people

voted by ballot, but openly, according to the second

of the plans above mentioned. The voting was
then by tribes, Kara <jtv2.dc* Secret voting by the

senate of Five Hundred is mentioned in .t^schines,*

and in ostracism the voting was conducted in se-

cret.*

The people or jury were said rj^Tj^iiieuOai, rln/^pcv

<j>£peiv or ^iadai, to vote, or give their vote or judgment.

"Iri/tpov Tidivai, to cast accounts, is used with a differ

ent allusion.' The presiding magistrate or officer,

who called on the people to give their votes, was
said kntyptjipil^tiv, ^fi<j>ov kiruyeiv or didovai, though

the last expression is also used in the sense of voting

in favour of a person. 'i'i]<jii^ea6ai, to vote, to resolve,

u7roipr}<l>iieodai, to acquit, and Other derivations from

il)fi<j>oc, are often used metaphorically, where the

method of voting was ;j;etporov£a, and conversely.

XvifiOTcvtiv, however, is not used, like ^T}<pi^ea$ai,

with the accusative of the thing voted. As to this,

see Sohomann, Dc Com., 123.

PSETTA (i/>7TTa), a species of fish, mentioned

by Aristotle, vElian, Oppian, and others. According

to Adams, it would seem to have been the Pleura-

nectes Passer, or Sea Flounder, called in French Tur-

bot hucli. The ypfjTra of Athenaeus, on the othc
hand, is referred by Artedi and the writer on Ich-

thyology in the Encyclopedie Methodique, to the

Pleuronectes Platessa,'oT Plaise. The name is often

written ^irra.*

i-ETAErrPA^HS rPA*H {^evdsyypaiinic ypa^)
It is shown under Practores that the name of everj'

state debtor at Athens was entered in a register by

the practores, whose duty it was to collect the debts,

and erase the name of the party when he had paid it.

The entry was usiially made upon a return by some
magistrate, to whom the incurring of the debt be-

came officially known ; as, for instance, on a return

by the jrw^^rat that such a person had become a les-

see of public lands or farmer of taxes, at such a rate

or on such terms. In case the authorities neglected

to make the proper return, any individual might, on

his own responsibility, give information to the re-

gistering officers of the existence of the debt ; and

thereupon the officers, if they thought proper, might

make an entry accordingly, though it would probably

be their duty to make some in<juiry before so doing.

If they made a false entry, either wilfully, or upon

the suggestion of another persoii, the aggrieved

party might institute a prosecution against them, or

against the person upon whose suggestion it was
made. Such prosecution was called ypa<pii rpevSey-

ypn^Tjr. It would lie, also, where a man was regis-

tered as debtor for more than was really due from

him. And the reader must understand the like rem-

edy to be open to one who was falsely recorded as

a debtor by the rafiiai tuv iJcwv. Whether this

form of proceeding could be adopted against magis-

trates for making a false return, or whether the rem-

1. (Andoc., De .Myat.. 12, ed. Sieph.— Demoath., c. Timaer.,

715, 719 ; r.. Ncier., 1375.)—2. (X<^n., Hell.. i.,7. « ».) — 3. (*.

Ti march, 5, ed. Steph.) — 4. (Scl-aniann, De Comit.. 121-198^

245.) — 5. (Demosth, ProCor., SJ4.)— 8, (Aristot., H. A., iv.,

11 ; T., •.—Id., ix.. 37.—iElian, N. A., «i» ?.—Coray adXwM.,
p. 80.—Adams, Aprcnd.. a. v.)



FSEUDOKLETEIAS GRAPHE. PSYKTElt.

«d/ aga'nst them could only be atihe kntxeipoToviai

or evOvvat, we cannot say. The ypa^// ^ev6£yypaij>i}c

was brought before the thesmothetae. If the de-

fendant was convicted, the name of the complainant

was struck out of the register, and that of the de-

fendant was entered in his stead, as debtor for the

same amount. The ypa<j>Ti jiovXevaEug was similar

to this, only it lay in those cases where a man who
had been a state debtor had paid all that was due,

but his name was not erased, or, having been erased,

was re-entered. We may presume that fraudulent

or malicious motives were necessary to be proved

on such a charge ; but it is reasonable, also, to sup-

pose, that in any case of gross negligence, fraud or

malice might (as matter of course) be presumed by

the dicasts.'

*i'EYAHS SMAFArAOS (i/)EV(5^f IfiupayiSoc:), the

Bastard Emerald. " By bastard gems," says Ad-
ams, " the ancients meant crystals, tinged of the col-

ours of the precious stones by the admixture of me-
tallic particles.'"

•PSEUDOBOUNTUM (rpevdoSovviov), a plant,

which Dodonaeus, Matthiolus, and Bauhin held to

be tlie Barbarea, or Winter Cress ; but Sprengel fol-

lows Lobelius in referring it to the Pimpinella tenuis.^

* PSEUDODICTAMNUM {ipevdodinTafivov), a

plant, which Stackhouse sets down for the Origa-

num JEgyptiacum ; but Sprengel adopts the opinion

«»f Dodonaeus, who makes it the Marrubium Pseu-
dodiclamnum, or Bastard Dittany.*

i-ETAOKAHTEI'AS rPA*H {^evSoK^reiac ypa-

*^), a prosecution against one who had appeared as

a witness {kTitjttjp or nT^nrup) to prove that a defend-

ant had been duly summoned, and thereby enabled

the plaintiff to get a judgment by default. To prevent

fraud, the Athenian law directed that the names of

the witnesses who attended the summons should be

subscribed to the bill of plaint or indictment {lyKXj)-

ud), so that the defendant, if he never had been sum-
moned, and judgment had nevertheless been given

ag»unst him by default, might know against whom to

proceed. The false witness {Klrjrrip) was liable to be

criminally prosecuted, and punished at the discretion

of the court. Even death might be inflicted in a case

of gross conspiracy.* A person thrice convicted of

this offence was, as in the case of other false testi-

mony, j;?so;wrc disfranchised ; and even for the first

offence the jury might, if they pleased, by a npoari-

fi^aic, inflict the penalty of disfranchisement upon
him.' Here we may observe this distinction, that

the proceeding against the false witness to a sum-
mons was of a criminal nature, while the witness
in the cause {fidprvp) was liable only to a civil ac-

tion. The cause might be that the former offence

was more likely to do mischief The magistrate
before whom the defendant neglected to appear,
when, by the evidence of the witness, it was shown
that he had been duly summoned, had no discretion

but to pronounce judgment against him ; whereas
the dicasts, to whom the witness gave false evi-

dence at the trial, might disbelieve him, and find

their verdict according to the truth. If the fraud
was owing to a conspiracy between the plaintiff and
the witness, it is probable that an action at the suit

of the defendant would lie against the former, to re-

cover compensation ; for, though the conviction of
the witness would lead to a reversal of the judg-
ment, still he (the defendant) might have suffered

1. (Pollux, Onom., -viii., 40, 43.—Harpoor. et Suidas, s. v. Bov-
Mirt^i, HmScYYPo^^j ^cviiYY(>a<t>os Sikv.— Biickh, Staatsh.
der All., i., 419.—Meier, Att. Proc, 337.— Plainer, Proc. und
Klag., ii , 117.)—2. (Theophr., De Lapid.—Adams, Append., s.

V.)—3. (Uioscor., iv., 123 —Galen, De Simpl., viii.—Adams, Ap-
pend., fl. V.)—4. (Dioscor., iii., 34.—Galen, De Simpl., viii.

—

Theophr., ii., 16.—Adams, Aopend., s. v.)— 5. (Demosth., c.

NicoBtr., 1252.)—6. (Andoc.. De M««'.., 10, ed. Steph.—Meier, De
boa. Damn., 125.)
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damage in the mean time, which the setting aside cl

the judgment would not repair. Such action (it has
been conjectured) might be a diKT) avKoi^avTia^, or,

perhaps, /fa*core;i;vt(jv. If the name of the witness
had been fraudently used by the plainliff, and the
witness had thereby been brought into trouble, wp
may conclude, by analogy to the case of other wit-

nesses, that he had a 6ikt] pXuCrjt; against the plain-

tiff.' The ypa^T] '\p£v6oK?iTjrEtag came before the
thesmothetae, and the question at the trial simply
was, whether the defendant in the former cause had
been summoned or not.'

*ETAOMAPTYPiaN AIKH {rl>evSouapTvpi(Jv fJt

KTj). (Vid. Martyria, p. 627.)

PSILOI {faol.) {Vid. Arma, p. 94; Army,
Greei, p. 99.)

*PSIMMYTH'ION djifz/ivdiov), the '' Ceiussa"
of the Romans, and our " White Lead." The ancient
ceruse, like the modern, was prepared by exposing
lead to the vapours of vinegar. The ancient pro-

cess is minutely described by Theophrastus.'
*PSITT'ACUS or PSITT'ACE (^ittokoc, -v),

the Parrot. " If it be true," remarks Adams, »' as
stated by Dodonaeus, that the Parrot is a native of

the extremities of Syria, the Greeks may have been
acquainted with it before the invasion of India by
Alexander. It is first mentioned by Aristotle, un-

less Ctesias have a prior claim, who speaks of the
jStrra/cof . The species of parrot with which the an-
cients may be supposed to have been best acquaint-

ed is the green parrot with a red collar, namely,
the Psiltacus Alcxandri of modern naturalists."

'•jThe ancients," says Pidgeon, " were acquainted
with several kinds of Parrot, among wh/ h the most
celebrated was that sent from Indii ^ Alexander
in the course of his expedition .<.io that country.

Mr. Vigors, who has written on a group of Psittacid»
known to the ancients, and has treated this subject

with his accustomed elegance of style, methodica.
discrimination, and classical research, tells us that

the ancient writers are unanimous in informing us,

that the parrots known to their times came ex
clusively from India. In that country these birds

were ever held in the highest estimation. We are

informed by ^lian that they were the favourite in-

mates of the palaces of princes, and were looked

up to as objects of sacred reverence by the religious

feelings of the people. From this quarter they were
introduced into Europe at the time of the Macedo-
nian conquest, and the specific name of Alexandri,

applied by modern science to the type of the group,

in honour of the first European discoverer, serves

to perpetuate the name of a warrior, who, it is said

by some, valued the conquests that extended the

boundaries of his empire chiefly as they served to

extend the boundaries of science. It was not until

the time of Nero that the parrots of Africa became
known to the Romans. Some of these birds were
among the discoveries made in the course of an ex-

pedition sent out by that prince. They came appa-

rently from the neighbourhood of the Red Sea ; and
it is probable that, as the country became more
known, numbers of the same race were imported

from it into Rome, and formed the chief part ol

those victims of the parrot tribe which in after

times are said to have supplied the inordinate lux-

ury and wantonness of Heliogabalus."*

PSYKTER (rpvKT^p), dim. ipvKTTjpidiov, a Wine-
cooler.* Respecting the general use of ice and

1. (Demosth., c. Aphub., 849.) -2. (Plainer, Proc. und K\ag.,

i., 417.—Meier, Att. Pror., 336, 577, 758.)—3. (Dioscor.. v., 103

—Galen, De Simpl., viii.—Theophr., De Lapid.—Nicnnd., Alex
—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Dodon., Sic, ii., 53.—Aristot., II

A., viii., 14.—Ctesias ap. Phot., Bibl., p. 66.—Adams, Append.,

s. v.—Griffith's Cuvier, vol. vii., p. 556.)— 5. (Plato, ConviT,

332, (J.—Tim., Lex. Plat., s. v.—Menander, p. 177, ed. Moin»k«
—Athen., xi., 469, 502, 503.)
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snow among the ancients for cooling wine, see Nix.

The vessel specially adapted for this operation was
tometimes made of bronze' or silver.* One of

earthenware is preserved in the Museum of Anti-

quities at Copenhagen. It consists of one deep ves-

sel for holding ice, which is fixed within another for

holding vf inc. The wine was poured in at the top.

It thus surrounded the vessel of ice, and was cooled

by the contact. It was drawn off so as to fill the

drinking-.-ups by means of a cock at the bottom.

Thus the ^vkttip was a kind of Crater ; and, ac-

cordingly, where Phylarchus,* in describing the

mode of life of Cleomcnes, king of Sparta, uses the

former term, Plutarch* adopts the latter.

The size of the ^vkttip was very various. It

contained from two quarts* to a great number of

gallons.* It was sometimes given as a prize to the

winners in the game of the Cottabos.
•PSYLLA (V/uAXa), the Flea, or PiUcx irritans, L.

The name is applied, also, to another insect engen-
dered in turnips or radishes, which Stackhouse
makes to be the Tenlhredo rapa.''

PSYLL'ION (V»vXXtw), the Plantago Psyllium,
or Fleawort."

•PSYLON (i/n;^v), probably the Cyprinus Tinea,

Ij., or Tench. " Willoughby does not hesitate to af-

firm that Ausonius is the only ancient author who
notices the Tench. He may be presumed, then, to

have overlooked the description of the fv^uv and
yvatfev^ by Aristotle and Athenaeus, which certainly

appear to apply to the Tench. Schneider, in his

edition of Aristotle's Natural History, reads rt'Awv

instead of the common lection ipvXuv.""

*PTARM'ICE {iTTapiitK/i), a plant. " Although,"
remarks Adams, " Dalechamp referred it to the Ar-
nica montana, I can see no good reason for not re-

ferring it to the Achillea Ptarmica, or Sneezewort,
whi<;h answers very well to the description of Dios-
corides.""

PTELEA (rrreXia), the Common Elm, or Ulmus
eampestris, L."
*PTE11IS (Trrcptf), the Fern. " When we consid-

er the general resemblance which several of the
ferns have to one another, we have cause to appre-
hend that botanists in ancient times did not distin-

guish them very nicely from one another. The
nripcg. then, although Sprengel sets it down for the
Aspidium fUix mas, was probably not restricted to

it."'»

*PTERNIX (Trrepvif), a plant, according to Spren-
gel, the Ararna cancellala}'

PYANEPSIA (JlvavE^La), a festival celebrated at

Athens every year on the seventh of Pyanepsion,
in honour of Apollo.'* It was said to have been in-

stituted by Theseus after his return from Crete.'*

The festival, as well as the month in which it took
place, are said to have derived their names from
irvofto^, another form for Kvofioq, i. e., pulse or beans,
which were cooked at this season and carried about.'*

A procession appears to have taken place at the Py-
anepsia, in which the elpeaiuvT} was carried about.

This dpeaiuvTi was an olive-branch surrounded with
wool and laden with the fruits of the year, for the
festival was in reality a harvest-feast. It was car-

ried by a boy whose parents were still living, and
those who followed him sang certain verses, which

1. (Athen., iv.. 142.)—2, (v., 199.)—3. (ap. Alhen., iv.. 142.)
—4. (Clef,m.. p. 1486, eU. Steph.)—5. (Plato, 1. c.)—8. (Athen.,
f.. 199, d.,/.)—7. (Theophr.. vii., 7.—Ad.onis, Append., s. v.)—8.
iDioacor., iv., 70.—G«len, De Simpl., viii.—Adams, Append., t.

r.)—9. (Arislot., vi., 14.—Dor. ap. Athen., vii.—Hesyrh., s. t.

rVa^tus-—Adaini, Append., s. t.)— 10. (Uioscor., ii.. 191.—Ga-
ton, De Simpl., viii.—Adami, Append,, a. v.)—11. (Dioscor., ii.,

101 .—Theophr., ii., 8.—Galen, De Simpl., viii.—Adunis, Apjicnd.,

i. V.)— 12. (Theophr., i., 10 ; ix., 13.—Dioscor, iv., 183.—Galen,
De Simpl., viii.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 13. (Theophr., II. P.,
VT . t.— Adams, Appcml., a. v.)— 14. (Ilarpocr., Hcaych., Suidas,
a. V Uu>i^c'pta.)—li. (Plut., Thet.,22 )—10. (flarpocr. et Suid.,
I .; -Allien., ix., p. 408.J

are preserved m Plutarch.' The procession went
to a temple of Apollo, and the olive-branch wax
planted at its entrance. According to others, every
Athenian planted, on the day of the Pyanepsia, »ucb
an olive-branch before his own house, where it wa«
left standing till the next celebration of the festival,

when it was exchanged for a fresh one.*

PUBES, PUBEllTAS. (Vtd. Curator, Impc
BE8, InPANS.)

PUBLICA'NI, farmers of the public revenues of

the Roman state (vectigalia.) Their name is formed
Uom publicum, which signifies all that belongs to the

state, and is sometimes used by Roman writers as

synonymous with vectigal.* The revenues which
Rome derived from conquered countries, consisting

chiefly of tolls, tithes, harbour-duties, the scripturu

or the tax which was paid for the use of the public

pasture-lands, and the duties paid for the use of mines
and saltworks (salina), were let out, or, as the Ro-
mans expressed it, were sold by the censors in Rome
itself to the highest bidder.* This sale generally took

place in the month of Quinctilis, and was made for

a lustrum.* The terms on which the revenues were
let were fixed by the censors in the so-called leges

censoria* The people or the senate, however,
sometimes modified the terms fixed by the censors

in order to raise the credit of the publicani,^ and in

some cases even the tribunes of the people interfered

in this branch of the administration.* The tithes

raised in the province of Sicily alone, with the ex-

ception of those of wine, oil, and garden produce,

were not sold at Rome, but in the districts of Sicily

itself, according to a practice established by Hiero.'

The persons who undertook the farming of the pub-

lic revenue of course belonged to the wealthiest Ro-
mans. Their wealth and consequent influence may
be seen from the fact that, as early as the second
Punic war, after the battle of Cannae, when the aera-

rium was entirely exhausted, the publicani advanced
large sums of money to the state on condition of re-

payment after the end of the war.'* But what class

of Romans the publicani were at this time is not

stated ; scarcely half a century later, however, we
find that they were principally men of the equestrian

order," and down to the and of the Republic, as well

as during the early part of the Empire, the farming
of the public revenues was almost exclusively in the

hands of the equites, whence the words equites

and publicani are somietimes used as synonymous.'*
The publicani had to give security to the state for

the sum at which they bought one or more branches
of the revenue in a province ; but as for this reason
the property of even the wealthiest individual must
have been inadequate, a number of equites generally

united together and formed a company (socii, socie-

tas, or corpus), which was recognised by the state,'*

and by which they were enabled to carry on their

undertakings upon a large scale. Such companies
appear as early as the second Punic war.'* The
shares which each partner of such a company took

in the business were called partes, and if they were
small, particular,.'* The responsible person in each
company, and the one who contracted with the

state, was called manceps'* {vid. Manceps); but

1. (I.e.—Compare Clem. Alex., Strom., iv., p. 474.—Eustath
ad II., xxii.—Suid., s. v. Kipeaiwvij, and Etyni. Mas;., where a

different acrount is ^ven.)—2. (Schol. ad Aristoph.. Pint.. 1050.)
—3. (Di^. 39, tit. 4, s. 1,^1 ; 50,tit.l6,s. 16.—Suet., Nero, 1.—
Cic, Pro Rabir. Piwt., 2.— Val. Max., vi., 9, « 7.)—4. (Cic, De
Leg. Ayr., ii., 21 ; c. Verr., iii., 7.;—5. (Mocrob., Sat., i., 12.)—
6. (Cic. a<l Quint. Frat., i., 1.—Varro, De Re Rust.,ii., 1.—Feat.,

s. V. Produit.)—7. (Plut., Flainin., 19.—Polyb., vi . 17—Liv..

xxxix..44.)—8. (Liv.,xliii., 16.)—9. (Cic, c. Verr.. li , 3. 64, 33,

Ac.)— 10. (Val. Max.. v., 6, I) 8.—Liv., xxiv., 18.—Compaw
xxiii., 48,<tc.)— 11. (Liv., xliii.. 16.)— 12. (Cic, c. Verr., i., 51

;

ii., 71 ; ad Att.. ii., 1.—Suet., Octav., 24.—Tacit., Ann., iv., «.;

—13. (Dig. 3. tit. 4. s. 1.)— 14. (Liv.. ixi.i., 48. 49.)— 15. (Cic..

Pro Rabir. Post., 2. — Val. Max., vi , 9, 7 )— 16. (Festui, a »
Manceps.—Pieudo-Ascon. in Divinat., p. 113, ed. OrolliO

asu
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thero ifpas also a magister to manage the business

of each society, who resided at Rome, and kept an

extensive correspondence with the agents in the

provinces.* He seems to have held liis office only

for one year; his representative in the provinces

was called sub magistro, who had to travel about

and superintend the actual business of collecting the

revenues. The upxirtTiuvj]^ in St. Luke' is probably

£uch a sub magistro. The magister at Rome had
also to keep the accounts which were sent in to him
(tabulm accepti et expensi). The credit of these com-
panies of publicani and the flourishing state of their

finances were of the utmost importance to the state,

and, in fact, its very foundation ; and of this the Ro-
mans were well aware, and Cicero' therefore calls

them the " rrnamenlum civilatis et firmamentum rei-

pulilica."* It has been already mentioned that the

publicani, in case of need, acted as a kind of public

bank, and advanced large sums of money to the

state,* which therefore thought them worthy of its

especial protection. But they abused their power
at an early period, in the provinces as well as at

Rome itself; and Livy* says "ubi puhlicanus est, ibi

aut jus publicum vanum, aut libertas sociis nulla."''

Nobody but a Roman citizen was allowed to be-

com.e a member of a company of publicani ; freed-

men and slaves were excluded.* No Roman ma-
gistrate, however, or governor of a province, was
allowed to take any share whatever in a company
of publicani,' a regulation which was chiefly intend-

ed as a protection against the oppression of the pro-

vincials. During the later period of the Empire va-

rious changes were introduced in the farming of the

public revenues. Although it was, on the whole, a
rule that no person should be compelled to take any
share in a company of publicani, yet such cases
sometimes occurred.'" J'rom the time of Constan-
line, the leases of the publicani were generally not
longer than for three years.*' Several parts of the

revenue which had before been let to publicani,

were now raised by especial officers appointed by
the emperors."

All the persons hitherto mentioned as members
of these companies, whether they held any office in

such a company or not, and merely contributed their

shares and received their portions of the profit,** did

not themselves take any part in the actual levying
or collecting of the taxes in the provinces. This
part of the business was performed by an inferior

class of men, who were said operas publicanis dare,

or esse in uperis socictatis.^* They were engaged by
the publicani, and consisted of freemen as well as
slaves, Romans as well as provincials." This body
of men is called familia publicanorum, and compre-
hended, according to the praetor's edict," all persons
who assisted the publicani in collecting the vectigal.

Various laws were enacted in the course of time,
which were partly intended to support the servants
of the publicani in the performance of their duty,
and partly to prevent them from acts of oppres-
sion."

The separate branches of the public revenue in

the provinces {decuma, portoria, scriptura, and the
revenues from the mines and saltworks) were
mostly leased to separate companies of publicani,
whence they were distinguished by names derived

1. (Cic. ad Att., v., 15 ; c. Verr., ii., 74.)—2. (xix., 2.)—

3

(Cic, Pro Leg. Manil,6.)— 4. (Pro Plane, 9.)—5. (Compare,
<;-ic. ad Fam., v , 20.)—6. (xlv., 18.)—7. (Compare Livy, xxv.,
3, 4.)—8. (Pseudo-Ascon. in Divinat., p. 113.—Cic, c. Verr , iii.,

39.)—9. (Cic, c. Verr., iii., 57.)— 10. (Burmann. Vectig. Pop.
Rom., p. 138, <kc.)— 11. (Cod., vi., tit. 61, s. 4.)— 12. (Burmann,
1. c, p. 141. <Jrc.)— 13. (Cic ad Att., i.. 19—Nepos, Att., 6.)—
14. (Val. Max., vi., 9, * 8.— Cic, c Verr., iii., 41. — Id., ad
Fam., xiii., 9.—Compare c. Veir., ii., 70.—Pro Pianc, 19.)— 15.
(Cic, c Verr.. ii.. 77.—De Prov. Cons., 5.)— 16. (Dig. 30, tit. 4,
•. 1.)— 17. (Vid. Digeit., 39, tit. 4 : De Publisanis et vectigal.

•t oomminii.—Gaius, iv., 28.)
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from that particular branch which they had taken it

farm; e. g., decumani, pecuarii or scripturarii, sah-
narii or mancipes salinarum, &c.' (Compare Dk-
cuMiB, PoRTORiuM, SALiNiE, ScBiPTURA.) On Some
occasions, however, one company of publicani farm-
ed two or more branches at once ; thus we have an
instance of a societas farming the portorium and
the scriptura at the same time.' The commenta-
tor, who goes by the name of Asconius, asserts that
the portitores were publicani who farmed the porto-

rium ; but from all the passages where they are
mentioned in ancient writers, it is beyond all doubt
that the portitores were not publicani properly so
called, but only their servants engaged in examining
the goods imported or exported, and levying the
custom- duties upon them. They belonged to the
same class as the publicans of the New Testament.*
Respecting the impudent way in which these infe-

rior officers sometimes behaved towards travellers

and merchants, see Plaut., Mcnctch., i., 2, 5, &c.

—

Cic. ad Quint. Fr., i., 1.— Plut., i)e Curiosit , p.

518, c*
PUBLICIA'NA IN REM ACTIO was given to

him who obtained possession of a thing ex justa

causa, and had lost the possession before h2 had ac-

quired the ownership by usucapion. This was a
praetorian action, so called from a praetor Publicius,

and the fiction by which the possessor was enabled
to sue was that he had obtained the ownership by
usucapion.* This actio was an incident to every
kind of possessio which was susceptible of usucapion
(the thirty years' excepted). In the old Roman law
this actio resembled the vindicatio, and in the newer
Roman law it was still more closely assimilated to

it, and consequently, in this actio, mere possession

was not the only thing considered, but the matter
was likened to the case where ownership and pos-

session were acquired at the same time by occupa-

tio or traditio. Accordingly, possessio for the pur-,

poses of usucapion may be viewed in two ways

:

viewed with respect to the ownership of which it »
the foundation, it is a subject of jurisprudence as

bare possession ; viewed with reference to the Pub-
liciana actio, which is incident to it, it is viewed as

ownership. The owner of a thing might also avail

himself of this action if he had any difficulty in

proving his ownership.
This action was introduced for the protection of

those who had a civilis possessio, but that only, and,

consequently, could not recover a thing by the rei

vindicatio, an action which a man could only have
when he had the Quiritarian ownership of a thing.

According to the definition, a man could have this

actio both for a thing which he had in bonis, and for

a thing of which he had a civilis possessio without

having it in bonis ; and his action was good e"en
against the Quiritarian owner ; for if such ovner
pleaded his ownership, the pJaintifT might reph that

the thing had been sold and delivered, and theiefore

was his in bonis. The Publiciana actio of the plain-

tiff^, who had a civilis possessio without having the

thing in bonis, was not good against the owner,

who had the right of ownership in fact, whi>e the

plaintifl^ had it only in fiction ; nor was it Rood
against another who had a civilis possessio, fm that

possessio was as good as his own. His actioh was
good against a possessor who had not a civilis pos-

sessio. In this action the plaintiff' had to prove that

he possessed civiliter before the time when he lost

the possession. {Vid. Possessio.)

The object of the action was the recovery of the

thing and all that belonged to it. In the legislation

of Justinian, the distinction between res mancipj

1. (Pseudo-Ascon., 1. c.)—2. (Cic, c Verr., ii., 7a - 3. (St

Luke, T,^ 37, 29.)—4. (Connpare Burmann, De VectiR,, B.J—

i

(Oaius, iv., 36.)
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ind nee mancipi was abolishe«J, and ownership

rould in all cases be transferred by tradition. The
Publiciana actio, therefore, became useless for any

other purpose tlian a case of home fidei possessio,

and this seems to explain why the words " non a

domino" appear in the edict as cited in the Digest,'

while they do not appear in Gaius.'

The Publiciana actio applied also to servitutes,

the right to which had not been transferred by man-
cipatio or in jure cessio, but which had JHjen enjoy-

ed with the consent of the owner of the land. As
the legislation of Justinian rendered the old forms of

transfer of servitutes unnecessary, the Publiciana

actio could then only apply to a case of possessio.*

PU'BLICUM. (^'Ki. PuBMCANi.)
PUBLICUM, PRIVATUM JUS. {Vid. Jus, p.

661.)

PU'BLICUS AGER. {Vid. Aorarive Leges.)

PUBLI'LIA LEX. In the consulship of L. Pina-

rius and P. Furius, B.C. 472, the tribune Publilius

Volero proposed in the assembly of the tribes that

the tribunes should in future be appointed in the

comitia of the tribes (ut pUbcii magistratHs triUulis

romilns fierent) instead of by the centuries, as had
formerly been the case, since the clients of the pa-

tricians were so numerous in the centuries that the

plebeians could not elect whom they wished.* This
measure was violently opposed by the patricians,

who prevented the tribes from coming to any reso-

lution respecting it throughout this year ,- but in the

following year, B.C. 471, Publilius was re-elected

tribune, and together with him C. Lsetorius, a man
of still gi eater resolution than Publilius. Fresh
measures were added to the former proposition :

the ewliles were to be chosen by the tribes as well

as the tribunes, and the tribes were to be competent
to deliberate and determine on all matters affecting

the whole nation, and not such only as might con-

cern the plebes.* This proposition was still more
violently resisted by the patricians than the one of

the previous year; and, although the consul Appius
used force, the tribes could not be prevented from

passing the proposition. It was then laid before

the senate to receive t-he assent of that body ; and,

through the advice of the other consul, T. Quinctius,

it received the sanction of the senate, and afterward

of the cur'se, and thus obtained the force of a law.

Some said that the number of tribunes was now for

the first time raised to five, having been only two
previously*

PUbLI'LIiE LEGES, proposed by the dictator

Q. Publilius Philo, B C. 339. Niebuhr* thinks that

the main object of these laws was to abolish the

power of the patrician assembly of the curies, and
that they were carried with the approbation of the

senate, which was opposed to the narrow-minded-
ness of the great body of the patricians. Great op-

position, however, seems to have been expected

;

and, accordingly, the consul Ti. ^Emilius named his

own colleague, Q. Publilius Philo, dictator, in order

that the reforms might be carried with the authority

of the highest magistracy in the state.

According to Livy,* thpre were three Publiliae

leges. The first is said to have enacted that ple-

biscitn should bind all Qiiirites [ul plcbiscila otnnes

Quirilet Unerenl), which is to the same purport as

lex Hortensia of B.C. 286. {Vid. Plehucitum.)
Niebuhr, however, thinks that the object of t lis law
was to render the approval of the senate a sufficient

confirmation of a plebiscitum, and to make the con-

firmation of the curias unnecessary. The second

law enacted : " ul leirum qua comitiit rentwn* ia

ferrercntur ante inilum gujffradium patren auetores

Jierevt." By patres Livy here means the curiae:

and, accordingly, this law made the confirmation of
the curiae a mere formality in reference to all laws
submitted to the comitia centuriata, since every law
proposed by the senate to the centuries was to be

considered to have the sanction of the curiae also.

The third law enacted that one of the two censors
should necessarily be a plebeian. Niebuhr supposes
that there was also a fourth, which applied the Li-

cinian law to the praetorship as well as to the cen-

sorship, and which provided that in each alternate

year the praetor should be a plebeian.'

PUGILA'TUS (?rvf, irvyfifi, iwyfiaxia, nvy/ioavvTi),

Boxing. The fist {pugnus, irv^ being the simplest

and most natural weapon, it may be taken for grant-

ed that boxing was one of the earliest athletic games
among the Greeks. Hence gods and several of the

earliest heroes are described either as victors in the

TTvyfiTj, or as distinguished boxers, such as Apollo,

Heracles, Tydeus, Polydeuces, &c.* The scholiast

on Pindar* says that Theseus was believed to have
invented the art of boxing. The Homeric heroes

are well acquainted with it.* The contest in box-

ing was one of the hardest and most dangerous,

whence Homer gives it the attribute uXryeivri.*

Boxing for men was introduced at the Olympic
games in Ol. 32, and for boys in 01. 37.* Contests

in boxing for boys are also mentioned in the Nemea
and Isthmia.^

In the earliest times boxers {pugilcs, irvKrai]

fought naked, with the exception of a C'"/"^ round
their loins ;• but this was not used when boxing
was introduced at Olympia, as the contests in wrest-

ling and racing had been carried on here by persons

entirely naked ever since 01. 15 Respecting the

leathern thongs with which pugilists surrounded

their fists, see Cestits, where its various forms are

illustrated by woodcuts.
The boxing of the ancients appears to have re-

sembled the practice of modern times. Some par-

ticulars, however, deserve to be mentioned. A pe-

culiar method, which required great skill, was not

to attack the antagonist, but to remain on the de-

fensive, and thus to wear out the opponent, until he
was obliged to acknowledge himself to be conquer-

ed.* It was, considered a sign of the greatest skill

in a boxer to conquer without rcceimng any wounds,
so that the two great points in this game were to

inflict blows, and at the same time not to expose
one's self to any danger {iT?.r}yfi Kai ^r?.a«^'*). A pu-

gilist used his right arm chiefly for fighting, and the

left as a protection for his head, for all regular blows
were directed against the upper parts of the body,

and the wounds inflicted upon the head were often

very severe and fatal. In some ancient representa-

tions of boxers, the blood is seen streaming from
their noses, and their teeth were frequently knocked
out." The ears especially were exposed to great

danger, and with regular pugilists they were gener-

ally much mutilated and broken." Hence, in works
of art, the ears of the pancratiasts always appear

beaten flat, and, although swollen in some parts, are

j'et smaller than ears usually are. In order to pro-

tect the ears from severe blows, little covers, cadled

1. («. tit. S, I. 1.)—a. (IV.. 30.)—3. (Dig. fl, tit. S.— Init., ir.,

tit. 0. — Savig^ny, Dns Rocht den ElRiitzei.)— 4. (Lir., ii., 50.)

—i. (Dionyi., ix., 43.— /onaras, vii., 17.)--4J. (lAv , ii., 58.

—

Niebuhr, Hist. ofRomR, ii., p. 211, &c.)—7. (ROoutche Ccacb
,

ki p. 107-173.)—8. (viii., 12.)

1. (Compare Arnold, Ilist. of Rome, ii., p. 154, Ac.)— i
(Paua., V. ", 4.—Tlieocrit., xxiv.. 1 13.—ApoUod., iii., 0, 1) 4.-
Paua.. T., 8, 1) 2.)—3. (Neni., v.. 89.)—4. (Horn., 11., iiiii., 091
&c.—Compare Odyss., Tiii., 103, &c.)—5. (11., xxiii., fi58.)—

6

(Pau«., v., 8, 1) 3 j—7. (Paus., vi., 4, 6.)—8. (Horn., 11 , ixiii.

083.—Vitfr., Ma , v.. 421.)—9. (Dio Chrysust., Melauc, ii.,ont

29. — EuBtath. »d 11., p. 1322, 29) — 10. (J. Chrysoat.. Serm.
»ii., 1,—Plut., Sympoi., ii.. 5.—Compare Paui., vi., 12, ^ 3.)-

11. (Apollon. Rhod., li., 785.—Theocrit., ii., 120.—Virg Xvl
T., 409.- ^lian. V. II., x.. 19.)— 12. (Plat., Gorg., p SIO

Prutog., p. 342.—Martial, vii , S3, 5.)
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i/i^urltUu were iixented.* But these ear covers,

jvliich, according to the etymologist, were made of

brass, wore undoubtedly never used in the great

public games, but only in the gymnasia and palaes-

Irte, or, at most, in the public contests of boxing for

boys ; they are never seen in any ancient work
of art.

The game of boxing was, like all the other gym-
nastic and athletic games, regulated by certain

rules. Thus pugilists were not allowed to take

hold of one another, or to use their feet for the pur-

pose of making one another fall, as was the case in

tho pancratium.* Cases of death, either during the

fight itself or soon after, appear to have occurred

rather frequently ;' but if a fighter wilfully killed his

antagonist, he was severely punished.* If both

the combatants were tired without wishing to give

up the fight, they might pause a while to recover

their strength ; and in some cases they are described

as resting on their knees.* If the fight lasted too

long, recourse was had to a plan called nHiia^ ; that

is. both parties agreed not to move, but to stand

still and receive the blows without using any means
of defence except a certain position of the hands.*

The contest did not end until one of the combatants
was compelled by fatigue, wounds, or despair, to

declare himself conquered {anayopevELv),'' which
was generally done by lifting up one hand.*

The lonians, especially those of Samos, were at

all times more distinguished pugilists than the

Dorians, and at Sparta boxing is said to have been
forbidden by the laws of Lycurgus.' But the an-

cients generally considered boxing as a useful train-

ing for military purposes, and a part of education

no less important than any other gymnastic exer-

cise.'" Even in a medical point of view, boxing
was recommended as a remedy against giddiness

knd chronic headaches."
In Italy boxing appears likewise to have been

practised from early times, especially among the

Etruscans.-- It continued as a popular game du-

ring the whole period of the Republic as well as of

the Empire.'^
PUGILLA'RES. (FieZ. Tabula.)
PUGIO {fiuxaipa, dim. fiaxaipiov; iyx^'^P'^^^ov),

a dagger ; a two-edged knife, commonly of bronze,

with the handle in many cases variously ornamented
or enriched, sometimes made of the hard black

wood of the Syrian terebinth.'* The accompany-
ing woodcut shows three ancient daggers. The

two upper figures are copied from Beger:'* the

third reprssents a dagger about a foot long, which

1. (Pollux, Onora., ii., 82.— Etymol. Mag., s. v.)— 2. (Plut.,

Synip., it., 4.—LucJan, Anach., 3.)—3. (Schol. ad Find., Ol., v.,

14.)—4. (Paus.. viii., 40, S; vi., 9, ^ 3.) — 5. (ApoUon. Rhod.,
ii., 86.—Stat., Theb., vi., 790.)- 6. {Eustath. ad II., xiiii., p.

H24.—Paus., viii., 40, I) 3.)—7. (Paus., vi., 10, i) 1.)—8. (Pint.,

Ufcarg., 19.)— 9. (Paus., vi., 2, t, 4.— Plut., Lycurg., 19.)-10.
(tucian, Anach., 3.— Plut., Cat. Maj., 20.) — 11. (Aretscus, Dc
Moib. diut. Cur., t., 2.)— 12. (Liv., i., 35.—Dionys., vii., 72.)— 13.

(Suet., Oclav., 45. — Cic, De Lepg-., ii., 15, 18.— Tacit., Ann.,
ivi., 21.— Suet.. Calig.. 18.

—

Vid. Krause, Die Gyronastik und
Aifim. d. Hellenen, p. 497-534.)— 14. (Theophr., U. P., v., 3, i)

».)--15. (Thes. Brand., V., iii., p. 398, 419.)

was found in an Egyptian tomb, and is preserved
in the museum at Leyden. The middle figure ia

entirely of metal. The handles of the two others
were fitted to receive a plate of wood on each side
The lowermost has also two bosses of ivory or

horn, and shows the remains of a thin plate of gilt

metal with which the wood was covered.
In the heroic ages the Greeks sometimes wore

a dagger suspended by the sword on the left side,

of the body {vid. Gladius), and used it on all oo
casions instead of a knife.' Thus Theseus draws
his dagger to cut his meat at table." The custom ia

continued to the present day among the Arnauts,
who are descended from '.he ancient Greeks.'
The Romans (see woodcuts, p. 11, 454) wore the
dagger as the Persians did {vid. Acinaces), on the
right side, and consequently drew it with the thumb
at the upper part of the hilt, the position most
effective for stabbing. The terms pugio and kyxeipii-

lov denote both its smallness and the manner of
grasping it in the hand {ttv^, pugnus). In the same
way we must understand "the two swords" {duos

gladios*) worn by the Gallic chieftain slain by
Manlius Torquatus ; and the monuments of the
Middle Ages prove that the custom long continued
in our own and in adjoining countries.' Among
some of the northern nations of Europe, a dirk was
constantly worn on the side, and was in readiness
to be drawn on every occasion.' The Clialybea

employed the same weapon, stabbing their enemies
in the neck.' For the Greek horsemen, the dagger
was considered preferable to the long sword as a

weapon of oflTence.* For secret purposes it was
placed under the armpit.*

PUGME, PUGOx\ {nvyiifi, nvyuv). (Vid. Pe«
p. 763.)

PULAGORAI {TTv^ayofiai). {Vid. Ahpuictvihi,
p. 49.)

PULLA'RIUS. {Vid. AuspiciuM, p. 130.)

PU'LPITUM. (Ft(/. Theatrum.)
PULVI'NAR. A representation of the mode of

usmg cushions or pillows {pulvini), to recline upon
at entertainments, is given in the '-voodcut at p.

326. The most luxurious of such cushions were
stuffed with swan's-down.'" An ancient Egyptian
cushion, filled with feathers, is preserved in the
British Museum. In reference to this practice, the
Romans were in the habit of placing the statues of
the gods upon pillows at the lectisternia. {Vid.

Epi'lonks, Lectisternium.) The couches provided

for this purpose in the temples were called puloi-

narja.^^ There was also a pulvinar, on which tho
images of the gods were laid, in the Circus.'*

PULVI'NUS. {Vid. Pulvinar.)
PUPILLA PUPILLUS. ( Vid. Impubes, Infans,

PUPILLA'RIS SUBSTITU'TIO. {Vid. Herk»,
Roman, p. 498.)

PUPPIS. (Kad. Ships.)

PU'TEAL properly means the enclosure sur-

rounding the opening of a well, to protect persona
from falling into it. It was either round or square,

and seems usually to have been of the height of

three or four feet from the ground. There is a

round one in the British Museum, made of marble,

which was found among the ruins of one of Tibe-

rius's villas in Capreae ; it exhibits five groups of

fauns and bacchanalian nymphs, and around the

edge at the top may be seen the marks of the

1. (Horn., 11., iii., 271.—Athen.,vi.,232, c.)—2. (Plut., Thes.

,

p. 10, ed. Steph.)—3. ( Dmlwcll , Tour, i., p. 133.)—4. (Cell., ix..

13.)—5. (Vid. Stolhard, Moil. Effigies of Gt. Britain.)— 6. (Ovid

Trist., v., 8, 19, 20.)—7. (Xen., Anab., iv., 7, <i
lfi.)-8. (Id., De

Re Eijuest., xii., 11.)— 9. (Plato, Gorg., p. 71, 72, Heindorff.)—

10. (Mart., xiv., 16, 1.)- 11. (Hor., Carm.. i., 37, 3.— Ovid
Met., xiv., 827 — Cic. in Cat., iii., 10.— Harusp., 5.- Doni., S3
—Tusc, iv., 2.—Val. Max., iii., 7, ( 1.— Serv. in Vu-a , Gcorg
iii., 533 )— 12. (Suet., Octav., 45.- Claud., 4.)
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rope> us?d in drawing up water from the well.

Such puteaiia seem to have been common in the

lioman villas : the puteaiia signala, wliich Cicero'

wanted for his Tusculan villa, must have been of

the same kind as the one in the British Museum

;

the sigiuUa refers to its being adorned with figures.

It was tho practice in some cases to surround a
sacred place with an enclosure open at the top, and
such enclosures, from the great similarity they bore

to puteaiia. were called by this name. There were
two sufh places in the Roman Forum : one of these

was called Putcal Libonis or Scribonianum, because
a chapel (saccllum) in that place had been struck
by lightning, and Scribonius Libo expiated it by
proper ceremonies, and erected a puteal around it,

apen at the top, to preserve the memory of the
place.* The form of this puteal is preserved on
several coins of the Scribonian gens. (See wood-
cut, and compare Spanheim, De Prasl. el Uau,

Nunutm., li., p. 190.)

This puteal seems to have been near the Atrium
of Vesta,' and was a common place of meeting for

usurers.* The other puteal was in the comitium,
on the left side of the senate-house, and in it were
deposited the whetstone and razor of Attus Navius.'

PUTHIOI (nvdioi), called noidiot in the Lace-
daemonian dialect,* were four persons appointed by
the Spartan kings, two by each, as messengers to

tne Temple of Delphi {Qeonponoi k^ ApA^ovf).

Their office was highly honourable and important

:

tliey were always the messmates of the Spartan
lungs.'

PUTIC'UL^., PUTI'CULI. {Vid. Funus, p. 461.)

•PYCNOC'OMON iinjKvoKouov), a plant, about
which Matthiolus and Sprengel are undecided

;

but which, as Bauhin states, Columna took for the
Scabiosa succisa, or Devil's bit.*

PY'ELOI (TrreXot). ( Vid. Funus, p. 456.)

*PYGARGUS (TTuyapyof), an animal noticed by
Herodotus, and also mentioned in the Septuagint.

Dr. Shaw supposes it a species of Antelope, which
he calls Lidinee*

*II. A species of Eagle. {Vid. Aquila, 76.)

*PYG.\L^US {TTvyfiaco^), a name given to a fab-

ulous race of very diminutive size, who were said

to be engaged at stated periods in warfare with the
cranes. For a full account of the legend, and the
various explanations that have been given of it,

consult Anlhon's Classical Dictionary, s. v.

PYGOLAMP'IS {mjyoTiafiirig), the common
Glow-worm or Lampijris noctiluca}*

PYRA. ' Vid. Funus, p. 456, 460.)

PYR'ETHRUM (KvptOpov), a plant described by
Dioscorides and others. " Although," says Adams,
•' the description of Dioscorides be somewhat loose,

I see no reason to doubt that his plant was the An-
themia Pyrcthnim, or Pellitory of Spain. At all

events, its effects, as described by Dioscorides,

1. 'Ad Atl., i., 10.)— 2. (Fettui, i. v. Scriboiu«naiii.) — 3.

(Sa'.hM. UrschreiL. dcr Sudt. Rum., i., p. 134.)—4. (Ovid, Rem.
Am., 5bl.—Cic, Pro Sex., 8.—Here., Sat., iv.,49.—Hor., Epis't.,

i., 19, 8.)— 5. (Cic, De Uiv., i., 17.— Compare Livy, i., 30, aud
Mailer, Et-uskcr, li., p. 171.)— 6. (Photiua. s. v.)—7. (Ilcrod

,

n., 57— .Ken., Rep. Lac., xv., 5.—Muller, Doi., iii, 1, fl.)—8.

(Dioacor., iv., 164.—Galen, Ue Simpl., viii.—Adams, Append.,
. T.) -9. (Henx!., iv., 192.—Oouteron., xiv., 5.—Adaius, Ap-
pnnd« I. V.)— 10. (Adaiua, Append., f. v.)

SM

correspona very well with those of the Pellitory
,

that is to say, it is represented as a powerful mas-
ticatory, and is recommended for toolhaciie."*

*PYRIL.\MP1S {nvpiXapKic), a name applied by
Suidas to the Pvoglampis, which see.

•PYROMACHUS LAPIS (Trvpopaxoc Xldot), th«
Common Pyrites of modern mineralogists, consists
ing principally of sulphurate of iron, with some ad-
mixture of copper and arsenic. " Stones of thi«

class," says Adams, " are often called Marckaaitei,
from the barbarous term Marchasita, wiiich is given
to the Pyrites in the Latin translation of Serapion."
Dioscorides calls the Pyromachus the Trvpirtjc Xt-

PY'RRHICA (KiW. Saltatio.)
•PYRRHU'LAS (nvp^ovXa^), a bird mentionec

by Aristotle, and corresponding, as Gesner thinks,
to the Bullhnch, or Pyrrkula vulgaris. It would ap-
pear, according to Adams, not to have been the
same bird as the nvpaT.ig of Aristotle, the Trvfif>a of
i£lian, and the nvppia of Phile.*

*PYRUS (aTTtof), the Pear-tree, or Pyrus commu
nis, L., the fwit of which was called Pyrum by the
Latins, and umov by the Greeks. Virgil mentions
several kinds of pears. The one termed " Crustur-

mian," called also, according to Celsus, Ncevianum,
was the best. Columella ranks it the first, and Pli-

ny says of these pears, " cunctis aulem Cruslumina
gralissima." Dalechamp makes the Cruslumian the
same as the French " Poire perlc," while Stapel
says that it is known in Flanders under the name
" Poire de Saint Jactfues." Some make it the same
as the English " Warden pear.'' The appellation
of Crustumian (Cruslnmium or Crustuminum) was
derived from the Italian town of Crustumorium, in

the territory adjacent to which they particularly

abounded. Virgil speaks also of the " Syrian"
pear ; but in Columella the Syrium pyrum is a ge-
neric name, embracing both the Crustumium and
the Tarenlinum. Pliny, on the other hand, distin-

guishes between the Syrtan and Tarentine kinds.
Servius says that the epithet " Syrian" has no re-

lation whatever to the country of Syria, but comes
from the Greek (jvpog, " dark-coloured" or " black,"
and Pliny, in fact, assures us that the Syrian was a
dark-coloured pear. Some modern writers, how-
ever, take it to be the Bergamot. The pear called

Volemum took its name, as is said, from its large
size, " quia volam manus impleant," " because they
fill the palm of the hand." Ruceus thinks they arc
the Bon Chretien ; but it would seem more correct,

with Dryden, Martyn, and others, to make them
the " Pounder-pears," or, as they are more com-
monly termed, " Pound-pears." The Bon Chrrtien

answers rather to the raXavralov inriuv, which Pli-

nj" calls Librale pyrum, and which must not be con-
founded with the Volemum.*

II. (TTvpof), Wheat. ( Vid. Triticum.)
PYTHIAN GAMES {Uvdia), one of the foui

great national festivals of the Greeks. It was cele-

brated in the neighbourhood of Delphi, anciently
called Pytho, in honour of Apollo, Artemis, and
Leto. The place of this solemnity was the Crissaean
plain, which for this purpose contained a hippiv

dromus or racecourse,* a stadium of 1000 feet in

length,* and a theatre, i.i which the musical con-
tests took place.' A gymnasium, prytaneuni, and
other buildings of this kind probably existed here,

as at Olympia, although they are not mentioned.

1. (Dio«cor., iii.. 78.—Giilen, De Simpl., viii.—Adams, Appeml.,
«. v.)—2. (Theophr., Do Lnpid.—Ari&tot., Met., iv., t>.— Diocooi.,

v., 142.—Adams, A|>pend., s. v.)— 3. (Aristiil., 11. A., viii., 5.

—

iGtian, N. A., iv., 5.—Adania, Append., s. v.)—4. {Tlienphr., iv.

12, &c.—Dioiicor., ii., 107.—Fi-e, Flore do Virgile. p. 134.—Mar
lyn ad Virg., Geiirg., ii., 87.—Adaina, Append., s. v.)—5. (Paus
X., 37, 4 4.)—«. (Ceiuor.. De Die Mat., 13 )— 7. (Lucian. adv ia

dott., 9.)
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Once the Pythian games were held at Athens, on

the advice of Demetrius Poliorcetes (01. 122, 3»),

because the .^Etolian- were in possession of the

passes around Delphi.

The Pythian games were, according to most
legends, instituted by Apollo himself." other tradi-

tions referred them to ancient heroes, such as Am-
phictvon, Adrastus, Diomedes, and others. They
were orjginally, perhaps, nothing more than a reli-

gious panegyris, occasioned by the oracle of Delphi,

and the sacred games are said to have been at first

only a musical contest, which consisted in singing

a hymn to the honour of the Pythian god with the

accompaniment of the cilhara.* Some of the poets,

however, and mythographers represent even the

gods and the early heroes as engaged in gymnastic

and equestrian contests at the Pythian games. But
such statements, numerous as they are, can prove

nothing ; they are anachronisms in which late wri-

ters were fond of indulging. The description of the

Pythian games in which Sophocles, in the Electra,

makes Orestes take part, belongs to this class.

The Pythian games must, on account of the celeb-

rity of the Delphic oracle, have become a national

festival for all the Greeks at a very early period;

and when Solon fixed pecuniary rewards for those

Athenians who were victors in the great national

festivals, the Pythian agon was undoubtedly in-

cluded in the number, though it is not expressly

mentioned.*
Whether gymnastic contests had been performed

at the Pythian games previous to 01. 47 is un-

certain. Bockh supposes that these two kinds of

games had been connected at the Pythia from early

times, but that afterward the gymnastic games
were neglected ; but, however this may be, it is

certain that about 01. 47 they did not exist at

Delphi. Down to 01. 48 the Delphians themselves

had been the agonothetas at the Pythian games,
but in the third year of this olympiad, when, after

the Crissffian war, the Amphictyons took the man-
agement under their care, they naturally became
the agonothetoB.' Some of the ancients date the

institution of the Pythian games from this time,*

and others say that henceforth they were called

Pythian games. Owing to their being under the

management of the Amphictyons, they are some-
limes called 'Afj.(piKrvovLKu utiXa.'' From 01. 48, 3,

the Pythiads were occasionally used as an sera, and
the first celebration under the Amphictyons was
the first Pythiad. Pausaiiias* expressly states that

in this year the original musical contest in Kidapcp-

tiia was extended by the addition of avXudia, i. e.,

singing with the accompaniment of the flute, and
by that of flute-playing alone. Strabo,' in speak-
ing of these innovations, does not mention the
.tiiAuJai, but states that the contest of cithara-play-

ers {Kiffapiarai) was added, while Pausanias assigns
the introduction of this contest to the eighth Pyth-
iad. One of the musical contests at the Pythian
games, in which only flute and cithara-players took
p^rt, was the so-called vouog UvdiKoc, which, at

least in subsequent times, consisted of five parts,

viz., iivuKpovaiq, dixTZEipa, KaraKE/iEvafto^, lafi6oL kuI
iaKTv?i.oi, and avpiyye^. The whole of this vofioc

was a musical description of the fight of Apollo
with the dragon, and of his victory over the mon-
ster.'" A somewhat diflTerent account of the parts
of this vnftng is given by the scholiast on Pindar,"
and by Pollux."

1. (Vid. Plut., Demetr., 40.—Corsini, Fast. Att., iv., p. 77.)—
I. (Atheii., jcv., p. 701.— bchol., Argum. uil Find., Pyth.)— 3.

(Paus., X., 7, « 2.—Strab., ix.. p. 421.)—4. (Diog. Lafirt., i., 55.)
—5. (Strab., IX., p. 421.— Paus., x , 17, * 3.)— 6. (Phot., Cod.,

5. 533, ed. Bekker.)—7. (Heliod., .dilhiop., iv., 1.)— 8. (I. c.)—
. (1. c.)— 10. (Slrabo, I.e.)— 11. (Avgum. ad Pyth.)— 12 (iv.,

SI, 81.)

a9fi

Besides these innovations in the musical cun
tests which were made in the first Pythiad, sucb
gymnastic and equestrian games as were then cus-

tomary at Olympia were either revived at Delphi,

or introduced for the first time. The chariot-race

with four horses was not introduced till the second
Pythiad.' Some games, on the other hand, were
adopted, which had not yet been practised at Olym-
pia, viz., the Solcxoc and the dinvXog for boys. In

the first Pythiad the victors received xpW'^to, as

their prize, but in the second a chaplf t was estab-

lished as the reward for the victors.* Tlie scholi

asts on Pindar reckon the first Pythiad from this

introduction of the chaplet, and their system has
been followed by most modern chronologers, though
Pausanias expressly assigns this institution to the

second Pythiad.* The avX(^6ia, which was intro-

duced in the first Pythiad, was omitted at the sec-

ond and ever after, as only elegies and -^pfivoi had
been sung to the flute, which were thought too

melancholy for this solemnity. The TEdplirnog, or

chariot-race with four horses, however, was added
in the same Pythiad. In the eighth Pythiad (01.

55, 3), the contest in playing the cithara without

singing was introduced ; in Pythiad 23, the foot-

race in arms was added ; in Pythiad 48, the chari-

ot-race with two full-grown horses {nvvupiSog 6p6 /~

fj.oc) was performed for the first time ; in Pythiad

53, the chariot-race with four foals was introduced.

In Pythiad 61, the pancratium for boys ; in Pythiad

63, the horserace with foals ; and in Pythiad 69,

the chariot-race with two foals, were introduced.*

Various musical contests were also added in the

course of time, and contests in tragedy, as well as

in other kinds of poetry and in recitations of his-

torical compositions, are expressly mentioned.*

Works of art, as paintings and sculptures, were ex-

hibited to the assembled Greeks, and prizes were
awarded to those who had produced the finest

works.* The musical and artistic contests were
at all times the most prominent features of the

Pythian games, and in this respect they even ex-

celled the Olympic games.
Previous to 01. 48, the Pythian games had been

an hvaerTjpic, that is, they had been celebrated at

the end of every eighth year ; but in 01. 48, 3, they

became, like the Olympia, a nevTaErjjpi^, i. e., they

were held at the end of every fourth year; and a
Pythiad, therefore, ever since the time that it was
used as an aera, comprehended a space of four years,

commencing with the third year of every olympiad.'

Others have, in opp()sition to direct statements, in-

ferred from Thuoydides" that the Pythian games
were held towards the end of the second year of

every olympiad. Respecting this controversy, see

Krause, /. c, p. 29, &c. As for the season of the

Pythian games, they were, in all probability, held

in the spring ; and most writers believe that it was
in the month of Bysius, which is supposed to be

the same as the Attic Munychion. Bockh,* how-
ever, has shown that the games took place in the

month of Bucatius, which followed after the month
of Bysius, and that this month must be considered

as the same as the Attic Munychion. The games
lasted for several days, as is expressly mentioned
by Sophocles," but we do not know how many.
When ancient writers speak of the day of the Pyth-

ian agrn, they are probably thinking of the musical

agon alone, which was the most important part of

the games, and probably took place on the 7th of

1. (Pauf., I., 7, d 3.)—2. (Paus.. and Schol. ad Pind., 1. c.)—
3. (Vid. Clinton, F. H., p. 195.—Krause, Die Pyth. Nem., &a,
p.21,&c.)—4. (Paus , I. c.)—5. (Philost., Vit. Soph.,ii..27, 8.—
Plut., Sympos., li., 4.)—6. (Plin., H. N., xxxv., i5.)—7. (Pan*
1. c—Diod., XV., 60.—Compare Clinton, F. H., p. 195.)—8 (it.

117; v., 1.)—9. (ad Coip. Inscript., n. 1688.)- 10 (Elect. MO
<Ssc.)



PYTHIAN GAMES QUAIIRAO'ESIMA.

Buoatiiis It is quite impossible to conceive that

all the nuiiierous gamea should have taken place on

one day.

Tlic concour?e of strangers at the season of this

panegyris must have been very great, as undoubt-

edly all the Greeks were allowed to attend. The
states belonging to the amphictyony of Delphi had

to send their theori in the month of Bysius, some
timo before the commencement of the festival it-

self* All theori sent by the Greeks to Delphi on
this occasion were called n.v6ai(Trai* and the the-

ories sent by the Athenians were always particu-

larly brilliant.' As regards sacrifices, processions,

and other solemnities, it may he presumed that they

resembled, in a great measure, those of Olyrapia.

A splendid, though probably, in some degree, ficti-

tious description of a theoria of Thessalians, may
be read in Heliodorus.*

As to the order in which the various games were
performed, scarcely anything is known, with the

exception of some allusions in Pindar and a few
remarks of Plutarch. The latter* says that the

musical contests preceded the gymnastic contests,

and from Sophocles it is clear that the gymnas-
tic contests preceded the horse and chariot races.

Every game, moreover, which was performed by
men and by boys, was always first performed by
the latter.*

We have stated above that, down to 01. 48, the

Delphians had the management of the Pythian
games ; but of the manner in which they were
conducted previous to that time, nothing is known.
When they came under the care of the Amphicty-
ons, especial persons were appointed for the pur-

pose of conducting the games and of acting as
judges. They were called kniiielrjTai,'' and an-
swered to the Olympian hellanodicjB. Their num-
ber is unknown.* In later times it was decreed by
the Amphictyons that King Philip, with the Thes-
Aalians and Boeotians, should undertake the man-
agement of the games ;' but afterward, and even
under the Roman emperors, the Amphictyons again
appear in the possession of this privilege."* The
ini/ieWTjTai had to maintain peace and order, and
were assisted by jiaaTiyoijtopoc, who executed any
punishment at their command, and thus answered
to the Olympian uXvTai.*^

The prize given to the victors in the Pythian
games was from the time of the second Pythiad a
laurel chaplet, so that they then became an uytjv

cTttpaviTTic, while before they had been an uyuv
yjnuiaTiTTjq}^ In addition to this chaplet, the victor

here, as at Olympia, received the symbolic palm-
branch, and was allowed to have his own statue
erected in the Crissaean plain."

The time when the Pythian games ceased to be
solemnized is not certain, but they probably lasted

as long as the Olympic games, t. c, down to the
year A.D. 394. In A.D. 191, a celebration of the
Pythia is mentioned by Philostratus ;'* and in the
time of the Emperor Julian they still continued to

be held, as is manifest from his own words.'*
Pythian games of less importance were celebra-

letl in a great many other places where the worship
of Apollo was introduced ; and the games of Del-

phi are sometimes distinguished from these lesser

Pythia by the addition of the words ev Achpoi(.

But as by far the greater numl)er of the lesser

Pythia are not mentioned in the extant ancient

1. (BTickh ad Corp. In.,,-
. ; ;—2. (Strab., ii., p. 404.)—3.

(Scliol. a<l Aristoph., Av., 1585.)—4. (jElh., ii., 34.)—5. (Symp.,
it., 4.— Cimiptin! Philostr., Apoll. Tyaa., vi., 10.) — 6. (Plut.,

Symp., ii., 5.)—7. (Plut., Symp.. ii., 4 ; vii., 6.)—8. (Krause, 1.

e., p. 44.)—9. (Di<vJ., ivi.,60.)—10. (Philostr., Vit. Soph., ii., 27.)

-11. (Luc, adv. indoct., 9, &c.)— 12. (Pans., x., 7,* 3.—Schol.
m ArRiim. ad Pind., Pvth.)— 13. (Plut., Symp., viii., 4.—Paus.,
vi.. Id, « 3 ; 17, 1.—Justin, xxiv., 7, 10.)—14 (Vit. Soph , ii.,

17.)- 1&. (Jul., Epiat. pro Argiv., p. 3!> A.)

writers, and are only known from coins oi /iiscrip

tions, we shall only give a list of the places wher(
they were held : Ancyra in Galatia, A|)hrodi8ias in

Caria, Antioehia, Carthiea in the island of Ceos,'

Carthage,* Cibyra in Phrygia, Delos,' Emisa in

Syria, Hierapolis in Phrygia, Magnesia, Megara,*
Miletus, Neapolis in Italy, Nica,'a in Bithynia, Ni-
comedia, Pergamus in Mysia, Perge in Pamphylia,
Perinthus on the Propontis, Pliilippopolis in Thrace,
Side in Pamphylia, Sicyon,* Taba in Caria, Thes-
salonice in Macedonia, in Thrace, Thyatira, and
Tralles in Lydia, Tripolis on the Mseander, in

Caria.*

PYXIS, dim. PYXIDIJLA (ttv^i^, dim Trvftdiov),

a Casket, a Jewel-box.' Qiiintilian** produces this

term as an example of catach.resis, because it pro|>>

eriy denoted that which was made of box (Trvfof).

but was applied to things of similar form and uso
made of any other material. In fact, the caskets
in which the ladies of ancient times kept their jew
els and other ornaments, were made of gold, silver,

ivory, mother-of-pearl, tortoise-shell, &c. They
were also much enriched with sculpture. A silver

coffer, 2 feet long, Ii wide, and 1 deep, most elab-

orately adorned with figures in bas relief, is de-

scribed by Bottiger.* The annexed wuudcut (from

Ant. d'Ercolano, vol. ii., tab. 7) represents a plain

jewel-box, out of which a dove is extracting a rib-

and or fillet. Nero deposited his beard in a valua-

ble pyxis when he shaved for the first time. {Vid.

Barba, p. 138.)

The same term is applied to boxes used to con-

tain drugs or poison,*' and to metallic rings employ
ed in machinery.*'

PYXUS (wfof), the Boxwood- tree. {Vtd

Boxus.)

Q.

QUADRAGE'SIMA, the fortieth part of the tin

ported goods, was the ordinary rate of the portori

um.** Tacitus" s^iys that the quadragesima wai
abolished by Nero, and had not been imposed agaik

{manct abolilio quadragcsimcE) ; but it appears most
probable that this quadragesima abolislied by Nero
was not the portorium, but the tax imposed by Ca-
ligula'* of the fortieth part of the value of all proper-

ty respecting which there was any lawsuit. That
the latter is the more probable opiiiion appears irora

the fact that we never read of this tax upon law-

suits after the time of Nero, while the former one
is mentioned to the latest times of the Empire.
Considerable difficulty, however, has arisen in con-

sequence of some of the coins of Galba having
Quadragesima Remissa upon them, which is sup-

posed by some writers to contradict the passage of
Tacitus, and by others to prove that Galba abol-

ished the quadragesima of the portorium. The
wotds, however, do not necessarily imply this : it

was common, m seasons of scarcity and want, or

as an act of special favour, for the emperors to

remit certain taxes for a certain period, and it id

1. (Athen., x., p. 456, 4C7.)—2. (Tortull., S.-orp., C.)—3. (Di-

onya. Perieu., 527.)—4. (Schol. ad Pind., Nem., v., 84—Ol,
xiii., 155.—Philostr., Vit. Soph., i., 3.)—5. (Pind., Olym., xjil.,

105, with the schol.— Nem., ix.. 51.)—6. (Kransi>, Die Pythiea,

Nemocn, und Isthmien, p. I-IOO.)—7 (Mart., ix..38.)—8. (riii.,

8, 35.)—9. (Subina. i., p. 64-80, pi. iii.)— 10. (Cic, Pro Cclio^

25-29.—Quintil., vi., 3, 25.)— II. (Plin., II. N. xviii., 11, a.

29.)— 12. (Suet., Vcspas., i. — Quintil., Ueclam., 3)9.— Sjh
mach., Epi»t., v., 62, 65.)—13. (Ann., siii., 51.)- 14. (Boat

,

Cal., 40.)

Sin
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piul a A ) that the coins of Galba were struck in com-

memoration of such a remission, and not of an

abohtion of the tax. (See Burmann, De VectigaL,

p. 64, &c., who cot troverts the opinions of Span-

beim, De Freest, et Usu Numism., vol. ii., p. 549.)

QIJADRANS. {Vid. As, p. HI.)
QUADRANTAL. {Vtd. Cvbvs.)

QUADRI'GA. (VidBiaA,CvRRus.)
QUADRIGA'TUS. {Vid Bigatos.)

QUA'DRUPES. {Vid. Pauperies.)

QUADRUPLATO'RES, public informers or ac-

cusers, were so called, either because they received

a fourth part of the criminal's property, or because

those who were convicted were condemned to pay
fourfold (quadrupli damnari), as in cases of violation

of the laws respecting gambling, usury, &c.* We
know that on some occasions the accuser received

I fourth part of the property of the accused ;' but

ihe other explanation of the word may also be cor-

rect, because usurers who violated the law were
subjected to a penalty of four times the amount of

the loan.* When the general right of accusation

was given, the abuse of which led to the springing

up of the quadruplatores, is uncertain ; but origi-

nally all fines went into the common treasury, and
while that was the case, the accusations, no doubt,

were brought on behalf of the state.* Even under
the Republic, an accusation of a public officer, who
nad merited it by his crimes, was considered a ser-

vice rendered to the slate : the name of quadru-
platores seems to have been given by way of

contempt to mercenary or false accusers.* Sene-

ca* calls those who sought great returns for small
favours Quadruplatores henejiciorum suorum.
QUADRL'PLICA'TIO. ( Ftd. Actio, p. 19.)

QU^STIONES, QUJi:STIOiNES PERPETU^E.
(Vid. JunEK, p. 5.52 ; Pk^tor, p. 806.)

QU^STOR is a name which was given to two
distinct classes of Roman officers. It is derived

from quaro, and Varro' gives a definition which
cmbi ^ces the principal functions of both classes of
officers :

" Quxslores a quarendo, qui conquirerent

publicas pccumas et inale/icia." The one class, there-

fore, had to do with the collecting and keeping of
the public revenues, and the others were a kind
of public accusers. The former bore the name of
quastores classici.^ the \axter of quastores parricidii.^

The quctslores parricidii were, as we have said,

public accusers, two in number, who conducted the
accusation of persons guilty of murder or any other
capital offence, and carried the sentence into exe-
cution.* Respecting their confusion with the du-
umviri perduellioiiis, see Perduellionis Duumviri.
All testimonies agree that these public accusers
existed at Rome during the period of the kings,
though it is impossible to ascertain by which king
they were instituted,'" as some mention them in the
reign of Romulus, and others in that of Numa.
When Uipian takes it for certain that they occurred
in the time of Tullus Hostilius, he appears to con-
found them, like otlier writers, with llie duumviri
perduellionis, who in this reign acted as judges in
the case of Horatius, who haa slain his sister. Du-
ring the kingly period there occurs no instance in
which it could be said with any certainty that the
quaestores parricidii took a part. As thus everything
is so uncertain, and as the late writers are guilty of
such manifest confusions, we can say no more than

1. (Pseudo-Ascon. in Cic, Divin., I) 24, p. 110, ed. Orelli : in
Verr., II., ii., <> 21, p. 208.— Festus, b. v.)— 2. (T«c., Ann., iv.,
tl.)—3. (Cnto. De Re Rust., iiiit.)—1. (Niebuhr, Riim. Gesch.,
iii., p. 44.) — 5. (Cic, Div.. ii., 7 ; c. Verr., 11., ii., 7. — Plaut.,
Pore., i., 2, 10.—Liv., iii., 72.)—6. (De Benef., vii., 25.)—7. (De
Ling. Lat.. iv., p. 24, cd. Dip.)-8. (Dig. 1, tit. 2, s. 2, ft 22, 23.)
—9. (Festus, 8. V. Parici and Quicstores —Liv., ii., 41.—Dionys

,

wiii., p. 516 ed. SylU}—10. ^Fest., L c—Tacit., Ann., xi., «.—
Vii. 1, tit. j3.)

that such public accusers existed, and infer. Iron
the analogy of later times, that they were appointed
by the populus on the presentation of the king. In

the early period of the Republic the quaestores par-

ricidii apoear to have become a standing office,

which, like others, was held only for one year.'

They were appointed by the populus or the curies

cm the presentation of the consuls.' When these
qusestores discovered tiiat a capital offence had
been committed, they had to bring the charge before

the comitia for trial.* They convoked the comilia
through the person of a trumpeter, who proclaimed
the day of meeting from the Capitol, at the gates of
the city, and at the house of the accused.* When
the sentence had been pronounced by the people,

the quaestores parricidii executed it ; thus they
threw Spurius Cassius from the Tarpeian rock.*

They were mentioned in the laws of the Twelve
Tables, and after the time of the decemvirate they
still continued to be appointed, though probably no
longer by the curies, but either in the comitia
centuriata or tributa, which they therefore must
also have had the right to assemble in cases of
emergency.* This appears to be implied in the
statement of Tacitus, that in the year 447 B.C.
they were created by the people without any pre-

sentation of the consuls. From the year 366 B.C.
they are no longer mentioned in Roman history, as
their functions were gradually transferred to the

triumviri capitales' (i5zrf. Triumviri Capitales;, and
partly to the ajdiles and tribunes. {Vid. .^diles,
Tribuni.*) The quaestores parricidii have not only
been confbunded with the duumviri perduellionis,

but also with the quajstores classic!, • and this prob-

ably owing to the fact that they ce«iscd to be ap-
pointed at such an early period, and that the two
kinds of quaestors are seldom distinguished in an-
cient writers by their characteristic epithets.

The qucBstorcs classici were officers intrusteu

with the care of the public money. Their distin-

guishing epithet classici is not mentioned by any
ancient writer except Lydus,'* who, however, gives
an absurd interpretation of it. Niebuhr'' refers it to

their having been elected by the centuries ever
since the time of Valerius Publicola, who is said to

have first instituted the office.'* They were at first

only two in number, and,of course, taken only from
the patricians. As the senate had the supreme ad-

ministration of the finances, the quaestors were in

some measure only its agents or paymasters, for

they could not dispose of any part of the public

money without being directed by the senate. Their
duties consequently consisted in making the neces-
sary payments from the aerarium. and receiving the
public revenues. Of both they had to keep correct

accounts in their tabula publiccB.^^ Demands which
any one might have on the aerarium, and outstand-

ing debts, were likewise registered by them.'* Fines
to be paid to the public treasury were registered

and exacted by them.'* Another branch of their

duties, which, however, was likewise connected
with the treasury, was to provide the proper accom-
modations for foreign ambassadors and such persons
as were connected with the Republic by ties of
public hospitality. Lastly, they were charged with
the care of the burials and monuments of distin-

guished men, the expenses for which had been

1. (Liv., iii., 24, 25.)—2. (Dig. 1, tit. 2, s. 2, 4 23.—Tacit., I

c.) — 3. (Liv., iii., 24. — Dionys., viii., p. 544.) — 4. (Varro, l)e

Ling. Lat., v., p. 75, &c., ed. Bip.)—5. (Diunys., viii., p. 546.

—

Liv., ii., 41.—Cic, De Repub., ii., 35.)— 6. (Varro, De Ling.
Lat., v., p. 76.)—7. (Varro, iv., p. 24.— Val. Max , v., 4, ft 7 ; viii.,

4, ^ 2.—Sallust, Cat., 55.)— 8. (Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, iii., p.

44.— Zachariffi, Sulla, uN ilner, ic, ii., j>. 147, Ac.) -9. (Ta-
cit., 1. c—Zonar., vii., 13, <fcc)— 10. (De Maq., i., 27.)— 11. (ii.

p. 430.) — 12. (Plut., Publ., 12.) — 13. (Polyb , vi., 13.) — 14

(Pceudo-Aacon. in Verr., p. 158, ed. Orelli.—Plut., Cat. Min. *^

—15. (Liv., xxzTiii., 60.—Tacit., Ann., ziii., 2tt..l
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dec roed by the senate to be defrayed by the treas-

ury. In tlie eerarium, and, consequently, under the

superintendence of the quaestors, were kept the

books in which the senatus consulta were regis-

tered,' while the original documents were in the

Keeping of the sediles, until Augustus transferred

the care of them hIso to the quaestors.*

In the year 13.0. 421 the number of quaestors was
doubled, and the tribunes tried to effect, by an

amendment of tlie law, that a part (probably two)

of the quuesturs should be plebeians.' This attempt

was indeed frustrated, but the interrex L. Papirius

effected a compromise, that the election should not

be restricted to either order. After this law was
carried, eleven years passed without any plebeian

being elected to the office of qusestor, until, in B.C.

409, ^hree of the four quaestors were plebeians.* A
perse a who had held the office of quKStor had un-

doubtedly, as in later times, the right to take his

seat in the senate, unless he was excluded as un-

worthy by the next censors. And this was proba-

bly the reason why the patricians so determinately

opposed the admission of plebeians to this office.

( Vid. Sen.vtos.) Henceforth the consuls, whenever
they took the field against an enemy, were accom-

panied by one quaestor each, who at first had only

to superintend the sale of the booty, the produce of

which was either divided among the legion, or was
transferred to the aerarium.* Subsequently, how-
ever, we find that these quasstors also kept the

funds of the array, which they had received from
the treasury at Rome, and gave the soldiers their

pay ; they were, in fact, the paymasters in the

army.* The two other quaestors, who remained at

Rome, continued to discharge the same duties as

before, and were distinguished from those who ac-

companied the consuls by the ^epithet urbani. In

the year B.C. 265, after the Romans had made
themselves masters of Italy, and when, in conse-

quence, the administration of the treasury and the

raising of the revenues became more laborious and
important, the number of qusestors was again doub-

led to eight;' and it is probable that henceforth

their number continued to be increased in propor-

tion as the Empire became extended. One of the

eight quaestors was appointed by lot to the quastura

Ostiensis, a most laborious and important post, as

he had to provide Rome with corn.* Besides the

quaestor Ostiensis, who resided at Ostia, three other

(|uaestors were distributed in Italy, to raise those

parts of the revenue which were not farmed by the

publicani, and to control the latter. One of them
resided at Cales, and the two others probably in

towns on the Upper Sea.» The two remaining

quaestors, who were sent to Sicily, are spoken of

below.

Sulla, in his dictatorship, raised the number of

quaestors to twenty, that he might have a large

number of candidates for the senate {senatui explen-

do'"), and J. Caesar even to forty." In the year B.C.

49 no quaestors were elected, and Caesar transferred

the keeping of the aerarium to the aediles. From
this time forward the treasury was sometimes in-

trusted to the praetors, sometimes to the praetorii,

and sometimes, again, to quaestors. ( Vid. .^rabium.)

Quaestors, however, both in the city and in the prov-

inces, occur down to the latest period of the Empire.

Some of them bore the title of candidati principis,

and their only duty was to read in the senate the

communications which the princeps had to make to

1. (JoReph., Ant. Jud., xiv., 10, 10.—Plut., Cat. Min , 17.)—
8. (Dion Ca»»., liv., 3«.)—3. (Liv., iv , 43.—Niebuhr, ii., p. 430,

&c.)—A. (Liv., iv., 54.)—5. (Liv., ir., 53.)—6. (Polyb., vi., 39.)

—7. (Lyd.. De Matf.. i., 27.—Liv., Epit., lib. 15.— Niebuhr, iii.,

p. «45. )— 8. (Cic, Pro Muran., 8 ; Pro Sext., 17.)—9. (Cic. in

Vat.. 5.)— 10. (Tacit., Annal., xi., 33 )— II. (Dion Cass., xliii.,

»7, 51.)

this assembly {lihri principales, epistuliZ priminta')

From the time of the Emperor Claudius, all quaes

tors, on entering upon their office, were obliged to

give gladiatorial games to the people at their own
expense, whereby the office became inaccessible to

any one except the wealthiest individuals.* When
Constantinople had become the second capital of
the Empire, it received, like Rome, its quaestors,

who had to give games to the people on entering

upon their office ; but they were probably, like the

prstors, elected by the senate, and only announced
to the emperor.*
The proconsul or praetor, who had the adminis

tration of a province, was attended by a qutestor

This queestor had undoubtedly to perforin the same
functions as those who accompanied the armies into

the field ; they were, in fact, the same officers, with
the exception that the former were stationary in

their province during the time of their office, and
had, consequently, rights and duties which those

who accompanied the army could not have. In

Sicily, the earliest Roman province, there were two
quaestors, answering to the two former divisions of

the island into the Carthagmian and Greek territory.

The one resided at Lilybseum, the other at Syra-

cuse. Besides the duties which they had in com
moa with the paymasters of the armies, they had
to levy those parts of the public revenue in the

province which were not farmed by the publicani, to

control the publicani, and to forward the sums
raised, together with the accounts of them, to the

aerariura* In the provinces, the quaestors had the

saiue jurisdiction as the curule aediles at Rome.*
The relation existing between a praetor or proconsul

of a province and his quaestor was, according to an-

cient custom, regarded as resembling that between
a father and his son.* When a quaestor died irt his

province, the praetors had the right to appoint a pro-

quaestor in his stead ;' and when the prajtor was
absent, the quaestor supplied his place, and was then

attended by lictors.* In what manner the provinces

were assigned to the quaestors after their election

at Rome is not mentioned, though it was probably

by lot, as in the case of the quaestor Ostiensis. But
in the consulship of Decimus Drusus and Porcina

it was decreed that the provinces should be distrib-

uted among the quaestors by lot, ex senatus consuUo.*

During the time of the Empire this practice con-

tinued, and if the number of quaestors elected was
not sufficient for the number of provinces, those

quaestors of the preceding year who had had no prov-

ince might be sent out. This was, however, the

case only in the provinces of the Roman people, for

in those of the emperors there were no quaestors at

all. In the time of Constantine the title of quaestor

sacri palalii was given to a minister of great impor-

tance, whose office probably originated in that of

the candidati principis. Respecting his power and
influence, see Walter, Gesch. d. Rom. R., p. 365.

QU.ESTO'RII LUDI. (Vid. Ludi Qu^storii.)
QU^STO'RIUM. (Kid. Castba.)
QUALUS. (Vid. Calathus.)
QUANTI MINORIS is an actio which a buyer

had against the seller of a thing, in respect of faults

or imperfections with which the buyer ought to

have been made acquainted ; the object of the actio

was to obtain an abatement in the purchase-money.

This action was to be brought within a year or

1. (Dig. 1, tit. 13, 3 and 4.— Lyd., De Mar., i., 28. — L«m-
prid., Alex. Sev., 43.—Plin., Epist., vii., Ifi.)— 2. (Suet., CUad.,

24.—Tacit., Annal., 1. c, xiii., 5.—Suet., Domit., 4.—Lampnd.,
Alex. Sev., 43.)—3. (Walter, Gcsch. dcs Rom. Rechts, p. 371.)

—4. (Pseudo-Ascon. in Verr., p. 167, ed. Orelli.)—5. (Gains, L,

6.) —6. (Cic, Divin., 19 ; c. Verr., 11., i., 15 ; Pro Pane, 11 i

ad Fam., ill., 10.)— 7. (Cic, c. Verr., 1. c.)— 8. (Cic. ad FuBh
ii., 15 ; Pro Plane, 41.)—9. (Dig. 1, lit. 13, 2.-Cic., o Vtir

.

ii., 1. 13.1
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QUINQUATRUS.

J. ,, ^ cautio
witliin six months, according as there was

or not.' (Vid. Emtio et Vknuitio.)

QUARTA'RIUS. {Vid. Sextarius.)

QUASILLA'RLE. (,Vid. Calathus.)

QUASILLUM. (Fifi. Calathus.)

QUATUORVIRI JURI DICUNDO. {Vtd. Co'.

LONIA, p. 282.)

QUATUORVIRI VIARUM CURANDARUM,
four officers who had the superintendence of the

roads {vice), were first appointed after the war with

Pyrrhus, when so many public roads were made by

the Romans.' They appear to be tlie same as the

Viocuri of Varro.^

*QUERCUS {Spvg), the Oak, or " Quercus (Linn.,

gen. 1447) species onmes.'" " On reading atten-

tively," says Fee, " the different passages of Virgil

where mention is made of the oak, it is easy to

perceive that the poet refers to several species, the

determination of which would not be an easy task.

The kind of oak, however, whicli figures most com-
monly in his verses as the symbol of strength, and

which, moreover, from its majestic beauty, was con-

eecrated to the lather of the gods, is the species

to which botanists have given the name of Qiiercus

robur, and which abounds in Europe." According

to ancient legends, the fruit of the oak served as

nourishment tor the early race of mankind. If this

account be true, it must have been on the acorns of

the Qucrcus ilex that the primitive race of mankind
supported themselves. They are still used as an
article of food by the inhabitants of certain coun-

tries in the south of Europe, and taste, when roast-

ed, like chestnuts. In the year 1812, during the

Peninsular War, the French troops canlmned in the

environs of Salamanca, where immense forests of

the Quercvs ballola exist, lived for several days on

the fruit of these trees. " The species of oak de-

scribed by Theophrastus may be thus arranged : 1.

the (5p{if i]fiepi^, Qiiercus robur.—2. 6. aiyi2.UTp, Q.

tegilops.—3. 6. nlaTv^vAlog (uncertain).—4. J. (^ri-

yof, y. cBsculus.—5. (5. dXi.ip^oiog (uncertain).—6. 6.

^eUog, Q. subcr.—7. S. krvfiodpyg (uncertain).—8.

d. otTTT-ptf, Q. cerm.—The 6pvg of Homer is refera-

ble to both the Q. ilex and Q. cesculus." {Vid.

/I'jSCULUS )*

QUERE'LA INOFFICIO'SI TESTAMENTI.
(Vid. Testamentu.m.)
QUINATIIUS. (FtcZ. Denarius.)

QUINCUNX. {Vid. As, p. 110.)

QUINDECEMVIRI. ( Vid. Decemviri, p. 340.)

QUINQUAGE'SIMA, the fiftieth, or a tax of two
per cent, upon the value of all slaves that were
sold, was instituted by Augustus, according to Dion
Cassius.* Tacitus,' however, mentions the twen-
ty-fifth, or a tax of four per cent, upon the sale of

slaves in the time of Nero : if both passages are

correct, this tax must have been increased after

the time of Augustus, probably by Caligula, who,
we are told by Suetonius,' introduced many new
taxes.*

V^e are also told by Tacitus' that Nero abolished

the quinquagesima ; this must have been a different

tax from the above-mentioned one, and may have
been similar to the quinquagesima mentioned by Ci-

cero'" in connexion with the aratores of Sicily.

A duty of two per cent, was levied at Athens
upon exports and imports. {Vid. Pentecostb.)
QUINQUATRUS or QUINQUA'TRIA, a festival

sacred to Minerva, which was celebrated on the
19th of March {a. d. XIV., Kal. Ap.), and was so

r. (Dig. 81, tit. 1 ; 44, tit. 2.)—2. (Dig. 1, tit. 2, s. 2, * 30.—
Orelli, Inscrip., n. 773.)—3. (De Ling. Lat., v., 7, ed. MuUer.)—4. (F^e, Flore de Virgile, p. cxxxviii.—Theophr., H. P., i., 5

;

iii., 5; iv., 6.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—5. (Iv., 31.)—6. (xiii.,

II.) -7. (in Vita, o. 40.)—8. (Burmanu, De VeRtig., p. 69, &c.)
-9. (Ann., xiii., 51.)— 10. (c. Verr., II., iii., 49.)

QUINQUEVIRI.

called, according to Varro,* because it was the fifth

day after the ides, in the same way as the Tuscu-

lans called a festival on the sixth day after the ide»

Sexatrus, and one on the seventh Seplimatrus. Gel-

lius" and Festus' also give the same etymology, ana

the latter states that the Faliscans too called a fes

ival on the tenth day after the ides Dccimatrus.*

P>th Varro and Festus state that the quinquatrus
^^ celebrated for only one day, but Ovid* sayr

^^^ it was celebrated for five days, and was foi

'^{J?^
vason called by this name : that on the first

this rt
jjj^Qjj ^,^g gj^g(]^ {,yt that on the last four

day no,^.g
contests of gladiators. It would appear,

there we^^^^j^
^^e above-mentioned authorities, that

however fn. ...^g Q^jy the festival properly so cal.-

the first day vvia.]ast four were merely an addi-
ed, and that the ^^isj^ the time of Caesar, to grat-
tion, made, perhaps <^anie so passionately fond of
ify the people, who bei<n^he ancient calendars, too,
gladiatorial combats, '^'n-festival.
assign only one day to the

, »,al was celebrated in

Ovid* says that this festi'vi,)K „f Minerva; but,

commemoration of the birthda)^»oi to Minerva be-
according to Festus, it was sacre& ih^ consecrated
cause her temple on the Aventine waea fggtival, ae-

on that day. On the fifth day of the 'Jiicred rites

cording to Ovid,' the trumpets used in sf original-

were purified ; but this seems to have been'su which
ly a separate festival, called Tubilustrium,^ t,t ^al-

was celebrated, as we know from the ancien)>'Dr.),

endars, on the 23d of March (a. d. X., Cat. /tyre's

and would, of course, when the quinquatrus wPat
extended to five days, fall on the last day of thi*^

festival. \\

As this festival was sacred to Minerva, it secm^
that women were accustomed to consult fortune-

\

tellers and diviner." upon this day.' Domitian
caused it to be celebrated every ycai in his Alban
Villa, situated at the foot of the hills of Alba, and
instituted a collegium to superintend the celebration,,

which consisted of the hunting of wild beasts, of

the exhibition of plays, and of contests of orators

and poets.'"

There was also another festival of this name,
called Quinquatrus Minuscula or Quinquatres Mi-
nores, celebrated on the ides of June, on which thf

tibicines went through the city in procession to the

Temple of Minerva."
QUINQUENNA'LIA were games instituted by

Nero, A.D. 60, in imitation of the Greek festivals,

and celebrated, like the Greek TrevraarTifHSeg, at the

end of every four years : they consisted of musical,

gymnastic, and equestrian contests, ard were called

Neruniana.^^ Suetonius and Tacitus'^ say that such

games were first introduced at Rome by Nero, by
which they can only mean that games consisting

of the three contests were new, since quinqucn-

nalia had been previously instituted both in honour

of JuUus Caesar'* and of Augustus.'^ The quinquen-

nalia of Nero appear not to have been celebrated

after his time till they were revived again by Domi-
tian in honour of the Capitoline Jupiter."

QUINQUENNA'LIS. ( Vid. CoLo^MA, p. 283.)

QUINQUERE'MIS. (Firf. Ships.)

QUINQUERTIUM. ( Vid. Pentathlon.)
QUINQUEVIRI, or five commissioners, were

frequently appointed, under the Republic, as extraor-

dinary magistrates to carry any measure into effect.

Thus quinqueviri mcnsarii, or public bankers, were

sometimes appointed in times of great distress {tid.

1. (De Ling. Lat., vi., 14, ed. Miiller.)-2. (ii. 21.)—«. (s. t.)

—4. (Compare MUller, Etruskor, ii., p. 49.)—5. (Fast., iii., 809,

&c.)—6. (1. c.)—7. (1. 849.)—8 (Festus, s. v.—Varro, I. c )—

9

(Plaut., Mil., iii., 1, 98.)—10. (Suet., Dom., 4.)— 11. (Varro, De
Ling. Lat., vi., 17.—Ovid, F; st., vi., 651, &c.—Festus, p. 149,

ed. Miiller.)- 12. (Suet., Ner., 12.—Tac., Ann., xiv.. 20.—Diet
CaBS., Uti., 21.) — 13. (11. co.) — 14. (Dion Cass., xliv., 6.) — 14

(W Ii., 19.—Suet., Octav., 59.)—18. (Suet.. Dom., 4.)
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tfCNSAKii) ; the same number of commissioners

was sometimes appointed to superintend the forma-

tion of a colony, tliough three {triumviri) was a

more common number. ( Vid. Colonia, p. 280.)

We find, too, that quinqueviri were created to su-

perintend the repairs of the walls and of the towers

of the city,' as well as for various other purposes.

Besides the extraordinary commissioners of this

name, there were also permanent officers, called

quinqueviri, who were responsible for the safety of

the city after sunset, as it was inconvenient for the

regular magistrates to attend to this duty at that

time : they were first appointed soon after the war
with Pyrrlius.*

QUINTA'NA. {Vid. Cabtrx.)
QUINTI'LIS. (Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
QUIRINA'LIA, a festival sacred to Quirinus,

which was celebrated on the 17lh of February (a.

d. XIII., Cal. Marl.), on which day Romulus (Qui-

rinus) was said to have been carried up to heaven.^

This festival was also called Stullorum feria, re-

specting the meaning of which, see Fornacalia.
QUIRINA'LIS FLAMEN. {Vid. Flamen.)
QUIRITIUM JUS. ( Vid. CiviTAS, Roman ; Jus.

p. 661.)

QUOD JUSSU, ACTIO. {Vid. Jussu, Qood,
Actio.)

QUORUM BONORUM, INTERDICTUM. The
object of this interdict is to give to the praetorian

heres the possession of anything belonging to the

hereditas which another possesses pro herede or

pro possessore. The name of this interdict is de-

rived from the introductory words, and it runs as

follows: '^ Ait pralor : Quorum honorum ex cdicto

meu ilk possessio data est : quod de his bonis pro he-

rede aut pro possessore possides, possidcresve si nihil

usucaptum essct : quod quidcm dolo malo fccisti, uti

iesineres possidere : id illi restiluas." The plaintiff

is entitled to this interdict when he has obtained

the honorum possessio, and when any one of the

four following conditions apply to the defendant.

1 . Quod de his bonis pro herede.

2 Aut pro possessore possides.

3 Possidcresve si nihil usucaptum esset.

4. Quod qutdcm dolo malo fccisti, uti desinerea pos-

sidere.

The first two conditions are well understood,

and apply, also, to the case of the bereditatis petitio.

The fourth condition also applies to the case of the

bereditatis petitio and the rei vindicatio ; but, in-

stead of" quod quidem" the reading "quodque" has
been proposed, which seems to be required ; for No.
4 has no reference to No. 3, but is itself a new con-

dition. The words of No. 3 have caused some dif-

ficulty, which may be explained as follows.

In establishing the bonorum possessio, the praetor

intended to give to many persons, such as emanci-
pated children and cognati, the same rights that the

heres had ; and his object was to accomplish this ef-

fectually. The Roman heres was the representative
of the person who had died and left an hereditas, and
by virtue of this representative or juristical fiction of
the person of the dead having a continued existence
in the person of the heres, the heres succeeded to

his property, and to all his rights and obligations.

In the matter of rights and obligations the praetor

put the bonorum possessio in the same situation as
the heres, by allowing him to sue in respect of the
claims that the deceased had, and allowing any
person to sue him in respect of claims against the
deceased, in an actio utilis or fictitia.* In respect

to the property, according to the old law any person
might take possession of a thing belonging to the

1. (Liv., xyv., 7.)—2. (D g. I, tit. 2, s. 2, 31.)—3. (Ovid,
Past., ii., 475— Test., t. v -Vario, De Ling. Lat , vi., 13, ed.
Mailer ^—4. (Ulp.. Fraif.. ti 28. t. 12 —Gaiaa. iv 34.)

hereditas, and acquire the ownership of it in a cer-
tain time by usucapion.' The persons in whose
favour the praetor's edict was made could do this
as well as any other person ; but if ttiey found any
other person in possession of anything belonging to
the hereditas, they could neither claim it by the
vindicatio, for they were not owners, nor by the hf-
reditatis petitio, for they were not heredes. To
meet this difficulty, the interdicium quorum bono-
rum was introduced, the object of which was to aid
the bonorum possessor in getting the possession
(whence the title of the interdictum adipiscendw
possessionis), and so commencing the usucapion.
If he lost the possession before the usucapion wa.s
complete, he could, in most cases, recover it by
the possessorial interdicts properly so called, or by
other legal means. This, according to Savigny, is

the origin of the bonorum possessio.

In course of time, when bonitarian ownership (ui

bonis) was fully established, and coexisted with
Quiritarian ownership, this new kind of ownership
was attributed to the bonoram possessor after he
had acquired the bonorum possessio, and thus all

that belonged to the deceased ex jure Quiritium be-

came his in bonis, and finally, by usucapion, ex
jure Quiritium, though in the mean time he had
most of the practical advantages of Quiritarian own-
ership. Ultimately the bonorum possessio came to

be considered as a species of hereditas, and the like

forms of procedure to those in the case of the real

hereditas were applied to the case of the bonorum
possessio : thus arose the possessoria bereditatis
petitio, which is mentioned by Gaius, and cannot,
therefore, be of later origin than the time of Marcus
Aurelius. Thus the new form of procedure, which
would have rendered the interdict quorum bonorum
ur.necessary if it had been introduced sooner, co-
existed with the interdict, and a person might avail

himself of either mode of proceeding, as he found
best.* In the legislation of Justinian we find both
forms of procedure mentioned, though that of the
interdict had altogether fallen into disuse.'

According to the old law, any possessor, without
respect to his title, could, by usucapion pro herede,
obtain the ownership of a thing belonging to the
hereditas ; and, of course, the bonorum possessor
was exposed to this danger as much as the heres.
If the time' of usucapion of the possessor was not
interrupted by the first claim, the heres had no title

to the interdict, as appears from its terms, for such
a possessor was not included in No. 1 or 2. Ha-
drian,* by a senatus consultum, changed the law so
far as to protect the heres against the complete
usucapion of an improbus possessor, and to restore
tl^ thing to him. Though the words of Gaiuo are
general, there can be no doubt that the senatus
consultum of Hadrian did not apply to the usucapi-
on of the bonorum possessor nor to that of the bona*
fidei possessor. Now if we assume that the sena-
tus consultum of Hadrian applied to the bonorum
possessor also, its provisions must have been intro-

duced into the formula of the interdict, and thus
the obscure passage No. 3 receives a clear mean-
ing, which is this : You shall restore that also which
you no longer possess pro possessore, but once so
possessed, and the possession of which has only lost

that quality in consequence of a lucrativa usucapio.
According to this explanation, the passage No. 3
appUes only to the new rule of law established by
the senatus consultum of Hadrian, which allowed
the old usucapion of the improbus possessor to have
its legal effect, but rendered it useless to him by
compelling restitution. In the legislation of Jus-

tinian, consequently, these words have no meaning

1. (Gaius, ii., 52-58.)— 2. (Gains, iii., 34.)—3 (InM.. ir., M
15 )—4. (Gaius. ii.. 57.)
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since that old usucapion forms no part of it ; yet

the words have been retained in the compilation of

jusiinian, like many others belonging to an earlier

age, though in their new place they are entirely de-

void of meaning.*

R.

RATA, a species offish, the Skate. ( Vid. Batis.)

RAMNES, RAMNENSES. (Vid. Patricii.)

*RANA, the Frog. {Vid. Batrachus.)
•RANUNCULUS, a plant. {Vid. Batrachion.)
•RAPHANUS. {Vtd. Rhaphanis.)
RAPI'NA. {Vid. Bona Rapta, Fuktum.)
RASTER or RASTRUM, dim. RASTELLUS,

RALLUS, RALLUM {^var^p), a spud {vid. Katri-
Nos) a rake, a hoe.

Agreeably to its derivation from rado, to scrape,

"raster" denoted a hoe which in its operation and
in its simplest form resembled the scrapers used by
our scavengers in cleansing the streets. By the

division of its blades into tines or prongs, it assu-

med more of the form of our garden-rakes, and it

was distinguished by the epithets bidens and quad-

tidens,' according to the number of the divisions.

The raster bidens was by far the most common
•pecies, and hence we frequently find it mentioned
under the simple name bidens.^ This term corre-

sponds to the Greek diKeXla, for which a/.iivvTi was
substituted in the Attic dialect.* The bidens was
used to turn up the soil, and thus to perform, on a

small scale, the part of a plough.* But it was much
more commonly used in the work called occatio and
Su'koKoma, i. c, the breaking down of the clods af-

ter ploughing.* {Vid. Malleus.) Hence it was
heavy.' The prongs of the bidens held by the rus-

tic in the woodcut at p. 715 are curved, which
agrees with the description of the same implement
in Catullus.* Vine-dressers continually used the

bidens in hacking and breaking the lumps of earth,

stirring it, and collecting it about the roots of the

vines.' In stony land it was adapted for digging

trenches, while the spade was better suited to the

purpose when the soil was full of the roots of rush-

es and other plants.'" (
Vid. Pala.) Wooden rakes

were sometimes used."
RATIO'NIBUS DISTRAHENDIS ACTIO. ( Vid.

TUTELA.)
RECEPTA; DE RECEPTO, ACTIO. The

praetor declared that he would allow an action

against nautae, caupones, and stabularii, in respect
of any property for the security of which they had
undertaken {receperinl, whence the name of the ac-

tion), if they did not restore it. The meaning of the
tenn nauta has been explained {vid. Exercitoria
Actio) : the meaning of caupo follows from the de-
scription of the business of a caupo." " A nauta,
caupo, and stabularius are paid, not for the care
which they take of a thing, but the nauta is paid for

carrying passengers, the caupo for permitting trav-

ellers to stay in his caupona, the stabularius for al-

lowing beasts of burden to stay in his stables, and
yet they are bound for the security of the thing also
{custoditE nomine tenentur)." The two latter actions
are similar to such actions as arise among us against
innkeepers and livery-stable-keepers, on whose
premises loss or injury has been sustained with re-

spect to the property of persons which they have by

1. (Savigny, Ueber tlas Interdict Quorum Bonorum, Zeit-
wbrift, &c., vol. v. — Dig. 43, tit. 2.— Gaius, iv., 144.)— 2.
(Cato, De Re Rust., 10.)— 3. (Juv., iii., 228.)— 4. (Xen., Cyrop.,
Ti., 2, () 34, 36.-Aristoph., Nub., 1488, 1502.—>.vcs, 601.—
Phryn., Eft!., p. 302, ed. l.obeck.-Plato, Repub., p. 426,/.—
Tim, Lex. Plat., s. v.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xvii., 9, s. 6.)— ft.

(Virg., Georg , i., 94, 155.)—7. (Ovid, Met., xi., 101.)-8. (vi^
M.)—9. (Virg., Georg., ii., 355, 400.-Col., De Re Rust., iii., 13 ;

IT., 14.—Geopoii.. v., 25.)—10. (Plin., H. N., iviii., 6, s. 8.—Su-
tton., Nero, 19.)—11 (Col., De Re Ru»t , ii., 13.)— 12. (Dig. 4-

lit. 0, s. 5.)
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iegal implication undertaken the care of. At fint
sight there seems no reason for these pra^toria ao-
tiones, as the person who haa sustained loss winild
either have an actio locati and conducti in casei*

where payment had been agreed on, or an actio de-

positi where no payment had been agreed on ; bot
Pomponius suggests that the reason was this : in a
matter of locatum and conductum, the receiver \va»

only answerable for loss in case lie was guilty of
culpa ; and in a matter of depositum, only in cas«
he was guilty of dolus malus ; but the receivei

was liable to these praetoriae actiones if the thing
was lost or injured even without any culpa on his
part, and he was only excused in case of damnum
fatale, such as shipwreck, piracy, and so forth.

These praetorian actions in factum were either

"rei perseculoria" for the recovery of the thing, oi
^' panales" for damages. The former action might
be maintained against the hercs of the nauta, cau-
po, or stabularius. The exercitor of a ship was an-
swerable for any loss or damage caused to proper-
ty, which he had received in the legal sense of this

term, by any person in his employment. The actio

against him was in duplum. The liability on the
part of caupones and stabularii was the same : a
caupo, for instance, was answerable for loss or
damage to the goods of any traveller who lodged
in his house, if caused by those who were dwelling

in the caupona, but not if caused by other travel-

lers. The actio for damages could not be main-
tained against the heres.*

When parties who had a matter to litigate had
agreed to refer it to an arbitrator, which reference

was called compromissum, and a person had ac-

cepted the office of arbitrator {arbitrium receperit),

the praetor would compel him to pronounce a sen-

tence, unless he had some legal excuse. The prae-

tor could compel a person of any rank, as a consu-
laris, for instance, to pronounce a sentence after ta-

king upon him the office of arbitrator ; but he could
not compel a person who held a magistraUis or po-

testas, as a consul or praetor, for he had no imperium
over them. The parties were bound to submit to

the award of the arbitrator ; and if either party le-

fused to abide by it, the other had against him a
poenae petitio, if a poena was agreed on in the com-
promissum ; and if there was no poena in the com
promissum, he had an incerti actio."

RECISSO'RIA ACTIO. {Vid. Interckssio, p.

542)
RECUPERATO'RES. {Vid. Actio, p. 18; Ju-

dex, p. 550.)

REUEMPTOR, the general name for a contract-

or who undertook the building and repairing of

public works, private houses, &c., and, in fact, of

any kind of work.^ The farmers of the public tax-

es were also called Rcdemplores.*

REDHIBITO'RIA ACTIO was an actio which
a buyer had against a seller for rescinding the bar-

gain of sale on account of any defect in the thing

purchased, which the buyer was not acquainted
with, and which, according to the edict of the cu-

rule aediles, he ought to have been acquainted with.
" Redhibere," says Ulpian, " is so to act that the

seller shall have back what he had ; and because
this is done by restoration, for that reason it is call-

ed ' redhibitio,' which is as much as to say ' reddi-

tio.' " The eflTect of the redhibitio was to rescind

the bargain, and to put both parties in the same
condition as if the sale had never taken place

The time allowed for prosecuting the actio redhi-

bitoria was "sex menses utiles," which were reckon-

1. (Dig. 4, tit. 9.—Pcckii in Titt., Dig. et Cod.. Ad rem nautU
cam pertinentes Commentarii, &c., Amstel., 1668.)—2. (Dig. 4,

tit. 8.)—3. (Festus, s. v.—Hor, Oarm., iii., 1, 35.—Ep., ii., 8.

78.—Cic, De Div., ii., 81.)—4 (Dig. 19, tit 2, «. 60 « 8.)
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ed f'om the day of sale, or from the time when any

statement or promise had been made relating to

the matter {dictum promissumve, the words of the

edict').

REDIMIC'ULUM (KaOervp), " fillet attached to

the Calantica, Diadema, mitra, or other headdress

at the occiput, and passed over the shoulders so as

lo hang on each side over the breast.* Redimicu-

la were properly female ornaments ;' and in the

statues of Venus they were imitated m gold.*

RE GIA LEX. A lex regia during the kingly

period of Roman history might have a twofold

meaning. In the first place, it was a law which
had been passed by the comitia under the presiden-

cy of the king, and was thus distinguished from a

lex tribunicia, which was passed by the comitia

under the presidency of the tribunus celerum. In

later times, all laws, the origin of which was at-

tributed to the time of the kings, were called leges

regiae, though it by no means follows that they

were all passed under the presidency of the kings,

and much less, as some modern scholars have sup-

posed, that they were enacted by the kings without

the sanction of the curies. Some of these laws
were preserved and followed at a very late period

of Roman history. Livy* tells us, that after the

city was burned by the Gauls, the leges regiae still

extant were collected. That they were followed

at a much later period is clear from Livy.* Frag-

ments of such laws are preserved in Festus,' Pli-

ny," and others.' The minute detail into which
some of them appear to have entered, allows us to

infer that their number was not small. The exist-

ence of such leges belonging to the period of the

kings cannot be doubted, though it may be uncer-

tain whether they were written at so early a pe-

riod." {Vid. Jus Civile, Papirianum.)
The second meaning of lex regia during the

kingly period was undoubtedly the same as that of
the lex curiata de imperio. (F?<i. Imperium.) This
is, indeed, not mentioned by any ancient writer, but
must be inferred from the lex regia which we meet
with under the Empire, for the name could scarce-

ly have been invented then ; it must have come
down from early times, when its meaning was sim-

ilar, though not by far as extensive. During the

Empire the curies continued to hold their meet-
ings, though they were only a shadow of former
times ; and after the election of a new emperor,
they conferred upon him the imperium in the an-

cient form by a lex curiata de imperio, which was
now usually called lex regia. The imperium, how-
ever, which this regia lex conferred upon an em-
peror, was of a very different nature from that which
in former times it had conferred upon the kings.

It now embraced all the rights and powers which
formerly tlie populus Romanus had possessed, so
that the emperor became what formerly the popu-
lus had been, that is, sovereign. Hence he could
do all those things on his own authority which had
formerly been done by the populus Romanus, or, at

least, only with its sanction." A fragment of such
a lex regia, conferring the imperium upon Vespa-
sian, engraved upon a brazen table, is still extant
in the Lateran at Rome. It is generally called,

though wrongly, Senatus consultum de Vespasiani
Imperio. It is copied in Ernesti, Excurs. ii. on
Ta( itus, vol. li., p. 604, &c., ed. Bekker.'*

1. (Di^. 21, tit. 1.)—2. (Virg., Xn., ix., 616.—Ovid, Met., x.,

*».)—3. (Festus, I. T.—Ovid, Epi»t., ix., 71.—Juv., ii., 70.—
Prudent., Psychoin., 448.)—4. (OviJ, Fast., iv., 135-137.)—5.

(vi., 1.)—^. (xxxiv., 6.)—7. (». v. P^orare and occisum.)—8. (H.

N.. xxxiii., 10.)—9. (Compare Dionys., ii., 10.—Tacit., Ann., iii.,

K: Jiii.,8.—Dig. l,tit. 2,«.2,«2.)— 10. (Dirksea, Uehersiclit d.

hisberigen Versuche zur Kritik und Herstellung des Textes der
U«l%rbleil)cel von den Gesctzen del loin. KOaige, p. 234, &c.)
—11. (Dig. 1, tit. 4, «. I.—Cod., ., tit. 17, I. 1.)— 12. (Compare
Tacit., IJist., iv. S 6 —Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, i., p. 343.)
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REGIFU'GiTJM or FUGA'LIA, the k"ng a flight,

a festival which was held by the Romans every
year on the 24th of February, and, according to
Verrius' and Ovid,* in commemoration of the flight

of King Tarquinius Superbus from Rome. The
day is marked in the fasti as nefastus. In some
ancient calendaria the 24th of May is likewise call-

ed Regifugium, and in others it is de.scribed as Q.
Rex C. F., that is, " quando rex comitiavit fat" Ot
" quando rex comitto fugit." Several ancient aft

well as modern writers have denied that either of
these days had anything to do with the flight of
King Tarquinius,' and are of opinion that these
two days derived their name from the symbolical
flight of the rex sacrorum from the comitium ; for

this king-priest was generally not allowed to ap-
pear in the comitium, which was destined for the
transaction of political matters, in which he could
not take part. But on certain days in the year,

and certainly on the two days mentioned above, he
had to go to the comitium for the purpose of offer-

ing certain sacrifices, and immediately after he had
performed his functions there he hastily fled from
it ; and this symbolical flight was called Regifii-

gium.*
REGULA (xavwv), the ruhr used by scribes for

drawing right lines with pen and ink ;* also the
rule used by carpenters, masons, and other artif-

icers, either for drawing straight lines or making
plane surfaces.* That it was marked with equsd

divisions, like our carpenter's rules, is manifest
from the representations of it among the " instru-

mcnta fabrorum tignariorum,^' in the woodcuts at

pages 252, 664. The substance with which the
lines were made was raddle or red ochre (/z<7.rof^).

{Vid. LiNEA.)

The scalebeam is sometimes called xavuv instead

of ^vy6v. {Vid Juouu.) Two rulers were some
times fixed crossways, in the form of the 'etter X,
as a support for a piece of machinery.*
REI UXO'RI^ or DOTIS ACTIO. {Vid. Do«.)
RELATIO. {Vid.SEiNATUs)
RELEGA'TIO. {Vid. Banishment, Roman.>
REMANCIPA'TIO. ( Vid. Emancipatio
REMMIA LEX. {Vid. Calumnia.)
REMU'RIA. {Vid. Lemuria.)
REMUS. {Vid. Ships.)

REPA'GULA. {Vid. Janua, p. 526.)

REPETUND^ or PECUNIAE REPETUNDJ5.
Repetundae pecuniae was the term used to designate
such sums of money as the socii of the Roman state

or individuals claimed to recover from magistratus,

judices, or publici curatores, which they had im-
properly taken or received in the provincia or in

the urbs Roma, either in the discharge of their ju-

risdictio, or in their capacity of judices, or in respect
of any other public function. Sometimes the word
repetundai was used to express the illegal act for

which compensation was sought, as in the phrase
" rcpetundarum insimulari, damnari ;" and pecuniae

meant not only money, but anything that had value.

Originally inquiry was made into this offence extra
ordinem ex senatus consulto, as appears from the
case of P. Furius Philus and M. Matienus, who
were accused of this offence by the Hispani.' The
first lex on the subject was the Calpurnia, which
was proposed and carried by the tribunus plebis L.

Calpurnius Piso (B.C. 149), who also distinguished
himself as an historical writer. By this lex a prae-

tor was appointed for trying persons charged with
this crime." This lex only applied to provincial

1. (ap. Fc»t., 8. V. Regifugium.)— 3. iFast., ii., 685, &c.)—

>

(Cincius ap. Fest., 1. c.)—4. (Festus, 1. c.—Plut., Quest. Rom.,
63.- Ovid, Faat., v., 727.)—5. (Brunck, Anal., iii., 69, 87.)—

<

(Aristoph., Ran., 798.—Vitruv., vii., 3, (t
5.)—7. (Bninclc, Anal

i.,221.)~8. (Col.,De Re Rnse.,;ii., 13.)—9. (Liv., xliii.,9.)—!•
?Cic., l)e OE, ii , 21.—Id., Brut., 27.)
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aiagistratus, because in the year B.C. 141, accord-

ing to Cicero,' the like offence in a magistratus ur-

banus was the subject of a qusestio extra ordinem.

It seems that the penalties of the lex Calpurnia were
merely pecuniary, and, at least, did not comprise

exsilium, for L. Lentulus, who was censor B.C.

147, had been convicted on a charge of repetundae

in the previous year. The pecuniary penalty was
ascertained by the litis sestimatio, or taking an ac-

ount of all the sums of money which the convicted

arty had ill' gaily received.

Various Jjges De Repetundis were passed after

the lex Calpurnia, and the penalties were continually

made heavier. The lex Junia was passed probably

about B.C. 126, on the proposal of M. Junius Pen-
nus, tribunus plebis. It is probable that this was
the lex under which C. Cato, proconsul of Macedo-
nia, was living in exile at Tarraco ;* for at least

exsilium was not a penalty imposed by the Calpur-

nia lex, but was added by some later lex. This lex

Junia and the lex Calpurnia are mentioned in the

lex Servilia.

The lex Servilia Glaucia was proposed and car-

ried by C. Servilius Glaucia, praetor, in the sixth

consulship of Marius, B.C. 100. This lex applied to

any magistratus who had improperly taken or re-

ceived money from any private person ; but a ma-
gistratus could not be accused during the term of
office. The lex enacted that the praetor peregrinus

should annually appoint 450 judices for the trial of
this offence : the judices were not to be senators.

The penalties of the lex were pecuniary and exsili-

um ; the law allowed a comperendinatio.* Before
the lex Servilia, the pecuniary penalty was simply
restitution of what had been wrongfully taken ; this

lex seoms to have raised the penalty to double the

mount of what had been wrongfully taken ; and
ubsequently it was made quadruple. Exsilium was
nly the punishment in case a man did not abide his

trial, but withdrew from Rome.* Under this lex

were tried M. Aquillius, P. Rutilius, M. Scaurus,
and Q. Metellus Numidicus. The lex gave the civ-

itas to any person on whose complaint a person was
convicted of repetundae.' When Sigonius was pro-

fessor at Padua, he found in the library of Cardinal
Bembo two fragments of a Roman law on bronze,

which, for reasons apparently sufficient, he consid-

ers to be fragments of this lex Servilia. The in-

scription, which is greatly mutilated, is given in the
work of Sigonius De Judiciis, and has also been
published by Klenze, Berol., 1825, but the writer has
not seen the work of Klenze.
The lex Acilia, which seems to be of uncertain

date, was proposed and carried by M. Acilius Gla-
brio, a tribunus plebis, which enacted that there
should be neither ampliatio nor comperendinatio.
It is conjectured that this is the lex Caecilia men-
tioned by Valerius Maximus,' in which passage, if

the conjecture is correct, we should read Acilia for

Caecilia.' It has been doubted whether the Acilia or
Servilia was first enacted, but it appears that the
Acilia took away the comperendinatio which the

: Servilia allowed.

The lex Cornelia was passed in the dictatorship
of Sulla, and continued in force to the time of C.
Julius Caesar. It extended the penalties of repe-
tundae to other illegal acts committed in the provin-
ces, and to judices who received bribes, to tho^e to
whose hands the money came, and to those who
did not give into the aerarium their proconsular ac-
counts (proconsulares rationes). The praetor who
presided over this quaestio chose the judges by lot

1. (Do Fin., ii., 16.)—2. (Cic, Pro Balbo, 11.—Veil. Paterc,
ii., 8.) — 3. (Cic. in Verr., II., i., 9.)— 4. (Savifpiy, Von dem
Schutz der Mind., Zeitschrift, x.)—5. (Cic, Pro Bulbo, 23, 24.)
- e. (Ti., 9, 10.) — T (Cic. in Verr., Act. Pr., 17 ; in Verr., II.,

i. 9.)
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from the senators, whence it appears that the Sw-
vilia lex was repealed by this lex, at least so far aa
related to the constitution of the court. This lex
also allowed ampliatio and comperendinatio. The
penalties were pecuniary (litis aestimatio) and the
aquae et ignis interdiclio. Under this lex were tried

L. Dolabella, Cn. Piso, C. Verres, C. Macer, M. Fon-
teius, and Lucius Flaccus, the last two of whori
were defended by Cicero. In the Verrine orations,

Cicero complains of the comperendinatio, or double
hearing of the cause which the lex Cornelia allow-
ed, and refers to the practice under the lex Acilia,

according to which the case for the prosecution, the
defence, and the evidence were only heard once,
and so the matter was decided.'

The last lex De Repetundis was the lex Julia,

passed in the first consulship of C. Julius Caesar,
B.C. 59.* This lex consisted of numerous heads
(capita), which have been collected by Sigonius.
This lex repealed the penalty of exsilium, but, in

addition to the litis a;stiraatio, it enacted that per-
sons convicted under this lex should lose their rank,
and be disqualified from being witnesses, judices, or
senators. This is the lex which was commented
on by the jurists, whose expositions are preserved
in the Digest' and in the Code.* This lex adopted
some provisions that existed in previous leges, as,

for instance, that by which the money that had been
improperly retained could be recovered from those
into whose hands it could be traced* The lex had
been passed when Cicero made his oration against
Piso, B.C. 55.* A. Gabinius was convicted under
this lex. Many of its provisions may be collected

from the oration of Cicero against Piso. Cicero
boasts that in his proconsulship of Cilicia there was
no cost caused to the people by himself, his legati,

quaistor, nor any one else ; he did not even demand
from the people what the lex (Julia) allowed him.'
Under the Empire, the offence was punishable

with exile.*

In Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, the lex Calpurnia i*

incorrectly stated to be the first law at Rome against
bribery at elections. Bribery is Ambitus.
• (Sigonius, De Judiciis, ii., c. 27, to which subse
quent writers have added very little.)

REPLICA'TIO. {Vtd. Actio, p. 19.)

REPOSITO'RIA. (Vtd. Ccena, p. 275.)

REPO'TIA. (Vid. Maeriage, Roman, p. 62f.)

REPU'DIUM. ( Vid. DivoRTiuM.)
RES. (Vid. Dominium)
RES MA'NCIPI. (Fzrf. Dominium.)
RESCRIPTUM. (Vjd. Constitutiones.)
RESPONSA. ( Vid. JuRiscoNsuLTi.)
RESTITUTIO IN INTEGRUM, in the sense m

which the term will here be used, signifies the re-

scinding of a contract or transaction, so as to place

the parties to it in the same position with respect

to one another which they occupied before the con
tract was made or the transaction took place. The
restitutio here spoken of is founded on the Edict.

If the contract or transaction is such as not to be
valid according to the jus civile, this restitutio is

not needed, and it only applies to cases of contracts

and transactions which are not in their nature or

form invalid. In order to entitle a person to the

restitutio, he must have sustained some injury ca-

pable of being estimated, in consequence of the con-

tract or transaction, and not through any fault of his

own, except in the case of one who is minor xxv.
annorum, who was protected by the restitutio against

the consequences of his own carelessness. The in-

jury, also, must be one for which the injured person
has no other remedy.

1. (in Verr., II., i., 9.)—2. (Cic. in Vat.. 12.)—3. (48, tit. 11.)

—4. (9, tit. 27.)—5. (Cic, Pro C. Rabir. Post., 4.)—6. (in Pig.,

81.)—7. (ad Att., v., 16.)—8. (Tacit., Ann., xiv., 28, and th«

note of Lipaioa.J
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The restitutio may either be effected on the com-
plaint of the injured parly, which would generally

be made after the completion of the transaction, or

when he is sued by the other party in resi)ect of the

transaction, and defends himself by an exceptio.

The complamt, as a general rule, must be made
within foui years of the time of the injury being

discovered, and of the party being capable of bring-

ing his action ; in the case of minores, the four

years were reckoned from the time of their attain-

ing their majority. In the case of an exceptio

there was no limitation of time.' According to the

old law, the complaint must be made within one
year.

The application for a restitutio could only be made
to one who had jurisdictio, either original or delega-

ted, which flowed from the possession of the impe-

rium ; and it might, according to the circumstances,

be decreed by the magistratus extra ordinem, or the

matter might be referred to a judex. When a res-

titutio was decreed, each party restored to the other

what he had received from him, with all its acces-

sions and fruits, except so far as the fruits on one
side might be set off against the interest of money
to be returned on the other side. All proper costs

and expenses incurred in respect of the thing to be

restored were aliowod. If the object of the restitu-

tio was a right, the ii.jured party was restored to his

right ; or if he had incurred a duty, he was released

from the duty.

The action for restitutio might be maintained by
the person injured, by his heredes, cessionarii, and
sureties ; but, as a general rule, it could only be

maintained against the person with whom the con-

tract had been made, and not against a third per-

son who was in possession of the thing which was
sought to be recovered, except when the actio for

restitutio was an actio in rem scripta, or the injured

party had an actio in rem, or when the right which
he had lost was a right in rem.
The grounds of restitutio were either those ex-

pressed in the Edict, or any good and sufficient

cause :
" item si qua alia mihi justa causa esse vide-

fntu.' ir: inlegrum restituam, quod ejus per leges ple-

biscila, senatus consuUa, edicta, decreta principum
licebit."*

The ground of the restitutio was, that the party

who had just cause of complaint had not bona fide

consented to the contract or transaction by which
he was injured. The following are the chief cases

in which a restitutio might be decreed :

The case of vis et metus. When a man had act-

ed under the influence of force, or reasonable fear

caused by the acts of the other party, he had an
actio quod metus causa for restitution against the

party who was the wrong-doer, and also against an
innocent person who was in possession ofthat which
had thus illegally been got from him, and also against
the heredea of the wrong-doer if they were enriched
by being his heredes. If he was sued in respect of

the transaction, he could defend himself by an ex-
ceptio quod metus causa. The actio quod metus
was given by the praetor L. Octavius, a contempo-
rary of Cicero.*

The ease of dolus. When a man was fraudulent-

ly induced to become a party to a transaction which
was legal in all respects saving the fraud, he had
h"8 actio de dolo malo against the guilty person and
his heredes, so far as they were made richer by the

fraud, for the restoration of the thing of which he
had been defrauded, and, if that was not possible,

'oT compensation. Against a third party who was
(1 bojaa fide possession of the thing, he had no ae-

on. If he was sued in respect of the transaction,

1. (Cod., ii., tit. 53, s. 7.)—3. (Dii;. 4, tit. 6. i. 1.)—S. (Com-
e t'ic. in Yen , M lii . 05, and Dig. 4, tit. i, «. 1.)

he could defend himself by the exceptio (.oli mah
(Kjrf. Culpa.)'

The case of minores xxv. annorum. A mino
could by himself do no legal act for which the ad-

sent of a tutor or curator was required, and, there-

fore, if he did such act by himself, no restitutio waa
necessary. If the tutor had given his auctoritas, or
the curator his assent, the transaction was legally

binding, but yet the minor could claim restitutio if

he had sustained injury by the transaction. Gaius*
gives an example when he says that, if too large an
amount was inserted m the condenmatio of the
formula, the matter is set right by the prsetor, or, in

other words, "reus in integrum restiluitur ;" but if

too little was inserted in the formula, the praetor

would not make any alteration ;
" for," he adds,

" the praetor more readily relieves a defendant than
a plaintiff; but we except the case of minores xxv.
annorum, for the prajtor relieves persons of this

class in all cases wherein they have committed er-

ror (in umnibus rebus lapsis)."

There were, however, cases in which minores
could obtain no restitutio ; for instance, when a mi-
nor, with fraudulent design, gave himself out to be
major; when he confirmed the transaction after

becoming of age ; and in other cases. The benefit

of this restitutio belonged to the heredes of the mi-
nor, and generally, also, to sureties. The demand
could only be made, as a general rule, against the
person with whom the minor had the transaction

and his heredes. The minor had four years after

attaining his majority in which he could sue. The
older law allowed only one year. If the time had
not elapsed when he died, his heres had the benefit

of the remaining time, which was reckoned from the
time adeundi hereditatem; and if the heres was a
minor, from the time of his attaining his majority.

{Vid. Curator.)
The case of absentia : which comprehends not

merely absence in the ordinary sense of the word,
but absence owing to madness or imprisonment, and
the like causes.' If a man had sustained injury by

his own absentia, he was generally entitled to resti-

tutio if the absentia was unavoidable : if it was not

unavoidable, he was entitled to restitutio, either if

he could have no redress from his procurator, or

was not blameable for not having appointed one.

If a man found that he might sustain damage on ac-

count of the absence of his adversary, he might
avoid that by entering a protestation in due form.

The case of error, mistake, comprehends such
error as cannot be imputed as blame ; and in such
case, a man could always have restitutio when
anotiier was enriched by his loss. The erroris

causae probatio somewhat resembles this case.*

The case of capitis diminutio through adrogatio

or in raanum conventio, which was legally followed

by the extinction of all the obligations of the per-

son adrogated or in manu. The praetor restored to

the creditors of such persons their former rights.*

The case of alienatio judicii mutandi causa facta

is hardly a case of restitutio, though sometimes con-

sidered such. It occurs when a man alienates a
thing for the purpose of injuring a claimant by su*>r

stituting for himself another against whom the
claimant cannot so easily prosecute his right. Ic

the case of a thing which the possessor had thus

alienated, the pr8et«)r gave an actio in factum against

the alienor to the full value of the thing. If a man
assigned a claim or right with the view of injuring

his adversary by giving him a harder claimant to

deal with, the adversary could meet the assignee,

when he sued, with an exceptio judicii miitandj

causa.

1. (Compare Dig. 4, tit. 3.)—2. (ir., 57 >-3. (Dig. 4, Ht •,

3.)—4. (Gaiiu, i., 67-75.)—5. (Gains, iii , 83 ; i»., 38.)
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The case of alienatio in fraudem creditorum fac-

ta.' When a man was insolvent (non solvendo),

and ahenated his property for *he purpose of injuring

his creditors, the praetor's edict gave the creditors a

remedy. If, for instance, a debt was paid post bona
possessa, it was absolutely void, for the effect of the

bonorum possessio in the case of insolvency was to

put all the creditors on the same footing. If any
alienation was made before the bonorum possessio,

it was valid in some cases. A debtor might reject

anything which was for his advantage, for the prse-

tor's edict related only to the diminution of his prop-

erty, and not to its increase. If the act was such
as to diminish his property (fraudationis causa), the

creditors, as a general rule, were entitled to have
the act undone. A creditor who exacted his just

•lebt was entitled to retain it. The actio by which
the creditors destroyed the effect of an illegal alien-

ation was called pauliana, which was brought by
the curator bonorum in the name of the creditors,

for the restoration of the thing which had been im-

properly aliened, and all its fruits. The creditors

were also entitled to an interdictum fraudatorium in

order to get possession of the thing that had been
improperly aliened.*

In the imperial times, restitutio was also applied

to the remission of a punishment,' which could only
he done by the imperial grace.*

RESTITUTO'RIA ACTIO. {Vid. Intercessio,

p 542.)

RETIA'RII. ( Vid. GL.4DIAT0RES, p. 476.)

RETrCULUM. (Rrf. Calantica.)
RETIS and RETE, dim. RETICULUM (SIk-

Tvov), a Net. Nets were made most commonly of

(lax from Egypt, Colchis, the vicinity of the Cinyps
in North Africa, and some other places. Occasion-

ally they were of hemp.* They are sometimes call-

ed Una (Xiva) on account of the material of which
they consisted.* The meshes {macula,'' Ppoxoi,
dim. (ipoxiSec^) were great or small, according to the

purposes intended, and these purposes were very

various. But by far the most important application

of network was to the three kindred arts of fowling,

hunting, and fishing : and besides the general terms
used alike in reference to all these employments,
there are special terms to be explained under each
of these heads.

I. In fowling, the use of nets was comparatively
limited ;' nevertheless, thrushes were caught in

them ;** and doves or pigeons, with their limbs tied

up or fastened to the ground, or with their eyes cov-
ered or put out, were confined in a net, in order that

their cries might allure others into the snare." The
ancient Egyptians, as we learn from the paintings in

their tombs, caught birds in clap nets."
II. In hunting, it was usual to extend nets in a

curved line of considerable length, so as in part to

surround a space into which the beasts of chase,
such as the hare, the boar, the deer, the lion, and the
bear, were driven through the opening left on one
side.'* This range of nets was flanked by cords, to

which feathers dyed scarlet and of other bright col-

ours were tied, so as to flare and flutter in the wind.
The hunters then sallied forth with their dogs, dis-

lodged the animals from their coverts, and by shouts
and barking drove them first within the formido, as

1. (Dig. 48, tit. 8.)—3. (Dig. 38, tit. 1, 8.67.)—3. (Tac., Ann.,
x'.T , 12.— Plin., Epist., i., 64, 65.— Dig. 48, tit. 19, a. 27.)— 4.
(Dig. 4, tit. 1-7 ; 44, tit. 4.—Paulus, S. R., i., tit. 7-9.—Cod., ii.,

lit. 20-55.—Cwl. Theml., ii., tit. 15, 16. — Muhlenbruch, Doct.
Pandect.—Mackeldey, Lfhrbuch, <fcc.—Rein, Das RSm. Priva-
treclit.)—5. (Varro, be Re Rust., iii., 5.)—6. (Horn., II., v., 487.
—Biunck, Anal., ii., 494, 495.)—7. (Ovid, Epist., v., 19.—Var-
ro, De Re Rust., iii., 11.—Nemesiaui, Cyneg., 302.)—8. (Hclio-
dor., vi., p. 231, ed. Commelin.)—9. (Aristoph., Av., 528.)—10.

CHor., Epod., ii., 33,34.)—11. (Aristoph., Av., 1083.)—12. (Wil-
kirjon, Mfin. and Cust., vol. iii., p. 35-38, 45.)— 13. (.Slian, II.

A xii., 46.—Tibullus, ir., 3, 12 -• Phn., II N., xix., 2, () 2.)
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the apparatus of string and feathers was called, and
then, as they were scared with this appearance
within the circuit of the nets. Splendid dpscrip.
tions of this scene are given in some of the fnilovv-

ing passages, ail of which allude to the spacious en-
closure of network.* The accompanying woodcuts
are taken from two bas-reliefs in the collection of
ancient marbles at Ince-Blundell in Lancashire. In
the uppermost figure, three servants with staves
carry on their shoulders a large net, which is intend

ed to be set up as already described.* The fore-
most servant holds by a leash a dog, which is eagei
to pursue the game. In the middle figure the net ij

set up. At each end of it stands a watchman hold

ing a staff.* Being intended to take such largo
quadrupeds as boars and deer (which are seen with-
in it), the meshes are very wide {retia rara*). The
net is supported by three stakes (aruliKe^,^ aneo-
nes,^ van''). To dispose the nets in this manner
was called retia ponere,^ or retia lendere.' Compa-
ring it with the stature of the attendants, we perceive
the net to be between five and six feet high. The
upper border of the net consists of a strong rope,
which was called aapduv.^' The figures in the fol-

lowing woodcut represent two men carrying tiie net

home after the chase ; the stakes for supf-ortin/;' ii,

two of which they hold in their hands, are iorkeu at

the top, as is expressed by the terms for iherd al-

ready quoted, ancones and vari.

Besides the nets used to enclose M'oods and cov-

erts, or other large tracts of country, two additional

kinds are mentioned by those authu-.s who treat on
hunting. All the three are mentioned together by
Xenophon {diKrua, kvodia, upKvtg, ii., 4), and by Ne-
mesianus."
The two additional kinds were placed at intervjils

in the same circuit with the large hunting-net or

haye. The road- net (plaga, kvodiov) was much less

than the others, and was placed across -oads and
narrow openings between bushes. The purse or

tunnel net {cassis, upKvg) was made with a bag (/cc-

xpii^oXof'*), intended to receive the animal when
chased towards the extremity of the enclosure.

Within this bag, if we may so call it, were placed

branches of trees, to keep it expanded, and to decoy

1. (Virg.. Oeorg., iii., 411-113.—JEn., iv., 121, 151-159; .x.,

707-715.—Ovid, Epist., iv., 41, 42 ; v., 19, 20.—Oppian, Cyneg.,

iv., 120-123.—Eurip., BacchsD, 821-832.)—2. (TiliuUus, i., 4,49^

50.— Sen., Hippol., i., 1., 44.—Propert., iv., 2, 32.)—a (Oppian,

Cyneg., iv., 124.)— 4. (Virg., JEn., iv., 131.— Hot., E|>od., ii.,

33:)— 5. (Oppian, Cyneg., iv., 67, Ac. — Pollux, v., 31.)— (J

(Gratius, Cyneg., 67.)—7. (Lucan, iv.. 439.)—8. (Virg., Gcorg
i., 307.)—9. (Ovid, Art. Amat., i., 45.)— 10. (Xen., De Venat
vi., 9.}—11 (Cyneg., 299, 300.)— 12. (Xen., De Venat., vi., 7 )
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the ani.nalb by making it invisible. I'he words

ufjicvi or cassis are used metaphysicnlly to denote

Boiiie certain nielhud of destruction, and are more

partii-ularly applied, as well as ufn^iS^noTpov, whicli

will be explained immediately, to the large shawl in

which Clyieniiiestra enveloped her husband in order

to murder him.^

III. Fishing-nets {uXtevriKu dUrva^) were of six

diflercnt kinds, which are enumerated by Oppian*

as follows

:

Tuyyafia r", td' vKoxai nepiriyie(, r)6i aayrjvai,

'A/LAa 6f. KixX^OKOvai KaXv/ifiara.

Of these, by far the most common were the au^i-

SXijaTfiov, or casting-net {funda, jaculum, rctiacu-

lum), and the aaynvii, i. t., the drag-net or sean (/ro-

jT/m,* tragula, verriculum). Consequently, these

two are the only kinds mentioned by Virgil* and by

Ovid.* Of the K&kviifia we find nowhere any far-

ther mention. We are also ignorant of the exact

form and use of the yp«dof, although its comparative

utility may be inferred from the mention of it in con-

junction with the sean and casting-net by Artemi-

dorus^ and Plutarch (nrpt evOvft.*). The yuyyafiov

was a small net for catching oysters.* The vttoxfi

was a landing-net, made with a hoop (kv/cAoj-) fast-

ened to a pole, and perhaps provided also with the

means of closing the circular aperture at the top."

The metaphorical use of the term afi<j>i6?.i]aTpov has

been already mentioned. That it denoted a casting-

net may be concluded both from its etymology and
from the circumstances in which it is mentioned by

various authors." More especially the casting-net,

being always pear-shaped or conical, was suited to

the use mentioned under the article Conopeum. Its

Latin names are found in the passages of Virgil's

Georgics, and of the Vulgate Bible above referred

to, in Plautus,'' and in Isidorus Hisp.-'

The English term scan (which is also, in the south

ofEngland, pronounced and spelt seine, as in French)

has been brought into our language by a corruption

of the Greek oay^vri, through the Vulgate Bible

{sugena) and the Anglo-Saxon.'* This net, which,

as now used both by the Arabians and by our own
fishermen in Cornwall, is sometimes half a mile

long, was probably of equal dimensions among the

ancients, for they speak of it as nearly taking in the

compass of a whole bay." This circumstance well

illustrates the application of the term to describe

the besieging of a city : to encircle a city by an un-

interrupted line of soldiers was called aayTjvevecv.^*

The use of corks (^cXAo/, cortices suberim^'') to sujv

port the top, and of leads QioXiSSiSec) to keep down
the bottom, is frecjuently mentioned by ancient wri-

ters,'" and is clearly exhibited in some of the paint-

ings in Egyptian tombs. Treads, and pieces of wood
serving as floats instead of corks, still remain on a

sean which is preserved in the fine collection of
Egyptian antiquities at Berlin.

REUS. (Kid. Actor; Obuoationks, p. 675.)

REX SACRIFI'OULUSh REX SACRIFICUS,

1. («sch.. Agva., 1086, 1340, 1353.—Cho«ph., 485.—Eumen,
113. '.-a. (Diod. Sic, ivii., 43,p. 193, ed.Wew.)—3 (llul., iii.,

m-fti)—i. (Isid. Hup., Ori?., xii., 5.)— 5 (Georg.. i, 141,

142 I -«. (Art. Amat., i., 763, 764.)— 7. (ii., 14.)-8. (V., t.. p.

d38, i-a. Steph.)—9. (Hesych., ». v. Xtchyl, Again., 358 -Ai^
nan, lad., i., p. 525, ed. Blancardi.) — 10. (Oppiaii, llal , iv.,

SSI.) — !l (Iletind Scut. Here, 21.V215. — lIcr.xl., i., 141.—
Ptalm cxli., 10.— Isaiah, xir., 8.— H.ib., i., 15-17, Scptua^nt
and Vul^te rersious.—St. Matthew, it., 18.— St. Mark, i., 16.)

—12. /Aiinar, I., i., 87.—True, I., i., 14.)— 13. (Ori« , xii., 5.)

—14 Ezek., xxTi., 5, 14 ; xlvji., 10.— St. Matthew, xiii , 47, 48.

—St. it-hn. xxi., 6-11.)— 15. (Horn., Od.. xxii., 384-387 Alci-

phrou, i., 17, 18.) — 16. (Herod., iii., 145; vi., 31 — Plato, Ue
Lrgi;., iii., priipe fin.—Hehod., vii., p. 304, ed. Commelini.)— 17.

(SiduQ. A|)ull., Epist., ii., 2. — Plin., H. N., xri.. 8 I) 13.) — 18.

(Ovid, Thtt., ni^ir , U, 12. — .Siian, U. A., in., 43.— Paui.,
^iii., 12, t 1.)

or REX SACRO'RUM. ^Vhen the civi. and mili-

tary powers of the king were transferred to two
prtetors or consuls, upon tho establishment of the

n.'publicun government at Rome, these magistrates
were not invested with that part of the royal dignity
by virtue of which he had been the high-priest of

his nation, and had conducted several of the sacra
publica,'4)ut this priestly part of his office was trana
ferred to a priest called rex sacrificulus or rex
sacrorum.' The first rex sacrorurn was designated,
at the command of the consuls, by the college ui

pontiffs, and inaugurated by the augurs. He wax
always elected and inaugurated in the comitiacalata,

under the presidency of the pontiffs ;* and, as long
as a rex sacrificulus was appointed at Rome, ho
was always a patrician, for as he had no influence
upon the management of political affairs, the pie

beians never coveted this dignity.' But, for the same
reason, the patricians, too, appear at last to have at-

tributed little importance to the office, whence it

sometimes occurs that for one, or even for two sue
cessive years, no rex sacrorum was appointed, and
during the civil wars in the last period of the Repub-
lic, the office appears to have fallen altogether into

disuse. Augustus, however, seems to have revived
it, for we find frequent mention of it during the Em-
pire, until it was probably abolished in the time of
Theodosius.*

Considering that this pnest was the religious

representative ofthe kings, he ranked, indeed, higher
than all other priests, and even higher than the
pontifex maximus,* but in power and influence hf
was far inferior to him (Id saccrdotium pontific-

subjecerc*). He held his office for life,' was not
allowed to hold any civil or military dignity, and
W£is, at the same time, exempted from all mili

tary and civil duties.' His principal functions
were : 1. To perform those sacra publica which had
before been performed by the kings ; and his wife,

who bore the title of rcgina sacrorum, had, like the
queens of former days, also to perform certaiu
priestly functions. These sacra publica he or his

wife had to perform on all the calends, ides, and
the nundines; he to Jupiter, and she to Juno, in

the regia.* 2. On the days called regifugium he
had to offer a sacrifice in the comitium. ( Vid.

Regifugiom.) 3. When extraordinary portenta
seemed to announce some general Ccilamity, it was
liis duty to try to pro,pitiate the anger of the gods.'*

4. On the nundines when the people assembled in

the city, the rex sacrorum announced {edicebal) to
them the succession of the festivals for the month.
This part of his functions, however, must have
ceased after the time of Cn. Flavius." He lived

in a domus publica on the Via Sacra, near the re^
and the house of the vestal virgins.'*

*RHA ('Pu). "It is now generally admitted,''

says Adams, " that the /5u of Dioscorides is the
species of Rhubarb called Rheum raponlicum. Mat-
thiolus and Dodonseus thought that the /Sr/ov of
Paulus .^gineta was the common purgative Rhu-
barb ; and Dr. Friend supposed that Paulus and
Alexander were acquainted with tlie true Rheum
palmatum. I am satisfied, however, that the plant
treated of by Paulus and Alexander is th(> same as
the /ia of Dioscorides. Sprengel remarks that
Isidorus is the first author who applied the namo
Rheum barbarum to the true Rhubarb. The name
Rha is derived from the old appellation of the Wol-

1. (Li»., ii., a.— Dionya., iv., 74 ; t.. 1.)— 2. (Cell., xv , 87

)

— 3. (Liv, v., 41. — Cic, Pro Dom., 14.)— 4. (Orelli, In»cr., c
aSbO, S282, 2283.) — 5. (rectus, s. t. Ordu Sacerduium.) --

A

(Liv., ii., 2.)— 7. (Dionys. iv., 74.) — 8. (Dionys., l.c— Plot..

QuKSt. Rom., 60.— Liv., xl., 42.— 9. (Varro, De Ling. Laf. v..

p. 54, Bip. — Macrol)., Sat., i., 15.)— 10. (Fest , a «. Rtg\m
Feri».)— 11. (Varro, De Ling. Lat.,T., p.54.—Serv. ad iKn..riii,

ft54.) — 12. (Ambrosch, Studi»n Had .\ndeut., p. 41-76 >
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ga, in the neighbourhood of which the plant was
anciently found.'"

RHAMNUS {(idfivog), a thorn-tree. "Of the

three species briefly described by Dioscorides, the

first is unquestionably the Lycium Europctum ; the

second {XevKorepa), the Lyctum Afnim, as Sprengel

thinks ; and the third, the Khamnus poliurus. The
last two species are those described by Tlifeophras-

tus. The first is the species described by Galen

and Paulus."*

*RHAPH'ANIS (^a^avtf), the Radish. " The first

species of Theophrastus, to which the name is more
especially applicable, is referred to the Raphanus
salivus, or Garden Radish, by Stackhouse, Dier-

bach, and Sprengel. The other species of the same
writer is probably tht Cochkaria Armoracia, or

Horseradish. The f)a(j>avlg uypia of Dioscorides

is held by Sprengel to be the Raphanus marilimus,

Smith.'"
*RHAPHANOS 0u(pavo(), the Brassica oleracea,

or Sea Cabbage. (Firf. Crambe.) The species to

which Theophrastus applies the epithet of ovl6(^vl-

"koq, Stackhouse calls " Curled Savoy," and the

7.u6^v'Kkoq, the " Smooth Cabbage." According to

Bauiiin, the " Pompcia7ia" of Pliny is the Brassica

caubjlora, or Cauliflower.*

RHEDA or REDA was a travelling carriage

with four wheels. Like the Covincs and the Esse-

nuM, it was of Gallic origin,* and may perhaps con-

tain the same root as the German reilen and our

ride. It was the common carriage used by the

Romans for travelling, and was frequently made
large enough not only to contain many persons, but

also baggage and utensils of various kinds.* The
word Epirhedium, which was formed by the Romans
from the Greek preposition e;rt' and the Gallic rheda,''

is explained by the scholiast on Juvenal* as " Or-

namcrUum rhedarum aut plaustrum."

RHETOR {f>^T(jp). ( Vid. PHTOPIKH rPA4>H.)

PHTOPIKH rPA4>H {/)7)Topiii7} ypat^fj). The best

interjiretation of this expression is perhaps that giv-

en by Harpocration and Suidas,' r] KaTu (irjTopoq ys-

vo/j.evTj, ypdipavToi Ti f/ Ecnovrog ij Tzpu^avTog irapdvo-

uov There was not any particular class of persons

called (yriTopeq invested with a legal character, or in-

trusted with political duties at Athens ; for every

citizen who did not labour under some special dis-

ability was entitled to address the people in assem-

bly, make motions, propose laws, &c. The name
oi()fiTopei, however, was given, in common parlance,

to those orators and statesmen who more especially

devoted themselves to the business of public speak-

ing, while those who kept aloof from, or took no
part in, the business of popular assemblies, were
called 4(5iwrai. Hence prjTup is explained by Suidas,'"

'O 6fiiJ.(f> avfiSovT^.Evuv koI 6 kv 6t/ij.(i) dyoptvuv. The
pr/TopiKTi ypa<pTj might be either the same as the

napavofiuv ypacp^, or a more special prosecution, at-

tended with heavier penalties, against practised

demagogues, who exerted their talents and influ-

ence to deceive the people and recommend bad
measures. Others have conjectured this to be a

proceeding similar to the eTrayyeAta 6oKLfia(jiac, di-

rected against those persons who ventured to speak
in public after having been guilty of some misde-
meanour, which would render them liable to art/zta.

Of this nature was the charge brought against

Timarchus by vEschines, whose object was to pre-

1. (Dioscor., iii., 3.—Galen, De Simpl., viii.—Paul, ^gin., vii.,

3.—Aiianis, Append., s. v.)—2. (Dioscor., i., 119.— Galen, De
Simpl., viii.—Theophr., iii., 18.—Paul. JEgin., vii., 3.—Adams,
Append., s. v.)—3. (Dioscor., ii., 137, 138.—Theophr., H. P., i.,

2 ; vii., 4.— Galen, De Simpl., viii.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4.
(Theophr., H. P., i., 3. — Adams, Append., «. v.)— 5. (Quint.,

Inat. Orat., i., 5, t) 6a— Cjes., Bell. Gall., i., 51.)—€. (Cic, Pro
Mil., 10, 20.—Juv., iii. , 10.—Mart., iii., 47.)—7. (Quint., 1. c.)—
& (viii., 6fi.)—9. (s. r —10. (a v )

ASM

vent the latter from appearing as prosecutor againrt
him on the subject of the embassy to Philip.-

RHETRA (p^r^a). (ViJ. Nomos.)
RHINE {pivrj), the Squilus squalina, called in

English the Monk or Angel Fish. Rondelet states

that the monkfish will sometimes weigh 160 lbs.

Pennant remarks that this fish connects the genera
of the Rays and Sharks."

RHINOCEROS {()cv6Kepuc), the Rhinoceros.
Two species, or, as some make them to be, two va-

rieties of the rhinoceros, are described by modern
naturalists, namely, the R. Asiaticus (a native of
India and Java), having but one horn, and the R.
Afiicus (a native of Africa, and also of Sumatra),
with two horns. The former of these is the Uni-
corn of Scripture.^

RHODON {(iodov), the Rose. "It would be
useless," remarks Adams, "to attempt to particu-

larize all the species to which this term was applied,

more especially as some of them are treated under
other heads. I may mention, however, that Spren-
gel refers the /4oc5a of Dioscorides to the Rosa
lutea, Dalech., and R. arvcnsis. Stackhouse marks
the l)o8ov ELKoaL^vXkov as the Rosa cinnamomea,
and the (lodov iKaTovTu(f>v2.Xov as the Rosa centifo

Ha."*

RHCEA or RHOA {^otu, f>od), the Pumca
granaium, or Pomegranate-tree. The flowers ol

the cultivated pomegranate are called kvtlvoi,

those of the wild (3a?.avaTi.a. The bark or rind of
the fruit was called aiSiov by the Greeks, and inali-

corium by the Romans.*
RHOMBUS {f>6ij.6oc), a species offish, the Brill

or Pearl, Pleuronecus Rhombus, L. " But," as Ad-
ams remarks, " since the common turbot, or P/cu-

ronectes maximus, is found in the Mediterranean, it

is not improbable that the Greeks and Romans may
have applied this name to it also."'

RHUS {povg), the Rhus coriaria, or elm-leavej

Sumach. In Cyprus, according to Sibthorp, the

Rhus coriaria retains its ancient name of oovg. The
powdered fruit is sprinkled upon the meat as season •

ing.'

RHYTA {pvTij), the Ruta graveolens, or common
Rue.»
RHYTON (pvTov), a drinking-horn (KEpag), by

which name it was originally called, is said by
Athenasus' to have been first made under Ptolemy
Philadelphus ; but it is even mentioned in Demos-
thenes,'" as Athenaeus himself also remarks. The
oldest and original form of this drinking-horn was
probably the horn of the ox, but one end of it was
afterward ornamented with the heads of various

animals and birds. We frequently find representa-

tions of the pvTov on ancient vases depicting sym-

posia. (See woodcut, p. 326.) Several specimens

of these drinking-horns have also been discovered

at Pompeii :" two of these are given in the following

cut.

The ^Tov had a small opening at the bottom,

which the person who drank put into his mouth,

and allowed the wine to run in ; hence it derived

its name {uvofxaaOal T' 'mo rfjg f)vaEug^'). We see

persons using the f>vrov in this way in ancient

1 (Sch5mann, De Comit., 108.— Meier, Att. Proc., 209.)—

2

(Aristot., H. A., ii., 15, &c.— De Part. Anim., iv., 12 — Athen.,

yii._Oppian, Hal., i.—Plin., II. N., xxxii., 11.—Adams, Append.,

s. V.)—3. (Agathar. ap. Phot.— Strabo, xvi.—Oppian, Cyn., ii.,

551.— jEliau, N. A., xvii., 44.— Adams, Append., s. v.)—

4

(Theophr., H. P, i., 15, <fec. — Dioscor., i., 130. — Galen, De
Simpl., viii.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 5. (Horn., Od., xi., StS.—

-Theophr., H. P., ii., 2.— Dioscor., iv., 151.—Adams, Append.,

s. V.) — 6. (Xenoc. et Galen, De al. — ^lian, N. A., xiv., 2.-'

Adams, Append., s. v.)—7. (Theophr., iii., 18.—Dioscor., i., 47

—Galen, De Simp. . \ iii.—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 8. (Nicand.

Alex., 306.—Adau.s. Append., s. v.)—9. (xi., p. 497, *.)— 10. («

Mid., p. 565, 29.)— 11. (Museo Borbonico, vol. v.U. 14, t. ».)-
12. (Athen., .xi., p. 497, e.)
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paintings. Martial* speaks of it under the name
!»f Rhytium*
•KHYTROS (^vrpof), a plant, which many ol the

3ommentator8 on Theophrastus, &c., and Fpren-

gel and Stackhouse among the rest, conclude to

have been the Echinops, L. " But," as Si-hneider

remarks, " it is better, with Bauhin, to admit our

ignorance of it, than indulge in unfounded conjec-

RICA. (Vii. Flamkn, p. 446.)

Rld'NIUM, RECI'NIUM, or RECINUS, an arti-

cle of dress. The name was, according to Festus,*

applied to any dress consisting of a square piece of

cloth. It occurs in a fragment of tiie Twelve

Tables,* and the ancient commentators, according

to Festus, explained the word there as a toga for

women (if the reading ver. togam be right instead

of virilem togam), with a purple stripe in front.

That it was an article of female dress, and more
especially a small and short kind of pallium, is

stated by Nonius,' on the authority of Varro. It

was worn in griefand mourning, and in such a man-

ner that one half of it was thrown back,' whence

the ancient grammarians derive the word from reji-

cerr, although it is manifestly a derivative from

mff, which was a covering of the head used by fe-

males.* The grammarians appear themselves to

have had no clear idea of the ricinium ; but, after

careful examination of the passages above referred

to, it appears to have been a kind of mantle, with

a sort of cowl attached to it, in order to cover the

head. It was also worn by mimes upon the stage ;"

and the mavortium, mavorte, or mavors of later

times, was thought to be only another name for

what had formerly been called ricinium.

RINGS {SaKTvXia, annuli). Every freeman in

Greece appears to have used a ring ; and, at least

in the earlier times, not as an ornament, but as an

article for use, as the ring always served as a seal.

How ancient the custom of wearing rings among
the Greeks was cannot be ascertained, tiiough it is

certain, as even Pliny" observes, that in the Ho-

meric poems there are no traces of it. In works of

fiction, however, and those legends in which the

customs of later ages are mixed up with those of

the earliest times, we find the most ancient heroes

described as wearing rings." But it is highly prob-

able that the custom of wearing rings was intro-

duced into Greece from Asia, where it appears to

have been almost universal." In the time of Solon,

seal-rings {(jippayuh^), as well as the practice of

counterfeiting them, appears to have been rather

common, for Diogenes Laertius'* speaks of a law

of Solon which forbade the artists to keep the form

jf a seal {aippayig) which he had sold. (Instances

of counterfeited seals are given in Becker's Chari-

t/c*.'*) Whether, howevei", it was customary, as

1 (Pitt, d' Ercolano, v., t. 4fl.—Zahn, Ornam. und Wandgem.,
«. 90.) — 2. (li., 35.)— 3. (Becker, Cliarikie*. i., p. 505.)— 4.

Theuphr., II. P., vi.. 4.—Adams, Append., ». v.)—5. («. v.)—6.

(Cic, beLcgj..ii ,23.)—7. (liv., 33.)— 8. (Varro, DeLfng.Lat.,

j»., p. 37, Bip.—Serv. ad JEn., i., 286.— Uid.ir., Orig., xix., 25.)

U. (Varro, 1. c.— Fe«t., «. v. Rica.)— 10. (Pent., 1. c., sad >. v.

Chchestra.)- 11. (11. N., xxxiii., 4.) — 12. (Paus., i., 17, *3; x.,

30, 1) 2.—Eurip., Ipli. Aul., 154.—Id., Hippol., 859.)— 13. (Ilorod..

I., 195.- put., DeRepubl., u.,p.35».}-14. (i.,47.)-15. (ii., p.

i7 »

Rnsa8.

early as he time .if Solon, to v,(!di lings wiU
precious a. ones on which the figures were engraveil,

may justly be doubted ; and it is much more proba

ble that at that time the figures were cut in thi

metal of the ring itself, a custom which was nev
er abandoned altogether. Rings without precious

stones were called uip7i<j>ot, the name of the gem
being V^^of or a^payic*^ In later times rings wero
worn more as ornaments than as articles for use,

and persons now were no longer satisfied with o le,

ha* ~ore two, three, or even more rings ; and in-

stances are recorded of those who regularly loaded

their hands with rings.* Greek women likewise used

to wear rings, but not so frequently as men ; the

rings of women also appear to have been less costly

than those of men, for some are mentioned which
were made of amber, ivory, <Stc.' Rings were
mostly worn on the fourth finger (Trapu/zcirof*).

The Lacedaemonians are said to have used iron

rings at all times.* With the exception, perhaps,

of Sparta, the law does not appear to have ever at-

tempted, in any Greek state, to counteract the great

partiality for this luxury ; and nowhere in Greece
does the right of wearing a golden ring appear to

have been confined to a particular order or class o<

citizens.

The custom of wearing rings was believed to

have been introduced at Rome by the Sabines, who
were described in the early legends as wearing

golden rings with precious stones {gemmati annuli)

of great beauty.* Florus' states that it was in-

troduced from Etruria in the reign of TaKquinius

Priscus, and Pliny' derives it from Greece. The
fact that among the statues of the Roman kings in

the Capitol, two, Numa and Servius Tulliua, were
represented with rings, can scarcely be adduced as

an argument for their early use, as later antists

would naturally represent the kings with such en-

signs as were customary for the highest magistrates

in later times. But, at whatever time rings may
have become customary at Rome, thus much is

certain, that at first they were always of iron ; thai

they were destined for the same purpose as in

Greece, namely, to be used as seals ; and that every

free Roman had a right to use such a ring. This

iron ring was used down to the last period of tho

Republic by such men as '9ved the simplicity of tho

good old times. Marius wore an iron ring in his

triumph over Jugurtha, and several noble families

adhered to the ancient custom, and never wore
golden ones.*

When senators, in the early times of the Republic,

were sent as ambassadors to a foreign state, they

wore, during the time of their mission, golden rings,

which they received from the state, and which were,

perhaps, adorned with some symbolic representa-

tion of the Republic, and might serve as a state-

seal. But ambassadors used their rings only in

public ; in private they used their iron ones." In

the course of time it became customary for all the

senators, chief magistrates, and at last for the

equiles also, to wear a golden seal-ring." This

right of wearing a golden ring, which was subse-

quently called the jus annuli aurei, or the jus annu-

lorum, remained for several centuries at Rome the

exclusive privilege of senators, magistrates, and

equites, while all other persons continued to use

iron ones." Magistrates and governors ci provin-

ces seem to have had the right of conferring upon

1. (Artemid., Ooeirocrit., ii., 5.'— 2. (Plat., Hipp. Min., p.

368.— Ariitoph., Eccles., 632.— Nub., 332, with the »cholia.—

Diaarch in Demoath., p. 29.—Diog. La*rt., v., 1.)—3. (Artemid.,

1.0.) — 4. (Plut., Symp. Fragm.. lib. iv. — Goll., x., 10.) —5
(Plin., U. N., xxxiii., 4.)—6. (Liv., i., 11.—Dionys., ii., 38.)—7.

(i., 5.) — 8. (1. O—9. (Plin., H. N., oxiii., 6.) — 10. (Plin.,

xxxiii.. 4.)— 11. (Lit., ix., 7, 46; xxvi., i6.—Cic.,c Verr., i».

25— Liv., xxiii., 19.— Flor., ii., 6). — 12 (Appian, De ReU
Pan.. 104.,

^^^
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inferior officers, or such persons as had distinguish-

ed themselves, tlie privilege of wearing a golden

rin<^. Verres thus presented his secretary with a

gulden ring in the assembly at Syracuse.' During

the Empire, the right of granting the annulus au-

reus belocged to the emperors, and some of them

were not very scrupulous in conferring this privi-

lege. Augustus gave it to Mena, a freedman, and to

Antoninus Musa, a physician." In A.D. 22 the Em-
peror Tiberius ordained that the golden ring should

only be worn by those ingenui whose fathers and

grandfathers had had a property of 400,000 sester-

tia, and not by any freedman or slave.^ But this

restriction was of little avail, and the ambition for

the annulus aureus became greater than it had ever

been before.* The emperors Severus and Aurelian

conferred the right of wearing golden rings upon

all Roman soldiers ;' and Justinian at length al-

lowed all the citizens of the Empire, whether in-

genui or libertini, to wear such rings.

The status of a person who had received the jus

annuli appears to have differed at different times.

During the Republic and the early part of the Em-
pire, the jus annuli seems to have made a person

ingenuus (if he was a libertus), and to have raised

him to the rank of eques, provided he had the re-

quisite equestrian census,* and it was probably

never granted to any one who did not possess this

census. Those who lost their property, or were
found guilty of criminal ofl^ences, lost the jus annu-

li.' Afterward, especially from the time of Ha-

drian, the privilege was bestowed upon a great many
freedmen, and such persons as did not possess the

equestrian census, who therefore, for this reason

alone, could not become equites ; nay, the jus an-

nuli, at this late period, did not even raise a freed-

man to the station of ingenuus : he only became,
as it were, a half ingenuus {quasi ingenuus), that

is, he was entitled to hold a public office, and might
at any future time be raised to the rank of eques.*

The lex Visellia' punished those freedmen who
sued for a public office without having the jus an-

nuli aurei. In many cases a libertus might, through

the jus annuli, become an eques if he had the re-

quisite census, and the princeps allowed it ; but the

annulus itself no longer included this honour. This
difference in the character of the annulus appears

to be clear, also, from the fact that women received

the jus annuli," and that Alexander Severus, though

he allowed all his soldiers to wear the golden ring,

yet did not admit any freedmen among the equites."

The condition of a libertus who had received the

jus annuli was in the main as follows : Hadrian
had laid down the general maxim that he should be

regarded as an ingenuus salvo jure palroni.^* The
patronus had also to give his consent to his freedman
accepting the jus annuli, and Commodus took the

annulus away from those who had received it with-

out this consent." Hence a libertus with the an-

nulus might be tortured if, c. g., his patron died an
unnatural death, as, in case of such a libertus dying,

his patron might succeed to his property. The
freedman had thus, during his lifetime, only an im-

ago libertatis ; he was a quasi ingenuus, but had not

the status of an ingenuus,** and he died quasi liber-

tus. In the reign of Justinian these distinctions

were done away with. Isidorus" is probably allu-

\. (Cic, c. Verr., jii., 76, 80; ad Fam., x., 32.—Suet., Jul.,

W.)— 2. (Dion Cass., xlviii., 48; liii., 30.) — 3. (Plin., H. N.,
jxxiii., 8.)—4. (Plin., Epist., vii., 26 ; viii., 6. —Suet., Galba,
12, 14.—Tacit., Hist., i., 13.—Suet., Vitell., 12.—Stat., Sylv.,

tii., 3, 143, &c.)—5 (llerodian., iii., 8.—Vopisc, Anrel., 7.)—fl

(Sueton., Galha, x., 14.—Tacit., Hist., i., 13 ; ii., 57.)—7. (Juv
,

Sat., xi., 42.—Mart , viii., 5 ; li., 57.)—8. (Jul. Capitol., Macrin.,
4.)—9, (Cfxi., IX., tit 21.)— 10. (Dig. 40, tit. 10, s. 4.)— 11. (Lam-
prid.. Al Sev., 9.) -12. (Dig. 40, tit. 10, g. 6.)— 13. (DiR. 40,

{it 10, B. 3.)—14. 'Cod., Ti,, i;5. e, 9. 8.—Digf. 40, tit. 10, s. 5.)-
\! Uix. 32.)
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ding to the period preceding the reign of JustiniaB
when he says that freemen wore golden, freedmen
silver, and slaves iron rings.

The practical purposes for which rings, or, rather,

the figures engraved upon them, were used at al

times, were the same as those for which we usi

our seals. Besides this, however, persons, whei
they left their houses, used to seal up such parts as
contained stores or valuable things, in order to se-

cure them from thieves, especially slaves.' The
ring of a Roman emperor was a kind of state-seal,

and the emperor sometimes allowed the use of

it to such persons as he wished to be regarded as
his representatives.' The keeping of the imperial

seal-ring was intrusted to an especial officer (cura

annuli*). The signs engraved upon rings were very
various, as we may judge from the specimens still

extant : they were portraits of ancestors or friends,

subjects connected with the mythology or the wor-
ship of the gods ; and in many cases a person had
engraved upon his seal symbolical allusions to the
real or mythical history of his family.* Sulla thus
wore a ring with a gem, on which Jugurtha was
represented at the moment he was made prisoner.*

Pompey used a ring on which three trophies were
represented,* and Augustus at first sealed with a
sphinx, afterward with a portrait of Alexander the

Great, and at last with his own portrait, which was
subsequently done by several emperors.' The prin-

cipal value of a ring consisted in the gem framed in

it, or, rather, in the workmanship of the engraver.

The stone most frequently used was tlie onyx (.aap-

Sijvoc, aapdovv^), on account of its various colours,

of which the artists made the most skilful use. In

the art of engraving figures upon gems, the ancients,

in point of beauty and execution, far surpass every-

thing in this department that modern times can
boast of The ring itself {a(j>ev66vij), in which the

gem was framed, was likewise, in many cases, of

beautiful workmanship. The part of the ring which
contained the gem was called pala. (Vid. Pala.)

In Greece we find that some persons fond of show
used to wear hollow rings, the inside of which was
filled up with a less valuable substance.*

With the increasing love of luxury and show, the

Romans, as well as the Greeks, covered their fin-

gers with rings. Some persons also wore rings of
immoderate size, and others used different rings foi

summer and winter.*

Much superstition appears to have been connect-

ed with rings in ancient as well as in more mod-
ern times ; but this seems to have been the case in

the East and in Greece more than at Rome. Some
persons made it a lucrative trade to sell rings which
were believed to possess magic powers, and to pre-

serve those who wore them from external dangers.

Such persons are Eudamus in Aristophanes," and
Phertatus in Antiphanes." These rings were for

the most part worn by the lower classes, and then

not of costly material, as may be inferred from the

price (one drachma) in the two instances referred to.

There are several celebrated rings with magic pow-

ers mentioned by the ancient writers, as that of

Gyges, which he found in a grave," that of Chari-

cleia," and the iron ring of Eucrates.'*

1. (Plat., De Legg., xii., p. 954.—Aristoph., Thesraoph., 414,

&c.—Plaut., Cas., ii., 1, 1.—Cic. ad Fam., xvi.,26.—De Or, ii.,

61.—Mart, ix., 88.)—2- (Dion Cass., lxvi.,2.)—3. (Just., Ilitt.,

xliii., 5.)—4. (Cic. in Cat., iii., 5.— Val. Max., iii., 5, 1.—Cic, D«
Fin., v.. 1.—Suet., Tib.. 5S, 63.—Plin.. il, N., ii., 7, Ac.)-5.

(Plin..H. N.,xixvii., 4.—Plut., Mar., 10.)— 6. (Dion Cass.,xl-"-'

.

18.)—7. (Plin.,11. N.,xxxvii ,4.—Suet., Octav., 50.—Dion Cast..

Ii., 3.—Spaitian., Hadr., 26,)— 8. (Artemid.. 1. c.)— 9. (Quintil.,

xi., 3.-Juv.,i.,28.—Mart., xi.,59 ; xiv., 123.)-10. (Plut., 88.1,

with theschol.)— 11. (ap. Athen., iii., p. 123.)— 12. (Plat., D«
Republ., ii.. p. 359, ic- Plin., II. N , xxxiii., 4.)— 13. (Heliod.

JEUi., iv., 8.)— 14. (Lucian, Philop., 17.—Compare Becker, Char
ikle«, ii., p. 398, Ac-Kirchmann, De Annulis, Slesvlg., 1657

—P. Burrmano, De Jure Annuloruoi, Ultraject , 1734.)



ROGATfONES LlCINIit. ROSTRA.

ROBIGA'LIA, a public festival in honour of the

god Kuhigus, to preserve the fields from mildew, is

said to have been instituted by Numa, and was cele-

brated a. d. VII., Kal. Mai. (April 26th).' The sacri-

fices offered on this occasion consisted of the entrails

of a dog and a sheep, accompanied with frankin-

cense and wine : a prayer was presented by a fla-

men in the grove of the ancient deity, whom Ovid
and Columella make a goddess.* A god Kobigus
Di a goddess Robigo is a mere invention from the

name of this festival, for the Romans pai(f no divine

ho/iours to evil deities.'

*I10BUR, an epithet applied to the Oak. (Kid.

QUCRCUS.)
ROGA'TIO. {Vid. Lkx, p. 580.)

ROGATIO'NES LICI'NLC. In the year B.C.

375, C. Licinius Stolo and L. Sextius, being elected

two of the tribuni plebis, promulgated various roga-

tiones, the object of which was to weaken the pow-
er of the patricians and Ibr the benefit of the plebs.

One rogatio related to the debts with which the

plebs was encumbered ; and it provided that all the
money which had been paid as interest should be
deducted from the prmcipal sum, and the remainder
should be paid in three years by equal payments.
The second related to the ager publicus, and enact-

3d tliat no person should occupy (possideret) more
than 500 jugera. The third was to the effect that

no more tribuni militum should be elected, but

that consuls should be elected, and one of them
should be a plebeian. The patricians prevented
these rogationes from being carried by inducing the

other tribunes to oppose their intercesaio. C. Licin

ius Stolo and L. Sextius retaliated in the same
way, and would not allow any comitia to be held

except those for the election of aediles and tribuni

plebis. They were also re-elected tribuni plebis,

and they persevered for five years in preventing the
election of any curule magistratus.

In the year 368, the two tribunes were still elect-

ed, for the eighth time, and they felt their power in-

creasing with the diminution of the opposition of
their colleagues, and by having the aid of one of
the tribuni militum, M. Fabius, the father-in-law of
C. Licinius Stolo. After violent agitation, a new
rogatio was promulgated to the eflect that, instead
of duumviri sacris faciundifi, decemviri should be
elected, and that half of them should be plebeians.

In the year B.C. 366, when Licinius and Sextius
had been elected tribuni for the tenth time, the law
was passed as to the decemviri, and five plebeians
and five patricians were elected, a measure which
prepared the way for the plebeians participating in

the honours of the consulship. The rogationes of
Licinius were finally carried, and in the year B.C.
365 L. Sextius was elected consul, being the first

plebeian who attained that dignity. The patricians
were compensated for their loss of the exclusive
right to tlie consulship by the creation of the oflSce

of curule aedile and of praetor.

The law as to the settlement between debtor and
creditor was, if Livy's text is to be literally under-
stood, an invasion of the established rights of prop-
erty. Niebuhr's explanation of this law is contained
in his third volume, p. 23, &.c.

Besides the limitation fixed by the second lex to
the number of jugera which an individual might
possess in the public land, it declared that no indi-

vidual should have above 100 large and 500 smaller
animals on the public pastures. Licinius was the
first who fell under the penalties ol his own law.
The statement is that " he, together with hia son.

1. (Pliii., H. N., xviii.. 29, «. 69.—Varro, De Re Rust., I., i.,

p. 90, ed. Bip. —Lat. Linir., vi., 16, e<l. Miiller.—Fehtus, s. v.)

—

1 (Ovid. Fast , IV., 907-9J2.—Culum., x., 342 )— 3. (llartung,
6ie Religion drr Rumer, ii., p. HA )—1. (l.iv., *i 31.)

6 O

possessed a thoush/id jugera of the ager (publicus)

and, by emancipating his son, had acted in fraud of

the law.'" From this story it appears that the pie

beians could now possess the public land, a right

which they may have acquired by the law of Licin-

ius ; but there is no evidt-nce on this matter. The
story is told also by Columella,* Pliny,* and Vale
rius Maximus.* The last writer, not understand
ing what he was recording, says that, in order to

conceal his violation of the law, Licinius emanci-

pated part of the land to his son. The facts, a^

stated by Livy, are not put in the clearest light.

The son, when emancipated, would be as much en-

titled to possess 500 jugera as the father, and if he
bona fide possessed that quantity of the ager publi-

cus, there was no fraud on the law. From the ex-

pression of Pliny {suhsiiUla filii persona), the fraud

appears to have consisted in the emancipation of

his son being effected solely that he might in his

own name possess 500 jugera, while his father had
the actual enjoyment. But the details of this lex

are too imperfectly known to enable us to give more
than a probable solution of the matter. As the ob-

ject of the lex was to diminish the possessiones of
the patricians, it may be assumed that the surplus

land thus arising was distributed {assignalus) among
the plebeians, who otherwise would have gained no-

thing by the change ; and such a distribution of

land is stated to have been part of the lex of Li-

cinius by Varro* and Columella.*

According to Livy,^ the rogatio de decemviris
sacrorum was carried first B.C. 366. The three

other rogationes were included in one lex, which
was a lex Satura.*

Besides the passages referred to, the reader may
see Niebuhr, vol. iii., p. 1-36, for his view of the

Licinian rogations ; and Gottling, Gcschichte det

Rom. Slaatsverfassung, p. 354, and the note on the

corrupt passage of Varro {De Re Rust., i., 2)

ROGATO'RES. (7zd. Diribitores.)

ROGUS. {Vid. FuNus, p. 460.)

ROMPHEA. iVid. lUsTjL, p. 489.)

RORA'RII, a class of light-armed Roman sol-

diers. According to Niebuhr,' rorarii must origin-

ally have been the name for slingers, who were
taken from the fiflh class of the Servian census. The
grammarians, probably with justice, derive the word
from ros and rorare, as their attacks upon the ene-
my with their slings and stones were regarded as a
prelude to the real battle, in the same manner that

rores or solitary drops of rain precede a heavy
shower. The literal translation of rorarii, there-

fore, would be drippers or sprinklers.^' In later

times, and even as early as the time of Plautus. the

name was applied to the light-armed hastati ;*• and
as this latter name supplanted that of rorarii, who,
according to the later constitution of the army, no
longer existed in it in their original capacity, the

rorarii are not mentioned in later times. (Compare
Aehv, Roman, p. 104.)

ROSA, the Rose. ( Vid. Rhodon )

ROSMARI'NUS. {Vid. LiBANOTis.)

ROSTRA, or The Beaks, was the name applied

to the stage {sugges'us) in the Forum from which
the orators addressed the people. This stage was
originally called tcmpliim,^* because it was consecra-
ted by the augurs, but obtained its name of rostra at

the conclusion of the great Latin war, when it was
adorned with the beaks {rostra) of the ships of the

Antiates." The Greeks also mutilated galleys in

1. (Liv.,vii., 16.)—2. (i., 3.)—3. (U. N., xviii., 3.)-4. (yiii.,

«. !) 3.)- -5. (De Re Rust., i.. 2.)-6. (i., S.) — 7. (vi.. 42.) —a
(L;v., vii., 29.—Dion Cans., Frajf., 33.)—9. (Hist, of Rome, lii...

p. 117.)— 10. (Varro, De Ling. Laf., vi., p. 92, ed. Bip.—FestiM
s. V. Ronirios.)— 11. (Plaut. in Frivolaria ap. Varr., 1 c— Lit

»iii.,8, 9.)— 12 (Liv., ii., 50.)—H. (LiT.. viii., 14 —Flor., ;.. 11

—PUn., H. N., x»xiv., 5, » 11.)
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RUDENS. RUTRUM.

the same way for the purpose of trophies : this was
called by them uKpurr^ptu^eiv. {Vid. Acroteril'm.)

The rostra lay between the comitium or place of

meeting for the curies, and the Fonim or place of

meeting for the tribes, so 'hat the speaker might

turn either to the one or me other ; but, down to

the time of Caius Gracchus, even the tribunes, in

speaking, used to front the comitium ; he first turn-

ed his back to it, and spoke with his face towards

the Forum.* The form of the rostra has been well

described by Niebuhr' and Bunsen :' the latter sup-

poses "that it was a circular building, raised on
arches, with a stand or platform on the top bordered

by a parapet, the access to it being by two flights

of steps, one on efich side. It fronted towards the

comitium, and the rostra were affixed to the front

of it, just under the arches. Its form has been, in

all the main points, preserved in the ambones, or

circular pulpits of the most ancient churches,

which also had two flights of steps leading up to

them, one on the east side, by which the preacher
ascended, and another on the west side for his de-

scent. Specimens of these old churches are still to

be seen at Rome in the churches of St. Clement
and S. Lorenzo fuori le mure." The speaker was
thus enabled to walk to and fro while addressing

his audience.

The suggestus or rostra was transferred by Julius

Caesar to a corner of the Forum, but the spot where
the ancient rostra had stood still continued to be

called Roftra Vetera, while the other was called

Rostra Nova or Rostra Julia.*' Both the rostra con-

tained statues of illustrious men ;* the new rostra

contained e'luestrian statues of Sulla, Pompey, J.

Csesar, and Augustus.* Niebuhr' discovered the

new rost-a in the long wall that runs in an angle

towards the three columns, which have for a very
long time borne the name of Jupiter Stator, but

which belong to the Curia Julia. The substance
of the new rostra consists of bricks and casting-

work, but it was, of course, cased with marble : the

sld rostra Niebuhr supposes were constructed en-

;irely of peperino.

The following cut contains representations of the

rostra from Roman coins, but they give little idea

of their form : the one on the left hand is from a
denarius of the Lollia Gens, and is supposed to rep-

resent the old rostra, and the one on the right is

from a denarius of the Sulpicia Gens, and supposed
to represent the new rostra.*

ROSTllA'TA COLUMNA. {Vid. Colu.mna, p.

890.)

ROSTRATA CORO'NA. ( Vxd. Corona, p. 310.)

ROSTRUM. (Ttt/. Ships.)

ROTA. (F7<i. CuRRLTs, p. 331.)

RUBE'TA. (r»L Phrynus.)
RU'BRIA LEX. ( Vid. Lex, p. 585.)

*RUBRI'CA. (7id. MiLTos.)

RUDENS (KttP.vf, dim. Kaludiov^), any rope used

1 (Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, i., p. 426, note 990.) —2. (iii., p.

166, fl. 268.)— 3. (Quoted by Arnold, Hist, of Rome, ii.. p. 164.)

-4. (Ascon. in Cic, Mil., * 12, p. 43, ed. Orelli.—Dion Cms.,
»liii., 49; Ivi., 34.—Suet., Octav., 100.)—5. (Cic, Philip., ii.,

ei.)—6. (Paterc, ii.,61.)—7. (1. O—8. (Spauheim, De Prtest

»t Usu Numism., ii., p. 191.)—ft (Synes., Epist., 4, p 28, ed.

•»ai , 1605.)
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to move or fix the mast or sail of a vessel,' moie
especially : I. The ropes used to elevate or depress
the mast, and to keep it firm and steady when ele-

vated, were called rudentes, in Greek Trporoj^oi.*

These ropes extended from the higher part of the
mast towards the prow in one direction, and tht.

stern in the other. (Vid. woodcut, p. 62.) XL
Those used to raise or lower the yard. ( Vid. An-
tenna.)' According to the ancient scholia, these
ropes are the /tdAoj mentioned in Od., v., 260. Ill

Those fastened to the bottom of the sail at its two
corners, and therefore called Trodeg.* Before settinjr

sail, these ropes, which our seamen call the sheets,

would lie in a coil or bundle. In order, therefore,

to depart, the first thing was to unrol or untie thena
{excutere^), the next to adjust them according to the
direction of the wind and the aim of the voyage.*
With a view to fill the sail and make it expose the
largest surface, they were let out, which was called
immiti.ere or laxare.'' " Laxate rudentes" among the
Romans* was equivalent to " Ease the sheets" with
us. IV. Those used in towing {nXovg unb kuKu),
as when the oars became useless in consequence of
the proximity of the shore' {napolKog).

In a more extended sense, the terms rudcns and
KaXug were applied to ropes of any description.'*

In the comedy of Plautus" it is applied to the rope
with which a fisherman drags his net.

RUDERA'TIO. (Vid. House, Roman, r.
519-)

RUDIA'RII. {Vid. Gladiatores, p. 476.)
RUDIS.

(
Vid. Gladiatores, p. 476.)

RUNCI'NA ((wKuvv), a Plane.*"

The plane, which is delineated among joineia
tools {Instrumen. Fabr. Tignar.) in the woodcut at

p. 664, showing the stock with two holes for the
hands, and the iron (f/^j?") very long, but inclined as

in our planes, seems to be of that narrow kint

which is adapted to make grooves, rebates, or beads
The square hole in the right side of the stock seemi
intended for tlie passage of the shavings {ramenta)

It is certain that the shavings of firwood, produce*
by such a plane as that here exhibited, would pre
cisely answer to Pliny's description of them, liken-

ing them to curls of human hair and to the tendrilr

of the vine.** The Latin and Greek names for this

instrument gave origin to the corresponding tran-

sitive verbs runcino and f>vKavuij, meaning to plane.^*

They seem to be allied etymo'ogically with (rvyxog,

referring to the operation of those beasts and birds

which use their snout or beak to plough up the

ground.

RUPI'LIiE LEGES. {Vid. Lex, p. 585.)

RUTILIA'NA ACTIO was a praetorian actio in-

troduced by the prastor Publius Rutilius, by virtue

of which the bonorum emptor could sue in the name
of the person whose goods he had bought, and claim

the condemnatio to be made in his own favour and
in his own name.**
RUTRUM, dim RUTELLUM, a kind of hoe,

which had the handle fixed perpendicularly into the

middle of the blade, thus ditfering from the Raster.
It was used before sowing to level the ground, by

breaking down any clods which adhered too long

together.*' This operation is described by Virgil in

the following terms, which also assign the derivation

of the name :
" Cumulosque tuit male pinguis arc

1. (Juv., vi., 102.—Ovid, Met., iii., 616.—Achilles Tatiu», ii.,

32.) — 2. (Horn., II., i., 434. — Od., ii., 425 ; xii., 409. — ApoU.
Rhod., i., 564. 1204.—Jischyl., Agam., 870.—Eurip., Hec, 109.

—Brunck, Anal., i., 22 ; ii., 210.) — 3. (Catullus, Argon., 975.)

—4. (Horn., Od., 1. c. ; x., 32.—Apoll Rhod., ii., 725. 932.;—

5

(Virg., JEn., iii., 267, 683.) — 6. (Id. ib., v., 753.) — 7. (Id. ib.,

viii., 708 ; x., 229.)—8. (Ovid, De Ponto, IV., ix., 73.)—9. (Thu
cyd., iv., 25.—Schol. ad loc.)—10. (Herod., ii.. 28, 96.—Diod.
Sic, ivii., 43,)—11. (Rudens, iv., 3, 1, 76, 92.)— IJ?. (Tertull.,

Apol., 12.—Brunck, Anal., i., 227.)— 13. (Hesych.)— 14. (Tl N ,

xvi., 42, s. 83.)—15. (Min. Felix, 23.)—16. (Gaius, iii., ft), 81

IV.. 35.)—17 (Non. Marc., p 18, ed. Merceri.)
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fMB."» The same implement was used m mixing

lime or clay with water and straw to make plaster

for walls.*

The word rulabulum ought to be considered as

another form of rutrum. It denoted a hoe or rake

of the same construction, which was used by the

baker in stirring the hot ashes of his oven.* A
wooden rutahulum was employed to mix the con-

tents of the vats in which wine was made.*

*i»ACCH'ARUM (auKxapov), Sugar. " The an-

cient Susrar, called also ' the Honey of Reeds' and

'Indian iSalt,' was a natural concretion, forming on

certain reeds, but more especially on the bamboo
cane (Bambusa arundinacea). It would appear that

Moses Chorrenensis, in the fifth century, is the first

author who distinctly mentions our sugar, that is

to say, the sugar procured by boiling from the

sugarcane. The first mention of the bamboo cane

is made by Herodotus, and then by Ctesias."*

SACELLUM is a diminutive of sacer, and signi-

fies a small place consecrated to a god, containing

an altar, and sometimes, also, a statue of the god to

whom it was dedicated.* Festus' completes the

definition by stating that a sacellum never had a

roof It was, therefore, a sacred enclosure, sur-

rounded by a fence or wall to separate it from the

profane ground around it, and answers to the Greek
»rfpt'6oAof . The form of a sacellum was sometimes
square and sometimes round. The ancient sacel-

lum of Janus, which was said to have been built by
Romulus, was of a square form, contained a statue

of the god, and had two gates.' Many Romans
had private sacella on their own estiitcs; but the

city of Rome contained a great nuniher of public

sacella, such as that of Caca,' of Hercules in the

Forum Boarium," of the Lares," of Naenia," of
Pudicitia,^* and others.

SACERDOS, SACERDO'TIUM. Cicero»* dis-

tinguishes two kinds of sacerdotes ; those who had
the superintendence of the forms of worship (csri-

inmiia) and of the sacra, and those who interpreted

signs and what was uttered by seers and prophets.

Another division is that into priests who were not

devoted to the service of any particular deity, such
as the pontiffs, augurs, fetiales, and those who were
connected with the worship of a particular divinity,

such as the fiamines. The priests of the ancient
world did not consist of men alone, for in Greece,
as well as at Rome, certain deities were only at-

tended by priestesses. At Rome the wives of par-

ticular priests were regarded as priestesses, and
had to perform certain sacred functions, as the re-

gina sacrorum and the flaminica. {Vid. Flamen,
Rex Sacrorum.) In other cases maidens were ap-

pointed priestesses, as the vestal virgins, or boys,

with regard to whom it was always requisite that

their fathers and mothers should be alive (pam'mie/
matrimi). As all the different kinds of priests are
treated of separately in this work, it is only neces-
sary here to make some general remarks.

In comparison with the civil magistrates, ail

priests at Rome were regarded as homines privati,'*

though all of them, as priests, were sacerdotes pub-

1. (Georg., i., 105.— Vt<i. Fcstus, «. v.—Varro, De Ling. L»t.,
V, p. 137. ed. Spen?ol.)—2. (Cato, De Ro Rust.. 10, 128.—Pal-
lad., De Ro Rust., i., 15. — Plin., 11. N., xxxvi., 23, s. 55.) — 3.

(Festut, s. T.) — 4. (Colum., De Rn Rust., xii., 20.) — 5. (Dios-
oor., ii., 104 —Theopbr.. Fraj^m.—Strabo. zv.—Plin.,U. N., xii.,

I".—Uid.. Orig., xvii , 7.—Ilerud., iii.. 98.—Adams, Apiwnd., s.

».,—8. (GeK., VI., 12.)—7. (s. v.)—8. (Ovid, Fast., i., 275.—
Terent. Maur. in Wernsdorfs Poet. Min., ii., p. 279.) — 9.

(Srrv. ad ^n., viii., 190.)— 10. (Solin., i.—Plin., H. N., x.,2».)
—11. (Solin., 2.)— 12. (Fest., s. v. Nienia) De«.)—13. (Liv., x.,

•i3.)— 14. (De Legg., li., 8.)— 15. (Cic, c. Cat., i., 1 j De Off.,
» 22 ; ad At» iv.. 2.-Philipp., v.. 17.)

Iici, in as far as their office (gaecrdotium) was con-

nected with any worship recognised by the state.

The appellation of sacerdaa publicus was, h jwever,
given principally to the chief pontiff ard the flamen
dialis,' who were, at the same time, the only priests

who were members of the senate by virtue of their

office. All priestly offices or sacerdotia were held
for hfe, without responsibility to any civil magistrate.
A priest was generally allowed to hold any other
civil or mihtary office besides his prirstly dignity ;•

some priests, however, formed an exception, for the
duumviri, the rex sacrorum, and the fiamen dialis

were not allowed to hold any state office, and were
also exempt from service in the armies.^ Their
priestly character was, generally speaking, insepar-

able from their person as long as they lived : hence
the augurs and fratres arvalcs retained their char-
acter even when sent ii.io exile, or when they were
taken prisoners.* It also occurs that one and the

same person held two or three priestly offices at a
time. Thus we find the three dignities of pontifex

msiximus, augur, and decemvir sacrorum united in

one individual.* But two persons belonging to the
same gens were not allowed to be memiiers of the
same college of priests. This regulation, however,
was in later times often violated or evaded by
adoptions.' Bodily defects rendered, at Rome as
among all ancient nations, a person unfit for holding
any priestly office.*

All priests were originally patricians, but from the
year B.C. 367 the plebeians also began to take part

in the sacerdotia (vid. Plebes, p. 784) ; and those
priestly offices which, down to the latest times, re-

mained in the hands of the patricians alone, such
as that of the rex sacrorum, the flamines, salii, and
others, had no influence upon the affairs of the state.

As regards the appointment of priests, the an-
cients unanimously state that at first they were ap-

pointed by the kings ;* but after the sacerdotia were
once instituted, each college of priests—for nearly

all priests constituted certain corporatiors called

collegia—had the right of filling up the occurring va-

cancies by co-optatio. (Vul. PoxTiKEx, page 790.)

Other priests, on the contrary, such as the vestal

virgins and the flamines, were appointed {capicban-

tur) by the pontifex maximus, a rule which appears
to have been observed down to the latest times

;

others, again, such as the duumviri sacrorum, were
elected by the people** or by the curiae, as the curi-

ones. But, in whatever manner they were appoint-

ed, all priests, after tfieir appointment, required to be
inaugurated by the pontiffs and the augurs, or by
the latter alone." Those priests who formed col-

leges had originally, as we have already observed,

the right of co-optatio ; but in the course of nme
they were deprived of this right, or, at least, the co-

optatio was reduced to a mere form, by several le-

ges, called leges De Sacerdotiis, such as the lex Do-
milia, Cornelia, and Julia ; their nature is described

in the article Pontifex, page 7U0, &c. ; and what is

there said in regard to the appointment of pontiffs,

applies equally to all the other colleges. The lege."

annales, which fixed the age at which persons be-

came eligible to the different magistracies, had no
reference to priestly offices ; and, on the whole, it

seems that the pubertas was regarded as the time
after which a person might be appointed to a sacer-
dotium.'*

I. (Cic. De Legg., ii., 9.—Serv. ad JEn., xii., 534.)—2. (Lit^
xixviii., 47 ; xxxix., 45.— Epit.. lib. xix ; xl., 45. — Epit- 59,
&c.)—3. (Dionys., iv., 8.)—4. (Plin., Epist., iv., 8.)-5. (Plin ,

H. N., xviii., 2.—Plut., Quiest. Rom., 99.)—6. (Liv., xl., 4*.)—
7. (Serv. ad JEa., vii., 303.—Dion Cass., xxxix.. 17.)—8. (Di>
ny»., ii., 21.—Senec, Controv., iv., 2.—Pint., Qu;e8t. Rom., 7S.

—Plm., H. N., vii., 29.)—9. (Dionys., ii., 21. &c.. 73.—Lit., i,
20.)-^-I0. (Dion}'s., iv., 62.)—11. (Id., ii.. 83.)— 12. (Lit., zlU.,

88.—Plut., Tib. Grace., 4.)
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All priests had some external distinction, as the

apex, tutulus, or galerus, the toga praelexta, as well

as honorary seats in the theatres, circuses, and am-
phitheatres. They appear, however, to have been

obliged to pay taxes, like a41 other citizens, but seem
occasionally to have tried to obtain exemption. See

the case related in Livy.'

Two interesting questions yet remain to be an-

swered : First, whether the priests at Rome were
paid for their services, and, secondly, whether they

instructed the young, or the people in general, in the

principles of their religion. As regards the first

question, we read that in the time of Romulus lands

were assigned to each temple and college of priests ;'

and when Festus' states that the Roman augurs

had the enjoyment {frui solehanl) of a district in

the territory of Veii, we may infer that all priests

had the usus of the sacred lands belonging to their

respective colleges or divinities. This supposition

is strengthened by the fact that sueh was actually

the case in the Roman colonies, where, besides the

lots assigned to the coioni, pieces of land are men-
tioned which belonged to the colleges of priests, who
made use of them by letting them out in farm.*

It appears, however, that we must distinguish be-

tween such lands as were sacred to the gods them-
selves, and could not be taken from them except by
exauguratio, and such as were merely given to the

priests as possessio, and formed part of the ager
publicus. Of the latter, the state remained the own-
er, and might take them from the priests in any
case of necessity.* Besides the use of such sacred
or public lands, some priests also had a regular an-

nual salary (stipcndium), which was paid to them
from the public treasury. This is expressly stated

in regard to the vestal virgins,* the augurs,' and
he curiones,* and may therefore be supposed to

ave been the case with other priests also. The
pontifex maximus, the rex sacrorum, and the ves-

tal virgins had, moreover, a domus publica as their

place of residence. In the time of the emperors, the

mcome of the priests, especially of the vestal vir-

gins, was increased.'

As regards the second question, we do not hear,

either in Greece or at Rome, of any class of priests

on whom it was incumbent to instruct the people
respecting the nature and in the principles of reli-

gion. Of preaching there is not the slightest trace.

Religion, with the ancients, was a thing which was
(handed down by tradition from father to son, and
consisted in the proper performance of certain rites

and ceremonies. It was respecting these external
forms of worship alone that the pontiffs were obliged

to give instructions to those who consulted them.
{Vid. Pontifex.)

SACIl.V. This word, in its widest sense, ex-
presses what we call divine worship. In ancient
times, the state, as well as all its subdivisions, had
their own peculiar forms of worship, whence at

Rome we find sacra of the whole Roman people, of
the curies, gentes, families, and even of private in-

dividuals. All these sacra, however, were divided
into two great classes, the public and private sacra
{tacra publica ct privata), that is, they were perform-
ed either on behalf of the whole nation and at the
expense of the state, or on behalf of individuals,
families, or gentes, which had also to defray their
expenses.'* This division is ascribed to Nama. All
sacra, publica as well as privata, were siiperiniend-

1. (xixiii., 42.) — 2. (Dionys., ii., 7.) — 3. (g. v. Oscum.)—4.
(Sicculas Flaccus, De conJit. agror., p. 23, ed. Goes.—Ilyginus,
De Limit. Constit., p. 205, ed. Goes.)—5. (Dion Cass., xliii., 47.—Oros., v., 18.—Appian, De Bell. Mithr . 22.)—6. (Liv., i.. 20.)
—7. (Dionys.. ii., b.)—8. (Fcst., s. v. Curionium.) — 9. (Suet.,
Octav., 31.—Tacit., Ann., i»., 16.)— 10. (Fest., a. v. Publica ga-
:ra.—I iv., i., 20 ; x., 7. -- Plut., Num., 9. — Cic, De Ilanup.
Regp., ;

)
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ed and regulated b> the pontiffs We si all ttnt
speak of the sacra publica.

Sacra publica.—.\mong the sacra publica the Ro
mans reckoned not only those which were perform
ed on behalf of the whole Roman people, but alsc
those performed on behalf of the great subdivisions
of the people, viz., the tribes and the curia, which
Festus' expresses, '^pro montanis, pagis, curiis, ta-

cellis.^"' The sacra pro montibus et pagis are un-
doubtedly the sacra montanalia and paganalia, which,
although not sacra of the whole Roman people, were
yet publica.' The sacella in this expression of Fes-
tus, sacra pro sacellis, appear only to indicate tlu
places where some sacra publica were performed.
What was common to all sacra publica is, that they
were performed at the expense of certain public

funds, which had to provide the money for victims,

I

libations, incense, and for the building and mainte-
nance of those places where they were performed.*
The funds set apart for the sacra publica were in

the keeping of the pontiffs, and the sacramentum
formed a part of them. ( Vid. S.\cr.imentum.) They
were kept in the domus publica of the pontifex max-
imus, and were called aerarium pontificum.* When
these funds did not suffice, the state treasury supplied
the deficiency.' In the solemnization of the sacra
publica, the senate and the whole people took part.*

This circumstance, however, is not what consti-

tutes their character as sacra publica, for the sacra
popularia,' in which the whole people took part,

might nevertheless be sacra privata, if the expenses
were not defrayed out of the public funds, but by
one or more individuals, or by magistrates. The
pontiffs, in conducting the sacra publica, were assist*

ed by the epulones. {Vid. Epulones.)
Sacra privata embraced, as we have stated, those

which were performed on behalf of a gens, a fami-
ly, or an individual. The characteristic by which
they were distinguished from the sacra publica is,

that they were made at the expense of those per-

sons or person on whose behalf they were perform-
ed. Respecting the sacra of a gens, called sacra
gentilicia, see Gens, p. 469. The sacra connected
with certain families were, like those of a gens, per
formed regularly at fixed times, and descended as an
inheritance from father to son. As they were al-

ways connected with expenses, and were also troub

lesome in other respects, such an inheritance was
regarded as a burden rather than anything else."

They may generally have consisted in sacrifices to

the penates, but also to other divinities. They had
usually been vowed by some ancestor of a family

on some particular occasion, and then continued for-

ever in that family, the welfare of which was thought
to depend upon their regular and proper perform-
ance. Besides these periodical sacra of a family,

there were others, the performance of which must
have depended upon the discretion of the heads of

families, such as those on the birthday or on the

death of a member of the family. Savigny" denies
the existence of sacra familiarum.

An individual might perform sacra at any time,

and whenever he thought it necessary ; but if he
vowed such sacra before the pontiffs, and wished
that they should be continued after his death, his

heirs inherited with his property the obligation to

perform them, and the pontiffs had to watch that

they were performed duly and at their proper time.'*

1. (1. c.)—2. {Vid. Dionys., ii., 21, 23. — Appian, Hist. Rom
,

visi., 138.—De Bell. Civ., ii., 106.—Plut., Qusest. Rom., 89.)—S.

(Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., p. 58, ed. Bip—Compare Feslus, s. v.

Septimontiuir..)—4. (Giittl., Gesch. der R'im. Staatsv., p. 176.)—
5. (Fcst., 1. c—Dionys., ii.,23.—Liv., X..23 ; xlii., 3.)—6. (Var
TO, Dc Ling. Lat., iv., p. 49, cd. Bip.— Gruter, Insoript., 413, 8
496, 6; 452, 6.)— 7. (Festus, s. v. Sacramentnra.) - 8. (Plut.,

Num., 2.)—9. (Fest., s. v. Popular, sacr.) — 10. (Macrob , Stt.

i., 16.)— 11. (Zeitschrift, ii., 3.)— 12. (Fest., s. v. Sacer mow,-
Cic, Pro Dom., 51.—Compare Cic. ad Att., xii., 19, &c.)
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S(icn ail .)bligation was in later times evaded in va-

nous ways.
Among the sacra privata were reckoned also the

sacra tnunicipalia, that is, such sacra as a commu-
nity or town had been accustomed to perform before

it had received the Roman franchise. After this

event, the Roman pontiffs took care that they were
continued in the same manner as before.' (Com-
pare Sacrificuim.)

SACilAMKNTUM. (Vid. ViNDiciiB )

SACR.V'RIU.M was, according to the definition of

L'lpian,* any place in which sacred things were de-

posited and kept, whether this place was a part of

a temple or of a private house.* A sacrarium, there-

fore, was that part of a house in which the images
of the penates were kept. Respecting the sacrarium

of the lares, see Larariu.m. Public sacraria at

Rome were : one attached to the Temple of the

Capitoline Jupitei, m which the tensae, or chariots

for public processions, were kept ,* the place of tlie

salii, in which the ancilia and the lituus of Romulus
were kept,* and others. In the time of the em-
perors, the name sacrarium was sometimes applied

to a place in which a statue of an emperor was
erected* Livy' uses it as a name for a sacred

retired place in general.

SACRA'T.E LEGES. {Vid. Lex, p. 585.)

SACRIFI'CIUM {ieptlov). Sacrifices or offerings

formed the chief part of the worship of the ancients.

They were partly signs of gratitude, partly a means
of propitiating the gods, and partly, also, intended

to induce the deity to bestow some favour upon the

sacrificer, or upon those on whose behalf the sacri-

fice was offered. Sacrifices in a wider sense would
also embrace the Don.aria ; in a narrower sense,

sacrificia were things offered to the gods, which
merely afforded momentary gratification, which were
burned upon their altars, or were believed to be con-

sumed by the gods. We shali divide all sacrifices

into two great divisions, bloody sacrifices and un-

bloody sacrifices, and, where it is necessary, con-

sider Greek and Roman sacrifices separately.

Bloody sacrifices.—As regards sacrifices in the

earliest times, the ancients themselves sometimes
imagined that unbloody sacrifices, chiefly offerings

of fruit, had been customary long before bloody sac-

rifices were introduced among them.* It cannot, in-

deed, be denied, that sacrifices of fruit, cakes, liba-

tions, and the like, existed in very early times ; but

l>loody sacrifices, and, more than this, human sacri-

fices, are very frequently mentioned in early story

;

in fact, the mythology of Greece is full of instances

of human sacrifices being offered, and of their pleas-

ing the gods. Wachsmuth* has given a list of the

most celebrated instances. It may be said that

none of them has come down to us with any degree
of historical evidence ; but surely the spirit which
gave origin to those legends is sufficient to prove
that human sacrifices had nothing repulsive to the

ancients, and must have existed to some extent.

In the historical times of Greece, we find various

customs in the worship of several gods, and in sev-

eral parts of Greece, which can only he accounted
for by supposing that they were introduced as sub-

stitutes for human sacrifices. In other cases, where
civilization had shown less of its softening influen-

ces, human sacrifices remained customary through-

1. (Pest., s. . Manicipalia sacra.—Compan Ambroach, S(ud.
• od Andout., p. 215. — GSttlmg, p. 175, &c. — Walter, Geach.
•ler Rom. Rcchts. p. 178.—llarluni?, Die Relig. dcr ROai., i., p.

196, &c.) — 2. (UiR. 1, tit. e. s. 9, l> 2.) — 3. (Compare Cic, c.

Vert., i¥., 2.—Pro Mil., 31.—Suet., Tib., 51.)—4. (Suet., Ve«p.,

5.—Grat. Falisc., 534.)-5. (Val.Mai., i.. 8, 11.—Sorr ad Virg.,

iEn, vii., (503.) — 8. (Tacit., Ann., ii., 41. --.Stat., Sylv., v., 1,

WO.)—7. '.., 2l.)-8. (Plat., De Leg., vi.. |. 782.—Pan*., viii.,

I, « 1 ; i., 26, « 6.—M v rob.. Sat., i., 10, d.c } -S> (UeU. Alt., it.,

p 224)

out the historical periods >f Grccct , and down to

the lime of the emperors. Thus, in the worship of
Zeus Lycspus in Arcz'' a, where human sacrifice*

were said to have i)een introduced by Lycaon,* they
appear tu have continued till the time of the Roman
emperoni.* In Leucas a person was every year, at

the festiral of Apollo, thrown from a rock into Ihe
sea ;* aid Themistocles, before the battle of Sala-

mis, is f aid to have sacrificed three Persians to Di-

onysus." Respecting an annual sacrifice of human
beings ft Athens, r«/. Tharoklia. With these few
exceptions, however, human sacrifices had ceased
in the historical ages of Greece. Owing to the in-

fluencfs of civilization, in many cases animals were
substituted for human beings, in otherv ^ few drops
of human blood were thought sufficient to propitiate

the gods.* The custom of sacrificing human life to

the gods arose undoubtedly from the belief, which,
under different forms, has manifested itself at all

times and in all nations, that the nobler the sacrifice,

and the dearer to its possessor, the more pleasing it

would be to the gods. Hence the frequent instan-

ces in Grecian story of persons sacrificing their own
children, or of persons devoting themselves to the

gods of the lower world. In later times, h(»wever,

persons sacrificed to the gods were generally crim-

inals who had been condemned to death, or such as

had been taken prisoners in war.

That the Romans also believed human sacrifices

to be pleasing to the gods might be inferred from
the story of Curtius, and from the self-sacrifice of

the Decii. The symbolic sacrifice of human figures

made of rushes at the Lemuralia {vid. Lemuralia)
also shows that in the early history of Italy human
sacrifices were not uncommon. For another proof

of this practice, see the article Ver Sacrum. One
awful instance also is known, which belongs to the

latest period of the Roman Republic. When the

soldiers of J. Caesar attempted an insurrection at

Rome, two of them were sacrificed to Mars in the

Campus Martius by the pontifices and the flamen
Martialis, and their heads were stuck up at the

regia.*

A second kind of bloody sacrifices were tlose of

animals of various kinds, according to the nature

and character of the divinity. The sacrifices of an-

imals were the most common among the Greeks
and Romans. The victim was called lepilov, and
in Latin hoslia or victima. In the early times it

appears to have been the general custom to burn
the whole victim (iXoKavrelv) upon the altars of the

gods, and the same was in some cases, also, observ-

ed in later times,' and more especially in sacrifices

to the gods of the lower world, and such as were
offered to atone for some crime that had been com-
mitted.* But, as early as the time of Homer, it was
the most general practice to burn only the legs

{/*r)poi, fjujpia, fitjpa) enclosed in fat, and certain parts

of the intestmes, while the remaining parts of the

victim were consumed by men at a festive meal.

The gods delighted chiefly in the smoke arising from

the burning victims, and the greater the number of

victims, the more pleasing was the sacrifice. Hence
it was not uncommon to offer a sacrifice of one hun-

dred bulls (Umu^tfiT)) at once, though it must not be

supposed that a hecatomb always signifies a sacri-

fice of a hundred bulls, for the name was used in a

general way to designate any great sacrifice. Such
great sacrifices were not less pleasing to men than

to the gods, for in regard to the former they were, ic

reality, a donation of meat. Hence, at Athens, th»

1. (Paiifc., viii., 2, I.)—2. (Theophrasf. ap. PorjAyr. de Al>

ttin., ii., 27.—Plut., Qu»»t. Gr., 39.)-3. (Slrab., i., p. 452.)—
(Plut., Them., 13.—Arist., 11.— IVlop., 21.)—5. (Paui., viii., 28

1 ; ix., 8, 1.)—6. (Dion Cius., xlii., 24.)—7. (Xen., Anah.

vii.. 8, « 5.)-8. (ApoUon. Rhod., iii., 1030, 1209.)
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partiality for sui.h sacrifices rose to the highest de-

gree.' Sparta, on the other hand, was less extrav-

agant in sacrifices ; and while in other Greek states

it was necessary that a victim should he healthy,

beautiful, and uninjured, the Spartans were not very

scrupulous in this respect.* The animals which

were sacrificed were mostly of the domestic kind,

as bulls, cows, sheep, rams, lambs, goats, pigs, dogs,

and horses ; but fishes are also mentioned as pleas-

ing to certain gods.* Each god had his favourite

animals, which he liked best as sacrifices ; but it

may be considered as a general rule, that those an-

imals which were sacred to a god were not sacri-

ficed to him, though horses were sacrificed to Po-

seidon notwithstanding this usage.* The head of

the victim, before it was killed, was in most cases

strewed with roasted barley-meal {ov?i,6xvTa or ov?t,o-

xvrai) mixed with salt {mola salsa). The Athenians

used for this purpose only barley grown in the Rha-
rian plain.* The persons who offered the sacrifice

wore generally garlands round their heads, and
sometimes, also, carried them in their hands, and
before they touched anything belonging to the sacri-

fice they washed their hands in water. The victim

itself was likewise adorned with garlands, and its

horns were sometimes gilt. Before the animal was
killed, a bunch of hair was cut from its forehead

and thrown into the fire as primitiae.* In the heroic

ages, the princes, as the high-priests of their people,

killed the victim ; in later times this was done by

the priests themselves. When the sacrifice was to

be offered to the Olympic gods, the head of the ani-

mal was drawn heavenward (see the woodcut in p.

15') ; when to the gods of the lower world, to he-

roes, or to the dead, it was drawn downward.
While the flesh was burning upon the altar, wine
and incense were thrown upon it,* and prayers and
music accompanied the solemnity.

The most common animal sacrifices at Rome
were the suovetaurilia or solitaurilia, consisting of

a pig, a sheep, and an ox. They were performed in

£.11 cases of a lustration, and the victims were car-

ried around the thing to be lustrated, whether it

was a city, a people, or a piece of land. ( Vid. Lus-

TRATio.) The Greek rpiTTva, which likewise con-

sisted of an ox, a sheep, and a pig, was the same
sacrifice as the Roman suovetauriUa.' The cus-

toms observed before and during the sacrifice of an
animal were, on the whole, the same as those observ-

ed in Greece.'" But the victim, was in most cases not

killed by the priests who conducted the sacrifice,

but by a person called pofa, who struck the animal
with a hammer before the knife was used." The
better parts of the intestines {cxta) were strewed
with barley-meal, wine, and incense, and were
burned upon the altar. Those parts of the animal
which were hurried were called prosecta, prosicicB, or

ablegmina. When a sacrifice was offered to gods
of rivers or of the sea, these parts were not burned,

but thrown into the water." Respecting the use
which the ancients made of sacrifices to learn the

will of the gods, vid. Haruspex and Divinatio.
Unbloody sacrifices.—Among these we may first

mention the libations (Uhaliones, ^oi6ai or anov^ai).

We have seen above that bloody sacrifices were
usually accompanied by libations, as wine was pour-

ed upon them. Libations always accompanied a
sacrifice which was offered in concluding a treaty

I. (Athec, i.,p. 3.—Compare Bockh, Slaatsh., i., p. 226, <tc.)— 2 (Plut., Alcib., ii., p. 149.)— 3. (Athen., vii., p. 297.)— 4.

(Psus., viii., 7, t) 2.)—5. (Pajs., i., 38, 1) 6.)—6. (Hora., II., xix.,

154.—Id., Od., xiv., 422.)—7. (Compare Eustath. ad II., i., 459.)— 8. (11., i., 264,; xi., 774, <fcc.) — 9. (Calliiji. ap. Phot., s. v.

Tpirruav.-Aristbph., Plut., 820.)— 10. (Virg., JEa., vi., 245.—
—Serv. ad. Virtr., Mn., iv., 57.—Fest., s. v. Immolare.—Cato,

De Re Rust., 134, 132.) — 11. (Serv. ad ^n., xii., 120.— Suet.,
Calig., 32.,— 12. (Cato, Ue Re Rnst., 134.—Macrob., Sat., ii., 2.

-Liv., xxix., 27.—Virg. ^En., v., 774.)
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with a foreign nation ; and that here they formed a
prominent part of the solemnity, is clear from the fact

that the treaty itself was called anovSij. But liba-

tions were also made independent of any other sac-
rifice, as in solemn prayers,' and on many other oc-

casions of public and private life, as before drinking
at meals, and the like. Libations usually consisted
of unmixed wine {ivanovdoc, mtrum), but sometimes
also of milk, honey, and other fluids, either pure oi

diluted with water.' Incense was likewise an offer-

ing which usually accompanied bloody sacrifices, but

it was also burned as an offering for itself Real
incense appears to have been used only in later

times ;' but in the early times, and afterward also

various kinds of fragrant wood, such as cedar, fig,

vine, and myrtle-wood, were burned upon the altars

of the gods.*

A third class of unbloody sacrifices consisted of

fruit and cakes. The former were mostly offered to

the gods as primitiae or tithes of the harve-sf, and as
a sign of gratitude. They were sometimes offered

in their natural state, sometimes, also, adorned or

prepared in various ways. Of this kind were the
eipeaiuvr], an olive-branch wound around with wool,

and hung witli various kinds of fruits; the x^^'''P(^h

or pots filled with cooked beans {vid. Pyanepsia);
the Kspvov or Kspva, or dishes with fruit ; the. oir^a.

or oaxa (vid. Oschophoria). Other instances may
be found in the accounts of the various festivals

Cakes {mTiavoi, ne/ifiaTa, Trdnava, lihum) were pecu-
liar to the worship of certain deities, as to that of

Apollo. They were either simple cakes of flour,

sometimes also of wax, or they vyere made in the

shape of some animal, and were then offered as
symbolical sacrifices in the place of real animals,

either because they could not easily be procured, or

were too expensive for the sacrificer.* This ap-

pearance, instead of reality, in sacrifices was also

manifest on other occasions, for we find that sheep
were sacrificed instead of stags, and were then call-

ed stags: and in the Temple of Isis at Rome the

priests used water of the river Tiber instead of Nile

water, and called the former water of the Nile.*

SACRILE'GIUM is the crime of stealing things

consecrated to the gods, or things deposited in a
consecrated place.' A lex Julia, referred to in the

Digest,* appears to have placed the crime of sacrile-

gium on an equality with peculatus. {Vid. Pecu-
LATus.) Several of the imperial constitutions made
death the punishment of a sacrilegus, which con-

sisted, according to circumstances, either in being

given up to wild beasts, in being burned alive, or

hanged.' Paulus says, in general, that a sacrilegus

was punished with death ; but he distinguishes be-

tween such persons as robbed the sacra publica

and such as robbed the sacra privata, and he is of

opinion that the latter, though more than common
thieves, yet deserve less punishment than the form-

er. In a wider sense, sacrilegium was used by the

Romans to designate any violation of religion," or

of anything which should be treated with religious

reverence." Hence a law in the Codex" stales

that any person is guilty of sacrilegium who neg-

lects or violates the sanctity of the divine law.

Another law" decreed that even a doubt as to

whether a person appointed by an emperor to some
office was worthy of this office, was to be regarded

as a crime equal to sacrilegium.

I. (U., ivi., 233.)—9. (Soph., (Ed. Col., 159, 481.—I'lin , H
N., xiv., 19.—.^schyl., ^ura., 107.)—3. (Plin., H. N., xiii., 1.)

—4. (Suid.. s. V. Ni70(fXia ^liAa.)—5. (Suid., s. v. BoDf 'iSioitos.

-Serv. ad Virg., JEn., ii., 116.)— 6. (Festus, s v. Ccrvaria

ovis.—Serv., 1. c.—Vid. V/achsmuth, Hell. Alt., ii., 2, p 222-234,

—Hartung, Die Relig. der Rdmer. i., p. 160, &c.)—7. (Quintil.,

vii., 3, 21, <tc.—Cir., De Leg., ii., 16.—Liv., xlii . 3.)—8. (48,

tit. 13, 8. 4.)—9. (Dig. 48, tit. 13, s. 6.)— 10. (Com Nep,, Alcih,

6.)—11. (Ovid, Met., xiv., 639.—Rem. Am., 367. Fa«l., iii.

TOO.)- 12. (ix., ti . 29, ^. 1.)—13. (Co<l., ix.. tit. 29, i. 3.;
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SACRO'RUM DETESTATIO. (Kid. Okms, p.

169.)

SJilCULA'RES LUDI. ; Vid. Lodi S^culabks.)
S..E'CLIIiUM. A sseculum was of a twofold na-

ture, that is, eitlier civil or natural. The civil saec-

ulum, according to tite calculation of the Etruscans,
which was adopted by the Romans, was a space of
time contaiiiin<{ IIU lunar years. The natural soec-

ulum, upon the calculation of which the former was
founded, expressed the longest term of human life,

and its duration or length was ascertained, accord-

ing to the ritual books of the Etruscans, in the fol-

lowing manner : the life of a person, which lasted

the longest of all those who were born on the day
of the Ibundalion of a town, constituted the first

satculum of that town ; and the longest hver of all

who were born at the time when the second soecu-

lum began, again determined the duration of the

second sa;culum, and so on.' In the same manner
that the Etruscans thus called the longest lilie of a
man a sseculum, so they called the longest exist-

ence of a state, or the space of 1100 years, a saccu-

lar day ; the longest existence of one human race,

or the space of 8800 years, a secular week, &c.* It

was believed that the return of a new saiculum was
marked by various wonders and signs, which were
recorded in the history of the Etruscans. The re-

turn of each saeculum at Rome was announced by
the pontiffs, who also made the necessary interca-

lations in such a manner, that at the commence-
ment of a new saeculum, the beginning of the ten
months' year, of the twelve months' year, and of
«he solar year coincided. But in these arrange-

ments the greatest arbitrariness and irregularity ap-

pear to have prevailed at Rome, as may be seen
from the unequal intervals at which the ludi ssecu-

lares were celebrated. (_Vid. Ludi Sjeculares.)
This also accounts for the various ways in which
a saeculum was defined by the ancients : some be-

lieved that it contained thirty,' and others that it

contained a hundred years ;* the latter opinion ap-

pears to have been the most common in later times,

so that saeculum answered to our century.*

•SAGAPE'NUM {aayaTTriv6v). " All the ancient
authorities describe this as the juice of a ferula

;

hence Sprengel supposes it the Ferula Persica, Willd.

Dioscorides describes it as being ftera^v ottov, aiX-

<biov Kai xO'^^vt)^, and in like manner it is said of
it in the Edinburgli Dispensatory, that * Sagapenum
holds a kind of middle place between asafoetida

and galbanum.' "*

SAGITTA (6i<Tr6f, 16q ; Herod, ro^ev/ia), an Ar-
row. The account of the arrows of Hercules^ enu-
merates and describes three parts, viz., the head or
point, the shaft, and the feather.

I. The head was denominated apdif,' whence the
.nstrument used to extract arrow-heads from the
Kidies of the wounded was called updiodr/pa.

( Vtd.

"08CIJP8.) Great quantities of flint arrow-heads
are found in Celtic barrows throughout the north of
Europe, in form exactly resembling those which
are still used by the Indians of North America."
Nevertheless, the Scythians and Massagetae had
them of bronae." Mr. Dodwell found flint arrow-
heads on the plain of Marathon, and concludes that
they had belonged to the Persian army." Those
used by the Greeks were commonly bronze, as is

expressed by the epithet ^aAw/pw. "fitted with
bronze," which Homer applies to an arrow." An-

1. (Cen»orin., De Die N»t., 17.)—2. (Plut., SulU, 7.—Nie-
mhr. Hint, of Rome, i.,p. 137.)—3. (Cenioria., 1. c.)—4. (Varro,
De Liug. Lat., v., p. M, ed. Uip.—Fe«t., . v. Sfculares ladi.)

—

i.

(Vid. Nicbuhr, Hut- of Rome, i., p. 273, Ac.)—6. (Dioeoor., iii.,

8i.— Galea, De Simpl., viij.—Adams, Append., •. v.)—7. (He-
uod, Scut., 130-133.)—8. (Herod., i., 215; ir., 81.)—0. (Hoare't
Auc. Wiltshire, South, | :83.)— 10. (Herod., 11. cc.)— II. (Tour
through Greece, vol. ii., p. 159.)— 12. (11., xiii., 660, 663.)

Other Homeric epithet, viz., " three-tongued" {rpty-
Xw^tv'), is illustrated by the forms of the arrow-
heads, all of bronze, which are represented in the
annexed woodcut. That which lies horizontal!?

was found at Persepolis, and is drawn of the siac

of the original. The two smallest, one of which
shows a rivet hole at the side for fastening it to the
shaft, are from the plain of Marathon.* The fourth
specimen was also found in Attica.*

The use of barbed {aduncce, hamata) and poisoned
arrows {venenata sagitta) is always represented by
the Greek and Roman authors as the character-
istic of barbarous nations. It is attributed to the
Sauromatae and Getae,* to the Servii* and Scythi-
ans,* and to the Arabs^ and Moors." "When Ulys-
ses wishes to have recourse to this insidious prac-
tice, he is obliged to travel north to the country of
the Thresprotians ;' and the classical authors who
mention it do so in terms of condemnation." Some
of the northern nations, who could not obtain iron,

barbed their arrow-heads with bone.'^ The poi

son applied to ti|)s of the arrows having been call-

ed toxicum (to^ikov), on account of its connexion
with the use of the bow," the signification of this

term was aflerward extended to poisons in gen
eral."

II. The excellence of the shaft consisted in be
ing long, and at the same time straight, and, if it

was of light wood, in being well polished.** But it

often consisted of a smooth cane or reed (Arvndo
donax or phragmiies, Linn.), and on this account
the whole arrow was called either arundo in the
one case," or calamus in the other." In the Egyp-
tian tombs reed-arrows have been found, varying
from 34 to 23 inches in length. They show the
slit (yylv^tf*^) cut in the reed for flxing it upon the
string.

'*

III. The feathers are shown on ancient monu-
ments of all kinds, and are indicated by the terms
a/«," pcnnata sagitta,'" and TrrepoevTec biaroi.*^

The arrows of Hercules are said to have been feath-

ered from the wings of a black eagle."
Besides the use of arrows in the ordinary way,

they were sometime? employed to carry fire. Oc-
tavianus attempted to set Antony's ships on lire

by sending po.ii mpfopa from the bows of his arch
ers.** A headdress of small arrows is said to have

1. (11., v., 993.)—S. (Skelton, Illurt. of Armour at Goodrich
Court, i., pi. 44.)—3. (Dodwell, 1. c.)— 4. (Ovid, Tri«t., iii., 10,

63, 64.—De Pont., iv., 7, 11, 12.)—5. (Anioldi, Chron. Slav., 1,

« 8.) —6. (Plin., H. N., X., 53. s. 115.) —7. (Pollux, Onom., i.,

10.)—8. (Hor.. Carm., i., 22, 3.)—9. (Horn., Od., i., 201-263.)—
10. (Homer, Pliny, II. cc—iElian, H. A., v., 16.)— 11. (Tac,
Gorm., 46.)—12. (Plin., II. N., xvi., 10, s. 20.— Fe«!., s. v.— Di-
oscor., vi., 20.)— 13. (Plaut., Merc., ii., 4. 4.—Ilor., Epod.. xvii.,

61. — Propert., i., 5, 6.) — 14. (Hc»., Scut.. 133.) — 13. (Virjf.,

JEn., iv., 69-73 ; v., 523i-Ovid, Met., i., 471 j v.ii., 382.)— 16
(Virtf., Buc, iii., 12, 13.—Ovid, Met., vii., 778.— Hor., Carm., i..

15, 17.—Juv., xiii., 80.)—17. (Horn., U., iv., 122.—Ovid, xxi,
419.)— 18. (Willtinaon. Man. and Cu»t., &c., i., 309.)— 19 (Virg;

jEn., ix.. 578; xii., 319.) — 20. (Prudent., Hamart, 498.)— SI

(Horn., U., v., 171.)—22. (Uei., 1. c.)—23. (Dion Cast., 1, 34.j
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been worn by tho ladians,* the Nubians and Egyp-

tians, and other Oriental nations.*

In the Greek and Roman armies, the sagittarii,

more anciently called arqvilcs, i. e., archers or bow-

men,' formed an important part of the light-armed

infantry.* They belonged, for the most part, to the

allies, and were principally Cretans.* (
Vid. Arccs,

CoRYTUs, Pharetra, Tormentum.)
SAGMINA were the same as the Verbence, name-

ly, herbs torn up by their roots from within the en-

closure of the Capitoline, which were always car-

ried by the fetiales or ambassadors when they went
to a foreign people to demand restitution for wrongs
committed against the Romans, or to maiie a trea-

ty. (Vid. Fetiales.) They served to mark the

sacred character of the ambassadors, and answered
the same purpose as the Greek Ki^pvKeta.^ Pliny^

also says that sagmina were used in remcdiis publi-

cis, by which we must understand expiations and
lustrations. The word Verbena seems to have been
applied to any kind of herbs, or to the boughs and
leaves of any kind of tree, gathered from a pure or

sacred place.*

According to Festus,' the verbencR were called

sagmina, that is, pure herbs, because they were
taken by the consul or the praetor from a sacred

{sancto) place, to give to legati when setting out to

make a treaty or declare war. He connects it with
the words sanclus and sancire, and it is not at all

impossible that it may contain the same root, which
appears in a simpler form in sac-er {sag-men, sa{n)c-

:us): Marcian,'" however, makes a ridiculous mis-

take when he derives sanctus from sagmina.
Miiller^' thinks that samentum is the same word

as sagmen, although used respecting another thing
by the Anagnienses."
SAGUM was the cloak worn by the Roman sol-

diers and inferior officers, in contradistinction to

the paludamentum of the general and superior of-

ficers. (Vtd. Paludamentum.) It is used in oppo-

sition to the toga or garb of peace, and we accord-

ingly find that, when there was a war in Italy, all

citizens put on the sagum, even in the city, with

the exception of those of consular rank {saga sumcre,

ad saga ire, in sagis esse") : hence, in the Italic war,
the sagum was worn for two years.'*

The sagum was open in the front, and usually

lastened across the shoulders by a clasp, though
not always:'* it resembled in form the paludamen-
tum (see woodcuts, p. 721), as we see from the spe-

cimens of it on the column of Trajan and other an-

cient monuments. It was thick and made of wool,"
whence the name is sometimes given to the wool
itself" The cloak worn by the general and supe-

rior ofTicers is sometimes called sagum {Punicum
sagum^*'), but the diminutive sagulum is more com-
monly used in such cases.*'

The cloak worn by the northern nations of Eu-
rope is also called sagum: see woodcut, p. 171,
where thiee Sarmatians are represented with saga,
and compare Pallium, p. 719. The German sa-

gum is mentioned by Tacitus :'" that worn by the
Gauls seems to have been a species of plaid {versi-

color sagulum^^).

The outer garment worn by slaves and poor per-

sons is also sometimes called sagum.*"

1. (Prudent., 1. c.)—2. (Claud., De Nupt. Honor., 222.—De 3
Com. Honor., 21.—Dc Laud. Stil., i., 254.)—3. (Festus, s. v.)—
4. (Cxs , Bell. Civ., i., 81 ; iii., 44.— Cic. ad Fam., xv., 4.)—5.
(Q. Curt., i»., 50.)—6. (Plin., II. N., ixii., 2, s. 3.—Liv., i., 24

;

XXX., 43.—Di?. 1, tit. 8, 8. 8.)—7. (1. c.)—8. (Serv. ad Virg.,
JEn., xii., 120 J—9. (s. v.)— 10. (Dig., 1. c.)—11. (ad Festum, p.
JSO.)-12. (M Aurel., in Epist. ad Fronton., iv., 4.)— 13. (Cic,
Phil., viii., 11 ; v., 12; xiv., 1.)— 14. (Liv., Epit., 72, 73.—Veil.
Paterc., ii., 16.)— 15. (Trebell. Po.. , Tri?. Tyrann.. 10.) — 16.

(Mart., xiv , 159.)— 17. (Varro, L. L., v , 167, ed. Miiller.)— 18.
(Hor., Ep., ix., 28.)—19. (Compare Sil. Ital., iv., 519 ; ivii.,

S88.—Liv., XXX., 17; xxvii., 19.)—20. (Germ., 17.)—21. (Tac.,

Hi»t., ii.. 20.)—22. (Col., i., «.- Compare Disf. 34, tit. 2, t. 23, * %.)
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•SALAMANDRA {aaTMfiuvdpa), the Sa.amander,
or Liacerta Salamandra, a batracian reptile, o( the
second family of its order, and constituting the
type of a distinct genus. " To have some idea of
its figure," says Bufl^on, " we may suppose the tail

of a lizard applied to the body of a frog, " For a
full and accurate account, however, of this reptile

and its peculiar structure, the reader is referred to

Griffith's Cuvier. The popular belief that the sala-

mander is proof against the action of fire (a belief

to which Aristotle is guilty of giving some counte-
nance) is now entirely exploded. According to

Sprengel, the only foundation for this belief is the
fact that the reptile emits a cold, viscid secretion
from its body, which might be capable of extin-

guishing a small coal. Dioscorides states decided-

ly that it is not true that the salamander can live

in fire. "The salamander," says Griffith, " takes
up its abode in the humid earth, in the tufted woods
of high mountains, in ditches and shady places, un
der stones and the roots of trees, in hedges, by the
banks of streams, in subterraneous caverns, and ru-

ined buildings. Though generally feared, it is by
no means dangerous. The milky fluid which ex-
udes from its skin, and which it sometimes shoots
to the distance of several inches, though nauseous,
acrid, and, according to Gesner, even depilatory, ia

fatal only to very small animals. This humour,
however, was doubtless the cause of a general pre-

scription of the salamander. According to Pliny,

by infecting with its poison all the vegetables of a
vast extent of territory, this reptile could produce
death to entire nations ! Other animals seem to

have an instinctive horror of it. Its bite, however,
is perfectly harmless, though Matthioli has declared
it to be equally mortal with that of the viper—aa
atrocious absurdity."'

SALAMI'NIA {i:a7ia/iivia). The Athenians, from
very early times, kept for public purposes two sacred
or state vessels, the one of which was called Tlap

a/lof, and the other ^aXa/xtvia ; the crow of the one
bore the name of izapa'AlTai or Trupalo.., and that of

the other aaXa/xivioi..' In the former of these two
articles Photius erroneously regards the two names
as belonging to one and the same ship.' The Sal-

aminia was also called AnXia or Qeupic, because it

was used to convey the deupai to Delos, on which
occasion the ship was adorned with garlands by
the priest of Apollo* Both these vessels were
quick-sailing triremes, and were used for a variety

ofstate purpo.ses : they conveyed theories, despatch-

es, &c., from Athens, carried treasures from sub-

ject countries to Athens, fetched stale criminals

from foreign parts to Athens, and the like.* In bat-

tles they were frequently used as the ships in

which the admirals sailed. These vessels and their

crews were always kept in readiness to act, in case

of any necessity arising ; and the crew, although

they could not, for the greater part of the year, be in

actual service, received their regular pay of four

oboli per day all the year round. This is expressly

stated only of the Paralos,* but may be safely said

of the Salaminia also. The statement of the scho-

liast on Aristophanes,^ that the Salaminia was only

used to convey criminals to Athens, and the Para-

los for theories, is incorrect, at least if applied to

the earlier times. When Athens had become a

great maritime power, and when other sh ips were
employed for purposes for which before either the

Salaminia or the Paralos had been used, it is natu-

lal to suppose that these two vessels were chiefly

1. (Aristot., II. A., v., 19.—Adams, Append., s. v.—GrifiF.ih's

Cuvier, vol. ix., p. 464.)—2. (Phot., s. v. XliipaXo; and TldpaSc*.)

—3. (Pollux, Onora., viii., 116.—Hesych., s. v. IlapaAiVrjf ;—

4

(Plat., Ph»d., p. 58, c.)—5. (T;iucyd., v., 53,61.)—6. (Harpocr

et Phot., 8. V. TlapaXos )—7. ( U., 147 - Compare Suidat, . »

^uXa^ivi'a vavs-)
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rinployed in matters connected with religion, as

lieones, and in extraordinary cases, such as when
a slate criminal like Alcibiudes was to be solemnly
oninveyed to Athens. The names of the two ships

«i'em to point to a very early period of the history

ot Attica, when there was no navigation except be-

tween Attica and Salamis, for which the Salaminia

was used, and around the coast of Attica, for which
puriiose the Faralos was destined. In later times

the names were retained, although the destination

of the ships was principally to serve the purposes
of religion, whence they are frequently called the

sacred ships

'

•SAL AMMONI'ACUM (uAf 'AfXfiuviaKdc), a Fos-

til Salt, procured from the district of Africa ad-

loining the Temple of Jupiter Ammon. It was to-

tally different from the Sal Ammoniac of the mod-
erns, which is Hydrochlorus Amvn,oni(jt. ( Vtd. Am-
MONiAcuM.) " It has been thought," says Dr. Moore,
that the ancients knew Sal Ammoniac under the

name of Ntlrum; and, although Bcckmann main-
tains the opposite opinion, the grounds on which
he rests his argument do not bear him out. He ob-

serves that ' there are two properties with which
the ancients might have accidentally become ac-

quainted, and which, in that case, would have been
sufficient to make known or define to us this salt

(sal ammoniac). In the first place, by an acci-

dental mixture of quicklime, the strong smell or un-

pleasant vapour difTused by the volatile alkali sep-

arated from the acid might have been observed.'

Now what Beckmann seems willing to admit as a
criterion of sal ammoniac is mentioned by Pliny
of nilrum, which, he says, 'sprinkled with lime,

gives forth a powerful odour' {calcc aspersum red-

iit odorcm vchcmenliorem). Beckmann appears to

'Dubt what, he says, 'several writers have assert-

ed, that sal ammoniac comes also from the East
Indies.' But it certainly is brought thence at this

iay, and may have been manufactured there, and
have found its way to Europe in the time of Pliny
also ; for we find that unchangeable country pro-

ducing the same things then as now, indigo, In-

diati ink, fine steel, sugar, silks, &c. The manu-
facture of sal ammoniac in Egypt also may, for

aught we know, have been more ancient than is

thought. We are not justified in concluding that

the ancients were ignorant of everything of which
we discover no mention in their works. One of
the chief reasons for supposing the ancients to have
been ignorant of our sal ammoniac and nitre is,

that we know of very few uses to which they
might have been applied. But, though they may
have had little inducement to manufacture them,
even had they possessed the art, yet they could
hardly have failed to observe them in a native state,

since both these salts are found occurring thus in

Southern Italy and elsewhere."*
SALA'lUUM, a Salary. The ancients derive the

word from sal., i. c, salt;* the most necessary
thing to support human life being thus mentioned
as a representative for all others. Salarium there-
fore comprised all the provisions with which the
Roman officers were supplied, as well as their pay
in money. In the time of the Republic the name
salarium docs not appear to have been used ; it was
Augustus who, in order to place the governors of
provinces and other military officers in a greater
state of dependance, gave salaries to them or cer-

tain sums of money, to which afterward various
supplies in kind were added.* Before the time of
Augustus, the provincial magistrates had been pro-

1. IVid. BOckh, StaaUh, i., p. 358.—GAIIer ad Thac^d., iii.,

S3.—Schumann od Isaam, p. 290.)—9. (Adimi, Append, i t.

' KftfiiiiviaKii SXf. — Mwire's Ancient Mineral., p. 06-98^ — 3.
(Plin , II. N., XXXI., 41.)- 4. (Suet.. Octar., 36.—Tacit., ApU'.,
i8.-Ttt)l). Poll., Claud 11, 15.—Flav. Vopijc., Proh 4.)
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vided in their provinces with everything they wan
ed, through the medium of redemptores {nupox'"')>

who undertook, for a certain sum paid by the state,

to provide the governors with all that was necessa

ry to them. During the Empire we find instances

of the salarium being paid to a person who had ob-

tained a province, but was nevrrthclnss not allowed

to govern it. In this case the salarium was a com
pensation for the honour and advantages which he
might have derived from the actual government of

a province, whence we can scarcely infer that the

sum of 10,000 sesterces, which was offered on such
an occasion,' was the regular salarium for a pro-

consul.

Salaria were also given under the Empire to other

officers, as to military tribunes,' to assessores {vid.

Assessor), to senators,' to the comites of the prin-

ceps on his expeditions,* and others. Antoninus
Pius fixed the salaries of all the rhetoricians and
philosophers throughout the Empire ;' and when
persons did not fulfil their duties, he punished them
by deducting from their salaries.* Alexander Se-

verus instituted fixed salaries for rhetoricians, gram-
marians, physicians, haruspices, mathematicians,

mechanicians, and architects ;' but to how much
these salaries amounted we are not informed Re-
specting the pay which certain classes of priests re-

ceived, vid. Sacerdos.
SA'LII were priests of Mars Gradivus, and are

said to have been instituted by Nuraa. They were
twelve in number, chosen from the patricians even
in the latest times, and formed an ecclesiastical cor-

poration* {Iccta. juventus palricia*). They had the

care of the twelve ancilia (yid. Ancile), which were
kept in the Temple of Mars on the Palatine HiL
whence these priests were sometimes called Salii

Palatini, to distinguish them from the other salii

mentioned below. The distinguishing dress of the

salii was an embroidered tunic bound with a braze::

belt, the trabea, and the apex, also worn by the fla-

mines. (Vid. Apex.) Each had a sword by his side,

and in his right hand a spear or staff."

The festival of Mars was celebrated by the salii

on the 1st of March and for several successive

days, on which occasion they were accustomed to

go through the city in their official dress, carrying

the ancilia in their left hands or suspended from
their shoulders, and at the same time singing and
dancing," whence Ovid, apparently with correctnese,

derives their name.'* The songs or hymns which
they sang on this occasion {.taliaria carmina^*) were
called asamenta, assamenta, or axamenta, of which
the etymology is uncertain. Gottling'* thinks they

were so called because they were sung without any
musical accompaniment, assa voce; but this etymol-

ogy is opposed to the express statement of Dionys-

ius.'* Some idea of the subject of these songs may
be obtained from a passage in Virgil,'* and a small

fragment of them is preserved by Varro " In later

times they were scarcely understood, even by the

priests themselves." The praises of Mamurius Ve-
turius formed the principal subject of these songs,

though who Mamurius Veturius was the ancients

themselves were not agreed upon." He is gener-

ally said to be the armorer who made eleven an-

cilia like the one that was sent from heaven (vid.

Ancii.b**), but some modern writers suppose it to be

I. (Dion Cass., Ixriii., 22.)—8. (Plin., H. N., xxiv., 6.—Jut.,
1 iii., 132.)—3. (Suet., Nero, 10.)—4. (Suet., Tib., 46.)-5. (Capi-
I tol.. Ant. Pius, II.)—6. (Id. ib., 7.)—7. (Lsmprid., Alex. S«t.,
I 44.)—8. (Liv., i., 20.—Dionys., ii., 70.—Cic, Rep., ii., 14.)—«.

I

(Lucan, ii., 478.)— 10. (Dionys., 1. c.)— 11. (Liv., 1. c—Dicmyj.,

1. c—Hor., Carm., i., 36, 12 ; iv., 1, 28.)— 12. (Fast., iii., 887.)

—13. (Hor., Epist., ii., 1,86.—Tacit., Ann., ii., 83)— 14. (Geseh.

der Rdm. Staatsverf., p. 192.)- -15. (iii., 32.)— 16. (Xa., riii.,

I 286.)— 17. (Linif Lat., vii., 26, ed. Miiller.)— 18. (Tanv, Linf
1
hat., Tii., 2.— Hor., Epist., li., 1, 86.—Quint. ., 6, p. 54, Bip.i'-

I 19. (Varro, Ling. Lat., vi., 45.)—20. (Festuf « ». Mam V«» -

I
Dionya., ii.. 71 -Ovii. Fnat , iii., 334 J
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•nerely another name of Mars. Besides, however,

the praises of Mamurius, the verses which the salii

sang appear to have contained a kind of theogony,

in which the praises of all the celestial deities were
celebrated, with the exception of Venus.' The
verses in honour of each god were called by the

respective i;ames of each, as Januli, Junonii, Mi-

nervii.* Lfivine honour was paid to seme of the

emperors by inserting their names in the songs of

(he salii. This honour was first bestowed upon
Augustus,* and afterward upon Germanicus ; and
when Verus died, his name was inserted in the

song of the salii by command of M. Antoninus.*

At the conclusion of the festival, the salii were
accustomed to partake of a splendid entertainment

in the Temple of Mars, which was proverbial for

its excellence.* The members of the collegium

were elected by co-optation. We read of the dig-

nities of praesul, vates, and magister la the colle-

gium.'

TuUus Hostilius established another collegium of

salii in fulfilment of a vow which he made in a war
with the Sabines. These salii were also twelve in

number, chosen from the patricians, and appear to

have been dedicated to the service of Quirinus.

They were called the Salii Collini, Agonales or

Agonenses.' Niebuhr' supposes that the oldest

and most illustrious college, the Palatine Salii, were
chosen originally from the oldest tribe, the Ramnes,
and the one instituted by Tullus Hostilius, or the

Quirinalian, from the Tities alone : a third college

for the Luceres was never established.'"

SALrN.(E {uTiOc, dXoTr^yiov), a Saltwork." Al-

though the ancients were well acquainted with
rock salt'* {uXec bpvKToi, i. e., fossil salt""), and al-

though they obtained salt likewise from certain in-

and lakes,'* and from natural springs or brine pits,"

nd found no small quantity on certain shores, where
t was congealed by the heat of the sun without hu-

man labour (lileg avro/iaroi^^), yet they obtained by
far the greatest quantity by the management of

works constructed on the seashorfi, where it was
naturally adapted for the purpose by being so low
and flat as to be easily overflowed by the sea {mariti-

ma area sdinarurn}''), or even to be a brackish marsh
{aXvK'q) or a marine pool {TiifivodakaTra}^). In order
to aid the natural evaporation, shallow rectangular
ponds (muUifidi lacus) were dug, divided from one
another by earthen walls. The seawater was ad-

mitted through canals, which were opened for the

purpose, and closed again by sluices. ( Vid. Cata-
RACTA.) The water was more and more strongly

impregnated with salt as it flowed from one pond to

another." When reduced to brine {coaclo humore),
it was called by the Greeks oA//??, by the Latins
salsugo or salsilago, and by the Spaniards muria.^"
In this state it was used by the Egyptians to pickle
fish,*' and by the Romans to preserve olives, cheese,
and flesh likewise.*' From muria, which seems to
be a corruption of uT^vpog, " briny," the victuals cu-
red in it were called salsa murialica.'^ As the brine
which was left in the ponds crystallized, a man in-

trusted with the care of them, and therefore called
salinator {uXoirriyo^), raked out the salt, so that it lay

1 (Maorob., Sat., i., 12.) —2. (Festus, s. v. Aiamenta.) — 3.
(Monnm. Anc)T.) — 4. (Tacit., Ann., ii., 83.)— 5. (Capitol., M.
Act Phil, 21.) — 6. (Suet., Claud., 33. — Cic. ad Att.,v,9.—
Hor., Caim., i., 37.)—7. (Capitol., ib., 4.)—8. (Liv., i., 27.—Di-
uny*., ii., 70 ; iii., 32.— Varro, Ling. Lat., vi., 14.)— 9. (R8m.
Gesch., iii., p. 410.) — 10. (Compare Ilartung, Die Religion der
AAmer, ii., p. 163, &c.)— 11. (Varro, Ling. I,at., viii., 25 ed
Spengel )—12. (Herod., iv., 181-165.)— 13. (Arrian, Exp. Alex.!
ni., 4, p. 161, 162, ed. BUnc.)—14. (Herod., vii.. 30.)— 15. (Cic
Nat. Deor., ii., 53.—Pliu., H. N., xxxi., 7, s. 39-42.)-10. (He-
rod., iv., 53.—Plin., 1. c.)— 17. (Col., De Re Rust., ii., 2.)—18
(Strabo, iv., 1, * 6 ; vii., 4, 1) 7.— Cies., Bell. Civ., ii., 37.)—19
<itutilii,ltin.,i., 475-490.)— 20. (P'in., L c.)— 21. (Herod., ii

77.)—22. (Cato, De Re Rust., 7, 88 105.—Hor., Sat., ii.. 8, 53.)
-23 (Plaut., Poen., I., ii., 32, 39 )
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in heaps (tumuli) upon the ground to drain.' In

Attica,* in Britain,* and elsewhere, several places^

in consequence of the works established in them,
obtained the name of 'AXai or Salina.

Throughout the Roman Empire, the saltworks,

having been first established by the early kings of
Rome, were commonly public property, and were
let by the government to the highest bidder. The
publicans who farmed them, and often maintained
upon them a great number of servants,* were called

mancipes salinarum. (Ktrf. Manceps.) Malefactors
of both sexes were employed in them, as they were
in the mines."

SALI'NUM, dim. SALILLJJM, a Saltcellar.

Among the poor, a shell served for a saltcellar;*

but all who were raised above poverty had one of
silver, which descended from father to son,' and
was accompanied by a silver plate, which was used,

together with the saltcellar, in the domestic sacri-

fices.* (Fjd. Patera.) These two articles of silver

were alone compatible with the simplicity of Roman
manners in the early times of the Republic* The
saltcellar was no doubt placed in the middle of the
table, to which it communicated a sacred charac-
ter, the meal partaking of the nature of a sacrifice."

(Vid. Focus, Mensa.) These circumstances, to

gether with the religious reverence paid to salt, and
the habitual comparison of it to wit and vivacity,

explain the metaphor by which the soul of a man is

called his salillum.^^

*SALPE {adlnr]), the Stockfish, or Sparus Salpa

,

in French, la Saupe; in Italian, Sarpa.^'

SALPINX (aulnij^, a bird whose note resem
bled the sound of a trumpet (au?.':n-Y^, " a trumpet").

Hesychius and Photius identify it with the r/3o;ft>lof,

or golden-crested wren, "the notes of which," say«
Adams, " are certainly piping, but cannot well be

compared to the sound of a trumpet !"**

*II. A kind of shellfish, called also arpojitog.

SALTA'TIO (opxnaic, opxTl<Jri5g), Dancing. The
dancing of the Greeks, as well as of the Romans,
had very little in common with the exercise which
goes by that name in modern times. It may be di-

vided into two kinds, gymnastic and mimetic ; that

is, it was intended either to represent bodily activi-

ty, or to express by gestures, movements, and atti-

tudes, certain ideas or feelings, and also single

events or a series of events, as in the modem bal-

let. All these movements, however, were accom-
panied by music ; but the terms opxtjoig and saltatio

were used in so much wider a sense than our word
dancing, that they were applied to designate ges-

tures even when the body did not move at all'*

(saltare snlis oculis^^).

We find dancing prevalent among the Greeks
from the earliest times. It is frequently mentioned
in the Homeric poems : the suiters of Penelope de-

light themselves with music and dancing ;'* and
Ulysses is entertained at the court of Alcinous with

the exhibitions of very skilful dancers, the rapid

movements of whose feet excite his admiration."

Skilful dancers were at all times highly prized by
the Greeks : we read of some who were presented

with golden crowns, and had statues erected to

their honour, and their memory celebrated by in-

scriptions."

1. (ManiliuK, v., propc fin. — Nicandcr, Alex., 518, 519.)— 2
(Steph. Byz.)—3. (Ptol.)—4. (Cic, Pro Lege Man , 6.)—5. (Bu .

lenger, De Trib. et Vect., xxi.)—6. (Hor., Sat., i., 3, 14.—SchoL
ad loc.)—7. (Hor., Carm., li., 10, 13, 14.)—8. (Pers., iii., 24,25.)

—9. (Plm., H. N., xxxiii., 12, s. 54.—Val. Max., iv., 4, 3.—Ca
tuU., xxiii., 19.)— 10. (Amob. adv. Gent., ii., p. 91, ed. Maire,

L. Bat., 1651.)— 11. (Plaut., Trin., ii., 4,90, 91.)— 12. (Aristot.,

H. A., iv., 8.—.(Elian, N. A., ix., 7.) — 13 (.Elian, N. A., vi..

19.—Hesych.—Phot. Lex.—Aristoph., Av., 569. — Adams, Ap-
pend., s. v.)— 14. (Ovid, Art. Am., i., 595 ; ii., 305.)— 15. (Apul.,

Met., X., p. 251, ed. Bip.)—16. (Od., i., 152, 421 ; xviii., 304 )—
J7. ^Od., viii., 265.) - 18. (Plut., De Pylh. O-io., 8.— AjithoJ

Plan., iv., n. 283, &c )
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TTie lively imagination and mimetic powers of the

Greeks found abundant subjects for various kinds

'jf dances, and, accordingly, the names of no less

than 200 different dances have come down to us.'

[t would be inconsistent with the nature of this

work to give a description of all that are known

:

only the most important can be mentioned, and

such as will give some idea of the dancing of the

ancients.

Dancing was originally closely connected with

religion : Plato* thought that all dancing should be

based on religion, as it was, he says, among the

Egyptians. It has been shown under Chorus, that

the chorus in the oldest times consisted of the whole
population of a city, who met in a public place to

offer up thanksgivings to the god of their country

by singing hymns and performing dances. These
dances, which, like all others, were accompanied by
music, were therefore of a strictly religious nature

;

and in all the public festivals, which were so nu-

merous among the Greeks, dancmg formed a very

prominent part. We find, from the earliest times,

that the worship of Apollo was connected with a

religious dance called Hvporchema. Ail the reli-

gious dances, with the exception of the Bacchic and
the Corybantian, were very simple, and consisted

of gentle movements of the body, with various turn-

ings and windings around the altar : such a dance
was the yepavo^, which Theseus is said to have per-

formed at Delos on his return from Crete.* The
Dionysiac or Bacchic and the Corybantian were of

a very different nature. In the former, the life and
adventures of the god were represented by mimetic
dancing (riVZ. Dio.vvsia): the dance called BaKxn"}
by Lucian* was a satyric dance, and chiefly pre-

vailed in Ionia and Pontus ; the most illustrious

men in the state danced in it, representing Titans,

Corybantians, satyrs, and husbandmen, and the
spectators were so delighted with the exhibition

that they remained sitting the whole day to witness
it, forgetful of everything else. The Corybantian
was of a very wild character : it was chiefly danced
in Phrygia and in Crete : the dancers were armed,
struck their swords against their shields, and dis-

played the most extravagant fury; it was accom-
panied chiefly by the flute.' The following wood-
cut, from the Museo Pio-Clementino,* is supposed to

represent a Corybantian dance. Respecting the
dances in the theatre, vid. Chorus.

Dancing was applied to gymnastic purposes and
to training for war, especially in the Doric states,
and was believed to have contributed very much to
the success of the Dorians in war, as it enabled
them to perform their evolutions simultaneously and
in order. Hence the poet Socrates' says.

ol 6e x^P^'k KuXkiara ^eov{ ri/iuaiv, upiaroi
kv noXe/iif).

There were various dances in early times which
served as a preparation for war; hence Homer*
calls the hoplitae nfwXee^, a war-dance having been
called npv?.cc by the Cretans.* Of such dances, the
mosi; celebrated was the Pyrrhic (7 Uvpfiixv), of

1. .Meuraiaa, Orchest.— Athen., xir., p. 637-630.— Pollux,
Ononi , IV. 95-111.— Lil)an., hirn .iv<»pv.)—2. (Lee., vii., 798,
r9».)-3. (Plut., Thes., 21.)—4. (l)e Sail . 79.)—5. (Lucian, ib.,
8.—Strabo, x., p. 473.—Plal , Cnt , p M )—0. (toI. i»., pl.9.)—
7. (Athen., xiv.. o. 629,/.)—8. (11., xL, 49 j xii., 77.)—9. (Mai-
ler. Dor. lii., 12, UQ

which the irptJAif was probably only another name
this Plato* takes as the representative of all war
dances. The invention of this dance is placed in

the mythical age, and is usually assigned to one
Pyrrhicos ; but most of the accounts agree in assign-

ing it a Cretan or Spartan origin, though others re-

fer it to Pyrrhus or Neoptolemus, the son of Ac hil-

les, apparently misled by the name, for it was un-
doubtedly of Doric origin.* It was danced to the
sound of the flute, and its time was very quick and
light, as is shown by the name of the Pyrrhic foot
(""), which must be connected with this dance : and
from the same source came also the Proceleusmatic
( ), or challenging foot.* The Pyrrhic dance was
performed in different ways at various times and in

various countries, for it was by no means confined
to the Doric states. Plato* describes it as repre-

senting, by rapid movements of the body, the way in

in which missiles and blows from weapons were
avoided, and also the mode in which the enemy
were attacked. In the non-Doric states it was
probably not practised as a training for war, but
only as a mimetic dance : thus we read of its being
danced by women to entertain a company.* It was
also performed at Athens at the greater and lesser
Panathenaea by Ephebi, who were called Pyrrhich-
ists (IlvpfiixcaTai), and were trained at the expense
of the choragus.' In the mountainous parts of Thes-
saly and Macedon, dances are performed at the pres-

ent day by men armed with muskets and swords.'
The following woodcut, taken from Sir W. Ham-

ilton's vases,' represents three Pyrrhichists, two of
whom, with sword and shield, are engaged in the
dance, while the third is standing with a sword.
Above them is a female balancing herself on the
head of one, and apparently in the act of perform-
ing a somerset ; she, no doubt, is taking part in the
dance, and performing a very artistic kind of Kv6ia-

rriaig or tumbling, for the Greek performances of
this kind surpass anything we can imagine in mod-
ern times. Her danger is increased by the person
below, who holds a sword pointing towards her. A
female spectator, sitting, looks on astonished at the
exhibition.

The Pyrrhic dance was introduced in the public

games at Rome by Juhus Caesar, when it was
danced by the children of the leading men in Asi*
and Bithynia.* It seems to have been much liked

by the Romans ; it was exhibited both by Caligula

and Nero," and also frequently by Hadrian." Athe-
najus" says that the Pyrrhic dance was still prac-

tised in his time (the third century AD.) at Sparta,

1. (Leg., vii., p. 815.)—2. (Athen., xir., p. 630, c— Strabo,

I., p. 466.—Plat., Leg., p. 796.—Lucian, ib., 9.)—3. (Miillcr,

Hist. Greek Lit., i., p. 161.)—4. (Leg., vii., p. 815.)—5. (Xen..

Anab., vi., 1, ^ 12.)—6. (Schol. ad Arisloph., Nub., 988.—Lj-aia*,

atroA. iiapoioK., p. 698, ed. Reiilte.)-7. (Dodwell, Tour through
Greece, ii., p. 21, 22.)—8. (ed. Tischbem, vol. i., pi. 60.)--«

(Suet., Jul., 39.)—10. (Dion Caw., Ix., 7.—Suet., Nero, IS.)

-

11. (Spart., Uadr., 19.)—12. (ziT.,p. 631, a.)
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where it was danced by boys froro the age of fifteen,

but that in other places it had become a species of

Dionysiac dance, in which the history of Dionysus

was represented, and where the dancers, instead of

arms carried the thyrsus and torches.

Another important gymnastic dance was perform-

ed at the festival of )-vfivonai6ia at Sparta, in com-

memoration of the battle at Thyrea, where the chief

object, according to Miiller,' was to represent gym-
nastic exercises and dancing in intimate union : re-

specting the dance at this festival, see Gymnopaidia.

There were other dances besides the Pyrrhic in

which the performers had arms, but these seem to

have been entirely mimetic, and not practised with

any view to training for war. Such was the Kap-

vaia, peculiar to the .iEnianians and Magnetes,

which was performed by two armed men in the fol-

lowing manner : one lays down his arms, sows the

ground, and ploughs with a yoke of oxen, frequently

looking around as if afraid ; then comes a robber,

whom as soon as the other sees, he snatches up his

arms, and fights with him for the oxen. All these

movements are rhythmical, accompanied by the flute.

At last the robber binds the man and drives away
the oxen, but sometimes the husbandman conquers."

Similar dances by persons with arms are mentioned
by Xenophon on the same occasion. These dances
were frequently performed at banquets for the en-

tertainment of the guests,' where also the KvSiar^pec

were often introduced, who in the course of their

dance flung themselves on their head and alighted

again upon their feet. See Cubisteres, where the

remarks which are made respecting the kv6i(ttuv elg

uaxacpac are well illustrated by the following wood-
cut from the Museo Borbonico, vol. vii., tav. 58.

We learn from Tacitus* that the German youths
also used to dance among swords and spears point-

nd at them.

A

Other kinds of dances were frequently performed
at entertainments, in Rome as well as in Greece, by
courtesans, many of which were of a very indecent
and lascivious nature* The dancers seem to have
frequently represented Bacchanals : many such dan-
cers occur in the paintings found at Herculaneum
and Pompeii, in a variety of graceful attitudes.*

Among the dances performed without arms, one
of the most important was the dpfio^, which was
danced at Sparta by youths and maidens together ;

the youth danced first some movements suited to
his age, and of a military nature ; the maiden fol-

lowed in measured steps and with feminine gestures.
Lucian' says that it was similar to the dance per-
formed at the Gymnopsedia." Another common
dance at Sparta was the Bibasis, which is described
in a separate article.

1. (Dor., iv., 6, If 8.)—2. (Xen., Anab., ri., 1, t) 7, 8.—Athen.,
L, p. 15,/., 16, a.—Maxim. Tyr., Diss., xxviii., 4.)—3. (Athen.,
IT., p. 155, 6.)— 4. (Germ., 24.)— 5. (Macrob., Sat., ii., 10.—
Plant., Stich., v., 2, 11.) — 6. (Vid. Museo Borb., vol. vii., tav.
$4-40 vol. ix., tav. 17; vol. x.,tav. 5,6,54.)—7. (De Salt.. 12.)
—8. (Compare Mailer, Dor., iv., 6, 5.)
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In many of the Greek states, the art of dancing
was carried to great perfection by females, who
were frequently engaged to add to the pleasures
and enjoyment of men at their symposia. These
dancers always belonged to the hetaerae. Xeno-
phon' describes a mimetic dance which was repre-

sented at a symposium where Socrates was pres-

ent. It was performed by a maiden and a youth
belonging to a Syracusan, who is called the bpK^a-

TodiddcjKaXoc, and represented the loves of Dionysus
and Ariadne.

Respecting the dancers on the tight-rope, sue Fu-
NAHBULU8.
Dancing was common among the Romans in an-

cient times in connexion with religious festivals and
rites, and was practised, according to Servius,* be-

cause the ancients thought that no part of the body
should be free from the influenci* of religion. The
dances of the salii, which were performed by men of

patrician families, are described elsewhere. {Vid.

Ancile.) Dionysius' mentions a dance with arms
at the Ludi Magni, which, according to his usual
plan of referring all old Roman usages to a Greek
origin, he calls the Pyrrhic. There was another
old Roman dance of a military nature, called Belli-

crepa Sdtatio, which is said to have been instituted

by Romulus after he had carried off the Sabine vir-

gins, in order that a like misfortune might not befall

his state.* Dancing, however, was not performed
by any Roman citizens except in connexion with re-

ligion ; and it is only in reference to such dancing
that we are to understand the statements, that the

ancient Romans did not consider dancing disgrace-

ful, and that not only freemen, but the sons of sen-

ators and noble matrons, practised it.* In the later

times of the Republic we know that it was consid-

ered highly disgraceful for a freeman to dance . Ci-

cero reproaches Cato for calling Murena a dancecr

{sallator), and adds ^^nemo fere saltat solr.ius, nin
forte insanity^

The mimetic dances of the Romans, which were
carried to such perfection under the Empire, are de-

scribed under Pantomimus.'
SALVIA'NUM INTERDIGTUM. (Vid. Inteb-

mcTUM, p. 543.)

SALUTATO'RES was the name given in the la-

ter times of the Republic and under the Empire to a

class of men who obtained their living by visiting

the houses of the wealthy early in the morning to

pay their respects to them (salutare), and to accom-
pany them when they went abroad. This arose

from the visits which the clients were accustomed
to pay to their patrons, and degenerated in later

times into the above-mentioned practice ; and such
persons seem to have obtained a good living among
the great number of wealthy and vain persons at

Rome, who were gratified by this attention.* {Vid
Sportula.)
SAMBUCA (aafi6vKrj or aa6vKTi*), a Harp.

The preceding Latin and Greek names are witn

good reason represented by Bochart, Vossius, and

other critics to be the same with the Hebrew ^p??
(sabeca), which occurs in Daniel." The perform-

ances of sambucistricR {aafi(wKiaTpiai) were only

known to the early Romans as luxuries brought

over from Asia." The Athenians considered them
as an exotic refinement ;*' and the Rhodian womer.
who played on the harp at the marriage-least of

1. (Symp., ix., 2, 7.)— 2. (ad Virg., Eel, v., 73.) — 3. (vii.

72.)—4. (Fest., s. v.)—5. (Quint., Inst. Orat., i., 11, 1) 18.—Ma-
crob., Sat., ii., 10.)—6. (Pro Muren., 6.— Compare in Pis., 1ft)

—7. (Meursius, Orchestra.— Burette, Dela Danse des Anciens
—Krause, Gymnastik nnd Agon, der Hell., p. 807, <fec.) —

8

(Mercenarius Salutator, Colum., Pracf., i.—Mart., x., 74.—Bec-
ker, Gallus, i., p. 146.) —9. (Arcad., De Accent., p 107.) — 10
(iii., 5, 7, 10.) — 11. (Plaut., Stich., ii., 3, 57.—Liv., xxxir , i.)

—12. (Philemon, p. 370, ed. Meineke.)
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Cttranus in Macedonia, clothed in very thin tunics,

were introduced with a view to give to the enter-

tainment the highest degree of splendour. Some
Greek authors expressly attributed the invention of

this Histrument to the Syrians or Phoenicians.'

The opinion of those who ascribed it to the lyric

poet Ihycus can only authorize the conclusion that

he had the merit of inventing some modification of

it, the instrument, as improved by him, being called

'l6vKivov.' Strabo, moreover, represents aafitvKti as

a "barbarous" name.*
The sambuca is several times mentioned in con-

junction with the small triangular harp (rpiyuvov),

which it resembled in the principles of its construc-

tion, though it was much larger and more compli-

cated. The triganum, a representation of which

from the Museum at Naples is given in the annexed
woodcut, was held like the lyre in the hands of the

parformer,* whereas the harp was sometimeo con-

siderably higher than the stature of the performer,

and was placed upon the ground. The harp of the

Parthians and Troglodytae had only four strings.*

Those which are painted on the walls of Egjptian
tombs (see Denon, Wilkinson, &c.) have from four

to thirty-eight. One of them, taken from Bruce's
Travels, is here introduced. From the allusions to

this instrument in Vitruvius,* we find that the long-

est string was called the " proslambanomenos," the

next " hypate," the shortest but one " paranete,"

and the shortest, which had, consequently, the high-

est tone, was called " nete." (Vtd. Mosic, p. 646.)

Under the Roman emperors the harp appears to

have come into more general use,^ and was played
by men [<ja/i6vKtaTai) as well as women.'

Sambuca was also the name of a military engine,

used to scale the walls and towers of besieged cit-

ies. It was called by this name on account of its

general resemblance to the form of the harp. Ac-
cordingly, we may conceive an idea of its construc-
tion by turning to the woodcut, and supposing a
mast or upright pole to be elevated in the place of
the longest strings, and to have at its summit an
apparatus of pulleys, from which ropes proceed in

the direction of the top of the harp. We must sup-
pose a strong ladder, 4 feet wide, and guarded at

the sides with palisades, to occupy the place of the
sounding-board, and to be capable of being lowered
or raised at pleasure by means of the ropes and pul-

leys. At the siege of Syracuse Marcellus had en-

gines of this description fixed upon vessels, which
the rowers moved up to the walls so that the sol-

diers might enter the city by ascending the ladders.*

1. (Athen., iv., 175, d.) -i. (Athen., 1. c. — Suidaa, s. v. '166-

nvv, 'JSvKdf, Ta/iGuKai )— 3. (i., 3,* 17.) — 4. (Spon, Misc.
Brud. Ant., p 21.) — 5. (Athen., xiv., 633,/.) — fl. (vi., 1)—7.

(Pcrs., v.. 95.—Simrt., Hadr., 2'!.)-8. (Athen., iv., 182, c.)—9.
(Polyb., viii., 5.—Plut., Marc, p. 558, ed. Steph.—Athen., xir.,

634, 6.—Onoaamlr., Strat., 42.—Vitniv., x., 18, 1) 9.—Festua, t.

« Samboca.- Athen De M-ach. ap. Math. V»t., p. 7 )

When an inland city was beleaguered, the sambuca
was mounted upon wheels.'

*SAM1A TERRA (lofiia yf/). " The Samian
Earth," says Sir John Hill, " was a dense, ponder-
ous, unctuous clay, of a sub-astringent taste, and
either white or ash-coloured. It was dug in the
island of Samos, whence it had its name, and never
was found in any other place that we know of." It

consisted principally of alumine, ac(4jrding to Ad-
ams. The aarr/p was merely a dense variety of it.

"The Samian earth," observes Dr. Moore, "was
obtained from a vein of considerable extent, bat
only two feet in height between the rocks which
formed its roof and floor, so that one could not
stand erect while digging it, but was obliged to lie

upon his back or side. This vein contained four

different qualities of earth, which became better in

proportion as it was obtained from nearer the centre
of the vein. The outer and inferior kind, called as-

ter (uaTjjp), was chiefly or solely employed for cleans-

ing garments." '

•SAMIUS LAPIS (Sttjutof Tiido^). According to

Gesnur and De Laet, the Samian Stone belonged
to the same class of substances as the Samian
earth, from which it differed only in hardness.'

SAMNI'TES (Vid. Gladiatores, p. 477.)

SAMPS'YCHON {adu^pvxov), a species of plant,

the Origanum marjorana, or Marjoram. It was
Sampsychon in Egjpt, Cyprus, and Syria, and Amar-
acus in other places, such as Cyzicus, &c.*
SANDA'LIUM (aav6u?.iov or auvdaXov), a kind

of shoe worn only by women. In the Homeric
age, however, it was not confined to either sex, and
consisted of a wooden sole fastened to the foot witb
thongs.* In later times, the sandalium must be dis-

tinguished from the vnodjiita, which was a simple sole

bound under the foot,* whereas the sandalium, also

called ^"kavTia or piavrr], was a sole with a piece

of leather covering the toes, so that it formed the

transition from the vnOSrifia to real shoes. The piece

of leather over the toes was called fi^yof or Cvyov.''

The aavSuTiia u^vya in Strabo" are, however, not
sandalia without the C^yov, but, as Becker' justly re-

marks, sandalia which did not belong to one anoth
er, or did not form a pair, and one of which was lar-

ger or higher than the other. The (vyov was fre-

quently adorned with costly embroidery and gold,**

and appears to have been one of the most luxurious

articles of female dress." This small cover of the
toes, however, was not sufficient to fasten the san-
dalium to the foot, wherefore thongs, likewise beau-
tifully adorned, were attached to it.'* Although
sandalia, as we have stated, were in Greece, and
subsequently at Rome also, worn by women only,

yet there are traces that, at least in the East, they

were also worn by men.'*
The Roman ladies, to whom this ornament of the

foot was introduced from Greece, wore sandalia

which appear to have been no less beautiful and
costly than those worn by the Greeks and the Ori-

ental nations.'*

SANDAPILA. (Vid. Fdnus, p. 459.)

*SANDAR'ACHA (aavdapuxv), a red pigment,
called now Realgar, or red sulphuret of arsenic.

According to the analysis of Thenard, it consists of

1. (Veget., iv., 21.-Bito ap. Malh. Vet., p. 110, 111.)—2. (Di-

«*cor., T., 171.—Hill ad Theophr., De Lapid., c. 108.—Moore'f
Anc. Mineral., p. 76.)—3. (Dioscor., v., 172.—Adams, Append.,
8. T.)—4. (Dioscor., iii., 41.—Geo;)on., xi.,27.—Adams, Ap|>end.,

i. V.)— 5. (Hom., Hymn, in Merc, 79, 83, 139.) — 6. (Pollux,

Onom., Tiii., 84, with Kuhn's emendation.)—7. (Aristoph., Ly-
sistr,, 390, with the schol.—Hesych., 6. v. Zuydf.— Pollux, Onom..
vii., 81.—Phot., Lex., p. 54,ed. Dobr.)—8. (vi., l,p. IS.Tauchn.)
—9. (Charikles, ii., 367, <fec)— 10. (Cephisod. ap. Poll., Onom.,
vii., 87.—Clem. Alex., Paedagogr., ii., 11.)— II. (^lian, V. H , i.

18.)— 12. (Pollux, Onom., vii., 92.)— 13 (Herod., ii., 91.— St
Mark, vi., 9.) — 14. (Tarpiliua ap. Non , v 24 — Tarent., Ea-
nach., v., 7, 4.)
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76 H»rt8 of arsenic and 25 of sulphur. It was free-

ly used by the ancient physicians as a caustic and

stimulant. " An adulterate kind of sandaracha,"

says Di. Moore, " was made, according to Pliny, of

calcined white lead ; that is, the red lead he had

just before described under the name of usta was
substituted for realgar. But Vitruvius prefers to

the native sandaracha this substitute, which he des-

ignates by no other name, simply saying that ce-

russa is by the heat of a furnace converted into

sandaracha. Strabo speaks of a mine of sandar-

acha at Pompeiopolis, in Paphlagonia, in which, be-

cause of the dangerous exhalations from the miner-

al, r.one others were employed but slaves who had

been sold on account of crime "^

*SANDIX ((Tav(5tf), a red or ^scarlet paint, formed

of the mixture of sandaracha with rubrica in equal

proportions. Servius, in his commentary on Virgil,

erroneously takes it for an herb yielding a dye ; and

La Cerda, falling into a similar mistake, says that

tandix is both an herb and a colour."

SANT'ALON {aavraXov), the Sandal-tree and

Its wood. Arrian is supposed to refer to this kind

of wood under the name of aayaliva ^vXa, where
probably we ought tu reau aavddXiva or aavTd?.iva,

or else aaruXiva.^

SAPPHI'RUS (ffoTT^cipof), the Sapphire. " The
sapphire of the ancients," says Dr. Moore. " de-

scribed by Theophrastus as sprinkled with gold

ijjfpvo-tTrdffTOf), and in which Pliny says gold spar-

Kles (scintillat), is agreed by all to have been our

lapis-lazuli. The name is Hebrew, and occurs

repeatedly in the Old Testament, applied to the

same substance. "What the ancients took for gold

was the iron pyrites often disseminated in this min-

eral, and forming a feature in its external character

upon which, under their mistake, they were inclined

to lay much stress. It is evident, however, that

other minerals besides lapis-lazuli were included un-

der the name sapphire. Pliny speaks of purple

sapphires, of which the best, he says, are the Me-
dian."*

S.ARCO'PHAGUS. (7id. Funds, p. 460.)

SA'RCULUM, a sarriendo* {OKaXic, OKaliarfipi-

ov), a Hoe, chiefly used in weeding gardens, corn-

tields, and vineyards.' It was also sometimes used

to cover the seed when sown,' and in mountainous
countries it served instead of a plough.* Direc-

tions for using it to clear the surface of the ground
[oKuXkELv,'^ cKa~A.Eveiv^°) are given by Palladius."

*SARDA or SARDUS {adpSoc;), the Carnelian.

PUny saya it was found first at Sardes, intending

probably by this to suggest the origin of the name.
Others, however, derive the term from the island

of Sardinia, where, according to Kircher, very good
ones are obtained. Epiphanius says it received its

name from some resemblance which it bore to the

fish called sardine {aapdiu IxQvi reTapixevfiivif)).

" The carnelian," says Sir John Hill, " is one of
the semipellucid gems, and has its name Carneolus,

Camiolus, or, as it is sometimes improperly written,

Comiolus, from its colour, which resembles flesh

(caro, carnis) with more or less of the blood in it."

The best carnelians had been obtained from near
Babylon, in working certain stone quarries, where it

was found enveloped in the rock ; but that locality,

Pliny says, had failed. It was, however, a common
gem, and occurred in many other places. " The car-

1. (Dioscor., v., 121.—Adams, Append., s. v.—Moore's Anc.
Mineral., p. 57, 58.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xxxv., 23.—Moore's Anc
Mineral., p. 57.)—3. (BiUerbeck, Flora Classica, p. 179.) —4.

(Theophr., Do Lapid., c. 43.—Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 166.)— 5.

(\arro, De Ling. Lat., v., 31.)—6. (Hor.,Carm., i., 1, 11.—Ovid,
Met., xi., 36.—Fast., i., 699 ; iv., 930.—Plaut., True, ii., 2, 21.

—Cato, De Re Rust., 10.—Colum., x., 21.—Pallad., i., 43.)—7.
(Colum.,ii., 11.)—8. (Plin.,H. N.,xviii., 19, s.49.)—9. (Herod.,

il., 14.)—10. (Schol. in Theocrit., x., 14. )—11. (De Re Rust.,

ii., 9.)
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nelian," says Mams, "consists mostly of»ilex ; bolj

according to Briickmann, the ancients used the
name in a generic sense, compreheni-Aig under it

all the finer species of homstones or agates. The
red were called carnelians, the white onyxes ; and
tfcose compounded of both, sardonyxes."'

SARD'ONYX ioap66vv^), the Sardonyx, a pro
cious stone. This variety, according to Gleaveland,

differs from the carnelian {vid. Sarda) in its colour

only, which is reddish yellow, or nearly orange,
sometimes with a tinge of brown. " The sardcm-

yx," says Dr. Moore, "mentioned by Pliny next
after opal, as holding the next rank, was evidently

the same stone with that now so called. But under
the same denomination seem to have been compre-
hended other varieties of chalcedony, and especial-

ly that species of carnelian which Werner calls

Sardonyx, whose colours are in alternate bands of
red and white, and, when the stone is cut in certain

directions, resemble the flesh seen through the fin-

ger nail. The first Roman who sealed with a sar-

donyx was the elder Scipio Africanus, from whose
time this sort of gem was much used for that pur-

pose, it being almost the only one which left a fair

impression, and brought away with it no portion of
the wax. This gem was most approved when it

exhibited distinct colours and bands well defined.

The localities mentioned by Pliny are India, Arabia,

and Armenia."*
SARISSA. {Vid. Hasta, p. 489.)

SARRA'CUM, a kind of common cart or wagon,
which was used by the country-people of Italy for

conveying the produce of their fields, trees, and the

like from one place to another.' Its name, as well

as the fact that it was used by several barbarous
nations, show that it was introduced from them
into Italy.* That persons also sometimes rode in a
sarracum, is clear from a passage of Cicero quoted by
Quinctilian,* who even regards the word sarracum
as low and vulgar. Capitolinus* states that, during

a plague, the mortality at Rome was so great, that

it was found necessary to carry the dead bodies out

of the city upon the common sarraca. Several of
the barbarous nations with which the Romans
came in contact used these wagons also in war,
and placed them around their camps as a fortifica-

tion ;' and the Scythians used them in their wan-
derings, and spent almost their whole lives upon
them, with their wives and children, whence Am-
mianus compares such a caravan of sarraca, with
all that was conveyed upon them, to a wandering
city. The Romans appear to have used the word
sarracum as synonymous with plaustrum, and Ju-

venal* goes even so far as to apply it to the constel-

lation of stars which was generally called plaustrum.*

SARTA'GO {TJiyavov) was a sort of pan, which
was used in the Roman kitchens for a variety of
purposes, such as roasting, melting fat or butter,

cooking, dec.'" Frequently, also, dishes consisting

of a variety of ingredients seem to have been pre-

pared in such a sartago, as Persius" speaks of a

sartago loqucndi, that is, of a mixture of proper and
improper expressions. Some commentators en thia

passage, and perhaps with more justice, understand
the sartago loquendi as a mode of speaking in which
hissing sounds are employed, similar to the noise

produced when meat is fried in a pan.

SATISDA'TIO. ( Vid. Actio, p. 19.)

SA'TURA, or, in the softened form, SATIRA, is

the name of a species of poetry, wh. 3h we call sat-

1. (Theophr., De Lapid., c.,43.—Cleaveknd's Mineral., p. 350
—Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 154.)—2. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p
153.)— 3. (Vitruv.,1., 1.— Juv., iii., 254.)--4. (Sidon., Epiit

iv., 18. — Ammian. Marcell., xxxi., 2.; — 5. (viii., 3, 21.) —

6

(Anton. Philos., 13.)—7. (Sisenna ap. Non., iii., 35.)~8. (t.,

82.) — 9. (Scheffer, De Re Vehic, ii., 31.) — 10 ^P:m., H. N
xvi.,22.—Juv.,x., 63.)-ll. (i.,79.)
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n«f. In the history of Roman literature we have to

distinguish two difl'ercnt kinds of satires, viz., the

early satura and the later satira, which received its

perfect development from the poet C. Lucilius (148-

103 B.C.). liotli species of poetry, however, are

altogether peculiar to the Romans. The literal

meaning of satura, the root of which is sal, comes
nearest to what the French call pot-pourri, or to the

Latin farrago, a mi.xture of all sorts of things. The
name was accordingly applied by the Romans in

many ways, but always to things consisting of vari-

ous parts or ingredients, e. g., lanx satura, an ofler-

ing consisting of various fruits, such as were oflered

at harvest festivals and to Ceres;* lex persaiuram
lata, a law which contained several distinct regula-

tions at once.* It would appear from the etymolo-

gy of the word, that the earliest Roman satura, of

which we otherwise scarcely know anything, must
have treated in one work on a variety of subjects

just as they occurred to the writer, and perhaps,

as was the case with the satires of Varro, half in

prose and half in verse, or in verses of different

metre. Another feature of the earliest satura, as

we learn from the celebrated passage in Livy,» is

that it was scenic, that is, an improvisatory and
irregular kind of dramatic performance, of the same
class as the versus Fescennini. (

Vid. Fescennina.)
When Livius Andronicus introduced the regular

drama at Rome, the people, on account of their

fondness for such extempore jokes and railleries,

still continued to keep up their former amusements,
and it is not improbable that the exodia of later

times were the old saturae merely under another
name. (Vid. Exodia.)
Ennius and Pacuvius are mentioned as the first

writers of satires, but we are entirely unable to

judge whether their works were dramatic like the
satura of old, or whether they resembled the satires

of Lucilius and Horace. At any rate, however,
neither Ennius nor Pacuvius can have made any
great improvement in this species of poetry, as
Quinctilian* does not mention either of them, and
describes C. Lucilius as the first great WTiter of
satires. It is Lucilius who is universally regarded
by the ancients as the inventor of the new kind of
satira, which resembled, on the whole, that species
of poetry which is in modern times designated by
the same name, and which was no longer scenic or
dramatic. The character of this new satira was
afterward emphatically called character Lucilianus*
These new satires were written in hexameters,
which metre was subsequently adopted by all the
other satirists, as Horace, Persius, and Juvenal,
who followed the path opened by Lucilius. Their
character was essentially ethical or practical, and

j

as the stage at Rome was not so free as at Athens,
the satires of the former had a similiar object to
that of the ancient comedy at the latter. The
poets, in their satires, attacked not only the follies

and vices of mankind in general, but also of such
living and distinguished individuals as had any in-

fluence upon their contemporaries. Such a species
of poetry must necessarily be subject to great modi-
fications, arising partly from the character of the
time in which the poet lives, and partly from the
personal character and temperament of the poet
himself; and it is from these circumstances that
we have to explain the differences between the sat-

ires of Lucilius, Horace, Persius, and Juvenal.
After Lucilius had already, by his own example,

established the artistic principles of satires, Teren-
tius Varro, in his youth, wrote a kind of satires
which were neither like the old satura nor like the

1. (AcTon. ad Horat , Sat., i., 1.—Diomed., iii., p. 483, ed.
PoUch.)— 2. (Fest., s. v. Satura.)—3. (vii., 2.)—4. (x., 1, 93.)
5. (Varro, De Re Rust., iii., 2.)

satira of L. villus. They consisted of a iiiixture ol

verse and prose, and of verses of different metres,
but were not scenic like the old saturae. They were
altogether of a peculiar character ; they were
therefore called satirse Varronianae, or Menippeae,
or Cynicee, the latter because he was said to have
imitated the works of the Cynic philosopher Menip
pus.'- -T. x^eX >^^-<-A«

.

SATURA LEX. (Vid. Lex, p. 580.)

SATURNA'LIA, the festival of Saturnus, to

whom the inhabitants of Latium attributed the in-

troduction ofagriculture and the arts of civilized life.

Falling towards the end of December, at the season
when the agricultural labours of the year were fully

completed, it was celebrated in ancient times by the
rustic population as a sort of joyous harvest-home,
and in every age was viewed by all classes of the
community as a period of absolute relaxation and
unrestrained merriment. During its continuance
no public business could be transacted, the law
courts were clo.sed, the schools kept holyday, to

commence a war was impious, to punish a male-
factor involved pollution.' Special indulgences were
granted to the slaves of each domestic establish-

ment : they were relieved from all ordinary toils

;

were permitted to wear the pileus, the badge of
freedom ; were granted full freedom of speech ; and
partook of a banquet attired in the clothes of their

masters, and were waited upon by them at table.*

All ranks devoted themselves to feasting and
mirth, presents were Interchanged among friends,

cerei or wax tapers being the common offering of
the more humble to their superiors, and crowds
thronged the streets, shouting lo Saturnalia (this

was termed clamare Saturnalia), while sacrifices

were offered with uncovered head, from a convic»
tion that no ill-omened sight would interrupt' the
rites of such a happy day.*

Many of the peculiar customs exhibited a re-

markable resemblance to the sports of our own
Christmas and of the Italian Carnival. Thus, on
the Saturnalia, public gambling was allowed by the
ffidiles,* just as in the days of our ancestors the
most rigid were wont to countenance card-playing
on Christmas-eve ; the whole population threw off

the toga, wore a loose gown called synthesis, and
walked about with the pileus on their heads,*
which reminds us of the dominoes, the peaked caps,
and other disguises worn by masques and mum-
mers ; the cerei were probably employed as the
moccoli now are on the last night of the Carnival

;

and, lastly, one of the amusements in private so
ciety was the election of a mock king,' which at

once calls to recollection the characteristic cere-

mony of Twelfth-night.

Saturnus being an ancient national god of Lati-
um, the institution of the Saturnalia is lost in the

most remote antiquity. In one legend it was as-

cribed to Janus, who, after the sudden disappear-
ance of his guest and benefactor from the abodes
of men, reared an altar to him, as a deity, in the Fo
rum, and ordained annual sacrifices ; in another
as related by Varro, it was attributed to the wan-
dering Pelasgi, upon their first settlement in Italy

;

and Hercules, on his return from Spain, was said
to have reformed the worship, and abolished the
practice of immolating human victims ; while a
third tradition represented certain followers of the
last-named hero, whom he had left behind on his

l.(Gell.,ii., 18.)—2. (Macrob.,Sat.,i., 10, 16.— Mart..i.,80.)—
Suet., Octav., 32.—Plin., Ep., viii., 7.)—3. (Macrob., Sat., i., 7.

—Dion Cass., \x., 19.—Her., Sat., ii., 7, 5.—Mart., li., ; xit., 1.

—Athen., xiv., 44.)—!. (CatuU., 14.—Senec, Ep., 18.—Suet.,
Octav., 75. —Mart, v., 18, 19; vii., 53; xiv., 1.— Plin., Ep.,
iv., 9.—Macrob., Sat., i., 8, 10.—Serv. ad Virg., Mn., iii.. 407.)
5. (Mart., v., 84; xiv., 1 ; xi., 6.)—6. (Mart., xiv., 141 ; vi., 24
xiv., 1 ; xi., 6.—Senec, Ep., 18.)—7. (Tacit., Ann., xiii., 19
Arrian, Dias. Epictet., i , 95. Lucian, Sat., 4.)
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SAURUS.

leturn to Gieece, as the authors of the Saturna-

lia ' Ke( ords approaching more nearly to history

referred tlie erection of temples and altars, and the

first celebration of the festival, to epochs com-
paratively recent, to the reign of Tatius,' of Tullus

Hostilius,' of Tarquinius Superbus,* to the consul-

ship of A. Sempronius and M. Minutius, B.C. 497,

or to that of T. Lartius in the preceding year.*

These conflicting statements may be easily recon-

ciled by supposing that the appointed ceremonies
were in these rude ages neglected from time to

time, or corrupted, and again at different periods

revived, purified, extended, and performed with
fresh splendour and greater regularity.*

During the Republic, although the whole month
»f December was considered as dedicated to Sat-

im,' only one day, the xiv. Kal. Jan., was set apart
for the sacred rites of the divinity : when the
month was lengthened by the addition of two days
upon the adoption of the Julian Calendar, the Sat-
urnalia fell on the xvi. Kal. Jan., which gave rise to

confusion and mistakes among the more ignorant
portion of the people. To obviate this inconve-
nience, and allay all religious scruples, Augustus
enacted that three whole days, the 17th, 18th, and
19th of December, should in all time coming be
hallowed, thus embracing both the old and new
style.* A fourth day was added, we know not
when or by whom, and a fifth, with the title Juve-
nalis, by Caligula,' an arrangement which, after it

had fallen into disuse for some years, was restored
and confirmed by Claudius.'*

But although, strictly speaking, one day only,

during the Republic, was consecrated to religious
observances, the festivities were spread over a
much longer space. Thus, while Livy speaks of
the first day ofthe Saturnalia {Saturnalibus primis^^),
Cicero mentions the second and third {secundis
Salurnalihus,^' Salurnalibus terliis^^) ; and it would
seem that the merry-making lasted during seven
days, for Novius, the writer of Atellanae, employed
the expression seplem Saturnalia, a phrase copied
in later times by Memmius;'* and even Martial
speaks of Saturni seplem dies,^^ although in many
other passages he alludes to the five days observ-
ed in accordance with the edicts of Caligula and
Claudius." In reality, under the Empire, three dif-

ferent festivals were celebrated during the period
of seven days. First came the Saturnalia proper,
commencing on xvi. Kal. Dec, followed by the
Opaha, anciently coincident with the Saturnalia,"
on xiv. Kal. Jan. ; these two together lasted for
rive days, and the sixth and seventh were occupied
with the Sigillaria, so called from little earthen-
ware figures {sigilla, oscilla) exposed for sale at this
season, and given as toys to children.
SATYR'ION (aarvpiov), a plant, having the

property of exciting salacity, whence the name.
The aarvpiov Tpi<j>vXXov of Dioscorides and Galen
has given rise to many conjectures, as Adams re-
marks. Sprengel inclines to the Tulipa Gesneria-
na. The aarvpiov epvOpoviov has been commonly
held for the Erythronium Dens Canis, or Dog's-tooth

;

Sprengel, however, is not quite satisfied about it.'»

*II. A "bur-footed amphibious animal. ( Vid. Ek-
OYDRUS.)

*SAT'YRUS. {Vid. SiMiA.)
*SAURUS and SAURA {aavpoc, aavpd). " These

terms are applied to several species of the genus

_
1. (Macrob., S^t., i., 7.)-2. (D.onys., ii., 50.)-3. (Dionys.,

HI., 32.—Macrob., Sat., i.. 8.)—4. (Dionys., vi., 1.—Maciob I

c.)—5. (Uioiiys., vi., 1.—Liv., ii., 21.j—6. (Compare Liv., xii'ii \

1, sub fin.)—,. (Macrob., i., 7.)-8. (Id., i., 10.)-9. (Dion Cass,
hx., 6.—Suet., Cal., 17.)— Itt (Dion Cass., Ix., 2.)— 11 (Liv
xxi.,36.)—12. (ad Alt., IV., 32.)— 13. (ad Att., v., 20.)— 14 (Ma-
erob., I., 10.)— 15. (xiv., 72.)- 16. (ii., 89 ; xiv., 79, 141 )—17
(Macrob., i., 10.)—18. (Dioscor., iii., 133, 134.—Adams, Append.j
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Lacerta; to the Salamander, the Stellio, and the
Gecko. The aavpoc x^f^pk noticed by ^lian must
have been the Lacerta viridis, L. It is a very large
species. Virgil mentions it in the following line :

" 'Nunc virides ctiam occullant spineta lacertos.' "*

*II. A species of fish, about which great uncer-
tainty prevails. " Some have referred it," saya
Adams, " to the Salmo Saurus, L., called at Rome
Turantola. Schweighaeuser mentions that Ca-
mus supposed it the same as the Kix^.r]. Schneider,
upon the whole, prefers some species rf the Dio-
don, L. Coray inclines to the opinion mat it was
a species of mackerel, or Scomber, ana that it is
the fish called i^Uepda by the modern Greeks."*
'SAXIFR'AGIUM {aa^i<ppuyov), a plant, which

Adams conjectures may have been the Burnet Sax-
ifrage, or Pimpinella Saxifraga. Sprengel, howev-
er, has shown, as Adams remarks, that there is
great uncertainty about it.'

SC.\LJ3 {K?il/iia^), a Ladder. The general con-
struction and use of ladders was the same among
the ancients as in modern times, and therefore re-
quires no explanation, with the exception of those
used in besieging a fortified place and in making
an assault upon it. The ladders were erected
against the walls (admovere, ponere, apponcre, or eri-

gere scalas), and the besiegers ascended them un-
der showers of darts and stones thrown upon them
by the besieged.* Some of these ladders were
formed like our common ones ; others consisted of
several parts [KllnaKEg irriKTai or dtaAvrai), which
might be put together so as to form one large lad-
der, and were taken to pieces when they were not
used. Sometimes, also, they were made of ropes oi
leather, with large iron hooks at the top, by which
they were fastened to the walls to be ascended.
The ladders made wholly of leather consisted of
tubes sowed up air-tight, and when they were
wanted these tubes were filled with air." Heron
also mentions a ladder which was constructed in
such a manner that it might be erected with a man
standing on the top, whose object was to observe
what was going on in the besieged town.' 0th
ers, again, were provided at the top with a small
bridge, which might be let down upon the wall.'
In ships, small ladders or steps were likewise used
for the purpose of ascending into or descending
from them.*

In the houses of the Romans, the name scala?
was applied to the stairs or staircase leading from
the lower to the upper parts of a house. The steps
were either of wood or stone, and, as in modern
times, fixed on one side in the wall.' It appears
that the staircases in Roman houses were as dark
as those of old houses in modern times, for it is

very often mentioned that a person concealed him-
self in scalis or in scalarum tencbris,^" and passages
like these need not be interpreted, as some com-
mentators have done, by the supposition that in
scalis is the same as sub scalis. The Roman hous-
es had two kinds of staircases : the one were the
common scalae, which were open on one side ; the
others were called scalae Graecae or nXifiaKEc, which
were closed on both sides. Massurius Sabinus"
states that the flaminica was not allowed to ascend
higher than three steps on a common scala, but
that she might make use of a climax like every

1. (.«;iian, N. A., v., 47.—Virg.. Eel., ii., 9.—Adams, Append.,
s. v.)—2. (Aristot., II. A., li., 2.—.iElian, N. A., xii., 25 —
Schweigh. ad Athen., vii., 120.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—3.
(Dioscor, iv., 15.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (Sallust, Jug., 6
64.—Caes.,De Bell. Civ., i.. 2«, 63.—Tacit., Hist., iv., 29, &c.-
Veget., De Re Milit., iv., 21.—Polyb., ix., 18.)—5 (Heron, c. 2.^—fi. (Id., c. 12.)—7. (Id., c. 19.)-S. (Virg., ^n., x., 654.— Heron,
c. 11.)- 9. (Vitruv., ii., 1, t/ 7, <fec.)— 10. (Cic, Pro Mil., 15.—
Philip., ii., 9.—Hor., Epist., ii., 2, 15.)—11. (»n n«ll . . i\4
29.)
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other ])crson, as here she was concealed when go-

ing up.'

SCALPTURA'TUM. {Vid. Hocse, Roman, p.

619.)

SCAMMO'NIA (aKa/jifiuvla), a plant, the Convol-

eulus Scammonta. An extract, called Scammony,
is obtained from the roots, having purgative proper-

lies. " Dioscorides describes another species, which
Sibthorp and Sprengel take to be the Convolvulus

farinosus. Scammony is named SuKpv Kufiuvoc by

Nicander, and 6aKpv6iov by Alexander Trallianus."*

SCAMNUM, dtm. SCABELLUM, a step which
was placed before the beds of the ancients, in order

to assist persons in getting into them, as some
were very high ; others, which were lower, required

also lower steps, which were called scabella.' A
scamnum was sometimes also used as a footstool.*

A scamnum extended in length becomes a bench,

and in this sense the word is frequently used. The
early Romans, before couches were introduced

among them, used to sit upon benches (scamna) be-

fore the hearth when they took their meals.* The
benches iji ships were also sometimes called scam-
na. In the technical language of the agrimensores,

a scamnum was a field which was broader than it

was long, and one that was longer than broad was
called striga* In the language of the Roman peas-

antry, a scamnum was a large clod of earth which
had not been broken by the plough.'

SCANDIX {aKdv6ih, a plant, the Scandix Aus-
Iralis, or Shepherd's Needle. Aristophanes makes
it a matter of reproach to Euripides that his mother
sold scandix instead of good potherbs. The scholi-

ast on Aristophanes calls it Mxavov uypiov evreMc,
•* a wild, cheap potherb." Hence, when Nicias, in

the Knights, alludes to the name of Euripides, his

fellow-slave replies, fi^ fioi ye, \it\ fioi, fir/ 6iaaKav6i-

xt'ffT/c- '^Hac (scandix) est" says Pliny, ^' quam
Aristophanes Euripidi poetee objccit joculariter, ma-
trem ejus ne olus quidem legUimum vendilasse, sed

scandicem."

SCANTI'NIA LEX. {Vid. Lex, p. 585.)

SCAPHA, a skiff or boat, usually rowed by two
oars (biremis scapha^), which was frequently taken

with merchant vessels in case of shipwreck or

other accidents."

SCAPHEPHO'RIA {aKa<f>rj<j>opia). {Vid. Hydki-
APHORIA.)

SCARUS {uKupog), a species of fish, the Scarus.
" There is considerable difficulty in deciding pre-

cisely what it was, owing to the general resem-

blance of the fishes contained in the Linnaean genera
Spams, Scarus, and Labrus. The ancient naturalists

believed that it ruminates, and this opinion, although

rejected by the author of the article Ichthyology in

the Encyciopedie Melhodique, has received the coun-

tenance of Rondelet and Linnaeus." The roasted

Bcarus was a favourite dish with the ancients, and
the liver was particularly commended. The liver,

according to Sibthorp, is still prized by the modern
Greeks, and is celebrated in a Romaic couplet."

SCENA. ( Vtd. Theatrom.)
*SCEP'ANOS ((TKen-avof), a kind of flat fish, re-

markable for swimming rapidly, gliding, as it were,

like a shadow, whence the name (a/ccTravof ,
" cov-

ered," " shaded"). It would seem to have been a
species of tunny. Some, however, are in favour

of the halibut.**

1. (Serv Hd Mn., iv., 664.)— 2. (Theophr., H. P., iv.,5.—
Oioscor., ir., 168.—Adams, Append., *. v.)—3. (Varro, De Lin^.

Lat., iv., p. 46 — Isid., xx., II. — Ovid, Are Am., ii., 211.) — 4.

(Ovid, ib., i., 162.) —5. (Id., Fast, vi., 305.) —6. (Vorii Auc'.or.

Uei Agr., p. 46, 125, 198, cd. Goes.)—7. (Colum., ii., 2.) — 8.

(Theophr., 11. P., vii., 8.—Dioscor., ii., 167.—Aristoph., Acharn.,

456.—Mitchell, ad loc.)— 9. (Hor., Carm., iii.,29,62.)— 10. (Cic,

D« Inv., ii., 51.)— 11. (Aristot., H. A., ii., 17; viii., 2; ix., 37.

• -jElian, N. A., i.. 2.— Id., li., 64.—Adami, Append ,%. v.)— 12.

Dcnnogan, Lexicon, 4th ed., %. v.)
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•SCEP'INOS {aKETzivi)^), another Mme foi ih«
preceding, used by Athcna^us.'

SCEPTRUM is a Latinized form of the Greek
<TKf/TTpov, which originally denoted a simple staffer
walking-stick.' (J'lrf. BAciiLus.) Tlie correspond-
ing Latin term is scipio, springing from the eame
root and having the same signification, bjt n*" ess
frequent occurrence.

As the staff was used not merely to support the
steps of the aged and infirm, but as a weapon of
defence and assault, the privilege of habitually

carrying it became emblematic of station and au-

thority. The straight staves which are held by iwc
of the four sitting figures in the woodcut at p. 61,

while a third holds the curved staff, or Lituus, in-

dicate, no less than their attitude and position, that

they are exercising judicial functions. In ancient
authors the sceptre is represented as belonging
more especially to kings, princes, and leaders of
tribes;* but it is also borne by judges,* by heralds,*

and by priests and seers.* It was more especially

characteristic of Asiatic manners, so that, among
the Persians, whole classes of those who held high
rank and were invested with authority, including

eunuchs, were distinguished as the sceptre-bearing

classes {ol aKTjnTovxoi''). The sceptre descended
from father to son,* and might be committed to

any one in order to express the transfer of author-

ity.* Those who bore the sceptre swore by it,'*

solemnly taking it in the right hand and raising it

towards heaven."
The original wooden staff, in consequence of its

application to the uses now described, received a
variety of ornaments or emblems. It earlv became
a truncheon, pierced with golder c t-l.ver studs.' * It

was enriched with gems,'* aj d made of precious

metals or of ivory.'* The annexed woodcut, taken
from one of Sir Wm. Hamilton's fictile vases, and
representing .^neas followed by Ascanius, and
carrying off his father Anchises, who holds the

sceptre in his right hand, shows its form as worn

by kings. The ivory sceptre {ebumeus scipio^*) of

the kings of Rome, which descended to the con-

suls, was surmounted by an eagle.'* ( Vid. Insignk.)

Jupiter and Juno, as sovereigns of the gods, were
represented with a scept'-e."

SCEUO'PHOROS {aKev6<popoi). (Vid. Hypkhk-
TES.)

1. (vii., 120.)—2. (Horn., Il.,xviii.,416.—.'Eschyl., A^m, 74
— Herod., i., 195.)— 3. (Horn., II., ii., 186, 199,265,268, 279,
xviii., 557.— Id., Od., ii.. 37, 80 ; iii., 412.)—4. (Id., Od., xi., 568.»

—5. (Id., U., iii., 218; vii.. 277; xviii., 505.)— 6. (Id.ib., i., 15.

Od.,xi.,91.—iEsch., Agam., 1236.)—7. (Xeu., Cyr., vii., 3, <> 17;

viii., 1, 38 ; 3, 4 15.) — 8. (Horn., II.. ii . 46. 100-109.) —«.
(Herod., vii., 52.)—10. (Hom., II., i., 234-2?'.t.)-ll. (Horn., II.,

vii., 412; X., 321, 328.1 — 12. [II , i., 246 ; ii., 46.) — 13. (Ovid.

Met., iii., 264.) — 14. (i., 178.—Fas-t., vi.. 38.) -15. (Val. Mai.
iv.. 4. <) 5.)— 16. (Virg., JEn., xi., 238.—Serv., rd loc.— luv , «
43.- Iiid., Or.r., xviii., 2.)— 17. (Ovid, 11. ec.>
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^SCHI'NOS (axtvog), the Pislachia lentisciu, or

the lentisk which produces mastich.*

•SCHISTUS LAPIS {axiardc Xido^). "The
SchUtus lapis," says Dr. Moore, " by burning which,

we find from Dioscorides and Pliny, that haematite

was sometimes counterfeited, was probably an

oclirey stone of a slaty structure, whence its name
(ax^aToc, 'split,' 'cloven'). The best was of a

somewhat saffron colour, friable, fissile, and resem-

bling in structure and in the cohesion of its layers

ihe fossil salt called ammoniac."'
SCIICEN'ICLUS {axoiviK?iog), a species of bird,

which Schneider says has been referred to the Em-
beriza Schaniclus, or Reed Sparrow. This Adams
considers a very doubtful reference, and suggests

the Motacilla arundinacea, or Reed Wren.'
SCHCENUS (o, Tj, axolvo^), an Egyptian and

Persian measure, the length of which is stated by

Herodotus* at 60 stadia, or 2 parasangs ; by Era-

tosthenes at 40 stadia, and by others at 32.*

Strabo and Pliny both state that the schcenus varied

in different parts of Egypt and Persia.' The schce-

nus was used especially for measuring land.'

SCHCENUS (axolvog), a term applied to several

species of Rush. "According to Sprengel, the

b^vaxolvog is the Juncus aculus, and the o'koaxolvoQ

the Schanus mariscus, in which opinion he is sup-

ported by Stackhouse. Stephens gives nearly the

same account of the Schani. Sibthorp makes the

axolvog Ida of Dioscorides to be the S. Holoschanus,

L. The axoivov uvOog is the most important of this

tribe. Moses Charras says of it, ' The Schananth is

Greek, and signifies the flower of a reed, which is

the best part of that plant.' Dr. Hill also says of

it, ' The Schananth, or Juncus odoratus of the shops,

is a dried stalk of a plant brought to us from Arabia,

sometimes bare and naked, sometimes with the

leaves and flowers on it, or with more or less re-

mains of them.' Sprengel gives a very interesting

description of this reed (which he calls Andro-pogon

Schananthus) from a specimen which he got from
India.'"

SCHOLA. {Vid. Baths, p. 148.)

SCIADEION (<T«£u(5etov). {Vid. Umbraculum.)
SCIADEPHORIA {aKLadn^opia). ( Vid. Hydria-

PHORIA.)

SCIA'NA {(TKiava), a species offish, the Scicena

corrhosa, L. It is also called aKivog and oKivSapcov.

According to Belon, it is about four cubits long,

and sometimes weighs 60 lbs. Rondelet says it is

so like the Coracinus that the one is often sold for

the other in Rome.'
•SCILLA (CT«i7.Aa), a bulbous-rooted plant, the

Sea Onion or Squill. " The oKlXXa of Dioscorides

is without doubt," says Adams, " the Scilla mari-

titna, or Squill. The OKilTia 'ETti/xevi^eia of Theo-
phreistus was most probably the Scilla Italica, as
Stackhouse suggests." The Scilla marilima, ac-

cording to Sibthorp, abounds in the island of Zante.
It is an object of conunerce, and is exported to

Holland and England. A sequin for 1000 roots is

paid for collecting them. It is called uoKiXla at

Constantinople, and is made into paste with honey
for the asthma, or applied in cataplasms to the
joints affected with rheumatic pains.*"

SCIOTHE'RIGUM. {Vid. Horolooium, p. 509.)
SCI'PIO. (Vid. Scbptrum.)
SCIU'RUS ((T/ct'oppof), the Squirrel, or Sciurus

I. (Theophr., H. P., ix., 1.— Dioscor., i., 181.— Adams, Ap-
pend., ». V.)—2. (Diosc, v., 145.— Moore's Ancient Mineral., p.
131.— Adams, Append., s. v.) — 3. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 5.

—

Adams, Append., s. v.)—4. (ii., 6. 9.)-5. (Plin., H. N., xii., 30

;

»., 10.) — 6. (Strabo, p. 803. — Plin., H. N., vi., 30.— Compare
Athen., iii., p. 122, A.) — 7. (Herod., i., 66.) — 8. (Theophr., j.,

ft; i»., 8.—Dioscor., i., 16 ; iv., 52.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—9.

(Aristot., H. A., viii., 9.—.£lian, N. A., ix., 7.—Adams, Append.,
•. v.)—10. (Theophr., II. P., i., 7 ; vii., 9 —Dioscor., ii., 202.—
A<lami, Atipend., s. v.—Walpole's Memoirs, vol. i., p. 351.)
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vulgaris. The Greek name is derived frc-m the cir^

cumstance of the tail serving, as it were, to shade
the body {okiu and ovpu).^

*SCOL'OPAX or SCOLO'PAX OKoXona^ o»

(T«oXu7raf), probably the Scolopax nsticula, L., oi

Woodcock. It is the Becassa of the Italians. Mar-
tial calls it the " Ruslica perdii."'

SCOLOPENDRA {aKoTionii'dpa). a species of
venomous insect, the Centipede, Scolopt ndra morai-
tans, L., or some of the kindred spec'es. The
aKo7^oniv^pa x^poala, according to Adams, is proper-
ly the S. morsitans, or Centipede ; the a. ^a^.a^cla.

is the Aphrodite aculeata. " Nicander," says Adams,
" calls the land Scolopendra ufi(l>LKup7}c, from its ap-

pearing to have two heads. Dr. Clarke confirms its

ancient character of being extremely venomous."*
SCOLOPEN'DRION (aicoyionevSpiov), a species

of fern (otherwise called noXvKodiov). It derives
its name from the resemblance which it bears to the
<jKO?.OTCEvdpa.*

*SCOLOPTA (oKolonia), a plant ; according to
Stackhouse, the Scolopendra electrica.''

SCOLOPS ((7«6AoV;). (Kjrf. Crux.)
SCOL'YMUS {cTKoXv/iog), probably the Scolymus

Hispanicus, or Spanish Cardoons.*
*SCOMBROS {oKon^pog), the Scomber scombrus,

or Mackerel. " The name of mackerel (macarellus)

is found in Albertus Magnus, and in Arnaud de
Villeneuve. Authors are not agreed concerning its

etymology. Some derive it from macularius or
maculariolus, in consequence of its spots ; others

from fiaKupiog, on account of its goodness. But
there is no likelihood that a word used at all times
in the remotest parts of the north should be derived
from any southern language, more particularly as
in most of the parts of the south this word is not
known. Among the fish which the ancients wera
accustomed to salt, there were some small species,

known by the name of scomber, colias, and cordylia,

and which were comprised under the generi<j name
of Laccrtus. There is every reason to belie re that

these were the common mackerel and its approxi-

mating species. All that is said of them proves
that they were common and of small size. * Coliaa

lacertorum minimi,'' says Pliny. Lacertns was there-

fore evidently a name common to many species."^

SCOPS (ctkot/' or Kui>). " It appears to be satis-

factorily determined that this is the species of owl
called Strix Scops by Linnaeus."*

SCORDIUM {oKopSiov), the Teucrium Scordium,

or Water Germander, an aquatic plant. It derives

its name from OKopSov or anopoAov, on account of

its strong odour of garlic'

SCORODON {oKopodov), the Allium sativum, or

manured Garlic. (Fj<Z. Allium.) Stackhouse, how-
ever, prefers the Allium scorodoprasum. Stephens
suggests that the wild garlic should be called d^
pooKopodov, and not o^ioaKopodov.^"

SCORODOPR'ASON {aKopoddirpaaov). " Some
of the botanical authorities," says Adams, " hold

it to be the Allium Scorodoprasum, some the A. am-
peloprasum, and others the A. descendens. I prefer

the first, which gets the name of Ail recambole in

French.""
SCO'RPIO. (Vtd. TORMENTUM.)
II. {iKopmog), the Scorpion. I,Kopmoc x^pottof

is the Land Scorpion, of which Nicander, .^lian,

1. (Oppian, Cyn., ii., 586.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Axis

tot., H. A., ix., 2.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Aristot., H. A., iv..

7.— Adams, Append., s. v.) — 4. (Donnegan, Lex., s. v.) — 5

(Theophr., H. P., vii., 11.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—6. (Theophr..

H. P., vi., 4.— Dioscor., iii., 16. — Adams, Append., s. v.)— 7

(Aristot., H. A., vi., 17.— .^han, N. A., xiv., 1.— Plin., H. N.,

ix., 15.— Adams, Append., s. v. — Griffith's Cuvier, vaf. x., p.

333.) — 8. (Adams. Append., s. v.) — 0. (Dioscor., iii., Jli —
Adams, Append., s v.)—10. (Theophr., vii., 4.—Dioscor, ii., 181

—Adams, Append., s. v.)—U. (Dioscor. ii., 182.— Adams, Af
pend., s. .)
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fend other mcient authors desci ibe several species.

Sprengel remarks tha» Nicand jr's division of scor-

pions had been adopted by modern naturalists.

" The scorpion," says Wilkinsiin, " was among the

Egyptians an emblem of the goddess Selk, though

we should rather expect it to have been chosen as

a type of the Evil Being. JClian mentions scorpi-

ons of Coptos, which, though inflicting a deadly

Bting, and dreaded by the people, so far respected

the goddess Isis, who was particularly worshipped

•n that city, that women, in going to express their

grief before her, walked with bare feet, or lay upon
the ground, without receiving any injury from them."
" All the fables," says Griffith, " which superstition

and ignorance have brought forth, during a series

of ages, respecting this animal, are exhibited at

length in the Natural History of Pliny. The an-

cients, however, did observe that it coupled, and
was viviparous ; that its sting was pierced, so as to

give passage to the poison, and that this poison was
white. They farther remarked that the females
carried their young, but they supposed that there

was but one to each mother ; that this had escaped
by stratagem from the general slaughter which she
had made of her posterity, and that it finally aven-
ged its brethren by devouring the author of its life.

According to others, the mother became the prey
of her own family ; but, at all events, the voracity

of these animals was fully recognised. It is proba-

ble that the winged scorpions, which excited aston-

ishment from their size, such as tliose which Me-
gasthenes informs us were to be found in India, are
orthoptera of the genus Pliasma, or spectrum or he-

miptera of that of Nepa of Linnaius. Pliny informs

us that the Psylli endeavoured to naturalize in Ita-

ly the scorpions of Africa, but that their attempts
proved wholly unsuccessful. He distinguishes nine

species, on the authority of ApoUodorus. Nicander,
who reckons one less, gives some particular details

tn the subject, but is guided by views purely medi-
cal."'

•III. A species of fish, the Scorjxzna porcus, L.,

called in Italian Scrofanello; in modern Greek, oKop-

rridi, according to Belon and Coray.*
*IV. A species of thorny plant, which Anguillara,

Sprengel, and Schneider agree in regarding as the
Spartium Scorpius. Stackhouse, however, finds ob-

jections to this opinion.*

•SCORPIOEI'DES {aKopnioeidig), a species of
plant, which Dodonaeus and Sprengel agree in re-

ferring to the Scorpiurus sulcatus, L., or Scorpioides,

Tournefort*
SCRIB.^. The scribas at Rome were public no-

taries or clerks in the pay of the state. They were
chiefly employed in making up the public accounts,
copying out laws, and recording the proceedings of
the different functionaries of the state. The phrase
" scriptum faccre'^* was used to denote their occu-
pation. Being very numerous, they were divided
into companies or classes {dccuria), and were as-

signed by lot to different magistrates, whence they
were named qusestorii, aedilicii, or praetorii, from the
officers of state to whom they were attached.* We
also read of a navalis scriba, whose occupation was
of a very 'nferior order.^ The appointment to the
office of a " scriba" seems to have been either made
on the nominatio of a magistrate, or purchased.
Thus Livy* teli» us that a scriba was appointed by
a quaestor ; and ve meet with the phrase "dccuriam

1. (Sprenjffil, Hist, de la Med.—Adams, Append., .—Wil-
kinton'i Mann, and Customs, &c., vol. v., p. 254.— Griffith's Cu-
Tier, vol. xiii., p. 434, &c.)—2, (Aristot., H. A., ii., 17.—Adams,
Append., s. v.) —3. (Theophr., H. P., ix., 13, 18. — Adams, Ap-
pend., s. V.)—4. (Dioscor., iv., 192.—Adams, Append., s, v.)—5.

(Liv., ix., 46.—Cell., vi., 9.) — 6. (Cic, c. Verr., II., iii., 79 ; c.

Cat., IV.. 7 ; Pro Cluent., 45.—Plin., H. N., nvi., I, s. 3.) —7.
(Pestus, s. V. Navalis.)—8. (zl., 29.)

emere" to " purchase a company," i. l., to buy a
clerk's place. Horace, for instance, bought for him
self a " patent place as clerk in the treasury" {acrip'

turn quastorium comparavit^). In Cicero's time, in-

deed, it seems that any one might become a scriba

or public clerk by purchase,* and, conseqtiently, as
freedmen and their sons were eligible, and constitu-

ted a great portion of the public clerks at Rome,'
the office was not highly esteemed, though frequent-

ly held by ingenui or freeborn citizens. Cicero,*

however, informs us that the scribse formed a re-

spectable class of men, but he thinks it necessary

to assign a reason for calling them such, as if he
were conscious that he was combating a populai

prejudice. Very few instances are recorded of the

scribae being raised to the higher dignities ol the

state. Cn. Flavins, the scribe of Appius Claudius,

was raised to the office of curule aedile in gratitude

for his making public the various forms of actions,

which had previously been the exclusive property

of the patricians {vid. Actio, p. 17), but the return-

ing officer refused to acquiesce in his election till

he had^ given up his books {tabulas posuit) and left

his profession.* The private secretaries of individ-

uals were called Librarii, and sometimes scribae ab
epistolis. In ancient times, as Festus* informs us,

scriba was used for a poet.'

SCRIBO'NIA LEX. {Vid. Lex, p. 585.)

SCRI'NIUM. (Vid. Cxpsa)
SCRIPLUM. {Vid. SoRUPULUM.)
SCRIPTA DUO'DECIM. {Vid. L-^truncul..,

SCRIPTU'RA was that part of the revenue of the

Roman Republic which was derived from letting out

those portions of the ager publicus which were not

or could not be taken into cultivation as pasture-

land.* The name for such parts of the ager publi-

cus was pascua puhlica, saltus, or silvce. They Were
let by the censors to the publicani, like all other vec-

tigalia ; and the persons who let their cattle graze
on such public pastures had to pay a certain tax oi

duty to the publicani, which, of course, varied ac-

cording to the number and quality of the cattle

which they kept upon them. To how much this

duty amounted is nowhere stated, but the revenue
which the state derived from it appears to have
been very considerable. The publicani had to keep
the lists of the persons who sent their cattle upon
the public pastures, together with the number and
quality of the cattle. From this registering {scri-

bere) the duty itself was called scriptura, the public

pasture-land ager scripturarius,* and the publicani,

or their agents who raised the tax, scripturarii.

Cattle not registered by the publicani were called

pecudes inscripia, and those who sent such cattle

upon the public pasture were punished according to

the lex Censoria," and the cattle were taken by the

publicani and forfeited." The lex Thoria" did away
with the scriptiira in Italy, where the public pas-

tures were very numerous and extensive, especially

in Apulia," and the lands themselves were now sold

or distributed. In the provinces, where the public

pastures were also let out in the same tuanner,'* the

practice continued until the time of the Empire, but

afterward the scriptura is no longer mentioned.'*

SCRU'PULUM, or, more properly, Scripulum oi

ScRiPLUM {ypu/i/xa), the smallest denomination of
weight among the Romans. It was the 24th part

I. (Tate's Horace, ed. i., p. 58.)—2. (Cic, II., hi., c. Verr., 79.)
—3. (Tacit., Ann., xiii., 27.)—4. (I. c.)—5. (Gell., 1. c.)—«. (•.

T.) —7. (Ernrsti, Clav. Cic, s. v. — GSttling-, Gesch. der ROm.
Staatsv., p. 374.) —8. (Varro, Do Ling. Lat., iv., p. 10, Bip.

—

Festus, s. v. Saltum.) — 9. (Festus, s. t. Scriiilurarius ager.)—
10. (Varro, De Re Rust., ii., I.) — 11. <Plaut , True, i., 2, 4S,

&c.)—12. (Appian, De Bell. Civ., i., 27.—Cic, Brut, 3« )—13.

(Varro, De Re Rust , 1. c—Liv., xxxii., 29.)— 14. (Cic, c. Verr,
II., ii., 3 ; Pro Le?. Man., fl ; ad Fnm., xiii., 65.—Plin., H. N.,

xix., 15.)—15. ((Compare Niebuhr. Hist, of Rome, iii., p. IS, A«
—Burmaun, Vectig. Pop. Rom., c 4.)
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of the UvciA, or the 288th of the Libra, and there-

fore =18 06 grains English, which is about the av-

erage weight of the scrupular aurei still in exist-

ence. {Vid Ai.RUM.)
^ _

As a square measure, it was the smallest oivision

of the jugerum, which contained 288 scrupula. ( Vid.

JuGERUM.) Pliny' uses the word to denote small

divisions of a degree. It seems, in fact, to be ap-

plicable to any measure.

Though the scrupulum was the smallest weight

In common use, we find divisions of it sometimes

mentioned, as the obolus T=i of a scruple, the semi-

obolus =i of an obolus, and the siLiqua =id of an

obolus, =jth of a scruple, which is thus shown to

have been originally the weight of a certain number

of seeds.'

" Semioboli dupliim est obolus, quern pondere duple

Gramma vacant, scnplum nostri dixcrc priorcs.

Semina sex alii siliquis lalitanlia curvis

Attribuunt scriplo, lentisve grana bts octo,

Aut lotidem speltas numerant, Iristesve lupinos

Bis duo.^'

SCULPTU'RA {y?.v<pri) properly means the art

of engraving figures upon metal, stone, wood, and

similar materials, but is sometimes improperly ap-

plied by modern writers to the statuary art, which

is explained in a separate article. (Vid. Statuary.)

There are two different forms of the word, both in

Greek and Latin, viz., scalpo, scalptura, and sculpo,

aculptura (in Greek yXuclxj and ylixpu). The gen-

eral opinion is, that both scalpo and sculpo, with their

derivatives, signify the same thing, only different in

degree of perfection, so that scalptura would signify

a coarse or rude, sculplura an elaborate and perfect

engraving. This opinion is chiefly based upon the

following passages : Horat., Sat., ii., 3, 22.—Ovid,

Met., X., 248.—Vitruv., iv., 6.' Others, again, be-

•eve that scalpo (yAu^w) signifies to cut figures into

the material (intaglio), and sculpo {yXv<pu) to produce

raised figures, as in cameos. But it is very doubt-

ful whether the ancients themselves made or ob-

served such a distinction.

It may be expedient, however, in accordance with

this distinction, to divide sculptura into two depart-

ments : 1. The art of cutting figures into the mate-

rial (intaglios), which was chiefly applied to produ-

cing seals and matrices for the mints ; and, 3. The
art of producing raised figures (cameos), which
served for the most part as ornaments.
Thd former of these two branches was much

more extensively practised among the ancients than

in modern times, which arose chiefly from the gen-

eral custom of every free man wearing a seal-ring.

{Vid. Rings.) The first engravings in metal or

stone, which served as seals, were simple and rude

signs without any meaning, sometimes merely con-

sisting of a round or square hole.* In the second
stage of the art, certain symbolical or conventional
forms, as in the worship of the gods, were introdu-

ced, until at last, about the age of Phidias and Prax-
iteles, this, like the other branches of the fine arts,

had completed its free and unrestrained career of de-

velopment, and was carried to such a degree of per-

lection, that, in the beauty of design as well as of ex-

ecutiiin, the works of the ancients remain unrivalled

down to the present day. But few of the names of
the artists who excelled in this art have come down
to us. Some intaglios, as well as cameos, have a
name engraved upon them, but it is in all cases more
probable that such are the names of the owners
rather than those of the artists. The first artist

who is mentioned as an engraver of stones is Theo-

SCUTUM.

dorus, the son of Telecles, the Samian, who inp^
ved the stone in the ring of Polycrates.* The most

celebrated among them was Pyrgoteles, who engra-

ved the seal-rings for Alexander the Great.* The
art continued for a long time after Pyrgoteles in a

very high state of perfection, and it appears to have

been applied about this period to ornamental works

;

for several of the successors of Alexander and other

wealthy persons adopted the custom, which was
and is still very prevalent in the East, of adorning

their gold and silver vessels, craters, candelabras,

and the like, with precious stones, on which raised

figures (cameos) were worked.' Among the same
class of ornamental works we may reckon such

vessels and paterae as consisted of one stone, upon

which there was in many cases a whole series of

raised figures of the most exquisite workmanship.*

Respecting the various precious and other stones

which the ancient artists used in these works, see

Muller.»

As regards the technical part of the art of work-

ing in precious stones, we only know the following

particulars. The stone was first polished by the

politer, and received either a plane or convex sur-

face ; the latter was especially preferred, when the

stone was intended to serve as a seal. The sculp-

tor himself used iron or steel instruments moisten-

ed with oil, and sometimes also a diamond framed

in iron. These metal instruments were either sharp

and pointed, or round.' The stones which were

destined to be framed in rings, as well as those

which were to be inlaid in gold or silver vessels,

then passed from the hands of the sculptor into

those of the goldsmith {annularius, compositor).

Numerous specimens of intaglios and cameos are

still preserved in the various museums of Europe,

and are described in numerous works. For the lit-

erature of the subject, see Mijller.''

2KTPIA AIKH {oKvpia SIkt}) is thus explained by

Pollux : IiKVpiav 6iktjv bvofiu^ovaiv oi KUfiaSodiddaKu-

Xof T7JV rpaxelav ol yap (f>vyo6iKoiJvTec eaK^nrovro lie

"ZKvpov fj eic A.7J/1V0V unoSrjfieiv. By rpaxsia diKij is

meant one beset with difficulties, in which the plain-

tiff had to encounter every sort of trickery and eva-

sion on the part of the defendant. On the appointed

day of trial both parties were required to be present

in court, and if either of them did not appear, judg-

ment was pronounced against him, unless he had

some good excuse to offer, such as illness or inevi-

table absence abroad. Cause was shown by some
friend on his behalf, supported by an affidavit called

inufiaaia, in answer to which the opponent was al-

lowed to put in a counter-affidavit (uvdvirufioala),

and the court decided whether the excuse was val-

id. It seems to have become a practice with per-

sons who wished to put off or shirk a trial, to pre-

tend that they had gone to some island in the .^Egean

Sea, either on business or on the public service

;

and the isles of Scyrus (one of the Cyclades), Lem-
nos, and Inihrus were particularly selected for that

purpose. Shammers of this kind were therefore

nicknamed Lemnians and Imbrians.*

SCYTHE {oKvdai). ( Vid. Demosioi.)

SCUTUM (iSrpeof), the Roman shield worn by

the heavy-armed infantry, instead of being round

like the Greek Clipeus, was adapted to the form ol

the human body by being made either oval or of the

shape of a door {&vpa), which it also resembled in

being made ofwood or wickerwork, and from which,

1. (H. N., ii., 7.)—2. (Rh«m. Fann., De Pond., v., 8-13.)—3.
(Compare tlie comnientatora ou Suet., Galb., 10.)—4. (Meyer,
KonstgRschichle' i , 10.)
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1. (Ilerod., iii., 41.)—2. (Winckelmann, vi., p. 107, Ac )—3.
(Athcn., xi., p. 781.—Cic, c. Verr., II., iv., 27. &c.)—4. (Appi-

au, Mithr., 115.—Cic, 1. c—P)in., H. N., xxxvii., 3.)—5. (Ar-

chiEol., t) 313.) — 6. (Plin., II. N., xxxvii., 76.—Muller, Arch.. 4

314, 2.)—7. (Archacol.. ^315, &c.)—8. (Pollux, Onom., viii., 60,

81.—Kiihn, ad loc.—Siiidas, s. v. XKvpiav iiicrtv.- Jlesych., g. T

'ln6pioi.— gteph.. Thes., 8484. e.. s. v. Xfciifloj. — Dcmoeth «.

Olympiod 1174.—Meier, Att Proc. 6»6



SCY'IALE

eonsetiuentiy na Greek naiiio »aa diMivcd Two
of its torins are shown in the woodcut at page
^*>fi Ih.it whioh is here exhibited is also of fre-

SEISACHTHEIA.

ifiient occurrence, and is given on the same authori-
ly : in this case the shield is curved, so as in part
to encircle the body. The terms clipeus and scutum
are often confounded ; but that they properly deno-
ted different kinds of shields is manifest from the
passages of Livy and other authors which are quo-
ted in p. 102, 269. In like manner, Plutarch dis-

tinguishes the Roman i?vpe6c from the Greek danif
in his Life of Titus Flaminius.' In Eph., vi., 16,

St. Paul uses the term ^vpsog rather than uamg or
(TOKOf, because he is describing the equipment of a
Roman soldier. (Vid. Arma, p. 95.») These Ro-
man shields are called scuta longa ;' ^vpeovg iirifi^-

Keig* Polybius* says their dimensions were 4 feet
by 2J. The shield was held on the left arm by
means of a handle, and covered the left shoulder.
SCYL'IUM {oKvXiov), a species of Shark, proba-

bly the Squalus canicula, or Bounce.*
SCY'TALE {aKVTaXT}), I. is the name applied to

a secret mode of writing, by which the Spartan
ephors communicated with their kings and generals
when abroad.^ When a king or general left Sparta,
the ephors gave to .lim a staff of a definite length
and thickness, and retained for themselves another
of precisely the same size. When they had any
communication to make to him, they cut the mate-
rial upon which they intended to write into the
shape of a narrow riband, wound it round their staff,

and then WTOte upon it the message which they had
to send to him. When the strip of writing material
was taken from the staff, nothing but single letters
appeared, and in this state the strip was sent to the
general, who, after having wound it around his staff,

was able to read the communication. This rude
and imperfect mode of sending a secret message
must have come down from early times, although
no instance of it is recorded previous to the time of
Pausanias.^ In later times, the Spartans used the
scytale sometimes also as a medium through which
they sent their commands to subject and allied
towns.*

•II. {IkvtuXi]), the Blue-bellied Snake. " From
Nicander's description of the scytale," says Adams,
'* it is clear that it nearly resembled the aniphisbae-
na. In the Latin translation of Avicenna it is ren-
dered siseailus. Avicenna says it resembles the
amphisbaena both in form and in the effects of it3

sting. Hence Sprengel refers the scytale to the

1 . (p. 688, ed. Steph.)—2. (Jo«ephus, as quoted in p. 728, art.
PiKOPLU.—Florus, ill., 10.)—3. (Virg., JEa., viii., 662.—Ovid,
Fa«t., vi.,393.) — 4. (Joseph., Ant. Jud., viii., 7, 2.) —5. (vi.,
«.)—6. (Aristot., ir. A., vi., 10.—Oppiaii, Hal., I.—Adams, Ap-
pend., • T.)—7. (Plut., Lysand., 19.—Schol.ndThucyd.,i., 131.
-Siudat, «. T.)—8. (Corn. Nep., Paus., S.)-9. (Xen., He'l., v.,
*. » 37.)

Anguu eriox, a serpent which differs in length un.»
from the Anguis fragilxs, or Blindworm."'
SE'CTIO. " Those are called secto'es who buy

property publice."* Property was said to lie sold
publice (venire publice) when a man's properly waa
sold by the state in consequence of a condemnalio,
and for the purpose of repayment to the state of
such sums of money as the condemned person had
improperly appropriated, or in consequence of a
proscriptio.' Such a sale of ail a man's property
was a sectio ; and sometimes the things sold were
called sectio.* The sale was effected by the prae-
tor giving to the quaestors the bonorum pos-sessio,
in reference to which the phrase " bona publice pot-
sideri" is used. The property was sold sub liasta,

and the sale transferred Quiritarian ownership, to
which Gains probably alludes in a mutilated pas-
sage.* The sector was entitled to the interdictum
sectorium for the purpose of obtaining possession ot
the property ;'' but he took the property with all its

liabilities. An hereditas that had fallen to the fiscus
was sold in this way, and the sector acquired the
hereditatis petitio.

SECTOR. (Vid. Sectio.)
SECTO'RIUM INTERDICTUM. (Fid. Intkk

DICTUM, p. 543; Sectio.)
SECU'RIS, dim. SECURICULA (a^ivv, neXiKvg)

an Axe or Hatchet. The axe was either made with
a single edge, or with a blade or head on each side
of the haft, the latter kind being denominated bipen-
nis {nelEKVQ diaTOfiog, or u/x^jnaTOfiog"). As the axe
was not only an instrument of constant use in the
hands of the carpenter and the husbandman, but
was, moreover, one of the earliest weapons of at-
tack,* a constituent portion of the Roman fasces,
and a part of the apparatus when animals were
slain in sacrifice, we find it continually recurring
under a great variety of forms upon coins, gems,
and bas-reliefs. In the woodcut to the article Sckp-
TRUM, the young Ascanius holds a battle-axe in his
hand. Also real axe-heads, both of stone and met-
al, are to be seen in many collections of antiquities
Besides being made of bronze and iron, and more
rarely of silver,'* axe-heads have from the earliest
times and among all nations been made of stone.
They are often found in sepulchral tumuli, and are
arranged in our museums together with chisels, both
of stone and of bronze, under the name of celts. ( Vid.
DOLABRA.)
The prevalent use of the axe on the field of bat

tie was generally characteristic of the Asiatic na-
tions," whose troops are therefore called sccurigera
coUerva.^* As usual, we find the Asiatic custom
propagating itself over the north of Europe. The
bipennis and the spear were the chief weapons of
the Franks,"

In preparing for a conflict, the metallic axe waa
sharpened with a whetstone (subigunt in cote secu
res'*).

SECUTO'RES. {Vid. Gladiatorks, p 477.)
SEISA'CHTHEIA (aeiaix^eia), a disburdening

ordinance, was the first and preliminary step in the
legislation of Solon." The real nature of this meas-
ure was a subject of doubt even among the ancients
themselves ; for, while some state that Solon there-
by cancelled all debts, others describe it as a mere
reduction of the rate of interest. But from the va
rious accounts in Plutarch and the grammarians, i»

1. (Adams. Append., s. v.)—2. (Gaius, iv., 146.—Festus, «. t
Sectores.)— 3. (Liv.. xxxviii., 60.—Cic. m Verr., II., i., 20.)—

4

(Cic, Pro S. Rose. Amer.. 36, 43, &c.)—5. (Tacit., Hist., i., 00.)—6. (iii., 80.—Compare Varro, Dfc Re Rust., ii., 10, s. 4. — TV
cit., Ilist., i., 20.)— 7. (Gaius, iv., 14fi.) — 8. (Agathias, Hiat.,
ii.. 5. p. 73, 74.)—9. (Hom., 11., xv., 711. — Suet., Galba, 18.)-
10. (Virgr., .fin., r., 307.—Wilkinson's Man. and Cust. of EryiK.
i.. p. 324.) — 11. (Curt., iii., 4.) — 12. (Val. Flacc, Argoti , t .

138.) — 13. (Agathias, 1. c.) — 14. (Virgf., .fin., vii., 697.)— li
(Plat., Sol., 13.—Diog. Laert., i., 45.)
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SELLA. SELLA.

eecms to be clear that the aecuaxOeia consisted of

fuur distinct measures. The first of these was the

reduction of the rate of interest; and if this was, as

it appears, retrospective, it would naturally, in many
cases, wipe off a considerable part of the debt. The
second part of the measure consisted in lowering

the standard of the silver coinage, that id, Solon

made 73 old drachmas to be worth 100 new ones
;

so that the debtor, in paying off his debt, gained

ather more than one fourth. Bockh' supposes that

it was Solon's intention to lower the standard of

the coinage only by one fourth, that is, to make 75

old drachmas equal to 100 new ones, but that the

new coin proved to be lighter than he had expected.

The third part consisted in the release of mort-

gaged lands from their encumbrances, and the pes-

toration of them to their owners as full property.

How this was effected is not clear. Lastly, Solon

abolished the law which gave to the creditor a right

to the person of his insolvent debtor, and he restored

to their full liberty those who had been enslaved for

debt.

This great measure, when carried into effect, gave
general satisfaction, for it conferred the greatest

benefits upon the poor without depriving the rich

of too much, and the Athenians expressed their

thankfulness by a public sacrifice, which they called

aeL(Tuxflcia, and by appointing Solon to legislate for

them with unlimited power.*

SELI'NON {aiTiivov). " I agree with Sprengel,"

says Adams, " in thinking this the Apium Petroseli-

nmi, or Curled Parsley, although Stackhouse be
doubtful. Ludovicus Nonnius correctly remarks
that it ought not to be confounded with the Petrose-

linon of the ancients, or Macedonian Parsley."^

SELLA. The general term for a seat or chair of

any description. The varieties most deserving of
notice are :

L Sella CuRULis, the chair of state. Curulis is

derived by the ancient writers from currus ;* but 'it

Oiore probably contains the same root as curia,

which is also found in Quirites, curiales, the Greelc

Kvpioc, Koipavog, &c. {Vid. Comitia, p. 295.) The
sella curulis is said to have been used at Rome from
a very remote period as an emblem of kingly power
(hence " curuli regia sella atlornavit"^), having been
imported, along with various other insignia of roy-

alty, from Etruria,* according to one account by
Tiillus Hostilius ;' according to another by the el-

der Tarquinius ;* while Silius names Vetulonii as

the city from which it was immediately derived.'

Under the Republic, the right of sitting upon this

chair belonged to the consuls, praetors, curule aediles,

and censors;*" to the flamen dialis" (vid. Flamen);
to the dictator, and to those whom he deputed to

act under himself, as the magister equitum, since he
might be said to comprehend all magistracieji with-
in himself" After the downfall of the constitution,

it was assigned to the emperors also, or to their

statues in their absence ;'' to the augustales,** and
perhaps to the praefectus urbi." It was displayed
upon all great public occasions, especially in the
circus and theatre,'* sometimes even after the
death of the person to whom it belonged, a mark
of special honour bestowed on Marcellus, German-

l (Staatsh., i., p. 17.)—2. (Plut., Sol., 16.—Compare Siiidas,
Hetych, Etyra. Maij., s. v. — Cic, De Republ., ii., 34. — Wach-
•muth. Hell. Alt., I., i., p. 249.) — 3. (Dioscor., jii., 67.—Theo-
phrast., H. P., i., 2. — Adams, Append., s. v.) — 4. (Aul. Gell.
iii., 18.— Festug, s. v. Cuniles.- Servius ad Virg., JEn., xi 334*
—Isid., IX., 11, 11.)—5. (Liv., i., 20.)—6. (Liv., i., 8.)—7. (Ma-
erob., Sat., i., 6.)—8. (Flor., i., 5 )—9. (viii., 487.)— 10. (Liv
ii., a ; vii., 1 ; ix., 46 ; x., 7 ; xl., 45. — Aul. Gell., vi., 9, 4c.)
-11. (Liv., i., 20; xxvii., 8.)— 12. (Uion Ca»s., xliii., 48.—Liv.,
ii.. 31.—Festus, s. v. Sellse curulis.)— 13. (Tacit., Ann., xv., 29!
—Hist., II., 59.—Servius, 1. c.)— 14. (Tacit., Ann., ii., 83.)—is!
(Spanheim, De Freest, et Usu Numism., x., 3, H.) — 16. (Liv.,
li.. 11 ^Sueton., Octav., 43.—Dion Ca»»., iviii., 4.)
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icus, and Pertinax;* and it wr>8 the eeat of th«

praetor when he administered, j'le'/.ce.* In the prov-

inces it was assumed by inferior magistrates when
they exercised proconsular cr propnttorian authori-

ty, £is we infer from its appearing along with fasces
on a coin of the Gens rupia, struck at Nicaea, in

Bithynia, and bearing tI;o name AVAOr IlOvniOC
TAMIAC. We find it occasionally exhibited on the

medals of foreign monarchs likewise, on those of

Ariobarzanes II. of Uappadocia, for it was the prac-

tice of the Romans to present a curule chair, ac
ivory sceptre, a toga prsetexta, and such .ike orna-

ments, as tokens of respect and confidence to those
rulers whose friendship they desired to cultivate.*

The sella curulis appears from the first to have
been ornamented with ivory, and this is commonly
indicated by such expressions as curule ebur; Numida
sculptile dentis opus ; and E'kE<fiavTivo^ dtcppoQ ;* at a
later period it was overlaid with gold, and conse-
quently we find 6i^povQ iwi^pvaovc, "dpovov^ kuto-

xpvaovg, rov 6l<j>pov rbv KexpvcrufiEvov, recurring con-
stantly in Dion Cassius, who frequently, however
employs the simple form di^pci upxi-i^ot. In shape
it long remained extremely plain, closely resembling
a common folding {plicatilis) camp-stool with crook-
ed legs. These last gave rise to the name uyKv7J>-

TTOvc 6i(ppoc, found in Plutarch ;* they strongly re-

mind us of elephant's teeth, which they may have
been intended to imitate, and the Emperor Aurelian
proposed to construct one in which each foot was to

consist of an enormous tusk entire.*

The form of the sella curulis, as it is commonly
represented upon the denarii of the Roman families,

is given in p. 431. In the following cut are repre-

sented two pairs of bronze legs belonging to a sella

curulis preserved in the Museum at Naples,' and a
sella curulis copied from the Vatican collection.

II. Bisellium. The word is found in no classi-

cal author except Varro,* according to whom it

means a seat large enough to contain two persons.
We learn from various inscriptions that the right

of using a seat of this kind upon public occasions
was granted as a mark of honour to distinguished

persons by the magistrates and people in provincial

towns. The-e are examples of this in an inscrip-

tion found at /isa, which called forth the long, learn-

ed, rambling dissertation of Chimentelli,' and in

two others found at Pompeii.'" In another inscrip-

tion we have Biselliatus Honor ;" in another,**

containing the roll of an incorporation of carpenters,

one of the oflice-bearers is styled Colleo. I. Bibel-
LEARIUS."

1. (Dion Cass., liii., 30; Izxiv., 4. — Tacit., Ann., ii., 83, nxA
Comment, of Lips.— Spanheim, x., 2, () I.)— 2. (Cic. in Verr.,

II., ii., 38.—Val. Max., iii., 5, 1. — Tacit., Ann., i., 75. — Mart..

xi., 98, 18.)—3. (Liv., xxx., 11 ; xlii., 14. — Polyb., Eic. Legg..
cxii.—Cic. ad Fam., xv., 2. — Spanheim, lb., x., 4.) — 4. (Hor.,

Ep., i., 6, 53. — Ovid, ex Pont., iv., 9, 27.)— 5. (Marius, 5.)—

«

(Vopisc, Firm., 3.)—7. (Mus. Borb.,vol. vi., tav. 28.)—8. (Ling.
Lat., v., 128, ed. MuUer.) — 9. (Graev., Thes. Antiq. Rom., vol
vii., p. 2030.)— 10. (Orelli, Inscrip., n. 4048, 4044.)— 11. (Orelli

4043.)—12. (OreUi, 4055.)— 13. (Compare Orelli, 4046, 4047 >
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Two bronze bisellia were discovered at Pompeii,
and thus all uncertainty with regard to the form of
the seat has been removed. One of these is en-

ijraved above.'

III. Sella Gestatoria* or Fertoria,' a sedan
used both in town and country* by men* as well as
by women* {muliebris sella'). It is expressly dis-

tinguished from the Lectica,' a portable bed or

sofa, in which the person carried lay in a recumbent
position, while the sella was a portable chair in

which the occupant sat upright ; but they are some-
times confounded, as by Martial.' It differed from
the cathedra also, but in what the difference consist-

ed it is not easy to determine. {Vid, Cathedra.)
The sella was sometimes entirely open, as we infer

from the account given by Tacitus of the death of
Galba," but more frequently shut in." Dion Cas-
sius'* pretends that Claudius first employed the cov-
ered sella, but in this he is contradicted by Sueto-
nius" and by himself* It appears, however, not to

have been introduced until long after the lectica

was common, since we scarcely, if ever, find any
allusion to it until the period of the Empire. The
sellaj were made sometimes of plain leather, and
sometimes ornamented with bone, ivory, silver," or
gold,'* according to the rank or fortune of the pro-

prietor. They were furnished with a pillow to sup-
port the head and neck {cervicaV-'') ; when made
roomy, the epithet laxa was applied ;'* when smaller
than usual, they were termed sellula;^* the motion
was so easy that one might study without incon-
venience," while, at the same time, it afforded
healthful exercise.*'

IV. Sell/e of different kinds are mentioned in-

cidentally in ancient writers, accompanied by epi-

thets which serve to point out generally the purpo-
ses for which they were intended. Thus we read
of sellcR balnearcs, sella lonsorice, sella obstetricia,

tella familiarica v. pcrtusa, and many others. Both
Varro" and Festus*' have preserved the word seli-

quastrwm. The former classes it along with sedes,

»edile, solium, sellce ; the latter calls them " sedilia

anliqui generis ;'' and Arnobius includes them among
common articles of furniture. No hint, however,

1. (Mu«. Borbon., vol. ii., tav. 31.)— 2. (Suet., Ner., 26.—
VilolL, 16.—Amraian.,xxix.,2.)—3. (Cxi. Aurelian.,i., 9 ; li., 1.)— 4. (Tacit., Aon., xiv., 4. — Saet., Claud., 25.) — 5. (Tacit.,
Hi«t.,i., 35; iii,, 85.—Juv., vii., 141.—Mart., ix., 23.)—6. (Ta-
cit., Ann., xiv., 4.— Juv., i., 124. — Id., vi., 532.)— 7. (Suet.,
Otho, 6.)—8 (Suet., Claud.. 25.—Mart., x., 10 ; li., 98.—Sen-
oca, brev. vit., 12.)— 9. (iv., 51.)— 10. (Hist., i., 35, <tc.) — 11.
(Juv., i.. 126.—Suet., Ner., 26 —Vitel!., 16 —Otho, 6.)— 12. (Ix.,

8.)- 13. (Octav., 53.)— 14. (xlvii., 23; Ivi., 43.)— 15. (Lamp.,
Elagah., 4.)— 16. (Claud., Honor. Cons., iv., 683.)— 17. (Juv.,
vi., 532. and scliol.)— 18. (Senec, De Const., 14.)—19. iTacit.,
Hist., iii., 85.)—20. (Plin., Ep., iii., 5.)—21. (Senec., brev. vit.,

18.—Galen, De Tuend. Val., vi., 4.—Caliua AokI., L o.)—2S.
(L. L.V.. 128.)-23. (s. V.)

i« Riven by any of these authorities which could leaJ
us to conjecture the shape, nor is any additional
light thrown upon the question by Hyginus, who
tells us, when describing the constellations, that
Cassiopeia is sealed " tv siltquastro."

Of chairs in ordinary use for domestic purposes,
a great variety, many displaying great taste, has
been discovered in excavations, or are seen repro-

sented in ancient frescoes. The first cut annexed

represents a bronze one from the Museum at Na-
ples :* the second, two chairs, of which the one on

the right hand is in the Vatican, and the other is .ta-

ken from a painting at Pompeii.* A chair of a very
beautiful form is given in the Mus. Borb.'

V. SellvE Equestres. {Vid. Ephippium.)
SE'MATA. {Vid. FiiNUs, p. 457.)

SEMEIO'TICA (to IiTjfieiuTiKov), one of the five

parts into which, according to some authors, the
ancients divided the whole science of medicine.
{Vid. Medicina.) The more ancient name for this

branch of medicine was Diagnostica {to diayvuari-
aov), but in Galen's time the more common name
appears to have been Semeiotica. Its particular

province was the studying the symptoms of diseas-

es, so as to be able to form a correct judgment as
to their precise nature, and also to foretell with tol-

erable accuracy their probable termination. It was
divided into three parts, comprehending, I. the
knowledge of the past accidents and history of the
disease; II. the inspection and study of the patient's

actual condition ; and. III. the prognosis of the event
of his illness. As perhaps this branch of medicine
depends less on the state of science, and more oi

observation and natural acuteness than any other
this is the part in which the ancients laboured un-

der the fewest disadvantages, and approached most
nearly to ourselves. They seem also to have paid
particular attention to the study of it, and their wri-
tings on this subject are still well worth consulting.
Its necessity is insisted on by Galen and .\lexander
Trallianus ; and the author of the treatise De Arte,

in the Hippocratic collection, seems to think the
knowing the nature of a di.sease almost the same as
curing it. There are so many anecdotes of the skill

and acuteness of the ancients in diagnosis and prog-

nosis, that it is difficult to select the most striiiing.

That of Erasistratiis is well known, whodiscoverwi
that the secret disease of which Antiochus, the son
of Seleucus Nicator, was dying, was in fact no-

thing but his love for his stepmother Stratonice.*

1. (Mus. Borb., vol. vi., tav. 28.)—2. (Id., vol. xii., tiv. 3.)—
3. (vol. viii., tav. 20.)—4. (Appian, De Reb. Syr.. 59, Ac—Plul.,

Demetr., c. 38, p. 907.—Suidas, s. v 'Epa^.—Val. Max., v., T.<
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Many instances are recorded of Galen's extraordi-

nary penetration, insomuch that he ventured to say

that, by the assistance of the Deity, lie had never

been wrong in his prognosis.' Asclepiades is said

to have gained a great reputation by discovering that

a man who was supposed to be dead, and was on

the point of being buried, was in fact alive ;' and

several similar instances are upon record. It must
not, however, be supposed, that the natural acute-

ness of the ancients enabled them, in this branch of

medicine, to overcome the force of vulgar prejudices,

which so distinctly appear in other parts of their

writings ; on the contrary, on some subjects (as,

for example, everything connected with generation)

their prognosis was formed on the most ridiculous

and superstitious grounds.

In the Hippocratic collection, the following works
are found on this subject, of which, however, only

the first is considered as undoubtedly genuine :'

1. TlpoyvuariKOV, Prcenotioncs ; 2. KuoKal Upoyvu-

atig, Pran>jtiones Coaca, supposed to be more an-

cient than Hippocrates ; 3. Upop^r/TiKov, Pradic-

timies, in two books, of which the former is prob-

ably anterior to Hippocrates, the second cannot be

older than Aristotle and Praxagoras ;* 4. Uepl Xv-

fiiov, De Humoribus ; 5. Uepl Kpiasow, De Judicati-

onibus ; 6. Uepl Kpiaifiuv, De Diebus Judicatoriis.

Aretaeus has left four valuable books Uepl Ai-iijv

Kol '^Tifieiuv 'O^suv Kal Xpoviuv UaOiJv, De Causis

et Signis Acutorum et Diuturnorum Morborum. Ga-
len's six books, Uepl tuv HeTTOvdoruv Tukuv, De Lo-

cis Affcctis, are not unfrequently quoted by the title

of AtayvuGTiK^, Diagnostica,^ and treat chiefly of

this subject.' We have also various other works
by Galen on the same subject. Stephanus Atheni-

ensis has written a Commentary on the Prcenotioncs

of Hippocrates ; and these (as far as the writer is

aware) are all the work^ of the ancients that re-

main upon this subject

SEMENTIVtE FERL«. {Vid. Feria, p. 436.)

SEMIS, SEMISSIS. {Vid. As, p. 110.)

SEMPIIO'NI.'E LEGES, the name of various

hws proposed by Tiberius and Caius Sempronius
Gracchus.

Agraria. In B.C. 133 the tribune Tib. Grac-

chus revived the Agrarian law of Licinius {vid.

RooATioNEs LiciNiiE) : he proposed that no one
should possess more than 500 jugera of the public

land {ne quis ex publico agro plus quam quingenta

jiigcra possiderel''), and that the surplus land should

be divided among tho poor citizens, who were not

to have the power of alienating it :* he also pro-

posed, as a compensation to the possessors deprived

of the land on which they had frequently made im-

provements, that the former possessors should have
the full ownership of 500 jugera, and each of their

sons, if they had any, half that quantity :' finally,

that three commissioners {triumviri) should be ap-

pointed every year to carry the law into effect.'*

This law naturally met with the greatest opposi-

tion, but was eventually passed in the year in which
it was proposed, and Tib. Gracchus, C. Gracchus,
and Appius Claudius were the three commissioners
appointed under it. It was, however, never car-

ried fully into effect, in consequence of the mur-
der of Tib. Gracchus. The other measures con-
templated by Tib. Gracchus" do not require to be
mentioned here, as they were never brought for-

ward.' In consequence of the difficultic? wnich
were experienced in carrying his brother's agrarian
law into effect, it was again brought forward by
C. Gracchus B.C. 123."

De Capite Civium 11omanoru.m, proposed by C.
Gracchus B.C. 123, enacted that the people only
should decide respecting the caput or civil condi«

tion of a citizen {nc de capita civium Romanorum in-

jvssu vestro judicarelur'). This law continued in

force till the latest times of the Republic.

Frumentaria, proposed by C. Gracchus B.C
123, enacted that corn should be sold by the statt

to the people once a month at ^ths of an as for

each modius {ut semisse et triente frumcnium plebi

daretur*) : Livy says semissis et triens, that is 6 oz.

and 4 oz. =10 oz., because there was no coin to

represent the dextans {Vid. As, p. 110.) Respect-
ing this law, see also Appian, Bell. Civ., i., 21.

—

Plut., C. Gracchus, 5. — Veil. Pat., ii., 6.— Cic,
Tusc, iii., 20; Pro Sext., 48.—Schol. Bob., Pro
Sext., p. 300, 303, ed. Oro'li.

JuDiciARiA. {Vid. Judex, p. 553.)

MiLiTARis, proposed by C. Gracchus B.C. 123,

enacted that the soldiers should receive their cloth-

ing gratis, and that no one should be enrolled as

a soldier under the age of seventeen.* Previously

a fixed sum was deducte.d from the pay for all

clothes and arms issued to the soldiers.'

Ne quis Judicio circumveniretur, proposed by

C. Gracchus B.C. 123, punished all who conspired

to obtain the condemnation of a person in a judi-

cium publicum. One of the provisions of the lex

Cornelia de Sicariis was to the same effect.' {VH.
Cornelia Lex, p. 308.)

De Provinciis Consularibus, proposed by C.
Cracchus B.C. 123, enacted that the senate should

fix each year, before the comitia for electing the
consuls were held, the two provinces which were to

be allotted to the two new consuls.*

There was also a Sempronian law concerning tho

province of Asia, which probably did not form part

of the lex De Provinciis Consularibus, which enact-

ed that the taxes of this province should be let out

to farm by the censors at Rome.* This law was
afterward repealed by J. Ca»sar."*

SEMU'NCIA. {Vid. Uncia.)

SEMUNCIA'RIUM FUNUS
(
Vid. Interest or

Money, p. 547.)

SENA'TUS. In all the republics of antiquity,

the government was divided between a senate and a
popular assembly ; and in cases where a king stood

at the head of affairs, as at Sparta and in early

Rome, the king had little more than the executive.

A senate in the early times was always regarded

as an assembly of elders, which is, in fact, the

meaning of the Roman senatus as of the Spartan
yepovaia, and its members were elected from among
the nobles of the nation. The number of senators

in the ancient republics always bore a distinct re-

lation to the number of tribes of which the nation

was composed. {Vid. Boule, Gerousia, p. 473.)

Hence, in the earliest times, when Rome consisted

of only one tribe, its senate consisted of one hun-

dred members {scnatores or patrcs ; compare Pa-

TRicii) ; and when the Sabine tribe, or the Titles,

became united with the Latin tribe, or the Ramnes,
the number of senators was increased to two hun
dred." This number was again augmented by one

I. (Comment, iu Hinpocr., lib. i., " De Morb. Vulgar.," I) 8, 20,
torn, xviii., pt. i., p. 383.)—2. (Plin., H. N.,Tii., 37 ; xxvi., 8.—
C«l8., De Med., ii., 6. — Apul., Florid., iv., p. 362.)— 3. {Vid.
Choulant, Handb. der Biicherkuiide fUr die .Xltere Medecin,
Leipzig, 8vo, 1841.)— 4. (Vid. Littr6's Hippocr., Introd.) — 5.

(Vtj. note on Theophr. Protospath., De Corp. llum. Fubr., p.

188, ed. Oxon.)—6. (Vid. Galen, ibid, init., tom. viii., p. 1.)—7.
{LiT.,Epit.,58.)—8. (Appian, Bell. Civ., i., 10,27.)—9. (Id.,i.,9,

11.)— 10. (Id., i., 9.—Liv., 1. c—VeU Paterc, ii., 2.—Aurel.
Vict., Do Vir. 111., 64.)— 11. (Lir.,!. c,

R64

1. (Compare Plut , Tib.Gracch., 8-14.)—2. (Liv., Epit., 60.-

Vell. Pat., ii., 6.— Plut., C. Gracch., 5. — Florus, iii., 15.) —3.
(Cic, Pro Rabir., 4 ; in Cat., iv., 5 ; in Verr., 11., v., 63.—Plut.,
C. Gracch., 4.)— 4. (Liv., Epit., 60.)—5. (Plut., C. Gracch., 5.)—

6. (Polyb., vi., 39, <> 15.) — 7. (Cic, Pro Clueut., 55, 5().)—

8

(S-Jlusl, Jug., 27.—Cic, De Prov. Cons., 2 ; Pro Domo, 9.)—

9

(Cic. in Verr., 11., iii., 6; ad Alt., i., 17.)— 10. (Dion Csm.,
xlii, 6. — Appian, Bel' Civ., v., 4.) — 11. (i)ionji., ii., 47.-

Plut., Rom., 20.)
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kindnul when the third tribe, or the Luceres, be-

^ime incorporated with the Roman state. Dionys-

lus' and Livy' place this last event in the reign of

Tarquinius Priscus ; Cicero,' who agrees with the

two historians on this point, states that Tarquinius

doubled the number of senators, according to which
we are obliged to suppose that before Tarquinius

the senate consisted only of 150 members. This
difference, however, may be accounted for by the

supposition, that at the time of Tarquinius Priscus

a number of seats in the senate had become va-

cant, which he filled up at the same time that he
added 100 Luceres to the senate, or else that Cicero

regarded the Luceres, in opposition to the two oth-

er tribes, as a second or a new half of the nation,

and thus incorrectly considered their senators like-

wise as the second or new half of that body. The
new senators added by Tarquinius Priscus were
distinguished from those belonging to the two old-

61 tribes by the appellation patres minorum ffenCi-

«m, as previously those who represented the Tities

had been distinguished by the same name from
those who represented the Ramnes.* Servius Tul-
lius did not make any change in the composition
of the senate ; but under Tarquinius Superbus the

number of senators is said to have become very
much diminished, as this tyrant put many to death,

and sent others into exile. Tliis account, howev-
er, appears to be greatly exaggerated, and it is a
probable supposition of Niebuhr,* that several va-

cancies in the senate arose from many of the sen-

ators accompanying the tyrant into his exile. The
vacancies which had thus arisen were filled up im-
mediately after the establishment of the Republic,

by L. Junius Brutus, as some writers state,* or, ac-

cording to Dionysius,' by Brutus and Valerius Pub-
licola, and, according to Plutarch" and Festus,' by
Valerius Publicola alone. All, however, agree that

the persons who were on this occasion made sen-

ators were noble plebeians of equestrian rank.

Dionysius states that the noblest of the plebeians

were first raised to the rank of patricians, and that

then the new senators were taken from among
them. But this appears to be incompatible with
the name by which they were designated. Had
they been made patricians, they would have been
patres like the others, whereas now the new sena-

tors are said to have been distinguished from the
old t nes by the name of conscripti.^^ Hence the

lufior.'ary mode of addressing the whole senate
V ncefo.th always was patres conscripti, that is, pa-
I'ca el conscripti. There is a statement that the
number of these new senators was 164;" but this,

18 Niebuhr has justly remarked, is a fabrication,

perhaps of Valerius of Antium, which is contradict-

ed by all subsequent history.

Henceforth the number of 300 senators appears
to have remained unaltered for several centuries."

C. Sempronius Gracchus was the first who at-

tempted to m£ike a change, but in what this con-
'iisted is not certain. In the epitome of Livy it is

expressly stated that he intended to add 600 equi-

tes to the number of 300 senators, which would
have made a senate of 900 members, and would
have given a great preponderance to the equites.

This appears to be an absurdity." Plutarch** states

that Gracchus added to the senate 300 equites,

whom he was allowed to select from the whole
body of equites, and that he transferred the judicia

to this new senate of 600. This account seems to

be founded upon a confusion of the lex Judiciaria of

1. (iii., 67.)—a. (i., 35.)—3. (De Republ., ii., 20.)—4. (Diony*.,

li., 57.)—5. (Hi«t. of Rome, i.,526.)—fl. (Liv., ii., l.)-7. (t., 13.)

—8. (Publ., 11.)—9. (s.v.QjiPatres.)- 10. (Liv.,ii., 1.—Festus,
•. T. Conscripti and Adlecti.)— 11. (Plut., Publ., 11.—Fest., s. t.

Qui patres.)—12. (Liv., Epit., 60.)— 13. (GOttliiw, Getch. d.

Rdm. Siaaur., p. 437.)—14. (C. Gracch., 5, &c.)
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C. Gracchus with the later one of Livius Drosos,*
and all the other writers who mention the lex Ju-
diciaria of C. Gracchus do not allude to any change
or increase in the number of senators, but merely
state that he transferred the judicia from the sen-
ate to the equites, which remained in their posses-
sion till the tribuneship of Livius Drusus The
latter proposed that, as the senate consisted of 300,
an equal number of equites should be elected (upio
Tivdrjv) into the senate, and that »n future the judi
ces should be taken from this senate of GOO.' Aftei
the death of Livius Drusus, however, this law was
abolished by the senate itself, on whose behalf it

had been proposed, and the senate now again con-
sisted of 300 members. During the civil war be-
tween Marius and Sulla, many vacancies must
have occurred in the senate. Sulla, in his dicta-

torship, not only filled up these vacancies, but in-

creased the number of senators. All we know of
this increase with certainty is, that he caused
about 300 of the most distinguished equites to be
elected into the senate ;' but the real increase
which he made to the number of senators is not
mentioned anywhere. It appears, however, hence-
forth to have consisted of between five and six

hundred.* J. Caesar augmented the number to 900,
and raised to this dignity even common soldiers,

freedmen, and peregrini.* This arbitrariness in

electing unworthy persons into the senate, and of
extending its number at random, was imitated af-

ter the death of Caesar, for on one occasion there
were more than one thousand senators.* Augus-
tus cleared the senate of the unworthy members,
who were contemptuously called by the people 0» •

cini senatores, reduced its number to 600,' and or-

dained that a list of the senators should always b
exhibited to public inspection.* During the firs

centuries of the Empire, this number appears, o
the whole, to have remained the same ; but, as ev
erything depended upon the will of the emperor,
we can scarcely expect to find a regular and fixed

number of them.' During the latter period of the
Empire their number was again very much dimin-
ished.

With respect to the eligibility of persons for the
senate, as well as to the manner in which they
were elected, we must distinguish between the sev-

eral periods of Roman history. It was formerly a
common opinion, founded upon Livy'" and Festus,"
wliich has in modern times found new supporters
in Iluschke and Rubino, that in the early period of

Roman history the kings appointed the members
of the senate at their own discretion. It has, how-
ever, been shown by Niebuhr and others, with in-

controvertible arguments, that the populus of Rixne
was the real sovereign ; that all the powers which
the kings possessed were delegated to them by the
populus ; and that the senate was an assembly
formed on the principle of representation : it rep-

resented the populus, and its members were elect-

ed by the populus. Dionysius" is therefore right

in stating that the senators were elected by the
populus, but the manner in which he describes the
election is erroneous, for he believes that the three

tribes were already united when the senate con-
sisted of only one hundred members, and that the
senators were elected by the curies. Niebuhr"
thinks that each gens sent its decurio, who was its

alderman, to represent it in the senate ; Gottling,**

on the other hand, believes, with somewhat more

1. (Walter, Gesch. d. ROm. Rechte, p. 944.)—2. (Appian, Ci^
il., i., 35.—Aurel. Vict., De Vir. lUustr., 66—Liv., Epit., 71J—
3. (Appian, Civil., i., 100.)—4. (Cio. ad Alt., i., 14.)- 5. (Dion
Cass., iliii., 47.—Suet., Jul., 80.)—6. (Suet., Octav., 34.)—7.
(Dion Cass., liv., 14.)—8. (Id., Iv., I)—9. (Dion Caas., liii., 17.)

—10. (i., 8.)— 11. (•. V. Prateriti senatores.)—12. (ii., 14.)—11
(i , p. 336.)—14. (p. 151.—Compare p. n.)
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probability, that each decury (the de/coc of Dionys-

ius), which 'contained either a part of one or parts

of several smaller gentes, had to appoint one old

man by whom it was represented in the senate,

and a younger one as eques. This supposition re-

moves the difficulty respecting the decurio which
has been pointed out by Walter ;' for the decurio

was the commander of a division of the army, and,

as such, could not well have been of the age of a
senator. As each decury or gens appointed one
senator, each cury was represented by ten, each
iribe by one hundred, and the whole populus by
three hundred senators, all of whom held their dig-

nity for life. The plebeians, as such, were not rep-

resented in the senate, for the instances in which
plebeians are mentioned as being made senators,

as in the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, and after the
abolition of the kingly power, cannot be regarded

in any other light than mere momentary measures,
which the government was obliged to adopt for

several reasons, and without any intention to ar>-

point representatives of the plebes.' The cumbers
of such plebeian senators, at any rate, iriiisc have
»een much smaller than they are stated by our au-

thorities, for there is no instance of any plebeian

senator on record until the year 439 B.C., when
Spurius Maelius is mentioned as senat>r. The
senate itself appears to have had some influence

upon the election of new members, inasir-dch as it

might raise objections against a person elected.'

The whole senate was divided into decuries, each
of which corresponded to a curia. When the sen-

ate consisted of only one hundred members, there
were, accordingly, only ten decuries of senators

;

and ten senators, one being taken from each decu-
ry, formed the decern primi who represented the ten
uries. When, subsequently, the representatives

f the two other tribes were admitted into the sen-

te, the Ramnes, with their decern primi, retained

for a time their superiority over the two other
tribes,* and gave their votes first.' The first among
the decem primi was the princeps senatus, who was
appointed by the king,' and was, at the same time,

custos urbis. (Vid. PRiEPEcxus Urbi.) Respect-
ing the age at which a person might be elected
into the senate during the kingly period, we know
no more than what is indicated by the name sena-
tor itself, that is, that they were persons of advan-
ced age.

It can scarcely be imagined that, immediately af-

ter the establishment ofthe Republic, the election of
senators should at once have passed from the de-
curies or gentes into the hands of the magistrates,
and we must therefore suppose that, at least for a
time, the senators were appointed by the gentes,
decuries, or perhaps by the curies. Afterward,
however, the right to appoint senators belonged to
the consuls, consular tribunes, and subsequently to
the censors.' This fact has been alleged in sup-
port of the opinion that formerly the kings had the
same privilege, especially as it is stated that the
republican magistrates elected their personal friends
to the senatorial dignity {conjunctissimos sibi quis-
gue patricivrum legehant) ; but this statement is, as
Niebuhr justly remarks, founded upon a total igno-
rance of the nature of the Roman senate. It

should not be forgotten that the power of electing
senators possessed by the republican magistrates
was by no means an arbitrary power, for the sena-
tors were always taken from among those who
were equites, or whom the people had previously

1. (Gesch. Am R5m. Rechts, p. 23, n. 12.)—2. (Niebuhr, i.,

p. 586, &c.)—3. (Dionys., vii., 55.)—4. (Dionys., ii., 58 ; iii., 1.—Plut., Num., 3 )—5. (Dionys., vi., 84.)—6. (Dionys., ii., 12.—
Lyd., De Mens., i., 19.)—7. (L'v., ji., 1.—Fettus, •. t. Prcteriti
•uau-res.)
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invested with a magistracy, so that, i'l '-eaiity, tM
people themselves always nominated tfte ^.andidatea
for the senate, which on this accouhc remained, as
before, a representative assembly. From the year
487 B.C., the princeps senatus was no longer ap-

pointed for life, but became a magistrate appointed
by the curies, and the patres minorum gentmm
were likewise eligible to this dignity ' It more
over appears that all the eurule magistrates, and
also the quaestors, had, by virtue of their office, a
seat in the senate, which they retained after the
year of their office was over, and it was from these
ex-magistrates that the vacancies occurring in the
senate were generally filled up.

After the institution of the censorship, the cen
sors alone had the right to elect new members into
the senate from among the ex-magistrates, and to
exclude such as they deemed unworthy.' {Vid.

NoTA Censoria.) The exclusion was effected by
simply passing over the namtes and not entering
them into the list of senators, whence such men
were called prateriti senatores.^ On one extraordi-

nary occ.'ision the eldest among the ex-censors
was invested with dictatorial power to elect new
members into the senate.* The censors were
thus, O'.i the one hand, confined in their elections
to suc'i persons as had already received the confi-

dence of the people, and, on the other, they were
expressly directed by the lex Ovinia tribunicia to
elect "ea: omni ordine optimum qucmque curiatim.'''*

Thi« obscure lex Ovinia is referred by Niebuhr* to

the admission of the conscripti into the senate, but
it evidently belongs to a much later period, and
was meant to be a guidance to the censors, as he
himself afterward acknowledged.' The ordo men-
tioned in this lex is the ordo senatorius, i. e., men
who were eligible to the senate from the office

they had held.* The expression curiatim is very
difficult to explain ; some believe that it refers to
the fact that tlie new senators were only appointed
with the sanction of the senate itself,' and in the
presence of the lictors, who represented the curies.

From the time that the eurule magistrates had
the right to take their seats in the senate, we must
distinguish between two classes of senators, viz ,

real senators, or such as had been regularly raised

to their dignity by the magistrates or the censors,
and such as had, by virtue of the office which they
held or had held, a right to take their seats in the
senate and to speak {sententiam dicere, jus senUntia),

but not to vote." To this ordo senatorius also be-
longed the pontifex maximus and the flamen dialis.

The whole of these senators had, as we have sta-

ted, no right to vote, but when the others had
voted they might step over to join the one or the
other party, whence they were called senatores pe-
darii, an appellation which had in former times been
applied to those juniores who were not consulars."
A singular irregularity in electing members of the
senate was committed by Appius Claudius Caecus,
who elected into the senate sons of freedmen ;'• but
this conduct was declared illegal, and had no fai

ther consequences.
When, at length, all the stat o offices had become

equally accessible to the plebeians and the patri-

cians, and when the majority of offices were held

by ilie former, their number in the senate naturallj

increased in proportion. The senate had gradually

become an assembly representing the j>eople, aa

formerly it had represented the populus, and down

1. (Niebuhr, ii.,p. 119.)—2. (Zon., vii., 19.—Compare Cic, E)»

Legg., iii., 12.)- 3. (Fest., s. v.)—4. (Liv.. xxiii., 22.)— 5. (Fe»t..

I.e.)—6. (i., p. 527.)—7. (li., p. 40^ . n. 855.—Compare Waller
p. 100, n. 68.)—8. (Liv., xxii., 49.)—9. (Dionys., vii., 55.— C.c.

Philipp., v., 17.)— 10. (Gell., lii., 18.—Fest.. s. v. SenatorB».)l.

11. (Gell., 1. c—Compare Niebuhi. ii.,p. 114.—Walter, p. 144
—12. (Liv., ix., 29, 46.—Aur. Vict., De Vir. llla»tr M >
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tc the last century of the Republic the senatorial

dignity was only regarded as one conferred by the

people.' 13ut, notwithstanding this apparently pop-

ular character of the senate, it was never a popular

or democratic assembly, for now its members be-

longed to the nobilcs, who were as aristocratic as

the patricians. {Vid. Novi Homines.) The office

of princeps senatus, which had become independent

of that of praetor urbanus, was now given by the

censors, and at first always to the eldest araoufj the

ex-censors, but afterward to any dther senator

whom they thought most worthy, and, unles.", there

was any charge to be made against him, ho was
re-el»cted at the next lustrum. This distinction,

however, great as it was, afforded neither power
nor advantages,' and did not even confer the privi-

lege of presiding at the meetings of the senate,

which only belonged to those magistrates who had
the right to convoke the senate.*

It has been supposed by Niebuhr* that a senato-

rial census existed at Rome at the commencement
of the second Punic war, but the words of Livy* on
which this supposition is founded seem to be too

vague to admit of such an inference. Gottling' in-

fers from Cicero* that Caesar was the first who in-

stituted a senatorial census, but the passage of
Cicero is still more inconclusive than that of Livy,

and we may safely take it for granted that during
the whole of the republican jieriod no such census
existed,' although senators naturally always be-

longed to the wealthiest classes. The institution

of a census for senators belongs altogether to the

time of the Empire. Augustus first fixed it at

40U,000 sesterces, afterward increased it to double

this sum, and at last even to 1,200,000 sesterces.

Those senators whose property did not amount to

this sum, received grants from the emperor to make
it up.'* Subsequently it seems to have become cus-

tomary to remove from the senate those who had
lost their property through their own prodigality

and vices, if they did not quit it of their own ac-

cord." Augustus also, after having cleared the

senate of unworthy members, introduced a new
and reanimating element into it, by admitting men
from the municipia, the colonies, and even from the

provinces." When an inhabitant of a province was
honoured in this manner, the province was said to

receive the jus senatus. Provincials who were
made senators, of course, went to reside at Rome,
and, with the exception of such as belonged to Sici-

ly or to Gallia Narbonensis, they were not allowed
to visit their native countries without a special per-

mission of the emperor." In order to make Rome
or Italy their new home, the provincial candidates
for the senate were subsequently always expected
to acquire landed property in Italy.'* On the whole,
however, the equites remained during the first cen-
turies of the Empire the seminarium senatus, which
they had also been in the latter period of the Re-
publiCs

As regards the age at which a person might be-
come a senator, we have no express statement for

the time of the Republic, although it appears to

have been fixed by some custom or law, as the
ajtas senatoria is frequently mentioned, especially

during the latter period of the Republic. But we
may by induction discover the probable age. We
know that, according to the lex annalis of the trib-

une Villius, the age fixed for the qusestorship was
1. (Cic, Pro Sext., 65 ; Ue Legrg., iii., 12 ; c. Verr., II., iv.,

II ; Pro Cluent., 58.)— 2. (Liv., uvii., 11.)—3. (Zonar., vii.,

19.)— 4. (Cell., ii»., 7.— Cic, De Legg., iii., 4.) — 5. (iii., p.
406.)—«. (xiiv., 11.)—7. (p. 346.)— 8. (ad Fam., xiii., 5.)— 9.

(I'lin., H.N.,xiv., I.)— 10. (Suet., Octav., 41.—Dion Cass., liv.,

17, 26, 30; Iv., ]3.) — 11. (Tacit., Ann»l., ii., 48; xii., 52.—
Suet., Tib., 47.)—12. (Tacit., Aunal., iii., 55 ; xi., 25.—Suet.,
Ve8p.,9.)— 13. (Tacit., Annal.,xii., 23 —Dion Cass., Iii., 45; Ix.,

25.)— 14. (Plin., Epist ,vi., 19.)

thirty-or.e.' Now as it might happen t lat a quss*
tor was made a senator immediately after the expi-

ration of his office, we may presume that the earli-

est age at which a man could become a senator
was thirty-two. Augustus at last fixed the sena-
torial age at twenty-five,* which appears to have
remained unaltered throughout the time of the
Empire.
No senator was allowed to carry on any mercan

tile business. About the commencement of the
second Punic war, some senators appear to have
violated this law or custom, and, in order to pre-

vent its recurrence, a law was passed, with the ve-
hement opposition of the senate, that none of its

members should be permitted to possess a ship of
more than 300 amphorae in tonnage, as this was
thought sufficiently large to convey to Rome the
produce of their estates abroad.' It is clear, how
ever, from Cicero,* that this law was frequently vi-

olated.

Regular meetings of the senate {senatus lefrilimus)

took place during the Republic, and probably during
the kingly period also, on the calends, nones, and
ides of every month :* extraordinary meetings {sen-

atus indiclus) might be convoked on any other day,
with the exception of those which were atri, and
those on which comitia were held.^ The right of
convoking the senate during the kingly period be-
longed to the king, or to his vicegerent, the custos
urbis.' (Vid. Pr^fectus Urbi.) This right was
during the Republic transferred to the curule ma-
gistrates, and at last to the tribunes also. Under
the Empire, the consuls, praetors, and tribunes con-
tinued to enjoy the same privilege,' although the

emperors had the same.* If a senator did not ap-

pear on a day of meeting, he was liable to a rinfe, fo:

which a pledge was taken (
pignoris captio) until it

was paid.'* Under the Empire, the penalty for noi
appearing without sufficient reason was increased."
Towards the end of the Republic it was decreed
that, during the whole month of February, the sen-

ate should give audience to foreign ambassadors on
all days on which the senate could lawfully meet,
and that no other matters should be discussed until

these affairs were settled."

The places where the meetings of the senate
were held (curice, senacula) were always inaugu-
rated by the augurs. [Vid. Tkmplum.) The most
ancient place was the Curia Hostilia, in which
alone, originally, a senatus consultum could be made.
Afterward, however, several temples were used for

this purpose, such as the Temple of Concordia, a

place near the Temple of Bellona (vid. Legatcs),
and one near the Porta Capena." Under the em-
perors the senate also met in other places : under
Caesar, the Curia Julia, a building of immense splen-

dour, was conmienced ; but subsequently meetings
of the senate were not seldom held in the house of

a consul.

When, in the earliest times, the king or the custos

urbis, after consulting the pleasure of the gods by
auspices, had convoked the senate {senatum edicere,

convocare), he opened the session with the words
" Quod bonum, faustum, felix forlunatumque sit pop-

ulo Romano Quiritibus," and then laid before the as-

sembly {referre, relatio) what he had to propose.

The president then called upon the members to dis-

cuss the matter, and when the discussion was over,

1. (Or«lli, Onom., iii., p. 133.)—3. (Dion Cass., Iii., 3a)—a.
(Liv.. xxi.. 63.)—4. (c. Verr., II., v., 18.)—5. (Cic. ad Q. FnU.,
ii., 13.)-«. (Cic. ad Q. Frat., ii., 2.) — 7. (Dionys., ii., 8.) — 8.

(Dion Cass., Ivi., 47 ; lix., 24.—Tacit., Hist., iv., 39.)—9. (Dioo
Cass., liii., 1 ; liv., 3.)— 10. (GeU., xiv., 7.—Liv., iii., 88.—Cic,
De Leg?., iii., 4.— Philip., i., 5.—Plut., Cic, 43.) — 11. (Dion
Cass., liv., 18; Iv., 3; Ix., 11.)— 12. (Cic ad Q. Frat., ii., IS;

ad Fam., i., 4.) — 13. (Fest., s. v. Senacula.— Varro, D« Line
Lat., iv., p. 43, ed. Bip.)
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•ery member gave his vote. The majority of

votes always decided a question. The majority

was ascertained either by numeratio or by discessio,

that is, the president either counted the votes,' or

the men who voted on the same side joined togeth-

er, and thus separated from those who voted other-

wise. This latter method of voting appears in later

times to have been the usual one, and, according to

Capito,* the only legitimate method. {Vid. Sen-

ATUS CoNSULTUM.)
The subjects laid before the senate partly be-

longed to the internal affairs of the state, partly to

legislation, and partly to the finance ; and no meas-

ure could be brought before the populus without

having previously been discussed and prepared by
the senate. The senate was thus the medium
through which all affairs of the whole government
had to pass : it considered and discussed whatever
measures the king thought proper to introduce, and
had, on the other hand, a perfect control over the

assembly of the populus, which could only accept

or reject what the senate brought before it. When
a king died, the royal dignity, until a successor was
elected, was transferred to the decem primi,' each
of whom, in rotation, held this dignity for five days.

The candidate for the royal power was first de-

cided upon by the interreges, who then proposed
him to the whole senate, and, if the senate agreed
with the election, the inteirex of the day, at the

command of the senate, proposed the candidate to

the comitia, and took their votes respecting him.*

The will of the gods was then consulted by the au-

gurs, and when the gods too sanctioned the elec-

tion,* a second meeting of the populus was held, in

which the augurs announced the sanction of the

gods. Hereupon the king was invested with the
powers belonging to his office.

Under the Republic, the right of convoking the

senate was at first only possessed by the dictators,

prajtors, or consuls, interreges, and the praefectus

urbi, who also, like the kings of former times, laid

before the senate the subjects for deliberation.

The power of the senate was at first the same as

under the kings, if not greater : it had the general

care of the public welfare, the superintendence of
all matters of religion, the management of all af-

fairs with foreign nations ; it commanded the levies

of troops, regulated the taxes and duties, and had,

in short, the supreme control of all the revenue
and expenditure. The order in which the sena-
tors spoke and voted was determined by their rank
as belonging to the majores or minores.* This
distinction of rank, however, appears to have ceas-
ed after the decemvirate, and even under the de-

cemvirate we have instances of the senators speak-
ing without any regular order.' It is also probable
that after the decemvirate vacancies in the senate
were generally filled with ex-magistrates, which
had now become more practicable, as the number
of magistrates had been increased. The tribunes
of the people likewise obtained access to the delib-

erations of the senate ;* but they had no seats in it

yet, but sat before the opened doors of the curia.'
The senate had at first had the right to propose to
the comitia the candidates for magistracies, but
tliis right was now lost : the comitia centuriata
had become quite free in regard to elections, and
were tio longer dependant upon the proposal of the
senate. The curies only still possessed the right to
sanction the election; but in the year B.C. 299
they were compelled to sanction any election of

1. (Fest., s. V. Numera.)—2. (ap. Cell., xiv., 7.)—3. (Liv., i.,

17.)—4. (Dioiiys., ii., 58 ; iii., 36 ; iv., 40, 80.—Compare Wai-
ter, p. 25, n. 28.)—5. (Liv., i., 18.)— 6. (Cic, De Renubl., ii.,

30.—Dionys., vi., 69 ; vii., 47.)—7. (Dionys., vi., 4, 16, 19, 21.—
LiT , ii , 39, 41.)—8. (Liv., iii., 69 ; vi., 1.)—9. (Val. Max., ii.,

9, * 7.)

magistrates which the comitia might make, befoip
it took place,' and this soon after became law by
the lex Maenia.* When, at last, the curies no longei

assembled for this empty show of power, the sen-
ate stepped into their place, and henceforth in elec-

tions, and soon after, also, in matters of legislation,

the senate had previously to sanction whatever the
comitia might decide.' After the lex Hortensia, a
decree of the comitia tributa became law even
without the sanction of the senate. The original

state of things had thus gradually become reversed,
and the senate had lost very important branches o\

its power, which had all been gained by the comi
tia tributa. {Vid. Tribunus Plebis.) In its rela-

tion to the comitia centuriata, however, the ancient
rules were still in force, as laws, declarations of
war, conclusions of peace, treaties, &c., were
brought before them, and decided by them on the
proposal of the senate.*

The powers of the senate, after both orders wero
placed upon a perfect equality, may be thus briefly

summed up. The senate continued to have the
supreme superintendence in all matters of religion ;•

it determined upon the manner in which a war was
to be conducted, what legions were to be placed at

the disposal of a commander, and whether new
ones were to be levied ; it decreed into what prov-
inces the consuls and praetors were to be sent {vid.

Provincia), and whose imperium was to be pro-

longed. The commissioners who were generally

sent out to settle the administration of a newly-con-
quered country were always appointed by the sen-
ate.* All embassies for the conclusion of peace or
treaties with foreign states were sent out by the
senate, and such ambassadors were generally sena-
tors themselves, and ten in number.' The 'Senate

alone carried on the negotiations with foreign am-
bassadors,* and received the complaints of subject
or allied nations, who always regarded the senate
as their common protector.' By virtue of this office

of protector, it also settled all disputes which might
arise among the municipia and colonies of Italy,"

and punished all heavy crimes committed in Italy

which might endanger the public peace and securi-

ty." Even in Rome itself, the judices, to whom the
praetor referred important cases, both public and
private, were taken from among the senators," and
in extraordinary cases the senate appointed especial

commissions to investigate them ;'* but such a
commission, if the case in question was a capital

offence committed by a citizen, required the sanc-

tion of the people.'* When the Republic was in

danger, the senate might confer unlimited power
upon the magistrates by the formula " videant con-

sules, ne quid rcspublica deiAmenti capiat,"^^ which
was equivalent to a declaration ofmartial law within

the city. This general care for the internal and
external welfare of the Republic included, as before,

the right to dispose over the finances requisite for

these purposes. Hence all the revenue and expendi-

ture of the Republic were under the direct admin-
istration of the senate, and the censors and quaes-

tors were only its ministers or agents. ( Vid. Cen-
sor, QuiESTOR.) All the expenses necessary for

the maintenance of the armies required the sanc-

tion of the senate before anything could be done,

and it might even prevent the triumph of a return-

1. (Cic. Brut., 14.— Aurel. Vict., De Vir. Iliustr., 33.) —2,
(Orelli, Oiiom., iii., p. 215.)—3. (Liv., i., 17.)—4. (Walter, p.

132.)—5. (Gellius, xiv.,7.)—6. (Liv.,xlv., 17.—Appinn,De Reb.

Hisp., 99; De Reb. Pun., 135.— SaU., Jug., 16.)—7. (Polyb.,

vi., 13.—Liv., passim.)—8. (Polyb., 1. c— Cic. in Vatin., c. 15.)

—9. (Liv., XXIX., 16 ; xxxix., 3 ; ilii., 14 ; iliii., 2.—Polyb., 1. c.)

—10. (Dionys., ii., 1.— Liv., ix., 20.—Varro, De Re Rust., lii.,

2.— Cic. ad Att., iv., 15 ; De Off., i., 10.)— 11. (Polyb., 1. c.)—
12. (Id., vi., 17.)— 13. (Liv., xxxviii., 54; xxxix., 14; xl., 37

44, &c.)— 14. (Polyb.,vi., 16.—Liv.,ixvi.,33, &c.)— 15. (Salln**

Cat., 29 —Cffis. De BeU. Civ., i., 5, 7.)
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<ng general, by refusing to sissigi. the money neces-

sary for it.' There are, howev3r, instances of a

general triumphing without the consent of the sen-

ate.'

How many members were required to be present

in order to constitute a full assembly is uncertain,

though it appears that there existed some regula-

tions on this point,' and there is one instance on

record in which at least one hundred senators were

required to be present.* The presiding magistrate

opened the business, and as the senators sat in the

following order, princeps senatus, consiilares, cen-

sorii, praetorii, aedilicii, tribunicii, qusestorii, it is

naturai to suppose that they were asked their opin-

ion and voted in the same manner {svo loco sen-

tenliam diccre^). Towards the end of the Republic,

the order in which the question was put to the

senators appears to have depended upon the dis-

cretion of the presiding consul,* who called upon
each member by pronouncing his name {nomina-

tim') ; but he usually began with the princeps sena-

tus,' or, if consules designati were present, with
them.' The consul generally observed all the

year round the same order in which he had com-
menced on the first of January.'" A senator, when
called upon to speak, might do so at full length, and
even introduce subjects not directly connected with

the point at issue." It depended upon the presi-

dent which of the opinions expressed he would put

to the vote, and which he would pass over.'* Those
men who were not yet real senators, but had only

a seat in the senate on account of the office they

held or had held, had no right to vote, but merely
stepped over to the party they wished to join, and
they were now called senatores pedarii.^^ When a

senatus consultum was passed, the consuls ordered

it to be written down by a clerk in the presence of

some senators, especially of those who had been
most interested in it or most active in bringing it

about.'* (Kid. Senatus Consultum.) Asenatewas
not allowed to be held before sunrise, or to be pro-

longed after sunset :'* on extraordinary emergen-
cies, however, this regulation was set aside.'*

During the latter part of the Republic the senate

was degraded in various ways by Sulla, Cassar, and
others, and on many occasions it was only an in-

stniment in the hands of the men in power. In

this way it became prepared for the despotic gov-

ernment of the emperors, when it was altogether

the creature and obedient instrument of the prin-

ceps. The emperor himself was generally also

princeps senatus," and had the power of convoking
both ordinary and extraordinary meetings,'* al-

though the consuls, praetors, and tribunes continued
to have the same right." The ordinary meetings,

according to a regulation of Augustus, were held
twice in every month.*" A full assembly required

the presence of at least 400 members, but Augustus
himself afterward modified this rule according to

the difference and importance of the subjects which
might be brought under discussion. *' At a later peri-

od we find that seventy, or even fewer, senators con-

stituted an assembly.** The regular president in the

1. (Polyb., vi., 15.) — 2. (Liv., iii., 63 ; vii., 17 ; ix., 37.) — 3.

(Liv., zxxviii., 44 ; xzxiz., 4.— Cic. ad Fam., viii., 5.— Festus,
«. V. Numera.)—4. (Liv., xxzix.. 18.)— 5. (Cic, Pliilip., t., 17 ;

xii* , 13, &c. ; ad Alt., xii., 21.) — 6. (Varro ap. Gcll., xiv., 7.)

—7. (Cic, c. Verr., i« , 64.)—a (Cic, Pro Sext., 32.)—9. iSal-
lurt. Cat., 50.—Appiaj., De Bell. Civ., ii., 5.)— 10. (Suet., C«s.,
21.)—11. (Cic, De Logg., iii., 18.— Cell., iv., 10.—Tacit., i» ii-

na'u, ;-..38; xiii., 49.—Compare Cic, Philip., vii.)— 12. (Polyb.,

xzxiii., 1.—Cic. ad Fam., i., 2; x., 12.— Cics., Ue Bell. Civ., i.,

3 )— 13. (Gel', xiii., 8.) — 14. (Polyb., vi., 12.—Cic, Do Orat.,

iii., 2, nd Fum., viii., 8.) — 15. (Varro ap. Cell., I.e.) — 16.

(Oion}-3., iii., 1? — Macrob., Sat., i., 4.) — 17. (Dion Cass., liii.,

I ; Ivii., 8 ; Ixxiii . 5.) — 18. (Dion Cass., liv., 3. — Lex De Im-
|ierio Vespas.)—19 (Tacit., Hist., iv., 39.—Dion Cass., Ivi., 47

;

lix., 24 ; Ix., 16, Ac )— 20. (Suet., Octav., 35.—Dion Cass., Iv.,

I.)—21 (Dion Cass., bv., 35 ; Iv., 3.1—22. (Lamprid., Alex. Sev.,

6)

assembly was a consul, or the emperor himself, if

he was invested with the consulship.' At extraor-

dinary meetings, he who convoked the senate wa«
at the same time its president. The emperor, how-
ever, even when he c3id not preside, had, by virtue

of his office of tribune, the right to introduce any
subject for discussion, and to make the senate de-
cide upon it.* At a later period this right was ex
pressly and in proper form conferred upon the em
peror, under the name o{jus relationia; and, accord-
ingly, as he obtained the right to introduce three oi

more subjects, the jus was called jus icrlia, guarta,

quintet, 4"C., relationis* The emperor introduced
his proposals to the senate by writing {oratio, libel-

lus, epistola principis), which was read in the senate
by one of his queestors.* {Vid. Orationes Prin-
CIP0M.) The praetors, that they might not be hi

ferior to the tribunes, likewise received the jus re-

lationis.* The mode of conducting the business,

and the order in which the senators were called

upon to vote, remained, on the whole, the same as

under the Republic ;* but when magistrates were
to be elected, the senate, as in former times the
comitia, gave their votes in secret with little tab-

lets.' The transactions of the senate were, from
the time of Caesar, registered by clerks appointed
for the purpose, under the superintendence of a
senator.* In cases which required secrecy (sena-

tus consultum taciturn), the senators themselves offi-

ciated as clerks.'

As the Roman emperor concentrated in his own
person aU the powers which had formerly been pos-
sessed by the several magistrates, and without
limitation or responsibility, it is clear that the sen-
ate, in its administrative powers, was dejiendant
upon the emperor, who might avail himself of its

counsels or not, just as he pleased. In the reign
of Tiberius, the election of magistrates was trans-

ferred from the people to the senate," which, how-
ever, was enjoined to take especial notice of those
candidates who were recommended to it by the em-
peror. This regulation remained, with a short in-

terruption in the reign of Caligula, down to the
third century, when we find that the princeps alone
exercised the right of appointing magistrates." At
the demise of an emperor, the senate had the right

to appoint his successor, in case no one had been
nominated by the emperor himself; but the senate
had in very rare cases an opportunity to exercise
this right, as it was usurped by the soldiers. The
aerarium, at first, still continued nominally to be
under the control of the senate," but the emperors
gradually took it under their own exclusive man-
agement," and the senate retained nothing but the
administration of the funds of the city (area puhlira),

which were distinct both from the aerarium and
from the fiscus,'*and the right of giving its opinion
upon cases connected with the fiscal law.'* Its

right of coining money was limited by Augustus to

copper coins, and ceased altogether in the reign of
Gallienus.'* Augustus ordained that no accusations
should any longer be brought before the comitia,"
and instead of them he raised the senate to a high
court of justice, upon which he conferred the right

of taking cognizance of capital offences conrunitted

1. (Plin., Epist., ii., 11.—Panegyr.,76.)—2. (Dion Cass., liii.,

32.—Lex De Imperio Vespas.)—3. ( Vopisc, Prob., 12.—J. Capit.,

Pert., 5.—M. Autonin., 6.—Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 1.)—4. (Dion
Cass., !iv., 25 ; li., 2.—Suet., Octav., 65 ; Tit., 6.—Tacit., Annal.,
xvi., 27.—Dig. 1, tit. 13, s. 1, ^ 2 and 4.)—5. (Dion Cass., Iv., 3.)— 6. (Plin., Epist., viii., 14; ix., 13).—7. (Id. ib., iii., 20; xi.,

5.)—8. (Snct.. Cses., 29.—Octav., 36.—Tacit., Annal., v., 4, <tc

—Spart., Hadr., 3. — Dion Cass., Ixxviii., 22.) —9. (J. Capitol

,

Gord., 20.)—10. (Veil. Palerc, ii., 124.—Tac , Annal., i., 15.—
Plin., Epist., iii., 20 ; vi,19.)—11. (Dig. 48, tit. 14, s. 1.)—18.

(Dion Cass., liii., 16, 22.) — 13. (Id. ib., Ixxi., 33. — Voniio
,

Aurel., 9, 12, 20.)— 14. (Vop., Aurcl., 20,45.)—15. (Dig. 49,tiV
14, •. 15 and 42.)—16. Eckhel, D. N. Pro)eg, c. 13.)— 17. (Dm
Cas3., Ivi., 40.)
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by senators,* of crimes against the state and the

person of the emperors,' and of crimes committed

Dy the provincial magistrates in the administration

of their provinces. The senate might also receive

appeals from other courts,' whereas, at least from

tho time of Hadrian, there was na appeal from a

sentence of the senate.* The princeps sometimes

referred cases which were not contained in the

above categories, or which he might have decided

himself, to the senate, or requested its co-opera-

tion.* Respecting the provinces of the senate, see

Provincia.

When Constantinople was made the second capi-

tal of the Empire, Constantine instituted also a

second senate in this city,* upon which Julian con-

ferred all the privileges of the senate of Rome.'
Both these senates were still sometimes consulted

by the emperors in an oratio upon matters of legis-

lation :* the senate of Constantinople retained its

share in legislation down to the ninth century.'

Each senate also continued to be a high court of jus-

tice, to which the emperor referred import,mt crimi-

nal cases.'" Capital offences committed by senators,

liowever, no longer came under their jurisdiction,

but either under that of the governors of provinces,

or of the prefects of the two cities." Civil cases
of senators likewise belonged to the forum of the

praefectus urbi." The senatorial dignity was now
obtained by descent," and by having held certain

offices at the court, or it was granted as an especial

favour by the emperor on the proposal of the sen-

ate.'* To be made a senator was indeed one of

the greatest honours that could be conferred, and
was more valued than in the times of the Republic

;

but its burdens were very heavy, for not only had
tiie senators to give public games," to make rich

presents to the emperors," and, in times of need,

extraordinary donations to the people," but, in ad-

dition, they had to pay a peculiar tax upon their

landed property, which was called /offis or gleba.^"

A senator who had no landed property was taxed
at two folles." It was, therefore, only the wealth-

iest persons of the Empire, no matter to what
part of it they belonged, that could aspire to the
'tignity of senator. A list of them, together with
an account of their property, was laid before the

emperor every three months by the prefect of the
city.'" Down to the time of Justinian the consuls
were the presidents of the senate, but from this

time the praefectus urbi alw^ays presided."'

It now remains to mention some of the distinc-

tions and privileges enjoyed by Roman senators

:

I. The tunica with a broad purple stripe {latus cla-

vus) in front, which was woven in it, and not, as is

commonly believed, sewed upon it.'* 2. A kind of
short boot, with the letter C on the front of the foot."'

This C is generally supposed to mean centum, and
to refer to the original number of 100 {centum) sen-

1. (Dion Caa»., lii., 31, &c.—Suet., Calig., 2.—Tacit., Annal.,
xiii., 44.—J. Capitol., M. Antonin., 10.)—2. (Dion Cass., Ivii., 15,

17, 22 ; Ix., 16 ; Ixxvi., 8.— Suet., Octav., 66.— Tacit., Annal.,
iii., 49, <fec.)—3. (Suet., Nero, 17.—Tacit., Annal., xiv., 28.—J.
Capitol., M. Antonin., 10.—Vopiic., Prob., 13.)—4. (Dion Cass.,
lix., 18.—Dig. 49, tit. 2, s. 1, ^2.)— 5. (Suet., Claud., 14, 15.—
Nero, 15.— Domit., 8, &c.)— 6. (Sozomen, ii., 2.— Excerpt, de
great. Conit , 30.)—7. (Zosim., iii., 11.— Liban., Orat. ad Theo-
do»., ii., T.. 393, ed. Morell.)—8. (Cod. Theod., vi., tit. 2, s. 14.—
Symmacb., Epist., x., 2, 28.— Cod., i., tit. 14, s. 3.)— 9. (Nov.
Loon., 78.) — 10. (Amr.> Marcell., xxviii., 1, 23. — Symmach.,
Epist., iv., 5.— Zo»itt., > , 1 1 , 38.)— 1 1 . (Walter, p. 367, &c.)—
12. (Cod "' "*. 31, •. 3.—Symmach., Epist., x., 69.)—13. (Cod.'^•"-'

... 2, s. 2; Iii., tit. 1, s. 58.— Cassiod., Variar., iii.,

.,—14. (Cod. Theod., 1. c— Symmach., Epist., x., 25, 118.)—
15. (Symmach., Epist., x., 25, 28.)— 16. (Cod. Theod., vi., tit.

2, 8. 5.)— 17. (Zosim., v., 41. — Symmach., Ep., vi., 14, 26 ; vii.,

68.)— 18. (Zosim., ii., 32.—Cod. Theod., vi., tit. 2.—Symmach.,
Ess., iv., 61.) — 19. (Cod. Theod., vi., tit. 2, s. 2 ; vi., tit. 4, s
21.)— 20. (Symm.. Ep., x., 66, <fec.)—21. (Cod. Theod., vi., tit.

6, s 1.—Nov. Inst., 62.)— 22. (Acron. ad Hor., Sat., i., 5, 35.—
Compare i., 6, 28.— Quinct., xi., 3.)—23. (Juv., vii., 192.—Cic,
PUU.xiii. 13.)
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ators. 3. The right of sitting in the orchestra te
tlie theatres and amphitheatres. This distinctioB

was first procured for the senators by Scipio Afri-

canus Major, 194 B.C.' The same honour was
granted to the senators in the reign of Claudms at

the games in the circus.* 4. On a certain day in

the year a sacrifice was offered to Jupiter in the
Capitol, and on this occasion tlie senators alone
had a feast in the Capitol ; the right was called the
jus pulilice cpulandi.^ 5. The jus libera Icgalionu.

{Vid. Legatus, p. 576.)

SENATUS CONSULTUM. In his enumeration
of the parts of the jus civile, Cicero includes sena-
tus consulta,* from which it appears that in his time
there were senatus consulta which were laws. Nu
merous leges, properly so called, were enacted in

the reign of Augustus, and leges properly so called

were made even after his time. It was under
Augustus, however, that the senatus consulta be
gan to take tlie place of leges properly so called,

a change which is also indicated by the fact that

until his time the senatus consulta were not desig-

nated by the names of the consuls, or by any other

personal name, so far as we have evidence. But
from that time we find the senatus consulta desig

nated either by the name of the consuls, as Apro
nianum, Silanianum, or from the name of the Cae
sar, as Claudianum, Neronianum ; or they are des
ignated as made " auctore" or " ex auctoritate Hadri-
ani,'" &c., or "ad orationem Hadriani" &.C. The
name of the senatus consultum Macedonianum is

an exception, as will afterward appear.

Senatus consulta were enacted in the republican
period, and some of them were laws in the proper
sense of the term, though some modern writers

have denied this position. But the opinion of those
who deny the legislative power of the senate during
the republican period is opposed by facts. An at

tempt has sometimes been made to suppoit it by a
passage of Tacitus (" turn primum e campo comitia

ad palres translata sunt"^), which only refers to the

elections. It is difficult, however, to determine how
far the legislative power of the senate extended.
A recent writer' observes "that the senatus con-

sulta were an important source of law for matters
which concerned administration, the maintenance
of religion, the suspension or repeal of laws in the
case of urgent public necessity, the rights of the aera-

rium and the publicani, the treatment of the Italians

and the provincials."' The following are instances

of senatus consulta under the Republic : a sena-

tus consultum " ne quis in urbe sepeliretur ;" the sen-

atus consultum De Bacchanalibus, hereafter more
particuLirly mentioned ; a senatus consultum De
Libertinorum Tribu ;* a senatus consultum De Sum-
tibus at the Megalenses ludi ;' a senatus consultum
^^ne homo immolarctur ;"^'' a senatus consultum De
Provinciis Quaestoriis ; a senatus consultum made
M. Tullio Cicerone referente to the effect, "ut te-

gationum liberarum tempus annuum essel ;" various

senatus consulta De Collegiis Dissolvendis ; an old

senatus consultum, " senatus consultum vetus ne lice-

ret Africanas (bestias) in Ilaliam advchere," which
was so far repealed by a plebiscitum proposed by

Cn. Aufidias, tribunus plebis, that the importation

for the purpose of the Circenses was made legal;"

an old senatus consultum by which "quacstto (ser-

vorum) in caput domini prohibcbatur ;"^' a rule of law

which Cicero'* refers to mores as its foundation.

From these instances of senatus consultum made

1. (Liv , xixiv.,54.—Cic, Pro Cluent.,47.)—2. (Suet., Claud.,

21.—Dion Cass., Ix., 7.)—3. (Cell., iii., 8.—Suet., Octav., 35.)

—4. (Top., 5.)—5. (Ann., i., 15.)—6. (Walter, Geschichte de»

H5m. RechU, 437.)—7. (Liv., xxvi., 34 ; xxiii.. 3 ; ili., 9.)—

8

(Liv., xlv., 15.)—9. (Cell., ii., 24.)— 10. (Plin., II. N., ixx., 1.)

—11. (Plin., H. N., viii., 17.)—12. (Ta it., Xnu., ii., 30 )- IX
(Prj Milo« . 28.)
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in the republican period, we may collect, in a gen-

eral way, the kind of mailers to which this form of

lc<;islation applied. The constitution of the senate

was such as to gradually bring within the sphere

of its legislation all matters that pertained to reli-

gion, police, administration, provincial matters, and
all foreign relations. And it seems that the power
of the senate had so far increased at the time of the

accession of Augustus, that it was no great change
to make it the only legislating body. Pomponius,'
though his historical evidence must be received

with caution, states the matter in a way which is

generally consistent with what we otherwise know
of the progress of senatorial legislation :

" As the

plebs found it difficult to assemble, &.C., it was a
matter of necessity that the administration of the

state came to the senate : thus the senate began
to act, and whatever the senate had determined
(cotutiluisscl) was observed (obscrvabatur), and the

law so made is called senatus consultum."
The senatus consultum was so named because

the consul {qui retulit) was said " scnatum cotisu-

lere ;" " Marciva L. F. S. Postvmtvs L. F. Cos. Sen-

atviH Consolvervnt" f Senatus consultum De Bac-
chanalibus). In the senatus consultum De Philo-

sophis et De Rhetoribus,' the praetor " consuiuil."

In the enacting part of a lex the populus were said

^'jubere," and in a plebiscitum, "scire.-" in a sena-

tus consultum the senate was said " censere ;" " De
Bacchanalibvs, JfC, ita exdeicendvm ccnsvere" (S. C.

De Bacch). In the senatus consulta of the time of
Augustus cited by Frontinus,' the phrase which fol-

lows "censucre" is sometimes ^^placcre huic ordini."

In Tacitus the verb " censere" is also applied to the
person who made the motion for a senatus consult-

um.* Sometimes the term " arbitrari" is used ;*

and Gaius,* writing under the Antonines, applies to

the senate the terms which originally denoted the
legislative power of the populus :

" Senatus jubct at-

que constituil ; idque legis vicem optinel, qtiamvis fuit
qvttsitum."

The mode in which the legislation of the senate
was conducted in the imperial period is explained
in the article Orationks Principum.

Certain forms were observed in drawing up a
senatus consultum, of which there is an example
in Cicero :' " S. C. Aucloritalcs'' (for this is the
right reading), " Pridie Kal. Oclob. in JEde Apolli-

nis, scribendo adfucrunt L. Domilius Cn. Filius Ahc-
nobarbus, 4-c. Quod M. Marcellus Consul V. F. (ver-

ba fccil) de prov. Cons. D. E. R. I. C. (de ca re tta cen-

auerunt Uti, <^c.)." The preamble of the senatus
consultum De Bacchanalibus is similar, but the
names of the consuls come at the beginning, and
the word is " consolvervnt .•" the date and place are
also given ; and the names of those qui scribendo ad-

fucrunt (SC. ARF. in the inscription). The names
of the persons who were witnesses to the drawing
up of the senatus consultum were called the "auc-
toritates" and these auctoritates were cited as evi-

dence of the fact of the persons named in them hav-
mg been present *t the drawing up of the S. C. ('' id

quod in auctontalibus prascriptis extaC*), from which
passage, and from another* (" illud S. C. ea prtt-

acriptione est''), in which Cicero refers to his name
being found among the auctoritates of a S. C. as a
proof of his friendship to the person whom the S. C.

concerned, it is certain that '^prascribo" in its va-

rious forms, is the proper reading in these senatus
consulta. (Compare the similar use of praescriptio

in Roman pleadings, vid. Ps.£8criptio.) There
can be no doubt that certain persons were required

1. (Dig. 1, tit. 2, r 1.)—% (Cell., xt., 11.) — 3. (De Aqu»-
uct. Romie, ii.)— 4. (Ann., iv., 20.)— 5. (Dig. 16, tit. 1, 8.2.)
—«. (i., 4.)—7. (En. ad Div., viii., 8.)—8. (Cic, De Or., i., 2.)
—». (Cic., Ep. ad DiT., T., ».)

to be present "scribendo," but others might assiiit

if they chose, and a person in this way might tes-

tify his regard for another on behalf of whom, or
with reference to' whom, the S. C. was made
(" Cato autem el scribendo adfuit," <Scc.'). Besides
the phrase "scribendo adcsse," there are "esse ad
scribendum"* and " poni ad scribendum" (as to which,
see the curious passage in Cicero'). When a S. C.
was made on the motion of a person, it was said
to be made " in senlentiam ejus." If the S. C. was
carried, it was written on tablets and placed in the
aerarium : the S. C. De Bacchanalibus provides that
it shall be cut on a bronze tablet, but this was for

the purpose of its being put up in a public place
where it could be read {vbei facilivmcd gnoscier po-
tisit).

A measure which was proposed as a senatus con
sultum might be stopped by the intercessio of the
tribunes, and provision was sometimes made for

farther proceeding in such case :
" si quis huic sen-

atus consullo inlercesserit senatui placcre auctorilalem

perscrtbi (prcescribi) et de ea re ad senatum populum-
que referri."* Tliis explains one meaning of sena-
tus auctoritas, which is a senatus consultum which
has been proposed and not carried, and of which ?

record was kept with the "auctoritates eorum qu
scribendo adfucrunt." In one passage Cicero caU •

a S. C. which had failed, owing to an intercessio,

an auctoritas.* One meaning of auctoritas, in fact,

is a S. C. proposed, but not yet carried ; and this

agrees with Livy :• " Si quis intercedat sto, auctor-

itate se fart contentum." If senatus auctoritas oc-
casionally appears to be used as equivalent to sen
atus consultum, it is an improper use of the word,
but one which presents no difficulty if we consider
that the names which denote a thing in its two
stages are apt to be confounded in popular language,
as with us the words bill and act. In its general
and original sense, senatus auctoritas is any meas-
ure to which a majority of the senate has assented.
(See the note of P. Manutius on Cicero.')

The proper enacting word in the senatus consul-

ta is " censeo," but the word " decerno" wjis also

used in ordinary language to express the enacting
of a senatus consultum" {Senatus decrevit ut, 4-c*)-

But a senatus consultum, which was a law in the

proper sense of the term, is not called a decretum,
which was a rule made by the senate as to some
matter which was- strictly within its competence.
The words decretum and senatus consultum a-e
often used indiscriminately, and with little precis-

ion.'* (Kjd. Decretdm.)
The forms of the senatus consulta are the best

evidence of their character. The following are
some of the principal senatus consulta which are

preserved : the senatus consultum De Tiburtibus,

printed by Gruter and others ; the senatus consult-

um De Bacchanalibus ; the senatus consultum in

the letter of Cicero already referred to;'' the six

senatus consulta about the Roman aqueducts in

the second book of Frontinus, De Aquced.ictibus

:

the senatus consultum about the Aphrodisienses ;'*

the oration of Claudius ;" the various senatus con-
sulta preserved in the Digest, which are mentioned
in a subsequent part of this article. See also tbe

senatus consultiun printed in Sigonius, " De Anti-

quo Jure Provinciarum," i., 288.

The following list of senatus consulta contains
perhaps all of them which are distinguished by the

name of a consul or other distinctive name. Nu-

1. (Cic, Ep. kd Ati, Tii., 1.)— 2. (Id. ib., i., 10.)— 3. (ad
Di»., ix., 15.) —4. (Id. ib., viii., 8.) —5. (Id. ib., i., 7.)—fl. (it.,

57.)—7. (ad Div., ., 2.)— 8. (Id. ib., viii., 8.)—0. (Id., ad Alt.,

i., 10.)—10. (Cell., ii., 24.— Vtd. .£lius GaUus ap. FeUum, . v.

Senatiu decretum )— 11. (Cic, Philipp., v., 13.—Cell., xr., 11.)

—13. (Tacit., Aui., lii., 63.—Tacit., ed. Oberliii., ii., 835.)- II
(Id. ib., xi., 24.— Tacit., ed. Oberlm., ii., 806.)
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me-.ous senatus consulta under the Empire are re-

ferred to in the Latin writers, for which we find no

distinctive name, though it iac probable that all of

them had a title like the leges, but many of them

being of little importance, were not much referred

to or cited, and thus their names were forgotten.

Tacitus, for instance, often speaks of S. C. without

giving theii names, and in some cases we are able

to affix the titles from other authorities. Many of

the imperial senatus consulta were merely amend-

ments of leges, but they were laws in the proper

sense of the word.

Some of the senatus consulta of the republican

period were laws, as already observed, but others

were only determinations of the senate, which be-

came leges by being carried in the comitia. Such

S. C. were really only auctoritates. One instance

of this kind occurred on the occasion of the trial of

Clodius for violating the mysteries of the Bona Dea.

A rogatio on the subject of the trial was proposed

to the comitia ex senatus consulto,' which is also

spoken of as the auctoritas of the senate, and as
" quod ab senatu constitutum" (the word of Gaius,

1., 4).

Apromanum, probably enacted in the time of Ha-

drian, empowered all civitates which were within the

Roman imperium to take a fideicommissa hereditas.

This senatus consultum is cited by Uipian* without

the name ; but it appears, from comparing Ulpian

with the D4gest,^ to be the senatus consultum Apro-

nianum. A senatus consultum also allowed civita-

tes or municipia, which were legally considered as

universitates, to be appointed heredes by their li-

berti or libertje. Ulpian speaks of this senatus con-

sultum in the passage referred to, immediately

before he speaks of that senatus consultum which
we know to be the Apronianum, and it appears

probable that the two senatus consulta were the

same, for their objects were similar, and they are

mentioned together without any indication of their

being different. This last-mentioned provision is

also mentioned in the Digest* as being contained in

• senatus consultum which was postei lor to the Tre-

bellianum, but the name is not given in the Digest.

Under this provision a municipium could obtain the

bonorum possessio. Bachius' assigns the senatus

consultum to the reign of Trajan ; but it appears to

belong to the time of Hadrian, and to be the same
senatus consultum which allowed civitates to take a

legacy.'

Articuleianum gave the prseses of a province

jurisdiction in the case of fideicommissa libertas,

even when the heres did not belong to the province.

The heres could be compelled to give the libertas

which was the subject of the fideicommissum. (
Vid.

Manumissio, p. 616.')

De Bacchanalibus. This senatus consultum,
which is sometimes called Marcianum, was passed
in the year B.C. 186. The terms of it are stated
generally by Livy,* and may be compared with the
original senatus consultum, which is printed in the
edition of Livy by Drakenborch, and in that by J.

Clericus, Amsterdam, 1710. There is a dissertation

on this senatus consultum by Bynkershoek,' who
has printed the senatus consultum, and commented
upon it at some length. The provisions of this

senatus consultum are stated generally under Dio-
KYsii. p. 366. There is no ancient authority, as it

appears, for the name Marcianum, which has been
given to it from the name of one of the consuls who
oroposed it, and in accordance with the usual titles

5f senatus consultum in the imperial period.

1. (Cic. ad Att., i., 14.)—2. (Frag., tit. 22.)—3. (36, tit 1, s.

26.)—4. (36, tit. 3.)—5. (Historia Jurisprudentise Romaii£.)---6.
(Ulp, Fra?., tit. 24.)—7. (Dig. 40, tit. 5, s. 44, 51.)—8. (xxxix.,

16.)—9. (De Cul*u Religionis Peregrinu apud Veteres "Hwair
aoa, Op., i., 412.)
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Calvitianum ' (Vid. Julia et Papja PsppjBA
Lex, p. 557.)

Claudianum, passed in the time of the Emperoi
Claudius, reduced a free woman to the condition of
a slave {ancilla) if she cohabited with the slave of

another person, after the master had given her no-

tice that he would not permit it. But if a woman
who was a Roman citizen cohabited with a slave

with the consent of the slave's master, shti might,

by agreement with the master, remain free, and yet

any child born from this cohabitation would be a
slave ; for the senatus consultum made valid any
agreement between the free woman and the alave's

master, and by such agreement the woman was
relieved from the penalty of the senatus consultum.
But Hadrian, being moved thereto by a considera-

tion of the hardness of the case and the incongruity

of this rule of law {inelegantia juris), restored the

old rule of the jus gentium, according to which the

woman continuing free, was the mother oi a free

child.

A difl!iculty arose on the interpretation of this

senatus consultum for which the words of the law
had not provided. If a woman who was a Roman
citizen was with child, and became an ancilla pur-

suant to the senatus consultum in consequence of

cohabiting with a slave contrary to the master's

wish, the condition of the child was a disputed mat
ter : some contended that if the woman had become
pregnant in a legal marriage, the child was a Roman
citizen ; hut if she had become pregnant by illicit

cohabitation, the child was the property of the per-

son who had become the master of the mother.

{Vid Servus, Roman.)
There is an apparent ambiguity in a passage of

Gains,* in which he says, " but that rule of the

same lex is still in force, by which the issue U a

free woman and another man's slave is a slave, if

the mother knew that the man with whom she co
habited was a slave." The lex of whicii he speaks

is the lex Ji^iia Sentia. The exception in the sen-

atus consultum of Claudius applied to the case of a

compact between a free woman and the master o;

the slave, which compact implies that the woman
must know the condition of the slave, and there-

fore, according to the terms of the lex, the issue

would be slaves. But Gaius says^ that under this

senatus consultum the woman might, by agreement,

continue free, and yet give birth to a slave ; for the

senatus consultum gave validity to the compact be-

tween the woman and the master of the slave. At
first sight it appears as if the senatus consultum pro-

duced exactly the same effect as the lex with re-

spect to the condition of the child. But this is

explained by referring to the chief provision of the

senatus consultum, which was, that cohabitation with

a slave " invito et dcnuntianle domino''^ reduced the

woman to a servile condition, and it was a legal

consequence of this change of condition that the

issue of her cohabitation must be a slave. The lex

JEWa Sentia had already declared the condition of

children born of the union of a free woman and a

slave to be servile. The senatus consultum added

to the penalty of the lex by making the mother a

slave also, unless she cohabited with the consent of

the master, and thus resulted that ''inelegantia jii-

m" by which a free mother could escape the pen-

alty of the senatus consultum by her agreement, and

yet her child must be a slave pursuant to the lex.

Hadrian removed this inelegantia by declaring that

if the mother, notwithstanding the cohabitation, es-

caped from the penalties of the senatus consultum

by virtue of her compact, the child also should

have the benefit of the agreement. The senatus

1. (Ulp., Frag., tit. XVI.)—a. (i., 8«.)-8. (i., 84.)
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consultum only reduced the cohabiting woman to a

servile state when she cohabited with a man's slave

" invito ct denuntiante domino ;" if she cohabited

with him, knowing him to be a slave, without the

knowledge of the master, there could be no denun-

tiatio ; and this case, it appears, was not affected

by the senatus consultum, for Gaius observes, as

above stated,' that the lex had still effect, and the

offspring of such cohabitation was a slave. The
fact of this clause of the lex remaining in force

after the enacting of the senatus consultum, appears

to be an instance of the strict interpretation which
the Roman jurists applied to positive enactments

;

for the senatus consultum of Hadrian, as stated by

Gaius, only applied to the case of a contract be-

tween the master's slave and the woman, and
therefore its terms did not comprehend a case of

cohabitation when there was no compact. Besides
this, if a free woman cohabited with a man's slave

either without the knowledge of the master or with

his knowledge, but without the " denuntiatio" it

seems that this was considered as if the woman
simply indulged in promiscuous intercourse (milgo

concepil), and the mother being free, the child also

was free by the jus gentium till the lex attempted
to restrain such intercourse by working on the pa-

rental affections of the mother, and the senatus con-

sultum by a direct penalty on herself. There was
a *' juris i?ielegantia" in a free woman giving birth

to a slave, but this was not regarded by Hadrian,

who was struck by the inelegantia of a woman by

compact being able to evade the penalty of the sen-

atus consultum, while her child was still subject to

the penalty of the lex.

This senatus consultum was passed A.D. 52, and
is mentioned by Tacitus, but the terms in which he
expresses himself do not contain the true meaning
of the senatus consultum, and in one respect, " sin

conscnsisset dominus, pro libertis haberentur," they
differ materially from the text of Gaius, unless the

reading " libertis" should be " liberis."' It appears,

however, from a passage in Paulus,^ that a woman,
in some cases which are not mentioned by him, was
reduced to the condition of a liberta by the senatus
consultum ; a circumstance which confirms the

accuracy of the text of Tacitus, but also shows how
very imperfectly he has stated the senatus consult-

um. Suetonius* attributes the senatus consultum
to the reign of Vespasian, and expresses its effect

in terms still more general and incorrect than those
of Tacitus. Such instances show how little we can
rely on the Roman historians for exact information

as to legislation.

It appears from Paulus that the provisions of this

senatus consultum are stated very imperfectly even
by Gaius, and that they applied to a great number
of cases of cohabitation between free women, wheth-
er ingenuae or libertinse, and slaves.

This senatus consultum was entirely repealed by
a constitution of Justinian. Some writers refer the
words " ea lege"^ to the senatus consultum Claudia-
num, and they must, consequently, refer the words
" ejusdem legis"* also to this senatus consultum ; but
the word " lex" in neither case appears to refer to

the senatus consultum, but to the lex .^lia Sentia.'

There were several other senatus consulta Clau-
diana, of which there is a short notice in Jo. Augns-
ti Bachii Historia Jurisprudentiae Romanae.
Dasumianum, passed in the reign of Trajan, rela-

ted to fideicommissa libertas.*

Hadriani Senatus Consdlta. Numerous sena-

1. (i., 86.)-2. (Vid. the notes on Tacitus, Ann., xii.. 53, ed.
Oberlin.)—3. (S. R., iv., tit. 10.)—4. (Vesp., 11.)—5. (Gaius, i.,

85.)—6. (Id., i., 86.)—7. (Id., i., 84, 86, 91, 160.—Ulp., Fra^.,
til. xi.—Cod., vii., tit. 24.—Paulus, S. R., ii., tit. 21.)—8. (Dig.
10, tit. 5, 1. 51.)
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tus consulta were passed in the reign of Hadrian
but there does not appear to be any which is called

Hadrianum. Many senatus consulta of this reign

are referred to by Gaius as " senatus consulta auctore

Hadriano facta,"^ of which there is a list in the in-

dex to Gaius. The senatus consulta made in the

reign of Hadrian are enumerated by Bachius, and
some of them are noticed here under their propel

designations.

JoNciANCM, passed in the reign of Commodus, re-

lated to fideicommissa libertas.* This senatus con-

sultum is preserved in one of the passages of the

Digest referred to.

Jdnianum, passed in the time of Domitian, in the
tenth consulship of Domitian, and in the consul5h.p
of Ap. Junius Sabinus, A.D. 84, had ."or its object

to prevent collusion between a master and his slave.

by which the slave should be made to appear to be
as a free man. The person who discovered the col

lusion obtained the slave as his property.'

Laroianij.m, passed in the first year of the Em-
peror Claudius, A.D. 42, gave to the children of a
manuraissor, if they were not exheredated by name,
a right to the bona of Latini in preference to extra-

nei heredes.* {Vid. Patronos, p. 746.)

Libonianum, passed in the reign of Tiberius, in

the consulship of T. Statilius Taurus and L. Scribo-

nius Libo, A.D. 16, contained various provisions,

one of which was to the effect that if a man wrote
a will for another, everything which he wrote in his

own favour was void : accordingly, he could not

make himself a tutor,* nor heres or legatarius.*

This senatus consultum contained other provisions,

and it appears to have been an extension of the lex

Cornelia de Falsis.^ {Vid. Falsum.)
Macedonianum, enacted A.D. 46, provided that

any loan of money to a filiusfamilias could net be

recovered, even after the death of the father. The
senatus consultum took its name from Macedo, a
notorious usurer, as appears from the terms of the

senatus consultum, which is preserved.* Theophi-
lus' states incorrectly that the senatus consultum
took its name from a filiusfamilias. The provision

of the senatus consultum is cited by Tacitus,'* but in

such terms as might lead to ambiguity in the inter-

pretation of the law. Suetonius" attributes thi«

senatus consultum to the time of Vespasian, but he
states its provisions in less ambiguous terms than
Tacitus.

Memmiandh. This name is sometimes given to

the senatus consultum passed in the time of Nero,
the terms of which are preserved by Tacitus :'• "Ne
simulata adoptio in ulla parte muneris publici juvaret,

ac ne usurpandis quidem hereditatibus prodesset."

The object of this senatus consultum was to pr»vent

the evasion of the lex Julia et Papia Poppaea. {Vid.

Julia et Pap. Pop. Lex.) It is sometimes referred

to the consulship of C. Memmius Regulus and Vir-

ginius Rufus, A.D. 63, but it appears to belong to

the preceding year."
Neronianum de Legatis, the provisions of which

are stated in the article Legatum.**
Neeonianum, also called Pisonianum, from being

enacted in the consulship of Nero and L. Calpurni-

us Piso, A.D. 57. It contained various provisions :

" Ut si quis a suis servis interfectus esset, ii quoque,

qui testamento manumissi sub eodem teclo mansisserU,

inter servos supplicia pcnderent ;'"* " Ut occisa uxore

etiam defamilia viri quastio habcatur, idem^ue utjux-

1. (i., 47, &c.)—2. (Dig. 40, tit. 5, s. 28, 51.)-3. (Dig. 40,
tit. 16.)—4. (Gaius, iii., 63-71 .—Inst., iii., tit. 7, s. 4.—Cod., Tii„

tit. 6.)—5. (Dig. 26, tit. 2, s. 29.)—6. (Dig. 34, tit. 8.)—7. (F«.
also <>)11. Legg. M <k R., viii., 7.)—8. (Dig. 14, tit. 0.)—9. (P»i»

aphr. Inst.)— 10. (Ann., xi., 13.)—11 (Vesp., 11.)— 12. (Ann.,
XV., 19.)—13. (VtJ. Dig. 31, 8. 51, and 35, tit. l,s. 76.)— 14. (G«i.

us, ii., 157, 198, 212, 218, 220, 222.—Ulp., Fray xxiv.)—)5 (T»
cit., Ann., xiii., 32.)
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« uxytia familiam observe 'ur, si vir dicalur ocasus"

(Pauliis,* who gives in substance, also, the provision

mentioned by Tacitus, but adds, " Sed ct hi torquen-

lur, qui cum occiso in itinere fuerunt") : " Ul, si

pana obnoxius scrcus venisset, quandoque in eum
animadversuiK essel, venditor prclium prastaret."*

Orphitunum enacted in the time of M. Aure-

iius' that the legitima hereditas of a mother who
had not been in manu might come to her sons, to

the exclusion of the consanguinei and other agnati.

TTie name Orphitianum is supplied by Paulus* and
the Digest ;' the enactment was made in the con-

sulship of V Rofus and C. Orphitus.*

Paulus' speaks of rules relating to manumission
being included in a senatus consultum Orphitianum.

( Vid. Heres.) This senatus consultum was made
in the joint reign of M. Aurelius and Commodus.*
(Vid. Orationes Principum.)

Pegasianum was enacted in the reign of Vespa-
sian, Pegasus and Pusio being consules (suffectil)

in the year of the enactment.' The provisions of

this senatus consultum are stated under Fideicom-

MissA and Legatum. This senatus consultum, or

another of the same name, modified a provision of

the lex -(Elia Sentia as to a Latinus becoming a Ro-
manus.'*

Persicianum, which may be the correct form in-

stead of Pernicianum, was enacted in the time of

Tiberius, A.D. 34, and was an amendment of the

lex Julia et Papia Poppaea." (Compare Julia et
Pap. Pop. Lex.)

PisoNiANUM. (Vid. Neronianum.)
Plancianum, of uncertain date, is by some wri-

ters assigned to the time of Vespasian. The lex

Julia Papia et Poppaea apparently contained a pro-

vision by which a fideicommissum was forfeited to

the fiscus if a heres or legatarius engaged himself
by a written instrument, or any other secret mode,
to pay or give the fideicommissum to a person who
was legally incapable of taking it.'* Such a fidei-

commissum was called taciturn, and when made in

the way described was said to be " in fraudem le-

gis," designed to evade the law. If it was made
openly (palam), this was no fraus ; and though the

fideicommissum might be invalid on account of the
incapacity of the fideicommissarius to take, the

penalty of the lex did not apply. It does not ap-

pear certain whether this provision as to the con-
fiscation was contained in the original lex, or added
by some subsequent senatus consultum. However
this may be, the fiduciarius still retained his quar-
ta. But a senatus consultum mentioned by Ulpi-

an" enacted that, if a man undertook to perform a
taciturn fideicommissum, he lost the quadrans or
quarta (vid. Fideicommissum), nor could he claim
what was caducum under the testamenta, which,
as a general rule, he could claim if he had children.
(Vid. Leoatum, Bona Caduca.) This senatus con-
sultum, it appears from an extract in the Digest,'*
was the Plancianum or Plautianum, for the read-
ing is doubtful ; and in this passage it is stated
that the fourth, which the fiduciarius was not al-

lowed to retain, was claimed for the fiscus by a re-
script of Antoninus Pius. The penalty for the fraud
only applied to that part of the property to which
the fraud extended ; and if the heres was heres in a
larfer share of the hereditas than the share to
which the fraus extended, he had the benefit of the
Falcidia for that part to which the fraus did not ex-

1. (S. R.. iii., tit. 5.)—2. (Dig. 29, tit. 5, s. 8.)—3. (Capit. in
Tita, 11.)—4. (S. R., iv , tit. 10.)-5. (38, tit. 17.)—6. (Inst., iii.,

tit. 4.)—7. (iv., tit. 14.)— 8. (Impp. Anton, et Comroodi oratione
in senatu recitata : Ulp., Frog., tit. xxvi.)—9. (Inst., ii., lit. 23.

Caius, li., 254, &c.) — 10. (Gains, i., SI.)— 11. (Ulp., Fraij.,

tit. xvi.—Suet., Claud., 23.)— 12. (Dig. 30, s. 103 ; 84, tit. 9, s.

10, 18
I
49, tit. 14, s. 3.)—13. (Frag., tit. xit., i. ]7.)—14. (35

lit. 2, 8. 59.)
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tend, which is thus expressed by Papinian:' •' Sed a'

major modus inslitulionis quam fraudis fuent quod af

Falcidiam attinct, de superjluo quarta retinebilur .**

The history of legislation on the subject of tacita

fideicommissa is not altogether free from some
doubt.

Plautianum. (Vid. Plancianum.)
RuBRiANUM, enacted in the time of Trajan, in the

consulship of Rubrius Gallus and Q. Ccelius His
po, A.D. 101, related to fideicommissa libertas. Its

terms are given in the Digest :* " Si hi a qwbus lib-

ertatem prastari oportet evocati a prcetore adesse no-

luissent, Si causa cognila pralor prmtuniiasset liber-

tatem his deberi, eodem jure stalum servari ac si di-

recto manumissi essent." Compare Plin., Ep., iv

,

9, ad Ursum, with the passage in the Digest.

Sabinianum, of uncertain date, but apparently af-

ter the time of Antoninus Pius. It related to the

rights of one of three brothers who had been adopt-

ed to a portion of the hereditas contra tabulas tes-

tamenti.*

SiLANiANUM, passed in the time of Augustus, m
the consulship of P. Cornelius Dolabella and C. Ju-

nius Silanus, A.D. 10, contained various enact-

ments. It gave freedom to a slave who discovered

the murderer of his master. If a master was mur
dered, all the slaves who were under the roof at the

time, if the murder was committed under a roof, or

who were with him in any place at the time of the

murder, were put to the torture, and, if they had
not done their best to defend him, were put to

death. Tacitus* refers to this provision of the sen-

atus consultum, and he uses the phrase " velere ex

more." Lipsius (note on this passage) refers to

Cicero.* Servi impuberes were excepted from this

provision of the senatus consultum.* The herea

who took possession of the hereditas of a murdered
person before the proper inquiry was made, forfeit-

ed the hereditas, which fell to the fiscus : the rule

was the same whether, being heres ex testamento,

he opened the will (tabula testamenii) before the in

quiry was made, or whether, being heres ah intesta-

te, he took possession of the hereditas (adiit heredi-

tatem) or obtained the bonorum possessio ; he was
also subjected to a heavy pecuniary penalty. A
senatus consultum, passed in the consulship of Tau-
rus and Lepidus, A.D. 11, enacted that the penalty

for opening the will of a murdered person could not

be inflicted after five years, except it was a case

of parricide, to which this temporis praescriptio did

not apply.'

Tertullianum is stated in the Institutes of Jus-

tinian* to have been enacted in the time of Hadri-

an, in the consulship of Tertullus and Sacerdos

;

but some critics, notwithstanding this, would refei

it to the time of Antoninus Pius. This senatus con-

sultum empowered a mother, whether ingenua or

libertina, to take the legitima hereditas of an intes-

tate son ; the ingenua, if she was or had been the

mother of three children; the libertina, if she was
or had been the mother of four children. They
could also take, though they neither were nor had

been mothers, if they had obtained the jus liberorum

by imperial favour. Several persons, however,

took precedence of the mother : the sui heredes of

the son, those who were called to the bonorum pos

sessio as sui heredes, the father, and the frater con

sanguineus. If there was a soror consanguinea,

she shared with her mother. The senatus consult-

um Orphitianum gave the children a claim to the

hereditas of the mother.*

1. (Dig 34, tit. 9, •.11.)—2. (40,tit. 5, 8.26.)—3. (Cod., viii..

tit. 48, 8. 10.—Inst., iii., tit. 1.)—4. (Ann., xiv.,42.)—5. (Ep. Ml

Div., iv., 12.)— 6. (Dig. 29, tit. 5, s. 14.)—7. (Paulus. S. R., iii.,

tit. 5.— Dig. 29, tit. 5.— Cod., vi., tit. 35.)— 8. (iii . vit. 3.)—

•

(Ulp., Frag., tit. xxvi.-Paulus, S. R., iv., tit. 9.—Dig 38. tit. 17
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Trebkli.undm, enacted in the time of N*!ro, in

tJic consulship of L. Annaeus Seneca and Trebellius

Maximus, A.l). 63, related to fideicommissaB hered-

italea.' {]^id. Fideicommissum.)

TuRPiLiANUM. enacted in the time of Nero, in the

consulship of Ce-sonius Pietusand Petronius Turpil-

lianus, A.D. 61, was against prsevaricatio or the col-

hisive desisting from prosecuting a criminal charge.

The occasion of this senatus consultum, and the

terms of it, are stated by Tacitus :* " Qui talem ope-

ram emplilassct, rendidissctve, perinde pana tcncrctur

ac publico judicio calumnia condcmnarelur." The
defmition of a praevaricator is given in the Digest.'

Vellkhnu.m rendered void all intercessiones by
women, whether they were on behalf of males or

females. This senatus consultum was enacted in

the consulship of Marcus Silanus and Velleius Tu-
tor, as appears from the preamble of the senatus
consultum,* and it appears most probably to have
been passed in the reigu of Claudius, from the
words of Ulpian in his comment upon it. In the
article Intercessio, where this senatus ccnsultum
is mentioned, A.D. 10 seems to be a misprint for

A.D. 19. The name of Velleius Tutor does not
occur in the Fasti Consulares, and he may be a con-

sul suffectus. The name of M. Silanus occurs as
consul in the reign of Claudius, and the colleague
of Valerius Asiaticus, A.D. 46.'

(
Vid. Interces-

sio.) In the year A.D. 19, according to the Fasti, a
M. Silanus was also consul ; his colleague, accord-
ing to the Fasti, was L. Norbanus Balbus, and this

agrees with Tacitus.*

ViTRAsiANUM is assigocd to the reign of Vespa-
sian, but the time is very uncertain. It related to

fideicommissa libertas.'

VoLusiANUM, enacted in the reign of Nero, in the

consulship of Q. Volusius Satuminus and P. Cor-
nelius Scipio, A.D. 56. It contained a provision

against pulling down a donius or villa for the sake
of profit ; but the object of this law seems rather
obscure : it is referred to without the name being
given in the Digest.' Tacitus' mentions a sena-
tus consultum in this consulship which limited the
power of the sediles :

" Quantum curules, quantum
vlebcii pigvoris caperent, vel poena trrogarent." A
senatus consultum Volusianum (if the name is

right) enacted that persons should be liable to the
penalties of the le.x Julia de vi Privata, who joined
in the suit of another person with the bargain that
they should share whatever was acquired by the
condemnatio.*'
SENIO'RES. (Vid. CoMiTiA, p. 296.)

SEPTEMBER. {Vid. Calendar, Roman.)
SEPTEMVIRI EPULO'NES. (Fid. Epulones.)
SEPTIMO'NTIUM, a Roman festival which was

ueld in the month of December. It lasted only for

one day {dies Septimontium, dies Septimontialis).

According to Festus," the festival was the same as
the Agonalia ; but Scaliger, in his note on this pas-
sage, has shown from Varro" and from Tertullian"
that the Septimontium must have been held on one
of the last days of December, whereas the Agonalia
took place on the tenth of this month. The day of
the Septimontium was a dies feriatus for the \Ion-
lani, or the inhabitants of the seven ancient hills, or,

rather, districts of Rome, who offered on this day
sacrifices to the gods in their respective districts.

These sacra {sacra pro montibus^*) were, like the
Paganalia, not sacra publica, but privata." (Gom-

I. (Gaius, ii., 251,263.—Dig. 30, tit. 1.—Paulua, S.R., iv., tit.

2.)—2. (Ann., XIV., 14.)— 3. (48, tit. 16, s. 1 : ad Senatus Con-
ultum Turpilianuni.)—4. (Dig. 16, tit. 1.)—5. (Dion Cass., Is.,

87.)—6. (Ann., ii., 59.)—7. (Dig. 40, tit. 5, ». 30.)-8. (18, tit. 1,

•.52: Senatus censuit, &c.)— 9. (Ann., xiii.,28.)— 10. (Dig. 48,
tit. 7, 8. 6.)— 11. (s. V. Septimontium.)—12. (De Ling. Lat., v.,

p. 58, ed. Bip.)— 13. (De Idolol., 10.)—14. (Fett., i. t. Publica
ncra.)—15. (Varro, 1. c.)

!

pare Sacra.) They were believed to havi» been m
stituted to conuiiemorate the enclosure of the sev
en hUls of Rome within the walls of the city, and
must certainly be referred to a time when the Cap
itnline, Quirinal, and Viminal were not yet incoi

porated with Rome.*
SEPTUM. (Kid. CoMiTu. p. 297.)

SEPTUNX. {Vid. As, p. 110.)

SEPT^LCRUM. {Vid. Fun us, p. 461.)

SERA. {Vid. Janua, p. 526.)

SE'RICUM {IvpiKov), Silk, also called lombyet-
num. The first ancient author who affords any
evidence respecting the use of silk is Aristotle.*

After a description, partially correct, of the meta-
morphoses of the silkworm {bombyx"), he intimates
that the produce of the cocoons was wound upon
bobbins by women for the purpose of being woven,
and that Pamphile, daughter of Plates, was said to

have first woven silk in Cos. Tliis statement au-
thorizes the conclusion that raw silk was brought
from the interior of Asia and manufactured in Cos
as early as the fourth century B.C. From this isl

and it appears that the Roman ladies obtained their

most splendid garments {vid. Coa Vkstis), so that

the later poets of the Augustan age, Tibuilus,* Pro-

pertius,' Horace,* and Ovid,' adorn their verses
with allusions to these elegant textures, which
were remarkably thin, sometimes of a fino purple

dye,* and variegated with transverse stripes of
gold.' About this time the Parthian conauesta
opened a way for the transport into Italy oi all the
most valuable productions of Central Asia, which
was the supposed territory of the Seres. The ap-

pearance of the silken flags attached to the gUt
standards of the Parthians in the battle fought in

54 B-C.,'" must have been a very striking sight for

the army of Crassus. The inquiries of the Ronians
respecting the nature of this beautiful manufacture
led to a very general opinion that silk in its natural

state was a thin fleece found on trees." An author,

nearly contemporary with those of the Augustan
age already quoted," celebrated not only the ex-
treme fineness and the high value, but also the

flowered texture of these productions. The cir-

cumstances now stated sufl5ciently account for the

fact, that after the Augustan age we find no far-

ther mention of Coan, but only of Seric webs. The
rage for the latter increased more and more. Even
men aspired to be adorned with silk, and hence the

senate, early in the reign of Tiberius, enacted " iVie

vestis Scrica vivos fadarct."^^

In the succeeding reigns we find the most vigor-

ous measures adopted by those emperors who were
characterized by severity of manners, to restrict the

use of silk, while Caligula and others, notorious foi

luxury and excess, not only encouraged it in the

female sex, but delighted to display it in public on
their own persons.'* Shii'vls and scarfs interwo

ven with gold, and brouglit Irom the remotest East,

were accumulated in the wardrobe of the empress
during successive reigns," until, in the year 176,

Antoninus the philosopher, in consequence of the

exhausted state of his treasury, sold them by public

auction in the Forum of Trajan, with the rest of the

imperial ornaments.'* At this period we find that

the silken texture, besides being mixed with goW

1. (Compare Columella, ii., 10.— Suet., Domit., 4.— Plut.,

Quest. Rom., 68.—Niehuhr, Hist, of Rome, i., p. 389, &c.)—%,
(H.A.,y., 19.)—3. (Maitial,viii.,33.)- -4. (ii.,4.)— 5. (i.,2; ii., 1

;

iv., 2 ; iv., 5.)—6. (Cam., iv., 13, 13.- Sat., i., 2, 101.)—7. (Art

Amat., ii., 298.) — 8. (Hor., U. cc.) — 9. (Tibull.. ii., 6.) — 10

(Florus, iii., 11.)— 11. (Virg., Georg., ii., 121.—Petron., 119.—
Seneca, llippol. 386. — Festus Avienus, 935. — S.l. Ital., Pun.
Ti., 4 ; xiv., 624 xrii., 596.)— 12. (Dionys. Perieg., 755.) — 13

(Tac., Ann., ii , 33.—Diou Cass, Ivii., 15.- Suid, s. t. TiS/picj.^

—14. (Suetop . Caiig., 52.- -Dion Cass., lix., 12. — Vtd. alto J»
•eph., B. J., T. ., 5, * 4.)— 1*. (Martial, xi., 8.)—16. (Capit. u
Vila, 17.)
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(jjpwcoxajrof, xP^'^^^^Vi)) ^^8 adorned with em-
broidery, this part of the work being executed ei-

ther in Egypt or Asia Minor (M/o^w, Maonia, acus^).

The Christian authors, frcm Clemens Alexandrinus*

and Tertullian' downward, discourage or condemn
the use of silk. Plutarch also dissuades the virtu-

ous and prudent wife from wearing it,* although it

is probable that ribands for dressing the hair* were
not uncommon, since these goods (Serica) were pro-

curable in the vicus Tuscus at Rome.* Silk thread

was also imported and used for various purposes.'

Although Commodus in some degree replenished

the palace with valuable and curious effects, inclu-

ding those of silk,* this article soon afterward again
becan[ie very rare, so that few writers of the third

century make mention of it. When finely manu-
factured, it sold for its weight in gold, on which ac-

count Aurelian would not allow his empress to

have even a single shawl of purple silk {pallio hlat-

teo Serico^). The use of silk with a warp of linen

or wool, called tramoserica and subserica, as distin-

guished from holoserica, was permitted under many
restrictions. About the end, however, of the third

century, silk, especially when woven with a warp
of inferior value, began to be much more generally
worn both by men and women ; and the conse-
quence was, that, in order to confine the enjoyment
of this luxury more entirely to the imperial family
and court, private persons were forbidden to engage
in the manufacture, and gold and silken borders
{paragaudce) were allowed to be made only in the
imperial gynaecea. (Vid. Paragauda.)
The production of raw silk {fiera^a) in Europe was

first attempted under Justinian, A.D. 530. The
eggs of the silkworm were conveyed to Byzantium
m the hollow stem of a plant from " Serinda," which
vas probably Khotan in Little Bucharia, by some
flonks, who had learned the method of hatching and
earing them. The worms were fed with the leaf
ofthe black or common mulberry (awKa/itvof^"). The
cultivation both of this species and of the white
mulberry, the breeding of silkworms, and the man-
ufactare of their produce, having been long confined
to Gi-eece, were at length, in the twelfth century,
transported i.i-to Sicily, and thence extended over
the south of Europe." The progress of this impor-
tant branch of industry was, however, greatly im-
peded even in Greece, both by sumptuary laws re-

stricting the use of silk except in the church service,
or in the dress and ornaments of the court, and also
by fines and prohibitions against private silkmills,
and by other attempts to regulate the price both of
the raw and manufactured article. It was at one
lime determined that the business should be carried
on solely by the imperial treasurer. Peter Barsames
held the office, and conducted himself in the most
oppressive manner, so that the silk-trade was ruined
both in Byzantium and at Tyre and Berytus, while
Justinian, the Empress Theodora, and their treasu-
rer, amassed great wealth by the monopoly." The
silks woven in Europe previously to the thirteenth
century were in general plain in their pattern.
Many of those produced by the industry and taste
of the Seres, i. c, the silk manufacturers of the in-
terior of Asia, were highly elaborate, and appear to
have been very similar in their patterns and style
of ornament to the Persian shawls of modern times
SERPENS. ( Vid. Aspis, Draco, Seps, &c.)

1. (Lucan, x., 141. — Seneca, Here. (Et., 66^) —2. (Vmdng
h., 10.)—3. (De Pallio, 4.)—4. (Conj. Pioen., p. 550, vol. vi , ed'
Reiske.)-5. (Martial, xiv., 24.)—6. (xi., 27.)— 7. (Galen, mpi
£udYv., p. 533, vol. vi., ed. Chartier.) — 8. (Capitol., Pertin., 8.)— 9. (Vopisc, Aurel., 45.) — 10. (Procop., B. Goth., iv., 17. —
Olycas, Ann., iv., p. 209. — Zonar., Ann., xiv., p. 69, ed. Du
Cange. — Phot., Bibl., p. 80, ed. Roth.)— 11. (Otto Frisingen,
Hist. Imp. Frcdor., i., 33.—Man. Comneniw, ii., 8 )—12. (Pro-
op.Hist. Arcai:.,25.)
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SERPYLLUM. (Vid. HERpyLLus.)
SERRA, dim. SERRULA {npiuv), a Saw. It wa

made of iron {ferrea,^ de ferro lamina"). The form
of the larger saw used for cutting timber is seen in
the annexed woodcut, which is taken from a minia-
ture in the celebrated Dioscorides written at the be-
ginning of the sixth century.^ It is of the kind

which we call the frame-saw, because it is fixeu m
a rectangular frame. It was held by a workman
{serrari^is*) at each end. The line {vid. Line a) was
used to mark the timber in order to guide the saw,'
and its movement was facilitated by driving wedges
with a hammer between the planks (tenues tabula)
or rafters {irabes).* A similar representation of the
use of the frame-saw is given in a painting found at
Herculaneum, the operators being winged genii, as
in this woodcut ;' but in a bas-relief published by
Micali,* the two sawyers wear tunics girt round the
waist like that of the shipbuilder in the woodcut at

p. 112. The woodcut here introduced also shows
the blade of the saw detached from its frame, with
a ring at each end for fixing it in the frame, and ex-
hibited on a funereal monument published by Gruter.
On each side of the last-mentioned figure is repre-
sented a hand-saw adapted to be used by a single
person. That on the left is from the same funereal
monument as the blade of the frame-saw : that on
the right is the figure of an ancient Egyptian saw
preserved in the British Museum. These saws
(serrulcB manubriatcB) were used to divide the small-
er objects. Some of them, called lupi, had a partic-

ular shape, by which they were adapted for ampu-
tating the branches of trees.*

St. Jerome*' seems clearly to allude to the circu-

lar saw, which was probably used, as at present, in

cutting veneers {lamina pratenues"). We have also

intimations of the use of the centre-bit, and we find

that even in the time of Cicero'* it was employed by
thieves.

Pliny*^ mentions the use of the saw in the ancient
Belgium for cutting white building stone : some of
the oolitic and cretaceous rocks are still treated in

the same manner, both in that part of the Continent
and in the south of England. In this case Pliny

must be understood to speak of a proper or toothed
saw. The saw without teeth was then used, just

as it is now, by the workers in marble, and the

place of teeth was supplied, according to the hard-

ness of the stone, either by emery, or by various

kinds of sand of inferior hardness.** In this mannet
the ancient artificers were able to cut slabs of the

hardest rocks, which, consequently, were adapted
to receive the highest polish, such as granite, por-

1. (Non. Marc, p. 223, ed. Merceri.)— 2. (Isid., Orig., xix.,

19. — Virg., Georg., i., 143.) — 3. (Montfaucon, Pal. GrKC, p
203.)—4. (Sen., Epist., 57.)—5. (Id. ib., 90.)— 6. (Corippus, D«
Laud. Just., iv., 45-48.)— 7. (Ant. d'Ercol., t. 1, tav. 34.)—

8

(Ital. av. il dom. dei Rom., tav. 49.)—9. (Pallad., De Re Rust.
I., 43.)— 10. (in Is., xxviii., 27.)— 11 (Plin., H. N., xvi., 43,
84.)— 12. (Pro Cluent., 64.)—13. (H. N., xxxvi., 22, s 44.)—14
(Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 6, s. 9.
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^nyry, lapis-laiuU, and amethyst. {Vid. Mola, Pa-

KIE8.)

The saw is an instrument of high antiquity, its

invention being attributed either to Daedalus* or to

his nephew Perdix* {vid. Circinus), also called Ta-

los, who, having found the jaw of a serpent, and di-

vided a piece of wood with it, was led to imitate the

teeth in iron.' In a bas-relief published by Winck-
elraann,* Daedalus is represented holding a saw ap-

proaching very closely in form to the Egyptian saw
above delineated.

SERTA, used only in the plural (arf/^a, aTe<j>avu-

fpi), a Festoon or Garland.

The art of weaving wreaths (vid. Corona), gar-

lands, and festoons, employed a distinct class of per-

sons {coronarii and coronaria, ffrc^avnjrAo/coi* or

OTeipavonXoKoi ), who endeavoured to combine all

the most beautiful variety of leaves, of flowers, and
of fruits, so as to blend their forms, colours, and
scents* in the most agreeable manner. The annex-
ed woodcut, taken from a sarcophagus at Rome,'
shows a festoon adapted to be suspended by means
of the fillets at both ends. Its extremities are skil-

fully encased in acanthu3-leaves : its body consists

api)arenlly of laurel or bay. totetherwith a profusion

of fruits, such as apples, pears, pomegranates, bunch-

es of grapes, and fir-cones. At Athens there was a

market, called oTetpavonTioKiov, for the manufacture

and sale of this class of productions, the work being

principally performed by women and girls.*

When a priest was preparing a sacrifice, he often

appeared with a festoon intended to be placed on
the door of the temple (festa fronde,* variis sertis^"),

on the front of the altar" {vid. Ara, p. 77, 78), or

upon the head of the victim. Thus, in the Iliad,''

Chryses, besides the gilded sceptre which denoted

his office and authority {vid. Sceptrum), carries a

garland in honour of Apollo, which was jrobuW>
wound about the sceptre.' The act here described

is seen in the annexed woodcut, which in taken from

a bas relief in the collection of antiques at Ince-

Blundell, and represents a priestess carrying in her

two hands a festoon to suspend upon the circular

temple which is seen in the distance. As the fes-

toons remained on the temples long after (h\e:r fresh-

ness had departed, they be'^ame very combustible.

The Temple of Juno at Argos was destroyed in

consequence of their being set on fire.* The gar-

lands on funereal monuments hung there for a year,

and were then renewed.' The funeral pile was
also decorated in a similar manner, but with an ap-

propriate choice of plants and flowers.* ( Vid. Funds,

p. 458, 460.)

Festoons were placed upon the doorposts of pri-

vate houses in token of joy and affection* {vid.

Janua, p. 527), more especially on occasion of a

wedding.* They were hung about a palace in com-
pliment to the wealthy possessor {insertabo coronit

a.tria'), and on occasions of general rejoicing ; the

streets of a city were sometimes enlivened with

these splendid and tasteful decorations.*

The smaller garlands or crowns, which were
worn by persons on the head or round the neck,

are sometimes called scrta.* The fashion of wear-

ing such garlands suspended from the neck waa
adopted by the early Christians."

SERVILIA LEX. {Vid. Lex, p 586.)

SERVIA'NA ACTIO. {Vid. Pionus, p. 776.)

SE'RVITUS. {Vid. Sekvus, Roman.)
SERVITU'TES are considered by the Roman

law as parts of ownersiiip, which are opposed to

ownership as the totality of all those rights wh.i3h

are included in the term ownership. The owner of

a thing can use it in all ways consistent with hi

ownership, and he can prevent others from using i

in any way that is inconsistent with his full enjcy

ment of it as owner. If the owner's power over

the thing is limited either way, that is, if his enjoy

ment of it is subject to the condition of not doing

certain acts in order that some other person may
have the benefit of such forbearance, or to the con-

dition of allowing others to do certain acts, which

limit his complete enjoyment of a thing, the thing it

said " servire," to be subject to a " servitus." Hence
when a thing wa& sold as " optima maxima," this

was legally understood to mean that it was war
ranted free from servitutes." Servitutes are al«

expressed by the terms "jura" and "jura in re,'

and these terms are opposed to dominium or com-

plete ownership. He who exercises a servitus,

therefore, has not the animus domini, not even iv

the case of ususfructus, for the ususfructuarius if

never recognised as owner in the Roman law. Tht
technical word for ownership, when the ususfrikctUb

is deducted from it, is proprietas.

A man can only have a right to a servitu.9 in an-

other person's property : the notion of the term has

no direct relation to his own property. Also, a ser-

vitus can only be in a corporeal thing. Viewed
with respect to the owner of the tliin<r, a servitus

either consists in his being restrained from doing

certain acts to his property, which otherwise he

might do {servitus qua invoAfuciendo consistit ; Str

Vitus negativa), or it consists in his being bound ic

allow some other person vo do something to ihp

property, which sucU v>efSon might otherwise be

prevented from do'ug {servitus quoR in paticndo con-

1. (Pliu., II. N., vii., 56.—Sen., Epist., 90.)—2. (Hygin., Fab.,

874.—Oviil, M«-t., viii., 246.)— 3. (Diod. Sic, iv., 76.—Apollod.,
ill., 15.)-4. (Mnn. Inwl., ii., fig. 04.)—5. (Theophr., H. P., vi.,

§, t) ].—Plin., II. N., xxi., i, s. 3.) — 6. (Virg., Copa, 14, 35.)—
T. (Millin, Gal. Myth., ii., 100.) — 8. (ArUtoph., Thesm., 455.)
—9. (Virg., JEa., ii., 249.)— 10. (Id. ib., iv.. 202.—Juv., xii., 84.
- Lucan, ii., 354.)—11. (Virg., JEn., i., 417 J—12. (i., 14, 28.)

1. (Vid. also Ari»*.iijb., Av., 894.—Pox, 948.—Callim., Hrnm.
in Cor., 45.)—2. 'Thioyd.. iv., 133, 1) 2.— Pans., ii., 17, 7.)—

3. (Tibull., ii., 4, 48 ; 7, 32 —Propert., iii., 16, 23.)—4. (Virg.,

.(En., iv., 50e )—5. (Tilmll., i., 2, 14.)—6. (Liican, li., 354.)—

7

(Prudent. iflSrmra.,ii., 726.)—8. (Mart., vi., 79, 8.)—9. (Ti,.nll.,

i., 7, 52.)-10. fMin. Felix, 38.)—11. (Dig. 50, Ut. 16, ». 90, 169

—Cofcpare Cic, De Leg. Agr., iii., 2.)
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ntttt Strvtlvs jffirmativa). A servitus never con-

sists in the owner of the servient property being

obliged to do any act to his property, though he

may be obliged to do acts which are necessary to-

wards the enjoyment of the servitus.*

There were two classes of servitutes. Either

they had for their subject a definite person, who
could exercise the right, in which case Ihey were
called personal, personarum ; or they had for their

subject another piece of property, or a house, or

land, and the person who exercised the servitus ex-

ercised it in respect of his right to the house or

land which was its subject. Servitutes of the latter

kind were called prajdial, servitutes prsediorum or

rerum, or jura prasdiorum ;* and with reference to

their special kinds, jura aquarum, &c.'

The exercise of personal servitutes, of which
asus and ususfructus were the principal, was al-

ways connected with the natural possession of the

thing, and, consequently, the quasi posseasio of

such servitutes had a close resemblaoce to posses-

sio. (Vid. PossEsaio.) Servitutes of this class

consisted solely " in patiendo."

Prasdial servil'utes consisted both in " ptiiiendo"

and "in non faciendo." Those which consisted in
" patiendo'^ were either acts which a piTScn might
do, by virtue of his right, upon the property of an-

other, as the jus itineris, &c., or they were acts

which he could do to or upon the property of anoth-

er, by virtue of possessing another piece of proper-

ty, as the jus tigni immittendi. Those which con-

sisted " in non faciendo'^ were acts which, as the
possessor of a piece of property, he could require

the owner of another piece of property not to do,

but which, except for the servitus, the owner might
do

Perso'ial servitutes were Usus, Ususfructus,
habitatio, and operae servorum et animalium.

Habitatio, or the right of living in another per-

son's house, resembled the ususfructus or usus
aedium. But it was not lost, as ususfructus and
usus were, by capitis diminutio or neglect to exer-

cise the right. Also, it consisted in the right to in-

habit some definite part of a house only, and not

the whole ; the habitatio could be sold or let. If

it was a donatio inter vivos, it could be set aside by
the heredes of the giver.*

Operae servorum et animalium consisted in a man
having a right to the use and services of another
person's slave or beast, so long as the slave or beast
lived. The servitus continued after the death of
the person entitled to it, and was not lost by a capi-

tis diminutio, nor by neglect to exercise it. This is

called by Gains' the " Ususfructus hominum et cet-

irorum animalium."
Praedial servitutes imply the existence of two

pieces of land (prcedia), one of which owes a ser-
vitus to the other {servitulum debet, pradium,fundus
serviens), and the servitus is said to be due {deberi)

from the one to the other. The name of praedium
dominans, which is now often used to designate the
frffidium to which the servitus is due, is modern,
t is of the nature of a servitus to be an advantage

to the land to which it belongs : it must be some-
thing that in some way increases its value. It

must also be a thing that is permanently to the ad-
vantage of the dominant praidium. The servitus is

considered as belonging to the dominant praedium in
such a sense that it cannot be alienated without the
praedium, nor pledged, nor let.

Praedial servitutes were either praediorum urba-
norum or rusticorum. But the word servitus has
a double meaning, according as we view it as a

I. (Dig. 8, tit. 1, 8. 15.)—2. (Gains, ii., 17, 29.)—3. (Cic,
Pro C«cin., 26.)— 4. (Dig. 7, tit. 8 : " De U«u et Habitatione."—
Dig. 31, tit. 5, s. 27, 32.—Inst, ii., tit. 5.)—5. (ii., 32.)
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right or a duty. The servitus of a praedium rustt-

cum or urbanum is, in the former sense, the ser-

vitus which belongs to a particular praedium as ii

right : in the latter sense, it is the servitus whicL
some particular praedium owes as a duty. When the
two praedia are contemplated together in their mu-
tual relations of right and duty, the word servitus

expresses the whole relation. Servitutes urbanae
appear to be those which are for the advantage of
an edifice as such, and rusticae those which are for

the advantage of a piece of ground as such, and
mainly for the benefit of agriculture.

The following are the principal servitutes urbanae

.

1. Oneris ferendi, or the right which a man has to

use the edifice or wall of his neighbour to support
kis own edifice. The owner of the servient prop-

erty was consequently bound to keep it in repair, so
that it should be adequate to discharge its duty.'

2. Tigni immittendi, or the right of planting a beam
in or upon a neighbour's wall. 3. Projiciendi, or

the right of adding something to a man's edifice,

though it shall project into the open space which is

above his neighbour's grounds. 4. Stillicidii, oi

fluminis recipiendi or immittendi. This servitus

was either a right which a man had for the rain

water to run from his house upon and through his

neighbour's premises, or a right to draw such watei
from his neighbour's premises to his own. The
technical meaning of stillicidium is rain in drops

;

when collected in a flowing body, it is flumen.' 6.

Altius non tollendi, or the duty which a man owed
not to build his house higher than its present eleva-

tion, or the duty of the owner of a piece of land

not to raise his edifice above a certain height, in or-

der that the owner of some other house might have
the advantage of such forbearance. If a man waa
released from this duty by his neighbour, he ob-

tained a new right, which was the jus altius tol-

lendi. In like manner, a man whose ground was
released from the servitus stillicidii, was said to

have the servitus stillicidii non recipiendi. This
was not strictly accurate language ; for if a servitus

is defined to be some limitation of the usual rights

of ownership, a recovery of these rights, or a re-

lease from the duties which is implied by the pos-

session of these rights by another, merely gives the

complete exercise of ownership, and so destroys all

notion of a servitus. Still, such was the language
of the Roman jurists ; and, accordingly, we find

enumerated among the urbanae servitutes' " Stilli-

cidium avcrtendi in tectum vel arcam vicini aut non
averlendi." 7. Servitus ne luminibus, and ne pros-

pectui oiilciatur, or the duty which a man owes to

his neighbour's land not to obstruct his light or his

prospect ;* and servitus luminum or prospectus, oi

the duty of a man to allow his neighbour to make
openings into his premises, as in a common wall, for

instance, to get light or a prospect. It was a ser-

vitus the object of which was to procure light,

whereas the ne oflSciatur was to prevent the de
stroying of light.* But there are different opinions

as to the meaning of servitus luminum. 8. Servi-

tus stercolinii, or the right of placing dung against

a neighbour's wall, &c. 9. Servitus fumi immit-

tendi, or the right of sending one's smoke through

a neighbour's chimney.
The following are the principal servitutes rusti-

cae : 1. Servitus itineris, or the right of a footpath

through another man's ground, or to ride through

on horseback, or in a sella or lectica, for a man in

such cases was said ire, and not agert. Viewed
with reference to the person who exercised the

right, this servitus was properly called jus eundi.*

1. (Dig. 8, tit. 5, s. 6.)—2. (Varro, De Ling. Lat., v., 27, ed

MuUer.—Cic, DeOr., i., 38.)—3. (Dig. 8, tit. 2, s. 2. /—4. (Vid
Gaiu», ii., 31. — Cic, De Or., i., 39.) —5. (Dig. 9, tit. 2, •. 4|

40.)—(5. (Gains, iv., 3 >
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S. Actus or agendi, or the right of driving a beast or

carriage through another man's land. 3. Vise, or the

right eundi et agendi et ambulandi. Via of course in-

cluded the other two servitutes, and it was distin-

guished from them hy its width, which was defined

by the Twelve Tables.' The width of an iter or

actus might be a matter of evidence, and if it was
not determined, it was settled by an arbiter. If the

width of a via was not determined, its width was
taken to be the legal width (lalitudo legitima). In

the work of Frontinus, De Coloniis, the phrase " iter

pojnilo debilur" or " non debtlur" frequently occurs.

When " iter debfur" occurs, the width of the iter is

given in feet. U seems that, in the assignment of

the lands in these instances, the lands were made
" scrvire populo," for the purposes of a road. 4.

Servitus pascendi, or the right of a man in respect

of the ground to which his cattle are attached, to

pasture them on another's ground. 5. Servitus

aqueductus, or the ducendi aquam per fundum alie-

num. There were also other servitutes, as aquae

haustus, pecoris ad aquam appulsus, calcis coquen-

dse, and arenas fodiendse. If a publicus locus or a via

publica intervened, no servitus aquaeductus could

be imposed, but it was necessary to apply to the

princeps for permission to form an aquseductus

across a public road. The intervention of a sacer

et relijgiosus locus was an obstacle to imposing an
itineris servitus, for no servitus could be due to

any person on ground which was sacer or religi-

osus.

A servitus negativa could be acquired by mere
contract ; and it seems the better opinion that a
servitus affirmativa could be so acquired, and that

traditio, at least in the later periods, was not neces-

sary in order to establish the jus servitutis, but

only to give a right to the publiciana in rem actio.*

The phrases "aqua jus conslituerc" " servitutem

(undo imponcre," occur.* According to Gains, ser-

vitutes urbanae could only be transferred by the in

jure cessio : servitutes rusticae could be transferred

hy mancipatio also.*

A servitus might be established by testament
(servitus legata^), and the right to it was acquired

when the '* dies legati cessic" (vid. Legatum) ; but

tradition was necessary in order to give a right to

the publiciana in rem actio. A servitus could be

established by the decision of a judex in the judi-

cium familiae erciscund«e, communi dividundo, and
in a case where the judex adjudicated the proprie-

tas to one and the ususfructus to another.* Servi-

tutes could also be acquired by the praescriptio longi

lemporis.'' An obscure and corrupt passage of Ci-

cero* seems to allude to the possibility of acquiring

a right to a servitus by use, as to which a lex

Scriboni? made a change. {Vid. Lex Scribonia.)

Quasi servitutes were sometimes simply founded
on positive enactments, which limited the owner of

a property in its enjoyment ;• and others were con-
sidered as " vellit jure imposita."^*

A servitus might be released (remitti) to the own-
er of the fundus serviens," or it might be surren-

dered by allowing the owner of the fundus serviens

to do certain acts upon it which were inconsistent

with the continuance of the servitus.** If both the
dominant and the servient land came to belong to

one owner, the servitutes were extinguished ; there

was a confusio." If the separate owners of two
separate estates jointly acquired an estate which
was servient to the two separate estates, the servi-

1. (Dig. 8, tit. 3, s. 6.)—3. (Gaius, ii., 30, 31.—Savi^y, Da*
Recbt des Beiitzos.)—3. (Cic. ad Quint., iii., 1, c. 2.)—4. (Gai-
a». Ii., 39.) — 5. (Dig. 33, tit. 3.) — 6. (Dig. 7, lit. 1, ». 6.)— 7.

(Cod., Tii., tit. 33, t. 12.)— 8. (ad Alt., iv., 26.)—9. (Nov., 22,c.

40, . 2.)—10. (Dig. 39, tit. 3, s. 1, « 23, and Dig. 43, tit. S7, De
iUbonbas Csdendis.)- 11. (Dig. 8, tit. 1, •. 14.) — 13. (Dig. 8,^
'It 0, B. «.)— 13. (Dig. 8, tit. 6, •. 1.)

I

tutes were not extinguished ; but they were cxtin

guished if the joint owners of a dominant estate

jointly acquired the servient estate.' The servitus

was also extinguished when the usufructuarius ac-

quired the proprietas of the thing. A servitus was
extinguished by the extinction of the object ; but if

the servient object was restored, the servitus wa»
also restored.* A servitus was extinguished by the

extinction of the subject, as in the case of a person

al servitude, with the death of the person who wa«
entitled to it ; and in the case of prsedial servitutes,

with the destruction of the dominant subject ; but

they were revived with its revival. A senritos

might be extinguished by not using it. According
to the old law, ususfructus and usus were lost,

through not exercising the right, in two years in

the case of things immovable, and in one year in

the case of things movable. In Justinian's legisla-

tion, ususfructus and usus were only lost by not

exercising the right when there had teen a usuca-

pio libertatis on the part of the owner of the thing,

or the ownership had been acquired by usucapi-

on.*

Servitutes might be the pubjects of actiones in

rem. An actio confessoria or vindicatio servitutis

had for its object the establishing the right to a ser-

vitus, and it could only be brought by the owner of

the dominant land when it wa.s due to land. The
object of the action was the establishment of the

right, damages, and security against future disturb-

ance in the exercise of the right. The plaintiff had,

of course, to prove his title to the servitus. The
actio negatoria or vindicatio libertatis might be

brought by the owner of the property against any
person who claimed a servitus in it. The object

was to establish the freedom of the property frcna

the servitus for damages, and for security to the

owner against future disturbance in the exercise of

his ownership. The plaintiff had, of course, to prove

his ownership, and the defendant to prove his title

to the servitus.*

In the case of personal servitutes, the interdicts

were just the same as in the case of proper posses-

sion ; the interdict which was applied in the case

of proper possession was here applied as a utile in

terdictum.*

In the case of praedial servitutes, we must first

consider the positive. In the first class, the acqui-

sition of the juris quasi possessio is effected by an
act which is done simply as an exercise of the right,

independent of any other right. The interference

with the exercise of the right was prevented by in-

terdicts applicable to the several cases. A person

who was disturbed in exercising a jus itineris, ac-

tus, viae, by any person whatever, whether the own-
er of the servient land or any other person, had a

right to the interdict : the object of this interdict

was protection against the disturbance, and com-
pensation ; its effect was exactly like that of the

interdict uti possidetis. Another interdict applied

to the same objects as the preceding interdict, but

its object was to protect the person entitled to the

servitus from being disturbed by the owner while

he was putting the way or road in a condition fit

for use.

There were various other interdicts, as in the

case of the jus aquae quotidianae vel aestivae ducen-

dae ;• in the case of the repair of water passages ;'

in the case of the jus aquae hauriendae.*

The second class of positive servitudes consists

in the exercise of the servitude in connexion with

1. (Dig. 8. tit. 3, a. 37.)—3. (Dig. 8, tit. 3, ». 20 ; tit. 6, s. 14.)

—3. (Cod., iii., tit. 33, s. 16, 1) 1, and tit. 34, s. 13.)—4. (Gaini.

i»., i.—Dig. 8, tit. 5.)— 5. (Frag. Vat., 90, as emended by .S»

\ngnT.)—«. (Dig. 43, tit. 20.)—7. (43, tit. 21, De Rivia.)—8. (41

tit. n.)
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the possession of another piece of property. The
interdicts applicable to this case are explained un-

der the next class, that of negative servitutes.

In the case of negative servitutes, there are only

two modes in which the juris quasi possessio can be

acquired : 1, when the owner of the servient prop-

erty attempts to do some act which the owner of

the dominant property considers inconsistent with

his servitus, and is prevented ; 2, by any legal act

which is capable of transferring the jus servitutis.

The possession is lost when the owner of the ser-

vient property does an act which is contrary to the

right. The possession of the servitutes of the sec-

ond and third class was protected by the interdict

uti possidetis. There was a special interdict about

sewers {De Chacis^).

It has been stated that quasi servitutes were
sometimes founded on positive enactments. These
were not servitutes properly so called> for they were
limitations of the exercise of ownership made for

the public benefit. The only cases of the imitation

of the exercise of ownership by positive eisactment

which are mentioned in the Pandect, i\ro reducible

to three principal classes. The first class compre-
hends the limitation of ownership on reli.ff'.ous

grounds. To this class belongs finis, or a space of

five feet in width between adjoining estates, which
it was not permitted to cultivate. This intermedi-

ate space was sacred, and it was used by the own-
ers of the adjoining lands for sacrifice. To this

class also belongs the rule, that if a man had bu-

ried a dead body on the land of another without his

consent, he could not, as a general rule, be compel-

led to remove the body, but he was bound to make
recompense.* The second class comprehends rules

relating to police. According to the Twelve Ta-
bles, every owner of land in the city was required

to leave a space of two feet and a half vacant all

round any edifice that he erected : this was called

legitimum spalium, Icgitimus modus. ConsequenMy,
between two adjoining houses there must be a va-

3dnt space of five feet. This law was, no doubt,

often neglected ; for, after the fire in Nero's reign,'

it was forbidden to build houses with a common
wall {communio parietum), and the old legitimum

spatium was again required to be observed ; and it

is referred to in a rescript of Antoninus and Verus.*

This class also comprehends rules as to the height

and form of buildings. Augustus* fixed the height

ai seventy feet ; Nero also, after the great fire, made
some regulations with the view of limiting the height

of houses. Trajan fixed the greatest height at sixty

feet. These regulations were general, and had no
reference to the convenience of persons who pos-
sessed adjoining houses : they had, therefore, no re-

lation at all to the servitutes altius tollendi and non
toUendi, as some writers suppose. The rule of the
Twelve Tables, which forbade the removing a " tig-

num furtivum adibus vel vineis junctum," had for its

object the preventing of accidents.* Another rule
declared that the owners of lands which were ad-
joining to public aquaeducts should permit materials
to be taken from their lands for these public purpo-
ses, but should receive a proper compensation. The
Twelve Tables forbade the burning or interring of a
dead body in the city ; and this rule was enforced
by a lex Duilia. In the time of Antoninus Piu^j, this
rule prevailed both in Rome and other cities.

The third class of limitations had for its object
the promotion of agriculture. It comprised the
rules relatir? to Aqua Pluvia, and t6 the tignum
junctum in the case of a vineyard ; and it gave a
man permission to go on his neighbour's premises

1. (Dig. «, tit. 23.)-2. (Dig. 11, tit. 7, s. 2, 7, 8.)—3. (Tacit.,
Inn., IV., 41)—4. (Dig. 8, tit 2, s. 14.)—5. (Suet., Octav., 89.)

(Dig. 47, tit. 3 )

to gather the fruits which had fallen thereon from
his trees, with this limitation, that he could only go
every third day.' The Twelve Tables enacted thai

if a neighbour's tree hung over into another person's
land, that person might trim it to the height of fif-

teen feet from the ground {quindecim pedes altius earn

suhlucalor). The rule was a limitation of owner-
ship, but not a limitation of the ownership of the
tree-owner : it was a limitation of the ownership
of the land-owner; for it allowed his neighbour's
tree to overhang his ground, provided there w^ere

no branches less than fifteen feet from the ground.
With these exceptions, some of which were of

great antiquity, ownership in Roman law must be
considered as unlimited. These limitations, also,

had no reference to the convenience of individuals

who had adjoining houses or lands. With respect
to neighbours, the law allowed them to regulate

their mutual interests as they pleased ; and, accord-

ingly, a man could agree to allow a neighbour to

derive a certain benefit from his land, which their

proximity rendered desirable to him, or he could
agree to abstain from certain acts on his land for

the benefit of his neighbour's land. The law gave
force to these agreements under the name of servi-

tutes, and assimilated the benefits of them to the

right of ownership by attaching to them a right of
action like that which an owner enjoyed.

This view of the limitation of ownership among
the Romans by positive enactment is from a. valua
ble essay by Dirksen.*

This imperfect sketch may be completed by ref-

erence to the following works, and the authorities

quoted in them : Mackeldey, Lehrbuch, <f-c.—Miih-
ienbruch, Doclrina Pandectarum, p. 268, &c.—Sa-
vigny. Das Rccht dcs Besitzes, Juris Quasi Possession

p. 525, 5th ed.— Von der Besidlung der Serviluten

durch simple Vertrag und Stipulation, von Ilasse,

Rhein. Mus. fiir Jurisprudenz, Erster Jahrgang.—
Von dem VerJialtniss des Eigenthums zu den Scrm-
tuten, von Puchta, Rhein. Mus. Erst. Jahrg.

SERVUS (Greek). The Greek 6ov2.oc, like the
Latin servus, corresponds to the usual meaning of
our word slave. Slavery existed almost through
out the whole of Greece ; and Aristotle* says that

a complete household is that which consists of
slaves and freemen (ohca Ss TeXeioc ix Sov^uv Koi

E^evdipuv), and he defines a slave to be a living

working-tool and possession (6 iovXoc efirpvxov bpya-

vov * 6 ^oO/lof KTf//id Ti Ifi^pvxov^). None of the

Greek philosophers ever seem to have objected to

slavery as a thing morally wrong ; Plato, in his per-

fect state, only desires that no Greeks should be
made slaves by Greeks,* and Aristotle^ defends the

justice of the institution on the ground of a diversi-

ty of race, and divides mankind into the free {e?.ev-

depoi), and those who are slaves by nature (oi <l>vaei

dovX'u) : under the latter description he appears to

have regarded all barbarians in the Greek sense of
the word, and therefore considers their slavery jus-

tifiable.

In the most ancient times there are said to have
been no slaves in Greece ;• but we find them in the

Homeric poems, though by no means so generally

as in later times. They are usually prisoners taken

in war (dopcaXuToi), who serve their conquerors;

but we also read as well of the purchase and sale

of slaves." They were, however, at that time

mostly confined to the houses of the wealthy.

There were two kinds of slavery among the

Greeks. One species arose when the inhabitants

1 (Dig. 43, tit, 28, De Glande legenda.)— 2. (Ueber die ge

setzrichen beschrtnkungen des Eigenthums, <kc., Zeitschrift

Tol ji.)—3. (Polit., i., 3.)—4. (Ethic. Nicora.,nii., 13.)—5. (Po
lit., i., 4.)—6. (De Rep., t., p. 469.)—7. (Polit , i.)—8. (Herod
vi , 137.—Pherecrat. ap. Athen., vi., p. 263. i.)—9. (Od , xv
483.)
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ol a country were subdued by an invading tribe,

and rotluced '.o the condition ol' serfs or bondsmen :

they lived upon and cultivated the land which their

masters had appropriated to thennselves, and paid

ihem a certain rent. They also attended their mas-
ters in war. Tiiey could not be sold out of ilie

country or separated from their families, and could

acquire property. Such were the Helots of Sparta

'eid. Helotkb), the Penestae of Thessaly (vid. Pe-

MKSTAi), the Dithynians at Byzantium, the Calii ;yrii

4t Syracuse, the Mariandyni at Heraclea in Pontus,

Ihc Aphamiotai in Crete. (Vid. Cosmi, p. 316.)

The other species of slavery consisted of domestic
slaves acquired by purchase (apyvpwvriToi or ;j;puau-

f^rjt'), wlij were entirely the property of their mas-
ters, and could be disposed of like any other goods
and chattels : these were the fiov2.oi properly so
called, and were the kind of slaves that existed at

Athens and Corinth. In commercial cities slaves

were very numerous, as they performed the work
of the artisans and manufacturers of modern towns.
In poorer n^puhlics, which iiad little or no capital,

and which subsisted wholly by agriculture, they
would be few : thus in Phocis and Locris there are
said to have been originally no domestic slaves.*

The majority of slaves were purchased ; few, com-
paratively, were born in the family of the master,
partly because the number of female slaves was
very small in comparison with the male, and partly

Decause the cohabitation of slaves was discouraged,
as it was considered cheaper to purchase than to

rear slaves. A slave born in the house of a master
was called oUdrpiip, in contradistinction to one pur-

chased, who was called oUfTTjc* If both the father

ind mother were slaves, the offspring was called

jfti^idovXoi * if the parents were oUoTpiCeg, the off-

spring was called olKOTpldaco^.*

It was a recognised rule of Greek national law,

'.hat the persons of those who were taken prisoners

in war became the property of the conqueror,* but

it was the practice for the Greeks to give liberty to

I hose of their own nation on payment of a ransom.
Consequently, almost all slaves in Greece, with the

exception of the serfs above mentioned, were barba-

lians. It appears to follow, from a passage in Ti-

ma?us,' that the Chians were the first who carried

on the slave-trade, where the slaves were more
numerous than in any other place except Sparta,

that is, in comparison with the free inhabitants.*

In the early ages of Greece, a great number of slaves
was obtained by pirates, who kidnapped persons on
the coasts, but the chief supply seems to have come
from the Greek colonies in Asia Minor, who had
abundant opportunities of obtaining them from their

own neighbourhood and the interior of Asia. A
considerable number of slaves also came from
Thrace, where he parents frequently sold their

children.*

.\t Athens, as well as in other states, there was
a regular slave-market, called the KWKXof," be-

cause the slaves stood round in a circle. They
were also sometimes sold by auction, and appear
then to have been placed on a stone called the
irparjjp XiOof :" the same was also the practice

in Rotnti, whence the phrase homo de lajiide cmlus.

( Vid. AccTio.) The slave-market at Athens seems
to havo been held on cenain fixed days, usually

the last day of the month (the Ivr) koi via or vov-

uijvin"). The price cf slaves also naturally dif-

fered according to their age, strength, and acquire-

1 (Vid. Isocr, Platm., p. 300, ed. Steph.)—2. (Alhen., vi., p.

t64, (.—Clinton, F. II., ii., p. 411, 412.)—3. (Ammon. and Sui-

iJiui, s. V.) — 4. (Eustatb. ad Od , ii.,990.)— 5. (Pollux, Onom.,
III., 76.) — 6. (Xen., Cyr., Tii., 5, tt 73.) — 7. (sp. Albcn., vi., p.

I6S, *.)—8. (ThucyJ., viii . 40.)—9. (Herod.. T., fi.)— 10. (Har-
Hwr., 1. V.)— 1 1 . (Pullux, Oaom., iii.,78.)— 12. (Arflupb., Equit.,

49, with the schol '

6T

ments. "Seme slaves," says Xenophon,' are
well worth two minas, others hardly half a mi-

na ; some sell for five minas, and others even for

ten ; and Nicias, the son of Niceratus, is said to

have given no less than a talent for an overseer in

the mines." Bockh* has collected many particu-

lars respecting the price of slaves ; he calculatei

the value of a common mining slave at from 125 to

150 drachmas. The knowledge of any art had a
great influence upon the value of a slave. Of the
thirty-two or thirty-three sword-cutlcrs who be-

longed to the father of Demosthenes, some were
worth five, some six, and the lowest more than
three minas ; and his twenty couch-makers, togeth-

er, were worth 40 minas.* Considerable sums
were paid for courtesans and female players on the
cithara ; twenty and thirty minas were common for

such :* Neaera was sold for thirty minas.*

The number of slaves was very great in Athens.
According to the census made when Demetrius
Phalereus was archon (B.C. 309), there are said to

have been 21,000 free citizens, 10,000 metics, and
400,000 slaves in Attica :* according to which, the

slave population is so immensely large in proportion

to the free, that some writers have rejected the ac-

count altogether,^ and others have supposed a cor-

ruption in the numbers, and that for 400,000 we
ought to read 40,000.* Bockh' and Clinton,'* how-
ever, remark, with some justice, that in computing
the citizens and metics, the object was to ascertain

their political and military strength, and hence the

census of only males of full age was taken ; whUe,
in enumerating slaves, which were property, it

would be necessary to compute all the individuals

who composed that property. Bockh takes the pro-

portion of free inhabitants to slaves as nearly one
to four in Attica, Clinton as rather more than three

to one ; but, whatever may be thought of these cal

culations, the main fact, that the slave population

in Attica was much larger than the free, is incon-

trovertible : during the occupation of Decelea by
the Lacedaemonians, more than 20,000 Atheriian

slaves escaped to this place." In Corinth and
iEgina their number was equally large : according
to Timaeus, Corinth had 460,000, and according to

Aristotle, ^Egina bad 470,000 slaves;'* but these

large numbers, especially in relation to ^Egina, must
be understood only of the early tinr:C3, before Athens
had obtained possession of the commerce of Greece.
At Athens even the poorest citizen had a slave

for the care of his household," and in every moder-
ate establishment many were employed for all pos-

sible occupations, as bakers, cooks, tailors, &c.
The number possessed by one person was never so

great as at Rome during the later times of the Re-
public and under the Empire, but it was still very

considerable. Plato'* expressly remarKs, that some
persons had fifty slaves, and even more. This was
about the number which the father of Demosthenes
possessed ;'* Lysias and Polemarchus had 120,'*

Philemonides had 300, Hipponicus 600, and Nicias

1000 slaves in the mines alone." It must be borne
in mind, when we read of one person possessing so

large a number of slaves, that they were employed
in various workshops, mines, or manufactories : the

number which a person kept to attend to his own
private wants or those of his household was proba-

bly never veiy large. And this constitutes one

1. (Mem., li., 5, ^ 2.)—2. (Pobl. Ecoii. of Athrni, i., p. W,
&c.)—i. (I- ^phob., i., p. 816.)—4. (Ter., Adelph., iii., i., 37 ,

2. 15; IT., 7, ii.— U., Phorm., iii., 3, 24.) — 5. (U<""<«th. ia

Near., p 1354, 16.)— 6. (Ctesicles ap. Athen., vi., p- 272, c.)—
7. (Niebuhr, Hi«t. of Rnme, ii., p. BO, n. 143.)—^. (Hume'» E»-
aays. yol. i., p. 443.)— 9. (Ibid., i., p. 52, &o.)— 10. (F. IF., ii.,

p. 391.)— II. (Thucyd., vii., 27.)— 12. (Athen., 1. c.)— J3. (Aria

toph., Plut., init.)— 14. (De Rep., ii., p. 578.)— 15. (:n Aphob.,
I , p. 823.) — 16. (Lyi. in Eratc«tb., p. 395.) — 17. (Xeo., D* •

Vect., IT., 14, 13.)
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greal distinction between Greek and Roman slaves,

that the labour of the former was regarded as the

means by which an owner might obtain profit for

the outlay of his capital in the purchase of the

slaves, while the latter were chiefly employed in

ministering to the wants of their master and his

family, and in gratifying his luxury and vanity.

Thus Athenaeus' remarks that many of the Ro-

mans possfss 10,000 or 20,000 slaves, and even

more : but lot, he adds, for the sake of bringing in

a revenue, as the wealthy Nicias.

Slaves either worked on their masters' account

or their own (in the latter case they paid their mas-
ters a certain sum a day), or they were let out by
their master on hire, either for the mines or any
other kind of labour, or as hired servants for wages
(axo^opu). The rowers on board the ships were
usually slaves ;* it is remarked as an unusual cir-

cumstance, that the seamen of Paralos were free-

men.* Tl)ese slaves belonged either to the state

or to private persons, who let them out to the state

on payment of a certain sum. It appears that a

considerable number of persons kept large gangs of

slaves merely for the purpose of letting out, and
found this a profitable mode of investing their capi-

tal. Great numbers were required for the mines,

and in most cases the mine lessees would be
obliged to hire some, as they would not have suffi-

cient capital to purchase as many as they wanted.
We learn from a fragment of Hyperides preserved

by Suidas,* that there were at one time as many as

150,000 slaves who worked in the mines and were
employed in country labour. Generally none but

inferior slaves were confined in these mines : they
worked in chains, and numbers died from the effects

of the unwholesome atmosphere.* We cannot cal-

culate with accuracy what was the usual rate of

profit which a slave proprietor obtained. The tliir-

y-two or thirty-three sword-cutlers belonging to

the father of Demosthenes annually produced a net

profit of 30 minas, their purchase value being 130
minas, and the twenty couch-makers a profit of 12

minas, their purchas3 value being 40 minas.* The
leather-workers of Timarchus produced to their

masters two oboli a day, the overseers three :'

Nicias paid an obolus a day for each mining slave

which he hired.' The rate of profit upon the pur-

chase-money of the slaves was naturally high, as
;heir value was destroyed by age, and those who
lied had to be replaced by fresh purchases. The
)roprietor was also exposed to the great danger of
heir running away, when it became necessary to

pursue them, and offer rewards for their recapture
(ffwffTpa'). Antigenes of Rhodes was the first that
established in ensurance of slaves. For a yearly
contrit* .',ion of eight drachmas for each slave that
wai' ..n the army, he undertook to make good the
•.iue of the slave at the time of his running away."

Slaves that worked in the fields were under an
overseer (e7r/r/)07roc)'. to whom tiie whole manage-
ment of the estate was frequently intrusted, while
the master resided in the city ; the household slaves
were under a steward (rafiiac), the female slaves
under a stewardess (ra/x/a)."

The Athenian slaves did not, like the Helots of
Sparta and the Penestae of Thessaly, serve in the
armies; the battles of Marathon and Arginusae,
when the Athenians armed their slaves," were ex-
ceptions to the general rule.

1. (y\., p. 272, *.)—2. (Isocrat., De Pace, p. 169, ed. Steph.)—
3. (Thucyd., viii., 73.) — 4. (s. v. 'Airta-iji^/CTaTO.) — 5. (BOokh,
on the Silver Minea of Laurion, p. 469, 470, tran»l.)—j6. (De-
moath. in Aptiob., i., p. 816. — Bockh, Public Econ., &c '

i n
100.)—7. (iEschin. ia Tim., p. 118.)—8. (Xen., Vect., iv., 14

)'

—*. (Xen.. Mem., ii., 10, 1, 2.—Plat., Protag., p. 310.)— 10.
(Pseado-Aniit., CEcon., c. 35.)— II. (Xen., (Ecou., xii., 2 ii
11 )—12. (Pausan., i., 32, 1) 3.—Schol. ad Arittoph.. Ran.. 33 )'
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The rights of possession with regard to slave«
differed in no respect ftom any other property

,

they could be given or taken as pledges.' The con-
dition, however, of Greek slaves was, upon the
whole, better than that of Roman ones, with the
exception, perhaps, of Sparta, where, accordii.g to

Plutarch,' it is the best place in the world to be a
freeman, and the worst to be a slave (tv AaKedai-

fiovi KoL Tov iXet'idepov fiuXiara iXeidcpov elpat, Koi
Tov dovXov fiuXiara AovXov). At Athens especially,

the slaves seem to have been allowed a degree of
liberty and indulgence which was never granted to

them at Rome ' On the reception of a new slave
into a house at Athens, it was the custom to scat-

ter sweetmeats {Karaxvcfiara), as was done in the
case of a newly-rnarried pair.*

The life and person of a slave were also protect-

ed by the law : a person who struck or maltreated
a slave was liable to an action (i6peu( ypa^*) ; a
slave, too, could not be put to death without legal

sentence.* He could even take shelter from the

cruelty of his master in the Temple of Theseus, and
there claim the privilege of being sold by him (Trpd-

(jiv aiTsiaOaL'). The person of a slave, however,
was not considered so sacred as that of a freeman

:

his offences were punished with corporeal chastise-

ment, which was the last mode of punishment iiv

flicted on a freeman ;* he was not believed upon
his oath, but his evidence in courts of justice \jva»

always taken with torture. {Vid. Basanos.)
Notwithstanding the generally mild treatment of

slaves in Greece, their insurrection was not unfre
quent ;' but these insurrections in Attica were usiv

ally confined to the mining slaves, who were treated

with more severity than the others. On one occa-

sion they murdered their guards, took possession oi

the fortifications of Suniuin, and from this jjoiiil

ravaged the country for a considerable time.**

Slaves were sometimes manumitted at Athens,

though not so frequently as at Rome ; but it seems
doubtful whether a master was ever obliged to lib-

erate a slave against his will for a certain sum of

money, as some writers have concluded from a

passage of Plautus." Those who were manumitted
{uTTElevOepoL) did not become citizens, as they might
at Rome, but passed into the condition of metics.

They were obliged to honour their former master
as their patron {npoaTurrir), and to fulfil certain

duties towards him, the neglect of which rendered

them liable to the bur] aTzoaraaiov, by which they

might again be sold into slavery. {V^d. Libertijs,

Greek; AHOSTASIOT AIKH.)
Respecting the public slaves at Athens, see D«-

HOSIOI.

It appears that there was a tax upon slaves at

Athens,'" which Bockh" supposes was three oboli

a year for each slave.

Besides the authorities quoted in the course of

this article, the reader may refer to Petitus, Leg.

Alt., ii., 6, p. 254, &c.— Reitermeier, Gesch. <^r

Sclaverei in Gricchenland, Berl., 1789. — Limburg
Brouwer, Histoire de la Civilisation des Grcrs, iii.,

p. 267, &c.—Wachsmuth, Hell. Alt., I., i , p. 171

—Gottling, Dc Nolione Servilulis apitd Arislolelcm,

Jen , 1821.—Hermann, Lehrbuch dcr Gricch. Stoats-

alt., () 114.—Becker, Chariklct, ii., p. 20, &c.

1. (Dem. in Pantienot., p. 967 ; m Aphob., p. 821 ; in l»ne-

tor., i.,p. 871.)—2. (Lye, 28.)—3. (Compare Plut., De Garml.,

18.— Xen., De Rep. Athen., i., 12.)— 4. (Aristoph., Plut., 768,

with schol.—Demosth. in Steph., p. 1123, 29.—Pollux, Onom..
iii., 77.—Hesych. and Suidas, s. v. KuruxuV/ora.)—5. (Dem
in Mid., p. 529.— .Eschin. in Tim., p. 41. — Xen., De Rep
Athen., i., 10.—Athen., vi.. p. a67, /. — Muier, Alt. Pdc., p.

322, &c.)—6. (Enrip., Ilec. 287, 268.—Antiph., De Cad. Herod.,

p. 728.)—7. (Plut., Thes., 36.—Pollux, Onom., vii., 13.—Meier
Att. Proc., p 403, <fec.)— 8. (Dem. in Timocr, p. 752.)—

9

(Plat., Leg., vi., p. 777.,— 10. (Athen., vi.. p. 272,/.)— 11. (C»
sin., ii., 5, 7.)— 12. (Xen., De Vect., iv., 25.)-13. (PnU. Eoo«
&c., ii., p. 47, 48.)
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SERVUS (Roman), SE'RVITUS. » Servituseal

onstitulto juris gentium qua quis dominio alieno

contra ncturam su/ijicitur."* Gains also considers

the potestas of a master over a slave as "juris gen-

Hum."' The Romans viewed liberty as the natural

state, and slavery as a status or condition which
was contrary to the natural state. The mutual re-

lation of slave and master among the Romans was
expressed hy the terms servus and dominus ; and
the power and interest which the dominus had over

and in the slave was expressed by dominium. The
term dominium or ownership, with reference to a
slave, pointed to the slave merely as a thing or ob-

ject of ownership, and a slave, as one of the res

mancipi, was classed with other objects of owner-
ship. The word potestas was also applied to the

master's power over the slave, and the same word
was used to express the father's power over his

children. The boundaries between the patria and
dominica potestas were originally very narrow, but

the child had certain legal capacities which were
altogether wanting to the condition of the slave.

The master had no potestas over the slave if he
had merely a "nudum jus Quiritium in servo: ' it was
necessary that the slave should be his in bonis at

'east.

'

According to the strict principles of the Roman
law, it was a consequence of the relation of master
and slave that the master could treat the slave as
he pleased ; he could sell him, punish him, and put

him to death. Positive morality, however, and the

Booidi intercourse that must always subsist between
a master and the slaves who are immediately about
hiir., ameliorated the condition of slavery. Still we
read of acts of great cruelty committed by masters
in the later republican and earlier imperial periods,

and the lex Petronia was enacted in order to pro-

tect the slave. ( Vid. Lex Petronia, p. 584.) The
original power of life and death over a slave, which
Gaius considers to be a part of the jus gentium,
was limited by a constitution of Antoninus, which
enacted that, if a man put his slave to death with-

out sufficient reason {sine causa), he was liable to

the 8ame penalty as if he had killed another man's
elave. The constitution applied to Roman citizens,

and to all who were under the imperium Roma-
num.* The same constitution also prohibited the
cruel treatment of slaves by their masters, by enact-
ing, that if the cruelty of the master was intolera-

ble, he might be compelled to sell the slave, and
the slave was empowered to make his complaint to

the proper authority.* A constitution of Claudius
enacted, that if a man exposed his slaves who
were infirm, they should become free ; and the con-
stitution also declared, that if they were put to death,
the act should be murder.* It was also enacted,'
that in sales of division of property, slaves, such as
husband and wife, parents and children, brothers
and sisters, should not be separated.
A slave could not contract a marriage. His co-

habitation with a woman was contubernium, and
«o legal relation between him and his children was
recognised. Still nearness of blood was considered
an impediment to marriage after manumission :

thus, a manumitted slave could not marry his man-
umitted sister.*

A slave ;ould have no property. He was not in-

capable of acijuiring property, but his acquisitions
belonged Iv his master, which Gaius considers to
be a rule of the jus gentium.* A slave could ac-
quire for his master by mancipatio, traditio, stipula-
tio, or in any other way. In this capacity of the

1. (Florent., Dig. 1, lit. 3. •. 4.) — 2. (i., 52.) — 3. (Gains, i.,

54.)—4. (Id., i., 32, Ac.)-5. (Senec., De Beoef., lii., 22.)—6.
(Sueton., Claud., 25.)—7. (Cod., iii., tit. 38, i. 1 1.)—8. (Dijr. 93.
'.11.2. .. 14.)-9. (I..32) '

y
B
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slave to take, though he could not keep, his condi-

tion was assimilated to that of a filiusfamilias, and
he was regarded as a person. If one person had a
nudum jus Quiritium in a slave, and he was anoth-
er's in bonis, his acquisitions belonged to the person
whose he was in bonis. If a man possessed an-
other man's slave or a free person, he only acquired
through the slave in two cases : he was entitled tb

all that the slave acquired out of or by means of
the properly of the possessor (ez re ejus), and he waa
entitled to all that the slave acquired by his own
labour (ex operis suis) ; the law was the same with
respect to a slave of whom a man had the ususfruc-
tus only. All other acquisitions of such slaves or
free persons belonged to their owner or to them-
selves, according as they were slaves or free men.*
If a slave was appointed heres, he could only ac-

cept the hereditas with the consent of his master,
and he acquired the hereditas for his master: in

the same way the slave acquired a legacy for his
master.*

A master could also acquire possessio throagh
his slave, and thus have a commencement of usu-
capion;* but the owner must have the possession of
the slave in order that he might acquire possession
through him, and, consequently, a man could not
acquire possession by means of a pignorated slave.

{Vtd PioNos.) A bonae fidei possessor, that is,

one who believed the slave to be his own, could ac-

quire possession through him in such cases as be
could acquire property ; consequently, a pledgee
could not acquire possession through a pignorated
slave, though he had the possession of him bona
fide, for this bona fides was not that which is meant
in the phrase bonae fidei possessor. The usufructu-

arius acquired possession through the slave in the
same cases in which the bonae fidei possessor ac-

quired it.*

Slaves were not only employed in the usual do-

mestic offices and in the labours of the field, but
also as factors or agents for their masters in the
managemont of business (vid. Institoria Actio,
&c.), and as mechanics, artisans, and in every
branch of industry. It may easily be conceived
that, under these circumstances, especially as they
were often intrusted with property to a large amount,
there must have arisen a practice of allowing the
slave to consider part of his gains as his own : this

was his peculium, a term also applicable to such
acquisitions of a filiusfamilias as his father allowed
him to consider as his own. ( Vid. Patria Potes-
tas.) According to strict law, the peculium was
the property of the master, but according to usage
it was considered to be the property of the slave.

Sometimes it Was agreed between master and slave
that the slave should purchase his freedom with his

peculium when it amounted to a certain sum.* If a
slave was manumitted by the owner in his lifetime,

the peculium was considered to be given together
with libertas. unless it was* expressly retained.*

Transactions of borrowing and lending could take
place between the master and slave with respect to

the peculium, though no right of action arose on
either side out of such dealings, conformably to a
general principle of Roman law.' If, after the

slave's manumission, the master paid him a debt

which had arisen in the manner above mentioned,
he could not recover it.* In case of the claim of

creditors on the slave's peculium, the debt of the

slave to the master was first taken into the account,

and deducted from the peculium. So far was the

law modified, that in the case of the naturales obli-

1. (Ulp., Frag., tit. 19.)— 2. (Gaius, ii., 87, &c.)— 3. (Id.,

ii.. 89, <bc.)—4. (Savigiiy, Das Recht dea Betitzes. p.314,ed.&.;—5. (Tacit., Ann., ziv.,42, and the note or Lipsiua.)—A. (Dig.

13, tit. I, s. S3, De Peoalio.)—7. (Oaiiu, i- , 78.)—8. (Dif li.

tit. 0, s. 64.)
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fationes, as the Romans called them, between mas-

ter and slave, a fidejussor could be bound for a

slave, whether the creditor was an extraneus, or a

dominus to whom the slave was indebted.

A naturalis obligatio might also result from the

dealings of a slave with other persons than his mas-

ter ; but the master was not at all affected by such

dealings. The master was only bound by the acts

and dealings of the slave when the slave was em-

ployed as his agent or instrument, in which case

the master might be liable to an actio Exercitoria

01 Institoria.' There was, of course, an actio

against the master when the slave acted by his or-

ders. (Ffd. Josso, Quod, &c.) If a slave or filius-

familias traded with his peculium with the knowl-

edge of the dominus or father, the peculium and all

that was produced by it were divisible among the

creditors and master or father in due proportions

{pro rata portione) ; and if any of the creditors com-

plained of getting less than his share, he had a

tributoria actio against the master or father, to

whom the law gave the power of distribution among
the creditors.* The master was not liable for any-

thing beyond the amount of the peculium, and his

own demand was payable first.' Sometimes a slave

would have another slave under him, wlio had a

peculium with respect to the first slave, just as the

slave had a peculium with respect to his master.

On this practice was founded the distinction be-

tween servi ordinarii and vicarii.* These subordi-

nate peculia were, however, legally considered as

included in the principal peculium. In the case of

a slave dying, being sold or manumitted, the edict

required that any action in respect of the peculium

must be brought within a year.* If a slave or fil-

iusfamilias had carried on dealings without the

knowledge and consent of his master or father,

theie might be an action against the master or fa-

ther in respect of such dealings, so far as it could

be proved that he had derived advantage from them.

This was called the actio de in rem verso,* and it

was, in fact, the same actio as that de peculio.

That was said "in rem patris dominive versurri"

which turned out for his advantage. For instance,

if a slave borrowed ten sestertia and paid them to

the master's creditors, the master was bound to

pay the loan, and the lender had an actio against

him de in rem verso. If the slave paid any part

of the borrowed sum to his master's creditors, the

master was liable to the lender for the amount so

applied , and if the slave had wasted the other part,

the mastei was bound to make that good to the

amount of the slave's peculium ; but still with this

provision, that the amount of the slave's peculium
could only be ascertained by first deflucting from it

what he owed to the master. The case was the

same with the peculium of a son and a slave.

Thus, as Gains observes,' the actio de peculio and
de in rem verso was one actio, but contained two
condemnations.

It is a consequence of the relation of slave and
master, that the master acquired no rights against
the slave in consequence of his delicts. Other per-

sons might obtain rights against a slave in conse-
quence of his delicts, but their right could not be
prosecuted by action until the slave was manumit-
ted.* They had, however, a right of action against
the slave's master for damages, and if the master
would not pay the damages, he must give up the
slave. (Vid. Noxa.) The slave was protected
against injury from other persons. If the slave

was killed, the master might either prosecute the

1. (Gaius, iv., 71.)—2. (Id., iv., 72, &c.)—3. (Dig. 14, tit. 4,

De TribatoriB Actione.)—4. (Dig. 15, tit. 1, a. 17.)—5. (Dig.

15, tit. 2, B. 1, which contains the words of the Edict.)— 6.

(Dig. 15, til. 3.)—7. (iv., 73, and the note on c. 72.)—8. (Gaius,
•»

, 77.)
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killer for a capital offence, or sue for damages un-
der the lex Aquilia.' {Vid. Aquilia Lex, Injuria.)

The master had also a praetoria actio in duplum
against those who corrupted his slave {scrvus, serva)

and led him into bad practices :* the in duolum was
to twice the amount of the estimated damage. He
had also an action against a person who committed
stuprum with his female slave.'

A runaway slave (fvgilivus) could not lawfully be
received or harboured ; to conceal him was furlum.
The master was entitled to pursue him wherever
he pleased, and it was the duty of all authorities to
give him aid in recovering the slave. It was the
object of various laws to check the running away
of slaves in every way, and, accordingly, a runaway
slave could not legally be an object of sale. A
class of persons called fugitivarii made it their

business to recover runaway slaves. The rights of

the master over the slave were in no way affected

by his running away ;* there was a lex Fabia on
this subject, and apparently two senatus consulta at

least*

A person was a slave either jure gentium or jure
civili. A person was born a slave jure gentium
whose mother was a slave when she gave him
birth ;• for it was a legal principle, that the status

of those v/ho were not begotten in justae nuptiae was
to be reckoned from the moment of the birth. A
slave born in the master's house was verna ; but

it was also a principle of Roman law, that the status

of a person who was begotten in justae nuptiae was
reckoned from the time of conception. At a later

period the rule of law was established, that, though
a woman at the time of the birth might be a slave,

still her child was free, if the mother had been free

at any time reckoning backward from the time of

the birth to the time of the conception.' There
were various cases of children the offspring of a

free parent and a slave, as to which positive law
provided whether the children should be free or

slaves.* {Vtd. Senatus Consultum Claudianum.)

A person became a slave by capture in war, also

jure gentium. Captives in war were sold as be-

longing to the aerarium, or distributed among the

soldiers by lot.* In reference to the practice of

selling prisoners with a crown on their heads, we
find the expression " sub corona ventre, vendcre."^"

A free person might become a slave in various

ways in consequence of positive law, jure civih.

This was the case with incensi {vid. Caput), and

those who evaded miUtary service." In certain

cases, a man became a slave if he allowed himself

to be sold as a slave in order to defraud the purcha-

ser ; and a free woman who cohabited with a slave

might be reduced to the same condition. (
Vid.

Senatus Consultum Claudianum.) Under the Em-
pire, the rule was establisiied that persons con-

demned to death, to the mines, and to fight with

wild beasts, lost their freedom, and their property

was confiscated, whence, concludes Gaius, it ap-

pears that they lose the testamenti factio." But

this was not the earlier law. A person so con

demned, though he lost his freedom, had no master,

and, consequently, the hereditates and legacies which

were left to him were simply void, for such a per-

son was "panffi servus, non Casaris."^' A rnan

never lost his freedom by usucapion.'* According

to the old law, a manifestus fur was liable to a cap-

italis poena, and was addicted {addicebatur) to the

1. (Gaius, iii., 213.)—MDig^lM't- 3, s. ', where the words

ofthe Edict are givcn.)—3. (Dig.47. tit. 10, s. 25.)-4. (Dig. 11,

tit 4, De Fugitivis.)—5. {Vid. also Varro, De Re Rust , iii., 14.

—Floms, iii., 19.)—6. (Gaius, i., 82.)—7. (Paulus, S. R., ii., tit

24 —Dig. 1, tit. 5, s. 5.)—S. (Giius, i., 83, A-c.)— 9. (Vtd. Wal-

ter's Geschichte, Ac, p. 5r flote 35.)— 10. (Gell., vii., 4.— Liv.,

T., 22.—CiEsar, Cell. Gall., .li., 16.)—11. (CiC, Pro Csecina 34 )

—12. (Dig. 28, tit. 1, 8. 8.j—13. (Dig. 34, tit. 8, s. 3.)-14. (Ga

ios, ii., 46.)
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person whose properly he had 8t(»len ; but it was
doubled whether the eflect of the addictio was to

make him a servus, or to put hira ia the condition

of an adjudicalus.^

By a conslitutio or senatus consultum of Claudi-

us,* a freedman who misconducted himself towards

his patron was reduced to his former state of sla-

very. Uut this was not the rule of law in the time

of Nero.' (Vid. Patronus, Libertus.)

The Slate of slavery was terminated by Manu-
MI88IO. It was also terminated by various positive

enactments, either by way of reward to the slave,

or punishment to the master. The Senatus Con-
80LTUM SiLANiANUM is au example of the former;
and various subsequent constitutions gave freedom
to slaves who discovered the perpetrators of cer-

tain crimes.* Liberty might also be acquired by
the prffiscriptio temporis. After the establish-

ment of Christianity, it might be acquired, subject

to certain limitations, by becoming a monk or a
spiritual person ;' but if the person left his monas-
tery for a secular life, or rambled about in the

towns or the country, he might be reduced to his

former servile condition.

There were slaves that belonged to the state, and
were called servi publici : they had the testamenti

factio to the amount of one half of their proper-

ty,* from which circumstance it appears that they
were viewed in a light somewhat different from the

slaves of private persons.

The preceding account treats of the legal condi-

tion ot slaves in their relation to their masters. It

remains to give an account of the history of sla-

very among the Romans, of the sale and value of

slaves, of the different classes into which they
were divided, and of their general treatment.

Slaves existed at Rome in the earliest times of

which wo have any record, but the}' do not appear
to havi; been numerous under the kings and in the

earliest ages of the Republic. The different trades

and the mechanical arts were chiefly carried on by
the clients of the patricians, and the small farms in

the country were cultivated, for the most part, by
the labours of the proprietor and of his own family.

But, as the territories of the Roman state were ex-

tended, the patricians obtained possession of large

estates out of the ager publicus, since it was the

practice of the Romans to deprive a conquered
people of part of their land. These estates proba-

bly required a larger number of hands for their

cultivation than could readily be obtained among
the free population ; and since the freemen were
constantly liable to be called away from their work
to serve in the armies, the lands began to be cultiva-

ted almost entirely by slave labour.' Through war
and commerce slaves could easily be obtained, and
at a (heap rate, and their number soon became so

great that the poorer cl iss of freemen was thrown
ahnost entirely out of employment. This st.c..e of
things was one of the chief arguments used by Li-

cinius and the Gracchi for limiting the quantity of
public land which a person might possess ;" and
we know that there was a provision in the Licinian

rogations that a certain number of freemen should

be employed on every estate.* This regulation,

however, was probably of little avail : the lands

Btill continued to be almost entirely cultivated by
slaves, although, ii. the latest times of the Republic,

we And that Julius Caesar attempted to remedy
this stale of things to some extent, by enacting

that, ofthose person'*- who attended to cattle, a third

1. (Gaiua, iii., 189 )—2. (Suelon.. Claud., 25.)— 3. (Tacitu«,

Ana., xiii., 27. —See the note* of Ernesti and I.ipsiuii on this

nmnage.)—4. (Cud. Theiid., tit. 2l,s. 2.)—i. (Nov., 6. c. 2 : and
113, c. 17, 35.)—6. (Ulp , Frag., tit. 20.)—7. (Compare Liv., vi.,

la.)-«. (Appian, B. C. i., 7, », lU.)—9. (M. ib., 1,8.)

should alwaj's be freemen.* In Sicily, which sup
plied Rome with so great a quantity of corn, thf

number of agricultural slaves was immense : the
oppressions to which they were expo.sed drove
them twice to open rebellion, and their numbers
enabled them to defy for a time the Roman power.
The first of these servile wars began in B.C. 134.

and ended in B.C. 1-32, and the second commenced
in B.C. 102, and lasted almost four years.

Long, however, after it had become the custom
to employ large gangs of slaves in the cultivation

of the land, the number of those who served as
personal attendants still continued to be small.

Persons in good circumstances seem usually to

have had one only to wait upon them,' who was
generally called by the name of his master, with
the word por (that is, puer) afSxed to it, as Caipor,

Lucipor, Marcipor, Publipor, Quintipor, &.C. ; and
hence Quintilian' says, long before whose time lux-

ury had augmented the number of personal attend-

ants, that such names no longer existed. Cato.

when he went to Spain as consul, only took three

slaves with him.* But during the latter times of
the Republic, and under the Empire, the number
of domestic slaves greatly increased, and in every
family of importance there were separate slaves to

attend to all the necessities of domestic life. It

was considered a reproach to a man not to keep a

considerable number of slaves. Thus Cicero, in

describing the meanness of Piso's housekeeping,
says, " Idem coquus, idem atriensis : pislor domi nrd-

lus."* The first question asked respecting a per-

son's fortune was " Quot pascit servos ?"• Horace'
seems to speak of.ten slaves as the lowest num-
ber which a person in tolerable circumstances
ought to keep, and he ridicules the praetor I'ullius

for being attended by no more than five slaves in

going from his Tiburtine villa to Rome.* The im-

mense number of prisoners taken in the constan*
wars of the Republic, and the increase of wealth
and luxury, augmented the number of slaves to a
prodigious extent The statement of Athena!U3,'
that very many Romans possessed 10,000 and
20,000 slaves, and even more, is probably an ex-

aggeration ; but a freedman under Augustus, who
had lost much property in the civil wars, left at his

death as many as 4116.'» Two hundred was no
uncommon number for one person to keep," and
Augustus permitted even a person that was exiled

to take twenty slaves or freedmen with him.'* The
mechanical arts, which were formerly in the hands
of the cliontes, were now entirely exercised by
slaves ;'* a natural growth of things, for where
slaves perform certain duties or practise certain

arts, such duties or arts will be thought degrading
to a freeman. It must not be forgotten that the

games of the amphitheatre required an immense
number of slaves trained for the purpose. ( Vid.

Gladiatores.) Like the slaves in Sicily, the gla-

diators in Italy rose in B.C. 73 against their op
pressors, and, under the able generalship of Sparta-

cus, defeated a Roman consular army, and were
not subdued till B.C. 71, when 60,000 of them arfl

said to have fallen in battle.**

Under the Empire, various enactments, mention-
ed above (p. 883), were made to restrain the cruel-

ty of masters towards their slaves ; but the spread
of Christianity tended most to ameliorate the con-
dition of slaves, though the possession of them was
for a long time by no means condemned as contra-

ry to Christian justice. The Christian writers.

1. (Suet., Jul., 42.)—2. (Plin., U. N., xxxiii., I, ». 6.)—3. (i...

4, « 26.)—4. (Apul., Apol., p. 430, ed. Ouden.)—5. (in Ph., S7.)

—«. (Juv., ill., 141.)—7. (Sat., I., 3, 12.)—8. (Sat., i., «, 107./

—9. (VI., p. 272, e.)— 10. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., n, i. 47.)— i

I

(Hor., Sat., i., 3, 11.)— 12. (Dion Casi., Ivi., 37.)—13. (Cic. \U
Off., i., 43.)—14. (Lit., Epit., 07.)
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howeer, inculcated the duty of acting towards

them 33 we would be acted by,' but down to the

age 01" Theodosius wealthy persons still continued

to keep as many as two or three thousand.* Jus-

tinian did nuch to promote the ultimate extinction

of slavery, but the number of slaves was again in-

creased by the invasion of the barbarians from the

north, who not only brought with them their own
slaves, who were chiefly Sclavi or Sclavonians

(whence our word slave), but also reduced many of

the inhabitants of the conquered provinces to the

condition of slaves. But all the various classes

of slaves became merged, in course of time, into the

adscripti glebae or serfs of the Middle Ages.

The chief sources from which the Romans ob-

tained slaves have been pointed out above. Under
the Republic, one of the chief supplies was prison-

ers taken in war, who were sold by the quaestors'

with a crown on their heads (see above, p. 884),

and usually on the spot where they were taken, as

the care of a large number of captives was incon-

venient. Consequently, slavedealers usually ac-

companied an army, and frequently, after a great

battle had been gained, many thousands were sold

at once, when the slavedealers obtained them for a

mere nothing. In the camp of Lucullus, on one oc-

casion, slaves were sold for four drachma?, each.

The slave-trade was also carried on to a great ex-

tent, and after the fall of Corinth and Carthage, De-
los was the chief mart for this traffic. When the

Cilician pirates had possession of the Mediterra-

nean, as many as 10,000 slaves are said to have
been imported and sold there in one day.* A large

number came from Thrace and the countries in

the north of Europe, but the chief supply was from
Africa, and more especially Asia, whence we fre-

quently read of Phrygians, Lycians, Cappadocians,
&c., as slaves.

The trade of slavedealers (mangoncs) was con-

s' lered disreputable, and expressly distinguished

from that of merchants {mangones non mercatorcs

scd vcnaliciarii appcllantur^) ; but it was very lucra-

tive, and great fortunes were frequently realized

from it. The slavedealer Thoranius, who lived in

the time of Augustus, was a well-known charac-
ter.* MartiaP mentions another celebrated slave-

dealer in his time, of the name of Gargilianus.

Slaves were usually sold by auction at Rome.
They were placed either on a raised stone (hence
de lapide cmlus") or a raised platform {calasla^), so
that every one might see and handle them, even if

they did not wish to purchase them. Purchasers
usually took care to have them stripped naked," for

slavedealers had recourse to as many tricks to con-
ceal personal defects as the horse-jockeys of mod-
em times : sometimes purchasers called in the ad-
vice of medical men." Slaves of great beauty and
rarity were not exhibited to public gaze in the com-
mon slave-market, but were shown to purchasers
in private {arcana tabulala catasla}^). Newly-im-
p<»rted slaves had their feet whitened with chalk,"
and those that came from the East had their ears
bored,'* which we know was a sign of slavery
among many Eastern nations. The slave-market,
like all other markets, was under the jurisdiction
of the aidiles, who made many regulations by edicts
re.-jp<!cting the sile of slaves. The character of
the slave v/as set forth in a scroll {lUulus) hanging

1 (Clem. Alox., Piedag., iii., 12.)—2. (Chrysost., vol. vii., p.
633.)—3. (Plaut., Capt., i., 2, 1, 2.)—4. (Strubo, xiv., p. 668.)—
5. (Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 207.—Plaut., Trin., li., 2, 51.)—6. (Suet.,
Octav., 69.—Macrob., Sat., ii., 4.-Plin., H. N., vii., 12, s. 10.)
—7. (viii., 13.)-6. (Cic. in Pis., 15.—Pluut., Bacch., iv., 7, 17.)
—9. (TibuU., ii., 3. 60.—Persius. vi., 77.—Casaubon, a<l loc.)—
0. (Senes., Ep., 80.—Suet., Octav., 69.)— 11. (Cluudiau in Eu-

»rop., i., 35, 36.)— 12. (Mart., ix., 00.)— 13. (Plin., H. N., xxxv.,
17, ». 58.-Ovid, Am., i, 8, 64.)- 14. (Juv., i., 104.)
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around his neck, which was a warrantj to tna
purchaser :' the vendor was bound to announce
fairly all his defects,* and if he gave a false account,
had to take him back within six months from the-

time of his sale,' or make up to the purchaser what
the latter had lost through obtaining an inferior

kind of slave to what had been warranted.* The
vendor might, however, use general terms of com-
mendation without being bound to make them
good.* The chief points which the vendor had to

warrant were the health of the slave, especially

freedom from epilepsy, and that he had not a ten-

dency to thievery, running away, or committing
suicide.* The nation of a slave was considered
important, and had to be set forth by the vendor.'
Slaves sold without any warranty wore at the time

!
of sale a cap (pilcus) upon their head.* Slaves
newly imported were generally preferred for com-
mon work : those who had served long were con-
sidered artful (veleratores^) ; and the pertness and

j

impudence of those born in their master's house
{verncE : see above, p. 884) were proverbial {vernat

procaccs^*).

The value of slaves depended, of course, upon
their qualifications ; but under the Empire, the in-

crease of luxury and the corruption of morals led

purchasers to pay immense sums lor beautiful

slaves, or such as ministered to the caprice or
whim of the purchaser. Eunuchs always fetched

a very high price," and Martial" speaks of beauti-

ful boys who sold for as much as 100,000 or 200,000
sesterces each (885/. 8*. 4rf., and 1770/. Ids. 8d.).

A morio or fool sometimes sold for 20,000 sester-

ces." Slaves who possessed a knowledge of any
art which might bring in profit to their owners also

sold for a large sum. Thus literary men and doc-
tors frequently fetched a high price,'* and also

slaves fitted for the stage, as we see from Cicero'a
speech on behalf of Q. Roscius. Female slaves
who might bring in gain to their masters by prosti

tution were also dear : sometimes 60 minai were
paid for a girl of this kind.'* Five hundred drachmae
(perhaps at that time about 18/.) seem to have
been a fair price for a good ordinary slave in the
time of Horace.'* In the fourth century, a slave ca-

pable of bearing arms was valued at 25 solidi or

aurei." {Vid. Aurdm, p. 129.) In the time of Jus-

tinian, the legal valuation of slaves was as follows :

common slaves, both male and female, were valued
at 20 solidi apiece, and under ten years of age at

half that sum ; if they were artificers they were
worth 30 solidi ; if notarii, 50 ; if medical men or

midwives, 60 ; eunuchs under ten years of age were
worth 30 solidi, above that age, 50, and, if they were
artificers also, as much as 70.'" Female slaves, un-
less possessed of personal attractions, were general-

ly cheaper than male. Six hundred sesterces (about
5/.) were thought too much for a slave girl of indif-

ferent character in the time of Martial," and two
aurei or solidi were not considered so low a price

for a slave girl {ancilla) in the time of Hadrian as
to occasion doubt of her having come honestly into

the hands of the vendor.'" We have seen that in

the time of Justinian the legal value of female
slaves was equal to that of males ; this may prob
ably have arisen from the circumstance that the

supply of slaves was not so abundant then as at

1. (Cell., iv., 2.—Propert., iv., 5, 51.)—2. (Di?. 21, tit. 1, b. 1.

—Hor., Sat., li., 3, 284.)—3. (Dii;. 21, tit. 1, s. 19, fy 6.)-4. (Dig.

19, tit. I, s. 13, I) 4.—Cic, De Off., lii., 16, 17, 23.) -5. (Dig. 18,

tit. 1, s. 43 ; 21, tit. 1, s 19.)—6. (Cic, De Off., iii., 17.)—7.
(Dig. 21, tit. 1, s. 31, t, 2I.)-8. (Cell., vii., 4.)— 9. (Ter., Heaut,
v., 1, 16.)— 10. (Ilor., Silt, ii., 6, 66.—Mart., i., 42 ; x.. 3.)— 11

(Plin., vii., 39, s. 40 )— 12. (lii., 62 ; xi., 70.)— 13. (Mart., viii

13.)— 14. (Sueton., De 111. Gramin.—Plin., H. N.- "ii., 39, s. 40
— 15. (Plant., Pel s.. iv.,4, 113.)—16. (Sal., ii., 7, 43.)— 17. ;C«1
Theod., vii., til. 13, s. 13.)— 18. (Cod., vi., ti'.. 44, s. 3.)—19. (ri

,

66.)—20. (Dig. 47, tit., 2, s. Tfl.)
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earlier vsnes, ai A ihat, therefore, recourse was had
to pro[iMgation for keeping up the number of slaves.

But under the Hcpuhlic, and in the early times of
the Em|iire, tiiis was done to a very limited extent,

as it was found cheaper to purchase than to breed
slaves.

Slaves were divided into many various classes :

the first division was into public or private. The
former belonged to the state and public bodies, and
their condition was preferable to that of the com-
mon slaves. They were less liable to be sold, and
under less control than ordinary slaves : they also

possessed the privilege of the tcstamenti factio to

the amount of one half of their property (see above,

p. 885), which shows that they were regarded in a
different light from other slaves. Scipio, therefore,

on the taking of Nova Carthago, promised 2000 ar-

tisans, who had been taken piisoncrs, and were
therefore to be sold as common slaves, that they
should become public slaves of the Roman people,
with a hope of speedy manumission, if they assisted
him in the war.' Public slaves were employed to

take care of the public buildings," and to attend
upon magistrates and priests. Thus the a?diles

and quaestors had great numbers of public slaves
at their command,' as had also the triumviri noc-
turni, who employed them to extinguish fires by
night.* They were also employed as lictors, jail-

ers, executioners, watermen, &.c.

A body of slaves belonging to one person was
called famtlia, but two were not considered suffi-

cient to constitute a famtlia.^ Private slaves were
divided into urban (familia urhana) and rustic (fa-
milia rustica) ; but the name of urban was given to

those slaves who served in the villa or country res-

idence as well as in the town house, so that the
words urban and rustic rather characterized the
nature of their occupations than the place where
Uiey served {iirbana familia ct rustica non loco, sed
genere dislinguilur^). The familia urbana could
therefore accompany their master to his villa with-
out being called rustica on account of their remain-
ing in the country. When there was a large num-
ber of slaves in one house, they were frequently di-

vided into decurise :' but, independent of this divis-

ion, they were arranged in certain classes, which
held a higher or a lower rank according to the na-
ture of their occupation. These classes are : Ordi-

narii, Vulgarcs, Medtasiini, and Quaks-Quaks ;^ but
it is doubtful whelhei the Lttcrnti, or literary slaves,

were included in any of these classes. Those that
were called I'lcarii are spoken of above (p. 8S4).

Orliuarii seem to have been those slaves who
had the superintendence of certain parts of the
liousekeeping. They were always chosen from
those who had the confidence of their master, and
they generally had certain slaves under them. To
this class the aclorcs, piocuratorcs, and dispctisatores

belong, who occur in the familia rustica as well as
the familia urbana, but in the former are almost the
same as the villici. They were stewards or bail-

ilTs.* To the same class also belong the slaves
who had the charge of the different stores, and who
correspond to our housekeepers and butlers : they
are called cellarii, promi, coridi, procuratorea pent, «J-c.

iVid. Ckli,4.)

Vulgarcs included the great body of slaves in a
house M ho had to attend to any particular duty in

the house, and to minister to the domestic wants
of their master. As there were distinct slaves or

a distinct slave for almost every department of
household economy, as bakers (pisiores), cooks (co

;

qui\ confectioners {dukiarii), picklcrs {galTAtntarxt),

&.C., it is unnecessary to mention these more par.

, ticularly. This class also included the porters (o»-

tiarii), the bedchamber slaves {rid. Cubiculakii),

the litter-bearers {Ucticani) {vid. Lectica), and aL
personal attendants of any kind.

^

Mediaslmii. (Vid. Mediastim.)

I

Quates-Qualcsnre only mentioned in the Digest,'

and appear to have been the lowest class of slaves,

but in what respects they differed from tlic mcdias*
tini is doubtful : Becker' imagines they may have
been a kind of slaves, qualiquali conditione ririn/«,

which, however, does not give us any idea of their
' duties or occupations.

I

Liurati, literary slaves, were used for varioiui
' purposes by their masters, either as readers (ana-

j

gnosta) (vid. Acroama), copyists or amanuenses
(vid. LiBRARii, Amanuensis), &c. Complete lists

of all the duties performed by slaves arc given ia

the works of Pignorius, Pompa, and Blair, rcfened
to at the close of this article.

The treatment of slaves, of course, varied greatly

according to the disposition of their masters, but

they appear, upon the whole, to have been treated

with greater severity and cruelty than among the

Athenians. Originally the master could use the

slave as he pleased: under the Republic the law
does not seem to have protected the person or life

of the slave at all, but the cruelty of masters was
to some extent restrained under the Empire, as has
been stated above (p. 883). The general treatment
of slaves, however, wjis probably little afTecled by
legislative enactments. In early times, when the

number of slaves was smeill, they were treated with
more indulgence, and more like members of the

family; they joined their masters in offering up
prayers and thanksgivings to the gods,' and partook

of their meals in common with their masters,

though not at the same table with them, but upon
benches (subsctlm) placed at the foot of the lectus.

But with the increase of numbers and of luxury
among masters, the ancient simplicity of manners
was changed : a certain quantity of food was allow-

ed them (dimcnsum or demensum), which was grant-

ed to them either monthly (menstruum^) or daily

(diarium*). Their chief food was the com called

far, of which either four or five modii were granted
them a month,' pr one Roman pound (libra) a
day.* They also obtained an allowance of salt and
oil : Cato' allowed his slaves a sextarius of oil a
month, and a modius of salt a year. They also got

a small quantity of wine, with an additional allow-

ance on the Saturnalia and Compitalia," and some-
times fruit, but seldom vegetables. Butcher's meat
seems to have been hardly ever given them.
Under the Republic they were not allowed to

serve in the army, though after the battle of Can-
nae, when the state was in such imminent danger,
8000 slaves were purchased by the state for the

army, and subsequently manumitted on account of

their bravery.'*

The offences of slaves were punished with sever-

ity, and frequently the utmost barbarity. One of

the mildest punishments was the removal from the
familia urbana to the rustica, where they were
obliged to work in chains or fetters." They were
frequently beaten with sticks or scourged with the

whip (of which an account is given under Flaorum) ;

but tliese were such everyday punishments that

many slaves ceased ahnost to care for them . thus

Chrysalus says,"

1. (1. c.)— a. (tiallus, 1., p. r25.)— 3. (Hor., E|>., ii., 1, MS.;
—4. (Plut., Coriol.,24.)—5. (Plaut., Such., i., 2. 3.)—6. (Hor.,

Ep., i., 14, 41.—Mart., xi., 108.)— 7. (Uonat. in Ter.. Phorm., i.

1, «.— Sen., Ep., 80.)-8. (llor., Sat., i., 5, 60.)-9. (R. R.. 58 )

—10. (Cato, Ue Re Rust., 57.)— 11. (LiT.,xxii.,57; xxir., 14-10.)
— 12. , Plaut.. Most., I., 1, 18. — Ter., Phorm., li., 1, 20 ) — U
(Plaut., BacchiU., li., 3, 131.)
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•* Si tUi lunt mrga ruri, at mihi tergmn est domi."

Runaway slaves (fugitivi) and thieves (fures)

were branded on the Ibrehead with a mark {stigma),

whence tlicy are said to be 7iotaH or inscrijjli}

Slaves were also punished by being hung up by
their hands with weights suspended to their feet,'

or by being sent to work in the Ergastulum or Pis-

trinum. ( Ki</. Ergastulum, Mola.) The carrying

of the furca was a very common mode of punish-

ment. ( Vtd. Furca.) The toilet of the Roman la-

dies was a dreadful ordeal to the female slaves, who
were often barbarously punished by their mistresses
for the slightest mistake in the arrangement of the
hair or a part of the dress.^"

Masters might work their slaves as many hours
jn the day as they pleased, but they usually allowed
ihem holidays on the public festivals. At the festi-

val of Saturnus in particular, special indulgences
were granted to all slaves, of which an account is

given under Saturnalia. There was no distinct-

ive dress for slaves. It was once proposed in the
senate to give slaves a distinctive costume, but it

was rejected, since it was considered dangerous to

show them their number.* Male slaves were not
allowed to wear the toga or bulla, nor females the
stola, but otherwise they were dressed nearly in the
same way as poor people, in clothes of a dark colour
(pullali) and slippers {crepidce) (testis scrvilis^).

The rites of burial, however, were not denied to

slaves ; for, as the Romans regarded slavery as an
institution of society, death was considered to put
an end to tlie distinction between slaves and free-

men. Slaves were sometimes even buried with
their masters, and we find funeral inscriptions ad-
dressed lo the Dii Manes of slaves (Dis Mambus).
It seems to have been considered a duty for a mas-
ter to bury his slave, since we find that a person
who buried the slave : f another had a right of ac-

tion against the master for the expenses of the fu-

nera.." In 1726 the burial vaults of the slaves be-
longing to Augustus and Livia were discovered near
the Via Appia, where numerous inscriptions were
found, which have been illustrated by Bianchini and
Gori, and give us considerable information respect-
ing the ditlerent classes of slaves and their various
occupations. Other scpuLckreta of the same time
have been also discovered in the neighbourhood of
Rome.'
*SES (cr7/f), " a term generally supposed to sig-

nify the i'mca of the Latins, i. c, the Book-worm,
but used by Aristotle in a more extended sense.
That said to be formed in wax would appear to be
the Pkalceita cercana ; that formed in wood (called
by him uKafu) is the Tcnnes fatalis, or White Ant

;

that formed among clothes is probably the I'halana
tarcilcUa. Others, says Schneider, hold them to be
the Tima vcslmelta, T. pctlinella, and 2\ mdlonella.
It IS to be borne in mind that the Tmea form a di-

vision of the genus Phala-na.""
*SES'AMUM (oT/aafMov), the Sesamum Orientale,

or Eastern Oily-grain.'

SESCUNX.
( Vid. As, p. 1 10.)

SES'ELI {aioE/u), a plant, of which Dioscorides
dcs<;nbes three species, the Sesdi MassUknsc, S.
JElhwpkum, and 6'. I'cloponncsiacum. " The aiaeXi
of Galen is the first of these. The aiae'M of 'I'heo-
phrastus is the same as the Top6v?.io\ namely, the
TordyLlium officinale, or Hartwort. The alliance
between the gtgfXt and tordyllium is pointed out

I. (Mart., viii., 75, 9.) — 2. (Plaut., Asin., ii., 2, 37, 38.)—3.
(Oviii, Am., I., 14, 15. —Art. Aniat., iii., 235. — Mart., li., fi6 —
Juv.vi., 4«8, &c.) — 4 (Sen., De Clem., i., 24.)— 5. (Cic in
Pi»., .'Vi.)—6. (Dig. II. tit. 7. t.31.)—7. (Pi^orius.Be Servis el
eoru.ii u|iuU Vet. Minist.—Pupiiia, De Opens Servurum.—Blair,
An la>|uiry lutu the State of Slavery among the Roiiiaus, Edinb.,
1833.— Ueckcr, Gallus, i., p. 103, &c.)—8. (Aristot., H. A., v.,

M.—Adiiiis. Appeud., 8. V.)—9. (Dioscor., ii., 121.—Theophr.,
U. P., i., 11.)
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by Dioscorides and Pliny. Acconiing lo Stephenii
Alston, and others, the popular name of the Sesei,

Massilierise is 'Hard Meadow Saxifrage,' but its

scientific name is Seseli lortuvsum. This specie.s ib

the ' Sd GaUicus' of Apicius. It is also called ' SiC
by Celsus. Dr. Milligan, however, confounds it

with the Sil Atiicum, a sort of red ochre, which
was never used fi)r medicinal purposes. Sprenge.
follows Anguillara in referring the 6'. JEihwpicum
to the Buplcurum frutkosiitn, and Matthiolus in hold-
ing that the Pdoponnesiacum is the Ligasticum Pel-
oponncs-iacum/''^

SESTE'RTIUS, a Roman coin, which proper.'j
belonged to the silver coinage, in which it was one
fourth of the denarius, and therefore equal to 2^
asses. Hence the name, which is an abbreviation
of semis tcrtius (sc. nummus), the Roman mode of
expressing 2^." The word nummus is often ex-
pressed with sestertius, and often it stands alone,
meaning sestertius.

Hence the symbol H S or I I S, which is used to
designate the sestertius. It stands cither fi)r I. L
S {Libra Libra et Semis), or for I I S, the two I's

merely forming the numeral two (sc. asses or libra),

and the whole being in either case equivalent to du-
pondius et semis ^

When the as was reduced to halfan ounce, and the
number of asses in the denarius was made sixteen
instead often (Vid. As, Denahius), the sestertius
was still i of the denarius, and therefore coritained
no longer 2^, but 4 asses. The old reckoning of 10
asses to the denarius was kept, however, in paying
the troops.* After this change the sestertius was
coined in brass as well as in silver ; the metal used
for it was that called auriclialcum, which was much
finer than the common JtLs, of which the asses were
made.*
The sura of 1000 sestertii was called seslerlium.

This was also denoted by the symbol H S, the ol>-

vious explanation of which is "IIS (2t) millia;"
but Gronovius understands it as 2^ pounds of silver

{seslerlium pondus argenti), which he considers to
have been worth originally 1000 sestertii, and there-
fore to have represented this value ever after.' The
seslerlium was always a sum of money, never a
coin ; the coin used in the payment of large suma
was the denarius.

According to the value we have assigned to the
Denarius up to the time of Augustus, we have

d. farlk.

2 1-5

I

I 3 5
3

the sestertius =0
the sestertium=8 17

after the reign of Augustus :

the sestertius =0
the sestertium— 7 16

The sestertius was the denomination of mon-
ey almost always used in reckoning considerable
amounts. There are a very few examples of the
use of the denarius for this purpose. The mode of
reckoning was as follows :

Seslerlius=seslerttus nummus=nummus.
Sums below 1000 scsleriii were expressed by the
numeral adjectives joined with either of these
forms.

The sum of 1000 sestertii— wm7/c sesterlii==M *c*-

lerlium (for scslerliorum) =:M nummi^^M. nummum
(for nummorum) :=M seslerlii nummi=M sestertium

niimmum=:seslcrtium. These forms are used with
the numeral adjectives below 1000 ; sometimes
7nillia is used instead of sestertta ; sometimes both

words are omitted ; sometimes vummum or sestet-

tmm is added. J'or example, 600,000 sestertii=

1. (Theophr., II. P., ix., 15.—Dioscor., iii., 33-35.—Celsus, t ,

23.—AU;mn, Append., s. v.)— 2. (Va'vo, L. L., v., 173, ed. Miil-

ler— Festus, s. v.— Plin., H. .N., xx.\ii 13.)—3. (Pnscian, D«
Ponder., p. 1347.-Festus, p. 347, MUllcr ^—4. (Plin., If N., I «
—S. (Plin., II. N.,xxxiv.,2.)—6. (Pec. Vet., i., 4, ll.j
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teaienta $catertia-=seseenta miUia=te»centa=^eteen-
la testcttia iiummum.
For sum? of a thousand seatertia (i. e., a million

tejtcrtii) ana upward, the numeral adverbs in ies

(dectes, undecics, vicics, «fc.) an used, with which
the words ceniena millia (a hundred thousand)
must be understood. With these adverbs the con-
tacted genitive plural aestertiUm (for aestertiorum)

is joined in lUe case required by the construction.
Thus, decit.i aeatertium^=deciea cenlcna millia aea-

tcrtinm-=tni liinea a hundred thouaand aealerlii=

1,000,000 sestertii=1000 aealertia: millica H S=
miUiea cenlcna millia aeate'-tium^=a thousand times
»ne hundred thousand sestertia— 100,000,000 aea-

/er//tr^ 100,000 sestertia. When an amount is de-
scribed by more than one of these adverbs in iea,

they must be added together if the larger numer-
al stands first, but multiplied when the smaller
is first ; care, however, being taken not to reck-
on the ceniena millia which is understood more
than once in the whole amount. Thus Suetonius'
has millirs el qningenliea for 150,000 sestertia, »'. e.,

100,OUO,000-f50,000,000 =:150,000.000 sestertii, and
immediately after qualcrdccica millica for 1,400,000
sestertia, i c, Hx 1000x100,000 (=^1,400,000,000)
sestertii. A variety was allowed in these forms

:

thus Cicero uses deciea et ocltngenta millia for 1800
sestertia, i. e, 1,000,000 -f 800,000 sestertii, and
quaterdccica for 1400 sestertia, i. c, 14x 100,000 ses-
tertii.'

When the numbers are written in cipher, it is

often difficult to know whether sealcrtii or aealertia

are meant. A distinction is sometimes made by a
line placed over the numeral when aealertia are in-

tended, or, in other words, when the numeral is an
adverb in iea. Thus
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Culeus, rontaining

Amphora, "

Urna, "

Congius, "

Sextarius, "

Hemina, "

Quartarius, "

Acetabulum, "

Cyathus, "

Ligula, "

Sei'arii Gallt Prnti

960 118 7546
48 6 7677
24 2 7788
6 6 9471
1 •9911

k •4966

\ •2477

1 1238
•0826

0206

IIS . M. C.=l 100 sestertii ; but

KS . M. C. —HS millies centies
=110.000 sestertia= 110,000,000 ses-

tertii.

VVurm (p. 24) gives the following rule : When
Ihe numbers are divided into three classes by points,
the right-hand division indicates units, the second
thousands, the third hundreds of thousands. Thus
IH. XII. DC =r300,000-j- 12,000-1-600=3 12,600 ses-
tertii. But these distinctions are by no means
strictly observed in the manuscripts.

Like other parts and multiples of the as, the ses-
tertius is applied to other kinds of magnitude, e. g.,
pea aeatcrtiua for 2^ feet. ( V'ld. Pes.)

Seaterce is sometimes used as an English word.
If 80, it ought to be used only as the translation of
seaterlius, never of aesterlium.

SEVIIl. ( Vid. EquiTEs, p. 418.)
SEX SUFFRA'GIA. ( Vtd. Equites, p. 416 )

SEXTANS. (Ki,/. As, p. 111.)
SEXTA'RIUS, a Roman dry and liquid measure,

which may be considered one of the principal
measures in the Roman system, and the connecting
point between it and that of the Greeks, for it was
equal to the ftan^f of the latter. It was one sixth
of the congius, and hence its name. It was divided,
in the same manner as the As, into parts named
uncia, scxtanx, qtiadrana, Iricna, quincunx, aemiaaia,
J,c. The uncia, or twelfth part of the sextarius,
wa> the CvATHUs ; its aextana was therefore two
cyalhi, its quadrana three, its tncna four, its quin-
cunx five, &.C.'

The following *able exhibits the principal Roman
liquid measures, with their contents in the English
imperial measure. The dry measures, which are
nearly the same, have been given under Mouios.

1. (Ocuv., 10 .)— 2. (in Verr., II., i., 3».)—3. (Wurm. D«
Pond., &c., p. 118.)

fill

SEXTULA, the sixth part of the uncia, was the
smallest denomination of money in use among th«
Romans.' It was also applied, like the uncia, to
other kinds of magnitude. ( Vid. Uxcu.)
SHIPS {vavg, nhuov, navia, navigium). The be-

ginning of the art of ship-building and of naviga-
tion among the Greeks must be referred to a time
much anterior to the ages of which we have any
record. Even in the earliest mythical stories long
voyages are mentioned, which are certainly not al-
together poetical fabrications, and we have every
reason to suppose that at this early age ships were
used which were far superior to a simple canoe,
and of a much more complicated structure. The
time, therefore, when boats consisted of one hollow
tree (Monoxijla), or when ships were merely rafta
{Ratea, axeSiai) tied together with leathern thongs,
ropes, and other substances.- belongs to a period
of which not the slightest record has reached us,
although such rude and simple boats or rafts con-
tinued occasionally to be used down to the latest
times, and appear to have been very common
among several of the barbarous nations with which
the Romans came in contact.' (Vid. Codkx, Lin-
TER.) Passing over the story of the ship Argo ani
the expedition of the Argonauts, we shall proceed
to consider the ships as described in the Homeric
poems.
The numerous fleet with which the Greeks sailed

to the coast of Asia Minor must, on the whole, be
regarded as sufficient evidence of the extent to
which navigation was carried on in those times,
however much of the detail in the Homeric descrip-
tion may have arisen from the poet's own imagina-
tion. In the Homeric catalogue it is stated that
each of the fifty Boeotian ships carried 120 war-
riors,* and a ship which carried so many cannot
have been of small dimensions. What Homer
here states of the Boeotian vessels applies more or
less to the ships of other Greeks. These boats
were provided with a mast {laro^), which was fast-
ened by two ropes (Trporovoi) to the two ends of
the ship, so that, when the rope connecting it with
the prow broke, the mast would fall towards the
stern, where it mignt kill the helmsman.* The
mast could be erected or taken down as necessity
required They also had sails (icrrt'a), but only a half-
deck ; each vessel, however, appears to have had
only one sail, which was used in favourable wind ;

and the principal means of propelling the vessel lay
in the rowers, who sat upon benches {K?.m6e().
The oars were fastened to the side of the ship with
leathern thongs {r(>onol depjuuTivui'), in which they
were turned as a key in its hole. The ships in
Homer s.-e mostly called black (iieXaivai), probably
because they were painted or covered with a black
substance, such as pilch, to protect the wood
against the mfluence of the water and the air;
sometimes other colours, such as /w/rof, minium
(a red colour), were used to adorn the sides of the

.. (Varro, L. Lat., v., 171, ed. MCilLr.)—2. (Plin , 11. N.,Ti»
5"-)—3. (Cumpare Quiiitii., x., 2. — Flur, i»., 2. — Kuftaa, •. y
Schedia.-LiT., xxi.. 96.)— 4. (11., ii., 610. j— 5. («Jd., xii_ Mg
Ac.)—6. (OU., iy., 782.)
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uiDS near the prow, whence Homer occasionally

calls ships ni?iTOKup^oi, i. e., red-cheeked ;' they

were also painted occasionally with a purple colour

{^oivLKOTTuiirioL*). When the Greeks had landed on

the coast of Troy, the ships were drawn on land,

and fastened at the poop with a rope to large stones,

which served as anchors.^ {Vid. Ancora.) The
Greeks tiien surrounded the fleet with a fortifica-

tion to secure it against the attacks of tlie enemy.

This custom of drawing the ships upon the shore,

when they were not used, was followed in later

times also, as every one will remember from the

accounts in Cesar's Commentaries. There is a

celebrated but difficult passage in the Odyssey,* in

which the building of a boat is described, although

not with the minuteness which an actual ship-

builder might wish for. Odysseus first cuts down
with his axe twenty trees, and prepares the wood
for his purpose by cutting it smooth and giving it

the proper shape. He then bores the holes for nails

and hooks, and fits the planks together, and fastens

them with nails. He rounds the bottom of tlie ship

like that of a broad transport vessel, and raises the

bulwark (I/v/jw), fitting it upon the numerous ribs

of the ship. He afterward covers the whole of the

outside with planks, which are laid across the ribs

from the keel upward to the bulwark ; next the

mast is made, and the sailyard attached to it, and
lastly the rudder. When the ship is thus far com-
pleted, he raises the bulwark still higher by wicker-

work, which goes all around the vessel, as a protec-

tion against the waves. This raised bulwark of

wickerwork and the like was used in later times

also.' For ballast, Odysseus throws into the ship

i>lT], which, according to the scholiast, consisted of

wood, stones, and sand. Calypso then brings him
•naterials to make a sail of, and he fastens the

vnipai or ropes, which run from the top of the ma.st

to the two ends of the yard, and also the kuaoi, with

which the sail is drawn up or let down. The nodeg

mentioned in this passage were undoubtedly, as in

later times, the ropes attached to the two lower

corners of the square sail.* The ship of which the

building is thus described was a small boat, a a^efk'a,

as Homer calls it ; but it had, like all the Homeric
ships, a round or flat bottom. Greater ships must
have been of a more complicated structure, as ship-

builders are praised as artists.' In the article

Ceruchi, p. 234, a representation of two boats is

given, which appear to bear great resemblance to

the one of which the building is described in the

Odyssey.*
It is a general opinion that in the Homeric age

sailors did not venture out into the open sea, but

that such was really done is clear from the fact

that Homer makes Odysseus say that he had lost

sight of land, and saw nothing but the sky and
water,* although, on the whole, it may be admitted
that, even down to the later historical times, the
navigation of the ancients was confined to coasting
along the shore. Homer never mentions engage-
ments at sea. The Greeks most renowned in the
heroic ages as sailors were the Cretans, whose
king, Minos, is said to have possessed a large fleet,

and also the Phieaeians.'"

After the times of the Trojan war, navigation,
and with it the art of ship-building, must have be-

come greatly improved, on account of the establish-

ment of the numerous colonies on foreign coasts,

and the increased commercial intercourse with

1. (II., ii., 637.-0(1., ix., 125.)—2. (Od., xi., 124.)-3. (Mos-
chop ad U., i., 436.)— 4. (v., 243, Ac.) — 5. (Euslath. ad Od.,
»., 256.) — 6. {Cuinpare Nitzsch, Anmerk. zu Odyss., vol. ii., p.
S5, &c.— Ukert, Beuierk. iiber Hum. Geogr., p. 20.)—7. (II., v.,

80, &c.) — 8. (Coiiip. Thirlwall, Ilisl. of Greece, i., p. 21tf.;—g.
tOd., xii., 403.— Compare xiv., 302.—Virg., jEn., iij., lUa, &c }
- 10. (Thuoyd., i., 4.—Horn., Od., viii., 110, &c.)
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these colonies and other foreign countries Th«
practice of piracy, which was during this period
carried on to a great extent, not only between
Greeks and foreigners, but also among the Greeks
themselves, must likewise have f'ontributed to the
improvement of ships anu of na ngation, although
no particulars are mentioned. In Greece itself the
Corinthians were the first who brought the art of
ship-building nearest to the point at which we find

it in the time of Thucydides, and they were the
first whiT introduced ships with three ranks of row-
ers {-spLTjpeig, triremes). About the year 700 B.C.,
Ameinocles the Corinthian, to whom this invention
is ascribed, made the Samians acquainted with it

;'

but it must have been preceded by that of the "hi-

remcs, that is, ships with two ranks of rowers, which
Pliny attributes to the Erythraeans. These innova-
tions, however, do not seem to have been generally

adopted for a long time ; for we read that, about the
time of Cyrus, the Phocaeans introduced long sharp-
keeled ships called nev-TjKdvTopot.' These belonged
to the class oi long war-ships (vT/eq fiaKpai), and had
fifty rowers, twenty-five on each side of the ship,

who sat in one row. It is farther stated that be-

fore this time vessels called aTpoyyv7.ai, with large

round or flat bottoms, had been used exclusively by

all the lonians in Asia. At this period most Greeks
seem to have adopted the long ships with only one
rank of rowers on each side ; their name varied

accordingly as they had fifty, or thirty {TpiaKuvropoq),

or even a smaller number of rowers. A ship of

war of this class is represented in the annexed
woodcut, which is taken from Montfaucon, I'Antiq.

Expliq., vol. iv., part 2, pi. 142.

The following woodcut contains a beautiful trag

ment of a bireme, with a complete deck.' AnoUiei

specimen of a small bireme is given in p. 58

The first Greek people who acquired a navy of

importance were tlie Corinthians, Samians, and

Phocffians. About the time of Cyrus and Camby
ses, the Corinthian triremes were generally adopteJ

by the Sicilian tyrants and by the Corcyrteans, who
soon acquired the most powerful navies among the

Greeks. In other parts of Greece, and even at Ath-

ens and in iEgina, the most common vessels about

this time were long ships with only one rank of

rowers. Athens, although the foundation of i(a

maritime power had been laid by Solon (rid. Ntw-
cr.^ria), did not obtain a fleet of any importance

until the timeof Themistocles, who persuaded them
to build 200 triremes for the purpose of carrying on

(Thucyd., i., 13.—Plin II. N., vii., 57.)—2._(IIcrod., i., IM )

—i. (Wmck.ela4ann, Mou luticli iced., pi. 207.}
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the war against ^Egina. But even then ships were
not provided with complete decks (/caracrrpcj/iara)

covering the whole of the vessel.' A complete

deck appears to have been an invention of later

times ; Pliiiy ascrihes it to the Thasians, and before

this event the chips had only small decks at the

poop and the prow. At the same time that The-
mistoclc's induced the Athenians to huild a fleet of

200 hails, he also carried a decree that every year

twenty new triremes should be built from the prod-

uce of the mines of Laurium.' After the time of

Themistodes as many as twenty triremes must
have been built every year, both in times of war and
of peace, as the average number of trirejiies which
was always roady was from three to four hundred.

Such an annual addition was the more necessary,

as the vessels were of a light structure, and did not

last long. The whole superintendence of the build-

ing of new triremes was in the hands of the senate

of the Five Hundred,' but the actual business was
intrusted to a committee called the TpiT/ponoiul, one
of whom acted as their treasurer, and had in hi»

keeping the money set apart for the purpose. In

the time of Demosthenes, a treasurer of the rpiripo-

noiol ran away with the money, which amounted to

two talents and a half. During the time after Alex-

ander the Great, the Attic navy appears to have be-

come considerably diminished, as in 307 B.C. De-
metrius Poliorcetes promised the Athenians timber

for 100 new triremes.* After this time the Rhodi-
ans became the most important maritime power in

Greece. The navy of Sparta was never of great

importance.

Navigation remained, for the most part, what it

had been before : the Greeks seldom ventured out

into the open sea, and it was generally considered
necessary to remain in sight of the coast, or of some
'sland, which also served as guides in daytime : in

he night, the position, the rising and setting of the

iiffereat stars, also answered the same purpose. In

winter navigation generally ceased altogether. In

cases where it would have been necessary to coast

around a considerable extent of country, which was
connected with the main land by a narrow neck,

the ships were sometimes drawn across the neck of
land from one sea to the other by machines called

oXkoi. This was done most frequently across the
Isthmus of Corinth.*

Now, as regards the various kinds of ships used
by the Greeks, we might divide them with Pliny,

according to the number of ranks of rowers employ-
ed in them, into moneres, biremes, triremes, quad-
riremes, quinqueremes, &c., up to the enormous
ship with forty ranks of rowers, built by Ptolemaeus
Philopator.' But all these appear to have been
constructed on the same principle, and it is more
convenient to divide them into ships of war and
ships of burden {(^opriKu, (popTTjyol, oXkuSe^, nXola,

CTpoyyvXai, naves onerarice, naves actuariee). Ships
of the latter kmd were not calculated for quick
movement or rapid sailing, but to carry the greatest

possible quantity of goods. Hence their structure

was bulky, their bottom round, and, although they

were not without rowers, yet the chief means by
which they were propelled were their sails.

The most common ships of war, after they had
once been generally introduced, were the triremes,

and they are frequently desigtiated only by the

name v^fc. while all the others are called by the

name indicating their peculiar character. Triremes,
however, were again divided into two classes : the

1. (Thucyd , i., 14 —Herod., vii., 144.)—2. (Polyien., i., 30.—
Plut , Tliemiit., 4. — Cumparo OOckh, Staalsh.. i., p. SfiS.) — 3.

CDemo»;h., c. Anilrot., p. 598.) — 4. (Diod., xx., 46.— Plut., De-
metr., 10.)— 5. (Herod. vii..24.—Thacyd., viii., 1 ; iii., 15, with
the schol.-Strab., vii. p. 380. — Polyb., iv., 19; v., 10].)— 6.

(Pliiv H. N., I. c- Ath m., v.. p. 203. &c.)

one consisting of rool men of-war, which wer«
quick-sailing vessels (ra^emt). and the other of trans-

ports, either for soldiers (arpariundti or 6jr'.troy«»

yoi) or for horses (iK:Tr)yoi, [:rzayuyoi). Ships of this

class were more heavy and awkward, and were
therefore not used in l)attle except in cases of ne>
cessity.* The ordinary size of a war-gall<?y may be
inferred from the fact that the average number of
men engaged in it, mchiding the crew and rnarineSf
was two hundred, to whom, on some occasions, as
much as thirty epibata; were added.* (Vtd. Efi-
BATiB.) The rapidity with which these war-galleys
sailed may be gathered from various statements io

ancient writers, and appears to have been so great,
that even we cannot help looking upon it without
astonishment when we ftnd that the quickness of
an ancient trireme nearly equalled that of a modem
steamboat. Among the war-ships of the Athenians
their sacred slate- vessels were always included (w'<f

Salaminia') ; but smaller vessels, such as the ntv-
TrjKdvTopoL or TpiuKuvTopot, are never included when
the sum of men-of-war is mentioned, and their use
for military purposes appears gradually to have
ceased.

Vessels with more than three ranks of rowers
were not constructed in Greece till about the yeai
400 B.C., when Dionysius I., tyrant of Syracuse,
who bestowed great care upon his navy, built the

first quadriremes (rerpvpetf), with which ne had
probably become acquainted through the Cartha-
ginians, since the invention of these vessels is ascri-

bed to them.* Up to this time no quinqueremes
(nevrijpng) had ht-en built, and the invention of them
is likewise ascribed to the reign of Dionysius. Mne-
sigeiton* ascribes the invention of quinqueremes to

the Salaminians ; and, if this statement is correct,

Dionysius had his quinqueremes probably built by a
Salaminian ship-builder. In the reign of Dionysius
II. hexeres (i^^peic) are also mentioned, the inveiv-

tion of which was ascribed to the Syracusans.* Af-
ter the time of Alexander the Great, the use of ves-
sels with four, five, and more ranks of rowers be-

came very general, and it is well known from Po-
lybius^ that the first Punic war was chiefly carried
on with quinqueremes. Ships with twelve, thirty,

or even forty ranks of rowers,* such as they were
built by Alexander and the Ptolemies, appear to

have been inere curiosities, and did not come into

common use. The Athenians at first did not adopt
vessels larger than triremes, probably because they
thought that with rapidity and skill they could do
more than with large and unwieldy ships. In the
year B.C. 356 they continued to use nolliing but tri-

remes ; but in 330 B.C. the Republic had already a
number of quadriremes, which was afterward in-

creased. The first quinqueremes at Alliens are
mentioned in a document' belonging to the year
B C. 325. Herodotus." according to the common
reading, calls the theoris, which in Olympiad 72 the
.£ginetans took from the Athenians, a nevr^prjc,

but the reading in this passage is corrupt, and
TrrvTETTipic should be written instead of nevT^ptjf.^*

After the year 330 the Athenians a,)pear to have
gradually ceased building triremes, and to have con-
structed quadriremes instead.

Every vessel at Athens, as in modern times, had
a name given to it, which was generally of the fem-
inine gender, whence Aristophanes" calls the tri-

remes napOevovg, and one vessel, the name of which

I. (Thocyd., i., llfi.)— 2. (Herod., viii.. 17; vii.. J84, DC. •-

Compare Bdckb, Staauh., i., p. 298, d:c.)—3 (Coniparo BOcUi.
Urkundeo iiber J Seeweseu des All. Slaalei. p. 70, &.c.)— 4.

(Plin.,H. N.,vii.,57.— Uiodor., XIV., 41,42.)—5. (ap. Plm., 1. i)

—6. (.£lian, V. H., vi.. 12, with the uota of Prnzonius —Plin.,

H. N., 1. c.)—7. (i.. «$3.)-8. (Plin., I.e.—Athen.,v., p.204,Ar.»
—9. (in B«ckh'» Urkunden, N. iiv., litt. K.)— 10. (vi., 87.)—

H

(BOckh, Urkundon, p. 76.)- 12. (Eq., 1313.)
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was Nauphante, he calls the daughter of Nauso.'

The Romans sometimes gave to their ships mascu-

line names. The Greek names were either taken

from ancient heroines, such as Nausicaa, or they

were abstract words, such as EvTrAota, Qepaneia,

Tlpovoia, ^u^ovaa, 'Hyefiovri, &c. In many cases

the name of the builder also was added.

We now proceed to describe some of the parts of

ancient vessels.

1. The prow (npupa or fiiruirov, prora) was gea-

erally ornamented on both sides with figures, which

were either painted upon the sides or laid in. It

seems to have been very common to represent an

eye on each side of the prow.= Upon the prow or

fore-deck there was always some emblem {napuari-

uov, hisignc, Ji<rura.) by which the ship was distin-

guished from otliers. (Vid. Insigne.) Just below

the prow, and projectmg a little above the keel, was
the rostrum {ifj.6oXoc, iidoXov) or beak, which con-

sisted of a beam, to which were attaciied sharp and

pointed irons, or the head of a ram, and the like.

This Ifitaloc was used for the purpose of attacking

another vessel, and of breaking its sides. It is said

to have been invented by the Tyrrhenian Pisaeus.'

These beaks were at first always above the water,

and visible ; afterward they were aStached lower,

60 that they were invisible, and thus became still

more dangerous to otiier siiips.* The annexed
woodcuts, taken from Montfaucon,* represent three

different beaks of ships.

Connected with the liitoloq was the npocn^oVig,
which, according to Pollux,* must have been a
wooden part of the vessel in the prow above the
beak, and was probably the same as the knuTideg,
and intended to ward off the attack of the l/idoMg
of a hostile ship. The command in the prow of a
vessel was exercised by an officer called npupsvc,
who seems to have been next in rank to the steers-
man, and to have had the care of the gear, and the
command over the rowers '

2. The stern {npvfivr), puppis) was generally above

1 (2Ackh, Urk., p. 81, Ac, and a list of names in p. 84, &c.)
- ». (OVkh, Vtk . p. 102. — Becker, Charikles. ij., p. 60, &c.)
- S. (Piin.. VII. 57) -4. (Diixl., xi., 27; xiv., 60, 75. — Polyb.,
L *6; ivi., 3 ; viii., 0.) -5. (L'Aiitiq. Expl., iv., 2, tab. 133.)—
i (i,85.)—7. (\oc., CEon., Tit., 14.)
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the other parts of the deck, and in i^ the helmsman
had his elevated seat. It is seen in the representa

tions of ancient vessels to be rounder than life prow
though its extremity is likewise sharp. The steri.

was, like the prow, adorned in various ways, bu*

especially with the image of the tutelary deity of
the vessel (tuiela). In some representations a kinu
of roof is formed over the head of the steersman
(see woodcut, p. fiS), and the upper part of the stern

has the elegant form of a swan's neck. ' Vtd. Ciik-

NtSCt'S.)

3. The Tpu.<l>Ti^ is the bulwark of the vessel, oi,

rather, the uppermost edge of it.' In small boats,

the pegs {aKaTifioi, scalmi) between which the oars
move, and to which they are fastened by a thong
(TpoTTur^p), were upon the Tputpri^.* In all other

vessels the oars passed through holes in the side of

the vessel (6(pdaXfioi, rp^fjara, or rpvnr/fiaTa).'

4. The middle part of the deck in most ships oi

war appears to have been raised above the bulwark,
or, at least, to a level with its upper edge, and thus
enabled the soldiers to occupy a position from which
they could see far around, and hurl their darts

against the enemy. Such an elevated deck appears
in the annexed woodcut, representing a moneris
In this instance the flag is standing upon the hind-

deck.*

5. One of the most interesting as well as impoi-

tant parts in the arrangement of the hiremes, trire-

mes, &c., is the position of the ranks of rowers, from
which the ships themselves derive their names.
Various opinions have been entertained by those

who have written upon this subject, as the informa-

tion which ancient writers give upon it is extremely
scanty. Thus much is certain, that the different

ranks of rowers, who sat along the sides of a vessel,

were placed one above the other. This seems at

first sight very improbable, as the common ships in

later times must have had five ordines of rowers on
each side ; and since even the lowest of them must
have been somewhat raised above the surface of the

water, the highest ordo must have been at a con-

siderable height above it, and, consequently, required

very long oars : the apparent improbability is still

more increased when we heai of vessels with

thirty or forty ordines of rowers above one another.

But that such must have been the arrangement is

proved by the following facts : Fiist, On works of

art, in which more than one ordo of rowers is rep-

resented, they appear above one another, as in flie

fragment of a bireme given above, and in several

others figured by Montfaucon Secondly, the scho-

liast on Aristophanes* states that the lowest rank

of rowers having the shortest oars, and, consequent-

ly, the easiest work, received the smallcet pay,

while the highest ordo had the longest oars, and,

consequently, had the heaviest work, and received

1. (He.sych., s. V.)—2. (BSckli, Uikiind., p 10.3.) — 3. (Souo;

Aristoph., Acharn., 97, &c.) — 4. (Mazoig, Pciip , part i., tat

xxii., fig. 2.)—5. (Acham., 1106.— Conipan \ristoph., F«a
1109.)
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the liiglicst pay. Thirdly. In the monstrous reaaa-

(Kuto*rr/p;/f olPtoIcmieus Philopator, the description

of which by Callixenus' is as authentic as it well

can be, the height of the ship from the surface of

the water to the top of the prow {uKpooToXiov) was
48 cul its, and from the water to the top of the stern

[u^Xaara) 53 cubits This height afforded sufTicient

room for forty ranks of rowers, especially as they

did not sit perpendicularly above one another, but

one rower, as may be seen in the above representa-

tion of a bireine, sat behind the other, only some-
what elevated above him. The oars of the upper-

most ordo of rowers in this huge vessel were 38
cubits long.

In ordinary vessels, from the moneris up to the

quinqueremis, each oar was managed by one man,
which cannot have been the cast; where each oar

was 33 cubits long. The rowers sat upon little

benches attached to the ribs of the vessel, and call-

ed kiuXia, and in Latin /on and tranalra. The low-

est row of rowers was called i&aXd/xoc, the rowers
themselves iJaAa^trat or ^aXtlfiioi* The uppermost
ordo of rowers was called "dpdvoc, and the rowers
themselves 'dpavnai* The middle ordo or ordines

of rowers were called ^vyu, t^vyioi, or (^vyiTai.*

Each of this last class of rowers had likewise his

own seat, and did not, as some have supposed, sit

upon benches running across the vessel.'

We shall pass over the various things which were
necessary in a vessel for the use and maintenance
of the crew and soldiers, as well as the machines
of war which were conveyed in it, and confine our-

selves to a brief description of things belonging to a
ship as such. All such utensils are divided into

wooden and hanging gear {cKtiri ^vXcva and OKciri

Kpefiaaru*). Xenophon' adds to these the oKev^

nXtkru, or the various kinds of wickerwork, but

these are more properly comprehended among the

mpefiaaru.

I. Zkevt) ^vXiva.

I. Oars (kuttoi, remi).—The collective term for

oars is rap/iof, which properly signified nothing but

the blade or flat part of the oar ;* but was afterward

used as a collective expression for all the oars, with
the exception of the rudder.* The oars varied in

size accordingly as they were used by a lower or

higher ordo of rowers ; and from the name of the

ordo by which they were used, they also received

their especial names, viz., Kunat, daXufxiai, (.vyiai,

and dpavLTidt^. Bockh" has calculated that each
trireme, on an average, had 170 rowers. In a quin-

quereme during the first Punic war, the average
number of rowers was 300 ;" in later times we even
find as many as 400.'* The great vessel of Ptole-

macus Philopator had 4000 rowers," and the handle
of >each oar {iyxtipHiov) was partly made of lead,

that the shorter part in the vessel might balance in

weight the outer part, and thus render the long oars
manageable. The lower part of the holes through
which the oars passed appear to have been covered
with leather (uct/cw/w), which also extended a little

way outside the hole.** The ra/5/i6f also contained

the irefHve(ft, which must, consequently, be a partic-

ular kind of oars. They must have derived their

name, like other oars, from the class of rowers by
whom they were used. Bockh supposes that they

were oars which were not regularly used, but only

I

1. (ap. Athen. v.. p. 203, At.) — 2. (Schol. aU Aristoph.,

Acharn.. llOti.)— 3. (Thucyd.. vi., 31.)— 4. (PoUux, Onom., i.,

8.)—5. (Biickh, Urkunii., p. 103. Ac.) — 6. (Pollux, Onom., x.,

13.—Alhen., i , p. 27.)—7. ((Econ., viii., 12 )—8. (Herod., viii.,

12.—Pollux, Onom.. i, 90.)—9. (Eunp.. Iph. Taur.. 134B.— Id..

Hel., 1544.—Polvl... xvi.. 3.)— 10. (Urk., p. 119.)— II. (Polyb..

kM.) — 12. (Pl'in.. xxtii.. I.) — 13. (Alhen.. v.. p. 204.) — 14.

lAristoph., Arharn., 97. with the schol.— Schol. ad Ran., 367.—
MidM, s. V. 'AoKiiuaTa and ii(p9ipa. — Comp* .'« DOokh, Urk.,

in case of need, and then by the epibatje. Then
length in a trireme is stated at from 9 to ni cubita,

hut in what part of the vessel they were u.sed is un-
known. Respecting oars in general, see the Ap-
pendix in Arnold's Thucydides.-

2. The rudder. (Kt(/. Gubernaculuu.)
3. Ladders {KXifiaKideg, scala). Each trireme bad

two wooden ladders, and the same seems to have
been the case in rpiaKovropot.*

4. Poles or punt poles (koi 'oi, conli). Three of
these belonged to every trireme, which were of dif

ferent lengths, and were accordingly distinguished

as KOVTOc fiiya^, kovt6( fitKpof, and Kovrdf fiiooc

Triacontores had probably always four punt poles

( Vid. CoNTus.*)
5. riapaaruTai, or supports for the masts. They

seem to have been a kind of props pla(^ed at the
foot of the mast.* The mast of a trireme, as long
as such props were used, was supported by two.

In later times they do not occur any longer in tri-

remes, and must have been supplanted by something
else. The triacontores, on the other hand, retained

their TrapaaruTai.*

6. The Tnast and yards. (Vtd. Mai^us and An
TENNA.)

II. l^KtvTi Kpiftaard.

1. "TCTTo^ufm a—This part of an ancient vessel

was formerly quite misunderstood, as it was believ-

ed to be the boards or planks covering the outside

of a ship, and running along it in the direction from
poop to prow. But Schneider* has proved that the
word means cordage or tackling, and this opinion,

which is supported by many ancient authors, is con
firmed by the documents published by Bockh, where
it is reckoned among the aKevjj Kpefiaard. The vvo-

^ufiara were thick and broad ropes, which ran in a
horizontal direction around the ship from the stern
to the prow, and were intended to keep the whole
fabric together. They ran round the vessel in sev-

eral circles, and at certain distances from one an-
other. The Latin name for vn6^u/xa is tormenlum.^
The length of these tormenta varied accordingly as
they ran around the higher or lower part of the ship,

the latter being naturally shorter than the former.

Their number varied according to the size of the
ship. The tessaracontores of Ptolemaeus Philadel-

phus had twelve vno^ufiaTa, each 600 cubits long.*

Such vTTo^ufiara were always ready in the Attic ar-

senals, and were only put on a vessel when it wa»
taken into use Sometimes, also, they were taken
on board when a vessel sailed, and not put on till it

was thought necessary.* The act of putting them
on was called vrro^uvvvvat, or Sial^uvvvvac, or ^uaai.^*

A trireme required four vno^ufiara, and sometimes
this number was even increased, especially when
the vessel had to sail to a stormy part of the sea."

2. 'lariov {velum), sail. Most ancient ships had
only one sail, which was attached with the yard to

the great mast. In a trireme, too, one sail might
be sufficient, but the trierarch might nevertheless
add a second. As each of the two masts of a tri-

reme had two sailyards, it farther follows that each
mast might have two sails, one of which was placed
lower than the other. The two belonging to the
mainmast were probably called iaria fieyuXa, and
those of the foremast laria uKureia.** The former
were used on ordinary occasions, but the latter prob-

ably only in cases when it was necessary to sail

with extraordinary speed. The sails of the Attic

I. (vol. ii., p. 461, Ac.)-2. (Bflokh. p. 124, &c.>—3. (Id. ib.)

—4. (Isid., Orig., xix., 2. 11.)—5. (BiW-kh. p. 126, <tc )— «. (ad
Vitruv., X., 15, 6.)—7. (Isid., Ori(f., xix.. 4. 4. — Plato, De R»-
publ., X., p. 016.) — 8. (Athen.. v.. p. 204.) — 9. (Act. Apoat^
xxrii, 17.)— 10. (Polyb., xxvii., 3. — Appian, Civi!.. t.. 91.—
Anoll. Rhod., Aryon., i., 368.) — II. (Bfltkh. p. I33-IM.) —IX
(Xen., HeU., vi., S, <> 27.—Bekker, Anecdut., p. 19, 10.)
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war-galle/s, and of most ancient ships in general,

were of a square form, as is seen in numerous rep-

resentations on worlvs of art. Wlietlier triangular

sails were ever used by the Greeks, as has been fre-

quently supposed, is very doubtful. The Romans,
however, used triangular sails, which they called

guppara, and which had the shape of an inverted

Greek A (y), the upper sidn of which was attached

to the yard. Such a sail had, of course, only one

iroiif (pes) at its lower extremity.'

3. Tonela, cordage. Tliis word is generally ex-

plained by the grammarians as identical with CT;t<"-

via or kuXoi : but from the documents in Bockh it is

clear that they must have been two distinct classes

of ropes, as the roTzela are always mentioned after

riie sails, and the axoivia before the anchors. The
axoLvia (funcs) are the strong ropes to which the

anchors were attached, and by which a ship was
fastened to the land ; while the ronela were a light-

er kind of ropes, and made with greater care, which
were attached to the masts, yards, and sails. Each
rope of this kind was made for a distinct purpose

and place (Tonog, whence the name roireia). The
following kinds are most worthy of notice : a. KaXot-

dia or Ku^^oi. What they were is not quite clear,

though Bockh thinks il probable that they belonged

to the standing tackle, i. c, that they were the ropes

by which the mast was fastened to both sides of the

ship, so that the TvpoTovot in the Homeric ships were
only an especial kind of Kaludia, or the ica^udca

themselves differently placed. In later times the

jTodrcvof was the rope which went from the top of

the mainmast (/cap^pifrtop) to the prow of the ship,

and thus was what is now called the mainstay, b.

Ifiavreg and Kepovxoi are probably names for ths

same ropes which ran from the two ends of the sail-

vard to the top of the mast. In more ancient ves-

eels the i/j.ug consisted of only one rope ; in later

times it consisted of two, and sometimes four,

which, uniting at the top of the mast, and there pass-

ing through a ring, descended on the other side,

n-here it formed the ettItovoc, by means of which
the sail was drawn up or let down." Compare the

woodcut at p. 62, which shows a vessel with two
ceruchi, and the woodcut at p. 234, which shows
one with four ceruchi. c. uynoiva, Latin anquina,'^

was the rope which went from the middle of a yard
to the top of tiie mast, and was intended to facilitate

the drawing up and letting down of the sail. The
uyKOLva diirlTj of quadriremes undoubtedly consisted

of two ropes. Whether triremes also had them
double is uncertain.* d. Wxhg {pedes) were in la-

ter times, as in the poems of Homer, the ropes at-

tached to the two lower corners of a square sail.

These TroJff ran from the ends of the sail to the
sides of the vessel towards the stern, where they
Avere fastened with rings attached to the outer side

of the bulwark.* Another rope is called npoizovg,

propes,' which was probably nothing else than the
lower and thinner end of the -irovc, which was fast-

ened to the ring. e. 'Tnepai were the two ropes at-

tached to the two ends of the sailyard, and thence
came down to a part of the ship near the stern.

Their object was to move the yard in a horizontal
direction. In Latin they are called opifera, which
is, perhaps, only a corruption of hypera.'' The last

among the To-ada is the x^-^i^'^og, or bridle, the na-
ture of which is quite unknown.*

I

4. Uapap()v/iaTa. The ancients, as early as the
time of Homer, had various preparations raised

, above the edge of a vessel, which were made of

I. (Schol. ad i.urnn., Phars., v., 429.— Igid., Orig., xix.. 3, 4.

'—Bfltkh, p. ]3*-143.)—2. (Backh, p. 14&-l52.)-3. (I»id.,Orig.,

T\x., 4, 7.)—4. (Pollux, Onom., 1. c. — Bockh, p. 152.)—5. (He-
rod., ii., 36.)—6. (Isid., Orig., xix., 4, 3.)—7. (Id. ib., xix., 4, ft.)

—«. (Buckh. p. 154, &c.)
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skins and wickerwork, and which were intent;e<

as a protection against high waves, and also to

serve as a kind of breastwork, behind which ihr
men might be safe against the darts of tlie enemy.
These elevations of the bulwark are called napoA
ftv/iara, and in the documents in Bockh they aro
either called rptxiva, made of hair, or ?.evKu, white
They were probably fi.xed upon the edge on both
sides of the vessel, and were taken off when noi

wanted. Each galley appears to have had several

irapaf/fjVfiaTa, two made of hair and two white ones
these four being regularly mentioned as belongin£

to one ship.*

5. KaTudXri/ia and vn66XT]/ia. The former of

these occurs in quadriremes as well as in triremes,

the latter only in triremes. Their object and na-
ture are very obscure, but they appear to have been
a lighter kind of irapdpl)v^u.^

6. 'Lxoivia are the stronger and heavier kinds of

ropes. There were two kinds of these, viz., the

axoivla uyKvpeia, to which the anchor was attached,

and axoivia kmyva or iniyeia {relinacuJa), by which
the ship was fastened to the shore or drawn upon
the shore. Four ropes of each of these two kinds

is the highest number that is mentioned as belong-

ing to one ship. The thick ropes were made of

several thinner ones.'

The Romans, in the earlier periods of their his-

tory, never conceived the idea of increasing their

power by the formation of a fleet. The time when
they first appear to have become aware of the im-

portance of a fleet was during the second Samnite
war, in the year B.C. 311. Livy,* where he men-
tions this event, says : duumviri navales classis or-

nandcB reficiendceque causa were then for the first

time appointed by the people. This expression

seems to suggest that a fleet had been in existence

before, and that the duumviri navales had been pre-

viously appointed by some other power. {Vid. Do-
uMviRi.) Niebuhr' thinks that the expression of

Livy only means that at this time the Romans re-

solved to build their first fleet. The idea of found-

ing a navy was probably connected with the estab-

lishment of a colony in the Pontian islands, as the

Romans at this time must have felt that they ought

not to be defenceless at sea. The ships which the

Romans now built were undoubtedly triremes, which
were then very common among the Greeks of Italy,

and most of them were perhaps furnished by t."**

Italian towns subject to Rome. This fleet, howev-
er insignificant it may have been, continued to be

kept up until the time when Rome became a real

maritime power. This was the time of the first

Punic war. That their naval power until then was
of no importance, is clear from Polybius,* who
speaks as if the Romans had lieen totally unac-

quainted with the sea up to that time. In the year

B.C. 260, when the Romans saw that without a
navy they could not carry on the war against Car-

thage with any advantage, the senate ordained that

a fleet should be built. Triremes would now have

been of no avail against the high-bulwarked vessels

(quinqueremes) of the Carthaginians. But the Ro-

mans would have been unable to build others, had

not, fortunately, a Carthaginian quinquereme been

wrecked on the coast of Bruttium, and fallen into

their hands. This wreck the Romans took as their

model, and after it built 120,^ or, according to oth-

ers,* 130 ships. According to Polybius, one hun-

dred of them were ireviypeic, and the remaininjj

twenty rpiTJpeig, or, as Niebuhr proposes to read,

1. (Xen., Hell., i., 6, l> 19 —Bockh, 159, &c.)—2. (Polyatn.

Strat., iv., 11, 13.—Biickh, p. 160, &c.)—3. (Aristoph., Pax, 36

—Varro, De Re Rust., i., 135.—Bdr.kh. p. 161-lf.6.)—4. (ix.. SO.)

—5. (Hi»t. of Rome, iii., p. 282.)-6. (i.,20.)—7 (Polyb., I. e.)

—8. (Oro»., iv., 7.)
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^rpfipuf. This large fleet was completed within

•ixty days after tiie trees had been cut down.' The
*hips, built of green limber in this hurried way,

were very clumsily made, and not likely to last for

any time ; and the Romans themselves, for want of

practice in naval affairs, proved very unsuccessful

in their first maritinjc undertaking, for seventeen

ships were taken and destroyed by the Carthagin-

ians off Messana* C. Duilius, who perceived the

disadvantage with which his countrymen had to

struggle at sea, devised a plan which enabled them
to change a seafight, as it were, into a fight on

land. The macliine by which this was effected was
afterward called corous, and is described by Polyb-

ius.* {Vtd. CoRvvs.) From this time forward the

Romans continued to keep up a powerful navy.

Towards the end of the Republic they also increas-

ed the size of their ships, and built war-vessels of

from six to ten ordines of rowers.* The con-

struction of their ships, however, scarcely differed

from that of Greek vessels ; the only great differ-

ence was that tiie Roman galleys were provided

with a greater variety of destructive engines of war
than those of the Greeks. They even erected tur-

res and tabulata upon the decks of their great men-
ofwar {raves lurriice). and fought upon them in the

same manner as if they were standing upon the

walls of a fortress. Some of such naves turrita;

occur in the woodcuts given above.*

For a more detailed account of the ships and nav-

igation of tiie ancients, see SchefTer, De Militia Na-
»o/t, Upsala, 16r)4. -Berghaus, Geschichtc dcr Schiff-

fahrtskunde dcr vornehmsten Vblker des Allerthums.

—Benedict, Geach. der Schifffahrt und des Handels
der Allen.—Howell, On the War-galleys of the An-
cients.— A. Jal, Archkologie Navale, Paris, 1840;

and for the Attic navy especially, Bockh's Urkun-
den uber das Scewesen des Atlischen Staales, Berlin,

1810.

SIBYLLI'NI LIBRI. These books are said to

have been obtained in the reign of Tarquinius Pris-

cus, or, according to other accounts, in that of Tar-
quinius Superbus, when a sibyl (St'fiy^^a), or pro-

phetic woman, presented herself before the king,

and offered nine books for sale. Upon the king re-

fusing to purchase them, she went and burned three,

and then returned and demanded the same price for

the remaining six as she had done for the nine.

The king again refused to purchase them, whereupon
she burned three more, and demanded the same sum
for the remaining three as she had done at first for

the nine : the king's curiosity now became excited,

80 that he purchased the books, and then the sibyl

vanished.* (Respecting the different sibyls men-
tioned by ancient writers, see Divinatio, p. 369.)

These books were probably written in Greek, as

the later ones undoubtedly were, and, if so, con-

sequently came frcnii a Greek source, though it

is doubtful from what quarter : Niebuhr' supposes
them to have come from Ionia, but they were more
probably derived from Cumae in Campania.* They
were kept in a stone ciiesl under ground in the Tem-
ple of Jupiter Capitolinus, under the custody of

ceitain officers, at first only two in number, but af-

terward increased successively to ten and fifteen,

of whom an account is given under Decemviri, p.

J40. The public were not allowed to inspect the

books, and they were only consulted by the officers

1. (PIin..ir, N.,xvi,74.)—2. (Polyl>., i.,21.—Polyjen., Strat.,

h., 16.—Oroi., iv., 7.)—3. (i., 22.—Compare Niebuhr, iii., p.

•78, &c.) — I. (Florus, iv., II.- Virg., Mn., viii., 691.)— 3.

r'lor., 1. c- Pint.. Anton., 33.—Uion Cmi., xrxii., 33.—Plin.,

II. N., xxxii., 1.— ('i>iii|wire <:ii's., l)e nell. Gall., lii., 14.—Dion
Cass., xxxii., 43.—Vo?et., De Re Milit., v., 14, &c.)—d. (Di-

onys., iv., 62.—Vnrro up. Lartiiut., i., 6.—Cell., i., 19.—Plin.,

n. N., xiii.. 27 )-7. ,'Hi»t. of Rome, i., p. 506.)—8. (OAtUinc,
OAnrh. d«r Rum Stiuuv., p. 212.)

who had the charge of them at the special command
of the senate (ad lihros er«'). They were consulted
in the case of prodigies and calamities, but it is dif-

ficult to ascertain whether they contained predic-

tions, or merely Jirections as to what was to bf
done for conciliating or appeasing the gods, in con-

sequence of the mystery which enveloped them
from the time that one of their keepers was put to

death for divulging their secrets * Niebuhr re-

marks, from the instances in Livy, that the original

bjoks were not consulted, as the Greek oracles
were, for the purpose of getting light concerning fu-

ture events, but to learn what worship was required
by the gods when they had manifested their wrath
by nation;il calamities or prodigies. Accordingly,
we find that the instruction they give is in the same
spirit

;
prescribing what honour was to be paid to

the deities already recognised, or what new ones
were to be imported from abroad. They were prob-

ably written on palm-leaves,' and it is not unlikely

that the leaves of the Cuma;n sibyl described by
Virgil were designed as an allusion to the form of
the sibylline books. Their nature being such, Nie-
buhr supposes that they were referred to in the

same way as Eastern nations refer to the Koran
and to Haliz : they did not search for a passage and
apply it, but probably only shuffled the palm-leaves
and then drew one.

When the Temple of Jupiter Capitolinus wa«
burned in B.C. 82, the sibylline books perished in

the fire ; and in order to restore them, ambassadors
were sent to various towns in Italy, Greece, and
Asia Minor to make fresh collections, which, on the
rebuilding of the temple, were deposited in the

same place that the former had occupied.* But as

a great many prophetic books, many of them pre-

tending to be sibylline oracles, had got into general
circulation at Rome, Augustus commanded that all

such books should be delivered up to the prstor
urbanus by a certain day and burned, and that,

in future, none should be kept by any private per-

son. More than 2000 prophetic books were thus
delivered up and burned, and those which were
considered genuine, and were in the custody of the
state, were deposited in two gilt cases at the base
of the statue of Apollo, in the temple of that god
on the Palatine, and were intrusted, as before, to

the quindecemviri.*' The writing of those belong-

ing to the state had faded by time, and Augustus
commanded the priests to write them over again.'

A fresh examination of the sibylline books was
again made by Tiberius, and many rejected which
were considered spurious.' A few years afterward,

also in the reign of Tiberius, it was proposed to add
a new volume of sibylline oracles to the received
collection.*

The Christian writers frequently appeal to the
sibylline verses as containing prophecies of the

Messiah ; but these, in most cases, are clearly for-

geries. A complete collection of sibylline oracles

was published by Gallseu.s, Amst., 1689 ; fragments
of them have also been published by Mai, Milan,

1817, and Strove, Regiomont.. 1818.'

The sibylline hooks were also called Fala Sibyl-

Una^" and Libri Falalcs. '
' Those that were collected

after the burning of the temple on the Capitol were
undoubtedly written in Greek verses, and were
acrostics (uKpoarLxii^*). Along with the sibylline

books were preserved, under the guard of the same
officers, the books of the two prophetic brothers.

1. (CicDo Div., I., 43.—Lir., xxii., 57.)—2. (Dioiiys., I. a—
Val. Max., i., 1, ^ 13.)—3. (Scrv. ad Virg., Mn., iii., 444 ; Yi.,74.)

—4. (Dionys.. 1. c.)— 5. (Suet, Oc'.av., 31.—T:ioil., Ann., vi.,

12.)-«. ( Dion Cass., liv., 17.)—7. (Id., Ivii., 18,)—8. (Tacit.,i
e.) — 9. (Cunipare lleiUbreede, De Sibyllis Dissortal., Beral^

18S5.)-10. (Cic, Cat., iii.. 4.)-ll. (Liv., v., 15; xxii.,i7.)—

13. (Cic, De Div , ii., 54.- Dionys., I c.)
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(he Mareii,' the Etruscan prophecies of the nymph

Bygoe, and those of Alhuna or Albunea of Tibur.*

Those of the Mareii. wliich had not been placed

there at the time of the battle of Cannae, were writ-

ten in Jialin : a few remains of them have come

down to us in Livy* and iMacrobius*

SICA. dim. SIGILA, whence the English sickle,

and SICILICULA.» a curved Dagger, adapted by

its form to be concealed under the clothes, and

Uierefore carried by robbers and murderers. ( Vid.

AciXACKs, p. 14.)' Ska may be translated a cime-

Ur, to distinguish it from Pugio, which denoted a

dagger of the common kind Sicarias, though prop-

erly meaning one who murdered with the sica, was

applied to murderers in general.^ Hence the forms

ie sicariis and inter sicarws were used in the crim-

inal courts in reference to murder. Thus judicium

tnter sicanos, " a trial for murder;"* dcfendcre inter

ncarios, "to defend against a charge of murder."*

(Vid. Judex, p. 652.)

SICA'RIUS. ( Vid. Sici, Cornelia Lex de Sicar.)

SIGYS ((«'««{• or ciKva), the Cucumber. The
eiKv^ uypiof, which produces the medicinal Elateri-

um, was formerly called Cucumis agrestis, but has

now got the name of Mommdica elaJerium. It may
be proper to remark in this place, that Hippocrates

uses the term kXariipiov rather loosely, as applicable

to all drastic purgatives. See Ko}.oKvv6ri, where the

interchange of names between it and crt/rvf is point-

ed out."**

SIDE {si6n), according to Sprengel, the white

Water Lily, or Nymphcta alba. This, however,

Adams regards as very uncertain."

SIDERI'TES LAPIS {mdmrTK 7udo(), Mag-

netic Iron Ore. {Vid. Adamas, towards the end of

that article.)

SIDE'ROS (aiSnpoc), Iron. (Vid. Adamab.)

SIGILLA'RIA. (Fjd. S.iTURNALiA, p. 856.)

•SIGILLA'TA. {Vid. Lemma Terra.)

SIGMA. {Vid. Mensa, p. 633.)

SIGXA MILITA'RIA {ariuela, cnjfiaiai), mililarj

on» gns or standards. The most ancient standard

riiijiloyed by the Romans is said to have been a

Ku dfiil of straw fixed to the top of a spear or pole.

I iSerr. «(! Virg., JEa., »i., 7J.—Cic, De Div., i., 40 ; ii., 55.)
1 (LiKtant.. i., 6.)—3. (xxxv., 12.)—4. (Sat., i., 17.— Vid.

Niebahr, i., p. 507.—Gftltlinsr, Gesch. d. Itam. Staatsv., p. 213.—
riaitaui:, Die Religion der RSaier, i., p. 129, &c.) — 5. (Plaut.,
Rnd., iv.,4, 1>5.)—6. (Cic, Cat , iii., 3.)—7. (Quintil.. X., i., 4
13.)—8 (Cic, Pro Kmc , 5.)—9. (Phil., ii., 4.)— 10. (Theophr.,
H. P., i., 11 ; t-ii., 6, Ac— Dioecor., ii., 169 ; iv., 153.-Adam-s,
Appeoil.. • T.)- M. (Tlieopbr., H. P., ir., 10.—Adama, Append.,
* ».)
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Hence the company of soldiers belonging to it wm
called Manipulus. The bundle of hay or fern was
soon succeeded by the figures of animals, of which
Pliny* enumerates five, viz , the eagle, the wolf, the
minotaur,* the horse, and the boar. These appear
to have corresponded to the five divisions of the
Roman army as shown on page 614. I'lie eagle
{aquita) was carried by the aquili/er in the midst of
the hastati, and we may suppose the wolf to have
l)een carried among the principes, and so on. In
the second consulship of Marius, B C. 104, the four

quadrupeds were entirely laid aside as standards,

the eagle being alone retained. It was made of
silver or bronze, and with expanded wings, but was
probably of a small size, since a standard-bearer

{signifcr) under Julius Cs.sar is said, in circum-
stances of danger, to have wrenched the eagle from
its staff, and concealed it in the folds of his girdle.'

The bronze horse just represented belonged to a
Roman standard, and is delineated but a little less

than the original : it is preserved in the collection

at Goodrich Court.*

Under the later emperors the eagle was carried,

as it had been for many centuries, with tlie legion,

a legion being on that account sometimes called

aquila,* and, at the same time, each cohort had for

its own ensign the serpent or dragon {draco, dfjuKuv\

which was woven on a square piece of cloth {textUia

angiiis*), elevated on a gilt staff, to which a crossr

bar was adapted for the purpose,^ and carried by
the draeonarius.*

Another figure used in the standards was a baD
{pila), supposed to have been emblematic of the do-

minion of Rome over the world ;* and for the same
reason, a bronze figure of Victory was sometimes
fixed at the top of the staff, as we see it sculptured,

together with small statues of Mars, on the Col inut

of Trajan and the Arch of Constantine.** (See the

ne.xt woodcut.) Under the eagle or other embleir

was often placed a head of the reigning emperor,

which was to the army the object of idolatrous ado-

ration.'- The name of the emperor, or of him wht
was acknowledged as emperor, was sometimes in-

1. (H. N., X., 4, ». 5.)-.8. (Featus, a. v. Minotaur.)—8 (Flof.,

IT., 13.) — 4. (Skelton, Eugraved lUust., »., pi. 45.) — 5. (Hirt.,

Bell. Hiap., 39.)— 6. (Sidon. ApoU., Carm., v., 409.)—7. (The
roitU, Ontt., i., p. 1 ; iviii., p. 267, ed. DIndorf.—Claudian, i\

Cons. Honor., 546 ; vi. Cons. Honor., 566.)—8. (Veget., De R«
Mil., ii.. 13. — Compare Tac, Ann., i., 18.)- 9. :lsid., Orig.,

XTiii., S.)—10. (Vid. Causeus, De Sig. in Gnevii Thc»., x., u.

3599.) — II. (Joseph., B. J., ii., 0, * 3.— Saeton., Tiber.. «

;

CaUg., 14.—Tac, Ann., i., 39, 41 ; iv., 02.)
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•eribed in the same situation* Tlie pole used tu

carry tlie eagle had at its lower extremity an iron

•oint (riapij) to fix it in the ground, and to enable

ne aquiltfrr, in case of need, to repel an attack.*

The minor divisions of a cohort, called centuries,

had alho each an ensign, inscribed with the number
both of the coliiirl and of the century. By this pro-

vision, to|rrtli('r with the diversities of the crests

worn by the centurions (vtd. Galea), every soldier

was enabled, with the greatest ease, to take his

place.' (Compare Akmy, p. 104, and Manipulub, p.

613.)

Ttie standard of the cavalry, properly called vex-

iUum, was a square piece of cloth expanded upon a

cross in the mannsr already indicated, and perhaps
surmounted by s<ime figure.*

In the arch of Constantine at Rome there arc

four sculptured panels near the top, which exhibit

a great number of standaids, and illustrate some of
the forms here described. The preceding woodcut
is copied from two out of the four. The first panel

represents Trajan giving a king to the Parthians :

seven standards are held by the soldiers. The
second, containing five standards, represents the

oerformance of the sacrifice called tuovelaurilia.^

When Constantine had embraced <'hristianity, a

fignre or emblem of Christ, woven ir. .i;old upon pur-

ple cloth, was substituted for the h.«d of the em-
peror. This richly-ornamented star, ard was called

taianim.*

Since the movements of a body </. troops, and of

every portion of it, were regulated by the standards,

all the evolutions, acts, and incidents of the Roman
army were expressed by phrases derived from this

circumstance. Thus tic^na inferre meant to ad-

vance.^ Tefene to retreat, and convv-riere to face

about ; fffrrre, or castrit vcllere, to march out of the

camp;* ad »iona convent; i, to reassemble.' Not-

withstanding some obscurity in the use of terms, it

appears that, while the standard of the legion was
properly called aquUa, those of the cohorts were, in

special sense of the term, called *i>r>«,' ilieir bear-

ers being imniferx, and that those (k the manipuli,

w smaller divisions of the cohort, ><'ere denominated
wexilla, thtir bearers being vexifiani. Also, those

who fought in the first ranks /if the legion, before

atit standards of the legion aod cohorts, were called

i. (SoFtoQ., Vtapa*., «.)—2. {?betoD., Jnl., «.)—3. (Veget

,

_ I,—T»c., Aan., i., 20.)—4. Cy^rtall.. Apoll.. Itt.)—5. (Birtoli,

Aie. Triumph.)—«. ( Pnident,' coot. Symm., i., AtA, 488.—Ni-

»ph.. H. E., Tii., 37.)—7. Wnax, B«U. Call., i„ 85 ; ii., 25.)—
i (Virr-, Ceorv., it., 108.)—9. (Cesar, B. C, tL, 1, 37.)

AX

antetignani} A pocniiar application of the teiflu

vexillarit and Buhstgnam is explained in page 103.

In military stratagems it was sometimes neces-
sary to conceal the standards.* Although the Ro
mans commonly considered it a point of honour tA

preserve their standards, yet, in some cases of ex-
treme danger, the leader himself threw them among
the ranks of the enemy, in order to divert their at-

tention or to animate his own soldiers* A wounded
or dying standard-bearer delivered it, if possible,

into the hands of his general,* from whom be had
received it (signit lueepltM*). In time of peace tbe

standards were kept in the .^rakicm, under tbs
care of the QuiCSTOR.
We have little information respecting the stand-

ards of any other nation l>eside8 the Romans. Tbe
banners of the Parthians appear to have had a sim-
ilar form to that of the Romans, but were more
richly decorated with gold and silk. ( Vid. Sbricch.)

A golden eagle with expanded wings was the royal

standard of Persia.* The military ensigns of tbe
Egyptians were very various. Their sacred ani-

mals were represented in them,^ and in the paintings

at Thebes we observe such objects as a king's

name, a sacred boat, or some other emblem, applied

to the same purpose.* The Jewish army was prob-

ably marshalled by the aid of banners ;* but not so
the Greek, although the latter had a standard, the

elevation of which served as a signal for joining

battle, either by land'* or by sea." A scarlet flag

(^(v(K(V) was sometimes used for this purpose."

SIGNINUM OPUS. {Vi4. House, Roma.'j, p.

519.)

*SIL, a term applied by the Romans to Yellow

Ochre, the uxi>o^ of the Greeks. " It appears to

have been the principal yellow pigment of the an-

cients. Pliny specifies three varieties: the Atlir,

which was the best ; the Marmotun, which mar
have been what we call Stone Ochre ; and the Syr-

icum, of a dull colour, named from the island of

Syros ; as may have been the red paint also, called

by the same name. Sti was found in many places,

Vitruvius observes, but the Attic, which used to be

the best, was no longer to be obtained ; because the

veins of it, which occurred in the silver mines of
Attica, were no longer now explored. It is de-

bcr'bcd by Dipscorides as light, smooth, free from
£tone, friable, and of a full bright yellow."'*

SILENTIA'KII. (Vid. Propositus.)
•SILER, a tree about which great uncertainty

prevails. Martyn translates it "Osier," but speaks
very doubtfully respecting it. F^e makes it the

same with the iXiKri of the Greeks, and refers it to

the Salix vUcUina, L., though without condemninf
the opinion of Aiiguillara and Sprengel, who declare

for the Saltx caprea. Pliny merely says that it de-

lights in watery places.**

SILEX. "The Silices," says Dr. Moore, "of
which certain kinds are specified by Pliny as fit to

be used in building, may in some cases have been
such as we also term silicious ; but the more prob-

able opinion is, that the name tilicn was some-
what indiscriminately applied to the more compact
and harder stones. The Viridit tilex, which so re-

markably resisted fire, which was never abundant,

may perhaps have been serpentine. No inference

to the contrary need be drawn from Pliny's calling

it stlex, for he presently after speaks of lime made

I. (Canv, B. C, i., 43, 44, M.)—2. (Id., B. C, »ii., 45.>-t.
(Floras, i., II.)—4. (Id., IT., 4.)—5. (Tac.. Ann , i.. 42.)—•.
(Xen , Cjrr., Tit., I, 4 : Aii»b., i.. 10. « 12.)—7. (Diod Sie.,

i., 88.) — 8. (WiiVmaoD, Man. and Cast., i.. p. 2M.)— 9. (Pa.

xt., 5.—Caot., Ti., 4.— In., xiii.. 2.)— 10. (Polyrn., iii.. 9. t 27
—C. Nep., XI., 2, t 2.)— 11. (Thonrd., i., 4!>.)-l2. (Poljr«a., i ,

48, ^ 2.) — 13. (Moore's Anc. Mineral., p. 39. — Plin., H tL,

xiiiii., 56.—Dioecor., t , 108.)— 14. (Fte, Flore De Viipla, f
eliit.—Martyn ad Virr., Gvotg., iL, 12.)
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ex nlice;' aa Vitruvius also directs that it be

burned ' de albo saxo aut silice.^ It is probable that

by silex in these passages is meant a dark-coloured,

compact limestone.'"

SILICE'RNIUM. (Vid. Funus, p. 462.)

SILPlIiUM {(jiXipiov), a kind of Laserpitium or

Asa/atida, forming one of the chief natural pro-

ductions of Gyrenaica. It was fattening for cattle,

rendering their flesii also tender, and was a useful

aperient for man. From its juice, too, when knead-
ed with clay, a powerful antiseptic was obtained.

The silphium formed a great article of trade, and
at Rome the composition just mentioned sold for

Its weight in silver. It is for this reason that the
itiiphiuin appeared always on the medals of Gyrene.
|f*s culture was neglected, however, when the Ro-
man6 became masters of the country, and pasturage
was more attended to. Gaptain Beechy, in the

course of his travels through this region, noticed a
plant about three feet in length, very much resem-
bling the hecnlock or wild carrot. He was told that

it was usually fatal to the camels which ate of it,

and that its juice was so acrid as to fester the flesh,

if at all excoriated. He supposed it to be the sil-

phium. Delia Gella describes, apparently, the same
production as an umbelliferous plant, with com-
pound, indented leaves, fleshy, delicate, and shining,

without any involucrum ; the fruit being somewhat
flattened, surmounted by three ribs, and furnished
all round with a membrane as glossy as silk. Gap-
tain Smith succeeded in bringing over a specimen
of the plant, which is said to be now thriving in

Devonshire. M. Pacho says that the Arabs call it

Derias, and he proposes to class the plant as a spe-

cies of Laserwort, under the name of Laserpitium
derias. It seems to resemble the Laserpitium
ferulaceum of Linnseus."

*6II/U'RUS (aiXovpoc), the name of a numerous
.genus of fishes, the species Glanis belonging to

which inhabits the fresh waters of Europe, Asia,

and Africa. It is the Scheid of the Germans, and
the Sheat-fish of the English, and is the largest of

the fresh-water fishes of Europe, growing some-
times to the weight of 150 lbs. and upward. "The
silurus of Ausonius," says Adams, "has been re-

ferred by some to the sturgeon ; this opinion, how-
ever, is untenable. It is a voracious fish, and is

found in the Elbe, the Vistula, the Rhine, and the
Danube. It is therefore natural to suppose that

mention of it would have been made among the

fishes of the Moselle, which forms the subject of
Ausonius's poem, the Moselle being a branch of the

Rhine."^
SILVA'NI ET CARBO'NIS LEX. (Vid. Lex

Papiria Plautia, p. 584.)

*SIM'IA {ividrjKog), the Ape. BufTon, treating of
monkeys, says, " The ancients were only acquaint-
ed with one, the Pitkecos of the Greeks ; the Himia
of the Latins is of this kind, and the real monkey,
on which Aristotle, Pliny, and Galen have institu-

ted all their physical comparisons, and founded all

their relations of the monkey to mankind : but this

Pitkecos, tliis monkey of the ancients, so generally
resembling man in external form, and still more so
in its internal organization, nevertheless differs

from it in an essential point, the size of the human
species being generally above five feet, while that
of the pithecos is seldom more than a fourth of that
height." So far Buflxjn. " I am inclined to think,
however," remarks Adams, "that the species of
baboon called Papia inaimon, or Mandril, answers
best to the ancient accounts of the pithecos. It is

I. (Moore's Ano. Mineral., p. 87.) — 2. (Theophr., II. P., vi.

8.—Dioscor., lii., 84.—Anthon's Class. Diet., g. v. Cyrenaica )—
,
t. (.Slian, N. A. lii., 29.—Aristot., H. A , u., 13.— riin.,H. N.,
ir , IS.—Adain», AppeDd., i. )

BQS

proper to mentioi., nowever, that Dr. Tinil holdj
that Aristotle's description of the pKhcr.os applie.a

best to the young Barbary ape, or Simia lanus.
The «r/6of was a species of monkey having a long
tail. The KvvoKi<t>aKo( would ap|)ear to have been
the species of monkey now called Magot, which is

the adult Sirnia Innus, L., or Barbary ape. BufTon
refers the KaAAiHpi^ to the green ape ; but, accord-
ing to Dr. Trail, it may rather be set down as the
Stmia sahaa of Senegal. The KepKonidrjKo^ was a
monkey with a tail, as its name implies. Ilardouio
refers it, with little probability, to the Marmot. The
Xoipomdr/Koc of Aristotle cannot be determined sat-

isfactorily. Pennant sup[)oscs the Simia senex the

representative of the ancient curvpog, but Dr. Traii
supposes it rather some species of large baboon.'"
SINAPI (aivrjTTi), Mustard. {Vid. Nahy.)
SINDON. ( Vtd. Pallium, p. 718.)

*SINO'PIGA TERRA (2tv(j«/f^ y^), Sinopio
Earth, a species of red ochre. According to Sir

John Hill, the " Uubrica Sinopica was a dense,
heavy, firm substance, of a deep red colour, stain

ing the fingers on handling, and of a styptic, as-

tringent taste." From Tournefort's account of it,

there can be no doubt, as Adams thinks, that it

owes its colour to an admi.xture of iron.*

*SION {(t'lov), a plant, of which Speusippns (cited

by Adams) says that it grows in water, having a

head like the Marsh Parsley. Sprengel inclines

with Fuchsius, to make it the Veronica anagallis

but mentions that others took it for the Sium: lati-

folium or angustifohum. Dierbach makes it the

Slum modiflorum, or procumbent Water Parsnip.*

SIPA'RIUM, a piece of tapestry stretched on a

frame, which rose before the stage of the theatre,

and consequently answered the purpose of the

drop-scene with us, although, contrary to our prac-

tice, it was depressed when the play began, so e«

to go below the level of the stage [aulaa premurt-

tur^), and was raised again when the performanct
was concluded (lolluntur*). From the last-cited pas-

sage we learn that human figures were represented
upon it, whose feet appeared to rest upon the stage
when tills screen was drawn up. From a passage
of VirgiF we farther learn that the figures were
sometimes those of Britons woven in the canvass,
and raising their arms in the attitude of lifting up
a purple curtain, so as to be introduced in the same
manner as Atlantks, Persae, and Garyatides.

In a more general sense, siparium denoted any
piece of cloth or canvass stretched upon a frame •

{Vid. Painting, p. 702.)

*SrRIUS (Set>if>f) and PRO'GYON (TlpoKvuv),
" the Greek names of the bright stars in the con-

stellations of the Great and Little Dog {Cants Ma-
jor and Minor). These are Orion's dogs, accord-
ing to some, and those of minor personages ac
cording to others: the whole of their mythic ex
planations form a strong proof that these consteUa-
tions are not Greek in their origin. In a passage
of Hesiod, he has been supposed to speak of the

sun under the name of Sirius ; and Hesychius de
fines the word to mean both the sun and the dog
star. The Egyptians cjilled the dog-star Sothit,

and from its heliacal rising had warning that the

overflow, of the Nile was about to commence.
Now the ovciflow of the Nile follows the summei
solstice ; whereas, by the precession of the equi-

noxes, the heliacal rising of Sirius is now about

the tenth of Augu&t. The greatest heats of sum-

1. (Ilarduuiii ad Plin., II. N., viii., 80.—Aristot., H. A , ii.,

7.— Adams, Append., s. v.) —2. (Theophr., De Lapid., c. 98.

—

Dioscor.,v.,iii.—Adauis, Append.,*, v.)—3. (Dioscor., ii., 153.—
Athen., ii., I'J.—Adums, Appeu<l.,s. v.)—4. (Festus, s. v.—Cic,
Prov. Cons., 6.—Juv., viii., 186.;—5. (IIoi., Epist., II., i., 189i.)

—«. (Ovid, Met., iii., 111-114.)—7. (Geor?.. iii.,a5.)—8. (g-iia-

tiL, n.. 1. « 34.)
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mer gnnctally follow the summer solstice, and in

iincient times it was observed that the unhealthy

and oppressive period coincided with the heliacal

rising of the dog-star. We say the dog-star, with-

out specifying whether it was Sirius or Procyon
;

it is uiieiTtain which it was, and may have been

both, for the heliacal risings do not differ by many
days. The star itself was in Latin canicula, which
should seem to apply to the lesser dog. and Hor-
ace says, 'Jam Procyon furit,' «kc. Pliny supports

the same meaning of cantcu/a, and perhaps llygi-

nus ; also the framers of the Alphonsine Tables,

and Bede and Kepler among the moderns ; while

Gennanicus and Julius Firmicus, with Apian, Mar-
gini, Argoii, Stephens, and Petavius among the

moderns, contend for Sirius, which is the more
common opinion. All antiquity ascribed an evil

influence to the star : and though Geminus among
the ancients, and Petavius among the moderns,
thought that the effects were to be attributed to the

sun alone, tiiey had hardly any followers until the

fall of judicial astrology. Even at this day, when
the heats of the latter part of ^mmer are excess-
ive, we are gravely told that we are in the dog-

days. The real classical dog-days are the twenty
days preceding and the twenty days following the

heliacal rising of whichever star it was, whether
Sirius or Procyon.'"
SIS'AIIUM (aiaapov). " Sprengel, who had

formerly held this to be the Sium Sisantrn, in his

last worii declares himself a convert to the opinion
of Fuchsius. who made it to be the Pastinaca saliva,

or Garden Parsnip."'

SISTRUM {anetrpov), a mystical instrument of
music, used by the ancient Egyptians in their cer-

emonies, and especially in the worship of Isis.* It

was held in the right hand (see woodcut), and sha-
ken, from which circumstance it derived its name
[*ra repulsa manu*). Its most common form is

aeen in the rig'«*-hand figure of the annexed wood-
eut, wUicl- represents an ancient sistrum formerly

belonging to the library of St. Genovefa at Paris.

Plutarch* says that the shaking of the four bars
within the circular apsis represented the agitation

of the four elements within the compass of the

world, by which all things are continually destroy-

ed and reproduced, and that the cat sculptured upon
the apsis was an emblem of the moon. Apuleius*
describes the sistrum as a bronze rattle (areum :re-

pitaculum), consisting of a narrow plate curved like

a sword-belt {balteus), through which passed a few
lods that rendered a loud, shrill sound. He says

. (Penny Cyclnpasdia, «ol. xxii., p. 03.)—2. (Dinacor., ii., 139.

—Adnnis, A|>|ien(l., s. v.i— 3. (Ovid, Met., jx., 784.—Id., Amur.,
Ii.. 13, 11.— Id. ib.. Ill , 9. 34.— Id., De Ponto, i., 1, 38.)—4. (Ti-

knU., I., S, 24.)-9. (De It. et O*., p. 070, 071, od. Stepb.)—0.
(Mm.. T',p. 110, 131,ed.AU.)

that these instruments were sometimes made of

silver, or even of gold. He also seems to intimate

that the shakes were three together {Urgeminos te-

lua). which would make a rude sort of music.
Tlie introduction of the worship of Isis into Ita-

ly, shortly before the commencement of the Chris-

tian sera, made the Romans familiar with this in

strument. The " linigen calvi, sistratnque turba"'
are exactly depicted in two paintings found at Por
tici,' and containing the two figures of a priest ol

Isis and a woman kneeling at her altar, which arc

introduced into the preceding woodcut. Tlie use
of the sistrum in Egypt as a military instrument to

collect the troops, is probably a fiction.*

Sistrum, which is, in fact, like Sceptrum, a Greek
word with a Latin termination, the proper Latin
term for it being crepitaculum, is sometimes used
for a child's rattle.*

*SISYMB'RIUM {acavfi6piov), a plant. " From
the description," says Adams, " which Dioscorides
gives of his first species, there can be no doubt that

it was a species of mint, probably the Mentha syl-

vestris, as Anguillara contends. The other species

is unquestionably the Nasturtium officinale, or Wa-
ter-cress."*

SISYRINCHTON {aiavpvyxtov). " Sprengei
and Stackhouse make this plant to be the Iris Sisy-

rinchium, in which opinion they are supported by
Cordus, Bauhin, and many of the earlier authori-

ties. Schneider's objection appears to me too

fine-spun."*

SITELLA. (Vid. SiTOLA.)

SITONAI {aiTuvai). (Vid. Sitos.)

SITOPIIYLACES {aiTotttvlaKic), a board of of-

licers, chosen by lot, at Athens. They were at

first three, afterward increased to fifteen, of whom
ten were for the city, five for the Piraeus. Their
business was partly to watch the arrival of the
corn-ships, take account of the quantity imported,
and see that the import laws were duly observed •,

partly to watch the sales of corn, in the marke^.,

and take care that the prices were fair and reason-
able, and none but legal weights and measures
used by the factors ; in which respect their duties

were much the same as those of the agoranomi
and metronomi with regard to other saleable arti-

cles. (
Vid. Sitos.) Demosthenes refers to the en-

try in the books of the sitophylaces (r^v rrapu rolf

aiToipvAa^iv unoypa^Tjv) to prove the quantity of
corn imported from Pontus, which (he says) was
equal to all that came from elsewhere, owing to

the liberality of Leucon, king of the Bosporus, who
allowed corn to be exported from Theudosia to

Athens free of duty.' These books were probably

kept by the five who acted for the Piraeus, whose
especial business it would be to inspect the car
goes that were unladen.*

SITOS (fftrof). The soil of Attica, though fa

vourable to the production of figs, olives, and grapes,

was not so favourable for corn ; and the population

being very considerable in the flourishing period of
the Athenian republic, it was necessary to import
corn for their subsistence. According to the cal-

culation of Bockh, which does not materially differ

from thai of other writers, there were 13.5,000 free

men and 365,000 slaves residing in Attica. The
country, which contained an area of 64,000 stadia,

produced annually about two millions of medimni
of corn, chieHy barley. The medimnus was about
1 bushel, 3 gsJlons, and 5-75 pints, or 48 Attic ;f«M

1. (Mart.. Hi., 29.)— 2. (Ant. d Ereolano, t. ii., n. 309-320.)—
3. (VirR.,.«:n.,viii.,690.— Pmpert., iii., 11,43.)—4. (Mart.,xi»,

54—Pollux, Onom., ix., 127.)— 5. (Dio»cor., ii., 154. 155.—The-
ophr., ii., 1.— Nicand., Thcr.. 89fi.—AJanis, Append., a. y.)—
(Theophr., II. P., i., 10 ; vii., 13.—Adaifit, Append., i. ».)—

7

(Demosth.. c Leptin., 460, 407.)—8. (Uarpocr., t. v. £<to^JU-
etc—Bdckh, Staatah. der Alhan., i., 52. 8»-01.)
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»MtC. A x"^^'^ ^ ^^ considered a fair daily allow-

ance of meal (Tj/iepTjaia rpo^ri) for a slave. The con-

Bumption of the whole population was three million

merlimni, and one third, therefore, was imported.

Ii t.ame from the countries bordermg on the Euxine

Sea (Pontus, as it was called by the Greeks), and

more especially from the Cimmerian Bosporus and

the Thracian Chersonese ; also from Syria, Egypt,

Libya, Cyprus, Rhodes, Sicily, and Eubcea. The
neces.sities of the Athenians made them exceed-

ingly anxious to secure a plentiful supply, and ev-

ery precaution was taken for that purpose by the

government as well as by the legislator. Sunium
was fortified, in order that the corn vessels {aiTayu-

yol oA/cdJff ) might come safely round the promon-
tory. Ships of war were often employed to con-

voy the cargo {Kapaneimeiv tov alrov) beyond the

reach of an enemy. ^ When PoUis, the Lacedaemo-
nian admiral, was stationed with his fleet off Jilgi-

na, the Athenians embarked in haste, under the

command of Chabrias, and offered him battle, in

order that the corn-ships, which had arrived as far

as Geraestus in Eubcea, might get into the Piraeus.*

One of the principal objects of Philip in his attack

on Byzantium was that, by taking that city, he
might command the entrance to the Euxine, and
so have it in his power to distress the Athenians in

the corn-trade. Hence the great exertions made
by Demosthenes to relieve the Byzantines, of the

success of which he justly boasts.'

The measures taken by the legislature to obtain

supplies of com may appear harsh, and their policy

is at least doubtful, but they strongly evince the

anxiety of the people on this subject. Exportation

was entirely prohibited, nor was any Athenian or

resident alien allowed to carry corn to any oth-

er place than Athens {ai.Tj}jecv iiXkboE fi 'Xd^va^e).

Whoever did so was punishable with death.* Of
the corn brought into the Athenian port, two thirds

were to be brought into the city and sold there.*

No one mightlend money on a ship that did not

sail with an express condition to bring a return

cargo, part of it com, to Athens. If any merchant,
capitalist, or other person, advanced money, or en-

tered into any agreement in contravention of these

laws, not only was he liable to the penalty, but the

agreement itself was null and void, nor could he
recover any sum of money, or bring any action in

respect thereof* Information against the offend-

ers was to be laid before the hnenElrjTal tov huiro-

piov.^ Strict regulations were made with respect
to the sale of corn in the market. Conspiracies
among the corn-dealers {aiTOKuXai) to buy up the
corn (avvuvEiadai.), or raise the price {awiaTuvai rug

Ti/xdf ), were punished with death. They were not
allowed to make a profit of more than one obol in

the medimnus ; and it was unlawful to buy more
than fifty <popfioi at a time It is not certain what
the size of a ^opfioq was : Bbckh supposes it to be
about as much as a medimnus. These laws re-

mind us of our own statutes against engrossing
and regrating

; but they appear to have been easi-

ly evaded by the corn-dealers." The sale of corn
was placed under the supervision of a special board
of officers called aiTo<^v7.aKeg, while that of all oth-
er marketable commodities was superintended by
the agoranomi.' It was their business to see that
meal and bread were of the proper quality, and
sold at the legal weight and price. They were
bound to detect the frauds of the factor and the ba-

1. (Demosthenes, De Coron., 250, 251 ; c. Polycl., 1211 )—

2

(Xeii., Hell., v., 4, « 61.)—3. (De Coron., 254, 307, 326.)—4. (De-
mostb., c. Phorm., 918.—Lycurg., c. Lcocr., 151, ed. Steph.)—5.
(Harpocr.,s.T. 'KvipisXTiTiiiiuvopiiv.)—6. (DeiDusth.,c. Lacrit.,
Ml )—7. (Meier, Alt. Proc, 67.)—8. {Vid. the speech of Lysias,
Kara rut- oiTosa^wv —Demosth., c. Dionysod., 1285.)—9. (Lys..
W., 165, cd. Steph.)
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ker, and (if we may believe Lysias) they somfv
times suffered death for their want of vigilance

The mode of proceeding against them was by daay
ye'Kia before the senate.'

Notwithstanding these careful provisions, scar
cities (cTtrofJctai) frequently occurred at Athens, ei

ther from bad harvests, the misfortunes of war, oi

other accidental causes. The state then madt
great efforts to supply the wants of the people bj

importing large quanties of corn, and selling it at a
low price. Public granaries were kept in the Ode-
um, Pompeum, Long Porch, and naval storehouse
near the sea.* "SsiTuvai were appointed to get in

the supply and manage the sale. Demosthenes
was appointed on one occasion to that office.* Per-
sons called uKodeKTaL received the corn, measured
it out, and distributed it in certain quantities.*

Public-spirited individuals would sometimes import
grain at their own expense, and sell it at a moder-
ate price, or distribute it gratuitously.' We read
of the Athenian state receiving presents of corn
from kings and pripces. Thus Leucon, king of the
Bosporus, sent a large present, for which he had
the honour of areAew (exemption from customs' du-
ties) conferred on him by a decree of the people.*

Psammeticus, an Egyptian prince, sent a present in

Olymp. 83, 4, Demetrius in 01)Tnp. 118, 2, Sparta-
cus, king of Bosporus, a few years after. In later

times, that made by the Roman Atticus is well
known. On the whole of this subject the reader is

referred to Bockh,' where also he will find the va-
rious prices of meal and bread at Athens, and oth-

er details, copiously explained. As to the duty pay-
able on the importation of corn, see Pf.vtecostk.

2iroc is strictly wheat flour, u^<j>ira miey flour,

nvpoi wheat, Kpidai barley, upror reheat bread, H'Vja

barley bread. Strof, however, is often applied ta

all kinds of corn, and even, in a larger sense, to pro-

visions in general. {Vid. 2IT0T AlKH.)
2IT0T AIKH {alTov dUij). The marriage portion

(Trpotf) being intended as a provision for the wife,

although it was paid to the husband by her father,

brother, or other natural guardian (Kvpiog), if any-
thing happened to sever the marriage contract, the
husband, or his representative, was bound to repay
it ; or, if he failed to do so, he was liable to pay in-

terest upon it at the rate of 18 per cent, per annum
(ett' ivvia bkololg TCKofnpdv). This was the law in

case of a divorce,* and also when, after a contract

of marriage, and after payment of the marriage
portion, the intended husband refused to perform
his engagement.' Upon the death of the husband
without children, the wife and her money went
back to the natural guardian;'" but if he died leav-

ing children, she had the option of staying with
them or going back to her Kvpiog. If she did the

latter, the children (or their guardian, if they were
under age) were bound to pay back the portion to

the Kvpiog, or eighteen per cent, interest in the

mean time." And if she married again, her Kvpioi

was bound in honour to give the same sum to her
new husband." Upon the transfer of a woman
from one husband to another, which was not un-
common, the Trpol^ was transferred with her." A
woman's fortune was usually secured by a mort-

gage of the husband's property ; but whether this

was so or not, her guardian, in any of the cases

above mentioned, might bring an action against the

party who unjustly witheld it ; Hkti irpoiKog, tc :i?i-

1. (Plainer, Proc. und Klag.. ii., 149.)— 2. (PjIux, Onom.,
ix., 45.-Demoslh., c. Phorm., 918.)—3. (De Curon., 310.)—4.
(Poll., Onom,, viii., 1 14.)— 5. (Demosth., c. Phorui., 91H.)— 0. (De-
moilh., c. Leptin., 467.

—

Vid. Isocr., Tpan-tsir , 370, ed. Steph.)

7. (Staatsh. der Allien., i., 84-107.)— 8. (Demosth., c. Neier.

1362.)— 9. (Demoslh., c. Aphob., 818.)—10. (Isicuf!, De Pyrrh
her.,41, ed. Steph.)— 11. (Id. ib., 38, 46.)— 12. (Demosthenes.*
Bceot., De Dote, 1010.)—13. (Id., c. Onet S66 \
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?over the i/rincipol, 6lkti oItoj, for the interest.

The interest was called aiTog (alimony or mainte-

nance), because it was the income out of which
the woman had to be maintained, ai 6(f>eihi/ievai rpo-

6(u, fj 6i6ofiivTi Kpoaoio^ tig rpoifrjv ralf yvvaiiiv.*

The word airof is often used generally for provis-

i)ns, just as we use the word bread. So in the

law, which required the son of an inUXTKiof to

maintain his mother when he came of age and took

possession of her inheritance, the expression is tov

aiTov ^T(.elv TTf unrpi^ The allowance for rations

given to soldiers was called aiT^piawv.* The A«>/

aiTov was tried before the archon in the Odeum,
the same building in which the corn granaries were
kept, which makes it not improbable that in earlier

times the defendant was called upon to pay the dam-
aijes in kind, that is, in corn or some other sort of

provisions ; though it was soon found to be more
convenient to commute this for a money payment.

This cau-se, like the diKtj irpoiKog, seems to have
belonged to the Ifi/xtivoi dUai, as it was presumed
that the woman could not wait long for the means
of her daily subsistence. It was uri/iriTog, for the

daniages were clearly liquidated, bemg a mere mat-

ter of calculation, when the payment of the mar-
riage portion was proved.*

*S1TTA {aiTTa). According to Gesner, who fol-

lows the authority of Turner, this is the bird called

Nuthatch, namely, the Silta Europaa.*
SI'TULA, dim. SITELLA (vi^pia), was probably

a bucket or pail for drawing and carrying water,*

but was more usually applied to the vessel from
which lots were drawn : sitella, however, was
more commonly used in this signification.^ It ap-

pears that the vessel was filled with water (as

imong the Greeks, whence the word iSpia), and
•Jiat the lots {sorlcs) were made of wood ; and as,

though increasing in size below, it had a narrow
neck, only one lot could come to the top of the wa-
ter at the same time, when it was shaken {silu-

lam hue tecum ajerlo cum aqua et sorles*). The ves-

sel used for drawing lots was also called urna or

mca as well as situla or sitella.*

It is important to understand the true meaning
of sitella, since almost all modern writers have sup-

posed that the name of sitella or cista was given in-

differently to the ballot-box, into which those who
voted in the comitia and courts of justice cast their

tabella; ; but Wunder'* has proved that the opinion

of Manutius" is correct, who maintained that the

sitella was the urn from which the names of the

tribes or centuries were drawn out by lot, so that

each might have its proper place in voting, and that

the cista was the box into which the tabcllae were
cast {eistas suffragiorum in comiliis^'). The form
of the cista is preserved on a coin of the Cassian
gens, figured by Spanheim,'* where a man is repre-

sented in the act of placing a tabella, marked with
the letter A (i. e., abnotvu) in the cista. This cista,

f
which is represented in the annexed cut, is

evidently made of wicker or similar work
(to which Tibullus'* alludes in the line " El

- Icvis oceultts conseia cista sacris'"), and there-

fore could not possibly be used in the drawing of

1. (ITarp<xtr..i. v. Siroj.— Pollux, Onom., riii.. 33.— Dem(i«th.,

f. Aphol.., 839, 854.)— 2. {Vem., c. Steph., 1135.)—3. (B6ckh,
StaaUli. cler Athen., i., 303.)— 4. (Suidaa, >. v. 'ilitlov.—Pontix,
Onom., III., 47 ; vi., 153 ; viii., 31, 33.— Meier, Alt. Proc., 43,

423-427.- Plainer, Proc. und Klag;., ii., 266.)—5. (Ari»lot.. H.
A., IX., 2 — Atlunis, Append., s. v.)—0. (Plaul., Anipb., ii., 2, 39.)

7. (Id., Cas., ii., 5, 34. 43 ; ii., 6, 7, 11.—I.iv., xxv., 3 ; xli., 18.)

tf. (Pliul., Cxt., ii., 4, 17 —Cic. in Verr., ii., 2, 51.—Vopiac.,
Prob., 8.)-9. (Cic. iu Vatin., 14.—Val. Max.,vi.,3, 1) 4.—Virg.,
JEa., vi., 431. iJfc.—Luc-in, t., 394, wilh tcbol.—Compare Per*.,

lit., 48.) — lU. (Codex Erfiilkuiiis, p. clviii., &c ) — II. (De Co-
nitiia KooL.c 15, p. 527, cd. Gnev.)— 12. (Plm., Ii. N., !(xxiii.,

, 8. 7.—Auclnr. ad llcreun., i., 12.—Pseudu-Ascoa. ad Cic, Div ,

, p. 108, ed. Oielli.) — 13. (De Pnest. ut luu Numiim., p. 580,
•' 1671.)-14. li.. 7. 48.J

lots, since we know that the vessels used for tUat

purpose were filled with water. The fona of the
sitella is also given by Spanheim,' from an- >^
other coui of the Cassian gens. (See cut an- ^
nexed.) This account has been taken from a ^
very excellent dissertation by Wunder on the abovp-
mentioned work.
SriTYB.E. {Vid LiBKB, p. 588.)

•SMARAGDUS {fffiupayiog), the Emerald. " The
ancients," says Sir John Hill, " distinguished twelve
kinds of emerald, some of which, however, seem
to have been rather stones of the prasius or jaapei
kind, and others no more than coloured crystals
and spars from copper mines." " As for the statues,
obelisks, and pillars," observes Dr. Moore, " formed
of emeralds of prodigious size, mentioned by Theo-
phrastus, Pliny, and others, they were of some one
or other of the several more abundant minerals
that have been already suggested, or else of colour-
ed glass. Larcher thinks the pillar of emerald
which Herodotus saw in the Temple of Hercules at

Tyre, and which shone at night, was a hollow
cylinder of glass, within which lamps were placed.
Theophrastus himself, speaking of this column, sug-
gests that it may be a false emerald ; for such, says
he, there are. And such there are, even at the
present day, which pass for native stones. Beck-
mann says that a piece of glass in the monastery
of Reichenau, seven inches long, and weighing 28
lbs., and a large cup at Genoa, which is, however,
full of flaws, are given out to be emeralds, even to

the present time. It is very probable that our
emerald ought not to be reckoned among the many
varieties of smaragdi mentioned by the ancients.
Dutens doubts if it was known to them ; znd from
the researches and the positive assertion of Taver-
nier, it appears, at least, that no locality of emerald
is known in Asia or its islands."*

SMARIS {ofiaplg), a species of fish, the SparuM
Smaris, L., or Pickerel.'

SMILAX ia,ui?.ai). Bindweed. (Vid. Milax.)
SMILE {(Jfiav)- {Viii- Doi.ABRA.)
SMIRIS (cTfiipig) or SMYRIS (ofii^pic), the Em-

ery of British, and Emcril of French mineralogists.
It was used by the ancients, as it is by the lapi-

daries of the present day, in polishing hard stones.
It consists principally of alumine, with a small pro-
portion of siiex and- iron."*

*SMYRNA {ap.vpva). Myrrh. " It is not yet well
ascertained," says Adams, " what is the nature of
the tree which produces the Myrrh of the East
Bruce, the Abyssinian traveller, supposed it a spe
cies of Acacia or Mimosa. The ancients describe
two kinds of liquid myrrh, under the name of<T-a»n;

:

the finest is that which runs fluid from the iree
without cutting ; the other was a fluid myrrh taken
out of the midst of the larger pieces of the solid

kind."»

SOCCUS, dim. SO'CCULUS, was nearly, if not
altogether, equivalent in meaning to Crepiha, and
denoted a slipper or low shoe, which did not fit

closely, and was not fastened l-y. acy tic.* Shoes
of this description were worn, more especially
among the Greeks, together with the Pallium, botli

by men and by women. But those appropriated to

the female sex were finer and more ornamented'
(SOCCUS muliebris"), although those worn by men
were likewise, in some instances, richly adorned,
according to the taste and means of the wearer.*
Caligula wore gold and pearls upon his slippers.'*

1. (1. c.) — 2. (Hill ad Thro|ihr., Ue Lapid., c. 447— Moon't
Anc. Mineral., p. 150.)—3. (Aristol., H. A., viii., 30.—Plio., H.
N., xxxii., 11.)—4. (Uioacor., v., 165 —Adams. Append., t. t.j—
5. (Theophr., II. P., ix., 1. — Uioscui., •., 77, 78. — Adams, Ap-
poud.. s. V.)— 6. (Isid., Oriif., xix.. 33.) — 7. (Plin , II. N., ix

35, 8. 56.)— 8. (Sueton., Calig , 52. — Vitell., 2.)— ». 'Pl*u»
Oacch., ii., 3, 98.) — 10. (Sen., De Ben., ii., 12. — Plii H. N
zzxTii., 2, 8. 6.)
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F(;r the reasons mentioned under the articles

Baia and Crepida, the soccus was worn by comic

actors,' and was in this respect opposed to the

Cothurnus.* The annexed woodcut is taken from

an ancient painting of a buffoon (Mimds), who is

dancing in loose yellow slippers {luteum toccum').

This was one of their most common colours.* ( Vid.

SoLEA.)

SOCI'ETAS. Societas is classed by Gains"
among those obligationes which arise consensu.
When several persons unite for a common purpose,

which is legal, and contribute the necessary means,
such a union is societas, and the persons are socii.

The contract of societas might either be made in

words, or by the acts of the parties, or by the con-

sent of the parties signified through third persons.

A societas might be formed either for the sake of

gain to arise from the dealings and labour of the
socii {qucBslus), or not. Societas for the purpose of
qusestus corresponds to the English partnership. A
societas might be formed which should comprise
all the property of the socii {societas omnium bono-

rum) ; in which case, as soon as the societas was
formed, all the property of all the socii immediately
became common {res coeuntium continuo communi-
cantur). But the societas might be limited to a

part of the property of the socii or to a single thing,

as the buying and selling of slaves, or to carry on
trade in a particular thing in a particular place.'

The communion of property in a societas might
also be limited to the use of the things.

Each socius was bound to contribute towards
the objects of the societas according to the terms
of the contract. But it was not necessary that all

the socii should contribute money ; one might sup-
ply money, and another might supply labour {opera),

and the profit might be divisible between them, for

the labour of one might be as valuable as the money
of the other In the case of Roscius the actor,
Fannius had a slave Panurgus, who, by agreement
between Roscius and Fannius, was made their
joint property {communis). Roscius paid nothing
for his one half of the man, but he undertook to in-

struct him in his art. Apparently they became
partners in the man in equal shares, for Cicero
complains of the terms of the societas on the part
of Roscius, whose instruction was worth much
more than the price of the slave before he was
taught his art.' I'he agreement between the socii
might also be, that one socius should sustain no
loss and should have a share of the gain, provided
his labour was so valuable as to render it equitable
for him to become a partner on such terms. If the

1. (Hor., Ep. ad Pia., 80, 90.)— 2. (Mart., viii., 3, 13.—Plin.,
Epist., ii.,7.)— 3. (Calull., Epithal. Jul.,10.) — 4. (De L'Aul-
oaye, Salt. Tmat., pi. iv.)—5. {iii., 135.)—6. (Cic, ProP. Qain-
Mn c 3.)—7. (Cic, Pro Q. Rose. Com., 10.)
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shares of the socii were not fixed by agrpcmeat,
they were considered to be equal. One paittiet

might have two or more shares, and another might
have only one, if their contributions to the societaa
in money or in labour were in these proportions.

If the agreement was merely as to the division of
profit, it followed that the socii must bear the losset

in the same proportion. Each socius was answer-
able to the others for his conduct in the manage-
ment of the business ; he was bound to use dili-

gentia, and was answerable for any loss through
culpa. The action which one socius had against
another in respect of the contract of partnership
was an actio directa, and called pro socio {arbitrun
pro socio^ ). The action might be brought for anj
breach of the agreement of partnership, for an ac-

count, and for a dissolution. A partner might
transfer his interest to another person, but this

transfer did not make that other person a partner,
for consent of all parties was essential to a societas

;

in fact, such a transfer was a dissolution of the
partnership, and the person to whom the transfer
was made might have his action de communi divi-

dundo.

Each socius had a right of action in proportion
to his interest against any person with whom any
of the socii had contracted, if the socii had com-
missioned him to make the contract, or had ap
proved of the contract, or if it was an action ari-

sing from a delict. Thus, in the case of Rosciua
and Fannius, they had severally sued a third person
in respect of their several claims as partners, and
yet Fannius still claimed the half of what Roscius
had recovered in respect of his share in the partner-

ship.' In all other cases the person who made the
contract could alone sue. All the socii could be
sued if they had all joined in the contract with a
third person, and each in proportion to his share.

If one socius contracted on behalf of all, being com-
missioned to do so, all were liable to the full amount.
If a socius borrowed money, the other socii were in

no case bound by his contract, unless the money
had been brought into the common stock. In fact,

the dealings of one partner did not bind the other
partners, except in such cases as they would be
bound independent of the existence of the societas.

Condemnatio in an actio pro socio was sometimes
attended with Inkamia.

A societas could be ended at the pleasure of any
one of the socii : any member of the body could
give notice of dissolution when he pleased {rcnun-

liare soaelali), and therefore the societas was dis-

solved {solvitur). But in the case of a societas om-
nium bonorum, if one socius had been appointed
heres, he could not, by giving notice of dissolution,

defraud his copartners of their share of the heredi-

tas. The death of a partner dissolved the societas,

and a capitis diniinutio was said to have the same
effect. If the property of any one of the socii was
sold either ptiblice {bonoi-um pubhcabo) or privatim,

the societas was dissolved. It was also dissolved

when the purpose for ^^ hich it was formed was ac-

complished, or the thintrs in which there was a soci-

etas had ceased to exist

If, on the dissolution of a partnership, there Mas
no profit, but a less to sustain, the loss was borne,

as already stated, by the socii in proportion to their

shares If one man contributed money and another
labour, and there was a loss, how was the loss

borne 1 If the money and the labour were con
sidered equivalent, it would seem to foilo^v that,

until the partnership property were exhausted by
the payment of the debts, tliere should be no pe-

cuniary contribution by the person who supplied

1 ICic, Pro Q. Rose. Com., 9.) —2. (Pro (}. Rose, ("om., 11,

17, 18.)
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the labour T..is principle is a consequence of

what Gal us states, that the capital of one and the

labour of another might be considered equal, and

the gain might be divided ; and if there was a loss,

the loss must be divided in the same proportion.

Societatos were formed for the purpose of farm-

ing the public revenues.' {Vid. Publicum.)

SO'CII {(TVfifiaxoi). In the early times, when
Home formed equal all ia.ices with any of the sur-

rounding nations, these nations were called Socii*

After the dissolution of the Latin league, when the

name LjUmu or nomen Latinum, was artihcially

applied to a great number of Italians, few only of

whom were real inhabitants of the old Latin towns,

and the majority of whom had been made Latins

by the wdl and the law of Rome, there necessarily

arose a difference between these Latins and the

Socii, and the expression Socti nomen Latinum is

one of the old asyndeta, instead of Sach el women
Latinum. The Italian allies, again, must be distin-

guished from foreign allies. Of the latter we shall

speak hereafter. The Italian allies consisted, for

the most part, of such nations as had either been
conquered by the Romans, or had come under their

dominion by other circumstances. When such na-

tions formed an alliance with Rome, they generally

retained their own laws ; or if at first they were
not allowed this privilege, they afterward received

them back again. The condition of the Italian al-

lies varied, and mainly depended upon the manner
in which they had come under the Roman domin-
ion ;' but, in reality, they were always dependant
upon Rome. Niebuhr* considered that there were
two main conditions of the Socii, analogous or equal

to those of the provincials, that is, that they were
either fadcrati or liberi (immunes^). The former
were such as had formed an alliance with Rome,
whicli was sworn to by both parties ; the latter

were those people to whom the senate had restored

their autonomy after they were conquered, such as

the Hernican towns.* But the condition of each
ofXhese classes nmst again have been modified ac-

cording to circumstances. The cases in which
Rome had an equal alliance with nations or towns
of Italy became gradually fewer in number : alli-

ances of this kind existed indeed for a long time
with Tibur, Praeneste, Naples, and others,' but

these places were nevertheless, in reality, as de-

pendant as the other Socii. It was only a few
people, such as the Camertes and the Heracleans,
that maintained the rights of their equal alliance

with Rome down to a very late time.* With these

few exceptions, most of the Italians were either

Socii (in the later sense) or Latini. During the

latter period of the Republic they had the connubium
with Rome,' but not the suffrage of the Latins.

It sometimes happened, as in the case of the Mace-
donian Onesimus, that a foreign individual was
honoured by the senate by being registered among
the Italian Sncii (m sociorum formulam referre), and
in this case the senate provided him with a house
and lands in some part of Italy."

Although the allies had their own laws, the sen-

ate, in cases where it appeared conducive to the

general welfare, might command tticm to submit to

any ordinance it might issue, as in the case of the

Bcnatus consultum De Bacchanalibus." Many reg-

ulations, also, which were part of the Roman law,

especially such as related to usury, sureties, wilto.

and innumerable otiier things,' were introduced

among the Socii, and nonunally received by them
voluntarily.* The Romans thus gradually united

the Italians with themselves, by introducing their

own laws among them ; but, as they did not grant
to them the same civic rights, the Socii ultimately

demanded them, arms in their hands
Among the duties which the Italian Socii had to

perform towards Rome, the following are the prin-

cipal ones : they had to send subsidies in troops,

money, corn, ships, and other things, whenever
Rome demanded them.* The number of troops re-

quisite for completing or increasing the Roman ar-

mies was decreed every year by the senate,* and
the consuls fixed the amount which each allied na-

tion had to send, in proportion to its population ca
pable of bearing arms, of which each nation was
obliged to draw up accurate lists, called formula *

The consul also appointed the place and time at

which the troops of the Socii, each part under its

own leader, had to meet him and his legions.* The
infantry of the allies in a consular army was usually

equal in numbers to that of the Romans ; the cav-

alry was generally three times the number of the

Romans ;' but these numerical proportions were
not always observed.* The consuls appointed

twelve prajfects as commanders of the Socii, and
their power answered to that of the twelve military

tribunes in the consular legions.* These prajfects,

who were probably taken from the allies themselves,

and not from the Romans, selected a third of the

[

cavalry, and a fifth of the infantry of the Socii, who
t formed a select detachment for extraordinary cases,

and who were called the extraordinarii. The ri'

' maining body of the Socii was then divided into two
' parts, called the right and left wing." The infantry

! of the wings was, as usual, divided into cohorts, ai.d

j

the cavalry into turmse. In some cases, also, legion

were formed of the Socii." Pay and clothing wer
g ven to the allied troops by the states or towns to

M hich they belonged, and which appointed quaestors

or paymasters for this purpose;'* but Rome furnish-

j

ed them with provisions at the expense of the Re-
public : the infantry received the same as the Ro-
man infantry, but the cavalry only received two

I thirds of what was given to the Roman cavalry.'*

I In the distribution of the spoil and of conquered
lands, they frequently received the same share as

the Romans.'* The Socii were also sometimes sent

out as colonists with the Romans.'* They were
never allowed to take up arms of their own accord,

and disputes among them were settled by the sen-

ate. Notwithstanding all this, the Socii fell gradu-

ally under the arbitrary rule of the senate and the

magistrates of Rome ; and afler the year B.C. 173,

it even became customary for magistrates, when
they travelled through Iialy, to demand of the au-

thorities of allied towns to pay homage to them, to

provide them with a residence, and to furnish them
with beasts of burden when they continued theii

journey.'* Gellius" mentions a number of other

vexations which the Roman magistrates inflicted

upon the Socii, who could not venture to seek any
redress against them. The only way for the allies

to obtain any protection against such arbitrary pro-

ceedings, was to enter into a kind of clientela with

1. (aaia«. iii., 148-154.— Dig. 17, tit. 3.— Inst., iii., tit. 26.—
Cotl., iv . tit. 37.— Mulilentiruch, UoctrinaPandcctaruni.—Mack-
lUey, Leh'.bucb, &c. — Ilasse, Die Culpa de* Rum. Rechts, s.

««. 4tf.)-3. (Liv., M., 63.}—3. (lU., viii.,25 ; ix., SO.)—4. (Hist,

af Rome, ill., i>. C16.)—5. (Cic, c. Verr., iii., 6.) — 6. (Liv., ix.,

43.)-7. (Folyb., vi., 14.— Liv., xliii,2.—Cic. Pro Balb.,8.)—8.

lL\v , xxviu.. 45. — Pint., Mar., 2& — Cic, Pro Balb., 20 ; Pro
irch., 4.) — 0. (Diodur., Excerpt. Mai, xzxvii., 6.) — 10. (Liv.,

div.. 16.)—11 (Liv., xxxix., 14.)

I. (Li»., xxxT., 7.—Gaiu8, iii., 121, 4c.—Cic, Pro Balb., 8.)

—2. (Cic, 1. c— Cell., xvi., 13; xix., 8.)—3. (Liv., xxvi., 39 ;

xxviii., 45 ; xxxv., Ifi, &c)—4. (Liv., passim.)—5. (Id., xxxiv.,

56.—Polyb., vi.. 21,26.—Liv., xxii., 57; xxvii., 10.)—6. (Pi.lyb.,

1. c—Liv., xx.\iv.. 56 ; xxxvi., 3; xli.. 5.)—7. (Polyb., iii., 108;

VI., 26. 30.)—8. (Polyb., ii., 24 . iii., 72.)—0. (Id., vi., 26, 37.)—
10. (Polyb., 1. c—Liv., xxxi., 21 ; xxxv., 5.)— 11. (Liv., xxxvii.,

39.)— 12. (Polyb., vi., 21.—Cic, c Verr., v., 24.)— 13. (Polyb.,

vi., 39.- Cic, Pro Balb., 20.) — 14. (Liv., xl., 43 ; xli., 7, IS;

xlv.,43 xlii.,4.)— 15. (Appi«n,De BeU.Civ., i.,24.)— 16. (Lit..

xlii., 1. —17. (I., 8.)
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SOLEA. SOllTES.

Bome ii-fliieiitial and powerful Roman, as the Sam-

nites were in the clientela of Fabrioius Lusoinus,'

and the senate, which was at all times regarded as

the chief protector of the Socii, not only recognised

such a relation of clientela between Socii and a Ro-

man citizen, but even referred to such patrons cases

for decision which otherwise it might have decided

itself Socii who revolted against Rome were fre-

quently punished with the loss of their freedom, or

of tht honour of serving in the Roman armies.*

Such punishments, however, varied according to

circumstances.
After the civitas had been granted to all the Ital-

ians by the lex Julia De Civitate, the relation of

the Italian Socii to Rome ceased. But Rome had

long before this event applied the name Socii to

foreign nations also which were allied with Rome,
though the meaning of the word in this case differ-

ed from tlial of the Socii Italici. Livy* distinguish-

es two principal kinds of alliances with foreign na-

tions : 1. I'wAus ceqiium, such as might be concluded

either after a war in which neither party had gained

a decisive victory, or with a nation with which
Rome had never been at war ; 2. a fadiis iniquum,

when a foreign nation conquered by the Romans
was obliged to enter the alliance on any terms pro-

posed by the conquerors. In the latter case the

foreign nation was to some extent subject to Rome,
and obliged to comply with anything that Rome
might demand. But all foreign Socii, whether they

had an equal or an unequal alliance, were obliged

to send subsidies in troops when Rome demanded
them : these troops, however, did not, like those of

the Italian Socii, serve in the line, but were em-
ployed as light-armed soldiers, and were called mil-

ites auxiliaics, auziliarn, auxilia, or sometimes aux-

ilia external Towards the end of the Republic, all

the Roman allies, whether they were nations or

kings, sank down to the condition of mere subjects

or vassals of Rome, whose freedom and independ-

ence consisted in nothing but a name.* (Compare
FcEDKli.tt/E ClVIT.^TES.)

SO'CIO, PRO, ACTIO. (Fid. SociETAS.)

SO'CIUS. {Vid. SOCIETAS.)

SODA'LES AUGUSTA'LES. {Vid. Augusta-
LES.)

SODALI'TIUM. (Vid. Ambitus.)
SOLA'RIUM. ( Vid. HoROLOGiuM, p. 509 ; House,

RoHAiN, p. 518.)

SO'LEA was the simplest kind of sandal {vid.

Sandalium), consisting of a sole with little more to

fasten it to the foot than a strap across the instep.'

It was sometimes made of wood," and worn by rus-

tics (Ka/loTT^JiAa"), resembling probably the wooden
sandals which now form part of the dress of the

Capuchins. The solea, as worn by the upper class-

es, was adapted chiefly for wearing in the house,
so that when a man went out to dinner he walked
in shoes {vid. Calceus), taking with him slippers {vid.

Soccus) or soleae, which he put on when he enter-

ed the house. Before reclining at table, these were
taken away by a servant'" (see woodcut, p. 276)

;

consequently, when dinner was over, it was neces-
sary to call for them." But, according to the state

of the roads or of the weather, the shoes or boots
were again put on in order to return home, the soleae

being carried, as before, under the arm.'' When
circtunstances were favourable, this change of the

1. (Val. Max., iv., 3, * 6.)—2. (Dionys., ii., 11.—Liv., ix., 80.
--Cic, Pro Sull., 21.) — 3. (GcU., 1. c—Apj>ian, Ue Bell. Han-
nib., 61.— Stial)., v., p. 385; vi., p. 389.—Festus, s. v. Brutiani.)
—4. (XXXIV., 57.—Compare XXXV., 46.)—5. (Polyb., ii.,32.—Liv.,

XXI., 46, &c. ; xxii., 22 ; iivii., 37 ; ixxv., 11 ; xlii., 29, 35.)—
0. (Walter, Gcscli. d. KOin. Rcchts, p. 192, &c.)—7. (Gell., iii.,

14; liii., 21.) -«. (Uid., Orig., xix., 33.) —9. (Theocr., xxv.,

102, 103.) - 10. (Plaut., True, ii., 4, 16. — Ovid, A.II. Am., li.,

812.—Mart , viii., 5J, 14.)— 11. (Plaut., Trie, ii , 4, 12 ; Mo«t.,
n 1, 37.—lli.r.. Sat , ii., 8, 77.—12. (Uor., Ep u., i., 13, 15.)
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shoes for slippers or soleae was not consideied ne>

cessary, the latter being worn in the streets •

Solc<£ lignea, soles or shoes of wood, w.^re put

on, under the authority of the Roman law, eithei

for the purpose of torture, or perhaps merely to in

dicate the condition of a criminal, or to prevent his

escape.' In domestic life, the sandal, commonly
worn by females, was often used to chastise a hut
band, and to bring him into subjection' {soica ubjuT'

gabcre rubra* sandalio^).

Iron shoes {soIcce fcrrece) were put on the feet ol

mules ;• but instead ofthis, Nero had his mules shod
with silver,' and his empress Poppaea hers with
gold.*

*SO'LEA, II. (/3oi;yX(j(7<rof or-j?), the Pleuronectea

Solea, L., or Sole. " The Lingulaca of Festus and
Varro is supposed to have been the Sole. By a
play on the word, it is called auvdaTiov in the curious

parody of Matron preserved by Athensus.'"
*SOLEN {aulijv), " the name of a testaceous fish

mentioned by Aristotle, Galen, Xenocrates, and
Pliny, and called also a\>7i.o^, ovv^, and dova^. Ac-
cording to Rondelet, they are called Cape longe by
the Italians, Coulmux by the French, and Pirois

by the English. Belon, however, gives them the

name of I'lloto, and Gesner of Bagfish. It is difli-

cult to determine what animal they point to. But
is there any reason to doubt that the aulrjv of the

Greeks belonged to the genus Solen of modern nat-

uralists r""
SO'LIDUS. {Vid. AuRUM, p. 129.)

SOLITAURI'LIA. {Vid. Sacrificiom, p. 846
LusTRATio, p. 604; and woodcut on p. 897.)

SOLIUM. {Vid. Baths, p 146.)

SOPHRONISTJi:. {Vid. Gymnasium, p. 483.)

SORBUM, the fruit of the Sorb or Service-tree

{Vid. OUA.)
*SOREX. {Vid. Mus.:
SOROI {aopoi). { Vid. FuNus, p. 4.56.)

SORTES, Lots. It was a frequent practicu

among the Italian nations to endeavour to ascertain

a knowledge of future events by drawing lots («or-

tes): in many of the ancient Italian temples the will

of the gods was consulted in this way, as at Pr»-
neste, Cajre, &c. {Vid. Oraclum, p. 69.3.) Re-
specting the meaning of Sors, see Cicero."
These sortes or lots were usually little tablets ot

counters of wood or other materials, and were com-
monly thrown into a sitella or urn tilled with water,

as is explained under Sitella. The lots were some-
times thrown like dice." The name of sortes was
in fact given to anything used to determine chan-

ces,'^ and was also applied to any verbal response ol

an oracle.'* Various things were written upon the

lots according to circumstances, as, for instance, the

names of the persons using them, &c. : it seems to

have been a fdvourite practice in later times to

write the verses of illustrious poets upon little tab-

lets, and to draw them out of the urn like other lots,

the verses which a person thus obtained being sup-

posed to be applicable to him : hence we read of

sortes Virgiliana, &c.'* It was also the practice to

consult the poets in the same way as the Moham-
medans do the Koran and Hafiz, and many Chws-
tians the Bible, namely, by opening the book at ran-

dom, and applying the first passage that struck the

eye to a person's own immediate circumstances."

This practice was very common among the early

1. (Mart., xii., 88.)—2. (Cic, lovent., ii.,50 ; a/1 Ilerenn., !.,

13.)— 3. (Menander, p. 68, 186, ed. Meineke.)— 4. (I'ers., v.,

169.)—5. (Ter., Eunuch., v., 8. 4.—Juv., vi., 516.)—0. (Catull.,

xvii., 26.)-7. (Sueton., Nero, 30.)— 8. (Pliii , 11. N., xxxiii., 11,

8. 49.) — 9. (jEI., N. a., xi., 23.— Athen.. iv., 3. — Adams, Ap-
pend., s. V. BotiyAwffffOf.)- 10. (Adauis, Append., s. v.)— II. (D«
Div., ii,41.)— 12. (Suet., Tib., 14.) — 13. (Comparn Cic, D«
Div., i.. 34.)— 14. (Id. ib., :i., 56.—Virg., Mr, ,

iv , 346, 377.)—
15. (l.amprid..Alei. Se" 14.—Spart.,Hadr.,8.)— 16. (Aufuu*
Confess., iv., S.)



SPECULUM. SPECULUM.

Christians, who substituted the Bible and the Psalter

for Homer and Virgil : many councils repeatedly

condemned these sorUs sanctorum, as they were

called.' The sibylline books were probably also

consulted in tbis way. (Vid. Sibvllini Ljbr. )

Those wlio foretold future events by lots were called

$ortiUgi.*

Till sarlct contivialca were tablets sealed up,

which 'vere sold at entertainments, and, upon being

opened or unsealed, entitled the purchaser to tilings

jf very unequal value : they were, therefors, a kind

oflottery.*

*SPARGANTON (airapyuviov). " It is clearly,"

says Adams, " one or other of the well-known Burr-

reeda; the Sparganium ramosum according to Mat-

thiolus, or the simplex according to Sprcngel."*

*SP.\RTLIM (aTTuprov, amipTiov, or anupri]) or

SPARTUS ((TTdprof), a shrub, a species of broom,

out of the young branches and bark of which ropes

and nets were made, and the seeds of which were
used medicinally ; the Sparlium jujiceum or scopa-

num."*
SPARUS. ( Vid. Hasta, p. 489.)

SPECULA'RIA. {Vid. House. Roman, p. 521.)

SPECULA'RIS LAPIS. {Vid. House, Ro>un,
p. 521.)

SPECULATORES or EXPLORATO'RES were
scouts or spies sent before an army to reconnoitre

the ground and observe the movements of the ene-

my.* Festus' makes a distinction between these

two words, which is not sustained by the usage of

the ancient writers. As these speculatores were
naturally active men, they were frequently employed
by the emperors to convey letters, news, &c.*

Under the emperors there was a body of troops

called speculatores, who formed part of the praeto-

rian cohorts, and had the especial care of the emper-
or's person.* They appear to have been so called

from their duty of watching over the emperor's
sa-'ety."

SPE'CULUM {KUTOirrpov, laonrpov, ivoTTpov), a
Mirror, a Looking-glass. The use of minors is of

very high antiquity/* but they are not mentioned by

Homer, even when he describes in so circumstantial

a manner tbe toilet of Juno. In the historical times

of Greece they are frequently spoken of,'* and they

were probably known in Greece long before, since

every substance capable of receiving a fine polish

would answer the purpose of a mirror. Thus ba-

sins were employed instead of mirrors,'* and also

cups, the inside of which was sometimes so dispo-

sed that tlie image of the person who drank from
them was seen multiplied.'*

The looking-glasses of the ancients were usually

made of metal, at first of a composition of tin and
copper, but afterward more frequently of silver.'*

Pliny says that silver mirrors were first made by
Praxiteles in the time of Pompey the Great, but

they are menti<»ned as early as that of Plautus.'*

Under the Empire the use of silver mirrors was so

common, that they began to be used even by maid-
servants :'' they are constantly mentioned in the Di-

gest when silver plate is spoken of" At first they
were made of the purest silver, but metal of an in-

ferior quality was afterward employed.'* Frequent-

1. (GibU)n, DRcline and Fall, c.xxxviii., note 51.)—2. (Lucan,
iz , 581.)—3. (Sun., Oclav., 75.—Lampritl., Helioffab., K.)—4.
tp'.otcoT., iv., 21.—Ailanis, Append., s. v.) — 5 (Fee, Floro de
Virgile.—Dimnec^n, l.cx., 4lh ed.,(. v. TndpTOi.)—0. (C«es., B.

O., i., IS; ii., ll.)—7. (». v. Explurat.)—8. (Suet., Oal., 44.—
T^c, HiKt.. ii., T3.)--9. (Tac.. Hist., ii., II.—Suet., Cli id., 35.

— Othii, 5.) — 10. (Cum|>are Spiinlieim, De Pnest. et Usu Nu-
Binn., ii., p. 2.t4. &c.)— II. (Ja\i, xxxvii.,]8.—Exodus, xxzviji.,

8.)—12. (Xfln., Cyr., vii., 1. « 2 —Eurip., Mcdco, 1161 ; Oreil.,

1119, &c.)— 13. (Artemid , Oneir., iii.,30, n. 279, cd. Reiflr.)-I4

(Pliu., II. N.. xxxiii., 9, ». 45.-Ci>mpare Vopisc.. Prub.,4.)— 15.

JPliii. '. r. )— 16. (M.«t., i., 3, III.)— 17. (Plin., U. N., xxxiv.,

17, ». 48.)-18. (33. tit. 6, s. 3 ; 31, til. 2, «l 19 * a)-19L (PUu
,

O. N., xxJiii., 9. M5^)
5 Y

ly, too, the polished silver plate was no doubt very
slight ; but the excellence of the mirror very much
depeniled on the thickness of the plate, since the re-

flection was stronger in proportion as the plate was
thicker.' We find gold mirrors incntioned once or

twice by ancient writers ;* but it is not impossible,

as Beckmann has remarked, that tbe term golden
rather refers to the frame or ornaments than to the
mirror itself, as we speak of a gold watch, though
the cases only may be of that metal.

Besides metals, the ancients also formed stones
into mirrors ; but these are mentioned so seldom
that wc may conclude they were intended for orna-
ment rather than for use. Pliny* mentiuns the ob-

sidian stone, or, as it is now called, the Iceland
ic agate, as particularly suitable for tliis purpose.

Domiiian is said to have had a gallery lined with
phengitea, which, by its reflection, showed every-
thing that was done behind his back,* by which
Beckmann understands a calcareous or gypseous
spar or selenite, which is indeed capable of reflect

ing an image ; but we cannot therefore conclude
that the ancients formed mirrors of it. Mirrors
were also made of rubies, according to Pliny,* who
refers to Theophrastus for his authority ; but he
seems to have misunderstood the passage of Theo-
phrastus,* and this stone is never found now sufli-

ciently large to enai)le it to be made into a mirror.

The emerald, it appears, also served Nero for a
mirror.'

The ancients seem to have had glass mirrors
also like ours, which consist of a glass plate cover-
ed at the back with a thin leaf of metal. They
were manufactured as early as the time of Pliny at

the celebrated glass-houses of Sidon,* but they must
have been inferior to those of metal, since .they

never came into general use, and are never men*
tioned by ancient writers among costly pieces of
furniture, whereas metal mirrors frequently ara
Pliny seems to allude to them in another passage,*

where he speaks of gold being applied behind a
mirror, which we can tinderslaiid, if we admit that

Pliny was acquainted with glass mirrors.

Of mirrors made of a mixture of copper and tin,

the best were manufactured at Brundisium.'* This
mixture produces a white metal, which, unless pre-

served with great care, soon becomes so dim that

it cannot be used until it has been previously clean-

ed and polished. For this reason, a sponge with
pounded pumice-stone was generally fastened to

the ancient mirrors."

1. (VitniT., vii., 3, p. 204, ed Bip.)- 2. (Enrin , Hef.. 985.-

S«n««.. Quest. Nal., i.. 17.—,*:iinn. V. H., xii.. .VS )— 3. fxix'*.,

26, f.. 67.)—4. (Suet.. D«in.. 14.)— 5. (vxxvii., 7. s. 25.)—6. (V*
Lapid., 6!.)- 7. (Pliu.. II. N., xxx»ii.. 5. s 16 —UiA , Orif
xvi.. 7.)-8. (Plin.,II.N..xxxvi..2B. 8. 60.1-9. ixxiii., 9,«,4».

-10 (Id. il;., 1. c. : xxiiv.. 17, 11.48.)— 11. (Plat., Tim., p 7*.«
—Vossiui ad Calull., p. 9? )
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SPINA. SPOLIA.

Looking-glasses were generally small, and such

as could be carried in the hand. Most of those

which are preserved in our museums are of this

kind ; they usually have a handle, and are of a

round or oval shape. Their general form is shown

in the preceding woodcut.*

Instead of their being fixed so as to be hung
against the wall, or to stand upon the table or floor,

they were generally held by female slaves before

their mistresses when dressing,' which office was
also performed sometimes by the lover, when ad-

mitted to the toilet of his mistress.* On ancient

vases we sometimes find female slaves represented

holding up mirrors to their mistresses.*

Looking-glasses, however, were also made of the

length of a person's body {specula totis paria cor-

poubus^), of which kind the mirror of Demosthenes
must have been.* They were fastened to the wails

sometimes {speculum parieti affixurn'), though not

generally. Suetonius, in his life of Horace, speaks

of an apartment belonging to that poet which was
lined with mirrors {spcculalum cubicniiim), which
expression, however, Lessing considers as contra-

ry to the Latin idiom, and therefore regards the

whole passage as a forgery. That there were,

however, rooms ornamented in this way, is proba-

ble from Claudian's description of the chamber of

Venus, which was covered over with mirrors, so

that whichever way her eyes turned she could see

her own image.* We frequently find the mirror

mentioned in connexion with Venus,' but Minerva
was supposed to make no use of it."

SPEIKON {(TTrelpov). { Vid. P.kuaum, p. 720.)

SPH.^KISIS {(j<jiaipiaLs). {Vid. Gvmnasium, p.

483.)

SPH/ERISTE'RIUM. {Vid. B.tTHs, p. 153;

(iVMNASIUM, p. 483.)

*SPHACELOS (or^aKeAof), the Salvia hortensis,

or common Sage.'*

SPHENDAMNOS {aipevSa/xvog), a species of

Maple. Sprengel hesitates between the Acer Pseu-

do-platanus and the Crelicum ; Stackhouse between
the former and the A campeslris. The yXelvog and
Cuyia are varieties or synonymes of it.'*

SPHEN-DONETiE {a(t>ei>iiov^Tai). { Vid. Funda.)
*SPHEX {aip>)^), a term applied to the Vcspa vul-

garis, or common Wasp, but sometimes misapplied

to the Vcspa crabro, or Hornet."
SPHRAGIS {acppayic). {Vid. Rings, p. 839.)

*SPHYR^NA {ciivpaiva), a species of fish

somewhat larger than the pike, and found only in

the Mediterranean. " It is the Esox Sphi/rana, L.,

or Sphyrana, Lacepede. In Italian, Luzzo marino;
in French, Spcl. The Kearpa of Atheiiaeus is the

same as the a^vpaiva. Oppian mentions two spe-

cies, the former of which is tiie one just described.

Rondelet calls the other Sphyrana parva ; in French,
Haulin."'*

SPHYRELATON (ffdup^Xarov). {Vid. Bronze,
p. 177.)

SPrCULUM. {Vid. Hasta, p. 489 )

SPINA {uKavda), the Thorn. ( Vid. Acantha.)

1. (Cayliu, Recueil d'Aot., veil, v., pi. 62.)—2. (Propert., iv.,

», 75, -«.)—S. (Ovid, Ar. Am., ii.,216.)—4. (Tischbein, En^rav.
?rom Anc. Vases, i., pi. 10.)— 5. (Seiiec, Qmcst. Nat., i., 17.)—
8. (Quint., lust. Oral., xi.. 3, <> 68.)—7. (Dig. 34, tit. 2. s. 19, 1) 8.—Vitniv., ix.. 6 (9), p. 280, ed. Bip.)-8. (Ilynm. in Nupt. Uo-
nor. el Mar , 106, &r..)—9. ( Athen., xv., p. 68< , c.)— 10. (Calliin.,
Hymn, in Lavacr. Pallad., 1".— Spanlioiin, Ohserv. in Calliraa-
chi Hymnuin In Lavacrum Pall.idis, p. M7, Ullraj.. 1697.—M^
nard, Recherehes sur les Miruirs des Ancient in I'Histnire de
TAoad^mie des In.scr., xxiii.. p. 140 —Caylus, Recueil d'Anti-
quitfts, lii., p. 331 ; v., p. 173.— Ber.kinann, History of Inven-
tions, vol. iii., p. 164, transl.— BOtti^er, Sal>ina, i., p. 133, 152;
:., p. 145, 169. — Grirchischen Vasen^^enifthlden, iii , p. 46.

—

Recker, Callus, i., p. 97; ii., p. 111.)— II. (Theoplir.. H. P., vi.,

I.j 12. (Theophr., H. P., iii., 3; v., 3.—Adams, Append., s. v.)
— 13 (Adams, Append , s. v.) — 14. (Aristot., H. A., ix , 2.

—

-Bliau, N. A., i., 33.— Plin., H. N.,xxxii.. II.—Adams, Append.,
t. T.)
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SPINTER or SPINTHER. {Vid. Armilla, p
96.)

SPIRA, dim. SPIRULA,' the base of a column.
This member did not exist in the Doric order of

Greek architecture (vid Columna), bwt was always
present in the Ionic and Corinthian, as well as in

the Attic {vid. Atticuhoes), which may be regarded
as a variety of the Ionic. The term occurs fre-

quently in Vitruvius* and in Pliny.' They adopted
it from the writings of Greek architects, whose
works have perished. It is, in fact, the Greek term
anelpa, which was applied to this member of a col-

umn,* probably on account of its resemblance to a
coil of rope. In ancient Greek inscriptions, arreipa

denotes the base both of Ionic and Corinthian pil-

lars, being applied to those of the temples of Miner-
va Polias at Athens,* and of Jupiter at Labranda.*

In the Tuscan and the Roman Doric the base
consisted of a single torus,' sometimes surmounted
by an astragal. In the Ionic and Attic it common-
ly consisted of two tori {torus superior and toiua in-

ferior) divided by a scoiia {rpoxc^o^), and in the
Corinthiaa of two tori divided by two scotise. The
upper torus was often fluted {paMuro^}, and sur-

mounted by an astragal {vid. Astragalus), as in

the left-hand figure of the annexed woodcut, which
shows the form of the base in the Ionic or Attic
temple of Panops on the Ilissus. The right-hand
figure in the same woodcut shows the correspond-
ing part in the Temple of Minerva Polias at Athens.
In this the upper torus is wrought with a platted

ornament, perhaps designed to represent ^ rope or

cable. In these two temples the spira 'ests, not

upon a plinth {pUnihus, nXiyttoc), but on a podium.

In Ionic buildings of a later date it rests on a square

plinth, corresponding in its dimensions with the

Abacus.
SPITHAME {amdanv)- Vid. Pes, p. 763.)

*SPIZA {ani\a), a species of bird, "generally

held to be the Chaffinch, to which Rennie has given

the scientific name of Fringillu Sptza, instead of

the misnomer given to it by Linna*us, namely, Frin-

gilla calebv. I cannot help thinking it doubtful,

however, whether the antl^a of Aristotle be the

chaffinch, seeing he compares the missel-thrush to

the ffTT/'Ca, and it is well known that the former is

much larger than the chaffinch.""

SPODIAS (CTTroJi'af). According to Sprengel,

the Frunus insititia, or Bullace-tree '

SPO'LIA. Four words are commonly employed

to denote booty taken in war, Prmda. Manubia, Ex-
uvia, Spolia. Of these, prceda bears the most com-
prehensive meaning, being used for plunder of every

description. (KiVi. Postliminium.) Manuha woaid

seem strictly to signify that portion of the spoil

which fell to the share of the comma.ider-in-chief,'*

1. (Serv. iu Virg., Mn., ii., 217.)-2 (iii., 3. } i , 4, 1, 5 ; 5.

6 1-4 ; iv., 1,1)7 ; v., 9, I) 4, ed. Schneider.)- 3. (H. N., xxxvi.

5, M; 23. 8. 56.)— 4. (Pollux. Onom., vii., 121.)—5. (C. O.

Mutler, Minerva Polias Sacra, p. 35, 50.—Biickh, Corp. Insor

Or., i., 261-286.)—6. (C. Fellows, Exrnrs. in Asia Minor, p. 262.

331.)—7. (Festus, s. v. Spira.)—8. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 5.—
Adams, Appnnd., s. v.)—9. (Theopht., iii., 6.—Ad'inis, Append.,

s. v.)— 10. (Cio,c. Rull., ii.. 20; i Verr., U., i., 59, ami Um
note of the Pseudo-Axcouius.)
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fl e proceeds of which were frequently applied '.o

Uie erection of some public building.' Aulus G»l-

lius,* indeed, endeavours to prove that we must un-

lerstand by manubiti the money which the quajstor

rcali7.ed irom the sale of those objects which con-

stituted praida ; but the following passage, adduced
by himself in a garbled form (for he omits the

words printed inroman), when quoted fairly, is suf-

ficient to confute his views : "Aurum, argentum, <i

prada, ex manuhiis, ex coronario, ad quuscnnque per-

Mmr.' ' The term Eiuvice indicates anything strip-

ped from the person of a foe, while Spolia, properly

speaking, ought to be confined to armour and weap-
ons, although both words arc applied loosely to tro-

phies, such as chariots, standards, beaks of ships,

and the like, which might be preserved and dis-

played.*

In the heroic ages, no victory was considered

complete unless the conquerors could succeed in

stripping the bodies of the slain, the spoils thus ob-

tained being viewed (like scalps among the North
American Indians) as the only unquestionable evi-

dence of successful valour ; and we find in Homer,
that when two champions came forward to contend
ill single combat, the manner in which the body
and arms of the vanquished were to be disposed of

formed the sulyect of a regular compact between
the parties.* Among the llomaiis, spoils taken in

battle were considered the most honourable of all

distinctions ; to have twice stripped an enemy, in

ancient limes, entitled the soldier to promotion;*

and during the second Punic war, Fabius, when
filling up the numerous vacancies in the senate,

caused by the slaughter at Cannae and by other dis-

astrous defeats, alter having selected such as had
borne some of the great offices of state, named
those next " qui spolia ex hunte fixa domi haberenl,

aut civicam coronam accepisscnt."^ Spoils collected

on the battle-field after an engagement, or found in

a captured town, were employed to decorate the

temples of the gods, triumphal arches, porticoes,

and other places of public resort, and sometimes, in

the hour of extreme need, served to arm the peo-

ple ;• but those which were gained by individual

prowess were considered the undoubted property

of the successful combatant, and were exhibited in

the most conspicuous part of his dwelling,'' being

hung up in the atrium, suspended from the door-

posts, or arranged in the vestibulum, with appropri-

ate inscriptions.'* They were regarded as peculiar-

ly sacred, so that, even if the house was sold, the

new possessor was not permitted to remove Ihem."
A remarkable instance of this occurred in the "ros-

trala doinus" of Pompey, which was decorated with
the beaks of ships captured in his war against the

pirates ; this house passed into the hands of Anto-
nius the triumvir," and was eventually inherited

by the Emperor Gordian, in whose time it appears
to have still retained its ancient ornaments.'* But
while, on the one hand, it was unlawful to remove
spoils, so it was forbidden to replace or repair them
when they had fallen down or become decayed
through age,'* the object of this regulation being,

doubtless, to guard against the frauds of false pre-

tenders.

Of all spoils, the most important were the spolia

1. (Cic, c. Verr., 1. c— Plin., H. N., vii., 26.)—2. (xiii., 24.)—
S. (Cic, n. Rull., ii.. S2.)—4. {Vid. DicJcrleln, Lai. Syn.. vol.

IT., p. 337.—Ranishorn, Lai Syn., n. 86^.— Ilabichl, Syn. Hand-
wOrtcrliuch, a. 768.)—3. (Honi., II., vn., 76, &u, ; xzii., 264,
&c.)—6 (Vnl. Max., ii.. 7. 14.)-7. (Liv.. xxiii., 23.)—8. (id.,

xxii., 57 ; XXIV., 21 ; x.. 47.—VaL Max., viii., 6, 1) 1.—Silios, x.,

5W.)-». {l»olyt) , VI.. 30.)— 10 (Liv.. x.. 7 ; xxxviii., 43.—Cic ,

Pliilipp., ii , 28. — Siiel . Nero, 38.— Virg., JEo.. ii., 504 ; iii.,

«8fl.—Tihull.. i. 54.-Propert.. lii., 9, 26. -Ovid, Ar. Am., ii.,

743.— Siliua, vi. 44B.)— 11. (Plin., H. N., xxxv., 2.)— 12. (Cic,
Phil.. 1 O— 13. (Capito.. Gurdian. 3.>—14. (Plutarch. Quest.
Rom.. 37.1

opima, a term applied to those only which the com
mander-in-chicf of a Roman irmy stripped in a field

of battle from the leader of the foe.' Festiis* gives

the same definition as Livy, but add?, " M. Varro ait

opima spolia esse [ctiam] si maniputaris miles detrain

erit dummodo duct hostium" a statement, if correctly

quoted, directly at variance with the opinion gener-

ally received and acted upon. Thus, when M. Cra*-
8U3, in the fifth consulship of Octavianus (B.C 29),

slew Deldo, king of the Bastarna*, he was not co»»
sidered to have gained spolia opima, because acting

under the auspices of another ;* and Plutarch* ex-
pressly asserts that Roman history up to his own
time afforded but three examples. The first were
said to have been won by Romulus from Aero, king
of the Cseninenses ; the second by Aulus Cornelius
Cossus from Lar Tolumnius, king of the Veientes;
the third by M. Claudius Marcellus from Viridotna-

rus (or Bpir6(iai)Toc, as he is called by Plutarch),

king of the Gaesata;. In all these cases, in accord-
ance with the original institution, the spoils were
dedicated to Jupiter Feretrius. The honours of spo-

lia opima were voted to Julius Caesar during hisfiflh

consulship (B C. 44, the year of his death), but it

was not even pretended that he had any legitimate

claim to this distinction.* (The question with re-

gard to the true definition of spolia opima is discuss-

ed with great learning by Perizonius.*)

SPONDA. (Vid. Lectos. p. 573.)

SPO'NDEO. ( Vid. Oblioationks, p. 672.)

*SPOND'YLE or SPHOND'YLE (oKovdvXri or

a<l)ovdii2.T}), "an insect noticed by Aristotle and The-
ophrastus, and about which there has been much
diversity of opinion. Some suppose it the Gryllo-

talpa ; some the larva of the Scarabceus mclolontha;

and others a species of Blaita. Stackhouse offers

another conjecture, that it is the Julus, L."^

*SPOND'YLi;S (oTztivivloq), a small species ol

oyster, mentioned by Galen and Pliny ; probablj

the Prickly Oyster, a species of the genus Spondy-
lus*

SPO'NGIA. (Vid. Painting, p. 704.)

*n. SPONGIA {anoyyia), Sponpe, or Spongta
officinalis. " The animal nature of the sponge is

distinctly and repeatedly indicated by Aristotle. Of
the three kinds, the iiuvag, the ttvkvo^, and the 'A;tt>l-

Xetof, it is difficult to specify exactly the last two;
but the first maybe confidently pronounced to be
the Spongia officinalis." Dr. Vincent deiives the

term "sponge," through the Greek, from tic Arabic

suffange (s'funge, s'pliunge, sponge).*

SPONSA, SPOiNSUS. ( Vid. Marriage, Romaw,
p. 623.)

SPONS.\'LIA. (Fjd. Marriage, Roman, p 623).

SPONSOR. {Vid. Intercessio, p. 541.)

SPO'RTULA. In the days of Roman freedom,

clients were in the habit of testifying respect for

their patron by thronging his atrium at an early

hour, and escorting him to places of public resort

when he went abroad. As an acknowledgment of

their courtesies, some of the number were usually

invited to partake of the evening meal. After the
extinction of liberty, the presence of such guests,

who had now lost ail political importance, was soon
regarded as an irksome restraint, while, at the same
time, many of the noble and wealthy were unwilling

to sacrifice the pompous display of a numerous body
of retainers. Hence the practice was introduced,

under the Empire, of bestowing on each client, when
he presented liimself for his morning visit, a certain

portion of food as a substitute and compensation

I. (Liv., ir., 20.)—2. (». v. Opinia.)—3. (Dion Ca«s., Ii., *4.—
Compare Val. Max., iii., 2, « 6.) —4. (Marcell.. 8.) — 5. (Dioa
Caa«., xliv.. 4.)—6. (Animad. Hist., c 7.) — 7. (Ariatot., H. A ,

., 7.—Theophr.. H. P., ii., 14.—Adanis, Append., s. v.)—8. (Ad-
ami, Append., ».v.)—9. (Armtot., II. A, i., 1^— Adams. Append.,

a. v.— ViikC«nl'a Aac Commerce, vol. ii., p. 78, in notis i
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'or the occasional invitation to a regular supper

[cana recta); and this dole, being carried off in a

little basket provided for tlie purpose, received the

name ol" .sportula. Hence, also, it is termed by

Greek writers on Roman affairs Seiirvov utto anvpi-

6o(, which, iMiwever, must not be confounded with

the Seln^vov and oTrvpidog of earlier authors, which
was a sort of picnic' For the sake of convenience,

it soon became common to give an equivalent in

money, tiie sum established by general usage being

a hundred quadrantes.' Martial, indeed, often speaks

of this as a shabby pittance {centum miselli quadran-

<««*), which, however, h^j did not scorn himself to

accept,* but, at the same time, does not fail to sneer

at an upstart who endeavoured to distinguish him-
eelf by a largess to a greater amount on his birth-

day.* The donation in money, however, did not

entirely supersede the sportula given in kind ; for

we find in Juvenal a lively description of a great

man's vestibule crowded with dependants, each at-

tended by a slave bearing a portable kitchen to re-

ceive the viands, and keep them hot while they were
carried home.' W the sketches of the satirist are
not too highly coloured, we must conclude that in

ais time great numbers of the lower orders derived
their whole sustenance, and the funds for ordinary

expenditure, excluoively from this source, while even
the higbborn did not scruple to increase their in-

comes by taking advantage of the ostentatious pro-

fusion of the rich and vain.' A regular roll was
kept at each Mansion of the persons, male and fe-

male, entitled to receive the allowance; the names
were called over in order, the individuals were re-

quired to appear in person, and the almoner was
ever on his guard to frustrate the roguery of false

pretenders,* whence the proverb quoted by Tertul-

fen," " sportulum furunculus capiat^ The morning,
s we have setii above," was the usual period for

hese distributions, but they were sometimes made
in the afternoon."

Nero, imitating the custom of private persons, or-

dained that a sportula should be substituted for the
public banquets (pubiicce cccna") given to the people
on certain liigh solemnities ; but this unpopular reg-

ulation was repealed by Domitian.'*

When the Emperor Claudius, on one occasion, re-

solved unexpectedly to entertain the populace with
some games which were to last for a short time
only, he styled the exhibition a sportula ; and in the
age of the younger Pliny, the word was commonly
employed to signify a gratuity, gift, or emolument
of any description.''

(Compare a dissertation on the sportula by Butt-
mann, in tlie Kntischc Biblwlhek for 1821.— Vid.
also Becker, Gnllus, i., p. 147.)

ST.ABULA'RHJS. ( Ki<Z. Recepta Actio.)
STACTE {oTUKTv). {Vtd. Smyrna.)
STA'DIUM (o oTudiog and to arddiov), 1. A Greek

measure of length, and the chief one used for itin-

erary distances. It was adopted by the Romans,
also, chiefly for nautical and astronomical measure-
ments. It was equal to 600 Greek or fi25 Roman
feet, or to 125 Roman paces; and the Roman mile
contained 8 stadia '* Hence the stadium contained
600 feet 9 inches English. {Vtd. Pes.) This stand-
ard prevailed throughout Greece under the name
of the Olympic stadium, so called because it was
the exact length of the stadium or footrace-course
at Oiynipia, measured between the pillars at the
two extremities of the course The first use of the

1. (Athen.. viii., c. 17.)—2. (Juv., i., 120.—Mart., x., 70,75.)—3. (iii., 7.— Conipnro i., 60 ; iii., 14 ; x., 74.)—4. (x., 75.)—

5

(X., 28.)-6. (iii., 240.)—7. (Juv., i., 95.)-8. (Juv., 1. c.)—9. (c"
Maicioii., iii., ]ri.)— 10. (Juv., i., 128.)— II. (Mart., x., 70.)— 12
(Suet., Nero, 16; Doiu.. 7.—Mart., vlii., 50.)— 13. (Plin., En
ri., )4 • X., 118.) — 14. (Honrf., ii., 149.—Piin.. H. N., ii., 23, s'
«l — Colunicll., R. R., v., 1.—Sl.rabo, vii., p. 497 )
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measure seems to be contemporaneous with the for

mation of the stadium at Olympia, when the Olym
pic games were revived by Iphilus (B.C. 884 or 828)
This distance doubled formed the diavht^, the iirm
Kov was 4 stadia, and the do\ix°i 's differently sta
ted at 6, 7, 8, 12, 20, and 24 stadia.

It has been supposed by some authors that there

were other stadia in use in Greece besides the Olym-
pic. The most ancient writers never either say or
hint at such a thing ; but when we compare the dis-

tances between places, as stated by them in stadia,

with the real distances, they are found almost inva-

riably too great if estimated by the Olympic stadium,
never too small. Hence the conclusion has been
drawn, that the Greeks used for itinerary measure-
ments a stade much smaller than the Olympic
Major Rennell, who analyzes several of these state-

ments, gives 505i feet for the value of the itinerary

stade.' It is, however, scarcely credible, that these
authors, some of whom expressly inform us that the
stade contained 600 feet, should reckon distances
by another stade without giving any intimation of
the fact, especially as they usually warn iheir read-
ers when they speak of measures differing from the
common standard." The real cause of the excess
in the itinerary distances of the Greeks is explained
by Ukert in a way which seems decisive of the
question.' The most ancient mode of reckoning
distances among the Greeks, as among most other
nations, was by the number of days required to per-

form the journey. When the stadium was brought
into use, the distances were still computed by days'
journeys, but transferred into stadia by reckoning a
certain number of stadia to a day's journey.* It is

evident that nearly all the distances given by the
ancient Greek writers were computed, not rneasured.

The uncertainties attending this mode of computa-
tion are obvious ; and it is equally obvious that, as a
general rule, the results would be above the truth.

At sea the calculation was made according to the
number of stadia which could be sailed over in a
day by a good ship, in good order, and with a fair

wind. Any failure in these conditions (and some
such there must always have been) would increase
the number of days' sail, and therefore the calcula-

ted distance when reduced to stadia. Similarly by
land a day's journey was reckoned equal to the

number of stadia which a good traveller {uvrjp ei^ij-

vof) could perform in a day, which, for obvious rea-

sons, would generally exceed the space passed over
under ordinary circumstances. Even the Greeks
themselves are not agreed as to the number of sta-

dia in a day's journey. Herodotus* gives 700 stadia

for the voyage of a sailing ship by day, 600 by night.

Most commonly 1000 stadia were reckoned as a 24
hours' voyage, but under unfavourable circumstan-
ces scarcely 500 were performed.* Allowance must
also be made for the windings of the coast, the dif-

ficulties of the navigation, the currents of the sea,

the skilfulness of the seamen, and other circum-
stances.

A day's journey by land was reckoned at 200 or

180 stadia,' or for an army 150 stadia.* And here
also delays would often occur. The ancients them-
selves differ widely in their accounts of distances,

not only as compared with the true distances, but

with one another, a fact which the theory of a sep-

arate itinerary stade cannot account for, but which
is a natural result of their mode of reckoning, as

explained above.

The following testimonies are advanced in sup-

1. (Geo?, of Herod., ser. 2.) — 2. (Herud., ii., 3. 17, 89, 16.—
Pliii., II. N.. "i., 30.)— 3. (Geosr. del Griech. und Riiiner, I., ii.,

p. 56, <tc.—Ueber die Art der Gr. und R'6m. die Entfcin'iiig zei

bestimnien.)-4. (Herod., iv., 85.86.)—5 (Id., iv.,&6.)—6. (Mai
Tyn. ap. Ptolem., Geog., i., 17.)— 7. (Ilenxl., -v., 101.—Piiusan

,

X., 33.—Ptol., i., 9.)—8. (Herod., v., 53-54.)
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•«ort of the view of different stadia. Censorinus,

who liied ri the time of Alexander Severus, after

speaking of the astronomical measurements of Era-

tosthenes and Pythagoras, says that by ihe stadium
ased in them we must understand "the stadium
which is called Italic, of 625 feet, for there are oth-

ers besides this, of different lengths, as the Olym-
pic, which consists of 600 feet, and the Pythian, of
1000.'" This passage is evidently a complication

of blunders. The " Italic stadium," unknown else-

where, is manifestly the same as the Olympic, but

reckoned in Roman feet, of which it contained 625.

The "Olympic, of COO feet," is the same in Gre<?k

feet. The value given for the Pythian stadium is

clearly wrong, for the Olympic racecourse was tho
longest in Greece (as appears from the passage of
Gellius quoted below), and, besides, Censorinus ob-

viously confounds the racecourses named stadia

with the measure of the same name ; for it is not
disputed that the former were of different lengths,

though the latter never varied.

Aulus Gellius* quotes from Plutarch to the effect

that Hercules measured out the stadium at Olympia
with his own feet, making it 600 feet long ; and that,

when afterward other stadia were established in

Greece containing the same number of feet, these
were shorter than the Olympic in the proportion by
which the foot of Hercules exceeded that of other
men. But whatever there is of fact in this story
obviously refers to the courses themselves, not the
measure ; for what he speaks of is " curriculum sla-

dii." The statement that the other stadia, besides
the Olympic, were originally 600 feet long, is proba-
bly a conjecture of Plutarch's.

Attempts have been made, especially by Rome de
'Isle and Gosselin, to prove the existence and to

determine the lengths of different stadia from the
different lengths assigned by ancient writers to a
great circle of the earth. But surely it is far more
reasonable to take these different values as a proof
(among others) that the ancients did not know the
real length of a great circle, than, first assuming that
they had such knowledge, to explain them as refer-

ring to different standards.

On the whole, therefore, there seems no reason
to suppose tWat different stadia existed before the
third century of the Christian sera.

From this period, however, we do find varieties
of the stade, the chief of which are those of 7 and
7i to the Roman mile.'

The following table of supposed varieties of the
stadium is from Hussey's Ancient Weights, &c.

:

Tud*. Feet. lachee.

Stade assigned to Aristotle's
^

measurement of the earth's > 109 1 2 26992
surface j

Mean geographical stade com- > ,»„ , -

puted by Major Rennell . . f
^'"* * ®

Olympic stade 202 9
Stade of 7Ho the Roman mile 215 2 2 4
Stade of 7 to the Roman mile . 231 5 124

3. It has been mentioned above that the Olympic
footrace course was called a stadium, and the same
name was used throughout Greece wherever games
were celebrated. It was originally intended for the
fcotvace, but the other contests whi^h were added
to the games from time to time {vid. Olvmpic Games)
were also exhibited in the stadium, except the horse-
races, for which a place was set apart, of a similar

form with the stadium, but larger: this was called
the hippodrome (In-Trod/jo/iof).

The stadium was an oblong area terminated at

one end by a straight line, at the other by a semi-

I. (Do D e Natali, c. 13.)—t (i, 1 )—3. (Wunn, D» Pond.,
V.C *38.)

circle having the breadth of the stadium m its

base. Round this area were ranges of seats nsm^
above one another in steps.

It was constructed in three different ways, ac-

cording to the nature of the ground. The simplest

form was that in which a place could be found
which had by nature the required shape, as at Lao-

dicea. Most commonly, however, a position waa
chosen on the side of a hill, and the stadium was
formed on one side by a natural slope, on the other
by a mound of earth (y/}c x'-'/^^)^ as at Olympia,
Thebes, and Epidaurus.' Sometimes, however, the

stadium was on level ground, and mounds of earth

were cast up round it to form seats, and covered
with stone or marble. We have two celebrated

examples of this construction in the Pythian stadi-

um at Delphi and the Panathenaic at Athens. The
former was originally constructed of Parnassian
stone, and afterward covered with Pentclic marble
by Herodes Atticus,* who adorned in the same man-
ner the stadium at Athens, which had been origi-

nally constructed on the banks of the Ilissus by the

orator Lycurgus. The marble covering, which
took four years to complete, has now disappeared,

but the area is still left, with some ruins of the

masonry.*
The stadium sometimes formed a part of the

buildings of the gymnasium (rid. Gvmn.asium), at

other times it was placed in its neighbourhood, and
often, as at Athens, stood entirely by itself That
at Olympia was in the sacred grove called Altis.

The size of the stadium varied both in length and
breadth. The general length was, as above stated,

the geographical stadium of 600 Greek feet. This
was not, however, the total length, but only the dis-

tance between the pillars at the two ends, and it

was exclusive of the semicircular end of the area.

The accounts left by ancient writers of the ai

rangement of the parts of the stadium are scanty,

but, from a comparison of them will: existing re-

mains of stadia, we may collect the following par
ticulars.

At one end a straight wall shut in the area, and
here were the entrances, the starting-place for the

runners, and (at Olympia) an altar of Endymion.
At the other end, at or near the centre of the semi-
circle, and at the distance of a stadium from the
starting-place, was- the goal, which was the termi-

nation of the simple footrace, the runners in which
were called (Tradiodpofioc : the race itself is called

(TTuSiov and dpojio^. In the diavXo^ 6p6fioq the racers

turned round this and came back to the starting-

place. The starting- place and goal had various

names. The former was called dipemc, ypnfi/t^,

iatzlj]^, and ^aXCic the latter, rep/ia, /?ar^p, Tei/}(,

Ka/iKT^p, and vvaaa. The term ypa/ifi^ is explained

as the line along which the racers wore placed be-

fore starting ; ianlri^, which means the lash of a
tohip, is supposed to have been a cord which was
stretched in front of the racers to restrain their im-
patience, and which was let fall v, hen the signal

was given to start ; the name /ci^i-r.no was applied

to the goal because the runners in the diav'Aog and
66X1XOQ turned round it to complete their course.

These terms are often applied ;ndifferep.t!y to ihe
starting-place and the goal, probal)ly because the
starting- place was also the end of all races except
the simple oTtlStov. The starting-place and goal

were each marked by a square pillar {aT^?.at, Ktovet

Kv6oeideic), and half way between these was a third.

On the first was inscribed the word iipiareve, on the

second aneviE, and on the third Kufixpov. The do'Xi'

Xodpofioi turned round both the extreme pillars till

1. (Pausan.. ii., 27, fl ; vi., 80. 5, 6 : ii., 23, « l.)-2. U ,

X., 32, « 1.)—3. (Id., i., 19, 4 7.-Lr.dke's Topog of Athena ,
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U»ey had completed the number of stadia of which

their course consisted.'

The semicircular end of the area, which was

caJled c^ev^ovT), and was not used in tho races,

was probahly devoted to the oilier athletic sports.

This a^eviovi] is still clearly seen in the Ephesian

and Messenian stadia, in the latter of which it is

surrounded by 16 rows of seats. The area of the

stadium was surrounded by the seats for spectators,

which were separated from it by a low wall or po-

dium.
Opposite to the goal on one side of the stadium

were the seats of the hellanodicae, for whom there

was a secret entrance into the stadium (Kpvnr^

iaodoq), and on the other side was an altar of white

marble, on which the priestesses of Deraeter Cha-

myne sat to view the games. The area was gen-

erally adorned with altars and statues.

Such was the general form and arrangement of

the Greek stadium. After the Roman conquest of

Greece, the form of the stadium was often modified

so as to resemble the amphitheatre, by making both

its ends semicircular, and by surrounding it with

seats supported by \?.ulted masonry, as in the Ro-

man amphilhea«.r*5. The Ephesian stadium still has

such sea'6 'oi>o'l a portion of it. A restoration of

this star^'un) is ^iven in the following woodcut,

Ropietl ifts jCotiiSe.

A -• the boundary wall at the aphesis, 77 feet

i»>ep fl C the sides, and D the semicircular end, of
tbe ssme depth as A ; F F the area, including the
B^tvdovTi ; b h pieces of masonry jutting out into

the area ; e e the entrances ; from o to P is the

I. (Schol ad Soph., Electr 691.)
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length of an Olympic stadium ; from q
—z the rang

of amphitheatrical seats mentioned above.' (Vii
Olympic Games.)
STALA'GiMIA. ( Vid. Iwauris, p. 533.)

•STANNUM, the same with the Plumbum albuth

of the Romans or Kaaairepoc of the Greeks, the
" Pyramidal Tin Ore" of Jameson, or Oxyde of Tin.

"The Phoenicians, at a very early period, weie ac-

quainted with t.xe tin ores of Cornwall. The Jews
had vessels of tin as early as the days of Mosen.
On the Kaaairepog of the Greek.s, the reader is re-

ferred to Beckmami's History of Inve?uions, vol. iv..

p. 1, &c. Heeien says of this work, 'it is there

first shown that the Latin siannum may be different

from the Kaaairepog. The former is what, in the
German smelting-houses, is called u-crk, the latter

is the Plumbum album of the Romans.' " " Lead
and tin," observes Dr. Moore, " are metals which
we have the best reason for treating under the

same head, since the ancients frequently confound-
ed them ; and, however strange may appear such
confusion in regard to metals so plainly distin

guished by their properties as these, their names,
nevertheless, in Hebrew, Arabic, Greek, and Latin,

are often indifferently used. The Greeks, when
they would distinguish the two metals, called tin

KaaaiTEpo^, and lead fi6'Av6do( ; but as the French
at the present day call pewter elain, and confound
it with pure tin, so did the Greeks comprehend
under the name Kaaahrpoc various alloys of tin with
lead or other metal ; and some such Homer is sup-

posed to mean when he speaks of tin {Kaaairepo^,

used in the fabrication or ornament of various parts

of armour. The Romans distinguished lead {Plum-
bum) into black and white. The latter {Plumbum
album) was the more precious, Pliny says, being

what the Greeks called Kaaairepo^. Plumbum al

bum is sometimes called siannum, while on othei

occasions the latter is spoken of as something dif

ferent, in which case it may have been an alloy of

tin and lead, or, as Beckmann thinks, of silver and
lead ; or it may have been designated by a different

name merely because obtained from a different

place, from an ore of different appearance, or by

some different process ; since any one of these, we
know, was anciently sufficient ground of distinction

between substances that were identical. If any re-

liance could be placed on Pliny's accuracy in a

matter of this kmd, we might infer, from what he
says of the mode in which stannum was obtained,

that the ancients were acquainted with an argen-

tiferous galena containing also tin. Beckmann,
however, in his examination of this passage, says

that lead is seldom found without, hut that tin, per-

haps, has never been found with, silver. He admits

that the passage in question caimot be fully under-

stood with any explanation, yet he thinks it proves

to conviction that the stannum of the ancients was
not tin, but a mixture of silver and lead, called jn

the German smelting-houses wcrk. It is from slatv-

num, however, that are derived the names etaiii and

tin. He supposes the oldest KaaniTepo^ to have
been nothing else than the stannum of the Romans
Aristotle, however, relating a phenomenon applica-

ble to tin, calls the metal rbv Kaaaircpov tov KeXn-
KOV."*

STATER {aTaTTjp), which means simply a stand-

ard (in this case both of weight and more particular-

ly of money), was the name of the principal gold

coin of Greece, which was also called chrysus {xpv-

aovi). The general subject of Greek gold monsy

\. (Krause, Die Gymnastilc nnd Aponistik de.- Hellenen, p.

131, 14.— Miiller's Archftol. der Kunst, « 290.)— 2. (Dioscor.,

v., 96.— Pliny, xxiv., 47.— Isid., Orif , xvi., 21.—Numbers, xxxu,

22.—Heeren'g Hist. Researches, vol. vil, p. 167.— Adams, A(»

Iiend., s. v.— Moore's Anci' ' t Min-Jral., i 44, 45 )

i
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has been discussed under Aurum, where it is stated

that the Greuks ohlained their principal supply of

gold from Asia To ti>c same quarter we must look

for the origin of their gold money. The daricus,

which came to thciu from Persia, has heen already

treated of (Vtd. Daricus.) The stater is said to

have been first coined in Lydia by Croesus. To
this connlry, indeed, one tradition ascribes the ori-

gin both of gold and silver money ;' but, be this as

It may, the slater of Croesus was the first gold coin-

age with which the Greeks were acquainted.*

Bockh* asserts that these staters were undoubtedly

formed of the pale gold or electrum which was
washed down from Tinolus by the Pactolus, and
which Sophocles speaks of as Sardian electrum.*

Electrum, according to Pliny,* was gold containing

a mixture of ]ih part of silver. There is in the

Hunterian collection (plate 66, fig. 1) a very anctent

coin of this pale gold, of an oval, ball-like shape,

impressed with the figure of a man kneeling, hold-

ing a fish in his left hand, and in his right a knife

hanging down, which Pinkerton takes for a coin of

Croesus, but respecting which nothing more can be
said with safety than that it is a very ancient speci-

men of Asiatic money. Its weight is 248^ English

grains, or about that of the Attic letradrachm, which
was twice the weight of the stater. This, there-

fore, would be a double stater.* At all events, in

the absence of certain specimens of the Lydian sta-

ter, and of any express statement of its value, we
atay suppose, from the very silence of the Greek
writers, that it did not differ materially from the

stater which was afterward current in Greece, and
which was (Mjual »« weight to two drachmae, and in

•Ki/uc to twenty.''

Macedonian Stater. British Museum.

The following were the principal Greek staters :

1. The Attic stater, which has been spoken of under
AuRUH. The weights of the coins there mentioned
are 132 3, 132 7, 132 6. and 132 75 grains, the aver-

age of wiiich is 132 5875 grains, which only fall'^

short of the weight of the Attic didrach by a Utile

more than half a grain. (Vid. Drachma.) The
gold of the Attic coins is remarkably pure.

2. The stater of Cyzicus was common ir. G,<;ece,

especially at Athens. We learn from DeK<osthenes*
that at a particular period (a little after B.C. 335)
this stater passed on the Bosporut for 28 Attic
drachma*, wliich, by a comparison with the then
value of the daricus {vid. Daricubj, would give for

its weight about 180 grains Several Cyzicene
staters exist, but none of them come up to this

weight. Hence we may conclude that the price of
gold on the Bosporus was at that time unusually
high. Some of the existing coins give 160 grains,
and others not more than 120, for the weight of the
Cyzicene staler, so that the element of this coinage
seems to have been a piece of 40 grains. Its value,
calculated from the number of drachmae it passed
for, would be II. 2«. 9d.

3. The stater of Lampsacus is mentioned in an
Attic inscription of B.C 434. Several gold coins
of Lampsacus are extant : they may be known by

I. (Hern<J., i., 94.)— 2. (Hrrod., i., 84. — Poltni, Onom., iii.,

97; ix.,84.) — .r (Metrolog. Untereuch., p. 129.) — 4. (Antig.,
1087.)—5. (xxxiii., 23.)—6. (Biclth, 1 c.)—7. (Ilesych., s. t.

Xpvcovf —PMxiT, Onjin., iv., 173.—lIuDOcnt., i. t. Aapnctfc.)—«. (in Phom . »i. 914.)

the impression of a seahrrse upon ihem. There
are two in the British Museum, of the weight of

about 129 grains, which is just that of the daricus.

The weigliis of the Lampsacene staters are very

unequal ; and both Lampsacus and Cyzicus appear
to have had gold coins which were multiples of dif-

ferent standards.

4. The stater of Phocaea is mer.tioncd by Thn-
cydides' and Demosthenes* as in circulation (a

their times. Seslini gives several of these, the

largest of which, stamped with a <^, weighs 255-43

English grains. This is a double stater, giving a

single one of 12771 grains, or 5 grains less than

the Attic, and seems to follow the standard of the

daricus. Most of the others are thirds of the stater,

and of a lighter comparative weight. There waa
also at Athens a Phocaian coin called Iktti,* which
may have been either the sixth of the stater oi

(Mr. Hussey c(mjectures) of the mina. Hesychius*
mentions the iKTT}, Tpirri. and tetuptij as coins of

gold, or silver, or copper. There was a gold coii

(of what state we are not told) called i/fiieKTop.

which was worth eight silver obols.* This stoot

in the same relation to the stater as the obol to th»

didrachm, namely, one twelfth, and was. therefore

probably equal to tlie obol m weight. Its low valu«

(giving the proportional worth of gold to silver as I

to 1) may be accounted for by supposing that i«

was, like the Phocaean coins, of a ligh'. sundard, «
that the gold in it was not very pure.

5. The slater of Macedonia w^s coined by Philis

II. and Alexander the Gree.c f.fte. the standard o/

the Attic didrachm, and ^f very fine gold. Undo;
those princes it came in'.o general circulation i<i

Greece and throughr-u* the Macedonian enipirf.

The extant speciPie js of this coinage are very nu
merous.

Mr. Hussey gr ez the following report of an arasj

which was luaue for him of a stater of Alexander -

GuWj, 11 oz. 9 dwts. 6 grs.

Sil/er, 18 "

Alloy,

The s\l'^r is an accidental admixture, or, if ".ncwn
to hf, present, was not allowed for. so that tnis coip

may jO reckoned at 133 grains of fine gold. Our
sf/vc-reign, after deducting the alloy, contains 1131>
grains of fine gold. Therefore the Macedonian sta-

133
ter =—-f— of the English sovereign, or 1/. 3*. 6d.

0-672 farthing. The average is, however, a little

below this stater, but not more so than is due to

wear. The slater of Philip was very recently cur-

rent in Greece at the value of about 25 shillings.

This standard was preserved, or very nearly 8«».

under the later Macedonian kings, and was adopted
by other stales, as Epirus, ^Etolia, Acarnania, and
Syracuse.

Besides the staters noticed above, most of the

cities of Ionia had gold coins, but their value is

very doubtful. There are specimens in existence
from Chios, Tens, Colophon. Smyrna. Ephcsus, and
many other places. Samos, Siphnus, Thasos, the

Greek cities of Sicily, and Cyrene, had gold money
at an early period.

Pollux mentions a Corinthian slater as used in

Sicily, which he calls deKuXirpoc aran'jp, and makes
equal to ten .^Eginetan obols.* The explanation o(

this statement is very difficult, and depends in a
great measure on the disputed question whether the

Corinthian money followed the Attic or the iEgine-

tan standard.^

1. (iy.. 52.)— 2. (in BceiiI., p. 1019.)— 3. 'BOckh, Inscrip., 190

)

4. (t. r. tKTT?.)— 5. (Crates ap. Poll.. Onc.m., ix., 62; and M«t-
neck«. Frag. ('<imic.. ii., p 241.) — 6. (Pollux, Onom., it., 174

ix.,60.)—7. (Compare Huwejr o \i.,: 3, with Buckh, Mai atof

Vntersarh , vii., 8.)
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lo calculating the value of the stater in onr money,

<he ratio of gold to silver must not be overlooked.

rhus the stater of Alexander, which we have val-

ued, according to the present woUh of gold, at 1/.

3s. 6d., passed for twenty drachmae, which, accord-

ing to the present value of silver, were worth only

16*. 3d. But the foriuei is the true worth of the

Btater, the difference arising fiom the greater value

of silver in ancient times than now. ( Vid. ARGE^fT-

vu.)

Besides the stater itself, lhe?e were, as appears

from the above remarks, double staters, and the

halves ( ijiuxp^oovc, ijfiiaTaTfjpEc ), quarters, thirds,

sixths, and twelfths of the stater. The coins of the

last four denominations are, however, much less

common than the single, double, and half staters.

The term oTarrip, in later times, was applied to

the silver tetradrachm, but whether it was so used

in the flourishing times of Athens is doubtful.
( Vid.

Dkachma.)
It was also used in reference to weight, apparent-

ly like the Hebrew shekel and the Latin pondo, in a
general sense. The Mina' and the Sicilian Litra'
are both called stater.'

STATI DIES. (Vid. Dies, p. 362.)

STATIO'NES. {Vid. Castra, p. 222.)

STATIO'NES FISGI. The Fiscus was divided

into various departments, called stationes, accord-

ing to the different revenues belonging to it.* Thus
we read of a statio XX. hercdilatium," a statio hered-

itatium,* a statio antiontt.''

STATIO'NES MUNIGIPIO'RUM, mentioned by
Pliny,* are supposed by Niebuhr' to be places by
the side of the comitium allotted to municipals, that

they might hear the debates, like privileged seats in

the hall oi a pai^iam^nlarv assembly. The Gracos-
tasis mentioned ny Cicero-"' and Varro" was a sim-
ilar place, as Niel)uhr remarks, on the right of the
comitium, allotted to the Greeks from the allied

states for the same purpose.

STATOIl, a public servant, who attended on the
Roman magistrates in the provinces. The statores

seem to have derived their name from standing by
the side of the magistrate, and thus being at hand
to execute all his commands : they appear to have
i)een ciiiefly employed in carrying letters and mes-
sages." Alexander Severus forbade the use of sta-

tores in the provinces, and commanded that their

duties should be discharged by soldiers.'*

STATU JJBEll. (FnZ. Mancmissio, p. 616.)

STATUARY {statuariaars) is, in its proper sense,
the art of making statues or busts, whether they
consist of stone or metal, and includes the art of
making the various kinds of reliefs (alto, basso, and
mezzo relievo). The ancients, accustomed to trace
all their arts and sciences to a single person, who
was generally believed to have been led to his dis-

covery by some accidental circumstance, relate sev-
eral stories to account for the origin and discovery
of the arts of painting and statuary.'* But arts such
as these cannot, like those which are the necessary
result of particular local circumstances, or are in
their origin of a complicated nature, be assigned to
any particular nation or to any particular individual :

they spring up naturally in all countries, and take
their origin alike everywhere in the imitative facul-
ty of man. It is, therefore, idle talk when modern

1. (Pollux, Onom., ix., 6.)—2. (Id. ib., iv., 24.) — 3. (Sestini,
degli Stateri Antichi.—Husscy.—Wurm. — B5ckh.)— 4. (Cod
hr., tit. 31, B. 1 ; 10, tit. 5, s. 1.)—5. (Orelli, Inscr.,n. 3332.)—«.
(Orelli, n. 3207.—Grutcr, p. 451, n. 3.)—7. (Orelli, n. 4107, 4420.— Vid. Walter, Gcscli. des Rom. Rechts, p. 350.) —8. (H. N., xvi.j
44. 8. 86.) — 9. (Hist, of Rome, li., p. 6«, note 116.) — 10. (ad
Quint., ii., 1.)— II. (Lin^. Lat., v., 155, cd. MuUer.)- 12. (Cic.
ad Fam., ii.. 17, 19 ; x . 21.— Dig. 4, tit. 6, a, 10.)- 13. (Dig. 4,
tit. 6, s. 10. — Lamprid., Alex. Sev., 52.)— 14. (Plin., H. N., i

Mxv., 5 and 43.—Compare Quint., x., 2, 1) 7.)
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writers gravely repeat the stories about the invuu.
tion of sculpture or painting, or assign the invention
of either of them to the Egyptians or any other na-
tion These arts, in their infant state, existcti

among the Greeks from time immemorial ; and ii

there are any resemblances between the earliest

works of Grecian art and those of Egypt, we have
still no right to infer that the Greeks learned them
from the Egyptians ; and we might as well assert
that the Greeks learned their arts from the Gauls
or from the Siamese, for the works of these nations,
too, resemble those of early Greece. An art in its

primitive state manifests itself nearly in the same
manner in all parts of the world. But what is of
real interest is to know the causes through which
statuary, or, to use a more common but less appro-
priate term, sculpture, became so pre-eminently the

art of the Greeks, that down to this day no other
nation has produced artists that can compete with
them, and that all look upon the Greeks as the great
masters and models for all ages. Winckelmann has
pointed out three great causes, viz., their innate ge-
nius, their religion, and their social and political in-

stitutions ; and these three points, if accurately ex-
amined, will certainly be found to have singularly

co-operated in making the Greek artists what they
were. There is another point connected with the
origin of Grecian sculpture which appears to have
led some modern writers to form erroneous opin-

ions. The peculiar form of the Hermae {vid. Hkr-
M^) has given rise to the belief that in the earliest

statues the head only (bust) was represented, and
that the remaining part of the body was expressed
by a simple pillar or block. This view is contrary
to nature as well as to history ; for neither a nation
nor a child (which in this case may be fairly taken
as a representative ol a nation in its infancy), when
they begin to exercise their imitative faculty, wiJJ

rest satisfied with forming the mere head of a hu-
man being, but endeavour to produce the whole as
well as they can. We may add, that no other na-
tion presents such a phenomenon in the earliest his-

tory of its arts. The Ilerma?, therefore, cannot have
arisen from an incapability of forming a whole hu-

man figure. They appear rather to point to the
time when the Greeks began to represent their gods
in a human form. To give to a god the entire form
of a man wonld have been irreverent, whereas the
head was necessary, and, at the same time, suffi-

cient to represent him as a distinct individual being,

and endowed with spiritual and thinking powers.
The process of humanizing the gods must have been
preceded by the custom of representing them in un-

natural forms, or such as were partly human and
partly animal. The earliest images of the gods
were pure images (not the gods themselves), and
intended to exp'-ess some thought or idea : now, as
the natural figure of man is only expressive of it-

self, the significant parts of two or more beings were
put together to express the idea which men had
formed of their gods. Such monstrous figures were
retained as representations of some gods down to

the latest times. As instances of this, we may men-
tion Glaucus with the tail of a fish ;' the Arcadian
Pan with goat's feet ;* and the Demeter of Phigalia

with the head and mane of a horse.* Homers si-

lence on such compound representations of the gods
is no proof that they did not exist in early times.

Before proceeding to consider statuary in its sev

erai stages of development, it is necessary to make
a few preliminary remarks respecting the materials

used by the Greeks in this art. On the whole, it

may be said that there is no material applicable to

statuary which was not used by the Greeks. As

1. (Philostr., Icon., ii., 15.) — 2. (Ilirt., Mythol. BiWerb., H
p. 161, &c )—3. (Paus., viii., 42, I) 3.1
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wojt clay i« capable of being shaped without difficulty

into any lorm, and is easily dried either by being

exposed to the sun or by being baked, we may con-

sider tins substance to have been the earliest mate-
rial of which ngures were made. We have a trace

of this in the story that Zeus, in his anger at Pro-

metheus having stolen the fire, ordered HephKstus
:o form Pandora of earth moistened with tears.*

The name plastic art (7 rrXaffnx^), by which the an-

cients sometmies acsignate the art of statuary, prop-

erly signilies l<) form or shape a thing of clay. But,

notwithstanding the great facility of making figures

>f clay, they are not often mentioned in the early

ages of Greece, while in Italy the Bit fictiles (ir^At-

vot -deoi) were very common from the earliest times.

Clay figures, however, never fell into disuse entire-

ly ; and in later times we find not only statues of
clay, but the pediments in small or rural temples
frequently contained the most beautiful reliefs in

clay, which were copies of the marble reliefs of lar-

ger temples. When Pliny* speaks of Rhcecus and
Theodorus of Samos as the inventors of the plastice,

he seems to labour under a mistake, and to con-
found the art of working in clay with that of work-
ing in metal, as in later times the latter of these two
arts was commonly called plastice. Some ancient
figures of clay are still preserved.

The second material was wood, and figures made
of wood were called fdava, from ^eu, "to polish" or
" carve." Various kinds of wood were used in stat-

uary ; we find mention of oak, cedar, cypress, syc-
amore, pine, fig, box, and ebony. It was chiefly

used for making images of the gods, and probably
more on account of the facility of working in it than
for any other reason. It should, however, be re-

marked, that particular kinds of wood were used to

inake the images of particular deities : thus the stat-

ues of Dionysus, the god of figs, were made of fig-

wood. The use of wood for statues of the gods
continued to the latest times ; but statues of men,
as, for example, some of the victors in the public

games, were likewise made of wood at a time when
the Greeks were suflSciently acquainted with the art

of working in stone and metal.
Stone was little used in statuary during the early

ages of Greece, though it was not altogether un-
known, as we may infer from the relief on the Lion-
gate of Mycenae. In Italy, where the soft peperino
afforded an easy material for working, stone ap-

pears to have been used at an earlier period, and
more commonly than in Greece. But in the histor-

ical times, the Greeks used all the principal varie-

ties of marble for their statues ; the most celebrated
kinds of which were the marbles of Faros and of
Mount Pentelicus, both of which were of a white
r^lour. Different kinds of marble and of different
colours were sometimes used in one and the same
statue, in which case the work is called Polylithic
statuary.

Bronze ( x^Xko^, as ), silver, and gold were used
profusely in the state of society described in the
Homeric poems, which is a sufficient proof that
works of art in these met ils were not altogether
unknown in those times. Iron came into use much
later, and the art of casting iron is ascribed to Rhce-
cus and to Theodorus of Samos.* ( Vid. Bronze.)

Ivory came into use at a later period than any of
the before-mentioned materials, and then was high-
ly valued both for its beauty and rarity. In its ap-
plication to statuary, ivory was generally combined
with gold, and was used for the parts representing
the flesh. Winckelmann has calculated that about
one hundred statues of this kind are mentioned by
the ancients.

I. (Hesiod., Theo^., 571, Ac—Slob., Serin., I.) — S. (H. N.,
lUT., 43.)-3. (Pau»., X.. 38, 1) 3.)
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The history of ancient art, and of statuary in par
ticular, may be divided into five periods.

1. First Period, from the eariust times till about 01. 00^

or 580 B.C.

The real history of the arts is preceded by a pe
riod of a purely mythical character, which tradition

has peopled with divine artists and most extraordi

nary productions. Three kinds of artists, however,
may be distinguished in this mythical period : the
first consists of gods and daemons, such as Athena,
Hephaestus, the Phrygian or Dardanian Dactyli, and
the Cabiri. The second contains whole tribes of
men, distinguished from others by the mysterious
possession of superior skill in the practice of the
arts, such as the Telchines and the Lycian Cyclopes
The third consists of individuals who are, indeed,

described as human beings, but yet are nothing
more than personifications of particular branches
of art, or th^ representatives of families of artists

Of the latter the most celebrated is Dctdalus, whose
name indicates nothing but a smith or an artist in

general, and who is himself the mythical ancestor
of a numerous family of artists (Dadaltds), which
can be traced from the time of Ilomer to that of
Plato, for even Socrates is said to have been a de-
scendant of this family. He was believed to be an
Athenian, but Crete also claimed the honour of be-

ing his native country. The stories respecting hin.

are sometimes more like allegorical accounts of the
progress of the arts than anything else. He was
principally renowned in antiquity for his ^6ava, and
several parts of Greece, as Boeotia, Attica, Crete,
and even Libya in later times, were believed to pos-

sess specimens of his workmanship.' Numerous
inventions, also, especially of instruments used in

carviiig wood, are ascribed to him. He is said to

have made his statues walking, which appears to
mean that before his time human figures were rep-

resented with their legs close together, and that ii

his statues the legs were separated, which was at

once a great step forward, as it impaited greater life

and activity to a figure. Smilis (from afturi, a carv-

ing-knife) exercised his art in Samos. iEgina, aui
other places, and some remarkable works were at

tributed to him* Endaus of Athens is called a dis
ciple of Da>dalus. Various works were attribute*

to him by the ancients. One among them was a
colossal ^oavov of Athena Polias in a temple at

Erythrae in Ionia. She was represented sitting

upon a -dpovoq, holding a spindle in her hand, and
with a TToAof on her head. Pausanias* saw this ^6a-

vov himself
According to the popular traditions of Greece,

there was no period in which the gods were not
represented in some form or other, and there is no
doubt that for a long time there existed no other
statues in Greece than those of the gods ; a round
statue of a man appears for a long time to have
been a thing unheard of in Greece. The earliest

representations of the gods, however, were by no
means regarded as the gods themselves, or even as
images of them, but only as symbols of their pres-

ence ; and as the imagination of a pious primitive
age does not require much to be reminded of the
presence of the Deity, the simplest symbols were
sometimes sufficient to produce this effect. Hence
we find that in many places the presence of a god
was indicated by the simplest and most shapeless
symbols, such as unhewn blocks of stone (Xidot ap-

vot'*), and by simple pillars or pieces of wood.* ( Vui.

DocANA and Djedalx.) Many such symbolic rep-

1 . (Paus., Tii., 5 ; ix., 40, « 3 ; i., 16, O. — Scylix, p. 53, ad
Hud».)—3. (Mailer, jEfinct., p.97.)—3. (Tii.,5,^4.)—4. (Pmu*
ix., 27, « I ; 35, 1 ; tii., 22. (, 3.)—5. (Pans.. »ii., 32, ^ 3-
Cleni. A'ex., Strom., t., p. 418, and p. 348, ed. Sylliurg.)
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resentatioiis of gods were held in the greatest es-

teem, even in tlie liistorical ages, as sacred inher-

itances of former times, and remained the conven-

tional representations of the gods, notwithstanding

the progress w^hieh the arts had made. The gen-

eral name for a representation of a god not consist-

ing of such a rude symbol was uyaXjia.^

In the Homeric poems, although the shield of

Achilles, the gold and silver dogs which kept watch
at the palace of Alcinous, and other similar things,

may be pure fictions, there are sufficient traces of

the existence of statues of the gods ; but it would
seem that, as the ideas of the gods were yet gigan-

tic and undefined, the representations of several su-

perhuman beings were more calculated to inspire

awe than to display any artistic beauty.' This
was, however, not always the case. Temples are

mentioned in several places,' ana temples presup-

pose the existence of representations of the gods.

A statue of Athena is mentioned at Ilion, upon
whose knees the queen places a magnificent pe-

plus.* The statue thus appears to have been in a
sitting position, like the statues of Athena among
the lonians in general.* The existence of a statue

of Apollo must be inferred from Iliad, i., 28, for the

arififia iJeoto can only mean the wreath or diadem
with which his statue itself used to be adorned.

This statue must, moreover, have been represented
carrying a bow, for attributes like upyvporo^oc could
have no meaning unless they referred to something
existing and well-known. Other proofs of repre-

sentations of the gods in human form may be found

in Iliad, ii., 478, &c. ; iii., 396, &c. These statues

were undoubtedly all ^6ava, and, as we must infer

from the expressions of Homer, were far more per-

fect than they are said to have been previously to

Ihe time of Daedalus. A work still extant, which
8 certainly as old as the time of Homer, if not

much older, is the relief above the ancient gate of

Mycenae, representing two lions standing on their

hind legs, with a sort of pillar between them.*
These facts justify us in supposing that, at the time
of Homer, the Greeks, but more especially the lo-

nians of Asia Minor, had made great progress in

sculpture. Tiie lonians appear to have been far in

advance of the Greeks of the mother-country. The
cause of this must probably be sought in the influence

'Which some of the nations of Western Asia, such
as the Lydians, Lycians, and Phoenicians, had upon
the Ionian colonists, for that these nations excelled
.the Greeks in various branches of the arts is abun-
dantly attested by numerous passages in the Ho-
meric poems. We must not, however, attribute

too much to this foreign influence, for there were
many other causes at work besides, by which the
XSreek colonies, not only of Asia, but of Sicily and
Italy also, were enabled to be in advance of the
/mother-country. The ancient coins of the Italian

-^Greeks, too, are much more beautiful, and show
more individuality than those of Greece proper we
also find that Learchus of Rh«jf!iaTi, !il»nt 7?J> H O
•came to Sparta, «in(i fo.-tned Uhmh the ".H'liRst ctonze
-statue of Zeus, «hii;h '•unsisreii ot s^>v*!ral p'wes
nailed together.' It apiHiiirs to nave he«n slioi+ly

after this time thai GiiiaJes oi Sparta made a
bronze statue of Athena " .\notlier great work m
bronze belonging to this perunl is the coiussal statue
of Ztjus, which was dedicated at Olympia by Cvp-
«elus or Periander of Corinth, and for which the
-wealthy Corinthians vvere obliged to sacrifice a

I. (Ruhnken ad Tim., p. 2.J--3 (li. xi , 36, <kc.— He«io«l,
Sent. Here, 144, 156, 248, &c.)-3 (11., i., 3» vii , 83, Ac.)—
4. (U., vi., 92.—Compare ib., 273.)—5 (Slrab , jui.. (. fiOl i~ti
(Paul., ii., 18, 1) 4.—Sir W. G«ll, Arffol pi li-lO - Q<Hiliag lu
UiQ Rasiuisch. Mus., 1841, p' t.)—7 (Paoa . m., 17. ft >—

H

iTttikr i., 17, « 13.)
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considerable part of their property.* About f.flO

B.C., Myron of Sicyon dedicated two iJaXa/^o* ut

bronze at Olympia, which were still there in tlif

days oi PausaM<as.'

The time which elapsed between the composilion
of the Homeric poems and the beginning of the fifth

century before our era, may be termed the age of

discovery ; for nearly all the inventions upon thf

application of which the development of the arts is

dependant are assigned to this period, which may,
at the same time, be regarded as the first historical

period in the history of art. Glaucus of Chios oi

Samos is said to have invented the art of solder
ing metal {ai6fipov KoTikijaig^). The two artists

most celebrated for their discoveries were the two
brothers Telecles and Theodorus of Samos, about
the time of Polycrates. The most important of
them was the art of casting figures of metal. This
art appears to have been peculiar to the Greeks

;

at least we do not find that it was ever made use
of by any other ancient nation. It is a singular

circumstance, that the very two artists to whom
this invention is ascribed are said to have mado
their studies in Egypt ; and the curious story oi'

the two brothers executing a ^oavov of the Pythian
Apollo in such a manner, that while Telecles made
the one half of the statue at Delos, the other half

was made by Theodorus at Ephesus, and that, when
the two halves were put together, they tallied as

accurately as if the whole had been the work ot

one artist,* has been thought to support the Egyp-
tian tradition that these artists were greatly assisted

in the exercise of their art by what they had learned
in Egypt. But, in the first place, the whole story

has a very fabulous appearance; and even admit-

ting that the artists, as the Egyptians asserted, had
actually been in their country, nobody will on thLj

ground maintain that they learned their art there

:

the utmost they could have learned might havt
been some mechanical processes ; the art itseL'

must he vindicated for the Greeks. In the secomi
place, Telecles and Theodorus are called by Diodu
rus sons of Ilhcecus ; and Pausanias himself, whc
was unable to discover a bronze work of Theodo-
rus, saw at Ephesus a bronze statue which was the

work of Rhcecus.* Hence we have reason to sup
pose that Telecles and Theodorus learned, at any
rate, the art of casting metal from their father, and
not in a foreign country. Respecting the various

accounts of these two artists, and the time at which
they lived, see Pliny,* Herodotus, and Pausanias.

Pliny' says that Pasiteles called the art of model-
ling clay the mother of the art of casting figures in

metal (stafuaria), and this passage has been ex-

plained as if Pasiteles meant to say that in Samos
the former of these arts had given rise to the latter.

But this is manifestly wrong ; for, from the words
which follow in the text of Pliny, it is clear that the

meaning is, that he never execiUed iny v.\v\i w
metal, marble <tc., 'vthou' ^/wviou^!A m«Kirj^ a

Yiode' 'i> '^laj

Stau.es of gtxlb in fWKe«l cia>. r.hougn m gritieral

more usofl for <1oniestk and pi^'^ate than *br public

v(.»rship, continue-] to t)e made, as before. MaiJ
spcimens of small dimensions and of very nzde
worKiTianship have been discovered in Attic graves.*

Ornaments and reliefs on houses, porticoes, and
temples, were likewise very commonly made ot

clay, especially at Corinth and in the Ceramicus •

Representations of the gods in marble are not

mentioned in Homer, although they may have exist-

ed in his time as well as statues of wood, which are

1 (Strab.. <nti.. p. 353, .178 —Phot and Suid., » f. Kut^^iAi-

6<M.)~i. (VI., J9. « 2.;- 3. (He""! i . 25 )—4. (Diodor., i., 98.)

-5 IX.. 38, « 3.) -ft iH N «xrv., 53 ) - 7 ,'PIinv, H N.,

t«xv., 55.)—S (Vui.8<:hai nd 4nw<iiiih . A» 4**>- <P«ii«

I ., t. ft 4 1 . 3. « I (
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ikewtse not expressly mentioned. Marble is found

in the ancient Thesav.ru« of Orchomenos. Pliny'

calculates that works ir Jtiarble were executed by

Malas in Ciuos at the beginning of the olympiads
;

and about 01. 50 (580 B.C.) Dipcenus and Scyllis

were renowned for their works in marble. The
most ancient specimen of a marble statue was seen

by Pausanias* lu the market-place of Megara. The
work consisted of two figures, Coroebus killing

Poene. There are still extant some works in mar-

ble which may with cerUinty be ascribed to the pe-

riod previous to 01. 50.

Before we conclude our account of the works

produced during this period, we have to mention

the celebrated chest of Cypselus at Olympia, which

Pausanias saw and described.' It belonged, per-

haps, to the year 733 B.C. The chest was made
of cedar-wood, which was thought most durable.

It was adorned on its four sides and on the cover

with figures, partly in ivory, partly in gold, and

partly in the cedar- wood itself, which represented

various scenes taken from the stories of the heroic

ages. Pausanias does not express his opinion as

to their artistic merits, but the minuteness with

which he describes ihem is a sufficient proof that

he did not consider them as bad either in design or

'•xeculion. Quatremere de Quincy has attempted

vin his Jupiter Olytnpkn) to restore this chest and

its ornaments from the description of Pausanias

;

but the restoration is so egregiously bad, that an

eye accustomed to the contemplation of genuine

works of art shrinks from it in disgust.

During the whole of this period we scarcely hear

of any statues except those of the gods ; and al-

thougli marble and bronze began to be extensively

applied, yet wood was much more generally used

foi representations ofthe gods. These statues were
painted (vid. Painting, p. 700), and in most cases

dressed in the most gorgeous attire. The general

character of the statues produced in the earlier

times of this period is, on the whole, the same as

among other nations at such an early period. The
style in which they are executed is called the ar-

chaic or the hieratic style. The figures are stiff

and clumsy, the countenances have httle or no indi-

viduality, the eyes long and small, and the outer

angles turned a little upward ; the mouth, which is

likewise drawn upward at the two corners, has a

smiling appearance. The hair is carefully worked,

but has a stiff, wiry appearance, and hangs gener-

ally down in straight lines, which are curled at the

ends. The arms hang down the sides of the body,

unless the figure carries something in its hands.

The drapery is likewise stiff, and the folds are very

symmetrical, and worked with little regard to na-

ture. As the arts, during this period, were chiefly

employed in the service of religion, they could, not-

withstanihnj'. tne u'mnv mechanical -liscoveriftp of

Xht :u(ik. u»a<« i«i sk-»* progress towaf^d;-! ti»f- (».o-

durtiOii irf V''«irk.i at sunl.mitj or bbajiy forijt cbe

repiesein^iii'iis tx tlie gtKis tor puoiic woistiit^, ao-

cieni loiniu, n.illowtHl by rime and custom, weie f^e-

tained, an>l lepeated without the artisi being allow-

ed, er<>n il tie. ^as able to do it. to depart from these

forms, or lo introduce any material change An,
therefore, i!uidd not make any great progress until

It wa.s applied lo purposes in which the artist's

genius wa« not rtistramed by religious custom, and

not bound u) conventional forms. Religion, al-

though the tbstering mother of the arts in their in-

fancy, became a tedious restraint when they grew
up to mai)boo4l. But, as soon as other spheres ot

^tion were opened, religion, in her turn, could not

-jAcapi' from the influence of the advancement ol

1 fE. N . «»x»i.. 4. a.)—8. a. 43, « 7.)—8 (it, 17, O a, &o.)

the arts, and the old conventional forms in manj
places gave way to works of real merit and genius

This great and important change took place abov

and after 01. 50.

II. Second Period, from 01. 50 to 01. 76.

(580-480 B.C.j

This period, although comprising no more tbaa

one century, developed all the elements which com-
bined to make Grecian art what it became during

the third and most flourishing period of its history.

Greece now came into close contact with the na-

tions of the East and with Egypt ; commerce flour-

ished at Corinth, Mgina, Samos, Miletus, Phocaea,

and other places ;
gold became more abundant in

Greece than it had been before, and the tyrants

who sprang up in several parts of Greece surround-

ed themselves with splendour and magnificence,

and acted as the patrons of art to palliate their own
usurpation. But all these were only external in-

fluences, and could not have produced a nation of

artists like the Greeks. Epic poetry had gradually

created in the minds of the people more defined

ideas of their gods and heroes, while philosophy

began to make men look beyond what was conven-

tional and traditionary. The athletic and orchestic

arts attained about 01. 50 a high degree of perfec-

tion, and the circumstance that about the same
time the gymnastic and athletic contests at the great

public festivals began to be performed naked, di

rected the attention of the artists, as well as of the

public, to nature, and rendered them familiar with

the beautiful forms of the human body. But the

imitation of nature was at first of a very hard and

severe character, and the influence of conventiona.

forms still acted in many cases as an obstacle. ,

The number of artists who flourished during thu

period is truly astonishing. It has been said that

the close connexion of father and son among the ar

tists ceased at this time, and that individual artists

worked free, and according to the dictates of their

own genius. But this is going too far, for it stili

continued to be the common practice for a son to be

instructed by his father ; and although this relation

is usually expressed by the term fxadriT^c, yet on

statues we only meet with the term viof. But,

along with these families of artists, schools now be-

came more general, in which the arts were taught

and cultivated according to certain principles which

were or became traditionary in each school ; the

schools thus acquired something of the spirit of

castes or corporations.

The lonians of Asia Minor and the islanders of

the iEgean, who had previously been in advance of

the other Greeks in the exercise of the fine art«,

had their last flourishing period from 01. 55 to 01.

63 (560-528 B.C.) But this short period must

\uv'p been me of th-> greatt*t ai» wed »« ojw of Uip

i<.i)si actiw and ijo^lucti^e of nii)otuoa;i ousU)

winks of arr. The piesent* which Ura»u3 secil U>

Delphi, and same ot which were said to have bewi

made by the Samiau Theodjrus, must Lfive l/€c»

executed at the beginnipg of these forty yeara

(^ur «'ant ol .mlbrmatlon respecting tho loniana

must tv^ ascribed to the ciicumstaiice that we hav#

no Pausanias to lake us through their cities, and V
describe and explain the works of art with whicti

they were adorned. It is owing to the same cii

cumstanc* that we know so little of Rhodes, Ijem

nos, Naxos, and Cyprus, although we may take foi

granted that these flourishing islands did not by any

means neglect the arts. Respecting Chios and S»>

mos we possess more information. Works in oieC

al were produced in high perfection in the ialtei

island, in yEgina. and Argos, while Chios gained the

greatest reputation from its possessing tlie earlieal
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(Ileal jchool of sculptors in marble, in which Bupa-

us and Anthermus were the most distinguished,

about Olympiad 60. Their works were scattered

over various parts of Greece, and their value may
be inferred from the fact that Augustus adorned

with them the pediment of the Temple of Apollo an

the Palatine.' These works must be supposed ori-

ginally to have belonged to a Greek temple of the

same god, and must certainly have been of superior

beauty to the works discovered in the island of

.^gina, otherwise Augustus would not have chosen

them as ornaments for the Palatine temple. Sicy-

on also possessed a celebrated school of sculptors

in marble, and about 01. 50 Dipoenus and Scyllis,

who had come from Crete, were at the head of it,

and executed several marble statues of gods.* In

iEtoIia, whither they withdrew for a time, and at

Argos, there likewise existed works in marble by

these artists. Disciples of them, such as Doryclei-

das, Medon, and Theocles, were engaged at Sparta

and in other places.* Respecting Magna Graecia

and Sicily we know few particulars, though it ap-

pears that the arts here went on improving, and con-

tinued to be in advance of the mother-country.

The most celebrated artists in southern Italy were
Dameas of Croton and Pythagoras of Rhegium.

In Greece itself, Sicyon continued, from early

times, to be the seat of a distinguished school of

artists. Here Canachus and Aristocles flourished

about 01. 70 as sculptors in metal, though the for-

mer was also celebrated in the art of carving in

wood and in toreutic. Pliny* calls Sicyon diu of-

ficinarum omnium metallorum patria. Canachus,
whose works Cicero' calls more rigid and hard than
was consistent with the truth of nature, was the

most distinguished among the Sicyonian artists, and
his skill found employment in other parts of Italy

also. His most celebrated work was a colossal

bronze statue of Apollo Philesius in the Didymaeon,
the description of which may give us an idea of the

character of temple-statues at this period. The
whole figure was stiff, very muscular, and without
any elegance. In his right hand, which was stretch-

ed out, the god held a fawn, and in the left, which
was somewhat lower, a bow. The features of the

countenance were hard, and worked in the old hi-

eratic style : the hair was divided, and hung down
like wire, with little curls at the end.*

In .^gina the arts appear likewise to have con-

tinued to flourish as before, and the most celebrated

among its artists was Gallon, about 01. 66.'' Ath-
ens, which at this time rivalled ^Egina in the fine

arts, appears in a short space to have made great

progress, for great artists, as well as great works,
begin now to appear in the pages of Athenian his-

tory. This was in part owing to the influence of
the Pisistratids. After the death of Pisistratus

himself, the first quadriga of bronze was erected in

front of the Temple of Pallas. The most celebra-
ted among the Athenian sculptors were Critias and
Hegias or Hegesias, both distinguished for their
works m bronze. The former of them made in 01.

?5 the statues of Harmodius and Aristogiton.
Argos also distinguished itself, and it is a curious

circumstance, that the greatest Attic artists with
whom the third period opens, and who brought the
Attic art to its culminating point, are not disciples
of Critias or Hegias, but of the Argive Ageladas
(about 01. 66), which at once raises this city and
her other artists, such as Aristomedon, Glaucus,
Dionysius, and others, to a greater importance than
we might otherwise be inclined to attribute to them.
Among the numerous works produced during this

1. (Plin., II. N., xxxvi., 4.)—2. (Plin., 1. c.)—3. (Paus., v.,

17, *1; vi., 19.) — 4. (H. N., xxxvi., 4.)— 5. (Brut., 18.) — 6.

(Muller, Archaol., p 64.)—7. (Paus., iii., 18, 5 ; iv., 14, i) 2.)
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period we shall first mention the representations oi

the gods (djuX/iara). In all the statues which wore
made for temples as objects of worship, the hieraU
ic style was more or less conscientiously retained,
and it is therefore not in these statues that we have
to seek for proofs of the progress of art. They
were, for the most part, as of old, made of wood

;

and when an old statue was to be replaced by a
new one, the latter was generally a faithful copy of
the former. Thus the wooden statue of Demeter
at Phigalia, with a horse's head, from which drag-
ons and other monsters sprang forth, and which
bore a dolphin and a dove in its hands, was imita-
ted by Onatas in bronze after the wooden figure had
been burned.* The same adherence to ancient
forms of the gods was also visible in other cases

;

for when colonies were sent out, the images of the
gods of the mother-city were, for the most part,

faithfully copied for the colony, and such copies
were called a<l)Ldpv/xaTa.* The instances of the
Apollo Philesius and of the Demeter of Onatas
show that, even in temple-statues, wood began to

give way to other and better materials. Besides
bronze, marble also, ivory, and gold were now ap-

plied to statues of the gods, and it was not very
uncommon to form the body of a statue of wood,
and to make its head, arms, and feet of stone {unpo-

7.idoi), or to cover the vi'hole of such a wooden fig-

ure with ivory and gold.' The latter method, which
about this time became a distinct and much ad-

mired branch of statuary, was practised by Dory-
cleidas, Theocles, Medon, Canachus, Menaechmus,
and others, and appears to have been introduced by
Dipoenus and Scyllis. Quatremere de Quincy con-
sidered this kind of sculpture, which the moderns
call chryselephantine sculpture, as a part of the
art which the ancients called toreutic (rroevn/c^).

There are few errors more surprising than this, and
yet the opinion of the French critic has been re-

peated as if there could be no doubt about it. But,
although it is easy enough to see that the toreutic

art is not what he thought, yet it would be diflicult

to say what it was. {Vid. Bronze, p. 177.)

From the statues of the gods erected for wor-
ship, we must distinguish those statues which were
dedicated in temples as uvad^fiarn, and which now
became customary instead of craters, tripods, &c.
But here, too, the change was not sudden, for the

statues at first were frequently connected with tri-

pods and similar ornaments. At Amyclae there

were tripods made by Gallon and Gitiadas, with

small statues of goddesses under them.* In the

execution of statues to be dedicated as uvadr/ixara,

even though they were representations of gods, the

artists were not only not bound to any traditional or

conventional forms, but were also, like the poets,

allowed to make free use of mythological subjects,

to add, and to omit, or to modify the stories, so as

to render them more adapted for their artistic pur-

poses.

A third class of statues, which were erected du-

ring this period in great numbers, were those of the

victors in the great national games, and of other

distinguished persons {uvSpuivrec). The custom of

erecting statues of the victors in public appea r to

have commenced about 01. 58 ;* but these statues

soon became extremely numerous, and many of

them were executed by the first artists of the time.

In some the influence of the hieratic style was vis-

ible, or were even made in that style, as the statue

of Mylon by Dameas* Athough these statues were
generally not portraits, for Pliny' states that only

1. (Paus., viii., 42.) — 2. (Dionys. Hal., ii., 22; viii., 56.—
Strab., iv., p. 179.)—3. (Paus., ii., 4, l> I ; vi., 25, t) 4, &c. ; ii,

22, <) 6.-Eurip., Troad.. 1081.)—4. (Paus., iii., 18.)—5. (Paul
vi., 18, I) 5.) — 6. (Philostr., Apoll. Tyan., iv., 28.— Cfmpaw
Pau«., iv., 28; vi., 14, 2.)—7. (H. N., xiiiv . 9.)
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tnose who had (rained ihe victory thrice were al-

lowed to have iconic siatjes erected, yet ti.ey were
destined to preserve the menriory ot the particular

physical powers and the hodily development of the

athletes, or even to show the peculiar skill or the

peculiar stratagems by which an athlete had excelled

and overcome his adversary, and thus afforded to

•he artists numerous opportunities of representing

flgurcs in a variety of altitudes and actions.' Stat-

ues erected in public, or dedicated in temples in

honour of other distinguished persons, are men-
tioned very rarely during this period, but they ap-

pear generally to have been portraits (ftKovej-, statute

iconica). Tlie earliest statues of this kind we know
of are those of Cleobis and Uiton of Argos, which
were dedicated in the Temple of Delphi about 01. 50.*

The first iconic statues of Harmodius and Aristogi-
lon were made by Antenor in 509 B.C , and in 477
B.C. new statues of the same persons were made by
Critias. It is allowed on all hands that nothing
contributed more to the advancement of statuary
than the contests at the public games, as they not
only rendered the artists familiar with the greatest
variety of attitudes, and with the most beautifully

developed forms of the bodies of the athletes, but
also att'orded to them numerous opportunities to

represent in their works those same persons and at-

titudes which they had seen and admired. The wi-
dest field for study and exercise was thus opened to
the artists.

We have seen that, at a very early period of Gre-
cian art, attempts were made to adorn the outside
of temples and other public buildings, but it was
not till the period we are now describing that it be-

came customary to adorn the pediments, friezes,

&c., of temples with reliefs or groups of statues of
marble. We still possess two great works of this

kind, which are sufficient to show their general
character during this period. 1. The Seltnuntine
Marbles, or the metopes of two temples on the
acropolis of Selinus in Sicily, which were discover-
ed in 1823 by W. Harris and Sam. Angell, and are
at present in the Museum of Palermo. Those be-

longing to the western temple appear to have been
made at the beginning of this period, as they show
a very great resemblance to the works. in the hie-

ratic style. The figures of the other or middle tem-
ple show indeed a considerable advancement of the
art, but the execution is still hard and stifT; they
may have possibly been executed a short time be-
fore 01. 75.* 2. The ^ginetan Marbles were dis-

covered in 1812, in the island of yEgina, and are
now at Munich in the collection of the King of Ba-
varia. They consisted of eleven statues, which
adorned two pediments of a temple of Athena, and
represent the goddess leading the Jiacids against
Troy, and contain manifest allusions to the war of
the Greeks with the Persians. Many small holes
in the marble render it probable that originally sev-
eral parts of these statues, perhaps the armour,
were of bronze, and fixed to them with nails. The
general character of these ^Eginetan statues is a mix-
ture of the archaic style and an anxious imitation
of nature. The hair is wiry, and traces of paint
are visible on all parts of the statues with the ex-
ception of those representing the flesh.*

Besides these, a great number of works in bronze
and marble of this period are still extant ; they are
partly roun 1 figures or statues, and partly reliefs.*

Some of the best specimens in marble relief, which
eem to form the transition from this to the third

I. (Puus., vi., I0,t)\; viii.,40.—Schol. ad Pind., 01.,vii., init.—Xen., M<-iii., iii., 10, I) 6.)— 2. (Herod., i., 31.)—3. (Vid. S.
Angell and Th. Kvans, Sculptured Metopes discuvered among'
the Rnins of Selinug, Lond., 1826.)—4. ( Vid. Edw. Lyon, Out-
line* of the Egina M«rble», 1829.1—5 (Mullisr. Archlol., p. 73,

period, ate preserved in the British Miseum.' I

is not al ways easy to say whether a worlc made ir.

the archaic style in really as old as the style indi

cates, as this style was never entirely abandoned,
and was retained in temple-statues even under the
Roman emperors.

III. Third Period, from 01. 75 to 01. 111.

(480-336 B.C.)

During this period Athens was the centre of the
fine arts in Greece. The Persian wars awakened
in the hearts of the people the feeling and the con-
viction of their own power, and the Greeks, who
had at first only warded ofT the attacks of the bar-
barians, now felt strong enough to act on the olTen-
sive. The fall of the Spartan Pausanias raised
.\thens in 472 B.C. to the supremacy in the wars
against Persia. Athens had now acquired a pow-
erful navy, and the tributes of the allies, which
amounted at diflTerent time^ from 460 to 1200 tal-

ents, and which, from 462 B.C., were deposited in
the treasury at Athens, raised the city to a height
of power such as few cities have ever possessed.
Only a small portion of these treasures were spent
upon war ; the rest was applied at first to the forti-

fication of the city, and afterward to the building of
temples, porticoes, theatres, gymnasia, &c. Among
them we need only mention the Theseum, the Par-
thenon, the Propyloea, the stone theatre, the Poecile,
and the Odeum. Afler the wars with Persia,
Athens appears by no means exhausted or broken
down, but refreshed and strengthened, like nature
after a heavy storm.

Statuary during this period went hand in hand
with the other arts and with literature : it became
emancipated from its ancient fetters, from the sfifT-

ness and conventional forms of former times. The
free and noble spirit of the Athenian democracy
showed its influence in all departments of literature
and art, and among the latter statuary reached its

culminating point in the sublime and rniglity works
of Phidias. The democratical spirit did not, how-
ever, lead to any kind of extravagance in the arts :

no vehement passions or actions were represented

;

and although the character of those which belong
to the latter half of this period differs very much
from those of the former half, yet, on the whole, all

show a calmdignity,and an almost passionless tran-
quillity of mind, a feature so peculiar to all the great
masterworks of Grecian art. The Peloponnesian
war, and the calamities which accompanied it, pro-
duced a change in the state of things ; a new gen-
eration now stepped into the place of the heroic
race which had partaken in or witnessed the mem-
orable events of the Persian war. Sensuality ind
an indulgence of the passions became the prominent
features in the character of the Athenian people

;

and the prevailing desire afler pleasures and strong
excitements could not fail to produce an injurious
influence upon the arts also. In the works of art
which were produced afler the year 380 B.C., there
was no longer that calm and sublime majesty which
characterized the works of Phidias and his more
immediate followers, but the figures were more pa-
thetic, and calculated to have a greater effect upon
the senses of the beholders. The difli-rent stages
of the arts during this period bears the most stj iking
analogy with the three phases of tragedy, as they
lie before us in the works ol the three great drama-
tists, .(Eschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides.

Argos was, next to Athens, the most distinguish-
ed seat of the arts during this period, and the works
of the Athenian and Argive artists spread over all

Greece, and became the models for other Greek
artists.

1. ( Vtd. Combe, Marbles of the Brit. M>\ieum, ii., pi 6 mi 7

,

SpecimeuiofAnc. Sculpture, pi. 11.)
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I li« development of statuary at Athens and Ar-

f^os nad been prepared by Calamis of Athens and

Pythagoras of Rhegium, the former of whom, al-

though not quite free from the hardness of the ear-

lier style, yet produced a great variety of works,

among which are mentioned representations of gods

in a sublime style, graceful statues of women, and

spirited horses, in which he was unrivalled.' Py-

thagoras was distinguished for the perfection with

which he expressed the muscles, veins, and hair

m his athletic statues, for the beautiful proportions

and the powerful expression of these statues, which,

as Pliny says, made the beholders feel the pains

whie^ the individuals represented were suffering.'

Several of his works are specified by Pausanias and
Pliny. The career of Phidias the Athenian begins

about 01. 82. The genius of this artist was so great

and so generally recognised, that all the great works
which were executed in the age of Pericles were
placed under his direction, and thus the whole host

of artists who were at that time assembled at Ath-
ms were engaged in working out his designs and
ideas.' He himself was chiefly engaged in execu-

ting the colossal works in ivory and gold, the ex-

penses of which were supplied by the Greek states

with the greatest liberality, and other works in

bronze and marble. The first among these works
is the statue of Pallas Parthenos (made about 01.

83, 3), of ivory and gold. The statue was twenty-

six cubits in height, and represented the goddess
in a long robe and in armour. She made the im-

pression of a most majestic and victorious being.

A description of the statue is given by Pausanias.*

It was frequently imitated in antiquity in marble
statues and upon coins, and from these imitations,

dnd the descriptions we possess of it, Quatremere de
Quincy' has made a very unsuccessful attempt at

restoring the original statue. The robe which Pal-

las wore was of gold, forty-four talents in weight,

vnough its thickness was not much above a line.*

The gold was taken off and used for other purposes

m the time of Demetrius Poliorcetes. The style of

this was, like that of all the works of Phidias, ex-

tremely simple, yet grand and sublime ; the helmet,

shield, and the pedestal were beautifully adorned
with scenes belonging to the story of Attica. A
second work of Phidias, which was still more ad-

mired, was the statue of the Olympian Zeus (made
in 01. 86), who was represented sitting upon a T&p6-

vog. The statue was, hke that of Pallas, made of
ivory and gold, and, without the pedestal, forty feet

high. The great richness with which the throne,

sceptre, and the pedestal of this simple but majestic
representation of the father of the gods were adorn-
ed, the profound wisdom in the proportions of the
colossal work, and the sublime idea which the artist

had formed and here imbodied of the majesty of
Zeus, made this statue one of the wonders of the
ancient world. The idea of Zeus is said to have
been suggested to Phidias by the celebrated verses
of Homer,' and the impression which the god in this

work made upon the beholder was that of a god ru-

ling in omnipotence, and yet graciously inclined to
listen to the prayers of man, and to grant his wishes.*
The statue of the Olympian Zeus existed till A.D.
475, when it was destroyed in a fire at Constanti-
nople, whither it had been transported by the Em-
peror Theodosius I. The most colossal statue of
Phidias was his Athena Promachos, of bronze.

1. (Plin.,H. N., XTxiv., 19,^ 11.—Quintil.,xii., 10, « 7.—Cic,
Brut., 18.—Lucian, Iinag., 6.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 19, I) 4.

—Paus., vi., 6, M ; 13, t, 4.)—3. (Plut., Pericl., 12.)—4. (i., 24.
i, <kc.—Compare Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 4, 1) 4.)—5. (Monum. ct

Ouvra?. (I'Art, Ant. restit'i6s, i., p. 63.) — 6. (Thucyd., ii., 13,

with the comment.)—7. (II., i., 528, &c.)—8. Ivid. the descrip-
tion of Pausanias, v., 11.—Compare Liv., xlv.,28.—Quintii., xii.,

10, <) 9.—Quatremere do Qumcy, Jup. Olymp., ii., 11.—Flin-
bwa, Ler'. ou Sc'ilp., pi. 19 and 20.)
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which was fifty feet hieh without laRmg the pedes*

tal into account.' It stood on the Acropr)lis, be-

tween the Parthenon and the Propyia»a, rising above
each of these buildings, so that it was seen at a dis-

tance by the sailors when they approached the coast

of Attica. This work, however, was not completed
when he died, and it was finished nearly a genera-

tion later by Mys.' Phidias was greatest in the

representation of the gods, and especially in portray-

ing the character of Athena, which he represented

with various modifications, sometimes as a warlike

goddess, and sometimes as the mild and graceful

protectress of the arts.^

We do not read of many disciples of Phidias, bui

the most distinguished among them were Agorac-
ritus of Samos and Alcamenes of Athens. Both,

though the latter with greater independence, applied

their skill, like their master, to statues of the gods

;

both were especially renowned for the great beauty,

softness, and calm majesty with which they repre-

sented goddesses, in the composition of which they

rivalled each other. Some of the statues of Alcam-
enes were very highly valued in antiquity, espe-

cially his Hecate, Athena, Aphrodite in the gardens,

Hephaestus, and also the groups in the pediment ol

the temple at Olympia. The most celebrated stat-

ue of Agoracritus was the Nemesis of llhamnus,

which had originally been intended as an A phrodite

to compete with that of Alcamenes, but was after-

ward, by the addition of proper attributes, consecra-

ted as a Nemesis at Rhamnus.
We still possess a series of sculptured works in

marble which were made by the school of Phidias,

and some of them undoubtedly by the great mastei
himself These works are :

1

.

Some parts of the eighteen sculptured metopes,

together with the frieze of the small sides of the

cella of the Temple of Theseus. Ten of the metopes
represent the exploits of Heracles, and the eghX
others those of Theseus. The figures in the frieze

are manifestly gods, but their meaning is uncertain.

All the figures are full of life and activity, and work-
ed in the sublime style of the school of Phidias.

Some antiquarians value them even higher than the

sculptures of the Parthenon. Casts of these figurea

are in the British Museum.*
2. A considerable number of the metopes of the

Parthenon, which are all adorned with reliefs in mar-
ble, a great part of the frie'ze of the cella, some co-

lossal figures, and a number of fragments of the two
pediments of this temple. The greater part of these

works are now in the British Museum, where they

are collected under the name of the Elgin Marbles.

They have been described and commented upon so

often, that they require no farther mention here.*

The best work, so far as the explanation of these

sculptures is concerned, is Brondsted's Reisen,

vol. ii.

3. The marble reliefs of the Temple of Nike Ap-
teros belong, indeed, to a later age than that of

Phidias, but they are manifestly made in the spirit

of his school. They represent, with great liveli-

ness and energy, contests of Greeks with Persians,
^

and of Greeks among themselves. These also are

'

at present in the British Museum.
All these sculptures breathe, on the whole, the

same sublime spirit, though it would seem that

some, especially some figures of the metopes of the

Parthenon, were executed by artists who had not

emancipated themselves entirely from the influence

of an earlier age. With this exception and some
other slight deliects, which are probably the conse-

1. (Strab., vi., p. 278.)—2. (Paus., i., 2H, i, 2..i— 3 (Plin., H
N., xxxiv., 19, i> 1.—Pans., i., 28, « 2. — Lucian, linag , 6.) —

4

(Compare Stuart, Ant., iii., c. I.)—5. ( Virf. Memorandum on the

subject of the Earl of Elgin's pursuits in Greece, 2d ed., 1815 ••

Cockorell, .Marbles of the Bnt. Mus., p. vi.)
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^iicnces of the place which the sculptures ^-cupicd

in the temples they adorned, we find everywhere a

truth in the imitation of nature, which, without sup-

pressing or omitting anything that is essential, and
without any forced attempt to go beyond nature,

produces the purest and sublimest heauty : these

works show lively movements combined with calm-
ness and ease, a natural dignity and grace united

with unatl'ecled simplicity ; no striving after cflect,

or r.xciicment of the passions. These sculptures

«l<>ne afford us ample means to justify the ancient

critics, who state that the iie-}aXelov and aifivdv, or
the grand and the sublime, were the characteristic

features of Phidias and his school.' Phidias was
the JuBchylus of statuaiy, and it may be safely assert-

ed that, although the art subsequently made certain

progress in the execrtion of details, yet Phidias and
ills school were nevjr excelled by subsequent gen-
erations.

Besides the scu'j'tures of the three temples men-
tioned above, there are also similar ornaments of
uher temples eUant, which show the influence

which the school of Phidias must have exercised in

various parts oj' Greece, though they are executed
in a different ptyle. Of these we need only mention
two as the most important.

1. 'r\\e Phigalian marbles, which belonged to the

Temple of Apollo Epicurius, built alwut Olympiad 86
by Ictirii's. They were discovered in 1812, and
consir.t of Iwenty-three plates of marble belonging
lo the inner frieze of the cella. They are now in

the British Museum. The subjects represented in

them ai-e fights with Centaurs and Arrazons, and one
plate shows Apollo and Artemis drawn in a chariot

by stags. Many of the attitudes of the figures ap-

pear to be repetitions of those seen on the Attic

temples ; but there are, at the same time, great dif-

ferences, for the Phigalian marbles sometimes show
a boldness of design which almost borders on ex-
travagance, while some figures are incorrectly drawn
and in forced attitudes. The best descriptions of
them are those in Bassi relicvi della Grecia, disegn.

da G. M. Wagner (1814), and in Stackelberg's Apol-
lotcmpei zii Bansa in Arcadien u. die daselbst ausge-
grab Bildwcrkc, 1828.

2. Marbles of the Temple of the Olympian Zeus,
which were made by Pajoinus of Mende and Al-

eamenes of Athens.* Several fragments of these
sculptures were discovered in 1829, and are at

present at Paris.* The figures of these marbles
are indeed free from the fetters of the ancient

style, and show a true imitation of nature, but do
not nearly come up to the ideal simplicity of the
works of Phidias.

About the same time that the Attic school rose
to its highest perfection under Phidias, the school
of Argos was likewise raised to its summit by Poly-
cletus, who was inferior to the former in his statues
of gods,* though he advanced the toreutic art in his

colossal statue of Hera at Argos farther than Phidi-

as.* But the art of making bronze statues of athle-

tes was carried by him to the greatest perfection :

ideal youthful and manly beauty was the sphere in

which he excelled. Among his statues of gods we
only know two, that of Hera and another of Hermes
Pliny mentions several of his representations of hu-
man beings, in which, without neglecting to give

them individuality, he made youthful figures in their

purest beauty, and with the most accurate propor-

tions of the several parts of the human body.* One
of these statues, a youthful doryphorus, was mado
with such accurate observation of the proportions

I. (Demrtr., Do EInc., 14. — Dion. Hal., De liocrat., p. M2.)
—a. (Paud.. v., 16.)—3. (Exp6dit. Scientif. de la Mur^c, |»1. 74-
"8./—4 (Ciujiictil., xii., 10, *7.&c.— Cic, Urut, 18.)-3 (Plin.,

H. N xzxiv., 19, ^ 8.)— 6. (Id., 1. c.—Conipai« Strab., viii., p.

IT».)

of the parts of t-ie body, that it was looked upon Y.f

the ancient artists as a canon of rules on this point.'

Polycletus is said to have written a work on the

same subject, and it may be that his doryphorus
was intended to give a practical specimen of the

rules he had laid down in his treatise. He gained
a victory over Phidias in the representation of aii

Amazon, which must, consequently, have been a
figure in the greatest luxuriance of female beautj
combined with a manly character.* Polycletus v/a«

also distinguished in portrait-statues, among which
that of Artemon Periphoretus, a mechanician of the
time of Pericles, is mentioned with especial praise.

Myron of Eleuthera;, about Olympiad 87, was, like

Polycletus, a disciple of Ageladas, but adhered to a
closer imitation of nature than Polycletus, and, as
far as the impression upon the senses was concern-
ed, his works were most pleasing ; but " animi ten-

ma non expressil," says Pliny.* The cow of Myron
in bronze was celebrated in all antiquity.* Pliny
mentions a considerable numberofhis works, among
which a dog, a discobolus, pentathh, and pancrati-

asts were most celebrated ; the last of them were
especially distinguished for their eurythmia, and the
animation displayed in their movements, as well as
for the most beautiful athletic attitudes. Among
his statues of gods we find only mention of a colos-

sal group representing Heracles, Zeus, and Athena,
which he made for the Samians.* In his execution
of the hair, he adhered, according to Pliny, to the
ancient style.

The deviation from the sublime ideality of the
Attic school of Phidias was still more manifest in

the works of Callimachus and Demetrius. The for-

mer executed his statues with the utmost possible

accuracy and attention to the minutest details, but
was careless in the conception as well as in the ex-
ecution of the whole, which destroyed the value of
his works, whence he was designated by the nick-

name of KaraTTjj^iTexvoc. Quinctilian* says of him,
"nitnivs tn vcritate."'' On the whole, it should be
observed, that near the end of the Peloponnesian
war, and afterward, the greater part of the artists

continued to work in the spirit and style of Polycle-

tus, and that the principal productions in Pelopon-
nesus were bronze statues of athletes, and statues
erected in honour of other distinguished persons.'

The change which took place after the Pelopon-
nesian war in the public mind at Athens could not
fail to show its influence upon the arts also ; and
the school of statuary, which had gradually become
developed, was as different from that of Phidias as
the then existing state of feeling at Athens was
from that which had grown out of the wars with
Persia. It was especially Scopas of Paros and
Praxiteles of Athens, about one generation after

Myron and Polycletus, who gave the reflex of their

time in their productions. Their works expressed
the softer feelings, and an excited state of mind,
such as would make a strong impression upon, and
captivate the senses of the beholders. But the

chief masters of this new school still had the wis-

dom to combine these things, which were command-
ed by the spirit of the age, with a noble and sublime
conception of the ideas which they imbodied in

their works. Scopas and Praxiteles were both dis-

tinguished as sculptors in marble, and both worked
in the same style ; the legendary circles to which
most of their ideal productions belong are those
of Dionysus and Aphrodite, which also show the

1. (Cic, Brut., 86 ; Orat.. 8.-Quinctil., t., 12, SI.—Lnciai^
De Saltat., 73.) — 3. (Miiller, Archtol., p. lUU.) — 3. (H. N.,
xxiiv., 19, 3.) — 4. (Tectzci, Chil., riii., 194, <S:c — Propeit.,

ii., 31, 7.) — 5. (Plin., I. c—Cic, c. Verr., iv., 3. — Strali., xit,,

p. 037.) — 6. (xii , 10,4 9.)— 7. (Compare Lucian, Phil., 18.—
Plin., Epiul.. i.i., 6.)— 8. (Paue.. X., 9. * 4; vi., 2, 4 — PluL
Lywind., 1, 18 —De Orac. Pyih., 3.;
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chancier of the age. There was a time when this

Bchoul of statuary was considered superior even to

that of Phidias, and it is indeed true that its pro-

ductions are distinguished by exquisite beauty and

gracefulness, whence their female statues in partic-

ular are, in one sense, unrivalled ; but the effect

they produced upon the minds of the beholders was

by no nneans of the same pure and elevating nature

as that of the works of their predecessors. Pliny'

mentions a number of works of Scopas, some of

which he himself saw at Rome. Among them were

Aphrodite, Potlios, Phaethon, Apollo, a sitting Deme-
ter, Poseidon, Thetis, Achilles, the Nereids riding

3n dolphins, and a number of other marine deities.*

Whether the celebrated group of Niobe and her

children, which in the time of Pliny stood in a Tem-
ple of Apollo at Rome, was the work of Scopas or

Praxiteles, was a matter of doubt among the an-

cients themselves. This group was discovered in

1583, near the Porta S. Giovanni at Rome, and the

greater number of its fragments is at present in the

museum of Florence, but some figures are in other

museums ; Munich possesses the finest head of all

the Niobids. It has been the subject of much dis-

cussion whether the group discovered in 1583 is the

original work of Scopas or Praxiteles, or only a

copy ; but, although the latter is by far the more
probable opinion, these remains are the most beau-

tiful relics of ancient art ; the mother Niobe herself,

especially, is unrivalled.' The works of Praxiteles

were of the same character as those of Scopas.

The transition in all departments of the arts, from
the ancient simplicity to the representation of sub-

jects exciting sensual desires and appetites, was
exceedingly slow and gradual ; and thus, although

in the works of Praxiteles youthful and female

beauty appears naked, and clothed with all the

charms that art can bestow, and although many of

his figures were represented in actions and situa-

tions peculiar to the worship of Dionysus, yet we
cannot say that they displayed any kind of sensual-

ity. His most celebrated works were : 1. Figures

of Dionysus, Satyrs, and Maenades.* 2. Statues of

Eros for various parts of Greece.* 3. Statues of

Aphrodite. The most celebrated among these were
the Aphrodite of Cos {vdata specie^), and, above all,

the naked Aphrodite of Cnidus, which stood in a

chapel built expressly for the purpose, and open on
all sides. This statue was of such extraordinary

beauty, that, as Pliny states, many persons sailed

to Cnidus merely for the purptise of seeing it.'

Some critics have asserted that the Venus known
under the name of the Medicean is the Cnidian Ve-
nus of Praxiteles, or a copy of it, but Visconti has
clearly proved that this is impossible. There is

much more sensuality in the Medicean Venus than
we have any reason to suppose existed in that of

Cnidus. Praxiteles had also great reputation for

his statues of the most beautilul hetajrae, and it is

said that he took the most charming among them as
models for his representations of Aphrodite. There
was also a statue of Praxiteles representing Apollo,

surnamed Sauroctonos, or the lizard-killer, which
had great reputation in antiquity.*

Cephissodorus and Timarchus were sons of Prax-
iteles. There were several works of the former at

Rome in the time of Pliny : he made his art sub-
servient to passions and sensual desires. Pliny*
mentions among his works a celebrated Symplegma
at Pergamus, which is the first instance of this kind

1. (H. N., xnvi., 4, i) 7.)—2. (Compare Pans., i., 43, ^ ; vi.,

J5, * 2.)—3. (Vid. Galeria di Firenze, Stat., p. i., 4, 1, Ac.)—

4

(Paus., vi., 2B. » 1.—Plin., H. N., xxiiv., 10,^ 10; x!cxvi.,4, *5— Paus., i., 2<). H ; 43, « 5—Athen., xiii., p. 591.) — 5. (Plin.,
11. N., I. c. — I'lcian. Amor., 11, 17. — Pau»., ix.,27. — Cic. c.

Verr., iv., 2.)— 6. (Plin., I. c.)—7. (Compare Lucian, Amor., 13
;

jiiag.,6.)—8 (MuUor, Areh., p. 181.)—a IH. N.,xixvi.,4, *6.)
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that we hear of in Grecian art. A similar spirjc

pervaded the works of Leochares (a Ganymedea
carried by an eagle up to Zeus), of Polycles, who
was the first that made the voluptuous statues of
Hermaphroditus, and of Silanion, who made a dying
Jocaste.' Leochares also made a number of po'-

Uait-statups in ivory and gold, of memLers of the
royal family of Macedonia, and <»f other persons •

Such portrait-statues about this time began to give
much occupation to the artists. About the year 3S4)

B.C., several of the greatest artists of the age, such
as Scopas, Leochares, Timotheus, and Bryaxis, were
engaged in Caria in making the magnificent mauso-
leum of Mausolus, a general description of which is

given by Pliny.'

Most of the above-men'-iorjed artists, however
widely their works differed Von those of the school
of Phidias, may yet be regy rJi'A as having only con-
tinued and developed its i^ncip'es of art in a cer-
tain direction ; but towar (s the end of this period
Euphranor and Lysippus "f Sicyon carried out the
principles of the Argive scl ool of Polycletus.* Their
principal object was to represent the highest possi-

ble degree of physical beauty, and of athletic and
heroic power. Lysippus was the greater of the
two : he was one of tlie most fruitful artists that

have ever lived, for he is said to have madeno less

than 1500 figures. Among the heroes Heracles ap-
pears to have been a favourite subject of Lysippus,
for he made several statues of him, representing him
in various situations,* and his figures of this hero
served as types for subsequent artists. We still

possess some representations of Heracles which
are considered to be imitations of his works. The
most celebrated among his portrait-statues were
those of Alexander the Great.* The chief charac-
teristic of Lysippus and his school is a ^lose imita-

tion of nature, which even contrived to represent
bodily defects in some interesting manner ; its ten-

dency is entirely realistic. The ideal statues of

former times disappear more and more, and make
way for mere portraits. Lysippus, it is true, made
statues of gods, but they did not properly belong to

his sphere ; he merely executed them because he
had received orders which he could not well refuse.

His greatest care was bestowed upon the execution
of the details [argulicz operurn), upon the correct pro-

portions of the parts of the human body, and upon
making portrait-statues slender and tall above th^

common standard. Ln short, all the features which
characterize the next period appear in the school ol

Lysippus.

IV. Fourth Period, from 01. Ill to 01. 158.

(336-146 B.C.)

Within a few generations Grecian art had passed
through the various stages of development, and
each of them had produced such an abundance of

masterpieces, that it was difficult for a new genera-

tion of artists to produce new and original works.

Hence the periods which followed could not do
much more than imitate, and their productions are

better or worse in proportion as they were founded

upon the study of earlier works or not. But even
this period of eclecticism has nevertheless produced

statues and groups worthy of the highest admite-

tion, and which can be placed by the side of the

best works of antitjuity. The very slow decay of

the arts, in comparison with the rapid decline of

literature, is indeed a strange phenomenon.
During the first fifty years of this period, the

schools of Praxiteles and that of Sicyon continued

1. (Plin, H. N., xxxiv.. 19, 17 and 20.— Pint., De Aud
Poet., 3.—Symp., v., 1.)—9. (I'»us, v., 20.)—3. (H. N.. xxxvi..

4, ^ 9.)— 4. (Cic, Brut., Sfi 1 — 5. (Muller, Arch., p 124.)—

8

(Plut., De Isid., 24.—De Ale-, vi.-^, ii., 2.-Alc\,, 4.— I'i'n.. H.
N.. xxiiv.. 19. 6 « »
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to flourish, especially in wcrks of bronze ; but after

this time bronze statues were seldom made until the

art was carried on with new vigour at Athens about

the end of the period. The school of Lysippus

gave lisc to that of Rhodes, where his disciple

Chares formed the most celebrated among the hun-

dred colossal statues of the sun. It was seventy

cubits high, and partly of metal. It stood near the

harbour, and was thrown down by an earthquake

about 2S5 U.C Antiquarians assign to this part

3f the fourth period several very beautiful works
still extant, as the magnificent group of Laoeoon
and his sons, which was discovered in 1506 near

the baths of Titus, and is at present at Rome. This
is, next to Niobe, the most beautiful among the ex-

tant works of ancient art ; it was, according to

Pliny, the work of three Rhodian artists : Agesan-
der, Polydorus, and Athenodorus.* The celebrated

Farnesian bidl is likewise the work of two Rhodian
artists, .\pollonius and Tauriscus.*

In the various kingdoms which arose out of the

conquests of Alexander, the arts were more or less

cultivated, and not only were the great master-
works of former times copied to adorn the new
capitals, but new schools of artists sprang up in

several of them. Alexandrea, Pergamus, and Se-

leucia rivalled each other in art no less than in

literature. At Pergamus the celebrated groups
were composed which represented the victories of

.\ttalus and Eumcnes over the Gauls.* It is be-

lieved by some* that the so-called dying gladiator

Ht Rome is a statue of a Gaul, which originally be-

/onged to one of these groups. Ephesus also had
a flourishing school of art, which appears to have
followed, in the main, the style of Lysippus, and
excelled, like that of Pergamus, in the representa-

tion of battle scenes. The Borghese fighter in the

Louvre is supposed to be the work of an Ephesian
Agasias, and to have originally formed a part of

such a battle scene. In Syria, too, art Nourished

at Antiochia until the time of Antiochus IV., before

whose reign a number of statues had already been
carried away by Scipio.

In these new monarchies statues of the gods
were seldom made, and when they were executed,

they were, in most cases, copies from earlier works,

as the character in which the gods were represented

had gradually become fixed, and few artists ventured

to alter the forms, which had become typical. Por-

trait-statues of kings increased, on the other hand,

to a great extent. The vanity of the kings and the

flattery of the artists created a new kind of statues:

the princes were frequently identified with certain

deities, and were conseijuently represented as such,

with all the requisite attributes. In many cases
the mere bust of a king was put upon the body of a
statue of a god. This was a most dangerous rock
for artists ; for the simple representation of a king
in the shape of a god, which commenced as early

as the time of Alexander, was soon thought an in-

sufficient mark of veneration, and art degenerated
into a mere instrument of the most vulgar flattery :

pomp, and show, and tasteless ornaments were mis-

taken for art. Flattery towards the great was also

shown in the monstrous number of statues that

were erected to one and the same individual. De-
metrius Phalereus had 360, or, according to others,

1600 statues erected to him.* When the honour
of a statue ceased to be considered as a high dis-

tinction, aild when it became necessary to produce

I (Plin., H. N., ixxir., 18.—Meu™iu«, Rhodut, i., 16.)—J.
'Pla.,!!. N.. XXXVI.. 4, 1 1 .—LcsniuR'i Laocoon.)— 3. (Plin., H.
t*., xxxvi., 4. I) I().)-4. (Id., xxxiv.. 19, i) 24.— Pau»., i , 25, l> S.

— Pint., Anton.. 00.) — 5. (Mfiller's Airhiol., p. 154.) — 6.

(Alhi n., xii., p. .S3T.— P»uB., v.. 24, ^ 3.—Clem. Alex., Protrcpt
IT., p 16, cd. Svlb.-Diuu Chrywnt., Ormt., 37. p. 133.)
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such numbers of statues, the workmni.'ship natural

ly became worse in proportion as the honour sank

in public estimation. During this time it became
customary to combine with the statues of kings and
generals symbolical representations of towns, wh«ch
are called rvxai nultuv. In Magna Grwcia a't

gradually fell into decay after the wars with th»-

Romans ; and the example of Capua, from which
all the statues were carried to Rome, affords us an
instance of the robberies and plunder which were
committed by the Romans in other towns of Italy

But even after the Roman conquests, xhv. cultiva

tion of the plastic arts cannot have ceased altogether,

as we must infer from the numerous works found

at Pompeii, some of which possess a iiigher degree

of perfection and beauty than might have been ex
pected in works of so late a date. In Sicily the

activity of the artists appears to have ceased aftet

the Roman conquest, for the numerous works with
which Syracuse was adorned, and with which we
are made acquainted by Cicero,' mostly belong tc

an earlier period.

Shortly before the taking of Corinth by Mutn-
mius, statues in bronze and marble were revived at

Athens : and, although the artists were far inferioi

to those of former times, yet they still produced

works of great excellence, as they showed their

good sense and taste by making the masterworks
of their predecessors the subjects of study and imi-

tation.* Among those who contributed most to

this revival of statuary were Cleomenes (who made
the Medicean Venus, an imitation of that of Cnidus,

but inferior in point of taste and delicacy), his son
Cleomenes (by whom there is a statue in the Lou-
vre, which shows an exquisite workmanship, but

little life), Glycon, Apolljnius, and others.

About the close of this period, and for more than

a century afterward, the Romans, in the conquest

of the countries where the arts had flourished, made
it a regular practice to carry away the works of

art; and, as they were unable to appreciate their

value and merit, they acted, in many cases, no bet-

ter than rude barbarians, regarding the most pre
oious relics of art in no other light than that of

chairs and tables, which might be made again at

pleasure, and at any time. At first these robberies

were carried on with some moderation, as by Mar-
cellus at Syracuse and by Fabius Maximus at

Tarentum, and orily with a view to adorn their

triumphs and the public buildings of Rome. The
triumphs over Philip, Antiochus, the .^Etolians, the

Gauls in Asia, Perseus, Pseudo-Philip, and, above
all, the taking of Corinth, and subsequently tho

victories over Mithradates and Cleopatra, filled th*

Roman temples and porticoes with the greater va
riety of works of art. After the taking of CorintK

the Roman generals and governors of provinces be

gan to show a kind of amateurship in works of art

which was probably more owing to the fashion pre-

vailing among the Roman grandees than to any rea

taste or love for the fine arts : they no'.v robbet

whatever they could to adorn their own residences

Sometimes either their avarice or neces«-.ity induced

them to melt down the most precKius Wi»rks with-

out any regard to artistic worth. The sacrilegioua

plunder of temples, and tl.e carrying away of the sa
cred statues from the public sanctuaries, which had
at first been prevented to some extent by the pon-

tifTs, became afterward a comtion piactioe. The
manner in which Verres acted in Sicily is but one
of many instances of the extent to wliich these rob-

beries were carried on. The er.irerors, especially

Augustus, Caligula, and Nero, foi'nwed these exam*
pies, and the immense nuii/oei of statues whidv

1. (c. Verr., iv.)—8. (Ph» i/. N xxxjt., 10.)
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Cotwithstandir.j all this, remained at Rhodes, Del-

phi. Athens, and Olynipia, is truly astonishing.'

Before we proceed to describe the state of statu-

Br>- during the last stage, in which Rome was the

centre of the ancient world, it will be necessary to

give an outline of the history of statuary among the

Etruscans and Romans down to the year 146 B.C.

The Etiiiscans were, on the whole, an industri-

ous and enterprising people. DifTerent hypotheses

have been proposed to account foi the cultivation

of the arts, in which this nation excelled all others in

central and northern Italy, as well as for the pecu-

liar style in some of tiieir productions. Some wri-

ters think that it was owing to colonies from Lydia,

which were established at Caere and Tarquinii
;

others, that the Etruscans themselves were a Pelas-

gian tribe. "VN .'h the works of Grecian art they

must have become acquainted at an early time,

through their intercourse with the Greeks of south-

ern Italy ; and liieir influence upon the art of the

Etruscans is evident in numerous-cases. The East,

also, appears to have exercised some influence upon
the Etruscans, as many works of art found in Etru-

ria contain precisely the same representations as

those which we find in Asia, especially among the

Babylonians. However this may have been effect-

ed, we know for certain that the whole range of the

fine arts was cultivated by the Etruscans at an
early period. Statuary in clay (which here supplied

the place of wood, foova, used in Greece) and in

bronze appears to have acquired a high degree of

perfection. In 267 B.C , no less than 2000 bronze

statues are said to have existed at Volsinii,* and
numerous works of Etruscan art are still extant,

which show great vigour and life, though they do
not possess a very high degree of beauty. Among
them we may mention the Chimaera of Arretium (at

Florence) ; the Capitoline She-wolf,' which was
dedicated in B.C. 296 ; the Minerva of Arezzo(now
at Florence), and others. Some of their statues

are worked in a Greek style ; others are of a char-

acter peculiar to themselves, and entirely difl^erent

from works of Grecian art, being stiff" and ugly
;

others, again, are exaggerated and forced in tiieir

movements and attitudes, and resemble the figures

which we meet with in the representations of Asi-

atic nations. Etruscan utensils of bronze, such as

candelal)ra, paterae, cups, thrones, &c., embellished

with various ornaments and figures, were very

iiighly valued in antiquity, and even at Athens at a

time when the arts were still flourishing there *

Their works in stone, especially the alto and basso

relievos, which are found in considerable numbers
on chests containing the ashes of the dead, are,

with few exceptions, of very inferior merit.

The Romans, previously to the time of the first

Tarquin, are said to have had no images of the

gods, and for a long time afterward their statues
of gods in clay or wood were made by Etruscan
artists.* During the early part of the Republic, the
works executed at Rome were altogether of a use-

ful and practical, and not of an ornamental charac-
ter, and statuary was, in consequence, little cultiva-

ted. But in the course of time, the senate and the
people, as well as foreign states, which were in-

debted to some Roman, began to erect bronze stat-

ues to distinguished persons in the Forum and other

places.* The earliest works of this kind which we
can consider as really historical are the statues of
Attus Navius,' of Minucius outside the Porta Tri-

gemira, and of Pythagoras and Alcibiades, which

1. (Vid. Vaikel, Ueber die Wegfilhrung dcr Alten Kunst-
werke au? den er<il)€rten Lkadern nach Rom.—Muller. Arch., p.

165, At.)— 2. (I'lin., H. N., xxxiv., IB, 18.— Compare Vitruv.,

iii., 2.)—3. (Dioiiys., i., 79.—Liv., x., 23.)—4. (Ath«n., i., p. 28 ;

x»., p. 700.)—5. (Plin., II. N., xxxv., 45 ; xixiv., 16.)—6. (Id.

a>., xxxiv., 14.)—7. (Id., xxxiv., 11.—Cic, De Div., i., 11.)
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stood in the corners of the comitium Iroin the yeai
B.C. 314 down to the dictatorship of Sulla.* Thfl

last two statues were undoubtedly of Greek work-
manship. The earliest metal statue of a deity was,
according to Pliny, a Ceres which was made of the

confiscated property of Spurius Cassius, about 485
B.C.* Two other metal statues of gods were the
Capitoline Hercules, 306 B.C.,' and the colossal

statue of the Capitoline Jupiter, which, according to

Livy, was made about 490 B.C.* The number of
statues of men in the Forum appears soon to have
become very great, and many persons seem to have
had them erected there without any right : hence,
in 161 B.C., the censors P. Cornelius Scipio andM.
Popilius removed from the Forum all statues of
magistrates which had not been erected with the
sanction of the senate or the people.* A statue of
Cornelia, the mother of the Gracchi, stood in the

porticus of Metellus. The artists by whom these
and other statues were executed were undoubtedly
Greeks and Etruscans.

V. Fi/lh Period, from 01. 158 (B.C. 146) to the fall of
the Western Empire.

During this period Rome was the capital of neat-

ly the whole of the ancient world, not through its

intellectual superiority, but by its military and polit-

ical power. But it nevertheless became the centre

of art and literature, as the artists resorted thither

from all parts of the Empire for the purpose of seek-

ing employment in the houses of the great. The
mass of the people, however, had as little taste for,

and were as little concerned about the arts as ever.*

In addition to this, there was still a strong party of

the Romans who, either from an aflljcted or an hon-

est contempt for the Greeks, entertained the vain

hope of being able to restore the. olden times

These circumstances account for the fact that a

man like Cicero thought it necessary to conceal \aA
disguise his love and knowledge of the fine arts It

was, therefore, only the most distinguished and in-

tellectual Romans that really loved and cherished

the arts. This was both a fortunate and an unfor-

tunate circumstance : had it not been so, art would
have perished at once ; now it continued in some
degree to be cultivated, but it experienced the same
fate, which it has met with at all times, when it has

continued its existence without the sympathies of

the people, and merely under the patronage of the

great. Notwithstanding these unfavourable circum-

stances, there were a number of distinguished ar-

tists at Rome during the latter period of the Repub-

lic, who had really imbibed the spirit of the ancient

Greeks, and produced works of great beauty and
merit. We need only mention such names as Pasi-

teles of southern Italy, who was a Roman citizen,

and made an ivory statue of Jupiter for the Temple
of Metellus;' Arcesilaus, of whom Pliny mentions

several highly valued works, and whose models

were prized more than the statues of others ; De-
cius, who even ventured to rival Chares in the art

of founding metal statues ; Praxiteles, Diogenes,

and others. During the Empire the arts declined,

and, with some noble exceptions, merely admini)>-

tered to the vanity, luxuries, and caprices of the

emperors.* The inertness of the times, says Pliny,*

has destroyed the arts ; and as there were no more
minds to be represented, the representations of the

bodies were likewise neglected. Occasionally, how-

ever, excellent and talented sculptors still arose, and

adorned the palaces of the emperors with beautiful

1. (Plin., H.N., XXXIV., 13.) — 2. (Id., xxxiv., 9.) — 3. (LiT.

i,., 44.)—4. (Id., ix., 40 ; x., 38.-Plin., H. N., xxxiv., 18.)—

f

(Id. ib., xxxiv., 14.)—6. (llorat. ad Pis., 323 -Petroii , (j8.)—

1

(Plin., II. N., xxxvi., 4, « 12.) —8. (Senec. Epist., 88.)—9. (B.

N., XXXV., 8.)
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groups. Pliny* mentions ^s such Cratcrus, Pyllio-

dorus, Polydecles, Hermolaus, a second Pythodorus,

Artemon, and Apiirodisius of Tralies. In the time

of Nero, who did much for the arts, we meet with

Zeno(h)rus, a foimder of metal statues, who was
I'omniissioned by the emperor to execute a colossal

statue of 110 feet high, representing Nero as the

Sun. The work was not completely executed, as

the art of using the metal had fallen into oblivion.

In A.D. 75 the statue was consecrated as a Sol, and
was afterward changed into a statue of Commodus
by altering the head.* The principal sculptured

works that were produced during the Empire were,

I. Reliefs on public monuments, such as those adorn-

mg the triumphal arch of Titus, which represented

ihe apotheosis of the emperor, and his triumph over
Judsa The invention and grouping of the figures

ire good and tasteful, but the execution is careless.

The same may be said of the reliefs of the Temple
of Minerva in the Forum of Domitian, in which the

drapery in particular is very bad. 2. Statues and
ousts of the emperors. These may again be divi-

ded into classes, and are easiest distinguished by
the costumes in which they are represented. They
are (a.) faithful portraits in the costume of ordinary

life (toga), or in the attire of warriors {slatu<r. thora-

cat(t), generally in an attitude as if they were ad-

dressing a body of men, as, e. g., the colossal statue

of Augustus in the palace Grimani. To this class

also belong the equestrian statues, and the statues

upon triumphal cars with from two to six horses,

and sometimes even with elephants, which were
frequently made for emperors out of mere vanity,

and without there having been any real triumph to

occasion such a work.* (6.) Such statues as were
intended to show the individual in an exalted, hero-

ic, or deified character. Among those were reck-

oned the so-called Achillean statues, which were
first made in the time of Augustus ; they were na-

ked, and bore a hasta in one hand ;* and, secondly,

statues in a sitting position, with the upper part of
the body naked, and a pallium covering the loins.

These statues were intended to represent an em-
peror as Jupiter, but sometimes also as an Apollo.*

This method of representing an emperor as a god
was at first practised with much good taste. The
statues of the ladies of the imperial families are like-

wise either simple and faithful portraits, or they are

idealized as goddesses : specimens of each kind are

still extant. The custom adopted in the Macedo-
nian time, of combining allegorical representations

of towns and provinces with the monuments erected

in honour of the sovereigns, was sometimes follow-

ed by the Romans also, and some of them were
made by very distinguished artists.* In the reign

of Trajan, the column of Trajan, with sculptures

representing the victory of this emperor over the
Dacians, and other similar works, were executed.
We also possess a beautiful colossal statue of Nerva
in the Vatican, and in the Louvre there is a beauti-

ful statua thoracata of Trajan, and several fine busts
of the same emperor.
Down to the reign of Hadrian, statuary had be-

come more and more confined to the representation
of subjects of a common nature, so that at length
we scarcely find anything else but the records of
victories in the reliefs on the public monuments, and
the various kinds of statues of the emperors and the
members of their families. Out in the reign of Ha-
drian the arts seemed to begin a new sera. He him-
self was undoubtedly a real lover and connoisseur

I. (U. N.. ixxvi., 4. 1) II.)—2. (Id., xxxir., 18.—Herodian, i.,

:3.)-S. (Diiin Cnsn., liii., 22.—Stat., Sylv., i.. 1.—Mart., ix., 88.

—Tacit., De Orat., 8. II.—Juv., vii., 126.— P)in., H. N., xxxir.,

la)—4. (Plin., I. O — S. (Miiller, Arch., p. 210.)— 6. (Strab.,
v., p. 102.—MUller, Anh., p. 220.)

01 art, and he encouraged it not only at Rome, hji

in Greece and Asia Minor. The great villa of Tra-
jan below Tivoli, the ruins of which cover an ex-
tent of ten Roman miles in circumference, was
richer in works of art than any other place in Italy.

Here more works of art have been dug out of the
ground than anywhere else within the same com-
pass. Hadrian was fond of the anfient forms in

art as well as in language, and many works in the
archaic style still extant may have been executed
at this time. Some statues made at this time coi»-
bine Egyptian stiffness with Grecian elegance, and
especially the representations of Egyptian deities,

such as that of Isis, are half Greek and half Egyp-
tian. But by the side of this strange school there
existed another, in which the pure Greek style waa
cultivated, and which has produced works worthy
of the highest admiration. Foremost among these
stand the statues and busts of Antinous, for whom
the emperor entertained a passionate partiality, and
who was represented in innumerable works of art.

The colossal bust of Antinous in the Louvre is reck-
oned one of the finest works of ancient art, and is

placed by some critics on an equality with the best
works that Greece has produced. The two cen-
taurs of black marble on the Capitol probably belong
to the reign of Hadrian : one of them is executed
in an old and noble style, and is managed by a little

Eros riding on his back ; the other looks more like

an intoxicated satyr. There are also some very
good works in red marble which are referred to this

period, as it is not known to have been used before
the age of Hadrian.

As the arts had received such encouragement and
brought forth such fruits in the reign of Hadrian,
the effects remained visible for some time during
the reign of the Antonines. Antoninus Pius built

the great villa at Lanuvium, of which ruins are still

extant, and where many excellent works of art have
been discovered. But sophistry and pedantic learn-

ing now began to regard the arts with the same
contempt as the ignorance of the Romans had for-

merly done. The frieze of a temple, which the sen-
ate caused to be erected to Antoninus Pius and
Faustina, is adorned with griffons and vessels of
very exquisite workmanship ; but the busts and
statues of the emperors show in many parts an af-

fected elegance, while the features of the counte-
nance are tasteless and trivial copies of nature.
The best among the extant works of this time are
the equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius of gilt

bronze, which stands on the Capitol, and the column
of M. Aurelius, with reliefs representing scenes of
his war against the Marcomanni. The busts which
we possess of M. Aurelius, Faustina, and Lucius
Verus, are executed with very great care, especially

as regards the hair. The number of the extant
busts of the Antonines amounts to above one hun-
dred; and the rate at which busts of emperors
were sometimes multiplied, may be inferred from
the fact that the senate sometimes ordaiised that

the bust of an emperor should be in the house of
every citizen.

After the time of the Antonines, the symptoms
of decline in the arts became more and more visible.

The most numerous works continued to be busts
and statues of the emperors, but the best among
them are not free from affectation and matmeritm.
The hair, especially in the representations of fen. tie

figures, becomes gradually utterly tasteless ; and in-

stead of the natural hair, the artists made it a point

to show that it was a large penique, which in some
cases might be put on and taken off at pleasure.
{Vid. Galeros.) In the time of Caracalla many
statues were made, especially of Alexander the
Great. Alexander Severus was a great admirer ol
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tataea, not from a genuine love of art, but because

le (IplifhtoJ in the representations of great and good

mei;.' Tho reliefs on the triumphal arch of Sep-

timius Severus, representing his victories over the

Parthians, Arai.'s, and the Adiabenians, have scarce-

ly any artistic merits. During this time of decay

the cu3."om arose of adorning the sarcophagi with

figures in high reJief, representing scenes from the

legec'.s of Demettr, Dionysus, and from the he-

roic ages of Greece ; sometimes, also, the fable of

Eros and Psyche : all these contained allusions to

the immortality of llie soul. Art, however, now
declined with great rapidity : busts and statues

were more seldom made than before, and are awk-
ward and poor ; the hair is frequently indicated by

nothing'else but holes bored in the stone. The re-

liefs on the sarcophagi gradually become monoto-

nous, lifeless, and evidently executed without spirit.

The reliefs on the arch of Constantine. which are

not taken from that of Trajan, are perfectly rude and
worthless, and those on the column of Theodosius
were not better. Art, in the proper sense of the

w^ord, ceased to exist ; statues of victors in the

public games continued to be erected down to the

fourth, and statues of the emperors (at Constanti-

nople) down to tlie eighth century ; but at Rome,
as at Constantinople, those who were honoured in

this way were more concerned about their rank and
dress being properly represented in their statues,

than al)oul the real artistic merit of the work. Stat-

uary became mere manual labour, and required no-

thing but mechanical skill. At Constantinople, how-
ever, where statues had been collected from Rome,
Greece, and Asia Minor, the events of history al-

lowed the plastic arts to die away more gradually

than in Italy.

Before concluding, it remains to say a few words
n the destruction of ancient works of art. During
he latter part of the reign of Constantine, many stat-

ues of the gods were destroyed and melted down,
and not long after his time a systematic destruction

began, which under Theodosius spread over all parts

of the Empire. This spirit of destruction, however,
was not directed against works of art in general

and as such, but only against the pagan idols. The
opinion, therefore, which is entertained by some,
that the losses we have sustained in works of an-

cient art are mainly attributable to the introduction

of Christianity, is too sweeping and general. Of
the same character is another opinion, according to

which the final decay of ancient art was a conse-
quence of the spiritual nature of the new religion.

The coincidence of the general introduction of Chris-

tianity with the decay of the arts is merely acci-

dental. That the early Christians did not despise
the arts as such, is clear from several facts. We
know that they erected statues to their martyrs, of
which we iiave a specimen in that of St. Hippolitus
in the Vatican library ; and it is expressly stated
that Christians devoted themselves to the exercise
of the arts." The numerous works, lastly, which
have been found m the Christian catacombs at
Rome, might alone be a sufficient proof that the
early Christians were not hostile towards the rep-
resentation of the heroes of their religion in works
of art. Tlie hostility, such as it appears in the wri-
tings of Angustin, cannot therefore have been gen-
eral ; and, in fact, Cliristianity during the Middle
.\.ges became as much the mother of the arts of
modern times as the religion of Greece was the
mother of ancient art. Another very general and
yet incorrect notion is, that the Northern barbarians,
after the conquest of Ilonie, intentionally destroyed
works of art. This opinion is not supported by any

fljwnpriit.. AI. Sev. W.)—2. fBaroniui, Annal. ad A., 303.)
924.

of the contemporary historians, nor ia it at all proD>

able. The barbarians were only anxious to carry

with them the most precious treasures in oider tt

enrich themselves ; a statue must have been an ot

ject of indifference to them. What perished, per
ished naturally by the circumstances and calamities

of the times : in times of need, bronze statues were
melted down, and the material used for other put

poses ; marble statues were frequently broken to

pieces and used for building materials. If we con-

sider the history of Rome during the first centuries

after the conquest of Italy by the Germans, we have
every reason to wonder that so many specimens q|'

ancient art have come down to our times.* '£
. -o,

STELAI (ar^Xat). ( Vid. Funus, p. 457.)

STHEN'IA (adevia), a festival with contests, cel-

ebrated by the Argives in honour of Zeus, surnamed
Sthenius, who had an altar, consisting of a large

rock, in the neighbourhood of Hermione.* Plutarch*
states that the ttuA;? or wrestling, which formed a
part of the contests at this festival, was accompa-
nied by a flute ; and he also mentions a tradition,

according to which the festival had originally been
held in honour of Danaus, and that it was afterward
consecrated to Zeus Sthenius.

STIBA'DIUM. (Kid. Mensa, p. 633.)

STIB'IUM ((jTlfifii), a Sulphuret of Antimony,
used from the earliest times, and still employed at

the present day in the East for tinging black the

hair and eyebrows, the eyelashes and edges of the

lids ; this last application being with a view to in-

crease the apparent size of the eye. " Pliny's de-

scription of stibium,'" says Dr. Moore, " does not
suit, in all respects, the common sulphuret of anti-

mony ; but this mineral may have been found then
more frequently associated, as it now sometimes is

with the white oxide, or with the nickeliferous su'

phuret, to either of which Pliny's description of \
as ^Candida nilensque' might be with piopiiety ap-

plied." Hardouin correctly states, according to

Adams, that the ancients were most probably un-
acquainted with pure antimony, vi\\\c\\ is a factitious

substance, or, at least, is rarely found as a native

ore. It is called Terpuyuvov by Hippocrates^ from
its being made into pastils of a square form." On
the ancient antimony, consult Pliny's Natural His-
tory.*

STILLICI'DIUM. iVid. SEtviTUTEs, p. 878.)

STILUS or STYLUS is in all probability the same
word with the Greek ariJAoc, airl conveys the gen-

eral idea of an object tapering ) ke an architectural

column. It signifies,

1. An iron instrument,' resembling a pencil in

size and shape, used for writing upon waxed tab-

lets.* At one end it was sharj ened to a point for

scratching the characters upon the wax," while the

other end, being flat and circul ir. served to render

the surface of the tablets smonth again, and so to

obliterate what had been written. Thus vertere ali-

lum means to erase, and hencr to correct, as in the

well-known precept sape stilum vcrlas.^ The stylus

was also termed grapfiium,* and the case in which
it was kept graphiari^im^" or fraphiaria theca}^ The
following woodcut is from a picture found in Hercu-

laneum."
2. A sharp stake or spiVc placed in pitfalls before

1. (Winckelmann, Gesch. del Kunst.—Meyer, Gesch. der liil-

denden Kiinste bei den Griochen. — F. Thieitch, Uelier die

Ep>x:hen der bildeiiden Kunst unter dea Griechen.— K. O. MUI-
ler, Archtol. der Kunst, 2d ed., 1835.) — 2. (Ilesych., s. v. Xfl^

via.— Compare Pans., ii., 22, W ; 34, « 6.) — 3. (U» Mun., p.

1140,0—4. (Dioscor., iii., 99.—Plin., II. N., xxxiii., J3.—liar
douiii ad Plin., 1. c —Adarr», Append., s. v.—Moore'* Anc. Mia
eralogy, p. 51.) — 5. (Ovid, Met., ix., 521.—Mart., liv., 21.)—6
(Plaut., Bacch., iv.,4, 63.--Plin., H. N.,xxxiv.. 14.)—7. (Quint,

i., 1, 27.)—8 (Hor.. Sa' . i., 10, 72.—Cic.c Verr., II., li., 41.)

—9. (Ovid. A.,nor., i., 11 13 —Suet., .lul., 82.)— 10. (Mart., liv

21.)— 11. (Suet., ClauJ 35.)— 12. (Mus. Borbim., tmu U. ^a/-
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Hit 'Mtifnchnient to embarrass the progress of an
attdcking enemy.' It was intended to answer the

Bamu purpose as the contrivances called cippi, lilia,

and stirnuli by Caesar.'

3. A bronze needle or rod for picking worms off

fruit-trees ;' also a wooden probe employed in gar-

dening operations.*

It bears, also, the meaning of the stem of a tree or

vegetable,* which is, perhaps, the primary significa-

tion of arvloQ.

•STIMMI, the Greek name for what the Romans
called Stihium. {Vid. Stibiom.)

STIPENDIA'RII. The stipendiariae urbes of the

Roman provinces were so denominated, as being

subject to the payment of a fixed money tribute,

" tlipcndium," in contradistinction to the vectigales,

who paid a certain portion, as a tenth or twentieth

of the produce of their lands, their cattle, or cus-

toms. The word " stipendium" was used to signify

the tribute paid, as it was originally imposed for,

and afterward appropriated to, the purpose of fur-

nishing the Roman soldiers with pay {stipendium*).

The condition of the urbes stipendiariae is generally

thought to have been more honourable than that of

the vectigales, but the distinction between the two
terms was not always observed.^ The word sti-

pendiaiius is also applied to a person who receives

a fixed salary or pay, as a " atipendiarius miles,"* a

phrase which is sometimes used to denote a veteran

who has received pay for many years, or served in

many campaigns.* Some MSS. have stipendiosus

in the passage last quoted, which is, perhaps, a bet-

ter reading."
STIPE'NDIUM, a pension or pay, from stipem

and pendo, because, before silver was coined at

Rome, the copper money in use was paid by weight,

and not by tale." According to Livy, the practice

of giving pay to the Roman soldiers \ut stipendium

miles de publico aeeiperet) was not introduced till

B.C. 405, on the occasion of the taking of Tarracina
or Anxur. He represents the change as the spon-

taneous and unsolicited act of the senate ; but from
another passage'* we learn, that in the year 421 B.C.
the tribunes had proposed that the occupiers of the

public land should pay their vectigal regularly, and
that it should be devoted to the payment of the

troops. The concession was probably accelerated

by the prospect of the last war with Veii, and made
with a view of conciliating the piebs, who, without
some such favour, would in their then humour have
refused to vote for the war. Livy also represents

the funds for the payment to have been raised by a

trib'Jtum or general tax ; but, as Arnold observes,'*
" The vectigal or tithe due from the occupiers of the

public land was to provide pay for the soldiers ; and
if this were not sufficient, it was to be made good

I. (Bell. African., Jl.—Siliai.x., 415.)—«. (B. O., TJi., 73.)—
I. (Pallnd., IV., 10. « SO.)—4. (Columell., xi., 3, I) 53.)—5. (Id.,

T.. 10, () 21 ; xi., 3, 46.) — 6. (LW., iv., 60.— Tacit., Hi»t.. iv.,

74.)—7. (Liv., xTXvii., 35.)—8. (Hirtius, De Bell. Afric. 43.)—
». (Ve«el.. De Re Milil.,i.. 18.)— 10. (GSUlin^, Gench. der RAm.
Staatsveif., p. 418 )— 11. (Varro, Linar. Lat., t.. 183, ed. MUller.
-Plin., I'. N , ixx., 3.)— 12. (.»., 36.)— 13. (Hist, of Rume, i.,

p. 309.—I'ompara Niebuhr, li
, p. 440.)

by a tax or tribute levied upon the whole penpm
This tithe, however, was prohably paid very irregu-

larly, and hence the pay of soldiers would, in |xiinl

of fact, be provided chiefly out of the tributiiiii." A
few years after this concession (B.C. 403), and du-

ring the hostilities against Veii, a certain amount
of pay was assigned {cerius numirus aris est assig-

natus^) to the knights also, or Eqcites, p. 416.

Livy, however, seems to be here sjieaking of thp

citizens who possessed an equestrian lortune, but

had no horse {equus puhlicus) assigned to them by
the state ; for it had always been customary for tim
knights of the 18 centuries to receive pay out of the

common treasury in the shape of an allowance foi

the purchase of a horse, and a yearly pension ol

2000 asses for its keep. {Vid. AIh Eqijestrk, JEn
HoRDEARiuM.) Hcuce Nicbuhr* doubts the accura*

cy of the account which is given by Livy,=' and ob-

serves that " the Veientine war cannot have beei»

the occasion on which the practice of giving pay to

the troops was first established : the aerarii must
undoubtedly have always continued to pay pensionf>

{capita) to the infantry, in the same way as single

women and minors did to the knights : and the

change consisted in this, that every legionary now
became entitled to pay, whereas the number of pen-

sioners had previously been limited by that of the

persons liable to be charged with them ; and hence
the deficiency was supplied out of the aerarium from
the produce of the vectigal, and when this failed, by
a tribute levied even from those plebeians who were
themselves bound to serve." Consequently, the
tribunes murmured that the tribute was only impo-
sed for the sake of ruining the plebs.* In support
of his opinion, Niebuhr* advances arguments which
at least make it very probable that the "paterna,
legislation" of Servius Tull'us provided for the pa/
of the infantry in the manner mentioned ; but even
admitting this, the practice might have been discon-

tinued, so as to justify the statement made on this

subject by Livy. We have not space to repeat oi

discuss those arguments here, and therefore simply
refer to them in vol. i., p. 374, and vol. ii., p. 441,
of his History. According to Polybius,* the daily

pay of a legionary amounted, in his time, to two
oboli, which, as he makes a drachma equivalent to

a denarius, and a denarius, in paying the soldiers,

was then estimated at ten asses,'' and not at six-

teen, as was usual in other money transactions,

gives 3Jd asses a day, or 100 a month. Now the

yearly pension of the knights (2000 asses), observes
Niebuhr, gives, if we take the old year of 10 months,
200 asses a month

;
just double the pay of the foot-

soldiers. In later times the knights received triple

pay {triplex stipendium merebant). This allowance
was first established by the military tribune Cn.
Cornelius Cossus (400 B.C.), and, according to Nie«
buhr, was then designed as a compensation to those
who served with their own horses : it did not be-

come the general custom till some time afterward.

Polybius* thus speaks of the stipendium of his day,

which he calls btpuviov, as St. Luke' also does.
" The foot-soldier receives as pay two oboli a day

;

the centurion twice as much ; the horseman a
drachma or denarius. The foot-soldiers also re-

ceive in corn every month an allowance {demenfum)
of |ds of an Attic medimnus, or about 2 bushels

of wheat ; the horsemen 7 mcdimni of barley and S
of wheat. The infantry of the allies receive the

same allowance (aiTofUTpovvrai) as the Roman;
the horsemen 1 id medimni of wheat and 5 of barley.

But there is this difference, that the allied force*

receive their allowance as a gratuity ; the Romaa

1. (Lit., r.. 7.)—a. (i.. 474, and ji., p. 441.)—3. (iv., 59.)—

«

(Li»., iv., 60.)—5. (1. O—«. (vi., 37.)—7. (Plin., 1. c.)—8. {?i ,

37.)—9. (iii., 14.)
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tnldiers, or iiip lonlraty, have deducted from their

pay the money value of whatever they receive, in

corn, armour, or clotlies." There was, indeed, a

law passed l»y C. Gracchus,' which provided that,

besides tiieir pay, the soldiers should receive from

the treasury an allowance for clothes ; but from

Tacitus* this law seems either to have been repeal-

ed or to have Allien into disuse. The two oboli of

I'olybius, wliich we make equal to 3Jd asses, are

reckoned by Plautus in round numbers at 3 asses.

Thus he says,^ " Isti qui trium nummorum causa

nleunt sub /alas." This amount was doubled for

the legionaries by Julius Caesar* before the civil

war. He also gave them corn whenever he had
the means, without any restrictions {sine modo nen-

guraque). Under Augustus* it appears to have been

raised to 10 asses a day (three times the original

sum), or 300 a month, or 1200 in four months.

Now, as the original amount of their pay had been
tripled, the soldiers could not complain if the dena-

rius were reckoned at 16 asses in payments made
tr themselves as well as other persons ; and, taking

this value, the 1200 as.tcs amount to exactly 3 au-

rei, or 3x400 asses. This sum, then, was consid-

ered as a unit, and called stipendium, being paid

three times a year. Hence Suetonius says of Do-
mitian,* " Addidit el quartam stipe7idium, ternos au-

reos ;" a fact which Zonaras' otlierwise expresses

by slating that, instead of 75 drachmae (t. e., dena-

rii), Domitian gave the soldiers 100, i. e., he made
an addition of 25 denarii or 1 aureus to their pay.

The expression of Suetonius supposes that 3 au-

rci were paid every quarter instead of every four

months, ajtcr the addition made by Domitian ; that

of Zonaras implies that 4 aurei instead of 3 were
paid, as before, every three months, the annual

amount being the same either way, and the quar-

terly or four months' instalment of 3 or 4 aurei be-

ing called a stipendium. Niebuhr's* statement on
this subject is only partially correct, or else obscure

:

•t any rate, if the soldiers received 10 asses a day,

they must have received more than 1200 a year.

The praetorian cohorts received twice as much
as the legionaries.' The pay of the tribunes is not

known ; but it was considered very great,'* and prob-

ably was not less than 48 aurei per annum after the

lime of Domitian. We must not omit to mention
that, if his pay were withheld, the Roman soldier

was allowed, by an old unwritten custom, to distrain

the goods {per pignoris capionem) of the officer

whose duty it was to supply it. The eques was al-

lowed the same privilege against the persons who
were bound to furnish him with the aes equestre for

the purchase of his horse, and the aes hordearium
for its keep."
From an expression which Livy'* puts into the

mouth of a patrician orator, it might be supposed
that the soldiers always received a fuli year's pay.
independent ol the Jeiigth of their sfir/icK This,
however, se«in& so unreasonab'e, that we r-anoot

tat agree wiih Niebahr ki suppos-rjg tJiat the histo-

rian was misle<l by the custom of his own tioie,

when a fiiil yeai had long lieen the stipcJated term
of a soldier's pay as well a& of his serrioe.

STIPULATIO, STIPULATOR. ( VicL Obuua-
noNES, p. 673.)

STIVA. (Vid. Akathum, p. 79.)

8TLENGIS (ofTAeyyt'c). ( Vid. Looteoh, p. 680.)
STOA (oTod). {Vid. Pobticus.)
8T0CHEI0N ((TTo;te«>v). (Vtd HoRowaioii.)
•STCEBE (aToi6^). " According to Haitiouin, a

ipecies of Scabiosa ; bat this opinion is rejected by

L (Fmt. in Tita.)—2. (Ann., 1. 17.)—3. (Moat., U., 1, 10.)—4.
0aai., c. 26.)—5. (Suet. Octav., c. 4».—Tacjt., 1. c.)—6. (c, T.)

—T. (Ann., li., p. IOC.) —8. (ii., p. 443.)—9. (Tacit., I. c)—10.

Om.,uf , 132.)—1.1 . (Gaiui, lib. iv., « 2ft-28.)—13. (v., o. 4.)
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Sprengel, who rather too confidently nfers it to tiw
Pclerium spinosum, L. Stackhouse holds it to be
the Stake cenlaurea."^

•STQECHAS {oToixdg), a species of Lavender,
probably, as Sprengel maintains, the JjavanduU
Stachas.*

STOLA was a female dress worn over the tunic
it came as low as the ankles or feet {ad talos stola

demissa^), and was fastened round the body by a
girdle, leaving above the breast broad folds {rugo-

siorem stola frontcm*). The tunic did not reach
much below the knee, but the essential distinction

between the tunic and stola seems to have been,
that the latter always had an Instita or flounoe
sewed to the bottom, and reaching to the instep.*

Over the stola the paila or pallium was worn {tid.

Pallium), as we see in the cut annexed.*

The stola seems to have been usually fastenea

over the shoulder by a Fibula or clasp, and usualljr

had sleeves, but not always.

The stola was the characteristic dress of the Ro-
man matrons, as the toga was of the Roman men.'

Hence the meretrices were not allow ed to wear it,

but only a dark-coloured toga ;• and, accordingly,

Horace' speaks of the matrona in contradistinction

to the togata. For the same reason, women who had
been divorced from their husbands on account of

adultery were not allowed to wear the stola, but

only the toga ;'" to which Martial alludes."

*STOMO'MA. {Vid. Adamas.)
STRA'GULUM. (Firf. Tapes.)

STRATEGOS {arpaTr^yo^). The office and title

of arparriyog, or general, seem to have been more
especially peculiar to the democratic states of an-

cient Greece : we read of them, for instance, at

Athens, Tarentum, Syracuse, Argos, and Thurii ;'»

and when the tyrants of the Ionian cities in Asia

Minor were deposed by Aristagoras, he established

GTpaTTiyoi in their room, to act as chief magistrates.'*

The strategi at Athens were instituted after the

remodelling o( the constitution by r/iisthfT'es "O

dwhart'e the nt<tie^ 'vJi.cli iihj ii li-.n.ni timaa

be»)» petformeti eitbo- bv fhe <n\% 't rh*- anitm
polemarcbus. They were (en in ni-nibfir one ii«

each of the ten rnbes, and rlioseii by Wie s'lrtrajres

{X^ifOTovia) of the peoplt).*' Before entering ori ttieir

duties, they were required to submit to a tioKiuaoia,

or examination of theii character ;'•" and no one wao
eligible to the office unless he had legitimate chil-

dren, and was possessed ot landed property in Atti-

ca." They were, as their name denotes, intrusted

1. (Dioacoi-., IT., 12.— Theophi ,i., 10.—Adaaw, Append.,*, v i

—2. (Dioacor., iii., 28.—Adama, Appeud., «. ».)—3. (Hor., Sat,

i, 2, 99.1—4. (Mart., iii.. 93, 4.)—5 (Hor., Sat., i., 2, 29. -Ovid,

At. Amat., >., 32.)—6. (Mug. Boilx, iii., tar. 7.)—7. (Cic, PliU,

ii., 18.)-«. (Tibull., iv., 10, 3.—Mar; , i., 36. 8.)—9 (Sat., i,

2, 63.) - 10 (Sihii ad Hor., 1. c.) — 11. (ii., 39 , vi., 64, 4. —
Vui Beckri, Gallua, i.. p. 321, <kc.)— 12. (WathamoUi, I. lu,

tM.)— 13 (Herod., v. 38.)—14. (Pullux, Onum., viii., 87 >—U
(Lye.,c. Alcib., 144./— 16. (Dinarcb.. c. Deraoalh. 99 y
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with the command on military expeditions, with

the superinlendenre of all warlike preparations, and

with the regidalion of all matters in any way con-

nected with the war department of the slate. They
levied and enlisted the soldiers (Kari?.e(av), either

personally or with the assistance of the taxiarchs.'

They were intrusted with the collection and man-
igement of the eiai^opai, or property-taxes raised

«r the purposes of war ; and also presided over,

>r officiated as elecyuyeii in, the courts of jus-

lice in which any disputes connected with this sub-

ject or the trierarchy were decided.* They also

nominated from year to year persons to serve as

irierarchs,' and took cognizance of the cases of

ANT1D08I8 arising out of the trierarchy and proper-

ty-taxes (ETo/ovv raf avTtJo«7Cjf*). They also presi-

ded at courts-martial, and at the trials in cases of

accusiUion for non-performance of military and na-

val duties. (Vid. ASTPATE1A2 and ANATMA-
Xior rPA*Al ) They likewise had the power of

convening extraordinary assemblies of the people in

case.s of emergency {vid. Ecclesia, p. 384), and
from the instance of Pericles, it would almost seem
that in critical times they had the power of prevent-

ing an as.seinbly being holden.* But their most
important trust was the command in war, and it de-

pended upon circumstances to how many of the

number it was given. At Marathon all the ten were
present, and the chief command came to each of
them in turn. The archon polemarchus also was
there associated with them, and, according to the

ancient custom, his vote in a council of war was
equal to that of any of ihe generals.* In the expe-
dition against Sainos, also, all the ten generals were
engaged,' the poet Sophocles being one of the num-
ber i" but it is obvious that in most cases it would
be neither convenient nor useful to send out the
whole number on the same undertaking, and, du-

ring the course of a protracted war, it would be ne-

cessary for some of them to be left at home in

charge of the war department there. Accordingly,

in the best times of Athens, three only were, for

the most part, sent out ; one of these {rpirog avroc)
was considered as the commander-in-chief, but his

colleagues had an equal voice in a council of war.
Sometimes a strategus, as Pericles, was invested

with extraordinary powers :* in like manner, the

three generals engaged in the Sicilian expedition,

Nicias, Alcibiades, and Lamachus, were made ai-

TOKpaTopec, or supreme and independent in all mat-
ters connected with it." So also was Aristides in

his command at Platsea. But even in ordinary ca-

ses the Athenian generals were not fettered in the

conduct of a campaign by any council of war or

other controlling authority, as the Spartan kings
sometimes were ; still they were responsible for it,

and in the time of Demosthenes" exposed, at the
termination of their command, to capital indictment
at the caprice of the people, or from the malevolence
of penM>Dai ennaity." Even Pericles himselP* was
fined hy die pu«4>ie ioi Ltn^foieti inisuotauagemeat, tot
really becatise ibe Atneoiaos wpere <ii&appointed io

tbetr expet-utioQS.

In the tima^ of Cbabnaa and Kiocion, however,
the greater pait of the gencrais regularly remained
tt home to conduct the (nocessiuns, <&c., as the cit-

iKos did to enjoy tbeni, leaving their wars to

be conducted by uen^eoaries and their leaders.^*

Some of them, too, were not commanders of all the

1. (Lv*., o. Aleib., 140 . Pro MiUt., II «.>-«. (Wolf id Upt^
p. M.—I)emosth., b. Lacr., 040, 16.>—3 (Demoath., o. BcmC, i.,

W7.— Xen., D« Rep Ath«a., 3.) -4. (o Phaaip., 1040.)— ft.

(Thocjrd., 11., W.>—o (Oerud., VI.. 100.)—7. (Thucyd., L, 116.)
—4. (MiiUnr, Liuiratans at Anaant Greece, p. 338.>—0. (Tha-
cjd., II., M.)— 10 (Thncyd.. n.^S, »ft.)—ll. (Philip., i., 43.)—
ll (c Mid.. 535. «. Aristocr.. 076.)— 13. (TbucTtL, H., <I6.>-
M (Wachsmuth, 11, 1, p. 410.—DemoMb.. Ptul., i., 47, VLi

troops, but only of the horse and foot of separate

armies {nrpnTj/yog 6 IttI tuv onkuv or on-P.trilv, and
6 eiri TUV Inniuv) : and one of them, the general of

the administration {6 inl ti/c 6i(HKrjaeuc)t performed

part of the judicial labours of the strategi and oth-

er civil services, such as that of giving out the pay

of the troops.' W(> must also remember that the

Athenian navy, as well as the army, was command*
ed by the strategi, whence the • praetor'a navis' 9t

Hag-ship is called arparriylg vavc-*

The strategi at Athens were perhaps the most
important officers of the Republic, especially during

war ; and among them are numbered some of her

most distinguished citizens, iMilliades, Themisto
cles, Pericles, Phocion, <Stc. But the generals of

the early times diffi?red in many respects from the

contemporaries of Demosthenes. Formerly the gen
eral and the statesman were united in one person .

the leader in the field was the leader in the assem-
bly, and thus acquired a double influence, accom-
panied with a double responsibility. But in later

times, the general and the professed orator oi

statesman were generally perfectly distinct,* and
the latter, as will always be the case in free states,

had by far the greater influence. The last of the

Athenian generals who was considered to unite the

two characters was Phocion, who was general no
less than forty-five times.* Accordingly, the various

parties into which the state was then divided had
each their orator and general, the former acting as

a recognised leader ;* and a general, when absent

on foreign expeditions, was liable to be maligned or

misrepresented to the people by an unfriendly and
influential demagogue.* Hence we cannot wonder
that the generals of the age of Demosthenes were
neither so patriotic nor so distinguished as those of

former times, more especially when we call to mind
that they were often the commanders of mercenary
troops, and not of citizens, whose presence might
have checked or animated them. Moi cover, thej

sutTered in moral character by the contamination ol

the mercenary leaders with whom they were asso-

ciated. The necessity they were under of provi-

ding their hired soldiers with pay, habituated them
to the practice of levying exactions from the allies

;

the sums thus levied were not strictly accounted for,

and what should have been applied to the service

of the slate was frequently spent by men like Cha-

res upon their own pleasures, or in the purchase of

a powerful orator.' Another effect of the separa-

tion of the two characters was, that the responsi-

bility of the general and of the orator or minister

was lessened, and it was in most cases easy for a

general to purchase an apparently disinterested ad-

vocacy of his conduct. There was this fa'ther

abuse connected with the sysl.t;m, that, according to

Isocrates,* military command was so much coveted,

that the election of generals was often determined

by the most profligate bribery

Trie moi»( emnen' generals of tb=i time of D&^
mo8trjenei= tveri-') Via.H>i,heus, ^Jhabrras, fp(iio<^es,

and rtopithvi t.'inaret and J.ysicles 'vere inferA.1 to

them both in loyalty uikI skUl, bnt tt^e fomier and
the mercenarj'' (yhar'denius were frequently eiu

pU yed Towards thvi decline of the Roman Em
pire the chief magistrate at Athens was called

arpaTijyiK. or the duke • Constantine bestowed oo
him the t?lle of ftiyac (rrfM-niydf, or the gramti

duke.* The military chieftains of the .^tolian and
Achtean leagues were also called arparriyoi Th«
Achaean arparriyoi had the power of oonveniog a

1. (BOckh. StaaUh . ii., c. 7.—Dem., Pro Cotpq., p. «», 11.)

a. (Hermann. Lehrbach d Oriech. Staaualt., t^^ )—3. (laucr.

De Paoe. 170 >—4 (Plot.. Pboc . 5 - Wnchsmuth, 1.. ii., « T» )

—6 (DeoKieth.. Olyn . n., 96. i—6 (Detnivth., De Chenaa., CT,

la.—W«:hiiinuth. 1. c)-7 (Thiriwall, Hitl. tif Gtmo*. » . •
S14.)—8. (De Pace. 106.1—0 (Julian. Ont.. i.)
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STRENA. STRVCHNUS.

feneral assembly ;.f the league on extreoif.-nary oc-

casions.'

STRATIO'TES (ffrpnrtuTjyf), a species of plant,

probably a kind of water-lentil. " The arpanuT^c

noTufiioi was most probal)ly, according to Spiengel,

the I'istia Slratiotis. Woodville, treating of the

common Yarroio or MillefoH, says of it, This plant

appears to be the arpariuTTjc x^^^"'P^^^°^ "' ^^^

Greek writers.' It is pretty generally looked upon

as being the Achillea millefolium. It got the name
of Achillea from its being supposed the herb used by

A jhilles in dressing wounds."*

STRATO'RES. 1. Imperial equerries subject

to the tribunus stabuli. Their proper duty, as the

name imports, was to saddle the horses ; they also

led them from the stable, and assisted the emperor

to mount. Hence they were termed in Greek ava-

&?.«<£•. From the addition of miles to their title, it

apj)ears that they were considered as part of the

military establishment.' Consuls and praetors had
their stratores, as we learn from inscriptions,* and

perhaps aediles also.*

2. Officers sent into the provinces to select hor-

ses for the stud of the prince or for the general ser-

vice of the state.* These, in all probability, be-

longed to the same body with those mentioned

above ; the title stratores a publicis rationibus, by

which they are usually distingLiished in works upoa
Roman antiquities, rests upon no authority exccp'.

the letters STR. A. P. R. in an inscription,' the iii-

terpretation of which is very doubtful.

3. Jailers under the orders of the commenla/icn-

tis, or chief inspector of prisons." To these Ulf^ian

refers,' " nemo proconsulum stratores suos ha/jere po-

test, scd eorumvice mihtes minislerioinpro'-Aitciisfun-
fruntur," although the passage is quoted in most dic-

tionaries as bearing upon the stratores oi tiie stable."

4. In the later Latin writers, and especially in

the monkish historians of the Miiidlf Ages, stratores

denote a chosen body of soldiers seiit in advance of

an army to explore the country, to determine the

proper line of march, to select the s;pots best fitted

for encari^ping, and to make a'l ih« arrangements

necessary for the safety and c-o.-mfort of the troops

when they lialted, their duties:, being in some re-

spects analogous to those of the classical metatores,

and in others tu those of a modern corps de guides}^

5. We find in an inscri;^t'.on the words Diomedes
Ap. Strator, which is g'njrally understood to com-
.Tiemorate the laoours of some individual in paving

tlie Appian Way, anJ mention is made of stratores

of this descriptio.r ir- r.nother inscription found at

Mayence."
STRENA, a pre:.e'it given on a festive day and for

the sake of good or/icn,** whence a good omen is call-

ed by Plautus ton t ctr^na^* It was, however, chiefly

applied to a ncAfyear's-gift, to a present made on
the calends of January. In accordance with a sen-
alus consultum, newyear's-gifts had to be present-
ed to AugusLuu in the Capitol, even when he was
absent.'* Iha person who received such presents
was accusto.ned to make others in return (strena-

niim comnurcium) ; but Tiberius, who did not like

the custom on account of the trouble it gave him,
and also of the expense in i^i^king presents in re-

1 (J.!*-.., xxxviii., 11 —Polyl)., iv., 7, * 5.)— 2. (Dioscor., iv.,

100, 101.— Adams, Apptnid., s. v.)—3. (Spart. Caracall., 7.—
imm. MarccU., x\i., 5.— Vid. Ducange, s. v.)—4 (Orell., Inscr.,

798, 3250, 3523.)—5. (Orcll., n. !584.)-6. (Amm. Marcell.,
lix., 3.— Cod. Theod., viii.,tit.8, 8.4.— Cod., iii.,tit. 25.—Sal-

. M. ad Capiiol., M. Autonin., 8 ; ad Trebell. Poll., Valer., 3.)—
(Gruter, p. dlxix., n. 8 )—8. (Cod. Theod., ix., tit. 3, s. 1.)—9.
)ig. 1, tit. 16, s. 4.)— 10. (Compare the Notitia Dignitatum
operii Oneiitis, c. 13 and c. 101, in Graivii Thes. Rom. Antiq.,
om. vii., p. 1375 and p. 1608.)— 11. (Symm., Episl. ad Theod.
et Vaient., 1.— Ducange, s. v.)— 12. (Orell., n. 1450.—Compare
Fuchs, Geschichtc Von Mainz.)— 13. (Festus, s. v.)—14. (Stich.,
••. 3, 24.)—15. (Suet., Ociav., 57.—Corapars Dion Cass., liv.,

t5 I
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turn, frequently left Rome at the bcj^inning of Jaii<

uary, that he might be out of the way,' and alac

strictly lorbade any such presents to be oflcred him
after the first of January, as he used lo be annoyed
by them during the whole of the month.* The
custom, 80 far as the emperor was concerned, thus
seems to have fallen almost entirely into disuse du-
ring the reign of Tiberius. It was re;vived again
by Caligula,' but abolished by Claudius ; it must,
however, have been restored afterward, as we finJ

it mentioned as late as the reigns of Thoodosiut
and Arcadius.*

STRIGIL. (Ki<i. Baths, p. 146; LooTRor, »
599.)

*STRIX, the Screech Owl. {Jid. Glaux.)
*STROMBUS {arpofiSog), a shellfish, called m

French Trompe, in English Trumpet ; namely, the
Cochlea Strombus, L.*

STRO'PHIUM {raivia, raiviiiov, iinodispiog) was
a girdle or belt worn by women round the breast
and ovci the inner tunic or chemise' {:ereti slrophto

luclantes vincta papillas^). It apf,eard from an ep-

igram of Martial* to have beer* usually made of
leather."

*STROUTHTON iarpovdiov), the Saponaria offi-

ci'Aalis, or Soapwort. " Lucian mentions," says
Adams, *' that the impostor Alexander used it to

procure a discharge of saliva from his mouth.""
STROUTHOS {oTpoveSc). "A term used by

Paulus iEgineta in the same genera se.ose that

Passeres is by Linnaeus, as applying to the order of

small birds. It is more particularly applied, howev
er, to the Passer domesticus, or House Sparrow
Gesner supposes the 'nvpyirr/c and Tpuylodvrriq mere
varieties of it ; but it is more probable that the lat-

ter was the Hedgo Sparrow, or Accentor modularity

Cuvier"'"
*2TPOY0O^2:, neyulri, Al6vkv, or 'Apa6in, callisd

also arpovdoKu/TjTio^, the Ostrich, or Strouthio-camc'

lus, L. It is described by Xenophon, Aristotle,

^lian, Diodorus, and others. Oppian calls it Atfiuijf

KTspoev fiordv ayKvXodeipov, and again, iiiru arpov-

doLo KufiTjlov. "The length of its legs and of its

neck," says Griffith, speaking of the ostrich, "and
certain habits peculiar to it, have caused it to be
compared to the camel. Eldemiri, in his • History
of Animals,' informs us, that the vulgar belief in

Arabia is, that the ostrich is the production of a
camel and a bird. From such approximations are
derived the names which the ostrich has received
in various countries. The Persian name of sutur-

morg literally signifies camel-bird ; and it is the same
with the strouthio-camelus of the Latins. We cannot,

however, say with Aristotle, that the ostrich is of an
equivocal nature, partly bird, partly quadruped ; but

still we may aver that, in the chain of being, it evi-

dently constitutes a link between the birds and the

mammalia. Though decreed, from its bulk, to re-

main upon the earth, and deprived of that faculty

which is the eminent characteristic of its class, it

has received in compensation a force and rapidity in

the race far surpassing that of all other existing an-

imals."'*

STRUCTOR. {Vid. C(ena, p. 2ih)
STRYCHNUS or -UM {arpvxvoc or -ov), the

herb Nightshade. " I cannot pretend," says Adams,
" to unravel all the confusion which invests the sub-

ject of the ancient strychni. Both Celsus and Pliny

1. (Dion Casa., Ivii.. 8.)— 2. (Sott., Tib., 34.—Dion Ca»».,

Ivii., 17.)—3. (Snet., Cal., 42.—Dion Cass., lix., 24.) -4. (Dion

Cass., Ix., 6.)— 5. (Auson , Ep., iviii., 4.—Symm., Ep., x., 28.)

—6. (Aristot., H. A.,i., 9.—Id., iv., 4 ; v., 13.—Adams. Append.,

s. T.)—7. (Non., xiv., 8.)—8. (Catnll., Ixiv.. 65.)—9. (xiv., 6fi.)

— 10. (Becker, Callus, i., i». 321.) — II. (Dioscor., ii., 192.—
Theophr., H. P., vi., 4. — Auams, Append., s. v.) — 12. ( .^dam*,

Append., s. v.)— 13. (Oppian. Hal., iv., 630.—Id., (;;yiicg., iii.—

Griffith's Civier » ol v'ii , ^ 444, 4c.—Adams, A| pend.. » '



STYRAX. SUCCESSIO.

•tate thai the Slrychnos of the Greeks was called

Solanum, by llic Romans. The Latin writers of the

Middle Ages term it Mamdla. Apuleius describes

four species : the first called Horlualis ; the second
called Cacabum ; the third called Hypnotice aomntf-

era, 6lc. ; the fourth, Furialisx Sprengel, in his an-

notations 0(1 Dioscorides, arranges the slryclmi as

follows : 1st. The arpiixyoq Ktinalo^ is the Sulanum
nigrum (common Nightshade), or S. miniatum. 2d.

The ff. iiXiKUKaOog is the Physalis Alkckengi, com-
mon Winter-cherry. 3d. The a. virvuriKog is the

Physalis sommftra, or Cluster-leaved Winter-cherry.

4th. The a. naviKOQ is the Solanum Sodomeum, or

Ulack-spined Nightshade. Theophrastus describes

the first, third, and fourth species. Stackhouse sup-

poses the last to be I he Airopa belladonna, which,
by-the-way, is generally supposed to be the plant

which Buchanan calls ' Solanum somni/erum,^ and
describes very graphically. Woodville thinks this

species (the fourth) either the Airopa belladonna

or Solanutn dulcamara. Stackhouse agrees with
Sprengel regarding the first and third species. On
the slrychni of the ancients, see in particular Schulze
(Toxicol. Vctcrum, c. 18), whose account of them
agrees in the main with that given above.'"

STULTO'RUM FE'RM;. {Vid. Fornacalia.)
STUPRUM. {Viil ^ DULTERIUli, CoNCUBINA,

Incestum.)

STYLUS. (Firf. Stilos.)

•STYPTE'RIA {aTvirrripia). "From the cir-

cumstance alone of the localities in which Dioscor-
ides says the arvTTrijpla was found, namely, Melos,
Lipari, Sardinia, &.c , we can have no difficulty in

deciding it to have been the Octohadral Alum of
Jameson, i. e., Sulphate of Alumine and Potash.
The ancients, however, have described several varie-

ties, which have exercisod the ingenuity of the com-
mentators to determine what they were. Alston
calls the arvKTripia axiarri ' alumen sciisile vel plumo-
fum.' He says, ' the true plumose or feathered alum
is a salt, in colour and grain somewhat resembling
umianius, lasting like common alum.' Dr. Hill de-
«;ribes the plumose alum as consisting of efflores-

cences which hang from the rocks in certain islands

of the Archipelago, where the earth is full of alum.
These specimens were called rpixlnc by the Greeks,
as if composed of hairs. He alludes, I presume, to

the Haar Salz (Hair Salt) of Werner, formerly sup-
posed a variety of alum, but consisting, according to

Klaproth, of a mixture of the sulphates of magnesia
and iron. Dr. Kidd states that the capillary or plu-

mose alum consists of very delicate fibres like down.
The i/ypTi, or liquid alum, according to Dr. Hill, was
what drops through the fissures of stones : when
this assumed a round form, it was called oTpoyyvlrj,

'round.' Dr. Milligan finds fault with Drs. Jame-
son and Thompson for holding that the ancient alum
soiisisted principally of the sulphate of iron : they
were right, however, in regard to the alumen scissile,

or hair alum, which, as we have stated, Klaproth
found to contain sulphate of iron. This variety was
therefore considerably different from the common
arviTT/jpia of the Greeks."*
•STYR.\X (ffrupaf). a tree producing a resinous

gum. The gum is called in Greek ro arvpa^, and
the tree which produces it ^ or 6 arvpa^. The gum
is l:nown in the dispensatories by the name of Sty-

rax or Storax. It has a fragrant odour, and an agree-

able, slightly pungent, and aromatic taste ; it is

stimulant, and in some degree expectorant. The
storax of commerce is chiefly obtained from Asiatic

Turkey. The arvpai Kokafuri], mentioned by Paulus

1. (Theophr.. H. P., Tii., 15; ix , 13.—Diascor., iv., 71,72,73
74.—Nicanil., Ther., 75.—Adann, Append., s. ».)—2. (Dioscur.,
v., I93.-Plin., II. N., XXXV., 59.—Celsu, ed Millipin, p. 189 —
A''aau Append., f. .)

«'>U

.iCgineta, is the Slyrax ealamita, so called becaoM
anciently packed up in reeds for safely of carriage.

The styrax-tree is still called in the East itlorak oi

isterk. The gum was formerly much employed in

medicine, but now is little us*;'l except in perfumes.
Some suppose that the storax is the true thus Judao-
rum, presented by the Magi to the infaiit Saviour-,

others, however, are in favour of the balm exuded
by the Amyris.^

SUBER (0^XXoc), the Cork-tree, or Quercua Su
her, L. ( Vid. Phellus.)
SUBLIGA'CULUM or SUCCINCTO'RIUM (<5/o.

Cu/M, irepi(ufia), Drawers.' This article of dress, or
a bandage wound about the loins so as to answer
the same purpose, was worn by athletes at the pub-
lic games of Greece in the earliest ages (vid. Ath
LET.<B : ^tbaai vvv') ; but the use of it was soon dis-

continued, and they went entirely naked.* The Ro-
mans, on the contrary, and all other nations except
the Greeks, always adhered to the use of it in their

gymnastic exercises.* It was also worn by actors
on the stage,* by those who were employed in tread-

ing grapes (vid. Torcular'), and by the Roman
popa at the sacrifices, and it then received the de-

nomination o( limits,^ which name was also applied

to it as worn by Roman slaves.* The circumstance
of the slaves in India wearing this as their only cov-

ering," is agreeable to the practice of modern slave-

ry in the "VN'est Indies and other tropical countries
Some of the ancient Gauls had such a contempt for

death as to descend into the field of battle naked,
with the exception of the subligacnlum, or clothing

for the loins."

SUBSGRI'PTIO CENSO'RIA. (Vid. IxFAMii,
NoTA Censoria.)
SUBSECrVA. (Vid. Leoes Aorari.e, p. 37.),

SUBSIGNA'NL (Vid. Army, Roman, p. 103.)

SUBSTITU'TIO. (Vid. Heres, Roman, p. 498.)
SUBSTITU'TIO PUPILLA'RIS. ( Vid. Hbrks,

Roman, p. 498.)

SUBTE'MEN. (Fjd. Tela.)
SUBU'CULA. (Kid. Tunica)
SUCCE'SSIO. This word is used to denote a

right which remains unchanged as such, but is

changed with reference to its subject. The change
is of such a nature, that the right, when viewed as
attached to a new person, is founded on a preceding
right, is derived from it, and depends upon it.

*" The
right must accordingly begin to be attached to the
new person at the moment when it ceases to be at

tached to the person who previously had it. Thus,
in the case of the transfer of ownership by tradition,

the new ownership begins when the old ownership
ceases, and it only arises in case the' former pos-

sessor of the thing had the ownership ; that is, prior

ownership is a necessary condition of subsequent
ownership. This kind of change in ownership is

called successio. It follows from the definition of
it that usucapion is not included in it. The suc-

cessio of a heres is included ; for though there might
be a considerable interval between the death and
the aditio heredilatis, when the hereditas was once
taken possession of, the act of aditio had, by a lega.

fiction, relation to the time of the death. Thus
whereas we generally view persons who possesi
rights as the permanent substance and the rights as

accidents, in the case of succession the right is the
permanent substance, which persists in a series of
persons.

The notion of succession applies mainly, though

1. (Diuacor., i., 79.— Paulut .£gin., vii., c. II.— Adiimi, Ap-
pend., ». V.— Encyc. Anieric, s. v.)— 2. (Joseph., A. J., iii., 7,

^ I.)—3. (Horn., Od., XTiii., 30.)—4. (Schnl. in Horn., II., xxiii.,

683.— Uid., Orip., xviii., 17.)—5. (Thucyd., i., 6.—ScluU. in loe.

-Clem. Alex., Piedafr.,iii.,9.—Isid.,Orig., xix., 221.)—ft; (Cw,
De Oflr.,i.. 35.)—7. (Geopon.,v>., II.)—8. (Virg.. .£n., xii., 1S0<— Sorviusin luc.)—9. (Cell., N. A., xii., 3.) — 10. (Slr«bu.n.
1, « 73, p. 150, ed. Sieb.)— 11. (Diod. Sic, v., 29.)
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not exclusively, to property. With respect to the

tew that relates to familia, it applies so far as the

parts of the familia partake of the nature of property,

Buch as the power of a master over his slave, and

the case of patronatus and mancipii causa. Thus
the patria polestas and the condition of a wife in

manu may be objects of succession. It applies also

to the case of adoption.

Successio is divided into singular succession and
universal succession. These terms conveniently

express the notion, but they were not Roman terms.

The Roman terms were as follows : in universum
jus, in eam duntaxat rem succedere ;' per univorsi-

tatem, in rem succedere ;^ in omne jus mortui, in

singularum rerum dominium succedere ;' in univer-

sa bona, in rei tantum dominium succedere.*

It is singular succession when a single thing, as

an object of ownership, is transferred, or several

tilings together, when they are transferred as indi-

vidual things, and not as having relation to one an-

other in consequence of this accidental conomon
mode of transfer.

The object of universal succession is property as

an ideal whole (universitas) without any reference

to its component parts. Yet the notion of succes-

sion applies as well to a fraction of this ideal whole
as to the unit which this ideal whole is conceived
10 be ; for the whole property being viewed as a
unit, it may be conceived to be divided into frac-

tional parts without any reference to the several

things which are included in the ideal whole. It

was also consistent with this species of succession
that many particular rights should be incapable of
being transferred: thus, in the case of an hereditas,

the ususfructus of the deceased did not pass to the
heres, and in the case of adrogation neither the
ususfructus nor the debts of the adrogated person,

according to the old law.

The object of universal succession is a universi-

tas as such, and it is by means of the words uni-

versitas and universum that the Romans denote
this kind of succession ; but it would be erroneous
to infer from this use of the term that succession
applies to all universitates. Its proper application

is to property, and the true character of universal
succession is the immediate passing over from one
person to another of all the credits and debts that
belong or are attached to the property. This hap-
pens in the case of an hereditas, and in the case
of adrogation as to most matters. The debts would

. be transferred by adrogation if this were not accom-

,
panied with a capitis diminutio. Credits and debts
could not be transferred by singular succession.
The cases of universal succession were limited, and
Ihe notion could not be applied and made effectual
at the pleasure of individuals. The most important
Gases of universal succession were the property of
a deceased person; as hereditas, bonorum posses-
sio, fideicommissaria hereditas, and others ofthe like
kind. The property of a living person might be
transferred in this way, in the case of adrogatio,
conventio in raanum, and the bonorum emtio.' In
many other cases, though the object is to transfer a
whole property, it is, in fact, effected by the transfer
oJ the several things : the following are instances
of this kind of transfer, the gift of a whole property,
or its being made a dos, or being brought into a so-
cietas, or the sale of an hereditas by a heres.
The notion of a universal succession among the

Romans appears to have been derived from the no-
t'.on of the hereditas, to which it was necessary to
attach the credits and debts of the deceased and
the sacra. Other instances of universal succession,

I. (Dig. 21, tit. 3, ». 3.)—2. (Oaius, ii., 97.—Dig. 43, tit. 3, a.

1.)— 3. (Di?. 89, tit. a, ». 37 )— 4. (Dig. 39, til. i, i. 84.)— 5.
G«iui, ii., 98.)

such as the bonorum possessio, grew out of the no-
tion of the hereditas ; and it was found eonvenienl
to extend it to other cases, such as adrogation.

But, as already observed, the extension of the no-
tion was not left to the pleasure of individuals, and,
accordingly, this doctrine was, to use a Roman
phrase, juris publici.

The words successio, successor, sujcsdere, by
themselves, have a general meaning, and comprisQ
both kinds of succession. Sometimes these words,
by themselves, signify universal succession, as ap-

pears from the context,' and by such expression.'! as
heredes ceterique successores. In other cases the

kind of succession is denoted by appropriate words,
as per universitatem succedere, acquirers, transire,

in universum jus succedere, &c., in the case of uni
versal succession ; and in rem, in rei dominium, in

singularum rerum dominium succedere, &,c., in the
case of singular succession.

In the phrase " per universitatem succedere," the
notion 01 universal succession is not directly ex-
pressed ; for the phrase has immediate reference
to the acquisition of a smgle thing, and it is only by
means of the word universitas that we express the
notion that the acquisition of the individual thing is

effected by means of the acquisition of the whole.'
SUCCESSOR ( Vid. Successio.)

SUCCINCTO'RiaM. {Vid. Subligacolum.)
SUCC'INUM, the Latin name for ^micr, founded

on the belief that it consisted of the resinous juice

(succus) of certain trees, which had in the course of

time become mineralized in the earth. ( Vid. Elec-
TRUM.)^

*SYC'ALIS (auKoXif), "a small bird, called by
the Italians Bccquefigo. Its Latin name is Ficedula.

Brookes says it is the same bird which is called Pel-

tickaps in Yorkshire, being about the size of a lin-

net. He alludes, probably, to the MoiaciUa hypola-

IS, L."*
*SYCAMTNOS {ovkuiuvo^). (Kid. Morea.)
SYCE {avKTi), the fig-tree, properly called Ficus

Carica. " The wild fig-tree is called Ipivedgby Ho-
mer. The avKJj klyvTVTLT}, called also Kepuvia, is the
Ftcus religiosa according to Stackhouse, but ac-

cording to Schneider the Ceralonia silijua, L., or

Carob-tree. The ovk^ 'AXs^avSpeia is the Pi/rus

amelanchier according to Sprengel. ihe Loniccra

Pyrenaica according to Stackhouse. The avK^ 'Iv-

6lktj is the Ficus Indica, or Banya.j according to

Sprengel, the Rhizophora mangle, or Mangrove, ac-

cording to Stackhouse. The Banyan, or Indian fig-
tree, is noticed by Theophrastus, Pliny, Strabo, Dio-

dorus Siculus, (^uintus Curtius, Arrian, and Athe-
naeus."*

*SYCOM'OROS or -ON (au/cd/zopoc, -ov), the Syc-
amore-tree, or FirAis Sijcomorus. {Vid. Morka.)
SYCOPHA'NTES {avKOipdi'TTjc). At an early pe-

riod in Attic history, a law was made prohibiting the
exportation of figs. Whether it was made in a time
of dearth, or through the foolish policy of preserving

to the natives the most valuable of their produc-
tions, we cannot say. It appears, however, that

the law continued in force long after the cause ol

its enactment, or the general belief of its utility

had ceased to exist, and Attic fig-growers export-

ed their fruit in spite of prohibitions and penalties.

To inform against a man for so doing was consid-

ered harsh and vexatious, as all people are apt t*»

think that obsolete statutes may be infringed w th

impunity. Hence the term ai>Ko<ttavT£lv, which ori-

ginally signified to lay an information against another

1. (Oaius, )ii., 88.) — 2. (Savigny, Syrtein, &c., iii., p. 8.

—

Gaius, ii.,97, &c.—Austin's Outlines of a Course nf Lectures tm
General Jurisprudence may also be consulted as to the sudject o\

this article.)—3. (Moore's Auc. Mineral., p. 105.) —4. (Adams,
Append., s. v.)—5. (Theophr., H. P., i., 5 ; li., 3 iv., 2, 4.—Ui
onour., I., 181.— Euslath. ad II., vi., 423. — .idaijs ippond.. aw)
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for expo-f.ing figs, came to be applied to all ill-na-

tured, malicious, groundless, and vexatious accusa-

tions. It is denned by Suidas ^eviuc rtvof Karij-

yopelv.^ As to a different origin of the word, see

B6ckh.»
I

ZvxoipiivTTi^, in the time of Aristophanes and De-
mosthenes, designated a person of a peculiar class,

not capable of being described by any single word
in our language, but well understood and apprecia-

ted by an Athenian. He had not much in common
with our sycophant, but was a happy compound of

the common barretor, informer, feltifoggcr, busybody,

rogue, liar, and slanderer. The Athenian law per-

mitted any citizen (rov PovXo/ievov) to give informa-

tion against public offenders, and prosecute them
,

m courts of justice. It was the policy of the legis-
j

later to encourage the detection of crime, and a
reward (such as half the penalty) was frequently

given to the successful accuser. Such a power,
with such a temptation, was likely to be abused, I

unless checked by the force of public opinion or
j

the vigilance of judicial tribunals. Unfortunately,

the character of the Athenian democracy and the
|

temper of the judges furnished additional incentives
[

to the infonner. Eminent statesmen, orators, gen-

1

erals, magistrates, and all persons of wealth and in-
j

fluence, were regarded with jealousy by the people. '

The more causes came into court, Ihe more fees

accrued to the judges, and fines and confiscations

enriched the public treasury. The prosecutor,

therefore, in public causes, as well as the plaintiff

in civil, was looked on with a more favourable eye
than the defendant, and the chances of success
made the employment a lucrative one. It was not
always necessary to go to trial, or even to com-
mence legal proceedings. The timid defendant was
glad to compromise the cause, and the conscious
delinquent to avert the threat of a prosecution by
paying a sum of money to his opponent. Thriving
informers found it not very difficult to procure wit-

nesses, and the profits were divided between them.
According to Theophrastus,* Athens was full of At-

i/waoKoXuKuv Kal ?iuno6vrC>v /cat ^evdofiapTvpuv Koi

evKiK^nvTuv koI tpfvdoKXijTripuv. The character of
the avKotjiuvTat will be best understood by the ex-
amples and descriptions found in the Attic writers.

An.'jtoplianes directs the keenest edge of his satire

against them.* Demosthenes says : nov?jp6v 6 av-

KoijulvT/jC Kill (idaKavov Kai (piXairiov.^ ^VKoi^avreiv

TpiuKovra fivug in Lysias,* signifies " to extort thirty

minas by sycophant-Itke practices.'" That the in-

cniase of litigation and perjury was in some meas-
ure owing to the establishment of clubs and politi-

cal ass«tcialions, and the violence of party spirit,

may be gathered from various passages of the Attic
writers.*

The Athenian law did indeed provide a remedy
agiiinst this mischievous class of men. There was
a )pa07 avKoi^avTiaq tried before the thesmothetae.
Any person who brought a false charge against
another, or extorted money by threat of legal pro-
ceedings, or suborned false witnesses, or engaged
in a conspiracy to ruin the character of an innocent
man, was Ijable to this yiia<pTi. He might also be
proceeded against by ^datf, ivdei^ig, unayuyr), npo-

to7Ji, or tiaayycXia.* (See articles Phasis, &.c.)

The trial was an uyijv Ti/ifiroi:. The heaviest pun-
isbment might be inflicted, together with arifiiu

and confiscation of property. Besides this, if any

I (Steph.,Thc*iur.,H873,A.)— a. (Staauh. Uer Athcn., i.,46.j
—2 (ap. Allien., vi., 254, 6.)—4. (Sec particularly Acharn., 818

;

Atch, HIO; Plul., 850)—5. (Ue Corun., 307.—Compare c. Eu-
bul., 1309.) — 6. (c. Evanii., 177, ed. Steph.) — 7. (See farther,
l.j:, itnii. K'lraA. AjroX., ITI.—jEach., l)e Falj. Lcg^., 30, ed.
Sleph.— Uciiiuiitli., De Cur., 3UI. — Xcn., Mem., ii., U, 9 4 ; De
Rep. Alb., I., 4.) —8. (Thiicyd., viii., M.—Uem., c. Uoxit., Du
Uute, lUlO ; c Pautcn., UTS; c. Zenoth., 883.)— U. (iEwJi., !>•
FaU Leg., 47, ed. Slei>h.—Deu. c Theucr., 1335.)

man brought a criminal charge against another, and
neglected to prosecute it {ine^e'AOeiv), he was liable

to a penalty of 1000 drachmas, and lost the priTi-

lege of instituting a similar proceeding in future,

which was consitlered to be a species of arifua.*
The same consequence followed if he failed to ob-
tain a fifth part of the votes at the trial. The inu-
6f?.(a in civil action was a penalty of the same kind,
and having the same object, viz., to prevent the
abuse of legal process, and check frivolous and un-
just actions. Such were the remedies provided by
law, but they were found inefficacious in practice

;

and the words of Aristophanes' were not more »c
vere than true :

" there is no charm against the
bite of a avno<puvTfi(y

£TK0<l>ANTrA2 rPA<I»H'. (Vid. Sycophante*.)
SUDA'TIO, SUDATO'RIUM. {Vid. Baths, p.

149.)

•SYENITES LAPIS (Svmrj/f liOoc), a species
of stone quarried near Syene in Upper Egypt,
whence its name. " Of this," says Dr. Moore,
" were formed those celebrated obelisks described
by Pliny, and which are still gazed at with wonder
either in Egypt or at Rome. This stone is classed
by Winckelmann with granite, of which, he says,
Egypt furnished two varieties, one red and whitish,
of which are formed these obelisks and many stat-

ues ; the other white and black, peculiar, as he
thinks, to Egypt."*
SUFFRA'GIA SEX. (Vid. Equites, p. 416.)
SUFFR.\'GIUM, a vote. At Athens, the voting

in the popular assemblies and the courts of justice
was either by show of hands or by ballot, as is ex-
plained under Cheirotonein and Psephos. It is

commonly supposed that at Rome the people weie
always polled in the comitia by word of mouth, til]

the passing of the lieges Tabellaria; about thn mid-
dle of the second century before Christ (u7. Tabei.-
LARi/E Leges), when the ballot by means of tabella
was introduced. ( Vid. Tabella.) Wunder,* how-
ever, has shown that the popular assemblies voted
by ballot, as well as by word of mouth, long before
the passing of the Leges Tabellaria?, but that, in-

stead of using tabella!, they employed stones or peb-
bles (the Greek V^^ot), and that each voter received
two stones, one white and the other black, the for-

mer to be used in the approval, and the latter in the
condemnation of a measure. The voting by word
of mouth seems to have been adopted in elections
and trials, and the use of pebbles to have been con-
fined to the enactment and repeal of laws. That
the latter mode of voting was adopted in early
times is proved by many passages of Dionysius,
and especially by x., 41 : cif <5 <5///iof u-^ret ruf ^.
(povg, oi veuTUToi rwv narpiKiuv—tu ayysla ruv
^7i<puv Toiig ?;tovraf u<p7jpovvTo ; and xi., 52 : iKekivaav
KadioKov TeOfjvat vnep r^f noXeug 'Pufialuv, Kaff iKua-
TT/v <j>v'/.7/i', ei( ov inrud^aovrai rug yliTjt^ovg. It is also

confirmed by the common expressions used with
respect to voting, as suffragmm ferre, tnttlcre in

suffragia, inire, or ire in suffragia, which lead us to
suppose that the suffragium probably signified some
thing which was put by the hand from one place
into another. For if the Romans had from the first

been polled only by word of mouth, it is scarcely
possible that such an expression as suffragtum ferre
would have been used when they had nothing lo
carry ; but, on the contrary, some such word as
dicere would have been employed, more especially

as it is certain that in the most ancient times those
who voted by word of mouth did not go up one by
one to the officer who received the voles, but rc-

1. (Dcm., c. Mid., 548 ; c. Thcocr., l.isa.)—8. (Plulua, 888.;
—3. (Vtd. Plainer, Pror. uud Klag., ii., I(H.—Meier. Alt. Proc,
335.—SchOmann, Ant. Jnr. Pal>. Gr., 101, 185.— Wacnamuth, I .

ii., 157.—Pollui, Onom., vni., 31, 46, 47, 88.)-4. (Muore'a Anc
Mioeral., p. 83.)—5. (Codex Erfo'tovit, p. eixvii., &e.)
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mained in theJi places, and were asked for t Mr

»otes by the rogatores, who thence derived ti ;ir

name. Besides which, the word suffragium can

ararcely signify the same as senteniia or vox. Tlie

etymology is *mcertain, for the opinions of those

who connect it with (jipd^efTBai or fragor do not de-

serve notice. Wunder thinks that it may possibly

be allied with suffrage, and signified originally an
ankle-bone or knuckle-bone. On the passing of the

Leges Tabellariae, the voting with stones or pebbles

went out of use. For farther particulars with re-

spect to the voting in the comitia, see Comitia, p.

295, DiRIBITORES, SiTULA, TaBELLA, TABELLARIiE

Leges.
Those who had the jus suffragii, or the right of

voting in the comitia, as well as the capacity of en-

joying magistracies, were citizens opHmojure. ( Vid.

Cjvitas, Roman, p. 261.)

SUGGESTUS means in general any elevated

place made of materials heaped up {sub and gero),

and is specially applied : 1. To the stage or pulpit

from which the orators addressed the people in the

comitia. (Kid. Rostiia.) 2. To the elevation from
which a general addressed the soldiers.* 3. To the

elevated seat from which the emperor beheld the

public games,* also called cubiculum. {Vid. Cubic-

OLUM.)
SUGGRUNDA'RIUM. {Vid. Funus, p. 460.)

SUI HERE'DES. {Vid. Heres, Roman, p. 497,

45)8.)

SULAI {avlai). When a Greek state, or any of

its members, had received an injury or insult from
some other state or some of its members, and the

former was unwilling or not in a condition to de-

clare open war, it was not unusual to give a com-
mission or grant public authority to individuals to

make reprisals. This was called GvXac or av?.a,

4i66vaL.^ Polybius* calls it 2.u<j>vp6v or ^Haia naray-

ycXlELv. Thus, when the Lacedaemonians thought

the Athenians had broken the treaty with them by
making incursions from Pylus, they issued a proc-

lamation that any of their subjects might commit
depredations on the Athenians (kvKeadaL rove 'AOtj-

vaiov(^). Demosthenes' declares that the deputy

captains of triremes so misbehaved themselves in

foreign countries, plundering everybody they came
near, that no Athenian could travel safely diu rue

vnd TovTuv av6po7i.r]ipiag Kal av2.ag KareaKevaafievac,

where uvSi)o2.ipjjiac refers to the arrest ofthe person,

ffv/laf to the seizure of goods. Suidas explains av?.ai

by the synonyme ayXX^ipeic- As to uvdpoXTjipiai for

another purpose, see Phonos. In the vavrtK?} cvy-

ypa<j>y in the speech of Demosthenes,^ one of the
conditions is that goods may be landed only onov av
uTj avlai, uacv 'Kdrjvaiotg, " where no hostilities are

exercised against Athenians." The people ofAthens
passed a special decree to authorize privateering

;

and when any booty was taken by Athenian sub-
jects, they reserved to themselves the right of de-

termining whether it was lawfully taken, whether
it ought to be kept or restored, and what should be
done with it.* The ancient practice may be com-
pared with the modern one of granting letters of
marque and reprisal.*

SYLLOGEIS {avXkoyelq), usually called ^vXko-
yeig tov i^uov, or the collectors of the people, were
special commissioners at Athens, who made out a
list of the property of the oligarchs previously to its

confiscation." They fonned an ap;^;^," and seem to

have been introduced after the dominion of the

1. (Tacit., Hist., i., 35.)— 2. (Suet., Jul., 76.—Plin., Paneg.,
5L)—3. (Demosth., c. Lacrit., 931.—Lysias, c. Nicom., 185, ed.
Steph.) — 4. (iv., 26, 36, 53.) — 5. (Thucyd., v., 115.)— 6. (De
Coron. Trierarch., 1232.) — 7. (c. Lacr., 927.) — 8. (Dem., c.

Timocr., 703.—Argurn., 694, 695.)— 9. (Harpocr., s. v. SiJAuj.—
Schiiinann, De Coinit., 284.— Id., Ant. Jur. Pub. Gr., 367.)— 10.

(l«x Rhet., p. 304, Bekker.)—II. (Harpocr., s. v. XvWoyj )

<>32

Thirty Tyrants. It appears from an mscriptio*
that the m?.?.oydc had to attend to the sacred rifae

connected with the worship of Athena and the
Olympian Zeus, whence Bockh conjectures that
they collected or summoned the citizens to certaip
sacred rites, in which the people were feasted, and
that from this circumstance they derived their

name : the property of the oligarchs, of which they
are said to have made out a list for the purpose of
confiscation, may have been applied to these public
banquets, since confiscated property was not un-
frequently divided among the citizens.*

SULPHUR. {Vid. TumoTi.)
SULPI'CI^ LEGES. ( Vid. Lex, p. 586.)
SYMBOLAION, SYNALLAGMA, SYNTHECE

{avfi66},aiov, avvuXXayfia, avvd^Kij), are all words
used to signify a contract, but are distinguishable
from one another. 2v/<6(5Aa£ov is used of contracts
and bargains between private persons, and peculiar-
ly of loans of money. Thus av/i6alEiv eig uvdpunO'
6ov is to lend upon the security of a slave.* "LvvuX-

Tiay/xa signifies any matter negotiated or transacted
between two or more persons, whether a contract
or anything else.' 'S.vvdfjKri is used of more solemn
and important contracts, not only of those made
between private individuals, but also of treaties and
conventions between kings and states.*

As to the necessity or advantage ofhaving wTitten
agreements between individuals, see Syngraphe.
National compacts, on account of their great im
portance, and the impossibility of otherwise pre-
serving evidence of them, were almost always com-
mitted to writing, and commonly inscribed on pillars

or tablets of some durable material.* Upon a
breach, or on the expiration of the treaty, the pillare

were taken down.*
For breaches of contract actions were maintain-

able at Athens, called aviito'kaLuv (or avv6r}KC>v) irap^

aSdaeuc SiKai.'' Such actions, it is apprehended,
applied only to express contracts, not to obligations

ex delicto, or the uKovcna avvaXTidyfiara of Aristotle.*
Thus, if I had promised to pay a sum of money by
a certain day, and failed to perform that promise,
an action for breach of contract would have lain at

Athens. But it' my cow had broken my neighbour's

fence, my obligation to repair the damage would
have given rise, not to an action for breach of con-

tract, but to a diKij ^Xu6ijg.^ On the other hand, a
diKrj pXdCrig would lie against a person who had
committed a breach of contract ; for he was regard-

ed as a wrongdoer, and liable to pay compensation
to the party injured. Therefore Dionysodorus, who
had failed to perform the conditions of a vuvtikj]

avyypa(p7i, had a Sikt) fi?Lii6r/g brought against him by
the persons who lent him money on his ship.** The
Athenian law frequently gave an option between
various forms of action. It is not, however, im-

probable that the 6ckt] avvdriKuv TTapatdaeug was
only one species of the 6iK7] ^Xdtrig, and the name
one of a less technical kind. Wherever a debt had
become due to a man by reason of some previous

contract, we may suppose that he had the option

between an action of debt {xpf-ovg) and one for

breach of contract. The same observation will

apply to the diKat. irapaKarad^KTic, dpyvpiov, and
others of a similar kind. The main point of differ-

ence might be this : that in a general action for

1. (Corpus Inscr. Graec, No. 99, p. 137, 138; No. 157, p. 250.)

—2. (Dem., c. Aphob., 822 ; c. Zenoth., 884. ; c. Phonti., 907

.

c. Tiiiioth., 1185; c. Diouys., 1284.)— 3. (Dem., r. Onet., WT,
869 ; c. Timocr., 760.)— 4. (Thucyd , i., 40 ; v.. 18 ; viii., 37.—
Xen., Hell., vii., 1, * 2.- Dem., De Rhod., lib. 199.—Do Cc^on,

251 ; c. Aristog., 774.— Dinarch., c. Dciiiosth., 101, ej. ?4eph.j

—5. (Thucyd., v., 23, 47.— Vi<f. Aristoph., Ach., 727.)-6 (De-

mosth., Pro Mcgalop., 209.)— 7. (Pollux, Oiiom , vi., Xfii ; vcii,

31.)— 8. (Ethic. Nicom., v., 4.)—9. (Meier. Att. Proc, 176.477.)

—10. (Demosth., 1283.- Seo also Pro Phorm.,950,- ,:. Callipp.,

1240.)
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•reach ofcontract, the plaintiffwent for unliquidated

damages, which the court had to assess ; whereas,

upon a claim to recover a debt or sum certain, or a

specific chattel, the court had nothing moro to do

than to determine whether the plaintiff was entitled

to it ,tr not ; the uyuv was anfiriToc. All such ac-

tions were tried before the ^eafioOiT€u}

'OfioXoyla appears to be a word of less technical

nature than aviOfiKii, though (as we might expect

in words of this sort) they are often used indiffer-

ently. Grammarians make them synonymous.*
ivvOi'iKaq irouiadai or ridtadai fierd Tivoc is to make
an agreement with any one ; ififii-vciv toIc avvdfjKaiq,

to abide by it ; virepCaivetv or napa6aiveiv, to break

or transgress. Here we may observe that avv&fjKai

IS constantly used in the plural instead of avvdriKti,

the only difference being that strictly the former
signifies the terms or articles of agreement, in the

same manner as HiadF/icai, the testamentary disposi-

tions, is put for diaOriKri, the tcill. ^vfxCoXov also

signifies a compact or agreement, but had become
(in Attic parlance) obsolete in this sense, except in

the expression dixai aird avfiCoXuv. {Vid. Svmbo-
LON, ikc.)

SYMBOAArON nAPABA'SEQZ AIKH. (Vid.

SVMBOI-AION.)

2YMB0AUN, ADO, AlKAI {(n>ii66hjv, uiro, dUai).

The ancient Greek states had no well-defined inter-

national law for the protection of their respective

members. In the earlier times troops of robbers
used to roam about from one country to another,

and commit aggressions upon individuals, who in

their turn made reprisals, and took the law into

their own hands. Even when the state took upon
itself to resent the injury done to its members, a
violent remedy was resorted to, such as the giving

authority to take avXa or l)vaia, a sort of national

distress. As the Greeks advanced in civilization,

and a closer intercourse sprang up among them,
disputes between the natives of different countries

were settled (whenever it was possible) by friendly

negotiation. It soon began to be evident that it

would be much better if, instead of any interference

on the part of the state, such disputes could be

decided by legal process, either in the one country
or the other. Among every people, however, the

laws were so framed as to render the administra-

tion of justice more favourable to a citizen than to a

foreigner ; and, therefore, it would be disadvantage-

ous, and often dangerous, to sue a man, or be sued
by him, in his own country. The most friendly re-

lation might subsist between two states, such as

avfi/iuxia or kiriyofiia, and yet the natives of each
be exposed to this disadvantage in their mutual in-

tercourse. To obviate such an evil, it was neces-

sary to have a special agreement, declaring the
conditions upon which justice was to be reciprocally

administered. International contracts of this kind
were called av/i6oXa, defined by Suidas thus : avvdfi-

tai uf uv oAXjJAatf ai iro'ketq ^e/ievai TuTTuai rotf

roXiran; Ctare didovai xai 2.afi6uveiv tu dUaia ; and
the causes tried in pursuance of such contracts
were called dixai aire avfi66Xuv. The more constant
and more important the intercourse between any
two nations, the more necessary would it it be for

them to establish a good system of international

jurisprudence. Conunercial people would stand in

need of it the most. Aristotle mentions the Tus-
cans and Oarthaginians as having avfiSo^xi nepl tov

uti udiKtlv* No such agreement has been preserved
to us, and we know but little about the terms that

were usually prescribed. The basis of them seems
to have been the principle that actrr sequitur forum

1. (Mcicr, Alt. Proc., 67, 184, 403-497, 310.) -9. (Ilarpocr., .
». 'AavvOcTtiraroy.—Suidas, •• v. Di/fO/^A-q.)—3. (P-ilit., in., 1,3,
kiul &, 10 )

ret ; but this, as well as other conditions, must have
varied according to circumstances. Liberty of per-

son and protection of property would no doubt be
secured to the foreigner as far as possible ; and it

would be the duty of the Trpoftvof to see that these
rights were respected. A common provision was,
that the party who lost his cause might appeal
to the tribunal of the other country, or to that of
some third state mutually agreed upon.' This was
perhaps suggested by the practice which had grown
up, of referring national quarrels to the arbitration

of some individual or third state.*

When the Athenians made any such treaty, they
required it to be approved of and finally ratified by
a jury of the heliaea, under the direction of the thes-

mothette. Hence Pollux' says of those magistrates,
ra avfiSoXa to Trpof rof noXeig Kvpovaiv. The other

contracting state was therefore compelled to send
an envoy to Athens, with power to conclude the

treaty (if he thought fit) as it was drawn up and
settled by the thesmothetae and jurors. Most of the
people with whom the Athenians had to deal were
either subject or inferior to them, and were content
to acquiesce in the above regulation. Philip, bow-
ever, would not submit to it, and demanded that

the terms should receive final ratification in Mace-
donia. This demand is made the subject of com
plaint by Demosthenes.*
The name of <U««£ ano avfi66^uv was given also

to the causes which the allies of the Athenians sent
to be tried at Athens.* This fact has been called

in question by Bockh, but there is not much reason
for doubting it. It is true that the expression is

not strictly applicable to causes, not between an
Athenian and a foreigner, but between two foreign-

ers ; and it may be allowed that the object of the

Athenians in bringing such causes to Athens was,
not to give the allies a belter or speedier means of
obtaining justice, but to secure certain advantages
to the imperial city.* It is, however, not improba-
ble that the arrangement was called avfiioXa for the
very purpose of softening the harshness of the meas-
ure, by giving an honourable name to that which,
in reality, was a mark of servitude. For the same
reason, the confederate states were called avft/iaxoL,

allies, while in point of fact they were rather v:r^

Kooi, or subjects.

These causes were tried in the summer months,
when the voyage to Athens was more convenient,

and (like all other diKai and avftCoXuv) belonged to

the jurisdiction of the thesmolhetoe. We have but

one example of such a cause preserved to us, viz.,

the speech of Antiphon on the death of Herodes,
where both the prosecutor and the defendant are

natives of Mytilene.'

As to the av/iSoXa given to the jurors, see Dicas-
TES.

SYMBOULOI ((TVfi6ovXoi). (Vid. Parkdroi.)
SY.MMORIA (avfifiopia). ( Vtd. Eisphora, p. 392

;

Trierarchia.)
•SYM'PHYTON (avfitjwTov), i plant having heal-

ing properties, Wallwort or Comfrey. The name
is derived from its great efficacy in healing wounds,
causing, as it were, the lips of the wound to grow
together rapidly : hence the language of Pliny

.

" Vulneribus sanandis tanta prccslanlia est, ut carnca

(fuoque, dum coquuntur, conglutinct addita : unde et

Graci nomen imposuere" The first species of Dios-

corides was the avjiipvTov nerpaiou, which, accord-

ing to Sprengel, is the Coiis Monspcliensis. Plinj

1. (Etyin.Magn., 1. ». 'E«(cXi7rof T(f>if.)—2 (Thocyc ., i.. K,
78, 140 ; T.. 41 ; vii., 18. — SchOiiiann. Ant Jiir. Pub. Ot., 367.)

—3. (Tiii., 88.)—4. (De Halon., 7S.)- 9 (Pullui, Ooora., Tiii.,

63.)-6. (Xen., De Rep. Alh., i., IB.) -7. (lUriwcr., ». r. £|j^-

6oXu. — Thui-yU., i., 77, c. not. (iSller. — Plmnrr, Proc. and
KUjf., i., 10^-114.—Meier. Att., Proc.. 67,773.— W.*rh«inuth. I.

I U3 133 : II., i., 1»4.—Scbamann, Ant. Jur. Pub. lit., rO.)
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«yo tliis species was called Alum by the Romans.

The second specif « of Dioscorides, whicii Apuleius

says \vas called Consolida by the Ilomans, was in

all pnibabilitv the Symphyton officinale, or Comfort.'

SYMPOSiON (awiTTOdioi'). {Vid. Symposium.)

SUMTUA'RIifi LEGES, the name of various

laws passed to prevent inordinate expense {sumtus)

in banquets, dress, &c.* In the states of antiquity

it. was considered the duty of government to put a

check upon extravagance in the private expenses

of persons, and among the Romans in particular we
lind traces of this in the laws attributed to the kings

and in the Twelve Tables. The censors, to whom
was intrusted the disciplina or cura morum, punish-

ed by the nota censoria all persons guilty of what
was then regarded as a luxurious mode of living : a

great many instances of this kind are recorded.

[Vtd. Nota Censoria, p. 665.) But as the love of

luxury greatly increased with the foreign conquests

of the Republic and the growing wealth of the na-

tion, various leges Sumtuariae were passed at differ-

ent times with the object of restraining it. These,

however, as may be supposed, rarely accomplished

their object, and in the later times of the Republic

'.hey were virtually repealed. The following is a

list of the most important of them, arranged in

chronological order.

Oppia, proposed by the tribune C. Oppius in the

consulship of Q. Fabius and Ti. Sempronius, in the

middle of the second Punic war, B.C. 215, enacted

that no woman should have above half an ounce of

gold, nor wear a dress of different colours, nor ride

in a carriage in the city or in any town, or within a

mile of it, unless on account of public sacrifices.

This law was repealed twenty years afterward,'

whence we frequently find the lex Orchia mention-

ed as the first lex Sumtuaria. Tacitus* speaks of

Oppise leges.

Orchia, proposed by the tribune C. Orchius in

the third year after the censorship of Cato, B.C. 181,

limited the number of guests to be present at enter-

tainments.* It appears that M. Cato was at first

opposed to this law, but afterward supported it.*

Fannia, proposed by the consul C. Fannius B.C.

161, limited the sums which were to be spent on

entertainments, and enacted that not more than 100

asses should be spent on certain festivals named in

the lex, whence it is called Centussis by Lucilius

;

that on ten other days in each month not more than

30 asses, and that on all other days not more than

10 asses should be expended : also, that no other

fowl but one hen should be served up, and that not

fattened for the purpose.'

DiDiA, passed B.C. 143, extended the lex Fannia
to the whole of Italy, and enacted that not only

those who gave entertainments which exceeded in

expense what the law had prescribed, but also all

who were present at such entertainments, should
be liable to the penalties of the law. We are not,

however, told in what these consisted.*

LiciNiA agreed in its chief provisions with the lex

Fannia, and was bniught forward, we are told, that

there might be the authority of a new law upon
the subject, inasmuch as the lex Fannia was begin-

ning to be neglected. It allowed 200 asses to be
spent on entertainments upon marriage days, and
on other days the same as the lex Fannia : also,

that on ordinary days there should not be served up
more than three pounds of fresh and one pound of
salt meat.* Gellius'* stales that this law was
brought forward by P. Licinius Craosus, but we do

1. (Dioscnr., iv., 9, 10.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Gellms,
ii., 84 ; XX., 1.)— 3. (hiv., xxxiv., I, 8.—Val. Max., ix., 1, <> 3.)—
I. (Ann., iii., 33, 34.)-5. (Mm-rob., Sal., ii.. 13.)—6. (Festus,
». T. Pcrcunclatrini and Olisnnitaverc.)—7. (Cell., ii., 24.— Ma-
rmb., Sat , 1. <.- -Plin., II. N., x., 50, s. 71.)—8. (Macrob., 1. c.)

-9. (Cell , Macrob., 11. cc.)— 10. (1. c.)
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not know at what time, probably, however, .n ntf

praetorsliip, B.C. 103.

Cornelia, a law of the dictator Sulla, B.C. 81,
was enacted on account of the neglect of the Fan-
nian and Licinian laws. Like these, it regulated
the expenses of entertainments.' Extravagance in
funerals, which had been forbidden even in tho
Twelve Tables,* was also restrained by a law of
Sulla.' It was probably the same law which deter-

mined how much might be spent upon monuments.*
^Emilia, proposed by the consul .(Emilius Lepi-

dus B.C. 78, did not limit the expenses of enter-

tainments, but the kind and quantity of food that
was to be used.* Pliny* and Aurelius Victor' as-

cribe this law to the consulship of M. iEtniUus
Scaurus, B.C. 115. It is not impossible that there
may have been two ^Emilian leges on the subject.

Antia, of uncertain date, proposed by Antius
Resto, besides limiting the expenses of entertain-

ments, enacted that no actual magistrate, or magis-
trate elect, should dine abroad anywhere except at

the houses of certain persons. This law, however,
was little observed ; and we are told that Antiua
never dined out afterward, that he might not se«>

his own law violated.

Julia, proposed by the dictator C. Julius Cssai,
enforced the former sumtuary laws respecting en-
tertainments, which had fallen into disuse.* Julius

Caesar adopted strong mea.«ures to carry this law
into execution, but it was violated when he was ab-

sent from Rome.' He stationed officers in the
provision market to seize upon all eatables forbid

den by the law, and sometimes sent lictors and sol

diers to banquets to take everything which was not
allowed by the law." Cicero seems to refer to this

law in two of his epistles."

Julia, a lex of Augustus, allowed 200 s( sterces
to be expended upon festivals on dies profesti, 300
upon those on the calends, ides, nones, and some
other festive days, and 1000 upon marriage feasts.

There was also an edict of Augustus or Tiberius,

by which as much as from 300 to 2000 sesterces

were allowed to be expended upon entertainments,

the increase being made with the hope of securing
thereby the observance of the law.'*

Tiberius attempted to check extravagance in

banquets ;" and a senatus consultum was passed in

his reign for the purpose of restraining luxury,

which forbade gold vases to be employed except

for sacred purposes, and also prohibited the use of

silk garments to men.'* This sumtuary law, how
ever, was but little observed.** Some regulations

on the subject were also made by Nero,'* and by

succeeding emperors, but they appear to have been
of little or no avail in checking the increasing love

of luxury in dress and food "
SYNALLAGMA (ovvuX^ayfia). ( Vid. Svmbglai-

ON.)

STPKAHTOS EKKAH2IA ( avyK?i7iToc UnXti
aia). {Vid. Ecclesia, p. 383.)

SYNWCOS (avvdiKo^), an advocate, is frequently

used as synonymous with the word awTiyopo^, to

denote any one wlio pleads the cause of another,

whether in a court of justice or elsewhere. 2vwJt-

Ktlv, also, is used indifferently with avvriyopeiv or

avvnyuvi^eadai.^' Thus the five public advocates,

1. (Gcll., Macrob., 11. cc.)-2. (Cic, Be Leg., ii., 23-.S5.)—».

(Plat., Sull., 35.)—4. (Cic. ad Att., lii., 35, 36.)—5 (Cell., M«
crab., 11. cc.)—6. (H. N., viii., 57, s. 72.)—7. (De Vir. 111.. 72.y

— 8. (Dion Cass., xliii., 25.)— 9. (Cic. ad Alt., xiii., 7.) — 10

(Suet., Jul., 43.)— 11. fad Fam., vii., 26 ; ix., 15.)— 12. (Cell

1. c — Suet., Oclav., 34.)— 13. (Suet., Tib., 34.) — 14. (Tacit.

Ann., ii., 33.—Dion Cass., Ivii., 15.)— 15. (Tacit., Ann., ui., 53
53.)—16 (Suet.. Ner., 16.)— 17 (Plainer, Exercit. II. do Leg
Sumt. Rom., 1752.—Boxinann, Dissert. Antiquar.-jiirld. dv Leg
Rom. Sumt., Lugd. Bat., 1816.)— 18. (Andoc, De Myst., 19, ed

Steph.—Demosth., c. Aristocr., 680 ; c Zenoth.,885: c. StepU
1127.)
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'%\\o \\ere appointed to defend the anciont laws be-

^irc the court of lioliasta when an amendment or

a new law in abrogation thereof was proposed, are

called both aiii>6iKoi and ovvt'i)opoi. As to them,

see NoMOTHKTEs, and also Schomann, De Comit.,

255 ; Ant. Jur. tubl Gr., 228. The name oi avvdi-

Kot seems to have been peculiarly applied to those

orators who were sent by the state to plead the

cause of their countrymen before a foreign tribunal,

.tsehines, for example, was appointed to plead be-

fore the Amphictyonic council on the subject of the

Delian temple ; but a certain discovery having been
made not very creditable to his patriotism, the

court of Areopagus took upon themselves to remove
him, and apfioint Hyperides in his stead.' These
extraordinary advocates are not to be confounded
with the Pylagoree, or ordinary Amphictyonic dep-

uties.* There were other avviiKoi, who acted rather

as magistrates or judges than as advocates, though
they probably derived their name from the circum-
stance of their being appointed to protect the in-

terests of the state. These were extraordinary
functionaries, created from time to time to exercise

a jurisdiction in disputes concerning confiscated

|. operty ; as when, for instance, an information
k\as laid against a man for having in his possession

the goods of a condemned criminal, or which were
liable to be seized in execution on behalf of the

state ; or when the goods of a convict having been
confiscated, a claim was made by a mortgagee, or

other creditor having a lien thereupon, to have his

debt satisfied out of the proceeds. Such a claim
was called ivemaKtiftfia, and to prosecute it iveni-

oKti-^liaaOai* On this subject the reader is referred

to the speeches of Lysias, De Fubl. Pecun., De Nic.

Fratr. Fccun., De Aristoph. Pecun., and more espe-

cially p. 149, 151, 154, ed. Steph. The first ap-

pointment of these judicial avvfiKoi took place after

the expulsion of the thirty tyrants ; and one of their

duties appears to have been to receive informations
from the <ttvhipxoi against those persons who had
served in the cavalry during the interregnum, and
who, by a special decree of the people, were ordered
to restore to the treasury all the pay which they
had received for that service.* {Vid Svnegoros.)
SY'NEDROI ( ciivfipoi ), a name given to the

members of any council or any body of men who
sat together to consult or deliberate. The congress
of Greeks at Salamis is called aiwidpiov.^ Frequent
reference is made to the general assembly of the

Greeks, to kolvov tuv 'I^XXtjvuv avviipiov, at Cor-
inth, Thermopylffi, or elsewhere.* When the new al-

liance of the Athenians was formed, after B C. 377,

upon fair and more equitable principles than the for-

mer, the several states who were included therein

were expressly declared to be independent, and a

congress was held at Athens, to which each of the

allied states sent representatives. The congress
was called avvidpiw, and the deputies avvcdpot, and
the sums furnished by the allies avvru^eig, in order
to avoid the old and hateful name of <p6pog, or trib-

ute.^ Many allusions to this new league are made
by the orators, especially Isocrates, whd strongly

urges his countrymen to adhere to the principle on
which the league was formed, and renounce all at-

tempt to re-establish their old supremacy.' Per-
haps the ai'vidpoL mentioned in the oath of the At-
xaarai are the Athenian members of this congress.*

For farther information on the subject of this con-

1. {Dp.rao«th., De Coron., 271, 573.)—2. (SchOmann, De Co-
nit., S-21 ; A^nt. Jur. Pub. dr., 257.) — 3. (Hnrpocrv anil Suidas,
t. V.) — 4. (Lysias, Pro Maiit., 146, ed. Steph. — Harpocr., ». t.

j:i'>'i5()foi.— Meier, All. Prric., 110.— SfhOmaiin, De Ciiniit., 316.)— 3. (Herod., viii , 75, 79.) — 6 (iKsoh., t. Ctcsiph , 62, ed.
8lepb —Demogth., Wttii rwv irptt ' AXil.nSpov, 215.) —7. (Har-
pocr., ». v.—Pint., Sol., 15 )—8. (De Pace, 165, ed. Slenh.)—9.
(SchJhMao, Alt. Pi %., 130.)

federacy, see SchSmann, Ant. Jur Publ. Gt., 4J4.—
Bijckh, Slaatxh. der A then . i , 449—Thirlwall, Hist

of Greece, vol. v., p. 42, 203.

The name of avve6ptov was given at Athens to

any magisterial or official body, as to the court of
Areopagus ;* or to the place where they transacted
business, their board or council-room.*

SYNEGORICON {ovvn-yopiKov). (Vtd. Svkeoo.
BOS.)

SYNEGOROS (avvriyopo^) may be translated an
advocate or counsel, though such translation will

convey to the English reader a more comprehensife
meaning than the Greek word strictly bears.

According to the ancient practice of the Athenian
law, parties to an action were obliged to conduct
their own causes without assistance ; but, on the
increase of litigation, the sciences of law and rhet-

oric began to unfold themselves, and men who had
paid no attention to these were unable to compete
with more experienced opponents. To consult a
friend before bringing an action, or about the best

means of preparing a defence, were obvious expe-
dients. It was but another step to have a speech
prepared by such friend out of court, to be delivered
by the party himself when the cause was brought
to trial. A class of persons thus sprang up, some-
what in the nature of chamber-counsel, who receiv-

ed money for writing speeches and giving legal ad-
vice to those who consulted them. Of this class

Antiphon was the first who acquired any celebrity.

Lysias, Isaeus. and Isocrates obtained considerable
incomes by speech-writing Demosthenes followed
the same profession for some time, until his engage-
ments in public business forced him to relinquish iL*

These persons were called, nut avvTjyupoi, but X070-
ypu(^oi, a name applied to Demosthenes reproach-
fully by his rival, who accuses him also of betraying

his clients by showing the speeches which he had
written to the adversary.* Still, whatever assist-

ance the party might have received out of court, the
law which compelled him to appear in person at

the trial remained in force ; although the prohibit

tion to speak by counsel was so far relaxed, that if

the party was labouring under illness, or through
any physical or mental debility was unable to con-
duct his own cause without manifest disadvantage,

he might (by permission of the court) procure a rel-

ative or friend to epeak for him. Thus, when Mil-

tiades was impeached for treason, and by rea.son of
a gangrene in his hip was unable to plead his own
cause, he was brought on a litter into court, and his

brother Tisagoras addressed the people on his be-

half So, when Isocrates was ill, his son Aphareus
spoke for him in the cause about the ovrVtofftf.

And in the speech of Demosthenes against Leucha-
res, we see' that the son conducts his father's cause.

As a general rule, the party was expected to address
the court himself; for the judges liked to form an
opinion of him from his voice, look, and demeanour

;

and, therefore, if a man distrusted his own ability,

he would open the case himself by a short s{)eech,

and then ask permission for his friend to come for-

ward.* This was seldom refused ; and in the time
of the orators, the practice was so well established

that the principal speeches in the cause were not
unfreqiiently made by the advocate. The defence*
by Demosthenes of Ctesiphon against -f^schines, and
of Phanus against Aphobus, may be cited as exam-
ples. In both of these it will be seen that Demos-
thenes was as much interested as the defendants
themselves ; and it is farther to he observed, that

1. (iEsch., c. Timsrrh., 13. — Dinarch., c. Dtmnath., 01, tt.

Steph.) — 2. (IiMjcr., Fltpi 'AiTJ^-ifftuj, 318, ed. Stcph. — !>•-

mneth., c. Thecicr.. 1.'re4.)— 3. (Deiniath.. c. Zenoth., 890.)— 4.

(iBsth., c. Ctpjiiph.. 78; c. Tiiniirrh.. 13, cd. Steph. i — S. (p
1081.)— 6. (Demosth., c. Phono., 022 ; c. Neair., 1340.)
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the advocate was looked upon with more favour on

this very account ; for, as no fees were allowed to

be taken, a speaker was regarded with suspicion

who had no apparent motive for undertaking the

catse of another person. Hence we find in most

of the avvifyopiKol loyoi that the speaker avows

what his motives are ; as, for instance, that he is

connected by blood or friendship with the one party,

or at enmity with the other, or that he has a stake

in the matter at issue between them.^ In the cause

against Leochares above cited, it is evident that the

son had an equal interest with his lather in preserv-

ing the inheritance, and therefore he would be con-

sidered in the light of a party. The law which pro-

hibited the advocate from taking fees under peril

•f a ypa<pri before the thesmothetae,* made no pro-

fision (and perhaps it was impossible to make an

effective provision) against an influence of a more
pernicious kind, viz., that of political association,

which induced men to support the members of their

club or party without the least regard for the right

or justice of the case. Hence the frequent allusions

by the orators to the kpyaar^pia avKO(l>avTuv, fJ-ox^tj-

ouv dvdpuTTUv avveaTrjKOTuv, TrapaoKEVug Xuyuv, fxap-

Tvpuv, avvupoTuv, all which expressions have refer-

ence to that system of confederation at Athens by

which individuals endeavoured to influence and con-

trol the courts of justice. {Vid. Er.\nos, Sycophan-

TKs.') That friends were often requested to plead,

not on account of any incapacity in the party, but in

order that by their presence they might exert an in-

fluence on the bench, is evident from an attentive

perusal of the orators. In some cases this might

be a perfectly legitimate course, as where a defend-

ant, charged with some serious crime, called a man
of high reputation to speak in his behalf, and pledge

himself thereby that he. believed the charge was
groundless. With such view yEschines, on his trial

for misconduct in the embassy, prayed the aid of

Eubulus and Piiocion, the latter of whom he had

previously called as a witness.*

On criminal trials, the practice with respect to

advocates was much the same as in civil actions,

only that it seems to have been more common to

have several speakers on the part of the prosecu-

tion ; and in causes of importance, wherein the

state was nateiially interested, more especially in

those which were brought before the court upon an

daayye?i,ia, it was usual to appoint public advocates

(called awvyopoi, avvdiKoi, or KarrjyopoL) to manage
the prosecution. Thus Pericles was appointed, not

at his own desire, to assist in the impeachment of

Cimor ' Public piosecutors were chosen by the

people to hrmg to trial Demosthenes, Aristogilon,

and others, charged with having received bribes

from Harpalus.* In ordinary cases, however, the

accuser or prosecutor {Ka-r^yopog) was a distinct

person from the avvriyopog, who acted only as aux-

iliary to him. It might be, indeed, that the avvijyo-

pog p(!rformed the most important part at the trial,

as Anytus and Lycon are said to have done on the

trial of Socrates, wherein Melitus was prosecutor
;

or it might be that he performed a subordinate part,

making only a short speech in support of the prose-

cution, like those of Lysias against Epicrates, Er-

gocles, and Philocrates, which are called tniXoyoi.

But, however this might be, he was in point of law
an auxiliary only, and was neither entitled to a share

of the reward (if any) given by the law to a success-

penalty of a thousand drachms, or the un^ca coitse-

quent upon a failure to get a fifth part of tlie votes.

Here we must distinguish between an advocate and
a joint prosecutor. The latter stood precisely in the

same situation as liis colleague, just as a co-plaintiil

in a civil action. The names of both would appeal
in the bill (iyKlrina), both would attend the uvuKpi

aig, and would, in short, have the same rights and
liabilities ; the elder of the two only having priority

in certain matters of form, such as the izpuTo}i.oyia.

In the proceeding against the law of Leptines there

were two prosecutors, Aphepsion and Ctcsippus, the
son of Chabrias ; each addressed the court, Aphep-
sion first, as being the elder ; each had his advo-

cate, the one Phormio, the oiher Demosthenes, who
tells us in the exordium that he had undertaken to

speak partly from a conviction of the impolicy of

the law, and partly to oblige the son of Chabrias,

who would have been deprived of certain privileges

inherited from his father if the law had taken effect.'

There seems to have been no law which limited

the number of persons who might appear as advo-

cates, either in public or private causes. There
was, however, this practical limitation, that as the

time allowed for speaking to either party was meas-
ured by the clepsydra, if either chose to employ a
friend to speak for him, he subtracted so much from
the length of his own speech as he meant to leave

for that of his friend, and the whole time allowed

was precisely the same, whatever the number of

persons who spoke on one side. Both parties were
usually allowed to make two speeches, the plaintiff

beginning, the defendant following, then the plaintiff

replying, and, lastly, the defendant again. These
are often called "koyoL npoTcpoi and varepoL respect-

ively, but are not to be confounded with the avvri-

yopiai or SevTepoXoyiai, which might, and usually

did, immediately follow the speech of the party in

whose favour they were made, though as a matter

of arrangement it might be convenient sometimes

to reserve the speech of the advocate for the reply,

in which case the avvrjyopiKog Xoyog and the iarepof

/loyof would be the same.'

With respect to the custom of producing friends

to speak in mitigation of damages or punishment,

see TiMEMA. As to the public advocates appointed

to defend the old laws before the court of heliasts,

see Syndicos, Nomothetes.
The fee of a drachm {to avvrjyopiKov) mentioned

by Aristophanes* was probably the sum paid to the

public advocate whenever he was employed on be-

half of the state. It has been shown clearly by

Schomann that Petit was wrong in supposing that

the orators or statesmen who spoke in the assembly

are called avv^yopoi. They are always distinguish-

ed by the title of f>^TopEg or dTjfi^yopoi, or, if they

possessed much influence with the people, dr/fiayu-

yoi : and it is not to be supposed that they consti-

tuted a distinct class of persons, inasmuch as any

Athenian citizen was at liberty to address the as-

sembly when he pleased ; though, as it was found

in practice that the possession of the fif/fia was con-

fined to a few persons who were best fitted for it by

their talent and experience, such persons acquin <i

the title of f)riTopeg, &c.* There appears, howevf

»

to have been (at least at one period) a regular ap-

pointment of avvt/yopoi, ten in number, wjth whom
the scholiast on Aristophanes* confounded the (>n-

Topeg, or orators. For what purpose such ten <tw^-

ful accuser, nor liable, on the other hand, to the yopoi were appointed, is a matter about which we
have no certain information. Some think they

1. (Vid. the opening of the speeches of Isseus, Dc Nicost. tier.

ltd De Philoct. her. — fiocrates, c. Euthyn., and Demosthenes,

3. Androt.)—2. (Demosth., c. Stepli., 1137.)—3. (Reiske, Index

'n Oral. Att., s. v. Kityaarriptov and napaaKtvij.) — 4. {iEsch.,

')e Fals. Leg., 51, 52, ed. Stejih.) — 5. (Plut., Pericl., 10.) — 6.

<Dinar:h , c. Demosth , 90, 96, cd. Steph.)
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were officers connected with the board of scrutators

1. (Argum., Or. Dem., c. Androt., 592.) — 2. I Vid. Arg\im.,

453.)—3. {SchSmann., AU. Proc. 707-712, 715.- Plainer, Jnic,

ni.d Klag.. i., 91.)—4. (Vespa, 691.) — 3. (Ue C auit IC7-I(*

210.)—6. (i. c )



SYNGRAPHE. SYNCECIA.

Who audited magistrates' accounts. Aristotle* says

the authorities to whom magistrates rendered their

accounts were called in some of the Greek states

tWwoi, in others Tioyiarai, in others aw^yopoi or

l(cTaarai, and the author of the Lexicon Klietori-

cum, puhlished by Bckker,» says that the synegori

wore u^j^oiTff Kkr/puiToi ol iConOovv rote XoyiaTol^

rpof rof evtiCvac. But what sort of assistance did

they render 1 Is it not probable that they perform-

ed tlio duly which their name imports, viz., that of

prosecuting such magistrates as, in the opinion of

the logibtae, liud rendered an unsatisfactory account!

Any individual, indeed, might prefer charges against

a magistrate when the time for rendering his ac-

count had arrived ; but the prosecution by a cmv^-

yopoc would be an ex officio proceeding, sucl as the

logistte were bound to institute if they Sail any
reason to suspect the accounting party of malver-

sation or misconduct If this conjecture be well

founded, it is not unreasonable to suppose that these

ten avvi'iyopoL were no other than the pub.ic advo-

cates who were employed to conduct state prosecu-

tions of a different kind. They might be appointed

annually, either by lot or by election (accoicling to

Harpocration'). Their duties would be only occa-

sional, and they would receive a drachm as their

fee whenever they were employed. Bo^kh's con-

jecture, that they received a drachm a day for every

day of business, is without much foundation.* The
cader will find the authorities on this subject re-

ferred to in Schomann^ and Bockh.*

SYNGE'NEIA {avyyivEia). ( Vid. Hebes, Greek,

p. 494.)
SYNGRAPHE {avyypa^Tj) signifies a written con-

tract, whereas awOijKTj and avfiCoXaiov do not ne-

cessarily import that the contract is in writing

;

and 6uoh>yia is, strictly speaking, a verbal agree-

ment. Pollux explains the word avvdfiKri lyypa^OQ,

iftoXoyia lyypa^o^.^

At Athens important contracts were usually re-

duced to writing, such as leases (jiiaduaeiq), loans

of money, and all executory agreements where cer-

tain conditions were to be performed. The rent,

the rate of interest, with other conditions, and also

the penalties for breach of contract (kTririfua tu kK

T7j( avyypa<p7/i), were particularly mentioned. The
names of the witnesses and the sureties (if any)

were specified. The whole was contained in a lit-

tle tablet of wax or wood {iSiCXiov or ypa/x/iarecov,

sometimes double, diiTTvxov), which was sealed, and
deposited with some third person, mutually agreed

on between the parties.* An example of a con-

tract on a bottomry loan (vuvtikti avyypa<l>^) will be

found in Demosthenes,' where the terms are care-

fully drawn up, and there is a declaration at the

end, KvpiuTcpov 6e nepi tovtuv itXXd firjdev elvat rf/g

avyypaitjtr/i, " which agreement shall be valid, any-

thing to the contrary notwithstanding."

Anything might form the subject ol a written con-

tract—a release (ui^eertf), a settlement of disputes

{diuXvatg), the giving up of a slave to be examined
oy torture, or any other accepted challenge {Trpo-

K?i^aii) ; in short, any matter wherein the contract-

ing parties thought it safer to have documentary
evidence of the terms. 'EKdidovai uvdpiavra kutu

evyypai^rtv is to give an order for the making of a

Blalue of certain dimensions, of a certain fashion,

It a certain price, 6m;., as specified in the agree-

aieiit." No particular form of words was necessa-

ry to make the instrument valid in point of law, the

lole object being to furnish good evidence of the

1. (Po'.it., »i., R.)— 2. (Anecd., i., 301.)— 3. (». v. SBf^yopof.)
-4. (.Stualsh. dcr Allien,, i., 235.)—5. (De Com.. I. o.)-6. (lb.,

KM_207.)-7 (viii.. 140.) —8. (Isocr., Tni|>c7 , 35i. ed. Steph.

-Dciiioslh., c. A|>at., 003. 004 ; c. Uionvs-xl., 1283.)—9. (c.Lv
9it., 926 )— 10 (Domustb., Ue Cor., 208.)

parties' intention. The agreement itself was valio

without any writing, and would form the ground

of an action against the party who broke it, if it

could be suflicienlly proved. Hence it was thn

practice to have witnesses to a parol agreement.

The law declared xvpia^ tlvat ritf npbq c/.X;7?.m»<

puoXoyiOf, if civ tvavrioL fiaprvpuv iroir/auvrai.^ It

seems that for the maintenance of an tfiiropiK)] dUii

it was necessary to have a written contract.*

Bankers were persons of extensive credit, and
had peculiar confidence reposed in them. They
were often chosen as the depositaries of agreement*
and other documents. Money was put into theii

hands without any acknowledgment, and often with-

out witnesses. They entered these, and also the

loans made by themselves to others, in their book*

making memoranda (vnofivr/fiara) of any important

particulars. Such entries were regarded as strong

evidence in courts of justice. Sureties were usual-

ly required by them on making loans.*

^vyypaf^ denotes an instrument signed by both

or all the contracting parties. XeipdypQ(j>ov is a

mere acknowledgment by one party. Zvyypiupaa'

dai avyypa<priv or avvd^KTjv is to draw up the con-

tract, arjfiTivacjdai to seal it, uvaipclv to cancel, uve-

Madai to take it up from the person with whom it

was deposited, for the purpose of cancelling, when
it was no longer of any use. "X'KavoiyiLv, to break

the seal clandestinely f«)r some fraudiHent purpose,

as to alter the terms of the instrument, or erase oi

destroy some material part, or even the whoI«
thereof (peraypui^eiv or 6ia<^eipeiv). ( Vid. Syhbo
LAION.)

SYNCECIA {auvoiKia) differs from o'lKia in thi*

that the latter is a dwelling-house for a single fami

ly, the former adapted to hold several families, 9

lodging-house, insula, as the Romans would say.

The distinction is thus expressed by i^schines :•

onov (jtlv yap izoXXoi fiiaduaufievoi fiiav olKijaiv 6uX6
fiEvoi Ixovat, avvoiKiav Ka?^.or'fiev, bnov 6' cl^ ivoiKet

ouciav. There was a great deal of speculation ir

the building and letting of houses at Athens.' The
lodging-houses were let mostly to foreigners xvho

came to Athens on business, and especially to the

//^roiKot, whom the law did not allow to acquire rei

property, and who therefore could not purchase

houses of their own.* As 'hey, with their families,

formed a population of about 45,000, the number of

avvoiKiai must have been considerable. Pasion, the

banker, had a lodging-house valued at 100 minas.

Xenophon recommended that the /liroiKoi should be

encouraged to invest their money in houses, and
that leave should be granted to the most respect-

able to build and become housfe- proprietors {oUodo-

fiTiaauevoiQ eyKEKTr/aOai^). The iaoreXeig labinired

under no such disability ; for Lysias and his broth-

er Polemarchus, who belonged to that class, were
the owners of three houses. The value of houses

must have varied according to the size, the build,

the situation, and other circumstances. Those in

the city were more valuable than those in the Pira;-

us or the country, caleris paribus. Two counting-

houses are mentioned by Isaeus' as yielding a return

of rather more than 8J per cent, interest on the pur-

chase-money. But this probably was much below
the average. The summer season was the most
profitable for the letting of houses, when merchants
and other visiters flocked to Athens. The rent was
commonly paid by the month. Lodging-houses were
frequently taken on speculation by persons called

1. (Demoith.. c Phenipp., 1042: c. Eucrg. et Mnes., Iias
o. Dionys., 1283 ; c. Oiieior., WO.)-2. (Denuwlh.. c. Z;noUi.,

882.)-3. (Isocr., Trapei;., 369, oil. Sleph.—Ucmonth., c. Apat,
894 ; Fro Phorin.. 950, 958 ; r. Tinicih., 1 185 ; c. rb.irni.,9«0.—

Biickh, StaaUh. der Ath., i., 141, 140.)—4. (c. Tinmnh., 17. ed.

Steph.)—5. (Xen., CEcon., ill., 1.)—B. (Ufmoslh., Pro I>b«Min

946.)_7. (Do Vectig., ii.,6.)—8. (De Ilagn. her.. 88, et/ Stopn i
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SUPERFICIES SYMPOSIUM.

*avK'm>o- or aTudfiovxot, who made a profit by un-

derletting them, and sometimes for not very repu-

tabl«i purposes.' Hesychius explains the word vav-

K?i.r!poi, d avvoiKiac irpoearu^ : see also Harpocra-

tion, s. V. Some derive the word from vaiu : but it

is more probable that it was given as a sort of nick-

name to the class, when they first sprang up.»

SYNCECIA {avvoiKia), a festival celebrated every

year at Athens on the 16lh of Hecatombaeon, in

honour of Athena. It was believed to have been

instituted by Theseus to commemorate the concen-

tration of the government of the various towns of

Attica and Athens.' According to the scholiast on

Aristophanes,* an unbloody sacrifice was on this day

offered to the goddess of peace {elp^vTi). This fes-

tival,* which Plutarch calls fieroiiiia, is mentioned

both by him and by Thucydides as still held in their

davs.'

SYNTAXEIS (avvTu^eig). (Vid. Synedroi.)
SYNTHECE (awO^Kri). {Vid. Symbolaion.)
SYNGHKiiN DAPABA'SEGS AlKH. ( Vid. Sym-

BOLAtON.)

SUCIVETAURI'LIA. (
Vid. Sacrificium, p. 846,

LusTRATio, p. 604, and woodcut on p. 897.)

SUPERFI'CIES, SUPERFICIA'RIUS. "Those
are asdes superficiariie which are built on hired

ground, and the property of which, both by the jus

civile and naturale, belongs to him to whom the

ground {solum) also belongs.'" Every building, then,

was considered a part of the ground on which it

stood ; and the ownership and possession of the

biilding were inseparable from the ownership and
possession of the ground. The superficies resem-
bles a servitus, and is classed among the jura in re.

According to the definition, the superficiarius had
not the thing even in bonis ; and as the animus
domini could not exist in the case of superficies, he
consequently could not be possessor. He had, how-
ever, a juris quasi possessio. The superficiarius

had the right to the enjoyment of the superficies

:

be could alienate the superficies, and pledge it for

the term of his enjoyment ; he could dispose of it

by testament ; and it could be the object of succes-

sion ab mtestato ; he could also make it subject to a
servitus ; and he could prosecute his right by a uti-

lis in rem actio. As he iiad a juris quasi possessio,

he was protected against threatened disturbance by

a special interdict, which is given in the Digest,*

and in its effect resembles the interdictum uti pos-

sidetis. The explanation of the passage relating to

this interdict' is given by Savigny.'' If he was
ejected, he could have the interdictum de vi, as in

the case of proper possession ; and if he had grant-

ed the use of the superficies to another precario,

who refused to restore it, he had the interdictum de
precario.

A man could obtain the use of a superficies by
agreement with the owuer of the land for permis-
sion to erect a building ok t; and he might also, by
agreement, have the use ot m existing superficies.

He was bound to discharge all the duties which he
owed in respect of the superficies, and to make the
proper payment in respect of it {solarium), if any
payment had been agreed on.

The rule of law that the superficies belonged to
the owner of the soil was expressed tiius : Super-
ArAes solo cedit.^^ If, then, a man built on another
man's land, the house became the property of the
owner of the land. But if the owner of the land

1. (IsiBus, De Philoct. her., 58, ed. Steph.)—2. (Vid. Steph.,
Thevaiir., 6608.— Reiske, Index in Or. Att., s. v. Suyoiicia.

—

BOckh, Staritsh. der Athen., i., 71, 72, 154.)—3. (Thucyd., ii.,

J5.—Steph. llyz.. s. V. 'A0(;i/«(.)-4. (Pax, 962.)—5. (Thes , 24.)—6. ((Compare Meyer, De Bon. daumat., p. 120.)—7. (Gains,
Dig. 43, til. 18, s. 2.)—8 (43, tit. 18.)—9. (Dig. 43, tit. 18, s. 3 )

—10. (Das Recht des Besitzes, n 289, 5th ed.j— 11. (Gwus, li.,

71 )
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claimed the Iiouse, and would not pay tho expense
incurred by building it, the builder of the hou8<

could meet the claimant with a plea of dolus malut

{exceplio doli mali), that is to say, if he was a bona
fidei possessor. In any other case, he had, o(

course, no answer to the owner's claim.

SUPERNUMERA'RII. {
Vtd. Accensi.)

SU'PPARUM. (Fz(i. Ships, p. 894.)

SUPPLICA'TIO was a solemn thanksgivmg «n

supplication to the gods decreed by the senate, wher
all the temples were opened, and the statues of thf

gods frequently placed in public upon couches {pul

vinaria), to which the people offered up their thanks-

givings and prayers {ad omnia puhinaria supplicatit

decreta esl^). (FVd. Lectisterniom ) A supplicatit

was decreed for two different reasons :

I. As a thanksgiving when a great victory had
been gained : it was usually decreed as soon as offi

cial intelligence of the victory had been received by
a letter from the general in command. The num-
ber of days during which it was to last was propor-

tioned to the importance of the victory. Some-
times it was decreed for only one day,' but more
commonly for three or five days. A supplication of
ten days was first decreed in honour of Pompey at

the conclusion of the war with Mithradates,* and
one of fifteen days after the victory over the Belgae

by Caesar, an honour which Caesar himself says*

had never been granted to any one before.* Sul)-

sequently a supplicatio of twenty days wa.s decreed

after his conquest of Vercingetorix.* From this time

the senate seems to have frequently increased tho

number of days out of mere compliment to the gen-

eral. We thus find mention of thanksgivings for

forty days,' fifty days,* and even sixty." A suppli-

catio was usually regarded as a prelude to a tri-

umph, but it was not always followed by one, as

Cato reminds Cicero, to whose honour a supplicatio

had been decreed." This honour was conferred

upon Cicero on account of his suppression of the con-

spiracy of Catiline, which had never been decreed
to anyone before in a civil capacity (/o^a/««), as he
frequently takes occasion to mention."

II. A Supplicatio, a solemn supplication and hj
miliation, was also decreed in times of public dan-

ger and distress, and on account of prodigies to

avert the anger of the gods."
SURDUS. (FifZ. Obligationes, p 673.)

*SUS. {Vid. Uys)
SUSPENSU'RA. (F/rf Baths, p. 144.)

SYMPO'SIIJM {cn'iinoffiov, comissatio, convivium;,

a drinking-party. The aviinocnov, or the vrorof,

must be distinguished from the thiirvov ; for though
drinking almost always followed a dinner-party, yet

the former was regarded as entirely distinct from
the latter, was regulated by different customs, and
frequently received the addition of many guests

who were not present at the dinner. For the

Greeks did not usually drink at their dinner, and it

was not till the conclusion of the meal that wine
was introduced, as is explained under Deipnon, p.

344. Thus we read in the Symposium of Plato,'*

that after the dinner had been finished, the libations

made, and the paean sung, they turned to drinking

{Tpeneadai npbc rov rcbrov).

Symposia seem to have been very frequent at

Athens. Their enjoyment was heightened by agree-

able conversation, by the introduction of music and
dancing, and by games and amusements of various

kinds : sometimes, too, philosophical subjects were

1. (Cic. in Cat., iii., 10.)—2. (Liv., iii., 63.)—3. (Cic. D«
ProT. Cons., ll.)-4. (Bell. Gall., ii., 35.)— 5. (Compaj-e Cic.

1. c.)—6. (CiBS.. Bell. Gall., vii., 90.)— 7. (Dion Cass., xhii.

14.) — 8. (Id., xliii., 42, and Cic, Phil., xiv., 14.) — 9. (Dioi

Cass., xl., 50.)- 10. (Cic. ad Fam., xv., 5.)— 11. (ii Catil., lii.

e, 10 ; in Pis., S. - Phil., ii., fi.)— 12 (Liv., ii '
; x , M

xxxi , 9 ; xxxvii , 3.)—13. (p. 176. a )



SYMPOSIUM SkMPOaILM

iiscasseO at them. The Symposia of Plato and
Xenophoii give us a lively idea of such entertain-

ments at Athens. The name itself shows that the

enjoyment of drinking was the main object of the

sympc/sia : wine from the juice of the grape (oivog

i't/im?^tvoc) was the only drink partaken of by the

Greeks, with the exception of water. For palm-

wine and beer {cid. Cerevisia), though known to

many of the Greeks from intercourse with foreign

nations, were never introduced among them ; and
the extraordinary cheapness of wine at Athens (vid.

ViNUM) enabled persons even in moderate circum-

stances to give drinking-parties to their friends.

Even in the most ancient times the enjoyment of

wine was considered one of the greatest sources

»f pleasure, and hence Musaeus and his son sup-

posed that the just passed their time in Hades in a

Uate of perpetual intoxication, as a reward of their

irirtue {ij-yriaufiEvoi Ku?,?.iaTov iifjerf/c fiiaOov fiidijv

liuvtov^). It would appear from the Symposium of
Plato that even the Athenians frequently concluded

iheir drinking-parties in rather a riotous manner,
and it was to guard against this that such parties

were forbidden at Sparta and in Crete.'

The wine was almost invariably mixed with
water, and to drink it unmixed (i/cparov) was con-

sidered a characteristic of barbarians.* Zaleucus
is said to have enacted a law among the Locrians,

by which any one who was ill and drank of unmixed
wine without the command of his physician, was to

be put to death ;* and the Greeks in general con-

sidered unmixed wine as exceedingly prejudicial to

physical and mental health.* The Spartans at-

tributed the insanity of Cleomenes to his indulging

in this practice, which he learned from the Scyth-

ians.* So universal was it not to drink wine unless

mixe'" with water, that the word oluoc is always
applied to such a mixture; and whenever wine is

spoken of in connexion with drinking, we are al-

ways to understand wine mixed with water, unless

the word uKparoi is expressly added (to Kpufia,

xaiToi Marog fierexov ir?.eiovoc, olvov KaXovfiev'').

The proportion in which the wine and water were
mixed naturally differed on different occasions.

To make a mixture of even half wine and half

water {laov <<t^) was considered injurious,' and
generally there was a much greater quantity of
water than of wine. It appears from Plutarch,*

Athenseus," and Eustathius," that the most com-
mon proportions were 3 : 1, or 2 : I, or 3 : 2. Hesi-
od" recommends the first of these.

The wine was mixed either with warm or cold

water ; the former, which corresponded to the calt-

da or caldu of the Romans {vid Cauda), was by far

the less common. On the contrary, it was endeav-
oured to obtain the water as cool as possible, and
for this purpose both snow and ice were frequently
employed.

( Vid. Nix, Ps voter.) Honey was some-
limes put in the wine,'* and also spices ; in the lat-

ter case it received the name of rpiufia, and is fre-

quently mentioned by the writers of the New Com-
edy.'* Other ingredients were also occasionally
added.

The mixture was made in a large vessel called

the Kpatijp {vid. Crater), from which it was con-
veyed into the drinking-cups by means of oivoxoai

or KvaOot. {Vid. Cvathus.) The cups usually em-
ployed were the kvXi^, <j>iuXi}, Kapxvoiov, and Ktivda-

ooc, of which an account is given in separate arti-

Mes. The Ruyton, or drinking-horn, was also

1. (Pl»t.,Lere-.>i.,p.363,c.,«l.)—2. (PIat..Min.,p.Sa),o.)—S.
iPlat., Lere, i., p. C37, «.) — 4. (JElian, V. H., ii., 37.)— 5.

(Athen., ii., p. 36, A.)— 6. (Herod., vi.. 84.) — ". (Plut., Conju^.
Pnec.. 20.)— 8. (Alhen., 1. o.)— 9. (Symp., iii., 9.) — 10. (x., p.
126.) — II. (ad Oil., ix., 209, p. 1624.) — 12. (Op., 596.) — 13.

I Athen., i., p. 39.«.— Id., p. 31, c.)- 14. (Pollux, Ouom., vi., 18.)

very commonly used. We find severa craters no
vases representing drinking scenes.'

The guests at a symposium reclined on couches,
and were crowned with garlands of flowers, as is

explained under Deipnon. A master of the revels

{upxcjv r»}f noaeug, av/jnroaiapxog or !ia<ji}.fvg) was
usually cho jen to conduct tiie symposium {naida-^u-

yelv (Tv/xnoaiov*), whose commands the whole com-
pany had to obey, and who regulated the whole or-

der of the entertainment, proposed the amusements,
&.C. The same practice prevailed among the Ro-
mans, and their symposiarch was called the magit
ter or rex convivii, or the arbiter bibendi. The
choice was generally determined by the throwing
of astragali or tali ; but we find in I'lato,* Alci-

biades constituting himself symposiarcli. The pro-
portion in which the wine and water were mixed
was fixed by him, and also how much each of the
company was to drink. Tiie servants {oivoxooi and
olvrjpol ^fpuToyref), usually young slaves, who had
to mix the wine and present it to tiie company,
were also under his orders ; but if there was no
symposiarcli, the company called for the wine just

as they pleased.*

Before the drinking commenced, it was agreed
upon in what way they should drink,* for it was
not usually left to the option of each of the com-
pany to drink as much or as little as he pleased, but
he was compelled to take whatever the symposiarch
might order. At Athens tliey usually began drink-

ing out of small cups (/lirpia nornpin*), but as the
entertainment went on, larger ones were intro-

duced.' In the Symposium of Plato,* Alcibiades
and Socrates each empty an immense cup, contain-
ing eight cotylae, or nearly four English pints ; and
frequently such cups were emptied at one draught
{unvEvari or ufivarl iriveiv, u/ivari^eiv^).

The cups were always carried round from right

to left {ettI di^cu), and the same order was observed
in the conversation, and in everything that took
place in the entertainment (sm (Jfftu 6ianivEiv ;'• iirl

defm ?Myov eineiv^^). The company frequently drank
to the health of one another {-npo-ivEiv <pt?j)r7iaiai^*),

and each did it especially to tiie one to whom he
handed the same cup. This seems to have been
the custom which Cicero alludes to when he speaks
of "drinking after the Greek fashion" {Grteco

more biberc.;^' Grccci in conviviis solcnt nominare, cui

poculum tradiluri sUiil^*).

Music and dancing were usually introduced, as
already stated, at symposia, and we find few repre-

sentations of such scenes in ancient vases without
the presence of female players on the flute and the
cithara. Plato, indeed, decidedly objects to their

presence, and maintains that it is only men iiicapa

ble of amusmg themselves by rational conversation
that have recourse to such means of enjoyment ;'•

but this says nothing against the general practice

;

and Xenophon, in his Symposium^ represents Soc-
rates mightily pleased with the mimetic dancing
and other feats performed on that occasion. The
female dancers, and the players on the ftuie and the
cithara, were frequently introduced at t'le symposia
of young men for another purpose, and were often-

times actually iralpai {vid. Het.«r.<e, p. 502), as we
see clearly represented on many ancient vases.'*

Respecting tl e different kinds of dances performed
at symposia, see Saltatio.

1. (See, for e><«iple, Mu«. Borb., v., t. 51.)-9. (Plat., Ltgr
i., p. 541,0., 6.) — 3. (Symp., p. 213, e.)— 4. (Xen., Symp,, h.,

27.)—5. (Plat.. Symp., p. 176, a.,b.)- 6. (Athen., x., p. 4S1, «.J— 7. (Diog.Laort., i., 104.)—8. (p. 213, 214.)—9. (Athca , x-.p.

431, b.—Luciun, Lexiph., 8.—Saidas, 8. v. 'Ain'ori)— 10. (Plat.,

Rep., iv., p. 420, c.)— 11. (Symp., p. 214, A.—Athen , xi., p. 483,
e.)— 12. (LucLin, Gall., 12.—Alhen , ?.i.. p. 498. d.)— 13. (Voir.,

II., 1., 26.) — 14. (Tuw!., I., 40.) — 15. (Protn^., p. 347, c, d.—
Symp., 176, c.)— 16. (See, for example, Mu;i. Borb., t., t. 51 )
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SYNThllSIS SYRINX.

Respecting the games and amusements by which

the symjiosia were enlivened, it is unnecessary to

say much here, as most of them are described in

separate articles in this work. Enigmas or riddles

{aiviyfiara or yp?^"*) were among the most usual

and favourite modes of diversion. Each of the

company proposed one in turn to his right-hand

neighbour : if he solved it, he was rewarded with a

crown, a garland, a cake, or something of a similar

kind, and sometimes with a kiss ; if he failed, he

had to drink i. cup of unmixed wine, or of wine

mixpd with salt-water, at one draught.' The cot-

tabos was also another favourite game at symposia,

and was played at in various ways. {Vid. Cotta-

B08.)

The other games at symposia which require men-
tion are the uaTpaytXtafinc and Kvdeia, explained

under Tai.i and Tesseb/m, the nsTTeia, spoken of

under Latruncoli, and the ;^;a^K£a/iof. The latter

consisted in turning round a piece of money placed

upriglvt on its edges, and causing it suddenly to

stop while moving by placing a finger on its top.'

Representations of symposia are very common
on ancient vases. Two guests usually reclined on
each couch (KAivrj), as is explained on p. 344, and
illustrated by the following cut from one of Sir W.
Hamilton's vases, where the couch on the right

hand contains two persons, and that on the left is

represented with only one, which does not appear
to have been the usual practice. The guests wear
garlands of flowers, and the two who are reclining

on the same couch hold a phiala each in the right

hand. Sometimes there were four or five persons
ou one couc^h, as in the woodcut on p. 326.

A drinking-party among the Romans was sorne-

iinies called convivhim, but the word comissalio

kiiore nearly corresponds to the Greek avfnrocnov.

( Vid. .CoMissATio.) The Romans, however, usually

drank during their dinner {cana), which they fre-

quently prolonged during many hours in the later

times of the Republic and under the Empire. Their
customs connected with drinking differed little from
those of the Greeks, and have been incidentally

noticed above.

The preceding account has been mainly composed
from Becker's Charikks^ and Gallus* where the

subject is treated at length.

SY'NTHESIS, a garment frequently worn at

dinner, and sometimes also on other occasions. As
it was inconvenient to wear the toga at table on
account of its many folds, it was customary to have
dresses especially appropriated to this purpose, call-

ed veslcf canalona or canatoria,^ accuhitoria,* or

rynlKtsci. The synthesis is commonly explained

to ba a loose kind of robe like the pallium, but

Becker' supposes, from a comparison of a passage
of Dion Cassius* with one of Suetonius,' descri-

bing the dress of Nero, that it must have been a
lund of tunic, an tndumen'um rather than an amictus.

{Vid. Amictus.) That u was, however, an easy

1. (Atlion.,x., p.457.)—2. (Pollux, Onom., ix., 118.—Eustath.
•d U., xiv.. 291, p. 986.) — 3. (i., p. 451, .fee.) — 4. (ii., p. 235,
*r.)—5. (Mart.,x ,»7,12; xiv., 135.—Pctron.,21.)— fi. (Petron.,

Ml—7. (Gallus, i., p. 37.)—8. (Ixiii., 13.)—9 (Ner., 51.)
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and comfortable kind of dress, as we should sdy,

seems to be evident from its use at table above
mentioned, and also from its being worn by all

classes at the Saturnalia, a season of universal

relaxation and enjoyment.' More than this re-

specting its form we cannot say : it was usually

dyed with some colour,* and was not white like

the toga.

The word synthesis is also applied to a set of

wearing apparel or a complete wardrobe.* Tliis

use of the word agrees better with its etymology
(avvNeatc, avvTidri/xt) than the one mentioned above.*

SYRINX {avpiy^y the Pan's Pipe, or Pandean
Pipe, was the appropriate musical instrument of
the Arcadian and other Grecian shepherds, and was
regarded by them as the invention of Pan, their

tutelary god,* who was sometimes heard playing
upon it {avplt^ovTo^''), as they imagined, on Mount
Maenalus.' It was, of course, attributed to Faunus,
who was the same with Pan.* When the Roman
poets had occasion to mention it, they called it^-
tula.^ It was also variously denominated according
to the materials of which it was constructed,

whether of cane {Unvi arundine,^" nocficviu t5ov«/ct"),

reed {calamo,^^ Kulafioc;^^), or hemlock (cjcw/a'*). In

general, seven hollow steins of these plants were
fitted together by means of wax, having been pre-

viously cut to the proper length, and adjusted so

as to form an octave;" but sometimes nine were
admitted, giving an equal number of notes;^* An-
other refinement in the construction of this instru

ment, which, however, was rarely practised, was
to arrange the pipes in a curve so as to fit the form
of the lip, instead of arranging them in a plane."

A syrinx of eight reeds is shown in the gem figured

on page 696. The annexed woodcut is taken from
a bas-relief in the collection at Appledurcombe in

the Isle of Wight.'* It represents Pan reclining at

the entrance of the cave which was dedicated to

him in the Acropolis at Athens. He holds in his

right hand a drinking-horn {eid. Rhyton), and in

his left a syrinx, which is strengthened by two
transverse bands.

The ancients always considered the Pan's Pipe

as a rustic instrument, chieHy used by those who
tended flocks and herds," but also admitted to regu-

late the dance.** The introduction of it on more
solemn occasions was very unusual. Telephanes

1. (Mart., xiv., 1, 141 ; vi., 24.)—2. (Mart., ii., 46 ; x., 29 )—
3. (Dig. 34. tit. 4, 8. 38.) — 4. (Becker, 1. c.) — 5 (Virg., Buc,
ii., 32; viii., 24.)—6. ( Vtd. Theocr., i., 3, 14, Ifi.—Schol in loc

—Longus, iv., 27.) —7. (Paus., viii., 36, 6 5.)—8. (Hor., Carm.
i., 17, 10.)—9. (Virg., Buc.,ii.,36; iii.,22,25.—Hor., Carm.. ir.

12, 10. — Ovid, Met., viii., 192; xiii., 784. — Mart., xiv., 63.-

TibuU., i., 5, 20.) — 10. (Virg., Buc, vi., 8. — Horn., Hymn, it

Pana, 15.) — 11. (Brunck, Anal, i., 489.)— 12. (Virg., Buc, i.

10 ; ii., 34 ; v., 2.)— 13. (Theocr., viii., 24.— I.ongus. i., 4.)—14
(Virg., Buc, v., 85.)— 15. (Virg., Buc, ii.. 32. 36.)— 16. (Theoci.

viii., 18-22.)—17. (Id., i.. 129.)— 18. (Mus. WorsU y;inuni. pi. 9.)

— 19. (Horn., II., xviii.,526. — Apoil. Rhod., i.. 5/7. — Dioiiyt

Perieg., 996.—Longus, i., 2 ; i., 14-16 ; ii., 94-26.)- -Stt (Una
Scut 278.)



SYSSITTA. SYSSITL\.

ot Megara refused to go to the Pythian Gamrb on
account of the perfomiancc on Pandean pipes (av-

i)iy^ti>) The Lydians, whose troops marched to

military music, employed this, together with other

mstruments, for the purpose.* This instrument was
the origin of the organ. ( Vid. Hydraula.)
The term avpcy^ was also applied to levels, or nar-

row subterranean passages made either in search-

ing for metals, in mining at the siege of a city,* or

111 forming catacombs for the dead.*

SYRMA (avpfia), which properly means that

which is drawn or dragged (from trvpu), is applied

to a dress with a train. The long peplos worn by

the Trojan matrons was consequently a dress some-
what of this kind.* 'I'he syrma, however, was more
especially the name of the dress worn by the tragic

actors, which had a train to it trailing upon the

ground ; whence the word is explained by Pollux*

as a rpayiiiov ipoprjfta kniavpofievov, and is alluded to
by Horace^ in the words

" traxitque vagus per pulpita vcslem."

Hence we find syrma used metaphorically for trage-

dy itself*

SYSSI'TIA (avaaiTca). The custom of taking
the principal meal of the day in public prevailed ex-
tensively among the Greeks from very early ages.

It existed not only with the Spartans and Cretans,
among both of whom it was kept up till compara-
tively recent times, but also at Megara in the age
of Theognis,' and at Corinth in the time of Perian-

der, who, it seems, abolished the practice as being
favourable to aristocracy." Nor was it confined to

the Hellenic nation; for, according to Aristotle," it

prevailed still earlier among the CEnotrians in the
souih of Italy, and also at Carthage, the political

and social institutions of which state resembled
those of Sparta and Crete.** The origin of the
usage cannot be historically established, but it seems
reasonable to refer it to infant or patriarchal com-
munities, the members of which, being intimately
ccimected by the ties of a close political union and
kindred, may naturally be supposed to have lived

together almost as members of the same family.
But, however and wherever it originated, the natu-
ral tendency of suc)i a practice was to bind the
citizens of a state in the closest union ; and, ac-
cordingly, we find that at Sparta Lycurgus availed
himself of it for this purpose, though we cannot de-
termine with any certainty whether he introduced
it there, or merely perpetuated and regulated an
institution which the Spartans brought with them
from their mother-country, and retained at Sparta as
being suitable to their position and agreeable to

their national habits. The latter supposition is

perhaps the more probable. The Cretan usage
AWstotle" attributes to Minos ; this, however, may
bb :onsidered rather " the philosopher's opinion
than an historical tradition :" but the institution
was confessedly of so high antiquity, that the Pelo-
ponnesian colonists may well be supposed to have
found it already existing in Crete, even if there had
been no Dorian settlers in the island before them.**
The ("retan name for the syssitia was 'Av«Jp«a,'*

the singular of which is used to denote the building
or public hall where they were given This title

alTords of itself a sufficient indication that they were
confined to men and youths only : a conclusion jus-

tified and supported by all the authorities on the
subject.'* It is not, however, improbable, as Hoeck"

1. {Plut., De Mm., p. 2084, ed. Steph.)—2. (Herod., i., 17.)—
1. (Polyaen., v., 17.)—4. (^Elian, H. A., vi., 43; xvi., 15.)— 5.

(II., Ti., 442.) — 6. (vii., 67.)— 7. (Ep. ad Pis., 215.— Compare
JuT.,viii., 229.)—8. (Juv.,xv., 30 —Mart., iv.,49.)—9. (v., 305.)
10. (Arist., Pol., T., 9, 2.)— II. (Pol., vii.. 9.)— 12. (Id., ii.. 8.)—
13. (Id., vii.. 9.)— 14. (Thirlwall, Hi»t. of Greece, i., p. 287.)—
15. (Arist., Pol., ii., 7.)— 16. (Plat., Leg., vi., p. 780, d.)— 17.

.Creta, iii., p 133.)

suggests, that in some of the Dorian states ther«
were syssitia of the young unmarried women ;i8

well as of the men.' All the adult citizens partook
of the public meals among the Cretans, and were
divided into companies or " meases," called 'Eroi-
plat, or sometimes uvdpeia.' These divisions were
perhaps originally confined to persons of the same
house and kindred, but afterward any vacancies ia

them were filled up at the discretion of the mem
hers.* The divinity worshipped under the name of
Ztiif 'Eroipttof* was considered to preside cret
them.

According to Dosiadas, who wrote a history of
Crete,* there were in every town of the island

{iravraxov) two public buildings, one for the lodging
of strangers (Koifujr^pcov), the other a common hall

(uvdpeiov) for the citizens. In the latter of these
the syssitia were given, and in the upper part of it

were placed two tables for the entertainment of
foreign guests l^eviKal Tpuwe^ai), a circumstance
deserving of notice, as indicating the extent to
which the Dorians of Crete encouraged mutual in-

tercourse and hospitality. Then came the tables

of the citizens. But, besides these, there was also

a third table, on the right of the entrance, dedicated
to Zcvf iivioc, and perhaps used for the purpose of
making offerings and libations to that god.

The syssitia of the Cretans were distinguished
by simplicity and temperance. They always sat at
their tables, even in later times, when the custom
of reclining had been introduced at Sparta.* The
entertainment began with prayer to the gods and
libations.'' Each of the adult citizens received an
equal portion of fare, with the exception of the
" archon" or " master of the tables." who was, per-
haps, in ancient times, one of the Koafioi, and more
recently a member of the ytpuvia or council. This
magistrate received a fourfold portion ;

" one as 9
common citizen, a second as president, a third foi

the house or building, a fourth for the furniture"
(ruj; (T/cfvwv') : an expression from which it would
seem that the care of the building, and the provision
of the necessary utensils and furniture, devolved
upon him. The management of all the tables w^as
under the superintendence of a female of free birth

{ri npoeaTTjKvia Tijc avtrairlag yvvf/), who openly took
the best fare, and presented it to the citizen who
was most eminent in the council or the field. She
had three or four male assistants under her, each
of whom, again, was provided with two menial ser-

vants (KaXT]<j)6poi, or wood - carriers). Strangers
were served before the citizens, and even before

the archon or president.* On each of the tables

was placed a cup of mixed wine, from which the
messmates of the same company drank. At the
close of the repast this was replenished, but ali in-

temperance was strictly forbidden by a special law.**

Till they had reached their eighteenth year, when
they were classed in the dye'Aai, the youths accom-
panied their fathers to the syssitia along with the
orphans of the deceased." In some places the
youngest of the orphans waited on the men ; in

others this was done by all the boys.** When not
thus engaged, they were seated near to the men on
a lower bench, and received only a half portion of
meat : the eldest of the orphans appear to have
received the same quantity as the men, but of a
plainer description of fare.** The boys, liko the
men, had also a cup of mixed wine in common,
which, however, was not replenished when emptied.

1. (Compare Find., Pylh., «., 18.)—2. (Athen., it., p. 143.)—
3. (Ilocck, iii., p. 126.)—4. (He»ych.,«. v.)—5. (Athen, 1. c.)—«.
(Cic, Pro Mur., 35 )—7. (Athen., iv., p. 143, e.)—8. (Ilerarlid.

Pont., iii.) — 9. (Id., 1. c.) — 10. (Plat., Minos, p. 266.)— 11.

(Hoeck, iii., p. 185 )—12. (Ephor. ap. Strab., x., p. 463.)—

U

(Athen., iv., p. 143.)
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During the repast a general cheerfulness and gayety

prevailed, which were enlivened and kept up by

music and singing.' It was followed by conversa-

tion, which was first directed to the public affairs

of the state, and afterward turned on valiant deeds

in war and the exploits of illustrious men, whose

praises might animate the younger hearers to an

honourable emulation. While listening to this con-

versation, the youths seem to have been arranged

m classes (uvSpEia), each of which was placed un-

der the superintendence of an officer {irai^ovo/iog)

especially appointed for this purpose, so that the

syssitia were thus made to serve important political

and educational ends.

In most of the Cretan cities the expenses of the

syssitia were defrayed out of the revenues of the

public lands and the tribute paid by the Perioeci,

the money arising from which was applied partly to

the service of the gods and partly to the mainte-

nance of all the citizens, both male and female,' so

that in this respect there might be no difference

between the rich and the poor. From the statement

of Aristotle compared with Dosiadas,' it appears

probable that each individual received his separate

share of the public revenues, out of which he paid

his quota to the public table, and provided with the

rest for the support of the females of his family.

This practice, however, does not appear to have
prevailed exclusively at all times and in all the

cities of Crete. In Lyctus, for instance, a colony

from Sparta, the custom was different : the citizens

<if that town contributed to their respective tables a

tenth of the produce of their estates ; a practice

which may be supposed to have obtained in other

cities, where the public domains were not sufficient

to defray the charges of the syssitia. But, both at

Lyctus and elsewhere, the poorer citizens were in

all probability supported at the public cost.

In connexion with the accounts given by the

ancient authors respecting the Cretan syssitia, there

arisiis a question of some difficulty, viz., how could

one building accommodate the adult citizens and

youths of such towns as Lyctus and Gortyna 1 The
question admits of only two solutions : we are ei-

ther misinformed with respect to there being only one
buildmg in each town used as a common hall, or

the number of Dorian citizens in each town must
have been comparatively very small.

The Spartan syssitia were in the main so similar

to those of Crete, that one was said to be borrowed
from the other.* In later times they were called

(pstdiTia, or the " spare meals," a term which is

probably a corruption of (piMria, the love-feasts, a
word corresponding to the Cretan haipela.^ An-
ciently they were called avdpEla, as in Crete.' They
differed from the Cretan in the following respects.

Instead of the expenses of the tables being defrayed
out of the public revenues, every head of a family
was obliged to contribute a certain portion at his

own cost and charge ; those who were not able to
do so were excluded from the public tables.'' The
guests were divided into companies generally of
fifleen persons each, and all vacancies were filled

UD by ballot, in which unanimous consent was in-

dispensable for election. No persons, n'ot even the
kir.gs, were allowed what was called an afidiTog
r/ftipa,^ or excused from attendance at the public
tables, except for some satisfactory reason, as
when engaged in a sacrifice or a chase, in which
latter case the individual was required to send'

a

1. (Alcman ap. Strab., 1. c.)—2. (Arist., Pol., ii., 7, 4.)—3.

(Athen., 1. c.) --4. (Arist., Pol., ii., 7.)— 5. (G3ttling ad Arist.,
(Econ., p. 190.—MiiUer, Dor., iv., 3, I) 3.)—6. (Plut., Lycur., c.

12.)—7 (Arist., Pol., ii., 7, 4 )—8. (Hesych., s. v.)—9. (Plat.,
I c —.'Igis, c. 10.)
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present to his table. Each person was .supp.ied

with a cup of mixed wine, which was fillnd agaia
when required ; but drinking to excess was prohib-

ited at Sparta as well as in Crete. The repast was
of a plain and simple character, and the contribution
of each member of a mess or AetJt'r^yr was settled

by law.' The principal dish was the ue/.af C"/">f»
or black broth, with pork.* The knulK?.':v, or after-

meal (from the Doric dcK?iov, a meal), was, however,
more varied, and richly supplied by presents of
game, poultry, fruit, &c., and other delicacies, which
no one was allowed to purchase. {Vid. Aiclon.)
Moreover, the entertainment was enlivened by
cheerful conversation, though on public matters.'
Singing, also, was frequently introduced, as we
learn from Alcman* that " at the banquets and
drinking entertainments ofthe men it was fit for the
guests to sing the paean." The arrangements were
under the superintendence of the polemarchs.
The use and purposes of the institutions de-

scribed above are very manifest. They united the

citizens by the closest ties of intimacy and Lnion,

making them consider themselves as members of

one family, and children of one and the same moth-
er, the state. They maintained a strict and perfect

separation between the higher and the subject class-

es, both at Sparta and in Crete, and kept up in the

former a consciousness of their superior worth and
station, together with a strong reeling of national

ity. At Sparta, also, they were eminently useful in

a military point of view ; for the members of the
syssitia were formed into corresponding military di-

visions, and fought together in the field, as they had
lived together at home, with more bravery and a
keener sense of shame (atc5wf)than could have been
the case with merely chance comrades.* Moreover,
" they gave an efficacy to the power of public opin-

ion which must have nearly superseded the neces-

sity of penal laws."* With respect to their polit-

ical tendencies, they were decidedly arranged upon
aristocratical principles, though no individual of

a company or mess was looked upon as superior

to his fellows. Plutarch' accordingly calls theui

avvidpta uptaroKpaTiKd, or aristocratical meetings,

and compares them with the Prytaneium and Thes-
mothesium at Athens.
The simplicity and sobriety, which were in early

times the characteristics both of the Spartan and
Cretan syssitia, were afterward, in Sparta at least,

supplanted by luxury and effeminate indulgence.

The change was probably gradual, but the kings

Areus and Acrotatus (B.C. 300) are recorded as

having been mainly instrumental in accelerating it.

The reformer Agis endeavoured, but in vain, to re-

store the old order of things, and perished in the

attempt.' In his days Sparta contained 4500 fam-
ilies, out of which he proposed to make fifteen sys-

sitia, whence Miiller infers that formerly, when the

number of families was 9000, the number of syssi-

tia was thirty, and, consequently, that Herodotus,

when he spoke of Lycurgus having instituted the
" syssitia" for war, alluded to the larger divisions,

and not the single banqueting coiiipanies; a con-

clusion justified by the context. Muller, moreover,

supposes that in this sense the syssitia at Sparta

corresponded to the divisions of the state called

obae, and sometimes <j>oaTpiai, whioh were also thir-

ty in number.*

I. (Wachsmuth,ii.,2.24.—F!ut., 1. c.)—2. (Athen., iv., p. 141.;

—3. (Xen., Rep. Laoon., v.. 6.)—4. (Frag., 31.)— 5. (Herod., i

65.)—6. (Thirlwall, i., p. 289.)—7. (Qiitus. Symp., vii., p. 332.)

—8. (Plut., Agis and Cleom.)—9. (Dorians, iii., 5, I) 6, and 12,

^ 4.—Hoeck, Creta, iii., p. 120-139.—IIulluiau'sAnftnge, d 138

-Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, i., p. 288 and 331—Hermann, l>sh»

bur.h der Griech. Staats., (> 22 and 28.)



TABELLARIiE LEGKS. TABERNA.

f

T. e.

TABAM'S. iVtd. (EsTRor)
TABLLL.*, dim. of TABULA, a Billet or Tablet,

with wliich r^cli citizen and judex voted in the
comitia and courts of justice. In the comitia, if

tl.c business was the passing of a law, each citizen

« a3 provided with two tabellse, one inscribed V. K.,

I. e., Uli Rogat, " I vote for the law," the other in-

Rcribed A., t. e., Antiquo, " I am for the old law.'"

If the business was ttie election of a magistrate,

each citizen was supplied with one tablet, oti which
the names of the candidates were written, or the

initials of their names, as some suppose from the
oration Pro Domo, c. 43 ; the voter then placed a
mark {punctum) against the one for whom he voted,

whence puncla are spoken of in the sense of votes.*

For farther particulars respecting the voting in the
comitia, see Diribitorcs and Sitella.

The judices were provided with three tabells,

one of wliich was marked with A., t. e., Absolve,
'•

I acquit ;" the second with C, i. e., Condcmno,
" I condemn ;" and the third with N. L., t. e.,Non
Liquet, "It is not clear to me." The first of
these was called lahella absoluloria. and the second
lobelia ddtnnalot ia,^ and hence Cicero* calls the
former Ulcra salularis, and the latter litera Iristis.

It would seem that in some trials the tabellae were
marked with the letters L. D. respectively, i. e..

Libera and Damno, since we find on a denarius of
the Caslian gens a tabella marked with the letters

L. D. ; and as we know that the vote by ballot in

cases of pcrduellio was first introduced by C. Caeli-

us Caldus {vid. T.^bellari^ Leges), the tabella on
the coin undoubtedly refers to that event. There
is also a passage in Caesar* which seems to inti-

mate that these initial letters were sometimes
marked on the tabellse :

" Unam fore tabellam, qui
hberandas omni pcriculo censerent ; alteram, qui capi-

tis damnarcnt," &.c.^

The cut annexed contains a
copy of a coin of the Cassian
gens, in which a man wearing
a toga is represented in the act
of placing a tabella marked with
the letter A. (i. e., absolve) in the
cista. The letter on the tabella

is evidently intended for A.
For the other meankigs of Ta-

bella, see Tabula.
TABELLA'RLE LEGES, the laws by which the

ballot was introduced in voting in the comitia. As
to the ancient mode of voting at Rome, see Suf-
j-RAGiLM. There were four enactments known by
the name of Tabellarias Leges, which are enumer-
ated by Cicero.' They are mentioned below ac-
cording to the order of time in which they were
passed.

1. Gabinia Lex, proposed by the tribune Gabini-
us B.C. 139, introduced the ballot in the election of
magistrates.* whence Cicero* calls the tabella " tin-
dcx tacua. Uberlalis."

2. Cassia Lex, proposed by the tribune L. Cas-
sius Longinus B.C. 137, introduced the ballot in the
"judicium popuU," with the exception of cases of
perduellio. The "judicium populi" undoubtedly
applies to cases tried in the comitia by the whole
bixly of the people {vid. Judex, p. 551, 552), al-

though Ernesti" wishes to give a different interpre-
tation to the words. This law was supported by

BRITISH MUSEUM.

1. (Compare Cic. ad Alt., i , 14.)—2. (Cic, Pro Plane, 23.)—
J. (Suet, (tctair., 33.)— 4. (Pro Mil. (J.) — 5. (Bell. Civ., iii.,

S3.)— 6. (Coimare Spanbeim, Nuiniiin., li., p. 199.)— 7. (De
L«t({.. ii ., 16 ' -8 !Cic., 1. c.)— 9. (Ayr., ii., 2.)— 10. (Index
••m )

Scipio Africanus the younger, for whicJi he was
censured by the aristocratical ^arty."

3. Papiria Lkx, proposed by the tribune C. Pa-
pirius Carbo B.C. 131, introduced the ballot iu the
enactment and repeal of laws.*

4. CiCLiA Lex, proposed by C. Cselius CaMus
B.C. 108, introduced the ballot in ca cs of perduel-
lio, which had been e.xceptcd in the (!assian law.*

There was also a law brought forward by Mariua
B.C. 119, which was intended to secure freedom
and order in voting.*

TABELLA'RIUS, a Letter-carrier. As the Ro-
mans had no public post, they were obliged to em-
ploy special messengers, who were called tabellarii,

to convey their letters {tabella, Ulcra), when they
had not an opportunity of sending theaA elherwise.*

TABE'LLIO, a Notary.* Under the Empire the
tabelliones succeeded to the business yf the scribae

in the times of the Republic. (K<^. ScRiBiS.)
They were chiefly employed in drawing tp legal

documents, and for this purpose usually took tbeii

stations in the market-places of towns.' Thej
formed a special order in the state.*

TABERNA is defined by Ulpian as any kind ol

building fit to dwell in, " ncmpe ex eo, quod tabuiu
claudUur," or,' according to the more probable ety-

mology of Festus, because it waa made of planks."
Festus" asserts that this was the most ancient kind
of abode used among the Romans, and that it was
from the early use of such dwellings that the words
taberna and labernaculum. were applied to military

tents, though the latter were constructed of skins
We know very little of the form and materials ol

the ancient tents ; but we may infer, from the no-

tices we have of them, that they were generallj

composed of a covering of skins, partly supported by

wooden props, and partly stretched on ropes. Some-
times, in a permanent camp, they may have been
constructed entirely of planks ; and sometime.<i, in

cases of emergency, garments and rushes were
spread over any support that could be obtained.**

From taberna, when used in this sense, are derived
labernaculum, xhe more common name of a tent, and
CoNTUBERNAI.ES.
The usual name of taberna is a shop. Neither

the ancient authors nor the remains of Pompeii
lead us to suppose that tradesmen often had their

shops forming parts of their houses, as with us. A
few houses are indexed found at Pompeii entirely de
voted to i^e purposes of trade, consisting, that is,

of the shop and the rooms occupied by the trades-

man and his family.

Most commonly, the shops formed a part of a

large house, to the owner of which they belonged,

and were by him let out to tradesmen. \ Vid.

House, Roman, p. 519.) Some of the shops round
a house were retained by the owner for the sale of
the proiluce of his estates. This arrangement ol

the shops was probably an improvement on an oldei

plan of placing them against the walls of houses.
Even under the emperors we find that shops were
built out so far into the street as to obstruct Ihc
thoroughlare. Martial" mentions an edict of Domi-
tian by which the practice was put down, ind the
shops were confined within the areas of the houses
The following are the ir.^t remarkable classes o(

shops of which we have notices or remains :

1. Shops for the sale of wine, hot drinks, aad
ready-dressed meat. {Vid. Cadpon-a.)

1. (Cift.De Leg., iii., 16.—BruL,23, 37.-Pro Saztio, 48.—
Ascon. in Cornel., p. 78, ed. Orelli.)—2. (Cic, De l^cg., iii., 16.)
—3. (Cic. 1 c)—4. (Cic. De Leg^, iii., 17.—Plut., Mar., 4.)-

4. (Cic, Phil., ii., 31.—Cic ad Fani.. xii.. 18; xi».. 28.)—

•

(Suidas. s. v.)—7. (Ccxi.. iv., tit. 2l,!i. 17.—Novell.. 73. c 4. Ac
—8. (Gothof. ad Cod. Theod., xii.. til. 1, ». 3.)— 9. (Dig. 40, ti

10, 1) 163.)— 10. (FfstuK. a. v. ContutienialRs, Tal'crnBciila.)-(
(a. V. Adtil>eniKlis.)— 12. (Lipsius, Dp Milit. Rom., in >|i«r

p. 144-155.)— 13. (vii., 61.)
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t. Bakers' shops. Of these several have been

found at Poinj)eii, containing the mill as well as the

other iniplcraents for making bread. (Fid. Mola,

PiSTOR.)

3. Booksellers' shops. (Kjrf. Bibliopola.)

4. Baibers' and hairdressers' shops. {Vid.BAR-

TABERNA'CULUM. (
Vid. Taberna, Templum.)

TABLI'NUM. {Vid. House, Roman, p. 517.)

TA'BUL.'E. This word properly means planks

or boards, whence it is applied to several objects,

as gaming-tables,' pictures,* but more especially to

tablets used for writing, of which alone we have to

speak here. The name of tabulae was applied to

any flat substance used for writing upon, whether
stone or metal, or wood covered with wax. Livy,'

indeed, distinguishes between tabulcE and cera, by

the former of which he seems to mean tablets of

stone and metal ; but tabula and tahella more fre-

quently signify waxen tablets {tabula cerata), which
were thin pieces of wood, usually of an oblong

shape, covered over with wax {ccra). The wax
was written on by means of the stilus. ( Vid. Sti-

lus.) These tabula3 were sometimes made of ivory

and citron-wood,* but generally of the wood of a

more common tree, as the beech, fir, «kc. The
outer sides of the tablets consisted merely of the

wood ; it was only the inner sides that were cov-

ered over with wax. They were fastened to-

gether at the backs by means of wires, which an-

swered the purpose of hinges, so that they opened
and shut like our books ; and to prevent the wax of

one tablet rubbing against the wax of the other,

there was a raised margin around each, as is clear-

.'y seen in the woodcut on p. 925. There were
eometimes two, three, four, five, or even more
tablets fastened together in the above-mentioned
mannei Two such tablets were called diptycha

{ dinrvxii ), which merely means " twice-folded"

(Irom nrvaau, "to fold"), whence we have tttvktiov,

0)", with the r omitted, ttvkt'lov. The Latin word
yiig-illares, whicli is the came frequently given to

tablets covered with wax,* may perhaps be connect-

ed with the same root, though it is usually derived

from pugillus, because they were small enough to

be held in the hand. Such tablets are mentioned as

early as the time of Homer, who speaks of a iriva^

TTTv/crof.' {Vid. J)i¥TYCHA.) Three tablets fastened

together were called Iriptycha {TptTzrvxa), which
Martial' translates by triplices {cera) ; in the same
way we also read o(pentapiycha {iTEvrunrvxn), called

by Martial* quinlupliccs {ccra), and of polyptycha

{Tto%VT7Tvxa-) or mullipliccs {ccra). The pages of
these tablets were frequently called by the name of
cera alone ; thus we read of prima cera, altera cera,
" first page," " second page."' In tablets contain-
ing important legal documents, especially wills, the
outer edges were pierced through with holes (fora-
mina), through which a triple thread {linum) was
passed, and upon which a seal was then placed.
This was intended to guard against forgery ; and, if

it was not done, such documents were null and
void.'" ( KjfZ. Testamentum.)
Waxen tablets were used among the Romans for

•Imost every species of writing where great length
was not required. Thus letters were frequently
written upon them, which were secured by being
fastened together with packthread and sealed with
wax. Accordingly, we read in Plautus," when a
letter is to be written,

" Effer cito stilum, ccram, et tabellas, ct linum."

I. (Juv., i., W).)-2. (Cic, De Fin., v., 1.—Propert., i., 2. 23.)
3. (i., 24.)— 4. (Mart., XIV., 3, 5.)— 5. (Mart., xiv., 3. —Gel'.,
XTii., 9.—Plin., Ep., i., 0.)—6. (11 , vi.. 169.)—7. (xiv., «.)—8.
iiiv., 4.)—9. (Compare Suet., Ner., 17.)— 10. (Id., 1. c—Pma-
js, S. R., v., 25, t) 6.\ -11. (Bacchid., 'v., 4, 64.)
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The sealing is mentioned afterward,* Tabulae am!
tabellae are therefore used in the sense of let-

ters.' Love-letters were written on very small
tablets called vilelliani,^ of which word, however,
we do not know the meaning. Tablets of this kind
are presented by Amor to Polyphemus on an an-
cient painting.*

Legal documents, and especially wills, were al-

most always written on waxen tablets, as mentioi*-
ed above. Such tablets were also used for ac
counts, in which a person entered what he received
and expended {tabula or codex accepti ct expcnsi\
whence nova tabula mean an abolition of debts, ei-

ther wholly or in part* The above are merely in-

stances of the extensive use of waxen tablets : it

is unnecessary to pursue the subject farther. Re-
specting the tabula publica, see Tabularium.
Two ancient waxen tablets have been discovered

in a perfect state of preservation, one in a gold
mine four or five miles from the village of Abrud-
bany& in Transylvania, and the other in a gold mine
in the village itself. Of this interesting discovery
an account has been published by Massmann in a
work entitled " Libellus Aurarius, sive Tabula Ce-
rata, et antiquissima et unice Romana in Fodina Au-
raria apud Abrudbanyam, oppidulum Transsylvanum,
nuper reperla," Lipsiae (1841). An account of
these tablets, taken from Massmann's description,

will serve as a commentary on what has been said
above. Botl the tabulas are triptycha, that is, con-
sisting of three tablets each. One is made of fir

wood, the other of beechwood, and each is about
the size of what we call a small octavo. The out-

er part of the two outside tablets of each exhibito
the plain surface of the wood, the inner part is cov-
ered with wax, which is now almost of a black col-

our, and is surrounded with a raised maigin. Ths
middle tablet has wax on both sides, with a margin
around each, so that each of the two tabulfn con-
tains four sides or four pages covered with wax
The edges are pierced through, that they might be
fastened together by means of a thread passed
through them. The wax is not thick in either ; it

is thinner on the beechen tabulae, in which the sti-

lus of the writer has sometimes cut through the
wax into the wood. There are letters on both of
them, but on the beechen tabulae they are few and
indistinct ; the beginning of the first tablet contains

some Greek letters, but they are succeeded by a
long set of letters in unknown characters. The
writing on the tabulae made of firwood is both
greater in quantity, and in a much better state of
preservation. It is written in Latin, and is a copy
of a document relating to some business connected
with a collegium. The name of the consuls is giv-

en, which determines its date to be A.D. 169. One
of the most extraordinary things connected with it

is, that it is written from right to left. The writing

begins on what we should call the last or fourth

page, and ends at the bottom of the third ; and by
some strange good fortune it has happened that the

same document is written over again, beginning on
the second page and ending at the bottom of the

first, so that where the writing is eflfaced or doubt-

ful in the one, it is usually supplied or t.cplained by
the other.

Waxen tablets continued to be used in Europe
for the purposes of writing in the Middle Ages ; but

the oldest of these with which we are acquainted

belongs to the year 1301 A.D., and is preserved in

the Florentine museum.
The tablets used in voting in the comitia and the

1. (1. 96.—Compare Cic. in Catil., iii., 5.)— 2. (Ov'd. Mot,
ix., 522.)—3. (Mart., xiv., 8, 9.)—4. (Mus. Borbon., i., tav. 2.)—

S. (Cic, Pro Rose. Cora., 2.)— 6. (Suet., Jul.. 42.—Cic, Dt
Off., ii., 23.)
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tfourtfl ot justice were also called tabula: as well as

tabella*. (Ki<f. Tabell/e.)
TABIJLA'RII were notaries or accountants, who

are first mentioned under this name in the time of

the Empire.' Public notaries, who had the charge

of public documents, were also called tabularii,* and

these seem to have differed from the tabelliones in

the circumstance tliat the latter had nothing to do

with the custody of the public registers. Public

tabularii were first established by M. Antoninus in

the provinces, wlio ordained that the birtlis of all

children were to be announced to the tabularii with-

in thirty days from the birth.* Respecting tlie oth-

er duties of the public tabularii, see Cod. Theod.,

lii., tit. 2, and Gothrofr., ad loc.

TABIJL-V'RIUM, a place where the public rec-

01 Jit {tabula publicce) were kept.* These records

were of various kinds, as, for instance, senatus con-

sulta, tabulae ccnsoriae, registers of births, deaths,

of the names of those who assumed the toga viri-

lis, «Scc.' There were various tabularia at Rome,
all of which were in temples ; we find mention
made of tabularia in the temples of the nymphs,*

of liUcina, of Juventus, of Libitina, of Ceres, and
more especially in that of Saturn, which was also

the public treasury.' (Vid. iERARiuM.)

A tabularium was also called by other names, as

grammatophylacium, archium, or archivum* In a

private house the name of taUmum was given to

the place where the family-records and archives

were kept. ( Vid. House, Roman, p. 517.)

TaEDA or TEDA (da/f. All. 64^, dim. dgdiov),

a light of firwood, called on this account pinca

tada." Before the adoption of the more artificial

modes of obtaining light, described under Candela,
Ellvchnium, Fax, Funale, and Lucerna, the in-

habitants of Grecee and Asia Minor practised the

following method, which still prevails in those

countries, and to a certain extent in Scotland and
Ireland, as well as in other parts of Europe, which
abound in forests of pines.'" A tree having been se-

lected of the species Pinus Maritima, Linn., which
w as called nevKt] by the ancient Greeks from the

lime of Homer," and which retains this name, with

a slight change in its termination, to the present day,

a large incision was made near its root, causing the

turpentine to flow so as to accumulate in its vicin-

ity. This highly resinous wood was called d^c, i.

«., torch-wood ; a tree so treated was called ivi]<f-

6o(, the process itself ivd<;i6ovv or S^dovpyeiv, and
the workmen employed in the manufacture, d^dovp-

yoi. After the lapse of twelve months, the portion

thus impregnated was cut out and divided into

suitable lengths. This was repeated for three suc-

cessive years, and then, as the tree began to decay,

the heart of the trunk was extracted, and the roots

were dug up for the same purpose.'* These strips

of resinous pinewood are now called 6q.6ia by the

Greeks of Mount Ida."
When persons went out at night they took these

lights in their hands,'* more particularly in a nup-
tial procession.'* Hence tada fdxccs signified " a
happy marriage ;'"* and these lights, no less than
proper torches, are attributed to Love and Hy non."

I. (S«n., Ep., 66.—Dig. 11, tit. 0, a. 7 ; 90, tit. 13, s. 1, k 0-)—
3. (Dig. 43, tit. 5, s. 3.) — 3. (Capitol., M. Anton., 9.)—4. (Cic,
Pro C. Rnbir., 3 ; Pro Arch., 4.) — .'». ( Vt<f. Abram. ad Cic, Mil.,

iT.)—6. (Cic, Pro Mil., 27.)—7. (Serv. ad Virg., Georp., ii., 502.

—Capitol., M.Anton., 9.)—8. (Dig. 48. tit. 19, 8.9.)— 9. (Catull.,

ill., 15.— Ovid, Fast., ii., 558.)— 10. (Fellows, Exc in Asia Mi-
nor, p. 140, 333-335.)—11. (II., xi.. 494 ; ixiii.. 328.)— 12. (The-
•nhi., n. P., i.. 6,M ; iii-. 9, 3, 5 ; iv., 16, 4 1 ; x., 2. I, 2, 3.

-^Aiien., XV., 700,/.) — 13. (Hunt and Sibthorp, in Walpole's
Mem., p. 120, 235.)- 14. (Arist., Eccles., 688, 070.)— 15. (Horn.,

n XTiii., 492.—lies., Scut., 275 —Ariatoph., Pax, 1317.—Ovid,
Met., ir. 320.—Id., Fast., vi , 223.)— 16. (Catullus, 61, 25.—
Compare Prudent., c. Symm., ii., 165.)— 17. (Ovid. Met, ir.,

758.)

fin

It was usual to olace these ai tides aa uflcnngs
in the temples, especially at the great festivals."

Having been previously burned into charcoal,

they were used in the manufacture of lampblack or

Atramentum.*
TiENIA or TAINIA. ( Vid. Vitta, Strophium.)
II. The Cepola Tania, L., or Tape-fish. It i» go

called from its being slender like a riband. Ron-

j

delet describes two species of it.*

]

TAGUS (raycif), a leader or general, was jiore

; especially the name of the military leader of the
Thessalians. Under this head it is proposed to
give a short account of the Thessalian constitution.

The Thessalians were a Thesprotian tribe,* and
originally came from the Thesprotian Ephyra. Un-

I

der the guidance of leaders who are said to have
been descendants of Hercules, they invaded the

I

western part of the country, afterward called Thes-
saly, and drove out or reduced to the condition of
Penestae, or bondsmen, the ancient .iColian inhab-

itants (t^v Tore jiiv AioTUSa, vvv 6i QerraXiav xahny-

fiivrfv*). The Thessalians afterward spread over
the other parts of the- country, and took possession

of the most fertile districts, and compelled the
Peraebi, Magnetes, Achaean Phthiota;, and other

neighbouring people to submit to their authority

and to pay them tribute.* The population of Thes-

[

saJy therefore consisted, like that of Laconica, of
three distinct classes. 1. The Penestae, whose
condition was nearly the same as that of the He-
lots. ( Kid. Penestai.) 2. The subject people, who
inhabited the districts which were not occupied by
the Thessalian invaders. They paid tribute, as
stated above, but were personally free, though they

had no share in the government. They corre-

sponded to the Perioeci of Laconica, by which name
they are called by Xenophon.'' {Vid. Periceci.)

3. The Thessalian conquerors, who alone had any
share in the public administration, and whose lands

were cultivated by the Penestae.

For some time after the conquest Thessaly scenia

to have been governed by kings of the race of Her-
cules, who may, however, have been only the heads
of the great aristocratical families, invested with
the supreme power for a certain time. Under one
of these princes, named Aleuas, the country was
divided into four districts, Phthiotis, Histiaeotis,

Thessaliotis, and Pelasgiotis.* This division con-

tinued till the latest titiies of Thessalian history,

and we may therefore conclude that it was not

merely a nominal one. Each district may perhaps
have regulated its affairs by some kind of provin-

cial council, but respecting the internal govemmenl
of each we are almost entirely in the dark.*

When occasion required, a chief magistrate was
elected under the name of tagus (royof), wliose

commands were obeyed by all the four districts.

He is sometimes called king (/JafftXevf'•), and some-
times op;f<Jf." His command was of a military

rather than of a civil nature, and he seems only to

have been appointed when there was- a war, or one
was apprehended. Pollux,'* accordingly, in his list

of military designations, classes together the bceo-

tarchs of the Thebans, the king of the Lacedsemo-
nians, the polemarch of the Athenians (in reference

to his original duties), and the tagus of the Thessa-
lians. We do not know the extent of the power
which the tagus possessed constitutionally, nor the

time for which he held the office ;
probably neither

1. (Theophrast., Char., 5, s. 3.)— S. (Vitruv., »ii., 10.—Plin.,
11. N., xxxv., 6, 1. 25.)—3. (Ariatot., H. A., ii., 13 —Oppian, i.—

Adams, Append., a. v.)— 4. (Herod., vii., 176.—Vril. Patero., i.,

3.)—5. (Diod., iv., 57.) — 6. (Time , ii., 101 ; iv., 78 ; »iii., 3.-

Arist.,PoI.,ii.,6.)—7. (Hell., vi., 1,* 19.)—8. (Aristot.ap. Haip,
» V. TcfaoYin.—Strab., ix., p. 430.) — 9. (Thirlwall, Hist, of

Greece, i., p. 437.)— 10. (Herod, v., 63 )—U. (Dionya.,r,74.>-

13. (i., ise.)
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was precisfely fixed, and depended on the circum-

stances and the character of the individual.' He
levied soldiers from the states in each district, and
seems to have fixed the amount of tribute to be

paid by the allies.* When Jason was tagus, he had
an army of more than 8000 cavalry and not less

than 20,000 hoplitcs ;' and Jason himself says that

when Thessaly is under a tagus, there is an army
of 6000 cavalry and 10,000 hoplites.* The tribute

which Jason levied from the subject towns was the

same as had been previously paid by one of the

Scopadae, whom Buttmann supposes to be the same
Scopas as the one mentioned by .^lian* as a con-
temporary of Cyrus the younger. When Thessaly
was not united under the government of a tagus,

the subject towns possessed more independence.*
In later times some states called their ordinary ma-
gistrates Tayoi,'' which may have been done, how-
ever, as Hermann suggests, only out of affectation.

Thessaly, however, was hardly ever united under
one government. The different cities administer-

ed their own affairs independent of one another,

though the smaller towns seem to have frequently

been under the influence of the more important
ones (ruv k^ ifiuv {ruv ^aptrakiuv) rjpT'qfievuv nole-
uv*). In almost all the cities the form of govern-
ment was aristocratical {dwaarelq, fiuXXov fj iaovoiilg,

iXpiJvTo TO eyx<^ptov oi QeaaaXoP) ; and it was chiefs

ly in the hands of a few great families, who were
descended from the ancient kings. Thus Larissa
was subject to the Aleuadae, whence Herodotus*"
calls them kings of Thessaly ; Cranon or Crannon
to the Scopadae, and Pharsalus to the Creondae."
These nobles had vast estates cultivated by the

Penestae ; they were celebrated for their hospitality,

and lived in a princely manner (^tXofevof re km fie-

(ah)Trp£mjc rbv Qerra^tKov rponov^*) ; and they at-

racted to their courts many of the poets and artists

<rf" southern Greece. The Thessalian commonalty
did not, however, submit quietly to the exclusive

rule of the nobles. Contests between the two class-

es seem to have arisen early, and the conjecture of
Thirlwall," that the election of a tagus, like that of
a dictator at Home, was sometimes used as an ex-
pedient for keeping the commonalty under, appears
very probable. At Larissa the Aleuadae made some
concessions to the popular party. Aristotle** speaks,
though we do not know at what time he refers to,

of certain magistrates at Larissa, who bore the name
of Tro?i.iTo<pvXaKEc, who exercised a superintendence
over tne admission of freemen, and were elected

themselves out of the b^^dy of the people, whence
they were led to court the people in a way unfa-
vourable to the interests of the aristocracy. There
were also other magistrates at Larissa of a demo-
cratical kind, called KapcaaonoLoi}^ Besides the
contests between the oligarchical and democratical
parties, there were feuds among the oligarchs them-
selves -, and such was the state of parties at Larissa
under the government of the Aleuadas two genera-
tions before the Persian war, that a magistrate was
chosen by mutual consent, perhaps from, the com-
luonally, to mediate between the parties (apxt^v /"f-

«<Jwf"). At rharsalas, too, at the close of the Pel-
oponnesian war, the state was torn asunder by in-

testine commotions, and for the sake of quiet and
security the citizens intrusted the acropolis and the
whole direction of the government to Polydamas,
who discharged his trust with the strictest integ-

rity."
^

The power of the aristocratical /amilies,howeTei.
seems to have continued with little diminution til.

towards the close of the Peloponnesian war, when
decided democratical movements first begin to ap.
pear. At this time the Aleuadae and the Scoparl*
had lost much of their ancient influence. Pher«a
and Pliarsalus then became the two leading states
in Thessaly. At Pherae a tyranny, probably arising

from a democracy, was established by Lyoophror.,
who opposed the great aristocratical families, and
aimed at the dominion of all Thessaly.' The latter

object was accomplished by Jason, the successoi
and probably the son of Lycophron, who effected an
aHiance with Polydamas of Pharsalus, and caused
himself to be elected tagus about B.C. 374. While
he lived the whole of Thessaly was united as one
political power, but after his murder in B.C. 370 his

family was torn asunder by intestine discords, and
did not long maintain its dominion. The ofBce of
tagus became a tyranny under his successors, Poly-
dorus, Polyphron, Alexander, Tisiphonus, and Ly-
cophron ; till at length the old aristocratical fami-
lies called in the assistance of Philip of Macedonia,
who deprived Lycophron of his power in B.C. 353,
and restored the ancient government in the different

towns. At Pherae he is said to have restored pop-
ular, or, at least, republican government.' The
country, however, only changed masters ; for a few
years later (B.C. 344) he made it completely sub-

ject to Macedonia by placing at the head of the four

divisions of the country, tetrarchies or tetradarchieS;

which he re-established, governors devoted to his

interests, and probably meml)ers of the ancient no-

ble families, who had now become little better than
his vassals.* Thessaly from this time remained in

a state of dependance on the Macedonian kings,* till

the victory of T. Flaminius at Cynoscephalae, in B.C.

197, again gave them a show of independence under
the protection of the Romans.*
TALA'RIA, small wings fixed to the ankles ol

Mercury, and reckoned among his attributes (j:iii-

"ka,* rrrrjvonsdiXof;''). In many works of ancient art

they are represented growing from his ankles, as if

they were a part of his bodily frame ; but more fre-

quently they are attached to him as a part of his

dress, agreeably to the description of the poets ;*

and this is commonly done by representing him with
sandals, which have wings fastened to them on
each side over the ankles. But there is a most
beautiful bronze statue of this divinity in the Mu-
seum at Naples, in which the artist, instead of the

sole of a sandal, has made the straps unite in a ro-

sette under the middle of the foot (see woodcut), ev-

idently intending by this elegant device to represent

the messenger of the gods as borne through space

without touching the ground.

Besides Mercury, the artists of antiquity also rep

resented Perseus as wearing winged sandals,* be-

cause he put on those of Mercury when he went on
his aerial voyage to the rescue of Andromeda."
{Vid. Falx.) The same appendage was ascribed to

Minerva, according to one view of her origin, vz

,

as tlie daughter of Pallas."

1. (Thirlwall, i., p. 438.)— 2, (Xen., Hell., vi., 1, * 19.)— 3.

Xei., 1., c.)—4. (Id., vi., 1, 1) %.)—i. (V. H., xii.. 1.)—6. (Xen.,
Ifi'C, vi., 1, 9.)—7. (B6ckh, Corp, Inscr., n. 1770.)—8. (Xen.,
H»»I.,Tt., 1,* 8.) — 9. (Thupyd., iv., 78.) — 10. (vii., 6.) — 11.

t'oicpaie ITieocr., xvi., 34, Ac.)— 12. (Xen., Hell., vi., I, 1) 3.)

^l.» (i., p. 438.)— 14. (Pol., v., 5.)— 15. (Aristot., Pol., iii., 1.)
~16 (A -istot., Pol., v., 5.)— 17. (Xen., Hell., vi., 1, J 2, 3.)
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1. (Xen., Hell., ii., 3, H —Diodor., liv., 82.)—2 (Diod.. ivi.,

38.)— 3. (Dem., Philip., ii.. p. 71 ; iii., p. 117.—Harpocr., *. v.)

—4. (Polyb., iv., 76.)— 5. (Liv., xxxiii., 34; xxiiv., 51.—PJyb.,
xviii., 30.—Buttinann.Mythol., No. xxii.— Von dem GescUecht
der Aleuaden.— Voemol, De Thessalise incolis antiq., Fraulcf.,

1829.— Horn, De Thess. llaced. imp. subj., Grvphiie, 1829.—

Tittmann, Darstellong der Griech. Staatsv., p. 713, &c.—Schft-

mann, Ant. Jur. Publ. Gr., p. 401, &c. — Hermann, Lohrtack
der Griech. Staatsalt., * 178.) — 6. (Athen., xii., 537, /.)—T.
(Orph., Hymn., xxvii., 4.—Ovid, Met., ii., 636.— Fulgent., My»
thol., i.) — 8. (Horn.. ll.,xxiv., 340.— Od., v., 44.—Vir?., JEn^
iv., 289,)—9. (Mon. Matth., iii, 28 —Inghirami, Vasi Fittili, i.,

tav. 70; iv., tav. 166.) — 10. (Ovid, Met., iv., 665-667. — Ilea.,

Scut., 216-220.—Eratosth., Catast., 22.—Hygin., Poet. Astron.,

ii., 12.)— 11. (Cic, De Nat. Deor., iii., 23.— T~.Ptzes, sthol ii

Lycoph., 355.)



TALENTIJM. TAl^NTUM.

TALAROS (-d^iopof). { Vtd. Calathus.)

TALA'SSIO. {Vid. Marriage, Roman, p. 625.)

TALENTUM {rulavrov) meant originally a bal-

ance {vtd. Libra), then the substance weighed, and

lastly and comnaonly a certain weight, the talent.

The Greek system of money, as well as the Roman
(vid. As), and those of most other nations, was
founded on a reference to weight. A certain weight

of silver among the Greeks, as of copper among the

Romans, was used as a representative of a value,

which was originally and generally that of the metal

itself The talent, therefore, and its divisions, are

denominations of money as well as of weight.

The Greek system of weights contained four prin-

cipal denominations, which, though different at dif-

ferent times and places, and even at the same place

for different substances, always bore the same rela-

tion to each other. These were the talent (jd^avrov),

which was the largest, then the mina (/xvu), the

drachma {dpaxfi^), and the obolus {66oX6g). Their

relative values are exhibited in the following table :

Obol.

Miqa.

6 Drachma.

600 100

36,000 6000 60 iTalent.

The multiples and subdivisions of the drachma and

obnlus have been noticed under Drachma.
1. The Attic Talent.—It appears from existing

coins, which we have every reason to trust, since

the Attic silver money was proverbially good, that

the drachma, which was the unit of the system,

weighed 66 5 grains. {Vid. Drachma.) Hence we
eet the following values for the Attic weights in

English avoirdupois weight

:

lb. oa. gn.

Obol 1108
Drachma 665
Mina 15 83 75

Talent 56 15i 100 32

These values refer to the time after Solon, for we
have no drachmae of an earlier date. We may,
however, arrive at a probabie conclusion respecting

the state of things before Solon's reform of the cur-

rency, by referring to another standard of the talent,

which was used in commercial transactions, and the

mina of which was called the commercial mina {f)

uvu 1) ifinopiKij). This mina is mentioned in a de-

cree,^ the date of which is uncertain (about the 155th

Olympiad, or B.C. 160, according to Bockh), as

weighing 138 drachmu:, Srt^ai^i^^JpJu, according tu

the standard weights in the silver mint. (
Vid. Ar-

oYRocoPEioN.) In this system, however, the relative

proportion of the weights was the same as in the

other ; we have, therefore,

lb. oa. gn.

Obol 15 29

Drachma 9177
Mina 14} 93 69

Talent 76 5} 1409

These weights were used for all commodities ex-

cept such as were required by law to be weighed

according to the other standard, which was also tht

one always used for money, and is therefore called

the silver standard. No date is mentioned for th«

introduction of this system : it was, therefore, prob-

ably very old ; and, in fact, as Bockh has shown,

there is every reason to believe that it was the old

system of Attic weights which was in use before the

time of Solon.' Solon is known to have lowered

the standard of money in order to relieve debtors ;

and Plutarch* informs us, on the testimony of An-

drotion, that " Solon made the mina of 100 drachm*,
which had formerly contained 73." It is incredible

that a large prime number, such as 73, should have

been used as a multiplier in any system of weights

;

but what Plutarch meant to "say was, that Solon

made a minn, or 100 drachmae, out of the same quan-

tity of gilvei which was formerly used for 73 drach-

m«e. The proportion, therefore, of the ancient

weights to those fixed by Solon was 100 : 73. Now
this was very nearly the proportion of the commer-
cial mina to the silver mina, namely, 138 : 100,

=100 : 73^|. But why should Solon have adopted

so singular a proportion 1 It was probably an acci-

dent. Bockh has shown that in all probability So-

lon intended to reduce the mina one fourth, that is,

to make 100 drachmae of the new coinage equal to

75 of the old, but that, by some inaccuracy of man-
ufacture, the new coins were found to be a little too

light ; and, as Solon's coinage furnished the stand

ard for all subsequent ones, the error was retained.

In fixing upon one fourth as the amount of the re-

duction, Solon seems to have been guided by tho

wish of assimilating the Attic system to another

which was extensively used, but the origin of which

is unknown, namely, the Euboic talent, which wiU

be presently spoken of.

The commercial weights underwent a change by

the decree mentioned above, which orders that 12

drachmae of the silver standard shall be added to

the mina of 138 drachmae ; that to every five com
mercial minae one commercial mina shall be added

;

and to every commercial talent five commercial mi
naj. Thus we shall have,

the mina =150 drachmae (silver),

5 minae = 6 minae (commercial),

the talent = 65 minae (commercial).

The five-minae weight of this system was equal

to libs. 13J oz. 14-96 grs. avoirdupois, and the talent

to 85 lbs. 2i oz. 101 grs.
" The weights were kept with great care at Ath-

ens. The standards or models {aijKu/iara) were de-

posited in the Acropolis ; and there were others in

the keeping of persons appointed to take charge of

them, in the Prytaneum at Piraeus and at Eleusis.'"

The other Greek weights are computed from

their relation to the Attic, as stated by ancient

writers, and from existing coins. Unfortunately,

the writers do not always agree with the coins, nor

with each other.

2. The Euboic Talent is often reckoned equivalent

to the Attic. Herodotus* makes the Babylonian

talent equal to 70 Euboic mina, Pollux* to 7000

Attic drachmae, i. e., to 70 Attic minae. Comparing

these two statements, we find the Attic and Euboic

Wrights equal. But it is likely that Pollux is not

quite right, and that the Euboic standard was :i

little greater than the Attic : for .<Elian* gives 72

Attic minae for the value of this same Babylonian

talent, which would make the ratio of the Euboic

to the Attic 72 : 70, which is the same as 75 ; 72|^.

In this fact we have the ground of the supposition

1. (BOckh, Corp. Inscrip. i., 123, <> 4.)

1. (B«clth, Publ. Econ. .if Athens, i., p. 193.— Id., Metrolug.

Unterauch., it., 1. p. 115.)-2. (Solon, 15.) - 3. (HuMjy. p. 26,

who quote. BSckh. Inscr., i., 150, 1, 24 ; 151. 40 ; 123, 1) 5, 0.)

4. (in., 89.)—5. (Onom., ix., 6.)—«. (Var. H «., i., 22.)
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«ated Above, that Solon intended to assimilate the

Attic standard to the Euboic : for we have seen that

the old Attic talent was to Solon's as 100 : 72jf

.

Assuming that Solon intended this ratio to have

been 109 : 75, we have the intended value of Solon's

talent to its actual value as 75 : 72f|, which is al-

most identical with the ratio of the Euboic talent to

til J Attic talent of Solon. The Euboic talent would

therefore exceed the Attic merely by the error

which was made in the formation of the latter.

Another computation of the Euboic talent is given

by Appian,* who makes it equal to 7000 drachmae,

t. «., 70 minae of Alexandrea. (See below, on the

Alexandrean talent.)

Festus, in the Excerpta of Paul us,' makes it

equal to 4000 denarii. This is clearly an error :

very probably Paulus applied the statement of Fes-

tus respecting the Rhodian talent to the Euboic.

(See below, on the Rhodian talent.)

The Romans seem to have reckoned both the Eu-
boic and Attic talents equal to 80 Roman pounds.'

3. The Talent of ^gina has been almost always
considered to have borne to the Attic the ratio of

5 : 3, according to the statement of Pollux, that the

-*Eginetan talent contained 10,000 Attic drachmae,

and the drachma 10 Attic obols* Mr. Hussey,
however, observes that this value would give an
iEginetan drachma of 110 grains, whereas the ex-

isting coins give an average of only 96 ; and he
explains the statement of Pollux as referring, not to

the old Attic drachmae of the full weight, but to the

lighter drachma which was current in and after the

reign of Augustus, and which was about equal to

the Roman denarius. ( Vid. Drachma.)
Taking, then, the value of the drachma given by

the coins, we have the following values for the

^ginetan weights

:

lb. oc f^.

OjoI 15

Drachma 96
Mina 1 5| 78 96
Talent 82 3| 3046

On the other hand, Bockh adheres to the propor-

tion of 5 : 3, as given by Pollux, who could not (he

contends) have meant by drachmae those equal to

the denarii, because he is not making a calculation

of his own, suited to the value of the drachma in

his time, but repeating the statement of some an-
cient writer, who lived when the Attic and -^Egine-

tan currencies were in their best condition. Mr.
Hussey himself states,* and for a similar reason to

that urged by Bockh, that when Pollux speaks of
the value of the Babylonian talent in relation to the
Attic, he is to be understood as referring to Attic
money of the full weight : and Bockh adds the im-
portant remark, that where Pollux reckons by the
lighter drachmae, as in the case of the Syrian and
small Egyptian talents, this only proves that those
talents had but recently come into circulation.

Bockh thinks it very probable that Pollux followed
the authority of Aristotle, whom he used much, and
who had frequent occasions for speaking of the val-

ues of money in his political works.
Again : as the ^giaetan standard was that which

prevail 2d over the greater part of Greece in early
times, we should expect to find some definite pro-
portion between it and the old Attic before Solon

;

and, if we take the statement of Pollux, we do get
such a proportion, namely, that of 6 : 5.

Bockh supports his view by the evidence of ex-
isting coins, especially the old Macedonian, before
the adoption of the Attic standard by Philip :md
Alexander, which give a drachma of about 110

1. (Hist. Sic, v., 2.)—2. (s. v. Eubolcum talentum.)— 3. (Po-
Ijb., xxi., 14.

—

Lit., zxxvii., 45, compared with Polyb., xxii., 26.
—LiT., xxxviii., 38 }—4. (Poll., Onom., ii., 76, 86.)—5. (p. 34.)
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grains, which is to the Attic as 5 : ? The identtt}

of the old Macedonian standard with the ^Eginetan
is proved by Bockh.* There are also other verj
ancient Greek coins of this standard, which had
their origin, in all probability, in the iEginetan sya-
tem.

The lightness of the existing coins referred to by
Hussey is explained by Bockh from the well-kno.vii

tendency of the ancient mints to depart frory. the
full standard.

Mr. Hussey quotes a passage where Herodotus'
states that Democedes, a physician, after receiving
a talent in one year at ^gina, obtained at Athens
the next year a salary of 100 minae, which Herodo-
tus clearly means was more than what he had be-

fore. But, according to Pollux's statement, the
two sums were exactly equal. But Herodotus says
nothing of different standards ; surely, then, he
meant the same standard to be applied in both cases.
From comparing statements made respecting the

pay of soldiers, Hussey' obtains 4 : 3 as about the
ratio of the .^ginetan to the Attic standard. Bockh
accounts for this by supposing that the pay of sol-

diers varied, and by the fact that the .^ginetan
money was actually lighter than the proper stand-
ard, while the Attic at the same period was very
little below the full weight.

There are other arguments on both sides, but
what has been said will give a sufficiently complete
view of the question.

It is disputed whether the standards of Corinth
and Sicily followed that of Athens or that of ^gina.
For the discussion of this question, the reader is re-

ferred to the works of Bockh and Hussey.
4. The Babylonian talent had to the Attic the ra-

tio of 7 : 6 according to Pollux* and Herodotus,* or
72 : 60 according to -^lian.* Bockh, understanding
these statements as referringtotheoid Attic, makes
the Babylonian standard equal to the iEginetan
This standard was much used for silver in the Per-

sian empire
5. The accounts of the Egyptian, Alexandrean, or

Ptolemaic Talent are very confused. On the whole,
it seems to have been equal to twice the Attic.

6. The Tyrian Talent appears to have been ex-
actly equal to the Attic.

7. A Rhodian Talent is mentioned by Festus in a

passage which is manifestly corrupt.' The most
probable emendation of the passage gives 4000 cis-

tophori or 7500 denarii as the value of this talent.

8. A Syrian Talent is mentioned, the value of
which is very uncertain. There were two sizes of
it. The larger, which was six times that used for

money, was used at Antioch for weighing wood.
9. A Cilician Talent of 3000 drachmae, or half

the Attic, is mentioned by Pollux.'

The above were used for silver, but the actual

coinage went no higher than the drachma, and a few
multiples of it, the highest known with certainty

being the tetradrachm. The mina and talent were
sums of money, not coins.

A table of Attic money up to the tetradrachma is

given under Drachma. The mina was 4/. U 3d.,

the talent 243/. 15*. The Jiginetan mina was, ac-

cording to the existing coins, 51. lis. Id., the talent

343Z. 15s. ; but, according to the statement of Pol-

lux mentioned above, the mina was 6/. 15s. bd., the

talent 406Z. 5s.

A much smaller talent was in use for gold. It

was equal to 6 Attic drachmae, or about | oz. and
71 grs. It was called the gold talent, or the Sicilian

talent, from its being much used by the Greeks of

Italy and Sicily. This is the talent always meant

1. (Metrol., p. 89. — Compare Miiller, Dor., iii., 10, 12, and
.Sginet., p. 54-5S.)-2. (iii.. 131.)—3. (p 61.)-4. (ix.. 86.)—

5

(iii., 89.)—6. (Var. Hist., i., 22.)- •'. (». v. Talentum.)—8. fix., 6.;
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when the word occurs in Homer. The Italian

Greeks divided it into 24 nummi, and aAcrward into

12,' each nummus containing 2i litrae. (Compare
Li:ba and Skstkktius.) This talent was perhaps

so called from the weight of gold contained in it

being equal m value to a talent of copper, for the

proportional value of gold to copper was 1000 : 1.

This talent seems to have been divided into 3 niinae,

each equal in weight to a didrachm or stater ; for

the talent of Thyalira is said to have been equal to

three g<.>!<i staters," and Pollux' states that the gold

stater was equal in value to a mina.

This small talent explains the use of the term

treat talent (magnum talentum), which we find in

atin authors, for the silver Attic talent was great

in comparison with this. But the use of the word
by the Romans is altogether very inexact.

There are other talents barely mentioned by an-

cient writers. Hesychius* mentions one of 100

pounds {llrpuv), Vitruvius* one of 120 ; Suidas,*

Hesychius, and Epiphanius^ of 125 ; Dionysius of

Halicarnassus^ one of 125 asses, and Hesychius
thi-ee of 165, 400, and 1125 pounds respectively.

Vhere talents are mentioned in the classical wri-

ters without any specification of the standard, we
n 1st generally understand the Attic.

TA'LIO, from talis, signifies an equivalent, but

it is used only in the sense of a punishment or pen-

alty the same in kind and degree as the mischief

which the guilty person has done to the body of an-

other. A provision as to talio occurred in the

Twelve Tables :
" Si membrum rupit ni cum eo pacit

talio cslo."* This passage does not state what talio

is. Cato, as quoted by Priscian,'" says : " Si quis

membrum rupit aut osfregit, talione proximus cogna-

tus ulciscatur." The law of talio was probably en-

forced by the individual or his friends : it is not

probable that the penally was inflicted under a de-

cision of a court of justice. It seems likely that it

bore some analogy to the permission to kill an adul-

terer and adultrees in certain cases, which the Julia

lex confirmed ; and if so, the law would define the

circumstances under which an injured person or his

cognati might take this talio. The punishment of

death for death was talio ; but it is not said that

the cognati could inflict death for death. Talio,

as a punishment, was a part of the Mosaic law

:

" breach for breach, eye, for eye, tooth for tooth : as

he hath caused a blemish in a man, so shall it be

done to him again.'"^

•TALPA, the Mole. (Vid. Aspalax.)
TA L U S (darpayaXof), a Huckle-bone. The

huckle-boties of sheep and goats have oAen been
found in Greek and Roman tombs, both real, and
imitated in ivory, bronze, glass, and agate. Those
of the antelope (dopKudeioc) were sought as objects

of elegance and curiosity.'* They were used to play

1. (Pollux, I. c—Fe«tni, . v. Taloutuin.)—S. (Lex. Scij., p.

Oe.)—3. (IX., 5".)—4. («. V.)—5. (X.. 3l.)-6. («. v.)—7. (DeJOe.)—3. (IX., 5".)—4. («. V.)—5. (X.. 3l.)-6. («. ^

Mem. et Pond.)—8. (ix., 27.)— 9. (Festus, ». v. Tal
(.1., p. 710, ed. PuUch.)— 11. (Lovit.,xxiT.,20.)— 12.
L'tmr , i - Athen., vi., 193,/.)

Tahonis.)— 10.

(Theoplir.

with from the earliest times, principally by wor.tei

and children,' occasionally by old men.* A paint-

ing by Alexander of Athens, found at Kesina, repre-

sents two women occupied with this game. One
of them, having thrown the bones upward into the

air, has caught three of them on the back of hei

hand.' (See the annexed woodcut, and compare
the account of the game in Pollux.*)

Polygnotus executeil a similar work at Delphi,

representing the two daughters of Pandarus thus

employed (natiovaa^ (iarpayaAoif*). But a much
more celebrated production was the group of two
naked boys, executed in bronze by Polycletus, and
called the Astragalizontes .* A fractured marble
group of the same kind, preserved in the British

Museum, exhibits one of the two boys in the act of

biting the arm of his playfellow, so as to present a
lively illustration of the account in Homer of the

fatal quarrel of Patroclus.' To play at this game
was sometimes called ncvTa?.idiieiv, because five

bones or other objects of a similar kind were em-
ployed,* and this number is retained among our-

selves.

While the tali were without artificial marks, the

game was entirely one of skill ; and in ancient no
less than in modern times, it consisted not merely
in catching the five bones on the back of the hand,

as shown in the woodcut, but in a great variety of

exercises requiring quickness, agility, and accuracy

of sight. When the sides of the bone were marked
with different values, the game became one of
chance. {Vid. A lea, Tessera.) The two ends
were left blank, because the bone could not rest

upon either of them, on account of its curvature.

The four remaining sides were marked with the

numbers 1, 3, 4, 6, 1 and 6 being on two opposite

sides, and 3 and 4 on the other two opposite sides.

The Greek and Latin names of the numbers were
as follows :* 1. Movuf, ctf, kvuv, Xtof ;'* Ion. Oivij

:

Unio, VuUurius, canta ;" 3. Tptaf : Ternio; 4. Te-

rptlf : Quaternio ; 6. 'Efaf, i^irt)^, Kyof : Senio.

As the bone is broader in one direction than in

the other, it was said to fall upright or prone {bpOoi

rj npTivrjc, rectus aut pronus), according as it rested

on the narrow or the broad side.'*

Two persons played together at this game, using

four bones, which they threw up into the air, or

emptied out of a dicebox {vid. Fbitillus), and ob-

serving the numbers on the uppermost sides. The
numbers on the four sides of the four bones admitted

of thirty-five different combinations. The lowest
throw of all was four aces ( jacit voUorioa quatuor^*).

But the value of a throw {[idXoc, jaclus) was not in

all cases the sum of the four numbers turned up.

The highest in value was that called Venus, or jac-

tus Venereus,'^* in which the numbers cast up were
all different,'* the sum of them being only fourteen.

It was by obtaining this throw that the king of the

feast was appointed among the Romans'* {vid. Sym-
posium), and hence it was also called Basilicus.*

Certain other throws were called by particular

names, taken from gods, illustrious men and women,
and heroes. Thus the throw consisting of two aces
and two trays, making eight, which number, like

the j actus Venereus, could be qbtained only once,

was denominated Stesichorus. When the object

was simply to throw the highest numbers, the game

1. (Plut., Alcib., p. 350.)—2. (Cic, De Senect.. 16.)—3. (Ant.

d'Erc., i., Uv. 1.)—4. (ix., cap. 7.)— 5. (Pans., x., 30, 4 1 )-«
(Plin., H. N.. xixiv., 8, s. 19.)—7. (11., xiiii., 87, 88.)—8. (Pol-

lux, 1. c.)— 9. (Pollux, 1. c— Eustath. in Uoni.,11., zxiii., 88
—Suet., Octav., 71.—Mart., xiii., 1, 6.)— 10. (Hrunck, Anal., i.,

35, 242.)— 11. (Propert., iv., 9, 17.—Ovid, Art. Amat., ii.,205.—

Fast., ii., 473.)— 12. (Plut., Sjiupoa. Prob., 1209, ed. Steph.—
Cic, De Fin., iii.. 16.) — 13. (Plaut., Cuic, ii., 3, 78.) — 14

(Plaut., Asia., v., 2, 55.—Cic, Div., ii., 59.—Sueton., 1. 1 )—15
(Mart., xiv., 14.) — 16. (Ilor., Cann., i., 4, 18 ; ii., 7, 24 — 17

(Plaut., Cure, ii., 3, 80.)
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was called jtA a j '••j^oAivda.' Before a person threw

ihe tali, he often invok :d either a god or hi? mis-

tress." These bones, marked and thrown as above

described, were also used in divination'

In the Greek mythology, Cupid and Ganymede
were supposed to play together at huckle-bones on

Mount Olympus ;* aiid they are thus represented

in some remaining specimens of ancient sculpture.*

TAMIAS (rafiiac). This was a name given to

any person who had the care, managing, or dispen-

sing of money, stock, or property of any description

confided to him, as a steward, butler, housekeeper,

storehousekeeper, or treasurer: and the word is

applied metaphorically in a variety of ways. But
the rc/zt'at who will fall under our notice in this

article are certain officers intrusted with important

duties by the Athenian government, and more es-

pecially the treasurers of the temples and the rev-

enue.

In ancient times, every temple of any importance

had property belonging to it, besides its furniture

and ornaments, and a treasury where such property

was kept. Lands were attached to the temple,

from which rents accrued ; fines were made payable

to the god ; trophies and other valuables were dedi-

cated to him by the public ; and various sacred of-

ferings were made by individuals. There was a

Tafxtag iepuv xpvi^^'^^v, who, together with ETtiardTai

and lepoKoioi, had the custody and management of

these funds. The wealthiest of all the temples at

Athens was that of Minerva in the Acropolis, in

which were kept the spoils taken from the Persians

{tu upLaTEia Trig toleug), besides magnificent statues,

paintings, and other works of art.* To the goddess

large fines were specially appropriated by the law,

or given by decree of the courts or the assembly

;

and, besides this, she received a tenth of all the fines

that went to the state, a tenth of all confiscations

and prizes taken in war. Her treasurers were call-

ed Tnai.ai, tj/c ^eov, or rCJv Trjg -Qeov, or rafiiai Iepuv

Xpviiu,Tuv Ti'ig &£ov, and sometunes simply rajxiai.''

They appear to have existed from an early period.

Herodotus* relates that the rafilai, tov lepoij, with a
few other men, awaited the attack of Xerxes upon
the Acropolis, and perished in its defence. They
were ten in number, chosen annually by lot from
the class of Pentacosiomedimni, and afterward,

when the distinction of classes had ceased to exist,

from among the wealthiest of Athenian citizens.'

The treasurers of the other gods were chosen in

like manner ; but they, about the 90th Olympiad,
were all united into one board, while those of Pallas

remained distinct.^" Their treasury, however, weis

transferred to the same place as that of Minerva,
viz., to the Opisthodomus of the Parthenon, where
were kept not only all the treasures belonging to the
temples, but also the state treasure {oaia xp^f^ara,
as contradistinguished from lepd), under the care
of the treasurers of Pallas." All the funds of the
state were considered as being in a manner conse-
crated to Pallas ; while, on the other hand, the peo-
ple reserved to themselves the right of making use
of the sacred moneys, as well as the other property
of the temples, if the safety of the state should re-

quire it." Payments made to the temples were
received by the treasurers in the presence of some
members of the senate, just as public moneys were
by the apodectae ; and then the treasurers became
responsible for their safe custody. As to fines, see

1. (Pollux, Onom., vii., 206; ix., 95, 110, 117 )— 2. (Plaut.,

Capt., i., 1, 5.—Cure., ii., 3, 77-"9.)-3. (Sueton., Tib., 14.)—4.
(AnoU. Khoil., iii., 113-126. — Philost. Jun., Iraag., 8.) — 5.

( Winckelnaann, Mon. Ined., cap. 13. — Levezow, in fiOttiger's

Amaltb., 1., p. 175-197.) — 6. (Demosth., c. Tiraocr., 741.) — 7.

(Demosth., c. Aiidrot., 615.) — 8. (viii., 51,53.) — 9. (Ilarpocr.

aud Suid., s. v. Tu/ii'ai.) -10. (Deiiiustti., c. Timocr., 743.)— 11.

UJ-istoph., Plut., i:t4 y 12. (TLucyd., ii , 13.>
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Epibole, Practores, and on the whole of tbia sub-
ject, Bockh, Staatsh. der Athen, i., 172-. 'B.

The treasurer of the revenue, rafiiag or iTrifieXif'

TTic Tfjg Koivfjg wpoaodov, was a more important per*

sonage than those last mentioned. He was not a

mere keeper of moneys like them, nor a mere re-

ceiver like the apodectae, but a general paymaster,
who received through the apodecta; all money
which was to be disbursed for the purposes of the

administration (except the property-taxes, Mhich
were paid into the war-office, and the tribute from
the allies, which was at first paid to the hellciio-

tamiae, and afterward to other persons hereafter

mentioned), and then distributed it in such manner
as he was required to do by the law ; the surplus

(if any) he paid into the war-office or the theoric

fund. As this person knew all the channels in

which the public money had to flow, and exercised

a general superintendence over the expenditure, he
was competent to give advice to the people upon
financial measures, with a view to improve the rev-

enue, introduce economy, and prevent abuses ; he
is sometimes called rafiiag TTjg dtoiK^OEug, or 6 eni

T/'/c SLOLKTjaeug, and may be regarded as a sort of

minister of finance. To him Aristophanes refers in

Equit., 947. He was elected by x^V°'''°'^^'^' ^^^ ii^H

his office for four years, but was capable of being

re-elected. A law, however, was passed during

the administration of Lycurgus, prohibiting re-elec-

tion ; so that Lycurgus, who is reported to have
continued in office for twelve years, must have held

it for the last eight years under fictitious names.
The power of this officer was by no means free

from control, inasmuch as any individual was at

liberty to propose financial measures, or institute

criminal proceedings for malversation or waste of

the public funds ; and there was an uvnypa^evg Tfjg

dioiK^aeug appointed to check the accounts ol' his

superior. Anciently there were persons called

nopiarat, who appear to have assisted the rafiiai in

some part of their duties.^ {Vid. Poristai.)

The money disbursed by the treasurer of the rev-

enue was sometimes paid directly to the various

persons in the employ of the government, some-
times through subordinate pay offices. Many public

functionaries had their own paymasters, who were
dependant on the Ta/.uag rr/g irpoaodov, receiving

their funds from him, and then distributing them in

their respective departments. Such were the rpi)?-

poTTOLOL, TcixonoLoi, odonoioi, ra^ponoioi, Ene/ie'XT]Tai

vecjpiuv, who received through their own rafiiai

such sums as they required from time to time for

the prosecution of their works. The payment of

the judicial fees was made by the colacretae (KuXa-

Kpirai), which, and the providing for the meals in

the Prytaneum, were the only duties that remained

to them after the establishmcHt of the apodectae by

CUsthenes.* The rafiiai of the sacred vessels, r^g

HapuXov and r^g "LaXafiiviag, acted not only as

treasurers, but as trierarchs ; the expenses (amount-

ing for the two ships together to about sixteen tal-

ents) being provided by the state. They were
elected by x^i-poTovia.' Other trierarchs had their

own private ra/dai for the keeping of accounts and

better despatch of business.*

The duties of the k'klTjvorafiiai are spoken of in

a separate article. ( Vid. Hellenotami.*:.)

The war fund at Athens (independently of the

tribute) was provided from two sources ; first, the

property-tax {vid. Eisphora), and, secondly, the sur-

plus of the yearly revenue, which remained after

defraying the expenses of the civil administration,

TO, nepiovra ;^pr)^ora rrjg 6ioLKT/aeug. Of the ten

1. (BOckh, id., 177.)— 2. (Aristoph., Vosp., 695, 724.)—

S

(Dein., c. Mid., 570.—Pollux, Onom., viii., 116.)—4. (Diickh.ia.

183-186, 196.—ScLdmann, Aiil. Jur. Publ. Gr., 250. 312.)
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r»f>ur»/yot who were annually elected to preside

over the war department, one was called arparriyoQ

b kni r;/f itoiKi'iaeu^, to whom the management of

the war fund was intrusted. He had under him a

treasurer called rafiia^ ruv oTpanuuKuv, who gave

out the pay of the troops, and defrayed all other

expenses incident to the service. Demostliencs,

perhaps on account of some abuses which had

sprung up, recommended that the general should

have nothing to do with the military fund, but that

this should be placed under the care cf special

officers, Tofiiai koI ir/fioaioi, who should ho account-

able for its proper application : tov fiiv tuv xpW^'
Tuv ^uyov TTopa tovtuv ?M/i6uveiv, tov 6f. tuv Ipyuv

Kopa TOV arpartiyov} The passage just cited con-

firms the opinion of those who think that in De-

mosthenes* the words 6 tni rf/c diotK^aeui refer to

a arpaTTiyog so designated, and not to the rafiiag Tfjg

npoaodov.*

So much of the surplus revenue as was not re-

quired for the purposes of war, was to be paid by
the treasurer of the revenue into the theoric fund,

of which, after the archonship of Euclides, special

managers were created. {Vid. Theorica.)
Lastly, we have to notice the treasurers of the

demi, dijfiLjv Tafiiat, and those of the tribes, <pv^uv

Ta/iicu, who had the care of the funds belonging to

their respective communities, and performed duties

analogous to those of the state treasurers. The
demi, as well as the tribes, had their common lands,

which were usually let to farm. The rents of these

formed the principal part of their revenue. ^vXap-

xoi, drinapxoL, and other local functionaries, were
appointed for various purposes ; but with respect

to their internal economy we have but scanty in-

formation.*

*TANUS {ravor), a sort of bastard Emerald, con-

sisting of crystal tinged by an admixture of metal-

lic particles In the old edii ions of Theophrastus
{Ds Lapid., c. 45), we have a small lacuna after tuv

Ai at Mie beginning of the chapter, and at the end
of this the form ilvuv, the end of the word that is

wanting. This lacuna Turnebus fills up by append-

ing a capital T to avuv, and thus forming Tavuv,
whence we get our term ravog. Others, however,
read BaKrpiavuv, filling up the lacuna with Ba.\Tpt,

and this latter is the more received reading.'

*TAOS (rauf), the Peacock, or Pavo cristatus,

L. ( Vid. Pavo.)
TAPES or TAPE'TE* {rdiTTig, raTrif, or 6amg,

dim. SairiSiov), a piece of tapestry, a carpet.

The use of tapestry was in very ancient times char-

acteristic of Oriental rather than of European hab-

its.' We find that the Asiatics, including the Egyp-
tians, and also the Carthaginians, who were of Asi-
atic origin, excelled in the manufacture of carpets,

displayed them on festivals and other public oc-

casions, and gave them as presents to their friends.*

They were nevertheless used by the Greeks as

early as the age of Homer,' and by some of the

later Roman emperors they were given as presents
to the combatants at the Circensian games." The
places most renowned for the manufacture were
Babylon" (rid. Babvlonicum), Tyre and Sidon,"
Sardes,'* Miletus,'* Alexandrea,'* Carthage,'* and
Corinth." In reference to the texture, these articles

weie distinguished into thoje which were hghi anc
thin, with but little nap, cliiefly made at Sardes, and
called V»iAorarr«Jef,' and those in which the nap
(fia?.X(')f) was more abundant, and which were soft

and woolly {oliXoi,* fiokaKov kpioio*). The thicket

and more expensive kinds {(ia7J.uToi) resembled
our baise or drugget, or even our soft and warm
blankets, and were of two sorts, viz., those which
had the nap on one side only {hepoixay.'Koi), and
those which had it on both sides, called uuiiiTnnoi,*

amphitapa,* or a/x^truT^yrff,• and also ufi<pifiaA}iOi, or
amphimalla.'' Instead of being al\vays used, like

blankets, in single pieces as they came from the
loom {vid. Pai,lium), carpets were often sewed to-

gether.* They were frequently of splendid colours,

being dyed either with the kermes* or with the
murex {nlovpyeic, uXinopipvpoi), and having figures,

^specially hunting-pieces, woven into them." These
nne specimens of tapestry were spread upon thrones
or chairs, and upon benches, couches, or sofas at

entertainments," more especially at the nuptials of
persons of distinction. Catullus'* represents one
to have been so employed, which exhibited the
whole story of Theseus and Ariadne. They were
even used to sleep upon," and for the clothing of
horses.'* The tapestry used to decorate the bier

and catafai-iue at the Apotheosis of a Roman em-
peror was interwoven with gold." The Orientals,

upon occasions of state and ceremony, spread car-

pets both over their floors and upon the ground.'*

Besides the terms which have now been explain-

ed, the same articles of domestic furniture had de-

nominations arising from the mode of using them
either in the Triclinium {tricliniaria Babylonica}''),

or in the Cubiculum {cubicularia polymita^*), and es-

pecially from the constant practice of spreading
them out [textile stragulum ;" stratum ;•* vestis stra^-

ula ,-*' (TTpu/ivai ;** OTpufiara**). The Greek term pe-

ristroma, which was transferred into the Latin,**

had a special signification, meaning probably a cov-
erlet made so large as to hang round the sides of

the bed or couch.

TA'PHOI (Tuipoi). (Vid: FiTNCs, p. 457.)

TARANDUS (rupavdog), the Reindeer, or Cer-
vus Tarandtis, L. Such, at least, is the general

opinion of naturalists. Schneider, however, refers

it to the Elk, or Cemus alces, L.**

TARENTI'NI LUDI. (Vid. Lvm Smcvlkuks.)
TARRHOS (ra/5(idf). {Vid. Ships, p. 893.)

TAURII LUDI. {Vid. Ludi S^culares.)
•TAURUS {Tavpoc). (Vid. Bison.)

TAXIARCHI (To^iapxoi) were military officers

at Athens, who were next in rank to the strategi.

(Vid. Strateoos.) They were ten in number like

the strategi, one for each tribe, and were elected in

the same way, namely, by x'tporovia.** In war each
commanded the infantry of his own tribe,*' and they
were frequently called to assist the strategi with
their advice at the war-council.** In peace they as-

1. (De Cbermon., 101.)—S. (De Coron., 238, S65.)— 3. (8ch9-
mtiin, Ant. Jur. Publ. Gr., 252, n. 7.— Rickh, id., 193. — Meier,

Att. Proc., 105.)—4. (SchOmann.De Comit., 371-378.—Id., Ant.

J.jT. Publ. Gr., 203, 204.) — 5. (Theophr , De Lapid., c. 45.—
Aduns, Ap|)cnj., «. v.)—6. (Non. Marcell., p. 229, cd. Merceri.)
—7. (Ath«n., li., p. 48, d.)—8. (Xen., Anab., vii., 3, I) 18, 27.)—
9. (U., xvi., 224 ; xjiv., 230, 645.-Oa., iv., 208 ; vii.. 337.) -10.
<!!idoa. Apoll., Carm., xiiii., 427.) — II. (Arrian, Kxped. Aler.,

»i., p. 436, ed. Blanc— Sidon. Apoll., Epi»t., ix., J3.)- 12. (Ileli-

od., v,p.252,cd. Cumnielin.)— 13. (Athen., ii., p. 48, &. ; vi., p.

855, «. ; xii , p. 51/4. c—Non. Martell., p. 542.)— 14. (Ariitoph.,

Ilan., 5]3.;— 15. (Piaut., I'seud., i., 2, 14.)— 16. (Athen., i., p.

» a.)-17. (Athen., i., p. 97, d.)

1. (Athen., vi., p. 255, e.; xii., p. 514, c.—Diog. Lacrt.,T.,T3.)
—2. (Horn.', IL, xvi., 224.)—3. (Horn., Od., iv., 124.)—4. (Athen.,

v., p. 197, b. : vi., p. 255, e.—Diog. Laert., v., 78, 73.)— 5. (Non.
Marcell., p. 540.—Lucil., Sat., i., p. 168, ed. Bip.)—6. (Eustath.

in Horn., 11., ix., 200.) — 7. (Plin., H. N., viii., 48, s. 73.) — 8.

(Plaut., Stich., ii., 2, 54.) — 9. (Hor., Sat., ii., 6, 10*-I06.)— ID.

(Sidun. Apoll., I. c— Plant., Pieuil., i., 3, 14.)— 11. (Horn., 11.,

ix., 200.—Od., XX.. 150.—Virg., JEn., i., 639, 697-700.— Ovid,

Met., xiii., 638.— Cic, Tusc., v., 21.)— 12. (Argon., 47-220.)—
13. (Horn., II., x., 156.—Anac., viii., 1, 2.—Theocr., xv.. 125.—
Ariitoph., Plut., 540.—Virg., JExx., ix., 325,358.)— 14. (..*:n.,TJi.,

277.)— 15. (Ilerodian, iv., 2, p. 82, ed. Bekker.) — 16. (.-Eschyl.,

Again., 879-936.—Athen., iv., 131. i. ; xii., 514. c.)— 17. (Plin.,

H. N., viii.,48,».74.)— 18. (Mart., xiv., 150.)-I9. (Cic, TuiC.,

v., 21.)—20. (C. Nepof, Age*., viii., 2.)—21. (Liv., xxxiv., ".—

Hor., Sat., ii., 3, 118.)—22. (Plut., Lvcurg., p. 86. td. Steph.—
Athen., iv., p. 142, a.)—23. (Id., ii.,p. 48, d )—24. (Diog La
ert , 1. c—Plaut., Stich., ii., 2, 54.—Cic, Phil., ii., 27.)—85
(iElian, N. A., ii., 16.—Phil., Carm., 55.—Plin., H. N., viii.,S4.

-Adams, Append., s. v.)—26. (Uemosth., Philip., i., p.47.—Piil

lux, Onom., viii.. 87.) -27. (Dcm. in Buwt., p. 99i.—JEtch., D»
Fob. Leg., p. 333.)—28 (Thucyd., -.ii., 60.)

Qfil
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Bisted the strategi in levying and enlisting soldiers,

as stated under Strateqos, and seem to have also

assisted the latter in the discharge of many of their

other duties.

The taxiarchs were so called from their com-

manding raf«f, which were the principal divisions

of the hoplites in the Athenian army. Each tribe

(dtvXn) formed a Ttifif, whence we find <j>v7ii/ used as

synonymous with rd^i^.^ As there were ten tribes,

there were, consequently, in a complete Athenian

army, ten Td|«c, but the number of men would, of

course, vary according to the importance of the

war. Among the other Greeks the Tu^tf was_ the

name of a much smaller division of troops. The

TiOYoc among the Athenians was a subdivision of

the Tu?is, and the Ao^ayot were probably appointed

by the taxiarchs.*

TAKIS (rtiftf). {Vid. Taxiarchi.)

TAXUS (//i/^of ), the Yew-tree, or Taxus baccala,

L. The Taxus receives from Virgil the epithet of

nocens, or " hurtful," because the berries of this

tree pass for poisonous. The same opinion appears

to have been prevalent during the Middle Ages, and

still forms an article of popular belief It has even

been regarded as dangerous to sleep for some hours

under the shade of this tree. A modern writer, how-

ever (M. Percy), has set himself in opposition to

this very prevalent opinion, and maintains that the

berries of the yew are innocuous, and merely pos-

sess a slight purgative property, which might be

usefully employed in medicine. The yew is indi-

genous to the North. In southern countries, there-

fore, it seeks a mountainous and cold region. Hence

it flourishes in Corsica. The wood might be turned

to a variety of useful purposes : the Ituraeans of an-

tiquity, dwelling in Coele-Syria, made bows of it.

Its sombre foliage and general appearance have

caused it to be selected by the moderns as a fune-

rpul trpp

TE'GULA (Kepaiiog, dim. Kepafits*), a roofing-tile.

Roofing-tiles were originally made, like bricks, of

baked clay (yz/f otttt/c)- Byzes of Naxos first in-

troduced tiles of marble about the year 620 B.C.'

Besides the superior beauty and durability of the

material, these tiles could be made of a much lar-

ger size tiian those of clay. Consequently, when

they were employed in the construction of the great-

est temples, such as that of Jupiter at Olympia,'

the Parthenon at Athens, and the Serapeium at Pu-

teoli, their dimensions were in exact proportion to

the other parts of the building ; and the effect of

the parallel rows of joint-tiles descending from the

ridge to the eaves, and terminated by ornamental

frontons, with which the lions'-heads {capita Iconi-

na ;'' ;^oWpa4*) over the cornice alternated, was ex-

ceedingly grand and beautiful. How highly this in-

vention was prized by the ancients is proved by the

attempt of the Roman censor Q. Fulvius Flaccus to

despoil the temple of the Lacinian Juno of some of

its marble tiles {tcgulcB marmorea), in order to adorn

another temple which he had vowed to erect in

Rome.* A still more expensive and magnificent

method of roofing consisted in the use of tiles made
of bronze and gilt,*"

Tiles were originally made perfectly flat, or with

nothing more than the hook or nozzle underneath

the upper border, which fulfilled the purpose of fix-

ing them upon the rafters. They were afterward

formed with a raised border on each side, as is

shown in the annexed woodcut, representing the

section of four of the tiles remaining at Pompeii.

TEGULA.

^a^a^^ K^

III order that the lower edge of any tile mighl

overlap the upper edge of that which came next

below it, its two sides were made to converge

downward. See the next woodcut, representing a

tiled roof, from a part of which the joint-tiles are

removed, in order to siiow the overlapping and the

convergence of the sides. It was evidently neces-

sary to cover the lines of junction between the

rows of flat tiles, and this was done by the use of

semicylindrical tiles called imbrices. The above

woodcut shows the section of three imbrices found

at Pompeii, and indicates their position relatively

to the flat tiles. This is also shown in the next

woodcut. The roof also, by the exact adaptatior.

I. (Lys. ia Agorat., p. 498, 501.)—2. (SchSmann, Ant. Jur.

Publ. Gr., p. 253, Ac.)— 3. (Theophr., H. P., iii., 4.—F^e, Flore

deVirgile, p. clix.) — 4. (Xen., Hell., vi., 5, I) 9.)— 5. (Paus.,

v.,\Q, *2.) — 6. (Paus.,I. c.)— 7 (Vitruv., iii., 5, «15.)— 8.

(HorapoU., Ilier., i., 21.)—9. (Liv., xlii., 4.—Vol. Max , i., 1, ()

SO >—10. (Plin., H. N., Txxiii., 3, 8. 18.)

052

of the broad tcgula and the narrow imlritcs through-

out its whole extent, became like one solid and

compact framework.* The rows of joint-tiles divi-

ded the roof into an equal number of channels, down

which the water descended into the gutter {canahs),

to be discharged through openings made in the lions'-

heads, the position and appearance of which are

shown in the woodcuts. The rows of flat tiles

terminated in a variously ornamented front, which

rose immediately above the cornice, and of which

specimens are shown in the first woodcut. The

first and fourth patterns are drawn from tiles found

at Pompeii, and the two internal from tiles pre-

served in the British Museum, and brought thither

from Athens. The lions'-heads upon the third and

fourth are perforated. (
Vid. Antefixa, Columna, p.

289.) The frontons, which were ranged along the

cornice at the termination of the rows of joint-

tiles, were either painted or sculptured so as to rep-

resent leaves, aplustria (vid. Aplustre), or masks.

The first woodcut shows three examples of such

frontons, which belong to the Elgin collection in the

British Museum. They are drawn on a much lar-

ger scale than the other objects in the same wood-

cut. The invention of these graceful ornaments is

ascribed to Dibutades of Corinth.*

Other highly curious details upon the tiled roofs

of Greek temples may be seen in the Unedited An-

tiquities of Attica, Lond., 1817.

The same arrangement of tiles which was placed

round a temple was also to be found within a house

which was formed with an opening in the certre

Hence any person who descended from the rool

1. (Xen., Mem., iii., l,«7.)-2. (Plin., II. N , xxxv., 12. .. 43
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into ihe )pen court or impluvium of a house (vid.

House, p. 516, 519) was saiiJ to pass "through the

tiles" [per itgulas ;^ 6it\ ruv hepufzuv*).

Pliny mentions a kind of tiling under the name
pavonaccum ,* so called probably because the tiles

were sfniicircular at their lower edge, and over-

lapped ono another like the feathers in the train of

a peacock.

TEICHOPOIOS (reixoTToioc). Among the va-

rious persons to whom was intrusted the manage-
ment of public works at Athens {iiriaTurat drj/ioaiuv

Ifiyuv) were those whose business it was to build

and keep in repair the public walls. It is needless

to observe how important to the city of Athens
were her walls and fortifications, more especially

the long walls, which connected the upper city with

the Piraeus, which gave it the advantages of an isl-

and. These were maintained at considerable ex-

pense. The reixonoioi appear to have been elected

by x^ipo'i'ovla, one from each tribe, and probably for

a year. They were considered to hold a magiste-

rial office (ufjxv), and in that capacity had an ^yefio-

x'ia 6LKaaTrjpiov. .^schines calls them t—iaTuTai
Tov fieyiffTov tuv Ipyuv. Funds were put at their

disposal, for which they had their treasurer {rafiiag),

dependant on the treasurer of the revenue. They
were liable to render an account {evdvvT}) of their

management of these funds, and also of their gen-
eral conduct, like other magistrates. The office of
Tcixonowc has been invested with peculiar interest

in modern times on account of its having been held

by Demosthenes, and its having given occasion to

the famous prosecution of Ctesiphon, who proposed
that Demosthenes should receive the honour of a
crown before he had rendered his account accord-

ing to law. As to the nature of the office, and the

laws thereto relating, we may probably rely upon
the account given by .^schines.*

TEL.\ (iffrof), a Loom. Although weaving was
among the Greeks and Romans a distinct trade, car-

ried on by a separate class of persons {v<j>uvTai, tcx-

lorct and tcxtrices, linleones), who more particularly

supplied the inhabitants of the towns with the pro-

ductions of their skill* {vid. Pallium, p. 718), yet
every considerable domestic establishment, espe-

cially in the coimtry, contained a loom,* together

with the whole apparatus necessary for the working
of wool {lanificium, raXaaia, TaXaaiovpyia'). ( Vid.

Calathus.) These occupations were all supposed
to be carried on under the protection of Minerva,
specially denominated 'E.oyavj;, who was always re-

garded in this character as the friend and patroness
of industry, sobriety, and female decorum.*
When the farm or the palace was sufficiently

large to admit of it, a portion of it, called the laruv
(histones*) ox texlrinum, was devoted to this purpose."
The work was there principally carried on by fe-

male slaves (quasillaria, at tpidoi*'^), under the su-

perintendence of the mistress of the house, who
herself also, together with her daughters, took part

in the labour, both by instructing beginners, and by
finishing the more tasteful and ornamental parts."
But, although weaving was employed in providing
the ordinary articles of clothing among the Greeks
and Romans from the earliest times, yet, as an in-

ventive and decorative art, subservient to luxury
and refinement, it was almost entirely Oriental.

Persia, Babylonia, Egypt, Phoenicia, Phrygia, and
Lydia, are all celebrated for the wonderful skill and

1. (Ttr., Eun., iii., 5, 40.—Compare Gellius, i., 15.)—2. (St.

Luke, r., 19.)-3. (H. N., wxvi.,22,8.44.)—4. (.S:sch.,c. Cles.,

55-57, ed. Steph.—Biickh, Staatsh. der Allien., i., 183, 218.)—5.
(Cato, De Re Rust., 135.)—6. (Id. ib., 10, 14.)—7. (Hciiod, Op.
«t Diei, 779.—Virg., Georg.. i., 285, 294.—Ovid, Fast., c. 701 .)—
8. (Serv. in Virff.. Eel., vi., 3.)—9. (Varro, De Re Ru«., i., 2.)—
10. (Cic, Verr., II.. iv., 26.)— 1 1. (Theocr., iv., 80.—Horn., Od.,
• . 356-3G0 ; vii., 235 , xxi., 350 )— 12. (Vitruv., vi., 7, p. 104, ed.

Srhueider.—Stmm., Epiit., vi., 40.)
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magnificence displaced in the manufacture of scarfs,

shawls, carpets, and tapestry.
( Vtd. Babylo.mcum,

Chlamvs, Pallium, Peplum, Tapkb.)
Among the peculiarities of Egyptian manners,

Herodotus' mentions that weaving was in that,

country the employment of the male sex. This
custom still continues among some Arab and negro
tribes.* Throughout Europe, on the other hand,
weaving was in the earliest ages the task of worn
en only. The matron, assisted by her daughters,
wove clothing for the husband and the sons." This
domestic custom gives occasion, in the works of the
epic and tragic poets, to some very intcrestmg di-

notlmens and expressions of afl^ection between near
relatives. Indeed, the recognition, or uvayvupiai{
as Aristotle calls it,* often depends on this circum
stance. Thus Creusa proves herself to be the
mother of Ion* by describing the pattern of a shawl
which she had made in her youth, and in which
she had WTapped her infant son. Iphigenia recog-
nises her brother Orestes on one occasion,* and
Electra recognises him on another,' by the figured
clothing which he wore, and which they had long
before woven for him.

Besides the shawls which were frequently given
to the temples by private persons, or obtained by
commerce with foreign nations, companies or col-

leges of females were attached to the more opulent
temples for the purpose of furnishing a regular sup-
ply. Thus the sixteen women, who lived together
in a building destined to their use at Olympia, wove
a new shawl every five years to be displayed at the
games which were then celebrated in honour of
Hera, and to be preserved in her temple.* {Vid.

Her.iea.) a similar college at Sparta was devoted
to the purpose of weaving a tunic ever)* year for

the sitting statue of the Amyclean Apollo, which
was thirty cubits high.* At Athens the company
of virgins called ipyaarlvai oi ipydvai, and df>l)^(p6-

poc, who were partly of Asiatic extraction, wove
the shawl which was carried in the Panathenaic
procession, and which represented the battle be-
tween the gods and the giants.'* ( Vid. Arrhepho-
ria, Panathen^a, p. 723.) A similar occupjition

was assigned to young females of the higLest rank
at Argos. " In the fourth century, the task ofweav-
ing began to be transferred in Europe from women
to the other sex, a change which St. Chrysostom
deplores as a sign Of prevailing sloth and effemina-
cy.'* Vegetius," who wrote about the same time,

mentions linteones, or the manufacturers of linen

cloth, in the number of those who were ineligible

as soldiers.

Everything woven consists oftwo essential parts,

the warp and the woof, called in Latin stamen and
sublegmcn, sublemen, or Irama,^* in Greek arr/fiuv and
KpoKT].^^ Instead of KpoKv Plato'* sometimes uses
i(j>v^7J, and in the passages referred to he mentions
one of the most important differences between
the warp and the woof: viz., that the threads of
the former are strong and firm, in consequence of
being more twisted in spinning, while those of the
latter are comparatively soft and yielding. This
is, in fact, the difference which in the modern silk

manufacture distinguishes organzine from tram, and

1. (ii., 35.—Compare Athen., ii , p. 48, 4.)—2. (Welsted, Tr»»^
els, i., p. 123.—Prichard, Researches, ii., p. 60, 3d edition.)— 31

(Colum., De Re Rust., xii., Praf.—Plin., H. N., viii., 48, ». 74.-'

Herod., ix., 109.)—4. (De Art., Poet., 6,* 18 ; 14, « 21 .)—5. (Eurip
Ion, 1416, 1417.) — 6. (Id. Iph., in Taur., 814-617.)—7. (-Esch ,

Choeph.,225.)—8. (Paus., v., 16, « 2-4 ; vi., 24, « 8.)—9. (Pan* ,

iii., 16, « 2; 19, « 2.)— 10. (Eurip., Ilec. 461-469.—Vjrif., Ciri,

21-^.)— 11. (Eurip., Ii.h. in Taur.. 213-215.)— 12. (Orat., H
vol. iii., p. 470, ed. Saville.) — 13. (De Re Mil., i., 7.) — 14. (Vi-

truv., X., 1.—Ovid. Met., IV., 397.— Phn., H. N.. xi.. 24, s. f8.-
Per«., Sat., vi.. 73.)— 15. (Plato, PcJit., n. 2y7, 301, 302. ed. Bek
ker.-iElian, H. A., ix., 17.-Plut. D: Is. pt Os:i , p. 672 )—\t
(LcR., v., p. 360, ed. Bekker.)
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m the cotton manufacture hoist from weft. Anoth-

er name for the woof or tram was l)o6uvri}

The warp was called stamen in Latin (from stare),

on account of its erect posture in the loom.* The
corresponding Greek term arriiiuv, and likewise

iarbi;, have evidently the same derivation. For the

same reason, the very first operation in weaving

was to set up the loom, larbv ar^aaadac :' and the

web or cloth, before it was cut down, or " descend-

ed" from the loom (xartCa u(j>' laru*), was called

" Dtstis pendens," or "pendula tela,"^ because it hung
(rom the transverse beam or Jugum. These par-

ticulars are all clearly exhibited in the picture of

Oirce's loom, which is contained in the very an-

cient illuminated MS. of Virgil's .^neid preserved

at Rome in the Vatican Library. (See the annex-

ed woodcut, and compare Virgil,* apud majorcs

slantes tcxebanl.) Although the upright loom here

which describes the loom of " the Fatal Sisters,"

represents warriors' sculls as supplying the place
of these round stones (pondera^). The knotted bun-
dles of threads to which the stones were attached
often remained after the web was finished in the
form of a fringe. ( Vid. Fimbriae.)

exhibited was in common use, and employed for

all ordinary purposes, the practice, now generally

adopted, of placing the warp in a horizontal posi-

tion was occasionally resorted to in ancient times

;

for the upright loom {stans tela, larog dpdiog), the

management of which required the female to stand

and move about, is opposed to another kind at

which she sat.'

We observe in the preceding woodcut, about

the middle of the apparatus, a transverse rod pass-

es through the warp. A straight cane was well

adapted to be so used, and its application is clearly

expressed by Ovid in the words ^'stamen secernit

arundo."^ In plain weaving it was inserted be-

tween the threads of the warp so as to divide them
into two portions, the threads on one side of the

rod alternating with those on the other side through-

out the whole breadth of the warp. The two up-

right beams supporting the jugum, or transverse

beam from which the warp depends, were called

KeXeovreg^ and laToiroieg, literally, ' the legs of the

loom.""
While the improvements in machinery have to a

great extent superseded the use of the upright

loom in all other parts of Europe, it remains almost
in its primitive state in Iceland. The following

woodcut is reduced from an engraving of the Ice-

landic loom in Olaf Olafsen's Economic Tour in that
island, published in Danish at Copenhagen, A.D.
1780. We observe underneath the jugum a roller

(uvnov^'^), which is turned by a handle, and on which
the web is wound as the work advances. The
threads of the warp, besides being separated by a
transverse rod or plank, are divided into thirty or
forty parcels, to each of which a stone is suspend-
ed, for the purpose of keeping the warp in a perpen-
dicular position, and allowing the necessary play
to the strokes of the spatha, which is drawn at

the side of the loom. The mystical ode written
about the eleventh century of our era, with which
Gray has made us familiar in his translation, and

1. (Horn., Batr., 181.—Eustath. in Horn., II., xxiii.,762.—Od.,
r , 121.)—2. (Varro, L. L., v., 113, ed. MuUer.)—3. (Horn., Od.,
j., 94.—Hesiod, Op. et Dies, 779.) —4. (Theocr., xv., 35.) — 5.

(0»id, Met., iv., 395.—Epist., i., 10.)— 6. {JEn., vii., 14.—Servi-
ds, in loc.—Horn., Od., x., 222.)—7. (Artemid., iii., 36.—Servius,
- c.)—8. (Met., vi., 55.)—9. (Theocr., xviii., 34.)— 10. (Eustath.
mHom., Od.. xiii., 107.)— 11. (PoUax, Onom., vii., x., () 36.—
Eastath. in Horn., Od., xiii., 107.)
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Wliile the comparafively coarse, strong, and
much-twisted thread, designed for the warp, was
thus arranged in parallel lines, the woof remained
upon the spindle [vid. Fusus), forming a spool, bob-

bin, or pen {tttjvt), dim. tt^viov'). This was either

conveyed through the warp without any additional

contrivance, as is still the case in Iceland, or it

was made to revolve in a shuttle {navovlKoc' ra-

dius*). This was made of box brought from the

shores of the Euxine, and was pointed at its ex-

tremities, that it might easily force its way through
the warp.* The annexed woodcut shows the form
in which it is still used in some retired parts of our

island for common domestic purposes, and which
may be regarded as a form of great antiquity. An
oblong cavity is seen in its upper surface, which
holds the bobbin. A small stick, like a wire, ex-

tends through the length of this cavity, anil entcs
its two extremities so as to turn freely. The small

stick passes through a hollow cane, which our man-
ufacturers call a quill, and which is surrounded by
the woof This is drawn through a round hole in

the front of the shuttle, and, whenever the shuttle

is thrown, the bobbin revolves, and delivers the

woof through this hole. The process of winding
the yarn so as to make it into a bobbin or pen was
called Trrjvi^Ecdai* or avatvrivit^eaOai.'' The reverse

process, by which it was delivered through the

hole in front of the shuttle (see the la.st woodcut),

was called eKTrrivi^eadai. Hence the phrase kKTrri

vieirai ravra means "he shall disgorge these

things."*

All that is effected by the shuttle is t>e convey-

ance of the woof across the warp. To keep ev-

ery thread of the woof in its proper plac/>, it is ne
cessary that the threads of the warp should be de-

cussated. This was done by the leashes, called in

1. (Sen., Epist., 91.—Plin., H. N., 1. c.)—2. (Horn., II., xxiii

,

762.—Eurip., Ilec, 466.)—3. (Hesych , s. v. Ilijnov.)- 4. (Lu
cret., v., 1352.)—5. (Virg., JEn., ii., 476.—Ovid. Met., iv., 275-

vi., 56. 132.—Fast., iit., 879.)—6. (Theocr. xviii., 32.)—7. (Ari»-

lot., H. A., v., 19.)—8. (Aristoph., Ran., 586.—Schol. ir loe.^
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Latin licia, in Groek ftiToi (/z<rof*). By a leash we
are to understand a thread, having at one end a

'oop, tliroiiKh uiiirh a thread of the warp was pass-

ed, the other end being fastened to a straight rod

called licmlorium, and in Greek kovuv* The warp,

having been divided by the arundo, as already men-
tioned, into two sets of threads, all those of the

same set were passed through the loops of the cor-

responding set of leashes, and all these leashes

were fastened at their other end to the same wood-
en rod. At least one set of leashes was necessary

to decussate the warp even in the plainest and sim-

jilest weaving. The number of sets was increased

according to the complexity of the pattern, which
«'a3 called bilix or triltx,* diftiTot, rpifxiTog,* or n<y-

XvfiiToi,* according as the number was two, three,

or more.
The process of annexing the leashes to the warp

was called ordiri tdam* also licta tela addere, or ad-

nectere.'' It occupied two women at the same time,

one of whom took in regular succession each sep-

arate thread of the warp, and handed it over to the

other ; this part of the process was called irapa<j>E-

petv, irapadidovai, or npo<f>opela6ai.* The other wom-
an, as she received each thread, passed it through
the loop in proper order, and this act, which we
call "entering," was called in Greek diaCeaOat*

Supposing the warp to have been thus adjusted,

and the pen or the shuttle to have been carried

through it, it was then decussated, by drawing for-

ward the proper rod so as to carry one set of the

threads of the warp across the rest, after which
the woof was shot back again, and by the continu-

al repetition of this process the warp and woof
were interlaced.'* In the preceding figure of the
Icelandic loom we observe two staves, which are

occasionally used to fix the rods in such a position

as is most convenient to assist the weaver in draw-
ing her woof across her warp. After the woof had
been conveyed by the shuttle through the warp,
it was driven sometimes downward, as is repre-

sented in the first woodcut, but more commonly
upward, as in the second." Two different instru-

ments were used in this part of the process. The
simplest, and probably the most ancient, was in the

form of a large wooden sword (spatha, anudri, dim.

mrudiov^*). From the verb anaddu, to beat with the
spatha, cloth rendered close and compact by this

process was called aiTaOrjTo^." This instrument is

still used in Iceland exactly as it was in ancient
times, and a figure of it, copied from Olafsen, is giv-

en in the second woodcut.
The spatha was, however, in a great degree su-

perseded by the comb {peclcn, KepKig), the teeth of
which were inserted between the threads of the
warp, and thus made, by a forcible impulse, to drive
the threads of the woof close together.'* It is prob-

able that the teeth were sometimes made of metal ;'•

and they were accommodated to the purpose intend-

ed by being curved {pectinis unci^*), as is still the
case in the combs which are used in the same man-
ner by the Hindus. Among us the office of the
comb is executed with greater ease and effect by
the reed, lay, or batten.

The lyre (vid. Ltka), the favourite musical instni-

1. (Horn., n., xxiii., 762.)—2. (Aristoph., Thesm., 329.) — 8.

(Mart., xiv., 143.)—4. (Crat. Jan., Frag., p. 103, ed. Ruukel.)—
S. (Per., Mar. Eryth., p. 164, 170, 173, ed. Blancardi.)-fi. (Plin.,

II. N., 11., 24, J. 58.) — 7. (Virg., Goorg., i., 285.—TibuU , i., 6,
78.)—8. (Schol. in Aristoph., Av., 4.—Siiidas, Hesych., •. ?.)-
9. (Schol. in Horn., Od.,vii., 107.)—10. (Pint., vii.,8ap. conv., p.

SW, ed. Reiske.—Horn., II., xxiii., 760-763.) — 11. (laid., Orij.,
xix., 22.—Herod., ii., 35.)— 12. (Brunck, Anal., i., 222.—Plato,
Lysis., p. 118.—jf:sch.,Choeph,226.)—13. (Athen , xii., p. 525,
d.)— 14. (0»id, Fast., iii., 880. — Met., vi., 58.— Juv., ix., 26.—
Vire., Mn , >ii., 14.—Horn., Il.,xxii., 448.—Aristoph., Aves,833.
-Eurip., Ion, 509. 760, 1418, 1492.)—15. (Horn., Od., v., 62.)-
16 fCUudian in Eatrop., li., 389.)

mentof the Gre<o'ks, was only known to tliC Romans
as a foreign invention. Hence they appear to have
described its parts by a comparison with the loom,
with which they were familiar. The terms jugum
and stamina were transferred by an obvious rcseni

blance from the latter to the former object ; and,
although they adopted into their own language the
Greek word plectrum,^ they used the Latin Pectbh
to denote the same thing, not because the itistru

ment used in striking the lyre was at all like a comb
in shape and appearance, but becau.sc it was held
in the right hand, and inserted between the stamina
of the lyre, as the comb was between the stamina
of the loom.*

After enumerating those parts of the loom which
were necessary to produce even the plainest piece
of cloth, it remains to describe the methods of pro-

ducing its varieties, and more especially of adding
to its value by making it either warmer and softer,

or more rich and ornamental. If the object was to

produce a checked pattern (scntulis dividere*), or to

weave what we should call a Scotch plaid, the
threads of the warp were arranged alternately black

and white, or of different colours in a certain series,

according to the pattern which was to be exhibited.

On the other hand, a striped pattern (^aMorof ; vir-

gata sagula*) was produced by using a warp of one
colour only, but changing at regular intervals the

colour of the woof Of this kind of cloth Mie Ro-
man trabea* was an example Checked and striped

goods were, no doubt, in the first instance, produced
by combining the natural varieties of wool, white,

black, brown, &c. {Vid. Pallium, p. 718 ) The
woof also was the medium through which almost
every other diversity of appearance and quality was
eflfected. The warp, as mentioned above, was gen-

erally more twisted, and consequently stronger and
firmer than the woof; and with a view to the same
object, different kinds of wool were spun for i!ie

warp and for the woof The consequence was, ttiat

after the piece was woven, the fuller drew out its

nap by carding, so as t» make it like a soft blanket'

[vid. FoLLO, p. 453) ; and, when the iiitenlion was
to guard against the cold, the warp was diminished,

and the woof or nap (Kpo^, /cpo/ftf) made more abun-

dant in proportion." In this manner they made the

soft ;<fAatva or L^ena. {Vid. Pallium, p. 718.) On
the other hand, a. woof of finely-twisted thread

{i/TpLov) produced a thin kind of cloth, which resem-
bled our buntine {lacernce nimia subteminum lenuitate

perflabiles*). Where any kind of cloth was enriched

by the admixture of different materials, the richer

and more beautiful substance always formed part

of the woof Thus the vestis subscrica or tramote-

rica had the tram of silk. ( Vid. Sericum.) In other

cases it was of gold," of wool dyed with Tyrian pur-

ple" {Tyrio subtegmine,^' picto suhtegmine^'), or of
beavers'-wool {vestis fibrina^*). Hence the epithet)

i^iviKOKpoKoc, " having a purple woof,'"* uvOoKpo-

Kog, " producing a flowery woof,'"* xpv'^^otttivi^toc,

"made from bobbins or pens of gold thread,'"' ein^-

vof, "made with good bobbins,"'" KcpKidi iroiKtXXov-

aa, " variegathig with the comb,"'* &c.
But, besides the variety of materials constituting

the woof, an endless diversity was effected by the

manner of inserting them into the w arp. The terms

bilix and 6ifiiTo^, the origin of whi<h has been ex-

plained, probably denoted what we call dimity, or

1. (Ovid, Met., xi., 167-170.)—2. (Virg^ Sin., vi., 647.-Jut
,

Ti., 290-293.—Pers., vi., 2.) —3. (Plin., H. i" , viii., 48, s. 74.—
Juv., ii., 97.)—4. (Diod.Sic.,v.,30.)—5. (ViiR., ^En.. viii., 660.)

—6. (Id. ib.,vii.,188.)—7. (Plato, Polit., p. 302.)—6. (Hesiod,

Op. et Dies, 537.— Procliis, ad loc.) — 9. (An.m. Marc., xiv., 6.)

—10. (Vire.. JEa., iii., 483.— Serv. in loc.)— 11. (Ovid, Met., vi.

578.)— 12. (TibuU.. iv., 1, 122.)- 13. (Val. Place, vi., 228.)—14
(Isid., Orig xix., 22.)— 15. (Pind., 01., vi., 39, ed. Bbckh.— Sch-ll

in loc.)— 10. (Eurip., Hoc, 466.)— 7. (Eunp., Offst 829.}—IS
(Eurip., Iph. in T»ar., 814, 1405.) -19. (Id. ;b. 213.)
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\Beeled cloth, and the Germans zwillich. The poets

ipply trUix, which in German has become drillich,

to a kind of armour, perhaps chain-mail, no doubt

resembling the patttsrn of cloth which was denoted

by the same term.' In the preceding figure of the

Icelandic loom, the three rods with their leashes in-

dicate the arrangement necessary for this texture.

All kinds of damask were produced by a very com-
plicated apparatus of the same kind {plurimis liciis),

and were therefore called polymita.*

The sprigs or other ornaments produced in the

texture at regular intervals were called flowers

[avdr/ ;' i9pova*) or feathers (plumce). Another term,

adopted with reference to the same machinery, was
i^ifiiTov or i^ufiiTov, denoting velvet. In the Middle

Ages it became ^dfiiTov, and thus produced the Ger-

man sammet.
The Fates are sometimes mentioned by classical

writers in a manner very similar to the description

of " the Fatal Sisters" above referred to {Dira so-

rorum licia ;* fatorum inextricabiliter contorta licia*).

As far as we can form a judgment from the lan-

guage and descriptions of ancient authors, the pro-

ductions of the loom appear to have fallen in ancient

times very little, if at all, below the beauty and va-

riety of the damasks, shawls, and tapestry of the
present age, and to have vied with the works of the

most celebrated painters, representing first mytho-
logical, and afterward scriptural subjects. In addi-

tion to the notices of particular works of this class,

contained in the passages and articles which have
been already referred to, the following authors may
be consulted for accounts of some of the finest

specimens of weaving : Eurip., Ion, 190-202, 1141-
1165.—Aristot., Mir. Auscult., 99.—Athen., xii., p.

541.— Asteri., Homilia de Div. et Laz.— Theod.
^'rodrom., Khod. et Dos. Amor., ad fin.—Virg., JEn.,

„ 250-257; Cir., 21-35.—Ovid, Met., vi., 61-128.

-Stat., Theh., vi., 64, 540-547.—Auson., Epig., 26.

—Lamprid., Heliog., 28.—Glaudian, De VI. Cons.
Hmor., 561-577 ; in Stilich., ii., 330-365.

TELAMO'NES. ( Fid. Atlantes.)
TELEPH'ION {TsXefLov), a plant which Ste-

phens and Hardouin call the Orpine, i. e., Sedum
Telcphium. Sprengel, however, although he inclined

to this opinion in his R. H. H., seems in his edition

of Dioscorides to join Sibthorp and others in refer-

ring it to the Ccrinthe minor. The leaves of this

plant, as also of the poppy and anemone, were used
by lovers in a species of divination ; the leaf, laid

on the thumb and forefinger, being smartly struck
with the right hand, yielded a sound from which
the sentiments of the beloved object were guessed.'
TELETAI (TEXerai). (FiVZ. Mysteria.)
*TELIS (r^/lif), the Trigonella Fanum Gracum,

or Fenugreek.^

TELO'NES {rekuvjio). Most of the taxes at
Athens were fanned by private persons, who took
upon themselves the task of collecting, and made
periodical payments in respect thereof to the state
They were called by the general name of Teldvai,
while the farmers of any particular tax were called
eiKoaTiJvai, TzevTTjKoaToXoyoi, &c., as the case might
be. The duties were let by auction to the highest
bidder. Companies often took them in the name
of one person, who was called upx^vi^g or TeTiuvdp-

Xvc, and was their representative to the state.
Sureties were required of the farmer for the pay-
ment of his dues. The office was frequently under-
taken by resident aliens, citizens not liking it, on
account of the vexatious proceedings to which it

1. (Virg., JEd., iii., 467; v., 259 ; vii., 639 ; xii., 375.— Val.
Flac, iii., 199.) — 2. (Pliu., H. N., viil., 48, s. 74.— Mart., xiv.,
150.)— 3. (Philost., Ima?., ii.,28.)— 4. (Horn., Il.,xxii.,440.)—5.
(Sut., Achill., •;., 520.)—6. (Apul., Met., xi.)—7. (Dioscor., il.,

4l7.—Adams, Append., s. v.—Donnejcan, Lex., s. v.)— 8. (The-
Kr., ill., 17.—Dioscor., li., 124.—Adams, Append., s. v.)
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often led. The fanner was armed with considera
ble powers : he carried with him his books, search
ed for contraband or uncustomed goods, watched
the harbour, markets, and other places, to prevent
smuggling, or unlawful and clandestine sales;
brought a (pdaic or other legal process against those
whom he suspected of defraud::c the revenue ; r»

even<,seized their persons on some occasions, ai o
took "them before the magistrate. To enable hiic
to perform these duties, he was exempted from mil-
itary service. Collectors {iKXoyelc) were some-
times employed by the farmers, but frequently the
farmer and the collector were the same person.'
The taxes were let by the commissioners, acting

under the authority of the senate. ( Vid. Poletai.}
The payments {KaraSoXal riXovg) were made by
the farmer on stated prytaneias in the senate-house.
There was usually one payment made in advance,
npoKaTaSoTi^, and one or more afterward, called

npocjKaTuCXrjfia. Upon any default of payment, the
farmer became uti/moc if a citizen, and he was lia-

ble to be imprisoned at the discretion of the court,

upon an information laid against him. If the debt
was not paid by the expiration of the ninth pryta-
neia, it was doubled ; and if not then paid, his prop-

erty became forfeited to the state, and proceedings
to confiscation might be taken forthwith. Upon
this subject the reader should consult the speech
of Demosthenes against Timocrates.*
TELOS (re/^of). The taxes imposed by the

Athenians, and collected at home, were either ordi-

nary or extraordinary. The former constituted a
regular or permanent source of income ; the latter

were only raised in time of war or other emergen-
cy. The ordinary taxes were laid mostly upon
property, and upon citizens indirectly in the shape
of toll or customs, though the resident aliens paid
a poll-tax, called fisTolKiov, for the liberty of resi-

ding at Athens under the protection of the state.

{Vid. Metoikoi.) As to the customs and harbour
dues, see Pentecoste. An excise was paid on all

sales in the market, called kiruvia, though we know
not what the amount was ;' and a duty was im-
posed on aliens for permission to sell their goods
there.* Slave-owners paid a duty of three obols

for every slave they kept, and slaves who had
been emancipated paid the same.* This was a
very productive tax before the fortification of De-
celeia by the Lacedaemonians.* There was also a
nopviKov Telog, and some others of minor impor-
tance, as to which the reader is referred to Bockh.'
The justice fees {npvravna, napdaruaig, &c.) were
a lucrative tax in time of peace.*

The extraordinary taxes were the property-tax,

and the compulsory services called leirovpyiai.

Some of these last were regular, and recurred an-

nually ; the most important, the Tptrjpapxi-a, was a
war-service, and performed as occasion required.

As these services were all performed, wholly or

partly, at the expense of the individueil, they may
be regarded as a species of tax. {Vid. Eispuora,
Leitouegia, Triekarchia.)

The tribute {(popoi) paid by the allied states to

the Athenians formed, in the flourishing period of
the Republic, a regular and most important source
of revenue.' In Olymp. 91, 2, the Athenians sub-

stituted for the tribute a duty of five per cent. (eiKoa-

Tf'i) on all conamodities exported or imported by the

subject states, thinking to raise by this means a

larger income than by direct taxation.'* This was
terminated by the issue of the Peloponnesian war,

1. (Bockh, Staatsh. der Athen., i., .159.)—2. ',Vid. Bocki, :3.,

362, *c.—Schomann, Ant. Jur. Publ. Gr., 317.) —3. (Harf ocr.,

s. V. 'ETrwWa.)-4. (IJiickh, Staatsh., &c., 336, 347.)- 5. (Giiclih

ib., 354, 356.)-6. (Xen., De Vectig., iv., 25.)—7. (Id. .357.)—

8

(Thucyd., vi., 91.—Biickh. ib.,369, &c.)—9 (Biickh, il ., 427 1-
10. (Thucyd., vii., 28 Biickh, ib., 348.)
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Ihoiigit the tribute was afterward revised on more
equitable principles, under the name of awraftf.*

A duty o ten per cent, (dfxarr/) on merchandise
passing ink- and from the Euxine Sea was estab-

lished for a time by Alcibiades and other Athenian
generals, who fo'tified Chrysopolis, near Chaice-

don, and built a station for the collection of the

duty called tkKaTevnjptov. This occurred in 01. 92.

It was lost after the battle of .^gos Potamos, after-

ward revived by Thrasybulus, and probably ceased
at the battle of Antalcidas.* This may be regard-

ed as an isolated case. In general, where dcKdrai

are mentioned among the Greeks, they denote the
tithes of land, such as the Persian satraps collect-

ed from conquered countries, or such as tyrants

exacted of their subjects for the use of land held

under them as lord of the whole country. For in-

stance, Pisistratus took a tithe of this kind, which
was reduced by his sons to a twentieth. The state

of Athens held the tithe of some lands ; other
tithes were assigned to the temples or service of
the gods, having been dedicated by pious individu-

als, or by reason of some conquest or vow, such
as that recorded by Herodotus.*
Other sources of revenue were derived by the

Athenians from their mines and public lands, fines

and confiscations. ITie public demesne lands,

whether pasture or arable, houses or other build-

ings, were usually let by auction to private individ-

uals. The conditions of the lease were engraven
on stone. The rent was payable by prytaneias.

If not paid at the stipulated time, the lessee, if a
citizen, became urt/ioc, and subject to the same con-
sequences as any other state debtor.* As to fines

and confiscations, see timema.'
These various sources of revenue produced, ac-

cording to Aristophanes, an annual income of two
thousand talents in the most flourishing period of
the Athenian empire.* See the calculations of
Bockh.'
TeXslv signifies "to settle, complete, or perfect,"

and hence "'to settle an account," and generally
" to pay." Thus reXo^ comes to mean any pay-
ment in the nature of a tax or duty. The words
are connected with zahlen in German, and the old

sense of tale in English, and the modern word toll*

Though TfXof may signify any payment in the na-
ture of a tax or duty, it is more commonly used of
the ordinary taxes, as customs, &c. TcAof, tcAkv,
is used with reference to the property-tax, in the
sense oi being rated in a certain proportion, or, which
is the same thing, belonging to a particular class

of rate-payers. Thus InKuSa, or IwrnKov reXeiv,

or eig Innuda reXeiv, means to belong to the class
of knights ; and the same expression is used met-
aphorically, without any immediate reference to the
payment o/ a tax. Thus elg dvdpac reXelv is to be
classed an^ong adults. So tg Boiurovr TEXieiv.*

'laoT^eia signifies the right of being taxed on the
same footing, and having other privileges, the same
as the citizens ; a right sometimes granted to resi-

dent aliens. (Kjd. Metoikoi.) 'AreAem signifies

an exemption from taxes, or other duties and ser-
vices ; an honour very rarely granted by the Atheni-
ans. As to this the reader is referred to the speech
of Demosthenes a^inst Leptines, with the com-
mentaries of Wolf As to the farming of the taxes,
bee Telones. For an epitome of the whole sub-
ject, see Schomann.'*
TEMENOS (Tf/zcvof). (Fti. AoER Sanctub,

Tkmplcm.)
TEMO. {Vid. Cdbbus, p. 331.)

I. (BOc'di, i )., 451.) -2. (Xen., Hell., i., I, » 29 ; iv., 8, 4 27.)
—3. (vii., l.-K.—IWrkh, ib.. 350, 352.)—4. (Id. ib., 329.)-5. (Id.

b., 402. 423.)—6. (Vesp., 6fi0.) — 7. (Id., 466.)— 8. (Arnold ad
Tnuc, I., 50.) -9. (Herod , ti., 108.—Vid. a)ckh, ib., ii., 30.)
—10. (Ant. Jur. Publ. Gr., 314, &c.)

TEMPLUM is the same word as the Greek rtft-

fvof, from Ttfxvu, to cut off, for templum, according
to Servius,* was any place which was circumscr:-
bed and separated by the augurs from the rest ot

the land by a certain solemn formula. The tech-
nical terms for this act of the augurs are Itberare

and effari, and hence a templum itself is a locus lib-

eratus et effatus. A place thus set apart and hallow-
ed by the augurs was always intended to ser^e re-

ligious purposes, but chiefly for taking the augiiria
(" Templum locus augurii aut auspicii causa quibut-
dam eonceptis verbis jfinitus"*). When Varro* aaya
that a locus effatus was always outside the city, we
must remember that this only means outside the
pomoerium, for the whole space included within the
pomoerium was itself a templum, i. e., a place ih

which auspices could be taken (vid Pgmceridm.i.
but when they were to be taken in any place out-
side the pomoerium, it was always necessary for

such a place to be first circumscribed and sanctified

by the augur {liberare et effan). The place in the
heavens within which the observations were to be
made was likewise called templum, as it was mark-
ed out and separated from the rest by the staff o^

the augur. When the augur had defined the tem-
plum within which he intended to make his obser-

vations, he fixed his tent in it {labcrnacuhim capere),

and this tent was likewise called templum, or, more
accurately, templum minus. To this minus tem-
plum we must refer what Servius* and Festus*
state, that a templum was enclosed with planks,
curtains, &c., attached to posts fixed in the ground,
and that it had only one door {cxilus). The place
chosen for a templum was generally an eminence,
and in the city it was the arx, where the fixing of a
tent does not appear to have been necessary, be-
cause here a place called auguraculum was oooe
for all consecrated for this purpose.*

Besides this meaning of the word templum in the
language of the augurs, it also had that of a temple
in the common acceptation. In this case too, how-
ever, the sacred precinct within which a temple
was built was always a locus liberatus et effatus

by the augurs, that is, a templum or afanum;'' the
consecration was completed by the pontiffs, and
not until inauguration and consecration had taken
place could sacra be performed or meetings of the
senate be held in it." It was necessary, then, for a
temple to be sanctioned by the gods, whose will

was ascertained by the augurs, and to be consecra-
ted or dedicated by the will of man (pontiffs).

Where the sanction of the gods had not been ob-
tained, and where the mere act of man had conse-
crated a place to the gods, such a place was only a
sacrum, sacrarium, or sacellum. {Vid. Sacrabium,
Sacellum.) Varro' justly considers the ceremony
performed by the augurs as essential to a temple,
as the consecration by the pontiffs took place also

in other sanctuaries which were not templa, but
mere sacra or cedes sacrce. Thus the sanctuary ol

Vesta was not a templum, but an tedes sacra, and
the various curiae (Hostilia, Pompeia, Julia) requi-

red to be made templa by the augurs before senatus
consulta could be made in them. In what manner
a templum differed from a dclubrum is more difficult

to decide, and neither the ancient nor modern \vTi-

ters agree in their definitions. Some ancients be-

lieved that delubrwn was originally the name given
to a place before or at the entrance of a temple,
which contained a font or a vessel with water, bj
which persons, before entering the temple, pc^brm-

I. (ad jEn., 1., 446.)—2. (Varro, DoLing. lat., Ti.,p.81,Bip.;
-3. (De Ling. Lat., v., p. 65, Bip.)—4. (ad JEa., iv., 200.)—

5

(s.y. Minora templa.)— 6. (Paul Uiac., s. r. Auguraculum.—Coat
pare Liv., i., 18; iv., 18.—Cic. De Off., iii., 16.)—7. (Lit., i.

37.— Varro, De Liug. Lat., v., 65, Bip.;— 8. fServ. ad JRa., \.

446.)—9. (ap. GeU., xiT., 7, « 7.)
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ed a syniboi c purification ;' oiners state that delu-

brum was o.iginally the name for a wooden repre-

sentation of a god (^oavov), which derived its name
from libruni (the bark of a tree), which was taken

off (delibrarc) before the tree was worked into an

image of the god, and that hence delubrum was ap-

phed to the place where this image was erected.'

Hartung' derives the word delubrum from liber (an-

ciently luhcr), and thinks that it originally meant a

loca? liheratus, or a place separated by the augur

from the profane land, in which an image of a god

might be erected, and sacred rites be performed.

A delubrum would therefore be a sanctuary, whose
chief characteristic was its being separated from

the profane land. But notliing certain can be said

on the subject.*

After these preliminary remarks we shall proceed

to give a brief account of the ancient temples, tlieir

property and their ministers, both in Greece and
Rome. We must, however, refer our readers for

a detailed description of the architectural structure

of ancient temples to other works, such as Stieglitz,

Archdologie der Baukunst, and others, especially as

the structure of the temples varied according to the

divinities to whom they were dedicated, and other

circumstances.
Temples in Greece.—Temples appear to have ex-

isted in Greece from the earliest times. They
were separated from the profane land around them
{Tonoc ^idrilog or tu ffidrjXa), because every one was
allowed to walk in the latter.* This separation

was in early times indicated by very simple means,
such as a string or a rope." Subsequently, howev-
er, they were surrounded by more efficient fences,

or even by a wall {ipKo^, Kepi^olog''). The whole
space enclosed in such a irepidoTioc was called re-

UEvoq, or sometimes hpov,^ and contained, besides

the temple itself, other sacred buildings, and sacred

ground planted with groves, &c. Within the pre-

cincts of the sacred enclosure no dead were gener-

ally allowed to be buried, though there were some
exceptions to this rule, and we have instances of

persons being buried ui, or at least near, certain

temples. The religious laws of the island of Delos

did not allow any corpses to be buried within the

whole extent of the island ;' and when this law had
been violated, a part of the island was first purified

by Pisistratus, and subsequently the whole island

by the Athenian people.

The temple itself was called veuf, and at its en-

trance fonts (7rep</5/3avT^pta) were generally placed,

that those who entered the sanctuary to pray or to

offer sacrifices might first purify themselves." In

the earliest times the Greek temples were either

partly or wholly made of wood," and the simplest

of all appear to have been the arjKoi, which were
probably nothing but hollow trees, in which the im-

age of a god or a hero was placed as in a niche,**

for a temple was originally not intended as a recep-

tacle for worshippers, but simply as a habitation

for the deity. The act of consecration, by which a
temple was dedicated to a god, was called Upvaig.

The character of the early Greek temples was dark
and mysn^rious, for they had no windows, and they
received light only through the door, which was
very large, or from lamps burning in them. Vitru-

vius*' states that the entrance of Greek temples was

1 (Serv. ad Mn., iv., 56 ; ii., 225.— Com. Fronto, quoted by
r>ac\er on FcsU 8. v. Delubrum.)— 2. (Fest., s. v. Delubrum.

—

Massur. Sab. ap. Serv. ad iEn., li., 225.)— 3. (Die Rel. d. Ram.,
1., p. 143, (fee.)—4. (Compare Macrob., Sat., iii., 4.)—5. (Schol.
Ml Soph , CEd. Col., 10.)- 6. (Paus., viii., 10, ^ 2.)—7. (Herod.,
fi., Va —Pollux, Onom , i., 10.—Paus., {)assim.)—8. (Herod.,
ix.,?6^ "i., 19, with Valckenaer's note.— Thucyd., v., 18.)— 9.

(Thucyi, iii., 104.— Compare Herod., i., 64.1 — 10. (Pollux,
Onom.. I , 10.—Herod., i.,51.)— 11. (Paus., v., ?0, « 3 ; 16, U ;

viii., 10, 2.)— 13. (Hesiod., Fragm., 54, ed. GOttling.— Schol.
•d Soj'h., Trach 1169.)—13. (iv., 5.)
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always towards the West, but most of the temple*
still extant in Attica, Ionia, and Sicily, have their
entrance towards the east. Architecture in the
construction of magnificent temples, however, made
great progress even at an earlier time than either
painting or statuary, and long before the Persian
wars we hear of temples of extraordinary grandeur
and beauty. All temples were built either in an ob-
long or round form, and were mostly adorned with
columns. Those of an oblong form had columns ei-

ther in the front alone (prostj/lus), in the fore and
back fronts (amphiprostylus), or on all the four sides

iperipterus^). Respecting the original use of these
porticoes, see Pokticus. The friezes and metopes
were adorned with various sculptures, and no ex-
pense was spared in embellishing the abodes of the
gods. The light, which was formerly let in at the
door, was now frequently let in from above, through
an opening in the middle which was called vnaidpov*
Many of the great temples consisted of three parts :

1. the Trpovaof or Trpodo/iof, the vestibule ; 2. the eel-

la (voof, arjKoc) ; and, 3. the oTnaOoSofiog. The cella

was the most important part, as it was, properly
speaking, the temple or the habitation of the deity

whose statue it contained. In one and the same cel-

la there were sometimes the statues of two or more
divinities, as in the Erechtheum at Athens the stat-

ues of Poseidon, Hephaestus, and Butas. The stat-

ues always faced the entrance, which was in the

centre of the prostylus. The place where the stat-

ue stood was called Hoc, and was surrounded by a
balustrade or railings {hpLa, ipv/iara''). Some tem-
ples also had more than one cella, in which case
the one was generally behind the other, as in the

temple of Athena Polias at Athens. In temples
where oracles w< re given, or where the worship
was connected with mysteries, the cella was called

udvTov, fiiyapov, or uvuKTopov, and to it only the

priests and the initiated had access.* In some
cases the cella was not accessible to any human
being, and various stories were related of the ca-

lamities that had befallen persons who had ventured
to cross the threshold.* The bniadodoiiog was a
building which was sometimes attached to the back
front of a temple, and served as a place in which
the treasures of the temple were kept, and thus

supplied the place of ^ijaavpoi which were attached

to some temples."

Independently of the immense treasures contain-

ed in many of the Greek temples, which were either

utensils or ornaments, and of the tithes of spoils,

&c.,' the property of temples, from which they de-

rived a regular income, consisted of lands (TEfievr/),

either fields, pastures, or forests. In Attica we
sometimes find that a demos is in possession of the

estates of a particular temple : thus the Peiraeus

possessed the lands belonging to the Theseum : in

what their right consisted is not known ; but of

whatever kind it may have been, the revenues ac-

cruing from such property were given to the tem-

ples, and served to defray the expenses for sacrifices,

the maintenance of the buildings, &c. For this

purpose all temple-property was generally let out

to farm, unless it was, by some curse which lay on
it, prevented from being taken into cultivation.*

The rent for such sacred domains was, according

to Demosthenes,' received by the demarch, proba

bly the demarch of the demos by which the sacred

domain was occupied ; for in other cases we find

1. (Vitruv., iii., 1.)—2. (VitruT.,1. c.)—3. (Paos., v., 11, 2..
—4. (Pollux, Onom., i., 9.—Paus., ix., 8, 4 1 ; viii., 62 ; 37, i.

—Herod., viii., 53 ; ix., 65.—Plut., Num., 13.—Cses., Bell. Civ

iii., 105.)—5. (Paus., viii., 52,0 3; 10, « 2 ; 38, « 2.—Soph., CEd.

Col., 37.)— 6. (Compare Miiller, Arch. d. Kunst, p. 372, &c.—
Stieglitz, Arch, der Baukunst, ii., 10, &c.—Bockh ad Corp. la

script., p. 264, &c.)—7. (Herod., vii., 132.—Diod , ii., 3.—P»
lyb., IV., 33.)—8. (Harpocr., s. v. uicrflw/iaruv.—Compare Isoc
Ari"jp., ll.)-9. (in Eubul., p. 1318.)
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Inai the rents were paid to the authorities intniated

with the administration of tlie temples.' The su-

preme control over all property of temples belonged

to the popular assembly.*

Respecting the persons intrusted with the super-

intendence, keeping, cleaning, etc., of temples, we
ecarcely possess any information. {Vtd. -^Editui

Rnd Zakokoi.) We have mention of persons called

K^kciiovxoi, Kly6ovxoi, and veo^jJAa/cff, who must
have been employed as guards and porters,^ although

it is not certain whether these functions were not

performed by priests who were occasionally called

by names derived from some particular function.

At Olympia (paidpvvrai were appointed who belonged

to the family of Phidias, and had to keep clean the

statue ol che Olympian Zeus.*

Temples al Rome.—In the earliest times there ap-

pear to have been very few temples at Rome, and
in many spots the worship of a certain divinity had
been established from time immemorial, while we
hear of the building of a temple for the same di-

vinity at a comparatively late period. Thus the

foundation of a temple to the old Italian divinity

Satunius, on the Capiloiine, did not take place till

498 B.C.* In the same manner, Quirinus and Mars
had temples built to them at a late period. Jupiter

also had no temple till the time of Ancus Marcius,

and the one then built was certainly very insignifi-

cant.* We may therefore suppose that the places

of worship among the earliest Romans were in

most cases simple altars or sacella. The Roman
temples of later times were constructed in the

Greek style. The cella was here, as in Greece,
the inner spacious part of the temple which con-

tained the statue or statues of the gods, and an altar

before each statue.' The roof which covered the

cella is called testudo, but it was in most cases not

wholly covered, in order to let the light in from
above.' The entrance of a Roman temple was, ac-

cording to Vitruvius, if possible, always towards
the west, which side was at the same time faced

by the image of the divinity, so that persons offering

prayers or sacrifices at the altar looked towards the

east.* If it was not practicable to build a temple
in such a position, it was placed in such a manner
that the greater part of the city could be seen from
it ; and when a temple was erected by the side of a

street or road, it was always so situated that those

who passed by could look into it, and offer their

salutations to the deity.

As regards the property of temples, it is stated

that in early times lands were assigned to each
temple, but these lands were probably intended for

the maintenance of the priests alone. ( Vid. Sacer-
D08.) The sacra publica were performed at the

expense of the treasury ; and in like manner ve
must suppose, that whenever the regular income
of a temple, arising from fees and fines, was not

sufficient to keep a temple in repair, the state sup-

plied the deficiency, unless an individual Tolun-
leered to do so.

The supreme superintendence of the temples of
Rome, and of all things connected with them, be-

longed to the college of pontiffs. Those persons
who had the immediate care of the temples were
the yEoiTui.

TEMPORALIS ACTIO. (Vid. Actio, p. 18.)

TENS.€. (Vid. Thznsjb.)
TENTHRE'DO (revdpTiduv), a species of Ttn-

thredo, or Saw-fly. '•

1. (DiSckh, StaaUh., i., p. 337, &.c. ; ii., p. 339.)—2. (Demoath.
in Neier., p. 1380.)—3. (A»ch., Suppl., 894.)—4. (Paug., v., 14,

4 5.)— 5. (Lir., ii., 21.—Diony«., ri.. 1.—Plut., Publ., 12.)—6.
(Dionyi., ii., 34.—Liv., i., 33.)—7. (VitruT., iv., 5.)—8. (Varro
»p. Scrv. ad iEn., i., 505.)—9. (Comp. Uldor., xv., 4, 7.— Hygin.,
De Limit., p. 153, tJ. Gib*.)— 10. ( Vid. Aristot., ix., 27. — Ad-
%ms, Ap|)eu(l., s. v >

TEPIDA'RIUM. (Vid. Baths, p. 146.)

•TEREBIiNTH'US (TcpiCivdoi), Wxe Ptslacia Ter-

ebinlhus, or Cliian Turpentine-tree. The modern
Greek name is KOKoper^ia, According to Sibthorp,

the fruit of this tree is eaten, and an oil expressed
from it. In Cyprus it is called rpmiOia, a corrup-
tion evidently of its other and more ancient ap-
pellation, Ttpfiivdoq. The Cyprian turpentme was
formerly much esteemed, and employed for medical
uses ; at present the principal culture of the tur-

pentine-tree, as well as the mastic, is in the island

of Scio, and the turpentine, when drawn, is sent to

Constantinople.'

•TERE'DO (TeprjSuv), an insect that prey«j on
wood, especially tliat species which injures thf

timbers of ships at sea, the Teredo navalia. ** The
term repriJup is also applied by tlie Greek writers

on veterinary surgery," says Adams, " to a worm
which is formed in the intestines of cattle. The
word is also used by the medical authors to signify

the caries of bones."*

TERENTI'LIA LEX. ( Vid. Lei, p. 586.)

TERMINA'LIA, a festival in honour of the god
Terminus, who presided over boundaries. His
statue was merely a stone or post stuck in the

ground to distinguish between pioi)erties. On the

festival the two owners of adjacent property crown-
ed the statue with garlands, and raised a rude altar,

on which they offered up some corn, honeycombs,
and wine, and sacrificed a lamb* or a sucking pif.

They concluded with singing the praises of the god.*

The public festival in honour of this god was cele-

brated at the sixth milestone on the road towards
Laurentum,* doubtless because this was originally

the extent of the Roman territory in that direction.

The festival of the Terminalia was celebrated <i. d.

VII. Kal. Mart., or the 23d of February, on the day
before the Regifugium. The Terminalia was cele-

brated on the last day of the old Roman year,

whence some derive its name. We know that

February was the last month of the Roman year,

and that when the intercalary month Mercet.oniui
was added, the last five days of February we/e ad-

ded to the intercalary month, making the 2.)d of

February the last day of the year.' When Cicero,

in a letter to Atticus,^ says, ^'Accepi tuas litleraa a. d.

V. Terminalia" (i. e., Feb. 19), he uses this strange

mode of defining a date, because, being *hen in

Cilicia, he did not know whether any intercalation

had been inserted that year, as is explained under

Calendar, Roman, p. 191.

TERU'NCIUS. (Vid. As, p. 110.)

TESSERA, dim. TESSERULA and TESSEL
LA (kvSoc), a square or cube, a die, a token.

The use of small cubes of marble, earlhenw are,

glass, precious stones, and mother-of-pearl for ma-
king tesselated pavements (pavimenta tessellala*) is

noticed under House, Roman, p. 519, and Paint
iNO, p. 715.

The dice used in games of chance (vid. Alba)
had the same form, and were commonly made of

ivory, bone, or some close-grained wood, especially

privet (ligustra tesseris ntilissima*). They were
numbered on all the six sides like the dice still in

use ;'• and in this respect, as well as in their form
they differed from the tali, which are often distin-

guished from tessersB by classical writers." (Vid.

Talub.) While four tali were used in playing, only

three tesserae were anciently employed. Hence
arose the proverb, ^ rplg l^, r} Tpelg kv6oi, i. e.,

1. (Theophr., H. P., iii., 2.— Dioscor., i., 92.— Adaio». Ap-
pend., s. V.—Walpole's Memoirs, vol. i., p. 2414.)—2. (Theophr
II. P., v., 5 —Adams, Append., ». v.)—3. (Ilor., Eptid., ii.. 59.,

—4. (Ovid, Fast., ii., 639, &c.)—5. (Id., 682.)--6. (Varto. L. L.
vi., 13, ed. M Ciller.- Macro!.., Saf., i., 13.)- 7. (vi.. l.)-8
(Suet., Jul.. 40 )—9. (Plin , H. N., xvi., 18, s. 31.)— 10. (Ovid

Tri»t., ii., 473.)—11 (GoUius, xviii., 13.-Cic., De Sen.. '.•^
)
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••eiiner three sizes or three aces," meaning all or

none ;' for KvSog was used to denote the ace, as in

the throw 6vo kv6u koL Tirrapa, t. e., 1, 1, 4.=6."

Three sizes is mentioned as the highest throw in

the Agamemnon of ^schylus (32). As early as the

time of Eustathius' we find that the modern prac-

tice of using two dice instoad of three had been

established.

The ancients sometimes played with dice nr^eca-

rc6c7iiv6a {vid. Talus), when the object was simply

to throw the highest numbers. At other times they

played also with two sets ofLatrunculi or draughts-

men, having fifteen men on each side. The board

{alveus lusorius,* alveolus^) was divided by twelve

lines, so that the game must have been nearly or

altogether the same with our backgammon.* Per-

haps the duodecim scripla of the Romans was the

same game. (Kirf. Abacus.)
Objects of the same materials with dice, and

either formed like them or of an oblong shape, were
used as tokens for different purposes. The tessera

hospitalis was the token of mutual hospitality, and
is spoken of under Hospitium, p 512. This token

was probably in many cases of earthenware, hav-

ing the head of Jupiter Hospitalis stamped upon it.^

Tesserce frumcntaricB and nummaricR were tokens
given at ceilain times by the Roman magistrates

to the poor, in exchange for which they received a

fixed amount of corn or money.* Similar tokens

were used on various occasions, as they arose in

the course ui' events. For example, when the Ro-
mans sent to give the Carthaginians their choice

of peace or war, they sent two tesserae, one marked
with a spear, the other with a Cauuceos, requesting

Ihem to take either the one or the other.'

From the application of this term to tokens of

various kintls, it was transferred to the word used
as a token among soldiers. This was the tessera

mililai is, the avvdri[ia of the Greeks. Before joining

brittle it was given out and passed through the

ranks, as a method by which the soldiers might be

able to distinguish friends from foes.'* Thus, at the

battle of Cunaxa, the word was " Zeus the Saviour
and Victory," and on a subsequent engagement by
the same tioops, "Zeus the Saviour, Heracles the

Leader."" The soldiers of Xenophon used a verbal

sign for the same purpose when they were encamp-
ed by night." /Eneas Tactions" gives various direc-

tions necessary to be observed respecting the word.
TESTA. {Vid. Fictile, p. 441.)

TESTAMENTUM is "mentis nostra justa con-

testatio in id solcmniler facta ut post mortem noslram
valeat."^* In this passage the word justa means
''jure facta,''' " as required by law." The word
contestatio is apparently used with reference to the
origin of the term testamentum, which is to be re-

ferred to " testari," which signifies " to make a sol-

emn declaration of one's will." Testamentum is

not so named with reference to testes. Gellius'*
properly finds fault with Servius Sulpicius for saying
that the word is compounded "a mentis contesta-
tione." The person who made a testamentum was
testator. '»

In order to be able to make a valid Roman will,

the testator must have the testamentifactio, which
term expresses the legal capacity to make a valid
will : the word has also another signification. ( Vid.

1. (Plat., Leg., xii., ad fin.— Schol. in loc.— rherecrates, p
«,td. Runkel.) —2. (EuikjIis, p. 174, ed. Ilunkel. — Aristoph.,
Ran., 1447.—Schol. in loc.)—3. (in Od,, i., 107.)—4. (Plin., H
N., xxxvii., 2,8. 6.) — 5. (Gell., i., 20; xiv., 1.) — 6. (Briinck,
A'lal., ill., 60.—Jacobs ad loc.)—7. (Plaut., Pen., V , 1 25- 2
e7-99.)-8. (Sueton., Octav., 40, 42.—Nero, 11.)—9. (Gell'ius'
X.. 27)— 10. {VtTg.,JEn., vii.. 637.)-ll. (Xen., Anab.. i.. 8, 6
16 ; VI., 3, « 25.)— 12. (vii., 3, » 34.) — 13. (c. 24.)— 14. (Ulp ,

Frajf., tit. 20.— Conip. U'p., Dig. 28, tit. 2, s. 1, where he has
'jusla aententia."}—li ('i.. 12.)— 16. (Suet., Ner., 17.— Di"K v;t.3,ii. 17.)

Qfin

Heres, Roman, p. 497.) The testament factio wjb
the privilege only of Roman citizens who were pa
tresfamilias. The following persons, consequently
had not the testamentifactio : those who were ic

the potestas or manus of another, or in mancipii
causa, as sons and daughters, wives in manu and
slaves ; but, with respect to his castrense peculinm
(vid. Patria Potestas, p. 742), a filiusfamilias had
the privilege of testamentary disposition : Latiiii

Juniani, dediticii : peregrini could not dispose of
their property according to the form of a Roman
will : a person who was doubtful as to his status,

as, for instance, a person whose father had died
abroad and the fact was not ascertained, could not
make a testament : an impubes could not dispose of
his property by will, even with the consent of his

tutor ; when a male was fourteen years of age he
obtained the testamentifactio, and a female obtained
the power, subject to certain restraints, on the
completion of her twelfth year : muti, surdi, furiosi,

and prodigi " quibus lege bonis interdiclum est" had
not the testamentifactio ; the reasons why these
several classes of persons had not the testamenti-

factio illustrate the Roman mode of deducing legal

conclusions from general principles : the mutus
had not the testamentifactio, because he could not
utter the words of nuncupatio ; the surdus, because
he could not hear the words of the emtor familiae

;

the furiosus, because he had not intellectual capaci-

ty to declare his will (testari) about his property

;

and the prodigus, because he was under a legal

restraint, so that he had no commercium, and, con-
sequently, could not exercise the formal act of the
familiae mancipatio.' (Vid. Curator, Impuhes.)

Women had originally no testamentifactio, and
when they did acquire the power, they could only
exercise it with the auctoritas of a tutor. Of course
a daughter in the power of her father, whether she
was unmarried or married, and a wife in manu.
could never make a will. The rules, therefore, as

to a woman's capa«ity to make a will, could apply
only to unmarried women after the death of their

father, and to widows who were not in the power of

a father. This subject requires explanation.

Cicero* observes, " if a woman has made a will,

and has never undergone a capitis diminutio, it does
not appear that the bonorum possessio can be grant-

ed in pursuance of such will according to the prae-

tor's edict ; for if it could, the edict must give the

posse-^sio in respect of the wills of servi, exules,

and pueri." Cicero means to say that if a woman
made a will without having sustained a capitis dim-
inutio, the will could have no effect at all ; and he
derives his argument " ab adjunctis," for if such a
will could have any effect, then the wills of other

persons, who had not the testamentifactio, might
be effectual so far as to give the bonorum possessio.

It is not a logical inference from the language of

Cicero that a woman who had sustained a capitis

diminutio could make a will ; but this is the ordi-

nary meaning of such language, and it appears tc

be his. Consistently with this, Ulpian says,* " wom-
en, after their twelfth year, can make a will with

the auctoritas of a tutor, so long as they are in tu-

tela ;" and the comment of Boethius on the passage

of the Topica clearly shows that he understood it

in this way. A woman, then, could make a will

with the auctoritas of her tutor, and not without.

Now if a woman was in tutela legitima, it might b©

correctly said that she could not make a will ; for

if she was ingenua, the tutela belonged of right to

the agnati and gentiles, and if she was a liberta, it

belonged to the patron. In these cases a woman
could indeed make a valid will with the consent of

1. (Ulp., Frag., tit. 20, s. 13.)- 2. (Top., 4.)— 3 fPrap.. liu

20, s. 15.)
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Her tutores, but, as her tutores were her heirs in

case of intesttjoy, such consent would seldom be

given ; and though a woman under such circum-

stances might be allowed to make a will, it may be

assumed that ft was a circumstance altogether un-

usual, and thus the rule as to a woman in tutela

legitima, as above stated, might be laid down as

jfonerally true. The passage of Cicero, therefore,

does not apply to the tutela legitima, but to some-
thing else. Since the discovery of the Institutes

of Gaius the difficulty has been cleared up, though

tt had been solved in a satisfactory manner by Sa-

ligny before the publication of Gaius.'

A woman could make a " coemptio fiduciae causa"
in order to qualify herself to make a will ; for " at

that time women had not the power of making a
will, except certain persons, unless they made a

coemptio, and were remancipated and manumitted

;

but, on the recommendation of Hadrian, the senate
made the ceremony of coemptio unnecessary for

this purpose."* The coemptio was accompanied
with a capitis diminutio, and this is what Cicero
alludes to in the passage of the Topica. {Vid. Mar-
KI.10E, Roman.) A woman who came in manum
viri had sustained a capitis diminutio, but it must
not be inferred from this that ifshe became a widow
she could make a will. The capitis diminutio of
Cicero means that the will must be made with the
auctoritas of a tutor. Now if the husband died

when the wife had been vi manu, and he appointed'

no tutor for her, she wm in the legitima tutela of

her nearest agnati, who would be her own children

and step-children, if she had any. But the tutela

legitima in such a case would seem something un-
natural, and, accordingly, the magistratus would
give a tutor to the woman ; and such a tutor, as he
Bad no interest in the woman's property, could not
prevent her from making a will. The husband
might, by his will, giveithe wife a power to choose a
tutor (tutoris optio), and such a tutor could not re-

fuse his consent to the woman making a will ; for,

instead of the woman being in the potestas of the

tutor, he was in the potestas of the woman, so far

as to be bound to assent to her testamentary dis-

positions.'

Tlie case of Silius* may be a case of a woman's
making a will without Vif, auctoritas of a tutor, for

it appears that a worn?/' ( Furpilia) had disposed of
property by will, and O'.rvius Sulpicius was of opin-

ion *hat this was not a valid will, because the will-

rpaker had not the testamentifactio. There may,
however, have been other reasons why the will-

maker had not the testamentifactio than the want
of a capitis diminutio (in the sense of Cicero*), and,
consequently, the opinion of those critics who refer

the case mentioned in this letter to the principle of
the capitis diminutio is not a certain truth.

The following references may be consulted as to

• his matter : Cic, Pro Cacin., 6, 25 ; Pro Flac., 35
;

Pro Muren., 12; ad Alt., vii., 8,—Liv., xxxix., 19.

—Gaius, i., 150, &c.
Libertae could not make a testament without the

auctoritas of their patronus, except so far as this

rule was altered by enactments, for they were in

the legitima tutela of their patronus. Libertae who
had a certain number of children could make a will

without the auctoritas of their patronus. {Vid.

Patsonos.)
The vestal virgins had no tutor, and yet they

could make a testament. The Twelve Tables re-

leased them from all tutela "in honorem sacer-

iolii."*

1. (BeytragzurGesch. der Geschlecht., Zeitschrift, vol. iii., p.

3S8.)—2. (Cuius, 115, o.)— 3. (Comp. Liv., xxxix., 19, and Cic,
Pro Murrn., c. 17.— Galug, i.. 150.)— 4. (Cic. ad Div., vii., 21.)
5. (Tup., 4.)- -6. (Cic, De Rer.., iii., 10.—Gaiui, i., 145.)

OF

In order to constitute a valid will, it was necfa
sary that a heres should be instituted, which migh
be done in such terms as follow : Tilius heres eslo,

Titium hcredem esse julco. {Vid. Heres, Roman, p
497.)

All persons who had the commercium could be
heredes ; slaves also, and others who were not sui

juris, could be made heredes. (
Vid. Heres ; Servd? ,

Roman, p. 883.) But there were many classes of
persons who could not be heredes : Peregrini, who
had not recei'/ed the commercium : persons who
were imperfectly described : juristical persons or
universitates, except by their liberti, a privilege

granted by a senatus consultum ; gods, or the tenjr

pies of gods, except such as were excepted by a
senatus consultum and imperial constitutions, such
as Jupiter Tarpeius, Apollo Didymaeus, Mars in

Gallia, Minerva Iliensis, Hercules Gaditanus, and
others enumerated by Ulpian :' a postumus alienus

could not be made a heres, for he was an incerta

persona : it is a disputed question whether, ac-
,

cording to the old law, women could be made
heredes ; but the question concerns only those
who were sui juris, as to whom there seems no
sufficient reason why they could not be made here-
des ; the capacity of women to take under a will

was limited by the Voconia Lex : unmarried per-

sons, and persons who had no children, were limited

as to their capacity to take under a will by the Papia
Poppaea Lex. {Vid. Julia Lex et Papia Popp^ea )

The first question as to the validity of a will was
the capacity of the tisstator ; the next question was
as to the proper observance of the forms required
by law, " except in the case of soldiers, who, in

consideration of their little acquaintance with such
matters, were allowed to make their wills as they
pleased or as they could."* This remark of Gaius
seems to refer to the imperial period.

As to the form of wills, Gaius' and Ulpian* are
now the best authorities.

Originally there were two modes ofmaking wills

for people made their wills either at calata comitia,

which were appointed twice a year for the making
of wills, or they made wills in procinctu, that is.

when they were going to battle, for an army in

movement and under arms is procinctus. A third

mode of making wills was introduced, which was
effected per as et libram, whence the name of tes-

tamentum per aes et libram. If a man had neither
made his will in calata comitia nor in procinctu,

and was in imminent danger of death, he would
mancipate {mancipio dabat) his familia, that is, his

patrimonium, to a friend, and would tell him what
he wished to be given to each after his death. The
old form of making a will per aes et libram was this

:

The familiae emtor, that is, the person who received
the familia by mancipation, filled the place of heres,

and, accordingly, the testator instructed him what
he wished to be given to each after his death. In
the time of Gaius the practice was different. One
person was instituted heres (Acre* testamento tnsH-

tuitur), who was charged with the pajTnent of tnc
legacies, or, as it is expressed in the phraseology
of the Roman law, " a quo etiam legata relinqucban-

lur;" and another person was present as familiae

emtor, from a regard to the old legal form. The
mode of proceeding was this : The testator, afler

having written his will {tabula testamenti), called

together five witnesses, who were Roman citizens

and puberes, and a libripens, as in the case of other

mancipationes, and mancipated his familia to some
person in compliance with legal forms {dicis causa).

The words of the familiae emtor show clearly the

original nature of the transaction : " Familiam pe-

I. (Frag., tit. 22, i. 60—2. (Gai>ia, ii., U44—3. (ii., 1014t-4
(Frac., tit. zx.)
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umtamgue tuatn endo mandatam tuielam custodelam-

que mean recipio eaque quo tu jure testamenlum facere

possis secundum legem publicum hoc are (ancaque

libra) esto mihi cmta." The emtor then struck the

scales with a piece of money, which he gave to the

testator as the price of the familia. Then the tes-

tator, taking the will in his hand, said :
" Hac ita ut

in his tabulis ccrisque (or ccrisve) scripta sunt ita do ita

lego ita testor itaque vos Quiritcs testimonium mihi per-

hibelotc." This was called the nuncupatio or pub-

lishing of the will ; in other words, the testator's

general confirmation of all that he had written in

his will.

As the familiae emtio was supposed to be a real

transaction between the emtor and the testator, the

testimony of their several families was excluded,

and, consequently, a person who was in the power
of the familiae emtor, or in the power of the testa-

tor, could not be a witness. If a man who was in

the power of another was the familiae emtor, it fol-

lowed that his father could not be a witness, nor his

brother, if the brother was in the power of the
father. A filiusfamilias who, after his missio, dis-

posed of his castrense peculium by testament, could
not have his father as witness, nor any one who
was in the power of his father. The same rules

applied to the I'bripens, for he was a witness. A
person who was in the power of the heres or of a
legatee, or in whose power the heres or legatee
was, or who was in the power of the same person
as the heres or a legatee, and also the heres or a
legatee, could all be witnesses ; for, as Ulpian ob-
serves, there is no objection to any number of wit-

nesses from the same family. But Gains observes
that this ought not to be considered as law with re-

spect to the heres, and him who is in the power of
the heres, and him in whose power the heres is.

According to Gains, wills were originally made
only at calata comitia and in procinctu. The
comitia were held twice a year for the purpose of
making wills, and a will not made there was in-

valid. It is sometimes assumed that these comitia
were held in order that the gentes might consent
to the testamentary disposition, in which it is im-
plied that they might refuse their consent. But
there is no direct evidence for this opinion, and it

derives no support from a consideration of the
mode of disposing of property per ass et libram.
The form per a;s et libram was a form introduced
in cases when the will had not been made at the
calata comitia nor in procinctu. It had effect be-
cause it was an alienation of property inter vivos
without the consent of any parties except the buyer
and seller, which alienation must be assumed to
have been a legal transaction at the time when this
new form of will was introduced. This new form
was a sale, and the familiae emtor undertook a
trust : he resembled the heres fiduciarius of later
tunes. It is probable enough that there were ori-

ginally no means of compelling him to execute the
trust, but opinion would be a sufficient guarantee
that the testator's will would be observed, and thus
would arise one of those parts of law which had its

source in Mos. Now when the Romans introduced
new legal forms, they always assimilated them to
old forms, whence we have a probable conclusion
that the form of mancipatio was also obseived at
the calata comitia ; and if so, the consent of the
gentes wis not necessary, unless it was neojssary
to every alienation of property, which in the absence
of evidence must not be assumed, though such may
have been the fact. The difference, then, between
the will made at the calata comitia and the will
per ees et libram, consisted in the greater solemnity
and notoriety of the former, and the consequent
greater security that th ^ testator's intentions would

962

be obseived. Written wills are not spokei of wit!
reference to this time, nor is it probable t; at wills

were written : it does not appear that a wr tten v I'

was ever required by law. The testator's dispori

tion of his property would be short and simple ii

those early times, and easily remembered ; but
there would be greater security for an unwrittec
will made at the comitia than for an unwritten will

made per aes et libram ; whence, in course of time,
tabulae became a usual part of the ceremony of a
wiU.

As we are ignorant of the true nature of private
property among the Romans, viewed with respect
to its historical origin, we cannot determine with
certainty such questions as these respecting testa-

mentary disposition, but it is of some importance
to exclude conjectures which are devoid of all evi-

dence. Rein* has referred to the modern writers
who have discussed this subject : he has adopted
the opinion of Niebuhr, according to which, •' as the
property of an extinct house escheated to the cury,
that of an extinct cury to the publicum of the citi-

zens at large, the consent of the whole populus was
requisite ; and this is the origin of the rule that

testaments were to be made in the presence of the

pontiff and the curies."' But there is no evidence
of the assertion contained in the first part of this

passage ; and if this rule as to escheat is admitted
to be a fact, the rule that testaments must be con-
firmed by the pontiff and curies is no necessary
conclusion. Niebuhr farther observes that " the
plebeian houses were not so oonnected, but the
whole order had a public coffer in the Temple ni
Ceres; and when the army, being assembled in

centuries, either on the field of Mars or beforfe a
battle, passed the last will of a soldier into a law.
it thereby resigned the claims of the whole body to
the property." This assertion, also, is not supported
by evidence, and is therefore a mere conjecture,
against the probability of which there are sufficient

reasons.

The testamentum in procinctu is, for anything
we know to the contrary, as oM as the testament
at the calata comitia. In this case the forms of
the calata comitia were of necessity dispensed
with, or the soldier would often have died intestate.

This power of disposition in the case of a testa-

mentum in procinctu could not depend on the con
sent of the whole populus in each particular in

stance, for the nature of the circumstances ex
eluded such consent. He had, therefore, full powev
of disposition in procinctu, a circumstance which
leads to the probable conclusion that the will made
at the calata comitia differed only from the other
will in its forms and not in its substance. Some
writers assert that the testamentum in procinctu
could only be made after the auspices were taken,

which gave the testament the religious sanction,

and that, when the auspices ceased to be taken in

the field, this kind of testament ceased to be made

;

and that the military testaments mentioned about
the latter part of the Republic (as by Caesar^) were
not the same kind of testaments, but purely mili-

tary testaments made without any form, which io

the imperial period became in common use, and of
which J. Capsar probably introduced the practice.*

Cicero, however, speaks of the will in procinctu* as

then in use, and he describes it as made " siru libra

et tabulis," that is, without the forms which were
used after the introduction of the testamentum per

aes et libram. Thus the testamentum in procinctu

always retained its characteristic of being exempted
from legal forms, but as to thf capaaty of the testa •

1. (Da» R3in. Privatrecht, p. 373, note.)—2. (Hint, of Roma
ii., p. 338.)— 3. (Bell. Gall., i., 39.- Veil. Pateic, li., 5, &c.)-
4. (Dig. 2&, Vt 1 : De Testsmeulo Miliiis.}' >-5. (Do Cr . M.:
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to/, ii was always subject to the same rules of law

as other wills, so far as wc know.
The form of mancipalio owed its origin to positive

enactments (md. Usucapion) : it was a form of alien-

ation accompanied with certain public ceremonies,

the pre8Uine<l ohject of which was to secure evidence

«f the transfer. The form of mancipatio as applied

to a will was exactly the same form as mancipatio

Applied to any other purpose : it was an alienation

of the property, and, according to strict principles, it

must liave been irrevocable. It is sometimes as-

sumed that the five witnesses to the testament {ci-

vt» Romam puberes) were representatives of the five

classes of Servius TuUus. If this is true (which is

a mere assumption), the classes weie represented as

witnesses only, not as persons wno gave their con-

sent to the act. Engelbach states :
" Mancipation

was originally a formal sale, in which the puhlicness

of the transaction constituted the essential charac-

teristic. When tiie seller had transferred to the

buyer the ownership of a thing before the five rep-

resentatives of the five classes of the Roman peo-

ple, this was as valid as any other !ex which was
brought before the assembly of the people and pass-

ed into a lex."* The whole meaning of this is not

clear, but so far as this it is clear and true : the

testamentum per aes et libram differed in no respects

as to the capacity of the alienor from any other
mancipation. Now we must either suppose that

the assumed consent of the populus to the testa-

mentary disposition at the calata comitia was ex-

pressed by a special enactment, which should tra"«>-

fer the property according to the testator's wish, or

that the consent only must have been given to the

transfer, and the transfer must have been made in

the usual way : the latter is the only conceivable
case of the two. In assuming this original neces-

sity of consent on the part of the populus to the

testamentary disposition, we assume that Roman
property was originally inalienable at the will of the
owner. This may be true, but it is not yet shown
to be so.

The Twelve Tables recognise a man's power to

dispose of his property by will as he pleased :
" Uti

legassit super pccunia tulelave sua ret ila jus esto."*

It is generally admitted, and the extant passages are
consistent with the opinion, that the new testa-

mentary form per ks et libram existed while the
two original forms were still in use. Now in the
testainentum per aes et libram there is no pretence
for saying that any consent was required except
that of the buyer and seller; and the Twelve Tables
recognise the testator's power of disposition. If,

then, the form of testament at the comitia calata sub-
sisted after the Twelve Tables, we have, according
to the views of some writers, a form of testamentum
to which the consent of the testator was sufficient,

and another form in which it was not. There still

remains to those who support this opinion the pow-
er of saying that the consent of the sovereign people
had become a form, and therefore it was indifTerent,

80 far as concerns this consent, whether the will

was made at the comitia, where it would be fully

witnessed, or per ses et libram, where it would be
witnessed by the five representatives. But it is

easy to suggest possibilities ; less easy to weigh ev-
idence accurately, and to deduce its legitimate con-
sequences.

As already observed, there seems to have been
no rule of law that a testament must be written.

The mancipatio required no writing, nor did the in-

stitution of a heres, and the number of witnesses
were probably required in order to secure evidence
of the testator's intentions. Thus it is said* that

I. (I'cbrr dio Usucapion zur Zeit der ZwoifTafeln, p. 80.)

—

% (I'lp, Flag., tit. xi., U.)-3. (Dig. 28, lit. I, s. SI.)

the heres /ni^ht either be made by oral declaratioi

{nuncupatio) or by writing. Written wills, however,
were the common form among the Romans, at least

in the later republican and in the imperial periods.

They were written on tablets of wood or wax,
whence the word " cera" is often used as equiva-
lent to " tabella ;" and the expressions prima, se>

cunda cera, are equivalent to prima, secunda pagina
The will might be written either by the testator or

any other person with his consent, and sometimes
it was made with the advice of a lawyer. It was
written in the Latin language until AD. 439, when
it was enacted that wills might be in Greek. ^ By
the old law, a legacy could not be given in the Greek
language, though a fideicommissum could be so giv-

en. It does not appear that there was originally

any signature by the witnesses. The will was seal-

ed, but this might be done by the testator in secret,

for it was not necessary that the witnesses should
know the contents of the will ; they were witnesses
to the formal act of mancipatio, and to the testator's

declaration that the tabulae which he held in his

hand contained his last will. It must, however,
have been in some way so marked as to be recog-
nised, and the practice of the witnesses (testes) seal-

ing and signing the wilt became common. It was
necessary for the witnesses both to seal {signarc),

that is, to make a mark with a ring {annulus) or

something else on the wax, and to add their names
(adscribere). The five witnesses signed their names
with their own hand, and their subscription also de-

clared whose will it was that they sealed.' The
seals and subscriptions appear to have been on the
outside. A senatus consultum, which applied to

wills among other instruments, enacted that Ihey
should be witnessed and signed as follows : Tfaey
were to be tied with a triple thread (linum) on tho
upper part of the margin, which was to be perfora-

ted at the middle part, and the wax was to be pot
over the thread and sealed. Tabulae which were
produced in any other way had no validity. (Com-
pare Paulus,' where impositae seems to be the true

reading, with Suetonius.*) A man might make sev-

eral copies of his will, which was sometimes done
for the sake of caution.' When sealed, it was de-

posited with some friend, or in a temple, or with
the vestal virgins ; and after the testator's death it

was opened Ircsignarc) in due form. The witnesses
or the major part were present, and after they bad
acknowledged their signatures, the thread (linum)

was broken, and the will was opened and read, and
a copy was made ; the original was then sealed

with the public seal, and placed in the archium,
whence a fresh copy could be got if the first «^opy

should ever be lost.* This practice, described by
Paulus, may have been of considerable antiquity.

The will of Augustus, which had been deposited

with the vestal virgins, was brought into the senate
after his death : none of the witnesses were admit-
ted except those of senatorian rank ; the rest of the
witnesses acknowledged their signatures outside of
the curia.

^

A curious passage in a Novel of Theodosius IT.

(A D. 439, De Teslamcnlis) states the old practice

as to the signature of the witnesses. " In ancient

times a testator showed (offcrebat) his written tes-

tament to the witnesses, and asked them to bear

testimony that the will had so been shown to then
(oblalarum tabularum perhibere testimonium)," which
are almost the words of Gaius. The Novel goes on
to state that the ignorant presumption of posterity

had changed the cautious rule of the ancient law,

and the witnesses were required to know the con-

1. (Cod., Ti.. tit. 23, B. SI.)—2. (I)ijf. 28, tit. J, ». 30.)—3. (8
R., til. 25, ».«.)—4. (Net., 17.)—3 (Suet Tib., 76.)—«. (I»w>

lus, iv., 0.)—7. (Suet.. Tib.. S3.)
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tetts of the will ; the consequence of which was,

that many persons preferred dying intestate to let-

ting the contents of their wills be known The
Novel enacted what we may presume to have been

the old usage, that the testator might produce his

will sealed, or tied up, or only closed, and offer it to

seven witnesses, Roman citizens and puberes, for

their sealing and subscription, provided at the same
time he declared the instrument to be his will, and
signed it in their presence, and then the witnesses

affixed their seals and signatures at the same time

also.

A fragment of a Roman will, belonging to the time

of Trajan, was published by Pugge in the Rheinisches

Museum}
The penalties against fraud in the case of wills

and other instruments were fixed by the lex Corne-
lia. {Vid. Falsum.)
The Edict established a less formal kind of will,

since it acknowledged the validity of a will when
there had been no mancipatio, provided there were
seven witnesses and seven seals, and the testator

had the testamentifactio at the time of making the

will and at the time of his death.* The terms of
the edict are given by Cicero.' The Edict only
gave the bonorum possessio, which is the sense of
hereditas in the passage of Cicero referred to, as
well as in Gaius.* This so-called praetorian testa-

ment existed in the republican period, and for a
long time after. Thus a man had his choice be-

tween two forms of making his will ; the civil form
by mancipatio, and the praetorian with seven seals

and seven witnesses, and without mancipatio.'
The praetorian testament prepared the way for

the abolition of mancipatio, the essential character
of a will made according to the jus civile, and in

the legislation of Justinian the form of making a
testament was simplified. It required seven male
witnesses of competent age and legal capacity, and
the aa, must be done in the presence of all, at the
same place, and at the same time, that is, it must
be continuous. The testator might declare his last

will orally
(
sine scriptis ) before seven witnesses,

and this was a good will. If it was a written will,

the testator acknowledged it before the witnesses
as his last will, and put his name to it, and the wit-

nesses then subscribed their names and affixed their

seals. The testator might write his will or have it

written by another person, but such other person
could derive no advantage under the will. {Vid.

Sen.vtus Consultum Libonianum.)
The cases in which a will was not valid, because

the heredes sui were not expressly exheredated, are
stated in Heres (Roman).
A testament which was invalid from the first was

injustum, and never could become valid : it was non
jure factum when the proper forms had not been
observed

; it was nuUius momenti, as in the case of
a filiusfamilias who is " praeteritus." A testament-
um justum might become either ruptum or irritum
in consequence of subsequent events.*
A testament became ruptum if the testator made

a subsequent testament in due form as required by
law

: and it made no matter whether or not there
turned out to be a heres under the second will ; the
only question was whether there could have been
one. If, then, the heres named in the second will
refused the hereditas, or died either in the lifetime
of the testator, or after his death, and before the
cretio, or failed to comply with the conditions of the
will, or lost the hereditas under the lex Julia et
Papia Poppaea—in all these cases the paterfamilias
died intestate.

1. (i., 249, Ac.)—2. (Gaius, ii., 147.)—3. (in Verr., c. i., 45.)
—4. (ii., 119.)—5. (Savigny, Beytrae zur Gesch. der R3m. Tes-
tam., Zeitsohrift, i., 78.)—6. 'Dig. M, tit. 3, s. 1.)
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A valid will became irritum if the testator sua
tained a capitis diminutio after the dale of the will

or if it failed of effect because there was no heres
Thus a prior will which was invalidated by a subse-
quent will was ruptum ; and if there was no herea
under the subsequent a rill, such will was irritum.

If a man who had made a will was taken prison-

er by the enemy, his will was good jure jtostliminii

if he returned home ; if he died in captivity, it was
made as valid by the lex Cornelia as if he had not
been a captive.

Though a will might be ruptum or irritum by the

JUS civile, it was not always without effect ; for the

bonorum possessio secundum tabulas might be had
by the scriptus heres, if the will was witnessed by
seven witnesses, and if the testator had the testa-

mentifactio. The distinction between the case o(

a will which was invalid jure civili for want of due
forms, and one which was invalid for want of legal

capacity to dispose of property by will, was well rec-

ognised in the time of Cicero. A will also became
ruptum by adgnatio, that is, if a suus heres waa
born after the making of the will, who was not ei-

ther instituted heres, or exheredated as the law re-

quired. A quasi adgnatio also arose by adoption,

or by the in manum conventio, or by succession to

the place of a suus heres, as in the instance of a
grandson becoming a suus heres in consequence of
the death or the emancipation of a son : a will also

became ruptum by the manumission of a son, that

is, where the son, after a first and second mancipa-
tion, returned into the power of his father. (Vid.

Emancipatio.)
A testament was called inofficiosum which waa

made in legal form, " sed non ex officio pietatis.^*

For instance, if a man had exheredated his own
children, or passed over his parents, or brothers or

sisters, the will was in form a good will, but if there
was no sufficient reason for this exheredation or

praeterition, the persons aggrieved might have an
inofficiosi querela. The ground of the complaint
was the allegation that the testator was " 7ion sana
meiitis," so as to have capacity to make a will. It

was not alleged that he was furiosus or demens,
for these were technical words which implied com-
plete legal incapacity. The distinction was a fine

one, and worthy of the subtlety of the jurists, to

whom it may be presurhed to eve its origin. By
the legislation of Justinian, no person could main-
tain a querela inofficiosi beyond the degree of broth-

ers and sisters ; and brothers and sisters couki

only maintain their claim against " scripti heredes''^

who were " turpes persona." The complaint also

could only be maintained in cases where the com-
plaining parties had no other right or means of re-

dress. If any portion, however small, was left by
the will to the complaining party, he could not main
tain a querela inofficiosi, and he was only entitled

to so much as would make up his proper share. If

the judex declared the testamentum to be inofficio-

sum, it was rescinded ; but if there were several

heredes, the testament would only be rescinded a?

to him or them against whose institution the judex
had pronounced. The portion of an hereditas

which might be claimed by the querela inofficiosi

was one fourth, which was divided among the

claimants pro rata.*

The querela inofficiosi is explained by Savigny
with his usual perspicuity.' When a testator pass-

ed over in his will any of his nearest kinsfolks,

who in the case of intestacy would be his heredes,

this gave rise to the opinion that the person thus

passed over had merited this mark of the testator's

disapprobation. If this opinion was unfounded, the

1. (Top., 11.)— 2. (Plin., Ep., v., 1.—Inst., ii., tit. 1?.—Di^
5, tit. 2 : T)e Innffinioso Testameuto.)—3. (System, dec, ii , 127

/
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i€stator had done an unmerited injury to the person,

and his remedy was by getting the will set aside,

ds made under the influence of passion. If the will

was set aside, the testator was thereby declared to

feave died intestate, and the complainant obtained

^he hereditas which was the immediate object of

\ho querela, or his share of it. But the ultimate

•bject of the querela was the public re-establish-

fient of the injured honour of the complainant,

n'ho in this action appeared in a hostile position

*'ith respect to the testator who had brought his

tharacter in question. Consequently, this action

oad for its ultimate object vindicta, and the pecu-

liarity of the action consisted in the dilTerence be-

tween this ultimate object of the action and the

immediate object of it (property), which was mere-
'y a means to the ultimate object. ( Vid. Vindicta.)

There is no evidence to show when the querela

inofliciosi was introduced as a mode of setting aside

a will. The phrase testamentum inofficiusum oc-

curs in Cicero and in Quintilian.'

Codicilli were an informal will : they may be de-

fined to be a testemientary disposition of such a

kind which does not allow the direct appointment
or exheredation of a heres, even though the codi-

cilli are confirmed by a testament ; but he who was
appointed heres by a testament might be request-

ed by codicilli to give the hereditas to another alto-

gether or in part, even though the codicilli were not

confirmed by a testament. A legacy could not be
given by codicilli unless the codicilli were con-

firmed by a will ; and this must be the case to

which Pliny refers.* Acilianus had made Pliny
^ heres ex parte," but he had also made codicilli in

his own handwriting, which, as Pliny jdleges, were
void (pro non scrytts hahcndi), because they were
not confirmed by the will. Now, as already ob-

served, it appears from Gains' that a person who
was appointed heres by a will might be required

iy codicilli to give the whole hereditas or a part to

mother, even though the codicilli were not confirm-

ed by a will. But Pliny is speaking of codicilli

which were void for want of a testamentary con-

firmation ; and this, as we learn from Gaius, is the

;ase of a legacy given by codicilli which have not

been confimied by a will. This confirmation might
06 either prospective or retrospective {si in testa-

mento caverii testator, ut quidquid in codiciUis scrip-

terit, id ralttm sit ;* quos novissimos fecero*). This
passage of Pliny, as to the confirmation of codicilli

by a testament, has sometimes been misunder-
stood. It is stated,* " Conficiuntur codicilli quatuor

modis : aul enim infuturum cottjirmantur aut in prce-

teritum, aul per fideicommissum teslamenlo facto aut

tine tcstamcnto." These four modes are referred

to in Gaius : the first two are contained in the

words above quoted, "« in testamento,''^ &c. : the
third is the cjise of the heres institutus being re-

quired to give the hereditas to another person by
codicilli non confirmati ; and the fourth is the case
of a fideicommissum given by codicilli of a person
who made no other testamentary disposition. It

was a rule of law that codicilli, when duly made,
were to be considered (except in a few cases) as

incorporated in the will at the time when the will

was made, a principle which led to various legal

conclusions, which the Roman jurists deduced with
their usual precision.'

Originally there was probably no particular form
required for codicilli ; but there must have been
evidei^ce of their containing the testator's inten-

tion. Subsequently witnesses were required, and
five witnesses were sufficient for coJicilli made in

I. (Inst. Or., ix., 2.) — 2. (Ep., ii. 16.) — 3. (ii., 273.)— 4.

(Gaius, li., 2T0.)—5. (Dig. 2«, lit. 7,i 8.)—d (Id. ib.)—7. (Dig.

t7, th. 7, B. 2.)

writing, if the witnesses subscribed thei: names n
the codicilli.' But a man could, without writing
and in the presence of five witnesses, impose a

fideicommissum on his heres. A testament which
was defective as such, might be effectual as codi-

cilli. The power to make codicilli was the same
as the power to make a testament.*

The subject of Roman testaments con only be
satisfactorily expounded in a large treati.se, and it

would require to be treated historically. The pre-

ceding sketch may be useful, and generally trua
and it affects to be nothing more.
TESTIS. {Vid. Oath, Roman, p. 670.)

TESTU'DO {x^^vri), a Tortoise, was the name
given to several other objects.

1. To the Lyra, because it was sometimes made
of a tortoise-shell. ( Vid. Lyra.)

2. To an arched or vaulted roof* {Vid. Tem-
PLUM, p. 959.) Thus, in a Roman house, when the
cavum aedium was roofed all over, and had no
opening or compluvium in the centre, the cavum
aedium was called testudo.* {Vid. House, Roman,
p. 516, 517.)

3. To a military machine moving upon wheels
and roofed over, used in besieging cities, under
which the soldiers worked in undermining the
walls, or otherwise destroying them.* It was usual-

ly covered with raw hides or other materials which
could not easily be set on fire. The battering-ram

{vid. Aries) was frequently placed under a testudo
of this kind, which was then called Testudo arieia-

ria.^ Vitruvius also mentions and explains the
construction of several other military machines to

which the name of testudines was given.'

4. The name of testudo was also applied to the
covering made by a close body of soldiers, ,who
placed their shields over their heads to secure
themselves against the darts of the enemy. Th«
shields fitted so closely together as to present one
unbroken surface, without any interstices betweer
them, and were also so firm that men could waU
upon them, and even horses and chariots be driver
over them." A testudo was formed {testudincm fa
cere) either in battle, to ward off the arrows and
other missiles of the enemy, or, which was more
frequently the case, to form a protection to the sol-

diers when they advanced to the walls or gales of
a town for the purpose of attacking them.* (S?e

1. (Cod , vi., tit. 36.)—2. (Dig. 29, tit. 7 : De Ju e CotliciU

mm.)—3. (Virg., .t;a., i ,505.-Cic., Brut., 2a.)-4. (Varr., i
L., v., 161, ed. MQller.) —5. ((.'as., B. G., v., 42, 43.—B. C. li.,

2.)—6. (Vitruv., X., 19. p. 322. Bip )— 7. .i., 20, 21.—CompMi
Polyb., ix., 41.)—8. (Dion Ciss., xlix.. 30.) — 9. (Dion C«m. ;

c—Liv., X., 43.— CiE»., B. G., a., 6.—Sail., Jug., M.)
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ptcreding cu , taken from the Antoiiine column.)

Sometimes tie shields were disposed in such a way
as to make the testudo slope. The soldiers in the

first line stood upright, those in the second stooped

a litlle, and each line successively was a little low-

er than the preceding dawn to the last, where the

soldiers rested on ore knee. Such a disposition

of the shields was called Fastigata testudo, on ac-

count of their sloping like the roof of a building.

The advantages of this plan were obvious : the

stones and missiles thrown upon the shields rolled

off them like water from a roof; besides which,

other soldiers frequently advanced upon them to

attack the enemy upon the walls. The Romans
were accustomed to form this kind of testudo, as

an exercise, in the games of the circus.'

*II. ixe^vc and x^^^vtj), the Tortoise or Testudo.
"TTie Greek viTitcrs describe several species of

both the Land and Sea Tortoise. Of the sea-turtle,

they were, of course, best acquainted with those

species which are found in the Mediterranean,

.^lian, however, also makes mention of the Indian.

The species which the ancients may be supposed
to hdve known most familiarly are the Testudo lyra,

T. Grceca, and T. geometrica. (On the use of the

turtle by the ancients as an article of food, con-

sult Schweighaeuser, Ad Alhen., viii., 7.

—

Ges-ner,

De Aquat.—Actuamis, lib. iv. ; and Zenobius, Cent.,

iv., 13.) The ifivg is the Speckled Tortoise, or Emys
Europaa."^
TETRADRAOHMUM. (Vid. Drachma.)
TETRARCHES or TETRARCHA {TETpdpxvc)-

This word was originally used, according to its

etymological meaning, to signify the governor of
the fourth pan ol a country {reTpapxia or rerpaSap-

x'la). We have an example in the ancient division

of Thessaly into tour tetrarchies, which was revi-

ved by Philip.' (Vid. Tagos.) Each of the three

Gallic tribes which settled in Galatia was divided

mto four tetrarchies, each ruled by a tetrarch.*

Tliis arrangement subsisted till the latter times of

the Roman Republic,* but at last the twelve te-

trarchs of Gallo-Grsecia were reduced to one, name-
ly, Deiotarus.* Some of the tribes of Syria were
ruled by tetrarchs, and several of the princes of the

house of Herod ruled in Palestine with this title.'

Niebuhr* remarks that the tetrarchs in Syria were
zemindars, who occupied the rank of sovereigns,

in the same way as the zemindars of Bengal suc-
ceeded under Lord Cornwallis in getting them-
selves recognised as dependant princes and abso-
lute proprietors of the soil.

In the later period of the Republic and under
the Empire, the Romans seem to have used the
title (as also those of ethnarch and phylarch) to des-
ignate those tributary princes who were not of
sufficient importance to be called kings.*

*TETRIX (r^rptf, or -a^, or -uuv), a bird noti-

C3d by Aristotle, and supposed to be the Otis Te-
Irax, or Little Bustard."
TETRO'BOLUS. (Tid. Drachma.)
TETTAPA'KONTA, 01. {Vid. Forty, The.)
TETTIGOME'TRA {TeTTiyofiriTpa), a term

meaning literally " the mother of the Tettix," or
Cicada. In reality, however, it indicates merely

1 (LiT., xtiv., 9.—Polyb., xxviii., 12.)—2. (.Lilian, N. A.,xiv.,
42, &c.— Adain8, Append., s. v. xAuf.)— 3. (Hnrpocrat., 8. v.
Ttrpapx<'«-— StralK), 430.—Demoslti., Philipp., ii., p. 117.—Eu-
rip., Alcest., 1154.— Thirlwall's Greece, vi., p. 13 14) 4
(Strabo, 566, 567.—Plin., H. N., v.,42.)— 5. (Appian, Miilirid.!
46.—Syr., '60.—Bell. Civ., iv., 88.) — 6. (Liv., Epir., 94. — Cic
Pro Deiot., 15.—Hirtius, De Bell. Alex., 67.)—7. (Plin., H. N.,
»., 16, 19. — Joscrh., Antiq., xiv., 13, 4 1 ; xvii., 8, M : xi., 4, t)

18, X'ii., 11, « 1 ; xi., 2, « 1.—Vit., II.)—8. (Hist, of Rome, ii.,

p. 135.)—9. (Compare Lucan, vii., 227.— Sail., Cat., 20.—Cic,
Pro Mil., 28 ; in Vatin., 12.—Hor., Sat., i., 3, 12.—Veil. Paterc.,
U., 51.— Tatit., Ann., iv., 25.) — 10. (Arislot., H. A., vi., 2.—
Athen., ix.—Adams. Aooend., a. v.)
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that intermediate condition of the vympL prlo le

the development ol the organs of flight.'

•TETI'IX {TETTi^), the Cicada. ( Vid. JicAOi )

•TEUTHIS {TEvdig), a species of cuttle-fish, Inft

Loligo pnrva of Rondelet. " Belon says its Italian

name is Cafamaro, and hence HoUartd, in his trans-
lation of Pliny, calls it the Calamat y, which name
of it is still retained."*

TEUTHOS {TEvdo^), a species (t cuttle-fish akii
to the pieceding. It is the Loligo magna of Ron-
delet, or the Sepia loligo, L., called in English the
Sleeve-fish. Tlie late writers on Natural History
give it the name of Loligo vulgaris.'

*TEUTLOS (revxAof, -ov, -lov, -«f, or aevrlov),

the Beet, or Bc/a vulgaris. (Vid. Beta.)
TEXTOR, TEXTRINUM. ( Vid. Tela, p. 953.)

THALAMITOI, THALA'MIOI {^alafccroi, i?a-

Xu/xioi.) ( Virf. Ships, ji. 893.)

THALASSOCRAMBE {Pa'kaaaoKpuii^rj), called

by Dioscorides Kpautri ^alaaaia, the Sea Kail, or

Convolvulus soldanclla.*

THALICTRON (i?«?.t/crpov), a plant, the Thalic-

trum minus, or Lesser Meadow-rue. According to

Hardouin, it is the Tholictrum of Pliny.*

THALYSJA {daXvoLa), a festival celebrated in

honour of Dionysus and Demeter,* or, according
to others, of Dfimtnor alone, as it is described by
Theocritus in his seventh idyl, and by the gram-
marians who Aa-roie the a»-gnmenta to the same.
It was held in autuiiiii, after the harvest, to thank
the gods for the beuetiis they had conferred upou
men.'
THAPSIA {^aiina\ a plant used to dye yellow,

which some lexicographers make to be the Mullein,

i. e., Verbascum t/iapsus, or the Thnpsia villosa or

fatida, L. Dierliach holds it to be a species of
deadly carrot, Tkapsiagarganica; but Sprengel pre-

fers the Thapsia askepium. Stackhouse is doubtful

even as to that genus. '• It appears to me higlily

probable," says Adams, " that the Turbith of the
Arabians is the Thapsia root of the Greeks."*
THARGE'LIA (^apyrilia), a festival celebrated

at Athens on the 6th and 7th of Thargelion, m hon-
our of Apollo and Artemis,' or, according to the
scholiast on Aristophanes," in honour of Helios
and the Horae ; the latter statement, however, is

in substance the same .as the former. The ApoUc
who was honoured by this festival was the Delian
Apollo."

The real festival, or the Thargelia in a narrower
sense of the word, appears to have taken place on
the 7ll<, and on the preceding day the city of Ath-
ens, or rather its inhabitants, were purified." The
manner in which this purification »vas effected is

very extraordinary, and is certainly a remnant of
very ancient rites, for two persoiis were put to

death on that day, and the one died on behalf of
the men, and the other on behalf of the women of

Athens. The name by which these victims were
designated was (pap/xanc i : according to some ac-

counts, both of them were men, but according to

others, the one dying on behalf of the women was
a woman, and the other a man." On the day when
the sacrifice was to be performed, the victims were
led out of the city to a place near the sea, with the

accompaniment of a peculiar melody, called xpaiJ/j/c

vofiog, played on the flute.'* The neck of the one

1. (Aristot., II. A., v., 24.—Adams, Append., a. v.)—2. (Adams,
Append., s. v.)— 3. (Adams, Append., s. v.) — 4. (Geopon., xii.,

1.— Dioscor., ii., 148. — Adains, Append., s. v.) — 5. (Dioscor.,

iv., 96.— Plin., II. N., xxvii., 112.— Adams, Append., s v.)— 6.

(Menand. Rhet., quoted by Meursius.)—7. (Spaulieim ad Calli-

mach., llynm. in Cer., 20 and 137.—Wiisltmann ad Theocrit.,

Idyll., vii., 3.)— 8. (Dioscor., iv., 154.— Theophr., II. P., ix., 9
—Adams, Append., s. v.)— 9. (Etym. Mag.— Suidas, s. v. Qaf
vijXin.)— 10. (Equit.,1405.)-ll. (Athrn., x.,p.424.)— 12. (Plut,
Symp., viii., 1.—Diog. Laert., ii., 44.—Hatpocr., s. v i>ap/iaM(.i
—13. (Ilesych., s. v. <t>apnaKoi.)—14. (HesycV., s v.)
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WHO died for the men was surrounded with a gar-

land of black figs, that of the other with a garland

of white ones ; and while they were proceeding to

the place of their destiny, they were beaten with

rods of fig-wood, and figs and other things were
thrown at them Cheese, figs, and cake were put

into their hands that they might eat them. They
were at last burned on a funeral pile made of wild

fig-wood, and their ashes were thrown into the sea

and scattered to the winds.' Some writers main-

tain, fi om a passage of Ammonius,* that they were
thrown into the sea alive ; but this passage leaves

the matter uncertain. We are not informed wheth-

er this expiatory and purifying sacrifice was offered

regularly every year, but from the name of the vic-

tims {^apjiaKoi), as well as from the whole account

of Tzetzes, which is founded on good authorities,

it appears highly probable that this sacrifice only

took place in case of a heavy calamity having be-

fallen the city (voaovariz rfiq Tro/lewf), such as the

plague, a famine, «&c. What persons were chosen
as victims on such occasions is not mentioned, and
we only learn from Suidas' that ihey were kept at

the public expense (driiioai^ rpei^ofievoi). But tliey

were in all probability criminals sentenced to death,

and who were kept by the slate from the time of

their condemnation to be sacrificed at the Tharge-
lia. In the earlier times, however, they were not

criminals, but either cripples,* or persons who of-

fered to die voluntarily for the good of their coun-
try.'

The second day of the Thargelia was solemnized
with a procession and an agon, which consisted of a

cyclic chorus performed by men at the expense of

a choragus.* The prize of the victor in this agon
was a tripod, which he had to dedicate in the Tem-
ple of Apollo which had been built by Pisistratus.'

On this day it was customary for persons who were
adopted into a family to be solemnly registered, and
received into the genos and the phratria of the

adoptive parents. This solemnity was the same as

that of registering one's own children at the apa-

turia.* ( l^trf. Adoption, Greek.)
Respecting the origin of the Thargelia there

are two accounts. According to Istrus,' the <j>afj-

uaxoi derived their name from one Pharmacus,
who, having stolen the sacred vials of Apollo, and
leing caught in the act by the men of Achilles,

was stoned to death, and this event was commem-
tiated by the awful sacrifice at the Thargelia.

Helladius,** on the other hand, states that at first

these expiatory sacrifices were offered for the pur-

pose of purifying the city of contagious diseases,

as the Athenians, after the death of the Cretan
Androgens, were visited by the plague."
J .' THEA'TRUM {y^iarpov). The Athenians, before

the time of ^Eschylus, had only a wooden scaffold-

ing on which their dramas were performed. Such a
wooden theatre was only erected for the time of the
Dionysiac festivals, and was afterward pulled down.
The first drama that .^schylus brought upon the
stage was performed upon such a wooden scaffold,

and it is recorded as a singular and ominous coin-
cidence, that on that occasion (500 B C.) the scaf-

folding broke down. To prevent the recurrence of
Buch an accident, the building of a stone theatre
was forthwith commenced on the southeastern de-

1. (Tietze*, Chil., v., 25.) — 3. (De Uifferent. Vocab.. p. 142,
•d. V»lck.) — 3. {». ». up/ia«c-)/.)—4. (Teztze^, 1. c— Schol. ad
A.ristoph., Ran., 733.) —5. (Athen., ix., p. 370. — Suidai, <. r.

TfapOivot.)—6. (Lytiaa, De Muncr. accept., p. 235. — Aniiphon,
De Choteut., c. II.—Demneth. is Mid., p. 517.)— 7. (Suidas, i.

r.nu9iov.)—8. (Isieui. De ApoUod. hercd., c. 15.—De Ariitarch.
bered., c. 8.)—9. (ap. Phot., Lex., p. 46".—Etyra. Ma?, and Ilar-

pocrat., 1. V. .ip/i(ijC(J{.)— 10. (p. 534, 3.) — 11. (Vid. Meursiug,
Onecia Feriata, ». v. Oapy/i\tn.— Bode, Geich. der I,yr. Dicht-
kunit der Ilpllcn., i., p. 1*3, &r., where tn account ii also given
of tbe Kpaiifif vdiioi.)

scent of the acropolis, in the I^enaea ; for :t shjuld

be observed that throughout Greece theatres were
always built upon eminences, or on the sloping side

of a hill. The new Athenian theatre was built on a

very large scale, and appears to have been con-

structed with great skill in regard to its acoustic

and perspective arrangements, but the name of tha
architect is not known. It is highly probable that

dramas were performed in this new theatre as soon
as it was practicable, and before it was completely

finished, which did not take place till about B.C.

340, unless we adopt the untenable supposition that

the completion of the Attic theatre at this time re-

fers to a second theatre.' During this long inter-

val of forty olympiads, theatres were erected in all

parts of Greece and Asia Minor, although Athena
was the centre of the Greek drama, and the only

place which produced great master-works in this de-

partment of literature. It should also be borne in

mind, that theatres are mentioned in several parts

of Greece where the worship of Dionysus and the

drama connected with it did not exist, so that these

buildings were devoted to other public exhibitions.

Thus, at Athens itself, there were, in later times, be-

sides the theatre in the Lenaea, two others, viz., the

'AypcKireiov and the tn-t 'Pi/y/AX?/ -diarpov, which
were not destined for dramatic performances, but

were only places in which the sophists held their

declamations. At Sparta there was a theatre of
white marble,* in which assemblies of the peo-

ple were held, choral dances performed, and the

like ;* for the festive joy of Dionysus and tbe

regular drama were foreign to the Spartans. All

the theatres, however, which were constructed in

Greece, were probably built after the model of that

of Athens, and, with slight deviations and modifi-

cations, they all resembled one another in the main
points, as is seen in the numerous ruins of theatres

in various parts of Greece, Asia Minor, and Sicily.

Some of them were of prodigious dimensions. The
theatre of Epidaurus, in the grove of Asclepius, o(

which considerable ruins are still extant, excelled

in beauty the Roman theatres,* and in size evei

that of Megalopolis, which was reckoned the largest

theatre in Greece.* The great number of ruins of

theatres may enable us to form an idea of the par
tiality of the Greeks for such magnificent buildings,

and of their gigantic dimensions. The ruins of the

theatre of Argos encloses a space of 450 feet in di-

ameter ; the theatre of Ephesus is even 660 feet in

diameter. Upon these ruins, see the works of

Clarke, Dodwell, Leake, Hughes, Arundell, and tb*

Supplement to Stuart's Antiquities of Atheiis.

The construction of the Greek theatres has been
the subject of much discussion and dispute in mod-
ern times, and, although all the best writers agree

on the great divisions of wh-f^h a theatre consisted,

the details are in many cases mere matters of con-

jecture. The Attic theatre was, like all the Greek
theatres, placed in such a manner that the place for

the spectators formed the upper or northwestern,

and the stage, with all that belonged to it, the south-

eastern part, and between these two parts lay the

orchestra. We shall consider each of the three di-

visions separately, together with its parts and sub-

divisions, referring the reader to the annexed plan,

which has been made from the remains of Greek
theatres still extant, and from a careful examina-
tion of the passages in ancient writers which de-

scribe the whole or parts of a theatre, especially in

Vitruvius and Pollux.

1. The place for the spectators was, in a narrow-

er sense of the word, called -diarpov. The seats

I. (Pans., i., 29, k 18.—Plut., Vit. i. Oral., p. 841, c; 81^
c.) — 2. (Paus., iii., 14. * 1.) — 3. (Allien., iv., p. 139; xir., j
631.)—4. (Paus , ii., 27, 5.)-5. (Paus., viii., 32. 1.)
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Tin the spectators, which were in most cases cut

out of the rock, consisted of rows of benches rising

one above anotlier ; the rows themselves (a) formed
parts (nearly three fourths) of concentric circles,

and were at intervals divided into compartments
by one or more broad passages {h) running between
them, and parallel with the benches. These pas-

sages were called dia^ufiara or KaraTo/itai, Latin

frcEcinctiones,^ and when the concourse of people

was very great in a theatre, many persons might
stand in them. One side of such a passage formed
towards the upper rows of benches a wall, in which,

in some theatres, though perhaps not at Athens,

niches were excavated, which contained metal ves-

sels (^^eta) to increase the sounds coming from the

stage and orchestra.' Across the rows of benches
ran stairs, by which persons might ascend from the

lowest to the highest. But these stairs ran :n

straight lines only from one praecinctio to another,

and the stairs in the next series of rows were just

between the two stairs of the lower series of bench-
es. By this course of the stairs the seats were di-

vided into a number of compartments resembling
cones from which the tops are cut off; hence they
weie termed KepKideg, and in Latin cunei. The
whole of the place for the spectators {^iarpov) was
sometimes designated by the name koIXov, Latin
cavea, it being in most cases a real excavation of the
rock. Above the highest rcw of benches there rose
a covered portico (c), which of course far exceeded
in height the opposite buildings by which the stage
was surrounded, and appears to have also contrib-

uted to increase the acoustic effect." The entran-
ces to the seats of the spectators were partly un-
der ground, and led to the lowest rows of benches,
while the upper rows must have been accessible
from above.*

2. The orchestra {opx^arpa) was a circular level

space extending in front of the spectators, and
somewhat below the lowest row of benches. But
<t was not a complete circle, one segment of it be-

ing appropriated to the stage. The orchestra was
the place for the chorus, where it performed its ev-

1. (Vitruv., v., 3 and 7.— Bekker, Anecdot., p. 270. — Pollux,
Oiiom., iv., 123. — Harpocrnt. and Suidas, s. v. Kararoii^.) — 2.

(Vitruv., i.. 1, ^ 9 ; v.,4.— Stieglitz, Ai-ch»ol.der Baukunst, &c.,
ii., I,p 150.)—3. (Apuleius, Met., iii., p. 49, Bip.)—1. (Pollux,
Puom., iv., 123.—Athen., xiv., 622.)
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olutions and dances, for which purpose it was cov

erved with boards. As the chorus was the element

out of which the drama rose, so the orchestra was
originally the most important part of a theatre : it

formed the centre round which all the other parts of

the building were grouped. In the centre of the cii

cle of the orchestra was the ^v/iD^rj, that is, the al

tar of Dionysus (d), which was, of course, nearer to

the stage than to the seats of the spectators, the

distance from which was precisely the length of a

radius of the circle. In a wider sense, the orches-

tra comprised the broad passages {irupodoi, e) on

each side between the projecting wings of the stage

and the seats of the spectators, through which the

chorus entered the orchestra. The chorus general-

ly arranged itself in the space between the thymele

and the stage. The thymele itself was of a square

form, and was used for various purposes, according

to the nature of the different plays, such as a funer-

al monument, an altar, &c. It was made of boards,

and surrounded on all sides with steps. It thus

stood upon a raised platform, which was sometimes

occupied by the leader of the chorus, the flute-play-

er, and the rhabdophori.' The flute-player, as well

as the prompter (vno6oXevg, monilor), were generally

placed behind the thymele, so as to face the stage,

and not to be seen by the spectators.' The orches-

tra, as well as the ^iarpov, lay under the open sky :

a roof is nowhere mentioned.

3. The stage. Steps led from each side of the

orchestra to the stage, and by them the chorus

prooably ascended the stage whenever it took a real

part in the action itself The back side of the stage

was closed by a wall called the gk'^v-^ or scena, from

which on each side a wing projected, which was
called the napaaKriviov. The whole depth of the

stage was not very great, as it only comprised a

segment of the circle of the orchestra. The whole

space from the scena to the orchestra was termed

the proscenium {npooK-nvLov), and was what we
should call the real stage. That part of it which

was nearest to the orchestra, and where the actors

stood when they spoke, was the loyeiov, also called

oKpiCar or oKplCavrec, in Latin pulpitum, which was,

1. (Mailer, Dissert, on the Eumen. of .tschvlus, p. 249. <fec

transl.)—2. (Plut., Reipubl. Gerend. Pr«c, p 813, E.—Athfn
xiv., p. 631.)
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of CJiirse, raised above the orchestra, and probably

on a level with the thymele. What the iTroaKt'jviov

was is ayt clear ; soine think that it was a place to

which the actors withdrew when they had acted

their parts, others think that it was the same as the

Koviarpa ;* but, as it is stated that the inooKnvcov

was adorned with statues, it seems more probable

that it was the wall under the Xoyelov which faced

the orchestra and the spectators. The okt/v^ or

$zena was, as we have already stated, the wall

whicl closed the stage (proscenium and logeum)

from behind. It represented a suitable background,

or the locality in which the action was going on.

Before the play began it was covered with a cur-

tain {napaxrcTaofia, npooK^viov, avXalat, Latin au-

Uta or siparium}). When the play began this curtain

was let down, and was rolled up on a roller under-

neath the stage. The proscenium and logeum were
never concealed from the spectators. As regards

the scenery represented on the aKijvri, it was differ-

ent for tragedy, comedy, and the satyric drama, and
for each of these kinds of poetry the scenery must
have been capable of various modifications, accord-

ing to the character of each individual play ; at

least that this was the case with the various trage-

dies, is evident from the scenes described in the

tragedies still extant. In the latter, however, the

background (oktiv^), in most cases, represented the

front of a palace with a door in the centre (i), which
was called the royal door. This palace generally

consisted of two stories (diareyia*), and upon its

flat roof there appears •'» have been some elevated

place, from which persons might observe what was
going on at a distance.* The palace presented on
each side a projecting wing, each of which had its

separate entrance. These wings generally repre-

sented the habitations of guests and visiters. All

the three doors must have been visible to the spec-

tators.* The protagonistes always entered the

stage through the middle or royal door, the deuter-

agonistes and tritagonistes through those on the

right and left wings. In tragedie- like the Prome-
theus, the Persians, Philoctetes lEdipus at Colonus,

and others, the background d-a not represent a pal-

ace. There are other pieces, again, in which the

Bcena must have been changed in the course of the

performance, as in the Eumenides of .^schylus and
the Aja.K of Sophocles. The dramas of Euripides

required a great variety of scenery ; and if, in ad-

dition to this, we recollect that several pieces were
played in one day, it is manifest that the mechani-
cal parts of stage performance, at least in the days
of Euripides, must have been brought to great per-

fection. The scena in the satyric drama appears
to have always represented a woody district, with
hills and grottoes ; in comedy the ^cena represented,

at least in later times, the fronts of private dwellings

or the habitations of slaves.* The art of scene-
painting must have been applied long before the

time of Sophocles, although Aristotle' ascribes its

introduction to him. {Vid. Painting, p. 707.)

The machines in the Greek theatres were ex-

tremely numerous, but we are in many cases un-

able to form an exact idea of their nature and their

eflects. We shall only mention the most important

among them. 1. The Trcpm/crot (m) stood near the

two side entrances of the scena ; their form was
that of a prisma, and by a single turn they produced
a char ge in the scenery.* 2. The Xapuvioi K?.ifia-

uf, or the Charonian steps, by which the shades
ascended from the lower world upon the stage.* 3.

1. (Suidaa. i. v. Jm/j/f.) — 2. (Etyraol. Mag., s. v. AiXij.—
Atheb., xiii., p. 587.— Pollux, Oiiom., iv., 122.)—3. (Id. ib., ir.,

latt.)—4. (Eurip.. PhrEniss., 88, &c.)—5. (Vitruv., v., 7.)—6.

Id., v., 8, 1.—Pullux, Onom., iv., 125.)—7. (Poet., iv., 16.)—
B. (Viir«v., v., 7.—PoUui, Oaom., iv., 126.)—9. (lU., iv., 132.)

no

The /iVA;av7, Kpud^, or luotifia, a machine by wh.ct
gods or heroes were represented passing through oi

lloaling in the air ; hmce the proverb, Deua ex ma-
chtna} A. T\ie iiuarpa ox kxKVK'kTiiia. ( Kk2. Eios-
TBA.) 5. The ^eoTtxiyeiov, an especial elevated place

above the scena for the Olympian gods when they
had to appear in their full majesty.* 6. The /3poi»-

Ttlov, a machine for imitating thunder. It ap|)earB

to have been placed underneath the stage, and to

have consisted of large brazen vessels in which
stones were rolled.' Respecting several ot'-er ma-
chines of less importance, see Pollux, iv., ntpi ftiput

T^euTpov.

It is impossible to enter here upon the different

ces which are presented by many ruins of theatres

still extant, from the description we have given

above. It is only necessary to mention, that in the

theatres of the great cities of the Macedonian time,

the space between the thymele and the logeum was
converted into a lower stage, upon wliich mimes,
musicians, and dancers played, while the ancient

stage (proscenium and logeum) remained destined,

as before, for the actors in the regular drSiuS. Thiii

lower stage was sometimes called tLy-Scia cr or-

chestra.*

The Romans must have become acquainted with

the theatres of the Italian Greeks at an early jieriod,

whence they erected their own theatres in similar

positions upon the sides of hills. This is still clear

from the ruins of very ancient theatres at Tusculum
and Faesulae.* The Romans themselves, however,
did not possess a regular stone theatre until a very

late period, and, although dramatic representations

were very popular in earlier times, it appears that

a wooden stage was erected when necessary, and
was afterward pulled down again, and the plays of
Plautus and Terence were performed on such tem-

porary scaffoldings. In the mean while many of

the neighbouring towns of Rome had their stone

theatres, as the introduction of Greek customs and
manners was less strongly opposed in them than in

the city ofRome itself Wooden theatres, adorned
with the most profuse magnificence, were erected at

Rome even during the last period of the Republic.

The first attempt to build a stone theatre was made
a short time before the consulship of P. Corneliu.<)

Scipio Nasica. It was sanctioned by the censors,

and was advancing towards completion, when Scif*-

io, in J 55 B.C., persuaded the senate to command
the building to be pulled down, as injurious to public

morality.* Respecting the magnificent wooden the-

atre which M. ^milius Scaurus built in his sdile-

ship, 68 B.C., see Pliny.' Its scena consisted of

three stories, and the lowest of them was madt- of

white marble, the middle one of glass, and the upper

i,ne of gilt wood. The cavea contained 80,000

spectators.* In 55 B.C., Cn. Pompey built the first

stone theatre at Rome, near the Campus Martins.

It was of great beauty, and is said to have been
built after the model of that of Mytilene : it contain-

ed 40,000 spectators.* C. Curio built, in 50 B C, two
magnificent wooden theatres close by one another,

which might be changed into one amphitheatre.'*

After the time of Pompey, however, other stone

theatres were erected, as the theatre of Marcellua,

which was built by Augustus, and called after his

nephew Marcellus;" and that of Balbus," whence
Suetonius''' uses the expression per trina iheatra.

1. (Pollux, iv., 126, 128, 131.— Suidas. s. v. 'E(i/)i7/ia. — He-
•ych., 8. V. K/xi^i;.)-2. (Pollux, Otiom., iv., 130.— iMiot., Lex.,

p. 597.)— 3. (Pollux. Onora., iv., 130. — Suidas. s. v. Bpovr^.—
Vitruv., T., 7.)—4. (Miillcr, Hi«t. of Greek Lil., i., p. 299.)—*.

(Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome, iii., p. 364, &c.)— 6. (Liv., Epil., 48.)

— 7. (H. N., xxxvi., 24, 7.) —8. (Comp. Plin., 11. N., xxxiv.,

17.) — 9. (Plin., II. N.. xxxvi., 24, » 7. — ('">mp*re Uruiuann,

Gei(ch..R.iiii's, IV., p. 5i'0. <fec.)— 10. (Plm.. 11. N., xxxvi.. 24. t

8.)— 11. (Dion Cd»s.. iliii.. 49. -Plm., H. N., xxxvi., 12 )—i»
(Plin., 1. c.)—13. (Ootav.. 44.)
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The construction of a Roman theatre resembled,

on the whole, that of a Greek one. The principal

differer.ces are, that the seats of the spectators,

which rose in the form of an amphitheatre around

Ihe orchestra, did not form more than a semi-

circle ; and that the whole of the orchestra likewise

formed only a semicircle, the diameter of which

formed the front line of the stage. The Roman or-

chestra contained no thymele, and was not destined

or a chorus, but contained the seals for senators

add other distinguished persons, such as foreign

ambassadors, which are called '^primus subselliorum

ordo." In the year 68 B.C., the tribune L. Roscius

Otho carried a law which regulated the places in

the theatre to be occupied by the different classes

of Roman citizens : it enacted that fourteen ordines

of benches were to be assigned as seats to the equi-

tes ' Hence these quatuordecim ordines are some-
times mentioned, \yithout any farther addition, as the

honorary seats of the equites. They were undoubt-
edly close behind the seals of the senators and ma-
pistrates, and thus consisted of the rows of benches

immcjiately behind the orchestra. Velleius* and
Cicero* speak of this law in a manner to lead us tp
infer that it only restored to the equites a right
which they had possessed before. Another part of
this law was, that spendthrifts, and persons reduced
in their circumstances (decoclores), whether through
their own fault or not, and whether they belonged
to the senatorian or equestrian order, should no
longer occupy the seats assigned to their order, but
occupy a separate place set apart for them.* In the
reign of Augustus the senate made a decree, that
foreign ambassadors should no longer enjoy the
privilege mentioned above, as it sometimes hap-
pened that freedmen were sent to Rome as ambas
sadors. The soldiers also were separated from tbo
people by the same decree : the same was the case
with women, praelextati and paedagog..* This sep-
aration consisted probably in one or more cunei
being assigned to a particular class of persons. TTie
following woodcut contains a probable representa-
tion of the plan of a Roman theatre.

For a fuller account of the con"truction of Greek

LpSMSB' »WMaty'«mjiMmtt<«i..ww«^

ana Roman theatres, see the commentators on Vi-
truvius.* J. Chr. Genelli, Das Theater zu Allien, kin-

tichllick avf Archileclur, Sceneiie und DarsleUungs
Kunst iibcrhaupt, Berlin, 1818, 8vo.— G. C. W.
Schneider, Das AUische Theaterwesen, zum bcssern
Verstehcn der Griech. Dramatikcr.—Stieglitz, Archd-
ologie der Baukutist der Griech. u. Romer, ii., 1.—G,
Ferrara, Sloria e descrip. de" princip. leairi ant. e

TKoderni, Milano, 1830.—The supplement to Stuart's
Antiq of Athens. A general outline is also given
by Miiller, Hist, of Gr. Ut., I, p 299, &c. ; and by
Bode, Gcsch. der dramat. Dichlkunst d. Hellen., i.,

p. 156, &c.
It remains to speak of a few points respecting the

attendance in the Greek theatres. Theatrical rep-
reaentations at Athens began early in the morning,
or after breakfast ;* and when the concourse of
people was expected to be great, persons would
even go to occupy their seals in the night. The
ran could not be very troublesome to the actors, as
they were, in a great measure, protected by the
buildings surrounding the stage, and the spectators
protected themselves against it by hats with broad
brims.* When the weather was fine, especially at
the Dionysiac festivals in spring, the people appear-

I. (Lir , Epit., 99.— Agcon. ad Cornel., p. 78, ed. Orell.)— S.
0, c.)—3. (jEschin., c. Ctesiph., p. 466.—Athen., xi., p. 404.)—
i fSoidu, 1. V. Iltraijf and AuaKiav.)
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ed with garlands on their heads ; when it wao cold,

as at the Lenaea in January, they used to wrap
themselves up in their cloaks.* When a storm or

a shower of rain came on suddenly, the speetatora

took refuge in the porticoes behind the stage, or in

those above the uppermost row of benches. Those
who wished to sit comfortably brought cushiona
with them.* As it was not unusual for the theatri-

cal performances to last from ten to twelve houra,

the spectators required refreshments, and we find

that in the intervals between the several plays they

used to take wine and cakes7
The whole of the cavea in the Attic theatre must

have contained about 50,000 spectators. The places

for generals, the archons, priests, foreign ambassa>
dors, and other distinguished persons, were in tha

lowest rows of benches, and nearest to the orchea*

tra,* and they appear to have been sometimes
covered with a sort of canopy.* The rows of

benches above these were occupied by the senate

of 500, those next in succession by the ephebi, and

the rest by the people of Athens. But it would

seem that they did not sit indiscriminately, but that

the better places were let at a higher price than the

1. (ii.,32.)—2. (Pro Muren., 19.)—3. (Cic, Philipp., ii., 18.J

4. (Suet., Oct., 44.;—5. (Suidas, 1. c.)—C. (^sch.. c. (.'tesiph.,

1. c—Theophr., CI v., 2 ) — 7. (Athen., xi., p. 464. — Ari»fot
^

Eth. Nicom., x., 5.;—8. (Pollux, Onom., iv., 121 ; viii., 131 -

Schol. «d Aristoph., Equit., 572.)—9 (.fschin., I. c.)
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othei i, and that no one had a right to axe a place

for which he had not paid.' The question whether
in Greece, and more especially at Athens, women
were present at llie performance of tragedies, is one
of those wliich have given rise to much discussion

among modern scliolars, as we have scarcely any
passage in ancient writers in which the presence of
women is stated as a positive fact. But Jacobs*

and Passow' have placed it almost beyond doubt,

from the various allusions made by ancient writers,

that women were allowed to be present during the

performance of tragedies. This opinion is now per-

fectly confirmed by a passage in Athenaius,* which
has been quoted by Becker* in corroboration of the

conclusion to which the above-mentioned writers

had come. In this passage we find that at Athens,

and at the time of the Peloponnesian war, the spec-

tators in the theatre consisted of men and women.
We have, however, on the other hand, every reason

to believe that women were not present at come-
dies, while boys might be present both at tragedy

and comedy.* The seats which women occupied

in the Greek theatres appear to have been separated

from those of the men.'
For the purpose of maintaining order and pre-

venting excesses, the ancients had a sort of theatre-

police ; the persons who held this office were called

in Greece f>a66o^6poi or />a6dovxoi, and at Rome
Pracones*

Respecting the attendance at the Greek theatres

and the conduct of the people, see a very good dis-

sertation of Becker, in his Chariklea*

•THEBA'ICUS LAPIS (0;?Cat(cdf Tudog), a species

of Porphyry, according to the more correct opinion,

and not a kind of marble, as has been supposed by
many writers. It was of a red colour, and was also

called PyropdciLits}"

THEION (iJeiov), Sulphur. "Pliny and Isido-

ru8," says Adams, "describe four kinds of sulphur.

The uTTvpov of Dioscorides, or the Sulphur vivum of

the Latins, is native sulphur. The Sulphur ignem
expertum (ro neTrvpu/iivov) is sulphur which has
been subjected to the action of fire." " Sulphur
(^dov) was applied by the ancients," observes Dr.

Moore, "to various uses in medicine and other arts.

For the use of the piiysician was required translu-

cent native sulphur, which the Greeks called anv-

pov. That which had been freed from impurities

by an artificial process, which had passed the fire,

was called nerrvpunivov, and distinguished into va-

rious kinds, appropriated to various uses, according,

probably, to their several degrees of purity. Thus,
one kind was used for fumigating woollens, to ren-

der them whiter and softer; another for making
matches : purposes to which sulphur yet continues
to be applied. The employment of it in expiation

and lustration, which was very common, we find

referred to by many ancient authors.""
THE'CAl (i>7/ca0. {Vid. Funus, p. 457.)

•THELYCRANEI'A {^ri^vKpavela), the Cornus
tanguinea, or Dogberry."
•THELYPT'EllIS {drilvT^Ttpk), a plant. Stack-

house holds the x^rjlvKrepig of Theophrastus to be
the Acrostickum Thelijpteris. Sprengel makes the
^^XvTTTepic of Dioscorides to be the Asplenium JUix
femina, Bernh (Polypodium, L.).'*

THELYPHOrvON (^ijXvdovov), called also

1. (Plat., Apolog., p. 88.—iElian, V. IL, ii., 13.—Demosth. in
Mkl., p. 572.)—2. (Verraischt. Schnft., iv., p. 274.)—3. (inZim-
mermann's Zeilschr. ftir die Alterth., 1837, n. 90.) — 4. (xii., p.

534.) — 5. (Charikle*, ii., p. 560.)— 8. (Thenphr., CUar., 9.

—

tsieu<, De Ciron. here<l., p. 20fi.— Aristoph., Nub., p. 537, Ac.

—

Lucian, De Gyiiin..32.)—7. (GOUIiiig iii the Rhcin. Mus., 1834,

fcl03.
&r..)— 8. (Sohiil. ad Aristoph., Par, 718.)— 9. (ii., p.

9, 278.)—10 (Muore'n Anc. Mineral., p. 134.)— 11. (AJam»,
Append., ». v.— Moore's Aiic. Mmeral., p. 102, 103.)— 12. (The-
ophr., H. P., i., 13 ; lii., 4— Ad;ims, Append., s. v.)— 13. (The-
•ohr., H P., ix.. 18.—Diuscor., ii , 184 —Adami, Append., •. t,)

SCORPION (oKopniov), a plant, about w» th Stack
house is quite undecided. " Sprengel suggests thai

it may be the Doronirum pa'-dahanchea, or Sfrorpion-

rooted Leopard's- bane. This opinion is also sup>

ported by Bauhin."*

THENSJi or TENS.'E (for the orthography and
etymology of the word are alike doubtful, although

the oldest MSS. generally omit the aspirate) wero
highly-ornamented sacred vehicles, which, in tho

solemn pomp of the Circensian games, conveyed
the statues of certain deities, with all their decora-

tions, to the pulvinaria, and, after the sports were
over, bore them bac^k to their shrines.* We are ig-

norant of their precise form ; for, although we find

several representations upon ancient medals and
other works of art, of gods seated in cars, and es-

pecially of the sun-chariot of Elagabalus,* yet we
have no means of deciding which, if any. of these

are tensse. We know that they were drawn by
horses (Plutarch* calls them drjaaa^), and escoited

(deducere) by the chief senators in robos of state,

who, along with pueri patrimi (vid. Patrimi), laid

hold of the bridles and traces, or perhaps assisted

to drag the carriage (for ducere is used as well as

deducere*), by means of thongs attached for the pur-

pose (and hence the proposed derivation from Undo).

So sacred was this duty considered, that Augustus,
when labouring under sickness, deemed it neces-

sary to accompany the tensae in a litter. If one of

the horses knocked up, or the driver took the reina

in his left hand, it was necessary to recommence
the procession, and for one of the attendant boys to

let go the thong or to stumble was profanation.*

The only gods distinctly named as carried in ten-

sae are Jupiter and Minerva,' to which number Mars
is usually added on the authority of Dion Cassiu's,*

but in the passage referred to he merely states

that, at the Circensian games celebrated A.D. 216,

the statue of Mars, which was in the procession

(KOfi'jelov), fell down ; and it is very remarkable that

Dionysius,* in his minute description of the Pompa
Circensis, takes no notice whatever of the tense,

but represents the statues of the gods as carried on
men's shoulders, i. e., on fercula. That a consider-

able number of deities, however, received this hon-

our, seems probable from the expression of Cicero,

in his solemn appeal at the close of the last Vcrrine

oration, " omnesque dii, qui vehicuHs lensarum solen^

Ties catus ludorum inilis" though we cannot deter-

mine who these gods were. We frequently hear,

indeed, of the chariot of Juno," of Cybele," and
many others ; but, as these are not mentioned in

connexion with the Pompa Circensis, there is no
evidence that they were tensae. Among the im-

pious flatteries heaped on Ca;sar, it was decreed

that his ivory statue should accompany the images
of the gods to the circus in a com ph'te chariot (^/ui

3Aov, that is, a lensa, in opposition to a mere fercn-

lum), and that this chariot should stand in the Capi-

tol immediately opposite to that of Jupiter.'*

Similar homage was paid upon high festivals to

the images of their gods by other ancient nations.

Thus, in the curious ceremonies perforinei! at Pa-

premis connected with the worship of the Egyptian

deity, whom Herodotus" imagined to be identical

1. (Theophr., 1. c.—Adams, Append., s. t.)—9. (Cic. inVerr-
ii., 1, 59, and note o' Pseudo-Ascoa., iii., 27 ; r., 72. — Senr ad
Virp., Mm., i., 21. — Festus, s. v. — Dioraedes, i., p. 379, «lt.

Putsch.— Dion Cass., xlvii., 40.— T«rlull., De Spcct., 7.) —

X

(Herodian, r., 6. — Vid. Vaillnnt, Numis. Imp., toin ii., p. 90t.

—Ginzrut, Die WHjen uud Fabrwerke, &c., tab. xlii., <i?. 6.)—
4. (Coriolan., 25.)—5. (Liv., v., 41.)— 6. (Liv., 1. c— Plut., I. o.

—Ascon., I.e.—Amob. ad». Gent., iv., 31, compared with the

oration De Hiiru>p. Resp., 11.—Tertull., De Coron. Mil., 13, •od
De Spectac, 7. — Suet., Octav., 43 ) — 7. (Suet., Wnpas., 5.—
Dion Ca.w., xlvii., 40 ; 1., 8 ; Ixvi., 1.)—8. (Ixxviii., 8.)—9. (yii.,

72.)— 10. (Vir?., Gtori;., lii., 531.) — 11 (.En., vi.. 784.)~t»
(Dioa CaM., zUu 15,31,45 xlir., 6.)—13. (ii., 63.)
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with Ares, the statue, enshrined in a chapel made

of gilded wood, was dragged in a four-wheeled car

by a body of priests. So also, in the account given

by Athenaeus,' after Callixenes of Rhodes, of the

gorgeous pageant at Alexandrea, during the reign

of Ptolemy Philadelphus, we read of a car of Bac-

chus of prodigious size, most costly materials, and

most elaborate workmanship, which was dragged

by 180 men, and to such customs we may find a

parallel in modern times in the usages which pre-

vail at the festival of S. Agatha at Catania, and S.

Rosolia at Palermo.

(SchefTer, De Re Vehiculari, c. 24.—Ginzrot, Die
Wagen und Fakrwcrke der Griechen und Romer, c.

55 ; but tlie latter author, both here and elsewhere,

allows his imagination to carry him farther than his

authorities warrant.)

THEODOSIA'NUS CODEX. (Fid. Codex The-
ODOSIANUS.)

THECJPHA'NIA (deuipuvca), a festival celebrated

at Delphi, on the occasion of which the Delphians

filled the huge silver crater which had been present-

ed to the Delphic god by Croesus.' Valclienaer on
Herodotus^ tiiought that the reading was corrupt,

and that Qro^evia should be read, as this festival is

well known to have been celebrated by the Del-

phians.* But both festivals are mentioned together

by Pollux' and Philostratus.* An agon called the-

oxenia was also celebrated at Pellene in Achaia in

honour of Hermes and Apollo.' But no particulars

of any of these festivals are known.
THEOR'lA (iJewpia). ( Vid. Theoroi.)
THEOR'ICA {^ecjpiKu). Under this name, at

Athens, were comprised the moneys expended on
festivals, sacrifices, and public entertainments of va-

rious kinds, and also moneys distributed among the

people in the shape of largesses from the state.

There were, according to Xenophon, more festi-

vals at Athens than in all the rest of Greece.* Be-
sides those which were open to the vi'hole body of

the people, there were many confined to the mem-
bers of each tribe, deme, and house. These last

were provided for out of the funds of the commu-
nity who celebrated them. At the most important
of the public festivals, such as the Dionysia, Pana-
thenaea, Eleusinia, Thargelia, and some others,

there were not oa'y sacrifices, but processions, the-

atrical exhibitions, gymnastic contests, and games,
celebrated with great splendour and at a great ex-

pense. A portion of the expense was defrayed by
the individuals upon whom the burden of "ksLTovpyia

devolved ; but a considerable, and perhaps the lar-

ger part, was defrayed by the public treasury., De-
mosthenes complains that more money was spent
on a single Panathenaic or Dionysiac festival than
on any military expedition.' The religious embas-
sies to Delos and other places, and especiaUy those
to the Olympian, Nemean, Isthmian, and Pythian
games, drew largely upon the public exchequer,
though a part of the cost fell upon the wealthier
citizens who conducted them.'"
The largesses distributed among the people had

their origin at an early period, and in a measure ap-
parently harmless, though from a small beginning
they afterward rose to a height most injurious to
the conunonwealth. The Ati,ic drama used to be
performed in a wooden theatre, and the entrance
was free to all citizens who chose to go. It was
found, however, that the eagerness to gei n led to
much confusion and even danger. On onex.ccasion,
about B.C. 500, the scaffolding which supported

1. (v., c. 27, &c.)—2. (Herod., i., 51.)—3. (1. c.)—4. (Plut.,
De his qui sero a num. pun., p. 557, F.—Polemon ap. Athen.,
ijt., p. 372.)—5. (i., 34.)—6. (Vit. ApoU., iv., 31.)—7. (Schol. ad
Pxnd., 01., vii., 156; ix., H6.)— 8. (De Rep. Ath., iii., 8.)— 9.
^Philij. . i., 50.)— 10 iSchOmann, Ant. Jur. Pub. Gr , 305.)
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the roof fell in, and caused great alarm, ft waa
then determined that the entrance should no longer
be gratuitous. The fee for a place was fixed at two
obols, which was paid to the lessee of the theatre
(called deaTpuvqq, i^earpoiruXi]^, or upxtriKTuv), whc
undertook to keep it in repair and constantly ready
for use on condition of being allowed to receive
the profits. This payment continued to be exacted
after the stone theatre was built. Pericles, to re-

lieve the poorer classes, passed a law which ena-
bled them to receive the price of admission from
the state ; after which, all those citizens who were
too poor to pay for their places applied for the
money in the public assembly, which was then fre-

quently held in the theatre.' In process of time
this donation was extended to other entertainments
besides theatrical ones, the sum of two oboli being
given to each citizen who attended ; if the festival

lasted two days, four oboli ; and if three, six oboli,

but not beyond. Hence all iheoric largesses re-

ceived the name of SiudsTiia. The sums thus given
varied at different times, and, of course, depended
on the state of the public exchequer. These dis-

tributions of money, like those of grain and flour,

were called 6iavo/iai or SiadoaeiQ. They were often

made at the Dionysia, when the allies were present,

and saw the surplus of their tribute distributed

from the orchestra. The appetite of the people for

largesses grew by encouragement, stimulated from
time to time by designing demagogues ; and in the
time of Demosthenes they seem not to have been
confined to the poorer classes.* Bockh calculate?"

that from 25 to 30 talents were spent upon them
annually.'

So large an expenditure of the public funds upon
shows and amusements absorbed the resources
which were demanded for services of a more im-

portant nature. By the ancient law, the wholy sur-

plus of the annual revenue which remained tftei

the expense of the civil administration (ru nepiov'

ra xPWo-TCL T^g dioiK^ffeug) was to be carried to tha

military fund, and applied to the defence of the

commonwealth. Since the time of Peri'.'^les vari-

ous demagogues -had sprung up, who induced the

people to divert all that could be sparf;d from the

other branches of civil expenditure into the theo-

ric fund, which at length swallowed up the whole
surplus, and the supplies needed for the purpose of
war or defence were left to depend upon the extra-

ordinary contributions or property-tax (Ela<j>opai).

An attempt was made by the demagogue Eubulus,
of whom Theopompus says that rue npoaodovg Ka-

Tafiiado<j>opC)v 6uteXei,* to perpetuate this system.
He passed a law, which made it a capital offence

to propose that the theoric fund should be applied

to military service. In B.C. r>i>3, Apollodorus car-

ried a decree empowering the people to determine
whether the surplus revenue might be applied to

the purpose of war, for which he was indicted by
a ypa<^ napavo/iuv, convicted and fined, and the de-

cree was annulled, as a matter of course.* The
law of Eubulus was a source of great embarrass-
ment to Demosthenes, in the prosecutions of his

schemes for the national defence ; and he seems at

last, but not before B.C. 339, to have succeeded in

repealing it.*

In the earlier times there was no person or

board of persons expressly appointed to manage
the theoric fund. The money thus appropriated

was disbursed by the hellenotamiee. After the an-

archy, the largess system having been restored by

Agyrrhius, a hoard of managers was appointed,

1. (ScWimann.ib., 219.)—2. (Philip., iv., 141 )—3. (Staatsh.

der Athen., i., 241.)—4. (Athen , iv., Ifi6.)- 5. (Deraoslh.. c.

Neser., 1346-1348.)— 6. (Harpocr. and Suidus, s. v. ihiafitk-d aii

Ei)«ot)Aoj.—Bockh, ih.. i., 232-040 - SohomaMi, il)., 3^7.)
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who were called apxriM r^ ^tupiKf ol hrl t6 <&ea-

(HKOv reraynevoi or KexeipoTovrtftivoi. deupiKr/ apx^,

&c. They were elected by show of hands at the

period of the great Dionysia, one from each tribe.

In the time of Eubulus many other branches of the

administration were placal under the control of

this board, as the management of the civil expend-
iture, the office of the apodectae, the building of

docks, arsenals, streets, &c. This was dictated by
an anxiety on the part of the people that no part

of the revenue should be improperly diverted from
the theoric fund, which they thought would be
prevented by increasing the powers of its mana-
gers. But these extraordinary powers appear not

to have been of long continuance.'

THEOROI (iSfwpot) were persons sent on special

missions {^Seupiai) to perform some religious duty,

as to consult an oracle, or to ofTer a sacrifice on
behalf of the state. It is thus explained by the

grammarians : •deoTrponoi, ^ ol ^eufievoi, rj ol ^povri-

^ovreg irepl to, ^ela' ol eig dvaiav nefnrofievoi Kai

iopTuc Kal KavTiyvpEL^ Kai ;<f/)??(Tr)7pia.' There were
in some of the Dorian states, as the .^ginetans,

Troezenians, Messenians, and Mantineans, official

priests called -deupoi, whose duty it was to consult

oracles, interpret the responses, &c., as among the

Spartans there were men called Pythii, chosen by
the kings to consult the oracle at Delphi.* At
Athens there were no official persons called -dEupoi,

but the name was given to those citizens who were
appointed from time to time to conduct religious

embassies to various places ; of which the most
important were those that were sent to the Olym-
pian, Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian games, those

that went to consult the god at Delphi, and those

•hat led the solemn procession to Delos, where the

Athenians established a quadriennial festival in re-

vival of the ancient Ionian one, of which Homer
speaks.* The expense of these embassies was de-

frayed partly by the state and partly by wealthy
citizens, to whom the management of them was
intrusted, called upxiOiupoi, chiefs of the embassy.
This was a sort of ?.eirovpyia, and frequently a very
costly one, as the chief conductor represented the

state, and was expected to appear with a suitable

degree of splendour ; for instance, to wear a golden
crown, to drive into the city with a handsome
chariot, retinue, &c. Nicias, who was very rich,

is reported to have incurred great expenses on his

embassy to Delos, beyond what was required of

Mm ; and Alcibiades astonished all the spectators

at Olympia by the magnificence of his horses, char-

iots, &c., and the profuseness of his expenditure.'

{Vid. Delia.)

The Salaminian or Delian ship was also called

deupig vavc, and was principally used for conveying
embassies to Delos, though, like the Paralus, it was
employed on other expeditions besides.*

THEOXE'NIA {^eo^ivia). {Vid. TnEOPHAmx.)
THEllAPEU'TICA {to ^epanevriKov), one of the

five branches into which, according to some authors,

the •hole art and science of medicine was divided

among the ancients.^ It was defined to be that

branch which was conversant with the healing of
disease, or recalling and restoring ruined health,*

and was subdivided into three parts, Dijetetica,

Chirurgi^, Pharmaceutica.' From the incidental

mention that is made by Homer and the old Greek

1. (.Sschin., c. Ctosiph., 57, ed. Sloph.— BOckh, ib., i., 193-
197.—SchOiiiann, ib., 320.—Wachsmuth, Ilellen. A-t., II., i., 124-
127.) — !i. (Harporr., Suidas, and Ilesych , s. v. Ocupoi.— Com-
pare Pollux, ii., 55. — Soph., (Ed. Tyr., 114.) —3. (SchOmaiin,
Ant. Jur. Pull. Gr., 130, 395.) — 4. (Thucyd., iii., 104.) — 5.

(BOckh, Stap-tsh. i!cr Athcn., i., 230.—Thirlwall. Hist, of Greece,
lii., p. 217, p. 330)- 6. (Suidas, I. c — BOckh, ib., i., 258.)— 7.

(Pseudo-Gal, Detin. Med., c. II, torn, xix., p. 351.— Id., Inirod.,

e. ".tojB. XIV, p.C89.)—8. (Uefin. Med., 1. c.)—9. (Introd., 1. c,
c. 8. p. 6tH.)

writers of the nature of the remedies that were em
ployed by medical practitioners in the earliest times
it would appear that their practice was principally

eurgical, and almost confined to tlic treatment oif

wounds ; and that, with respect to internal diseases,

these were, for the most part, conceived to be the
immediate infliction of the Deity, and therefore
abandoned as incurable, or, at least, were to be ob-

viated only by charms and incantations, and '.hat

the arts of magic formed no inconsiderable part

even of their surgical practice.*

From the mode in which Hippocrates speaks of
certain practices, such as bleeding, and the admin-
istration of emetics, purgatives, and other analogous
medicinal agents, we may infer that they were in

common use among his contemporaries, and proba-
bly had been so for a long time before him. The
great principle which directed all his indications

was the supposed operation of nature in superin-

tending and regulating all the actions of the system.
The chief business of the physician, in the opinion

of Hippocrates, was to watch these operations, to

promote or suppress them according to r^ircum-

stances, and perhaps, in some rare cases, to at-

tempt to counteract them. The tendency of this

mode of practice would be to produce extreme
caution, or rather inertness, on the part of the prac-

titioner ; and, accordingly, we find that Hippocrates
seldom attempted to cut short any morbid action,

or to remove it by any decisive or vigorous treat-

ment. Another principle which very materially af-

fected his practice was the doctrine of critical evac-

uations. As diseases were supposed to originate in

the prevalence ofsome morbid humour, so, when they
are suflfered to run their course without interruption,

they are relieved by the discharge of the humoui*

;

and, consequently, the promotion of this discharge

becomes an important indication, which it is often

easy to accomplish, and which proves very effectual.

Hence an important part of his practice consisted

in producing evacuations of various kinds, and espe-

cially by the employment of purgatives, of which he
used a great variety, and administered them with
great freedom. With the same intention he pre-

scribed diuretics and sudorifics ; he drew blood

both by the lancet and the scarificator ; he applied

the cupping-glasses ; he administered injections,

and inserted issues. He made very frequent use
of external applications, such as ointments, plasters,

liniments, &c., and was familiarly acquainted with
the effects of external temperature. The disputes

of the DooMATici and Empirici do not appear to

have had so much influence on their mode of prac-

tice as we might have expected ; and, indeed, what>
ever may have been the professed plan of the sup-

porters of the two sects, we shall always find that

the practice of the most eminent of either party ac-

tually proceeded upon a judicious combination of

the two systems.
Celsus, the next physician ofsufficient importance

to require to be noticed here, adopted to a certam
extent the Hippocratic method of observing and
watching over the operations of nature, and regu-

lating rather than opposing them : a method which
with respect to acute diseases (as was hinted above)

may frequently appear inert. But there are oc
casions on which he displays considerable decision

and boldness, and particularly in the use of the

lancet, which he employed with more freedom than

any of his predecessors. His regulations for the

employment of bloodletting and of purgatives are

laid down with minuteness and precision ; and al-

though he was in some measure led astray by his

hypothesis of the crudity and concoction of the
~

rniHomT, 11., xi.,'636,"&c. ; Od., xix., 45«7^c. — Vid. GaL,

De Horn. Medic, torn, x., p. 573, ed. Oart., et ap. Alex. Trail.

De Re Med., lib. ix., c. 4.)
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hamouis, the rules which he prescribed were not

very different from those which were* generally

adopted in the commencement of the present cen-

tury. His description of the symptoms of fever,

and of the different varieties which it assumes,
either from the nature of the epidemic, or from the

circumstances under which it takes place, are cor-

rect and judicious ; his practice was founded upon
the principle before referred to, of watching the

operations of nature, conceiving that fever consists

essentially in an effort of the constitution to throw
off some morbid cau.se, and that, if not unduly in-

terfered with, the process would terminate in a
state of health.

Aretaeus, also, in his practice followed, for the
most part, the method of Hippocrates, but he paid
less attention to what have been styled the natural
actions of the system ; and, contrary to the prac-

tice of the Father of Medicine, he did not hesitate

to attempt to counteract them when they appeared
to him to be injurious. The account which he
gives of his treatment <if various diseases indicates

a simple and sagacious system, and one of more
energy than that of the professed Methodici. Thus
he more freely administered active purgatives ; he
did not object to narcotics ; he was much less averse
to bleeding ; and, upon the whole, his materia medi-
ca was both ample and efficient. It may be asserted
generally (says Dr. Bostock), that there are few of
the ancient physicians since the time of Hippoc-
rates who appear to have been less biased by at-

tachment to any peculiar set of opinions, and whose
account of the phenomena and treatment of disease
has better stood the test of subsequent experience.
The most famous physician of antiquity after

Hippocrates was Galen, who is also the last that
can here be noticed. His practice in its general
character appears to have been similar to his pathol-
ogy (which depended on the four elements, the
four humours, and the four qualities, connected in

allthe variety of combinations), and, indeed, to have
been strictly deduced from it. His indications were
in exact conformity to his theory, and the operation
of medicines was reduced to their power of correct-
ing the morbid states of the fluids, as depending
upon their four primary qualities, or the various
modifications of them. Many parts of his writings
prove that he was a diligent observer of the phenom-
ena of disease, and he possessed an acuteness of
mind which well adapted him for seizing the most
prominent features of a case, and tracing out the
origin of the morbid affection. But his predilec-
tion for theory too frequently warped and biased
his judgment, so that he appears more anxious to
reconcile his practice to his hypothesis than to his
facts, and bestows much more labour on subtile and
refined reasoning, than on the investigation of mor-
bid actions, or the generalization of his actual ex-
perience.'

For the use of gymnastics, which formed an im-
portant part of the ancient system of therapeutics,
the reader must consult the article on that subject.
(Vid. Gymnasium, p. 484.) The subject of charms
or amulets has been belore alluded to, and this ar-
ticle would be incomplete without some farther
notice of that very singular mode of cure. The in-
stances that are to be found in the works of ancient
authors (particularly Cato and Pliny) are very
numerous, and the famous Abracadabra occurs for
the first time in Serenus Samonicus.* This amulet
was particularly recommended for the cure of the
species of intermittent fever called by the Greeks
^liirpiTaiog (or by the moderns double- tertian), and is
described by him as follows

:

I (Bortock's Hist, of Med.) -2. (De Mfdic, c. 52. v. »44. m )
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" Inscribis charta, quod dicitur Abracadab«a,
Sapius : ct sufUer repctis, scd dctrahe siimnut,
Et magis alquc tnagis desint elemenla figuria
Singula, qua semper rapics, et cetera Jigea,
Donee in angustum redigatur litera r.onum.

His lino nexis collum redimire memento."

Thus forming an equilateral triangle in this ma*
ner

:

ABRACADABRAAB RACADABRABRAGADABABRACADA
A B R A A D
A B R A A
A B R A C
A B R A
A B R
A B
A

For farther information respecting this magicul
word, see Du Cange, Glossar. Med. et Inf. Latin.,
ed. Paris, 1840.—Hofmann, Lex. Unit) —Sprengel,
Hist, de la Mid., torn, ii , p. 147.—C. Steph., Diet
Hist., etc., p. 8, edit. N. Lloyd.—Ger. Jo. Voss., Op.
t. 5, p. 24.

One or two examples of this folly may be given
from Alexander Trallianus, especially as it is sui
prising that an author who displays so much judg-
ment in other matters should show so much weak-
ness in this For epilepsy he recommends a piece
of an old sailcloth, taken from a shipwrecked vessel,
to be tied to the right arm for seven weeks to-

gether ;' for the colic he orders the heart of a laik
to be fastened to the left thigh ;* for a quartan ague,
a few hairs taken from a goat's chin are to be car-
ried about:' several other equally ridiculous in-

stances might be given. By way of excuse, he in-

forms us that in his time many persons, particular-
ly the rich, were very averse to medicine, and
would by no means be persuaded to persist in a
proper method, which forced them, he says, to
have recourse to amulets, and such things as were
fondly imagined to effect a cure in a more expedi-
tious manner.* {Vid. Amuletum.)
The following is probably a coiTy)lete list of the

ancient treatises that remain on the subject of ther
apeutics : Hippocrates, 'Enidrjixiuv BiGXia "Eirro,
De Marbis Popularibus, lib. vii., of which the first

and third books are considered as undoubtedly
genuine, the second, fourth, and sixth as doubtful,
and the fifth and seventh as certainly spurious.

—

Id., 'A<j>optafioi, Aphorismi, considered so certainly
genuine that Stephanus Atheniensis says' they were
the touchstone by which to try the authenticity of
the other works that go under the name of Hippoc-
rates.—Id., Uepl ^apfiuKuv, De Rcmediis Purganti-
bus, a spurious work.*—Aretaeus, Uepl eepaneioi
'Ofcuv Kal Xpoviu'v RaOQv, De Curalione Acutorum
et Diuturnorum Mnrborum, in four books.—Galen,
Tixvj) 'laTpLKTj, Ars Mcdica.—Id., QepanevriKr) Utdo-
Jof, Mcthodus Mcdendi.—Id., Ta Trphg VkavKuva Qepa-
nevTiKu, Ad Glauconfm de Medendi Melhodo.—Id.,

Ile/ji 4fAE6oTOfiiac iipoq 'EpaaiaTparov, De Venasec-
tione adversus Erasistra'um.—Id., Uepl 'i'XeCoTo/iiai

TTpbg 'Epaaiarpareiovc tuvc kv 'Pt^fiif, De Venaseclion*
adversus Erasistraleus Ri-nt^ Degentes.— Id., JIc/n

^Xe6oTO/iiaQ QipaTrevriKov Bi^kiov, De Curandi Ror
tione per Vencesectionem.—Id.. Flcpl BJf/lAwv, 'KvTie
ndaeuc, ^iKVug, Kat 'Eyxapu^cu^, Kal Karaxaafiov,
De Hirudimbus, Revulsione, Cucurbitida, Jncisione.

et Scarijicatione.—Alexander Aphiodisiensis, Utfti

1. (De Re Med., lib. i., c. 20, p. 30, ed G.^np ) -2. (lb., lib

vi., c. 6, p. 165.)— 3. (lb.,lib.x., c. 6,p. 24\.)--4 Cb., !ib. vi.i..

:. 7, 10, p. 165, 198.) — 5. (ap. Dietz, Schol. in lh\.<vv: o; Gal.
torn, ii , p. 239.) —6. {Vid. Choulant, Handb. de> liiichrrkuwW
fiir die MXtere Medicin, 8vo, LeipziK, IHU )
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Uipiru', De Fcbribus.—Great part of the ^VDayuyal
larpiKai, ColUcla Mrdicinalia, of Oribasius, and also

of his Ziivoi^ic, Sf/nopsis ad Euatathium, treat of this

subject.—Palladius, lUpi Hvperuv IvvTOfio^ ZvvoV'if,

De Febnbus Concita Synopsis.—Aetius, BtCXia 'lo-

rpucu 'F.KKaiitKa, Libri Medicinalca Sedccim.—Alex-

ander Trallianus, ]ii6Xia 'larpiKu AvoKaidcKa, Libri

de Re Mcdtca Duadccim.—Paulus JCgineta, 'Ekito-

u^C 'laTpiKi'/g lii6Xia "ETrro, Compendti Medici Libri

Sentem, of which great part relates to this subject.

—TljeophaiK s Nonnus, 'EniTOfii] rijc 'larpiK^t ' Anu-

aiff TixvT/c, Compendium Tolius Artit Medica.—
Synesius, llepl llvperuv, De Febribua.—Joannes Ac-
tuarius, Mcthodua Medendi.— Demetrius Pepago-
inenus, Ilcpt Uoduypag, De Podagra.—Celsus, De
Medictna, in eight books, of which great part treat

of this subject.—Caelius Aurelianus, Cetcrum Pas-
tionum Libri iii.—Id., Tardarum Pasaionum Libri
».—Serenus Samonicus, De Medicina Pracepla Salu-

herrima, a poem on the art of Healing.—Theodorus
Priscianus, Kerum Medicarum Libri iv. To which
list may be added (though somewhat later than the

period treated of in this work) the celebrated Regi-
men Sanilatis Salernilanum, of which more than
twenty editions were published in the fifteenth cen-
tury, and more tlian forty in the sixteenth.

THERAPON (^tpunuv). ( Vid. Helotes.)
THElllACA (•dtjpiaKTi), a word properly applied,

according to Galen,' to preparations that would cure
the bite of wild beasts ('drtpiuv), as those which
were meant as antidotes to other kinds of poisons
(rotf 6rilrjTr}fnoig) were properly called uXt^ti^fiaKa.*
The most celebrated of these preparations was the

Theriaca Andromachi, invented by the physician to

the Emperor Nero, which was nearly the same as
that which was composed by Mithradates, king of
Pontus, the receipt for which was said to have been
found among his papers,after his death.by Pompey.
This was published at Rome, under the title of An-
tidotum Mithradatium. But £is the various receipts

for the preparation of this famous remedy differ

from eacli other very widely, the probability is, says
Dr. Heberden, that Mithradates was as much a
stranger to his own antidote as several eminent
physicians have since been to the medicines that are

daily advertised under their names. It was asserted
that whoever took a proper quantity of this prepara-
tion in the morning was ensured against the effects

of poison during tiie whole of that day, and this, we
are told by Galen.'' was regularly done by the Em-
peror Marcus Aureiius. It was farther stated that

Mithradates himself was so fortified against all

haneful drugs, that none would produce any effect

when he attempted to destroy himself.* In the
course of ages it underwent numerous alterations.

According to Celsus, who first described it,* it con-
tained only thirty-six simples ; Andromachus added
the flesh of vipers,* after cutting off the head and
tail,' and increased the number of ingredients to

seventy-five. These, and the method of putting
them together, he handed down to posterity in a
Greek poem, consisting of one hundred and seventy-
four hexameter and pentameter lines, which has
been preserved by Galen,' and has several times
been published separately. When thus improved,
Andromachus called it ya/l^vj/,* but in Trajan's time
it obtained the name of Theriaca, either from the

1. (Conimeiit. in Hippocr. Libr., " De Alim.," <) 7, torn, xv., p.
f7t>, ed. Kiiliii.)—2. (Conf. Gal., Comment, in Uippocr. Libr. vi.,
•• l>e Morb. Vulgar," vi., 5, lorn, xvii., pt. ii., p. 337.)—3. (Do
^tid., i., 1. torn, xir., p. 3.)—4. (Gal., 1. c—CeU., De Med., .,
t3, 4 3. — GrP., xvii., 16.— Justin, xxxvii., 3.— Flor., iii., 5. —
Mart., r.,7t>.— L>ii>n Cam., xxxvii., 13.—Appian, De Bell. Mithr.,

e. 111.— Aurcl. Viot., Ue Vir. lllu»t.,c.76.)—5. (1. c.)—6. (Gal.,

De Ther. ail Pm., c. i, torn, xiv., p. 233.) —7. (Id. ib., c. 9, p.
IM,iMi.)— 8. (De Antid., i., 0, torn, xiv., p. 33, iq.— De Ther.
Id Pi*., o. e-, ~, torn. XIV., p. 333.)—9. (Gal., 1. c.)

vipers in it, or rather Kaf l^oxr/v, from its supposed
effects in curing the bites of venomous animals.
Damocrates differed from Andromachus with re-

spect to some of the pro|)ortions,' and gave a re-

ceipt for it in one hundred and sixty-five Greek
iambics, which has also been preserved by Galen,*
and has been published along with his other poetical

fragments at Bonne, 1833, 4to, ed. C. F. Hailcss.
The reputation which this medicine enjoyed was
immense ; it is mentioned by Abulfaraj,' and sev-

eral Arabic physicians wrote treatises in its praise.

It even maintained its ground in quite modern times,

and it is only within comparatively a few years that
it has been dismissed from the British Pharmaco-
poeia. This was effected chiefly by the persuasion
of Dr. Heberden, who wrote a pamphlet on the sub-
ject, entitled Antiihcriaca, 1745. It consisted latter-

ly of seventy-two ingredients, which were arranged
under thirteen heads : viz., Acria, of which there
were five species ; Amara, of which there were
eight ; Stypiica {vulgo AstringerUia), five in number;
Aromatica Exotica, fourteen ; Aromalica Lidigena,
ten ; Aromatica ex Umhclli/cris, seven ; Resinoaa it

Balsama, eight ; GravcoleiUia, six ; Virosa {aeu qua
Narcosin inducunl), under which head there was but

one species, viz., 0/>/itm; Terra Insipida ct Inertia,

which comprised only the celebrated L€m«ian£ar/A;
Gummoaa, Amylacea, tf-c, four species ; Dulcia, viz.,

liquorice and honey ; and Vinum, viz., Spanish (or

skerry). Upon no principle of combination could
this heterogeneous farrago be vindicated ; and the
monstrous compound is well compared by Dr. Heb-
erden to the numerous undisciplined forces of a
barbarous king, made up of a dissonant crowd col-

lected from different countries, mighty in appear-
ance, but in reality an ineffective multitude, that

only hinder each other.*

THERMS. (Vid. Baths, p. 143.)

THERMOPO'LIUM. {Vtd. Cauda.)
*THEUMOS (^epfioi), a kind of pulse, reterabiu

to the genus Lupinua, L., or Lupine ; about the spe-

cies, however, there is great uncertainty. " Spren-
gel, in the first edition of his R. H. H., set down
the -depfioQ of Theophrastus for the white lupine, or
Lupinua albus ; and in the second fo-/ the L. piloaua

;

but Schneider is not satisfied that the characters of
the Qipfioq, as given by Theophrastus, agree with
either of them. Sp^engel remarks that the -dipftoi

TjIKpoq of Dioscorides may be either the L. hirsutua

or pilosus. He joins Siblhorp and Smith in holding
the Lupinus angustifolius to be the ^epfiog uypioc of
Dioscorides."*

THESEIA (i?7/(7«a), a festival celebrated by the
Athenians in honour of their national hero lliese-

us,* whom they believed to have been the autitoi

of their democratical form of government. In con
sequence of this belief, donations of bread and
meat were given to the poor people at Ihe Thesea,
which thus was for them a feast at which they felt

no want, and might fancy themselves equal to the
wealthiest citizens. We learn from Gellius' that

a contest also was held on this occasion, but we
are not informed in what it consisted. The day on
which this festival was held was the eighth ofevery
month {oydoai), but more especially the eighth of
Pyanepsion,* whence the festival was sometimes
called crydodiov.* From the passages above referred

to, compared with Diodorus,'* it appears highl)

probable that the festival of the Thesea was not in

1. (Gal., De Ther. ad Pis.,c. 13, torn, xiv., p 266.) — 2. (De
Antid., i., IS, torn, xiv., p. 90, sq.)— 3. (Hut. Dynast., p. 63.)—

t

( Vtd. Dr. Paris's Phuriimcologia, vol. i., p. 49.)—5. (Dioacor., n.,

132, 133.—Thoophr., II. P., i.,6; lii., 3.-Adains, Ap|wnd .i.v.:
— 6. (Aristoph., Plut., 622, &c., with the schol. — Siiidaa, a. »

Orietioii.) — 7. (xv., 20, I) 3.) — 8. (Schol. ad Ariitoph.. 1. c. —
Plut., The»., 36.)—9. Ulenych., •. ».)—!> (v., 52.)
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tituteJ till B.C. 469, when Cimon brought the re-

mains of Theseus from Scyrus to Athens.'

THESMOPHO'RIA (ecffjuo^opta), a great festival

and mysteries celebrated in honour of Demeter in

various parts of Greece, and only by women, though

some ceremonies were also performed bv -naidens.

The Attic Thesmophoria were held in the month
of Pyancpsion, and began on the eleventh. Its in-

troduction was ascribed by Demosthenes, Diodorus

Siculus, and Plutarch" to Orpheus, while Herodo-

tus* states that it was introduced into Greece from

Egypt by the daughters of Danaus, who made the

Pelasgian women of Peloponnesus acquainted with

the mysteries ; that after the Dorian conquest they

fell into disuse, and were only preserved by the

Arcadians, who remained undisturbed in their an-

cient seats. Thus much appears certain from the

name of the festival itself, that it was intended to

commemorate the introduction of the laws and
regulations of civilized life, which was universally

ascribed to Demeter.* Respecting the duration of

the Attic Thesmophoria, various opinions are en-

tertained both by ancient and modern writers.

According to Hesychius,* it lasted four days : it has
been inferred from Aristophanes* that it lasted for

five days. Such discrepances have undoubtedly

arisen from the circumstance that the women spent

several days before the commencement of the real

festival in preparations and purifications, during

which they were especially bound to abstain from
sexual intercourse, and for this purpose they slept

and sat upon particular kinds of herbs, which were
believed to have a purifying effect.' During this

time the women of each demos appointed two mar-
ried women from among themselves to conduct the

solemnities {upx^tv eic ru Qeafiocpopia^), and their

husbands, who had received a dowry amounting to

three talents, had to pay the expenses for the so-

lemnity in the form of a liturgy.' The festival it-

self, which, according to the most probable suppo-

sition, also adopted by Wellauer,'" lasted only for

three days, began on the 11th of Pyanepsion, which
day was called uvoSoc or «(i0o(5of," from the circum-

stance that the solemnities were opened by the

women with a procession from Athens to Eleusis.

In this procession they carried on their heads sa-

cred laws {v6iLti/ioi l3i6Xoi or ^c^fioi), the introduction

of which was ascribed to Demeter Qeaiio<^6po^, and
other symbols of civilized life." The women spent
the night at Eleusi^ in celebrating the mysteries of
the goddess.'^ The second day, called vnT^eia,^*

was a day of mourning, during which the women sat

on the ground around the statue of Demeter, and
took no other food than cakes made of sesame and
honey ((rvaa/zoiic'*). On tliis day no meetings either
of the senate or the people were held.'* It was
probably in the afternoon of this day that the wom-
en held a procession at Athens, in which they walk-
ed barefooted behind a wagon, upon which baskets
with mystical symbols were conveyed to the Thes-
mophorion." The third day, called KoXkiyeveia
fn«m the circumstance that Demeter was invoked
uu'Ier this name,'* was a day of merriment and rail-

Iwy among the women themselves, in commemora-
tiji of lambe, who was said to have made the god-

I. (Meursius, Grtec. Fer., s. v. QrioCia.— Theseus, p. 133.

—

C.n\ia\, Fast. Att., li., p. 330. — Ideler, Hist. Untersuch. ueber
die Aitronom. Beobacht. der Alten, p. 383, &c.)—2. (ap. Theo-
d..r-t.,Therap., 1.)—S. (ii., 171.)— 4. (Diodor., v., 5.)—5. (s. v.

Tplrti Ocanoij)optii)v)— 6. (Thesmoph., 80.)— 7. (Hesych., s. v.

Krt-tfoov.— Etym. Magn., s. v. ^xdopSuv. jElian, N. A.., ix., 26.— f chill, ad Theocr., iv., 25.— Dioscor., i., 135. — Plin., H. N.,
and", 19. — Steph. Byz., i. v. Mi'Ai/roj.)— 8. (Isaens, Ue Ciion.
herud., p. 208, ed. Reiske.) 9. (Id , Ue Pyrr. hercd., p. 66.) —
10. (Ue Thesmoph., p. 6.) — 11. (Hesych., s. v. 'Avo^of.)- It.
(Schol. ad Theocr., iiv., 23.)— 13. (,JEa. Tact., Polior., 4.) — 14.
(Alhcn., vii., p. 307.) — 15. (Aristoph., Thesmoph., 535; Pax,
6J0.)— 16. (Arifiouh., Thesm., 79.)—17. (Id. ib., 276, &c.) — 18.
Id. lb., 296.)
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less smile during her grief Hesychius memioiis
a sacrifice called Co/^la, which was offered to the
goddess as an atonement for any excess or erro*-

which might have been committed during the sa-

cred days, and this sacrifice was probably offered

at the close of the third day.

There are several other particulars mentioned by
ancient writers as forming part of the Thesmopho-
ria, but we are not able to ascertain in what man-
ner they were connected with the festival, or on
what day they took place.

Thesmophoria were also celebrated in many oth-

er parts of Greece, as mentioned above. The prin-

cipal places where they are mentioned by ancient

authors are the following : Sparta, where the fes-

tival lasted three days ,' Dryinaea in Phocis ;*

Thebes in Boiotia ; Miletus ;* Syracuse ;• Eretria

in Eubcea ;' Delos ;• Ephesus ;' Agrigentum ;'" and
other places. But of their celebration in these
towns we know no more than a few isolated partic-

ulars, which are mentioned in the passages referred

to."

THESMOS i^eaixoi). ( Vid. Nomos, p. 663.)

THESMOTHETAI {-deafiodeTai). ( Vid. Archon.)
THE'TES (i?^7Cf). In earlier times this name

denoted any freemen who worked for hire {ol IveKa

rpo(p^C dovXevovTEC ;" k?^tvdepcjv bvofia 6111 Treviav in'

upyvpiij) (JovAevovrwv"). Homer'* speaks of^&f/Tig re

d/iueg re, the latter properly signifying those who
became slaves by captivity. They are to be dis-

tinguished not only from all common slaves, but
also from those persons who were in the condition

of the Penestae or Helots.'* The persons best
known by the name of iJ^rcf are the members of
the fourth or lowest class at Athens, according to

the political division of Solon (B.C. 594). Among
other changes, he effected one of great importance,
by abolishing, or at least abridging, the distinc-

tions of caste or birth, and introducing in lieu of

them distinctions of property. He distributed the
people of Attica into four classes : the first consist-

ing of those whose land afforded an annual income
of 500 medimni of dry produce, or metretes of liquid,

hence called KEVTaKocnofj.edifivoi.; the second of those
whose annual profits were 330 ; the third, whose
profits were 150 ; the fourth consisting of those
whose incomes were less than 150. The fourth

class, comprehending all the poor and labouring

part of the citizens, were called ^TjvEg. To each
class were assigned certain rigi)ts and privileges

on the one hand, and certain duties and liabilities

on the other. As to the mode of taxation, see Eis-

PHORA. The highest civil offices and military com-
mands were reserved for the members of the first

class. The second and third were appointed to

form the national militia, the former constituting

the cavalry, the latter the heavy-armed infantry

;

and certain minor civil offices were open to them.

The lowest class was exempted from all direct tax-

ation, and also excluded from all honours and dig-

nities. In war they served as light troops (i/^t/lot),

and, when naval service was required, as rowers
in the ships. They, however, were admitted to

vote in the kKKlriaia, or general assembly, where
magistrates were elected, and various other impor

I. (Aristoph., Thesm., 792 ; Ran.,390.—Hesych., s. v. Xr/jv*
—Phot., Lex., p. 397.— ApoUod., i., 5, ^ 1.) — 2. (Hesych., . t
Tp«^uspoj.)— 3. (Paus., x., 33, ^ 6.—Steph. Byz., s. v. Apv/MO.)
—4. (Plut.,Pelop., p.280.—Xeu.,Hell., v., 2,^29.)—5. (Steph

Byz., s. V. MtAr/Toj.- Uiog. Laert., ix., * 43.)—6. (Athen., xiv.,

p. 647.)—7. (Plut., Quaest. Gr.,p. 298, B.,<fce.)—8. (Athen., iii.,

p. 109.)-9. (Strab., xiv., p. 633. — Herod., vi., Ifi.)— 10. (Pol

j'cen., v., 1, 1.)— 11. (Meursius. Griec. Fer., ». v. Qcono<t>ipia.-
vVellauer, Ue Thesmoph., Wratislav., 1820, 8vo.— Creuzer

Symbol., iv., p. 440, &c.—Preller, in Zimiiiermanu's Zeitschrifl,

1835, n. 98 ; and in general, Wachsmuth, Hollen. Alt., ii.. 2, p.

248, &c.)— 12. (Photius s. v.)— 13. (Pollux, Onom., iii., 32.)—

14. (Od.. iv., 644 ; xviii.. 356.)— 15. (W.ichsmuth, ib. I.. 1., 235.

255, 322.—Schdmann, Ant. Jur. Pub. Gr., 7/i >
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tant matlprs determined, though tne business of the

assembly was placed under the control of tiie senate

of Four Hundred, and could not be held without its

authority. A nother important privilege conferred on
the lowest class was the right of sitting as dicasts

in the heliastic court, for which no farther qualifi-

cation was requisite than that the party should be

thirty years of age, and possessed of his full legal

franchise {Vid. Dicastks.) Before the time of

Solon, all judicial power was vested in the superior

magistrates. He first gave an appeal from their

decisions to a court composed of a large number
of citizens, which in process of time became the

regular tribunal for the hearing of all civil causes,

the superintendence or direction thereof {^ycftovia

iiKaaTTjpiov) being alone reserved to the magistrate.

Such was the political condition of the lower class-

es at Athens as established by Solon. After his

time a variety of causes operated to increase the

power of the lower classes. Among these we may
reckon, first, the reforms introduced by Clisthenes,

A^ho created the dTjfioiy altered the tribes, subdivi-

led the heliastic court, broke the old aristocratical

connexions, and increased the number of citizens

by enfranchising aliens and slaves. Secondly, the

Persian war caused the downfall of many wealthy

families, who lost their possessions by the capture

and sacking of the city ; whereas the lower order

of people, who served in the fleet, became elevated

by their success, and rose in estimation by the val-

ue of the services they had rendered. This led to

a measure which is said to have been passed by
Aristides, which enabled the poorest citizen to as-

pire to the highest honours of the state ; after

which, all distinction of classes was gradually abol-

isliod ; though a certain fortune appears to have
been still requisite for the office of archon, if the

question asked at the examination previous to his

admission, d to Tifirjua airi^ kariv, had not become
a mere form.' Traae and commerce increased the

number of operative citizens, brought large crowds
Df seamen and idlers into the Pirajus and the city,

who turned their attention to the public assemblies,

where their numbers gave them a preponderance

in the suffrage. The attendance of the poorer peo-

ple in the ecclesia was still farther encouraged by
a law which was introduced by Callistratus after

ilie time of Pericles, by which every person who
attended received a certain fee, first an obol, and
afterward raised to three obols, called /iiaOdc f«-

KXtiaiacjTiKog.' The remuneration given to the di-

casts (an obol by the law of Pericles, but raised to

three obols by Cleon) had the same effect as the

assembly fee. The whole power of the state, judi-

(;ial and administrative, which already resided in

the multitude in theory, soon came to be exercised

by them in practice, when (besides their natural

love of power) they were stimulated to take upon
themselves the performance of these duties by the

prospect of immediate reward. The establishment

of the theoric fund (vid. Theorica) was another

measure of democratic tendency, as it helped to

maintain the idle poor at the public eXpense, and
enabled them to interfere in state business. That
the authority of the court of Areopagus, as well as

that of the senate of Five Hundred, should be di-

minished, was the natural consequence of the meas-

ures and changes above mentioned. To trace the

events, political and moral, which ensued from the

democratic movements of the Athenians, belongs

to history.'

I. (Pollux, Onom., riii., 86.)—2. (BOckh, Staatsh. der Ath., i.,

J45.)—3. (VVachsmuth, I., li., 26, 30, 150, 158. — SchSmann, De
Comit., pref., x., xviii.—AntH|. Jur. Publ. Gr., 174, 253.—Thirl-
wall, Ilist of Greece, ii., p. 37-44, 73. 374 ; iii., p. 67.—Kckh,
Slaatsh., &i:., i., 250, 277 ; ii., 28-36.— Uarpocra) and S. idaa,

» V. Oifrti and ^tiriKdv )
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The name of -dfjaaa was also given to a poor
heiress at Athens, whom the next of kin was obli-

ged to marry, or give her a suitable portion. {Vid,
Suidas^ and Epicl,eru».)

THI'ASOS (•diaaoi) signifies any company or as-

semi ly of persons met together for a religious pur-
pose, such as a choir of bacchanals or dancers, a
party met to celebrate a festival, &c. (tVpof x°P^t
U1T0 Tov dieiv, rj una tov kvdovai^v • to utipoi^oftevcv

n?ifiOo( inl riXei koI rifiy {ieov.* Compare DioxrtiA,

p. 363.) The word appears to be derived from moQ,
the Doric for -deo^. Each member of a ^iaaof was
called ^laauTT/c. In the democratic states of Greece
there were religious associations called •diaaot, who
clubbed together, kept a common fund, purchased
land, &c., for religious purposes.' ( Vid. Eranos.)
THO'LOS (iJoAof, 6 and ^, also called a/ctdf) is

a name which was given to any round building
which terminated at the top in a point, whatever
might be the purpose for which it was used.* At
Athens the name was in particular applied to the
new round Prytaneum near the senate-house, which
should not be confounded with the old Prytaneum
at the foot of the Acropolis.* It was therefore the
place in which the prytanes took their common
meals and oflfered their sacrifices. It was adorned
with some small sdvcr statues,' and near it stood
the ten statues of the Attic iiruvvfiot. ( Vtd. Epo.nt-
Moi, Pkvtaneio.v.)

Other Greek cities had likewise their public i>6

Xoi : thus we find that Polycletus built one ofwhite
marble at Epidaurus, the inside of which was adorn-
ed with paintings by Pausias. It was originally

surrounded by columns, of which in the days of
Pausanias six only were standing, and upon these
were inscribed the names of such persons as had
been cured of some disease by Asclepius, together
with the name of the disease itself, and the manner
in which they had obtained their recovery.^

THORAX. ( Vid. LoRicA.)

THO'RIA LEX. This agraria lex is the subject

of a very elaborate essay by RudorflT, " Das Acker-
gesetz des Spurius Thorius, Zeitschrift, vol. x."

This lex was engraved on the back part of tie
same bronze tablet which contained the Servilia

lex Judiciaria, and on Repetundse. The tablet was
broken at some unknown time, and the lower, which
was perhaps' the largest part, is now lost. Seven
fragments of the upper part were preserved, which,
as the tablet is written on both sides, make four-

teen ins<iriptions, which were published by Fulvius
Ursinus : the first five of the inscriptions, as they
are numbered by him, belong to the lex Tlioria, and
the last seven to the lex Servilia. The largest

and most important of the fragments are now in

the Museo Borbonico. Their history is traced and
their present condition described by lludorff" with
great minuteness. Two of the fragments were
copied by Sigonius when they were in the Museum
of Cardinal Bembo ; and the copy of the two frag-

ments of the lex Thoria, and also the copy of the
two fragments of tlie lex Servilia, are printed in the
work of Sigonius, De Antique Jure Populi Romani,
Libri Undecirn, Bononise, 1574.

The title of this lex does not appear from the
mutilated inscription, but RudorflT show." that the

lex belongs to the period between the consulship

of P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica and L. Calpurnius Piso
Bestia, B.C. Ill, and that of L. Julius Caesar, B.C.

90, within which space of twenty-two years five

agrarian laws were enacted, Boria, Thoria, Marcia,

Apuleia, and Titia. It farther appears, from com

1. (1. c.)-2. (Suidas, Ilarpocr., and Hesyr.h., t. v.)—3. (Bttckh^

Staatsh., &c., i., 264.—Schomann, Ant. Jur. Pul>l. Gr., 205 )—

<

(Hnsych. and Suidas, s. v. Q6\n(. — Honi., Od., xxii , 442, 459,

466.)— 5. (Pans., i., 5. 6 1 ; 16, <i 13.) — 6. (Pollux, Ouom., m:^
J53.—Demosth., De Fn^s. Leg., p. 419.)—7. (Paus.. u.^l7^» 3.)
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THOS THRONUS

•^ling two passages of Cicero,* in which he speaks

of the lex 'J'horia, with the fragments of this lex

whose title is lost, that the fragments are those of

the lex Thoria. Now the date of the lex Thoria is

fixed by Rudorff at the year of the city 643, or B.C.

Ill, which is, consequently, the date of the lex on

the bronze tablet, thus identified with the lex Tho-

ria. Proceedmg on the assumption that the frag-

mentary lex was the plebiscitum called the lex

Thoria, Sigonius restored the beginning of it ac-

cording to the usual form of Roman plebiscita : Sp.

Thorivs . . . F. Tr. PI. Plebem ivre rog. Plebesque

irre scivit Tribvs .... Principvm fvit pro tribv Q.

Fabivs. Q- F. primvs scivit.

The history of this inscription is curious. It was
not cut on the rough back of the bronze tablet till

after the other side, which is smooth, had been oc-

cupied by the Servilia lex. The Servilia lex is cer-

tainly not of earlier date than the year of the city

648, or B.C. 106, and, consequently, the Thoria could

not have been cut on this tablet before the year 648.

It seems that the tablet was large enough for the

lex Servilia, for which it was intended, but much
too small for the agrarian law :

" consequently, the

characters of the agrarian side of the tablet are re-

markably small, the lines narrow, the abbreviations

numerous, and the chapters only separated by two
or three points, whereas on the other side the let-

ters are uniform, large, and well made, the lines

wide, the words written at full length, and the chap-

ters of the lex separated by superscriptions. Far-

ther, the lines (of the Agraria lex) are often so ob-

lique that they cross the straight lines on the oppo-

site side, which are cut very deep, and, consequent-

ly, are visible on the side on which the agrarian lex

is cut." (Rudorff)
The subject-matter of this lex cannot be stated

without entering into detail : the whole is examined
by Rudorff with great care. The main subject of

the lex, to which the first eighteen chapters or forty-

three lines refer, is the public land in Italy as far as

Vhe rivers Rubico and Macra. The second part of

the lex begins with the nineteenth chapter and the

forty-fourth line, and extends to the fiftieth chapter

and the ninety-sixth line : this part of the lex re-

lates to the public and private land in the province

of Africa. The third and last part of the lex, from
the fiftieth chapter and the ninety-sixth line to the

end of the inscription, relates to the Roman public

land in the territory of Corinth.

Rudorff concludes that the lex applied to other
land also, and for two reasons. First, the Roman
agrarian laws of tlie seventh century of the city

related to all the provinces of the Empire, of which
we have an example in the case of the lex Servilia

of Rullus. Secondly, the fragment of the lex Tho-
ria which is preserved is so broad compared with
the height, that we may conclude that the complete
tablet contained three times as much as it does
now ; for nearly all the bronze tablets on which Ro-
man laws are cut are of an oblong form, with the
height much greater than their width. Of the two
thirds of the tablet which it is concluded have been
lost, not a trace has yet been discovered.
The essay of Rudorff contains a copy of the in-

scription, with his restoration of the passages that
are defaced. The value of this attempt can only be
estimated by an investigation as complete as that of
the author.

*THOS {&6i).
'• Hardouin," remarks Adams,

'• upon the authority of Bochart and others, holds
the improbable opinion that the Thos was the Papio
or Baboon. Buffun concludes, with greater prob-
ability, that it was the Cania aureus, L. ; he main-
tains, however, that it is not the same as the Ltipus

tervarius, although generally held to be so. The
Lupus cervarius is, as he remarks, the same as the
Ckaus of Pliny, which is our lynx or stng-woJf, no
character of which agrees with the Thos."^

THRANI'TAI {^^pavlrai). {Vid. Ships, p. 893.)

THRACES. (Vid. Gladiatores, p. 477.)

THRAUPIS i^pavnic), the name of a bird men.
tioned by Aristotle, and the same, probably, with the

Goldfinch, or Fringilla carduelis*

THRAU'PALUS (dpavnaXoc), a plant, eithei

the Viburnum lantana, Mealy Guelder-rose or Way-
faring-tree according to Sprengel, or the Vtburvum
opulus, common Guelder-rose or Water-elder ac-

cording to Stackhouse.'
THRIDAX, the Lettuce. {Vid. Lactdca.)
THRIDAC'INE. {Vid. Lactuca.)
*THRISSA {-dpiaaa), a species offish, the Clupca

alosa, or Shad. Ausonius states that in his time it

was used only by the lower ranks for Ibod,*

THRONUS, the Greek -dpovoq, for which the

proper Latin term is solium, a Throne. This did

not differ from a chair {KadiSpa) {vid. Cathedra,
Sella) except in being higher, larger, and in all re-

spects more magnificent.* On account of its eleva-

tion, it was always necessarily accompanied by a
footstool {subsdltum, vnonodiov, Alt. -dpuviov, Ion.

&pfivvq^). Besides a variety of ornaments, espe-

cially nails or studs of silver, bestowed upon the

throne itself, it was often covered with beautiful and
splendid drapery.' {Vid. Tapes) The accompa-
nying woodcut shows two gilded thrones, with

1. (Df Or., li *0 and Bnitui 3fi.
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cushions and drapery, represented on paintings

found at Resina * These were intended to be the

thrones of Mars and Venus, which is expressed by

the helmet on the one and the dove on the other.

All the greater gods were sometimes represented

as enthroned, especially Jupiter, Juno, Mars, Venus,
Minerva, Diana, Ceres, Cybele, Neptune, xEscuIa-

pius, and Apollo. This was in imitation of the

practice adopted by mortals, and more particularly

in Asia, as in the case of Xerxes' and of the Par-

thians." When the sitting statue of the god was
colossal, the throne was, of course, great in propor-

tion, and consequently presented a very eligible field

for the display of sculpture and painting. As early

as the sixth century before Christ, Bathycles of

Magnesia thus decorated the throne of the Amy
claean Apollo. Instead of legs, it was sustained

both before and behind by four statues, representing

two Graces and two Hours. It was elevated upon

a basement {(Sudpov). Being of the size of a con-

siderable temple, and open all round so that persons

might walk under it, it was covered with basre
liefs both outside and inside. Not less than fifty oi

sixty mythological subjects were thus displayed in

separate compartments, besides many distinct fig-

1. (Hardouin ad Plin., viii., 52.—Aristot., 11. A., ii., 12.—Id
ib., vi., 29.—Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Aristot., H. A., »iii

5.)—3. (Theophrast., H. P., iii., 6.— Id. ib., iv., 1.—Adanw, Ap
pend., 8. V.)—4. (Aristot., 11. A., ix.,32.—jElian, N. A., vi.,33

—Adums, Append., s. v.)—5. (Athen.. v., p. 192, e.)—6. (Horn.

II . XIV., 240.—Od.. I., 131.— Ib., x., 315.)-". (Horn., Od., xx

150.)—8. (Ant. d'Ercol.. l, tav. 29.)— 9. (Philostrj Iraag , h.

31 )-I0. (Claud, in iv. Cwi Honor.. 214.)
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CI5S placed about it.' The throne of the Olympian
Jupiler, the work of Phidias and Panainus, was
constructed and ornamented in a similar manner,
but was closed instead of being open all round, and
consisted of the most valuable materials, viz., ivo-

•y, ebony, gold, and precious stones.* As a chair

for common use was sometimes made to hold two
persons,' and a throne shared by two potentates

(Mdpov*), so two divinities were sometimes sup-

posed to occupy the same throne.* Besides those

belonging to the statues of the gods, the thrones
of monarchs were sometimes deposited in the tem-
ples as DoNARIA.*
The following woodcut, taken from a fictile vase

m lhv3 Museo Borbonico at Naples, represents Juno
seated on a splendid throne, which is elevated, like

those already described, on a basement. She holds
in her left hand a sceptre, and in her right the
apple, which Mercury is about to convey to Paris
with a view to the celebrated contest for beauty on
Mount Ida. Mercury is distinguished by his Tala-
KiA, his Caduceus, and his petasus thrown behind
his back and hanging by its string. On the right
side of the throne is the representation of a tigress

or panther.

The elevated seat used by a schoolmaster was
called his throne.''

•THUS. (Kirf. LiBANOTUS.)
*THYA (iJva, -dvia, ^veia), a species of tree,

the timber of which was fragrant. " Botanical
authorities agree in referring it to the Arbor vita

;

that is, either to the Thya aphylla according to
Stackhouse, or the Thya arttculata according to
Sprengel. Most probably it is the ^iov of Homer.'"
THYI'TES LAPIS. "Galen," says Adams,

"describes the Thyites of Dioscorides as being of a
greenish colour, like jasper. It would appear that it

was a variety of turquoise, but not the kind in com-
mon use. It is the callais of Pliny, and hence the
turquoise is called by Fisher and Jameson callaile."*

•THYMALLUS (^vfiaUoc), a species of fish, the
Salmo Thymallus, L., called in English the Grayling
»r Umber. " The Umbra of Ausonius would ap-
lear to have been a variety of it. Artedi makes the
6vjiak}Mi: to have been a species of Coregenus ; but
the learned writer of the article on IchiTiyology in

the Eiicyclopedie Methodique, and Schneider, in his
commentary on .^lian, rank it as a species of Salm-
on. Daniell says that the name Thymallus is given
to this fish on account of an imaginary scent pro-
ceeding from it, resembling thyme, and that it is

I. (Paus.. iii., 18, (> 6-19, 4.—Hejme, Ant. Autsttze, i., p. 1-
lM.)-2. (Pau8.. v., II, <) %A.)—3. (Horn., II., lii., 424.— Od.,
ivii., 330.)—4. (Dorisap. Alhen.,i.,p. 17,/.)— 5. (I'aui., viii., 37,
2.)—fl. (Paus., ii.. 19, M; v, 12, 3.)—7. (Brui.ck, Anal..ii.,

417.)—8. (Theophra»t.. H. P., i ,9.— IJ. il.., iii.. 4 )-9. (Dio».
•or.. »., 154.—Plin., II. N., xxxvii., 68 —Adam., Append.,!. ».)

more appropriately called Umbra, t'om its being so

swift in summer as to disappeai like a passing

shadow.'"
•THYMBRA {^vfi6pa), a plant. "Stackhouse

seems to be the only authority who refers it to the
Thymbra capilata ; all the others are satisfied that it

is the Salureia Thymbra, or Savory. Aristophanea
alludes to the use of savory as a condiment."*
•THYMEL^A (^neUia). "Modern botanists,"

says Adams, " by a frequent change of names, have
occasioned some difllculty in determining accurate-

ly to which genus and species the ^vfte/.ata is to be

referred. It was most probably the Daphne Cnidium,
or Flax-leaved Daphne. Botanists call this tribe

of plants Thymeleie. The fruit of the &vfieXala is

usually named kokko^ KvteJiOf."*

THYM'ELE {&vfiari). ( Vid. Theatrum, p. 968.

THYMUS (<^vfioc), the Thymus vulgaris, or Com
mon Garden Thyme, according to most authorities

Matthiolus alone suggests that it is the Thymua
Creticus, which is the Satureia capilata, L.*

THYNNUS (tJwvoc), a fish, the Scomber Thyn-
mis, L., Spanish Mackerel, Albicore, or Tunny-fish.
According to Coray, its French name is Thorr
" The tunny is one of the largest sea fishes. Aris
totle speaks of an old individual which weighed fif

teen talents, or twelve hundred pounds, and which
measured two cubits and a palm from one point to

another of the caudal fin. This measure, too, is a

correction of Gaza's in his first editions, and after

Pliny. The majority of the manuscripts of Aris
totle say five cubits, and Hardouin, always prone to

paradox, believed that it was Pliny who ought to

have been corrected. Five cubits for this part

would give a Jength of at least twenty or twenty,
two feet for the entire fish. The fishery of the

tunny dates from the highest antiquity. Euthyde-
mus even attributes some verses to Hesiod, in which
he describes the trade and exportation of it. But
Athenaeus, who quotes them, proves, at the sam«
time, that they must of necessity have been the

production of a much later poet. It was more es-

pecially at the two extremities of the Mediterrane-

an, at the places where this sea contracts its chan-

nel, and where the migratory fishes are forced to

come more closely in contact with each other, that

the largest tunny-fisheries took place. In the East,

the Black Sea presented these fish with an abundant
degree of aliment, in consequence of the number of

rivers which run into it. They repaired thither in

crowds in the spring-time for the purpose of spawn-
ing, and Aristotle even believed that they did not

multiply elsewhere. They remained there during

the summer, and it was on their passage to the

Bosporus that such rich captures were mad^ of

them. According to the very detailed account of

Strabo, their reproduction took place in the Palua
Maeotis. They followed the coast of Asia Minor,
and the first were taken at Trebizonde and Pharna-
cia ; but they were then but small. At Sinope they

had already attained a size large enough for salting

;

and that town, built upon an isthmus, and admira-
bly situated for this fishery, derived immense profits

from it. But it was more especially the city of

Byzantium that was enriched by this fish. Th*
shoals of them that entered into the Bosporus, near

Chalcedon, met with a white rock which terrified

them, and induced them to turn on the side of By-
zantium, and to enter into the bay which now foruris

the port of Constantinople. This prodigious quan-

tity of fish still arrives at Constantinople at the

present day, as in the time of the ancients. Gyllius

1. (.ariian. N. A., xiv.. 22.— Id. ib.. xii., 49.—Daniell. RunA
Sporw, vol. ii., p. 246.)—2. (Theophra«t., C. »"., iv., 3.—Di»
cor., iii., 39.—Aristoph., Nub., 1.450.—Adamn, Append., «. t.J—
3. (Dioscor.. iv., 170.— Paul. ^Egin., vii., J.—Adams. Apiend

I «. V.)—4. (Tbeophratt., II. P., iv.. 3.—Diciecor.. iii., 38.)
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peaks of them in terms well calculated to excite

astonishment. The tunny-fishery was still more
ancient in the West. The Phoenicians had estab-

lished it very early on the coasts of Spain, and
orosecuted it with great activity, both without and

jvithin the columns of Hercules. Accordingly, we
ind the tunny appear on the Phoenician medals of

Cadiz and Carteia. From that period this species

of industry was extended and perpetuated along

these coasts. The salted preparations of fish of

Spain, as well as of Sardinia, were considered in

the time of the Romans as much more tender and
of a more agreeable flavour than those of Byzanti-

um. These preparations, too, sold at a higher price.

Their savoury quality was attributed to the quantity

jf acorns which fell from a small species of oak
very common on these coasts ; and the people were
led to believe that it was at the bottom of the sea

Itself that the oaks grew which produced these
scorns, but which, in all probability, are nothing but

fucus. The tunnies which removed farther towards
the Straits of Gibraltar became more and more thin,

because they no longer found this sort of aliment.

Strabo, in his Geography, carefully marks the places

where men were stationed to give notice of the arri-

val of these fish, in the very same manner as is done
in our own times. These stations were caWed^w-
oaKonela, 'look-out places for tunnies.' The fish-

ery was carried on very nearly in the same way as
in our days. The description given us by ^lian of
that which took place along the coasts of the Eux-
ine entirely resembles what is reported by Duhamel
jf the tunny-fishery as practised at Collioure. Par-
ticular names were given to the tunnies of different

iges. The Scordyla, or, as it was called at Byzan-
tium, Auxia, was the young tunny, when it first is-

sued from the Euxine Sea in autumn. The Pela-
mys was the tunny in a more advanced age, when
it returned to that sea in the spring. The very
large tunnies bore the name of Orycni, and there
were some so gigantic as to have been ranged
among the cetacea. These large orycni, according
to Dorion in Athenaeus, were considered to come
from the ocean. This was the reason why there
were more of them near the coasts of Spain and in

the Tuscan Sea, and it was supposed that they did
not return into the more Eastern seas. In modern
times, the tunny-fishery, without having diminished
in product, is almost concentrated in the interior of
the Mediterranean. It is no longer carried on upon
a grand scale at Constantinople, nor on the Black
Sea, since the establishment of the Turks in those
fine countries. The fisheries on the coast of Spain,
without the Straits, were supported for a longer
time. Those of Conil, near Cadiz, and of the cas-
tle of Sara, near Cape Spartel, were particularly
celebrated, and produced great revenues to the
Dukes of Medina and Sidonia, their privileged pro-
prietors. More than five hundred men were em-
ployed in them ; but they are now fallen into decay,
partly through bad management, and partly, as is
said, because the earthquake, which destroyed Lis-
bon in 1755, has changed the nature of the coast,
and determined the tunnies to seek in preference
the shores of Africa. At the present day, it is in
Catalonia, in Provence, in Sicily, Sardinia, and Li-
guna, that this fishery is most actively carried on,
and yields the most abundant results.'"
THYRSUS {Qvpaoc:), a pole carried by Bacchus,

and by Satyrs, Maenades, and others who engaged
in Bacchic festivities and rites.* (Fid. Dionysia,
p. 363.) It was sometimes terminated by the apple
of the pine or fir-cone {Kuvo<l>6po^), that tree {TrevKti)
being dedicated to Bacchus in consequence of the

. (Griffith's Cuvier, vol. x., p. 335, &c.)-3. (Athen,, liv., p.
931, a.—Veil. Paterc., ii., 83.)—3. (Branck, Anal., i.. 421.)
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use of the turpentine which flowed from it, and also

of its cones in making wine.* The monuments oi

ancient art, however, most commonly exhibit, in-

stead of the pineapple, a bunch of vine or ivy leaves,'

with grapes or berries, arranged into the form of a
cone. The annexed woodcut, taken from a marbl*

ornament,^ shows the head of a thyrsus compos* d
of the leaves and berries of the ivy, and surrounded
by acanthus-leaves. Very frequently, also, a white
fillet was tied to the pole just below the head, in

the manner represented in the woodcut on p. 96,

where each of the figures holds a thyrsus in her
hand. See also the woodcut to Funambulus.* (Vid.

Instita.) The fabulous history of Bacchus re-

lates that he converted the thyrsi carried by himself
and his followers into dangerous weapons, by con-
cealing sfn iron point in the head of leaves.* Hence
his thyrsus is called "a spear enveloped in vine»

leaves,"* and its point was thought to ncitc to

madness.'
TIA'RA or TIA'RAS {TLapa or Tuipac, Alt. Kvp-

6a(jLa*), a hat with a large high crown. This was
the headdress which characterized the northwest-
ern Asiatics, and more especially the Armenians,'
the Parthians, and the Persians," as distinguished

from the Greeks and Romans, whose hats fitted lf.«

1. (Walpole's Memoirs, vol. i., p. 235.)—2. (Ond, Met., xi.,

27, 28.—Propert., iii., 3, 35.)—3. (Mon. Matth., ii., tab. 88.)—
4. (Statius, Theb., vii., 654.)— 5. (Diod. Sic, iii., 64.—Id., iv.,

4.—Macrob., Sat., i., 19.)—6. (Ovid, Met., iii., 667.)—7. (Hor.,

Carm., ii., 19, 8.—Ovid, Amor., iii., 1, 23.—Id. ib., iii., 15, 17.—
Id., Trist., iv., :., 43.—Brunck, Anal., iii., 201. -Orph., Hymn.,
xlv., 5.—Id., 1., 8.)—8. (Moeris, s. v.—Ilerxl., v.. 49.—Id , vii.

64.—Aristoph., Aves, 487.)— 9. {Xen., Cyr(<p.,i., ^ 13.—Sueton
Nero, 13.)— 10. (Herwl., iii., 12 —Philostr. Sen., Ini-ig., ii 31 •

Plaut., Per»., iv., 2, 2.)
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•lead, or had only a low crown. The Mysian hat,

or " Phrygian bonnet," as it ia now called (vid. Pi-

LKu.«, p. 778), was a kind of tiara,' formed with

lappets to be tied under the chin,» and dyed purple.*

The King of Persia wore an erect tiara, while

those of his subjects were soft and flexible, falling

on one side.* He was also distinguished by the

splendid rolours of his tiara,* and by a Diadkma
which encircled it, and which was variegated with

while spots upon a blue ground. The Persian name
j»r this regal headdress was cidaris* {Kidaoic or kItg-

oic'')- The preceding woodcut shows the cidaris as

represented on a gem in the Royal Cabinet at Paris,

and supposed by Caylus to be worn by a sovereign

of Armenia.* From a very remote period* down to

the present day, the tiara of the King of Persia has
been commonly adorned with gold and jewelry.

TIBIA {avXoc), a Pipe, the commonest musical

instrument of the Greeks and Romans. It was
very frequently a hollow cane perforated with holes

in the proper places." In other instances it was
made of some kind of wood, especially box, ar.J

was bored with a gimlet {lerebrato buxo^'). The
Phoenicians used a pipe, called gingrus or ovAof

yiyyfiatvog, which did not exceed a span in length,

and was made of a small reed or straw.'* The use
of the same variety in Egypt is proved by specimens
in the Btitish Museum, which were discovered in

'M\ Egyptian tomb.
When a single pipe was used by itself, the per-

former upon it, as well as the instrument, was call-

ed monaulos,^^ fiwavXo^.^* Thus used, it was much
in fashion at Alexandrea.'* When its size became
considerable, and it was both strengthened and
adorned by the addition of metallic or ivory rings,'*

it must have been comparable to the flageolet, or

even to the clarionet of modern times. Among the

varieties of the single pipe, the most remarkable
were the bagpipe, the performer on which was
called utriculurius^'' or tidKawAj/f,'* and the avXog nXd-
yiog or TTAayi'au/lof,'* which, as its name implies,

had a mouthpiece inserted into it at right angles.

Its form is shown in a restored terminal statue of

Pan in the Townley collection of the British Muse-
um. Pan was the reputed inventor of this kind of

tibia,*" as well as oi Xhe fistula or Syrinx.
But among the Greeks and Romans it was much

more usual to play on two pipes at the same time.

Hence a performance on this instrument {tibicini-

wm*'), even when executed by a single person, was
called canere or canlare tibiis.*^ This act is exhibit-

ed in very numerous works of ancient art, and often

in such a way as to make it manifest that the two
pipes were perfectly distinct, and not connected, as

some have supposed, by a common mouthpiece.
We see this more especially in two beautiful paint-

ings, which were found at Resina and Civiti Vec-
chia, and which represent Marsyas teaching the

young Olympus to play on the double pipe.*' The
tibia pares in the British Museum, which were found
with a lyre in a tomb at Athens, appear to be of ce-

dar. Their length is about 15 inches. Each of

1. (Virg., JEn., rii., 247.—Servius ad loc.—Sen., Thyest., iv.,

1, 40, 41.—Philostr. Jun., Imaj., 8 )—2. (Juv., vi., 516.—Vol.
Flac., »!., 700.)—3. (Ovi<l,Met., xi., 181.)—4. (Herod., vii., 61.—
Xon., Auab., ii., 5, f) 23. —Id., Cyrop., viii., 3, I) 13. — Schol. in

Aristoph , 1. c.)—5. (Themist., Oral., 2, p. 36, c. ; 24, p. 306, c.)

—6. (Curt., iii., 8.)—7. (Strabo, li., 12, 9.—Pollux, vii., « 58.)
—8. (Recueil d Ant., t. ii., p. 124.)—9. (.iE»chyl., Pors., 668.)—
.'0. (Plin., II. N.,ivi., 36. 8.66.—Athen., iv., p. 182.)— 11. (Ovid,

Vvt., vi., 697.;— 12. (Athen., iv., ji 174, /.—FestuB, s. v. Oin-
friator )— 13. (Mart., xiv., 64.)— 14. (Brauok, Anal., i., 484.)—
15. (Athon., iv., p. 174, &.)— 16. (Ilor., Epist. ad Pic, 202-205.
—Propett., iv., 6, 8.)— 17. (Suelon, Nero, 54.)— 18. (Onomast.)
-19. (Theo^r, ix., 29.—Longus, i., 2.—Helioil., A thiop., v.—
£lian H. A., vi., 19.—EusUth. in IIuiu., 11., xvlii., 495.)—20.
(B:on, ii;.. 7.)—21. (Gel!., iv., 13.)—22. (Cell., xv., 17.—C. Nep.,
XV., 2, 9 1 )—23. (Ant. d'Ercolan., i., Uv. 9; iii., tav. l9.—Com-
oar«" Pans, x., 30, 1) 5.)

them had a separate mouthpiece (yK>amc), ioiid, bo
sides the hole at the end, it has Ave holes a '><ng th'

top and one underneath. The circumstance oi

these three instruments being foind together is in

accordance with the fact that they are very com-
monly mentioned together by ancient authors ;' and
the reason of this was, that performances on the

double pipe were very frecjuently accompanied by
the music of the lyre.* The mouthpieces of the two
pipes often passed through a Capistrum. {Vid.

Phorbeia.) (See woodcut, p. 454.)

Three difTerent kinds of pipes were originally

used to produce music in the Dorian, Phrygian, and
Lydian modes. {Vid. Music, p. 648.) About the

third century B.C., Pronomus, the Theban, invented
adjustments {dp/i3viai) by which the same set of

pipes might be fitted to all the modes.' In what
these adjustments consisted we are not clearly in-

formed. Probably stopples or plugs {oX/ioi) were
used for this purpose. {Vid. Aulos.) It appears
also that, to produce the Phrygian mode, the pipe

had only two holes above {biforis*), and that it ter-

minated in a horn bending upward.* It thus ap-

proached to the nature of a trumpet, and produced
slow, grave, and solemn tunes. The Lydian mode
was much quicker, and more varied and animating.

Horace mentions " Lydian pipes" as a proper ac-

companiment when he is celebrating the praise of

ancient heroes • The Lydians themselves used this

instrument in leading their troops to battle ; and
the pipes employed for the purpose are distinguished

by Herodotus' as "male and female," i. e., proba-

bly bass and treble, corresponding to the ordinary

sexual difference in the human voice. The corre-

sponding Latin terms are tibia dextra and sinistra

{Iceva') : the respective instruments are supposed to

have been so called, because the former was more
properly held in the right hand, and the latter in the

left. The " tibia dextra" was used to lead or com-
mence a piece of music, and the "sinistra" followed

it as an accompaniment. Hence the former was
called incentiva, the latter succentiva.* The come-
dies of Terence having been accompanied by the

pipe, the following notices are prefixed to explain

the kind of music appropriate to each : tibiis paribus,

i. e., with pipes in the same mode ; tib. imparibus,

pipes in different modes ; tib. duabus dextris, two
pipes of low pitch ; tib. par. dextris et sinistris, pipes

in the same mode, and of both low and high pitch.

The use of the pipe among the Greeks and Ro-
mans was threefold, viz., at sacrifices {tibiee sacrifi-

ce), entertainments (/M<itcr«;"* woodcut, p. 276), and
funerals" (see p. 650). 1. A sacrifice was common-
ly attended by a piper {libicen;^' woodcut, p. 897),

who partook of the food offered, so that " to live

like a piper" became a proverb applied to those who
maintained themselves at the expense of other peo-

ple." The worshippers of Bacchus,'* and still more
of Cybele, used the Phrygian pipe, the music of
which was on this account denominated rd MtjTpuov

aiiXriiia}^ 2. At public entertainments the tibidnea

wore tunics reaching down to their feet,'* as is ex-

emplified in the woodcut at p. 240. In conformity
with the use of this kind of music at public festivals,

a band of tibicines preceded a Roman general when
he triumphed." 3. The gravity and solemnity of

the Phrygian pipes, which adapted them to the wor
ship of Cybele, also caused them to be used at fu

1. (Find., Ol., ill., 9 ; xi., 97, 98.—rith., iv., 30, cd. B6ckh.- -

1 Cor., XIV., 7.)—2. (Hor., Epod., ix., 5.1—3. (Pans., ix., IS, 4

4.—Athen., xiv., p. 631, c.)—4. (Virg., JEn., iv., 617-620.)—*.
(TibuU., ii., 1. 86.— Ovid, Met., iii., 533.)— 6. (Cnrm., iv., IS,

30 )—7. (i., 17.)—8. (Plin., 1. c.)—f). (Varro, De Re Rust., i.,

2.)— 10. (Plin., 1. c)— 11. (Ovid, Fast., vi.. 657.)— 12. (Vanw,
De Re Rust., iii.. 17.)— 13. (Siiidas, s. v. Ai>Xi;rr;f.—Ariitopb..

Pax, 952.)— 14. (Virg., JEn., xi., 737.)— 15. (Pans., x., 30, 4 ».'

—16. (Ovid, Fa/.t., vi., 680.)— 17. (Floras, li., ^.)
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3*<rals.' Tho pipe was the instrument principally

ased to regulate the dance (vid. Saltatio), whether

<tt sacrifices, festivals, or private occasions in do-

mestic life ;* by means of it, also, the rowers kept

time in a trireme.*

Notwithstanding the established use of the pipe

for these important purposes, it was regarded, more
especially by the Athenians, as an inelegant instru-

ment, greatly inferior to the lyre.* Horace, how-

ever, represents Clio as performing, according to

circumstances, either on the lyre or the pipe ;* and

it is certain that the pipe was by no means confined

anciently, as it is with us, to the male sex, but that

av?[.7irpi6Ec, or female tibicines, were very common.*
The Thebans always esteemed this instrument, and

excelled greatly in the use of it.'

TIBI'CEN. (Fjrf. Tibia.)

''TGNI IMMITTENDI SERVITUS. ( Vid. Ser-

V1TUTE8, p. 878.)

Tigris (jlypig), the Tiger, or Felis Tigris, L.
" The Greeks would appear to have got acquainted

with the tiger during Alexander's expedition into

Asia, for it is first mentioned by Aristotle. Accord-

ing to Varro, the word is borrowed from the Arme-
nian language, and signifies an arrow or a rapid

river."*

TIKT'OI Aie'OI (n/croi lidoi). Prolific Stones.

"By prolific or pregnant stones," says Adams,
" were meant stones containing a nucleus within,

such as the eagle-stone. (Fid. Aetites.) Dioscor-

ides describes it thus : ueriTT]^ XlOo^ ug irepov kyKV-

uuv "kldov vm'iox<^v. These stones were at one time

famous for their reputed powers in aiding delivery,

preventing abortions, &c. ; but this superstitious be-

lief appears to have been of later origin than the

age of Theophrastus.""
TIL'IA. (FiW. Philyra.)
TIMEMA {Tii^Tjfia). The penalty imposed in a

court of criminal justice at Athens, and also the

damages awarded in a civil action, received the

iiame of Tifiijfta, because they were estimated or as-

ic'ssed according to the injury which the public or

the individual might respectively have sustained.

The penalty was either fixed by the judge, or mere-
ly declared by him according to some estimate made
before the cause came into court. In the first case
the trial was called uydv TtfiijTog, in the second
case, iiyuv utIhtjtoq, a distinction which applies to

civil as well as to criminal trials.

It is obvious that, on a criminal charge, two in-

quiries have to be made : first, whether the defend-
ant is guilty ; secondly, if he be found guilty, what
punishment ought to be inflicted upon him. It may
be advisable to leave the punishment to the discre-

tion of the judge, or it may not. In some cases the
Athenian lawgiver thought that the judge ought to
have no discretion. Thus, in cases of murder and
high treason, sentence of death was imposed by the
law and only pronounced by the judge {vid. Phonos,
Prodosia), and in many other cases the punishment
was likewise fixed by the law. But where the ex-
act nature of the offence could not be foreseen by
the lawgiver, or it might so far vary in its character
and circumstances as to admit of many degrees of
culpability, it might be desirable or even necessary
to leave the punishment to the discretion of the
judge. The law then directed that the same court
which passed sentence on the culprit should forth-
with impose the penalty which his crime deserved.

A. CStatin*, Theb., »i., 120.—Compare Joseph., B. J., iii., 8,

6.—St. Maltli., ix., 23.)—2. (Herod., vi., 129.)—3. (Max. Tyr.,
«3.)—4. (Plutarch, Alcib., p. 351.—Gell., N. A.,xv., 17.—Aristot.,
Polit., viii., 0.)—5. (Carni., i., 12, 2.—Compare Philost. Sen.,
Imog., ii., 5.)— 6. (Xen., Symp., ii., 1.—Hor., Epist., i., 14, 25.)
—7. (Anthol., ed. Jacobs, ii., 633.)—8. (Aristot., H. A., viii., 27.

—Adams, Append., s. v.)—9. iTheophr., De Lapid., c. xi.—Ad-
ams, Ajijiend., s. v.)

<)H2

Thus, ii the v6/iog Wpcwf,* it is enacted : 6rov 4t
Karajvt^ ij i)Maia, ti/jutu) Tcepi uvroi Kapaxp^fia,
6tov uv vo^y u^iog elvai naOeiv i) unoTiaiti, where
unorlaat refers to pecuniary penalties, Tab'eiv to any
other sort of penalty, as death, imprisonment, &c.
Sometimes a special provision was made as to the

means of enforcing the punishment ; as in the law
last cited, and also in the laws in Demosthenes,* it

is declared that, if a fine be 'mposed, the party shall

be imprisoned until it is paid.

In civil causes, the sertence by which the court

awarded redress to the injured party would vary
according to the nature of his complaint. Where
he sought to recover an estate in land, or a house,

or any specific thing, as a ring, a horse, a slave, no-

thing farther was required than to determine to

whom the estate, the house, or the thing demand-
ed, of right belonged. (Vid. Heres, Greek; OIKl-
A2 AIKH.) The same would be the case in an ac-

tion of debt, xpioi^i <''«'?> where a certain sum was
demanded ; as, for instance, where the plaintiff had
lent a sum of money to the defendant, and at the

trial no question was made as to the amount, but

the dispute was whether it was a loan or a gift, or

whether it had been paid or not. So, in an action

for breach of contract, if, by the terms of the con-

tract, a certain penally had been attached to its vi-

olation, it would be unnecessary to have an inquiry

of damages, they being already liquidated by the

act of the parties themselves.' In these and many
other similar cases the trial was drZ/zj^rof. On the

other hand, wherever the damages were in theii

nature unliquidated, and no provision had been made
concerning them either by the law or by the agree-

ment of the parties, they were to be assessed by the

d leasts.

The following was the course of proceeding fa

the TifiTjTol uyiJvec.

Let us suppose that on a criminal prosecution th«

defendant had been found guilty. The superintend-

ing magistrate then called upon the prosecutor to

say what punishment he proposed to be inflicted on

him, and what he had to say thereupon. The bill

of indictment (ly«Z>?//a) was always superscribed

with some penalty by the person who preferred it.

He was said kni-ypu(j>ea6ai TtfiTjua, and the penalty

proposed is called eTrl-ypa/Mfia* We find also the

expressions kTruyeiv rifijifia, TifiuaOai rCt <j>evyovTi,

TinrjaLv TToieladai. When a charge was brought, not

by a private individual, but by a magistrate ex offi-

cio, the law required him in like manner to write

down the penalty which he thought the case merit-

ed.* The prosecutor was now called upon to sup-

port the allegation in the indictment, and for that

purpose to mount the platform and address the di-

casts {uvaSalveiv dg TifiT]fxa).

Here he said whatever occurred to him as likely

to aggravate the charge, or incense the dicasts

against his opponents. He was not bound, how-

ever, to abide by the proposal made in the bill, but

might, if he pleased (with the consent of the court),

ask for a lower penalty than he had demanded be-

fore. This was often done at the request of the

defendant himself or of his friends ; sometimes from

motives of humanity, and sometimes from pruden-

tial considerations. If the accused submitted to

the punishment proposed on the other side, there

was no farther dispute ; if he thought it too severe,

he made a counter proposition, naming the penalty

(commonly some pecuniary fine) which he consid

ered would satisfy the demands of justice. He was
then said avTiTi/^uadai or iavrC) Tifiuadai* He was

1. (Demosth., c. Mid., 529.)— 2. (c. Timocr., 733.)- 3. (Id., c

Dionys.. 1291, 1296, et argum.)—4. (Id., c. Nausim., 985.)—

«

(Id., c. Macart.. 1076.)— 6. (Id., c. Timocr., 743; c. Nicoitt

12.52.—-Csch., De Fals. leg., 29. ed StepL \
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iiKwed to address the court in mitigation of pun-

ishnient; to say what he could in extenuation of

his ofTence, or to appeal to the mercy of his judges.

This was frequently done for him hy his relatives

and frienis ; and it was not unusual for a man who
thought himself in peril of life or freedom, to pro-

duce his wife and children in court to excite com-
passion.' After hoth parties had been heard, the

dicasts were called upon to give their verdict.

Here occurs a question about which there has

been much difference of opinion, and which it is

impossible to determine with any certainty, viz.,

whether the dicasts, in giving this verdict, were
confined to a choice between the estimates of the

opposing parties, or whether they had a discretion

to award what punishment they pleased. Without
entering upon any controversial discussion, the fol-

lowing appears to the writer the most probable view
of the matter.

The dicasts had no power of discussing among
themselves, or agreeing upon the fine or penalty to

be awarded. Such power was incompatible with

their mode of voting by ballot. (rt«/. Psephos.) At
the same time, it would be absurd to suppose that

the Athenian court had no means of controlling the

parties in the exercise of that privilege which the

law gave them, or that it was the common practice

for the parties to submit widely different estimates

to the dicasts, and leave them no alternative but

the extreme of severity on the one side, and the

extreme of mercy on the other. Many passages

in the orators are opposed to such a view, and es-

pecially the words of Demosthenes.'
The course of proceeding seeyis to have been as

follows. The prosecutor usually superscribed his

indictment with the highest penalty which the law
or the nature of the case would admit of. In the

course of the trial, there might be various indications

on the part of the dicasts of a disposition to favour

one side or the other. They often exhibited iheir

feelings by vehement gestures, clamour, interrup-

tion, and questioning of the parties. It was not

unusual for the speakers to make allusions to the

punishment before the first verdict had been given.*

All this enabled both parties to feel the pulse of the

court before the time had arrived for the second ver-

dict. If the prosecutor saw that the dicasts were
greatly incensed against his opponent, and he him-
self was not mercifully inclined, he would persist in

asking for the highest penalty. If he was himself

disposed to be merciful, or thought that the dicasts

were, he would relax in his demand. Similar views
would prevent the defendant from asking for too

small a penalty, or would induce him to effect a

compromise (if possible) with his opponent. We
may reasonably suppose that it was competent
for the prosecutor to mitigate his demand at any
time before the magistrate called on the dicasts to

divide ; but not after, without the consent of the

court.* If the parties were endeavouring to come
to an arrangement, the court would give them a

reasonable time for that purpose ; and there is

rea.son to believe that the petitions addressed by the

defendant or his friends to the prosecutor were
made aloud in the hearing of the dicasts. As to the

suggested explanation of ri/i^v r^v ftoKpuv, see
Pbephos. We cannot doubt that in case of heinous
offences, or those which immediately concerned the

slate, the court would not permit of a compromise
between the opposing parlies ; but in ordinary

1. (Demosth., c. Mid., 573, 575; c. Arirtocr.. 793.—De Pals.

Leg., 431, 434; c. Onot.ir., 878; c Aphob., 834. — Aristoph.,

Vemi., 560.)—2. (c. Timorr., 737.)—3. (jEich.. c. Timnrth., 13;
Dfl Fills. Leg., 48, c(l. Slcph—Demiath.,c. Mi<I., 523 ; c Bl-
ot, de Dot.. 1022. 1024 ; c. Spud., 1033 ; c. Macart.. lOflO ; c.

Bteph., 1128— Platiifr, Proc. iind Kla^., i.,384.)—4. (Demn«ih.,
« Micust., 1252, 1254 ; c. Theocrin., 1343 ; c. Neasr., 1347.)

cases, 1 public prosecutor was looked on by the

Athenians much in the light of a plaintiff, especially

where his object was to obtain somu penalty given

by the law to an informer. When the parties coult

not come to terms, the dicasts, after hearing what
each of them had to say, divided on their respective,

propositions, and the majority of votes determined

the penalty.'

The course thus pursued at Athens must ha/e

led to injustice occasionally, but was, perhaps, 'he

only course that could be adopted with so large a

number of judges Aristotle tells us that Hippoda-

mus of Miletus (who no doubt perceived the evils

of this system) proposed that the verdict should nd
be given by ballot (6iu \l}Ti<j)o<pnp[ag), but that each

judge should bring in a tablet with a special state-

ment of his opinion ; upon which proposal Aristotle

remarks, that its effect would be to make each

judge a ScaiTT/rnc that it was an object with most
of the ancient lawgivers that the judges should not

confer with each other {Koivoloyuvrai), and then he

comments on the confusion that would arise if the

judge were allowed to propose a penalty different

from that submitted to him by the parties.*

As a general rule, only one penalty could be im-

posed by the court, though the law sometimes gave

more than one.* Sometimes the law expressly em-
powered the jury to impose an additional penalty

(irpoaTl/irifia) besides the ordinary one. Here the

proposition emanated from the jury themselves, any

one of whom might move that the punishmrnt al-

lowed by the law should be awarded. He was said

irpoffTifiuaOai, and the whole dicasts, if (upon a di-

vision) they adopted his proposal, were said rr/^ffn-

l^^v* We may observe, that the preposition irpof

in the verb npoarifiuv does not always imply that a

second penally \s imposed, but is sometimes used

with reference to other matters, as in Demosthenes.*

In private actions, the course of proceeding with

respect to the assessment of damages was much
the same as described above. In some cases, where
the plaintiff's demand was made up of several

charges, or arose out of various matters, he would
give in his bill of plaint a detailed account, specify-

ing the items, &c., instead of including them in one

gross estimate. This seems to have been consider-

ed the fairer method, and may be compared to our

bill of pariiculars,w\\\c.h the plaintiff delivers to the

defendant.* The liability of the plaintiff to eirude^a,

which was calculated upon the sum demanded,
operated as a check upon exorbitant demands, in

addition to that which we have already noticed.*

The npo<rrlfij}aig rarely occurred in private ac

tions, except in those where the wrongful art com-
plained of had the character of a public offence, as

in the 6iKr) tpevSofiapTvpciJv. {Vid. Martyria.)

As to the amount of revenue derived by the Athe-

nians from public fines, see Bdckh.*

As to TlfiTJiia in the sense of ///e rateable value of

property with reference to the Athenian property-

tax, see EisPHORA.
TINTINNA'BULUM (/ftiJov), a Bell. Bells

were used for a great variety of purposes among the

Greeks and Romans, which it is unnecessary to

particularize here. One use, however, of them, for

the purpose of keeping watch and ward in the forti-

fied cities of Greece, deserves mention.* A guard

(^vA-af) being stationed in every tower, a TrepinoXof

(see p. 406) walked to and fro on the portion of the

wall between two towers. It was his duty ti carry

1. (Plainer, Proc. und Klag., i, H»-202.—Mei«r, Alt Prcc,
178-16i2.)—2. (Anstot., Polit., ii., c. 5, ».3,8,9.)— 3. (DeinaMa,
c. Levrf., 504 : c. Neoer., 1363.)—4. (Id.. c.Timocr., 733.—Meier,
Att. Proc., 183, 725.)—5. (c. Aristog., 790.)— 6. (Id., c. Aphob.,
853.) —7. (Bockh, Staatsh. der Alhen., i., 388.) —8. (StaaUh..

&c.. i., 402, Ac.)—9. (Thucyd., ir.. 135 -Ariitoph., A»e«, BU
1159.—Schol. inloc.)
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the bell, which he received from the guard {.t one

cower, to deliver it to the guard at the next tower,

and tl.en to return, so that the bell, by passing from

hand to hand, made the circuit of the city. By this

arrangement il was discovered if any guard was ab-

sent Irom his post, or did not answer to the bell in

consequence of being asleep. Hence, to prove or

try a person was called Kuduvi^ecv ;' to perform the

office of patrol was Ku6uvo(f>opetv.

'J'he forms of bells were various in proportion to

the multiplicity of their applications. In the Mu-
seum at Naples are some of the form which we call

oell-shaped ; others are more like a Chinese gong.

The bell fig. 1, in the annexed woodcut, is a simple

disc of bell-metal ; it is represented in a painting as

hanging from the branch of a tree.' Figure 2 rep-

resents a bell of the same form, but with a circular

hole in the centre, and a clapper attached to it by a

chain. This is in the Museum at Naples, as well as

the bell fig. 3, which in form is exactly like those

still commonly used in Italy to be attached to the

necks of sheep, goats, and oxen. Fig. 4 is repre-

sented on one of Sir W. Hamilton's vases,' as car-

ried by a man in the garb of Pan, and probably for

the purpose of lustration.* Figure 5 is a bell, or,

'ather, ?. collection of *welve bells, suspended in a

frame, which is preseived in the Antiquarium at

Munich. This jingling instrument, as well as that
represented by fig 6 * may have been used at sac-
rifices, in Bacchanalian processions, or for lustra-

tion. Fig. 7 is a fragment of ancient sculpture,
representing the manner in which bells were attach-
ed to the collars of chariot-horses.

•

•TIPHE {ri^rf), a variety of the Triticum. spelta,

or Spelt. " It is to be borne in mind," says Adams,
in his commentary on Paulus .^gineta, "that the
Ceia, Ti<j)ij, and 61vpa of the Greeks, and far and
adoreum of the Romans, were all varieties of spelt,

a species of grain bearing some resemblance to
wheat. Pliny, it is true, seems to distinguish the
{f/o from the 5Xvpa, but from the account which
Dioscorides and Galen give of them, they would
appear desidedly to have been mere varieties of the
same grain. Spelt, in this country, is known by the
name of German wheat. "^

TIROCINITTM. (Firf. Tiro.)

TIRO was the name given by the Romans to 4
newly-enlisted soldier, as opposed to vcteranus, one
who had experience in war.' The mode of levying
troops is described under Army, p. 102. The ag<

at which the liability to military service commenced
was 17.

From their first enrolment, the Roman soldiers,

when not actually serving ngainst an enemy, weve
perpetually occupied in military exercises. They
were exeicised every day,* the tirones twice, in the
morning and afternoon, and the veterani once. The
exercises included not only the use of their weap-
ons and tactics properly so called, but also what-
ever could tend to increase their strength and
activity, and especially carrying burdens and endu-
ring toil. Vegetius' enumerates among the exer-
cises of the tirones marching, running, leaping,

swimming, carrying the shield, fighting at a post

{vid. Palus), thrusting with the sword in preference
to striking, using their armour, hurling spears and
javelins, shooting arrows, throwing stones and lead

en bullets, leaping on and off their horses, carrying
weights, fortifying the camp, and forming the line

of battle.

Vcgetius also gives rules for choosing tirones

according to their country, their being rustics or
townsmen, their age, stature, personal appearance,
and previous occupation.* But these rules refer

almost exclusively to the state of things under tha

emperors, when the army was no longer recruited

from the citizens of Rome, but from the inhabitant]

of the provinces.

At this period, \iie tiro, when approved as fit foi

the army, was branded or tattooed in the hand with
a mark (stigmata ; puncta signorum), which LipjiuM
conjectures to have been the name of the emperor

Tiie state of a tiro was called tirocinium ; and a
soldier who had attained skill in his profession was
then said tirocvmim ponere, or deponcre.^

In civil life the terms tiro and tirocinium were ap-

plied to the assumption of the toga virilis, which
was called tirocinium fori {vid. Toga), and to the
first appearance of an orator at the rostra, tirocin-

ium elor/uenticB*

TITHENFDIA (ne^viSia), a festival celebrated
at Sparta by the nurses who had the care of the
male children of the citizens. On this occasion the
nurses (Tirdai) carried the little boys out of the city

to the Temple of Artemis surnamed Corythalia,

which was situated on the bank of the stream Ti-

assus, in the district of Cleta. Here the nurses
sacrificed sucking pigs on behalf of the children, and
then had a feast, probably of the meat of the vic-

tims, witJi which they ate bread baked in an oven
{'tTTv/ra^ aprovf').

TITHYMALLUS (Ti0vfia7iloc), a plant. " The
riBvualTioi are, without doubt, all referable to the

genus Euphorbia, or Spurge. Miller, in his Gar-
dener's Dictionary, describes 71 species of spurge.

The xapaKca^ is either his 2d or 3d species, called

by him Wood Spurge. The /ivprivlrfjc is his 5th

species, or Myrtle-leaved Spurge. The devSpoeiJjic

is the T. arboreus, or the Euphorbia dendroides, I,.

The TrXarr^vXAof is the Euphorbia platyphylla, L.

The Kv-napiaaiag is the Cypress Spurge, indigenous

in Scotland. The ri^ioffKOTriac is the Eup. Hel., or

Sun Spurge. The trapaXiac is the Eup Paral.

Besides these, the ancients have described various

species of spurge under generic names, as A<ft;ptf,

TrcTrXif, -^vfielaia, &c. It is deserving of remark.

I. (jElian, II. A., xvi., 25.)— 2. (Bartoli, Sep. Ant., IS.)—

3

(i., 43.)— 4. (Theoc., ii., 36.—Schol. in loc.)—5. (from Bartoli,
Luc. Sen., ii., 23.) — 6. (Ginzrot, iiberWUgen, &c., ii., pi. 57.)
—7. (T.iBophr., H. P., i., 6; ii., 4.—Adams, Comm. c» Paul.
ar.g., I 100 —Id., Append., i. V.)
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1. (CiBS., Bell. Civ., iii., 28.)—2. (Veget., )., 1.)-.1. (i., 9-27—4. (i., c. 2-8.)—5. (Justin, xii., 4 ; ix., 1.—Lipsius, De Milit

Rom. in Oper, iii., p. 32, 33, 184, 193-197.)—B. (Sencc, Pro-
em., 1. ii.)— 7. (Athen., iv., p. 139.— CompLe Plut., Qi.m*
Gr.. Tii., p. 211, Wyttenb.)
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tbat the i^actuea marina of Celsus is the irapaXi-

TI'TII SODA'LES, a sodalilas or college of

jrjests at Rome, who represented the second tribe

uf the H imans, or the Titles, that is, the Sabines,

who, after their union with the Ramnes or Latins,

continued to perform their own ancient Sabine sa-

cra. To superintend and preserve these, T. Tatius

is said to have instituted the Titii Sodales.* In an-

other passage,* Tacitus describes this sacerdotium
rr. a somewhat different manner, inasmuch as he
&ays that it was instituted by Romulus in honour
of King Tatius, who, after his death, was worship-
ped as a god. But this account seems only to mean
that Romulus, after the death of Tatius, sanctioned
the institution of his late colleague, and made the

worship of Tatius a part of the Sabine sacra. From
Varro,* who derives the name Sodales Titii from
Titise aves which were observed by these priests in

certain auguries, it appears that these priests also

preserved the ancient Sabine auguries distinct from
those of the other tribes. During the time of the
Republic the Titii Sodales are no longer mentioned,
as the worships of the three tribes became gradual-

ly united into ono common religion.* Under the
Empire we again meet with a college of priests

bearing the name of Sodales Titii, or Titienses, or
sacerdotes Titiales flaviales ; but they had nothing
lo do with the sacra of the ancient tribe of the
Pities, but were priests instituted to conduct the
*^orship of an emperor, like the Augustales.* ( Vid.

\U0U8TALE8.)
TITIES or TITIENSES. ( Vid. Patricix, p. 743.)

TO'KOS. {Vid. Interest of Money.)
TO'KOI NAYTIKOr. {Vid. Interest of Mon-

BY, p. 545.)

TOGA {T^6evvoc), a Gown, the name of the prin-

cipal outer garment worn by the Romans, is de-

rived by Varro from tegcre, because it covered the
whole body.' Gellius* states that at first it was
•vorn alone without the tunic. ( Vid. Tonica. )

Whatever may have been the first origin of this

dress, which some refer to the Lydians, it seems to

havo been received by the Romans from the Etrus-
cans, for it is seen on Etruscan works of art as the
only covering of the body ; and the toga prtctcxla is

Vpressly said to have been derived from the Etrus-
cans.'

The toga was the peculiar distinction of the Ro-
mans, who were thence called togati or gens togata.^*

It was originally worn only in Rome itself, and the
use of it was forbidden alike to exiles and to for-

eigners." Gradually, however, it went out of com-
mon use, and was supplanted by the Pallium and
lacerna, or else it was worn in public under the la-

cerna.'* {Vid. Lacerna.) But it wa9 still used by
the upper classes, who regarded it as an honourable
distmction,'* in the courts of justice, by clients when
they received the Sportdla,'* and in the theatre
pr at the games, at least when the '^mp.'-ror was
present.'* Under Alexander Severus, guesis at the
emperor's table were expected to appear in the
toga'*
The form of the toga, and the mannei of wear-

ing It, are matters which are much disputed, and
about which, indeed, it seems almost impossible,
with our present information, to arrive at certainty.

1. (Theophr., II. P., ii., 11.—DioMor., iv., 163.—Adami, Ap-
pend., s. v.)— 2. (Tacit., Ann., i., 54.)— 3. (Hist., ii., 95.)— 4.

(Da Lin^ Lat., v., 85, eii. MOlIer.)- 5. (Ambroach, Stud, nnd
Amlsat., p. 192, &c.)—«. (Grutcr, Inscr., xix.; 4 ; ccciv., 9

;

ecczcTi ,1. — laser, ap. Murator., 299, 5. — Compare Lucan,
Pham., i., 602.)—7. (v., 144, e.l. Mailer.)—8. (vii., 12.)—9. (Lit.,
i,8.— Plin., H. N., viii.. 48 c)r74.—MuUer, Etruskcr.i., p. 262.)
—10. (Virif., .«n., i., 282.—Mart.,nv., 124.)— 11. (Plin , Epiit.,

iT., 11.— Suet., Claud., 15.)— 12. (Suet., Octav., 40.)— 13. (Cic,
Philipp., ii., 30.)— 14. (Mart., xiv., 125.)— 15. (Suet., Claud., 6.

Lainprid., Cominod., 16.)— 16. (Lamprid., Sever., 1.)

6 I

The form was undoubtedly, in some sense, round

;

semicircular according lo Dionysius,* who calls i>

7rept66?.aiov ijfiiKVK'KLov. It seoms, however, im-
possible, from the way in which it was worn, that ii

could have been always a semicircle. Such may
perhaps have been its form as worn in the most an-
cient times, when it had no great fulness ; but to

account for the numerouo folds in which it was af-

terward worn, we must suppose it lo have had a
greater breadth in proportion to its length, that is,

to have been a smaller segment than a semicircle.

Probably the size of the segment which the toga
formed (on which its fulness depended) was do-
termined by the fashion of the time or the taste of
the wearer. This appears to be the true explana*
tion of Quintilian's words,* " Ipsam logam rotundam,
et aptc casam velim,^^ which could have no mean-
ing if nothing more were required than to give the
garment the very simple form of a semicircle. The
only other point to be noticed respecting the form
of the toga is the question whether, when it came
to be worn in many complicated folds, the art of the
tailor may not have been employed to keep these
folds in their position. This question, however, be-
longs more properly to the mode of wearing the
toga.

On this subject our principal information is de-
rived from Quintilian* and TertuUian,* whose state-

ments, however, refer to the later and more compli-
cated mode of wearing the garment, and from stat-

ues in Roman costume.
Frequent reference is made to the sinus of the

toga. This was a portion of the garment, which
hung down in front of the body like a sling ; it will

be more fully explained presently.

We must make a clear distinction between the
more ancient and simpler mode of wearing the topa
and the full form, with many complicated folds, in

which it was worn at a later period.

Quintilian* says that the ancients had no sinus,

and that afterward the sinuses were very short.

The passage in Livy' {simt ex toga facto, iterum sinu

effuso) seems to refer not to the sinus, technically

so called, but a sinus which Fabius made at the
moment by gathering up some part of his t'/ga.

The ancient mode of wearing the toga i'. showp
in the following cut, which is taken froin the .4k

gusteum,* and represents a statue at Dre. onn.

Let the toga, which in lliis case was pniNnbly

not far from an exact semicircle, be held behind the

figure, with the curved edge downward. First, one
corner is thrown over the left shoulder ; then the

I (Qnintil.,xi., 3, 137.~l8id., Ori«r., xi».,«4.;—S. (ili., tl^
—3. (xi., 3. 4 139.)—4. (xi. 3, 137, &c.)—5. (De P.<llio.)-«

(xl., 3. « 137.)—7. (zxi., 18 )—8. (pi 117 —Becker. GuUua.Tol
u.,p.83.)
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*hei part ot the gaj merit is placed on the right

srutulder, thus entirely covering the back and the

right side up to tiie neck. It is then passed over

the front of the body, leaving very little of the chest

uncovered, and reaching below nearly to the feet (in

the figure, quite to one of them). The remaining

end or corner is then thrown back over the left

Blioulder, in such a manner as to cover the greater

part of the arm. By this arrangement the right

arTn is covered by the garment, a circumstance no-

Jhjed by Quinlilian ;' but it was occasionally released

by throwing the toga off the right shoulder, and

leaving it to be supported on the left alone. The
portion of the toga which, in the figure, hangs down
from the chest, if it i)e a sinus, is certainly of the

kind described by Quintilian as perquam brevis.

The next cut represents the later mode of wear-

ing the toga, and is taken from an engraving in the

mIlico Uoilwiuai^ of a statue found at Herculaneum.

By comparing this and other statues with the

description of Quintilian, we may conclude that the

mode of wearing the toga was something like the

following

:

First, as above remarked, the form in this case

was a segment less than a semicircle. As before,

the curved side was the lower, and one end of the

garment was thrown over the left shoulder, and
hung down in front, but much lower than in the for-

mer case. This seems to be the part which Quin-
tilian' says should reach down half way between
the knee and the ankle. In our figure it reaches to

the feet, and in some statues it is even seen lying

on the ground. The garment was then placed
over the back, as in the older mode of wearing it

;

but, instead of covering the right shoulder, it was
brought round under the right arm to the front of
the body. This is the most difficult part of the
dress to explain. Quintilian says :* " Sinus deccn-
tUsimus, si aliquanto supra imam togam fuerit, nun-
quam eerie sit inferior. Ille, qui sub humero dextro
ad sinistrum oblique ducilurvclut balteus, nee strangu-
Ict neefluat." Becker's explanation of this matter
seems perfectly satisfactory. He supposes that the
toga, when carried under the right arm, was then
folded in two parts ; one edge (namely, the lower or
round edge) was then brought almost close under
the arm, and drawn, but not tightly, across the cliest

to the left shoulder, forming the velut balteus of
Quintilian, while the other part was allowed to fall

gracefully over the lower part of the body, forming
the sinus, and then the remaining end of the gar-
ment was thrown over the left shoulder, and hung
down nearly as low as the other end, which was
first put on. It is to this part that Quintilian seems

1. ( 138.)—2 (vi., tav. 40.)—3. (* 139.)—4. ( 140.)

to refer when he says,' " Pars toga, qua potUa im
ponitur, sit inferior : ?iam ita el sedet melius, ct con

linctur;" but the true application of these words ta

very doubtful. By the bottom of the toga (imam
togam) in the above quotation, he seems to mean
the end of the toga first put on. The part laal

thrown over the left shoulder, as well as the end

first put on, covered the arm, as in the older mode
of wearing the garment. The outer edge (extrenta

ora) of this part ought not, says Quintilian,* to be

thrown back. He adds,' " Super quod (i. e., sinis-

trum brachium) ora ex toga duplex aqualiter sedcat."

by which he probably means that the edge of thw
portion should coincide with the edge of the end

which was first thrown over the left shoulder, and

which is, of course, governed by this portion of the

garment. He says* that the shoulder and the whole

of the throat ought not to be covered, otherwise the

dress will become narrow, and lose that dignity

which consists in width of chest. This direction

appears to mean, that the part brought across the

chest (velut balteus) should not be drawn too tight

Tassels or balls are seen attached to the ends of

the toga, which may have served to keep it in it*

place by their weight, or may have been merely or

naments.
There is one point which still remains to be ex-

plained. In the figure a mass of folds is seen in

the middle of the part of the toga drawn across the

chest {velut balteus). This is the umbo mentioned by

Tertullian," and used by Persius for the toga itself.*

It was eitlier a portion of the balteus itself, formed

by allowing this part of the garment to hang loose

(which perhaps it must have done, as it is the

curved, and, therefore, longer edge that is thus

drawn across the chest), and then gathering it up ia

folds and tucking these folds in, as in the figure, or

else (which seems the better explanation) the folds

which composed it were drawn out from the sinus,

and either by themselves, or with the loose folds of

the balteus, formed the umbo. It seems to have been

secured by passing the end of it under the girdle of

the tunic ; and perhaps this is what Quintilian

means by the words,' " Subdueenda etiam pars all-

qua tunica, ne ad lacertum in actu redeat."

The back of the figure, which is not seen in out

engravings, was simply covered with the part of

the garment which was drawn across it, and which,

in the ancient mode of wearing it, reached down to

the heels.* Quintilian states how low it was worn

in his time, hut the meaning of his words is very

obscure' {^^ pars ejus prior mcdiis cruribus optime

tcrminatur, posterior eadem porlione alttus qua cine-

tura." See above).

A garment of the supposed shape of the toga, put

on according to the above description, has been

found by the writer of this article to present an ap-

pearance exactly like that of the toga as seen on

statues ; and Becker states that he has made simi-

lar experiments with equally satisfactory results.

Tertullian" contrasts the simplicity ofthe palliuin

with the complication of the toga, and his remarks

apply very well to the above description. It appears

by his account that the folds of the umbo were ar-

ranged before the dress was put on, and fixed in

their places by pins or hooks ; hut, generally speak-

ing, it does not seem that the toga was held on by

any fastening ; indeed, the contrary may be inferred

from Quintilian's directions to an orator for the

management of his toga while speaking."

There is seen on many statues a mode ofwearing

the toga which resembles the more ancient fashion

in having neither sinus nor umbo, and the modern

1. a 140.)-2. <H.)-3. ( 141.)—4. (Id.)—5. (Pe Pallio, 5.J

—6. (Sat., v., 33.) -7. (* 140)-8. (Qaiutil.,^ 143.J—9 (4 138.,

—10. (De Pallio. »;—11. (* 114-140.)
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in haying the garment carried under instead of over

the right arm. This is, in fact, nothing more than

the ancient fiishion with the right arm put out of

the garment, a mode of wearing it wliich would
naturally be often adopted for convenience.

Another mode of wearing the toga was the cinctua

Gabimis. It consisted in forming a part of the toga

itseH into a girdle, by drawing its outer edge round
the body, and tying it in a knot in front, and at the

same time covering the head with another portion

of the garment. It was worn by persons offering

sacrifices,' by the consul when he declared war,»

and by devoted persons, as in the case of Decius.*

Its origin was Etruscan, as its name implies.* Fes-

tus* speaks of an army about to fight being girt with

the cinci'is Gabinus. Persons wearing this dress

were said to be procincti (or incincli) cinclu (or ritu)

(Jabino.

The colour of the toga worn by men {toga virilis)

was generally white, that is, the natural colour of

white wool. Hence it was called pura or vesliment-

um purum, in opposition to the pratexta mentioned
below. A brighter white was given to the toga of
candidates for offices (candidali, from their toga Can-

dida) by rubbing it with chalk. There is an allusion

to this custom in the phrase crctata ambitio.* White
togas are often mentioned as worn at festivals,

which docs not imply that they were not worn com-
monly, but that new or fresh-cleaned togas were
first put on at festivals.' The toga was kept white
and clean by the fuller. (Ftrf. Fullo.) When this

was neglected, the toga was called sordida, and
those who wore such garments sordidati. This
dress (with disarranged hair and other marks of

disorder about the person) was worn by accused
persons, as in the case of Cicero.* The toga pulla,

which was of the natural colour of black wool, was
worn in private mourning, and sometimes also by
artificers and others of the lower orders. (See the

passages in Forcellini.') The toga picta, which
was ornamented with Phrygian embroidery, was
worn by generals in triumphs (vid. Triumphds), and
under the emperors by the consuls, and by the prae-

tors when they celebrated the games. It was also

called Capitolina.^" The toga palmata was a kind
of toga picta. The toga pratexta had a broad pur-

ple border. It was worn with the Bulla, by
children of both sexes. It was also worn by magis-
trates, both those ofRome, and those of the colonies

and municipia, by the sacerdotes, and by persons
engaged in sacred rites or paying vows." Among
those who possessed the jus toga pratexta habenda,
the following may be more particularly mentioned :

the dictator, the consuls, the prsetors (who laid aside
the praetexta when about to condemn a Roman
citizen to death), the augurs (who, however, are
supposed by some to have worn the trabea), the
decemviri sacris faciundis (rid. Decemviri), the
aediles, the triumviri epulones, the senators on fes-

tival days," the magistri coUegii, and the magistri
vicorum when celebrating games.

(
Vid. Maoistkr.)

In the case of the tribuni plebis, censors, and quaes-

tors, there is some doubt upon the subject. The
pratexta pulla might only be worn at the celebration

of a funeral."

The toga prsetexta, as has been above remarked,
is said to have been derived from the Etruscans.
It is said to have been first adopted, with the latus

clavus (witi. Clavus Latus), by TuUus Hostilius, as

1. (I.iv., v., 46.—Luc«n, i., 596.) — 2. (Virff., JEa., vii., 618.)
—3. (I.iv., v., 46.) — 4. (Serv. in Virg., 1. c—Miiller, Etruskor,
i , 265. — Tbienscii in Annal. Acad. Uavar., i., p. 29, quoted by
Mailer, Annot. nd Fe«tum, p. 225.)—5. (1. c.)—6. (Pera., v., 177.)

-7. ( Vid. Lipnius, Elect , i., J3, in Opcr., vol. i., p. 236, 257.)—
I. (riut., Cic. 30. 31.— DionCaM., xxxviii., 16.—Liv., vi., 20.)
— 9. (1. V. Puilus, Pullatiis.) — 10. (Lamprid., Alex. Sev., c. 40.)
—11. (Liv., ixxiv., 7.—Festua, 8. V. Pnctexta pulla.)— 12. (Cic,
MiiL.ii., 43.)— 13. (Pectus, 1. c.)

the royal lobe, whence its use by the magistrates
in the Republic' According to Macrobiun,* th«
toga introduced by Hostilius was not only pratexta,

but also picta. Pliny states' that the 'oga regta

undulata (that is, apparently, embroidere«; with v/a-

ving lines or bands) which had been worn by Serrius
Tullius, was preserved in the Temple of Fortune.
The toga praetexta and the bulla aurea were first

given to boys in the case of the son of Tar(|uinius

Priscus, who, at the age of fourteen, in the Sabine
war, slew an enemy with his own hand. (Macrobi-
U8,* where other particulars respecting the use ofthe
toga prsetexta may be found.) Respecting the leav-

ing off of the toga prcetexta and the assumption of

the toga virilis, see Impubes, Bull.*, Clavts Latoc.
The occasion was celebrated with great rejoicings

by the friends of the youth, who attended him in a
solemn procession to the Forum and (Capitol.* This
assumption of the toga virilis was called tirocinium

fori, as being the young man's introduction to pub-
lic life, and the solemnities attending it are called

by Pliny* qfficium toga virilis. and by Tertullian'

solemnitates toga. The toga virilis is called libera

by Ovid.* Girls wore the praetexta till their mar-
riage.

The trabea was a toga ornamented with purple

horizontal stripes. Scrvius* mentions threo kinds

of trabea ; one wholly of purple, which was sacred
to the gods, another of purple and white, and an-

other of purple and saffron, which belonged to

augurs. The purple and white trabea waa a royal

robe, and is assigned to the Latin and early kings,

especially to Romulus." It was worn by the con-
suls in public solemnities, such as opening the Tem-
ple of Janus." The equites wore it at the transvcc-

tio and in other public solemnities." Hence. the
trabea is mentioned as the badge of the equestrian

order. Lastly, the toga worn by the Roman em-
perors was wholly of purple. It appears to have
been first assumed by Julius Caesar."

Tlie material of which the toga was commonly
made was wool. It was sometimes thick and some-
times thin. The former was the toga densa. pinguis,

or hirta.^* A new toga, with the nap neither worn
off nor cut close, was called pexa, to which is op
posed the trita or rasa, which was used as a sum-
mer dress." On the use of silk for togas, tee Seri-

CUM.

It only remains to speak of the use of the toga.

It was originally worn by both sexes ; but when the

stola came to be worn by matrons, the toga was
only worn by the meretrices, and by women who
had been divorced on account of adultery. ( Vid.

Stola.) Before the use of the toga became almost
restricted to the upper classes, their toga was only

distinguished from that of the lower classes by being
fuller and more expensive. In war it was laid

aside, and replaced by the Paludamentum and Sa-
GUM. Hence logatus is opposed to miles. The toga

was, however, sometimes used by soldiers, but not

in battle, nor as their ordinary dress, but rather as

a cloak or blanket. It was chiefly worn in Rome,
and hence togatus is opposed to rusticus. The toga
was often used as a covering in sleeping, and, last-

ly, as a shroud for the corpse."
rOGA'TA FA'BULA. (Vid. Comosdia, p. 300 \

TOMA'CULUM. ( Vid. Botulus.)
TONSOR. ( Vid. Barba.)
TOPAZOS {T6izai:oi), the Chrjsolite. " By a sin

1. (Plin., U. N., ix., 39, ».63.)— 2. (Sat., ii.. 6.) — 3. (H.N.,
viii.,48, S.74.)—4. (1. c.)—5. (Val. Max., v.,4, M)—6. (Epi«.,
i., 9.)—7 (De Idolol., c. 76.)—8. fF«st., iii., 771.)— 9. (ad Xn.,
vii., 612.)— 10. (Plin., II. N., viii., 49 ; ix., 39.—Virp., iEu , vii.

187; xi.,334.—Ovid, Fast., ii., 504.)— II. (Virg., ^iii., vii., 618
—Claud, ir. RuCn., i., 249.) —12. (Vol. Max., ii., 2 —Tacit., Ann

,

ill., 2.)—13. (Cic, Philipp., ii., 34.)— 14. (Sucton.,OcUv., 81—
Quintil., xii., lU.)— 15. (Mart , ii., 85.)— 16. (UerkcT, UallM, it,

p 78-88.— Ferrarius, De Re Vest.—Rubenius, \>c lie Vcat.)
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fular Interchange of terms," observes Adams, "the

topaz of the ancients is our chrysolite, and the an-

cient chrysolite our topaz. The prevailing colour

of chrysolite is green, with a mixture of yellow or

brown. The French chemists distinguish it by the

name ofperidot ; it consists principally of alumina."

The name of the stone we are now considering is

derived from that of the island of Topazos, in the

Red Sea, whence it was originally brought. " Pliny,"

says Dr. Moore, " styles his ' topazius' the largest

of gems, and speaks of a statue of Arsinoe, queen
of Ptolemy Philadelphus, made of it, four cubits

high, which seems wholly inconsistent with its being

chrysolite, although a variety of this mineral, called

olivine, has been found in masses of considerable

size." Pliny's whole description of the topaz is

thought by this writer as applicable to the mineral
which we call prase and chrysoprase, as to any that

we know. At the same time, however, he refers to

the mention which Bruce makes of an island in the
Red Sea, cdled Jibbel Seberget, or the Mountain
of Emeralds, and where the latter says he met with
a substance which was little harder than glass ; and
he also cites the query of Kidd, whether this sub-

stance may not have been chrysolite, and the island

the Topaz island of Pliny.*

TOPIA'RIUS. (Fzrf. HoRTUs.)
TORA'LTA. (FzVZ. Torus.)
TO'llCULUM or TO'RCULAR (Vof), a press

for making wine and oil. When the grapes were
ripe (CTracpLvl^), the bunches were gathered, any
which remained unripe {of^cpa^), or had become dry
or rotten, were carefully removed' {vid. Forfex),
and the rest carried from the vineyard in deep bas-
kets {quali,' TaXdpoi,* upf)ixoi,^ KO(j>lvoi.*), to be pour-
ed into a shallow vat. In this they were immedi-
ately trodden by men, who had the lower part of
their bodies naked,' except that they wore drawers.
{Vid. SuBLiGAcuLCM.) At least two persons usually
trod the grapes together. To "tread the wine-
press alone" indicated desolation and distress.*

The Egyptian paintings' exhibit as many as seven
treading in the same vat, and supporting themselves
by taking hold of ropes or poles placed above their

heads. Piom the size of the Greek and Roman
vats, there can be no doubt that the company of
treaders was ollen still more numerous. To pre-
vent confusion and to animate them in their labour,
they moved in time or danced, as is seen in the an-
cient mosaics of the church of St. Constantia at

Rome, sometimes also leaning upon one another.
The preceding circumstances are illustrated in the
following woodcut, taken from a bas-relief" An

I (On'hcus, De Lapi'J., 206.— PscU., Be Lnpid.-Diod. Sic,
iii., 39.—Adarns, Append., a. v.—M<»ore's Ann. Mineral., p. 161.)
—2. (Geopon., vi., 11.)— 3. (Virg., Georg., ii., 241.)— 4. (Hes.,
Scut. Ihrc., 296.) — 5. (Lon^us, ii., 1.)— 6. (Ceopon.. 1. c.)—7.
(Virg., Ccorg., ii , 7.) — 8. (Isaiah, Ixiii., 3.)— 9. (Wilkinson,
Manners and Customs, ii., p. 152-157.)— 10. (Men. Matth., iii.,

:»b. 45i)
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antefixa in the British Museum* shows a person
by the side of the vat performing during this act on
the scabcUum and tibia pares, for the purpose of aid-

ing and regulating the movements of those in i*.

Besides this instrumental music, they were cheered
with a song, called juiXoc entXT/vtov' or ti/ivo^ iirM/-
viog, specimens of which may be seen in Anacreon.'
After the grapes had been trodden sufficiently, they
were subjected to the more powerful pressure of a
thick and heavy beam (vid. Prelum), for the purpose
of obtaining all the juice yet remaining in them.*
Instead of a beam acted on by wedges, a press with
a screw {vid. Cochlea) was sometimes used for the
same purpose.* A strainer or colander {vid. Coldm)
"was employed to clear the must from solid particles,

as it flowed from the vat.

The preceding woodcut shows the apertures at

the bottom of the vat, by which the must {mustum,
yXtvKo^) was discharged, and the method of receiv-

ing it when the vat was small, in wide-mouthed
jars, which, when full, were carried away to be
emptied into casks {dolia, mOoi^). { Vid. Dolium.)
When the vineyard was extensive, and the vat large

in proportion, the must flowed into another vat of
corresponding size, which was sunk below the level

of the ground, and therefore called rrroX^vtov,' in

Latin lacus.^

From Irjvoq Bacchus was called Lenceus {ATivaloq).

The festival of the Lenaa was celebrated on the
sjMJt where the first Attic winepress was said to

have been constructed. {Vid. Dionysia, p. 364.)

Olives as well as grapes were subjected to the
prelum for the sake of their oil ;' but, instead of being
trodden, they were first bruised, so as to express a
great part of the oil, in a mill called trapelum, which
resembled our cider-mill.

The building erected to contain all the vessels
and other implements {torcula vasa^") for obtaining
both wine and oil was called torcularium^ and X»?-

vcwv." It was situated near the kitchen and the
wine-cellar."

*TORDYL'ION {ropiiliov), the Tordylium offic.'

nale, or Hartwort:**
TOREUTICE {TopevTiKTi). {Vid. Bronze, p. 179.)

TORMENTUM {a^eriipia opyava), a military en-

gine. All the missiles used in war, except those
thrown from the sling {vid. Funda), are projected

either by the hand alone or with the aid of elastic

substances. Of elastic instruments, the bow {vid.

Argus) is still used by many nations. But the tor-

mentum, so called from the twisting {torguendo) of
hairs, thongs, and vegetable fibres," has fallen into

disuse through the discovery of gunpowder. The
word tormentum is often used by itself to denote
engines of various kinds.'' Often, also, these en-

gines are specified separately under the names of
BalistcB and Catapulta, which names, however,
most commonly occur together in the accounts of

sieges and other military operations, because the
two kinds of engines denoted by them were almost
always used in conjunction. {Vid. Helepolis.)

Thp balista {KETpoSolo^) was used to shoot stones,"

the catapulta {KaTansXrrjg, KaTaneXriKTj) to project

darts, especially the falarica {vid. Hasta, p. 489),

1. (Combe, Anc. Terra-cottas, No. 59.)—2. (Athen., i.,p. 19»,
a.)—3. (Odexvii., I., and Iii.—Brunck, Anal.,ii., 239.- Vid. lar
cobs, ad loo.— Comp. Theocr., vii., 25.) — 4. (Vitruv., x., 1.—
Virg., Georg., ii., 242.— Servius in loc. — Hot., Carm., i., 20, 9.)

—5. (Vitruv., vi., 6.—Plin., H. N., xviii., 31, «. 74.)—6. (Longus,
ii., 1, 2.)-7. (St. Mark, xii., 1.—Geopon., vi , J, 11.)—«. (Ovid,
Fast., v., 888.—Plin., Epist., ix.. 20.— Colunell., De Re Rust.,
xii., 18.) — 9. (Plin., II. N., xv., l,s. 2.)— 10 (Varro, De Re
Rust., iii., 2.)— II. (Cato, De Re Rust , 12, J3 18.— Colum., De
Re Rust., .\ii., 18.)— 12. (Geopon., vi., 1.)— 13. (Vitmv., vi., 6.;—14. (Dioscor., iii., 56.—Nicand., Ther., 841.—Adams, Append.,
s. V.)— 15. (Polyb., iv., 56.)— 16. (Cic, Ep. td Div., xv., 4.—Cies

,

B. Civ., ill., 44, 45 -Bell Alex., 10.—Liv.,xx., 11.—Yell. Pat«rr.,
ii., 82.—Curt., iv., 9, 16.)— 17. (Ovid, Trist., i., 2, 48.— LmjMl,
vi . 198—Non. Marc, n 555, "d. Merceri.)
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and a kind of missile 4^ feet long, called trifax}

While, ill l.esieging a city, the ram (vid. Aries) was
employed in destroying the lower part of the wall,

the balista was used to overthrow the battlements

(propugnacuW), and the catapult to shoot any of

the besieged who ap|)eared between them.' The
forms of these machines being adapted to the ob-

jects which they were intended to throw, the cata-

pult was long, the balista nearly square, which ex-

plains the following hwaorous enumeration by

Plautus* of the three fit/xavai, the application of

which has just been explained.

" Meus est balista pugnus, cubitus catapuUa est

mihi,

Humerus aries."

In the same armament the number of catapults

was commonly much greater than the number of

balistsD.* Also, these two classes of machines
were both of them distinguished into the greater

and the less, the number of " the less" being much
more considerable than the number of "the great-

er." When Carthago Nova, which had served the

Carthaginians for an arsenal, was taken by the Ro-
mans, the following were found in it : 120 large and
281 small catapults ; 23 large and 53 small balis-

tae.* Three sizes of the balista are mentioned by
historians, viz., that which tlirew stones weighing
half a hundred weight {rpiaKovTa/ivaiovc A/flocf'), a
whole hundred weight {balista centenaria* XidoSo-

h)<: ToXavTiaioi*), and three hundred weight {nerpo-

66Xoc rpiTdXavToc^"). Besides these, Vitruvius"

mentions many other sizes, even down to the balis-

ta which threw a stone of only two pounds' weight.

In like manner, catapults were denominated accord-

ing to the length of the arrows emitted from them.'*

According to Josephus, who gives some remarka-
ble instances of the destructive force of the bali?-

ta, it threw stones to the distance of a quarter of a

mile." Neither from the descriptions of authors,

nor from the figures on the column of Trajan,'* are

» e able to form any exact idea of the construction

of these engines. Still less are we informed on
the subject of the Scorpio or Onager, which was
also a tormentum." Even the terms balista and
ratapulta are confounded by writers subsequent to

Julius Caesar, and Diodorus Siculus often uses xa-

rairiXrTic to include both balistae and catapults, dis-

tinguishing them by the epithets irerpoSoXoi and

The various kinds of tormenta appear to have
been invented shortly before the time of Alexander
the Great. When horsehair and other materials

failed, the women in several instances cut off their

own hair, and twisted it into ropes for the engines."

These machines, with those who had the manage-
ment of them, and who were called balistarii and
d^cTat,'* were drawn up in the rear of an advancing
army, so as to throw over the heads of the front

rankd. (Vtd. Army, p. 106.) In order to attack a
maritime city, they were carried on the decks of

vessels constructed for the purpose."
The meaning of tormentum, as applied to the

cordage of Ships, is explained in p. 893. Compare
Vegetius, Mulom., ii., 46.

The torture or question {quastio), as applied to

criminals or witnesses, was called tormentum by

1 ;FestuR,s.T.)-2. (Plaut., Bacch.,iT.,4,5d,ei.)—3. (Diod.

8i£. ivii., 42, 45.— Id., xx., 48, 88.) —4. (Capt., iv., 2, 16.)—5.
{Nil. Marc., p. 552, cd. Merceri.—Liv., xxvi., 47.)— 6. (Lit., 1.

a.)— I {Polyb., ii., 34.)—8. (Non. Marc., 1. c.)—9. (Polyb., 1. c.

—Diod. Sic , IX., 86.)— 10. (Diod. Sic, xx., 48.)-ll. (x., 11.)—
IS. (Vitruv., X., 10.—Schneider, ad loo.)— 13. (U. J., lii., 7,*
10, 23.—Ckimpare Procop., Bell. Goth., i., 21, 23.)- 14. (Oartoli,

Col. Traj., tab. 45-47.)— 15. (Vitruv., x., 10.- Lit., xxvi., 6, 47.

—Amm. MarccU., xx., 7 ; xiiii., 4.)— 16. (xiii., 51 ; xx., 48, 83,

86; XXI., 4.)— 17. (Caeiiar, Bell. Civ., iii.,».—Ve^et., De Re Mil.,

IT., ».)- 18. (Polyb , iv. 56.)— 10 fDwKl Sis., xx., 83-86.—T«-
eit., A.DM., ii., 6 )

the Romans.* Tlie executioner v is called Inrtot

and among the instruments cmplo/ed for the pur-

pose were the wheel (rota, Tf)ox''>i*) and the eculeue.

The Lydians had an instrument of torture which,

as we may infer from its name («va0of'), was full

of points, and applied to the body of the sufferei

like the card used in combing wool. The Jews
seem to have used the harrow or threshing-ma-

chine in the same manner ; and the K?unn^ men-
tioned by Aristophanes,* if it resembled the ladder,

which is still to be seen among the instruments of

torture in the dungeons at Riitisbon, must have pro-

duced a similar effect. (Vid. Basanos.)

TORQUES or TORQUIS (CTr/jcrrj-of ), an ornament
of gold, twisted spirally and bent into a circular

form, which was worn round the neck by men of

distinction among the Persians,' the Gauls.' and
other Asiatic and northern nations.* Tore was
the name of it among the Britons and ancient Irish.

Virgil' thus describes it as part of the attire of the

Trojan youths

:

" It pectore summo
Flexilis obtorti per collum circulus auri."

Ornaments of this kind have been frequently

found, both in France, and in many parts of Great
Britain and Ireland,'" varying in size and weight,

but almost always of the form exhibited in the an-

nexed woodcut, which represents a torquis found

in Brecknockshire, and now preserved in the Brit-

ish Museum. The same woodcut contains a sec-

tion of this torquis of the size of the original. If

shows, as Mr. Petrie observes concerning some
found in the county of Meath, " four equidistant ra-

diations from a common centre." The torquis in

the British Museum is four feet and a half in length

Its hooks correspond well to the following descrip-

tion of the fall of a Celtic warrior : " Torquts ab

incisa decidit unca gula."^^ A torquis, which, instead

of being bent into a circular form, was turned into

a spiral, became a bracelet, as is shown in the low-

est figure of the woodcut to Armilla, p. 96. A
torquis contrived to answer this purpose is called

torquis brachialis.^' Such bracelets and torques are

often found together, having been worn by the same
people.

An inscription found in France mentions a tor-

quis, whyh was dedicated to ^Esculapius, having

been maduby twisting together two golden snakes.'*

In this respect, also, the torquis corresponded with

the armilla, which was sometimes made in the

form of a serpent. (See p. 96.) The head in the

1. (Suet., Tiber., 20.—Cic, Pro Mil., 20-22.—yuintil t> 4.)

2. (Arijtoph , Plut.. 876.)—3. (ll«-rod., i., 92.)—4. (2 Sam., xii,

31.— 1 (;hron.,xx., 3.)—5, (Ran., 631.)—6. (Curt., iii., 3.—Th*-
mist., Oral., 24, p. 306, e.)— 7. (Florus, i., 13.— Id., ii., 4.)—

8

(Isid., Orig., xix., 30.)— 9. (.«n., v., 558, 559.)— 10. (Petri*.

Trans, of R. Irish Acail., vol. xviii. — Antiq.. p. 181-184.) — 11

(Proper!., jx., 10, 44.)— 12. (Vopisc., inrel., 7.)— 13. (Montfau

con. Ant Expl., iii., p. 53.)
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preceding woodcut is that of a Persian warrior m
Ihe mosaic of the battle of Issus, mentioned in p.

620. /t illustratc5 the mode of wearing the tor-

quis, which in this instance terminates in two ser-

pents' heads instead of hooks. Three other Per-

sians in the same mosaic also wear the torquis,

which is falling from the neck of one of them, who
has been vanquished and thrown from his horse.

Jt was by taking this collar from a Gallic warrior

m similar circumstances that T. Manlius obtained

the cognomen of Torquatus}

Torques, wliether in the form of collars or brace-

lets, no doubt formed a considerable part of the

wealth of those who wore them. Hence they were
an important portion of the spoil, when any Celtic

or Oriental army was conquered, and they were
among the rewards of valour bestowed after an en-

gagement upon those who had most distinguished

themselves." The monuments erected to commem-
orate Roman soldiers, and to enumerate the hon-
ours which they had obtained, often mention the

number of torques conferred upon them.' ( Vid.

Pil.iLERA.)

TORUS, a Bed, originally made of straw,* hay,
leaves, woolly plants,* seaweed (de mollibus ulvis^),

also stuffed v/ith wool, and afterward with feath-

ers' or swans' down,* so as to be as much raised

and as soft as possible.' It was sometimes cover-
ed with the hide of a quadruped'* (vid. Pellis, p.

750), but more commonly with sheets or blankets,

called Toralia}^ The torus may be observed on
the sofa in the first woodcut, p. 276 ; and its ap-

pearance there may suffice to explain the transfer-

ence of its name to the larger semicircular mould-
ings in the base of columns. {Vid. Atticurges,
SriRA.)

TOX'OTAI (roforai). (Faci. Demosioi.)
TRA'BEA. (FjVi. Toga, p. 987.)

TRADITIO. (Hrf. Dominium.)
TRAGACANTHA {TpaydKavOa), a prickly

shrub, which yields gum tragacanth. It is the As-
tragalus Trugacantha, Goat's-thorn or Milk-vetch.
The name is derived from rpuyog (a goat) and ukuv-
da (a thorn), in allusion to the fancied resemblance
which the plant bears to the beard of a goat. In
the London Pharmacopoeia the plant is called Astra-
galus verus, on tb ) authority of Olivier.'"*

TRAGION {rpdyiov), a plant. One species,
called by Dioscorides rpuyiov Kpr/riKov, is the kind
of St. John's-wort called Hypericum hircinum, and
has a foetid smell. A second sort, likewise descri-
bed by Dioscorides, is named by Sprengel Tragium
columncR}^

TRAGOCDlA {Tpayuiia), Tragedy.
I. Greek Tragedy. The tragedy of the ancient

Greeks, as well as their comedy, confessedly origi-
nated in the worship of the god Dionysus. It is

proposed in this article, (1) to explain from what
element of that worship Tragedy took its rise, and,
(2) to trace the course of its development, till it

reached its perfect form and character in the drama
of the Attic tragedians, ^schylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides.

The peculiaiity which most strikingly distin-
guishes the Greek tragedy from that of modem
times, is the lyrical or choral part. This was the
ofTspring of the dithyrambic and choral odes, from
which, as applied to the worship of Dionysus,

1. (Cic, Fin ii., 22.--Id., Off., iii., 31.-Gellius, ii., 13.-Non.
Marc., p. 227, 228, ed. Mcrceri.)—2. {Jut., xvi., 60.—Plin. H. N
xxxiii.. 2, s. 10.— Sidon. Apoll., Carm., xxiii., 424.)—3 rWffei'
Mus. Veron.. p. 21 8.)-4. (f'lin., H. N., viii., 48, s. 73.)-5. (Mart
iiv., ICO. 162.) -6. (OviJ, Met., viii., 658.) - 7. (xi., 611 ) — 8
Mart., xiv.. 101.)- 9. (Virg., ^En., vi., 603.—Ovid, Amor., ii.

4'

14.)-10. (Virjf., JEa., viii., 177.)— 11. (Hor.. Sut., li., 4, &4.—Id.
Lpiit., 1., 5, 29.)— 12. (Dioscor., iii., 20.—Theophrast., II. P., ix
l.-Adams, Append., s. »— 13. (Dioscor., iv., 4», 50.—Adams
Appind., s. v.,

Greek tragedy took its rise. This wonh.p, we
may observe, was of a twofold character, co.-re-

sponding to the difTerent conceptions which were
anciently entertained of Dionysus as the changea-
ble god of flourishing, decaying, or renovated na-
ture, and the various fortunes to which, in thai
character, he was considered to be subject at the
different seasons of the year. Hence Miiller ob-
serves,' " the festivals of Dionysus at Athens and
elsewhere were all solemnized in the months near-
est to the shortest day, coincidently with the chan-
ges going on in the course of nature, and by which
his worshippers conceived the god himself to bf
affected." His mournful or joyous fortunes {ttuOti)

his mystical death, symbolizing the death of all ve-
getation in winter, and his birth,* indicating the
renovation of all nature in the spring, and his strug-
gles in passing from one state to another, were not
only represented and sympathized in by the dithy-
rambic singers and dancers, but they also carried
their enthusiasm so far as to fancy themselves un-
der the influence of the same events as the god
himself, and in their attempts to identify them-
selves with him and his fortunes, assumed the
character of the subordinate divinities, the Satyrs,
Nymphs, and Pans {nynifharumque Icvcs cum sa-
tyris chori), who formed the mythological train of
the god. Hence, as is explained under Dionvsia
(p. 363), arose the custom of the disguise of satyrs
being taken by the worshippers at the festivals of
Dionysus, from the choral songs and dances of
whom the Grecian tragedy originated, " being from
its commencement connected with the public re-

joicings and ceremonies of Dionysus in cities,

while comedy was more a sport and merriment of
the country festivals." In fact, the very name of
Tragedy {Tpayudla), far from signifying anything
mournful or pathetic, is most probably derived
from the goat-like appearance of the satyrs, who
sang or acted, with mimetic gesticulations {opi^xoiO,
the old Bacchic songs, with Silenus, the constant
companion of Dionysus, for their leader.' From
their resemblance in dress and action to goats,
they were sometimes called rpuyoi, and their song
Tpayu6ia. Thus ^schylus, in a fragment of the
Prometheus Ilvp^opof, calls a satyr Tpuyoc, and
the satyric chorus in the Cyclops of Euripides* ap-
pears in the skin of a goat {x^aiva rpuyov). The
word auTvpog, also, is apparently the same as rirv-

poc, a kind of goat.* According to another opin-
ion, indeed, the " word tragedy was first coined
from the goat that was the prize of it, which prize
was first constituted in Thespis's time."* This
derivation, however, as well as another, connecting
it with the goat offered on the altar of Bacchus,'
around which the chorus sang, is not equally sup-
ported either by the etymological principles of the
language, or the analogous instance of Ku/^(^6ia,

the " revel-song."*

But the Dionysian dithyrambs were not always
of a gay and joyous character : they were capable
of expressing the extremes of sadness and wild laiii-

entation as well as the enthusiasm of joy ; and ii

was from the dithyrambic songs of a mournful cast,

probably sung originally in the winter months, that
the stately and solemn tragedy of the Greeks arose.
That there were dithyrambs of such a character,
expressive of the sufferings of Dionysus (ra rot; At-

ovvaov -Kudri), appears from the statement in He-
rodotus,* that at Sicyon, in the time of Clisthenei)

(B.C. 600), it was customary to celebrate (yepalpeiv]

1. (Literat.ofGreece,p.288.)—2. (Plat., De Leg., iii., p. 700.-
Proclus, in Guisford-s Hephaest., p. 383.)— 3. (Bode, Gescb. dei
Hellen. Dichtkunst, iii., p. 31.) — 4. (1., 80.)— 5. (Phot., Lex., •
V.)—6. (Bentley, Phaliir., p. 249.)—7. (Miiller, Literal, of Greec*
p. 291.)—8. (Etymol. Magn., p. 764.—Eurip., Bacch., lil.— «!:
an. V. II., iii.. 40.)—9. (v., 67.}
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the siifTeriigs of that god with " tragic choruses."
But it must be remarked, that in the most ancient

times the dithyramhic song was nut executed by a
regular chorus. Thus Archiiochus says in trochaic

verse, " I know how, when my mind is inflamed with
wine, tu lead off tlie dithyramb, the beautiful song
of Dionysus" (cid. Chorus, p. 247), whence we may
infer that in his time (B.C. 700) the dithyramb was
sung by a band of revellers led by a flute-player.

Lyrical choruses, indeed, had been even then estab-

lished, especially in the Dorian states of Greece, in

connexion with the worsliip of Apollo, the cithara,

or (^pficy^, being the instrument to which the cho-
reutse sang and danced.' In fact, the connexion of
the Dorian choral poetry with the worship of Apollo,

the direct opposite to that of Dionysus, and its con-
sequent subjection to established rules and forms,
admitting, too, from the Dorian character, but little

innovation, affords the most obvious explanation of
the striking circumstance that nothing decidedly
dramatic sprang from it, as from the dithyrambic
performances. ' Still there were some points in

which the Dorian worship of Apollo resembled that
of Di(mysus, c. g., the dances with which the for-

mer god was honoured, and the kind of mimicry
which characterized them. Other circumstances
also, on which we cannot here dwell, would proba-
bly facilitate the introduction of the Dionysian dith-

yramb among the Dorian states, especially after

the improvements made in it by Arion (B.C. 600),
which were so great, that even the invention of that

species of poetry is ascribed to him, though it had
been known in Greece for a century before his time.

The worship of Dionysus was celebrated at his na-
tive place, Methymnas in Lesbos, with music and
orgiastic rites ; and as Arion travelled extensively
in the Dorian states of Hellas, he had ample oppor-
tunities of observing the varieties of choral worship,
and of introducing any improvements which he
might wish to make in it.^ He is said to have been
the inventor of the "tragic turn" {rpayiKov rpoTrov),

a phrase of doubtful signification, but which seems
to mean, that he was the inventor of a grave and
solemn style of music, to which his dithyrambs were
danced and sung.* (Kz/Z. Music, Gkeek.) Suidas'
adds of him, ^.tyerai koI npurog x^P^^ ar^aat, Kal

didvpajiSov fcrai Kal oiiofiuaai to ^66[ievov vko tov

Xopov, Kai ^arvpovQ eiatveyKEiv ifiuerpa 'keyovrag.

From the first clause, in connexion with other au-
'.horities,* we learn that he introduced the cyclic

chorus (a fact mythologically expressed by making
rjm the son of Cydeus) ; i. e., the dithyramb, in-

stead of being sung, as before his time, in a wild, ir-

regular manner, was danced by a chorus of fifty men
around a blazing altar ; whence, in the time of Aris-
tophanes, a dithyrambic poet and ateacher ofcyclian
choruses were nearly synonymous.^ As the alter-

ation was made at Corinth, we may suppose that
the representation of the dithyrambic was assimila-
ted in some respects to that of the Dorian choral
odes. The clause to the eflfect that Arion intro-

duced satyrs, i c , rpdyoi, speaking in verse {trorka-

tc), is by some tlioughi another expression for the
invention of the " tragic style." A simpler inter-

pretation is, that he introduced the satyrs as an ad-
dition and contrast to the dance and song of the
cyclic chorus of the dithyramb, thus preserving to it

Its old character as a part of the worship of Bac-
chus. Tiie phrase ovo/idaai* alludes to the different

titles given by him to his different dithyrambs, ac-

cording to their subjects, for we need not suppose
that they all related directly to Bacchus.* As he

1. (Mailer, Literal. ofGreeee. p. 304.— Dorians, iv., 7, * 8.)—
t. (Bode, p. 18.)— 3. (Bode, p. 22.)—4. (Hermann, Opunc, vol.

»ii., p. 216.) — 5. {%. V.) — 6. (Scliol. in Anil., Ave*, 1403.)—7.
; Mailer, p. 204.) — S (Compare ilor.Ml., i., 23.)—«. (Welcker,
NacHtr^, p 3^3 )

was the first cithara player of his age,* it is probable
that he made the lyre the principal instrument in

the musical accompaniment.
From the more solemn dithyrambs, then, as im-

proved by Arion, with the company of satyrs, who
probably kept up a j<jking dialogue, ultimately sprang
the dramatic tragedy of Athens, somewhat in the

following manner : The choruses whidi represent-
ed them were under the direction of a leader or ex-
archus, who,* it may be supposed, came forward sej)-

arately, and whose part was sometimes taken by
the poet himself* We may also conjecture that

the exarchus in each case led off, by singing or re-

citing his part in a solo, and the chorus, dar.cing

round the altar, then expressed their feelings of joy
or sorrow at his story, representing the perils and
sufferings of Dionysus, or some hero, as it might be
Accordingly, some scholars have recognised in such
choral songs, or in a proximate deviation from them,
what has been called a " lyrical tragedy," perfonn-
ed without actors distinct from the chorus, and con-
ceived to be a transition step between the dithy-

ramb and the dramatic tragedy. The title, ho^'ev-
er, does not occur in ancient writers, and, therelore,

if it means anything, can only refer to representa-
tions of the character we have just ascribed to the
dithyrambs of Arion, modified from time to time,

according to circumstances or the fancy of the wri-
ter. That the names Tpay(f)6la and rpuycftdog are
applied, indeed, to works and writers before the
time of Thespis, and that the " tragedy" of that ags
was e itirely choral, without any regular formal di-

alogui;, is evident from many authorities. Thus
Athei.aeus* observes that the whole satyrical poetry
formrrly consisted of choruses, as did the "tragedy"
of olJ times (7 tote rpayiftdia). Again, Diogenes
Laer.ius* states that formerly the chorus alone act-

ed (6 .edpaiiari^Ev) or performed a drama, on which
Hermann* observes, "after the dithyramb was
sung, some of the chorus, in the guise of satyrs,

came forward and improvised some ludicrous sto-

ries ; but in exhibitions of this sort," he adds, " we
see rather dramalicce liagoidice initia, quam uUum
lyrici cujusdam generis vestigium^ Lyric poets also

seem to have been spoken of as tragedians ; thus,

according to Suidas,* Pindar wrote seventeen 6pu-

/lara rpayiKu (" but not lyrical tragedies"'), and Si-

monides of Ceos wrote tragedies, or a tragedy, as

some manuscripts have it. But, whatever may be

inferred from this, it only proves that dithyrambic
poets were also called tragedian, just as in the scho-
lia on Aristophanes,* a writer is described as 6i8v-

pofitonoLog »/ Tpay(fi6u)daK<i?>.og. For the arguments
on both sides, see Hermann, /. c, and Bockh on
the Orchomenian Inscriptions.'

The choral dithyrambic songs, accompanied with

mimetic action (the lyrical tragedy ?). prevailed to

some extent, as all choral poetry did, among the

Dorians of the Peloponnesus ;" whence their deriv-

ative, the choral element of the Attic tragedy, was
always written in the Dorian dialect, thus showing
its origin. The lyrical poetrj' was, however, e.sp<?-

cially popular at Sicyon aad in Corinth. In the

latter city Arion made his improvements ; in the

former, " tragic choruses," i. e., dithyrambs of a sad

and plaintive character, were very ancient," and the

Sicyonians are also said to have been the inventors

of the Tpay(f>iia (Tpay<f>6in( evpirai ftiv "Zlkvuvioi,

reXeaiovpyoi 6e 'AttikoI ttou/tcU^*) ; but, of course,

this can only mean that the dramatic tragedy was
a derivative, through many changes, of the old sa*

I. (Herod., i., 23.)—2. (Plato, Rep., iii., p. 394, c.)—3. («ir.,

p. 630, £.)- 4. (ill., 56.) — 5. (Opusc., vii., 218.)—6. (1. v.)—

7

(Hermann, 1. c.)—S. (Pint., 2ao.)—». (Greek Theatre, p. 28.)-

10. (MiiUur, Dorians, ii.. 10, 6.)-ll. (lloroil., v., 87.—WcUdt-
er, Nachtraif, p. 233.)— 12. (Tbemist., xxvii., p. 40*. D-ndiirf.)
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tyncal rpayi^jdia, i. e., of the songs sung with mi-

metic dancing by the goat-like satyrs, or, as others

would say, round the altar, on which lay the burn-

ed sacrifice of a goat. It appears, then, that there

is a good and intelligible foundation for the claims

which, according to Aristotle,' were made by the

Peloponnesians, and especially by the Sicyonians,

to the invention of " tragedy," understanding by it

B choral performance, such as has been described

above. Now the subjects of this dithyrambic tra-

gedy were not always, even in ancient times, con-

fined to Dionysus. Even Arion wrote dithyrambs

-elating to difTerent heroes :» a practice in which he

was followed by succeeding poets, who wrote dith-

yramb-like odes (whence they were classed among
the rpayiKol noitiToi), which they called Centaurs,

Ajaces, or Memnons, as it might be.' Thus Epi-

genes the Sicyonian is said to have written a tra-

gedy, i. e., a piece of dithyrambic poetry on a sub-

ject unconnected with Dionysus, which was conse-

quently received with the cry of ov6a> npdg tov At-

owaov, or " this has nothing to do with Bacchus."*

If this anecdote be true, and Epigenes preceded

Arion, the introduction of the satyrs into the dithy-

rambic chorus by the latter may possibly have been

meant to satisfy the wishes of the people ; but

whether it was so or not, there is scarcely any
doubt that, from the time of Arion, the tragic dithy-

ramb gradually became less satyrical and sportive

in its character, till the creation of the independent

satyric drama and the Attic dramatic tragedy.*

As to the steps by which this was effected, Aris-

totle* says, " Tragedy was at the first an extempo-

raneous effusion (aTf a-PX^i^ avToaxeiuiaTiK^), and

was derived d^-d tuv k^apxovruv tov AidvpoftSov," i.

e., from the leaders or the chief singers of the dith-

yramb, who probably sung or recited their parts in

the trochaic metre, while the mam body of the ode

was written in irregular verse. It is easy to con-

ceive how the introduction of an actor or speaker,

independent of the chorus, might have been suggest-

ed by the exarchs or coryphaei coming forward sep-

arately and making short off-hand speeches,' wheth-

er learned by heart beforehand, or made on the spur

of the moment. {Vid. Chokus, p. 247.) But it is

also possible, if not probable, that it was suggested
by the rhapsodical recitations of the epic and gnomic
poets formerly prevalent in Greece : the gnomic po-

etry being generally written in iambic verse, the

metre of the Att:c dialogue, and which Aristotle*

says was used by Homer in his MargUes, though
its invention is commonly ascribed to Archilochus.

In fact,* the rhapsodists themselves are sometimes
spoken of as actors {vnoKpiToi) of the pieces they
recited, which they are also said to act {vTroKpivua-

dai^*). But if two or more rhapsodes were called

vpon to go through an episode of a poem, a regula-
tion which obtained at the Panathenaea, and attrib-

uted to Solon or Hipparchus," it is clear that they
would present much of a dramatic dialogue. In
feet, the principal scenes of the whole Iliad might
in this way have been represented as parts of a
drama. These recitations, then, being so common,
It was natural to combine with the representation
of the dithyramb, itself a mixture of recitative and
choral song, the additional element of the dialogue,
written in iambic verse, a measure suggested, per-
haps, by the gnomic poetry, and used by Solon about
the time of the origin of the dialogue,** more espe-
cially as it is the most colloquial of all Greek me-
tres {^KTiKov), and that into which common con-

1. (Poet., ill., 3.)—S. (Herod., i., 23.)— 3. (Zenob., t., 40.)—
4 (ApoBtolins, it., 13.)— 5. (Bode, p. 23.) —6. (Poet., ir., 14.)
—7. (Welcker, NachtT«g. P- 228.)—8. (Poet., 4.)— 9. (Athen.,
.lir., p. 629, </.—Muller, Lit.Gr., p. 34.)—10. (Wolf, Proleg., p.
IT. — Plato, Hippirch., 228.) — 11. (Bode, p. 0.) — 12. (Solon,
(ragm., 28, Gaisf<nl.)
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versation most readily falls. It is, indeed, oni; a
conjecture, that the dialogue, or the Ionian clement
of Attic tragedy, was connected with the rhapsodi-

cal recitations, but it is confirmed by the fact tha
Homeric rhapsodes were common at Sicyon,' the

cradle of the Dorian tragedy, and also at BrauroD
in Attica, where the worship of Dionysus existed

from ancient times.' This, however, is certain,

that the union of the iambic dialogue with the lyri-

cal chorus took place at Athens under Pisistratuat

and that it was attributed to Thespis, a native of

Icarus, one of the country demes or parishes of At-
tica, where the worship of Dionysus had long pre-

vailed. The introduction of this worship into Atti-

ca, with its appropriate choruses, seems to have
been partly owing to the commands of the Dorian
oracle* in very early times. Thus it is stated*

that tragedy (i. e., the old dithyrambic and satyrical

tragedy) was very ancient in Attica, and did not
originate with Thespis or his contemporaries. The
alteration made by him, and which gave to the old

tragedy (upxofuvuv tuv nept Qiairiv tj6j] tt)v Tpuyi^
Slav Kivelv) a new and dramatic character (making
it an ignolum tragica genus^), was very simple, but

very important. He introduced an actor, as it is

recorded, for the sake of giving rest to the chorus,*

and independent of it, in which capacity he proba-

bly appeared himself,' taking various parts in the

same piece, under various disguises, which he was
enabled to assume by means of the linen masks, the

invention of which is attributed to him. Kow as a
chorus, by means of its leader, could maintain a di-

alogue with the actor, it is easy to see how, with
one actor only, " a dramatic action might be intro-

duced, continued, and concluded, by the speeches
between the choral songs expressive of the jcy or

sorrow of the chorus at the various events ol the

drama." Thus MiiUer observes that, in the play

of Pentheus, supposed to have been composed by
Thespis, " a single actor might appear successively

as Dionysus, Pentheus, a messenger, Agave the

mother of Pentheus, and in these characters ex-

press designs and intentions, or relate events which
could not be represented, as the murder of Pentheus
by her mother : by which means he would repre-

sent the substance of the fable, as it appears in the
Bacchae of Euripides."* With respect to the char-

acter of the drama of Thespis there has been much
doubt : some writers, and especially Bentley,* have
maintained that his plays were all satyrical and lu-

dicrous, i. e., the plot of them was some story of

Bacchus, the chorus consisted principally of satyrs,

and the argument was merry : an opinion, indeed,

which is supported by the fact that, in the early part

of his time, the satyric drama had not acquired a
distinctive character. It may also appear to be con-

firmed by the statement** that at first the tragedians

made use of the trochaic tetrameter, as being bet-

ter suited to the satyrical and saltatorial nature of

their pieces. But perhaps the truth is, that, in the

early part of his career, Thespis retained the satyr-

ical character of the older tragedy, but afterward in-

clined to more serious compositions, which would
almost oblige him to discard the satyrs from his

choruses. That he did write serious dramas is in-

timated by the titles of the plays ascribed to him,

as well as by the character of the fragments of iam-

bic verse quoted by Plutarch as his," and which,

even if they are forgeries of Heraclides Ponticus,

at least prove what was the opinion of a scholar of

Aristotle oi; the subject. Besides, the assertion

1. (Herod., t., 67.)—2. (Hesych., s. v. Bp<nip«*i'(oi$.)—3. (Pe-
moBth., c. Mid., p. 531.)—4. (Plato, Minos, p. 321.—Plut., Sol.,

29.)—5. (Hor., Ep. ad Pi».. 275.)—6. (Diog. Laert., iii.. 50.)—

7

(Pl'it., Sol.. 29.)—8. (MaUer, p. 29.—Bode, p. 57.1-9. (Phalar.

p. 218.)— 10. (Aristot., Poel., 4.)— 11. (BentUv. PhaJ., p. 314 »P
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thai Sophoclcb* wrote against the chorus of Thc»-

pia, seems to show that there was some similarity

of (tiaracter between the productions of the two
jjoels.* A summary of the arguments in favour of

the serious character of the tragedy of Thespis is

given by Welcker.' The invention of the prologus

and rhesis of tragedy (an expression clearly, in some
measure, identical with the introduction of an actor)

is also ascribed to Thespis by Aristotle.* By the

former word is meant the first speech of the actor,*

or the procemium with which he opened the piece
;

the chorus then sang the first ode, or Kupodoc, ader
which came the /i^fftf, or dialogue between the act-

or and the principal choreutse. The invention of

this dialogue is also alluded to in the phrase Xcfeuc

H yevoaivri^* It is evident that the introduction of

the dialogue must also have caused an alteration in

the management of the chorus, which could not re-

main cyclic or circular, but must have been drawn
up in a rectangular form about the thymele, or altar

of Bacchus in front of the actor, who was elevated

on a platform or table {k'kEor'*, the forerunner of the

stage. The statement in Pollux' that this was the

•sase before Thespis seems incorrect.* If we are

right in our notion of the general character of the

Thespian drama, the phrase ov6iv npoc AiCiwaov,

which was certainly used in his time, was first ap-

plied to his plays at Athens, as being unconnected
with the fortunes of Dionysus, and as deviations
fn)ni the fiiKpoi fivdoi kcu Ai^ii yeXoia of his prede-

cessors. Plutarch, however,* supposes that its first

application was later: he says, " when Phrynichus
and -.Eschylus continued to elevate tragedy to le-

gends and tales of sufferings (eif ftvdovg kcu nuOri

irpwiyovTuv), the people, missing and regretting the

old satyric chorus, said, ' What is this to Bac-
chus V ' Hence the expression was used to signi-

fy w hat was malapropos, or beside the question.

The reader may have observed that we have not
noticed the lines of Horace :"

" Dicilur et plauslris rexisse pocmaia Thespis,

Qua canerent agerenlque peruncli facibus ora."

The fact is that they are founded on a misconcep-
tion of the origin of the Attic tragedy, and that the
tale about the wagons of Thespis probably arose out
of a confusion of the wagon of the comedian Susa-
rion with the platform of the Thesnian actor. The
first representation of Thespis was in B.C. 535.
His immediate successors were the Athenian Choer-
ilus and Phrynichus, the former of whom represent-
ed plays as early as B.C. 524. He is said by Suidas
to have written 150 pieces : from the title of one
of them, the " Alope," its subject seems to have
been a legend of Attic origin." That he excelled in

the satyrical drama invented by Pratinas, is indica-

ted by the line of an unknown author,

'VivLKa fiEv ^aaiXcvg f/v XoipiXog iv Sorupotf :

and if he wrote anything like the number of dramas
ascribed to him, it is also evident that the custom
of contending with tetralogies must have been of
early origin, for there were only two dramatic fes-

tivals during the year.

Phrynichus was a pupil of Thespis, and gained
his first victory in the dramatic contests B.C. 511.
In his works, the lyric or choral element still pre-
dominated over the dramatic, and he was distin-

guished for the sweetness of his melodies, which,
in the time of the Peloponnesian war, were very
popular with the admirers of the old style of music.
The esteem in which his " ambrosial songs" were

1. (Saidu in Tit.)—2. (Bode, p. 47.)— 3. (Nscbtrap, p. 257-
278.)— 4. (Themist., p. 3S2, ed. Dindorf.)— 5. (Ari.«ot., Poet
!».)-«. (I.I. lb., 4.)—7. (ir., 123.)— 8. (Welcker, Nachtrac p.
268.)—S). (Symp., i.. 5)-10. -Ep. ad Pis., 276.)— 11. {P»us..i.,
14, * S-^Bode. p. 60.)

then held is shown in several passages of Ariatopha
nes,' and in the line* where the dicasts are made to

chant the old Sidonian sweet songs of Phrynichus,

Kal fiiwpiCovTec fu?.ij

'Apxaiofti Ai,aid<jvo<j>pwix^paTa,

" Sidonian" being an allusion to the play which be
wrote called the Phcenissae. The first use of female
masks is also attributed to him,* and he so far devi*
ated from the general practice of the Attic trage*
dians as to write a drama on a subject of cotempo-
rary history, the capture of Miletus by the Persians,
B.C. 494.*

We now come to the first writer of satyrical
dramas, Pratinas of Phlius, a town not far from
Sicyon, and which laid claim to the invention of
tragedy as well as comedy.* For some time pre-
viously to this poet, and probably as early as Thes-
pis, tragedy had been gradually departing more and
more from its old characteristics, and inclining to
heroic fables, to which the chorus of satyrs was not
a fit accompaniment. But the fun and merriment
caused by them were too good to be lost, or dis-

placed by the severe dignity of the .lEschylean
drama. Accordingly, the satyrical drama, distinct

from the recent and dramatic tragedy, but suggest-
ed by the sportive element of the old dithyramlk
was founded by Pratinas, who, however, appears to

have l)een surpassed in his own invention by Chter-
ilus. It was always written by tragedians, and
generally three tragedies and one satyrical piece
were represented together, which, in some instan-
ces at least, formed a collected whole, called a te-

tralogy {T£rpa?Myia). The satyrical piece was acted
last, so that the minds of the spectators were agree-
ably relieved by a merry afterpiece at the close. of
an earnest and engrossing tragedy. The distin-

guishing feature of this drama was the chorus of
satyrs, in appropriate dresses and masks, and its

subjects seem to have been taken from the same
class of the adventures of Bacchus and of the heroes
as those of tragedy ; but, of course, they were so
treated and selected that the presence of rustic

satyrs would seem appropriate. In their jokes, and
drollery, and naivete consisted the merriment of the
piece ; for the kings and heroes who were intro-

duced into their com.'wny were not of necessity
thereby divested of their epic and legendary charac-
ter (Horace* speaks of the " incolumi gravilaU"),
though they were obliged to conform to their situa-

tion, and suffer some diminution of dign-ty from their

position. Hence Welcker' observes, the satyrical
drama, which, so to speak, was " the Epos turned
into prose, and interspersed with jokes made by the
chorus," is well spoken of as a " playful tragedy'
{naU^ovaa Tpay(f>6ia), beii:g, both in form and mate-
rials, the same as tragedy. Thus also Horace* says,

" Effulire leves iruiigna tragadia versus

Intererit satyris paulum pudibunda proterms"

alluding in the first line to the mythic or epic ele-

ment of the satyric drama, which he calls tragtedia,

and in the second representing it as being rathei

ashamed of its company. The scene was, of course,
laid in the supposed haunts of the satyrs, as we
learn from Vitruvius :* " Satyrica scena omantur
arboribus, monlibus reliquisque agrestibus rebus," all

in keeping with the incidents of the pieces, and re-

minding the spectators of the old dithyramb and the
god Dionysus, in whose honour the dramatic con-
tests were originally held. We must, however,
observe, that there were some characters and le-

gends which, as not presenting any serious or pa-

1. (Atm,748. — Thesm., 164.)— 2. (VMp., 810.)— 3. (Suid
in Tit.) — 4. (IIerod.,Ti., 21.) — 5. 'Bode. p. 35.)- 6. (Ep. ad
Pi«.. 322.) —7. (Nachtng, p. 331.) -8. (Ep ad Pis., SSI ) —
(r.. S.)
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thelic aspects, were not adapted for tragedy, and,

therefore, were naturally appropriated to the satyric

drama. Such were Sisyphus, Autolycus, Circe,

Callisto, Midas, Omphale, and the robber Skiron.

Hercules also, as he appears in Aristophanes' and

the Alcestis of Euripides, was a favourite subject

of this drama, as being no unfit companion for a

drunken Silenus and his crew.» The Odyssey also,

says Lessing,' was in general a rich storehouse of

the satyrical plays ; but, though the Cyclops of Eu-

ripides, the only satyrical play extant, was taken

from it, the list of satyric pieces given by Welcker*

hardly confirms this assertion.

We now come to the improvements made in tra-

gedy by ^schylus, of which Aristotle* thus speaks

:

" He first added a second actor and diminished the

parts of the chorus, and made the dialogue the prin-

cipal part of the action" (Tov Xoyov npurayuviaTT/v

TraptaKevaae). He also availed himself of the aid

of Agatharchus the scene-painter, and improved the

costume of his actors by giving them thick-soled

boots (sfi6arai), as well as the masks, which he

made more expressive and characteristic. Horace*

thus alludes to his improvements

:

'^ persona pallaque repertor honcsla

Mschylus, et modicis inslravit pulpita tignis

Et docuil magnumque loqui, nilique colhurno."

The custom of contending with trilogies {Tpi?.oyLai),

Br with three plays at a time, is said to have been

ilso introduced by him. In fact, he did so much
or tragedy, and so completely built it up to its

"towering height," that he was considered the

father of it. The subjects of his drama, as we have

before intimated from Plutarch, were not connected

with the worship of Dionysus, but rather with the

great cycle of Hellenic legends and some of the

myths of the Homeric Epos. Accordingly, he said

of himself that his dramas were but scraps and

fragments from the great feasts of Homer. Another

instance of his departure from the spirit and form

of the old tragedy, as connected with Dionysus, is

shown in his treatment of the dithyrambic chorus

of fifty men, which, in his trilogy of the Oresteia, he

did not bring on the stage all at once, but divided it

into separate parts, making a different set of choreu-

tK for each of the three pieces.^ In the latter part

of his life J^schylus made use of one of the improve-

ments of Sophocles, namely, the rpirayuviaT^c, or

third actor. This was the finishing stroke to the

, dramatic element of Attic tragedy, which Sophocles

is said to have matured by farther improvements

in costume and scene-painting. Under him tragedy

appears with less of sublimity and sternness than in

the hands of .^iSchylus, but with more of calm

grandeur, and quiet dignity, and touching incident.

His latter plays are the perfection of the Grecian

tragic drama, as a work of art and poetic compo-
sition in a thoroughly-chastened and classic style,

• written when, as he says of himself, he had put

. away the boyish pomp of .^Eschylus (rbv Alax^^ov
iianeTzaixuc oyKov), and the harsh obscurity of his

own too great refinement?, and attained to thai

btyle which he thought the best, and most suited

for portraying the characters of men.* The intro-

duction of the third actor enabled him to do this

the more effectually, by showing the principal char-

acter on different sides and under different circum-

stances, both as excited by the opposition of one,

and drawn out by the sympathies of another.
(
Vid.

HisTRio, p. 505.) Hence, though the plays of

Sophocles are longer than those of Mschylus, still

1. (Ranffi.)— 2. (Miillcr, 895.) — 3. (Leben de» Sophocles, ^

H5.)—4. (Nachtrag, p. 284, 329.)—5. (Poet., iv., I) I6.)-6. (Ep.

ad Pi«., 278.) — 7. (Athen., viii., p. 347. «.)— 8. (MOUer, Eu-
inemd.)-9. (Plul., De Pro V. S., p. 79, b.)
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there is not a corresponding increase of action, Init

a more perfect delineation of character. Creon, for

instance, in the Antigone, and Ajax, are more i)er-

fect and minutely drawn characters than any in

.Mschylus. The part of the chorus is, on the other

hand, considerably diminished in his plays. Another
distinguishing feature in them is their moral sigmri-

cance and ethical teaching. Though the cluiracters

in them are taken from the old subjects of national

interest, still ihey do not always appear as heroea,

or above the level of common humanity, but in such
situations, and under the influence of such motives,

passions, and feelings, as fall to the lot of men in

general : so that " every one may recognise in them
some likeness of himself"

In the hands of Euripides tragedy deteriorated,

not only in dignity, but also in its moral and reli-

gious significance. He introduces his heroes in

rags and tatters, and busies them with petty affairs,

and makes them speak the language of every-day
life. As Sophocles said of him,* he represented

men, not as they ought to be, but as they are, with-

out any ideal greatness or poetic character—thor-

oughly prosaic personages. His dialogues, too, were
little else than the rhetorical and forensic language
of his day cleverly put into verse : full of sophistry

and quibbling distinctions. One of the peculiarities

of his tragedies was tlie npoXoyoc, an introductory

monologue, with which some hero or god opens the

play, telling who he is, what is the state of affairs,

and what has happened up to the time of his ad-

dress, so as to put the audience in possession of

every fact which it might be necessary for them to

know : a very business like proceeding, no doubt, but

a poor make-shift for artistical skill The " Deiu
ex machind" also, though not always, in a '• nodus,

tali vindice digrMs," was frequently employed by
Euripides to efrect the denyumenl of his pieces. The
chorus, too, no longer discharged its proper and
high functions, either as a representative of the feel-

ings of unprejudiced observers, or " as one of the

actors and a part of the whole," joining in the de-

velopment of the piece. Many of his choral odes,

in fact, are but remotely connected in subject with

the action of the play. Another novelty of Euripi-

des was the use of " monodies" or lyrical songs, in

which, not the chorus, but the principal persons

of the drama, declare i^icir emotions and sufferings.

They v^ere among tl;':r. most brilliant parts of his

pieces, and, being sung by persons on the stage, are

sometimes c'cscribed as i)6ai dird oktjv^c.' Aris-

tophanes often parodied them, and makes Euripides

say of himself* th^t he " nurtured tragedy with
monodies, introducing Cephisophon," his chief actor,

to sing them.

EZr' uveTpe(^v /xovoidiaig, K]]6tao^C>VTa fiiyvvq.

Euripides was also the inventor of tragi-comedy,

which not improbably suggested, as it certainly re-

sembled, the 'Uaporpo)vf''« of the Alexandrian age,

the latter being a half-tiagic, half-comic drama, or,

rather, a parody or travesty of tragical subjects. A
t'pecimi.'ti u( llie Euiipitlt>an tr;ij;i comedy is slill

extant in the Alcestis, acted B.C. 438, as the last

of four pieces, and therefore as a substitute for a

satyrical drama. Though tragic in its form and

some of its scenes, it has a mixture of comic and

satyric characters (e. g., Hercules), and concludes

happily.

It remains to make some remarks on the nature

and object of Greek tragedy in general, and on the

parts into which it is divided. According to Plato,*

the truest tragedy is an imitation of the noblest and

best life : fiijATjaic tov Kal/uarov koI upiarov (Hov.

1. (Aristot., Poet., 25.)— 2. (Phot., Lex., i T.i— 3. 'B>IUB
944.)—4. (Lor., vii.. p. 817.1
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Aristotle's definition is more comprehensive and

perhaps perfect. " Tragedy is an imitation of an

action that is important (anovdaiag), and entire, and

of a proper magnitude, in pleasurable language, by

means of action, not of narration, and effecting,

through terror and pity, the refinement and correc-

tion of such passions" (t^v toiovtuv iradrinuTuv

KuBapaiv). He then adds, Tragedy contains six

parts : tlie story, i. c, the combination of incidents

or plot, manners, expression, sentinnent, decoration,

and music {ftiJdoc xai f/dn, kuI Xi^tg, Kal didvoia, kui

6il)ic, Kal fi£?.onoita). Of these the story is the

principal part, developing the character of agents,

and being, in fact, the very soul of tragedy. The
manners come next, and manifest the disposition of

the speakers. The sentiments take the third place,

and comprehend whatever is said, whether proving

anything, or expressing some general reflection.

Afterward he adds, Fables are of two sorts, simple

and complicated (oZ imev uttTloI, ol <5e nerr^-eyiievoi),

the catastrophe of the former produced without a

revolution or discovery, of the latter with one or

both. Now a revolution {TrepLnereia) is a change to

the reverse of what is expected from the circum-

stances of the action : a discovery {_uvayvupi<jLg) is

a change from known to unknown, happening be-

tween characters whose happiness or unhappiness

forms the catastrophe of the drama. The best sort

of discovery is accompanied by a revolution, as in

the (Edipus. Aristotle next enumerates the parts

of (juantily (Kara to iroaov) or division in tragedy

:

these are, the prologue, episode, exode, and choral

songs; the last divided into the parode and stasi-

mon. The irpoXoyoc is all that part of a tragedy

which precedes the parodos of the chorus, i. e., the

first act. The kneioodiov is all the part between

whole choral odes. The i^oSog that part which has

no choral ode after it. Of the choral part, the mipo-

dof is the first speech of the whole chorus (not bro-

ken up into parts) : the stasiraon is without ana-

paests and trochees. These two divisions were

sung by all the choreutae {Kotva u'tuvtov), but the
«' songs on the stage" and the KofifioL by a part only

(trfta de Tu. anb T/jc asijv^g koI Kofifioi). The com-

mas, which properly means a wailing for the dead,

was generally used to express strong excitement,

or lively sympathy with grief and suffering, espe-

cially by Jiischylus. It was common to the actors

and a portion only of the chorus (/co/z/iof 6e 'dpfivog,

Koivog a;<'P<"'' *"' """^ <^KVVfK), whence its derivative

KOfijMaTLKd is used to designate broken and inter-

rupted songs sung either by individual choreutae or

divisions of the chorus.' Again, the ndpodog was
so named as being the passage-song of the chorus,

sung while it was advancing to its proper place in

the orchestra, and therefore in anapaestic or march-

ing verse ; the oTdaifiov, as being chanted by the

chorus when standing still in its proper position.*

With respect to the ends or purposes of tragedy,

Aristotle observes that they aie best effected by the

representation of a change of fortune from prosper-

ity to adversity, happening to a person neither em-

inentU viiiuoue \w\ just, not )et itivolv«-il in mis-

fortune by deliberate vice or vi)lany, but by some
error of human frailty, and that he should also be a

perst.n of high fame and eminent prosperity, like

CEdipus or Thyestes. Hence, he adds, Euripides is

not censurable, as is generally supposed ; for trage-

dies with an unhappy termination, like his, have al-

ways the most tragic effect ; and Euripides is the

most tragic of all poets, t. c, succeeds best in pro-

ducing pity : an expression especially true of some
scenes in the Medea. In .^Eschylus, the feelings of

pity and melancholy interest are generally excited

by the relation in which his heroes stand to desti-

ny. He mostly represents them as vainly stmg
gling against a blind but irresistible late, to whose
power (according to the old Homeric notion) even

the father of gods and men is forced to yield, and

it is only occasionally, as in the splendid chorus of

the Eumenides (522), that we trace in him any inti-

mations of a moral and retributive government ol

the world. Hence there is a want of moral lessons

in his works. In Sophocles, on the contrary, we
see indications of a different tone of thought, and
the superintendence of a directing and controUing

power is distinctly recognised :
" the great Zeus io

heaven, who superintends and directs all things."*

The materials of Greek tragedy were the nation*

al mythology,

" Presenting Thebes, or Pelops' line,

Or the tale of Troy divine."

The exceptions to this were the two historical tia

gedies, the " Capture of Miletus," by Phrynichus,

and the " Persians" of .^schylus ; but they belong

to an early period of the art. Hence the plot and
story of the Grecian tragedy were, of necessity,

known to the spectators, a circumstance which
strongly distinguishes the ancient tragedy from the

modern, and to which is owing, in some measure,

the practical and quiet irony in the handling of a

subject, described by Tliirlwall' as a characteristic

of the tragedy of Sophocles.

The functions of the chorus in Greek tragedy

were very important, as described by Horace :*

" Acloris partes chorus qfficiumque virile

Defendal : ncu, quid medios inlercinat actus,

Quod nan proposito conducat, et harcal apte," Sec.

"We must conceive of it, says A. W. Schlegel, as

the personification of the thought inspired by the

represented action ; in oth-er words, it often ex-

presses the reflections of a dispassionate and right-

minded spectator, and inculcates the lessons of mo-
rality and resignation to the will of heaven, taught

by the occurrence of the piece in which it is en-

gaged. Besides this, the chorus enabled a poet to

produce an image of the " council of elders," which

existed under the heroic governments, and under

whose advice and in whose presence the ancient

princes of the Greek tragedy generally acted. This

image was the more striking and vivid, inasmuch as

the chorus was taken from the people at large, and

did not at all differ from the appearance and stature

of ordinary men ; so that the contrast and relation

between them and the actors was the same as that

of the Homeric Xaoi and uvaKrec- I-astly, the cho-

ral songs produced an agreeable pause in the action,

breaking the piece into parts, while they presented

to the spectator a lyrical and musical expression of

his own emotions, or suggested to him lofty thoughts

and great arguments. As Schlegel says, the chorus

was the spectator idealized. With respect to the

number of the chorus, Miiller* thinks that, out of

the dithyrambic chorus of 50, a quarlrangular cho-

rus of 48 persons was first formed, and that this

was divided into sets of 12, one for each play of a

tetralogy ; but in the time of Sophocles iho tragic

chorus amounted to 15, a number which the ancient

grammarians always presuppose in speaking of ita

arrangements, though it might be that the form of

the .^schylean tragedy afterward became obsolete.

The preceding account should be read in connex-

ion with the articles Chorus, Dionysia, Histrio,

and Theatrum.
The explanation of the following phrases may be

useful

:

Uapaxopijy^fia : this word was used in case of a

1. (Muller, Fumen, p «4.}—3. (Suid. and Etymol. Mkg.)

1. (Electr., 174.— Thirlwall, Phil. Mut., vol. ii.. p. 49».)—

8

(Phil. Mu8.. ii., p. 483, &c.)-3. (Ep. ad Pi»., 193.)—4. (Lu

of Greece, 300.)
' 995
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fourth actor appf)aring on the stage, probably be-

cause the choragus was required to be at an extra

expense in supplying him with costume, &c. ; some-

times actors so called spoke, as the character of

Pylades does ;» sometimes they were mutes.

UoftaaKi'iviov : this phrase was used when one of

the choreutae spoke in song instead of a fourth ac-

tor, probably near or behind the side-scenes. Ha-

priyo()^uara were voices off the stage, and not seen,

as the frogs in the Ranae.*

llapaxupvi^aTa, persons who came forward but

once, something like the npoauna nporaTiKu, or in-

troductory persons who open a drama and never

appear again ; as the watchman in the Agamem-
non, and Polydorus in the Hecuba. Terence also

frequently uses the persona protatica.*

The dixopia was a double chorus, formed of the

choruses of two separate plays : thus, at the end of

the Eumenides of JEschylus, the Furies of one play

and the festal train of another come on the stage

together.*

The principal modern writers on the Greek trage-

dy are mentioned in the course of the article. The
reader may also consult Wachsmuth, II., ii., p. 467
and 421.—Gruppe, Ariadne, Die Tragische Kunst
der Griechen in ihrer Entioickelung und in ihrem Zu-
sammcnhange mil der Volkspoesie, Berl., 1834.

—

Mu-
seum Crilicum, ii., p. 69i <?c3.—Copleston, Prcelcc-

tiones Academica.—Schneider, Ucher das Auische

TUatericesen, an exceedingly valuable book.

II. Roman Tragedy. The tragedy of the Ro-
mans was, for the most part, an imitation of, or,

rather, a borrowing from the Greek, the more im-
perfect and unnatural as the construction of the

Roman theatre affordea no appropriate place for the

chorus, which was therefore obliged to appear on
the stage instead of in the orchestra. The first

tragic poet and actor at Rome* was Livius Andron-
icus, a Greek by birth, who began to exhibit in B.C.

840. From the account in Livy,* it would seem that

in his monodies (or the lyrical parts sung, not by a
chorus, but by one person) it was customary to sep-

arate the singing from the mimetic dancing, leaving

the latter only to the actor, while the singing was
performed by a boy placed near the flute-player

{ante tibicinem), so that the dialogue only (divcrbia)

was left to be spoken by the actors. One cf the
plays written by him was an "Andromeda;" and
he also made a Latin prose translation of the Odys-
see. The next tragic poet at Rome was Naevius,
who, however, appears to have written comedies as
well as tragedies,' and a history of the first Punic
war : so that the writing of tragedies was not a dis-

tinct profession at Rome as at Athens. An "Al-
cestis" seems to have been written by him. To
the same epoch as Livius Andronicus and Naivius
belongs Ennius, who resembled the latter in being
an epic poet as well as a tragedian. Among the
plays written by him are mentioned a Medea, an
Ajax, a Phoenissae, an Iphigenia, an Andromache,
and a Hecuba. The metre used by him and Naevius
was iambic or trochaic in the dialogue, and anapaest-
ic for the lyrical parts.* The next distinguished
tragedian was Pacuvius, a nephew of Ennius, and
a painter also. His style was more remarkable for
spirit and vigour of expression than polish or re-
finement, a deficiency attributable to his age and
provincial origin, as he was born at Brundisium.
Among his plays occur an Antiope, a Chryses, and
a Dulorestes,' and his tragedies found admirers
even in the time of Persius." Cicero" quotes from

I (JSsch., Choeph., 900-002.)—2. (Pollux, Onom., iv., 109.—
Schol. in Aristoph., Pac., 113.) — 3. (Donat. Ter., Prolog, ad
Andr.)—4. (Muller, Literal., &c., p. 300.)—5. (Gellius, xxi., 17.)—«. (vii., 2.)—7. (Hieron. in Euseb., Olymp. 144, 3.)—8. (Gel-
lius, xi., 4.)—9. /Q"intil., I., 1.—Cic, Orat., iii., 39.)—10. (i.,
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him a spirited translation of the concluding linep of

the Prometheus Vinctus of .^schylus. Attius oi

Accius the younger was junior to Pacuvius by aboul
fifty years. His earlier plays were, as he himself
admitted, harsh and obscure ;* but his style prob-

ably altered with increasing years. Many frag-

ments of his plays occur in Cicero and the Latin
grammarians, Diomedes, Nonius, and Varro. He
was also a writer of annals in hexameter verses.*

The five poets mentioned above belong to the earlier

epoch of Roman tragedy, in which little was writ-

ten but translations and imitations of the Greek,
with occasional insertions of original matter. How
they imitated the structure of the choral odes is

doubtful
; perhaps they never attempted it. Enni-

us, Pacuvius, and Accius are contrasted by Cicero'
with ^schylus, Sophocles, and Euripides ; and of
the last two Quintilian* says, " Virium Accio plus
tribuitur ; Pacuvium videri doctiorem, qui esse doct.

affectant, volunl."

In the age of Augustus, the writing of tragedies,

whether original or imitations, seems to have been
quite a fashionable occupation. The emperor him
self attempted an Ajax, but did not succeed ; and
when his friends asked him, " Quiilnam Ajax ageretl"

his reply was '^Ajaccm suum in spongiam incubu-

isse."^ One of the principal tragedians of this

epoch was Asinius PoUio, to whom the line*

" Sola Sophoclco tua carmina dignacolhurno"

is supposed to apply : he also excelled in other lit

erary accomplishments.' Ovid* also wrote a trage-

dy, of which Quintilian' says, " (hidii Medea videtur

mihi ostendere, quantum ille vir prastare potuerit si in

genio suo temperarc quam indulgere maluisset." His
'^ armorum judicium"^^ between Ajax and Ulysses,

on which Pacuvius and Accius also wrote dramaS;
proves that he might have rivalled Euripides in rhe
torical skill. Quintilian also says of Varius, who
was distinguished in epic as well as tragic poetry,"

that his Thyestes might be compared with any ol

the Greek tragedies. Some fragments of his Thy-
estes are extant, but we have no other remains ol

the tragedy of the Augustan age. The loss, per-

haps, is not great ; for the want of a national and
indigenous mythology' must have disabled the Ro-
man poets from produ'.ing any original counterparts

of the Greek trage'^j ; besides which, in the later

days of the Republic, and under the Empire, the

Roman people were too fond of gladiatorial shows,
and beast-fights, a.id gorgeous spectacles, to en-

courage the dram?.. Moreover, it is also manifest
that a tragedy like that of the Greeks could not

have flourished under a despotism.

The only complete Roman tragt-dies that have
come down to us are the ten attributed to the phi-

losopher Seneca. But whether he wrote any ol

them or not is a disputed point. It is agreed that

they are not all from the same hand, audit is doubt-

ful whether they are all of the same age even. In

one of them, the Medea, the author made his hero-

ine kill her children on the stage, " coram populo,"

in spite of the precept cf Horace. Schlegel- * thus

speaks of them: "To whatever age they belong,

they are, beyond description, bombastic and frigid,

utterly unnatural in character and action, and full

of the most revolting violations of propriety, and
barren of all theatrical effect. With the old Gre-

cian tragedies they have nothing in common but

the name, the exterior form, and the matter. Theii

persons are neither ideal nor real men, but missha-

pen giants of puppets, and the wire that moves them

1. (Gellius, xiii., 2.)—2. (Macrob., Sat., i., 7.)—3. (De Orat„
iii., 7.)—4. (X., 1, 1) 97.)—5. (Suet., Octav.. 85.)-6. (Virp.. Ec"
log., viii., 10.)—7. (Uor., Carra., ii., 1.)—8. (Trist., ii., 556.)—

9

(X., 1, <) 98.)—10. (Mctam., xiii.)— 11. (Hor., Carni., i., 6.—

H

Ep ad Pis., 55.—Tacit., Dial., xii., 1.)—18. (LeC. . viii.)
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» at one time an unnatural heroism, at another a
pa8s::n ahke unnatural, which no atrocity of guilt

can appal." Still they have had admirers: Hein-

nius calls the Hippolytus " divine," and prefers the

Troadcs to the Hecuba of Euripides : even Racine
has borrowed from the Hippolytus in his Phedre.

Roman tragedians sometimes wrote tragedies on
subjects taken fiom their national history. Pacu-
vius, e. g., wrote a I'aulus, L. Accius a Brutus and
a Decius} Curiatius Maternus, also a distinguish-

ed orator in the reign of Domitian, wrote a Domi-
}ius and a Cato, the latter of which gave offence to

the rulers of the state (polcntium animos offcndii*).

The fragments of the Tliyestes of Varius arc given

by Botluus. Pvet. Seen. Lot. Frag., p. 279.

•TRAGOPO'GON (rpayonuyuv), a plant, Goat's-

beard. According to Stackhouse, it is the Trago-
pogon Onentalis. Sprengel, however, prefers the

cntcifolia.*

•TRAGORIG'ANON (rpayopiyavov), a species of
Thyme. The two kinds described by Dioscorides

are held by Sprengel to be the Thymus Tragoriga-

ntim and the Slachys glutinosa*

•TRAGOS (rpuyoc), the male of the Capra hircus,

L the ali being the female. " The ancients were
hAewise acquainted with the Wild Goat, or Capra
Ibex ; it is supposed to be the akko of the Hebrews,
and the Tpayii.a<^oi of the Septuagint and Diodorus
Siculus."*

*II. A plant mentioned by Dioscorides, and now
called Salsola Tragus. III. Another plant, men-
tioned by the same writer, and with which Spike-

nard was adulterated. According to Clusius and
Sprengel, it is the Saxifraga hirculus.*

TRA'GULA. ( Vid. Hasta, p. 490.)

TRANSA'CTIO IN VIA. {Vid. Actio, p. 18.)

TRA'NSFUGA. ( Vid. Dbskrtor.)
TRANSTRA. {Vtd. Ships, p. 893.)

TRANSVE'CTIO EQUITUM. {Vid. Equites,

p. 416 )

TPAY'MATOS EK nPONOI'AS rPA*H (rpaw-

uarof tK TzpovoUi^ ypa<pv)- Our principal information

respecting this action is derived from two speeches
of Lysias, namely, Trpof ^i/Mova and irepl rpavfiarog

iK irpovoiag, though they do not supply us with many
particulars. It appears, however, that this action

could not be brought by any person who had been
wounded or assaulted by another, but that it was
necessary to prove that there had been an intention

to murder the person who had been wounded ; con-

sequently, the npdvoia consisted in such an inten-

tion. Cases of this kind were brought before the

Areiopagus : if the accused was found guilty, he
was exiled from the state and his property conlis-

cated.'

TREBO'NIA LEX. {Vid. Lex, p. 686.)

TRESVIRI. (Kjd. Triumviri.)
TRIA'RII is the name of a class of soldiers be-

longing to the infantry of the Roman legion. Nie-

buhr* supposes that the name was derived from
their being formed of all the three heavy-armed
classes, and not from their being placed in the third

line of the battle array,' so that the triarians form-
ed thirty centuries, tea belonging to each class.

Thus tiie triarians would have existed from the insti-

tution of the Servian centuries ;" but, so long as the

battle array of a legion rcsemblad that of a Macedo-
nian phalanx, the triarians could not be in the line

1. (Cic, De Div., i., 22.)—2. (Tacit., Dial., 2.—Laog., Vind.
Tng. Roman., p. 14.)—3. (Dioscor., ii., 172.— Theophr»st., H.
P., vii., 7.)—1. (Dioscor., iii., 32.—Adams, Append., s. t.)— 5.

(Diod. Sic, ii., 51.— Adams, Append., a. v.) — 6. (Uiuscor., iv.,

SI.—Adsnis, Append., s.T.)—7. (Compare Demosth.,c. Aristocr.,

Mr, 22. — Id, c. BoNit., 1018, 9.— .(E»ch., De Fals. Leg., 270.—
Id., c. Ctfis., 440, 608 — Lys., c. Andoc., p. 212.—Lucian. Timon,
46.— liJlux, Onom., viii., 40. — Meier, Att. Proc , p. 314.) — 8.

(llisl c'l Rome, i, p. 47».)—0. (Liv., viii.,fi.)— 10. (Nicbulir, ii.,

k. 450.— CompdTt a. 569, and ii., p. 117, itc.)

ofbattle. They ma/, however, nevertheless have ex-
isted with their name as guards of the camp, where
they defended the walls and palisades, for which pur-

pose they were armed with javelins, spears, and
swords. Their javelin also may have been the pilum
at an early time, whence their name Pilani. If the
camp did not require a guard, the triarii would of
course stand by their comrades in the phalanx. In
the military constitution eiscribcd to Camillus,' the
triarii formed part of the third ordo, consisting of
fifteen maniples, and were arrayed behind the prin-

cipes.* In the time of Polybius, when the 170 cen-
turies no longer existed, the soldiers of the infantry

were drawn up in four ranks, according to their age
and experience, and the triarii now were 600 of the
oldest veterans of a legion, and formed the fourth

rank, where they were a kind of reserve.* Their
armour was the same as that of the hastati and
principes, and consisted of a square shield, a short
Spanish sword, two pila, a brass helmet with a
high crest, and metal plates for the protection of
the legs.* {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 103.)

TRI'BULA or TRI'BULUM {rpi66Xoc), a corn-
drag, consisting of a thick and ponderous wooden
board, which was armed underneath with pieces of
iron or sharp flints, and drawn over the corn by a
yoke of oxen, either the driver or a heavy weight
being placed upon it, for the purpose of separating
the grain and cutting the straw.* Together with
the tribula, another kind of drag, called traha, was
also sometimes used, which it is probable was either

entirely of stone or made of the trunk of a tree.*

These instruments are still used in Greece, Asia
Minor, Georgia, and Syria, and are described by va-

rious travellers in those countries, but more espe-

cially by Paul Lucas,' Sir R. K. Porter,* Jackson,'

and C. Fellows." The corn is threshed upon a cu>
cular floor {area, uXuv), either paved, made of har-

dened clay, or of the natural rock. It is first heap-
ed in the centre, and a person is constantly occupied
in throwing the sheaves under the drag as the oxen
draw it round. Lucas and Fellows have given

prints representing the tribula as now used in the
East. The verb tribulare^^ and the verbal noun trib-

ulatio were applied in a secondary sense to denote
affliction in general.

TRI'BULUS {Tpi6o\og). a caltrop, also called mu-
rcar." When a place was beset with troops, the one

party endeavoured to impede the cavalrj' of iLe

1. (Plut.. Camill., 40.)-2. (Liv., viii., 8.)—S (Polyb., vi.. 11,

&e.)—4. {Vid. Niebuhr, I. c, compared with the account of
GOttling, Gesrh. der RSm. Staatsv., p. 365, 399.)—5. (Varro, D«
Re Rust., i., 52. — Ovid, Mot., mi., 803. — Plin., H. N., xvi>i,

30.—Longus. iii., 22.—Urunek, Anal., ii.,2I5.—Am<», i.. 3.)—

«

(Virg., Georg., i., 164.—Servius ad loc.—Col., De Re Ru«t., ii.

21.)—7. (Voyage, t. i., p. 182.)—8. (Travels, voL i.. p. 158.)—

9

(Journey from India, p. 249.)— 10. (Journal, p. 70, 333.)—11
(Cato. De Ue Rust., 23.)—13. (V^. Max., iii., 7, 4 2.—Cart., iv

13, 1) 36.)
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jthcr party, either by throwing before them caltrops,

which necessarily lay with one of their four sharp

points turned upward, or by burying the caltrops

with one point at the surface of the ground.' The

preceding woodcut is takon from a bronze caltrop

rieured by Caylns.*

*TRIB'ULUS (r/)i6o;iof), an aquatic plant, produ-

cing a prickly nut having a triangular form, " Wa-
ter-chestnut" or " Water-caltrops," the Trapa na-

ians, called by some rpiOolog Ivvdpoq.^

II. Another prickly plant, growing among corn,

the Tribulus tencstris, or Land-caltrops, called also

r/M'CoAOf ;|^ep(Tatof.*

TRIBU'NAL, a raised platform, on which the

praetor and judices sat in the Basilica. It is descri-

bed under Basilica, (p. 141).

There was a tribunal in the camp, which was
generally formed of turf, but sometimes, in a sta-

tionary camp, of stone, from which the general ad-

dressed the soldiers, and where the consul and trib-

unes of the soldiers administered justice. When
the general addressed the army from the tribunal,

the standards were planted in front of it, and the

army placed round it in order. The address itself

was called Allocution {Vid. Castra, p. 223.)

A tribunal was sometimes erected in honour of a

deceased imperator, as, for example, the one raised

to the memory of Germanic us.*

Pliny' applies the term to ambankments against

the sea.

TRIBUNFCIA LEX. {Vid. Tribonus.)
TRIBU'NUS. This word seems originally to

have indicated an officer connected with a tribe

(tribus), or who represented a tribe for certain pur-

poses ; and this is indeed the character of the offi-

cers who were designated by it in the earliest times

of Rome, and may be traced, also, in the later offi-

cers of this name. We subjoin an account of all

the Roman officers known under this name.
Tribunes op the three Ancient Tribes. At the

time when all the Roman citizens were contained

r. the three tribes of the Ramnes, Titles, and Lu-
oeres, each of them was headed by a tribune {(j>vXap-

X'}?^), and these three tribunes represented their re-

spective tribes in all civil, religious, and military af-

fairs ; that is to say, they were in the city the ma-
gistrates of the tribes, and performed the sacra on
their behalf, and in times of war they were their

military commanders.' Niebuhr'" supposes that the

tnbunus celerum was the tribune of the Ramnes, the

oldest and noblest among the three tribes, and in

this opinion he is followed by Gottling," though it

is in direct contradiction to Dionysius^'andPompo-
nius,*' according to whom the tribunus celerum was
the commander of the celeres, the king's body-guard,
a statement which is rejected by Niebuhr without
any ancient authority, except that Dionysius, in one
passage,** vaguely speaks of tribuni celerum in the
plural. That, however, the tribunus celerum was
really distinct from the three tribunes of the tribes,

IS acknowledged by Niebuhr himself in a subse-
quent part of his work.'" In what manner the tri-

bunus celerum was appointed is uncertain ; but, not-
withstanding the statement of Dionysius, that Tar-
quinius Superbus gave this office to L. Junius Bru-
tus, it is much more probable that he was elected
Dy the tribes ; for we find that when the imperium
was to be conferred upon the king, the comitia

1. lVeg.A, De Re Mil., iii., 24. —Jul. Afric, 69 j ap. Vet.
Math. Grsec, p. 311.)—2. (Recueil, iv.,pl. 98.)—3. (Dioscor., iv.,

15. — Adams, Append., s. v.) —4. (Martya ad Virg., Georg., i.,

153.)—5. (Lipsius, De Milit. Rom., iv , 9.)—6. (Tacit., Ann., ii.,M )—7. (H. N., xvi., 1.)—8. (Dionys ii., 7.—Dig. 1, tit. 2, s. 2,
1 20.—Serv. ad jEn., v., 560.)—9. (Liv., i., 59.—Dionys., ii., 64.
-Varro, De Ling. Lat., iv., p. 24, ed. Bip.)— 10. (Hist, of Rome,
,p. 331.)—ll.(Gesch.derRdm. Staatsv., p. 166.)— 12. (ii., 13.)

—13. (De Orig. Jur..Dig. 1, tit. 2, S.2, 4 15.)— 14. (ii., 64.)— 15.
ii., p. 41.)

were held under the presidency of the tribunus «^e^-

lerum, and in the absence of the king, to whom this

officer was next in rank, he convoked the comitia

:

it was in an assembly of this kind that Brutus pro-

posed to deprive Tarquinius of the imperium.* A
law passed under the presidency of the tribunus ce-

lerrm was called a lex tribunicia, to distinguish it

from one passed under the presidency of llie king.
(Vid. Regia Lex.) The tribunes of the three an-
cient tribes ceased to be appointed when these tribes

themselves ceased to exist as political bodies, anJ
when the patricians became incorporated in the
local tribes of Servius TuUius. {Vid. Tribos, Ro
MAN.)

Tribunes of the Servian Tribes.—When Ser-
vius TuUius divided the commonalty into thirty

local tribes, we again find that at the head of these
tribes there was a tribune, whom Dionysius calls

(pv^apxoc, like those of the patrician tribes.' He
mentions them only in connexion with the city

tribes, but there can be no doubt that each of the
rustic tribes was likewise headed by a tribune. The
duties of these tribunes, who were without doubt
the most distinguished persons in their respective
districts, appear to have consisted at first in keep-
ing a register of the inhabitants in each district and
of their properly, for purposes of taxation, and for

levying the troops for the armies. When, subse-

quently, the Roman people became exempted from
taxes, the main part of their business was taker,

from them, but they still continued to exist. Nie-
buhr* supposes that the tribuni cBrarii, who occur
down to the end of the Republic, were only the suc-
cessors of the tribunes of the tribes. Varro* speaks
of curatores omnium tribuum, a name by which ho
probably means the tribunes of the tribes. When,
in the year 406 B.C., the custom of giving pay {sli-

pendium) to the soldiers was introduced, each of

the tribuni ffirarii had to collect the tributum in hia

own tribe, and with it to pay the soldiers;* and in

case they did not fulfil this duty, the soldiers had
the right of pignoris capio against them.* In later

times their duties appear to have been confined to

collecting the tributum, which they made over to

the military quaestors who paid the soldiers. ( Vid.

Qu^sTOR.) The lex Aurelia (70 B.C.) called the

tribuni aerarii to the exercise of judicial functions,

along with the senators and equites, as these trib-

unes represented the body of the most respectable

citizens.' But of this distinction they were subse-
quently deprived by Julius Caesar.*

Tribuni Plebis.— The ancient tribunes of the

plebeian tribes had undoubtedly the right of convo-

king the meetings of their tribes, and of maintaining

the privileges granted to them by King Servius, and
subsequently by the Valerian laws. But this pro-

tection was very inadequate against the insatiable

ambition and usurpations of the patricians. When
the plebeians, impoverished by long wars, and cru-

elly oppressed by the patricians, at last seceded, in

the year 494 B.C., to the Mons Sacer, the patricians

were obliged to grant to the plebeians the right of

appointing tribunes {tribuni plebis) with more effi-

cient powers to protect their own order than those

which were possessed by the heads of the tribes.

The purpose for which they were appointed was
only to afford protection against abuse on the part

of the patrician magistrates ; and that they might
be able to afford such protection, their persons were
declared sacred and inviolable, and it was agresil

that whoever acted against this inviolability should

1. (Liv., i., 59.)—2. (Dionys., iv., 14.)—3. (i., p. 421.)—4. (Dc
Ling. Lat., v., p. 74, ed. Bip.)—5. (Varro, De I.ing. hut., iv., p
49, ed. Bip.)—6. (Cato ap. Cell., vii., 10.)— 7. (Orelli, Onom
Tail., iii., p. 142.—Appian, De Bell. Civ., iii., 23.>-8. (Sueti^u

Jul., 41.)
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he an outlaw, and lliat his property should be foi-

Icited to llie Temple of Ceres.' 'lliis decree seems

lo contain evidence thai I lie heads ot' the tribes, in

their attempts lo protect members of their own or-

der, had been suliject themselves to insult and mal-

treatment; and that similar things occurred even

after the sanctity of the tribunes was established by

treaty, may be inferred from the fact that, some time

alter the iribuneship was instituted, heavy punish-

ments were again enacted against those who should

venture to annoy a tribune when he was making a

proposition to the assembly of the tribes. 'J'he law

by which these punishments were enacted ordained

that no one should oppose or interrupt a tribune

while addressing the people, and that whoever
should act contrary to this ordinance, should give

bad to the tribunes for the payment of whatever

line they should allix to his offenre in arraigning

him before the commonalty ; if he refused to give

bail, his life and property were forfeited.* It should,

however, be observed, that this law belongs lo a

later daie than that assigned to it by Dionysiiis, as

has been shown by Niebuhr ;' ii was, in all probabil-

ity, made only a short time befo;e its firsi application

in 401 B.C., in the case of C8;so Quinctius.* The
tribunes were thus enabled tJ afford protection to

any one who appealed to the .vsembly of the com-
raoualty, or required any otl^ i assistance. They
were essentially the representatives and the organs

of the plebeian order, and their sphere of action was
the comitia tributa. With the patricians and their

comitia they had nothing to do. The tribunes them-

selves, however, were not judges, and could inflict

no punishments,* but could only propose the impo-

sition of a fine to the commonalty (multam irrogare).

The tribunes were thus, in their origin, only a pro-

tecting magistracy of the plebs ; but, in the course

of time, their power increased to such a degree that

it surpassed that of all other magistrates, and the

tribunes then, as Niebuhr* justly remarks, became
% magistracy for the whole Roman people, in oppo-

rilion to the senate and the oligarchical elements in

general, although they had nothing to do with the

administration of the government. During the lat-

ter period of the Republic they became true tyrants,

ind Niebuhr justly compares their college, such as

vt was in later times, to the National C(mvention of

I'Vance during the first revolution. But, notwith-

fitanding the great and numerous abuses which
were made of the tribunitian power by individuals,

the greatest historians and statesmen confess that

the greatness of Rome and its long duration are in a

great measure attributable to the institution of this

office.

As regards the number of the tribunes of the

people, all the ancient writers agree (see the passa-

ges in Niebuhr') that at first they were only two,
though the accounts differ as to the names of the

first tribunes. Soon afterward, however, the num-
ber of tribunes was increased to five, one being
taken from each of the five classes.* When this

increase took place is quite uncertain. According
to Dionysius,* three new tribunes were added imme-
diately after the appointment of the first two. Ci-

cero'* states, that the year after the institution of

the tribunes their number was increased to ten

;

according to Livy," the first two tribunes, imme-
diately after their appointment, elected themselves
three new colleagues ; according to Piso," there

were only two tribunes down to the lime of the

Publilian laws. It would be hopeless to attempt to

I. ;Liv., ii., 33.—Dionys., »i., 89.)—2. (Diouyi., vii., 17.)—3.
(ii., p. 98.1—4. (Liv., iii., 13.)—5. (Golliug, iiii., 12.)—6. (i., p.

614.)—7. (i., n. 1366 )— H. (Ascod. in Cic, Cum., p. SO, eU. Orel-
li.—Zonar., vii., 15.)-U. (vi., 69.)— 10. (Fragm. Cornel., p. 431,
«U Orelli.)-ll. (ii.. 33.1—13. (ap. Liv.. li., 68.)

ascertain what was really the uut : thus nwicY

only is certain, that the nunibr r was not increased

to ten tdl the year 457 B.C , and that then iwi

were taken from each of liie five classes. ' Thit

number appears to have remained unaltered dowo
to the end of the Empire.

The time when the tribur.cs vere elected was,
according to Dionysius,* always on the lOlh of De-
cember, although it is evident from Cicero* that in

his time, at least, the election took place a. d. x«i.

Kal. Sextil. (17th of July). It is almost superfluous

to state that none but plebeians were eligible to the

ollice of tribune ; hence, when, towards the end of

the Republic, patricians wished to obtain the office,

they were obliged first to renounce their own order

and to become plebeians {via. PiTRicii, p. 743);
hence, also, under the Empire, it was thought that

the princeps should not be tribune because he was
a patrician.* But the influence which belonged to

this office was too great for the emperors not to

covet it. Hence Augustus was made tribune for

life.* During the Republic, however, the old regu-

lation.') remained* in force even after the tribunes

had ceased to be the protectors of the plebs alone.

The only instance in which patricians were elected

to the Iribuneship is mentioned by Livy,* and this

was probably the consequence of an attempt to di-

vide the Iribuneship between the two orders. Al-

though nothing appears to be more natural than

that the tribunes should originally have been elect-

ed by that body of the Roman citizens which they
represented, yet the subject is involved in consid-

erable obscurity. Cicero' states that they were
elected by the comitia of the curies ; the same ie

implied in the accounts of Dionysius* and Livy,» ac-

cording to whom the comitia of the tribes did not

obtain this right till the lex Publilia (472 B.C.'*;.

Niebuhr thinks" that, down to the Publilian law,

they were elected by the centuries, the classes of

which they represented in their number, and that

the curies, as Dionysius himself mentions in an-

other place," had nothing lo do with the election

except to sanction it. The election in the comitia

of the centuries, however, does not remove the dif-

ficulties, whence Gott.'i'.g" is inclined to think that

the tribunes, before the expiration of their office,

appointed their successors, after a previous consult-

ation with the piet)eians. The necessity of the

sanction by the ciiries cannot be doubted, but it ap^

pears to have ceased even some time before th«»

Publilian law.'* After this time it is never heard o*

again, and the election of the tribunes was left eu-

tirely to the comitia tributa, which were convoked
and held for this purpose by the old tribunes previ-

ous to the expiration of their office.'* One of the
old tribunes was appointed by lot to preside at the

election.'* As the meeting could not be prolonged

after sunset, and the business was to be completed
in one day, it sometimes hapi)ened that it was
obliged to break up before the election was comple-
ted, and then those who were elected filled up the

legitimate number of the college by co-optatio.'*

But, in order to prevent this irregularity, the trib-

une L. Trebonius, in 448 B.C., got an ordinance
passed, according to which the college of the trib-

unes should never be completed by co-optatio, bat

the elections should be continued on the second day,

if they were not completed on the first, tdl the num-
ber ten was made up.'* The place where the eleo-

1. (Liv., ill., 30.—Dionys., i., 30.)—2. (vi., 69.)—3. (ad Att., i

,

1.)—4. (Dion Cass., Iiii., 17, 32.)—5. (Suet., Octav., 27.—Tndt.,
Annal., i., 3.—Compare also Tib., 9, 23 ; V<sp., 12 ; Tit., 6.)—

&

(iii., 65.)—7. (Fragni. Cornel., 1. c.)—8. (1. c.)—9. (ii., 56.)—10
(Liv., ii., 56.—Dionvs.x.. 41.)—11. (i., p. 616.)— 12. (vi., 90 V-.

13. (p. 289.)— 14. (Niebuhr, li., p. 190.)— 15. (Liv.. ii., 50. Ac—
Dionys., ix., 43, 49.)— 16. (Liv., iii., 64.—Appian, De Bell. Ci».,

i., 14.)— 17. (Liv., I. c.)—18. (Liv., iii., 64, 65 . v., 10.—Compan
Nict)uhr, li., p. 383.)
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i\on of the tribunes was held was originally and

lawfully the P'orum, afterward, also, the Campus
Marlius, and sometimes the area of the Capitol.

We now proceed to trace the gradual growth of

the tribunitian power. Although its original char-

actor was merely auxilium or fior/deca against pa-

trician magistrates, the plebeians appear early to

have regarded their tribunes also as mediators or

arbitrators in matters among themselves. This
Btatement of Lydus* has been pointed out by Wal-
ter.' The whole power possessed by the college of

tribunes was designated by the name tribunicia po-

testas, and extended at no time farther than one
mile beyond the gates of the city ; at a greater dis-

tance than this they came under the imperium of

the magistrates, like every other citizen.* As they
were the public guardians, it was necessary that

every one should have access to them, and at any
•ime ; hence the doors of their houses were open
day and night for ail who were in need of help and
protection, which they were empowered to afford

against any one, even against the highest magis-
trates. For the same reason, a tribune was not al-

lowed to be absent from the city for a whole day
except during the Feriae Latinae, when the whole
people were assembled on the Alban Mount.*

In the year 456 B.C., the tribunes, in opposition
to the consuls, assumed the right to convoke the
senate, in order to lay before it a rogation and dis-

cuss the same ;* for until that time the consuls
alone had the right of laying plebiscita before the
senate for approbation. Some years after, 452
B.C., the tribunes (iemanded of the consuls to re-

quest the senate to make a senatus consultum for

the appointment of persons to frame a new legis-

lation, and during the discussions on this subject
the tribunes themselves were present in the sen-

ate.* The written legislation which the tribunes
then wished can only have related to their own or-

der ; but as such a legislation would only have wi-
dened the breach between the two orders, they af-

terward gave way to the remonstrances of the pa-

tricians, and the new legislation was to embrace
both orders. ' From the second decemvirate the
tribuneship was suspended, but was restored after

the legislation was completed, and now assumed a
different character from the change that had taken
place in the tribes. {Vid. Tkibus, Roman.) The
tribunes now had the right to be present at the de-
Uberations of the senate ;" but they did not sit

among the senators themselves, but upon benches
before the opened doors of the senate-house.' The
inviolability of the tribunes, which had before only
rested upon a contract between the two estates,
was now sanctioned and confirmed by a law of M.
Horatius." As the tribes now also included the pa-
tricians and their clients, the tribunes might natu-
rally be asked to interpose on behalf of any citizen,
whether patrician or plebeian. Hence the patri-
eian ex-decemvir, Appius Claudius, implored the
protection of the tribunes." About this time the
tribunes also acquired the right of taking the auspi-
ces in the assemblies of the tribes.'* They also as-
sumed again the right, which they had exercised
before the time of the decemvirate, ofbringing patri-
cians who had violated the rights of the plebeians
before the comitia of the tribes, as is clear from
several instances. '* Respecting the authority which
a plebiscitum proposed to the tribes by a tribune

1. (De Ma^st., i., 38, 44.— Dionys., vii., 58.) —2. (Gesch. der
Rlim. Rechts, p. 85.)—3. (Liv., hi., 20.—Uionys., viii., 87.) 4.
(Maorob., Sat., i., 3.)—5. (Dionys., x., 31, 32.)—6. (Dionys x ,

40, 52.)—7. (Liv., iii., 31.—Zonar., vii., 18.)—8. (Liv., iii., 69 —
!d., iv., 1.)—9. (Val. Max., ii., 2, t, 7.)— 10. (Liv., iii., 55.)— 11.
(Liv., iii., 50.—Coiiiimre also viii., 33, 34.—Niebuhr, ii., p. 374.)
—12. (Zoiiaf., vii., 19 )— 13. (Lit., iii., 56. <fec, iv., 44 : v., 11.
tc.)

lOOC

received through the lex Valeria, see Pr-EBisciruM
While the college thus gained outwardly ne\i
strength every day, a change took place in its in-

ternal organization, which to some extent paraly-
zed its powers. Before the year 394 B.C., every-
thing had been decided in the college by a majori-
ty ;' but about this time, we do not know how, a
change was introduced, which made the opposition
{intercessio) of one tribune sufficient to render a
resolution of his colleagues void.* This new regu-
lation does not appear in operation till 394 and 393
B.C. ;' the old one was still applied in B.C. 421
and 415.* From their right of appearing in the
senate, and of taking part in its discussions, and
from their being the represenvatives of the whole
people, they gradually obtained the right of inter-

cession against any action which a magistrate
might undertake during the time of his office, and
this even without giving any reason for it.* Thus
we find a tribune preventing a consul convoking
the senate,* preventing the proposal of new laws
or elections in the comitia ;' and they interceded
against the official functions of the censors,* and
even against a command issued by the praetor.'

In the same manner, a tribune might place his veto
upon an ordhiance of the senate," and thus either

compel the senate to submit the subject in question
to a fresh consideration, or to raise the session."
In order to propose a measure to the senate, they
might themselves convoke a meeting,'* or, when it

had been convoked by a consul, they might make
their proposal even in opposition to the consul, a
right which no other magistrates had in the pres-
ence of the consuls. The senate, on the other
hand, had itself, in certain cases, recourse to the
tribunes. Thus, in 431 B.C., it requested the trib-

unes to compel the consuls to appoint a dictator,

in compliance with the decree of the senate, and
the tribunes compelled the consuls, by threatening
them with imprisonment, to appoint A. Postumius
Tubertus dictator.'* From this time forward we
meet with several instances in which the tribunes
compelled the consuls to comply with the decrees
of the senate, si non esscnt in auctoritate senatus,

and to execute its commands.'* In their relation
to the senate, a change was introduced by the Ple-
hiscilum Alinium, which ordained that a tribune, by
virtue of his office, should be a senator.'* When
this plebiscitum was made is uncertain, but we
know that in 170 B.C. it was not yet in operation.'*

It probably originated with C. Atinius, who was
tribune in B.C. 132." But as the quaestorship, at

least in later times, was the office which persons
held previously to the tribuneship, and as the quaes-

torship itself conferred upon a person the right of
a senator, the law of Atinius was in most cases su
perfluous.

In their relation to other magistrates we may
observe, that the right of intercessio was not con-
fined to stopping a magistrate in his proceedings,
but they might even command their viatores {vid.

Viator) to seize a consul or a censor, to imprison
him, or to throw him from the Tarpeian Rock."
It is mentioned by Labeo and Varro'-' that the trib-

unes, when they brought an accusation against
any one before the people, had the right of prehcrtf

1. (L./., ii., 43, 44.— Dioiiys., ix., 1, 2, 41.—Id., % , .11 ) —2
(Zonav., vii., 15.)—3. (Liv., v., 25, 29.)— 4. (Liv., iv., 42, 48.-
Conipare Niebuhr, li., p. 438.)—5. (Appian, Do Bell. Civ., i., 23— 6. (Polyb., vi., 16.)— 7. (Liv., vi., 35.— Id., vii., 17.—Id, r
fl.—Id., ixvii.,6.)— 8. (DionCass.,xxxviii.,9.- -Liv., xliii., 16.;-

0. (Liv., xxxviii., 60.—Gell., vii., 19.)—10. (Polyb., vi., 16.—Dio»
Cass., xli., 2.)— 11. (Cies , De Bell. Civ., i., 2.—Appia.n De Bell.
Civ., 1., 29.)— 12. (Gellius, xiv., 7.)— 13. (Liv., iv., 26.)— >t. (Liv.,

v.,9.—ld.,xxviii.,45.)— 15. (Gellius, xiv., 8.—Zonar., ui., 15.)—
16. (Liv.. xiv., 15.)— 17. (Liv., Epit., 59 — Plin., II. N.. vii.. 45.)— 18. (Liv., ii., 56.—Id., iv., 26.—Id., v., 9 —Id., ix., 34.—Epit.
48, 55, 59.—Cic, De Log., iii., 9.— Id., in Valin., 3.—Dion Can
ixx- i., 50.)—19. Cap. Gell , xiii., 12.)
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MU), but not the right ofvocatio ; that is, they might

command a person to be dragged by their viatores

before the comiiia, but not to summon him. An
attem[it to account for this singularity is made by
Geilius.' They might, as in earlier times, propose

a fine to be inflicted upon the person accused before

the comitia, but in some cases they dropped this

proposal, and treated the case as a capital one.*

The college of tribunes had also the power of ma-
king edicts, as that mentioned by Cicero.' In ca-

ges in which one member of the college opposed a

resolution of his colleagues, nothing could be done,

and the measure was dropped ; but this usetul

check was removed by the example of C. Tiberius

Gracchus, in which a precedent was given for pro-

posing to the people that a tribune obstinately per-

sisting on his veto should be deprived of his oflice.*

From the time of the Hortensian law, the power
of the tribunes had been gradua:lly rising to such a
height that there was no other in the state to equal

it, whence Velleius* even speaks of the imperium
of tribunes. They had acquired the right of pro-

posing to the comitia tributa, or the senate, meas-
ures on nearly all the important affairs of the state,

and it would be endless to enumerate the cases in

which their power was manifested. Their propo-

sals were indeed usually made ex auctoritate sena-

tus, or had been communicated to and approved by
it ;• but cases in which the people themselves had a

diiect interest, such as a general legal regulation,^

the granting of the franchise,' the alteration of the

attributes of a magistrate,' and others, might be
brought before the people, without their having
previously been communicated to the senate, though
there are also instances of the contrary." Subjects

belonging to the administration could not be brought

before the tribes without the tribunes having pre-

viously received through the consuls the auctoritas

of the senate. This, however, was done very fre-

quently, and hence we have mention of a number
of plebiscita on matters of administration. (See

a list of them in Walter, p. 132, n. 11.) It some-
times even occurs that the tribunes brought the

question concerning the conclusion of a peace be-

fore the tribes, and then compelled the senate to

ratify the resolution as expressing the wish of the

whole people." Sulla, in his reform of the consti-

tution on the early aristocratic principles, left to

the tribunes only the jus auxiliandi, but deprived

them of the right of making legislative or other

proposals, either to the senate or the comitia, with-

out having previously obtained the sanction of the

senate. {Vid. Tkibus, Roman.) But this arrange-

ment did not last, for Pompey restored to them
their former rights.'*

During the latter period of the Republic, when
the office of quajstor was in most cases held imme-
diately before that of tribune, the tribunes were
generally elected from among the senators, and
this continued to be the same under the Empire.'*
Sometimes, however, equites also obtained tlie of-

Sce, and thereby became members of the senate,'*

where they were considered of equal rank with
.he quffistors.'* Tribunes of the people contin-

ued to exist down to the fifth century of our sera,

though their powers became naturally much limit-

ed, especially in the reign of Nero.'* They contin-

ued, however, to have the right of intercession

1. (!. c.) — 2. (Liv., viii., 33.—Id., xxr., 4.—Id., ixvi., 9.) — 3.

(in Verr., ii. 41.—Compare Goll., iv., 14.— Liv., xxxviii., 52.)—4.
(Appian, Ue Bell. Civ., i., 12.—Plut., Tib. Gracch., 11, 12, 15.—
Cio., Ue Leg., in., 10.— Dion Cass., xxxvi., 13.) — 5. Ui., 2.)—6.
(Liv., xlii., 21.)--7. (Liv., ixi., 63.— Id., xxxiv., 1.)— 8, (Liv.,

xxxviii., 36.)—9. (Liv., xxii., 25, Ac.)- 10. (Liv., xxxv.. 7.—Id., i

xmi., 5.)--ll. (Liv., XXX., 43.— Id.,xxxiii., 25.)— 12. (Zacharias,

L Corn. Sul., als Ord. drs Riira. Freist., ii., p. 12, &c., and p. 09,

*<:.)— 13. ( \ppinii, De Beli. Cit., i., 100.)- 14. (Suet.. Oclav., 10,

«0.)—IS. (YcA. Palerc., ii., 111.)— 16. (Tacit.. Ann., iii., 38.)
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against decrees of the senate and on brhalf of la

jured individuals.'

TrIBUNI HILITUM com CONSULARt P0TK8T4TB.—
When, in 445 B.C., the tribune C. Canuleius brought
forward the rogation that the consulship should not
be confined to either order,* the patricians evaded
the attempt by a change in the constitution ; the
powers which had hitherto been united in the con-
sulship were now divided between two new magi»-
trates, viz., the tribuni militnm cum eonsulari po-
testate and the censors. Consequently, in 444 B.C.,

three military tribunes, with consular power, were
appointed, and to this office the plebeians were to be
equally eligible with the patricians.* In the follow-

ing period, however, the jjcople were to be at liber-

ty, on the proposal of the senate, to decide whether
consuls were to be elected according to the old cus
torn, or consular tribunes. Henceforth for many
years, sometimes consuls and sometimes consu-
lar tribunes were appointed, and the number of

the latter varied from three to four, until, in 406
B.C., it was increased to six, and as the censors
were regarded as their colleagues, we have some-
times mention of eight tribunes.* At last, howev
er, in 367 B.C., the office of these tribunes was
abolished by the Licinian law, and the consulsliip

was restered. These consular tribunes were elect-

ed in the comitia of the centuries, and undoubtedly
with less solemn auspices than the consuls. Con-
cerning the irregularity of their number, see Nie-
buhr, ii., p. 325, &c. ; p. 389, &.c.—Compare Gbt-
tUng, p. 326, &.C.

Tribuni Militares were officers in the Roman
armies. Their number in a legion was originally

four, or, according to Varro, three, and they were
appointed by the generals themselves. In the year
363 B.C., it was decreed that henceforth sij^ o:

these military tribunes should always be appointed

in the comitia, probably the comitia of the centu-
ries.* Those who were appointed by the consuls
were distinguished from those elected by the peo-

ple {camitiatt) by the name of RufTuli.' The num-
ber of tribunes in each legion was subsequently in-

creased to six, and their appointment was some-
times left altogether to the consuls and praetors,'

though subsequently we find again that part of

them were appointed by the people.* Their duties

consisted in keeping order among the soldiers in

the camp, in superintending their military exerci-

ses, inspecting outposts and sentinels, procuring

provisions, settling disputes among soldiers, super-

intending their health, &.c. Compare Armv, Roman.
Tribunos Voluptatum was an officer who does

not occur till after the time of Diocletian, and who
had the superintendence of all public amusements,
especially of theatrical performances.'

TRIBUS (GREEK) (^iXov, 4>i;A>?). In the ear

liest times of Greek history, mention is made of

people being divided into tribes and clans. Homer
speaks of such divisions in terms which seem to

imply that they were elements that entered into the

composition of every conununity. Nestor advises

Agamemnon to arrange his army Karii <pv?.a, Kara
^Tpa{, so that each may be encouraged by the

presence of its neighbours." A person not included

in any clan (a^p^rup) was regarded as a vagrant or

outlaw." These divisions were rather natural than

political, depending on famUy connexion, and arising

out of those times when each head of a family ex-

1. (Tacit., Ann., xvi., 26.- Id., Hist., ii., 91.— Id. ib., iv., 9.—
Plin.. Epist., i..23.— Id. ib., ix., 13.)— 2. (Liv., iv., 1.—Diunya.,
xi., 52.)— 3. (Liv., iv., 7.— Uiotys., xi., 60, ,Scc.)— 4. (Liv., i».,

61.— Id., v., 1.— Diodor., xv., 50.—Liv., vi., 27.— Dio.1. Sic, xt.,

51.—Liv., vi., 30.) — 5. (Liv.. vu., 5.— Cnmrare Polyb., »i., l».J

— 6. (Liv., 1. c— Fest.. 8. V. llunuli.)--". (Liv , xlii., 31.) -9
(Liv., xliii., 14.— Id., xliv.,21.)-«. (Cax»«lor., Variar., vii, 10 I

10. (II.. li.. 362.)—U. (II.. ix., 63.)
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ercised a patriarchal sway over its members. The

bond was cemented by religious communion, sacri-

fices, and festivals, which all the family or clansmen

attended, and at which the chief usually presided.

Tiie aggregate of such conmiunities formed a politi-

cal society.^ In the ages succeeding, the heroic

tribes and clans continued to exist, though, in the

progress of civilization, tiiey became more extended,

and assumed a territorial or political rather than a

fraternal character. The tribes were not, in gen-

eral, distinctions between nobles and commons, un-

less the people were of different races, or unless

there had been an accession of foreigners, who
were not blended with the original inhabitants. It

is true that, in the common course of things, nobles

or privileged classes sprang up in various countries,

by reason either of wealth, or of personal merit, or

descent from the ancient kings ; and that, in some
cases, all the land was possessed by them, as by

the Gamori of Syracuse ;" sometimes their property

was inalienable, as under our feudal law ;' and the

Bacchiadae are an instance of a noble family who
intermarried only among themselves.* Still, how-
ever, as a general rule, there was no decided sep-

aration of tribe, much less of caste, between nobles

and commons of the same race. Nor was there

any such distinction of a sacerdotal order. The
priestly function was in early times united to that

of the king ;* afterward the priesthood of particular

deities became hereditary in certain families, owing
either to a supposed transmission of prophetic pow-
er, as in the case of the Eumolpidae, Branchidae,

lamidae, or to accidental circumstances, as in the

case of Telines of Gela ;* but the priests were not

separated, as an order, from the rest of the people.'

The most important distinctions of a class-like na-

ture between people living under the same govern-

ment, arose in those countries that were conquered
by the migratory hordes of Thessalians, BcEotians,

ana Dorians, in the century subsequent to the he-

roic age. The revolutions which they effected,

though varying in different places according to cir-

cumstances, liad in many respects a uniform char-

acter. The conquering body took possession of the

country, and became its lords ; the original inhabi-

tants, reduced to subjection, and sometimes to

complete vassalage or servitude, remained a distinct

people or tribe from the conquerors. Tlie former
built cities, usually at the foot of some citadel that

had belonged to the ancient princes, where they
resided, retaining their military discipline and mar-
tial habits ; while a rural population, consisting

principally of the former natives, but partly, also, of
the less warlike of the invaders, and partly of fresh

emigrants invited or permitted by them to settle,

dwelt in the surrounding villages, and received the
name of IlEpioiKOL. The condition of the Laceda;-
monian nepiotKoi is spoken of under Pericecoi. A
similar class arose in most of the countries so colo-

nized, as in Argos, Corinth, Elis, Crete, &c.* But
their condition varied according to the manner in

which the invaders effected their settlement, and
xther circumstances and events prior or subsequent
lO that time. In many places the new-comer was
received under a treaty, or upon more equitable
terms, so that a union of citizenship would take
place between them and the original inhabitants.
This was the case in Elis, Messenia, Phlius, Troe-
zen.* So the Cretans, who invaded Miletus, min-

1. (Arntot., Pol., i., 1, 1) 7.)- 2. (Herod., vii., 155.)—3. (Aris-
lot., Pol., ii., 4, () 4.) —4. (Herod., v., 92.) — 5. (Aristot., Pol.,
iii., 9, l> 7.)—6. (Herod., vii., 153.)—7. (Wachsmuth, Hell. Alt.,
i., 1,76, 149.—SchSmann, Ant. Jur. Pub. Gr., p. 79.)—8. (He-
rod., viii., 73.—Thucyd., ii., 25.—Xeu., Hell., iii., 2, ^ 23, 30.—
Pausan.,iii.,8, ^3— Id., viii..27, 1.—Aristot., Pol., ii., 6, ^ 1.—
Id. ib., v., 2, 8.)—9. (Pausan., iii., 13, M ; 30, <) 10 ; v., 4, <)

I —Tnirlwall's Hist, of Greece, vol. i., p. 342.)
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gled with the ancient Carians, and the loniaiia

with the Cretans and Carians of Colophon.' In

Megara, the ruling class, after a lapse of some time,

amalgamated with the lower.' In other places the

TtepiciKoi were more degraded. Thus in Sicyon they

were compelled to wear sheepskins, and c illed /c«-

T0)vaKOip6poi ;* in Epidaurus they were styled kovi'

rrodff, dusty-fooled, a name which denoted theii

agricultural occupation, but was meant as a mark
of contempt.* But in general they formed a sort of
middle order between the ruling people and the serf

or slave. Thus in Argos there was a class of per-

sons called Gymnesii or Gymnctes, corresponding tc

the Helots. (Fid. Gymnesioi ) So in Thessaly, in

the districts not immediately occupied by the Thes-
salian invaders, there dwelt a population of ancient

.(Eolians, who were not serfs, like the Penestae

{vid. Penestai), but only tributary subjects, who
retained their personal liberty, though not admitted
to the rank of citizens.* So also in Crete there

were the Dorian freemen, the Tzepioiicoi, or old in-

habitants, similar to the Lacedaemonians, and the
slaves {vid. Cosmi, p. 316). We may observe that

the term TreploiKoi is sometimes used in rather a
different sense ; as when Xenophon gives that

name to the Thespians, who were not the subjects

of the Thebans, as the Achaeans were of the Spar-

tans.* In some of the maritime slates the condi-

tion of the subject classes was somewhat different

,

they were suffered to reside more in the town, aa

in Corinth, where they were artisans ; at Tarentum,
where they were fishermen.'

The ruling people, thus remaining distinct from
the rest, were themselves divided into tribes and
other sections. Of the Dorian race there were
originally three tribes, traces of which are found Id

all the countries which they colonized. Hence
they are called by Homer Aupiiec rpixuiKeg.^ Thesii

tribes were the TAAeif, JlufKpvAoi, and t^vpavura,

or Avpuvec. The first derived their name from Hyl
lus, son of Hercules, the last two from Pamphylus
and Dymas, who are said to have fallen in the last

expedition when the Dorians took possession of the

Peloponnesus. The Hyllean tribe was perhaps the

one of highest dignity ; but at Sparta there does nut

appear to have been much distinction, for all thij

freemen there were, by the constitution of Lycur-
gus, on a footing of equality. To these three tribes

others were added in different places, either when
the Dorians were joined by other foreign allies, or

when some of the old inhabitants were admitted to

the rank of citizenship or equal privileges. Thus
the Cadmean .Egeids are said by Herodotus to have
been a great tribe at Sparta, descended (as he says)

from iCgeus, grandson of Theras,* though others

have thought they were incorporated with the three

Doric tribes.'* At Argos, .^gina, and Epidaurus,

there was an Hyrnethian tribe besides the three

Doric." In Sicyon, Clisthenes, having changedthe
names of the Doric tribes to degrade and insult

their members, and given to a fourth tribe, to which
he himself belonged, the name of Archelai, sixty

years after his death the Doric names were re-

stored, and a fourth tribe added, called Alyia?Jef,

from .^gialeus, son of the Argive hero Adrastus.**

Eight tribes are mentioned in Corinth," four in Te-
gea." In Elis there were twelve tribes, that were
afterward reduced to eight by a war with the Arca-

dians,'* from which they appear to have been geo-

1. (Pausan., vii , 2, ^ 5 ; 3, * 1.)—2. (Thirhvall, i., 430.)-5
(Athenaeus, vi., 271.) — 4. (Miiller, Dorians, iii., 4, <> 2.) —

5

(Thirlwall, i., 438.—SchCimann, Id., 401.)— 6. (Hell., v., 4, ^ 46.;

— 7. (Wachsmuth, I., i., 162. — Schiimann, Id., 80, 107.)-

8

(Od., xix., 177.)— 9. (Herod., iv., 149.1—10. (Thirlwal, i., 257
268, 314.)— 11. (Mullnr, ^giu., 110.)— 12. (Herod., v., 68.)— 13

(Suidas, s. v. llayro /<-ii).) — 14 Pausan., viii., 53, ^ 6 ) — 13

(Paus., v., 9, t) 6.)
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graphical divisions.- Sometimes we find mention

of only one of the Doric tribes, as of the Hylleans

in Cydonia,* the Uymanes in Halicarnassus, which
probably arose from colonies having been founded

by the members of one tribe only.*

Of all the Dorian people, the Spartans kept them-
selves the longest unmixed with foreign blood. So
jealous were they to maintain their exclusive privi-

leges, that they had only admitted two men into

their body befoie the time of Herodotus.* After-

ward their numbers were occasionally recruited by
the admission of Laconians, Helots, and foreigners

;

but this was done very sparingly, until the time of

Agis and Cleomenes, who created large numbers of

citizens. But we cannot farther pursue this sub-

ject.*

The subdivision of tribes into ^parpiai or nurpai,

yivr], TpiTTveg, &.C., appears to have prevailed in

various places.* At Sparta each tribe contained

ten u6ai, a word, like KUfiai, denoting a local divis-

ion or district ; each obi contained ten rpiaKuSeg,

communities containing thirty families. But very
little appears to be known of these divisions, how
far they were local, or how far genealogical. After
the time of Cleomenes the old system of tribes was
changed ; new ones were created corresponding to

the different quarters of the town, and seem to have
been five in number.'
The four Ionian tribes, Teleontes or Geleontes,

Hopletes, Argadenses, ^gicorenses, who are spo-

ken of below in reference to Attica, were found also

in Cyzicum. In Samos a t^vlrj klaxpiuviri is men-
tioned by Herodotus,* which was probably a Carian
race that mingled with the lonians. In Ephesus
five tribes are mentioned, of different races. With
respect to these, the reader is referred to Wach-
smuth, II., i., 16.

The first Attic tribes that we read of are said to

have existed in the reign, or soon after the reign, of
Cecrops, and were called Cecropis (Ke/cpom'f), Au-
tochtlwn {khT 6x(tuv), Actaa {'Aiiraia), and Paralia
{Uaoalia) In the reign of a subsequent king, Cra-
naus, these names were changed to Cranais (Kpa-
vat^), Auhis (JkrOig), Mcsogaa {Meaoyata), and
Diau'ris (AiaKpig). Afterward we find a new set

of names: Dias (Aidg), Aihenais {'Adrjvaig'/, Posido-
nias {noa£i6ui>iug), and Hephcestias {'HipaiaTiuc),

evidently derived from the deities who were wor-
shipped in the country.' Some of those secondly
mentioned, if not all of them, seem to have been
geographical divisions ; and it is not improbable
that, if not independent communities, they were at

least connected by a very weak bond of union.
But all these tribes were superseded by four others,
which were probably founded soon after the Ionic
settlement in Attica, and seem (as before observed)
to have been adopted by other Ionic colonies out of
Greece. The names Geleontes (rcAeovrcf), Hop-
letes (*07rA;?rff), Argadcs {'kpyddeig), ^gicores (Ai-

yiKopelg), are said by Herodotus" to have been
derived from the sons of Ion, son of Xuthus." Upon
this, however, many doubts have been thrown by
modern writers, who have suggested various theo-
ries of their own, more or less ingenious, to which
reference will be found in the books cited below. It

is impossible, within our limits, to discuss the ques-
tion at any length. The etymology of the last

three names would seem to suggest that the tribes

were so called from the occupations which their

''spective members followed ; the Hopletes being

1. (Wanhsmuth, II.. i., 17.)— 8. (He«Tch.,«. v. 'YXXtij.)— 3.

(Wachsiiiuth. II , i.. 15.) — 4. (Ilerod., :x., 33, 35.) — 5. (SchO-
maiin. Id., 114.)— 6. (Wachsmuth, II., i., 19.)— 7. (Scliamann,
Ant. Jur. Pub., p. 115.—Miiller, Dor., iii., 5.)— 8. (iii.. 26.)—9.

(Compare Pollux, Onom., vni., 109.)—10. (v., 66.)— 11. {Com-
pare Eurip., lou, "566, &c.—PuUuz, 1. c.)

the armed men or warriors ; the Argades, labour
eis or husbandmen ; the ^gicores, goatherds oi

shepherds. It is difficult, however, to discover in

the first name any such meaning, unless TeXeovre^,

and not TeXiovTeg, be the true reading, in which
case it has b^en supposed that this tribe might be a
sacerdotal order, from Te?ulv, used in its religious

sense ; or a peasantry who paid rent to the lords

of the soil, from reXelv, in the sense to pay. Against
the former of these interpretations it may be ob-

jected, that no trace of a priestly order is to be
found in later times of Attic history; and againsC
the latter, that the Argades and the Teleontes
would denote a similar class of people, unless we
resort to another interpretation of the word Arga-
des, viz., artisans, who would hardly constitute a
distinct tribo in so early a period of society. It

may be observed, however, that Argades and .^.gi-

cores may be taken to signify a local distribution

of inhabitants, the former being the tillers of the
ground, dwelling in the plains, the latter mountain
eers ; and this agrees very well not only with thp
known character of the country of Attica, but als*
with the division above mentioned as having exist-

ed in the reign of Cranaus, viz., Mesogaea and Dia-
cris. There is no more difllculty in the one case
than in the other in supposing that some of the
tribes were denominated from their localities or oc-

cupations, while others owed their names to other
circumstances. Argades and .(Egicores might be
the old inhabitants, according to their previous di-

vision, while the other tribes might be the Ionic
settlers, Hopletes, the most warlike portion of them,
Geleontes, the great body, so called from a son of
Ion ; or the last might, as Schomann thinks, be
the ancient nobility, as distinguished from the Ionic

settlers. Whatever be the truth with respect to the
origin of these tribes, one thing is more certain, that
before the time of Theseus, whom historians agree
in representing as the great founder of the Attic
commonwealth, the various people who inhabited
the country continued to be disunited and split into

factions.

Theseus in some measure changed the relations

of the tribes to each other, by introducing a grada-
tion of ranks in each ; dividing the people into E«-
narpidai, Ttufiopoi, and An/iiovpyoi, of whom the
first were nobles,, the second agriculturists or yeo-
men, the third labourers and mechanics. At the
same time, in order to consolidate the national
unity, he enlarged the city of Athens, with which
he incorporated several smaller towns, made it the
seat of government, encouraged the nobles to reside
there, and surrendered a part of the royal preroga-
tive in their favour. The tribes of Philse «• re di-

vided, either in the age of Theseus or soon after,

each into three <ppaTpiai (a term equivalent to fra-

ternities, and analogous in its political relation to the
Roman curia), and each t^parpia into thirty yivii

(equivalent to the Roman gentcs), the members of
a yevog being called yevvTJTai or ofioyaXunTeg. Each
yivo( was distinguished by a particular name of a
patronymic form, which was derived from some
hero or mythic ancestor. We learn from Pollux'
that these divisions, though the names seem to

import family connexion, were in fact artificial,

which shows that some advance had now been
made towards the establishment of a closer political

union. The members of the Aparpiai and yev^ had
their respective religious rites and festivals, which
were preserved long after these communities had
lost their political importance, and perhaps prevent-

ed them from being altogether dissolved.*

The relation between the four Ionic tribes and

1. (Onom., viii., 111.}—9. (Compara Niebnhr, Hist, of Rom*,
I., p. 311, &c.)
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ine tlireo classes into which Theseus divided the

nation, is a difficult and perplexing question. It

would appear, from the statements ofancient writers

on the subject, that each of the four tubes was divi-

ded into Eupatridae, Geomori, and Demmrgi ; which

is confirmed by the fact that the four qivTMSaailel^,

who were the assessors of the sovereign, were all

taken from the Eupatridae, but, at the same tinie,

one from each tribe. (Kit/. Phylobasileis.) This,

as Thirhvall' has remarked, can only be conceived

possible on the supposition that the distinctions

Avhich originally separated the tribes had become
merely nominal ; but Maiden," who rejects the no-

tion that the four Ionic tribes were castes deriving

their name from their employment, supposes that

the tribes or phylaa consisted of the Eupatridae

alone, and that the latter were divided into four

phylae, like the patricians at Rome into three. The
Geomori and Demiurgi had therefore, according to

his supposition, nothing to do with the tribes. This

view of the subject would remove many difficulties,

and is most in accordance with the subsequent his-

tory and political analogies in other states, but

seems hardly supported by sufficient evidence to

warrant us in receiving it.

After the age of Theseus, the monarchy having

been first limited and afterward abolished, the whole
power of the state fell into the hands of the Eupa-
tridce or nobles, who held all civil offices, and had,

besides, the management of religious affairs, and the

interpretation of the laws. Attica became agitated

by feuds, and we find the people, shortly before the

legislation of Solon, divided into three parties,

Uedialoi, or lowlanders, AiuKpioi, or highlanders, and
IlupaXoi, or people of the seacoast. The first two
remind us of the ancient division of tribes, Mesogaea
nd Diacris ; and the three parties appear in some
neasure to represent the classes established by
Theseus : the first being the nobles, whose property

fay in the champaign and most fertile part of the

country ; the second, the smaller landowners and
shepherds ; the third, the trading and mining class,

who had by this time risen in wealth and impor-

tance. To appease their discords, Solon was ap-

plied to, and thereupon framed his celebrated con-

stitution and code of laws. Here we have only to

notice that he retained the four tribes as he found

them, but abolished the existing distinctions of rank,

or, at all events, greatly diminished their impor-

tance, by introducing his property qualification, or

division of the people into UevraKoaiofiidinvoi, 'Ik-

irelc, Zevylrai, and QrjTec. The enactments of Solon
continued to be the law at Athens, though in a great

measure suspended by the tyranny, until the demo-
cratic reform effected by Clisthenes. He abolished

the old tribes, and created ten new ones, according
to a geographical division of Attica, and named after

ten of the ancient heroes : Erechlheis, Mgeis, Pandi-
onis, Lconlis, Acamantis, (Enc'is, Cecropis, Hippo-
ihoontis, Mantis, Antiochis. These tribes were di-

vided each into ten dfjfiot, the number of which was
afterward increased by subdivision ; but the ar-

rangement was so made, that several dfiixoi not con-
tiguous or near to one another were joined to make
up a tribe. {Vid. De.mu8.) The object of this ar-

rangement was, that by tlie breaking of old associ-
ations, a perfect and lasting revolution might be ef-

fected in the habits and feelings, as well as the politi-

cal organization of the people. He allowed the an-
cient (pparpiat to exist, but they were deprived of
11 political importance. All foreigners admitted to
the citizenship were registered in a pliyle and demus,
but not in a pbratria or genos ; whence Aristophanes"
Bays, as a taunting mode of designating new citi-

1. (Hist, of Greece, ii., 10.)— 2. (Hist, of Rome, p. 140.) — 3.

'JUiic, 419 ; Ave», '*<.)
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sens, that they have no phrators, cr oiily barbarous
ones (quoted by Niebuhr'). The functions which
had been discharged' by the old tribes were now
mostly transferred to the dijixoi. Among others, we
may notice that of the forty-eight vavKpapiai into

which the old tribes had been divided for the pur-
pose of taxation, but which now became useless,
the taxes being collected on a different systeni.

The reforms of Clisthenes were destined to be per-
manent. They continued to be in force (with some
few interruptions) until the downfall of Athenian
independence. The ten tribes were blended with
the whole machinery of the constitution. Of the
senate ofFive Hundred, fifty were chosen from each
tribe. The allotment of diKaarai was according to
tribes ; and the same system of election may be
observed in most of the principal offices of state,

judicial and magisterial, civil and military, as that
of the diamjrai, Xoyiarai, nukrjTai, ra/iiai, TCLxo'JTOt.-

oi, <pv?i.apxoi, OTpaTTiyoi, &c. In B.C. 307, Deme-
trius Poliorcetes increased the number of tribes to
twelve by creating two new ones, namely, Antigont
as and Demetrius, which afterward received tho
names of Ptolemais and Attaiis ; and a tliirteenth

was subsequently added by Hadrian, bearing his
own name.*
The preceding account is only intended as a brief

sketch of the subject, since it is treated of under
several other articles, which should be read in con-
nexion with this. ( Vid. Civitas, Greek ; Demus,
Phylarchoi, Phylobasileis, &c.)'

TRIBUS (ROMAN). The three ancient Romu-
lian tribes, the Ramnes, Titles, and Luceres, or the
Ramnenses, Titienses, and Lucerenses, to which
the patricians alone belonged, must be distinguished
from the thirty plebeian tribes of Servius Tullius,

which were entirely local, four for the city, and
twenty-six for the country around Rome. The his-

tory and organization of the three ancient tribes are
spoken of under Patricii. They continued of politi-

cal importance almost down to the time of the
decemviral legislation, but after this time they no
longer occur in the history of Rome, except as aa
obsolete institution.

'l"he institution and organization of the thirty

plebeian tribes, and their subsequent reduction to

twenty by the conquests of Porsenna, are spokeu
of under Plebes, p. 782, 783. The four city tribes

were called by the same name as the regions which
they occupied, viz., Suburana, EsqaiUna, CoUina, and
Palatina* The names of the sixteen country tribes

which continued to belong to Rome after the con-
quest of Porsenna, are in tlieir alphabetical order

as follow : Mmilia, Camilia, Cornelia, Fabia, Galeria,

Horatia, Letnoma, Menenia, Papiria, Pollta (which
Niebuhr" thinks to be the same as the Poblilia,

which was instituted at a later time), Papiria, Pu-
pinia, Romilia, Scrgia, Veturia, and VoUinia.^ As
Rome gradually acquired possession of more of the

surrounding territory, tiie number of tribes also was
gradually increased. When Appius Claudius, with
his numerous train of clients, emigrated to Rome,
lands were assigned to them in the district where
the Anio flows into the Tiber, and a new tribe, the

tribus Claudia, was formed. This tribe, which
Livy' (if the reading is correct) calls vclus Clauditi

tribus, w£is subsequently enlarged, and wes then
designated by the name Crustumina or Cluslumina.*

This name is the first instance of a country tribe

1. (i., p. 312.)—2. (Plut., Deraetr., 10.—Puus., i , 5, « 5.—Pol-
lux, Oiiom., viii., 110.) — 3. (See Wachsmuth, 1., i., 224-240.—
Hermann, Lehrbuch dor Griech. Staatsv., 4 24, 93, 94, 111, 175,

176.— Schomann, Ant. Jur. Pub., p. I(i5, 178, 200, 395.— Tliirl-

wall, ii., 1-14, 32, 73.)—4. (Varro, De Ling. Lat.. iv., p. 17, Bip

—Festus, s. V. " Urbaaas tribus.")—5. (i., u. 977.)—0. (Compare
GOttling, Gesch. der Rom. StaaUv., p. 238.) — 7. (ii., 16.) —8
(Miebuhr, i., n. 1236.)
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k 3ing naiiied after a place, for the sixteen older ones

all derived their name from persons or heroes who
were in the same relation t<J them, as the Attic

heroes, called kn6vvfioi, were to the Attic phylse.

In B.C. 387, the number of tribes was increased to

twenty-five by the addition of four new ones, viz.,

the Stellalina, Tromcnlina, Sabatina, and Arniensis.^

In 358 B.C., two more, the Pomptina and Publilia,

were formed of Volscians.* In B.C. 332, the cen-

sors Q. Publilius Philo arid Sp. Postumius increased

the number of tribes to twenty-nine, by the addi-

tion of the Macia and Scaptia* In B.C. 318, the

Ufenlina and Faleriv/i were added.* In B.C. 299,

two others, the Aniensia and Terenlina, were added

by the censors ;* and at last, in B.C. 241, the num-
ber of tribes was augmented to thirty-five, by the

addition of the Quinna and Velina. This number
was never afterward increased, as none of the con-

quered nations were after this incorporated with

the sovereign Roman state.* When the tribes, in

their assemblies, transacted any business, a certain

order {ordo tribuum) was observed, in which they

were called upon to give their votes. The first in

the order of succession was the Suburana, and the

last the Arniensis.' Any person belonging to a

tribe had, in important documents, to add to his

own name that of his tribe, in the ablative case.

{Vi(i. NoMEN, Roman, p. 661.)

Whether the local tribes, as they were establish-

ed by the constitution of Servius Tullius, contained

only the plebeians, or included the patricians also,

is a point on which the opinions of modern scholars

are divided. Niebuhr, Walter, and others, think

that the patricians were excluded, as they had al-

ready a regular organization of their own ; Wach-
srauth, Gerlach, Rein, and others, on the contrary,

maintain that the patricians also were incorporated

in the Servian tribes ; but they allow, at the same
time, that by far the majority of the people in the

assemblies of the tribes were plebeians, and that

t«?nc3 the character of these assemblies was essen-

tially plebeian ; especially as the patricians, being

so few in numbers, and each of them having no more
influence in them than a plebeian, seldom attended

the meetings of the tribes. The passages, however,
which are quoted in support of this opinion, are

partly insufficient to prove the point (as Liv., ii., 56,

60.

—

Dionys., ix., 41), and partly belong to a later

period, when it certainly cannot be doubted that

the patricians belonged to the tribes. We must
therefore suppose, with Niebuhr, that down to the

decemviral legislation the tribes and their assem-
blies were entirely plebeian.

The assemblies of the tribes (comitia tributa), as

long as they were confined to the plebeians, can
scarcely have had any influence upon the affairs of
the state : all they had to do was to raise the tri-

butnm, to hold the levies for the armies, and to

manage their own local and religious affairs.' ( Vid.

Tribunus, Plebes.) Their meetings were held in

the Forum, and their sphere of action was not ex-

tended by the establishment of the Republic. The
first great point they gained was through the lex

Valeria, passed by Valerius Publicola. ( Vid. Vale-
miM Lkgls.) But the time from which the increase

«f the power of the comitia of the tribes must be
dated, is that in which the tribuni plebis were in-

stituted (494 B.C.). During the time of the de-

cemviral legislation, the cumitia were for a short

time deprived of their influence, but we have every
reason to believe that immediately aft^r, probably

I. (LiY., ri., 5.— Niebuhr, ii., p. 575.)—2. (Liv., Yii.. 15.)—3.
(Liv., viii., 17.)—4. (Liv., ix., 30.) — 5. (Liv., x., 9.) —6. (Liv..

Epil., 19 ; i., 43.)—7. (Cic, De Lcj. Agr., ii., 29.)—8. (Fcst.,

I. V. " Jugariua," " Publica lacra," " Sobrium." — Varro, De
Ling. Lat., ., p. 58, Bip.—Cic, Pro Dom., 28.—Maciob., Sat.,

I 4, ir )

by this legislation itself, the comitia tribnta, inst(>c

of a merely plebeian, became a national assembly
inasmuch as henceforth patricians and freeboro

clients were incorporated in the tribes, and thus

obtained the right of taking pait in their assemblies.'

This new constitution of the trilies also explains

the otherwise unaccountable phenomena mentioned
in the article Tribunus, that patricians sought tho

protection of the tribunes, and that on one occasion
even two of the tribunes were patricians. From
the latter fact it has been inferred, with great prob
ability, that about that time attempts were made
by the patricians to share the tribuncship with the

plebeians. But, notwithstanding the incorporation

of the patricians in the tribes, the comitia tributa

remained essentially plebeian, as the same causes
which would have acted had the patricians been
included in the tribes by Servius Tullius were still

in operation ; for the patricians were now even
fewer in number than two centuries before. Hence
the old name of plebiscitum, which means originally

a resolution of the plebes only, although in a strict

sense of the word no longer applicable, was still

retained, as a resolution of the comitia tril)uta was
practically a resolution of the plebes, which the pa-

tricians, even if they had voted against it unani-

mously, could not have prevented. Moreover, owing
to this, the patricians probably attended the comitia

tributa very seldom.

In order to give a clear insight into the charactei

and the powers which the comitia tributa gradually

acquired, we shall describe them under separate

heads, and only premise the general remark, that

the influence of the comitia tributa was more di-

rected towards the internal affairs of the state and
the rights of the people, while the comitia ccntunata
exercised their power more in reference to the for-

eign and external relations of the state, although to-

wards the end of the Republic this distini.aion grad-

ually vanished.

I. The Election of Magistrates.—The comrtia tri-

buta had only the right of electing the magistratus

minores.* The tribuni plebis were elected l)y them
from the time of the Publilian law {vid. Tribunus),
and in like manner the sediles, though the curule

aediles were elected under the presidency of the con-

suls, and also at different meetings from those in

which the plebeian ajdiles were elected.* In later

times the qucestors also, and a certain number of

the tribuni militares, were elected by the tribes.* It

also frequently occurs that the proconsuls to be sent

into the provinces were elected by the tribes, and
that others, who were already on their posts, had
their imperium prolonged by the tribes.' In the

course of time, the comitia tributa also assumed
the right to elect the members of the colleges of

priests. This custom, however, was, towards t>ie

end of the Republic, frequently modified. ( Vid. Pc w-

TIFEX, p. 790, &c.)
II. Legislative Poicers. — The legislation of the

tribes was at first confined to making plebiscita on
the proposal of the tribunes, which were rnly bind-

ing upon themselves, and chiefly referred Jc* local

matters. Such plebiscita did not, of course, ir.juire

the sanction either of the curia; or of the senate.*

But when the comitia tributa came to be an assem-
bly representing the whole nation, it was natural

that its resolutions sliould become binding upon the

whole people ; and this was the case, at first with.

1. (Liv., iv.. 24.—Id., v., 30.—M., vi., IR—Id., xxix., 37.)—

1

(Messala ap. Cell., xiii., 15.) — 3. (Gell., 1. c.—Compare vi., 9
—Cic. ad Alt., iv., 3.— Id., ad Fam., vni., 4.—Liv., ii., M.— Id.,

xxr., 2.—Fe«t., s. v. " Plebei icdilrs.") — 4. (('ic. ad Fam., vii

,

30.— Id., in Vatin., 5.— Liv., iv., 54.—Id., vii., 5.—Id., ix., 30.—
Sallust, Jug., M.)—5. (Liv., viii., 23,26.—Id., ix., 4S.— Id., «,
22.—Id., xxvii., W, 4c.)-«. (Cell., x., SO.—Diony*,, x S.— Id,
XI., 45.)
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and afterward without, the sanction of the cu.ies,

the senate, or the centuries, which were originalJy

the real legislative assembly. (Vid. Plebiscitum.)

It should, however, be observed, that even after the

time when plebiscita became binding upon the whole

nation, there occur many cases in which a plebis-

citum is based upon and preceded by a senatus con-

sullum, and we have to distinguish between two
Kinds of plebiscita : 1. Those relating to the ad-

ministration of the Republic, which constitutionally

belonged to the senate, such as those which con-

ferred the imperium, appointed extraordinary com-
missions and qua^stiones, dispensed or exempted
persons from existing laws, decided upon the fate

of conquered towns and countries, and upon the af-

fairs of provinces in general, &c. These were al-

ways based upon a senatus consnltum, which was
laid before the tribes by the tribunes. 2. Plebiscita

relating to the sovereignty and the rights of the

people naturally required no senatus consultum, and
in general none is mentioned in such cases. Ple-

biscita of this kind are, for example, those which
grant the civitas and the suffragium, and those
which concern a great variety of subjects connected
with social life and its relations. The tribes also

had the power of abolishing old laws.' The per-

mission to enter the city in triumph was originally

granted to a general by the senate,* but the comitia
tribula began in early times to exercise the same
right, and at last they granted such a permission
even without a senatus consultum.^ The right of
deciding upon peace and war with foreign nations
was also frequently usurped by the tribes, or per-

mitted to them by a senatus consultum. In the
time of Sulla, the legislative powers of the comitia
were entirely abolished ; but of this change we shall

spealc presently.

II r. The jurisdiction of the tribes was very limited,

as they had only jurisdiction over those who had
iolated the rights of the people, while all capital

offences belonged to the comitia centuriata. In
case of a violation of the popular rights, the tribunes
or ajdiles might bring any one, even patricians, be-
fore the comitia tribula, but the punishment which
they inflicted consisted only in fines. In course of
time, however, they became a court of appeal from
the sentence of magistrates in any cases which
were not capital. Magistrates also, and generals,
were sometimes, after the term of their office had
elapsed, summoned before the tribes to give an ac-
count of their conduct and their administration.
Private individuals were tried by them in cases for
\\hich the laws had made no provisions.* (Com-
pare .^DILES, TniBUNUS.)
The place where the comitia tributa assembled

might be either within or without the city, although
in the latter case not more than a mile beyond the
gates, as the power of the tribunes did not extend
farther.* For elections, the Campus Martius was
the usual place of meeting,* but sometimes also the
Forum,' the area of the Capitol,* or the Circus Fla-
minius *

The usual presidents at the comitia tributa were
the tribunes of the people, who were assisted in
their functions by the aediles. No matter could be
brought before the tribes without the knowledge
and the consent of the tribunes,'* and even the

1. (Cic. ad Att., iii., 23. — Id., De Invent., ii., 45, <fcc.) — 2
(Appian, De Bell. Civ., ii., 8.)—3. (Liv., iii., 63.—Id., v., S.-i &c'
-Id., X., 37. — Id., xxvi., 21. — Dion Casa., xxiii., 65. — Plut

*

Xm. Paul.. 31, &c.—Lucull., 37.)— 4. {Cic, De Repub., i..40
-Id. ib., iK, 36. -Id., De Leg., ui., 4, 19. -Id.. Pro Sext., So!
«4 )—5. (Dion CaM., xxxviii., 17.) — 6. (Cic. ad Att , iv 3 16—H. ib., i., I.— Id., ad Fam., vii., 30.—Plut., C. Gracrh 3* )—
I. (Cic. ad Att., i., 16.)— 8. (Liv., xxxiii.. 10.— Id., xliii 16 —
i:ic. ad Alt , iv., 3.)—». (Liv., xxvii., 22 )— 10. (Liv., ixvii.. 22
-Id., XXX., 40.—('c, De Leg. Agr., ii., 8.)

.
, .

ino6

s^diles wt re not allowed to make any proposal to

the comitia without the permission of the tribunes.'

The college of tribunes appointed one of its mem-
bers, by lot or by common consent, to preside at the
comitia,* and the members of the college usually
signed the proposal which their colleague was going
to lay before the assembly.' During the period
when the comitia tributa were a national assembly,
the higher magistrates, too, sometimes presided at

their meetings, though probably not without tho
sanction of the tribunes. In legislative assemblies,
however, the higher magistrates presided very sel-

dom, and instances of this kind which are known
were probably extraordinary cases.* In the comitia
tributa assembled for the purpose of electing trib-

unes, aediles, quaestors, sacerdotes, and others, the
consuls frequently appear as presidents.' On one
occasion the pontifex maximus presided at the
election of tribunes.* When the comitia were as-
sembled for judicial purposes, aediles, consuls, o
praetors might preside as well as tribunes.'

The preparations preceding elective assemblies
were very simple : the candidates were obliged to

give notice to the magistrate who was to preside at

the comitia, and the latter took their names and
announced them to the people when assembled.*
For legislative assemblies, the preparations were
greater and lasted longer. A tribune {rogator oi

princeps rogationis^) announced the profiosal {roga
tio) which he meant to bring before the comitia
three nundines before the general meeting. During
this interval conciones were held, that is, assen-
blies of the people for considering and discussing
the measure proposed, and any one might, at such
meetings, canvass the people for or against the
measure : but no voting took place in a concio.'*
The auspices were at first not taken in the comitia
tributa, as patricians alone had the right to lake
them ;" but subsequently the tribunes obtained the
same right, though commonly they only instituted

the spectio.'*

As regards the ccri vocation of the comitia tributa,

the tribune who was appointed to preside at the
meeting simply invited thf; people by his viatores,

without any of the solemnities customary at the
comitia centuriata." In the assembly itself the
president took hia ?odt vpon a tribunal, was sur-

rounded by his coi;:?<i^ne.s,'* ^nd made the people
acquainted with the objecia of the meeting {roga-

hat). The rogatio, however, was not read by the
tribune himself, but by a praeco.'* Then discussion
took place, and private individuals as well as ma-
gistrates might, with the permission of the tribune,

speak either for or against the proposal. At last

the president requested the people to vote by the
phrase ite in suffragium,^* or a similar one ; and
when they stood in disorder, they were first called

upon to arrange themselves according to their

tribes ( discedite ), which were separated by ropes
until' the time when the septa were built in the
Campus Martius." The succession in which the
tribes voted was decided by lot,'* and the one which

I. (Gell., iv., 4.—Dionys., vi., 90.)—2. (Liv., ii., 56 —Id., iii.,

64.—Id., iv., 57.—Id., v., 17, &c.)—3. (Cic, Pro Sext., 33.—Id.,

De Leg. Agr., ii., 9.)— 4. (Plin., H. N., xvi., 15. — Cic, Pro
Balb., 24. — Dion Cags., xxxviii., 6. — Id., xxxix., 65.—Appiac,
De Bell. Civ., iii., 7.) —5. (Liv., iii., 55, 64. — Dionys., ix., 41
&c. —Appian, De BeU. Civ., i., 14. — Dion Cuss., xxxix., 32.—
Cic. in Vat., 5.—Id., ad Fam., vii., 30.—Id., ad Brut., i., 5.)—

6

(Liv., iii., 54.)—7. (Liv.. xxv., 4.—Appian. De Bell. Civ., i.. 30.

—Dion Cass., xxxviii., 17.)—8. (Liv., iii., 64.—Appian, De Ifell

Civ., i., 14.—Compare Cic. ad Biiit., i., 5.) —9. (Cic, Pro Cie
cin., S3, 35.)— 10. (Gellius, liii., 5.) — 11. (Liv., vi., 41.— Dio
nys.. ix., 41,49.—Id., x., 4.)— 12. (Cic. ad Att., i., 16. — Id. ib..

iv., 3, 16. — Id., in Vatin., 7. — Zonar., vii., 15.) — 13. (Appian,
Do Efll. Civ., i., 29.)— 14. (Liv., xxv., 3. — Dion Cass., xxiir..
65.—Plut.. Cat. Min.. 28.)— 15. (Ascon. in Cic , Cornel., p. 58
Orelli.)— 16 (Liv.,xxi.,7.)— 17. (Liv.,xxxv.,2.—Cic.ProDom
18.—Appian, De Boll Civ., iii., 30.)— 18. (Cic, De Leg. Agr., ii

9.—Liv., X., 24.—Id., XXV., 3.)
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waa to vote fiist was called tribua prarofi itiva or

pnwcipium, tlie others jure vocata In tie tribus

praerogativa some man of eminence usually gave
his vote first, and his name was recorded in the

resolution.' Out of the votes of each tribe a sufi'ra-

gium was made up, that is, the majority in each
tribe formed the suflragium, so that, on the whole,

there were thirty-five suifragia.* (Compare Dirib-

iTOKEs.) When the counting of the votes had ta-

Ven place, the renuntiatio followed, that is, the re-

sult of the voting was made known. The president

then dismissed the assembly, and he himself had
the obligation to see that the resolution was carried

into efl'fct. The business of the comitia tributa,

like that of the centuriata, might be interrupted by
a variety of things, such as obnuntiatio, sunset, a
tempest, the intercession or veto of a tribune, the

morbus coiuitialis, &.c. In such cases the meeting
was adjourned to another day.* If the elections

could not he completed in one day, they were con-

tinued on the day following ; but if the assembly
had met in a judicial capacity, its breaking up be-

fore the case was decided was, in regard to the de-

fendant, equivalent to an acquittal.' If everything
had apparently gone on and been completed regu-
larly, hut the augurs afterward discovered that some
error had been committed, the whole resolution,

whether it was on an election, on a legislative or

judicial matter, was invalid, and the whole business
had to be done over again.*

What we have said hitherto applies only to the
comitia tributa as distinct from and independent of
the comitia centuriata. The latter assembly was,
from the time of its institution by Servius Tullius,

in reality an aristocratic assembly, since the equites
and the first class, by the great number of their cen-
turies, exercised such an influence that the votes
af the other classes scarcely came into considera-
tion.* ( Vid. Plebes, p. 783.) Now, as patricians

and plebeians had gradually become united into one
tody of Roman citizens, with almost equal powers,
the necessity must sooner or later have become
manifest that a change should be introduced into

the constitution of the comitia of the centuries in fa-

vour of the democratical principle, which in all oth-

er parts of the government was gaining the upper
hand. The object of this change was perhaps to
c*onstitute the two kinds of comitia into one great
national assembly. But this did not take place.
A change, however, was introduced, as is manifest
from the numerous allusions in ancient writers,
and as is also admitted by all modern writers. As
this change was connected with the tribes, though
it did not affect the comitia tributa, we shall here
give a brief account of it. But this is the more dif-

licult, as we have no distinct account either of the
event itself, or of the nature of the change, or of the
time when it was introduced. It is therefore no
wonder that nearly every modern writer who has
touched upon these points entertains his own pecu-
liar views upon them. As regards the time when
the change was introduced, some believe that it was
soon after the establishment of the Republic, others
that it was established by the laws of the Twelve
Tables, or soon alter the decemviral It^gislation

;

while from hivy,' compared with Dionysius,* it ap-
pears to be manifest that it did not take place till

the time when the number of the thirty-five tribes
was completed, that is, after the year B.C. 241, per-

1. (Cic, Pro Plane, 14. — Frontin., De Aquaed., p. 129, ed
bi^.) — 2. (Dioiiyg., vii., 64. — Ainpian, Do Bell. Civ., i., 12.—
L v., viii., 87, <fec.) — 3. (Dionyg., i., 40. — Liv., xlv., 35.—An-
piaii, Vf. Hell. Civ., i., 12.—Pint., Tili. Gracch., 11, <tc. — Dioa
Caw., ixiix., 34.)— 4. (Cic, Pn Dom., 17.)—5. (Liv., i., 47.—
la., xjix., 39.—A»con. ail Cic, C^nicl., p. (58, Orelli. — Cic Do
Ug.. ii , 12 )—a. ( Vid. Lir.. ii., 64.—Id., vii.. 18.— Id., x., 37.—
Diuiuw., Ix , 43, ic)—7. (I., 43.)—8. (iv., 21.)

haps in the censorship of C. Flaminius (B.C. ZH,
who, according to I'oiybius,' made the constitution

more democratical. This is also the opinion of Get
lach* and of Gottling.* In regard to the nature of

the change, all writers agree that it consisted in an
amalgamation of the centuries and the tribes ; hut

in the explanation of this general fact, opinions are
still more divided than in regard to the time wher
the change was introduced, and it would lead at
much too far if we only attempted to state the dii

ferent views of the most eminent modern writers.

The question is one which still requires a careful

and minute examination, but which will, perhaps^

remain a mystery forever. In the mean while, we
shall confine ourselves to giving the results of the
latest investigations on the subject, which have been
made by Gottling.*

The dye classes instituted by Servius Tullius con
tinned to exist, and were divided into centuries ot

seniores and juniores ;* but the classes are in the

closest connexion with the thirty-five tribes, whil'

formerly the tribes existed entirely independent ol

the census. In this amalgamation of the classe'

and the tribes, the centuries formed subdivisions of

both ; they were parts of the tribes as well as of
the classes.* Gottling assumes 350 centuries in the

thirty-five tribes, and gives to the senators and
equites their suffragium in the first class of each
tribe as seniores and juniores. The centuries of

fabri and cornicines are no longer mentioned, and
the capite censi voted in the fifth class of the fourth

city tribe. Each century in a tribe had ouk suffra-

gium, and each tribe contained ten centuries, two
{seniores and juniores) of each of the five classes

"

Gottling farther supposes that the equites were
comprised in the first class, and voted with it, and
that they were even called the centuries of the first

class.* The mode of voting remained, on the whole,
the same as in the former comitia centuriata. The
equites voted with the senators, but the former
usually among the juniores, and the latter among
the seniores.* The following particulars, however,
are to be observed. We read of a praerogativa in

these assemblies, and this might be understood
either as a tribus praerogativa, or as a centuria pra?-

rogativa. If we adopt the former of these possibil

ities, which is mauH-iiricd by some modern writers,

the ten centuries con'.-, ned in the tribus prasrogativa

would have given tnur sufirages one after the
other, and then the leiiuntiatio, or the announce-
ment of the result of 1 heir voting, would have taken
place after it was ascertained. The inconsistency

of this mode of proceeding has been practically

demonstrated by Rein ;" and as we know, from the

passages above referred to, that the voles were
given according to centuries," and according to

tribes only in cases when there was no difference

of opinion among the centuries of the same tribe,

we are obliged to suppose that the praerogativa was
a century taken by lot from all the seventy centu-

ries of the first class, two of which were contained
in each of the thirty-five tribes, and that all the cen-

turies of the first class gave their votes first, that

is, after the praerogativa. From the plural form
prttrogativte, it is, moreover, inferred that it consist-

ed of two centuries, and that the two centuries of

the first class contained in the same tribe voted to-

I. (ii., SI.) — 3. (Die\t-'r*vaBg des Servius Tullias, p. SS.

Ac.)—3. (Geich. der Rflm. SxcaUv., p. 382.)—4. (p. 380, ic)—
5. (Liv., xhii., 16.—Cic, Philip., ii., 33.—Id., Pro FUcc., 7.

Id., De Bep., iv., 2.— Sallunt, Jug., 86. — P&eudc-Sallust. be
Rep. Ordin., 2, 8.)—«. (Cic, Pro Plane, 20.— Id., De Leg., ii.,

2 —De Petit. Cons., a) — 7. (Val. Max., vi., 5,» 3.)— 8. (Lit.,

xliii., 16.)-9. (Cic, Do Rep., iv., 2.—De Petit. Cons , 8.)—10
(in Pauly's Real. Encyciop. dor Altcrtliuinswisii.. ii., p. 566. d:c.;

— 11. ((^impare Ascon. in Cic, Orat. iu Tug. Cand., p 9ft, ud.

OrelU.)
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Mther.' 11 as in ine passage of Pseudo-Asconius,

a tribus prserogativa is mentioned in the comitia

centuriata, it can only mean the tribe from which

the praerogativa centuria is taken by lot, for a real

tribus praerogativa only occurs in the comitia tribu-

ta. The century of the first class drawn by lot to

be the praerogativa was usually designated by the

name of the tribe to which it belonged, e. g., Gale-

ria juniorum," that is, the juniores of the first class

in the tribus Galeria ; Aniensis juniorum ;= Veturia

juniorum,* &c. 0. Gracchus wished to make the

mode of appointing the centuria praerogativa more
democratical, and proposed that it should be drawn
from all the five classes indiscriminately ; but this

proposal was not accepted.* When the praeroga-

tiva had voted, the result was announced (renunli-

are), and the other centuries then deliberated wheth-

er they should vote the same way or not. After

this was done, all the centuries of the first class

voted simultaneously, and not one after another, as

the space of one day would otherwise not have
been sufficient. Next voted, in the same manner,
all the centuries of the second, then those of the

third class, and so on, until all the centuries of the

classes had voted. The simultaneous voting of all

the centuries of one class is sometimes, for this

very reason, expressed by •prima, or secunda classis

vacatur.^ When all the centuries of one class had
voted, the result was announced. Respecting the

voting of the centuries the following passages may
also be consulted : Cic, Pro Plane, 20 ; in Verr.,

v., 15; Post Red. in Senat., 11; ad Quirit., 7.—
Liv., X., 9, 22 ; xxiv., 7 ; xxvi., 22. It seems to

have happened sometimes that all the centuries of

one tribe voted the same way, and in such cases it

was convenient to count the votes according to

tribes instead of according to centuries.'

These comitia of the centuries, with their altered

and more democratical constitution, continued to

exist, and preserved a great part of their former
power along with the comitia tributa, even after

the latter had acquired their supreme importance in

he Republic. During the time of the moral cor-

ruption of the Romans, the latter appear to have
jeen chiefly attended by the populace, which was
guided by the tribunes, and the wealthier and more
respectable citizens had little influence in them.
When the libertini and all the Italians were incor-

porated in the old thirty-five tribes, and when the

political corruption had reached its height, no trace

of the sedate and moderate character was left by
which the comitia tributa had been distinguished in

former times* Violence and bribery became the

order of the day, and the needy multitude lent will-

ing ears to any instigations coming from wealthy
bribers and tribunes who were mere demagogues.
Sulla, for a time, did away with these odious pro-

ceedings ; since, according to some, he abolished
the comitia tributa altogether, or, according to oth-
ers, deprived them of the right of electing the sa-
cerdotes, and of all their legislative and judicial

powers.' (Compare Tribunus.) But the constitu-
tion, such as it had existed before Sulla, was re-

stored soon after his death by Pompey and others,
with the exception of the jurisdiction, which was
forever taken from the people by the legislation of
Sulla. The people suffered another loss in the dic-

1 (Cic , PLilip., ii., 33.—Fest., 8. v. Pneroffativs.—Pseudo-
Abcou in Cic, Vcrr.,p. 139, ed. Orelli.—Liv., x., 22.)—2. (Liv.,
xivii., 6.)—3. (Liv., xxiv., 7.)—4. (Liv., xxvi., 22.)—5. (Pseu-
do-Sallust. De Rep. Ordin., 2, 6.)—6. (Cic, Philip., 1. c—Com-
pare Pseado-Ascon. in Cic, Verr., p. 139, Orelli.)—7. (Cic. ad
Att., i., 16.—Id. ib., iv., 15.—Id., Do Le(f. Agr., ii., 2.— Id., Pro
Plane, 22.— Polyb., vi., 14. —Liv, v., 18. — Id., xl., 42. — Id ,

Epil., 40.— Suet, Jul., 41,48, 80, <fec.)— 8. (Sail., Cat., 37.—
Sufit., Jul., 41.—Cic. ad Att.. i., 16.)—9. (Cic. in Verr., i.. 13,
15.— Id.. Ue Le^ , iii., 9. — Liv., Epit., 89.— Appian, De Bell.
Civ., i , 59, 98.)
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tatorship of J. oa-sat, who decided upon peace and
w.ir himself in connexion with the senate.* He
had also the whole of the legislation in his hands,

thi'oagh his influence with the magistrates and the

tribunes. The people thus retained nothing but the
eviction of magistrates ; but even this power was
much limited, as Caesar had the right to appoint

haU the magistrates himself, with the exception of
thi; consuls ;' and as, in addition to this, he recom
mended to the people those candidates whom he
wished to be elected : and who would have opposed
his wish 1' After the death of Caesar the comitia
continued to be held, but were always, more or

less, the obedient instruments in the hands of the

rulers, whose unlimited powers were even recog-

nised and sanctioned by them.* Under Augustus
the comitia still sanctioned new laws and elected

magistrates, but their whole proceedings were a
mere farce, for they could not venture to elect any
other persons than those recommended by the em-
peror.* Tiberius deprived the people of this delu-

sive power, and conferred the power of election

upon the senate.* When the elections were made
by the senate, the result was announced to the peo-

ple assembled as comitia centuriata or tributa.*

Legislation was taken away from the comitia en-

tirely, and was completely in the hands of the sen
ate and the emperor. Caligula placed the comitia

again upon the same footing on which they had
been in the time of Augustus ;* but this regulation

was soon abandoned, and everything was left as it

had been arranged by Tiberius.' From this time
the comitia may be said to have ceased to exist, as
all the sovereign power formerly possessed by the

people was conferred upon the emperor by the lex

regia. ( Vid. Regia Lex.) The people only assem-
bled in the Campus Martins for the purpose of re-

ceiving information as to who had been elected or

appointed as its magistrates, until at last even this

announcement {renuntiatio) appears to have ceased.

In addition to the works mentioned in the course
of this article, the reader may consult Unterholzner,

De Mutata Centuriatorum Comit. a Scrvio Tullio

Rege Institutorum Ralione, Breslau, 1835.—G. C
Th. Francke, De Tribuum, de curiarum alque Centu
riarum Ratione, Schleswig, 1824. — Huschke, Dit
Verfassung des Servius TuUius, 1838.— HiJllmann,

Rbmiscfie Grundverfassung.—llubino, Untersuchun-

gen ilher die Rom. Verfassung, 1839.—Zumpt, Ueber

die Abstimmung des Rom. Volkes in Centurialcomitier,,

TRIBU'TA COMI'TIA. {Vid. Tribus, Roman.)
TRIBUTO'RIA ACTIO. ( Vid. Servus, Romax,

p. 884.)

TRIBU'TUM is a tax which, as Niebuhr»* sup-

poses, was at first only paid by the plebeians, since

the name itself is used by the ancients in con-

nexion with the Servian tribes ; for Varro*' says
" tributum dictum a tribubus," and Livy," " tribus^ap-

pellalct a tributo.'" But this seems to be only par-

tially correct, as Livy" expressly states that the

patres also paid the same tax. It is, indeed, true,

that the patricians had little real landed property,

and that their chief possessions belonged to the

ager publicus, which was not accounted in the cen-

sus as real property, and of which only the tithea

had to be paid, until, at a late period, an alteration

was attempted by the lex Thoria.** But tiiere is no
reason for supposing that the patricians did not pay

1. (Dion Cass., xlii., 20.)—2. (Suet., Jul., 41.—Cic, Philip.,

vii., 6.—Dion Cass., xliii., 51.)— 3. (Dion Cass., xliii., 47.—Ap-
pi*n, De Bell. Civ., li., 18.)—4. (Appiau, De Bell. Civ., iv., 7.—
Dion Cass., xlvi., 55.—Id., xlvii., 2.)—5. (Suet., ''Aitav., 40, <fec.

—Din Cass., liii., 2, 21.—Id., Iv.. 34.— Id., Ivi.. 40.)—6. (Ta-

cit., inn., i., 15, 81.—Id. ib., ii., 36. 51.—Veil. Paterc, ii., 126.)

— 7. (DionCass., Iviii., 20.)— 8. (Dion Cass, lix., 9. — Suet.

Cal., 16.)—9. (Dion Cass., Iix.. 20.)— 10. (Hist, of Rome , i., p
468.)— 11. (DeLing. Lat., iv., p. 49.)--12. (i., 43.1—13 viv,60|
—14. (Appian, De Bell. Civ., i., 27.)
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Ihe tributum upon their real property, although the

greater part of it naturally fell upon the plebeians.'

The impost itself varied according to the exigences
of the state, and was partly applied to cover tiie

expenses of war, and partly those of the fortifica-

tions of the city.' The usual amount of tax was
one for every thousand of a man's fortune,' though
in the time of Cato it was raised to three in a thou-

sand. The tributum was not a property-tax in the
strict sense of the word, for the accounts respect-

ing the plebeian debtors clearly imply that the debts
were not deducted in the valuation of a person's
property, so that he had to pay the tributum upon
property which was not his own, but which he
owed, and for which he had, consequently, to pay
the interest as well. It was a direct tax upon ob-

jects without any regard to their produce, like a
land or house tax, which, indeed, formed the main
part of it.* That which seems to have made it

most oppressive was its constant fluctuation. It

was raised according to the regions or tribes insti-

tuted by Servius Tullius, and by the tribunes of
these tribes, subsequently called tribuni a;rarii.*

Dionysius. in another passage,* states that it was
nnposed upon the centuries according to their cen-
sus ; but this seems to be a mistake, as the centuries
contained a number of juniores who were yet in

their fathers' power, and consequently could not
pay the tributum. It was not, like the other branch-
es of the public revenue, lot out to farm, but, being
fixed in money, it was raised by the tribunes, unless
(as was the case after the custom of giving pay to

the soldiers was introduced) the soldiers, like the
knights, demanded it from the persons themselves
who were bound to pay it. ( Vid. ^a Equestre
and HoRDEARiuM.) When this tax was to be paid,

what sum was to be raised, and what portion of
fvery thousand asses of the census, were matters
tpon which the senate had to decide alone. But
when it was decreed, the people might refuse to pay
:t wh^n they thought it too heavy or unfairly dis-

tributed, or hoped to gain some other advantage by
the refusal.' In later times the senate sometimes
left its regulation to the censors, who often fixed it

very arbitrarily. No citizen was exempt from it

;

but we find that the priests, augurs, and pontiffs

made attempts to get rid of it, but this was only an
abuse which did not last.* In cases of great dis-

tress, when the tributum was not raised according
to the census, but to supply the momentary wants
of the Republic, it was designated by the name of
Tributum Temerarium.* After the war with Mace-
donia (B.C. 147), when the Roman treasury was
filled with the revenues accruing from conquests
and from the provinces, the Roman citizens became
exempted from paying the tributum ;" and this
state of things lasted down to the consulship of
Hirtius and Pansa (43 B.C."), when the tributum
was again levied on account of the exhausted state
of the ajrarium." After this time it was imposed
according to the discretion of the emperors.

Respecting tlie tributum paid by conquered coun-
tries and cities, see Vectioalia."
TRI'BON (rp/Cwv). (Vtd. Pallium, p. 720.)
TRICLrNIUM, the dining-room of a Roman

house, the position of which, relatively to the other
parts of the house, is explained in p. 519. It was
of an oblong shape, and, according to Vitruvius,'*

1. (Liv., iv., 60; r.lO.)—2. (Liv., vi., 32.)-3. (Li»., xiir.,
15 ; xxxii., 7, 44.)-4. (Niebuhr, i., p. 581.)-5. (Dionys., ir., 14,
15.)-6. (iv., 10.)-7. (Liv., r., 12.)-8. (Liv., xxxiii., 42.)—9.
(Festun. s. v. Tnbutorum collntioneiii.)— 10. (Cic, De Off., ii.,

22.— Plin., II. N., xxxiii., 17.) — II. (Plut., ^ra. Paul., 3S.)—
12. (Compare Cic. ad Fam , xii., 30. — Philip., ii., 37.)— 13.
(Compare llegewiich, \'er»uc'.i ul>crdie R6m. Fiaanzen, AUona,
1804.— Ousse, Grundzugq des Finanzwcsens im Rum. Staat,
Brkunvcbweiif, 1S03.)--14 (vi., 3, ^ 8.)

fiM

ouglu tu be twiuo as long as it was broad, llie
same author' describes triclinia, evidently intended
to be used in summer, whx:h were open towards
the north, and had on each side a window looking
into a garden. The " house of the tragic poet" at

Pompeii, and also that of Actaeon, appear to have
had summer dining-rooms opening to the viridari-

um. The woodcut at p. 462 shows the arrange*
ment of the three couches {lecii, kXIvoi), from whicti
the triclinium derived its name. They also remaia
in the " house of Actaon," being built of stone.

The articles Lectus, Torus, Pulvinar, and Ao-
cudita, contain accounts of the furniture used to
adapt these couches for the accubatio, i. e., for the
act of reclining during the meal. When so prepa-
red for an entertainment they were called iriclinia

strata,* and they were made to correspond with one
another in substance, in dimensions, and in shape.'
As each guest leaned during a great part of the en-
tertainment upon his left elbow, so as to leave the
right arm at liberty, and as two or more lay on the
same couch, the head of one man was near the
breast of the man who lay behind him, and he was
therefore said to lie in the bosom of the other.*

Among the Romans, the usual number of persons
occupying each couch was three, so that the three
couches of a triclinium afforded accommodation for

a party of nine. It was the rule of Varro,* that the
number of guests ought not to be less than that of
the Graces, nor to exceed that of the Muses. Some,
times, however, as many as four lay on each of the
couches.* The Greeks went beyond this number

:

Cicero says they lay crowded by fives (see wood-
cut, p. 326), or packed even still more closely.' Th(5
ohot TptaKovTUK?iivoi^ may be supposed to have re-

ceived about ninety guests at a time, there bein
ten triclinia, and nine guests to each.

In such works of ancient art as represent a sym
posium or drinking-party, we always observe that
the couches are elevated above the level of the ta-

ble. This circumstance throws some light upon
Plutarch's mode of solving the problem respecting
the increase of room for the guests as they proceed-
ed with their meal.* Each man, in order to feed
himself, lay flat upon his breast, or nearly so, and
stretched out his hand towards the table ; but after-

ward, when his hunger was satisfied, he turned
upon his left side, leaning on his elbow. To this

Horace alludes in describing a person sated with a
particular dish, and turning in order to repose upon
his elbow."
We find the relative positions oftwo persons who

lay next to one another commonly expressed by
the prepositions super or supra, and infra. A pas-

sage of Livy," in which he relates the cruel conduct
of the consul L. Quintius Flamininus, shows that

infra aliquem cubare was the same as in sinu alicujus

cubare, and, consequently, that each person was con-
sidered as below him to whose breast his own head
approached. On this principle we are enabled to

explain the denominations both ofthe three couches
and of the three places on each couch.

Supposing the annexed arrangement to represent
the plan of a triclinium, it is evident that, as each
guest reclined on his left side, the countenances of
all, when in this position, were directed, first, from
No. 1 towards No. 3, then from No. 4 towards No.
6, and, lastly, from No. 7 towards No. 9 ; that the

guest No. 1 lay, in the sense explained, above No
2, No. 3 bcloio No. 2, and so of the rest ; and that,

going in the same direction, the couch to the right

1. (4 10.)- 2. (Cass., Bell. Civ., iii , 92.— Compare Athen., ii.,

p. 47, 48.)— 3. (Varro, L. L., ix.. 47, ed. Miiller.) — 4. (Plin.,

Epnt., iv., 22.) —5. (Cell , xiii., 11.)— 6. (Hor., Sat., i., 4, 86.5— 7. (in Pi«., 27.)— 8. (Plut., Syrap., v., 5, p. 1207.) — 9. (14
ib., v., 6.J—10 (Sat., ii., 4,39.}— 11. (uxix.,43.)
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IcctuB medius

iand was above the others, and the couch to the left

hand below the others. Accordingly, the following

fragment of Sallust' contains the denominations of

the couches as shown on the plan :
" Igitur discu-

buere : Serlorius (t. c, No. 6) inferior in medio ; super

turn L. Fabius Hisyaniensis senator ex proscriptis

(No. 5) : in summo Antonius (No. 1) ; et infra scriba

Sertorii Versius (No. 2) : ct alter scriba Macenas (No.

8) in imo, medius inter Tarquinium (No. 7) et domi-

num Perpernam (No. 9)." On the same principle,

No. 1 was the highest place {locus summus) on the

highest couch ; No. 3 was locus imus in lecto sum-

mo ; No. 2 locus medius in lecto summo ; and so

on. It will be found that in the following pas-

sage' the guests are enumerated in the order of

their accubation—an order exhibited in the annexed
diagram.

S
'.5

>

1

s

9

Nometaniu
11

?==% Variiu

Naiidienui Me.. ))
VlKCUl

Porcius \ J Fundasiat

Fundanius, one of the guests, who was at the top

relatively to all the others, says,

" Summus ego, et prope me Viscus Thurinus, et infra,

Si memini, Varius : cum Servilio Balatrone

Vibidius, quos Macenas adduxerat umbras.

Nomeyitanus erat super ipsum, Porcius infra."

It is possible that Maecenas ought to be in the

place No. 4 instead of No. 5, since the entertain-

ment was given more especially in honour of him,

and No. 4 was an honourable place. The host him-
self, Nasidienus, occupies the place No. 8, which
was usually taken by the master of the feast, and
was a convenient situation for giving directions and
superintending the entertainment. Unless there be
an exception in the instance of No. 4, it is to be ob-

served that at each table the most honourable was
the middle place.'

The general superintendence of the dining-room
in a great house was intrusted to a slave called tri-

cliniarcha, who, through the instrumentality of other
slaves of inferior rank, took care that everything
was kept and proceeded in proper order.

TRIDENS. (FiVi. Fu8ciN.\.)

TRIDRACHMON. {Vid. Drachma.)
TRIENS. (Kirf. As, p. 110.)

TRIERARCH'IA (jpn^papxla). This was one of
the extraordinary war-services or liturgies {vid.

Leitourgia) at Athens, the object of which was to

provide for the equipment and maintenance of the
ships of war belonging to the state. The persons
who were charged with it were called Tpt^papxoc,
or trierarchs, as being the captains of triremes,
though the name was also applied to persons who
bore the same charge in other vessels. It existed
from very early timee in connexion with the forty-

1. (ap. Serf, in Virg. Mn.. i., 698.)—2. (Hor., Sat., ii., 8, 20-

M.)—3. (Virg., .iEn., i., 608.)
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eight naucraries of Solon and the fifty of Cleis-

thenes, each of which corporations appears to have
been obliged to equip and man a vessel. (Compare
Naucraria.') Under the constitution of Cleisthenes

the ten tribes were at first severally charged with
five vessels. This charge w^as, of course, super-

seded by the later forms of the trierarchy, explain-

ed in the course of this article.

I. The services to which the trierarchs u ere liable.—

What these were previously to 358 B.C , there can
be no doubt ; the vessel was furnished by the state,

though sometimes a wealthy and patriotic individual

served in his own ship. Cleinias, for instance, did

so at Artemisium ;* but as it is particularly record-

ed that this ship was his own, we may infer that

he supplied at his own cost what the state was bound
to provide. The same custom prevailed during the

Peloponnesian war also. The 100 ships prepared
and reserved at the beginning of the war for any
critical emergency, were supplied by the state.' In

the expedition against Sicily,* the state furnished

the hull of the vessel {vaiv kevuv) and the pay of
the crews, a drachma per day for each man ; but

the equipment of the ships was at the cost of the

trierarchs, who also gave inKpopai,^ or additional

pay, to secure the best men. The same conclusions

are also deducible from the credit which a trierarch

takes to himself for saving his vessel, when the city

lost her ships at ^gospotami ;' and from the farther

statement, that he paid the sailors o';t of his own
pocket. From the threat of Cleo",' that he wouliJ

(as arpaTTiyug) make an adversary a trierarch, and
give him an old ship with a rotten inast {iariov aan-

d6v), it appears that the state furnished the hull and
mast also, but that the trierarch was bound to keep
and return them in good repair : an obligation ex-

pressed in the inscriptions quoted by Bockh,* by the

phrase 6eI ttjv vavv 66Kifiov Kai evteT^t} napadovvai.

Consequently, the statement in the oration against

Midias,' that when Demosthenes was quite young
(B.C. 364) the trierarchs paid all the expenses
themselves {rii uvalufiara ek tuv iSiuv), only im
plies that they defrayed the expenses which were
customary at that time, and which were afterward

diminished by the regulation of the symmoriae; but

not that they supplied the ship, or pay and provisions

for the crew. The whole expenditure, says Bockh,'*

means nothing more than the equipment of the ves

sel, the keeping it in repair, and the procuring the

crew, which was attended with much trouble and

expense, as the trierarchs were sometimes obliged

to give bounties in order to induce persons to serve,

foreign sailors not being admissible. From the

oration of Demosthenes against Polycles (B.C. 361),

we learn the following particulars about the trier-

archy of that time. The trierarchs were obliged

to launch their sliip ; the sailors were supplied from

particular parishes (^rj/ioi), through the agency of

the demarchi ; but those supplied to Apollodorus,

the' client of Demosthenes, were but few and ineffi-

cient, consequently he mortgaged his estate (in-o

dEivai T7]v ovaiav), and hired the best men he could

get, giving great bounties and premiums (n-poJoffcif ).

He also eq'iipped the vessel with his own tackle

and furnituxe, taking nothing from the public stores

(t/c Tuv drifioaiuv ovdEv e?m6ov. Compare the Speech

on the Crown of the Trierarchy"). Moreover, in

consequence of his sailors deserting when he waa
out at sea, he was put to additional and heavy ex-

penses in hiring men at different ports. The pro-

vision-money for the sailors {aiTtiptaLov) was pro-

1. (LexRhet., p. 283.)— 2. (Herod., viii., 17.)—3. (Thucyd.

ii.,24.)—4. (Id., vi.,31.)—5. (Pollux, Onom., iii.,94.)—6. (Isocr^

c. Callim., 382.)—7. (Aristoph.,Equit., 91(i.)-3. (Urkunden.&c,

p. )97.)_9. (p. 564, 22.) — 10. (PuWic Ecq*. if Athens, u., p

334.)-ll. (1229.)
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tiJed by the state and paid by the stratcgi, and so,

generally speaking, was the pay for the marine

(iniCurai) ; but Demosthenes' cHenl only received

it for two months ; and as he gerved for five months

more than his time (from the delay of his successor

Rlect), he was obliged to advance it himself for fif-

teen months, with but an uncertain prospect of

repayment. Other circumstances are mentioned

which made his trierarchy very expensive, and

the whole speech is worth reading, as showing the

unfairness and hardship to which a rich man was
sometimes subjected as a trierarch. The observa-

tion that he took no furniture from the public stores

proves that at that time (B.C. 361) the triremes

were fitted out and equipped from the public stores,

and consequently by the state ; but, as we learn

from other passages in Demosthenes and the in-

scriptions in Bockh,* the trierarchs were obliged

to return in good condition any articles which they

took ; in default of doing so, they were considered

debtors to the state.

That the ship's furniture was either wholly or in

part supplied by the state, also appears from another

speech :* but trierarchs did not always avail them-
selves of their privilege in this respect, that they

might have no trouble in settling with the state. It

is evident, then, that at the time referred to (about

B.C. 360), the only expenses binding upon the trier-

archs were those of keeping in repair the ship and
the ship's furniture ; but even these might be very

considerable, especially if the ship were old, or ex-

posed to hard service or rough weather. Moreover,
some trierarchs, whether from ambitious or patriotic

motives, put themselves to unnecessary expense in

fitting out and rigging their ships, from which the

state derived an advantage. Sometimes, on the

other hand, the state suffered by the trierarchs per-

forming their duties at the least possible expense,

or letting out their trierarchy (/iiaduaai ttjv Xei-ovp-

yiav) to the contractor who offered the lowest ten-

der.' One consequence of this was, that the du-

ties were inadequately performed ; but there was a

greater evil connected with it, namely, that the con-

tractors repaid themselves by privateering on their

own account, which led to reprisals and letters of

marque being granted against the state. {Vid. Sy-

hAi.*) It seems strange that the Athenians tolera-

ted this, especially as they were sometimes incon-

sistent enough to punish the trierarchs who had let

out their trierarchy, considering it as a desertion of
post (XenroTu^iov^).

We may here observe, that the expression in Tsas-

us,* that a trierarch " had his ship made himself"
(T71V vavv noLTjaufisvov), does not mean that he was
at the cost of building it {vavTrTj-yijau/ievoc), but only

of fitting it up and getting it ready for sea. That
the ships always belonged to the state is farther

evident from the fact that the senate was intrusted

with the inspection of the ship-building,' and is

placed beyond all doubt by the '* Athenian Navy
List" of the inscriptions in Bockh.' Some of the
ships there mentioned are called uveTriKX^puroi,

whence it appears that the public vessels were as-

signed by lot to the respective trierarchs. A rpi-fiprig

i77ifoai(ioi was a ship presented to the state as a
free gift, just as rpi^pi] iin6ovvai means to present
the state with a trireme.* The duration of a trier-

archy was a year, and if any trierarch served longer
than his legal time, he could charge the extra ex-
penses {TO tnLTpirjpupxma) to his successor. To
recover these expenses, an action {iniTpirjpapx^/iaToz

1. (Urlcunden, No, iii.)— 2. (c. Euerg. et Mnesib., p. 1140.)—
S. (Dem., De CoTon. Trier., p. 1230.)— 4. (Dem., ib., p. 1231.)
—5. (Id.,

i>.
1230.)— 6. (De ApoU. herod.. p. 67.)—7. (Dem., c.

Aiidrot., p. 59tf, 13.)-- 8. (Urkunden. &c.) — 9. (Dem., c. Mid.,
y'6 368.1

' 6iKr)) might be brought against the successor, of

which we have an example in the speech of Apo'lo-

j

dorus against Polycles, composed by Demosthenei
for the former.

II. On the expenses of the trierarchy.—These would,
of course, depend upon circumstances; but, except
in extraordinary cases, they were not more than 60,
nor less than forty minse : the average was about
60. Thus, about the year B.C. 360, a whole frier

archy was let out for 40 minae ; in later times the
general amount of a contract was 60.'

III. On the different ftrms of the trierarchy.—In an-
cient times one person bore the whole charge, af-

terward it was customary for two persons to share
it, who were then called syntrierarchs {awrpi^pap-

xoc). When this practice was first introduced is

not known, but Bockh conjectures that it was about
the year 412 B.C., after the defeat of the Athenians
in Sicily, when the union of two persons for the
choregia was first permitted. The most ancient
account of a syntrierarchy is later than 410 ;' and
we meet with one so late as B.C. 358, the year of

the Athenian expedition into Euboea.' The syntri-

erarchy to which we allude was, indeed, a voluntary
service {knidoaig), but there can be little doubt thai

it was suggested by the ordinary practice of that
time ; and even under the next form of the service,
two trierarchs were sometimes employed for the
immediate direction of the trierarchy. The syntri-

erarchy, however, did not entirely supersede the
older and single form, being only meant as a relief

in case of emergency, when there was not a suffi-

cient number of wealthy citizens to bear the expense
singly. Numerous instances, in fact, uccur of sin-

gle trierarchies between 410 and 358 B.C., and ia
two passages of Isaeus,* referring to this period, the
single and double trierarchy are mentioned as con-
temporaneous. Apollodorus also was sole trier-

arch* so late as B.C. 361. In the case of a syntri-

erarchy, the two trierarchs commanded their vessel
in turn, six months each,* according £i8 they agreed
between themselves.

The third form of the trierarchy was connected
with or suggested by the syntrierarchy. In B.C.
358, the Athenians were unable to procure a suffi-

cient number of legally-appointed trierarchs, and ac-

cordingly they summoned volunteers. This, how-
ever, was but a temporary expedient ; and, as the
actual system was not adequate to the public wants,
they determined to manage the trierarchy some-
what in the same way as the property taxes (vid.

Eisphora), namely, by classes or symmoriae, accord-
ing to the law of Periander, passed, as Bockh shows,
in the year 358, and which was the primary and ori-

ginal enactment on the subject. With this view,
1200 avvTeXeic, or partners,' were apj/ointed, who
were probably the wealthiest individuals of the state,

according to the census or valuation. These were
divided into twenty avfi/xopiai, or classes ; out of
which a number of persons (aufiara) joined for the
equipment, or, rather, the maintenance and man-
agement of a ship, under the title of a cwreXsia,' or
union. Sometimes, perhaps, by special enactment,
when a great number of ships was required, a syn-
teleia of this kind consisted of four or five wealthy
individuals, who bore jointly the expenses of one
trireme ;• but generally to every ship there was as
signed a synteleia of fifteen persons of different de-
grees of wealth, as we may suppose, so that four
only were provided for by each symmoria of sixty
persons.

1. (Dem., c. Mid., 539, 5-54, 20.— De Cortm., 2*0, 862.)— !
(Lys., c. Diogit., 907, 909.) -3. (Dem., c. Mid., 566, 24.) —4
(De Dicieog. hered., 54. — De Apoll., p. 87.) — 5. (Dem., c. Po
lycl.)—6. (Id., 1219 )— 7. (Dem., c Mid., 564.) —8. (Ilarpocr.,
B. v.)—9. (Id., h. T. Zvitnoph )
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These synt Jeiae of fifteen persons each seem to

have been also called symmoriae by Hyperides.' It

appears, however, that before Demosthenes carried

a new law on this subject (B.C. 340), it had been

customary for sixteen persons to unite in a synteleia

or company for a ship,* who bore the burden in

equal shares. This being the case, it follows either

that the members of the symmoriae had been by

that time raised from 1200 to 1280, or that some
alterations had taken place in their internal arrange-

ments, of which no account has come down to us.*

From the phrase iK tuv ev toIq ?.6xoi( avvreTieiuv,

used in the KardTioyoc* it would also seem that the

word TiSxoi was used of civil as well as military di-

visions, and, in this instance, of the symmoriae.

The superintendence of the whole system was in

the hands of the 300 wealthiest members, who were
therefore called the " leaders of the symmoriae"
(fj-ysfioveg ruv av/i/iopiuv), on whom the burdens of

the trierarchy chiefly fell, or, rather, ought to have
fallen.' The services performed by individuals un-

der this system appear to have been the same as

before : the state still provided the ship's tackle (i.

c, the bdovia koI arvn-rcia koL axocvia, and other

things), and some stringent enactments were made
to compel the trierarchs to deliver it up according
to the inventory taken of it {to Siuypafifia ruv cksv-

wv), either at Athens or to their successors sent out
by the symmoriae. This conclusion, that the vessel

was equipped by the state, is confirmed by Demos-
thenes,* and in the oration against Midias^ he says,

referring to the system of the symmoriae, that the

state provided the crews and the furniture. The
only duty, then, of the trierarchs under this system
was to keep their vessels in the same repair and
order as they received them. But even from this

hey managed to escape : for the wealthiest mem-
bers, who had to serve for their synteleia, let out
iheir trierarchies for a talent, and received that
amount from their partners {avvTelEig), so that, in

reality, they paid next to nothing, or, at any rate,

not what they ought to have done, considering that
the trierarchy was a ground of exemption from oth-

er liturgies. It does not appear from the orators
how the different synteleiae appointed the trierarchs
who were to take charge of their vessels ; but it

was probably left to themselves, without being regu-
lated by any legal enactment. The evils and irreg-

ularities of the symmoriae are thus (rhetorically per-
haps) described by Demosthenes :

" I saw your
navy going to ruin, and the rich escaping with little

cost, and persons of moderate income losing their
property, and the city losing the opportunities of ac-
tion, and the triremes not being equipped in sufli-

cient time to meet an emergency, and therefore I

proposed a law," &c. The changes he meant to
effect by it are related in his oration concerning the
symmoriae (B.C. 354), and are as follows: he pro-
posed to add 800 to the 1200 owteIuc:, making the
whole 2000, so that, subtracting all those who could
claim exemption as minors, orphans, &c., there
might always remain 1200 persons (cru/iaTa) to
serve. These were to be divided into 20 symmoriae
of 60 each, as under the old system : each of these
was to be subdivided into five divisions of twelve
persons each, one half rich and the other poor (av-
Tavanlripuv), so as to form altogether 100 smaller
symmoriae. The number of triremes, according to
this scheme, was to be 300, classed in 20 divisions
of 15 ships : each of these divisions was to be as-
signed to one of the 20 larger symmoria;, so that

1. (Harpocr., s. v.— Compare Dem., De Symmor., 183 ) —

2

' „!?^-' ^/° Coroi-. 261.)—3. (Bockh, Publ. Econ. of Athens, ii !

". 346.—Urkunden, &c., 181.)—4. (De Coron., 261.)- 5. (Dem

m \t'')-T\\%Y^^'
** '**°*'''^- "")-« (1^« Symmor'.,

ioia'

l^-,

each of the smaller would receive three ; and in caw
of 300 ships being required, four trierarchs woulo
be appointed to each. Moreover, each of the great

er symmoriae was to receive the same amount of

the public stores for equipment, in order that they

might apportion it to the smaller classes. With a

view to levying the crews, and for other purposes,

the generals were to divide the dockyards into ten

parts for 30 ships' stations {veCtaoiKoi) adjacent to

each other, and to assign each of these parts to a

tribe, or two large symmoriae of 30 ships. These
ten parts were to be subdivided into thirds, each of

which was to be assigned to a third part (rptrriif)

of the tribe to whom the whole was allotted, so that

each third would receive ten ships. Whether this

scheme was put into practice does not appear, but

it seems that it was not, for the mismanagement of

the trierarchy appears to have continued till De-
mosthenes carried his law about the " Trierarchy

according to the Valuation." One of the chief evils

connected with it was, that the triremes were never

equipped in time ; and as Demosthenes' complains

of this in B.C. 352, we may conclude that his pro-

posal fell to the ground. But these evils were too

serious to remain without a remedy ; and therefore,

when the orator was the entaruTTjc tov vavriKov, or

the superintendent of the Athenian navy, he brought

forward and carried a law for altering and impro-

ving the system of the symmoriae and companies,

the members of which no longer called themselves

trierarchs, but partners (awTeTieic),* thereby intro-

ducing the "fourth form of the trierarchy." The
naval services required from every citizen were to

depend upon and be proportional to his property,

or, rather, to his taxable capital {ri/xri/xa : vid. Eis-

phora), as registered for the symmoriae of the prop-

erty taxes, the rate being one trireme for every ten

talents of taxable capital, up to three triremes and
one auxiliary vessel {vizrjpeaiov) for the largest prop-

erties ; i. c, no person, however rich, could be re-

quired to furnish more. Those who had not ten

talents in taxable capital were to club together in

synteleiae till they had made up that amount ; and
if the valuation of the year of Nausinicus (B.C. 379)

was still in force, the taxable capital (for the high-

est class) was one fifth of the whole. By this law
great changes were effected. All persons paying

taxes were rated in proportion to their property, so

that the poor were benefited by it, and the state

likewise : for, as Demosthenes* says, those who had
formerly contributed one sixteenth to the trierarchy

of one ship were now trierarchs of two, in which
case they must either have served by proxy, or

done duty in successive years. He adds that the

consequences were highly beneficial. During the

whole war, carried on after the law was in force,

no trierarch implored the aid of the people (kcn?-

piav IdrjKE), or took refuge in a temple, or was put

into prison by the persons whose duty it was to de-

spatch the fleet {oi uTzoaro'kslg), nor was any trireme

lost at sea, or lying idle in the docks for want of

stores and tackle, as under the old system, when
the service (ro "keiTovpyelv) fell on the poor. The
duties and services to which the trierarchs were
subject under the new law were probably the same
as under the third form of the trierarchy, the S3ria

moriae.

On the relation which, in this system, the cost

of a trierarchy bore to the property of a trierarch,

Bockh makes the following remarks, which may be

verified '.y a reference to Eispuor.^ :
" If we reckon

that, as formerly, it cost about a talent, the total

expense of the trierarchs, for 100, 200, or 300 tri-

remes, amounted to an equal number of talents, oi

a sixtieth, a thirtieth, and a twentieth of the valua-

\ 'Phil., 50.) -2. (Id., DeCorbn.,260.)-3. (De Coron., 261. V
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tioii of Altica I. e., Cor the first class one third,

Iwo thirds, and one per cent, of their property : for

the poorer a proportionally less amount : and of the

annual incomes, taken as a tenth part of the prop-

>rty, 3i, 6§ and ten per cent, for the most wealthy.

]Jut we may reckon that Athens at that time had
not \nore than 100 or 200 triremes at sea, very sei-

doa 300 ; so that this war-tax did not, for the rich-

est class, amount, on an average, to more than one
third, and two thirds per cent, of their property."

This arrangement of Demosthenes was calculated

for 300 triremes, for which numher 300 persons

serving in person would be necessary, so that the

chief burden must have fallen upon the leaders of

the former symmoriae. The year of passing this

law Bockh fixes at B.C 340 or 339. How long it

remained in force is uncertain. In the speech for

the Crown (B.C. 330), where much is said on the

8'jbject of the trierarchy, it is neither mentioned
faat the law was in existence, nor that it was re-

pealed ; but Demosthenes^ says that .£schines had
been bribed by the leaders of the symmoriae to nul-

lify it.

It appears, then, that the trierarchy, though the

most expensive of the liturgies, was not of necessi-

ty oppressive, if fairly and economically managed,
though this, as has been before observed, was not

always the case.*

With respect to the amount of property which
rendered a man liable to serve a trierarchy or syn-
trierarchy, Bockh' observes, " I am aware of no
instance of liability arising from a property of less

value than 500 minae : and as an estate of one or

two talents never obliged the possessor to the per-

formance of any liturgy,* the assertion of Isaeus,*

that many had served the office of trierarch whose
property was not more than 80 minse, obliges us (if

true) to suppose that public-spirited individuals were
sometimes found to contribute to a trierarchy (rath-

er, perhaps, to a syntrierarchy) out of a very small
property."

The disadvantages which in later times resulted

from the trierarchs not being ready for sea by the
time for sailing, were in early times prevented by
their appointments being made beforehand, as was
the case with the trierarchs appointed to the 100
ships which were reserved at the beginning of the
Peloponnesian war against an attack upon Athens
by sea.

The appointment to serve under the first and sec-
ond forms of the trierarchy was made by the strat-

egi ;* and in case any person was appointed to

serve a trierarchy, and thought any one else (not
called upon) was better able to bear it than himself,
he offered the latter an exchange of his property
(vid. Antidosis), subject to ,he burden of the trier-

archy.

In cases of extreme hardship, persons became
suppliants to the people, or fled to the altar of Ar-
temis at Munychia. If not ready in time, they
were sometimes liable to imprisonment (ivoxoi 6ea-

fxv')- Thus, on one occasion,* the trierarclis were,
by a special decree, subjected to imprisonment if

they were not off the pier {x^Ji^a) by the end of the
month ; on the contrary, whoever got his ship ready
first was to be rewarded with the " crown of the
trierarchy," so that, in this way, considerable em-
ulation and competition were produced. Moreover,
the trierarchs were vnevQwoi, or liable to be called
to account for their expenditure, though they ap-
plied their own property to the service of the state.*

I. (p. 329.)—2. (DcmoBth., c. Pulycl.)—3. (ii., 367.)—4. (De-
mosth., c. Aphob., p. 833.)—5. (De Dicwo?. hered., p. 54.)—6.
(Demosth., c. Lacr, p. 940, 16.)— 7. (1 1., Ue Corem., 262, 15.)—
e. (Id., De Coron. Trier., 1229, 6.)-9. (Id., c. Polycl., 1222, 11.
—.^wsbin., o. C*.9«iph., 50.)

'

But they also received money out of the treasury
for various disbursements, as the pay of the soldiers

and sailors, and the extra hands {virriptaia) : thus,

on one occasion, each trierarch is fiated to have
received 30 minae, «V cTtTrAow.' The trierarchs

may also have been considered viriidvvoi., from be
ing required to show that they had performed their

duties properly. The sacred triremes, the Paralut
and Salamis, had special treasures {vid. Tamiai, p.

950) appointed to them,* and, on the authority of
Ulpian,' it has been believed that the state acted as
trierarch for each of them ; but in the inscriptions

quoted by Bockh,* no difference is made between
the trierarchs of the Paralus and other vessels, and
therefore it would seem that the state appointed tri-

erarchs for them as well as for other vessels, and
provided out of the public funds for those expenses
only which were peculiar to them.

IV. On the exemption from the trierarchy.— By
an ancient law, in force B.C. 355,' no person (but

minors and females) could claim exemption from
the trierarchy who were of sufficient wealth to

perform it, not even the descendants of Harmodius
and Aristogiton. But from Isaeus* it appears that,

in the time of the single trierarchy, no person could
be compelled to serve a second time within two
years after a former service {6vo Ittj dia?iin6v).

The nine archons also were exempt, and tbe trier-

archy was a ground of exemption from li.e other
liturgies, any of which, indeed, gave an exemption
from all the rest during the year next following that

of its service.^

But all property was not subject to the service, as
we learn from Demosthenes,* who tells us that a
person was exempt if advvarog, or unable to serve
from poverty ; so also were " wards, heiresses^ or
phans, cleruchi, and corporate bodies." Of course,
an heiress could only claim exemption wiiile un-
married. Wards, also, were free from all liturgicM

during their minority, and for a year after their

ioKifiaaia.* By Klrjpovxoi are meant colonists, who.
while absent by the command of the state, could
not perform a trierarchy. The ru koivuvlku. admits
of doubt, but it probably means the property of joint
tenants, as brothers or co-heirs, which had not yet
been apportioned to them," or it may refei to mon-
eys invested in partnership. Moreover, though the
proper duration of .a trierarchy was a year, it was
legally dissolved if the general furnished no pay to

the soldiers, or if the ship put into the Piraeus, it

being then impossible to keep the sailors together.**

V. On the legal proceedings connected with the tri-

erarchy.— These were either between individual

trierarchs, or between trierarchs and the state, and
therefore in the form of a Diadicasia. They gen-
erally arose in consequence of a trierarch not de-
livering up his ship and her rigging in proper order,

either to his successor or to the state. Ifhe alleged

that the loss or damage of either happened from a
storm, he was said aKTj^uadai kotu ;^fet//u»'a diroA«j-

?.Evai, and if his plea were substantiated, Woffv iv

tC) diKa(TT7jpi(f) K. T. ?.. Vessels or furniture on
which a trial of this kind had been held, were said to

be iiaiediKaa/iiva.

The presidency of the courts which tried matters
of this sort was vested in the strategi, and some-
times in the superintendents of the dockyard, in

conjunction with the inroaroXEig. The senate also

appears to have had a judicial power in these mat-
ters : c. g.y we meet in various inscriptions with
the phrase olde tuv rpiripdpxuv, uv edinhoaev 7 /3<w-

1. (Dem., De Coron. Trier., 1231, 14.) — 2. <Po!lux, Onom.,
viii., 116.) — 3. (ad Dem., c. Mid., 686.) — 4. (Urkunden, Ac.
169.)- 5. (Dem., c. Lent.)— 6. (De Apoll. hered., 67.) — *

(Dem., c. Lept., 459 and 404.) — 8. (De Syram., 182, 14.)—

9

(Lyxias, c. Diogit., 908.)—10. (PoUux, Onom., viii.. 1 14.)— II

(Dom., c. Polycl., 1209.)
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a T^v rpiT/pn- Bockh conjectures that the trier-

»rchs of wljom this is said had returned their ships

ai such a condition that the state might have called

upon them to put them in thorough repair or to re-

build them, at a cost for an ordinary trireme of

5000 drachmae. Supposing that they were not re-

leased from this liability by any decree of a court

of justice, and that the rebuilding was not completed,

he conceives that it must have been competent (in

a clear and flagrant case) for the senate to have in-

flicted upon them the penalty of twice 5000 drach-

mae, the technical phrase for which was " doubling

the trireme.'"

The phrase ujioXoyTjaEV rpf^prj Kaiv^v unoduaetv,

which occurs in inscriptions, does not apply to an

undertaking for giving a new trireme, but merely

lor putting one in a complete state of repair.

The phrase <j>aivELv nT^olov,* to lay an information

against a vessel, is used, not of a public ship, but of

a private vessel, engaged, perhaps, in smuggling or

privateering.

TRIEROPOIOI (jpiriponoLoi). {Vid. Ships, p.

891.)

*TRIGLA {TpiyXa), a fish, the red Surmullet, or

Mullus barbatus, L. It is from six to nine inches

long, and was a great favourite with the ancient

epicures.*

TRIGON. (Vid.PihA.)

TRILIX. ( Vid. Tela, p. 956.)

TRINU'NDINUM. (Vid. Nundin^, p. 668.)

TRIO'BOLON {rpLuOoXov), or rpiu^olov Tj7.ia(jTt-

Kov, was the fee of three oboli which the Athenian
citizens received for their attendance as dicasts in

the courts of the heliaea, whence it is also called

uiadog diKaariKog, or to diKaariKov. This pay had
been first introduced by Pericles.* It is generally

upposed from Aristophanes,' who makes Strepsia-

des say that for the first obolus he ever received as

a dicast he bought a toy for his son, that at first

the diKaariKov was only one obolus. According to

the scholiast on Aristophanes,* the pay was subse-

4uently increased to two oboli, but this seems to be
merely an erroneous inference from the passage of
his author. Three oboli, or the tplu6o'aov, occurs
as early as B.C. 425 in the comedies of Aristopha-
nes, and is afterward mentioned frequently.'^ Bockh*
has inferred from these passages that the triobolon

was introduced by Cleon about B.C. 421 ; but G.
Hermann* has disputed this opinion, at least so far

as it is founded upon Aristophanes, and thinks that
the pay of three oboli for the dicasts existed before
that time. However this may be, thus much is

certain, that the pay of the dicasts was not the
same at all times, although it is improbable that it

should ever have been two oboli."* The payment
was made after every assembly of a court of helias-

tae by the colacretae" in the following manner. Af-
ter a citizen had been appointed by lot to act as
judge in a particular court, he received, on entering
the court, together with the stafT {^anTrjpia or pd6-
dof), a tablet or ticket {avfitoT^ov). After the busi-
ness of the court was over, the dicast, on going out,
delivered his ticket to the prytanes, and received
his fee in return.'" Those who had come too late
had no claim to the triobolon." The annual amount
of these fees is reckoned by Aristophanes'* at 150

1. (Urkunden, &c.,228.)—2. (Dem., c. Lacr., 941.)—3. (Aris-
tot., II. A., ii., 17, Ac— .Elian, ii., 41, <fec.— Adams, Append.,
». V.)—4. (Arigtot., Polit., ii., 9, p. 67, ed. Giittling.—Plut., Per-
icl., 9.—Plat., GoTg., p. 615.)—5. (Nub., 840.)—6. (Ran., 140.)— 7. (Aristoph., Equit., 51, 255.—Vesp., 584, 654, 660.— Ran
1540, <kc.)— 8. (Slaatsh., i., p. 252.) —9. (Prief. ad Aristoph.,
Nub., p. 1, &c., 2d edit.)— 10. (Aristot. ap. Schol. ad Aristoph.,
Vesp

, 682. — Hcsych., s. v. ^iKaarixdv. — Suidas, s. v. 'Hhua-
rai'.)— 11. (Lucian, Bis accusal., 12, 15.)— 12. (Schol. ad Aris-
toph., Plut., 277.-Suidas, s. v. Baxr^^p/a.—Etymol. Mag., s. v.

TLuuSoXov. — Pollux, Onom., viii., 16.)— 13. (Ariitoph., Vesp.,
Wll- 14. (Vesp., 560, &c , with the schol.)
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talents, a sum which is very high, and can, perhaps,
only be applied to the most flourishing times ol
Athens.'

TRIPLICA'TIO. (Vid. Actio, p. 19.)

*TRIPOLTON {TpinoTiiov), a plant. •' Seraplon
and Avicenna call it Turbith, which, however, is

said by Actuarius to be the root of the Alypiaa.

Sprengel says the Arabians and their commentators
committed a great mistake in confounding the Tur-
bith with the Tripolium. He is disposed to think it

the Plumba^'To Europaa, or Leadwort. Sibthorp,
however, holds it to be the Statice sinuata ; and, in

short, there is a great diversity of opinion respect-

ing it."*

TRIPOS (rpinov^), a Tripod, i. e., any utensil oi

article of furniture supported upon three feet, more
especially

I A three-legged table (vid. Mensa, page 633.)

The first woodcut at p. 276 shows such a table in

use. Its three supports are richly and tastefully

ornamented. Various single legs (Irapezopkora*),

wrought in the same style out of white marble, red
porphyry, or other valuable materials, and consisting
of a lion's head or some similar object at the top,

and a foot of the same animal at the bottom, united
by intervening foliage, are preserved in the British

Museum,* and in other collections of antiquities.

The tripod used at entertainments to hold the Cra-
ter (p. 319) had short feet, so that it was not much
elevated. These tables were probably sometimes
made to move upon castors.*

II. A pot or caldron used for boiling meat, and
either raised upon a three-legged stand of bronze,

as is represented in the woodcut, p. 678, or made
with its three feet in the same piece. Such a uten*

sil was of great value, and was sometimes offered

as a prize in the public games.*
III. A bronze altar, not differing, probably, in its

original form, from the tall tripod caldron already
described. In this form, but with additional orna-
ment, we see it in the annexed woodcut, which
represents a tripod found at Frejus.' That this

was intended to be used in sacrifice may be inferred

from the bull's head, with a fillet tied round the

horns, which we see at the top of each leg.

All the most ancient representations of the sacn
ficial tripod exhibit it of the same general shipe,
together with three rings at the top to serve as
handles (ovoT-a*). Since it has this form on all the

coins and other ancient remains which have any
reference to the Delphic oracle, it has been with

sufficient reason Cmotuded that the tripod from
which the Pythian priestess gave responses was of

1. (B6ckh, Staatsh., &c., i.. p 250. — Meier, Att. Pioc., p
125, <fec.)—2. (Uioscor., iv., 13i —Theophr., H. P., ix., 19.-
Adanis, Append., s. v.)—3. (Cic. ad Fain., vii., 23.)— 4. (d'ombe
Ancient Marbles, i., 3; i., 13; iii., 38.)—5. (Horn., II., xviii.

375.)— 6. (xxiii., 264, 702, 703.) — 7. (Spun, Misc. Trud. Ant.
p. 118.)—8. (Horn.. 11.. xviii.. 378 )
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this kind fid right-hand figuie in the preceding

woodcut 18 copied from one published by K. O.

MiJller,' founded upon numerous ancient authorities,

and designed to show ths appearance of tlie oracu-

lar tripod at Delphi. Besides the parts already

mentioned, viz., the three legs, the three handles,

and the vessel or caldron, it shows a flat, round

plale, called oAyuof, on which the Pythia seated her-

self in order to give responses, and on which lay a

laurel leaf at other times. This figure also shows
the position o*" the Cortina, which, as well as the

caldrsn, was made of very thin bronze, and was
supposed to increase the prophetic sounds whi<;h

came from underneath the earth*

The celebrity of this tripod produced innumerable
imitations of it,' called " Delphic tripods."* They
were made to be used in sacrifice, and still more
frequently to be presented to the treasury both in

that place and in many other Greek temples.* {Vid.

DoN.iRiA.) Tripods were cb.iefly dedicated to Apol-

lo* and to Bacchus. Partly in allusion to the fable

of the rape of a tripod from Apollo by Hercules,

and the recovery of it by the former,' the tripod was
one of his usual attributes, and therefore occurs

continually on coins and ancient marbles which
have a relation to him. Of this we have an ex-

ample in the bas-relief engraved on p. 78, which
also exhibits two more of his attributes, the lyre and
the plectrum. In conformity with the same ideas,

it was given as a prize to the conquerors at the

Pythian and other games, which were celebrated in

honour of Apollo.' On the other hand, the theatre

at Athens being considered sacred to Bacchus, the

successful Choragus received a bronze tripod as

the appropriate prize. The choragic monuments
of Thrasyilus and Lysicrates, the ornamental frag-

tnents of which are now in the British Museum,
were erected by them to preserve and display the

ripods awarded to them on such occasions. We
fil'd, also, that a tripod was sometimes consecrated
.o the Muses' and to Hercules."

A tripod, scarcely less remarkable than that from
which the Pythia delivered oracles, and consecrated
to Apollo in the same temple at Delphi, was that made
from the spoils of the Persian army after the battle

of Plataeae. It consisted of a golden bowl, supported
by a three-headed bronze serpent." The golden
bowl having been removed, the bronze serpent was
taken to Constantinople, and is probably the one
which was seen there by Spon and Wheler in 1675.

The first figure in the following woodcut is copied
from Wheler's engraving of it.'* He says it was
about fourteen or fifteen feet high.

The use of bronze tripods as altars evidently
arose, in a great degree, from their suitableness to

be removed from place to place. We have an ex-
ample of this mode of employing them in the scene
which is represented in the woodcut on p. 897.
To accommodate them as much as possible to this

purpose, they were sometimes made to fold together
into a small compass by a contrivance, which may
be understood from an inspection of the following
woodcut. The right-hand figure represents a tripod
in the British Museum. A patera or a plain metal-
lic disk was laid on the top when there was oc-
casion to offer incense. Many of these movable
folding tripods may be seen in museums, proving
how common they were among the Romans.
Another species of tripods deserving of notice

1. (Biittiger's AmaUhea, i., p. 119.)—2. (Virg., JEn., iii., 92.)
—8. (Ui'Kl. Sic. xvi.,26.)—4. (Athon., v., p. 199.)—5. (Athen.,
vi., p. 231,/. ; 232, (f—Pau*., iv., 32, 1.)—6. (Paus., iii., 18,
6.)—7. (Paus , ill., 21, « 7.—Id., x.. 13, 4.)—8. (Herod., i., 144.)—
9. (Hen., Op. et Dies, 658.)—10. (Puus., i., 7, » 3.)— 11. (Herod.,
ix., 81.- Tliucyd., i., 132. — Scliol. in loc.—Paus., x., 13, 1) 5.—
GylliuF, Tup. Const., ii., 13.— Uaiidiiri, Imp. Uneiit., t. ii., p.
814.)- 12. Unuruey iuto Greece, p. 185.)

are those made of marble or hard stone. One waa
discovered in the villa of Hadrian, five feet high,

and therefore unsuitable to be used in sacrifice. It

is very much ornamented, and was probably in

tended merely to be displayed as a w'ork of art •

TRIPU'DIUM. ( Vid. Auspiciom, p. 130.)

TRIRE'MIS. (Kjti. Ships.)

TIUTAGONISTES {rpiTayuviaT^c). (Vid. i.ii.

TRIO, p. 505.)

«TRIT'ICUM (TTvpof), Wheat. " Sprengel re-

marks, that the Trilicum hybernum and aslioum are
indicated by the irvpo^ ;^;e<^o<T7ropoiy;tfi'Of koI rpifi^voi

of Theophrastus, &c. It is the irvpog aiTaviog of
Dioscorides. The finest kind of wheat was called

aLXiyvLTT)^ by the Greeks, and siligo by the Roitians

;

the second sort in quality was called aen'iddkiq by
the Greeks, and similago by the Romans ; the third

sort was called avyKofiiaroq and avTOTvpirri^ by the
Greeks, and aulopyrus by the Romans ; the last

kind was called Trervpt'af."*

TRITTUA (TpiTTva). (
Vid. Sacrificiom, p. 846.)

TRITTUS {TpLTTv<;). {Vid. Tribus, Greek, p.

1003.)

TRIUMPHUS, a solemn procession, in which a
victorious general entered the city in a chariot

drawn by- four horses. He was preceded by the
captives and spoils taken in war, was followed by
his troops, and after passing in state along the Via
Sacra, ascended the Capitol to offer sacrifice in the
Temple of Jupiter.

Such displays have been so universal among all

warlike tribes from the earliest times, and are so
immediately connected with some of the stiingest
passions of the human heart, that it would be as
useless as it is impossible to trace their origin his-

torically. It is scarcely necessary to advert to the
fancies of those ancient writers who refer their first

institution to the mythic conquests of Bacchus in

the East,' nor need we attach much importance to

the connexion between triumphus and '&piaft6o(, ac-

cording to the etymology doubtingly proposed by
Varro.* Rejoicings after a victory, accompanied
by processions of the soldiery with their plunder,
must have been coeval with the existence of the
Romans as a nation ; and, accordingly, the return
of Romulus with spolia opima, after he had defeated
the Caeninenses and slain Aero their king, is do-
scribed by Dionysius* with all the attributes of a
regular triumph. Plutarch* admits that this event
was the origin of and first step towards the triumph
of after-times, but censures Dionysius for the state-

1. (Caylus, Recueil, t. ii., pi. .'3.)—2. (Adams, Append., t.^.)— 3. (Diod. Sic, iv.,5.— Plin., H.N., vii.,57.) — 4. (De Ling
Lat., vi , 68, ed. MaUer.)—3. (li. 34 —Compare Prop «»., 1, tt t

—6. (Rom., 16.)
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ment that Romulus made his entrance in a quadriga,

which he considers disproved by the fact that all

the triumphal {rpoTTaio(f>6pov() statues of that king,

as seen in his day, represented him on foot. He
adds, that Tarquinius Priscus, according to some,

or Poplicola according to others, first triumphed in

a chariot ; and in corroboration of this, we find that

the first triumph recorded by Livy» is that over the

Sabines by Tarquinius, who, according to Verrius,'

wore upon this occasion a robe of cloth or gold.

Whatever conclusion we may form upon these

points, it is certain that, from the first dawn of au-

thentic history down to the extinction of liberty, a

regular triumph (Justus triumphus) was recognised

as the summit of military glory, and was the cher-

ished object of ambition to every Roman general.

A triumph might be granted for successful achieve-

ments either by land or sea, but the latter were
comparatively so rare that we shall for the present

defer the consideration of the naval triumph.

After any decisive battle had been won, or a

province subdued by a series of successful opera-

tions, the imperator forwarded to the senate a
laurel-wreathed despatch (Jtitera laurcata^), contain-

ing an account of his exploits. If the intelligence

proved satisfactory, the senate decreed a public

thanksgiving. (Fid. Supplicatio.) This supplica-

tion was so frequently the forerunner of a triumph,

that Cato thinks it necessary to remind Cicero that

it was not invariably so.* After the war was con-

cluded, the general, with his army, repaired to Rome,
or ordered his army to meet him there on a given

day, but did not enter the city. A meeting of the

senate was held without the walls, usually in the
Temple of Bellona' or Apollo,* that he might have
an opportunity of urging his pretensions in person,

and these were then scrutinized and discussed with
the most jealous care. The following rules and re-

strictions were, for the most part, rigidly enforced,

although the senate assumed the discretionary pow-
er of relaxing them in special cases.

1. That no one could be permitted to triumph
unless he had held the office of dictator, of consul,

or of praetor.' Hence a triumph was not allo~>ved

to P. Scipio after he had expelled the Carthaginians
from Spain, because he had commanded in that

province " sine ullo magistratu."^ The honours
granted to Pompey, who triumphed in his 24th year
(B.C. 81), before he had held any of the great offices

of state, and again ten years afterward, while still

a simple eques, were altogether unprecedented.'
2. That the magistrate should have been actually

in office both when the victory was gained and when
the triumph was to be celebrated. This regulation
was insisted upon only during the earlier ages of
the commonwealth. Its violation commenced with
Q. Publilius Philo, the first person to whom the sen-
ate ever granted a " prorogatio imperii" after the
termination of a magistracy," and thenceforward
proconsuls and proprastors were permitted to tri-

umph without question," although for a considera-
ble time the event was of rare occurrence. It was
long held, however, that it was necessary for the
"prorogatio imperii" to follow immediately upon
the termination of the magistracy, for a triumph
was refused to L. Lentulus, who succeeded P. Scipio
m Spain, on the ground that, although he had been
formerly prajtor, his imperium had not been con-
tinued uninterruptedly from the period when the

1. (i., 38. — Compare Flor., i., 5.— Eutrop., i., 6.)— 2. (Plin.,

H. N., xxxiii., 19.)—3. (Zontir., vii., 21. — Liv., ilvi., 1.—Plin.,
H. N.,iv., 40.) — 4. (Cic. ad Fam., XV., 5.)— 5. (Liv., ixvi., 21.
— Id., ixxvi., 39.)— 6. (Liv., xxxix., 4.) — 7. (Liv., xxviii., 38

;

ixxi., 20.)— 8. (Val. Max., ii., 8, * 5. — Liv., 1. o.) — 9. (Liv.,

Epit., 89.—Cic, Pro Leg. Man., 21.—Veil. Paterc, ii., 30 —Val.
Max., viii., 15, < 8. — Plut., Pomp., 12, 22.— Dion Cass., xxxvi ,

*)— 10. (Liv.,v.ii., 26.)—11. (Li» ix^ix., 45.—Id., xU, 25, 34.)

command expired, but had been renewed " extra
ordinem'' after a lapse of some years.' But towards
the close of the Republic this principle was entirely

abandoned. Consuls and praetors seldom quitted
the city until their term of office had ceased , and
when, at any subsequent period, they entered upop
the government of a province, either in regular rota-

tion or " extra ordinem," they enjoyed the full

status, and all the privileges of proconsuls and pr<>-

preetors. The position of Pompey when sent against
tli^ pirates, and afterward against Mithradates, and
of Cicero when he went to Cilicia, will be sufficient

to illustrate this, without multiplying examples.
3. That the war should have been prosecuted or

the battle fought under the auspices, and in the
province, and with the troops, of the general seeking
the triumph;* and hence the triumph of the praitio
Furius' was considered irregular and imperfect
Thus, if a victory was gained by the legatus ot u
general who was absent from the army, the honour
of it did not belong to the former, but to the latter,

inasmuch as he had the auspices.

4. That at least 5000 of the enemy should have
been slain in a single battle ; that the advantage
should have been positive, and not merely a com-
pensation for some previous disaster;* and that the
loss on the part of tiie Romans should have been
small compared with that of their adversaries.' By
a law of the tribunes L. Marius and M. Cato, penal-
ties were imposed upon all imperatores who should
be found guilty of having made false returns to the
senate, and it was ordained that, so soon as they
returned to the city, they should be required to at-

test the correctness of such documents upon oath
before the city quastor.' It is clear that these
provisions could never have existed during the pet-

ty contests with which Rome was fully occupied
for some centuries ; and even when wars were
waged upon the most extensive scale, we find many
instances of triumphs granted for general results,

without reference to the numbers slain in any ono
engagement.*

5. That the war should have been a legitimate

contest against public foes {justis hostilibusque bel-

lis^), and not a civil contest. Hence Catulus cele-

brated no triumph over Lepidus, nor Antonius over
Catiline, nor Cinna and Marius over their antago-
nists of the Sullan party, nor Cajsar after Pharsalia

;

and when he did subsequently triumph after his

victory over the sons of Pompey, it caused univer-

sal disgust. Hence the line in Lucan :'"

" Bella gcri placuit nullos habitura Iriumphos ""

(
Vid. OvATio.)

G. That the dominion of the state should have
been extended, and not merely something previously

lost regained. Hence Fulvius, who won back Ca-

pua after its revolt to Hannibal, did not receive

a triumph." The absolute acquisition of territory

do^s not appear to have been essential."

7. That the war should have been brought to a

conclusion, and the province reduced to a state of

peace, so as to permit of the army being withdrawn,
the presence of the victorious soldiers being con-

sidered indispensable in a triumph. In consequence
of this condition not being fulfilled, an ovation only

was granted to Marcellus after the capture of Syra
cuse,'* and to L. Manlius upon his return from

Spain." We find an exception in Liv., xxxi., 48,

1. (Liv., xxxi., 20.)— 2. (Liv., xxxi., 48. — Id., xxxiv., If .-
Val. Max., ii. 8, « 2.)— 3. (Liv., xxxi., 49.)— 4. (Val. Max., ii.,

8, (f 1.)—5. (Oros.,v.,4.)—6. (Liv., xxxiii., 22.)—7. (Val. Max.,

1. c.)—8. (Liv.,vii..20.— Id.,xl.,38.)--9. (Cic, Pro Dtiot.. 5.)

— 10. (i., 12.) — 11. (rid. Val. Max., ii., 8, « 7.— Dion Cans.,

xliii., 42. — Plut., Caes.. 56.)— 12. (Val. Max., 1. c. - Compam
Liv., xxxi., 5 ; xxxvi., 1.)— 13. (Duker ad Liv.. xxxi 5.)— 14.

(Liv., XXVI., 21.— Compare xxviii., 29; xxi., 4S.)--'45. (Li»,

xxxix . 20 )
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49, but this and similar cases must be regarded as

examples of peculiar favour.'

The senate claimed the exclusive right of delib-

erating upon ail these points, and giving or with-

holding the honour sought,* and they, for the most
part, exercised the privilege without question, except

in times of great political excitement. The sover-

f ignty of the people, however, in this matter, was
asserted at a very early date, and a triumph is said

to have been voted by the tribes to Valerius and
Horatius, the consuls of B.C. 446, in direct oppo-

sition to the resolution of the fathers,* and in a sim-

lar manner to C. Marcius Rutilus, the first plebeian

dictator,* while L. Postumius Megellus, consul B.C.

294, celebrated a triumph although resisted by the

senate and seven out of the ten tribunes." Nay,
more, we read of a certain Appius Claudius, consul

B.C. 143, who, having persisted in celebrating a

triumph in defiance of both the senate and people,

was accompanied by his daughter (or sister) Clau-

dia, a vestal virgin, and by her interposition saved
from being dragged from his chariot by a tribune.*

A disappointed general, however, seldom ventured
to resort to such violent measures, but satisfied

himself with going through the forms on the Alban
Mount, a practice first introduced by C. Papirius

Maso, and thus noticed in the Capitoline Fasti : C.

Papirius Maso cos. de Corseis primus in monte
Albano III. Nonas Mart. an. DXXII.' His exam-
ple was followed by Marcellus,* by Q. Minucius,*

and by many others ; so that Livy,*" after mention-
ing that the senate had refused a triumph to Cice-

reius (praetor B.C. 173), adds, " in monte Albano,

quod jam in morem venerat, triumphavit."^^

If the senate gave their consent, they at the same
time voted a sum of money towards defraying the

necessary expenses,** and one of the tribunes " ex

auctorilale senatus^' applied for a plebiscitum to per-

mit the iraperator to retain his imperium on the day
when he entered the city.'* This last form could

not bs dispensed with either in an ovation or a
triumph, because the imperium conferred by the
comitia curiata did not include the city itself; and
when a general had once gone forth "paludatus,"

his military power ceased as soon as he re-entered

the gates, unless the general law had been previous-

ly suspended by a special enactment ; and in this

manner the resolution of the senate was, as it were,
ratified by the plebs. ( Vid. Imperium, Paludamen-
TCM.) For this reason, no one desiring a triumph
ever entered the city until the question was deci-

ded, since by so doing he would ipso facto have
forfeited all claim. We have a remarkable example
of this in the case of Cicero, who, after his return

from Cilicia, lingered in the vicinity of Rome day
after day, and dragged about his lictors from one
place to another, without entering the city, in the
vain hope of a triumph.
Such were the preliminaries, and it only now re-

mains to describe the order of the procession. This,
in ancient days, was sufficiently simple. The lead-

ers of the enemy and the other -prisoners were led

along in advance of the general's chariot ; the mili-

tary standards were carried before the troops, who
followed laden with plunder ; banquets were spread
in front of every door, and the populace brought up
the rear in a joyous band, filled with good cheer,

chanting soi gs of victory, jeering and bantering as
they went al )ng with the pleasantries customary on

1. (See also Tacic, Ann., i., 6S, compared with ii., 41.)—2.
(Lir., iii., 63.—Polyb., vi., 11)—3. (Liv., iii., 62.—Dionyi., xi.,

50.)—4. (Liv., ii , 16.)—5. (Liv., x., 37.)—6. (Oro«.,T.,4.—Cic,
Pro Coil., 14.—Val. Max., v., 4, (> 6- Suet., Tib., 2.)—7. (Plin.,

H. N., XV., 38.) —8. (Liv.. xxvi., 21— Plut., Marc., 22.)— 9.

(Liv., ixxiii., 23.)— 10. («lii., 21.)— 11. (See alsoLiir., xlv.,38.)
-!«. (Polyb., vi., 13.)— 13. (Liv., xU , 35.—Id., xxvi., 21.)
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such occasions.' But in later times these pageants
were marshalled with extraordinary pomp and
splendour, and presented a most gorgeous spectacle

Minute details would necessarily be diflerent ac
cording to circumstances, but the general arrange-

ments were as follow. When the day appointed

had arrived, the whole population poured forth frorc

their abodes in holyday attire ; some stationed Ihena

selves on the steps of the public buildings in the
Forum and along the Via Sacra, while others mount*
ed scaffoldings erected for the purpose of command-
ing a view of the show. Tlie temples were all

thrown open, garlands of flowers decorated every
shrine and image, and incense smoked on every
altar.* Meanwhile the imperator called an assem-
bly of his soldiers, delivered an oration commending
their valour, and concluded by distributing rewards
to tl^e most distinguished, and a sum of money t<»

each individual, the amount depending on the value

of the spoils. He then ascended his triumphal cai

and advanced to the Porta Triumphalis (where this

gate was is a question which we cannot here dis-

cuss'), where he was met by the whole body of the

senate, headed by the magistrates. The procession

then defiled in the following order

:

1. The senate, headed by the magistrates.* 2.

A body of trumpeters. 3. A train of carriages and
frames' laden with spoils, those articles which were
especially remarkable either on account of their

beauty or rarity being disposed in such a manner as
to be seen distinctly by the crowd* Boards were
borne aloft on fercula, on which were painted, in

large letters, the names of vanquished nations and
countries. Here, too, models were exhibited, in

ivory and wood,' of the cities and forts captured,*

and pictures of the mountains, rivers, and other
great natural features of the subjugated region,

with appropriate inscriptions. Gold and silver in

coin or bullion, arms, weapons, and horse-furnitare

of every description, statues, pictures, vases, and
other works of art, precious stones, elaborately-

wrought and richly-embroidered stuffs, and every
object which could be regarded a.^ valuable or cu-
rious. 4. A body of flute-players. 5. The white
bulls or oxen destined for sacrifice, with gilded

horns, decorated with infulas and serta, attended by
the slaughtering priests with their implements, and
followed by- the Camilli bearing in their hands pate
rae and other holy vessels and instruments. 6. El-

ephants, or any other strange animals, natives of
the conquered districts. 7. The arms and insignia

of the leaders of the foe. 8. The leaders them-
selves, and such of their kindred as had been taken
prisoners, followed by the whole band of inferior

captives in fetters. 9. The coronrc and other trib-

utes of respect and gratitude bestowed on the im-
perator by allied kings and states. 10. The lictors

of the imperator in single file, their fasces wreathed
with laurel.' 11. Tiic imperator himself, in a circu

lar chariot of a peculiar form,'" drawn by four hor-

ses, which were sometimes, tiiough rarely, white."
The circular form of the chariot is seen in the fol-

lowing cut, copied from a marble formerly in the
possession of the Duked'Alcala at Seville," and also

in the next following cut, which represents tht; re-

verse of one of the coins of the Antonines. He was
attired in a gold-embroiderpd robe (to^a picla) and
flowered tunic (tunica palmala) ; he bore in his light

hand a laurel bough," and in his left a sceptre ;'* his

1. (Liv., iii., 20.) —2. (Plut., .Snitl. Paul.. 32.— Dion CaNi
Ixxiv., 1.)—3. {Vid. Cic. in Pis., 23.— Suet., Octav.. 101.—JoM
phus, B. J., vii., 24.)— 4. (Dion Cass.. Ii., 21.— Srrv. ad Virr.,
^n., 543.) — 5. (Josephus, B. J., vii.. 24.)— 6. (Suet.. Jul., 37.)
—7. (Quintil., vi.. 3.)—8. (Plin., H. N.. v., 5.)—9. (Plin., H. N,
v., 40.)— 10. (Zonar., vii.. 21.)— 11. (Plut., CamiU.. 7.—Serr.,

I. c—Dion Cass., xliii., 14.)— 12. (.Montraucon. Ant. Expl., torn.

IV., p<. CT.)— 13. (Pint., Paull., 32.)—14. (D onys., v., 47. -Vai
Maz..iv. 4 iS)
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brows were encircled with a wreath of Delphic

laurel,' in addition to which, in ancient times, his

body was painted bright red.' He was accompa-

nied in his chariot by his children of tender years,*

and sometimes by very dear or highly-honoured

friends,* while behind him stood a public slave hold-

ing over his head a golden Etruscan crown orna-

mented with jewels.* The presence of a slave in

such a place, at such a time, seems to have been

intended to avert " invidid" and the influence of the

evil eye, and for the same purpose a fascinum, a

little bell, and a scourge were attached to the vehi-

cle* Tertullian' tells us that the slave ever and
anon whispered in the ear of the imperator the

warnmg words " Respice post te, hominem memento
tc,'' and his statement is copied by Zonaras,' but is

not confirmed by any earlier writer. Isidorus,'

misunderstanding Pliny,** imagines that the slave in

question was a common executioner. 12. Behind
the chariot, or on the horses which drew it,** rode
the grown-up sons of the imperator, together with
the legati, the tribuni,'* and the equites, all on horse-

back. 13. The rear was brought up by the whole
body of the infantry in marching order, their spears
adorned with laurel,*' some shouting 1". Triumphe,-*
and singing hymns to the gods, while others pro-

claimed the praises of their leader, or indulged in

keen sarcasms and coarse ribaldry at his expense,
for the most perfect freedom of speech was granted
and exercised.*'

The arrangement of the procession, as given
above, is taken, with some changes, from the trea-
tise ofOnuphrius Panvinius, De Triumpho, in the 9th
volume of the Thesaurus of Graevius. The differ-

ent particulars are all collected from the accounts
transmitted to us of the most celebrated triumphs,
•uch as that of Pompey in Appian,** of Paulus
/Emilius in Plutarch" and in Livy,*» of Vespasian

1. (Plin., H. N., XV., 38, 3a )—2. (Pli::., H. N., xxiii., 36.)—
I. (Liv., xlv., 40.—Tacit., Ann., li., 41.)—4. (Dion Cass., li., 16.

-Id.,lxiii., 20.)—5. (Pirn., H. N., ixxiii., 4.—Id. ib., ixviii., 7.

— Zonar., vii., 21.)— 6. (Plin., H. N., xxviii , 7. — Zonar., vii.,

ei.)-7. (Apol., 33.)—8. (I.e.)—9. (xviii., ii.)— 10. (xxviii., 7.)
-11. (Zonar., 1. r.)— 12. (Cic. in Pis., 25.)— 13. (Plin., xv., 40.)
—14. (Varro, De Lmg.Lat., v., 7, ed. MOller.—Hor., Carm., iv.,

t, 49.—Tibull., ii., 6, 121.)— 15. (Liv., iv., 53.— Id., v., 49.— Id.,

*iv., 38.—Dionys., vii., 72—Suet., Jul., 49, 51.—Mart., I., v.,

l.)-lft (Bell. Mith., 116, 117.)—17. (Paul!., 32.)—18. (xlv., 40.)
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and Titus in Josephus,* and of Caniil/us in Zona
ras,* together with the remarks of Dionysius,' Ser-

vius,* and Juvenal.*

Just as the pomp was ascending the Capitoline

Hill, some of the hostile chiefs were led aside into

the adjoining prison and put to death, a custom so

barbarous that we could scarcely believe that it ex-

isted in a civilized age were it not attested by the

most unquestionable evidence.* Pompey, indeec*,

refrained from perpetrating this atrocity in his third

triumph,^ and Aurelian, on like occasion, spared

Zenobia, but these are quoted as exceptions to the

general rule. When it was announced that these

murders had been completed,* the victims were
then sacrificed, an offering from the spoils was pre-

sented to Jupiter, the laurel wreath was deposited

in the lap of the god,* the imperator was entertain-

ed at a public feast along with his friends in the

temple, and returned home in the evening preceded

by torches and pipes, and escorted by a crowd of

citizens.*' Plutarch** and Valerius Maximus*' say

that it was the practice to invite the consuls to this

banquet, and then to send a message requesting

them not to come, in order, doubtless, that the im-

perator might be the most distinguished person in

the company.
The whole of the proceedings, generally speak-

ing, were brought to a close in one day ; but when
the quantity of plunder v;as very great, and the

troops very numerous, a longer period was required

for the exhibition, and thus the triumph of Flaminius

continued for three days in succession.*^

But the glories of the imperator did not end with

the show, nor even with his life. It was custom-

ary (we know not if the practice was invariable) to

provide him, at the public expense, with a site for

a house, such mansions being styled triumphales

domus.^* After death, his kindred were permitted

to deposite his ashes within the walls (such, at least,

is the explanation given to the words of Plutarch**),

and laurel-wreathed statues, standing erect in tri-

umphal cars, displayed in the vestibulum of the

family mansion, transmitted his fame to posterity.

A Triumphus Navalis appears to have differed

in no respect from an ordinary triumph, except that

it must have been upon a smaller scale, and would

be characterized by the exhibition of beaks of ships

and other nautical trophies. The earliest upon

record was granted to C. Duillius, who laid the

foundation of the supremacy of Rome by sea in the

first Punic war ;** and so elated was he by his suc-

cess, that during the rest of his life, whenever he

relumed home at night from supper, he caused

flutes to sound and torches to be borne before him.*'

A second naval triumph was celebrated by Lutatius

Catulus for his victory off the Insulae Agates, B.C.

241 ;** a third by Q. Fabius Labeo, B.C. 189, over

the Cretans ;*' and a fourth by C. Octavius over

Kfng Perseus,"' without captives and without spoils.

Triumphus Castbensis was a procession of the

soldiers through the camp in honour of a tribunup,

or some oflScer inferior to the general, who had per-

formed a brilliant exploit.'*

After the extinction offreedom, the emperor beii g
considered as the commander-in-chief (tf all tlie

armies of the state, every military achievement waa
understood to be performed under his auspices, and

1. (B. J., vii., 5, H, 5, 6.)—2. (vii., 21.)-3. (ii., 34 ; v , 47.)

—4. (ad Virg., JEn., iv., 543.)—5. (Sat., x., 38-45.)—6. (Cic. in

Verr., II., v., 30.- Liv., xxvi., 13.—Joseph., vii., 24.)—7. (Ap-

pian. Bell. Mithrid., 117.)—8. (Joseph., 1. c.)—9. (Senec, Cou
sol. ad Helv., 10.— Plin., II. N.. xv., 40.- Pliii., Paneg., S.-

Stat., Sylv., iv., 1, 41.)-10. (Flor., ii., 1.)— 11. (Q. R., 77.)-
12. (ii.,8, «6.)-13. (Liv., xxiix., 52.—Plant., jEmil.FauU., 32.)

—14. (Plin.,n. N., xxxvi., 24,«6.)— 15. (Q. R.,78.)— 16. (Liv.,

Epit.,xvii.—Fast. Capit.)— 17. (Flor., ii, 1.—Cic, Cat. Maj., 13.)

—18. (Val. Max., ii., 8, 2.—Fast Capit. )-19. (Liv, xxxvu. 60.J

—20. (Liv., xlv., 42.)—21. (Liv., vii., 36.)
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uencc, according to the forms of even the ancient

constitution, he alone had a legitimate claim to a

triumph. This prirtcipio was soon fully recognised

and acted upon ; for, although Antonius had granted

triumphs to his legati,' and his example had been

freely followed by Augustus* in the early part of his

career, yet after the year B.C. 14' he entirely dis-

contiimed the practice, and from that time forward

triumphs were rai cly, if ever, conceded to any ex-

cept members of Ihe imperial family. But to com-
pensate in some degree for what was then taken

away, the custom was introduced of bestowing what
was termed Triumphalia Orvamcnla, that is, permis-

sion to receive the titles bestowed upon, and to ap-

pear in public with the robes worn by the impera-

tores of the commonwealth when they triumphed,

and to bequeath to their descendants triumphal

statues. These triumphalia ornamenta are said to

have been first bestowed upon Agrippa* or upon
Tiberius,* and ever after were a common mark of

the favour cf the prince.*

The last triumph ever celebrated was that of

Belisarius, who entered Constantinople in a quad-

riga, according to the fashion of the olden time,

after the recovery of Africa from the Vandals. The
total number of triumphs upon record down to this

period, has been calculated as amounting to 350.

Orosius'' reckons 320 from Romulus to Vespasian,

and Pitiscus* estimates the number from Vespa-
sian to Belisarius at 30.

TRIUMVIRI or TRESVIRI were either ordi-

nary magistrates or officers, or else extraordinary

commissioners, who were frequently appointed at

Rome to execute any public office. The following

is a list of the most important of both classes, ar-

ranged in alphabetical order.

Triumviri Agro Dividundo. {Vid. Triumviri Co-

LONI.^ DEDUCENDi£.)
Triumviri Capitales were regular magistrates,

first appointed about B.C. 292.' The institution

of their office is said to have been proposed by L.

Papirius, whom Festus'" calls tribune of the plebs,

but whom Niebuhr" supposes to be L. Papirius

Cursor, who was praetor in B.C. 292. They were
elected by the people, the comitia being held by the

prsetor." They succeeded to many of the functions

of the quaestores parricidii." ( Vid. Qu^stor, p.

828.) It was their duty to inquire into all capital

crimes, and lo receive informations respecting

such,'* and, consequently, they apprehended and
committed to prison all criminals whom they de-

tected." In conjunction with the sediles, they had
to preserve the public peace, to prevent all unlaw-

ful assemblies, &c." They enforced the payment
of fines due to the state." They had the care of

public prisons, and carried into effijct the sentence

or the law upon criminals." In these points they
resembled the magistracy of the Eleven at Athens.

( Vid. Elm'/en, The.) They had the power of inflict-

ing summary punishment upon slaves and persons
of lower rank : their court appears to have been
near the Maenian column." Niebuhr,*" who is fol-

lowed by Arnold,"' supposes that they might inflict

summary punishment on all oflTenders against the

public peace who might be taken in the fact ; but

1. (Dion Cass., xlix., 42.)—3. (Suet., Octav., 38.—Dion Cass.,

liv., 11, 12.)—3. (DionCasa., liv., 24.)— 4. (Dion Cass., 1. c,)—
5. (Suet., Octav., 9.)—6. (Tacit., Ann., i., 72.— lU. ib., ii., 52.—
U. ib., iii.,72, Ac— Id., Hist., i., 79.— Id. ib., ii., 78, &c.)— 7.

(v)i., 9.)- 8. (Lex. Antiq., s. v. Tnuuiphus.)—9. (Li»., Epit., H.
—Dig. 1, tit. 2, 8. 2, 4 30.)— 10. (s. v. Sacranientum.)— II. (ROm.
Gesch., lii., p. 480.)— 12. (Festus, I.e.)— 13. (Varro, Ling. Lat.,

v., 81, cd. MuUer.)— 14. (Varro, 1. c.—PIaul., Asin., i.,3, 5.— Id.,

\ul., iii.,2, 2.—Cic, Pro Cluent., 13.)— 15. (Liv., xxxix., 17.—
Val. Max , vi., 1, 10.—Cic, 1. c.)— 16. (Liv., xxv., 1 ; xxxix., 14.)

-17. (Fest., 1. c.)—18. (Liv., ixxii., 26. —Val. Max., v., 4. 7.

• -Id., viii., 4, 4 2.- Sail., Cat., 55.— Tacit., Ann., v., 9.)— 19.

(Fest., 1. c. — Gell., iii., 3.—Plaut., Amphit., i., 1, 3.—Cic, Pro
Cluer' 13.)-2I). (1. O—21. (Uisl. of Rome, ii.. p. 389..)

the passage of Festus, which Niebuhr quotes. doe«
not prove this, and it is improbable that they should
have had power given them of inflicting summary
punishment upon a Roman citizen, especially since
we have no instances recorded of their exercising
such a power.'

Triumviri Coloni.« Deducend.* were |)er80ns

appointed to superintend the formation of a colony.

They are spoken of under Colonia, p. 280. Since
they had, besides, to superintend the distribution of
the land to the colonists, we find them also called

Triumviri Colonia Deducendce Agroque Dividundo,*

and sometimes simply Triumviri Agro Dando.*
Triumviri Epulones. ( Kj(/. Epulo.nes.)

Triumviri Eqoitum Turmas Reuoonoscendi, or
Legendis Equitum Decukus, were magistrates first

appointed by Augustus to revise the lists of the
Equites, and to admit persons into the order. Th'ia

was formerly part of the duties of the censors.*

Triumviri Mensarii. {Vid. Mensarii.)

Triumviri Monetales. {Vid. Moneta.)
Triumviri Nocturni were magistrates electt'<l

annually, whose chief duty it was to prevent fires

by night, and for this purpose they had to go round
the city during the night {vigilias circumire). If

they neglected their duty, they appear to have been
accused before the people by the tribunes of the

plebs.' The time at which this office was insti

tuted is unknown, but it must have been previously

to the year B.C. 304.* Augustus transferred their

duties to the praefectus vigilum.^ ( Vid. PRiEPEc-
TUS ViGILUM.)

Triumviri Reficiendis .^Edibus, extraordinary

officers elected in the comitia tributa in the time of

the second Punic war, were appointed for the pur-

pose of repairing and rebuilding certain temples.*

Triumviri Reipublicje Constituend^. Niebuhr*
supposes that magistrates under this title were ap-

pointed as early as the time of the Licinian roga-

tions, in order to restore peace to the state after

the commotions consequent upon those rogations.**

Niebuhr also thinks that these were the magistrates
intended by Varro, who mentions among the extra-

ordinary magistrates that had the right of summon-
ing the senate, triumvirs for the regulation of the

Republic, along with the decemvirs and consulai

tribunes." We have not, however, any certain

mention of officer^ or magistrates under this name
till towards the close of the Republic, when the

supreme power was shared between Cajsar (Octa-

vianus), Antony, and Lepidus, who administered the

aflairs of the state under the title of Triumviri Ret-

publica Constituenda. This office was conferred

upon them in B.C. 43 for five years ;'* and on the

expiration of the term in B.C. 38, was conl- rred

upon them again in B.C. 37 for five years more."
The coalition between Julius Caesar, Pompey, anc
Crassus, in B.C. 60,'* is usually called the first tri-

umvirate, and that between Octavianus, Antony,
and Lepidus, the second ; but it must be borne in

mind, that the former never bore the title of trium-

viri, nor were invested with any office »Viiler that

name, whereas the latter were recognis<-d as regu-

lar magistrates under the above-mentioned title.

Triumviri Sacris Conquirendis Doni8;j"k PkR'
sioNANDis, extraordinary officers electe(i in tht*

comitia tributa in the time of the second Punic
war, seem to have had to take care that all property

1. (Walter, Gesch. der ROm. Recbts, p. 165, 858. — GOttling,

Gesch. der Rom. Slaatsv., p. 378.)—2. (Liv., viu., 16.)—3. (Liv.,

iii., 1.)—4. (Suet., Octav., 37.—Tacit., Ann., iii., 30.)—5. (Val.

Max.,viii., 1,4 5, 6.)—6. (Liv., ix., 46.)—7. (Di?. 1, tit. 15,». 1.)

—8. (Liv., XXV., 7.)—9. (R<»m. Gesch., iii., p. 56.)-10. (Lydas,

DeMag., i.,35.)—11. (Gellius, xiv., 7.)— 12. (Lir., Epit., 120.—

Appian, Bell. Civ., iv., 2, 12. — Dion Cass., xlvi
, 54, 56.—Yell

Patorc, ii., 65. — Plut., Cic, 46.)— 13. (Appian, Bell. Cit., v.,

95. — Dion Cass., ilviii., 54.)—14. (Ve'l. Palerc, li., 44.—Li«
Epit., 103.)
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jiven or consecrated to the gods was applied to

that purpose.*

Triumviri Senatus Leoendi were magistrates

appointed by Augustus to admit persons into the

senate. This was previously the duty of the cen-

sors.'
TROCiriLUS {Tpoxi2,og), the Motacilla regulus,

or Golden-crested Wren. It has been supposed the

same with the rvpavvoq of Aristotle.

TROCHUS {rpoxoi), a hoop. The Greek boys

used toexercise themselves, like ours, with trundling

a hoop. It was a bronze ring, and had sometimes

bells attached to it.^ It was impelled by means of

a hook with a wooden handle, called clavis* and

iXor^p. From the Greeks this custom passed to

the Romans, who consequently adopted the Greek

term.'' The hoop was used at the Gymnasium;*

and, therefore, on one of the gems in the Stosch

collection at Berlin, which is engraved in the an-

nexed woodcut, it is accompanied by the jar of oil

and the laurel branch, the signs of effort and of vic-

tory. On each side of this we have represented an-

other gem from the same collection. Both of these

exhibit naked youths trundling the hoop by means
of the hook or key. These show the size of the

hoop, which in the middle figure has also three

small rings or bells on its circumference.'

In a totally different manner hoops were used in

whe performances of tumblers and dancers. Xeno-
phon describes a female dancer who receives twelve

hoops in succession, throwing them into the air

and catching them again, her motions being regu-

lated by another female playing on the pipe.*

On the use of rpoxoc to denote the potter's wheel,

and the wheel applied in torture, see Ficiile and
TORMENTUM.
TROGLO'DYTES {Tpuylo6vT7]c), a vanety of

the (TTpovdng, or Passer. (^Vid. Strouthus.)
TR0JJ3 LUDUS. (Vid. Circus, p. 256.)

TROPJEUM {rpoTTaiov, Att. rpoiralov^), a trophy,

a sign and memorial of victory, wbic3i was erected

<m the field of battle where the enemy had turned
{rpETzu, Tpo-KTi) to flight, and in case of a victory

gained at sea, on the nearest land. The expression
for raising or erecting a trophy is rponalov arijaai,

or (jTfjaaadai, to which may be added and, or Kara
Tijv 'Ko'kefiiuv

}'^

When the battle was not decisive, or each party
considered it had some claims to the victory, both
erected trophies." Trophies usually consisted of
the arms, shields, helmets, &c., of the enemy that
were defeated ; and from the descriptions of Virgil
and other Roman poets, which have reference to
the Greek rather than to the Roman custom, it ap-
pears that the spoils and arms of the vanquished
were placed on the trunk of a tree, which was fixed
on an elevation. »» It was consecrated to some di-

vinity, with an inscription {imypafi/Ma) recording the
names of the victors and of the defeated party ;"

I. (Liv., XXV., 7.)— 2. (Suet., Octav., 37.)—3. (Mart., xi., 22,
t.—M., xiv., 168, 169.)—4. (Propert., iii., 12.)—5. (Hor., Carm.,
ill., 24, 57.) — 6. (Propert., I. c. — Ovid, Trist., ii., 485.)— 7.
(Winckclmann, Descr. des Pierres Gravies, p. 452, 455.) 8.
(Syrapos., ii., 7, 8.) —9. (Schol. ad Aristoph., Plat., 453.) — 10.
(Wolf ad Dcm. in Lept

, p. 296.) —11. (Tliucyd., i., 54, 105 ; ii.,

93. )—12. (Virg., JEn., xi., 5.— Scrv. ad loc. — Stat., Theb., iii.,

707.—Juv., X., 133.)— 13. (Eurip., Phcen., 583.— Schol. ad loc—
Paus., v., 27, () 7. — Virff., JEn., iii., 288. — Ovid, Ar. Auv ii.,

744.—Ttoit., Ana. , ii., 22.)
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whence tiophies were regarded as inviolable, wliick

even the enemy were not permitted to remove.'
Sometimes, however, a people destroyed a trophy,

if they considered that the enemy had erected it

without sufficient cause, as the Milesians did with
a trophy of the Athenians." That rankling and
hostile feelings might not be perpetuated by the
continuance of a trophy, it seems to have been ori-

ginally part of Greek international law that trophies

should be made only of wood, and not of stone or

metal, and that they should not be repaired when de-

cayed.' Hence we are told that the Lacedaemoni-
ans accused the Thebans before the Amphictyonio
council, because the latter had erected a metal
trophy.* It was not, hov/ever, unconmion to erect

such trophies. Plutarch* mentions one raised in

the time of Alcibiades, and Pausanias* speaks of
several which he saw in Greece.'

The trophies erected to commemorate naval vic-

tories were usually ornamented with the beaks or

acroteria of ships {vid. Acroterium, Rostra), and
were generally consecrated to Poseidon or Neptune.
Sometimes a whole ship was placed as a trophy.*

The following woodcut, taken from a painting

found at Pompeii,' contains a very good representa-

tion of a tropaeum, which Victory is engaged in

erecting. The conqueror stands on the other side

of the trophy, witli his brows encircled with laurel

The Macedonian kings never erected trophies, foi

the reason given by Pausanias.'" and hence the

same writer observes that Alexander raised no
trophies after his victories over Darius and in India.

The Romans, too, in early times, never erected any
trophies on the field of battle," but carried home the

spoils taken in battle, with which they decorated

the public buildings, and also the private houses of

individuals. {Vid. Spolia.) Subsequently, how-
ever, the Romans adopted the Greek practice of

raising trophies on the field of battle : the first

trophies of this kind were erected by Domitius Ahe-

nobarbus and Fabius Maximus, B.C. 121, after their

conquest of the AUobroges, when they built at the

junction of the Rhone and the Isara towers of white

stone, upon which trophies were placed adorned

with the spoils of the enemy." Pompey also raised

1. (Dion Ca8s.,xlii., 48)—2. (Thiicyd., viil., 24.)— 3. (Plut.,

Qusst. Rom., 37, p. S73, c— Diodor., xiii., 24.) — 4. (C c, D«
Invent., ii., 23.)—5. Alcib., 29, p. 207, ri.)-6 (ii., 21, t) 9 ; ii(.,

14, ^ 7 ; v., 27, t) 7.) -7. (Wachsmnlh, Hell. Alt.. II., i.. p. 424.

—Sch.imann, Ant. Jl .-. Pub. Gr., p. 370 )— 8 (Thiicyd.. ii.. 84,

92.)-9. (Mu8. Boriwn., vii., t.7.)— 10. lix, 40, t 4.1—11. 'Flo

rus, iii., 2.)—12. (Id., 1. c—Strab., w., } \85.)
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troptiies on the Pyrenees after his victories in

Spain / Julius Cffisar did the s? jie near Ziela, after

his victory over Pharnaces,* and Drusus near the

Elbe, to commemorate his victory over the Ger-

mans.* Still, however, it was more common to

ere::*, some memorial of the victory at Piome than

on \\ e field of battle. The trophies raised by Ma-
rius to commemorate his victories over Jugurlha
and the Cimbri and Teutoni, which were cast down
by Sulla and restored by Julius Caesar, must have
been in the city.* In the later times of the Repub-
lic and under the Empire, the erection of triumphal

arches was the most common way of commemora-
ting a victory, many of which remain to the present
day. (Vid. Arcus.)
TROSSULI. (Vid. Equites, p. 415.)
TRUA, dim. TRULLA (ropuvj?), derived from

T/)t)6), Topu, &c., to perforate ; a large and flat spoon
or ladle pierced with holes ; a trowel. The an-

nexed woodcut represents such a ladle, adapted to

stir vegetables or other matters in the pot,* to act

as a strainer when they were taken out of the wa-
ter, or to dispel the froth from its surface.* The
ladle here drawn was found in the kitchen of " the

house of Pansa" at Pompeii.

The trulla vinaria' seems to have been a species

of colander {vid. Colum), used as a wine-strainer.'

Though generally applied to these domestic and cu-

linary purposes,* the trulla was found to be con-

venient for putting bees into a hive.*" It was also

commonly used to plaster walls," and thus gave
Tise to the verb trullissare. {Vid. Paries, p. 736.)

Mr. Fellows'' explains the Eastern method of

using a kind of colander in washing the hands. It

is placed as a cover upon the jar {vid. Olla), which
receives the dirty water. This may therefore be
the truUcum, which the ancients used, together with
the basin and ewer, to wash their hands.'*

TRU'TINA {TpvTuvri), a general term including
both Libra, a balance, and statera, a steelyard.'*

Payments were originally made by weighing, not
by counting. Hence a balance {trutina) was pre-

served in the Temple of Saturn at Rome.'* The
balance was much more ancient than th? steelyard,

which, according to Isidore of Seville,'* was invent-

ed in Campania, and therefore called, by way of
distinction, Trutina Campana. Consistently with
this remark, steelyards have been found in great

numbers among the ruins of Herculaneum and Pom-
peii. The construction of some of them is more
elaborate and complicated than that of modern
steelyards, and they are in some cases much orna-
mdrted. The annexed woodcut represents a re-

markably beautiful statera which is preserved in

the Maseum of the Capitol at Rome. Rs support is

the trunk of a tree, round which a serpent is en-
iwiied. The equipoise is a head of Minerva. Three
other weights lie on the base of the stand, designed
:o be hupg upon the hook when occasion required."

Vitruvius" explains the principle of the steelyard,

nnd mentions the following constituent parts of it

:

i-,e scale (lancula), depending from the head (caput),

fiear which is the point of revolution (centrum) and

(Strab., iii., p. 156.—Plin., II. N., iii., 3.—Dion Ca»»., xli.,

S4.—Sail. ap. Sorv. in Virg., JEn., xi., 6.)—2. (Dion Ca»«., xlii.,

48.)—3. (Id., li., 1.—Florus, it., 12.)—4. (Snct., Jul., 11.)—5.

(Schol. in Aristoph., At., 78.)— 6. (Non. Marcell., p. 19, ed.
Mopceri.) — 7. (VaiTo, L. L., t., 118. ed. MOUer.)— 8. (Clc,
Verr., 11., it, 27.—Hor, Sat., ii., 3, 144.)—9. (Eiipolii, p. 174,
rd. Runkcl.) — 10. (Col., De Re Bust., ix., 12.) — 11. (Pa)lad.,
De Re Rust., i., 13. 15.)— 12. (Exc. m Asia Minor, p. 153.)—13.

(Non. Marcell., p. 547, ed. Mereeri.)— 14. (Id., p. 180.) — 15.
(Varro, L. L., v., 183, ed. MOller.) — 16. (Orig., XTi., 24.)— 17.
.Mtti Capit., c. ii., p. 213.)— 18. (x., 3, a. 8, ^ 4.)

the handle (ansa). On the otiier side of the ceniio
from the scale is the beam (scapus), with the w^eight

or equipoise (aquipondium), which is made to move
along the points (per puncta) expressing the weights
of the different objects that are put into the scale.

*TRYGON (Tfmyuv), the Turtle-dove, or Colum-
ha turtur, L.'

II. A species of Skate or Ray, the Fire-flaire, or

Raja pastinaca, L., the same as the Trygon pasti-

naca, Adanson.'
TUBA (auXTiy^), a bronze trumpet, distinguished

from the cornu by being straight, while the latter

was curved : thus Ovid,*

*' Non tuba direcli non aris cornua flexi."*

Facciolati, in his Lexicon,* is mistaken in supposing
that Aulus Gellius and Macrobius,^ who copies
him, intend to affirm that the tuba was crooked.
The words of the former do not mean that both the
lituus and the tuba were crooked, but that both that

kind of trumpet which was called a lituus and also

the staff of the augur were crooked, and that it was
doubtful which of the two had lent its name to the
other. ( Vid. Lituus.)
The tuba was employed in war for signals of

every description,* at the games and public festi-

vals,' also at the last rites to the dead (hine tuba,

candela.^"), and Aulus Gellius" tells us, from Atteius
Capito, that those who sounded the trumpet at fu-

nerals were termed &iticines, and used an instrument
of a peculiar form. The tones of the tuba are rep-

resented as of a harsh and fear-inspiring character

(fraclos sonilus tubarum ;'* terribtlem sonilnm cere

canoro^'), which Ennius'* endeavoured to imitate in

the line

"At tuba terribili sonilu taratantara dixit."

The invention of the tuba is usually ascribed by
ancient writers to the Etruscans,'* and the epithet

XijaToaaXniyKTai (i. e., robber-trumpeters'*) would
seem to indicate that they had made it famous by
their piracies. It has been remarked that Homer
never introduces the ouXnty^ in his narrative but

in comparisons only," which leads us to infer that,

although known in his time, it had been but recent-

ly introduced into Greece ; and it is certain that,

notwithstanding its eminently martial character, it

1. (Adams, Append., s. v.)—2. (Aristot., II. A., i., 5, Ae-
olian, N. A., i., 37. &c.—Adams, Append., s. t.)—3. (Met., i

98.)—4. (Compare Veget.. iii., 5.)— 5. (s. t. Tuba.)—6. (t., 8.)-

7. (Macmb.. Sat.. \-i., 8.) — 8. (Tacit.. Hist., ii., 29. — C«8., B
C, iii.. 46.—Ilirt., B. G., viii., 20.—LiT., xxiii., 27.)—9. (Jut.,

vi., 249 ; x.. 214.—Vire., JEn., y., 113.—Ovid, Fast., i., 716.)—
10. (Pers.. iii.. 103.—V'lrg^ .fin., xi., 191.—Ovid, Heroid., xii.,

140.—Amor., II., vi., 6.)— 11. (xx , 2.)— 12. (Vir?., Oeatg., ir.,

72.)— 13. (Id., ^n., ix., 503.)— 14. (Serr. ad Virg., 1. c—Com
pare Priscian, Tiii., 18, 103. ed. Krehl.)—15. f Athen., >., c. 89
—Pollux, Onom., it., 85, 87.—Piodor., t., 40.—Scrv. ad Virg.,

^n., Tiii., 516.— Clem. Alex.. Strom., i.. p. 306.)— 16. (Phot
and Hesych., s. t.—Pollux, 1. c.)—17. (11.: xviii., 219 , xxi 189
—Eustath. and Schol.)
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^•as not until a late period used in the armies of the

leading states. By the tragedians its Tuscan ori-

gin was fully recognised : Athena, in ^schylus,

orders the deep-toned, piercing Tyrrhenian trumpet

to sound ;' Ulysses, in Sophocles,' declares that the

accents of his beloved goddess fell upon his ears

like the tones of the brazen-mouthed Tyrrhenian

bell {ku6uvoc, i. e., the bell-shaped aperture of the

trumpet), and similar epithets are applied by Eurip-

ides,' and other Greek* and Roman writers {Tyrrhe-

mis clangor;^ Tyrrhenm clangore tubcR^). Accord-

ing to one account, it was first fabricated for the

Tyrrhenians by Athena, who, in consequence, was
worshipped by the Argives under the title of 2«A-

Tiyf,' while at Rome the tubilustrium, or purifica-

tion of sacred trumpets, was performed on the last

day of the Quinquatrus. (Fi«Z. Quinquatrus.) In

another legend the discovery is attributed to a

mythical king of the Tyrrhenians, Maleus, son of

Hercules and Omphale ;* in a third to Pisaeus the

Tyrrhenian ;' and Silius has preserved a tradition,'"

according to which the origin of this instrument is

traced to Vetulonii."

There appears to have been no essential differ-

ence in form between the Greek and Roman or

Tyrrhenian trumpets. Both were long, straight

bronze tubes, gradually increasing in diameter, and
/^rminating in a bell-shaped aperture. They pre-

sent precisely the same appearance on monuments
of very different dates, as may be seen from the

cuts annexed, the former of which is from Trajan's

coli'mn, and the latter from an ancient fictile vase.'"

ilie scholiast on the Iliad" reckons six varieties

of trumpets
; the first he calls the Grecian cdXiziy^

which Athena discovered for the Tyrrhenians, and
the sixth, termed by him kut' t^oxvv, the TvpaTjviKTj

tjQjniy^, he describes as bent at the extremity (/rw-

iwva KEKXaofiivov tx^'vca) ; but by this we must un-
questionably understand the sacred trumpet {kpan-
K/j au?iK:y^*), the liluus already noticed at the be-
ginning of this article."

TUBILU'STRIUM. {Vid. Qoinquatrub.)
TULLIA'NUM (Fid. Carcer.)
TUMBOS (nyifiof). {Vid. Funhs, p. 457.)
TUMULTUA'RII. {Vid. Tumultus.)

1. (Eumftn., 567.)—2. (Aj., 17.)—3. (Phan., 1376.—Heracl.,
830.)—i. (Auctor.,Rhes., 988.—Brunck, Anal., torn, ii., p. 142.)
—5. (Virg., ^n., viii.,526.-Stat.,Thel)., iii.,650.)—6. (Silius,
ii., 19.)—7. (Schol. ad llom., U., xviii., 219, e. cod. Vict.—Paus.,
ii., 21, I) 3.)--8. (Lutat. ad Stat., Theb., iv., 224 ; vi., 404.—
Hvgin., Fab., 274.—Schol. ad Horn., 1. c.)— 9. (Plin., H. N.,
»ii., 57. — Photiiis, s. v.) — 10. (viii., 490.) — 11. (Miiller, Die
Elrusker, IV., i , 3. 4, 5.)— 12. (Hope, Costumes of the Anc, pi.

J56.)— 13. (I.e.)' 14. (hvdus, De Mens., iv., 6.)— 15. (Compare
• '"-an, i., 431.)
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TUMULTUS was the name given to a Buaoea or

dangerous war in Italy or Cisalpine Gaul, and the
word was supposed by the ancients to be a contrac-
tion of timor multus^ {tumultus dictus, quasi timor

multus^). It was, however, sometimes applied to a
sudden or dangerous war elsewhere ;' but this does
not appear to have been a correct use of the word.
Cicero* says that there might be a war without a
tumultus, but not a tumultus without a war ; but it

must be recollected that the word was a'so applied
to any sudden alarm respecting a war ; whence we
find a tumultus often spoken of as of less importance
than a war,* because the results were of less con
sequence, though the fear might have been much
greater than in a regular war.

In the case of a tumultus there was a cessation
from all business ( juslitium), and all citizens were
obliged to enlist, without regard being had to the
exemptions {vacationes) from military service which
were enjoyed at other times.' As there was not
time to enlist the soldiers in the regular manner,
the magistrates appointed to command the army
displayed two banners {vcxilla) from the Capitol, one
red, to summon the infantry, and the other green,
to summon the cavalry, and said, " Qui rempuMicam
Sahara vult, me sequatur." Those that assembled
took the military oath together, instead of one by
one, as was the usual practice, whence they were
called conjurati, and their service conjuratio.'' Sol-

diers enli.sted in this way were called Tumulluarii
or Suhitani.^

TU'NICA {xiTuv, dim. xiTuviffKog, ;^ir(ji»iov), an
under-garment. The chiton was the only kind of

ivSvfia or under-garment worn by the Greeks. Of
this there were two kinds, the Dorian and Ioni-

an. The Dorian chiton, as worn by males, was a
short woollen shirt without sleeves ; the Ionian w^as

a long linen garment with sleeves. The under-
garment, afterward distinguished as the Dorian,

seems to have been originally worn in the whole of

Greece. Thucydides' speaks as if the long hnen
garment worn at Athens a little before his time was
the most ancient kind, since he attributes the adop-

tion of a simpler mode of dress to the Lacedaemoni-
ans, but we know with tolerable certainty that this

dress was brought over to Athens by the lonians of

Asia.'" It was commonly worn at Athens during

the Persi.m wars, but appears to have entirely gone
out of fashion about the time of Pericles, from which
time the Dorian chiton was the under-garment uni-

versally adopted by men through the whole of

Greece."
The distinction between the Doric and Ionic

chiton still continued in the dress of women. The
Spartan virgins only wore this one garment, and
had no upper kind of clothing, whence it is some-
times called himation {vid. Pallium) as well as chi-

torl.^^ Euripides'' incorrectly calls this Doric dress

peplos, and speaks of a Doric virgin as fiovoneTvXog.

From the circumstance of their only wearing one
garment, the Spartan virgins were called yvfivai'^*

{vid. NuDu.s), and also /jovox^ruvsg.^^ They appeared

in the company of men without any farther cover-

ing, but the married women never did so without

wearing an upper garment. This Doric chiion was
made, as stated above, of woollen stuff; it -A'aa

without sleeves, and was fastened over both shoul •

1. (Cic, Phil., viii., 1.)— 2. (Serv. ad Virg., ^d., ii., 486;

viii,, 1.—Festus, s. v. Tumult uarii.)—3. (Liv., xxxv., 1 ; xii., 6.

—Cic, Phil., v., 12.)—4. (Phil., viii., 1.)—5. (e. g.,Liv., ii., 26.)

—6. (Cic, II. cc—Liv., vii , 9, 11, 28 ; viii., 20 ; xxxiv., 56.)—7.
(Serv. ad Virg., iEn., viii., 1.)— 8. (Festus, s. v.—Liv., iii., 30;

X., 21 ; xL, 26.)—9. (i., 6.)— 10. (Miiller, De Min. Pol., p. 41.-

ld.,Dor.,iv., 2, 6 4.)-ll. (Athen., xii., p. 512, c.— Eustath., p.

954, 47.—Thucyd., I.e.—Aristoph.,Equit., 1330.)— 12. (Conij^r*

Herod., v., 87.—Schol. ad liurip., Hec, 933.)— 13. (Hecub., 1. c,

—Androm., 598.)— 14. (Plut.. tvr. , 14.)— 15. (Schol. ad Eutd.
Athen., liii., p. 588,/
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deis by clasps or buckles {nopnat, nrpovai), wbi';h

were ofleii of considerable size.' It was frequently

so short as not to reach the knee,' as is shown in

the figure of Diana on p. 245, who is represented
as equipped for the cliase. It was only joined to-

gether on one side, and on the other was left partly

open or slit up {trxioTog ;^trw»''), to allow a free mo-
tion of the limbs : the two skirts (nrepvyec) thus
frequently flew open, whence the Spartan virgins
were sometimes called (j>aivoft7ipi6tg,* and Euripides*
•peaks of them as with

yvfivolai firjpolq /tot ninXotg uveifiivoiq.

Examples of this axiaTog ;\:ira)v are frequently
seen in works of art : the following cut is taken
from a bas-relief in the British Museum, which rep-
rcbente an Amazon with a chiton of this kind : some
parts of the figure appear incomplete, as the original
•8 mutilated.*

llic Ionic chiton, on the contrary, was a long and
loose garment, reaching to the feet {no6f)prig), with
wide sleeves (Kopai), and was usually made of linen.
The sleeves, however, appear usually to have cov-
ered only the upper part of the arm ; for in ancient
works of art wc seldom find the sleeve extending
farther than the elbow, and sometimes not so far.

The sleeves were sometimes slit up. and fastened
together with an elegant row of brooches,^ and it is

to this kind of garment that Bottiger* incorrectly
gives the name of axiordc xl'<''^v. The Ionic chiton,
according to Herodotus,* was originally a Carian
dress, and passed over to Athens from Ionia. The
women at Athens originally wore the Doric chiton,
but were compelled to change it for the Ionic after

they had killed, with the buckles or clasps of their
dresses, the single Athenian who iiad returned alive
from the expedition against ^^gina, because there
were no buckles or clasps required in the Ionic
dress. The Muses are generally represented with
this chiton. The following woodcut, taken from a
statue in the British Museum, represents the Muse
Thalia wearing an Ionic chiton. The peplum has
fallen off her shoulders, and is held up by the left

hand. The right arm, holding a pedum, is a modern
restoration.

Both kinds of dress were fastened round the mid-
dle with a girdle {vid. Zona) ; and as the Ionic chiton
was usually longer than the body, part of it was
drawn up so that the dress might not reach farther
than the feet, and the part which was so drawn up
overhung or overlapped the girdle, and was called
KoXnog.

There was a peculiar kind of dress, which seems
to have been a species of double chiton, called Sl-

irXot(, 6nrXot6iov, and tj/iiAnrXoUhov. Some writers
suppose that it A'as a kind of little cloak thrown
orer the chiton, in which case it would be an amic-

1. (Herod.—Schol. ad Eurin., 11. cc.)—2. (Clem. Alex., P«d.,
ii., 10, p. 258.)— 3. {PoUux, Onom., vii., 55.)—4. (W , 1. c.)-5.
(.\ndroin., l.c )— fl. (See also Mus. Borh., iv.,t. 21 )—7. (jElian,
V. H.. •., 18.)—8. (Kleine Schr., lii., p. 50.)—9 (v.. 87. 88.)

tus, and could not be regarded as a chiton ; Dui
Becker and others maintain that it was not a sep-
arate article cf dress, but was merely the upper part
of the cloth forming the chiton, which was larger
than was required for the ordinary chiton, and was
therefore thrown over the front and back. The fol-

lowing cuts' will give a clearer idea of the form of
this garment than any description.

It seems impossible to determine with ccrtaimv
whether the diploidion formed part of the chiton, or
was a separate piece of dress. Those writers who
maintain the former view think that it is quite
proved by the left-hand figure in the preceding cut

;

but this is not conclusive evidence, since the chiton
may have terminated at the waist. In the right-

hand figure we see that the chiton is girded round
the middle of the body, as described above, and that

the fold which overhangs {Ko^nog) forms, with the
end of the diploidion, a parallel line, which was al-

ways the case. This is also plainly seen in the wood-
cut to the article Umbracui.um. Since the diploidion

was fastened over the shoulders by means of buckles
or clasps, it was called tnufiig, which Miiller* sup-
poses, from Euripides {Hecub., 553) and Athenacus
(xiii., p. 608, b.), to have been only the end of the
garment fastened on the shoulder ; but these pas-
sages do not necessarily prove this, and Pollux*
evidently understands the word as meaning a gar-

ment itself.

Besides the word ;ttT"*', we also meet with the
diminutives ;t;trwvtffKOf and x^'''i->viov, the former of
which is generally applied to a garment worn by

men, and the latter to one v orn by women, though
this distinction is not always preserved. A ques-
tion arises whether these two words relate to a
different garment from the chiton, or mean merely
a smaller one. Many modern writers think that

1. (Mas. Borbou., ii., t. 4, S.)— S Urchto) der Kun^C, 4 339.

4.)—3. (vii., 49.)
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tae chiton was not worn immediately next ihe skin,

but that there was worn under it a shirt {xmoviaKog)

or chemise (j(it(j*>iov). In the dress of men, how-

.'ver, this does not appear to have been the case,

since we find ;j;<Tuv<(T/cof frenuently used as identical

with ;ttrcjv, and spoken of as the only under-gar-

ment worn by individuals (To l/idnov kuI tov

XiTuvlanov^). It appears, on the contrary, that fe-

males »rere accustomed to wear a chemise (;i;trwvi-

ov) under their chiton, and a representation of such

a one is given in p. 699.*

It was the practice among most of the Greeks to

wear an himation, or outer garment, over the chiton,

but frequently the chiton was worn alone. A per-

son who wore only a chiton was called fiovoxiruv

{oiox'iTuv*), an epithet given to the Spartan virgins,

as explained above. In the same way, a person

who wore only an himation, or outer garment, was
called uxiTuv.* The Athenian youths, in the earlier

times, wore only the chiton ; and when it became
the fashion, in the Peloponnesian war, to wear an

outer garment over it, it was regarded as a mark
of effeminacy*

Before passing on to the Roman under garment,

it remains to explain a few terms which are applied

to the different kinds of chiton. In later times, the

chiton worn by men was of two kinds, the a/ji<j>iiiu(T-

Xa?Mg and the hepoiiaaxakog, the former the dress

of freemen, the latter that of slaves.* The ufi^L-

(iiLaxakoQ appears to have signified not only a gar-

ment which had two sleeves, but also one which
had openings for both arms ; while the kTepojiaaxa-

Aof, on the contrary, had only a sleeve, or, rather,

an opening for the left arm, leaving the right, with

the shoulder and a part of the breast, uncovered,

whence it is called efw/ztf. a representation of which
is given on page 426. When the sleeves of the

chiton reached down to the hands, it seems to have
been properly called ;^;e«/)«5cjT6f,' though this word
Cfcems to have been frequently used as equivalent

to ftjUp(/<d(T;^;aAof.* {Viil. Chiridota.)

A ;^;tTwi' opdoarudiog was one which was not fast

ened round the body with a girdle :' a xf^^uv btoIl-

l^jTOQ seems to have had a kind of flounce at the

bottom.'*

On the subject of the Greek chiton in general, see

Muller, Dorians, iv., 2, () 3, 4.— Archaologie dcr

Kunst, i) 337, 339.—Becker, Charikles, ii., p. 309, &c.
The tunica of the Romans, like the Greek chiton,

was a woollen under garment, over which the toga
was worn. It was the indumentum or pidutus, as
opposed to the amictus, the general term for the
toga, pallium, or any otiier outer garment. {Vid.

Amictus.) The Romans are said to have had no
other clothing originally but the toga ; and when
the tunic was first introduced, it was merely a short
garment without sleeves, and was called colobium."
It was considered a mark of effeminacy for men to
wear tunics with long sleeves (manicatce) and reach-
ing to the feet (talares).'^' Julius Caesar, however,
was accustomed to wear one which had sleeves,
with fringes at the wrist {ad manus fimbriata^^) ; and
in the later times of the Empire, tunics with sleeves,
and reaching to the feet, became common.
The tunic was girded {cincta) with a belt or girdle

around the waist, but was usually worn loose, with-
out being girded, when a person was at home, or

1. (Plat., Hipp. Min., p. 368. — Dem. in Mid., p. 583, 21.—
.fisch. in Tim., p. 143.— Athcn., xii., p. 545, a.)— 2. (Compare
Alhen., xiii., p. 590,/.—Aristoph., Lvsist., 48, 150.)—3. (in Horn.,
Od., xiv., 489.)—4. (Xen., Mem., i.', 6, ^ i.—MWan, V. H., vii.,

13.—Diod. Sic, xi., 26.)— 5. (Aristoph., Nub., 964, compared
with 987.)—6. (Pollux, Onom., vii., 47.)—7. (GeU., vii., 12.)—8.
(nc8ych.,s. V. 'A/i0iua'<7x«Aof.)— 9. (Pollux, Onom., vii., 48.

—

Phot., Lex., p. 346, Per«.)—10. (Pollux, Onom., 54.—Xen., Cy-
rop., VI., 4, 4 2.)— 11. (Cell., vii., 12.—Serv. ad Virg., Mn., ix ,

616.)—12. (Cic, Cat., n., 10.) -13. (Suet., Jul., 45.)
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wisr.ed to be at his ease' Hence we find in«-
terms ductus, prctcinctus, and succinctus applied,

like the Greek evfwvof, to ai active and diUgent
person, and discinclus to one who was idle or d 's«

solute.*

The form of the tunic, as worn by men, is reprcv

sented in many woodcuts in this work. In works
of art it usually terminates a httle above the knee

;

it has short sleeves, covering only the upper part

of the arm, and is gilded at the waist (see cuts, p
54, 667) : the sleeves sometimes, though less ire

quently, extend to the hands (cuts, p. 112, 132.)

Both sexes usually wore two tunics, an outer and
an under, the latter of which was worn next the
skin, and corresponds to our shirt and chemise.
Varro* says that when the Romans began to wear
two tunics, they called them subucula and indusium.
the former of which Bottiger* supposes to be the
name of the under tunic of the men, and the latter

of that of the women. But it would appear from
another passage of Varro' referred to by Becker,*
as if Varro had meant to give the name of subucjtla

to the under tunic, and that of indusium or intusium
to the outer, though the passage is not without dif-

ficulties. It appears, however, that subucula was
chiefly used to designate the under tunic of men.'
The word interula was of later origin, and seems to

have applied equally to the under tunic of both
sexes.* The supparus or supparum is said, by Fes-
tus' to have been a linen vest, and to have been the
same as the subucula ; but Varro," on the contrary,

speaks of it as a kind of outer garment, and con •

trasts it with subucula, which he derives from tr.6

tus, while supparus he derives from supra. The
passage of Lucan'* in which it is mentioned does
not enable us to decide whether it was an outer or

under garment, but would rather lead us to suppose
that it was the former. Persons sometimes wore
several tunics, as a protection against cold : Augu?
tus wore four in the winter, besides a subucula.**

As the dress of a man usually consisted of au
under tunic, an outer tunic, and the toga, so that of

a woman, in like manner, consisted of an under
tunic {tunica intima^^), an outer tunic, and the palla.

The outer tunic of the Roman matron was properly

called stola (vid. Stola), and is represented in the

woodcut on page 926 ; but the annexed woodcut,
which represents a Roman empress in the character

of Concordia, or Abundantia, gives a better idea of

1. (Hor., Sat., ii., 1, 73.—Ovid, Am., i.,9, 41 )— 2. (llor., Sal.

i., 5, ; ii., 6, 107.—Epod., i., 34.)—3. (ap Non., xiv., 36 >.—4.

(Sabina, ii., p. 113.)—5. (L. L., v., 131, ed. MuUcr.)~6. (Gal-

lus, li., p. 89.)—7. (Suet., Octav., 82.—llor., Epist., I., i 95.)

—S. (Apul., Florid., ii., p. 32.—Metam., viii., p. 533, ed. Oi J.—
Vopisc, Prob., 4.)—9. (s. v.)—10. (v.. 131.)~11. (li., 364 )—18

(Suet., Octav., 82.)—13. (GeU., x., 15.)
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'ts fonn.' Over the tunic or stola the palla is

thrown in many folds, but the shape of the former

is still distinrtly shown.
The tunica of women were larger and longer than

those of men, and always had sleeves; but in an-

cient paintings and statues we seldom find the

sleeves covering more than the upper part of the

arm. An example of the contrary is seen m the

Musco Borbonico.* Sometimes the tunics were
adorned with golden ornaments called leria.*

Poor people, who could not afford to purchase a
toga, were the tunic alone, whence we find the

i;ommon people called Tunicati* Persons at work
laid aside the toga ; thus, in the woodcut on p. 667,

a man is represented ploughing in his tunic only. A
|)er8on who wore only his tunic was frequently

called NuDUs.
Respecting the clavus latus and the clavus an-

gustus, worn on the tunics of the senators and
equites respectively, see Clavos Latus, Clavus
Anoustus.
When a triumph was celebrated, the conqueror

wore, together with an embroidered toga {toga pie-

la), a flowered tunic {tunica palmata), also called

tunica Jovis, because it was taken from the Temple
of Jupiter Capitolinus.' {Vid. Trivmphvs, p. 1017.)

Tunics of this kind were sent as presents to foreign

kings by the senate.*

•TYMPHA'ICA TERRA {TvfujiaiKTi yf/), a spe-
cies of earth, which would appear, from the account
of Theophrastus, to have been a kind of gypsum.^
*TYPHE {rv<f>p), according to most authorities,

the Typka laltfolta, or Reed Mace. It is different

from the Ti(j>ri, though often confounded with it.*

TY'RANNUS (rwpovvof). In the heroic age all

the governments in Greece were monarchical, the
kii% uniting in himself the functions of the priest,

he judge, and military chief. These were the ira-

nxai ^aaiXelai of Thucydides.* In the first two
Oi .hree centuries following the Trojan war, various
nauses were at work which led to the abolition, or,

at least, to the limitation of the kingly power. Em-
igrations, extinctions of families, disasters in war,
civil dissensions, may be reckoned among these
causes. Hereditary monarchies became elective

;

the different functions of the king were distributed ;

he was called u/j^wv, Koafiog, or irpv-avig, instead of
GaaiXevq, and his character was changed no less

than his name. Noble and wealthy families began
to be considered on a footing of equality with roy-
alty ; and thus, in process of time, sprang up oli-

garchies or aristocracies, which most of the govern-
ments that succeeded the ancient monarchies were
in point of fact, though not as yet called by such
names. These oligarchies did not possess the ele-

ments of social happiness or stability. The princi-

pal families contended with each other for the
greatest share of power, and were only unanimous
m disregarding the rights of those whose station
was beneath their own. The people, oppressed by
the privileged classes, began to regret the loss of
their old paternal form of government, and were
ready to assist any one who would attempt to re-

store it. Thus were opportunities afforded to am-
bitious and designing men to raise themselves by
starting up as the champions of popular right. Dis-
contented nobles were soon found to prosecute
schemes of this sort, and they had a greater chance
of success if descended from the ancient royal fam-
ily. Pisistratus is an example ; he was the more

I. (Vinconti, Monom. Gab., n. 34 —BOttiger, Sabina, tav. x.)— *. (Tol. vii.. lav. 3.) — 3. (Fcstu«, b. v.— Gr. Xi?/jo/. Hesych.,
Said., f. V.)— 4. (Cin. in Rull., ii., 31.—Hor., Epist.. i., 7, 65.)—
6. (Lir.. X., 7.~Mnrt., vii., 1.—Juv , x., 38 )—6. (Lir., xxx., 15

;

xxxi., 11.)— 7. (Theophr. De LapiJ., c. ]I0.—Adams, Append.,
1. T.)—8. (Theophr.. H P., i., 5 ; 17., 10 -DioMor., iii., 183.—
Adams, Append., s. t.^^V. (i., 13.)
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acceptable to the people of Athens as being a do-
scendant of the family of Codrus.' Thus in many
cities arose that species of monarchy which the
Greeks called rvpawig, which meant only a despot'

ism, or irresponsible dominion of one man, and
which frequently was nothing more than a revival
of the ancient government, and, though unaccom-
panied with any recognised military title, or the
reverence attached to old name and long prescriiv

tion, was hailed by the lower orders of people as a
good exchange, after suffering under the domina-
tion of the oligarchy. All tyrannies, however, were
not so acceptable to the majority ; and sometimes
we find the nobles concurring in the elevation of a
despot to farther their own interests. Thus the
Syracusan Gamori, who had been expelled by the
populace, on receiving the protection of Gelon, sov-
ereign of Gela and Camarina, enabled him to take
possession of Syracuse, and establish his kingdom
there.* Sometimes the conflicting parties in the
state, by mutual consent, chose some eminent maa.
in whom they had confidence, to reconcile their dis-

sensions, investing him with a sort of dictatorial

power for that purpose, either for a limited period
or otherwise. Such a person they called alavfiv^rr)^.

{
Kid. AisYMNKTEs ) A Similar authority was con-

ferred upon Solon when Athens was torn by the
contending factions of the ^luKfMoi, Xleiialoi, and
YVupa'koi, and he was requested to act as mediator
between them. Solon was descended from Codrus,
and some of his friends wished him to assume the

sovereignty ; this he refused to do, but, taking the

constitutional title of archon, framed his celebrated

form of polity and code of laws.' The legislative

powers conferred upon Draco, Zaleucus, and Cha-
rondas were of a similar kind, investing them w:itl

a temporary dictatorship.

The Tvpavvog must be distinguished, on the on9
hand, from the alavfiv^TT}^, inasmuch as he was not
elected by general consent, but commonly owed bis

elevation to some coup ditat, some violent move-
ment or stratagem, such as the creation of a body-
guard for him by the people, or the seizure of the
citadel ;• and, on the other hand, from the ancient
king, whose right depended, not on usurpation, but
on inheritance and traditionary acknowledgment.
The power of a king might be more absolute than
that of a tyrant; asPhidon of Argos is said to have
made the royal prerogative greater than it was
under his predecrasors ; yet he was still regarded
as a king, for the difference between the two names
depended on title and origin, and not on the manner
in which the power was exercised.* The name of
tyrant was originally so far from denoting a person
who abused his power, or treated his subjects with
cruelty, that Pisistratus is praised by Thucydides*
for the moderation of his government ; and Herodo
tus says he governed ovte rifiuc rag kovaac avvrap'

afaf, aire ^eafxia fXEra'K^d^ag, ktrl re toIol KareaTeuai

Ivcfie TT/v nnXiv Koaftiuv AcaAuf re Kal ev.'' There-
fore we find the words PamXevc and rvpavvoc used
promiscuously by the Attic tragedians passim,* and
even by prose authors. Thus Herodotus calls the

Lydian Candaules rvpavvoc* the kingdom of Mace-
donia n>pavv<V," and Periander ofCorinth j8a(TiA.cvf

."

Afterward, when tyrants themselves had become
odious, the name also grew to te a word of reproach,

just as rex did among the Ron.ans."
Among the early tyrants of Greece, those mos^

worthy of mention are Clisthenes of Sicyon, grand

1. (Herod , T., 65.)—2. (Id., vii., 154, 155.)-3. (Id., i., 29-<-

—Plut , Sol., c. 13, &c.—Schamann, Ant. Jur. Pub. Gr.,p. ITS.)

—4. (Ileiod., i., 59.—Thucyd.. i., 126.)—5. (Anstot., Polit., v.,

8.)—«. (vi., 54.)—7. (i.. 59.)—8. (.See the arBumeiit of iJie Oil
pus Tyraanos.)— 9. (i., 7.) — 10. :viii., 13i.) — 11. (Iii, ** —
Compare v.. 27, 92.)- 12. (Wachsrauth, Hell. Alt., I , i , Sl»-
»88.—Thirlwall, Gr. Hist., i., p. 401, 404.)
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mlher of the Athenian Custhenes, in whose family

the government continued for a century after its

establishment by Orthagoras about B.C. 672 ;' Cyp-

uelus of Corinth, who expelled the Bacchiadas, B.C.

ft55, and his son Periander, both remarkable for

their cruelty ; their dynasty lasted between seventy

and eighty years ;» Procles of Epidaurus ;» Panta-

jeon of Pisa, who celebrated the thirty-fourth Olym-

piad, depriving the Eleans of the presidency;*

Theagenes of Megara, father-in-law to Cylon the

Athenian;* Pisistratus, whose sons were the last

of thtj early tyrants on the Grecian continent. In

Sicily, where tyranny most flourished, the principal

were Phalaris of Agrigentura, who established his

power in B.C. 668, concerning whose supposed

epistles Bentley wrote his famous treatise ; Theron

of Agrigentum; Gelon, already mentioned, who, in

conjunction wiih Theron, defeated Amilcar the

Carthaginian on the same day on which the battle

of Salamis was fought ; and Hiero, his brother

:

the last throe celebrated by Pindar.* In Grecian

Italy we may mention Anaxilaus of Rhegium, who
reigned B.C. 496 ;' Clinias of Croton, who rose

after the dissolution of the Pythagorean league (as

to which, soe Polybius,* Athenseus,' Thirlwall").

The following, also, are worthy ofnotice : Polycrates

of Samos ;^' Lygdamis of Naxos ;" Histia?us and
Aristagoras of Miletus." Perhaps the last men-
tioned can hardly be classed among the Greek ty-

rants, as th«'.y were connected with the Persian

monarchy.'*
The generftl characteristics of a tyranny were,

that it was bound by no laws, and had no recog-

nised limitation to its authority, however it might
be restrained m practice by the good disposition of

the tyrant himself, or by fear, or by the spirit of the

age. It was commonly most odious to the wealthy

and noble, whom the tyrant looked upon with jeal-

ousy as a check upon his power, and whom he
often sought to get rid of by sending them into ex-

ile or putting them to death. The advice given by
Thrasybulus of Miletus to Periander aflbrds an apt

illustration of this.'' The tyrant usually kept a
body-guard of foreign mercci:aries, by aid of whom
he controlled the people at home ; but he seldom
ventured to make war, for fear of giving an oppor-

tunity to his subjects to revolt. The Sicilian sov-

ereigns form an exception to this observation." He
was averse to a large congregation of men in the

town, and endeavoured to find rustic employments
for the populace, but was not unwilling to indulge

them with shows and amusements. A few of the

better sort cultivated literature and the arts, adorn-
ed their city with handsome buildings, and even
passed good laws Thus Pisistratus commenced
building the splendid temple of Jupiter Olympius,
laid out the garden of the Lyceum, collected the
Homeric poems, and is said to have written poetry
bimself. Tribute was imposed on the people to

raise a revenue for the tyrant, to pay his merce-
naries, and maintain his state. Pisistratus had the
tithe of land, which his sons reduced to the twenti-
eth. (Vid. Telos.)

The causes which led to the decline of tyranny
among the Greeks were partly the degeneracy of
the tyrants themselves, corrupted by power, indo-
lence, flattery, and bad education ; for even where
the father set a good example, it weis seldom fol-

lowed by the son ; partly the cruelties and excesses
of particular men, which brought them all into dis-

1 (Herod., v.. 67, 69.)—2. (Id., v . 92.) — 3. (Id., iii., 50, 52.)
—4 (Paus., vi., 21, 22.)—5. (Thncvd., i., 126.)—6. {Vtd. Heiwl.,
Tii. 156,165,166.)—?. (Id., vi., 23, vii., 165.)— 8. (ii., 39.)—9.
(li ,p. 522; iiv.,p. 623.)— 10. (ij., p. 154.) — 11. (llerod., iii.,

89, 56, 120, 125.—Thucyd.,i., 13.)— 12. (Herod., i., 61, 64.)— 13.

(Id., iv., 137 ; v., 23, 30, 37 ; ri , 29.)— 14. (Wachsmuth. Id., I.,

u, 274.)-15. (Hen»J . », 92 j 16. (Thucjd., i., 17.)
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repute ; and partly the growing spirit of inquiry

among the Greek people, who began to speculate

upon political theories, and soon became discon-

tented with a form of government which had no-

thing in theory, and little in practice, to recommend
it. Few dynasties lasted beyond the third genera*
tion. Most of the tyrannies which flourished before

the Persian war are said to have been overthrown
by the exertions of Sparta, jealous probably of any
innovation upon the old Doric constitution, especial-

ly of any tendency to ameliorate the condition of
the Perioeci, and anxious to extend her own influ-

ence over the states of Greece by means of the

benefits which she conferred.' Upon the fall of

tyranny, the various republican forms of govern-
ment were established, the Dorian states generally

favouring oligarchy, the Ionian democracy.'
As we cannot in this article pursue any historical

narrative, we will shortly refer to the revival of tyr-

anny in some of the Grecian states after the end
of the Peloponnesian war. In Thessaly, Jason of

Pherae raised himself, under the title of Tayof, B.C.

374, to the virtual sovereignty of his native city,

and exercised a most extensive sway over most of

the Thessalian states ; but this power ceased with
Lycophron, B.C. 353. (Vid. Tagos.) In Sicily, the

corruption of the Syracusans, their intestine dis-

cords, and the fear of the Carthaginian invaders,

led to the appointment of Dionysius to the chief mili-

tary command, with unlimited powers ; by means
of which he raised himself to the throne, B.C. 406,

and reigned for 38 years, leaving his son to succeed

him. The younger Dionysius, far inferior in every

respect to his father, was expelled by Dion, after-

ward regained the throne, and was again expelled

by Timoleon, who restored liberty to the various

states of Sicily. (For their history the reader is

referred to Xenophon, Hell., ii., 2, <J
24.—Diodor.,

xiv., 7, 46, 66, 72, 109 ; xv., 73, 74 ; xvi., 5, 16, 30,

68, 69, &c.—Plut., Dion, and Timol.—Wachsmuth,
I., ii., 316-326.) With respect to the dynasty of

the Archaenactidae in the Cimmerian Bosporus, and
some of the towns on the coast of the Euxine, see

Wachsmuth, I., ii., 329. Lastly, we may notice

Evagoras of Cyprus, who is panegyrized by Isoc-

rates ; Plutarch of Eretria, Callias and Tauros-

thenes of Chalcis, who were partisans of Philip

against the Athenians.' The persons commonly
called the thirty tyrants at Athens do not fall within

the scope of the present subject. With respect to

the Athenian laws against tyranny, and the general

feelings of the people, see Prodosia.

TYPANNi'AOS TPA^H'. (Fj(/. Prodosia.)

TURrSULUM {-dvixiarnpiov), a Censer. The
Greeks and Romans, when they sacrificed, com-

monly took a little frankincense out of the Acekra,

and let it fall upon the flaming altar. (
Vid. Ara.}

More rarely they used a censer, by means of which
they burned the incense in greater profusion, and

which was, in fact, a small movable grate or Focr-

LU8.* The annexed woodcut, taken from an an-

1. (Thucyd., i.. 18.)—2. (Wachsmuth. I., I.,280.—Schoinjua,

Id., 84, 88-01 .
)- 3. ( Plut. , Phoc, 12.—Iiocr., Evag.—Wach»mnlk

I., ii., 330.)—4 (.(Elian. V. H„ x i., 51.)
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eient painting, shows the performance of both of

these acts at the same time. Winckehnann' sup-

poses it to represent I.ivia, the wife, and Octavia,

the sister of Augustus, naorificing to Mars in grati-

tude for his safe return from Spain.* The censer

here represented has two handles, for the purpose

of carrying it from place to place, and it stands upon
feet, so that the air might be admitted underneath,

and pass upward through the fuel.

As the censer was destined for the worship of

the gods, it was often made of gold or silver,' and
enriched with stones and gems.* We find a silver

censer in the official enumerations of the treasures

presented to the Parthenon at Athens : its bars

((Jttpej'ff^ora) were of bronze.*

TUKMA. {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 104.)

TURRIS (TTtipyof), a Tower. The word rvpai^,

from which comes the Latin turiis, signified, ac-

cording to Dionysius,* any strong building surround-

ed by walls ; and it was from the fact of the Pelas-

gians in Italy dwelling in such places that the same
writer supposes them to have been called Tyrseni-
ans or Tyrrhenians, that is, the inhabitants of
towns or castles. Tunis, in the old Latin language,
seems to have been equivalent to urbs.'' The use
of towers by tiie Greeks and Romans was various.

L Slaltonary Towers.— I. Buildings of this form
are frequently mentioned by ancient authors, as
forming by themselves places of residence and de-

fence. This use of towers was very common in

Africa.* We have examples in the tower of Han-
nibal, on his estate between AchoUa and Thapsus,'
the Uirris regia of Jugurtha," the tower of a private

citizen without the walls of Carthage, by the help

of which Scipio took the city ;" and in Spain, the
tower in which Cn. Scipio was burned.'* Such
towers were conmion in the frontier provinces of

the Roman Empire."
2. They were erected within cities, partly to

firm fa last retreat in case the city should be taken,

and partly to overawe the inhabitants. In almost
all Greek cities, which were usually built upon a
hill, rock, or some natural elevation, there was a
kind of tower, a castle, or a citadel, built upon the
highest part of the rock or hill, to which the name
oi Acropolis was given. Thus we read of an Acropo-
lis at Athens, Corinth, Argos.'Messene, and many
other places. The Capitolium at Rome answered
the same purpose as the Acropolis in the Greek
cities ; and of the same kind were the tower of
Agathocles at Utica,'* and that of Antonia at Jeru-
salem.'*

3. The fortifications both of cities and camps
were strengthened by towers, which were placed
at intervals on the murus of the former and the
vallum of the latter ; and a similar use was made
of them in the lines {circumvallalio) drawn round a
besieged town. {Vid. Vallum.) They were gen-
erally used at the gates of towns and of stative

camps. (Kid. Porta.) The use oftemporary towers
•m walls to repel an attack will be noticed below.

II. Movable Towers.—These were among the
most important engines used in storming a fortified

place. They were of two kinds. Some were made
BO that they could be taken to pieces and carried to
the scene of operation : these were called folding

towers {-vpyoi nrvKToi or inrvyfiivoi, turres plica-

ttltt, or portable towers, t^piiTol irvpyoi) The other

I. (Mon. Ined., 177.)—2. (Hor., Cmrin., iii., 14, 5.)—3. (Ep.ad
Ueb., ii., 4. — Thucyd., vi., 46.) — 4. (Herod., iv., 168. — Cic,
VeiT., II., ir., 21-24.) — 5. (Biickh, Corp. ln«crip., i., p. 198,
835, 23S.) — 6. (1., 26.)— 7. (Polyb., xxvi., 4.—Gdttling:, Gcsch.
icr Rom. Staatsv., p. 17.)—8. (Uiod. Sic, iii.,49.— llin. Ant., p.

4, 35, with Wesseling's notes.) — 9. (Liv., ixiiii., 4S.) — 10.

»«ll.. Jug., 103.)— 11. (Appian, Pun., 117.)— 12. (Id., IIisp., 16.)

13. (Anini, Marc., xxviii., 2.)— 14. (Appian, Pun., 14.)— 15.

fi»h., BcU. Jud., v., 5, 1) 8.— Act. Apostol., xxi., 31.)

sort were constructed on wheels, so as to be driver
up to the walls ; and hence they were called turret

ambulatoricB or subrotata. But the turres plicatilet

were generally made with wheels, so that they were
also ambulatorice.

The first invention or improvement ofsuch towers
is ascribed by Atheneeus, the mechanician (quoted
by Lipsius*), to the Greeks of Sicily in the time of
Dionysius I. (B.C. 405). Diodorus* mentions towers
on wheels, as used by Dionysius at the siege of
Motya. He had before' mentioned towers as used
at the siege of Selinus (B.C. 409), but he does not
say that they were on wheels. According to others,
they were invented by the engineers in the service
of Philip and Alexander, the most famous of whom
were Polyidus, a Thessalian, who assisted Philip
at the siege of Byzantium, and his pupils Chaereas
and Diades.* Heron* ascribes their invention to
Diades and Chaereas, Vitruvius' to Diades alone,
and Athenaeus' says that they were improved in

the time of Philip at the siege of Byzantium. Vi-
truvius states that the towers of Diades were car-
ried about by the army in separate pieces.

Appian mentions the turres pUcatiles,^ and states
that at the siege of Rhodes Cassius took such tow-
ers with him in his ships, and had them set up on
the spot.'

Besides the frequent allusions in ancient writers
to the movable towers {turres mnbiles^"), we have
particular descriptions of them by Vitruvius" and
Vegetius.'*

They were generally made of beams and planks,
and covered, at least on the three sides which were
exposed to the besieged, with iron, not only for

protection, but also, according to JosephuB, to in-

crease their weight, and thus make them steadier.

They were also covered with raw hides and quilts,

moistened, and sometimes with alum, to protect
them from fire. The use of alum for this purposa
appears to have originated with Sulla at the siege
of Athens *' Their height was such as to overtop
the walls, lowers, and all other fortifications of the
besieged place.'* Vitruvius,'* following Diades,
mentions two sizes of towers. The smallest ought
not, he says, to be less than 60 cubits high, 17 wide,
and one fifth smaller at the top ; and the grejiter,

120 cubits high and 23^ wide. Heron,'* who also
follows Diades, agrees with Vitruvius so far, but
adds an intermediate size, half way between the
two, 90 cubits high. Vegetius mentions towers of
30, 40, and 50 feet square. They were divided
into stories {tabulata or tecla), and hence they are
called turres contabulatce.^'' Towers of the three
sizes just mentioned consisted respectively ol 10,

15, and 20 stories. The stories decreased ia height
from the bottom to the top. Diades and Chaereas,
according to Heron, made the lowest story seven
cubits and 12 digits, those about the middle five

cubits, and the upper four cubits and one third.

The sides of the towers were pierced with win-
dows, of which there were several to each story.

These rules were not strictly adhered to in prac-
tice. Towers were made of six stories, and even
fewer." Those of 10 stories were very common."
but towers of 20 stories are hardly, if ever, mention-
ed. Plutarch*' speaks of one of 100 cubits high,

used by Mithradates at the siege of Cyzicus. The
use of the stories was to receive the engines of war
(tormcnta). They contained balistae and catapults.

1. (Oper., iii., p. 297.)— 2. (liv., 51.)—3. (xiii., 54.)-4. (Vi-

truv., X , 19, 8. 13.)-5. (c. 13.)—6. (1. c.)—7. (1. c.) — 8. (B«1I.

Civ , ., 36, 37.)—9. (Id., iv., 72.)— 10. (Liv., xxi., 11.)— 11. (x.,

19 or 13.) — 12. (iv., 17.) — 13. (Amm. Marc., xx., and Claud.
Quadrig. up. Lips., p. 300.)— 14. (Liv., xxi., 11.) — 15. (I. c.) —
16. (c. 13.) — 17. (Liv., xxi., 34.) - 18. (Diod., xiv., 51.)— 19
(Hirt., BeU. GalL, viii.,41.— Sil Ital., xiv., 300.)— 20. (Lacal^
lus, lO.j
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and slingers and archers were stationed in them

and on the tops of the towers.' In the lowest

story was a battering-ram (vid. Abies), and in the

middle, one or more bridges (pontes) made of beams

and planks, and protected at the sides by hurdles.

Scahng-ladders (xcala) were also carried in the

towers, and, when the missiles had cleared the

walls, these bridges and ladders enabled the be-

siegers to rush upon them.

These towers were placed upon wheels (general-

ly six or eight), that they might be brought up to

the walls. These wheels were placed, for security,

inside of the tower.

The tower was built so far from the besieged

place as to be out of the enemy's reach, and then

pushed up to the walls by men stationed inside of

and behind it.' The attempt to draw them for-

ward by beasts of burden was sometimes made, but

was easily defeated by shooting the beasts.' They
were generally brought up upon the Agger,* and it

not unfrequently happened that a tower stuck last

or fell over on account of the softness of the agger.*

They were placed on the agger before it was com-
pleted, to protect the soldiers in working at it.'

When the tower was brought up to the walls with-

out an agger, the ground was levelled before it by

means of the Musculus.
These towers were accounted most formidable

engines of attack. They were opposed in the fol-

lowing ways :

1. They were set on fire, either by sallies of the

besieged, or by missiles carrying burning matter,

or by letting men down from the walls by ropes,

close to the towers, while the besiegers slept.'

2. By undermining the ground over which the

tuwer had to pass, so as to overset it.*

3. By pushing it off, by main force, by iron-shod

beams, ofs^res ot irabes*

4. By breaui.:^ or overturning it with stones

thrown from catapults when it was at a distance,

or, when it came close to the wall, by striking it

with an iron-shod beam hung from a mast on the

wall, and thus resembling an Aries.

5. By increasing the height of the wall, first

with masonry, and afterward with beams and planks,

and also by the erection of temporary wooden tow-
ers on Hie walls.'" This mode of defence was an-

swered by the besiegers in two ways. Either the

agger on which the tower stood was raised, as by
Cassar at the siege of Avaricum," or a smaller tower
was constructed within the upper part of the tower,
and, when completed, was raised by screws and
ropes." On these towers in general, see Lipsius."

III. Caesar'* describes a peculiar sort of tower,
which was invented at the siege of Massilia, and
called turris latericia or latcrculum. It partook
somewhat of the character both of a fixed and of a
besieging tower. It was built of masonry near the
walls of the town to afl^ord the besiegers a retreat
from the sudden sallies of the enemy ; the builders
were protected by a movable cover, and the tower
was pierced with windows for shooting out missiles.

IV. Towers in every respect similar to the tarres
tmbulatoricB (excepting, of course, the wheels) were
constructed on ships, for the attack of fortified pla-

ces by sea."
V. Small towers carrying a few armed men were

placed on the back of elephants used in battle.'*

1. (Lit., xxi, 11.) — 2. (Cssar, B. G., ii., 30, 31. — Q. Cart-.,
riii., 10.)— 3. (Procop., Goth., i., ap. Lips., p. 298.)— 4. (Hirt.,
I. c.)— 5. (Lir., ixii., 17.—Q. Curt., iv., 6, () 9.)—6. (Sail., Juc.,
76.—Ces., B. G., vii., 22.)—7. (Veget., iv., 18.—Sil. Ital., xiv.,
305.)—8. (Veget., iv., 20.)—9. (Veget., 1. c.)— 10. (Cas., B. G.,
ii., 22.—Veget., iv., 19.)—11. (B. G., 1. c.)— 12. (Veget., 1. c.)—
13. (Polior. in Oper., iii., 296, 356.)—14. (B. C, ii., 8, 9.)— 15.
(Amm. Marcell., xii., 12.—Lir., xxiv., 34.—Appian, Mithr., 73.—BeU CiT., v., 106.)— 10. (Liv., xxxvii., 40.)
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VI. The words irvpyog and turris are app* c«? to

an army drawn up in a deep oblong column.' '
•'id.

Army, Greek, p. 101.)

TUTE'LA. {Vid. TvTCR.)
TUTET.iE ACTIO. ( Vid. Tutor, p. 1030.)

TUTOR. The difference between a tutor and
tutela, and curator and curatela, is explained in iLe
article Curator.
A tutor derived his name a " tuendo'^ from pro-

tecting another {quasi tuilor). His power and officf

were '^tutela" which is thus defined by Serviua
Sulpicius :' " Tutela est vis ac potestas in capite libe-

ra ad tuendum eum qui propter atatem suan: {sua)

sponte se dcfenderc nequit jure civili data ac pernussa."
After the word " suam" it has been suggested by
RudorfTthat something like what follows has been
omitted by the copyists :

" eamve qua propter sex-

urn" a conjecture which seems very probable. The
word tutela implies, of course, the existence of an
object, and hence tutela expresses both the status

of the tutor and that of the person who was in tu-

tela.

As to the classification of the different kinds
{genera) of tutela, the jurists differed. Some made
five genera, as Quintus Mucins ; others three, as
Servius Sulpicius ; and others two, as Labeo. "The
most convenient division is into two genera, the tu-

tela of Impuberes {pupilli, pupillce), and the tutela

of women.
Every paterfamilias had power to appoint by tes-

tament a tutor for his children who were in his

power : if tbey were males, only in case they were
impuberes; if they were females, also in case they
were marriageable {nvbiles), that is, above twelve
years of age. Therefore, if a tutor was appointed
for a male, he was released from the tutela on at-

taining puberty (fourteen years of age), but the
female still continued in tutela, unless she was re»

leased from it by the jus liberorum under the lex

Julia et Papia Poppsea. A man could only appoint

a tutor for his grandchildren in case they would
not, upon his death, come into the power of their

father. A father could appoint a tutor for postumi,
provided they would have been in his power if

they had been born in his lifetime. A man could

appoint a tutor for his wife in manu, and for his

daughter-in-law {nurus) who was in the manus of

his son. The usual form of appointing a tutor was
this :

" Lucium Titium liberis meis tutorem ^o." A
man could also give his wife in manu the power of
choosing a tutor {tutoris optio) ; and the optio might
be either plena or angusta. She who had the plena

optio might choose (and consequently change) her

tutor any number of times ; she who had the an-

gusta optio was limited in her choice to the number
of times which the testator had fixed. (Fjrf. Tks-
TAMENTUM.)
The power to appoint a tutor by will was either

given or confirmed by the Twelve Tables. The
earliest instance recorded of a testamentary tutor is

that of Tarquinius Priscus being appointed by the

will of Ancus,* which may be taken to prove this

much at least, that the power of appointing a tutoi

by will was considered by the Romans as one of

their oldest legal institutions. The nearest kins-

men were usually appointed tutores ; and if a testa-

tor passed over such, it was a reflection on their

character,* that is, we must suppose, if the testator

himself was a man in good repute. Pensons named
and appointed tutores by a will were tutores daiivi

;

those who were chosen under the power given by a

will were tutores optivi.*

1. (Gell., X., 9. — Cato, De Re Milit. ap. Fest., s. v. Serrt

proeliarii, p. 344, MiiUer.— Eustath. a<l Horn , II., xii., 43.) — %
(Dig. 26, tit. 1, 8. 1.)—3. (Liv., i., 34.)—4. (Cic, Pro P. Sextio

52.)—5. (Gaius, i., 154.)
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If the testator appointed no tutor by his will, the

iileia was given by the Twelve Tahles to the near-

ent agnati, and such tuturcs were called legitimi.

The nearest agnati were also the heredes in case

of the iiiunediate heredes of the testator dying in-

t^tatc and without issue, and the tutcla was, tiiere-

fore, a right which they claimed as well as a duty
imposed on them. Persius' alludes to the claim of

the tutor as heres to his pupillus. A son who was
pnbes was the legitimus tutor of a son who was im-

pubes ; and if there was no son who was pubcs,

the son who was impubes had his father's brother

(palruus) for his tutor. The same rule applied to

females also, till it was altered by a lex Claudia.

If there were several agnati in the same degree,

they were all tutores. If there were no agnati, the
tutela belonged to the gentiles, so long as the jus
gentilicium was in force.* The tutela in which a
freedman was with respect to his patronus was also

legitima ; not that it was expressly given by the
words (lex) of the Twelve Tables, but it flowed from
the lex as a consequence (per consegueniiam*) ; for

as the heredilates of intestate liberti and libertae

belonged to the patronus, it was assumed that the

tutela belonged to him also, since the Twelve Ta-
bles allowed the same persons to be tutors in the
case of an ingenuus, to whom they gave the heredi-

tas in case there was no suus heres.*

If a free person had been mancipated to another
either by the parent or coemptionator, and such
other person manumitted the free person, he be-

came his tutor fiduciarius by analogy to the case of
freedman and patron.* ( Vid. Emancipatio, Fiducia.)

If an impubes had neither a tutor dativus nor le-

gitimus, he had one given to him, in Rome, under
the provisions of the lex Atilia, by the praetor ur-

banus and the major part of the tribuni plebis ; in

the provinces, in such cases, a tutor was appointed
by the praesides under the provisions of the lex Ju-

lia et Titia. ( Vid. Julia Lex et Titia.) If a tutor

was appointed by testament either sub condicione
or ex die certo, a tutor might be given under these
leges so long as the condition had not taken effect

or the day had not arrived : and even when a tutor

had been appointed absolutely (pure), a tutor might
be given under these leges so long as there was no
heres ; but the power of such tutor ce£ised as soon
as there was a tutor under the testament, that is,

as soon as there was a heres to take the hereditas.

If a tutor was captured by the enemy, a tutor was
also given under these leges, but such tutor ceased
to be tutor as soon as the original tutor returned
from captivity, for he recovered his tutela jure post-

liminii.

Before the passing of the lex Atilia, tutors were
given by the praetor in other cases, as, for instance,
when the legis actiones were in use, the praetol- ap-

pointed a tutor if there was any action between a
tutor and a woman or ward, for the tutor could not
give the necessary authority (auctorilaa) to the acts
of those whose tutor he was in a matter in which
his own interest was concerned. Other cases in

which a tutor was given are mentioned by Ulpian.*
Ulpian'e division of tutores is into legiti.ni, sena-

tus consultis constituti, moribus introducti. His
legitimi tutores comprehend all those who become
tutores by virtue of any lex, and specially by the
Twelve Tables : accordingly, it comprises tutores

in the case of intestacy, tutores appointed by testa-

ment, for they were confirmed by the Twelve Ta-
bles, and tutores appointed under any other lex, as
the Atilia. Various senatus consuUa declared in

what cases a tutor might be appointed : thus the

1. (ii., 12.) — 9. (Compare Gaiuii, iji., 17, and i., 164.) — 3.

(Ulp., Fiog^., tit. 11.)—4. (Gains, I., 165.)—3 (Compare Gaiui,
i 106, with Ulp , Ira^., tit. 11, r. 3.)—6. (Frag., tit. 11.)

lex Julia de maritandis ordinibus (Papia et Poppss/
enacted that the prcetor should appoint a tutor for a
woman or a virgin, who was required to marry by
this law, " ad dotem dandam, dicendam, promilten-

datnve" if her legitimus tutor was himself a pupil-

lus : a senatus consultum extended the provision to

the provinces, and enacted that in such case the
praesides should appoint a tutor, and also that, if a
tutor was mutus or furiosus, another should be ap-
pointed for the purposes of the lex. The case
above mentioned of a tutor being given in the case
of an action between a tutor and his ward, is the

case of a tutor moribus datus. In the imperial pe>

riod, from the time of Claudius, tutores extra ordi-

nem were appointed by the consuls also.

Only those could be tutores who were sui juris,

a rule which excluded women among other persons
A person could not be named tutor in a testament
unless he had the testamentifactio with the testa-

tor, a rule which excluded such persons as peregrini.

The Latini Juniani were excluded by the lex Junia.'

Many persons who were competent to be tutores

might excuse themselves from taking the office;

these grounds of excuse (excusaliones) were, among
others, age, absence, the being already tutor in

other cases, the holding of particular offices, and
other grounds, which are enumerated in the Frag-
menta Vaticana.'

The power of the tutor was over the property,

not the person of the pupillus ; and the passage of
the Twelve Tables, which gives or confirms to a

testator the power of disposing of his property, uses
the phrase, Uli Icgassit super pecunia tutelave sua
ret, that is, the tutela of the property. It might hap-
pen that the tutores, from their nearness of bloo<l

and other causes, might have the guardianship of

the impubes ; but then the protection of the proper
ty of the impubes was the special office of the tutor,

and the care of the infant belonged to the mother,
if she survived (custodia matrum'). In a case men-
tioned by LiAry,* where the mother and the tutor&s

could not agree about the marriage of the mother's
daughter, the magistratus decided in favour of the
mother's power (secundum parentis arbitrium).

A pupillus could do no act by which he diminish
ed his property, but any act to which he was a
party was valid, so far as concerned the pupillus, if

it was for his advantage. Consequently, a pupillus

could contract obligationes which were for his ad-
vantage without his tutor.* The tutor's office was
"negolia gerere el auctoritatem interponere.'"* The
negotiorum gestio, in which the tutor acted alone,

took place when the pupillus was an infans, or ab-

sent, or furiosus : it was his duty to preserve and
improve the property, and to do all necessary acts

for that purpose. When the pupillus was no longer

infans, he could do various acts with the auctoritas

of his tutor ; the auctoritas was the consent of the
tutor to the act of the pupillus, which was neces-

sary in order to render it a legal act. Thus it was
a rule of law that neither a woman nor a pupillus

could alienate a res mancipi without the auctoritas

of a tutor : a woman could alienate a res nee man-
cipi without such consent, but a pupillus could not.*

The incapacity of the pupillus is best shown by the
following instance : if his debtor paid a debt to the
pupillus, the money became the property of the

pupillus, but the debtor was not released, because
a ])upiilus could not release any duty that was due
to himself without the auctoritas of his tutor, for

he could alienate nothing without such auctoritas,

and to release his debtor was equival'^nt to parting

with a right. Still, if the money really became a

1. (Gaius, i., 23.)-2. (123-247.)-3. (Ilor., Kp., i., 1, 22.)—

4

(iv., 9.)—5. (Gains, iii., 107..' -6. (Ulf Frag., ;it. 11, g. 25.)-

7. (Gaius, ii., 80.)
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pan of the property of the pupillus, or, as it was
expressed according to the phraseology of the Ro-

man law, si ex ea pecunia locuplelior /actus sit, and

he afterward sued for it, the debtor might answer

his demand by an exceptio doli mali.' The subject

of the incapacity of impuberes, and the consequent

necessity of the auctoritas of a tutor, is farther ex-

plained in the anicles Impubes and Infans.

The tutela was terminated by the death or capi-

tis diminutio maxnva and media of the tutor. The
case of a tutor being taken prisoner by the enemy
has been stated.' A legitimus tutor became dis-

qualified to be tutor legitimus if he sustained a capi-

tis diminutio minima, which was the case if he al-

lowed himself to be adopted ;^ but this was not the

case with a testamentary tutor. The tutela ceased
by the death of the pupillus or pupilla, or by a capi-

tis diminutio, as, for instance, the pupilla coming
in manum viri. It also ceased when the pupillus

or pupilla attained the age of puberty, which in the

male sex was fourteen, and in the female was
twelve. (Vid. Impubes.) The tutela ceased by the

abdicatio of the testamentary tutor, that is, when
he declared " nolle se tutorem esse." The tutor legit-

imus could not get rid of the tutela in this manner,
but he could effect it by in jure cessio, a privilege

which the testamentary tutor had not. The person
to whom the tutela was thus transferred was called

cessicius tutor. If the cessicius tutor died, or sus-

tained a capitis diminutio, or transferred the tutela

to another by the in jure cessio, the tutela reverted

to the legitimus tutor. If the legitimus tutor died,

or sustained a capitis diminutio, the cessicia be-

came extinguished. Ulpian adds,* "as to what
concerns adgnati, there is now no cessicia tutela,

for it was only permitted to transfer by the in jure

cessio the tutela of females, and the legitima tutela

of females was done away witU by a lex Claudia,

except the tutela patronorum." The power of the

legitimus tutor to transfer the tutela is explained
when we consider what was his relation to the fe-

male. (Vid. Testamentum.)
The tutela of a tutor was terminated when he

was removed from the tutela as suspcctus, or when
his excusatio was allowed to be justa ; but in both
of these cases a new tutor would be necessary.*
The tutor, as already observed, might be removed

from his office if he was misconducting himself:
this was effected by the accusatio suspecti, which
is mentioned in the Twelve Tables.*
The Twelve Tables also gave the pupillus an

action against the tutor in respect of any misman-
agement of his property, and if he made out his
case, he was entitled to double the amount of the
injury done to his property. This appears to be the
action which in the Pandect is called rationibus dis-

traliendis, for the settlement of all accounts between
the tutor and his pupillus. There was also the ju-
dicium tutelae, which comprehended the actio tutelae
directa and contraria, and, like the actio distrahendis
rationibus, could only be brought when the tutela
was ended. The actio tutelae directa was for a
general account of the property managed by the tu-
tor, and for its delivery to the pupillus, now become
pubes. The tutor was answerable not only for loss
through dolus malus, but for loss occasioned by
want of proper care. This was an action bonae
fidei, and, consequently, in incertum.^ If the tutor
was condemned in such a judicium, the conse-
quence was infamia. (Vid. Infamia.) The tutor
was entitled to all proper allowances in respect of
what he had expended or done during his manage-
ment of the property of the pupillus. The tutor had

1. (Uuius, II., (*4. — Cic, Top , 11.) — 2. (Gdius, i., 187.) —

3

(Id. i. 190.-Ulp., Frag., tit. 11,8. 13.)—4. (Fra?., tit. 11, s. 8.)
—i (Giiiua, i., 182.) — 6. (Id., 1. c.— Dirkseii, Uebersicht, &c.
der ZwiWf Tafeln, 591-604 )—7. (Gaius, iv., t)2.)
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the actio tutelae contraria against the pupill'.s lor

all his proper costs and expenses ; and he might
have also a calumniaj judicium, in case he could
show that the pupillus had brought an action against
him from malicious niotives.

In order to secure the proper management of the
property of a pupillus or of a person who was ia

curatione, the praitor required the tutor or curator
to give security ; but no security was required from
testamentary tutores, because they had been select-

ed by the testator ; nor, generally, from curatores
appointed by a consul, praetor, or praeses, for they
were appointed as being fit persons.'

The tutela of women who are puberes requires
a separate consideration, in which it will not be
possible to avoid some little repetition.

It was an old rule of Roman law that a woman
could do nothing "afwe auctore," that is, without a
tutor to give to her acts a complete legal character.'
The reasons for this rule are given by Cicero,' by
Ulpian,* and by Gaius ;* but Gaius considers the
usual reasons as to the rule being founded on the
inferiority of the sex as unsatisfactory ; for women
who are puberes (perfectcB tctatis) manage their own
affairs, and, in some cases, a tutor must interpose
his auctoritas (dicis causa), and frequently he is com-
pelled to give his auctoritas by the preetor.' Ulpian
also observes :' " in the case of pupiili and pupillae,

tutores both manage their affairs and give their

auctoritas {et ncgotia gerunt et auctoritatem inter-

ponunt) ; but the tutores of women (mulieres, that

is, women who are puberes) only give their auctori-

tas." There were other cases, also, in which the
capacity of a mulier was greater than that of a pu-
pillus or pupilla. The object of this rule seems to

have been the same as the restriction on the testa-

mentary power of women, for her agnati, who were
a woman's legitimi tutores, were interested in pre-

venting the alienation ofher property.

A mulier might have a tutor appointed by her
lather's testament, or by the testament of her hus-
band, in whose hand she was. She might also re-

ceive from her husband's will the tutoris optio.

Women who had no testamentary tutor were in

the tutela of their agnati, until this rule of law was
repealed by a lex Claudia, which Gaius^ illustrates

as follows :
" a masculus impubes has his fiater

pubes or his patruus for his tutor; but women
Ifamince) cannot have such a tutor." This old tu

tela of the Twelve Tables {legitima tutela) and that

of manumissores (
patronorum tutela) could be trans-

ferred by the in jure cessio, while that of pupiili

could not, "being," as Gaius observes, "not oner-

ous, for it terminated with the period of puberty."

But, as already suggested, there were other reasons

why the agnati could part with the tutela, which in

the case of patroni are obvious. The tutela of
patroni was not included within the lex Claudia.

The tutela fiduciaria was apparently a device of the

lawyers for releasing a woman from the tutela legit

ima,* though it seems to have been retained after

the passing of the lex Claudia, as a general mode
by which a woman changed her tutor.'* To effect

this, the woman made a " coemptio Jiduciw causa;''

she was then remancipated by the coempiionator
to some person of her own choice: this person

manumitted her vindicta, and thus became her tutor

fiduciarius. Thus the woman passed from her own
familia to another, and her agnati lost all claims

upon her property, and her tutor fiduciarius might
be compelled by the praetor to give his auctoritas tc

her acts."

A tutor dativus was given to women under the

1. (Guius, i., 199.)— 2. (Liv., xxxiv., 2.)—3. (hro Mureiia, c.

12.)-4. (Frag., tit. U.S. 1.) — 5. (Gams, i., 19l>.) — 0. (Id. ib.)

— 7. (Flag., tit. 11,8. ^SO-S. (i., 157.) — 9. (Ci:., ). ^.) — IB

(Gaius, 1., 115.)—11. (Id., i., 190 ; li., 122.)
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tex Atilia w en tliere was no tutor, and in other

cases which have been already mentioned.' The
vestal virgins were exempt from all tutela ; and
both ingenua; and iibertinae were exempted from

vutela by the jus liberorum.* The tutela of feeminffi

was determined by the death of the tutor or that

of the wonian, and by her acquiring the jus liber-

orum, either by bearing children or from the impe-

rial favour. The nbdicatio of the tutor and the in

jure cessio (so long as the in jure cessio was in

use) merely effected a change of tutor.

Mulieres differed from pupilli and pupillae in hav-

ing a capacity to manage their affairs, and only re-

quiring in certain cases the auctoritas of a tutor.

If the woman was in the legitima tutela of patroni

or parentcs, the tutores could not be compelled, ex-

cept in certain very special cases, to give their auc-

toritas to acts which tended to deprive them of the

woman's property, or to diminish it before it might
come to their hands.' Other tutores could be com-
pelled to give their auctoritas. The special cases

in which the auctoritas of a tutor was required

were, if the woman had to sue " lege," or in a legit-

imum judicium, if she was going to bind herself by

a contract, if she was doing any civil act, or per-

mitting her freedwoman to be in contubernium with

the slave of another person, or alienating a res man-
cipi. Among civil acts (civilia negolm) was the

making of a testament, the rules as to which are

stated in the article Test.^mentum. Libertae could

not make a will without the consent of their pa-

troni, for the will was an act which deprived the

patron of his rights* as being a legitimus tutor.

Gaius mentions a rescript of Antoninus, by which
those who claimed the bonorum possessio secundum
iabulas non jure factas could maintain their right

against those who claimed it ab intestato. He
adds, this rescript certainly applies to the wills of

males, and also of foeminae who had not performed
the ceremony of mancipatio or nuncupatio ; but he
does not decide whether it applies to the testaments
of women made without the auctoritas of a tutor

;

and by tutor he means not those who exercised the
legitima tutela of parents or patroni, but tutors of
the other kind (aUerius generis*), who could be com-
pelled to give their auctoritas. It would be a fair

conclusion, however, that a woman's will made
without the auctoritas of such tutores ought to be
valid under the rescript.

A payment made to a mulier was a release to the
debtor, for a woman could part with res nee man-
cipi without the auctoritas of a tutor ; if, however,
she did not receive the money, but affected to re-

lease the debtor by acceptilatio, this was not a valid

release to him.* She could not manumit without
the auctoritas of a tutor.' Gains* states that no
alienation of a res mancipi by a mulier in agnato-
rum tutela was valid unless it was delivered with
the auctoritas of a tutor, which he expresses by
saymg that her res mancipi could not otherwise be
the object of usucapion, and that this was a provis-

ion of the Twelve Tables.* In other cases, if a
res mancipi was transferred by tradition, the pur-
chaser acquired the Quiritarian ovvnership by usu-
capion {vid. Usuc.tpio) ; but in the case of a wom-
an's res mancipi, the auctoritas of the tutor was
required in order that usucapion might he effected.

In another passage'* Gaius observes that a woman
cannot alienate her res mancipi without th6 auc-
toritas of her tutor, which means that the formal
act of mancipatio is null without his auctoritas

;

I. (Gaius, i., 173, &c.— Ulp., Frag., tit. 11.) — 2. (Gaiui, i.,

145, 194.)—3. (Id.,192.)-4. (Id., iii.,43.)—5. (Compare li., 122,
aud i., 1«4, 195.)— 6. (Cic., Top., 1 1. — Gaius, ii., 83, 85 ; iii.,

171.)—7. (Ulp., Frag., tit. 1, s. 17.—Compare C<c, Pro M. C<bI.,

a. 29.)—8. (u., 47.)—9 (ii., 47.;—10. (li., 80.)

and such act could not operate as a traditio for want
of his auctoritas, as appears from the other passage.

The passage of Cicero* is in accordance with Gaius

;

but another* is expressed so vaguely, that, though
the explanation is generally supposed to be clear,

it seems exceedingly doubtful, if it can be rightly

understood. The possibility of usucapion, when
there was the auctoritas of the tutor, appears from
Gaius ; but it does not api)ear why Cicero should

deny, generally, the possibility of usucapion of a
woman's property when she was in legitima tu-

tela. The passage, however, is perfectly intelligi-

ble on the supposition of there having been a trans-

fer without the auctoritas of a tutor, atid on the
farther supposition of Cicero thinking it unnecessa-
ry to state the particular facts of a case which must
have been known to Atticus.*

The auctoritas of a tutor was not required in the
case of any obligatio by which the woman's condi-
tion was improved, but it was necessary in cases
where the woman became bound.* If the woman
wished to promise a dos, the auctoritas of a tutor

was necessary.* By the lex Julia, if a woman
was in the legitima tutela of a pupillus, she might
apply to the praetor urbanus for a tutor who should
give the necessary auctoritas in the case of a dus
constituenda.' As a woman could alienate res nee
mancipi without the consent of a tutor, she could
contract an obligation by lending money, for by de-
livery the money became the property of the re-

ceiver. A senatus consultum allowed a woman to

apply for a tutor in the absence of her tutor, un-
less the tutor was a patronus ; if he was a patro-

nus, the woman could only apply for a tutor in cr-

der to have his auctoritas for taking possession ol om
hereditas {ad heredilalcm adeundam) or contracting
a marriage.
The tutela of a woman was terminated by the

death of the tutor or that of the woman ; by a
marriage, by which she came in manum viri ; by the
privilege of children {jus Uberorum); by abdicatio,

and also by the in jure cessio, so long as the agna-
torum tutela was in use: but in these last two
cases there was only a change ol" tutor.

A woman had no right of action against her tu-

tor in respect of his tutela, for he had not the ne-
goiiorum gestio, but only interposed his auctoritas.*

(The most recent and the most complete work on
the Roman tutela is said to be by lludorff, the sub-
stance of which appears to be given by Rein, Das
Rom. Privatrecht, p. 239, &,c.. Dig. 26 and 27).

TU'TULUS was the name given to a pile of hair
on a woman's head. Great pains were taken by
the Roman ladies to have this part of the hair dress-

ed in the prevailing fashion, whence we read in an
inscription of an omatrix a tululo.* Sometimes the

hair was piled up to an enormous height.'* The
tutulus seems to have resembled very much the
Greek Kopv/zOoc, of which a representation is given
in the woodcut on p. 314.

The llaminica always wore a tutulus, which was
formed by having the hair plaited up with a purple
band in a conical form.''

TWELVE TABLES. In the year B.C 462, the
tribune C. Terentillus Arsa proposed a rogation
that five men should be appointed for the purpose
of preparing a set of laws to limit the imperium of

the consuls.'* The patricians opposed the measure,
but it was brought forward by the tribunes in the
following year with some modifications : the new

1. (ii., 47.)—2. (Pro Flacco, c. 34.)— 3. (ad Att., i., ».)-4.
{Vid. Casaubon's note on Cic. ad Att., i., 5.)—5. (Gains, i., Itt;
ili., 108.—Ulp., Frag., tit. II, s 27.—Cic, Pi-o Ciecin.. 25.)—

4

(Cic, Pro Flacc, 35.) —7. (Gaius, i., 178. — Ulp., Frag., til. II,

s. 20.)-8. (Gaius, i., 191.) — 9. (Gruter, 579, 3.) — 10. (Luitaa,

ii., 358—Juv., vi., 503.— SUt., SjrW., i., 2, 114.) —11 (Festna.
•. V.)— 12. (Liv., ili., 9.)
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rogation proposed that ten men should be appointed

(Ugum latorcs) from the plebs and the patricii, who
were to make laws for the advantage of both ranks,

and for the "equalizing of liberty," a phrase the

import of which can only be understood by refer-

ence to the disputes between the two ranks.^ Ac-

cording to Dionysius," in the year B.C. 454 the sen-

ate assented to a plebiscitum, pursuant to which

commissioners were to be sent to Athens and the

Greek cities generally, in order to make themselves

acquainted with their laws. Three commissioners

were appointed for the purpose. On tiie return of

the commissioners, 15. C. 452, it was agreed that

persons should be appointed to draw up the code of

laws (decemviri legibus scribundis), but they were
to be chosen only from the patricians, with a pro-

vision that the rights of the plebeians should be re-

spected by the decemviri in drawing up the laws.*

In the following year (B.C. 451) the decemviri

were appointed in the comitia centuriata, and du-

ring the time of their office no other magistratus

were chosen. The body consisted of ten patricians,

including the three commissioners who had been
sent abroad ; Appius Claudius, consul designatus,

was at the head of the body. The Ten took the

administration of affairs in turn, and the insignia of

office were only used by him who for the time be-

ing directed the administration.* Ten tables of

laws were prepared during the year, and after be-

ing approved by the senate, were confirmed by the

comitia centuriata. As it was considered that

some farther laws were wanted, decemviri were
again elected B.C. 450, consisting of Appius Clau-

dius and his friends ; but the second body of decem-
viri comprised three plebeians, according to Dionys-

ius,' but Livy« speaks only of patricians. Two
more tables were added by these decemviri, which
Cicero' calls " Dum tabula iniquarum legum." The
provision which allowed no connubium between the

patres and the plebs is referred to the eleventh

table." The whole Twelve Tables were first pub-

lished in the consulship of L. Valerius and M. Ho-
ratius, after the downfall of the decemviri, B.C.
449.' Tiiis, the first attempt to make a code, re-

mained also the only attempt for near one thou-

sand years, until the legislation of Justinian. The
Twelve Tables are mentioned by the Roman wri-

ters under a great variety of names : Leges Decem-
virales, Lex Decemvirahs, Leges XII., Lex XII.
Tabularum or Duodecim, and soinetimes they are
referred to under the names of leges and lex sim-
ply, as being pre-eminently The Law.
The laws were cut on bronze tablets and put up

in a public place." Pomponius" states that the first

Ten Tables were on ivory {tabulcB cborea) : a note
of Zimmern'" contains references to various author-
ities which treat of this disputed matter. After the
burning of the city by the Gauls, it was necessary
to reconstruct the tables." It is not said that there
had been two or more original copies, though, if the
custom of placing laws in the aerarium was then
in use, there may have been two copies at least.

But whether there was only one copy, or whether
that was found alter the conflagration, the twelve
were in some way restored, and the Romans of the
age of Cicero had never any doubt as to the genu-
ineness of the collection which then existed.
The legislation of the Twelve Tables has been a

fruitful matter of speculation and inquiry to modern
historians and jurists, who have often handled the

1. (Liv., ii., lO.-Dioays., x., 3.)— 2. (x., 68, 62.) — 3. (Liv..
iii., 33, &c.)— 4. (Liv., iii., 33.)— 5. (x., 58.)— 6. (iv., 3.) — 7.
(De Rep., ii.,37.)—8. (Dirksen, Uebers., <fec., p. 740.)—9. (Liv.,
ill, 54, 57.)— 10. (Liv., ill., 57.— DioU., xii., 56.) — 11. (Dig. 1,
tit 2, 8. 2, <) 4.)— 12. (Gesch. (leg R5m. Privatrechts, i., 101.)—M rUv., vi., 1.)

subject in me most uncritical manner, and with ct»
ter disregard to the evidence. As to the mission
to the Greek cities, the fact rests on as much and
as good evidence as most other facti^ of the same
age, and there is nothing in it improbable, though
we do not know what the commissioners brought
back with them. It is farther said that Hermodo-
rus, an Ephesian exile, aided the decemviri in draw-
ing up the Twelve Tables, though his assistance
would probably be confined to the interpretation o^
Greek laws, as it has been suggested.' This tradi-

tion was confirmed by the fact of a statue having
been erected in the comitium at Rome in memory
of Hermodorus ; but it did not exist in the time ol

Pliny.2

The Twelve Tables contained matters relating
both to the jus publicum and the jus privatum
{fons publici privalique juris^). The jus publicum
underwent great clianges in the course of yeais,
but the jus privatum of the Twelve Tables contin-
ued to be the fundamental law of the Roman state.

Cicero speaks of learning the laws of the Twelve
Tables {ut carmen neccssarium) when a boy ;* but
he adds that this practice had fallen into disuse
when he wrote, the Edict having then become ol

more importance. But this does not mean that the
fundamental principles of the Twelve Tables wero
ever formally repealed, but that the jus praetorura

grew up by the side of them, and mitigated their

rigour. There is, indeed, an instance in which pos-
itive legislation interfered with them, by the aboli-

tion of the legis actionis ; but the Twelve Tables
themselves were never repealed. The Roman wri-
ters speak in high terms of the precision of the
enactments contained in the Twelve Tables, ?jid of

the propriety of the language in which they were
expressed.' That many of their provisions should
have become obscure in the course of time, owing
to the change which language undergoes, is notlJng
surprising ; nor can we wonder if the strictness o(

the old law should often have seemed unnecessa-
rily harsh in a later age.* So <ar as we can form a
judgment by the few fragments which remain, the
enactments were expressed with great brevity and
archaic simplicity.

Sextus ^lius Pajtus Catus, in his Tripartita, com-
mented on the Twelve Tables, and the work exist-

ed in the time of Pomponius. ( Vid. Jus .^.lianum.)

Antistius Labeo also wrote a comment on the Ta-
bles, which is mentioned several times by Gellius.'

Gains also wrote a comment on the Tables in six

books {ad legem xii. tabularum), twenty fragments of

which are contained in the Digest, and collected by
Homraelius in his Palingenesia." There were also

other commentaries or explanations of the lawa ol

the Twelve Tables.'

The notion which has sometimes been entertain-

ed, that the Twelve Tables contained a body ol

rules of law entirely new, is not supported by any
evidence, and is inconsistent with all that we know
of them and of Roman institutions. It is more rea-

sonable to suppose that they fixed in a written form
a large body of customary law, which would be an
obvious benefit to the plebeians, inasmuch as the

patricians were the expounders of the law. One ot

the last two tables contained a provision which al-

lowed no connubium between patricians and plebe-

ians ; but it is uncertain whether this was a new
rule of law or a confirmation of an old rule. The
latter seems the more probable supposition ; but in

either case it is clear that it was not one of the oh-

1. (Strab., p. 642, Casaub.—Pompou., De Oiig Juris, Dig. 1

tit. 2, s. 2, « 4-) — 2. (U. N., xxxiv., 5.)— 3. (Liv., in , 34 ) -4
(De Leg.,ii.,4,23.)—5. (Cic, De Rep., iv., 8.—Di dur , xii, 'W
— 6. (Gell., XVI., 10.)— 7. (i., 12; vii., )).)— 8 (i.. 117) -»
(Cic, De Leg., ii., 23, 25.)
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Jocts of this legislation to put the two classes on
the same fooling'. Modern v* riters often speak in-

accurately c{ the decemviral legislation, and of the

decemviri as enacting laws, as if the decemviri had
exercised sovereign power ; but they did not even
affect to legislate absolutely, for the Ten Tables
were confirmed by the comitia centuriata, or the

ovoreign people, or, as Niebuhr expresses it, '* when
the decemviri had satisfied every objection they
deemed reasonable, and their work was approved
by the senate, they brought it before the centuries,

whose assent was ratified by the curies, under the
presidency of the colleges of priests and the sanc-
tion of happy auspices.'" The two new tables were
confirmed in the same way, as we may safely con-
clude from the circumstances of the case.' It

makes no difference that the sovereign people did not
vote on the several laws included in the Tables :

such a mode of legislation would have been imprac-
ticable, and, as Niebuhr observes, was not conform-
able to the usage of ancient commonwealths. How
far the decemviri really were able, by intrigue or
otherwise, to carry such particular measures as
they wished to insert in the Tables, is a different

question : but in form their so-called legislation was
confirmed, as a whole, by the sovereign, that is, the
Roman people, and consequently the decemviri are
improperly called legislators : they might be called
code-makers.

It is consistent with the assumption that the
Twelve Tables had mainly for their object the im-
bodying of the cuslojnary law in writing, to admit
that many provisions were also introduced from the
laws of other states. Indeed, where the Roman
law was imperfect, the readiest mode of supplying
the defects would be by adopting the rules of law
that had been approved by experience among other
people. Thus Gaius, in his Commentary on the
Twelve Tables, where he is speaking of Collegia,*

says that the members of collegia may make what
terms Ihey please among themselves, if they there-

by v'olate no publica lex ; and he adds, this lex
teems to be taken from one of Solon's, which he
quotes. And in another passage, when he is speak-
ing of the actio finium regundorum,* he refers to a
law of Solon as the source of certain rules as to

boundaries. It is a possible case that the Romans
had no written law before the enactment of the
Twelve Tables, except a few leges, and, if this is

so, the prudence of applying to those states which
had bodies of written law, if it were only as samples
and patterns of the form of legislation, is obvious.

The fragments of the Twelve Tables have often
been collected, but the most complete essay on their

history, and on the critical labours of scholars and
Jurists, is by Dirksen, Uebersicht der hisherigcn Ver-
suche zur Krilik und Herstellung dcs Tcxles der

Zwolf-Tafd-Fragmente, Leipzig, 1824. Zimmern's
Geschichtc, &c., contains references to all the au-
thorities on this subject.

TY'MPANUM (rr/i;ra>'ov),a small drum carried in

the hand. Of these, some resembled in all respects
a modern tambourine with bells. Others presented
a flat, circular disk on the upper surface, and swell-
ed out beneath like a kettle-drum, a shape which
appears to be indicated by Pliny when he describes

particular class of pearls in the following terms

:

" Quibus una tantum est fades, et ab ea rotunditas,

ttersis planilies, ob id tympania vor.anlur."* Both
forms are represented in the cuts below. That
upon the left is from a painting found at Pompeii,*,

that on the right from a fictile vase ;'' and here the

'.. (Engl, tram., ii., 313.)— 8. (Liv., iii., 37, 57.)— 3. (Dig.

47, tit 22, 8. 4.)-4. (Dig;. 10, tit. 1, t. 13.)—5. (H. N., ix., 54.)— S. (MuK. Uitb., torn, vii., tav. 37.)— 7. (Millin, Peintures de
Vaw>( Antiqiirs, pi. 56.)
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convexity on the under side is distinctly seen. Tjnv
pana were covered with the hides of oxen' or of
asses,* were beaten* with a stick* or wilh the
hand' (see cuts), and were much employed in all

wild, enthusiastic religions rites,* especially the or-

gies of Bacchus and of Cybele,^ and hence Plautus*
characteriv:es an effeminate coxcomb as " Machum
malacum, eincinnalum, umbraticolam, tympanolribam."
According to Justin,* they were used by the Par-
thians in war to give the signal for the onset.

2. A solid wheel without spokes for heavy wag-
ons,'* such as is shown in the cut on page 781
These are to this day common in the rude carts of
southern Italy and Greece, and Mr. Fellows," froir

whose work the figure below is copied, found there
attached to the farm vehicles of Mysia. " The
wheels are of solid blocks of
wood or thick planks, gener-
ally three, held together by an
iron hoop or tire ; a loud creak-
ing noise is made by the fric-

tion of the galled axle," a sat-

isfactory commentary on the

"stridenlia plausha" of Virgil.'*
3. Hence wheels of various kinds, a sort of crane

worked by a wheel for raising weights,'* a wheel
for drawing water,'* a solidtoothed wheel forming
part of the machinery of a mill," and the like.

4. An ancient name for round plates or chargers,
such as were afterward called lajices and siatera.^*

5. An architectural term, signifying the flat sur-
face or space within a pediment, and also the square
panel of a door."

6. A wooden cudgel for beating malefactors, and
also a beating-post to which they were tied when
flogged ; hence the GreeiC verbs rvfiwavi^eiv and
anoTv/jnravi^eiv are formed."

U. V.

VACA'NTIA BONA. {Vid. Bona Vacantia..
VACA'TIO. (Vid. Army, Roman, p. 102 -. Em-

eriti.)

*VACCIN'IUM, most probably the Delphinwv%
Ajacit, or Larkspur. {Vid. Hyacinthus.)
VADIMO'NIUM, VAS. {Vid. Actio, p. 18;

VAGI'NA. {Vid. Gladius )

VALE'RI^ LEGES, proposed by the consul P.

Valerius Publicola, B.C. 508, enacted, 1. That who
ever attempted to obtain possession of royal power
should be devoted to the gods, together with his

substance ;'• and, 2. That whoever was condemned
by the sentence of a magistrate to be put to death.

1. (Ovid, Fast., it., 342.—Stat., Theb., ii., 78.)—2. (Pbwlr.,
iii., 20, 4.)—3. (Suet., OcUv., 68.)—4. (Phedr., 1. r.)—5. (Ovid,
Met., iv., 30.)—6. (Aristoph., Lysist., i., 387.)—7. (CatuU., Ixit.,

262.— Claud., De Cons. Stilich., iii., 365.— Lucret.. li., 618.—
Catull., Uiii.. 8. —Virg., Xn., ix., 619. — Cland., Eutrop., i.,

278.—Compare Lobeck, Aglaoph.. p. 630, 652.)— 8. (True, ii., 7
49.) — 9. (xli., 2.)-10. (Virg., Georg..iv.. 444.)— 11. (Exc. in

Asia Minor, p. 72.) — 12. (Georg., iii., 536.) — 13. (Lucret., i».,

903. —Vitruv., X., 4.)— 14. (Id., x., ;5.)— 15. (Id., x., 9, 10.;

—16. (Pliii.. H. N., xxxiii., 52.)— 17 (Viirur., iii., 3 ; i»., 6.)—
18. (Schnl. ad Aristoph., Plut., 476.- St. Paul, Ep. to Ilehrewiv
xi.. 35. -Pollux, Onom., »iii., 70.)— 19. ;Lir., ii., » - Plut.
Puhl., 11, 12)
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M be scourged, or to be fined, should possess the

right of aijpeal [frovocalio) to the people.' Niebuhr*

has pointed out that the patricians possessed pre-

viously the right of appeal from the sentence of a

magistrate to their own council the curies, and that,

therefore, this law of Valerius only related to the

plebeians, to whom it gave the right of appeal to

the plebeian tribes, and not to the centuries. This

86(31 IS to be proved by a passage of Dionysius,' and

»l30 by the fact that the laws proposed by the Va-

lerian family respecting the right of appeal are

.•poken of as one of the chief safeguards of the lib-

erty of the plebs.* The right of appeal did not

extend beyond a mile from the city,* where the

UTjlimited imperium began, to which tho patricians

were just as much subject as the plebeians.

VALE'RIiE ET HORA'TI^ LEGES were
three laws proposed by the consuls L. Valerius and
M. Horatius, B.C. 449, in the year after the decem-
virate. 1. The first law is said to have made a

plebiseitum binding on the whole people, respecting

the meaning of which expression see Plebiscitum.

2. The second law enacted that whoever should

procure the election of a magistrate without appeal

should be outlawed, and might he killed by any one
with impunity.' 3. The third law renewed the

penalty threatened against any one who should

liarm the tribunes and the aediles, to whom were
now added the judges and decemvirs (" Ut qui

tribunis plchis, adilibus, judicibus, decemviris nocuis-

set, ejus caput Jovi sacrum esset, familia ad eadem
Ccreiis libcri libcraquc venum iref''''). There has
been considerable dispute as to who are meant by
the " judices" and " decemviri" in this passage. Ar-
nold* supposes that tliey refer to two new offices,

which were to be shared equally between the two
orders^ the "judices" being two supreme magis-
trates, invested with the highest judicial power, and
discharging also those duties afterward performed
by the censors, and the " decemviri" being ten trib-

unes of the soldiers, to whom the military power
of the consuls was transferred. Niebuhr' supposes
the centumviri to be meant by the judices, and that

the decemviri were the supreme magistrates, who
were again to take the place of the consuls, as soon
as it should be settled what share the commonalty
ought to have in the curule dignities; only he im-

agines that it was the plebeian decemvirs alone

that are meant in this passage.

VALE'RL\ LEX, proposed by the consul M.
Valerius, B.C. 300, re-enacted for the third time
the celebrated law of his family respecting appeal
(frovocalio) from the decision of a magistrate. The
law specified no fixed penalty for its violation, leav-

ing the judges to determine what the punishment
should be.'" We do not know why this law was
re-enacted at this particular time.

VALLUM, a term applied either to the whole or
a portion of the fortifications of a Roman camp. It

is derived from vallus (a stake), and properly means
the palisade which ran along the outer edge of the
agger, but it very frequently includes the agger also.

The vallum, in the latter sense, together with the
fossa or ditch which surrounded the camp outside
of the vallum, formed a complete fortification. ( Vid.
AOOER.)
The valli {xdpaKeq), of which the vallum, in the

former and more limited sense, was composed, are
described by Polybius" and Livy,»» who make a com-
parison between the vallum of the Greeks and that
of the Romans, very much to the advantage of the

1. (Dionys., v., 19, 70.—Cic, De Rcpubl., ii., 31.—Liv., ii 8 )

—2. (J., p. 531.)—3. (ix., 39.)—4. (Liv., lii., 55, 56.)—5. (Id,
iii.,20.)—6. (1(1., iii., 55; iv., 13.—Cic, De Rep., ii.. 31.)—

7

(Liv., iii.. 55.)—8. (i., p. 317, <tc.)—9. (ii., p. 368.)— 10. (Liv..
i.,».)-ll. (xvii.,i., l.)-12. (xixiii., 5.)
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latter. Both used for valli young trees, or arras of

larger trees, with the side branches on them ; but

the xalli of the Greeks were much larger, and had
more branches than those of the Romans, which
had either two or three, or, at the most, four branch-
es, and these generally on the same side. The
Greeks placed their valli in the agger at considera-
ble intervals, the spaces between them being filled

up by the branches ; the Romans fixed theiis close
together, and made the branches interlace, and
sharpened their points carefully. Hence the Greek
vallus could easily be taken hold of by its large

branches and pulled from its place, and when it wa«
removed a large opening was left in the vallum.
The Roman vallus, on the contrary, presented no
convenient handle, required very great force to pull

it down, and, even if removed, left a very small
opening. The Greek valli were cut on the spot

;

the Romans prepared theirs beforehand, and each
soldier carried three or four of them when on a
march.* They were made of any strong wood, but

oak was preferred.

The word vallus is sometimes used as equivalent

to vallum.^

A fortification like the Roman vallum was used
by the Greeks at a very early period.^

Varro's etymology of the word is not worth
much.*

In the operations of a siege, when the place could
not be taken by storm, and it became necessary to

establish a blockade, this was done by drawing de-

fences similar to those of a camp round the town,
which was then said to be circumvallatum. Such a
circumvallation, besides cutting off all communica-
tion between the town and the surrounding country,

formed a defence against the sallies of the besieged.

There was often a double line of fortifications, the
inner against the town, and the outer against a force

that might attempt to raise the siege. In this case
the army was encamped between the two lines of
works.

This kind of circumvallation, which the Greeks
called unoTEixi-oiiog and nepireixio/Mog, was employed
by the Peloponnesians in the siege of Plataeae.*

Their lines consisted of two walls (apparently of

turf) at the distance of 16 feet, which surrounded
the city in the form of a circle. Between the walla

were the huts of the besiegers. The walls had bat-

tlements (£7rdAf£if), and at every tenth battlement

was a tower, filling up by its depth the whole
space between the walls. There was a passage
for the besiegers through the middle of each tower.

On the outside of each wall was a ditch (ra^pofV
This description would almost exactly answer for

the Roman mode of circumvallation, of which some
of the best examples are that of Carthage by Scipio,*

that of Numantia by Scipio,' and that of Alesia bj

Caesar.^ The towers in such lines were similar t(-

those used in attacking fortified places, but not p<i

high, and, of course, not movable.' ( Vid. Tckkis >

VALLUS. (Vid. Vallum.)
VALV^. (Vid. Janua, p. 525.)

VANNUS (icKfiog, ^ikvov), a winnowing-van, j. t.,

a broad basket, into which the corn mixed with
cha?" (acus, uxvpa) was received after thrashing,

and was then thrown in the direction of the wind."
It thus performed with greater effect and conveni-

ence the office of the pala lignea, or winnowing-
shovel. (Fid. Pala, p. 715.) Virgil" dignifies this

simple implement by calling it myslica vannus lac-

1. vPolyb., I. c—Virff., Georg., iii., 31fi,347.— Cic, Tusc, ii.,

16.)—2. (CabS., Bell. Civ., iii., 6S.)-3. (Horn.. II., ix.. 349, 350.)

—4. (h. L., v., 1 17, ed. Muller.)—5. (Thucyd., ii . 78 ; iii., 20-

23.)-6. (Appian, Pun., 119, &c.)—7. (Id., llisp., 90.)—8. (BiU.
Gall., vii., 72, 73.)—9. (Lips., De Mil. Rom., v., 5, in Oper., iii., p.

156, 157.—Id., Poll jrc, ii., 1, in 0\>ex., iii., 28C.)— 10. (Col., Dl
Re Rutt., ii., 21.- Virg., Georg., iii., 134.}- 11. (Georg., i., 166 )
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eAt. The ites of Bacchus, as well as those of

Ceres, having a continual reference to the occupa-

tions of rural life, llie vannus was borne in the pro-

cessions celebrated in honour of both these divinities.

Hence AiKvinjc^ was one of the epithets of Bac-

chus. In an Antkfixa in the British Museunti (see

the annexed woodcut) the infant Bacchus is carried

in a vannus by two dancing bacchantes clothed in

skins {vid. Pelms), the one male and carrying a

Thyrbos, the other female and carrying a torch.

Vid. Fax.) Other divinities were sometimes con-

mMM-mMM

ceived to have been cradled in the same manner.*

The vannus was also used in the processions to

carry the instruments of sacrifice and the first-fruits

or other offerings, those who bore them being called

the ?.iKvo<p6poc.*

VA'RIA LEX. ( Ftrf. Majestas.)
VAS. (Vid.PRMS.)
VATI'NIA LEX. (Vid. Lex, p. 586.)

UDO, a sock of goat's-hair or felt.* Hesiod* ad-

vises countrymen to wear brogues {perojies, Kap-

6aTivai) made of ox-hide, with socks of the above
description within them. Socks of a finer felt were
sometimes worn by the Athenians.*

VECTIGA'LIA is the general term for all the

regular revenues of the Roman state.' The word
is derived from veho, and is generally believed to

have originally signified the duties paid upon things

imported and exported (qua vehebantur). If this

were true, it would necessarily imply that these

duties were either the most ancient or the most im-

portant branch of the Roman revenues, and that, for

either of these reasons, the name was subsequently

used to designate all the regular revenues in gen-

eral. But neither point is borne out by the history

of Rome, and it seems more probable that vectigal

means anything which is brought (vehitur) into the

public treasury, like the Greek ^rfpof. The earliest

regular income of the state was, in all probability,

the rent paid for the use of the public land and pas-

tures. This revenue was called pascua, a name
which was used as late as the time of Pliny,* in the
tables or registers of the censors, for all the reve-

nues of the state in general.

The senate was the supreme authority in all mat-
ters of finance ; but, as the state itself did not occupy
itself with collecting the taxes, duties, and tributes,

the censors were intrusted with the actual busi-

ness. These officers, who in this respect may not

unjustly be compared to modern ministers offinance,

used to let the various branches of the revenue to

the publican! for a fixed sum and for a certain num-
Der of years. (KjVZ. Censor, Publicani.) ,

As most of the branches of the public revenues

1. (HeRych., «. V.)— 2. (Callim., Jov., 48. — Schol. in loc.—
Horn., Hymn, in Merc., 254.) — 3. (Callim. in Cer., 127.) — 4.

(Mart., xiv., 140.)—5. (Op. et Dies, 542.)—6. (Cratiuus, p. 19,

ed. Ruukel )- 7. (Cic, Pro Leg. Manil., 6.)—8. (H. N., xviii., 3.)

ot Rome are treated of in sc.-paratu articles, it n
only necessary to give a list of them here, and tc

explain those which Lave not been treated of sep-

arately.

1. The tithes paid to the state by those who oc-

cupied the ager publicus. (Vid. DecuMiC, AoRARiiS

Leoeb.)
2. The sums paid by those who kept their cattle

on the public pastures. (Vid. Scriptura.)

3. The harbour duties raised upon imported and
exported commodities. (Vid. Portoriim.)

4. The revenue derived from the salt-works (sali-

na). Ancus Marcius is said to have first established

salt-works at Ostia ;' and as they were public prop-

erty, they were probably let out to farm. The pub

licani appear, however, at times to have sold this

most necessary of all commodities at a very high

price, whence, during the war with Porsenna, the

Republic itself undertook the direct management
of the salinae of Ostia, in order that the people might

obtain salt at a more moderate price.* Subsequent-

ly the salina; were again farmed by the publican),

but the censors M. Livius and C. Claudius fixed the

price at which those who took the lease of them
were obliged to sell the salt to the people. At
Rome the modius was, according to this regulation,

sold for a sextans, while in other parts of Italy the

price was higher and varied.' The salt-works in

Italy and in the provinces were very numerous ; in

conquered countries, however, they were sometimes

left in the possession of their lormer owners (per

sons or towns), who had to pay to Rome only a

fixed rent. Others, again, were worked, and the

produce sold in the name of the state, or were, like

those of Ostia, farmed by the publican!.*

5. The revenues derived from the mines {metplla)

This branch of the public revenue cannot have been
very productive until the Romans had become mas-
ters of foreign countries. Until that time the mines
of Italy appear to have been worked, but this was
forbidden by the senate after the conquest of foreign

lands.* The mines of conquered countries were
treated like the salinae, that is, they were partly

left to individuals or towns, on condition of a cer-

tain rent being paid,* or they were worked for the

direct account of the state, or were farmed by the

publicani. In the last case, however, it appears al-

ways to have been fixed by the lex censoria how
many labourers or slaves the publicani should be

allowed to employ in a particular mine, as other-

wise they would have been able to derive the most
enormous profits.' Among the most productive

mines belonging to the Republic, we may mention

the rich gold-mines near Aquileia.* the gold-mines

of Ictimuli, near Vercelli, in which 2.5,000 men were
constantly employed,* and, lastly, the silver-mines

in Spain, in the neighbourhood of Carthago Nova,

which yielded every day 25,000 drachmas to the

Roman serarium " Macedonia, Thrace, Illyricum,

Africa, Sardinia, and other places, also contained

very productive mines, from which Rome derived

considerable income.

6. The hundredth part of the value of all things

which were sold (centesima rerum vcnalium). Thi?

tax was not instituted at Rome until the time of the

civil wars ; the persons who collected it were called

coactores.^^ Tiberius reduced this tax to a two
hundredth (duccnlcsima), and Caligula abolished it

for Italy altogether, whence upon several coins of

this emperor we read R. C. C, that is, Remisaa

1. (Liv., i., 33. — Plin., H. N., xixi., 41.) —2. {Grono»iu8 ad

Liv., ii, 9.) — 3. (Liv., xxii., 37.) — 4. (Burraann, Veclig. Pop.

Rom., p. 90, &c.)—5. (Plin., H. N., xxxiii., 4 ; ixxvii., 13.)— 6.

(Id. lb., xxxiv., I.)— 7. (Id. ill., xxxiii.,4.) — 8. (Polyh., xxxJT.,

10.)—9. (Plin., H.N, xxxiii.,4—Sirab., v., p. 151.)-10. (Polyb.,

xxxiv., 9.—Compare Liv., xxxiv., 21.) —II (Cic , Ep. ad Orat^

i., 18; ProRab. Poat., 11.)
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Ducentesima.^ According to Dion Caosius,* Tibe-

rius restored the centesima, which was afterward

abolished by Cahgula.' Respecting the tax raised

upon the sale of slaves, see Qoinquagesima.

7. The vicesima hereditatium et manumissionum.

{Vid. Vicesima.)

8. The tribute imposed upon foreign countries

was by far the most important branch of the public

revenue during^ the time of Rome's greatness. It

was sometimes raised at once, sometimes paid by

instalments, and sometimes changed into a poll-tax,

which was in many cases regulated according to

the census.* In regard to Cilicia and Syria, we
know that this tax amounted to one per cent, of a

person's census, to which a tax upon houses and
slaves was added.* In some cases the tribute was
not paid according to the census, but consisted in

a land-tax.*

9. A tax upon bachelors. (Fid. Uxorium.)
10. A door-tax. (Kit/. Ostiariom.)

11. The octavcB. In the time of Caesar, all liberti

living in Italy, and possessing property of 200 ses-

tertia and above it, had to pay a tax consisting of

the eighth part of their property.^

It would be interesting to ascertain the amount
of income which Rome at various periods derived

from tliese and other sources, but our want of in-

formation renders it impossible. M'^e have only the

general statement that, previously to the time of

Pompey, the annual revenue amounted to fifty mill-

ions of draclimas, and that it was increased by him
to eiglity-five millions.* Respecting the sums con-

tained at different times in the aerarium at Rome,
see Pliny."

VEHES {pxiind), a load of hay, manure, or any-
thing which was usually conveyed in a cart. ( Vtd.

Plau STRUM.) Pliny speaks of "a large load of hay"
{vehem fani large onuslam^'^), which shows that this

term did not always denote a fixed quantity. With
the Romans, however, as with us, the load was like-

wise used as a measure, a load of manure being
e<}ual to eighty modii, which was about twenty
bushels." The trunk of a tree, when squared, was
also reckoned a load, the length varying according
to the kind of timber, viz., 20 feet of oak, 25 of fir,

6iC.'* A load was also called Garpentum.
VELARIUM. {Vid. Yelvu.)
VELA'TI was a name given to the Accensi in

the Roman army, who were only supernumerary
soldiers ready to supply any vacancies in the legion.

(Vid. Accensi.) Tliey v/.sre called Velati, because
they were only clO.^fi {velali) with the saga, and
Wcie \r:, ^-:T\\ir\-i armed. '^

VE'LITEh. ( Vid. Army, Roman, p. 104.)

VELLEIA'NUM SENATUS CONSULTUM.
{Vid. Intercessio, p. 542.)
VELUM (ail/lam,'* napaniraa/ia,^* KaTairiTaa/ia^*),

a curtain, {iarcov) a sail. In private houses cur-
tains were either hung as coverings over doors,*' or
they served in the interior of the house as substi-
tutes for doors.'* {Vid. House, p. 515; Janua, p.

626.) In the palace of the Roman emperor, a slave,
called velarius, was stationed at each of the princi-
pal doors to raise the curtain when any one passed

1. (T^it., Ann., i.,78
; ii., 42.—Suet., Calig., 16.)—2. (Iviii.,

16; lix., 9.)— 3. (Comp. Dig. 50, tit. 16, s. 17, I) 1.) —4. (Cic,
c. Verr., i.., 53, 55, .tc.-Paus., vii., 16.)— 5. {Cic ad Fam., iii.,

8; ad Att., /., 16. — Appian, De Reb. Syr., 50.) — 6. (Appiaii,
De Bell. Civ., v., 4.— Compare Walter, Gesch. Ues Rom. Rechts,
p. 224, <fec.)—7. (Dion Cuss., 1., 10.)-8. (Plut., Pomp., 45.)—9.
il. N., xxxiii., 17.— Burmann, De Vectig. Pop. Rom. — Upge-
wiscb, Versuch iitier die Rom. Fiuanz. — Bosse, Grundziige de*
Finanzw. Riini. Staal ) — 10. (Plin., II. N., xxxvi., 15, s. 24 ) —
.1. (Col., De Re Rust., ii., 15, 16 ; li., 2.)—12 (Col., 1. c.)— 13
(Festus, s. V. Velati, Adscripticii.) — 14. (Theophr., Char., 5.-^
Athen., v., p. 196, c. — Pollux, Onom., iv., 122.) — 15. {Plato
Polit., p. 291, ed. Bekker.— Syues., Epigt., 4.)—16. (St. Matth..
xivii., 51.) — 17. (Suet., Claud., 10.)— 18. (Sen., Epist., 81.)
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through.* "Window-curtains were used in additioi

to window-shutters.' Curtains sometimes formed
partitions in the rooms,' and, when drawn aside,

they were kept in place by the use of large ^.l•oochea.

( Vid. Fibula, p. 439.) Iron curtain-rods If ive been
found extencling from pillar to pillar in ;, juilding

at Herculaneum.*
In temples curtains served more especir Jy to veil

the statue of the divinity. They were dr/.wn aside

occasionally, so cjs to discover the object of jvorship

to the devout.* {Vid. Pastophorus.) Antiochua
presented to the Temple of Jupiter at Olympia a
woollen curtain of Assyrian manufacture, dyed wilb
the Tyrian purple, and interwoven with figures

When the statue was displayed, this curtain laj

upon the ground, and it was afterward drawn up by
means of cords ; whereas, in the Temple of Diana
at Ephesus, the corresponding curtain or veil was
attached to the ceiling, and was let down in order
to conceal the statue.' The annexed woodcut is

from a bas-relief representing two females engaged

in supplication and sacrifice before the statue of a

goddess. The altar is adorned for the occasion
{vid. Sertum), and the curtain is drawn aside and
supported by a terminus.'

In the theatres there were hanging curtains to

decorate the scene.* The Siparium was extendea
in a wooden frame. The velarium was an awninj
stretched over the whole of the cavea to proted
the spectators from the sun and rain.' Thesi
awnings were in general either woollen or linen ; bu«

cotton was used for thi.s purpose a little before tb*
time of Julius Caesar, and was continued in use by
him.*" This vast extent of canvass was supf/ort.e#!

by masts {mali^^) fixed into the outer wall. Th«
annexed woodcut shows the form and posi'.ion of

the great rings, cut out of lavi, which remain on
the inside of the wall of the Ureat Theatre at Porn

peii, near the top, and which are placed at regulai

1. (Inscr. ap. Pignor., De Sen-is, p. 470.) — 2. (Juv., ix., 80.)

— 3. {Plin., Epist., iv., 19.) — 4. (Cell, Pomp., i., p. 160, Lond.,

1832.)—5. (Apul., Met., xi., p. 127, cd. Aldi.)—6. (Pans., v., H,
1)2.) — 7 (Guattani, Mon. Ined., per r.86, Nov. T.. in.)—

a

(Virg., Geory., iii., 25 — Propert., iv.. 1,15 )—9. (Juv., iv.. 121

—Suet., Calig., 26.)— 10. (Plin., II. N..xjx., 1, s. 6.—Dion Caas.,

xliii., 24 —Lucret., vi., 108.)—II. (L cret., 1. c.)
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distances, and one of them above another, so that

each mast was fixed into two rings. Each ring is

of one piece with the stone behind it. At Rome we
observe a similar contrivance in theCohseum ; but

the masts were in that instance ranged on tlie out-

side of the wail, and rested on 240 consoles, from

which they rose so as to pass through holes cut in

Ihe cornice. The holes for the masts are also seen

in the Roman theatres at Orange and other places.

Velum, and much more commonly its derivative

vciamcn, denoted the veil worn by women.' That
worn by a bride was speciticaliy called flammeum
Ivid. Marriage, p. 625): another special term was
Rica. Greek women, when they went abroad,

often covered their heads with the shawl (vid. Pk-

plum), thus making it serve the purpose of a veil.

But they also used a proper headdress, called xa-

Wnrpa,* which, besides serving to veil their counte-

nances whenever they desired it, was graceful and
ornamental, and was therefore attributed to Venus'
and Pandora.* The veil of Ilione, the eldest daugh-

ter of Priam, was one of the seven objects preserved

at Rome as pledges of the permanency of its power.*

Velum also meant a sail {lariov {vid. Ships, p.

S93), Aat<^of*). Sailcloth was commonly linen, and
was obtained in great quantities from Egypt ; but it

was also woven at other places, such as Tarquinii in

Etruria.' But cotton sailcloth {carbasa) was also

use*?, as it is still in the Mediterranean. The sep-

arate pieces (lintea) were taken as they came from

the loom, and were sewed together. This is shown
in ancient paintings of ships, in which the seams
are distinct and regular.

VENA'BULUM, a hunting-spear. This may have
l>een distinguished from the spears used in warfare

by being barbed ; at least it is often so formed in

ancient works of art representing the story of Mele-

ager* and other hunting-scenes. It was seldom, if

ever, thrown, but held so as to slant downward, and
to receive the attacks of the wild boars and other

beasts of chase.'

VENALICIA'RII. ( Vtd. Servus, Roman, p. 886.)

VENA'TIO, hunting, was the name given among
the Romans to an exhibition of wild beasts, which
fought with one another and with men. These ex-

hibitions originally formed part of the games of the

circus. Julius Cassar first built a wooden amphi-
(hotre for the exhibition of wild beasts, which is

ca'ief': ft) "5ion Cassius" diarpov KwriyeriKov, and
the same nar^c >s given to the amphitheatre built

by StatiliusTdun s," and also to the celebrated one
of Titus ;** buJ, 6 lev after the erection of the latter,

we frequently le; d '' venationes in the circus."

The persons wlo "riagrit with the beasts were either

condemned crin •i' ds or captives, or individuals who
did so for the sake of pay, and were trained for the

purpose. {Vid. Bestiarii.)

The Romans were as passionately fond of this

entertainment as of the exhibitions of gladiators,

and during the latter days of the Republic and un-
der the Empire an immense variety of animals was
collected from all parts of the Roman world for the
gratification of the people, and many thousands were
frequently slain at one time. We do not know on
what occasion a venatio was first exhibited at

Rome, but the first mention we find of anything of
the kind is in the year B.C. 251, when L. Metellus
exiiibited in the circus 142 elephants, which he had
brought from Sicily after his victory over the Car-

1. (Prudent., c. Symm., ii., 147.) — 2. (Apollod., ii , 6, ^ 6. —
.filian, V. H., vii., 9.)—3. (Paus., iii., 15, <> 8.—Drunck, Anal.,
ii., 459.)—4. (lIe».,Theog., 573.)— 5. (Serv. in Virg., JEn., vii.,

188.)—6. {Callim., Epig., v., 4.— Eurip., Ilec, 109.)—7. (Liv.,

ixviii, , 45.)—8. (Baitoli, Admir., 84.)—9. (Virg., Ma., iv., 131 ;

is., 553.—Varro, L. L., viii., S3, ed. MflUer.-Apul., Met., vjii.,

p 78, 83, ed. Aldi.)— 10 (xlui., 22.)— 11. (Id., li., 23.)— 12. (Id.,

!»»>.. 24.)—13. (Span., Uadr., 19.—Vopisc, Prob., 19.)

thaginjans, and wlich were killed in thi circus a»
cording to Verrius, though other writers do not

speak of their slaugliter.' But this can scarcely b^

regarded as an instance of a venatio, as it was un-

derstood in later times, since the elephants are said

to have been only killed because the Romans did

not know what to do with them, and not for the

amusement of the people. Tliere was, however, a
venatio in the latter sense of tlie word in B.C. 186,

in the games celebrated by M. Eulvius in fulfilment

of the vow which he had made in the .Etolian war;
in these games lions and panthers were exhibited.*

It is mentioned as a proof of the growing magnifi-

cence of the age, that in the ludi circenses exhibit-

ed by the curule ediles P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica
and P. Lentulus, B.C. 168, there were 63 Africau

panthers, and 40 bears and elephants.* Erom about
this time combats with wild beasts probably formed
a regular part of the ludi circenses, and many of

the curule ediles made great efforts to obtain rare

and curious animals, and put in requisition the ser-

vices of their friends.* Elephants are said to have
first fought in the circus in the curule ecdileship of
Claudius Pulcher, B.C. 99, and, twenty years after-

ward, in the curule sedileship of the two Luculli,

they fought against bulls.* A hundred lions were
exhibited by Sulla in his praetorship, which were
destroyed by javelin-men sent by King Bocchus for

the purpose. This was the first time that lions wero
allowed to be loose in the circus ; they were previ-

ously always tied up.* The games, however, in the

curule aetdileship of Scaurus, B.C. 58, surpassed
anything the Romans had ever seen ; among other

novelties, he first exhibited an hippopotamus and
five crocodiles in. a temporary canal or trench (ewn-

pws'). At the venatio given by Pompey in his sec-

ond consulship, B.C. 55, upon the dedication of the

Temple of Venus Victrix, and at which Cicero was
present,* there was an immense number of animals
slaughtered, among which we find mention of 600
lions, and 18 or 20 elephants : the latter fought with

Gaetulians, who hurled darts against them, and they
attempted to break through the railings {clathri) by
which they were separated from the spectators.'

To guard against this danger, Julius Cassar sur-

rounded the arena of the amphitheatre with trench

es (euripi).

In the games exhibited by J. Caesar in his third

consulship, B.C. 45, the venatio lasted for five days,

and was conducted with extraordinary splendour.

CameloparJs or giraffes were then for the first time
seen in Italy.'" Julius Caesar also introduced bull-

fights, in which Thessalian horsemen pursued the

bulls round the circus, and, when the latter were
tired out, seized them by the horns and killed tliem.

This seems to have been a favourite spectacle ; it

was repeated by Claudius and Nero." In the games
celebrated by Augustus, B.C. 29, the hippopotamus
and the rhinoceros were first exhibited, according
to Dion Cassius ;'• but the hippopotamus is spoken
of by Pliny, as mentioned above, in the games giv

en by Scaurus. Augustus also exhibited a snake
60 cubits in length," and thirty-six crocodiles, which
are seldom mentioned in the spectacles of later

times.'*

The occasions on which venationes were exhibited

have been incidentally mentioned above. They
seem to have been first confined to the ludi circen

1. (Plin., II. N., viii., 6.)— 2. (Liv., zxxix., 22.)— 3. (Lit.,

xliv., 18.)—4. (Compare Ccelius's letter tu Cicero, ad Fain., ni:.,

9.)— S. (Plin., H. N., vni., 7.)—6. (Scnec. Do Brov. Vit., 18.)-

7. (Plin., H., N., viii.. 40.)—8. (Cic. ad Fam., vii., I.)—9. (S«
nee, 1. c—Plin., II. N., vni., 7, 20.)— 10. (Dion Cass., xliii., 83
—Suet., Jul., 39.—Plin., II. N., viii., 7.—Appiun, B C, ii., lOt
—Veil. Patprc., ii., 56.) — 11. (Plin., H. N., viii., 70.— SiMt,
Claud.,21.—DionCass., Ixi.. 9.)— 12. (Ii., 22 H-13. (Saet.. CW
tav., 43.)—14 (Dion Cass., Iv , 10.)
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MS, but (luring the later times of the Republic and

unclir the Empire they were frequently exhibited

on the celel)ration of triumphs, and on many other

occasions, with tlie view of pleasing the people.

The passion for these shows continued to increase

under the Empire, and the number of beasts some-

times slaughtered seems almost incredible. At the

consecration of tiie great amphitheatre of Titus,

5000 wild beasts and 4000 tame animals were kill-

ed,' and in the games celebrated by Trajan, after

his victories over the Dacians, there are said to

have been as many as 11,000 animals slaughtered."

Under the emperors we read of a particular kind of

venatio, in which the beasts were not killed by bes-

liarii, but were given up to the people, who were
allowed to rush into the area of the circus and carry

away what they pleased. On such occasions a

number of large trees, which had been torn up by

the roots, was planted in the circus, which thus re-

sembled a forest, and none of the more savage ani-

mals were admitted into it. A venatio of this kind

was exhibited by the elder Gordian in his sedileship,

and a painting of the forest, with the animals in it, is

described by Julius Capitolinus.^ One of the most
extraordinary venationes of this kind was that given

by Probus, in which there were 1000 ostriches, 1000
Btags, 1000 boars, 1000 deer, and numbers of wild

goats, wild sheep, and other animals of the same
kind.* The more savage animals were slain by the

bestiarii in the amphitheatre, and not in the circus.

Thus, in the day succeeding the venatio of Probus
just mentioned, there were slain in the amphithea-
ij-ft 100 I'ons and the same number of lionesses,

100 Libyan and 100 Syrian leopards, and 300 bears.

It is unnecessary to multiply examples, as the above
are sufficient to give an idea of the numbers and
variety of animals at these spectacles ; but the list

of beasts which were collected by the younger Gor-
dian for his triumph, and were exhibited by bis

successor Philip at the secular games, deserve c;5-:i

tion on account of their variety and the rarity of
some of them. Among these we find mention of

32 elephants, 10 elks, 10 tigers (which seem to have
been very seldom exhibited), 60 tame lions, 30 tame
leopards, 10 hyaenas, an hippopotamus and rhinoce-

ros, 10 archoleontes (it is unknown what they were),

10 camelopards, 20 onagri (wild asses, or, perhaps,

zebras), 40 wild horses, and an immense number of

similar animals.'

How long these spectacles continued is uncertain,

but they were exhibited after the abolition of the

shows of gladiators. There is a law of Honorius
and Theodosius, providing for the safe convoy of

beasts intended for the spectacles, and inflicting a

penalty of five pounds of gold upon any one who
injured them.' They were exhibited at this period

at the praetorian games, as we learn from Symma-
chus.* Wild beasts continued to be exhibited in

the games at Constantinople as late as the time of

Ju.stinian.*

In the bas-reliefs on the tomb of Scaurus at Pom
peii, there are representations of combats with wild

beasts, which are copied in the following woodcuts
from Mazois.* On the same tomb gladiatorial com-
bats are represented, which are figured on p. 47?

of this work.

The first represents a man naked and unarmed
between a lion and a panther. Persons in this de-

fenceless state had, of course, only their agility to

trust to in order to escape from the beasts. In the

iwcond cut we see a similar person, against whom

a wild boar is rushing, and who appears to be pro-

paring for a spring to escape from the animal. In

the same relief there is a wolf running at full speed,

and also a stag with a rope tied to his horns, who
has been pulled down by two wolves or dogs. Th»

•hird relief is supposed by Mazois to represent the
|
training of a bestiarius. The latter has a spear tu

each hand ; his left leg is protected by greaves, and
he is in the act of attacking a panther, whose move-
ments are hampered by a rope, which fastens him
to the bull behind him, and which accordingly places

the bestiarius in a less dangerous position, though
more caution and activity are required than if the

beast were fixed to a certain point. Behind the bull

another man stands with a spear, who seems to be

urging on the animal. The fourth woodcut repre-

sents a man equipped in the same way as the mat^
dor in the Spanish bullfights in the present day,

•namely, with a sword in one hand and a veil in the

1. (Siet., Tit., 7.—Dion Cass., Ivi.. 25.)—2. (Id., bmii., 15.)—
1. ,'Gordian, 3.)—4 (Vopisc., Prob., 19.)
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other. The veil was first employed in the arena in

the time of the Emperor Claudius.^

VENEFrCIUM, the crime ol poisoning, is fre-

quently mentioned in Roman history. Women

1. (Vopisc., 1. c.)—2. (Id., Gord.. 33.)—3. (Ccxl.,xi., tit. 44 t—
4. (Epist.. ix., 70, 71. 126, &c.)—5. (Procop , Hist. Arc., c •.)

-«. (Pomp., i., pi. 32, 33.)—7. (Plin., II N.. viii.. 21 \
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wfi J most addicted to it ; but it seems not improb-

able that this charge was frequently brought against

females without sulhcient evidence of their guilt,

like that of witchcraft in Europe in the Middle

Ages. We find females condemned to death for

f.tis crime in seasons of pestilence, when the pop-

ular mind is always in an excited slate, and ready to

attribute the calamities under which they suffer to

the arts of evil-disposed persons. Thus the Athe-

nians, when the pestilence raged in their city during

the Peloponnesian war, supposed the wells to have

been poisoned by the Peloponnesians ;' and similar

instances occur in the history of almost all states.

Still, however, the crime of poisoning seems to have

oeen much more frequent in ancient than in modern
limes ; and this circumstance would lead persons to

suspect it in cases when there was no real ground

for the suspicion. Respecting the crime of poison-

ing at Athens, see *APMAKS2N rPA4»H.
The first instance of its occurrence at Rome in

any public way was in the consulship of M. Clau-

dius Marcellus and C. Valerius, B.C. 331, when the

city was visited by a pestilence. Aller many of the

leading men of the state had died by the same kind

of disease, a slave-girl gave information to the cu-

rule sediles that it was owing to poisons prepared by

the Roman matrons. Following her information,

they surprised about twenty matrons, among whom
were Cornelia and Sergia, both belonging to patri-

cian families, in the act of preparing certain drugs
over a fire ; and being compelled by the magistrates

to drink these in the Forum, since they asserted that

they were not poisonous, they perished by their

own wickedness. Upon this farther informations

were laid, and as many as a hundred and seventy

matrons were condemned.* We next read of poi-

soning being carried on upon an extensive scale as

one of the consequences of the introduction of the

worship of Bacchus.' (Vid. Dionysia, p. 365.) In

B.C. 184, the praetor Q. Naevius Matho was com-
manded by the senate to investigate such cases (de

veneficiis quarere) : he spent four months in the in-

vestigation, which was principally carried on in the

municipia and conciliabula, and, according to Vale-

rius of Antium, he condemned 2000 persons.* We
again find mention of a public investigation into ca-

ses of poisoning by order of the senate in B.C. 180,

when a pestilence raged at Rome, and many of the

magistrates and other persons of high rank had per-

ished. The investigation was conducted in the
city and within ten miles of it by the prajtor C.
Claudius, and beyond the ten miles by the praetor

C. Maenius. Hostilia, the widow of the consul C.
Calpurnius, who had died in that year, was accused
of having poisoned her husband, and condemned on
what appears to have been mere suspicion.* Cases
of what may be called private poisoning, in opposi-

tion to those mentioned above, frequently occurred.
The speech of Cicero in behalf of Cluentius sup-
plies us with several particulars on this subject.

Under the Roman emperors it was carried on to a
great extent, and some females, who excelled in the
art, were in great request. One of the most cele-

brated of these was Locusta, who poisoned Clau-
dius at the command of Agrippina, and Britannicus
at that of Nero, the latter of whom even placed
fersons under her to be instructed in the art.*

The first legislative enactment especially directed
against poisoning was a law of the dictator Sulla

—

lex Cornelia de Sicariis et Veneficis—passed in

B.C. 82, which continued in force, with some alter-

ationsK to the latest times. It contained provisions

:. JTiiucyd., ii.,48.)—2. (Liv., viii.. la—Compare Val. Max.,
ii., 9, 3.—Augustin, De Civ. Dei, iii., 17.)—3. (Liv., xxxix,8.)
—4. ,ia , xxxit., 38, 41.)—5. (Id., xl , 37.)—«. (Tacil., Ann.,
til . M; xiii., P.—SueC, Ner., 33.—Juv., i., 71.)

against all who made, bought, sdd, possessed, or

gave poison for the purpose of poisoning.' The
punishment fixed by this law was, according to

Marcian, the deportatio in insulam and the confisca

lion of property ; but it was more probably the in

terdictio aquae et ignis, since the deportatio under

the emperors took the place of the interdictio, and.

the expression in the Digest was suited to the time
of the writers or compilers. {Vid. CoRNiiti.^ Lux
DE Sicariis, &.C., p. 308.) By a senatus consultuin

passed subsequently, a female who gave drugs or

poison for the purpose of producing conception, even

without any evil intent, was banished (rcUgatus), if

the person to whom she administered then» died in

consequence. By another senatus consultum, all

druggists (pigmenlarii) who administered poisons

carelessly, *' purgationis causa," were liable to the

penalties of this law. In the time of Marcian (that

of Alexander Severus) this crime was punished cap-

itally in the case of persons of lower rank {humUi-

ores), who were exposed to wild beasts, but persons

of higher rank (altiores) were condemned to the de-

portatio in insulam.*

The word veneficium was also applied to potions,

incantations, &c.,* whence we find vencficua and

venefica used in the sense of a sorceror and sor-

ceress in general.

VER SACRUM (^rof lepov). It was a custom
among the early Italian nations, especially among
the Sabines, in times of great danger and distress,

to vow to the deity the sacrifice of everything born

in the next spring, that is, between the first of

March and the last day of April, if the calamity un-

der which they were labouring should be removed.*

This sacrifice, in the early times, comprehended both

men and domestic animals, and there is little doubt

that in many cases the vow was really carried into

effect. But in later times it was thought cruel to

sacrifice so many innocent infants, and, according-

ly, the following expedient was adopted. The chil-

dren were allowed to grow up, and in the spring of

their twentieth or twenty-first year they were, with

covered faces, driven across the frontier of their

native country, whereupon they went whithersoever

fortune or the deity might lead them. Many a col-

ony had been founded by persons driven out in this

manner ; and the Mamertines in Sicily were the de
scendants oif such devoted persons.* In the two
historical instances in which the Romans vowed a
ver sacrum, that is, after the battle of Lake Trasi-

menus and at the close of the second Punic war,

the vow was confined to domestic animals, as wan
expressly stated in the vow.*

VERBE'NA. (Tirf. S.^QMiNA.)

VERBENA'RIUS. {Vtd. Fetiai.is.)

VERNA. ( Vid. Sekvus, Roman, p. 884, 886.)

VERSO IN REM ACTIO. {Vtd. Servos, Ro-
MAN, p. 884.)

VERSU'RA. {Vid. Interest of Monkv, p. 547.)

VERU, VERU'TUM. ( Vid. Hasta. p. 489.)

VESP.^, VESPILLO'NES. ( Vid. Funus, p. 459.)

VESTA'LES, the virgin priestesses of Vesta,

who ministered in her temple and watched th«

eternal fire. Their existence at Alba Longa is con-

nected with the earliest Roman traditions, for Sil-

via, the mother of Romulus, was a member of the

sisterhood ;' their establishment in the city, in com-
mon with almost all matters connected with staie

religion, is generally ascribed to Numa,* who se-

\. (Cic, Pro Claent., 54.—Marcian, Dig. 48, tit. 8,« S.—lnsL.,

ir.,tit. 18, 1.5.)-3. (Dig.,l.o.)—3. (Cic, Brut., 60.- Pet., 118.)

—4. (Fest., i. V. Ver Sacrum.—Liv., xxii, 9, 10; xxxiv..44.—
Strab., v., p. 173.-Siseniia ap. Non., xii., 18.—Serv. ad Vir«.,

JEa., vii., 796.)—5. (Kc»t., 1. c, and s. v. Mamertitj —Cumpar*
Dionys., i., 16 —Plin., II. N., lii., 18.—Justin, xxu., 4.—Li».,

zzxiii., 44.)—«. (Liv., 1. c—Pint., Fab. M.ii., 4.)—7. (Liv., i.,

SO.—Dionyt., i., 76.)—8. (Dionys., ii., 65.-Plul., Num , 10.)
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acted four (their names are given in Plutarchj, two

from the Tilienses and two from the Raranes,' and

two more were subsoquenllj added from the Luce-

res by Tarquiniu<» Prisons according to ore authori-

tv* by Sei "ius 1 ullius according to another.* This

I umber of six remained unchanged at the time

when Plutarch wrote, and the idea that it was af-

terward increased to seven rests upon very unsatis-

factory evidence.*

They were originally chosen {capcre is the tech-

nical word) by the king,* and during the Republic

and Empire by the pontifex maximus. It was ne-

cessary that the maiden should not be under six nor

above ten years of age, perfect in all her limbs, in

the full enjoyment of all her senses, patrima et ma-
trima (vtd. Patrimi), the daughter of free and free-

lK)rn parents who had never been in slavery, who
followed no dishonourable occupation, and whose
home was in Italy.* The lex Papia ordained that,

when a vacancy occurred, the pontifex maximus
should name at his discretion twenty qualified dam-
sels, one of whom was publicly (in condone) fixed

upon by lot, an exemption being granted in favour

of such as had a sister ^'ready a vestal, and of the

daughters of certain prit-sts of a high class.' The
above law appears to have been enacted in conse-

quence of the unwillingness of fathers to resign all

control over a child ; and this reluctance was mani-
fested so strongly in later times, that in the age of

Augustus libertincB were declared eligible.* The
casting of lots, moreover, does not seem to have
been practised if any respectable person came for-

ward voluntarily and offered a daughter who ful-

filled the necessary conditions. As soon as the

election was concluded, the pontifex maximus took
the girl by the hand and addressed her in a solemn
form, preserved by Aulus Gellius from Fabius Pictor

:

Sacerdotem. Vestalem. Qu^. Sacra. Faciat. Qvjk.
Iocs. SiF.T. Sacerdotem. Vestalem. Facere. Peg.
Popui.o. Romano. Quiritium. Utei. Qvje. Optima.
Lege. Fovit. Ita. Te. Amata. Capio., where the title

Amata seems simply to signify "beloved one," and
not to refer, as Gellius supposes, to the name of one
ofthe original vestals ; at least no such name is to be
found in the list of Plutarch alluded to above. Af-
ter these words were pronounced she was led away
to the atrium of Vesta, and lived thenceforward with-
in the sacred precincts, under the special superin-
tendence and control of the pontifical college.'

The period of service lasted for thirty years.
During the first ten the priestess was engaged in

learning her mysterious duties, being termed disci-

pula j'" during the next ten in performing them ; du-
ring the last ten in giving instructions to the novi-
ces;" and so long as she was thus employed, she
was bound by a solemn vow of chastity. But after
the time specified was completed, she might, if she
thought fit, throw off the emblems of her office,"
unconsecrate herself {exaugurare^^ return to the
world, and even enter into the marriage state.'*
Few, however, availed themselves of these privi-
leges

; those who did were said to have lived in
sorrow and remorse (as might, indeed, have been
expected from the habits they had formed) ; hence
such a proceeding was considered ominous, and the
priestesses, for the most part, died as they had
lived, in the service of the goddess."

1. (Dionys., ii, 67. — Festus, s. v. Sex Vest*.) — 2. (Plut.,
Num., 1. c.)— a (Dionyg., iii., 67.)— 4. {Vid. Mtmojres de
1 Academic des Inscnpt., torn, iv., p. 167.—Ambros., Epist. v. 31.
o. Symmach., and the remarlui of Liparius.)—5. (Liv., i

' s'so'
-Diony.., II. cc.)-6. (Cell., i.. 12.)-7. (Cell., 1. O-s!' (Dion
Ca8..,lT.,22-Suet.,Octav.,31.)-9.(Diony8., ii.,67.-Liv. iv

ti I ".'l;'
'?;";?''"' ^P- ''•' 11—Suet., Octav., 31.-Gell., i'

I2.)-10. (Val.Max.,!., 1, (, 7.)-ll. (Dionyi.., 1. c.-Plut.,].c.-
S;nc-., De Vit. Beat., 29.)— 12. (Diours., 1. c.)— 13. (Gell vi
I )— 14. (1 lut., 1. c.)— 15. (Tacit., Ann., li., 86.—Insrr. quoted
»v Gronov ad 'j'acit., Ann., iii., 64.
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The senior sistei was entitled Vcs.'aha Maxim*^
or Virgo Maxima^ (ij npeoSevovaa,^ ij upx'f^Pi^a*) and
Mf. find also the expressions Vestalium veiuatissi-

mam'' and tres maxima.''

Their chief office was to watch by turns, night
and day, the everlasting fire which blazed upon the
altar of Vesta (Virginesque Vestales in urbk cbs-
TODiuNTO ignem FOCI PUBLici sempiternum'), Its ex-
tinction being considered as the most fearful of ail

prodigies, and emblematic of the extinction of the
state.' If such misfortune befell, and was caused
by the carelessness of the priestess on duty, she
was stripped and scourged by the pontifex maximus,
in the dark and with a screen interposed, and he re-
kindled the flame by the friction of two pieces of
wood from a/e/za; arhor.^ Their other ordinary du-
ties consisted in presenting offerings to the goddess
at stated times, and in sprinkling and purifying the
shrine each morning with water, which, according
to the institution of Numa, was to be drawn from
the Egerian fount, although in later times it was
considered lawful to employ any water from a living
spring or running stream, but not such as had pass-
ed through pipes. When used for sacrificial purpo-
ses it was mixed with muries, that is, salt which
had been pounded in a mortar, thrown into an
earthen jar, and baked in an oven.' They assisted,
moreover, at all great public holy rites, such as the
festivals of the Bona Dea,"'and the consecration of
temples ;" they were invited to priestly banquets ;*
and we are told that they were present at the sol-

emn appeal to the gods made by Cicero during the
conspiracy of Catiline." They also guarded the sa-
cred relics which formed the falale pignus imperii,
the pledge granted by fate for the permanency of
the Roman sway, deposited in the inmost adytum
(penus Vestce^*), which no one was permitted to en-
ter save the virgins and the chief pontifex. WTial
this object was no one knew : some supposed that
it was the palladium; others, the Samothracian gods
carried by Dardanus to Troy, and transported from
thence to Italy by ^neas ; but all agreed in believing
that something of awful sanctity was here preserv-
ed, contained, it was said, in a small earthen jar
closely sealed, while another exactly similar in
form, but empty, stood by its side."
We have seen above that supreme importance

was attached to the purity of the vestals, and a
terrible punishment awaited her who violated the
vow of chastity. According to the law of Numa,
she was simply to be stoned to death," but a more
cruel torture was devised by Tarquinius Priscus,"
and inflicted from that time forward. When con-
demned by the college of pontifices, she was strip-

ped of her vittae and other badges of office, was
scourged,'* ^.^g attired like a corpse, placed in a
close litter, and borne through the Forum, attended
by her weeping kindred, with all the ceremonies o«

a real funeral, to a rising ground called the Campus
Sceleratus, just within the city walls, close to the
Colline gate. There a small vault underground had
been previously prepared, containing a couch, a
lamp, and a table with a little food. The pontifex
maximus, having lifted up his hands to heaven aad

1. (Ovid, Fast., iv., 639.—Suet., Jul., 83 ; Domit., 8.— OrelL,
Inscr., n. 2233, &c.)—2. (Dion Cass., liv., 24.)— 3. (Id., Ixux^
9.) — 4. (Tacit., Ann., xi., 32.)—5. (Serv. ud Virg., Eel., viii.,

82.)—6. (Cic, DeLeg.,ii., 8, 12.—Liv., xniii., 11.—Val. Max.,
i., 1,4 6.— Senec, De Prov., 5.) — 7. (Dionys., ii., 67. — Liv.,
xxvi., 1.)— 8. (Dionys., Plut., Val. Max., U. cc— Festus, s. T.

lanis.) — 9. (Ovid, fast., iii., 11. — Propert., iv., 4, 15.— Plat.,

Num., 13.— Fest., s. v. Muries.) — 10. (Dion Cass., xxxvii., 45.>

—11. (Tacit., Hist., iv., 53.) — 12. (Macrob., Sat.,ii., 9. — Dioi
Cass., xlvii., 19.)— 13. (Dion Cass., xxxvii., 35.)— 14. (Vid. Fei
tu8,s.v.)— 15. (Dionys., i., 69; ii., 66.—Plut., Canull., 20.—Lit.
."xvi., 27.—Lamprid., Elagab., 6.—Ovid, Fast., vi., 365.—l.uran,

IX., 994.)—16. (Cedrenus, Hist. Comp., p. 148, or p. 259, ed. Bek-
ker.) — 17. (Dionys., iii., 67. — Zonaras, vii., 8.)— 18. (Dionjra
IX., 40.)
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altered a secret prayer, opened the litter, led forth

th« culprit, and placing her on the steps of the lad-

der which gave access to the subterranean cell, de-

livered her over to the common executioner and his

assistants, who conducted her down, drew up the

ladder, and having filled the pit with earth until the

surface was level with the surrounding ground, left

her to i>crish, deprived of all the tributes of respect

t>saally paid to the spirits of the departed. In eve-

ry case the paramour was publicly scourged to

ieath in the Forum.'
But if the labours of the vestals were unremit-

ting, and the rules of the order rigidly and pitilessly

enforced, so the honours they enjoyed were such as

in a great measure to compensate for their priva-

tions. They were maintained at the public cost,

and froKi sums of money and land bequeathed from
time to time to the corporation.* From the mo-
ment of their consecration, they became, as it were,

the property of the goddess alone, and were com-
pletely released from all parental sway without go-

ing through the form o{ emancipatio or suffering any
capitis diminulio.' They had a right to make a will,

and to give evidence in a court of justice without

taking an oath,* distinctions first conceded by a Ho-
ratian law to a certain Caia Tarratia or Fufetia,

and afterward communicated to all.* From the

time of the triumviri, each was preceded by a lictor

when she went abroad ;* consuls and praetors made
way for them, and lowered their fasces ;' even the

tribunes of the plebs respected their holy character,*

and if any one passed under their litter, he was put

to death.* Augustus granted to them all the rights

of matrons who had borne three children," and as-

signed them a conspicuous place in the theatre," a

privilege which they had enjoyed before at the

gladiatorial shows.'* Great weight was attached

to their intercession on behalf of those in danger
and difficulty, of which we have a remarkable exam-
ple in the entreaties which they addressed to Sul-

la on behalf of Juhus Caesar;'* and if they chanced
to meet a criminal as he was led to punishment,

they had a right to demand his release, provided

it could be proved that the encounter was accident-

al. Wills, even those of the emperors, were com-
mitted to their charge,'* for when in such keeping

they were considered inviolable ;'* and in like man-
ner, very solemn treaties, such as that of the trium-

virs with Sextus Pompeius, were placed in their

hands." That they might be honoured in death as

in life, their ashes were interred within the pomce-

rium."
They were attired in a stola, over whioii was an

upper vestment made of linen ;'* and in addition to

the infula and while woollen vitta, they wore, when
sacrificing, a peculiar headdress called sujibulum,

consisting of a piece of white cloth bordered with
purple, oblong in shape, and secured by a clasp '•

In dress and general deportment they were required

to observe the utmost simplicity and decorum, any

1. (Plut., Num., 10.— Fab. Max., 18.—Qusst. Rom., torn, vii.,

p. 154, ed. Reiske.—Dionys., li., 67 ; iii.,67 ; viii., 89 ; ix., 40.—
Lit., iv., 44 ; viii., 15; xxii., 57. — Plm., Ep., iv., 11.— Suet.,

Dom., 8.— Dion Cass., Ixvii., 3 ; Ixxvii., 16, and frag, xci., xcii.

—Festus, s. V. Probrum et Sccleratus Campus.)—2. (Suet,, Oc-
UT.,31; Tib.,76.—Sicul. Flac.,23,ed. Goes.)—3. (GcU., i., II.)

—4. (Id., X., 15 )—5. (Id., I., 12 —Gaiua, i., 145.—Compare Plin.,

H. N., xxxiv., 11.)—C. (Dion Cass., ilvii., 19.)—7. (Scurc.,Cun.,

»!., a— Compare Plut,, Tib. Grace, 15.) — 8. (Oros., v., 4,—
Sunt., Tib., 2.— Compare Cic, Pro Coel., 14. — Val. Max., »., 4,

6.)—9. (Plut., Num., 10.)— 10. (Dion Cass., Wi.. 10. — Pint,,

I. O— 11. (Suet., Octav., 44.—Tacit., Ann., iv., 16.)— 12, (Cic,

Pro Muren., 35.) —13. (Suet., Jul., 1.—Compare Cic, Pro Font.,

17.— Suet., Vitcll., 16.—Dion Cass., Ixv., 18.—Tucit., Ann., iii.,

eU ; xi., 32. — Id., Hist., iii., 81 .) — 14. (Suet., Jul., 83 ; Octav.,

101.— Tacit., Ann., i., 8.)— 15. (Plut, Anton., 58.) — 16, (Ap-

pian, B. C, v., 73. — Dion Cos*., xlviii., 37 and 46. — Compare
fiviii., 12.)— 17. (Scrv. ad Virg.,iEn.,xi., a06.)— 18. (Val. Max.,
L, 1, 7—Dionys., li., 68. -Plin., Ep., iv., 11.)— 19. (Festus, s.

« Suttib-ilum.)

fancilul ornaments in the one or levity in the othei
being always regarded with disgust and suspicion.'

We infer from a passage in Pliny* that their hair
was cut off, probably at the period of their conse-
cration ; whether this was repeated from lime to
time does not appear, but they are never rcmesenl-
ed with flowing locks. The first of the following
cuts, copied from a gem,* represents the vestiu
Tuccia, who, when wrongfully accused, appealed to
the goddess to vindicate her honour, and had power
given to her to carry a sieve full of water from tl»e

Tiber to the temple.* The form of the upper gar-
ment is here well seen. The second is from a do-
narius of the gens Clodia, representing upon the re-

verse a female priestess with a sinipuvium in her
hand, and bearing the legend VESTALIS ; on the
obverse is a head of Flora, with the words C.
CLODIVS C. F. Two vestals belonging to this

gens were celebrated in the Roman Annals.* ( Vid.

Triumphus, p. 1017.) The coin seems to have

been struck to commemorate the splendour oi tlu

Floralia as exhibited during the famous iedilesliip

of C. Clodius Pulcher, B.C. 99.*

(Lipsius, De Vesta et Vcstalibus Syntagma, and
Noehden " On the worship of Vesta, <Sf.c., Classical

Journal, vol. xv., 123, vol. xvi., 321," have collect-

ed most ofthe authorities on this subject.—Gottling,

Geschichte der Rom. Staatsverf., p. 189.)

VESTPBOLUM. (Vtd. House, Roman, p. 51b:
Janua, p. 527.)

VESTICEPS. {Vid. Impobes, p, 532.)

VETERA'NUS. (Vid. Tiro.)

VEXILLA'RII. {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 103.)

VEXILLUM. {Vid. Siona Militaria, p. 897.)

VLC Three words are employed by the Roman
jurists to denote a road, or a right of road, iter, ac-

lus, via. Strictly speaking, iter was applicable to a

footpath only, actus to a bridle-way, via to a car

riage-road.' (Compare Servitutks, p. 879.)

We next find vice divided into private or agraria

and publica, the former being those the use of which
was free while the soil itself remained private prop-

1, (Liv,, iv.,44 ; TJiL, 15.—Plin., Ep., iv., 11.—Ovid, Past.iT,,

285,)— 2. (II. N., xvi., 85.)— 3. (Montfaucon, Ant. Exp., i.,pU

xxviii,—Supplem., t. i., pi. xxii; >— 4. (Val. Max., viii., 1, 1) 5,—
Plin., H. N., xxviii., 2.)—5. (Vid. Ovid, Fast., iv., 279,—Saet.,
Tib., 2.—Augustin, De Civ. Dei, x., 16.— Ilerodian, i., 11.) —

t

(Cic, DcOir., ii., 16; c. Verr., iv.,2.—Plin., H. N., xxxv,, 4,1—
7, (Dig. 8, tit. 1, s. 13 ; tit. 3, i. 1 ; s. 7. 8, 12.)
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eiiT . the latter those of which the use, the manage-

ment, and the soil were alike vested in the state.

Via Vicinales (qua in vicis sunt vel qua in vicos du-

eunt), being country cross-roads merging in the

great lines, or, at all events, not leading to any im-

portant terminus, might be either publica or privala,

according as they were formed and maintained at

the cost of the state or by the contributions of pri-

vate individuals.' The via publica of the highest

class were distinguished by the epithets mililares,

consulares, pratoria, answering to the terms 6601

QaaiXiKai among the Greeks, and king's highway

among ourselves.

That public roads of some kind must have exist-

ed from the very foundation of the city is manifest,

but as very little friendly intercourse existed with

the neighbouring states for any length of time with-

out interruption, they would, in all probability, not

extend beyond the narrow limits of the Roman ter-

ritory, and would be mere muddy tracks used by

the peasants in their journeys to and from market.

It was not until the period of the long-protracted

Samnite wars that the necessity was strongly felt

of securing an easy, regular, and safe communica-
tion between the city and the legions, and then, for

the first time, we hear of those famous paved roads,

which in after ages, keeping pace with the progress

of the Roman arms, connected Rome with her most
distant provinces, constituting not only the most
useful, but the most lasting of all her works.' The
excellence < f the principles upon which they were
constructed is sufficiently attested by their extra-

ordinary durnbility, many specimens being found in

the country 'a.ound Rome, which have been used

without being repaired for more than a thousand

years, and are still in a high state of preservation.

The Romans are said to have adopted their first

ideas upon this subject from the Carthaginians,*

and it is extremely probable that the latter people

may, from their commercial activity, and the sandy

nature of their soil, have been compelled to turn

their attention to the best means of facilitating the

conveyance of merchandise to different parts of

their territory. It must not be imagined, however,

that the Romans employed from the first the elabo-

rate process which we are about to describe. The
first step would be from the Via Terrena,* the mere
track worn by the feet of men and beasts and the

wheels of wagons across the fields, to tlie Via

Glareata, where the surface was hardened by gravel

;

and even after pavement was introduced, the blocks

seem originally to have rested merely on a bed of

small stones.'

Livy has recorded* that the censorship of Appius
Caecus (B.C. 312) was rendered celebrated in after

ages from his having brought water into the city

and paved a road (quod vtam munivit el aquam in

urbem perduxic), the renowned Via Appia, which ex-

tended, in the first instance, from Rome to Capua,
although wc can scarcely suppose that it was car-

ried 00 great a distance in a single lustrum.' We
undoubtedly hear, long before this period, of the Via

Latina,* the Via Gabina,^ and the Via Salaria,^" «&.c.

;

but even if we allow that Livy does not employ
these names by a sort of prolepsis, in order to indi-

cate conveniently a particular direction (and that

he does speak by anticipation when he refers to

milestones in some of the above passages is cer-

tain), yet we have no proof whatever that they were
laid down according to the method afterward adopt-

ed with so much success."

1. (Dig. 43, tit. 8, 8. 2, * 21, 22 ; tit. 7, a. 3.—Sicul. Flacc., De
Cond. Agr., p. 9, eJ. Goes.)— 2. (Strab., v., p. 235.)— 3. (Uid.,

IT , 16, H)—4- (l>i?- 43, tit. 11, 8. 2.)—5. (Liv., xli., 27.—Com-
paie LiT.. x., 23, 47.)—6. (ix., 29.)—7. (Niebuhr, Rdm. Ge»ch.,

lii.,p 356.)—8. (Liv, ii., 39.)—9. (Id, ii., 11; iii., 6 ; v., 49.)—
10. lid . vii., 9.)—11 (Comp -e I,iv.,Tii., 39.)
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Vitruvius enters into no details with regard to

road-making, but he gives most minute direciioni

for pavements ; and the fragments of ancient pave-
ments still existing, and answering to his descrip-

tion, correspond so exactly with the remains of the
military roads, that we cannot doubt that the pro-

cesses followed in each case were identical, and
thus Vitruvius,' combined with the poem of S».at!".s*

on the Via Domiliana, will supply all the technioi
terms.

In the first place, two shallow trenches (suici)

were dug parallel to each other, marking the breadth
of the proposed road ; this, in the great lines, such
as the Via Appia, the Via Flaminia, the Via Valeria,

&.C., is found to have been from 13 to 15 feet ; the

Via Tusculana is 11, while those of less importance,

from not being great thoroughfares, such as the via

which leads up to the temple of Jupiter Latialis, on
the summit of the Alban Mount, and which is to

this day singularly perfect, seem to have been ex-

actly 8 feet wide. The loose earth between the

sulci was then removed, and the excavation con-

tinued until a solid foundation (grcmium) was reach-

ed, upon which the materials of the road might
firmly rest ; if this could not be attained, in conse-

quence of the swampy nature of the ground, or from
any peculiarity in the soil, a basis was formed arti-

ficially by driving piles (fistucaltonibus). Above the

grcmium were four distinct strata. The lowest

course was the slatumen, consisting of stones not

smaller than the hand could just grasp ; above the

statumen was the rudus, a mass of broken stones

cemer.ted with lime (what masons call rubble-work),

rammed down hard, and nine inches thick ; above
the rudus came the nucleus, composed of fragments

of bricks and pottery, the pieces being smaller than

in the rudus, cemented with lime, and six inches

thick. Uppermost was the pavimcntum, large polyg-

onal blocks of the hardest stone (sikx), usuallj', at

least in the vicinity of Rome, basaltic lava, irregu-

lar in form, but fitted and jointed with the greatest

nicety (apta jungitur arte silex^), so as to present a

perfectly even surface, as free from gaps or irregu-

larities as if the whole had been one solid mass,

and presenting much the same external appearance

as the most carefully built polygonal walls of the

old Pelasgian towns. The general aspect will be

understood from the cut given below of a portion

of the street at the entrance of Pompeii.*

The cerilre of the way was a little elevated. 'O

as to permit the water to run off easily, and hencs

1. (vii., l.)-2. (SyW., iv., 3.)-3. (Til ull. i., T.IO.)-*. (M«

zou, 1-es Uuities dfl \'onip(-i. vol i. ul xxxv ^
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Ine temis aeger vitt^ and summum dorsum,* although

rtolh may bo applied to the whole surface of the

paviinentuui. Occasionally, at least in cities, rec-

tangular slabs of softer stone were employed instead

of the irregular polygons of silex, as we perceive to

iave been the case in the Forum of Trajan, which

was paved with travertino, and in part of the great

forum under the column of Phocas, and hence the

distinction between the phrases silice sUrncre and

aaxo quadralo sternere.' It must be observed, that

while, on the one hand, recourse was had to piling

when a solid foundation could not otherwise be ob-

tained, so, on the other hand, when the road was
carried over rock, the statumen and the rudus were

dispensed with altogether, and the nucleus was
spread immediately on the stony surface previously

smoothed to receive it. This is seen to have been

the case, we are informed by local antiquaries, on
the Via Appia, below Albano, where it was cut

through a mass of volcanic peperino.

Nor was this all. Regular footpaths {margines*

erepidincs,^ umbones^) were raised upon each side

and strewed with gravel, the different parts were
strengthened and bound together with gomphi or

stone wedges,' and stone blocks were set up at

moderate intervals on the side of the footpaths, in

order that travellers on horseback might be able to

mount without the aid of an uvatoXtv^ to hoist them
up." ( V%d. Stratorks.)

Finally, Oaius Gracchus' erected milestones along

the whole extent of the great highways, marking
the distances from llome, which appear to have

been counted from the gate at which each road

issued forth ; and Augustus, when appointed in-

spector of the via; around the city, erected in the Fo-

rum a gilded column {xpvaovv im'mov—xpvoovg kIuv,

miUmrtum aureum^"), on which were inscribed the

distances of the principal points to which the viae

conducted. Some have imagined, from a passage

in riutarch," that the distances were calculated

from the milliarium aureum, but this seems to be

disproved both by the fact that the roads were all

divided into miles by C. Gracchus nearly two cen-

turies before, and also by the position of various

ancient milestones discovered in modern times.'-

It is certain that, during the earlier ages of the

Republic, the construction and general superintend-

ence of the roads without, and the streets within

the city, were committed, like all other important

works, to the censors. This is proved by the law
quoted in Cicero,'^ and by various passages, in which
these magistrates are represented as having first

formed and given their names to great hues, such

as the Via Appia and the Via Flaminia, or as having

executed important unprovements and repairs.'*

These duties, when no censors were in office, de-

volved upon the consuls, and in their absence on
the praetor urbanus, the a^diles, or such persons as

the senate thought fit to appoint.'* But during the

last century of the Commonwealth, the administra-

tion of the roads, as well as of every other depart-

'taeni of public business, afforded the tribunes a
juretext for popular agitation. Caius Gracchus, in

what capacity we know not, is said to have exerted

himself in making great improvements, both from a
ooaviciion of their utility, and with a view to the

1. (laid., IV., 10, i 7.— Amm. Marcell., xiz., 16. — Compare
Virg., Ma., v., 2T3 )—2. iSut., 1. c.)—3. (Liv., x., 23 ; xli., 27.)

—4. (Liv., xli., 27.)—5 (Petnin., U.— Orelli, Inscr., n. 3844.)—
•. (Slat., Sylv., IV., 3, 47.)—7. (SUl., 1. c.)—8. (Plut., U. Gracch.,

7.)—«. (la., 1. O— 10. (Dion Casa., liv., 8.—Pliu., H. N., iii., 5.

—Suet., Oth., B.— Tacit., Hurt., i., 27.) — 11. (Gall)., 24.)— 12.

{Yid. lluUtun., Vc Milliariu Aureo lu Griev., Thes. Autiq. Rom.,
torn. IV. ; and Fubretti, l>e Aq. et AquieUuct., Diss, iii., n. 2S.)— 13.

(be Leg., III.. 3.) —14. (Liv., ii., 29, 43. — Bpit., 20 ; xxii., 11 ;

lUi., 27.— AureL Vict., l>e Vir. lUust , c. 72.— Lips., Excun. aj

Tau., Aim., lii., 31.)— 13 (Liv., xxxix., S.— Cic, c. Verr., 11., i.,

4», M, M.)

acquirement of popularity ;' and (!ario, when trift.

une, introduced a lex Viaria for the construction
and restoration of many roads, and the appointment
of himself to the office of inspector {er aTuTt}() fo'

five years.' We learn from Cicero' that Ther-
mos, in the year B.C. 65, was curator cf the Flamin-
ian Way, and from Plutarch,* that Julius Cssar
held the same office {iTnfie?.T]T^g) with regard to the
Appian Way, and laid out great sums of his own
money upon it, but by whom these appointment*
were conferred we cannot tell. During the first

years of Augustus, Agrippa, being sedile, lepaired

all roads at his own proper expense ; subsequently
the emperor, finding that the roads had fallen into

disrepair through neglect, took upon himself the

restoration of the Via Flaminia as far as Ariminum,
and distributed the rest among the most distinguish-

ed men in the state {triumphalibus viris), to be paved
out of the money obtained from spoils (cz manubiaU
pecunia slernendat''). In the reign of Claudius we
find that this charge had fallen upon the quaestors,

and that they were relieved of it by him, although

some give a different interpretation to the words.'

Generally speaking, however, under the Empire,
the post of inspector-in-chief {curator)—and each
great line appears to have had a separate officer

with this appellation—was considered a high dig-

nity,' insomuch that the title was frequently as-

sumed by the emperors themselves, and a great

number ofinscriptions are extant, bearing the names
of upward of twenty princes from Augustus to Con-
stautine, commemorating their exertions in making
and maintaining public ways.*
These curatorcs were at first, it would appear, ap-

pointed upon special occasions, and at all timet

must have been regarded as honorary I'unctionaries

rather than practical men of business. But from
the beginning of the sixth century of the city thero

existed regular commissioners, whose sole duty ap-

pears to have been the care of the way?, four (?m«»-

luorviri viarum) superintending the streets within

the walls, and two the roads without.* AVhen
Augustus remodelled the inferior m?igistracies, he

included the former in the vigintivirate, and abolish-

ed the latter ; but when he undertook the caie i.l

the viae around the city, he appointed under himself

two road-makers {odonoiovs^'), persons of prajtorian

rank, to whom he- assigned two lictors. These
were probably included in the number of the new
superintendents of public works instituted by him,"
and would continue from that time forward to dis-

charge their duties, subject to the supervision and
control of the curatores or inspectors-general.

Even the contractors employed {mancipes'^') were
proud to associate their names with these vast un-

dertakings, and an inscription has been preserved**

in which a wife, in paying the last tribute to her

husband, inscribes upon his tomb Mancipi Vix Ap-

piiK. The funds required were of course derived,

under ordinary circumstances, from the public treas-

ury,'* but individuals also were not unfrequently

found willing to devote their own private means to

these great national enterprises. This, as we have

already seen, was the case with Csesar and Agrip-

pa, and we learn from inscriptions that the example

was imitated by many others of less note.' ' The Via

Vicinales were in the hands of the rural authorities

(magistri pagorum), and seem to have been main-

1. (Plat., C. Gracch., 7.)—2. (Appian, B. C, ii., 26.—Cic ad

Fam., viii., 6.) — 3. (ad Alt., i., 1.) — 4. (Cca., 5.)— 5. (Sa»L,

Octav., 30.— Dion Cass., liil., 22.) —6. (Suet., Claud., 24.)
—

".

(Plin., Ep., v., 15.)—8. (Giuter, Corp. Iiiscrip , cxlix clix.)

—B. (Dig. 1, tit. 2, a. 2, 4 30, compared wla Diun Cass., liv., 96.)

—10. (Dion Cass, liv., 8.)— II. (Suet., Octav., 37.)— 12. (Tacil.,

Aim., 11., 31.) — 13. (Orell., Inscr., n. 3221.) — 14. (Diun Cu*.,

liii., 22.- Sicul. Flacc., De Cond. Ap., p. 9, ed. Goes.)—1» •.

a. Gmter, clxi., n. 1 and 2.)
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lalned by voluntary contribution or assessment,

like our parish roads/ while the streets within the

city were kept in repair by the inhabitants, each

person being answerable for the portion opposite to

his own house.*

Our limits preclude us from entering upon so

large a subject as the history of the numerous mili-

tary roads which intersected the Roman dominions.

We shall content ourselves with simply mentioning

those which issued from Rome, together with their

most important branches within the bounds of Italy,

naming, at the same time, the principal towns through

which they passed, so as to convey a general idea

of their course. For all the details and controver-

sies connected with their origin, gradual extension,

and changes, the various stations upon each, the

distances, and similar topics, we must refer to the

treatises enumerated at the close of this article,

and to the researches of the local antiquaries, the

most important of whom, in so far as the southern

districts are concerned, is Romanelli.

Beginning our circuit of the walls at the Porta

Capena, the first in order, as in dignity, is,

I. The Via Appia, the Great South Road. It was
commenced, as we have already stated, by Appius

Claudius Caecus, when censor, and has always been

the most celebrated of the Roman Ways. It was
the first ever laid down upon a grand scale and
upon scientific principles ; the natural obstacles

which it was necessary to overcome were of the

most formidable nature, and, when completed, it

well deserved the title of Queen of Roads {regina vi-

arum*). We know that it was in perfect repair

when Procopius wrote,* long after the devastating

inroads of the northern barbarians ; and even to

this day the cuttings through hills and masses of

solid rock, the filling up of hollows, the bridging of

ravines, the substructions to lessen the rapidity of

steep descents, and the embankments over swamps,
demonstrate the vast sums and the prodigious la-

bour that must have been lavished on its construc-

tion. It issued from the Porta Capena, and, passing

through Aricia, Tres Tabernce, Appii Forum, Tarra-

cina, Fundi, Formia, Minturnce, Sinuessa, and Casi-

linum, terminated at Capua, but was eventually

extended through Calatia and Caudium to Beneven-

tum, and finally from thence through Venusia, Ta-
rentum, and Uria, to Brundisium.
The ramifications of the Via Appia most worthy

of notice are,

(1.) The Via Setina, which connected it with
Setia. Originally, it would appear that the Via Ap-
pia passed through VelitrcE and Setia, avoiding the

marshes altogether, and travellers, to escape this

circuit, embarked upon the canal, which, in the days
of Horace, traversed a portion of the swamps.

(2.) The Via Domitiana struck off at Sinuessa,

and, keeping close to the shore, passed through Li-

temum, Cumce, Puteoli, Neapolis, Herculaneum, Op-
lonti, Pompeii, and Stabia to Surrentum, making the
complete circuit of the Bay of Naples.

(3.) The Via Campana or Consularis, from Ca-
pua to Cumcz, sending off a branch to Puteoli, and
another through Atella to Neapolis.

(4.) The Via Aquillia began at Capua, and ran
•outh through Nola and Nuceria to Salernum ; from
thence, after sending off a branch to Pastum, it

took a wide sweep inland through Eburi and the
region of the Mons Alburnus up the valley of the
Tanager ; it then struck south through the very
heart of Lucania and Brutfium, and, passing Neru-
lum, Interamnia, and Consenlia, returned to the sea
at Vibo, and thence through Medma to Rhcgium.
This road sent off a branch near the sources of the

I. (Sicul. Flacc., p. 9.)—2. (Dig. 43, tit. 10, s. 3.)—3. (Stat.,
S»U ii., 1, 12.)—4. (Bell. Goth., i., 14.)
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Tanager, which ran d wn to the sea at Blanda or
the Imus Sinus, and then continued along the whole
line of the Bruttian coast through Laus and Terina
to Vibo, where it joined the main stem.

(5.) The Via Eonatia began at Beneventum,
struck north through the country of the Hirpini to

E(/uotuticum, entered Apulia at ./Ec«, and, passing

through Herdonia, Canusium, and Rubi, reached the
Adriatic at Barium, and followed the coast through
Egnatia to Brundisium. This was the route fol-

lowed by Horace. It is doubtful whether it bore th«

name given above in the early part of its course.

(6.) The Via Trajana began at Venusia and ran
in nearly a straight line across Lucania to Heraclea

on the Sinus Tarentinus ; thence following, south-

ward, the line of the east coast, it passed through
Thurii, Croto, and Scyllacium, and completed the

circuit of Brutlium by meeting the Via Aquillia at

Rhegium.

(7.) A Via Minucia is mentioned by Cicero,'. and
a Via Numicia by Horace,' both of which seem
to have passed through Samnium from north to

south, connecting the Valerian and Aquillian, and
cutting the Appian and Latin Ways. Their course

is unknown. Some believe them to be one and the

same.
Returning to Rome, we find issuing from the

Porta Capena, or a gate in its immediate vicinity,

II. The Via Latina, another great line leading to

Beneventum, but keeping a course farther inland

than the Via Appia. Soon after leaving the city, it

sent off a short branch (Via Tusculana) to Tuscu-

lum, and, passing through Compitum Anagninum,
Ferentium, Frusino, Fregellce, Fabraleria, Aquinum,
Casinum, Venafrum, Teanum, Allifce, and Telesia,

joined the Via Appia at Beneventum.

A cross-road, called the Via Hadriana, running

from Minturniz through Suessa Aurunca to Teanum,
connected the Via Appia with the Via Latina.

III. From the Porta Esquilina issued the Vi»
Labicana, which, passing Labicum, fell into the Via

Latina at the station ad Bivium, 30 miles from Rome.
IV. The Via PRi«ENESTiNA, originally the Via Ga-

bina, issued from the same gate with the former.

Passing througii Gabii and Prceneste, it joined the

Via Latina just below Anagnia.
V. Passing over the Via Collatina as of little

importance, we find the Via Tiburtina, which is-

sued from the Porta Tiburtiva, and, proceeding N.E.

to Tibur, a distance of about 20 miles, was contin-

ued from thence, in the same direction, under the

name of the Via Valeria, and, traversing the coun-

try of the Sabines, passed through Carseoli and

Corfinium to Aternum on the Adriatic, thence to

Adria, and so along the coast to Castrum Truenti-

num, where it fell into the Via Salaria.

A branch of the Via Valeria led to Sublaqueum,

and was called Via SuBLACE^f8I8. Another branch

extended from Adria along the coast southward

through the country of Frentani to Larinum, being

called, as some suppose. Via Frkntana Apfula.

VI. The Via Nomentana, anciently Ficulnensis,

ran from the Porta Collina, crossed the Anio to

Nomentum, and, a little beyond, fell into the Via

Salaria at Erclum.

VII. The Via Salaria, also from the Pot'i Col-

lina (passing Fidenct and Crustumerium), ran north

and east through Sabinum and Picenum to Realc

and Asculum Picenum. At Castrum Truentimim it

reached the coast, which it followed until it joined

the Via Flaminia at Ancona.

VIII. Next comes the Via Flaminia, the Gital

North Road, commenced in the censorship of C. Fla-

minius, and carried ultimately to Ariminum. It

1. (ad Att., ix.,6.)—2. (Epist., i., 18, SO.)
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isAued from the Porta Flcminta, ana proceeded near-
ly north to Ocriculum and Narma in Umbria. Here
a blanch struck off", making a sweep to the east
through Interamna and SpcCetium, and fell again into

the main trunk (which passed through Memnia) at

Fulginia. It continued through Fanum Flaminii
and Nuceria, where it again divided, one line run-
ning nearly straight to Fanum Fortune on the Adri-
atic, while the other, diverging to Ancona, continued
from thence along the coast to Fanum Forluna,
where the two branches, uniting, passed on to Ari-
minum through Pisaurum. From thence the Via
Flaminia, was extended under the name of the Via
jEmilia, and traversed the heart of Cisalpine Gaul
through Bononia, Mutina, Parma, Placcnlia (where
it crossed the Po), to Mcdiolanum. From this point
branches wore sent off through Bergomum, Brixia,
Verona, Viccntia, Palavium, and Aqmleia to Tergeste
on the east, and through Novaria, Vcrcelli, Eporedia,
and Augusta Praloria to the Alpia Grata on the
west, besides another branch in the same direction
through Ttcinum and Industrta to Augusta Taurino-
rum. Nor must we omit the Via Postumia, which
struck from Verona right down across the Apen-
nines to Genoa, passing through Mantua and Cre-
mona, crossing the Po at Placentia, and so through
Iria, Dcrtona, and Libarna, sending off a branch
from Dcrtona to Asta.

Of the roads striking out of the Via Flaminia in
the immediate vicinity of Rome, the most important
is the Via Cassia, which, diverging near the Pons
Muhius, and passing not far from Veii, traversed
Etruria through Baccanm, Sutrium,Vulsinii,Clusium,
Arretium, Florenlia, Pistoria, and Luca, joining the
Via Aurelia at Luna.

(a.) The Via Amerina broke off from the Via Cas-
sia near Baccance, and held north through Falerii,

Tuder, and Pcrusia, reuniting itself with the Via
*lassta at C'.usium.

(/?.) Not far from the Pons Mulviua the Via Clo-
DiA separated from the Via Cassia, and, proceeding
to Sahate on the Lacus Sabatinus, there divided
iftto two, the principal branch passing through cen-
tral Etruria to RuscUce, and thence due north to
Florcntia, the other passing through Tarquinii, and
then falling into the Via Aurelia.

(y.) Beyond Baccance tlie Via Cimina branched
off, crossing the Mons Ciminus, and rejoining the
Via Cassia near Fanum Voltnmnce.
IX. The Via Aurelia, the Great Coast Road,

issued originally from the Porta Janiculensis, and
subsequently from the Porta Aurelia. It reached
the coast at Alsium, and followed the shore of the
lower sea, along Etruria and Liguria, by Genoa, as
far as Forum Julii in Gaul. In the first instance it

extended no farther than Pisa.
X. The Via Portoensis kept the right bank of

the Tiber to Portus Augusti.
XI. The Via OsriENsis originally passed through

the Porta Trigemina, afterward through the Porta
Osliensis, and kept the left bank of the Tiber to
Ostia. From thence it was continued, under the
name of Via Severiana, along the coast southward
througli Laurcntum, Antium, and Circeei, till it join-
ed the Via Appia at Tarracina. The Via Lauren-
Ti»^, leading direct to Laurcntum, seems to have
branched off from the Via Osticnsis at a short dis-
tance from Rome.

XII. Lastly, the Via Abdeatina, from Rome to
Ardea. According to some, this branched off from
the Via Appia, and thus the circuit of the city is

completed.

Alphabetical Table of the Via described above.

1. Via Emilia VIM.
f. " Appia I.

t <• Aquillial. a.'

4. Via Amerina Viri. (n.)
5. " AnIcalJna XII.
e. Aurelia IX.

7. Via Campana I. (3.)

Casaia Vllf.

Cimina VIII. (y.)
ClodiaVIII. 10.)

23. Via Minncia I. (7.J
Nomeiitana VL
Nuraicia I. (7.)

Oatieniia XI.
Purtuentis X.
Poitumia VII'
PnKnestiiia "V
Sal.iria VII.
Setina I. (I.)

Severiana XI.
Sublaceniii V.
Tiburtina V.
Trajana I. (6.)

Tusculana II.

Valeria V.

Collatina V.
Consularci I. (3.)

Domitiana I. (3.)

Egnatia I. (5.)

Piculnensis VI.
Flaminia VIII.

Frentana Appula V.
GabinalV.
Iladriana H.
Labicana III.

Latina II.

Laurcntiua XI.

The most elaborate treatise upon Roman roada
is Bergier, Hisloire des Grands Chemins de I'Empirt
Romain, published in 1622. It is translated into
Latin in the tenth volume of the Thesaurus of
Graevius, and, with the notes of Henninius, occu-
pies more than 800 folio pages. In the first part
of the above article, the essay of Nibby, Delle Vie
degli AfUiek\ dissertazione, appended to the fourth
volume of the fourth Roman edition of Nardini, has
been closely followed. Considerable caution, how-
ever, is necessary in using the works of this author,
who, although a profound local antiquary, is by no
means an accurate scholar. To gain a knowledge
of that portion of the subject so lightly touched
upon at the close of the article, it is necessary to
consult the various commentaries upon the Tabula
Peutingeriana and the different ancient itineraries,
together with the geographical works of Cellarius,
Cluverius, and D'Anville.

VIA'RIA LEX. {Vid. Lex, p. 596 ; Vi^, 1043.)
VIA'TICUM is, properly speaking, everything

necessary for a person setting out on a journey, and
thus comprehends money, provisions, dresses, ves-
sels, &,c.' When a Roman magistrate, pra;tor, pro-
consul, or quaestor went to his province, the state
provided him with ail that was necessary for his
journey. But as the state, in this as in most other
cases of expenditure, preferred paying a sum at
once to having any part in the actual business, the
state engaged contractors {redemptores), who, for a
stipulated sum, had to provide the magistrates with
the viaticum, the principal parts of which appear to
have been beasts of burden and tents {muli et taber-
nacula). Augustus introduced some modihcation
of this system, as he once for all fixed a certain
sum to be given to the proconsuls (probably to other
provincial magistrates also) on setting out to their
provinces, so that the redemptores had no more to
do with it.*

VIA'TOR was a servant who attended upon and
executed the commands of certain Rt)man magis-
trates, to whom he bore the same relation as the
lictor did to other magistrates. The name viatores
was derived from the circumstance of their being
chiefly employed on messages either to call upon
senators to attend the meeting of the senate, or to
summon people to the comitia, &.c.* In the earlier
times of the Republic, we find viatores as ministers
of such magistrates also as had their lictors : via-
tores of a dictator and of the consuls are mentioned
by Livy.* In later times, however, viatores are
only mentioned with such magistrates as had only
potestas and not imperium, such as the tribunes of
the people, the censors, and the sediles.* How
many viatores attended each of these magistrates ia

not known ; one of them is said to have had the
right, at the command of his magistrate, to bind per-
sons ( ligare\ whence he was called lictor.* It ia

1. (Plaut., Epid.. T., 1, ft — Plin., Epist.. vii., 13.— Cic, D«
Scnect., 18.)— 2. (Cic. ad Fam., lii., 3.— Suet.. OctnT., 88.-
CJell., xvii., 2, 13.—Compare Sigunius, Dc Antiq. Jnr. Prov., iii.,

H.— Casaubon ad Theophr., 11.)—3. (Cic, De Senert., Ift.)—

<

(vi., 15 ; xiii.. 11.—Compare Plin., 11. N., xviii., 4.—Liv., riii

18.) — 5. (Gell., xiii , 12.-Liv., ii.. 56; xxx., 30; ixxix., 34 -

Lydua, De Mairist.. i.. 44.)—4. (Gell., xii., 3.;
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!!ot improbable that the ancient writers sometimes

eonfounded viatores and hctores.*

VICA'RII SERVr. ( Vid. Skrvds, Roman, p.

S84.)

VICIA. (Vid. Aphace.)

VrCTIMA. (Fid. Sacrificium.)

VICE'SIMA, a tax of five per cent. Every Ro-

tiian, when he manumitted a slave, had to pay to

the state a tax of one twentieth of his value, whence

the tax was called vicesima manumissionis. This

Lax appears to have been levied from the earliest

limes, and was not abolished when all other im-

posts were done away with in Rome and Italy*

Caracalla raised this tax to a decima, that is, ten per

cent., but Macrinus again reduced it to the old

standard.* The persons employed in collecting it

were called vicesimarii*

A tax called vicesima hereditatium et legatorum

was introduced by Augustus {lex Julia Vicesimaria)

:

it consisted of five percent., which every Roman citi-

zen had to pay to the aerarium militare, upon any in-

heritance or legacy left to him, with the exception

of such as were left to a citizen by his nearest rel-

atives, and such as did not amount to above a cer-

tain sum.* Peregrini and Latini who had become
Roman citizens had, in a legal sense, no relatives,

and were therefore obliged in all cases to pay the

vicesima hereditatium.* As only citizens had to

pay this tax, Caracalla, in order to make it more
productive, granted the franchise to all the subjects

of the Eir.pire, and at the same time raised it to ten

per cent, {iicima), but Macrinus again reduced it to

five,^ and a: last it was abolished entirely. It was
levied in Italy and the provinces by procuratores

appointed for the purpose, and who are mentioned
in many inscriptions as procuratores xx. heredi-

tatium, or AD VECTIGAL XX. HEREDIT. But theSC

officers generally sold it for a round sum to the

publicani, which the latter had to pay in to the prae-

fects of the aerarium militare.*

VICOMAGISTRL {Vid. Yicvs.)

VICUS is the name of the subdivisions into which
the four egions occupied by the four city tribes of

Servius Tullius were divided, while the country re-

gions, according to an institution ascribed to Numa,
were subdivided into pagi.* This division, together

with that of the four regions of the four city tribes,

remained down to the time of Augustus, who made
the vici subdivisions of the fourteen regions into

which he divided the city.'' In this division each
vicus consisted of one main street, including several

smaller by-slreets ; their number was 424, and each
was superintended by four officers, called vicoma-
gistri, who had a sort of local police, and who, ac-

cording to the regulations of Augustus, were every
year chosen by lot from among the people who lived

in the vicus." On certain days, probably at the cel-

ebration of the Compitalia, they wore the praetexta,

and each of them was accompanied by two lictors.'*

These officers, however, were not a new institution

of Augustus, for they had existed during the time of
the Republic, and had had the same functions as a po-
lice for the vici of the Servian division of the city.'*

VICTORIA'TUS. (Vid. Denarius.)
YI'GILES. {Vid. Armv, Roman, p. 106; Pr^-

rSCTUS ViGILUM.)
VJGILI^. {Vid. Castra, p. 222.)

1. (Sig-onius, De Ant. Jur. Civ. Rum., ii., 15.)—2. (Lir., rii.,

16 ; xxvii., 10.— Cic. ad Att., ii., 16.) — 3. (Dion Cass., Ixxvii.,

• ; Uiviii., 12.)— 4. (Petron., Fragm. Tragur., 65.—Orelli. In-
•cript., n. 3333, &c.) — 5. (Diou Cass., Iv., 25 ; Ivi., 28.—Plin.,
Paneg.. 37, &c.—Capitol., M. Aatonin., 11.)— 6. (Plin., Pancg.,
I. c.)—7. (Dion Cass., ixxvii., 9 ; lixviii., 12.)—8. (Plin., Epist.,
vii., 14.—Paneg., 37.)—9. (Dionys., ii., 76.)— 10. (Suet., Octav.,
30.) -11. (Suet., 1. c—Dion Cass., v.. 8.) — 12. (Dion Cass., 1.

e.—Ascon. a<l Cic. in Pison., p. 7, ed. Orelli.)— 13. (Liv., xxxiv.,
7.—Fcstus, s. V. Maffistrare. — Compare Sextus Rufus, Brev. de
Rng. Urbis Romie, and P. Vi:tur, De Re^. Urbis Romie.)
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VIGINTISEXVIRI were twenty- six magististuf
minores, among whom were included the triumviri

capitales, the triumviri monetales, the quatuorviri
viarum curandarum for the city, the two curatores
viarum for the roads outside the city, the decemyiri
litibus ( sllitibus ) judicandis, and the four prsefects

who were sent into Campania for the purpose of
administering justice there. Augustus reduced tho
number of officers of this college to twenty {vigina-

viri), as the two curatores viarum for the roads out
side the city and the four Campanian prsefects were
abolished.* Down to the time of Augustus, the
sons of senators had generally sought and obtained
a place in the college of the vigintisexviri, it being
the first step towards the higher offices of the Re-
public ; but in A.D. 13 a senatus consultum was
passed, ordaining that only equites should be eligi-

ble to the college of the vigintiviri. The conse-
quence of this was, that the vigintiviri had no seats
in the senate, unless they had held some other ma-
gistracy which conferred this right upon tliem.'

The age at which a person might become a viginti

vir appears to have been twenty.'

An account of the magistrates forming this col-

lege has been given in separate articles, with the

exception of the decemviri litibus judicandis, ofwhom
we accordingly subjoin a brief account. These ma-
gistrates, consisting, as the name imports, of ten

men, formed a court of justice, which took cogni-

zance of civil cases. From Pomponius* it would
appear that they were not instituted till the year
B.C. 292, the time when the triumviri capitales were
first appointed. Livy,* however, mentions decem-
virs as a plebeian magistracy very soon after the

legislation of the Twelve Tables ; and while Nie-
buhr' refers these decemvirs to the decemviral ma-
gistrates, who had shortly before been abolished,

and thus abides by the account of Pomponius, Got-
tling' believes that the decemvirs of Livy are the

decemviri litibus judicandis, and refers their insti-

tution, together with that of the centumviri, to Ser-

vius Tullius. {Vid. Centumviri.) But the history

as well as the peculiar jurisdiction of this court du-

ring the time of the Republic are involved in inex-

tricable obscurity. In the time of Cicero it still

existed, and the proceedings in it took place in the

ancient form of the sacramentum.* Augustus trans-

ferred to these decemvirs the presidency in the

courts of the centumviri.' During the Empire this

court had jurisdiction in capital matters, which is

expressly stated in regard to the decemvirs."
VIGINTIVIRI. {Vid. Vigintisexviri.)

VILLA, a farm or country-house. The Roman
writers mention two kinds of villa, the villa rusiica

or farmhouse, and the villa urhana or pscudo-urbana,

a residence in the country or in the suburbs of a
town. When both of these were attached to an
estate, they were generally united in the same range

of buildings, but sometimes they were placed at dif-

ferent parts of the estate. The part of the villa

rustica in which the produce of the farm was kept

is distinguished by Columella by a separate name,
villa fructuaria. Varro" derives the name fromreAfl
{^' guofiuctus convchebantur, villce"'),

1. 'The villa rustica is described by Varro," Vitru-

vius,'* and Columella.'*

The villa, which must be of a size corresponding

to that of the farm, is best placed at the foot of a

1. (Dion CaM., liv„26.)— 2. (Id., 1. c.)— S. (Compare Dioa
Cass., Ix., 5. — Tacit., Anna!., iii., 29, witb Lipsius's note.—

Spart., Did. Julian., 1.) —4. (De Orig. Jur.. Dig. 1, tit. 2, ». 2,

<) 29.)—5. (iil., 55.)— 6. (Hist, of Rome, ii., 324, &c.)— 7. (Gescb.

der Ram. Staatsv., p. 241, &c.)— 8. (Cic. Pro Csecin., 33; Prt

Dom., 29.) —9. (Suet., Octav.. 36. — Dion Cass., liv., 26.)— 10.

(Bockh, Corp. Inscr., i., n. 1133, 1327.— Compare Walter, Gcsch.

des Rom. Rechts, p. 721, and p. SM, n. 96.)— II. (I.. L., v., 35,

ml. Miiller.)— 12. (R. R., i., 11, 13.)—13. (vi 9.)-14 (i., 4, 5.)
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wooded mountain, in a spot supplied with running
water, and not exposed to severe winds, nor to the

effluvia of marshes, nor (by being close to a public

road) to a too frequent influx of visiters. The vil-

la attached to a large farm had two courts {cohor-

let, chorles, cortes^). At the entrance to the outer

court was the abode of the riliicus, that he rniglit

observe who went in and out, and over the door
was the room of the procurator* Near this, in as
warm a spot f>3 pos^sible, was the kitchen, which,
besides being f\%^'A ''if the preparation of food, was
the place whcf; the slaves (familice) assembled after

the labours '^•1 the day, and where they performed
certain in-joor work. Vitruvius places near the
kitchen ih-i baths, and the press (torcular) for wine
and oil, 'jut the latter, according to Columella,
though k requires the warmth of the sun, should
not be exposed to artificial heat. In the outer court
were also the cellars for wine and oil (cell(E vinaricn

et olearia), which were placed on the level ground,
and the granaries, which were in the upper stories

of the farm-buildings, and carefully protected from
damp, heat, and insects. These storerooms form
the separate villa fructuaria of Columella ; Varro
places them in the villa rustica, but Vitruvius rec-

ommends that all produce which could be injured by
fire should be stored without the villa.

In both courts were the chambers {ccII<e) of the
slaves, fronting the south ; but the ergastulum for

those who were kept in chains (vincti) was under
ground, being lighted by several high and narrow
windows.
The inner court was occupied chiefly by the horses,

cattle, and other livestock, and here were the sta-

bles and stalls {bubilia, equilia, ovilia).

A reservoir of water was made in the middle of
each court, that in the outer court for soaking pulse
and other vegetable produce, and that in the inner,

which was supplied with fresh water by a spring,

for the use of the cattle zrA poultry.

2. The i<il!a urbana or pitudo-urbana was so call-

ed beo«use its interior arrangements corresponded
for th' most pan to ihose of a town-house,

v ^J*^-

HoasE.) Vitfivius* merely states that the descrip-
tion of the ''ifer will apply to the former also, ex-
f epi that in the town the atrium is placed close to

the doo- ; but in the country the peristyle comes
first, and afterward the atrium, surrounded by paved
JMticoes, looking upon the palaestra and ambulatio.
Oor chief sources of information on this subject

are two letters of Pliny, in one of which* he de-
ticiibcs his Laurentine \Hila, in the other* his Tus-
can, with a few allusions in one of Cicero's letters,*

and, as a most important illustration of these de-
scriptions, the remains of a suburban villa at Pom-
peii.^

The clearest account is that given by Pliny in

the first of the two letters mentioned above, from
which, therefore, the following description is for the
most part taken.

The villa was approached by an avenue of plane-
trees leading to a portico, in front of which was a
xyslua divided into flower-beds by borders of box.
This xystus formed a terrace, from which a grassy
slope, ornamented with box trees cut into the figures

of animals, and forming two lines opposite to one
another, descended till it was lost in the plain, which
was covered with acanthus.' Next to the portico
was an atrium, smaller and plainer than the corre-
sponding apartment in a town-house. In this re-

spect Pliny's description is at variance with the rule

of Vitruvius, and the villa at Pompeii also has no
*rrium. It would appear from Cicero* that both ar-

(Varro, i., 13)— 2. (Varro, I. c. — Cohim., i., 6.)— 3. (vi.,

)—4. (li., 17.) -5. (v.. «.)—f ;«.! Quint., lii., 1.)—7. (Pomp.,
c. 11. Lond., 1832.)—8. (?uu., v.. 6.)—9. (I. c.)

rangements were comnion. Next to the atrium ii

Pliny's Laurentine villa was a small elliptic perist/k
(porlicus in Olitera timilitudmem circumacta, when,
however, the readings D and A are also given in-

stead of O). The intervals between the columnc
of this ^ristyle were closed with talc windows
{spcculanbus : vid. House, p. 521), and the roof pro-

jected considerably, so that it formed an excellent
retreat in unfavourable weather. The open space
in the centre of this peristyle seems often to have
been covered with moss and ornamented with a
fountain. Opposite to the middle of this peristyle

was a pleasant cavcedium, and beyond it an elegant
triclinium, standing out from the other buildings,

with windows or glazed doors in the front and sides,

which thus commanded a view of the grounds and
of the surrounding country, while behind there was
an uninterrupted view through the cavaedium, peri-

style, atrium, and portico into the xystus and the
open country beyond.

Such was the principal suite of apartments in

Pliny's Laurentine villa. In the villa at Pompeii
the arrangement is somewhat difTerent. The en-
trance is in the street of the tombs. The portico

leads through a small vestibule into a large square
peristyle paved with opus sigvinum, and having an
impluvium in the centre of its uncovered area. Be-
yond this is an open hall, resembling in form and
position the lablinum in a town-house. Next is a
long gallery extending almost across the whole
width of the house, and beyond it is a large cyzi-

cene fficus, corresponding to the large triclinium in

Pliny's villa. This room looks out upon a spacious
court, which was, no doubt, a xystus or garden, and
which is surrounded on all sides by a colonnade
supported by square pillars, the top of which forms
a terrace. In the farthest side of this court is a

gate leading out to the open country. As the
ground slopes downward considerably from tho
front to the back of the villa, the terrace just spo-

ken of is on a level with the cyzicene oecus, the win-
dows of which opened upon it ; and beneath the
cecus itself is a range of apartments on the level of
the large court, which were probably used in sum-
mer on account of their coolness.

The other rooms were so arranged as to take ad-

vantage of the different seasons and of the sui-

rounding scenery. "Of these, however, there is only
one which requires particular notice, namely, a
state bedchamber, projecting from the other build

ings in an elliptic or semicircular form, so as to ad
mit the sun during its whole course. This apart-

ment is mentioned by Pliny, and is also found in

the Pompeian villa. In Pliny's Laurentine villa its

wall was fitted up as a library.

The villa contained a set of baths, the general
arrangement of which was similar to that of the
public baths. (Kirf. B.\ths.)

Attached to it were a garden, ambulatio, gestatio,

hippodromus, sphmristerium, and, in short, all neces-
sary arrangements for enjoying difTerent kinds of
exercise. {Vid. Hortus, Gymnasium.)

(Becker's Gallus, i., p. 258, Schneider's notes on
Columella and Varro, and Gierig's on Pliny, contain
many useful remarks.)
VI'LLIA ANNA'LIS LEX. ( Vid. .^sdiles, p. 26.)

VI'LLICUS, a slave who had the superintendence
of the villa rustica, and of all the business of the
farm except the cattle, which were under the care
of the magister pecoris.' The duties of the villicus

were to obey his master implicitly, and to govern
the other slaves with moderation ; never to leave
the villa except to go to market ; to have no inter-

course with soothsayers ; to take care of \\\e cattle

and the implements of husbandry ; and to manage

I. (Varro, R. R., i., 8.)
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all the operations of thn farm.* His duties are de-

scribed at great length by Columella,* and those of

his wife {oillica) by the same writer' and by Cato.*

The word was also used to describe a person to

V'hom the management of any business was in-

liusied. (See the passages quoted in P'orcellini's

Lexicon.)
VINA'LIA. There were two festivals of this

name celebrated by the Romans : the Vinalia ur-

bana or priora, and the Vinalia ruslica or altera.

The vinalia urbana were celebrated on the 23d of

April (IX. Calend. Mai.). This festival answered
to the Greek mdotyia, as on this occasion the wine-

casKs which had been filled the preceding autumn
were opened for the first time, and the wine tasted.'

But before men actually tasted the new wine, a li-

bation was offered to Jupiter,* which was called

calpar.'

The rustic vinalia, which fell on the 19th of Au-
gust (XIV. Calend. Sept.), and was celebrated by
the inhabitants of all Latium, was the day on which
the vintage was opened. On fehis occasion the
flamen diaiis offered lambs to Jupiter, and while the

flesh of the victims lay on the altar, he broke with
his own hands a bunch of grapes from a vine, and
by this act he, as it were, opened the vintage (vin-

demiam auspicari^), and no must was allowed to be
conveyed into the city until this solemnity was per-

formed.' This day was sacred to Jupiter, and
Venus too appears to have had a share in it.'" An
account of the story which was believed to have
given rise to the celebration of this festival is given
by*Festus'' and Ovid.'*

VINDEMIA'LIS FE'RIA. ( Vid. Feri^, p. 437.)
VINDEX. ( Vid. Actio, p. 18 ; Manus Injectio.)

VINDICA'TIO. Actiones in rem were called

vindicationes. Actiones in personam were called

condictiones.'* Vindicationes, therefore, were ac-
tions about property and about jura in re.'* The
distinction between vindicationes and condictiones
was an essential distinction, which was not affected
by the change in the form of procedure from the
legis actiones to that of the formulse. The legis ac-
tiones fell into disuse," e.\cept in the case of dam-
num infectum and a judicium centumvirale, and
from this time both vindicationes and condictiones
were prosecuted by the formulae, which is described
m a general way in the article Actio. The peculiar
process of the vindicatio which belonged to the
period of the legis actiones remains to be described
The five modes of proceeding lege'* were sacra-

mento, per judiccs postulationem, per condictionem, per
manus injcclionem, per pignoris capionem.
A man might proceed sacramento either in the

case of an actio in personam or an actio in rem. If
it was an actio in rem, that is, a vindicatio, movable
things and moving things {mubilia et moventia) which
could be brought before the prajtor {in jus), were
claimed before the prajtor {in jure vindicabantur)
thus

:
he who claimed the things as his property

{qui vindicabat) held a rod in his hand, and, laying
hold of tlie thing, it might be a slave or other thing,
he said, " Nunc ego huminem ex jure Quiritium meum
esse aio secundum causam sicut dixi. Ecce tibi vindic-
tam imposui ;" and, saying this, he placed the rod on
the thing. The other claimant {adoersarius) did
and said the same. This claiming of a thing as
property by laying the hand upon it was in jure

1 (Cato, R. R., 5, 142.)- 2. (xi., 1, and i., 8.)-3. ,xii . 1 )-
4. (c. 143.)-5. (Plin.. H. N.. xv*i.. ^fi, « 3!) -6. (I'est , s. v.
Viualm )-7. (test., s. v. Calpar.)-8. ;Vairo, De Ling. Lat., v .
p. 55, Ac, Bip.)-9. (Plin., H. N., xviii., 69, t, 4.)-10. (Valro
I. c. — Ue Re Rust., 1., 1. — Macrob., Sat., i.. 4. — Ovid Fast
IV., 897, &c.)—U. (8. V. Rustica Vinalia.)— 12. (Fast., iv ,

863*
&c. — Compare Aniel. Vxt., De Orig. Gent. Rom., 15.) — 13*

(Gaiui, IV., 5.)— 14. (Ga;u». iv., 3.) — 15. (Gains, iv., 31.)—16.
lUajiiJ, IV., 12.)
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manum conserere, a phrase as old as the Twelve
Tables.' The praetor then said, ''Mil tile ambo homi-
7iem," and the claimants obeyed. Then he who had
made the first vindicatio thus addressed his op-
ponent :

" Fostulo anne dicas qua ex causa vindicave-
ris." The opponent replied : "Jus peregi sicul tin
dictam imposui." Then he who had made the fir»

vindicatio proceeded to that part of tiie procesj
called the sacramenium, which was in the form of
a wager as to the right : he said, " Quando lu injurit

vindicavisti D aris sacramento te pruvoco.'" The op-
ponent replied by giving the similiter :

" Similiter

ego te.'' The rest of the process was the same aa
in the case of an actio in personam. But in the
case of a vindicatio the praetor declared the vindi-
ciae in favour of one of the parties, that is, in the
mean time he established one of tlie jjarties as pos-
sessor, and compelled him to give security to his
opponent for the thing in dispute and the mesne
profits, or, as it was technically expressed, ''jubetat
praides adoersario dare litis et vindiciarum.'" The
praetor also took security from both for the amount
of the sacramentum ; for the party wiio fiiiled paid
the amount of the sacramentum as a penalty {poena
nomine), which penalty belonged to the state {in
publicum ccdchat).

The poena of the sacramentum was quingenaria,
that is, quingenti asses in cases when the properl)'
in dispute was of the value of a thousand asses and
upward ; and in cases of smaller value it was fifty

asses. This was a provision of the Twelve Tables

;

but if a man's freedom {libertas) was in issue, the
poena was only fifty asses.

If the property claimed was a piece o! jand, the
claimants appeared in jure, and challenged each
other to go on the land in the presence of witnessea
{superstttes"), when each made his claim. In the
time of the Twelve Tables, says Gellius,' the magis-
tratus who presided in the court accompanied tha
parties to the land in order to perfect the |)rocess in
jure ; but this mode of procedure, which might pos-
sibly do in very early times, must have become in-

convenient. Accordingly, it became the practice
for one of the claimants to go through the form of
ejecting the other, which was called the vis civilis.*

The claimants took with them a clod of earth in

jus where the process was completed. In course
of time it became the practice to bring into court a
clod of earth or a bit of a column, as a sign of the
thing ; and even in the case of movable objects, a
part was often brought into court to represent the
whole, and the vindicatio was made as if the whole
thing was there. It seems that the process might
also be begun by the parties performing the cere-

mony of the deductio on the ground before they
came in jus, where, however, they performed the
fiction of going to the premises and returning. The
change in the form of procedure led to the phrase
" exjure manum conserere,''^ which is explained thus :

one party called the other out of the court (ex jure)

''ad conserendam manum in rem de qua agebatur."
When the legis actiones fell into disuse, the pro-

cess of the vindicatio was altered, and became that

of the sponsio. The term sponsio is best explained
by giving the substance of a passage in Gaius.* In

the case of an actio in rem, a man might proceed
either per tormulam petitoriam, in whicli the inten-

tio of the plaintiff was that a certain thing was hia

property, or he might proceed per spoiisionem,

which did not contain such an intentio. The de-

fendant was challenged to a sponsio in such tvnag
as these :

*' Si homo quo de agilur ex jure Quiritium

meus est scstertios XXV. nummus dare spondes ?''

1. (Gell., XX., 10.)— 2. (Festus, s. v.—Cic, Pro Murena, 12.'

—3 (XX., 1(J.)—4. (Compare Gellius, XX., l'J.—(;io., Pro C*i!iua,
1," 32—Id., Pro Tui: 0,20.)—5 Gell.-XJ 10 fi.(iv.,Ul Ar>
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Tlie intentio in the formula was, t^at if the slave

belonged to llie plaintiff, the sum ofmoney contained

m the sponsio ought to be paid to the plaintiff (»pon-

tionis summam aclori dart debcre). The sponsio evi-

dently took its name from the verb spondeo. If

the plaintiff proved the slave to be his property, he

V is entitled to a judgment. Yet the sum of money
was not paid, though it was the object of the inten-

i'C ; for, says Gaius, " it is not poenalis, but praeju-

dicialis, and the sponsio is introduced merely as a

means of trying the right to the property, and this

explains why the defendant has no restipulatio."

The sponsio was said to be " pro prcede litis ct vindi-

cmrum," because it took the place of the proedium,

which, when the legis actiones were in use, was
givfn "pro lite ct jindiciis," that is, '*pro re etfruc-

itbus'" by the pojsossor to the plaintiff. ( Vid. Prm-
J3DICIUM, PR/E9.)

This spon.'jio prayudicialis was merely a technical

mode of converting an actio in rem into an actio in

personam, and we must suppose that there was
some good reason for the practice. It might be

conjectured that it was introduced in order to ob-

Tiate the trouble and difficulties attendant on the

old process of the vindicatio.

From the expression of Gaius, it appears that

there was also a sponsio pcenalis, that is. both the

defendant made a sponsio and the plaintiff made a

restipulatio. Thus, in the case of "certa pemnia
credUa," the defendant's sponsio was made at the

risk of losing the sum if he could not sustain his

denial of the plaintiff's claim, and the plaintiff's

restipulatio was made at the like risk if he could

not support his claim. The poena of the sponsio

and restipulatio belonged to the successful party.'

There was also a pcenalis sponsio in the case of in-

terdicts* and pecunia constituta. In the case of

certa pecunia the sponsio was to the amount of one
third of the sum demanded, which was called legiti-

ma pars.' In the case of constituta pecunia the

sponsio was to the amount of one half* These
stipulationes were fixed by law ; in other cases

they were fixed by the Edict.

I'hese sponsiones were introduced probably part-

ly with a view to check litigation, and partly with

a view to give compensation to the party who ulti-

mately obtained a verdict ; for otherwise there do
not appear in the Roman law to be any direct pro-

visions as to the costs of suits. Thus Gaius* enu-

merates four modes in which the acioris calumnia
is checked : the calumniai judicium, contrarium
judicium, jusjurandum, and the restipulatio. The
TBStipulatio, he says, " is allowed in certain cases

;

and, as in the contrarium judicium, the plaintiff has
11 all cases judgment against him if he cannot sus-

tain his case, and it matters not whether or not he
knows that his claim was not good, so in all cases

Ihe plaintiff (that is, if he cannot sustain his case)

is condemned in the penalty of the restipulatio."

As to the form of the sponsio, the passage of Ga-
ius already referred to is an example; and there is

another in the oration of Cicero, Pro Publ. Quintio*

The use of the word si or ni in the sponsio would
depend on the fact which was affirmed, or, rather,

en the mode of affirmation and the party affirming.

Cicero' alludes to the use of these words (sire, nive).

Brissonius* has collected instances of them.
The other mode of procedure in the case of vin-

dicatio, that was in use ader the legis actiones fell

into disuse, was per formulam petitoriam, in which
the plaintiff {actor) claimed the thing as his proper-

ty {tntendtt rem suain esse) In this form of pro-

ceeding there was the stipulatio called judicatum

I. (Gaiu«, IV., 13.)—2. (Gaiu», iv., 141, 165, &c.)—3 (Cic, Pi t

R,«c. Com.. 4,5.)— 4. (Gaim, iv., 171.)— 5. (iv., 174.)— 6. (8,

r: »- 7 (Pro Ciucin., 23.)—8. (Ue Foruiuli*, <tc., v., 7, p. 348.)

fi R

solvi, by which the defendant engaged to cbey la*

decree of the judex.' This fornmla was adapted

also to the cases of praetorian ownership and the ac-

tio publiciana." In cases which were brought before

the centumviri, it was the practice, at least in the

imperial period, to come first before the prator ui

banus or peregrinus, in ordr;r that the matter might
be put in tlie old form of the sacramenlum.*
An hereditas was sued for like any other thing,

either by the sacramentuni, so long as it was in use,

or the sponsio, or the petiloria formula.*

VINDI'CIiE. {Vid. Vindicatio.)

VINDICTA. ( Vid. Manumissio, Vindicatio.)

VINDICTA. A class of actions in the Roman
law have reference to vindicta as their object, which
is thus expressed : ad uUionem perlinet, in sola rin-

dicta eonstitutum est, vindictam continel.^ Some of

these actions had for their object simply compensa-
tion, as the actio doli. Others had for their object

to give the complainant something more {panat

than the amount of liis injury, as in the furti actio,

and sometimes in addition to this compensation
also, as ill the vi bonorum raptorum actio. A third

class %{ actions had for its immediate object money
or property, hut this was not the ultimate object, as

in the cases already mentioned, but merely a means :

the real object was vindicta. This vindicta consists

in the re-establishment of a right which has been

violated in the person of the complainant, in which
case the individual discharges the office which the

state discharges generally in matters of crime.

Those actions of which vindicta is the object are

distinguished from other actions by forming excep-

tions to the general rules as to the legal capacity of

those who may institute them, such as a filiusfamil-

ia.s, and one who has sustained a capitis diininutio.

The following are actions of this kind : 1. Actio

injuriarutn. When a fiiiusfamilias was injured, a

wrong was done both to him and to his father. The
injury done to the son is the only one that belongs

to the head of vindicta. The father generally

brought the action, for he could acquire through his

son all rights of action. But the son could bring an
action in his own name, with the permission of the

praetor, if fhe father was absent, or was in any way
prevented from bringing the action, and in some
cases if the father refused to bring the action. The
pecuniary damages which were the immediate ob

ject of the action belonged to the father, so that the

son appeared in the double capacity of suing in his

own name in respect of the vindicta, and as the

representative of his father in respect of the dama-
ges. If the son was 'Emancipated, the right of ac-

tion passed to him, and was not destroyed by the

capitis diminutio.

2. Actio scpulchri violati, which could be brought

by tlie children of the deceased, even if they re-

fused the hereditas, or by the heredes. The object

was vindicta, which was effected by giving the

plaintiff damages toth « amount of the wrong {quan-

li ob cam rem ct.qnum tidcbitiir, &.C.*). The action

was consequently in bonum et aequum concepta, and
the right was not affected by a capitis diminutio.

If those who had a right to bring the action neg-

lected to do so, any person might bring the action ;

but in that case they were limited to 100 aurei by

the Edict.

3. Actio de effusis. When a free person was
injured by anything being poured or thrown from a
house, he had an actio in bonum et aequum concep-

ta, the ultimate object of which was vindicta.

4. An action for mischief done to a man by any

1. (Gaia», iv., 91.)—2. (Gaius, iv., 34, 36.1—3. (fJaina, iT.,Sl,

95.—Gell., XX., 10.)—4. (Walter. Ocsch. Ur» Riini. Rrclili.)—&.

(Dig. 47, tit. 12, 8. 6. 10 . 29. tit 2, «. 20, y 5 )—6. (Dig. 47. ut

12, 1. 3.)
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dangerous animal belonging to another, when it

happened through the want of proper caution on

the part of the owner.*

5. Interdictum quod vi autclam. This is a plaint

which could be instituted by a filiuslamilias in his

own name, because the object was vindicta. The
ground of this capacity of a filiusfamilias was an in-

jury done to him personally by a person who acted

in opposition to his remonstrance. If, for instance,

the son inhabited a house belonging to his father or

one hired from a stranger, and was disturbed in

his enjoyment by some act of his neighbour, the

fdiusfamilias might have an action for the amount
of the damage, but the pecuniary satisfaction would
belong to the father, as in the case of the actio in-

juriarum. But the action was not in bonum et

ffiquum concepta, since it had a definite object,

which was either the restoration of things to their

former condition, which might be immediately for

the benetit of the filiusfamilias, or to ascertain the

value of the wrong done {quod interest).

6. The action against a libertus in respect of an
in jus vocatio. {Vid. Patronus.) If the libertus

had proceeded against the son of his patron, and the

father was absent, the son could institute the suit

himself, as in the case of the actio injuriarum.

7. Querela inofficiosi. {Vid. Testament.)
8. Actiones populares, which are actions in which

the plaintiff claims a sum of money, but not as a

private individual : he comes forward as a kind of

representative of the state. If the act complained
of be such as affects the interests of individuals as

such, they can bring an action in preference to any
other person, and the action is not purely popular :

to this class belong such actions as the actio sepul-

cri violati. But if there are no persons who are in-

dividually interested in the matter complained of, or

none such bring an action, any person {unus ex pop-

ulo) may bring the action, as the procurator of the

state, and he is not bound to give the security

which an ordinary procurator must give. A filius-

familias can bring such action. By virtue of the

litis contestatio, the action becomes the same as if

it were founded on an o'.iligatio, and this right of

action, as well as the money which may arise from
it, is acquired by the filiusfamilias for his father.

These actiones being for fixed sums of money, are

not in bonum et aequum conceptae.

With the populares actiones may be classed, as
belonging to the same kind, the interdicta publica or

popularia, and that novi operis nuntiatio which is

for the protection of publicum jus ; with this dis-

vinction, that the proceedings have not for their ob-

ject the recovery of a sum of money. But in the
general capacity of all persons to bring such actions,

Independent of the usual rules as to legal capacity,
all these modes of proceeding agree '

VI'NEA, in its literal signification, is a bower
formed of the branches of vines, and, from the pro-
tection which such a lealy roof affords, the name
was applied by the Romans to a roof under which
the besiegers of a town protected themselves against
darts, stones, fire, and the like, which were thrown
by the besieged upon the assailants. The descrip-
tion which Vegetius' gives of such a machine per-
fectly agrees with what we know of it from the in-

cidental mention by other writers. The whole ma-
chine formed a roof, resting upon posts eight feet in

height. The roof itself was generally sixteen feet
long and seven broad. The wooden frame was in

most cases light, so that it could be carried by the
soldiers ; sometimes, however, when the purpose
which it was to serve required great strength, it

was heavy, and then the whole fabric probably was

1. (Dig. 21, tit. 1, I) 40-43.)—2. (Savi^y, System dc» heut.
"Ai Rechts. il., 121.)—3. (De Re Mil., iv. 15.J
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moved by wheels attached to the posts. The root

was formed of planks and wickerwork, and the up.

permost layer or layers consisted of raw hides oi

wet cloth, as a protection against fire, by which the

besieged frequently destroyed the vineae.' The
sides of a vinea were likewise protected by wicker-

work. Such machines were constructed in a safe

place at some distance from the besieged town, and
then carried or wheeled (agere) close to its walls.

Here several of them were frequently joined to-

gether, so that a great number of soldiers might be

employed under them. When vines had taken

their place close to the walls, the soldiers began
their operations, either by undermining; the walls,

and thus opening a breach, or by employing the bat-

tering-ram (aries*). In the time of Vegetius, the

soldiers used to call these machines causia.^

VINUM {olvoc). The general term for the fer-

mented juice of the grape.

The native country of the vine was long a vex-

ata qusestio among botanists, but, although many
points still remain open for debate, it seems now to

be generally acknowledged that it is indigenous

throughout the whole of that vast tract which
stretches southward from the woody rnounlains of

Mazander^n on the Caspian to the shores of the

Persian Gulf and the Indian Sea, and eastward

through Khorasan and Cabul to the base of the

Himalaya—the region to which history and philolo

gy alike point as the cradle of the human race.

Hence, when we consider the extreme facility of

the process in its most simple form, we need little

wonder that the art of making wine should ha-^e

been discovered at a very remote epoch.

In the earliest of profane writers, the cultivatioE

of the grape is represented as familiar to the Heroic

Greeks, some of his most beautiful and vivid pic-

tures of rural life being closely coimected with the

toils of the vineyard. It is worth remarking, that

the only wine upon whose excellence Homer dilates

in a tone approaching to hyperbole 's represented as

having been produced on the coast of Thrace, the

region from which poetry and civilization spread

into Hellas, and the scene of several of the more
remarkable exploits of Bacchus. Hence we might

infer that the Pelasgians introduced the culture of

the vine when they wandered westward across the

Hellespont, and that, in like manner, it was con-

veyed to the valley of the Po, when, at a subse-

quent period, they made their way round the head

of the Adriatic. It seems certain, from various le-

gends, that wine was both rare and costly in the

earlier ages of Italian and Roman history. Thus a

tradition preserved by Varro* told that, when Me-

zentius agreed to aid the Rutulians, he stipulated

that the produce of the Latian vineyards should be

his recompense. Romulus is said to have used

milk only in his offerings to the gods :* Numa, to

check extravagance, prohibited the sprinkling ol

wine upon the funeral pyre, and, to stimulate the

energies of the rustic population, he ordained that

it should be held impious to offer a libation to the

gods of wine which had flowed from an unpruned

stock. So scarce was it at a much later period,

that Papirius the dictator, when about to join bat-

tle with the Samnites, vowed to Jupiter a small

cupful [vini pocillum) if he should gain the victory.

That wine was racked off into amphora;, and stored

up in regular cellars as early as the era of the

Gracchi, Pliny considers proved by the existence in

his own day of the Vinum Opimianum, described

hereafter. But even then no specific appellation

was given to the produce of different localities, and

1. (Lir., ii., 17.—Id., v., 7.- Id., xxi., 61.)—2. (Liv., mi.,T,

8.)—3. (Lipslus. Poliorcet., i., dial. 7.)—4. (ap. riin., H. N.

xiT.. 14.)-5. (Plin., 1. c.)
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the jar was tuarked with tlie name of the consul

alone. For many years after this, foreign wines

were considered far superior to native growths ; and

so precious were the Urceit vintages esteemed in

the limes of Marius and Sulla, that a single draught

only was oflered to the guests at a banquet. The
rapidity with which luxury spread in this matter is

well illustrated by the saying of M. Varro. that Lu-

cullus, when a boy, never saw an entertainment in

his father's house, however splendid, at which Greek
wine was handed round more than once, but when,

in manhood, he returned from his Asiatic conquests,

he bestowed on the people a largess of more than a

hundred thousand cadi. Four different kinds of

wine are said to have been presented for the first

time at the feast given by Julius Caesar in his third

consulship (B.C. 46), these being Falernian, Chian,

liesbian, and Mamertine, and not until after this

date were the merits of the numerous varieties, for-

eign and domestic, accurately known and fully ap-

preciated. But during the reign of Augustus and
his immediate successors the study of wines be-

came a passion, and the most scrupulous care was
bestowtj upon every process connected with their

production and preservation.' Pliny calculates that

the number of wines in the whole world deserving

to be accounted of high quality [nobilta) amounted
to eighty, of which his own country could claim

two thirds ;* and in another passage* he asserts

that 195 distinct kinds might be reckoned up, and
that, if all the varieties of these were to be inclu-

ded in the computation, the sum would be almost

doubled.

The process followed in wine-making was essen-

tiilly the same among both the Greeks and the Ro-

mans. After the grapes had been gathered, they
were first trodden with the feet, and afterward sub-

mitted to the action of the press. This part of the

process of wine-making is described in the article

TORCULUM.
The sweet, unfermented juice of the grape was

termed •/}.n>Kog by the Greeks and mustum by the

Romans, the latter word being properly an adjec-

tive signifying new or fresh. Of this there were
several kinds, distinguished according to the man-
ner in which each was originally obtained and sub-

sequently treated. That which flowed from the

clusters, in consequence merely of their pressure

upon each other before any force was applied, was
known as npoxvua^ or protrojmm,* and was reserved

for manufacturing a particular species of rich wine
described by Pliny,- to which the inhabitants of

Mytilene gave the name of rrpodpofiog or nptWpoiTog.'

That which was obtained next, before the grapes
had been fully trodden, was the mustum lixivium, and
was considered best for keejnng.' After the grapes
had been fully trodden and pressed, the mass was
taken out, the edges of the husks cut, and the whole
again subjected to the press ; the result was the

muslum tortivum or circumsisilum,^" which was set

apart and used for inferior purposes.

A portion of the must was used at once, being
drunk fresh after it had been clarified with vinegar."
When it was desired to preserve a quantity in the

sweet state, an amphora was taken and coated with
pitch wiihin and without ; it was filled with muslum
lixicium, and corked so as to be perfectly air-tight.

It was then immersed in a tank of cold, fresh wa-
ter, or buried in wet sand, and allowed to remain
for six weeks or two months. The contents, after

this process, were found to remain unchanged for a

I. (Pliu., H. N , xiv., 28.)—2. (lb., xiv., 13.)—3. (lb., xiv.,

».)—4. (lb., XIV., 6, 29.)—5. (Geo|)ou., vi., 16.)—6. (Plm., H.
N., xiv.. 11.)—7. (I.e.)—8. (Athen., i.. p. 30, ft. ; ii.,p.45,c)—
». iGeopon, vi., 16.—Colum., iii., 41.)— 10. (Cato, R. R., 23.—
Varr., i., 54.—Colum., zit., 36.)—11. (Geopon., vi., 15.)

ytar, and once the name art y/ievKo^, i. e., %tt»j>ei

mustum.^ A considerable quantity of mua from
the best a:»d oldest vines was inspissated by boil-

ing, being then distinguished by the Greeks under

the general names oi hl/rffta or yXv^ic* while the

Latin writers have various terms, according to the

extent to which the evaporation was carried. Thus,
when the must was reduced to two thirds of its ori-

ginal volume, it became carcnum (Pallad. OctoDi.,

tit.x\iii.); when one half had evaporated, dcfrutum^
when two thirds, saj>a (known also by the Greek
names siraum and hcpsema*) ; but these words are

frequently interchanged.* Similar preparations are

at the present time called in Italy musto cotto and
gapa, and in France sabe. The process was carried

on in large caldrons of lead {vasa dcfrutaria), iron

or bronze being supposed to communicate a disa-

greeable flavour, over a slow fire of chips, on a
night when there was no moon,* the scum being

carefully removed with leaves,' and the liquid con-

stantly stirred to prevent it from burning.* These
grape-jellies, for they were nothing else, were used
extensively for giving body to poor wines and ma-
king them keep, and entered as ingredients into

many drinks, such as the burramca poCro, so called

from its red colour, which was formed by mixing
sapa with milk,' and others described hereafter.

The whole of the mustum not employed for some
of the above purposes was conveyed from the laeut

to the cc//a vinana (oivodr/Kn, jrifleuv'"), an apartment
on the ground floor or a little below the surface,

placed in such a situation as to secure a moderate
and equable temperature, and at a distance from
dunghills or any objects emitting a strong odour."

Here were the dolia (Tndoi), otherwise called aeriet

or cupa, long, bell-mouthed vessels of earthenware
(hooped tubs of wood being employed in cold cli-

mates only'*), very carefully formed of the best clay

and lined with a coating of pitch (TTtaaijdivTa, pi-

cala), the operation {-rciaauaig, picalw) being usuaJIy

performed while they were hot from the furnace.

They were usually sunk {dcpressa, defossa, demersa)

one half or two thirds in the ground : to the former
depth if the wine to be contained was likely to

prove strong, to the latter if weak ; and attention

was paid that they should repose upon a dry bed.

They were, moreover, sprinkled with sea-water, fu-

migated with aromatic plants, and rubbed with their

ashes, all rank smelling substances, such as rotten

leather, garlic, cheese, and the like, being removed,
lest they should impart a taint to the wine." In

these dolia the process of fermentation took place.

They were not filled quite full, in order that the

scum only might boil over, and this was also cleared

off at regular intervals by skimming, and earned to

a distance. The fermentation usually lasted for

about nine days, and as soon as it had subsided,

and the mustum had become vmum, the dolia were
closely covered, the upper portion of their interioi

surface as well as the lids {opercula doltcrum) hav-

ing been previously well rubbed over with a com-
pound of defrutum, safiron, old pitch, mastic, and

fir-cones.'* The opercula were taken off about once

every thirty-six days, and oftener in hot weather,

in order to cool and give air to the contents, to add

any preparation that might be required to preserve

1. (Geopon., vi., 16.—Plut., (i. N., 26.—Cato. R. ft., ISC --

Colum., xii., 29 —Plm., U. N., xiv., 11.)—2 (Allien., i., 31, e."

—3. (Plm., II. N., xiv., 9.)—4. (I'lin., I. c.)-5. (See Varr. ap
Non , c. 17, n. 14.—Columell., xii., 19.)- 0. (Plin., 11. N..xviu^

74.)—7. (Plin., 1. c— Virg., Georg., i.. 269.- lil. ib., it., 296.)-

8. (Plin., H. N., iiiii., 2.—Calo, R. R.. lO.'i. —Columell., jui.,

19, 20, 21.— PallaU., .xi., 18 — Uiosci.r.. v., 9.) — 9. (Ftstus, s. t

Burramca.—Compare Oviil, Fast., iv., 782.)— 10. (Geopon, vi.,a,

12.)— II. (Varro, R. R., i., 13.-Goopcm., l.c )— 12. (l'liii..H. N.,

xiv., 21.)—13. (GeoiMjii. vi.,2, 3, 4.— Cato, R. R, 23.— Vnrro, i.,

13.—Colum., XII., 18, 25.—Uig. 33, tit. 6, ». 3.) — 14. (Geopon.

Ti.. 12.—Cato, K R , 107.—Varro, i., 65.-Colum.. xii., 25,30.)
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them sound, and to remove any impurities that

might be thrown up. Particular attention was paid

to tlie peculiar light scum, the uvdoc olvov {flos vini),

which frequently appeared on the surface after a

certain time, since it was supposed to afford indi-

cations by its colour and consistence of the quality

of the wine. If red (nopfvpi^ov), broad, and soft, it

was a sign that the wine was sound ; if glutinous,

it was a bad symptom ; if black or yellow, it deno-

ted want of body ; if white, it was a proof that the

wine would keep well {/iovt/Mov). Each time that

the opercula were replaced, they were well rubbed

with fir-cones.' (Vid. Thyrsus.)

The commoner sorts of wine were drunk direct

from the dolium, and hence draught wine was call-

ed vinum doliare or vinum de cupa,' but the finer

kinds, such as were yielded by choice localities, and
possessed sufficient body to bear keeping, were
drawn off {dijfundere, (leTayyit^ELv) into amphora or

lagcnce, many fanciful precautions being observed

in transferring them from the larger to the smaller

vessel.^ These amphora were made of earthen-

ware, and in later times occasionally of glass ; they
were stopped tight by a plug of wood or cork (^cor-

tex, suber), which was rendered impervious to air

by being smeared over with pitch, clay, or gypsum.
On the outside the title of the wine was painted,

the date of the vintage being marked by the names
of the consuls then in office, or when the jars were
of glass, little tickets

(
pittacia, tessera) were sus-

pended from them indicating these particulars.*

The amphorae were then stored up in repositories

{apotheca,^ horrea,^ tabulala''), completely distinct

from the cella vinaria, and usually placed in the up-

per story of the house (whence descende, testa,'' de-

ripere hurrco^), for a reason explained afterward.

It is manifest that wines prepared and bottled,

if we may use the phrase, in the manner described
above, must have contained a great quantity of dregs
and sediment, and it became absolutely necessary
to separate these before it was drunk. This was
sometimes effected by fining with yolks of eggs,

those of pigeons being considered most appropriate

by the fastidious,'" or with the whites whipped up
with salt," but more commonly by simply straining

through small cup like utensils of silver or bronze,

perforated with numerous small holes, and distin-

guished by the various names vXiarfip, -pvyoLnoc, t]Q-

fioccolumvtnanum.^^ ( Kid. Colum.) Occasionally
a piece oflinen cloth {aduKoq, saccus) was placed over
the TpvyoLno^ or colwm,^-^ and the wine {auKKiag, sac-

catus) filtered through.'* The use of the saccus was
considered objectionable for all delicate wines,
since it was believed to injure," if not entirely to

destroy their flavour, and in every instance to di-

minish the strength of the liquor. For this reason
it was employed by the dissipated, in order that they
might be able to swallow a greater quantity with-
out becoming intoxicated. '« The double purpose
of cooling and weakening was effectually accom-
plished by placing ice or snow in the filter, which
under such circumstances became a colum nivari-
itm" or saccus nicanus.^^

The wine procured from the mustum toriivum,
which was always kept by itself, must have been
thin and poor enough, but a still inferior beverage
was made by pouring water upon the husks and
stalks after they had been fully pressed, allowing

1. (Geopon., vii., 15.—Colum., xii., 38.)—2. (Dig. 18, tit. 6, s.

1, H-—Varr. ap. Noa., c. 2, n. 113.)— 3. (Geopoii., vii., 5, 6.—
Compare Plin., liv., 27.) -4. (Petron., 34 )-5. (Colum., i., 6.—
Plin., Ep., ii., 17.)—6. (Senec.,Ep., 115.)—7. (Colum., xii., 41.)
—8. (Hor., Carm., iii., 21, 7.)— 9. (llor., Carm., iii., 28, 7.)—10.
:Hor., Sat., ii., 4, 51.) — 11. (Geopoii., vii., 22.) — 12. (Geopon.,
rii., 37.)— 1? (Pollux, vi., 10 ; x., 75.) — 14. (Martial, viii.,45.)
—15. (Hor., Sal., ii., 4, 51 )— lb. (Plin.. xiv., 22.—Compare xxiii.,

1, 84 ; XIX., 4, 19.—Cic. ad Kara., ii.,b.j— 17. (Martial, xiv., 103.)
-18. (XIV., 104.)

'
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them to soak, pressing again, and fermeutmg the
liquor thus obtained. This, which was given to
the labourers in winter instead of wine, was the
^u/iva or devrepioc of the Greeks, the lora or vinum
operarium of the Romans, and, according to Varro,'
was, along with sapa, defrutum, and passum, the
drink of elderly women." The Greeks added the
water in the proportion of one third of the must pre-
viously drawn off, and then boiled down the mix-
ture until one third had evaporated ; the Italians
added the water in the proportion of one tenth of
the must, and threw in the skimmings of the de-
frutum and the dregs of the lacus. Another drink
of the same character was the facatum from wine-
lees, and we hear also of vinum praligancum given
to the vintagers, which appears to have been man-
ufactured from inferior and half-ripe fruit gathered
before the regular period.^ We find an analogy to

the above processes in the manufacture of cider,

the best being obtained from the first squeezing of
the apples, and the worst from the pulp and skins
macerated in water.

In all the best wines hitherto described, the
grapes are supposed to have been gathered as soon
as they were fully ripe, and fermentation to have
run its full course. But a great variety of sweet
wines were manufactured by checking the ferment-
ation, or by partially drying the grapes, or by con-
verting them completely into raisins. The jMkoc
olvoQ of the Geoponic writers* belongs to the first

class. Must obtained in the ordinary manner was
thrown into the dolia, which remained open for three
days only, and were then partially covered for two
more; a small aperture was left until the seventh
day, when they were luted up. If the wine was
wished to be still sweeter, the dolia were left open
for five days, and then at once closed. The free ad-
mission of air being necessary for brisk fermenta-
tion, and this usually continuing for nine days, it is

evident that it would proceed weakly and imperfect-
ly under the above circumstances. For the vinum
duke of Columella,'* the grapes were to be dried in

the sun for three days after they were gathered,
and trodden on the fourth during the full fervour of

the midday heat. The mustum lixivium alone was
to be used, and after the fermentation was finished,

an ounce of well-kneaded iris-root was added to

each 50 sextarii ; the wine was racked off from the
lees, and was found to be sweet, sound, and whole-
some.' For the vinum diachylum, more luscious

still, the grapes were exposed to the sun for seven
days upon hurdles.'

Lastly, passum or raisin-wine was made from
grapes dried in the sun until they had lost half their

weight ; or they were plunged into boiling oil, which
produced a similar effect ; or the bunches, after they
were ripe, were allowed to hang fi)r some weeks
upon the vine, the stalks being twisted, or an incis-

ion made into the pith of the bearing shoot, so as

to put a stop to vegetation. The stalks and stones
were removed, the raisins were steeped in must or

good wine, and then trodden or subjected to the

gentle action of the press. The quantity of juice
which flowed forth was measured, and an equal
quantity of water added to the pulpy residuum,
which was again pressed, and the product employed
for an inferior passum called secundarium, an ex-

pression exactly analogous to the devripioc mention-
ed above. The passum of Crete was most prized,*

and next in rank were those of Cilicia, Africa, Italy,

and the neighbouring provinces. The kinds known
as Psylhium and Melampsylhium possessed the pe.

1. (ap. Non., xvii., 13.)—2. {Yid. AUien., x., p. 440.)- 3. (On
opon., vi.,3.—Cato, R. R., 23-57, 153.— Varro, i., 51.— Colum
xii., 40.— Plin., H. N., xiv., 12.)—4. (vii., 19.)—5. (xii., 27.)—

«

(Colum., 1. c.)—7. (Plin., H. N., xiv., 11.)—8. (Mart., xiii iOf
—Juv., Sat., xiv., 270.)
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Buliar flavour of the grape, and noi thai of wine ; the

Si-ybtllites from Galatia and the Halunlium from
Sicily, in like manner, tasted like must. The grapes

most suitable for passum were those which ripened

early, especially the varieties Apiana (called by the

Greeks Slicha), Sctrpula, and Psithia.^

The Greeks recognised three colours in wines :

red (jtfXac), white, i. e., pale straw-colour {^cvkoc),

and brown or amber-coloured (Kipfioi)* Pliny dis-

tinguishes four: albus, answering to XevKoc, fulvus

to Ki^fto^, while fii^ag is subdivided into sanguineus

and niger, the former being doubtless applied to

bright, glowing wines, like Tent and Burgundy,
while the nigcr or aler' would resemble Port. In

the ordinary Greek authors the epithet ipvOpoq is as

common as/xfXaf, and will represent the sanguineus.

We have seen that wine intended for keeping

was racked ofl'from the dolia into amphoise. When
it was necessary, in the first instance, to transport

it from one place to another, or when carried by
travellers on a journey, it was contained in bags
made of goatskin (aoKoi, utres), well pitched over, so

as to make ihe seams perfectly tight. The cut be-

low, from a bronze found at Herculaneum.* exhibits

a Silenus astride upon one of them. When the

ijuanlily wa.s large, a number of hides were sewed
logelher, and the leathern tun thus constructed car-

ried from place to place in a cart, as shown in the
illustration on page 64.*

As the process of wine-making among the an-

cients was based upon no fixed principles, and for

the most part conducted in a most unscientific man-
ner, it was found necessary, except in the case of
the finest varieties, to have recourse to various de-
vices for preventing or correcting acidity, heighten-
ing the flavour, and increasing the durability of the
second growths. This subject was reduced to a
regular system by the Greeks : Pliny mentions four

authors who had written formal treatises, and the

authors of the Geoponic collection, together with
Cato, Varro, and Columella, supply a multitude of
precepts upon the same topic. The object in view
was accomplished sometimes by merely mixing dif-

ferent kinds of wine together, but more frequently

by throwing into the dolia or amphoraj various con-

diments or seasonings (apTvaeic, mcdicamina, condi-

tura). When two wines were mixed together, those

I. (Geopon., vii., 18.— Coluro.. xii., 39.—Plin., II. N., xiv., II.

—Virg., Georg., ii., 93.)— 2. (Athen., j., p. 32. c.) — 3. (Plaut.,

Mensch., v., 6, 17.)—-4. (Mu«. Borbon., rol. iii., tar. 28.)— S.

(Comvare Lucian, Lex., &

were selected which possessed opposite good qual*
ties and defect?.'

'J'he principal substances employed as conditura
were, 1. sea-water; 2. turpentine, e...iier pure or in

the form of pitch (pix), tar (pix liquida), or resin ire-

sina) ; 3. lime, in the form ol gypsum, burned marble,
or calcined shells ; 4. inspissated must ; 5. aromatic
herbs, spices, and gums ; and these were used
either singly, or cooked up into a great variety ot

complicated confections.

We have already seen that it was customary to
line the interior of both the dolia and the amphorae
with a coating of pitch ; but, besides this, it waa
common to add this substance, or resin in powder,
to the must during the fermentation, from a convic-
tion that it not only rendered the wine more full

bodied, but also communicated an agreeable bouquet,
together with a certain degree of raciness or pi-

quancy.* Wine of this sort, however, when new
(novitium resinalum), was accounted unwholesome,
and apt to induce headache and giddiness. From
this circumstance it was denominated crapula, and
was itself found to be serviceable in checking tho
fermentation of the must when too violent.

It must be remembered, that when the vinous fer

mentation is not well regulated, it is apt to be re
newed, in which case a fresh chemical change takes
place, and the wine is converted into vinegar (3^of,

acelum), and this acid, again, if exposed to the air,

loses its properties, and becomes perfectly insipid,

in which form it was called vappa by the Romans,
who used the word figuratively for a worthless
blockhead.

Now the great majority of inferior wines, being
thin and watery, and containing little alcohol, are
constantly liable to undergo these changes, and
hence the disposition to acescence was closely

watched, and combated as far as possible. With
this view those substances were thrown into the
dolia which it was known would neutralize any
acid which might be formed, such as vegetable ash-
es which contain an alkali, gypsum, and pure lime,
besides which we find a long list of articles, whicti

must be regarded as preventives rather than cor-
rectives, such as the various preparations of turpen-
tine already noticed, almonds, raisins steeped in

must, parched salt, goats'-milk, cedar-cones, gall-

nuts, blazing pine-torches, or red-hot irons quenched
in the liquid, and a multitude of others.' But, in

addition to these, which are all harmless, we find

some traces of the use of the highly-poisonous salts

of lead for the same purpose,* a practice which
produced the most fatal consequences in the Middle
Ages, and was prohibited by a series of the most
stringent enactments.*

Defruium also was employed to a great extent

;

but, being itself liable to turn sour, it was not used
until its soundness had been tested by keeping it for

a year. It was then introduced, either in its simple
state, in the proportion of a sextarius to the ampho-
ra, that is, of 1 to 48, or it was combined with a
great variety of aromatics, according to a prescrip-

tion furnished by Columella.* In this receipt, and
others of the same kind, the various herbs were in-

tended to give additional efficacy to the nourishing
powers of the defrutum, and great pains were taken
to prevent them from afltcting the taste of the wine.
But from a very early period it was customary to

flavour wine highly by a large admixture of per-
fumes, plants, and spices. We find a spiced drink
(c|^ upu/xuTuv KaraaKevaCopevoi) noticed under the
name of rpipfta by Athenseus and the writers of the

1. (Athen., i., p. 32, fl.)—2. (Plin., IF. N., xiv., 25.—Plntwdl,
Symp., v., 3.)— 3. (Geopon., vii.. 12, 15, 1(5, Ac.)-4. (GeopoB^
vii., 19.)—5. ( V»</. Becluuann'i IIii tory of Inventions, vol |., p
396.)—6. (xii., 20.)

'
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Dew comciiy,' and for the whole class Pliny has the

general term aromulites."

Tliere was another and very numerous family of

wines, entitled olvoi vyiELvoi, into which drugs were

introduced to produce medicinal effects. Such were

tvium marrubii (horehound) for coughs ; the scillites

(squill-wine), to assist digestion, promote expectora-

lion, and act as a gentle tonic; absi?ithiles {wine of

wormwood), corresponding to the modern vermuth

;

and, above all, the myrtites (myrtleberry-wine),

which possessed innumerable virtues.'

Pliny, under the head oi vina fictitia, includes not

only the oIvol vyutvoi, but a vast number of oth-

ers, bearing a strong analogy to our British home-
made wines, such as cowslip, ginger, elderberry,

and the like ; and as \^e manufacture Champagne out

of gooooberries, so the Italians had their imitations

of the costly vintages of the most favoured Asiatic

isles. These vina Jiciilia were, as may be imagined,

almost countless, every variety of fruit, flower,

vegetable, shrub, and perfume being put in requisi-

tion : figs, cornels, medlars, roses, asparagus, pars-

ley, radishes, laurels, junipers, cassia, cinnamon,
saffron, nard, malobathrnm, afford but a small sam-
ple. It must be remarked that there was one ma-
terial difference between the method followed by the

Greeks and that adopted by the Romans in cooking
these potions. The former included the drug, or

whatever it might be, in a bag, which was suspend-

ed in a jar of wine, and allowed to remain as long

as was thought necessary ; the latter mixed the

flavouring ingredient with the sweet must, and fer-

mented them together, thus obtaining a much more
powerful extract ; and this is the plan pursued for

British wines, except that we are obliged to sub-

stitute sugar and water for grape-juice.*

But not only were spices, fragrant roots, leaves,

and gums steeped in wine or incorporated during

fermentation, but even the precious perfumed es-

sential oils {unguenta) were mixed with it before it

was drunk. The Greeks were exceedingly partial

to this kind of drink.^ We also learn from .^lian*

that it was named ixvpfuvirriQ, which seems to be the

same with the (Mvpliivri^ of Poseidippus,' the fiv^l)lvT]

of Hesychius, the [ivpivrjg of Pollux,* and the mur-
rhina of Plautus.' The Romans were not slow to

follow the example set them, valuing bitterness so
highly, says Pliny,'" that they were resolved to enjoy
costly perfumes with two senses, and hence the ex-

pressions "/o/iata iz'to" in Martial,' ' and "perfusa
mero sjiumant unguenta Falcrno" in Juvenal.**

In a more primitive age we detect the same fond-

ness for the admixture of something extraneous.
Hecamede, when preparing a draught for Nestor,
fills his cup with Pramnian wine, over which she
grates goat-milk cheese, and sprinkles the whole
with flour," the latter being a common addition at a
much later epoch.'* So, also, the draught adminis-
tered by Circe consisted of wine, cheese, and hon-
ey ; and, according to Theophrastus," the wine
drunk in the prytaneum of the Thasians was ren-
dered delicious by their throwing into the jar which
contained it a cake of wheaten flour kneaded up
with honey.'*

This leads us on to notice the most generally
popular of all these compound beverages, the oiv6fie)ii

of the Greeks, the mulsum of the Romans. This
was of two kinds ; in the one honey was mixed

1. (Athen., i., p. 31, c—Pollux, Oaom., vi., 18.)—2. (xiv., 19,
k .5.)—3. (Columell.. 32, 33.—Geopon., viii., 1, &c.)—4. (Geo-
wm., viii., 32, 33, 34.—Plin., H. N., xiv., 19.—Colum., 11. cc—
Ctito, R. R., 114, 115.)—5. (jElian, V. H., xii., 31.)—6. (1. c.)—
7. (Athen., i., p. b2, 6.)—8. (vi., 2.)—9. (Pseudol., ii., 4, 50.—
Cf'inpare '>lla^li^li aiiiplioram :" Miles Glor., iii., 2, 11.—Fentus,
I. V. "Mun-ataiiotio" and " Murrina.")— 10. (H. N., xjii 5.)

—

II (XIV., 110.)-12. (vi., 303.)— 13. (II., xi., 638.)-14. (Athen.,
t., p. 432.)— 15 (Athen., i., p. 32, o.)— 16. (Compare Plat.,
Syinp., i., 1, 4.)
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with wine, in the other with must. The former
was said to have been invented by the legendary
hero Aristaeus, the first cultivator of bees,' and was
considered most perfect and palatable when made
of some old, rough (auslerum) wine, such as Massic
or Falernian (although Horace objects to the latter

for this purpose"), and new Attic honey.* The
proportions, as stated in the Geoponic collection

were four, by measure, of wine to one of honey
and various spices and perfumes, such as myrrh,
cassia, costum, malobathrum, nard, and pepper
might be added. The second kind, the anomelum
of Isidorus,* according to the Greek authorities,*

was made of must evaporated to one half of its

original bulk, Attic honey being added in the pro-

portion of one to ten. This, therefore, was merely
a very rich fruit sirup in no way allied to wine.
The virtues of mulsum are detailed by Pliny ;• it

wjis considered the most appropriate draught upon
an empty stomach, and was therefore swallowed
immediately before the regular business of a repast
began,' and hence the whet (g-ws/a/io) coming before
the cup of mulsum was called the promulsis.^ We
infer from Plautus' that mulsum was given at a tri-

umph by the imperator to his soldiers.

Mulsum (sc. vinum) or oivofieXi is perfectly dis-

tinct from mulsa (sc. aqua). The latter, or mead,
being made of honey and water mixed and ferment-
ed, is the fieAcKparov or vdpo/xeXi of the Greeks,'" al

though Pollux confounds" jUpAtKjoaTov with oIvo/ie/h.

Again, v6po[i^2.ov^' or hydromelum^^ was cider ; 6^v-

fieli^* was a compound of vinegar, honey, salt, and
pure water, boiled together and kept for a long
time

; l>o6batki was a mere confection of expressed
juice of rose-leaves and honey."
The ancients considered old wine not only more

grateful to the palate, but also more wholesome and
invigorating;" and, curiously enough, Pliny seem^
to suppose that it grew more strong and fiery by
age, inconsequence of the dissipation of the watery
particles." Generally speaking, the Greek wines do
not seem to have required a long time to ripen.

Nestor, in the Odyssee, indeed, drinks wine ten
years old,'* and wine kept for sixteen years is inci-

dentally mentioned by Athenaeus ;" but the con-
noisseurs under the Empire pronounced that all

transmarine wines arrived at a moderate degree of
maturity {ad, velustatem medium) in six or seven.**

Many of the Italian varieties, however, as we shall

see below, required to be kept for twenty or twenty-
five years before they were drinkable (which is now-

considered ample for our strongest Ports), and even
the humble growths of Sabinum were stored up for

from four to fifteen." Hence it became a matter of

importance to hasten, if possible, the natural pro-

cess. This was attempted in various ways, some-
times by elaborate condiments," sometimes by sink-

ing vessels containing the must in the sea, by

which an artificial mellowness was induced {pracox

vetustas), and the wine, in consequence, termed
thalassites'^ ; but more usually by the application

of heat.'* Thus it was customary to expose the

amphorae for some years to the full fervour of the

sun's rays, or to construct the apotheca in such a

manner as to be exposed to the hot air and smoke

1. (Plin.. H. N., xir,4.)—2. (Sat., ii., 4, 24.)—3. (Mart., iv.

13.—Id., xiii., 108— Dioscor., v., 16.—Macrob., Sat., vii., 12.)-

4. (Orig., XX., 3, () 11.)—5. (Geopon., viii., 26.)— 6. (H. N., xxii.,

4.—Compare Geopon., 1. c.)—7. (Hor., Sat., ii., 4, 25.—Senec,
Ep., 122.)—8. (Cic, Ep. Fam., ix., 16 and 20.)—9. (Bacch., iv

,

9, 149.—Compare Liv., :txxviii., 65.)— 10. (Geopon., viii., 28.

—

Dioscor., v., 9.— Isidor., Orig., xx., 3, t) 10.— Plin., H. N , xiv.,

20.)— 11. (vi., 2 )— 12. (Geopon., viii., 27.)— 13. (Isidor., Orig.,

XI., 3, I) 11.)— 14. (Plin., H. N., xiv., 20.)— 15. (Geopon., viii.,

29.)— 16. (Athen., i., p. 26, a.; ii., p. 36, c.)— 17. (II. N.,vi(., 3.|

—18. (iii., 301.)—19. (xiii., p. 5S4, 6.)—20. (Plin., xiv., 10.)—

21. (Ilor., Carm., i.,9, 7.— Athen., i., p. 276.) — 22. (Geoposi.

vii., 24.)—23. (Plin., II. N., xiv.. 10.)—24. (Plut., Symy ,
v., 3.
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•i the bath furnaces,' and hence the name fumaria
applied lu such apartments, and the phrases futno-

toa,fumum btbere, fuligine testa in reference to the

wines.* If tlie operation was not conducted with

care, and the ampliorac not stoppered down perfect-

ly tiglit, a disagreeable effect would be produced on

the contents ; and it is in consequence of such care-

lessness that Martial pours forth his maledictions

oa the fumaria o( Marseilles.*

The year B.C. 121 is said to have been a season

ningularly favourable to all the productions of the

earth ; from the great heat of the autumn, the wine
was of an unprecedented quality, and remained
long celebrated as the vinum Opimianum, from h.

Opiiiius, the consul of that year, who slew Caius
Uracchus. A great quantity had been treasured up,

and sedulously preserved, so that samples were still

m existence in the days of the elder Pliny, nearly

two hundred years afterward. It was reduced, he
says, to the consistence of rough honey, and, like

other very old wines, so strong, and harsh, and bit-

ter as to be undrinkable until largely diluted with
water. Such wines, however, he atlds, were use-

ful for flavouring others when mixed in small quan-
tities.

Our most diiect information with regard to the

price of common wine in Italy is derived from Col-

umella,'' who reckons that the lowest market price

of the most ordinary quality was 300 sesterces for

40 urnae, that is, 15 sesterces for the amphora, or

6d. a gallon nearly. At a much earlier date, the
triumph of L. Metellus during the first Punic war
(B.C. 250), wine was sold at the rate of 8 asses the

amphora ;* and in the year B.C. 89, the censors P. Li-

cinius Crassus and L. Julius Csesar issued a proc-

lamation that no one should sell Greek and Amine-
an wine at so high a rate as 8 asses the amphora ;

but this was probably intended as a prohibition to

their being sold at all, in order to check the taste

then beginning to display itself for foreign luxuries,

for we find that at the same time they positively

forbade the use of exotic unguents.^

The price of native wine at Athens was four

drachmas for the raetretes, that is, about 4Jd. the

gallon, when necessaries were dear, and Bdckh con-

siders that we may assume one half of this sum as

the average of cheaper times. In fact, we find, in

an agreement in Demosthenes,' 300 casks (Kepiuia)

of Mendaean wine, which we know was used at the

most sumptuous Macedonian entertainments,* val-

ued at 600 drachmas, which gives two drachmas for

the metretes, or little more than 2d. a gallon ; but

still more astonishing is the marvellous cheapness
of Lusitanian wine, of which more than ten gal-

lons were sold for 3d. On the other hand, high pri-

ces were given freely for the varieties held in es-

teem, since as early as the time of Socrates a me-
tretes of Chian sold for a mina.'

With respect to the way in which wine was
drunk, and the customs observed by the Greeks and
Romans at their drinking entertainments, the read-

er is referred to the article Symposium.
It now remains for us to name the most es-

teemed wines, and to point out their localities ; but

our limits will allow us to enumerate none but the

most celebrated. As far as those of Greece are

ooncerned, our information is scanty, since in the

older writers we find but a small number defined by
specific appellations, the general term olvoc usually

standing alone without any distinguishing epithet.

The wine of most early celebrity was that which

1. (Coliira., i., 6.)—2 (TibuU., ii., 1, 26.—Hor., C>inn.,iii., 8,

».— Jiiv., Sat., v., 35.)—3. (x.,36; in., 82; xii., 123.)— 4. (lii.,

S. « 12.)—5. (Varri) ap. Plin., H. N.. iviii., 4.)—6. (Plin., H.
N., xiv., 16.—Id. lb., xiii.. 3.)—7. (In Lacrit., p. 928.)—8. (Ath-
eiv, iv.. p. 129. d.)—9. (Plul., De Anim. Tranquil., 10.—Bflckh,
V,M. Ecoa of AtSsna, p. 133.)

the minister of ApoIio, Maron, who dwelt upon th«

skirts of Thracian Isuiarus, gave to Ulysses. It

was red {ipvHfwv) and honey-sweet (ficXifidia), so
precious that it was unknown to all in the nianskon
save the wife of the priest and one trusty housfi

keeper ; so strong that a single cup was mingle<?

with twenty of water ; so fragrant that even when
thus diluted it diffu.sed a divine and most temptini|

perfume.' Pliny* asserts that wine endowed with
similar noble properties was produced in the same
region in his own day. Homer mentions also, more
than once,* Pramnian wine {oivo^ Ili)afiveloc), an ep.

ithet which is variously interpreted by certain dif-

ferent writers.* In after times a wine bearing thr

same name was produced in the island of Icaria,

around the hill village of Latorea in the vicinity of

Ephesus, in the neighbourhood of Synirna near the

shrine of Cybele, and in Lesbos.* The Pramnian
of Icaria is characterized by Eparciiides as dry

(aKATjpuc), harsh {avarnpog), astringent, and remark-
ably strong ;

qualities which, according to Aristoph*

anes, rendered it particularly unpalatable to the

Athenians.*

But the wines of greatest renown during the brill-

iant period of Grecian history and after the Roman
conquest were grown in the islands of Thasos,
Lesbos, Chios, and Cos, and in a few favoured spots

on the opposite coast of Asia,' such as the slopes

of Mount Tmolus, the ridge which separates the

valley of the Ilermus from that of the Cayster.*

Mount Messogis, which divides the tributaries of

the Cayster from those of the Meander,' the volcanic

region of the Catacecaumene," which still retains its

fame," the environs of Ephesus,'* of Cnidus,'* of Mi-

letus,'* and of Clazomenae.'* Among these the first

place seems to have been by general consent conce-

ded to the C/tian, of which the most delicious varie-

ties were brought from the heights of Ariusium, hi

the central parts,'* and from the promontory of Pha-

nae, at the southern extremity of the island." The
Thasian and Lesbian occupied the second place,

and the Coan disputed the palm with them.'* In

Lesbos the most highly prized vineyards were
around Mytilene" and Methymna.** Pliny,*' who
gives the preference over all others to the Clazome-

nian, says that the Lesbian had naturally a taste of

salt water, while the epithet " innocens," applied by

Horace, seems to point out that it was light and
wholesome.

It may here be observed that there is no founda-

tion whatever for the remark that the finest Greek
wines, especially the products of the islands in the

.(Egean and Ionian seas, belonged, for the most
part, to the luscious sweet class. The very reverse

is proved by the epithets avarripog, ff/tAj/pof, A«T7-of,

and the like, applied to a great number, while yXv

Kvc and -yiivKuCoiv are designations comparatively

rare, except in the vague language of poetry. " Vt

num omne dulce minus odoraium,'' says Pliny ;*• and

the ancients appear to have been fully sensible that

sweet wines could not be swallowed either with

pleasure or safety except in small quantities. The
mistake has arisen from not perceiving that the ex-

pressions otvof yAv/cvf and olvog r]6v^ are by no
moans necessarily synonymous. The former signi-

fies wine positively sweet, the latter wine agreeable

1. (Od., ii.,203.)—2. (H.N., xiv., 6.)-3. (II , li., 638.—<M..
X.. 234.)—4. (Athen.,i., p. 28./.)—5. {Athen..i.. p. 30, c, Ac—
Plin.. H. N., xiv., 6.)—6l (Athen., i.,p. 30, r.)—7. (Slrabo.iiv..

p. 637.)—8. (Plin., v., 20.—Virtr., Georg, ii.,97.—Ovid, Met.,

vi., 15.)— 9. fStrabo, xiv., p. 650.)— 10. (Viiruv.. iii.. 3.)— 11.

(Keppell's Travels, ii.. p. 355.) — 12. (Dioscor.. v., 12.)— IS.

(Athen., i.. p 29, a.)— 14. (Athcn.. 1. c.)-15. (Plin., xiv., 9.)—
16. (Virif., Eel., v., 71. —Plin., II. N.. xiv., 7.— Siltiis. vii., 210.)

—17. (Virg., Geor?..ii., 97.)— 18. (Alh^n.. i., p. 28. 29. &c.)—
19. (Id., i.. p. SO, b. ; iii., p. 86. e. ; p. 92, rf.)-20. (Athen., viK

p. TltX 4—Pans., x., 19.—Vinr., Georg.. ii., ?9 —Ovid, Ar Am
1., 57.)—21. (xix.,9 ^—22. (H. N , xv., M *
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to me taste from the absence of acidity, in most

eases indicating nothing more than sound wine.

It is well known that all the most noble Italian

wines, with a very few exceptions, were derived

from Latiiim and Campania, and, for the most part,

grew within a short distance of the sea. " The
whole of these places," says Strabo,' when descri-

bing this coast, "yield excellent wine; among the

most celebrated are the Cscuban, the Fundanian,

the Setinian, and so, also, are the Falernian, the Al-

ban, and the Statinian." But the classification

adopted by Pliny' will prove our best guide, and

this we shall follow to a certain extent.

In the first rank, then, we must place the Sctinum,

which fairly deserves the title of imperial^ since it

was the chosen beverage of Augustus and most of

his courtiers. It grew upon the hills of Setia, above
Forum Appii, looking down upon the Pomptine
marshes (I'cndula Pomptinos qua special Setia cam-

pas'). Before the age of Augustus, the Cacubum
was the most prized of all. It grew in the poplar

swamps bordering on the Gulf of Amyclae, close to

Fundi.* In the time of Pliny its reputation was en-

tirely gone, partly in consequence of the careless-

ness of the cultivators, and partly from its proper

soil, originally a very limited space, having been cut

up by the canal of Nero, extending from Baiae to Os-
tia. Galen* represents it as generous, full-bodied,

and heady, not arriving at maturity until it had been
kept for many years.*

The second rank was occupied by the Falcrnum, of

which the Fauslianum was the most choice variety,

having gained its character from the care and skill

exercised in the cultivation of the vines ; but when
Pliny wrote, it was beginning to fall in public esti-

mation, in consequence of the growers being more
solicitous about quantity than quality, just as was
the case with Madeira a few years ago. The Faler-

tius ager, concerning the precise limits of which there

have been many controversies, commenced at the

Pons Campanus, on the left hand of those journey-

ing towards the Urbana Colonia of Sulla, the Faus-
tianus ager at a village about six miles from Sinues-

sa, so that the whole district in question may be re-

garded as stretching from the Massic hills to the river

Vulturnus. Falernian became fit for drinking in ten

years, and might be used until twenty years old,

but when kept longer gave headaches, and proved
injurious to the nervous system. Pliny distinguish-

es three kinds, the rough {austerum), the sweet
(duke), and the thin (tenue). Galen^ two only, the

rough {avarripog) and the sweetish {y^.vKu^uv).

When the south wind prevailed during the season
of the vintage, the wine was sweetish and darker in

colour {fiE?i(h'Ttpog), but if the grapes were gathered
during weather of a different description, it was
rough, and tawny or amber-coloured (K<f5/4df). The
ordinary appearance of Falernian, which has been
made a theme of considerable discussion, seems to
be determined by a passage in Pliny,* in which we
are informed that the finest amber was named Fa-
lerna. Others arranged the varieties differently

:

that which grew upon the hilltops they called Cau-
cinum ; that on the middle slopes, Fauslianum ; that
on the plain, Falcrnum.*

In the third rank was the Albanum, from the
Mons Albanus (Mo7is Julcus^"), of various kinds,
very sweet {prcediUce), sweetish (yAv/caCuv), rough,"

1. (v., p. 234.)—2. (xiv., 6.)—3. (Mart., xiii., 112.—See also
»i., 88; ix., 3- »-.,74; xiii., 112.—Juv., v., 34.—Silius, viii.,378.
— R.I., H. N., 1. c.)—4. (Mart., xiii., 115.)—5. (Alhen., i., r

27, fl.)-6. (Plin., I. c—Strab., v., p. 231.—Mart., xiii., 113 —
Ilor., Carin., i., 20, 9 ; iii., 23, 2. &c.)—7. (ap. Athen., i., p. 26,
c.;— 8. (II. N., xxxvii., 12.) — 9. (Plin., I. c, and xxiii., 21.

—

Athen., i.. p. 2(5, c — Hor.. Carm., i., 20, 10.—Propert., iv , 6.—
Mart., ix., 95.— Siliiis, i i., 159.)— 10. (Mart xiii., 109.)— 11.
lPlin.,H. N., xxiii, 21.)
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and sharp {bu^aKiaf; , it was invigorating {nertU
utile), and in perfection after being kept for fifleet

years.* Here, too, we place the ISiirrcnlinum, fron
the promontory forming the southern horn of the
Bay of Naples, which was not drinkable until it had
been kept for five-and-twenty years ; for, bemg desti-
tute ofrichness {u'kinfig), and very dry {rl/a^apog), it re-

quired a long time to ripen, but was strongly recom-
mended to convalescents, on account of its thinnest
and wholesomeness. Galen, however, was of opin-
ion that it agreed with those only who were accus-
tomed to use it constantly ; Tiberius was wont tc

say that the physicians had conspired to dignif>

what was only generous vinegar; while his success-
or Caligula styled it nohilis vappa.* Of equal rep-
utation were the Massicum, from the hills which
formed the boundary between Latium and Campa-
nia, although somewhat harsh, as would seem from
the precautions recommended by the epicure in

Horace,' and the Gauranum, from the ridge above
Baias and Puteoli, produced in small quantity, but
of very high quality, full bodied (evrovog), and thick

(m'lxvg).* In the same class are to be included the
Calenum from Cales, and the Fundanum from Fun-
di. Both had formerly held a higher place; "but
vineyards," moralizes Pliny, " as well as states, have
their periods of rise, of glory, and of fall." The
Calenum was light (kov<I>oq), and better for the stom-
ach than Falernian ; the Fundanum was full bodied
(riJrovof) and nourishing, but apt to attack both
stomach and head, therefore little sought after at

banquets.' This list is closed by the Velitermnum,
Privernatinum, and Signinum, from Velitraj, Priver-

num, and Signia, towns on the Volscian hills ; the
first was a sound wine, but had this peculiarity, that

it always tasted as if mixed with some foreign suli-

stance ; the second was thin and pleasant ; the laol

was looked upon only in the light of a medicine,
valuable for its astringent qualities.* We may safe-

ly bring in one more, the Formianum, from the Gull
of Caieta (Lastrygonia Bacchus in amphora''), asso-

ciated by Horace with the Caecuban, Falernian, and
Calenian,* and compared by Galen' to the Priverna
tinum and Rheginum, but richer {%inapuTipo(), and
ripening quickly.

The fourth rank contained the Mamertinum, from
the neighbourhood of Messana, first brought into

fashion by Julius Caesar. The finest, called Potala-

num ('Iwra/l<i'oc"'), fiom the fields nearest to the

mainland, was sound (ydvc), light, and, at the same
time, not without body. The Tauromenitanum was
frequently substituted fraudulently for the Mamerti
num, which it resembled."
Of the wines in Southern Gaul, that of Bceterra

alone bore a high character. The rest were looked

upon with suspicion, in consequence of the noto-

rious frauds of the dealers in the province, who car-

ried on the business of adulteration to a great ex-

tent, and did not scruple to have recourse to noxious

drugs. Among other things, it was known that

they purchased aloes to heighten the flavour and
improve the colour of their merchandise, and con-

ducted the process of artificial ripening so unskilful-

ly as to impart a taste of smoke, which called forth,

as we have seen above, the malediction of Martial

on the fumaria of Marseilles."

The produce of the Balearic Isles was compared

1. (Plin., H. N., 11. cc—Mart., xiii., lOfl.—Hor., Sat., ii.,8, 14

—Juv., v., 33.—Athen., i., p. 26, <£.)-2. (Plin., 11. cc—Athen.,
I.e.)— 3. (Sat.,ii., 4, 51.— Compare Carm., i.. 1,19; i , 7, 91

;

iii., 21.—Mart., xiii.. Ill,—Silius Ital., vii., 207.)—4. (Athen.,1

c—Plin., H. N., iii., 5.—Flor., iii., 5.)—5, (Strabo, v , 234. -

Athen., i., p. 27, a.—Hor , Carm., i., 31, 9.—Juv., i.. 69.—Mart.,
X., 35.— Id., xiii., 113.;—6. (Athen., i., p. 27, 6. —Plin., 1. c-
Mart.,xiii.. 116.)—7. (Hor., Carn/., iii., 16,34.)—8. (Hor., Carm.,

i.,20.—Id. lb., in., 16.)-9. (ap. Athen., i, 26, c.)— 10. ^Athen,

i., p. 27, d.)- 11. (Athen., i., p. 27, rf.—Plin., 1. c.)— 12. (PliB

H.N., xiv.,8, 4 5.)
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10 'he first growths of Italy, and the same praise

was shared by the vineyards of Tarraco and Lauron,

while those 'jI' the Lalelani were not so much famed

for the quality as for the abundance of their supply.'

Returning to the East, several districts of Pontus,

Paphlagonia, and Bithynia, Lamspacus on the Hel-

lespont, Tehnessus in ('aria, Cyprus, Tripolis, Bery-

tus, and Tyre, all claimed distinction, and, above

dll, the Chalybonium, originally from Beroea, but

afterward grown in the neighbourhood of Damascus
also, was the chosen and only drink of the Great

King,' to which we may join the Babylunium, called

nectar by Chaereus,* and the Bv6Xtvoc from Phoeni-

cia, which found many admirers.* The last is spo-

ken of elsewhere as Tjhracian, or Grecian, or Sicil-

ian, which may have arisen from the saane grape

having been disseminated through these countries.'

Pi ssing on, in the last place, to Egypt, where, ac-

cording to Hellanicus, the vine was first discovered,

the Marcolicum, from near Alexandrea, demands our

attention. It is highly extolled by Athenseus, being

vhite, sweet, fragrant, light {Xeirrog), circulating

quickly through the frame, and not flying to the

.head ; but. superior even to this was the Tanioticum,

so named from 3 long, narrow, sandy ridge {ratvia)

near the westerii extremity of the Delta ; it was
aromatic, slightly astringent, and of an oily consist-

ency, which disappeared when it was mixed with
water : besides these, we hear of the Sebcnnyticum,

and the wine of Antylla, a town not far from Alex-
andres. Advancing up the valley, the wine of the

rheSais, and especially of Coptos, was so thm and
easily thrown off that it could be given without in-

jury to fever patients ; and ascending through Nu-
bia to the confluence of the Nile with the Astapus,
we reach Mcroe, whose wine has been immortalized
by Lucan.* Martial appears to have held them all

verp cheap, since he pronounces the vinegar of
Egypt better than its wine.'

We read of several wines which received their

designation, not from the region to which they be-

•«<nged, but from the particular kind of grape from
which they were made, or from some circumstance
connected with their history or qualities. Names
belonging to the former class were, in all likelihood,

Of:stowed before the most favoured districts were
generally known, and before the efTects produced
upon the vine by change of soil and climate had
been accurately observed and studied. After these

matters were better understood, habit and mercan-
tile usage would tend to perpetuate the ancient ap-

pellation. Thus, down to a late period, we hear of
the Amineum ('A/utraiof oZvof*), from the Aminea Vi-

tis, which held the first place among vines, and em-
braced many varieties, carefully discriminated and
cultivated according to different methods.' It was
of Grecian origin, having been conveyed by a Thes-
salian tribe to Italy (a story which would seem to

refer to some Pelasgian migration), and reared
chiefly in Campania around Naples, and in the Fa-
lernus ager. Its characteristic excellence was the
great body and consequent durability of its wine
{Firmisaima riwa'"). So, in like manner, the -^dioQ

oivoc,^^ from the ^tflt'a u/<n-fAof,'* which Virgil tells

us'* wa? particularly suitable for passutn, and the
naTrviac (smoke-wine) of Plato the comic poet,'* pre-

1. (Plin., n. N., xiT., 8, 4 6—Mart., xiii., 118.—Siliui, iii.,

J70.)—2. (Plin., H. N., liv., 0.- -Gnopoii.. v., 2.—Alhon., i., p.

«8, rf.)— 3. (.A.thcn.,i.. p. 29,/.) — 4. (Athen., i., p. 29, 4.) — 5.

(Herod., ii., S5.—Athen., i., p. 31, a.)— 6. (Athcn., i., p. 33,/.—
Strnb., xvii., p. 799.—Hor., Carm., i.. 37, 10.— Virjf-, Georg., ii.,

81.-Lucan, x., 161.— Plin., H. N., xiv., 9.)—7. (xiii., 112.)—8.
(Ilesych.)—9. (Plin., H. N., xiv., 4, « 1.—I'ato, R. R., 6 and 7.

—Coliim., iii., 2, « 7 ; 9, 4 3.)— 10. (Vir^., Geonr., ii., 97.—Ga-
len, Meth. Med., xii., 4.— Gtopon., viii., 22.- 'els., iv., 2.

—

Macmh., ii., 16.—Auiou., Ep., xviii., 32.—Scren. iSamm., xxix.,

544.)— 11. (Athen., i., p. 28,/.)- .J. (Colum., iii., 2, « 24.)— 3.

'Grorf., ii., 93.)— K 'Athen., i., p. 31, c.)

A S

pared in greatest perfection neir Beneventnm, Irorii

the KuTTvcog ufiKe?Loc, so named in consequence of

the clusters being neither white nor black, bu^ of an
intermediate dusky or smoky hue.'

On the other hand, the Zanpiac, on whose divine
fragrance Hermippus descants in such glowing lan-

guage,* is simply some rich wine of great age,
" toothless, an(l sere, and wondrous old" {hdovrof
OVK ixi->v, f/6ij aanpog . . . yipuv ye daifioviu^). The
origin of the title uvdoofiiag is somewhat more
doubtful : some will have it to denote wine from a
sweet-smeHing spot ; others more reasonably refer
it to the " bouquet" of the wine itself;* according to

Phanias of Eresus, in one passage, it was a com*
pound formed by adding one par\ of seawater to
fifty of must, although in another place he seems
to say that it was wine obtained from grapes gath-
ered before they were ripe, in which case it might
resemble Champagne.*
Those who desire more minute details upon this

very extensive subject may consult the Geoponic
Collection, books iii. to viii. inclusive; the whole
of the 14th book of Pliny's Natural History, togeth-
er with the first thirty chapters of the 23d ; the
12th book of Columella, with the commentary of
Schneider and others ; the 2d book of Virgil's

Georgics, with the remarks of Heyiip, Voss, and the
ohi grammarians ; Galen, i., 9, and xii., 4 ; Pol-
lux, vi., et seq. ; Athenaeus, lib. i. and lib. x. ; be-

sides which, there are a multitude of passages in

other parts of the above authors, in Cato, Varro,
and in the classics generally, which bear more or
less upon these topics.

Of modern writers we may notice particularly,

Prosper Rendella, Tractatus de Vinea, Vtndemia et

Vino, Venet., 1629.—Galeatius Landrinus, Quaslia
de Mixtione Vini et Aqua, Ferrar., 1593.—Andreas
Baccius, De Naturali Vinoriim. Historia, &c., Rom.,
1596.— De Conviviis Antiquorum, &c., GronoT.
Thes. Graec. Antiq.—Sir Edward Barry, Ohserta
lions on the Wtnes of the Ancients, Lond., 1775.

—

Henderson, History of Ancient and Modern Wines,
Lond., 1824. Some of the most important facts
are presented in a condensed form in Becker's Gal-
lus, vol. ii., p. 163-176, and p. 238-241, and Chari-
klcs, i., 456, seq.

VIOCURI. {^Vid. QUATL-ORVIRI VlALBS.)
*VrOLA (?oi;), the Violet. {Vid. Ion.)
VIRGA, dim. VIRGULA {l>a(,dog), a Rod or

Wand. This was in many cases the emblem of a
certain rank or oflice ; being carried, for example,
by the Salii {vid. Ancile), by a judge or civil officer

(see woodcut, p. 61), a herald (vid. Caduceus'), and
by the tricliniarcha {vid. Triclinium), or any other
person who had to exercise authority over slaves.*
The use of the rod (pa6d<C«v») in the punishment
of Roman citizens was abolished by the lex Porcia
(p. 585). In the fasces a number of rods were
bound together.

A rod was used to thrash the smaller kinds of
grain, such as cummin.'" {Vid. Flaorum.)

The wand was also the common instrument
of magical display, as in the hand of Circe" and
of Minerva.'* To do anything virgula divina was
to do it by magic.^* The stripes of cloth were
called virga.^* {Vid. Pallium, p. 718; Tela, p.

965.)

1. (Theophraat., II. P., ii., 4.—Id.. C. P., v., 3.—Aristot., D«
Gen. An., iv., 4.—Plin., H. N.. xiv., 4, 7.—Compare xxxvi., M
on the gem " Capniaa.")—2. (Athen., i., p. 29, c.)—3. (Athen,,!,.
p. 441, d.— Yid. Eustath. ad Horn., Od., li., 340.—Caaaub. ail

Athcn., i., p. 29.) — 4. (Suid., s. v.)— 5. (He«)ch., s. v.)— «.
(Athen., i., p. 32, o.—Compare p. 462, c. )—7. (Non. Marc, p. 528.,
—Ovid, Met., i., 716.)—8. (Senec, Epwt., 47.)—9. (Acts, x»i.,

22.)— 10. (Hieron. in Is., xxvni., 27.)— 1 1. (lloni., Od., x., 238,
293,318, 3^9.)— 12. (kvi., ''2.)— 13. (Cic. ad All., i., 44.}—It
(Ovid, Ar. Am.,iii., 269J
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VITRIJM. VITRUM.

VIRGINES VESTAXES. (,Vid. Vestales Vib-

CINE8.)
VIRIDA'RIUISI. (Vid. HoRxne, p. 611 )

VIS. Leges were passed at Rome for the pur-

pose of preventing acts of violence. The lex Plo-

tia or Plautia was enacted against those who occu-

. pied public places and carried arms.' The lex

proposed by the consul Q. Catulus on this subject,

with the assistance of Plautius the tribunus, appears

to be the lex Plotia.' There was a lex Julia of the

dictator Caesar on this subject, which imposed the

penalty of exile ' Two Julias leges were pjassed as

to this matter in the time of Augustus, which were
respectively entitled De Vi Publica and De Vi Pri-

tata.* The lex De Vi Publica did not apply, as the

title might seem to import, exclusively to acts

against the public peace, and it is not possible to

describe it very accurately except by enumerating

its chief provisions. The collecting of arms {arma,

tela) in a house {domus) or in a villa (agrove in vil-

la), except for the purpose of hunting, or going a

journey or a voyage, was in itself a violation of the

lex. The signification of the word tela in this lex

was very extensive. The punishment for the viola-

tion of this lex was aquae et ignis interdictio, ex-

cept in the case of attacking and plundering houses

or villas with an armed band, in which case the pun-

ishment was death ; and the penalty was the same
for carrying off a woman, married or unmarried.

The cases enumerated in the Digest as falling with-

in the penalties of the lex Julia De Vi Privata are

cases where the act was of less atrocity ; for in-

stance, if a man got a number of men together for

a riot, which ended in the beating of a person, but

not in his death, he came within the penalties of the

lex De Vi Privata. It was also a case of vis priva-

ta when persons combined to prevent another being

brought before the praetor. The senatus consultum

Volusianum extended the penalties ofthelex to those

who maintained another in his suit with the view

of sharing any advantage that might result from it.

.The penalties of this lex were the loss of a third

part of the offender's property ; and he was also de-

i, Glared to be incapable of being a senator or decurio,

- or a judex : by a senatus consultum, the name of

vwhich is not given, he was incapacitated from en-

[Joying any honour, quasi infamis

VIS et VIS ARMATA. There was an interdict

; iDe Vi et Vi Armata, which applied to the case of n

•man who was forcibly ejected from the possession

of a piece of ground or edifice {qui vi dcjeclus est).

The object of the interdict was to restore the party

ejected to possession.* {Vid. Interdictum.)
VJSCERA'TIO. {Vid. Funus, p. 462.)

VISCUM {l^og), the Mistletoe. {Vzd. Ixos.)

VITIS. (Firf. Centukio.)
*V.ITIS {ufiizE?iog), the Vine. " According to

>Sprengel, the ufinelog aypia of Dioscorides is the

Taurus communis ; the XevKTj, the Bryonia dioica

;

and the Ht'/laiva, the Bryonia alba. In this account
of them he copies from Dodonaeus. Stackhoase
Boarks the first as the Vaccinium Viiis Idaa ; but
Schneider doubts whether either of the plants re-

ferred to by Sprengel and Stackhouse apply to the
description of it given by Theophrastus. Dierbach
marks the aypia as being either the Bryonia dioica

or Cretica. The ufineXoc olvocjiopof is the Vitis vini-

ffra, L." {Vid. Vinum, at the commencement of the
, article.)*

VITRUM (vaXof), Glass. A singular amount of
ignorance and skepticism long prevailed with re-

gard to the knowledge possessed by the ancients in

the art of glass-making. Some asserted that it wa»
to be regarded as exclusively a modern invention,

while others, unable altogether to resist the mass
of evidence to the contrary, contented themselves
with believing that the substance was known only

in its coarsest and rudest form. It is now clearly

demonstrated to have been in common use at a very
remote epoch. Various specimens still in exist-

ence prove that the manufacture had in seme
branches reached a point of perfection to which re-

cent skill has not yet been able to attain ; and, al-

though we may not feel disposed to go so far as
Winckelmann,^ who contends that it was used more
generally, and for a greater variety of purposes,

in the old world than among ourselves, yet, when
we examine the numerous collections arranged in

all great public museums, we must feel convinced

that it was employed as an ordinary material for all

manner of domestic utensils by the Egyptians,

Greeks, and Romans.
We find the process of glass-blowing distinctly

represented in the paintings of Beni Hassan, which,
if any faith can be reposed in the interpretation of hi-

eroglyphics according to the Phonetic system, were
executed daring the reign of Osirtasen the First,

the contemporary of Joseph, and his immediate
successors, while a glass bead has been found at

Thebes bearing the name of a monarch who lived

3300 years ago, about the time of the Jewish Ex-
odus. Vases also, wine-bottles, drinking-cups, bu-

gles, and a multitude of other objects, have been
discovered in sepulchres and attached to mummie?
both in Upper and Lower Egypt ; and, although in

most cases no precise date can be aflixed to these

relics, many of them are referred by the most com-
petent judges to a yery early period.*

A story has been preserved by Pliny' that glasn

was first discovered accidentally by some mer-
chants, who, having landed on the Syrian coast at

the mouth of the river Belus, and being unable to

find stones to support their cooking-pots, fetched for

this purpose from their ship some of the lumps of

nitre which composed the cargo. This being fused

by the heat of the fire, united with the sand upon
which it rested, and formed a stream of vitrified

matter. No conclusion can be drawn from this

tale, even if true, in consequence of its vagueness

;

but it originated in the fact recorded by Strabo* and
Josephus,* that the sand of the district in question

was esteemed peculiarly suitable for glass-making,

and exported in great quantities to the workshops
of Sidon and Alexandrea, long the most famous in

the ancient world. (See Hamberger and Michaelis

on the Glass of the Hebrews and Phoenicians, Ccm-
mentar. Sac. Golt., tom. iv.—Heeren, Idcen, I., ii.,

p. 94.) Alexandrea sustained its reputation for

many centuries ; Rome derived a great portion of

its supplies from this source, and as late as the

reign of Aurelius we find the manufacture still

flourishing.*

There is some diflSculty in deciding by what
Greek author glass is first mentioned, because the

term va?.oc, like the Hebrew word used in the book

of Job,' and translated in the LXX. by vaXof, unques-

tionably denotes not only artificial glass, but rock-

crystal, or, indeed, any transparent stone or stone-

like substance.' Thus the reAof of Herodotus,* in

which the Ethiopians encased the bodie."} of their

dead, cannot be glass, although understood in this

sense by Ctesias and Diodorus,'" for we are ex-

1. (Cie. a4 Aa., ii., 24.—Id.,De Harnsp. Resp., 8.)—2. (Cic,
Pro C«b1„ 2«.—Sallust in Cic.,Declam.)—3. (Cic, Philip., i., 9.)
-4. (Dig. 48, tit. 6, 7.)—5. (Dig. 43, tit. 16.)-e. (Adarot, Ap-

1. (i., c 2, () 20.)—2. (Wilkitwon, Anc. Egyptians, vol. iii., p.

88, &c.)—3. (H. N., xxxvi., 65.)—4. (xvi., p. 758.)—5. (B. J.,

ii., 9.)—6 (Cic, Pro Rabir. Post., 14.—Strabo, 1. c—Martial,

xi., 11.—Id., xii., 74.— III., xiv., 115.—Vopisc, AureU, 45.—Bou-
del, " Sur I'Art de la Verrerie ne in Egypte," Description d«

J'Egypte, torn. ix..p.213.>—7. (xxv ii.. 17. .1—8. (Scliol. »d Arit

toph.. Nub.. 737.)-« (iii., S4.)—10. (ii., 15.)
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{trensty u)ld that it was dug in abundance out of the

earth ; and hence commentators have conjectured

that rock-crystal, oi rock-salt, or amber, or Oriental

alabastci, or some bituminous or gummy product

might be indicated. But when the same historian,

In his account of sacred crocodiles,' states that they

were decorated with earrings made of melted stone

{upri'/fiaTu re Xidiva ;^;vTa Koi xp^c^o ff to, ura ivdkv-

Tff), we may safely conclude that he mtends to de-

sci iite some vitreous ornament for which he knew
no appropriate name. The a^payl^ iaXivij and at^pa-

•Ade valira of an Athenian inscription referred to

B.C. 3U8,* together with the passage in Aristopha-

nes,* where the envoy boasts that he had been
drinking with the great king "^f ia\ivuv iKnu/xd-

Tuv," decide nothing, especially since in another

comedy* Strepsiades describes a laXog, or burning-

glass, as a transparent stone sold in the shops of

apothecaries, and we know that any solid diapha-

nous substance ground into the form of a lens

would produce the effect. Setting aside the two
problems with regard to glass, attributed to Aris-

totle, as confessedly spurious, we at length find a

satisfactory testimony in the works of his pupil and
successor Theophrastus, who notices the circum-

stance alluded to above of the fitness of the sand at

the mouth of the river Belus for the fabrication of

glass.

Among the Latin writers Lucretius appears to be

the first in whom the word vitrum occurs ;• but it

must have been well known to his countrymen long

before, for Cicero names it, along with paper and
linen, as a common article of merchandise brought

from Egypt.* Scaurus, in his asdileship (B.C. 58),

made a display of it such as was never witnessed
even in after-times ; for the scena of his gorgeous
theatre was divided into three tiers, of which the

under portion was of marble, the upper of gilded

wood, and the middle compartment of glass.' In

the poets of the Augustan age it is constantly in-

troduced, both directly and in similes, and in such
terms as to prove that it was an object with which
every one must be familiar.* Strabo declares that in

his day a small drinking-cup of glass might be pur-

chased at Rome for half an as ;• and so common was
it in the time of Juvenal and Martial, that old men
and women made a livelihood by trucking sulphur
matches for broken fragments." When Pliny wrote,
manufactories had been established not only in Ita-

ly, but in Spain and Gaul also, and glass drinking-

cups had entirely superseded those of gold and sil-

ver;" and in the reign of Alexander Severus we
find vilrearii ranked along with curriers, coachma-
kers, goldsmiths, silversmiths, and other ordinary
artificers whom the emperor taxed to raise money
for his therma?.'*

The numerous specimens transmitted to us prove
that the ancients were well acquainted vvith the art

of imparting a great variety of colours to their

glass ; they were probably less successful in their

attempts to render it perfectly pure and free from
all colour, since we are told by Pliny that it was
considered most valuable in this state. It was
wrought according to the different methods now
practised, being fashioned into the required shape
by the blowpipe, cul, as we term it, although ground
{teritur) is a more accurate phrase, upon a wheel,
and engraved with a sharp tool like silver ("o/jm*/

iata figtsatur, aliud tomo Uritur, aliud argenti tnodo

1. (ii., 69.) — 2. (BBckh, Corp. Inicript., n. 130, I) 50.)— 3.

(Arharii., T4.)-4. (Nuh., 737.)— 5. (iv.,604 ; vi., MI.)—6. (Pro
Rab. Post., 14.)— 7. (Plin., 11. N., xxxvi., 34, ".)—8. (e.g.,
Virg., Georg., iv., 350.— Id., Xa., vii., 759.—Ovid, Amor., i.,6,

55.-Prop., IV., 8, 37.—llor., Carm., iii., 13, 1.)—9. (xvi., p. 758.
—Compare Mnrtial.ix., 60.)— 10. (Juv., v., 48.—Martial, i., 48.
-Id., X., 3.—Slut., StIv., i., 8, 73.—Compare Dion Can., Ivi., 17.)
I. IH. N., xixvi., 66 )—12 (Lampr:«l.. Alex. Se».,a4.)

calatur"^). Doubts have been expressed touch
ing the accuracy of the last part of this state-

ment; but, since we have the most positive evi-

dence that the diamond {adamas) was employed by

engravers of gems,* and might therefore have been
applied with still greater facility to scratching the

surface of glass, there is no necessity for supposing
that Pliny was not himself aware of what he mean
to say, nor for twisting his words into meaninp
which they cannot legitimately assume, especiaUy
since hieroglyphics and various other devices are

now to be seen on Egyptian vases and trinkets

which have been engraved by some such process.*

The diatreta of Martial* were glass cups cut or en-

graved according to one or other of the above meth-
ods. The process was difficult, and accidents oc-

curred so frequently' that the jurists found it neces-

sary to define accurately the circumstances under
which the workman became liable for the value of

the vessel destroyed.* The art of etching upon
glass, now so common, was entirely unknown,
since it depends upon the properties of fluoric acid,

a chemical discovery of the last century.

We may now briefly enumerate the chief uses to

which glass was applied.

1. Bottles, vases, cups, and cinerary urns. A
great number of these may be seen in the British

Museum and all the principal Continental cabinets,

but especially in the Museo Borbonico at Naples,

which contains the spoils of Herculaneum and Pom-
peii, and includes upward of 2400 specimens of

ancient glass. These sufficiently prove the taste,

ingenuity, and consummate skill lavished upon such
labours ; many which have been shaped by the

blowpipe only are remarkable for their graceful

form and brilliant colours, while others are of the

most delicate and complicated workmanship. A
very remarkable object belonging to the last class,

the property of the Trivuisi family, is described ia

the notes to Winckelmann,' and figured here. It ia

\?i\/i

a glass cup contained within a sort of net\vor>

also of glass, to which it is attached by a series »i

short and very fine glass props placed at equal dis-

tances from each other. Round the rim are several

letters connected with the cup in the same manner
as the network, and forming the words Bibe Viv.*a

MuLTos Annos. The characters of the inscription

are green, the network is blue, the cup itself resem-
bles opal, shades of red, white, yellow, and blufe

predominating in turn, according to the angle at

which the light falls upon it. It was at first be-

lieved that this effect was the result of long inter-

ment beneath the ground ; but it is mu( h more like-

ly to have been produced by the artist, for it corre-

1. (Plin., II. N., xxxvi., 66.) -8. (Plin., H. ^ , xxxvii., 15.—
Solin., 52.—faidor., xvi., 13, 3.)—3. (Wilkinson, vol. iii., p. 105.)

—4. (xii., 70.)—6. (Mart., xit., 115.)—« (Dig. 9, tit. 9, •. 87,

89.)—7 (i., c. 2, 21 ^
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Bpondj precisery to the account given of two precious

cups presented by an Egyptian priest to the Em-
peror Adrian, and characterized as calices allassonUs

verskoloTcs} Neither the letters nor the network

have been soldered to the cup, but the whole has

been cut out of a solid mass after the manner of a

eameo, the marks of the wheel being still visible

on the little props, which are more or less angular,

according as the instrument was able to reach them
completely or not. But the great triumph of an-

cient genius in this department is the celebrated

Portland Vase, formerly known as the Barberini

Vase, which is now in the British Museum. It was
found about three hundred years ago, at a short

distance from Rome, in a marble coffin, within a

sepulchral vault, pronounced, upon very imperfect

evidence, to have been the tomb of Alexander Se-

verus. The extreme htcaiy of this urn led Mont-

faucon and othei antiquaries to mistake it for a real

sardonyx. Upon more accurate examination, it was
ascertained to be composed of dark blue glass, of a

very rich tint, on the surface of which are delinea-

ted in relief several minute and elaborately wrought
figures of opaque white enamel. It has been deter-

mined by persons of the greatest practical experi-

ence, that these figures must have been moulded
separately, and afterward fixed to the blue surface

by a partial fusion ; but the union has been effected

with such extraordinary care and dexterity, that no
trace of the junction can be observed, nor have the

most delicate lines received the slightest injury.

With such samples hefore us, we need not wonder
that in the time of Nero a pair of moderate-sized
glass cups with handles {pteroti) sometimes cost

fifty pounds {HS. sex millibus*). For a full descrip-

tion of the Portland Vase, see the eighth volume of

(he Archaeologia.

2. Glass pastes presenting fac-similes either in

itlief or intaglio of engraved precious stones. In

this way have been preserved exact copies of many
beautiful gems, of which the originals no longer ex-
ist, as may be seen from the catalogues of Stosch,
of Tassie, of the Orleans collection, and from simi-

lar publications. These were in demand for the

rings of such persons as were not wealthy enough
to purchase real stones, as we perceive from the
phrase " vitreis gemmis ex vulgi annulis."* Large
medallions also of this kind are still preserved, and
bas-reliefs of considerable magnitude.*

3. Closely allied to the preceding were imitations
of coloured precious stones, such as the carbuncle,
the sapphire, the amethyst, and, above all, the eme-
rald. These counterfeits were executed with such
fidelity, that detection was extremely difficult, and
great profits were realized by dishonest dealers,
who entrapped the unwary." That such frauds
were practised even upon the most exalted in sta-
tion, is seen from the anecdote given by Trebellius
Pollio of the whimsical vengeance taken by Gal-
lienus* on a rogue who had cheated him in this way,
and collections are to be seen at Rome of pieces
of coloured glass which were evidently once worn
as jewels, from which they cannot be distinguished
by the eye.''

4. One very elegant application of glass deserves
to be particularly noticed. A number of fine stalks
of glass of different colours were placed vertically,
and arranged in such a manner as to depict upon
the upper surface some figure or pattern, upon the
principle of a minute mosaic. The filaments thus

1. (Vopisc, Siiturn., c. 8.)—2. (Plin., H. N., ixxvi., 66.)—3.
(Plm.,H. N.,xxxv., 30.)—4. (SceWinckelman, i.,c.2, ^ 27)—

5

(Plin., H. N, ixxvii., 75.) — 6. (Gall., c. 12.)—7. (Plin., H N
'

xxxvii.. 26, 33, 75. — Senec, Ep., 90.— Isidor., On?., xvi., 15*

27.—B«;ckmann, History of loveatioiM, vol. i., p. 199, English
Uan«.. 3<1 edit.)
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combined were thon subjected to such a degree of

heat as would suffice to soften without melting
them, and were thus cemented together into a solid

mass. It is evident that the picture brought out
upon the upper surface would extend down through
the whole of the little columns thus formed, and
hence, if it was cut into thin slices at right angles
to the direction of the fibres, each of these section*
would upon both sides represent the design, whidi
would thus be multiplied to an extent in pioporticn
to the total length of the glass threads. Two beai:-

tiful fragments, evidently constructed in this way,
are accurately commented upon by Winckelmann,'
and another, recently brought from Egypt, is shown
on the frontispiece to the third volume of Wilkin-
son's work. Many mosaic pavements ani pictures
{opus musivum) belong to this head, since the cubes
were frequently composed of opaque glass as well as
marble ; but these have been already discussed in p.
715 of this work.

5. Thick sheets of glass of various colours appear
to have been laid down for paving floors, and to
have been attached as a lining to the walls and
ceilings of apartments in dwelling-houses, just as
scagliuola is frequently employed in Italy, and occa-
sionally in our own country also. Rooms fitted up
in this way were called vitrece camera, and the pan-
els viirea quadraturm. Such was the kind of deco-
ration introduced by Scaurus for the scene of his

theatre, not columns nor pillars of glass, as some,
nor has reliefs, as others have imagined.'

6. The question whether glass windows were
known to the ancients has, after much discussion,

been set at rest by the excavation at Pompeii ; for

not only have many fragments of flat glass been dis-

interred from time to time, but in the tepidarium
of the public baths a bronze lattice came to light,

with some of the panes still inserted in the framr.
so as to determine at once not only their existence,

but the mode in which they were secured and ar-

ranged.^ {Vid. House, Rom.\n, p. 521.)

7. From the time that pure glass became known,
it must have been remarked that, when darkened
upon one side, it possessed the property of reflecting

images. We are certain that an attempt was made
by the Sidonians to make looking-glasses,* and
equally certain that it must have failed ; for the use
of metallic mirrors, which are more costly in the
first instance, which require constant care, and at-

tain hut imperfectly the end desired, was universal

under the Empire. Respecting ancient mirrors, see
Speculum.

8. A strange story with regard to an alleged in-

vention of malleable glass is found in Petronius,* is

told still more circumstantially by Dion Cassius,*

and is alluded to by Pliny,' with an expression of
doubt, however, as to its truth. An artist appeared
before Tiberius with a cup of glass. This he dashed
violently upon the ground. When taken up it was
neither broken nor cracked, but dinted like a piece

of metal. The man then produced a mallet, and
hammered it back into its original shape. The em-
peror inquired whether any one was acquainted

with the secret, and was answered in the negative,

upon which the order was given that he should be

instantly beheaded, lest the precious metals might
lose their value, should such a composition become
generally known.
VITTA, or plural VITT^E, a riband or fillet, is

to be considered, I. As an ordinary portion of female

1. (i., c. 2, t, 22, 23, 24.)—2. (Plin., H. N., xxxvi., 64.—Stnt.,

Sylv., i., .«•, 42.—Senoi., Ep., 76.—Vopisc, Firm ,c. 3.—Winck-
elmann, i., c. 2, if 21.— Passeri, Lucerne Fictiles, j-. 67, tab
Ixxi.)—3. (Mazois, Palais de Scaurus, c. viii., p. 97.—Ruinen d€
Pompei, torn, iii , p. 77.—Becker, Gallus, ii., p. 20 )—4. (I'nn.

H. N., xxxvi., 66.) — 5. (c. 61.) — 6. (Wii., 21.) • 7. (IL N
,

xzxvi., 60 )
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dress II. Aj a decoration of sacred persons and
sacred things.

I. When considered as an ordinary portion of fe-

male dress, it was simply a band encircling the

nead, and serving to contine the tresses (crinaUs

villa), the ends, when long {longa tcenia villa),

hanging down behind.' It was worn (1.) by maid-
ens ;* (2.) by married women also, the vitta assumed
on the nuptial-day being of a different form from
(hat useil by virgins.*

The »itta was not worn by libertine even of fair

character,* much less by meretrices ; hence it was
looked upon as an insigne pudoria, and, together

with the siola and inslila, served to point out at first

sight the freeborn matron.'
The colour was probably a matter of choice

;

white and purple are both mentioned.* One of
those represented in the cuts below is ornamented
with embroidery, and they were in some cases set

with pearls {villa. margarilarumP).

The following woodcuts represent back and front

views of the heads of statues from Herculaneum,
un wiiicli we perceive the vitta.*

TI. When employed for sacred purposes, it was
usually twisted round the infula {vid. Infula), and
held together the loose flocks of wool.' Under this

form it was employed as an ornament for ( 1 .) priests,

and those who offered sacrifice.** (2.) Priestesses,

especially those of Vesta, and hence vittata sacerdos
for a vestal, /car' k^oxriv}^ (3.) Prophets and poets,

who may be regarded as priests, and in this case
the vittae were frequently intertwined with chaplets
of olive or laurel.'* (4.) Statues of deities." (5.)

Victims decked for sacrifice.'* (6.) Altars." (7.)

Temples." (8.) The uerijpio of suppliants.'^

The sacred vittae, as well as the infulae, were
made of wool, and hence the epithets lanca^* and
mollis}* They were white (nitea**), or purple (puni-
««•'), or azure {carulea), when wreathed round an
altar to the manes **

Vitta is also used in the general sense of a string
for tying up garlands,** and villa lorea for the leath-

eru straps or braces by which a machine was
woiked.**

' ULMUS (nreXia), the Elm, or Ulmus campcttris,

L. Few trees have enjoyed more of poetical ce-

I. (Virg., iEn., vii., 351. 403.—Ovid, Met., ii., 413.—Id., iv.,

«.- Jsidor., xix., 31, ^ 6.)—2. (Virg., jEn., ii., 178.—Prop., iv.,

II, 34.-Val. Flacc, viii., 6.—Serv. ad Virg., JEn., ii., 133.)— 3.
(Prop., iv., 3, 15.— Id., 11, 34.—Plaut., Mil. Glor., iii., 1, 194.—
Val. Max., v.,2,U.)— 4. (Tibnll., i.,«, 67.)— 5. (Ovid, A. A.,
1., 31.-Id., R. A., 386.—Id., Trist., ii., 247.—Id., Ep. ex Pont.,
iii., 3, 51.)—6. (Id., Met., ii., 413.—Ciris. 511.—Stat.. Achill.,
i., 611.)—7. (Dig. 34, tit. 2, s. 25. * 2.)—8. (Bronzi d'Ercolano,
lorn, ii., tav. 72, 75.)—9. (Virg., Georg., iii., 487.—Id., ^n., x.,

537 -Isldor., xix., 30, * 4.—Serv. ad Virg., JEa., x., 538.—The
expression of Lucan is obscure, v., 142, <£c.)— 10. (Virg., .^n.,
ii., 221.— Id. ib., iv., 637.—Id. ih., x., 537.—Tacit., Ann., i., 57.)
—11. (Virg.. JEn., vii., 418.— Ovid, Fast., iii.. 30.— Id. ib., vi.,

«»7.—Juv., Sat., iv., 9.—Id., vi., 50.)— 12. (Virg., Mn., iii., 81.
—Id. ib., vi., 665.—Stat.. Sylv., ii., 1, 26.— Id., Achill., i., 11.—
Id., Thel)., iii., 466.) — 13. (Virg.. JEn., ii., 168. 296.—Juv., vi.,

50. — Compare Stat., Sylv., iii., 3, 3.) — 14. (Virg., Gcorg., iii.,

487.—jEn., ii., 133 156.—lb., v., 366.—Ovid, Ep. ex Pont., iii.,

fl, 74.— Stat., Ach.il., ii., 301.)— 15. (Virg., Eclog., viii., 64.—
JEn., iii., 64.) — 16. (Prop., iv., 9. 27. — Compare Tatnt., Hist.,
iv., 53.)— 17. (Virq.. jEn., vii., 237. — Id. ib., viii., 128.) — 18.

(Ovid, Fast, iii., 30.)— 19. (Virg., Eclog., viii.. 64.)—20. (Id.,
Oeorg.. iii., 187.—Ovid, Met., xiii., 643.— Stat., Theb.. Iii.. 466.)
—21. (Prop, iv., 9. 27.)—22. (Virg., jEn.. in., 64.)—23. (Plin.,
H. M.. xviii 2.—Isidor., xix. 31, 6.)—24 (Plin., Hist. Nai.,
iTiii . 31 1

lebrity than the elm. It was chosen particularly

for the training of vines, and the marriage of the
vine with the elm forms a favourite figure in the

strains of the Roman bards.

ULNA. (Kid. Pes, p. 702.)

•ULVA, a term applied generally by the Latiii

writers to all aquatic plants, and synonymous, there-

fore, with Alga. According to some, however, the
term algawas employed to designate marine aquatic
plants, and ulva those growing in fresh water. This
distinction will not hold good, however, in all cases
UMBELLA. (Kid. Umbracoi.um.)
UMBI'LICUS. (Vid. Liber.)

UMBO. (Vid. CuPEos; TooA, p. 986.)

UMBRA'CULUM, UMBELLA {oKiudeiov, okiu-

diov, oKiaSiaKt}), a Parasol, was used by Greek and
Roman ladies as a protection against the sun. They
seem not to have been carried generally by the la-

dies themselves, but by female slaves, who held
them over their mistresses. The daughters of the
aliens (ftiroiKoi) at Athens had to carry parasols
alter the Athenian maidens at the Panathenaea, as is

mentioned under Hvdriaphoria, p. 523. The par
asols of the ancients seem to have been exactly
like our own parasols or umbrellas in form, and
could be shut up and opened like ours.' They are
often represented in paintings on ancient vases
the annexed woodcut is taken from Millin's Pcint-

ures de Vases Antiques, vol. i., pi. 70. The female
is clothed in a long chiton or diploidion {vid. Tuni-
ca, 1023), and has a small himation, which seer™?
to hare fallen off her shoulders.

It was considered a mark of effeminacy for men
to make use of parasols.* The Roman ladies used
them in the amphitheatre to defend themselves from
the sun or some passing shower,* when the wind or
other circumstances did not allow the velarium to

be extended. {Vid. Amphitheatrum, p. 52.) To
hold a parasol over a lady was one of the common
attentions of lovers,* and it seems to have been
very common to give parasols as presents.* In-

stead of parasols, the Greek women, in later times,
wore a kind of straw hat or bonnet, called SoXia.*

The Romans also wore a hat with a broad brim
{petasus) as a protection against the sun.' See
Paciaudi, de Umbella gestatione, Rom., 1752.—Bec-
ker, Charikles, ii., p. 73.

1. (Aristoph., Equit., 1348.— Schol. ad loc.— Ovid, Art. Am.,
ii., 209.)— 2. (Anacroon ap. Athen., xii., p. 534.) — 3. (Mart.,
xiv., 28.)— 4. (Mart., xi., 73. — Ovid, I. c.) — 5. (Juv., Sat., ii.,

50)— 6. (Pollux, vii., 174.— Compare X., 127.— Theocril., »»,
39 )—7. (Suet., Octav.. 82.—Dion Cait., lii., 7.)
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fJNGUENTA. UNGUENTA.

UNCIA {byKia, ovyKia, ovyyia), the twelfth part

of the As or Libra, is derived by Varro from unua,

as being the unit of the divisions of the as.'

Its value as a weight was 433-666 grains, or | of

an ounce, and 105 36 grains avoirdupois. {Vid.

Libra.) It was subdivided into
Oc Gra.

= i 107-462 Semunciae, each
= i 3512
= 108416
= 72-277

= 18-069

= 3011

3 Duellje " . .

4 Siciiici " . .

fi Sextulae " . .

24 Scrupula " . .

144Siliqu8e "
. .

In connecting the Roman system of weights and

Txoney with the Greek, another division of the un-

jia was used. When the drachma was introduced

nto the Roman system as equivalent to the dena-

'ius of 96 to the pound {vid. Denarius, Drachma),

;he uncia contained 8 drachmae, the drachma 3

jcrupula, the scrupulum 2 oboli (since 6 oboli made
np the drachma), and the obolos 3 siliquae {Keparia).

Therefore the uncia was divided into

8 drachmae, each . . , . = 54-208 grs.

24 scrupula " . . . . = 18 069 "

48 oboli " . . . . =1 9034 "

144 siliquae " . . . . = 3 011 "

In this division we have the origin of the modern
italian system, in which the pound is divided into

12 ounces, the ounce into three drams, the dram
into three scruples, and the scruple into 6 carats.

In each of these systems 1728 Keparla, siliquae, or

carats make up the pound.

The uncial system was adopted by the Greeks of

Sicily, who called their obol XtVpa (the Roman
libra), and divided it into 12 parts, each of which
they called oyKia or ovyKia (the Roman uncia).

[Vid. LiTRA.) In this system the oyKia was reck-

oned equal tc the ;^aX/cofif.

Muller considers that the Greeks of Sicily, and
also the Romans themselves, obtained the uncial

system from the Etruscans.'

The Romans applied the uncial division to all

kinds of magnitude. {Vid. As.) In length the un-
cia was the twelfth of a foot, whence the word inch

{vid. Pes) ; in area, the twelfth of a jugerum {vid.

Jugerum) ; in content, the twelfth of a sextarius

^eid. Sextarius, Cyathus, Xestes); in time, the

twelfth of an hour. {Vid. As, subfm.y
UNCIA, a Roman copper coin, the twelfth of the

As.

UNCIA'RIUM FCENUS. {Vid. Interest of Mon-
ey, p. 547.)

UNGTO'RES. {Vid. Baths, p. 148.)

UNCTUA'RIUM. {Vid. Baths, p. 148.)

UNGUENTA, ointments, oils, or salves. The
application of unguenta, in connexion with the ba-

thing and athletic contests of the ancients, is stated
under Baths and Athlete, &,c. But, although
their original object was simply to preserve the
health and elasticity of the human frame, they were
31 later times used as articles of luxury. They were
then not only employed to impart to the body or
hair a particular colour, but also to give to them
the most beautiful fragrance possible ; they were,
moreover, not merely applied after a bath, but at any
time, to render one's appearance or presence more
pleasant than usual. In short, they were used then
as oils and pomatums are at present.

The numerous kinds of oils, soaps, pomatums,
and other perfumes with which the ancients were
acijuainted is quite astonishing. We know several
kinds of soaps which they used, though, as it ap-

pears, more for the purpose of painting the naii tta«

for cleaning it.' For the same purpose thejf also

used certain herbs.*

Among the various and costly oils which were
partly used for the skin and partly for the hair, the

following may be mentioned as examples : mende-
sium, megalesium, metopium, amaracinum, Cypn-
num, susinum, nardinum, spicatum, iasminum, to-

saceum, and crocus oil, which was considered the

most costly.* In addition to these oils, the ancienta

also used various kinds of powder as perfumes,

which, by a general name, are called diapasmata

To what extent the luxury of using fragrant oils

and the like was carried on, may be inferred from

Seneca,* who says that people anointed themselves

twice or even three times a day, in order that the

delicious fragrance might never diminish. At Rome,
however, these luxuries did not become very gen-

eral till towards the end of the Republic,* while the

Greeks appear to have been familiar with them from

early times. The wealthy Greeks and Romans
carried their ointments and perfumes with them,

especially when they bathed, in small boxes of cost-

ly materials and beautiful workmanship, which were
called narthecia.' The traffic which was carried on

in these ointments and perfumes in several towns

of Greece and southern Italy was very considerable.

The persons engaged in manufacturing them were

called by the Romans ungucntarii,'' or, as they fre-

quently were women, unguentarice,* and the art of

manufacturing them unguenlaria. In the wealthy

and effeminate city of Capua there was one great

street called the Seplasia, which consisted entirely

of shops, in which ointments and perfumes v/ere

sold.

A iew words are necessary on the custom of tho

ancients in painting their faces. In Greece this

practice appears to have been very common among
the ladies, though men also had sometimes recourse

to it, as, for example, Demetrius Phalereus.' But,

as regards the women, it appears that their retired

mode of living, and their sitting mostly in their own
apartments, deprived them of a great part of theii

natural freshness and beauty, for which, of course,

they were anxious to make up by artificial means.'*

This mode of embellishing themselves was probably

applied only on certain occasions, such as when
they went out, or wished to appear more charming."

The colours used for this purpose were white {ipi-

jivdtov, cerusa) and red {iyxovaa or uyxovaa, naide-

pug, avKujiivov, or (pvKog^"). The eyebrows were fre-

quently painted black {fielav, ua6o7^og, or ari/i/iig^^).

The manner in which this operation of painting was.

performed, is still seen in some ancient works of

art representing ladies in the act of painting them-

selves. Sometimes they are seen painting them-

selves with a brush, and sometimes with their fin-

gers.'*

The Romans, towards the end of the Republic

and under the Empire, were no less fond of painting

themselves than the Greeks.'* The red colour was
at Rome, as in many parts of Greece, prepared from

a kind of moss which the Romans called fucus (the

Tocella of Linnaeus), and from which afterward all

1. (L. L.,T., 17J. ed. Mflller.)—9. (Etru»kor, i., p. 309.«-3.
;Backli, Metrolo?. Untersuch v 159, 160, 165,293.—Wum; De
Pont., 6 c, p. 8, 9, 63, 67, 118. 13*' )
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1. (Plin., H. N.. xviii., 12, 51.—Mart., viii., 23, 20.—Id., xir.,

26, 27.)— 2. (Ovid, Ar. Amat.. iii., 163.— Amor., i., 14.)— 8.

(Becker. Gallus, ii., p. 27.)-4. (Epist., 86.)-5. (Gell., vii., 12.)

—6. (Bottiger, Sabina, i., p. 52.) — 7. (Cic, De Off., i., 12.—

Horat., Sat., ii.. 3, 228.)-8. (Plin., H. N., viii., 5.)— 9. (Athen.,

xii., p. 642.)— 10. (Xen., (Econ., 10, (> 10.— Stoba!US, iii., p. 87,

ed. Gaisford. — Compare Becker, Charikle.s, ii.. p. 232.)— 11

(Lysias, De Caed. Eratosth., p. 15.— Aristoph., Lyslstr., 149.—

Ecclcs., 878. — Plut., 1064.— Plut., Alcib., 39.)— 12. (Xenoph.

CEcon., 10, (> 2.— Aristoph., Lyslstr., 48.— Id., Ercles., 929.—

Alexis ap. Athen., xiii., p. 668 ; compare 557.—Etyniol. Ma?., s.

T. 'Esii/'/'wOiwirOfji )— 13. (Alexis ap. Athen., xiii., p 568.— Pol-

lux. v., 101.)— 14. (BOttiger, Sabina, ii., tab. ix., and i.. tab. vi.)

—15. (Ilorat., Epod , lij., 10 —Ovid, Ar.Am.. iii., 199.—Plin..

H. N.. xxviii.. 6.)
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kinds of paint were called facus. Another general

term lor paint is crcta. Kor embellishing and clean-

ing the complexion, the Greeks as well as the Ro-

mans used a substance called <zsipum (vid. the com-

ment on Suidas, s. v. Olda-^), which was prepared

of the wool taken from those parts of the body of a

sheep in which it perspired most. Another reme-

dy, often applied for similar purposes, consisted of

powdered excremtnta of the Egyptian crocodiles.*

Respecting the subjects here mentioined, and ev-

erything connected with the toilet of the ancients,

see Bottiger, Sabina oder Morgensccnen in Putzzim-

mer eincr reichcn Komerin, Leipz., 1806, 2 vols.

UNGUENTARir. (Kt<i. Unoobnta.)
UNIVE'RSITAS. This word denotes the whole

of anything as contrasted with its component parts.

It signifies eiihtr a number of persons as a whole,

or a number of things, or a number of rights. In

the case of a number of things viewed as a univer-

sitas, it is indifferent whether the parts are corpo-

really united or not ; or whether the corporeal union,

if it exists, is natural or not.

A single person only can properly be viewed as

the suiyect of rights and duties ; but the notion of

legal capacity may, by a fiction, be extended to a

number of persons, who are considered as a single

person for legal purposes, and may, accordingly, be

called juristical persons, or persons existing merely

by virtue of legal fiction. Thus the " hereditas" is

said by the Roman jurists " persona vice fungi,"

like a municipium, decuria, and societas : the bono-

rum possessor is " in loco heredis ;" and as he is a

(ictitious heres, so a juristical person is a fictitious

person. As persons, however, so constituted, such

juristical persons have legal capacities, as individ-

uals have ; bu* their legal capacities are limited to

property as iteir object. It is true that the Ro-

mans often considered other persons as a collective

unity : thus they speak of the collegium of the con-

suls {tid. C0L1.EQIUH), and of the tribuni plebis. In

like manner, they say that the duumviri of a muni-

cipium are to be viewed as one person.* But these

fictitious unities have only reference to jus publi-

cum, and they have no necessary connexion with

juristical persons, the essential character of which
is the capacity to have and acquire property. Ju-

ristical persons could be subjectsof ownership, jura

in re, obligationes, and hereditas ; they could own
slaves, and have the patronatus ; but all the rela-

tions of familia, as the patria potestas and others of

a like kind, were foreign to the notion. But, though

the capacity to have property is the distinguishing

characteristic of juristical persons viewed with rela-

tion to jus privatum, the objects for which the prop-

erty is had and applied may be any, and the capa-

city to have property implies a purpose for which it

is had, which is often much more important than

this mere capacity. But the purposes for which ju-

ristical persons have property are quite distinct from
their capacity to have it. This will appear from all

ar any of the examples hereinafter given.

The following are juristical persons: 1. Civitas.

2. Municipes : this term is more common than mu-
nicipium, and comprehends both citizens of a muni-
cipium and a colony ; it is also used when the ob-

ject is to express the municipium as a whole, op-

posed to the individual members of it. 3. Respub-
lica. In the republican period, when used without

an adjunct, Resptiblica expressed Home, but in the

old jurists it signifies a civitas dependant on Rome.
4. Respublica civitatis or municipii. 5. Commune,
cnnimunitas. Besides the civitates, component
parts of the civiiates are also juristical persons : 1.

Curiae or aecunones : the word decuriones often

denotes the individuals composing the body of dc-

1. (Ill[orat., PUn., 1. c.)—S. (Xiig. 90, tit. 1, . 35.)

cuiionod as opposed to the civitas (municipes), whi( h

appears from a passage in the Digest,' where u is

stated that an action for dolus will not lie against

the municipes, for a fictitious person cannot be guil-

ty of dolus, but such action will lie against the indi-

vidual decuriones who administer the affaiis of the

municipes. Sometimes the word curia is used as
equivalent to civitas, and sometimes the decurio-

nes are spoken of as a juristical person, which has
property as such. 2. Vici ; which have no political

self-existence, but are attached to some respublica,

yet they are juristical persons, can hold property,

and maintain suits. 3. Fora, conciliabula, castella.

These were places between civitates and vici as to

extent and importance ; they belonged to a respub-

lica, but had the rights of juristical persons : they
are not mentioned in the legislation of Justinian,

but the names occur in the Tablet of Heraclea, in

the lex Galliae Cisalpinse, and in Paulus.' In the la-

ter period of the Empire, provinces were viewed a?
juristical persons.

In the writings of the agrimensores, communi
ties, and particularly colonies (coloni), are designa-
ted by the appropriate name of publicae personae,

and property is spoken of as belonging to tlie colo-

ni, that is, the colonia, coloni being used here in the

same sense in which municipes was used, as above
explained.

Other juristical persons were : 1. Religious bod-
ies, as collegia of priests and of the vestal virgins,

which could hold property and take by testament
2. Associations of official persons, such as those
who were employed in administration : the body of

scribaj became one of the most numerous and im-
portant, as they were employed in all branches of

administration ; the general name was scribse^ a

term which includes the particular names of libra-

rii, fiscales, and others ; they were divided into sub-

divisions called decurise, a term which, even under
the Republic and also under the Empire, denoted
the corporations of scribae ; the individual members
were called decuriati, and subsequently decuriales

;

the decuriati had great privileges in Rome, and sub-

sequently in Constantinople.' 3. Associations for

trade and commerce, as fabri pistores, navicularii,

the individuals of which had a common profession,

on which the notion of their union was founded, but

each man Worked ,on his own account. Associa-

tions properly included under societates, as corpo-

rations for effecting a common object {vid. Socie-

tas) : such associations could be dissolved by the

notice of any member, and were actually dissolved

by the death of a single member. Some of these

associations, such as those for working mines, sali-

nae, and farming the portoria, were corporate bod-

ies, and retained the name of societates. 4. Asso-
ciations, called sodalitates, sodalitia, collegia soda-

litia, which resembled modern clubs. In their ori-

gin they were friendly associations for feasting to-

gether; in course of time many of them became po-

litical associations, but from this we must not con-

clude that their true nature really varied ; they were
associations not included in any other class that

has been enumerated, but they differed in their

character according to the times. In periods ol

commotion they became the central points of polit-

ical factions, and new associations, it may be reason-

ably supposed, would be formed expressly for polit-

ical purposes. Sometimes the public places were
crowded by the sodalitia and decuriati,* and the

senate was at last compelled to propose a lex which
should subject to the penalties of vis those who

1. (4, tit. 3, c. 15.)—2. (S. R., 4, tit. 6, t. 3.)—3. (Cic. in Veir
iii., 79. — Id. adQuint. Fratr., ii., 3.— Tacit., Ann., xiii., 37.—
Suet., Aug., 57.— Id., Claud., 1.)— 4. (Cic. ad Quint. Fnrtr.

ii., 3.)
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wuuid Lot disperse. This was followed by a gen-

eral dissolution of collegia according to Asconius

{in Cornelianam), but the dissolution only extended

to mischievous associations, as may be safely in-

ferred from the nature of the case, and even the

words of Asconius, if carefully examined, are not

inconsistent with this conclusion. In the Digest'

we find the rule that no collegium could be formed

tvithout the permission of a senatus consultum or

fhe Caesar ; and persons who associated unlawfully

were guilty of an extraordinarium crimen. The rule

of law means that no union of persons could become
a juristical person without the consent of the proper

authority ; and this is quite distinct from the other

provision contained in the same rule, which punish-

ed associations of persons who acted as corpora-

tions, for this part of the rule relates only to such
associations as were dangerous, or of an undefined

character.

There were also in the imperial period the col-

legia tenuiorum, or associations of poorer people ;

but they were allowed to meet only once a month,

and they paid monthly contributions.* A man could

only belong to one of them. Slaves could belong

to such a collegium, with the permission of their

masters.

Communities of cities and towns have a kind of

natural or necessary existence ; and other bodies,

called corporations, have been fashioned by a kind

of analogy to them, and, like them, can have proper-

ty, and be represented like them by an agent, where-
in consists the essence of a juristical person. Some
of these corporations, like communities of cities

and towns, were of a permanent character, as col-

leges of priests, decuriae, and companies of artisans

;

others had a temporary character, as societates and
»; jdalitates. All these corporations are designate3

by the name either of collegium or corpus, between
which there is no legal distinction, for it appears
that one corporation was called a collegium and
Another a corpus, as it might happen ; but both of
these terms denote a corporation, as above explain-

ed, as opposed to a civitas or respublica. The mem-
bers of such corporations were collegae and sodales,

which is a more general and an older term than
sodalitas. Altogether they were called collegiati

and corporati : the members of particular kinds of
corporations were decuriati, decuriales, socii. The
common name which includes all corporations and
civitates is universitas, as opposed to which any in-

dividual is singularis persona.
The notion of individual property as a unity is

founded on the notion of the unity of the owner.
But this notion of unity, when once established,

may, for certain purposes, be arbitrarily assumed,
and, accordingly, it is applied to the case of peculi-

um, dos, and hereditas, and modern writers have
designated these as cases of a universitas juris.

The name universitas has led many to suppose that
the three cases above mentioned have all the same
incidents, whereas each has its peculiar character,
because the term universitas means any whole as
opposed to its parts. The name universitas juris
does not occur in the Roman law. The nature of
universal succession is explained under SurcEssio.
The term universitas was adopted in the middle

ages to denote certain great schools, but not as
Bchools : the term denoted these places as corpora-
tions, that is, as associations of individuals. The
adjunct which would express the kind of persons
associated would depend on circumstances : thus,
in Bologna, the expression universitas scholarium
was in common use; in Paris, universitas magis-
trorum. The school, as such, was called schola,
and, from the thirteenth century, most commonly

I (47, tit. 22, B. 1, 2,3.>-2. (Dig. 47, tit. 22 t. hz'i
\0M

;
studium ; and if it was a distinguished fccKool, iv

was called studium generale. The first occasion
on which the term universitas was applied to s
great school is said to be in a decretal of Innocent
III. of the beginning of the thirteenth century, ad-

,
dresied Scholaribus Parisiensibus.

I

(Savigny, System des Heutigen Rom. Rechts, i.,

378 ; ii., 235 ; iii., 8.—Savigny, Gescliicke des Rom..
Rechts im Mittelaller, vol. iii., 318, 380.)

j

*URANOSC'OPUS(oir/3avoff/c67rof). (Kirf. Callt-
ONOMUS

)

I

*URUS. {Vid. Bison.)
VOCA'TIO IN JUS. {Vid. Actio, p. 18.)

I

VOCO'NIA LES was enacted on the proposal
of Q. Voconius Saxa, a tribunus plebis. In the " Di
Scnectute" of Cicero, Cato the elder is introduced
as saying that he spoke in favour of the lex when
he was sixty-five years of age, and in the consul-
ship of Caepio and Philippus (B.C. 169). Gellius
also speaks of the oration in which Caio recom-
mended this lex.'

I

One provision of the lex was, that no person who
should be included in the census, after the census
of that year {post cos censores ; the censors of that
year were A. Posthumius and Q. Fulvius), should

I

make any female {virgincmneve muUerem) his heres.*

Cicero does not state that the lex fixed the census
at any sum ; but it appears from Gains' and from
Dion Cassius* that a woman could not be made
heres by any person who was rated in the census
at 100,000 sesterces {centum millia leris), though
she could take the hereditas per fideicommissum
The lex allowed no exceptions even in favour of an
only daughter.' The lex only applied to testaments,
and therefore a daughter or other female rould in-

herit ab intestate to any amount. The vestal vir-

gins could make women their heredes in all cases,

which was the only exception to the provision's of
the lex.*

I

If the terms of the lex are correctly reported by

I

Cicero, a person who was not census might make
a woman his heres, whatever was the amount of

j

his property, and so Cicero understands the lex."

i Still there is a difficulty about the meaning of ccn-
I sus. If it is taken to mean that a person whose
property was above 100,000, and who was not in-

cluded in the census, could dispose of his property

I

as he pleased by testament, the purpose of the lex
v.-ould be frustrated ; and farther, " the not being
included in the census" {neque census essel) seems
rather vague. Still, according to the terms of the
lex, any person who had ever been included in the
census would be affected by this legal incapacity.

Sometimes it is assumed that the last census is

meant. The Edict extended the rule of the Voconia
lex to the bonorum possessio.*

Another provision of the lex forbade a person
who was census to give more in amount in the

form of a legacy, or a donatio mortis causa, to any
person than the heres or heredes should take Thia
provision secured something to the heres or heredes,

but still the provision was ineffectual, and the ob-

ject of this lex was only accomplished by the lex

Falcidia. (
Vid. Leg.^tum.) Gains,' in quoting thia

provision of the lex, does not mention the condition

of being census, but this is stated by Cicero."
Some writers suppose that this lex also contain-

ed a provision by which a testator was forbidden to

give a woman more than half of his property by
way of legacy ; and it appears from Cicero that the

lex applied to legacies {de multcrum legalis ct hcredt-

1. (Cic, Pro BallK), 8.— Cato Major, 5.— Cell., vii., 13 ; Tvii.,

0.)—2. (Cic. in Verr., i., 41, 42.)— 3. (ii., 274.)—4. (Ivi., 10 )—
5. (Augustin., Ue Civit. Dei, iii.. 21.) — 6. (Cic, I)e Reu.. lii

,

10.—Cell., i., 12.)-7. (Ill Verr., 41.)— 8. (Uig 37, til. 1 l IW
—9. (II., 226.)— 10. (in Verr, i., 43.)
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ktitbut^). guintilian* states that by the lex (Voconia)

a woman could not take by testament more than

half of a iKTsoa's pioperty ; but (^uintilian says no-

thing of the provisions of this lex, which incapaci-

tated women altogether from taking under a will in

certain cases, and in the passage referred to he is

speakmg of two women being made herteUs of a

property in equal shares. The dispute between the

cognati and tho ',wo women turned on the words
of the lex, " n iiceat mulieri plusquam dimidiam

partem bonorum tuorum relinqucre,'^ the cognati

contending that ,he lex did not allow the whole
property to be t us given to two women in equal

Hhares, though it was admitted that if half of the

property had been given to one woman, there would
have been no ground for dispute. It is quite con-

sistent that the lex might have allowed a woman to

take half of a man's property in certain cases, and
in others to take none, though the object of the lex,

which was to prevent large properties from coming
into women's hands, would have been better secured

by other provisions than those of the lex as they

are known to us ; for it appears from Quintilian

that a woman might take by will one half of as

many properties as there were testators. It might
be conjectured that the clause of the lex which
forbade a woman being made heres signified sole

heres, and then the clause which forbade her taking

more than half would be fitly framed to prevent an
evasion o' the law by making a woman heres ex
ueunce, for instance, and giving the rest to an-

othei person. And this conjecture derives some
support from the provision which prevented the
giving nearly all the property in legacies to the

detriment of the heres ; which provision, however,
it must be observed, does not apply to women only,

80 far as we can conclude from the words of Gains.'

The case of Fadia, mentioned by Cicero,* shows
that there was a provision in the lex by which, in

certain cases at least, a woman might take some-
thing ; and it also shows that the lex prevented a
man from making even his own daughter sole heres.

According to Gains and Pliny,* the provisions of
the Voconia lex were in force at the time when they
were writing, though Gellius* speaks of them as
being either obsolete or repealed. The provisions

of the lex Julia et Papia Poppsea may have repealed

some of the clauses of the Voconia lex.

The subject of the Voconia lex is one of consider-
able ditficully, owing to the imperfect statements
that remain of its contents and provisions, which
were probably numerous. The chief modern au-

thorities on the matter are referred to by Rein ;'

but the writer has not had the opportunity of con-
sulting any of them.
VOLO'NES is synonymous with voluntarii (from

volo), and might hence be applied to all those who
volunteered to serve in the iioman armies without
there being any obligation to do so. But it was ap-
plied mure especially to slaves, when, in times of
need, they offered or were allowed to fight in the
Roman armies. Thus when, during the second
Punic war, after the battle of Cannae, there was
not a sufficient number of freemen to complete the
army, about 8000 young and able-bodied slaves of-

fered to serve. Their proposal was acc( pted ; they
received armour at the public expense, and as they
distinguished themselves, they were lionoured with
the franchise." In after times the name volones
was reiained whenever slaves chose or were al-

lowed to take up arms in defence of their masters,

I. (Clc, De Ropub., iii., 10.)— 9. (Deelam., 364.)— 3. (ii.,

S74.)-4. (De Fill., li., 17.)— 5. (Panej., 42.)-0. (xx., 1.)—7.
(Dm ROm. I'rivat. Recht, p. 387, &c..)—S. (Li»., xxii., 47 —M.,
txiii., 3S.—.Macrub., Sat., :., 11.—Fest., •. t. VoIodm.)
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which they were the more willing to do, as itten

were generally rewarded with the franchise.'

VOLU'MKN. (Vid. L:beb.)

VOLUNTA'RII. {Vui. Volo.nks.)

VO.MITO'RIA. ( Vtd. Amphiticeatblm, p. 03.;

VULPES (uAun-^c), the Fox, or Cams Vulpes,

L. It is also called xep^u by Oppian and by Aria-

tophanes. in a metaphorical sense.*

URAGUS. {Vid. Army, Roman, p. 104.)

URNA, an urn, a Roman measure of capacity

for fluids, equal to half an Amphora.' This use of

the term was probably founded upon its more gen-

eral application to denote a vessel for holding water,

or any other substance, either fluid or solid.*

An urn was used to receive the names of the

judges {judices), in order that the pra;tor might
draw out of it a suflicient number to determine
causes ;• also to receive the ashes of the dead.

{Vid. FoNus, p. 460, 461.) For this purpose urns
were made of marble, porphyiy, baked clay, bronze,

or glass, of all forms and sizes, some quite simple,

and others sculptured in bas-relief, or ornamented
in an endless variety of ways.
USTRI'NA, USTRl'NUM. (Kid. Bobtom ; F"

NU8, p. 460.)

USUCAPIO. The history of usucapio is an ini

portant fact in the history of Roman jurisprudence.

Gaius* states that there was originally in Rome
only one kind of ownership : a person was either

owner of a thing ex jure Quiritium, or he was not

owner at all. But afterward ownership was divided,

so that one man might be owner ex jure Quiritium,

and another might have the same thing in boniSj

that is, have the right to the exclusive enjoyment
of it. He then goes on to give an instance of the

mode in which the divided ownership might arise,

by reference to the transfer of a res mancipi : if

such a thing was transferred by bare tradition, and
there was neither mancipatio nor in jure cessio, the
new owner only acquired the natural ownership, as
some would call it, or only had it in bonis, and the

origiucd owner retained the Quiritarian ownership
until the purchaser acquired the Quiritarian owner-
ship by usucapio (

possidendo usucapiat) ; for when
the usucapio was completed, the effect was the

same as if the thing had been originally maneipated
or transferred by the in jure cessio. Gaius adds,

"in the case of movable things, the usucapio is

completed in a year, but in the case of a fundus or

aedes, two years are required ; and so it is provided

by the Twelve Tables."

In this passage he is evidently speaking of res

mancipi only, and of them only when transierred to

the purchaser by the owner without the forms of

mancipatio or in jure cessio. From this, then, it

might be safely concluded that the Twelve Tables
provided a remedy for defective modes of convey-

ance of res mancipi from the owner ; and this is all

that could be concluded from this passage. But a
passage which immediately follows shows that this

was all that the Twelve Tables did ; for Gaius' pro-

ceeds to say. " But {ccUrum) there may be usucapio

even in the case of those things which have come
to us by tradition from a person who was not the

owner, whether they are res mancipi or not, pro-

vided we have received them bona fide, believing

that he who delivered {qui tradiderU) them to ua

was the owner. And this rule of law seems to have
been established, in order that the ownership of

things might not be long iu uncertainty, seeing

1. (Liv., xxi»., 11, 14. &c.— Id., xxvii., 38.—Id., xxviii., 4«.—
Capitoliii., M. Aulon. Philu*., 31.) — 3. (Aristot., H. A., vi., la
—Uppiaii, Cyncg., iii.,450.—Aristuph., Eq., 1005 —Atlanis, Ap-
pend., a. V.)— 3. (Uor., Sat., i., 1, St.)— 4. (PUut., Pitcud., i., 9|

31.—llor.. Sat., i., 5,«1.— Id. ib., ii.,6, 10.—Ovid, Met., in., 173.}

—5. (Hor., Carra., in., 1. 16.—Virg., JEu., vi., 432.— Pirn., Epirt

X., 3.—Juv., Sat., xiji.. 4 '—6. (ii., 40-48 )-7. (i>., 43.)
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that one or two years would be quite sufficient for

the owner to look after his property, that being the

ti&e allowed to the possessor for usucapio."

The reason for limiting the owner to one or two

years has little reason in it and possibly no histori-

cal truth ; but it is clear from tliis passage that this

application of the rule of usucapio was formed from

analogy to the rule of the Twelve Tables, and that

it was not contained in them. The limitation of the

lime of usucapio is clearly due to the Twelve Ta-

tles, and the time applied only to purchases of res

oiancipi from the owner when the legal forms of

•or.veyance had been neglected. But the origin of

usucapio was probably still more remote.

When Gains states that there was originally only

one kind of ownership at Rome, and that afterward

.••wnership was divided, he immediately shows how
this arose hy taking the case of a res mancipi. This

division ofownership rested on the division of things

into res mancipi and res nee mancipi, a distinction that

had reference to nothing else than tlie mode of trans-

ferring the property of them. Things were merely

called res mancipi because the ownership of them
could not be transferred without mancipatio. Things
were res nee mancipi, the alienation of which could

be effected without mancipatio. There could be no
division of things into mancipi and nee mancipi ex-

cept by determining what things should be res man-
cipi. Res nee mancipi are determined negatively :

they are all things that are not res mancipi : but

the negative determination presupposes the positive

;

therefore res mancipi were determined before res

nee mancipi could be determined ; and before the

res mancipi were determined, there was no distinc-

tion of things into res mancipi and res nee mancipi.

But this distinction, as such, only affected the con-

dition of those things to which it had a direct appli-

cation : consecjuently, all other things remained as

they were before. The conclusion, then, is certain,

that the res mancipi, as a class of things, were an-

terior, in order of time, to the class of res nee man-
cipi, which comprehended all things except res man-
cipi. Until then, the class of res mancipi was estab-

lished, all [yioperty at Rome could be alienated by

Dare tradition, as res nee mancipi could he alienated

by tradition after the class of res mancipi was con-

stituted.

The time when the class of res mancipi vi^as form-

ed is not known ; but it is most consistent with all

that we know to suppose that it existed before the

Twelve Tables. If we consider the forms of man-
cipatio {vid. M.vNciPATio), we cannot believe that

they arose in any other way than by positive enact-

ment. As soon as the forms of mancipatio and of

the in jure cessio (which, from its character, must
be posterior to mancipatio) were established, it fol-

lowed that mere tradition of a thing to a purchaser
and payment of the purchase-money could not
transfer the ownership of a res mancipi. The trans-

fer gave the purchaser merely a possessio, and the
original owner retained the property. In course of
time, the purchaser obtained the publiciana actio,

and from this time it might be said that a double
ownership existed in the same thing.

The introduction of mancipatio, which gave rise

to the double ownership, was also followed by the
.ntroduction of usucapio. The bona fide possessor
of a res mancipi which had not been transferred by
mancipatio, had no legal defence against the owner
who claimed the thing. But he had the exceptio
doli, and subsequently the exceptio rei venditse et
traditae, by which he could protect himself against
the owner ; and as possessor simply, he had the pro-
tection of the interdict against third persons. He
had the full enjoyment of the thing, and he could
transfer the possessio. but he could do no act with
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respect to it for which Quiritarian jwnership wa«
necessary ; consequently, he could not alienate it

by mancipatio or in jure cessio, and it was a neces*
sary consequence that he could not dispose of ;t by
testament in the same way in which Quiritarian

ownership was disposed of by testament. The ne-
cessity for such a rule as that of usu(!apio *as evi
dent, but it could arise in no other way than b)
positive enactment, for its effect was U, be the sane
as that of mancipatio. The Twelve Tables fixed
the term of usucapio, but we do not know whether
they fixed or merely confirmed the rule of law a*

to usucapio.

It is a mistake to suppose that tradition or deliv-

ery was a part of mancipatio as such. Mancipatio
was merely a form of transferring ownership which
was fixed by law, and the characteristic of which
was publicity : a delivery of the thing would of
course generally follow, but it was no part of the
transfer of ownership. Land (prcedia), for instance,

could be mancipated without delivery {in absenlie

mancipari sulent^). In the case of movable things,

it was necessary that they should be present, not
for the purpose of delivery, but that the thing man-
cipated might be identified. The essential to the

transfer of ownership in all ages and in all countries

is the consent of two persons who have legal capa-
city to consent, the seller and the buyer. All the
rest is form that may be varied infinitely : this con-
sent is the substance. Yet tradition as a form of
transfer was undoubtedly the old Roman form, and
consent alone was not sufficient ; and it may be
admitted that consent alone was never sufficient

for the transfer of ownership without affecting the

principle laid down that consent alone is essential

in the transfer of ownership. This apparent incon-

gruity is ingeniously and sufficiently explained ia

the following manner :
" Tradition owes its origin

to a time when men could not sufficiently separate

in their minds physical ownership, or the dominium
over a thing, from legal ownership. As a man can
only call a bird in the air or a wild animal in the

forest his own when he has caught it, so men
thought that tradition must be added to contract in

order to enable a man to claim the thing as his

own."*
Besides the case of property there might be usu-

capio in the case of servitutes, marriage, and hered-

itas. But as servitutes praediorum rusticorum

could only be the objects of mancipatio, and as be-

ing parts of ownership could only be established by

the same form by which ownership of res mancipi

was transferred, 30, according to the old law, these

servitutes alone could be the object of usucapio

;

and, as it is contended by Engeibach, only in the

case of aquaeductus, haustus, iter, and actus. But
as the ownership of res mancipi could be acquireil

by bare tradition followed by usucapio, so these ser-

vitutes could be established by contract, and could

be fully acquired by usucapio. In the later Roman
law, when the form of mancipatio was replaced by

mere tradition, servitutes could be established per

pacta et stipulationes only. In the case of a mar-
riage coemptione, the form of mancipatio was used,

and the effect was, that the woman came into the

hand of her husband, and became part of his fami-

lia. The marriage usu could not of itself effect this,

but if the woman lived with her husband a year, she

passed into his familia by usucapio {velut annua pos-

sessions usucapicbatur) : and, accordingly, it was pro-

vided by the laws of the Twelve Tables, that if she

did not wish thus to come into her husband's hand,

she must in every year absent herself from him for

three nights in order to interrupt the usus ' Thus

1. (Olp., Frag., 29, tit. 6.—Gaius, i., 121 J -2. (Engelbachj

Ueber die Usucapion, Ac, p. 60.) -3. (Gaius, i., 110.)
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nsucapio added to usiis produced the effect of co-

eniptio. In the case of the hereditas, when the tes-

tator had the testamrnti factio, and had disposed of

nw property without observing the forms of manci-
patio and nuncupatio, tlie person wliom he had
named his heres could only obtain the legal owner-
ship of the hereditas by usucapio. In all these cases,

then, the old law as to usucapio was this : when the

pcaitive law had required the forms of mancipatio,

iff order that a certain end should be effected, usu-

capio supplied the defect, by converting a mere pos-

Bessio (subsequently called in bonis) into dominium
ex jure Quiritium. Usucapio, then, was not original-

ly a mode of acquisition, but it was a mode by which
a defect in the mode of acquisition was supplied,

and this defect was supplied by the us<i of the thing,

or the exercise of the right. The end of usucapio

was to combine the beneficial with the Quiritarian

ownership of a thing. Accordingly, the original

name for usucapio was usus auctoritas, the auctori-

tas of usus, or that which gives to usus its efficacy

and co.iipleteness, a sense of auctoritas which is

commor in the Roman law. {Vid. Auctoritas,
TuTBLA.) But usus alouc never signifies usucapio

;

and consistently with this, in those cases where
there could be no usucapio, the Roman writers speak
of usus only. Possessio is the usus of a piece of
ground as opposed to the ownership of it ; and the
term usus was applied to the enjoyment of land on
which a man either had not the ownership, or of
which he could not have the ownership, as the ager
publicus. In the later law, as it is known to us in

the Pandect, usucapio was a mode of acquiring

ownership : the term usus auctoritas was replaced

by the phrase usu capere, and in the place of usuca-
pio sometimes the phrase " possessione or longe pos-

Kssione capere" occurs ; but possessio alone never
is used for usucapio.

It appears from a passage of Gaius already quoted,

that in his time usucapio was a regular mode of ac-

quisition, which was applicable to things which had
come to a man by tradition from one who was not
the owner, and was applicable both to res man-
cipi and nee mancipi, if the possessor possessed
them bona fide, that is, if he believed that he receiv-

ed them from the owner. There were, however,
some exceptions to this rule : a man could never
acquire the ownership of a stolen thing by usucapio,
for the Twelve Tables prevented it, and the lex Ju-

lia et Plautia prevented usucapio in the case of a
thing vi possessa. The meaning of the law was
not that the thief or the robber could nr,t, acquire the
ownership by usucapio, for the mala fid^s in which
their possession originated was an obsti^cle to the
nsucapio ; but no person who bona fide bought the

thing that was stolen or vi possessa, could acquire
the ownership by usucapio.' According to other
authorities, the rule as to a stolen thing was estab-

lished by the lex Atinia. Provincial lands were also

not objects of usucapio.

If a woman was in the tutela of her agnati, her
res mancipi could not be the objects of usucapio, un-
less they had been received from her by traditio

with the auctoritas of her tutor ; and this was a pro-

vision of the Twelve Tables. The legal incapacity

of the woman to transfer ownership by mancipatio
must be the origin of this rule. The hereditas of a
woman who was in tutela legitima could not be an
object of usucapio, as Cicero explains to Atticus (dc

tutela Ugitima nihil uaucapi posse*). The foundation

of this rule, according to some, was the legal inca-

pacity of a 'voman who was in the tutela of her ag-

nati, to make a will. ( Vid. Testamentdm ; but see
the article Tutei.a.)

In order to acquire by usucapio, a person must

1. (Gaius, ii., ii.)—i. (ad Att., i., 19.)

have the capacity to acquire by mancipatio conse-

quently, all persons were excluded from acquiring

by usucapio who had not the commercium. The
passage quoted by Cicero' from the Twelve Tables,
^' adversum hostem (i. e., percfrrinum) aterna auctori-

tas," is alleged in support of this rule of law ; that

is, a peregrinus may have the use of a res mancioi
which has been transferred by traditio, but he cat'

never acquire anything more by usucapio.

Things could not be objects of usucapio which
were not objects of commercium. Accordingly, all

resdivini juris, such as temples and lands dedicated

to the gods, and res communes, could not be objects

of usucapio. The limits or bounds by which the
Romanus ager was marked out were consequently
nut objects of usucapio, as to which there was a pro-

vision in the Twelve Tables* (" Quoniam usucapt-

onem intra quinque pedes esse noluerunt"). The quin-

que pedes are the limites linearii, the breadth of
which was fixed at five feet by a lex Mamilia. The
approach to a sepulchre was also not an object of

usucapio,'

In the time of Gaius,* a man might take posses-

sion of another person's land, provided he used no
force {vis), the possession of which was vacant
either from the carelessness of the owner, or be-

cause the owner had died without a successor (vid.

SoccEssio), or had been long absent ; and if he
transferred the field to a bona fide purchaser, the

purchaser could acquire the ownership by usucapio,

even though the seller knew that the field was not

his own. This rule was established against the

opinion of those who contended that a fundus could

be furtivus or an object of theft. But a man might
in some cases acquire by usucapio the ownership of

a thing which he knew to be not his own : as if a
man had possession of a thing belonging to the he-

reditas, of which the heres had never acquired the
possession, provided it was a thing that ccuKI be an
object of usucapio. This species of possessio and
usucapio was called proherede, and even things im-

movable (qua solo continentur) could be thus acqui-

red by one year's usucapio. The reason was this :

the Twelve Tables declared that the ownership of

res soli could be acquired by usucapio in two years,

and all other things in one year : now, as the hered-
itas was not a res. soli, it must be included in the

"other things," and it was farther determined that

the several things which made up the hereditas

must follow the rule as to the hereditas ; and though
the rule as to the hereditas was changed, it con-
tinued as to all the things comprised in it. The
reason of the rule as to this " improba possessio et

usucapio," says Gaius, was. that the heres might be
induced the sooner to take possession of the heredi-

tas, and that there might be somebody to discharge
the sacra, which in ancient times (itlis tcmporibus)

were very strictly observed, and also that there

might be somebody against whom the creditors

might make their demands. This kind of possessio

and usucapio was called lucrativa. In the time of

Gaius it had ceased to exist, for a senatus consult

um of Hadrian's time enabled the heres to recovei

that which had been acquired by usucapio, just as

if there had been no usucapio ; but in the case of

a heres necessarius, the old rule still remained.*
Gaius mentions a mode of acquisition under the

name of usureceptio. If a man mancipated a tbitg

to a friend, or transferred it by the in jure cessio,

simply in order that the thing might be in his friend's

safe keeping (fiducia causa ; quod tutius nostra r*
apud eum essent), he had always a capacity for re-

covering it. In order to recover immediately the

1. (IX> 05c , i., la )—a. (Cic, De Legr.. i., 21.)—3. (Gaia*

ii., 48.)-4. I \, 51.»- 5 (Gaiua, u., M—Ciu., Top., 8.— PVin..

Ep.,v., 1 )
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Quiritariaii ownership of the thing remancipatio was

necessary ; but if the thing was transferred to him

by traditio, the remancipatio was completed by usu-

capio, or, as it is here called, by usureceptio : for

usureceplio difl'ers in no respect from usucapio, ex-

cept that the person who acquires the Quiritarian

ownership by usus, in the one case acquires {capit),

'n the other reacquires (recipit) the thing. In the

case of a pignorated thing, the debtor's capacity to

recover by usureceptio was the same as in the case

of fiducia, as soon as he had paid his debt to the

creditor : and even if he had not paid the money, and

had obtained possession ofthe thing neither by hiring

it from the creditor nor precario, he had a lucrativa

usucapio, which was a usureceptio, and was probably

formed from snalogy to the lucrativa usucapio pro

herede.

Servitutes pj-aediorum rusticorum were establish-

Cil, at least according to the old law, by mancipatio
;

tLe right to the servitutes could only be properly ex-

liiiguished by a remancipatio. If the servitus was
e^itinguished by mere agreement, there must be a

usireceptio on the part of the owner of the servient

tet.ement, in order to complete its legal release from

the servitus. In order that the possession of the

libertas of the servient land might be enjoyed unin-

terruptedly for two years, tiiere must be for the same
time a total abstinence from all exercise of the right

on the part of him who had the servitus. Subse-

quently it was considered sufficient if the person

entitled to the servitus did not exercise his right for

two years.

Wiien usucapio was established as a means of

giving the Quiritarian ownership to him who had
acquired a thing in bonis, the form of mancipatio

must have gradually lost its importance, and usu-

•iapio (;ame to be viewed as a mode of acquisition.

Accordingly, it has been already observed, it became
applicable to all cases of bona fide possession, wheth-

er the thing was a res mancipi or not. Former-

ly, if a will had been made in due form, except as to

mancipation and nuncupation, the heres acquired

the hereditas by usucapio ; but with the introduc-

tion of the praetorian testament (rid. Testamentum)
and the boi orum possessio, the bonorum possessor

obtained thi right to actiones fictitiae or utiles in all

cases where the deceased had a right of action, and
he acquired by usucapio the Quiritarian ownership
of the several things which were included in the he-

reditas. In course of time, it came to be considered

by the jurists as a rule of law that there could be

no usucapio of an hereditas.* In like manner, in

the case of servitutes established by contract, the

introduction of the actio publiciana rendered the

doctrine of usucapio unnecessary, and a Scribonia

lex is mentioned which repealed all usucapio of ser-

vitutes.* But this lex only applied to the establish-

ment of servitutes ; it did not afTect that usacapio
by which the freedom of a servient piece ofland was
effected. It became a maxim of law : servitutes

fradiorum rusticorum non utendo amiltuntur, which,
viewed with respect to the servient land, was a usu-
receptio. In this sense ^^usurpala recipitur" seems
to be used in a passage of Paulus.* " UsurparV is

commonly used in tiie sense of "uti" and in this

passage of Paulus " usurpata recipitur" seems equiv-

alent to "usM recipitur," though this is not the
meaning that has usually been given to this pas-
cage.

In the case of marriage, also, usucapio fell into

•jsuse, as we learn from Gaius.*

But in other respects usucapio subsisted. He
who had acquired a res mancipi by tradition, had
4tow a praetorian ownership, and he had a right of

I. (GaiuE, ii., 54.)—2. (Dig. 41, tit. 3, s. 4,* 2fl.)—3. (S. R.,

I, tit 17. 11.2.)—4 (i.. 111.)
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action in respect of this ownership, which was anal*

ogous to the rei vindicatio. But usucapio was stiJf

necessary to give him Quiritarian ownership and its

consequent advantages. The distinction between
res mancipi and nee mancipi existed, and, as a con-
sequence, the testamentum per ae> et libram sub-
sisted at the same time with the frffitorian testa-

ment.
When, finally, all distinction was abolished between

res mancipi and nee mancipi, and the ownership of
all things could be acquired by traditio and occu-
patio, that kind of usucapio ceased by which a thing
in bonis became a man's ex jure Quiritium. All
usucapio was now the same, and its general defini-

tion became " adjectio dominii per continuationem pot-
aessionis temporis lege defimti."^ Fiom this time
the terms usucapio and longi temporis praescriptio

were used indifferently, as some writers suppose,
though on this point there is not uniformity of opin-

ion.

(Engelbach, Ucberdie Usucapion zur zeit dcr Zv>dlJ
Tafcln, Marburg, 1828.— Miihlenbruch, Doctrin.

Pandect., ^ 261, &c.— Ueber die Usucapio, pro herede

von Arndts, Rhein. Mus. fur Jurispmdcnz, ii., 125.)

USURiE. (Fid. Interest of Money, p. 546.)

USURPATIO. One sense of this word is " jwm-
capionis interruplio."' Appius Claudius, not the de-

cemvir, but he who made the Appia Via, and brought
the Aqua Claudia to Rome, wrote a book De Usur-
pationibus, which was not extant in the time of
Pomponius.' In some cases " usurpatio'' means the
preservation of a right by the exercise of it, as "jus
usurpatum" in the case of a servitus aquae ducen-
dae ; and this nearly agrees with that sense of
usurpare which is equivalent to uti. {Vii. Uscoi-
PIO.)

USUS. {Vid. Marriage, Roman, p. 623.)
USUS. {Vid. UsUSFRUCTUS )

USUSFRUCTUS and USUS were personal servi*

tutes.* Ususfructus is defined to be '^jus alicnia

rebus uicndi fruendi salva rerum substantia.'''^ Ac-
cordingly, ususfructus comprehended the "yusw/enrfi"

and the "jus fruendi." Usus comprehended only
the "jus utendi." The complete distinction between
ususfructus and usus will only appear from a state-

ment of what each is.

A ususfructus was the right to the enjoyment of

a thing by one person, while the ownership belonged
to another. It could be established by testament,

as when the heres was required to give to another
the ususfructus of a thing ; and it could also be es-

tablished by contract between the owner of a thing

and him who contracted for the ususfructus. He
who had the ususfructus was ususfructuarius or

fructuarius, and the object of the ususfructus was
res fructuaria.

There might be ususfructus both in praedia rus-

tica and urbana, in slaves, beasts of burden, and
other things.

If the ususfructus of a thing was bequeathed to a

person, all the "fructus" of the thing belonged to

the fructuarius during the time of his enjoyment.
Consequently, if the ususfructus of a piece of land

was given to him, he was entitled to collect and have
for his own all the fructus that were already on the

land, and all that were produced on it during the

time of his enjoyment ; but as he only acquired the

ownership of the fructus by collecting them, he was
not entitled to fructus which existed on the land at

the time when his right ended, and which he had
not collected.

He was bound not to injure the land, and he was
bound to cultivate it properly. As to quarries and

1. (Dig. 41, tit. 3, s. 2 :
" De Usurpationibus et Usucapiuat

bns.")-2. (Dig. 41, tit. 3, s. 2.) — 3. (Dig. 1, tit. 2, s. 36.)—

4

(Diy. 8. tit. 1. 8. 1.)—3. (Dig. 7, tit. 1, 1. 1.)
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mines, he could work them for his benefit, if he
worked them properly (quasi bonus palerfamilias).

It, alier the bequest of the usiisfructus, minerals

were found on the land, he could work them. He
could be compelled to plant new trees in the place

<jf those which died, and generally to keep the land

in good condition. If the ususfructus was of aedes,

the fructuarius was entitled to all the rents and prof-

its which he received during the time of his enjoy-

ment. He could be compelled to keep a house in

lepair, but it seems to be doubtful how far he was
bound to rebuild the house if it fell down from de-

cay : at any rate, he was liable for all moderate and
reasonable expenses which were necessary for the

maintenance of the property.

The fructuarius could not alienate the right to the

ususfructus, though he might give to another the

usus of his right ; and he might surrender the right

to the ususfructus to the owner of the thing. He
could not subject the thing to servitutes ; nor could

the owner do this, even with the consent of the fruc-

tuarius. The fructuarius could make such changes
or alterations in the thing as would improve it, but

not such as would in any way deteriorate the thing.

Consequently, he had greater power over cultivated

land than over houses or pleasure-grounds, for a part

of the value of houses or pleasure grounds, and
things of the like kind, consists in opinion, and must
be measured by the rank, wealth, and peculiar dis-

position of the owner.
The fructuarius could maintain or defend his rights

by action and by interdicts. On the completion of

the time of the ususfructus, the thing was to be re-

stored to the owner, who could generally require se-

curities from the fructuarius both for the proper use
of the thing and for its restoration in due time.

This security was in some cases dispensed with by
positive enactments, and in other cases by agree-

ment; but it could not be dispensed with by testa-

ment.
Originally there could be no ususfructus in things

unless they were things corporeal, and such as could

be restored entire when the time of ususfructus had
expired. But by a senatus consultum of uncertain
date there might be quasi ususfructus of things which
were consumed in the use, and in this case the fruc-

tuarius in fact became the owner of the things, but

was bound to give security that he would either re-

store as much in quantity and value as he had re-

ceived, or the value of the things in money. It is

generally supposed that this senatus consultum was
passed in the time of Augustus, and a passage of
Cicero* is alleged to show that it did not exist in the

time of Cicero :
" Non debet ea mulier, cut vir bono-

rum suorum usumfructum legavil, cellis vinariis el olc-

ariis plenis relictis, putare id ad se perlincre. Usus
enim non abusus legatur." The only difficulty is in

the words '* id ad se perltnere," which are usually
translated "these things (the cellae vinariae, &c.)
are not objects of ususfructus," from which it is in-

ferred that there was at that time no ususfructus in

things which were consumed in the use. But if this

is the sense, the words which follow, " for the usus,
not the abusus (power to consume), is the object of
the legacy," have no clear meaning. These words
simply signify that a usus is given, not an abusus

;

but this does not prove that an abusus could not be
given. Puchla shows that the phrase " res periinet

ad usufructuarium,'' which exactly corresponds to

the phrase in Cicero, does not mean " that the thing
is an object of ususfructus," but that " it does not
belong to the fructuarius." In the Digest* the ques-
tion is, whether the young child of a female slave
belongs to the fructuarius (an partus ad fructuarium

I. (Too.. «.)~9. (7, :u 1, •. 88.)
I

pertineat), |nd it is answered in the negative, win
the follow.Tig explanation :

" ncc usvmfruclum in C6

fructuarius habebit." The passage of Cicero, tber»;-

fore, will mean, that wine and nil in the testator'*

possession are not given to her by a bequebl of the
ususfructus of his property, for it is usus^ that is, the

enjoyment of the property, which is given, and not
*' abusus" or the power to consume things. In other
words, the testator gives the woman a ususfructus it

all his property, that is, a right to gather tlic fruits r

but he does not give the wine and oil, which arr.

fruits already gathered, to the woman to be her prop-

erty, as if she had gathered them during her usus-
fructus. Puchta contends that " abusus" does not

necessarily signify that there could be " almsus" only

in the case of things ^^ qua usu consumuntur :" he
says that in the place of wine and oil Cicero might
have given the young of animals, as an example,
without altering his expression. If this interpreta-

tion is correct, Puchta contends that the senatus
consultum as to quasi ususfructus is older than the
time of (3iccro. But, in truth, the senatus consultum
does not apply to the case under consideration, which
is simply this, whether a gift of ususfructus is a gift

of the fructusthat are already gathered ; and Cicero
says that it is not, for it is usus which is given, that

is, ususfructus, or the right of gathering the fruits,

and not abusus, which implies the right to the un
limited enjoyment of a thing. If abu.<!i's had been
given, the woman's power over all the property of
the testator, including the wine and oil, would have
been unlimited ; but as abusus was not given, and
as li .<*sfructus implies the gathering of the fruits by
the liuctuarius, the enjoyment of the fruits already
gathered could not belong to her. The argument
of Cicero, then, proves nothing as to the existence
of a quasiususfructus in his time ; so far as his ai>

gument goes, the quasiususfructus might have then
existed or might not have existed. The interpreta-

tion of Puchta is correct, but his conclusion is not
certain. In addition to this, it does not appear that

senatus consulta were made on such matters as
those relating to the law of property before the im
perial period.

Usus is defined* by the negation of "/rMj;" "cm
usus relictus est, uli potest,frui vcro non potest." The
title of the Digest above referred to is " De Usu ei

habilalione," and the instances given under that ti-

tle mainly refer to the use of a house or part of a
house. Accordingly, the usus of a house might be
bequeathed without the fructus :* it has been al-

ready explained what is the extent of the meaning
of ususfructus of a house. The usus of a thing im-
plies the power of using it either for necessary pur-
poses or purposes of pleasure. The man who was
entitled to the usus could not give the thing to an
other to use, though a man who had the usus of a
house could allow another to lodge with him. A
man who had the usus of an estate could take wood
for daily use. and could enjoy the orchard, the fruit,

flowers, and water, provided he used them in mod-
eration, or, as it is expressed, " non usque ad com-
pendium, sed ad usum scilicet non abusum." If the
usus of cattle (pecus) was left, the usuarius was en-
titled to a moderate allowance of milk. If the usus
of a her! of oxen was bequeathed to a man, he
could use the oxen for ploughing, and for all purpo-
ses for which oxen are adapte;t If the usus was
of things which were consumed in the use, then the
usus was the same as ususfructus.' Usus was in

its nature indivisible, and, accordingly, a part of a
usus could not be given as a legacy, though persooa
might have the fructus of a thing in common.* Aa
U> his duties, the UFuarius was in most respects like

1. (Dig. 7, tit. 8, «. 2.)—a. (Dig:. 7. lit. 8, a. 18.)— 8. (Dim. »,

it. 9, •. 9, t S ; s. 10, t I.)-4. (1% **, tit. 8, •. 19.)
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Jie fructuarius. In some cases usus is equivalent

lo ususfructus, as where there can be no usus of a

thing without a taking of the fructus.*

UTERINI. (Vid. CoGNATI.)

UTI POSSIDENTIS. ( Vid. Interdictum, p. 543.)

UTILIS ACTIO. {Vid. Actio, p. 17.)

UTKES. ( Vid. ViNU.M, p. 1053.)

UTRICULA'RIUS. (Fid. Tibia.)

UTRUBI. ( Vid. Interdictum, p. 543.)

VULCANA'LIA, a festival celebrated at Rome in

honour of Vulcan, on the 23d of August (X. Calend.

Sept.), with games in the Circus Flaminius, where

the aod iiad a temple.' The sacrifice on this occa-

Bion consisted of fishes, which the people threw into

the fire.^ It was also customary on this day to

commence working by candlelight, which was prob-

ably considered as an auspicious beginning of the

use of fire, as the day was sacred to the god of this

element.*
VULGA'RES. ( Vid. Servus, Roman, p. 887.)

UXOR. {Vid. Marriage, Roman, p. 623.)

UXO'RIUM or ^S UXO'RIUM was a tax paid

by persons who lived as bachelors.* It was first

imposed by the censors M. Furius Camillus and M.
Postumius, B.C. 403,* but whether it continued to

be levied we do not know. Subsequent censors

seem not unfrequently to have used endeavours to

induce bachelors to marry ; the orations of the cen-

sors Metellus Macedonicus (B.C. 131) and Metellus

Numidicus (B.C. 102) oa the subject were extant

in the time of the Empire. Some extracts from
the speech of the latter are given by Aulus Gellius,'

and Augustus read the speech of the former in the

senate as applicable to the state of things in his

time.* Various penalties were imposed by Augus-
tus upon those who lived in a state of celibacy, re-

specting which see Julia Lex et Papia Popp.<ea,

p 556.

X. 3.

*XANTHE {^(IvO^), a kind ofHaematite, or Blood-

stone, of a pale yellov/ish colour, containing iron

ore.»

*XANTHION {^uvdiov), a plant, lesser Burdock,
or Xanthium strumarium.^"

*XANTHOBAL'ANUS i^avdo6u7i,avog). Accord-
ing to Adams, " Some have taken this for the Nut-
meg, but this opinion is refuted by Clusius. Spren-

^el inclines to refer it to the nut of the Semicarpum
anacardium."^'-

XEN'AGOI {^evajot). The Spartans, as being
the head of that Peloponnesian and Dorian league
which was formed to secure the independence of
the Greek states, had the sole command of the con-
federate troops in time of war, ordered the quotas
which each state was to furnish, and appointed of-

ficers of their own to command them. Such offi-

cers were called ^evayot. The generals whom the
allies sent with their troops were subordinate to
these Spartan ^svayoi, though they attended the

.
council of war as representatives of their respect-
ive countries.'" After the peace of Antalcidas, the
league was still more firmly established, though
Argos refused to join it ; and the Spartans were
rgorous in exacting tlie required military service.

1. (Dig. 7, tit. I. &c.— Frag. Vat.,De Usufructa.— MOhlen-
bruch. l)«:t. Pandect., I) 284. &c.—" Ueber das alter des Quasiu-
«n»lruciu«," Von Puchta, Rheiu. Mus. fiir Jurisprudenz, iii., 82.)
—2. (Inscript. ap. Gruter, ixi., 3 ; cxxxiv.—Publ. Vict., De Re-
gion, urh. Ruinie, 9.)— 3. (V^rro. De Ling. Lat., v., p. 57, Bip.)—4. (Plin., Epist.. iii., 5.)—5. (Fesius, s. V.)— 6. (Val. Max , ii.,

0;U. — Pint., Cam., 2.)— 7. (i., 6.)— 8. (Suet., Octav., 89.—
Liv., Epi*.., 59.)— 9. (Theophrast., De Lapid., c. 66.— Adams,
Append., s. V.)— 10. (Dioscor., iv., 136.—Adams, Append., a. v.)
-II. (Mvrepsus, 349.—Adams, Append., 8. V.) — 12. (Thucyd.,

n., 7, 10, 75.—Id., v., 54.—Xen., Hell., iii., 5, 6 7.— Id. lb., v.. 6
t3.—Id., Agesil., li., 10.)
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demanding levies by the aKVTuXn, and sending on
^evayoi to collect them.'

The word ^evayog may be applied to any leader

of a band of foreigners or mercenaries. It is also

used to signify one who shows hospitality to stran-

gers, or who conducts them about the town to see
what is to be seen there, like the Latin perdicctor.'

XENELAS'IA {^evTjXaaia). The Lacedacmoni
ans appear in very early times, before the legislii-

tion of Lycurgus, to have been averse to inte«-.

course with foreigners {^ivoiai unpoafiiKToi^). This
disposition was encouraged by the lawgiver, who
made an ordinance forbidding strangers to reside at

Sparta, without special permission, and empower-
ing the magistrate to expel from the city any stran-

ger who misconducted himself, or set an example
injurious to public morals. Such jurisdiction was
exercised by the ephori. Thucydides* makes Per
icles reproach the Lacedajmonians with this prac
tice, as if its object were to exclude foreigners from
sharing in the benefits of their institutions. The
intention of Lycurgus, more probably, was to pre-

serve the national character of his countrymen, and
prevent their being corrupted by foreign manners
and vices (as Xenophon says), oTruf jU?; (mdiovpyiag

ol TToTilTai and tuv ^evuv e/ininlaivTo.^ With the

same view the Spartans were themselves forbidden

to go abroad without leave of the magistrate.

Both these rules, as well as the feelings of the peo-

ple on the subject, were much relaxed in later times,

when foreign rule and supremacy became the object

of Spartan ambition. Even at an earlier period we
find that the Spartans knew how to observe the
laws of hospitality upon fit and proper occasions,

such as public festivals, the reception of ambassa-
dors, &c.* They worshipped a Zevg ^eviog and
'Adavu ^evla.'' The connexion, called by the Greeks
wpo^evla, was cultivated at Sparta both by the slate

and by individuals, of which their connexion vith
the Pisistratidae is an example, and also that of a

Spartan family with the family of Alcibiadcs.*

{Vid. HospiTiuM.) Many illustrious men are re

ported to have resided at Sparta with honour, aa

Terpander, Theognis, and others.' Xenophon was
highly esteemed by the nation, and made Spartar
irpo^Evog. (See farther on the subject of the ^evti'

Xaala, Thucyd., i., 144, with Goeller's notes.—Ari^
toph. ,Aves, 1013.—Harpocr.,s. v. KaiyuprofiTjdiva.;

SEN1A2 rPA*H {ieviag ypa(j)r/). This was a

prosecution at Athens for unlawfully usurping the

rights of citizenship. As no man could be an
Athenian citizen except by birth or creation (yivei

or not^csi), if one, having neither of those titles, as

sumed to act as a citizen, either by taking part in

the popular assembly, or by serving any office, ju
dicial or magisterial, or by attending certain festi-

vals, or doing any other act which none but a citi-

zen was privileged to do, he was liable to a ypatpi}

^evcag, which any citizen might institute against

him." Or he might be proceeded against by eiaayy-

eAta." If condemned, his property and person

were forfeited to the state, and he was forthwith

to be sold for a slave.*' The judgment, however,
was arrested if he brought a SIkt] ipevdofiapTvpi&v

against the witnesses who had procured his convic-

tion, and convicted them of giving false testimony.

During such proceeding he was kept in safe custo-

dy to abide the event. {Vid. Martyria.) When a

i. (Xen., Hell., v., 2, <) 7, 37.—Id. ib., vi., 3, l> 7.—Wachsmnih,
Hell. Alterth., I., ii., 114, 241.—Schomann, Ant. Jur. Publ. Gr.,

p. 426.)—2. (Steph., Thesaur., 6477.)— 3. (Herod., i., 65.)—

4

(ii.,39.)—5. (De Rep. Laced., xiv., 4.—(Compare Plut.,Lycurg.,

27.)—6. (Xen., Mem., i., 2, ^ 61.)—7. (Paasan, iii., 11, « 11.)—
8. (Thucyd., v., 43.— Id., vi., 89.—Id., viii., 6.— Herod., v., 91.—
Compare vi , 57.) — 9. (Schomann, Ant. Jur. Pul)l. Gr., 142.)—
10. (Demosth., c. Timoth., 1204.)— 11. (ScWcaann, De Comil..
187.)— 12. (Demosth., Epist., i., 1481.)
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person tried on this charge was acquitted by means
of fraudulent collusion with the prosecutor or wit-

nesses, or by any species of bribery, he was liable

to be indicted afresh by a ypa<^i] ^upo^evlac, the pro-

ceedings in which, and the penalty, were the same
as in the y/ja^// ^eviac. The jurisdiction in these

matters belonged, in the time of Demosthenes, to

the thesmothetae, but anciently, at least in the

lime of Lysias, to the nautodicse.*

In order to prevent fraudulent enrolment in the

register of the 6ijfioi, or Xri^iapxiKov ypafiftarelov,

which was important evidence of citizenship, the

Svfiorat themselves were at liberty to revise their

register, and expunge the names of those who had
been improperly admitted. From their decision

there was an appeal to a court of justice, upon
which the question to be tried was much the same
as in the ypa(pTi ^eving, and the appellant, if he ob-

tained a verdict, was restored to the register ; but
if judgment was given against him, he was sold for

d slave. {Vid. D?;mus.)* For an example of this

see tiie speech of Demosthenes against Eubulides.

XENICON {^eviKov). At an early period there
was no such thing as a standing army or mercena-
ry force in the Greek republics. The former would
have excited jealousy lest it should oppress the
people, as the chosen band did at Argos,* and for

the latter there was rarely any occasion. The cit-

izens of every state formed a national militia for

the defence of their country, and were bound to

serve for a certain period at their own expense, the

higher classes usually serving in the cavalry or

heavy-armed infantry, the lower classes as light-

armed troops. Foreigners were rarely employed

;

the Carians, Cretans, and Arcadians, who served
as mercenaries,* are an exception to the general
rule. In the Persian war we find a small number
of Arcadians offering to serve under Xerxes ;* and
ikey seem to have used themselves to such employ-
ment down to a much later period.* The practice

of maintaining a standing force was introduced by
the tyrants, who kept guards and soldiers in their

pay (_6opv(p6poi, /iiadotpopot) to prevent insurrections
of the people, and preserve their influence abroad.
As it was unsafe to trust arms in the hands of their

own subjects, they usually employed foreigners.'

Hence, and because citizen soldiers used to fight

without pay, ^evoc came to signify mercenaries*
We must distinguish, however, between those who
fought as auxiliaries, whether for pay or otherwise,
under commission from their own country, and
those who did not. The former were inUovpoi,
not ^evoi.* The terms ^evot and ieviKov implied
that the troops were independent of, or severed
from their own country.

The first Grecian people who commenced the em-
ployment of mercenaries on a large scale were the
Athenians. While the tribute which they -eceived
from the allies placed a considerable revenue at

their disposal, the wars which their ambition led

them into compelled them to maintain a large force,

naval and military, which their own population was
unable to supply. Hence they swelled their armies
with foreigners. Thucydides makes the Corinthian
ambassador at Sparta say, uvtjtt/ rj 'Adjjvaluv dvva-

i«f." They perceived, also, the advantage of em-

1. (Harpocrat., s. v. Aupolcvia, napd<rra(Tis, NavroStKai.—
Wcsyrli. nml Suid., 8. v. Htw'aj &'«oj, JiavroSlKai.— Pollux,
Oootn., viii.,40, 126.—Meier, Alt. Proc., 83, 347, 761.)—2. (Har-
poci., ». V. Aia4'n<l>'<"(-—Schumann, De Comit.,381.)—3. (Pau-
san., ij.. 20, t, 2.—Thucyd., t., 81.)— 4. (Ilerud., i., 171.— Pau-
•an., iv., 8. 3 ; 10, M ; 13, 4 4.—Wachsmulh, Hell. Alterth., I.,

I.. 30.— SchiJuiann, Ant. Jur. Publ. Gr., 159.)—5. (Herod , viii.,

2«.) — 6. (Xen., Hell., vii., 1, * 23. — SchOmann, ib., 400.) — 7.

(Thucyd., vi., 55.—Diod. Sic, xi., 87,72.—Xen., Hier., v., 3.)—
8. (Harpocr., B. V. Htwrtuo/i/vouf.)-9. (Herod., i., 64.—Id., iii.,

5.—Id., v., 63.— Tbucyd., i., 60. — Id., li., 70. — Id., iii., 34.—
U . iv., 80 )— 10. (i., 121.)

ploying men of different nations in that seivice. loi

which, from habit, they were best qualified ; as, for

instance, Cretan archers and slingers, Thracian

peltasta;.' At the same time, the oractice of paying

the citizens was introduced : a measure of Pericles,

which was, indeed, both just and unavoidable (for

no man was bound by law, or could be expected to

maintain himself for a long campaign), but which
tended to efface the distinction between the native

soldier and the foreigner.' Other Greek nations

soon imitated the Athenians,' and the appetite for

pay was greatly promoted by the distribution of

Persian money among the belligerents * At the

close of the Peloponnesian war, large numbers of

men who had been accustomed to live by war were
thrown out of employment ; many were in exile, or

discontented with the state of things at home ; all

such persons were eager to engage in a foreign ser-

vice. Hence there arose in Greece a body of men
who made arms their profession, and cared little on

which side they fought, provided there were a suit-

able prospect of gaining distinction or emolument.
Conon engaged mercenaries with Persian money.
Agesilaus encouraged the practice, and the Spartans

allowed the members of their confederacy to furnish

money instead of men for the same purpose.* The
Greeks who followed Gyrus in his expedition against

Artaxerxes were mercenaries.* So were the fa-

mous peltasta; ofChabrias and Iphicrates.' The Pho-

cians, under Philomelus, Onomarchus, and Phayllus,

carried on the sacred war by the aid of mercena-

ries, paid out of the treasures of the Delphian tem-

ple.* But higher pay and richer plunder were in

general to be found in Asia, where the disturbed

state of the empire created continual occasions^ for

the service of Greek auxiliaries, whose superior

discipline and courage were felt and acknowledged
by the Barbarians. Even the Spartans sent their

king Agesilaus into Egypt for the sake of obtaining

Persian gold. Afterward we find a large body of

Greeks serving under Darius against Alexander.

It is proper here to notice the evil consequences
that resulted from this employment of mercenaries,
especially to Athens, which employed them more
than any other Greek state. It mignt be expected

that the facility of hiring trained soldiers, whose
experience gave them great advantages, would lead

to the disuse of mditary service by the citizens.

Such was the case. The Athenian citizens stayed

at home, and became enervated and corrupted by

the love of ease and pleasure ; while the conduct

of wars, carried on for their benefit, was intrusted

to men over whom they had little control. Even
the general, though commonly an Athenian, was
compelled frequently to comply with the humours,
or follow the example of his troops. To conciliate

them, or to pay them their arrears, he might be

driven to commit acts of plunder and outrage upon
the friends and allies of Athens, which thus found

enemies where she least expected. It was not un-

usual for the generals to engage in enterprises for-

eign to the purposes for which they were sent out,

and unconnected with the interests of their country,

whose resources they wasted, while they sought

their own advantage. The expeditions of Chabrias

and Iphicrates to Egypt are examples of this. But
the most signal example is the conduct of the ad-

venturer Charideraus. Upon all these matters we
may refer the reader more particularly to Demos-
thenes, whose comments upon the disastrous policy

1. (Thucydides, vi., 25. — Idem, vii., 27. — Anstofj»ane«,
Acham., 159.)—2. (BOckh, Staalsh. der Athen., i., 292, A-c.)

— 3. (Thucyd., iv., 76.) — 4. (Thncyd.. viii , 5. 29, 45. - Xeni,
Hell., i., 5, 1) 3.)— 5. (Id. il>., iii., 4, « 15.— Id. ib., iv., 3. >> 15.—
Id. ib., v., 2, ^21.) — 6. (Id., Anab., i., 3. 21.) — 7. (Harpocr.,
«. V. ZcviKdv iv Kop/j-flij).-Arlatoph. Plut., 173 )— 8 'DitiH

Sic, xvi., 30, &c.)
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pursued by his countrymen were no less just than

they were wise and statesmanlike.*

HEN'OS, SEN'IA (fevof, fev/a). (Vid. HosPi-

t:-jm, p. 512 )

XESTES {^iarric), a Greek measure of capacity,

both fluid and solid, which contained 12 cyathi or 2

cotylae, and was equal to -^ of the xovc< ?V
"^^ l^he

Roman amphora or quadrantal, and -^\^ of the Greek

amphora or metretes ; or, viewing it as a dry meas-

ure, it was half the chcenix and A of the medim-
nus. It contained -9911 of a pint English.

At th'l3 point the Roman and Attic systems of

measures coincide ; for, though the ^earTjc appears

to have varied in different states of Greece, there is

no doubt that the Attic fearj^f was identical, both

ii: name and in value, with the Roman sextarius.

4ls6, the Attic ;coiif was equal to the Roman con-

gius, for the ^iarrig was the sixth of the former, and
the sextarius the sixth of the latter.

(
Vid. Chous,

Cor.Gius, Sexta'/£ius.) Farther, the Attic metretes
or amphora contained 12;^o£'f, and the Roman am-
phora contained 8 congii

;
giving for the ratio of the

former to the latter 3 : 2, or H : to 1. Again, the
Attic mediinnus was the double of the Roman am-
phora, and was to the metretes in the ratio of 4 : 3 ;

and the Roman modius was the sixth of the Attic

mediranus, and the third of the Roman amphora.
Hence the two systems are connected by the num-
bers 2 and 3 and their multiples.

How and when did this relation arise 1 It can-
not be accidental, nor can we suppose that the
Greek system was modelled upon the Roman, since
the former existed long before the Roman conquest
of Greece. We must therefore suppose that the
Roman system was in some way adapted to the
Gr<»^ It is a remarkable circumstance, that the
uncial system of division which characterized the
Roman weights and measures (vid. As, Uncia) is

not found in the genuine Roman measures of ca-

pacity (for the use of the cyalhus as the uncia of the
oextarius appears to have originated with the Greek
physicians in later times) ; and this is the more re-

markable, as it is adopted in the Greek system : the
Greek amphora being divided into 12 xok, and the
Roman into 8 congii instead of 12. In the Roman
foot, again, besides the uncial division, we have the
division into 4 palmi and 16 digiti, which seems
clearly to have been borrowed from the Greek divis-

ion into 4 KaXaarai and 16 duKTvTioi.. {Vid. Pes.)
It seems, therefore, highly probable that the Greek
system of measures had a considerable influence on
that of the Romans.
To find the origin of this connexion, we must look

from the measures to the weights, for both systems
were up''oubtedly founded on weight. The Roman
amphoia or quadrantal contained 80 pounds (wheth-
er of wine or water does not matter here), and the
congius 10 pounds. Also the Attic talent was
reckoned equal to 80 Roman pounds, and contained
CO minae. Therefore the Attic mina had to the Ro-
man pound the ratio of 80 : 60, or 4 : 3.

Now if we look at the subject historically, we find
sJl the principal features of the Roman system in
existence as early as the time of Servius Tullius.
We must therefore seek for the introduction of the
Greek element before that time. At that early pe-
liod Athens does not appear to have had any con-
tiderable commercial intercourse with Italy, but
« ther Grecian states had, through the colonies of
Hagna Grsecia. The Phocaeans, at a very early
leriod, had a traflSc with the Tyrrhenians ; the./Egi-
I etans had a colony in Urabria ; and Corinth and
I tr colonies were in intercourse with the people of

1. (Demosth., Philip., i., p. 46.—Id., c. Arlstocr., p. 666, 671.
*
"I?" y* "''' "^^'f'- ^^ ^P"IP-< P- 1232, Ac—Athenieus, xii.,43.

••Thirlwall, Hist, of Greece, v., p. 210.—Wachs., 1., ii., p. 309 )
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central Italy, besides the traces of Corinthian influ

ence upon Rome, which are preserved in the legend
of the Tarquinii. It is therefore to the JCginetico-
Corinthian system of weights and measures that
we must look for the origin of Grecian influence on
the Roman system. INow the ^ginetan pound,
which was half of the ^ginetin mina, had to the
Roman pound the ratio of 10 • S ; and, since the
iEginetan mina was to the Attic (most probably,
vid. Talentum) as 5 : 3, we get from the compaii-
son of these ratios the Attic mina to the Roman
pound as 4 : 3, as above.

The above view of the relation between the Greek
and Roman system of measures of capacity is that
of Bockh, who discusses the subject more fully in

his Metrologische Untcrsuchungcn, xi., ^ 10.

*XIPHIAS {^i<t>iag), the Swordfish, or Xiphias
gladius, L. It would also appear to be the gladiug
of Pliny and Isidorus.'

XIPHION {^i^iov), the Gladiolus communis, or
Corn-flag.'

XIPH'OS (fi(^of). (Fj'rf. Gladius.)
XO'ANON i^oauov). {Vid. Statuary, p. 913.J
*XYR1S {^vpic), the Iris foitidissima, or Stinking

Gladwyn. It is most probably the ^iplg of Theo-
phrastus.'

XYSTARCHUS. {Vid. Gymnasium, p. 483.)
XYSTUS. {Vid. Gymnasium, p. 482; Hortos

p. 611.)

Z

ZAC'OROI {(uKopoi) is the name by which, in
Greece, those persons were designated whose duty
it was to guard a temple and to keep it clean. Not-
withstanding this menial service, they partook of
the priestly character, and are sometimes eveu
called priests.* In many cases they were women.,
as Timo in Herodotus ;* but men are also rneu-
tioned as ^uKopoi. The priestess Timo is called by
Herodotus VKo^uKopog, from which it is clear that,
in some places, several of these priests must have
been attached to one and the same temple, and that
they differed among themselves in rank. A class
of servants of the same kind were the veuKopoi, or
temple-sweepers.* Subsequently, however, the me
nial services connected with this ofl5ce were left to
slaves, and the persons called veuKopoi became
priestly officers of high rank, who had the supreme
superintendence of temples, their treasures, and the
sacred rites observed in them.' We learn from in-

scriptions that in some towns the veuicdpoi formed
a collegium, which was headed by the eldest among
them. When the veuKopoi had thus risen to the
rank of high priestly officers, magistrates and per-
sons of distinction, and even emperors, were anx-
ious to be invested with the office, and, in the time
of the emperors, whole nations and cities assumed
the title of vsuKopoi, as we learn from numerous
coins and inscriptions, and thus became the especiaJ
guardians of particular temples.*
*ZEIA {Zela), a kind of grain, described by Aetius

and Avicenna as intermediate between wheat and
barley. " In short," says Adams, " almost all the
authorities agree that it is the Triticum Spclla, or
Spelt. The ri^r] of Theophrastus, and the dXvpa of
Homer, as well as the far and adoreum of the Ro
mans, were in all probability merely varieties of
Spelt."*

1. (Aiistot., H. A., ii., 13.— jElian, N. A., ix., 40.— kcamM
Append., s. v.)— 2. (Theophrast., H. P., vi., 8. — Dioscc?., iv.

20.)—3. (Id., iv., 22.—Theophrast., H. P., ii., 8.)—4. (Suid.-
Hesych.—Etym. Mag., s. v. Zaxonoj.-Pol ux, Onom., i., 16.)—

5

(VK, 134.)—6. (Hesych. and Suid., s. v.)- 7. (Xen., Anab., v., 3,
".—Plat., De Leg., vi.)—8. (Van Dale, Dissertat. ad Inscripl

et Marii. inpr. Grsc, p. 298, &c. — Eckhel, Doctrin. Num., iv.,

p. 288, &c.)—9. (Theophrast., H. P., ii., 4.—Dioscor.. ii., HI.—
Horn., II., viii., 560. — Theophrast., H. P., i., 6. —Adams, Ai>
pend., s. T.)
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ZETE TAI {CririjTai), Inquis tors, wers extraor-

Jinary officers appointed by the Athenians to dis-

cover I he authors of some crime against the state,

and bf.nf. them to justice. Public advocates, avvri-

yopni. or KarTiyof>oi, were sometimes directed to

assist them in this duty. Frequently the court of

Areopagus performed the office of inquisitors for the

stale, and, indeed, it was the duty of every magis-

trate to assist in procuring information against of-

fenders.' ZTiTTjTai were more frequently appointed

lo search for confiscated property, the goods of con-

demned criminals and state debtors ; to receive and
give information against any persons who concealed

or assisted in concealing them, and to deliver an
inventory of all such goods (un-oypa^etf) to the

proper authorities. The delinquent was then pros-

ecuted, either before the (tvv6ckoi, or, it might be,

before the ^rjTriTai themselves, if their commission
extended to the holding of an riyeiiovia diKaarripLov.

Any person, however, who thought himself entitled

to the goods which were the subject of such infor-

mation, or to any part of them, might prefer a com-
plaint against the inquisitor or informer, and petition

to have tlie goods, or the part to which he w,i.s

entitled, or their proceeds, restored to him. This
proceeding was called heziaKrjfifia. {Vid. Sv.vin-

coi, Paeacatabole.) Inquisitors were also called

hlaarFjpeg. On one particular occasion a set of

conomissioners, called avXXoyeic, were appointed to

discover the property of the oligarchs, who were
concerned in ovecturning the democracy.*
ZEUGI'TAE ((evyirat). {Vid. Census, p. 229.)

ZINGIB'ERIS (Ci-r/^6epis), Amomum Zingiber,

or Ginger.

ZONA, dim. ZONULA, also called CINGULUM
(ftivj;, ^ufia, yuff'Typ*), a Girdle or Zone, worn about

the loins by both sexes. As in the case of some
other articles of dress, the distinction between the

male and female girdle was denoted by the use of a
diminutive, furi/ or l^uarrjp being more properly a

man's, ^uviov a woman's girdle.* The finer kinds

of girdles were made by netting, whence the manu-
facturer of them was called l^uvLonloKoq.*

The chief use of this article of dress was to hold

up the tunic {t^uwvadai*), which was more especial-

ly re^iuisite to be done when persons were at work,
on a journey, or engaged in hunting. Hence we
see the loins girded in the woodcuts of the boatman
at p. 426, of the shipbuilders at p. 62, 112, of the

goatherd at p. 754, of the hunters at p. 836, and of
Diana at p. 245. The l^uvt] or ^uar^p is also repre-

sented in many ancient statues and pictures of men
in armour, as worn round the cuirass. Among the

Romans the magister equitum wore a girdle of red

leather, embroidered with needlework, and having
its two extremities joined by a very splendid and
elaborate gold buckle. (FitZ. Fibdla).' The girdle

mentioned by Homer' seems to have been i constit-

uent part of the cuirass, serving to fasten it by
means of a buckle, and also affording an additional

protection to the body, and having a short kind of
petticoat attached to it, as is shown in the figure

of the Greek warrior in p. 597. In consequence
or ttie use of the girdle in fastening on tlie armour,
I'uvwadaL or ^uaaadat meant to arm one's self,* and
from this circumstance Athene was worshipped un-

der the character Zucrrvpio.'* The woodcut at p. 15

shows that the ancient cuirass did not descend low

1. (AnJoc., De Mjrst., 3, 5, S.— Dinarcb., c Demoith., p. 90,

•7, ed. Steph.) — 2. (Harpocr., •. v. Zifrjjri}?. — B5ckh, Staatsb.

iler Atben., i., 170.—Meier, Att. Proc., 110, 112, 566.—See alto

ihe speeches of Lysias, De Publ. Bon. and De Aristoph. Bon.
;

^nd as to the proceedings against state debtors, see fartbcr,

iWckh, ib., i., 415.)— 3. (Herod., i.. 215.—Id., iv., 9.—Mi'rpa.)—
•J. (NIoeris, Att., s. v.) 5. (Th. Magister, p. 413, ed. Oudeudorp.
— ^onarius.)—6. (Callim., Dian., 12.)—7. (Lydus, De Mag-., ii.,

13 )—8. (II., iv.. 136 ; ., 539 ; x., 77 ; xi., 236.)-9. (Horn., 11.,

x> . 15.)— lU. (Paiu ix . 17, () 2.)

6U

enough lo secure that part of the body which was
covered by the ornamental kilt or petticoat. To
supply this defect was the design of the milra Qii-

rpa), a brazen belt, lined probably on the inside with
leather and stuffed with wool, which was worn
next to the body,' so as to cover the lower part of
the abdomen. The annexed woodcut shows the cut-

side and inside of the bronze plate of a mitra one
foot long, which was obtained by Brondsted' in tho
island of Eubcea, and is now preserved in the Roy-
al Library at Paris. We observe at one end two
holes for fastening the strap, which went behind the

body, and at the other end a hook, fitted probably

to a ring, which was attached to the strap. A por-

tion of a similar bronze plate is engraved by Caylus.*

Men used their girdles to hold money instead oi a
purse.* The wallet {vid. Peea) was fastened to the
girdle , and still more frequently the fold of the tu-

nic, formed by tucking it up, and called sinus, was
used as a pocket to carry whatever was necessary.
As the girdle was worn to hold up the garments

for the sake of business or of work requiring de-
spatch, so it was loosened, and the tunic was allowed
to fall down to the feet, to indicate the opposite con-
dition, and more especially in preparing to perform
a sacrifice (vesle recincta*) or funeral rites (discinc-

ti,* incincla').

A girdle was worn by young women even when
their tunic was not girt up, and removed on the day
of marriage, and therefore called l^uvri napOeviKri,*

napdtvov ficrpTjv*). The Flora in the museum at

1. (Horn , II., iv., 137, 187 ; r., 707, 857.-Schol, in II., iv.. 187.,
— 2. (Bronzetof Siris, p. 42.)—3. (Rec.d'Ant., v., pi. 96,%. I.)

—4. (PIa«t., Merc., v., 2, 84.—Gellius, xr., 12.—Suet., Vitell.,

16.)—5. (Virg., Mn., iv., 518.—Ovid. Met., vii., 182.)—6 (Sue-
ton., OcUv., 100.)—7. (TibuU., iii.,2. 18.)— 8. (Jacobs, Anthol.,
ii., p. 873.)—9. (Brunck,Anal., iii.,299.—Sen.. CEd.,ii., 3, 17.—
Horn., Od., T., 231.—Longus, i., 2.—Ovid Eoist. Uer.,ii., 119.—
Id. ib., ix., 66.—Festus, s. t. Cingalom.—Catoll., ii., il—M
lxi7., 38.)
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Naples (see the preceding woodcut) shows the ap-

pearance of the girdle as worn by young women.

A horse's girth, used to fasten on the saddle

{vid. Ephippium), was called by the same names, and

was sometimes made of rich materials, and em-

broidered in the most elaborate manner.' These

lerras, zona and cingulum, were also used to signify

the five zones as understood by geographers and as-

tronomers.*
ZOOPH'YTA (^uo^vTa). " Aristotle," says Ad-

ams, "ranks the Urlkce or Medusa and sponges

among those things which partake in part of the

1. (Ovid, Rem. Am. 236.—Claud , Epigr., 34, 3«.)—2. (Vire.,

fhxKf , i., 233.—Flin., H. N., ii., 06.—Macrob., Bom. Scip., fi.)

1074

ZYTHUS.

nature of animals and in part of plants. T .e tent
therefore corresponds to the Zoophyta of moden
naturalists."*

ZYG.ENA (Cvyotva), the Sgualus Zygana, L.,
or Balance Fish. It is a very large fish, and wa»
placed among the Cetacca by Galen, Oribasius,
Paulus .^gineta, and other ancient writers.*
ZYG'IA i^vyia), a plant, most probably the Car-

pinus betulus, or Hornbeam, as Stackhouse sug-

ZYTHUS iCvdoc). {Vid. Cerkvibia.)

1. (Arist., DeP. A., iv.,5.—Id., H. A.,i.,l,&c.—Adami, Ap"
pend., «. V.)—2. (Arist., H. A., ii., 25.—^Elian N A., ix ,4)»—
Adams, Append., s. v.)—3. (Theophrast , II. P.,ui , 4.— kl rt,
iii., 0, 4k.)

^^



FAS T I C ONSUL ARE S

(Referred to at Page 412 of thia work.>

509 iJ46 L. Junius Brutus, Ocas. est.

L. Tarquinius Collatinus. Abd.

508 24G

507 247

506 248

505 249

504 250

503 251

502 252

501 253

300 254

499 255

498 256

497 257

496 258

495 259

494 260

493 261

4^2 262

491 263

490 264

489 265

488 266

487 267

486 268

485 269

Sp. Lucretius Tricipitinus, Mart. est.

M. Horatius Pulvillus,

P. Valerius Poplicola.

P. Valerius Poplicola II.

T. Lucretius Tricipitinus.

P. Valerius Poplicola III.

M. Horatius Pulvillus II.

Sp. Lartius Flavus s. Rufus.
T. Herrainius Aquilinus.

M. Valerius Volusus.
P. Postumius Tubertus.
P. Valerius Poplicola IV.
T. Lucretius Tricipitinus II.

P. Postumius Tubertus II.

Agrippa Menenius Lanatus.
Opiter Virginius Tricostus.

Sp. Cassius Viscellinus.

Postumus Cominius Auruncus.
T. Lartius Flavus s. Rufus.

Dictato?' rei gerundce causa.

T. Lartius Flavus 5. Rufus.
Magisier Equilum.

Sp. Cassius Viscellinus.

Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus Corautus,
M'. TuUius Longus. Mart. e.

T. iEbutius Elva.

P. Veturius Geminus Cicurinus.
T. Lartiui- Flavus 5. Rufus II.

Cl. Cloelius (Volcula) Siculus,

Diet, rei ger. c.

A. Postumius Albus Regillensis.

Mag. Eq.
T. ^butius Elva.
A. Sempronius Atratinus.
M. Minucius Augurinus.
A. Postumius Albus Regillensis.

T. Virginius Tricostus Cseliomontanus.
Ap. Claudius Sabinus Regillensis.

P. Servilius Priscus Structus.

A. Virginius Tricostus Caeliomontanus.
T. Veturius Grerainus Cicurinus.

Diet. sedUionis sedandcB c.

M'. Valerius Volusus Maximus.
Mag. Eq.

d. Servilius Priscus Structus.
Sp. Cassius Viscellinus II.

Postumus Cominius Auruncus II.

T. Geganius Macerinus.
P. Minucius Augurinus.
M. Minucius Augurinus II.

A. Sempronius Atratinus II.

CI. Sulpicius Camerinus Comutus.
Sp. Lartius Flavus 5. Rufus II.

C. Julius Julus.

P. Pinarius Mamercinus Rufa>
Sp. Nautius Rutilus.

Ser. Furius MeduUinus Fusus
T. Sicinius Sabinus.
C. Aquilius Tuscus.
Procalus Virginius Tricostus Riitilns

Sp. Cassius Viscellinus III.

Ser. Corhelius Cossus Maluginensis.

d. Fabius Vibulanus.

A. C. A. V
484 270

483 271

482 272

481 273

480 274

479 275

478 276

477 277

476 278

475 279

474 280

473 281

472 282

471 283

470 284

469 285

468 286

467 287

466 288

465 289

464 290

463 291

462 292

461 293

460 294

L. .^milius Mamercus,
K. Fabius Vibulanus.

M. Fabius Vibulanus.

L. Valerius Potitus.

C. Julius Julus.

d. Fabius Vibulanus II.

K. Fabius Vibulanus 11.

Sp. Furius MeduUinus Fusus.

Cn. Manlius Cincinnatus. Occ. s.

M. Fabius Vibulanus II.

K. Fabius Vibulanus III.

T. Virginius Tricostus Rutilus.

L. .^milius Mamercus II.

C. Servilius Structus Ahala. Mori, c

Opiter Virginius Tricostus Esquillnus.

C. Horatius Pulvillus.

T. Menenius Lanatus,
A, Virginius Tricostus Rutilus.

Sp, Servilius Priscus Structus.

P, Valerius Poplicola.

C. Nautius Rutilus.

A. Manlius Vulso.

L. Furius MeduUinus Fusus. Lustr. VIll
L. iEmilius Mamercus III.

Vopiscus Julius Julus.

L. Pinarius Mamercinus Rulus.

P. Furius MeduUinus Fusus,
Ap. Claudius Sabinus Regillensis.

T. duinctius Capitolinus Barba*us.

L. Valerius Potitus II.

Ti. ^milius Mamercus.
A. Virginius Tricostus Caeliomontanus.
T. Numicius Priscus.

T. duinctius Capitolinus Barbatus II

d. Servilius Priscus Structus.

Ti. JEmilius Mamercus II.

d. Fabius Vibulanus.
Sp. Postumius Albus RegUlensis.

d. Servilius Priscus Structus II.

d. Fabius Vibulanus II.

T. duinctius Capitolinus Barbatus III.

A. Postumius Albus Regillensis.

Sp. Furius MeduUinus Fusus.
P. Servilius Priscus Structus.

L. .Ebutius Elva.

L. Lucretius Tricipitinus.

T. Veturius Geminus Cicurinus.

P. Volumnius Amintinus GaUus.
Ser. Sulpicia'- Camerinus Comutus.
C. Clauaiu': Sabinus Regillensis.

P. Valerius Poplicola II. Mort. e.

L. duinctius Cincinnatus.
459 295 d. Fabius Vibulanus III.

L. Cornelius Maluginensis,
458 296 L. Minucius Esquilinus Augurinus

C. Nautius Rutilus II.

Diet, rei ger. c.

L. duinctius Cincinnatus.
Mag. Eq.

L. Tarquitius Flaccu^'.

457 297 C. Horatius Pulvillus II.

d. Minucius Esquilinus Augurinu?.
456 298 M. Valerius (Lactuca) Maximus.

Sp. Virginius Tricostus Caeliomontanus
455 299 T. Romilius Rocus Vaticanus.
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C. Veturius Geminus Cicurinus.

454 300 Sp. Tarpeius Montanus Capitolinus.

A. Aternius Varus Fontinalis.

453 301 Sex. auinctilius Varus.

P. Curia tius Festus Trigeminus.

452 302 P. Seslius Capitolinus Vaticanus,

T. Menenius Lanatus.

451 303 Ap. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis Sabi-

nus II. Abd.

T. Genucius Augurinus. Abd.

Decemviri,

Ap. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis Sabi-

nus.

T. Genucius Augurinus.
Sp. Veturius Crassus Cicurinus.

C. Julius Julus.

A. Manlius Vulso.

Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus Comutus.
P. Sestius Capitolinus Vaticanus
P. Curiatius Festus Trigeminus.
T. Romilius Rocus Vaticanus.
Sp. Postumius Albus Regillensis.

450 304 Decemviri.

Ap. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis Sabi-

nus II.

M. Cornelius Maluginensis.
L. Sergius Esquilinus.

L. Minucius Esquilinus Augurinus.
T. Antonius Merenda.
CI. Fabius Vibulanus.
Q,. Poetelius Libo Visolus.

K. Duilius Longus.
Sp. Oppius Cornicen.
M'. Rabuleius.

410 305 L. Valerius Poplicola Potitus.

M. Horatius Barbatus.
4-18 30G Lar. Herminius Aquilinus (Continisanus).

T. Virginius Tricostus Cseliomontanus,
447 307 M. Geganius Macerinus.

C. Julius Julus.

4^K) 308 T. auinctius Capitolinus Barbatus IV.
Agrippa Furius Medullinus Fusus.

445 309 M. Genucius Augurinus.
C. Curtius Philo.

I'll 310 "Tribuni mUitum considari potestate.

A. Sempronius Atratinus.
T. Cloelius Siculus.

L. Atilius.

Triiuni abdicarunt. Consvles.

L. Papirius Mugillanus.
L. Sempronius Atratinus.

443 31 1 M. Geganius Macerinus II.

T. duinctius Capitolinus Barbatus V.
Censores. L/ustr. XI.

L. Papirius Mugillanus.
L. Sempronius Atratinus.

442 312 M. Fabius Vibulanus.
Postimius -Ebutius Elva Cornicen.

44i 313 C. Furius Pacilus Fusus.
M', Papirius Crassus.

440 314 Proculus Geganius Macerinus.
L. Menenius Lanatus.

4:19 315 T. Qluinctius Capitolinus Barbatus VI.
Agrippa Menenius Lanatus.

Diet, sedit. sed. c.

L. Q,uinctius Cincinnatus II.

Mag. Eq.
C. Servings Structus Ahala.

:« 316 Trib. Mil.

Mam. jEmilius Mamercinus.
L. duinctius Cincinnatus,
L. Julius Julus.

437 317 M. Geganius Macerinus III.

L. Sergius (Fidenas).
Diet, rei ger. c.

Mara. .Srailius Mamercinus.
Mag. Eq.

L. duinctius Cincinnatus,
1076

A. c. A. r
436 318

435 319

434 320

433 321

432 322

431 323

430 324

429 325

428 326

427 327

426 328

425 329

424 330

423 331

422 332

421 333

420 334

M. Cornelius Maluginensis.

L. Papirius Crassus.

C. Julius Julus II.

L. Virginius Tricostus.

Did. rei ger. c.

d. Servilius Priscus Structus (Fid»
nas).

Mag. Eq.
Postumus .^butius Elva Cornicen.

Censares. Lush: XII.

C. Furius Pacilus Fusus.

M. Geganius Macerinus.
Trib. Mil.

M. Manlius Capitolinus,

Ser. Cornelius Cossus.

d. Sulpicius Praetexlatus.

Trib. Mil.

M. Fabius Vibulanus.
M. Foslius Flaccinator.

L. Sergius Fidenas.
Diet, rei ger. c.

Mam. ^niilius Mamercinus II,

Mag. Eq.
A. Postumius Tubertus.

IVib. Mil.

L. Pinarius Mamercinus Rulus.

L. Furius Medullinus Fusus.
Sp. Postumius Albus Regillensis.

T. duinctius Pennus Cincinnatus.

C. Julius Mento.
Diet, rei ger. c.

A. Postumius Tubertus.
Mag. Eq.

L. Julius Julus.

C. Papirius Crassus.

L. Julius Julus.

L. Sergius Fidenas II.

Hostus Lucretius Tricipitinus.

A. Cornelius Cossus.

T. duinctius Pennus Cincinnatus TL
C. Servilius Structus Ahala.
L. Papirius Mugillanus II,

Trib. Mil.

C. Furius Pacilus Fusus.
T. duinctius Pennus Cincinnatus,
M. Postumius Albus Regillensis.

A. Cornelius Cossus.
Diet, rei ger. c.

Mam. .iEmilius Mamercinus III.

Mag. Eq.
A. Cornelius Cossus.

Trib. MU. ,, .

A. Sempronius Atratinus.
'

L. duinctius Cincinnatus II.

L. Furius Medullinus Fusus II.

L. Horatius Barbatus.
Trib. Mil.

Ap. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis.

L. Sergius Fidenas II.

Sp. Nautius Rutilus.

Sex. Julius Julus.

Censores. iMstr. XIII.
L. Julius Julus.

L. Papirius Crassus.
C. Sempronius Atratinus.

d. Fabius Vibulanus.
Trib. Mil.

L. Manlius Capitolinus.

d. Antonius Merenda.
L. Papirius Mugillanus.
(L. Servilius Structus.)

N. Fabius Vibulanus.
T. duinctius Capitolinus Barbatus.

Trib. Mil.

T. duinctkis Pennus Cincinnatus IL
L. Furius (Fusus) Medullinus III.

M. Manlius Vulso.
A. Sempronius Atratinus II.
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A C. A. U.

419 335

418 336

417 337

tl6 338

415 330

414 340

413 3^11

412 342

411 343

410 344

409 345

408 34G

407 347

4l>6 348

405 349

404 350

TYib. Mil.

Agrippa Menenius Lanatus.

P. Lucretius Tricipitinus.

Sp. Nautius Rutilus.

C. Servilius (Structus) Axilla.

Trid. Mil.

M. Papirius Mugillanus.

C, Servilius (Structus) Axilla IL
L. Sergius Fidenas HI.

Did. rei ger. c.

U,. Servilius Priscus Fidenas II.

Mag. Eq.
C. 'jcrvilius (Structus) Axilla.

Censares. Lustr. XIV.
L. Papirius Mugillanus.
Mam'. iEmilius Mamercinus.

Trib. Mil.

P. Lucretius Tricipitinus II.

Agrippa Menenius Lanatus II.

C. Servilius Structus III.

Sp. Veturius Crassus Cicurinus*

Trib. Mil.

A. Sempronius Atratinus III.

Q,. Fabius Vibulanus.
M. Papirius Mugillanus II.

Sp. Nautius Rutilus II.

Trib. Mil.

P. Cornelius Cossus.
C. Valerius Potitus Volusus.
Q.. Quinctius Cincinnatus.

N. Fabius Vibulanus.
Trib. Mil.

CI. Fabius Vibulanus II.

P. Postumius Albinus Regillensis.

L. Valerius Potitus.

Cn. Cornelius Cossus.
A. Cornelius Cossus.
L. Furius MeduUinus.
Q,. Fabius Vibulanus Ambustus,
C. Furius Pacilus.

M. Papirius Mugillanus.
C. Nautius Rutilus.

M'. ^milius Mamercinus.
C. Valerius Potitus Volusus.
Cn. Cornelius Cossus.
L. Furius MeduUinus II.

Trib. Mil.

C. Julius Julus.

P. Cornelius Cossus.
C. Servilius (Structus) Ahala.

Did. rei ger. c.

P. Cornelius Rutilus Cossus.
Mag. Eq.

C. Servilius (Structus) Ahala.
Trib. Mil.

C. Valerius Potilus Volusus II.

L. Furius MeduUinus.
C. Servilius (Structus) Ahala II.

N. Fabius Vibulanus II.

Trib. Mil.

P. Cornelius Rutilus Cossus.
Cn. Cornelius Cossus.
L. Valerius Potitus II.

N. Fabius Ambustus.
Trib. Mil.

C. Julius Julus 11.

T. duinctius Capitolinus Barbatus.
Q.. Q,uinctius Cincinnatus (II).

M'. iEmilius Mamercinus.
L. Furius MeduUinus II.

A. Manlius Vulso Capitolinus.
TYib. Mil.

P. Cornelius Maluginensis.
Cn. Cornelius Cossus JJ.

K. Fabius Ambustus.
Sp. Nautius Rutilus III,

C' Valerius Potitus Vcdusus III,

M'. Sersius Fidenas.

k. C. X. V.

403 351

402 352

401 353

400 354

399 355

398 356

397 357

396 358

395 359

394 360

393 361

Trib. MU.
M'. .Emilius Mamercinus II.

Ap, Claudius Crassinus RegUlensis
M. GLuinclilius Varus.
M. Furius Fusus.
L. Julius Julus.

L. Valerius Potitus III.

Censores. Luslr. XVI,
M. Furius Camillus,

M. Postumius Albinus RegiUensis,
Trib. MU.

C. Servilius (Structus) Ahala III.

Q,. Servilius (Priscus) Fidenas,

L. Virginius Tricostus Esquilinus.

QL Sulpicius Camerinus Comutus.
A. Manlius Vulso Capitolinus II.

M'. Sergius Fidenas II.

Trib. Mil.

M, Furius Camillus,
Cn. Cornelius Cossus III.

L. Valerius Potitus IV.
L. Julius Julus.

M'. .Emilius Mamercinus III.

K. Fabius Ambustus II,

Trib. Mil.

P, Manlius Vulso.

P. Licinius Calvus Esquilinus.

L. Titinius Pansa Saccus,

P. Maelius Capitolinus,

Sp, Furius MeduUinus.
L. Publilius Philo Vulscus.

Trib. Mil.

Cn. Genucius Augurinus.
L. Atilius Priscus.

M. Pomponius Rufus,

C. Duilius Longus.
M. Veturius Crassus Cicurinus.
Voler. Publilius PhUo,

Trib. Mil.

L. Valerius Potitus V,
M. Valerius Lactucinus Maximus.
M. Furius Camillus II.

L. Furius MeduUinus III.

Q,. Servilius (Priscus) Fidenas II.

d. Sulpicius Camerinus Comutus II

Trib. Mil.

L. Julius Julus II.

L.' Furius MeduUinus IV.
A. Postumius Albinus Regillensis,

L. Sergius Fidenas,

P. Cornelius Maluginensis.

A. Manlius Vulso Capitolinus III.

Trib. Mil.

L. Titinius Pansa Saccus II.

P. Licinius Calvus Esquilinus II,

P, Maslius Capitolinus II.

Q,. Manlius Vulso,

Cn. Genucius Augurinus II. Occ.

L. AtiUus Priscus II,

Did. rei ger. c.

M. Furius CamUlus.
Mag. Eq.

P. Cornelius Maluginensis,
Trib. MU.

P. Cornelius Maluginensis Cossus,

P. Cornelius Scipio.

K. Fabius Ambustus III.

L. Furius MeduUinus V.
d. Servilius (Priscus) Fidenas III.

M. Valerius Lactucinus Maximus li

Trib. MU.
M, Furius Camillus III,

L, Furius MeduUinus VI.

C. .^mUius Mamercinus,
L. Valerius Poplicola.

Sp. Postumius Albinus RegUlensL\.

P. ComeUus II.

L. Valerius Potitus. Abd.
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A. A. V.

P, Cornelius Maluginensis Cossus. Aid.

L. Lucretius Flavus (Tricipitinus).

Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus.
Censores.

L. Papirius Cursor.

C. Julius Julus. Mort. e.

39*2 362

391 363

390 364

?89 365

338 366

387 367

386 368

385 369

384 370

M. Cornelius Maluginensis,

L. Valerius Potitus.

M. Manlius Capitolinus.

Trib. Mil.

L. Lucretius (Flavus) Tricipitinus.

Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus.
L. Furius Medullinus VII.

L. ^milius Mamercinus.
Agripp. Furius Fusus.

C. iEmilius Mamercinus II.

Trib. Mil.

CL. Sulpicius Longus.
d. Servilius (Priscus) Fidenas IV.
P. Cornelius Maluginensis II.

Q,. Fabius Ambustus.
K. Fabius Ambustus IV.
jjf. Fabius Ambustus II.

Diet, rei ger. c.

M. Furius Camillus II.

Mag. Eq.
L. Valerius Potitus.

Trib. Mil.

L. Virginius Tricostus.

A. Manlius Capitolinus.

L. .^milius Mamercinus II.

L. Postumius Re^^illensis Albinus.
L. Valerius Poplicola II,

P. Cornelius
Did. rei ger. c.

M. Furius Camillus III.

Mag. Eq.
C. Servilius Ahala.

Trib. Mil.
T. duinctius Cincinnatus Capitolinus.

Q,. Servilius (Priscus) Fidenas V.
L, Julius Julus.

L. Aquilius Corvus.
L. Lucretius (Flavus) Tricipitinus II

Ser. Sulpicius Rufus.
Trib. Mil.

L, Papirius Cursor.

C, Sergius Fidenas,

L. .Smilius Mamercinus III.

L, Menenius Lanatus.
L. Valerius Poplicola III.

C, Cornelius
Trib. Mil.

Ser. Cornelius Maluginensis.
Q,. Servilius (Priscus) Fidenas VI,
M, Furius Camillus IV,
L. duinctius Cincinnatus.
L, Horatius Pulvillus.

P. Valerius Potitus Poplicola.
Trib. Mil.

A. Manlius Capitolinus II.

P. Cornelius II.

T. duinctius Capitolinus.
L. duinctius Cincinnatus II.

L. Papirius Cursor II.

C. Sergius Fidenas II.

Did. sedit. sed. c.

A. Cornelius Cossus.
Mag. Eq.

T, duinctius Capitolinus.
Trib. Mil.

Ser. Sulpicius Rufus II.

C. Papirius Crassus.
T. duinctius Cincinnatus Capitolinus II.

M. Furius Camillus V.
Ser. Cornelius Malujrinensis II
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P. "Valerius Potitus Poplicola II.

383 371 Tnb. Mil.

L. Valerius Poplicola IV.
A. Manlius Capitolinus III,

Ser. Sulpicius Rufus III.

L. Lucretius (Flavus) Tricipitinas 111

L. .^milius Mamercinus IV.

M. Trebonius.
382 372 Trib. Mil.

d. Servilius fPriscus) Fidenas.

C. Sulpicius Camerinus.
L. .^milius Mamercinus V.
Sp. Papirius Crassus.

L. Papirius Crassus.

Ser. Cornelius Maluginensis III.

381 373 Trib. MU.
M. Furius Camillus VI.
L. Furius Medullinus.
A. Postumius Regillensis Albinos.

L. Lucretius (Flavus) Tricipitinus IV
M. Fabius Ambustus.
L. Postumius Regillensis Albinus II.

380 374 L. Valerius Poplicola V.
P. Valerius Potitus Poplicola III

C. Sergius Fidenas III.

C. Terentius,

L. jEmilius Mamercinus VI.
L. Menenius Lanatus II.

Sp. Papirius Cursor.

Ser. Cornelius Maluginensis IV.
Censores.

C. Sulpicius Camerinus. Abd.
Sp. Postumius Regillensis Albinus. Man ,

Did. rei ger. c.

T, duinctius Cincinnatus Capitolt^u.^

Mag. Eq.
A. Sempronius Atratinus,

379 375 Trib. Mil.

P. Manlius Capitolinus.

C. Manlius Capitolinus,

L. Julius Julus II,

C. Erenucius.
M. Albinius.

C. Sextilius.

L. Antistius.

P. Trebonius.
378 376 Tnb. Mil.

d. Servilius (Priscus) Fidenas W,
Sp. Furius Medullinus.
L. Menenius Lanatus III.

P, Cloelius Siculus.

M. Horatius Pulvillus.

L. Geganius Macerinus.
Cknsares.

Sp. Servilius Priscus.

d. Cloelius Siculus.
377 377 Tib. Mil.

L. .^milius Mamercinus VII.
C. Veturius Crassus Cicurinus
Ser. Sulpicius Praetextatus.

L. duinctius Cincinnatus III.

C. duinctius Cincinnatus.
P. Valerius Potitus Poplicola IV,

376 378 Tnb. Mil.
L. Menenius Lanatus IV.
L. Papirius Crassus II.

Ser. Cornelius Maluginensis V.
Ser. Sulpicius Praetextatus II.

C. Licinius Calvus.

375 379 ) " Licinius Sextiusque, tribuni plebis re-

371 383 [ ^^^*i> uullos curules magistratus creari
* passi sunt." (Liv., vi., 35.)

370 384 Trib. MU.
L. Furius Medullinus II.

A. Manlius Capitolinus IV.
C. Valerius Potitus.

P. Valerius Potitus Poplicola V.
Ser. Sulpicius Praetextatus III.
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A. C A «

369 385

S68 386

367 387

i66 388

365 389

364 390

363 391

363 392

H>1 393

360 394

359 395

358 396

Ser. Cornelius Maluginensis VI.

Trib. Mil.

a. Servilius (Priscus) Fidenas III.

C. Veiurius Crassus Uicurinus II.

A. Cornelius Cossus.

M. Cornelius Maluginensis.

CI. duinctius Cincinnatus.

M. Fabius Ambustus 11.

Trib. Mil.

T. duinctius Cincinnatus Capitolinus.

Ser. Cornelius Maluginensis Vll.

Ser. Sulpicius Proetextatus IV.
Sp. Servilius Structus.

L Papirius Crassus.

L. Veturius Crassus Cicurinus.
Did. ret ger. c.

M. Furius Camillus IV.
Mag. Eq.

L. .^milius Mamercinus.
Did. sedit. sed. et rei ger. c.

P. Manlius Capitolinus.
Mag. Eq.

C. Licinius Calvus.
Trib. Mil.

A. Cornelius Cossus II.

M. Cornelius Maluginensis II.

M. Grcganius Macerinus.
L. Veturius Crassus Cicurinos 11.

P. Valerius Potitus Poplicola VI.
P. Manlius Capitolinus II.

Diet, rei ger. c.

M. Furius Camillus V.
Mag. Eq.

T duinctius Cincinnatus Capitolinus.
L. .^milius Mamercinus.
L. Sextius Sextinus Lateranus.

Censores.

A. Postumius Regillensis Albinus.
C. Sulpicius Peticus.

L. Genucius Aventinensis,

d. Servilius Ahala,
C. Sulpicius Peticus,

C. Licinius Calvus Stolo.

Cn. Genucius Aventinensis.
L. iEmilius Mamercinus II.

Did. dam fig. c.

L. Manlius CapitoUnus Imperiosus.
Mag. Eq.

L. Pinarius Natta.
Ce-nsares. LmsIt. XX.

M. Fabius Ambustus.
L. Furius Medullinus.
d. Servilius Ahala II.

L. Genucius Aventinensis II.

Diet, rei ger. c.

Ap. Claudius Crassinns Regillensis.

Mag. Eq.
P. Cornelius Scapula.
C. Sulpicius Peticus II.

C. Licinius Calvus Stolo II.

Didi. rei ger. c.

T. duinctius Pennus Capitolinus Crispi-
nus.

Mag. Eq.
Ser. Cornelius Maluginensis.
C. Poetelius Libo Visolus.
M, Fabius Ambustus.

Diet, rei ger. c.

d. Servilius Ahala.
Mag. Eq.

T. duinctius Pennus Capitolinus Crispi-
nus.

M. Popilius Loenas.
Cn. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus.
C. Fabius Ambustus.
C. Plautius Proculus.

Did. rei ger. c.

C Sulpicius Peticus.

Mag. Eq.
M. Valerius Poplicola.

357 397 C. Marcius Rutilus.

Cn. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus il.

356 398 M. Fabius Ambustus II.

M. Popilius Laenas II.

Did,, rei ger. c.

C. Marcius Rutilus.

Mag. Eq.
C. Plautius Proculus,

355 399 C. Sulpicius Peticus IIL
M. Valerius Poplicola.

354 400 M. Fabius Ambustus IIL
T. duinctius Pennus Capitolinus Crisfik

nus.

353 401 C. Sulpicius Peticus IV.
M. Valerius Poplicola II.

Did. rei ger. c.

T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus.
Mag. Eq.

A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina.
352 402 P, Valerius Poplicola,

C. Marcius Rutilus II,

Did. rei ger. c.

C. Julius Julus.

Mag. Eq.
L. .^milius Mamercinus,

351 403 C. Sulpicius Peticus V.
T. duinctius Pennus Capitolinus Crispi-

nus II.

Did. comit. habend. c.

M. Fabius Ambustus,
Mag. Eq.

d. Servilius Ahala.
Censores.

Cn. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus.
C. Marcius Rutuus.

350 404 M. Popilius Laenas III.

L. Cornelius Scipio.

Diet, comit. hxwend. c.

L. Furius Camillus.
Mag. Eq.

P. Cornelius Scipio.
349 405 L. Furius Camillus.

Appius Claudius Crassinus Regillensu
Mart. e.

Did. eomit. habend. c.

T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus II.

Mag. Eq.
A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina II.

348 406 M. Valerius Corvus.
M. Popilius Laenas IV.

Did. comit. habend. c,

C. Claudius Crassinus Regillensis,

Mag. Eq.
C. Livius Denter.

347 407 T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus.
C. Plautius Venno Hypsoeus.

346 408 M. Valerius Corvus 11.

C. Poetelius Libo Visolus.
345 409 M. Fabius Dorso.

Ser. Sulpicius Camerinus Rufus.
Diet, rei ger. c.

L. Furius Camillus II.

Mag. Eq.
Cn. Manlius Capitolinus Imperiosus.

344 410 C. Marcius Rutilus III.

T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus II.

Did. feriar. Liotin. c.

P, Valerius Poplicola.
Mag. Eq.

d. Fabius Ambustus.

Bellum Samniticum.
343 411 M. Valerius Corvus III,

A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina
342 412 C. Marcius Rutilus IV,

d. Servilius Ahala.
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Diet, rei ger. c.

M. Valerius Corvns.

Mag. Eq.
L. ^milius Mamercinus Privemas.

341 413 C. Plautius Venno Hypsaeus II.

L. uEmilius Mamercinus Privemas,

340 414 T. Manlius Imperiosus Torquatus III.

P. Decius Mas.
Did, rei ger. c,

L. Papirius Crassus.

Mag. Eq.
L. Papirius Cursor.

J39 415 Ti. iEmilius Mamercinus.
a. Publilius Philo.

Diet, rei ger. c.

a. Publilius Philo.

Mag. Eq.
D. Junius Brutus Scaeva.

i38 416 L. Furius Camillus.

C. Maenius.
337 417 C. Sulpicius Longus.

P. jElius Pastus.

Diet, rei ger. c.

C. Claudius Ciassinus Regillensis.

Mag. Eq.
C. Claudius Hortator.

336 418 L. Papirius Crassus.
K. Duilius.

335 419 M. Valerius Corvus (Calenus) IV.
M. Atilius Regulus.

Diet, eomit. habcnd. c.

L. ^milius Mamercinus Privemas.
Mag. Eq.

a. Publilius Philo.

J34 430 T. Veturius Calvinus.
Sp. Postumius Albinus (Caudinus).

Diet, rei ger. c.

P. Cornelius Rufinus.
Mag. Eq.

M. Antonius.
333 421 (L. Papirius Cursor.

C. Poetelius Libo Visolus II.)

"^^ri 422 A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina II.

Cn. Domitius Calvinus.
Diet, rei ger. c.

M. Papirius Crassus,
Mag. Eq.

P. Valerius Poplicola.
Censores. lAistr, XXIII.

a. Publilius Philo.

Sp. Postumius Albinus.
^1 423 M. Claudius Marcellus. ,

C. Valerius Potitus Flaccus.
Diet. davi. figendi c.

Cn. Quinctilius Varus.
Mag. Eq.

L. Valerius Potitus.
jJO 424 L. Papirius Crassus II.

L. Plautius Venno.
329 425 L. .^milius Mamercinus Privemas II.

C. Plautius Decianus.
328 426 C. Plautius Decianus (Venox) II.

P. Cornelius Scipio Barbatus.
327 427 L. Cornelius Lentulus.

a. Publilius Philo II.

Did. eomit. habend. c.

M. Claudius Marcellus.
Mag. Eq.

Sp. Postumius Albinus.
326 428 C. Poetelius Libo Visolus III.

L. Papirius Mugillanus (Cursor II.).

325 429 L. Furius Camillus II.

D. Junius Brutus Scseva.
Diet, rei ger. c.

L. Papirius Cursor.
Mag. Eq.

Ql Fabius Maximus Rnllianus. Abd

k. C. A. V.

L. Papirius Crassus.

324 430 Dictator et Magister Equitum sine cudsh
libus magistramm continuarunt.

323 431 C. Sulpicius Longus II.

d. Aulius Cerretanus.

322 432 a. Fabius Maximus RuUianus.
L. Fulvius Curvus.

Diet, ludor. Roman, c.

A. Cornelius Cossus Arvina.
Mag. Eq.

M. Fabius Ambustus.
321 433 T. Veturius Calvinus 11.

Sp. Postumius Albinus II.

Diet, eomit. habend. c.

Q,. Fabius Ambustus.
Mag. Eq.

P. iElius Pastus.

Diet, eomit. habend. c.

M. iEmilius Papus.
Mag. Eq.

L. Valerius Flaccus.
320 434 a. Publilius Philo III.

L. Papirius Cursor II. (III.)

Diet c.

C. Msenius.
Mag. Eq.

M. Foslius Flaccinator.

Diet, rei ger. e.

L. Cornelius Lentulus.
Mag. Eq.

L. Papirius Cursor II.

Diet, rei ger. c.

T. Manlius Impc-Iosus Torquaras.
Mag. Eq.

L. Papirius Crassus.
319 435 L. Papirius Cursor III. (Muglllanufl.j

d. Aulius Cerretanus II.

Ce7i$ores.

C. Sulpicius Longus. Abd.
318 436 M. Foslius Flaccinator.

L. Plautius Venno.
Censores. Jjustr. XXV.

L. Papirius Crassus.
C. Maenius.

317 437 C. Junius Bubulcus Brulus,

d. .iEmilius Barbula.
316 438 Sp. Nautius Rutilus.

M. I'opilius Laenas.
Diet, rei ger. c.

L. .iEmilius Mamercinus Priverna If

Mag. Eq.
L. Fulvius Curvus.

315 439 a. Publilius Philo IV.
L. Papirius Cursor IV.

Diet, rei ger. c.

Q,. Fabius Maximus RuUianus.
Mag. Eq.

CL. Aulius Cerretanus. Oecis. e.

C. Fabius Ambustus.
314 440 M. Poetelius Libo.

C. Sulpicius Longus III,

Diet, rei ger. e.

C. Maenius II.

Mag. Eq.
M. Foslius Flaccinator II.

313 441 L. Papirius Cursor V.
C. .Junius Bubulcus Bmtus II.

Did. rei ger. e.

C. Poetelius Libo Visolus.
Mag. Eq.

M. Poetelius Libo.
312 442 M. Valerius Maximus.

P. Decius Mus.
Did. rei ger. c.

C. Sulpicius Longus.
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311 443

310 444

309 445

308 446

307 447

106 448

.i05 449

Mag. Eg.
C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus.

Cetisorci. LmsIt. XXVI.
Ap. Claudius Cacus
C Plautius (Venox).
C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus III.

(X. iEmilius Barbula II.

Q,. Fabius Maximus Rullianus II.

C. Marcius Rutilus (Censorinos).

Dkt. rei ger. c.

L. Papirius Cursor II.

Mag. Eq.
C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus II.

(Hoc anno Diet, et Mag. Eq. sine coss.)

CI. Fabius Maximus Rullianus III.

P. Decius Mus II.

Ap. Claudius Caecus.

L. Volumnius Flamma Violens.
Censares. Lustr. XXVII.

M. Valerius Maximus.
C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus.

P. Cornelius Arvina.
Q,. Marcius Tremulus.

Diet, coviil. habend. c.

P. Cornelius Scipio Barbatus.

Mag. Eq.
P. Decius Mus.
L. Postumius Megellus.
Ti. Minucius Augurinus. Ocas. e.

M. Fulvius Curvus Psetinus.

304 450 P. Sulpicius Saverrio.

P. Sempronius Sophus.
Censores. Luslr. XXVIII.

d. Fabius Maximus Rullianus.

P. Decius Mus.
303 451 L. Genucius Aventinensis.

Ser. Cornelius Lentalus (Rufinus).

•I02 452 M. Livius Denter.

M. iEmilius PauUus.
Diet, rei ger. c.

C. Junius Bubulcus Brutus.
Mag. Eq.

M. Titinius.

301 453 Diet, rei ger. c.

Q,. Fabius Maximus Rullianus II.

Mag. Eq.
M. .fimilius PauUus.

Diet, rei ger. c.

M. Valerius Corvns II.

Mag. Eq.

C. Sempronius Sophus.
(Hoc anno Diet, et Mag. Eq. sine coss.)

300 454 M. Valerius Corvus V.
Q,. Appuleius Pansa.

9aQ 455 M. Fulvius PaBtinus.

T. Manlius Torquatus. Mort. e.

M. Valerius Corvus VI.
Censores. iMslr. XXIX.

P. Sempronius Sophus.
P. Sulpicius Saverrio,

?98 456 L. Cornelius Scipio.

Cn. Fulvius Maximus Centumalus.
297 457 d. Fabius Maximus Rullianus IV.

P. Decius Mus IV.
5J96 458 L. Volumnius Flamma Violens II.

Ap. Claudius Caecus II.

395 459 Q.. Fabius Maximus Rullianus V.
P. Decius Mus IV.

H94 460 L. Postumius Megellus II.

M. Atilius Regulus.
Censores. Ijiislr. XXX.

P. Cornelius Arvina.
C. Marcius Rutilus (Censorinos).

293 461 L. Papirius Cursor.
Sp. Carvilius Maximus.

293 462 Q,. Faliius Maximus Gurges.
6 X

A. C. A. V.

D. Junius Brutus Scsera.

291 463 L. Postumius Megellus III.

C. Junius Brutus Bubulcus.
290 464 P. Cornelius Rufinus.

M'. Curius Dentatus.

289 465 M. Valerius Maximus Conrini.

d. Caedicius Noctua.
Censores. Lmstr. XXXI.

288 466 Q,. Marcius Tremulus II.

P. Cornelius Arvina II.

287 467 M. Claudius Marcellus.

C. Nautius Rutilus.

286 468 M. Valerius Maximus Potitos.

C. .(Elius Poetus.

Diet, sedit. sed. c.

d. Horlensius.

Mag. Eq.

285 469 C. Claudius Canina.
M. .^milius Lepidus.

284 470 C. Servilius Tucca.
L. Caecilius Metellus Denter.

283 471 P. Cornelius Dolabella Maximui.
Cn. Domitius Calvinus Maximus

Censores.

d. Caedicius Noctua. Abd.
282 472 C. Fabricius Luscinus.

d. iEmilius Papus.
281 473 L. .^milius Barbula.

d. Marcius Philippus.

280 474 P. Valerius Laevinus.

Ti. Coruncanius.
Diet, comit. habend. c.

Cn. Domitius Ccilvinus Maximus.
Mag. Eq.

Censores. Lustr. XXXII.

Cn. Domitius Calvinus Maximos.
279 475 P. Sulpicius Saverrio.

P. Decius Mus. Ocds. e.

278 476 C. Fabricius Luscinus II.

d. .^milius Papus II.

277 477 P. Cornelius Rufinus II.

C. Junius Brutus Bubulcus II.

276 478 d. Fabius Maximus Gurges II,

C. Genucius Clepsina.
Diet c.

P. Cornelius Rufinus.

Mag. Eq.

275 479 M'. Curius Dentatus II.

L. Cornelius Lentulus.

Censores. Lustr. XXXIII.
C. Fabricius Luscinus.

d. iEmilius Papus.
274 480 M'. Curius Dentatus III.

Ser. Cornelius Merenda.
373 481 C. Claudius Canina II.

C. Fabius Dorso Licinus. Mort. «,

C. Fabricius Luscinus III.

273 482 L. Papirius Cursor II.

Sp. Carvilius Maximus II.

Censores. Lustr. XXXIV.
M*. Curius Dentatus.

L. Papirius Cursor.
271 483 C. duinclius Claudus.

L. Genucius Clepsina.

270 484 C. Genucius Clepsina II.

Cn. Cornelius Blasio.

269 485 d. Ogulnius Gallus.

C. Fabius Pictor.

268 486 Ap. Claudius Crassus Rufus.

P. Sempronius Sophus.
J Oft I
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5«67 487 M. Atilius Regulus.

L. Julius Libo.

266 488 N. Fabius Pictor.

D. Junius Pera.

SJ65 489 Q,. Fabius Maximus Gurges III.

L. Mamilius Vilulus.

Censores. Jjwslr. XXXV.
Cn. Cornelius Blasio.

C. Marcius Rutilus II. (Censorinus.)

364 490

263 491

262 492

%1 493

260 494

259 495

258 496

5»7 497

256 498

355 499

254 500

253 501

'•<S2 502

251 503

250 504

249 505

Bellum Punicum I.

Ap. Claudius Caudex.
M. Fulvius Flaccus.

M'. Valerius Maximus (Messala).

M'. Otacilius Crassus.
Diet. cUvvifig. c.

Cn, Fulvius Maximus Centumalus.
Mag. Eq.

Q,. Marcius Philippus.

L. Postumius (Megellus).

d. Mamilius Vitulus.

L. Valerius Flaccus.

T. Otacilius Crassus.
Cn. Cornelius Scipio Asina
C. Duilius.

L. Cornelius Scipio.

C. Aquilius Floras.

A. Atilius Calatinus.

C. Sulpicius Paterculus.

Censores. Lustr. XXXVL
C. Duilius.

L. Cornelius Scipio.

C. Atilius Regulus (Serranus*,

Cn. Cornelius Blasio 11.

Did. Latin, fer. c.

d. Ogulnius Gallus.

Mag. El.
M. Laetorius Plancianus.

L. Manlius Vulso Longus.
Q,. Caedicius. Mort. e.

Mart.

M. Atilius Regulus II.

Ser. Fulvius Paetinus Nobilior

M, ./Emilius Paullus.

Cn. Cornelius Scipio Asina It.

A. Atilius Calatinus II.

Cn. Servilius Caepio.

C. Sempronius Blaesus.

Censores.

D. Junius Pera. Abd.
L. Postumius Megellus.
C. Aurelius Cotta.

P. Servilius Geminus.
Censorts. Lu^tr. XXXVII.

M'. Valerius Maximus Messala
P. Sempronius Sophus.
L. Caecilius Metellus.
C. Furius Pacilus.

C. Atilius Regulus (Serranus) I)
L. Manlius Vulso (Longus) II,

P. Claudius Pulcher.
L. Junius PuUus.

Diet, rei ger c.

M. Claudius Glicia. Abd.

A. Atilius Calaiinus.
Mag. Eq.

L. Caecilius Metellus.
248 506 C. Aurelius Cotta II.

P. Servilius Geminus II.

247 507 L. Caecilius Metellus II.

N, Fabius Buteo.
Censores. L/iistr. XXXVIII.

A, Atilius Calatinus.
A. Manlius Torquatus Atticas.

246 508 M'. Otacilius Crassus II,

M. Fabius Licinus.
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Did. comit. ]uib. c.

Ti. Coruncanius.
Mag. Eq.

M. Fulvius Flaccus,
245 509 M, Fabius Buteo.

C. Atilius Bulbus.
244 510 A. Manlius Torquatus Atticus,

C. Sempronius Blaesus II.

243 511 C. Fundanius Fundulus.
C. Sulpicius Gallus.

242 512 C. Lutatius Catulus.

A. Postumius Albinus.
241 513 A. Manlius Torquatus AtticuB I.

,

d. Lutatius Cerco.
Censores. L/astr. XXXIX.

C. Aurelius Cotta.

M. Fabius Buteo.
240 514 C. Claudius Centho.

M Sempronius Tuditanus.
239 515 C. Mamilius Turrinus.

Q,. Valerius Falto.

238 016 Ti. Sempronius Gracchas.
P. Valerius Falto.

337 517 L. Cornelius Lentuluo Gaadinns,
Q,. Fulvius Flaccus.

236 518 P. Cornelius LentuQics Caudinus,
C. Licinius Varufj,

Censores.

L. Cornelius Lentolus Caudinus.
CI. Lutatius Cerco. Mort. e.

235 519 T. Manlius Torquatus.
C. Atilius bulbus II.

234 530 L. Postuir,ii,s Albinus.

Sp. Carvii;tt3 Maximus.
Censores. iMstr. XL,

C. Atilius Bulbus.
A. Postumius Albinus.

233 521 Ql. Fabius Maximus Verrucosti».+

M . Pomponius Matho.
232 529 M. iEmilius Lepidus.

M, Publicius Malleolus,
2S1 523 M'. Pomponius Matho,

C. Papirius Maso.
Did. comit. Iwh. c

C. Duilius,

Mag. Eq.
C. Aurelius Cotta

Censores.

T. Manlius Torquatus. Abd.
Ql. Fulvius Flaccus. Abd.

230 524 M. iEmilius Barbula,
M. Junius Pera.

Censores. L/ustr. XLI.
Q,. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus. +
M. Sempronius Tuditanus.

229 525 L. Postumius Albinus II.

Cn. Fulvius Centumalus.
228 526 Sp. Carvilius Maximus II.

d. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus 11
*"

227 527 P. Valerius Flaccus.
M. Atilius Regulus,

226 528 M. Valerius Messala,
L. Apustius Fullo,

Bellum Galliccm Cisalpinum
225 529 L. ^railius Papus.

C. Atilius Regulus.
Censores. LMitr. XLI I.

C. Claudius Centho.
M. Junius Pera.

224 530 T. Manlius Torquatus IL
d. Fulvius Flaccus II.

Diet, comit. hab. c.

L. Caecilius Metellus.
Mag. Eq.

N. Fabius Buteo.
223 531 C. Flaminius.

P. Furius PhilUR,
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2JQ 532 Cn. Cornelius Scipio Calvus.

M. Claudius Marcellus.

221 533 P. Cornelius Scipio Asina.

M. Minucius Rufus,
Diet, comit. hab. c,

Ql. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus, f

Mag. Eq.
C. Flaminius.

•220 534 L. Veturius Philo.

C. Lutalius Catulus.

Censores. Lustr. XLIII.
L. ^milius Papus.
C. Flaminius.

219 535 M. Livius Salinator.

L. JEmilius PauUus.

Belldm Puniccm II.

218 536 P. Cornelius Scipio.

Ti. Sempronius Longus.
217 537 Cn. Servilius Geminus.

C. Flaminius II. Occis. e.

M. Atilius Regulus II.

Diet, inlerregni c.

CL. Fabius Maximus Verracosus II.
""

Mag. Eq.
M. Minucius Rufus.

Diet, comit. hab. c.

L. Veturius Philo.

Mag. Eq.
M. Pomponius Matho.

2:6 538 C. Terentius Varro.

L. iEmilius Paullus II.

Diet, rei gerund, c.

M. Junius Pera.
Mag. Eq.

Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.
Diet, sine Mag. Eq. Senat. leg, c.

M. Fabius Buteo.

215 539 Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.
L. Postumius Albinus III. Occis. t.

M. Claudius Marcellus II. Abd.

214 540

213 541

312 542

211 543

210 544

909 545

208 546

d. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus III."*"

d. Fabius Maximus Verrucosus IV. +-

M. Claudius Marcellus III.

Censores. ,

M. Atilius Regulus. Ahd.
P. Furius Philus. Mart. e.

d. Fabius Maximus. -t^

Ti. Sempronius Gracchus II.

Diet, comit. hob. c.

C. Claudius Cenlho.
Mag. Eq.

d. Fulvius Flaccus.

CI. Fulvius Flaccus III.

Ap. Claudius Pulcher.

Cn. Fulvius Centumalus.
P. Sulpicius Galba Maximus.
M. Claudius Marcellus IV.
M. Valerius Lajvinus.

Diet, comit. hab. c.

d. Fulvius Flaccus.
Mag. Eq.

P. Licinius Crassus Dives.
Censores.

L. Veturius Philo. Mori. e.

P. Licinius Crassus Dives. Abd.

d. Fulvius Flaccus IV.
d Fabius Maximus Verrucosus V.^

Censores. LAistr. XLIV.
M. Cornelius Cethegus.
P. Sempronius Tuditanus,
M. Claudius Marcellus V. Occis. e,

T. duinctius (Pennus Capitolinus"* 3;

pinus. Mo't. e.

Did. comit. hab. et ludor. magn. t,

T. Maulius Torquatus.
Mag. Eq.

C. Servilius.

207 547 C. Claudius Nero.

M. Livius Salinator II.

Diet, comit. hab. eaussa.

M. Livius Salinator.

Mag. Eq.

d. Caecilius Metellus.

206 548 L. Veturius Philo.

d. Caecilius Metellus.

203 549 P. Cornelius Scipio (Africanus).

P. Licinius Crassus Dives,

Diet, comit. habemd, c.

d. Caecilius Metellus.

Mag. Eq.
L. Veturius Philo.

204 550 M. Cornelius Cethegus.
P. Sempronius Tuditanus.

Censores. Lustr. XLV.
M. Livius Salinator.

C. Claudius Nero.
203 551 Cn. Servilius Caepio.

C. Servilius.

Diet, comit. hab. e.

P. Sulpicius Galba Maximus.
Mag. Eq.

M. Servilius Pulex Geminus.
202 552 M. Servilius Pulex Geminus.

Ti. Claudius Nero.
Diet, comit. hab. c.

C. Servilius.

Mag. Eq.
P. iElius Paetus.

201 553 Cn. Cornelius Lentulus.

P. .^lius Pastus.

Bellcm Philippiccm.
200 554 P. Sulpicius Galba Maximus II

C. Aurelius Cotta.

199 555 L. Cornelius Lentulus.

P. Villius Tappulus.
Censores. Lmstr. XLVI.

P. Cornelius Scipio Africanua.
P. ^lius Paetus.

198 556 Sex. JEAins Paetus Catus.
T. duinctius Flamininus.

197 557 C. Cornelius Cethegus.

d. Minucius Rufus.

196 558 L. Furius Purpureo.
M. Claudius Marcellus,

195 559 L. Valerius Flaccus.

M. Porcius Cato.
194 560 P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus II

Ti. Sempronius Longus.
Censores. Lustr. XLVI I.

Sex. .521ius Pastus Catus.

C. Cornelius Cethegus.
193 561 L. Cornelius Merula.

d. Minucius Thermus.
192 562 L. duinctius Flamininus.

Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.

Bellum Antiochinum.
191 563 P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica.

M'. Acilius Glabrio.

190 564 L. Cornelius Scipio (Asiaticus)

C. Laelius.

189 565 M. Fulvius Nobilior.

Cn. Manlius Vulso.
Censores. Lustr. XLVIII.

T. duinctius Flamininus.
M. Claudius Marcellus.

188 566 M. Valerius Messala.
C. Livius Salinator.

187 567 M. iEmrilius Lepidus.

C. Flaminius.
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Ib6 568 Sp, Postuinius Albinos.

a. Marcius Philippus.

185 5C9 Ap. Claudius Pulchei

M. Sempronius Tuditanus.

»84 670 P. Claudius Pulcher.

L. Porcius Licinus.

Censores. iMflr. XLIX.
L. Valerius Flaccus.

M. Porcius Cato.

:b3 571 M. Claudius Marcellus.

Q,. P'abius Labeo.

182 572 Cn, Bffibius Tamphilus,

L. iEtnilius Paullus.

181 573 P. Cornelius Cethegus.

M. Baehius Tamphilus.
180 574 A. Postuinius AJbinus.

C. Calpurnius Piso. Mo/i. e,

Q,. Fulvius Flaccus.

179 575 L. Manlius Acidinus Fulvianus.

Q, Fulvius Flaccus.
Censores. Lustr. L.

L. ^milius Lepidus.

M. Fulvius Nobilior.

i78 57G M. Junius Brutus.

A. Manlius Vulso.

177 577 C. Claudius Pulcher.

Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.
»76 578 Q,. Petillius Spurinus. Occis. e.

Cn. Cornel. Scipio Hispallus. Mart.

C. Valerius Laevinus.

175 579 P. Mucius Scaevola.

M. .£milius Lepidus II.

174 580 Sp. Postumius Albinos Paullulus.

Q,. Mucius Scasvola.

Cetisores. iMstr. LI.

Q,. Fulvius Flaccus.

A. Postumius Albinus.

173 581 L. Postumius Albinus.

M. Popillius Lsenas.

173 582 C. Popillius Lsenas.

P. .^lius Ligus.

171 583

170 584

'69 585

IG8 586

167 587

I6G 588

165 589

164 590

163 591

162 592

Bellum Pbrsicum.
P. Licinius Crassus.
C. Cassius Longinus.
A. Hostilius Mancinus.
A. Atilius Serranus.

Q,. Marcius Philippus II.

Cn. Servilius Caepio.

Censores. Lustr. LII.

C. Claudius Pulcher.
Ti. Sempronius Gracchus.
L. ./Emilius Paullus II.

C. Licinius Crassus.

a. iElius Paetus.

M. Junius Pennus.
M. Claudius Marcellus.
C. Sulpicius Gallus.
T. Manlius Torquatus.
Cn. Octavius.
A. Manlius Torquatus.
d. Cassius Longinus. Mort. e.

Censores. Lustr. LIII.
L. iEmilius Paullus,
CI. Marcius Philippus.
Ti. Sempronius Gracchus II.

M'. Juventius Thalna.
P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica. Abd.
C. Marcius Figulus. Abd.

P. Corneliu^ Lentulus.
Cn. Domiiiui Ahenobarbus.

J 61 593 M. Valerius Messala.
C. Fannius Strabo.

160 594 L. Anicius Gallus.
M. Cornelius Cethegus
10R4

A. C. JL. U.

159 595 (^n. Cornelius Dolabella.

M. Fulvius Nobilior.

Censm-es. Lustr. LIV.
P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica.

M. Popillius Laenas.

158 596 M. jEmilius Lepidus.

C. Popillius Laenas II.

157 597 Sex. Julius Caesar.

L. Aurelius Orestes.

156 598 L. Cornelius Lentulus Lupus.
C. Marcius Figulus II.

155 599 P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica II.

M. Claudius Marcellus II.

154 600 a. Opimius.
L. Postumius Albinus. Mort, e.

M'. Acilius Glabrio.
Censores. Lustr. LV.

M. Valerius Messala.
C. Cassius Longinus.

153 601 a. Fulvius Nobilior.

T. Annius Luscus.
152 602 M. Claudius Marcellus III.

L. Valerius Flaccus. Mort. e.

151 603 L. Licinius Lucullus.

A. Postumius Albinus.

150 604 T. duinctius Flamininus.
M'. Acilius Balbus.

Bellum Punicum Tehtium.
149 605 L. Marcius Censorinus.

M'. Manilius.
148 606 Sp. Postumius Albinus Magnus

L. Calpurnius Piso Caesoninus.

147 607 P. Cornelius Scipio Afric. jEmilianus.
C. Livius Drusus.

Censores. Liistr. LVI.
L. Cornelius Lentulus Lupus.
L. Marcius Censorinus.

146 608 Cn. Cornelius Lentulus.

L. Mummius Achaicus.
145 609 Q,. Fabius Maximus ^milianiis.

L. Hostilius Mancinus.
144 610 Ser. Sulpicius Galba.

L. Aurelius Cotta.

143 611 Ap. Claudius Pulcher.

d. Caecilius Metellus Macedonicus.
142 612 L. Caecilius Metellus Calvus.

Q,. Fabius Maximus Servilianus.

Cemores. Liistr. LVII.
P. Cornelius Scipio Africanus (.Smiia

nus).

L. Mummius Achaicus.
141 613 Cn. Servilius Caepio.

Q,. Pompeius.
140 614 C. Laelius Sapiens.

Q,. Servilius Caspio.

139 615 Cn. Calpurnius Piso.

M. Popillius Laenas.

138 616 P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica Scrapie.

D. Junius Brutus fCallaicus).

137 617 M. iEinilius Lepidus Porcina.

C. Hostilius Mancinus. Md.
136 618 L. Furius Philus.

Sex. Atilius Serranus.
Censores. Litstr. LVIII.

Ap. Claudius Pulcher.

d. Fulvius Nobilior.

135 619 Scr. Fulvius Flaccus.

d. Calpurnius Piso.

134 620 P. Cornelius Scipio Afiicanos .Emilia
nus II.

C. Fulvius Flaccus.
133 621 P. Mucius Scsevola.

L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi
132 622 P. Popilius Laenas.

P. Rupilius.

131 623 P. Licinius Crassus Mucia. as.
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L. Valerius Flaccus.
C-mares. L/ustr. ljIK.

QL Otecilius Metellus Macedonicus.
GL Pompeius Rufus.

130 G24 C. Claudius Pulcher Lentulus.

M. Perperna.
129 C25 C. Serapronius Tuditanus.

M'. Aquilius.

128 G26 Cn. Octavius.

T. Annius Luscus Rurus.

127 627 L. Cassius Longinus Ravilla.

L. Cornelius Cinna.
126 628 M. ^milius Lepidus.

L. Aurelius Orestes.

125 629 M. Plautius Hypsaeus.

M. Pulvius Flaccus.
Censores. Lustr. LX.

Cn. Servilius CoBpio.

L. Cassius Longinus Ravilla.

124 630 C. Cassius Longinus.
C. Sextius Calvinus.

123 631 Q,. Caecilius Metellus (Balearicus).

T. Q,uinctius Flamininus.
122 632 Cn. Doraitius Ahenobarbus.

C. Fanuius Strabo.

I2l 633 L. Opimius.
d. Fabius Maximus (AUobrogicus).

120 634 P. Manilius.
C. Papirius Carbo.

Censores. Lustr. LXI.
L. Calpumius Piso Frugi.

GL. CaBcilius Metellus Balearicus.
1 19 635 L. Caecilius Metellus (Dalmaticus).

L. Aurelius Cotta.
118 636 M. Porcius Cato, Mort. e.

Ql. Marcius Rex.
117 637 P. CaBciliu? Metellus Diadematus.

CL. Mucins Scaevola.

116 638 C. Licinius Geta.
Q,. Fabius Maximus Ebumns.

115 639 M. iEmilius Scaurus.
M. Caecilius Metellus.

Censores. Lustr. LXII.
L. Caecilius Metellus Dalmaticus.
Cn. Domiiius Ahenobarbus.

1 14 640 M'. Acilius Balbus.
C. Porcius Cato.

113 641 C. Caecilius Metellus Caprarios.
Cn. Papirius Carbo.

112 642 M. Livius Drusus.
L. Calpumius Piso Caesoninus.

Bellum Jugurthinhm.
Ill 643 P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica. Mort. e.

L. Calpumius Bestia.

110 644 M. Minucius Rufus.
Sp. Poslumius Albinus.

109 645 d. Caecilius Metellus (Numidicus).
M. Junius Silanus.

Censores.

M. iEmilius Scauras. Abd.
M. Livius Drasus. Mcrt. e.

108 646 Ser. Sulpicius Galba.
L. Hortensius. Damn. e.

M. Aurelius Scaurus.
Censores. Lustr. LXIII.

CI. Fabius Maximus AUobrogicus.
C. Liciniuj Geta.

107 &\1 L. Cassius Longinus. Occis, e.

C. Marius.
106 648 C. Atilius Scrranus.

Q.. Servilius Caepio.

105 &19 P. Rutiiius Rufus.
Cn. Mallius Maximus.

104 650 C. Marius II.

C. Flavius Fimbria.
10? 651 C. Marius III,

k.O. k,v,

L. Aurelius Orestes. Mort. e.

102 652 C. Marius IV.

Q,. Lutalius Catulus.
Censores. Lustr. LXIV.

d. Caecilius Metellu': Numidicus
C. Caecilius Metellus Caprarius.

101 653 C. Marius V.
M'. Aquilius.

100 654 C. Marius VI.

L. Valerius Flaccus.

99 655 M. Antoniud.

A. Postumius Albinus.

98 656 a. Caecilius Metellus Nepos.
T. Didius.

97 657 Cn. Comelius Lentulus.

P. Licinius Crassus.

Censores. Lustr. LXV.
L. Valerius Flaccus.

M. Antonius.
96 658 Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.

C. Cassius Longinus.

95 659 L. Licinius Crassus.

d. Mucius Scaevola.

94 660 C. Coelius Caldus.

L. Domiiius Ahenobarbus.
93 661 C. Valerius Flaccus.

M. Herennius.
92 662 C. Claudius Pulcher.

M, Perpema.
Censores. Lustr. LXVI.

Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbxis,

L. Licinius Crassus.

91 663 L. Marcius Philippus,

Sex. Julius Caesar.

BELi;.nM Marsicdm,
90 664 L. Julius Caesar.

P. Rutiiius Lupus. Occis. e,

89 665 Cn. Pompeius Strabo.

L. Porcius Cato. Occis. e.

Censores.

P. Licinius Crassus.
L. Julius Caesar.

88 666 L. Comelius Sulla (Felix).

d. Pompeius Rufus. Occis e.

87 667 Cn. Octavius. Occis. e.

L. Cornelius Cinna. Abd.

L. Cornelius Merula. Occis. e

86 668 L. Cornelius Cinna II.

C. Marius VII. Mort. e.

85 669

84 670

83 671

83 672

81 673

80 674

TJ 675

78 676

77 677

L. Valerius Flaccus II.

Censores. Lustr. LXVII.
L. Marius Philippus.

M. Perperna.
L. Comelius Cinna III.

Cn, Papirius Carbo.
Cn. Papirius Carbo II.

L. Cornelius Cinna IV. Occis. .

Li. Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus,

C, Norbanus Bulbus.

C. Marius. Occis. e.

Cn. Papirius Carbo III. Occis. <

Did. Reip. constituenda c.

L. Cornelius Sulla Felix,

Mag. Eq.
L. Valerius Flaccus,
M. Tullius Decula.
Cn. Cornelius Dolabella.

L. Cornelius Sulla Felix II.

d. Caecilius Metellus Pius,

P. Servilius Vatia (Isauricus).

Ajp, Claudius Pulcher,

M. .^milius Lepidus.

d. Lutatius Catulus.

D. Junius Brutus.

Mam. iEmilius Lepidus Livianos.
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i. C A J

76 678

75 679

74 680

73 681

72 682

71 683

70 684

b«J 685

68 686

67 687

66 688

65 689

On. Ostavius,

C. Scribonius Curio.

L. Oc»avius.

C. Au.-elius Cotta.

L. Licinius LucuUus,
M. Aurelius Cotta.

M. Terentius Varro LucuUus.
C. Cassias Varus.

L. Gellius Poplicola.

Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Clodianui
P. Cornelius Lentulus Sura,

Cn. Aufidius Orestes.

Cn. Pompeius Magnus.
M. Licinius Crassus Dives.

Censores. iMStr. LXX.
L. Geiiius Poplicola.

Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Clodianus.

d. Hortensius.

Q,. Caecilius Metellus (Creticus).

L. Caecilius Metellus. Mart. e.

d. Marcius Rex.
C. Calpurnius Piso.

M'. Acilius Glabrio.

M'. iEmilius Lepidus.
L. Volcatius Tullus.
P. Cornelius Sulla. Non iniit.

P. Autronius Paetus. Non iniit.

L. Aurelius Cotta.

L. Manlius Torquatus.
Censores.

Q,. Lutatius Catulus. Abd.
M. Licinius Crassus Dives. Abd.

64 690 L. Julius Caesar.

C. Marcius Figulus.
'^<msores.

L. Aurelius Cotta.

63 691 M. Tullius Cicero.
C. Antonius.

62 692 D. Junius Silanus.

L. Licinius Murena.
61 693 M. Pupius Piso Calpurnianus.

M. Valerius Messala Niger.
60 694 L. Afranius.

CI. Cascilius M«nellus Celer.
59 695 C. Julius Caesar.

M. Calpurnius Bibulus.
58 696 L. Calpurnius Piso Caesoninus.

A. Gabinius.
57 697 P. Cornelius Lentulus Spinther.

CI. Caecilius Metellus Nepos.
56 698 Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus.

L. Marcius Philippus.
55 699 Cn. Pompeius Magnus II.

M. Licinius Crassus II.

Censores.

M. Valerius Messala Niger.
P. Servilius Vatia Isauricus.

54 700 L. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
Ap. Claudius Pulcher.

S3 701 Cn. Domitius Calvinus.
M. Valerius Messala.

53 702 Cn. Pompeius Magnus III. Solus amsula-
turn gessit.

Ex Kal. Sextil.

Ql. Caecilius Metellus Pius Scipio,
51 703 Ser. Sulpicius Rufus.

M. Claudius Marcellus.
50 704 L. iEmilius PauUus.

C. Claudius Marcellus.
Cenwres.

Ap. Claudius Pulcher.
L. Ca'y'purnius Piso Cassoninus.

49 705 C. Claudius Marcellus,
L. Cornelius Lentulus Crus.

Diet: sine Mas. Eq. Comit. hob. etfer. Latin, c.

C. Julius Caesar.
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48 706 C. Julius Caesar II.

P. Servilius Vatia Isauricus.

47 707 Diet. Reip. amstituenda c.

C. Julius Caesar IL
Mag. Eq.

M. Antonius.
CI. Fufius Calenus. Cos,

P. Vatinius. Cos.

C. Julius Caesar III.

M. jEmilius Lepidus,
45 709 Diet. Reip. const, c.

C. Julius Caesar III,"

Ma^. Eq. '

M. jEmilius Lepidus.

{

(

46 70^

C. Julius Caesar IV. Cos. sine allegt

d. Fabius Maximus. Moii. e.

C. Caninius Rebilus.

C, Trebouius.
44 710 Diet. Reip. get. c.

C. Julius Caesar IV,
Mag. Eq.

M. ^milius Lepidus II.

Mag. Eq.
C. Octavius.
Mag. Eq.

Cn. Domitius Calvinus, Non iniit.

C. Julius Caesar V,
M, Antonius,

Cos. ocdi. <

P. Cornelius Dolabella,
43 711 C. Vibius Pansa. MoH.

A. Hirlius. Occis. e.

Abd.C. Julius Ceesar Octavianus.
C. Carrinas,

Q,. Pedius. Mort. e.

P. Ventidius.
Ti-inrnvin Reipublica constituenda

M. ./Emilius Lepidus.
M. Antonius.
C. Julius Caesar Octavianus.

42 712 L. Munatius Plancus.
M. .ZEmilius Lepidus II,

Censoi-es.

L. Antonius Pietas.

P, Sulpicius.

41 713 L. Antonius Pietas.

P. Servilius Vatia Isauricns II.

-40 714 Cn. Domitius Calvinus II. Abd.
C. Asinius PoUio.

L. Cornelius Balbus.
P. Canidius Crassus.

39 715 L. Marcius Censorinus.
C, Calvisius Sabinus,

38 716 Ap. Claudius Pulcher.

C. Norbanus Flaccus.

37 717 Triumviri ReijnMicee constiiueiuUe,

M. ./Emilius Lepidus II,

M. Antonius II.

C. Julius Caesar Octavianr^ II.

M. Agrippa. Cos.

L. Caninius Gallus, Cos. abd.

T, Statilius Taurus.
36 718 L. Gellius Poplicola. Abd.

M, Cocceius Nerva, Abd.

L, Munatius Plancus II,

P. Sulpicius Quirinus.
35 719 L. Cornificius.

Sex, Pompeius.
34 720 L. Scribonius Libo,

M. Antonius. Abd
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«. C I..V,

L. Sempronius Atratinns.

£x Kal. Jul. Paul. iEmilius Lepidus.
C. Memmius.

Ex Kal. Nov. M. Herennius Picens.

33 721 C. J. Caesar Oclavianus II. Abd.

L. Volcatius TuUus.

32 722

11 723

•«0 724

29 725

38 726

Im 727

26 728

25 729

24 730

la 731

22 732

Kx Kal. Sept.

Ex Kal. Oct.

P. Auiionius PoBtus.

Ex Kal. Mai. L. Flavius.

Ex Kai. Jul. C. Fonteius Capito.

M'. Acilius (Aviola).

L. Vinucius.
L. Laronius.

Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
C. Sosius.

Ex Kai. Jul. L. Cornelius.

Ex Kal. Nov. N. Valerius.

C. J. Coesar Octavianus III.

M. Valerius Messala Corvinus.
Ex Kal. Mai. M. Titius.

Ex Kal. Oct. Cn. Pompeius.
C. J. Caesar Octavianus IV.
M. Licinius Crassus.
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Antistius Vetus.
Ex Id. Sept. M. Tullius Cicero,
Ex Kal. Nov. L. Saenius.

Imp. Cajsar Octavianus V.
Sex. Appuleius.

Ex Kcd. Jul. Potitus Valerius Messala.
Ex Kai. Nov. C. Furnius.

C. Cluvius.
Imp. Caesar Octavianus VI.
M. Agrippa II. (I/ustr. LXXI.)
Imp. Caesar Augustus VII.
M. Agrippa III.

Imp. Cassar Augustus VIII.
T, Statilius Taurus II.

Imp. Caesar Augustus IX.
M. Junius Silanus.

Imp. Caesar Augustus X.
C. Norbanus Flaccus.
Imp. Caesar Augustus XI. Abd.
A. Terentius Varro Murena. Mm^. e.

sJl 733

80 734

19 735

18 736

17 737

16 738

15 739

14 740

13 741

IS 742

L. Sestius.

Cn. Calpumius Piso.

M. Claudius Marcellus .£seniinas.
L. Arruntius.

Censores.

L. Munatius Plancus.
Paul, .^milius Lepidus.
M. Lollius.

Q,. iEmilius Lepidus.
M. Appuleius.
P. Silius Nerva.
C. Sentius Satuminus.
d. Lucretius Vespillo.

Ex Kal. Jvl. M. Vinucius.
P. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus.
Cn. Cornelius Lentulus.
C. Furnius.
C. Junius Silanus.

L. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
P. Cornelius Scipio.

Ex Kal. Jul. L. Tarius Rufus.
M. Livius Drusus Libo.
L. Calpumius Piso.

M. Licinius Crassus.
Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Augur.
Ti. Claudius Nero (postea Ti. Oaesar Au-

gustus").

P. duinctilius Vanis.
M. Valerius Messala Barbatus Appianus.

Mart. e.

P. Sulpicius duirinus. Abd.

C. Valgins Rufus. AM.

11 743

10 744

9 745

8 746

7 747

6 748

5 749

4 750

3 751

2 752

C. Caninius Rebilus. Mart. e.

L. Volusius Saturninus.

a. JEUus Tubero.
Paul. Fabius Maximus.
Julus Antonius.

Ql. Fabius Maximus Africanus.
Nero Claud. Drusus Germanicus. Mort. «.

T. Cluinctius (Pennus Capitolinas) Crisps
nus.

C. Marcius Censorinus.
C. Asinius Gallus.

Ti. Claudius Nero II.

Cn. Calpumius Piso.

D. Lselius Balbus.
C. Antistius Vetus.-
Imp. Caesar Augustus XII.
L. Cornelius Sulla.

C. Calvisius Sabinus.

L. Passienus Rufus.

L. Cornelius Lentulus.

M. Valerius Messalinus.
Imp. Caesar Augustus XIII. Abd.
M. Piautius Silvanus. Aid.

CI. Fabricius.

L. Caninius Gallus.
1 753 Cossus Comelius Lentulus.

L. Calpumius Piso.

. c. u. c.

1 754 C. Caesar.

L. .^milius PauUus.
2 755 P. Vinucius.

P. Alfenius Varus.
Ex Kal. Jul. P. Cornelius Lentulus ftcipia

T. Cluinctius Crispinu:* Vsl»
rianus.

3 756 L. .£lius Lamia.
M. Servilius.

Ex Kal. Jul. P. Silius.

L. Volusius Satuminus.
4 757 Sex, .^lius Catus.

C. Sentius Saturninus.
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Clodius Licinus.

Cn. Sentius Satuminus.
5 758 L. Valerius Messala Volesus.

Cn. Cornelius Cinna Magnus.
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Ateius Capito.

C. Vibius Postumus.
6 759 M. JEmilius Lepidus.

L. Aruntius. Abd.

7 760

8 761

9 762

10 763

11 764

12 765

13 766

14 767

L. Nonius Asprenas.
A. Licinius Nerva Silianus.

d. Caecilius Metellus Creticns.

M. Furius Camillus.
Sex. Nonius Cluiuctilianus.

Ex Kal. Jul. L. Apronius.
A. Vibius Habitus.

C. Poppaeus Sabinus.

CI. Sulpicius Camerinus.
Ex Kal. Jul. M. Papius Mutilus.

CI. Poppasus Secundus.
P. Comelius Dolabella.

C. Junius Silanus.

Ex Kal. Jul. Ser. Cornelius Lentului Ma
lug.

M. .£milius Lepidus.
T. Statilius Tauras.
Ex Kal. Jid. L. Cassius Longinur,.
Germanicus Caesar.

C. Fonteius Capito.
Ex Kal. Jul. C. Visellius Varro.
C. Silius.

L. Munatius Plancus.
Sex. Pompeius.
Sex. Appuleius.
Eodevi anno a. d. xiv. Kal. Sept.

Imp Cassa." Augustus. 3Ifrl. e.
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t.e v.c
Tiberius Cjesar Adgustus.

Ift 768 Dmsus Coesar.

C. Norbanus Flaccus.

16 769 T. Statilms Sisenna Taurus.
L. Scribonius Libo.

Eo Aal. Jul. P. Pomponius Girtecinus.

17 770 C. Coecilius Rufus.

L. Pomponius Flaccus.

18 771 Ti. Caesar Augustus III. Abd.

Germanicus Caesar II.

19 772

20 773

21 774

22 775

23 776

24 777

25 778

26 779

37 780

28 781

29 782

SO 783

31 784

32 785

33 786

34 787

35 788

36 789

37 790

J8 791

m 792

L. Seius Tubero.
M. Junius Silanus.

L. Norbanus Balbus.

M. Valerius Messala.
M. Aurelius Cotta.

Ti. Caesar Augustus IV.
Drusus Caesar II.

D. Haterius Agrippa.

C. Sulpicius Galba.
Ex. Kal. Jul. M. Cocceius Nenra.

C. Vibius Rufinus.

C. Asinius Pollio.

C. Antistius Vetus.
Ser. Cornelius Cethegus.
L. Visellius Varro.
M. Asinius Agrippa.
Cossus Cornelius Lentulus.

C. Calvisius Sabinus.
Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Gaetulicus.

E.V. Kal. Jul. Q,. Marcius Barea.
T. Rustius Nummius Gallus.

M. Licinius Crassus Frugi.

L. Calpurnius Piso.

Ap. Junius Silanus.

P. Silius Nerva.
Suf. Q,. Junius Blaesns.

L. Antistius Vetus,
L. Rubellius Geminus.
C. Fufius Geminus.

Stif. A. Plautius.

L. Nonius Asprenas.
M. Vinucius.
L. Cassius Longinus.

Suf. C. Cassius Longinus.
L. Naevius Surdinus.

Ti. Caesar Augustus V.
L. tEHus Sejanus.

Suf. VII. Id. Mai. Faust. Cornelius Sulla.

Sextidius CatuUinus.
Kal. Jul. L. Fulcinius Trio.

Kal. Oct. P. Memmius Regulus.
Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus.
M. Furius Camillus Scribonianus.

Suf. Kal. Jul. A. Vitellius.

Ser. Sulpicius Galba (postea Caes. Aug.).
L. Cornelius Sulla Felix.

Suf. Kal. Jul. L. Salvius Otho.
L. Vitellius.

Paul. Fabius Persicus.
C. Cestius Gallus Camerinus.
M. Servilius Nonianus.
Sex. Papinius Allienus.

d. Plautius.

Cn. Aceronius Proculus.
C. Petronius Pontius Nigrinus.

Suf. Kal. Jid. C. Caesar Augustus Ger-
manicus.

Ti. Claudius (postea Caes. Aug.).
Eodem anno a. d. xvii. Kal. April.

Ti. Caesar Augustus. Mori., e.

Caius C^sar AucusTis Germanicus (Ca-
ligula).

M. Aquilius Julianus.
P. Nonius Asprenas.
C. Caesar Augustus Germanicus II.

L. Apronius Caesianus.
Suf. Kal. Fthr. Sans^inius Mazimus
1088

p. c. c.c.

Jul. Cn. Domitius Corlulo.
Sept. Domitius Afer.

40 793 C. Caesar Augustus Germanicus III. (iSi»

lus mag. gessit.)

Suf. Id. Jan. L. Gellius Poplicola,

M. Cocceius Nerva.
(Kal Jul. Sex. Junius Celer.

Sex. Nonius Cluinctllla-

nus.)

41 794 C. Cffisar Augustus Germanicus IV.
Cn. Sentius Satuminus.

Suf. VII. Id. Jan. Q,. Pomponiih' Se-
cundus.

Eodem anno a. d. IX. Kal. Feb.

C. Caes. Aug. Germ. (Caligula). Ck:^. «.

Ti. Claudius C^sar Augustus Ger-
MANICUS.

42 795 Ti. Claud. Cebs. Augustus Germaiiicus II.

C. Caesinus Largus.

Suf. Kal. Mart. (C. Vibius Crispus.)

43 796 Ti. Claud. Cass. Augustus Germanicus HI.
L. Vitellius II.

Suf. Kal. Mart. (P. Valerius Asiat.)

44 797 L. Q.uinctius Crispinus Secundus.
M. Statilius Taurus.

45 798 M. Vinucius II.

Taurus Statilius Corvinus.

Suf. M. Cluvius Rufus.
Pompeius Silvanus

46 799 . . . Valerius Asiaticus II.

M. Junius Silanus.

Suf P. Suillius Rufus.
P. Ostorins Sctpuia.

47 800 Ti. Claud. Caes. Augustus Germanicus IV
L. Vitellius III.

Suf. Kal. Mart. (Ti. Plautius Silvantu
.^lianus.)

48 801 A. Vitellius (postea Aug.).

L. Vipstanus Poplicola.

Suf Kal. Jul. L. Vitfcllius.

(C. Calpurnius Piso.)

Censores. I/iistr. LXXIV.
Ti. Claudius Caes. Aug. Germanicus
L. Vitellius.

49 802 a. Veranius.
C. (A.) Pompeius Gaiius.

Suf L. Memmius Pollio.

Q,. Allius Maximus. '

50 803 C. Antistius Vetus.

M. Suillius Nerullinus.

51 804 Ti. Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus V,
Ser. Cornelius Orfitus.

Suf. Kal. Jul. (C. Minicius Fundanus.
C. Vetennius Severus.)

Kal. Nov. T Flavins Vespasianus (wK.
tea Caes. Axig.).

52 805 Faustus Cornelius Sulla.

L. Salvius Otho Titianus.

(Suf. Kal, Jul. Servilius Barea Soranus
C. Licinius Mucianus.

Kal Nov. L. Cornelius Sulla.

T. Flavius Sabinus.)

53 806 D. Junius Silanus.

Q,. Hatoius Antoninus.

54 807 M. Asinius Marcellus.

M'. Acilius Aviola.
Eodem anno a. d. III. Id. Oct.

Ti. Claud. Caes. Aug. Germ. Mort. e,

Nero Claudius C^sar Augustus Ges
MANICUS.

55 808 Nero Claud. Caes. Aug. Germanicus.
L. Antistius Vetus.

56 809 Q,. Volusius Satuminus.
P. Cornelius Scipio.

57 810 Nero Claud. Cans. Aug. Germanicus II.

L. Calpurnius Piso.

Suf. L. Cacsius Martialis.

58 811 Nero Claud. Cans. Aug. Germanicus IIL
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r 0. a. a

59 812

60 813

61 814

62 815

03 816

64 817

65 818

66 819

67 820

68 821

te 822

TO 823

71 824

':9 825

73 826

74 827

M. Valerius Messala.
C. Vipstanus Apronianns.

C. Fonteius Capito.

Nero Claudius Caesar Augustu:; Gfermani-

cus IV.
Cossus Cornelius Lentulus.

C. Petronius Turpitianus.

C. Caesonius Paetus.

P. Marius Celsus
L. Asinius Gallus.

Suf. L. Annaeus Seneca.
Trebellius Maximus.

C. Memmius Regnlus.

L. Virginias Ruius.

C. LjEcanius Bassus.

M. Licinius Crassus Frugi.

A. Licinius Nerva Silianus.

M. Vestinus Atticus.

C. Lucius Telesinus.

C. Suetonius Paullinus.

L. Fonteius Capito.

C. Julius Rufus.
Sflius Italicus. Abd.
Galerius Trachalus, Aid.

Nero Claud. Caesar Aug. Germanicus V.
(«7Mr coUega).

Suf. Kal. Jul. M. Plautius SHvanus.
M. Salvius Otho (^postea

Caes. Aug.).

Suf. Kal. Sept. C, Bellicus Natalis.

P. Cor. Scip. Asiaticus,

Eodcm anno a. d. IV. Id. Jun.
Nero Claud. Caes. Aug. Germ. Mart. e.

Ser, Sulpicius Galea Cjesar Augustus.
Ser. Sulpicius Galba Caesar Augustus II.

T. Vinius (Junius). Occis. e.

Eode,n anno a. d. XVII. Kal. Febr.

Ser. Sulp. Galba Caesar Aug. Occis. e.

M. Salvius Otho C^sar Augustus.
Ex. a. d. XVI. Kal. Fein: M. Sal. Otho

Caes. Aug.
L. Salvius Otho Titianus II.

Ex. Kal. Mart. T. Virginius Rufus.

L. Pompeius Vopiscus.
EodejK anno a. d. XII. Kal. Mai.

M. Salvius Otho Caes. Aug. Mort. e.

A. ViTELLius Imp. Augustus.
Ex. Kal. Mai. M. Caelius Sabinus.

T. Flavius Sabinus.

Ex. KaL Jvl. T. Arrius Antoninus.
P. Marius Celsus II.

Ex. Kal. Sept. C. Fabius Valens.
A. Licin. Caec. Damn. e.

Ex. pr. Kal. Nov. Roscius Regulus.
Ex. Kal. Nov. Cn. Caecilius Simplex.

C. duinctius Atticus.

Eodem anv/> a. d. IX. Kal. Jan.
A. Vitellius Imp. Aug. Occis. e.

Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus.
Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus II.

T. Caesar Vespasianus.
Ex. Kal. Jul. C. Licinius Mucianus II,

P. Valerius Asiaticus.

Ex. Kal. Nov. L. Annius Bassus.
C. Coecina Paetus.

Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus III.

M. Cocceius Nerva (postea Imp. Caesar
Augustus).

Ex. Kal. Mart. T. Caesar Domitianos.
Cn. Pedius Cattus.

C. Valerius Festus.
Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus IV.
T. Caesar Vespasianus II.

T. Caesar Domitianus II.

M. Valerius Messalinus.
Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus.
Ti. Caesar Vespasianus III. Abd.

Ex. Kal. Jul. T. Caesar Domitianus III.

y

Censores. LuOr. LXXV.
Imp, T. Flavius Vespasianus Aujnistos.
T. Caesar Vespasianus.

75 828 Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus VL
T. Caesar Vespasianus IV,
Ex. Kal. Jul. T. Caesar Domitianus IV

M. Licin. Mucianus IIL
76 829 Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Aug. VII.

T. Caesar Vespasianus V,
Ex. Kal. Jul. T. Caesar Domitianus V.

( T. Plautius Silvanus
iElianus II.)

77 830 Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Aug. VIII.
T. Caesar Vespasianus VI.
Ex. Kal. Jul. T. Caesar Domitianus VI.

Cn. Julius Agricola.
78 831 L. Ceionius Commodus.

D. Novius Priscus.

79 832 Imp. T. Flavius Vespasianus Augustus IX.
T. Caesar Vespasianus VII.
Eodem anna a. d. VIII. Kal. Jul.

Imp. T. Flav. Vespasianus Aug. Mort. e.

Imp. Titus C^sarVespasianus Augustus.
80 833 Imp. Titus Caesar Vespasian. Aug. VIII.

T. Caesar Domitianus VII.

Suf. L. iElius Plautius Lamia.
Q,. Pactumeius Fronto.

Suf. M. Tillius (Tittius) Frugi,
T. Vinicius Julianus.

81 834 L. Flavius Silva Nonius Bassus.
Asinius Pollio Verrucosus.
Ex. Kal. Mai. L. Vettius Paullus,

T. Junius Montanus.
Eodem anno Idib. Sept.

Imp, Titus Caes, Vespas, Aug, Mort. e.

Imp. Cjesar Domitianus Augustus.
Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus VIIL
T. Flavius Sabinus.
Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus IX.
Ql. Petillius Rufus II.

Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus X.
Ap. Junius Sabinus.
Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XL
T. Aurelius Fulvus.
Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XII.
Ser. Cornelius Dolabella Petronianus.

Suf. C. Secius Campanus.
Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XIII
A. Volusius Satuminus.
Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XIV
L. Minucius Rufus.
T. Aurelius Fulvus II.

A. Sempronius Atratinus.
Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XV.
M. Cocceius Nerva II.

M'. Acilius Glabrio.
M. Ulpius Traianus {postea Imp. Cassat

Augustus).

Suf. d. Valerius Vegetus.
P, Met(ilius Secundus).

92 845 Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XVI.
Qi. Volusius Satuminus.
Ex. Id. Jan. L, VenuQeius Apronianus).
Ex. Kal. Mai. L. Stertinius Avitus.

Ti
Ex. Kal. Sept. C. Junius Silanus.

Ct Arv
93 846 Pompeius CoUega.

Cornelius Prisons.

Suf. M. Lollius Paullinus Valerius Asi*

aticus Satuminus.
C. Antius Aulus Julius Torquatns

94 847 L. Nonius Torquatus Asprenas.

T. Sextius Magius Lateranus.

Suf. L. Sergius Paullus.

95 848 Imp. Caesar Domitianus Augustus XVII
T. Flavius Clemens.

96 849 C Manlius Valens.
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82 835

83 836

84 837

85 838

86 839

87 840

88 841

89 842

90 843

91 844
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C. Antistius Vetus.

Eodem anno a. d. XIV. KaZ. Oct.

imp. Caesar Domitianus Aug. Gerraanicus.

Occis.e.

Imp. Nerva Cjesar Augostos Germanicus.

97 850 Imp. Nerva Cae.'iar Augustus III.

T. Virginius Rufus III.

Eodem anno.

M. Ulpius Trajanus Caesar. Appell. est.

98 851 Imp. Nerva Caesar Augustus IV.

Nerva Traianus Caesar II.

Eodem anno a. d. VI. Kal. Febr.

Imp. Nerva Caesar Aug. Germ. Mart. e.

Imp. Cjesar Nerva Trajanos Optimus
Augustus Germanicus Dacicus Par-
THICUS.

Ex. KaL Jul. C. Sosius Senecio.

L. Licinius Sura.

Ex. Kail. Oct. Afranius Dexter.

99 852 A. Cornelius Palma.
C. Socius Senecio fll.).

100 853 Imp. Caesar Nerva Trajanus Augustus III.

Sex. Julius Frontinus III.

Ex. Kal. Mart. M. Cornelius Fronto III.

Ex. Kal. Sept. C. Plinius Caecilius Secun-
dus.

Cornutus TertuUus.
Ex. Kal. Nov. Julius Feroi.

Acutius Nerva.
L. Roscius ^lianus.
Ti. Claudius Sacerdos.

101 854 Imp. Caesar Nerva Trajanus Augustus IV.
Sex. Articuleius Paetus.

Ex. Kal. Mart. Cornelius Scipio Orfitus.

Ex. Kal. Mai. Baebius Macer.
M. Valerius Paullinus.

Ex. Kal. Jul. C. Rubrius Gallus.

CI. Caelius Hispo.
-102 855 C. Sosius Senecio III.

L. Licinius Sura II.

Ex. Kal. Jvl. M'. Acilios Rufus.
C. Caecilius Classicus.

103 856 Imp. Caesar Nerva Trajanus Augustus V.
L. Appius Maximus II.

{SuJ. C. Minicius Fundanus.
C. Vettennius Sevems.)

104 «57 Suranus.

P. Neratius Marcellus.
105 858 Ti. Julius Candidus II.

C. Antius Aulus Julius Cluadratus II.

i 106 859 L. Ceionius Coramodus Verus.
L. Tutius Cerealis. •

107 860 L. Licinius Sura III.

C. Sosius Senecio IV.

.Suf. .... Suranus II.

C. Julius Serv. Ursus Servianus.
:108 861 Ap. Annius Trebonius Gallus.

M. Atilius Metilius Bradua.
•<Sit/. fC. Julius Africanus.

Clodius Crispinus.)

L. Verulanus Sererus.
109 862 Aj Cornelius Palma II.

C. Calvisius Tullus II.

•S»/. P. SMvi% Hadrianus {posiea Imp.
Caesar Augustus).

M. Trebatius Priscus.
/IIO 863 Ser. Salvidienus Orfitus.

M.'Peducaeus Priscinus.

Stif. (P. Calvisius Tullus.
L. Annius LaraTis.)

illl -«4 M. Calpurniu§ Piso.

L. Rusticus Junianus Bolanus.
S*./. C. Julius Servilius Ursus Servi-

anus II.

L. Fabius Justus.
112 865 Imp. Caesar Nerva Traj. Augustus VI.

T. Sextius Africanus.
113 866 I.. Publicius Celsus IL
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C. Clodius Crispinus.

114 867 CI. Ninnius Hasta.

P. Manilius Vopiscus.

115 868 L. Vipstanus Messala.
M. Pedo Vergilianus.

116 869 (JEmilius) iElianus.

(L.) Antistius Vetus.

117 870 auinctius Niger.

C. Vipstanus Aoronianus.
Ex. Kal. Jul. M. Erucius Claras.

Ti. Julius Alexander.
Eodem anno.

Imp. Caesar Nerva Traj. Aug. Mmi. e.

Imp. CfSAR Trajanus Hadrianus Auac»

Imp. Caesar Traj. Hadrianus Augustus IL
Ti. Claudius Fuscus Salinator.

Imp. Caesar Traj. Hadrianus Augusras IIL
C. Junius Rusticus.

L. Catilius Severus.

T. Aurelius Fulvus (nostea Imp. Caesar An-
toninus Augustus Pius).

M. Annius Verus II.

Augur.
M'. Acilius Aviola.

C. Corellius Pansa.
Q,. Articuleius Paetinus.

L. Venuleius Apronianus.
M'. Acilius Glabrio.

C. Bellicius Torquatus.
Valerius Asiaticus II.

Titius Aquilinus.
M. Annius Verus III.

. . . Eggius Ambibulus.
T. Atilius Titianus.

M. Squilla Gallicanus.

L. Nonius Torquatus Asprenas II.

M. Annius Libo.
P. Juvenlius Celsus II.

CI. Julius Balbus.

Suf. C. Neratius Marcellus II.

Cn. Lollius Gallus.

Q,. Fabius Catullinus.

M. Flavius Aper.
Ser. Octavius Laenas Pontianas.

M. Antonius Rufinus.

C. Serius Augurinus.
C. Trebius Sergianus.

M. Antonius Hiberus.
Nummius Sisenna.

C. Julius Servilius Ursus Servianus lU,
C. Vibius Juventius Varus.

Lupercus.
Atticus.

Suf. . . . Ponlianus.
. . . Atilianus.

L. Ceionius Commodus Verus.
Sex. Velulenus Civica Pompeianus.

Eodem anno.

L. Ceionius Coramodus Verus iElius Cae-

sar. App. e.

L. -^lius Verus Caesar II.

P. Coelius BaJbinus Vibulius Pius.

Niger.
Camerinus.

L. iElius Verus Caesar. Kal. Jan. Mart, i,

Eodem anno a. d. V. Kal. Mart.
T. Aurelius Fulvius Antoninus .£lius €»>

sar. App. e.

Eodem anno a. d. VI. Id. Jul.

Imp. Caesar Traj. Hadrianus Aug. Mart, u
Imp. T. melius C.esar Antoninus Augus-
tus Pius.

Imp. T. iEl. Caesar Ant. Augustus Pins IL
C. Bruttius Praesens IL
Imp. T. M\. Caesar Ant. August. Pius III

M. ^lius Aurelius Verus Caesar (postea

Imp. Augustus).

118 871

119 872

120 873

121 874

122 875

123 876

124 877

125 878

126 879

127 880

128 881

129 882

130 883

131 884

132 885

133 886

134 887

135 888

136 889

137 890

138 891

139 892

140 893
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141 894

142 895

43 896

144 897

145 898

146 899

147 900

148 901

149 902

150 903

151 904

152 905

153 906

154 907

155 908

150 909

157 910

158 911

159 912

160 913

161 914

62 915

163 916

04 917

165 918

166 919

167 920

J68 921

169 922

170 923

171 924

lr2 925

M. Peducajus Stloga Priscinus.

T. Hoenius Severus.

L. Staiius duadralus.

C. Cuspius Rufinus.

C. Bellicius Torquatus.
Ti. Claudius Atticus Herodes.

P, Lollianus Avitus.

C. Gavius Maximus.
Imp. T. ^1. Caesar Ant. Augustus Pius IV.

M. Aurelius Caesar II.

Sex. Erucius Claras II.

Cn. Claudius Severos.

C. Annius Largus.

C. Prast. Pacatus Messalinus.
Torquatus.

Salvius Julianus.

Ser. Scipio Orfitus.

Q,. Nonius Priscus.

Gallicanus.

. . Antistius Vetus.

Sex. Cluintilius Condonianos.
Sex. Cluintilius Maximus.
M. Acilius Glabrio.

M. Valerius HomuUus.
C. Brattius Praesens.

A. Junius Rufinus.

L. ^lius Aurelius Commodus {posUa Imp.
Caesar Augustus).

T. Sextius Lateranus.
C. Julius Severus.
M. Junius Rufinus Sabinianus.

Ex. Kai. Nov. Antius PoUio.
Opimianus.

M. Ceionius Silvanus.
C. Serius Augurinus.
M. Civica Barbaras.
M. Metilius Regulus.
Sex. Sulpicius Tertullus.

C. Tineius Sacerdos.
Plautius Cluintilius.

Statius Priscus.

Ap. Annias Atilius Bradua.
T. Clodius Vibius Varas.
M. iElius Aurelius Veras Caesar III.

L. JDlius Aurelius Commodus 11.

Eodem anno.
Imp. T. .^1. Caes. Ant. Aug. Pius, Moii. e.

Imp. CiESAR M. Aurelius Antoninus Au-
gustus.

Imp. C^sar L. Aurelius Verus Augustus.
CL Junius Rusticus.
C. Vettius Aquilinus.

Suf. CL Flavins Tertullus.

M. P'ontius Laelianus.

Pastor.

Suf. Q,. Mustius Priscus.

M. Pompeius Macrinus.
P. Jnventius Celsus.
M. Gavius Orfitus.

L. Arrius Pudens.
Qm Servilius Pudens.
L. Fufidius Pollio.

Eodem anno a. d. IV. Id. Oct.

L. ^1. Aurelius Commodus Caes. App. e.

Imp. Caesar L. Aur. Veras Augustus III.

M. Ummidius Q,uadratus.
L. Venuleius Apronianus II.

L. Sergius Paulius II.

Q,. Sosius Priscus Senecio.
P. Ccclius Apollinaris.

Eodem anno.
Imp. Caesar L. Aur. Veras Aug. Mori. e.

M. Cornelius Celhegus.
C. Eracius Clarus.
T. Statilius Severas.
L. Alfidius Hercnnianus.

Maximus.
Orfitus.

173 926 M. Aurelius Severas II.

Ti, Claudius Pompcianus.
174 927 Gallus.

Flaccus.

175 928 Calpumius Piso.

M. Salvius Julianus.

176 929 T. Vitrasius Pollio II.

M. Flavius Aper II.

177 930 Imp. L. Aurelius Commodus Augustiu.
M. Plautius Cluintilius.

178 931 Gavius Orfitus,

Julianus Rufus.

179 932 Imp. L. Aurelius Commodus Augustus IL
P. Marcius Veras.
Ex. Kal. Jul. P. Helvius Pertinax (posUa

Imp, Caesar Augustus),
M. Didius Severas Julianus

{postea Imp. Caes. Aug.).

180 933 C. Brattius Praesens,

Sex. Cluintilius Condianus.
Eodem anno a. d. XVI, Kal. April.

Imp, Caesar M, Aurelius Antoninus Aug.
Mort. e.

Imp, M. Aurelius Commodus Antoniwui
Augustus.

181 934 Imp. M. Aurelius Commodus Antoninus
Augustus III.

L. Antistius Burras.
182 935 Mamertinus.

Rufus.
Ex. Kal. Jvl. JE.m\\\ns Juncus.

Atilius Severas,
183 936 Imp, M. Aurelius Commodus Antoninus

Augustus IV.
C. Aufidius Victorinus II.

Ex. Kal. Febr. L. Tutilius Pontius Gea •

tianus.

Ex. Kal. Mai. M. Herennius Secundus.
M. Egnatius Postumus.
T. Pactumeius Magnus
L. Septimius F

184 937 L. Cossonius Eggius Marallus.

Cn. Papirius ,£lianus.

Suf. C. Octavius Vindei.
185 938 Materaus.

Bradua.
186 939 Imp. M. Aurelius Commodus Antoninn.^

Augustus V.
(M*. Acilius) Glabrio II.

187 940 ....... . Crispinus.

.Silianus.

188 941 Fuscianus II

M. Servilius Silanus II.

189 942 Junius Silanus.

Q,. Servilius Silanus,

190 943 Imp, M. Aurelius Commodus Antoninus
Augustus VI,

M, Petronius Septimianus,
191 944 (Cass)ius Pedo Apronianus,

M, Valerius Bradua fMauricus).
192 945 Imp. L. ,£lius Aurelius Commodus Au-

gustus VII,
P, Helvius Pertinax II,

Eodem anno prid. Kal. Jan.
Imp, L. ^lius Aurelius Commodus A««

gustus, Occis. e.

193 946 Imp. Ci:sAR P, Helvius Pkbtinax Auou*-
tub,

d. Sosius Falco,

C, Julius Eracius Claras.

Suf. Flavins Claudius Sulpicianus,

L, Fabius^Cilo Septimianus,

Eodem anno a* d. V, Kal. April.

Imp. Caesar P. Helvius Pertinax Augustus.

Oct. e.

Imp. C;esar M. Dipius Severus Julunu*
Augustus.

Suf. Kal. Mai. Silius Messala,
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Eodem anno Kal. Jun.

Imp. CsBsar M. Didius Severas Julianas

Augustus. Occis. e.

Imp. Cjesar L. Septimics Seyerus Perti-

nax aogustus.

Suf. Kal. Jul. iElius.

Probus.

Eodem anno.

D. Clodius Albinus Caesar, App. est.

194 947 Imp. Caesar L. Septimius Severus Augus-
tus II.

D. Clodius Albinus Csesar.

195 948 Scapula Tertullus.

Tineius Clemens.

196 949 C. Domitius Dexter.

L. Valerius Messala Thrasia Priscus.

Eodem anno.

Bassianus M. Aurelius Antoninus Caesar.

Amp. e.

197 950 Ap. Claudius Lateranus.
Ru&nus.

198 951 Saturninus.
Gallus.

Eodem amw.
M. Aurelius Antoninus (Cara"clalla) Caesar

Imp. Augustus App. e.
'

P. Septimius Geta Caesar. App. e.

199 932 P. Cornelius Anulinus II.

M. Aufidius Pronto.

200 953 Ti. Claudius Severus.

C. Aufidius Victorinus.

201 954 L. Annius Fabianus.
M. Nonius Arrius Mucianus.

S02 955 Imp. Caesar L. Septimius Severus Augus-
tus III.

Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Antoninus Aug.
203 956 C. Fulvius Plautianus II.

P. Septimius Geta.
204 957 L. Fabius Cilo Septimianus II.

M. Annius Flavins Libo.
205 958 Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Antoninus Au-

gustus II.

P. Septimius Geta Csesar.

206 959 M. Nummius Albinus.
Fulvius .Emilianus.

207 960 Aper.
Maximus.

208 961 Imp. Cassar M. Aurelius Antoninus Augus-
tus III.

P. Septimius Geta Caesar II.

209 962 Civica Pompeianus.
Lollianus Avitus.

Eodem anno.
P. Septimius Geta Caesar Aug. App. est.

210 963 M'. Acilius Faustinus.
Triarius Rufinus.

SIX 964 (CU Hedius Rufus) Lollianus Gentianus.
Pomponius Bassus.

Eodem anno prid. Non. Febr.
Imp. Caesar L. Septimius Severus August.

Mort. e.

Imp. CjEsar M. Aurelius Antoninus
(Caracalla) Augustus.

912 965 C. Julius Asper II.

C. Julius Asper.
Eodem anno.

Imp. Caesar P. Septimius Geta Pius Aug.
Occ. est.

213 966 Imp. M. Aurelius Antoninus Augustus IV.
D. Coelius Balbinus II.

Suf. (M. Antoninus Gordianus [postea
Imp. Caesar Augustus].

Helvius Pertinax.)
214 967 Messalla.

Sabinus.
215 968 Lffitus II.

Cerealis.
316 969 Catius Sabinus 11.

^092
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Cornelius Anulinus.
217 970 C. Bruttins Praesens.

T. Messius Extricatus II.

Eodei'. anno a. d. VI. Id. April.

Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius i^ntoninus (Cai»
calla) Augustus. Occ. e.

Eodem anno a. d. III. Id. April.

M. Opilius Severus Macrinus Imp. CiBsai
Augustus. App. e.

M. Opilius Diadumenianus Caes. App. e.

Imp. CiESAR M. Opilius Severus Macri-
nus Augustus.

218 971 Imp. Caesar M. Opil. Severus Macrinos
Augustus II.

C. Oclatinus Adventus. •

Eodem anno.
Imp. Caesar M. Opilius Severus Macrinus

Augustus. Occ. e.

Varius Avitus Bassianus M. Aurelius An-
toninus Imp. Caesar Augustus. App. e.

Imp. C^sar M. Aurelius Antoninus
(Elagabalus) Pius Felix Augustus.

Suf. Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Antoni-
nus (Elagabalus) Augustus.

219 972 Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Antoninus (Ela-
gabalus) Augustus II.

d. Tineius Sacerdos II.

220 973 Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Antoninus (Ela-
gabalus) Augustus III.

P. Valerius Eutychianus Comazon II.

221 974 Gratus Sabinianus.
Claudius Seleucus.

Eodem anno.

Bassianus Alexianus M. Aurelius Atexaa-
der CaBsar. App. e.

222 975 Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Antoninus (Ela-
gabalus) Augustus IV.

M. Aurelius Alexander Caesar.

Eodem anno.

Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Antoninus (Ela-
gabalus) Augustus. Occ. e.

Imp. C^sar M. Aurelius Severus Alex-
ander Augustus.

223 976 L. Marius Maximus II.

L. Roscius ^lianus.
224 977 Claudius Julianus II.

L. Bruttius Cluinctius Crispinus.

225 978 Fuscus II.

Dexter.
226 979 Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Severus Alex

Augustus II.

Marcellus II.

227 980 . Albinus.
Maximus.

228 981 Modestus II.

Probus.
229 982 Imp. Caesar M. AureKus Severus (ilex,

Augustus III.

Cassius Dio II.

230 983 L. Virius Agricola.
Sex. Catius Clementinus.

231 984 . . . Claudius Pompeianus.
T.Fl. . . Pelignianus.

232 985 Lupus.
Maximus.

233 986 Maximus,
Patemus.

234 987 Maximus II.

(C. Coelius) Urbanus.
235 988 Severus.

duinctianus.
Eodem anno.

Imp. Caesar M. Aurelius Severus AlezaiH
der Augustus. Occ. e.

It has been considered unnecessary for the abjects

of the present work to continue the Fasti beyond the

death of Alexander Severus.
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Publiciana in Rem Actio. Prodigium. Cameia.
Quanti Minoris Actio. Saturnalia. Carya.

Chalceia.Quorum Bonorum, luterdic- Sella.

tum. Spoila. Chalcioecia
Recepta : De Recepto, Actio. Sport ula. Chelidonia.
Redhibitoria Actio. Stilus. Chitonia.
Repetunds. Stratores. Chloeia.
Restitutio in Integrum. Triumphus. Chlhanuk
Rogntiones Licini«e. Tuba. Codex.
Rutiliana Actio. Tympanum. Congiarion.
Sectio. Via. Consualia.
Senatus Consultum. Vinum. Coutubema'.»
Servitutes. Vitrum. Contus.
Servus (Roman, legal view). Vitta. Conventus
Societas. Cophinus.
Successio. A. Rich. Corybantes
Superficies. Arcus. Gorybantica
Talio. Atlantes. Cosmcta.
Testamentum Atticurges. Cottabos.
Thoria Lex. Basileus. Cotyttia.

Tutor. Basilica (sc. sdet). Covinus.
Twelve Tables. Baths. Crater.
Vindicatio. Bridges. Critai.

Vindicta. Bustum. Crocota.
Vis. Camera. Crania.
Vis et Vis Armata. Campus Martins. Crypteia.
Universitas. Campus Sceleralus. Culter.
Voconia Lex. Canalis. Daidala.
Usucapio. Capitolium. Daphnephoria
Usurpatio. Castellum Aqus. Daricus.
Usiufructus CeUa. Deikelistai.

Chalcidicom. Delia.

J. S. M&NsriELD. Chemips. Delphinia.
'Avau/iav/ou YPaipn-
'AvSpaniSiov oikti.

Chiramaxinm Dcmetria.
Circus. Diamastigoail

Antidosis. Clavis. Dapsephisii.
Antigi-aphe. Clavus. Diasia.

'A<t>opnrjs iiicti Clavus Annalis. Dictynni^
Apographe. Clavus Gubernaculi. Dies.
Apocaryxis. Clavus Latus, Augustus Diipoleia

'AvuXcl^eias Stxti. Clypeus. Diocleia.

Airamosia. Clitellie. Dionysia.
Aporrheta. Cloaca. Dioskouria
'Avoaraalov Sticif- Cochlea. Divinatio.

Appellatio (Greek) Colossus. Docana
'Apyvplov Sim). Columbarium. Donaria.
'AtreBtias YP"^^- Coma. Ekkletoi.

'AarpaTcias ypa^ij. Conditorium. Eisiteria.

Airo/ioX/a; vpa^;}.

'Bt6att!>acu>(0iKJ). -

CorWs. Eisphora.

Corbitte. Elaphebolit
Bia/(i)v SIkt). Corona. Elcusinia.

hXdBrii SiKn. Cortina. Eleutheria.

BovXevffctos ypa^i}. Crypta. EUotia.

KaKTjYopias OtKn. Cudo. Epangel.ia.

KaKOTs^mv Sikt).

Kapitov oiKT}.

Culina. Ephebus.
Emissarium. Ephesia.

Tiiaplov SUtj. Entasis. Eponymug.
Xptov; iiKri. Epistylium. Erotia.
Cleterea. Fastigium. Eumolpidai
KXo7ri)f Hkij. Fornix. Eupatridai.
Concubina (Greek). HermsB. Euthyne.
Kurios. Exauguratc:
Diadicasia. L. SCHHITZ. Exegetai.
Diamartyria. Agrionia. Exiteria.

Dicasterion. 'AYporfpas &vaia. Exodia.
Dicastes. Agrupnis. Exomosia.
Dice. Aiaceia. Exostra.
Eisangelia. Aianteia. Ferne.
Endeixis. AlyiVTiTiiv iopr/i Fescennio^
Engye.
Ephegesis.

Aiora. Floralia.

Alaia. Forum.
Cpidicasia. Alcathoia. Galli.
Epitropos.

EpobeUa.
'AXcKTOvdviav ^y(Sv. Gamelia.
Aloa. Gausapa.

Graphe. Amarunthia. Geomoroi.
'Apnaynt Ypa(^fi. Ambrosia (festivals). Grammatew
Alpytiou Ypafp^. Amphiaraia. Gymnasiuok
'KratpijacuJi Ylt"f>^- Amphidromia. Gymnopaidi*
'\cpoaov\las ypa^^. Anakeia. Grnaikonaan'
*Y8p£ii){ ypai^/^. Anacleteria. Haoeu.^
"TTo6o\rjs rpa^fi.

AciTTOi/auriov ypa^^.
Anaxagoreia. IIarmo*t«.

Androgionia. ICenea.
AciTrotrrpar/ou YP"^^' Anthesphoria. Ilermsa.

Antinoeia. Iletsne.
J. Narbixh. Apaturia. Hilariii.

Army (Greek). Aphrodisia. Histno.
Army (Roman). ApoUonia Hora.

Araieii>. Horologinm
W. Ramsat. Argentum. Horreum.

Fasti. Ariadneia. Hospitium.
Fetiales. Arrhephorinnv Hydriaphow
Flamen. Artemisia. Hyloroi.
Lacinis. Asclepieia. Hypcretea.
Laina. Ascolia. Hy(>or«hen*
Litutts. Bo^dromia. Hyacinth ii-

Manipulus Boreasmoi. Ina'upirati*



INDEX.

InikMia (Qieekl Pi toriam. Cheirooomi^
Inoa. Pa eidonia. ClMirotoneiB.

Inlarprei. Pn ^fectus Cheme.
Isthmian Game* Prelum. Chonix.
Labyrinthui.
Laphria.

Prwonsul. Choaa.
Proedroaia. Chryseadeta.

Lararium. Prometheia. Chytra.
Lantamia. Proscriptio. Cistophoms.

Concna.Lectica Protrugia.
Lectus. Publicani. Congius.
L«iturgia Pugilatu*. Colyla.

Ij«mniu;u8. Pyonepsia. Cubitus.
Lemuralia. Pytbiau Game*. Cubus.
L«3nideia. Qusstor. Culeus.
LernKa. Regia Lex. Cyathus.
iJbeUus. Reglfugiam. Dolium.
Libertus (Greek). Rex Sacrificalu* Extraordinarii.

Librator Ricinium. Helotes.

Ligo. Rings. Hortus.
Lima. Rorarii. House (Greek).
Logogn/noi. Sacellum. Jagerum.
Lycaia. Sacerdos. Libra or Ai.
adi. Sacra. Ligula.

l.udi ApoUinareiL Sacrarium. Litra.

Ladi (.:api'voiini. Sacrificium. Maria.
Ladi Circenscs. Sacrilegium. Medimnus.
Ladi Funebret. Satculuro. Metretes.
Ludi Honorarii. Salmlnia. Milliare.

Ladi Maniales. Salarium. Modiui.
Ludi Natalitii. Saudatiam Mystrum.
Ladi Palatini. Sarracum. Pes.
Ludi Piscatoifi. Sartago. Schoenas.
Ladi Plebeii. Satura. Scrupulum.
Ludi Pontificales Scale. Sestertius.

Ladi Qusestorii. Scamnum. Sextarius.
Ladi Siecularei. Scriptura. Sextula.
Lapercalia. Sculptura. Stadium.
Luperci. Scytale. Stater.
Lustratio. Seisachtheia. Tabema.
Lustram. Senatus. Talentum.
Lyra. Septimontium. Tetrmrches.
Mamai^e (Roman;
Martralia.

Ships. Tiro.
Socii. Ton.

Meditrinalia. Statuary.
Megalesia. Sthenia. Turris.
Monelaeia. SynoBcia (festival). Vallum.
Moosarii. Templum. Villa.

Mensjt. Thalusia. ViUicus.
Mentores Thargelia. Uncia (weight).
Metageitn«. Theatrum. Vncia (coin).

Metoikoi. Theophania. Xestes.
Metronami. Theseia.
Mimas. Thesniophoria. W SMITfc
Missio. Thulos. AWegwina.
M«<rO(ia«(i)5 Hkt] Tithenidia. Acaina.
tAiaOou iiKr). Titii Sodales. Acapna Ligna.
Moneta. Triarii. Acation.
Mounychia. Tribunus. Accensi.
Moaseia. Tribos (Roman). Acclamatio.
Musculus. Tributum. Achane.
Museum. Triobolon. 'AKoi)v iiaprvpcif
Mysteria. Vectigalia. Acroama.
Navarchug. Ver Sacrum. Acrolithoi.
Naucraria. Viaticum. Acrostolion.
Nautodicae. Viator. Acroterium.
Nemean Games. Vicesima. Acrothinion.
Neptuoalia. Vicus. Acta Diuma.
Nomen (Greek). Vigintisexviri. Actia.
Nomen (Roman). Vinalia. Actuarii.
tioiiiaitaroi Sia^OopSs Ypafp/i Vinea. Addiz.
Nota Censoria. Uiigaenta. Adeia.
Notitia Digaitatam. Volones. 'KStKi'ai irpi; riv Stjiiov Yfx'4'^
Nundinie. Vulcanalia. Adlecti.
Oath (Roman) Uxorium. Adlector.
Optimates. Zacoroi. Admissionales.
Oraculunv Adonia.
Dschophoria P. Smitb. Adoratio.
Pale. Aiclon. Adversaria.
Palilia. Aleetryomanteia. Adunatoi.
Pamboiotia. Alica. .£ditui.
Panal.henca. Allma. ./Eneatores.
PancratiojB. Alimentarii Pueri et P-iella. ^olipyle.
Pandia. AliptsB. JEn..
Panegyni.
Pamhellenia.

AluUi.
Amanuensis.

JEnrinm.
^Eruscatores.

Panionia. Amma. Xi (money).
Pantomimos. 'A;i0iirvircXAov SfKaf Ms Circumforaneom.
Paraaiti. Amphora. M» Equestr*.
Partheniai. Annates. M» Hordearium.
Patricii. Annona. JEn Manuarium.
Pentathlon. Arctalogi. Agaso.
Peraueiiiuui Daamriri. Argyrocopeion. Agathoergoi.
Pern^rinua. Argyraspides. Agele.
Pergula. Amiilustrium. Agema.
Persona. Artaba. 'Aytupyi'ou ilmi.

Ager Sanctus.Plebcs. Anira.
Pljrnterin. As. Agger.
Pomsrium. Auram. Agmen.
Pontifex Barbitoa Agonalia.
Portic.it Basanoa. A^notheta.

Afon.
Agonaomi.
A^rania.
A/prti^i'oo ypaM.

' KypAibov fitTdkXov fpaM
Agraalia.
Agretai.
Agriania.
Agronomi.
Acurtai.^

a1k(u( iitt).

Aisyntoete*.
Alarii.

Aaibrosia.

Amhurbiura.
'AiteXtou iiKif.

Ainphiurkia.
Analx>leus.

Aiiaeomide.
'Avaywyijj StKtj.

'l.ti&i)aiTo6taftou tp2<t4.
Anteambvloaes.
Aatecessorea.
Antigrapheia.
Apagaloi.

'A^aroi lifUpaL.

Aphraetiis.

Apodeote.
popLaiMis.
Apuara.
A^koreta.
'Avo^^tf if<4^
Afostoleis.

Apotkeca.
Apotheoais.
Apparitorea.
Afuarii.
Area.
Arccra.
Arcbairesii.

Archeion.
Arcfaones.

ArdalioB.
Area.
Aaiarche.
Asyluia.
AtUeta.
AtriuB.
Aagustales.
Aurum C«<n» n^«s
Aunim L'u.«tM.
Authepsa.
Autonomi.
Axones.
Basileia.

Bastent
Be>riarii

9ibasu
Beco«
2">iai.

Birenc'*

Bombyl.v.
Boonai.
Botulus
Buxum.
Byssus.
Cacosis.

Cuduoeus.
Cad us.

Ceritum Tabai»
Calantica.
Calathus.
Calculator.

Calida.
Campestre
Campidoctorea.
Canabos.
Cauathroo.
Candela.
Candelabrum.
Cantharus.
Canticom.
Capsa.
Capsarii.

Canicalla.

Carnifex.
Carrago.
Camica.
CatalogOS.
KaraXvatnn rov Hj^lIV ypaf4
Catapknuai.
)X.a-taaK<nt1\i ypa^if

.

Cathedra.
Caa|)ona.
C»adai>.

Cemma.
Cestui.
Cippua.
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Oiita
Cochlear
Colonia (Greek)
Comissatio.

Cominest-u.
Compi'.^a.
Corytubus.
Cabiculorii.

Cvbicttlum.
Cobisteteres
Cnlix.

Caratorea.
Cnnorea.
CyclM.
Cymba.
Dactyliutheca
Damosio.
Danace.
SeMKloucbo*.
Decardiia.
Dacasmoa.
Decempodn.
Decemviri
Decimatio.
Deiffma.

Seipnou
Dektor
Dalphis.
Demensum
I}emi(H>rata.

Dcnu^ioietoa.

Demosioi.
Denarios.
Diid>atcria.

Dianoraai.

AM(f>avrj oiiitM^
Dimache.
Diota.

Dipbthera.
Diploma.
Diptjcha.
Ihribitcires.

Drachma.
Docenarii.
Ducentesima.
Duplicarii.

Duuravivi.
Eicoste.

Eireu.
Eisagogeis.

Eleven, thei

Ellimeniou.
£rabas.
£iaeri<i.

ll^ifiTvct Sluac
Emphrouroi.
Emporiunu
Engktesis^
Eparitoi.

Epeunaetai.
Ephestria
Epibatffi.

Epidoseis.

EpimeletaiL
Episcopoi.
Epistates.
Epistoleus.

Epulonea
Eqairia.

Equites.
£qa«leus.
ErgastulaiB.
Ericins.

Eryeterei.
Evocxti.

Ezcobitom
Ezetastai.

Exomia
Eabn.
Faitor.

Fasces.
Fascinuuk
Ferculunv
Fidieuls.
Fomacalia.
Forty, the.

Frumentaiii.
Fallo.

Funos.
Furca.
Fustuariunk
Gladiators.

Oymnesioi.
Iblteret.

Harpastam.
Haruspiuca.
Hectici.

Ilellanodica.

TlvlUaotamiae.
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Hestiasi*.

Heiromnemones.
Hieropoioi.

Horoi.
House (Roman).
luterrex.

Lacema.
Larentalia.

Liber.

Librarii.

Lictor.

Luutron.
Lucema.
Magister.
Mediastiai.

Murrhiua Van.
Navulia.
Naumachia.
Novendiale.
Novi Homines.
Obeliscus.

Olympiad.
Olympic Garnet
Opalia.
Opinatores.
Orarium,
Ordo.
Omatrix.
Ostiarmm.
Piean.

Psenala.
Pagi.

Paidonomos.
Palestra.
Palus.
Par Impar Ludere.
Paradisus.
Parssang.
Paropsis.
Passus.
Patrimi et Matrimi,
Patronomi.
Pausarii.

Pecuarii.

Pedisequi.
Petaarum.
Phaselus.
Phorbeia.
Pila.

Pistor.

Plumarii.
Pluteus.
Poculum.
Pompa.
Populifugia.

Poristai.

Portisculus.

Portumnalia.
Posca.
Pnecones.
Prstoriani.

Praetorium.
Primicerius.

Procurator.

npOOTOTTJJ TOO S^ltOV.

Publilia Lex.
Publilise Leges.
Puteal. •

Pythioi.

Quadragesima.
Quadruplatores.
Quatuorviri Viarorn Curanda-

rum.
Quinquagesimiu
Quinquatrus.
Quinquennalia.
Quinqueviri.
Quirinalia.

Redemptoi
Rheda.
Rhyton.
RobigaliiL

Rostra.
Sagmina.
Sagum.
Salii.

Saltatio.

Salutatores.

Scapha.
Sempronia Leges.
Serrus (Greek).
Serrus (Roman, general view)
Sibyllini Libri.

Situla.

Sortes.

S|)ecuIatores.

Speculum.
Stationes Fisc .

Stationes Monicipionun.
Sutor.

Stola.

Strena.
Strophium.
Suifragium.
Suggestus.
Syllogeis.

Sumtuariae Leges.
Supplicatia
Symposium.
Synthesia
Syrma.
Tabella.
Tabellaria Leges.
TabcUarius.
Tabellio.

Tabuls.
Tabularii.

Tabularium.
Tagos.
Taxiarchoi.
Terminalia.
Testudo.
TheiissB.

TpavftaTOS IK irpovotai ypa^p/f
Triumviri.
Tropieum.
Tumultus.
Tunica.
Tutulus.
ValerijB Leges.
ValeriiB et Horatic Leges.
Valeria Lex.
Velati.

Venatio.
Venificium.
Vestales.

Umbraculum.

R. Westmacott.
JEa (xaXic<5j).

Alabaster.

Bronze.

R. Whiston.
Amphictyons.
Archon,
Areiopagxta.

Argei.
Arvales Fratres.
Atellans Fabuls.
Banishment (Greek).
BcEotarch.

Boule.
Calones.
Caput Extorum.
Career.
Carmentalia.
Castra.

Cenotaphium.
Cerealia.

Charistia.

Coactor.

Conquisitore*.
Cosmi.
Cuneus.
Cuniculus.
Curis.
Decumie.
Demarchi.
Demiurgi.
Demus.
Diaitetai.

Dictator.

Docimasia.
Dos (Greek).
Ecclesia.

Enechyra.
Ephetai.
Ephori.

'EJoiiXiys SiKti.

Geruusia.
Interest of Money.
Marriage (GreeV
Pelatai.

Penestai.
Perioeci.

Phylarchi.
Pbylobasileis.

Vrytaneion.
Scrib%.
Stipendiarii.

Stipendiura.

Strategos.

Syssitia.

Tragccdia.
Trierarchia.

R. N. YORSJM.
Colores.

Paintini|.

J. Ykin
Abacus
Alo)*a.

Accubita.
Acerra.
Aoetabuh m
Acinaces.
Aclis.

Acus.
Albus Ga.'eni»
Alea.
Amentum.
Amictus.
'AnipiTtpv/ivoi viicf.

Ampulla.
Amphyx.
Amuletum.
Ancile.
Aucora
Anquisitio.

Ants.
Ante/<xa.
Antenna.
Antcpagment*.
Antlea.
Antyx.
Apex.
Aplustre.
Ara.
Aratrum.
Arcus Triomphibii
Aries.

Arma.
Armilla.
Asbestus.
Ascia.
Asilla.

Astragalus.
B&bylonicuBi.
Baculns.
Balteus.
Baphium.
Bascaudn.
Batillus.

Baxa.
Birrus.

Braces.
Bulla.

Calamistmin.
Calcar.
Calceus.
Caliga.
Candys.

Caiiephorus.
Capistrum.
Capulus.
Carchesium.
Cardo.
Carpentum.
Caryatis.

Catapi rater.
Cataracta.

Cateia.

Catena.
Cathnos.
Causia.
Cerevisia.

Cenichi.
Cetra.

Cheniscos.
Cheiridota.
Chlamys.
Cilicium.
Circinna.

Cisium.
Coa Vestis.

Colum.
Columna.
Conopeum.
Corytus.
Cothurnus.
Crepida.
CucuUus.
Currus.
Dentifriciua

Delator.
Diadema.
Discus.

Dolabra.
Dursuariua
EUychniua
Emblema.
Endromis.
Ephippium
Eeseda.
Expeditna.
Falx.
Fascift.

Fax.
Feminalia
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Tlbol*
Pictile

Fimbria.
Flobellum.
Fla^rum.
Focus.
Follit.

Forceps.
Poifez.

Panna.
Foraaz.
Frenum.
FriliUus.

Fttnale.

Fanambula*
Funda.
Fuacina.
Foaus.
Gesum.
Galea.
Gladius.
Uubemaculiim
Uarmaniaxa.
Harpagfo.
Ilasta.

Helepolis.

Hippopene.
Hydraula.
Janua.
Inauris.

Incitega.

Incaaabula
Incus.

Infula.

Insigne.

Instita.

Irpez.

Jugum.
Laax.
Later.

Latemi.
Latrunculi.

LectistemiiiDi.

Idbrm.
Limbus.
Linea.
Lodiz.
Lope.
Lorica.
Lupus Ferreut.
Macellum.
Malleus.
Manica.
Mantio.
Mantele.
MarsupiuDi.
Mazonomus.
Mensa.
Mola.
Monile.
Mortarium.
Mystaz.
Nebris.

Niz.
Nodus.
Norma.
Nudus.
Ocrea.
(Euophorum.
OUa.
Opsonium.
Oscillum.
Ptedagogus.
Pala.

Pallium.
Panoplia.

Parsgauda.
Paries.

Parma.
Pastophoras.
Patera.

Patina.
Pecten.
Pedica.
Pedum.
Pisgrna.

Pellis. guCOM
Pelta. SolM.
Peplum. Spit*.
Pera. SubligandMi
Pero. Syrinx.
Perpeadicolum Ted a.

Pertica. Talaria.
Petorritnm. Talus.
Phalanga. Tapes.
Phalera. Tegula.

Tela.Pharetra.
Pharoa. Tessera.
Pilentum. Throuoa.
Pileus. Thyrsus.
Plaustrum. Tiarx
Porta. Tibia.

Psycter. Tintinnabnloi
Pugio.
Pulvinar.

Torculum.
Tormentum.

Pyxis. Torques.
Raster. Torus.
Redimiculum. Tribula.
Regula. Tribulus.
Retis. Triclmium.
Rudens. Tnpos.
Runcina. Trochus.
Rutrum. Trua.
Sagitta. Trutina.
Saline. Turibulum.
Salinum. Vannus.
Sambuca. Udo.
Sarculum. Vehes
Sceptrum. Velum.
Scutum. Venabulujn
Securis. Virga.
Sericum. I'ma.
Serra. Zona.
SerU.
Sica. J.V
Signa Militaiia. Libuma.
Siparium. Linter.

Sistrum. Malu.

INDEX III.

CONTRIBUTIONS BY THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

Afaaenlaa. Ageraton.
Abies. Agnus.
Abiga. Agrimonia.
Abramis. Agriophyllon.
Abrotonum. Agrostis.

Absinthium. Aigeiros.

Acacalis. Aigithalos.

Acalethe. Aigilops.

Acantha. Aigipyros.
Aigotnelas.Acanthias Galeoa.

Acanthis. Aigypios.
Acanthus. Aigolios.

Acanthyllis Aithnia.
Achalnes. Ailouros.
Achates. Aimatites.
Acheidus. Aimorrhous.
Achcrols. Aira.
Achetas. Aiz.
AchiReos. Alauda.
Acipenser. Alee.
Anone. Alcea.
Aconitum. Alcibiadiom
Acontias. Alga.
Acorus. Alisma.
Acratophomu Allium.
Acroasis, AInus.
Acropodium. A1o«.
Acroatichik Alopecias.
Acte. Alopecis.
Adamas. Alopecurus
Adirkos. Alsine.
Adianton Altercum.
Adonis. Alypon.
A<don. Alysson.
iEgyptilla. Alphcstes.
Aeizoon. Amaracus.
£sculua. Amaranthus.
ACtites. Ainethystus.
A«tos. Amia.
Agallochon. Amianthus.
Agaricon. Ammi.
igaaseus. Ammodytes.

• TbaMI

Ammoniacum. Aptos.
Ampelitis. Apis.

Ampeloprosum. Apium.
Amphisbsna. Apocynon.
Amomum. Aporrholdes.
Amygdalus. Apus.
Ana^lis. Aquila.

Anagyris. Arabica.

Anas. Arackae.
Anazuris. Arachidna.
Aiichusa. Aracus.
Andraphozys. Arbutum.
Andrachne. Arbutus.
Androdamaa. Arctos.
Androsaces. Ardea.
Androssmon. Argemone.
Anemone. Argcntum ViriiB
Anethum. Argjlla.

Anguilla. Argitis.

Anisum. Aigyritis.

Anunis. Ana.
Anser. Arion.
Antacsns. Arisarum.
Anthemis. Aristolochia.

Anthemum. Armentaca Malt.
Anthericus. Armenium.
Anthias. Armoracia.
Anthos. Aniabo.
Anthrax. Aniogloasua
Ar.thnJdon. Aron.
Anthrene. Arsenicon.
Anthyllis. Asarum.
Antipathes. Asbestos II.

Antirrhinon. Ascalabotea
Aparine. Ascaris.

Apate. Ascion.

Aphace. Asclepias
Apharce. Ascyron
Aphia. Asilus.

Apiastellum. Aspaluthoa.
Apiaster. Aspalax
Apion. Aspaimgu.

fiZ
I of Ibit contributor U not {iveo in Ibe English oditioa.
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Ajpnodelui.
Ajpii.

Asplenium
Auius Lapis
Aitacus.
Atter.

Aster Atticua

Asteria
Astrios.

Attur.

AstUTCO.
Atherina.
Atractylis

Atfagen.
Atialebus.

Avellana N -iz.

Augites.

Aolopias.

iusteralii.

Autaoaatea.
Baccar.

Balr.KA.

Balanas.
Balerus.

Ballote.

fialsamum.
Bambacion.
Baptes.
Basaltes.

Basanites Lapii
Basiliscus.

Bati8.

Batos.

Batrachium.
Batrachas.
Bdella.

Bdellium.
Bectuon.
Belone.

Berber!.
Berricocca

Beryllus.

Beta.

Bettonica.

Bison.

Bitumen.
Blatta.

Blennus.
Ble'on.

Boca.
Boit-'s.

BolbM.
Bom'iylius.

Bonaisus.
Bos.
Boscas.

Bos Mariuua
Bostrychites.

Brassica.

Brathy.
Bromos.
B'ucus.
Bryon.
Biyonia.
Bubalis.

Buceras.
Buglossa.

Bumamma.
Bunias.
Bunion.
Buprestis
Butyrum.
Buzus.
Byblus.
Cacalia.

Cactus.
Cadmcia.
Cscubum Vinnm
Cspa.
Calaminthe
KdXafios apoiiiariKOi

KdXaiios (pfiaYiiirii!

KdXaitOi aiXiiTiKds,

KdXaiioi i vaarii-

KdXaftos b 'Ivhuii.
Calidris.

Callionymoi
(/amelopardali i.

Camelus.
Cammarus.
Caucamon.
Canis.
Cannabis.
Cantharis.

CanthanuII, III

Caper.
Caphura
Capnios.
Capparit
Capra.
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Caprea.
Capri ficatio.

Caprificus.

Capros.
Carabas.
Carbunculus.
Carcharias.
Carcinium.
Carcinus.
Cardamine.
Cai-damomum.
Cardamum.
Cardvclis,
Carduus.
Careum.
Carex.
Cans.
Carota.

Carpcsium.
Carpinus.
Caryon.
Caryophyllon.
Casia.
Castanea.
Castor.

Catananke.
Cataractes.
Catoblepas.

Catochites.

Caucalis.

CeblepjTis.

Cedrus.
Celastnim.
Cenchris.
Cenchros.
Centaurei.
Centriscus.

Centrite.

Centromyrrliine.
Cepsa.
Cephalas.
Cephen.
Cepphos.
Cerachates.
Cerastes.
Cerasus.
Ceratia.

Ceraunion.
Cercis.

Cercopithecus.
Cerevisia.

Cerintha.
Cerussa.
Cerylus.
Ceiyx.
Cestrum.
Chalbane.
Chalcanthus.
Chalcis.

Chalcitis.

Chalcos.
Chalcophonus.
Chalcosmaragdus.
Chalybs.
Chamaeacte.
Chamcecerasus.
Chamsdrys.
Chanieleon.
Chamsmelon.
Chamaepitys.
Chameliea.
Charadrius.
Chelidon.
Chelidonium.
Chelone.
Chenalopex.
Chenopodium.
Chernites.
Chersydrus.
Chia Terra.
Chium Marmor.
Chium Vinum.
Chloreus.
Chloris.

Xolpos iroTdjiios.

Chromis.
Chrysalis.

Chrysanthemum
Chryselectrum.
Chryselectrus.
Chrysites.

Chrysitis.

ChrysocoUa.
Chrysocome.
Chrysolithus.
Chrybomelum.
Chryfcophrys.

Chrysopis.
Chrysoprasius Lapis.
Cicada.

Cici.

Cimez
Cimolia Tert«
Cinara.
Cinnabaris.

Cinnamomum.
Ciris.

Oirsium.
Cis.

Cissa.

Cisseris.

Cissos.

Cisthus.
Citrus.

Clematis.
Clinopodium.
Clupea.
Clymencn.
Cneorum.
Cnicus.
Cnips.

Cnipologu*.
Cocalis.

Coccones.
Coccum.
Coccygea.
Coccymelea.
Coccyx.
Cochlea.
Cotz.

Colchicum.
Colocasia.

Colocyntha.
Colocynthis.
Colias.

Colotes.

Coloutea.
Coluber.
Comaros.
Combretum.
Come.
Concha.
Conchylium.
Coneion.
Conger.
Conops.
Convolvulus.
Conus.
Conyza.
Coracinus.
Corallium.
Corallis.

Corax.
Corchorus.
Cordylus.
Coriandrum.
Coris.

Corone.
Coronopus.
Corruda.
Corylus.
Cossyphus.
Costum.
Cotinos.

Cotoneum Malum.
Cottus.

Cottyphus.
Cotyledon.

KovKtoipdpov SivSpov.

Crangon.
Crania.
Crataegus.

Crat&gonon.
Creta.
Crex.
Crimnus.
Crinanthemum.
Crios.

Crocodilus.

KpoKdSeikog x/;90'afos.

Crocodeilium.
Crocus.
Crocottas
Cromyon.
Croton.
Crystallus.

Cucumis.
Cucurbit*.
Calex.
Cuniculus.
Cunila.
Cupressus.
Curma.
Curnea.
Cyclaminus.
Cycnus.
Cydonium Malum.
Cynocephali.
Cynoglossum.
Cynocrambe.

Cy.iomyi*.
Cyn)ra1ste«.
Cynorodon.
Cynosbatam,
Cynop»
Cypems,
Cyprus.
Cytjsus.
Dacrydion.
Dactyli.

Damasoniura.
Daphne.
Daphnoides.
Dascillus.

Dasypus.
Daucus.
Deiphis.

Delf/hiuium.
Dendrachates.
Dendrolibanus.
Atvipvipia xcpiriv*
Aidi avBus.
Diospyrus.
Diphryges.
Dips&cus.
Dipsas.

Donax.
Dorcas.
Dorychnium
Draco.
Dracontium.
Drepanis.
Droiiiedarius

Dryinns.
Dryocalaptes.
Dryopteris.

Drypis.
Ebenus.
Echenels.
Schinus.
Echis.
Echiam.
Elaia.

Elaiagnus.
Elaiomeli.

Elaiochrysus.
Elaios.

Elaioselinon.

Elaphoboscua.
Elaphus.
Elate.

Elatine.

Electrum.
Elejlone.

Elelisthacna.

Elephas.
Elmins.
Elops.
Empetrnm.
Enhydrus.
Entoma.
Ephemeron
Epimelis.
Epiolus.

Epipaotis.

Epithymon.
Equus.
Erebinthus.
Eretria Terra.
Erica.

Erinnus.
Erinus.
'Epia(^<5poi' IhSpet
Erodius.
Eruca.
Ervum.
Eryngium.
Erythrodanum.
Erythropus.
Erythronium
Escarus.
Eulai.

Eupatonnm.
Faba.
Fagua.
Far.
Faselus.
Felis.

Fel Terra.
Ferula.
Ferulago.
Ficus.

Filix.

Fccnum Gnecnia
Fragum.
Fraxinus.
Fungus.
Gagates Lapis.
Galactjtes Lapis.

Gslaxias Lapis



fNDEX.

Vaie.

TaXtis Kviov.

FaXeif Xciof.

raXffis 'rHiof.
Galio/MJB.

Galium.
Oallus.

Genista.
Gentians.
Geranium.
Qeranoa.
Geteiom.
Oephyllis.
Ceum.
Gingidium.
Ginnus.
Gith.

Gladiolus.
Glans.
Glastum.
Olaaciam.
Glaucns.
Glanz.
Glechon.
GUs.
Glottis.

Glycyrrhiza.
Glycymaris.
Glycyside.
Goaphalium.
Gnaphalus.
Gobins.
Goesipion.
Hedus.
Hcmachates.
Ilemadoron.
Hematites.
Ualcyon.
Ualisetus.
Halicacabam.
Halinus.
Hedera.
Hedyosmus.
Hedysarani.
Helenium.
Ileliotropium.

Heleborns.
Heleborine.
Helmins.
Helzine.
Hemeris.
Hemerocalles.
Ilemerucallis.

Hepatis.

'HpaKXtla Xidoi
Hermodactylus.
Herpyllus.
Hesperis.
Hieracion.
}Iierax.

Ilierobotome.
Himantopus.
Hipparchus.
Ilippelaphus.

Hippocampus.
Hippolapathum.
Ilippomanes.
Hippomarathrua
Ilippophals.

Hippophastum.
Hippopotamus.
Uipposelinon.
Ilippoaris.

^ippuru8.
Hirundo.
Hyacinthos.
Hyaloeides.
Hydrargyrus.

'TXtjud Tt.

Hyoscyamus.
Hypericum.
Hypoglosson.
Hypolols.
Hyssopus.
Hystrix.
lasione.

laapachates,

laspis.

Ibis.

IchneumoG..
Indicum.
Ingninalis.

IntubuD
Inula.

Ion.

Ionia.

(phyoK.

Iris

Isatis.

Isopyroa
Junctts.

Juniperuft
Jusquianus,
lynx.
Labrax.
Labrusca.
Lactuca.
Ladanum.
Lagopus.
Lagopyrus.
Lagos.
Aoyuj SaXdrriot-
Lamia.
Lampsane.
Lapathum.
Lanis.
Lstaz.
Latos.

Laver.
Legumen.
Leimoninm
Leiobatos.
Lemna.
Lemnia Terra.
Leo.
Leontopetron.
Leontopodium.
Leopardus.
Lepas.
Lepidium.
Lepis.

Leucacantha.
Leucas.
Leuce.
Leucoion.
Libanotis.

Libanotus.
Lichen.
Ligusticnm.
Lignstrum.
Lilium.
Linospartnm.
Linospermum.
Linum.
Linum Vivnm.
LipariEus Lapis.
Lithargyrus.
Lithospermum.
Lolium.
Lonchitis.

Lycapsus.
Lychnis.
Lychnites.
Lycium.
Lycopsis.

Lydius Lapis.
Lyra.
Lysimachium
Macer.
Magnes.
Magnesius Lapis.
Magiidaris.
Maia.
Mainis.
Malabathmm.
Malacha.
Malacia.
Maleeocraneai
Malinothalle.

Malthe.
Maloa.
Malum.
Mandragoras.
Mantichora.
Mantis.
Marathmm.
Margarita.
Marmor.
Marrubium.
Mastiche.
Med lea.

Medica Mala.
Med ion.

Melampyron.
Melancranis.
Melanion.
Melanteria.
Melanthion.
Melanums.
Melea.
Meleagris.
Melia.
Melia Terra.
Melilotus
Mellmela.
Mellne.
Molls.

MeLsaau

Melissophylloa
Mnlolonthe.
Metopepon.
Momaiculof
MenanthuB.
Merops.
Mespile.
Meum.
Milax.
Milos.

Miltos.

Minium.
Minthos.
Misy.
Molybdsna.
Molybdos.
Morea.

Mormynis.
Mipoyfiof XiBof
Moschus.
Mursna.
Mus.
Musmon.
Mnstela.
Myagrum.
Mjrai.

Mylis.
Myops.
Myosotis.
Myrica.
Myrmex.
Myrus.
Mysticetus.
Myxon.
Myzon.

Narcissus.
Nardus.
Narce.
Narthex.
Nautilus.
Nebril is.

Nepeuthes.
Nerion.
Nerites.

Nitmm.
Noumenius.
Nycteris.
Nycticorax.
Nymphffia.
Ochne.
Ochra.
Ochms.
Ocimoeides.
Ocimnm.
o«.
(Enanthe.
(Enas.
(Enothera.
CEstrus.

Oliva.

Ololygon. •

Olostion.

Olyra.

Omphex.
Onitis.

Onobrychis.
Onos.
Onosma.
Onyx.
Opalns.

'06tt &aXirrtos.
Ophites.
Opobalsamnm.
*Orro{ M^SiKo^
Opsianos.
Orchilus.
Orchis.
Oreichalcnm.
Oreoselinnm.
Origanus.
Orobanche.
Orobos.
Orospiros.

Ortygometra.
Ortyx.
Oryx.
Oryza.
Ostracoderma.
Ostrenm.
Ostrites.

Ostryx.
Otis.

Oris.

Padus.
Pffideros.

Psionia.

Panicum.
Panthent.
Papkver.

Papjl o.

Papyrus.
Pardaiis, L, U.
Pardalos.

Panliua.
Pare I as.

Parium Marmor
Pamops.
Paronychia.
Parra.

Parthenion
Passer.

Pavo.
Paiisia.

Peganon.
Pelaiiiys.

Pclargus.
Pelecaii

Pelecinua
Peleias.

Pelorlas.

Punelops.
Penia.
Pentaphyllon.
Pentelicum Man»<
Peperi.

Peplis.

Perca.
Percnopterus
Percnus
Perdicion.

Perdix.

Periclymenon.
Peristera

Peristere'm.

PersiEa.

Persica Mala.
Phagrus.
Phacos.
Phalsena.

Phalangion.
Phaselus.
Phasganon.
Phasianos
Phasiolus.

Phnssa.
Phellus.
Phillyrea.
Philyra.

Phleos.
Phlomos.
Piilox.

Phoca.
Phocaena.
Phcenicopteruj
Ph(Enicurus
Phcenix.

Phou.
Phoxinus.
Phrygius Lapt
Phiyuos.
Phtheir.
Phycis.
Phycus.
Phyllitis.

Physalus.
Picus.

Piles.

Pinna.
IMnnophylax
Pinus.
Piper.

Pissasphalles
Pistacia.

Pithecus.
Pityocampe
Pitys.

Platanus.
Plocimos.
Plumbago.
Plumbum.
Pnigitis.

Po«.
Pcpoilis.

PcBcibts.

Prasiies Lapis
Prasium
Prasocuris
Prason
Prester
PrinoB.
Pristi*

Pmumnos.
Pninnni.
Prunus.
Psar.
Psen.
Psetta.

HcvffK ^fdpoYiot'
Pseudobounium.
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rteudodictamnaa
Pfinimythion.

Pdttacus.
Piylla.

Psyllion.

Piylon.

Ptarmice.
Ptelea.

Pterii.

I^emix.
PycnocomoB.

Py^aens.
I^golampis.
Pyrethrum.
Pyrilampis.
Pyromachus Lapis.

Fyrrhttla*.

Pyrua, I., II.

Pyiu*.
Raia.
Rana.
Ranunculaa.
Baphanus.
Rha.
Rhamnus.
Rhaphanis.
Rhaphanos.
Rhine.
Rhinoceros.
Rhodon.
Rhoea.
Rhombus.
Rhus.
Rhyta.
Rhytros.
Robnr,
Rnsa.
Rosmarinus.
Rubeta,
Rubrica.
Sacchamm.
Sagapenum.
Salamandra.
Sal Ammoniacnm.
Salpe.

Salpinx, I., II.

Samia Terra.
Samius Lapis.

Sampsychon.
Sandaracha.
Sandiz.
Santalon.

Sapphirus.
Sarda.

Sardonyx.
Satyrion, I., II.

Saums, I., II.

Sazifi igatz.

Scammwia.
Scandix

Scanu.
Scepanos.
Scepinos.
Schinos.

Schistus Lapii.

Schoeniclus.

Schoenus.
Sciana.
Scilla.

Sciurua
Scolopax
Scolopendra.
Scolopendrion.
Scolopia.

Scolymus.
Scombros.
Scops.

Scordium.
Scorodon.
Scorodoprason.
Scorpio, II., III., IV
Scorpioeides.
Scylium.
Scytale, II.

Selinon.
Serpens.
Serpyllum.
Ses.

Sesamnm.
Seseli.

Sicys.

Side.

Siderites Lapis.

Sideros.

Sigillata.

Sil.

Siler.

Silez.

Silphium.
Silnrus.

Simia.
Sinapi.

Sinopica Terra.
Sion.

Sirius.

Sisarum.
Sisymbrium.
Sisyrinchion.

Sitta.

Smaragdus.
Smaris.
Smilax.
Smiris.

Smyrna.
Solca, II.

Solen.

Sorbum.
Sorex.
Sparganion,
Spartum.
Sphacelos.

Sphendamnos.
Sphex.
Bphyneua.
Spina.
Spiza.

Spodias.
Spondyle.
Spondylus.
Spongia.
Stacte.

Stannum.
Stibium.
Stimmi.
SttBbe.

Stoechas.

Stomoma.
Stratiotes.

Strix.

Strombus.
Stronthion.
Stronthos.

Strychnos.
Stypteria.

Styrax.

Suber.
Succinum.
Sycalis.

Sycaminos.
Syce.
Sycomoros.
Syenites Lapis.
Sulphur.
Symphyton.
Sas.
Tabanus.
Tenia.
Talpa.
Tanus.
Taos.
Tarandus.
Taurus.
Taxus.
Telephion.
Telis.

Tenthredo.
Terebinthus.
Teredo.
Testudo, II.

Tetrix.

Tettigometra.
Tettix.

Teuthis.
Teuthos.
Teutlos.
Thalassocrambe.
Thalictron.
Thapsia.
Thebaicus Lapii.
Theion.
Thelycraneia.

Thelypteria.
ThelyphonoB
Thelmos.
Thos.
Thraopis.
Thraupaloa
Thridax.
Thridacin*.
Thrisu.
Thus.
Thya.
Tliyites Lapit
Thymallus
Thymbra.
Thymelsa.
Thymus.
Thynnns.
Tigris.

TIktoi \iOoi.

TiUa.
Tiphe.
Tithymallus.
Topazos.
Tordylion.
Tragacantha
Tragion.
Tragopogon.
Tragoriganon
Tragos, I., II.

Tribulus, I., II

Trigla.

Tripolion.

Triticnm.
Trochilus.
Troglodytes.
Trygon, I., IL
Tymphaica Tern
Typhe.
Vaccinium.
Vicia.

Viola.

Viscum
Vitis.

Ulmus.
Ulva.
Uranoscopua
Urus.
Vulpes.
Xanthe
Xanthion.
Xanthobalan"
Xiphias
Xiphion
Xjnria.

Zeia.

Zingiberis
Zoophyla.
Zygsna.
Zygia.
Zythos.

INDEX IV.

INDEX RAI80NNE.
I. PRIVATE LIFE.

1. AMUSEMENTS.

Abacus, VII.

AcToama,
Alea.
Calculi.

Fritillus.

Latninculi.

Par bnpar Ludere.

2. DOMESTIC ECOKOMT.

Acapna Ligna.
Acapnon Mel.
Atramentum.
Baphium.
Candela.
Cochles^ IL
Culina.

Demensum.
Rllyr.hnilltn.

Fax.
Forma,
foi.iale

Capra. '
1100

Mola. Mazonomus Bracn.
Mortarium. Nix. Bulla.

Tela. Opsonium. Calamistn
Pantomimus. Calantica.

3. BNTBSTAINMENTS, roOD Parasiti. Calceus.
&0. Paropsis. Carapestre

Aiclon. Posca. Candys.
Alica. Rhyton. Caracalla.
Alima. Serta. Catena.
Ambrosia. Symposium. Causia.
Annon'l. Unguenta. Cestus, II

Apophoreta. Cheirodots
Aretalogi. 4. snESS, OBNAMENTS, Ac Chlamys.
Balatro. Abolla. Cilicium.
Botulus {iXXSs). Acus. Clavus Lal%«.
Calida. Albus Galems. Clavus AngMttwt.
Caupona. Amentum. Coa Vestis
Cerevisia. Amictus. Coma.
Chrysendeta. Amp3n. Corvmbus.
Coena. Apex. Colhumui.
Commissatio. Armilla. Crepida.
Ck)rona ConTivialis, Babylonicum. Crocoto.
Cortina, II. Baculus. ChicuUns.
Crater. Barba. C^udo.
Deipnon. Baxa. Cyclas.
Lanx. Birrus. Dactyl iotheca



INDEX RAISONNE.

iMnttR dam.
Diadema.

Uiputhera.
Embos.
Endrumli
EphectniL
Ezomis.
Faacia.

Feminalia
Pibula.
Fimbria.
Flabellum.
Focale.
Gausapa.
Inauns.
Infula.

loatiu.

Lacernk
Laciniai
Lnna.
Lemci<c<.u.
Limbu«
Lope.
Manica.
Manapium.
Monile.
Maatax.
Nebrii.
Nodus.
Nudus.
Orarium.
Panala.
PalUum.
Parag^oda
Pecten.
Pedira
Pellis.

Peplum.
Pera.
Periscelit

Pera
Pileus.

Redimicolum
Ricinium.
Rings.
Sandalium.
Sceptrum.
Sericum.
Serta.

Soccus.
Solea.

Stola.

StTuphiam.
Subligaculum.
Synthesis.

Talaria.

Tiara.
To^.
Torques.
Tunica.
Tutulos.
Udo.
Velum.
Vitta, I.

Umbraculum.
Zona.

5. FUBNITORE, &C

Abacus, VIII.

Accubita.
Arceta.
Candelabrum.
Capsa.
Cathedra.
Cheiromaxium
Conopeum.
Cophinus.
Corbts.

Fercttlum.
Incitega.

Incauabula.
Latenia.
Iiectica.

Lectui.
U'dix.
Lucema.
Min>lv
Mensa.
Murrhina Vasa
Piycter.
PuWinar.
Pyxis.
Salinuai.

Seamiom.
Sella.

Speculum
Tapes
Thrnnns

T.ntinnabulnm. .

Torus.
Tripos.
Velum.

0. UTZIHILS, TOOLS, &C.

Acetabulum.
'A/i0(Kv7r{XAov Sivaf.

Amphora.
Ampulla.
Ansa.
Ardalion.
Ascia.
Asilla.

Aurum.
Authepaa.
Bascauda.
Batillus.

Bicos.
Bombylius.
Cadus.
Calathus.
Cantharus.
Carchesium.
Chytra.
Cochlear.
Colum.
Cortina, I.

Culix.

CulUr.
Diota.
Dolabra.
Falx.
Fictile.

FoUis.
Forceps.

Forfex.
Incus.

Latema.
Ligro.

Lima.
Linea.
Malleus.
(£nophorum.
Olla.

Pala.

Patera.
Patina.
Perpendicultun
Poculum
Psycter.
Pyxis.
Raster.
Regula.
Rete.
Rhyton.
Runcina.
Salinum.
Sartago.
Securis.

Serra,

Situla.

Trua.
Trutina.

7. WBITINO, WHITIIIO MATE-
RIALS, &C.

Atramentum.
Calamus.
Cheirographum.
Commentahus.
Diploma.
Diptycha.
Libellus, III., IV.

Liber.

Logographoi, I., 11.

Mortarium.
Murrhina Vasa.
Norma.
Regula.
Scytale.
Stylus, I.

TabaUs.

8. VEHICLES, BQUIPAOE, ftc.

Biga.
Calcar.
Canathron.
Capistrum.
Carpentum.
Caruca.
Cisium.
Clitelke.

Covinus.
Currus.
Ephippium.
Esseda.
Frcnuro.
Ilabena

Harmamaxa.
Hippopene.
Jugum, VI.

Petorritum.
Pilantum.
Plaustrum.
Rheda.
Sarracum.
Zona.

9. SSRVAMTS, *0.

Agaso.
Alipta.

Amanuensis.
Anteambulones.
Aquarii.
Calones.
Capsani.
Cosmeta.
Cubicularii.

Cursorcs.
Demoeioi.
Erycteres.

Fartor.
OymnesJoi.
Helotes.
Librarii.

Mediastini.

Omatrix.
Pedagogu*.
Pedisequi.
Tabellarius

Viator.

Villicus.

10 RURAL CONOMT, fcc.

Abacus, IV.

Antlea.
Aratrum.
Area.
Catrinos.
Cochlea, I.

Columbarium.
Crates.

Culter.

DiAivm.
Dorsuarins.
Ergastulum.
Falx.
Forfex.
Forma.
Horreum.
Ilortus.

Irpex.

.Tugum, IL, VL
Ligo.

Mola.
Mortarium.
Pala.

Pecten.
Pedum.
Prelum.
Raster.

Rete.
Rutrum.
Sarculum.
Sitos.

Stylus, III.

Torcnlum.
Tribula.
Tympanum, II., III.

Vannus.
Vehes.
Venabulum.
Venatio.
ViUa.
Vinum.
Zona.

II. BURIALS, FUNERALS, M0!(
UMENTS, &C.

Cenotaphiom.
Cippus.
Columbarium, I.

Conditor'tim.
Ciypta.
Fnnus.

n, PUBLIC LIFE.

1. PUBLIC ASSEMBLIES.

Agora.
Archairesiai.

Comitia.
Conventus.
Eoclesia.

Et-cletoi.

Ephesia.
Panegyris.

Panicnia.
Synedroi.

3. PUBLIC GAMES, SHOWS, BE
ER'.ISBS. &c.

.£olipola.

Agonothetc.
Alaia.

Alcathola.

Amphiarala.
Asco'ia.

Atellaj^s Fabula
AugustAles, I.

Bestiarii.

Bibasis.

Canticum.
Cemma.
Cestus, I., II.

Cheironomia.
Churagus.
Chorus.
Comoedia.
Consualia.
Cothurnus.
Cubisteteres.

Deicelistai

Desultor.
Discus.
Equiria.

Exodia.
Fesccnnina.
Funambulus.
(jladiatores.

Harpastum.
Halteres.

Hellanodicsi.

Histrio.

Hypoithema.
Isthmian Game*.
Lampadephoria.
Ludi ApoUinares.
Ludi Capitolini.

Ludi Circenses
Ludi Funebres
Ludi Ilonorarii

Ludi Martiales.

Ludi Natalitii.

Ludi Palatini.

Ludi Piscatorii.

Ludi Plebeii.

Ludi Pontificales.

Ludi Quaestorii.

Ludi Ssculates.
Meg^lesia.
Miraus.
Nauniachia.
Nemean Games.
Palteslra.

Pale.

Pancratium.
Pegma.
Pentathlon.
Persona.
Petaurum.
Pila.

Pugilatus.

Pythian Games
Quinquennalia.
Talus.
Tessera.
Tragcedia.

Trochus.

lU. GOVERNMENT.

1. RULERS, MAGISTRATES, •
Adlecti.

JEdiles.

Agoranomi.
Aisymnetes
Amphictyoned.
Arcnon.
Areiopaguj
Basileus.

Bidisi.

BcBotarch
Boule.
Censores.
Centumviri.
Consul.
Decadouchi.
Decarchia.
DecemTiri.
Demarchi
Demiurgi.
Dictator
Duumviri
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E'Migfgeia-

Eleven, the

Ephetsi.
Ephori.
Epimeletai
Eponymus.
Forty, the.

Gynaiconomoi.
donores.
Interrex.

Magistratus.
Nautodicae.
Nomophylaces
Paidcnomos.
Patrouomi.
Phylarchi.
Fbylobasileis.

Polemarchus
Poletai.

Foristai.

Praetor.

Proconsul.
Qusestor.

Senatus.

Sitophylaces.

Tetrarches.
Tribuni.
Tribuni Plebia
Triumviri.
Tyrannu.s.

Viaticum.
Vigintisexviri.

2. PUBLIC OFFICERS, ATTEND-
ANTS ON MAGISTRATES, ifcc.

Accensi, I.

Actuarii.

Adlectur.

Admissionales
.iGditui.

Agrimensores.
Agronomi.
Alutai.

Antigrapheus.
Apodectse,
Apostoleis.

Apparitores.
Archiater.
Asiarchffi.

Assessor.

Astynomi
Booaai.
Carnifcx.

Coactor.

Comes.
Commentarius
Curatores.
Dtaitetai.

Diribitores.

Ducenarii.
Episcopoi.

Epistates.

Exetastai.

Frumentarii.
Grammateus.
Harmostse.

Hellenotamiae.
Hyloroi.

Hyperetes.
Legatus.
Librator Aquae.
Lictor.

Mapister.

Mensores, I., IV., V.
Metronomi.
Opinatores.
Paredroi.

Pecuani.
Practores.

PfiBcones.

Prsfectus Annons.
Pnefectus Urbi.
Pnepositus.
Primicenus.
Probouloi.

Procuratores.

Publicani.
Pythioi

Quatuorviri Viarum Curanda-
rum.

Qninqueviri.
Scribs.

Stator.

Stratores.

Syllogeis.

Tiunias.
'

Theoroi.
Triumviri.

Xeuagoi.
^teta
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3. CIVIL INSIGNIA, &0.

Clavus Angustus.
Clavus Latus.
Fasces.
Fascia.

Insigne, I.

Notitia Dignitatum.
Sella Curulis.

Virga.
4. PUNISHMENTS

Ceadas.
Crates.

Crux.
Equuleus.
Fidicula.

Flagrom.
Furca.
Pedica.
Poena.
Timema.
Tympanum, VI
Virga.

IV. REVENUE, PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE, &C.

Apophora.
Aurum Lustrale.
Decumse.
Dncentesima
Eicoste.

Eisphora.
Ellimenion.
Epidosis.

Fiscus.

Interest of Money.
Pentecoste.
Portorium.
Publicani.

Quadragesima.
Quinquagesima.
Salarium.
Salinse.

Scriptura.

Sitos.

Stationes Fisci.

Stipendium.
Telones.
Telos.

Theorica.
Tributum.
Vectigalia

Vicesima.
Uxorium.

V, KOMAN LAViT.

Acceptilatio.

Accessio.

Acquisitio.

Actio.

Actor.
Adoption (Roman).
Adulterium.
Advocatus.
^diles.
.£lia Sentia Lex.
Affines.

Agiarise Leges.
Album.
Alluvio.

Ambitus.
Appellatio (Roman).
AqusB Pluviae Arcends Actio.
AiTa.

Assertor.

Assessor.

Auctio.
Auctor.
Auctoritas.

Banishment (Roman).
Basilica.

Beneficium.
Bona.
Bona Caduca.
Bona Fides.
Bona Rapta.
Bona Vacantia.
Bonorum Cessio.
Bonorum CoUiktio.

Bonorum Emptio et Emptor.
Bonorum Possessio.
Breviarium.
Calumnia.
Caput.
Cautio.
Centumviri.
Certi, Inceiti Actio.
Cincia Lex.
Civitas (Roman).
Cliens.

Codex Gregorianus and Her-
mogenianus.

Codex Justinianeus.

Codex Theodosianus.
Cognati.
Collegium.
Colonia (Roman),
Commissum.
Commissoria Lex.
Communi Dividundo Actio.
Commodatum.
Compensatio.
Concubma (Roman).
Confessoria Actio.
Confusio.

Constitationes.

Cornelia Lex.
Corpus Juris Civilis

Crimen.
Culpa.
Curator.

Damni Injuria Actio,
Damnum.
Damnum Infectum.
Decretum.
Dediticii.

Dejecti Effusive Actio.

Depositum.
Divortium.
Dominium.
Donatio Mortis Causa.
Donatio Propter Nuptias.
Donationes inter Virum et Ux-

orem.
Dos (Roman).
Edictum.
Edictum Theodorici.
Emancipatio.
Emphyteusis.
Empti et Venditi Actio
Emptio et Venditio.
Evictio.

Exercitoria Actio.

Exhibendnm Actio ad.

Falsum.
Familia.
FamilisB Erciscundae Actio.
Fictio.

Fideicommissum.
Fiducia.
Finium Regundorum Actio.
Fiscus.

Foederatae Civitates.

Fundus.
Furtum.
Gens.
Heres (Roman).
Honores.
Imperium.
Impubes.
Incestum.
Infamia.

lufans.

Ingenui.
Injuria.

Institoria Actio.

Institutiones.

Intercessio (1, 2).

Interdictum.
Intestabilis.

Judex.
Judex Pedaneus.
Judicati Actio.

Julise Leges.
Jure Cessio, in.

Jurisconsulti.

Jurisdictio.

Jus.

Jus .^lianum.
Jus Civile Flavianum.
Jus Civile Papirianum.
Jussu, Quod, Actio.

Latinitas.

Legatum.
Legatus.
Lex.
Libertus.

Litis Contestatio.

Locatio.
Magistratus.
Majestas.

Manceps.
Mancipii Causa
Mancipium.
Mandatum.
Manumissio.
Manus Injectio,

Mutuum.
Negotiorum Gestorum Actio.

Nexum.

Ncvellas.

Noxolis Actio.
Obligatlcriet.

Occupatio.
Opens Novi Niintiatio
Orationes Principum
Orator.
Pandectse.

Patria Potestag.
Patronus.
Pauperies.
Feculatus.
Per Condictionera.
Per Judicis Postulatioi>c«B

Per Pignoris Capionero.
Pignus.
Plagium.
Plebiscitum

.

Poena.

Possessio.

Postliminium.
Pnedium.
Prsejudicium
Prses.

PrjEscriptio.

PriEtor.

Provincia.

Publiciana in Rem Activ
Publilia Lex.
Publiliae Leges.
Quanti Mmoris Actio.
Quorum Bonorum, Interdictoa
Recepta : De Recepto, Actio
Redhibitoria Actio.
Regia Lex.
Repetundte.
Restitutio in Integrum
Rogationes Licinia
Rutuliana Actio.

Sectio.

Seuiproniae Leges.
Senatus Consultant.
Servitutes.

Servus (Roman, legal view
.Societas.

Successio.
Sumtuariae Leges.
Superficies.

Tabellariae Leges.
Talio.

Testamentum.
Thoria Lex.
Tutor.
Tvirelve Tables.
Valerise Leges.
Valerite et Horatite legta
Valeria Lex.
Vindicatio.

Vindicta.
Vis.

Vis et Vis Armata
Universitas.

Voconia Lex.
Usucapio.
Usurpatio.
Ususfructus.

VL GREEK LAW
'AKoffv iiapTvpeiv,

Adeia.
'AStKias TTpds rbv Sijitov ypa^H
Adoption (Greek).
Adulterium.
Aduuatoi.

'Ayeutfiyiov dUr,.

Agones.

'Aypdipov pieraXXav }'|sw^)(*

AiKtas SiKt].

'AXoyioD Ypa<t)fi.

'AiiSXiiacuis ypa<p4

'AfiEXioV dlKTI.

Ampbiorcia.
Anacrisis.

'Avayutyrjs Sckt).

'Avavytayiov ypa(p/i

^Avipa-KoctayLOv ypa^i
^Av6paTr65(j)v Sikti.

Androlepsia.

Antidosis.

Antigraphe
Antomosia.
Apagoge
'A(popiiris 61k7I

Apoceryxis
Apographe.
' Ai:o\ci^'tii)s SIki
Apomosia.
Apophansii
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'Avomaviou SiKfi-

JLppellalio (Greek).

'Aspoaraot'ou ^pa^^*
'Apylas ypa^fi-

'Apiyvplou SiKij.

'AatStias YP'"Pn-
'KarpaTtias Ypa<t»'h

A.teleia.

A.timia.

KvToiioKiai ypaipij

Antunoiuoi.

Axones.
Bauisbment (Greek).
Bojtauos.

ttSaitiaeijiS iUrj.

Btaiuv iiKt).

BXdSris iiKr).

BovAcucrcbi; ypai^fi.

Kaxriyopiai oikj}.

K(«corex>''<''>' Hki].

Kiixtoaii.

CodiBcoi.

Kafivou 61k^.

KuraAv(TC(i){ tou S^fiov YPtKP'i-

KaraaKOTriif ypa(p>}.

lyheirotoneiu.

Xwpiov iiKrj.

Xpsovs 01K17.

Uivitas (Greek),
CleCeres.

KXoTrq; dlKt].

Coucubina (Greek).

Oosmai.
Chtai.
Kurios.
Decasmos.
AuXias ypa<l>>t

Demioprata.
Dcraopoietos
Diadicasia.

Diamarturia.
Diapsephisis.

Dicastenon.
Dicastes.

Dice.
Docimasia.
D08 (Greek).
Ecmartyria.
Eisangelia.
Embaieia.

'Ruiuivoi SiKai.

Euctosis.

Endeixis.
Enechura.
Engyo.
£yo«ctou oiKT}.

Epangelik
Ephegesis
Epibole.

Epicleros.

Epidicasia.
Epitrupos.

Epobelia.

Euthyne.
'Klayutyris SUti.

'&i,aipiaeiai SUr].

Ezomosia.
'RioiXris iiKt}.

Uraphe.
'Apirayqj ypacp/j

EiipYitou yp'X(i>>j

Heres (Greek).

l&ratp^aeiiii ypap^.
'UpoaovXiai ypaf^
Horoi.

'rCptus ypa^ij,

'XiroSoXrii ypa^j).

Infamia (Greek).

Ainrovavriov ypa(f>^

XtivoarpaTiuv Ypaip^
Libertus (Greek).
Martvria.

iitaUiiosuii SiKr).

MiaOoS i'lKri.

Hoidaitaroi iiti^Qcpii ypa^ii
Nomos.
Ncmtthetea.
Oath (Greek)

OhUai iUi).

PatnboloD.
Pwecatabijle.
Paracatathece.
Pvagiiphe.
llapiivoias ypa<Pn
tlapavdittav ypa(p/,.

I'arapresbeia.

Parastusis.

Pareisirraphe.

^aoaaKuti' ypa<j>i'i.

Phasis.

Phoaos.
<l>t>pdi i<Pavoiii, luQtiy^tpivTii

dimi.
'tOopd tUv iXevOip(i>v.

Ilooayioyclas ypa<pfi-

Probole.

Prodosia.

Wpotiadopas iiicn.

npoardnis roS o^/iov

Protheamia.
Psephot.

"fevdcyvpatpiti Ypa^^.
"ifcvioKXriTelai Ypa<^itj.

'PriTopiK^^ Ypa(pfi.

XKVpta Hkt).

Seisachtheia.

Servos (Greek).
Sites.

'LItov ilKti,

Sulai.

Sycophantes.
Symboleion.
^v/iSdXdtv azi SUcai.

Syndicus.
Synegoros.
Syngraphe.
Timema.
Tpavnarof i/c -npovolai YP<"P^I'
Trierarchia.

Thobolon.
Xenelasia.

Hcvia; Ypa<p^.

VII. TRADE.
MiLSKETS, MA^RKET-PLACSS,

&C.

Agora.
Emporion.
Forum.
Macellum.
NundiiuB.

VIII. CLASSES OP CITI-
ZENS.

JErarii.

.^ruscatorei
Agele.
AUmentarii Pueri et Puells.
Apagoloi.
Argentarii
AthletsB.

Bibliopola.

Cleruchi.
Cierites.

CalculatoE.

Celeres.

Census.
Cliens.

Collegium.
Colonia.

Curia.
Dediticii.

Demus.
Eiren.
Emphrouroi.
Epeunactai.
Epliebus.
Equites.
Eupatrida.
Fabri.

Familia.
Fullo.

Gens.
Geomoroi.
Gerousia.
Libertious.

Libertus.

Mensarii.
Metoikoi.

Naucraria.
Novi HoauDM.
Optimatea.
Ordo.
Partheniai.

Patricii.

Patrimi et Matriaai.

Pelatai.

Penestai.

Perioeci.

Pistor.

Plebes.

Plnmarii.
tedemptor.
fabellio.

Tabularii.

Thetes.
Tribus.

IX. WAIIFARE.

1 MILITABT AFFAIRS.

a. Division of Troops, Officers,

&c
Accensi, II.

^neatores.
Agathoergoi.
Agema.
Alarii.

Aiitecessores.

Autesign^ni.
Argyraspides.
Army (Greek).
Army (Roman).
Ciimpidoctores.
Catalogna.

Catapliractai, I.

Centurio.
Conquisitorea.

Contubemales.
Cuneus.
Damosia.
Dimacho.
Duplicahi.
Emeriti.
Eparitoi.

Evocati.

Excubitores.
Expeditus.
Extraordinarii.
Fabri.

Libratores, II.

Manipulus.
Mensores, II., III.

Prefectus Castrorum.
Pnefectus Pnetorio.
Praefectus Vigllura.

PrsBtoriani.
,,

Rorarii.

Spcculatores
Strategos.

Taxiarchi.

Teichopoios.
Telones.
Tiro.

Triarii.

T^ibuni Militum.
Turris, VL ^
Velati.

Volones.
Xenicon.

b. Discipline, Marches, En-
camptnerUs, &c.

Agger.
Agmen.
Carrago.
Castra.

Cataracta.
Catena.
Commeatus.
Crates.

Cuneus.
Decimatio.
Desertor.
Fustuarium.
Missio.

Musculus.
Oath (Roman).
Pagi.

Palus.
Pluteua.
Ponto.
Pnetorium.
Seals.
Stylus, II.

Tessera.
Testudo.
Tintinnabulnm.
Tribulus.
Tribunal.
Tumultus.
Turris, I., II., IIL
VaUum.
Vinea.

c. Dress, Badges, Reteard*
dec.

Aurum Coronarium.
Caduceua.
Calcar.

Caliga.

Capulus.
Chlamys.
Corona, I.

Fasces.

Uasta Pura.

Insigne, IL
Ovatio
Paludamentum
Phalera.
Sagum.
Signa Militaria.

Spolia.

Stipendium.
Torques.
Triumphuk
Tropaum.
Virga.

d. Armour, Offtnsivt tmd tk
Jentive.

Acinaces.
Aclis.

.£gis.

Anaboleus.
Antyx.
Arcus.
Aries.

Arma.
Balteus.
Cateia.

Cetra.
Clipeus.

Contus, II.

Corytus.
Ericiua.

Funda.
Gxsum.
Galea.
Gladius.
Ilasta.

Helepolis.

Lorica

.

Lupus Femoik
Ocrea.
Panoplia.
Parma.
Pelta.

Pharetra
Pugio.
Sagitta.

Securis.

Scutum
Testudo
Tormentum.

2. NAVAL ar^M*
Acation.
Acrostolion.

Acroterium, II

'Ali<piTrpviivoi vTitt-

Anchora.
Antenna.
Aphractus.
Aplustre.
Biremis.
Camara, II.

Carchesium.
Cataphractai, IL
Catapirater.

Ceruchi.
Chcenisciu.
Clavus GubonuKiw
Cochlea, II.

Contus, 1.

Corbits.
Corvus.
Cymba.
Dolphis.
Epibatai.

Epistoleua
Gubernaciiluia
Ilarpago.

Insigne, V,
Jugum, V.
Libuma.
Linter.

Malus.
Navalia.
Navarchos.
Phalanga.
Phascelus.
Portisculus.

Pnefectus Clasiia

Rostra.
Rudens.
Scapha.
Ships.

Trierarchia.

Turris, IV.

X. ARTS AND SCIENCIt
1. ARCHITECTDBC.
a. General Head

Abaculus.
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ilMCUS, I.II 11
Auroteriam, L
Ants.
Ajate&ia.
Antepogmeatt
Aicat.
Aatngalnt.
Atlantei.

Atticurge*.
Camara, I.

Caijatia.

Colamna.
Bntasiii

Bpiitylion
Faioia.

Faatigiam.
Later.

Spira.

Testudo, II.

Tholos.
Tympanum, V.

b. Public Buildings, Places,

&c.

Abacus, IX.
Amphitheatrum.
Aqusductus.
Arcus Triumphalit.
Argyrocopeion.
Athensum.
Auditorium.
Basilica.

Baths.
Bibliotheca.

Bridge.
Campus Martius.

Campus Sceleratus.

Capitolium.
Career.
Castellum Aquse.

Cfaalcidicum.

Circus.

Cloaca
Cochlea, III.

Cortiua, IV.

Crypta.

Curi».
Ezostra.
Forum.
Gymnasium.
Labyrinthus.
Later.

LautumisB.
Moncta.
Museum.
Obeliscus.

Paradisus.

Pharos.
Pomcerium.
Porta.

Porticus.

Prytaneion.
Sacellum.
Sacrahum.
Siparium.
Staticnes Municipiorum.
Suggestus.
Tabularium.
Tegula.
Templum.
Theatrum.
Tribunal.
Vnluni.

Vicus.

e. Pivoate Buildings, Shops,
&c.

Apotheca.
Armarium.
Attixn.
Biblic'heca.

Cardo
C«1K
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ClaWs.
Clavus.
Colambarium.
Crypta.
Cubiculum.
Emblema.
Focus.
Fornax.
Fornix.
House (Greek).
House (Roman}.
Janua.
Insigne, IV.
Lararium.
Later.
Paries.

Pergula.
Pinacothecs
Sacrarium.
Scala.

Tabema.
Tegula.
Triclinium.
Velum.
Villa.

Vitrum.

2. CANALS, ROADS, &C.

Aquaednctus
Canalis.

Emissarium.
Mansio.
Via.

3. COMPUTATION AND DIVIS-

ION OF TIME.

JEn,.
Annales.
'AipcToi iftipai.

'Anoippdots fifiipat.

Calendar (Greek).
Calendar (Roman).
Clavus Annalis.
Dies.

Fasti.

Hora.
Horologinm.
Lustrum.
Mensis.
Nundinae.
Olympiad.
Saeculum.

4. MATHEMATICS AND MATH-
EMATICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Abacus, v., VI.
Calculi.

Circinos.

5. MEASURES AND WEIGHTS
Acaina.
Achane.
Actus.
Addix.
Amma.
Amphora.
Artaba.
Arura.
As.
Chema.
Choinix.
Chous.
Concha.
Congiarium.
Cotyla.

Cubitus.
Cubus.
Culeus.
Cyathus.
Decempeda
Jugerum.
Jugum, IV
Libra.

Libi» (As).

Ligula.
Maria.
Medimnus.
Metretes.

Milliare.

Modius.

Mystrum.
Parasang.
Passus.
Pertica.

Pes.

Schoenus.
Scrupulum.
Sextarius.
Stadium.
Uncia.
Uma.
Xestes

6 MEDICINE AND MEDICAL
AFFAIBS.

Arquatus.
Arteria.

Cheirurgia.
Ditetetica.

Dogmatic!.
Eolectici.

Empirici.
Episynthetici.

Hectici.

latrolipta.

latroliptice.

Iatrosoi>hista.

Medicina.
Medicus.
Methodici.
Pathologia.
Pharmaceutica
Physiologia.

Pneumatici.
Semeiotica.

Therapeutics.
Theriaca.

7. METALS.

Adamas.
JEa, I.

Argentum.
Aurum.
Bronze.
Hydrargyrus.
Plumbum.
Stannum.

8. MONET.

.SIrarium.

JEs, II.

JEa Circumforancum.
JEs Equeetre.
.£s Hordearium.
^s Manuarium.
As.
Aurum (Greek).
Aurum (Roman).
Bigatus.

Danace.
Daricus.
Denarius.
Dracluna.
Interest of Money.
Litra.

Moneta.
Sestertius.

Sextula.
Stater.

Talentum.
Uncia.

9. MUSIC AND MUSICAL III>

STEUMENTS.

Aulos.
BarbitoB.

Booeiii*.

Comv.
Crotalnm.
Cymbalam.
Hydraula.
Jugum, III

Lituus, II.

Lyra.
Music (Greek).
Music (Roman).
Pecten.
Phorbeia.
Sambuca.
Si strum.
Sjrrinx.

TestudJ, I

Tibia.

Tuba.
Tympanum, I.

10 FAINTIHS

Colores.

Painting.

II. STATUARY AND THIM ,

TIC ART.

Acrolithoi.

Acroterium, III.

Canabos.
Colossus.

Sculptura.
Statuary,

XI. MANNERS AND CUS
TOMS

Acclaniatio.

Acta Diurna.
Adversaria.
Album.
Chelidonia.
Corona Nuptialis.
Corona Natolitia.
Corona Longa.
Corona Etrusca.
Corona Pactilis

Congiarium.
Cottabos.

Crypt eia,
Hetsrae.
Hospitium.
Leitourgia.

Loutron.
Marriage (Greek).
Marriage (Roman) .

Mustax.
Nomen (Greek).
Nomen (Roman).
Nudus.
Oath (Greek).
Oath (Roman).
Opsonium.
Oscillum.
Piedagogus.
Parasit"

Peregnii'is.

Phalangu.
Proscriptio.

Prytaneion.
Saltatio.

Salutatores.

Satura.
Sportulae.

Strena.
Sumtuaris Logw
Sympraium.
Syncecia.

Syssitia.

Tseda.

Trierarchia
Triobolon.
Viaticum.
Unguentlt
Uru.
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Tk« BomeTalt indicate he pages, the letter* a and ft the firat and second columns respectively, and the asterbks, the additicM

uf the American editor.

Abaculus, p. 9, col. a
Abacus, 9, a.

Abactio P irtua, 47, a.

Abalicnatio, 612, a.

Abaniita, 277, b.

Abavia, 277. b.

Ahavunculus, 277, b
ibavus, 277, b.

•Abies, 10, b.

*Abiga, 10, b.

Ablecti, 427, b.

Ablegmina, 10, b ; 846, a
Abmatertera, 277, b
Abnepos, 277, b.

Abneptis, 277, b.

AboUa. 11, a.

Abortus Pro«iuratio, 47, a.

Abpatruus, 277, b.

*Abramis, 11, a.

Abrogate Legem, 580, a.

*Abrolonum, 11, b.

Absentia, 835, b.

Abbsinlhium, 11, b.

Absulutto, 551, a.

AbstinenJj Beneficium, 498, a.

aOusus, 575, a ; 1069, a, b.

''Acacia, 11, b.

'\Katva, 11, b.

•Acalelhe, 11, b
*Acautha, 11, b.

*Acanthias Galeos, 11, b.

'Acanthis, 12, a.

Acanthus, 12, a.

*AcaathyiU8, 12, a:

Acapna Ligna, 12, a
Axdrtov, 12, a.

'Aicoroy, 12. a.

A.ccensi,'12, b.

^cceptilatlo, 12, b.

Accessio, 12, b.

^celamatio, 13, a.

Accubita, 13, a.

Accubitaiia, 13, a.

Hccubitoria, 940, a.

Iccusatio, 320, b ; 552, a.

Iccnsator, 20, a ; 552, a.

Icerra, 13, a.

Icetabulum, 13, b ; 889, b.

/^cetum, 14, a ; 1053, b.

'Achaines, 14, a.

'Axrfvij, 14, a.

*Ai,nates, 14, a.

•Acherdus, 14, b.

*AcheroIs, 14, b.

'Achelas, 14, b.

•Achilleos, 14, b.

'Kx^Twv, 1024, a,

A.cies, 468, b.

icilia Lex, 834, a.

Acilia Calpumia Lex, 46, b.

A.cinaces, 14, b.

*Acipeiiser, 15, a.

Acisculus, 112, b.

iclis, 15, b.

'A.KiJiiav, 534, a.

Lena, Acnua, 15, b.

AKiiHciJ, 488, b.

AKofiv naprvpiiv, 15, b.

•A(twv, 489, b.

•Acone, 15, b.

•Aconilum, 15. b
'Acontias, 15, b.

*A»c(5vrioi', 489, b.

*Acoru8, 15, b.

Acquisitio, 15, b.

Acqaisitiones Civiles, 375, a.

Acquisllianes Naturates, 375,a.

'A<cp<ir((T;ia, 274, a ; 343, a.

'kKptniciidi, 274, a ; 3J3, a.

'Acrntophotum, 15, b.

Acroama, 16. a.

*Acn)asis, 16, r.

'Airpetipaia, 62, a.

AKp6\t»oi. 16. a ; 916, b

'A(fpo0l)ffiov. 449, a.

*Acropodium, 16, a.

Acropolis, 1U27, a.

*Acro8tichis, 16, a.

'AKpoardXiov, 16, a.

'AKpoBTAitiov, 449, a.

Acroterium, 16, a ; 842, a.

'AKpoBiviov, 16, b.

Acta Diurna, 16, b.

Acta Senatus, 16, b.

*Acte, 16, b.

'Airna, 16, b.

Actio, 16, b.

" Mbi Corrupti, 42, a.
" Aqusa Pluvite Arcendie,

76, a.

" Arbitraria, 17, b.
«' Bouffi Fidei, 17, b.

" Bonorum Vi Raptorum,
164, b ; 464, a.

" Certi, Incerti, 234, a.

" Civilis, 17, b.

Commodati, 298, b.

Communi Dividundo,
298, b.

" ConfcsBoria, 302, b.
" Damni Injuria Dati, 337,

a.

" Dejecti Effusive, 342, a

;

. 1049, b.

" Depensi, 542, a.
" Deposit!, 350, a.
" Directa, 17, b.
" De Dolo Malo, 326, a.

" Emti ct Venditi, 403, a.
" Exercitoria, 425, a.

" Ad Exhibendum, 425, a.

" Extraordinaria, 17, b.
" Familis Erciscundas,

430, b.
•' Fictitia, 17, b.

" Fidnciaria, 443, a.

" Finium Regundorum,
444, a.

" Furti, 463, b.

" Honoraria, 17, b.
" ITypothecaria, 776, b.
" Inanis, 17, b.
" lujuriarum, 539, b

;

104!^. b.

" Instit-.ria, 540, b.

" Institutoria, 542, a.
" Inutilis, 17, b.
" Judicati, 554, a.

" Quod Jussu, 562, b.
" Legis Aquilix, 337, a.
" Locati et Conducfi, 595,

a.

" Mandati, 612, b.
" Mixta, 17, b.
" Mutui, 651,a.
" Negativa, 302, b.
" Negatoria. 302, b.

" Negotiorum Gcstorum,
655, a.

" Noxalis, 666, b.

" Ordinaria, 17, b.
" De Pauperio, 748, a.

" De Peculio, 88<, a.
" Perpetua, 18, a.

" Persecutoria, 17, b.
" Pignoraticia, 776, b.
" Pffinalis, 17, b.
" Popularis, 1050, a.
" PriBJudicialis, 804, a.
" PrsBtoria, 17, j.

" Prosecutoria, 17, b.
" Publiciana in Rem, 8S3,

b.
" Quanti Minoris, 829, b.
" Rationihus Distrahen-

dis, 1030. a.
" De Recepto, 832, a.
" RedLibitoria, 832, b.

" Rel Uxori2 or Dotis, 380,

Actio Rescissoria, 542, a.

" Restitutoria, 542, a.

" Rutiliana, 842, b.

" Sepulchri Violati, 462,

a ; 1049, b.

" Seniana, 776, b.

" Pro Socio, 902, b.

" Stricti Juris, 17, b
" Temporalis, 18, a.
" Tributoria, 884, a.

" TuteltB, 1030, a.

" Verso in Rem, 884, a.

" Utilis, 17, b.
" Vulgaris, 17, b.

Actor, 20, a.

Actors, 505, b.

Actuarite Naves, 891, a.

Actuarii, 20, b.

Actus, 20, b; 1041, b.
" Quadratus, 20, b.

" Sefvitus, 879, a.

Acus, 20, b.

Adamas, 1059, b.

*Adamas, 21, a.

Adarkes, 21, b.

Adcrescendi Jure, 499, b
Addico, 559, b.

Addict), 656, b.

Addictio, 559, b.

'A6Sil,''A66tlii,2l,h.
'ASeta, 21, b.

'A6eX(t>tiovi, 495, a.

"Aie\<p6i, 495, a.

Ademptio, 575, a.

Adfines, 30, b.

Adfinitas, 30, b.

Adgnati, 277, a.

Adgnatio, 277, a.

Adianton, 21, b.

'ASiKlas TTpds Tdv 6fJitor vpatt^,

21, b.

Aditio Heredltatis, 50O, b.

Adjudicatio, 19, b.

Adlecti, 21,b.
Adlector, 21,b.
Admissionales, 22, a.

Adolescentes, 537, b.

'Altivta, 22, a:

*Adonis, 22, a.

Adoption (Greek), 22, a.

Adoption (Roman), 22, b.

Adoratio, 23, a.

Adrogatio, 22, b.

Adscripti Glebs, 886, a.

Adscriptitii, 801, a.

Adscriptivi, 12, b.

Adscrtor, 115, b.

Adsessor, 115, b.

Adstipulatio, 673, a.

Adstipulator, 541, b ; 673, a.

Adulterium, 23, b.

Adversaria, 24, a.

Adversarius, 20, a.

Adulti, 537, b.

'Aiovarot, 34, a.

Advocatus, 24, a.

'AlvTov, 958, b.

Adytum, 958, b.

^acia, 39, b.

.Abulia Lex, 1', a ; 389, b

;

581, a.

^des, 455, a ; 515, b , 957, b.

jEdilcs, 24, b.

.£ditui, 26, a.

iEditimi, 26, a.

jEditumi, 26, a.

*A<klon, Sfl, a.

Mg\s, 26, a.

*^gyptilla, 27, b.

'Ati^niYta, 134, b.

'AfiViroi, 818, a.

jElia Lex, 581, a.

.SliaSentiaLex, 27, b; 616, a.

.£milia Lex, 581, a.

" Bsbia Lex, 46, b ; 581,
b ; 582, b.

.Emilia Lepidi Lex, 934, b
" Scauri Lex, 934, b.

^neatores, 28, a.

^nei Nummi, 29, b.

jEolipylB, 28, a.

JEm, 28, a.

.£rarii, 28, a.
" Piiefecti, 28, b.
" Tribuni, 28, b ; 996, k

iErarium, 28, b
" Militare, 28, b.
" Saiictius, 28, b
" Sanctum, 28, b

JEroi Nummi, 29, b.

.£ruscatores, 29, a.

JEb, 29, a.

" (Money), 29, b.
" ^gineticum, 177, a
" Alienuni, 29, b.
" Circumforaneum, 30, a
" Corintbiacum, 176, b.
" Deliacum, 177, a.
" Equestre, 30, a; 415, a.
" Grave, 29, b, 110, b
" Ilordeariuin or Pr^v'aa

um, 30, a ; 4J9, a
" Militare, 28, e.

" Manuarium, 30, •
" Uxorium, 1070, a.

*^scul\is, 30, a.

^stivs Feris, 437, a.

JRsytnnetes, 41, a.

*A«tites, 30, b.

*A£tos, 30, b.

'Afrrfj, 433, b.

'A/ru/ia, 433, b.

'A*xoon, 27, b.

Affines, 30, b.

Affinitas, 30, b.

'AyaXpta, 914, a ; 916,
*Agalochon, 31, a.

'Ayaptt'ov Ypa<l>^i 618, »
*Agaracon, 31, a.

Agaso, 31, a.

*Aga8seus, 31, a.

'Ayadoepyoi, 31, a.

'AyeXdarot, 31, a.

'AytAa'n/s, 31, a.

'AyiXr), 31, a.

Agema, 31, a.

'Aytoipylov iimj, 31, b.

Ager, 35, a ; 798, b.
" Arcifinalis, 39, a.
" Arcifinius, 39, a.
" Assignatus, 35, b.

" Concessus, 35, b.
" Decumanus, 38, a.
" Effatus, 789, b.

" Emphyteusis, 38, a.
" Emphytcuticariua, 38, -

401, a.

" Limitatus, 35, b ; 39, b
" Occupatorius, 35, b
" Privatus, 34, h
" Publicus, 34 ; 798, b.
" QuiBstorius, 35, b.
" Religiosns, S4, b.
" Sacer, 34, b.
" Sanctus, 31, b.
" Scripturarius, 659,b.
" Vectigalis, 38, a , 401, a

*Agera»on, 31, b.

'Aynnj, 216, b.

^AyrjTdpta, 216, b.

Agger, 31, b.

Agitator, 256, a.

'AyXata, 246, b.

Agmen, 32, a.
" Pilalum, 32, a.

" Quadratuni, 39 a
A?nati, 277, a ; 499, a
Agnatic, 277. a.

Agnomen, 661, a.

*Agnu!i, 32, a.

Agonnles, 850, a.

Agonalia, 32, b.
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tfonia, Sii a
Igoneuse^i, 8M^ !•

igouiuni, 32, b

KyOvti, 358, a.

" ar/;<»;ro«,32,b;982,a.
" TtiivToi, 32, 1) ; 982, a.

AyuvKrrxl 119, a.

AyiiivoiiKai, 33, a.

AyuvoBiTat, 33, a.

AJ'opd, 33, 3.

Xyopa nXi'/dovaa, 33, t ; 3S],b.
Agoranomi, 33, b.

Agrania, 33, b.

'Aypa^i'ou >'pa0)7, 33, b.

'Aypa0at vditot, 663, a.

'Aypd^ov utTiiXXov ypa^ij,33,
b.

Agraris Leges, 33, b.

Agraulia, 38, a.

'AYpirat, 38, u.

Agriania, 38, a.

Agrimensures, 38, a.

'Agrimonia, 39, a.

'Aypiiovia, 39, a.

'AgTiophyllon. 39, a.

Agronomi, 39, a.

*Agro3tis, 39, a.

'AypoTtpas Qvala, 39, b.

'AypuTTn'j, 59, b.

'Ayvp/tdi, 395, b.

'Ayiiprai, 39, b.

Ahenatores, 28, a.

AldKua, 39, b.

AldvTcia, 39, b.

AJxiiiJ, 488, b.

Aixfo^iooi, 488, b.

AUiai iiKT}. 40, a.

*A(4cAav, Ai'cAoi', 40, b.

*Aigeiros, 39, b.

AlyiKopeii, 1003, a.

*Aigilops, 40, a.

AfyivtjTW ioprij, 40, b,

A}yioxoSt 26, a.

*Ajgipyros, 40, a.

Alyii, 26, a.

*Aigithalos, 40, a.

*Aigothelas, 40, a.

Aigolios, 40, a.

Aigypios, 40, a.

*Ailouros, 40, b.

'Aimatites, 40, b.

*Alfjioji^ovi, 41, a.

hlviynara, 940, a.

*Aira, 41, a.

AlavitvfiTTii, 41, a ; ZZ, a.

Aliipa or 'E(ijpa, 41, a.

*Aithuia, 40, b.

*Aix, 40, b.

Ala, 42, a.

Alabaster, 41, b.

Alabastra, 41, b.

Alabastri, 41, b.

Alabastrites, 41, b.

'AXaia, 42, a.

Alarii, 42, a.

•Alauda, 42, a.

Albariura Opua, 736, a.

Albogalerus, 42, a.

Album, 42, a.

" Decurionum, 42, a
" Judicum, 553, b.
" Senatorum, 42, a.

; Albui Galerus, 42, a.

'AXxaOoia, 42, a. .

*Alce, 42, a.

- •Alcea, 42, a.

' *Alcibiadium, 42, a.

iAlea,42, b.

. Aleator, 42, b.

*Alectur, 43, a.

Aleo, 42, b.

'AXtKTpvoijtavTcia, 43, a.

'AXtKTpvovonaxia, 43, a
"AXucrpudvuv ay<iv, 43, a.

'AAi/7rra«, 44, a.

'AXe<irr)7fMoi', 44, a.

'AXQris, 41, a.

*Alga, 43, a.

Alica, 43, a.

'AXt/ta or 'AX i;io; rpo^ ^, 43, b.

Alimentarii Pueri et Paella,
43, b.

Alio Die, 126, a.

Alii^te, 44, a.

*Alisna, 44, a.

•AXXof, 167, b.

'Allium, 44, a.

llluvio, 44, b.

'Aluus, 4t, b.

1106

AAbia, 45, a.

AXoyiov ypa<p^, 45, a.

Aloe, 44, b.

Alopecias, 45, a-

Alopecis, 45, a
'Alopecurus, 45, a.

'A\(peal6otai, 378, b.

'Alphestes, 45, a.

*Alsine, 45, a.

Altar, 76, b.

Altare, 76, b.

Altercum, 45, a.

Altius nca Tollendi Servitus,

878, "3.

*Alum, 45, a.

'AXu<nj, 224, b.

Aluta, 190, a.

'AXuTat, 45, b ; 683, a.

''AXvTdpxvit 683, a.

'Alypon, 45, a.

*Alysson, 45, a.

Amanuensis, 45, b.

Amaraciis, 45, b.

"^Amaranthus, 45, b.

'AfiapvvOta, 45, b.

'Afiapiaia, 45, b.

Ambarvalia, 46, a ; 109, a.

Ambassadors, 575, b.

Ambitus, 46, a.

'AuBXtiacias ypa<pirj, 46, b.

'AiiSpdffia, 47, a.

Ambrosia, 47, a.

Ambulationes, 511, a.

Ambarbiale, 47, a.

Araburbium, 47, a.

'A^/n, 154, a.

'AiitXlov otKn, 47, a.

Amentum, 47, a.

Amethystus, 47, b.

*Amia, 48, a.

Amianthus, 48, a.

Amiantus, HI, a.

Amicire, 48, a.

Amictus, 48, a.

Amita, 277, b.

"A/i/za, 48, a ; 763, b.

Ammi, 48, a.

Ammodytes, 48, b.

'Amraoniacum, 48, b.

'A/xircxivri, 48, a.

Ami)elitis, 48, b.

Ampeloprasum, 48, b.

Amomum, 48, b.

'Aiiiptapdia, 48, b.

'AiiipiSXtjarpov, 837, a.

'A/KptKiiav, 290, a.

Amphictyiins, 48, b.

'AiKliiKiiTcXXov AiTTos, 51, a
'A/xipiSsa, 95, b.

'Aii(pi6ovXos, 881, a.

'AjxipiipCma, 51, a.

Amphimalla, 951, b.

'A/iipiopKia, 51, b.

'An<j>i(f)S)vTti, 643, a.

'AiiipKpopevi, 54, a.

'Ajxtpmjtos, 350, a.

'AfKpnrpdaTvXos, 290, a.

'Aixipinpvfivoi vrjZi, 51, b.

Amphisbsena, 51, a.

^Aii(l>io6t'iTriciSt 495, b.

^AiiiplaTOiiOi, 58, a.

Amphita'pse, 951, b.

'AjxiPiOdXaiios, 515, a.

Amphitheatrum, 51, b.

'An(Pu>iiuola, 51, b.

Amphora, 54, a; 889, b; 1052,
a.

'An((iopevi, 54, a.

'\li4><iTiSe;, 823, b ; 824, a.
Ampliatio, 551, a.

Ampulla, 54, b.

Ampullarius, 54, b.

'Anirvl, 54, b,

'AfiTrvKT^p, 54, b.

Amuletum, 55, a.

'Amygdalus, 55, b.

*'Ano)nov, 55, b.

'Am&ir/jf, 350, a.

'AvaSaOpiOt, 514, a.

'AiafioAtif, 928, a.

'AvaSoXtvs, 56, a.

^AvaKaXvirT)']pta, 620, b,

'Ai'tiKcia, 56, a.

'Avdxctov, 56, a.

'AvoKciiicva, 376, a.

'AvaKivf/nara, 484, b.

'AvaKXr/T^pta, 56, a.

'AvaKXivoTtdXri, 724, b
'AvdKXtvrpov, 572, a.

'AvaKoniSi, 56. a.

'AvdKpiats, 56, a.

'AvaKTopov, 958, b.

'AvaStKia, 73, a.

Anagallis, 56, b.

'Avayviiptots, 995, a.

AnagnostiB, 16, a.

'Avayuiyris SUrj, 56, b
'Avaydyta, 66, b.

'Avayxaiov, 213, a.

Anagyris, 56, b.

'Apd(popov, 114, b.

'Avdpl>vats, 67, a.

Anas, 57, a.

^AvaBfifiaTa, 376, a.

Anatocismus, 547, a.

'Avavpax'ov ypa^ri, 57, a.

•AvaJ, 140, a.

'Ava\ay6psia, 57, a.

Anaxulis, 57, a.

^Ava\vpi&tg, 171, a.

'AyxioTcia, 493, b ; 495, a.

Anchor, 58, a.

Anchusa, 57, a.

Ancile, 57, a.

Ancilla, 538, b.

'AyKoiva, 894, a.

Ancora, 58, a.

'AyKvXv, 60, b ; 317, b.

Andabatie, 476, b.

'AvftpaTTohatiov ypa<l>'^, 58, b.

'Avipaird&tiiv iiKri, 58, b.

Andraphaxis, 58, b.

*Andrachne, 58, b.

^Avfpeia, 941, a.

'Aviptds, 916, b.

'AvSpoycwvia, 58, b.

Androdamas, 58, b.

^AvinoXrfd'ia, 5Q, a.

'Av&poXf)\ptov, 59, a.

Aiidrosajmon, 59, 'i.

Androsacea, 59, i-

'Avipdve;, 514, b
'Av6piDviTts, 514, a.

Anemone, 59, 'i.

Ancthum, 59, a.

'Avtlf/iaioTii, 495, a.

'Avc^'idi, 495, a.

'AvctiOvvoi, 423, a.

'AyyoOnKT], 533, b.

Anguiila, 59, b.

Angustus Clavus, 265, a.

Animadversio, Censoria, 664, a.

Anisum, 59, b.

Annales, 59, b.

" Maximi, 59, a.

" Pontificum, 59, a.

Annalis, Lex, 25, b.

Annona, 60, a.

Annuli Aurei Jus, 839, b.

Annulorum Jus, 839, b.

Annulus, 639, a.

Annus, 190, 191.

'Avoids. 976, a.

Anonis, 60, a.

'AvottXoi, 94, a.

Anqnina, 894, a.

Anquisitio, 60, b ; 552, b.

Ansa, 60, b ; 439, b.

Anser, 60, li.

Antacaeus, 61, a.

AntiE, 60, b.

Anteambulones, 61, a.

Antecessores, 61, b.

Antectena, 275, a.

Antecursores, 61, b.

Antefixa, 61, b.

Antemeridianum Tempus, 362,
a.

Antenna, 62, a.

Antepagracnta, 62, b.

Antepilani, 103, b.

Antcsignani, 62, b.

Antcstari, 18, b.

Anthemis, 62, b.

Anthemura, 62, b.

Anthericus, 62, b.

'Av9e.<T(p6pia, 63, a.

'AvOtartipia, 364, b.

'Avdeariipttiv, 190, a.

Anthias, 63, a.

Anthos, 63, a.

Anthrax, 63, a.

Anthracion, 63, a.

Anthrene, 63, -..

Anthyllis, 63, a.

^Av0vrtu>noata, 354, b ; 359, a.

Antia Lex, 934, b.

Antiw, 291, b.

'AvTixtipoTovia, 239, a.

Anticntesis, 775, b.

AvriSoms, 63, a
'AvTiypa^i'l, 64, ;l.

'AvTiYpiiq>tii, 64, b ; 4J9, k
'Avr(Ai;{ij, 354, b.

'AvTtvdcta, 64, b.

Antipathes, 64, b.

Antiquarii, 591, a.

Antirrhinon, 64, b.

'AvTiaTpeiTTa, 191, a.

Antlia, 64, b.

Antonis Leges, 561, b
'AvTuuorria. 65, b.

'Avrvt 65, b.

Anvil, 534, a.

'AwiriiriTOs, 188, b
'Aop, 478, a.

'AirdycXoi, 66, a.

'Arraywyi'i, 66, a.

Aparine, 66, b.

Apate, 66, b.

'ATiaTr'iatvs rov d^jiot rpuH
66, b.

'A-rraTiAJpta, 66, b.

Apaturia, 66, a.

'AnaiXia, 6i0, b.

'A-KavXtarripia, 620, b
'AircXcvOcpia, 689, a.

^AjreXtvOepoi, 689, a.

^AirtviavTtapds, 770, b
Aperta Navis, 68, a.

'Acficrai, 969, a.

'A(ptT)ipta dpyava, 988, b
Apex, 67, a.

Aphace, 67, b.

Apliarce, 67, b.

'A^upiCJTai, 316, b.

'A<bcots, 909, b.

'AJ>CToi f/ixipai, 67, b
Aphia, 67, b.

'Aij>ifpviJia, 916, b.

'AAXaoTov, 69, a.

'A^opuns Sixri, 68, a.

Aphractus, 68, a.

^A^poSiata, 68, a.

Apiaslellum, 68, b.

Apiaster, 68, b
Apion, 68, b.

Apios, 68, b.

Apis, 68, b.

'Apium, 68, b.

Aplustre, 69, a.

'AnoSdOpa, 176, a.

'AvoKripvlis, 69, b ; 495, t

'A-noxi^ipoTovtiv, 81, b.

'AnoxcipoToviit, 239. a.

Apocynon, 69, b.

Apodectse, 70, a.

'A-ndSeoiios, 928, b.

Apodyterium, l47, a.

'Ajroypa^//, 70, a.

'AiToiKia, 284, a.

'AiTotKoi, 266, a.

'AiroAtVroj, 427, b.

'AffoXti't/'teuj Slmi, 70, b.

'AnoXeynoi, 10, b.

Apollinares Ludi, 600, a.

'AnoXXtivia, 70, b.

'AiropaySaXia, 344, a.

'AjTw/ioffia, 71, a.

'A-roneii'pciiis SiKij, 71, a
'ATTd^avati, "It a.

'A7r<}0ao(j, 71, a.

'Anoiopd, 71, a.

Apophoiela. 71, a.

'ATTo<ppdiei ffpipoLt, 71, a
AporrliaSdes, 71, a.

'An'd/i^a^tj, 777, a.

'Airdppr/Tu, 71, a.

'AiToaTaaiov iiKt}, 71, b.

'A-KooToXels, 71 , b.

'Airoreixiopi^j 1034, b
Apotheca, 7), b.

Apotheosis 71, b.

'A-noTipqv^ 639, a.

'AtroTtpripa, 379, b ; 639, a.

'AvoTipriTai, 639, a
Apparitores, 72, b.

Appellatio vGreek), 72i b.

Appellatio (Roman), 73, b.

Applicationis Jus, 127, a.

Aprilis, 191, a.

'AirpoaTaaiov ypa^tj, 74, a.

•Atf17^01, 639, b.

Apuleia Lex, 541, b.
" Agraria Lex, 581, b.

" Frunientaria Lei, 581
b.

" Majestatis Lax, 609,

Apus, 74, a.

iqiiu Caduca, 219. b
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Aqua Durtus, 74 , 219, a.

AquiB T^xctut Servitus, 879, a.

Aqua t>. Ignis Interdictio, 137,

ft.

Aqiia Hauttus Senritus, 879, a.

Aqua Pluvia Arcendse Actio,

76, a.

Aquarii, 76, a.

Aqunduct. 74 ; 219, a.

Aquila, 896, b
•Aqulla. 76, 1).

Aquilia Lex, 337, a.

Aquilifer, 896, b.

An. 76, b.

•Arab'oa. 78, b.

•Aracui..', 78. b.

*Aiachiilr i, 79, a.

*Aracus, 'V, a.

'Apni^ffTuXof, 290, b.

'Apiirciu, 79, a.

Aratruin, 79, a.

Arbiter, 550, b.

Arbiter Bibendi, 039, b.

Arbitria, 459, a.

Arbitraria Actio, 17, a.

Arbitrator, 352, b.

Arbitrium, 551, b.

'ApSvXtj, 758, a.

'AoSvXii, 758, a.

Arbusculie, 781, a.

•Arbutum, 80, b.

*Arbutus, 81, a.

Area, 81, a.

Arcera, 81, a.

Arc*)!, 85, a ; 450, b.

'Apxaipeaiat, 81, b.

'Apxijyt'rvJ. 414, a.

'Apxtiov, 81, b.

Archers, 848, a,

Archiater, 81, b.

Archimagirus, 275, b.

Archimiraus, 459, b ; 638, a.

Architeclara (vid. Amphithea-
trum, AquiB Ductus, Arcus,
Basilica, Bath, House, Tem-
plum, <tc.).

'Apx'rf'icrcji', 972, b.

'AJjxircAiunjy, 822, a.

' A!pxiOi(i)poi, 345, b ; 973, a.

Arcliium, 945, a.

Archivum, 945, a.

Archon, 82, U
Apxui. 82, b.

AJaxi>>v>}S, 84, b * 955 a.

\rciriaius Ag-er, 39, a.

ApKTda, 172, b.

ApKTtitiv, 173, b.

ApKToi, 172, b.

'Arctos, 84, b.

4rcus, 85, a.

Vrcus Triuraphalis, 85, b.

Arcus, 86, a.

ApKVi, 836, b.

'ApidXiov, 87, a.

^Apddviov, 87, a.

•Aj-dea, 87, a.

'ApJ(o0/)oa,449, a ; 847, a.

"ApSti, 817, a.

Area, 87, a ; 455, a.

Areiopagus, 67, b.

Arena, 51, b ; 52, b.

Arctalogi, 90, a.

'Apya'6«f, 1003, a.

Argei, 9(3, a.

*Argeni«ne, 90, a.

Argentarii, 90, b.

ArgoQtum, 90, b.

•Argentum Vivnm, 91, b.

Apyiai ypaipfi, 91, b.

'Ai-gilla. 92, a.

*Argltis, 92, a.

Argyritis, 92, a.

*Apyvp(au iUri, 92, a.

'ApyupoKotitlov., 92, a ; 641, b.

ApyvpaitoiSii. 91, a.

ApYvptTti, 91, b.

'ApYVfivTjToi, 881, &
Ap}'tpo{, 90, I.

Arg>Tagpidos, 92, a.

•Ana, 92, a.

'Apt'iivaa, 92, a.

Aries, 92, b.

'Arion,93,a.
*Ari«arum, 93, a-

'Aristolochia, 93, a.

'Afuarov, 342, b ; 343, b.

Arma, Armatiira, 93, b.

Arniariuin, 95, b.

Irmarneiiturium, 95, b.

Amteuianuiu Malum, 05, b

'Armenium, OS, b.

Armidoctores, 95, b.

Armilla, 95, b.

Armilustrium, 07, a.

'Arnioracia, 97, a.

Armour, 93, a.

Arms, 93, b.

Array (Greek), 97, a.

Army (Roman), 102.

'Arnabo, 107, a.

'Arnoglossos, 107, a.

Aromatites, 1054, a.

*Aron, 107, a.

'AooTpov, 79, b.

'Apoupa, 109, a ; 763, b.

Arquatua, lOt, a.

Arquites, 848, a.

Arra, Arrabo, or Arrha, Arrha-
bo, 107, b.

' AjipiiipApia, 107, a.

'Ap^ri(pipoi, 108, a,

Arrogatio, 22, b.

Arrows, 847, a.

*'Ap(rcviKSv, 108, a.

Artuba, 108, b.

'ApTCfiiaia, 108, b.

Arteria, 108, b.

'Apnaa/iii, 729, b.

'Apnd^eiv, 729, b.

'Aproiroi(!j, 780, a.

'ApT0ir(i5Xa<, 344, b.

'AproTTuAi^ty, 344, b ; 780, b.

Artopta, 780, b.

Artopticii, 780, b.

'Apruaeif, 1053, a.

Arvales Fratres, 109, a.

Aruudo, 847, b ; 940, b.

Arura, 109, a.

Aruspices, 488, a.

'ApvTaiva, 599, a.

As, 110, a.

Asamenta, 849, b.

'Aadfiivdos, 143, b.

*Asarum, 111, a.

Asbestos, 1 1
1
, a.

Asbestos, II., Ill, b.

*Asnalabotes, 1 1
1 , b.

'AffAC(ivn7j, 572, b.

*Ascaris, 112, a.

'AoKavXrii, 981, a.

Ascia, 112, a.

Ascion, 1 12, b.

*Asclopias, 112, b.

'AaKXtj-niua, 1 12, b.

'A(TKo«, 1053, a.

'Ao^ruXia, 113, a.

*Ascvron, 1 12, b.

'Aaeieiai yP'i'P^i 113, a.

Asiarchte, 113, b.

'AirAXa, 114, a.

'Asilus, 114, b.

*Aspalathus, 114, b.

*Aspalax, 115, a.

* Asparagus, 115, a.

*Asphodelus, 115, a.

'AaveSciov, 69, a.

'AaniiiaKri, 69, a.

'Aairis, 268, a.

*Aspis, 115, a.

'Aa^iaTat, 94, a.

*Asplenium, 115, b.

Assa, 150, a.

*Assius Lapis, 116, a.

Assameuta, 849, b.

Assarius, 111, a.

Assentatores, 733, a.

Asseres Falcati, 429, b.

Asseres Lccticarii, 571, a.

Assertor, 115, b.

Assessor or Adsessor, 115, b.

Assiduitas, 46, a.

*Astacus, 116, a.

Aster, 116, a.

*A»ter Atticus, 116, a.

*Astena, 116, b.

'AvTpdSt], 407, b.

'AorprfyaAof. 949, a.

Astragalus, 1 16, b.

AaTpartlai Ypa^fi, 117, a.

'Astrios, 116, b.

'AoTuXoj, 290, a.

*Astur, 117, a.

*Asturco, 117, a.

Astynomi, 117, a.

'AcruXt'ii, 117, a.

Asylum, 117, a.

Alavia, 277, b.

Atavus, 277, b

'ArrXcia, 118, a.

Atellaua Fabula, 118, a.

Atemia Tarpeia Lex, 961, b.

Athenaum, 110, a.

*Atherina, 119, a.

Athlcta, 119, b.

'AOXodtTai, 33, a ; 733, m.

AtiaLex, 58l,b.
Atilia Lex, 557, b ; 1029, a.

'Arinta, 120, b; 536, a.

'Ariftos, 121, a ; 536, a.

Atinia Lex, 581, b.

Atlantes, 121, a.

Atnepos, 277, b.

Atneptis, 277, b.

'ArpfiKTos, 464, b.

*Atractyli8, 121, a.

Atramentnm, 121, b.

Atrium, 122, b ; 51«, t

Attagen, 123, b.

*Attelebus, 123, b
'Areii, 123, •»

Atticurges, 124, a.

Audio, 124, a.

Auction (sale), 124, a.

Auctor, 124, b.

Auctores Fieri, 124, b.

Auctoramentum, 157, a , 4*2, b.

Auctorati, 475, b.

Auctoritas, 125, a ; 871, a.

Auditorium, 125, b ; 817, b.

Avellana Nux, 125, b.

Aufidia Lex, 46, b.

Augites, 125, b.

Augur, 125, K
Auguraculum, 130, b ; 057, b.

Augurale, 130, b.

Auguratorium, 130, b.

Augurium, 369, b.

Augustales Ludi, 127, a.

Augustales (priests), 127, b.

Augustalia, 127, a.

Augustus, 196, b
Avia, 277, b.

Aula, 677, b.

Aula!um, 898, b.

AhXaia, 1036, a.

AirXiJ, 122, b ; 514, b.

AiJXcios &vpa, 514, b.

AvXtjTpi^cs, 982, a.

AuXipm'a, 8526, a.

Aulopias, 128, a.

AiX<Jf, 128, a; 981, a.

Aurelia Lex, 553, a; 998, b
Aures, 79, b.

Aureus, 129, a.

Aurichalcum, 177, a
Auriga, 256, a.

Aurum, 128, a.

Aurum Coronarium, 129, b.

Aurum Lustrale, 130, a.

Auspicium, 130, a.

Austeralis, 131, a.

Autachates, 131, a.

Authentica, 666, a.

Authepsa, 131, a.

AironoXiai ypa(t>^, 131, a.

Autouomi, 131, a.

AvTOTcXfis i]tictj, 73, a; 359, b.

Avulsio. 303, b.

Avus, 277, b.

Auxilia. 904, a.

Auxiliares, 904, a.

Auxiliarii, 904, a.

Axamenta, 849, b.

Axe, 861, h.

'Altvn, 861, b.

Axis, 331, a.

Axle, 331, a.

'A|ajv, 33I,a.

"Amoves, 131, b.

B.

Babylonicum, 131, b
Bacca, 641, b.

*Barra, 131, b.

Bucchaualia, 365, b.

Bakers, 780, a.

BiiKTOov, 132, a.

Baculus, 132, a.

haKTtipia, 132, a ; 1014, a.

Babia Lex, 581, b.

Btebia ^Emilia Lex, 46, b ; 582,

b.

Bail (Greek), 404, a.

Bail (Roman), 18, b.

*Baliena, 132, b.

BaXavdypa, 793, b.

B'iXufC(ai<, 143, a; 598, a

BaXaicvg. 598, b.

HaXavaSoKri, 793, b.

BdXavoi, 132, b; 793, b

BnXdvnov, 620, k.

Balanus, 133, b.

Balatro, 132, li.

BaXSti, 368, a , 00k b
Baldric, 133, a.

*BaIerus, 1^ b.

Balinea, 143, a.

Balineum, 143, a.

Balista, Ballista, 088, b
Baljstarii, 989, a.

Ball (game at), 448, fc T t

haXXiaitol, 729, a.

Ballote, 1.32, b.

Balnea, 143, a.

Baluearium, 143, a
Balneator, 145, a ; 147, t
Balneum, 143, a.

*Balsamum, 133, a.

Baltearius, 134, a.

Balteus, 133, a.

*Bambacion, 134, b.

Bankers, 90, b ; 634, a.

Banishment (Greek), 134, b
Banishment (Rooian), 136, •
Baphium, 137, a.

"Baptes, 138, a.

Baptisterium, 148, a.

Bdpadpov, 227, b.

Barathrum, 132, b.

Barba, 138. a.

Barber, 138, b.

Ba'p^irov, 139, a
Bdf^tros, 139, a.

Bardocucullus, 325, b
Basaltes, 139, a.

Baaaviarai, 140, a.

Basanites Lapis, 130, H
Bdaavos, 139, b.

BaoKavia, 431, b.

BascaudH, 140, a.

Basket, 140, a.

BaatXcia, 140, a.

BaaiXtvs, 83, h ; 140, a.

Basilica (building), 140, b.

Basilica (legal work), 143, b
Basiliscus, 142, b.

BaaiXicaa, 83, b ; 365,
Bastenia, 142, b.

Bar;7P, 909, b.

Baths, 143, a ; 598, a.

Batillus, 154, a.

*Batis, 154, b.

Batos, 154, b.

*Batrachium, 154, b.

*Batrachus, 154, b.

Baxa or Baxea, 154, b
Bdella, 155, a.

Bdellium, 155, a.

Beard, 138, a.

Bt6aimae<j>i iiKVy 155, b.

Bechion, 156, a ; 157,

»

Beds, 572, a ; 990, a.

Beer, 233, b.

Bell, 983, b.

Bcllaria, 275, b.

Beillcrepa Saltatio, 852, b
Bellows, 449, a.

Belone, 150, a.

BeXdvrt, 20, b.

BcXovlf, 20, b.

BijXdi, 524, b.

Belt, 133, a.

Brjixa, 384, a ; 763, b.

BcvSiitia, 156 a.

Beiielicium AoMinendl, (00
Beneficiari is, l56, a.

Beneficium, 156, a.

Benignitas, 46, a.

Berberi, 156, b.

Berricocca, 156, b.

Beryllus, 156, b.

Bes, 110. b; 591, a.

Bessis, 591, a.

Bestiarii, 157, a.

Beta, 157, a.

Bcttonica, 157, a.

Btaiiiiv Stiai, 197, b.

Bibasis, 157, b.

Bi6Xiov, 587. b.

Bibliopola, 158, a.

Bibliothera, 158, a.

Br/cof, 159, a.

Bidens. 832. a.

Bideiital, 159, a
Bidiai, 159, b
BiSialoi, 159, b.

Biga or Biga, ISO, b
Bigatus, 159. b'

Bi<if, 86, a.

Bipalium, 715, b.
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Bipenni» 861, b

Biremis, 160, a; 890, b

Birrus, 160. a.

Bicellium, 862, b.

•'Bison, 160, a.

Biw'tilis Annus, 196, a

Bi&vutum, 195, b

Pisscxtus, 196, a.

Bit (of horses), 452, a.

•Bitumen, 160, b.

BXu6<7S fiUri, 161, a.

'Blatta, 161, a.

iXavTti, 853, b.

BAaiina, 853, b.

•Blennus, 161, b.

*Bleton, 161, b.

*Boa, 161, b.

*Boca, 162, b.

"Zoriipdniai 161, b.

Bor/lpontiiv, 190, a.

Boeotarch, 161, b.

Bceotiau Constitation, 161, b.

*Boitos, 162, b.

Boiu)Tdpx'li-oSi 161, b.

*Bolb()i, 162, b.

BoX/f, 223, b.

BioXoKonia, 833, a.

Boii6v\ios, 163, a.

Bombycinum, 875, b.

*Bumbylius, 163, a.

Bombyx, 875, b.

Biaiids, 76, b.

Bona, 163, a.

Bona Caduca, 164, a.

Bona Fides, 164, b.

Bona Rapta, 164, b ; 464, a.

Bona Vacantia, 165, a.

''Bonasus, 166, b.

Bonorum Cessio, 165, a.

Bonorum CoUatio, 165, b.

Bonorum Emtio et Emtor, 165,

b.

Bononim Possessio, 165, b.

Bonorum Vi Raptorum Actio,

164, b ; 464, a.

Books, 587, b.

Bookseller, 158, a.

Boots, 316, b.

Bo&vat, 167, b.

Bopcaaiioi or Bopcaandi, 167, b.

*Bos, 166, b.

Bos 588, 166, b.

*Bos Marinus, 167, a.

Bostrychites, 166, b.

Bi5(7rpuxoy, 291, b.

Boravoiiavrela, 370, a.

Bottomry, 545, b ; 548, a.

Botutus, 167, b.

Bovai, 31, a.

BouX;?, 168, a.

Bov\cvaeti>s ypaAij, 171, a.

BovXcvTijpiov, 1/0, b.

Bov(p6via, 363, a.

Bovipivos, 363, a.

Bow, 86, a.

Boxing, 823, b.

BpaBeis, 33, a.

BpaSevTal, 33, a.

BraciB or Braccse, 171, a
Brachiale, 96, b.

Branchidie, 690, a.

Bpaolicta, 172, a.

Brass, 29, a.

Brassica, 172, a.

Brathe, 172, b.

Bpavpiivia, 172, b.

Breakfast, 274, a ; 342, b ; 343,
a.

Breviariam, 172, b.

Breviarium Alaricianum, )72,
b.

Bribery (Greek), 339, a.

Bribery (Roman), 46, a.

Bricks, 567, b.

Bridge, 173, a.

Bridle, 452, a.

•Bromos, 176, a.

BpovTttov, 969, h.

Bronze, 176, a.

Brooch, 438, b.

•Brucus, 179, a.

*Bryon, 179, a.

•Bryonia, 179, b.

•Bubalis, 179, b.

iiieXoi, 5S7, b.

Buccina, 180, a.

Buccinator, 28, a ; 180, b.

Bucco, 119, a.

•Buceras, 180, b.

•Bugloicsa, 181, a

1108

Bulla, 1^., a.

•Bumamma, 181, b.

*Bunias, 181, b.

•Bunion, 181, b.

•Buprestis, 181, b.

Burial, 456, a ; 460, a.

Buris, 79, a ; 79, b.

Biaaoi, 183, b.

Bustirapi, 182, a.

Bustuaris, 182, a.

Bustuarii, 182, a.

Bustum, 181, b.

•Butler, 182, a.

•Butyrum, 182, a.

Buxum, 183, a.

Buxus, 183, a.

•Byblus, 183, b.

Byssus, 183, b.

C, K., X.

KaSzipia, 183, a.

•Cacalia, 184, a.

YLaKifVopiai iUr), 184, a.

KaKoAoyi'af iUr], 184, b.

Ka/cortx>"<i'i' iiKri, 184, b.

ViaKmati, 184, b.

•Cactus, 185, a.

•Cadmeia, 185, b.

•Caecubum Vinum, 186, a.

*Cspa, 186, b.

Caitra, 235, b.

KaSloKO!, 185, a.

Kdoo;, 54, b ; 186, a-

Caduceator, 186, a
Caduceus, 185, b
Caducum, 164, a
Cadus, 186, a.

Cxcilia Lex de Censoribus, 581,

b.

CaBcilia Lex de Vectigalibus,

581, b ; 794, b.

Cscilia Didia Lex, 582, a.

Caelatuva, 179, a.

Caelebs, 556, b.

Cslia Lex, 943, b.

Cselibatus, 556, b.

Cxrimnnia, 843, a.

CiBritum Tabula 196, b.

Cssaries, 291, b.

KaidSai, 227, b.

Kaietv, 456, b.

•Calaminthe, 187, a.

Calamistrum, 187, a.

KrfXa/ioy, 763, b.

*KuAa/iOf 'Apu>/iori(C(5?, 187, a.

*KaXa/ioj (ppayixht^i, 167, a.

*Ka\ajiog av\rjTLK6i, 187, a.

•KnXa/(oy h vaarii, 187, a.

•Ka'Xa//oj 6 'lvliK6i, 187, a.

Calamus, 187, a ; 847, b.

Calantica, 187, b.

Calathiscus, 188, a.

Calathus, 188, a.

Calcar, 188, b.

Calceus, 188, b.

Calceamen, 188, b.

Calceamentum, 188, b
Calculator, 190, a.

Calculi, 190, a.

Calda, 201, b.

Caldarium, 149, a.

CalendsB, 192, b.

Calendar (Greek), 190, a.

Calendar (Roman), 191, a.

Calendarium, 197, a ; 433, a.

Calida, 201, b.

•Calidris, 202, a.

Caliga, 202, a.

Calix, 325, b.

KaWiyivua, 976, a.

KaXXitptTv, 369, b.

KuXXioTtia, 202, b.

•Callyonymus, 202, b.

KaXoSdn/s, 454, a.

KaX(^d(a, 894, a.

KdXot, 894, a.

Calones, 202, b.

TS.a\6novi, 450, a.

K<iX(jj, 842, a.

Calpurnia Lex de Ambitu, 46,
b.

Calpurnia Lex de Repetundis,
833, b.

Calvatica, 187, b.

KaXt;6as, 702, b.

Calumnia, 203, a.

Calumnise Juilicium, 203, b.

CalamniEB Jusjurandum,203, b.

KaXvnrpa, 1037, a.

Calx, 255, a

Camara, 203, b.

Kaiial. 488, b.

•Caraelopardalis, 202, b.

•Camelus, 204, a.

Camera, 203, b.

Cameos, 860, a.

Camillus, 312, b ; 625, a.

Oaminus, 521, a.

Ka/tivo;, 450, a.

•Cammarus, 204, b.

Camp, 220, a.

Campestre, 204, b.

Canipidoctoves, 204, b.

Ka/iTrrj/p, 909, b.

Campus Marti us, 204, b.

Campus Sceleratus, 205, a.

Kdva6oi or ViivvaSos, 205, b.

Canalicolse, 205, b.

Canalis, 205, b.

VidvaOpov, 205, b.

•Cancamon, 207, b.

Cancelli, 254, b.

Candela, 206, a.

Candelabrum, 206, a.

Candidarii, 780, a.

Candidati Principis, 829, a.

Candidatus, 46, a \ 987, a.

Candle, 206, a.

Candlestick, 206, a.

Ka'vJuf, 207, a.

Vidvtov, 207, a.

Canephoros, 207, a.

•Canis, WTl, b.

Canistrum, 207, a.

•Cannabis. 208, a.

Knvwv, 833, b ; 955, a.

•Cantharis, 208, b.

•Cantharus, II., III., 208, b.

Cantharus, 208, b.

KavBfiXta, 378, b.

Canthus, 331, b.

Canticum, 208, b.

Canvassing, 46, a.

Canuleia Lex, 582, a.

Ka7r»?Xriov, 226, a.

KaTTijXos, 226, a ; 403, a.

•Caper, 209, a.

•Caphura, 209, b.

Capillus, 291, b.

Capistrum, 209, b.

Capital (of columns), 2S9, a.

Capite Censi, 212, a ; 296, a.

Capitis Deminutio, 212, a.

Capitis Minutio, 212, a.

Capitolini, 600, b.

Capitol ini Ludi, 600, b
Capitolium, 210, a.

•Capnios. 210, b.

Ka7rvo(5(i(C)7, 515, b.

KaTrvopiavTcla, 369, b.

•Capparis, 211, al

•Capra, 211, a.

•Caprea, 211, a.

*Caprificat;o, 211, a.

•Capriflcus, 211, a.

Capronc, 291, b.

•Capros, 211, a.

Capsa, 211,b.
Capsarii, 211, b.

Capsula, 211, b.

Captio, 790, b.

Capulum, 459, b ; 570 a.

Capulus, 211,b.
Caput, 212, a.

Caput Extorum, 212, •

Caput Porciuum, 327 >.

•Carabus, 212, b.

Caracalla, 212, b.

•Carbunculus, 213, t

Career, 213, a.

Carceres; 254, a.

•Carcharias, 213, b.

Carchesium, 214, a.

•Carcinium, 214, a.

•Carcinus, 214, b.

•Cardamone, 214,

1

•Cardamomum, 214, b.

•Ciirdamum, 215, a.

Cardo, 215, a.

Cardo, 38, b.

•Carduelis, 215.

1

•Carduus, 215,

1

Carenum, 1051, t

•Careum. 216, s.

•Carex, 216, a.

•Caris, 216, a.

Carmen Seculare, 602, b
Carmeiitalia, 216, a.

Kapvcla, 216, b.

Carnifex, 217, a.

•Carota, 217, a
Kapnaia, 852, a,

Carpentum, 317, •.

•Carpesium, 217, b
Carpet, 951, a.

•Carpinus, 217, b.

Kaprov liiKtj, 217, b
Carptor, 275, b.

Carrago, 218, a
Carruca, 218, a
Carrus, 217, b
Kapva, 218, a.

KapuariV, 218, a.

Caryatis, 218, •.

•Caryon, 218, i-

•Caryophyllou 218, i
•Casia, 218, b.

Cassia Lex, 582, a.

Cassia Agraria Lex, 58t, a.

Cassia TaLellaria Lex, 913, a
Cassia Terentia Frumentitil
Lex, 582, a.

Cassis, 466, a ; 836, b
•Castanea, 218, b.

Castellum Aquse, 219, a.

•Castor, 220, a.

Castra, 220, a.

Castrense Peculium, 743, «.

Castreiisis Corona, 311, a.

Y:.aTd%\ma, 894< b.

Karu£Xi;/jaTa, 393, a.

Kara6X7?ri/c)7, 716, b.

KaraxcipoTovia, 239, a.

Karaxva/iaTa, 882, b.

KaTaxXriaia, 384, a,

Karayiiij'ia, 56, b.

KaTaydyiov, 226, a.

Catagrai)ha, 702, a.

Karairi)^, 466, a.

KaTaXoyos, 223, a.

KaraXiio-tojj rcS A/juov VpaM
223, b.

KaTdXvcrii, 226, a ; 614, b.

•Catananke, 223, b.

KaTaiTupaTi^pta, 223, b
KaraTr/Xr;7f, 988, b.

KaroTTtXri/c^, 988, b .

KaTaireTaapia, 1036, ^

Cataphracti, 223, b,

Caltpirater, 223, b.

Catapulta, 988, b.

Cataracta, 224, a.

"Cataractes, 224, b
KaTacKOTTrji; ypaiprj, 284, fc

Catast?-, 886, a.

KuraoTpii^ara, 891, a
KaTOTonai, 968, a
Kartiyopia, 480, a.

KaTrjyopos, 936, a.

Cateia, 224, b.

Catella, 224, b
Catena, 224, b.

Kareyyv^v, 358, b.

Catervarii, 476, b.

Kddapcis, 604, a.

Cathedra, 225, a.

KaOtT^p, 833, a.

KaOo&os, 976, a,

Catillus, 639, b.

•Catoblepas, 225, a.

Ka-oxeviy 526, a.

•Catochitis, 225, b.

KariavaKt), 750, a.

KaTwvaKO(p6poi, lOOS, fc

KdroTTTpov, 905, ^.

KaTopvTTtiv, 456, b
Kdrpivos, 225, b.

Caviedium, 516, b.

•Caiicalis, 225, b.

Cavea, 968, a

Caver<', 227, a.

Cavi Mensis, 191, a; 192, a.

Caupo, 226, a ; 832, a.

Caupona, 226, a.

Causa: Probatio, 261, b j 743, i

Causia, 226, b.

Causise, 1050, b.

KaCcrif, 704, a.

KavTfipiov, 243, b ; 704, a
Cautio, 227, a.

Cautio Muciana, 227, a.

Cavum jEdium, 516, b.

KcdSas, 227, b.

•Ceblepyris, 227, b.

Cedit dies, 575, a, b.

•Cedrus, 227, b^
KcKpvibaXoi, 167, b.

Ceilings, 520, b.

Ktipia, 472, a.

' Ce' istrum, 229, a.
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Caleies, 2a^ a.

C'«lerum Tr.Juuus, 99^ a.

KAijs, 25«, h.

KtXtvaTni, 794, b.

Cella, Sii^i, a ; 958, b
Cellarius, 228, b.

Celt, 373, a.

'Cenchris, 228, b.

•Ceiicliros, 228, b.

Cemitaiihium, 228, b
C«nser, 1020, b.

Ceiisere, 871, a.

Cenaiti, 802, a.

Censores. 229, a.

Censoria Nota, 064, b.

Census, 229, b ; 616, a
*Ceutaurea, 230, a.

Ccntesima, 1035, b.

Centesimie Usurae, 546, b.

Oentesimatio, 340, b.

*Centriscus, 230, a.

*Ccntritc, 230, a.

*Centromyrrhine, 230, b.

Centumviri, 230, b.

Centuria, 231. b; 296, a.

Centiiriata Cumitia, 295, b

,

1007, a.

Ceaturio, 231,b.

Centussis, 111, a.

*Cep£a, 232, a.

Kifiraia Qvpa, 515, b.

•Cephalus, 232, a.

*Cephen, 232, b.

KijTtoi, 510, b.

•Cepphos, 232, b.

Cera, 944, a ; 963, b.

*Ceracliates, 232, b.

Cene, 704. a.

Kcpai'a, 62, a.

Kipaiievi, 439, a.

Kcpd/itov, 439, a.

Kipanos, 213, a ; 439, a ; 952, a.

Kf'paf, 62, a ; 87, a ; 291, b ;

838, b.

*Cerastes, 232, b.

*Cerasus, 232, b.

*Ceratia, 233, a.

Ceratis Tabular, 944, b
Kepariov, 1062, ii.

*Ceraunion, 233, a.

KtpKtScs, 968, a.

Cercis, 233, a.

iCepKi';, 955, a.

•Cercopithecus, 233, a
Cereal! a, 233, a.

Cerevisia, 233, a.

Cerevisia, 233, b.

Cerintha, 234, a.

Ceniere Herod itatem, 498, a.

Ki7,ooypy(/>i'a, 703, b; 704, b.

Cernnia, 234, a.

Ktpouxot, 894, a.

Certameii, 119, b.

Certi, InMrti Actio, 234, a.

Kripvicciov, 185, b.

KrjpvKiov, 185, b.

Ceruchi, 234, a.

*Cerussa, 234, b.

*Cerylus, 234, b.

*Ceryx, 234. b.

K/jpvl, 234, b.

Cessio Bunorum, 165, a.

Cessio in Jure, 557, b.

Cestius Pons, 174, b.

Cestrum, 702, b ; 704, b.

*Ceslrum, 234, b.

Cestus, 234, b.

Cetra or Cxlra, 235, b.

Key, 262, a.

Chain, 224, b.

Xai'r>;, 291, a.

•Chalbane, 236, a.

*ChalcanThus, 236, a.

XaX(c£?u, 236. a.

XiXxeiov, 317, b.

Chalcidium, 236, a.

•Chalcis, 236, b.

XaXxtoUia, 236, b.

XaX<f((T;i(Ss, 940, a.

•Chalcitis, 237, a.

•Chalcophonos, 237, b.

Chalciis, 237, a.

XaXKdi, 29, a ; 29, b.
_

' Chalcosmaragdus, 23T, b.

XoX/cous, 30, a.

XaXivij, 452. a.

*Chalybs, 237. b.

•Chaniaeacle, 238, a.

•Chamiedi ys, 238, a.

Cw luxreiusiis, 238, a.

*ChamssIion, 238, a.

*Cham(enielon, 238, b
Chamwpitys, 238, b.

*Chamel«ea, 238, b.

Xafteiivti, 572, b.

Xa/tcvvtov, 572, b.

XdpaKti, 1034, a.

Charadrius, 238. b.

Chariot, 159, b ; 331, a ; 420,b.

Chanstia, 238, b.

Xapdvioi KXi>a<t£j, 969, a.

Charta, 588, a.

XcipcKiiaydov, 615, a.

XctpiitoTdi XtTiiv, 240, b.

XctpdYpa<i,ov, 240, b ; 937, b.

XctpdiiaKTpov, 344, a ; 615, a.

Chcironoiiiiu, 239, a.

XeipoTove'tv, 239, a.

XcipoTovtjrol, 81, b.

XctpoTovtat 239, a ; 386, a.

XcXMvta, 239, a.

•Chelidonium, 238, b.

Chelidon, 238, b.

*Chelone, 238, b.

XeXdvn, 605, b ; 965, b.

XiXvi, 605, b.

Xriltn< 239, a.

Chenalopex, 239, b.

Cheniscus, 239, b.

*Chenopodium, 239, b.

XepviSov, 239, b.

Xepvi\l/, 239, b.

Chernites, 240, a,

Xtiptaarat, 495, a.

*Chersydrus, 240, a.

*Chia Terrjy 240, a.

XiXtapxia, 100, a.

Chimneys, 515, b; 521, a.

Chiramaxium, 240, a.

Chiridota, 240, b.

Chirographum, 240, b.

Chirurgia, 241, a.

Chisel, 373, a.

XiTdv, 1022, b.

" 'An(!>tuaaxa^oi< 1024, a.

" Xi(pidii)r<S{, 1024, a.

" 'Er£po/<a(TX«Xos,1024,a.
" Sx'ff'-dj, 1023, a.

" SroXt^uriJj, 1024, a.

XiTiavia, 244, a.

XtTiiviov, 1023, b ; 1024, a.

XiTCDi/iV/cof, 1023, b ; 1024, a.

Xitiii'i 658, b.

Chium Marmor, 244, a.

Chium Vinum, 244, b.

XXa(va,561,a; 572, a; 718, b.

XXaiviov, 718, b.

XXaviSiov, 718, b.

XXavls, 718, b.

XXaviaKiov, 718, b.

Chlamys, 244, b.

XXtSai, 291, b.

XXidtiv, 95, b.

XXdcta, 245, L.

XXoid, 245, b.

*Chloreus, 245, b.

Chloris, 246, a.

Xoai, 458, b.

XoavoU 450, b.

X6ti, 364, b.

Xotvi, 248, a.

XoiviKtiy 331, a.

Xolvil, 246, a.

XoipivM, 819, a.

*Xoipoi itordjuoi, 246, a.

XHfia, 457, a.

Choragia, 246, a.

Choragus. 246, a.

Xuipii OtKouvTCi, 589, a.

Xutpluv Sixri, 246, b.

Chorus, 246, b.

Xovs, 248, a.

Xp^ouf 6iKTi, 248, a.

Xpijaiioi, 369, a.

XptfoixoXoyia, 369, a.

Xpriarfipiov, 087, b.

XpiX,ttv, 700, a.

*Chromis, 248, b.

XpvativriToi, 881, a.

Xpvads, 128, a.

Chrysalis, 248, b.

Chrysanthemum, 248, b.

•Chryselectrum, 248, b.

Chryselectrus, 248, b.

Chrysendeta, 248, b.

*Chrysites, 248, b.

Chrysilis, 249, a.

*Chrysocolla, 249, a.

*Chrysocome, 249, a.

Chrysolithus, 249, a.

Chrysomelum, 249, a.

*Chrysopis, 249, a.

Chrysophris, 249, a.

Chrysoprasius Lapis, 349, b
XOdvta, 249, b.

Xiirpa, 250, a ; 677, b.

Xi!rpo(, 364, b.

KtSiardi, 81, a.
* Cicada, 250, a.

•Cici, 250, b.

KIkivvos, 291, b.

Cidaris, 981, a.

Cider, 1054, b.

Cilicium, 250, b.

Cilliba, 633, b.

*Cimex, 250, b.

*Cimolia Terra, 251, a.

*Cinara, 251, a.

Cincia Lex, 251, a.

Cincinnus, 291, b.

Cinctus, 1024, b.

Cinctus Gabinus, 987, a.

Cingulum, 1073, a.

Ciuerarius, 187, a. «

Cineres, 460, a.

Ciniflo, 187, a.

*Cinnabari8, 251, b.

'Cinnamomura, 253, a.

Kiuiv, 288,_a.

Kiovtg, 457, b.

C'ppus, 252, a.

Circenses Ludi, 255, b.

Circinus, 252, b.

Circitores, 222, b.

Circuitores, 222, b.

Circumlitio, 705, a.

Circumluvio, 44, b.

Circumvallation, 1034, b.

Circus, 252, b.

Ciris, 257, a.

Cirrus, 291, b.

*Cirsium, 257, a.

*Cis, 257, a.

Cisium, 257, a.

*Cissa, 257, a.

Cissaris. 257, a.

Cissos, 257, a.

Cista, 257, a; 901, a,

*Ci8thus, 258, a.

Cistophorus, 258, a,

Cithara, 605, b.

KWapii, 605, b.

Ki6ap(f>5ia, 826, a.

Citizenship (Greek), 258, b.

Citizenship (Roman), 260, b.

Citrus, 258, a.

Civica Corona, 310, a.

Civile Jus, 559, b.

Civilis Actio, 17, b.

Civis, 261,a.
Civitas (Greek), 258, b.

Civitas (Roman), 260, b.

Clandestina Possessio, 544, a.

Clarigatio, 438, a.

KXapwiat, 316, b.

Classes, 296, a.

Classica Corona, 310, b.

Classicum, 309, a.

Clathri, 521, a.

Claudia Lex, 582, a.

Clavarium, 263, b.

Clavis, 262, a.

Claustra, 526, a.

Clavus, 263, a.

Clavus Anualis, 263, b.

Clavus Gubemaculi, 263, b.

Clavas Angustus, 265, a.

Clavus Latus, 264, a.

KXi/<^oCxot, 959, a.

KXci6ouxoi, 95y, a.

KAtis, 262, a.

KXetOpov, 526, a.

Clematis, 265, b.

Clepsydi-a, 508, b.

Cleiks (Athenian), 169, b ; 479,
a.

KXripovdiiO!, 495, a.

KX^po;, 495, a.

ICXijpoux'"! 265, b,

KXripovxot, 265, b.

KXijt^O£{, 266, b.

Clibanarii, 223, b,

KXiSavoi, 450, a.

Cliens, 267. a.

Clicntcla. 267, a.

KXiual, 824, a ; 856, b , 989, b.

KXtvv, 344, a ; 570, t, ; 572, a.

KXtiiiiov, 570, a.

ClinopodiiiMi, 268, a.

Clii>eus, 268, a

CliteUu!, 269, b
Cloaca, 269, b.

Cloacanum, 270, a.

Cloacarum Curatoies, 270, ft

Clocks, 508, a.

Clodie Leges, 582, a
KXoiri}j itKT; 270, a
Clynienon, 270, b.

Clupea, 270, b.

Cleorum, 270, b.

KiaAcvi, 453, a.

KfoAoi, 989, b.

K">)fia(, 331, b.

Ki 7/i(j, 676, b.

Kvi<j)nXov, 572, a.

Cnicus, 270, b.

Knife, 327, a.

Knights (Athenian), 33y, »
Knights (Roman), 414, b.

Cnipologus, 271, a.

Cnips,27l,a.
Kncckers, 526, b.

Coa Vestis, 271, a.

Coactor, 271, a; 1035, ir

Cocalis, 27l,a.
Coccum, 271, b.

Coccygea, 271, b.

''Coccvmelea, 271, b.

Coccyx, 271, b.

*Coccones, 271, b.

Cochlea, 271, b.

Cochlea, 272, a.

Cochlear, 272, b.

KoxXtdoiov, 272. b
Codex, 272, b.

Codex Gregorianus and Vm
mogenianus, 272, b.

Codex Justinianeus, 273, a
Codex Theodosianiis, 273, b.

Codicilli, 965, a.

KiiSiov, 572, a.

Kw6ujv, 983, b.

Kiica, 572, a.

Coelia or Cselia Lex, 943, b.

Coemptio, 623, b.

Coena, 274, a.

Coenaculum, 518, a.

Ctcnatio, 276. a.

Coenatoria, 276, a ; 940. a.

Coffin, 456, b ; 460, a.
'

Cognati, 277, a.

Cognatio, 277, a.

Cognitor, 19, a ; 10, >
Cognitoria Exceptio, 19, «
Cognomen, 661, a.

Coheres, 497, b.

Cohors, 104, a.

KoiXov, 968, a.

KoiTtives, 514, b.

Coix, 278, a.

KaXaicc;, 733, a.

Ki^XuKpirat, 950, b.

Colchicum, 278, a.

KoXtds, 478, a.

CoUatio Bonorum, 165, b.

CoUeg-je, 278, a ; 1064, a.

CoUegetarii, 573, b.

Collcgiati, 1064, a.

Collegium, 278, a ; 1064,^
KdXXriaii, 178, a.

KoXXvBiarfis, 30, a.

K6XXv6oi, 30, a.

Culobium, 1024, a.

Colocasia, 379, a.

Colocynthe, 279, b.

Colocynthis, 279, b.

Cohas, 279. b.

KoXdvat, 457, a.

Coloni, SOI, a.

Coloiiia, 279, b.

Colony (Ron:an), 370, b
Colony (Greek), 284. a
Colores, 285, a.

Colossicotera, 287, a.

Colossus, 287, a.

Colotes, 287, b.

Colbutea, 2^7, b.

KdXvoi, 1023, b.

Colulier, 287. b.

Columba. 287, b.

Colum, 287, b.

Columbarium, 287, b.

Coli'xn. 288. a.

Colinnna. 288, a.

Column:! Rostrata, 300, 9
Colus, 464, b.

Coma, 291, a.

Comaros, 294, a.

Combrelum, 294, a.

Combs, 748 a.

I1U9
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Kiutf, S9t, a.

•Com", 294. a.

Comedy, 298, b.

Comos, 294, a.

(^oinmissatio, 294, a.

Comitia, 294, b.

Comitia Centuriata, 395, b

;

1007, a.

Comitia Curiata, 294, b.

Comitia Tributa 294, b ; 297,

b ; 1005, a.

Commeatus, 298, a.

Commeudationes Mortuorum,
442, b.

C>>mmentariensis, 298, a.

Coiomentarii Sacrorum, 791,

a.

Commentarium, 296, a
Coaimentarius, 298, a.

Commercium, 261, a.

Commissoria Lex, 298, a.

Conunissum, 298, a.

Commixtio, 303, a.

Commodans, 298, b.

Commodatarius, 298, b.

Commodati Actio, 298, b.

Commodatum, 298, b.

Ko/iiiis, 995, a.

Comrr.uai Dividundo Actio,

298, b.

Commdia, 293, b.

Comedy (Greek), 299, a.

(^lomedy (Italian), 300, a.

Kupufiiia, 293, b.

Kd/ios, 246, b ; 298, b ; 247, b.

Compa&s, 252, b.

(yompeu^atio, 301, a.

Comperundinatio, 550, h.

Comperendini Dies, 362, b.

(yompitalia, 3U1. a.

Compitalicii Ludi, 301, a.

Competitor, 46, a.

Corapluvium, 516. b.

Compromissum, 551, b.

Concamerata Sudatio, 149, a.

ConceptivBB Feriie, 435, b.

Concha, 301, b.

•Concha. 301, b.

*Conchylium, 301, b.

Conciliabulum, 282, b.

Conciliaiii, 116, a.

Concio, 1006, b.

Concubina (Greek), 301, b.

Coiicubina (Roman), 302, a.

C^noubinatus, 302, a.

Condemnatio, 19, b; 551, a.

Condictio, 16, b.

Cnnditivum, 302, b.

Conditorium, 302, a.

Conditurse, 1053, b.

Conductio, 595, a.

Conductor, 595, a.

KdvSvXos, 763, b.

CJondus, 228, b.

Kdveiov, 394, b.

*Concion, 302, b.

Confarreatio, 623, b.

Confessoria Actio, 302, a.

Confusio, 303, a.

*Conger, 303, b.

Cong^iarium, 303, b.

Congius, 304, ;i ; 889, b.

Kocidrn;, 736, a.

Kov/irodfj, 1002, b.

Conjural i, 1022, b.

Conjuratio, 1028, b.

Connubium, 622, a, b.

Viiavoirchv, 304, a.

CoDopeum, 304, a.

Conops, 304, a.

Couquisitores, 304, a.

Consanguiuei, 277, a ; 499, b.
Conscripti, 865, a.

Consecratio, 72, a ; 532, a.

Coniensus, 675, a.

Consiliarii, 306, b.

Consilium, 306, h.

Consistorium, 817, b.

Consobrina, 277, b.

Consobrinus, 277, b.

Consporsor, 541, b.

CoQs'.itutiones, 304, b.

Consuatia, 304, b.

Consul, 305, a.

Consulti, 558, a.

Consultores, 558, a.

Cuntestari, 594, a.

<;ontractus, 672, b ; 675, b
Coutroversia, 551, h.

''<oatubernaIes, 3"6, a.

lilU

Contubemiam, 302, a ; 306, a

883, a.

Contus, 306, a ; 893, b.

Conventio in Manum, 622, a
623, a.

Conventiones, 675, a.

Conrentus, 306, b; 813, b;

814, a.

Conricium, 539, a.

CDnviviam, 938, b ; 940, a.

Convolvulus, 306, b.

'Conus, 307, a.

Kdyl, 185, b.

K6yl Sniral, 396, a.

*Conyza, 307, a.

Cooks, 344, b.

Co-optari, 279, a.

Co-optatio, 790, b.

Kovdvov, 642, b.

KuTTi;. 211,b; 893, a.

Kinretv, 527, b.

Cophinus, 307, a.

Koiri'f, 521, b.

Coracinug, 307, a.

*Corallium. 307, a.

*Corallis, 307, a.

*Corax, 307, b.

Kipal, 526, b.

Corbicula, 307, b.

Corbis, 307, b.

Corbitffi, 308, a.

Corbula, 307, b.

*Corchorus, 308, a.

Cordage, 894, a.

KdpSai, 299, b.

Cordylus, 308, a.

*Coriandrum, 308, a.

KoptvOta Kdpri, 503, a.

KopivdidJ^eaBai, 503, a
Coris, 308, b.

Cornelia Lex Agraria, 582, a.
" de Falsis, 428,a,b.
" de Injuriis, 539, a.
" Jiidiciaria, 553, a.
" Majestatis, 609, b.
" Nuniraaria, 428,b.
" de Proscriptione

et Proscnptis, 812, a.
" de Sacerdotiis,

790, b.
" de Sicariis et Ve-

neficia, 308, a.
" Sumtuaria, 934,b.
" Testamentaria,

428, b.
" Unciaria, 582, b.

Cornelia Bsebia Lex de Ambi-
tu, 582, b.

Cornelia Fulvia Lex de Ambi-
tu, 46, b.

Cornicines, 28, a.

Cornu, 309, a.

Comua, 62, a ; 588, b ; 606, b.

Corona, 309, b.

" Castrensis, 311, a.
" Civica, 310, a.
" Classica, 310, b.

" Convivialis, 312, b.
" Etrusca, 313, a.
" Funebris, 312, b.
" Lemniscata, 313, a.
" Longa, 313, a.

" Muralis, 311,a.
" Natalitia, 313, a.
" Navalis, 310, b.
" Nuptialis, 313, a.

" Obsidionalis, 309, b.
" Oleagina, 312, a.
' Ovahs,311, b.

" Pactilis, 313, a.
" Pampinea, 313, b.
«' Plectilis, 313, a.
" Radiata, 313, b.

" Rostrata, 310, b.
" Sacerdotalis, 312, b.
" Sepulchralis, 312, b.
" Sutilis, 313, a.
'• Tonsa, 313, b.
" Tonsilis, 313, b.
" Torta, 313, a.
" Triumphalis, 311, b.
" Vallaris,31l, a.

Coronarii, 877, a.

Kop(ii'i), 526, b.

*Corone, 313, b.

*Coronopus, 313, b.

Coronix, 412, b.

Corporati, 278, a ; 1064, a.

Corporatio, 278, a ; 1064, a.

Corpus, 278, a.

Corpus Juris Civilis, 313, b.

Kd^pr;, Kdpari, 291, a.

Correus, 675, a.

Corrigia, 47, a ; 189, a.

*Corruda, 314, a.

Cortina, 314, a.

Kopv6avTCSt 314, b.

KopvSavTiKa, 314, b.

KopvBavrtaiids, 314, b.

KwpDKos, 153, b.

K6pvii6os, 291, a ; 314, b.

KopiivTj, 748, b.

Kopv<paia, 452, b.

Kdpvs, 466, a.

Ku)pvri$s, 315, a.

Corvus, 314, b.

CorycsEum, 153, b.

*Corylus, 315, a.

Corytos, 315, a.

Kwf, 213, a.

Cosmctte, 315, b.

Cosmetes, 483, a.

Cosmetriee, 315, b.

Cosmi, 315, b.

Ko(T//(irpia, 695, b.

*Cossyphus, 316, b.

*Costum, 316, b.

Cothurnus, 316, b.

Koni/oj, 683, b.

Cotinos, 317, a.

*Cotonium Malum, 317, b.

KoTTuBtiov, 317, b
KoTTaSiov, 317, b
KdrraSos, 317, b
Cottus, 318, a.

*Cottyphus, 318, a.

KirrvTcs, 318, a.

KoTuAv, 318, b.

Konirria, 318, a.

Cotyla, 318, b.

Cotyledon, 318, b.

*KovKio(l>6pov d*vSpov, 318, b.

Couches, 572, a ; 570, a.

Covinarii, 318, b.

Covinus, 318, a.

KovpiUns, 67, a.

Koupei;;, 138, b.

Cowl. 325, a.

Kpd66aros, 572, b.

Kp<i6r!, 969, b.

Crangon, 318, b.

Crania, 318, b.

Kpavof, 466, a.

Crapula, 1053, b.

Kpda-rreSov, 565, a.

Cratiegus, 318, b.

Crataegauon, 319, a.

Kpar/ip, 319, a.

Crates, 319, b.

Kpedypa, 487, b.

Creditor, 675. a.

KpiiiGaXa, 335, b.

KpeoKiuXclov, 607, b
KptoirciAjjf, 607, b.

Crepi, 603, b.

Cropida, 319, b.

Crepidines, 1043, a.

Kpvris, 319, b.

Creppi, 603, b.

Creta, 255, a.

Creta, 320, a.

Cretan Constitution, 315, b.

Cretio llereditatis, 498, a.

Crex, 320, a.

KpUos, 527, b ; 533, a.

Crimen, 320, b.

Crimiua Extraordinaria, 321, a.

Crimnus, 320, a.

Crinanthamum, 320, a.

Crinis, 291, b.

Kpids, 92. b.

Crios, 320, a.

Crista, 466, a.

KpiTai, 321, b.

KpiOoijiavTda, 369, b.

KpufiuAof, 291,a.
KpoKfi, 953, b.

Crocodilus. 321, b.

*KpoK6iEi\os xfwaios, 322, a.

Crocodeilium, 322, a.

Crocota, 322, b.

Crocottas, 322, b.

Crocus, 322, a.

Cromyon, 322, b.

Kp;via 322, b.

Crook, 748, b.

Cross, 324, a.

Kpoaool, 443, b.

Crotdlistna, 323, s
Crotalum. 322. b

Croton, 324, »
Kpovtiv, 527, b.

Kpouita, 335, b.

KpuvTTc^ia, 335, b.

Crown, 309, b.

Crucifixion, 324, a
Kpun'T^, 323, a.

KpviTTda, 323, a.

KpvTTTia, 323, a.

KpvKToi, 323. b
Crusta, 248, b ; 399 b.

Crux, 324, a.

Crypta, 324, a.

Cryptoporticus, 324, a
•Crystallus, 324, b
Kr£iV, 748, a.

Kr/JixaTa, 403, b.

Ctesibica Machiua, 65, a
KiaOos, 334, b.

Cubicularii, 324, b ; 804, a.

Cubiculum, 325, a ; 517, b.

KvSiargiv el; yiaxalpai, 385,
Kufiio-TTjr^pff, 325, a ; 853, %.

CuTitoria, 276, a.

Cubit, 325, a.

Cubitus, 325, a.

KiiSof , 325, a ; 959, b.

Cubus, 325, a.

KuAcAa, S-ll, b.

KukAq;, 335, a.

Cucullus, 325, a.

*Cucuin:s, 325, b.

Cucurbita, 325, b.

Cudo, 325, b.

Culcita, 573, a.

Culeus, 325, b; 889, k.

Culex, 325, b.

KuAiffif, 717, a.

Culma, 325, b ; 517, b
KuA('ff/ci7, 325, b.

KuAi(7)fiov, 325, b.

KiiAi^, 325, b.

Culleus, 325, b.

Culpa, 320, a.

Culpa Lata, 326, b.

Culpa Levis, 326, b.

Culpa Levissima, 326, b.

Culter, 327, a.

Cultrarius, 327, a.

KiiiSaXov, 335, b.

'Kti/tSi7, 335, a-

Cunabula, 534, a.

Kuvf;/, 466, a.

KwrrytriKhv Oiarpav, 1037, a.

Cuneus, 327, b ; 968, a.

Cuniculus, 327, b.

Cuniculus, 327, b.

Cunila, 327, b.

Cupa, 374, a ; 1051, b
KujteAAov, 51, a.

*Cupressus, 327, b.

Cura Bonorum, 329, b.
*' Bonorum Abseutis,329,b
" Bonorum et Ventris, 329
b.
" Hereditatis, 329, b.
" llereditatis Jacenlis, 399
b.

" Riorum, 664, b.

Curatela, 328, b.

Curator, 328, a.

Curatores, 329, b.

" Alvei et Riparuiu
329, b.

" Anuonae, 329, b.
" Aquaruni, 75, b.

" Kaleudarii, 329, b.
" Ludorum, 329, b.

" Operum Publico
rum, 329, b.

" Regionum, 329, b.
" Reipublicae, 330, a.
" Viarum, 1043, b.

Kupgao-i'a, 778, b • 980, b. \

Kupfitis, 131, b
Curia, 330, i.

Curiae, 330, a.

Curiales, 282, b.

Cui'iata C->mitia, 294, b
Curio, S30, a.

Curio Maximus, 330, a ; 785, a
Kipim, 330, b.

Curma, 331, a.

Cursores, 331, a.

Cursus, 256, a.

•Curuca, 331, a.

Curules Magistiatus, 607, h
Curulis tiulla, 862, a.

Curriculum, 331, a
Currus, 331, a
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vMupt*, 4^S, b.

Cuntodes, 367, ft.

Caatoa Urtus, 603, a.

Kv(hipo6U)ji, ~A6| l>.

Cyathus, 334, b ; 889, b
Cjrclaa, 335, a.

'Cycleniiniis, 334, b.

•Cycnus, 334, 1).

'Cydoiiiuni Malum, 333, a.

Cymba, 335, a.

Cymbal, 322, b ; 335, a.

C'ymbalislria, 335, b.

Cyinl>alum, 335, a.

*<;ynoceptiaIi, 335, b.

'Cynogidssum, 336, a.

*Cynocrambe, 338, a.

*Cynomuia, 33H, a.

*Cynoraiites, 3S6, a.

'Cynorhodon, 338, a.

*Cyiiosbatuni, 336, a.

'Cynops, 336, a.

*Cyperus, 336. a.

*C)pius, 336, a.

•Cyt-Bus, 336, a.

D. A.

Dactyliothcca, 336, b.

•Dacrydion, 337, a.

*Dactyli, 337, a.

A(fSovxo(, 3^6, a.

iXaKTtiXiov, 83V, a.

^dxruXoi 703, b.

Dagprs, 824, a ; 896, a.

AaiooAa, 336, b.

Aa{(, 945, a
'Oamasonium, 337, a
^aixtovpyol, 347, a.

Damni Injuria Actio, 337, a.

Damnum, 326, a ; 337, a.

Damnum Infecium, 337, b.

^aftocria, 337, b.

Aavdxrj, 337, b.

Dancing, 850, b.

Adfttaita, 545, b.

'Daphne, 337, b.

Aa0vi70op('u, 338, a.

Aa(pvtj<p6pos, 338, a.

*Daphnoides, 338, b.

Aairif, 951, a.

Dare Actionem, 18, b.

AaptiKdi, 338, b.

Daricus, 338, b.

•Dascillus, 339, a.

'Dasypus, 339, a.

'Daucus, 339, a.

Day, 361, b.

Debitor, 675, a.

ii£/rai5(ipx;<'u, 339, a.

iStKaiovxoi, 339, a.

Arxupxi'x, 339, a.

AcKiicudi, 339, a.

AcKiiiTTvXoi, 290, a.

AcKaTcvuv. 172, b.

AcKirij, 341, b ; 659, a ; 957, a.

AiKaTTiXiyoi, 341, b.

AtKaTCVTui, 341, b.

AtKaTtvTfifHov, 341, b • 957, a.

AtKarCivui, 341, b,

Dccemlier, 191. a.

Docenipeda, 339, b j 763, a.

Decemviri, 339, b.

Decemviri Legibus Scribcndis,
339, b.

Dncemviri Litibas Judicandis,
1046, b.

Decemviri Sacris Faciundis,
340, a.

Decimatio, 340, b.

DecimatriiR, 830, b.

Decretum, 340, b ; 871, b.

Decumae, 340, b.

Decumaiii, 340, b.

DecuniHni Agri, 340, b.

Deciimates K%n, 340, b.

Decuncii, 591, a.

Decuria, 104, a.

DecuriiE, 470, b ; 865, b ; 866, a.

Decuris Judicum, 553, a,

DedurialeK, 1063, b ; 1U64, a.

Decnriati, 1063, b ; 1064, a.

Decurionna, 104, a; 282, b;
330, a; 1003, a.

Decurrere, 400, a.

Decursona, 174, a.

Dectissis, 1 1 1 , a.

Dedicarc, 376. •.

Dedicatio, 424, b ; 532, b.

Dcditio. 341, b.

Dcditicil, 341, b

Deductures, 46, a

Defensores, 816, b.

Defruttim, 1051, b.

A»)>7iri, 452, b.

AciKiXiaral, 341, b.

AiiYH'i, 342, a.

Dejectum Eflfusum, 342, a.

Dejecti EfTusive Aciio, 343, a ;

1049, b.

Aii'Ay, 361, b.

AtiXiaf y(>a<f>fi, 342, %.

Atfnv6\oyot, 342, a.

Ativvov, 342, a.

Aciitvo^dpnt, 696, a
Delator, 345, a.

Delia, 345, a.

At]Xia, 345, a.

Delictum, 320, b.

Delphi me, 253, b.

Delphinia, 345, a.

At\<(>ivia, 345, b.

At\<flv, 345, b.

'Delphinium, 346, a.

*Delphis, 346, a.

AcA^/(, 345. b.

Delubrum, 957, b,

ArjixayuYpi, 936, b.

Demarclii, 346, a.

Afitiapxoi, 346, a.

Ariix/iYOpot, 936, b.

Demens, 328, l> ; 329, a.

Demensuni. 346, b ; 887, b.

Dementia, 329, a.

Demetria, 346, b.

Deminutio Capitis, 213, •.

AiiuiitpaTa, 346, a.

Atiniovpyol, 347, a.

Demiur^i, 347, a.

Aifiviov, 572, a-

AriiidKotvos, 394, b.

Demunstratio, 19, b.

ArinoiToitfTo;, 347, a.

Arifxoi, 347, a.

Ati/xdaioi, 347, a.

Ar/itioioi, 394, Ix

Atindrai, 348, a.

Uemus, 347, a.

Denarius, 348, b.

*Dendrachates, 349, b
'Dendrolibanus, 349, b.

*Acv6pu(pia Kpdnva, 349, b.

Denicalcs Ferie, 435, a ; 463, a.

Dentale, 79, a ; 79, b.

Dentifricium, 349, b,

Dcpensi Actio, 542, a. .

Deponens, 349, b.

Deportatio in Insulam, 136, b.

Depurtatus, 136, b.

Depositarius, 349, b.

Depositi Actio, 349, b.

Depositor, 349, b.

Depositum, 349, b.

Acpua, 749, b.

Deiogare Legem, 580, a.

Aeppis, 250, b.

Desertor, 350, a.

Designator, 459, b.

Ae<TiJio(f)v\aKCi, 394. b,

Atan(i)Tr'ipiov, 213, a.

Aec:roniovavTat, 260, a.

Desultor. 350, a.

Detestatio Sacroram, 469, b.

AevTtpityii)vi(TT^S, 505, b.

^cvrcpdnoTiJiot, 458, a.

Deversorium, 326, a.

Deunx, 110, b ; 591, a.

Dextans, 110, b; 591, a.

Diadema, 350. h,

AiaSaT^pta, 351. a.

AiaYtiporofi'a. 239, a.

AtaotKaat'a, 351, a.

Aia&iKaala rq; iniKXi'/pov, 411,
a-

AiaSdacti, 355, b ; 972, b.

Diista, 276. a ; 518, b.

Dii«tetica, 351. a.

Aiaypii<j)c7s, 393, b.

Aiatra, 351. a.

AtatTTiTai, 352, b.

AtaiTriTiK^, 351, a.

Dialis Flamon, 445, a.

Ataiiaprvpla, 355, a.

Aiafiaariywaii, 355, b.

Aiavonai, 355, b ; 972, b.

Aiaibuv!) c'/taTn, 355, b.

Ain\f/i'iiptatf. 355, b.

Diarium. 346, b , 887 b.

Atdaia, 356. b.

AidarvXos. 290, a.

Diatrcta, 1054, a.

AiavXos, 908, b ; 909, b

AtdCii>ita, 030, b,

Ata^iifiara, 068< <^

AiKaar^ptov, 356, b,

AiKaariis, 357, a.

AiKaartKdv, 397, a ; 1014 a
Dice, 959, b.

Dice-box, 453, b.

AIkti, 358, a.

" iyeuipyiov, 31, b
" aiKi'ai, 40, a.

" ifttXtav, 47, a.

" ivaVuyfli, 56, b,

" iyditKOi,73,h.
" ivioandSiov, 58, b.

" ivoXd^tmi, 70, b.
'" ditoKtu^tiDi, 71, a.

" anocrraaiov, 71, b.

" iirb aviiSdXiav, 933, a.

" ipyvpiuu, 92, a.

" atrrorfAijf, 73, a ; 359, i>

" d^op/iUs, 68, a.

" ficSaiiiceiai. 155, b.
" fitatuv, 157, b.
" /3Aa6,f, 161, a.

" hyvis, 404, b.

" euftrivos, 400, b.

" iuTropiKn< 403, a.

" fvoiKiou, 404, b.

" iiaytayiif, 424, a.
" ii,aioiaciiti, 424, a
" i\ovXtjiy 427, a.

" imrpiripapx^itaTOS, 1011,
a, b.

" ^irj rpojT^t, 413, a.

" KUKTiyopiai, 184, a.
" KaKoAoyiag, 184. b.

" KaKorexvtii^Vf 184, b.

" icrfoTou. 217, b; 404, b.

" xXuir^i, 270, a.

" XtiTTOnaprvpiov, 626, b,

" XoiSoptas, 184, a.

" itiaduv, &39, u.

" iiiaOiaatuf oIkov, 638, b.
" oiWai, 677, b.
** •i«ia$, 427, a.

" irapaKaTadiJKiif, 731, a.
" TTpoeiaipopai, 811, b.
" npoiKdi, 379, b.

" otTov, 900, b.

" Xxup/a, 860, b,

" av/iooXai(uv or avvOtiKdv
vapaSdaeiii!, 933, b.

" ipopai d<piivovi Koi fitOri-

licptviji, 771, a.

" XPfo^it 248, a.

" Ywpi'ou, 246, b.

" ^ivSotiaprvptCiv, 627, b.

AiKtXXii, 592, a ; 832, a.

Atxopla, 996, a.

Dicrota, 160, a.

Dictator, 360, a.

AtKTvvvia, 361, b.

AtKTvov, 836, a.

Didia Lex, 934, a,

AiSpaxjtov, 381, a.

Aifipci, 515, b.

Dies, 361, b.

" Comltiales, 363, b.
" Comperendini, 362, b
" Fasti, 363, a.

" Feriati. 435, b.
" Festi, 362. b.

" Intercisi, 363, b.
" Nefasti, 363, b.

" Pi-cEliales, 363, b.
" Profesti, 363, b.

" Stati, 362, b.

DilTarreatio, 371, a.

Digesta, 735, a.

DIgitalia, 613, a.

Digitus, 763, a.

AttTtiXcia, 363, a.

AiirdXta, 363, a.

Dilatoria Eiceptio, 19, a.

Diligentia, 326, b.

Dimachie, 363, a.

Atfidxoif 363, a.

Dimacheri, 476, b.

Dimensum, 887, b
Diminutio Capitii, 313, a.

Dinner, 376. a ; 343, b.

Aiii>8eXia,9'2, b.

AiiiSoXov, 381, a.

4i(i<cXcia, 363, a.

Aiia^oaia, 65, b. I

Aiovtioia, 363, b.

Atovuata Kur aypovi or tuKpd,
364, a.

Atoviaia iv SeTti or ^c}'dAa,

365,8.

Dionysia, 363, fi.

*Aid{di$o{, 367, a
AioaKovpia, 367, a.

Aioatiiiti'i, 370, a.

*Di»8pyrus, 367, a.

Diota, 367, a.

AlwTcpof, 390, a.

Ai<p9ipa, 367, a.

Ati^dipat, 988, a.

Aiifipof, 333, a.

DiphiTgea, 867, a.

Ai'jrAut, '18, a.

AinXoidtov, 1033, a.

AiKXotf, 720, b ; lOSS, ft

Diploma, 367, a.

AindXeia, 363, a-

Ahpupot Hrjts, 51, b.

'Dipsacus, 367, a.

'Dipsas, 367, a.

Ainrvxat 367, b.

DIptycha, 367, b ; 944, a
Directa Actio, 17, a
Diribitores, 367, b.

Discessio, 868, a.

DiDcipula, 1040, a
AloKovpa, 368, a.

Discinctus, 1034, b.

Discus, 367, b.

Dispensator, 190, a.

Distaff, 464, b.

Dithyrambus, 347, b.

DIversorium, 226, a.

Dividiculum, 219, a.

Divinatio, 368, b.

Divinatio (law term), 370, m.

Divisores, 46, b.

Divorce (Greek), 70, b ; 633, a
Divorce (Roman), 370, b
Divoitium, 370, b,

Adxava, 371, a.

AoKifiaola, 371. b ; 406, » -

Dodrans, 110, b; 591, a.

Dogmatici, 371, a.

Dolabella, 373, a.

Dolabra, 373, a.

AoXixoSp6ftot, 909, b.

AdXixoi, 908, b ; 909, b
Dolium, 374, a ; 1051, b.

De Dolo Malo Actio, 326, a.

Dolus Malus. 326, a.

Amndrta, 514, b.

Dominium, 374, a.

Dominus, 376, a.

Domlnus Funens, 459, Is

Domitia Lex, 790, b.

Domus, 513, b
Dona, 376, a.

Donaria, 376, a.

Donatio Mortis Causa, 377, b.

Doilatio Propter Nuptias,377,a
.Donationes inter Virum et Us

orcm, 377, b.

Donativum, 303, b.

*Donax, 378, a.

Door, 514, b.

Aoprf, 749, b.

Abipa, 376, a.

Aopdnov, 488, b,

AopaToQfiKt), 489, a.

*Dorcas, 378, a.

AoptaAuroi, 860, b,

Dormitoria, 517, b.

AwpoSoKlai ypa^p^, 339, b
Au>pii)v Ypa(pii, 339, b.

Awpolcviag yoa^n, 1071, a.

AipTTCta, 66, b.

Aopitia, 66, b.

A6pT!ov, 342, b,

Doriuarius, 378, a.

A6pv, 488, b.

Aapu0(Spai, 468, b ; 1071, a
'Dorycnium, 378, b.

Dos (Greek), 378, a.
" (Roman), 379, 1..

" Adventicia, 379, b.
" Profecticia, 379, b.

" Receplicia, 379, b,

Dossuarius, 378, a.

Aiarlvri, 379, a.

AovXoi, 880, b.

Dowry (Greek), 370, b.

Dowry (Roman), S70, b
Drachma, 38(i, b

Apaxjifl' 380, b.

Draco, 896, b

Draco, 381, :>.

Draconarius, 896. b,

'Dracontium, 382, a.

Draughts, Game of, 569, •.

Aptirdci/, 438, b.

nil
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•Oitpanis, 382, •.

£i(U:iavoy, 428, b.

£poirai,*i6, l>.

'liroDicdarius, 382, a.

2poin(ili0tov Jiiiap, 51, ».

>ftiiiOi, SOU, b.

Urum, 1U33, a.

*Dryinu«, 362, b.

•Uryocalaptcs, 382, U
•Dryopteris, 382, b.

•Drypis, 382, b.

*Ury», 382, b.

Ducenarii, 332, b.

l)uceutesinia, 382, b
Duella, 1U62, a.

Duilia Lex, 582, b.

Duilia Mienla Lex, 582, b.

Dulciarii, 780, a.

Av^afarai, 1002, b.

Av/iai'Cf, 1002, b.

^uvaartia, 310, a.

Duodecim Sciipta, 570, a.

Duplicarii, 382, b.

Duplicatio, lU, b.

Dupondium, 702, b.

Dupondius, 111, a.

Uussis, Hi, a.

Duumviri, 383, a.

Duumviri Juri Dicundo, 283, b.

Duumvin Navnies, 383, a.

Duumviri Perduellioiiis, 754, b.

Duumviri Sacroruiu, 340, a.

Dux, 817, a.

E.

Earring, 533, a.

Earthenware, 439, b.

'Ebenus, 383, a.

•£«Xi7(r«a, 383, b ; 474, a.

'EocX^oiooTKcdj niaOdi, 385, a.

'EKKXriotaoTiKds itival, 348, a.

'E<c<cAijroj iloXti, 933, b, n.

'EkkAijtoi, 3s7, 1-.

'EKKOiiiiij, 456, a.

'EKKVKXrjiia, 426, b.

'ExSoats, 545, b.

'Hx£<a. ^68, a.

•Echeueis, 383, a.

'ExirXi], 79, a.

'Exfioy, 359, a.

Echium, 383, b.

*Erhinus. 3S3, b
'Echis, 383, b.

Ei«:tX"P"'> "'^'i *•

'Exyovot, 495, a.

Eclectici, 337, b.

'ExXoyeli, 392, b.

^EKiiaye'iov, 344, a.

'EKiiaprupiu, 388, a.

'Eicipopi, 456, a.

'EKfvXXo(popia, 135, b.

'EKTTOutv, 22, a.

'EKiroiciadat, 22, a.

Eculeus, 418, b.

Edere Actionem, 18, b.

Edictum, 388, a.

" iEdilicium, 388, b;
389, b.

" Novum, 388, b.

" Perpetuum, 388, b ;

389, b.
" Provinciale, 389, b.
" Repentinum, 388, b.
" Theodorici, 390, a.
" Tralalitiura, 388, b.
*' Vetus, 388, b.

" Urbauum, 388, b.

Editor, 475, b.

"EtSva, 378, b.

EUdvK, 917, a.

EUooTfi, 390, a ; 956, b.

ElKoaroXoyos, 390, a.

Eipijv, 390, a.

Elpcatiivij, 821, a.

Eladyetv, 390, b.

Elaaywyclf, 390, b.

ElaayycXia, 390, b.

Eiairnpia, 391, b.

1eUa(t>ipctv, 392, a.

Elaifiopd, 392, a.

y'loTToictaOat, 22, a.

Eioiroinaii, 22, a.

Ela-aotriroi, 22, a.

'HXaKarr], 464, b.

EliBotheMum, 148, b ; 482. a.

'Elai.i, 392, a.

*ElaiagMus, 393, a.

*Elaioineli, 393, a.

'EXaipriSoXia, 393, b.

'EXaiptjSoXiiav, 190, a.
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*Elaphobc«cus, 393, b.

*Elaphus, 393, b.

Elate, 393, b.

Elatine, 393, b.

Elcctrum, 393, b.

Electrum, 177, a.

*Eledone, 394, a.

*£Ieiochrysus, 394, a,,

*Eleios, 394, a.

*Eleioselinon. 394, a.

'Elelisphacos, 394, a.

Elephas, 394, a.

Eleven, The. 394, b.

Eleusinia, 395, a.

'tiXtuaivia, 395, a
'EXeodfpta, 397. a.

^EXXiniviov, 397, a.

'EXXi/itvioTal, 397, tk.

'EXX6610V, 533, b.

'EXXiiTta, 397, b.

'EXXixviov, 397, b.

Ellychnium, 397, b
*Elmins, 397, b.

*Elops, 398, a.

'HAos, 263, a.

'fc-Xv/ua, 79, b.

Emaocipatio, 398, a.

Emansor, 350, a.

"Hnap, 361, b.

'Ef,6d<i>ta, 397, b.

'EfiBiis, 398, b.

'E^gara'a, 398, b.

Emblema, 399, b.

'EixBXriixa, 399, b.

Embolia, 16, a.

'EiiSoXov, 892, a.

'E//60X0S. 892, a.

Emeriti, 399, b.

Emeritum, 399, b.

Emissarium, 399, b.

'tin/irivot Aixai, 400, b.

'EnTTaiaiin, 399, b.

'EujretpiKoi, 401, a.

Empelrum, 400, b.

'E/iibpovpoi, 400, b.

'EfiipvTtvats, 400, b.

Emphyteusis, 400, b.

Emphyteuta, 400, b.

Emphyteuticarius Ager,401,«.
Empirici, 401, a.

'EiiiropiKai dUai, 400, a.

'E/ijrdpiov, 403, a.

'Eixitopiov acruKov, 403, a.

'EfiTtoptov ^£vi<rfv, 403, a.

Emporium, 403, a.

'EftTTopoy, 403, a.

Emti et Venditi Actio, 403, a.

Emtio Bonorum, 165, b.

Emtio et Venditio, 403, a.

'Evayicriiara, 458, b.

'Evora, 458, b.

Encaustica, 703, b ; 704, b.

^EyxcipiStov, 824, a.

'Eyxos, 488, b.

'EyKeKTrjfiivo;, 403, b.

'EyKXruia, 358, a.

'EyKrriiia, 403, b. .

"EyKTrjms, 403, b.

'EyKTiiTiKdv, 403, b.

'Evittlti, 403, b.

Endromis, 404, a.

'Evivixa, 48, a ; 1022, b.

'Evixvpa, 404, a.

^EveiriVicmi/ia, 731, a ; 935, a.

'Even?, 438, b.

'EyyijTi, 404, a.

'Eyyvtjati, 619, b.

'Eyyvni iiKi}, 401, b
'EyyvOnKi], 533, b.

*Enhydrus, 404, b.

'EviavTdi, 190.

"Evvara, 458, a.

'Ev66tov, 836, b.

'EvoiKtov iiKti, 404, b.

'Evu^un'a, 98, a ; 100, a.

'Evowrpov, 905, a.

'Evuinov, 533, a.

Ensigns, military, 896, a.

Ensis, 478, a.

Entasis, 405, a.

'Evrta, 93. b.

Entoma, 405, b.

'E(ipwa, 969, b.

'H(ij, 361,b.
'EirayytAi'a, 405, b.

'ETTuX^tiy, 1034, b.

^EitdpiToi, 405, b.

'EitaiiXia, 620, b.

'Eirc«rii<3iay, 426, a ; 995, a.

'Enfrcioy, 169, a.

'En-tuvaKrai, 406, a

'E-xcUiia, 425, b.

'E(t>rficia, 406, b.

Ephebeum, 482, a.

'L.^ijSoi, 406, a.

'iiipriy^ati, 406, b.

*Epheraeion, 406, b
'E^/ffia, 406, b.

'Eibcaii, 72, b.

'E^tffTpi'f , 407, a.

'Eipirat, 407, a.

'E^CTiv&a, 777, a.

'Eyi'rrrrnov, 407, b.

'E<piTT-niov, 407, b.

Ephippium, 407, b.

Ephori, 408, a.

"l\<bnpot, 408, a.

'Eipvii^, 953, b.

•K^upoi, 395, b.

Epibat;B, 410, a.

'i^ntSdrai, 410, a.

'E7riS(i9pa. 176, a.

'EiTtBSa, 67, a.

'Eiri'6iX;7/<a, 48, a.

'EttiSuX^, 410, b.

'E7r(V£(poroi'('a. 239, a ; 386, b.

'E«'/cA>7pjf, 410, b.

^EniKXivrpov, 572, a.

'E-niKovpot, 1071, a.

'Eiri&aupta, 396, a.

^ETTt&iKarov, 341, b.

Epidemiurgi, 347, a.*

'E7ri^i<ra(T(ti. 411. a.
'

'EmSoatii, 411, b.

'Entya/iia, 259, a ; 513, a.

'Eirtyptiipeti, 392, b.

'EittXiKToi, 427, b.

'EiriXourpoy, 598, b.

'Efft/itXijrai, 411, b.
"

Tfii Koivrjs Tipoad-

Joti, 411, b; 950, b.
"

roo'E/<;ropi'ou,411,

b.
"

rail/ ((opioii' 'EXai
Ctv, 411, b.

"
rail; Mv'fft>;pt(.<»',

411, b; 421, b.
"

Toiv Vtsiip^dlV, 41S,

a.
"

T(i>i/ (^vXiav, 453 .V

*Rpimclis, 412, a.

'Etti/zuXiov, 639, b.

'Epiolus, 412, a.

*Epipactis, 412, a.

'EffiTropiij, 438, b.

'Eirin-poiKoi, 494, a.

Epirhedium, 838, a.

'EnioKriXJ/is t//ct>Jo^(;pni(.tbv,

627, b.

'EmoKOTtoi, 412, a.

'Eiri'ffxupos, 777, a.

'Eiriariixa, 539, b.

'ET^iariitov, 539, b.

'EniohiTpov, 331, b.

'ETriaiTitaTfjp, 526, b.

'E-maTaTris, 413, a.

'EirtoraV/jj riv iij^o^'* • ^,

ytav, 412, b.

'EiTtaTdTTii tUv hSdruiv, *. '', %
Epistola, 304, b ; 693, b.

'EvtCToXevs, 412, b.

Epistoiniuin, 400, a.

EpisCylium, 412, b.

Episynthelici, 413, b.

Epitaphium, 460, b.

Epithalamium, 620, a ; 625, b.

'Eni&nfa, 457, b.

*Epilliyiiion, 413, a.

'E-ntTtnia, 121, a.

'E-niniiOi, 259, b ; 537, a.

'EmVovoi, 572, a ; 894, a.

'ETTirpti/papxwaroj diKij, 1011,
a, b.

'EmrpOTrris ypa(j>fi, 413, a.

'EmVpuTrof, 413, a.

'E;ra)6'tXi'a, 413, b.

'Etoj^ij, 1023, b.

'E;ra^</>aXini/, 268, b.

'Etruifi'a, 956, b.

^EiTiivviioi, 413, b.

'Effa»i/u//0{ TU)v i^Xi/rtuiii, 413, b.

'Eiroii'ii/ioj rail' 0vXt5v, 414, a.

^E-roTtTai, 395, b.

'Eiroffrciu, 396, a.

'EirairWcf, 892, a.

Epulones. 414, a.

Epulum Jovis, 414, a ; 571, b.

E<|uestri* Ordo, 417, a.

Equiria, 414. b.

Equites, 414, b.

Kquitum Transvectio, 41b, b
418, a.

Equilum Ceiiturias Rccognoi
cere, 416, a.

Equuleus, 418, b.

*Equu3, 418, b.

Equus October, 717, tt

Equus Publiciis, 418, «
^Epavdpx1i^ 419, a.

'Epaviarui, 419, a
'Epavoi, 419, :i.

*Erebinthus, 419, b
*Eretiia Terra, 419, -.

^Epyaaia: rerpdyun ii, 501, k
'Epyaarivai, 723, b; 853, »•

Ergastulum, 419, b
*Erica, 419, b.

Ericius, 420, a.

*Eriniis, 420, a.

*'Epio0(5pov ievipov, 420,

»

*Erodius, 420, a
Erogatio, 219, b.

'Epoina, 420, a.

'EpoiTiSia, 420, a.

'Edp,l<p6pia, 107, b
Eruca, 420, a.

'EpvKT^Ipes, 420, b.

*ErTUm, 420, a.

'Eryngium, 420, a.

*Erythrodonum, 420, ».

"Erythropus, 420, b.

*Eiythronium, 420, b.

'Effxupa, 77, a ; 447, b
'Eo-xapi'f, 77, a,

'EaoiTTpov, 905, b
EsseJa, 420, b.

Essedarii, 420, b.

Essedum, 420, b.

'E6ctpa, 291, a.

'EdcXoTTp6i,cvos, 513, b

'HOiidi, 287, b.

Eva, 697, a.

EvaoTi'iSt 697, a.

Evcpyeoia, 359, a.

Everriator, 462, a
Evictio, 423, b.

Evil Eye, 431, b.

*Eulai, 42I,a.
EhijLo\TitSai, 421, b
Eiiai', 58: b.

Eiii'^, 572, a.

Evocati, 423, b.

*Eupatorium, 421, 't.

Ei)TraTpi6at, 423, a.

Ev<j)riiie~tTe, 369, b
Eviprjiiia, 369, b.

Euripus, 53, a ; 255, a
EvaTvXos, 290, b.

EvBuStKta, 359, a.

EvOuvri, 422, a.

Evdwut, 423, a.

EuVi/of, 1024, b.

'Elayuiyrjs iUrj, 424, a
^E\aipiaini>i 61V17. 424, a
Exaucioratio, 638, b.

Exauguratio, 424, b.

Exceptio, 19, a; 605, b.

" Dilatoria, 19, 1
" Cognitoria, 19, a
" Litis DividuiB, 19,

.

" Peremptoria, 19, a.
" Rei Residuae, 19,

1

Excubiae, 222, b.

Excubitores, 424, b.

Executioner, 217, a.

ExedriE, 152,b; 514, b; 517,4
'ElriyriTal, 424, b.

^E\cyyvdodat, 404, b.

Exercitor Navis, 425, a.

Exerciloria Actio, 425, a.

'E\tTaaTai, 423, b; 425, a
Exhores, 499, b.

Exhibendum, Actio Ad, 43ft '

'E^»n;pia, 425, b.

Exodia, 425, b.

'E^o^of, 995, a.

'E^w/ii'j, 426, a.

'E^a)/jo(7ia, 426, b.

Exoitra, 426. b.

'E^iiffTpa, 426, b,

'E^oiiXijs biKt], 427. a.

Exf.edltus, 427, b.

Exploratores, 905. a
Exsequiie, 459, a.

Exsilium, 136, a.

Exsul. 130, a.

Evtispices, 488, a.

Extispicium, 488, a.

Extranci Heredes, 497, b,

Extraordinarii, 427. b.
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Exuria. 000, b.

•Faba, 437, b.

Fabia Lex, 780, bi

Fabri, 438, a.

PMbula Pallmta, 300, b.

Fabala Pr<£textata, 3U0, b.

Pabula Tugaia, 300, b.

Factionca Aurigjrum, 356, a
Fagui, 434, a.

Pale, 334, a.

Falarica, 489, b.

Falcidia Lei, i'i, b.

Faliarii, 428, b.

Falsum, 438, a.

Falx, 42b, b.

Familia, 439, b ; 887, a.

FamiliB Eiiiiilor, 43tf, b ) 430, a.

Famiiis Erciscundis Actio, 430,

b.

Familiaris, 430, a.

Pamosi Libelli,339, b; 587, a
;

609, b.

Famulus, 439, b.

Pan, 444, b.

Pannia Lex, 034, a.

Panum, 957, b.

•Par, 430, b

Purreum, 633, b.

Fartor, 430, b.

Pns, 433, a ; 560, a.

'Pa&celus, 432, a.

Fasces, 431, a.

Fascia, 431, b.

Pascinum, 431, b.

FasciuU, 431, b.

Fani, 433, a.
'* Annales, 433, b.

" Calendores, 433, a.

" Capitolini, 433. b.

" ConsuIares,433,b; 1076.
" Dies, 302, a ; 432, a.

" Histohci, 433, b.

" Sacri, 432, a. •

Fastigiani, 433, a.

Fauces, 517, b.

Pavete Liiiguis, 369, b.

Fax, 434, a.

Februare, 603, b
Februanus, 191, a; 603, b.

Feciales, 437, b.

»Feli», 434, b.

'Fel Terra, 434, b.

Felling, 778, a.

Feminie, 1030, b.

Feminalia, 435, a.

Fenestra, 520, b.

Fenus, 546, b.

Feralia, 463, b.

Ferculum, 435, a.

Ferentarii, 1U4, a.

Feretrum, 459, b ; 570, a.

Ftrv, 435, a.

" JEstivie, 437, a.
" Conceptiva;, 435, b.
" Denicale8,435,ai462,a.
" Imperative, 435, b.
*' LatiiiK, 436, b.

"• Pnecid.uieie, 437, a.

" PrivaUe, 435, a.
" Publica;, 435. a.

" Semeiitivie, 430, b.
" Stativui, 435, b.

" Stulturuiii, 450, a.
" VinJeiniales, 437, a.

Ferro Legem, 580, a.

•Ferula, 437. a.

'Ferulagu, 437, a.

Fescenniiia, 437, a.

Fasti Dies, 363, b.

Pestuca, 615, b.

Petialen, 437. b.

Pibnlu, 438, b.

Fictile, 439, a.

Pictio, 441, a.

*Ficus, 441, a.

PideicommjssarlMS, 441, b.

F:deicummissarii Pnet«res,443,
b-

Pideicommis.<ium, 441, b.

Fidejusror, .Ml. b.

Pidepromissur, 541, b
Fides, 6J5. b ; 6U6, b
Fidiculc, 443, a.

Fiducia, 443, a.

Fiduciaria Actio, 443, i.

Fidaciariu«, 441, b.

^iglinje, 4'l.i, a.
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Figulina Are, 439, a.

Figulus. 439, a.

Film, 877, b.

Piliafanitlias, 430, a.

Filius, 377, b.

Filiusfamilias, 430, a; 741, b.

Filamen, 446, a.

*Filix, 443, a.

Filum, 446, a.

FimbriB, 443, b.

Finis, "SO, a.

Fmium Regundorum Actio,

444, a.

Fiscales, 476, b.

Fiscalis Pnetor, 444, b.

Fiscui, 444, a.

Fistucatio, 1043, b.

Fistula, 319, b ; 940, b.

Flabelliferie, 444, b.

Flabellum, 444, b.

Flagrio, 445, b.

Flagrum, 445, a.

Flamen, 445, b.

" Augustalis, 138, a.
" Dialis, 445. b.

" Martialis, 44.5, b.

" Quirinalis, 445, b.

Flaminia Lex, 583, b.

Flaminica, 446, b.

Flammeum, 635, a.

Flavia Agraria Lex, 583, b.

Flexumines, 415, b.

Fluurs of Houses, 519, b.

Floralia, 447, a.

Flumen, 878, b.

Fluminis Recipiendi or Immit-
tendi Servitus, 878, b.

Focale, 447, b.

Foculus, 447, b.

Focus, 447, b.

Fmderats Civitates, 448, a.

Fcedcrati, 448, a.

Fffidus, 448, a ; 904. a.

*Fa;num Graecum, 448, b.

Ftenus, 546, b.

Folliculus, 448, b.

FoUis, 448, b ; 870, a.

Foot (measure of length), 761,
b.

Forcejis, 449, a.

Fores, 525, b.

Forfex. 449, a ; 327, b.

Fori, 253, b; 893, a.

Forma, 449, b.

Formella, 449, b.

Hirmula, 18, b ; 19, b.

Fornacalia, 450, a.

Fornacula. 450, a.

Fornax, 450, a.

Fornix, 450, b.

Forty, The, 450, b.

Forum, 451, a; 813, b.

Fossa, 31, b.

*Fragum, 453, a.

Fiamea, 489, b.

Prater, 377, b.

Fratres Arvales, 100, a.

Fiaus, 787, b.

'Fraxinus, 453, a.

Frenum, 453, a.

Fresco, 703, b.

Frigidarlum, 147 ; 148, m
Fringe, 443. b.

Pntillus, 453, b.

Frontalo, 54, b.

Fructuaria Res, 1068, b.

Fructuarius, 1068, b.

Fructus, 1068, b.

Frumentariie Leges, 563, b.

Frumentarii, 453, o.

Fucus, 1063, a.

Fuga Lata, 136, a.

Fuga Libera, 136, a.

Fugalia, 833, b.

Fugitivarii, 884, b.

Fugitivus, 884, b.

Fulcra. 573, a.

Fuller, 453, a.

Fullo, 453, a.

Fulloiiica, 454, a.

Fullonicum, 454, a.

Fiillonium, 454, a.

Fumi Immittendi Servitus, 878,
I.

Funale, 454, a.

Funalis Equus, 333, b
Funambulus, 454, a.

Funda, 454, b.

Fuiidnni, 448, b.

Fundi >rft« 434. b

Fundus, 448, a ; 4M, a.

Funerals. 455, b.

Funes, 894, a.

Fungus, 455, b.

Funus, 455, b.

" Iiid-ctivum, 459, a.

" Plebeium, 459, a.

" Publicum, 459, a.

" Tacitum, 459, a.

" Tranklatitium, 459, a.

Furca. 463, a.

Purcifet, 463, a.

Furaaria, 1035, a.

Furia or Pusia Caninia Lex,
383, a ; 616, b.

Furiosus, 338, b ; S39, a.

Furnace, 430, a.

Fumus, 450, a.

Furor, 329, a.

Furti Actio, 463, b.

Furtum, 463, a.

" Conceptum, 463, b.

" Manit'estum, 463, b.

" Nee Manifestum, 463,
b.

" Oblatum, 463, b.

Fiiscina, 464, a.

Fustuarium, 464, b.

Fusus, 464, b.

G. r.

Gabinia Lex, 943, a.

Gabinus Cinctus, 987, a.

Giesum, 465, b ; 489, b.

*Gagates Lapis. 465, b
Tatadi, 465, b.

Gams, 541, a.

*Galactites Lapis, 465, b.

*Galc, 465, b.

Galea, 406, a.

*raXcdi 'AoTTjplai, 466, b.

PuAtoj Kvu)y, 466, b.

niAtij \uoi, 466, b.

*ra\ebi 'Piiwi, 466, b.

Galerus, 293, a.

Galiopsis, 466, b,

Galium, 466, b.

Galli, 466, b.

Callus. 467. a.

r-iXuf, 3l, a.

t'anr/Xia, 468, a.

Fa/ii^iuv, 190, a.

Gambler, Gaming, 42, b.

Pii/idpoi, 471, b.

rdftoi, 618, a.

I'dyyanov, 837, a.

Ganea, 336, b.

Garden, 510, b.

Gates of Cities, 793, a.

Gausapa, 468, a.

Gausape, 468, a.

Gausapum, 468, a.

TcXiovTCs, 1003, a.

rcXtiiToiroiol, 733, a.

r^i'£(ov, 138, a.

Goner, 31, a.

Tevfoia, 458, b.

Genista, 467, a.

rcvvrlTat, 35», b ; 1003, b.

FfVof, 359, a; 359, b; 1003, b.

Gens, 468, b.

'Gentiana, 471, b.

Gentiles, 468, b.

Gentilitas, 469, a.

Gentilitia Sacra, 469, b.

Gcntilitium Jus, 469 a.

rtmiidpoi, 471, b.

FfiPvpa, 173, a.

rc<Pvpi%ttv, 396, a.

Vtipvpiaudi, 3U6, a.

rtpaipat, 365, a.

'Geranium, 471, b.

Geianos, 473, a.

Tepavos, 524, a.

TcpavuvXKif, 524, a.

Pepapai, 365, a.

Germani, 377, b.

rtptjivla, 473, b.

rtn<ivain, 472, b.

n^a,
3(J5,

a.

Gestatio, 511, b.

•Getcium, 475, a.

Ge^hyliis, 475, a.

Geiim, 475, a.

Gingidium, 475, a.

Gingrus, 98l,a.
Gi.inus, 475, a.

Girdle, 134, a ; 1073, a.

Gith, 473, b.

Gladiatorium. 173, b.

Gladiatoret, 475, k
Gladiators, 475., b.

Gladiolus, 476, a.

Gladius, 478, a.

Glandes, 455, a.

Glans, 478, a.

Glass, 1058. a.

'Glastum, 478, b.

Glaucium, 478, b.

Glaucus, 478. b.

Glaux, 478, b.

Gleba, 870, a.

Glechon, 47S, b.

rXtvKOi, 1051, V
Glis, 479, a.

Gli>s,31, a.

rXuiaai(, 981, b.

Glottis, 479, a.

Glycyrrhiza, 479, a.

Glycynieris, 479, a.

Glycysido, 479, a.

rXviPn, SCO, a.

rXvin, 1051, b.

Gnaphalium, 479, •
Gnaphalus, 479, a

Tva^cvi, 453, a.

Vvfiatoi, 33, a.

Tviiuuiv, 508, b ; 66i
Gobius, 479, a.

Gold, 128, a.

Gomphi, 1043, a.

riiifoi, 263, a.

ropyvpa, 313, a.

rwpvrdi, 315, a.

Gos.sipion, 479, a.

Gradus, .^3, a; 763,
Gradus Cognationis V77, b
Gnecostasis, 913, a.

TpunnaTtiov Xi)ljLa(.\iK6v, S4f
b ; 348, a.

Vp^iHltaTtii, 479, a,

Grammatophylacium, 94.\ a.

rpa;i^^, 593, a ; 909, b.

Granary, 510, b.

rprt^V, 479, b.

Tf>a<p}) ayaitiov, 618, a.
" oypaipiov, 33 b.
" (Sypa'^au/<cr({X>ati,'33 b
" ddtKiai itodi tAv o?u: *
21, b,

" aXovlov, 45, a.
" aii6Xtiatu>s, 46, b.
" avavftaxiuv, 57, a.
" avSpairodtanou, 58, b.
" ayar^acuf t»u ofiutm

21, b ; 66, b.

" aizpooTaatov, 74, a.
" apyitii, 91, b.

" ipvayrii, 487, b.
" aaiStlai, 113, a.

" d(rrpareia;, 117, a.
" airoitoXias, 131, a
" fiovXtv(rc(i>i, 171, a.
" dciXiai, 342, a.

" StKaaiiou, 339, b.

" SmpoioKiai, 339, b.

" iupo\evlai, 1071, a.

" 6(opo,v, 33S», b.

" tipynou, 490, b.

" {TetTpoTrfii, 430, a
" fr(j(piJ(T£u»f, 503, ft.

" upoavXluf, 504, a.

" KaKoya^l^ov, 618, ft.

" KaKioaciiii, 164, b.

" icar>iXi)(7£cii; ro5 i^l^**
223, b.

" KaraaKoirijs, 234, b.
" kXoit^j, 278, a.

" XctirovavTiiw, 577, <
" XttTToaTpariav, 577, a.

" Atirorujlou, 117, a.

" niaOiiaciai otKov, 638, k
" liotxcinf, 34, a.

" xou.lau.aroi Statdopdt,
663, a.

" Icviai, lOrO, b.

" 6*f/tyaniov, 618, a.

" jTupavo/as, 731, a.

" rapavuiiiuv, 731, b.

" TTupai:ptol>tiiti, 732, a.

" i:aptitTyp<t<{>!ii, 734, I

" Tzpoayitiyit ,<;. 808, a.

" rpoioaiai. Ml, a.

" iiiTOpiKit b38. a.

" cvKO<pavTta{, 931, a.

'* Tp:lVliaTO( tK ?M>*^
W, a.

" Tiipavvi'^of, 811, .

" {>6ptii)(, 522, H.

" tTofioAriv. 523, b
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" iBopas run lAtvdipiav

771, b.

" Advov, 769. a, o.

" ij/cvizYypu<p?li, 819, b.

'• ^tuioKh/Teiiii, 820, a.

Tpaip^, ypii^iKn, 699, b.

Graphianuiii, 924, b.

Tpa^i'f, "02, b.

Graphium, 924, b

Greaves, 676, b.

Oregonanus Codex, 272, h.

(Jremium, 1042, b.

Vpiipos, 837, a ; 940, a.

i'poa<t>ottix°^' ^^^> ''•

Vpia^os, 4»9, b.

Guberiiuculuin, 480, b.

Gubernator, 4rf0, b.

Tvijf , 79, a.

rvitvaaidpxvit 483, a.

Vvuvaalapxoi, 483, a.

Vviivdaiov, 481, a.

rviivaarai, 483, b.

rvfivriaioi, 48>i, b.

rviivfirat, 94, a.

VvttvnTts, 94, a; 485, b.

J\ltvoi, 94, a.

FwfivoTrrtt^ta, 485, a.

Vviivis, 667, a.

ruvatAco/coff/ioi, 486, a.

rvvaiKciii/iri{, 514, a.

rwaiKovoiioi, 486, a.

Gustatio, 275, a ; 1054, b
Giittus, 151, a.

Gymnasium, 481, a.

GypfUm, 41, b.

II. AspiraU.

Habene, 486, a.

Habitatio, 878, a.

*HiBdus, 48(), b.

'Htemachates, 486, b.

*Hsmaduroii, 486, b.

'Hzmatites, 486, b.

Hieres, 493, b.

Hair, 291, a.

A\al, 850, a.

•Halcyon, 486, b.

*HalijBetua, 486, h.

'AXt'a, 33, a.

Halicseabum, 486, b.

*U»limus, 48;^, b,

'AXiviriaii, 717, a.

'AAua, 43, "i.

'kXna, 751, b.

'AXonijyiov, 850, a.

Halteres, 437, a.

Hama, 154, a.

'Auaja, 487, a ; 781, a.

'A.iia\6TiuSti, "81, a.

Hammers, 610, a.

'Ap/ja, 331, a ; 487, a.

'Apixdiiaia, 487, a.

Uarmamuxa, 487, a.

'Ap//o/i7, 709, a, b.

'A-piioviKi], 644, a.

Ilarmostie, 4t)7, b.

liJip, 852, b.

, 'Ap77uy>), 467, b.

'Apuayris ypaip/j, 487, b.

llarpago, 487, b.

'kp-aoTov, 488, a.

Harpastiim, 488, a.

*ApiH), 428, b.

llaruspices, 488, a.

Haruspiciua Ars,369,b, 488, a.

Haruspicium, 369, b.

Hasta, 488, b.

Ilastarium, 490, a.

Uastati, 103, b; 613, b.

'i^aro/j£ Kuii', 190, a.

'Kcard/iSai i. 493, a.

'ExaTdiion, 493, a ; 845, b.

'K«aro(rrv, 732, b-

'f.KTriiJiiotoi, 731, &.

Ue<;tici, 490, a.

•He^era. 4'JO, a.

'E6va, 378. b.

•ESiiXia, 893, a.

F.6oi, 938, b.

•Hedynsmus, 490, b.

'Hedygarucn, 490, b.

Hycitdyci ovmioptutvt 392, b.

'ilY'-liovia -ii(Cuffrijp(OU, 390, b,

'Hv:?ropi'j, 786, b.

tUXitrff. 492, a.

Heir (Grjek), 493,b.
Ueir 1 Roman), 497, a.

Mpyiiau ypa^n. 490, b.

•Habmuoi, 490, b.

2114

Helepolift, 491, a.

Helnea, 357, a.

Ileliocaminus, 521, a.

'HXiorpoitiov, 508, b.

*Helioiropium, 491, a.

Hullanodioe, 491, a ; 682, b ;

683, a.

'KWavodiKai, 491, a; 682, b;
683, a.

'EXXavodtKat'iv, 683, a.

Helleborus, 491, a.

Helleboreiie, 491, b,

Hellenotamiie, 491, b.

'EXXrjvoTaitiai, 491, b.

•KAAiirta, 397, b.

Helmet, 466, a.

*Helmins, 491, b.

Helotes, 492, a.

Helxine, 492, b.

*Hemaris, 492, b.

*Hemerocales, 492, h,

*Hemerocalis, 492, b.

'H/»fp(j, 361, b.

'HlitpoSavetaral, 545, a.

'HlitdiirXoUiov, 1023, a.

Heraina, 304, a ; 318, b ; 889, b.

Heminariuin, 304, a.

Hemlock, 394, b.

'EvdcKa, 01, 394, b.

"Evri Kai via, 190, b.

'Hvia, 486, a.

'Hvioxos, 333, a.

Hepatis, 493, a.

Hepatus, 493, a.

Hephaisteia, 565, b.

'Exl/i]na, 1051, b.

Heraclean Tablet, 556, a.

*'HpaKXeia Xidoi, 493, a.

Heriea, 493, a.

'Hpaia, 493, a.

Herald, 181, a.

Hereditas, 497, b.

Here.s (Greek), 493, b.

Heres (Roman), 497, a.

Heriiis, 500, b ; 912, b.

Herrasea, 501, a.

'F.pital, 500, b.

'Fp/ioia, 501,a.
Hermathena, 501, a.

Hermeraclae, 501, a.

*Hermodactylus, 501, b.

Hermogeniaiius Codex, 27S,b.
Ilermulie, 300, b.

'HptSov, 457, b.

*Uerpyllus, 501, b.

*Hesperis, 501, b.

'Earia, 447, b.

'Errriaais, 501, b.

'E(7rt<in<jp, 501, b.

'Eraipu, 502, a.

'Kraip>7<Tsa){ ypwp^, 503, a.

'Eraipta, 278, a.

EijpeTpa, 587, b.

Hexajihorou, 571, a.

'EldaTvXoi, 290, a.

Hexeres, 891, b.

"lipvais, 958, a.

'IcoaKiov, 63, a.

'Hierakion, 503, b.

*Hierax, 503, b.

'hpcwv, 845, a, b.

*Iiierobotaue, 503, b.

'IcpodiwXoi, 503, a.

'lepoypannaTCii, 49, b.

'lepottavTcia, 369, b.

'Itpoiirivia, 681, a.

Ilieroinnemoues, 49, b ; 503, b.

'Itpov, 958, a.

Hierouica Lex, 583, a ; 813, b.

Hierouicae, 120, a.

'ltpo(pdvTt]s, 395, b.

'lipovutoi, 504, a.

'ItpoaKoma, 369, b.

'IcpoavXias Ypa(pifi, 504, a.

Hilaria. 5U4, a.

'IXapoTpayuiSia, 994, b.

'\lxdvTCS,'r.i4, b; 894, a.

'IfililTtS TTVKTlKoi, 234, b.

*Hiniantopous, 504, b.

'If/ariJiov, 717, b.

'luaTiov. 717, b.

Hinge, 213, a.

Ilipparchus, 504, b.

'limapiioaTt'ii, 98, b.

'llippela|)hus, 504, b.

* Hippocampus, 504, b.

Ilippodrouios, 511, b; 909, a.

'Hippolapalhum, 504, b.

*llippomanes, 504, b.

*lIippomaratham, 504, b.

Hippopera, 505, a.

*Hippophaiis, 505, a.

*Hippiiph5Bstum, .^5, a.

*Hippoputaiuus, 605, a.

Hippos, 505, a.

*Hipposelinon, 505, a.

'HIppouris, 505, a.

Hippurus, 505, a.

Hirpex. 549, b.

Hirudo, 505, a.

*Hirundo, 505, a.

Hister, 506, a.

'IffWoi', 893, b.

'1ctt(3v. 953, a.

'lard';, 610, a; 953, a.

Histrio, 505, a.

'OSoTTOtoi, 1043, b,

'OXKdSci, 891, a.

"OXfioi, 1015, a.

Holyday, 435, a.

'OXoKuvreiv, 845, b.

Ilolnserica, 876, a.

'OXo(!<Pvpr'iXaTa cpya, 610, b.

Hnlosphyraton, 178, a.

'OiiOYd\aKTes,i59,h; 1003, b.

"Oiiotoi, 260, b.

'OitoXoyla, 933, a ; 937, a.

Hunoraria Actio, 17, b.

Honorarii Ludi, 601, a.

Honorarium, 24, b ; 351, a.

Honorarium Jus, 17, b ; 388, a.

Honores, 507, a.

Hoop, 1020, a.

"OTrXa, 93, b.

"OirA»7r£j, 1003, a.

'OTrXirai, 94 ; 99, b.

Hoplomachi, 476, b.

Hora, 507, b.

Hordearium JEs, 30, a; 415, a.

"OpKo;, 668, b.

'Upciov, 510, b.

"Op/iOf, 641,b; 852, a.

"Op/i, 508, a.

Horologium, 508, a.

Hurrearii, 510, b.

Horreum, 510, b.

Hortensia Lex, 785, b.

Hortus, 510, b.

"0<j(oi, 688, b.

'Ocriojr^p, 688, U
Hospes, 513, a.

Hospitality, 511, b.

Hospitium, 511, b.

Hostia, 845, b.

Hostis, 412, a; 800, a.

Hour, 507, b.

House (Greek), 513, b.

House (Roman), 515, b.

•raKheiu, 521, b.

*Hyacinthus, 522, a.

*llvalueide8, 522, a.

"taXos, 1058, a.

"Tfiptuj ypaij)^, 522, a.

'ylpaXtrns, 640, a.

'YSpavoi, 395, b.

Hydrargvrus, 522, a.

'TipaiXrii, 522, b.

'YfpavXtKdv dpydvov, 522, b.

"YopauAis, 522, b.

•Y<5piu, 901,a.
'Y6pia(j>opia, 523, a.

•Y^pd/i£A(, 1054, b.

'Yt^po/i^Xov, 1054, b.

*"XXriiid Tt, 524, a.

'XXiapot, 523, a.

'rXXeti, 1002, b.

'YAupoi, 523, a.

Humare, 461, a.

"Xttui^POv, 958, b.

"r-TTatdpos, 290, a.

'YTTfpat, 890, a ; 894, a.

'Yncpriixepoi, 404, a.

'Xirtipcaia, 523, b.

'XirripeTrji, 523, b.

"Yirtpov, 642, b.

'YKepioov, 514, a ; 515, b.

'Y7r£ut»uvoj. 422, b.

'Y^«Vra;, 953, a.

"fnoSXriiia, 894, b.

'YTToSoAtuf, 968, b.

'Yiro6oA^; Ypa<pn< 523, b.

'Y-rroxaXivtoia, 452, b.

'YjroKpiT//f, 505, b.

'Ymiriiia, 188, b ; 853, b.

'riroyawv, 302 b ; 457, a.

'Xizoyciov, 302, b ; 457, a.

'Yiroypui^i'f, 702, b.

'XinvpnixiiaTiVi, 479, b.

'XiroATiviov, 988, b.

'XvoitdovtSt 360, b.

'XicMiioala., 354, b ; S»a, h
'XTcdvofios, 327, b.

'Xnoito&iov, 978. b
'TTTSpxifOf 524, a.

'XiroaKi'iviov, 969, a.

'XTroT(ftr,ais, 229, b.

'XvvidKopos, 1072, k

'Xnot^ibfiaTa, 693, I

'XiiTtaa/JiOi, 724,

1

Hurdle, 319, b.

•Y<7irAi7^. 909, b.

'Xaadi, 489, a.

'YaTcpdiToTfioi, 456, a
Hyacinthia, 52 ., b.

Hydranct, 393, b.

Hydraulj, 522, b.

Hydromelum, 1054, b.
' llyoscyamus, 523, a
Hypericum, 523, b.

Hy)H)caustum, 151, a
Hypogeum, 302, b , 457, .
*Hypoglosson, 524, a
Hypolais, 524, a.

Hypotheca, 775, a.

Hypothecaria Actio, 778, b
*Hyssopus, 524, a.

Hystrix, 524, a.

I., J.

'laKxos, 396, a.

Jaculatores, 489, b.

Jaculum, 489, b.

Janitor, 527, b.

Janua, 524, b.

Januarius, 191, a.

*Iasioiie, 527, b.

*Iaspachates, 527, b.

*Iaspis, 527, b.

latralipla, 527. b.

latrallptice, 527, b ; 538, a
'IaTp<if, 630, a.

lati'osophista, 528, a.

*Iberis, 528, a.

*Ibis, 528, a.

'Ichneumon, 539, a.

Iconic<e Status, 917, ••

'Ixpia, 980, a.

Idus, 193, a.

Jentaculum, 274. a.

"lySr]' 642, b.

Ignobilis, 6S6, b
Ignommii, 535, a . 665, s
'IA(?. 100, b.

Ilicet, 461, a.

Imagines, 714, b.

Imbrices, 952, b.

Impendium, 546, b.

Imperativte Ferite, 435, b
Imperator, 531, a.

Imperium, 530, a.

Iinpluvium, 516, b.

Imprisonment, 213, a
Iinpubes, 531, a.

In Bonis, 163, a.

Inaugitrutio, 532, b,

Iiiauris, 533, a.

lucensus, 212, a.

Incerameuta Narium, 70B, k
704, b.

Incestum, 533, b.

Incitega 533, b.

Incorpuralcs Res, 374, b
Incubatio, 376, b.

Incunabula. 534, a.

Incus, 534, a.

Index, 588, b.

*Indicum, 524, b.

Indigitamenta, 791, A
Induere, 48, a.

Indumentum, 1024, a
Indusium, 1024, b.

Indutus, 48, a ; 1024, a
Infamis, .'33, a.

Infamia (Greek), 536, a
Infamia (Roman/ 534, h.

Infans, 637. b.

InfaLtia, 537, b
Iiiferi?;, 462, li.

Informer, 345, a.

Infula, 538, a.

Ingenui, 538, b.

Ingenuitas, 538, b.

Ingiatus, 746, a.

'luguinalis, 539, a.

Inheritance (Greek), 493, b.

Inheritance (Roman), 497 &
Injuria, 539. a.

Injunirum Actio, 837 a IMI^
b.

Ink. 191 Jj.
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quorum Buaorum,

hn, IM,
'lyua, 530, •>.

Inofficiosum Tottamentum,
SOS, a.

luquilini, 301, a
(uquilinuv, 137, a.

lusania, 329, a.

lasanu^ 339, a.

losigne, 539, b.

Inatlta. 540 n

Uutitor, 540, b.

Inttitoria Actio, 540, b.

lattitutiunes, 540, b.

Iiutitutona Actio 51!^ a.

insula, 519, R.

lutaglios, 860, a.

lalentio, 19, b ; 20, a.

jitegruiD Restitutio, In, 834, b.

.ntercalary Month, 190, a; 191,
b ; 194, a.

Intercapedo, 149, a.

Intorcessio, 542, a ; 541, a.

lutercisi Dies, 362, b.

lutercolumniu, 60, b.

Interdictio Aquie et Ignis, I37,a.

Interdictani, 542, b.
" AdipiscendaB Po«-

lessiotij, 543, b.
" Possessoriuai,543,

t.
" de Precario,543, a.
" Prohibitoriura,

543, b

831. a
'• RecuperandiB Pos-

•essionis, 543, b.
" Rcstitutorium,

542, b.
" Retinonde Pos-

essionis, 543, b.
" Salvianum,543, b.
" Secturiuro, 543, b.
" UtiPossidetis,543,

b.
« Utiubi, 543, b.

Interest of Money, 544, b.

Intergerivus, 736, a.

Internundinum, 668, a.

Interpres, 54^, a.

Interregnum, 546, a.

Interrex, 548, a.

Interula, 1024, b.

Intestabilis, 5i8, b.

Intestatn, Ilercdi'.atis Ab,497,a.
Intestatus, 497, b.-

*Intubuni, 548, b
Intusium, 1024, b.

*Inula, 549, a.

lareutanum, 500, a.

Investis, 532, a.

*lon, 549, a.

'Ionia, 549, a.

•lij, 847, a.

'Ipbyon, 549, a.

Isfiif. 568, a.

•Ips, 549, a.

'ipriv, 390, a.

Irpex, 549, b.

*Iri8, 549, a.

*Irpex, 549, h
^Isatis, 549, b.

Uelastici Ludi, 120, a.

'loroiroAirtiu, 259, a.

*Isopyron, 549, b.

'laoreXtia, 259, a.

'laortXtis, 259, a.

'laOnia. 549, b.

Isthmian Gaines, 549, b.

Italia, 282, a ; 813, a.

Italy, 282, a.

Iter, 879, a; 1041, b.

Itiueris Servitus, 878, b.

'l06<paX).ot, 363, b.

•Itvi, 331,b.
Juber), 871, a.

Judex, 550, U
Judex Ordinarius, 554. &
Judex I'edaueus, 554, a.

Judex Quxstioiiis, 552, a.

Judge* (Greek), 321, b ;
351',

a ; 407, a.

'udges (Riiman), 550, b.

Judicati Actio, 554, a.

'udir.es Editilii, 552, a.

Jndicia Duplicia, 430, a

Jndicia ExtranrUinuria, 551, b.

Judicia Legitima, 530, a.

Judicia Quik Im|ierio, 530, a.

J jdicium, 550, b.

Judiciun./opuli,5SI,b; 553, b.
Judicium Privutuni, 551, b.

Judicium Publicum, 551, b.

Jugerum, 554, b.

Jugum, 554, b.

Jugumentum, 62, b ; 524, b.

Julis Leges, 555, b.

JuUa Lex de Adulteriis, 23, h
" Agraria, 555, b.

" de Anibitu, 46, b.

" de Annona, 555, b.

" de Bonis Cedendis,
555, b.
" Caducaria, 555, b.
" de Caido et Venefi-

cio, 555, b.

" de Civitate, 261, b ;

448, a ; 555, b.

" de Foenore, 555, b.

" de Fuudo Dotali,

555, b.
" Judiciaria, 553, a

;

555, b.
'' de Liberis Legatio-

nibus, 576, b.

" Majestatis, 609, a.

" Municipalis, 556, a.

" et Papia Poppxa,
556, a.

" Peculatus, 748, b.
" et Plautia, 557, a.
'" de Proviuciis, cl5, b.
'- Repetuudarum, 834,

b
" de Residuis, 748, b.
" de Socerdotiis, 557,a.
" deSacrilegis,748, b;

846, b.
" Somtuaria, 557, b :

934 b.
"' ' Theatralis, 557, b.
" et Titia, 557, b.
" de Vi Publica et Pri-

vata, 1058, a.

" Vicesimaria, 1046, a.

Julius, 196, b.

*Juncus, 557, b.

Junea or Junia Norbana Lex,
589, a ; 583, b; 589, a; 61 6, b.

Junia Lex, Repelundarum,
834, a.

Juniores, 296, a ; 1007, b

;

1008, a.

*Juniperus, 557, hi

Junius, 191, a.

Jura in Re, 374, b,

Juraraentum, 670, a.

Jure Actio, In, 559, b.

Jure Agere, 18, b.

Jure Cessio, In, 5.57, b.

Jureconsulti, 558, a.

Juris Auctores, 558, a.

Jurisconsulti, 558, a.

Jurisdictio, 559, a.

Jurisperiti, 558, a.

Johsprudeates, 558, a.

Jus, 559, b.

" .^lianum, 562, a.

" Annuli Aurei, 839, b
" Annulorum, 839, b.

" Applicationis, 137, a.
" Civile, 559, h.

" Civile Flavianum, 562, a.
" Civile Papirianum or Pa-
pisianum, 562, a.
" Civitatis, 260, b.
" Commercii, 261, a.
" Cunuubii, 261, a.
" Edicendi, 388, a.
" Fetiale, 438, a.
'* Gentilitium. 469, a.
" Gentium, 5f 9, b.
" Honorarium, 388, a.
" Honorum, 261, a.
" Italtcum, 281, b.
" Latii, 261,b; 568, b.
" Libcrorum, 557, a.

" Naturale, 559, b.

" Non Scriptura, 560, b.
" Pontificium, 560, a ; 791,
b ; 792, a.

" Postliniinii, 799.
" Pnediatorium, 804, b.
" PisDtorium, 388, a ; 560, b.
" Privatum, 261, a; 561, a.
" Publicum, 261, a ; 561, a.
" Quiritium, 261, a ; 561, a.
" Relation's, 869, b.

" Respondendi, 558, b.
" Scriptum, 560, b.

Jus Senatus, 867, n

Jus SuffragMirum, 261, a.

Jus Vocatiii, In, 18, a.

Jusjurandum, 670, a.

Jusjurandum Calumnia!,80l, b.

'Jusqniamus, 562, b.

Justa Funera, 459, a.

Justum, 562, a.

Justinianeus Codex, 273, a.

Justitium, 462, b.

Jussu, Quod, Actio, 562, b.

lynx, 562, b.

K. Sm C.

L. A.

Labanim, 897, a.

Aa«^, 211,1).

Labrax, 562, b.

Labrum, 149, b.

*Labnisca, 563. b.

Labyrinthui, 563, a.

Lacerna, 563, b.

Larinix, 564, a.

Laconicum, 144, a ; 149, a

;

150, a.

'Lactuca, 564, b.

Lacunar, 520, b.

Lacus, 74, b ; 219, a.

*Ladanum, 564, b.

Ladders, 856, b.

Lacna, 565, a.

Lesa Majestas, 609, a.

I.agen^e, 1052, a.

AayuSrfXof, 748, b.

*Lagopus, 565, a.

'Lagopyrus, 565, a,

*Lagos, 565, a.

'Aayus &a\<iTTtos, 565, a.

Aal^o(, 1037, a.

*Laraia, 565, b.

AaitiraSapxi"!' 565, b.

Aa/iTTaSrinpoiiia, 565, b.

Aainraiv^opia, 565, b.

AafiiTairi(pdpoi, 566, a.

AanTraSovyos dyiiv, 565, b
AaitTTO;, 565, b.

Lamps, 599, b.

*Lampsine, 566, b.

Lancea, 489, a.

Lancula, 566, a.

Lanahus, 778, a.

Lani6oium. 953, a.

Lanista, 475, b.

Lantema, 568, a.

Lanterns, 568, a.

Lanx, 566, a.

*Lapathum, 566, b.

Afifipta, 567, a.

LtjiicidinaB, 570, a.

Lapis Specularis, 521, a.

Laquear, 520, b.

Laqueatores, 476, b.

Lararium, 567, a.

Larcnlalia, 567. a.

Larentiiulia, 567. a.

AapKTOo-rrotol, 946, a.

Largitio, 46, a.

AdovuKCi, 456, b.

*Larus, 567, b.

Larva, 758, a.

Lata Fuga, 136, a.

AaTayetov, 317, b.

AuVnt 317. b.

*Latax, 567, b.

Later, 567, b.

Lalercul'is, 567, b.

Laterna, 568. a.

Laticlavii, 264, a.

Latii Jus, 568, b.

Latium, 568, b.

Latinie Ferim, 436, a.

Latinitas, 568, b.

Latinus, 261, a.

Latos, 569, b.

Adrpci;, 751, a.

Latrinn, 146, b.

Lalrunculi, 569, b.

Latus Clavus, 264, a.

Laudatio Funebris, 459, h
Aaupai, 563, a.

Laurentalia, 567, a.

Lautii;, 575, b.

LatomicB, 570, a.

Latumise, 570, a.

Lautomiffi, 570, a.

Lautumix, 570, a.

*Laver, 570, a.

Law, 559. b ; 662, b.

AiHris, 658, b.

At>cdv,,,tlJ,h. 740 b
AckAviov, 740, b.

Acxipva, 493, t.

Aixo{< 572, a.

Leclica, 570, a-

Lccticarii, 571, a.

Lectistcmium, 571, b
AfVrpoi', 572, a.

Lectui, 572, a.

Lectua Funebris, 570. a
A^KvOoi, 456. a.

Aji^dpiov, 720, a.

AijSoi, 720, a.

Legacy, 573, a.

Legatarius, 573, b.

Legatio Libera, 576, b.

Legutum, 573, a.

LegatuB. .575, b ; 815, b.

Leges, 579, b.

Leges CenturiatB!, 570, b.

Leges CuriatiR, 579, b.

Legio, 102, b ; 103.

Legis >ctioncs, 16, b.

Legis Aquilix Actio, 337. a
Leg^itima Hereditus, 497, fe

499, a.

Lcgitimx Actiones, 16, b
*Legumen. 576. b
*Leimonium. 577, a.

*Leiobat08, 577, a.

AtiToiiapTvpiov iiKTi, 636, h.

AuTTovavriov YP<Kt>''lt 577, •.

AttTToarpaTiov ypa^rix 579, a
AttTOTaUnv ypa^iy, 117, a.

A^tTov, 818, b.

AfiToupyi'n, 577, a.

*Lemnia Terra, 577, b.

*Lemna, 578. a.

Lemniscus, 578, a.

Lemuralia, 578, b.

Lemuria, 578, b.

Lcn;ea, 364, b.

A^vatsi, 364, b.

Lenocinium, 535, a.

Ar)Vot, 456, b.

Arivdi, 988, a.

*Leo, 578, b.

Acoviitia, 579, o.

'Leimtopetdlon, 579, m
Leontop'xiion, 579, a
*Leop;irdus. 579, a.

Ae'mi^i'a, 332, b.

*Lepas, 579, a.

*LepMlium, 579, a.

*Lo|iis, 579, a.

Lept.i. 30 a.

Leria, 5U3, a ; 1025, a.

Lemsa, 579. a.

Aripot, 593 a iiraa •. •
Lessus, 459. .>.

Leuci, 762. b.

'Leucacanlha, 579, b.

*Leucas, 579, b.

*Leuce, 579, b.

*Leucoion, 579, b.

Leuga, 762. h.

Levir, 41, a.

Ler, 579, b.

" Acilia, 834, a.
" Acilia Calpurnia, 46, b
" Abulia, 17, Bi 380, k-
581, a.
" ^lia, 581, a.
" .£lia Sentia,37,a;81<(,a
" ./f^inilia, 581, a.

" .£miliafii£bi4,46,b;58t,
b.

" JKniilia Lepidi, 934, b,

" jEiiiilia Scauri, 934, b.

" Affiaiiie, 33, a; 581. b.

" Ambitus, 46, b.

" Aiinalis or ^'lUia, 25, o.

" Anna, 934, b.

" Aiitoni£, 581, b.
" Apuleia, 541,b.
" Apuleia Agraria, 581, b.
" Apuleia Frumentana, 581,

h.

" Apuleia Majestatis, 609, b
" Aquilia, 337, a.

" Atemia Taipeia, 581, b
" Atia de Sacerdotis, 58i hk
" Atilia,557, b; 1029, a.'

" Atinia. 581, b.

'• Au6dia, 46. b.

" Aureha, 553, a ; 908, b.
" B*bia. 581. b.

" Bi'bKt.£milia,46,b;58S,bk
" Cecilia de Censoiibua «
Cenauna, 581, b.
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MX Ctecilia 6a Vectigai bos,

5P1, b; 794, b
" Ciecilia Dislia, 582, a.

" Calpuriiia JcAuibiCu,46,b.
<* Calpurnia du Bepetundis,

633, b.

" Canuleia, 582, a.

Cassia, 582, a.

" Cassia Agraria, 582, a.

" Cassia Tabullaria, U43, a.

" Cassia Teientia Frumen-
taria, 582, a.

*' Cinciii,251, a.

« Claudia, 582, a ; 1029, a.

" Clodite, 582, a.

" Cffilia or Ctulia, 943, a.

" Cornelia Agraria, 582, a.

" » de Falsis, 428, a.

" " deliijuriis,53!»,a.
'• " Judiciaria,582, b.
" " Majcstatis, 609, b.

" " Nuiiinmria, 424
a,b.
" " de Parricidio,

309, a.
" " de Proscrii>tione

et Proicriptis, 812, a.

" " de Sacerdotiis,

790, b.

" " de Sicariis et Ve-
neficis, 308, b.
" " Suintiiaria,934,b.
" " Testamentnrin;
428, b.

" " de Vi Publica,
1058, a.

" " Uaciaria, 582, b.
" " Bdtliia, 582, b.
" " Fulvia, 46, b.
" Didia, 934, a.

" Domitia de Sacerdotiis,

790, b.

" Duilia, 582, b.
" Duilia Kienia, 582, b.
" Fabiade Flag io, 780, b.
" Falcidia, 574, b.

" Faiiuia, 934, a.

" Flaniiuia, 582, b.
*' Flavia Agraria, 582, b.
" FruiiientariuB, 5S2, b.

" Fufiade Reli<!i()iie,583,a.
" Fufia Judiciana, 553, a.

" Fjria or Fasia Cauinia,
683, a ; 616, b.

" Furiade Spoiisu, 541, b.

" Furia orFusia Testanien-
iaria, 574, b.

" Gabiuia Tal)ellaria, 943, a.
" O^lmi*. 5b3, a.

" Gallita; Cisalpiute, 585, a.
" Gellia Cornelia, 583, a.
" Genucia, 583, a.

" Hierouica, 583, a : 813, b.
" Iloratia, 583, a.

" Uorteusia de Plebiscitis,

785. b.

" Hostilia de Fastis, a^3, a.
" Icilia, 583, a.

" Julia;, 555, b.

" JuniadePercgrinis,583, a.
" Junia Licinia, 583, b.
" Junia Norliana, 569, a

;

583, b ; 589, a.

" Junia Repetundarum, 834,
a.
" Junia A'ellria, 583, b.
• LiEtoria,* 328, a ; 583, b.
" Licinia de Sodalitiis, 46, b.
" Licinia Junia, 583, b.
" Licinia Mucia de Civibus
Regundis, 583, b.

" Licinia Sunituaiia, 934, a.
" Licini>eR(igatione8,841,a.
" Livia;, 583, b.
" Lutatia de. Vi, 1058, a.
" Ma;nia, 583, b.

" Majestatis, 609, a.

" Man>il"ide(.:oloniis,583,b.
" Manilla, 583, b.
" Manila deVicesinia,617,a.
" Marcia, 584, a.

" Maria, 58^, i.

" MemraiaorRemmia,S03,a.
" Mensia, 584, a.

" Minucia, 584, a.
" Octavia, 581, a.

" Ogulnia. 584, a.
•' Oppia, 934, a.

* More correctly, PlsE».oria.)
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Lex Orchia, 934, a.

" Ovinia, 584, a.

" PapiadoPeregrinis,583,a.
" Pajia F!.-jip»a, 556. a.

" Papiria or Julia Papiriade
Mulctarum ^stimatiune,
584, a.

" Papiria, 584, b.
" Papiria Plautia, 584, b.

" Papiria Pcetelia, .W4. b.

" Papiria Tabellaria, 943, b.

" Peducsea, 584, b.

" Pesulania, 584, b.

" Petreia. 584, b.

" Petronia, 584, b.

" Pinaria, 584, b.

" PlffitoriL, 328. a; 584, b.

" Plauti* orPlotia de Vi,

1058, a.

" Plautia or Plotia Judicia-

ria, 584, b.
" PcEtelia, 584, b.

" PcEtelia Papiria, 584, b ;

657. b.

" Pompeia, 584, b.
" " de Ainbitu,46,b.
« " Judiciaria, 553,

a.
" " de Jure Magis-
tratnum, 553, a : 584, b.
" " de Parricidiis,

30«, 8.
" »« Tribunitia, 584,

b
" " de Vi, 585, a;
553, a.

" Popilia, 584, a ; 585, a.

" Porcise de Capite Civium,
585, a.

" PorciadeProvinciis,585,a.
" Publicia, 585, a.

" Publilia de Sfonsoribus,
542, a.

" PubliliadeCo»ti/m,8S3,a.
" Publilia!. 823, a.

" Pupia, 585. a.

" Quintia, 585, a.

" Rc^ia, 833, a.
" Regiae, 562. a.

" Reiiiniia, 203, a.

" Repetundarum, 833, b.
" Rhodia. 585. a.

" Roscia Theatralis, 585, a.

" Rubria, .'i85, a.

" Rupilia;, 585, b ; 813, a.

" Sacratre. 585, b.
" Satura, 580. b ; 855, a.

" Scantinia, 585, b.

" Scril)onia, 585. b.

" Sempionite, 864, a.

" SeniproniadeF<Enore,586,
a.

" Servilia Agraria, 586, a.

" Servilia Glaucia de Civi-

tate, 834. a.

" Servilia Glaucia de Repe-
tundis, 834, a.

" Servilia Judiciaria, 55S, a;
586, a.

" Silia, 586, a.
" Silvani et Carbonis, 584, b.
" Sulpiciae, 586, a.

" SulpiciaSempronia, 586,a.
" SnnituarnE, 934, a.
" Tahellariffi, 943, a.

" Tarpeia Aternia, 581, b.
" Terentilia. 586, a.

" Testamentariae, 586, a.

" Thoria, 977, b
" Titia, 586. b.

" Titia de Tutoribus, 586, b.
" Trebonia, 586, b.

" Tribunicia, 998. b.
" TuUia de Ambitu, 46. b.
" Tullia de Legatione Libe-
ra. 576, b.

" ValcrifiB, 1053, b.
" ValerijeetHoratise,1034,a.
" Valeria de Provocatione,
1034. a.

" Valeria de Proscriptione,
812. a.

" Varia, 609, b.
" Vatinia de Provinciis, 586,
b.
•' Vatinia de Colonis, 586, b.
" de Vi, 1058, a.

" Viaria. 586, b : 1043, b.
" Vicesimaria. 1046, a.

" ViUia Annalis, 25, b.

Lex Visellia, 586, b ; 840, a.

" Voconia, 1064, b.

At^iapxifii' ypa^wartiov, 346,
b ; 348, a.

Lcxiarchs, 385, a.

A^|«j, 358, a.

Aioavo/iavTela, 369, U
Libanotis, 586, b.

Libanotus, 587, a.

Lihatio, 846, a.

Libella, 349, a ; 589, b.

Libellus, 587, a.

Liber, 587, b.

Libera Fuga, 136. a.

Liberates Ludi. 366, b
Liberalia, 366, b.

Liberalis Causa, 115, b.

Liberalis Manus, 115, b.

Liberalitas, 46, a.

Liberi, 538, b ; 569. a.

Libertus (Greek), 569, a.

LibertuB (Roman), 588, b
Libertmus, 588, b.

Libitinarii, 459, a.

Libra, 589, b.

Libra or As. 590, a.

Libraria, 158, a.

Librarii, 591, a.

Library, 158, a.

Librator, 591 , a.

Libripens, 612. &.

Libuma, 591, b.

Libumica, 591, b.

Atxds, 763, b.

*Liclien, 591, b.

Licia, 955, a.

Liciatorium, 955, a.

Liciniu Lexde Sodalitiis, 46, b.

Licinia Junia Lex, 583, b.

Licinia Mucia Lex, 583, b.

Licinia Lex Sumtuaiia, 934, a.

LiciniiE Rogationes, 841, a.

Ai)f^(5y, 1034, b.

AtKvov, 364, b; 1034, b.

AtKvo(p6poi, 364, b ; 1035, a.

Lictor, 592, a.

Lighthouse, 767, a.

Ligo, 592, a.

Ligula, 592, a ; 889, b.

*Ligusticuni, 592. b.

'Ligustrum. 592, a.

*Lilium, 592, b.

Lima, 592, b.

Linibus, 592, b.

Limen, 524, b ; 525, a; 799, a
Limes, 38, b.

Limitatio, 38, b.

Limus, 929, b.

Linea, 593, a.

*Linospartum, 593, b.

*Linospermuni. 593, b
Linteamen, 718, b.

Linteones, 953, a.

Linter, 593, b.

Linteum, 718, b.

Linum, 944, a.

*Linum, 593, b.

*Linum Vivum. 593. b.

*LipariEUS Lapis, 593, b.

Literse, 693, b.

Literarum Obligatio, 673, a.

Literati, 887, h.

*Lithargyrus, 594, a.

*Lithospernium. 594, a.

Lithoslrotum. 520. a ; 705, a.

AidoTOjjitnt, 570, a.

Litis Contestatio. 594. a; 674, a.

Litis DividuiE Exceptio, 19, a.

AtToa, 594. b.

Litters, 570. a.

Liturgies. 577, a.

Lituus, 595, a.

Lixffi, 203, a.

Locati et Conduct! Actio,595, a.

Locatio, 595, a.

Locator, 595, a.

Aoxtyol, 952, a.

Adxoi, 952. a ; 1012, a.

Loculus, 460, a.

Locus EflFatus, 957. b.

liucns Liheratus, 957, b.

Lodix, 595. b.

AocTpdv, 598, a.

Aoytlov, 968, b.

AoyicTai, 33. a ; 423, a
AoytcT^ptov, 423, b.

AoytaTrji, 190, a.

Aoyoyp/i^oi. 595, b.

Aoynwotnl, 595, b.

Aot6ai. 346 a

AoiSopiai Sim], M.

«

A6yxv> 489, a.

AoYX''^^f't' 488, b
*Loliuin, 5W.
*Lonchitis, 596, a
Looking-glass, 905, a
Loom, 953, a.

Aii^r;?, 596. a.

Aunriov, 596, a.

AwToj, 596, a.

AwTodvTris, 596, a.

A(50oj, 466. ft.

Lorarii, 445, b.

Lorica, 596, a.

Lots, 901. b.

Aoi)r;!p, 598, t».

Aour^piov, 598, b
Aovrpov, 598, a.

AovTpo<p6po;, 599. a.

Lucar, 507, a.

AvKaia, 605, a.

Lucerenses, 743, a.

Luceres, 743, a.

Lucerna, 599, b.

AvKos, 487, b.

Lucrum Cessans, 337, v
Au'xvoj, 599, b.

AuxvoDxof, 206, a ; 568,
Lucta, 716, b.

Luctatio, 716, b
Ludi, 600, a.

" Apollinares. 600, a.

" Auguslales, 127. a
" Capitolini, 600, b.
" Circenses, 255, b; 601 •
" Compitalicii, 301, a.
" Florales, 447, a.
" Fuuebres, 601, a.

" Ilonorarii, COl. a.
" Liberales. 366, b.
" Magni, 601. a.

" Martialcs, 601, b
" Megaleiises. 032, *.

" Natalitii.COl, b.
" Palatini, 601, b.
" Piscatorii. 601, b.
" Plebeii. 60l,b.
" Poutificales, 601, b
" QuiEStorii, 601, b
" Romani, 601, a.
" Sificulares, 601, b.
" Scenici, 600. a ; 633, a.
" Tarentini, 602, a.

• " Taurii, 602, a.

Ludus, 475, b
Ludus Duodecim Scriptonini,

570, a.

Ludus Latrunculortira, 569, b.

Ludus Trojae, 256, b. .

Luininum Sei-vitus, 878, b.

Luncheon, 274, b : 343, a.

Lupanar, 226. b
'

Lupatuni, 452. b.

Lupercalia, 603, a
Luperci, 603, \>

Lupus Ferreus, 604, a.

Lustratio, 604. a.

Lustrum, 230, a; 604, ^.

*Lycaia, 605, a.

*Lycapsus, 605, a.

*Lychnis, 605, a.

*LTchniles, 605, a
Lychniiclius, 206, a.

*Lj-cium, 605, a.

*Lycopsis, 605, b.

*Lydius Lapis, 605, b.

Lyra, 605, b.

*Lyra, 605, b.

Lysimachium, 606, b.

M.

Macedoniannm Senataa Cot
sultum, 873, b.

Macchus, 119, a.

MaKcWa, 592, a.

Macellarius, 607, a
Macellum, 607, a.

*Macer, 607, a.

Ma'xaiP", 824, a.

Maxoiptcv, 824, a.

Meander, 593. a ; 245, a
Mienia Lex, 583, b.

Micnianum, 53, a ; 255, a.

Magadis, 606, b.

Mayctpoi, 344, b.

M agister, 607, a.

" Admissi.inum. 29, •
" Arniorum, 607, a
" Auction. s, 124 a

165, b.
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WtgiMef Oiljendi, 939, b.

" Epistolarum, 607, a.

" Equitum, 361, a.

«« LiOellorum, 607, a.
" Meniuria;, 607, a.
•< Militum, 106, b.

" Navn, 425, a.
•« Offioiurum, 007, i.

" Populi, 360, a.

" Scriiiiorum, 607, b.

" Societalis, 607, b
89S, a.

" Vicoruni, 607, b.

Ifagiitrntus, 607, b.

'Magnes, 608, a.

*Magncsitis Lapis, 608, a.

'Magudaris, 608, b.

•Maia, 608, b.

Majastas, 608, b.

"i/laiiAaKTrjoniv, 190, a.

•Mainis, 608, b.

Majorcs, 538, a.

Maius, 191, a.

'Malabathriim, 610, a.

•Malache, 610, a.

*Malacin, 610, a.

'Malacooraneuii, 610, a.

*Malinothalle, 610,b.
Malleolus, 610, a.

Malleus, 610, a.

MoAXdf, 291, a; 951, b.

Malluvium, 615, a.

*Malthe, 610, b.

*Malva, 610, b.

•Malum, 610, b.

Malus, 610, b.

Malus Oculus, 431, b.

Mamilia Lex, 583, b.

Munceps, 611, a.

Mancipatio, 611, h.

Mancipi Res, 374, b ; 1065, b
1066, a.

Mancipii Causa, 611, a.

Mancipium, 611, b.

iAdvSaXoi, 526, a.

Mandatarius, 612, b.

Mandati Actio, 613, a.

Mandator, 612, b.

ManUatum, 612, b.

Mandrie, 569, b.

*Mandragnras, 613, a.

ftlafjudf, 563, b.

yiavSvn, 563, b.

Mane, 362, a.

Mangones, 886, a.

Manica, 613, a.

Manilla Lex, 583, b.

Manipulus, 613, b.

Manila Lex, 617, a.

Maosio, 614, b.

Mansionarius, 615, a.

Mansiones, 748, a.

MavTtiov, 687, b.

Mdvreii, 368, b.

Mantele, 615, a.

WlavTtKn, 368, b.

*ManCichora, 615, a.

^Mantis, 615, b.

Mauuarium JEs, 30, a
Manubie, 906, !>.

Manuleatus, 240, b.

Manum, Conventio In, 622, b
623, a.

Manutnissio, 615, b.

Manumissor, 016, a.

Manus, 30, a.

Manus Ferrea, 487, b.

Mauus Injcctio, 617, a.

Mappa, 615, a.

Muralhrum, 617, ';

Marcia Lex, 584^ a.

Margarita, 617, h.

Margines, 1043, a.

M.dpr,i, 619, a.

Maria Lex, 584, a.

Mrfpis, 618, a.

*Marraor, 618, a.

Marriage (Greek), 618, n.

Marriage (Koinan),G22, a.

•Marruliittm, 625, b.

Mitrsupium, 636, a.

Marlialis Flamcn, 445, b.

Martiales Ludi, 601, b.

Martius, 191, a.

Maprupi'u, 626, a.

Manks, 753, a.

Massa, 29, b, n.

Waarrjpci, 1073, a.

Mastigia, 445, b.

i/laoTiYofdpoi, 699, b.

I
*Ma8tiche, 628, a.

Milari(, 445, a.

Masts, 610, b; 611, a.

Matara, 490, a.

Mater, 277, b.

Mutcrfamilias, 430, a; 623, a.

Mntrulia, 628, b.

Matrimonium, 622, a<

Matrona, 623, a.

Mausoleum, 461, a.

Mifsa. 344, b.

Mazonomus, 626, b.

Meals (Greek), 342, a ; 343, a.

Meals (Human), 274, a.

Mtixavi'i, 969, b.

Mediastini, 628, b.

*Medica, C28, b.

*M9dica Mala, 628, b
Medicamina, 1053, a.

Medicine, 628, b.

Medicina, 628, b.

Medicus, 630, a.

Medimnus, 631, b.

*Medion, 631,b.
Meditriiialia, 631, b
Megalenses Ludi, (!Si, a.

Megalensia, 632, a.

Megalesia, 632, a.

M/yapov, 958, b.

MetaYiayiiSt 67, a.

MeiA^X'"<S35, a.

Mfiov, 67, a.

MtiAia, 378, b.

*MeIampyron, 632, a.

*Melancranis, 633, a.

*Melani(m, 632, a.

*Melanteria, 632, a.

Melanthion, 632, U
Melanurus, 632, b.

*Melea, 632, b.

*Meleagris, 032, b.

Mn>^V, 243, b.

MtAi'a, 488, b.

*Melia, 633, b.

*Melia Terra, 632, b.

MeXiKpaTov, 1054, b.

*Melilotus, 632, b.

Melimela, 632, b.

*MeIine, 633, a.

*Melis, 633, a.

Melissa, 633, a.

*M(;lissophyllon, 633, a.

MtAirroura, 456, a.

MeWclpriv, 390, a.

*Melal<mthe, 633, a.

*Melopepon, 633, a.

McXoKoiia, 648, h.

*Memaikulon, 633, a.

Membrana, 588, a.

Memraia Lex, 203, a.

M^v, 190, b ; 634, a.

" apx^fitvos, 190, b.
" KolAoi, 190, a.

" tiiSoXifiaioi, 190, a.
" \aTditcvoi, 190, b.
" i^Qivuiv, 190, b.
" vXi'iprji, 190, a.

*Menanthus, 633, a.

y\.tvt\dtia, 633, a.

Mensa, 633, a.

Mensarii, 634, a.

Mensularii, 634, a.

Mensia Lex, 584, a.

Mensis, 634, a.

Mensores, 635, b.

Menstruum, 887, b.

Miyvuffif, 387, a.

Mtp(O7i<Ji'i0f, 194, b.

Mercenary Soldiers, 1071, a.

Mro/c('^ivo5, 194, b.

Merenda, 975, a.

Mcridiani, 476, b.

Mcndies, SOS, a.

*Merops, 635, b.

MfffayfoiXoi', 60, b.

Mt(TaiiXcoj dtipa, 514, b.

MtffaiiAioj'. 122, b.

MfffauXof Ovpa, 514, b.

M£ffr;u6p/a, 361, b.

MfffoXafitiv, 724, b.

yitao)iif>d\iov, 268, b.

Mtffdroixof. 736, a
'Mcspile, 635, b.

VlcTaSdnji. 350, a.

MetiE, 253, n.

Mtruj't/rviu, 635, b.

Mtraytin'KJi', 190, a.

Mctalla, 1035, b.

MfraviTrrpi'j, 344, h
MeraViirrpoi', 344, b.

M/ravAo; Ovpa, 514, b
Melhudici, 635, b.

Mcro'Kiov, 636, b.

McVotKoi, 636, a.

UIti^tov, 892, a.

Mi7rpayi;prn(, 39, b.

Mctretes, 637, a.

Metronomi, 637, a.

MtTpoviitoi, 637, a. ^
Mi/rpoVoAif, 284, b.

*Meum, 637, a.

*Milax, 637, a.

Mile, 637, I).

Milestones, 037, b ; 1043, -i.

Mille Passiium, 637, b.

MiUiare, 637, b.

Milliarium, 637, b ; 1043, a.

Milliarium AureuD 'M3, a.

Mills, 639, b.

*Milo8, 637, b.

•Miltos, 637, b.

Mimus, 637, b.

Mina, 947, u ; 948, a.

Mines, 1035, b.

*Minium, 638, a.

Minores, 328, a ; 538, a.

Mint, 640, b.

*Minthos, 638, a.

Minucia Lex, 584, a.

Minutio Capitis, 212, a.

Mirmillones, 476, b.

Mirror, 905, a.

Missio, 638, a ; 476, a.

Missio Causaria, 638, a.

Missio Ilonesta, 638, a.

Missio Ignominiosa, 638, b.

Missus, 256, b.

Miado<f>6poi, 1071, a.

MiadwfTCd); dUri, 638, b ; 639, a.

MiaOiiac(j)S otKov SiKri, 636, b.

Miffflou SiKT,, 639, h.

*Misy, 639, a.

MiToi, 955, a.

Mitra, 187, b ; 1073, b
Mixta Actio, 17, b.

Mvn, 947, a.

yiv^ltara, 457, a.

MvTiiieta, 457, a.

Mvoi'a, 316, b.

MoxAd,-, 526, a.

Modiolus, 331, b.

Modius, 639, a.

Motxcia, 24) a.

Moixtmj ypa6^, 24, a.

Mola, 639, b.

Mola Salsa, 846, a.

*Molybd;Ena, 640, b.

*Molybdos, 640, b.

Monaulos, 981, a.

Moneta, 640, b.

Monetaics TriumTiri, 640, b.

Monetarii, 641, b.

Monile, 641, b.

Monitor, 968, b.

Movoxp<!>l'aTov, 700, b.

Movdypaiinov, 700, b.

yiovo/idxott 475, b.

Monopodium, 633, b.

Monoxylon, 593, b ; 889, b.

Monstrum, 810, b.

Month (Greek), 190, a; 634, b.

Month (Roman), 191, a, b.

Monumentum, 461, b.

Mdpa, 98, a.

Monitor, 256, b.

Morbus Comitialis, 297, a.

•Morea, 642, b.

*Mormyrus, 642, b.

*M6pox0oi XiOoi, 642, b.

Mnrtariuni, 642, b.

Mortars, 642, b.

Mos, 560, b.

Mosaics, 519, a ; 715, a.

*Moschu8, 643, a.

MSaKti, 260, a ; 492, b.

MdOmm, 260, a ; 492, b.

Movvi'ixia, 643, a.

Mouvux"^'') '^''i "
Mourning for the Dead,45S. b •

462, b.

Movaeia, 643, a.

Mot/Tcioi', 644, a
MovaiKn, 644, b.

Moustaches, 651, a.

Muciana Cautin, 227, a.

MvKTrjpci, 397, b ; 599, b.

Mulicr, 1030, b.

Mullens, 744, b.

MiiAof, 639, b.

Mulsa, 1054, b.

Galium, 1094, k.

Mulla, 768. u
Muqerator, 475, b
Municeps, 983, a.

Municiprs, 1072, a
Municipium, 283, a , 444,
Munus, 507, » ; 475, b.

•Muricna, 643, a.

Mural IS Ciinma, 311, a
Muries, 1040, h.

MtipiiriKt(, 235, a.

Murrea Vasn, 643, b.

Murrhina Vasa, 643, ).

MvfifiviTris, 1054, a.

MuruD, 734, b.

*Mu8, 643, b.

Muscarium, 445, a.

Musculus, 643, U.

Museum, 644, a.

Mvaia, 651, b.

Music (Greek), 644, a.

Music (Roman), 650, a
Musica Muta, 7^8, b.

Musivarii, 715, a.

Musivum Opus, 520, a , 7Ift

*Musinon, 651, a.

Mustaceum, 625, a.

Muoruywydf, 396, a ; 431, fe

MvOTai, b'95, b ; 396 »

Mvaral, 651, a.

*Mugtela, 651, a.

t^vaTr'ipwv, 652, a.

MvariArj, 344, a.

MvoTpov, 344, a ; 65S, U
Mutrrpof, 344, a.

Mustum, 1051, a.

Mutationes, 615, a.

Mutui Actio, 651, a.

Mutus, 673, a ; 960, b.

Mutuum, 651, a.

Milai, 397, b ; 599, b.

*Myagrum, 651, b,

•Myax,65l,b.
•Myliffi, 651, b
Myops, 651, b.

*Myosotis, 651, b.

*Myrica, 651, b.

Myrmex. 651, b
*Myru8, 651, b.

Mvsteria, 652, a.

*Mysticetus, 653, b
Mystrum, 652, b.

Myxon, 653, a.

Myzon, 653 a.

N.

Nienia, 459, b.

Nailtov, 45?, b.

Nail, 263, a.

Names (Greek), 659, a.

Names (Roman), 659, b
Nads, 958, b.

*Napy, 653, a.

*Narcissus, 653, a.

Nardus, 653, a.

*Narce, 653, a.

Narthex, 653, a.

Narthecia, 1062, b.

Natalitii Ludi, 601, b.

Natalibus Restitutio, 938, b
Natatio, 148, a.

Natatorium, 148, a
Naturales, 774, a.

Navalia, 653, a.

Navalis Coioua, 310, b.

Navalis Scriba, 859, a.

Nauapx^a, 653, a.

Nauupvoj, 653, a.

Navarchus, 653, a.

Nat(cX;7poi,938, a.

Natficpapia, 653, b.

NauKpapoi, 653, b.

Navigium, 889, b.

Navis, 889, b.

Naumachia, 654, a.

Naumachiarii, 654, a
Navi, 8e0, 1>.

Nauta, 425, a.

'NavTiKal <wYYpa<Pai, MS, b
N'liTiKdv, 545, b.

Nautilus, 654, b.

NavToiixat, (554, b.

Nebris, 655, a.

*Nelirites, 655, a.

Nccessarii lleraJes, 4V7, b
Necklaces, 641, b.

NtKpiictTvuv, 458, a.

NeKpoOdTrriii, 459, a.

ticKvaia, 458, b.

Nefasti Uies, 363, b.
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Nf fLtiva Actio, 3J2, b.

Negaturia Actio, 302, b.

Nogligeiitia, 326, b.

Negotiuruin Gestorum Actio,

6&5, a.

Ntliaio, fi55, b.

Sf^ca, 655, b.

Neniean Games, 655, b.

tituela, 655, b.

Neiiia, 459, b.

liMKdpoi, 26, a ; 1072, h. .

titoiauiiScK, 260, a ; 492, k
NcofvXaKCi, 959, a.

tietipia, 653, a.

tiedaotKot, 653, a.

ticds, 958, a.

'Nepenthes, 656, a.

Nepos, 277, b.

Neptis, 277, b.

Neptunalia, 656, a.

•Nerion, 656, a.

Heroniana, 830, b.

"Nerites, 656, a.

HfloTela, 976, a.

Nets, 836, a.

Nexi, 656, b.

Nezum, 656, b.

Nimbus Vitreus, 658, b.

•Nitrum, 658, b.

Nix, 658, b.

Nobiles, 666, b ; 744, a.

Nodus, 659, H.

Nomen, 547, a.

Nomcn i.atinum, 903, a.

Nomen (Greek), 6f9, v
Nomen (Romon), 6d9, b.

Nonienclator, 46, a.

N(i/ii(7/j«, 641, b.

fioniajiaTOi AiaiOopai /.'<^i,
662, a.

No/ioibvXaKCi, 662, a.

Ndfios, 662, a.

Jioitodirrii, 663, b.

Nona!, 195 ; 196, a.

Norma, 664, a.

Nota Censoria. 664. s.

Notarii, 591, a.

Notatio Censoria, 664 V-

Notitia Dignitatum, 666, •

N(i>ro0<!pQ;, 378, a.

Novacula, 139, a.

Novate, 80, b.

Novatio, 674, a.

Novellie, 666, a.

NovellaB Constitutiones, 6W,
November, 191, a.

Novendiale, 462, a ; 666, a.

Noverca, 31, a.

Novi Homines, 666, a, b.

Novi Operis Nuntiatio, 686, »

yov/jLtivia, 190, a.

*Noumenius, 666, b.

Noxa, 666, b.

Noxalis Actio, 666, b
Noxia, 606, b.

Nucleus, 1042, b.

Nudipedalia, 189, a.

Nudus, 667, a.

Numeratio, 868, a.

Nummularii, 634, a.

Numularii, 934, a.

Nnmmus or Numus, 888, b.

Nu;(0«yu)yiii-, 620, a.

'SvnipivTi'ii, 620, a.

Nuncu patio, 963, b.

Nundinu:, 667, a.

Nutidinum, 666, a.

N'lntiatio, 126, b ; 686 a.

Nuptia;, 622, a.

Nutus, 30, b.

Jiioaa 909, b.

Nycterjs, 668, a,

Nycticorax, 668, a.

'Nymphiea, 668, a.

O.

Oars, 693, a.

Oath (Greek), 668, b.

Oath (Roman), 670, a.

'afiai, 47S, I. ; 1003, a.

ObeliscuR, 672, a.

Obelisks, 672, a.

'O^eUi, 672, a.

Obligatio, 674, b.

Obligaliones, 672, b.

Olwlus, 380, b.

Obrogare Legem, 580, a.

Obsidionalis Corona, 309, b
Obsouium, 686, b.

Occalio, 832, a.
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Occupatio, 670, b

"Ox"'"?. 268, b.

'Oxavov, 268, b.

"OxW) 1036, a.

*t)chne, 676, b.

Ochra, 676, b.

*Ochrus, 676, b.

'Ocimoeides, 676, b.

*Ocijnum, 676, b.

Ocrea, 676, b
'OKpiOavTCi, 968, b.

'0)cpi5'aj, 702, b ; 968, b.

'O/crdoTuXof, 290, a.

OctaviB, 1036, a.

Octavia Lex, 584, a.

Octol)er, 191, a.

October Equus, 717, b.

October-horse, 717, b.

Octophoron, 571, a.

'OSovrdypa, 449, a.

'OSdvTiTptfiiia, 349, b
*oe, 677, a.

(Ecus, 517, b.

*(Enanthe, 677, a.

*CEnas, 677, a.

CEnomelum, 1054, b.

ffinophorum, 677, a.

(Enophorus, 677, b.

*CEnothera. 677, b
CEsipum, 1063, a
*(Estrus, 677, b.

Offendiculum, 67, b.

Offendix, 67, b.

OfHcium Admissionis, 22, 8.

'OySoSiov, 975, b.

Ogulnia Lex, 584, a.

OiaKovdiios, 480, b.

OtaKoaTp6<^oi, 481, b.

OiKfifiara, 514, b.

0/V£V»7s, 881,a.
OiKia, 937, b.

OiKtas dUtj, 677, b.

OtKiiTni, 284, b
0?/coi, 514, b.

Oiicof, 513, b.

OhoTpiSaios, 881, a.

0(V(irpi^, 881,a.
OiKdoiTOi, 385, a.

Oho/ieh. 1054, b.

Olvos, 1050, b.

Oivoxddi, 939, a.

Ohoxdot, 939, b.

Oivn(popov, 677, a.

OtiavwTiKri, 369, b.

'Olffro'j, 847, a.

Oleagina Corona, 312, ^
*01iva. 677, b.

01!a, 677, b.

'OXpios, 642, b.

'Ololygon, 678, b.

*01ostion, 678, b.

'OAufcTTia, 680, a.

^OXvixmdi, 678, b.

Olympiad, 678, b.

Olympic Games, 680, a.

*01yra, 899. a.

'il/io^iyt'o, 365, b.

"Oft^idXoi, 268, b.

*Omphax, 899, a.

Onager, 989, a.

'OvEiporroAi'a, 370, a.

Onerariie Naves, 891, a.

Oneris Ferendi Servitus,878,b.
*Onitis, 899, a.

'Oiiolirychis, 899, a.

"Ovo/m, 659, a.

"Oi/oj, 639, b.

*Onos, 899, a.

Onosma, 899, h
*Onyx, 899, b.

Onyx, 41, b.

Opalia, 685, b.

*Opalus, 686, a.

Operie, 745, b.

Operae ServorumetAnimalium,
878, a.

Opens Novi Nuntiatio, 686, a.

'OfOaXuds 0d(TKavoi, 431, b.

*"O0(j SaXoTTtOi, 686, b.

'Ophites. 686, b.
Opifera, 894, a.

Ooima Spolia, 907, a. b.

Cpimianum Vinum, 1055, a.

Opinatores, 686. b.

'OTTiaOdSofiOi, 958, b.

Opistofi^raphi, 588, a.

*Opobalsamum, 686, b.

'Ottos U/j6ikos, 686, b.

Oppia Lex, 934, a.

Opjiidum, 254, a.

'Ofpfi/ta, 686, b.

*Opsianos. 686, b.

'Otf^ov, 686, b.

Opsonator, 687, a.

^Ot^iovrii, 687, a.

'Ott'owVoi, 687, a.

'Od-o^uy/a, 686, b.

'Oxf,a<t)dYog, 686, b.

Opsunium, 686. b.

'Otf/orruXris, 607, a.

'Oif/on(oXdov, 607, a.

'OiJ/ojTwXia, 607. a.

Optio, 104, a; 232, a.

Optimatks. 687, a.

Optimi. 687, a.

Opus Novum, 686, a
Oracles, 687. b.

Oraculuni. 687, b.

Orcrium, 693, b.

Orationes Principum, 693, b.

Orator, 694, a.

Orbus, .'557, a.

Orca, 901, a.

'Opxv<^tSi 850, b.

Orchestra, 968, a.

'Opxri<TTVi, 850, b.

Orchia Lex, 934, a.

*Orchilus, 695, a.

Orchis. 695, a.

Orcinus Libertus, 616, a.

OrcinusSenator,616,a; 865, b.

Ordinarii Gladiatores, 476, b.

Ordinarii Servi,884, a; 887, a.

Ordinarius Judex, 554, a.

Ordo, 695, b.

Ordo Decurionum, 282, b

;

695. b.

Ordo Equestris, 417, a ; 695, b

;

687, b.

Ordo Senatorius, 687, b ; 695,
b ; 866. b.

Oreffi, 452, b.

Oreichalcum, 695, b.

Oreoselinura, 695, b.

Organ, 522, b.

Organist, 522. b.

Organuin. 522, b.

'Opyia, 652. a.

'Opymn, 763, b.

Orichalcum, 177, a.

Origanus, 695, b.

Originarii, 801, a.

Omamenta Triumphalia, 1019,
a.

Omatrix, 695, b.

'OpedSwpov, 763, b.

Orobanche, 696, a.

•Orobos, 696. a.

Orospizos, 696, a.

*Ortygometra, 696, a.

*Ortyx, 696, a.

Oryx, 696, a.

Oryza, 696. a.

"as, 439, b.

'iltrxo'Pdpia or 'Offxo^Jpia, 696,
a.

'Oaxo66poi, 696, a.

Oscines, 130, b.

Oscillum, 696, b.

Ostentum, 810, b.

Ostiarium, 696, b.

Ostiarius, 516, b.

Ostium, 516. b; 524, b.

Ostracism, 135. a.

'OarpaKiOv, 439, a.

'OcTpaKov, 135, b; 439, a.

*Ostraco<lerma, 696, b.

Ostreum, 696, b.

Ostrites, 697, a.

Ostrya, 697, a.

'O0d.'»?, 718, b.

'OOdvwv. 718, b.

Otis, 697, a.

Ova, 253, b.

Oralis Corona, 31], b.

OJof, 439. b.

Ovatio, 697, a.

OZSas, 524, b.

Oven, 450. a.

Ovile. 297, a.

Ovinia I^ex, 584, a.

Ovis, 697. b.

OiAofioi', 98, b.

OlUxvTa, 846, a.

OirXoxuT-ai. 846, a.

Ounre, 1062. a.

Oiiy«:/a, 1062, a.

Oiyym, 1062, a.

Ohpaviit, 770, a.

OipiaxaSt 488, b.

Oi(r/.s5i'/o7, 427, a
'Olii, 13, b.

'Oloi, 1053, b.

^OlvSdAiov, 13, b.

'Omafov, 13, b.

'OlviieXt, 1054, b.

P. n. . «
Pactio, 675, a, b.

Pactum, 675, a, b.

Padus, 697, b.

PiEan, 697, b.

Paedagogia, 698, b.

Piedagogium, 698, b
Ptedagogus, 698, a.

Paederos, 698, b.

PiEHula, 698, b.

PiEonia. 69'j, a.

Paganalia, 699, a.

Pagani, 699, a.

Paganica, 777, b
Pagi, 699. a.

naia'i', 697, b.

ITai^ayuydf, 698, a.

UaiSavdftog, 698, a.

HatSoTpiBal, 483, b
IIat6oTpoAia. 621, a
llaitj(i)v, 697, b.

Painting. 699, b.

natwv, 697, b.

Pala, 715, b.

PaliEstra, 716, a.

TldXaiaiia, 716, b.

HaXaiai/oavv}], 716, b.

rLaXaiaTij, 763, b.

riaXaiarpa, 716, a.

TlaXaiarpoiivXaKes, 484, •
Palana, 721, b.

Palatini Ludi, 601, b.

Pale, 716, b.

UdXv, 716, b.

HaXtYK/iTrTiXoi, 226, a.

Palilia, 717, a.

Palimpsest us, 588, b.

Palla, 717, b.

naXXoK*;, 301,b.
naXXa/ci'y, 301, b.

Palliata Fabula, 300, b.

Palliatus, 720, b.

Pallidum, 717, b.

Pallium, 717, b.

Palmipes, 763, a
Palmus, 763, a.

Paludamentum, 720, b.

Paludatus, 721, a'.

Palus, 721, b.

HaixBotdTta, 721, b.

Iln/i/iavoi, 724, a.

ndn0vXot, 1002, b.

Panathenasa, 722, a.

Pancratiastae, 724, a.

Pancratium. 724, a.

Pandectae, 725, a.

IldvSta, 727, b.

TlavSoKclov, 226, a
Tlavtiyvpti, 727, b
Panegyris, 727, b.

TlaveXX/ivia, 728, a
Panicum, 728, a.

IIav4(ivia, 728, a,

JJavoTrXta, 728, a.

TIovovXkos, 954, b
Panthera, 728, b.

Pantoniimus. 728, b
Papaver. 729, b.

Paper. 587, b ; 588, a.

PapiaLexde Percgrinis,5M, I

Papia PoppiEa Lex, 556, a.

Papilio. 729, b.

Papiria Lex, 584, a
Papiria Plautia Lex, 584, b.

Papiria Poetelia Lex, 584, b.

Papiria Tabellaria Lex, 941, k
Papyrus, 587, b.

Papyrus. 11., 729, b.

Par Impar Ludero, 729, 1

.

Parabasis. 300. a.

TlapaSdXiov, 729, b
napdSoXov, 729, b.

TlapaKaTuBifXXctv, 495, b.

TlapaKaTaSoXrj, 731, a.

IlapaKaTddiiKTi, 731, a.

TlapaKaTad/jKtis 6iKt], 731, a.

TlapaxopriyTHia, 505, b ; 995, 1

napax'^p'5^<"'''> 996, a.

Tlapaxirrii, 599, a.

Parddisus. 729, b.

Paragauda. 730, a.

HapayvaOifts, 466, b.

napayvaOiiiov, 452, h
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na.Mtyoatti^, 730, i.

riafiaiodTTii, 333, a.

napaiSduf, 333, a.

llapaXiTat, S49, b.

n^iaXot, 848, b-

ndpaXof, 848, b.

tlapavoiai }'Pu^'/< "^'i "•

napavd/iu)y yptiAf), 731, b.

riapdvvu^os. 620, a.

llapaircraiT/iu, 1036, a.

PAraplierna, 379, b.

ilapaitpta6tU\, 732, a.

Ilapairptatii'ia; ypaifii^, 7S3, b.

napa!r;A<'t, 7«3, b.

llapafi^i'liaTa, 894. a-

I'arasaiig, 732. b
l!ap<i<7<i)) i/f, 733, b.

llapaaKriviov, 968, b ; 006, a.

ilapdarj/Aov, 630, t>

Pardsiti, 732, b
Canuol, 1061, b.

llapuaru^c;. 60, b.

Uapaardi, 515, a

lloptforaai;, 353, a , 733, b.

llopaoTdrai, 394, b , ^93, b.

Parastatira, 61, a

llapaOvpa, 524, b
Parchnieut, 588, t-.

•Pardulis, 733, b.

'Paidalis, II., 734, a
*Partlalos, 734, a
*Pardion, 734, a.

ttapcSpl'i, 734, b.

Vidpeipot. 734, a.

llapriyopiiitaTa, 096, a
*Pttreiai, 734, b.

Ilapiji'ov, 452, b.

ilapnaypa(Pri, 734, b
Mapciaypaipiii ypa^, 734, b.

Purentalia, 462, b
ilap^opof, 332, a
Paries, 734, b.

Parilia, 717, a.

*Pariuin Marnior, 736, b.

Parma, 736, b.

Parmula, 736, b,

*Parnops, 737, a
riifpoYo;, 620, a
lldpoioi, 968, b.

UdpoSos, 90S, a.

•Paronychia, 737, a.

Paropsis, 737, a.

•Parra, 737, a.

Parricida, 308, b
Parricidium, 308, h,

HapOeviat, 737,a.
•Parlhenion, 737, b.

napeivot, 737,_».

napOcvdai, 737, a.

Partncrsliip, 902, a.

Partus Abactio, 47, a.

napvfn, 592, b.

Pascendi Serviviu, 879, a.

Pascua, 1035, a.

Pascua Pubhca, 859, b.

•Passer, 737, b,

Passutn, 1052, b.

Passus, 737, b.

Pastophoros, 737, b.

Ilaarii, 738, a.

ndraiKoi, 540, a.

Patella, 738, a.

Pater, 277, b.

Patrimus, 745, a.

Pater Familias, 430, a ; 741, a

;

742, a.

Pater Patratus, 437, a.

Patera, 738, a.

Palhcilogia, 739, a.

Patibulum, 4C3, a.

Patina, 740, b.

Palres, 742, b ; 664, b.

Patria Potestas, 741, a.

Patricii, 742, b. .

Patrinii et Matrimi, 745, a.

Patmna, 745, a.

Patrouomi, 745, a.

Patronus. 745, a.
'

Patruus, 2."7, b.

Pavimentum, 519, b ; 1049, b.

»Pavo, 747, b.

Pavunaceum, 953, a.

Pauperie, Actio de, 748, a.

Paupcries, 747, b.

Pausarii, 748, a.

•Puusia, 748, a.

Pay of Soldiers, 935, a.

ll'>iX«i< ^^> ' '
~^3, b.

I'e( ten, 748, a ; 955, a.

Pecuarii. 748. a.

Peculator, 748, b
Peculatus, 748, b.

Peculio, Actio de, S84, a.

Peculmm, 888, b ; 684, a.

Peculium CastreniP, 743, a
Pecunia, 39, b ; 4J7, a.

Pecunia Certa, 673, a.

Pecuniie Repetuudie, 833, bi

Pecus, 748. b.

XlvSdXtov. 480, b.

Pedaneus Judex, 554, a.

Pedarii, 866, b ; 869, a.

Pedica, 748. b.

mltXov, 188, b.

Pedisequi, 748, b.

Peducsa Lex, 584, b.

Pedum, 748, b.

*Peganon, 749, a.

Pegma, 749, a.

*Pelamyi, 749, b.

•Pelargus, 749, b.

niXdrai, 749, b.

UtXanis, 267, a.

*Pelecan, 749, b.

*Pelecinu8, 749, b.

mXcKVi, 861, a.

*Peleias, 749, b.

llriXril, 466, a.

Fellex, 302, a.

Pellis, 749, b.

IlijXoirdnf. 758, a.

*Pelorias, 750, b.

Pelta, 750, b.

ncXTacTal, 94, b ; 99, b ; 760, b
Pen, 187, a.

Urivri, 954, b.

*Penelnps, /51, a.

VlcveaTut, 751, a.

•Penia, 751, a.

TlrivUn, 293, a.

n^ivtov, 954, b.

Peuicillus, 702, b.

Pentacosiomedimni 229, b

;

976, b.

XltvTaerriptSt 681, b.

nevTaXtO{(,eiv, 949, b
IlcvTaXtOos, 483, b.

*Pentaphyllon, 751, a.

Iltvriiirrvva, 944, a
Pentalhli, 751, b.

Pentathlon, 751, a.

UtvTTiKdvTopoi, 890, b.

lleimiicoaT/i, 752, a.

ntynjKooToX&yoi, 752, a.

HcvTtjKoaTUi, 9P, a.

•Pentelicum Marmor, 752, b.

HevT^pcts, 691, b.

*Peperi, 752, b.

*Peplis, 752, b.

IlfirXoy, 753, b.

Peplum, 753, b.

Per Condictionem, 753, b.

Per Judicis Postulationem, 753,
b.

Per Manns Injectionem, 617, a.

Per Pignoris Capiunem or Cap-
tionem, 753, b.

Pera, 754, a.

*Perca, 754, b.

•Percnopterus, 754, b.

Percnus, 754, b.

Perdicion, 754, b.

•Perdix. 754. b.

Perduellio, 609, a.

Ferdnellionis Duumrin, 754, h
Peregrinus, 755, a.

Peremptoria Exceptio, 10, a.

Perfumes, 1062, a.

Pergula, 755, b.

XlepiuKTot, 969, a.

TlcpiSoXoi, 958, a.

llcpiBpaxtovtov, 96. a.

*Periclymenon, 755, U
IlepideiKvov, 458, a.

Tltpiiifipia, 435, a.

ricpivcif), 893. a.

llcpwiKoi, 755, b.

TltpnTtTeta, 995, a.

nipnt6iiov, 540, a.

ritp'VoXoi, 406, b.

IlcpfVrcpo;, 290, a.

ncpififiavr/jpia, 056, a.

Penscclii, 757, b.

•Peristera, 767. b.

Peristercon, 757, b.

HcpioTta, 385, b.

Peristiarch, 385, b.

Peristroma, 951, b.

ricpicTvXtot/, 514, b
Ferwlvbum. 517. b

TltptTuxti'i'ii, 1034, b.

Peritiores, 558, a.

Pcrjuriura. 671, b.

Perjury, 668. a ; 671 »

Ucpt^iaita, 029, U
Pero, 758, a.

llcpdvn, 438. b.

Ucpo'iriiia, 438, b.

nepovli. 438, b.

Perpendiculum, 758, a.

Perpelua Actio, 16, a.

Perula, 754, a.

Prosecutoria Actio, 17, Ix

nepiSoXoi, 843, a.

•Perstea, 757, a.

*Persica Mala, 756, a.

Persona, 758, a.

Pertica, 761, b.

Pes, 761, b.

Utaooi, 569, b.

Pessulus, 526, a.

Pesulania Lex. 564, b.

litTaXtaiJidi, 135, b.

UtTaatov, 776, b.

Hiraaoi, 778, b.

Petasus, 778, b.

Petaurists, 764, a.

Petaurum, 764, a.

Petitor, 20, a ; 46, a.

Petorritum, 764, a.

Petreia Lex, 584, b.

ITcrpoSo'Aot, 455. a.

Petronia Lex, 584, b.

Phagrus, 764, a.

*Phaco8, 764, a.

<t>atviVda, 777, a.

Phalse, 254, a.

*PhaliEna, 764, a.

*Phalangion, 764, b.

Phalanga, 764, a.

Phalanx, 101. b; 764, b.

Phalarica, 489, b.

^dXapov, 764, b.

Phalera, 764, b.

Phallus, 363, b; 433, a.

i>(iXos, 466, a.

Pharetra, 765, a.

Pharmaceutica, 765, b.

^apitaKcvTpiat, 767, a.

^apfiaKl&Ci. 767, a.

•PapnaKwv ypiK^i), 766, b.

^apuuKol, 967, a.

*av(5f , 434, a ; 568, a.

Pharos or Pharus, 787, lb

<t>apo{, 717. b.

Phaselus, 767, a.

•Phaselus, 767, b.

Phasganon, 767, b.

•^dayavov, 478, a.

*Phasianu8, 767, b.

*Phasiolus, 767, b.

<Paff(j, 767, b.

Phassa, 768, a.

iUiSlua, 942, a.

Phellus, 768, a.

^cvdKtj, 293, a.

Phengites, 905, b.

•Pcpvi), 378, b ; 379, a
^idXri, 738, a.

•Phillyrea, 768, a
'Philyra, 768, a.

Philyra, 588, a.

<J>i//(5j, 452, b.

*Phleo8, 768, a.

Phlomos. 768, a.

Phlox, 768, b.

Phoca, 768. b.

*Phoc«ena, 768, b.

*Ph(Enicoptern8, 768, b.

*Ph(Enicuru8, 768, b.

PhcBiiix. 768, b.

i>Svo{, 768, b.

•tdvov Hkti, 769,

i'opai d^avovs, iteOriiiSptvtjS it-

Krj, 771, a.

<!>({£», 291, a.

opCfio, 209,b; 771, a.

4>opca^'poi, 570, b.

4>op£iov. 570, a.

't'dptityl, 605, b.

i>opnOi, 900, a.

4>o'po(, 956. b ; 1035, a.

4>opr>;yo/, 691, a.

iopriKd, 691, a.

4>fa)o(dv, 718, h.

^uiTaywyla, 396, a.

•Phou, 771,3.
•Phoxin'is, 771, a.

^parptKbv ypafiftareiov, 22, b.

«parpia, ^.^^, a, b ; 1003 b.

riirygio, 718, a.

'Phrygias Lai>is, 771, «b

*Phryno8, 771, a.
.

•Phtheir, 771, a.

*Oopa'. 23, b; 771, b.

t>Oopu tCiv 'l:Xiv0/pmv,'ITt b
uyij, 134, 1).

*Phyci8, 771. b.

•Phycus, 771, b.

^vXaKT/)piov, 55. a.

<l>vAapxoi, 771, b.

4>vXi7, 1001. b.

•Phyllitis, 77l,b.

uXofiuoiXtif, 422, • 771- b
«t)Xov, 1001, b.

'tvaat, 449, a

•Physalus, 772, a.

<HoKTi, 167, b.

Physiologia, 772, a
Physicians. 630, a.

Picatio, 1051, b.

Pir.tura, 699, b.

•Picas, 774, b.

Pignoraticia Actio, 776, b
Pignons Capio, 753, b
Pignus, 775, a.

Piia, 642, b ; 777, a.

Pilani, 103. b.

Pilontum, 777, b.

Pileolum, 778, a.

Pileolns, 778, a
Pileum, 777, b.

Pileus, 777, b.

Pilicrepus, 777, a.

n/Xwa, 778, a.

IIiXiov, 778, a.

riiXos, 778, a.

Pilum, 489, a; 642, o
Pilos, 779, b.

Pinacotheca, 779, b.

Pinaria Lex, 584, b.

IliVa?, 944. a.

nivu\ iKKXtiataoTtKis, UK, ^
•Pinna, 779, b.

•Pinnophylax, 779, b,

*PinuB, 779, b.

•Piper, 780, a.

Piscdtorii Ludi, 601, b
Piscina, 75, b ; 148, a . 14*^ •
•Pissasphaltos, 780, a.

niaauiaii, 1051, b.

•Pistacia, 780, a.

Pistillum. 642, b.

Pislor, 780, a.

Fistrinum, 640, a ; 6tt b
•Pithecus, 780, u.

nidoi, 1051, b.

niOotyia, 364, b.

Pittacium. 54, a ; 440, a
*Pityocam|)e, 780, b.

•Pitys, 760, b.

Pltetona Lex, 328, a.

Plaga, 636, b.

Plagiarius. 781, a.

Plagium, 780, b.

Planipes, 301, a.

TlXaoTticfi, 913, a.

UXarayn, 335, b.

HXaraydvtov, 335, b.

Platanus, 781, a.

PHustrura or Plostrnm, 781,

Plautia or Plotia Lex d« V|
1058, a.

" Judiciaria,584,b
Plebeii, 78I,b.
Plebeii Ludi. 601, b.

Plebes, 785, b.

Plebiscitum, 785, b; 1005, »

Plebs -81, b.

nXr)«rTn V, 606, b.

Plectrum. 606, b.

Pledges, 775.

nXtiOToSoXivSa, 95U a

nX*i;/vi7, 33l.b.

nXriitoxiidt 396, a.

WXtiitox^ISi 396, a.

Pleni Menses, 191, a; M, a
nXiOoov, 763, b.

nXn>'Oiov, 567, b.

nXivWf, 567, b.

nXivOos, 567, b ; 00« I

nXdicfl/iof. 291. b.

•Plocimos. 786, a.

nXoioK, 889, b.

Plough, 79, a.

TlXovitapidi, 718, a.

Pluraaiii, 786. a.

nXvvT^pta, 786, l>.

Plumbago, 786. a.

•Plumbum, 786. a.
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nateui, d73, a ; 786, b.

Paeanistici, 780, b.

•Pnig ti», "87, b.

Uvvi 3H4, a.

Pnyx, 384, a.

noKos, 2iH_, a.

Pf^Tilum, 787, b.

tW.?f5, 890, a ; 894, a
PoJiuin, 53, a.

I foioKtiKicrj, 2 1 3, a.

'Po«, 787, b.

•Poccilis, 787, b.

•PcBcilus, 787, b.

Pojira, 787, b.

Poetelia Papiria Lex, 584, b
;

357, b.

ndyoii, 138, a.

nojKiXT(7f, 718, a.

iIo(t(>', 22, a.

Uoutaeut, 22, a,

Uoitiois, 22, a.

UotriTds, 22, a.

Poisoning, 76fi, b ; 1038, b
IloXt^upXOf, 788, a.

*Polernonium, 788, ».

riuXijrat, 788, a.

lldiXriT/jptov, 788, a
*Polion, 788, b.

noXiTtia, 258, b.

IIr>A(r;7S, 258, b.

lIoAiroi^iIX«(c£j, 946, a.

I'oUicaris, 762, b.

Pollicitatio, 676, a.

PoUmctDres, 459, a.

IldAoj, 508, b.

IToXtlTrrux") 9^4, a.

*Polyoarpuin, 788, b.

Polychromy, 705, a.

Polygalon, 788, b.

*l'olygonaton, 788, b.

*Polyg<inum, 788, b.

•Polypus, 788, b.

Polymita, 956, a.

*Poniatias, 789, b.

Pomcerium, 789, b.

Pompa, 790, a.

Pompa Circensis, 255, b.

J'ompeiie Leges, 584, b.

'Pompholyx, 790, a.

*Pompilu8, 790, a.

Pondo, 59I,a.
Pons, 173, a.

" ^lius, 174, b.

" ^milius, 174, a.

" Ostius, 174, b.
" Fabricius, 174, b
" Janiculensis, 174, a.

" Milvius, 175, b.

" Palatmus, 174, b.

" Sublicius, 174, a.

" Vaticanus, 174, a.

Pontifex, 790, a.

Pontiflces Minores, 792, b.

Pontificales Libri, 791, a.

Pontifloales Lu<ii,601, b.

Pontificium Jag, 560, a ; 791,
a ; 792, a.

Ponto, 792, a.

Popa, 226, b ; 3 >7, a ; 846, a.

Popilia l,ex, 584, a.

Popina, 226, b
Poplifugia, 792, b.

Popu lares, 687, b.

Populares Aftiones, 1050, a.

Popiilaria, 53, a.

Piipulus, 742, b.

Populifugia or Poplifugia, 792
b.

Por, 885, b.

PorciiB Leges, 585, a.

rUpvn, 502, a.

IIopvEiov, 502, b.

TlopvtKdv TeUg, 502, b ; 503, a.

Mopvo6oaKoi, 502, b.

ILipvortAuivai, 502, b.

II ipiarai, 793, a.

l\opvoypa(j>la, 712, a
•Poroa, 793, a.

ridpiTiit 268, b.

nrfpjn,, 438, b.

Wopitt'iixn, 438, b.

Porta, '93, a.

Portcuilis, 224, a.

Po^-entum, 810, b.

Forticus, 794, a.

Porliscuius, 748, a ; 794, K
Portitures, 794, b ; 822, b
Poitorium, 794, b.

Portumnalia, 795, a.

Portuualia, 795, a.
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Poaca, 793, a.

lloauhiav, 190, a.

WoTti&iiviii, 795, a.

Poasessio, 795, b.

Possessio Bonorum, 165, b.

Possessio Clanclestina, 544, a.

Possessor, 795, b.

Postes, 524, b.

Posticum, 524, b
Postliminium, 799, a.

Postmeridiauum Tempus, 362,

a.

Poatulaticii, 476, b.

Postumus, 500, a.

*Potaraogeiton, 800, a.

Poterion, 800, a.

Potestas, 741, a.

Potlius, 800, a.

Pottery, 439, a.

rioEij, 761,b.
npa/croptj, 800, b.

Pnecidaneu! Feria, 437, a.

Pricinctio, 53, a ; 968, a.

Prajcinctus, 1024, b.

PriecKia, 800, b.

Praecones, 800, b.

Prseconium, 801, a.

Praeda, 799, b ; 800, a ; 906, b.

Praediator, 804, b.

Prsdiatorium Jus, 804, b.

Prsediorum Servitutes, 878, a.

Prffidiura, 801, a.

Pisfectus, j02, b.

" ^rarii, 28, b.
" Annonae, 802, a.

" Aquarum, 75, b.

" Castrorum, 802, b.

" Classis, 802, b.

" Fal)rum, 428, a.

«' JuriDicundo,282,b.
" Praetorio, 802, b.

" Vigilum, 803, a.

" Urbi, 803, a.

Prfflfecturd, 283, a, b.

PraeficiE, 459, b.

Praefumium, 151, a; 450, a.

Praejudiciam, 804, a
Prselusio, 476, a.

Praenomen, 660, b.

Praepetes, 130, a.

I'raepositus, 804, a.

Praerogativa Cenluria, 297, a;
1007, b.

Prierogativa Tribus, 1007, a, b.

Praerogativae, 1007, b.

Pras, 804, b.

Praiscriptio, 804, b.

Prieses, 815, b ; 817, a.

Praesul, 850, a.

PraRteriti Seuatores, 605, b

;

866, b.

Pratexta, 987, b.

Praetextata Fabula, 300, b.

PriEtor, 805, b.

Praetor Peregrinus, 806, a.

Praetor Urbanus, 806, b.

Prietoria Actio, 17, b.

Praetoria Cohors, 806, b.

Praetoriani, 806, b.

Prsfitorium, 807, b.

PrsBvaricator, 875, a.

Pragmatici, 674, b.

Prandium, 274, b.

*Prasites Lapis, 807, b.

*Prasium, 807, b.

*Prasocuris, 807, b.

*Prason,^07, b.

Hpariip Xi6or, 881, a.

Upa\upyl5ai, 786, b.

Precarium, 544, a.

Prehensio, 1000, b; 1001, h.

Prelum or Praelum, 807, b.

Prensatio, 46, a.

Prester, 807, b.

TlpriOTripti, 449, a.

Priests, 843, a.

Primicerius, 807, b.

Primipilaris, 232, a.

Primipilua, 232, a.

Princep3 Juventutis, 418, b.

Princepa Senatus, 866, a ; 867,
a.

Principalcs Constitutiones,304,
b.

Principes, 103, b ; 613, b.

Principia Principalis Via, 220,
b ; 221, a.

*Prinos, 808, a.

ripta)!/, 876, b.

Prison, 213, a

Pristis, 808, a.

Privntae Feria, 435, a.

Privatum Jus, 261, a; 561 a.

Privilegium, 581, a.

Privigiia, 31, a.

Privignus, 31, a.

npoayvt«(7<j, 395, b.

IIooayaiyEi'rty ypa^ij, 808. s.

Pruavia, 277, b.

Proavunculus, 377, h
Proavns, 277, b.

UpoSoXfi, 808, a.

Tlpo6oiXeviia, lCi8, b ; 169, a
;

664, a.

np68ou\oi, 809, a.

npoKdOapais, 395, b.

np6icX7]ati, 353, b ; 354, a.

npoxEipTov/a, 169, a.

Proconsul, 809, h ; 815, b.

Procuratio Prodigiorum, 810, b.

Procurator, 19, b; 190, a; 444,
b ; 810, a ; 816, a.

Prodigies, 810, a.

Prodigium, 810, a.

Prodigus, 328, b ; 329, a ; 960, b.

ripdSonoi, 958, b.

npoSoata, 810, b.

Tlpoioaias Ypc^i'iy 811, a.

Ilpddoo/io;, 515, a.

IlpotSpevovaa ^uX)?, 170, b.

ripocdpia, 259, a.

UpocSpoi, 168, b ; 170, a.

Tlporiopoata, 811, b.

Upoctc^pd, 392, b.

Tlpoctaipopiii SiKTi, 811, b.

Pneliales Dies, 362, b.

.

ripocjiSoXii, 892, a.

Profesti Dies, 362, b.

tlpoydiicta, 619, b.

Progener, 31, a.

npiDt, 361, b.

Projiciendi Servitus, 878, b.

npoil, 379, a.

Proleturii, 212, a ; 296, a.

npdXoyoj, 995, a.

IlpoiiavTiia, 688, a.

npdfiavTts, 689, b.

Promatertera, 277, b.

nf^HflOua, 812, a.

Promissa, 623, b.

Promissor, 673, a.

Uponvt/aTptai, 619, a.

ripoixvtiaTpiScs, 6l9, a.

Promulsis, 275, a ; 1054, b.

Promus, 228, b.

Proinuscondus, 228, b.

npdvaos, 958, b.

Pronepos, 277, b.

Proneptis, 277, b.

Pronubae, 625, b.

Pronubi, 625, a.

Pronnrus, 31, a.

Tlpou>iio<Tla, 359, a.

Property-tax (Greek), 392, a.

Property-tax (Roman), 1008, b.

Propnigeum, 151, a.

npo<l>riTt]S, 395, b ; 688, a.

ripo^^nj, 088, a.

Propraetor, 815, b.

UpdiTovs, 894, a.

Proprietas, 374, b ; 795, b.

Prora, 892, a.

Hpuptiij, 892, a.

npoaKC^dXeiov, 572, a.

Proscenium, 968, b.

npo(r*:X77(Tif, 358, a ; 626, b.

Proscribere, 812, a.

Proscripti, 812, a.

Proscriptio, 812, a.

TlpoaKVVtiati, 23, a.

Prosecta, 846, a.

ProsiciaB, 846,^.
ripoawTreiov, 758, a.

TlpdataKov. 758, a.

Upoardi, 515, a.

npoardrijj, 589, b ; 636, b.

rtpoirrarj/f tov S^iiov, 812, b.

Ilpoan/iav, 32, b.

npooTifiaffSai, 32, b.

UpoaTi/jiriiia, 983, b.

Prostitutes, 502, a.

npoardov, 514, b.

npdaTvXoi, 290, a.

Bpdarvna, 399, b.

TlfKi)Tayij>vi<TTrii, 505, b.

npoTfXtia yn/uov, 619, b.

T]pdde(Jts, 456, a.

l^podca/tia, 812, b.

IlpoOtff/iiijj vo'^os, 812, b.

UpoOvpa, 514, a ; 527, a.

rrpwrdXtiov, 376, to.

npoTovoi, 889, b : 894, a
Tlporpvyia, 812, r

Provincia, 8!S. h.

*Proumnos, 8l8, t

Provocatio, 73, '>.

Provocatores, 476, b.

Hfyoltviii, 511, b.

llpdlevoi, 51 2, b.

Proxinius Admissiimum, 2S, «
Proximus Infantiic, 538. f.

Proximus Pubertati, 539, a.

Prudentiores, 558. a.

npvXici, 247, a; 851, a
ripuXis, 851, a.

Upvfivrjt 892, a.

*Prunum, 818, a.

*Prunus, 818, a.

TlpvTaveia, 168, b.

npvTavtiuv, 818, a.

Uovravt'ii, 168, b ; 170, 918, «
fuXioi', 95, b.

faXis, 449, a.

•Psar, 818, b.

*£Xiov or t/XXiov, 95, D

Psen, 818, b.

*#iff^«, 168,b;386,b;664 •
^^005, 818,b; 839, b.

*Psetta, 819. b.

tcvSeyypaibni ypa<l>^< 819, b.

*^cuifii i><Jpr/y6os, 820, a.

*Pseudobounium, 820, a.

*Pseudodiotamnum, 820, a
^evSoKXTjTciai ypn^^, 820, a.

'fevSuSiiTTcpoi, 290, a.

^tv6oixaprvpiuiv SiKr), 627, b
ftXoi, 94, a ; 99, b.

*Psimmythion, 820, b
*Psittacus, 820, b
tvKTi'ip, 820, b.

*Psylla,821,a.
*Psyllion, 821, a
*Psylon, 821, a.

*Ptarmice, 821, a

*Ptelea, 821, a.

*Pteris, 821.a.
*Pternix, 821,a.
lirvKTiov, 944, a.

IlTiiov, 715, b.

Tlvave'pta, 821, a
Uvavt^/idv, 190, a.

Pubertas,328,a;532ja ^7,i»
Pubes, 532, a.

Publica; Ferise, 435, b
Publicani, 821, b.

Publici Ser\n, 885, a 86*« a.

Publicia Lex. 585, a.

Publioiana m Rem Actio,833,b
Publicum, 821, b.

Publicum Jus, 261, a ; 561, a
Publicus Ager. 34, a; 798, b
Publilia Lex, 823, a.

PublilisB Leges, 823, a
nt,(v6(!TvXos, 290, a.

IlincTai, 823, b.

ni/Xot, 456, b; 599, a
P> «r, 885, b.

Pjgilatus, 823, b.

Pugiles, 823, b.

PugiUares, 944, a.

Pugio, 824, a.

Tlvynaxia, 823, b.

nuy/"7, 823, li ; 763, b.

JlvyiioavvT), 823, b.

Hvyiiv, 763, b.

llvXayApni, 49, b.

niiXi7, 793, a.

nuXi'f, 793, a.

PuUarius, 131,b.

nvX&v, 514. b ; 794, a
Pulpitum, 968, b.

Pulvinar, 824, b.

Pulvinus, 824, b.

Punctam, 297, 8

Pupia Lex, 585, J.

Puplllus, 531, a : .'38 a, I0S8

b.

Pupillaris Subslitfttio, 498, Ix

Puppis, 892, a.

Jlvpdypa, 449, a.

Ilupai, 456, b.

Uiipyos, 1027, a.

nup<a, 599, a.

llupiar>5p(0i', 599, a.

Purification, 604. a.

HvpouavTci'i, 369, b
nii^/(X»;, 851,a.

Ilrp^X""""'' ^^'> **

Puises, 626, a.

Puteal, 824, b.
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r (ttot, 148, ».

nidta, 835, b.

niOwt, 825, ft.

nvOdxpncTot, 434, b.

Puticule, 401, a.

Puticuli, 461, a.

Uvi, 823, b.

IIv£i^iov, 827, b.

IJvliov, 183, a.

Hvlti, 827, b.

Ilij^ui, 183, a.

Tycnucomoii, 835, ft.

Wygnrgui, I., 11., 625, a.

M'ygniKUs, 825, a.

*Pygolampi«, 835, a.

Pyru, 400, a.

•Pyrethrum, 825, a.

*Pyrilarapi», 825, b.

'Pyromachu* Lapis, 825 '-

I'yrrhica, 851, a.

•Pyrrhulas, 825, b.

*Pyrus, I.,U.,825, b.

Pythia, 688, a.

Pythian Ganieii, 825, b.

Pytho, Co7, b.

Pyxidula, 827, b.

''vxis, 827, b.

*Pyxu«, 887, b.

(juadragesima, 827, b.

Quadrans, 110, b; 591, a.

Quadrantal, 325, a.

(Juadratarii, 715, a.

(Quadriga, 159, b; 332, b.

(juadrigatus, 159, b.

Qiiadriremes, 8'JI, b.

Quadrupes, 747, b.

Qiiadruplatores, 828, a.

Quadruplicatlo, 19, b.

Quadrussis, 111, a.

^uiesitor, 552, a.

Quieslicines, 552, a ; 800, b.

Qiiaestior.«« P«rpetus, 552, a

;

806, b.

Qusstor, 828, a.

Qiiiestores Classic!, 828, b.

Quiestorcs Parricldii, 828, a.

filestores Sacri Palatii,829, b.

Viaiestorii Ludi, 601, b.

^iiirgU>rium, 221 (plan) ; 220,
b; 223, a.

Questura Ostiensis, 829, a.

Qaales-Quales, 887, b.

Qualus, 188, b.

Ijuanti Minoris Actio, 829, b.

Quartarius, 889, b.

Quasillariie, 188, b ; 953, a.

Quasillus, 188, b.

Quatuorviri Juri Dicundo, 282,
b.

Quatuiirriri Viarum Curanda-
rum, 830, a ; 1043, b.

Querela Inofliciosi Testamenti,
964, b.

Quinariiis, 349, a.

Quinctilis, 191, a.

Quincunx, 110, b; 501, a.

Quindecimviri, 340, b.

Quinquagesima, 830, a.

Quinquatria, 830, a.

Quinquatrus, 830, a.

Quinquennalia, 830, b.

Quinqiiennalis, 283, a.

Quiiiqueremes, 891, b.

Q'iin((uenium, 751, a.

Qujnqueviri, 830, b.

Qujnqiievirj Mensarii, 634, a.

Quintana, 220, b; 221, b.

Quintia Lex, 585, a.

Quiutilis, 191, a.

Quirlnalia, 83], a.

Quiiinalls Flanien, 445, b.

Quiritium Jus, 201, a; 561, a.

Quiver, 765, a.

Quod Jussu, Actio, 562, b.

Quorani Bonoruni, luterdic-

tum, 831, a.

R. 'P.

Ua les, 250, a.

Radius, 331, h
Raift, 832, a.

Ramnenses, 743, a
Raiiines, 743, a.

*Rana. 832, a.

'Ranunculus, 832, a.

*Raphanus. 832, a.

Rapina or Rapta Uoiia, 164, b

;

464, d.

7f!

Rallum, 833, a
Rallus, 832, a.

Rastellus, 833, a
Raster, 633, a.

Rostrum, 832, a.

Rates, 889, b.

Rationibus Distrahendis Actio,

1030, a.

Razor, 138, a; 139, a.

Recepia ; de Recepto, Actio,

832, a.

Recinium, 839, a.

Recinus, 839, a.

Recissoria \ctio, 542, a.

Rector, 817, a.

Recuppratores, 16, b; 550, b.

Reda, 838, a.

Redemptor, 832, b.

Redhibitoria Actio, 832, b.

Rediiniculum, 833, a.

Regia Lex, 833, a.

Regifugium, 833, b.

Regina Sacrorum, 837, b.

Regula, 833, h.

Rei Residux Exceptio, 19, a.

Rei UxoriiB or Dotis Actio, 380,

b.

Relatic, 869. b.

Relegatio, 136, a.

Relegatus, 136, a.

Rcmancipatio, 371, a ; 398, b.

Remmia Lex, 203, a.

Remuria, 578, a.

Remus, 893, a.

Repagula. 526, a.

RepetundsB, 833, b.

Replicatio, 19, b.

Repositorliim, 275, b.

Ropotia, 625, b.

Repudium, 371, a.

Res, 374, a.

" Communes, 374, b.

" Corporales, 374, b.

" Divini' Juris, 374, a.

" HoreditarifB, 374, b.

" Ilumani Juris, 374, a.

" Immobiles, 374, b.

" Incorporales, 374, b.

" Mancipi, 374, b; 1066, a.

" Mobiles, 374, b.

" nee Mancipi, 374, b ; 1066,

a.

" Null! us, 374, a.

" Privatffi, 374, a.

" Publicie, 374. a.

" Religiosffi, 374, a.

" Sacrae, 374, a.

" Sancts, 374, a.

" Universitatis, 374, a.

" Uxoria, 370, b ; 371, ft.

Rescriptum, 304, b.

Responsa, 558. a.

Respublica. 1063, a.

Restitutio in Integrum, 834, b.

Restitutona Actio, 542, a.

Rete, 836, a.

Retentiu Dotis, 370, b.

Retiarii, 476, b.

Reticulum, 187, b ; 836, a.

Retinacula, 894, b.

Retis, 836, a.

Reus, 20, a ; 675, a.

Rex Sacrificulus, 837, a, b.

Rex Sacri ficus, 8.S7, a, b.

Rex Sacrorum, 837, b.

*Rha, 837, b.

'Pa6(5i'ov, 702. b.

'Pu6Sov(i)ioi. 33, a.

'Pdlifo?, 1057, b.

'Pa6iovxoi, 33, a.

•PaiffTTp, 610. a.

Rhamnus, 838, a.

•Raphanis, 838, a.

Raphanos. 838, a.

'P«*iV. 20. b.

Rbeda, 838. a.

Triyca, 572, a.

•P;7TU»p, 838, a ; 936, b.

'P»;ropi)ff> yp'1017, 838, a.

•P^Tp,i, 6f>2, b.

•Rliine, 838, b.

Rhinoceros, 838, b.

'PtvotrvXr!, 793, b.

•Puri's, 444. b.

'PurioDjp. 444, b.

'?o6dvTi, 954, a.

Rhodia Lex. 585, a.

'VoM^cXi, 1054. b.

Rhodon. 838. b.

'Rh(Ba. 838. b.

Rhombus, 838, a
T&irrpov, 526, b.

'Vvfiiia, 699, a.

'Pw^idj, 331, b.

*Puirapoypa#('a, 7IS, ft.

Rhus, 838, b.

fvata, 933, a.

•Purdv, 838, b.

Rhyta, 838, b.

Rhytros, 839, a.

Rica, 440, b.

Ricinium, 839, a.

Rings, 839, a.

Road, 1041, b.

Robigalia, 841, a.

Robur, 841, a.

Robur. 213, b.

Rogare Legem, 580, ft.

Rogatio, 580, a.

Rogationem Accipere, 580., a.

Rogationem Promulgare,580,a.
Rogationes Liciniie, 841, a.

Rogatores, 367, b.

Rogus, 460, a.

Romana, 717,- b.

Romphea, 489, b.

Rope-dancers, 454, a.

Ropes, 842, b.

Rorarii, 841, b.

Rosa, 841, b.

Roscia Theatralis Lex, 585, a.

Rosmarinus, 841, b.

Rostra, 841, b.

Rostrata Columna, 290, b.

Rostrata Corona, 310, b.

Rostrum, 892, a.

Rota, 331, b ; 439, a.

Rubeta, 842, a.

Rubrica, 842, a.

Rubria Lex. 585, a.

Rubrica, 122, a.

Rudder, 480, b.

Rudens, 842, a.

Ruderatio. 519, b.

Rudiarii, 476, a.

Rudis, 476, a.

Rudus. 1042. b.

Ruffuli, 1001, b.

Rumpia, 489, b.

Runcina. 842, b.

Rupilix Leges. 585, b ; 813, a.

Rutabulum, 843, a.

Rutellum, 842, b.

Rutiliana Actio, 842, b.

Rutrum, 842, b.

S. •£.

Sa1)anum, 719. a.

'Saccharum, 843, s.

Xa(cx«^nvrai, 187, b.

Saccus. 1052, a.

Sacellum, 843, a.

Sacena, 374,' a.

Sacerdos, 843, a.

Sacerdotium, 843, a.

Sacra, 844, a.

" Gentilitia, 469, b.

" Municipalia, 845, a.

" Privata, 844, b.

" Publica. 844, a.

Sacramento, 1048. a.

Sacramentum, 670, b; 1048, b.

Sacrarium, 845, a.

Sacratae Leges, 585, b.

Sacrifices, 845. a.

Sacrificium, 845, a.

Saorilegium. 846, b.

Sacrilegus, 846. b.

Sacrorum Alienatio, 469, b.

Sacrorum Detestatio, 469, b.

Sacrum Novemdiale, 435, b.

Saddles, 407, b.

SsECulares Ludi, 601, b.

SiECulum, 847, a.

Sagapenum, 847, a.

Xnyj/vi;, 837, a.

^fiyiov, 595. b.

Sagilta, 847. a.

Saglttarii. 848, a.

Tdyna, 378. b.

Sagmarii Equi, 376, b.

Sagmina, 848, a.

Saguluni. 848, a.

Sagum. 848, a.

Sails, 893. b
Salamandra, 848. b.

Sal Ammoniacum, 849, a.

Salaminia, 848, b.

TaXafniviot. 848, b.

Salarium. 849, a.

Salii, 649, b.

Salillum, 850, b.

Saline, 850, a ; 1UI5, k
Salinum, 850, b.

Salpe, 850, b.

Salpinx, I., II., 850, b.

X^Xiriyr, 1021, b.

Salt, 1035, b.

Salt-cellar, 850, b.

Salt-works, 850, a ; 1035,1
Saltatio, 850, b.

Saltus, 859, b.

baivianum Interdictum 54S, I

Salutatores, 852, b.

Sambuca, 852, b.

Sambucistri:e, 852, b.

Samia Terra, 853, b.

'Samius Lapis, 853, b
Saninites, 477, a.

Sampsychon, 853, b.

Sandal, 154, b; 904, a.

Sandalium, 853, b.

Sandapila, 459, b.

Sandaracha, S53, b.

Sandix, 854, a
Santalon, 854, a.

Xavli, 525, b.

Sapa, 1051, b.

Sapphirus, 854, a.

Sarcophagus, 460, ft

Sarculum, 854, a.

*Sarda, 854. a.

Sardiani, 600, b.

•Sardonyx. 854, b.

Sarissa, 489, b.

Sarracum. 854, b.

Sartago, 854, b.

Satira, 854, b.

Satisdatio, 19, b.

Satura, 854, b.

Satura Lex, 580, b ; 855,

Saturnalia, 855, b.

£<irt;pa(, 990, b.

Satyrion, I., II., 856, a.

*SatyTUS, 856, a.

Saurus, I., II., 856, a.

TavpuiTrjp, 488, b.

Saw, 876, b.

*Saxifragum, 856, b.

Scabellum, 335, b , 857, a
Scabillum, 335, b.

Seals, 856, b.

Scale Gemonite, 213, b.

Scales, 589, b.

XkoX/j, 854, a.

Scalmi, 892, b.

Scalpellum, 243, b.

Scalptura. 860, a.

Scalpturatum, 519, b.

Scammonia, 857, a.

Scamnum, 857, a.

Scandix, 857, a.

Scantinia Lex, 585, b.

XfcarrfpJa, 483, b.

Scapha, 857, a.

Scapus, 288, b.

TKd^ri, 317, b.

'^Kai^rj^ooia, 523, a.

*Scarus,857, a.

Scena, 968, b.

Scenici Ludi, 600, t ; 633, t

Scepauos, 857, a.

Scepinos, 857, b.

"^KC-rrapvov, 112, a.

^KtiiTTovxot, 857, b.

r/t^nrpov, 857, b.

Sceptrum, 857, b

Xxevri Kpeiiaard. 893, b.

" rrXtKTd, 893, a.

" IvXtva, 893, a.

TKCvd(Popv{, 523, b.

Sxt^'"'. 173, b; 869, b.

£xn//ara rerpdyui'a, 501, %
Schinos, 858, a.

Schistns Lapis, 858, a

Schoeniclus. 858, a.

Schmnus, 858, a.

Schffinus, 858, a.

Txon'ln, 894, a. b.

^xo'tvoi, 858, a.

Schola, 148, a.

XkUi. 700, a.

Xxidfctov, 1061. b.

XKiairt^opta. 523, a

"ZKiddiov, 1061. b.

XKiaypa^i'i, 700. a.

Xici.iypu^/n. 700, a
Sciana. 858. a.

TKidi, 977, b.
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Tui9n?Jt, 308, b

*8Gilla, 838, a.

XKinttovi, 572, b.

Sciothericum, 509, a.

Xicipo^opjui', 190, a.

Scipio, 857, b.

Scire, 871, a.

Scissor, 275, b.

Scitum Populi, 580, •
*Sciuras, 858, a.

'Uxo'Kdi,, 454, a.

*Scolopax, 858, b.

'Scolopendra, 858, b.

*Scolopeudrion, 658, b.

Scolopia, 858, b.

Yk6\o\I/, 324, a.

*Scolym«s, 858, b.

Scombros, 858, b,

Scops, 858, b.

*Scordium, 858, b.

Scorodon, 858, b.

•Scorodoprason, 858, b.

Scorpio, 989, a.

Scorpio, II., 858, b.

Scorpio, III., 859, a.

Scorpio, IV., 859, a.

^Scorpioeides, 859, a.

Scortea, 699, a.

Screw, 272, a.

Scribe, 859, a ; 1063, b.

Scribonia Lex, 565, b ; 1068, a.

Scrinium, 211, b.

Scriplum, 859, b,

Scripta, 795, a.

Scripta Daodecim, 569, b.

Scriplura, 859, b.

Scripturarii, 859, h.

Scripalum, 859, b.

Scrobes, 76, b.

Scrupulum, 859, b ; 1062, a.

Sculptura, 860, a.

Sculpture, 860, a ; 912 a.

T.Kvpia SUrt, 660, b.

^KvraXti, 861, a.

Xxidai, 347, a.

Scutum, 860, b.

Scylium, 861, a.

Scytale,861,a.
Scytale, II., 661, a.

Scythe, 428, b.

2i7)cdf, 958, b.

Sectatores, 46, a.

Sectio, 861, h
Sector, 861, b.

Sectorium Interdictum, 543, b

;

861, b.

Securicula, 861, b.

Securis, 861, b.

Secutores, 477, a.

ScipaTo;, 332, b.

Xupa(pipos, 332, b.

^KTOLXvcta, 861, b.

^tiarpov, 899, a.

Seliuon, 862, a.

Seliquastrum, 863, a.

Sella, 862, a
2^/iara, 457, a.

Sembella, 349, a.

^nfcwv, 539, b ; 896, a.

Semeiotica, 863, b.

Sementiva Feriie, 436, b.

Semimares, 467, a.

Semis, Semissis, 110, b; 129,
b ; 591, a.

Semproniae Leges, 664, a.

Sempronia Lex de Foenere,
586, a.

Semuncia, 1062, a.

Semunciarium Fenus, 547, b.

Senate (Athenian), 168, a.
" (Roman), 864, b.
" (Spartan), 473, b.

Senator, 864, b.

Senatus, 864, b.

Cenatusconsultum, 870, b.
'' Apronianum, 672, a.

" ArticuIeianam,67S,a
" de Baccbanalibus,

8M, b ; 672, a.

" Calritianum, 557, a

;

«T2, b.

" Claudianura, 872, b.
" Dasumianum, 873, a.
" Hadriani, 873, a.
" Juncianum, 873, b.

•' Junianum, 673, b.

" Largianum, 873, b.

" Liboniauum, 673, b.
" Macedonianum, 673,

k
1122

Senatugconsultum Memmia-
nam, 873, b.
" Neronianum, 873, b.

" Orphitianum, 874, a.

" Pegasianum, 874, a.

" Persicianum, 874, a.

" Fisonianum, 873, b.
" Plancianum, 874, a.

" Plautianum, 874, a.

" Rubrianum, 874, b.
" Sabiniauum, 874, b.
" Silanianum, 874, b.
" Tertullianum,874,b.
'• Trebellianum, 875,a.
" Turpilianum, 875, a.
•' Velleianum, 875, a.

" Vitrasianum, 675, a.
" Volusianum, 675, a.

Seniores, 296, b ; 1007, b.

Sepelire, 461, a.

September, 191, a.

Septemviri Epulones, 414, a.

Septimatrus, 630, b.

Septimontium, 875, a.

Septum, 297, a.

Septunx, 110, b; 591, a.

Sepulchri Violati Actio, 462, a

;

1049, a.

Sepulchrum, 461, a.

Sequestres, 46, a.

Sera, 526, a.

Seriae, 374, a ; 1051, b.

Sericum, 675, b.

Serpens, 876, a.

Serpyllum, 676, U
Serra, 676, b.

Serrati, sc. Nummi, 349, b.

Serrula, 876, b.

Serta, 877, a.

Serviana Actio, 776, b.

Servilia Agraria Lex, 586, a.
" Glaucia Lex, 834, a.
" Judiciaria Lex, 553, a

;

586, a.

Servitus, 883, a.

Servitutes, 877, a.

Servus (Greek), 880, b.

Senrus (Roman), 883, a.

Ses, 888, a.

Sesamum, 888, a.

Sescuncia, 110, b; 591, a.

Sescunx, 110, b; 591, a.

Seseli, 888, a.

Sestertius, 866. b.

Sevir Turmae Equitum, 418, b.

Seviri, 127, b.

Sex Suffragia, 416, a.

Sexatrus, 830, b.

Sextans, 160, b ; 596, a.

Sextarius, 889, a.

Sextilis, 191, a.

Sextula, 689, b ; 1062, a.

Shears, 449, a.

Shields, 266, a ; 736, b ; 750,
b ; 860, b.

Shins, 889. b.

Shoe, 188, b ; 998, b ; 901, b.

Sibina, 489, b.

^iSvviov, 489, b.

Sibyl, 895, a.

Sibyllini Libri, 895, a.

Sica, 696, a.

Sicarius, 308, b ; 896, a.

Sicila, 896, a.

Sickle, 426, b ; 896, b.

Sicilicus, 1062, a.

Sicys, 896, a.

Side, 896, a.

Siderites Lapis, 896, a.

^tSripo/iavTela, 370, a.

Sideros, 896, a.

Sigillaria, 856, a.

Sigillata, 696, a.

Sigma, 633, b.

Signa Militaria, 896, a.

Signifer, 896, b.

Signinam Opus, 519, b.

Sil, 697, b.

Slier, 697, b.

Silk, 675, b.

Silentiarii, 804, a.

Silex, 897, b.

Silia Lex, 586, a.

Silicarii, 76, a.

Silicemium, 462, b.

•Silphium, 896, a.

Siliqua, 1062, a.

Silurus, 698, a.

Silvai, 659. b.

Silvani et CarlMnis Lex, 584, b.

Silver, 90, h.

Simia, 898, a.

Sinapi, 898, b.

Sindon, 718, b.

Sinopica Terra, 898, b
Sinus, 985, b.

Sion, 896, b.

Siparium, 698, b.

Sirius, 898, b.

Sigarum, 899, a.

Sistrum, 899, a.

^lavpa, 750, a.

^tavpva, 750, a.

Sisymbrium, 899, b.

Sisyrinchion, 899, b.

Sitella, 901, a.

'^iTTipifjiov, 901, a.

^iTtvrfjs, 430, b.

y^iT&vai, 900, b.

'^iTo^vKaKtiov, 510, b.

SjTO^XaicEj, 900, a.

SiroruXat, 900, a.

Thoi, 899, b.

XiVoi) SUri, 900, b.

Sitta, 901, a.

Sittybffi, 588, b.

Situla, 901, a.

Slaves (Greek), 880, b.

Slaves (Roman), 883, a.

Sling, 454, b.

Slingers, 454, b.

Smaragdus, 901, b.

Smaris, 901,b.
Smilax, 901, b.

2/iAi7, 243. b ; 373, a.

'S.uiviri, 832, a.

Smiris, 901,b.
Smyrna, 901, b.

Sobrina, 277, b.

Sobrinus, 277, b.

Socculus, 901, b.

Soccus, 901, b.

Socer, 30, b.

Socer Magnus, 31, a.

Societas, 902, a.

Socii, 903, a.

Socio, Pro, Actio, 902, b.

Socius, 902, a.

Soci°us, 31, a.

Socrus Magna, 31, a.

Sodales, 2/6, a.

Sodales Augustales, 127, a.

Sodales Titii, 985, a.

Sodalitium, 46, b.

Solarium, 509, a; 518, b.

Solea, 904, a.

Solea, II., 904, b.

Solen, 904, b.

Solidus, 129, b.

Solitaurilia, 604, b ; 846, a.

Solium, 150, a.

XrfXoy, 368, a.

Solum, 519, b.

Solutio, 674, b.

Sophronistse, 463, a.

Sw^povnoTjJoiov, 213, a.

Sorbum, 904, b.

Sorex, 904, b.

Sopoi, 456, b.

Soror, 277, b.

Sortes, 693, a ; 904, b.

Sortilegi, 905, a.

SaJCTTpa, 882, a.

Spade, 715, b.

Spadones, 467, a ; 532, b.

Sparganion, 905, a.

"Z-ndpYavov, 534, a.

Spartan Constitution, 472, b.

Spartum, 905, a.

Sparus, 489, b.

y^ndQv, 478, a ; 955, a.

Spatium, 254, a.

Spear, 488, b.

Specillum, 243, b.

Spectio, 126, b.

Specularia, 521, a.

Specularis Lapis, 521, a.

Speculatores, 905, a
Xrreipa, 906, b.

Srr£ipa« jioeiat, 235, a.

Speculum, 905, a.

Specus, 75. b.

y^TTttplov, 720, a.

STTtipov, 720, a.

Speusinians, 347, a.

Sphacelos, 906, a.

Sphaeristerium, 153, b ; 483, b.

'i<f>a'tpa, 777, a.

y^^aipai, 235, a.

yi^ifiaif 483, b.

^^atfiarfipiov, 463, b ; 777, «
"LfaipurriK^, 777, a.

Y.iaipioTtKdi, 463, b ; 777, *.
Sphendamnos, 9()6, a.

yii^nidvri, 454, b ; 840, b ; 910
TacvSovrjTat, 454, b,

Sphei, 906, a.

5;^«£y, 606, b.

y^ifityKT^p, 96, a.

^ippayis, 839, a.

^ipvpa, 610, a.

"S^ipvpiov, 610, a.

X0upvAarov, 177, b
Sphyrsena, 906, f»

Sphyraton, 177, b.

Spiculum, 489, b.

Spina, 253, a.

Spina, 906, a.

Spindle, 464, b.

Spinier or Spinther, 96, a
Spira, 906, b.

Spirula, 906, b.

I'lriOa^r/, 763, b.

Spiza, 906, b.

Spodias, 906, b.

Spolia, 906, b.

Sponda, 573, a.

^mviai, 344, b ; 84«, •.

Spondeo, 672, b.

y^TTovSodiSpot, 681, a.

^nivSvXoi, 619, a.

Spondyle, 907. b.

Spondylus, 907, b.

Sponge, 704, b
Spongia, 704, b
Spongia, II., 907, b
Sponsa, 623, b.

Sponsalia, 623, b ; 624, b.

Sponsio, 542, a ; 1048, b
Sponsor, 541, b.

Sponsus, 623, b.

Sportula, 907, b.

Stabularius, 632, a.

Stacte, 908, a.

TTaSio6p6ixoi, 909, b
yirdStov, 906, a.

•SriSios, 908, a.

Stadium, 908, a.

Stalagmia, 533, a.

Stamen, 953, b.

Stannum, 910, b.

Standards, Military, 806, •
Trdaijiov, 995, a.

Stater, 910, b.

Statera, 1021, a.

^TaOnovxoi, 938, a.

XradiJids, 589, b ; 614, b.

Stati Dies, 362, b.

Stationes, 222, b.

Stationes Fisci, 912, a.

Stationes Municipiorum, 9IS t
Stativte Ferise, 435, b.

Staler, 912, a.

Statu Liber, 616, a.

Statuaria Ars, 912, a
Statuary, 912, a.

Statumen, 1042, b.

£raup(!j, 324, a.

TrfiXai, 457, b.

"^Tciifia, 877, a.

J1t/iiio)v, 953, b.

Xr c<l>avr]iT\6Koi, 877, a
y^Tt<^dv(i)fxa, 877, a.

'^Ttipavoi, 309, b.

Xr£0avojrXrf«:ioi', 677, a.

£TC0avo7rAoVoi, 877, a.

Stercolinii Servitus, 878, b
YOivia, 924, b.

Stibadium, 633, b.

Stibium, 924, b.

Stillicidii Servitus, 878, b
Stillicidium, 678, b.

Stilus, 924, b,

Stimmi, 925, a.

Stipendiarii, 925, a.

Stipend! um, 925, a
Stipes, 721, b.

Stipulatio, 673, a.

Stipulator, 673, a.

Stiva, 60, a.

XrAtyyif, 599, a.

'^Tod, 794, a.

Stcebe, 926, a.

StcEchas, 926, b.

Xtoixmv, 508, b
Stola, 926, b.

iViJ^ioi', 452, b
Stomoma, 926, b.

Stratiotes, 928, »

Stoves, 521, a.
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Stra^lum, U51, b.

.£rparij)if vaiis, 987, b.

Xrp.iTriydi, U26, b.

Straiiires. 928, a.

Rtreiia, 028, a.

rrocTTTdi, 989, b.

Stnie, 288, b.

Strigil, 150, b; 900, a.

•Strix, 928, b

y.TfxinaTa, 572, b; 051, b.

•Strombus, 928, b.

XrpoyywXat, 890, b.

£rpo0{Vf, 215, a.

irp6<piYi,< 213, a.

•trophiuin, 928, b.

*8trotithion, 928, b.

*Stloathos, 938, b.

^y^rpovOdi licydXri, 928, b.

^Strouthocamelus, 938, b.

Structor, 275, b.

Strychnus, 928, b.

Stuuioli Juris, 116, a.

^HXos, 288, a ; 025, a.

Stultorum Feris, 450, a.

Stupnim, 23, b ; 303, a ; 533, b.

i'TvpoKiov, 488, b, n.

Trvpal, 488, b.

Stylus, 924, b.

•Stypteria, 929, a.

*Styrax, 929, a.

Suasor, 125, a.

Sabcenturio, 104, a.

*Suber, 929, b.

Subitarii, 1022, b.

Subligaculum, 929, b.

Subrogare Legem, 580, a.

Subscriptio Censoria, 535, a
;

Subseciva, 37, a. [664, b.

Subsellium, 978, b.

Subserica, 876, a.

Sulisignani, 103, h.

Substitutio, 498, a.

Substitutio Pupillaris, 498, b.

Subtegmen, 953, b.

Subtemen, 953, b.

Subucula, 1024, b.

Successio, 929, b.

Successor, 930, b.

Succinctorium, 929, b.

Buccinctus, 1024, b. '

•Succinum, 930, b.

ivKo^vTTii, 930, b.

£««o^vWa; /pa0^) 931 , a.

udatio, 149, a.

Cudatoriura, 149, a.

•affibulum, 1041, a.

Suffitio, 462, a.

Sttffragia Sex, 416, a.

Suflfragium, 931, b.

Suggeslus, 841, b ; 932, a.

Suggrundarium, 460, a.

Sui Heredes, 497, b ; 499, a.

TvXai, 932, a.

Sulci, 1042, b.

XuXAoytif, 932, a.

•Sulphur, 932, b.

8ulpicice Leges, 586, a.

Bulpicia Sempronia Lex, 586, a.

XvuSdXaiov, 932, b.

T,vii6oXaiu>v irapa6dat<i)S iiKVf

TvuSoXov, 1014, a. [932, h.

^vnSdXotv, aizi, StKat, 033, a.

yivitSovXoi, 734, a, b.

^vniiaxoi, 933, b.

Xvfiitopia, 392, b ; 1011, b.

Xvn^pdi, 788, a.

^uiiiedaiov, 938, b.

Sumtuariae Leges, 934, a.

yivvdXXoYiia, 932, b.

^OYKXrrroi 'EKKXr/ola, 383, h.

XvyKoiitaT^pia, 45, a.

Sondial, 508, a.

TMtKOi, 934, b.

'SuviSoiov, 935, a.

^ihcipot, 935, a.

StutiyopiKdv, 936, b
SvvijYopos, 935, b.

Zvyy/fcia, 495, a.

Ivyyci/tif, 495, a.

T,VYYP<'<t>n< 937, a.

I'vyypafkeif, 809, b.

Tvvoios. 306, b.

XvvoiKia, J37, b.

ivvoiKia, 938, a.

Xwjpla, 159, b.

Xvrupis, 159, b; 332, a
TUrrayiia, 100, a.

Xmrriitii, 935, a ; 957, a.

XwrActa, 1011,b; 1013, a.

XwrtXc'ii, 1011, b.

t»vefiKTi, 932, b.

StfvOnvcDi' WaoaSdaiVf SUri,
tJtl^ua 960. a. r933. h.

XvrrpUlpafvot, 1011, b.

SaoyaUarUla, 604, b ; 84«, a
;

SaperflciariiM, 038, a. [807, a,

Superficies, 938, a.

Supemamerarii, 12, b.

Supparum, 694, a ; 1034, b.

Supparus, 1024, b.

Supphcatio, 938, b.

Supiwsititii, 477, a.

Suprema, «c.Tempestas, 362, a.

Surdus, 673, a ; 960, b.

Surgery, 241, a.

Sup'y?. 940, b.

T6pna, 041, a.

*Su8, 938, b.

'LvoKtivoi, 306, a.

Suspensura, 150, a.

YvaatTia, 94], a.

Xvaraais, 100, a.

SiiffruAoy, 290, a.

Sword, 478, a.

Sycalis, 930, b.

'Sycamines, 930, b.

*Syce, 930, b.

*Sycomoros, 030, b.

'Syenites Lapis, 031, b.

Syraphyton, 933, b.

Symposium, 938, b.

Syndicus, 278, b.

Synthesis, 940, a.

Syrinx, 940, b.

Syssitia, 041, a.

T. e.

Tabanus, 943, a.

Tabella, 943, a.

Tabellaris Leges, 943, a.

Tabellarius. 943, U
Tabellio, 943, b.

Tabema, 943, b.

Tabemaculuui, 943, b ; 997, b.

Tables, 633, a.

Tablinum, 617, a.

Tabuls, 944, a.

Tabularii, 945, a.

Tabularium, 945, a.

Tsda, 945, a.

Tsenia, IL, 945, b.

TaySg, 945, b.

Tatvta, 928, b.

TaiviSiov, 928, b.

TdXavra, 589, b.

TdXavTov, 947, a.

Talaria, 946, b.

TdXapos, 188, a.

TaXao-i'a, 953, a.

TaXaatovpYla, 953, a.

Talassio, 625, b.

Talentum, 947, a.

Talio, 949, a.

*Talpa, 949, a.

Talus, 949, a.

Tambourine, 1033, a.

Ta/i/ay, 950, a.

Tanttia, 621, a.

*Tanus, 951, a.

*Taos, 951, a.

Tapes, 951, a.

Tapete, 951,a.

Tdfoi, 457, a.

Ta^poToiof, 412, b.

Ta'^pof, 1034, b.

Tarandus, 951, b.

Tarentini Ludi, 60S, a ; 603, a.

Tarpeia Atemia Lex, Ml, b.

Tafi^i, 893, a.

Tdpaog, 319, b.

Taurii Lndi, 602, a ; 603, a.

Taurus, 951, b.

Taxes (Greek), 392, a; 056, a.

Taxes (Roman), 1008, b; 1035,b
Tallapxot, 951, b.

Td^if, 952, a.

'Taxus, 953, a.

T^twoy, 985, a.

Tectores, 76, a ; 736, a.

Teda, 945, a.

TflYavov, 854, b.

Tegula, 952, a.

Tctxlov, 734, b.

TtcxoToirff, 953, a.

Tela, 953, a.

TcXa/jLuiv, 133, a.

Telamones, 121, a.

Telephion. 956, a.

TcXeral, 652, a.

Telis, 956, a.

TcXwvdpxnif 956, a.

TtXaiv»7f, 956, a.

TiXos, 909, b ; 956, b.

Tcnevoi, 31, a ; 957, b ; 958, a.

Temo, 331, b.

Templfl, 057. b.

Templum, 957, b.

Tem[N)ralis Actio, 18, a.

Teni[>oris Pru:acnptio, 804, b
TensB, 971, b.

Tenthredo, 950, a.

Tepidarium, 148, b
*Terebinthus, 950. bi

•Teredo, 959, b.

Terentilia Lex, 586, a.

Terentini Ludi, 602, a.

Terminalia, 959, b.

Termini, 501, a.

Teruncins, 1 10, b; 349, a; 591, a
Tessellarii, 715, a.

Tessera, 959, b.

Tessemla, 950, b.

Testa, 441, a.

Testament, 960, a.

Testamentaris Leges, 966, a.

Testamentifactio, 960, a.

'

Testamentura, 060, a.

Testator, 960, a.

Testis, 671, b; 963.
Testudo, 605, b ; 065, b.

*Testudo, II., 966, a.

TiOptirrros, 332, b.

TerpdSpaxiiov, 381, a.

TtTpaAovja. 993, b.

TcTpaopla, 332, b.

Tctrarcha, 966, a.

Tetrarches, 966, a.

Terpapxla, 946, b ; 966, a.

Ttrp^pfif, 891,U
Tetrix, 966, a.

TcTpiiSoXov, 381. a.

TtTTapaKovTa, ol, 450, b.

•Tettigometra, 966, a.

Tettix, 966, b.

*Teuthis, 966, b.

•Teuthos, 966, b.

Teutlos, 966, b.

Textores, 953, a.

Textrices, 953, a.

Textrinum, 953, a.

Oatpds, 215. a.

eaXd/xiot, 893, a.

&aXaiUTat, 893, a.

OdXaitos, 515, a; 893, a.

•Thalassocrambe, 966, b.

Thalictron, 966, b.

BaXXo^pot, 723, b.

eaXv(7ta, 966, b.

eduva, 1052, b.

Thapsia, 966, b.

QaTTTeiv, 456, b.

Thargelia, 966, b.

OapYvXiiiv, 190, a.

Theatre, 967, a.

Bcarpov, 967, a.

Qcarpdvrii, 972, b.

6£arpo7r(oA77s, 972, b.

Theatrum, 967, a.

Thebaicus Lapis, 971, a.

QJjKat, 457, a.

Theft, 270, a ; 463, a.

*Theion, 971,a.
*TheIycraneia, 971, a.

Thelypteris, 971, a.

TheWphonon, 971, a.

Thensae, 971,b.
Theodosianus Codex, 873, t.

QtoXoYclov, 969, b.

etofdvta, 972, a.

eeaipia, 345, b ; 973, a.

eeiapiKd, 972, a.

&eu>pis, 345, a.

Bttapot, 345, a ; 973, a.

Beoihta, 972, a.

Bcpaireia, 621, a.

Therapeutica, 973, a.

BcpaTTtvTiKoi, 733, a.

BepdiTiov, 492, a.

Theriaca, 975, a.

Bvpiofidxoh 157, a.

Therms, 143, a ; 152, a.

Thermopolinm, 202, a ; 226, b
Thermos, 975. b.

Brjaavpol. 376, a ; 958, b.

Briacta, 975, b.

Thesmophoria, 976, a.

Btano4ivXaKCi;, 394, b.

e£(r/^oO/Tn(,83,a.84 a «82. -

Bcaftds, 663, a.

erfirtra, 496, b : 610, a.

Thessalian Constitution.049.b
BtaaaXoiKirai, 751. a.

BijTts, 076, b
Btaaos, 363, b ; 077, b.

Botv/i Yo/itK^, 620, a.

BoXla, 1061, b.

erfXof, 977, b.

BduiKOi, 33, a.

Tbnr&x. 906. a.

6>jpaf , 990, a.

Thoria Lex, 077, K
Thos, 9T8, a.

Thraces, 477, a.

epiviuv, 978. U.

Bpatilrai. 693, a.

Bodvos, 693, a.

•Thraupis, 978, b.

*Thraupalu8, 078, b.

Threces, 477, t.

Threshold, 524, b.

Qppvifiol, 456, a.

Thridacine, 978, b.

Thridax, 978, b.

Thrissa, 978, b.

ep('5,291,a.
Thronus, 978, b.

BpvaXXii, 397, b.

BvYarf/p, 495, a.

BvyaTpiiotis, 495, a.

BvfiiXri, 968, b.

Bviitarifiptov, 1026, b.

Otipa, 514, b ; 524, b.
" aSXeioi, 514, b ; 914, k
" nijiraia, 515, a; U4, k
" itfuavXos, 514, b.

" niravXoi, 514, b.

Bvpcds, 860, b.

Bvptrpov, 525, b.

Bvpiicg, 515, b.

BvpSiv, 515, a ; 527, b.

Bvpii)petov, 515, a : 527, b
euptoprff, 514, b ; 527, b.

Thus, 979, a.

Bvaavoi, 27, a; 443, b.

BvTtjptov, 76, b.

*Thya, 979, a.

Thyites Lapis, 970, a.

Thymallus, 979, a.

Thymbra, 979, b.

•Thymelsea, 979, b.

Thjrmus, 979, b.

Thynnus, 979, b.

Thyrsus. 980, a.

Tiara, 980, b.

Tiaras, 980, b.

Tibia, 981, a.

Tibicen,981,b.
Tibicinium, 981, a.

TigniImmittendiSenritl.M,67l),t
Tigris, 982, a.

TiVtoi XiOoi, 982, a.

Tiles, Roofing, 953, a.

TUia, 982, a.

Tt/iSv, 32, b.

Ti/iaadat, 32, b.

TtfiTjua, 982, a.

Tintinnabulum, 083, b.

Tiphe, 984, a.

Tirocinium, 984, b.

Tiro, 984, b.

TievvlSia, 984, b.

*Tithymallus, 984, b.

Titia Lex, 586, b.

Titienses, 743, a.

Titles, 743, a.

Titii Sodales, 985, a.

Titulus, 460, b ; 988, b
ToKoyXufot, 545, a.

T6kos, 545, a.

TdKoi cYYcoi, 545, a.
" lyyuoi, 545, a.
" vavTiKoi, 545, b.

Toculliones, 545, a.

Toga, 985, a.
'< Palmata, 965, b.
" Picta, 987, a.
" Prxtexta, 532, • MT, a
" PuUa. 987, a.

" Virilis, 532. a ; W7, a.

Togata Fabula, 300, b
Togatus, 987, b.

Toix^opvX^a, 734, b.

Tojxoipy'xof. 3**, b ; TM, k
ToixopvKTtji, 734, b.

Toixoj, 734, b.

Tomaculum, 167, b.

Tombs, 457, b ; 496, t ' M, •
ToVoi, 572, a.

Tonsor, 138, b.

Tooth-powder, 340, b
•Topazos, 987, b.

ToTTcla, 894, a.

Topiaria Ars, 511, a.

Tnpiarius, 511, b.

Toralia, 990, a.

Torch, 434, a.

Torcular, 0i88. a.

Torcnlum, 9es, a.

Tordylion, 988, b.

ToptvTiKri, 179, a.

Tomientum, 893, b ; M8, b.

Toronen. 989. h.
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1 dnjnii, 989, b.

Fortor, 989. b.

Torture. 139, b; 989, b.

Torug, 906, b : 990, a.

Tiinpxoi, 347, a.

Toitviia, 847, a.

Toxicum. 847, a.

Toluv, 87, a.

Toidrat, 347, a
Trabea, 987, b.

Traditio, 375, a.

•Tragaoantha, 990, a.

'Tragion, 990, a.

Tragedy (Greek), 990, a.

Tragedy (Roman), 996, a.

Tragtedia, 990, a.

ToayioSia, 990, a.

'"JTragopogon, 997, a.

•Tragorigaiion, 997, a.

'Tragos, 997, a.

Tragos, II., 997, a.

Tragula, 490, a; 837, a.

Traguni, 837, a.

Traha, 997, b.

Trama, 953, b._
Tramoserica, 876, a.

Transactio in Via, 18, b.

Transfuga, 350, a.

Traiistillum, 606, b.

Transtra, 893, a.

Transvectio Eqoitum, 416, a

;

418, a.

Tpdirt^oJ, 633, a ; 457, b.

" wpiaTai, 344, b.

" Scirepat, 344, b.

Tpaire^oKdiiOS, 344, a.

Tpawt^OTroKJs, 344, a.

Tpd^nl 892' b.

Tpavnaroi ix wpovoiaj ypa^j?,

Trebonia Lex, 586, b. [997, a.

Tremissis, 129, b.

Tressis, HI, a.

Tresviri, 1019, a.

TpiaKdScs, 458, a.

TpiaxdiTOpof, 890, b.

Tpiayii6i, 751, b.

Tpcaiva, 464, b.

Triarii, 997, a.

Tribes (Greek), 1001, b.

Tribes (Roman), 1004, b.

rpiSoXoi. 997, b.

Tpi6u>v, 720, b.

TpiSiivtov, 720, b.

Tpifiuvo^'poi, 720, b.

Tr.bu!a, 997, b.

Trib-oJum, 997, b.

Tribulus, 997, b.

*Tribulu», 998, a.

Tribulus, II., 998, a.

Tribunal, 998, a.

Tribunes, 998, a.

Tribunicia Lex, 998, b.

Tribunus, 998, a.

Tribus (Greek), 1001, b.

Tribus (Roman), 1004, b
Tributa Comitia, 1005, a.

Tributarii, 801, a.

Tributona Actio, 884, a.

Tributum, 1008, b.

Tricaj, 291, a.

Tpi'xdJ/ia, 291, a.

Tpix<D(jtf, 291, a.

TriLiinium, 1009, a.

Tridens, 464, b.

Triens, 110, b; 591, a,

Tpiripapxla, 1010, a.

Tptiipapxoi. 1010, a.

Tpt^ptif, 690, b.

TptijpoTroiol, 691, b.

Tpierripii, 681, b.

Trifax, 989, a.

Triga, 332, b.

•Trigla, 1014, a.

TrigoD, 777, b,

Trigv-ium, 853, a.

Trilix, 955. a ; 956. a.

Tpin^a, 939. a ; 1054, 6.

Trinepos, 277, b.

Trintptis. 277, b
Tiiuuni Nundinuniv 66i^ a.

Trinniidinum, 668, a.

TpiiaSoXov, 1044, a.

Triplicatio, 19, b.

TripiKl, J014, b.

•Tripolion, 1014, b
TriiKia, 1014, b.

Tphmixa. 944, a.

Tripudium, 130, b.

Tnrtnies, 690, b; 891, a.

Tpira, 458, a.

TpiTuywviffT^, 505, b.

TnUTia, 277. b.

TritaTUS, 277, h.

Triticiim, 1015, b.

Tptrriia, 846, a.

TptTTvs. 1003, a.

TriumphaliaOmamenta,1019,a
Triuniphalis Corona, 311, b.

Triumphus, 1015, b.
" Castrensis, 1018, b.
" Navalis, 1018, b.

Triumviri, 1019, a.

" Agro Dividundo, 1019, b.

" Capitalis, 1019, a.

" ColoiusDeduceDds,1019,b
" Epuloncs, 414, a.

" Equitum Turmai Recog-
noscendi or Legendis Equi-
tum Decuriis, IU19, b.

" Mensarii, 634, a.
" Monetales, 640, b,

" Noctumi, 1019, b.

" ReficiendisJE;dibu8,I019,b
" Reipublicffi Constituendse,

1019, b.

" Sacrig Conquirendis Do-
nisque Persignandis, 1019, b.
" Senatus Legendi, 1020, a.

Tp<5xAoj, 906, b.

*Trochilu8, 1020, a.

Toovdf, 331,b; 1020, a
Trochus, 1020, a.

'Troglodytes, 1020, a.

TrojjB Ludus, 256, b.

Tropaeum, 1020, a.

Tporraiov, 1020, a
Trophy, 1020, a
Trossuli, 415, b
Trousers, 171, a.

Trua, 1021, a.

Tpv6\lov, 318, b.

TpvyifiSla, 364, a.

TpvyifiSoi, 364, a.
'

Trulla, 1021, a.

Trullissatio, 736, a.

Trumpet, 1 80, a ; 595, a; 1022,b.

TpvTavr], 1021, a.

Trutina, 1021, a.

*Trygon, I., II., 1021, b.

Tuba, 1021, b.

Tubilustrium, 830, b.

TuYui TT6\t(i)v, 921, b.

TvXri, 572,_a.

tv\uov, 572, a.

TuUia Lex de Ambitu, 46, b.

TuUia Lex de Legations Libe-
ra, 576, b.

TuUianum, 213, b ; 450, b.

Tumblers, 325, a.

TvuBos, 457, a.

Tumultuarii, 1022, b.

Tumultus, 1022, b.

Tunica, 1022, b.

Tunicali, 1025, a.

TuTToy, 449, b.

Tvpavvoi, 1025, a.

TvoavvlSos Ypaif), 811.
Tunbulum, 1026, b.

Turma, 104, a; 418, a.

Turricula, 452, b.

Turris, 1027, a.

TtJpffij, 1027, a.

Tutela, 1028, b.

Tutels Actio, 1030, a.

Tutor, 1028, b.

Tutulus, 1031, b.

Twelve Tables, 1031, b.

Tympanum, 10^3, a.

Tymphaica Terra, 1025, a.

Typhe, 1025, a.

U. V.

Vacantia Bona, 165, a.

Vacatio, 102, b; 399, b.

Vaccinium, 1033, b.

Vadimonium,Vas,18,bj 804, b.

Vagina, 478, a.

Valeria; leges, 1033, b.

Valeriae etlloratisLeges,1034,a
Valeria Lex, 1034, a.

Vallaris Corona, 311, iw

Vallum, 1034, a.

Vallus, 1034. a, b.

Valvffi, 525. b.

Vannus, 1034, b.

Vappa, 1053, b.

Varia Lex, 609, 1».

Vas, 804, b.

Vase-painting, 705, b.

Vatinia Lex, 586, b.

Udo, 1035, a.

Vectigalitt, 1035, a.

Vecti^alis Ager, 38, a; 401, a.

Vnbes. 1036, a.

Veil, 1037, a.

Velamen, 1037, a.

Velarium, 1036, b.

Velati, 1036, a.

Velites, 104, a ; 489, a.

Velleianum Senatus Consult-
um, 542, a.

Velum, 893, b; 1036, a.

Venabulum, 1037, a.

Venaliciarii, 886, a.

Venatio, 1037, a.

Venditio, 403, a.

Venefica, 1039, b.

Veneficium, 1038, b.

Veneficus, 1039, b.

Ventilabrum, 716, a.

Ver Sacrum, 1039, b.

Verbena, 848, a.

Verbenarius, 437, b.

Vema, 884, b ; 886, b.

Verso in Rem Actio, 884, a.

Versura, 547, a.

Veru, 489, b.

Verutum, 489, b.

Vespai, 459, b.

Vespillones, 459, b.

Vestales, 1039, b.

Vestibulum, 516, b ; 527, a.

Vesticeps, 532, a.

Veteranus, 984, b.

Veteratores, 886, b.

Vexillarii, 103, a; 897, a.

Vexillum, 897, a.

Vi», 1041, b ; 1045.

ViiE Servitus, 879, a.

Viaria Lex, 566, b ; 1043, b.

Viaticum, 1045, b.

Viator, 1045, b.

Vicarii Servi, 884, a.

Victima, 845, b.

Vicesima, 1046, a,

Vicesimaria Lex, 1046, 0.

Vicesimarii, 1046, a.

*Vicia, 1046, a.

Vico Magistri, 1046, a.

Vicus, 1046, a.

Victoriatus, 349, a.

Vigiles, 106, a; 803, a.

VigiliiB, 222, b.

Vigintisexviri, 1046, b.

Vigintiviri, 1046, b.

Villa, 1046, b.

Villia Annalis Lex, 25, b.

Villicus, 1047, b.

Vinalia, 1048. a.

Vindemialis Feria, 437, a.

Vindex, 18, b ; 617, a.

Vindicatio, 1048, a.

Vindiciffi, 1048, U
Vindicta, 615, b ; 1048.

Vindicta, 1049, b.

Vinea, 1050, a.

Vinegar, 1053, b.

Vinum, 1050, b.

Viocuri, 830, a.

Viola, 1057, b.

Virga, 1057, b.

Virgincs Vestales, 1039, a.

Virgula. 1057, b.

Virgo Maxima, 1040, b.

Viridarium, 511, a.

Virilis Pars, 747, a.

VirilisToga, 532, a; 967, b.

Vis, 1058, a.

Vis et Vis Armata, 1056, a.

Visceratio, 462, b.

*Viscum, 1058, a.

Vitelliani, 944, b.

Vitis, 231,b.
*Vitis, 1058, a.

Vitrearii, 1059, a.

Vitricus, 31, a.

Vitrum, 1053, a.

Vitta, VittiE, 1060, b.

Vittata Sacerdos, 1061, a.

*Ulmus, 1061, a.

Ulna, 762, b.

*Ulva, 1061, b.

Umbella, 1061, b.

Umbilicus, 588, b.

Umbo, 268, b ; 737, a ; 986, b.

Umbraculum, 1061, b.

Uncia, 1062, a,

Unciarium Fenus, 547, a.

Unctores, 148, b.

Unctuarium, 44, a ; 148, b.

Unguenta, 1062, a ; 1054, a.

Unguentaria, 1062, b.

UnguentarisB, 1062, b.

Unguentarii, 1062, b.

Universitas, 1063, a.

Vocatio in Jul, 18, a.

Voconia Lex, 1084, b
Volones, 1065, a.

Volsellae, 139, a.

Volumen, 588, b.

Voluntarii, 1065, a.

Vomitona, 53, h.

Voting (Greek), 239, a; U8.«
Voting (Roman), 931, b: >ta.n
Uragus, 104, a.

*Uranosccipus, 1064, b.

Urna, 869, b; 901, a; 1(63 k
Uma (feralis), 460, b
Urpex, 549, b.

*Uru8, 1064, b.

Ustrina, 460, a.

Ustrinum, 460, a.

Usucapio, 1065, b.

Usune, M6, b.

Usurers, 545, a.
'

Usurpatio, 1068, b.

Usus, 623, a ; 1068, b.

Ususfructus, 1068, b
Uterini, 277, b.

Uti Possidelii, 543, b
Utilis Actio, 17, a, b.

Utres, 1053, a.

Utricularius, 981, a.

Utrubi, 543, b.

Vulcanalia, 1070, a.

Vulgares, 887, a.

*Vulpe8, 1065, 1).

Uxor, 623, a.

Uxorium, 1070, a

W.
Wall, 520, b ; 734, b.

Weaving, 953, a.

Wheel, 331, b ; 439, a , WS3 a

Whip, 445, a.

Wig, 293, a.

Wills, 960, a.

Window, 515, b ; 520, b.

Wine, 1050, b.

Witnesses (Greek), 626, h.

Witnesses (Roman), 6"1, a
Wrestling-, 716, a, b

X. H
Xanthe, 1070, a.

Xanthion, 1070, a.

*Xanthobalanus, 1070, ».

Etvavoi, 1070, a.

EtvijXaoia, 1070, b.

"Etvia. 511. b.

a.evias ypa<liri, 1070, b
z.eviKa, 636, b.

"EcvtKov, 1071, s.

s.cviiivci, 512, a ; 515,

1

Hs'i'of, 512, a,

H£<rri7f, 1072, a.

*Xiphias, 1072, D.

*Xiphion. 1072, b.

Ei'0os, 478, a.

'B.davov, 913, a, b.

s.vXoKojtia, 464, b
Huorapxos, 483, a
Euffrijp, 832, a.

s.vjT6g, 482, a.

EiitJTpa, 599, a.

Xyns, 1072, b.

Xystairhu*, 463, a.

Xystus, 482, a; 511, a.

Y.

Year (Greek), 100, a.

Year (Roman), 191 a

Yoke, 554, b.

Z.

ZoVopoj, 1072, b.

*Zeia, 1072, b.

Zrrnirai, 1073, a.

Zevylrai, 229, b.

*Zingiberis, 1073, a
Z(aypa<l>elv, 700, a.

Ziiiypaipia, 699, b.

Ziona, 1073, a.

Zona, 1073, a.

Ziiviov, 1073, b.

ZwviovXdKoi, 107?, a
Zonula, 1073, b.

Zoophyta, 1074, a
Zophorus, 61, a.

ZuiirrSp, 1073, a.

Zvyd. 893, a.

Zi-yioi, 893, a.

Zi))'irai,554, b; €'•, *
Ziiyov, 554, b ; OOe V : 8M.
Ziiyoj, 554, b.

ZvOos, 233, b.

•ZygiPna, 1074, b.

*Zygia, 1074, b,

*Zvthu8. 1074. b
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